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PREFACE TO VOLUME-V.

rT"'HIS volume contains the words beginning with the letters H, I, J, K. Including the Main words, to

1 which separate articles are allotted, the special Combinations or compounds, explained and illustrated

under the Main words, and the Subordinate entries of obsolete and variant forms entered in their alphabetical

places, with a reference to the Main words under which they are treated and illustrated, the number of words

amounts to 32,700. The Combinations of simple and obvious meaning, of which lists are given under the

Main words, without further explanation, but in most cases with illustrative quotations, number 4,318

more, raising the actual total of words treated in the volume to 37,018.

These words are thus distributed among the four letters:

Main word* Subordinate Special Obvious T ,
,Mam words.

WQrds Combinations. Combinations.
Total'.

H (516 pages) 8,900 2,145 2,260 2,708 16,013
I (53 ) ",35 1.636 683 778 14,447

J ("6 ,, ) i,7 2 7 402 441 4'9 3.989
K(ii2 ) 1,577 i,84 495 4 ! 3 3,569

Total 23,554 5,267 3,879 4,318 37,oi8

Considered as to their status in the language, the Main words are distinguished approximately into

those native or fully naturalized, and still current, those now obsolete (marked f), and those considered as

alien or imperfectly naturalized (marked ||).
The distribution of the Main words is as follows :

Current. Obsolete. Alien. Total 2
.

H 7,061 1,463 376 8,900
I 7,847 3,333 17 ",350
J 1,361 280 86 ',727
K 1,098 267 212 !>577

Total 17,367 5,343 844 23,554

The differing proportions of the various classes of words here tabulated reflect the different parts

played by H, I, J, and K, as initial letters in English. H is, on the whole, a normal letter, containing
the usual proportion of old words, Old English and French, with additions from all the sources that

normally contribute to the English vocabulary, none of these being in excess, unless, perhaps, the modern
learned words from Greek ; it contains no Latin prefix. I, on the other hand, containing the words formed
with the Latin prefixes in- (il-, im-, ir-), inter-, intra-, intro-, is preponderatingly Latinic. Hence,
whereas in the Bosworth-Toller Anglo-Saxon Dictionary H occupies five times as many pages as I, in

the modern English dictionary I requires rather more pages than H. But few of these Latinic words are

1 If to these be added the words in Volumes I-IV, we have for the contents of the first eleven letters of the alphabet, the following figures :

,. . Subordinate Special Obvious r- . ,

Mam words. words. Combinations. Combinations.
Iotal -

106,698 22,658 19,397 18,481 167,234

' For the sake of comparison with Dr. Johnson's Dictionary, and with some more recent lexicographical works the following statistics have
been carefully compiled for these letters :

Johnson.
'Encyclopedic'

'

Century
'

Diet. ' Funk's Standard.' Here.

,533 6,853 9,690 9,630 16,013

Tota! words recorded <*
' ^ 7,575 7,846 M.447

205 1,412 2,064 2,7' 3,569

/H I,

{'

"

u

[H

1,194 1,898 3,357 999 J2,"8
1,640 2,762 3,961 894 12,133

J 237 S?8 7" 1 9S 2,429
"50 3" 595 177 2,474

'H 4,150 3,084 8,349 ',327 59,776/H 4,150 3,084 8,349 ',327 59,776

Number of illustrative

quotations]}

4,45. 3,97 8,301 1,4,2 54,730

*K 665 557 1,505 229 12,340
The quotations in Richardson's Dictionary are, H 4,500, 1 6,195, J 901, K 684.
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old enough in the language to have sustained any phonetic or even orthographic change, and few of them are

of the kind (simple substantives) that readily form compounds ; hence, the number of variant forms requiring

to be registered as
' subordinate words ', and especially of ' combinations ', is small in proportion to the whole.

On the other hand a great number of the words that have been at various times derived or formed from

Latin, have failed to become permanent constituents of the language ; they have again gone out of use ;

hence, the ' obsolete words
'

in I are disproportionately numerous. J and K are imperfect letters ;
more

than half the words which would belong to them phonetically, are actually spelt with G and C ;
hence they

are lexicographically among the small letters. Also, they were not properly Old English letters
;
but J

contains old words from or through French, while K was substituted in early Middle English for Old English

C ' hard
'

before e, i (y) and . The proportion of ' combinations
'

in J and K is somewhat normal, as is also

that of
'

subordinate words
'

in J ;
but in K, owing to so many C words having variants in K, the proportion

of
' subordinate words

'

is enormously large, three times as great as in H and J, and five times as great as in I.

Both letters contain a very large number of words adopted from Oriental, African, American, Australian, and

Oceanic languages (these being phonetically usually written with J and K, in preference to G and C) ; hence,

the '

alien words
'

in J are proportionally thrice as many as in I, and one fourth more than in H ; and in K
three-and-a-half times as many as in H, and seven times as many as in I. In those pages of K which contain

the non-English initial combinations Ka-, Kk-, KI-, Ko-, Kr-, KJI-, Ky-, these exotic words may be thought

to superabound ; yet it would have been easy to double their number, if every such word occurring in English

books, or current in the English of colonies and dependencies, had been admitted ; our constant effort has

been to keep down, rather than to exaggerate, this part of '

the white man's burden.'

Many workers have contributed to the production of this volume. In addition to the volunteer Readers,

by whom so many of the quotations have been collected, and of whom the chief have been mentioned

in Vol. I, the services have to be recorded of Mr. S. Taylor, of the White House, Crossings, Chapel-en-le-

Frith, who at an early period arranged the materials for Ho- alphabetically and chronologically, and of

Mr. A. W. Longden, of Hook Green, Marple, Stockport, who did the same for those of Hu- and HY-. The

sub-editing of HA- was undertaken by the late Mr. G. A. Schrumpf, who, however, at his death, had only

partially put the quotations in order as far as Har-. A portion of HE-, including Head and its derivatives,

was arranged by Mr. H. M. Fitz-Gibbon, of 49 Merrion Square, Dublin. The materials for Hi- were skilfully

sub-edited by Dr. R. J. Lloyd, of Liverpool ; parts of Ho- and HY-, Hoo- to Horus, Hyp- to Hyz-, by the

late Mr. John Peto ; another part of HO-, Hos- to Hoz-, and the whole of Hu- by the late Mr. W. Noel

Woods, B.A., and Mrs. Woods
; part of HY- to Hym-, by Miss M. Quick, Clifton. The whole of the rest

of the materials (with the exception of the pronominal words) were sub-edited between 1 883 and 1 890, by
E. L. Brandreth, Esq., Member of Council of the Philological Society, who subsequently also ((895-8)
revised and re-subedited the greater part of the letter. For preliminary assistance with I we are indebted

mainly to the indefatigable labours of Miss J. E. A. Brown, of Further Barton, near Cirencester, and to the

Rev. Canon Rupert Morris, D.D., the former having sub-edited most of the materials as far as the end

of Into, the latter the remainder from Intra onward. A section from Inconcealable to Indiscriminate was

prepared by the Rev. E. H. Sugden, now Master of Queen's College in the University of Melbourne, before

he left England in 1887 ; and a small portion by Mr. T. Wilson, of Rivers Lodge, Harpenden. The whole
of the letter I was subsequently revised, with incorporation of new quotations, by Miss Brown, whose work
at the materials for this letter thus extended from 1887 to 1900. The materials for J were, at an early

stage (1882-6), arranged by the late Rev. Walter Gregor, D.D., of Pitsligo ;
the whole was subsequently

(1896-9) sub-edited, with much addition of material and investigation of difficult points, by the Rev. C. B.

Mount, M.A., Oxford. The materials for K were originally put in order for the Philological Society by
Mr. H. Hucks Gibbs, now Lord Aldenham

; they have been sub-edited for us during 1892-3, and again in

1899-1900, with great research into the literary history of the Oriental words, by Mr. Brandreth. No fewer

than five of these excellent helpers have passed away without seeing the printed sheets of any portion of the

letters at which they worked
;

of their esteemed services, as of those of the survivors above-named, and

especially of those of Mr. Brandreth, Miss J. E. A. Brown, and Mr. Mount, whose assistance has been so

continuous and so effective, the heartiest acknowledgement is now made.
In the proof stage we have again to record the help of (alas! that it should be necessary so to describe

him) the late Fitzedward Hall, D.C.L., of Marlesford, Wickham Market. This help was continued till within

a few weeks of his death, which took place on February i, 1901, at the age of seventy-six. We have had
in every volume to record the supremely valuable services gratuitously rendered to the Dictionary by this

eminent English scholar, wh6, as a pure labour of love, for many years devoted several hours every day
to the examination of our proofs, in order to make additions to them from his enormous collections of notes
on English words, phrases, and idioms, containing quotations from, or references to, thousands of books of the

last four centuries. To the Dictionary his death is an incalculable loss, a loss that would indeed have been
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irreparable but for the fact that he left directions that all his MS. quotations, references, notes, and memo-

randa, should be handed over to the Editor, and that we should have the free use of the books in his own
extensive library to which these referred. We have accordingly begun, with the assistance of many willing

hands, to have the quotations indicated in his reference-lists excerpted, put upon slips, and added to our

materials, so that the Dictionary may continue in spine measure to profit by his researches, although at

the cost of much time and labour which during his lifetime he himself bestowed. Hearty acknowledgement
is made of the way in which Mr. Richard D. Hall has done everything to facilitate this completion of his

honoured father's services to the Dictionary and to English lexicography.

Second only to the contributions of Dr. Fitzedward Hall, in enhancing our illustration of the literary

history of individual words, phrases, and constructions, have been those of Dr. W. C. Minor, received week

by week for words at which we were actually working. For other help in the proof stage we have to thank

the Right Hon. Lord Aldenham
;
the Rev. Canon Fowler, of Durham

;
the late Mr. Russell Martineau, M.A.

(down to his lamented death in December, 1898); the Rev. J. B. Johnston, B.D., Falkirk
; Monsieur F. J.

Amours, Glasgow ;
Mr. A. Caland, Wageningen, Holland

;
and especially Miss Edith and Miss E. P.

Thompson, now of Lansdowne, Bath, and Mr. R. Jowitt Whitwell, of Oxford, whose researches, both in the

Bodleian Library and at the Public Record Office, have added much to our illustration of the history of legal

and historical terms. Grateful acknowledgement is also made of the etymological assistance rendered by
Professor Eduard Sievers, of Leipzig, and by M. Paul Meyer, Member of the Institute of France; as also,

in particular words, of that of Professors Napier, J. Wright, Bywater, Robinson Ellis, Driver, Margoliouth,

Merrill, and Rhys, of Oxford
;
Professors Kluge and Schroer (Freiburg-im-Breisgau), Luick (Graz), Morsbach

(Gottingen) ; Dr. J. W. Muller, Leyden ; of Mr. J. T. Platts, M.A. with Persian and Indian words, and of

Professor Bullock with Chinese words ; and especially, in J and K, of Mr. James Platt, junior, of 77
St. Martin's Lane, London, whose researches have enabled us to give the exact history of many words from
far-off languages. The friends who have helped in the treatment or investigation of the history of historical,

legal, philosophical, scientific, and technical words in this volume are too numerous to mention ;
most of

them have already been named in earlier prefaces ;
but particular mention must here be made of the help

of Mr. R. E. Baynes, M.A.
;
Rev. Andrew Clark, M.A.

;
Mr. W. A. Clarke, F.L.S. ; Mr. C. H. Firth, M.A.,

LL.D.
; Mr. W. W. Fisher, M.A. ; Professor Gotch, F.R.S. ;

Mr. Horace Hart, M.A.; Mr. R. R. Marett, M.A. ;

Professor H. A. Miers, M.A.
;
Professor Odling, F.R.S.

;
Sir Frederick Pollock, D.C.L.

;
Mr. G. F. Stout,

M.A. ; Mr. V. H. Veley, F.R.S. ; Mr. C. C. J. Webb, M.A. ; Professor J. Cook Wilson
; and the late Sir John

Stainer, of Oxford
;

of Professor Alfred Newton, the Rev. Professor Skeat, and Dr. W. Aldis Wright,

Cambridge ;
Mr. W. W. Dobell, Dr. F. J. Furnivall, Mr. James Hammond, Dr. J. A. Kingdon, London ;

Dr. S. R. Gardiner
;
the Deputy-Keeper of the Public Records

;
the Director of the Royal Gardens, Kew ;

the Director of the Natural History Museum, South Kensington ;
the Secretary of the Zoological Society ;

Mr. Barclay V. Head and Mr. E. J. Scott, of the British Museum
;
Mr. E. W. Hulme, of H. M. Patent Office ;

also of Sir J. S. Burdon-Sanderson and Dr. W. Sykes, F.S.A., of Woking, with the history of medical terms ;

of Professor J. K. Laughton and Mr. M. Oppenheim, with the history of naval terms
;

of Professor

Albert H. Chester, of New Brunswick, N.J., with names of minerals
;
and of Mr. Albert Matthews, of

Boston, U.S., with the history of many American uses of words, especially during the Colonial period.

The Assistants in the Scriptorium, who have been engaged on this volume, are Messrs. C. G. Balk
;

A. T. Maling, M.A.
;
F. J. Sweatman, M.A.

;
A. R. Sewell

;
and H. Price. On parts of the work earlier or later,

there have also been engaged Messrs. C. T. Onions, M.A.
; A. H. Mann, B.A. ; E. J. Thomas, B.A. ; and

Miss Hilda Murray. Mr. Alfred Erlebach, B.A., a valued member of the Scriptorium staff in earlier times,

who continued to render occasional assistance, died on October 7, 1899. In the latter half of this volume
I have- also had the collaboration of Mr. W. A. Craigie, M.A., who has taken a large share in the

preparation of K, especially of the etymological articles, and has now been entrusted with the preparation
of volume VIII.

JAMES A. H. MURRAY.
THE SCRIPTORIUM, OXFORD,

20 August, 1901.



ADDITIONS AND EMENDATIONS.

Halfpennyworth, b. Earlier example of halfpennyworth of tar:

1631 CAPT. SMITH Advt. Planters 30 Rather . . to lose ten sbeepe, than

be at the charge of a halfe penny worth of Tarre.

Kander. spec.
- HANDLER 2. 1746 Acct. of Cock-fight in ^nd Ann.

Rep. Deputy Keeper P. R. 166 In snch manner as is usual for hanclers

to account ten. 1794 Sporting Mag. III. 169 Called 'banders' or
'
setters to '.

Hansard 1. Early examples : 1449 Rolls Parlt. V. 144/2 Hanser.

'453 Ibid- V. 330/2 Another Snbsidie . . of every Venecian, Esterlynge . .

Lnmbard, Hanszard, Prncier, and also other Straungers Merchanntz.

Ibid., Hansard.

Harrier 2
, the dog. Earlier examples : 1408 Privy Seal (20 Ang.

9 Hen IV. (No. 5874) La garde de nos chiens appellez hayrers. 1413
Rot. Pat. I Hen. V. pt. 3, memb. 19, 12 June, Custodiam canum nostro-

rnm vocatorum '

hayreres '. J 446 Issues of Excheq. (ed. Devon),
[Hounds called] heireres.

fHask, a. (used adv.) c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. VII. 124 Al hugely
and haske [L. rauce~\.

tHaskness. Obs. [f. HASK
a.~] Hoarseness, huskiness. 1519

HORMAN Vulg. 28 He hath a great haskenes [grant asthmate impli-
catur]. 1540 EARL OF BATH in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. II. II. 158, I am
. . sore aggreved with the agew myxte with a cough & haskenes. 16 . .

in J. Thompson Ann. Influenza (1863) 9 A dry cough, pain of the breast,
haskness and roughness of the throat.

Haversine. The name was introduced by Prof. Jas. Inman, D.D.,
in his Navigation and Nautical Astronomy ed. 3, 1835. Cf. Diet.
Nat. Biog.

Haw, so.3 b. Earlier example : c 1450 ME. Med. Bk. (Heinrich) 98A charme for J>e hawe in t>e ye.

Headstock. if. (Of a bell.) Earlier qnot: 1688 R. HOLME
Armoury III. 461/2 A Bell Azure hanging by its Headstock and
Gugions in an Arch.

Hog-deer I. (Alter.) The common name of a small Indian deer,
Axis porcinus. (Sometimes also used to include A. maculatus.)

Hogreeve. Earlier example: 1689-90 Boston (U. S.) Town Rec.
10 Mar., Officers for the yeare . . were chosen as followeth . . 6 Hogg
Reeues.

Hunch, v. i. Earlier example: 1581 R. V. Caluint on Gal. iv. 30. 112
The heritage is saued for vs, howsoeuer, bragly they hnnche at vs for
a time.

Hnsting, 2 b. For a hustings court, curia hustenrorum. in Oxford,
see Wood's Life <&> Times (O. H. S.) IV. 183-4.

Hut, sb. i b. (Showing that to be the earlier use). 1545 St. Papers,Hen. VIII, X. 609 The French armey . . having broken up their campeand brent all their huittes, removed . . towardes Arde.

tl-kepe, v. Obs. The sense in the quots. is that of KEEP v. 5, 6 c, to
watch for, wait for, intercept, ward off.

Immersion. Earlier example:; 1450 Mirour Saluacioun 1407
1 has whilk in watire takes duwe inmersionne.

Immigrant. Earlier example: 1789 MORSE Amer. Ceo? JM
There are in this state [N. Y.J'many immigrants from Scotland, Ireland
Oennany.

Imperial, sb. 8 Early example : 1839 WARREN Ten Thousanda Year i, An imperial i.e. a dirt-coloured tuft of hair, permitted to grow
perpendicularly down the under lip of puppies poor Mr. Titmouse had
been compelled to sacrifice some time before. [This makes the historyof the word doubtful. Perh. it was merely revived in compliment to
Napoleon III, to whom the French Diets, refer it]

fir' ^^ examPle :
~ ' 6S4 GAYTON Pleasant Notes in

. 96 Don Manotto, Knight of the Inasswagable Panch.

Incitress. Literary example : 1654 GAYTON Pleasant Notes iv.

vi Bright Sun-beame, repairer and incitresse of my decaying heat.

Inclnse, a. Later example : 1715 M. DAVIES Athen. Brit. I. Pref.
20 The Incluse Anchoret Peter, from the Confines of Spain.

Income, v.

cited.

Delete quot. c 1565, the word being an error of the ed.

Inconsutile, a. Early example in lit. sense : c 1450 Mirour Salua-
cioun 3205 Marie didde onne hire sons cote inconsutyle with out

semyng.

India paper. Cf. 1750 WALPOLE Lett. (1846) II. 351 Mrs. Frere . .

screamed about Indian paper.

Indomable, a. Early example : c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun 5062
The Egle indomable thow reclamed at the fulle.

Ingot. Anglo-Fr. example of sense 2 : 1423 Rolls Parlt. IV. 22

Item, diverses Yngottes & kakes d'argfent], poisfauntz] xxxiu ffi

VII unc'. Item, VI Yngottes d'arg[ent], poisauntz VI ft IX unc'di.

Ingrain, a. I b (American use) : 1836 Penny Cycl. VI. 314/1 Kid-
derminster . . carpets, or, as the Americans more descriptively term them,
ingrain carpets.

Inscriber. Earlier example: 1674 SIR G. MACKENZIE Laws &
Customs Scotl. Matters Criminal xix. 8 (1699) The inscriber was
according to the Civil Law, oblidged to find caution.

Insensible, a. I. (Confirming this as earliest sense) : c 1 380 WYCLIF
Wks. (i 880) 469 Bilene is insensible and more trewe ]>an siche signes ; as

]>is treuj>e is insensible ]>at two and >re maken fyue, and jit it is more
certeyn fan ony sensible fing heere.

Instigatriz. Literary example: 1674 BREVINT Saul at Endor
109 The Woman should be the Instigatrix, or the first Sollicitress.

Interlace, v. 4. Earlier example : 1531 ELYOT Gov. in. xxv. (1880)
II. 398 Admytte that some histories be interlaced with leasynges.

Invert, v., sense 2, add :

g. Math. To transform by inversion
; to obtain the inverse of: see

INVERSE sb. 2, INVERSION 3.

Irreclaimable, a. 2 b. Earlier example: 1812 BRACKENRIDGE
Views of Louisiana (1814) 159 Of this portion, there is not more than
a fourth which can be considered irreclaimable.

Irregular, a. Insert between senses 6 and 7 : Math, (see quots.).

1700 MOXON Math. Diet. s.v. Regular, Those [figures are] called

Irregular, which have not the Equality of Sides and Angles, as are

Prisms and Trapezia's. 1734 J. WARD Introd. Math. in. i. 4 (ed. 6)

290 An Irregular Polygon is that Figure which hath many unequal Sides

standing at unequal Angles.

Irrelevancy. Early example : 1592 Sc. Acts fas. VI (1597) 151

Seeing that diverse exceptiones and objectiones risis vpon, criminall

libelles . . be alleged irrelevancie thereof.

Ism, quasi-sb. Earlier example : 1680 E. PETTIT Vis. Purgatory
46 He was the great Hieroglyphick of Jesuitism, Puritanism, Quaquer-
ism, and all Isms from Schism.

Jag, sb? i c. Cf. 1678 RAY Prov. 87 Proverbiall Periphrases of one
drunk. . . He has a jagg or load.

jasmine, i 0. Earlier example: 1548 TURNER Names of Herbes

44 lasminum otherwise called lasme.

Jaw, rf.1 7,jaw-piece. Read: =JOWPIE.
Jerkin-head. Cf. KlRKlN-HEAD, the earlier existence of which

suggests thatjerkin-head originated in some error.

Jiboya. Early example : 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 842
[Srazif] Of Snakes without venome, he numbereth the Giboya, some of
which are twentie foote long, and will swallow a Deere whole. Ibid.

839 laboya.
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the eighth letter of the Roman alpha-
bet, ancient and modern, representing his-

torically the Semitic B, Hheth or Kketh, through
the Greek H, Heta, Eta, originally the eighth,

but, in the later Greek alphabet, after the omission
of f (see F), the seventh letter. The Semitic letter

represented a laryngal or guttural spirant, or a

rough aspirate, and it was with the aspirate value

that the letter was originally used in Greek and

passed thence into Roman use. (In the later Greek

alphabet, H was used as a vowel, to express long e,

which had previously not been distinguished Irom
short e : see E.) When the Roman alphabet was

applied to the Germanic languages, H was used

initially for the simple aspirate or breath-sound,
which had arisen out of a pre-Germanic or

Aryan k, through the stages of guttural aspirate

(kh} t
and guttural spirant (x) ; medially and finally

k was put for the guttural spirant itself, which, in

later times, came to be written gh or ch : thus,
Gothic hauh, OHG. hdh, OE. hfah, mod. English
high (gh mute), Scotch heieh, Ger. hoch. In Old

English, h occurred not only before the vowels,
but also before the consonants /, n, r, w (repre-

senting the pre-Germanic /-, kn~, kr-, kw-t or q-} t

as in hldf loaf, hnecea neck, hrsefn raven, hwd
who ; it now stands initially only before vowels.

Its power is that of a simple aspiration or breath-

ing, with just sufficient narrowing of the glottis to

be audible before a vowel. It is also used to

form consonantal digraphs (sh, th, etc.) with

simple sounds
;
and it is often silent, or merely

lengthens a preceding vowel.

The name aitih, which is now so remote from

any connexion with the sound, goes back through
ME. ache to OF. ache= Sp. ache, It. acca, pointing
to a late L, *accha, *ahha, or *aha, exemplifying
the sound

;
cf. It. effe, elle

y emrne, etc. (The earlier

L. name was ha.} The plural occurs as aitche$t

aches, hs, h's.

In late Latin, and in the Romanic languages, the aspirate
was no longer pronounced, and consequently often not
written ; in modern Italian it is entirely omitted, as in

eretico, istorico, orribile. In Old French similarly the
mute h was originally not written, and it was in this form
that many Old French words, such as obit, able, eir, erbe,
eritage, onest, onor or onnr, nre or oure, ympne, were
originally adopted in English. From this stage we derive
the still existing forms able, ability, arbour (=erbere),
ostler. But at a later period, imitation of the Latin spelling,
by scribes who knew that language, gradually led to the
restitution of k in the writing of most of these words in

French, and thence also in English. In French, the h,
though thus artificially reinstated in spelling, remained
mute

; but in England it was gradually, after the usage of
the native words, restored in pronunciation, so that at the
present day only a very few words, viz. heir, honest, honour,
hour, with their derivatives, remain with h mute

; though
others, such as herb, humble, humour, were so treated very
recently, and are by some people still; and hostler (also
spelt ostler) is so pronounced by the majority. A trace of
the former muteness or weakness of h in other words is also
seen in the still prevalent practice of using an before words
with initial h, not accented on the first syllable, as heretical,
historical, humane, hypotenuse, and in such archaic forms
as 'mine host', and the biblical 'an Hebrew'. In the ME.
period, during which k was being gradually reinstated in
words from Old French

t
these show great variety of spelling,

the same word appearing now with, and now without h \

this uncertainty reacted upon other words beginning with
a vowel, so that these also often received an initial h (due
probably in some instances, as habnndant, to a mistaken
notion of their etymology). This spelling has been per-
manently established in the words hermit and hostage,
among others.

VOL. V.

In Old English, as in the Teutonic languages generally,
initial h was strongly and distinctly aspirated. But early in

the Middle-English period it was dropped in pronunciation
and writing before /, ,

and r. The old hw was from the
i2th c. commonly written wk, sometimes iu only, in Scotch

qiuh; quk- ; indicating a variety of pronunciation (see W).
Before vowels, in words of Old English or Norse origin, h
has been regularly retained in the standard spelling and
pronunciation : but in many English dialects, especially those
of the midl. and southern counties (not in Scotland, Ireland,
or the United States), the aspirate has disappeared as an
ordinary etymological element, and is now employed only
with other functions, viz. to avoid hiatus (e. g. t/ie egg, pro-
nounced the-h-egg), and especially in the emphatic or ener-

getic utterance of a syllable with an initial vowel ; being
then prefixed without distinction to words with or without

etymological A; thus horse, ass, usually dss, ass, emphatically
(or after a vowel) hoss, hass. In earlier periods, these
dialectal habits naturally affected the written language of

literature, where their influence was reinforced by the un-

certainty that prevailed as to initial h in words of Latin-
French origin; so that during the Middle-English period,
and down to the i7th c., we find numerous instances of the

non-etymological absence or (more often) presence of initial

h in native words also. These characteristics are not confined
to English : some modern Dutch and Flemish dialects,

especially those of Zealand, Flanders, and North Brabant,
have

entirety lost h as an etymological element, and employ
it to avoid hiatus, and to impart emphasis, exactly like the

English dialects ; while in Old High German, Middle Low
German, Middle Dutch, and, above all, Middle Flemish

literature, the non-etymological absence and presence of
initial h is even more marked than in Middle English. In
this Dictionary, some of the chief forms found in earlier

use with adventitious initial h are mentioned in their

alphabetical order, with a reference to their proper spelling,

especially when this is not seen by simple omission of the
h ; but in other cases it is to be presumed that, when a ME.
word in h is not entered here, it will be found in the form
without h,

In recent times, the correct treatment of initial k in speech
has come to be regarded as a kind of shibboleth of social

position ; this has resulted in the cultivation of the educated

usage in many quarters where it is not native. But even
in educated pronunciation, there are cases in which h is

usually mute, e. g. at the beginning of a syllable after certain

consonant groups, as in exhaust, exportation, and in such
suffixes as -ham, -hope, in Chatham. Clapham, Durham,
Greenhope, Stanhope, Tudhope, -herd in shepherd, as well
as in the pronouns he, his, hint, her, when unemphatic
and as it were enclitically combined with the preceding
word, as in

*
I met-/nm on-Ais horse". In the corresponding

neuter pronoun it, originally hit, in which the unemphatic
use predominates, the // was long ago dropped in writing as
well as speech. (But in Scotch the emphatic form is still hit.)
After a vowel, h is regularly silent, and such a vowel being

usually long, as in oh, ah, bah, hurrah, the addition of /:

(so usual in modern German) is one of the expedients which
we have for indicating a long vowel in foreign or dialect

words. The silence of A in certain positions contributed to

the currency of such spellings as the obsolete preheminence,
prokeme, abhommable.
By the combination of h with consonants, numerous

digraphs are formed for the expression of simple sounds ;

the origin of this goes back to the ancient Greek alphabet,
which used PH, TH, KH, for the aspirated consonants,
which were afterwards provided with single symbols 4>, 0, X,
and sank into simple spirants. In Latin the digraphs were
retained, and thence th, ch, and occasionally ph, were taken
to represent German spirants or aspirates. In Old English,
which had b, 5, for the sound or sounds represented on the
continent by tk, these digraphs had little currency until after

the Norman Conquest, which introduced ///, ch, gh, and
sometimes yh, for certain English sounds, and substituted
ivh for OE, hw, the development of a simple sound (J)
from the OE. combination sc, led, through sch, to the

digraph sh ; ph and 7h (pronounced f and r) were adopted
from Latin as the representatives of Gr. < and p ; in more
recent times kh has been used to express Slavonic and
Semitic guttural spirants; bh,dh,gh,ph, th,kh, to represent
Sanskrit and Indian aspirates, or other alien sounds; and
zh (on the analogy, s : z : : sk '. zh) for the phonetic represen-
tation of French j in dejeuner, symbolized in this Dictionary
by 3- (For the history and use of these digraphs, see under
their respective initial letters, C, G, etc.)
To drop one's h*s (or aitches), to omit initial h where it is

pronounced in Standard English,

ciooo ^ELFRIC Gram. in. (Z.) 6, h and k jeendiaS on a
after rihte. 1530 PALSGR. 17 The soundynge of this letter

H, when he hath his aspiration, and when he hath it nat.

Ibid., These words 'honest, honour, habundaunce, habita-
cion '

..in whiche h is written and nat sounded with us.

1562 J. HEYWOOD Prov. $ Efigr. (1867) in Into what
place so euer H, may pike him, Where euer thou finde

ache, thou shalt not like him. 1573-80 BARET Ahi.
tH which corruptly wee name Ach..we in England haue

freat
need of it. 1599 SHAKS. Much Ado in. iv. 56 Mar.

or a hauke, a horse, or a husband ? Beat. For the letter

that begins them all, H. 1847 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. II.

22 A distinguished magnetiser, who could not sound his
h's. 1848 THACKERAY Bk. Snobs (1881) 220 A drawing-room
where the h and other points of etiquette are rigorously
maintained. 1864 TKNNYSON Sea Dreams 192 Dropping
the too rough H in Hell and Heaven. 1886 RUSKIN Prx-
terita I. 313 They liked, as they did not drop their own k's,
to talk with people who did not drop theirs. 1888 Cornk.
Mag.t

Oct. 365 The letter H is absolutely sacred in the Con-
stitution of the United States. 1892 BOLDREWOOD Never-
more I. ii. 41 A very fine young man, but evidently a nobody,
inasmuch as he dropped his aitches and so on.
attrib. 1885 Pali Mall G. 15 Jan. 4/1 If she can read

and write, and is not afflicted with the It malady.
b. with reference to the shape of the capital H.

1606 SHAKS. Ant. fy Cl. iv.
yii. 8, I had a wound heere

that was like a T, But now 'tis like an H. 1688 EVELYN
Diary 18 Aug.. The house, .a noble uniform pile in the form
of a half H.
2. attrib. and Comb, ff-branch, a branch-pipe

joining and proceeding at light angles from two
parallel pipes. H-less [aitchless], adj., without an h
or h's

;
not aspirating the letter h. H-piect, in a

force-pump, a piece standing on the wind-bore
under the door-piece, by which the water is forced

through the door-piece into the standpipe.
1875 J. H. COLLINS Metal Mining 147 H -piece. 1893

Temple Bar Mag. July 322 Millionaire cheesemongers who
dwell /"-less in the feudal castles of the poor. 1894 Times
i Mar. 14/5 She . . brings

'

h'less
'

Socialists as guests to her
husband's house. 1894 Du MAURIER Trilby II. 135 Hebrew
capitalists and aitchless millionaires.

II. 3. Used like the other letters of the alpha-
bet to denote serial order; applied e.g. to the

eighth group or section in classification, the eighth
sheet of a book or quire of a MS., etc.

4. H was a mediaeval symbol of 200. H =
200,000. (See Du Cange.)
17*7-51 in CHAMBERS Cycl.

6. AJusic. The note B natural in the German

system of nomenclature (the letter B being used

only for B flat).

1880 STAINER & BARRETT Diet. Mus. Terms. 1880
GEHRING in Grove Diet. Mus. I. 643/1 H major is a key
rarely used . . H minor is the key of Schubert's very fine

unfinished Symphony.
6. Math. In the differential calculus, h is used to

denote a small increment.

1871 B. WILLIAMSON Diff. Calculus i. 6 (1873) 4 Let x
become ;r4- h, where h ^-x.

7. In Cryst., h, k, I are used for the quantities
which determine the position of a plane.
1868 DANA Min. Introd. 28. 1895 STORV-MASKELYNE

Crystallogr. ii. 19.

III. Abbreviations.
H. various proper names, as Henry, Helen. H.(C*^.)=

Hydrogen. H. in the Shipping Register=//*y. h. (in a

ship's log) hail. H or h.^hour. H or h (Physics)= hori-

zontal force. H (on lead pencils) = hard ; the various

degrees of hardness being denoted by HH, HHH, etc.

H, as a direction in a musical score = horns. HB (on lead

pencils)= hard black (denoting a medium hardness). H.B.C,
Hudson's Bay Company. H,B.M.= His (or Her) Britannic

Majesty. H.C. Herald's College, House of Commons.
H.C.F. (Math.) = Highest Common Factor. H.E.I.C.=
Honourable East India Company. H.G. Horse Guards.
H.H. = His (or Her) Highness, or His Holiness. H.I.M.
= His (or Her) Imperial Majesty. H.M. = His (or Her)
Majesty. H.M.C, = His (or Her) Majesty's Customs.



HA.

H.M.S. = His (or Her) Majesty's Ship or Service. H.P.
= horse-power, half-pay. H.R.H. = His (or Her) Royal

Highness, t H.q. orh.q.=A0c?w;?rr, look for this = q.v.

H', formerly used for he before a vowel or A, as

h' is, K had : see HE.

1663 Bl'TLER Hud. i. i. 409 It was so short, h' had much
ado To reach it with his desperate Toe. Ibid. 425, I would

say eye; for h' had hut one. 1704 in Boccalini's Advert.

/r. Parnassus II. Aivb, The Wrongs H'as felt in Paultry

Specimens so long.

t Ha, st>.
1 06s. Short for HA-HA, a sunk fence.

17*6 AMORY Bnnclt (1770' III. 112 There was .. a ditch

like a ha to keep cattle out. Ibid. III. 149, I saw her ..

walking in the garden, near the ha.

Ha :

\h5), int. and st>.- Also 5-6 hagh(e, 7

haugh, 8-9 hah. [A natural exclamation found in

Greek, Latin, most of the mod. Romanic, and all

the mod. Teut. langs. The simple ha ! is not re-

corded in OE. (which had however the ha ha ! of

laughter), but was used in OF., and is freq. in Eng.
from f 1 300.]
1. An exclamation expressing, according to the

intonation, surprise, wonder, joy, suspicion, in-

dignation, etc.

1300 Cursor M. 4218 Ha ! quat J>aa bestes war selcuth

kene, bat has me refte mi derling dere. c 13*0 R. BRUNNE
Medit. 557 Ha, fals lustyce ! where fynst pou bat resun,
So for to dampne an ynnocent man ? c 1460 Towneley M.
(Surtees) 63 Pr. Miles. A, my Lord ! Pharao. Haghe ! 1484
CAXTON Fablesof&sop \. ii, Haknaue, why hast thou troubled
and fowled my water t c 1489 Sontus ofAyman i. 32 Ha,
god, what a fayre knyghte is he. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent.
n. i. 3 Ha? Let me see : I, giue it me, it's mine. 1596
i Hfn. 7Ki. iii. 281 And then the power of Scotland, and
of Vorke To ioyne with Mortimer, Ha. 1603 Metis,for
M. II. iv. 42 Ha? fie, these filthy vices. 1611 FLORIO, HA
. . an Interjection of chiding, haugh [1598 hagh ?], what ?

1616 MASSINGER Roman Actor iv. i, Ha ! come you re-

solved To be my executioners? c 1709 PRIOR -znd Hymn
CallimacfiHS i Hah ! how the laurel, great Apollo's tree,
And all the cavern shakes ! 1779 SHERIDAN Critic i. i, Ha !

my dear Sneer, I am vastly glad to see you. 1819 SHELLEY
Cenci IV. iv. 170 Ha ! they will bind us to the rack. 1865
DICKENS Mitt. Fr. i. vi, 'Good-night, Miss!' said Lizzie

Hexam, sorrowfully.
' Hah ! Good-night !

'

returned Miss

Abbey with a shake of her head.

b. Sometimes doubled, or preceded or followed

by other interjections ; as ha ha
.',
a ha !, ah ha !,

\haa! (See also AHA.)
a 1300 Cursor M. 4917 Ha ha, traiturs, now wel is sene

XJueber |>at yee be rule or clene. Ibid. 0651 A ha ! bat

wreche wit-vten freind ! c 1386 CHAUCER Nun's Pr. T. 561

[TheyJ cryden, out harrow and weylaway Ha, ha [v. r.

a haj the fox ! c 1477 CAXTON Jaso>i 15 Ha a madame,
what is this ? 1598 SHAKS. Merry It', n. ii 158 Ah, ha, Mis-
tresse Ford and Mistresse Page, haue 1 encompass'd you ?

1602 Ham. i. v. 150 Ah ha boy, sayest thou so? 1610

Temp. v. i. 263 Ha, ha : What things are these ?

c. Repeated, ha ha !, or oftener, ha ha ha ! it

represents laughter : see HA HA.

2. Used as an interjectional interrogative ; esp.
after a question ; =En 2. (Chiefly in Shakspere.)
1594 SHAKS. Kick. Ill, i. iii. 234 Q. M. Richard. Rich.

Ha. Q. M. I call thee not. 1596 Merck. V, H. v. 44
What saies that foole of Hagars off-spring ? ha. 1604
DEKKER Honest Wh. i. xii, Why doe I enter into bonds
thus? ha! 1610 SHAKS. Temp. u. ii. 61 Doe you put
trickes vppn "s with Saluages, and Men of Inde ? ha ?

8. An inarticulate vocal sound (h5 or a), express-

ing hesitation or interruption in speech. Often
in collocation with hum.
1606 SHAKS. Tr. <$ Cr. in. iii. 284 Pair. loue blesse great

Aiax. Ther. Hum. Patr. I come from the worthy
Achilles. Ther. Ha? 1608 Per. v. i. 84 Mar. Hail,
sir ! my lord, lend ear. Per. Hum, ha ! 1855 DICKENS
Dorrit i. xxxi, Laying down such ha-such unnatural
principles. Are you ha an Atheist ?

B. sb2 The interjection taken as a name for

itself. Esp. as an expression of hesitation in the
combination hums and ha's : see HUM, also HAW.
1610 B. JONSON Alck. in. ii, You may be any thing, and

leave off to make Long-winded exercises ; or suck up Your
ha, and hum, in a tune. 1621 MABBE tr. Altaian's Guzman
ifA If. I. 115 Thou wouldst haue . . given him an Ha, or a
Nod. 1764 R. LLOYD Pro!, to Co/man's Jealous Wife,
What hands had thunder'd at each Hah \ and Oh \ 1820
SHELLEY (Edifus \. 228 With a ha ! and a hum ! I come !

I come ! 1841 J. T. HEWLETT I'arisk Clerk II. 66 A sort
of sound, commendatory, likea halt \

Ha (ha), v. Also 9 hah. [f. HA int.] intr.

To utter
' ha !

'

in hesitation. Chiefly in the com-
bination to hum (hem) and ha : see HUM v.

1604 DEKKER Honest Wh. i. xi, He did not ha : neither
hum, hem, nor ha, onely stared me in the face. 1824 SCOTT
Redgauxtlet ch. vii, The former ha'd, eh'd.

Ha, pron., ME. form of HE, HEO she, Hi they.
Ha, ha', worn-down form of HAVE v. q.v.
Ha' (ha). Sc. form of HALL.
1780-1836 J. MAYNE Siller Gun in Chfembers Pop. Poems

Scot. (1862) 146 The bailies caught the welcome strain, And
made the ha' resound again. 1814 SCOTT Wav. ix, A
gentleman from the south had arrived at the Ha'. 1832-53
D. S. BUCHAS in Wkistle-Binkie (Scot. Songs i Ser. III. 48
She aye made her hallan to shine like a ha'.

Comb., ha'-Bible, the great Bible that lay in
the ha' or principal apartment ; ha'-folk, the folk
of the hall, kitchen, or common room, the servants

;

ha'-house, the manor-house, the habitation of a
landed proprietor.

1786 Bt'RXs Cotter's Sat. Night xii, The big ha' Bible, ance
his father's pride. 1786 7 MI Dugs 62 An' tho' the gentry
first are stechin, Yet ev'n the ha' folk fill their pechan Wi'
sauce. 1814 SCOTT // Vr:'. x, There were niair fules in the
laird's ha' house than Davie Gellatley. 1823 GALT Entail
I. xi.x. 158 The bi^ha' Bible \vasaccordinglyremoved. .from
the shelf where it commonly lay.

Haa, ob*. form of HAW, azure.

Haaf haf. haf). Also haave, haff. [a. ON.
/;/', Sw. haf, Da. hav"< sea, high sea, ocean.]
In Shetland and Orkney : The deep or main

sea : now used only in connexion with deep-sen

fishing; hence, the part of the deep-sea frequented

by fishermen; deep-sea fishing ground or station.

1809 EDMONDSTOS Zi-tlumi Isi. 1.237 The boats set off for

the fishing ground, which is called the Haaf, from 10 o'clock

a.m. to 2 o'clock of the afternoon. 1822 SCOTT Pirate vi,

The careful skipper will sleep still enough in the deep
haaf. 1844 W. H. MAXWELL Sports ft Aiiv. Scotl. xv, The
men employed at the Haaf, or the fishing-station most
distant from the land. 1888 EDMON-DSTON Home of Natu-
ralist 168 On returning from a night's fishing at the haaf.

b. attrib. and Comb. Pertaining to or employed
in the haaf or deep-sea fishing, as haaf-boat, -boy,

-fishing ; haaf-eel, a name of the conger-eel ;

haaf-fish, the great seal, Phoca barbata.

1793 Statist. Ace. Scot. VII. 693 (Jam.' The first master
of a boat to the Ha-af, or ling fishing, from Sansting, is now
alive. 1806 NKII.L Tour Orkney 107 (Jam.) Teind has

always been exigible on the produce of the haaf fishing.
1808^18 JAMIESON, Haaf-fish, the Great Seal, Phoca bar-

bata. 1844 N. Brit. Rfv. I. 359 A crew of four men and a

haave-boy. 1856 ELIZA EDMONSTON Sk. ff T. Shetland Isi.
iv. 43 Engaged in the deep sea or hafffishing. 1866 Morning
Star 17 Aug. 3/3 The 'haaf 'boats from the island of Unst.

1880-4 DAY Brit. Fishes II. 251 Haaf-eel, a name given
to the common conger in the Moray Firth.

Haaf, Haak, dial. ff. HALF, HAKE.

Haal(e, obs. or dial, forms of HALE v., WHOLE.
Haam, dial, form of HAME, HOME.

Haar (hai). local. Also harr, haur. [?a.
ON. hdrr, hoar, hoary : cf. hoar-frost.] A wet
mist or fog ; esp. applied on the east coast of

England and Scotland, from Lincolnshire north-

wards, to a cold sea-fog.
1671 SKINNER Etym. Ling. Angl., A Sea. Harr, Lincoln-

iensibus Maritimis Tempestas a mari ingruens. 1777 NIMMO
Hist. Stirlingsh. 438 In the months of Aprjl and May,
easterly winds, commonly called Hoars, usually blow with
great violence, especially in the afternoons. 1806 Gazetteer
Scotl. (ed. 2) 389 The water of the lake [Loch Ness], .never
freezes in the severest winter, and, t

in frosty weather, is

covered with a thick haaror mist, which has the appearance
of smoke. 1876 Whitby Gloss., Harr, mist with small rain.
' A northern harr Brings fine weather from far.' 1889 A^ IV.
Line. Gloss, led. 2), Har, fog, mist, especially

when it is

cold. 1892 STEVENSON Across the Plains 171 History broods
over that part of the world like the easterly haar.

Haar, -e, obs. forms of HAIR, HARE.

Haaste, Haate, obs. ff. HASTE, HATE, HOT.
Hab (hseb), adv. (so.) Obs. exc. dial. [Known

in the phrases hob nab, hab or nab, from c 1550.
Conjectured to represent some part of the verb

HAVE, presumably the pres. subj., OE. hsebbe, early
southern ME. habbe, in conjunction with the corresp.

negative form OE. nxbbe, ME. nabbe
;
the alterna-

tive phrase habbe he (i(h, we, etc.), nabbe he (ifA,

we, etc.)
= 'have he (we, etc.) or have he (etc.)

not', accounts fairly for the sense, and answers

phonologically ;
but there is a long gap in the

history, between the general disappearance of the
habbe forms of the verb in ME. and the first

examples of hab nab.
Hab 3<?

=
haye ye, if ye have, occurs in Sir Fentmbras

c 1380; (h)ab is still a form of have in modern Devonshire
and W. Somerset dialect (where also the phrase hab or nab
is in everyday use), but is exemplified by Elworthy only in

(n^ao-m, for have 'en
' have him

',
where it may be a modern

phonetic change, since the dialectal change of i>n to bm is

widely spread, in eb'm even, selr'in seven, and the like.]

1. In the phrases hab or nab. hab nab (hobs-nabs),
get or lose, hit or miss, succeed or fail ; however
it may turn out, anyhow ; at a venture, at random.
1542 UDALL Erasm. Afoph. (1877) 209 Put to the plounge

of. .habbe or nhabbe to wynne all, or to lese all. 1380 LYLY
Euf/iues(Arb.) 354 Philautus determined, hab, nab, to sende
hislelters. 1586 J. HooKERGiraM. Inl.m Holinsliedll. 82/2
The citizens . . shot hab or nab at randon vp to the roodloft and
to the chancell. 1603 FLORID Mmtaigtie n. vi, But hab nab
[F. A toutes adventures], we can never take too much advan-
tageof it. 1638 TomLadys Trialn. i, Better stil Habs-nabs
good wincke and choose, if one must have her, The other
goes without her. 1664 BUTLER Hud. n. iii. 990 Cyphers,
Astral Characters, .set down Hab-nab, at random. 1707 J.
STEVENS tr. Quevedo's Com. \Vks. (1709) 350 Such . . Sayings
are a Discredit to your self. . As for Instance, . . Hab nab, at
a venture. 1831 SCOTT Jriil. II. 388 It is all hab-nab at a
venture. 1888 ELWORTHY H7

. .S"<v. Word-bk. s. v., 'Then
you 'out take no less?' 'No, I 'ont, not one varden.
Then I'll ab-m, hab or nab !

'

2. quasi-**. In phr. at (by hab or nab = prec. ;

by hab or by nab, by habs and nabs : see qnots.
1530 PALSGR. 833 By habbe or by nabbe, tar itne voye ou

anltre. c 1540 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist. (Camd. No. 29) 93
While thone sought by happ or nap to subdue thother. a 1612

HAliiNGTON/r//j'r.iv.(i633)9i JackStraw, withhisrebellious
crew, That set King, Realmeand I^aws at hab or nab. 1623-4MlDDLETOH & ROWLEY Sfait. Gipsy in. ii, Take heed, for I

speak not by habsandbynabs. 1685 Col. Rec.Pennsylv.l. 138

HABENA.
Who said you have drawn up an Impeachment against
President Moore at hab nab. 1877 Holdcrness Gloss.) Habs-
an-nabs'. Anything done in odd moments or at intervals of

leisure, not continuously, is said to be done by habs-an-nabs.

1892 M. C. F. MORRIS Yorksh. Folk-Talk 41 It is only by
:-.tealth as it were, and that

*

by habs and nabs ',
as we say,

that a stranger can learn much of the true folk-talk.

t Hab, v- Obs, [See prec.] In kab or nab^
have or not have.

1546 St. Papers Hen, VIII, XL 106 Bernardo sayth the

Frenchmen will cum roundely to worke to us at ones, and
that we shall habb or nab shortly.

Hab, dial, and negro var. of HAVE.
Habade, Habandoun : see AB- and H,

Habarion, -ioun, obs. forms of HABERGEON.
Habber- : see HABER-.

Habberdehoy, var. of HOBBADEHOY.

Habble, Sc. form of HOBBLE.

II Habeas. Short for HABEAS CORPUS, q.v.
1879 SALA in Daily Tel. 26 June, The unterrified man

moved himself by habeas to the Fleet.

II Habeas corpora. Law. [L. = thou ^shalt)
have the bodies.]
1. More fully Habeas corpora juratorutn (i. e. of

the jury) : a pi ocess formerly issued out ofthe Court
of Common Picas, directing the sheriff to compel
the attendance of reluctant jurymen.
1476 Phimptoii Corr. 37, I send you now the habeas cor-

pora and a coppie thereof, and you must desier the sheriffe
to serve it. 1535 tr. Littletons Nat. Bref. 223 b (Stanf.)
And if thenquest come nat at the day of this wrytte re-

tourned, than shal go an habeas corpora, and after that a
distres vnto they come. 1838 CHITTY ArchbolfFs rract.
Crt. Q. B. i. i. ii. 8 (ed. 6) 405 If none of the special jurors
mentioned in the . . habeas corpora appear in cour,t, the
cause cannot be tried.

2. More fully Habeas corpora nuper mcecomitis

(i. e. of the late sheriff) : a process for bringing an
ex-sheriff to account to the crown or to his successor.

1838 CHITTY Archboltfs Pract. Crt. Q. B. i. i. i. 5 (3).

(ed. 6) 214 Get your clerk in court to obtain a rule for a
habeas corpora to bring in the body of the sheriff.

II Habeas corpus (h^-bz'ices kjrjptfs). Law.

[L. =thou (shalt) have the body (sc. in court).]
A writ issuing out of a court of justice, or

awarded by a judge in vacation, requiring the body
of a person to be brought before the judge or into

the court for the purpose specified in the writ
;

spec, the prerogative writ habeas corptts ad sub-

jiciendunij requiring the body of a person restrained

of liberty to be brought before the judge or into

court, that the lawfulness of the restraint may be

investigated and determined.

[1231 Bractotfs Note Bk. (Maitland 1887) 527 Preceptum
est uicecomiti quod habeat corpus eius, etc.] 1465 MARC.
PASTON in P. Lett. No. 503 II. 189 Now ther ys com down
an habeas corpus for hym. 1585 F. ALFORD in Ellis Orig.
Lett. Ser. in. IV. 57 An Habeas Corpus since the begyn-
ninge of this Queenes time hath bin but vs. 6d. in the
Common Pleas, and 3^. ^d. in her Majesties Kenche. 1642
Humb. Desire <V Proposit. Lds. 4- Comm. i Feb. 8 Stopping
their Habeas Corpusses. 1678 LADY CHAWORTH in I2/A
Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 46 Lord Shaftesberie's
businesse touching the Habeas Corpus U heard today in
the House. 1679 Act 31 Chas. //, c. 2 i Whensoever any
person, .shall bring any Habeas Corpus directed unto any
Sheriffe . . Goaler Minister or other Person. 1768 BLACK-
STONE Comm. (mod. ed.) III. 131 The great and efficacious

writ, in all manner of illegal confinement, is that of habeas
corpus cut subjicienditm. 1827 HALLAM Const. Hist. (1876)
III. xiii. 9 Bushell . . being committed for non-payment of
this fine, sued his writ of habeas corpus from the court of
common pleas.

b. Habeas Corpus Act : the name commonly
given to the Act 31 Chas. II. c. 2 (1679), whereby
the granting and enforcing of this prerogative writ
was much facilitated.

1691 C. BLOUNT Opening of Session in Collect. Poems 20
The Habeas Corpus Act, oppos'd, say still The Subjects
Rights, is but the Prince's will. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comm.
(mod. ed.) III. 135 The oppression of an obscure individual

gave birth to the famous habeas corpus act. 1777 BURKE
Let. to Sheriffs of Bristol Wks. III. 136 The other [statute]
for a partial suspension of the Habeas Corfns appears to
me of a much deeper malignity. 1657 BUCKLK Civtliz. I.

vii. 352 By the Habeas Corpus Act, the liberty of every
Englishman was made as certain as law could make it.

c-/^-
1589 Pappe iv. Hatchet (1844) 38 And with an Habeas

corpus to remove them from the Shepheards tarre-boxe to
the hangmans budget. 1660 T. GOUGE Chr, Directions
xviii. (1831) 96 There is not a habeas corpus comes to remove
thy yoke-fellow, child, or friend, but it is signed by thy
heavenly Father. 1775 SHERIDAN Rivals in.

ii, Here are a
great many poor words pressed into the service of this note,
that would get their habeas corpus from any court in
Christendom.

Hence Habeas corpus v. trans, (nonce-wd.} to re-

move or transport as if by a writ of habeas corpus.
1817 KEATS Wks. 11889) HI. 3 Habeas corpus'd as we are

out of all wonder, curiosity, and fear.

Habeck, var. HABICK.

II Habeua vrmbfna). Anat. and Surg. [L.
habena thong, rein, f. habere to hold.]
1. Anat. a. =FR.ENUM. b. =HABENULA.
1839-47 TODD Cycl. Anat. III. 677 The 'pineal gland has

no other connexion with the brain than that which these
habense or peduncles secure for it.



HABENAB.
2. Surf. 'Formerly applied to a bandage for

keeping the lips of wounds together; a uniting

bandage' (Syd. Sec. Lex. 1886).
1706 PHILLIPS led. Kersey). 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Stiff.
Habenar (habrnii), a. Anat. [f. prcc. : see

-AR'.] Of or pertaining to the habena.

II Habeiidum habe-ndm). Law. [L. =
' to

be had 'or 'to be possessed ', gerundive of habtre
to have.] That part of a deed (beginning in Law
Latin with the words habcndum et tenauttim, and
in Eng. deeds ' to have and to hold ') which defines

what estate or interest is thereby granted.
1607 MIDDLETON Fh&nix n. ii, Now I come to the Ha-

I'enduin, to haue and to holde, vse and [etc.]. 1641 Tcrrrres

deja Ley 179 In every deed of Conveyance there be two
incipall parts, the Premisses, and the Habendum. 1818
KUISE Digest (ed. 2) IV. 30 The description of the things

granted need not be repeated in the hatetutum ; as it is

sufficient that they are described in the premises. 1876
Wharton's Law Lex. (ed. 5) s. v. Deed, In annuity-deeds
and money assignments, the phrase

' To have, hold, receive,
and take

1

is the common form of habtndnin. 1884 ELPHIN-
STONE Conveyancing 100 The clause beginning 'to have and
to hold

'

is the habendum and tenendum combined, and is

generally called the habendum.

[Habenry: see List of Spurious Words.]
II Habenula (Mbe'niiflS). Anat. [L. habenula

small thong ; hence, small strip of flesh cut out of
a wound (Celsns).]

' A small, superficial, grey
nucleus of the optic thalamus, situated above and
in front of the entrance of the posterior commissure.'

g

1876 Qiiaiii'i Eiem. Anat. (ed. 8) II. 551 A collection of
grey matter . . called the ganglion of the
pineal gland (ganglion of the habenula).
Hence Habe-nular a.,

'

ribbon-like ; floating like
a thong

'

(Syd. Soc. Lex. 1886).
Habe-rance, obs. form of ABEARANCE.
'55* ASCHAM Germany 42 Personal pledges, .for his good

haberance.

Haberchoun, obs. Sc. var. HABERGEON.
t Ha'berdash, sb, Obs. Forms : j-6 habur-

dassh, -dashe, haberdash e. [app. = AF. haper-
tas, of unknown origin, perh. the name of a fabric,
which occurs in an Anglo-Fr. customs list of

imported peltry, furs, and fabrics, where a parallel
and nearly contemporary list has haberdassherie.
But the English word may, from its date and sense,
be a back-formation from HABERDASHER, and
hapertas may be only a bad AF. spelling of it.

Connexion with mod. Icel. haprtask 'haversack' is not
possible.]

Petty merchandise, small wares.
1419 Liter Albus (Rolls) I. 225 La charge de hapertas,

xmt.] 1526 SKELTON Magnyf. 1295, I have an hole armory of
such haburdashe in store. 1578 T. N. tr. Ctmf. W. India
23 With great store of Haberdash, as bels, necklaces, beades
of glasse, collers, points, pinnes, purses, needels, girdels,
threed, knives, sissers, pinsers, hammers, hatchets, shirts,
Coyfes, headkerchiefs.. breeches, coates, clokes, caps, Mar-
riners breeches. 1648 GAGE West Ind. 17 To barter with
the Spaniards for their small Haberdash, or Iron, Knives,
or such things which may help them in their Wars.
fig> I55 ~3 Answ. Papystycall Exhort. A viij b, Ye vtter
soche trashe And pylde haberdashe As laye longe in your
mynde.

b. More frequently, haberdash ware, wares.
1477 IHV. Goods in Earwaker Lane. Wills iChetham Soc.) 3

In Dyvers Haburdasshware xs. ^1550 Disc. Common Weal
Eng. (1893) *6 AH haberdashe wares, as paper, bothe whyte
and browne, glasses [etc.]. 1594 BLUNDEVIL Excrc. v. iii. (ed.
7) 533 All sorts of Mercery or Haberdash Ware. 1615 PUR-
CHAS Pilgrims \\. 1644 One hundred and twentie pieces of
Carsies..with divers small Haberdash wares.

t Ha'berdash, v. Obs.
[f. HABERDASHER.]

intr. To deal in haberdashery or small wares.
1635 QUARLES Emtl. ii. v. (1718) 82 To haberdash In

Earth s base wares. 1644 Shepk. Orac. iv, Leave to
haberdash In such small pedling wares.

Haberdasher (hae-baidae/ai). Forms: 4-6
haberdassher, haburdaissher, -dassher, 4
habirdaschere, -dasahere, 5 habardashar, 6

haberdasher, (7 habber-). [Has the form of a
derivative of HABERDASH sb. (q.v.), or of the AFr.
hapertas (quasi *hapertassier, *haberdassier; but
the actual nature of the relationship between these
words is left doubtful by their relative dates, as
well as by the undetermined relation in which
haberdash and hapertas stand to each other.]
Formerly, a dealer in a variety of articles now

dealt with by other trades, including caps, and pro-
bably hats : see quots. In the course of the i6th c.

the trade seems to have been split into two, those
of f a. A dealer in, or maker of, hats and caps,
a hatter (obs.) ; b. A dealer in small articles ap-
pertaining to dress, as thread, tape, ribbons, etc.

1311-12 Liber Memorandorum 53 in Liber A$Hs(Ro\\s)
III. 433 Super diversos haberdasshers et capellarios.
1:1386 CHAUCER Prol. 361 An haberdasshere \v. rr. habir-,
habur-, -daschere,-daissher}and a Carpenter. I5O2ARNOLDE
Citron. (181 1) 108 William Warboys citezen and haburdasher
of London, c 1315 Cocke LortlCs B. (Percy Soc.) 9 Sailers,
Towelers, and habardashars. c 1550 Disc. Common Weat
Eng. (1893)64 Haberdashers that sell french or milan cappes,
glasses, Daggers, swerdes, gridles and such things. 1561
STOW Eng. Chron. (Howe 1615) 869/1 The Milloners, or

Haberdashers, in that place, sould mousetiappes, bird cages,

3

[
shooing homes, Lanthornes, and Jews trumpes. 1594

I NASHE //-/. Tra~: 38 Duokes, pictures, bc;uk->, CTUC1-

fixM, why there was a haberdashers shop of them in enuric
'' chamber, [i72oSiKvi't Stow's Snt-s.( 1754-5) H. v - x. 278/2

Haberdashers, .were also called Milliners, so called from . .

Milan in Italy, whence the Commodities they dealt in chiefly

I

came; such were Owches, Brooches, Agglets, Spins, Cap>,
, -S:*..

1

.
1

f
a. l$/66Aci 8 Elis. c. n 3 For the better and truer uutk-

I ing of Cappes and Hattes within thisRealme. -iishalbelefull
tothe Maisterand Wardensofthe Company of Haberdashers
within the Citie of London . . to [etc.], c 1572 GAS<
Fntites Warm Ixiv, The Haberdasher heapeih wealth by
hattes. 1691 WOOD Ath. Oxon. III. 699/2 John Fisher a
haberdasher of hats and mayor of Northampton. 1711 BUD-
CELL Sped. No. 161 p 3 He . . had won so many Hats, that
his Parlour looked like a Haberdasher's Shop. 1711 STEKLE
Ibid. No. 187 F7 Mr. Sly, Haberdasher of Hats, .has prepared
very neat Hats, Rubbers, and Brushes.
b. *6u COTGR., Mcrctrot, a Pedler, a paltrie Haberdasher.

1617 MINSUEU Dnctor, An Habberdasher of small wares.,
In London also called aMillenier, h. Lat, mille. \. a thousand,
as one baiting a thousand small wares to sell. 1630 MAS-
SINGER Reuegiido n. iii, A great lady dote upon A haber-
dasher of small wares ! 1696 PHILLIPS ied. 5), Haberdasher,
one that sells a great many several sorts of Wares, as Riband,
Gloves, &c. AlsoaSellerof Hats. 1708 Lond.Gaz. No. 4462/4
William Andrews of London, Haberdasher of small Warts.

tyj&DtFafsSttf, Tradesman vi. (1841) 1.38 Haberdasher

[buys] of the thread merchants. 1755 JOHNSON, HaberdasJicr^
one who sells small wares ; a pedlar. 1845 I . SAUNDICRS Cab.

Pict., Chaucer 241 Haberdashers were originally a branch
of the mercers ; and dealt, like them, in small wares.

C. fig. (cf. dealer^ retailer, vendor?)
1591 NASHE P. Penilesse (ed. 2) 21 a, A Haberdasher of

Wilde-fowle, or a Merchant venturer of daintie meat. 1597
ist Pt. Kefitrn fr. Pamass, iv. i. 1235 This haberdasher
of lyes. 1664 J. WILSON Project, iv. Dram. Wks. (1874)264
See ! your haberdasher of small projects, a 1700 H. E.
Diet. Can!. Crew, Habberdasher of Nouns and Pronouns,
Schoolmaster or Usher, a 1764 LLOYD New River Head
Poet. Wks. 1774 II. 65 Haberdashers of small jokes. 1827
LYTTON Pelham xvi. This

' Haber-dasher ofpronouns
'

was a

person of the name of M argot. 1828 Craven Dial. s. v.,
A schoolmaster, alias a haberdasher of nouns and pronouns.

d. attrib.

1813 Examiner 10 May 296/1 They are altogether haber-
dasher Statesmen.

Hence Haberdasheress, a female haberdasher.

1702 T. BROWN Lett. Dead to Living Wks. 1760 II. 272,
I found. .Thalestris the Amazonian, who, as I hinted to you
in my last, is become a haberdasheress of small wares.

Haberdashery (te'batttejwi). [f. prec. :

see -ERY.J
1. The goods and wares sold by a haberdasher.

1419 Liber Albns in. i. (Rolls) 230 Les Fees de Layn de

Spaigne et Haberdasshrie. 1593 NASHE Christ's T. (1613)

96 Those are the Syrens, that hang out their shining Silks

and Veluets, and dazle Prides eyes with their deceitfull

haberdashry. 1690 CHILD Disc. Trade (16941 166 Our own
Commodities being some rated very low, as Drapery, Silk

Wares, Haberdashery. 1796 BURKE Regie. Peace iii. Wks.
VIII. 390 Tape and thread, and all the other small wares of

haberdashery and millinery. 1851 MAYHEW -<?* Labour \.

373 A highly respectable draper told me that he never could

thoroughly understand where hosiery, haberdashery, or

drapery, began or ended. 1873 Miss BROUGHTON Nancy I.

133, I am involved in a whirlwind of haberdashery, Brussels

lace, diamonds.

2. The shop or establishment of a haberdasher.
1813 SCOTT Triertn. n. Interl. iii, A walking haber-

dashery, Offeathers, lace, and fur.

3. attrib. and Comb., as haberdashery-ware ^
etc.

1547 Privy Council Acts (1890) II. 467 A ship laden with

wynes, sylkes, and other haberdasshery wares. 1745 De
Foe's Eng. Tradesman xlv. (1841) II. 161 Haberdashery-
ware from Holland. 1754 RICHARDSON Grandison (1781) I.

xxxv. 245 A kind of haberdashery shop. 1797-1805 S. &
HT. LEE Canterb. T, V. 40 In the haberdashery line.

Haberdepoies, -poys'e, obs. ff. AVOIRDUPOIS.
1565-73 COOPER Tht,'$aiir7ts, Amphora.. -a. pound and a

halfe of haberdepoyse weight, 1603 OWEN Pembrokesh.
(1891) 139 Sold by the haberdepoies pound.

t Haberdine (hse-bwdfn, -din). Obs. Forms :

4-6 haburden(ne, 5-7 haberdyne,6 haberden,
-dyn, 6-7 habberdine, haberdin, haberdeen,
7-8 habberdin, -dyn, 6-9 haberdine, 9 ha-
berdden. [The same word as MDu. abberdoen

(Du. abberdaati}, var. of labberdatn, supposed by
De Vncs to be derived from the name of a Basque
district, the tractus Lapurdanus, K. le Labmtrd,
or from Lapurduw ancient name of Bayonne ; the

Basques having been the first to engage in the cod-

fishery. The loss of/- points to the passing of the
word through French : G odef. has Labordean

1577 ; Cotgr. has abordean, habordean, labordean ;

but earlier evidence for the word in Fr. is wanting.]
The name of a large sort of cod, used esp. for

salting ;
salt or sun-dried cod.

It was sometimes formerly considered a different species
from the common cod and classified as Aseltus Islandicus,

1300 IVardr. Ace. Edw. 1 (1787) 118 In vendidone
diversis per diversa precia 5496 stokf[ish] et Aberden'.

[1370 in Rogers Agric. fy Prices I. xxiv. 616 In 1370, 140
haburdenne are bought at is. each.] 1496 Naval Accounts
Hen. VII (1896) 166 Ffyssh, cc haberdyne at xxxiij" iiij'

1

the hundred- -Ixvj* viij-'. 1530 in Rymer Foedera (1710)
XIV. 375 Cod and Haberden Eight Hundred. 1538 FITZ-
HF.RB. just. Peas 156 Fyshers that actually labour to take

Lyng Haberdine Lobfyshe. 1573 TUSSER Ilusb. xxiii.

(1878) 63 Broome fagot is best to drie haberden on. 1621
BURTON At:at. Mel. \, ii. i. i. 116511 68 Indurate Fish as

Ling. .Red-herrings. . Haberdine. 1655 MOUFET& BENNET

HABICK.
Health's Im/rov. (17^6) 230 Our Blood is. .corrupted with

filthy Fish.. salt Herrings, red Herrings, Sprats, Haberdin.
1708 J. CMAMBKRLAYNE St. Gt. Brit. i. in. ii. (1743! 154
Cud fish, Haberdine, Ling&c. have 124 to thec. [1867 SMYTH
bailor s It 'artf-M;, Habcrdden^ cod or stock fish dried and
cured on board : that cured at Aberdeen was the best.]

t>. More fully haberdine-Jish.
1573 80 BAKKT Alv. 1*578 Habberdine

fish,
Asellus sali-

tns. 1771 PENNANT Tour .Scot.(\-]^ 138 Dried cod fish, at
that period known by the name of Habberdyn fish.

Habergeon (harbajd^sn, habaud^sn), hau-
bergeou ^hg-baidgan). Forms: a. 3 hauber-
geun, 4-6 -oun(e, 4-9 -on; also 4-5 hawber-
joim, Sc. haubrischoun(e, hawbyrschown,
haubersion^e, 5 hawburgon, -byrgon, Sc. aw-
byrchowne, 6 haubergyou, haulbergyn, 9
hawbergeou. ^3. ? 3, 4- habergeon ; also 3-4
haberion, habiryun, 4-5 haber-, habar-,habir-,
habour-, habur-, habyr-, -geon, -giou, -gioun,
-gyn(e, -gon, -goun, -gown, -goyne, -jon(e,
-joun(e > -jownfe, -jeoun, -jeon, -jun(e, -yon(e,
5 aburioun,6 habergyn, habarion, habbergion,
-jon, -jeoun ; Sc. haberjone, -choun, -shoune,
haberschone, abrichon. (About 100 variants.)

[ME. a. F. hattbergeon (i2th c. in Hatz.-Darm.),
deriv. ^treated as dim.) of OF. hauberc, now hau-
bert \ see HAUBERK and -ON. In Eng, from an

early date reduced to ha-
y though examples of

hau-, haw-, under French influence, contemporary
or historical, occur down to the present day. The
word has been since the i6th c. only historical, and
it was app. after it had become obs. as a living

word, that the pronunciation habaMdgan orhabaud-

g/^n, found in Milton, Butler, Glover, etc., and in

some modern dictionaries, arose.]
A sleeveless coat or jacket of mail or scale armour,

originally smaller and lighter than a HAUBERK, but
sometimes app. the same as that.

[1285 Act 13 Edw. I c. 6 A disz liveree de terre. .hauber-

geun chapel espe e cutel.] (1340 Cursor M. 7521 (Trin,)
Helme haburioun \GStt. habiryun] on him Jei did. 1375
BARBOUR Bruce xi. 130 Mony helmys and hawbyrschownys.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints^ Margaret 279 Scho wes cled in

haubersione Of treulht and of deuocione. 1377
LANGL.

P. PI. B. xvin. 23 In his helme and in his naberioun.

1382 WYCLIF i Sam. xvii. 5 Goliath.. was clothid with a
ntaylid hawberioun [1388 an haburioun hokid]. 138*
Eph. vi. 14 pe habenoun of rijtwysnesse. c 1386 CHAUCER
Sir Thopas 150 Nexte his sherte an Aketoun And ouer
that an haubergeoun [v. rr. habyrioun, habergoun, haber-

iounj. 1411 E. K. Wills 11882) 19 To Henre my sonne, an
aburioun, a ketil Hatte. c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. vin.

xxxiii. 22 Throw thre fauld of Awbyrchowne. c 1440
Promp. Parv.22o/i Haburyone[?/.r. haburgyn], orhawberk,
lorica. c 1450 Mironr Saluacioun 4129 The haubergeonne
whilk his body shuld kepe both vp and doune. 1530
PALSGR. 229/2 Haulbergyn of mayle. 1535 COVERDALE Rev.
ix. 9 They had habbergions As it werehabbergionsof yron.
1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. vi. 29 Their mightie strokes their

haberjeons dismayld. 1600 FAIRFAX Tasso \. Ixxii. 15 Some
dond a curace, some a corslet bright, An hawberke some, and
some a liaberion. 1611 BIBLE 2 Chron. xxvi. 14 And Vzziah

prepared for them, .shields, and speares, and helmets, and
habergions. 1663 BUTLER Hud. i. iii. 537 The shot let fly

..Lodg'd in Magnano's brass habergeon. 1671 MILTQN
Samson 1119 Then put on all thy gorgeous arms, thy
helmet And brigandme of brass, thy broad habergeon.
1679 BLOUNT Anc. Tenures 23 Their Knights and free-

holders to find Corslets and Haubergeons. 1787 GLOVER
Athenaid viu. (R.), Above, bright maile, habergeons scal'd

in gold. 1864 SIK F. PALGRAVE Norm. $ Eng. III. 306
The knights are now seen, .each covered with his hawber-

geon of mail. 1879 BROWNING Tray 4 Sir Olaf, the good
knight, did don His helm and eke his habergeon.

t b. \Vorn as a rough garment for penance. Obs.

c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. 1*978 Werynge of heyres or of

stamyn, or ofhaubergeons on hire naked flesshe . -and swiche
manere penances. Ibid, f 980 Ofwhiche Ihesu crist is moore

apayed than of heyres or haubergeouns or hauberkes.

fc. Applied to the elytron of a beetle. Obs.

a 1637 B. JONSON SadShrph. n. ii, Scaly beetles, with their

habergeons, That make a humming murmur as they fly.

Hence Ha bergeoned (f hauberiounyd) a..

equipped with a habergeon.
1382 WYCLIF i Mace. iv. 7 The! sawen the tentis of

heithen men stronge, and men hauberiounyd.

tHa'berjet, hauberget. Obs. Also 6

hauberject, 8 haberject, 9 halberject, -git.

[In med.L. haitbergetum , a word of obscure origin,

app. related to HAUBEHK and HABERGEON.] A
kind of cloth named in Magna Carta, and in some
ancient documents.
[1216 Magna Carta ^ Hen. Ill 23 Sit..una latitudo

pannorum tinctorum & Russettorum & Haubergetorum,
scilicet due Ulne infra listas.] 1502 tr. Great Charter in

Arnolde Chron. (1811) 219 And one largenes dyed clothes

and of russetis and of hauberiectis, that is to sey two ellis

betwyxt the listis. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Haberjects>
or Haubergets, a kind of Cloth mention'd in Magna

t Ha'bick. Obs. Also habeck. [Etymol.
unknown.]

* An instrument used in dressing cloth
'

(Cussans Handbk. Heraldry 1 16).
1660 Guillims Heraldry iv. vii. 288 Sable, a Cheuron
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HABILABLE.
Ermine, between two Habicks in chief, and a Tessell in

base, proper. This is the bearing of the worshipfull Com-
pany of the death-workers. 1864 BOUTELL Her. Hist. AT

Pop. xxi. ii led. 31 369.

Habide, obs. form of ABIDE.
c 1300 Cursor M. 22688 Under a fel (>ai sal habide. c 1400

MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) i. 4 It will no}t habyde berin.

Habil, obs. form of ABLE, HABILE.

Habilable HK hilab'l), a. rare. [
= mod.F.

ha V< table, t. hahiller to clothe: see -ABLE.] Capable
of luting clothed.

1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. l. v, The whole habitable and
habitable globe.

Habilament, variant of HABILIMENT.

Habilatory vhabi latari), a. rare. [Arbitrary
f. F. kabiller to dress, or Eng. habili-ment, after

adjs. etymological ly formed in -atory.] Having
reference to dressing.
1827 LYTTON Pflkam Ixxix. (D.) Accustomed to penetrate

the arcana of habilatory art. 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res, I.

v, In alt his Modes and habilatory endeavours. 1865
Fredk. Gt. xvni. vii VII. 207 Valuable effects, cosmetic
a good few of them, habilatory, artistic.

Habile (hae-bil), a. [A variant of ABLE (for-

merly habit, abil, etc.), conformed in i6-i7thc. to

mod.F. habile or Lat. habilis, and, in modern use,

(sense 4) lo some extent differentiated : see ABLE a.]

tL Fitted, suited ; fit, suitable ; competent (to do

something) ;
= ABLE a. 2. Chiefly Sc. Obs.

c 1435 WYKTOUN Crm. ix. xxvi. 78 To that, baith curtas
and cunnand He wes, bath habyll and avenand. 1533
BELLENDEN Livy iv. 334 puhilk wes mare habil to have
desirit than to have obtenit the tribunate. 1678 MARVELL
Def. Howe Wks. 1875 IV. 184 Apt and habile for any con
generous action. 1715 Wodrmv Corr. II. 24 The most
habile way to prevent the ruin of this church. 1795 MACK-
NIGHT ApostoL Efist. (1820) I. 624 Many habile and dis-

interested witnesses.

t 2. Manageable, handy ;
= ABLE a. i. Obs.

1741 BETTERTON Eng . Stage v. 67 The Hands are the
most habil members of the Body, and the most easily turned
to all sides.

1 3. Having the capacity or power ^lo do a thing) ;

= ABLE a. 4. Obs.

1558 KENNEDY Comfiend. Tractive 71 (Jam.) To be the
mair habyl to keip the command of God. 1678 GALE Crt.
Gentiles III. 32 That God's influxe doth.. render the sub-

ject habile to act.

4. Having general readiness; handy, ready;
skilful, deft, adroit, dexterous.

1485 CAXTON Ckas. Gt. (1880) 169 Ryol sawe the stroke
come, and was habylle, and lepte a syde. 1670 G. H. Hist.
Cardinals n. in. 189 The most proper and habile person.
1766 MRS. E. GRIFFITH Lett. Henry fy fr'ranccs IV. 38 'Tis
like practising Fencing with the left Hand . . it renders one
more habile, certainly. 1840 T. A. TROLLOPE Summer in

Brittany 1 1 . 223 The most habile writer of monthly fashions.
1886 H. CONWAY Living: or Dead I. viii. 157 The cards fell

quickly from his habile fingers. 1890 Harper's Mag. Nov.
894/1 That general training which made educated Americans
of earlier generations so habile and adroit.

Habiliment habi-liment). Forms: a.sabily-,
abyl(l y-, 5-6 abyle-, 5-7 abille-, abili-, 6 ab-

bUi-, abilla-. 7 abilli-, abilia-. abliment. 0.
Sc. forms (chiefly in senses I, 3, 4) 6 abulye-, abu-
ilye-, abuilie-, 6-7 abul^ea-, abuiljie-, abulja-,
9 abuilyiement. 7. 5 habyl(l)e-, habyly-, 5-7
habille-, 6 hable-, 6-7 habile-, 6-8 habilli-,
habilla-, 7-9 habila-, 6- habiliment. See also

ABILIMENT, BILIMENT. [a. OF. habillemcnt, abille-

ment, f. habiller to render fit, fit out, f. habile fit,

suitable : see ABLE. In early use often spelt with-
out initial h, esp. in the senses which connected
themselves with ABLE, ABILITY ; but with the

gradual restriction of the word to sense 4 (like
mod.F. habiller, habillemenf, obviously influenced
in sense by F. habit clothing), the h has been
restored. (The Sc. ly, lj, represents Fr. // mouille.)}
1. (without //.) Outfit, accoutrement, equipment,

array, attire, dress. (Now only of personal attire. )

1470-85 MALORY A rlkur i. xviii, Alle maner of abylement
that pretendith to the werre. 1:1477 CAXTON Jason 30 b,
Hauyng the forme and habylement of a knight. 1536
BELLENDEN Crm. Scot. 11821) I.

p. Ivi, Thair abulyement was
. . maid . . efter the general gise of the cuntre. i2 LYNDESAY
Monarche 4546 Rycht hartfully content Of melt, drynk, and
abuilyement. 1590 SPENSKR F.Q.\. vi. 30 Straunge Lady in
so straunge habiliment. 1609 SKKNE Reg. IHaj. 146 The cost-
lie excesse of cleithing, and abulzament ofmens bodies. 1753
HANWAY Trav. (17621 1. in. 1. 229 To keep pace with this
romantic extension ofhabilliment. z8i> S. ROGERS Columbus
App. 14 In rich habiliment Two Strangers at the Convent-
gate. 1841 POE Murders Rue Morgue Wks. 1864 I. 202
Numerous changes of habiliment.

fa- '84 Atheiixum 22 Dec. 363/2 The style is the habi-
liment of the spirit.

t 2. //. Fittings, apparatus, furniture, gear, outfit,
r'gg'ng ; as of a ship. Obs.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Lef. 92/1 The cordes and other habyl.
lemens of the shippe bracke.

1 3. pi. Munitions, appliances, implements, or

apparatus of war; weapons, warlike stores, etc.

(In this sense the initial h was more commonly omitted,
doubtless^from the recognized connexion with able, ability,
quasi

'

things making able for war'.)
i4M, etc. [see ABILIMENT]. a 1467 GREGORY Chron. (Cam-

den) 145 Alle the abyllymentys of werrc. .as welle pouders,

4

Act ii Hen. VII c. 64 Preamble* Shippes with all abili-

mentis of Wcrre. 1569 STOCKER tr. Diod. Sic. i. iv. 7 To
prepare for all such necessarie hablements and engines of

warre as were meete. ei 1642 SIR \V. MONSON Naval Tracts
\. <i;o4) 489/1 Ammunition, Victuals, or other Abilliments

for the War. 1686 Lond, Gaz. No. 2120/2 Armour, Munition,
Stores . . Ordnance, or other Habiliments of War.

tb. esp. Personal accoutrements for war; armour,

warlike apparel ; also the trappings of a horse. Obs.

c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes of Aymon i. 53 Soo bcganne
euenche of theym to seke his armes and habylymentes.
1601 MARSTON Ant. $ Mel. n. Wks. 1856 I. 28 In glister-

Ing habilliments of armes. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix.

xvi. 51 Hearmedhimselfein the dead Knights abillements,

with guilt spurres. 1816 SCOTT Old Mart, vii, To return

his armour and abulyiements at a moment when it was
impossible to find a suitable delegate in his stead.

4. //. The apparel, vestments, or garments ap-

propriate to any office or occasion. Applied also,

jocularly or grandiloquently, to ordinary clothes.

(The chief extant sense.)

(In this sense initial h has always prevailed ; the con-

nexion with able, ability', being less obvious, and that with
mod. F. habit, kabilletncnt more so.)

1491 CAXTON Vitas Patr. (W. de W. 1495) in Clothynge
and habyllements of the sayd holy fader. 1533 BELLENDEN

Livy i. (1822) 35 He cled him with riche and riall abulye-
mentis. 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. Vlf, 28 b, Wyth y"

gartier, coller, mantell, and other habiliaraentes apperteyn-
inge to the companyons of the sayde noble ordre. 1589
PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesic in. i. (Arb.) 149 They want their

courtly habillements. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent, iv. i. n
My riches, are these poore habiliments. 1642 ROGERS
Naaman 474 To put on all those abiliments upon him, to

kill the fat Calf to welcome him. 1770 MRS. BOSCAWEN in

Mrs. Dclan/s Life $ Corr. Ser. n. I. 305 We have no
winter habiliments. 1848 MRS. JAMESON Sacr. fy Leg. Art
(1850) 218 The Saviour is seen in the habiliments of a

gardener. 1867 Miss BRADDON R. God-win II. ii. 30 She
saw George Stanmore in his everyday habiliments.

fig. 1614 SIR W. LEIGHTON in Farr S. P. Jos. I. 265
AH curious quaint abiliments exil'd, In humblest habite
now my verse compil'd. a 1656 BP. HALL Rent. Wks. 98
The earth decks herself in her fresh abiliments ofblossomes.
1822 KEBLE Serm. i. (1848) 8 Mistaking the circumstances
and outward habiliments of things for the things themselves.

j" 5. Anything worn as an ornament ;
= BILIMENT.

ci530 LD. BERNERS Arth. Lyt. Bryt. (1814) 8 Pyers..
bought for them abylementes and jewelles. 1541 Act 33
Hen. VIII c. 5 Any frenche hoode or bonet of veluet,
with any habiliment paste or edge of golde perle or stone,

1560 BIBLE (Genev.) Gen. xxiv. 22 The man took a golden
abillement of half a shekell weight. 1621 AINSWORTH
Annot. Pentat.* Gen. xxiv. 22 Eare-ring : or abillement,
jewel!, ouch : which was hanged sometime on the care.

f 6. fig. Mental equipment or qualification ; capa-

city ; pi. abilities, faculties, powers (of mind). Obs.

1585 ABP. SANDYS Serm. (1841) 2 How can the Holy
Ghost.. but require us to bestow all the forces and habili-

ments we have? 1604 T. WRIGHT Passions in. iv. 102 If

the impediments of Nature bee but small. And the habili-

ments otherwise great. 1612 T. TAYLOR Comm. Titus i. 9

Wpuldest thou haue eloquence added to all these former
abilliments? 1633 FORD Broken Ht. v. ii, Never lived

gentleman of greater merit, Hope or abiliment to steer
a kingdom, a 1640 JACKSON Creed xi. xlvi. 10 There
is a freedom or abiliment to do that which is pleasant and
acceptable unto God.
Hence Habilime'ntal a., of or relating to attire.

Habilime ntary a.
y dealing with habiliments.

1837 New Monthly Mag. LI. 466 Embodied representa-
tives of antiquity in a moral as well as habilimental point
of view. 1845 Blackw. Mag. LVII. 731 The result of his
habil imentary effort. 1882 HARDY Two on a Tower II.

vii. 109 Researches among habilimental hulls and husks.

Habi'limeiited, ///. a. [f. prec. sb.

Equipped, arrayed, apparelled, dressed.

1607 DEKKER Whore of Babylon Wks. 1873 *! 257
Habilimented gloriously for warre. 1630 J. TAYLOR (Water
P.) Taylors Frauds Wks. in. 98 A Chimney-sweeper's wife. .

Habilimented like the Diamond Queene. 1630 H. LORD
Persees Ep. Ded., Habilimented in the ridiculous vesture of
his owne Superstitions. 1892 Chamb. Jrnl. i Oct. 625/1
The staid and decorously habilimented banker.

t Habi*litate f ///- a. Obs. [ad. med.L. habili-

tat-us, pa. pple. of habilitd-re\ see next.] En-
dowed with ability ; rendered able ; capacitated,

qualified.
1622 BACON Hen. VII% 12 Not legall, nor habilitate to

serue in Parliament.

Habilitate (habrlrte't), v. Also ABILITATE.

[f. L. habilitat- ppl. stem of habilitdre to make fit,

enable, f. habilitds^ aptitude, ABILITY.]
fl. trans. To endow with ability or capacity; to

capacitate, qualify. Obs.

1604 T. WRIGHT Passitnis vi. 322 The internall gifts of
God . .fortifie vs against vice, and habilitate exceedingly to
venue. 1678 MAHVELL De/. Howe Wks. 1875 IV. 187A superadded influence, which may habilitate them for

action. 1819 SOUTHEY Hist. Brazil III. xl. 527 Till a second
order from the King should habilitate them so to do.

b. To furnish with means, esp. for the working
of a mine. [After Sp. habilitar.]
1824 Ann. Reg. 212* He then proposed, not to habilitate

the mine in the usual way, but to lend money to the miner,
that he himself might pay the workmen.
2. intr. for refl. To qualify oneself for office

;

spec, to qualify as teacher in a German University.

[After Ger. habilitirsn.]
1881 Contemp. Rev. June 925 He meant to habilitate as

a privat-docent when he returned. 1882-3 SCHAFF Encycl.
Relig. Know?. II. 1612 In 1811 he habilitated at Heidel-

gounnys, and arblastys, schott, or othyr artyleres. 1495 berg with the dissertation,
' De ndeL.idea '.

HABIT.

3. trans. To clothe, dress, habit, rare.

1885 Longm. Mag. Dec. 197 Species variou^y habilitated

in artistic patterns. 1888 R. DOWLING Miracle Gold II.

xxiii. 183 Devils, .habilitated in flesh for evil purposes.

Hence Habi'litator [after Sp. habilitador], in

western U. S. one who habilitates a mine, or fur-

nishes capital for its working under contract with

the proprietors. 1889 in Cent. Diet.

Habilitation (habHit^'-Jan). Also ABILITA-

TION. [ad. med.L. habilitalidn-em, n. of action

f. habilitare : see HABILITATK ppl. a.

Although the obvious connexion with ABILITY led to the

dropping of initial h in this and the preceding word, in

i7th. c. the direct Latin derivation finally preserved it.]

The action of enabling or endowing with ability

or fitness; capacitation, qualification.
i6iz BACON Ess., Greatness AVv^.(Arb.) 483 The Things,

which we formerly haue spoken of, are but Habilitations

towards Armes: And what is Habilitation without Inten-

tion and Act ? 1713 Treaty w. SJ>ain in C. King Brit.

Aferch. (1721) III. 169 All Augmentations of Duties which
were introduced in the said Ports, .on occasion of the War,
or under the Title of Habilitation, or any other whatsoever,

ceasing and being taken away. 1831 Fruser"s Mag. III.

617 The habitation of new maritime ports for expediting
the intercourse with America. 1861 A. M'-CAUL^J.T. Proph.
\i\Aids to Faith (1861) 88 He.. had no permanent habili-

tation to declare the will of God. 1868 M. PATTISON'

Academ. Org. v. 213 I propose that the honour-degrees

(M.A., etc.) should of themselves form the habilitation for

the office of tutor.

b. The advancing of money on the security of

a mine, to enable the owner to work it. ((7.S.,

from
Sp. kabilztacion.}

liability (habi'liti). Also 5-6 -te, 6-7 -tie.

[An early form of ABILITY, after OF. habilet\ in

this, the h was rarely preserved after 1650 ; but in

the igth c. it has sometimes been restored in sense 2,

which goes with habile and mod.F. habiletl\

1 1. Early spelling of ABILITY, q. v. Obs.

1430-1678 [see ABILITY]. 1723 State Russia II. 77 AH
their Hability consists in crying out with a loud Voice to

the Idols.

2. The quality ofbeing habile; deftness; readiness;

easy familiarity. [After mod.F. habilete.] rare.

1840 Fraser^s Mag. XXII. 64 An hability of conduct
which properly constitutes genius in war. 1889 J. M.
ROBERTSON Ess. towards Critical Method 73 Hability in

or familiarity with a given style or form affects our appre-
ciation of it.

Habillament, -ement, obs. ff. HABILIMENT.

t Habille, v. Obs. Forms : 5 habyle, -ylle,

abele, 5-6 habyll, 5-7 habille. [a. F. habiller,

abillier (I3th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), to fit, fit out, put
in order, dress, clothe, repr. a late L. type *habi-

lidre, f. kahilis (see HABILE and ABLE) ; in later

use associated with habit clothing. Cf. also ABLE
v. i, 2, and the Sc. form ABUILYIE.]
1. trans. To fit, adapt ;

= ABLE v. i.

1430-40 LYDG. Boc/ias m. xiii. 86 They ought of reason
them self to habyle To haue science of Philosophic.
2. To fit out

;
to accoutre, array, attire, esp. for

war; to apparel, dress; ABLE v. 2.

a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 141 She went into her
chaumbre and abeled her self. 1481 CAXTON Godfrey \. 19
He dyde do make agayn the chirches, and habylled the

holy places. 1489 Faytes ofA. \. vii. 17 Be he habylled

rychely in harnoys and mountures. 1491 Vitas Patr.

(W. de W. 1495) i. H. 108 a/2 The holy man Abraham thus
habilled and arayed .. lepe up on an horse. Ibid, in
To habylle and put theim in armes. 1652 F. KIRKMAN
Clerio $ Lozia 128 He stayed there so long till Lozia was
habilled.

3. To make or pronounce competent, to enable,

qualify ;
= ABLE v. 4 b.

1530 PALSGR. 576/2, I habyll, as a man to do a thyng,
I make him able, or thynke him suffycient. . I was habylled
to handell this mater by better men than you be.

Habirgeon, -joun, etc. obs. ff. HABERGEON.
Habit (hse-bit), sb. Forms : a. 3-5 abit, abyt,

3-6 abite, abyte, (5 abbyte, 6 abbit, -et(te,

-ytte, Sf. -eit). 0. 4-7 habite, 5-6 habyte, (5

habet, 6 habitt, habbet, -ett(e, Sc. habeit, 6-7
habette), 5- habit, [a. OF. habit, abit (i2th c.

in Littre) Pr. obit, habit
^ It. abito\ ad. L.

habitus, noun of action (- stem), from habere to

have, refl. to be constituted, to be.]
The sense-development, as seen in Latin and the modern

languages taken together, is thus : orig. Holding, having,
' havour"

;
hence the way in which one holds or has oneself,

i. e. the mode or condition in which one is, exists, or exhibits

oneself, a) externally ; hence demeanour, outward appear-
ance, fashion of body, mode of clothing oneself, dress,

habitation; b) in mind, character, or life; hence, mental

constitution, character, disposition, way of acting, com-

porting oneself, or dealing with things, habitual or customary

way (of acting, etc.), personal custom, accustomedness.

This development was largely completed in ancient Latin,
and had received some extension in OF., before the word
became English ; in our language, senses were taken, from
time to time, from Fr. or L., without reference to their

original order of development ; hence the chronological
order in Eng. is in no way parallel to the original ; and
the arrangement below is only partly chronological. In

mod.F. the word is narrowed down to our branch I, other

senses being supplied by habitude', thus Eng. 'habit' is

co-extensive with the two French words, and its chief sense

corresponds not to F. habit but to F, /



HABIT.

I. Fashion or mode of apparel, dress.

1. Bodily apparel or attire; clothing, raiment,

dress, arch.
a. 1225 Ancr. J\. 12 pe onnesse of o luue & of o wil, bet

heo alle habbeS imene wiftinnen hore abit, J>et is on. 13..

E. E. Allit. P. B. 141 pe abyt Jat )>ou hatz vpon, no haly-

thenne changed his habyte and clothyng and dyde on

other clothyns- i59 K. JOHNSON 9 Worthies Fiij, The
verie aspect of his outwarde abite. 1607 SHAKS. Titnon \\.

iii. 113 It is her habite onely, that is honest, Her selfe's

a Bawd. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 24 Their habit like

to Adams, a few Plaintaine leaves only fixt about their

middles. 1651 EVELYN Diary 6 Sept., He went about

in womens habite. 1725 POPE Odyss. iv. 336 In the vile

habit of a village slave. 1809 PISKNEY Trav. France in
The chief peculiarity in his habit was a deep lace ruff.

b. with a and pi. A set or suit of clothes, a

dress (of some specified kind), arch.

a 1420 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 414 Undir an olde poore
habite reignethe ofte Crete vertu. c 1440 Gtsta Koiti. Ixvi.

305 (Harl. MS.) Weddid..In a simple Abyt. 1521 .]/,///.

Ripen (Surtees) I. 183 To have oon abbit after such fourme.

c 1665 MBS. HUTCHINSON Mem. Col. Hutchinson 118461 348
The colonel himself had on that day a habit which was

pretty rich but grave. (21691 BOYLE Hist. ..//>( 1692) 170

Being thinly clothed with one of the digger's habits. 1761-2
HUM ///. Eng. (1806) 111.465 She dressed herself in a rich

habit of silk and velvet. 1770 LANGHORNE Plutarch (1879)
I. 104/1 Women.. were not to go out of town with more
than three habits. 1808 Sk. Charact. (1813) I. 180 [They]
went on horseback, in a uniform habit, all blue and silver.

C. //. Clothes, garments, habiliments
;

hence

d. in sing. A garment ; a gown or robe. arch.

C. c 1477 CAXTON Jason 81 b, Lo here my habytes that be

requysite. 1598 YONG Diana 257 Your habites denie you
to be of any place heereabouts. 1634 MILTON Counts 157
Lest the place And my quaint habits breed astonishment.

1734 tr. Rollins Anc. Hist. (1827) V. 170 The latter had

put on women's habits over their armour. 1796 MORSE
Amer. Geog. II. 271 [The bodies of] two princes in the

habits they used to wear.

d- 1714 GAY Triviti i. 43 Thy Doily Habit. 1728
T. SHERIDAN Pcrsim v. (1739) 66 The Toga was the Habit
worn in Peace. 1771 MRS. HARRIS in Priv. Lett. Ld.

Alalmesbury I. 214 Mr. Cambridge borrowed a dress for

her. which was pretty and fine, the habit muslin with green
ana gold sprigs, with a turban and veil. 1852 MRS.

JAMESON Leg. Madonna (1857) 19 St. Catherine of Siena,
her habit spangled with stars.

e. . trans/. andy%>. Outward form or appearance ;

guise; 'dress',
'

garb*.
1549 COVERDAI.E, etc. Erasm. Pur. Htb. 2 Hauing vpon

hym the habite of mans body. 1618 WITHER Motto^ Nee
/fctoWlta. (1633)518, I will ever finde Meanes to main-
taine a habit for my Minde Of Truth in graine. 1669
GALE Crt. Gentiles \. i. ii. 9 Though Plato thus.. dis-

figured the habit of his Jewish Traditions. 1834 LONGF.
Autumn 5 The silvery habit of the clouds, a 1839 PRAED
Poems II. 13 Tory to-day, and Whig to-morrow, All habits

and all shapes he wore.

2. spec. The dress or attire characteristic of a

particular rank, degree, profession, or function ;

esp. the dress of a religious order ;
the habit, the

monastic order or profession (cf. 'the cowl').
c 1390 S. Eng. Leg. I. 20/45 Him-sulf he nam J?e Abite

fcere : and Monek formest bi-cam. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron.

(1810) 172 His abite he gan forsake, his ordre lete alle

doune. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. Prol. 3 In Habite of an
Hermite. [1393 C. In Abit as an Ermite.] c 1386
CHAUCER Montis T. 353 In kinges abyt went hir sones
tuo. 1-1430 Hymns Virg. (1867)67 Goo stele an abite, &
bicome a frere. 1538 STARKEY England i. iv, 127 Frerys
whome you wold juge to be borne in the habyte, they are

so lytyl and yong. 1642 HOWELL For. Trav. (Arb.) 50 So
that a Biscayner is capable to be a Cavalier of any of the

three habits. 1673 RAY Joiirn. Ltny C. 17 The several

Faculties .. are distinguished by their Habits: Divinity-
Students wear constantly Gowns and square Caps. 1709
STRYPE Ann. Ref. I. xliii. 471 Puritans, that is, such as

refused the habits,
1777

ROBERTSON Hist. Amer. (1778)
II. v. 129 Magellan, whom the king honoured with the

habit of St. Jago. 1827 HALLAM Const. Hist. (1876) I.

ii. 102 The foreign reformers then in England . . expressed
their dissatisfaction in seeing these habits retained. 1894
T. T. FOWLER Adamnan Introd. 77 While walking his

hands were clasped under his habit.

b. In the Greek Church : Lesser habit, the dress

of the proficients or monastics of the second degree.
Great or great angelic habit, the dress of the

monastics of the third degree, termed the perfects.
1772 J. G. KING Grk. Ch. Russia 366 [After completing

their novitiate] they proceed to take the lesser habit or

\)?a. Ibid., They take, .last of all, the great angelic habit.

3. -^RIDING-HABIT: A dress worn by ladies on
horseback

;
a lady's riding-dress.

f 1666 EVELYN Diary 13 Sept., The Queene was now in her
cavalier riding habit. 1711 STEELE Sped. No. 104 F 3 The
Model of this Amazonian Hunting-Habit for Ladies, was,
as I take it, first imported from France.] 1798 JANE
AUSTEN Northang. Abb. (1870) II. vi. 130 Her habit there-

fore was thrown off with all possible haste. 1824 SCOTT
Redgauntlet ch.

xyii, The elegant compromise betwixt
male and female attire, which has now acquired, par excel-

lence, the name of a habit. 1855 TENNYSON Maud i. xx. i,

Whether The habit, hat, and feather, Or the frock and

gipsy bonnet Be the neater and completer. 1879 WHYTE-
MELVILLE Riding Recoil, vii. led, 7) 121 The habit and the

side-saddle. 1882 Miss BitADDON Mt. Royal vii, The St.

Aubyn girls were breakfasting in their habits and hats.

II. External deportment, constitution, or appear-
ance ; habitation.

1 4. Bearing, demeanour, deportment, behaviour ;

posture. Obs.

1413 Pilgr. Stnvlc (Caxton 1483) iv. v. 60 Me semyth by
semblaunt and by habyte that ye shold be lustyce. 1489
CAXTON Faytes of A. in. L 168 A stately man of habyte of

chere and of maynten. 1586 MARLOWE \st Pt. TamhitrL
i. ii, Noble and mild this Persian seems to be, If outward
habit judge the inward man. 1613 PURCHAS rii^rinm^c
(1614) 154 So of lying or other habit of body. 1642 Rot. i. us

Xaainan ^9 The habit and behaviour of this great Prince.

1687 SEDLEY Bellam. in. Wks. 1722 II. 136 What's the

meaning of this Habit ? I never saw a man so overjoy'd.

5. Bodily condition or constitution.

1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. Epit. Aijb, Of the habite

of his body, or corporall proportion . .hee is a faire and well

favoured Gentleman. 1626 BACON Syfoa 354 Cardamon
which.. made them grow better, and be of a more active

habit. 1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 3*3 She would revive . .

out of a wasting Distemper, into a Habit of the highest
Health and Vigour. 1727-51 CHAMBEUS Cycl. t Habit, in

medicinej is what we otherwise call the temperament or

constitution of the body ;
whether obtained t>y birth, or

occasioned by the manner of living. 1782 PRIESTLEY Cor-

rupt. Chr. I. n. 21 x A being, .of a delicate tender habit. 1791
BURKE App. Whigs Wks. VI. 136 To bring the patient to a

better habit. 1812 AMYOT Windheun I. 4 A victim to a con-

sumptive habit. 1844 DISKAELI Coningsby \. i, Originally.,
of a spare habit, but now a little inclined to corpulency.

fb. cotter. The bodily 'system', to. The outer

part, surface, or external appearance of the body.
b. 1589 COGAN Haven Health ( 1636) 4 Least . . any of the

excrements should hastily be received into the habit of the

body. 1653 FRENCH Yorksh. Spa x. 91 If it be retained in

the habit of the body and veins. 1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl.

s.v., A thing is said to enter the Aal'if, when it becomes

intimately diffused throughout the body, and is conveyed
to the remotest stages of circulation. 1733 CHEYNE Eng.
Malady n. iii. 2 (1734) 138 Water, .would, .dissolve these

..Concretions, .and help to carry them out of the Habit.

C. 1652 FRENCH Yorksh. Spa xii. 98 The humours being
drawn outwardly towards the habit of the body. 1671
GREW Anat. Plants in. ii. 3 (1682) 127 Some Parts of

Aer, may continually pass into the Body and Blood, by the

Habit, or Pores of the Skin. 1725 N. ROBINSON Th.

Physick 316 The crass, dispirited Serum settles in the

Legs, and every where outwardly upon the Habit.

6. Zool. and Bot. The characteristic mode of

growth and general external appearance of an

animal or plant. Hence tramf. \ e.g. in Cryst. the

characteristic mode of formation of a crystal.

1691 RAY Creation (1714)
22 The same insect under a

different Larva or Habit. 1794 MARTYN Rousseau's Bot.

xxxii. 492 You know them by their air, or habit, as

botanists usually call it. 18*6 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. IV.

551 When.. you know the name of one species, and find

another of the same general habit. 1854 HOOKER HimaL
Jrtits. II. xxi. 99 Plants, .of a tufted habit. 1870 Stud.

Flora 34 Exotic species with the habit of Nasturtium.

1875 WHITNEY Life Lang. v. 90 Languages of other habit

than ours. 1895 STORY-MASKELYNE Crystallogr. vi. 151

Such differences, then, may generally be held to indicate

a mero-symmetrical habit.

t7. Habitation, abode. [So in OF.] Obs. rare.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne i. xxii. (1632) 47 Our greatest
vices make their first habit in us, from our infancie.

III. Mental constitution, disposition, custom.

8. The way in which a person is mentally or

morally constituted; the sum of the mental and

moral qualities; mental constitution, disposition,

character.
c 1386 CHAUCER Knt's T. 520 And shortly turned was at

vp so doun Bothe habit and eek disposicioun Of hym. 1579
LYLY Euphues (Arb.) 53 If we respect more the outward

shape, then the inward habit. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel.
i. i. HI. xi. (1651) 30 The principal Habits are two in

number, Vertue and Vice. 1690 NORRIS Beatitudes (1692)
181 It argues a good Habit of Mind. 1719 YOUNG Revenge
I. i, You . . suit the gloomy habit of my soul. 1895 Bookman
Oct. 27/1 The lecture plan and the lecturer's habit of mind
are visible throughout.
9. A settled disposition or tendency to act in a

certain way, esp. one acquired by frequent repe-
tition of the same act until it becomes almost or

quite involuntary ; a settled practice, custom, usage ;

a customary way or manner of acting. (The most
usual current sense. Properly said of living beings ;

in mod. use occasionally of inanimate things.)
[There is no etymological ground for the distinctive use of

'habit' for an acquired tendency ;
but in philosophical lan-

guage, such a sense occurs already in Cicero, Inv. i, 25, 36,
' habitum appellamus . . item corppris aliquam commodi-

tatem, non natura datam, sed studio et industria partam '.

The sense is late in Fr. and Eng. : Cotgr. has * //#.. also

an habit ; a fashion setled, a vse or custome gotten '.]

1581 PETTIE tr. Guazzo's Civ. Com', i. (15861 4b, By long
studie and great contemplation . . got an habite and custome
to be melancholike. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. v. iv. i How
vse doth breed a habit in a man. 1647 COWLEY Mistress^
Soul ii, That constant they as Habits grow. 1656 tr.

Hobbes 1 Elem. Philos. (1839) 348 Habit is motion made
more easy and ready by custom. 1662 J. DAVIES tr.

Clearing"
1

Voy. Ambass. 89 Being thus used from their

Childhood, and that habit being as it were converted into

a second nature. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. 158 Habits

are said to be an Adventitious and Acquired Nature, and
Nature was before defined by the Stoicks to be eft?, or

a Habit : so that there seems to be no other Difference

between these two, than this, that whereas the One is

Acquired by Teaching, Industry and Exercise; the other

. .is. .inspired by the Divine Art and Wisdom. 1727 SWIFT
Gulliver iv. xii, Although it be hard for a man fate in life

to remove old habits. 1834 MEDWIN Angler in Wales
L 18 A dog who once takes to worry sheep never leaves off

the habit. 1836-7 SIR W. HAMILTON Mctaph. (1877) I. x. 178
Both. .are tendencies to action; but . . disposition properly
denotes a natural tendency, habit an acquired tendency.

1837 CARLYLE j'r, Ktv. I. ti. iii, System of HabiM, in a word,

HABIT.

fixed ways of acting and believing.^ Mod.^ The chimney
has a habit of smoking when the fire is first lighted.

b. (Without a or//.) : Custom, usage, use, wont.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. xxii. 8 But allowing his

[Aristotle's] conclusion, that virtues and vices consist in

habit. 1658 DRYDEN On the Death of Cromwell xxxvi,

Faction now by habit does obey. 1600 LOCKE Hum. Und.

Theol. xxvi. (1819) 449 Habit, the instrument of nature, is

a great leveller ; the familiarity which it induces, taking off

the edge both of our pleasures and of our sufferings. 1876
MO/LKY Unh>. Sirm. vii. 151 It is of the nature of habit

to make acts easier and easier.

c. (Usually in //.) Applied to the natural or

instinctive practices characteristic ofparticular kinds

of animals, and to natural tendencies of plants.

1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. II. iv. i, Many of its [the cat's]

habits .. are rather the consequences of its
^
formation.

general appearance and in many of its habits, the Rabbit is

readily distinguished . . by its smaller dimensions. 1880

C. & F. DARWIN Movem. PL 128 Some relation between
the habit of cotyledons rising vertically at night or going to

sleep,
and their sensitiveness, .to a touch.

d. In the habit (^habits} of doing something:

having a habit or custom of so doing. So to fall
or get into the habit.

1801 CHARLOTTE SMITH Solitary Wand. II. 287 [He]
had. . for near two years been in habits ofoccasional access to

him. 1829 K. \y\GvxBroadst. Hon. 1.66 Some very wise and
devout men have been in habits of reading these romances.

1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 176 He was little in the habit

of resisting importunate solicitation. 1879 B. TAYLOR Stud.

Germ. Lit. 128 The world has fallen into a bad habit of

naming everything after something else.

( 1O. The condition of being accustomed to some-

thing through having constantly to do with it;

familiarity. On intimate habits : on intimate

terms, familiar. (Cf. HABITUDE 3.) Obs.

1586 B. YOUNG tr. Guazzo's Ch'. Conv. iv. 208 b, Why
..cannot he discourse better of them, who hath had a

longer and continuall habit in them? 1600 J. PORY tr. Leo's

Africa n. 414 By getting an habite of their languages and
customes. 1^04 HEARNE Duct. Hist. (1714) I. 399 Being

brought up in this Discipline from Children, they acquir'd

a Habit in Science. 1770 BURKE Pres. Discont. Wks.

1842 I. 147 The habit of affairs, if, on one hand, it tends

to corrupt the mind, furnishes it, on the other, with the

means of better information. 1809 SCOTT Fam. Lett. 15

Aug. (1894) I. 144 They are on most intimate habits. 1810

Sporting Mag. 154 Those who were in the habits of his

society. 1859 LEVER Davenport Dunn ii. (1872) 20 'One

gets a habit of the kind of people', said Lady Lackington.
IV. Literal rendering of L. habitus in Logic.

f 11. Logic. The eighth of the categories or pre-
dicaments of Aristotle ; Having or possession : in

Gr. xv, L. habitus. (See CATEGOEY i.) Obs.

(Like the other categories, very variously understood and
misunderstood by writers on

logic.)
1588 FRAUNCE Latviers Log. i. xi. 49 b, The affirmative is

called the habite, the negative the privation thereof. 1628

T. SPENCER Logick 93 To haue the habit, and to be de-

prived of the habit are opposed. 1697 tr. Burgersdicins
his Logic i. ix. 30 Habit is a manner after which clothes,

or anything like clothes are put about the body, appended,
or in any way adjoined to it. 1837 WHEWELL Hist. Induct.
Sc. (1857) I. 209 The Categories are the ten heads under
which assertions or predications may_ be arranged ; sub-

stance, quantity, relation, quality, time, place, position,

habit, action, passion.
V. 12. Comb., as (senses i, 3) habit-bodice,

-maker; -man, -$hof> -skirt ; habit-cloth, a light

broadcloth used for riding-habits and other outer

garments ; habit-shirt, a kind of chemisette with

linen collar, worn by women under the outer bodice ;

(sense 9 . habit-bound adj., \habit-wise adv.

1892 Daily News 2 July 6/7 The becoming "habit-bodice

of old, cut away on the hips and fitting like a good glove.

1819 P. O. Lond. Direct. 84 Tailors and *Habit-Makers.

1769 Stratford Jubilee \. i. 12 That valuable creature Mr.

Pasquin the "habit-man. 1834 PLANCHE Rrit. Costume 245
A covering for the neck and throat, similar to what is now
called a *habit-shirt. 1751 ELIZA HEYwooo/>Wy Thought-
less I. 40 The woman at the *habit-shop in Covent-garden.

j
1894 Daily News 20 June 6/4 The *habit skirt of to-day is

surmounted by a riding jacket, generally of a totally

different colour. A 1626 BP. ANDREWES Serm. xix. (1661)

389 His vigour, .holdeth out *habit-wise.

Ha'bit, ///. a. Sc. Law. Also 8 habite. [ad.
L. habit-its, pa. pple. of habere to have, hold.]

Held, holden : in the legal phrase habit and
repute, repr. a med.L. habitus et reputatus, in

earlier times translated halden and repute (or

reputit}) i. e. held and reputed i,to be so and so).

[1503 Sc. Acts yas. IV, c. 23 pe woman .. beand repute
& haldin as his lachtfull wif. 1551-2 Eccles. Scot. Statuta

135 Qua; talium baptizatorum parentes communiter haben-
tur et reputantur. i68x STAIR Inst. Laiu Scot. iv. xlv.

4 (1693) 704 In the serving of. .terces of relicts, 'com-

monly holden and repute' is sufficient.] 1753 Scots Mag.
Sept. 469/1 As habite and repute a common .. thief. 1773
KRSKINE Inst. Law Scot, \. 86 It is presumed or inferrea

from cohabitation . . joined to their being habite, or held,
and reputed, man and wife. 1861 W. BELL Diet. Law
Scotl. s.v., If the person. .be habit and repute a thief i.e.

one who notoriously makes or helps his livelihood by-

thieving. Ibid. s.v. Execution^ It is sufficient .. that the

person . . shall have been at the time habit and repute
qualified.



HABIT.

b. The phrase habit and repute is also used

quasi-tt/Ar/. for: The fact of being commonly held

and reputed (what is indicated by the context;.

1754 ERSKINI >-^57 If there has been

cohabitation and habit and repute for a sufficient time after

the parties were free to marry- '838 W. BELL Diet. Law
Scotl. s.v. Thus marriage may be constituted by habit and

repute . . So also habit and repute is an aggravation of a

special act of theft. [By a recent Act, habit and repute is no

longer made matter of charge in the libel.]

Habit (harbit), v. [a. F. habite-r to have deal-

ings with, possess, cohabit, dwell, inhabit, ad. L.

habit-are to have possession of, inhabit , dwell, abide,
f. habit-, ppl. stem of habtre : see prec.]

fl- intr. To dwell, abide, reside, sojourn. Obs.

?rt 1366 CHAUCER Rom. Rose 660 That In her swete song
delyten In thilke places as they habyten. 1483 CAXTON
Cato A viij b, Many men habyten and dweljyn by fayth in

the cytees. 1*1592 GREENE Alphons-us \. t, Although he
habit on the earth. 1649 EARL MONM. tr. Senaulfs Use
Passions (1671) 36 Contraries cannot lodge or habit together.

2. trans. To dwell in, inhabit, arch.

1598 HAKLUVT Voy. I. 435 (R.) Some other towne or place
habited, vpon or neer the border of it. 1601 HOLLAND
Pliny \. 48 The shore of the ^Ithyopian Ocean, which now
is habited, 1847 D. G. MITCHELL Fresh Glean. (1851) 250
Hinzelmann who once habited an old castle. 1891 H. S.

MERRIMAN Prisoners fy Captives III. xt 185 Unless they
had habited different parts of the globe.
3. To dress, clothe, attire. (Usually in pa. pple.}
1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. \\. iii, 57 Or is it Dian habited like her?

1656 STANLEY Hist. Philos. v. (1701) 174/2 They went

proudly habited. 1696 BF. PATRICK Connn. Exod. xxtx,
The High Priest was first habited, and then his Sons.

1737 WHLSTON Josepkus Antiq. xvm. iii. 2 He habited
a great number of soldiers in their habit, 1866 MRS. H.
WOOD St. Martin's Eve xxiv. To habit herselfas she deemed
suitable for her journey. 1889 I). C. MURRAY Dangerous
Catspaw 55 A group of girls, habited in white flannel.

j!^. 1654 TRAPP Comrn. Ezra viii. 16 Good matter well
habited, a 1658 FORD, etc. Witch Edmonton n. ii, Thy
liking b a Glass By which I'll habit my behaviour.

*r 4. To accustom, familiarize, habituate ; pa.

Pple. accustomed, practised, used (to or in). Obs,

1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. v. (R.), O y'are a shrewd one ; and
so habited In taking heed. 16*7-77 FELTHAM Resolves
ii. iv. 166 A generation of men . . That are so habited in

falsehood. 0.1661 FULLER Worthies (1840) II. 199 'He was
so habited to poisons, they became food unto him. 1782
PAINE Let. Abbe Raynal (1791) 63 A mind habited to

meanness and injustice. 1814 SOUTHEY Roderick xx. ii

Habited in crimes.

t b. To turn into a habit, render habitual. Obs.

1627-77 FELTHAM Resolves u. Ixiii. 293 When Vices habit

themselves into custom and manners. 1660 FULLER Mixt
Contempt. (1841) 204 Customary sins, habited in us by
practice and presumption.

Habitability hre'bitabrliti). [f. next: see

-ITT.] The quality or fact of being habitable.

1714 DERHAM Astro-Theol. (1715) p. v, Concerning .. the

Habitability of the Planets, and a Plurality of Worlds.

1827 Blackw. Mag. XXII. 166 There's no kind of furniture

like books : nothing else can afford one an equal air of
comfort and habitability. 1880 A. R. WALLACE 1st. Life
ix. 183 The very habitability of our globe is due to the

equalising effects of the waters of the ocean.

Habitable (hae'bitab'l), a. Also 4 abitable.

[a. F. habitable (i4th c. in Littre), ad. L. habita-

bilisi f. habitdre to inhabit : see -ABLE.]
1. Suitable for habitation or as a human abode ;

fit to live in, inhabitable; also absol. the habit-

able globe (cf. Gr. olKouptvrj}.
1388 WYCLIF Exod. xvi. 35 Til the! camen in to the loud

abitable. 1490 CAXTON Eneydos xvi. 62 We bane gyuen
her londe habytable. 1555 EDEN Decades Contents, The
description of the north regions : and howe they are habit-
able. 1660 HICKERINGILL Jamaica (1661) 3 That vulgar
division of the World into Zones habitable, .and inhabit-
able, 1667 MILTON P. L. vni. 157 A glimps of Light,
conveyd so fair Down to this habitable. 1703 SMEATON
Edystone L. 195 The habitable part of the building. 1838
DICKENS Kick. Nick, xi, A couple of rooms, .which some
kind of attempt bad been made to render habitable.

t 2. Able or ready to dwell. Obs. rare.

1654 tr. Scudery's Curia Pol. 68 All the virtues are as
habitable, and as content to dwell with the meanest Subject
as the mightiest Monarch.
Hence Ha bitableness, the quality of being

habitable ; fitness for habitation. Ha'toitably adv.,
in a habitable manner.
1653 H. MORE Conject. Cabbat. (1713) 13 In respect of

its habitableness it is as rightly termed an Earth.
a 16191 BOYLE Hist. Air (1692) 78 To prove not only the

habitableness, but healthfulness of that climate and country.
1828 WEBSTER cites FORSYTH for Habitably. 1843 MRS.
CARLYLE Lett. I. 239 The public rooms are in a state of
perfect habitableness again.

t Ha-bitacle. Obs. exc. Hist. [a. F. habitacle

(lath c. in Littre) ad. L. habitacnl-um dwelling-
place, f. habitare to inhabit.]
1. A dwelling-place, habitation, f

13.. Coer df L. 4149 Thomas, .an other stone i-slong To
ser Mahouns habitacle. 1382 WYCLIF Acts xii. 7 Li;t schoon
a^en in the habytacle. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 225/2
Thenne went cnstofer to this ryuer & made there his
habitacle for

hym. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poefns Ixxxv. 14 Haile,
Alphais habitakle ! a 1601 BOYLE Hist. Air (1692) 167 Our
bed. .which in this little habitacle was not far from the fire.

1829 SOCTHEY Epist. in Anniversary n Fortune hath set
hU

happy habitacle Among the ancient hills.

fig. and tratisf. 1382 WYCLIF Eph. ii. 22 Be je bildid to

gidere into the habitacle of God, in the Hooli Cost, c 1450

6

tr. De hnitatione in. xxvii. 96 Bringe oute uf J?e habitacle

of myn herte all mancr of derkenes. a 1555 BRADFORD
l\'ks. (Parker Soc.) 356 These our corruptible habitacles,
wherein we abide the Lord's leisure. 168411-. /lt>nct's Merc.

Cotnpit. i. 35 The Bloud-vessels (those genuine Habitacles
of noxious Vapours).
2. A canopied niche in the wall of a building.
c 1384 CHAUCER //. Fame in. 104 And eke in each of the

pinnacles Weren sundry habitacles. 1875 PARKER Gloss.

Arckit., Habitacle, .. applied also to a niche for a statue.

Ibid. s.v. Tabernacle, Tabernacles were also called Maisons,

Habitacles, Hovels, and Housing* in ancient contracts.

t Habita'cnle. Obs. [ad. L. habitacnlum

(also found in Eng. use
s

;
see prec.] =prec. I.

c 1374 CHAUCEK Boeth. \\. pr. vii. 44 tCamb. MS.
1

) In the

clos of thilke lytul habytacule \?\r. habitaclel. 1517 TOR-
KINGTON Piigr. (1884) 20 The habitacule and lord.shippe of

Kyng Mynos. [1651 Bicus Ncu> Disp. 112 The topick
habitaculum of that contagion.]

t Ha'bitance. Obs. In 6 -aunce. [a. OF.

kabitance, f. habiter to dwell : see -ANCE.] A
dwelling-place, habitation.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. vii. 7 What art thou, man .. That
here in desert hast thine habhaunce ?

Habitancy hte-bitansi . [f. next : see -ANCY.]
1. Residence as an inhabitant ; inhabitancy.

1792 J. BELKNAP Hist. New-Hamj>sh. III. 268 The quali-
fications of a representative are two years' habitancy. 1819
W. S. ROSE Lett. I. 131 Hospitals .. turning upon some
miserable question of habitancy within very confined limits.

2. Inhabitedness, populousness. rare.

1837 Blackw. Mag. XLI. 735 An escape from the close

air and crowded habitancy of the streets.

3. Body or mass of inhabitants collectively.

1832-3 DE QUINCEY Tradit. Rabbins Wks. 1860 XIV.
267 Those [persons] do not comprehend the whole habitancy
of this well-stocked house. 1862 F. HALL in Jrnl. Asiat.
Soc. Bengal i Its habitancy may at one time have com-

peted with that of London.

Habitant (hse-bitant),a. and $b. Also 5 aby-,

5-6 -aunt(e. [a. F. habitant, ad. L. habitant-em,

pr. pple. of habitdre to dwell in, inhabit.]
A. adj. Inhabiting, indwelling.

1856 R. A. VAUGHAN Mystics (1860) II. xii. i. 230 A habi-

tant spirit.

B. sb. 1. One who dwells or resides in a place ;

a resident, inhabitant, indweller.

1490 CAXTON Eneydos Prol. TO This present boke is

necessarye to alle cytezens and habytaunts in townes.
< 1500 Melnsine xxx. 221 Thabytants of the Cyte. 1530
PALSGR. 228/2 Habytaunt, a dweller. 1583 STANYHURST
,-Eneis in. (Arb.) 74 The habitans in vallye remayned.
1642 HOWELL For. Trav. (Arb.) 86 The various habitants of
the Earth, a 17*1 PRIOR Callimachus i. 5 To Heaven's
great habitants. 1826 DISRAELI Viv. Grey iv. vi, The
little city of which he was now an habitant.

fig. 1667 MILTON P. L. x. 588 Sin, there in power
before, Once actual, now in body, and to dwell Habitual
habitant. 1818 BYRON Ch. Har. iv. cxxi, O Love ! no
habitant of earth thou art. ;

||
2. (pronounced abz'tan; pi. oftenasformerlyinF.

habitans}. A native of Canada (also of Louisiana)
of French descent ; one of the race of original
French colonists, chiefly small farmers or yeomen.
1836 SIR F. B. HEAD 28 Oct. in Narrative vi. 11839) 130

The real interests of the French habitans of Lower Canada.

1839 EARL OF DURHAM Rep. Brit. N. Anier. 19 Members of
the family of some habitant. 1855 W. IRVING Washington
II. viii. 96 To ascertain the feelings of the habitans, or
French yeomanry. 1856 OLMSTED Slave States 682 A
hamlet of cottages, occupied by Acadians, or what the

planters call habitans, poor white, French Creoles. 1881

Harper's Mag. Nov. 823 Pirogue as the habitants call it.

Habitat (hae-bitsetX [a. L. habitat^ 3rd pers.

sing. pres. tense of habitdre^ lit.
'
it inhabits ', in

Floras or Faunas, written in Latin, introducing the

natural place of growth or occurrence of a species.

Hence, taken as the technical term for this.]
Nat. Hist. The locality in which a plant or

animal naturally grows or lives
; habitation. Some-

times applied to the geographical area over which
it extends, or the special locality to which it is

confined; sometimes restricted to the particular
station or spot in which a specimen is found

; but

chiefly used to indicate the kind of locality, as
the sea-shore, rocky cliffs, chalk hills, or the like.

[1762 HUDSON Flora Anglica 70 Common Primrose-
Habitat in sylvis sepibus et ericetis ubique.J 1796 WITHER-
ING Brit. Plants Diet Terms (ed. 3) 62 Habitatio, the
natural place of growth of a plant in its wild state. This is

now generally expressed by the word Habitat. 1809 Edin.
Rev. XV. 127 It has also flowered.. after having been
transferred from its native habitat. 1817 J. BRADBURY
Trav. 7 A catalogue of some of the more rare plants in the
neighbourhood of St. Louis, .together with their habitats.

1840 E. NEWMAN Brit. Ferns (1844) 255 The Black Spleen-
wort, .occurs on rocks as a native habitat. 1857 H. MILLER
Test. Rocks \. 9 The sea is everywhere now.. the great
habitat of the Algse. 1874 J. A. ALLEN in Coues Birds
N. IV. 294 A mixed race has been long known to exist in
the region where their habitats adjoin.

b. Hence generally: Dwelling-place; habitation.
1854 LOWELL Cambridge 30 Yrs. Ago Pr. Wks. 1890 I. 48

But every thing is not a Thing, and all things are good for

nothing out of their natural habitat. 1869 Miss MULOCK
Woman's Kingd. III. 54 He reached at last Brook Street,
that favourite habitat of physicians. 1871 EARLE Philol.
Eng. Tongue 372 This word [splotch! has its habitat in
Oxfordshire. 1876 GLADSTONE Homeric Synchr. 83 Pleas
. .for accepting an Asiatic origin and habitat for Homer.

HABITED.

Habitate ih^-bitt^t
1

,
v. rare. [f.

L. habitat-,

ppl. stern of habitdre to dwell ; but by Burton

used as a derivative ofHABIT sb.] a.mfr. To dwell.

f b. trans. To habituate ;
= HABIT v. 4. Obs.

i6zi BTKTON A nat. Mel. i. ii. n. vi, They being now habi-

tatetl to such meditations and solitary places, can indure no

company. 1866 J. B. ROSE tr. Ovid's Fasti v. 626 Mars
habitates in the city of his son. Ibid. vi. 936 She doth

habitate On Tiber's banks.

Habitation (hsebit^'Jan). Also 4 abitacioun.

[a. F. habi'j abitation (i2th c. in Hatz.-Darm.),
ad. L. habitation-em, f. habitdre to dwell, inhabit.
'" Habitacion

"
in whiche h is written and nat sounded

with us.' Palsgr. 1530, p. 17.]

1. The action of dwelling in or inhabiting as

a place of residence; occupancy by inhabitants.

4:1374 CHAUCER Boeth, n. pr. vii. 44 (Camb. MS.l A ryht

streyt place tothehabytasyoun of men. c 1386 Monk's T.

226 He was out cast of mannes compaignye With asses was
his habitacioun. 1:1410 HOCCLEVE j\Iother a/ God 137 The
habitacionOf the holy goost ..Beinmyn hcrte. 1568 GRAF-
TON (title) A Chronicle, .deduced from the Creation of the

Worlde, unto the first habitation of thys Islande. 1667
MILTON P. L. vn. 622 Every Starr perhaps a World Of
destind habitation. 1726 SHELVOCKE t"0y. round World
( 1757) 55 Excepting the plantations, and places ofhabitation.

1897 Daily Chron. i Feb. 7/4 The premises to be closed.,

until they were made fit for human habitation.

2. concr. A place of abode or residence : either

the region or country inhabited, or (now more

usually) a house, cave, or other particular dwelling-

place of man or animal.

1382 WYCLIF Acts i. 20 The habitacioun [1388 abitacioun]
of him be maad desert, and be there not that dwelHth in it.

c 1477 CAXTON Jason 70 b, Hit pleseth me right well that

this noble countrebe your habitacion. 1598 BARRET TJieor.

Warres v. ii. 129 Whether the most habitations of the

Citie be on high above the alture of the wals. 1662 J.
DAVIES tr. Olearius' Voy. Ambass. 67 They had no Cities,

nor setled Habitations, but liv'd in Woods. 1665 HOOKE
Microgr. 138 These indeed, seem'd to have been the habita-

tion of some Animal. 1748 F. SMITH Voy. Disc. I. 184
The Habitations of the Indians (which we call Cabbins or

Tents) are sufficiently wretcbed. 1839 w - COLLINS Q. of
Hearts (1875) 44 The nearest habitation to ours was
situated about a mile and a half off. 1860 TVNDALL Glac.

II. ui. 246 To render the planet a comfortable habitation for

beings constituted like ourselves.

fi&- XS3S COVERDALE Hab. in. n The Sonne and Mone
remayned still in their habitation. 1548-77 VICARV Anat.
iii. (1888) 24 The head of man is the habitation or dwelling
place of the reasonable soule. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. fVt i.

iii. 89 An habitation giddy, and vnsure Hath he that buildeth
on the vulgar heart.

f- b. The Jewish tabernacle. Obs.

1533 COVERDALE Num. vii. i Whan Moses had set vp the
Habitacion and anoynted it, and sanctifyed it.

3. The name adopted for local branches of the
' Primrose League ', a political association estab-

lished in 1883. (Said to have been suggested by
that of 'lodge', used by Masonic .societies ; cf.

also *tent *,

*

grove
1

,
nnd the like, similarly used.)

1885 Primrose League 13 As a Diploma is issued to every
Member, Habitations must be careful to send in the Declara-
tions of every Knight, Dame, or Associate to the Registrar
for enrolment. 1892 Primrose League in Albcinarle Rev.
Jan. ii The first Habitation started was for the district of
the Strand. Ibid. 13 In drawing up the rules it was sought
..to give the affair rather a Masonic character. .Accord-

ingly the local committee was called a Habitation. 1895
Times 15 Nov. 6/1 A meeting of the Arthur Balfour Habi-
tation of the Primrose League.
4. A settlement. [After F. habitation]
*555 EDEN Decades (Arb.) 45 The interpretacion of cer-

teynewordes. Colonie^ an habitacion. [1809 KENDALL Trav.
I. ii. 9 In Europe, we speak of settlements, either in a more
general sense than colonies, or as included within colonies.

The French call them Habitations.} 1825 WATERTON Wand.
S. Amer. i. i. 101 From Simon's to the great fall there are
five habitations of the Indians. .These habitations consist

of from four to eight huts situated on about an acre of

ground.

Habitative (hse'bit/tivX a. rare. [f. L. ppl.
stem habitat- (see HABITATE) + -IVE.] Of or per-

taining to habitation or occupancy by inhabitants.
1888 Archseol. Rw. Mar. 51 The students of Toponowas-

tique, as the French call the modern science of ' habitative
nomenclature '.

Habitati'vity. rare. [ad. F. habitativitt :

cf. prec. and -ITY.]
' The instinct which attaches

a person to his own special country or manner of

living' Syd. Soc. Lex. 1886.

Ha'bitator. Obs. rare. [a. L. habitator

dweller, agent-n. from habitare to dwell.] A
dweller, inhabiter, resident.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. \\. x. 325 The longest day
in Cancer is longer unto us, then that in Capricorne unto the

Southerne habitator.

Habited (hse-bited), ///. a. [f. HABIT z/.]

1. Dwelt in. inhabited, arch.
1866 Edin. Rev. CXXIV. 184 The habited and uninhabit-

able portions of the globe.
2, Clothed, dressed.

1807 ROBINSON Arckseol. Gneca 10 p. lx, Statues of the

Habited Graces. 1865 Sat. Rev. 2 Dec. 696/1 How little

has been done.. to elevate the habited man above the

naked savage !

1 3. That has become habitual ; commonly
practised ; accustomed. Obs.

1605 VERSTEGAN Dec. Intell. ii. (1628) 53 This antient and



HABITION. HABITUE.

habited vice. 1651 tr. Lift* Father Sarpi (1676) 101 Not

superstition, but a constant tenacity, and an habited custom.

fHabition, Obs. rare. In 6 habycyon. [ad.

late L. habition-em, n. of action f. haberc to have.]
? Holding, having ;

or living, cohabiting.
1502 Oni. Crystal Men (W. de W. 1506) iv. xiii. 204 By

habycyon carnal 1 in fornycacyon.

Habitual .habi-tiwal;, a. (sb.} [ad. rned.L.

habitual-is, f. habitus HABIT.]
A. adj. f 1. Phi/os. and TheoL Belonging to

the ' habit
*

or inward disposition (see HABIT sb.

8) ; inherent or latent in the mental constitution.

With various shades of meaning, as (a) latent in the mind
or memory, though not exhibited in action, as in habitual

knowledge or cognition (in the Scotist philosophy), know-

ledge latent in the memory, and capable of being called up
when occasion presents itself; (6) latent or inherent in the

character, even when not in active exercise(= DisposmvK),
as in habitual'fait'//, grace, righteousness, etc., often opposed
to 'actual'; (c) potential, virtual, though not practically
exercised, as in habitual jurisdiction ; (,i) inherent, native,
as opposed to acquired, artificially assumed, or studied ;

(e) subjective, as opposed to 'objective'.

15*6 Pilgr. Per/. ,W. de W. 1531) i6ob, The attencyon
that we ought to haue in prayer must be.. not altogyder
actuall nor onely habituall. a 1535 MORE IVks. 732 (R.)
The habituall belief is in the childe, verye beliefe. though
it be not actuall belieuing and thinking vpon the faith,

as the habituall reason is in the childe very reason, though
it be not actuall reasoninge and making of sillogismes.

^1585 HOOKER Disc. Justification 21 The difference of
the which operations, .maketh it needful! to put two kindes
likewise of sanctifying righteousnesse, Habituall, and
Actuall. Habitual^ that holynesse, wherewith our soulesare

inwardly indued, the same instant, when first wee begin to

bee the Temples of the holy Ghost. 1615 D. DYKE Myst.
Self-deceiving 114 There is a double both keeping and
breaking ofthe commandments, habitual and actual. <: 1656
BRAMHALL Replic. iv. 160 With the Romanists themselues
I distinguish between habituall and actuall Jurisdiction.

1669 COKAINE Poems 74 Her sweet Conditions all the ver-

tues were, Not studied but habitual in her. a 1716 SOUTH
(J.) Art is properly an habitual knowledge of certain rules

and maxims. 1837-8 SIR W. HAMILTON Logic in. vi. (1860)
I. 52 By Objective or Systematic Lo^ic is meant that com-
plement of doctrines of which the Science of Logic is made
up ; by Subjective or Habitual Logic is meant the specu-
lative knowledge of these doctrines which any individual.,

may possess.

2. Of the nature of a habit ; fixed by habit
;

existing as a settled practice or condition
;

con-

stantly repeated or continued
; customary.

1611 COTGR., Habitual, habituall ; customarie, continual!.

1616 BULLOKAR ngl. Expos., Habituall, growne to a habit

by long custome. 1635 J. HAVWARD tr. Biondi's Banisli'd

I'irg. 128 To deprive women of their natural! feares, though
she beleeved them to be rather habituall than natural!.

1681 tr. Belongs Myst. Physick Introd., In a Tertian Ague,
when it is fix'd and habitual for many days. 1684 R. H.
School Recreat. 25 Repeat them 'till it becomes habitual to

him, to keep his Ground certain, advance . . and observe a I

due Time. 1790 BURKE Fr, Rev. Wks. V. 253 Habitual I

dissoluteness of manners. 1824 W. IRVING T. Trav. I.
j

108 An Englishman's habitual diffidence and awkward- I

ness of address. 1839 DARWIN Orig. Sfec. viii. 11873) 205
How unconsciously many habitual actions are performed.
1880 L. STEPHEN Pope iv. 92 The thin, drawn features wear
the expression of habitual pain.

b. transf. Of an agent : That habitually does
or is what is denoted by the noun ; constantly or

customarily occupied in a practice. Of a volcano :

Constantly or frequently active or in eruption.
1815 MACAULAV Ess., Afilton^Z^s A habitual drunkard.

1830 LYELL Princ. Geol. I. 329 [He] supposed it to have been
once a great habitual volcano, like Vesuvius. 1869 Act 32 i

# 33 Viet. c. 99. i This Act may be cited as The Habitual
|

Criminals Act, 1869. 1875 HAMERTON Intell. Life i. iii. 20
[

Almost all English people are habitual tea-drinkers.

3. Commonly or constantly used
; usual, accus-

tomed.
a 1654 SELDEN Table-T. (Arb.) 100 Proverbs are habitual

to a Nation, being transmitted from Father to Son. 1750
SHENSTONE Rural Elegance 202 Th' habitual scene of hill

and dale. i8zo SCORESBY Ace. Arctic Reg. II. 16 The
whale-fishers. .who most distinguished themselves by their
habitual success in capturing those formidable creatures.

1863 GEO. ELIOT Rotnola n. xxxii, A low stool .. was
Romola's habitual seat when they were talking together, i

B. ellipt. as sb. j 1. A latent or inherent affec- i

tion of the soul (cf. A. i />). 06s. rare.

16^0 O. SEDGWICK Christ the Life 22 For the Habituals
of Grace, .and. .for the Comfortables of Grace.
2. A habitual criminal, drunkard, etc. colhq.
1884 Gd. Words 398/2 As a body the ' habituals

'

are no
doubt rightly labelled dangerous. 1895 Daily News 13
Apr. 5/1 Four '

habituals
'

at ten grains a day in every
thousand people, would practically account for the whole
of the opium lawfully consumed.
Hence Habitua-lity, the quality or state of being

habitual, habitualness ; in quot. 1858, the state of

being fixed in old habits. HaTovtiialize v. trans.,
to render habitual.

1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1852) II. 517 With the sole

expectation of rivetting and habitualizing the three virtues

thereby in our hearts. 1801 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag.
XII. 403 Adjectives in ive^ as communicative, conducive,
expressive, .bear to the participles present .. the relation of
habituality to actuality. 1858 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. I. in.
viii. -(1872) 189 With our ponderous Austrian depth of Habitu-
ality and indolence of Intellect.

itually (.habi'tiKali), adv. [-LY2.]
f" 1. With respect to habit, disposition, or con-

stitution
; inherently, essentially ; potentially.

(Sometimes opposed to actually : cf. prec. T , and

1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. Iv. 6 The gifts and virtue.;

which Christ as man hath above men. .make him really and
habitually a man more excellent than we are. a 1639 W.
WHATF.LKV Prototypes i. v. (1640) 50 Though Adam were

perfect habitually yet not actually, I meane though hee
had an ability to aitame perfect knowledge of God and the

creatures, yet hee had not yet actually gotten all such

knowledge. 1660 BOND Scut. Rfg. 70 Our Anabaptists,
and Puritans .. pretend that the Government originally

proceedeth and habitually resideth in the people. 1671
FLAVEL Fount. LiJ'e vii. 19 If you stand not Habitually
ready to leave father [etc.].

2. In the way of habit or settled practice ; con-

stantly, usually, customarily.
1682 SIR T. BROWNE Chr. Mor. i. xxx, Often repeated acts

make us habitually evil. 1790 BURKE />. Rtw, Wks. V. 04
Supreme authority placed in the hands of men not taught
habitually to respect themselves. 1883 FROUDE in Conttmp.
A\T. XLIV. 3 A God-fearing man, w-ho prayed habitually
at his children's bedside.

Habi'tualness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The

quality or stale of being habitual ; customariness.
1668 WII.KINS Real Char. in. vii. 337 The use of the first

Particle, is to denote the Habitualness of any such thing.
a 1729 S. CLARKE Serin, cxliv. Wks. 1738 II. 188 The
Habitualness of our Obedience. 1860 Puskv Min. Proph.
489 The prophet expresses the habitualness of these visita-

tions by a vivid present.

t Habituary, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. type
*habituari-us

t
f. habitus HABIT.] = HABITUAL 2.

1627 F. E. Hist. F.div. II (1680) 3 How difficult a thing
it was to invert the course of Nature . . confirm'd by continu-
ance of practice, and made habituary by custom.

t Habituate (habi-ti,a), ppl. a. Obs. [ad.
L. habititatits* pa. pple. of kabituare : see next.]
1. Made or become habitual ; formed into a habit ;

established by repetition or continuance.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 94 b, When It is habit-

uate by custome. 1689-90 TEMPLE Ess, Heroick Virtue
vi. (Jod.), Either native, or "habituate. 1720 W ELTON .Sw^irr.
Son of God \. ii. 33 In an habituate course to pursue its

Dictates,

2. Of a person : Grown accustomed (to a thing) ;

established in a habit or custom (
= HABITUAL 2 b).

1606 Bp. ANDREWES Serin. II. 203 That we might grow
habituate in grace. 1626 BACON Sylva 383 Islanders
habituate to moist airs. 1679 J. GOODMAN Penit. Pardoned
ii. i. (1713) 143 An old habituate sinner.

Habituate (habi-ti,^t), v. [{.'L.hMtitat-,

ppl. stem of habituare to bring into a condition, f.

habitus condition, HABIT. Cf. F. habituer.']

1 1. trans. To render (anything) habitual, form
into a habit. Obs.
a 1613 OVERBURV Newes from Sea Wks. (1856) 181 Small

faults habituated, are as dangerous as little leakes unfound.

1615 BARGRAVE Serm. E iij, No injury, .could habituate in

him an Italianate and eternal! malice. 1649 Bp. HALL
Cases Consc. iv. (1654) 26 A practice that is now so habit-

uated amongst all nations.

2. To fix (any one) in a habit
; to accustom to,

familiarize with. Pa. pple. Used, accustomed.

Const, to ,f in, f into, f with), to do something.
i53pPALSGR. 577/1 And I may ones habytuate hym in this

condiscyon, all is *afe. 1628 T. SPENCER Logick 61 A man
that is habituated with righteonsnesse. 1630 BRATHWAIT
Eng. Gentian. (1641) 4 To .. habituate him to a more
generous forme, a 1680 CHAKNOCK Attrib. God (1834) I. 4
He that habituates himself in some sordid lust. 1703
MOXON Mech, Exerc. 202 By Use you must habituate your
self to let the edge of your Tool bear upon the \Vork when
the Pole . . comes down. 1864 BOWEN Logic ix. 308 In
minds not habituated to accurate thinking.
absol. 1689W. Arwoon Ld. C.-J. Herbert's Ace. Examined

58 Mischiefs more remote, .may habituate to Corruption.

1 3. To settle as an inhabitant (in a place). Obs.

[After F. habituer.}
1603 FLORIO Montaigne (1634) 548, I shall never be . . so

strictly habituated in my country, that I would follow him.

1695 TEMPLE Introd. Hist. Eng. Wks. II. 584 (L.) Many
. .gentlemen left their families habituated in these countries.

4. To resort to habitually, to frequent. U.S.

1872 'OoiDA* Fitz's Election (Tauchn.) 185 Lounge in

the bay window, habituate the coulisses and employ, .other
. .methods for killing time. 1883 National Baptist (U. S.)
XIX. 769 The places which he habituated and glorified.

Habituated, ///. a.
[f. prec. vb. -f- -ED i.]

1 1. Made habitual, formed into a habit. Obs.

1615 T. ADAMS Blacke Devill 55 Any unmortified, habit-

uated, affected sinne. 1653 MANTON Exp. James ii. 13
Habituated dispositions, good or bad.

2. Fixed in a habit, accustomed.
1619 JER. DYKE Connterpoyson 8 A man may fall into

these sinnes, and yet not be an habituated sinner. 1655
R. YOUNGE Agst. Drunkards 6 An habituated, infatuated,

incorrigible, cauterized Drunkard. 1874 BLACKIE $^L?//.
47 To prevent the stomach from becoming the habituated
slave of any kind of food.

Habituation (habitiwi^'-Jan). [nd. med.L.

habituation-em, n. of action f. habituare : see

above. Cf. obs. F. habituation."]

f* 1. The action of rendering or becoming habi-

tual ; formation of habit. Obs.
c 1449 PECOCK Repr. m. xix. 415 Habituacioun and cus-

tom. 1673 O. WALKER Edttc. 90 The inclinations and dis-

positions, which by our own industry and habituations are
turned now into natural.

2. The action of habituating or accustoming, or

the condition of being habituated (to something).

1816 KEATINGE Trai<. (1817; II. 12 Such is the effect of

hahituatipn, that . . if passing a river, he hardly puts down
his head in effort to drink. 1890 Spectator 4 Oct., Power to

endure is most usually the result of habit nation to work.

Habitude (hce bitid . Also 5 abitude. [a.

F. habitude (.14th c. in Littre) disposition, habit,

ad. L. habitiido condition, plight, habit, appearance,
f. habit-* ppl. stem of habere.]
1. Manner of being or existing ;

constitution ;

inherent or essential character
;
mental or moral

constitution, disposition ; usual or characteristic

.bodily condition, temperament: = HABIT sb. 5, 8.

c 1400 Lanfrancs Cirurg. 65 pe leche muste loke be di<=-

posicioun, be abitude, age. vertu, and complexiuun of him
Jat is woundid. 1540 MOKYSINK I'ii'cs Introd. ll'ysd.
B iv b, Helthe is a temperat habytude of the bod ye. 1579-
80 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 096 Vertue proceeding from
the sincere habitude of the Spirit. 1597 SHAKS. Lover's

Contpl, 114 His real habitude gave life and grace To ap-
pertainings and to ornament. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's
Mor. 9 Bodily exercise . , adtleth thereto a good habitude
and strong constitution. 1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles in. 86
Because they had not ei'eux,a good habitude of soul. 1796
KIRWAN Eltm. Min. (ed. a) I. Pief. 7 By a happy com-
parison of the habitudes of the adjacent fossils. 1870
PROCTOR Other Worlds 8 Various as are the physical habi-
tudes which we encounter as we travel over the surface of
our globe.

1 2. Manner of being with relation to something
else; relation, respect. Obs.

1561 T. NORTON Calvin's Inst. iv. 123 He is so contemed
in the Sacrament, that he abideth in heauen : and we de-

termyne no other presence but of habitude. 1587 HOLDING
De Morntiy 89 There is a Father, a Sonne, and a habitude
of them both f which wee would haue called the Loue, the

Union, or the kindnesse of them, that is to wit, the Holy
Ghost. 1597 MORLKY Introd. Mus. Annot., The habitude
(which we call proportion) of one sound to another. 1646
SIR T. BKOWNE Pseud. Ep. \\. iii. 288 The habitude of this

inferiour globe unto the superiour. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und.
iv. xi. 14 The same Ideas having immutably the same
Habitudes one to another. 1732 BERKELEY Alciphr. iv. 21

Proportion . . signifies the habitude or relation ofone quantity
to another.

fb. Infull habitude*, to the full extent, wholly,

entirely. Obs. rare. Cf. in all respects.'}
a 1661 FULLER Worthies (1840) I. 165 Although I believe

not the report in full habitude.

f3. Familiar relation or acquaintance; fami-

liarity, intimacy ; association, intercourse. Obs.

(Cf. HABIT sb, 10.)
1612 DRAYTON Poly-olb. xvii. Notes 271 Most kinde habi-

tude then was twixt him and the Pope. 1655 EVELYN
Mem. (1857) III. 6^ The discourse of some with whom I

have had some habitudes since my coming home. 1768-74
TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1852) II. 314 The entertainment found

among their play-fellows, and habitude with the rest of the

family. 1796 BURKE Lett. Noble Ld. Wks. VIII. 56, I have
lived for a great many years in habitudes with those who
professed them.

fb, concr. A person with whom one is familiar;
an associate, acquaintance. Obs. rare.

1676 ETHEREDGE Man of Mode iv. i, La Corneus and
Sallyes were the only habitudes we had.

4. A disposition to act in a certain way, arising
either from natural constitution, or from frequent

repetition of the same act; a customary or usual

mode of action : HABIT sb. 9.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne n. xi. (16321 235 A man shall

plainly perceive in the minds of these two men . . so perfect
an habitude unto vertue, that [etc.]. 1641 MARCOMBES in

Listrrore Papers Ser. n. (18881 IV. 234 Beter for a yong
Gentleman not to haue Learned under anotherthen to haue
taken an ill habitude. 1683 DRYDEN Life Plutarch 21 An
habitude of commanding his passions in order to his health.

1736 BUTLER Anal. i. v. 2 Many habitudes of life, not

given by nature, but which nature directs us to acquire.

1766 Hist. Europe in Ann. Keg. 14/1 Attachment to those
habitudes which they derived from their ancestors. 1805
SYD. SMITH Mor. 1'hilos. xvii. (1850) 242 All the great habi-
tudes of every species of animals have repeatedly been

proved to be independent of imitation. 1839 LANDOR
Imag. Com>. Wks. 1846 I. 367/2^6 habitude of nearly three
months renders this food, .more commodious to my studies
and more conducive to my sleep. 1837 Blackw. Mag. XLII.
233 The bird, contrary to his habitude, was roosting on a
lower perch.

b. C Without a or//.) = HABIT sb. 9 b.

1599 JAS. I Bao-iA. Atopot- (1682) 28 Which, .by long habi-

tude, are thought rather vertue than vice among them.
c 1704 PKIOR Henry <$ Emnta 463 Brought by long habitude
from bad to worse. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 98 p u
[They) can be learned only by habitude and conversation.

1826 SOUTHEY in Q. Rev. 307 The natural effect of local

habitude is to produce local attachment. 1889 Spectator
Q Nov. 642/2 In the new land .- the fetters of habitude
fall off and the cultivated man will work like the hind.

f5. Ghent. (//.^ Ways of acting or * behaviour
'

of one substance with another
; reaction. Obs.

1793 HOPE in Phil. Trans. Edin. (1798) IV' 10 Habitudes
of Strontian mineral with acids. 1818 FARADAY Exp. Res.
xxxii. (1826' 183 Most authors .. have noticed its habitudes
with sulphuric acid. 1832 G. R. PORTER Porcelain fr Gl.

78 Trial should be made of the habitudes of different colours
in combination with their flux.

II Habitue (abitue'. [F. habitue (fern. -te\ pa.

pple. of habituer to HABITUATE, to bring into

a habit.] One who has the habit of going to or

frequenting a place ; a habitual visitor or resident.
1818 J. W. CROKER Jml. 7 Dec. in C. Papers (1884) I. iv.

122 The habitues of Oatlands give her ttrennes and receive
them in return from her. 1841 LEVER C. O'Malley xxvii,



HABITUOTTS.

A smile in which any habitue of the house would have read

our fate 1849 THACKERAY Plniiftiiiis xxviii, Old /uMtu,'s

of the boxes.

t Habi tuous a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. type

*habituosus, f. habitus HABIT.] Belonging to the
' habit

'

or mental constitution; native.

1633 ROGERS Treat. Sacrum, i. To Rdr. 12 Whose learned

and habituous abilities can farre better performe it.

t Ha-biture. Obs. rare-', [ad. L. type *ftah-

tilra, {. habit- : see HABIT.] = HABITUDE.

1599 MARSTON Sto. 1'illanie i. iv, Each Ape. .That can no

sooner ken what's vertuous. But will aupid it, and be vitious.

Without much doe, or farre fetch't habiture [rime cure).

II HabitUS ,h;vbit;"> . [L.] ---HABIT si. 5, 6.

1886 Syif. Srt. f,t.r., Habitus, same as Habit, and Habit
of tally. 1886 .SaKV 22 Jan. 87/1 The disposition to the

disease, the consumptive habitus.

Hable, early form of ABLE : see also HABILK.

Hablement, obs. form of HABILIMENT.

Hab-nab, Hab or nab : see HAS.
Habound, -ance, -ant, etc. obs. ff. ABOUND,

ABrxnAXCE, etc., very frequent from 141)1 to i6th c.

Habourgioun, -joyn, obs. ff. HABERREON.
Habrik, obs. form of HAUBERK.

HabrOCOme (hse'brke
u
in). Zool. [act. mod.L.

Habrocoma, f. Gr. a@piis delicate, graceful + Knpri

hair.] Name of a genus of small South American
rodents with large ears like the chinchillas.

llHabromania(haebrom?
-

nia). Path. [mod.L.,
f. Gr. &0p6s graceful, delicate + fuaila madness.] A
kind of insanity in which the delusions are of

a cheerful or gay character.

1854 in MAVNE Expos. Lex.

Habrcmeme (hse'bronfm), a. Min. [f. Gr.

&&p6s delicate + vr\\ta thread, f. vav to spin.]

Having the appearance of fine threads.

1886 in Sytt. Soc. Lex.

Habund, -ant, obs. ff. ABOUND, ABUNDANT.
Haburden(ne, obs. form of HABERDINE.
Haburdepays, obs. form of AVOIKDUPOIS.

Habur-, habyrgen, -gin, -joun, etc., obs. ff.

HABERGEON.

Habyle, habylle, obs. forms of HABILLE v.

Habyllement, -byly-, obs. ff. HABILIMENT.

Haebus^h, obs. forms of HACKBUSH.

Hace, Sc. form of house, HOARSE a.

Hache ,haj). Now only as F. [a. F. hache

(i2th c. in Littre^ = Sp. hacha, It. accia : OHG.
*happja, whence hej>pa, MHG. hepe scythe, bill,

sickle.]

1 1. An ax, hatchet. Obs.

[1383 De Coupiateribvs prcvidtndis in Rymer Focdera
(1727) II. 207 Magnam & fortem hachiam, vel securim, ad
grossas & parvas arbores succidendas.J 13. . Coer tie L.
4357 Some caughte a bote and some an bach, c 1330 R.
BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 32 He slouh Colibrant with hache
Daneis. a 1375 Joseph A rim. 503 He hedde an hache
vppon hei? wip a gret halue. 1481 CAXTON Godfrey ccx.

307 Holdyng naked swerdes or baches or axis danoys.
1531 ELYOT Gav. \. xviii, His sworde or hache of steele.

2. Prehist. Archseol. [mod. F. hache] : see quot.
1880 DAWKINS Early Man 163 The Palaeolithic imple-

ments, .consist of the flake, the chopper, .the hache, or oval

pointed implement intended for use without a handle.

Hache : see HACHV and HASH.
Hache, -ed, hachet : see HATCH, -ED, -ET.

t Hachee. Obs. [a. OF. hachee, haschicc pain,

anguish, torment.] Pain, pang, torment.
r. I.yf Manhode I. liv.

(i86pt 33 Therfore ye
al ant"

l

shuldren breke al id brose bi smale gobbettes and parties,
ingrete syhinges and grete hachees in thinkinge.

Hachee, Hachey : see HACHT.

II HacMs (haff). [F. : cf. HACHY.] = H,\sH.
1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic. (1779) II. xliv. 72 A curious

hachis of the lights, liver, and blood of a hare. 1845
DISRAELI Sybil (i%6-$) 173 What a hachis you made of it !

Hachiach, -ish, var. of HASHISH.
I] Hachure (haj-r), sb. [a. mod. F. hachurc

hatching, f. hacher: see HATCH v. and -UKE.] In

Cartography, (plur.) : The lines used in hill-

shading to indicate the more or less steep slope
of the surface. Also attrib. as in hachure lines.

1858 Merc. Marine Mag. V. 173 The scale of shade is

made to express the degree of slope by the strength of the
hachure lines. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 12 If the ground
is steep, the lines, or hachures, are drawn thick and close

together, so that the hilly spots become dark. 1887 I T
WALKER in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 709/2 There are two rival
methods of hill-shading one by horizontal contours, the
other by vertical hachures.

Hachu're, v.
[f. prec. sb.] trans. To shade

(a map) with hachures to represent the elevations.
Hence Hachu-red ///. a. ; HaohyiTing vbl. sb.

1864 in WEBSTER. 1885 A thenxum 23 May 655/2 The
Hill features, -are printed in aseparate colour, .making the
Map much more picturesque than the usual black hachuring
permits. 1894 Lit. World 3 Aug. 76 How vividly hachured
maps may bring out the important physical features of
accidented ground.

t Hachy. Obs. Also 4hach6, 7 haehee, hachey.
[The I4lh c. form app. represents an OF. hacM,
from pa. pple. of hacher to HASH; the 17th c.

luuhcc, -ey, -y may be the same, or may phoneti-

8

cally represent F. hachis '1539 m R- Estienne) in

same sense. See also HASH.] = HASH.
1-1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. ll'ace (Rolls) 15759 And passed

wel \>Q bat hache; So swete a mete neuer or et he. 1611

COTGR., Hachis, a hachey, or hachee ; a sliced gallimaufrey,
or minced meat, a 1648 DICBV Closet Ofen. (1677) 151
Small cut juycy Hachy of Rabbet, Capon, or Mutton.

IHii.t A nourishing Hachy. a 668 SIR W. WALLER Dit'.

Medit. (1839) 46 If our forefathers could see our hachees,
and olliaes, and hodgpodges.

:, Hacienda (asi,e-nda). [Sp. (abye-nda)
=

landed property, estate, domestic work, (OSp.

facienda, Pg. fazendd) \L.faciemia things to be

done, i.factrt to do.] In Spain, and existing or

former Sp. colonies: An estate or *

plantation
'

with a dwelling-house upon it; a fanning, stock-

raising, mining, or manufacturing establishment

in the country ; sometimes, a country-house.
11717 FKF.ZIER I7oy. S. Sea 135 That they call La Hazi-

enaa de la Marqnesa, or the Marchioness's Estate.] 1760-

72 tr. Juan fy Ulloa's t'oy. (ed. 3) II. 116 These extensive
tracts of land are divided into Haciendas, or estates belong-
ing to noble families of Lima. 1808 PIKE Sources Mississ.
in. 256 The Hacienda of Pattos was a square enclosure of
about three hundred feet. 1852 TH. Ross Hitmboldfs.
Trav. \. xv. 477 A square house (the hacienda or farm)
contained nearly eighty negroes. r88i RAYMOND Mining
Gloss., Hacienda, .in mining is usually applied to the offices,

principal buildings, and works for reducing the ores.

Hack (hsek), s/>.
1 Also 4-5 hak;e, 5 hacc, 5-7

hacke. [In sense i, known from end of 131)1 c ;

app. cognate with MHG. and Ger. hacke. Da. hakke

pick-ax, mattock, hoe, Du. hak hoe, mattock, in

Kilian hacke
; related to HACK v.l The word is not

found in OE. , nor in ON. The other senses are prob.
of later derivation from the vb. : cf. Da, and Sw.
hak notch, from hakken.~\
1. A tool or implement for breaking or chopping

up. a. Variously applied to agricultural tools of

the mattock, hoe, and pick-ax type.
n 1300 Cursor M. 1241 He lened him ban a-pon his hak,

Wit seth his sun bus-gat he spak. 1483 Catk. Angl. 160/2 A
Hacc, bidens, fyc. Ibid. 170/1 An Hak {A. hake), bidens,

fossorium, ligo, marra. 1594 Vestry Bks. (Surtees) 36 Payed
for sharpinge the church hacke. 1616 SURFL. & MARKH.
Country Farnte 655 Such seeds may be sowne in little fur-

rowes made with a hacke or grubbing axe. i6ao MARKHAM
Farwu. Hnsb. 11. ii. (16681 4 With these hacks you shall

hew and cut to pieces all the earth formerly plowed up furrow

by furrow. 1674 RAY N. C. Words 34 A Hack
; a Pick-

ax ; a Mattock made only with one, and that a broad end.

1797 Monthly Mag. III. 34 The custom . . of breaking the

ground or clods with a sort of hack. 1855 ROBINSON IVhitby
Gloss.) Hack, half amattock, one without the ad2e end.

b. A two-pronged tool like a mattock, used for

pulling up turnips, dragging dung, etc.; = DiiAG2e.
1797 Statist. Ace. Scott. XIX. 535 (Jam.) They loosen all

the ground completely with a hack, an instrument with a
handle of about 4 or 5 feet long, and two iron prongs like a

fork, but turned inwards. 1808-25 JAMIESON s. v. Hack,
Mud/tack, a pronged mattock, used for dragging dung from
carts. 1848 Jrnl. R. Agrtc. Soc. IX. n. 505 They [turnips]
are pulled up by a peculiar drag, or ' hack

'

as it is provincially
called [N. Rid. Yorks.].

c. A miner's pick used for breaking stone, esp.
in sinking work.
1681 HOUGHTON Compl. Miner Gloss. (E. D. S.), Hack, a

tool that miners use like a mattock. 1747 HOOSON Miner's
Diet., Hack, a Tool much used in Mines, where it is soft

Work to cut it with. 1851 GREENWELL Coal-Trade Terms
Northumb. fy Durh. 29 Hack, a heavy and obtuse-pointed

pick, of the length of 18 inches, and weight of 7 Ibs., used
in sinking or stone work. 1871 MORGAN Mining Tools 72
The pick is notably a miner's implement. In different
districts it is called either a 'mandrel', 'pike', 'slitter',
* mattock ', or * hack \

d. A bill for cutting wood : see also qnot. 1875.
1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Hack, a tool for cutting jags

or channels in trees for the purpose of bleeding them. 1881
RAYMOND Mining' Gloss., Hack, a sharp blade on a long
handle used for cutting billets in two.

2. A gash or wound made by a cutting blow or

by rough or clumsy cutting; a cut, a nick; spec.
a notch made in a tree to mark a particular spot
or to serve as a guide through a wood

;
a ' blaze

'

(U. S.) ; a 'chap' in the skin.
c 1575 Perf. Bk. Kepinge Sparhaivkes (Harting) 34 Take

a pece of clene yonge beefe cut. .w' ought hacks or jagges.
1597 LOWE Chirnrg. (1634) 184 The hackes or rids of the
lips, is a solution of contimutie in the tender flesh of the lip.
1606 SHAKS. Tr. $ C>: i. ii. 222 Looke you what hacks are
on his Helmet. 1808-18 JAMIESON, Hack, a chop in the
hands or feet. 1887 Forest $ Stream XXVIII. 179 (Cent.)
I went into the woods to cut a hack as a guide in hunting.

b. Curling. An indentation made in the ice to

steady the foot when hurling the stone.
a 1812 Ace. Curling 6 (Jam.) A longitudinal hollow is

made to support the foot, close by the tee. .This is called a
hack or hatch. 1892 HEATHCOTE Skating fy Curling
361 He [the curler] must first fit the tee.. while his right
foot rests in the hack or on the heel of the crampit.

c. Football. A cut or gash in the skin caused by
a kick with the toe of a boot.
1857 HUGHES Tom Grwvn \. vi. (1871) 115 [They] showed

the hacks they had received in the good cause. 1880 Times
12 Nov. 4/s

<
Hacks and bruises and hurts more serious are

not noticed in the heat oT the last few moments.
1 3. A ridge of earth thrown up by ploughing or

hoeing ;
= COMB 6 c. Obs. exc. dial.

744-5* W. ELLIS Mod. Husb. Ill, i. 13 (E. D, S.) That

HACK.

ground which was fallowed in April into broad lands is

, commonly stirred this month [May] into hacks. Ibid. IV.

i
i. 20 (E. D. S.) Plowing the land across in hacks or combs.

4. Hesitation in speech.
1660 H. MORE Myst. Godl. vi. xvii. 270 He speaks to this

very question . . with so many hacks and hesitations. 1881
F. G. LEE Reg. Baron t. iv. 46 After many hacks and
stammers, he would get through a few sentences of the
exordium haltingly.

5. A short dry hard cough.
1885 L. W. CHAMPNEY in Harper's Mag. Feb. 370/1 She

had a little hack of a cough.

Hack, sb? Also 6 hacke. [In sense 2, another

i

form of the words HATCH and HECK, having
I

the consonant of the latter with the vowel of

;

the former; cf. hetchj a variant of hatch. The
i

other senses do not run quite parallel with those of

j

hatch and heck, and it is possible that some of them
are of different origin.]
1. Falconry. The board on which a hawk's

:
meat is laid. Hence applied to the state of partial

I

liberty in which eyas hawks are kept before being
: trained, not being allowed to prey for themselves.

Tofly i
be at hack, to be in this state.

1575 TUREERV. Faulconrie 175 To convey in the deuise
whereon their meate is served called amongst falconers the
Hacke. 1828 SIR J. S. SEBRIGHT Observ. Hawking 29
Falcons that had flown long at hack, and preyed frequently
for themselves before they were taken up. 1832 R. F.

BURTON Falconry in Valley Indus iv. 43 As soon as they
'

begin to fly strongly they must he taken from hack. 1881

Macm. Mag. XLV. 39 The food is put out one ration for

j

each of the hawks which are '
at hack '.

2. A rack to hold fodder for cattle. 71? live at

hack and manger, i. e. in plenty,
*
in clover '.

Usually HECK ; see also HATCH. ? Obs. exc. dial.

1674 RAY N. C. Words^23 A.Hack(Liticotns.}. .Ffenicondi-

torium, seu praesepe cancellatum signat ;
a Rack. 1795 in

J. Robertson Agric. Perth (1799) 543 A small hack full of
fine hay. 1818 Miss FERRIEK Marriage xxvi. (D.), The
servants at Lochmarlie must he living at hack and manger.
1825 SCOTT Jrnl. 9 Dec., [She] lived with half the gay world
at hack and manger.
3. A frame on which bricks are laid to dry before

burning; a row of moulded bricks laid out to dry.
1703 T. N. City ff C. Purchaser 42 The Hacks (or Places

where they Row them [bricks] up. .to admit the Wind and
Air to dry them). 1873 ROBERTSON Engineer. Notes 27
He . . wheels them [the bricks] down to the hacks which
should be between the moulding shed and kiln. 1896
Chamb. Jrnl. XIII. 23/1 The stacking of^the bricks in

long rows or hacks, about five or six bricks high.

4. B=HAKE sb$ i.

1808-25 in JAMIESON. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Hack
. .a framework for drying fish.

6. attrib. and Comb. Hack-barrow, a barrow on
which bricks are conveyed from the moulder's table

to the hacks ;
hack-bell (see quot.) ; hack-board

= sense i
; hack-cap, a cover of straw to protect

sun-dried bricks from the rain
; hack-hawk, a hawk

kept 'at hack'; hack-place (see quot.); hack-

plank, one on which bricks are laid to dry.
1891 HARTING Gloss. Falconry, *Hack-bell$, large heavy

bells put on hawks to hinder them from preying for them-
selves whilst 'flying at hack'. 1892 Coursing <$ falconry
(Badm. Libr.) 240 As soon as the young hawks have. ,re-

i

turned to feed at evening on the *hack-board. 1882

Standard 16 Sept. 8/2 Brickmakers' plant and stock, com-

prising a large quantity of *hack caps, *hack planks. 1686

BLOMF. Gentl. Recreat. n. 62 *Hack Hawk, is a Tackier.

1828 SIR J. S. SEBRIGHT Obsem, Hawking 9 Small leaden

bells are sometimes attached to hawk's legs, to prevent
them from preying for themselves. .When thus kept, they
are termed hack hawks. 1881 Macm. Mag. Nov. 39, The
1 vhack' place.. Is an open spot.. where the youngsters will

be left at complete liberty for the next few weeks. An
open moor or large common serves the purpose admirably.

Hack, sb$ (a.) [An abbreviation of HACKNEY,
in its various senses, at first in slang use, and

mostly familiar or contemptuous. The various

senses are connected with those of HACKNEY more

closely than with each other. Cf. the following :

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Hacks, or Hackneys,
Hirelings. 1721 BAILEY, Hack, a common Hackney Horse.

1730-6 (folio), Hack, a common hackney Horse, Coach,
or Strumpet.]

I. 1. A hackney horse ;
= HACKNEY i and 2.

a. A horse let out for hire ; defreriatively, a sorry
or worn out horse ; a jade.
1721 BAILEY [see above]. 1739 GIBBER Aj>eh (1756) 26

Beaten Tits, that had just had the Mortification of seeing
\ my Hack of a Pegasus come in before them. 1795 WOL-

I

COTT (P. Pindar) Lousiad n. 43 Mount on a Jack-Ass ..

i
astride his braying hack. 1813 H. & J. SMITH Rej. Addr.
iv. ix, Not spurring Pegasus through Tempo's grove, But

pacing Grub-street on a jaded hack. 1829 HOOD Epping
Hunt xlvii, Butcher's hacks That * shambled

'

to and fro.

1840 DICKENS Barn. Ritdge ii, My horse, young man ! He
Is but a hack hired from a roadside posting house.

b. spec. A horse for ordinary riding, as distin-

guished from cross-country, military, or other

special riding ;
a saddle-horse for the road.

The word implies technically a half-bred horse with more
bone and substance than a thorough-bred.
Cover-, Cwert-hack, a horse for riding to the ' meet ', or

to the covert, where he is exchanged for the hunter. Park-

hack, a handsome ' well-mannered
'

horse for riding in the

park : so Town-hack. Road-hack, a horse for riding on
the road, travelling, etc. ; a roadster.



HACK. HACK.

1708 Sporting Mag-. XII, 72 Lord Huntley's famous
hack. 1841 J. T. HEWLETT Parish Clerk 1.228 Six hunters

and two cover-hacks. 1856 Illuslr. Lon<1. Ne'vs 12 Apr.
39/3 Sir Charles Knightley. .stuck to his road hack lung
after his neighbours had taken to post-horses. 1859 Art of
Taming Horses viii. i ;2 A cover or country hack must be

fast, but need not be so showy in action or handsome as a
town hack. 1860 EMERSON Cond. Lift, I'mver Wks. (Bohn)
II. 340 The hack is a better roadster than the Arab barb.
1861 Times n July, Every man who .. saunters through
Rotten-row from 12 to 2 on a high-priced hack. 1866 Miss
BRADDON Lady's Mile ii, Society doesn't compel him to

ride his park-hack across country. 1873 YOUATT Horse
iv. (ed. 4) 91 One of those animals rare to be met with, that
could do almost anything as a hack, a hunter, or in harness.

2. A vehicle plying for hire ; a hackney coach or

carriage ;
= HACKNEY 5. Now only U. S.

1704 STEELE Lying Lover m. ii, We'll take a Hack Our
Maids shall go with us. 171* Spect. No. 510 P I, I was
the other day driving in a hack thro' Gerard-street. 175*
FIELDING Amelia iv. iii, She took a hack and came directly
to the prison. 1795 Boston (U. S.) Gal. 28 Dec. 3/1 There
is but little safety for the ladies and children (in the
streets of Boston], but in the hacks. 1823 SCOTT Fain,
Lett, ii Feb. (1894) II. 166 To make their way in a noble
hack, with four horses. 1872 HOWELLS IVedd. Joum. 55
' We must have a carriage ',

he added . . hailing an empty hack.

H- 3. The driver of a hackney carriage. Obs.

1687 MONTAGUE & PRIOR Hind fy Panth. Transv. 21

[They] slipping through the Palsgrave, bilkt poor Hack.
1713 STEELE GuardianNo. 14 Fa The happy minute, .when
our hack had the happiness to take in his expected fare.

4. A person whose services may be hired for any
kind of work required of him

;
a common drudge,= HACKNEY 3; esp. a literary drudge, who hires

himself out to do any and every kind of literary
work ; hence, a poor writer, a mere scribbler.

01700 [see etym. above]. 111774 GOLDSM. Epil. on E.
Purdon, Here lies poor Ned Purdon . . Who long was a
bookseller's hack. 1798 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Tales of Hoy
Wks. 1812 IV. 424 The paper to which he was a hack. 1831
MACAULAY Ess., Croker's AwH//(i887) 187 The last survivor
of the genuine race of Grub Street hacks. 1865 TROLLOPE
Belton Est. ii. 22 A hard-working clerical hack. 1895 Times
23 Nov. ii/3 The hacks and wire-pullers on his own side in

politics.

b. slang. A prostitute ; a bawd.
1730-6 [see etym. above]. 1864 WEBSTER, Hack . . a

procuress.

1 5. Anything that is in indiscriminate and every-
day use, and is 'hackneyed

'

or deprived of novelty
and interest by such use ; a hackneyed sermon,
book, quotation, etc. : cf. sense 9. Obs.

1711 Vitui. Sacheverell 88 Was not this Sermon of the
Doctors a common Hack at Oxford ? 1740 DYCHE & PARDON,

. Hack, any thing that is used in common, or upon all occa-
sions, as a horse, cloak, etc. 1775 ASH, Hack..my thing
commonly used, any thing used in common. 1790 MAD.
D'ARBLAY Diary $ Lett. (1854) V. 81 Well(fm that is my
hack, as ' however '

is my dearest Susanna's) we set off.

1805 G. COLMAN "John Bull in. i. (Stratm.), You'll find

[Fielding's] Tom Jones. Psha ! that's such a hack.
b. slang. Applied to persons : see quot.

1876 JAS. GRANT One ofthefxx* i. 8 The garrison hacks, or
passe belles, whose names and flirtations are standing jokes.
6. Naut. A watch used, in taking observations,

to obviate the necessity of moving the standard
chronometer. Also hack-watch, job watch.
1851-9 G. B. AIRY in Man. Set. Eng. 3 If a hack-watch is

used, the comparison of the hack-watch with the chro-
nometer must be given. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk.,
Hack watch. 1881 HAMERSLY Naval Encycl., Hack.

II. attrib. and Comb, (passing into adj.}.
1. In apposition or attrib., as a. hack-horse =

sense I ; so hack-cob, -poster; b. hack-cab, -cabriolet,

carriage, -chaise, -shay (see sense 2) ;
c. employed

as a hack, at any one's service for literary or other
work, for hire, as hack attorney, author, moralist,
pen, preacher, runner, scribe, writer.
a 1734 NORTH Exam. HI. vii. 52 (1740) 541 And so on

to the Hack-Runners and Writers. 1749 KIELDING Tom
"Jones x. ix, Unluckily, a few miles before she entered that
town, she met the hack

attorney. 1792 WAKEFIELD Mem.
(T.), Hack preachers employed in the service of defaulters
and absentees. 1796 JANE AUSTEN Pride # Prti. v, Mrs.
Long . . had to come to the ball in a hack chaise. 1814
J ISRAELI Quarrels Auth. (1867)282 A hack author for the
booksellers. 1816 Sporting Mag. XLVIII. 239 A fall of
5oA per cent., .in nag and hack horses. 1817 SCOTT Jrnl.
27 Apr., The hack-horse patiently trudges to the pole of

i\ \\ri l834 A ' FOXBIANQUE Eng. under ^ Administ.
(1837) III. 163 The journey.. was no more to be accom-
plished . . with his own horses, so he took hack-posters.' D.CKENS O. Twist xxvi. He called a hack-cabriolet.

The hack moralist of the pulpit ortnVprei?" i^z^E WG,^E
<-

G>?1
' vlL 142 Three hack-writers .. were copyingMSS. for hire.

8. attrib. Of or belonging to a hack (senses I, 2),
as hack-driver, -rider, -stand. Also HACKMAN.
_ 1854 M. HARLAND A lone xvi, Going to every hack-stand
in the city. 1881 Encycl. Brit. XII. 196/2 Galloping is a
pace not generally indulged in by hack riders. 1889 A. C
GUNTER Tltat Frenchman xii, It occurs to her to ask the
hack-driver a question. Ibid, xiii, Near a hack-stand .. he
tells his assistant to jump out.

9. attrib. or adj. a. In common or promiscuous
use

; hackneyed ; trite, commonplace, b. Of a
hired sort. Also HACK-WORK.
1781 MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary June, This, indeed, is now

VOL, V.

become our hack speech to Mr. Crutchley. 1818 BYRON
Juan IV. xvii, When the old world grows dull And we are
sick of its hack sounds and sights. 1859 KINGSLEY I\fisc.

(1860) I. 254 To use a hack quotation. 1862 SHIRLEY
NugxCril. iii. 156 The hack language on.this subject is

exceedingly injurious. 1883 Century Mag. XXVI. 285,
I do more or less work of a hack kind for the magazines.

t Hack, sb.4 = HACKLE sb.^ 3, cover of a bee-hive.

1658 EVELYN / r. Gard. (1675) 100 Like the cover or hack
of a bee-hive.

t Hack, rf.5 = HACKLE sb:- i, a flax-comb.

1658 tr. Porta's Nat. Afagick IV. xxv. 156 [Flax] kemmed
with hackes, till all the membrans be pilled clean.

Hack Jicek), v.l Forms: 3 acken, 3-6 hacke,
hakke, (4 Sc. heke), (dfa.pple. hact), 5 hak;e, 5-
hack. [Early ME. hack-en, repr. OE. *haccian

(whence t6-hacdan to hack in pieces) : Common
WGer. *hakkdn : cf. OFris. to-hakia, MHG.,
MLG., MDu., G. hacken, mod.Du. hakken.]

I. Transitive senses.

1. To cut with heavy blows in an irregular or

random fashion
;

to cut notches or nicks in ; to

mangle or mutilate by jagged cuts. In earlier

use chiefly, To cut or chop up or into pieces, to

chop off. Const, about, away, down, off, up.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 139 A maiden bad te kinge his

heued, and he hit bad of acken. a 1225 A ncr. K. 298 Heo
hackede of his heaued. 1297 R. GLOUC. (1724) 216 [He] by
pece mele hakked yt al to nogte. c 1375 J>V. Leg. Saints,
Cecil* 205 pu ma heke l>aim as bu wil. c 1386 CHAUCER
Kni.'s T. 2007 He. .leet comande anon to hakke and hewe
The okes olde. c 1440 A tic. Cookery in Hoitsek. Ord.

(1790) 440 Sethe horn, and hak horn smal. 1571 Mem.
Ripon (Surtees) I. 308 Did cut and hacke away certane

pipes of leade. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. 1 V, n. iv. 187 My Sword
hackt like a Hand-saw. 1653 H. COGAN tr. Pinto's Trav.
212 Causing them to be hacked very small, a 1716 SOUTH
Serm. (1737) X. viii. (R.), That man who could stand and
see another stripped or hacked in pieces by a thief or a

rogue. 1788 BURKE Sp. agst. W. Hastings Wks. XIII. 133
The tyrant.. cut and hacked the limbs of British subjects
in the most cruel, .manner.

175(6
MRS. GLASSE Cookery

iii. 27 Take the head up, hack it cross and cross with a
knife, a. 1859 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xxiv. (1871) II. 694 Such
a partition as is effected by hacking a living man limb
from limb. 1886 OVERTON Evang. Revival i8M Cent. viii.

152 Buildings, .hacked about to suit the taste of the last

century.
2. To make incisions or jags in by other means.

a. Said of frost : To chap or crack the skin. dial.

1673 RAY yonrn. Low C., Grison 417 Our faces were
hackt and burnt .. by the Cold. 1808-25 JAMIESON s.v.,
The hands or feet, when chapped, are said to be hackit.

b. Football. To kick the shin of (an opponent)
intentionally with the toe of the boot.
1866 Daily Tel. 7 Nov., The practice of '

hacking
'

. .

consists in each side kicking their opponents' shins in so
fearful and violent a manner as to disable the players.

1873 H. SPENCER Stud. Social, viii. 190 Perhaps the ' edu-
cation of a gentleman

'

may properly include giving and
receiving

'

hacking
'

of the shins at football. 1887 SHEAR-
MAN A tAlettes % Football ( Badm. Libr.) 297 The Union Code
very properly abolished hacking, tripping, and scragging.
8. a. To roughen (a grindstone), b. To dress

(stone) with a hack-hammer.
1862 Athenaeum 30 Aug. 264 Each grindstone, when new,

must itself be rough-ground into shape by the workman
;

and afterwards, perhaps twice or thrice a day, its worn
surface

^

must be fresh roughened for use .. processes of
'

razing
'

and '

hacking ', as they are called.

4. Applied to various agricultural operations in-

volving cutting or chopping ; as, to break up the
surface of the ground, to hoe in seed, to cut up by
the roots, to reap pease, vetches, or the like.
1620 MARKHAM Farciv. Husb. n. viii. (1668) 4 When you

have thus hacked all your ground, and broke in pieces all
hard crusts and roughness of the swarth. 1660 SHARROCK
Vegetables 23 Drawing trenches in the soyle, and then
drawing the earth over them with a hoe. .and hacking in
the seed with the same instrument. 1669 WORLIDGE Syst.
Agric. (1681) 326 To Hack, that is to cut up Pease or other
haw[m]y stuff by the Roots, or to cut nimbly any thing.
a 1722 LISLE Obscm. Huso. 36 (E. D. S.) Hacking is break-
ing the clots abroad after [the lime] is sown. 1807
VANCOUVER Agric. Devon (i8ij) 14! The wheat sown nine
or ten pecks to the acre, and hacked in. 1866 ROGERS
Agric. ff Prices I. xxi. 541 It does not seem that the scythe
was used for harvest works, except . . for hacking peas. 1888
Berks/i. Gloss., Hack, to fag or reap vetches, peas, or beans.
5. a. To hoe or plough up (the soil) into ridges :

cf. HACK M 3. b. To rake (hay) into rows. dial.

1744-50 W. ELLIS Mod. Husb. III. viii. 36 (E. D. S.)
Combing is also called hacking. 1848 Jrnl. R. Agric. Sac.
IX. I. 21 [The grass] is

' hacked
'

into small rows, the

hay-makers following each other. 1881 Leicestersh. Gloss.
s. v. Hay, The grass . . is next hacked or chopped with a
quick action of the rake into windrows.

f6. Mus. To break (a note). Obs.
14.. Songs if Carols itfh C. (Percy Soc.) 101 Jankyn

crakit notes an hunderid on a knot, And jyt he hakkyt hem
smallere than wortes to the pot. c 1460 Towneley Myst.
(Surtees) in Wille ye here how thay hak, oure syre, lyst,
croyne. Ibid. 116 Say, what was his song? hard ye not
how he crakyd it ? Thre brefes to a long. Ter. Pastor.
Yee, mary, he hakt it. 1496 [see HACKING vbl. sb. 2].

t
"

fig- To mangle or ' make a hash of (words)
in utterance. Also absol. Obs.

("'555 LATIMER in Strype Eccl. Mem. II. v. 31 [He
would] so hawk it [a homily] and chop it that it were as
good for them to be without it.] 1598 SHAKS. Merry W.
III.

i._79
Let them keepe their limbs whole, and hack our

English. 1600 HOLLAND Livy xxxvin. xiv. 991 Hacking

and hewing his words, as if hee had not been able to speake
them out. 1676 [see HACKING vbl. sb. 2].

II. Intransitive senses.

8. To make rough cuts, to deal cutting blows.

Const, at, t/0.
c 1450 Golagros <y Caw. 980 He . . Hakkit throw the hard

weid, to the hede hynt. 1586 J. HOOKER Giralti. Irel.

in 1Lavished II. 140 'i Two or three hacked vpon him, &
gaue him such deadlie wounds that he fell downe and ditd.

1719 DE FOE Crusoe i. ix, I was twenty days hacking and

hewing at it. 1888 BURGON Lives 12 Gtl. Men II. ix. 212
A joint of lamb was being hacked at by the College Dean,

b. Ileie pcrh., in a fig. or transf. sense, belong
the following, transl. the Vulgate molestus esse, to

be troublesome or grievous.
(But Stratmann takes it as a distinct verb.1
a 1300 E. E. Psalter xxxiv. [xxxv.] 13 Whils bat to me

ware Hackande [Vulg. molesli essent}. Ibid. liv. 4 [Iv. 3]
In wrath to me hakand war bai \inolesti erant}.
9- fig- 1 1 hack after, to aim at, strive for

(0bs.). To hack at, to imitate (dial.).

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xix. 399 pat is my kynde, And
nou3te hakke [1393 to hacke] after holynesse. a 1420
HOCCLEVE De Keg. Princ. 929 Upon this wofuile thought
I hak and hewe. 1828 Craven Dial., Hack at, to imitate.

10. Of the teeth : To chatter. Obs. exc dial.

1320 Cast. Love 1640 (Halliw.) Ther shulh.here tethe

togedur hacke and shake. 1549 COVERDALE, etc. Erasm.
Par. Jas. 39 Theyr teeth hacked in theyr heade, they
were staruen for colde. 1844 S. BAMEORD Life ofRadical
35, 1 heard his teeth hacking in his head.

11. To hesitate in speech; lo stammer. Cf.

HACKER v. 2. Obs. exc. dial.

1553 T. WILSON Rhet. 62 Hackyng and hemmyng as

though our wittes. .were a woll gatheryng. 1604 MID-
DLETON Father Hlibburd's T. Wks. (Bullen) VIII. 54
Yours, If you read without spelling or hacking, T. M.
1884 JEFFERIES Life ofFields (1891) 153 If any one hacks
and haws in speaking, it is called

'

hum-dawing '.

T" ta. trans. Hack out, to stammer out. Obs.

1631 BRATHWAIT Whimzies 49 If any. .be admitted to his

clergy, and by helpe of a. .prompter, hacke out his necke-
verse, a 1682 SIR T. BROWNE Tracts 133 Present Parisians
can hardly hack out those few lines of the league between
Charles and Lewis, .yet remaining in old French.

( 12. To hesitate, to haggle. Obs.

1587 CHURCHYARD Worth. Wales (1776) 95 They hacke
not long about the thing they sell. 1613 PURCHAS Pil-

grimage viii. viii. 783 [He] doth according to his wit,
without hacking professe Hakluit. .his greatest benefactor.

13. To cough with short, dry, oft-repeated cough.
1802 BEDDOES Hygeia II. 14 Marianne, .has been hacking

all the afternoon. Do tell her of some little thing that is

good against a cough. 1886 S. W. Lint. Gloss, s.v., He has
been hacking like that all night.

Hack, v.~ [f. HACKJ^]
1. trans. To place (bricks) in rows upon hacks

or drying frames.

1875 KNIGHT Diet, Meek. II, 1046 They [bricks] are
sundried or hacked and temporarily covered with a thatch-

ing of straw to protect them. 1884 C. T. DAVIS Manuf.
Bricks, etc, 126 Each man ' takes in his share

',
and carefully

hacks them in the drying shed. Ilrid. 221 Pressed bricks are
seldom hacked on edge in the sheds, but are laid flatwise.

2. Falconry. To keep ^ young hawks) 'at hack*
or in a state of partial liberty.

1883 SALVIN & BRODRICK Falconry Gloss. 150 Short-winged
HawKs are not hacked ; old Falcons are sometimes, when
out of health. 1892 Coursing $ Falconry (Badm. Libr.)

224 If hacking such hawks was not formerly practised.

Hack, v* [
f- HACK jj.s]

1. trans. To make a hack of, to put to indis-

criminate or promiscuous use
;
to make common,

vulgar, or stale, by such treatment ; to hackney.
Also to hack about, hack to death,

1745 ELIZA HEYWOOD Female Spectator (1748) II. 286
Bred up to the tumbling art. .and hacked about at all the

petty wells near London. 1762 C. DENIS in St. James's
Mag, I. 153 If ever tale was hackt about, Grown obsolete,
almost worn out, Tis that which now I undertake. 1864
Spectator No. 1874. 614 We would that so good a name
had not been.. hacked about all over the country and in

every newspaper, until it goes against the grain to use it.

1882 Miss BRADDON Mt, Royal III. i. 3 Her tenderest
emotions had been hacked and vulgarized by long expe-
rience in flirtation. 1883 St. James' Gaz. 14 Dec. 3 2 [An]
argument . . which is being hacked to death in all the

Radical newspapers.
2. To employ as a literary hack, hire forhack-work.

1813 SCOTT Let. to Lady L. Stuart 28 Apr. in Lockhart,
If he takes the opinion of a hacked old author like myself.

1829 Jrnl. 16 Apr., For being hacked, what is it but
another word for being an author?

3. a. trans. To employ (,a horse) as a hack or

road-horse, b. intr. To ride on horseback at

ordinary pace, to ride on the road ; distinguished
from cross-country or military riding,
1857 LAWRENCE Guy Liv. 64 (Hoppe) He asked her if she

would lend him Bella Donna to hack to cover. 1881

Encycl. Brit. XII. 198/2 For hacking purposes a double
bridle is almost invariably used. 1891 Riding $ Polo
(Badm. Libr.) 61 Ponies are good for boys to learn upon . .

It is possible to hack them, but they are not hacks in the
true sense of the term. 1894 Field 9 June p. xli/i [These]
horses have not been trained, only hacked and carefully
hunted with harriers and foxhounds.

4. intr. To ride in a * hack
*

or cab. U, S.

1879 Philad. Times 8 May (Cent. Diet.), Are we more
content to depend on street cars and walking, with the
accustomed alternative of hacking at six times the money?
II The sense of hack in SHAKS. Merry IV. n. i. 52,

' These

knights will hack ', is doubtful. The senses, To be common
2



HACK.
or vulgar : to turn prostitute ; to have to do with prosti-
tutes ; and 'to become vile and vulgar' (Johnson and
Nares 1

, have been suggested ; but the history and chron-

ology of this verb, and of the sb. whence it is derived, appear
to make these impossible.

tHack, v* [Cf. HACK st.&] =HACKLK r.".

1577 B. GOOGE Hcresbach's /fust. I. -1536) 39 Flax.,
combed and hacked upon an iron combe.

Hack-, stem of HACK v. 1 in Comb., in sense
'

hacking, chopping '. Hence,

+ Hack-chip, a hatchet ; hack-file, n, locksmith's

coarse slitting-file (Knight Diet. Mech, 1875);
hack-hammer, an adz-like tool with a short

handle, used in dressing stone; hack-hook (see

quot.J; hack-iron, \a) a miner's pick,
- HACK

si. 1 i c; (/i")
a chisel for cutting nails {Cent. Diet.) ;

hack-log, t hack-stock, a chopping-block; hack-

saw, a saw used in metal-cutting.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 220/2 Hachet, or *hakchyp, securila.

1831 J. HOLLAND Manuf. Metal I. 290 The whole surface
of the [mill-]stone chopped with cross lines to make it cut
faster, by means of a *nack-hammer. 1875 Sussex Gloss..
*
Hack-hack, a curved hook with a long handle, used for

cutting peas and tares, or trimming hedges. 1831 J. HOLLAND
Matin/. Metal I. 105 Striking it upon an upright chisel or
hack-iron. 1831 CARLYIE Schiller Misc. Ess. 1872 III. 88
A good enduring *hacklog. whereon to chop logic. 1867
SMVTH Sailor's IVord-Mt., *Hack saw, ud for cutting off
the heads of bolts ; made of a scythe fresh serrated. 14x1
Nottingham Rec. II. 86, j. "hacstok, jtt. 1a iy>o Chester
PI. (E. E. T. S.) iii. 69 Here is a good hackstock (v.r. hacck-

inge stocke] ; on this yow maye hew and knock. i6fip
H.

MORE Myst. Godl. vm. i. 363 The very hackstock of Divine
vengeance, and the sport and pastime of Misfortune.

Hack, obs. form of HAKE, so. 1 and *.

Hackampre (hre-karao-M). U.S. pcorruption
of Sp. jaqiiima, formerly xaqitima, halter, head-
stall of a horse (Minsheu).] A halter of horse-
hair or raw hide having a nose-piece fitted to serve
as the head piece of a bridle.

1889 FARMER Americanisms, Hackamore.z. plaited bridle
in use on the plains, made of horse-hair, and used for break-
inc-in purposes.
Hack-barrow : see HACK sb? 5.

Hackberry (hse'kberi). [A phonetic variant
of HAGBEBBY, q. v.] 1. A northern name for the

Bird-cherry, more commonly HAOBEBKT, q.v.
2. In North America, the fruit of the tree Celtis

occidentalis, which resembles the bird-cherry in
size ; also the tree itself, of which there are several

varieties, or sub-species.
1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. I. 636 Of the natural growth. .

we may reckon the . . papaw, the hackberry, and the cu-
cumber trees. 1807 PIKE Sources Mississ. i. App. (1810) 41
Timber, on both sides, generally hackberry, cottonwood
nd ash. 1864 Chambers

1

Encycl. VI. 727 Another American

in height, and with the aspect of an elm
Hackbolt (hse-kb<7lt). Alsohagbolt. A local
name for the greater Shearwater, Puffimis major.
1843 in Yarrell Hist. Birds III. 505 P. Majors very well !

known to the Scillonians, by whom it is called Hackbolt
'

1893 NEWTON Diet. Birds n, Hackbolt, hagbolt, and hag- I

daw*, names said to be given by the people of Scilly and i

Man to the larger of the species of Shearwater
t Ha-ckbusb,ba-gbush. Obs. Alsoshak e)-

buss, 5-6 hacbush, 6 hackbus. [a. rare OK.
haquebusche (1475), harqiiebiische (1478', a. MI']'.

haec-, haegbusse, hakebus, hagclms, (mod.Du. liaak-

Aj)-MLG. hake-, hakelbusse, MHG. hakenbiihse,
(mod.G. hakenbiichse) ; {. haken, hake, etc. hook +
biihse, busse, bus gun, fire-arm; lit.

'

hook-gun ', so
called from the hook originally cast on the gtm, bywhich it was attached to a point of support. In
French the usual i6th c. forms were haquebute and
(Ii,arquebuse, whence HACKBUT and HARQUEBUS]An early form of fire-arm

;
= HACKBUT

; see ety-
mology, and HARO.UEBIS. It was at first a wall-
piece, afterwards used in the field with a portable
tripod or rest.

Co
4
"? w

H"r
t
lei
^H MS - N - 433- If- ' 57 b, A Warrant to the

Constable of the lowre, to delivre to Roger Bikley 8
Serpentynes upon Cartes, 28 Hacbushes with tbeire frames
1485 A,a/ Acct,. Hen. F// (,896, 50 Hakebusses xij!
1497 Jl-ta. 95 Irestelles for hakbusses. 1548 HALL Chron.
(1809) 787 The Prior of Rome was by a Hackbush slayn.

,!,' j*
3? f^t '" Arcl'*l- XXII. 69 In the towre atth end of the whyte wall, 8 double hagbushes. IS47 I,,,,

Ibid. 70 Hagbushes of iron, hagbushes shotte, haebuttesof croke of iron. 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. I- ill 28 With
artilerie, as Fawcones, serpentynes, cast hagbushes.
tHack-, hagbusbier, bagbusser. Obs.

[f. Prec.+iER, -ER.] 1. =HARQ?EBUSIER i.

m'ifht r^K f in
.
Str>'Pe E l- *''< L App. xi. 21 Skir-mish ng with four hundred hagbushiers of France. Ibid.,nagm -, mynghed among our mentionid light horses.

<fi~I H
RQ E"LS : C ^' " AR?L

'

EIU'
S'HER 2.

hagr^sse" cu7u?rinf
/

'snV
* *' '"' " Haridg<x>ns, hakes,

Hackbut, bAgbut (hse-k-, hae-gbt). arch.and Hist. Forms: n. 6 hacquebute, -buyt 6--
haokebutte, 7- haquebut, 7- hackbut fh'ake-
but, hMbntt). 3. 6-7 hagbutt'e, -bute (6 hag-
bit, hergbut), 7- hagbut (haguebut). [a. 15-

10

i6thc.F. haquebut, -frute (hacque-,aquc-,harqbute],
ad. MDu. liakebtts, or MLG. hakebussc : see HACK-
iirsn. Later in the i6th c., this F. form passed
tunder influejice of It. archibuso] through the inter-

mediate harqucbiite, to harquebusc, arqttebusc,
whence the corresponding English forms : see

HARQUEBUS.] 1. An early kind of portable fire-

arm; = HACKBUSH. HARQUEBUS.
a. 1543 TRAHERON 1'igp's Chinirg. in. n. iii. n6Woundes

made by Hacquebute>. 1583 GOLDINC Calvin on Dent.
cxxvi. 773 Some which had leuer to beare a hackebutte on
their shoulder than a di^tafTe in their hand. 1611 COTGR.,

Haqnebutc, an Haquebut, or Arquebuse ; a Cpliuer. 1864
BURTON Scot. Abr. I. iv. 167 note. The identical hackbut
with which Bothwellhaugh shot the Regent Murray.

ft. 1541-1 Act 33 Hen. I'fffc. 6 Preamb., With crosse-

bowes, litil short handgunnes, and little hagbuttes. Ibid.

2 To seise and take . . everie hagbutt and demyhake beinge
shorter in lengthe then thre quarters of a Yarde. 1573
Satir. Poems Reform, xxxix. 153 Out gais the Hergbut, in

the Cannon glydis. 1582-8 Hist. James F/(i8o4) 40 Sorely
stressit be shott of hagbute. 150.6 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's

Hist. Scot. x. 316 Dischargeng thair hagbitis [L. bombaydis}.
1808 SCOTT Alarm, v. iii, A crossbow there, a hagbut here.

f 2. Hackbut a croc (acroke, of oroche, of

croke, upon crooke) : see HABQUEBUS 2. Obs.
J547 Isee HACKBUSH 3]. 1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 41 Mak

reddy aour cannons . . hagbutis of croche, half haggis. 1552
EDW. VI. Lit. Rem. (Roxb.) 427 He found in the toune. .

300 hagbutes of croke. 1563 in Meyrick Anc. Armour
(1842) III. 37 Hagbutts uppon crocke xiij, whereof xij ser-

viceable. 1580 LD. GREY in Grosart Spenser's IVks. I. 472
They had. .muskets and hackbus-acroke.

1 3. A man armed with a hackbnt. Obs.

1587 HOLINSHED Chron. Scot. an. 1583 (R.) Capteine Lamie
. .sent with two companies of hackbuts.

4. Comb., as hackbut-man.
1805 SCOTT Last Mittstr. iv. vi, The German hagbut-men

[v.r. hackbut-]. 1885 C. W. C. OMAN Art of War 93
Under a severe fire from the Spanish hackbutmen.

Hackbuteer, -ier (haskb^tn-j). Also hag-.
[ad. i6th c. F. hacquebutier, f. hacqttebutt : cf.

fusilier, cannonierj] =next.
c 1610 SIR J. MELVIL Mem. (1735) t6 Send to their Help

2000 Hacbutiers. 1805 SCOTT Last Minstr. III. xxi, He
lighted the match of his bandelier, And wofully scorch'd the
hackbuteer. 1873 BURTON Hist. Scot. V. liv. 69 Two hundred
hagbutiers were sent . . to help the master of Forbes.

Hackbntter,hagbutter(h8e-kbtai,h;E-g-).
arch, and Hist. Also 6 haquebuter, Sc. hag-
butar (-bitter), [f. HACKBUT + -ER : see prec.] A
soldier armed with a hackbut ; a harquebusier.
1544-8 in Archxol. XXII. 69 There shall be 150 haque-

buters, who shall have good haquebuts. 1548 PATTEN
Exped. Scotl. in Arb. Garner III. 76 Captain 0(200 Hack-
butters on horseback. 1549 Compl. Scot. Epist. 6 He
renforsit the toune vitht victualis, hagbutaris, ande muni-
tions. .11617 HAYWARD Edtu. VI (1630) 24 Of the Eng-
lish one Spanish hackbutter was hurt. 1777 NIMMO Stir-
liitgsh. xii. 292 The passage.. was lined with an hundred
Hagbutters. 1888 Trans. Glasgow Archzol. Soc. J. 283
Edinburgh had furnished the hagbutters of his army.
Hacked (hsekt), ///. a.

[f. HACK v.i + -EDI.]
1. Chopped ; slashed, mangled ; having irregular

and jagged cuts or wounds
; chapped, as by frost.

c 14^0 Pallad. on Huso. I. 652 Hacked leek or tendir
chesis. 1583 STANYHURST /Eneis I. (Arb.) 22 The weather
hackt Troians. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. $ Cl. iv. viii. 31 Beare
our hackt Targets. 1791 COWPER Iliad n. 502 His hack'd
and riven corslet. 1880 Antrim $ Dmun Gloss., Hackit
hands, hands chapped from exposure to cold. 1896 DailyNews 8 Sept. 5/5 The hacked bodies ofwomen and children.

D. Her. (See quots.)
1818-40 BERRY Encycl. Her., Hacked, as a bend &C.

indented with the indents embowed. 1868 CUSSANS Her.
(1882) 129 Hacked, an indented Charge is thus described,when the notches are curved on both sides, similar to the
Teeth of Barnacles.

c - Backed Quartz, a variety of Quartz present-
ing incisions, as if produced by hacking it in various
directions with a knife or other sharp instrument
(Bristow, Gloss. Min. 1861.)
1 2. ? Spoken with hesitating utterance. Obs. rare.
a 1603 T. CARTWRIGHT Confut. Rhent. N. T. Pref. (1618)
35By your cloudy and hacked speaches.
Hackee (he-kz). [Imitative of the animal's

cry.] A species of ground squirrel, the Striped or
Chipping Squirrel, or Chipmuck, of North America
1860 in BARTLETT Diet. Amer. 1863 WOOD lllustr. Nat.

Hist. I. 599 The Hackee.. is one of the most familiar of
l\orth American quadrupeds
Hacker (hae-koi), sb.

[f. HACK z/.i + -ER'.]
L. One who hacks

; one who hoes with a hack
1620 MARKHAM Fare. Huso. 11. ii. (,668) 4 One go'od

hacker, being a usty labourer, will at good ease hack or
cut more than half an acre of ground in a day. 1784 Neiv
Spectator IV. 5/1 Hackers and hewers of reputation

'

t D. A 'cutter', cut-throat, bully ; =HACKBTER
1581 PETTIE Gvazzo's Civ. Conv. in. (1586) 135 b Likethese cutters, and hackers, who will take the wall of menand picke quarrells. 1589 Pappe ,. Hatchet B b. There isan oWe hacker that shall take order for to pr nt thTmifal BURTON Anat. Mel. ,. ii. ,. xiii. (,651) ,,8 A common

( fi fnT H
r ' US thlef' '49 BLITHE^, hnprovfmfr.

(1653) Ded., How comes City and Country to be filled withDrones and Rogues, our highwaies with hackers, and al
places with sloth and wickedness?

"1" c- fig- O"e who mangles words or sense. Obs
"i
l6o3

u
T

'.
CA

?
TWB

i
G1" Cm/"'- Khem. N. T. (16181 606 Tomake the Author of the Epfstle such a hacker and mangle?as they Ihemselues be.

HACKING.

2. That which hacks
;
an implement for hacking,

chopping wood, or breaking up earth
; a chopper,

cleaver ; a hoe, mattock.

1481-90 Upward Hoiiseh. Bks. (Roxb.) 137 Item, for
hakkeres \\.it. 1688 R. HOL.ME Armoury in 202/2 The
T----_l- />! ^1 : T^ *- . ,

ig their hackers with
them. 1854 jfrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XV. i. loo Hoeing with
a heavy hacker or hoe between the rows. 1879 Miss
JACKSON Shropsh. H'ord-bk., Hacker, a short, strong,
slightly curved implement of a peculiar kind, for chopping
off the branches of fallen trees, etc. 1890 Ciloucestersh.

Gloss., Hacker, a sort of axe for cutting faggots.
b. U.S. A tool for making an oblique incision

in a tree, as a channel for the passage of sap, gum,
or resin. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mec/i.

Hacker, v. dial. [freq. of HACK .l]
1. trans. 'To hash in cutting, to hack small'

(Jam.).
1807 HOGG Mountain Bard 18 (Jam.) His throat was a'

hackered, an' ghastly was he.

2. intr. To hesitate in utterance
;

to stammer
;

to ' hum and ha '.

1787 GROSE Provinc. Gloss., Hacker, to stutter. S{out/t}.
1818 COBBETT Pol. Keg. XXXIII. 473 Compared with this,
how can one think with patience of the hacktring, and

stammering^ [etc. |
? 1824 Miss MITFORD nilage Ser. i.

(1863) 115 To stammer and hacker, to bow and curtsey.
3. To haggle.

. Mag. XXXIV. 688 Shall national parsimony
. . hacker about the remuneration ?

Hackery (hoe-kari). Anglo-Ind. Also 8

haokary, 8-9 haekree, 9 hackaree, hackeray,
-ee, -ie, hackrie. [Origin not clear ; perh. a cor-

ruption of Hindi chhakrd a two-wheeled bullock-

cart.] The common native bullock-cart of India
used for the transport of goods ; also, in Western
India and Ceylon, as formerly in Bengal, applied
to a lighter carriage (drawn sometimes by horses)
for the conveyance of persons.
1698 FRYER Ace. E. India f, P. 83 We were forced to mount

the Indian Hackery, a Two-wheeled Chariot, drawn by
swift little Oxen. 1782 W. F. MARTYN Geog. Mag. I. 264
The hackrees are in the nature of hackney-coaches ; and
like them, are let to the public for hire. 1793 W. HODGES
Trav. India 5 A hackery is a small covered carriage upon
two wheels, drawn by bullocks, and used generally for the
female part of the family. 1834 CAUNTER Orient. Ann. x.
128 Carried in gaudy palankeens, or in hackeries, with

forgeous
canopies, drawn by two prancing horses. 1845

TOCQUELER Brit. India (1854) 185 For the conveyance of
heavy goods, hackries or bullock-carts are available.

Hack-file, -hammer : see HACK-.
Hackhead, var. of HAKED a pike.
Hackin : see next 3.

Hacking (hce-kin), vbl. sb. [f. HACK o.i +
-INQl.]
1. The action of the verb HACK

; chopping, hew-
ing ; mutilation, etc. Hacking off, out : see quots.

1842-76 GWILT Archil. Gloss, s.v., Taking down old plas-
tering from a wall or ceiling is called 'hacking off'. 1881
YOUNG Every Man his own Mechanic 1693 The removal
of old glass and putty from a sash-frame is termed '

hacking
out' in the trade. 1892 E. REEVES Homeward Bound 266
There was a lot of horrid hacking and butchery.

b. Football. See HACK z/.
1 2 b.

1 2. Breaking of a note
;

'

mangling
'
of words

or sense : see HACK v. 1 6 and 7. Obs.
1496 Dives 4- Paup. (W. de W.) i. lix. 101/1 It were better

to save goddes seruyce without note than with note and
hackynge of the syllabes and wordes of our prayers. 1676
MARVEI.L Afr. Smirked Havingavowed that he had scann'd
the Book thorow, this hacking and vain repetition being
just like it.

3. concr. (Usually hackin.) A large kind of

sausage or mincemeat pudding which formed, in

some districts, part of the ' cheer
'

on Christmas day.
1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk <$ Selv. 159 Thus shall we sort out

eternity into as many kinds and lengths, as the Darbyshire
huswife does her pudding when she makes whitings and
blackings, and liverings and hackings. 1674-91 RAY N. C.
Words 142 A Hackin . .farcimen. 16.. Aubrey MS. (N.),
The hackin must be boiled by day break, or else two young
men must take the maiden by the arms, and run her round
the market place. 1878 Cnmold. Gloss., Hackin .. a pudding
of mincemeat and fruit used till lately for the family break-
fast on Christmas day.
4. Arch. (^See quot.)
1842-76 GWILT A rchit. Gloss., Hacking in walling, denotes

the interruption of a course of stones by the introduction of
another on a different level, for want of stones to complete
the thickness.

5. attrib. and Comb. Hacking-block, -stock, =
hack-log, -stock

; hacking-knife, -tool : see quots.
1592 Hacckinge stocke [see liachtock s.v. HACK-]. 1823

P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 422 A Hacking-out Tool
is an old broken knife, ground sharp on its edge. 1827
STEUART Planter's G. (1828146 The lopping and hackin?
method. 1842-67 GWILT Arc/tit. 2226 The hacking knife
is for cleaning out the old nutty from the rebates where
squares are to be stopped in. 1877 Holderness Gloss.,

Hackin-hlock, a block of wood for chopping meat upon.

Hacking,///. <;. [f. HACK v+ + -ING -.]
1. That hacks, wounds, or slashes.
1612 W. MARTYN Youth's /nstrnct. 39 These hacking

fencers, impudent stage players, beastly drunkards. 1808



HACKLE.

SCOTT Let. to C. K. S/tarfe 30 Dec. in Lockhnrt, Lay hold

of. .any other new book you like, and give us a good hack-

ing review of it. 1864 PUSEY Left. Daniel i. 9 That hack-

ing school of criticism, which hewed out the books of Holy
Scripture into as many fragments as it willed.

2. Hacking cough, a short, dry, frequently repeated

cough. Also KECKING, q.v.

[1642 FULLER Holy $ Prof. St. u. ii. 55 It was called an

Hectick fever ; because (saith he) of an necking cough
which ever attendeth that disease.) a 1825 FORBY Vac.

E. Angliti, Hacking-cough, a faint tickling cough. 1835
SIK G. STEPHEN Search of Horse vi. 90 The hacking tone

of chronic asthma. 1880 Miss BRADDON Jtist as Iam xxvii,

I have had a hacking cough ever since last September.
Hence Ha'ckingly adv.

1611 FLORIO, Alia rccisa, cuttingly, hackingly.

Hackle (hse'k'l), sl>.^ Forms: i haoele, 3-4

hakel(e, 5 hakille, -yll, 7 hackel, haole, 6-

haekle. [OE. hacele and hxcele, wk. fern.,
'

cloak,

mantle, cassock', corresponding, exc. in formative

suffix, to OHG. hachul, MHO. hachel, Icel. hokull
'

priest's cope ', Goth, hakuls ' cloak ', str. masc.,
also to ON. hekla str. f. 'cowled, or hooded frock'.]

) 1. A cloak, mantle, outer garment ;
a chasuble.

c 893 K. ALFRED Oros. v. x. 3 pa sende him mon ane
blace hacelan angean him. c 1000 ^LFRIC Voc. in Wr.-
Wulcker 153/9 Clamis, hacele, itel fotsiS sciccel. c 1200

Trin. Coll. Hotti. 163 De meshakele of medeme fustane.

2. A covering of any kind, as a bird's plumage,
a serpent's skin, etc. Obs. exc. dial.

13. .Gait'. 4- Gr. Knt. 2081 Vch hille hade a hatte, a myst-
hakel huge, c 1460 J. RUSSELL Bk. Nurture 695 Pecok in

hakille ryally. 1658 tr. Porta's Nat. Mag. \. 17 The herb

Dragon . . is full of speckles like a Serpents hackle. 1750
W. ELLIS Mod. Huso. III. ii. 116 (E.D.S.)The slug slipped
his outer skin, or what we call his hackle in Hertfordshire.

1876 Whitly Gloss., Hackle, substance about the person, as

flesh, clothing. Property in general. 1892 M. C. F. MORRIS
Yorksh. Folk-Talk 319 Hackle is the natural covering of

any animal, the human skin . .

' He's got a good hackle ov
his back '.

3. a. The conical straw roofing of a bee-hive.

b. The straw covering of the apex of a rick. c.

The case of a Florence flask.

1609 C. BUTLER Fern. Mon. (1634) 26 Swine, .rubbing

against the hives, and tearing the hackles. 1655 W. MEWE
Let. to Hartlib in Ref. Commit/. Bees 49 My Appiary
consists of a row of little houses, .which I find as cheap at

seven yeares end as straw hacles. 1673 RAY Jonrn. Low C.

(1738) I. 289 The hackles of old flasks. 1713 WARDER True
A mazons 44 The Mouse will.. shelter himself betwixt the

Hackle and the Hive. 1842 AKERMAN Gloss. Wiltsh. Words,
Hackle, straw covering of the apex of a rick. 1886 TEGET-
MEIER in Gel. Words^ 810 The old straw hive, which was. .to

be seen . . covered with a straw hackle.

Hackle (hse-k'l), sb.- In 5 hakell, 6 hackel
;

see also HECKLE, HATCHEL. [Not recorded in

OK. ;
but the various ME. forms hechele, hetchell

(c 1300), hekele (c 1440), hakell (1485), and the

later hatchel, point to OE. */iacule, */tecile. No
corresponding words are recorded in the early stage
of any Germanic lang.,but MHG. hachele, hechele,

(mod.G. hechel), MLG. and MDu. hekele, (Du.

hekel), Da. hegle, Sw. hcickla, all point to OTeut.

ty<pe*/iakild, *hakuld, str. fern, with suffix-ablaut;

prob. from the root hak- ofOHG. *hakjan, h^cchen,

h$cken, to prick, pierce, stab, and of HOOK, q.v.
It has been suggested that heckle came immediately from

Du. ; but the ME. liechelf, hetchell, testify to an OE. hfcel,
which would also give heckle in the north ;

so also, the vowel
of hackle, halchel can be explained only from OE. (Sense 2

is prob. the same word, or from the same root ; sense 3 is

more doubtful.)]
I. 1. An instrument set with parallel steel pins

for splitting and combing out the fibres of flax or

hemp; a flax-comb ;
= HECKLE, HATCHEL.

1485 Inv. in Ripon Ch. Acts 368 Unum hakell pro lino.

1599 T. M[OUFET] Silkivonnes 4 Beetles, hackels, wheeles
and frame, Wherwith to bruse, touse, spin and weaue the

^ame. 1797 Monthly Mag. III. 301 Mr. Sellars has con-

trived, by the introduction of steel hackles, in place of

wire, to prepare wool, cotton, etc. much more expeditiously,
for spinning cordage or lines. 1837 WHITTOCK Bk. Trades

(1842) 238 Hold the strike of flax in your hand, and break
it well upon the coarse hackle.

II. 2. Local name of the stickleback.

1655 MOUFET & BENNET Health's Improv. (1746) 275
Hackles or Sticklebacks are supposed to come of the Seed
of Fishes spilt or miscarrying m the Water. 1661 LOVELL
Hist. A Him. ff Min. 235 Stickle-backs, Hackles ; or Harry
bannings. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk., Hackle, .a west-

country name for the stickleback.

III. 3. The long shining feathers on the neck of
certain birds, as the domestic cock, peacock, pigeon,
etc. A cock of a different hackle, an opponent of a
different character.

a 1450 Fysshynge w. Angle (1883! 34 The yelow flye, the

body of yelow wull : the wynges of the redde cocke hakyll.
1633 WALTON Angler iv. no Take the hackel of a Cock or

Capons neck . . take of the one side of the feather, and then
take the hackel, Silk or Crewel, Gold or Silver thred, make
these fast at the bent of the hook [etc.]. 1865 KINGSLEY
Herew. II. iv. 65 Fight it out. .with a cock of a very
different hackle. 1867 H. B. TEGETMEIER Pigeons xi. 117
The hackle, or neck-feathers, should be bright. 1874 Slang
Diet. 185 To show hackle, to be willing to fight. 1884 Times
18 Mar. 7 The 42nd [ist Batt. Roy. Highlanders] . . re-

ceived the red hackle as an honourable distinction.

[11 Quot. 1653 was printed in a mangled and distorted form
by Johnson, who founded on it a mistaken explanation,

11

' Raw silk, any filmy substance unspun '. Although cor-

rected in Todd's Johnson, this bogus sense of hackle, with

'flimsy' substituted by Webster for
'

filmy ', continues to
be reproduced in dictionaries.]

b. The hackles of a cock are erected when he is

angry ; hence with the hackles
tip, said also of a dog

on the point of fighting when the hairs at the top
of the neck stand up, or of a hound when near the

fox and on the point of killing him, also transf. of

a man when aroused. Hence hackles is sometimes

put for hair, whiskers, etc.

1881 PHILLIPPS-WOLLEY Sport in Crimea 76 As my hackles
were now fairly up, I crept and ran as well as I could after

my wounded game. 1882 Pall I\lall G. 31 May 4/2 Not
a single hound with his hackles up. 1883 E. PENNELL-
ELMHIRST Cream Leicestersh. 98 I almost saw the hackles
of a good old squire rise as he waved his hat and cheered.

1894 BLACKMORE Perlycross 179 He had no moustache to

stroke for only cavalry officers . . as yet wore ginger hackles.

4. Angling. An artificial fly, dressed wholly or

principally with a hackle-feather, or something
resembling this ; a '

palmer '. Also hackle-fly.

1676 COTTON IValiens Angler 11. 318 This month also

a Plain Hackle or Palmer
fly..

will kill. 1799 G. SMITH
Laboratory II. 301 Black-hackle. Body, pale yellow silk,

[etc.]. 1867 O. W, HOLMES Guard. Angel xxii. (1891) 260
He must go armed with all implements, from the red
hackle to the harpoon.
IV. attrib. and Comb.

5. [from 1]. Hackle bar, the bar in which the

hackle pins are set ; hackle bench (see quot.) ;

hackle pin, tooth, one of the teeth of a hackle ;

hackle sheet, a sheet carrying hackles and moving
over pulleys.
1875 Ures Diet. Arts II. 431 The object of these guide

plates is to support the *hackle bars in passing over the

small rollers. Ibid. 423 *Hackle bench sometimes revolving
so as to present different degrees of hackles at its various

angles, sometimes stationary with the gradation of hackles

upon its length. Ibid. 426 The surfaces being placed so

close together that the *hackle pins penetrated the flax

from both sides, and hackled at the same time. Ibid, 425
Pulleys for carrying the *hackle sheets. Ibid. 420 For
hand-hack Iing, the tools used consist of a surface studded. .

with metal points, called *hackle-teeth.

6. [from III] as hackle-feather, -maker hackle-

wise adv.
; hackle-fly : see 4.

1681 CHETHAM Angler's Vade-m. x. 3 (1689) 102 An
Artificial Palmer-Worm or Fly which is to be made with
a Hackle Feather. 1867 F. FRANCIS Angling \\. (1880)

244 A capital hot-weather fly dressed hacklewise. 1888

Daily News 22 May 2/3 The hackle feathers of the male
bird are several feet long.

Hackle, v. 1
[dim. and freq. of HACK v.^- : cf.

MDu. hakkelent having the same relation to hakken.

Cf. also HAGGLE
.]

1. trans. To cut roughly, hack, mangle by cutting.
1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1612) 741 Caesar..was hackled

and mangled among them, as a wild beast taken of hunters.
1611 CORYAT Crudities 274 I have seen a Mountebanke
hackle and gash his naked arme with a knife most pittifully
to beholde. 1684 Land. Gaz. No. 1959/4 His Hair not
shav'd but cut and hackled with a pair of Sheers. 1790
BURKE Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 351 The other divisions of the

kingdom being hackled and torn to pieces. 1876 T. S.

EGAN tr. Heine's Atta Troll, etc. 222 'Twill prickle and
hackle your faces.

t 2. intr. To make a hacking. Obs.

1589 NASHE Martins Months Minde 18 These lustie

youthes. .hackle at our throate.

Hence Hackled///, a., Hackling vbl. sb.

1583 BABINGTON Command))!, i. (1637) 8 Evill cutting or

hackling of the knife. 1842 S. LOVER Handy Andy xxv.

214 An old knife whose hackled edge, .assisted Andy's own
ingenuity in the tearing of his coat.

Hackle, v.2 [f. HACKLE j.i] trans. To cover

(a bee-hive) with a hackle or straw roof.

1609 C. BUTLER Fern. Man. (1634) 51 That they be close
doomed . . and well hackled down to, or below, the Stool.

Hackle, ^-3
[f.

HACKLE sb.'* i : cf. HECKLED.
in same sense.] trans. To dress (flax or hemp)
with the hackle, whereby the fibres are split,

straightened, and combed out, so as to be in con-
dition for spinning.
1616 [see HACKLING vbl. sb.']. 1755 JOHNSON, Hackle, to

dress flax. 1788 Trans. Soc, Arts VI. 164 To be hackled,
much in the manner of dressing Flax or Hemp. 1797 MAR.
EDGEWORTH Early Lessons (1827) I. 217 I am going to

hackle the flax.. said the woman, and she began to comb
the flax with these steel combs. 1866 ROGERS Agric. <$

Prices I. xviii. 426 Small quantities of hemp were grown. .

and. .the produce was hackled and spun by the servants.

b. fig.
= HECKLE: see CROSS-HACKLE.

Hence Hackled ppl. a.

1875 Ure's Diet. Arts II. 422 Each hackled tress of flax.

Hackle, z>-4 Angling, [f.
HACKLE sb2 III.]

trans. To dress (a fly) with a hackle-feather.

1867 F. FRANCIS Angling -XL. (1880) 402 Blue jay hackled
over the wing. 1886 PRITT N, Country Flies 27 Hackled
with a golden feather from a Cock Pheasant's neck.

Hence Hackled///, a., Hackling vbl. sb.

1867 F. FRANCIS Angling xiii. (1880) 475 Where a junction
of hackles is to be effected, .compare the length of the

fibres, so that the hackling may graduate. 1892 Daily
Nevus 14 Apr. 3/1 In Yorkshire hackled spider flies are the

only wear.

Hackler (hae-kfoi). [f.
HACKLE z.3] One who

hackles (flax or hemp) ; a flax-dresser, heckler.

1780 A. YOUNG Tour Irtl. I. 164 They next send it to

a flax-hackler. 1884 Quiver Mar. 399/2 Hackiers' disease

HACKNEY.
..is produced by a kind of

'

pouce ', which being inhaled
-

tickling in the throat. 1894 Daily News
4 July 3/3 All the hackiers die young.

Ha
"

iacklet (,h;e-klet). Also haglet, [Origin un-

certain.] A small species of sea-gull; the kittiwake.

1855 KINGSLEV U'estw. Ho! x.xxii, From the Gull-rock

rose a thousand birds.. the choughs cackled, the hack lets

wailed. 1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits, Voy. to Eng, Wks.

(Bohn> II. ii Gulls, haglets, ducks, petrels, swim, dive, and
hover around. 1865 GOSSE Land

<|j-
Sea (1874) 74 The

kittywake, or hacklet, a very small species of gull.

Hackling (hse'klirj), vbl sbl
[f.

HACKLE w.3 +
-ING 1

.]
The action of the vb. HACKLE 3; the

combing of flax or hemp.
1616 SUKFL. 8: MARKH. Country Farme 568 This line after

it hath receiued braking and the first hackling, you shall take
the strickes, and platting them into a plat of three, make
a good bigge roule thereof. i83$)STONEHOusE Axholttte 29.

attrib. 1873 Ure's Diet. Arts II. 420 In the early period
of the linen manufacture, when spinning was done exclu-

sively by hand, no hackling- machines were employed,

Hackling ^ and 3
: see after HACKLE v. 1 and *.

Hackly (hse*kli\ a. [f.
HACKLE z;.i + -Y.]

Rough or jagged as though hacked on a small

scale ; esp t , of metals and minerals : Having the

surface rough with short sharp points.
1796 KIRWAN Elfw. KHn. (ed. 2) I. 34 The hackly

[fracture] presents sharp points, easily perceived in

feeling it. 1811 A. T. THOMSON Land. Disp. (1830) 533
It [rhubarb] breaks with a rough hackly fracture. 1846
DANA Zooph. (1848) 503 The broad plates, .have a very un-

even hackly surface, 1849 VARI.EY Ritdim, Min. 16 The
native metals . . have a hackly fracture, which may be
observed on breaking a piece of thick wire.

Hackman hJe'ktwfen). U.S. [f. HACK^.S 2.]

The driver of a hack or hackney-carriage ;
a cabman.

1850 HAWTHORNE Anier. Note-Bks. (1883) 370 We find

ourselves in Boston surrounded by eager hackmen. 1879
SALA In Daily Tel. 26 Dec., The. .hackman.. charged us

a dollar and a half for what in England would have been

an eighteenpenny drive.

Hackmatack (hje-kmatsekV Also 8 hak-

maiitak, ghacniontac, hackmetack. [American
Indian : see quot. 1792.] The American Larch or

Tamarack (Larix Americana]^ found in northern

swamps of the United States. Also attrib.

1792 J. BELKNAP Hist. New-Hampsh, III. 33 On some
mountains we find a shrubbery of hemlock and spruce,
whose branches are knit together so as to be impenetrable.
The snow lodges on their tops, and a cavity is formed
underneath. These are called by the Indians, Hakmantaks.
iSai DWIGHT Trav. I. 36 Hacmontac I take to be an
Indian name. 1845 N. P. ROGERS in Whittier's Pr. Wks.

(18891 H- 24 The dark hemlock and hackmatack woods.
1882 Pall Mall G. 29 Mar. ii/i The Meteor.. is built of

oak, hackmatack, and hard pine.

Hackney I,h0e'kni),j^. (.) Forms: 4hakenai,
-ne, 4-5 hak(e)nei, -ney, 4-6 hak(e)nay(e, 5

hack-, haknay, (haukenay), 5-6 hackenaye,
-neye, hakney, 6 hackeny, -neie, (hacqne,
hacqueneye), haiknay,-ne, -ney, (//. hackness,

haiknes), 6-7 hackneye, -nie, 6-8 pi. hacknies,

7 hacn(e)y, 7-8 hackny, 4- hackney, [a. OF.

haquenee fern, 'an ambling horse or mare, especially
for ladies to ride on

1

; cf. OSp. and Pg.facanea,

ty.hacama^.acchinea (Florio\ chinea
( a hackney

or ambling nag
'

: see Diez, Scheler, etc. (In 1373
latinized in England as hakeneius : see Du Cange.)
It is now agreed by French and Dutch scholars that

MDu. hackeneie^ hackeneye, Du. kakktnij, to which some
have referred the French word, was merely adopted from

the French, thus disposing of conjectures as to the derivation

ofthe word from M Du. hacken to hoe. The French haquenfe
and its Romanic equivalents had probably some relation-

ship with OF. haque, OSp. and Pg./aca, Sp. haca ' a nag,
a gelding, a hackney' (Minsheu) : but, although the word-

group has engaged the most eminent etymologists, its

ulterior derivation is still unknown.]
I. 1. A horse of middle size and quality, used for

ordinary riding, as distinguished from a war-horse,

a hunter, or a draught-horse ;
in early times often

an ambling horse ;
now technically -HACK sb. 3 i b.

13.. Sir Beucs 1255 (MS.A.) Ac nim a lifter hakenai &
lef her be swerd Morgelai. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Citron. (1810)

278 Tille ober castels about bei sent tueye and tueye In

aneus for doute, ilk on on his hakneye. ? a 1366 CHAUCER
Rom. Rose 1137 He. .loved to have wellehorsof prys. He
wende to have reproved be Of thefte or moordre, if that he

Hadde in his stable ony hakeney. c 1386 Can. Yearn.

Prol. ff T. 6 His hakeney which bat was al pomely grys.

14.. Vac. in Wr.-Wulcker 580/31 Eguillus, an hakeney.
c 1440 Partotwpe 3882 A hakeney That ys swyft and ryght
well ambling. 1469 Househ. Ord. 97 To have viii coursers

for his saddle & to them iiii keepers with theyre hakneyes.

1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VI, 165 b, The erle of Shrewesbury
..because of his age, rode on a litle hakeney. 1577-87
HOLINSHED Chron. II. 20/1 The nag or the hackeneie is

verie good for trauelling. 1590 R. PAYNE Descr. IreL (1841)

7 Carthorsses, mares, and little hackneies are of a very
smal price. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 257 The Germans in

acknowledgement of their tenure of the Papacie, gaue the

Pope yeerly 8. and 40. thousand duckats, together with

a white horse. The mony..at this day is paid, together
with the white hackney. 1653 H. COGAN tr. Pinto's Trav.
160 Pages, mounted on white Hackneys, having green
velvet Saddles. 1678 BUTLER Hud. in. i. 412 Mounted on
a Broom, the Nag And Hackney of a Lapland Hag. 1820

SCOTT Ivanhoe ii, He rode, .a strong hackney for the road,
to save his gallant warhorse. 1831 PRAED Poems (1865) II.

157 Do you canter down the Row, Upon a very long-tailed
'

iv. (,ed. 2) 96 The hackney
2-3

hackney ? 1843 VOUATT Horse i



HACKNEY.
has many of the qualities of the hunter on a small scale.

1890 BOLDREWOOD Col. Reformer (1891) 266 The farmer ..

mounted upon a stout, not over-refined hackney.

f 2. From an early date mention is found of

hackneys hired out ; hence the word came often to

be taken as, A horse kept for hire. Obs. (Cf. also

hackney horse in 6, HACKNEV-MAN.
[1393 I.ANCL. P. fl. C. in. 175 Ac hakeneyes hadde bei

none . hole hakeneyes to hyre. 1594 PLAT Jm-ell-ho. III.

28 Ride vpon a hired Hackney,] 1614 T. ADAMS in Spur-

geon Trias. Da:'. Ps. xxvi. 10 It is a wretched thing
when justice is made a hackney that may be backed for

money. 1626 MKADE in Ellis Ori?. Lett. Ser. I. III. 231
Divers in Town got hacknies, and fled to avoid impor-

tunity. 1681 Land. Gaz. No. l6-'4/4 There was a Brown
Nag left by them, supposed to be a London-Hackney.
1715 Dr. FOE Fatu. Instruct, i. iv. (1841) I. 74 I'll take
a hackney, and go to the Mall.

fb. Jig. fro'n I and 2, passing into 3. Obs.
c 1410 Sir Cleges 245 He had non hors . . But a staffe was

hys hakenay As a man in pouerte. 1600 DEKKER Shoe-
Maker's Holiday i. (1862) 9 Take him, brave men, Hector !

of Troy was an hackney to him. 1601 ? MARSTON Pasquil
\

ft Katli. i. 31 Trampled on By euery hacknies heeles. 1698
B. K. Modest Censure 26 His Criticism is .. a hackney to

his private Belief and Opinion. 1738 POPE Epil. Sat. it.

140 Each spur-gall'd Hackney of the day.

1 3. One who is used to do mean or servile work
for hire ; a common drudge,

'

fag ',

' slave '. Also

Jig. Obs.

1546 J. HEYWOOD Prov. (1867)34 Whan ought wastodoo,
I was common hackney. 1584 R. SCOT Disctnt. Witckcr.,
Disc. Diveis x. (1886) 424 Archangels . . are sent onelie
about great and secret matters ; and angels are common
hacknies about euerie trifle. 1668 PEPYS Diary n Feb.,
Which makes me mad that I should, by my place, become
the hackney of this office, in perpetual trouble and vexation.

1669 Adtir. Yng, Gentry Eng. 8 The idle person is the only
common Hackney, and . . stands ready to let out himself
Post. 171* J. WYETH in Stiff1. Ellwood's Autobiog. (1765)
405 A mercenary Hackney to some of the Clergy. 1784
COWPER Tiroc. 620 Such is all the mental food purvey'd By
public hacknies in the schooling trade.

1 4. A woman that hires her person, a prostitute.
1579 GOSSOM Sch. Abuse Apol. (Arb.) 66 Venus.. that

taught the women in Cyprus to set vp a Stewes too hyre
out them selues as hackneies for gaine. 1593 NASHE Christ's
T. 80 b, When the hackney he hath payde for lyes by him.
1611 COTGR., Bringuettaude't, a common hackney. 1679
BURNET Hist. Re/7 1. App. 2jB[tr. N. Sanders] She was
so notoriously lewd that she was called an Hackney.
5. A carriage kept for hire

;
a HACKNEY-COACH.

1664 PEPYS Diary 18 Apr., Myself being in a hackney and
full of people, was ashamed to be seen by the world, many
of them knowing me. 1695 CONGREVE Lave far L. 11. iii,

If you won't lend me your Coach, I'll take a Hackney, or
a Chair. 1729 MRS. PENDARVES in Mrs. Delany's Life $
Corr. 141 We were in no bustle of coaches, for no hackneys
were allowed to pass. 18x5 HONE Evcry-day Bk. I. 1460He jumped into a Hackney.

II. attrib. and Comb.
6. a. In apposition, as hackney horse = senses

i and 2
; so, hackneyjade, mars, post-horse, stallion,

steed; also (in analogous sense ) hackney ass, mule,
and transf., hackney-devil.
1506 GUYLFORDE Pilgr. 78 The next daye, Tewysday ..

we toke our sayd hakncy horses and rode to Vyncencia.
1556 WITHALS Diet. (1568) 16 a/i A hackney horse or horse
to be hyred, tfnia meritorius. 1598 HAKLUYT Voy. I.

4oo(R.) There they use to put out their women to hire as we
do here hakney horses. 1600 J. PORY tr. Lea's Africa i. 25Their horses of the countrey-breed are.. small hackney-
jades. Ibid. 11. 203 Great store of hackney-mules, and asses
are kept for travellers to ride upon. 1667 DAVENANT & DRY-
DEN Tempest iv. iii. Syc. How wilt thou carry me thither?
Stefh. Upon a hackney-devil of thy mother's. 1688 R
HOLME Armoury a. iso/! Hackney or Saddle Horses are
such as man useth to ride upon for the ease of his Body
1703 MAUNDRELL Jaunt. Jens. (1721) 130 Here are Hack-
ney Asses always standing ready equipp'd for hire 1712
STEELE Sped. No. 509 P 8 Mr. Tobias Hobson..was the
tirst in tills island who let out hackney horses 1881

Hackney
Stud Bk. I. 33 The Modern Hacfcney Horse maybe said to have been the product of the eighteenth century.

b. attrib. Of or pertaining to a hackney (horse),
as hackney hire, pace, saddle, stable, stud etc
'379 MS. Hostill. Roll. Durh., In uno Hakenay-sadyll

empt. vj,. vujrf. 1467 Mann. f, Househ. Exp. 389 A new
hakeney sadylle prise v. s. 1598 B. JONSON Bi. Man inHum. in v, Out of the old hackney pace, to a fine easie I

amble. 1659 T. PECKE I'arnassi I'uerp. 56 What for Hack-
ney-hire, was given you 1754 FOOTE Knights i. Wks. 1799
I. 70 That year the hackney-stable was built. 1809 BrilaJtPress* Apr. in Spirit Put. Jrnls. (i8.o)XHI. 6o[A mare]
only of hackney size. 1884 (title} Hackney Stud Book.

c. Plying for hire, as HACKNKY -
CAKUIAGE,

-CHAIB, -COACH ; also hackney-boat, chariot
1711 ADDISON Sfect. No. 130 p 4 The . . Hackney-boat, !

which carries Passengers from Leyden to Amsterdam. 1813^U Act 54G. ///, t ,47 Mitle), An Act ..for authorizing e

r"
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in the University at this time. 1866 W. BOGHURST Loimo-

graphia 66 Your wild, wanton, hackney fiddlers. 1681

H!CK"ERINGILL I'ind. Naked Truth n. 7 A glib Hackney-
Tongue he had in his head. 1709 Porr: Ess. Crit. 419
Some starved hackny sonneteer, a 1719 ADDISON Lover
No. 39 (Jod.) Booksellers, who set their hackney writers at

work for so much a sheet. 1719 BOLINGUROKE in Swift's
La/. (1766) II. 4 What hackney gladiator can you find, By
whom the Olympic crown would be dcclin'd ? a 1734 NORTH
Exam. l. i. 7 (1740) 18 The Hackney Libellers of the

Faction. 1762 LLOYD Fain. Ep. in Chalmers Eng. Poets

(1810) XV. 118, I must serve some hackney job. 1766
BURKE Tracts Popery Laius Wks. IX. 336 As hackney
Clerks, at the miserable salary of -js. a week.

fc. Prostitute. Hackney-iuoman ,
a bawd. Obs.

1616 R. C. Times' Whistle vi. 2719 Olde hackny women,
they hire out their jades. 1647 R. STAPYLTON Jmicnnl 36

Hackney-wenches, that ith circus stand. 1678 BUTLER Hud.
in. i. 892 No more than every Lover Does from his Hack-

ney-Lady suffer.

t B. as adj. Worn out, like a hired horse, by
indiscriminate or vulgar use ; threadbare, trite,

commonplace ; hackneyed. Obs.

1596 NASHE Saffron Walden 151 A hackney prouerb in

mens mouths euer since K. Lud was a little boy. a 1625
FLETCHER Woman pleased i. i, Law . . Her rules and pre-

cepts . . pamper'd up to cozen him that bought her, When
she herself was hackney, lame, and founder'd. 1714 J.
WALKER Suffer. Clergy 82 The most common and hackney
charge in this kind was Tavern haunting and common
swearing. 1738 WARBURTON Div. Legal. App. 37 One of
his hackney fallacies that run from the end of the book to
the other. 1792 W. BOYS Coll, Hist. Sandwich 293 note,
The hackney-imputations of drunkeness and swearing.

Ha'ckney, v. Now rare exc. in///, a. HACK-
.\i:vi:n. q.v. [f. HACKNEY sb.]
1. trans. To make a hackney of

; to use (a horse)
as a hack, for general riding purposes ;

= HACK
v.'i 33.
'577 STANYHURST Dcscr. Irel. in Holinshed Chron. (1587)

II. 20/1 These horses are best for skirmishes, not for travel-

ling, for their stomachs are such, as they disdaine to be
hacknied. 1848 A. B. EVANS Leiceslersh. Words, Phrases,
etc. s. v., He'll do very well to drive, but he's not any
longer safe to hackney.
fie. 1581 SIDNEY Aslr. t; Stella cii, Galens adoptiue
sonnes, who by a beaten way Their iudgements hackney
on, the fault of [later edd. on] sicknesse lay.

b. Jig. To use as a ' hack '.

1837 Blacfcw. Mag. XLI. 277 Hackneyed or spit upon, as
the caprice or expediency of the moment prevailed.
1 2. trans. To mount (any one) on a hackney.
1636 MASSINGER Gt. Dk. Florence iv. i, A coach for my

money ! and that the courtezans know well : Their riding
so makes them last three years longer Than such as are
hacknied.

)
3. intr. To ride in a hackney-carriage. In

quot. to hackney it. Obs.

1684 PHILO PATER Observ. Reproved 6 He. .must Trudge
on Ten-Toes or Hackney it to Sams Cofiee-House.

1 4. trans. To convey in a hackney-carriage.
1784 COWPER Task n. 652 To her who.. Is hackneyed

home unlackeyed.

1 5. fig. To drive hard
; to post ;

to hurry.
Also intr. (for refl.) To run hard, race. Obs,
1617 J. MOORE Mappe Mans Mortal, in. iii. 201 The

minutes that hackney at the heeles of time, runne not so

t 7. a. In apposition, or as adj. Doing or ready
to do work for hire, hireling (alsoyfr.) J as hackneyauthor derk,fiddler, gladiator, libeller, preacher,
scribbler, sonneteer, tutor, writer, etc. ; also hack-
ney pen, tongue, b. attrib. or as adj. Done by a

y
I,
or for hire

'
"* hackey job, writing Obs

1589 R. HARVEY PI. Pen. (1860) n Is it conscience or

0x7' Hi? SVl th, tackney pen ? .'^WooD /!,/Oxf. Hist. Soc.j I. 361 Ihere were wine hackney preachers

fast away. 1631 QUARLES Div. Poems, Saiiison (1717) 241How are thy Angels hackney'd up and down To visit man ?

1676 MARVELL Hist. Ess. Wks. III. 127 Both men and
horses and leather being hackneyed, jaded, and worn out
upon the errand of some contentious and obstinate bishop.
1781 COWPER Retirement i Hackneyed in business, wearied
at that oar. 1798 W. HUTTON Autobiog. 41, I had.. paid
two shillings for a ticket, been hackneyed through the
rooms with violence . . and came away completely disap-
pointed.

t 6. To let out for hire. Also intr. for pass. Obs.
1622 MASSINGER & DEKKEK yirg. Mart. n. iii, I know

women sell themselves daily, and are hacknied out for
silver. 1643 G. WILDE Serm. at St. Maries n Could they
have the heart to hackny out this Kingdome. 1679 PRANCE
True A'arr. Pop. Plot 36 Hackneying forth of Masses for

Twelve-pence apiece, c 1736 SAVAGE Poet's Defend, on
Stalesin. 26 No will to hackney out polemic strain.

7. To make common by indiscriminate everyday
uage ;

to render too familiar, vulgar, trite, or

commonplace. Also with out, about, upon.
1596 SIIAKS. i Hen. IV, in. ii. 40 So common hackney'd

in the eyes of men. 1739 CIBBER Apol. iv. 78 Plays come
i be so hackney d out, the best Actors will soon feel that

the Town has enough of them. 1787
'

G. GAMBADO '

Acad.
Horsemen (1809) 5, I have had some difficulty in fixing upona title for my work : A l-'nde Mtcam is quite hacknied out.
1817 W. IRVING Life f, Lett u864) I. 392, I should not like
to have my name hackneyed about among ihe office-seekers
and oflke.g.vers at Washington. 1823 T. JEFFERSON Writ.
(1830) IV. 376. 1869 GOULBURN Purs. Holiness viii. 71 Like
a popular air. .hackneyed upon every street-organ.

t b. To undo the freshness or delicacy of. Obs.
1783 Eugmius II. 28 Young men. .who have been hack-

neyed, from their very infancy, in some of our public
seminaries. 1787 T. JEFFERSON Writ. (,859) II. 24, Their
tirst and most delicate passions are hackneyed on unworthy
objects here. 1792 MARY WOI.LSTONF.CR. Rights Worn, vi
268 To despise the sensibility that had been excited and
oo "S

5
j. T the wavs of wom<;n whose trade was vice.

1808 Earn. Rio. XI. 452 Employments which hackney the
minds of the other sex.

8. To render habituated, practised, or experienced
in : often with dyslogistic connotation.
1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic. (17791 Iv- xci. 01 Hackneyed as

he was in the ways of life. 1801 MAR. EDGEWORTH Good
trench Lm'trtuss (1832) 100 Hackneyed in the common

HACKSTEB.

language of conversation. 1810 JANE PORTER Scot. Chiefs
\ix. 376 Long hackneyed in secret gallantries. 1838 LYTTON
Alice 27 Persons a little hackneyed In the world.

Hence Ha'ckneying- vbl. sb. and ///. a. (in quot.
attrib^ ; also Ha'ckneyer, one who hackneys.
1801 Soi'Tin-Y Lett. (18561 I. 181 He begins to discover

that hackneying authorship is not the way to be great.
1849 J- WILSON Christopher under Canvass in Bluckiv.

jl/ag.
LXVI, 254 Kvery hackneyer of this phraM.-.

Ha'ckney-ca'rriage. [f. HACKNKY s/>.6c +
CARKIAGK.] Any carriage or vehicle standing or

publicly plying for hire.

1831 Act i $2 Will, IV c. 22. 3 Every Hackney Car-
riage mentioned and described in the Schedule. 1838
DICKENS O. Twist xlvi, Alighted from a hackney-carriage.
1847 Act 10 <$ ii Viet, c. 89 38 Every wheeled Carriage. .

used in standing or plying for Hire in any Street .. and
every Carriage standing upon any Street, public or private
, .having thereon any numbered Plate required by this. .Act
. .shall be deemed to be a Hackney Carriage.

Ha'ckney-charr. Formerly, a sedan chair,
now a balh chair or the like, plying publicly for

hire. Hence Hackney-chairman, the bearer,
. drawer, or keeper of a hackney-chair.

1710 Act 9 Anne c. 27 (title), An Act for licensing and
regulating Hackney Coaches and Chairs. Ibid. c. 23. 8
If any Hackney Coachman or Chairman shall.. exact more
for his Hire than the several Rates hereby limited. 1776
ADAM SMITH W. N. v. ii. 11869) U- 447 The tax llpon every
hackney coach . . and upon every hackney chair. 1840
DICKENS Barn. Rvdge xvi, Long stands of hackney-chairs
and groups of chairmen., obstructed the way.

Ha'ckiiey-coa'cli. [f. HACKNEY sb. 6 c +
COACH.] A four-wheeled coach, drawn by two
horses, and seated for six persons, kept for hire.

< 1610 [implied in HACKNEY-COACHMAN]. 1635 J. TAYLOR
(Water P.) Old Parr D iv, They [Coaches] have increased
..to the undoing of the Watermen, by the multitudes of
Hackney or hired Coaches : but they never swarmed so
thick to pester the streets, as they doe now, till the yeare
1605. 1660 PEPYS Diary; Nov., Notwithstanding this was
the first day of the King's proclamation against hackney
coaches coming into the streets to be hired, yet I got one to

carry me home. 1777 SHERIDAN Trip Scarb. Prol., The
streets, some time ago, were paved with stortes Which,
aided by a hackney-coach, half broke your bones. 1836
DICKENS Sk. Boz (1849) 40/2 A regular, ponderous, rickety,
London hackney-coach of the old school. 1882 SERJT. BAL-
LANTINE Exfier. (1890) 16 A machine called a hackney-
coach, licensed to carry six people, .was the principal mode
of locomotion.
attrib. 1623-4 A Wwrp MS. in Simpkinson Washingtons

Lliii,
6 str. of oates to the hackney coach horses and the

ckney horses. 1715 Land. Gaz. No. 5344/3 The Hackney
Coach Office in Surry street in the Strand. 1836 DICKENS
Sk. Boz (1850) 90/1 Rumours were rife on the hackney-
coach-stands, that a buss was building, to run from Lisson-
grove to the Bank.

Haxkuey-COa'chman. The driver of a

hackney-coach.

Design'd against common Carriers, Waggoners, Hackney
Coachmen, and Watermen. 1838 DICKENS Nich. Nick, ii,

Mr. Bonney bustled up . . and knocked a hackney-coach-
man's knock on the table with a little hammer.

Hackneyed .harknid),///. a.
[f. HACKNEY v.]

1 1. Hired ; kept for hire. Obs.

1767 G. S. CAREY Hills ofHybla 20 On hackney'd steeds,
the giddy blockheads fly. a 1818 D. STEWART in Jas. Mill
Brit. India I. n. ix. 385 A village apothecary or a hacknied
nurse.

2. Used so frequently and indiscriminately as to
have lost its freshness and interest ; made trite and

commonplace ; stale.

1749 HURD Kates on Horace's Art Poetry (R.), The
tedium arising from hacknied expression. 1785 BOSWELL
Voy. Hi-brides 24 Aug., The old hackneyed objection.
1817 J. SCOTT Paris Revisit, (ed. 4) 375 It is the hackneyed
complaint that England is without a fine public collection.

1873 SMILES Huguenots Fr. i. v. (1881) 82 Along the hack-
neyed tourist routes. 1887 SYMONDS Life B. Cellini (1888)
I. Introd. ii Handling a somewhat hackneyed subject.
3. Habituated by much practice, experienced ;

sometimes with the ulterior idea of disgust or
weariness.

1760 C. JOHNSTON Chrysal (1822) III. 146 Hacknied as
he was in the ways of wickedness. 1810 SCOTT in Croker
Papers 10 Oct., Whatever the practised and hackneyed
critic may say. 1823 Peyeril xxxix, The hackneyed
voluptuary is like the jaded epicure. 1828 D'ISRAEI.I Lhas. /,
II. vi. 142 Both much too young for hacknied statesmen.

Hackney-man (lise-knimocn). Forms: see
HACKNEY sb. [f. HACKNEY sb. + MAN.] A man
who keeps hackney horses or hackney-carriages
for hire; fa servant who attends to a hackney.
1362 LANGL. /'. PI. A. v. 161 Hikke be hakeney mon and

hogge be neldere. 1467 Mann, f, Househ. Exp. (Roxb.)
398 Paid to the hakneymanin party ofpayment of the horse
that my mastyr hered to ryde to Stoke. 1599 Soliman
Sf Perseda i. in Ha/1. Dodsley V. 281 A hackney-man
Should have ten shillings for horsing a gentle-woman. 1601
F. TATE Househ. Ord. F.dw. II 56 (1876 43 In the same
stable shalbe an hackneyman, who shal keepe the hakene of
the house. 1628 EARLE Microcosm., Carrier (Arb.) 36 A
carryer is his own Hackneyman ; for hee lets himselfe out
to trauell as well as his horses. 1797 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar)
Out at Last Wks. 1812 III. 500 The Hackneymen .. Shall

cry 'My money for my Chaise'. 1845 DISRAELI Sybil
(1863) 190 The straggling yard of a hackneyman.
t Hackster. Obs. exc. dial. Also 7 haoater,

haxter. [f. HACK v. 1 -r -STEB.]



HACKTHOBN.

1. lit. One who hacks, a ' hacker
'

or ' cutter
'

; a

cut-throat ;
a swaggering ruffian, swashbuckler.

1581 J. HELL Haddm'i Ansu: Osor. 247 b, If God were

such a Roystcr or hackster that would delight in the

shuqhu-r of men. 1610 HOLLAND Camden's Brit. i. 11

The hucktter, that wa hired and sent to kill Marius. 1631

BRATIIW.MT Whimsies, IlKpitall man 45 To bring an old

haxter to the exercise of devotion. 1649 MILTOX Eikon. in.

(18511 357 Happy times; when Braves and Hacksters . .

were thought the fittest .. to defend his Person. 1658

CLEVELAND Rustic Kamfant Wks. (1687) 475. 1876 WMOf
Gloss., Huckster, a murderer ; a hewer down of others.

b. A prostitute's
'

bully '.

1607 CHAPMAN Busty D'Ambois Plays 1873 II. 58 Thou
would'st turne Hackster to any whore.

2. A prostitute. t,Cf. HACKNEY sb. 4.)

good one, in her time.

Hackthorn (harkb/mX [ad. Du. haakedorn,

hook-thorn.] A South African thorny shrub

(Acacia detinens . also termed ' Wait-a-bit thorn '.

1863 W. C. BALDWIN Afr. Hunting 173, I must have had

nearly five miles through hack-thorns. 1871 J. MACKENZIE
10 Years north (if Orange River 385 The hack-thorn

(Acacia detinens) is especially sacred ; it would be a great
offence to cut down a bough from this tree.

Hack-watch : see HACK sb.3 6.

Ha'ctwood. local. The hagberry tree.

1853 G. JOHNSTON Nat. Hist. E. Bard. I. 58 Prams
Padns . .The shrub is called Hackwood, and the fruit Hack-

berry or Hagberry.

Hack-work (hs-k,wwkV [HACK sb.y\ Work
done by a hack or hired drudge ; esp. literary

work which a person is hired by a publisher,

editor, or other, to do.

1851 SIR F. PALCRAVE Norm. <j- Bug. I. 60 Trade hack-

work is of course out of the question. 1875 HAMERTON
Itttell. Life v. ii. (1876) 182 Literary hack-work. 1881

MASSON in Macln. Mag. XLV. 159 Such articles of hack-

work as might be intrusted conveniently to an unknown

young man on the spot.

Hacky (harki), a.l colloq. [f.
HACK z>.i + -Y 1.]

Of a cough : Characterized by hacking.
Mod. Advt., That rasping hacky cough of yours.

Hacky, a.2 colloq. [f.
HACK sb? + -v '.]

Of
the nature of a hack (horse).

1870 Daily Neius 6 June, Britannia [a mare] . . she is

'

hacky ', and in the wrong place here.

Eacot, var. HAKED.
t Hacoyte. Obs. rare. [The latter part appears

to be OF. coite : L. culcita feather-bed, cushion,

pillow ; but the ha- is unexplained, prob. some

error.] A cushion or pillow.
1541 COPLAND Guidon's Quest. Chirurg. F iij, The loynes

are musculous flesshes lyeng in the sydes of the spondyles
of the backe that serue as hacoytes of the synewes \orig. L.

ut sint illis culcitra].

Hacquebute, obs. form of HACKBUT.

Haequeton, hacton, var. HAQUETON, ACTON.

t Had, hade, hod. Obs. Forms : i had,

2-4 had, 3-4 hade, hod. [OE. had = OS. hid,

condition, rank (:
OTeut. *haidu-z: cf. Goth.

haidtts way, manner, OHG. heit m. and fern.,

person, personality, sex, condition, quality, rank,

ON. heitir honour, dignity, Sw. hdder, Da. hseder

honour). Being used in comb, with sbs. as in

cild-hdd, msfyUn-had, etc., this word, after its

obsolescence as an independent word, remained as

a suffix, ME. -hod, mod. -HOOD q.v. The sb. after

1 200 appears in southern and midl. ME. as hdd, in

north, as had, hade; the forms in a being much
more numerous, it is here treated under had,

although, if it had lived on, the modem Eng. form

would have been hode or /toad.]

1. Person (in various senses).

cyxt tr. Baeda's Hist. iv. xix. [xvii.] (1890) 312 /EnneGod
on breom astondnessum oSbo hadum. c 1000 Ags. Gosp.
Matt. xxii. 16 pu ne be-sceawast nanes mannes had. c 1000

yELFRic Gram. xxii. (Z.) 127 pry hadas synt worda, Se
forma had ys be sprec}> be him sylfum ana. c 1175 Lamb.
Horn. 90 An god .. on breom hadan. cizoo ORMIN 10989

preo hadess, Faderr and Sune and Hali} Cast, a 1225 Ancr.
R. 26 On almihti God, brile ine preo hodes.

2. Sex. (Only in OE.)
cgoo tr. Bxdas Hist. i. i. (1890) 26 ^Elcere yldo and hade.

a 1000 Christ 99 Gewuldrad is se heanra had.

3. Order, rank, degree ; holy orders.

c 897 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. (Sweet) 3 yEjcSer je god-
cundra hada e woruldcundra. CQOotr, Bxdds Hist. v. xiv.

[xiii.] (1890) 436 Waer inn laewdum hade, r 1000 JE.LVRIC

Gram. xi. (Z.) 79 Gradus* had o35e staepe. c 1175 Lamb.
Horn. 101 Bisceopas J?es ilcan hades, c 1200 ORMIN Ded. 9
Unnderr kanunnkess had and lif. 121225 Ancr. R. 318
Munuch, preost, oSer clerk, and of f>et hode. a 1300
Cursor M. 21248 O biscop siben he tok J>e hade. 1340
Ayenb. 235 Uor J>et hod bet hi habbeb onderuonge. c 1375
Sc. Leg. Saints, Ninian 374 AI at to sic had partenyt.

4. State, condition, quality, kind.

Beowulj"'Z.) 1297 Haeleba leofost, on e-siSeshad. a 1000

Sal. # Sat. (Gr.) 408 Leoht hafaS hiw and had halites

gastes. c 1230 Halt Meid. 23 Of beos bre had, meidenhad
and widewehad and te bridde wedlached.

Had, pa. t. and pple. of HAVE, q.v.

Had, mod. form of hald, north, f. HOLD v.

-had (-hdU}, OE. form of -HOOD, suffix.
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Ha day, obs. form of HEY DAY int.

t Had-bot, hadbote. Obs. exc. Hist. [OE.
had-bcit, f. had person , degree, order + bit recom-

pense, HOOT .>/(.'] In Old English Law, Com-

pensation for violence or an affront done to a

person in holy orders.

,11000 Of Efcles. Compens. in Thorpe Am: Laws (1840)

II. 240 And to had-bote, fcif feorh-lyre wurbe .. twa pund
to bote. (1659 in SOMNER Saxon Diet. Whence in BLOUNT,
COWELL, TOMLINS, WHARTON and mod. Diets.]

Hadden, mod. f. lialden. north, f. HOLDEX.

Hadden, obs. pi. oi'had, pa. t. of HAVE.

Hadder, obs. Sc. form of HEATHER.

Haddie (hardi). A Sc. dial, variant of haddo

= HADDOCK, which, in certain connexions (caller

haddics, Finnan lictJdies' ,
has come into some-

what general use.

1816 SCOTT Antiq. xxxix, Weel, Monkbarns, they're braw

caller haddics. 1832-53 U'histle-BMie (Scot. Songs) Ser.

i. 52 The Haggis at first as a haddie was mute. 1844 W. H.

MAXWELL Sports t, Adv. Scot/, xxxiv. (18551 273 A Finan

haddie would have had more charm. 1861 [see FINNAN).

Haddo. [?Amer.- Indian.] The humpback
salmon (Oncoihyncus gorbuscha}, a fish closely

allied to the salmon, a native of the waters

of Kamschatka, Alaska and Oregon.
Haddock 1

(,hse-dfTk). Forms: 4 haddoc, 4-5

-ok, 5 hadok(e, 5-6 haddoke, 6 hadooke, 6-7

haddocke, 8 hadock, 6- haddock. [Origin
uncertain. The suffix -ock appears to be diminu-

tive, as in bullock, dunnock, hillock, etc.

OF. hadot, pi. hados, is found in the same sense c 1250

(see Godef.l, and thus earlier than our first example: it

is, however, a very rare word, and, in the opinion of French

etymologists, probably from English ; its form suggests the

Sc. haddo', hatidos. The Gaelic adag is from Eng.]

1. A fish (Gadus sglefinus") allied to the cod, but

smaller, abundant in the North Atlantic and the

British seas, and much used for food.

1307-8 Dark. MS. Cell. Roll, MC Haddoks. 1314 in

Wardr. Ace. 8 Edw. II -1/12, 2 haddoks is. 1317 Patent

Roll 20 Ediu. II, Salt haddoc. c 1420 Liber Cocorwti

(1862) 41 Take turbut, haddok, and gode codlyng. c 1440

Promp. Parv. 220/2 Haddok, fysche, mariits. 1531 MORE
Con/iit. Tindale Wks. 552/1, I knew one that shot at an

hart & killed an haddoke. 1615 HEVWOOD Fmre Pren-

tises i. Wks. 1874 II. 186, I might haue fed the Haddockes.

1681 COLVIL Whigt Supplic. (1751) 48 Shining . . As Had-
docks heads do in the dark. 1785 BOSWELL I 'ay. Hebrides

26 Aug., They set down dried haddocks broiled, along with

our tea. 1842 MOULE Her. Fish in Trench Mirac. xxviii.

(1862) 387 twtc, A popular idea assigns the dark marks on

the shoulders of the haddock to the impression left by St.

Peter with his finger and thumb, when he took the tribute-

money out of the fish's mouth at Capernaum.

t b. Prov. To bring haddock to paddock : to

spend or lose everything, to come to destitution.

1546 J. HEYWOOD Prov. (1867) 82 And thus had he

brought haddocke to paddocke. 1577 STANYHURST Descr.

Irel. in Holinshed (1807-8) VI. 23, I had bene like to have

brought haddocke to paddocke.

2. Applied, with or without qualification, to

other allied fishes, as the Red Cod (Lotella

bacchus} of New Zealand; Golden haddock, the

John Dory ; Jerusalem h., the Opah ; Norway or

Norwegian h., the Bergylt or Sea Perch.

1847 CARPENTER Zool. 556 The Sebastes, or Norway
Haddock, which inhabits the northern seas, and is an im-

portant article of food. 1871 HUTTON Fishes N. Zen/ami

115 Red Cod. Also called the Yellow Tail and the Haddock.

3. Comb., as haddock-boat, -curing, -smoker, -smok-

ing; haddock-carrying adj. ;
also liaddock-meat

(see quot.) ; haddock-tea (in New England), 'a

thin chowder made of haddock
'

(Cent. Diet.}.

1769 PENNANT Zool. III. 145 The stone-coated worms.
which the fishermen call hadock meat. 1883 S. PLIMSOLL
in igtk Cent. XIV. 148 Haddock-carrying vans. 1886 G.

R. SIMS in Daily News 4 Dec. 5/6 Haddock-smoking can

only be carried on in a very few places.

Hence Ea-ddocker, a person or vessel employed
in fishing for haddock.

Haddock 't, dial. var. of HATTOCK, a shock of

corn, a stook.

t Hade (h^'d', rf.l Obs. exc. dial. [Derivation

unknown.] A strip of land left unploughed as a

boundary line and means of access between two

ploughed portions of a field ; also, according to

some recent writers, a small piece of greensward
left at the head or end of arable land upon which

the plough turns.

(But the latter sense is perhaps a mistake arising from the

identification oihade with head)
1523 FITZHERB. Husb. 6 The horses may be teddered or

tyed vpon leys, balkes, or hades, where as oxen maye not be

kept. 1612 DRAYTON Poly-olb. xiii. 222 And on the lower

Leas, as on the higher Hades, The daintie Clouer growes.
1615 Map (C. C. C. Oxon.), The description of certeine

arable landes some of them havinge hades of meadow and

grasse grounde lieinge in the Southe fielde of Einsham,

1649 BLITHE Eng. Imprcn'. 13 Where great Halkes betwixt

Lands, Hades, Meares, or Divisions betwixt Land and
Land are left. 1848 A. B. EVANS Leicestersh. Words, etc.,

Hades. .Headlands, or part of a field not ploughed.
b. Comb. Hade-way, a hade which serves as a

way or road between portions of arable land.

1649 liLiiiii. Enf. Improv. Impr. (1652) 80 All your

HADES.

Common Fields were never under Tillage neither, As great

part Slades and Hade wayes, and a great part Meadow.

Hade (h<
Ti
d', sl>.'

2
Mining and Geol. [Goes

with HADE v.-, from which it is app. derived as n.

of action.] The inclination of a mineral vein or

fault from the vertical ; the complement of the

dip. Alsu called underlay or underlie.

1789 MILLS in Phil. Trans. LXXX. 94 The principal
vein . . has a slight hade to the north-eastward. 1795 Ibid.

LXXXVI. 40 The yellow argillaceous shistus is again seen

with its former hade and range. 1811 PINKERTON Petral.

II. 578 The hade, slope, or inclination of the vein is chiefly
estimated by miners from the lower side. 1851 GREENWELL
Coal-trade Terms Nortkumb. <y Dnrh. 29 Hade, the slope
or inclination of the leader of a slip-dyke. 1851 TAPPING

Dcrbysh. Lead-mining Terms lE. 1). H.), lladf, a slope..
It also signifies a vein that is not perpendicular, but sloping.

b. Comb., as hade-slope.
1874 J. H. COLLINS Metal Mining Gloss., Hade, kadeslofc,

the underlie, or inclination of a lode.

t Hade, hode, z*-
1 Obs. Forms : i hadian,

2 hadieri, 2-4 hodieu. [OE. hadian, f. had.

HAD holy orders.] trans. To ordain.
e goo tr. Bxda's Hist. n. vii[i]. (1890) 118 past he biscopas

hadian moste. 975 O. K. Chron. an. 931 Her mon hadode

Byrnstan bisceop to Wintan ceastre. 1200 ORMIN 10881

Hadedd Till bisscopp orr till unnderrpreost. c 1275 LAY.

21856 Alle bat hoded were, bissopes and canounes. 1340

Ayenb. 235 Of clerkes y-hoded.
Hence Haded ppl. a, ; also absol., one in holy

orders; Hading vbl. sb., ordination.

ciooo Inst. Polity in Thorpe Anc. Laws (1840! II. 316
jEt hadunge. anoo O. E. Chron. an. 1014 Ealle je
hadode ge leewede. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Hont. 31 For ne do5
hit none swo ofte se be hodede. c-izoo ORMIN 13255 Alt

hadedd manness hande. Ibid. 15967 Whatt mann sitt iss

ban takebjj her Forr hadinng ani^ mede.

Hade (h'd), &* Alining and Geol. [Ety-

mology uncertain ; possibly a dialectal form of

head, retaining the older pronunciation of that

word : cf. tread, trade.] intr. To incline or slope
from the vertical, as a shaft, or a vein or fault.

1681 HOUGHTON Compl. Miner Gloss. (E. D. S.) s. v.,

Where any shaft or turn goes descending like the side of a

house, or like the descent of a steep hill, it is said to hade.

1795 MILLS in Phil. Trans. LXXXVI. 40 Which is after-

wards seen, -running ENE and WSW, and hading NNW.
1822 G. YOUNG Geol. Sum. Yorks. Cteut (lM) 177 The
dyke, in traversing these hills, hades, or inclines, to the

same quarter. 1882 GEIKIE TextJ>k. Geol. iv. vi. 525 Faults

hade in the direction of downthrow, in other words, they
slope away from the side which has risen.

Hence Hading vbl. sb. = HADE s6.2 ; also attrib.

1747 HOOSON Miner's Diet. Kij, The side on which the

Plim Line will fall is called the Hadeing-side ; and accord-

ing to the Hadeing of this the other flys off, and that we
call the Hanging-side. 1875 Ure's Diet. Arts II. 778

Hadings signify that some parts of the veins incline.

Hade, var. of HAD, Obs.

Hadean (h^'-dz'ian, hidran), a.
[f. next + -AX.]

Of or belonging to Hades.

1839 BAILEY Festns xxiv. (1848) 306 Dreams such as gods
may dream thy soul possess For ever in the Hadean Eden-
Death. 1878 S. Cox Salv. jt/undi i. (ed. 3) 17 When he stood

. .among the spirits in the Hadean prison.

II Hades (h^'-dfz). Also 7-8 Ades. [a. Gr.

aor/s (orig. dtSrjs or ai'Sr/s) of doubtful origin ;

in Homer, the name of the god of the lower world,

but in later times transferred to his kingdom,
abode, or house, so that it became a name for the

nether world
;
in LXX and N. T. Greek, used to

render Heb. towo sheol, the abode of the dead or

departed spirits. Introduced into English use

c 1600, in connexion with theological controversies

about the fifth article of the Apostles' Creed.]
1. Gr. Myth. a. The oldest name of the god of

the dead, also called Pluto.

1599 Brotighton's Lett. xii. 41 By the Poets figments
Hades was lupiters brother, both sonnes to Saturne : and
so by your own iudges, the penner of the Creede, when he

said that Christ descended is flov, meant that he went

into the house of Hades. 1667 MILTON P. L. n. 964 And
by them stood Orcns and Ades, and the dreaded name Of

Demogorgon. 1791 COWPER Iliad in. 384 The drear abodes

Of Ades.

b. transf. The kingdom of Hades, the lower

world, the abode of departed spirits or shades.

1599 Broughtoris Lett. xii. 43 Homer presents vnto

Vlysses being in Hades, /3iox ijpaKAnai', the force and

strength of Hercules a ghost. 1658 SIR T. BROWNE Hydriot.
iv. 62 The dead seem all alive in the humane Hades of Homer ;

yet cannot well speak, prophesie, or know the living, except

they drink bloud, wherein is the life of man. 1847 TENNY-

SON Prine. IV. 419 The enthroned Persephone in Hades.

1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 417 The old Homeric notion

of a gibbering ghost flitting away to Hades.

2. After qdT/s of the Greek New Testament, and

hence in the Revised Eng. version : The state or

abode of the dead, or of departed spirits after this

life ; corresp. to the Heb. Sheol.

1597 H. BROUGHTON Epistle to Nobilitie 37 That state to

the body is Sheol : ffaides in the Greeke is the very same :

and neither of them is euer in Scripture, directlie the state

of Eternall Torment. 1599 Broughton's Lett. xi. 38 His

[Bucer's] conclusion is, that this article He descended into

Hell, is but an explication of the former He dyed and
was buried, taking Hades for the graue. 1604 BILSON



HAD-I-WIST.

(title) The Survey of Christ's Sufferings for Man's re-

demption ; and of his descent to Hades or Hel for our

deliverance. 1698 NORKIS I'rnct. Disc. (1707) IV. 150 Of
the Place and Stale whither they are going, the dark

invisible Hades, a 1711 KES Hyumarium Poet. Wks. 1721

II. 127 Shew me the Gulph, that's fixed between The upper

HaJes, and the sub-terrene. 1881 N. T. (R. V.) Acts il. 31

Neither was he left in Hades, nor did his flesh see cor-

ruption.

tHad-I-wist, hadiwist. Ok. A phrase

(
= '

if I had known '), expressing regret for some-

thing done in ignorance of circumstances now
known ; hence, as sb. A vain regret, or the heed-

lessness or loss of opportunity which leads to it.

1390 GOWER Conf. 1. 105 Upon his fortune and his grace
Cometh kad I tvist full ofte a place, c 1460 Urbanitatis 72
in Batces Bk. 15 And kepe pe well from hadde-y-wyste.

1516 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de \V. 15311 131 To eschewe..all

slouthfulnes, all negligence, all rashnes . . all had I wy&t,
all dulnes of perceyuyng our dutyes. 1581 T. HOVVELL
Deuises (1879) 262 Till midst the waues aitad/wui we
floate. 1600 S. NiCHOLSON.^a>/<M*f/.j(iS76)58TiII

womens
hopes doe end in Had I wist. 1613-16 \V. BROWNE Brit.

Past. i. ii. (R.), His late wisht had / ivists, remorceful
tit tings. 1876 TRENCH Synari. .V. T. box. 250 What our
fathers were wont to call 'hadiwist',

I! Had] ihged3\ AUoShagge. [Arab.^ kajj.]

A pilgrimage to Mecca.
1704 J. PITTS Ace. Mahometans vii. (1736) 218 Be sure to

perform the Al hage^ or el llagee, i.e. the Pilgrimage to

Mecca. 1847 DISRAELI Tancred iv. v, Who.. could come
cringing to El Sham to ask for the contract of the Hadj.

II Hadji, hajji (hardsf). Also 7 hagee, haggi,
(al'hage, hatzi), hodge(e, hoggie, -ei, -oi,

hogi^e, (hugie), 7-9 hadgy, 8 hadgee, hagge,
hahdgee, 9 hodgee, haji. [Arab, haji pilgrim :

see prec.] A pilgrim to the tomb of Mohammed
at Mecca ; a title conferred on a Mohammedan
who has made this pilgrimage.
[1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's I'oy. HI. xxi. 110 Of

the Pilgrims of Mecqua by the Turks called Hagislars.]
1611 T. LAVENDER Tra.tr. 4 Englishm. 81 They that haue
beene there [Mecca] but once, are allwaies after called

Hogies. 1683 T. SMITH Ace. Prusa in Misc. Cur. (1708)
HI, The Haggi, or Pilgrims, that have been at Mecca
jmd Medina, forbear to drink Wine most Religiously. 1753
HANWAY Trav. (1762) I. in. xxvi. in Myrza Mahommed . .

who having made a pilgrimage to Mecca . . was dignified
with the title of hahdgee. 1881 J. F. KEANE Six Months
Meccah 144 The day on which I was to acquire the honoured
title of Haji. 1892 E. REEVES Homeward Bound 205
Hadji is his title, and means that he has been to Mecca.

b. Also given to an Oriental Christian who has
visited the Holy Sepulchre at Jerusalem.
1835 WILLIS Pencillings\\. Ivii, A brig, crowded with hajjis

to Jerusalem, sailed on the day of my arrival at Smyrna.
Hadland (hae-dlaend), jA.l Dial, variant of
HEADLAND (sense i).

1513 FITZHERB. Surv. xxi. (1539) 44 The lord hath the
hadlandes. 1550 CROWLEY Epigr., Baylife Arraitles, His
hadland is good ground and beareth all thynge. 1698
WALLIS in Phil. Trans. XX. 6 A Quick-set Hedge.. cross
the Head of some Hod-Lands (as they are called). 1854
BAKER Northamptonsh. Glass., Hadland or Headland.
Hence Hadland v. inlr., to abut or border upon.
1649 BLITHE Eng. Imprm. Impr. (1653) 10 One Furlong

butting, or Hadlanding, upon other Furlongs.
t Hadland, />.- 06s. [f. had, pa. t. of have +

land : cf. Lackland.'] A humorous title for one
who formerly owned land and has lost it.

1591 GREENE Upst. Courtier m Harl. Misc. (1810) V. 403
They dub him '

Sir John had Land ', before they leave him.
1607 MIDDLETON Michaelmas Term v. i, You masterprodigal
Had-land

; away! 1610 J. DAVIES Commend. Poems,
Panegyricke Wks. (Grosart) 3 note, Few Badlands take
pleasure to behold the lands they had.

Hadrie, obs. Sc. form of HEATHERY.
Hadrosaur (has-drosgj). [ad. mod.L. Hadro-

saurus (name of the genus), f. Gr. dopo-s thick,
stout + aavfoi (

= aavpa) lizard.] A genus of gigan-
tic fossil saurian reptiles found in North America.
1877 LE COSTE Elem. Geol. ill. (1879) 467 The Hadrosaur

Don New Jersey was twenty-eight feet long.

Hadyr, obs. Sc. form of HEATHER.
Hae (he, he, hae), Sc. form of HAVE.

Haecceity (heksHti, hk-). Scholastic Philos.
Also 7 hseccity. [ad. med.L. hxcceitat-em ' this

ness' (Duns Scotns), f. hsec, fern, of hie this.] The
quality implied in the use of this, as this man

;
' thisness

'

;

'
hereness and nowness '

; that quality
or mode of being in virtue of which a thing is or
becomes a definite individual

; individuality.
1647 R. BARON Cyprian Acad. 6 Club-fisted Logick with

all her Quiddities . . nor Scotus with his haeccities. 1678CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. I. ii. 8 8. 67 Scholasticks. .could not >

make a Rational Discourse of anything, though never so
'

small, but they must stuff it with their Quiddities, Entities,
Essences, Harcccities, and the like. 1837 WHEWELL Hist.

ri"',: ^' (' 857) I- 244 Duns Scotus.. pfeced the principleof Indmduation in 'a certain determining positive entity'
which his school called Hxcceityoi thisness 1890 Jrnl.
I.dnc. i Nov. 629/1 Of course, if provision is made only for
his general humanity and not for what makes him hie or
Me, not for his hxcceity as the schoolmen used to say,
a man will have cause to complain.
Hseg, obs. form of HAIK.S
Hasil, HflBle, var. HAIL a., HEAL si. Obs.
Haema-, hema-, repr. Gr. ofra blood ; some-

times improperly used as combining form instead
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of the etymologically regular H*MAio-or H.EMO-.

For such words in hstma- see II.KMO-.
These erroneous forms in hxma- are nearly all of French

origination. Littre has lieniachretne, .dronioinetre, -dy>ia-

mique, -statiifiie', to French authors are also due hema-

plicinc, hcmatherma, etc.

In words derived from Gr. aijua, the spelling
he- is

favoured i:i the United States, but is rarely used in Great

Britain, except in hematite, where it is the prevailing
form in industrial and commercial use, and in hemorrhage
and hemorrhoid, in which hx- is however more usual.

HaBmachrome, -eytometer : see H.IMO-.

Haemad ,h/-m*d), sb. [f.
Gr. aifia blood +

-AD, after monad, etc.] A blood-corpuscle.
1891 in FOSTER Encycl. Med. Diet.

Haemad (hrmaed), adv. [f. H.EM-AL + -AD in

sense ' towards
'

: cf. dextrad, dorsad.] Towards
the haemal aspect of the body.
1891 FOSTER Encycl. Med. Diet., Haemad. In man, for-

ward ; in beasts, downward.

Haemadromograph, etc. : see H.tMo-.

Hsemafibrite, hema- vblmafarbrait). Min.

[Named 1884, from Gr. al/ia. blood (in reference

to its colour) + L. fibra fibre + -HE.] A hydrous
arseniate of manganese, of red colour and fibrous

structure.

1887 DANA Manual Min. (ed. 4) 210.

Hseniagogue, hem- (hf-m-, he-mag^g),
a.

and sb.
[f.

Gr. aTfi-a blood, H.EM(O- + dyai-yos

leading.] A. adj. Promoting a menstrual or

haemorrhoidal discharge of blood. B. si. A medi-
cine which has this quality.
1703 FLOVER Hist. Cold Bathing \. ii. (1706) 43 Probably

for their Hemagogue Faculty, Hippocrates observes, That
Cold Bathing makes bloody Urine worse. 1854 MAYNE Ex-
pos. Lex., Hemagogue. 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex., Hxmagogue.
Haemal, hemal (lu-mal), a. Anat. [f. Gr.

afjj-a blood + -AL.] Of or belonging to the blood
or blood-vascular system ; belonging to or situated

on or towards that side or region of the body which
contains the heart and great blood-vessels : opp.
to neural

;
in the case of the Vertebi ata and Tuni-

cata, synonymous with ventral.
Haemal arch, term used by Owen for the inferior arch of

a typical vertebra. Haemal cavity, the cavity formed by
a series of hxmal arches (constituted by the ribs, costal

cartilages, and breast-bone), and containing the heart, great
blood-vessels, and respiratory and digestive organs. Haemal
spine, the ventral element of a hxmal arch, represented by
a segment of the breast-bone ; also (quot. 1868) used by
Darwin for a hypapophysis, or process on the hxmal side of
the body of a vertebra.

1839-47 Todd's Cycl. Anat. III. 1011/2 Near the entry of
the na;mal canal. 1848 OWEN Homol. Vertebrate Skel. 99
The pleurapophyses defend the hxmal or visceral cavity.
1854 Skel. >, Teeth in Cin. Sc. (1:1865) II. 48/1 The
haemal arch is formed by a pair of bones called

*

pleura-

pophyses
'

. . by a second pair, called
'

haemapophyses
'

. . and
by a bone, sometimes bifid, called the ' haemal spine '. 1861

J. R. GRBEMK Man. Anim. Kingd., Cwlent. 17 In the
Ccelenterata. -no distinction between neural and hxmal
regions can be noticed. 1868 DAKWIN Anim. 4- PI. I. iv.

122 In a half-wild rabbit.. a haemal spine was moderately
well developed on the under side of the twelfth dorsal
vertebra. 1878 BELL Gegenbaur's Coinp. Anat. 217 The
close association of the haemal system and the nerve-tracts.

1891 A.CLARKSOX in Brit. Med. Jrnl. II. 183 Haemal Glands
. .Certain hitherto undescribed glands which are to be found
accompanying the renal artery in some herbivora.

Heemaphaain, -poietic : see H.EMO-.
! Haemapophysis (hmiapf/'fisis). Anat.

[mod.L. : see H^EMO- and APOPHYSIS. (So called as

being situated towards the haemal aspect of the

body.)] Owen's term for that portion of the haemal
arch ofa typical vertebra situated betweenthe pleura-
pophysis and the haemal spine ; represented in the
trunk of a vertebrate animal by a costal cartilage.
1849 OWEN On Limbs 42 The elements more constantly

related to the protection of the vascular or haemal axis . .

the haemapophyses, (etc.). 1880 GUNTHER Fishes 51 Two
haemapophyses which actually coalesce to form on the
ventral side the haemal canal for a large trunk of the
vascular system.
Hence Has mapophy sial a., pertaining to or of

the nature of a hsemapophysis.
'839-47 TODD Cycl. Anat. III. 965/2 There are developed

hasmapophysial arches. 1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life 27.

Haemostatic, -tachometer: see H.EMO-.
Haematal (bj'matal), a. [f. Gr. aJ/iar- blood
+ -AL.] Relating to the blood or blood-vessels.
1886 in Syd. Soc. LCJC. 1893 'n DUNCLISON Med. Diet.

Hsemataulics (h/mato-liks). [f. H.KMATO-
after hydraulics.] The study of the laws of the
movement of the blood in the vessels.

1854 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Hsemataulica, a term by
Magendle for the vascular system ; hemataulics.

Hsematerne sis (hfmate-m/sis). Path.
[mod.L., f. Gr. OI/JOT- blood + /<7<! vomiting.]
Vomiting of blood.
1800 Med. Jrnl. IV. 475 Haematemesis. 1806 Ibid. xv. 187

Thisjiaematemesis . . being peculiar to the female sex. 1894
Quain's Diet. Med. I. 764 Congestion of the portal system is
a very frequent cause of haematemesis.

Haematherm, hem- ^hj-majwjm). Zool. [f.

mod.L. Hematherma sb. pi. (Latreille), erroneously
f. Gr. oT/ia blood (see II J.M.V-) + 0<p/<-o> warm.]

HEMATITE.
A warm-blooded animal. So Haemathe'rmal,
Haemathe rmous aiijs., belonging to the hjema-

therms ;
warm-blooded.

1847 CKAIC, Hematlierms. 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex., Hxma-
thcrmoits. 1889 C'Y/. Diet., Hemathermal, Itxmathermal.

Heemathorax, erron. form of H.EMOTHOR\X.

Haematic, hematic (hzmae-tik), a. and sb.

[ad. Gr. a/^art/f-os, f. atfta, ai/iar- blood.]
A. adj. a. Relating or pertaining to blood, b.

Containing blood, sanguineous, c. Acting upon
the blood, d. Of a blood-red colour (Syd. Soc.

Lex.}.
1834 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1854-67 C. A. HARRIS Diet.

Med. Terminal., Spanxtnic . . a term applied to haematic
remedies when such remedies impoverish the blood. 1872
PEASLEE Ol'ar. Tumours 42 Boinet divides simple cysts.,
into the 'hydatic '..the serous or 'ascitic'; and the 'hematic

1

(sanguineous) or purulent, but not gelatinous. 1882 Lancet
\. 316 Haematic crises. 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex., H&matic
acid, a substance obtained . . when carbonised blood is heated
to redness with sodium carbonate and the residue treated
with alcohol.

B. sb. 1. A medicine that acts upon the blood.

1854-67 C. A. HARRIS Diet. Med. Terminal. S.V., Hz-
matics act as restoratives when they enrich the blood, or as

spanxmics when they impoverish it. 1881 G. L. CARRICK
Koumiss 168 It is an excellent haematic.

2. Haematics : That branch of physiology or
medicine which treats of the blood.

1854 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1886 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Haematid (hrmatid, he-m-). [f. Gr. ai>aT-
blood + -ID.] A red blood-corpuscle.
1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 335 Blood-

corpuscles or haematids. Ibid. 353.

II
Has luatidrtvsis, haernathidrosis. Path.

[f. H.EMATO- + Gr. iS/xuffis sweating.] A sweating
of blood ; effusion of sweat mixed with blood.

1854 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1876 DUHRING Dis. Skin 335
Hasmatidrosis is known also by the names, haemidrosis,
ephidrosis cruenta, and bloody sweats.

Haematin, hematin (h; -matin, he-m- .

Chem. [mod. f. Gr. at/tar- blood + -IN.]
1. The earlier name of H^EMATOXYLIN.
1819 J. G. CHILDREN Chem. Anal. 287 Hematin is the

colouring matter of logwood. 1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst.
Bot. 92 A peculiar principle, called Haematin.
2. A bluish-black amorphous substance with

metallic lustre, obtained from red blood -corpuscles,
in which it exists as a constituent of haemoglobin.
1845 G. E. DAY tr. Simon's Anim. Chem. I. 5 Protein,

and us various modifications gelatin, bilin, and the pro-
ducts of its metamorphosis haematin, urea, uric acid, &c.
1881 WATTS Diet. Client. VIII. 920 Haemoglobin is resolved

by the action of iodine into haematin and globulin.
Hence Hfematrnic a., of or relating to haematin

(sense 2) ; sb., a medicine which increases the
amount of haematin in the blood. Hee^matino'-

meter, an instrument for measuring the amount of
haematin in the blood; so H matinome'tric a.,

relating to such measurement.
||
Has matinu'ria :

see quot. 1886 (now called ksemoglobinuria).
1855 A. B. GARROD Mat. Med. (ed. 6) 83 AH the preparations

of iron appear to act as blood restorers or hpematinics. 1876
BARTHOLOW Mat. Mtd. (1879) 117 Iron is synergistic as

regards haematinic effects. 1885 STIRLING tr. Landois'
Hum. Physiol. I. 25 In the vessel with parallel sides, or
hcematinometer. 1879 J. R. REYNOLDS Syst. Med. V. 468
The existence of hasinatinuria indicates an excessive de-

composition of blood corpuscles. 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
Hxmatinuria, the passing of urine containing the colouring
matter of the blood without the corpuscles.

t Hae-matine, a. Ots. [ad. Gr. ofpfar-M of

blood, bloody, f. ai/tar- blood : see -INE.] Re-

sembling blood ; blood-red.

1658 G. STARKEY Pyrotechny xii. 52 The red is the
Hematine tincture.

II Haema'tinon, -inum. [Gr. alfumvov, L.

hxmatinum, adj. in neuter sing.
'

resembling
blood, blood-red

'

: see prec.] A red glass found
in ancient mosaics and ornamental vases.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Hxmatinon, a kind of red Glass,
anciently made into Dishes. 1861 C. W. KING Ant. Gems
(1866) 74 An entirely red, opaque sort, called Haematinon.

Haematite, hematite ihe-matait, hj-m-).
Min. Formerly also in Lat. form haematites
(h/matai't/z). Also 6-7 em-. The spelling hem-
is usual in commercial and economic use. [ad. L.

hematites, Gr. oi/iariTT/s (sc. Ai'flos) //'/. blood-like

stone, f. ai/iar- blood : see -ITE.] Native sesqui-
oxide of iron (Fe.jO3), an abundant and widely
distributed iron ore, occurring in various forms

(crystalline, massive, or granular) ; in colour, red,

reddish-brown, or blackish with a red streak.

(Sometimes distinguished as red hsematite : cf. b.)
a. 1543 I'miiFUMN- I 'ifas Chirurg. 207 a '2 (Stanf.) Of the

stone
^called

ematites. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 587 The
sanguine load-stone, called Haematites. 1750 tr. Leonardus'
Mirr. Stones 98 Emathitis, or Emathites, is a reddish Stone.
i8ia SIR H. DAVY Chem. Philos. 384 The purest iron is

made from an ore called haematites by ignition with charcoal.

ft. 1608 TOPSELL Serpents (1658) 715 Andreas Balvacensis

writeth, that the Bloud-stone called the Hematite, is made
of the Dragons bloud. 1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Wks,
33/2 The Onix, Topaz, laspar, Hematite. 1688 R. HOLME
Armoury 11. 40/2 The Emattte..is of some called stench
blood, for that it stoppeth the . . course of flowing. 1849



HJEMATITIC.

MURCHISON Siluria xix. 463 Chromate of iron, hematite,

and magnetic iron-ore. 1863 A. C. RAMSAY Phys. Graf. xxxv.

U8?8) 596 Rich deposits of Haematite.

b. Brown hxtnatite : a mineral of a brown or

brownish-yellow colour, consisting of hydrated

sesquioxide of iron ; also called limonile.

1805 17 K. JAMESON Char. Min. (ed. 31 230 Reniform
brown hematite. 1843 PORTLOCK <.\W. 113 A layer of earthy
brown hematite. 1879 Casseli's Tt\->in. Ednc. I. n Brown
iron ore or haematite consists essentially of three equivalents
of water united to two of peroxide of iron.

c. atlrib.

1861 I.oiui. Rev. 16 Feb. 167 We find the Whitehaven
district yielding annually upwards of 400,000 tons .. of
hematite iron ore. 187* W. S. SYMONDS Rcc. Rocks x. 392
At Llantrissant in Glamorganshire there are hematite iron

ores. 1891 Daily AYrcs 19 Jan. 2/6 A number of the best pig
iron makers, .particularly hematite producers.

Hence Hsemati'tiform, hem-, a., having the

form of haematite.

1801 BOURNON in Phil. Trans. XCI. 180 Variety 5, Hema-
titiform.

Hasniatitic, hem- (hematrtik, hfm-), a. [f.

as prec. + -ic.] Pertaining to, consisting of, or

resembling haematite.

1796 KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) II. 165 Essential to all

haematitic ores. 1849 MURCHISON Stluria xiii. 321 Spothose
and hematitic iron-ores. 1849 DANA Geol. ix. (1850) 469
Argillaceous and hematitic iron. 1860 BAIRD, etc. Birds
N . Amcr. 527 It never, .has the haematitic tint.

So f Haemati'ticftl a. --
prec. Obs.

1805 G. RARRY Orkney III. (1808) 271 They found
haematitical iron ore.

Haemato-, hematO- (hfmato, hemaV), before

a vowel hasmat-, hemat-, Gr. ai/iara-, com-

bining form ot ai^ia. aifjiaT- blood, freely used in

Greek, and in many modern scientific terms, chiefly
in physiology and medicine. (Several of these have
shorter forms in H<EMO-, q.v.)
(The spelling hxmato- is more usual in Great Britain;

hemato- is favoured in U.S.)

Haamato'bic, Hremato'bious cuffs. [mod.L.
hsematobiitm, a parasite living in the blood, f. Gr.

/3ios life], living, as a parasite, in the blood.

Hne:iuatocatlia'rtic a. [see CATHARTIC], having
the quality of purifying the blood. (Mayne Expos.
Lex. 1X54 . Hse'matochro'me [Gr. ,\/'w/" 1

colour] ,
a red colouring matter developed in some

Protozoa at a certain stage of existence. HEB ma-
tocryal a. [Gr. Kpvos cold, frost], belonging to

the Hsematocrya or cold-blooded Vertebrata.

H8B;matocyanin= H*MocyANiN (Mayne Expos.
Lex. 1854). Has-matocy st. Hce matocystis.
a cyst containing blood. Hae-matocy te [Gr.
xvr-oi cell], a blood-corpuscle ;

hence Hoe mato-
cyto'meter. an instrument for ascertaining the

number of blood-corpuscles,
= H/EMOCTTOMETEB

(Dunglison Lex.). Hsematodyna mics. -dyna-
mo'meter (see H.KMH-). Hee matoga'stric a.

(see H.EMO-); (Mayne, 1854). ||
H<B raatog-e nesis

[see GENESIS], the formation of blood. Hee ma-
togre'nic a., relating to hsematogenesis ; also =
next. Haemato-^enons a., having its origin in

the blood, f Hsemato'jfnomist [Gr. -^voipr] means
of knowing] (see quot.). Hsemato'graphy [see

-GRAPHT], a description of the blood (Mayne,
1854). HEB matoly -tic a. (see H^MO-). Hae:-

matopatho-lo^y (see qnot.). Haemato-phag-ous
a. [Gr. -<payos eating], feeding upon, or living in,

blood.
||
HEB matophi'lia = HEMOPHILIA (Syd.

Soc. Lex.). || Has-matopho-bia = HOMOPHOBIA
(Dunglison, 1857). Hae'matophy te [Gr. <f>vruv

plant], a vegetable parasite inhabiting the blood

(Syd.
Soc. Lex. 1886). ||

Has matopoie'sls [Gr.
iroi'ijffis making], the formation of blood. Hae mato-
pole'tlc a., pertaining to hsematopoiesis (Mayne
1854). Hse'matosco pe, Haamato'scopy, Hse -

matospe-ctroscope (see quots.). Has:matosti -

biite Min. [L. stibium antimony], an antimoni-
ate of manganese and iron, the grains of which in
thin sections appear blood-red. Hse matothe'rmal
a. [Gr. Sfpfios warm], warm-blooded = H.EJIATHER-
MAL. HaematotlioTax (see quot. 1876). ||

Hse:-
matozo'on (pi. -zo'd) [Gr. >ov animal], an
animal parasite inhabiting the blood (Mayne, 1854);
hence Hse matozo an = prec. ; Hgrmatozo'ic a.,
of or pertaining to a haematozoon.
1888 ROLLESTON &JACKSONA nim. Life?,^When the green-

coloured organism passes into a resting phase . . its colour
changes to red, owing to the formation of haematochrome
dissolved in droplets of fat. 1866 Hzmatocryal [see Hxtnato-
t/iermtil], 1854 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Hxmatocystis . . a
hydatid, or cyst containing blood . . a hematocyst. 1876 tr.

Wagner's Gen. 1'atM. 506 Cysts which arise from blood-
vessels, especially veins .. ha;matocystides. Ibid. 556 Hae-
matogenic icterus. 1881 Sci. Atner. 12 Mar. 161/3 For the
dyscrasic or haematogeitic origin of Eright's disease. 1866
A. FLINT Princ. Med. (1880) 80 Icterus, as thus induced by
changes in the blood itself, is called haematogenous. 1880
J. W. LEGG Bile 229 A haematogenous jaundice. 1651
BIGGS Nnv Disp. p

234^
These Haamatognomists or diviners

by the Phenomena's in the blond. 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex. t
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Hstmatolytic, having power to diminish the number of red

corpuscles in the blood. 1881 Hi'Xi.Ev in Nature No. 615.

347 This modern humoral pathology was essentially blood-

pathology lhatniatopathology). 1854 MAYNE Exf-os. Lcx.>
Ilxnmto/'hagits, Mood-eating; applied to those insects
which seek the blood of animals for their sustenance, as the
flea . . hematophagous. 1886 Syd. Soc. Le.v., Ilsentato-

phagws. .also applied to an Hsmatozoon. 1854 MAYNE
/ i/'i>.f. /.('.i'., Hsrinntofifiiesis . . assimilation of the chyle to

blood; blood-making. 187611% If'ttgnt-t-'s IH-H. ratlwl. 536
Consecutive changes, .which disturb h;ematopoiesis, diges-
tion, respiration, etc. 1886 Syd. Soc. l*tx.

t Haniiatosc0/>et

an instrument invented by Hermann to regulate the

thickness of the layer of the diluted blood when examined

by the spectroscope. 1887 Jml. R. Microsc. Soc. Ser. n.

VI 1. 47o'i'he determination of thequnntity ofoxyhxmoglobin
by instruments called hzematescapes or hxntatospcctroscopes.

1854 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Hivmatoscopia^ term for an
examination of the blood; hematoscopy. 1887 Jrnl. R.
Microsc, Soc. Ser. n. VII. 470 Hztmatoscopy . . a new
spectroscopic method of analysing the blood. 1866 OWEN
Anat. I'ertcbr. 1. 7 Vertebrates might be primarily divided
. .into Haentatothermal) having the four-chambered heart,

spongy lungs, hot blood, and Hxmatocryal, having less

perfect breathing organs, less complex heart, with cold

blood. 1852 J. MILLER Pract. Sitrg. xxv. (ed. 2) 315 Blood

accumulating within the pleural cavity, may compress the

lung, and constitute a dangerous haemato-thorax. 1876 tr.

Wagner's Gen. Pathol. 212 By haematothorax is understood

haemorrhage into the pleural cavities.

Hcematoblast (h/-mal<?bla:stX [see HJEMATO-
and -BLAST.] a. Phys. Name given by Hayem
to certain yellowish or greenish disks, smaller than

the ordinary blood-corpuscles, found in the blood

of viviparous Vertebrata ;
also called blood-plates.

b. EmbryoL Name given by \Vissozky to cells

of the mesoderm from which the first blood-

corpuscles and blood-vessels originate. (Syd.
Soc. Lex.}
1876 tr. Wagner's Gen. Pathol. 525 The first rudimentary

masses of these cells, Heitzmann calls them hxmatoblasts.
1880 Times 13 Sept. 4/6 Oxygen . . increases the number of
red corpuscles and of hematoblasts, and the richness of the
former in hemoglobin. 1883 American VI. 398 The
relation of the hematoblasts to coagulation.
Hence Hsematobla'stic a.

1882 Lancet II. 146 The head of the cpagulum . . contains
in the centre a prolongation of the viscid haemaloblastic
material.

Hsematocele, hem- (hrmitotfl). rath.
[f.

|

HEMATO- + Gr. ^07X77, tumour, CKLE.] A tumour

I

containing extravasated blood.

1730-6 BAiLEY(folio), Hxtnatoce'Ie, a Tumour turgid with
Blood. 1783 POTT Chirurg. Wks. II. 383. 1877 ERICHSEN

! Surg. (1895) II. 1246 By Haematocele is meant an accumula-
I tion of the blood in connexion with the testicle or spermatic
'

cord. 1878 T. BRYANT Pract. Sttrg. (1879) II, 218 Hasmato-
cele, usually follows upon some strain or injury.

Hae mato-crystallin. Chem.
[f.

H^MATO-
+ CBTSTALLIN.] a. The special form of CRYSTAL-
LIN or GLOBULIN found in the blood-corpuscles, b.
' A name given to haemoglobin when it is obtained
in a crystalline condition' (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1886).
1863-72 WATTS Diet. Chem.) Hxmato-crystallin^ a crystal-

line substance obtained from blood. It has the composi- \

tion of the albuminoids, and, if quite pure, would probably j

be colourless. 1872 J. H. BENNETT Text-bk. Physiol. i. 31 |

According to Hoppe-Seyler and Stokes hEemato-crystalhn !

exists in the blood in two forms. 1878 KINGZETT A nim.
Chem. 30 There are reasons for regarding haematocrystal-
line as a distinct chemical individual of probably greater I

complex constitution than fibrin.

Haerxnato-glo'bulin. Chem. [wk&matino-
globulin, f. H.EMATIN + GLOBULIN, as being com-

posed of the two.] The colouring matter of the red

corpuscles of the blood
;
also called Hsematoglo*-

bin : now usually shortened to HEMOGLOBIN.
1845 G. E. DAY tr. Simons Anhn. Chem. I. 43 According

to Berzelius, the haematoglobulin of human blood contains
100 parts of globulin and 5-8 of hsematin. 1858 THUDICHUM
Urine 235 Blood-casts may give up their haematoglobuline,
18677. MARSHALL Outtines Physiol. I. 83 The compound
formed by these two substances [i.e. ha;matin or hamiin and
globulin] named ha^mato-globulin has a great tendency to

crystallize even in blood simply set aside.

Hteiuatoid. hem- (hrmatoid, he'm-), a. [ad.
Gr. aifULTofiSrjy blood-like: see H.KMATO- and -oin.]
a. Resembling blood ; characterized by the pres-
ence of blood, b. Consisting of hsematoidin.

1840 R. LISTON Elem. Snrg. i. (ed. 2) 176 There are cer-

tainly few hxmatoid fungi. 1854 JONFS & SIEV. Pathol.
Anat. (1874) 262 The hsematoid crystals are occasionally
found in apoplectic clots. 1878 T. BRYANT Pract. Surg.
I. 121 When a soft cancer is filled with blood it is known as
a ' haematoid variety'.

Haematoi'din, hem-. Chem. [f. prec. + -IN.]
A yellow or yellowish-red crystalline substance
found in extravasated blood ; by some supposed to

be identical with bilirubin.

1855 tr. WedVs Path. Hist. n. i. 115 note, Virchow.. re-

gards them as composed mainly of a new colouring matter,
which he called ha?matoidin. 1863 Syd. Soc. Year-bk. 15
After the chloroform had evaporated, beautiful crystals of
hsematoidine were left. 1885 tr. Landois 1 Hum. Physiol.
I. 36 Haematoidin crystals have been found in the urine.

H8ematoin(h7mat^i'in). Chem. [Differentiated
from h&matin.] A derivative of hoemoglobin con-

taining no iron.

1876 Quain's Elem. Anat. (ed. 8) II. 27 The effects of
acids upon haematin is to separate the iron and to transform
the substance into hsematoin (acid-hasmatin).

ILSJMIC.

Hsematology (hftnitp'lfldji). [f. H.EMATO- +

-LOGY.] That branch of animal physiology which

relates to the blood.
i8u HOOPER J /<</. Diet., 11xmatolagy . .the doctrine of the

blood. 1857 in DUNUI.ISON Mcti. Le.r. 440.

Hence Hee matolo g-ical a., relating to hsemato-

logy. (Mayne Expos. Lex. iSj4.)

II Hcematoma ' h~mat<)"'ma). Path. Also in

anglicized form he'matome. [mod.L., f. Gr. type
*ainaTU/ta, n. of product, f. al/iaro-tiv to turn into

blood.]
' A bloody tumour or fungus ;

a swelling

containing blood
'

(Sj'i/. Soc. Lex.}.
1847-9 'I'ODD Or/. Ancit. IV. 125/2 A haematoma is then

a fibrinous mass, .arising from hajniorrhage. 1854 MAYNE
Expos. Lex. s.v., A htmatome. 1876 tr. ll''ancr's Gen,
Pntliol. 212 Blood-tumors, blood-boils, Heematomata. Ibid.

218 A hxmorrhage under the surface, especially of cuticular

organs, is called hiematoma or blood-boil.

Hence Hsemato-matous a., of the nature of

or affected with hsematoma (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1886).
1886 Meit. News XLIX. 536 There were h&inatomatous

efflorescences in both dural sacs.

Haematometer, hem- (hftnitp-mftai). [See
II.KMATO- and -METKK.J a. An instrument for

measuring the force of the blood = luemodyna-
mometer (see H.&MO-). b. An instrument for

numbering the blood-corpuscles. So Hfemato -

metry, the numeration of the blood-corpuscles.
1854 MAYNE l-.xpos. Lex.,Hctn(itoineter..llcinatoi}ietry.

Haeniatose (hfmatous), a.
[f. Gr. al^ar-

blood + -OSE.] Full of blood ; full-blooded.

1865 Itttell. Observ. No. 43. 65 The raw meat is supposed
to have a reconstituent action, and the alcohol a direct

effect on the hematose.

Useiuatosiu, liem- (he'm-, hrmatosin).
Chcm.

fa.
F. hematosine (Chevreul, 1814), irreg.

f. Gr. a'tfuiTos, genitive of afyia blood + -IN.]
=

HiEMATIX 2.

1834 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 550 note, Pure oxygen
gas will heighten the red colour of hematosine. 1878 A.
HAMILTON Neru. Dis. 77 The Cortical substance of the
brain was.. more or less colored by ha:matosin.

II Hsematosis (hirnat<7-sis). [med. or mod.L.,
a. Gr. ai/tfiToxris (Galen), f. al^ar6-fiv to make into

blood.] a. The formation of blood, esp. of blood-

corpuscles ; sanguification, b. ' An old term for

haemorrhage.' c. The oxygenation of the blood in

the lungs (Syd. Soc. Lex.).
1696 PHiLLlrs(ed. 5), Henratosis, Sanguification, or turning

into Blood. 1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. t
Hxmatosis . . the action

whereby the chyle is converted into blood. 1811 HOOPER Med.
Diet., Hsematosis, an haimorrhage or flux of blood. 1866 A.
FLINT Princ. Med. (1880) 165 The interruption of the function
of haematosis in the portion of lung affected. 1879-89 J. M.
DUNCAN Lect. Dis. Women xvii. (ed. 4), Its return to regu-
larity seems to brine with it a healthy haematosis.

Haematoxylin, hem- .hnnatjrksilin). Chem.

[f. mod. Bot. L. hsematoxylon, -urn logwood (f.

H.EM.VTO- + fv\ov wood) + -IN.] A crystalline
substance (C 16HH O6 ) obtained from logwood;
colourless when pure, but affording fine red, blue,
and purple dyes by the action of alkalis and

oxygen ;
its aqueous solution also affords a fluid

used for staining vegetable tissues.

1847 CRAIG, Hzmatoxyline . . the colouring matter of . .

Logwood. 1876 tr. Wagner's Gen. Pathol. 317 The calcified

parts are not colored by carmine, but are colored blue by
hamatoxylin. 1882 VINES Sacks' Bot. 947 The net-work

readily stains with ha;matoxylin, but the fluid remains
colourless.

Hence Hsematoxjrlic a., derived from hasma-

toxylin.
1892 G. S. WOODHEAD Pract. Path. ii. (ed. 3) 81 Hxmat-

oxylic glycerine is prepared by adding a saturated solution

of haematoxylin to glycerine saturated with potash alum.

II Hcematuria (hJrnatiu>ria). Path. [f. II*:-

MATO- + UUIA.] The presence of blood in the urine.

1811 in HOOPER Med. Diet. 1835-6 TODD Cycl. Anat. I.

401/1 An old man subject to hEematuria. 1886 A. FLINT
Princ. Ated. (1880) 920 Haematuria, or bloody urine, occurs
in various diseases. 1894 IVestin. Gaz. 29 June 3/2 The
great plague [at Uganda] is hjtmaturia or ' black-water

'

fever, which, .kills 20 per cent, of those attacked.

Hence Hamiatu ric a., pertaining to, character-

ized by, or affected with hremattiria.

1866 A. FLINT Princ. Med. (1880) 023 Haematuric inter-

mittent fever or miasmatic haematuria. 1895 Daily Nttvs

14 Oct. 6/6 Haematuric fever and jiggers appear to be the

prevailing curses of Uganda.

Hsemautograpli thfrng't^graf). [f. H/F,M(O-
+ AUTOGRAPH?] The apparatus used in tracing
the pulse-curve obtained by opening an artery and

allowing the stream of blood to strike against a

roll of paper moving in front of it. Hence Has-

mautogra'pliic, a.
; Heemanto'graphy, the opera-

tion of recording the pulse-curve in this way.
1885 STIRLING tr. Landois' Hum. Physiol. I. 135 Haemau-

tpgraphy.
Ibid. 136 Hsmautographic curve of the posterior

tibial artery of a large dog. 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex., Hxmajf.
tography. The tracing . . closely resembles a sphygmp-
graphtc tracing, and consists of a primary wave, a dicrotic

wave, and slight vibrations in the downward falling line.

Hasmic vhfmik), a. [Arbitrary f. Gr. of/i-a blood

+ -1C : the etymological word being H.EMATIC.]

Pertaining or relating to the blood
; applied spec.



HJEMIN.

to a difficulty of breathing caused by a disordered

condition of the blood.

1857 DrNGi-isox Med. Lex. 442 A
'

haemic disease '. 1875
H, C. WOOD Therap. 1879' 351 Haemic respiration is, in other

words, greatly interfered with, but not abolished. 1886 Syd.
Sac: Lex., Harmic asthma. .Haemic dysptuia.

HSEmill (hrmin). Chtm. [f.
Gr. at/i-a + -is,

differentiated in form from the regular Asema/in.]
A deep red crystalline substance obtained from

blood, containing hsematin and hydrochloric acid.

Also atlrib.

1857 in DI-NGLISON Med. Lex, 1865 WATTS Diet. Ch--in.

III. 5 Hactnin, a crystallised intensely red substance. 1881

Ibid. VIII. 921 It is inferred that haemin consists, not simply
of haematin hydrochloride . . but of a mixture of that com-

pound with haematin and a crystallisable phosphorised sub-

stance. 1893 MANN Forensic Med. 70 Hxmin crystals are

composed of hydrochlorate of haematin.

Haemo-, hemo- (himo, hemo), before a vowel

haem-, hem- (htm, hem), repr. Gr.aiV-, shortened

form of alfiaro- H.EMATO-, combining form of aijia

blood : cf. Gr. OI/JOJKUT?;S
= aijiaTOirwrr/s blood-

drinker, al/toppayia HEMORRHAGE. Many words
in hifmo- occur also in the fuller form H.EM.VTO-.
Some of these words have been improperly written

karma- ; a few in which this spelling prevails will be found
in their alphabetical places ;

the rest are entered here

under the more etymological form. As regards the spellings
hat- and he- see note s. v. H.KMA-.

Hfo mochrome (-krm), erron. hrnma- [Gr. \fSipa.

colour], the colouring matter of the blood = HEMO-
GLOBIN ; hence Hse:mochromo meter, ' an appa-
ratus for calculating the amount of haemoglobin in

a liquid by comparison with a standard solution of

normal colour' Syd. Sac. Lex.}. Hae moccele

(-sfl) [Gr. KOIAOS hollow, xoi\la cavity], the body-

cavity of an arthropod or mollusc, analogous to

the coelome of a vertebrate. Hse mocyto'meter
(erron. Aasma-) : see quots. and HEMATO-. Hae mo-
dromo-meter (also shortened -dro-meter; . -dro'-

mogrraph [Gr. Spo/ios course: see -METER, -OKAPH],
instruments for measuring and registering the

velocity of the blood-current. Hse modyna mics

[see DYNAMICS],
' the science of the forces con-

nected with the motion of the blood
*

(Syd. Soc.

Lex.). Hee-modyna-mo meter (erron. Asenia-), an
instrument for measuring the pressure of the blood.

Htemog-a stric a. (erron. hsema-} [see GASTRIC],
belonging to, or characterized by, effusion of blood
into the stomach. Hae mogene'tic (-djihe'tik) a.

(erron. hxia-} [see GENETIC], blood-producing.
Haamofflo bnlin Chem. =-- HEMOGLOBIN. Hsemo-
lytic (-li'tik) a. [Gr. \vrtx6t loosening, dissolving],
destructive of the blood or of the blood-corpuscles.
HEB mopatlio logy, the pathology of the blood.

Hcemopoie'tic (see HEMATO-). Hse moscope, an

apparatus for examining the blood ; so Hsemo -

copy (erron. hgma-}, examination of the blood :

see HEMATO-. Hseniospa-stic [Gr. aimon/oSs

drawing, absorbing], a. having the property of

drawing blood to a part, as a cupping-glass ; si.

something having this property (Dunglison, 1857).
Hsemotachometer -takp-tn/'toj). erron. hsema-

[Gr. TOXOS speed, velocity : see -METEK], an instru-

ment for measuring the velocity of the blood-

current
;
so Hse^motacho'metry, the measurement

of this. Keemotho-rax (see HEMATO-). Hasmo-

trophy (-p'trofi) [Gr. -rpotjtia nourishment], 'excess

of sanguineous nourishment
'

(Dunglison).
1882 Brit. Med. Jrnl. II. 1005 Two New Haemachro-

mometers. 18.. Jrnl. Microsc. Sc. XXVIII. 384 (Cent.)
The haemoccele is divided into five main chambers. 1877
W. R. GOWERS in Lancet 798 The haemacytpmeter con-

sists of an apparatus for estimating approximately the
number of corpuscles contained in a given volume of
blood. 1879 in Trails. Clin. Soc. XII. 67 Ascertaining
with the haemocytometer the corpuscular richness of the

blood. 1894 Qnain's Diet. Med. I. 763 The haemocyto-
meter may . . be employed for ascertaining the globular
richness of milk or other liquids. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV.
97/2 Chauveau and Lorlet first used their haemadrcjmograph
in 1860. 1857 DUNGLISON Med. Lex. 439 Haemadromo-
meter. 1867 J. MARSHALL Outlines^ Physiol, II. 227 The
haemadromometer of Volkmann consists of a bent U-shaped
glass tube [etc.]. 1885 T. L. BRUNTON Text-bk. Pharmacol.
t. xi. (1887) 294 The haemodrometer shows the rate of cir-

culation in the particular artery- experimented on. 1857
DUNGLISON Med. Lex. 439 Haemadynamics. 1835-6 TODD
Cycl. Attat. I. 662/2 Trie experiments .. made with the
hemadvnamometer. 187* Lancet I. 675 The mercurial

hasmodynamometer gives the pulse-waves. 1858 J. COPLAND
Diet. Med. III. 138 Haemagastric or continued yellow fever.
1886 Syd. Soc. Lex^ }laemogastric, having blood in the
stomach ; applied to certain forms of pestilential fever in

which blood is vomited. 1859 TOUD Cycl. Anat. V. 386
The protein compounds. -are thus liistogcnctic and haema-
eenetic. 1876 tr. Wagner's Gen. Pathol. 520 Poverty of the
blood in haemoglobulin and albumen. Ibid. 517 The chief
obstacle to the study of so-called Haemopathology. Ibid.

525 When the lost blood shall have been reproduced
by means of food, and by the haemopoietic organs.
1867 J. MARSHALL Outlines Physiol. II. 228 The haemo-
tachometer cf Vierordt. 1888 FOSTER 1'hysiol. fed. 5)
222 'Ilie Hrematachometer of Vierordt is constructed on
the principle of measuring the velocity of the current by
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observing the amount of deviation of a pendulum, the free

end of which hangs loosely in the stream. 1857 DUNGLISON*
Med. Le.v. ^40 Haemathorax, Haematothorax. 1864 T.
HOLMES Syst. Surg. (1870* II. 589 Haemo-thorax is hae-

morrhage into the cavity of the pleura.

Haeinocyanin, hemo- lu'moisai-anin). Chem.
Also errou. hceraa-. [See H.EMO- and CYANIN.]
a. A blue colouring matter which has been found

in human blood, b. A substance containing copper,
blue when oxidized and colourless when deoxidized,
found normally in the blood of some invertebrates.

1845 G. E. DAY tr. Simon's Anim. Chem. I. 43 Haema-
cyanin, or a blue colouring matter, has been detected by
Sanson in healthy blood. 1885 STIRLING tr. Laniiois' Hum.
/'//r.c/W. I. 12 In cephalopods and some crabs the blood is

blue, owing to the presence of a colouring matter (Haemo-
cyanin) which contains copper.

Haemoglobin, hemo- hnnogliw-bin). Chem.

[Shortened from H.EMATO-GLOBI'LIN.] The colour-

ing matter of the red corpuscles of the blood,
which serves to convey oxygen to the tissues in the

circulation ; it is a solid substance, resolvable into

hjematin and globulin ;
when oxidized (oxyhxmo-

globiri] it has a bright scarlet colour, and is crystal-
lizable. Formerly called cruwin, liKmatoglobulin,

hitmoglobiilin , hsematoglobin .

1869 Syd. Soc. Biennial Retrospect 3 The specific gravity
of haemoglobin may by calculation be approximately esti-

mated as i . 2 to i . 3. 1869-73 WATTS Diet. Chem. VI. 352

Haemoglobin, Hxinatoglobin, this substance is the only
colouring matter of the blood of vertebrate animals. Ibid.

353 Haemoglobin is the only ferruginous constituent of the

blood-corpuscles. 1872 HUXLEY Phys. iii. 65 Called haemo-

globin from its readily breaking up into globulin and
haematin. 1876 tr. Wagner's Gen. Pathol. 310 Haemoglobin
. . or Haematoglobulin . . consists of an albumen and a colour-

ing matter ha.-m.itin. 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex., Haemoglobin, .is

a colloid, but when combined with oxygen, as oxyhaemp-
globin, crystallises according to the rhombic system in

plates, or prisms, or tetrahedra. .they are bluish red by
transmitted light, scarlet by reflected light.

Hence ||
H;e moglobinse-mla -rniii Path. [f.

prec. and Gr. alpa. blood, after anannia, etc.], the

presence of free hoemoglobin in the fluid part of the

blood. Hramoglobini-ferous a. [see -FERGUS],

containing haemoglobin. Ha^moglobino-meter
[see -METEK], an instrument for measuring the

quantity of haemoglobin in blood ; whence Hae-mo-

globino'metry, the measurement of this.
||
Has -

mojflouinivria (-iu>ria) Path. [Gr. ovpov urine],
the presence of free haemoglobin in the urine

;

whence KEe^moglobintrric a., characterized by
hsemoglobinuria.
1885 \V. ROBERTS Urin. fy Renal Dis.

iy. (ed. 4> 162 note,
The so-called

'

Hsemoglobinsemia
'

which precedes the

change in the urine. 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex., Hxinoglobiii-
hzntia, the condition in which haemoglobin is diffused into

the liquor sanguinis, as occurs in some cases of haemophilia.

1884 Encycl. Brit. XVII. 329/2 The blood fluid is often

provided with haemoglobiniferous disks. 1885 STIRLING tr.

Landois' Hum. Physiol. I. 26 The haemoglobinometer of
Gowers is used for the clinical estimation of haemoglobin.
1887 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 9 July 80 Haemoglobinometry. 1866
A. FLINT Princ. Med. (1880) 923 A pathological condition
of the blood stands in an immediate causative relation to

the haemoglobinuria in this affection. 1893 A. DAVIDSON
Hygiene <y Dis. Warm dim. 181 Bilious haemoglobinuric
fever is met with in Madagascar, Mauritius . . and some
parts of Italy.

Haemoid (hrmoid), a. = HEMATOID a.

1886 Syd. Soc. Lex., Haemoid, resembling blood.

Hsemolymph (hi'molimf ). Physiol. [f. HEMO-
+ LTMPH.] The fluid, analogous to blood or lymph,
in the body-cavity of some invertebrates.

1885 RAY LANKESTER in Encycl. Brit. XIX. 432/1 In Eupo-
lyzoa the coelom is very capacious; it is occupied by a

coagulable haemolymph in which float cellular corpuscles.

Hence Hie molymplia/tic a., of or pertaining to

haemolymph, or to a circulatory system which is

not differentiated into separate blood-vascular and

lymphatic systems.
Haemoiueter (hJmp'mftaj). [See HEMO- and

-METER.] An instrument for measuring (a) the

quantity of blood passing through a vessel in a

given time ; (b} the pressure of the blood (
= /leemo-

dynamometer} ; or (f} the amount of haemoglobin
in the blood (

= hmmoglobinometer'} .

1872 RUTHERFORD in Lancet 1. 675 The Hxtiiometer. I give
this name to an instrument invented by Ludwig and Dogiel
. . The main object of the instrument is to measure the

Quantity of blood that flows through a vessel in a given
time. 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex., Hatmometer, the same as Hzino-

dynamometer. 1887 Jrnl. R. Microsc. Soc. Ser. II. VII. 657
Fleischl's Haemometer. .for the estimation of haemoglobin
in the blood, is based on the colorimetric method.

t Hsemony (hf'moni). [? f. Gr. ai'ncov skilful,

or ai'pwi'to; blood-red.] Name given by Milton
to an imaginary plant having supernatural virtues.

1634 MILTON Comus 638 He called it Haemony, and gave
it me.. as of sovran use 'Gainst all enchantments, mildew
blast, or damp, Or ghastly Furies' apparition.

opheein (h/mofrin). Chem. Alsohsema-,
-phein. [mod. f. HEMO- + Gr. <pcu-ds dusky + -IN.

The erroneous spelling An-ma- follows F. hfma-

phtine.] A brownish substance found in the blood
in some cases of jaundice.

HJEMORRHAGIOUS.
1845 G. E. DAY tr. Simon's Anim. Chem. I. 40 The ether

lakes up a certain amount of haemaphein associated with
fat. 1865 WATTS Diet. Chem. III. i Hxmaphein, Blood-
brown.

Hence Hsemophae-ic a., characterized by or con-

taining hoemoplisein.
1880 J. W. LECG Kile 249 Haemaphaeic jaundice. 1886

Syd. Soc. Lex.. Haemaphajic urine.

II Haemophilia hnn(?fi-lia,hem<j-)./
>
izM. Rarely

anglicized Klfflmophily (h;'mp-fili). fmod.L., f.

H.EMO- + Gr. <f>iAm affection. Cf. Ger. hamophilic,
1828.] A constitutional (usually hereditary) ten-

dency to bleeding, either spontaneously or from

very slight injuries; hiemorrhagic diathesis.

1854 JONES & SIEV. Patlwl. Anat. (1874) 62 Haemophily
appears to be often hereditary. 1864 Syd. Soc. Ycar-bk.

123 Report on Haemophily. 1872 J. W. LF.GG (titlci A
Treatise on Haemophilia. 1879 KHORY Prhtc. Med. 4
Haemophilia is . . inherited almost exclusively by males,
though capable of transmission through unaffected females.

Hence Haemophilia (-fHilO a., affected with

hemophilia.
1864 Syd. Soc. Year-bk. 124 The haemophilic have for the

most part a soft white translucent skin.

II Jlsemophobia i
him0f<71"bia . Path. [mod.L.,

f. HvEMO- + -PHOBIA, after hydrophobia : see next.]
Fear or horror at the sight of blood.
1886 in Syd. Soe. Lex.

Haemophobous (h?m<>
>

0b3s\ a. rare. [f.

mod.L. hxmophobits . a. Gr. al/j.o<J>6tios (Galen),
f. alfiia blood + -cpo/3os fearing.] Afraid of blood,
averse to bloodletting.
1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Cotnpit. VI. 188/1 Some haemo-

phobous Physicians have falsly thought, that drinking cold

water was a Remedy that might be substituted to Bleeding.

Heemo'ptic, hem-, a., bad form of H.EHOPTOIC.

1854 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1886 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

II Haemoptoe (hJhvpts,?. Path. [A corrupt
or erroneous med.L. form of same derivation as

next.] HAEMOPTYSIS.

1727-31 CHAMBERS Cycl., Haemoptysis, corruptly also

called H&woptosis, and Haemoptoe. 1766 AMORY Bnncle
IV. 283 It makes . . in the lungs, an haemoptoe. 1772 PERCIVAL
in Phil. Trans. LXII. 462 The spring is .. celebrated for its

efficacy in haemoptoes. 1777 LIGHTFOOT Flora Scotica II.

661 It is also recommended to be taken internally, .for the

haemoptoe. 1794-6 E. DARWIN Zoon. (1801) II. 15 That kind
of consumption which is hereditary, and commences with

slight repeated haemoptoe. 1876 tr. Wagner's Gen. Pathol.
212 Haemoptysis, or haemoptoe.
Hence Hsemoptoic (hfm^pW'ik) a., affected with,

characterized by, or good for, hsemoptoe.
1684 tr. Banet's Men. Comfit, vm. 267 Nettle.. I think.,

is good for haemoptoick. -persons. 1862 Syd. Soc. Yetir-bk.

195 Quotidian haemoptoic fever.

II Haemoptysis (.hfmjvptisis). Path. [mod.L.
f. H.EMO- + Trrvats spitting, f. m-ii-tiv to spit.]

Spitting of blood ; expectoration of blood, or of

bloody mucus, etc., from the lungs or bronchi.

1646 S5lR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. I. xi. 46 Julian for his hae-

moptysis or spitting of bloud, was cured by hony and pine
Nuts taken from his Altar. 1799 Med. Jrnl. \\. 317
Without . . removing pneumonia, or even haemoptysis. 1849
D. P. THOMSON Introd. Meteorol. 20 Very subject to

bronchial haemoptysis.
Hence Haemoptysic (hfmflpti'zik, hem-), Hse-

moptysical adjs., relating to or affected with

haemoptysis.
1834 J. FORBES Laennec's Dis. Chest (ed. 4) 173 The

haemoptysical engorgement .. is only a lesser degree of the

same affection. 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex., Haemoptysic.

Haemorrhage, hemorrhage (he-mort-dg).

Also 7-8 heemorrage. [f. as H^MOBRHAGY ;

for the form of suffix, cf. -ante and -ancy.~\ An

escape of blood from the blood-vessels ;
a flux of

blood, either external or internal, due to rupture of

a vessel ; bleeding, esp. when profuse or dangerous.
1671 SALMON Syn. Med. in. xxii. 401 Outwardly it stops

an Haemorrhage. 1732 ARBL'THNOT Rules of Diet 327
Profuse Haemorrages from the Nose commonfy resolve it.

1873 E. J. WORBOISE Our New Home xviii. (1877) 284
Taken very ill with hemorrhage of the lungs. 1880 HUXLEY
Crayjtsh 38 It is likely to die rapidly from the ensuing

haemorrhage.
Jig, 1862 S. LUCAS Secularia 210 We might have been

mourning to this very hour a fatal political haemorrhage.

Haemorrhagic, hemo- (hemoroc -dgik), a.

[ad. Gr. aifwppafiic-os, f. alf^oppa-fia : see H/EMOB-

KHAGY and -1C.] Belonging to, of the nature of,

accompanied with, or produced by hccmorrhage.
1804 ABERNETHY S'trg. Ocs. 37 Exciting an haemorrhagic

action in the vessels. 1839 J. TOMES Dental Surg. 523

The haemorrhagic tendency depends upon an abnormal
state of the blood. 1881 R. VIRCHOW in Nature No. 615.

347 Wepfer, the celebrated discoverer of the haemorrhagic
nature of ordinary apoplexy.
Hence Hasmorrlia-gically adv.,'m a way charac-

terized by hoemorrhage.
1876 tr. Wagner's Gen. Pathol. 350 In the blood-vessels

of haemorrhasically inflamed kidneys.

t Haemorrha-gious, a. Obs. rare. [f. L.

hxmorrhagia + -ous.] Affected with or of the

nature of hcemorrhage.
1753 N. TORRIANO Gangr. Sore Throat 39 The Patient's

Nose bleeds several Times in the Day, but it is not haemor-

rhagious, (i. e. 1 1 suppose, he means it is a Dripping, but not

a Flux of Blood.



HJEMORRHAGY. 17 HAFT.

t Hse'morrhagy, hemo-. Obs. Forms : 6

exnorogie, 7 hemoragie, -rogy, hemeragie, he-

morragie, -gy, hsemorragy, hemorrhagie, 7-9
hsemorrhagy, hemo-. Also in Lat. form hffl-

morrhagia (in 7 haemor-, hsemorragia). [a.

1 6th c. F. emorogic, henwrragie^ ad. L. htumor-

rhagia (Pliny), a. Gr. aluoppayia, f. alpo- blood- +

-payia, f. stem pay- of prjyvvvcu. to break, burst.]
=; HAEMORRHAGE.
[Some early forms represent med.L. emorosagia (Matth.

Silvaticus, 1480): Ci4po Latt/ranc"s Cirnrg. 151 If J>er

folowe emorpsogie, hat is to seie, a greet flux of blood. 1562
BULLEYN Dial. Soarnes fy Chir. 25 b, Amorrosage [ed. 1579,
a moresage] or bleding.J

1541 R. COPLAND Guydon's Quest. Chirurg.^ Yf .. there

folowe emorogie or to great flux of blode. 1597 LOWE
Chirnrg. (1634) 290 Hemeragie. .an issuing of the bloud in

great aboundance. 1612 WOOUALL Sitrg. Mate Wks. (1653)

171 They have stayed the Hemoragie or bleeding at the

nose. 1621 BURTON Anal. J/c/. i. ii. v. i, Heemoragia, or

bleeding at nose. 1670 Phil. Trans. XXII. 757 This

Haemorragia lasted above a day. 1717 J. KEILI, Anini.
fEcon. (1738) 9 Observations of profuse Hsemorrhagies of
the Nose. 1838 J. BELL in Coffer's Surg. Diet. 255 In
the hemorrhagy ofwounds, we cannot always find the artery.

Hsemorrhe: see HAEMORRHOIDS
Haemorrhoid 1

, hemorrhoid (he-moroid);

usually in pi. Forms (pi.): 4-5 emeraudes,
emeroudis, 5 emerowdys, 6 em(e)rodes, emor-

(r)oydes, (-ades), hemerrhoydes, 6-7 home-,
hemoroids, -oydes, 7 em;e)rods, emroids, hem-
rods, -roids, hasmrods, hemorroids, hemorrods,
8 heemorroids, hsemorhoids, 7- hiem-, hemor-
rhoids. (See also EMERODS.) &. in Gr.-Lat. form
hffimorrhoides (-r^-id/z), etc. [a. OF. emoroyde

(i3thc. in Godef. Suppl.\ in i6th c. hemorrho'ides

(Pare), ad. L. hsemorrhoida (Pliny), ad. Gr. alpop-

pots, accus. sing, alpoppotoa, adj. 'discharging blood',

pi. atnoppotb'fs (sc. <p\(f$s} veins liable to discharge

blood, bleeding piles ; deriv. of alp6ppo-os flowing
with blood, f. alfto- blood- + -/wos flowing. Cf. It.

emmorroide, Sp. hemorroide, -/*/<?.]

1. pi. A disease characterized by tumours of the

veins about the anus
;
= PILES, q.v. Rarely sing.

One of such tumours, a pile.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. vi. xxii. (Tollem. MS.),
Slymi water and glewy . . helej> emeroudis \emeroidas curat\
a 1400, etc. [see EMERODS]. 1533 ELVOT Cast. Helthe (1541)

30 a, The grene leaves [of Rosemary] bruysed doo stoppe
thehemorroides. 1541 R. COPLAND Guydon's Quest. Chirurg.

iij, Yf he hath nat had the emorroydes. 1552 HULOET,
emeroydes or pyles in the fundment. 1578 LVTE Dodoens

i. v. ii The roote . . healeth the inwarde Hemerrhoydes.
1608 TOPSELL Serpents (1658) 739 It is good also against
the Hemroids and Piles. 1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Country
Farme 51 To stay the excessiue flux of the Hemorrhoids.

1634 HARINGTON Salertte's Regim. 3 The Hemoroids and
Fistula shall graeve him, 1651 BIGGS New Disp. F 288
Ulcers begotten of the haemorrhoides. 1691 RAY Creation
i. (R.), To give ease and relief in several pains and diseases,

particularly in that of the internal hgemorrhoids. a 1707
BP. PATRICK Autobiog. (1830) 28 This brought upon me the

hoemaroides. 1872 F. G. THOMAS Dis. Women (ed. 3) 123
Painful haemorrhoids. *&77 ROBERTS Handbk. Med. (ea.

3) I. 26 The formation of haemorrhoids as the result of

sedentary occupations.

t 2. pi.
~ Hsemorrhoidal veins. Obs. [So in F.]

c 1400 Lanfranc's Cimrg. 289 Emoroides ben veines |>at

endty in a mannes ers & ben .v. 1533 ELYOT Cast. Helthe
in. x. (R.), Hemorroides bevaynes in the foundement. 1541
[see HEMORRHOIDAL 2].

3. attrib. or as adj.
= HEMORRHOIDAL.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 170 They will stanch bloud,
[if] it. .issue by the haemorrhoid veins.

t Haemorrhoid-. Obs. Also hsemorrhe, and
in Lat. form heemorrhois, -rhus. [ad. L. ha?mor~

r&o't's, -idem (Pliny), a kind of poisonous serpent,

a.Gr.cuVoppofs: etym. as in prec. The forms ksemor-
rhe and -rkus go back upon med.L. hpemorrhous

(Du Cange), Gr. aipoppoos.'] A serpent whose bite

was fabled to cause unstanchable bleeding.
1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xviii. x. (1495)763 Emorois

is a maner adder, and hath that name, for he suckytb the
blood of hym that he smyteth. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II.

150 A singular counterpoison . . against al serpents, but
principally the Haemorrhoids and the Salamanders. 1608
TOPSELL Serpents (1658) 731 Of the Haemorrhe. This
Serpent. .is called in Latine, HxmorrJtons, to signifie unto
us the male, and Hsemorrhois, to signifie the female. 1627MAY Lucan ix. (1631) 814 In scaly folds the great Hae-
morrhus lyes. 1635 SWAN Spec. M. (1670) 440 The wounds
of the Haemorrhois procure unstanchable bleeding. 1774
GOUMM. Nat. Hist. IV. 126 The Hxmorrhois, so called
from the haemorrhages which its bite is said to produce.

Hsemorrhoidal, hemo- (hemoroi-dal), a.
[f.

HEMORRHOID 1 + -AL : cf. F. htmorrhoidal (Pare).]
1. Path. Of or pertaining to haemorrhoids.
1651 BIGGS New Disp. Summary 228 The haemor-

rhoidal blood not putrid. 1827 ABERNETHY Surg: Wks. II.

238 Successful in removing haemorrhoidal excrescences by
ligature. 1885 Lancet 26 Sept., Haemorrhoidal Disease,

b. Affected with haemorrhoids, rare.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vn. xviii. 383 The statue
of Christ, erected by his hemarroidall patient.

2. Anat. Applied to those arteries, veins, and
nerves which are distributed to the rectum and

adjacent parts. (In qnot 1541 as sb.)
VOL. V,

1541 R. COPLAND Guydon's Quest. Chirnrg., Fyuc
braunches of veynes named Emorroides or Kmorroidalles.

1671 SALMON Syn, MfiL in. Uxxiii. 723 If blood abounds
bleed the Haemorrhoidal veins. 1835-6 TODD Cycl. Anat.

\

I. 181/1 The hemorrhoidal nerves are directed principally,
towards the inferior part of the rectum.

Haemostatic, hemo- (hfmostartik, hem-), a.

and sb. Also erron. hsema-, hema-. [mod. f.

H.iEMO- -f- Gr. ffrartKos causing to stand, stopping.
In mod.F. htma-

t htmostatique (Littre").]

A. adj. Having the property of stopping haemor-

rhage ; styptic.
1854 MAYNE Expos, Lex. t Having the power or pro-

perty of staunching or stopping a flow of blood, or hemor-

rhage., hemostatic. 1864 Syd. Soc. Year-bk. 54 On the

heemostatic treatment of Cholera, Haemorrhage, Exhaus-
tion, etc. 1883 T. HOLMES & HULKE Syst, Surg. (ed. 31 I.

351 Haemostatic remedies become of less and less avail, the

longer the blood flows.

B. sb. A haemostatic agent ;
a styptic.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Haemostatics^ Medicines to

stanch Blood. 1883-4 Med, Ann, 31/2 The 'puff ball'..

a most powerful Haemostatic.

Haemostatics, hemo-. Also erron. hyma-,
haema-, hema-. [See H^&io- and STATICS.] The

hydrostatics ofthe blood;
'

the section ofphysiology
which relates to the laws of the equilibrium of the

blood in the vessels
*

(Syd. Soc. Lex.}.
1733 S. HALES (title) Hymastaticks ; or, an Account of

some Hydraulick and Hydrostatical Experiments, made
on the Blood and Blood-vessels. z8o8 YOUNG in Phil.

Trans. XCIX. 12 Experiments contained in Hales's

haemastatics. 1854 MAYNE Expos. Lex. t Hemostatlcs.

Hceredipety, Hereditary, Heeresie, etc. :

see HERE-.

Haet, var. HATE *Sr., an atom ; obs. Sc. f, HOT.

Hseved, obs. form of HEAD.
Haf, obs. pa. t. of HEAVE.

Haf(e, haff, obs. forms of HAVE.
Hafd(e, hafede, obs. ff. had, pa. t. of HAVE.
Hafel, bad form of afell, pa. t. of AFALLE z*. 1

a 1175 Cott. Horn. 221 pane stede be se deofel of hafel.

Hafeles, hafles, variants of HAVELESS, Obs.

Haffet vhse'fet). Sc. and north, dial. Forms :

6 halfet, halfhed, 6-7 haffat, 6- haffet, -it. [In
i6th c. halfhed, halfet :-OE. healfhtafod the fore

part of the head, the sinciput, ^Ifric Gram.
ix. 78.] The side of the head above and in

front of the ear; the temple ; the cheek.

15x3 DOUGLAS sEnfis iv. xi. 107 Thow thi self thi halfet tis

als array With haly garland. Ibid. ix. xiii. 67 Hys bos
helm. . Clynkand abowt hys halfheddis withadyn. a 1605
MONTGOMERIE Misc. Poems xxxv. 20 Hir curling loks..

About hir hevinly haffats hings. 1676 W. Row Cotttn.

Blair's Antobiog. xi. (1848) 343 Cuffed on both haflets.

1786 BURNS Cotter's Sat, Night 105 His lyart haffet s wear-

ing thin an' bare. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth xix, With the
hair hanging down your haffets in that guise. 1870 RAMSAY
Remin. iii. (ed. 18) 59 Weather-beaten haffets.

attrib. 1794 BURNS Theniel Menzie^s Mary^ Her haffet

locks as brown's a berry.

Hamin, Sc. var. of HALFLING.
Haft (haft), $bl Forms : a. i liseft, 4- haft,

5-6 hafte, (6 haughte). 0. 4 hefpe, 4-6 hefba,

4- heft (7 heaft). [OE. hseft(e neut., handle,

corresp. toOHG. ^g/?/(MHG. he/te, G. ^neut.),
MLG. hechte (Du. hecht, heft], ON. hepti :-OTeut.

*haftjo
m

,
f. root haf- HEAVE, or ha&- HAVE

; app.
that by which anything is taken hold of or grasped.

(For OE. fe for g see Sievers Ags. Gr. 89. i. i.)]
1. A handle

; esp. that of a cutting or piercing

instrument, as a dagger, knife, sickle, etc.

c 1000 ./ELFRIC Voc.'vn Wr.-Wiilcker 142/21 Mannbrinm,
haeft and helfe. r 1000 Sa.r. Leechd. II. 272 jegnid J>onne
. .mid sticcan o|>be mid haefte. 1382 WYCLIF Dent. xix. 5
The axe fleeth the hoond, and the yren, slipt of fro the

haft, smytith his freend. 1489 CAXTON Faytes of A. n.
xxxix. 163 A croked yron well sharp and trenchaunt with
a long hafte. 1555 EDEN Decades 224 A long dager with
a hafte of golde. 1690 Land. Gaz. No. 2525/4, 8 Knives
and 8 Forks with Silver Hafts. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist.

(i 776) VI I. 52 The shells of this animal resemble . . the haft

of a razor. 1866 LAING & HUXLEY Prek. Rent. Caitkn.

41 One end . . was clearly inserted in a socket or haft.

|3. 13. .Seityn Sag. (W.) 259 Under heft, and under hond.

1380 Sir Femimb. 791 Tak al-so my swerd..be hefjre of

hym dojj greuaunce to my wounde wyde . 1483 Cath. A ngl,

179/2 An Hefte, mannbrium
%
manutentum. 1551 TURNER

Herbal i. H vj b, To make knyffe heftes. a 1605 MONT-
GOMERIE Misc. Poems xxxii. 63 Baith heft and blead ar in

3our hand, a 1661 FULLER Worthies^ S^tJfolk in. (1662) 73
If the Heaft belonged to Walworth, the Blade, or point
thereof at least, may be adjudged to Cavendish. 1878
BROWNING Poets Croisic 113 Hilt and heft.

fb. Phr. Loose in the haft (7%.)? unstable, un-

reliable. To have other haft(s] in hand, to have
other business to do,

'

other fish to fry '. Obs.
c 1325 Poem Times Edw. //. 362 in Pol. Songs (Camden)

339 TJnnethe is nu eny man that can eny craft That he
nis a party los in the haft, c 1440 York Myst. xx. 76 Other
haftis in hande haue we. c 1460 Towneley Myst. (Surtees)
150 For othere haft in hand haue we.

2. Comb., as haft-maker ; haft-pipe (see quot.).
<zi66i FULLER Worthies (1840) III. 395 Bladers, haft-

makers, and sheath-makers. 1853 BYRNE Handbk. for
Artisan 441 Small tools are temporarily fixed by their

tangs In a wooden handle to facilitate their presentation to

the [grindjstone ; the handle is called a haft-pipe.

Haft, sb? Sc. and north, dial. Also heft, ?heff.

[Goes app. with HAFT z>.
3
]

1. Fixed or established place of abode.

1785 FORBES Dominie Deposed 46 (Jam.) I did resolve to

change the haft. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xviii,
' Her bairn,'

she said,
' was her bairn, and she came to fetch her out of ill

haft and waur guiding'.
2. Settled or accustomed pasture-ground.
ciSoo YOUNG Ann. Agric. XXVII. 185 (Cheviots) The

haunt which a sheep adopts, in the language of shepherds
is called its haft. i8a$ JAMIESON, Heff, an accustomed
pasture. .The attachment of sheep to a particular pasture.

Haft, sb^ mid1. dial. [Origin uncertain : cf.

prec.] An island in a pool.
1686 PLOT Staffordsh. 232 To see whether the Hafts or

Islands in the pooles (upon which they build their neasts)
be prepared for them. 1804 BEWICK Brit. Birds(\%w\ II. 210
The owners of some of the fens and marshes in this kingdom
..caused the little islets or hafts in those wastes, to be
cleared of the reeds and rushes.

Haft, z'- 1 Also 5- heft. [f. HAFT j.i]
1. trans. To fit with, or fix in, a haft or handle.
f 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode \\. Ixxxii. (1869) 105 For to

hafte ther-with hire mailettes. 1582 N. LICHEFIELD tr.

Castanheda's Cong. E. Ind. Ixxvi. 1553, His Dagger and
Rapyer . . were hafted with pure golde. 1691 WOOD Ath.
Oxon. II. 528 A bone .. with which he said he would
haft a knife. 1753 PARSONS in Phil. Trans. XLV1II. 380
I used a wire hatted in a glass tube. 1866 Reader 22 Sept.
307 Several show in an interesting manner how the stone
celts or chisels, .were hafted.

fi. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 235/1 Helvyn or heftyn, timnu*
brio. 1483 Cath. Angl. 480/1 To Hefte or to make Heftis,
tnannbriare. 1871 Daily Tel. i Nov., By dint of the

sharp edge of common sense strongly hefted with broad
human and Christian sympathy.
f 2. To drive in up to the haft. Obs. rare.

1583 STANYHURST Aueis
t
etc. (Arb.) 143 This mye blade

in thy body should bee with speedines hafted.

Hence Hafting itbl. sb., fitting with a haft.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 232/1 Heftynge, tnanubriacio.

1538 MS. Ace. St. John's Hasp., Canterb., Payd for haftyng
off the ij hand saw. 1607 TOPSECL Four-/. Beasts 11658)
487 The bones of Sheep nave also their use and employ-
ment for the hafting of knifes. 1833 J. HOLLAND Manttf.
Metal II. 57 The sickle is ready for hafting.

t Haft, #.2 Obs. [Known only from i6th c.,

but perh. representing an OE. type *kieftian. corresp.
to OS. haftdn, OHG. hafttn to remain fixed or

fast, to stick, Ger. haften (to be distinguished
from the trans. OE. fta'ftan

= OS. h$ftian, Goth.

haftjan t OHG. he/tan^ Ger. heften to make fast,

fix, etc.).] intr. To use subtilty or deceit, to use
shifts or dodges ;

to haggle, cavil ; to avoid coming
to the point, hold off, hang back.

1519 HORMAN Vttlg. (1530) S viij, Haftynge, dolus mains.

1557 TUSSER loo Points Hnsb. Ix, Spende none but thyne
owne, howsoeuer thou spende : nor haft not to god ward,
for that he doth sende. 1600 HOLLAND Livy xxvn. xxxix.

967 It was not expedient to lie off and haft any longer.

1603 Plutarch's Mor. 474 The tyrant, who put them off

from day to day, and hafted with them so, as he gave them
no audience. 1644 BULWER Chirol. 161 One while hafting
and wrankling, another while praying and intreating.
Hence f Hafting vbl. sb., subtle dealing, dodging,

cavilling, trickery ; holding off, hesitation, demur.
Also attrib. in hafting point, question. Obs.

1519 HORMAN Viilg. (1530) N iv, There is a haftynge
poynt, or a false subtylte. 1526 SKELTON Magnyf. 707
Craftynge and haftynge contryued is by me ;

I can dys,
semble, I can bothe laughe and grone. Ibid. 1698 To vse
suche haftynge and crafty wayes. 1549 COVERUALE, etc.

Rrasm. Par. Ef>h. Pro!., Whan was there more haftyng
and craftyng to scrape money to gether. 1565-73 COOPER
Thesaurus^ Cauilla.,3. mocke : a scoffe: an hatting ques-
tion : a cauill. 1600 HOLLAND Livy 377 Why they loitered

and made such hafting. 1609 Amm. Marcell. (N.)
He grew enkindled, and without any further hafting or

holding off, delivered up all that was demaunded.

Haft, v$ Sc. and north, dial. Also heft.

[Goes app. with HAFT sb.% : origin uncertain : a

connexion suggests itself with G. heften to fasten,

attach, OS. h$ftian to make fast : but sometimes

there seems to be association with HAFT z*.
1
]

1. trans* To establish in a situation or place of

residence, to locate, fix
; spec, to accustom (sheep,

cattle) to a pasturage.
1728 RAMSAY Betty ff Kate iy,

For sindle times they e'er

come back, Wha anes are heftit there. 1823 MACTAGGART
Gall. Encycl. s.v., Animals are said to be hafted, when

they live contented on strange pastures, when they have
made a haunt. 1835 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. I. 26, I am won-

derfully well hefted here; the people are extravagantly kind
to me. 1893 HESLOP Northumb. Gloss, s.v., To heft, to keep
stock upon a certain pasture until accustomed to go there.

b. intr. (for rtfl.} To establish itself.

1725 RAMSAY Gentle Sheph. i. ii, Ill-nature hefts in sauls

that's weak and poor. 1794 S. YOUNG in Statist. Ace.

Scotl. XII. 86 Such attention .. as ought to be paid to

stranger, or what is called hefting sheep.

2. transf. and_/5#". To set or plant firmly, fix, root,

establish, settle.

J755 Gnthrie's Trial 249 They heft their heart in their

own honesty and resolutions, and not in the blessed root

Christ Jesus. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xxxix, The root of

the matter was mair deeply hafted in that wild muirland

parish than in the Canongate of Edinburgh. 1824 Red-

gauntlet let. ix, It may be as well that Alan and you do
not meet till he is hefted as it were to his new calling.

1872 DE MORGAN Budget Paradoxes 20 It shows how well

hafted is the Royal Society's claim.



HAFTED.

Hafted (ha-fted),///. a. [f.
HAFT P.I + -ED!.]

Having or fitted with a haft or handle.

C 1440 Promp. Parv. 232/1 Heftyde, manubriatus. 1570-6
LAMBARDE Peranib. Kent 11826) 366 A shorte blacke hafted

knife, like unto an olde halfpeny whitle. 1611 COTGR.,
Manckf.. hafted, helued. 1767 GOOCH Treat. Wounds I.

176 A hafted-needle may prove a very useful instrument.

1888 BFLL Later Age of Stone 48 Turning up the soil with

picks formed of a hafted stone.

Hafter (ha-ftaj), sbt [f.
HAFT v\ + -ER!.]

One who makes hafts or handles for tools.

1598 FLORIO, Manicatorc. .a sleeuer, a hafter, a handler.

1831 J. HOLLAND Mannf. Metal I. 261 This latter opinion
was corroborated by the hafter. 1890 Dtiiiy Neivs 24
Sept. 2/6 Table-knife hafter.

t Hafter, sb Obs. [f. HAFT v.% + -ERI.] A
caviller, wrangler, haggler, dodger.
1519 HORMAN Vnlg. 70 b, A flaterynge bafter \seditlus

captator} is soone espyed of a wyse man. Ibid. (1530)
N vj, He is a hafter of kynde, cst versutix ingenitx
homo. 1526 SKELTON Magnyf, 2485 From crafters and
hafters I you forfende. 1573-80 BARET Alv. H n, An
hafter: a wrangler ; a cauiller, vitilitigator. 1611 COTGR.,
Tergiversntcur, a flincher, ..hafter, dodger, paulterer.

Hafue, Hafyr, obs. ff. HAVE, HAVER.

Hag (hrcg), sb. 1 Forms: a. 3-7 hegge, 6-7
heg. 0. 4-7 hagge, 6-8 hagg, 6- hag. [The form

hegge is found once early in 1 3th c.
; hagge once in

141(1; otherwise the word is not known till the
i6th c. Usually conjectured to be a shortened
form of OE. hmgiesse, hzehtisse, hsegtes, -tis, hegtes
'

fury, witch, hag
' = OHG. hagazissa, hagazussa,

hagzus, MHG. hecse, Ger. hexc, OLG. *hagatttssa,
MDu. haghetisse, Du. hecse

(: OTent. *hagatus-

This derivation suits the sense, but the form-history is not
clear, though an OE. *ha!gge might perh. be analogous to
OE. abbreviated names, such as Ceadda, SElla, dZbbe, etc.

(The ulterior etymology ofOTeut. *kagatnsjdn- is itself un-
known.) The order of the senses is uncertain ; senses 4 and
5 may not belong to this word.]
1. An evil spirit, daemon, or infernal being, in

female form : applied in early use to the Furies,

Harpies, etc. of Grasco-Latin mythology ; also to

malicious female sprites or '
fairies

'

of Teutonic

mythology. Obs. or arch.

1552 HULOET, Hedges or nyght furyes, or wytches like
unto old women, .which do sucke the bloude of children in
the nyght, strifes. 1573 TWYNE SEneid. xn. (R.), Your
filthy foules, and hegges of Limbo low. 1573-80 BARET
Alv. H 339 A Heg, or fairie, a witch that changeth the
fauour of children, strix. 1581 J. STUDLEY tr. Seneca's
Hercules CEtzvs 204 b, After ruin made Of goblin, hegge,
or elfe. 1649 G. DANIEL Trinarch., Hen. IV ccliv, The
Grisly Hagge, With knotted Scorpions. 1810 SCOTT Lady
ofL. HI. vii, Noontide hag, or goblin grim.

t b. Applied to manes or shades of the departed,
ghosts, hobgoblins, and other terrors of the night.
1538 ELYOT Diet., Larua, a spyrite whiche apperethe in

the nyght tyme. Some do call it a hegge, some a goblyn.
a 1557 MRS. M. BASSET tr. More's Treat. PassioaWks. 1397/2
Lyke shryc'ke owles and hegges, lyke backes, howlettes. .

byrdes ofthe hellye lake. 1563 B. GOOGE Egloges iv. (Arb.)44
What soeuer thou art..Ghoost, Hagge, a Fende of Hell.

1566 ADLINGTON Apuleius^ Doest thou Hue here(O Socrates)
as a ghost or hegge to our great shame and ignomie ?

j

1567 DRANT Horace, Efiist. u. i. (R.), The goddes above are
calm'd with verse, with verse the hagges of hell [carmine
manes}. 1634 MILTON Comas 434 Blue meagre hag, or
stubborn unlaid ghost.

) c. The nightmare. Obs.

1631 tr. BrueFs Praxis Med. 50 In the Hag or Mare, .is I

no con[v]ulsion, as is in the falling sicknesse. 1696 AUBREY I

Misc. (1721) 147 It is to prevent the Night-Mare (viz.) the
j

Hag from riding their Horses.

t d. fig. An object of terror, a '

bogey '. Obs.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. viii. 59 That the Popes

Curse was no such deadly and dreadful! Hagge, as in
former times they deemed it.

2. A woman supposed to have dealings with Satan
and the infernal world

; a witch ; sometimes, an
infernally wicked woman. Now associated with 3.
1587 Mirr. Mag., Forrex iii, That hatefull hellish hagge

of ugly hue. 1500 SPENSER F. Q. I. rili. 46 A loathly,
wrinckled hag, ill favoured, old. 1501 SHAKS. i Hen. VI,
in. ii. 52 Foule Fiend of France, and Hag of all despight.
1605 Macb. iv. i. 48 How now you secret, black, and mid-
night Hags? 1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 437 The Poets.,
made the Hag Circes Sister to j^sculapius. 1718 STEELE
Spect. No. 266 p 2 One of those Hags of Hell whom we
call Bawds. 1728 YOUNG Love Fame HI. (1757) 101 As
hunted hags, who, while the dogs pursue, Renounce their
four legs, and start up on two. 1816 SCOTT Bl. Dwarfu,On this moor she used to hold her revels with her sister
hags. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Cinnamon fy P. iv. 66 The dull
roar of the distant sea spoke of hags riding the blast.
3. An ugly, repulsive old woman: often with

implication of viciousness or maliciousness.
(The place of the first two quots. is doubtful )

'377 LANGL. P. PI. B. v. 191 With two blered eyghen as
a blynde hagge. 1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. n. iii. I08 A grosse
Hagge : And Lozell, thou art worthy to be hang'd, That
wilt not stay her Tongue, a 1711 KEN Urania Poet. Wks.
1721 IV. 481 The Hagg, who by Cosmeticks smear'd, Fair
at first sight appear'd. 1713 STEELE Englishm. No. 40. 261
Oppression . . makes handsome Women Hags ante diem
1791 COWPER Odyss. xvm. 33 Like an old hag Collied with
chimney-smutch ! 1834 LYTTON Pompeii in. ix, Perhaps in
no country are there seen so many hags as in Italy. 1866
GEO. ELIOT F. Holt (1868) 19, I am a hag ', she said . .

an ugly old woman who happens to be his mother '.

18

b. fig. Applied to personifications of evil or of
vice. (The place of the first quot. is uncertain.'
a 1225 Ancr. R. 216 pe seoue moder sunnen . . and of

hwuche mesteres beo ilke men serueS . . bet habbeS iwiued
o beos seouen heggen. 1577 tr. Bullhtger's Decades 1 1592)
165 111 fauoured enuie, vgly hagge. iSso'i'ExsvsoN Poems
124 Shall the hag Evil die with child ofGood ?

t c. transf. Applied opprobriously to a man.
(Skelton's use is uncertain.) Obs.
a 1529 SKELTON Dk. Albany 295 For thou can not but

brag, Lyke a Scottyshe hag : Adue nowe, sir Wrig wrag.
a 1529 Col. Clout 51 My name ys Colyn Clowte, And [Ij

purpose to shake owte AH my Connyng Bagge, Lyke A
clarkely hagge. 1565 GOLDIXG Ovid's Met. iv. (1593) 80
That old hag [Silenus] that with a staffe his starring
limmes doth stay. 1587 - DC Mornay xiv. 221 Giue to
the oldest Hag that is the same eies that he had when he
was

yoong. 1676 W. Row Contn. Blair's Autolnog, xii.

(1848) 492 Me who am an old hag that must shortly die.

Here perhaps belongs the following :

'553 BALE V'ocacyon in Hart. Misc. (Malh.) I. 357 Than
was all the rable of the shippe, hag, tag, and rag called to
the reckeninge.
4. f a. A kind of light said to appear at night on

horses' manes and men's hair. Obs. b. dial. A
white mist usually accompanying frost.

1530 PALSGR. 228/2 Hagge, a flame of fyre that shyneth
by night, furolle. 1656 T. WHITE Peripat. Inst. 149
Flawing lambentes (or those we call Haggs) are made of
Sweat or some other Vapour issuing out of the Head.
1825 BROCKETT N. C, Gloss., Hag, .. a white mist, similar
to dag. 1855 ROBINSON Whitby Gloss., Hag, mist. 'Frost
hag ',

frost haze.

6. A cyclostomous fish (Myxine glutinosa^ allied

to the lamprey, having an eel-like form, and living

parasitieally upon other fishes. Also hag-fish.
1611 COTGR., Pint, the Pirot, or Hag-fish ; a kind of

long shell-fish. 1823 CRABB Technol. Diet., Hag, a par-
ticular sort of fish, of an eel-shape. .It is of so gelatinous a
nature, that when placed in a vessel of sea-water it soon
turns it to glue. 1835 KIRBY Hab. fy Inst. Anim. II. xxi.

373 Those extraordinary animals, the hag and the lamprey.
1881 Casselfs Nat. Hist. V. 146 This destruction [of a
Haddock] is sometimes accomplished by a single Hag?

but
as many as twenty have been found in the body of a single
fish. 1884 Longm. Mag. Mar. 525 The majority of the fish

caught are totally destroyed by hag-fish.
6. attrib. and Comb., (chiefly from 2) as hag-

advocate, -finder, -seed, -witch ; hag-born, -steered

adjs.; hag-like &fiv.; hag-flsh (see 5) ; hag-stone,
hag's teeth (see quots.); hag-track = FAIRY-KING.
1718 Bp. HUTCHINSON Witchcraft Dcd. (1720) 17 The

odious Names of "Hag-Advocates. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. i.

ii. 283 The Son, that she did littour heere, A frekelld whelpe,
hag-borne. 1637 B. JONSON Sad Sheph. n. ii, That do

I promise, or I am no good "hag-finder. 1634 RANDOLPH
Muses' Looking-Glass I. iii, Her unkemb'd nair, Dress'd
up with cobwebs, made her "haglike stare. 1610 SHAKS.
Temp. i. ii. 365 *Hag-seed, hence. 1787 GROSE Provinc.
Gloss. Superstitions 57 A stone with a hole in it, hung at
the bed's head, will prevent the night-mare ; it is therefore
called a *hag-stone. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word.bk., *Hag's
teeth, those parts of a matting or pointing interwoven with
th

sometimes called
'

'hag-tracks '. a 1658 CLEVELAND Agi...
A le v, May some old *Hag-witch get astride Thy Bung, as
if she meant to ride.

Hag, sb.'* north, dial. Also 6-7 hagg. [perh.
a. ON. hagi, Sw. hage enclosed field, pasture ;

cognate with OE. haga m., enclosure, place fenced

in, MDu. haghe m. and f., hedge, enclosure,
thicket of underwood, Du. haag {., hedge, enclo-

sure, MHG. hagen, hage m., thicket. Cf. HAW rf.l]

f 1. (?) A hedge. Obs.
c 1470 HENRY Wallace xi. 2r Hagis, alais, be laubour

that was thar, [were] Fuljeit and spilt.

2. A wooded enclosure
;
a coppice or copse.

1589 Will ofCorntivhat (Somerset Ho.), One close . . ad-

ioyning to one hagg of my maisters called Cock crawe . .

& the lytle hagg. 1600 FAIRFAX Tasso vm. xii. 150 He led
me ouer holts and hags. 1788 W. MARSHALL Yorksh. Gloss.,
Hags, hanging-woods; or woods in general. 1825 BROCKETT
N. C Gloss., Hag, . .a wood into which cattle are admitted.
1847-78 HALLIW. s.v., The park at Auckland Castle was
formerly called the Hag. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Hag, an en-

clos.ure, a wood. 1878 Cumbld. Gloss., Hag, (Central i a
woody place intermixed with grass land ; t East)a wooded hill.

Hag, sb? Sc. and north, dial. Also hagg. [Of
Norse origin : cf. ON. hfgg ( -.'hoggm-), cutting
blow or stroke, also a hewing-down of trees, hfgg-
skdgr,

'

hag-shaw ', wood of felled trees ; f.

hoggva to hew, HAG v.1 (ON. f is regularly repr.
by a in Eng. : cf. ADDLE z>.

2
)]

1. A cutting, hewing, or felling. (See quots.)
1808-18 JAMIESON, Hag, one cutting of a certain quantity

of wood. 1845 H. FRASER Statist. Ace. Scotl. VII. n. 505
At each hagg or felling . . these . . may produce the sum of
9000. Ibid. 520 The value of each hagg or cutting of the I

woods, .amounts 10^8260.
2. The stump of a tree left after felling. Also

hagsnare.
1615 W. LAWSON Orch. tr Card. in. xi. (1668) 33, I see a

number of Hags, where, out ofone root, you shall see three
or four, pretty Oaks, or Ashes straight and tall. 1796 W.
MARSHALL Yorksh. (ed. 2) Gloss., Hagsnare, a stool or stub
offwhich coppice-wood has been cut. 1855 ROBINSON Whitby
Gloss., Hagsnarc,
3. A portion of a wood marked off for cutting ;

hence, a lot of felled wood, such as is used for fuel.

1796 Statist. Aec. Scotl., Dunbartonsh. XVII. 244 (Jam.)

HAG.
They (the oak woods] are of such extent ns to admit of
their being properly divided into 20 separate hags or parts,
one of which may be cut every year. 1803 Eaititi. Erfiim^
Cvurant 26 Mar. (Jam.) To be exposed for sale by public
roup a hag of wood, consisting of oak, beech, and birch,
all m one lot. 1814 SCOTT Ifai'. x, Edward learned from
her that the dark hag . . was simply a portion of oak copse
which was to be felled that day. 1825 JAMIESON, Hag. . 5.
i he lesser branches used for fire-wood, after the trees are
felled for carpenter-work. 1847-78 [see 4].

4. Comb., as hag-house, ?a place for storing
firewood

; hag-path, ? a path through a copse ;

hagsnare (see 2) ; hag-staff (see quot.) ; hag-
wood, ' a copse wood fitted for having a regular
cutting of trees in it

'

(Jam.X
'733 l-"t Chambers in College of Edinti. in Sir A. Grant

i'aii'. Edinb. (1883) II. 192 The Hagg House. Mr. Daw-
son, Coal-seller. 1816 R. KERH Agric. Sun: Benviclah.
334 (Jam.) Rentains of ancient oak forests . . which have
grown into a kind of copse, or what is termed in Scotland
hag woods. 1847-78 HALLIW., Haf, . . when a set of work-
men undertake to fell a wood, they divide it into equal
portions by cutting off a rod called a hag-stalT, three or four
feet from the ground, to mark the divisions, each of which
is called a hag. 1887 N. f, Q. 7th Ser. III. 197 In War-
wickshire the rods which mark the boundary of a fall of
timber are called hagg-stajfs. 1889 Blackiu. Mag. Dec.

' 826 The poacher, .will at evening pass under the wood and
down by the

'

hag 'path.

Hag, rf.4 Sc, and north, diaj. Also hagg. [Cf.
ON. hfgg ( :*haggw-}, in the sense '

cut-like gap
or ravine in a mountain

', f. hoggva : see prec., and
HAQ z;.i]

fl. A break, gap, or chasm (inacrag or cliff). Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 9886 pi castel . . it es hei sett a-pon be

crag, Grai and hard, wit-vten hag [Go'tt. hagg]. [Cf. 1876
Whitby Gloss., Hag, a rock or cliff.

'
Built on the face of

the hag.' Old local statement.]

2. '

Moss-ground that has formerly been broken

up ;
a pit or break in a moss ', i. e. marsh or bog

(Jam.). Used in two opposite senses : a. A piece
of soft bog. esp. in a moor or morass.
1662 DUGUALE Hist. Imbanking xlv. 292/2 (trans. Peram-

bulation of Wigenhale, Norfolk 13 Hen. IV, 1411) All the
warp should be thrown into the Common wayes to fill up
haggs and lakes.

_ 1724 RAMSAY Tea-t. Misc. (1733) I. 79 The
wind's drifting hail and sna' O'er frozen hags, like a' foot ba*.

l_787_BuRNS Samson's Elegy 55 Owre many a weary hag he
limpit. 1820 SCOTT Monast. xxiii. To assist his companion to
cross the black intervals ofquaking bog. called in the Scottish
dialect hags, by which the firmer parts of the morass were
intersected. 1864 I. BROWN Jeems 15 You slip back, you
tumble into a moss-hagg. 1886 STEVENSON Kidnapped xiv,
I. .had to stop, .and drink the peaty water out of the hags.

b. One of the turfy or heathery spots of firmer

ground which rise out of a peat bog.
1805 SCOTT Last Minstr. iv. v, A small and shaggy nag,

That through a bog, from hag to hag, Could bound like any
Billhope stag. 1861 WHVTE MELVILLE Tilbury Ncgo 346The moss or bog being very soft and treacherous, and the
little knolls of soft ground Scottice, hags being at that
exact distance apart which tempted the ambitious sports-man to a leap, not always a successful one. 1892 H. HUT-
CHINSON Fairway Isl. 241 Beside a large hag of heather.

3. The vertical or overhanging margin of a peat-
cntting; the shelving margin of a stream.
1893 HESLOP Northmnltld. Gloss., Hag, Peat-hag, or

Moss-hag, a projecting mass of peat forming an escarpment
on a peat moor, or the peat on high moors left by edges
of water gutters. These hags form miniature ravines on
the surface. Mod. Sc. (Roxb.), There will be trout lying
under the hag there.

Hag, sb.*> dial [Cf. HAG v? sense 3 b.]
1887 i'. Cheshire Gloss., Hag, a task . . to work by hag=

by task, by the piece, instead of by the day or the week.
Ibid., Hag-master, the overseer who apportions out the
'

hag-work '.

: see HAG-BOAT.

,
v.1 north, dial. Also 5-7 hagge. [a. ON.

hoggva ( :*haggwan : OTeut. *haiewari] to strike

or smite with a sharp weapon, to hack, = OE.
htawan, to HEW : cf. HAG sb?, HAGWOEM.] trans.
To cut, hew, chop ;

= HACK z>.l i. Also absol. or
inlr.

ci4oo Destr. Troy 10023 Pa'- -hurlit burgh the hard maile,
hagget the lere. 1611 COTGR., Degrader tme forest, to

hajgge,
or fell it all downe. 1727 WALKER Peden's Life in

Biogr. Scot. 489 (Jam.) They are hashing and bagging
them down, and their blood is running down like water.
i8ai WII.LAN W. Riding Yorksh. Gloss., Hag, to cut and
shape with an axe. 1836 SIR G. HEAD Home Tour 398Some 'bagged' the coal breaking it in fragments with
pickaxes. 1895 CROCKETT Men ofMoss-hags xxv. 192 Like
a man hagging hard wood with a blunt axe.

Hence Hagged///. a.
; Hagging vbl. sb.

1825 Celebrated Trials V. 362 She drew a pistol, with a
new bagged flint from her pocket. 1893 STEVENSON Catri-
ona

i6_5
'That he should have a hand in nagging and hashing

at Christ's Kirk.

Hag, v. - Obs. exc. dial. [In sense I
,

f. HAG sbl ;

senses 2-4 may be of different origin.]
fl. trans. To torment or terrify as a hag; to

trouble as the nightmare. Obs.

1598 DRAYTON Heroic. Ep. Wks. (1748) 108, I would hag
her nightly in her bed, And on her breast lie like a lump
of lead. 1662 OGILBY King's Coronation 8, I Sorc'ry use,
and hag Men in their Beds. 1678 BUTLER Hud. in. iii. 20
That makes 'em in the dark see Visions, And hag them-
selves with Apparitions. CITOO WATTS Horx Lyr. H. To
Discontented 40 Haunted and hagg'd where'er she roves.

Hag



HAG.

2. To incite, urge ;
to '

egg
'

on. Now dial.

!587 M. GROVE Pelops , I/iff. (1878) 89 Hope doth hag
me to encHne with pen once for to paynt The staggering
staffe whereby I stay. 1881 Leicestcrsh. Gloss., Hagg..lo
incite ; urge ; instigate.

' Doon't ye hagg him on.'

3. To fatigue, tire out,
'

fag '. Now dial.

1674 R. GO'DFREY Inj. ft A!'. Physick 184 Nature is not

only even jaded, and hag'd, but likewise for the future

admonish!. 1742 FIELDING y. Andrews iv. xiv, Ragged out

with what had happened to her in the day. 1766 DoJslt-y's
Poets V. 291 The toilsome employments of mother and

wife, Had hag'd the poor woman half out of her life. 1828

Craven Dial, s.v.,
'
I'se fair bagged off my legs.' 1854

BAKER Northamptoiish. Glass., Hagg, to fatigue, to weary.

b. To overwork and underpay, to
' sweat '.

1891 Labour Commission Gloss., Hag principle, term
used to denote the system under which a skilled miner

employs an unskilled man, paying him, say, 4i. per day,

when, possibly, he might have earned js. or 8s. if working
for himself. This process is called /lagging. Crudely put,
the flagprinciple is the

'

sweating system '.

t 4. intr. To go wearily. 06s.

111763 BYROM Poems (1773) I. n We hagg'd along the

solitary Road.

Hag-, the stem of HAG v. 1 in Comb. (cf. HACK-):
hag clog, hag-stock, a block of wood or stump
on which firewood is chopped. In quot. 1596, Jig.

1506 Seruingman's Comfort 11868) ri6 The chine of Beefe,
the nagstocke to these Carpenters, was hewen and squared
into diners parcels. 1828 Craven Dial., Hag-flog, a chop-
ping block. 1894 CROCKETT Raiders 291 The hag-clog
where we cut the branches and wood into billets. Mod.
(Furness phrase)

' As dull as a hagstock.'

Hag, hagg, var. of HAKE *, fire-arm.

Hag-a-bag, obs. var. of HUCKABACK.

Hagabusyar, obs. f. HARQUEBUSIER.
t Hagan. Obs. A sort of fishing-net.

1630 Dude's Order in Descr. Thames 11758) 78 That no
Peter-man do fish with any Hagan or Smelt Net below
London Bridge, at any Time of the Year.

Hagard, obs. form of HAGGARD.
t Hagaren, a. Obs. Erron. for hegiran, of or

pertaining to the Hegira.
1614 SELDEN Titles Hon. 163 The New Moon of their

first Month Muctuiram . . in this Hagaren yeer..was the

third day after the true Conjunction or Change.

Hagarene (hsegarrn). [ad. L. Agaren-us, f.

Agar, Hagar.] A reputed descendant of Hagar
the concubine of Abraham and mother of Ishmael ;

an Arab, a Saracen. Also applied in a transferred

sense (from Gal. iv. 22-31) : see quots.
1535 COVERDALE Ps. lxxxii[i]. 6 The tabernacles of the

Edomites and Ismaelites, the Moabites and Hagarenes.
a 1592 H. SMITH Arrow agst. Atheists (1637) 4*> The
Grecians of spite are wont to call the Saracens, Agarens :

for that they came not of Sara, but of Agar. <i 1626 Bp.

ANDREWES in Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. xlvii. 9 The
Hagarins, the Turks, and Ishmaelites. 1634 SIR T HERBERT
Trav. 152 Mahomet was by birth an Arabian . . a Saracen
(or rather of discent from Ismael sonne of Hagar, and so a

Hagaren). 1854 MILMAN Lat. Chr. II. 395 The usual

appellation of the Saracens by the Pope is Hagarenes, sons

of fornication and wrath. 1856 SPURGEON Serm. II. 132 Ye
Hagarenes ! Ye ceremoniafists ! Ye hypocrites !

Hagas(e, obs. forms of HAGGIS.

Hagberry (hse'gberi). Also hack-, heck-,

heg-berry. [Of Norse origin : Da. h&gge-bser,
Norw. hegge-bar, Sw. hdgg-bar and hagg, ON.

heggr."\ A northern name of the bird -cherry, Primus
Patius. b. Also a less usual synonym of the

American HACKBEREY.
1597 GERARDE Herbal 1322 Birds Cherrie .. in Westmor-

land . . called Hegberrie tree. 1778 LIGHTFOOT Flora Scot.

253 Bird-Cherry Anglis ; Hag-berries Scolis. 1794 Statist.

Ace. Pcrthsh. IX. 239 Jam.) On the banks of the l.unan,
there is a shrub here called the hack-berry (prunus padus)
that carries beautiful flowers, which are succeeded by a
cluster of fine blackberries. 1818 SCOTT Let. to Laidlaiv
Mar. in Lockkart, I shall send, .also some Hag-berries. 1825
BROCKETT N. C. Gloss.

, Heck-berry, the bird cherry. 1842 G.
TURNBULL in Proc. Be-rw. Nat. Club II. No. 10. 7 By its

side the hagberry grew. 1868 ATKINSON Cleveland Gloss.,

Hag-berry, the fruit of the bird cherry. . . See Egg-berry
another form of the word. 1879-86 BRITTEN & HOLLAND,
give hackberry, East. Borders, Cumb., Westm. ; add. Roxb.,
Dumf., Perth ; hag-berry Scotland generally, Cumb.,
Westm., N. Lancash., Yorksh. ; lieckberry, Cumb., Yorksh. ;

hegberry, Cumb. 1888 MRS. H. WARD ^?. Elsmere 3
Masses of the white heckberry or bird-cherry.

Hag-boat. Rarely hag. [Origin unknown : cf.

HECK-BOAT.] A kind of vessel formerly used both

as a man-of-war, and in the timber and coal trade ;

latterly
' a clincher-built boat with covered fore-

sheets and one mast with a trysail
'

(Smyth).
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Hagboat, a huge Vessel

for Bulk and Length, Built chiefly to fetch great Masts, etc.

1707 Land. Gaz. No. 4329/6 The Mary Hagboat, English-
-

built, Burthen about 350 Tons, 8 Guns. 1711 Ibid. No.

4906/2, 1 met . . a French Ship of Thirty-six Guns, a Hag-
boat of Twenty-four. 1725 DE FOE Tour Gt. Brit. (1748)
II. 144 The Ships that bring them [coals], Cats, and Hags,
or Hag-boats, Fly-boats, and the like. 1769 FALCONER
Diet. Marine (1789) G g b, Hag-boats and pinks approach
the figure of cats, the former being a little broader in the

stern. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk., Hag-boat, see Heck-

boat. Heck-boat, the old term for pinks.

Hagbolt : see HACKBOLT.

HagbUSh, -but(t,obs.ff.HACKBUSH,HACKBDT.

Hagden, tagdown. local. A name of the

Greater Shearwater, Pujfinus major }
'= HACKBOLT.

19

1843 in Yarrell Hist. Birds I II. 506 Nor could I ascertain
that a Greater Shearwater was ever shot . . They are com-

monly known by the name of Hagdowns. 1878 W. A.
ANDREWS Log of Nautilus 79 Plenty of Mother Carey's
chickens, hagdens, 'and marble-headers. 1885 SWAINSON

Proy. Names Birds 212 Greater Shearwater. .Hackbolt

(Scilly Islands), Hagdown (l)ungarvan, Isle of Man.)

Hage, haje, obsolete forms of AWE.

Hagese, -eys, obs. ff. HAGGIS.

II Haggadall (haga-da). Also Hagada(h,

Agadah. [Rabbinical Heb. rnjn (first in Talmud)
'
tale ', esp.

'

edifying tale or story ',
f. Tan higgid

to make clear, declare, tell, Hiphil of *TO nagad
to be in front, to be in sight, to be clear or manifest.

The Heb. pi. hagga'doth occurs in Eng. use.]

A legend, anecdote, parable, or the like, intro-

duced in theTalmud to illustrate a point of the Law;

hence, the legendary element of the Talmud, as

distinguished from the Halachah.

1836 ETHERIDGE Jems. ,$ Tiberias 182 Hagada is not

law, but it serves to illustrate law. 1874 DEUTSCH Rent. 17

'Haggadah '. .was only a 'saying', a thing without authority,

a play of fancy, an allegory, a parable, a tale, that pointed
a moral and illustrated a question. 1883 EtiCJKl. Brit.

XVI. 285/1 This Haggadah or Agadali varies considerably
both in nature and form.

Haggaday {hse-gacU
1

).
local. Also 5 hagin-,

haguday, 9 hagady. A kind of door-latch : see

quot. 1877.
CI47S I'oc. in Wr.-Wulcker 778/20 Hoc manutentum, a

haginday. 1483 Cath. Angl. 169/1 An Haguday, vcctes.

1610 l.ottth (Liuf.l Ch. Ace. III. 196 iN. W. Line. Gloss.)

To John Flower for hespes. .a sneck, a haggaday, a catch

and a Ringe for the west gate, ijf. vjrf. 1847-78 HALLIW.,

Haggaday, a kind of wooden latch for a door. Yorksh.

l877\V H'. Line. Gloss., A haggaday is frequently put

upon a cottage door, on the inside, without anything pro-

jecting outwards by which it may be lifted. A little slit is

made in the door, and the latch can only be raised by
inserting therein a nail or slip of metal.

Haggadic (hagse-dik,-a'dik),a. AlsoHagadio,
AGADIC. [f. HAGGADAH + -ic.] Of, pertaining to,

or of the nature of Haggadah. So Hagga dical a.

. -.(position is to edify the pe.,
their most holy faith. 1881 W. R. SMITH Old Test, in Jew.
Ch. vi. 33 A text encumbered with Haggadic additions.

1882-3 SCHAFP Encycl. Relig. Kncrail. III. 2298 A feature

of this Targum [Job] is its Haggadical character.

Haggadist (haga-dist). [f. as prec. + -1ST.]

A writer of Haggadoth ;
one versed in the

Haggadah, or Haggadic method.
1882 FARRAR Early Chr. I. 516 A Hagadist, or one who

dwelt on allegory, legend and historical story more than

on the legal precedents of the Halacha. 1891 tr. Didon's

yesns Christ I. 200 Jesus did not give the impression of a

scribe, a doctor, or a Haggadist . . but of a prophet.

Hence Hagg-adrstic a., of, pertaining to, or

characteristic of the Haggadists.
1856 ETHERIDGE Jerus. $ Tiberias 428 The general tone

of Jewish preaching in the Middle Ages was not so haga-
disticas it had been in the East. 1882 FARRAR Early Chr.

I. 288 That Hagadistic school of Jewish exegesis.

Haggard (hae-gajd), s6. 1 Also -art. [cf. ON.

heygarSr stack-yard, f. hey hay + garSr GARTH.]
In Ireland and Isle of Mai) : A stack-yard.

1586 J. HOOKER Girald. Irel. in Holinshed II. 44/2 All

such comes as they had in their haggards, c 1645 HOWELL
Lett. II. xxiv, When the Barn was full any one might
thresh in the haggard. 1749 MRS. DELANY Life .? Corr.

(1861) II. 511 We saw great quantities of new corn in the

haggards as we came along through Staffordshire. 1848
Act ii ff 12 Viet. c. 69 2 The malicious burning of houses,

bams, haggards, corn, or other articles or effects. 1894
HALL CAINE Manxman 107 She could see the barley stack

growing in the haggard.

Haggard (hae-gitd), s6.2 [Absolute use of

HAGGARD a. i.J

1. A wild (female) hawk caught when in her adult

plumage. (With some, in i7-i8th c. = peregrine
falcon .)

to lit. i. 36 Her spirits are as coy_
and wilde, As Haggerds

of the rocke. 1607 Lingua n. v. in Hazl. Dodsley IX. 379
A wondrous flight Of falcons, haggards, hobbies, terselets,

Lanards and goshawks. 1766 PENNANT Zool. (1768) I. 139
The falcon, the falcon gentle, and the haggard, are made
distinct Species, whereas they form only one. 1828 SIR J S.

SEBRIGHT Observ. Hawking 32 The older hawks are called

haggards : it is these that ornithologists have mistaken for

a distinct species, calling it the Peregrine Falcon.

f b. fig. A wild and intractable person (at first,

a female) ;
one not to be captured. Obs.

1579 LYLY Euphues (Arb.) 74 That if she should yeelde
at the first assault, he would thinke hir a light huswife : if

she should reiect him scornfully, a very haggard. 1596
SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. iv. ii. 39, I wil be married to a wealthy
Widdow.. which hath as long lou'd me, As I haue lou'd

this proud disdainful Haggard. 1680 LD. FALKLAND Hist.

Ed-w. 77, 67 Their first Act sends Baldock the Lord Chan-
cellour to Newgate, a fit Cage for such a Haggard.

doth loue to Hue. 1593 .

Christ, .hold out neuer so moouing lures vnto vs, all of them

(Haggard-like) wee will turne tayle to. c i6ao Roxb. Ball.

VII, 423 Haggard like, she me ubus'd, another taken, and

HAGGARDLY.
I refus'd. 1717 BRADLEY Fain. Diet., lfa-.uk, The Male of

a Haggaid, the Haggard-Tassel.

t Haggard, sb3 06s. [? f. HAG sb. } after such

words as laggard, dotard, etc.] A hag, a witch.

1658 tr. Porta's Nut. Alag. vni. xiv. 232 So children

oftentimes effascinate themselves, when their parents at-

tribute it to haggards and witches. 1668 ETHEREDGI. Sit,-

-.iviild if she could in. i, I protest yonder comes the old

haggard. 1715 tr. Ctess D'Anois' Wks. 614 She heard the

Voice of a Man, and soon after saw an old Haggard.

Haggard (.hre-gaid), a. Also 6 haggarde,

haggred, 6-7 haggart, 68 hagard, hagger(e)d.

[Cf. F. hagard, 'hagard, wild, strange; froward,

contrarie, crosse
; vnsociable, vncompanable, in-

compatible' (Cotgr.), orig. said of a falcon 'that

preyed for her selfe long before she was taken '.

According to some, Normand-Picard for kaiard,

deriv. of haie 'hedge' ('esprevier hagard est celluy

qui est de mue dc hayes' Menagier I4th c. in Littre').

But this is very doubtful.]
1. Of a hawk : Caught after having assumed the

adult plumage ; hence, wild, untamed ;
said also

of an owl (obs.'}.

1567 TURBERV. Epitaphs, etc. 15 The haggarde Hauke
That stoopeth to no state. 1583 T. WATSON Cent. Loue
xlvii. (Arb!) 83 In time the Bull is brought to weare the

yoake ;
In time all haggred Haukes will stoope the I ,un:s.

1602 SECAR Hon. Alii.
,-
Civ. iv xv. 225 Of Falcons some

are Gentle and some Haggard. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. 111. iii.

260. 1637 B. JONSON Suit Shfpli. in. iii, No Colt is so

unbroken ! Or Hawk yet half so haggard, or unmann'd !

1682 OTWAY Venice Preserved i. i, A haggard Owl, a worth-

less Kite of Prey, a 1734 NORTH Exam. n.
iy. 117 U74l

292 As Men catch haggard Hawks, to reclaijn, and make
them fly at other Quarry. 1814 CARY Daute (Chandos)

147 As for the taming of a haggard hawk.

f 2. transf. and fig. a. Wild, unreclaimed, un-

trained (often with direct reference to i). b.

'Froward, contrarie, crosse, vnsociable' (Cotgr.).

1580 LYLY Euphnes (Arb.) 114 Foolish and franticke

loners, will deeme my precepts hard, and esteeme my per-

swasions haggarde. 1583 STANYHURST /Eneis i. (Arb.) 29

Late a tempest boysterue haggard Oure ships to Llbye
land with rough extremitye tilted. 1604 R. CAWDREY
Table Alph. (1613), Hagard, wilde, strange, contrary.

1650 B, DiscoUiminium 21 God hath cast most spirits off

his hand of common restraint, and let them fly haggard,
till they are stark wild, a 1683 OLDHAM Elegies (1686) 103

At all alike my haggard Love does fly. 1695 BLACKMORE
Pr. ArtA. >. 688 So does the Fiend, .rise Through the thick

haggair'd Air.

t 8. In disordered or ragged plumage. Obs. rare.

1615 Vol. Welshm. (1663) D iij a, The Roman Eagle

hangs his haggard wings. 1798 COLERIDGE Picture 31 The
brier and the thorn [shall] Make his plumes haggard.

f 4. Half-starved
; gaunt, lean. Obs. (exc. as

included in 5).

1630 DAVENANT Cruel Brother iv. Dram. Wks. 1872 I.

164 The slave is haggard. At supper . . his vain appetite
Fed at Nero's rate, a 1736 YALDEN Fox f; Flies (R.),

A swarm of half-starved haggard flies, With furie seiz'd the

floating prize. 1796 BURKE Regie. Peace \. Wks. VIII. 179

The gaunt hagard forms of famine and nakedness.

5. Of a person : Wild-looking ; in early use ap-

plied esp. to the ' wild
'

expression of the eyes,

afterwards to the injurious effect upon the coun-

tenance of privation, want of rest, fatigue, anxiety,

terror, or worry.
[1605 Tryall Chev. i. iii. in Bullen O. PI. III. 279 Her

looks are haggard and obscure, Which makes me doubt-

full sheele not stoope to lure.] 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Geffrf.
iv. 370 With hagger'd Eyes they stare, Lean are their

Looks, and shagged is their Hair, a 1700 Theocritus,

Villette v, Thin, haggard, and hollow-eyed ;
like a sitter up

at night. i8o TYNDALL Glac. i. xi. 77, I had noticed a

haggard expression upon the countenance of our guide.

fig. and transf. 1735 SOMERVILLE Chase in. 465 His

haggard Fancy still with Horror views The fell Destroyer.

1827-44 N - P- WILLIS Site mas not there 18 All that tempts
the eye and taste, And sets the haggard pulses wild. 1871

SWINBURNE Songs be/. Sunrise, Bef. Crucifix -2 At this lank

edge of haggard wood. 1876 T. HARDY Ethelberla (1890)

72 Till the fire had grown haggard and cavernous. 1883

STEVENSON Silverado Sq. 80 From this proposition she

recoiled with haggard indignation.

b. Gaunt or scraggy-looking, from the loss oi

flesh with advancing years. (App. influenced by
HAG sl>l, as if 'somewhat hag-like': cf. HAGGED 2.)

1807 CRABBE Par. Reg. in. 547 His cheeks were haggard,

hollow was his eye. 1840 Miss MITFORD in L Estrange

Life (1870) III. vii. 109 To prevent the haggard look which

comes upon women who grow thin at fifty. 1858 CARLYLF.

Fredk. Gt. (1865) II. vii. vi. 304 She is getting haggard

beyond the power of rouge.

6. Comb., as haggard-cheeked, -looking, -wild.

1704 BURNS Friend's A inour viii, Fancy . . Reigns, haggard-

wildVin sore affright. 1853 BROWNING Statue * Bust 162

Hollow-eyed and naggard-cheeked. 1886 W. J. TUCKER
E. Europe 205 Some dozen haggard-looking crones.

Ha'ggardly, a. and adv. [f.
HAGGARD st>.* and

a. + -LY! and 2
!j

t A. adj. Like or of the nature of a haggard

hawk; wild. Obs.

1737 BRADLEY Fain. Diet. s. v. Hawk, A Hawk . . by how
much the later you take her, by so much the more Difficulty

will she be to be reclaimed and manned, as being more

haggardly or wilder of Nature.
8-a



HAG&ABDNESS.
B. ativ. In a haggard manner; wildly; gauntly.

1692 DRVDKS Jitvcnars Sat. vi. 600 How haggardly soe'er

>ks at home. 1860 HOLME LEE Leg. fairy Land 39
Her lips paled, htr eyes stared haggardly.

Ha-ggardness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] Haggard
quality or condition

;
\vildness as of an unreclaimed

hawk ; gaunt and worn appearance of face.

1579 LYLY F.upkues (Arb.) 41 Though the Fawlcon be
reclaimed to the fist, she retyreth to hir haggardnesse. 1841
LYTTON .Vt. 4- Morn. i. vi, His..haggardness ill became
the years of palmy youth. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der.
vn. Ii. A new haggardness had come in her face.

Haggas, obs. form of HAGGIS.

Hagged (haegd, barged), a. Now dial. [A late

formation from HAG .f^. 1
: prob. influenced by

HAGGARD, with which it runs together in sense 2.

Perh. in some cases influenced by HAG v.'2]
1. a. Bewitched, b. Witch-like, hag-like. ? Obs.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crtiv, Hagged, Lean, Witched,

Half-Starved. 1706 E. WARD Hud. Redir. I. v. I4 Who
grin'd and look'd (the Lord defend her) As hagged as the
Witch of Endor. 1765 GRAY Long Story 129 The ghostly
prudes with hagged face. 1817 SOUTHEY Let. 28 May in

Life ff Corr. IV. 266 [French women] appear to pass at once
from youth to hagged old age.
2. Lean, gaunt; haggard; worn-out, fagged.
1694 R. L'ESTRANGE Fables 66 A Hagged Carrion of

a Wolfe, a 1700 (see i]. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela (1824)
I. 62 My red eyes and my hagged looks. 1752 CARTE
Hist. Eng. III. 312 To see. .how hagged and battered she
was grown. 1814 SOUTHEY RodtrickVocl. Wks. 1838 IX. 22

Through the streets he went With hagged mien. 1860
HUGHES Tom Brmtm at Oxf. xviii, Thou took'st hagged at

times, and folk'll see it, and talk about thee.

Ha^gerd, -ered, obs. ff. HAGGARD a.

tHaggess, haggiss. Obs. [a. F. agace,
agasse

' a Pie, Piannet, or Magatapie
'

(Cotgr.), in

1 3th c. also agacfte, Walloon agutse, med.L. agasia,
a. OHG. agazza pie, also OHG. agalstra (MHG.
egelster, Ger. elster : see Kluge). Cf. also HAG-
GISTER pie, Du. aakster, ekster, MDu. aextre, extre,
from ODu. and OLG. agastria, all from same root
as OE. agu pie.] The magpie.
'599 T. M[ouFET] Silkwormes 44 Hardy are Haggesses,

but yet giuen to prate. 1655 MOUFET & BENNET Health's
Improi: (1746) 184 Pyes or Haggisses feed upon Flesh,
Eggs, Worms, and Ants.

Haggi, ol>s. form of HADJI.

tHagging. Obs. rare. [f. HAG st.i +-LNO I.]
The meeting of hags or witches.

1584 R. SCOT Discov. Witchcr. Epist. (1886) p. xxi, The
witches . their bagging, their riding in the aire. Ibid. n. iv.

19 He would spie unto what place his wife went to bagging.

Haggis (hze-gis). Also 5 hagas e, hagese,
hageys, hagws, (hakkys), 6 hagges, -eis, -ise,
6-8 haggas, -ass^e, -ess)e, 7-8 haggus, 8 haggice,
ies, 9 -ish, -iss. [Derivation unknown.
The analogy of most terms of cookery suggests a French

source ; but no corresp. F. word or form has been found.
The conjecture that it represents F. hachis ' hash ', with
assimilation to hag, hack, to chop, has app. no basis of fact ;

F. hachis is not known so early, and the earlier forms of the
Eng. word are more remote from it. Whether the word is

connected with hag vb., evidence does not show.]
1. A dish consisting of the heart, lungs, and liver

of a sheep, calf, etc. (or sometimes of the tripe and
chitterlings), minced with suet and oatmeal, seasoned
with salt, pepper, onions, etc., and boiled like a

large sausage in the maw of the animal.

(Now considered specially Scotch, but a popular
dish in English cookery down to the beginning of
the i8th c. Cf. also quots. 1879-90.)

1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 52 For hagese. pe hert of
schepe, be nere bou take . . Hacke alle togeder with gode
persole [etc. ). c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 39 Hagws of a schepeTake be Roppis with be talowe, & parboyle hem; ban
hakke hem smal. 1:1440 Proinp. Para. 220/2 Hagas,
puddynge (.V. hakkys, puddyngys, H. hageys). 1508DUNBAR Flytingw. Kennedic 128 The gallowis gaipis eftir
thy graceles gruntill, As thow wald for ane haggeis. 1530
PALSGR. 228/2 Haggas a podyng, calielte de mouton. 1615MARKHAM Eng. Housew. (1660) 178 This small Oat-meal
mixed with blood, and the Liver of either Sheep Calfe or
Swine, maketh that pudding which is called the Haggas or
Haggus, of whose goodnesse it is in vain to boast, because
there is hardly to be found a man that doth not affect

H''"'tn - Cl. (1815) 268, I am not yet Scotchman enough to
relish their singed sheep's-head and haggice. 1796 MRS.
GLASSE Cookery v. 85 To make a Scotch Haggass, take the

boiled. Sold in the Newcastle market. 1836-48 B DW.ICU I,..'. . .i'. ft- .._/__ w J
. .^^ .

Jr. Aor. 1. v. 323 1
Scotch about a haggis. [1879 Miss "jACKN~Mro/5X
Word-bk., Haggis, . . the smaller entrails of a calf; what
the chitterlings are in a pig. 1890 Gloucester Gloss.,
Hagfus, calf's chitterlings (Hundred of Berkeley).]

b. trans/, andyfc. The paunch.
1836 SIR G. HEAD Home Tour 307, I can certainly testifyto the inordinate quantity that . the human haggis will hold.
c. An indolent do-nothing fellow.

1822 CARLYLE in Early Lett. (1886) II. 28 The lazy hag-
gises ! they must sink when we shall soar.
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2. Com/'., $& haggis-bag, -maker, -fadding;
fed adj.

1483 Calk. Angl. 169/1 An Hagas maker, tuieturius.

1545 RAYNOLD Byrth Mankynde l. xiv. (1634) 51 The bag
of an Haggasse pudding. 1787 BURNS To a Haggis 37 But
mark the rustic, haggis-fed. 1819 Blackw. Mag. Sept. 677
More like an empty haggis-bag than any thing else.

Haggish (hae-gij), a. [f. HAG sb.\ + -ISH.]
Like, resembling, or of the nalure of a hag.
'583 STASVHL'RST^'wc;>l.fArb.)27Mars. .with sweld furor

haggish, Lyke bandog grinning. 1601 SHAKS. Airs Infill, ii.

29 On vs both did haggish Age steale on. 1687 New
Atlantis i. 329 Guilt leaves an haggish fear that haunts
the mind. 1822 Blackw. Mag. XI. n The beldam's

haggish grin. 1886 T. HARDY Mayor of Casterbr. i, A
haggish creature of about fifty presided.
Hence Ha gglshly adv.

; Ha-ggishuess.
1846 WORCESTER, Haggishly. 1893 Dispatch (Columbus)

2 Mar., JThe land] of dazzling beauty and most hideous

haggishness in women.

t Haggister. Obs. or dial. Also 7 hagester, 8

-ister. [Cognate with Du. aakster, MDu. aextre.

OLG. agastria magpie : see HAGGESS.] A local

name of the magpie.
1584 R. _ScoT Discov. Witchcr. iv. viii. (1886) 65 The eating

! of a haggister or pie helpeth one bewitched in that member.
1674 RAY .J. f, E. C. Words 68 Hagester, z Magpie. Kent.
1802 G. MONTAGU Ornith. Diet. (1833), Hagisttr, a name for
the Magpie. [1847-78 in HALLIWELL.]

Haggle (hae-g'l), v. Also 6-7 hagle. [In
sense i, freq. of HAGZ>.I (cf. HACKLE v.1 }; the other
senses may possibly have originated from this,

though it is not clear that they did. Cf. HIGGLE.]
I. L trans. To mangle with repeated irregular

cuts or cutting blows ; to cut clumsily, with uneven

jagged edges ; to hack, mangle, mutilate.

1509 SHAKS. Hen. V, iv. vi. n Suflblke first dyed, and
Yorke all hagled ouer Comes to him, where in gore he lay
. .kisses the gashes That bloodily did yawne vpon his face.

1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia iv. (1629) 145 They not only
slew him and his family, but butcher-like hagled their
bodies. 1806-7 J- BERESFORD Miseries Hum. Life (1826) x.

Hi, Haggling the nails ofyour right hand with a pair of blunt
scissors held in the left. 1884 ROE Nat. Ser. Story vi, That
was a good clean cut. .1 dislike to see a tree haggled down.
fig. 1760 LLOYD The Actor Wks. I. 14 Your fool . . Who
murders what the Poet finely writ, And like a bungler
haggles all his wit.

b. intr. To make rough or clumsy cuts ; to hack.
1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1852) I. 296 For fear any little

motion, .should bend our instrument, and make us haggle
or cut awry. 1804 Man in the Moon xvii. 131 She haggles
at a wing, until it flies off into the plate of one of the
astonished guests.

II. 2. intr. To cavil, wrangle, dispute as to
terms

; esp. to make difficulties in coming to terms
or in settling a bargain ; to stickle.
1602 (implied in HAGGLER 2 and 3]. 1611 COTGR., Bar-

guigner..to wrangle, dodge, haggle. 1722 DE FOE Moll
Flanders (1840) 22 To bid a shilling more, and haggle with
them. x8i8 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xlii, There were two points on
which he haggled. 1853 KINGSLEY Hypatia xxi, I recollect
well how I used to haggle at that story of the cursing of the

fig-tree. 1886 STUBBS Led. Med. % Mod. Hist. xii. 278 The
King now haggled about the prsemunire.
3. trans. To weary or harass with haggling.
1648 CROMWELL Let. 20 Aug. in Carlyle, We are so

harassed and haggled out in this business, a 1797 H.
WALFOLE Mem. Geo. II (1847) II. xi. 359 Moore, and one
or two others, were neither awed nor haggled with their

inquisitors. 1815 R. P. WARD Tremaine II. xxiii. 218 'Old
Mr. Barnabus is quoit haggled with it,'

III. 4. intr. To advance with difficulty and
obstruction : cf. HAGGLER i. (Sc. also haigle.^
1583 STANYHURST jEiieis in. (Arb.) 91 The giaunt, with

his hole flock lowbylyke hagling. Ibid., Conceites (Arb.)
1 36 Wheare the great hulck floated, theare now thee cart-
wheele is hagling. 1871 CARLYLE in Mrs. Carlyle's Lett.
1 1 . 36 A Third Edition got done . . Printing haggles forward
till October.

Hence Haggled, Haggling///, adjs.
c 1589 Theses Martinianx 30 Suiter no more of these

haggling and profane pamphlets to be published against
Martin. 1834 M. SCOTT Cruise Midge (1863) 36 The stumps
of the haggled brushwood where it had been cleared by
the hatchet. 1840 THACKERAY Paris Sk.-bk. (1872) 4 The
insolence of haggling porters. 1894 CROCKETT Raiders (ed. 3)

i33There is a pile of haggled heads by thee.

Haggle, sb. [f. HAGGLE v.] The action of

haggling ; wrangling or dispute about terms.

1858 R. S. SURTEES Ask Mamma xliv. 195 In dealing, a
small farmer is never happy without a haggle. 1865 CAR-
LYLE Fredk. Gt. xin. v. V. 55 In the detail of executing, it

was liable to haggles. 1863 KINGSLEY Hcrcw. xiii, Then
the usual haggle began between them.

Haggle, dial. var. of HAIL sbl and z>.l

Haggler (hse-glaa). [f. HAGGLE v. + -EB
'.]

One who haggles. Cf. also HIGGLES.
1 1. A clumsy, awkward workman

;
a bungler.

Obs. exc. dial.

577 STANYHURST Descr. Irel. in Holinshed (1807-8) VI. 5
As neere the pricke as you are, and as verie an hagler as
I am, yet the scantling shall be mine, c 1589 Theses
Martitiianx D ij, Alas poore haglers, their fathers are too
yoong to outface the least of your sonnes. 1607 DF.KKER &
WEBSTER Wcstm. Hoe n. ii, Will you, like a haggler's
arrow, be down the weather ? strike whilst the iron is hot.

1847-78 HALLIW., Hagler, a bungler. Far. dial.

2. One who haggles or stickles in making a bar-

gain or coming to terms.
1602 DEKKER Salim/i. Wks. 1873 I. 245 Thy Muse is a

HAGIOCRACY.
hagler, and weares cloathes upon besl-be-trust. 1611

COTGR., Lagiti-ntffi', a base michcr, scuruie hagler, lowsie

dodger. 1698 VANBRt'CH /Ks,<f n. Wks. (Rtldg.) 373/2
Twenty shillings more, twenty shillings less, is not the

thing 1 stand upon. I'se no hagler, gadswookers ! 1883
S. C. HALL Retrospect II. 502 [He] was anything but a
haggler about the prices he paid.
3. An itinerant dealer ; a huckster; ^CADGER I,

2. b. (See quot. 1851.)
1602 Act Com. Counc. Land. 6 July in Stcnv's Survey

v. xxix. (1754) II. 511/1 The open Streets .. ought to be
used . . for open Passage . . and not for Hucksters, Pedlars,
and Haglers to stand and sit to sell their Wares in. a 1661
FULLER Worthies 1.11662) 278 Dorsers are Peds or Panniers
carried on the backs of Horses, on which Haglers use to
ride and carry their Commodities. a 1697 AUBREY Nat.
Hist. Surrey (1719) II. 208 These Rounds of the Haglers
. . are not incompatible with a daily Market, a 1700 B. E.
Diet. Cant. Creitr, A Hagler, one that Buys of the Country-
Folks, and Sells in the Market, and goes from Door to
Door. 1851 MAYHEW Land. Labour I. 79 A '

haggler
'

being
..the middle-man who attends in the fruit and vegetable-
markets, and buys of the salesman to sell again to the retail

dealer or costermonger.

Haggling (hce-glirj), vbl. sb. [f. HAGGLE v. +
-ING 1

.] The action of the verb HAGGLE, a.

Wrangling about terms, bargaining with much
discussion, b. Uneven or clumsy cutting.
a. 1632 SHERWOOD, A haggling, barguigtie. 1765 COWPER
Wks. (1835-37) I. 197 Disagreeable haggling and higgling,
and twisting and wriggling, to save my money. 1855
MACAULAY Hist. Etig. IV. q*. After some haggling he
consented to sell . . his pretensions . . for a pension of five

hundred pounds a year.
b. 1846 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. (1851) I. n. n. iii. 13

Half the chiaroscuro is totally destroyed by the haggling,
blackening, and '

making out ' of the engravers,

Haggly lhae-gli), a.
[f.

as prec. + -T.]
1. Beating the marks of having been haggled or

unevenly and clumsily cut. dial.

1825 in JAMIESON. 1887 .J. Cheshire Gloss., Haggly,
hacked uneven.

2. a. Characterized by haggling about terms.

b. Moving with obstruction and difficulty.
1864 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. IV. 347 A haggly settlement.

1865 Ibid. xni. v. V. 55 It is hoped the Insurrection will go
well, and not prove haggly, or hang-fire in the details.

Haggred, obs. form of HAGGARD a.

Haggus, obs. and dial, form of HAGGIS.

Hagh)e, ha;e, early ME. forms of HAW si. 1

Haghel, hajel, obs. ff. HAIL sb.1

t Haglieli, -like, adv. Obs. In 3 (Orm.)
ha}he-. [a. ON. hagliga.~\ Properly, becomingly.
c 1200 ORMIN 1228 Oxe ganngebb ha^heli). Ibid. 1231

AH hashelike & fajjre.

tHagher, a. Obs. Also 3 (Orm.) hajherr,
haher, hawnr, 3-4 ka;er, 4 hauer. [app. a.

ON. hag-r handy, skilful ; but the retention of the
inflexional -r of nom. sing. masc. is quite anoma-

lous.] Skilful, clever, dexterous ; apt, fit.

ri20o ORMIN 13471 Forrbi batt Sannt Anndrew wass
Rihht god and ha^herr hunnte. a 1225 Ancr. R. 52 A ful

hawur \v.r. haher, hajer] smi3. a 1327 Sat. Consistory Crts.
in Pol. Songs (Camd.) 155 Be he never in hyrt so hauer of
honde. 13. . Gaw. ff Gr. Knt. 352 Non hajer er of wylle.

b. Skilfully wrought.
13.. Gaw. $ Gr. Knt. 1758 t>e hajer stones Trased

aboute hir tressour, be twenty in clusteres.

Hence Ha^(h)erle^c [cf. ON. hagleik-r], dex-

terity. Hag-herliche, ha; h)erlike adv. [cf. ON.
hagligd\, skilfully, aptly, fitly.
c 1200 ORMIN 4906 To rosenn off bin ha^herrle^c. Ibid.

6672 Tatt wass hajherrlike don. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 18
He is. -honeste in his hous-hold & nagherlych serued.

Ha'ghood. nonce-wd. The condition of a hag.
1861 Macm. Mag. IV. 324/2 All is over with the toy that

he calls woman. Haghood sets in at once.

Haginday, obs. form of HAGGADAY.

Hagip-, hagi-, combining forms of Gr. 07105

holy, saintly ; as in Ha'giarchy [Gr. ap^r) rule],
the rule or order of saints ; Hagi hero ical a.,

characterized by saintly heroism ; Hagioma'nia
[Gr. fianta madness], saintly madness ; a mania for

sainthood
; Hagio-roma nee, the romance of a

saint's legend ; Hagioty pic a., pertaining to types
of saints.

\ji me most nagi-neroicai ausierny. 1797 journ. ^pain
(1808) I. 270 One regular symptom of *h:igiomania (if the

igio-romance. 1886 Jrnl. Derbyst..
VIII. 84 Such a remarkable *hagiotypic arrangement of
saints of the first rank.

Hagiocracy (hajgifkrasi). [f. Gr. 5-Yios holy
+ -CKACY.] A government or sovereignty ofpersons
esteemed holy; spec, as in quot. 1875.
1846 WORCESTER cites Eclectic Rev. 1874;. E. CARPENTER

tr. EwaloTs Hist. Israeli. 198 The internal weakness. .of

the hagiocracy already betrays itself in the one small but

significant circumstance of its treatment of the name of

God. 1875 Ediu. Rev. CXLII. wnotc. The term '

Hagio-
cracy

'

. . is employed by Ewald as the designation of that

modified form of the theocratical government which was
instituted after the return from the Babylonian Captivity.
1884 FAIRBAIRN in Contemp. Rev. Mar. 359 [To make] the

Mosaic state the ideal which religious men ought to seek

resolutely to realize in a hagiocracy.



HAGIOGRAPHA.

II Hagiographa vha-giip-grafa), sb. pi. [late

L., a. Or. ayioypcupa, f. ayios holy + ypa(prj writing,

-fpcupos writing, written.] The Greek name (lit.
' sacred writings ') of the last of the three great
divisions of the Hebrew Scriptures (called in

Heb. D'nro Kthubim writings) comprising all

the books not included under the two divisions of
' the Law ' and ' the Prophets '.

These are Psalms, Proverbs, Job; Canticles, Ruth, Lamen-
tations, Ecclesiastes, Esther ; Daniel, Ezra, Nehemiah,
Chronicles.

1583 FULKE Defence (Parker Soc.) 24 These books.. are
sometimes called Hagiographa. 1649 ROBERTS Clavis
Bibl. 501 The Hebrews dividing the whole Scripture into

three parts, viz., The Law, the Prophets, and Hagio-
grapha. 1860 Home's Introd. Knmvl. Script. (L.\ In all

there are twenty-two books of the old law ; that is, five

books of Moses, eight of the prophets, and nine of the

Hagiographa. 1884 I). HUNTER tr. Reuss' Hist. Canon i. 10

In the time of Josephus the books called the Hagiographa
were not yet gathered into a clearly defined collection.

Hence Hagrio graphal a., of or pertaining to the

Hagiographa.
1657 J. COSIN Canon Script. 152 (T.) Strabus . . saith that

Tobit is to be set among the apocryphal books, and not

among the hagiographal. 1732 STACKHOUSE Hist. Bible

(1767) IV. 284 In the number of hagiographal writers.

Hagiographer (hfegi,p-grafaj). [f. med.L.

hagiograph-us, (f. Gr. 0710? holy, saint + -ypaQos
writing, writer ; cf. prec.) -H -EH. 1]
1. A sacred writer ; spec, one of the writers of the

Hagiographa.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. , Hagiographer, he that writes holy

things [citing RALEIGH]. 1703 WHIIW Parapftr. N. 7\Gen.
Pref. 5 They were hagiograpners, who are supposed to be
left to the use of tbeir own words. 1805 Edin. Rev. VII. 95
The Jews, .ranked him [Daniel] only among the number of
their hagiographers.
2. A writer of saints' lives; a hagiologist.
1849 SIR J. STEPHEN Eccl. Biog. (1850) I. 91 Which

chronicle . . has alway been held in much esteem by the

hagiographers. 1864 J. H. NEWMAN Apol. App. 36 [He]
by no_ means assumes that he is an historian because he is

a hagiographer. 1867 FREEMAN Norm. Cony. I. v. 390.

Hagiographic (hsegi|<?gr2e-fik\ a. [f. as prec.
+ -1C, after Gr. -ypatpiKut : see -GRAPHIC.]
1. Of or pertaining to the Hagiographa.
1888 CAVE Inspir. O. Test. viii. 455 There is Hagiographic

Inspiration enabling the assimilation of Revelation.
2. Pertaining to the writing of saints' lives.

1819 SOUTHEV in Q. Rev. XXI. 378 The Devil began to
act a greater part in hagiographic romance. 1893 Athe-
arw; 24 June 791/2 A curious compound of genuine

historical research and hagiographic adulation.

Hagiogra-pliical, a. [f. as prec. + -AI..] f a.

Of or pertaining to sacred writings or the sacred

Scriptures. Obs. b. Of or relating to the Hagio-
grapha. C. Ofor pertaining to biographies of saints.

1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nickolay's Voy. Ep. Ded. p iij,
I might adde to these Hagiographicall examples, other. .

brought out of prophane Chronologies. 1615 SIR E. HOBY
Curry-combe ii. 89 The Canon of Hagiographicall Scripture.
(11651 J. SMITH Set. Disc. vi. 247 That which is Hagio-
graphical, or, as they call it, the dictate of the Holy Spirit.

1864 PUSEY Lect. Daniel <a. 302 He manifestly intends ..

hagiographical writers, (as of Solomon he says). 1874
GILBERT in 4*4 Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. 600/1 Preparing
some of the hagiographical manuscripts for the press.

Hagiographist (hsegtip-grafist). [f. as HAGIO-
GKAPHEK + -1ST.]

= HAGIOGRAPHER 2.

1817 SOUTHEY Pref. to Malory's Arthur p. xl, A mira-
culous conception is the only miracle which the Romish
Hagiographists have not bestowed upon their saints.

Hagiography (haegiifgrafi). [f. Gr. 0710-5
holy + -7pa</>ia writing : see -GBAPHY.]
1 1. = HAGIOGRAPHA. Obs. rare.
1812 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. LXVIII. 500 Eccle-

siastes . . perhaps was not really a part of the Hagiography.
2. The writing of the lives of saints; saints' lives

as a branch of literature or legend.
1821 SOUTHEY in Q. Rev. XXIV. 476 Such tales as these

are common in Romish hagiography. 1856 R. A. VAUGHAN
Mystics (1860) II. 4 In the hagiography . . of the Moham-
medan world. 1867 MAX MULLER Chips (1880) III. xiv.
312 A famous name in Cornish hagiography.

Hagiplatry (ha:gi,flatri). [f. Gr. 07105 holy
+ \uTpiia. worship.] The worship of saints.
1808 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. XXVI. 207 Reducing

the established hagiolatry to that posthumous veneration
for the benefactors of the human race, which is the natural
religion of every grateful heart. 1855 MILMAN Lat. Chr.
(1864) II, iv. vii. 348 The error was in the hagiolatry or
adoration of saints, not in the adoration of the image.
Hence Hagio later, one who worships saints.

Hagio-latrous a., given to saint-worship.
1841 G. S. FABER Provinc. Lett. (1844) I. 100 That

Haglolatrous buperstition which he deems the Essence of
the predicted Apostasy. 1875 Mrss COBBE Falsr Beasts
157 As

a_hagiolater kneels beside the relics of his Saint.

Hagiologic (hsegz'iol^-dgik), a. [f. HAGIOLOGY
(or its Greek elements) + -ic : see -LOGIC.] Of,
pertaining to, or connected with hagiology.
i86 SOUTHEY find. Eccl. Angl. 169 Any person versed in

hagiologic reading. 1834 J. RAINE Pref. to Reg. Dunel-
mensis Lib. de A dm. Cuthberti Virt. ( Surtees) p. x, Reginald,
one of the most credulous of hagiologic writers.

Hagiolo'gical, a. [f. as prec. + -AL.] =
prec.

1873 L>ublin Rev. Apr. 330 There is a growing tendency. .

to unfairly depreciate the value of lives of the saints written
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upon the '

ha^iological
'

method. 1895 Athenmtm 24 Aug.
255/2 To consist of religious and hagiological anecdota.

Hagiologist. Also agio-, [f. HAGIOLOGV
(or its Greek elements) + -1ST.] A writer of

hagiology; one versed in the legends of saints.

1805 SOUTHEY Madoc 416 note, This miracle is claimed
by some Agiologists for St. Baldred. 1857 SIR F. PAI.GRAVE
Aferck. $ Friar (1844) 204 The Hagiologist assigns an
adequate cause. 1871 TYLOH Prim, Cult. IL 199 The
Buddhist theologians and hagiologists.

Hagiology (hsegijp-lodgi). [f. Gr. ayio-s holy
+ -\oyia discourse: see -LOGY.] The literature

that treats of the lives and legends of saints; also,

by extension, of great men or heroes
;
a work on

the lives and legends of the saints.

1807 SOUTHEY Espnella's Lett. II. 106 There are few finer

miracles in hagiology. 1868 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. II. vii.

20 We shall be in danger of mistaking hagiology for history.

1870 EMERSON Sac. $ Solit., Clubs Wks. (Bohn) III. 96 In
the hagiology of each nation, the lawgiver was in eacn case
some man of eloquent tongue.

Hagioscope (hse-gi0skJ
u
p). Also agioscope.

[f. Gr. 017109 sacred, holy + -SCOPE.] A small

opening, cut through a chancel arch or wall, to

enable worshippers in an aisle or side chapel to

obtain a view of the elevation of the host ; a squint ;

also, sometimes applied to a particular kind of

window in the chancel of a church.

1839-40 Hints on Eccl. Antiq. (Cambr. Camden Soc.)
(ed. 2) 18 Hagioscope. By this term is intended the aperture
made through different parts of the interior walls of a church
. .in order that the worshippers in the aisles might be able
to see the Elevation of the Host. The technical term in

use is
'

Squint '. .It is hoped., that the new term, .may be

thought useful. 1844 PALEY Church Restorers A.,
chandelier hung from the roof, .threw its faint light through
a hagioscope upon the founder's tomb by the altar side.

1845 PARKER Gloss. Arckit. (ed. 4) I. 350 (s.v. Squint) The
name of Hagioscope has lately been applied,. but it does
not seem desirable to give Greek names to the parts of

English buildings. 1848 B. WEBB Continental Eccles. 192
A late wayside church, .with open grated hagioscopes.
Hence Haglosco-pic a.

1872 Paroch. Hist. Cornwall IV. 125 The transept has an
hagioscopic communication with the chancel. 1881 N. $ Q.
6th Ser. IV. 433/2 The sacrist, .could command, by a hagio-
scopic window, the different parts of the mass.

t Hagiosidere. Obs. rare. [ad. Gr. 0710-

ffiSrjpov, f. aytos holy + 0i8r)pos iron.] (See quot.)
1730-6 BAILEY (folio), Hagiosidere, a Plate of Iron, .which

the Greeks under the Dominion of the Turks (being pro-
hibited the Use of Bells) strike on, with a Hammer, to call
the People to Church.

Hagister, var. HAGGISTEB, magpie.
Hagle, Haglet : see HAGGLE, HACKLET.
Hagmena, obs. form of HOGMANAY.
Hag-ridden (h0e-g,rid'n), ppl. a. Also hag-

rid,
[f.
HAG s&i + RIDDEN///, a.]

1. Ridden by a hag ; esp. afflicted by nightmare.
1684 OTWAY Atheist n. i, He's marry'd, ojagu'd, troubled,

and Hag-ridden. 1758 BATTIE Madness vii. 49 (Jod.)Thus
the glutton.. is hag-ridden in his sleep. 1817 COLERIDGE
Zapolya i. Prel. 88 Must I hag-ridden pant as in a dream?
1886 T. HARDY Mayor of Casterbr. I. xx. 246 When she
had not slept she did not quaintly tell the servants next
morning that she had been 'hagrid'.
2. Oppressed in mind ; harassed.

1702 C. MATHER Magn. Chr. in. ir. xxviii. (1852) 507 He
did not allow himself to be hagridden with the enchant-
ments thereof. 1817 COLERIDGE Biog. Lit. 85 So com-
pletely hag-ridden by the fear of being influenced by
selfish motives. 1891 Spectator 4 Apr. 471/1 Our minds are
jaded and hag-ridden, as it were, by the physical fatalities
of modern science.

Hag-ride (hae-girsid), v. [f. HAG s&* + RIDE
v.] trans. To ride as a hag : see prec.
1661 A. BROME Sengs fy Poems p. xii, When force hag-rid

our Land and Seas. ^1718 Lett.fr. Mist's Jrnl. (1722)
I. 164 As for Apparitions and Hag-riding, they are gener-
ally the Effects of Imagination and a disturbed animal
Faculty. 1817 SCOTT Harold n. xiv, To . . hag-ride some
poor rustic's sleep. 1893 STEVENSON Catriona iii. 29 The
thought of the dead men hag-rode my spirit.

Hag-seed : see HAG sb.\-

Hagship (hse-gjip). [f. HAG s&.i + -SHIP.]
The personality of a hag : used as a mock title.

1604 MIDDLETON Witch n. u. (R.), 'TIS the charm her
hagship gave me For my duchess' obstinate woman. 1634
HEYWOOD & BROME Witches Lane. iv. H.'s Wks. 1874 IV.
230, I mean to lay the Country for their Hagships. 1785
MRS. GRANT Lett.fr. Monnt. (1813) II. xix. 96, I fancy their

hagships [Macbeth's witches] resided hereabouts.

Hag-taper (hae-g^pw). Also 6 higgis-,
hickis-, hig- ; 8 hagtaber. [The original form
and etymology of the first element are left doubtful

by the early instances (hag- appears to be late) ;

the second is TAPER sb. : cf. Ger. kerzenkraut
1

taper-wort ', MDu. tortseeruyt
' torchwort '.]A plant, the Great Mullein

( Verhascum Thapsus).
1548 TURNER Names of Herbes, Verbascunt, in englishe

Mullen higgis taper or Longe wurt. 1562 Herbal u. 161
The whyte Verbascum is called commonly in English
molten or hickis taper. 1578 LVTE Dodoens i. Ixxxi. 120 In

English. .Mulleyn, or rather Wulleyn, Higtaper, Torches,
and Longworte. 1741 Compl. Fam.-Piece I. i. 83 Then
put to it a Handful of Hagtaber. 1863 PRIOR Plant-n.

s.v., In our modern Floras it is incorrectly spelt High-taper*
1876 Treas. Bot. 1209/2 The English name, Hig-taper..
and Hag-taper.

Haguday, obs. form of HAGGADAT.

HAIDINGERITE.

Hague, dial. var. HAW, the fruit.

Hagworxu (hse'gjw&nn), dial. [a. ON.
ormr, the adder, f. hpgg (,: haggw-} cutting
stroke + ormr worm. (In different localities hag
seems to be taken as = copse, hedge, or bog.)] A
northern name for the adder or viper ;

but in some
districts applied to the common snake, and in

others to the blindworm.
1483 Cath. Angl. 169/2 An Hagworme, jacuhts. 1631

R. H. Arraiettm. Whole Creature ix. 69 That great hag-
worme of a Corroding Conscience. 1787 GROSE Provinc.

Gloss., Hag-worms , snakes of all kinds. Yorks. 1828
Craven Dial.) Hag-worm, a snake, or blind worm, haunting
the hag or hedge. 1844 SELUY in Proc. Berw. Nat. Clito
II. No. 12. 87 A. large specimen of the Slow or Hag-worm,
Artguis

f fragilis. 1858 GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt.
II. Ixvii. 6 A snake (a poor harmless creature, by the way. .

always excepting the hag-worm). 1891 ATKINSON Moorland
Par, 313, I could account for the presence of the hag worm
three or four feet below the surface of the hone.

Hagws, obs. form of HAGGIS.
Hah, var. of HA interj. and vb.

Ha ha (ha ha- ), int. and sb. i Also 7-9 hah-hah.

[A natural utterance occurring in most languages :

cf. Gr. a a, a a, L. ha ha, OF. haha, aha, etc.]
A. int. The ordinary representation of laughter.

c 1000 ^ELFRIC Gram, xlviii. (Z.) 273 Ha ha and he he

SetacniaS hlehter on ledenand on enghsc. c 1386 CHAUCER
Prioress

1

Prol. 5 (Harl. MS.) Haha felaws be war for such
a iape. 1509 HAWES i'ast. Pleas, xvi. Ixviii, Ha, ha ! quod
he, love doth you so prycke. 1821 BYRON Deformed Transf.
n. iii, Cats, (aside and laughing). Ha ! ha ! here's equity !

1822 SHELLEY tr. Goethe's Faust ii. 31 Ha, ha ! your worship
thinks you have to deal With men. 18.. W. JONES Song
* The Monks of Old' i, For they laugh'd ha ! ha ! and they
quafFd ha ! ha ! And lived on the daintiest cheer.

b. Ha ha ha! and further repetitions express
continued laughter.
U 1150 REGINALD Libellus de Vita Godrici (Surtees) 262
Cum stridore cachinnans, ait, Hack* Hach, hach.} 1579
FULKE Conjnt. Sanders 608 Ha ha he, M. Sander hath a
pleasaunt witte. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. n. i. 36 Ha, ha, ha. So :

you'r paid. 1691 RAY Creation n, Those accounts, .are so

excessively absurd and ridiculous, that they need no other
confutation than ha, ha, he. 1698 VANBRUGH ^Esop n.
Wks. (Rtldg.) 373/2 Ha ! ha ! ha ! ha ! ha ! Did ever man
behold the like? ha ! ha ! ha ! ha ! ha ! 1775 SHERIDAN
Duenna i. v, Ha ! ha ! ha ! I'll be very particular. 1873 S. T.
SMITH My Uncle's Will 29 By Jove ! Ha ! ha ! ha ! upon
my life ha ! ha ! ha ! ha ! Flor. What is he laughing at ?

B. sb. A loud or open laugh.
1806 SURR Winter in Land. (ed. 3) III. 196 Titters from

ladies, and ha, ha, ha's from gentlemen. 1837 CARLYLE
Fr, Rev. II. in. v. (1871)113 Commented on with loud hahas
and deep grumblings. 1862 A thenseum 30 Aug. 280 The
hak-Itahs and guffaws with which certain laughing frogs
and jocular toads celebrate their nuptial rites.

Hence Ha ha (ha ha*), v.
f
to utter ha ha in

laughter ; to laugh aloud.
1606 SirG. Goosecappe m. i. in Bullen O. PI. III. 43, I

wood have put the third hah to it..and hah, hah, haht
him out of the presence yfaith. 1852 Fraser's Mag.
XLVI. 456 The hysena hah ! hah's ! at the pleasant pro-

spect. 1865 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. xvm. vii, All Regensburg
was loud, wailing or haha-ing according to humour.

Ha-ha (haha), j-.2 Also haha, ha ! ha !, ha-
hah (8 ah, ah), 8-9 haw-haw, [a. F. haha

(i7th c. in Hatz.-Darm.) *an obstacle interrupting
one's way sharply and disagreeably, a ditch behind

an opening in a wall at the bottom of an alley or

walk '

; according to French etymologists, from ha I

exclamation of surprise.] A boundary to a garden,

pleasure-ground, or park, of such a kind as not to

interrupt the view from within, and not to be seen

till closely approached ; consisting of a trench, the

inner side of which is perpendicular and faced with

stone, the outer sloping and turfed ; a sunk fence.

1712 J. JAMES tr. Le Blondes Gardening 28 The End of
this Terrass is terminated by. .an Ah, Ah, with a dry Ditch
at the Foot of it. Ibid. 77 Thorough-Views, caM'dAA, Ah,
..are Openings.. to the very Level of the Walks, with
a large and deep Ditch at the Foot.., which surprizes.,
and makes one cry, Ah! Ah! from whence it lakes its

Name. 1724 in Amherst Gardening (1895) 234 The walks
are terminated by Ha-hah's, over which you see [etc.], 1749
LADY LUXBOROUGH Lett, to Shenstone 4 June, The {fail

Ha! is digging. 1803 H. REPTON Landscape Gardening
86 The sunk fence or ha ! ha ! in some places answers the

purpose. 1852 R. S. SURTEES Sponge's Sp, Tour liii. 300
(The hound] ran a black cart-colt, and made him leap the

haw-haw. 1880 Q. Rev. Apr. 336 The constant use of Ha-
has (or sunk-fences).

b. transf. oxtAJig.
1773 MASON Ep. to Sir W. Chambers, Leap each ha-ha of

truth and common sense. 1858 H. MILLER Rambles Geol.

Wks.( 1869) 303These ravines . . are ha-has ofNature's digging.
C. aitrib.) as ha-ha ditch, fence, wall.

1769 De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. I. 325 Throwing down the
Walls of the Garden, and making, instead of them, Haw-
haw Walls. 1774 T. HUTCHINSON Diary 17 Sept., A ha-ha
fence at the bottom of the garden. 1849 Ann. Reg. 106
The Ha-ha ditch in Kensington Gardens.

Haher, var. of HAGHER a. Obs., skilful.

Hai, obs. form of HAY.
Haid, obs. Sc. f. had, hid.

Haidiiigerite (hai'dirprait). Min. [Named
after Von Haidinger, an Austrian mineralogist.]
1. A hydrated arsenate of calcium, occurring in

minute white crystals.



HAIK.

1817 Editi. yrnl. Sc. VI. 317 I propose to employ the name
of Haidingerite to designate the species. 1868 DANA Mitt.

(ed. 5) 552. 1875 PLATTNEK Anal. Blmpipe (ed. Cookesley)
144 Haidingerite, pharmacolite, and picropharmacolite . .

in the matrass yield much \\ater, e;-pecially the latter.

2. Formerly used as a synonym of BEKTBIEBITE.
1863-72 WATTS Diet. Chcm. I. 581. 1868 DANA Min. 86.

Haiduck, variant of HEVDUCK.
Haie, obs. form of HAY.
Half, haiff, obs. Sc. forms of HAVE.
Haifer, Haige, obs. ff. HEIFER, HEDGE.

tHaik'.heyke. 06s. [Cf. EFris. heike, fieik',

haike, hoikc: see HUKE.J A kind of cloak or

upper garment ; app. the same as the HUKE, q.v.
CI37S Sc. Leg. Saints, Egipcianc 280 Of pe twa haikis

(at he had He tuk be tane & bakvart kest. 1-1440
Promp. Pan. 232/2 Heyke, garment (A', or hewke, iujra ;

heyke, cloth ; 5. hayeste garment, or huke), arnului. 1488
Act. Dam. Cone. 132 (Jam. 1 Twa govnys, price iij lb., a
haik, price x s., a pare of clokis, price x s. 1553 Burgh Kec.
Prestwick (Maitl. Cl.l 5! Ane hayk and anetyrtyll, price
xls. to pe behwf of pe barnis.

II Haik-, haick (haik, haik). Also 8 haeg,
hayick, 8-9 haique, hyke. [Arab. eJuo. hayk,
f. ()U. hdk to weave.] An oblong piece of cloth

which Arabs wrap round the head and body, as
an outer garment.
[1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 633 Newes from Bar-

bary..his Turban of course Callico, his Alheik or loose
gowne of Lile Grogram.] 1713 S. OCKLEY Ace. Bartary
45 Over all this, the best, .wear Haegs, or very fine white
Blankets, about 6 yards long, and 2 broad. 1797 Eiuycl.
Brit. s. v. Morocco 27 (Stanf.) The whole wardrobe of
a country Moor in easy circumstances consists in a haique
for winter, another for summer, [etc.]. 1801 SOUTHEY
Tkalaba iv. 10 note, One of these Hykes is usually six

yards long and five or six feet broad, serving the Arab for
a complete dress in the day. 1825 SCOTT Talism. xxvii,
Wild forms with their persons covered with haicks. 1891
HALL CAIBm0qAqpMj I. 150 His four Mahommedan wives
. . were gazing furtively down from behind their haiks.

Haik : see HAKE st.'*,
& and v.l.

Hail (h^l), st. 1 Forms: a. i hasol, -al, -el,

3 hajel, hawel, haul, 4 haghil, 4-5 hawle,
haule. 0. i hsesl, heesel, hesel, 3- hail, (3 ail),

4-6 hayl(e, 4-7 haile, 5 hayll(e, hayel. 7. 7-9
(dial.) haggle. [Com. Teut. : OE. hagol(-al, -el),
and hsesl (hxgel) : WGer. *hagal, *hagl : cf.

OFris. heyl (\-hegl), MDu. hahel, Du. hagel,
OHG. hagal, MHG. and Ger. hagel, all masc., ON.
hagl neat. (Sw., Da. hagel) :-OTeut. *hag{a)lo- ;

\

perh. cognate with Gr. Ka\K- in tcdxtyf pebble;
cf. the notion in hailstone. The two OE. types
haffl and h&gl, gave the respective ME. types
hawel, hawl, and hseil, hayl, hail, of which the
former was southern and came down to the I5th c.

Beside these a third type haggle directly from
Norse, survives in Yorkshire dialect.]
1. Ice or frozen vapour falling in pellets or masses

in a shower from the atmosphere. (Tn spring and
summer most frequently occurring in connexion
with a thunderstorm.)
o. a 1000 Boeth. Metr. xxix. 127 Ren aefter baem, swylce

hajal and snaw. riooo ^ELFKIC Horn. II. 192 Swa micel
ounor and haxol becom on 3am leodscipe. c 1205 LAY.
11975 Ha?el & raein ber araes. Ibid. 20504 Swa har^el
[CJ27S be hawel] de5 from wolcne. a 1300 Fracm. Pop.
Sc. (Wright) 216 Hi al i-frore ben, Thanne hit is hawel
[v.r. hawl] pur. a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xvii. 14 Haghil
and coles of fire. 1383 WYCLIF Exod. ix. 29 Thundres
shulen ceese, and hawle [1388 hail) shal not be. 1422
tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Pri-v. (E. E. T. S.) 198 God keste
ham dovne wyth grete Stonys of hawle. .And inoche Pepillmore were dede by the haule, than by Swerde.
ft c 835 Vesp. Psalter xvii[i]. 13 Hegel & coin fyres.a looo Phauijc 60 paer ne ha^l ne hrirn hreosaS to foldan.

a 1000 Cmdmait Cat. 808 (Gr.) Cymeb basics scur. c 1250Gen. $ Ex. 3046 Dhunder, and hail, and leuenes fir. Ibid.
3183 Oc Be ail haued so wide spiled, Sat his graue is
Sorvnder hiled. 1398 TREVISA Earth. DC P. R.\\. xxi.

, ,

ingendrid. 1638 WILKISS tfew World I. (1684) 130 Think-
ing (as the Proverb is) that he may use Hail, when he hath
no Thunder. 1727-46 THOMSON Summer 1 144 Down comes
a deluge of sonorous hail. 1868 RUSKIN Pol. Econ. Art ii.

104 I have seen the hail fall in Italy till the forest branches
stood stripped and bare.

y. [see HAILSTONE.]
2. With a and //. A shower or storm of hail

;

now usually hail-storm, hail-shower.
c'? K - 'ELFRED Boeth. xxxix. 13 Hsealas and suawas and

se oft raeda ren Icecap oa eorban on wintra. a 1300 CursorM 6019 A thonor wit an haile. 1383 WYCLIF IVisd. xvi. 16 I

with newe watns, and hailis, and reynes, they suffrederi
'

secucioim. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 93 In hail* or tempestis.
1601 bHAKS. Alts Well v. iii. 33, 1 am not a day of season,
tor thou maist see a sunshine, and a haile In me at once.
1788 T. JEFFERSON Writ. 118591 II. 458 A very consider.
able portion of this country has been desolated by a hail.

\ b. A pellet of hail, a hailstone. Obs.
a 1625 FLETCHER Mad Lover iv. ii, My head heavy With

hails and frosty lacle*. 1697 Phil. Tra,a. XIX. 580 Someof the Hail were Eight Inches about.
3. trans/, xa&fig. A storm, shower, or volley of ,

something falling like hail, esp. of shot.
I59> SHAKS. Mids. N. i. i. 244. IS97 _ LoveSt Comfit. I

22

3io That not a heart which in his level came Could 'scape
the liail of his all-hurting aim. 1667 MILTON P. L. vi. $8<t
Chaind Thunderbolts and Hail of Iron Globes. 1728 Pol K
Dune. in. 262 'Mid snows of paper, and fierce hail of in.-a>c.

1893 FORBES-MITCHELL Retain. Gt. Mutiny to A perfect
hail of round-shot assailed u>.

4. attrib. and Comb., as hail-shower; hail-like,
-stricken adjs. Also HAIL-SHOT, -STONE, -STOKM.
a looo Andreas 1259 (Gr.) Veder coledon heardum hai^el-

scurum. 1399 LANGL. Rich. Redelt-s \. 26 That neuere had
harncsse, ne hayle schouris. 1610 HOLLAND Ciii'idcn s

Brit. \. 388 With an haile-like storme of stones Kild him.

1845 DARWIN I'oy. Nat. vi. (1873,1 116 Having finished our
dinner of hail-stricken meat.

t Hail, s/'.- Chiefly north. Obs. Forms : 3-4
byl> 3~6 hail, 4~5 haylle, 4-6 haile. hayle, 5

haille, heylle, 5-6 heyle. [a. ON. heill health,

prosperity, good luck, cognate with OE. hxl:
see HEAL si.]

1. Health, safety, welfare. In northern ME.
taking the place of the native Eng. hele, HEAL.
a 1400-50 .-/ Icxander 3272 (Dubl.) When on athyll was so

wele in happe and in heyle. e 1460 Toiunelfy Myst.
(Surtees) 73 I am Lord and lech of heyle. c 1470 HENRY
Wallace v. 547 To se his heyle his comfort was the mor.
1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 45 The maist part of vs hes gude hail
in our body.

b. To drink hail, to drink wishing health and

happiness to another.
c 1205, 1350, etc. [see DRINK-HAIL]. 1297 R. GLOUC. (1724)

118 He. .custe hire, .and glad dronk hire hail.

2. With defining words : evil, ill, wroth hail,
bad luck, misfortune ; often used adverbially, with
the adj. in dative fern, or some representative thereof:

to (one's) hurt, unfortunately, disastrously. Ct
HEAL st., HALE so. 1 in similar use.
a 1300 Cursor M. 6583 Ful iuel hail [u.r. ille hayl] brak

yee >e dai. Ibid. 7320 Ful ilhail [v.r. ill a hayle] sal

pai it se. Ibid. 7335 pis saul h;iue pai mad bair king..
Ful wreberhail [z<. rr. wraber haile, wroberhele] to hair be-
houe. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chroa. Wotv (Rolls' 2590 Morgan
..wroughte hym self to wrober haylle. 1386 CHAUCER
Reeve's T. 169 Ilhayl, by god Aleyn thou is afonne. <r 1450
St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 5880 pir robbours wand vp pair
sayle To be hey se with euel hayle. c 1460 Towneley Myst.
(Surtees) 61 Wyth yl a haylle ! Ibid. 89 Ha, ha, goder-
haylle ! . . this is good for the frost. ? e 1475 Sgr. lovje

Degre 299 Alas ! it tourned to wroth-hir-heyle. a 1529
SKELTON Elynour Rummyng 618 God gyve it yll hayle I

Hail, s6.3 [A later subst. use of HAIL int., and
n. of action f. HAIL v.-~]
1. An exclamation of '

hail !

'

;
a (respectful)

greeting or salutation.

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xxxiii. i As sung Aurora, with
cristall haile. a 1667 COWLEY On Virgin Wks. 1711 III.

53 An Hail to all, let us An Hail return. 1667 MILTON
P. L. v. 385 The Angel Haile Bestow'd, the holy salutation
us d Long after to blest Marie, second Eve. 1870 Daily
A'ews 30 Dec., His hail was pleasant, and we bade him
'

Good-bye and good luck '.

2. The act of hailing some one
; a shout of wel- '

come ; a shout or call to attract attention.
1811 WORDSW. Ep. to Sir G. H. Beaumont 207 Whence

the blithe hail ? behold a Peasant stand On high, a kerchief
j

waving in her hand '. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Vanderput ff
S. i. i The hail of the pilots or the quay-keepers. 1883
STEVENSON Treas. Isl. in. xiv, I could hear hails coming
and going between the old buccaneer and his comrades.

b. Phr. Within hail : within call, near enough
to be hailed; so out ofhail, beyond call. Originally
nautical phrases.
1697 DAMPIER Voy. I. 191 When we came within hale we I

found that they were English. 1748 Arson's Voy. n. iv.

163 The vessel came within hail of us. 1825 Scorr Fam.
\

Lett. 16 May (1894) II. 267 Your late remove has brought
you a good deal more within hail, as the sailors say. 1836W. IRVING Astoria I. 86 Warning them., not to wander
away nor be out of hail

3. attrib., as hail-peal, a peal of salutation or call.
;

1568 Hist. Jacob f, Esau i. i. in Hazl. Dodsley II. 192 I

.o give my neighbors louts an hail-peal in a morn.

Hail, st.* Sc.
[f. HAIL z/.s]

1. orig. (At hand-ball, etc.) The act of saluting
the dool or goal with the exclamation '

hail ! ', when
it is hit by the ball ; hence, the act of hailing or

driving the ball to the dool or goal ; a '

goal
'

or
victory in one game or round. In phrases to give
the hail, to win a hail or so many hails.
01673 WEDDERBURN Vac. 37 (Jam.) Transmitter me/am

\

fita,lo give the hail. Hie primus est transmissus, this is
i

the first hail 1804 TARRAS Poems 66 (Jam.) The hails is
'

wun. 1861 J. F. CAMPBELL Tales W. Highl. (1892) III.
10 They went to play shinny and Jain won three hales.

2. transf. Each of the two goals at hand-ball,
football, shinty, and the like.

1843 HARDY in Proc. Berw. Nat. Club II. No. n. 58 The
hails, or boundaries of the game, were the . . fishing hamlet
of Headchesters as one terminus, and the conical height of
Hoggeslaw. .as the other. 1880 Boys' Own Book 130 These
posts are the hail or goal.

Hail, sb.S, dial. var. of AIL sb:1-, the awn of barley
1880 JEFEERIES Gt. Estate 8 The black knots on the

delicate barley straw were beginning to be topped with the
hail, .the hail is the beard of the barley.

t Hail, a. Obs. Forms : 3 heeil, 3-4 heil, 3-8
hail, 3-5 heyl.e, 4-7 haile, hayl(e, 5 hayli(e.
[a. ON. heill hale, sound, whole = OE./W/: OTeut.
*hailo-, haild- : see HALE and WHOLE. A ME.

HAIL.

equivalent of the northern hale and the midl. and
southern hit, whole.]
1. Free from injury, infirmity, or disease ; sound,

unhurt, safe ; healthy, robust ; HALE, WHOLE.
<ri2os LAY. 12528 \Vunie8 her hal and hajil. c 1220

Bestiary 366 Al heil and sund. a 1300 Cursor M. 3829-30He es bath hail and fere, Ya hail and sound, wit-outen
were, e 1330 Amis , Ami!. 2232 Y might aschape out of
mi wo, Al hayl and hole to be. c 1440 Promp. Pai-n. 233/1
Heyl fro sekenesae, satius. 1573 Tl SSER Husb. xv. (1878) 33
Let timber be haile, least profit doe quaile. 1673 A. WALKER
Lecz Laehrymans 3 The hayl Constitution, the graceful
Fashion . . of his Youth. 1725 BKAULEY Fam. Diet. s.v.

Jauiulice, The Water of a Young Child that's hail.

b. Jig. Sound, wholesome
; pure, uncorrupted.

13.. A". Alis. 7036 [He] tok counsaile, That him n'a>
neither god ne haile. e 1460 Battle of Otterbourne 92 in
tercys Relii]., He durste not loke on my bred banner, For
all Ynglonde so haylle. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk f, Sel-u. To
Rdr., To shew that a Book . . might be understandingly
and roundly written, in hail and clear English.
2. In phr. Hail be thou, etc. used as a salutation

expressing well-wishing or reverence. Hence (in

part; HAIL int., q.v.
e 1205 LAY. 14309 Lauerd king, wa?s haeil ! Ibid. 29030

Hail seo bu Gurgmund. .hail bine drihtliche men. 1/1300
Sat. People Kildarc vi. in E. E. P. (1862' 153 Hail be je
freris wi(> be white copis. c 1380 WYCLIF H'ks. (iSSo) 204
Heil be bou, marie, ful of grace. 1496 Dives fy Paiip.
(W. de W.) i. iv. 36/1 Hayle be thou our kynge.
3. Whole, entire. Allliail: cf. ALL- WHOLE.
a 1300 Cursor M. 22306 Turn bam till his trouth al hail.

a 1300 I'Toriz f, Kl. 56
' Dame

',
he sede,

'

bis hail is pin, pat
win and bat gold eke.'

Hail (h,?'l), z/.l Forms : a. i hasalian, 3 hauli,
4 haweli. 0. 4-7 hayle, 7 haile, 6- hail. 7. 7-9
(dial.') haggle. [OE. ha^alian :-OTeut. *hag(a]-
lojan : in ON. hagla, MHG. haglen, hagelen, Ger.

hageln, Du. hagelen, from the sb. The north, dial.

haggle is from ON. See HAIL sby\
1. intr. a. Impersonally: it hails= hail falls.
n. 1:893 K. ALFRED Oros. ill. v. i On sumre tide hit

ha^alade stanum ofer ealle Romane. 1290 JT. Eng. Leg.L
198/37 Hit bi-gan to bondri and hauli. c 1300 St. Brandon

32 Hit began to haweli faste.

f. c 1425 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 665/6 Grandinat, hayles.
1483 Cath. Angl. 169/2 To Hayle, grandinare. 1530PALSGR. 130 // gresle, it hayleth. 1611 BIBLE Isa. xxxii.
10 When it shall haile, commmg downe on the forest. 1631
WIDDOWES Nat. Philos. 19 It hayleth most in Autumne
and in the Spring. 1686 GOAD Celest. Bodies n. viii. 261 It
Hails most in the Wine-Countries. Mod. Does it still hail*

J. 1674 RAY N. C. Words 23 It Haggles : It hails.
Var. Dial. 1855 ROBINSON Whitby Gloss, s.v., 'It both
haggl'd and snow'd '. 1893 M. C. F. MORRIS Yorksk.
Folk-t. 319

'

It haggled heavy t' last neet '.

b. With subject : (a) To pour or send down hail.

^1398 CHAUCER Fortune 62 The welkne hath myht to
shyne, reyne, or hayle. 1535 COVERDALE Exod. ix. 23 The
Lorde hayled and rayned vpon the londe of Egipte.

C*) To fall as hail.

1859 [see vU. so. below]. 1879 C. F. HOFFMAN Monterey
in Poems of Places, Br. America. 143 Now here, now there,
the shot it hailed In deadly drifts of fiery spray.
2. trans. To pour down as hail

; to throw or
send down in a shower with considerable force like
hail in a storm.

1570 DEE Math. Pref. 35 Such huge Stones.. did he with
his engynes hayle among them. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. i. i.

243 He hail'd downe oathes that he was onely mine. 1607
Ant. ^ Cl. ii. v. 45 He set thee in a shower of Gold, and

haile Rich Pearles vpon thee. 1847 TENNYSON Princ. Prol.
155 Walter hail'd a score of names upon her. 1886 STEVEN-
SON Dr. Jekyll III. (ed. 2) 37 Hailing down a storm of blows.
Hence Hailing vbl. sb. ,m first quot. concr.}.
1538 BALE Thre Lawes 1841 Lyghtenyngesandhaylynges

destroyed their corne. 1859 RUSKIN Two Paths 12 The
hailing of the shot and the shriek of battle.

Hail (b/'l;, v.- Forms: 3-6 haile, hayle, (3
haille, Orm. hesjlenn), 4-5 heile, 5 heyle, 7-8
hale, 7- hail. [An early deriv. of HAIL sb.- and

interj. which has superseded HAILSE v.]
1. irons. To salute with '

hail !
'

; to salute, greet ;

to receive with expressions of gladness, to welcome.
c 1*00 ORMIN 2814 He wollde swa Allmahbti; Drihhtin

he^lenn. c 1205 LAY. 14068 pus hailede him on be swic-
fulle wimman ; Lauerd king, wajshail. 1362 LANGL. P. I'l.

A. IX. 10 Ich heilede hem hendeli. c 1440 Promp. Pnrv.
233/1 Heylyn, or gretyn, saluto. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas.
xx. i, They hayled, Wyth a great peale of gunnes, at theyr
departyng. The marvaylous toure of famous cunnynge.
1725 C. PITT Vida's Art of Poetry i. (R.), The ravish'd
crowds shall hail their passing lord. 1804 [see HAIL int.].

1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. ii. 183 In Scotland the restora-
tion of the Stuarts had been hailed with delight.

b. With complement (with or without as).
1671 MILTON Sainson 354 Such a Son as all Men hail'd

me happy. 1738 GLOVER Leonidas \. 396 Extol and hail
him as their guardian god. 1807 G. CHALMERS Caledonia
I. in. vii. 416 The second witch hailed him thane of Cawdor.
1871 R. ELLIS Catullus iii. 6 A bird that ever hail'd her

Lady mistress.

t 2. intr. To address a salutation to ; to drink a
health to. Obs. rare.
c 1275 LAY. 18573 For be king him louede ase his lif, and

haylede to his wif.

3. To call or shout to (a ship, a person, etc.) from
a distance, in order to attract attention. (Originally
and chiefly in nautical use.)

1563 GRESIIAM in Burgon Life (1839) II. 42 The instant
we hadd one hayled another, there rose up soche a great



HAII,.

*torme. 1624 CAPT. SMITH I'irginia iv. 128 We anchored

and in friendly manner sent to hale them. 1692 Capt.
Smith's Seaman's Gram. i. xvi. 78 To hail a Ship . . is

done after tins manner, //Ai the Shift or only /ffla t To
which tlu-y answer Hae, Also to salute another Ship with

Trumpets or the like, is called Hailing, 1726 G. ROBERTS
Four Years Voy. 343 Two of them came down to the

Sea Side and haled us ; I answered, and told them who
I was. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones vm. xii, I heard a voice

on a sudden haling me with great familiarity by my
Christian name. 1857 LONGF. Daybreak 3 It hailed the

ships, and cried,
'

Sail on '. 1891 Spectator 22 Aug., The
ignominy of being refused by cabs and omnibuses that he

has hailed himself.

4. intr. or absol. To call out in order to attract

attention. (Formerly with to ; now only absol^
To hail aloft) 'to call to men in the tops and at the mast-

head to look out
'

(Smyth Sailor's \l~ord-bk.} ; to hail for a

trip (&.S. colloq.\ 'to state the quantity of the catch during
a fishing voyage' (Cent. Diet.).

1582 N. LICHEFIELD tr. Castanhfda's Conq. E. Ind. ii. 7 He
. . hasted to the water side, and hailed to our ships. 1633
P. FLETCHER Purple Isl. in Farr \. P. Jos. 7(1848) 190
Unto her sonne she hails. 1798 MILLAR in Nicolas Disp,
Nelson (1846) VII. p. civ, Captain Berry hailed as we

passed. 1888 B. W. RICHARDSON Son ofa Star I. xiv. 220

A troop of slaves gorgeously dressed, and hailing and

shouting as they turned their faces to the rider.

b. To hail from (a place) : said of a vessel in

reference to the port from which she has sailed
;

hence transf. of a person, to come from.

1841 CATLIN N. Amer. Ind. (1844) I* ' 2 The country
from which he hails. 1873 KLACK Pr. Thnle xxiv. 397

Ships and sailors hailing from these distant shores. 1888

M. ROBERTSON Lombard St. Myst. x, Most of the pupils
hailed from France.

Hail (tvil), z/.3 Sc. Also 8 hale. [app. a special
use of HAIL v.'2 , originating with the phrase to hail

the dool) i.e. to greet or salute the goal with the

exclamation hail! when striking it with the ball.]

In phrase to hail the dool, to reach or strike the

goal, to win the goal ;
to hail the ball, to throw

or drive the ball to the goal, to win the goal.
a 1550 Ch-ristis Kirke Gr. xxii, Fresch men cam in and

hail'd the dulis. 1783 TVTLER Poet. Rem. Jas. /, 187

(Jam. s.v. Ditle) When the [foot]ball touches the goal or

mark, the winner calls out, Hail ! or it has hail'd the dulis.

1802 SIBBALD Chron. Scot. Poet. II, 370 note (Jam. s.v.

Dule} In the game of golf . . when the ball reached the mark,
the winner, to announce his victory, called, Hail dule !

a 1809 Skinner's Misc. Coll. Poet. 133 <Jam.) The ba'-speU's

won, And we the ba' hae hail'd.

Hail (br'l), int. Forms : see HAIL sb.- and a.

[An elliptical or interjectional use of HAIL a., the

imperative fe, or some equivalent, as in HAIL a. 2,

having been originally present : cf. ON. heill, and
OE. hdl similarly used.] An exclamation of greet-

ing or salutation ; now poetic and rhetorical, and

usually implying respectful or reverential saluta-

tion ;
= L. true, salve, a. absol. with vocative.

ci2oo Vices ff Virtues (1888) 53 'Hail 5u, Marie', he
seide, c 1275 Passion our Lord 191 in O. E. Misc. 42 Heyl,
he seyde, mayster, to ihesuc bat hi souhte. a 1300 Sat. People
KUdare v. in E E. P. (1862) 153 Hail seint franceis wij> bi

mani foulis. 1382 WYCLIF Mark xv. 18 Hail, thou kyng of
lewis. 1:1440 Promp, Parv. 233/1 Heyl, sede for gretynge,

avf, safoe. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. i. L 69 Haile' Rome:
Victorious in thy Mourning Weedes. 1667 MILTON P. L.
in. i Hail holy Light, ofspring of Heav'n first-born. 1738
GLOVER Leonidas n. 204 Hail ! glorious chief. 1804 J.
GRAHAME Sabbath 40 Hail, Sabbath ! thee I hail, the poor
man's day.

b. with to [cf. HAIL sb.-, health, well-being].
1602 SHAKS. Ham. i. ii. 160 Haile to your Lordship. 1810

SCOTT Lady ofL. n. xix, Hail to the chief who in triumph
advances ! 1820 SHELLEY To a Skylark i Hail to thee,
blithe spirit ! 1855 TENNYSON Maud HI. vi. 42 Hail once
more to the banner of battle unroll'd !

Hail, Sc. spelling of HALE a.
; obs. f. HALE v.

Haile, obs. form of HALE, HEAL.

Hailelie, haililie, Sc, spelling of HALELT, Obs.

Hai'ler. [f-
HAIL z>.- -f ER 1

.] One who hails,

or calls to attract attention.

1880 T. HARDY Wessex 7"., Fellow-Townsmen 130
* Hullo

Downe is that you ?
'

said the driver . . The other turned a

plump, cheery.. face over his shoulder towards the hailer.

1891 Daily JvYuv 29 Dec. 5/6 Let him hail a 'bus for a

penny ride in Fleet-street . . the chances are that the hailer

will get nothing but a grin.

Hail-fellow, a. (adv.}, sb. [The familiar

greeting or accost '

Hail, fellow !

'

(now obs. or

arch?), used as a descriptive expression, in various

grammatical constructions.

1589 NASHE Ded. to Greene's MenapJwn (Arb.} 16 Their
best lovers would bee much discontented, with the collation

of contraries, if I should write over al their heads, Haile
fellow well met.]

A. adj. On such terms, or using such freedom

with another, as to accost him with 'hail, fellow ! *;

on a most intimate footing ; over familiar or

unduly intimate.

1580 LYI.Y Euphues (Arb.) 371 Where diddest thou learne

that.. being suffered to be familiar thou shouldest waxe
haile fellowe? 1688 Ln. DELAMER Wks. (1694) 26 Let not

your Servants be over-familiar or haile fellow with you.

1824 SCOTT Redganntlet ch. xv, All's hail-fellow, here.

1886 T. HARDY Mayor Casterbr, II. ii. 20 He crossed the

room to her. .with something of a hail-fellow bearing.

b. So the fuller phrase Hailfellow ivell met.

1581 PETTIE Gvazzo's Civ. Conv. in. (1586) 171 The maister

28

. being as you say haile fellow well met with his servant.

1586 J. HOOKER Giralii. Irel. in Unlimited II. 105/2 He. .

placed himsclfe. .hard at the carle of Ormond his elbow, as

though he were haile fellow well met. 1642 ROGERS Naatnan
463 Gentlemen will he haile fellow well met with Jesters.
i83S RIDER HAGGARD Col. Qiutritch I. i. 4 He was popular
. . though not in any hail-fellow-well-met kind of way. 1888

Graphic Summer No. 12/3 His hail-good-fellow-well-ni<jt
shake of the hand.

B. adv. On most intimate terms.

1670 EACHARD Cent. Clergy 74 The multitude did not go
hail fellow well met with Him. 1771 SMOU.KTT Humph.
Cl. I. 26 Apr. Let. i, You see thft highest quality and the
lowest trades-folk jostling each other, without ceremony,
hail-fellow u-t-11 int.-!. 1847 L. HUNT Miti, ll'tmu-ti, .y /.'.

(1876) or Palavering rascals, who come, hail-fellow-well-met.

fC. s/>. Obs.

1. An intimate or familiar associate.

1650 R. STAPYLTON Sfradti's Lew C. Warres n. 36 It

brings men, now hail-fellows with God.

2. The state or footing of intimate friends.

1684 J. GOODMAN Winter-Evening Confer. 46 The Master
and Servant are at Hail Fcllffn'. a 1687 COTTON Poet.

l\'ks. (1765) 107 This Youth hail Fellow with me made.

Hailing (Iw'-lirj), vbl. sb. [f.
HAIL 0.2 + -INU '.]

The action of the verb HAIL 2
; greeting, saluta-

tion ; calling out to attract attention.

c 1*05 LAY. 14442 He com to |>an king_e,
mid are hailinge.

1380 WVCLIF Set. Wks. III. 351 Heillng..hab noo vertue

among bes freris : for bei saluten ofte fendis. 1548 UDALL
Erasin. Par. Luke xx. 163 The vanishyng smoke of hail-

lynges and gretinges. 1699 DAMPIEK l^oy.
II. i. 157 Ready

to fire on us, if we had gone abroad without haling. 1724
R. FALCONER fay. (1760) 13 The other Ship came up to us,

and, without hailing, pour'd a Broad-side into the Pyrate.
b. attrib., as hailing-distance ; nailing-bough,

one hung up in a house to '
hail

'

May morning.
1811 CLARE Vill. Minstr. I. n And dear to him the rural

sports of May, When each cot-threshold mounts its hailing

bough. 1840 R. H. DANA Be/. Mast ii. 4 They passed to

leeward of us, and out of hailing distance.

Haill, Sc. var. HALE a., or WHOLE.
Haill(e, obs. f. HAIL si>.- and v.-, HALE si.*

Haillely, haillie, etc., Sc. var. HALELY, Obs.

Hail Mary, phr. and sb.

1. The angelic salutation (cf. Luke i. 58) = L.

Ave Maria.
a 1300 Cursor M. 10837

' Hail maria ', said he,
'
ful o

grace.' 1340 Aycnb. 262 Hayl Marie of bonke uol, Ihord

by mid be. 1552 ABP. HAMILTON Catech. (1884) 273 Hail

Marie ful of grace, our lord is with the.

2. As a devotional recitation = AVE MART.
("1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. III. in First men seien, Heil,

Mane. 1591 Trout. Raignc K. John (1611) 50 With fast-

ing and praying, And Haile Marie saying. 1860 FABER

Hymn, Flowers for the A Itar vi, By the picture Lucy loves

Hail-Maries will we say. 1881 G. W. CABLE Mtne. Del-

phine vi. 32, I am just going to say Hail Marys all the time.

t Hail-mate, Obs. = HAIL-FELLOW.

1577 HANMER Anc. Eccl. Hist. (1619) 164 He who was
haile -mate with the Emperour.
Hailscart: see HALESKARTH.
t Hailse, v. Obs. Forms: 4-5 hails, (4 heilse,

haylce, haylis), 4-6 hailse, hayls(e (6 helse).

[a. ON. hfilsa to greet, to say hail (to a person) :

cf. HALSE v.~\
trans. To greet, salute.

a. 1300 CursorM. 5046 (Cott.) pai hailsed him, kneland bi-

forn. cij4o Ibid. 7396 (Trio.) Wi(> chere ful swete he
heilsed hendely bat prophete. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. vn.

160 The mone and the sonne And be elleuene sterres, hailsed

hym alle. a 1400 Sir Perc. 404 Do thi bode off, I highte,
And haylse hym in hy ! 1530 PALSGR. 577/1, I haylse or

greete,> salve. . Haylse yonder gentylman. 1551 ROBINSON
tr. Mare's Utop. !. (18951 29 When we liadde haylsede thone

thother. 1577-87 HOLINSHED Chron. III. 1039/1 The
Almans or lanceknights .. getting neere to the enimies,
hailsed them with their harquebut shot. 1585 JAMES I

Ea. Poesie (Arb.) 73 Fyrie Titan . . by his rysing in the

Azure skyes, Did dewlie helse all thame on earth do dwell.

Hence t Hai'lsinff vbl. sb., greeting, salutation.

a 1300 Cursor M. 10848 Sco hir vmbi-thoght Quat was bis

hailsmg he hir broght. c 1400 Melayne 677 There was none
ober haylsynge Bot stowte wordes and grym. 1596 NASHE
Saffron Waldrn N iv b, No wether-cocke . . no ewe tree, that

he would overslip without haylsing after the same methode.

t Harl-shot. Obs. [f.
HAIL rf.l + SHOT sb.]

1. Small shot which scatters like hail when fired :

used in distinction from a ball or bullet.

1483 Naval Accts. Hen. VII (18961 69 Hayle shotte xl.

155J;
EDEN Decades 1 14 Owre men were enforced to shute of

their byggest pieces of ordinaunce with hayleshotte. 1686

Land. Gaz. No. 2120/8 The discharge of a Pistol loaden

with Hail-shot. 1708 MOTTEUX Rabelais iv. Ixii. (1737) 253
Little Pellets like Hail-shot. 1830 SCOTT Devorgoil II. n,

Every hint Is lost on him, as hail-shot on the cormorant.

fig. a 1636 HALES Gold. Rem. (16881 193 He shoots his

Hail-shot, with his Hail-stones from Heaven. 1680 H. MORE

Appeal. Afoe. 318 All this hailshot flyes quite overmy head.

2. The discharge of such shot. A\s,ojig.

1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 1364 There came such thicke

Hayleshot of Artillery out of the Towne. 1696 TRYON
Misc. i. 21 To do them good, I shall venter the Hail-shot of

their Tongues.
3. attrib., as hail-shot drop.
1598 MARSTON Pygtnal. iv. 151 And weepe for anger that

the earth was dry . . that all the haile-shot drops Could neuer

peirce the christiall water tops.

Hailstone (h,?'-lstJn ). [f.
HAIL s6J + STONE

sb. OE. hagolstdn, ON. haglsteinn, MHG. hagel-

stein, MLG. hagelstln, Du. hagelsteen, Yorksh.

dial, haggle-stecan] A pellet of hail.

HAINE.
ciooo /ELFRIC Hom. I. -,.

< h-^orh hetwux <S.nn greatum
hagolstanum. 13.. Cotr de /,. 2190 The bowmen, .shot

quarelles and eke stone, As thick as the hail-Stone. 1387
TREVISA Higden (Rolls) IV. 69 pere fel so grete reyn i-

medled wtb hailstones [r-. r. hawelstones], 1563 W. Fri,Ki.

Mt-tctirs iv, (1640) 54 b, When the hayle-stones are square,
or three-cornerd, the hayle was generated neere the earth.

1646 J. HALL Poems i Pamphlets thus like hailstons fly
About mine eares. 1774 (loi DSM. Xut. Hist. (1776) I. 375
At Hertfordshire, in the year 1697.. The hail-stones, .being
measured, were found to be many of them fourteen inches
round. 1860 TVNDALL Glac. \. iii. 31 Each hailstone being
a frn/en cone with a rounded end. 1892 M. C. F. MORRIS
\\n-ksk. l-'otk-t. 319 In the East Riding .. hailstones are
in some places called

'

haggle-stce:ms '.

Hailstorm, hail- storm, [f. HAIL j.i +
STORM

j/>.] A violent fall or storm of hail.

1697 Phil Trans. XIX. 577 A Letter., giving Account
of a great Hail-storm [in Herts]. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl.
Supp. s.v. IInil. The mischiefs that violent hail-storms
are able to do, is scarce to be conceived. 1813 T. FORSTER
Atmosph. rhynom. (1815) 252 Hard hailstorms are gene-
rally accompanied with thunder and lightning.

g> i8$5 SEEI.EY Ecce Homo v. (ed. 8) 46 Christ bore
with undisturbed patience a perpetual hailstorm of calumny.

Hailsum, obs. Sc. var. HAT.ESOME.

Haily (hr'-li), a. [f. HAIL J&I + -Y!.] Con-

sisting of or characterized by hail or hailstorms.

1551 HULOET, Haylye, or full of hayle, grandinosus.
1561 DAUS tr. Bnllinger on Apoc. (1573) 111 Of these is

compounded an haylie doctrine, hurtfull doubtles and pes-
tilent. 1611 COTGR., Gresleux t haylie. 1703 POPE Thehais

495 A rattling tempest . . Which the cold north congeals to

haily show'rs. 1737 BYRO.M ^rnl. $ Lit. Kem. 11856! II.

i. 87 A very rainy, snowy, haily, stormy, blustering ride.

Haim, var. of HAME ; Sc. form of hamc, HOME.

Haimhald, obs. f. HAMALD.
t Hain, sb. Obs. [ME. from Norse. Cf. OSw.

hghn, S\v. hagn enclosure, hedge, 1 )a. hegn hedge,
fence. See HAIN z'. 1

] An enclosure, a park.
CMOS LAV. 5064 Ne sculde na cniht hser^ien, J>a;r he

hauede haines iwald [walled enclosures], a 1440 Sir Degrev.
70 Fayere parkes in-wyth haynus, Grett herdus in the

playnus {Thornton MS. Grete hertes in the haynes, Faire

bares in the playnes],

Hain (h^n), v.^ Now Sc. and dial. Also 5

St. hane, 6 - hayn. [a. ON. hegna (Sw. hagna,
Da. hegne) to hedge, fence, protect, preserve,
deriv. of OTeut. hag- fence, hedge.]
1. trans. To enclose or protect with a fence or

hedge; esp. to preserve (grass) from cattle.

14.. [see HAINED]. 1555 Sc. Acts Mary c. 23 It is ..

ordanit. .that the said wod of Falkland be..keipit and
hanit for rysing of young grouth thairof. 1573 in W. H.
Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 347 Portmeade shalbe hayned
and layed freshe from Cattell untyll May daye. 1601

HOLLAND Pliny xviu. xxviii, A ground would be hained in,

left lay, and kept for grasse and hey. 1787 WINTER Syst.
Husb. 328 Ten oxen.. broke into the manured field which
had been hayned for mowing. 1794 T. DAVIS Agric. Wilts

(1813) 258-68 in Archteol. Kev. (1888) Mar., Haiti up the

land, to shut it up for a crop of hay. 1834 Brit. Husb. I.

xxxi. 486 The uplands are usually
'

hayntd ', or laid up at

Candlemas ;
but richer land is often left open until March.

j- 2. To shut up, confine, restrain. Obs. rare.

1636 JAMES Her Lane. (Chetham) 255 Can mans wise-

domme haine The streames of Dee from gliding to y
' maine 1

3. To spare, save, refrain from consuming or

spending. Sc.

1508 DUNBAR Tua mariit Wemcn 386 Quhen he ane hail

3ear wes hanyt. 1572 Satir. Poems Reform, xxx. 140 And
3e wer in yair hands, yai wald not hane Jow. 1583 Leg.
Bf>. St. Androis 590 Ibid, xlv, In Seytoun he remaned,
Whair wyne and aill was nothing hayned. 1728 RAMSAY
Fables^ Miser <$ Minos ii, The Miser . . shaw'd the ferryman
a knack, Jumpt in, swam o'er, and hain'd his plack. 1825
BROCKETT N. C. Gloss., Hain, to save, to preserve. 1826

SCOTT Diary 20 Jan. in Lockhart,
' Hain your reputation,

and tyne your reputation' is a true proverb. 1862 HISLOP
Prov. Scot. 21 A penny hain'd Is a penny gain'd.

b. absol. or intr.

1606 WAKNER Alb. Eng. xvi. ciii. (16121 406 Yet haine they
at their feed. 1737 RAMSAV Scots Prov. 72 (Jam.), They
that hain at their dinner will hae the mair to their supper.

Haill, v2 dial. Also 5-6 heyne, 6 hayn. [app.
deriv. form from hey, HIGH v. to raise, with -EN. 5]

trans. To raise, heighten, set up.
c 1440 Promp, Paw. 230/2 Hawncyn or heynyn (S. hawn-

syn or yn heyyn), exalto, elevo> sublevo. Ibid. 233 (A". H.)
Heynyn (/'. heighthyn^. .exalto* elevo. 1465 MAKC. PASTON
in Past. Lett. No. 499 II. 176, I have spoke with Borges
that he shuld heyne the price of the mershe. 1564 Order
28 Feb. in Swinden Gt. Yarmouth 53 Ordered that the

merchants' dinner, or feast . . shall be erected and heyned
this present year. 1599 NASHE Lenten Stnffe 12 Edward
the thirde . . hayned the price of their priuiledges and not

brought them downe one barley Kirnell. 1787 W. MARSHALL
E. Norfolk (1795) Gloss., Hain, to raise, or heighten ; as * to

hain the rent, the rick, or the ditch *. 1895 RYE Gloss. E.

Anglia t ffain, to heighten; to rise in price. Mod. Suffolk.
'I want my wages hained.

1

Hence Hainiug vbl. sb.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 233/2 Heynynge, exaltaciot elevacio.

Hainch, Sc. form of HAUNCH.

t Haine. Obs. Also 4-5 hayn(e. [a. F. haine,

formerly haine (i2th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), f. ha-'ir to

hate
;

cf. saisine from saisir.'] Hatred.

1387-8 T. USK Test. Love Prol., Envye forsothe com-
mendeth nought his reason that he hath in hayn. c 1477
CAXTON Jason 112 b, Ne of hayne or hate precedent.

Haine, var. of HAYNK Obs., a mean wretch.



HAINED.

Hained (hf'nd), ///. <z. Chiefly Sf. [f.
HAIN

p.1 + -ED l.] a. Fenced, enclosed, b. (.Sir.) Pre-

served, reserved, spared, saved from consumption.
Hained grass, pasture from which grazing cattle have

been kept for a time.

14.. Forest Laii'Cs c. i. S i in Stat. Mat. I. 323 At pai

enter nocht in ony banyt place of be woddis with par l>esti>.

1579 Sc. Acts Jos. K/(i597> 84 Quhatsumever person ..

pullis or cuttis haned Broome. 117.. Earl Richnrd,

Quern's Brother vii. in Child Ballads iv. ex. (1886) 463/1
You'll have them, and as much haind grass As they all on
can gae. 1786 BCRNS Cctft'r's Saf. Night xi. The dame
brings forth . . her weel-hain'd kebbuck. 17816 N.-Y.
Saint, to Maggie 106 I'll flit thy tether To some hain'd rig.

Haining (h^'nirjX vdl. sb. Chiefly Sc. [f.

HAIN vl + -ING '.] Enclosing or preserving ;
that

which encloses or is enclosed ; an enclosure.

I535.SV. Acts Jos. I', c. 8 All distroyarts of grenewod be

Cutting peling..and siclike of all new hanyngis. Ibid.

(1507) c. 9 That euerie man. .plant woodde and Forrest, and
make hedges, and haning for him selfe, extending to three

aickers ofland. 1571 Burgh Rec^.
Peebles 25 Apr. (Jam. Supp.),

The Vanelaw to be proclamit waist, seute, and hanyng.
1728 W. STARRAT Epist. in Ramsay's Poems 11877) H- 2?6
We'll to the haining drive, c 1856 Denhatn Tracts (1895) II.

208 A company of hay-makers, whose work in the adjacent
haining had been interrupted by a shower.

b. The preserving of grass from cattle.

1733 ** LINDSAY Interest Scot. 37 By this Way we are

deprived of the Benefit of Winter-naming. 1829 GLOVER
Hist. Dfrby I. 203 The laying or shutting up meadows for

hay is, in Derbyshire, called hayning.
c. That which is saved ; savings.

1823 GALT Entail II. 145 (Jam.) My am lawful jointure
and honest hainings.

d. attrib., as haining-time.
1605 Burgh Rec. Prestmick 2 Oct. (Jam. Supp\ Vnles

the samyn guddis be sumcientlie teddent in hanyng tyme.

Hainous, -ly, etc., obs. ff. HEINOUS, -LT, etc.

Hainsch, hainsh, Sc. ff. HAUNCH sb. and v.

Hain't, liaint, vulgar contr. of hcaie not.

Haique, obs. form of HAIK 2.

Hair (hej), sb. Forms : a. i h&r, her, 2-3
hror, 2-5 her, 4-6 heer, 5-6 heere, here, (5

herre), 6 hear(e. 0. 4-5 har, hare, 4 hor,

4-5 hore, 5 haar(e. -y. 5-6 heyrfe, 5-7 haire,
hajore, heir(e, 6- hair. [Com. Teutonic, OE.
hier, Mr=OFris.Afr, OS. hAr (MDu. haer, Du.

haar\ OHG. Mr, (Ger. hoar}, ON. hdr (Sw.
hdr, Da. hoar) : OTeut. *luerdm ; not known in

Gothic. The a forms are native, from OE., WS. haer,

Anglian hir ; the forms are immed. from ON.
hAr, which gave in ME. hdr in northern, and hSr
in some north midland dialects. The later heyr,
heire, hayre, hair, is not a normal repr. of ME.
hir, heer, the modern Eng. form of which would
be (as in ifith c.) hear or here ; it seems to

be partly a northern spelling, but mainly due to

assimilation to HAIRE.]
1. 1. One of the numerous fine and generally

cylindrical filaments that grow from the skin or

integument of animals, esp. of most mammals, of
which they form the characteristic coat ; applied
also to similar-looking filamentous outgrowths
from the body of insects and other invertebrates,

although these are generally of different structure.
aSoo Corpus Gloss. 1594 Pilus, her. c 1000 JLFRIC Hoin.

I. 236 An riser of eowrum heafde. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 2288
An her of hare fax. 1382 WYCLIF Matt. v. 36 Thou maist
not make oon heer whyt, or blak. c 1440 Proinp. Parv.
235/2 Heer (A"., S., P. here), capillus. 1583 HOLLYBAND
Campo di Fior 335 There will alwayes remaine some heare
in the cliffe of the penne.
p. 1340 HAMPOLF. Pr. Ctmsc. 5007 Na hare sal perishe,

ne faile. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 6961 He had a hare,
be whilk grewe On cuthberts heued. 1:1460 Tmuneley
Myst. (Surtcesl 87 Not oone hore. 1483 Cat/!. Angl. 175/2
An Hare, crinis.

Y. 1483 Cat/i. Angl. 180/2 An Heire, pilus. Ibid. 184/1A Heyr, crinis. 1581 PETTIE Giiazzo's Civ. Conv. n. (1586)
97 b, A sword . . hanging b> a haire over his head. 1663
HoOKE Microgr. 158 The long hairs of Horses . .seem Cylin-
drical. 1741 FRAN-CIS Horace Epist. n. i.(R.) For hair by hair
I pull the horse's tail. 1816 J. WILSON City ofPlague II. v,
And would not hurt a hair upon his head. 1878 HUXLEY
Physiogr. 70 A hair, .is larger when wet than when dry.

b. The plural hairs was formerly used = the
collective sense 2. [Cf. L. crines, Fr. Us cheveux,
Ger. die haare."\ Now obs. or arch, as in grey
hairs, which is also often taken not collectively.
c 1000 Ags. Gasp. Mark i. 6 lohannes waes jescryd mid

oluendes hzrum. c 1340 Cursor M. 8079 (F.) paire browes
ware growen side with heres. 1382 WYCLIF Luke vii. 38
And wypide with heeris of hir heed [K. V. 1881 the hair of
her head]. John xi. 2 And wipte his feet with hir heeris

[All i5^io/A c. versions with her hair], c 1400 Destr. Trey
3989 Gilde hores hade )>at gay, godely to se. 1563-87
FOXE A. it M. (15961 42/2 His old age r white heares.
"59* SPENSEK F. Q. iv. viii. 4 He. .would, .knocke his head,
and rend his rugged heares. z6n BTBLE Gen. xliv. 29 Ye
shall bring downe my gray haires with sorrow to the graue.
1715-ao POPE Iliad x. 19 He rends his hairs in sacrifice to

Jove. 1826 H. N. COLERIDGE West Indies 230 Venerable
for his white hairs.

fig. (= 2b). l6o6G.W[oorx:ocKE] Ir.Hist. Ivstine Ffivb,A blazing-starre with long haires appeared.
2. collect. The aggregate of hairs growing on

the skin of an animal : spec, that growing naturally
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upon the human head ; also, hairs collectively or

in the mass, as used for manufacturing purposes
and the like.

(iooo Sax. Leechd. II. 156 Gif h;tr to bicce sie. ri2oo
ORMIN 3208 Hiss claf> wass off ollfenntess hjer. 1330
R. BRUNNE Chron. ll'ace (Rolls) 12236 About hure bed hure
her to-schaked. ("1440 Prcitif. Pan.'. 235/2 Heer fyrste

growynge yn' mnnnys berde, lanitgo. 1467 in Eng. iiiliis

(1870)396 That they wasshe none heare, l>ut benethe the

brugge. 1495 Act ii Hen. VII, c. 19 Cussions stuffed with
horse here..neetis here, dens here, and gotis here. 1584
[see 8 oj.

(3. a 1300 Cursor M. 3662 Esau es rugh wit har. c 1300
ffa&elok 235 Handes wringing, and drawing hi hor. a 1400-50
Alexander 5476 With haare to haire heelis. r 1440 York
Myst. xxxii. 21 pe hore bat pitlis my heed.

y. ciyj$Sc.Leff. Saittft, Egipdane 225 Hayre scho had,
quhyt & streke. 1508 DISBAR Tun ^lariit IVemcti 21
Kemmit was thair cleir hair. 1561 HOU.YRI'SH Iloin.

Apath. 2 For fallinge of the heyre of the head. 1659 LJ.

fAUaBP*repafs/rviiAffra&i Which makes the hair stand
on the heads of such as hear it related. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat.
Hist. (1776) VI II. 17 Among the hairy caterpillars, .the cast
skin is covered with hair. 1777 MAD. D'ARBLAY Early
Diary(iSSo)ll. 169 All our hairs were done to the astonish-
ment of all the company. 1816 BYRON Prisoner ofChilian
i, My hair is grey, but not with years. 1870 TENNYSON
Holy Grail 42 She . . shore away . . all that wealth of hair
Which made a silken mat-work for her feet. 1873 MIVART
Elem. Anat. vii. 238 Our hair and nails are. .modifications
of the external layer of the skin.

b. Jig. Applied to the rays or (
tresses

*

of the

sun, the tail of a comet,
*

leafy locks
'

of a tree, etc.

1594 MARLOWE & NASHE Dido i. i, Yet shall the aged sun
shed forth his hair. 1650 R. STAPYLTON Strada's Lew C.
Warres i. 8 A blazing star, .shooting its fiery hair point
blank against the Monastery. 1667 MILTON P. L. 11. 710
Like a Comet . . That . . from his horrid hair Shakes Pestilence
and Warr. i8ax SHELLEY Prometh. Unb. \. 168 New fire

. .Shook its portentous hair beneath Heaven's frown. 1864
SWINBURNE Atalanta 1268 The heavy hair of pines.

3. In plants : An outgrowth of the epidermis,

consisting of an elongated cell, or a row of cells,

usually soft and flexible like the hair of animals.
In Bot. sometimes extended to other outgrowths
of similar origin, as prickles, spore-capsules, etc. :

TRTCHOME.
1631 WIDDOWES Nat. Philos. 35 The Quince .. his fruit

hath downie hayre. 1811 MRS. IBBETSON in Nicholson's

Jrnl. XXX. i (title), On the Hairs of Plants. 1875 DARWIN
Insecth'. PI, 354 The glandular hairs of ordinary plants ..

have the power, .of absorbing both a solution and the vapour
ofammonia. 1875 BENNETT & DYER tr. Saclts' Bot. \. in. 138
Hairs (Trichomts) is the term given in the higher plants to
those outgrowths which arise only from the epidermis.

4. transf. Applied to various things having the

shape, consistency, or appearance of a hair or
mass of hair: e.g. threadlike stamens or filaments.

1578 LYTE Dodotns vi. i. 655 The yellow heare which
groweth in the middle of the Rose is called . . in shops and of
the Arabian physitions Anthera.

b. In names of plants having foliage fancifully
likened to hair : as Jsis Hair, Lady's ffair,

MAIDENHAIR, Venus' Hair.
1551 TURNER Herbal i. Biij, It [Adianthum] . . may be

named in English Venus heyre or ladyes heyre. 1598
FLORIO, Capelli di venere, the herbe Maiden-haire, Venus-
haire, or our Ladies-haire. 1778 Eng. Gaz. ted. 2) s. v.

Portland, Among the sea-weeds here is found a sort of
shrub, not unlike coral. It is called Isis's Hair.

c. African or Vegetable hair : see quots.
1851 Offic. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 1259 'Vegetable hair', made

of the leaves of the Algerian dwarf palm-tree . . for the use
of upholsterers. 1866 Treas. Bot. 565 African Hair, the
fibre of the leaves of the Palmetto, Chamserops hnmilis.

d. Applied to sertularian and other polyps
which grow on oyster shells. (Cent. Diet.)

e. A spring mechanism which is freed by the

HAIR-TRIGGER, q.v. 1864 In WEBSTER.
6. Used as a type of what is of extremely small

magnitude, value, or measure ; a jot or tittle ; an
iota

;
the slightest thing ;

the least degree. See
also to a hair in 8 c.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. x. 334 Kynghod ne knyjthod..
Hetpeth nou^t to heueneward one heres ende. c 14*0
Anturs of Arth. xlv, Him lakket no more to be slayne,
Butte the brede of hore. 1529 MORE Contf. agst. Trio. in.

Wks. 1223/1 The prayse had not bene the lesse of one heere.

1536 LATIMER -2nd Serm. bef. Convocat. Wks. I. 48 They
would not set an hair by the name, but for the thing. 1577
tr. Bitllinger's Decades (1592) 201 Neither is there one
haires difference to choose. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. $ Cr. in. ii.

IQI If I be false, or swerue a haire from truth, a 1610
HEALEY Ceoes (1636) 159 Their estate is not an haire better
then the others. 1808-25 JAMIESON, Hair, a very small
portion or quantity ; as a hair ofmeal, a few grains.

f 6. Taken as the distinctive type of sort or kind ;

of one hair, of one colour and external quality ;

hence = sort, kind, nature ; stamp, character. Obs.
1387 TREVISA Higden I. 365 With mylk of a coweM is of

oon here \nnius coloris\. 15931 GREENE Up$t. Courtier in
Harl. Misc. (Malh.) II. 244 Two notable knaues, both of a
haire, and both cosen germaines to the deuill. 1596 SHAKS
i Hen. IV, iv. i. 61 The Qualitie and Heire of our Attempt
Brookes no diuision. xoooTouRNEUR Transf. Metantorph.
Author to Bk. 6 Expect but flowts, for 'tis the haire of crime.
a 1615 FLETCHER Nice Valour \. i, A lady of my hair cannot
want pitying.

7. A cloth, mat, or other fabric of hair used for

various purposes in some trades, e. g. in hop-drying,
extraction of oils, etc. ; a haircloth.

HAIR.

[Historically, the same word as HAIRE, which, in losing the
final *, has become identical in form with this.]
1485 /:. in Kifon Ch. Acts 371 Hayr pro ustrina. 1594

Fairfax In--, in Arotetlogia XLVIII. 130 On Seasterne
of leade for barley and a kilnc haire. 1848 Jrnl. K. A^ric.
Stic. IX. n. 568 The roof of the building coming on above
much nearer the hair than in the modern kilns. Ibid. 572A step-ladder to carry the green hops to lay on the hair.

1884 Kncycl. ffnf.XVll. 742/1 Measured quantities .. of
[oil-seed] meal are filled into woollen bags .. Each bag is
further placed within '

hairs ', thick mats of horse-hair bound
with leather.

II. Phrases and locutions.

8. a. Against the hair : contrary to the direction
in which an animal's hair naturally lies; contrary
to the natural set of a thing ; against the grain,
inclination, or sentiment, b. In one's hair: (a*

with the hair clown ; (fy bare-headed, without hat
or wig. c. To a hair : to a nicety, with the utmost
exactness, d. Hair about the heels : a mark of
under-bred horses

; hence_/f^. of persons, f e. Hair
and hide, hair and hoof: every part, entirely,

wholly, f. A hair in one's neck : a cause of trouble
or annoyance, g. A hair of the dog that bit yon,
of the same dog (or wolf) : see DOG sb. is, e. h.
A hair to make a tether of: a slight pretext of
which to make a great deal. i. To comb (a

person*s) hair (slang) : see COMB v. 3. j. To cut

(or divide] the hair, to split hairs : to make fine

or cavilling distinctions, k. To keep one's hair
on (slang) : to keep cool, not to lose one's head
or get excited. 1. To put up, turn up her hair:
said of a girl when she exchanges her floating hair

or ringlets for the dressed hair of womanhood
;

to do or put up, to let down her hair (i. e. in the

toilet), m. To tear (\rend} one's hair, i.e. as

a symptom of passionate grief, n. Not to turn
a hair : lit* of a horse, not to show sweat by
the roughening of his hair ; Jig. not to show

any sign of being discomposed , ruffled , or

affected by exertion, o. In other expressions : see

quots.
a- 1387-8 T. USK Test, Love n. iv, Ayenst the heere it

tourneth. 1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 388 All went
utterly against the hair with him. 1598 SHAKS. Merry IV.
ii. iii. 40 If you should fight, you goe against the haire of
your professions. 1607 TOPSELL Foitr-f. Beasts (1658) 63
[Cows] in the licking of themselves against the hair, a 1627
MIDDLETON MayorofQneenboroneh in. ii, Books in women's
hands are as much against the hair, methinks, as to see men
wear stomachers, or night-rails. 1668 HOWE Bless. Righteous
(1825) 170 Something that crosses them, and goes against
the hair. 1827 SCOTT Chron. Canongate^ Introd. in, He was
a wee toustie when you rubbed him again the hair.

b. 1533 CRANMER in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. II. 39 She
in her here, my Lord of Suffolke beryng before herr the
Crowne. 1606 HOLLAND Sueton. 143 Many a time he would
shew her to his Souldiours in her haire. 1859 THACKERAY
Virgin, i, A large grave man in his own hair.

C. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. $ Cr. in. i. 157 Pan. Youle remember
your brothers excuse? Par. To a hayre. 1662 J. BARGRAVE
Pope Alex. VII{i%&j) 98 Distinguishing between good and
bad to a hair. 1765 COWPER Lett. 18 Oct., Three or four

single men, who suit my temper to a hair, a 1834 LAMB
Let. to Coleridge (L.), I could hit him off to a hair.

d. 1882 H. C. MERIVALE Fancit of B. III. n. xxiii. 240
' Hair about the heels

',
muttered the Count to himself.

6. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 6860 |>ai were destroyed,
bath hare and hyde. 1705 JEAN IRVINE in Collect. Dying
Test. (1806) 57 Poor people that would fain have strength
to stand by hair and hoof of the truths of God. 1728 P.
WALKER Peden Pref. (ed. 3) 28 None contending earnestly
for Substance and Circumstances, Hair and Hoof of that

dear-bought Testimony.
f. a 1450 Ratis Raving in. 199 Think one the har is in

thi nek. 1818 SCOTT Rob Roy xxiii, An B?ilie Grahame
were to get word o* this.. it wad be a satr hair in my neck !

h. 1809 SCOTT Let. to G. Ellis 3 Nov. in Lockhart^
Those who wish to undermine it want but, according to

our Scotch Proverb, a hair to make a tether of.

j. 1652 BANCROFT Mod. Policies in D'Oyly Life (1821) II.

241 Machiavel cut the hair when he advised, not absolutely
to disavow conscience, but to manage it with such a prudent
neglect, as is scarce discernible from a tenderness. 1692 R.
L'ESTRANGE Josephus^ Philo's Emb. Caius x. (1702) 901 To
cut a Hair betwixt Satyr and Flattery. 1742 RICHARDSON
Pamela III. 75 When Persons have a Mind to split Hairs,
and to distinguish away the Christian Duties by a Word.

1874 L. STEPHEN Hours in Library (1892) I. ix. 316 [He]
splits hairs with such surprising versatility.

K. 1883 F. M. CRAWFORD Dr. Claudius vi, Keep your
hair on, my young friend. 1888 Pall fitall G. 4 Aug. 1/2
This is the English way of doing things ; they keep their

hair on their heads.
m. 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. IV, 14 b. This knight.,

sobbed, wept) and rent his heare. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. $ Cr.
iv. ii. 113 Teare my bright heire, and scratch my praised
cheekes. 1715-20 [see i b]. 1802 SOUTHEV Inehcafe Rock

xvi, Sir Ralph the Rover tore his hair And curst himself in

his despair. 1855 THACKERAY Rose fy Ring xix, Tearing
her hair, crying and bemoaning herself.

n. 1798 JANE AUSTEN Northaiig. Abb. vn, Hot ! he [a

horse] had not turned a hair till we came to Walcot church.

1897 BLACKMORE Darift xvii'i, When I tried her with a lot

of little dodges . . she never turned a hair as the sporting

people say.
O. 1579 FULKE Refut. RasteUiss The thinges proued ..

are but the heire and nayles of the masse, and not the sub-

stantial! partes thereof. 1584 FENNER^?^/! Ministers(i$%-j)

13 Hee will . . in the next Section tugge it in by the heare.

1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary n. (1625) 80 As when one tells

. .a lie, to bid him take the haire from bis lips.



HAIR.

III. attrib. and Comb,

9. a. attrib. Of, pertaining to, or connected with

hair ora hair; made or consisting of hair, or of a tex-

ture like hair
;
as hair-bracelet

', -broom, -bud, -bulb,

-camlet, -cell, -club (CLUB sb. 6), -crape, -felt, -fibre,

-glove, -goods, ~gnardt -hat, -list, -merchant, -rope,

-scale, -seating, -sheath, -substance, -tint, -tip, -work,
etc. Also HAIRBREADTH, -CLOTH, etc.

1673 [R- LEIGH] Transpr. Reh. 138 The mode of wearing
"hair-bracelets was scarce in use then. 1725 BRADLEY Fain.
Diet. s. v. Horse, Seams, Scabs, and *Hair-brokenness..on
the inward Bow of his Knees. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl, Snpp.
s. v. Broom, We say, a birch-broom, a *hair-broom, a rush-

broom. 1842 PRICHARD Nat. Hist. Man 96 At the origin
of each hair two parts are distinguished, the hair-sheath,
and the germ or ''hair-bud. 1876 DUHRING Dis. Skin 34
The root is found . . to terminate in a bulb-shaped expansion,
termed the *hair-bulb. 1676 Lend. Gaz. No. 1107/4 A
*Hair-Camblet Coat. 1774 MAD. D'ARBLAY Early Diary
(1889) I. 288 If you are fond of *hair-clubs, you should see

the Portuguese ladies' hair ! 1730 MARTIN in Phil. Trans.
XXXVI. 454 A Piece of Musfin, or thin *Hair-Crape.
1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade*

*
Hair-gloves, horsehair gloves

used for rubbing the skin in bathing, etc. 1865 DICKENS
Mitt. Fr. ii. i, With his decent silver watch, .and its decent

*hair-guard. i7S3HANWAY Trav,(iy62) I. v. Ixiv. 291 British

woollens, such as *hair-Hst drabs. 1705 Land. Gaz. No.

4098/4 William Taylor .. *Hair-Mercnant. 1867 EMERSON
Lett. # Soc. Aifnsvii. (1875) 179 Bringing it to a *hair-

point for the eye and hand of the philosopher. 1577 in

Rogers Agric. Sf Prices III. 580 *Hair rope to stake the
mill horse. 1863 BATES Nat. Amazon v. (1864) 115 At the

tip of the moth's body there is a brush of long *hair-scales

resembling feathers. 1851 Oflc. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 535 Speci-
mens of damask and striped

*
hair-seat ing, various colours.

1876 DUHRING Dis. Skin (1881) 36 The cortical substance,
termed also *

hair-substance, constitutes the bulk of the
hair. 1565 GOLDING Ovid's Met. xiv.

(1593) 329 The cursed
witch had smit Our highest *hairetips with hir wand.

b. attrib. For or for the use of the hair
;
hair-

caul, -cotnb, -dye> -net, -oil, -pad, -ribbon^ -scissors,

-wash. Also HAIR-BAND, -BRUSH, -PIN, etc.

1861 C. W. KING Ant. Gems (1866) 160 The ear-rings,

necklaces, *hair-cauls, or fillets, of the female busts. 1837
THACKERAY Ravenswing i, Two brass *hair-combs set with

glass rubies. 1870 Miss BRIDGMAN Ro. Lynne II. v. 116
There were hair-washes, and *hair-oils. 1790 J. B. MORETON
W. Ind. Isl. 98 Two hats . . *hair-ribband and hair-dress-

ing. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. ix. 398 They ought .. to

be named what kind of cisers they are, whether "Hair
cisers . . or Beard cisers.

C. objective and obj. genitive, as hair-buyer,

-clasper, -curler, -cutter, -dealer, -frizzer, -monger,
-seller, -stainer, etc. ; hair-clipping, -curling,

-cutting, -dyeing, -nourishing, -picking, -raising,

-teasing, etc., vbl. sbs. and ppl. adjs. Also HAIR-
DRESSER, -SPLITTER, -SPLITTING.

1711 Land. Gaz, No. 5921/4 Mary Penstone. .*Hair-buyer.
1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec. vi. (1878) 153 Parasitic mites.,
furnished with *hair-claspers. 1886 W. J. TUCKER E.

rey hi. 295 ine *hair-cutttng
parlour behind the shop. 1707 Lond. Gaz. No. 4336/8 John
Jesson .. Grazier and "Hair-dealer. 1871 YEATS Techn.
Hist. Comm. 96 The art of *hair-dyeing came into vogue.
1762 GOLDSM. Cit. W. Ixxxviii, Language-masters, music-

masters, *hair-frizzers. 1840 T. A. TROLLOPE Summer Brit-

tany I. 324 The profit thus netted by these *hair-mongers,
during a tour through the country. 1647 TRAPP Comm.
Cor. xi. 14 Homer calleth the Greeks *hair-nourishing men.

1713 Lond. Gaz. No. 5154/4 William Bell . . *Hair-seller.

1725 Ibid. No. 6382/11 Charles Parker.. *Hair-Stainer.

d. instrumental, as hair-hung, -suspended adjs.
e. similative and parasynthetic, as hair-fissure ;

hair-coloured, -pointed, -shaped, etc., adjs. Also

HAIR-STREAK, -STROKE, -WORM.
1678 Lond. Gaz. No. 1272/4 A *hair-coloured large Suit.

1823 J. BADCOCK Dom. Amusem. 138 A *hair fissure is

perceptible .. in the upper hieroglyphic. 1742 YOUNG Nt.
Th. n. 300

*
Hair-hung, breeze-shaken, o'er the Gulph. 1796

WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 3) III. 376 Leaves egg-spear-

shaped, *hair-pointed. 1832 LINDLEY Introd. Hot. 385
Hair-pointed . . terminating in a very fine, weak point ;

as
the leaves of many mosses. Ibid. 376

*
Hair-shaped . . the

same as filiform, but more delicate, so as to resemble a hair.

1821 SHELLEY Prometk. Unb. i. 398 Like the Sicilian's *hair-

suspended sword. 1868 WHITTIER Among the Hills 1, The
hangbird. .His *hair-swung cradle straining.

1O. Special Combs. : hair-ball (see quot. 1753);
hair-bird, a popular name of the chipping-bird
(Zonotrichia sotialis) of North America ; hair-
bracket (see quot. 1867); f hair-bramble, the

dewberry, Rubus cgesius ; hair-brown (see quot.);
f hair-bush, a bushy head of hair ; hair-button,
a button made with hair; hair-colour, ? = hair-
brown ; hair-compasses, compasses which can be

regulated to the utmost nicety ; see quot. ;
hair-

cord, a fabric of which the surface is covered with
fine stripes so closely placed as to resemble hairs ;

hair-drawn a., drawn out as fine as a hair; hair-

eel, a kind of filiform worm inhabiting stagnant
water ; hair-follicle, the cylindrical depression in

the skin from which a hair grows, extending
through the corium to the subcutaneous connective

tissue
; hair-hygrometer, a hygrometer depending

upon the expansion of hair when exposed to damp ;

hair-kiln, a hop kiln covered with a haircloth on
which the hops are spread out to dry ; hair-lead,
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a very thin lead used for spacing in printing ; hair-

lichen, an eruption attacking the roots of the hair
;

hair-locket, a locket for holding a lock of hair;

hair-man, a man who dresses or makes up hair ;

f hair-meal, a hair's breadth, the extent of a hair ;

hair-mole i

v f-mold), a mole on the skin, having
a hair or hairs on it; hair-moss, a moss of the

genus Polytrichum ; f hair-needle = HAIRPIN ;

*|- hair-patch, haircloth ; hair-pencil, a painter's
brush made of camel's hair or the like

; hair-

plate, the plate at the back of a bloomery ; hair-

pyrites, a synonym of MILLERITE ; hair-restorer,
a preparation used to promote the growth of hair

;

hair-sac =
hair-follicle ;

hair-salt [Ger. haar-

salz], a name given to alunogen ; hair-seal, an
eared seal of the family Otariidx^ sub-family 7V*-

cophocinx ; f hair-slitting a., hair-splitting (fig.} ',

hair-space, a very thin space used in printing ;

hair-spring, the fine hair-like spring in a watch
which serves to regulate the movement of the

balance-wheel ; hair-stone [Ger. kaarsteiti], a

synonym of SAGENITE ; t hair-tail, a name given
to fishes ofthe family Triehiuridse, esp. Trichiurus

lepturus ; hair-tail worm = hair-eel
;

hair-

trunk, a trunk covered with skin retaining the

hair
; f hair-weed, a conferva.

1712 J. MORTON Nat. Hist. Northampt. vii. 451 In the

Stomachs of these ,. the *Hair-Balls are compos'd. 1753
CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., Hair-balls, masses of hair of di

ferent shapes and sizes found in the stomachs of cows, oxen,
calves, deer, and other animals. 1869 J. BURROUGHS in

Galaxy Mag. Aug., The social-sparrow, alias
'

*hair-bird \
alias

' red-headed chipping-bird ',
is the smallest of the

sparrows. 1823 CRABB Technol. Diet.,
*Hair-bracket.

1867 SMYTH Sailors Word-bk., Hair-bracket, the mould-

ing at the back of the figure-head. 1578 LYTE Dodoens
vi. iv. 661 The Bramble is of two sortes. .the great and the
smal. .The lesser berie is called . . a

J

'heare Bramble. .The
fruite is called a Dewberie. 1850 ANSTED Elem. Course,
*Hair brown, a colour formed of brown with a little yellow
and grey. 1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tong, Chcveltye,
the *haire bush. 1583 STANYHURST ALneis n. (Arb.) 65
Wee ruffled his heareoush. 1593 Ace. Bk. W. Wray in

Antiquary XXXII. 371, iiij gjrose
of *haire bottonnes.

I78j BOSWELL Tour Hebrides \, He wore a full suit of

plain brown clothes, with twisted hair-buttons of the same

.

green. Ibid. 62 Cockroaches . . of a pure hair-colour. 1727-
51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Compasses, *Hair Compasses, so

contrived with-in side, as to take an extent to a hair's

breadth. 1807 T. YOUNG Lect. Nat. Philos. I. x. 101 When
great accuracy Is required, hair compasses may be em-

ployed, having a joint with a spring in one of the legs which
is bent a little by means of a fine screw. 1882-3 SCHAFF
Encycl. Relig. Knowl. II. 1304 Its lengthy and *hair-drawn
dialectics. 1895 BREWER Diet. Phrase $ Fable, *Hair Eels,
these filiform worms belong to the species Gordius ciqua.-

ticns, found in stagnant pools. 1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 9/1
Into each *hair-follicle. .there open the ducts of one or two
little glands. 1878 NARES Polar Sea I. xii. 319 The *hair-

hygrometer continues to work in an unsatisfactory manner.

1805 R. W. DICKSON Pract, Agric. II. 754 Where *hair
kilns are in use. .charcoal is had recourse to. 1888 JACOBI
Printer's Vocab,, *Hair leads, very thin leads mostly
sixteen to a pica rarely used nowadays. 1854-67 C. A.
HARRIS Diet. Med. Terminol.,

*Hair Lichen, an eruption
confined to the roots of the hair, followed, after ten days,
by desquamation. 1679 Lf>nd. Gaz. No. 1379/4 A *Hair
Locket, set round with small Table Diamonds. 1689 Ibid.
No. 2477/4 He took her from a *Hair-man upon the High-
way. 1723 Ibid. No. 6170/9 James Mathewson. .Hairman.
c 1391 CHAUCER Astrol. \\. 38 Whan the shadwe of the

pyn entreth any-thyng with-in the cercle of thi plate an
*her-mele. 1680 Lond, Gaz. No. 1496/4 A *hair mold on
his left Cheek. 1867 J. HOGG Microsc. n. i. 311 The un-

dulating *Hair-moss. .is found on most shady banks, c 1611
CHAPMAN Iliad xiv. Comm., Stuff nothing so substantial,
but such gross sowtege or *hair-patch as every goose may
eat oats through. 1674 N. Cox Gentl. Recreat. iv. (1686)

38 Take an Hair-patch, and rub his Body all over, 1775
Phil. Trans. LXV. 243 It may . . be cleansed by wiping it

with a soft *hair-pencil. 1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss, s.v.

Bloomary, The sides are iron plates, the *hair-plate at the

back, the cinder-plate at the front, etc. 1805 R. JAMESON
Syst. Min. II. 263 *Hair- or Capillary-Pyrites. 1893
LELAND Mem. II. 266 The search for a good *h air-restorer

.. is as vain as the search for happiness. 1866 HUXI.F.Y

Phys. xii. 292 A hair . . is at first wholly enclosed in a kind
of bag, the *hair sac. 1795 SCHMEISSER Syst. Min. I. 270
*Hair salt, .is of a silver-white color. 1865 Hovn Swartzen
106 Greenland *hair-seal, South-Sea fur-seal. 1894 LYDEK-
KER Roy. Nat. Hist. II. 107 The fur-seals are, of course,
far more valuable commercially than the hair-seals. 1683
KENNETT tr. Erasm. on Folly 139 Our *hair-slitting and
irrefragable Doctor. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXV. 455/1 The
smallest kind, which are called, from their extreme thinness,

*kair-spaces. 1830 KATER & LARDN. Meek. xiv. 195 A
spiral spring, .called a *hair spring. 1875 KNIGHT Did.
Mech. II. 1049 Hair-springs are made of fine steel, which

436 The
tails' belong to the tropical marine fauna. 1854 MAYNE
Expos. Lex., Hair-Tail Wonn, common name for the

Gordiws aquaticus. 1693 Lond. Gaz. No. 2832/4 A yellow
*Hair Trunk Mail. 1881 POYNTER Among Hills I. 311
Her feet planted on her little hair-trunk in front. 1753
CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., *Hair-weed, conferva, In botany,
the name of a genus of mosses.

Hair, v.
[f. prec. sb.] Hence Hairing vbl. sb.

1 1. trans. 00 To edge with hair or fur. Sc* Ohs.

HAIRDRESSING.

1539 Inv, R. Wardrobe (1815) 37 (Jam.) Lynit with quhit
furring, and harit with martrikis sabill. 1578 Ibid^. 219
(Jam.) Ane..gowne. .pasmentit with silver and a haring of
martrikkes.

2. trans. To free from hair ;
to depilate.

1802-14 C. FINLATER Agric. Surv. Peebles 81 (Jam.) This

practice, .was called hairing the butter. 1824 Meek. Mag.
No. 30. 32 By his method, raw hides, after hairing and
baiting, are converted into leather in less than 30 hours.
1888 Milit. Engineer. I. n. 55 The hair is removed with a
semi-circular knife, called a hairing-knife.
3. intr. a. 'To produce or grow hair.' (Cent.

Diet.} b. ( To produce hair-like fibres : said of

maple-sirup when boiled so low as to string out
when dripped from a spoon.* (Funk.)
Hair, obs. form of HARE, HEBE sb., HOAR.
Hairb, obs. form of HERB.
Hai'r-baud. Also 5 -bond(e. A band or

fillet to confine the hair.
c 1440 Promp. Parr. 236/1 Heere bonde (P. herbonde),

vitta. 1483 Cath. Angl. 184/1 An Herebande, trica,
crinale. 1530 PALSGR. 230/2 Heerbande, rubaH. 1552
HULOET, Heere bande or heere lace, discriminate, texta.

Hair-bell, -brain, -brained : see HARE-.
Hairbreadth (heVjbredb).
1. The breadth or diameter of a hair; an in-

finitesimally small space or distance
;

a hair's-

breadth.

1^x410 See HAIR sb. 5.] 1561 T. NORTON Calvin's Jnst.

ill. 259 Let vs not suffer our selues to be led so much as
on heare bredth away from this onely foundation. 1611
BTBI.E Jitdg. xx. 16 Euery one could sling stones at an
haire breadth, and not misse. 1767 FAWKFS tr. Idylls oj
Theocritus xiv. 12, I'm within a hair-breadth raving mad.
1815 SCOTT Guy M. xlvi, Drawing herself up so as not to

lose one hair-breadth of her uncommon height.

2. attrib. or as adj. : Extremely narrow or close,
as hairbreadth difference^ escape^ scape ; hence,
hairbreadth adventure, risk.

1604 SHAKS. Oth. i. iii. 136 Haire-breadth scapes i
1

th*

imminent deadly breach. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1852)
I. 541 The hair-breadth differences of language. 1809 W.
IRVING Knickerb. vi. ii. (1849) 320 His hair-breadth adven-
tures and heroic exploits. 1871 FREEMAN Hist. Ess. Ser. I.

i. 9 The hair-breadth scapes of hunted patriots.

Hai'r-brede, -breed, north. *#<*/. = prec.
14.. Camb. MS. Kf. ii. If. 38 in Retrosp. Rev. Nov. (1853)

103 Oon heere-brede owt of this peyne They have no power
to lyfte me. 1562 J. HEYWOOD Prov. $ Epigr. '1867) 108,
I am streight at feedyng within a here breade Where I fed
before. 1855 ROBINSON IVhitby Gloss, s.v., 'She's dying by
hair-breeds ', by very slow degrees.

Hairbrush ihes'ibroj). A toilet-brash for

smoothing and dressing the hair.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelho-uer's Bk. Physicke 259/2 Pinguefye
the hayrebrushe in Hartes marrowe, or in stale Bitches

milcke, when as
you

will dresse
your hayre. 1851 OJfic.

Catal. Gt. Exhib. 528 Circular hair brushes, capable of

revolving either way. 1886 FENN Master of Ceremonies i,

The nail had been driven in with the back of a hair-brush.

Haircloth (hea-jkl^J)). [Cf. HAIRE.]
1. Cloth or fabric made of hair, used for various

purposes, as for tents, towels, shirts of penitents and
ascetics

;
also in drying malt, hops, or the like.

1500 Nottingham Rec. III. 452 Every peece of hayrcloth.
1582 N. T. (Rhem.) Matt. xi. 21 They had done penance
in hearecloth and ashes long ag^oe. 1613 SHERLEY Trav.
Persia 19 Tents of blacke haire-cloth. 1764 HARMER
Observ. ii. 17. 75 The same sort of hair-cloth of which our
coal-sacks are made. 1850 MRS. JAMESON Leg. Monast.
Ord. (1863) 220 Chastening herself with haircloth, which
she wore under her royal apparel.
attrih. 163* LITHGOW Trav. v. 229 [We] pitched our

haire-cloth 1 ents round about Jacobs Well. 1866 G. MAC-
DONALD Ann. Q. Neigkb. xxii. (1878) 408, I sat down on a
haircloth couch. 1879 Cassell's Techn. Educ. IV. 247/1
Milk, .poured through a haircloth sieve.

2. An article (as a shirt, towel, etc.) made of this

fabric.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Matt. xi. 68 Woulde haue
doen penaunce in heerclothes and ashes. 1577 B. GOOGE
Heresbachs Huso. i. (1586) iob, Itserveth to convey downe
the Malt, after it is watred, unto the hearecloth. i66a J.
DAVIES tr. Mandelslos Trav. 57 The Master of the Bath
rubb'd me all over with a hair-cloth. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl,

Svpp. s.v., Hair-Cloths, in military affairs . . are used for cover-

ing the powder in waggons, or upon batteries. 1860 PUSEY
Min. Proph^i-]& The ascetic, Jonadab..in his hair-cloth.

Hai'rdress. The mode of dressing the hair;
a head-dress.
a 1843 SOUTHEYCOWW.-//. Bk. Ser. ii. (1849) 336 (heading)

Hair-dress ofthe Madagascarites. 18.. A mer. Antiquarian
X. 41 (Cent.) The Angakut of Cumberland Sound wear at

certain parts the hairdress used by southern tribes.

Hai'rdresser. One whose business is to dress

and cut the hair.

1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. (1815) 112, I was not above
six hours under the hands of the hair-dresser. 1802 MAR.
EDGEWORTH Moral T. 1816) I. xvi. 131 [He] went to a hair-

dresser, to have his hair cut and brought into decent order.

1856 B. CORNWALL Barbels Shop xvii. (1883) 161 Valets and
ladies' maids have usurped the office of the hairdresser.

Hai'rdressing. The action, process, or occu-

pation of cutting and arranging the hair
;
the busi-

ness of a hairdresser.

1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. (1815) 184 He. .values himself

chiefly upon his skill and dexterity in hair-dressing. 178*
JAS. STEWART (title) Plocacosmos : or the whole Art of

Hair-Dressing. 1872 YEATS Techn. Hist. Comm. 299 It is

in the Modern Period.. that the handicrafts auxiliary to

hairdressing have been developed.



HAIRE.

attrib. 1777 JOHNSON Let. to Bttsmellvj Dec.. Mrs. Thrale

ran a great black hair-dressing pin into her eye.

t Haire. Obs. Forms: a. I heere, hfire, 2-3

hsere, 3-4 here, 3-6 heare, 4-6 heer;e. P. 3

haijre, 3-7 haire (4 heijre, 4-5 heyre, 4-6

hayr'e, heire, 5 hayr, heyeer, 5-6 hayer, 6

heyer). 7. 4-5 hare. [Of this word there were

two ME. types, both however going back to \VGer.

*h&rj& deriv. of h&r hair : the first directly through

OE., WS. h#rt, Angl. hire wk. fern., which regu-

larly became in ME. htrc, heare, heere, and, with

mutescence of final t, heer; the second, ME. haire,

through OF. haire, med.L. haira : OFrankish

*hdrja (OHG. harra); the form from French

survived longest, but is now obs. or merged in

HAIB sb. (sense 7\ The ME. variant hare evidently

arose from assimilation to the corresponding Norse

form of Aair.~\ Cloth made of hair, haircloth ; esp.

a hair shirt worn next the skin by ascetics and

penitents ; extended later to any kind of coarse or

harsh fabric, as sackcloth or the like.

a. c8s Vesp. Psalter xxxiv. 13 Ic ^ejerede mec mid heran.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xi. 21 Hi dydun dzed-bote on haeran

[11160 Hatton G. on ha:ren] and on axan. c 1300 Trin.

Coll. Horn. 130 Stiue here to shurte. 1:1105 LAY. 19707
Iscrudde mid Keren. <z 1225 Ancr. R. 126 ludit .. ledde

swuoe herd Hf. .& werede heare. 1340 Ayenb. 227 Hy hire

ssredde mid fc>e here. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) V. 109
Marcellus deide y-clobede in heer. 1430-40 LYDG. Bochas
IX. ix. (1554) 201 b, Sharpe heares wer also layde asyde.

1510 MORE Dyaloge i. Wks. 116/1 [He] fasted, watched,

praied & ware heare. 1535 COVERDALE 2 Kings i. 8 He
had a rough heer vpon him.

ft. c 1*50 Gen. ff Ex. 1977 His cloSes rent, in hai^re srid.

a 1300 Cursor M. 22510 pe sun . . it sal becum . . dune
and blak sum ani hair [v.rr. haire, hayre). c 1350 Will.

Paltrtu 4778 Hastili fiei hent hem on neijresse ful rowe.

f 1386 CHAUCER Sec. Nun's Pr. 4- T. 133 She .. Hadde next

hire flessh yclad hire in an haire [v.rr. heyre, heirej. c 1440

Promp. Para. 221/2 Hayyr, or hayre, cilicium. jsjo
PALSCR. 228/2 Hayre for parfite men, Hayre. 1553 in Willis

& Clark Candrridge (1886) I. 221, iiij yerdes of heire for

thalter at viijrf. the yerde. 1600-1 Ibid. II. 482 Helpinge to

carrie home y* haires y* were vsed by the Painters ijj. [See
also HAIR sb. 7.]

y. 13 .. Cursor M. 29090 In askes and in hare [? orig.

haire] and weping and vneses lair Vtorig. laire]. c 1450
Norn, in Wr.-Wulcker 725/25 Hoc cilicimn, a hare.

Haire, obs. form of Ant.
c 1340 Cursor Hf. 19846 (Fairf.) Foure listis lange Vn-to pe

haire ber-wib hit [a cloth] hange.

Haired (heid), a. Forms : see HAIK sb. [f.

HAIB sb. 4- -ED 2
.] Having hair ; covered with hair

or hairs. Often with adj. prefixed, as black-haired,

golden-haired, long-haired.
c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 308 pe sterre herid or beerdid.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 3780 A tulke full faire, Blake horit.

c 1400 MAUNDEV.(ROXD.) xvii.78 In Ethiopy er 5ung childer

white hared. 1548-77 VICARY A nat. v. (1888) 34 He that

hath not his Browes heyred is not seemely. 1674 N. Cox
Gentl. Recreat. I. (1677) 106 Crooked-leg'd, and commonly
short-hair'd. 1766 PENNANT Zool. (1768) I. 30 A good skin

well haired is sold for a guinea. 1861 HULME tr. Moqitin-
Tandon II. HI. v. 149 Others are granulated or haired.

tHai'ren, ". Obs. exc. dial. Forms: I hferen,

4-5 heren, 4-6 heeren, 6 bar-en, hairne, 6-7
hearen, 7- hairen (<) dial, barren). [OE. h&rcn,
"htrcn = OHG. h&rin (MHG. hxrin, Ger. htiren),

MDn. harijn, harin (Du. haren) : see HAIB and

-EN*.] Made or consisting of hair; hair-.

971 Blickl. Horn. 221 He. .bine ba gesyrede midhaerenum
hrae^le. r 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 382 Wring Surh hsrenne
cla5. 1381 WYCLIF Lev. xi. 32 Skynnes and heren shertes,

1591 Wtdowes Treas. (1595) Fviijb, Strain it through an
haren strainer, a 1605 MONTGOMERIE Flyting TV. Polivart

462 An hairne tedder. 1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Exemp. i.

Ad 8. 117 More . . afflictive than his hairen shirt was
to his body. 1690 W. WALKER Idiomat. Anglo-Lat. 385
"Tis bolted through an hairen sack, a 18*5 FORBY Voc. E.

Anglia s. v.,
' A harren brum ', is a hair broom.

t Hairester. Obs. [f. HAIB sb. + -STEB.] A
worker in horsehair.

1415 Ordo Paginarum in York Myst. Introd. 25 Tumours,
Hayresters, Boners. 1423 Ibid, note, Pagina de lez Tumors,
Hayresters, et Boilers.

Haireve, obs. form of HAIBIF, cleavers.

Harr-grass. [After L. generic name Aira,
with reference to the slender hair-like branches.]
A name for grasses of the Linnaean genus Aira.
1759 B. STILLINGFL. On Grasses Misc. Tracts (1762)371

To give such [names] as. .approach as near as possible to
the Latin names in sound where they could not be inter-

preted. .Thus I have called the aira hair-grass, the I'romns

brome-grass, etc. 1798 Trans. Soc. Arts XVI. 123 The
grass it now produces (chiefly the aira or hair grass) is so
bard and wiry. 1866 Treas. Bot. s, v. A ira. The tufted

Hair-grass . .is one of the tallest-growing British grasses.

Hairif, hayrif (heVrif). Forms : i heserife,
4 hayrive, 5 hayryf, heyriff, haryffe (harryf ),

harofe, harife, 6 herif (haylif), haireve. 7-
hariff, 8- hairough, 9 dial, (see quots.). [OE.
heserife wk. fern., app. f. he^e hedge + rife, of un-
certain meaning. Another OE. name was heze-

clife, f. Mfan to cling, CLEAVE : see clife, dive
under CLEAVERS.] A widely-diffused popular name
of Cleavers or Goose-grass, Galium Aparine.
ciooo Sax. Leechd. II. 66 Wudu weaxe and hegerife

26

Xecnuwa ba tpgicdere.
Ibid. II. 78 Wyl on wxtere SK-

crinde. .he^erife, marubian ;
bebe mid, & bxt lie gnid mid

baere hegenfan. 7*;V. III. 38 Wyll in buteran )>as wyrta
elenan moran and he^erifan. a 1387 Sinon. Barthol.

(Anecd. Oxon.) 37/1 Kuliea minor, hayrive. 14. . Norn, in

\Vr.-\Viilcker 712/20 Hec uticella, haryffe. c 1440 Promf.
Parr. 2-21/1 Hayryf, hcrbe {S. harryyf), rutca rcl rtMa
minor, ft major dicitnr madyr. f 1440 .I/.S". Lincoln A. i.

17, If. 283 (Halliw.) Tak wormwod, or harofe, or wodebynde,
and stamp it, and wrynge owt the jeuse. n 1500 MS. Shane

5, If. 29 a Rubia minor, Hayreff clyuer ober aron is like to

wodrufT, and be sed tuchid will honge in one is clobis. 1530
PALSGK. 228/2 Haylife an lierbe. 1397 GF.RARDE Herbal

App., Haireue is Cliuers. 1674-01 RAY N. C. Words, Hariff
and Catclmxed, goose grasse \misfr. goose-grease], afa-
rine. 1788 W. MARSHALL Yorksh. Gloss., Hairough, galiiim
aperine, cleavers. 1836 Farmer's Mag. Jan. 62 A dressing
machine, -for separating cleavers, goose-grass, or harifffrom

wheat or barley. 1876 Whitby Gloss., Hairrongh or Harif,

1877 N. H'. Line. Gloss., Hairif, 1877 Holderness Class.,

Hairiff, Hairvp, Hairif. 1879 Miss JACKSON Shropsh.

Word-bk.,Harfffe. 1881 Leiceslersli. Gloss., Erriff. . Hay-
rough is another and possibly the correct form. 1883 Hamp-
shire Gloss., Heriff. 1884 Cheshire Gloss., Harif, kerif.

1890 Gloucestcrsh. Gloss., Hairiff, hnrif, hariff, hariffe,

hairif, haireve.

Hairiness (heVrines). [f.
HAIRY a. + -NESS.]

The quality or state of being hairy or covered with

hair ; hirsuteness.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R v. XV. (1495) 120 By the

herynesse therof he defendyth the synewes of the chekes
from colde ayre. 1578 BANISTER Hist. Man ix. 112 In

the Hare such hearynes furthereth her swiftnes. 1665
HOOKE Microgr. 146 Cover'd all over with a brown short

hairiness. 1828 Rlackni. Mag. XXIII. 414 Old Father

Pan, roaming in all his original hairiness in the forests.

Hairing : see HAIR v.

Hai'rish, a. rare. [f. HATRJ^. + -ISH.] Slightly
or partially hairy ; t hairy, of hair.

1570 Ganlfrido and Bamardo le Vayne (N.), They teare

their herish mantels grey. 1578 LYTE Dodofns vi. iii. 658 The
first kinde of Cistus . . hath rounde rough or hearishe stalkes.

t Hair-lace. Oh. [f. HAIR sb. + LACE.] A
string or tie for binding the hair ;

a fillet, head-

band ; also, a fillet in Archil.
a 1300 Land Cokayne 69 in E. E. P. (1862) 158 pe pilers

. .wip harlas and capitale. a 1529 SKELTON El. Ruminyng
145 Some haue no herelace, Theyr lockes about theyr face.

1580 SIDNEY Arcadia in. (1724) II. 485 She took off her

hairlace, and would have cut off her fair hair. 1698 FRYER
Ace. E. India <$ P. 20 About their Heads they wear an
Hairlace . . not to tie their Hair up, which is short enough ;

but it may be, as our Dames in England, to keep the
Wrinkles out of their Foreheads. 1738 SWIFT Pol. Conner-
sat. 205 They say, a marry'd Woman has nothing of her

own, but her Wedding-Ring and her Hair-Lace.

Hairless (he'ules), a. [f. HAIR sb. -t- -LESS.]
Without or destitute of hair ; bald; glabrous.
1552 HULOET, Heerles or without heere, or hauing no heere,

defilis. 1591 SHAKS. Vat. >r Ad. 487 The. .sun.. Whose
beams upon his hairless face are fix'd. 1611 COTGR., PtU. .

fild,
hairelesse, bauld. 1836-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. II. 523/1

n front this region is concave and hairless. 1883 19//I Cent.

May 759 A toothless, hairless, slow-limbed animal.

Hence Hai rlessiiess.

1871 Athcnxum 27 May 640 This marvellous people (of
which hairlessness. .is one of the masculine phenomena).
1875 J. HAWTHORNE in Contemp. Rev. XXV. 556 His head
is hatless. .not to mention its hairlessness.

Hairlet (heulet). [f.
HAIR sb. + -LET.] A

small or diminutive hair.

i86a All Year Round 13 Sept. 8 Mr. Samuelson . . adopts
the belief that each single hairlet on the fly's foot, serves as

a sucking disc. 1881 MIVART Cat 287 A rod-like process,

provided with long, slender hairlets.

HaiT-like, a. [f. as prec. + LIKE.] Like or

resembling hair ; finely drawn out like hair.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Fibrous, .full of hair-like threads,
or strings. 1797 BEWICK Brit. Birds (1847) I. 59 note,

Thinly covered with hair-like feathers. 1892 DailyNews 7

May 2/8 Seeds . . winged or provided with hair-like processes.

Hai-r-line.
1. A line or rope made of hair.

1731 GRAY in Phil. Trans. XXXVII. 33, I took a Piece
of a Hair-Line, such as Linnen-Cloaths are dried on. 1870
BI.AINE Encycl. Rnr. Sp. 2946 In ..hair lines, each hair in

every link should be equally big, round, and even.

2. A very thin or slender line, as the up-stroke of

a written letter. To a hair-line : to a nicety.
1846 WORCESTER, Hair-line . . a very slender line. 1870

EMERSON Sac. $ Solit., IVorkfs Days Wks. (Bohn) III. 64 A
carpenter swings his axe to a hair-line on his log. 1884
Harpers Mag. Mar. 654/2 The first hair-line of this letter.

8. Printing, h'air-line letter : A very thin-faced

type, generally used for letterings of mounts.
1888 in JACOBI Printers Vocab.

Hair-lip, erroneous form of HARE-LIP.

Hai'r-loct. A lock of hair on the head.
c 1000 Hpt. Gl. 526 (Bosw.) Haer-loccas, cfncinni, crittes.

1583 STANYHURST Alneis i. (Arb.) 28 Doune to the wynd
tracing trayld her discheaueled hearlocks. 1820 W. TOOKE
tr. Lttcian I-_4Q3 Shore me of two of my hair-locks.

Hairm, Hairn, obs. or dial. ft. HARM, HAEK.
Hairough, local form of HAIRIF.

Hai'rpin, hai'r-pin. A kind of pin used in

dressing and fastening up the hair, fixing a head-

dress, etc.

1818 TODD s. v. Hairneedle, The modem hairpin kept
the hair in certain fanciful shapes. 1838 DICKENS Nich.
Nick, xix, Kate was dressed to the very last hairpin. 1865
Lt'tiRocK Preh. Times 23 Many of the latter articles found
in the Swiss lakes appear . . to have been hair-pins.

HAIR-TRIGGER.

Hair-powder. A scented powder made of fine

flour or starch, used in the i8th c. for sprinkling
the hair or wig in hairdressing ; now seldom used

except for men-servants.

1663 WOOD Life (O. H. S.) I. 475 To my barber for haire

powder, (v/. 1800 HF.RSCHEL in /'/'/. Trans. XC. 444, I

examined the focus of light, by throwing hair-powder, with
a puff, into the air. 1864-5 KNIGHT Passages Work. Life
I. 220 Hair-powder had altogether gone out.

Hai'r-ring
1

. A memorial finger-ring set with
a small lock of hair.

1696 Lend, Gaz. No. 322*) '4 An Hair-Ring, set round at
the top with Diamonds. 1709 PRIOR Cupid $ Ganymede
23 Heaps of Hair Rings, and

cypher'
d Seals.

Hair's-breadth, hair's breadth (heVjz-

bred)>). The breadth of a hair
;
= HAIRBREADTH.

1584 R. SCOT Discov. Witchcr. v, v. (1886) So Limits.,

beyond the which they cannot passe one haires breadth.

1638 BAKER tr. Balzac s Lett. (vol. III.) 31 There is not a
haires breadth of difference betweene them. 1755 SMOLLETT
Onix. (1803) I. 101, I am within a hair's breadth of doubt-

ing. 1856 DOVK Logic Chr. Faith Introd. 3. 6 Our
faith in the fact is not shaken a hair's-breadth.

b. (See quots.)
1706 PHILLIPS, Hair's-breadth, a Measure accounted

among the Jews the 48
th

part of an inch. 1832 Li NDLEY In-

trod. Bot. 400 A hair's breadth, .the twelfth part of a line.

c. attrib. or as adj. : Kxtremely narrow or close
= HAIRBREADTH 2.

1841 CATLIN N. Amer. hid. (1844) I. x. 72 Our chief con-
versation was . . hairs breadth escapes. 1850 ROBERTSON
Serm. Ser. n. iv. (1864) 52 To draw some subtle hair's-

breadth distinction. 1868 MILMAN St. Panfs 120.

Hair-shirt. A shirt made of haircloth, worn

by ascetics and penitents. (Cf. HAIRE.)
1737 POPE Hor. Epist. i. i. 165 No prelate's lawn, with

hair-shirt lin'd, Is half so incoherent as my mind. 1869
FREEMAN Norm. Cong. III. xii. 213 After her death. .a
hair-shirt was found on her.

fig. 1884 Pall MallG. 16 Oct. i/i If he had chafed less

passionately at the hair-shirt of existence.

Hair-sieve (heU|Srv). Forms : see HAIR and
SIEVE. A sieve with the bottom made of hair

finely woven ; usually for straining liquid.
iioo Gerefa in Anglia (1886) IX. 264 Hersyfe, taemes-

pilan, fanna, etc. r 1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 7 J?orowgh
a herseve loke Jwu hit sye. 1530 PALSCR. 230/2 Heer cyve,
sas. 1769 MRS. RAFFALD Eng. Housekfr. 11778) 345 Drain
them on a hair sieve. 1894 WILSON Cycl. Photogr. 179
/fair sieve, a sieve with very fine meshes, used in the

washing of gelatino-bromide of silver emulsions.

Hai'r-splitter. One who *

splits hairs
*

(HAIR
sb. 8 j) ; one who makes minute or over-refined

distinctions.

1849 CLOUGH Dipsychus n. t. 42 A critical hair-splitter 1

1853 DE QUINCEY A utobiog. Sk. Wks. I. 60 Not the cavilling
hair-splitter, but, on the contrary, the single-eyed servant
of truth. 1857 DARWIN in Life $ Lett. (1887) II. 105 It

is good to have hair-splitters and lumpers. Note, Those
who make many species are the splitters.

Hai'r-splittilig, vbt. sb. The 'splitting of
hairs

*

; the making of over-nice distinctions.

1857-8 SEARS Athan. 15 Metaphysical hair-splitting could

hardly show the difference. 1874 H. R. REYNOLDS John
Bapt. v. i. 306 The hair-splitting of logical Casuistry.

Hai'r-splitting, ///. a. That '

splits hairs
'

;

that makes over-nice distinctions, over-refining.
1820 T. MITCHELL A ristoph. I. p. cxxxv, The hair-splitting

niceties oflanguage. 1851 MAYNE REID $<://*///. xxxiv,
Credit.. for their hair-splitting ingenuity. 1856 OLMSTED
Slave States 121 It takes a more hair-splitting mind, than

negroes are generally endowed with, to think otherwise.

1877 C. GEIKIE Christ Ivii. (1879) ^2 Subjects for dispute
to hair-splitting theologians.

Hairst, Sc. form of HARVEST.
Harr-streak. In full, hair-streak butterfly ;

A butterfly of the genus TJiecla
;
so called from the

fine streak-like markings on the wings of some

species.
1816 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. (1843) II. 19 A small East

Indian hair streak Butterfly ( Thecla Isocrates\ 1859 W. S.

COLEMAN Woodlands (1862) 12 The only butterfly that

really feeds on the Oak is the Purple Hair-streak. Ibid,

45 The very pretty though not brilliant Brown Hair Streak.

Harr-stroke.
1. A very fine line made in writing or drawing ;

esp. a fine up-stroke in penmanship.
1634 PEACHAM Gentl. Exerc. 28 The veines..are made

with two or three haire stroks with a fine touch of your
pen. Ibid.) Drawing small haire strokes from the hip to the
knee. 1642 FULLER ffolyfy Prof. St. v. x. 393 Those who in

matters of opinion varied from the Popes copie the least

hair-stroke are condemned for Hereticks. 1781 COWPER
Let. 23 Apr,, You can draw a hair-stroke where another
man would make a blot as broad as a sixpence.
2. Printing. The fine line at the top or bottom

of a letter, a CERIPH. (Knight Diet. Meek. 1875.)
Hairt, Sc. form of HEART.

Hai'r-trigger. A secondary trigger in a fire-

arm, which acts by setting free a spring mechanism
called the /iair, and being delicately adjusted, re-

leases the main trigger by very slight pressure.

1830 E. CAMPBELL Diet. Mil. Sc. 249 The hair trigger,
when set, lets off the cock by the slightest touch; whereas
the common triggerrequires a greater degree of force. 1836
T. HOOK G. Gnrney II. 192 My pistol, which had the hair

trigger set, went off. 1851 Offic. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 353
Double rifle, .with single hair-trigger.

fig. 1894 CROCKETT Lilac Simbonnet 23 Her laugh was

hung on ahair trigger, to go off at every jest and fancy.



HAIR-WORM.

b. atlrib. : see quots. Also hair-trigger

flower, an Australian plant of the genus Stylidium,

having a very sensitive column of stamens, which

move from side to side on the slightest touch.

(7'reas. Bot. 1866.)

was of as hair-trigger a character as the pistols which he

Hence Hai'r-trijfg'ered a., having a hair-trigger.

1824 SCOTT St. Ronan'sxu, There are your hair-triggered

rifles, that go off just at the right moment.

Hairum-scairum : see HAKUM-SCABUM.

Hairup, local form of HAIBIF.

Hair-worm (heeuwwm). A nematoid worm
of the genus Gordius ; spec. G.aqitaticus, a common
inhabitant of ponds and rivers. (Sometimes applied

to the Guinea-worm, Dracunculus medinensis.}

1658 SIR T. BROWNE Card. Cyrus iv. 65 Gnatworms,

Acari, hairworms. 1752 SIR J. HILL Hist. Anim. 14 The
Hair-Worm, called also the Guinea-Worm. .This is the

worm that, .gets into the flesh of the natives. 1802 BINGI.EY

Anim. Slog. (1813) III. 404 The common hair-worm. The

popular name of this worm originated in the notion, that it

was produced from the hair of horses and other animals ; a

notion that is even yet prevalent among the lower classes.

Hairy (heVri), a. Also 4 hari, heeri, 4-5 hery,

4-6 heery, 6 hary, heary, (hearry), heyry, 6-7

hairie, hayrie, -y. [f.
HAIB sb. + -Y i.]

1. Having much hair ; clothed with hair ; hirsute.

111300 Cursor M. 8085 pair armes hari wit hirpild hid War
sette til elbous in bair side. 1388 WYCLIF Gen. xxvii. n
Esau my brother is an heeri man, and Y am smethe. c 1400

Lanfranc's Cirurg. 106 An hery skyn. 1576 NEWTON
Lemnie's Complex. (1633) 68 The hotter of complexion
therefore that every man is . . the hayrier is his body. 1577

B. GOOGE Heresbach's Huso. HI. (1586) 128 His eares rough
and heary. i774GoLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) VIII. 13 Cater-

pillars . . are either smooth, or hairy. 1875 JOWETT Plato

(ed. 2) III. 60 A bald man and a hairy man are opposed in

a single point of view.

b. transf.
1609 HOLLAND Anim. Marcell. xxv. x. 280 They be called

Comets or hairie starres, for that . . by
the flashing of fire

from them, certaine haires seeme to be scattered. 1672-3

MARVELL Reh. Transf. i. 48 We call it [a Comet] an Hairy-
star. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. n. 559 When Storms have

shed From Vines the hairy Honours of their Head.

c. In specific names of animals. Hairy \Voobud

(pobut), Sc., a woolly-bear.
1896 SHARPE Birds Gt. Brit. II. it On two occasions the

Hairy Woodpecker is said to have occurred in the British

Islands.

2. Consisting of hair or of something resembling
hair ; hair-like. Now rare.

1535 COVERDALE Song Sol. vi. 5 Thy hayrie lockes are like

a flocke of goates vpon ye mount of Galaad. 1592 SHAKS.

Ven. <fr Ad. 625 His brawny sides, with hairy bristles arm'd.

1634 PEACHAM Gentl.Exerc. i6Takea Broome stalke . .chew

it betweene your teeth till it.. grow heary at the end like a

pensill. 1694 Ace. Sev. Late Voy. n. (1711) 98 Her Feathers

are thready or hairy.

b. Made of hair.

'535 COVERDALE 2 Mace. x. 26 Gyrded with hayrie cloth

aboute their loines. 1561 DAUS tr. Bulliitgcr on Apoc.
(I 573) 94 b> Like an heery sacke which is wouen or made of

heeres. 1632 MILTON Penscroso 169 The hairy gown and

mossy cell. 1712-14 POPE Rape Lock n. 25 With hairy springes
we the birds betray. 1878 C. STANFORD Symb. Christ vii. 177

Clad in hairy raiment such as prophets used to wear.

8. Bot. Covered with short weak thin pubescence.

1597 GERARDE Herbal i. xiv. 2. 16 Hairie grasse . . is

small and little, and rough or hairie like agoate. 1671 GREW
Anat. Plants I. i. 45 Though the proper leaves are often

hairy, yet these are ever smooth. 1776 WITHERING Brit.

Plaxls(i7<)6> I. 150 Styles 2, reflected, hairy. 1884 BOWER &
SCOTT De Bary's Phaner. 70 They preponderate in very

hairy plants.

b. In the specific names of plants : see quots.

1597 [see prec.l. 1796 WITHERING Brit. Plants(ed. 3) III.

118 Hairy Rest-harrow. 1861 Miss PRATT Flower. PI. VI.

41 Hairy Sedge.
4. Comb., as hairy-armed, -clad, -eared, -fibred,

-heeled, -legged, -locked, -looking adjs. ;
also

hairy-back, a fish of the family Trich/motidse ;

hairy-crown, hairy-head, species of Merganser.
1530 PALSGR. 315/1 Heary locked that hath syde lockes,

cheiielu. ci6n SYLVESTER Du Bariatu.lt.nl. Schisme

1039 Fasting hairy-clad. 1797 BEWICK Brit. Birds (1847) I.

291 Covered with hairy-looking feathers. 1888 G. TRUM-
BULL Names Birds 69 In. .Cabinet of Nat. Hist., Vol. III.,

1833, the present species [Merganser serrator] is referred

to as Hairy-crown. Ibid. 74 Hairy-head, name in New
Jersey of the Hooded Merganser. 1894 FORBES Monkeys I.

52 The Hairy-eared mouse-lemur, Chirogale trichotis. 1896
LYDEKKER Roy. Nat. Hist. V. 392 The remarkable fishes

known as hairy-backs. . distinguished from the last \Cepolidx\

by the jugular position of the pelvic fins, which are in front

of the pectorals.

Hals, Sc. form of hoase, HOARSE a.

Haise, obs. form of has (see HAVE v.).

Haist, etc., obs. Sc. forms of HASTE, etc.

Halt, beit (h<?'t), int. Forms: 4 hayt, haite,

heyt(e, 5 hyte, 6-7 haight, 8- halt. [Cf. Ger.

hott
.']

A word of encouragement or command

given to horses to urge them forward ;
in some

dialects, to turn them to one side or the other.

27

c 1386 CHAUCER Friar's T. 245 The Cartere smoot and
|

cryde as he were wood, Hayt [v.rr. haite, heyt] Brok, hayt

Scot, what spare ye for the stones? Ibid. 263 Heyt now

quod he. c 1460 Toivneley Myst. (Surtees) 9 Harrer,

Morelle, iofurthe, hyte, And let the ploghe stand, a 1577

GASCOIGNE Flowers Wks. (1587) 101 His thought sayd

Haight, his silly speech cryed Ho. 1614 Coi'LEY Wits,

Fits t, Fancies (N.) Saying to his asse by the way..
Haight, beast, and on a God's name. 111825 FORBY Voc.

E. Anglia, Hait-mo, a word of command to horses m
a 'teamt meanine,

'

go to the left
'

; for mo, in this case, is

not stop, but go. 1879 Miss JACKSON Shropsh. U ord-bK.

s. v. Waggoner's words to horses. The waggoner, standing

to the left of his horses, would address, .the Pm-horse^and
'

Shafter alike:
' Haw-woop'.. come towards;

' Heit
'

go
from me. The whole team :

' Woo '

. . stop.

Hence Halt v. intr., to cry
' hait '.

i.c 1690 Bagford Ball. (Ball. Soc.) 757 And Carters for the

sport left Ho and Hailing.

Halt, obs. form of HATE, HIGHT, HOT, HOTE.

Haith (h^J>), int. Sc. A quasi-oath : a defor-

mation of Faith ! f faith !

1724 RAMSAY Gentle Sheph. i. ii. sp. 3 Haith, lasses, ye re

no blate. 1786 BURNS Tiua. Dogs 149 Haith, lad, ye little

ken about it. 1871 C. GIBBON Lack of Gold xi, Haith,

lass, he'll gar you be sorry some day.

Haiver, Haivin, obs. ff. HAVEH, HAVEN.

Haji, hajji : see HADJI.

Hak(e, obs. form of HACK o.l

Hake (h^k), J<M Also 6 haake, 8 hack.

[Known only from I4th (?) or ijth c. ; origin un-

certain. Mod. Norw. has hakefisk, lit.
' hook-

fish', applied to fish, as the salmon or trout, with

a hooked under-jaw.]
1. A gadoid fish, Merlucius vulgaris, resembling

the cod. Also extended to the genus Merlucius.

[a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. viii. 31 Alle heo lyven from last

of lot, ant are al hende ase hake in chete.) c 1430 LYDG.

Min. Poems (Percy) 201 (Matz.) Hire skyn is tendyr for to

towche, As of an howndfyssh or of an hake. 1555 EDEN
Decades 273 A fysshe. .whiche we caule haddockes or hakes.

1573-80 BARET Ah. H i Haake, fish, Pan-as vel Pagans.
1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia vi. 212 Hake you may haue

when the Cod failes in Summer. 1769 PENNANT Zool. III. 157

The hake is in England esteemed a very coarse fish. 1880

GUNTHER Fishes 542 The ' Hake '

is found on both sides

of the Atlantic . . to a length of four feet. It is caught m
great numbers, and preserved as Stock-fish . 1885 J. S.

KINGSLEY Stand. Nat. Hist. HI. 275 The popular name

current in England is hake, but in the United States the

prefix
' silver

'

is generally added, to distinguish it from the

species of Phycis.. It is also frequently called whiting, New
England whiting, or Old England hake.

b. Applied to other gadoid fish, esp. to species

of the genus Phycis found on the coast of North

America, and to the New Zealand Lotella rhacinus.

1871 HUTTON Fishes N. Zealand 116 No. 74 (Lotella

rhacinns) .. has been termed the Hake. 1883 Cassell's Nat.

Hist. V. 274 The greater Fork Beard or Forked Hake, .a

rare fish in British seas, but ranges round the European
coasts and into the Mediterranean. 1885 J. S. KINGS-

LEY Stand. Nat. Hist. III. 273 Three species are common

along the eastern American coast, Phycis chnss, Phycis

tenuis. and Phycis reeius. The first two are of some econo-

mical importance . . they are generally known as hakes.

2. transf. (See quots.)
1855 ROBINSON Whitby Gloss, s. v.,

' A greedy hake ,

a grasping discontented person. 1876 Mid. Yorksh. Gloss.,

Hake, .also, a grasping, covetous person.

8. atlrib. and Comb., as hake-broil, -fishery, -hook ;

hake's dame, an English fish, Phycis blennioides ;

also called forkbeard, forked hake.

1864 COUCH Fishes Brit. 1st. III. 125 Greater Forkbeard.

Hake's Dame, Forked Hake, Goat fish. 1865 WHITTIER

Snmvbound 244 The hake-broil on the driftwood coals.

1895 BICKKRDYKE Sea-Fishing (Badm. Libr.) 390 There are

important hake fisheries in Irish waters . . and also off

Devon and Cornwall. Ibid. 152 A large hake hook.

Hake, sb.- dial. [prob. a. ON. haki (Sw. hake,

Da. hage) hook ;
cf. also MDu. hake, Du. haak,

also mod.Ger. haken hook. In OE. haca occurs

only as a gloss of '

pessulus
'

bolt(// C/. 803%]
1. A hook, esp. a pot-hook.
(The sense in the first quot. is very doubtful.)

1488 Ld. Treas. Ace. Scot. I. 100 For cordis and hakkis

and ryngis to hyng vp the claythis. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed.

Kersey), Hake, a Pot-hook. 1795 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 31

The tea-kettle, and the hake on which it was suspended.

1806 BLOOMFIELD Wild Flmvers, The Horkey vil, On went

the boilers, till the hake Had much ado to bear 'em. a 1825

FORBY Voc. E. Anglia, Hake, a pothook.

2. The draught iron of a plough ;
- COPS 3.

1787 W. MARSHALL E. Norfolk (1795) Gloss., Hakes, sb. pi.

the copse or draught-irons of a plow. 1846 "}rnl. K-Agr,c.
Soc. VII. I. 34 One end being fastened to the hake ol tb

plough, and the other to the top of the coulter. 1863

MORTON Cycl. Agric. II. 720-7 (E.D.S.) Hake (Stiff.), the

dentated iron head of a plough.

Hake, haik, sb2 [Known only from i8th c. ;

derivation obscure : possibly from the root hak- of

HATCH and HECK, if not merely a dialectal varia-

tion of the latter. It appears to be the prevalent

form for sense i (which also occurs as HACK
sb? 4) ; in the other senses it seems to be merely

a by-form of hack and heck.'}

1. A wooden frame suspended from the roof for

drying cheeses; a wooden frame on which fishes

are dried ; a wooden frame for holding plates. Sc.

1768 Ross Helenore 77 A hake was frae the rigging hang-

ing fu' Of quarter kebbocks, tightly made and new. 1880

HAKEEM.
I SKELTON Cruiket Meg xiii. 145 Plates suspended in a

haik above the dresser. 1891 A. MATTHI w Poems ft Songs

24 Hung like haddocks on a hake. 1895 Month Sept. 53 1 he

hake was a triangle of wood studded with nails, and from

every nail there hung a haddock.

2. A frame for drying bricks ;
=HACK it).* 3.

1840 yrnl. K. Agric. Soc. I. m. 352 They [tiles] are

placed one upon another on the hakes or piles in the sheds

fill placed in the kiln. 1843 Ibid. IV. n. 371 Set them to dry

on frames (prpvincially
termed hakes\ covered with cloth,

supported on iron standards.

attrib. 1886 W. A. HARRIS Techn. Diet. Fire Instir.,

Hake-houses, air-drying sheds, for bricks.

3. A rack for cattle to feed at ;
= HECK.

be fitted over troughs in byres and in cattle-courts.

4. A latticed framework in a mill-race or the

like to prevent anything but the water from pass-

ing through ;
= HECK.

1891 Pall Mall G. 26 Sept. 2/2 At the ' backwater hakes
'

adjoining these mills the workmen sometimes break a bar

or two, and the salmon coming from the sea get into the

dam and are secured in very large numbers.

' Hake, sb.* Obs. Also 6 hack(e, hag(g, 7

haque. [app. an abbreviation of haquehut, hag-

but, originally in half-hake or Jemi-hake = \v&\l

hackbut, applied to a firearm of shorter length

than the hackbut. It would appear that for this

the simple hake, haque, or hagvns soon substituted.]

A short fire-arm used in the i6th c.

1538 [see HALF-HAKE]. 1541 [see DEMI-HAKE]. 1548

Act 2 4- 3 Edw. VI, c. 14 An Acte was made in the

[33rd] yere of the late Kinge .. for some libertye to

shoote in Handegonnes hakes and hacquebuytes. 1556 J.

ndgi

long. 1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr.

Hake, haik (h^'k), sb Sc. and north, dial.

[f.
HAKE z>.l] (See quots.)

a 1529 SKELTON Col. Chute 252 Howe some synge Lxta-

-oman. 1828 Craven Dial., Hakes, a lounging idle now.

Hake, taik (h^k), .l Sc. and dial. [Origin

obscure : cf. Du. haken to long, to hanker.]

1. intr.
' To go about idly from place to place.'

c 1450 HENRYSON Mor. Fab. 73 The caller cryed ; How,
haike vpon bight, Hald draught, my dowes. I674-91 RAV

loiter. 1828 Craven Dial., Hake, to go about idly, .about

is generally added. 1855 ROBINSON Whitby Gloss., To hake,

to lay wait for news ; to
'

go baking about ', prying.

2. intr. To go, advance ;

' to tramp, trudge or

wend one's way : the act implies considerable exer-

tion or endurance' (Jam. Supfl.}.
CI4SO HENRYSON Mor. Fat. 32 The Muske, the little

Mouse with all her might, With haste shee haked vnto

that hill of hight. c 1475 RaufCoilyar 644 In that hardy

in hy, he haiket to that hall For to wit gif Wymondis
wynning was thair. a 1825 FORBY Voc. E. Anglia, Hake,

to toil ; particularly in walking. . .' He has been baking and

battering all day long '.

3. trans. To urge ;
to pester.

1855 ROBINSON Whitby Gloss, s.v.,
' He hakes my very

heart out.' 1892 M. C. MORRIS Yorksh. Folk-t. 319

To hake is to follow with inquiries, to annoy, to pester, to

hurry on. 'Hake 'em away!' i.e. urge them on almost
.

faster than they are able to go.

?
hake. Hence Ha'king vbl.
Hake, v? [f.

HAKE .i]

. sb.

intr. To fish for

.
.

1895 J- BICKERDYKE Fishing (Badm. Libr.) xiii. 390 The

hakeing season is principally in the autumn and winter.

II Hakea (h<F'-kz',a). Bot. [mod. Bot. L. : from

name of Baron Hake.] A large genus of pro-

teaceous plants, consisting principally of tall

shrubs, found in Australia and Tasmania.

1849 C. STURT Expedit. C. Australia I. 353 The shrubs

for the most part consisted of hakea and mimosae. 1882

Garden 10 June 398/1 Banksias and Hakeas are numerous.

Haked, liacot (hacked, hse-kat). dial. Forms :

i haood, hseced, hsecid, 7 hacot, 8 hackhead,

haget,8-o haked. [OE. hacod, hseced= OS. hacud,

OHG. hahhit, hehhit (MHG. he_chet, hecht, G.

hecht\ prob. from the root of WGer. *hakjan,

OHG. hffkm, to stick, pierce : cf. the other names

pike, ged, Fr. brocket] A fish, the pike : usually

applied to a large sort of pike.
a 700 Etiaal Gloss. 660 ffagil, hzcid. a 800 Erf. Gloss.

Hecid. 8oo Corpus Gloss. 1342 Mugil, ha;ced. riooo

;ELFRic Collef . in Wr.-Wiilcker 94 JEte and hacodas mynas
and sleputan. c 1050 Yoc. Ibid. 443/3* Mugil, hacod^

oS3e

heardra. a 1667 SKINNER Etymol. Ling.Angl., Hakot,

occidentalibus adhuc usitatum. 1720 T. Cox MaffM
Britannia II. 1053/1 Pikes of a wonderful Bigness, which

they call Hakeds. 1759 B. MARTIN Nat. Hist. E"g-??7
The neighbouring ileers abound with Fowl and Fish,

Eels, Pikes, Hackheads, &c. 1787
BEST Antluig(eA. 2)56

In Rumsey mere . . are . . large Pikes which they call Hagets.

1847 HAI.LIWELL, Haked, a large pike. Cambr.

II Hakeem, hakim (hakf-m). Oriental.

Forms : 7 hackeem, haokin, 7-9 hakim, 8-9

hakem, 9 hakeem. [Arabic .-. hakim wise,

learned, philosopher, physician,
f. hakama to

4 - a



HAKE'S-TOOTH. 28 HALCYON.
exercise authority, in deriv. conj. to know, be wise or

learned.] A physician or doctor, in Mohammedan
countries and in India.

[1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's Voy. HI. xii. 93
The common Phisitions which the Turkes call Echim.]
1638 SIR T. HERBERT Tra-.'. (ed. 2) 234 The Doctors are
nam'd Hackeems. 1661 J. DAVIES tr. Olearius' \'oy. Am-
toss. v. 220 He brought along with him his Hakim, or

Physician. 1845 STOCQUELER Handbk. Brit. India (1834)

308 Many ignorant hakeems who impose.. upon the dense

population of that locality. 1884 BROWNING ffrisftlah,
Family 51 Why, his reason chimed Right with the Hakim's.

Hakeney, Hakern, obs. flf. HACKNEY, ACORN.
Ha-ke's-tooth. [f. HAKE sd.i + TOOTH.] The

tooth-shell, Dentalhim.
1731 CAPT. W. WRIGLESWORTH MS. Log-bk. of the

'

Lyell',
18 June, The Soundings Red Sand with Hakes teeth. 1881
HAMF.RSLY Naval Encycl., Hake's Teeth, a term for

Dentalium, a species of shell-fish 'whose presence in the
British Channel serves as a guide to pilots in foggy weather.
Also applied to some of the deep soundings in the Channel.
Haketon e. obs. form of HAO.UETON, ACTON. .

Hakille, obs. form of HACKLE.
II Hakim (ha-kim). Oriental. Also 1 haccam,

hackame, hackura, 8 hackham. [Arabic

hakim governor, f. hakama to exer-

cise authority.] A judge, ruler, or governor, in

Mohammedan countries and in India ; the adminis-
trative authority in a district.

1615 BEDWELL Arab. Trudg., The Haccams ofttimes are
men of meaner degree. 17x3 OCKLEY Ace. Barbary 105
Married the next Day by a Priest or Hackham. 1811
ffiebtthr's Tray. Arab. xxii. in Pinkerton Voy. X. 37
(Stanf.) I applied to the Hakim or judge of the village.
1866 SIR A. LYAH. Verses in India, Old Pindarte (1889) 3
Then comes a Settlement Hakim, to teach us to plough
and to weed.

Hakim, var. of HAKEEM.
t Ha'king. Obs. A kind of net, or apparatus

with net attached, used for taking sea-fish.
ifioa CAREW Cornwall 30 a, For the Haking, certain

stakes are pitched in the Ose at low water, athwart some
Creeke, from shore to shore, to whose feete they fasten
a net. Ibid., Of round fish.. The general! way of killing
these.. is by Weares, Hakings, Saynes, Tuckes, and
Tramels. Ibid., The tramel . . serueth to such vse as the
Weare and Haking.
Hal, obs. f. HALE, HALL ; pa. t. of HELE v.^

HHalachah, halakah. (hala-ka). Also
halacha, -aka. [Heb. nafci halakah (pi. halakdtli)
that which one walks by, f. -pn hdlak to walk.]A legal decision regarding a matter or case for

which there is no direct enactment in the Mosaic
law, deduced by analogy from this law or from the

Scriptures, and included as a binding precept in

the Mishna.
1856 ETHERIDGE Jerus. tf

Tiberias 182 Hilkatha, or
Halaka, the ultimate conclusion on a matter debated ; hence-
forth constituting a rule of conduct

; from kalak,
'

to walk '

1881 W. R. SMITH Old Test, in Jew. Ch. iii. 13 Halacha
was legal teaching, systematized legal precept. 1882 FAR-
RAR Early Chr. I. 555 He was met by Rabbi Eliezer in the
street of Sepphoris, and gave to the Rabbi a Halacha, or
legal decision, which pleased him, on Deut. xxiiL 19.
Hence Ha.la chic a., of, pertaining to, or relating

to the Halachah. Hala'chlst, one who deduces
laws from the Bible.

1856 ETHERIDGE Jerus. >, Tiberias 428 An entire syste-
matic discourse, on an halakic thcma. 1878 Academy-606/1A great Halakhic teacher in Castille at the time of the ex-
pulsion of the Jews from Spain. 1881 FARRAR Early Chr.
I. 473 The Jewish Halachists, who spend their whole lives
in torturing strange inferences out of Levitic regulations.

II Hala'lcor. East Indies. Forms: yhalalehor,
holacueur, holencor, alchore, 8 halla-, hali-

chore, hollocore, 9 hallaloor. [Persian (Urdu)

jf* J^ halalkhor, f. Arab. J1U. a thing reli-

giously lawful orindifferent + Pers. ij. khur-dan

p
I.

to eat.] One of the lowest and vilest class in

Persia, India, etc., to whom everything is lawful
food.
166* J. DAVIES tr. Mandelslo's Trait. 59 One of those

Holacueun, who are wont to march in the head of the
Lamia* . .and serve instead of Trumpeters. 1696 OVINGTON
Voy. Surat 382 (Y.) The Halalchors. .are another Sort of
Indians at Suratt, the most contemptible. 1698 FRYER Ace.
E. India $ P. 28 As base as the Holencores. 1786 BURNS Let.
* R- Aiken Oct., Those misguided few. .who joined, to use
a Gentoo phrase, the '

hallachores
'

of the human race.
1788 BURKE Sp. agst. W. Hastings Wks. XIII. 323 He is

wholly dnven from all honest society . . He becomes an
Halichore. 1812 MARIA GRAHAM Jrnl. Resid. India 31 (Y.I
tor the meaner offices we have a Hallalcor or Chandela
^one of the most wretched Pariahs).

'

Halas, obs. var. ALAS, int.
1:1500 Melusine xxxvii. 298 'Halas, Melusyne ', sayd

Kaymondln . .'now haue I lost you for euer '. 1610 HOLLANDLamdens Brit. (,637) 296 It of Edward King (halas) our
Hector, wailes the death.

Halatinous (halae-tinss), a. [f. Or. oAcmi'-os
made of salt, f. oXs salt : see -ous.] Saline, salt.
1886 in Syd. Sac. Lex.

Halation (haL/i-Jan). Photogr. [irreg. f. HALO
+ -ATION.] The term used to denote the spreading
of light beyond its proper boundary in the negative

image upon the plate, producing local fog around
the high lights, or those portions of the picture
which are brighter than the rest of the image
(Cycl. Photogr.).
1859 G. W. PERRY in Jrtel. Photogr. Sac. Land. 15 Nov.,

[The phenomenon] to which, until a better one is found, I

have applied the term halation. 1881 Athenseutn No. 2826.

857 Papers read :

' Halation
', by Capt. Abney. This was

shown not to arise from any turbidity in the glass, but from

light being reflected from the back of the plate.

Halberd, halbert (hje-lbaid, -ait), si.

Forms : 5 haubert, 6 hauberd(e, hal-, hawbart,
holber, halbearde, 6-7 holberd(e, 7hol-,hould-
b(e)ard, holbert, harbert, hallbard. halbar. 6-

halbard, -berd, 7- -bert. [a. OF. hale-, hallebard

dSth c.), alabarde (I4th c.) (
= Pr., Sp., It. ala-

barda), ad. MHG. helmbarde, mod.G. and Du.

hellebarde, of which the second element is OHG.
barta (Ger. barte), OLG. barda (MDu. baerde)

broad-ax, deriv. of OTeut. *bardo-z beard. For
the first element, two derivations have been sug-

gested ; (i) the very rare MHG. helm, halm handle,
as if ' handled broad-ax ', (2) helm helmet, with the

sense ' ax for smashing helmets *. The latter is, on

phonetic and other grounds, approved by Kluge,
and by Darmesteter. Formerly pronounced hl-.]
1. A military weapon, especially in use during the

1 5th and ifith centuries ; a kind of combination of

spear and battle-ax, consisting of a sharp-edged
blade ending in a point, and a spear-head, mounted
on a handle five to seven feet long.
1495 Act ii Hen. VII, c. 64 Preamb., Armours Defen-

sives, as . . Bowes Billes Hauberts. 1497 Naval Accts.
Hen. VII (1896) 99 Halberdes of maunders making . . cxx.
Halberdes of London making, .x. Halberdes of the forest of
Deuon . . Ix. 1530 PALSGR. 228/2 Halbarde, halebarde. Ibid.

229/2 Hauberde, a weapen. a 1541 WYATT in TotlelFs Misc.

(Arb.) 87 No. . Sergeant with mace, with hawbart, sword, nor

her. 1630 WADSWORTH Pilgr. viii. 89 Hee.. committed mee
to the custody of foure souldiers armed with Houldbeards.

1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. vi. 280 He was slain by a
blow with a halbert on the hinder part of his head. 1664
Flodden F. vii. 71 Some did in hand their holberds hent.

1710 OZELL Veriots Rom. Rep. 1. 1. 24 The Offensive [Arms]
were the Javelin, the Pike or Halberd, and the Sword.
1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. III. 375 This wall, .the soldiers
defended desperately with musket, pike, and halbert.

b. As denoting the rank of a sergeant.
1749 FIELDING Tom Jones vn. xi, He. .had .. so well in-

gratiated himself with his officers, that he had promoted
himself to a halbert. 1796 GROSE Diet. Vulg. Tongue s. v.,A
weapon carried by a Serjeant of foot. To get a halbert ; to
be appointed a

Serjeant. 1853 STOCQUEI.ER Milit. Encycl.
s.v., Old halberd is a familiar term formerly used in the
British army, to signify a person who had.. risen to the
rank of a commissioned officer,

tc. (See quot. 1796.1 Obs.

1763 Brit. Mag. IV. 388 The plaintiff received 300 lashes
with a cat-o'-nine-tails at the halberts, under colour of the
sentence of a court-martial. 1796 GROSE Diet. Vulg.
Tongue s. v., To be brought to the halberts ; to be flogged
a la militaire : soldiers of the infantry, when flogged, being
commonly tied to three halberts, set up in a triangle, with
a fourth fastened across them. 1824 MACAULAY Gt. Law-
suit Misc. Writ. (1889) 55 My old uncle .. would have had
some of them up to the halberts.

f 2. transf. A soldier armed with a halberd
;
a

halberdier. Obs.

'S??-*? HOUNSHED Chron. III. 1402/1 Foure thousand
men.. the greater part whereof were shot [

= gunners], the
other were pikes and halberds. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's
Mor. 1223 Two halberds of Archias guard knocked at the
outward gate.
3. (Seequot.) ? Obs.

.'7*7-5' CHAMBERS Cycl., Halbert, among farriers.. is a
piece of iron, an inch broad, and three or four inches long,
soldered to the toe of an horse's shoe, that jets out before ;

to hinder a lame horse from resting or treading on his toe.

4. attrib. and Comb., as halberd-bearer, -length,

-staff; halberd-headed a., halberd-shaped a.

Sol. (of leaves\ shaped like the ax of a halberd ;

halberd-shoe (see sense 3) ; halberd-weed, the
West Indian shrub ATeurolsena lobata.

1775 FLETCHER Script. Scales n. 17 Wks. 1795 V. 267
To rank him with an *halbert-bearer. 1866 Treas. Dot.,
*Halbert-headed, abruptly enlarged at the base into two
diverging lobes, like the head of a halbert. 1571 DICGES
Pantom. I. xix. Fj b, The distance betwene GE 30 *hal-
berde lenghtes. 1796 WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 3) III.

587 Leaves egg-shaped . . I have not seen any *halberd-

shaped. 1880 GRAY Struct. Dot. iii. 4. 96 Leaves are
Hastate or Halberd-shaped, when the lobes, at the base,
point outwards. 1717-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., *Halbert-
shoes. .constrain a fame horse to tread, or rest, on his heel.

1756 P. BROWNE Jamaica 315 The *Halbert-weed . . gene-
rally rises to the height of four or five feet.

Hence Halberded a., armed with a halberd.
a 1800 Loyal Songs (Mason), The halberted train. 1841

BORROW Zincali I. i. i. 41 The halberded bands of the city.

Halberd, v. rare. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To
slash with a halberd.

1874 Droll Storiesfr. Abbeys Touraine n At the risk of
having his body halberded by the soldiers.

Halberdier (haelbaidi'-i). Also 6 holbarder,
hal-, holberder, halberdear, 6-8 halbard(i)er,
7 halbertere, -tier, halbeerter, holberteer, 7-8

halberdeer, -tear, 8-9 halbadier, 9 hallebar-
dier. [a. OF. hale-, hallebardier (

= Sp. alabar-

dero, It. alabardiere), f. halfbard HALBERD : see

-IEB.] A soldier armed with a halberd ; spec, a
member of certain civic guards carrying a halberd
as a badge of office.

1548 HALL Chron., Edm. IV, 227 Horsemen, besyde a
great number of Lanceknightes and Halberders. 1589 IVE
Instruct. 73 The Halbardiers maye also fight better in a
prease then the Pikemen. 1589 Pasquils Ret. B b. The
big bodied Holberders that guarde her Maiestie. 1611 G.
SANDYS Ovid's Met. v. (1626) 9 Yet Perseus would not ven-
ture to inuade The Halbertere Eritheus with his blade.

1649 C. WALKER Hist. Independ. II. 87 The King was
brought to the Bar by Colonell Hacker with Halberdeers.
1684 Lend. Gaz. No. 1956/4 Several Constables, Holberteers
and Inhabitants waited their coming. 1760-7* tr. Juan <y

Ulloas Voy. (ed. 3) II. 49 The company of halbadiers

bringing up the rear. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. 4
The royal coach, escorted by an army of halberdiers.

Hence Halberdie'rediz., attended by halberdiers.
a 1882 SIR R. CHRISTISON A utobiog. (1885) I.ii. 33 The Town

Council of the city, robed and halberdiered, walked from
the gate to the hall.

Halberdman. HALBERDIER. Also Ha l-

berdsman.
1595 DUNCAN Appendix Etyinol. (E. D. S.\ Satelles, a hal-

bert man. 1633 SHIRLEY Bird in Cage (FairhoU), 'You are
one of the guard?'

'

Apoorhalbert-man, sir.' 1638 Sp. Star
Chamber at Censure of Bastiuicke, etc. 30 The Halbertmen
standing round about. 1867 MOTLEY Netherl. III. 96
Pikemen as well as halberdsmen carried rapiers.

Halbergit, var. HABERJECT.

Halboie, obs. form of HAUTBOY.

tHalch.,^- Obs. exc.diai. Forms:4halche(n,
6-9 halch, 9 dial, halsh. [In senses I and 2 app.
a dial, variant of HALSE z/. 1 and v.- ; whether sense

3 has arisen out of these is not certain.]

f 1. trans. To clasp in one's arms, embrace ;

= HALSE v.- i. Obs.

13, . Gaiv. ff Gr. Knt. 939 He hym bonkked broly, & ayber
hatched ober.

j-b. intr. To hang upon in embracing, throw
one's arms upon. Obs. (?pseudo-archaism?)
c 1650 Marr. Gaiyaine 65 in Furniv. Percy Folio I. noTo

halch vpon him, King Arthur, this lady was full faine.

1 2. trans. To hail, salute, greet ;
= HALSE vl 3.

1515 Scot. Field 52 in Chetham Misc. II, When he
heard how unkindly his townes they were hatched, He
piked him to Parice, for thinges that might happen, c 1650
Earle Westmorland 27 in Furniv. Percy Folio I. 301 The
Lord Hume halched them right soone, saying,

' banished

men, welcome to mee !

'

3. To fasten, tie, knot. Now dial.

13.. Gain. <y Gr. Knt. 185 J>at half his armes ber vnder
were halched in be wyse Of a kyngez capados. Ibid. 657
Nowe alle bese fyue sybe3, forso^e, were fetled on bis

kny?t, & vchone halched in ober, bat non ende hade. Ibid.

1852 For quat gome so is gorde with bis grene lace, While
he hit hade hemely halched aboute. 1828 Craven Dial.,
Halsh, to tie, to fasten, to knot. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Halch.

tHa'lcydon. Obs. [An incorrect form of

halcyon, prob. influenced by L. alcedo kingfisher.]
= HALCYON I. Hence t Halcydo-nian a. [cf. L.

alcedonia the halcyon days], calm, tranquil.
1611 CORYAT Crudiiies 389 It enioyeth great peace and a

very halcedonian time. 1647 A. Ross Muse's Interpr. yiii.

(1675) 145 The Halcyons or Halcydons were said, I think,
to be begot of Lucifer.

Halcyon (hre-lsisn, hse'ljian), so. and a. Forms :

4 alceon.alicion, 6 alcion, halsioii, 6~7halcion,
7 alcian, 6- alcyon, halcyon, [a. L. halcyon,
more properly alcyon, a. Gr. a.\K\iun> kingfisher.
The spelling oA- hal-, is supposed to have arisen out of

the fancy that the word was f. oA- sea+Kvwc conceiving,
connected with the fable that the halcyon broods upon her
nest floating on the calm sea in the

'

halcyon days '.]

A. sb.

1. A bird of which the ancients fabled that it

bred about the time of the winter solstice in a nest

floating on the sea, and that it charmed the wind
and waves so that the sea was specially calm

during the period : usually identified with a species
of kingfisher, hence a poetic name of this bird.

1390 Go\VERC0/; II. io6(Bodl. MS. 294.) Hir briddes 311. .

OfAlceon be name here. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. XIX.

Ixxix. (1495) 910 In the cliffe of a ponde ofOccean, Alicion, a
see foule, in wynter maketh her neste and layeth egges in vii

dayes and sittyth on brood . . seuen dayes. 1545 JOYE Exp.
Dan. Ep. Ded. (R.), Thei saye, that in the. .coldest tyme of
the yere, these halcions (making their neslis in the sea rockis

or sandis) wille sitte their egges and hatche forth their

chickens, c 1592 MARLOWE Jew ofMalta I. i, How stands
the wind ? I nto what corner peers my halcyon's bill ? a 1631
DRAYTON Noah's Flood (R.), There came the halcyon, whom
the sea obeys, When she her nest upon the water lays.
c 1750 SHENSTONE Elegies \. 22 So smiles the surface of the

treach'rous main As o'er its waves the peaceful halcyons
play. 1819 WIFFEN Aonian Hours (1820) 104 The brilliant

halcyons.. fluttering upon azure wings, appear Loveliest

above secluded waters. 1867 Contcmp. Rev. VI. 252 The

alcyon sits her floating nest.

fig. 111649 DRUM.M. OF HAWTH. Poems Wks. (1711) 39/1
Makes Scotland's name to fly On halcyons wings . . Beyond
the ocean to Columbus shores. 1880 GOLDW. SMITH in

Atlantic Monthly No. 268. 200 The halcyons of literature,

art, and science were floating on the calm and sunlit sea.

b. In Zool. a kingfisher of the Australasian

genus Halcyon, or of the subfamily ffalcyoninse.

1778-84 COOK Voy. (1790) V. 1805 We found the halcyon,



HALCYON.
or great king-fisher, having fine bright colours. 1802 R.

Brookes Gazetteer (ed. 12) s.v. P. William's Sound, The
birds found here were the halcyon, or great kingfisher [etc.].

f 2. Calm, quietude, halcyon days. Obs.

1647 TRAPI' Comm. Matt. ix. 15 Our halcyons here are

but as marriage feasts, for continuance. 1654 Comm. Ps.

ii. 4 By this means the Church had an happy Halcyon.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) II. 4 Tis well one of us

does [want courting], else the man would have nothing but

halcyon. 1797 MRS. A. M. BENNETT Beggar Girl (1813) IV.

144 All, therefore, was halcyon with Mrs. Woudbe.
B. attrib. passing into adj.

1. Of, or pertaining to, the halcyon or kingfisher.

Halcyon days [Gr. a\Kvovi8c$ ^M*Pat j
L . alcyonei

dies, alcyonides, alcedonid\ : fourteen days of calm

weather, anciently believed to occur about the

winter solstice when the halcyon was brooding.
[1540 HVRDE tr. Vims'1

Instr. Chr. Worn. (1592) Pj,
Wherefore those dates be called in Latine Halcionii, that is

as you would say, the Halcion birdes daies. 1545 JOYE
E.vp. Dan. 2 a (Stanf), I reniembred the halcyons dayes.

1591 SHAKS. i Hen. VI, i. ii. 131 Expect Saint Martins

Summer, Halcyons dayes.] 1601 HOLLAND Pliny x. xxxii.

(R.), They lay and sit about mid-winter .. and the time
whiles they are broodie, is called the halcyon daies : for

during that season the sea is calm and navigable, especially
in the coast of Sicilie. 1605 SHAKS. Lear n. ii. 84 Bring
oile to fire, snow to the colder moodes..and turne their

Halcion beakes With euery gale, and varry of their Masters.

[For the allusion see KINGFISHER.] ibypPennyCycl. XIII.

230/1 The fable of the floating cradle in which during the

Halcyon days the bird was said to rear its young.
2. Calm, quiet, peaceful, undisturbed. (Usually

qualifying days.}
1578 Chr. Prayers in Priv. Prayers (1851) 464 It hath

pleased thy grace to give us these Alcyon days, which yet
we enjoy. 1631 GOUGE God's Arrows v. xvii. 429 Were
our daies more halcyon, more quiet and peaceable. 1641
EVELYN Mem. (1857) I. 12 Fortifications (a great rarity in

that blessed halcyon time in England). 1665 SIR T. HERBERT
Trav. (1677) ii When two are seen, they foretel Halcyon
weather. 1841 DTsRAELi Amen. Lit. (1867) 250 Peace and

policy had diffused a halcyon calmness over the land. 1878

Masque Poets 218 The bird of love, in days so truly halcyon,

Upon the billows well might build her nest.

t Halcyon, v, Obs. rare *.
[f. prec. sb.]

trans. To calm, tranquillize.
1616 T- LANE Cont. Sqr.^s T. 236 Shee, calling^ Horbell,

Gnartolite, Leyfurco too, thus halcioneth her spite.

f Halcyonian (hselsiitJu'nian), a. Obs. Also

7 halci-.
[f.

L. (}i]alcyoni-us of the halcyon +

-AN.] Of or pertaining to the Halcyon ; calm,

quiet, peaceful ;
= HALCYON B.

1617 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Forth Feasting What halcy-
onian days thy reign should give. 1650 A. B. Mutat.
Polemo ii Halcionian quiet times at Sea. 1659 HAMMOND
On Ps. xciv. 15 The halcyonian dayes that the Christians had.

Halcyonic, -ite, -old, var. ALCYONIC, etc.

Ha'lcyonine, a. Omith. Of or pertaining to

the subfamily of kingfishers (ffalcyoninx) of which
the genus Halcyon is the type.

Hald, -en, obs. forms of HOLD, HOLDEN.
+ Hale, J&1 Obs. [A parallel form to HEAL

sb., ME. hele, and HAIL sd*
9
conformed in vowel

to the adj., OE. hdl.] Health, well-being, welfare ;

cure, remedy ; =HAIL sb.'*
t
HEAL sb.

a izoo Moral Ode 202 in Trin. Coll. Horn. 226 Ac mihte
libbe afre-mo a blisse and an hale, c 1200 Vices <$ Virtues

(1888) 20 Ne on wele ne on wau3he, ne on hale ne on unhale.
c i*>5 LAV. 17755 Pat scal he on bin hale. 1596 SPENSER
Astroph. 103 AH heedlesse of his dearest hale. 1795 BURNS
Poem addressed to Mitchell v, My hale and weel I'll tak a
care o't. [But here perh. only a Sc. dial, form of HEAL s&.}

b. /// kale, var. of ill hail (HAIL sb* 2), bad
luck. In quots. used advb. = Unfortunately, un-

luckily, disastrously.
a 1300 Cursor M. 4905 Ful ilhale {Fair/, il haile] did yee
at dede. c 1460 Towneley Myst. (Surtees) 230 Now ilia

ale was he borne.

a
bat
hale

.
2 Obs. Forms : i healh (heale), 1-4

hal, 4-5 hale. [OE. hath, healh, infl. hale, heale.]
A corner, a nook ; a secret place.
c 897 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. xxxv. 245 ForSajm selc

wag bid xebiejed twiefeald on Seem heale. c 1000 Prose

Life St. Gitthlac xx. 82 Hleonian on 6am hale his cyrcan.
aiioo Anglo-Sax. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 326/9 Ansulus^
hyrne, o<5oe heal, a 1250 Oivl ff Night. 2 Ich was in one
sumere dale, In one suthe di^ele hale, c 1315 SHOREHAM
160 Ac tho hy herde God speke, Wei sone an hal by-gonne
threke. a 1327 Pol. Songs (Camden) 150 We beth honted
from hale to nurne. c 1450 MYRC 1384 Hast bow do bat

synne bale By any wommon bat lay in hale?

t Hale, sb.* Obs. Also 5 halle, 6 hail, hall.

[app. a. OF. hale (i3th c. in Littre), mod.F. halle

a covered market-place, a. OS. and OHG. halla,

an area or space covered over. The word is thus
in origin a doublet of HALL, with a different pro-
nunciation and application, due to its French use.]
A place roofed over, but usually open at the sides ;

a pavilion ;
a tent ; a booth, hut, or other tem-

porary structure for shelter.

1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 9280 In halles and
hales hordes leyd. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 222/1 Hale or

tente, papilio, scena. c 1440 CAPGFAVE Life St. Kath. I.

734 Euery man had plente in hale and in halle. 1480
CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccxlii. (1482) 277 The kyng lete make
in al hast a long and a large hous of tymbre the which was
callid an hale (and couered with tylles ouer) and it was open
al about on both sides and at the endes. 1530 PALSGR.
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228/2 Hall a long tent in a felde, tettte, 1571 I. B. Let. in

Brydges Cetts. Lit. VII. 240 (N.) Dangerous diseases . . to

souldiours by reason of lying upon the ground and un-

covered, and lykewyse to horses forlacke of hales. 1577-87
HOLINSHED Chron. (1807-8) III. 81 Certeine Frenchmen . .

hearing that the KngHsh tents and pavilUons were a good
waie distant from the armie. .spoiled the hails, robbed the

tents. 1606 HOLLAND Sueton. 55 A certatne rate in monie
. . allowed, For their sumpter-mules, for their tentes and hales.

b. //. (as sing.} ? A market-hall [
- F. les holies'}.

1541 Aberd. Reg. V. 16 (JanO The townis consent to mak
a halis to mett the wyttal that hapenis to cum to this burgh
to sell.

Hale (h^lX sb.l Now rare or Obs. Also 6 Sc.

haill. [f. HALE v.i, of which sense i may be

the imperative, used subst. See also HAUL sb.]

1. In hoise and hale, hale and hoiv
t
exclamations

of sailors in hauling something.
1470-85 MALORY Arthur vn. xv, Where were many

shyppes and maryners noyse with hale and how. 1513
DOUGLAS Mneis in. viii. in Towart the left, withmonyheis
and haill, Socht all our flot. 1867 MORRIS Jason x. 587
And so drew Argo up, with hale and how. On to the grass.

1890 in Eng.Illttstr. Mag. July 759 Uprose the hale and
how of the mariners.

"b. The act of haling or hauling.
c 1695 CONGKEVE Taking of Namur (Seager), Uprooting

hills with most tremendous hale.

2. A haul (offish).

1751 R. PALTOCK P. Wilkins xxxiv. (1883! 92/2^1 being
a large hale, and a shelving bank, I could not lift it.

Hale, sb Obs. exc. dial. Also 7 haile. [app.
a. ON. hali

y
Da. hale tail : cf. plough-tail]

1. //. The two handles of a plough or wheel-

barrow.
1611 COTGR., Le manche (Tune charrue, a Plough-tayle,

or handle; the Plough-hale. 1613 MARKHAM Eng. Hus-
bandman i. i. vi.

(1635) 36 If your Plough-irons . . will not

bite on the earth.. it is a signe that you hang too heavie on
the Plough hales. 1649 BLITHE Eng. Improv. Impr. (1653)

190 For the Plough-handles, some call them Stilts, and some
Hales, and some Staves. 1725 in BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s.v.

Plough. 1868 ATKINSON Cleveland Gloss., Hales, the

handles or ends of the plough-stilts : usually in the com-

pound form Plough-hales. 1877 N, IV. Line. Gloss.,

Barrow-hale, the handle of a wheel-barrow.

f 2. A pot-hook. Obs.

1674 RAY S. % E. C. Words 68 A Hale : (Suff. ) i. e. a tram-
mel in the Essex dialect.

t Hale, sb$ Obs. rare. = HALO.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 222/1 Hale, or cyrcle a-bowte be

mone, halo.

Hale (h^r., a. (adv.} Forms: a. Eng. i hal, 2-4
hal, 3- hale (4 halle, ale, hele, 8-9 heal, north,

dial, heale, heeal, heyel, yell). . Sc. 4 halle,

4- hale, 5- hail (5 hayle, 5-6 haile, 5- haill, 6

heale, hele, 6-8 heal). [The northern dial. repr.
of OE. hal, which became in south and midl. dial.

hdl, hool, hole, WHOLE, but remained in the north

hdlt kale, in which form it has been taken over in

modern times into the literary language in sense 3.

In Scotch from 15th c., long a was spelt ay, at;

hence, the later Sc. forms hayl, hail, haill, for

earlier hale, OE. hdl, must be distinguished from

original north Eng. HAIL, in same sense, derived

from Norse heill. Heal(e is a modern Sc. repr. of

the closer sound (hial, hil) into which hale has now

passed, and must be distinguished from Eng. heal

(h/1), ME. kele.'}

I. 1. Free from injury ; safe, sound, unhurt.

Now only Sc. and north, dial.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. x. 22 Se burh-wunab o<5 ende, se

by|> hal. cizoo ORMIN 14818 Godess follc all hal & sund
Comm. -to lande. #1300 Cursor M. 24888 If bou will hale

Cum o bis scip to land. 1375 (MS. 1489) BARBOUR Bruce in.

92 The King, .eschapyt haile and fer. t 1400 MAUNDEV.
(Roxb.) xvii. 79 It kepez be lymmes of a man hale. 1513
DOUGLAS sEneis (1553) ix. iv. 102 So hele and fere \ed.

Small hail and feyr] mote sauf me Jupiter. 1567 Satir.

Poems Reform, iv. 74 It wald mak ony haill hairt sair. 1597
MONTGOMERIE Cherric <$ Sloe 897 Quhyle my heart is heal

{rime prevail]. 1786 BURNS Ep. to Major Logan iii, Hale
be your heart, hale be your fiddle. 1802 R. ANDERSON
Cumberld. Ball. 35 O heale be thy heart ! my auld cronie.

2. Free from disease, healthy, in good health,
well ; recovered from disease, healed,

' whole '.

Now Sc. and north, dial.

c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 74 ponne biS se man hal on breora

nihte fyrste. ^1175 Lamb. Horn. 29 Ane wunde.-bet ne
mei beon longe hwile hal. a 1300 Cursor M. 13106 Messels
er hale, cripels gas right. ^1375 (isth c. MS.) Sc. Leg.
Saints Prol. 125 Of all sekness, and of all bale, In name of
Ihesu bai mad haile. ^1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 3638
[He] had made diuerse hale and fere. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis
iv. Prol. 126 Ane haill mannis estait, In temperat warmnes,
nother to cald nor hait. 1579 SPENSER Skeph. Cal. July
107 My seely sheepe .. bene hale enough, I trowe. 1597
MONTGOMERIE Cherrie $ Slae 1474 Our full intent is now
To haif se hale. 1701 BURNS Duncan Gray iv, Meg grew
sick as he grew heal. 1871 G. MACDONALD Gospel Women,
in Wks. Fancy $ Imag. II. 135 Sickness may be more hale

than health.

fb. fig. Free from what is injurious; sound,
wholesome. Obs.
c 1300 Cursor M. 24650 (Edmb.) t>i suet sun sa halle [v. r.

hale] of hiht. c 1320 Seuytt Sag. (W.) 693 Hit n'is non hale

To leue stepmoderes tale, c 1475 /iabecs Bk. 101 Latte ay
youre chere be lowly, blythe, and hale. 1563 WINJET Four
Scoir Thre Quest, xxxii. Wks. 1888 I. 07 Prei.st..that may
instruct the peple be hale and syncere doctrine.

HALE.

3. Free from infirmity ;
sound in constitution ;

robust, vigorous. (The current literary sense : now
most freq. of old persons.)
(Not exactly tlit; same as any northern dialect use, and

perh. originating in Spenser's use: cf. sense 2, quot. 1579.)

1734 JARVIS Let, to Sivift 24 Nov. in S.'s Lett. (1766) II. 207

Finding my old friend . .so hale at 83-4- 1768-74 TUCKER Lt.

Nat. (1852* II. 401 The soundest halest constitution may . .

catch an infection. 18*3 SCOTT Feveril i, Then came the strong
hale voice of the huntsman soldier with its usual greeting.

1824 DIBDIN Libr. Comp, 530 A hale, active, and compre-
hensive mind. 1865 LIVINGSTONE Zambesi xxvi. 541 A hale

hearty old age.
II. The northern form of WHOLE, in its current

senses.

4. Of things material: Whole, entire, unbroken,
undivided ; undecayed.
cizoo ORMIN 18512 All hal and unntodaledd. IJ5
Juliana 31 Sein iuhan. .ase hal com up brof ; as he wes hal

meiden. a 1300 Cursor M. 19313 We find . . be dors sperd,
be walles hale, c 1450 St. Cutfibert (Surtees) 6601 pai fand
him all hale liggand. 1533 BELLENUEN Lrvy \. (1822) 96
Ane hede of ane man, with visage hale, but ony corruptioun.
1786 BURNS Scotch Drink xxi, Hale breeks.

5. Of things immaterial, time, numbers, etc. :

Whole, entire, complete ; with no part wanting.
a 1300 Cursor M. 419 [pai] suld be of a numbre hale. Ibid.

9262 Fra adam be aid to crist es tald Sexti hale generacions,

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 3933 pe space of alle ane hale

yhere. 1508 DUNBAR Two, Mariit Wemen 386 Ane hail

5ear. 1515 DOUGLAS &neis (1553) vn. ix. 105 With hale \ed.

Small haill] routis Ascaneus to reskew. i8oa R. ANDERSON
Cumberld, Ball. 34 Wad dance for a heale winter neet.

1825 BROCKETT N. C, Gloss., Hyelt Hale, whole.

6. The hale, the whole, all the ; also with pos-

sessives, etc.

a 1300 Cursor M. 6420 Had godds folk be hale maistri.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce i. 274 The halle condicioun off a threll.

a 1400-50 Alexander 441 Halden heuydman of all be hale

werde. 1558 Q. KENNEDY Compend. Tractive in Wodr.
Soc. Misc. 98 Puttande my heale confidence in God onelie.

1562 WiNgET Cert. Tractates iii. Wks. 1888 I. 26 The
haill Kirk of God. a 1670 SPALDING Troub. C/tas. I (1829)
6 The laird.., his lady, and haill household. 1816 SCOTT

Antiq. xv, Himthat the hale town kensnaethingabout. 1863

Tyneside Songs 25 Aw elways gan The yell hog or nyen.
b. pi. The whole of the, all the.

a 1300 Cursor Af. 2992 And cald his men be for him hale.

-1470 HENRY Wallace I. 357 Thai lands hayle than was his

heretage. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. (1858) I. 10 Thair
victuallis haifiwere consumit aw. 1557-75 Dzurn. Occitrr.

(Bannatyne) 62 The haill lordis past to the tolbuith. 1582-88
Hist. Jos. VI, The haill subiects of this realme.

f7. All. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 13303 Quen bat bai war to-gedir hale.

^1300 Havelok 2370 Hal hundred knithes dede he calle.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Thomas 22 Quhen bu hale ynd has

to me Conuertyt.
8. Sole.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Mathias 137 He hyme mad Hale

kepare of al be thinge. c 1470 HENRY Wallace I. 140
Protector haile he maid hym of Scotland. 1578-1600 Scot.

Poems i6f/t C. II. 153 Thy helpe and haill succour.

9. Possessing full rights as a citizen ;
not a

* broken man (BKOKEN 9).

1609 SKENE Reg. Maj. 80 He is oblissed onely to enter

his persone, or bodie, gif he be ane haill man, in the court.

B. adv. Wholly, entirely. Sc. and north, dial.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Egiptiane 102 To be varld ded vare

bai hayle. c 1470 HENRY Wallace i. 9 Contrar haile thair

will. 1508 DUNBAR Two. Mariit Wemen 325 Quhen I the

cure had all clene, and him ourcummyn haill. 1585 JAS. I

Ess. Poesie (Arb.) 43 Ane hors, when he is barded haile.

1862 HISLOP Prov. Scot. 32 Better ae e'e than hail blind.

Hale (h^il^z/.
1 Forms: 3- hale; also 4 halie,

halye, (halle), 4-6 hayl(e, 5-7 haile, (6 haale),

6-7 (8-9 in sense 4 b) hail. See also HAUL. [a.

QY.haler, in sense i (i2th c.in Littre),a. OFrankish
hdlon = OHG. haldn, holdn, modG. holen, to fetch,

etc., OS. haldn, MDu. and Du. halen, to fetch,

draw, haul, OFris. halia, EFris. halen, to draw,

pull, haul.
Icel. and Sw. hala. Da. hale (on the ground of which the

OFr. word has been erroneously assumed to be from Norse)
are late adoptions from LG. (the Icel. perh. from Eng.).]

1. trans. To draw or pull. fa. Formerly in

gen. sense, and in various spec, uses now obs. or

artfa. : e.g. to draw up, hoist, set (a sail) ;
to take

a 'pull' at, toss off (liquor); to pull or tear

asunder or in pieces ; to contract, cause to shrink ;

to draw back (an arrow) on the string. (
= DRAW

v. in various senses.)

13.. K. A Us. 902 They setten mast, and halen saile.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 1520 He haled of be cuppe. c 1330
R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 12061 Bowlyne on bou-

spret to sette and hale. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. v. ii.

(1405) 104 The fumositees in the stomak come to the brayne
and. .drawe and hale the skynnes of the brayne, and brede

ache in the same skynnes. c \^> Promp. Parv. 223/1 Halyn,
or drawyn, tra/io. 1513 DOUGLAS &neis v. ix. 36 Mynes-
theus. -Onto the heid has halit wp on hie, Baith arrow and
ene etland at the merk. 1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 40 Hail al

and ane . hail hym vp til vs. .The ankyr yas halit vp abufe

the vattir. 161* DRAVTON Poly-olb. xiii. 218 The place
that's haled with the crampe. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel.

in. ii. u. i. (1651) 450 Thou shalt be haled in pieces with. .

some passion or other. 1644 DIGBY Nat. Bodies i. xix. (1658)

209 A. .pin of wood, over which they use to hale their lace

when they wind it. 1740 NELSON Wond. Nat. Displayed
HI. xxvi. 284 Fastened to a thick Rope, which is haled in

by an Engine. 1842 TENNYSON St. Sim. Styl. 63 The rope
that haled the buckets from the well.



HALE.

b. To draw or pull along, or from one place to

another, esp. with force or violence ;
to drag, tug.

Now superseded in ordinary speech by H.U'L.

cio< LAY. 16712 Toward Hengest he leop..and igrap
hine In ban toppe, & hine zfter him halede. 1377 LANGL.
P. PI. B. VHI. 95 Dobest. .bereth a bisschopes crosse, Is

hoked on bat one ende, to halie men fro helle [1393 C.

xl. 93 And halye with be hoked ende ille men to goode].

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 3635/2 She remembryd how

Jhesus.. was. .haled forth and mocked. 1570-6 LAMBARIM-:

Peramb. Kent (1826) 230 He.. drew and haled the rest out

of the doores, by the haire and heeles. 1611 BIBI.K Acts
viii. 3 Saul . . hailing men and women, committed them to

prison. 1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt. Ex-:mp. in. xix. 153 As one
hal'd to execution. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. I. v. v, Some
score or two. .are indignantly haled to prison. 1873 SMILKS

Huguenots Fr. I. xii. (1881) 244 They were haled before the

magistrates, fined and imprisoned.

Z. jig. To constrain, or draw forcibly to, into, or

out of a course of action, feeling, condition, etc. ;

to bring in violently, drag in.

'377-93 [ see i b]. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 54 [It]
haletn me into a certaine hope of perpetual renowne. 1641
HINDE J. Brucn ii. 7 They . . hale and force them by their

commands and threats. 1651 HOBBES Leviath. iv. xliv.

consequences, strained deductions . . haled in to tease me.

1869 r RISWEI.L Ess. Eng. Writers x. 139 Garrick haled on
one hand by Tragedy and on the other by Comedy,
fb. To harry, molest. Obs.

X53OPALSCR. 579/1, 1 harye,or mysse entreate or hale one.

1641 MILTON Reform, n. (1851) 67 To let them still hale

us, and worrey us with their band-dogs, and Pursivants.

1847-78 HALLIWELL, Halt;, .to vex, or trouble ; to worry.
3. absol. or intr. To pull, tug.
1413 JAS. I Kittgis Q. clxix, Thou art to feble of thy-self

..to cfymbe[n] or to hale Withoutin help. 1563-87 FOXE
A.ffM. (1684) III. 276 Hale on apace. .and merrily hoise up
your sails, c 1580 DRAKE in The World Encompassed, etc.

(Hakl. Soc. 1854) App. iv. 213, I must have the gentleman
to hayle and draw with the mariner, and the maryner with
the gentleman. 1612 T. TAYLOR Comm. Titus iii. 3 The
Minister may hale and pull, but vnlesse the Father draw,
none come to the Sonne. 1879 STEVENSON Trav. Cevennes,
A yoke of. .stolid oxen were patiently haling at the plough.

t 4. intr. To move along as if drawn or pulled ;

to move with force or impetus, hasten, rush ; spec.
of a ship, to proceed before the wind with sails set,

to sail (cf. i a). Alsoyfc. Obs.

Several other ships are haleing out of this Harbor. 1737
A. HAMILTON New Ace. E. Ind. II. Hi. 256 A more con-
venient Place, .for the Man ofWar to hale ashore. Ibid. 257
That Day that his Ship haled off.

b. To flow, run down in a large stream. Obs. exc.

Sc. and north, dial. (In later use written hail.}
13. . E. E. Aliit. P. A. 125 Doun after a strem bat drygly

halez. (1420 Pallad. on Huso, xl. 284 From grapis
blake a myghty wyn wok hale. a. i5a9SKELToN P.Sparowe
22, I wept and I

wayled, The tearys downe hayled. 1533
BELLENDEN Livy i. (1822) 101 The teris began fast to hale
owre hir chekis. a 1783 Willy o' Douglass-dale xiv. in Child
Ballads iv ci, An the tears came hailing down, a 1835
MOTHERWELL in Whistle-Binkic (Sc. Songs) Ser. I. 101 Het
tears are hailin' ower your cheek, And hailin* ower your
chin. Mod. Sc. The sweat was just hailin' off me.

t C. transf. To project, extend, reach. Obs.

13. . Caw. fr Cr. Knt. 788 A ful huge he?t hit [the wall]
haled vpon lofte. ?<zi4oo Morte Artk. 2077 The hede [of
the spear] haylede owtt behynde ane halfe fote large.

tHale, v? Obs. [Either f. HALE a., or a

variant of HEAL v. assimilated to HALE a.] trans.

To make hale or whole ; to heal.
i 1200 Vices tf Virtues 71 Dat bu cunne hes halen.

a. 1300 Cursor M. 14157 (Gott.) pai troud bat he moght bair

brojier hale of all his soght. 11330 R. BRUNNE Chron,
(1810)7 Fiue woundes That ere not 311 haled, ne salle be

many stoundes. a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xcvii. 2 pa bat
ere halyd [v. r. holed] in trouth & luf. 1530 LYNDESAY
Test. Papyngo 789 In name of Christe thay halit mony
hounder, Rasyng the dede, and purgeing the possest.

tHale, int. Obs. [app. the same as MHG.
kale, OHG. halo, imperative of halSn, holon.holen
to fetch, of which the emphatic forms halA, hold

were esp. used for hailing a ferry-man : see Hilde-
brand in Zeitsch. f. d. Deutschen Unterricht III.

393-] A cry to call attention.
c ijoo St. Christopher 84 in 6". Eng. Leg. 273 A nijt in be

obur half of be watur, a uoiz bare cam and gfadde
'

Hale,
hale *

to seint Cristofre, bat he him bare-ouer ladde. [See
also E. E. Poems (1862) 62.]

Hale, obs. f. HAIL v? and v.3 ; var. HELE .l

t Hale-bowline. Ncmt. Obs. [f. HALE z/.i]

One fit to hale a bowline ;
an able seaman.

i67 CAPT. SMITH Seamatfs Gram. xii. 56 Manned with
prest men, being halfe of them scarce hale Boulings. [1867
SMYTH Sailor's Word-bit., HauUowlings, the old name
for the able-bodied seamen.]

Halec, Halecize, var. ALEC, ALECIZE.
Halecoid (harlrkoid), a. and sb. Ichth. [f.

mod.L. HaUcoides, (. halec, alec, sauce prepared
from small fish, and perh. the fish itself: see -DID.]
a. adj. Of or belonging to the herring family, b.
sb. A clupeoid fish.

Halecomorphous (taMkmfite^ Ichth.

[f. L. halec, alec (see prec.) + Gr. /w/xpij form +

30

OUS.] Belonging to the Halccomorfhi, an order

of ganoid fishes, also called Cycloganeidti.

t Halecret, hallecret iharlkret . Sc. Obs.

Forms: 6 halkrig,halkri(c)k,9halkrike,hal(l)e-
cret.alleeret. [a. F. halecret, in i:,-i6\bc.allc-cret,

halcret, of uncertain origin : perh. containing Ger.

hals neck.]
' A species of corslet, of beaten iron,

composed of two pieces for the front and the back '

(Littre) ; according to Meyrick
' a half-suit of

light plate armour, worn alike by footmen and

horsemen, furnished with long tassels
'

;
used

about the middle of the i6th century.

1536 BELLENDEN Cron. Scot. v. v. (1821) I. 174 He
armyt hym with his halkrig, bow and arowis. 1540 Sc.

Actsjas. ('(1597) 87 That all vthers. .haue jack of plate,

halkrik, or brigitanes. 1801 GROSE Ant. Arm. 250 (Jam.)
The halecret was a kind of corselet of two pieces, one

before and one behind ; it was lighter than the cuirass.

1841 MEYRICK Aw. Armour II. 206 Officers of infantry in

allecrets. Ibid. 227 Hallecret

t Ha'lely, adv. Obs. Forms : 4 halic, halik,

haali, Sc. halily. 4-5 halli, hally, hali, haly,

4-6 halely, 6 Sc. hailelie, halelie, 6-7 hailly.

Northern and esp. Sc. form of WHOLLY, q.v.
a 1300 Cursor Jlf. 22931 Sua haali [Fairf., Gott. hali] sal

bai pan rise bare, pam sal noght want a hefH hare. Ibid.

26398 pan be-houis him screue him halli [Fairf. hali] pat
will haf halik his merci. 135* MINOT Poems (Hall) iv. 92
For bare ban had be lely flowre Lorn all halely his honowre.
c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.)xxxi. 139 To putte vs all halely in

be mercy of Godd. a 1575 Diurn. Occurr. (Bannatyne)
302 Haililie left woyd. a 1605 MONTGOMF.RIE Poems
xxxviii. 18 To vse them hailly as they wold.

Halende, var. HEALEND Obs., Saviour.

Haleness (h^-lnes). [f. HALE a. + -NESS.]
1. Northern dial, form of WHOLENESS, q.v.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter ii. 8 The halnes of all creatures.

2. The quality or state of being hale ; healthi-

ness, robustness.
1861 SMILES Engineers III. 455 Struck by the haleness

and comeliness of the English men and women.

Haler (h?-laj). [f. HALE Z/.I + -EBI.] One
who hales or hauls. See also HALLIER, HAULER.
1611 COTGR., Tireur, a drawer, puller, .haler, lugger. 1755

JOHNSON, Haler, he who pulls or hales. 1815 Pocklington
Canal Act 43 Boatmen, watermen, balers. 1876 MORRIS
Sigurd i. 17 The balers of the hawsers.

II Halesia (h^U-sia). Sot. [Named after Stephen
Hales, an English botanist, 1677-1761.] A genus
of plants ,N. O. Styraceai), containing the beauti-

ful Snowdrop or Silver-bell tree of the southern

United States, Halesia tetraptera, and other species.
1760 J. ELLIS in Phil. Trans. Abr. XI. 508 (title) Of the

Plants Halesia and Gardenia. 1865 PARKMAN Huguenots
iv. (1875) 58 Here the halesia hangs out its silvery bells.

t Ha-leskarth, harlscart, a. Sc. Obs. [f.

HALE a. + skart, scart, SCRATCH.] Free from

injury ; unhurt, unscratched.

1513 DOUGLAS JEneis
y.

v. 72 And brocht his feris hail-

scarth to the cost, a 1603 in Moyses' Mem. Jos. VI, 71 Gam.)
And then brocht the said Will, away hailscart.

Halesome (h?4sm\ a. Forms : 3-4 halsum,
4-6 (chiefly &.) halesum, 4-5 (8-9 Sc.) hale-

some, 5-6 Sc. hailsum, 6 halsome. [Cf. ON.
heilsatnr salutary.] The northern, and now chiefly
Sc. form of WHOLESOME, q.v.
c 1200 ORMIN 10799 Sannt Johaness fullhtninng wass
Halsumm and god to fanngenn. 11340 HAMPOLE Psalter
xxx. 18 Nathynge iss halesumere ban to hope in god in all

anguys. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxx. 130 pe aer es nojt
so gude bare ne so halesome. c 1450 Cov. Myst. (Shaks.
Soc.) 93 Trewly your counselle is ryght good and eylsum.

1597 MONTCOMERIE ClterriefySlae 1381 Nane hailsomer for

his L>ehuve. 1813 HOGG Quetnis Wake, Kilmeny iii, Yet you
are halesome and fair to see.

Hence Halesomely adv.
,
Halesomeness.

a 1340 HAMPOLE Psaltercxlvii. 7 pai melt halsumly in godis
luf. 1483 CVzM. Angl. 170/2 An Halesomenes, salubritas.

Halewe n, obs. form of HALLOW.
t Halewei, -wey. Obs. Forms : 3 halewei,

haliwei(e, haleisri, he(a)lewi, halwei, halewei^,
S haliw(h)ey, halyvey. [ME. halewei), heale-,

helewi, pointing to an OE. *hxhiuse, *hdhvssg,

corresp. to MHG. heilwdg, -wide, -awctc, wyge,
ON. htilvagr, i. OE. hxl, OHG. heil, ON. heill

health (HAILJ*.2,HEAL sl>.) + OE.w&z, OHG. wag,
ON. vdgr wave, water. Some of the forms show
association with halig holy. See Grimm Deutsche

Mythol. II. 551.] A healing water, used both as a

drink, and as a lotion for wounds; balm, antidote.
c 1205 LAY. 23071 Heo sculde mid haleweie helen his

wunden. Ibid. 28617 Heo scaL.al hal me makien mid
halewei^e drenchen. c 1220 Bestiary 749 A smel . .5at ouer-

cumeS haliweie wi5 swetnesse. a 1325 A ncr. R . 04 Hit is

a denie healewi bet no mon ne icnoweo bet nauc5 nit ismec-
ched. Ibid. 282 pu attrest be mid helewi, & wundest be
mid satue, a 1240 Ureisun in Cott. Hotn. 200 Swete iesu

mi
leofj

mi lif, mi leome, min healewi, min huni ter. Ibid.

183 Mm halwi. 1x1300 Land of Cokaytte 84 in E.E. P.

(1862) 158 per beb iiij willis in be abbei, of triacle and
halwei. c 1440 Prontp. Parv. 223/2 Halyvey, or bote a-^en
sekenesse, as treacle or ober lyke (A', haliwey), antiiiottun
. .salutifernm. ?I4-. Antndel .V.S". 42, f. 93 (Promp.
Parv. 223 note) Balsamitm, 8:c. haliwhey.

Half (haf), sl>. Forms: I- half ; also I bealf,

(.halb), 2-3 alf, (3 hself, Orm. hallf, elf, 4 helf,

HALF.

helue), 4-5 halue, 4-7 halfe, (6-7 haulf(e,
hafe\ ft. 4- halves (havz; : also 4 halfls, 5-7
-es, (6 hawves), 7-8 halfs. [A Com. Teut.

i sb. : OE. healf fem. = OS. halta (MDu., MLG.
halve], OHG. halba (MHG. halbe), ON. halfa

(halfa-, Goth, halba side, half: see HALF a. The
oldest sense in all the langs. is

'

side '.]

I. fl. Side ;
one ofthe (two) sides (ofan object)

as a specification of position or direction ; the right
or left side, the right or left

' hand' (of any one) ;

the direction indicated by the side or hand. Obs.
a 700 Epinal Gloss. 51 Altrinsecits, an ba halbae [Erf.

halbe, Corp. halfe]. 805 Charter in O. E. Texts (1885) 442
On naenje oSre halfe. 862 Ibid. 438 An easthalfe. c 1000

Ags. Gosp. Matt. xx. 21 Sittan, an on bine swiSran healfe,
and an on bine wynstran. c 1000 Sa.r. Leechd. II. 262 On
ba healfe be ba^t sar bib. rioso I'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker

338/8 Altrinsecus, on twa healfa. ri2oo Trin. Coll. Horn.

67 He shodeS be rihtwise an his rihthalue. < 1205 LAY.

14018 A bas hailf bere Humbre. c 1340 Cursor M. 6263

(Fairf.) pe see on ayber half ham stode as ij. wallis. 1362
LANGL. P. PL A. n. 7

' Loke on be lufthond ', quod heo,
'and seo wher [he] stondeb

'

. . I lokede on be luft half, as

be ladi me tauhte. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce iv. 150 Thai on
twa halfis war assalit. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 882 pan laid he
on be Sarsyns wykke faste be euery helue. c 1400 Destr.

Troy 1353 Thai soght into the Cite vpon sere haluys. 1495
Act ii Hen. VII, c. 4 i On this halfe the fest of Ester.

1532 MORE Confut. Barnes vm. Wks. 805/1 Then thou
shalte see me on the backe halfe. [1600 FAIRFAX Tasso ix.

Ixxiv. 174 The purple morning peeped ore The eastren

threshold, to our halfe of land.]

1 2. Jig. One of the opposite sides in a conflict, of

the opposite sexes in descent, etc. Obs.

<!88s Will ofAlfred in Earle Land Charters 148 Min
yldra feeder hsefde gecweden his land on 5a sperehealfe, naes

on Sa spinlhealfe. 1297 R. GLOUC. (1724) 217 pe compaynye
abes half muche anebered was. Ibid. 325 He was, in hys
moder alf, Seynt Edwardes brober. c 1380 WYCLIP Stl.

Wks. III. 248 pe Jewis seide bat Crist was not on Goddis
halfe. c 1400 Destr. Troy 13474 His beayell . . On his modur
halfe. 1563 DOLMAN in Mirr. Mag.,Hastings\xx.vi\\. 2 On
princes halves the myghty god doth fyght.

ft). Side, part (as of one of the parties to a

transaction). On (in, by) the half of : on the part

of, as far as concerns, with respect to. On this half:
in regard or respect of this, on this account. Obs.

1068 Charter Will, /in Eng. Hist. Rev. Oct. (1896) 741
And baer-to eake on minre healfe ic heom jeaf and s=l>e

. . baet land, c 1230 Hali Meid. 7 Nu benne on ooer half

nim be to be woride. 13. . Coer de L. 3302 In myne halff,

I graunt the foreward. c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus iv. 917 (945)
It shal not lakke, certeyn, on myn halve. 1480 CAXTON
Chron. Eng. ccxiii. 199 In that other halfe it was founde

by an Enquest. .that [etc.]. 1526 SKELTON Magnyf. 1032,
I am so occupied On this half, & on every syde.

t c. Hence On (in) the halfof : on the part of,

in the name of, as the agent or representative of,

for, instead of, on or in behalf of. Obs.

c 1200 ORMIN 2830 patt word . . burrh Gabrisel Wass se^d
o Godess hallfe. a 1300 Floriz q Bl. 144 Ber him bis ring
On mine halue to tokning. c iTftoSir Ferumb. 99 Send hem
bobe on byn helf. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. cxlix. 129 We
amonest yow fyrst in the popes half, that [etc.]. 1532 MORE
Confut. Tindale Wks. 414/1 He would fayne hauehis false

translacion . . sayde and songen a goddes halfe.

( d. On God's half: in God's name, for God's

sake
;
used to add emphasis to a petition, command,

or expression of consent or resignation. Obs.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 22 Hwo se mei stonden euer on vre

Leafdi wurschipe, stonde a godes halue. 1297 R. GLOUC.

{1724) 561 He let horn go a Godes half, c 1369 CHAUCER
Detke Blannche 370

' A goddys halfe, in goode tyme !

'

quod
I. c 1430 Chev. Assigne 219 'Go we forthe, fader', quod
be childe,

'

vpon goddes halfe !

' a 1529 SKELTON El. Rum-
myng 501 She yelled lyke a calf, Rise up on God's half.

II. 3. One of two opposite, corresponding, or

equal parts into which a thing is or may be divided.

a. Of material objects, in which each half lies

on one side of the dividing line (thus connected

with i).

C9SO Lindisf. Gosp. Mark vi. 23 A half rices mines. 1297
R. GLOUC. (1724) 3 Muche del of Engolond, be on half al bi

Weste. a 1300 Cursor M. 8715 (Cott.) Wit suerd it [child]

sal be delt in tua And aiber sal haue an half [Fairf. half,

GStt., Trin. a side] in hand. 1535 COVERDALE 2 Sam. x. 4
Hanun . . shoue of the one halue of their beerdes. 1623
SANDERSON Serai. 1. 8j Making as if he would cut the child

into halfs, and give either of them one half. 1666 BOYLE

Orig. Formes fy Qual. 136 In the parting of it into halfes

(as when our Hazle Nuts.. part in the middle longwise).

1717 FREZIER I'oy. S. Sea 120 note, To unite the two Sides,

or Halves of the Float. 1851 CARPENTER Man. I'hys. 182

A continuation of the sagittal-suture down the middle,

dividing it into two equal halves.

b. Of quantities or numbers, in which the half

bears the same proportion to the whole as one of

the halves of a material object, but all connexion

with side is lost ;
a moiety.

^950 Lindisf. Gosp. Luke xix. 8 Heono half godra minra

Drihten sello ic Sorfendum (Ags. Gosp. Nu ic sylle Searfum

healfe mine aehta : Hatton G. half mine ehte). 1297 K.

GLOUC. (1724) 31 [Leir] ;ef hys twei dojtren half, & half

hym self nom. a 1300 Cursor M. 3999 Ar he be half o baa

haa slayn. c 1489 CAXTON Sanaa of Ayrnoii^
xxi. 464 ^Yf

. 650 B.

32 Ambition being the one half of the game. t

Courtier's Orac. 157 And in that sense the ingenious i'ara-

uox is true : That the half is more than the whole. 1820



HALF.
1

. Arctic Rtg. II. 129 Ofthis number of whales
considerably above half have been taken by five ships now
in the trade. Ibid. 223 One-half or three fourths of an inch

thick. 1823 Whale Fishery 5 For sale .. at one-half the

cost prices.

c. After a cardinal number, as one. ..and a half,

(For the earlier mode of expressing this, see HALF a. 2.)

1290 Beket 14 in .V. Eng. Leg. I. 107 To seres and an
half. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 4554 Thre days and an half.

1420 E. E. Wills (1882) 46 A bolle pece bat weyyth vij

ouunsus & halfe, and halfe a quarter. 1577 B. GOOGE
Heresbach's Husb. n. (1586) 77 They must be set a foote

and a halfe a sunder. 1583 HOLLYBAND Cariflo di Fior 157
An houre and a halfe after we are up. 1673 RAY Journ.
Low C. 3 We took places in the Passage-Boat for Bruges,
and at a League and halfs end came to a Lock. 1700 T.
BROWN tr. Fresny's Amnsem. Ser. $ Com. n For about
three parts and a half of four in the Year. 1817 J. McLsoD
Voy. Alceste ii. (1820) 45 One of his attendants . . received
. .about a dozen and a half blows with a flat bamboo.

4. Move vaguely : One of two divisions more or

less approaching equality : esp. with comparatives,
as the larger or better half, f Formerly, some-

times, one of three or more divisions.

a 1300 Cursor M. 25046 Four halues o bis werld rond.

1340 Ayenb. 16 Ech of be ilke zeuen [heauedes] him to-delb
ine uele halues. c 1400 Destr. Troy 13303 The more halfe

of my men & my mayn shtppis. 1580 etc. Better half [see
BETTER A. sb]. 1614 BP. HALL Recoil. Treat. 196 One
halfe of the world knowes not how the other lives. 1661 J.
CHILDREY Brit. Baconica 25 The top of it is hollow like the

long half of an Egg. ^1730 SWIFT Direct. Servants Wks.
1778 X. 331 Swear, .it broke into three halves. 1858 A. W.
DRAVTON Sport. S. Africa 74 The better half of a chicken-

pie.
1862 H. SPENCER First Princ. \\. v. 55 The larger

half of the phenomena.
b. Better half, a wife (or f husband) : see

BETTER a. 3 c. Hence, humorously, worser half.
1827 HONE E-very-day Bk. II. 388 These fair helpmates

are as convivial, .as their 'worser halves'.

T" 5. One of two partners or co-sharers. Obs. Cf.

To go halves, 7 f.

1520 WHITINTON Vulg. '1527) 13 Wheder you wynne or

lese, I wyll be your halfe. 1591 FLORIO "znd Fruites 25
Master lohn will you be halfe with me ? 1596 SHAKS. Tarn.
Shr. v. ii. 78 Bap. Sonne, He be your halfe, Bianca comes.
Luc. He haue no halues : He beare It all my selfe.

6. Elliptical uses of HALF ., some sb. being
omitted, colloq.
a.= Half-year. (Sometimes applied to a Term, after the

new division of the school-year c 1865). b. Half-boot.

0. = Half-pint, half-gill of spirits. d.= Half-back (at Foot-
ball : cf. HALF- 1 1. 1), e. = Half-mile (race) ;

etc.

1659 WILLSFORD Scales Comm. \\. 29 Paving tyles. .to all

these pavements they make halfs, to close the work at the
sides and ends.

a. 1820 LEWIS Lett. (1870) 3 It.. has completely stopped
the boats for this half. 1875 A. R. HOPE My Schoolboy
Fr. 172 This half, all my friends had returned to Whit-
minster. 1876 World V. No. 109. 10 Since the school year
has known the triple distribution into terms instead of the
halves of our boyhood.
b. 1837 DICKENS Pickw. x, There's two pair of halves in

the commercial,
C. 1888 Scott. Leader 27 July 4 To sustain themselves in

their public duty by resort to what is technically known as
1 a half. 1891 Daily News 15 Apr. 7/1, I heard him call

for two halves of ale and a cigar.
d. 1887 SHEARMAN Athletics $ Football (Badm. Libr.)

306 The best halves were strong thick-set men, rather under
than over middle height. 1897 Daily Chron. 16 Feb. 5/6
One change .. occurs at half, where Mr. B. plays his first

match for London.
e- 1897 Whitaker's Aim. 635/1 The half, after a splendid

race, was won by. .King.

7. Phrases, a. ^ At halms, f to (the} half, f to

(the} halves : to the extent of a half= HALF adv.

i c; imperfectly, incompletely, by halves (obs.\

Also, in letting or hiring a house, land, or the like,

to (the} halves= so as to have a half-share in the

profits (now V.S.'). b. By halves', to the extent of

a half only ; imperfectly, in part ; half-heartedly,
with half zeal. fc. Half in half \ half (to or by
half) the total amount ; cent per cent (obs.}. d. In

half or halves: into two (more or less) equal parts.
e. By half: by a great deal ; much, considerably,
far. f. Togo halves (cf. 5) : to share equally (with
a person), g. To cry halves: to claim a half-share

in what is found by another. (See also 2, 3.)
a. 1547 SALESBURY Welsh Diet., Hannery, to ye halfe.

1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach's Husb. (1586) 47 b, He may
occupie it by his Bayliffe, or to hawves. 1601 R. JOHNSON
Kingd. 4- Commw. (1603) 105 Not at a rent certaine as we
do in England, but to halfes, or to the thirds of all graine,
fruit and profits, arising of the ground. 1647 W. BROWNE tr.

Gombervilte's Polexander I. 222, 1 see but at halfes. Ibid.

240 To be reveng'd at halfes. a 1673 CARYL in Spurgeon
Treas.Dav, Ps. vi. 8 They do it not to halves, but thoroughly.
1677 HALE Prim, Orig. Man. n. vi. 170 In Arphaxad..
the great Age of the Ancients was cut to halves. 1682
BUNYAN Holy War 115 Nor did I do this to the halves.

1710 PRIDEAUX Orig. Tithes ii. 104 It is usual .. for the
owners to let their Lands to halfs to their Tenants. 1866
LOWELL Biglaw P. Ser. ii. Introd. Poems 1890 II. 188 To the
halves still survives among us, though apparently obsolete
in England. It means either to let or hire a piece of land,

receiving half the profit in money or in kind.

b. 1563-87 in FOXE A. ff M. (K. O.) 1591 SYLVESTER Du
Bartas i. iv. 6 Faint idle Artizans. .Working by halfs. 1641
SYMONDS Serm. bef. Ho. Comm. E, Hitherto the work hath
been done by the halfes. 1753 HANWAY Trav. (1762) II.

xiv. L 343 Nadir, who did nothing by halves, was deter-

mined to pull off the mask. 1790 BURKE Fr. Rev. Wks. V.

31

389 A king is not to be deposed by halves. 1863 P. BARRY
Dockyard Econ, 86 Those charged with ihr

responsibility
..should not deal by halvi-? with a question in which all

classes have so deep an interest.

C. 1583 STL-HUES Anat. Alnis. \\. (1882) 21 Gaining, .more
than halfe in halfe in euerie thing they buy or sell. 1601
R. JOHNSON Kingti. $ Commw. (1603) 179 The armie halfe
in halfe in number and courage diminished. 1626 BACON
Sylva 371 By this means they will out-last other Candles
of the same stuff, almost half in half. 1655 GURNAI.L Chr.
in Ann, i. 57 The price is fallen half in half to what it was.

1762 STERNE Tr, Shandy V. iii, My father gained half-in-

half, and consequently was as well again off.

d. 1599 H. BUTTKS Dyets drie Dinner B viij b, First part
them in halfes and cut out the Cores. 1706 S. CLARKE Attrib,
Gcd via. (R.i, When a square cut in halves makes two
triangles, those two triangles are still only the two halves
of the square. 1821 Sm:r u v J'>-,'incifi. Unb. \. 714 Each
by lightning riven in half. i86a Cornk. Mag. June 723
The ball, .swift enough to cut the middle stump in half.

6. [aiooo l>oi'f/t. Afetr. xii. 18 Healfe by swetre.] ? a 1400
Morte Arth, 2127 Thowe arte to hye by e halfe. I hete );e

in trouthe ! 1638 BAKER tr. Balzafs Lett. (vol. III.) 13
Shee is fayrer Dy one halfe than shee was before. 1658
COKAINE Trappdin I. J, 'Tis better by half than a soldier.

1777 SHERIDAN Sch. Scand. iv. iii, Pshaw ! he is too moral

by half. 1858 WHVTE MELVILLE Interpreter xli, Too
clever by half.

f. 1678 BUTLER Hud. in. iii. 270 For those that save

themselves, and fly, Go halves, at least, in th' Victory.
1752 CHESTERF. Lett. (1792) III. cclxxxi. 291 If you think
I shall win it, you may go my halves if you please. 1835
MARHVAT Jac. Faithf. xxxvi, We would go halves, and
share it equally. 1831-61 MAYHEW Lond. Labour lit. 122

(Farmer) He'll then again ask ifanybody will go him halves.
Mod. I will go halves with you.
g. 1639 CLEVELAND C. Revived i The devided Damme

Runs to the Summons of her hungry Lamb. But when the
twin cries Halves, she quits the first- 1730 SAVAGE Horace
to SctFUtt 32 (L.) And he, who sees you stoop to th' ground
Cries, halves ! to everything you've found. 1821 LAMB Elia
Ser. i. Itnperf. Sympathies, You cannot cry halves to any-
thing that he finds. He does not find but bring.

8. Comb. a. attrib., as half-share, b. quasi-

adv., as half-sharer, -partner, -worker.

1586 T. B. La Primand. Fr. Acad. i. (1594) 480 That
which, .maketh the will of his halfe-partner to be wholy his

own. 1603 DEKKER Wonderf. Yeare Eiv, Downe she

lights this half-sharer, but conueis him into a by-room.
1611 SHAKS. Cymb. n. v. 2 Is there no way for Men to be,
but Women Must be halfe-workers? 1848 MILL Pol. Econ.
n. viii. 2 The metayer is at least his landlord's partner,
and a half-sharer in their joint gains. 1861 DICKENS Gt.

Expect, xxv, I presented him with a half-share in my boat.

Half (bSf), a. Forms: i healf, hesalf, i-

half ; also 5 halve, alfe, halff, 5-7 halfe.

[Common Tent: OE. healf, half = OFris,, OS.

(MDu., Du., LG.) half, OHG. and Ger. halb, ON.
halfr, (Sw. half, Da. halv], Goth. Aa/fo :-OTeut.
*kalftoz

; not known outside Teutonic. The appear-
ance of ' side

'

as the oldest sense of HALF sb.

makes the original meaning of the adj. uncertain.]
1. Being one of the two equal parts into which a

thing is or may be divided
; forming a half or

moiety.
a. immediately preceding the sb., and preceded

by a denning word (demonstrative or possessive,

genitive case, etc.), as a half length, his halfshare.
When the two words constitute a recognized unit or

individual, half\?> usually hyphened to the sb., as in half-
crown : see HALF- II. The limits are necessarily undefined
and vague, and the use of the hyphen is a matter of per-
spicuity in the particular connexion.

835 Charter^ in O. E. Texts 447, & him man selle an half

swulung an ciollan dene. 859 in Earle Land Charters 130
An healf tun que ante pertinebat to wilburgewellan. c 1050
ByrhtfertKs Handboc in Anglia VIII. 298 pritti^ daja &
tyn tida & healfe tid. a 1056 Charter of Leofivine in Cod.

Dipl. IV. 136 Leofwine . . hsefS geboht healfe hide landes.

1175 Lamb. Horn. 31 Half oSer bridde lot. '1205 LAV.

18971 Half hundred cnihten. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. vn.

267 Ich pynchede on bus half acre. 1535 COVERDALE Josh.
xii. 6 Vnto the Rubenites, Gaddites and to the halfe trybe of
Manasse. 1709 STEELE Taller No. 9 F i The Town has this

half Age been tormented with Insects called Easie Writers.
iSzSHuTTON Course Math. II. 84 The number of halfbricks
in the thickness. 1865-6 A. PHILLIPS Amer. Paper Cnrr.
II. 148 In five or six weeks the army was on half allowance.

1897 Bookman Jan. 122/2 A smudged half sheet of paper.
b. separated from the sb. by demonstrative or

defining words, as half the length, halfmyfamily.
(Formerly sometimes following the sb.)
The adj. character of halfappears in OE. and early ME.

by its inflexion ; in mod. use it is sometimes viewed as a sb.

with ^/suppressed, as in
'

half (half of, one half of) the men
were sick, a quarter or a third of them seriously ill

'

: cf.

also quot. 1667.
a 1000 Judith 105 (Gr.) Heo healfne forcearf bone sweoran

him. < looo Sax. Leechd. II. 78 genim healfe ba sealfe.

1205 I--AY. 22441 Halfe ba steden, & halfe ba iweden.
Ibid. 31814 He brohte ham halue his oxen, a 1300 Cursor
M. 13147 pof bou ask halfmi king-rike. 1377 LANGL. P. PI.

B, in. 324 Half a shef of arwes. a 1400 CHAUCER Baladc
of Compleynt 2 Compleyne . . might myn herte never My
peynes halve. 1486 /.'/;. St. Albans B viij, The space of
alfe a quarter of an howre. 1548 HALL Chron., Edw. IV,
236 b, Halfe the charges, and halfe the wages of his soul-

diers. 1667 MILTON P. L. v. 559 Scarce the Sun Hath
finisht half his journey, and scarce begins His other half in

the great Zone of Heav'n. 1724 DE FOE Mem, Cavalier

(1840) 104 He lost half his men. 1820 SHELLEY To a Sky-
lark ioi Teach me half the gladness That thy brain must
know. 1823 BYRON yuan x. Ixiv, The.. wind blew half
a gale. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 612 His victory.,
had deprived him of half his influence.

HALF.

C. esp. with sbs. denoting numbers, quantities,
measures of weight, space, time, or money, as half
a dozen, half a bushel, half a pound, half a fooi y

halfan hour, half a crown.
When these are viewed as independent numbers, amounts,

coins, etc., half is preceded !->> the, etc. and hyphened to the

sb., as a half-dozt-ti, th<- half-bushel^ his half-pound, u long
iialf-honr, a bad half-crown : see HALF- II. A half-crown
is the silver coin worth 2$. 6d.

; half a crown includes
the equivalent amount in any coins, e.g. n five sixpences.
1377 LANGL. /'. /'/. B. v. 31 Hire hed was worth halue

a marke. c 1386 CHAUCER Reeve's T. 324 Thou shalt a
Cake of half a busshel fynde. a 1450 Fyssltynge iv. Angle
(1883) 9 Let it boyle halfe a myle wey and then set hyt
down. (1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 5058 Noght the space
of half a myle, Was done the houre of pryme. c 1500
Afelitsine xxxvi. 244 The whiche they recountred a half a
myle fro the toun. 1661 J. CHILDREY Brit, Baconica 49 At
Avering. .there are halfe a dozen, or halfe a score stones
little inferiour to the Stonehenge. 1807 CRABBE Par. Reg.
n. 203 For half an inch the letters stand awry. 1859 DICKENS
T. Two Cities i. ii, Capable of holding about half a Gallon.

d. preceding a relative clause.

(Here it may be a sb. with <j/"omiued.)

1696 SOUTHKRNE Oroon. iii. i. (Miitz. Gram.), If he dares
half what he says, he'll be of use to us. 1733 POPE Ess*
Man in. 162 Of half that live the butcher and the tomb.

1786 COWPER Gratitude 41 All these are not half that
I owe.

t 2. Half, preceded or followed by an ordinal

numeral, was formerly used to express a half-unit

less than the corresponding cardinal number ; thus

OE./nVto healf, ME. thridde halfoi halfthrid=
two and a half. Obs.
This is an ancient Teutonic mode of reckoning : cf. Ger.

anderthalb (=OE. oSgr healf}, dritte halb, etc. In English

jt
is scarcely found after 1300. The expression is explained

in quot. 811 as elliptical: 'two (whole) messuages and a
third half-messuage ',

contracted to ftridda halfha^a. Hence
the following sb. was originally singular, '$riddehalfh$d=
two and a half hide. As in Old Norse, etc., half was
either declined as an adj. (quot. 891), or stood in the unin-
fleeted combining form.
811 Charter in O. E. Texts 456 Duas possessiunculas et

tertiam dimediam, id est in nostra loquela, Sridda half haxa.

891 O. E. Chron., Se bat wxs geworht of briddan healfre

hyde. c 1000 ^ELFRIC Gen. viii. 3 Da watera. .begunnon to

wanijenne zfter ol>er healfhund daza. c 1200 ORMIN 13777
patt sahh & herrde dasswhammlij Hallf ferbe ;er f>e

Laferrd. c 1205 LAY. 32195 Ne wunede be king her bute
uifte half Jere. a 1300 Cursor M. 16599-600 Half feirth of
eln was be length, And ober half be brede [of be rode].

1300 Beket ii For ful other half 3er. c 1300 Harrow.
/rW/45 Thritty wynter and tbridde half yerHav y woned
in londe her.

3. In reference to space or distance : Half the

length (or breadth) of. Now rare or Obs.

1481 CAXTON Godfrey xxvii. 61 They waded in the blood
vnto the half legge. 1662 J. DAVIES tr. Clearing* Voy.
Ambass, 74 Their hair.. hangs down over their shoulders
to half their backs. Ibid. 302 A Casaque, or Coat, which
falls down to half the leg. 1681 Land. Gaz. No. 1628/1
Soon after the Algerine fell astern, and there lay within
half Pistol shot. 1692 Ibid. No. 2776/4 They saw our Fleet
off of Portland, half Channel over. 1727 A. HAMILTON
New Ace. E. Ind. II. xxxvi. 50 The lower Part of the
Frock reaching Half-thigh down.
4. As a measure of degree : Attaining only half-

way to completeness or to the actual action, quality,
or character in question ; falling short of the full

or perfect thing; partial, imperfect, incomplete.

(Const, as in i a.)
In this use now more usually hyphened: see HALF-.
a 1300 Cursor M. 27341 He lede penant to half reuing.

1577 tr. Bullingers Decades (1592) 899 Both dawes and
halfe fooles may bee made ministers or byshoppes. 1585
T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay"s Voy. iv. v. 116 b, The greater

part whereof being halfe Christians. 1653 SIR E. NICHOLAS
in N. Papers (Camden) II. 22 Bargaining, conditional, or

half ways beget nothing but factions and divisions, a 1765
YOUNG Wks. (1767) IV. 81 (Jod.) Half converts to the right.
1816 KEATINGE 1'rav. (1817) I. 198 Contented with half

views of things and truths. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. E'tg.
I. 185 A half toleration, known by the name of the In-

dulgence. 1858 C. HUNT in Merc. Mar. Mag. V. 84
Steam should be shut off to half speed. 1862 WHATELY in

Life (1866) II. 392 A half measure is not a medium between
two extremes, but a medium between what is right and
what is wrong between what will effect its purpose and
what will not.

Half, z>. Obs. and dial. f. HALVE v. (q.v.) ; also

colloq. in sense To ' be half*, go halves.

1889 Pall Mall G. 27 June 5, I asked Sir G. C. if he
would 'half. He consented. I paid for the horse, _he
repaying me afterwards, and also paying half the training

expenses.
Half (haf), adv. [OE. half, healf, in composi-

tion; inOE. sometimes, and in ME. often, written

separate. Both usages are now found, usually
with no difference of sense : see HALF- I.]

1. To the extent or amount of half. Hence

loosely : In part, partially ; to a certain extent, in

some degree.
a. qualifying an adjective.

[971 BUckl. Horn. 203 Da hbnan leode, ba be lifdon heora
burh healf-cwice.J c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 81 Half quic ho wes.
c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 1697 Lucrece, They were halfe

ydel, as hem thoghten. c 1425 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 668/39
Surdaster, -a, -urn, halfe deffe. 1600 FAIRFAX Tasso xix.

civ, Thither she ran with speed, Like one half mad. 1601

HOLLAND Pliny I. 96 Halfe wilde beasts. 1657 R. LIGON
Barbadoes (1673) 64 Fill it half full of water. 1832 AUSTIN

Juri&pr, vi. (1869) 258 Governments which are styled by



HALF.

writers on positive international law tialf sovereign states.

183* TENNYSON Lady of Shaloit ii,
'

I am half sick of

shadows '

said The Lady of Shalott. 1878 EDITH THOMPSON
Hist. Eng. xix. 106 Half wild with rage and grief.

b. qualifying a pa. pple.
c 1380 Sir Fenimb. 3569 Er hay wern o?t helf y-dy^t, Jms

barons come oppon hem ry?t. * 1489 CAXTON Sonnes of

Aynwn ix. 228 We ben halfe discomfyted. 1548 HALL
Ckron,t Edw. /K, 199 b, The erle had not halfe tolde his

tale. 1599 H. BUTTES Dyets drie Dinner H vj b, Cole-

worts . . Halfe sodden, make soluble. 1615 J. STEPHENS

Satyr. Ess. 8 In her halfe ruin'd cell. Ibid. 432. I am
halfe perswaded that if hee had but a balladmakers poetry,
he would sooner make an Epitaph. 1657 R. LIGON Bar-

f>adofs(i6j^ 12 Dinner being near half done. 1711 ADDISON

Sfect. No. 66 p 5 A Man's Life is half spent before he is

taken notice of. 1897 HALL CAINE Christian x, Half hidden
behind a little forest of palms and ferns.

c. qualifying a pr. pple.
or verb.

14*3 JAS. I Kinffis Q. Ixxiii, Half sleping and half swoun,
in suich a wise. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixxxi. i This
hinder nycht halff sleeping I lay. 1608 BP. HALL Char.
Virtues $ V. 135 Halfe reading every title. 1650 BULWER
Anthropomet. 162, I half suspect some concurrent affec-

tations. 1674 tr. Sclteffer's Lapland 12 A bow which a

Norwegian can scarce half bend. 1797 MRS. RADCLIFFE
Italian xxxi, On entering he half turned to look back.

1850 FARRAR *J. Home 273 He . . half wished he had not come.

d. qualifying an adv. or advb. phrase.
a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. 40 Nys non so 5eep, ne half so

freo. 1390 GOWER Conf. I. 225 There may no mannes pri-

vete Ben heled half so well, c 1470 HENRY Wallace x. 128

Halffin wraith frawart him gan he gang. 1579-80 NORTH
Plutarch (1612) 740 A man halfe beside himself. 1648
GAGE West Ind. 191 The three Spaniards were halfe of the

same mind. 1674 S. VINCENT Yng. Gallant's Acad. 18

Caudle will not go down half so sweetly as this will.

1706 ADDISON Rosamond Wks. 1753 I. 132 The lily was
not half so fair, Nor half so sweet the rose. 1724 R.

FALCONER Voy. (1769) 66, I rowed half round . . the first

Day. 1832 Half right, half-left [see HALF- II d].

2. Used correlatively: Half...half....
(Now sometimes hyphened to the following word ; but

this is unnecessary.)
944 in Earle Land Charters 179 Donne is baet land set

snoces cumbe healf J>aes cinges healf uncer brentinges.
fiooo^ELFRic Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 109/16 Onocentaunis,
healf mann and healf assa. c 1*05 LAY. 1330 Hit is half
mon & half fisc. 1390 GOWER Conf. II. 304 He was half

man and half beste. 1559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr.
Glasse 86 The Sonne . . halfe above the Horizont, and half
under. 1581 PETTIE Guazzo's Civ. Conv. i. (1586) 23, I

ment not that they are halfe good, and halfe evill. 1614
BP. HALL R ecoll. Treat. 60 An evill man is halfe a beast,
and halfe a Divell. 1708 MOTTEUX Rabelais iv. Ixvii.

(1737) 274 With . . one of his Stockins, half on half off, about
his Heel. 1810 SCOTT Lady ofL. i. xxxiv, Half shewing,
half concealing all The uncouth trophies of the hall. 1818
M. G. LEWIS Jml. W. Ind. (1834) 78 A kind of pouting
look, half kind, and half reproachful. 1858 ABR. LINCOLN Sp.
16 June in Life (1890) 1 1 . viii. 1 37, 1 believe this Government
cannot endure permanently half slave and half free.

3. Not half\ a long way from the due amount;
to a very slight extent ;

in mod. slang and colloq.
use not at all, the reverse of, as ( not half bad * =
not at all bad, rather good.
1583 STOCKER Hist. Civ. Warres Lowe C. H. 66 b, The!

were not halfe well prouided to goe awaie vpon the spurre.

1619 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Conv. iv. B. Jonson xi. (1842) n
Sir W. Alexander was not half kinde unto him, and neg-
lected him. 1622 MABBE tr. Aleman's Guzman d'Alf. n. i.

iii. II. 30 He thought this was hard teaching, he did not
halfe like it. 1828 Craven Dial. s. v.,

' He's nut hauf a bad

Christmas^ He never admits a thing is good, but merely
'not half bad'. 1886 J. K. JEROME Idle Thoughts^ Pref.,
One or two friends to whom I showed these papers in MS.
observed that they were not half bad.

4. Idiomatic uses, in which half\% now adverbial,

though probably originally the adj. or sb.

a. In stating the time of day, halfpast (or after}
one or one dclock, etc. = half an hour past the hour
named. (In Scotland, 'half is often prefixed to

the following hour, as in Ger. halb elf, etc.)

1750 G. B. DODDINGTON Diary (1785) 74 Just at half past
twelve she was delivered of a Prince, a 1791 GROSE Olio

(1796) 107 C. Pray what's o' clock? W. It will be half
ten. 1818 JAS. MILL Brit. India II. v. v. 404 From half
after seven . . they remained exposed to the fire .. till nine
o'clock. 1819 BYRON Juan T. civ, About the hour Of half-

past six. 1853 READE Chr. "Johnstone 294 Flucker informed
her that the nock said

'

half eleven
'

Scotch for
'

half-past-
ten '. 1891 Murray's Mag. Apr. 445 It was half after eight
o'clock one evening.

b. Naut. Between the names of two points of

the compass, half = half a point (i.e. 5!) from the

first towards the second point mentioned.

1726 SHELVOCKE Voy. round World (1757) 17 Bearing
South East half East, distant six leagues. 1893 EARL
DUNMORF. Pamirs I. 252 We . . altered our course from
north to east half-south by the compass.

c. Naut. In soundings, half before a numeral
adds half to it

; thus half'four = 4^ fathoms.
1809 TRFMENHEERE in Naval Chron. XXIII. 191 The

ship.. shoaled her water to a half three. 1840 MARRYAT
Poor Jack xlvii, We shall have halffour directly, and
after that the water will deepen, c 1860 H. STUART Sea-
man's Catech. 43 Suppose 4$ fathoms, what soundings
would you call ? And a half four.

Half-, in comb. [OE. half-^ healf-, was regularly
combined with an adj. or pple., as in healfcwic,
healfdfad^ healfhwlt, healfrfadt healfsoden, healf-

slsepiende ;
also with a sb., as healfheafod forehead,

healfmann, healfpenig, healftrendel hemisphere.
In OTeut. hath- appears to have been a later sub-

stitute for the original sami-j OK. sam- t as in

OHG. samiquee, OS. s&mquic, OE. samcwic half

alive, so sambxrnd half-burnt, sambrice a half-

breach ; =L. semi- in semidoctus, scmivlvus, semi-

coctits, semideus, semihomo, etc. ; Gr. 77^*- in rjfu-

/3ap$apos, ^/iurATjpT/?, TjpiavOpojTros, rjfuOeos, etc. ;

Skr. sami, in samijiivas half alive, etc.]

I. In adverbial relation.

1. With adjectives and pa. pples. Already in

OE. : see above. Very common in later use, esp.
with pa. pples., to which half- may be prefixed
whenever the sense suits : e.g. half-afraid, -awake,

-blind, -crazy, -deaf, -drunk, -fully -huinan,-learneJ,

-mad, -open, -raiv
t -ripe, -savage, -tnte ; half-

armed, -ashamed, -bent, -buried, -cured, -disposed,

-done, -dressed, -eaten, -educated, -finished, -formed,

-hidden, -opened, -roasted, -ruined, etc., etc. With

adjs. expressing shape, it implies the form of half

the figure, as half-cordate, -sagittate, -terete.

The two elements are often written separately
when the adj. is in the predicate (see HALF adv. i) ;

the use of the hyphen mostly implies a feeling of

closer unity of notion in the compound attribute,
as in half-blind, half-dressed, half-raw, viewed as

definite states; but it is often merely for greater

syntactical perspicuity, on which ground it is

regularly used when the adjective is attributive,
thus I am half dead (or half-dead] with cold; a

half-dead dog.
a. in the predicate.

c 893 K. ALFRED Ores. iii. ix. 4 & funde hiene . . hcalf-

cucne. axooo Elene 133 (Gr.) Sume healfcwice fluxon on
fsesten. c 1000 J'ELFRIC Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 163/7 Siwalbits,
healfhwit. c 1475 Nom. Ibid. 710/3 Semicecns, halfblynd.
a 1626 BACON (J.), The officers of the kings houshold . .

must look both ways, else they are but half-sighted. 1704
SWIFT T. Tub \. (1709) 29 As if they were half-ashamed
to own us. 1712-14 POPE Rafe Lock iv. 144 Her eyes half-

languishing, half-drown 'd in tears. 1714 MANDEVILLE Fab.
Bees (1725) I. 340 A rascal half-drunk. 1725 fofEOdyss. in.

144 Leave half-heard the melancholy tale. 1741 RICHARDSON
Pamela (1824) I. xxi. 271 Being half-vexed, and half-afraid of
his raillery. 1826 SCOTT ?>/. (1890) 1. 329 Either half-edu-
cated or cock-brained by nature. 1845 LINDLEY Sch. Sot. v.

(1858) 58 Stipules ovate, half-cordate. 1855 KINGSLEY Heroes
ii. iv. (1868) 123 Stories of it. some false and some half-true.

1863~s J. THOMSON Sunday at Hampstaad v, The meat
half-done, they tore it and devoured. 1868 DARWIN \nLife
<5- Left. (1887) III. 80 Half-sterile, i.e. produce half the full

number of offspring. 1880 GRAY Struct. Bot. vi. 8. 279
Amphitropous, also termed . . Half-anatropous. 1880 Con-

temp. Rev. Feb. 196. I am more than half-disposed to go
along with you in what you say.

b. as attribute.

1594 HOOKER Keel. Pol. i. viii. 10 Certaine halfewaking
men. 1595 SHAKS. John in. i. 54 The halfe-blowne Rose.
1625 DONNE Serin. Ixvi. 667 The Half-present Man, he
whose body is here and minde away. 1629 CHAPMAN
Juvenal Sat. v. 293 That half-eat hare will fall . . to our
shares. 1682 N. O. Boileau's Lutrin it. 16 And clos'd her

speech with an half-dying swoon. 1687 DRYDEN Hind % P.
in. 409 The clown unread, and half-read gentleman, a 1711
KEN Hymnotheo Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 333 Half-form'd
Words. 1725 POPE Odyss. xxii. 196 The half-shut door
conceal'd his lurking foes. 1772 HUNTER in Phil. Trans.
LXII. 453 Half-digested food. 1786 tr. Beckford^s Vathek
(1868) 10 The learned, the half-learned, and those who were
neither. 1817 COLERIDGE Biog. Lit. 223 In one of his half-

earnest, half-joking moods. 1827 SOUTHEY Hist. Penins.
War II. 679 The half-armed, half-clothed, half-hungered
Arragonese. 1837-9 HALLAM Hist. Lit. viii. i. 37 Some
half-informed critics. 1838 LYTTON^4/zV^i3 Her half-childish,

half-womanly grief. 1847 MRS. SHERWOOD Life xii. 220 A
little half-coloured child, .from India. 1862 ANSJF.D C/iannet
IsL. iv. xxi. (ed. 2) 494 List of half-hardy plants. 1874
J. SULLY Sensat. $ Intuit. 95 Vague and half-thought-out
recollections.

C. Hence derivatives, as half-dressedness.
1887 Daily News 29 June 5/4 That delicious condition

of half-dressedness.

2. With adverbs, as half-angrily, -ashamedly,
-blindly, -divinely, -learnedly, -questioningly, etc. ;

half-left, -right, -round, etc. (Cf. HALF adv. i d.)
CITOO WATTS Lyric P., To Mitio Pt. in. ii. Wks. 1813

IX. 200 Damon is half-divinely blest. 1840 CARLYLE Heroes
v. 296 Struggling half-blindly, as in bitterness of death
against that ! 1863 MRS. WHITNEY Faith Gartney's^ Girl-
hood i. 10 Holding the bank-note half-ashamedly in her
hand. 1883 Harper's Mag. June 141/2 The . . little trot . .

lisped, half-coaxingly, half-questioningly.
3. With verbs, as half-believe, -deify, -Jill, -make,

-murder, -poison. (Cf. HALF adv. i c.)

1674 WOOD Life 2 Feb. (Oxf. Hist. Soc.) II. 281 Men that

half-hanged themselves to try how it was. 1727-46 THOM-
SON Summeri-yy^ Locks. That half-embrac'd her in a humid
veil. 1823 J. BADCOCK

'

Dom. Amusem. 60 Half-filling a
bottle with water. 1834 HT. MARTINEAU Farrers ii. 25
Two out of the remaining four halfstarted from their chair.

1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair xlv, He half-murdered a ferret.

1850 MARC. FULLER Woman igth C. (1862) 343 Madame
Recamier is half-reclining on a sofa. 1860 PUSEY Min.
Proph. 60 The mind which before was . . half-deified. 1878
LOCKYER Stargazing 125 We shall not only halve, but
half-halve, or quarter the aberration. 1879 FROUDE Caesar
xxvii. 477 J Cicero Nature half-made a great man.
4. Special comb. : half-equitant a. {Bot.} =*

HALF.

OBVOLUTE : cf. demi-cquitant ; half-high a. (see

quot.) ; half-imperial a., half imperial-folio
size; half-large a., (a card; 3x2^ inches (Jacobi
Printer's Vocab^ ; half-saved a., half-witted

(dial. .

1891 Daily News 18 Nov. 3/1 An evening dress to be
worn by a very young girl is made '

*half-high '. . which
means that the bodice is to be cut away to a line mid-
way between the neck and bust. 1893 COLLINGWOOD Life
Rnskin I. 92 Ruskin made sketch after sketch on the *half-

imperial board. 1896 Daily News 23 Oct. 6/5 He generally
completed a half-imperial sketch .. in two hours. 1834
SOUTHEY Doctor*. 115 He was what is called *half-saved.
Some of his faculties were more than ordinarily acute, but
the power of self-conduct was entirely wanting in him.
1871 M. COLLINS Mrq. $ Merck. I. iii. 100 He was what
the villagers called 'half-saved

1

; not absolutely imbecile.

II. In attributive relation to a sb.

Of these there were already a few instances in

OE. (e.g. healfmann
'

semivir', healfpenig, healf-
trendel hemisphere) ; their number has been enor-

mously increased in later times, especially through
the practice of hyphening an adjective and substan-

tive when these have a special or individualized

application. These combinations may be dis-

tributed among the following classes :

a. In names of Coins, Weights, Measures of

space, quantity, time, etc., as half-barrel, -bit,

-cent, -cooper, -farthing, -firkin, -florin, -foot, -hogs-

head, -inch , -joe,
-
mile, -mutchkin, -peck, -pint, -pipe,

-pound, -quarter, -quartern, -tierce. Cf. DEMI- 7.
Also HALF-ANGEL, -CROWN, -DOLLAR, -HOUR,
-MINDTE, etc. These forms may also be used
attrib. as in half-inch board, half-mile race, half-

quartern loaf, etc.

1494 Act ii Hen. VII, c. 23 Preamb., Every barell, *half
barrelt and firkyn. c 1782 T. JEFFERSON Aniobiog. Wks.
1859 I. App. 173 The smallest coin . . is the *half-bit, or
i-2o of a dollar, a 1824 R. PATTERSON cited in WORCESTER
1846 for *

Half-cent. 1889 Cent. Diet., Half-cent, a copper
coin of the United States, .weighing 94 grains, current from
1793 to 1857. 1836 W. H. MAXWELL Capt. Blake II. i,

Carrying off diurnally his *half-cooper of port. 1858 SIM-
MONDS Diet. Trade,

*
Half-farthing, a British copper coin

..the number, .issued between 1852 and 1854 was 2,621,784.
c 1440 Jacob's Well (E. E. T. S.) 129 pe secunde *half-fote
wose in coueytise is raueyne. vjtyjLond. Gaz. No. 4337/4,
40 *half Hogsheads, of true neat Bourdeaux Brandy. 1820
SCORESBY Ace. Arctic Reg. II. 194 Defended by plates of
*half-inch iron. 1858 GREENER Gunnery 53 An half-inch

boilerplate. 1777 J. Q. ADAMS ^^.(1854) IX. 470 Guineas,
*half joes, and milled dollars in as high estimation as in

Pennsylvania. 1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. fy Commiv.
(1603) 86 Distant from the towne some *halfe mile. Mod.
The winner of the half-mile race in the Oxford University
Sports. 1816 SCOTT A ntiq. i, He might have stayed to take
a *half-mutchkin extraordinary with his crony the hostler.

1753 Scots Mag. June 310/1 Each, .received a *half-peck
loaf. 1611 COTGR., Demi-sextier, the quarter of a French
pinte, and much about our *halfe pinte. 1744 BERKELEY
Let. 21 Aug. Wks. 1871 IV. 299 Either in half-pint or

quarter-pint glasses. 1805 Med. Jml. XIV. 186 An old half-

pint bottle. 1552 HULOET, *Halfe pounde, selibra. Halfe

pownde wayght, semissis. 1535 COVERDALE Neh. iii. 16 The
ruler of the *halfe quarter of Bethzur. 1685 Lond. Gaz. No.
2078/4 Lace, three half quarters broad. 1884 F. J. BRITTEN
Watch $ Clockm. 224 Half-quarter repeaters, instead of

giving the minutes, strike one additional blow if the half

quarter has passed. Mod. Aim. 8 Feb., Half-Quarter Day.
1838 DICKENS O. Tiuistv, A *half-quartern loaf and apiece
of cheese. 1708 MOTTEUX Rabelais v. xlv. (1737) 191 A*
Half-Tierce, or Hogshead.
b. In Heraldry=.'Djnai~ B i, as half-belt, -cheek-

bit, -spade, -spear.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury \\\. vii-44 He beareth Gules, an

Horse Bit, Argent. Some do call it . . an Half Cheek-Bit.
/bid. viii. 5 He beareth Vert, an Half Spade. 1828 BERRY
Encycl. Her. s.v. Sfadf, This . . spade is borne in the arms
of Swettenham, but they appear as half-spades. 1889 ELVIN
Diet. Heraldry, Half-belt and four buckles.

C. In Artillery, Arms, denominating a piece of
half the size of the full-sized piece, or a shortened
size ofthe latter, as half-armour, -cannon, -culverin^

-falconet, -head-pieeet -lance. Cf. DEMI- 2-4. Also
HALF-PIKE, -SWORD, etc.

1874 BOUTELL Arms $ Ann. x. 188 *
Half-Armour, the

period of the partial use of armour, extending to the com-
mencement of the i8th century. 1640 FULLER Joseph's
Coat i Cor. xi. 30 (1867) 86 Sometimes He shooteth "half
cannon. 1676 Lond. Gaz. No. 1116/3 A Battery of 12 Half-
Cannon. 1611 FLORID, Mezza testa, a kind of halfe skull,
or *halfe head-peece. 1868 KIRK C/ias. Bold III. v. i. 332
Armed with a **half-lance.

d. In Military tactics, dress, etc., as half-

squadron, -turn, -wheel; half-battery, -company,
-distance, -file, (see quots.) ; half-mounting, the

underclothing and minor articles ofapparel belong-
ing to a soldier's outfit in the iSthc. Cf. DEMI- 6.

Also HALF-FACE, etc.

1800 War Office Order 9 Apr. in Grose Milit.Antiq. (1801)
II. 186 In lieu of the former articles of cloathing, called half-

mounting, two pair of good shoes of the value of five shil-

lings and sixpence each pair. 1832 Regvl, fnstr. Cavalry
in. 73 The .. troops wheel half right. Ibid. 99 The Base
Troop wheels more than a half-wheel. Ibid. 103 The Troops
wheel half-left. 1853 STOCQUELER Milit. Encycl., Half-
companies are the same as subdivisions, equal to two
stations. Half-distance is the regular interval or space
between troops drawn up in ranks, or standing in column.
. .Half-files is half the given number of any body of men
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drawn up two deep. 1859 F. A. GRIFFITHS Ariil. Man.
11862) ii Right half turn. Front turn. Ibid. 30 A batta-

lion in open, or half-distance Column. Ibid. 134 Three

subdivisions constitute a half-battery.

e. In Fortification^ as half-bastion, half-capo-

nier (Sir G. Duckett, Mil. Diet.}, half-sap : see

DEMI-BASTION, etc. ; half-merlon, that solid por-

tion of a parapet which is at the right or left ex-

tremity of a battery. Also HALF-CIRCLE, -MOON.

1710 Land. Gaz. No. 4721/1 We shall be obliged to finish

it by the half Sap.
f. Naut. and Skip-building', half-beam (see

qnot. 1850^ ; half-board, an evolution by which

a sailing vessel is luffed up into the wind with

everything shaking, and then, before she has quite
lost way, permitted to fall off on the same tack :

see BOARD sb. 15; half-breadth (see quot.) ;

half-breadth staff, a rod having marked upon it

half the length of each beam in the ship (Knight
Diet. Mech. 1875); half-floor, -point, -port,

top, half-watch tackle (see quots.) ; f half-

wind, a side-wind. Also HALF-TIMBER.
1836 Encycl. Metrop. VI. 415 The *half-beams are all to

be of fir. 1:1850 Ritdim. Nmng. (Weale) 95 Half-Beams
are short beams introduced to support the deck where there

is no framing. 1863 LUCE Seamanship (ed. 2} 484 In a

tideway the *half-board is of great use. 1769 FALCONER
Diet. Marine (i-j&g) D ij b, The breadth of the ship at every
top-timber is limited by an horizontal line drawn on the

floor-plane, called the "half-breadth of the top-timbers.
c 1860 H . STUART Seaman's Catech. 66 The ' *

half-floors
*

. .

are pieces of timber placed between the * cross pieces', to

which they are ' coaked
'

and bolted. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's

Word-hk,,
*
Half-point, a subdivision of the compass card,

equal to 5 37' of the circle, c 1850 Rudim. Navig. (Weale)
122 *

Half-ports, a sort of shutters made of deal, and fitted

to the stops of those ports which have no hanging lids.

c 1860 H. STUART Seaman's Catech. 76 The *half-tops are

bolted to the cross trees, and the sleepers are bolted above
the trussle trees. 1859 F. A. GRIFFITHS Artil. Man. (1862)

ii7

A luff tackle, or *
half watch tackle, consists of one

ouble and one single block : the fall is fixed to the single.
1611 COTGR., Demivent, a side-winde, or *halfe-winde.

g. In Music, as half-cadence, -close, an im-

perfect cadence ; half-demisemiquaver ; half-

rest (Z7.S.\ a minim rest
; half-shift, -stop (see

quots.). Cf- DEMI- B. 9. Also HALF-NOTE, -TONE.
1880 STAINF.R & BARRETT Diet. Mits. 7\,

*Half-cadence.
If the last chord is the dominant and is preceded by the
chord of the tonic, the cadence is called half or imperfect.
1867 MACFARREN Harmony i, 20 A *half close is when a

passage ends upon the chord of the dominant, regardless of
what harmony may precede it. x88i Academy 6 Nov. 355
The *half demisemiquaver is still much used. 1880 STAINER
& BARRETT Diet. Mus. T.

t

*
Half-shift, a position of the

hand in violin playing. It lies between the open position
and the first shift. 1880 C. A. EDWARDS Organs (1881)

146 A stop is a set of pipes that run in order from the
one end to the other of the clavier. If this set.. discon-

tinues at any portion of the keyboard, it is said to be a
*half stop. Ibid, t

Half Stops, properly so called, have

practically gone out of fashion.

h. Applied to a stuff which is half of inferior

material, as half-gauze, -silk, -worsted, -yarn.
1759 SYMMER in Phil. Trans. LI. 360 The sort I fixed upon,

is what is called *half gauze. 1738 SWIFT Pol. Con-versat.

66 Ladies, you are mistaken in the Stuff; 'tis *half Silk.

1796 MORSE Amer. Geog, II. 217 No fewer than 443 silk-

looms, 149 of half-silks. 1594 BLUNDEVIL Exerc, v. iii.

(ed. 7) 533 Worsteds, and *halfe Worsteds.

i. In Games, as half-back {Footbalt), a position

immediately behind the * forwards
'

;
a player in

this position ; half-ball (Billiards] : see quot.

1850 ;
half-hit (Cricket}^ a mistimed hit that sends

the ball into the air; half-volley (Cricket^ Foot-

ballj etc.), a ball which pitches so that it can be
hit or kicked as soon as it rises from the ground ;

hence half-volleying vbl, sb. Also HALF-BOWL, etc.

1882 Standard 20 Nov. 2/8 The *half-backs.. effectually
checked the threatened danger. 1887 SHEARMAN Athletics

$ Football (Badm. Libr.) 346 A good half-back must be a
versatile player. 1850 Bohn's Hand-bk. Games 524 A *half

ball, or a contact in which the half of one ball is covered

by half of the other, produces in each an equal motion, both
with regard to direction, strength, and velocity. 1888

Daily News 15 Sept. 3/5 Caught at extra mid-off from a
*half-hit, ci88o A correspondent says : A *half-volley at
cricket is a ball bowled up so as to pitch just about the

point at which the batsman has a good reach. 1891 W. G.
GRACE Cricket viii. 233 Occasionally you may get a half-

volley on the pads. 1875
' STONEHENGE

'

Brit. Sports in. i.

v. 4. 691
*Half-volleying consists in playing the ball when

close to the ground, immediately after it has been dropped.

j. In Bookbinding,
' half signifies that only the

back and comers of the binding consist of the

material specified ; e.g. half-calf, half-russia.
1844 Catal. Messrs. C. Knight $ Co. 8 Half Morocco or

Russia. 1871 O. W. HOLMES Poet Breakf.-t. viii. (1885)

192 None of your 'half-calf' economies in that volume 1

Mod. Bookseller's Catat,, Original half sheep.
k. In names of animals, as HALF-APE, HALF-

ASS, HALF-SNIPE, etc.

1. Applied to various articles and structures of

about half the usual or full size or length, as half-

case, -door, -frame, -furnace, -gaiter , -gown, -hatch,

T" -head bedstead, -hessian, -hose, -jar, -f -kirtle,

-sleeve, -stocking, -tester, -tub, -veil, -wicket. Cf.

DEMI- B. ii. Also HALF-BOOT, etc.

1888 JACOBI Printer's Vac.,
*Halfcases, small cases used

VOL. V.
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for jobbing purposes. 1740 DYCHE & PARDON, Hasp, a small
iron or brass fastening to a hatch or *half-door. 1844
DICKKXS Marl. C/n/5. iii, The hnlf-door of the bar. 1888

JACOBI Primer's I'oc.,
'

1 1
alf^ frames, small composing

frames made to hold one pair of cases only. 1775 F.
MARION in Harpers M<i. Sept. (1883) 546/1 Black ^half-

gaiters. 1553 HI-LOET, "Halfe gowne, hemiti^ijtni. 1886
WILLIS & CLARK Cambridge I. 88 A 'half-hatch door.

1598 /7'. Kind's Coll. ibid. III. 325 Item a "halfe head
bedsteade of walnuttree. 1837 LYTTON E. Maltrav. 76 A
pair of "half-hessians completed his costume. 1851 Catal.
Gt. Rxhib. 588 Lambs-wool and Cashmere hose and "half-

hose. 1597 SIIAKS. 2 fIfn. Ii', v. iv. 24 If you be not

swing'd, lie forsweare "halfe Kirtles. 1689 Lona. Gaz. No.
2477/4 A sad coloured Cloth Coat, with.. blue "half Sleeves.

1670 NARBOROUGH Jml. in.-J<r. Set'. Late I'oy. \. (1711) 104
Some wear "Half-Stockings. 1726 SHELVOCKE Voy. round
World (1757) 206 The old stratagem, .of turning a light

adrift, in a "half tub. 1844 ALB. SMITH Adv. Mr. Ledbiiry
(1856) I. viii. 60 The. ."half-wicket that closed the entrance.

m. In various connexions : as half-barbarian,

battle, -belief, -believer, -Christian, -conformity,

-defence, -defender, -honesty, -knowledge, -look,

-principle, -quota/ion, -reason, -reasoning, -repent-

ance, -servant, -service, -sleep, -view, -whisper,

(In most of these half- has an adverbial force.)

1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. Ixii. 9 To speak as half-

defenders of the faults. Ibid. V. Ixxxi. 4 They judge
conclusions by demi-premises and half-principles. 1690
LOCKE Gffvt. i. ii. (Rtldg.) 6 It is no injury to call an half-

quotation an half-reason. 1736 BUTLER Anal. II. viii. 276
Half-views, which shew but Part of an Object. 1768 BOS-
WELL Corsica, ii. (ed. a) 120 A parcel of half-barbarians.

1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1852) II. 367 A kind of half-

reasoning, that suffices to raise difficulties but not pursue
them to an issue. 1817 J. SCOTT Paris Revisit, (ed. 4) 237
A kind of stupefied half-sleep. 1827 HALLAM Const. Hist.

(1876) II. viii. 57 To admit of no half-conformity in religion.

1840 CAKLYLE.rY<?n7t'jiv. 219 Richter says of Luther's words,
'

hts words are half-battles '. 1860 PUSEY Min. Profit. 2

The character of Jehu and his half-belief. Ibid. 188 A half-

repentance is no repentance. Ibid. 199 Another instance of
this half-service. 1865 Truth Eng. Ch. 3 Unbelievers,
or half-believers. 1866 G. MACDONALD Ann. Q. Ncighb.
xxxii, A voice said brokenly in a half-whisper. 1870 LOWELL
Study Wind. 349 That half-knowledge which is more
mischievous in an enditor than down-right ignorance.

H. In specific combinations : ( half-almond
stitch ; half-arm, half arm's length ;

half-barrel

a., semicylindrical (vaulting) ; half-bend, a half

fillet for the head ; half-bent, (a) the condition

of being half-bent; (b) the catch by which the

hammer of a gun is placed at half-cock ; f half-

bloom, the round mass of iron taken from

the puddling furnace, which was hammered and

shingled into a ' bloom '

; half-boarder, one who
has half his board, a day-boarder ; half-box, a box

open at one side ; half-braid (see quot.) ; half-

bull, a pontifical letter issued by a new pope be-

fore his coronation, so called because the bulla is

impressed with only one side of the seal, that repre-

senting the apostles (Giry) ; half-catch, half-

chronometer (see quots.) ; half-class, a class that

is half one and half another ; half-column, a

column or pilaster half projecting from a flat sur-

face ; half-communion, communion in one kind,

as practised intheR.C.Ch. ; f half-compass, hemi-

sphere: see COMPASS sb. 5 b
; half-course, half-

coward (see quots.) ; half-dike, a sunk fence ;

half-flat, f (a) one of the shapes into which a
'bloom' of iron was worked

; (i>)
half of a FLAT

(sb.
2
) or entire storey of a house

; half-hatchet,
' a hatchet with one straight line, all the projection
of the bit being on the side towards the hand '

(Knight Diet. Meek. 1875); half-header, a half-

brick used to close the work at the end of a course ;

half-house, a shed open at the side; a hovel; half-

hunt {Bell-ringing) : see HUNT
; t half-labour,

half-margin (see quots.) ; half-mask, a mask

covering part of the face, such as is worn with

a DOMINO ; fhalf-member, a semicolon ;
half-

plate, half-press (see quots.) ; half-principal

(Carpentry^,
' a rafter which does not extend

to the crown of the roof (Knight Diet. Mech.

1875); half-pull (Bell-ringing): see quot.;
half-relief = demi-relief (see DEMI- 12) ;

half-

royal, a kind of millboard or pasteboard ;
half-

shade (Painting), a shade of half the extreme

depth; half-sheet {Printing), the off-cut portion
of a duodecimo (Knight, 1875) ; half-shoe, see

quot. ; also a shoe on one side only of a horse's foot ;

half-sole, that part of the sole of a boot or shoe

which extends forward from the shank to the

toe ; hence half-sole v. ; half-space = HALF-
PACE 2; fhalf-sphere, hemisphere; t half-square

(see quot. 1674) ; half-stitch, a loose open stitch

in braid work or pillow-lnce making (Caulfeild
Diet. Needlcivk. 259) ; half-storey, an upper storey
half the height of which is in the walls and half in

the roof ; half-stuff {Paper-making), partly pre-

pared pulp ; half-swing plough (see quot.) ;

half-text, a size of handwriting half the size of
'
text

'
or large hand ; half-throw, -travel, half

HALF-.

the full movement of a piston, valve, etc.
;
half-

tint ,,see quot. 1851); half-title, the short title

of a book often placed in front of the full title ;

half-tongue (Law), a jury of which one half were

foreigners, formerly allowed to a foreigner tried on

a criminal charge ; half-trap, a semicircular de-

pression in a sewer pipe ; t half-vowel, a semi-

vowel ; f half-vowelish a., of the nature of a

semivowel; half-water= HALF-TIDE; half-world,

hemisphere ; the demi-monde.
1611 FLORIO, Ulczzo-vtandolo, Seamsters call it the 'halfe-

almond stitch. 1812 Sparling Mag. XXXIX. 18 Each
fought at "half-arm for superiority. 1879 SIR G. SCOTT
Lect. A rchit. 1.56 The abandonment of the "half-barrel

vaulting of the aisles. 1834 PLANCHE Brit. Costume
48 Canute's queen wears. .either the diadem or the "half-

bend. 1774 GOLDSM. Grecian Hist. II. ir With one leg

put forward, and the knee upon the "half-bent. 1881

GREENI:K The Gmt 259 A half-bent in the tumbler that

prevents the hammer being accidentally pushed down.

1678 r/iil. Trans. XII. 934 The Metal runs together into a

round Mass or Lump, which they call a "Half-Bloom.

1711 STEELE Sped. No. 36 r 8 They [birds] .. may be
taken as "Half- Boarders. 1836 E. HOWARD A'. Reefer xiii,

The half-boarders whispered tneir fears to the ushers. 1885
C. T. DAVIS Alftmtf. Leather 479 The support is pro-
vided with two "half-boxes. 1882 CAULFEILD & SAWARD
Diet. Needlework 42

*
Half, or Shadoiv, or Lace Braitl,

the passement is pricked, as in cloth braid, and twelve pairs
of bobbins put on. 1890 Daily News 28 Aug. 6/4 What is

called the
' "half-catch

'

system i. e. , the owner of the boat

(who is usually a fisherman) provides the fishing gear, and
receives in return half of the total catch of fish. 1884 F. J.

BRITTEN Watch # Clockm. iis*Half Chronometer. .origin-

ally used to denote watches having an escapement com-

pounded of the lever and chronometer, appears now to be

applied to fine lever watches which have been adjusted for

temperature. 1845 MRS. S. C. HALL Whiteboy ix. 76 There
was nothing . . to distinguish L. M. from the "half class -

neither gentleman nor farmer. 1726 LEONI A Ibertis A rchit.,

Life 4 Four "half Columns of the composite order. 1687

Reflect. Hawk fy Panther^ The "Half-Communion is no

older, than the time ofAcquinas. 1587 GOLDING DC Mornay
vi. 72 The daysun. .which inlighteneth not onely the *halfe

compasse whereon he shineth, but also euen a part of that

which seeth him not. 1883 GRESLEY Gloss. Coal Mining,
*
Half-course, half on the level and half on the dip. 1861

jfrnl. K. Agric. Soc. XXII. i. 41 Unless the whole even-

ing's milk is skimmed and added to the whole new morning's
milk in which case the cheese made is

' "half-coward
'

the produce, whether single or double, is said to be whole-

milk cheese. 1805 FORSYTH Beauties Scotl. V. 421 Ditches,

hedges, and "half-dikes or sunk fences. 1795 Repert. Arts
in J. Holland Manuf. Meial(tX,y.)l. 124 Anconies, bars,

*half flats. 1880 MASSON in De Quincey's Wks. I. Gen.
Pref. 16 A half-flat set of apartments on the second floor

of. .a house of six such half-flats in all, accessible by a com-
mon stair. 1737 BRACKEN Farriery Imfr. (1756) I. 342 A
Hovel or 'half House for them to run into. 1895 R. KIP-

LING in Pall Mall G. 25 Oct. 3/1 When they were tired

Kotuko would make what the hunters call a ' half-house '.

1803 FORSYTH Brauties Scotl. II. 443 The rent was fre-

quently paid in kind, or in what was called
*
half-labour.. .

One-half of the crop went to the landlord. 1851 Ord. f,-

Regiil. R. Engineers iii. 13 The Paper must be folded in

the centre, lengthways, by which it will be divided, equally,
into what is technically termed "half-margin. Ibid., All- - -

be

BRITTEN \Vatck $ Clockm. 116 [A] "Half plate . .

[is]
a

watch in which the top pivot of the fourth wheel pinion is

carried in a cock so as to allow the use of a larger balance.

1888 JACOBI Printers Voc., Halfplatepaper, machine made

paper of fine and soft texture used for woodcuts. 1883
PERCY SMITH Gloss. Terms,

*
Half-press, the work done by

one man at a printing-press. 1684 R. H. School Recreat.

90 Ringing at "Half-pulls is now the modern general Prac-

tice : that is, when one Change is made at Fore-stroke,

another at Back-stroke, etc. 1872 ELLACOMBE Ch. Beits

*Halfe shoes beynge of suche fashion, that aboue they couer

but the toes. 1861 F. W. ROBINSON No Church ii. 1 . 71 Two
days at Penberriog to rest his ankle and get his boots "half-

soled. 1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build.*,?/) The floor be-

PEPYS Diary 18 Aug., The whole mystery of "off [half)

square, wherein the King is abused in the timber which he

buys. 1674 LKYBOURN Compl. Sum. 345 Most Artificers

when they meet with Squared Timber, whose breadth and

depth are unequal . . usually add the breadth and depth

together, and take the half for a Mean Square, and so

proceed .. If the difference be great, the Error is
very

obnoxious either to Buyer or Seller. 1618 in Willis & Clark

Cambridge (1886) I. 206 The "halfe stone to be eight foote

and a hatfe. 1886 Ibid. II. 737 The dormer-gablets of the

half-storey. 1766 C. LEADBETTER Royal Ganger H. xiv.

(ed. 6) 370 In these Mortars the Rags are beaten into what

is called "Half-stuff. 1836 Encycl. Metrop. VII. 764 A
mill in which the rags are ground to a coarse imperfect

pulp, called half stuff. 1875 Sussex Gloss., Half-swing

Plough, a plough in which the mould-board is a fixture.

1845 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. I. 322 Writing in *half text on

ruled paper. 1812 Examiner 25 May 328/1 1 he brilliant

ortion of "half tints.
ruled paper.
lights relieving from a large proportion of "half tints. 1851

Diet. Archil., Half-tint, . . in a monochrome, it embraces

all gradations between positive white and black. 1879

FURNIVALL New Shaks. Soc. Rep. 8 The notes on the back

of the "half-title of the Part. 1494 Act n Hen. VII, c. 21

All Attaints . . upon any Record, wherein the triall and

enquest was by "halfe tongue. 1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach s

Husb. I. (1586) ii Varro devideth his husbandry necessaries

into . . vowels . . "halfe vowels . . and mutes, a 1637 Ii.

6



HALFA.

IOXSON Eng. Gram, iv, L is a letter 'half-vowelish. 1883

STEVENSON Treas. 1st. IV. xix, The low, sandy spit .. is

joined at 'half-water to Skeleton Island. 1605 SHAKS. Matt,

II i 49 Now o're the one *halfe World Nature seemes dead.
'

1866 HOWELLS Vctict. Life xvii.26o The night's whole half-

world. 1881 Daily Til. 3

the
' half-world '.

ti. .

Daily Til. 3 Feb., The endless intrigues of
'

III. Parasv nthetic, as half-langttaged, -legged,

-lived, -scnseif, -sighted (hence half-sigktedness),

-sleeved, -souleJ, -syllabled, -tented, -winged, etc.

1596 R. L[IXCHE] Diella (1877) 48 Halfe-leg'd Buskins

curiously ytide with loopes of burnisht gold. 1615 G.

SANDYS Trai'. 3 The men weare halfe-sleeued gownes. 1651

tr. Bacon's Life tf Death 7 In the Daylight, they wink and

are but half-sighted. 1762 ELLIS in Phil. Trans. LII. 662

This genus of insects is placed..under the Hemipterae or

half winged. 1833 BROWNING Pauline 167 Like things half-

lived, catching and giving life. 1863 HAWTHORNE Our Old
Home 378 The national half-sightedness. 1865 TYLOR

Early Hist. Man. iv. 76 Half-languaged men.

II Haifa (hjE'lfa). Also alfa, alpha, halfeh,

hulfa. [Arab. iila. halfah, or liL>. tialfd.] The

North African name of species of Esparto grass

(Slipa tenacissima, S. artnarid) used in the manu-
facture of paper, etc.

1857 SIR W. HOOKER Kept. Veg. Prod. Algeria, Paris
F.xhib. 39 Haifa or Alfa.. the Moorish names for certain

grasses possessing very strong and tenacious fibres. 1876
W. J. SEATON Forests f, Alpha Algeria 30 Alpha or hulfa

..here covers enormous areas, .described by French writers

as mers d'Alpha. 1877 A. B. EDWARDS Up Nile wii. 216

Overgrown, .with coarse halfeh grass.

Half-a-crown, Half-a-dozen, Half-an-

hour, etc. : see HALF-CROWN, -DOZEN, -HOUR, and

HALF a. i c.

Half-and-half, phrase.
1. A mixture of two malt liquors, esp. of ale and

porter.
1756 Gentl. Mag. 299 They had at that house 5 or 6 pints

of half and half, a 1839 PRAED Poems (1864) II. 14 And,
o'er a pint of half-and-half, Compose poor Arthur's epitaph.
1880 DISRAELI Endym. xx, Our tipple is half-and-half.

2. Something that is half one thing and half

another, or half this and half that.

c 1814 COLERIDGE Notes ff Lect. (1874) 264 That finer shade
of feeling, the half-and-half. 1840 HOOD Kilrnansegg, Her
Precious Leg xiii. All sterling metal, not half-and-half.

1890 Revifiv of Reviews II. 357/1 It is not all humbug.
Agreed, agreed

' It is probably a case of half-and-half.

3. attrib. or adj. That is half one thing and half

another
;
half the thing in question, and half not :

often merely an emphatic expression for half.
Half-and-halfjury : a jury chosen half from one class,

half from another.

1796 BURNEY Mem. Metastatio I. 118 A half-and-half

pleasantry, peculiar to our author. 18x0 BENTHAM Packing
(1821) 221 A half and half jury. 1846 J. W. CROKER in
Croker P. 6 Jan., What is to become of your half-and-half
administration? 1870 THORNBURY Tour Eng. II. xxiv. 163
Cromwell, .hated all half-and-half measures. 1894 Westm.
Gaz. 23 July 4/3 Trimmers and half-and-half people.
4. as adv. In two equal parts ; in equal propor-

tions ; half . . . and half not.

1818 MOORE Mem. (1853) II. 136, I go half and half with
the Longmans. 1827 SCOTT Diary 22 July in Lockhart, Am
I sorry for this truce or not ? Half and half. 1837 WHEEL-
WRIGHT tr. Aristophanes 1. 59 The cup That half-and-half so

cunningly was mixed.

5. In a half-intoxicated state.

I7IS RAMSAY Christis Kirke Gr. n. viii, The manly miller,
half and half, Came out to shawguid will. 1848 DUNCOMBE
Sinks ofLand. (Fa.), Halfand half, half seas over, tipsy.
Hence Half-and-ha Ifed {-\aK\ , pa. pple .

;
Half-

and-ha-lfer
; Half-and-ha'lflsm.

1832 Examiner 503/2 Toryism is hateful, but he more
hated half and half-ism. 1861 Times 16 Oct., High bushy
hedge-rowsthorn half-and-halfed with ash and other
hedge-row trees. 1896 Daily News 21 Feb. 6/6 You are
not an out-and-out Liberal?, .a half and halfer?

t Half-angel. Obs. An English gold coin,
worth at different dates, from 31. gd. to

t,s. ; issued
from Henry VII to James I.

1503-4 Act 19 Hen. VII, c. 5 Thangell and half Angell. .

shall go and be curraunt in payment through all this his
Realme. 1542 BOORDE Inlrod. Know!, i. (1870) 121 The
oldc noble, the Aungels and the halfe aungels, is fyne golde.

Half-ape. A lemur.
1883 Casse'l's Nat. Hist. \. 5 The little marmosets . . and,

linked on to these, the Half Apes or Lemurs.

t Half-aSS. Obs. [tr. Gr. jfttovos.] A mule.
1587 GOLDING De Mornay xxvi. 414 A Halfeasse of Persia

shall come and make vs his thralles.

Half-baked (ha-f,bfikt), a.

1. lit. See HALF adv. and BAKED
; hence, under-

done, not thorough, not earnest
; raw, crude, ill-

digested; half-finished, incomplete, rude.

'ft
1
JAKDESSOM I2 Sernt. (1637) 330 Ourprofest Popelings,and halfe-baked Protestants, a 1628 PRESTON Sena. Bef.His

Majfstu (1630) 36 They are either done withoute heate, or
but half-baked 182* SCOTT St. Ronan's xxxi, He must
scheme, forsooth, this half-baked Scotch cake ! . . this lumpof oatmeal dough ! 1892 Nation (N. Y.) 4 Aug. 81/2 The
half-baked measures by which politicians try so hard to
cripple the Australian system.
2. Deficient in intellect

; silly, half-witted, dial
1855 KINGSLEY Weslw. Hoi iii. (D.), A sort of harmless

lunatic, and, as they say in Devon, half-baked. 1893 Spec-tator 24 June 847 Nor could a special variety of intellectual
ness be better described than by the epithet 'half-

34

Ha'lf-bapti'ze,
"' trans. To baptize privately

or without full rites, as a child in danger of death.

1836 DICKENS Si. Bo: ii. He got out of bed .. to half-

baptize a washerwoman's child in a slop-basin. 1838 O.

Twist ii, The child that was half-baptized, Oliver 'Iwist, is

nine years old to-day. 1875 SHSSI'.I- Gfass. s.v., If you please,
sir. will you be so good as to half-baptize the baby ?

So Half-baptized ppl.a., baptized privately or

without full rites ; hence, semi-barbarous, (dial.)

deficient in intelligence.
1795 SOL-THEY Joan ofArc II. Wks. (1853) 16 Irish Kerns,

Ruffians half-clothed, half-human, half-baptized. iB^Sussej:
Gloss. s.v., You must have been half-baptized to water those

flowers when the sun was full on them.

Ha'lf-beak. A fish of the genus Hemi-

rhamfhus, having the lower jaw long and ensiform,

and the upper short.

1880 GUNTHER Fislies 621 The ' Half-beaks' are common
between and near the tropics.

Ha-lf-binding. [Cf. HALF-BOUND.] A style

of binding of books in which the back and corners

are of leather, the sides being of cloth or paper.
1864 in WEBSTER. 1879 Casselfs Tec/in. Ednc. IV. 87.

1881 A. LANG Library 67 In half-bindings there is a good
deal of room for the exercise of the collector's taste.

Half-bird. (See quot.)
1893 NEWTON Diet. Birds 404 Half-bird, a common

fowler's name for the smaller kinds of Duck, especially the

Teal.

t Ha'lf-block, sl>. Obs. Naut. A block of

which one side is formed by a cheek-piece fastened

to an object that forms the other side
;
= CHEEK-

BLOCK.

1794 Rigging ff Seamanship 1. 155 Cheek-blocks, or half-

blocks, are made of elm plank.

Ha'lf-block, v. = BLOCK v. 8.

1884 B'/iam Daily Post 23 Feb. 3/4 Hatters. Wanted,
an Assistant, .able to half-block.

Ha-lf-blood.
1. The relation between persons having only one

parent in common.
1553 Lett. Patent Edw. VJ, 16 June in Chron. Q. Jane

etc. (1850) 93 For that the said Lady Mary and Lady Eliza-

beth be unto us but of the halfe bloud. 1643 FULLER Holy
ff Prof. St. n. xx. 129 What, is a brother by the half bloud
no kinne ? 1767 BLACKSTONE Comtn. II. xiv. 227 He is only
his brother of the half blood, and for that reason they shall

never inherit to each other. 1858 LD. ST. LEONARDS Handy-
bk. Prop. Law x. 64 The brother of the half-blood, on the

part of the father, will inherit next after the sisters of the
whole blood on the part of the father and their issue.

attrib. 1882 A. MACFARLANE Consangiiin. 17 Aunt, half-

blood . . Brother, half-blood.

2. A person or group of persons related in this way.
1848 WHARTON Law Lex., Half-blood, one not born of

the same father and mother. 1876 DIGBY Real Prop. x.

2 (i). 388 By the change effected by the Inheritance Act,
the half-blood, if descended from a common male ancestor,
is to take next after any relation in the same degree of the
whole blood.

3. One whose descent is only half derived from
the blood of a particular race ;

a half-breed.
1826 H. N. COLERIDGE West Indies 147 That rich oriental

olive which distinguishes the haughty offspring of the half
blood of French or Spaniards.
Hence Half-blooded a., born of different races ;

spec, of superior blood or race by one parent only.
1605 SHAKS. Lear v. iii. 80 Alb. The let alone lies not in

your good will. Bast. Nor in thine Lord. Alb. Halfe-
blooded fellow, yes. 1825 J. NEAL Bro. Jonathan III. 375
A half-blooded Indian, of the great Mohawk breed.

Half-boot. [HALF- ILL] A boot reaching half-

way to the knee, or considerably above the ankle.

1787 COWPER Let. 19 Dec., She had half-boots, and laughed
at her_own figure, x&oo Sporting Mag. XV. 49 Half-boots
and gilded spurs were a long time used in common visits.

1801 MAR. EDGEWORTH Belintia (1833) II. xix. 26 Persuaded
. .to lay aside her half boots, and to equip herself in men's
whole boots. 1804 JANE AUSTEN lVatsoHs(-i%"]9) 340 Nothing
sets off a neat ankle more than a half-boot. 1895 Oracle
Encycl. I. 587/2 The name Caligula. . from his wearing the

Caligac, or half-boots of the common soldiers.

Half-bound, ///. a. Of a book : Having a
leather back and corners, with cloth or paper sides :

cf. half-binding.
1775 SHERIDAN Rivals I. ii, They were half-bound volumes,

with marble covers ! 1863 Bookseller's Catal., Half bound
morocco. 187^ [/re's Diet. Arts I. 424 If the book is

'half-bound', instead of 'whole-bound', the leather is

limited to a strip at the back and a short distance from the
back to each side, and to the corners.

t Half-bowl. Obs. A game played with a

hemisphere of wood and fifteen small pins of
a conical form.

1477-8 Act 17 Edw. IV, c. 3 (1763) Diverses novelx
ymagmes Jeuez appelles cloish, kayles, half-bowle, handyn& handoute. 1541 Act 33 Hen. VIII, c. 9. it. 1801
STRUTT Sports ff Past, in.vii. 12. (i8 IO) 241 Half-bowl is

practised to this day in Hertfordshire, where it is commonly
called rolly-polly.

Half-bred, a. (sb.} [See BKEED v., BRED.]
1. Of mixed breed

; bom of parents of superior
and inferior strain ; mongrel. Msojig.
1701 ROWE Amb. Step-Moth. iv. iii. 2022 Half-bred and of

the Mungrel Strain of mischief. 1810 Sporting Mag.
43 One stallion, and 46 half-bred mares. 1864 Daily Tel.

19 July, Lost, a Half-bred Setter and Retriever Dog.
1 2. Imperfectly acquainted with the rules ofgood

breeding ; under- bred. Obs.
a 1733 ATTERBURY Proverbs xiv. 6 (Seager) An half bred

HALF-CIRCLE.

man is conceited in his address, and troublesome in his con-
versation.

B. sb. A half-bred horse, pigeon, etc.

1856 H. H. DI.XON Postf, Paiidock x. 171 The best express
carriers [pigeons] are half-breds, between an Antwerp and
a dragon. 1894 G. ARMITAGE Horse iv. 47 The half-bred is

going, .at the top of his pace.

Half-breed (ha-f,bnd). [See BREED sb., and
cf. HALF-CASTE.]
1 1. A mixed breed or race, sprung from parents

of two races. Obs.

1775 ROMANS Hist. Florida 82 Before the English traders
came among them, there were scarcely any half breed, but
now they abound among the younger sort.

2. One who is sprung from parents or ancestors

of different races; esp., in U.S., applied to the off-

spring of whites or negroes and American Indians.

1791 W. BARTRAM Carolina 440 His mother being a
Chactaw slave, and his father a half breed, betwixt a Creek
and white man. 1807 PIKE Sources Mississ. in. App. (1810)

33 A few civilized Indians and half breeds. 1860 FROUDK
hist. Eng. V. 415 The laws which interfered with the

marriages of English and Irish, and forbade the inheritance
of half-breeds, were relaxed or abolished.

3. In U.S. politics, a name applied in derision to

certain Republicans of New York who in 1881

wavered in their party allegiance.
1881 Daily News 7 Dec. 4/8 A Cabinet of

'

Half-breeds',
as the party of Civil Service reform are called. 1888 BRYCE
Amer. Comimu. II. n. xlvi. 203 The '

Stalwart
'

and ' Half-
breed

'

sections of the Republican party in the same State ..

were mere factions . . without distinctive principles.

4. attrib. (from I.)

1837 HT. MARTINEAU Soc. Amer. II. 12 Half-breed boys
were paddling about in their little canoes. 1859 THACKERAY
Virgin. Ii, A half-breed woman in the fort.

Half-brother. [In ME. from c 1300 ; cf. Ger.

halbbruder, ON. halfbrdSir,] A brother by one

parent only, a brother of the half-blood.

1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 121 Roberd went hir

with, Malde's half brober. c 1475 Now. in Wr.-Wiilcker

690/13 Hie gertnamts, a halfebrodyre. 1641 Termes de la

Ley 108 They are termed halfe brothers, or brothers of the

halfe bloud. 1715-20 POPE Iliad xiv. 265 And seeks the

cave of Death's half-brother, Sleep. 1875 JOWETT Plato
(ed. 2) I. 224 He is my half brother, the son of my mother,
but not of my father.

Half-butt. Billiards. A cue intermediate

in length between the ordinary cue and the long
bull, used to reach a ball beyond the distance for

which the ordinary cue is available. (Like the long
butt it is made with a piece of heavy wood at the

butt-end, to balance the weight of the longer end,
which is of light wood.)
1896 Badminton Libr., Billiards 97 Half-butts and long-

butts, on account of their length, have to be made of pine
for lightness' sake . . They are cumbrous things, and a dis-

agreeable necessity. Ibid. ri5 [To be] obliged to use the

rest, and, worse still, the half-butt and long-butt, is at any
time a drawback.

Half-cap.
f 1. A half-courteous salute, shown by a slight
movement only of the cap. Obs.

1607 SHAKS. Tinion n. ii. 221 With certaine halfe-caps,
and cold mouing nods, They froze me into Silence.

2. A kind of lady's head-dress : see quot.
1893 GEORG. HILL Hiit. Eng. Dress II. 243 What were

called half-caps were worn in the early forties ; they were
circular head-dresses set well back from the front, and
trimmed with bunches of ribbons and flowers at each side,

over the ears.

Half-caste. Also half-cast.

f 1. A mixed caste ; a race sprung from the union

of two castes or races. Obs.

1798 WELLESLEV in Owen Desp. 15 Several of them are

Caffres and people of half-cast.

2. One of a mixed race, a half-breed; esp., in

India, one born or descended from a European
father and native mother.

1789 MUNRO Narr. Milit. Oper. 51 (Y.) Mulattoes, or as

they are called in the East Indies, half-casts. 1840 ARNOLD
in Stanley Life ^ Corr. (1844) 11. ix. 200 To organize and

purify Christian Churches of whites and half-castes. 188^
Century Mag. XXVII. 919 Much as we admired the Maori

race, we were even more struck by the half-castes.

3. attrib. (from I.)

1793 DIROM Narr. Campaign India ii (Y.) Half-cast

people of Portuguese and French extraction. 1859 LANG
Wand. India 284 The daughter of a half-caste merchant.

1869 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. III. xiii. 263 No half-caste

offspring of Norman or even of . . Flemish mothers, but

Englishmen of purely English blood.

Hence Half-castism, a half-caste system.
1896 Westm. Gaz. 27 June 8/1 The problem of Half-

castism which slavery has been mainly instrumental in

bequeathing to South Africa.

Half-cheek.
f 1. A face in profile, a side-face. Obs.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 620 S. Georges halfe cheeke in

a brooch.

2. Naut.: see CHEEK 13.
c 1860 H. STUART Seaman's Catech. 73 Four half cheeks

dowelled and bolted to spindle and side trees.

Half-cheSS. A short chess or plank in a

military bridge : see CHESS -
4.

1853 SIR H. DOUGLAS Milit. Britten (ed. 3> 68 [They] will

bring up two half Chesses and lay them across the Balks.

Half-circle.
1. The half of a circle ; a semicircle.



HALF-CIRCULAR.

1552 HULOET, Halfe circle, scmicircitlus. 1559 W. CUN-

NINGHAM Cosmogr. Glassc 126 Describe in th' intersections

in like maner, halfe circles. 1661 J. CHII.DKKV /int.

Baconica 104 A double course of half circles 1878 NEWCOMB

Pop. Astron. HI. iii. 299 A little more than a half-circle.

2. attrib, iSee quots.)

1853 STOCQUELER Milit. Encycl., Half-circle guard, in

fencing, is one of the guards used with the broadsword to

parry an inside cut below the wrist. Ibid., Half~cirdc

parade i
is a parade of the small sword, used against the

thrust in low carte.

So Half-ci'rcular a., semicircular.

a 1847 MRS. SHERWOOD Life ii. 19 The half-circular win-

dow over the hall-door.

Half-cock, sb.

fl. Part of a watch : cf. COCK sl>. 1 16. Obs.

1701 Loud. Gaz. No. 3717/4 A Silver Pendulum Minute
Watch.. with a Bob Ballance, and Glass in the half Cock.

2. Of a fire-arm: The position of the cock or

hammer when raised only half-way and held by the

catch or half-bent, from which it cannot be moved

by pulling the trigger. Hence To go off (at}

half-cock^ to
*

go off
'

prematurely ;
to speak or

act without due forethought or preparation, and

consequently to fail in attaining one's object.

1745 [see COCK sl>. 1 13 b]. 1752 J. B. MACCOLL in Scots

,!/<(. Aug. (1753) 401/2 The . . gun was in use, when going
to be snapped, to stand at half cock. 1810 Sporting Mag.
XXXV. 152 It [a gun] went off at half-cock. 1847 Infantry
Man. (1854) 40 The cock is.. to be drawn back to the catch

of the half-cock. 1848 LOWELL Bigfav P. Ser. i. (1880) 38
Now don't go off Half-cock. 1896 Wcstm. Gaz. 6 Jan. 1/3
Poor Doctor Jim ! What disasters he brought down upon
his country and his company by going off at half-cock !

So Half-cock v. trans., to put (a gun) at half-cock.

1833 Regul. Instr. Cavalry i. 100 The carbine may be

halfcocked. 1847 MARRYAT Childr. N. Forest xii, If you
choose to half-cock your gun . . I will do the same.

Half-COUSin. The child of one's father's or

mother's cousin ; a second cousin. Sometimes ap-

plied to the child of one's own cousin, or to the

cousin of one's father or mother.

1871 CARLYLE in Mrs. Carlyle's Lett. II. 231 'Sophy', an

orphan half-cousin.

Half-crown. A coin (now silver) of Great

Britain, of the value of two shillings and sixpence;
sometimes used for the equivalent sum, which is

regularly expressed by Half-a-crown.
1542 BOORDE Introd. KnowL \. (1870) 121 The crownes

and the halfe crownes . .be not so fyneGolde. 1561 TURNER
Herbal n. 109 b, There is not past an halfe crowne lost.

1692 WAGSTAKFE Vind* Carol, xvii. ICQ Thirty single Pence
with us make a Half-Crown. 1841 E. HAWKINS Silver Coins

Eng. 142 In 1551 commenced the circulation of crowns, half-

crowns, shillings, sixpences, and threepences, 1884 R. L.

KENYON Gold Coins Eng. 92 Henry VIII . . Second Coin-

age. .Half Crowns Value 2,?. &/. . . Obv. like the reverse of

the crowns. Rev. like the obverse of the crowns.

1580 LUPTON Sivqila. 27 [They] will not sticke to spende
halfe a crowne. 1623 Vox Gracnli in Hone Every-day Bk.

(1825) I. 54 Half-a-crown's worth of two-penny pasties. 1717
BERKELEY Tour in Italy Wks. 1871 IV. 560 A.. mark as

large as half-a-crown. 1851 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. II. 155
Half-a-crown each you may lay out for them.

b. altrib.

1620 MIDDLETON Chaste Maid i. i, Has no attorney's clerk

..chang'd his half-crown-piece? 1714 MANDEVILLE Fab,

Bces(iT25) I. 347 A man, who keeps an half-crown or twelve-

penny ordinary. 1800 HELENA WELLS C. Neville 1. 165 [To]
sit down to half-crown whist with antiquated spinsters.

Half-curlew. A local name of the Whimbrcl
or Jack Curlew, and of the Bar-tailed Godwit, both

being smaller than the curlew.

1885 SWAINSON Prov. Names Birds 198, 199.

Half-dead, a. [See HALF adv]
1. In a state in which death seems as likely as

recovery ;
in a state of extreme exhaustion or pros-

tration from sickness or fatigue.
c 1000 Sax. Lcechd. II. 282 Wio beere healf deadan adle.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 81 For-whi hit sei3 alf quic and noht
alf ded. 1297 R. GLOUC. (1724* 163 Nys he more ban half

ded y lad in a here, c 1400 Destr. Troy 6652 Half ded of

be dynt, Jwr be duk lay ! 1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. <y

Commiv. (1603) 179 Their horses halfe dead through travel].

1864 TENNYSON Grandmother ix, And all things look'd half-

dead, tho' it was the middle of May.
2. Of a clock: see quots., and DEAD 24 b.

1884 F. J. BRITTEN Watch $ Clockm. 79 For clocks with
shorter than half seconds pendulums the pallets are gene-
rally made 'half dead', that is the rests, .are formed so as
to give a slight recoil to the wheel. Ibid. 116 [A] Half
Dead Escapement . . [is] a clock escapement in which there

is a little recoil.

t Half-deal, sb. and adv. Obs. [f.
HALF a. +

DEAL j.i Cf. HALFENDEAL.]
A. sb. 'Half part'; half.

1399 LANGL. Rich. Redeles iv. 2 Where was euere ony
cristen kynge..J>at helde swiche an household be

J>e
half-

dene As Richard, a 1400-50 Alexander 1368 Hugir by be
halfe dele & hi?ere ban pe tobire. 1548 HALL Chron. t

Edw.
IV, 200 Offered hym his eldest daughter, .in mariape, with
the whole halfedele of his wifes inheritaunce. 1641 PRYNNE

Antip. 18 Deprived of all Soveraigntie over one halfe-deale

of his Kingdome.
B. adv. Half.

1399 Pol. Poems (Rolls) I. 403 The hie houusinge her-

borowe ne myghte half-delle the housholde. 1513 DOUGLAS
dStuis vi. ix. 212 All kynd of vicis to comprehend half

deill.,1 mycht nocht rekkin.

Ha-lf-deck. [See DECK sb.}

1. lit. A deck covering half the length of a ship

35

or boat, fore or aft : in this sense slill used in some
small partly open craft, spec. a. In old ships of

war : A deck extending from the mainmast aftward,
situated between the then smaller quarter-deck and

the upper or main deck. After the two decks above
,he main deck were reduced to one, for which the

name '

quarter-deck
' was retained,

' half-deck
'

sur-

vived only in the expression
' under the half-deck ',

applied to the part of the main deck from the main

mast aftward, formerly covered by the ' half-deck '.

fb. lu colliers: A deck under the main deck,

extending forward to near the after-hatch and con-

taining berths, etc., for the crew (obs.).

1626 CAPT. SMITH AcM. Yng. Seamen 7 As the Captaine
doth [make good] the halfe decke ; and the quarter Maisters

.he midships. 1627 Seaman's Gmtn. ii. 6 The halfe

Decke is from the maine mast to the steareage. 1637
HEYWOOD Royal Ship 4$ She hath three flush Deckesanda
Forecastle, an halfe Decke, a quarter Decke, and a round-

louse, a 1642 SIR W. MONSON Naval Tracts ill. (1704)

57/1 The other lofty and high charged, with a Half Deck,
.'ore-Castle, and Copperidge-heads. 1687 Loud. Gaz. No.

2291/4 The said Bark is about 50 Tuns, square Stern,

without a Head, an half Deck from the main Mast.. and
a blue painted Stern. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789),

Half-Deck, a space under the quarter-deck of a ship of

war, contained between the foremost bulk-head of the

steerage, and the fore-part of the quarter-deck. In the

Colliers of Northumberland the steerage itself is called the

half-deck, and is usually the habitation of the ship's crew.

1829 MAKRYAT F. Mildmay ii, I followed my new friend

down the ladder, under the half-deck. 1839 Phattt.

Ship xviii, He confined him in irons under the half-deck.

2. A local name in U. S. of the Slipper-limpet,

Crepidula fornicata, or a related species, which

has an under half-shell. {Century Diet.')

Hence Ha'lf-decked a., of a boat, etc. : that is

about half covered in or decked ; Half-de'cker, a

boat which is half-decked.

1871 Daily News 3 Aug., The smaller boats, the wherries

and the half-deckers, resembled a collection of small white

tents. 188* ELTON Orig. Eng. Hist. (1890) 383 Like the

half-decked craft which were used by the later Vikings.

Half-dime. A coin of the United States,

value 5 cents, originally of silver, but since 1866

of copper and nickel ; popularly called a nickel.

1796 T. TWINING Trav. Ainer. (1894) 170 The silver

coins, of dollars, half and quarter ditto, dimes or tenths, and
half-dimes.

Ha lf-do'llar. A silver coin of the United

States and other countries, equal to 50 cents.

1786 Jrnls. of Congress (U.S.) 8 Aug., Resolved .. that

the silver coins shall be as follows : One coin containing

187 82-100 grains of fine silver, to be called a Half-Dollar.

i?9a U. S. Stat. at L. 248, 2 Apr. 9 There shall be.,

struck and coined at the said mint.. Ilalf-dollars each to

be of half the value of the dollar or unit. 1871 Worcester's

Diet. App. (Money), Since the act of Congress of June
1853, the half-dollar contains 192 grains of standard silver.

Half-dozen, half-a-dozen. The half of

a dozen ; six (or about six). Const. : see DOZEN.
a. 1829 T. L. PEACOCK Misfort. of Elfkin vi, Some

half-dozen., forgers. 1855 THACKERAY Newcomes 1.7 Point-

ing out a half dozen of people in the room. 1865 Derby
Mercury 15 Feb., I . . might have laid hold ofsome half-dozen

at least. Mod. Would you like another half-dozen?

b. c 1401 Jack Ufland in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 69 The
cloith of 00 man Myjte hele half a doseyne. 1410-1555
[see DOZEN sb. i]. 1648 GAGE IVest In<t. 12 He offered

unto me halfe a dozen of Spanish pistols. Ibid. 80 Halfe

a dozen Hollanders leapt into the boat after him. 1711
ADDISON Sped. No. i. F 5 Half a dozen of my select Friends.

1843 BORROW Bible in Spain 145 We came suddenly upon
half-a-dozen fellows, armed with muskets.

Hence Half-dozenth a. colloq., sixth.

1840 [see DOZENTH]. 1893 Eng. Illnstr. Mag. IX. 665
The first or second or half-dozenth attempt.

Half-eagle. A gold coin of the United States,

of the value of 5 dollars : see EAGLE 5.

a 1824 R. PATTERSON cited in WORCESTER 1846. 1868

O. W. HOLMES Guard. Angel\\\.

Half-ebb. The state or time of the tide,

when its reflux is half completed.
1391 CHAUCER Astral, ii. 46 And bere also maist bou

wite . . wheber it be . . half flode, or quarter flode . . half or

quarter ebbe. a 1490 BOTONER Itin. (Nasmith 1778) 153 Et
a half flode usque half ebb tune debet navis transire. 1697
DAMPIER Voy. I. 116 It was about half ebb, when one of our
men took notice of a Rock. 1862 ANSTED Channel Isl. i. i.

(ed. 2) 9 The stream flows from half flood to half ebb, and
ebbs from half ebb to half flood.

t Halfen, v. Obs. rare. [f.
HALF + -ENO.]

trans. To make into a half; to sever as a half

from the whole.

1677 H. SCOUGAL Wks. (1765) 319 Then the halfned sou! is

left to the dolftful resentments of so sad a loss.

f Halfen, a. Obs. rare 1
. [A pseudo-archaic

formation, perh taken from next.] Half.

1590 SPENSER F. ^>. in. x. 5 He Malbeccoes halfen eye did

wyle ;
His halfen eye he wiled wondrous well.

Ha-lfendeal, ha'lven-, sb., a., and adv. Obs.

exc. dial. In I healfan dsel, 3-6 balfen-, halven-

del(e, 4 helven-, helvyndel, 4-5 halvendell, 5

halfon-, -uri-, halvundel(e, -dell(e, 5-6 halfen-

dell, 5-7 halfyndele, 6-7 halfendeale. 0. 4

-dole, 5 -doole. 7. 4-6 -dale. [OE./0c healfan

dxl, accus. case of se healfa dxl, the half part (see

HALF-DEAL, DEAL $b.\ DOLE j-*.i), occurring after

HALF-FOU'.

verbs of giving and the like, and mechanically
retained after the sense of the inflexion was lost.]

A. sb.
' Half part

'

; a half, a moiety.
c loco ApolloHt'ns of Tyre (1834) 12 He. .sealde apollonige

bone healfan dail. c 1205 LAY. 7093 He hehte . . pat he dailde

his Eehte a twam, And nom Ha ha:luen d.ile [< i275halfendele].

1297 R. GLOUC. (1724) 5
Ac Schropschire nab haluendel to

bilke bischopriche i wis. c 1330 R. BRUNNI-: Chran. \Vace

(Rolls) 10919 He parted his host in haluendel. c 1380 Sir
l-'crnmb. 3253 pat haluendol ban di^te he wib-inne forb to

stonde. c 1400 Rom. Rose 2364 That in oo place thou sette,

alle hoole, Thyn herte, withoute halfen doole. c 1425 Craft
Nombryn^e 14 pou schalt doubul bat merke be quych
stondes for haluendel on, for too haluedels makes on.

1488-9 Act 4 Hen. I'll, c. 19 The same halvendele of
thistles and profiles. 1536 in Strype Eccl. Mem. I. xxxv.

274 That the king's highness may have the moyety and
halfendale of the dividends. (11656 USSHER Ann. vi.

(1658) 212 When they had ridd away the halfendeale and
dearest part, every man of himself, out of danger. 1888

ELWORTHY W. Somerset Word-bk. s.v., I let'n had a full

halfen deal, same's off we was to share and share alike.

fB. a,/j. Half. Obs.
ft 1300 I'ragm. Pop. Sc. (Wright) 22 Evene helven-del
hail appel heo wolde 3yve hire li}t. c 1330 King of Tars

783 Yif haluendel the child were thyn. a 1440 Sir Degrey.
812 He passed never out on the playn Halvendel a myle.
c 1440 Gesta Rom. xc. 414 (Add. MS.) The porter, .to whome
I graunted halfyndele my mede.

f C. atlv. Half, by half. Obs.

1387 THEVISA Higdett I. v. (Rolls) 45 The brede . . [is] wel

nyh natuendel lasse ban be lengbe. c 1400 Gamelyn 272,
iave nought yet halvendel sold up my ware, i;

INSER F. Q. ill. ix. 53 Lampes. .halfendeale ybrent.

:59

Halfer : see HALVER. [Halfer is a frequent

mispr. for HALSEB and HALTER.]
Half-face, sb.

1. Half of a face
;
the face as seen in profile ;

a

profile on a coin, etc. Also attrib.

1542 BOORDE Introd. Kturwt. iv. (1870) 137 They haue

sawe a boy there, whose halfe-face was devoured by one
of them [wolves]. 1656 J. HARRINGTON Oceana (1771) 28

(Jod.) Unless we would draw him with a half face. 1678
BUTLER Hud. in. i. 784 Those ravishing and charming
Graces, Are all made of two half Faces. 1859 TENNYSON
Elaine 1255 Then turn'd the tongueless man From the

half-face to the full eye.

b. A thin face: cf. HALF-FACED i, quot. 1595.
2. Mil. The action or position of facing half-way

to the right or left, i.e. at an angle of 45 degrees.

1833 Regul. Instr. Cavalry i. 14 Right, or Left,, Half
Face, each man will make an exact half face, as directed,

by drawing back or advancing the right foot one inch, by
which the whole will stand individually in echellon. 1847

Infantry Man. (1854) 22 Make a half-face to the right.

So Half-face v. Mil., intr., to make a half-face.

Hence Half-facing vbl. sb.

1833 Regul. Instr. Cavalry i. 20 The men move on the

oblique lines upon which they are. .placed, .as described in

the half-facings. 1853 STOCQUELER Milit. Encycl. t To
half-face is to take half the usual distance between the [front

and] right or left face, in order to give an oblique direction

to the line.

Ha-lf-facecl, a. [f. prec. sb.]

1. Presenting a half-face or profile. Of a coin :

Having a profile stamped upon it ; hence, of per-

sons, having a thin, pinched face. So half-faced

groat, applied contemptuously to a thin-faced man.

1595 SHAKS. John i. i. 92-4 Because he hath a half-face, like

my father? With halfe that face would he haue all my land,

A halfe-fac'd groat, flue hundred pound a yeere? 1597
2 Hen. fVt in. ii. 283 This same halfe-fac'd fellow, Shadow,

giue me this man : hee presents no marke to the Enemie.

as you see. .Philip and Mary upon a twelve pence.

2. With only half of the face visible.

'593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, iv. i. 98 Our halfe-fac'd Sunne,

striumg to shine. 1607 Puritan in. vi. in Steevens Suppl.
Shales. (1780) II. 591 (N.) Why cam'st thpu in half-fac'd,

muffled so! 1814 SCOTT Ld. ofIsles v. xiii, The half-faced

moon shone dim and pale.

3. Imperfect, incomplete, half-and-half.

1592 NASHE Apol. P. Penitent (N.), With other odd ends

of your half-faced English. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, i. iii.

208 Out vpon this halfe-fac'd Fellowship. 1732 NEAL Hist.

Ptirit. I. 201 Papists in disguise . . Time-servers, and half-

faced Protestants. 1824 GODWIN Hist. Commw. I. 105

Temporising and half-faced measures.

4. Half-faced camp ( U.S.), among frontiers-men :

A camp or shelter left open on the south side.

1850 Americans at Home I. 95 (Bartlett) Commend me to

a hunting-party in a half-faced camp. 1886 Century Mag.
XXXIII. 379 Sleeping in half-faced camps, where the heavy
air of the rank woods was in their lungs all night.

Half-fish. A half-grown salmon : see quot.

1677 JOHNSON in Ray's Corr. (1848) 127 A salmon cock,

which some call a half-fish, usually about twenty or twenty-
two inches, and a whole fish, above that length.

Half-flood. The state or time of the flowing

tide halfway between low and high water.

c 1391, a 1490 [see HALF-EBB]. 1779 MANN in Phil. Trans.

LX IX. 622 To shut their gates next the sea a little after

half flood. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk. s.v. Flood, When
the water begins to rise, it is called a young flood_,

next it is

quarter-flood, half-flood, and top of flood, or high water.

1895 Pall Mall Mag. Mar. 378 The river was at half flood.

Half-fou' (haf-, hafotr). Sc. [lit. half-full.\

A half-bushel.
5-a



HALF-GALLEY.
a 1800 Sir P. Sjens xl in Scott Afinstr. Sc. ., I brought

a half-foil of gude red goud Out o'er the sea wi
1

me. 1818

SCOTT Br. JjOJitUi. \ ii, There was some half-fous o' aits.

Half-galley. A galley of about half the full

size.

1687 Lomi, Gaz. No. 2300/5 Three Gallies, one Half-

Gaily, and several low Uoats. 1794 NELSON 30 July, in

Ni -las Disp. (1845) I. 463 One whole Galley, two Half

Galleys, as reported to me. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-hk.
*.v. Galley, There are also half-galleys &n& ynartr-g<ill(:yst

but found, .to be of little utility except in fine weather.

t Half-god. Obs. [Cf. OHG. halbgot (Ger.

halbgotl .]
= Di:.MiGon.

c 1374 CHAUCKK Troylns IV. 1517 (1545) Satiry and fawny
. . That halue goddes ben of wildernesse. c 1385 L. G. W.
Prol. 387 For they ben half goddys in this world here. 1589
PUTTKNHAM Eit. Pocsic I. xvi. (Arb.) 51 Bacchus, Ceres,
Perseus. Hercules, Theseus and many other, who. -came to

be accompted gods and halfe gods or goddesses. 1631
WEEVER Anc. Fun. Mon. 39 Those magesticke Heroes, or

halfe-gods. 1895 A. NulT Voy. ofBran I. 261 The godlike
kin of the heroes, whom the older world called half-gods.

t Half-groat. Ol>s. An English silver coin,
of the value of two pence, issued from the time of
Edward III till the Commonwealth.
1451 Sc. Acts Jos. If, c. 2 At the., half grote [half coursse]

for liij d. 1503-4 Act ig Hen. Vll, c. 5 i All maner of
half grotes or pence of ij

4
. of English coine. 1548 HALL

Citron., Etiiv. IV, 192 The coyne . . he newly devised., and
the silver he called grotes and halfe grotes. 1841 E. HAW.
KINS Silver Coins Eng. 98 The coins of Edward III were
groats, half groats, pennies, halfpennies and farthings.

Ha:lf-gnrnea. An English gold coin worth

(in igth c.) lot. dd., coined from the reign of

Charles II to 1813 : see GUINEA.
1696 Act 7 4- 8 Will. Ill, c. 15 4 It shall not bee lawful!

for any Person . . to import Guineas or Halfe-Guineas into
this kingdome. 1717-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Coins, In
England, the current species of gold are, the guinea, half-

guinea, jacobus, laureat, angel, and rose-noble ; the four
last of which are now seldom met with.

t Half-hake. Obs. Forms : see HAKE sb.* :

also half hakk, halfake, -aque, half-hag. =
DEMI-HAKE ; a smaller size of hackbut.
1:1538 R. COWLEV in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. II. 100

vj half hakes, a redd pese, a passvolant, ij hackbusshes, and
a shipp pese. 1549 Cointl. Scot. vi. 41 Mak reddy jour
cannons . . hagbutis of croche, half haggis, culuerenis. 1551
Sc. Acts Mary (\wi) 9 To schutte with the halfe hag,

1579 FENTON Guicciard. ix. (1599) jug nue
footemen with halfaoues, and fiftie harquebusiers.

Ha-lf-headed, a. Half-intelligent ; deficient
in intellect, stupid.
1611-31 LAUD Sev.Serm. (1847) 83 Either he is but half-

headed to his own principles, or he can be but half-hearted
to the ' house of David '. 1660 R. COKE Panucr fy Subj. 73A Company of half-headed lawyers. 1887 Pall Mall G. 6
Dec. 9/1 Half-hearted and half-headed advocacy.

Ha'lf-hearted, a. Not having one's ' whole
heart

'
in a matter ; having the heart or affections

divided ; wanting in courage, earnestness, or zeal.
1611 FLORIO, Semicorde, a coward, halfe-hearted. 1611

(>ee prec.) 1771 FLETCHER Logica Genev. 108 Some half-
hearted Calvimsts, who are ashamed of their principles. 1874tSuumSte. LifeGreccev. 154 After ahalfhearted search,
they go home. 1888 BURGON Lives 12 Gd. Men I. iii. 320 [He]
found himself surrounded by the perplexed and half-hearted,

t b. '

Wanting in true affection, illiberal, un-

generous, unkind.' Obs.

1864 in WEBSTER, who cites BEN JONSON.
Hence Half-hea'rtedly adv. ; -hea-rtedness.
1670 CLARENDON Contempt. Ps. Tracts (1727) 686 If the

heart be divided, .there is no blessing for this half-hearted-
ness. 1870 Pall Mall G. 27 Sept. n Is it that Venice.,
sympathizes but faintly and half-heartedly with the master
feeling of Italian aspirations? 1881 Chamb. "Jrnl. No. 918.
495/2 The natural halfheartedness born of years of dis-
appointment. 1888 BURCON Lives 12 Gd. Men I. iii. 317
lospeak half-heartedly of the Anglican cause.

Half-bitch. [See HITCH sb.}
1. Naul. A hitch formed by passing the end of a

rope round its standing part, and then through the
i

bight : the simplest form of hitch.
1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789), Deini-cleff, a half.mt
,
c

!'
,

n
.
a r Pev l8*? F. A. GRIFFITHS Artil. Man. (1862)

156 Taking two half hitches round it,

2. A term used by pillow lace makers to denote '

the loop given to tighten the thread after it has
been wound upon the bobbins. (Caulfeild&Saward
Diet. Needlework, 1882.)

Half-holiday. Also 7 half-holyday.
t L A day which is considered only half a holy

day ; a saint's day or holy day other than Sunday.
7/Jvt S-

U
MET> "T? h

r
olida.^ frofatui. 1631 R. BVFIELD

rr i. 1.1 ,'
'4 lne fourth Commandement ..concerneththe Sabbath and not halfe holidaies.

V, -ru?" J^ half
,

fa holX day Oed% recreation).b. The half (usually the latter half) of a working
day, given up to recreation, c. A day of which the
latter half is taken as a holiday. Also attrib.
.11631-DONNE: 80 Ser,,,. vii. 75 What a poore halfe-holy- I

in Ho
"Ie

ihusalellls nlne hundred yeares toeternity? 1816

-a., D
e
vir

t
'fp

J
' ay ' n95 Half-holiday school-boys. ,

1845 K..
W. HAMILTON Pof. Educ. v. (ed. 2) 109 Who does i

not rejoice m the weekly half-holiday, wherever? ["allowed ? !

1885 Manch. Exam. 20 Mar. 8/4 The Saturday halfholidaywas another ameliorative measure. Mod. Wednesday and
Saturday are half-holidays.

36

t Ha'lf-horse. Ots. A centaur. Hence t Half-

horsy a., of the nature of a centaur.

1588 SPENSER Gnat 41 Th' halfe-horsy people. Centaures
bight. 1591 SYI.VF.STEK Dit fiartas l. iv. 270 The brave
Halfe-horse Phylerian Scout. 1621 G. SANDYS c>r'/</V Met.
II. (1626) 38 It pkas'd the Halfe-horse to be so imploy'd.

Half-hottr. The half of an hour ;
a period

of thirty minutes. Also b. Half an hour (not
used with a defining word).
c 1420 Siege of Koucit in Collect. Lend. Cit. (Camden

1877) 15 With[in] the mount of ij halfe hourys. 1598 B.

JONSON Ei 1

. Mnn in Hum. I. v, Faith, some halfe houre to

seven. 1777 SHF.RIDAN Tri/> Sairb. in. ii, She has gone out
this half-hour. 1847-8 C. KNIGHT {title) Half-hours with
the Best Authors. 1893 E. REEVES Homeward Bound 96,
1 have spent one delightful half-hour with him.

b. a 1300 Cursor M. 24742 It war not half an hore o dai.

1382 \VYCLIF Rev. viii. i Silence is maad in heuen, as half

an hour [CovERD. & x6ix aboute the space of halfe an houre].

1604 Commons Jnils. I. 203/2 He . . delivered [the Writ] half

an Hour before Eight, at the Fleet. 1663 Woou Life
tX). H. S.) I. 479 Till halfan houre past six. 1670 NARBOROUGH
Jrnl. in Ace. Sei'. Late I'oy. i. (1711) 30 In half an hours
time. 1745 P. THOMAS Jrnl. Alison's Voy. 56 Half an
Hour after Eleven we sounded. 1882 H. C. MKRIVALE
f-artcit t\fB. H. i. xvii. i A country-town about half-an-hour
from London.

Hence Half-hou rly a., occurring at intervals of

half an hour ; lasting half an hour. Half-hoirrly
adv.

,
at intervals of half an hour, every half-hour.

1807 T. WILLIAMSON Orient. Sports II. 197 Pills . . given
half-hourly. 1827 DE QUINCEY Murder Wks. 1862 IV. 71
His ordinary half-hourly beat.

Half-impe'rial, .

1. A gold coin of Russia valued originally at 5
and afterwards at 1\ silver roubles.

ipenals '. 1897 Daily
16 Jan. 3/2 The ukase .. orders that imperials and half-

imperials shall be minted with the inscriptions
'

15 roubles'
and '

7i roubles
'

respectively.
2. A size of mill-board (Simmonds Diet. Trade

1858).

Half-imperial, a. See HALF- 4.

t Ha'lfing, adv. Ots. Also i healfunga, 4
halving, halfine.

[f. HALF a. + -ING.] Half.
897 K. ALFRED Gregorys Fait. xxxi. 207 Hit is nyttre

..oxt hit mon healfunga sprece. ciooo ^ELFRIC Horn. I.

126 Na beaifunga, ac fulfremedlice. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints,
Ninian 869 As he halfine-slepand lay in his bed. 1390
COWER Con/. HI. 206 The Icon shall.. torne away halting
ashamed. Ibid. 356 Halving of scorne she said thus.

t Half-island, half-isle. Ots. or arch. A
peninsula ;

= DEMI-ISLAND.
1600 HOLLAND Lay xxv. xi. 554 Standing as it were in an

halfe Island. 1618 BOLTON Florus in. vi. ( 16361 192 Creekes,
promontories, straightes, halfe-iles. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus
xxxi, Of islands jewel and of half-islands. Fair Sirmio.

Ha'lflang, sl>. and a. Sc. Also 9 haaflang.
[f. HALF + lang, LONG ; but prob. in part altered

by popular etymology from HALFLING.]
A. sfi. = HALPLING sl>. I.

1660 in Ure Hist. Rutherglen (1793) 65 (Jam.) A man
servand, of younger yeires, commonlie a halflang.

b. (See quot.)
1875 Encycl. Brit. 1 . 393/2 A cross betwixt the Cheviot ram

and blackfaced ewe . . known by the name of Halflangs.
B. ailj. 1. = HALFLING a.

1805 J. NICOL Poems II. (Jam.), The haaf-lang chiels
assemblin there.

2. Of half length.
1581 Satir. Poems Reform, xliv. 188 Braggand Forguson,

Vith halflang suord.

Half-length.
1. A portrait of half the full length ; one repre-

senting the upper half of the person..
1699 C. HOPKINS Crt.

Prosf. Pref., This Piece was only
intended for an Half-Length. 1758 J. KENNEDY Curios.
Wilton-Ho. 12 Half Length of Philip, Earl of Pembroke.

- '
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1761-71 H. WALPOLE Vertue's Anecd. Paint. (1786) I.

229 The figures are less than life, and about half lengths.
2. atlrib. or adj. Of half the full or entire length.
"739 JKHVAS in Poke's Wks. (1751) VII. 291 (Jod.)

Behind some half-length picture.

Half-light. A light of half the full intensity ;

a dim, imperfect light. Also Jig. At, by half
lights : indistinctly, vaguely, dimly.
1615 BACON Ess. Simulation (Arb.) 506 What things [are]

to be showed at Halfe lights. 1647 TRAPP Comm. John i. 5The former [i. e. light of nature] is but a dim half-light.
a 1711 KEN Hyxwothea Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 199 What by
half-Lights to Saints inspir'd was shewn, To you is with all
circumstances known. 1875 WHITNEY Life Lang. xii. 229
Lines

wjuch
in a half-light appear definite and fixed.

Halfling(ha-flin),j*.anda. Sc. and. north. Also
8 haflin, o hawflin, halflin. [f. HALF -t- -LING.]
A. sb. I. One not fully grown ; a stripling.

1794 Statist. Ace. Scotl., Forfarsh. XII. 304 (Jam)
Wages of a man servant ^10. .Of a haflin, 5. 1804 R.
ANDERSON Cumberld. Ball. 87 She'd little to de, To tek sec
a hawflin as he. Mod. Sc. Advt., Baker, Wanted, a stout
Halmn, about 3 years at the trade.

2. The half of a silverling or old silver penny.
1810 SCOTT Ivanhoe v,

' Not a shekel, not a silver penny,
not a halfling

'

. . said the Jew.
B. adj. Not fully grown ; about the age of 15.

1815 SCOTT Guy Kf. xi, My mother sent me, that was a
hafflin callant. 1883 STEVENSON in Loitgm. Mag. II. 381
Religions so old that our language looks a halfling boy

HALF-MINUTE.
alongside. 1895 CROCKETT in CornJi. Mag. Dec. 579 She
. . ran . . more like a halfling lassie than a douce mother of
eleven bairns.

Halfling, halflings, adv. Now only Sc.

Forms : a. 3 halflunge, ; -lyng, halvelinge, 8

haflen, 9 -in. 0. 3 (Orni.) hallflinngess, 6 half-

lingis, 8 haf(f)lins. [a. f. OE. type *healf-
lunga ; 0. with adverbial genitive ending -es, -s.

Cf. ALLING, -IXGS.] To the extent of a half, half ;

in part, partially.
a. a 1115 Ancr. R. 354 He nis bute halflunge upo Godes

rode. 1413 JAS. I Kiagis Q. xlix, Thus halflyng louse for
haste, c 1430 Pilgr. Ly/ Manliode n. Ixxxv. (18691 ^>

Haluelinge J foryat Grace dieu.

ft. c iioo ORMIN 16575 Off swillke batt hemm turrndenn
swa Hallflinngess to >e Laferrd. 1500-10 DUXBAR Thistle

j

A> Rose 187 Than vp I lenyt, halflingis in affrey, 1592
Lyndesay's Wks. Prol. 3 (Jam.), I slude gazing halflingis
in ane trance. 1785 BUKNS Cotter's Sat. Night vii, While
Jenny hafflins is afraid to speak. 1795 MACNEILL Will A-

Jean i. xxi, Haflins seen and haflins hid.

b. quasi-aaj/.
1801 R. GALL Tint Quey 175 Wi' Habby Grame the

haflins fool. 1814 SCOTT Rcdgamitlct let. xi, My father
was then a hafflins callant.

Ha'lf-looper. A caterpillar of the riusiidse :

see quot.
1869 Eng. Mcc/i. 24 Dec. 345/2 There is a family called the

Hajf-Loopers coming intermediate, with six claspers, of
which the . .caterpillar of the Gamma moth is an instance.

Ha'lf-lop. A fancy name for a rabbit having
only one ear pendent.
1868 DARWIN Variat. Anim. $ PI. I. 107 When one

parent or both are half-lops, that is, have only one ear de-
pendent.

t Halfly, adv. Obs. [-LY-'.]
= HALF adv.

c '375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Ninian 1418 Til hyme, bat halfly-
slepandlay. isosj. HALLE Hist. ExfostA Percy) 39 Thine
arte is halllye wunne. 1611 DRAVTON Poly-olo. xxiv. (1748)
358 So holy that him there they halfly deify'd. 1674 N.
FAIRFAX Bulk

cj- Selv. 167 This is what it is halfly.

Ha'lf-nian. a. A eunuch, b. One who is

only half-human, or deficient in humanity.
c 1000 /ELFRIC Gram. viii. (Z.) 27 Hie. .semiuir healfmann.

1610 HEALEV-S*. Aug.CitieofGodiiK. xii. (1620) 720 Calling
him halfe-man, for nis inhuman barbarism. 1717 SOMER-
VILLE Poems 357 (Jod.) Sha Sefi, among eunuchs bred ..

Beardless, halfmen.

t Half-mark. Obs. The half of a mark ; an
old English money of account, worth 6s. SJ.
a 1056 Charter in Thorpe Cod. Dipl. IV. 136 Mid healf

marce goldes. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. vi. 134 Hure hefd was
worth half mark. 1695 W. LOWNDES Amendm. Silv. Coin
64 A Noble which the Law used to call the Hauf Merk.
1891 HUBERT HALL Antig. $ Cur. Exchequer 40 The de-
nominations mark and half-mark, so often met with in old
accounts, had no existence either in gold or silver currency.

b. attrib. Costing half a mark : applied to non-
canonical or ' border

'

marriages. Sc.

1663 LAMONT Diary 207 (Jam.) Went away . . to the borders
to be married at the half marke church (as it is commonlie
named). 1714-7 RAMSAY For Sake Somebody iii, Since ye
are content to tye The haff mark bridal band wi' me.
Half-marrow. [See MABROW-.]
1 1. A husband or wife ; a spouse. Obs.
1637 RUTHERFORD Lett. (1862) I. 446 A treacherous half,

marrow to her husband. 1693 Sc. Presbyt. Kloq. (1738) 104
That Lshe] hath given her sweet Half-Marrow such a Meeting.
2. Mining. A partner. (See quots.)
1847-78 HALLIWELL, Half-marrow, one of two boys who

manage a tram. North. 1856 WHELLAN Hist. Durh. in
Times n Oct. (1894) 4/6 When two boys of equal size
worked together [in 'putting' a load of coal] they were
called half-marrows. 1883 GRESLEY Coal-Mining Gloss.,
Half-marrow, a butty or partner.

Half-mast. The half of a mast, half the

height of a mast ; in the expressions at half-mast,
half-mast (high}, at a point at or near the middle
of a mast: said esp. of the position of a flag lowered
to half the height of the staff as a mark of respect
for the dead.

1617 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Gram. ix. 38 Hoise your
Sailes half mast high. 1711 W. ROGERS Voyage App. 41
Have . . your Foretop-sail half-mast, and all your Anchors
ready. 1715 Lotui. Gaz. No. 5333/1 The Flag was hoisted
half-Mast high. 1806 A. DUNCAN Nelson's Fun. 17 The
St. George's jack . . was lowered half-mast high. 1891
Daily News 8 Oct. 3/1 At Dover the flags on the public
buildings and in the harbour are half-mast
Hence Half-mast v. trans., to hang half-mast

high.
1891 lllustr. Land. Nm>s 7 Feb. 174/1, I looked for the

flag that Helga and I had half-masted. 1891 A. E. LEE
Hist. Columbus (Ohio) II. 149 Flags were halfmasted, and
the. .prominent buildings were draped with mourning.

Half-measure. [See HALF a. 4.] A measure,
plan, effort, etc. wanting in the thoroughness or

energy required by the circumstances, or necessary
for success; procedure characterized by compro-
mise.

1798 BP. WATSON Let. People Gt. Brit. (Jod.) Half-measures
cannot save us. iSiaEdin. Rev. XXXIV. 101 The Academy
has taken more than half-measures for improving. -it [art],
1861 [see HALF a. A. i86fi KINGSLEY Herciv. II. i. 4 Who
would have advised some sort of compromise, pacifying
half-measure. z88l FREEMAN Sk. Venice 380 We feel how
vain is the dream of those who think that this or that half-
measure has solved it.

Half-minute. The half of a minute ; a space
of thirty seconds ; also half a minute, b. attrib.



HALF-MOON.

and Comb., as half-minute gun ;
half-minute

glass (JVaut.}, a sand-glass which determines the

time for the running out of the log-line.

1684 T. BURNET Tit. Earth n. 41 Tocalculate. .an eclipse,

to minutes and half-minutes. 1708 N. KROWDE Life Adz>,

I'oy. (1773) 140 Half minute Guns were fired the whole

Time, and every other Honour shewn to his Memory. 1717
FKKZIKR Voy. S. Sea 7 To answer the Half-minute Glass.

1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk. s. v. Glass, Half-minute and

<|uarter-minute glasses, used to ascertain the rate of the

ship's velocity measured by the log.

Half-moon, sb.

1. The moon, when only half its disk appears
illuminated

;
more loosely, a crescent.

1530 PALSGR. 230/1 Halfe moone, croissant de la lunc.

1583 STANYHURST ^Eneis i. (Arb.) 33 With targat, an haulf-

moone Lykning. 1631 WIDDOWES Nat. rkilos, (ed. 2) 13
The Moone. .when she is horned, or halfe mopne. 1660

HICKERINGILL Jfintatca (1661 1 TI A sharp Iron in form of

an half-moon, fastened to a staffe.

2. Applied to various things of the shape of a

half-moon or crescent ;
a figure or outline of this

shape ;
a formation of ships, men, etc., drawn up

crescent-wise ; the 'Crescent' or Turkish power.
iSSiSTYWARD./I/a?'/. Discif1. i. 24 The which. . is the battaile

called the halfe moone. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, in. i. 100
And cuts me from the best of all my Land, A huge halfe

Moone, a monstrous Cantle out. 1608 MIDDLETON Mad
IVorld, jny blasters in. iii, To wear half-moons made of

another's hair. 1659 B. HARRIS Parivafs Iron Age 242
She [Venice] was not able alone, to sustain the weight of
the Half-Moon. 1671 MILTON P. R. HI. 304 See how in

warlike muster they appear, In rhombs and wedges, and
half-moons, and wings. 1726 AMHERST Terry Ftl, xlviii.

256 A half-moon is the Turkish arms. 1893 H. A. MAC-
PHERSON Partridges iv. 173 When he directed the half-moon
it was a most beautifully executed manoeuvre.

3. Fortif. m DEMILUNE 2.

1642 ROGERS Naaman 101 Out-workes, halfe-moones and
retrenchments to hold the enemy. 1712 E. COOKE Voy. S.

Sea 149 A Half-Moon, on which six Guns may be planted.

1807 PIKE Sources Mississ. (1810) 19 Some were half moons
and quite a breastwork.

f 4. A cuckold ;
in allusion to his

' horns *. rare.

1659 SHIRLEY Honoria fy Mammon in. i, Bow in homage
to your sovereign antlers, Most high and mighty half-moon,

prince of beccos.

5. Mining. Scaffolding filling up one half the

sectional area of a circular pit-shaft^ on which

repairs are done.

1883 GRESLEY Gloss. Coal-Mining.
0. attrib. and Comb. Shaped like a half-moon,

as half-moon battery^ bit, roof, shoe ; half-moon-

shaped, -like adjs. ; half-moon knife, a double-

handed knife used by the dresser of skins for

parchment (Knight Diet. Meek. 1875).
1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1658) 324 Shooe him with

half-moon shooes called
* Lunette '. 1772 FossTERin Phil.

Trans. LXII. 396 Marks, .half-moon shaped. 1794 NELSON
22 Feb. in Nicolas Disp. (1845) 1 . 359 The two guns mounted
en barbette, are now making a half-moon battery. 1875
WHYTE MELVILLE Riding Recoil, iii. (1870) 58 What I

believe is called the half-moon bit, of which the bridoon,

haying no joint, is shaped so as to take the curve of the
animal's mouth.

Hence Half-moon v. trans., to surround like a

half-moon ; intr. to move in a half-moon forma-

tion. Half-mooned a t , shaped like a half-moon ;

scmilunate.
1611 CORYAT Crudities, Praise of Travel, In his halfe-

mooned chair. 1707 FUNNELL Voy. (1729) 151 Fins . .

stretching to his tail, which is half-moon'd. 1791 Miss
SEWARD Let. 30 July, A pretty little lawn, half-mooned by
the house and shrubberies. 1893 H. A. MACPHERSON Part-

ridges iv. 175 Half-mooning should always be done across
the drills if possible.

Half-movrrner. A name of the Marbled
White Butterfly, Hipparchia Galathea.

1832 J. RENNIE Consp. Butterflies ff Mqths^ Index, Half-
mourner. 1876 MORRIS Hist. Brit. Butterflies

1^.
Half-moirrning.
1. The second stage or period of mourning, after

the expiry of full mourning, b. Attire in which
the black of full mourning is relieved or replaced by
white, or by such colours as grey, lavender, or purple.
1820 MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary # Lett. (1854) VII. 273 They

had already made up dresses for half mourning, of black
and white. 1848 THACKERAY Dinner at Timminss iii, She
treated herself likewise to a neat, sweet pretty half-mourn-

ing- 1856 Illustr. Land. News 29 Mar. 327/2 Half-mourn-
ing bareges and muslins.

2. The Marbled White Butterfly ;
=

prec.

Half-naked, a. As nearly naked as clothed.

1483 Cath. Angl. 171/1 Halfe naked. 1552 HULOET,
Halfe naked, seminudus. 1600 FAIRFAX Tasso xx. xvi,
This host with whom you must encounter now Are men
half-naked. 1713 STEELE Guardian No. 52 r n The half-
starved and half-naked beggars in your streets. 1828-40
TYTLER Hist. Scot. (1864) I. 99 Half-naked, .mountaineers.

Half-nephew. The son of one's half-brother
or half-sister.

1824 [see HALF-tAECF,1
. 1834 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. I. 14

A Frenchman who is her own half-nephew, the son of a
sister who was daughter to the same father by a former wife,

t Ha'lfner. Obs. rare-1
, [f. HALF: ^.part-

ner.] One who shares to the extent of a half.

1594CARE\v7tfM0(i88i)85Ofmyharmesahalfnerouerright.
Halfness (haines). [f. HALF. + -NES8.] The

condition or quality of being half or incomplete, or
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of being half one thing and half another ;
a hesita-

tion between two opinions or courses ;
half-hearted

action ; irresoluteness.

1530 PALSGR. 228/2 Halfenesse, deitiictc. 1831 Fraser's
A/di*. HI. 131 Such Halfness, such halting between two

opinions. 1837 CARLVLE Fr. Rev. III. v. vi. (1871) 201 All

Girondism, Halfness, Compromise is swept away. a. 1859
tr. Goethe's Couvers. with Eckerman in Smiles Self-Help i,

There is no halfness about them. They are complete men.

Half-net, Lalve-net. Sc* [Etymology doubt-
ful : perh. more than one word.] A fishing-net set

or held so as to intercept the fish as the tide ebbs.

See also quot. 1812.

1538 Abcrd. Reg. V. 16 (Jam.) An halfnett half haw-
nett of the Pott water. 1630 in Dt'scr. Thames (1758) 76
All such as have pitched, set or erected any Riff-Hedge, or

Half-Net, upon Stakes or otherwise. 1810 CROMEK Rent.

Nithsdale $ Galloway Song 305 {JarnJ He was standing
with a halve-net, awaiting the approach of the tide. 1812

SINGER Agric, Dumfries 603 Halve Nets are a kind of

bag-net which catch salmon, gilse, and sea-trout .. The

persons, .entitled to use these and other small nets, are the

proprietors within the royalty of Annan.

Half-niece. The daughter of one's half-

brother or half-sister.

1824 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. i. (1863) 223 To pay a . .

visit to a half-nephew and niece, or rather a half-niece and
her husband.

Half-noble. A gold coin issued by Edw. Ill

in 1344 and by succeeding kings to Edward IV.

1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccxxv. 231 The halfe noble of

the value of thre shyllinges four pens. x866 CRUMP Bank-

ing x. 222.

Ha-lf-iiote.
1. Mus. f a. A half-tone ; a semitone. Obs.

1597 MoRLEY//ra Mns. 3 The b cliefe. .is made thusb,
or thus

(],
the one signifying the halfe note and flatt singing :

the other signifying the whole note or sharpe singing. 1684
R. H. School Recreat. 120 These are named Semitones, or
the Half Notes, which must be well observed. 1763 J.
BROWN Poetry fy Mus. v. 64 The modern Chromatic Kind
is an incidental Ascent or Descent by Half-Notes, with a
variable Intervention of whole Notes.

b. A minim.
1847 in CRAIG.

2. The half of a bank-note, cut in two for safety
in transmission by post.
1882-93 in BITHELL Counting-house Diet.

Halfon-, halfundel, var. of HALFENDEAL.

Half-pace. [In i app. a corruption of earlier

haultpace, haltpaee, HALPACE, q. v. In 2, app. f.

HALF + PACE, but prob. an extension of sense i.]

1. A step, raised floor, orplatform, onwhich some-

thing (e.g. a throne, dais, etc.) is to be placed or

erected, b. The platform at the top of steps, on
which an altar stands. = FOOT-PACE 2 b.

1569 in Etoniana (1865) 220, ij half-paces in the hawle
for the Bybelers to stand upon. 1593-4 Bursars Roll,
Peterhouset Camb., Efficient! le halfe pace bibliothecEe.

1622 BACON Hen. VII, Mor. & Hist. Wks. (Bohn) 381 The
cardinal, standing upon the uppermost step, or half-pace,
before the choir, a 1734 NORTH Lives II. 433 Raised with
a half-pace, almost a foot higher than the rest of the room.

1894 Westm. Gaz. 10 July 1/2 On the half-pace below the
reredos.

2. A broad step or small landing between two
half flights in a staircase

;
= FOOT-PACE 2 d.

1611 COTGR., A ire, the halfe-pace, or landing place of a

half-pace staire. 1677 PLOT Oxfordsh. 267 You ascend
from one half pace to another, by ascents of 7 steps. 1712
J. JAMES tr. Le Blond's Gardening 125 A Half Pace, or
Rest of two Paces broad. 1842-76 GWILT Archit. Gloss.,
Foot pace or half pace, that part of a staircase whereon,
after the flight of a few steps, a broad place is arrived at,

on which two or three paces may be taken before coming to

another step.

Hence Half-paced r,'., having a half-pace.
1603 P. STRINGER Recept. Q. Eltz, at Oxf. in Plummer

Eliz. Oxf. (O. H. S.) 255 Aneasie half paced stayre, which
was of good bredth. 1681 W. ROBERTSON Phraseol. Gen,

(1693) 1170 The broad step of a halfpaced staire.

t Ha-lf-part. Obs. = HALF sb.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. ix. xxv. (1495) 362 The
halfe part of mannys lyfe. a 1533 LD. BURNERS Huon
Ixxxiv. 264, I wyll gyue hym the halfe parte of my londes.

1595 SHAKS. John n. i. 437 He is the halfe part of a blessed

man, Left to be finished by such as shee. 1715 LEONI Pal-
laditfs Archit. (1742) I. 12 If the Column . . be divided into
6 half parts., give 5 halfs of them to the diameter next to
the Capitel. 1755 MAGENS Insurances II. 100 Within the
first Half- Part of the Voyage.

Half-pay.
1. Half the usual or fullwages or salary; a reduced

allowance to an officer in the army or navy when
not in actual service, or after retirement at a pre-
scribed time.

_ i664
t
PEPYS Diary 30 Nov., The Dutch having called

in their fleete and paid their men half-pay. 1749 Refttt*
Pamph. Navy Bill 10 Every Officer, whilst he receives the

Half-pay, is bound to enter upon Service. 1753 Scots Mag,
May 261/2 Cashier and Paymaster of the Half-pay. 1823
BYRON Juan vni. ciii, No hero trusteth wholly to half pay.
1844 Regul.tf Ord. Ariny 65 Officers upon the Half-Pay
who are desirous of being employed upon Full Pay, are to

report their wish to the Military Secretary.
2. An officer in receipt of half-pay.
1826 Ann. Reg. 170/2 Now, like the other half-pays in

London, he must live on plates of beef and goes of gin for

the next seven years. 1865 Pall Mall C. 21 Aug. 10/2 The
half-pays, .have come over in great force.

HALFPENNYWORTH.
3. attril'., as half-pay offictr, etc.

1715 DK. MARLBOROUGH 30 June in Loud. Gaz. No. 5343/1
Filled up with a half Pay Officer. 1727 SOMKRVILLE Poem:,

68 (Jod.) Half-pay captains and half-witted beaux. 1889
A. T. PASK Eyes Thames 163 Englishmen with small means,
of what might be termed the half-pay class.

Halfpenny 'Ju
T
'-peni, dial, ha-fpgni, ha'peni,

lia'peni, ha'pni). Also a. 4-7 halfe-, 4-8 half-,

-peny, -ie, -ye ; 0. 4 (alpeny), 4-5 halpeny(e,
6 hapeney, happenny, (dial, hawpny). PI.

Halfpennies (Iv
1

-penis), halfpence (h^'pens).
Also 4 halpenns, 5-6 halpens. [f.

HALF a. +
PENNY. The pi. halfpennies means the individual

coins only ; halfpence is usually collective, or ex-

presses the sum however made up.]
1. A coin (formerly of copper, now of bronze) of

half the value of a penny; a sum equivalent to

two farthings. Halfpenny farthing= three far-

things (|^.) ;
Three halfpence, the ordinary expres-

sion for \\d.
The halfpenny was first issued by Hdward I, of silver.

Under Charles 1 1 copper halfpennies were first struck ; since

1860 they have been of bronze. From Charles I to George III

no copper pennies were struck, whence lialfpence is still

colloquially used for copper or bronze coins collectively.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Lkrtut. (1810) 238 Edward did srnyte

rounde peny, halfpeny, ferthyng. 1382 WVCLIF I.itke xii. 6
Wher fine sparrowis ben not seeld for tweyne halpens? 1389
Eng. Gilds 98 pe clerke, a peny; be deen, a alpeny. 1480
CAXTON Chron. Eng. cxcviii. 177 Not worth an halfepenye.

1512 Act 4 Hen. VIII, c. 19. 14 Those penyes to be taken
and have course oonlye for halpens. 1579 Nottingham Rec.

IV. 193 A quart of ale or here for a penne and a pynte for a

hapeney. 1597 BACON F.ss. Ep. Ded., They_ will bee like the

late new halfe-pence, which though the Siluer were good,
yet the peeces were small. 1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia. 181

To the Philosopher, three halfpence. 1691 HARTCLIFFK
Virtues 229 Their As, which is but half-penny-Farthing in

our Money, with them weigh'd a Pound. 1699 BBNTLEY
Phai. 440 The Species call'd Nine-pences and Four pence
half-penies are gone. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones xm. viii,

There are thousands who would not have contributed a single

halfpenny. 1849 LYTTON Caxtons 38 He was only un-

successful in turning my halfpennies into halfcrowns. 1850
W. IRVING Goldsmith 79 Adrift upon the town, with but

a few half-pence in his pocket.

fb. Halfpenny ofgold : name given to the half-

ryal, a piece worth (in reign of Edward IV) 5^. Obs.

1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 15, I beqwethe to the Prior

a good purs and a halpenye of gold ther in.

c. Halfpenny under the hat, a low game of

chance.

1851 THACKERAY Eng. Hum. v. (1863) 240 Tom lies on a
tomb-stone outside playing at halfpenny-under-the-hat with
street blackguards.
2. Phrases. fTb have one's heart, or hand, on

one's halfpenny, to have a particular object in view

(oos.). So \to have one's hand on another half-

penny. More kicks than halfpence : see KICK sb.

111577 GASCOIGNE Hearbes, etc. Wks. (1587) 255 But his

mystresse having hyr hand on another halfpeny gan thus

say unto him. 1589 GREENE Menaphon (Arb.) 49 Twere
necessarie he tolde us how his heart came thus on his halfe-

pence. 1590 Never too late Wks. (Rtldg.) Introd. 10

Francesco that was tied by the eies, and had his hart on his

halfpeny, could not deny her. 16. . Notes on Du Bartas,
To Rdr. ii. (N.), But the blinde man, having his hand on
another halfe-penny, said, What is that you say, sir ?

f 3. A small fragment, bit, or piece. Obs.

1599 SHAKS. Much Ado n. iii. 147 O she tore the letter

into a thousand halfpence.

4. attrib. and Comb. That costs, or involves the

outlay of, a halfpenny, as halfpenny ballad, dole,

loaf, sheet ;
of the shape or size of a halfpenny, as

halfpenny mark. See also next.

1362 LANGL. P. PI, A. vn. 293 Ne non halfpeny Ale In

none wyse drynke. 1419 E. E. Wills (1882) 40 Smale

Halpeney Loves, a 1553 UDALL Royster D. in. iii. (Arb.)

45, I will crie halfepenie de-ale for your worshyp. 1709 Brit.

Apollo II. No. 70. 3/i. I sent it by the Halfpenny-Post.

1710 Ibid. No. ico. 2/2 The Half-Penny Carriage. 1865
DICKENS M-ut. Fr. I. v, A choice collection of halfpenny
ballads.

b. Expressing depreciation: To be had for a

halfpenny ; worth no more than a halfpenny ; of

contemptible value ; trumpery. Also three-half-

penny, twopenny-halfpenny.
'579 TOMSON Calvin's Serm. Tim. 481/1 These halfpenie

knaues (as they cal them) these syr lohns that are hired for

three halfe pence, or two pence, or two pence halfe pennte.

1673 R. HEAD Canting Acad. 93 A Low-Pad is a base

Sheep-stealing half-penny Rogue. 1721 STRYPE Eccl. Mem.
II. xv. 370 Patrons .. gave some three half-penny priest a

curate's wages. 1726 Adv. Caft. R. Boyle 2 Obliged to go
on all her halfpenny Errands. 1759 STERNE Tr. Shandy
I. i, Whether right or wrong, 'tis not a halfpenny matter.

Halfpennyworth, (h^i'peniwojb), sb., con-

tracted ha'p'orth, ha'porth vh?-pai)>). Also :

o. I healfpeniswur)), 5 halpenyworth, 6 halpyn-
worth. 0. 5 halpworthe, 6 halporth, 7 half-p-

worth, halfperth, 8 halp'worth, halfporth, 8-9
ha'p'worth, (dial, hawporth). [See WORTH.]
As much as a halfpenny will purchase ; hence, a

very small quantity.
a. a 1035 LawsofCnut xii. (Thorpe) I. 366 Leoht ^esceot

. . healf-penig-wuro wexes *et zelcerc hide. 14.. Voc. m Wr.-
Wiilcker 598/26 Obolatus, an halfpeny worth. 1479 in Eng.
Gilds (1870) 425 To serue the pouere people of penyworthes
and halfpenyworthcs. 1519 Presentm. of Juries in Surges



HALFPENNYWORTH.
Misc. (1888' 32 A halpynworthe off hale for a halpney. 1596
SHAKS. i Hen. IV, u. iv. 591. 1711 ADDISOX Sped. Xo. 47
p 7 To buy a Half-peny worth of Incle at a Shoemaker's.

ft. c 1490 Promf. Pan: 224/1 Halpeny worthe. . (K. halp.

worthe\ obolitas, oblata. 1533 MORE Debcll. Salem Wks.

132/2, I would u-ishe none heretike one halporth harme, that

had clerely left his heresy. 1692 SOUTHERNS Wives Excuse
1. i, Three halfperth of farthings. 1719 T. GORDON Cordial
Low Spirits I. 142 Wearing out three Pens, and exhausting
a Halfp'worth of Ink in her Service. 1728 SWIFT Past,

Dial. Wks. 1755 III. II. 203 A longer hap'orth never did

I see. 1738 Pol. Cotri'ersat. 169 Bring us a Halfporth of

Cheese. 1838 DICKENS Nich. Nick, v, A penny loaf and
a ha'porth of milk. 1873 BROWSING Red Cott. Nl.-cap III.

734 Haste and secure that ha'p'worth, on your life !

b. To lose the ship (orig. and prop, sheep, ewe,

hog)for a halfpennyworth oftar : to lose an object,

spoil an enterprize or court failure, by trying to

save in a small matter of detail.

Originally referring to the use of tar to protect sore places
or wounds on sheep from the destructive attacks of flies.

(Sheep is dialectally pronounced skip over a great part of

England.)
1670 RAY Proverbs 103 Ne're lose a hog for a half-penny-

worth of tarre [ed. 1678 15^4
adds Some have it, lose not

a sheep, Sc. Indeed tarr is more used about sheep then
swine.]. 1672 J. PHILLIPS Maronides vi. 22 And judge
you now what fooles those are, Wilt lose a Hog for a
ha'porth of tar. [1705 J. SPRUEL in J. Smith Mem. Wool
(1747) II. 66 So as the Proverb is verified, many a Time, we
lose the Hog for the Halfpenny.) 1838 Craven Dial.,
Hawporth,

' Dunnut loaz t' yow for a hawporth o' tar '.

1869 HAZLITT Eng. Proverbs 431 'To spoil the ship for a half-

pennyworth of tar.' Note. But in Cornwall I heard a version
. .more consistent with probability,

' Don't spoil the sheep
fora ha'porth of tar'. lfyiRevieioof_Reviewsl\. 576/1 To
sink the ship by the refusal of the traditional ha'porth of tar.

t Ha-lfpennyworth, v. Obs.
[f. prec. sb.]

1 . intr. To '
stick at

'

halfpence ; to haggle about
minute expenses.
1614 RALEIGH Hist. World'v. vi. 4. 855 Their halfpenny

worthing in matter of Expence when they had adventured
their whole Estate in the purchase of a great Empire.
2. trans. To deal out by halfpennyworths.
1676 MARVELL Mr. Smirke 14 He having .. open'd the

whole Pedlers-pack of his malice, which he half-p-worths
out.. to his

petty Chapmen.
Half-pike. Now Hist. A small pike, having a

shaft of about half the length of the full-sized one.
There were two kinds ; one, also called a spontoon,
formerly carried by infantry officers; the other,
used in ships for repelling boarders, a boardingpike.
1599 MASSINGER, etc. Old Lam in. ii, Here's a half-pike.

1631 CHETTLE Hoffman u. C iij, He trie one course with thee
at the halfepike, and then goe ; come draw thy pike. 1698
FROGER Voy. 12 Their ordinary Arms are the Hanger, the

Sagay [assagai], which is a very light Half-Pike. 1715
Land. Gaz. No. 5358/2 The Duke of Guise with an Half-
Pike in his Hand, being at the Head of the Regiment. 1769
FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789), Demi-pique, a half-pike,
sometimes used to oppose boarders in a sea-fight. 1855
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xiv. III. 422 Camp followers, armed
with scythes, halfpikes, and skeans.

b. Comb., as half-pike-man.
1690 J. MACKENZIE Siege London-Deny 60/2 That the

said Half-Pike-men. .be disarmed.

Half-pounder (hafpau-ndai). [f.
HALF a. +

POUND sb. + -EK 1
.]

1. A gun that fires a shot weighing half a pound.
(In quot. attrib.) Cf.four-pounder, etc.
1800 Phil. Trans. XC. 235 We charged a half-pounder

swivel with an ounce and an half, .of the mercurial powder.
2. A thing (e. g. a fish) of half a pound weight.
1886 R. C. LESLIE Sea-painter's Log x. 202 The great

half-pounders are feeding in the broad spreading fords.

Half-price.
1. Half the usual or full price ; esp. that at which

children or poor people are admitted to an enter-
tainment or the like, or that at which people are
admitted to a theatre when the performance is half

through. Also, the time at which people are so
admitted, '

half-time.'

1710 DE FOE Capt. Singleton xviii. (1840) 314 It was much
better for us to sell all our cargoes here, though we made
but half price of them. 1784 COWPER Task u. 624 A man o'
the town dines late, but soon enough.. To insure a side-box
station at half price. 1813 Examiner 15 Feb. 108/1 That
class, .whom the half-price admits to disturb the order of
the . . Theatres. 1848 THACKERAY Bk. Snobs xlviii, We
drank mulled port till half-price. Mod. Children under 12,
half-price.

2. attrib. or quasi-<z<#.
1836 DICKENS Sk. Boz ii. (,890) 41 Theatrical converse,

arising out of their last half-price visit to the Victoria
gallery 1886 Cornh. Mag. July 59 Can this have been the
origin of the old English Half-price plan ?

3. quasi-ocfo. At half-price.
1844 DICKENS Mart. Chuz. xxxii, He takes me half-pricetothe play. 1852 _ Bleak Ho. xi, To go half-price to the

t Half-rater. 06s. A small racing yacht,so classed from 1891 to 1896; now called an
1 8-foot boat. (Also attrib.-)

ord! ?"i
fy ff"VS ' Sept

-' 3/4 Conditions.. imposed in
order to keep out the ordinary racing half-rater. 1895

a novel;
** 4/* half-rat va ' <* ^ design il

Half-round, u. and sb.

A. adj. Semicircular, in shape or section ; semi-
cylindrical ; as half-round bit, drill, file.
Half-round spade (Whaling), a spade with a blade re.
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sembling a carpenter's gouge, used in cutting the blanket

piece free from the carcase.

1662 J. DAVIES tr. iVandclslo's Trav. 57 Baths.. which
were made all halfround. 1671 MILTON Samson 1606
A spacious Theatre Half-round on two main Pillars. 1703
MOXON Mech. E-cerc. 36 With the edge of an half-ruund
File. Ibid. 193 Half-round holes or Semi-circles. 1884
F. J. BRITTEN Watch $ Clockm. 95 For long holes of large
diameter nothing beats a half-round drill.

B. sb. A semicircle ; a hemispherical figure.
1718 PRIOR Kmnvletlge 638 This fair half-round, this ample

azure sky. a 1721 Her Right Name n In her forehead's
fair half-round. 1811 SelfInstructor 27 In the midst of the
half-round [of the quill).

b. Arch. ' A semicircular moulding which may
be a bead or torus

'

(Gwilt Archit. 1842-76).
So f Half-rounding a., forming a semicircle.

1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 862 The western point, where those

half-rounding guards Just met, and closing stood in squadron
joind.

t Half-seal. Obs. The impression of the re-

verse side or ' foot
'

of the Great Seal, with which
certain documents used to be sealed. (Cf. half-
bull, under HALF- II n.) Abolished in 1833.
1509-10 Act i Hen. VIII, c. 16. 4 Lettres patentes..

under the great seale or halfe seale of Englond. 1530 in
W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 91 A wrytyng. .under
the halff seale. 1566 Act 8 Eliz. c. 5 Nomynated and
appointed by her Maiestie, her heyres or successours, by
Commyssion under the Half Seale as it hath ben heretofore
used in such Cases. 1641 Termes de la Ley 179 Halfe scale
is a seale used in Chauncery for the sealing of Commissions
unto Delegates upon an appeale in a cause civill or marine.

1832 Act 2 3- 3 Will. IV, c. 92 4 Nothing herein, .shall. .

affect . . the Right of His Majesty to grant any such Com-
mission under the Great Seal or under the Half Seal as
aforesaid, to hear, .any Appeal . .which may before the said
First Day of February [1833] be pending.

Half-seas-over. [Seas was prob. a genitive
case ; half sea's = \ia\f of the sea.]
1. Halfway across the sea.

1551 in Picton L'pool Munic. Rec. (1883) I. 107 The
commodities.. w'k ben taken and retorned againe, when
they be halfe the seas over, a 1618 RALEIGH Invent.
Shipping 17 That ride it out at Anchor, half Seas over
betweene England and Ireland. 1688 Land. Gaz. No.
2396/4 About half Seas over, we discovered the Dutch Fleet.

1831 G. FOWLER jfml. State N. York 8 It was his intention
to have kept below until he thought we were about half
seas over, when we surely could not have refused to carry
him through.

b. transf. and fig. Halfway towards a goal or

destination, half through with a matter ; halfway
between one state and another.

1697 VANBKUGH Relapse HI. ii, That's thinking half-seas
over, a 1700 DRYDEN (J.), I am half-seas over to death.

1755 Mem. Capt. P. Drake I. xiii. 113, I returned them
both my sincere Thanks, and thought myself half Seas over.

1823 BYRON Juan x. Ixi, And hover Upon their airy confine,
half-seas-over.

2. Half-drunk, (htimorous.)
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Half Seas over, almost

Drunk. 1714 Spect. No. 616. F 4 Our friend the alderman
was half seas over before the bonefire was out. 1880 SPUR-
GEON J. Ploughm. Pict. 42 There's nothing too bad for a
man to say or do when he is half-seas over.

t Half-Shirt. Obs. A kind of shirt front for

men, and chemisette for women, worn in zyth c.

1661 PEPYS Diary 13 Oct., This day left off half-shirts, and
put on a wastecoate. 1664 Ibid. 28 June, This day put on
a half-shirt first this summer, it being very hot. 1671 LADY
MARY RERTIE in i-ztk Rep. Hist. MSS. Cotnm. App. v. 23
The Dutchesse of Cleveland was very fine in a riche petti-
coat and halfe shirt, and a short man's coat. 1678 Loud.
Gaz. No. 1343/4 One Half Shirt, with laced Cravat and
Ruffles, a 1704 T. BROWN Table-Talk in Collect. Poems
(1705) 128, I hate that Puppy. .that goes open breasted;
'tis but a Half-Shirt. 1864 Chambers' Bk. Days II. 233/1
Half-shirts were stomachers, richly decorated with em-
broidery and lace, over which the bodice was laced from
side to side.

Half-sister. [Not recorded in OE., though
hfalf-sweostorwas prob.in use : cf.M ttG.halpswester
(G. halbschwester), Sw. halfsyster, Da. kalvsoster.']
1. A sister by one parent only.
cizos LAY. 8412 He wes his hzlue suster sune. 13..

Gaw. <y Gr. Knt. 2464 Arthurez half suster pe duches do}ter
of Tyntagelle. 1:1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxv. 120 Half
sisters of ber fader syde wedd bai. 1530 PALSGR. 228/2
Halfe suster, sevr uterine. 1868 FREEMAN Norm. Contj.
II. App. 587 The elder Countess Adelaide has been com-
monly taken to be only a half-sister of William.

fig. 1832 TENNYSON
' Love thou thy land"1

06 Raw Haste,
half-sister to Delay. 1872 O. W. HOLMES Poet Breakf.-t.
v. (1885) 118 The genius for religion.. is half-sister to the
genius for music.

t 2. A lay sister in a convent. Obs.
1482 Marg. Pastons Will in Paston Lett. No. 861 III.

284 Iche hole and half susters at Normans in Norwich.

Half-snipe. The jack snipe or lesser snipe,

Scolopax gallinula. (Cf. double snipe.)
1766 PENNANT Zool. (1768) II. 360 The French call them

deux pour an, we the half snipe. 1862 C. A. JOHNS Brit.
Birds 448.

Hatf-so-vereign.
L An English gold coin, worth ten shillings.
The sum is also expressed by half a sovereign.
Originally (with the sovereign) coined in 1489 (but see

quot. 1884); in the I7th c. these coins were superseded by
the guinea and half-guinea, for which the sovereign and
half-sovereign were again substituted in 1817 : see SOVEREIGN.
i53-4 Act 19 Hen. VII, c. 5 i All maner of Gold of the

Coynes of a Sovereyn Halfe Sovereyn [etc.]. 1551 Proclam.

HALF-TIMBER.
Edw. VI, in Wriotheslsy's Chron. (1877) II. 59 The half
soueraigne of crowne gould of tenne shitunges, 1817
Proclam. in Loud. Gaz. n Oct. 2093/1 To order that certain
pieces of gold money should be coined, which should be
called

' half sovereigns or ten shilling pieces '. 1884 KENYON
coin

y VII,
that

ly called i

.

Gold Coins Eng. 77 This [the ryal] is doubtless the
mentioned as a half-sovereign in the Statute 19 Henry
c. 5. .As the reverse is unlike the ryals and the same as
of the sovereigns, it would very likely be popularly cal

half-sovereign.
2. The name given by paviors to a 6-in. Purbeck

stone pitcher ; also to a granite pitching, because
it is worth half a sovereign a yard (Diet. Archil.

1851).

Half-staff. 1. = HALF-MAST.
1708 Land. Gas. No. 4489/2 The Ships Flags, which were

only half-staff high. 1876 BANCROFT Hist. lf.S. III. xi.\-

519 Pennants hoisted at half-staff.

t 2. Half the length of a staff. To fight at the

half-staff, to fight at close quarters with staves. Obs.
1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1621) 517 The Persian horse-

men also . . bearing staves of good ash . . fight with them as
occasion semth at the halfe staffe.

Half-Starved, a. Having insufficient food ;

poorly fed.

1667 MILTON P. L. x. 595 Unnam'd, undreaded, and
thyself half starv'd. 1713 [see HALF-NAKED], 1879 GEO.
ELIOT Tlico. Suck xv. 266 A half-starved Merry-Andrew.
t Half-strain. Obs. The quality of being

half of a good strain or stock and half of an inferior

one
; half-breed. Also attrib.

1673 TtmDsyAmboyna \.
i,

I am but of half-strain courage.
1678 Limberham m. i, I humbly conceive, you are of
the half-strain at least.

Hence f Half-strained a. Obs.
1682 DRYDEN & LEE Dk. Guise iv. iv, Half-strained shop-

keepers, got between gentlemen and city wives. 1690 DRY-
DEN Don Sebast, m. i, I'm but a half-strained villain yet.

tHa-lf-sword. 06s.

1. A small-sized sword. Cf. HALF- II c.

1552 HULOET, Halfe sworde, semispaihiutn. 1611 FLORIO,
Mezza anna, a halfe-sword, any halfe weapon.
2. Half a sword's length. To be at half-sword,

to be at close quarters with swords.
1589 Pasquirs Ret. D b, To meete with his wisedome at

the halfe sword. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, u. iv. 182. a 1616
BEAUM. & FL. Bonatica v. ii, I was four several times at
half-sword with him.

Half-thick, a. and sb.

A. adj. Of half the normal thickness: see quots.
1883 Almondhiry $ Hnddersfield Gloss., Hauf-thick,

when applied to bacon means half-fed, or half fat, but if to
a man, half-witted. 1884 CASSELL, Half-thick file, a large
coarse file with one rounded and three flat sides. It is used
as a rubber-file for coarse work.

t B. sb. A kind of cloth. Obs.

1603 Land. Gaz. No. 2914/4 Broad-Cloths, Serges half
thicks, Duffils, Kerseys. 1745 De Foe's Enr. Tradesman
xxvi. (1841) I. 258 Kerseys, cottons, half-thicks, duffields . .

in Lancashire and Westmorland. 1748 De Foe'.s Tour Gt.
Brit. III. 135 Rochdale .. very considerable for a Sort of
coarse Goods, called Half-thicks and Kersies.

Ha-lf-tide.
1. The state of the tide half-way between flood
and ebb, when it is half the height of high water.

1669 W. HACKE Collect. Voy. m. (1699) 61 A Rock that . .

is covered at half Tide. 1862 ANSTED Channel Isl. u. ix.

(ed. 2) 240 Innumerable pools of water left at halftide.

2. (See quots.)
1633. T. JAMES Voy. 62 It flowes halfe tyde, that is, from

whence the flood commeth, the water thither returneth,
two houres before it be high water. 1762 MORE in Phil.
Trans. LII. 453 The different tides daily observed between
Portsmouth and the Isle of Wight, called there tide and
half-tide. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVII. 146/1 When the
stream continues to flow up for three hours after it is

high-water, it is said to make tide and half-tide ; if it

continues to flow during one hour and a half, it is said to
make tide and quarter-tide, and so on.

3. attrib. and Comb. Left dry or accessible at

half-tide, as half-tide cavern, rock ; half-tide basin
or dock, one fitted with gates which are closed at

half-ebb.

1847 CRAIG, Half-tide dock, a basin connecting two or
more docks, and communicating with the entrance basin.

1854 H. MILLER Sch. fy ScAm. (1858) 532 Half-tide rocks,
very dangerous to the mariner, which lie a full half-mile
from the shore. 1862 ANSTED Channel Isl. ii. ix. (ed. 2) 242
It is not every half-tide cavern that is thus inhabited. 1880
T. STEVENSON in Encycl. Brit. XI. 466/1 In order to extend
the time during which vessels can enter or leave a wet dock

there_are two additional works which are often connected
with it, These are the entrance-lock and the outer or half-

tide basin.

Hence Half-tidal a. = half-tide (attrib.).
1885 Truth n June 920/2 This difficulty might be met by

a half-tidal lock and weir.

Ha-lf-timber, sb. and a.

A. sb. Ship-building. (See quot.)
x847_

in CRAIG. 1849-50 WEALE Diet. Tertns, Half-tim-
bers, in ship-building, those timbers in the cant bodies which
are answerable to the lower futtocks in the square body.
B. adj. 1. Built half of timber.

1842-76 GWILT Archit. Gloss., Half timber building, a
structure formed of studding, with sills, lintels, struts and

braces, sometimes filled in with brickwork and plastered
over on both sides. 1874 PARKER Goth. Archit. i. i. 10

Half-timber houses . . of which the foundations and the

ground-floors only are of stone, and the upper part of wood.

2. Made of timber split in half.

1874 J. H. COLLINS Metal Mining 42 Timbered with



HALF-TIMBEKED,
half-timber sets. Ibid. 80 In the middle of these half-

timber bearers the uprights, .are morticed.

Hence Half-timbered a. = B I.

(21847 MRS. SHERWOOD Lady of Manor IV. xxlv. 80 At
the porch of an old half-timbered cottage. 1893 K. L.

BATES Eng, Relig. Drama 225 The many-gabled, half-

timbered edifice of one of Edward VTs Free Grammar
Schools.

Half-time.
1. Half of a ^particular

1

! period of time.

1645 PAGITT Heresiogr. (1661) 282 Months, weeks, daies,
and half-times, and such like Chronology.

b. (See quot.)
1860 O. W. HOLMES Elsie I

7
, ii. (1887) 21 It is customary

to allow half-time to students engaged in school-keeping,
that is, to count a year, so employed, .. as equal to six

months of the three years.

c. Half the usual or full time during which work
is carried on. (In quot. 1862 as adv.)
x86i Weekly Times 13 Oct., Notices of cotton-mills being

rit
upon half-time. 1862 H. SPENCER First Pritic. \\. viii.

72 Factories are worked half-time, or close entirely.

2. In Footbally etc., The time at which the first

half of the game is completed.
1871 A. G. GUILLEMARD in Bell's Life i Apr., The call of

'Half-time* found the play exactly in the centre of the

ground. 1894 Times 23 Feb. 4/2 Before half-time he kicked
two goals out of the three registered for Middlesex.

3. attrib.) as in half-time system^ the system by
which school -children are enabled to attend school

for half the usual time and spend the other half

at some remunerative occupation ; so half-time

register, a register of half-time scholars. Half-
time sttrvey of ships : see quot. 1894.
1861 Illustr. Loud. News 13 Apr. 353/3 The extending

the half-time system. 1887 Educational Department
Circular No. 271. 7 Apr., A separate half-time register
will be kept of all half-time scholars. 1894 H. PASCH Front
Keel to Truck 466 HalfTime Survey, this applies to wooden
and composite vessels, on either of which a special survey is

held, when about one half of the time for which they may
have been classed, has elapsed.

Half-timer. One who spends half the usual

or full time at anything, spec. a. One who works
half-time in a factory.
1865 Daily Tel. 3 Nov. 5/5 Now a half-timer will get

more than he once did for full time. 1883 Standard 30
Nov. 2/4 A child entered the mill as a half-timer at ten

years old.

b. A half-time scholar : see HALF-TIME 3.

1870 [see FULL-TIMER}. 1879 ESCOTT England I. 260 The
half-timer [at school] is compelled to be regular m attend-
ance. i8po Times 19 Sept. 7/5 Half-timers that is, children
who divide their time between the school and the factory,

Half-tone, sb.

1. Mus. = SEMITONE.
1880 A, J. HIPKINS in Grove Diet, Mus. I. 685/1 The

mechanism for raising the pitch of the strings [of a harp] one
half tone . . or two half tones.

2. Art. A tone intermediate between the extreme

lights and extreme shades
; one of the lighter

shadows of a photograph, engraving, picture, etc. ;

used esp. with reference to the production of blocks
for printing by photography. Also attrib.

1875 tr. VogeVs Chem. Light xv. 251 The pictures were
especially wanting in half-tones. 1894 WILSON Cycl.
Photogr. 179 A picture without half tones is harsh. 1894
Times 31 Jan. 3/3 The making of the blocks for the half-
tone illustrations.

t Half-tone, z>. Obs. rare-*. (?) To sing or

play in semitones.

1483 Cath. Angl. 171/1 To Halfe tone, semitonare.

Half-tmth. A proposition or statement which
is or conveys only one half or a part of the truth.

1658 MANTON Exp. Jude 4 Half-truth hath filled the
world with looseness. 1840 MILL Diss, fy Disc. (18751 I.

398 The noisy conflict of half-truths. 1864 J. H. NEWMAN
Apol. App. 91 A half-truth is often a falsehood.

b. attrib. or Comb.
1832 COLERIDGE Lett. (1895) 757 Self-designated Tories,

and of course half-truthmen.

Half-way, halfway (hafw*1
: see below),

adv., adj., sS. t m&prep. [f. HALF a. + WAY j&]
A. adv. (Stressed ha'lfway when preceding the

word it qualifies, ha'-lfway when following.) At
or to half the distance. To meet halfway : see
MEET v.

c 1386 CHAUCER Reeved Prol 52 Lo Depeford and it is half

. -674 N............ _...
<$ Star. Contents, An half-way boundless Bulk, c 1696 PRIOR
Love Disarmed 12 Her bodice half-way she unlac'd. 1717
FREZIER Voy. S. Sea 106 A little above half way up a high
mountain. 1726 SHELVOCKE Voy. round World (1757) 198
Before I had got half way off. 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. W.
x, About halfway home. 1812 BYRON Ch. Har. n. Ixix,
Combined marauders half-way barr'd egress. 1886 BESANT
Ckildr. Gibeon n. vi, The morning service was halfway
through.
B. adj. (Usually stressed ha-lfwayC]

1. Midway or equidistant between two points.

Half-way house, a house (often an inn) situated

midway between two towns or stages of a journey,
and therefore considered as a convenient halting-

place.

89

(i86i) II. 515 Yours will be an excellent half-way house,
almost as good as the inn at Bromley. 1839 ALISON Hist.

Europe (1849-50) VII. xlii. 32. 115 The Cape of Good
Hope had become a half-way house to their possessions in

Bengal. 1856 KANE A ret. Exjl, I. xvi. 195 My aim was
to reach the halfway tent.

2. Jig. That is midway between two states or con-
ditions

;
half one thing and half another.

169. Ad Pop. Phalerae n. ii. 29 You're then Phanatick,
Neuter, Half-way-man, Or mungrel Latitudinarian. 1790
HAN. MORE Relief. Fash. World (1791) 231 Some half-way
state, something between paganism and Christianity. 1855
PRESCOTT Philip //, I. 11. xi. 261 It fared with this com-

promise, .as with most, .half-way measures.

C. sb. A point or position midway between two
I extreme points ;

a halfway place or house.

1634 SIR T. HERBERT Tray. 13 Cape of good Hope.,
being the halfe way into India. < 1665 MRS. HUTCHINSON
Mem. Col. Hiftchinson 11848) 46 In the halfway between

Owthorpe and Nottingham. 1897 Daily News 23 Feb. 3/1
The door opens to a hospitable halfway.

fD. prep. Half-way up, down, along, etc. Obs.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 488 A cloth .. which
reacheth halfe way the thigh. 1706 WATTS Horse Lyr. i.

Devotion ty Muse iii, Faint devotion panting lies Half way
th' ethereal hill.

Ha'lf-wit. [See WIT sb.]

f 1. One who is only half a wit ;
a dealer in poor

witticisms. Obs.

1678 DRYDEN Allfor Love Pro!., Half-wits are fleas; so
little and so light, We scarce could know they live, but
that they bite. 1713 STEELE Englishman No. 43. 280 Pen and
Ink., in the Hands of a Half-Wit will do more Mischief than
Sword and Dagger, a 1720 SHEFFIELD (Dk. Buckhm.) Wks.
'

3) II. 208 Let the half-wits do it, 'tis their drudgery.
One who has not all his wits ; a half-witted

1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 511 F 3 He was resting with it

upon a half-way Bridge. 1793 in Corr. Ld. Auckland*

person.
X75S JOHNSON, Halfwit^ a blockhead or foolish fellow.

1828 in WEBSTER. 1853 A. J. MORRIS Bible Introd. 8 Fools
and half-wits think themselves justified in calling prophets
and apostles to order. 1884 J. H. WYLIE Hist. Hen. IV*
I. 268 He often acted like a half-wit or a madman.

Ha-lf-wi:tted, a. [f. halfwit+-*&*
1706 HEARNE Collect. 12 Dec. I. 312 A man of half wit.]

fl. Lacking or deficient in (common) sense or

reason ; simple ; senseless. Obs.
c 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650) II. 32 To have to doe with'

perverse, irrational!, half-witted men. 1647 CLARENDON
Hist. Reb. vi. 102 The half hearted, and half wilted

people, which made much the major part of both Houses.
a 1716 BLACKALL IVks. (1723) I. 228 As if we should call

a Man an idle, vain, empty, shallow-pated, or half-witted

Fellow. 1797 GODWIN Enquirer i. ii. 8 A self-satisfied,
half-witted fellow, is the most ridiculous of all things.

2. Not having all his wits
;
imbecile ; daft.

xyia ARBUTHNOT John Butt in. App. ii, A poor, simple. ,

half-witted, crack-brained fellow. 1732 BERKELEY Alciphr.
i. 3 A poor half-witted man that means no mischief. 1876
BANCROFT Hist. U. S. VI. xxx. 92 A half-witted king, every
day growing feebler in mind.

Hence Half-wittedness.
1832 Westm. Rev. XVII. 273 If the attempt to hedge-in

gola and silver was unmixed folly, the Mercantile System
was the kind of hybrid denominated half-wittedness.

Ha'lf-WOrd. A word or speech which hints or

insinuates something, instead of fully asserting it ;

a hint, suggestion.

161 b, He said . . he understood by ye halfe word, what the
whole ment. 1741 RICHARDSON /*#?/ (1824) I. 118 Only by
one rash half-word [he was] exasperated against me. 1856
MRS. BROWNING A ur. Leigh vi. 1224 We must scrupulously
hint With half-words, delicate reserves.

Half-year. The half of a year; six months.
As a space of time, expressed by halfa year. b.

In Schools, etc. = HALF $b. 6 a.

cyyj in Earle Land Charters 164 Ymb an oSer healf gear.
1154 O. E. Chron. an. 1137, xx wintre & half jaer & viii dseis.

c 1386 CHAUCER Reeve's T. 51 A child bat was of half yeer
age. 1473 WARKW. Chron. 3 He departed oute of Englonde
after halff }ere. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, iv, i. 136, I am
out of feare Of death, or deaths hand, for this one halfe

yeare. 1611 FLORIO, Mezzannata, a halfe-yeares rent.

1718 Freethinker No. 56. 3 I can open this Half-year with

congratulating my Disciples. 1857 HUGHES Tom Brown
n. i, The Doctor now talking of holiday doings, and then of
the prospects of the half-year, what chance there was for

the Balhol scholarship [etc.].

Half-yea-rly, a. and adv.

A. adj. Happening every half-year or six months.
1660 WILLSFORD Scales Comm. 70 Half yearly or quarterly

payments. Mod. He pays a half-yearly visit to London.
B. adv. Each half-year ;

twice in a year.
a 1687 PETTY Pol. Arith. (1690) in The Rents . . are paid

half yearly. 1884 Law Rep. 25 Ch. Div. 717 At liberty to

draw out half-yearly the moneys.

Halgh^e, hal;(e, -en, obs. ff. HOLY, HALLOW.
Hali, obs. form of HALELY, WHOLLY, HOLY.

Halibut (hse-libirt), holibut (hfrlibst).
Forms : a. 5-6 halybutte, 7 allebut, 7-8 halli-

but, 7- halibut, ft. 7 holybut, 7-8 hollibut(t,
8 hollybut(t, 7- holibut. [app. f. haly, HOLY +
BUTT sb.i flat fish : cf. mod.Du. heilbot (in Kilian

heylbot, eelbot\ LG. heilbutt, heilige butt, Norse

heilag-fiski) Sw. helgeflundra, Da. helleflynder i.e.

holy Hounder : supposed to be so called from

being so commonly eaten on holy-days.]
A large flat fish (Hippoglossus vulgaris}, abun-

HALIETJTIC.

|

dant in the northern seas, and much used for food.

| (Plural halibuts
,
also collectively halibut."}

c 1430 Two Cookery'bks. 60 Halybutte. Plays fryid. 1570
LEVINS RIatrip. 195/27 Halybutte, fish. 1616 CAPT. SMITH
Descr. New Eng. 30 Cod, Cuske, Holybut [1624 Virginia
vi. 216 Hollibut] Mackerell, Scale. 1620 VF.NNER Via
Recta iv. 75 The Hallibut is a big fish, and of great

accompt. 1674 RAY Collect. Words, Sea Fishes 99 Holibut
or Halibut. 1743 Phil. Trans. XLII. 612 Sharks, Holly-
butts, Red-fish, Trout. 1854 BADHAM Halieut. 358 The
hippoglossus vulgaris, or holibut .. individuals have been

; captured nearly eight feet in length, four in breadth, and
I a span thick. 1865 TYLOR Early Hist. Man. xi. 302 An

Indian canoe was out catching halibut.

b. Applied to other flat fish of the family Plcu-

ronectidtBi as the Greenland halibut (Retnkardtius

hipppglossoides),
and the .A&w/V;vy halibut or bastard

halibut of California (Paralichthys californicns}.
c. attrib. and Comb., as halibut-killer

;
halibut-

broom, a disgorger for halibut ; halibut-slime, a
kind of sea-anemone, parasitic on halibut.

1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 195 Halibut-killer and gob-
stick for killing the fish and disgorging the hook.
Hence Ha'libutter, ho'libutter, a vessel en-

gaged in the halibut-fishery.

Halic, early ME. form of HALELY, WHOLLY.
Halichondroid (hrelikp-ndroid), a. ZooL [f.

mod.L. Halichondria, name of a genus of sponges
(f. Gr. a\s, d\t- sea + xo^8pos cartilage) + -OID.]
Related to a group of sponges including Hali-
chondria palmata, the largest British sponge.
1887 SOLLAS in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 427/2 A very common

Halichondroid sponge.

II Halicore (hali-kor/). ZooL [f. Gr. a\s, a\t-

sea + Koprj maiden, lit.
' mermaid

'.] Name of the

genus of Sirenians, found in the Red Sea and Indian

Ocean, to which the Dugong belongs.
1828 J. STARK Elem. Nat. Hist. I. 161 Halicore, Cuv.

.. Dugungus, Lacep. 1847 CARPENTER ZooL 305 The
Dugong or Halicore is a native of the Indian Seas. 1883
Casselfs Nat. Hist. II. 269 The Dugong, typical of the

genus Halicore, is a living form, ordinarily from ten to
twelve feet long.

Halidai, obs. form of HOLIDAY, HOLY-DAY.
t Halidom (hse-lidam), -dome (<lJm). Obs. or

arch. Forms: i h&lisd6m, 2-3 hali^dom, 4
halydam, 4-7 halydom, halidam, 5-6 holy-
dom(e, 6 hollidam(e, hollydam, 6-7 halli-,

6-9 halidome, 7 haly-doome, holidam(e, holy-

dam(e, 8-9 halidame, 3- halidom. [OE. hdlig-
G.. heilichdoem (Dn. heiligdom\ OH

heiltgtuom (Ger. heiligtuni}> ON. hclgid6mr (Da.
helligdom\ f. OTeut. *hailag-, OE. halig, HOLY :

see -DOM. The substitution of ->dam
y -dame, in the

suffix was app. due to popular etymology, the
word being taken to denote * Our Lady '.]

f* 1. Holiness, sanctity. Obs.

971 Blickl. Horn. 167 Mycel is se halijdom & seo weor-

bunj Sancte lohannes. c 1200 ORMIN 2117 Hiss halijdom
Was godedd himm and ekedd. a 1626 BP. ANDREWES
Semi. xiii. {1661} 488 Then had it His perfect halydome ;

then it was holy indeed.

2. A holy place, chapel, sanctuary, arch.
c rooo CLERIC Exod. xxi. 6 Bringe his hlaford hine to

baes haligdomes dura. 1636 JAMES Her Lane. (Chetham
Soc.) 2 They were not onely streets but halydoms. i8zo
SCOTT Monast. ii, Under the necessity of marching with the
men of the Halidome, as it was called, of Saint Mary's.

1839 BAILEY Festus v. (1848) 46 The world Is Thy great
halidom.

3. A holy thing, a holy relic ; anything regarded
as sacred. Much used, down to i6th c., in oaths

and adjurations.
c 1000 Laws of Ethelred in. c. 2 On bam halisdome

swerian be him man on hand sy!5. c 1200 ORMIN 1785 Itt iss

Godess arrke, & iss All full off halisdomess. c 1205 LAY.
T5343 ^ r he heom hxfden isworen uppen halidom. 1303
R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 5629 pat dar y swere on be

halydom. 13. . Gaiv. fy Gr. Knt. 2123 As help me God & pe
halydam. a 1483 Gild Tailors Exeter in Eng. Gilds 318
As god you helpp and holydom. 1529 MORE Dyaloge in.

Wks. 237/2 My Lordes all, as helpe me God and halidome
maister doctour here sayd vnto me [etc.], c 1561 T. PRESTON
Cambyses in Hazl. Dodsley IV. 244 So help me God and
halidom, it is pity of his life. [1874 STUBBS Const. Hist. I.

v. 103 note. Let the twelve senior thegns. .swear on the

halidome which shall be put in their hands.]

b. Hence the asseveration : By my halidom.
X533 J- HEYWOOD Jcheat fy Tib B ij, Nowe so God

helpe me, and by my holydome. 1567 Triall Treas. in

Hazl. Dodsley III. 276 Now, by my halidom, it is alone.

1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. iv. ii. 136 By my hallidome, I was
fast asleepe. 1613 Hen. VIII> v. i. 117 Now by my
Holydame, What manner of man are you? 1765 H. WAL-
POLE Otranto v. (1798) 79 By my halidame, if it should ever
be known. 1823 SCOTT Quentin D. ii,

'

By my halidome,
he is ashore.'

Halie, obs. form of HALE z., HOLY.
Halier, early form of HALYARD.
Halieutic (heliy?7'tik), a. and sb. [ad. L.

halieutictts, a. Gr. dA.iim#ds, f. d^fVT-fjy fisher, f.

a\tfvttv to fish, f. aAs the sea.]
A. adj. Of or belonging to fishing.

1854 BADHAM Halieut. 85 Suggestive of old halieutic

associations.

B. sb. pi. Halieutics : The art or practice of

fishing ; a treatise on fishing.



HALIETJTICAL.

1646 SIR T. BROWSE Pseud. Ep. i. viii. 32 Foure bookes
of Cynegeticks or venation, five of Halieuticks or pi.scation.

1696 J. EDWARDS Exist. God i. 192 Other particulars which
;ire mention'd in halieuticks. 1854 BADHAM (title) Prose

Halieuticks; or Ancient and Modern Fish Tattle.

Hence Halieu'tical a. = HALIEUTIC a. ;
Halien -

ticaUy Otiv.. in relation to fishing.

1851 Fraser's .Uaf. XLIV. 437 Halieutical. 1883 Sai.

Re-.: 22 Dec. 796 To be halieutically encyclopedic.

Haligraphy (hali'grafi). [f. Gr. oAs, dAi- salt

+ --vpar/rta writing.] A treatise or dissertation on
the nature and quality of salts.

1854 in MAYNE E.vp<>s. Le.\\ 1886 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Halij, -en, obs. forms of HOLT, HALLOW.
Halifc, ME. var. HALKLT Obs., wholly.
Ha'likeld. north, dial. [f. kali, HOLY +
KELD, a. Norse kelda spring, well.] A holy well.

1891 ATKINSON Moorland Par. 132 The pins cast into the
halikeld.

Hali'metry. [f. Gr. OA.S, 4Ai- salt + -ptTpta

measurement] The measurement of the amount of

saline matter in a solution. Hence Halime'tric a.,

relating to halimetry. (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1886).

Halimot;e, var. of HALLMOTE.
Halimous (hse-limss), i7. [f. Gr. oAjfio? of or

belonging to the sea (f. &\s sea) -)- -ous.]
1854 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1886 Syd. Sac. Lex., Hali-

mous . . of, or belonging to, the sea ; marine ; maritime.
Also, .of, or belonging to salt ; saline ; salt.

Haling (h^'lirj), vbl. so. [f. HALE z>.l + -ING
'.]

The action of the verb HALE ; dragging, hauling.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 223/1 Halynge, or drawynge, tractvs.

1584 FENNER Def. Ministers ti^fy) $i By haling and pulling
of sentences. 1641 MILTON C/i. Govt. n. Hi. (1851) 150 The
beggarly help of halingsand amercements. 1791 R. MYLNE
Kef. Thames % /si's 27 Cutting down the Trees which

annoy the haleing of Boats.

b. attrib., as haKng-path , -way.
1716 Loud. Gaz. No. 6447/7 For Towing or Haleing-Paths.

1784 Mkt. Weightm Drainage Award 10 A haleing way,
or towing path, along the east side of the said canal.

t Ha'linitre. Obs. [ad. mocl.L. halinitrum, !.

i\s salt + rirpov nitre.] A name for saltpetre.
1608 TOPSELL Serpents (1658) 741 If the fat of a Lizard is

mixed with Wheat-meal, Hahmtre, and Cumin it maketh
Hens very fat. 167* T, VENN Compl. Gunner viii. 10 Arti-

ficial Salt-Peter, Sal Nitre, or Halinitre.

Ha'liuons, a. [f. Gr. ii\ivos made of or from
salt + -ocs.] Containing or consisting of salt

;

saline. (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1886.)

t Halirrgraphy. Obs.
[f.

Gr. oAr, d\i- sea

+ -ypacfxa writing.] A description of the sea

(Blount Glossogr. 1656). So f Halio'grapher,
a describer of the sea (Bailey vol. II. 1727).

l| Haliotis (heli,
Q
'tis). Ztol. [f. Gr. oAs, &\i-

sea ^ ous, air- the ear ; so called from their resem-
blance to the human ear.] A genus of univalve

shells, the Ear-shells, the tropical species of which
are an important source of mother-of-pearl. One
species is found as far north as Guernsey.
1751 SIR J. HILL Hist. Anim. 118 (Jod.) The great ear

shell : the haliotis, with an even edge, and with seven holes.

1883 Q. Rev. Jan. 200 Cattle, skins, timber, coal, seaweed,
and haliotis, are plentiful enough.
Hence Halio'toid a., akin to the Ear-shell.

1864 in WEBSTER.

tHalit. 06s. rare- 1
, [ad. L. Iialii-us breath.]

Exhalation, perfume.
1657 TOMLINSON Renou's Disp. 377 Their gratious halit.

Halite (hre'bit). Min. [ad. mod.L. halites

(Glocker, 1847), f. Gr. oXs salt.] Rock salt.

1868 DANA Min. 112 Halite, common salt. 1879 Encycl.
Brit. X. 228/2 Halite or Rock-salt (chloride of sodium) is

more widely diffused than was formerly supposed.
Halithere (haHibioj). [ad. mod.L. HaUOa-

rium, f. Gr. a\s, dAi- sea + Sijpiov beast.] An
animal of the genus Halitherium of extinct Sirenia.
1880 DAWKINS Early Man \v. So Halithere, so closely

allied to the manatee of Africa and America.

Halituous hali-ti3s), a. [f. L. halitus: see

next.] Of the nature of breath or vapour ; vapor-
ous

; charged with or characterized by vapour.
1616 J. BULLOKAR Eng. Expos., Halitumis, vaporous, thin,

moist, which may be voided out by the pores. 1684
tr. Bonet's Merc. Comfit, xvni. 620 An halituous Poyson
is sent from the Antimony. 1757 WALKER in Phil. Trans.
L. 130 The blueish tincture, which it received from this
halituous body. 1886 Syd. Sac. Lex. , Halituons heat, heat
of the body accompanied by a slight moisture on the skin.
H. skin, a skin covered with slight moisture.

Hence Halituo'sity, vaporous quality.
1710 T. FULLER Pliarm. Extemf. 412 Wedelius saith it

[the tincture].. concentres the Hahtuosity..of the Serum.
Halitus (harlitfs). [L. halitus breath, f.

haldre to breathe.] A vapour, exhalation.
1661 EVELYN Fumifugium Misc. Writ. I. (1805) 227 The

same dangerous halitus of char-cole. 1675 - Terra (1729)
14 Evaporating the malignant Halitus's and impurities of
the imprisoned Air. .1758W. BORLASE Nat. Hist. Cornwall
25 The faintings which seize the workmen, are owing . . to
..the heat., not to a sulphureous or mineral halitus. i87sT.
HAYDEN Dit. Heart 9 If the pericardium be laid open, its
serous surface will be found moistened .. by a fine halitus.

Haliwei, -wey, var. of HALKWEI, Obs.

Haliwerfolk (hx-liwarf^k). Obs. exc. Hist.
Forms: 1-2 haliwere(s)folo, 2 -werefolk, 3-4

40

-warfolc, -folk, 4-5, 9 (Hist.} -werfolk, -folc, 5

-waresfolc, -ueresfolch, S -wor-folk, y haly-
werfolc. Also, corruptly, 4 (h'aliwarcfolk, 7-
haly-, holy-, -wark-, -work-, -folk. [OE. *halig-

weresfolc, people of the holy man or saint (cf.

Baeda iv. xxvii. J>one halsan wer...Cu)>byrht).] The
folk of the holy man or saint (Cuthbert) ;

those

who held their lands by the service of defending
the body, relics, and territory of St. Cuthbert ;

also

the county of Durham wherein they dwelt.

Called in Life of St. Cuthbert, c 1430 iSurtees) 4608
' Cuth-

bert folk ', 7517 'be saint pople '.

1099-1126 Charter in Finchale (Surtees) 20 Rannulfus . .

omnibus hominibus suis, Francis et Anglis, de Haliweres-

folc, salutem. ?ia.. Charter in ffammtter Cartulary
(Surtees) 133 Unam bovatam terrae in Cunsdine, qua est in

Haliwerefolc. 1303 Rfg. Pal. Diineltn. (Rolls) III. 39

Antiquiores totius Haliwarfolk' et Northumbrian. 1430
Feodarium Prhratus Dntielni. (Surtees) i passim), Hali-

werfolc, Haliwaresfolc, Haliueresfolch. 1816 SURTEES Hist.
Durham I. xxxiii, The tenants ofSt Cuthbert, who pleaded
their privilege of Halywerfolc. 1893 BOYLE County ofDur-
ham 74 The tenants, .on several occasions claimed that they
were Haliwerfolk, the folk or men of the holy man (wer).

1[In some I4th c. documents (after wer was

obsolete), misunderstood and corrupted as Jialy-

mark-folk, i.e. people who had the holy work of

defending the body etc. of St. Cuthbert.

1311 Reg. Pal. Dunelm. (Rolls) I. 8 A senioribus de Ali-

warkfolk' et NorthumbrUe. 1316 Rot. Parl. 9 Ed<w. //,
No. 8 Ibid. IV. 137 In libertate episcopi Dunolmensis de
Haliwarcfolks. 1610 HOLLAND Camden's Brit. i. 736 They
pleaded, .that they were Haliwerke folkes, and held their

lands to defend the Corps of Saint Cuthbert. 1627 Sl'EED

England (1666) P b, Whose charge . . was to keep and defend
the corps of S. Cuthbert their great adored Saint, and
therefore they termed themselves, The holy work folks.

1846 Brocket?! N. C. Gloss, (ed. 3) 207 The Halyatercfolk
or holy work people.

Halk, obs. Sc. form of HAWK.
t Halke. Obs. [Only in ME. : perh. a dim. of

OE. *halh, hcalh, corner : see HALE
sb.-'} A

corner, recess, hiding-place.
a 1300 K. Horn 1119 He lokede in eche halke Ne se he

nowhar walke Abulf his felawe. 1340 Ayenb. 210 Bide pine
uader of heuene ine halke. c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 1780
Lttcretifi, In he comyth in to a priue halk. c 1491 Chast.
Goddes Chyld. 93 O thou edder. . tornynge hyder and thyder
by a thousande holettes and halkes. [1598 SPEGHT Chaucer

1

s

Whs. Rdr. to Chaucer (R.), Where hast thou dwelt good
Geffrey al this while ?. . In haulks, and herne, God wot, and

Halket (hse-lket). The large grey seal, ffali-

charus gryphtis. (Cent. Diet.}

Halkri(c,k, -krig, -krtke, var. HALECBET.
Hall (h9l), si>. Forms : I- hall, I heall, heal,

3-7 halle, (4 alle), 4-7 hal, haule, 5 (hale,

awle), 5-6 hawl(l)e, 6 haull, Sc. 5 hawe, 8

HA'. [Com. Teut. : OE. heall stu. f. = OS.,
OHG. halla (MLG., MDu., MHG. halle, Du. hal\
ON. hfll, hall- (Sw. hall, Da. hal) :-OTeut.
*hall&- :*haln&-, deriv. of ablaut series hel-, hal-,
hul- to cover, conceal.]
tl. A large place covered by a roof; in early

times applied to any spacious roofed place, without

or with subordinate chambers attached ;
a temple,

palace, court, royal residence. Obs. in gen. sense.

Bemvulf (Z.) 89 He doora je-hwam dream gehvrde
hludne in healle. a 1175 Cott. Horn. 231 pat se hlaford into

bar halte come, c 1205 LAY. 28033 pa postes . . ba heolden

up ba halle. 1297 R. GLOUC. (1724) 540 He wende & lai

withoute toun, atte kinges halle. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc.

8098 Loverd ! better es a day lastand In bi halles ban a
thowsand. 1x400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) v. 15 pai make pities
in be erthe all aboute be hall. 1447 BOKENHAM Seyntys
(Roxb.) 32 The virgyne, wych stant . . In the hey weye, venus
halle by. 1500-20 DUNBAR Pot-'ins Ixxxv. 75 Trywmphale
hall, hie tour royall Of Godis celsitud. 1606 HOLLAND
Sncton. 21 1 Being once Emperour did set up also in his Haule
(or Court yard) the Lineal! processe and race of his house.

fig- 971 BHckL Horn. xiv. 163 Seo heall baes Hainan Gastes.

1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 148 Whiche hathe dwelled in

the halle of the maydens wombe. c 1460 Tmvueley Myst.
33 Doufe, byrd fulle blist, fayre myght the befalle ! . . Fulle
welle I it wist thou wold com to thi halle. 1868 TENNYSON Lu-
cretius 136 Stairs That climb into the windy halls of heaven.

2. The large public room in a mansion, palace,

etc., used for receptions, banquets, etc., which till

nearly 1600 greatly surpassed in size and import-
ance the private rooms or ' bowers '

(see BOWER sb.^

2) ;
a large or stately room in a house. In hall,

was often rhetorically contrasted with in thefield.
Servants' hall : the common room in a mansion

or large house in which the servants dine.
c 1200, etc. [see BOWER sbJ 2], a 1225 Leg. Kath. 14^0

In halle & i bure. c 1325 Poem 7Yw Ediv. II 252 in

Pol. Songs (Camden) 334 And nu ben theih liouns in halle,
and hares in the feld. 14. . Nont. in Wr.-Wulcker 723/7 Hoc
atrium, a hawlle. c 1450 Bk. Curtasye 388" in Babees Bit.

311 In halle make
fyre

at yche a mele. 1500-20 DUNBAR
Poems Ixvi. 23 The honourable vse is all ago, In hall and
bour, in burgh and plane. 1530 PALSGR. 228/2 Halle in a
house, salle. a 1533 LD. BERNERS Huon cxi. 383 The ryche
chambers that were on the syde of the hall. 1586 A. DAY
Eng. Secretary n. (1625) 78 When by a part we understand
the whole, as to say. .a hall for a house. 1662 J. DAVIES
tr. Olearius' I'oy. Ambass. 16 The Hall for Audience is

or. the right hand of the Court. 1717 FREZIER Voy. S.
Sea 261 The first Room is a large Hall, about 19 Foot

HALL.
Broad, and between 30 and 40 in Length. 1727-51
CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., The hall . . in the houses of ministers
of state, public magistrates, &c., is that wherein they dis-

patch business and give audience. 1834 /F. Ind. Sketch
Bk. I. 152 One [compartment] occupying nearly half the
area, which was designated

' the hall ', and appropriated to
the ordinary daily purposes of drawing and dining-room.
1840 DICKENS Barti. KuJge xvi, To quarrel in the servants'
hall while waiting for their masters and mistresses. 1874
PARKER GatA. A rchit. I. Hi. 89 Part of the great Norman hall

remains, now converted into the servants' hall.

b. traiisf. The company assembled in a hall.

1412-20 LVDG. Chron. Troy i. v, At her comynge gladdeth
all the hallo.

3. The residence of a territorial proprietor, a
baronial or squire's

' hall '.

(In early use, not separable from i.)
c 1000 Afs. Gosp. Matt. ix. 23 Se haelend com in-to bas

ealdres halle. c 1400 Destr. Tray 8683 Within houses &
hallis hard was bere chere. 14. . Mctr. i'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker

625/19 Qitactittn, hnlle, howse. 1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. \\.

i. 189 But Kate, the prettiest Kate in Christendome, Kate of
Kate-hall. 1807 CRABBE Par. Reg. in. 235 In town she
dwelt

; forsaken stood the Hall. 1832 MACAULAY A rmadn
60 The warlike errand, .roused in many an ancient hall the

gallant squires of Kent. 1864 TENNYSON Aylmer s Field 36
Aylmer followed Aylmer at the Hall, And Averill Avenll
at the Rectory Thrice over ; so that Rectory and Hall,
Bound in an immemorial intimacy, Were open to each other.

4. A term applied, esp. in the English universities,

to a building or buildings set apart for the resi-

dence or instruction of students, and, by trans-

ference, to the body of students occupying it.

a. Originally applied at Oxford and Cambridge
to all residences of students, including the Colleges
when these came to be founded. Now only Hist.,

arch., or poetic for 'academic buildings'.
At Cambridge this use survived till modem times, when

some of the smaller colleges, though corporations, were still

called hnlls ; the older designation survives, for distinction's

sake, in the name of Trinity Hall.

[1379 Patent Roll Rich. II, i. 32 (New Coll. Oxon.)
Gustos et scholares collegii, domus, sive aulae predict!.]
c 1386 CHAUCER Reeve s T. 83 Poure clerkes two That
dwelten in this halle of which I seye. 1474 in Wood City of
Oxford(Ct. H. S.) 1. 126 Tenementum magistri et scholanum

Cotlegii vulgariler nuncupati University Halle. ?I5.. Ibid.

I. 580 Gardinum quod pertinet ad Collegium de Queen Hall.

1847 TENNYSON' Princess Prol. 140 Pretty were the sight If

our old halls could change their sex, and flaunt With prudes
for proctors, dowagers for deans, And sweet girl-graduates
in their golden hair. 1886 tr. Statutes of Trinity Hail in

Willis & Clark Cambridge Introd. 17 The house \Jtmxt]
which the aforesaid college shall inhabit, shall be named the
Hall \aula\ of the Holy Trinity of Norwich.

b. After the institution of the colleges, applied

specifically to those buildings and societies which,
unlike the colleges, were governed by a head only

(and not by head and fellows), and whose property
was held in trust for them, they not being bodies

corporate. (Cf. COLLEGE 4.)
The ' Halls ' were originally very numerous, but in Queen

Elizabeth's time only eight remained in Oxford, and they
are now almost extinct.

i$3$-6Act 27 Hen. VIII, c. 42 i Provostshippes, Maister-

shippes, Halles, Hostelles. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 950
In Oxford, .he founded also Magdaleyn Hall. 1611 FLORIO,

AlUggia ..&\sa a skollers house, as the halls in Oxford,
that haue no lands, but all Hue of themselues. 1683 WOOD
Life 18 May (O. H. S.) III. 47 A Master of every College and
Hall to have procuratoriall power during the duke of York's

being at Oxon. 1784 COWPER Task n. 699 In colleges and

halls, in ancient days, When learning, virtue, piety and truth

.

are governed by the Statitta Aulularia, a code of regula-
tions originally formed by the University, and since amended
by Convocation. Ibid. 92 The four Dyke Scholarships

formerly belonging to this hall [St. Mary] have now been

suppressed.
c. In recent times applied to buildings in

University towns, established, whether by the Uni-

versities or not, for the use of students in the higher

learning, sometimes enjoying the privileges of the

University and sometimes not : e.g. at Oxford,

private halls for the residence of undergraduate
members of the University, under the charge of a

member of Convocation ; theological halls (e.g.

Wycliffe Hall), halls for women students (e.g.

Somerville Hall, Lady Margaret Hall).
For the last two classes the name '

college
'

has also been

assumed : see COLLEGE 4 e.

Divinity Hall, the name applied to the theological depart-
ment of the Scottish Universities, and to the theological

colleges of the Nonconformist churches.

1879 Minutes of Committee of Assoc. for Education of
Women 21 June, The Scholarship to be called the Mary
Somerville Scholarship tenable at Somerville Hall for 3

years. 1879 Times 23 June, Other exhibitions and scholar-

ships have been and will be awarded by the Lady Margaret
and Somerville Halls. 1882 A ddenda to Statutes (Oxford)
879 i Of the granting of Licenses to open private Halls.

Itid. 6 Of the Conditions upon which a Private Hall may-
become a Public Hall of the University. 1896 Kelly's

Oxford Directory 94 To open a suitable building as a private
hall for the reception and tuition of matriculated students

who shall be admissible to degrees.. the proprietor of such

hall is to bear the title of Licensed Master'.

d. In American colleges : A room or building

appropriated to the meetings of a literary or other

society ; also the society itself.



HALL.

1888 J. A. PORTER in Cent. Mag, Sep. 751 The twin literary I

societies, or
'
halls ', generally secret, and always intense in

I

mutual rivalry, which have been institutions at every leading I

college in the land. /&"</., Oliver Ellsworth, afterward ;

Chief-Justice, .founded Clio Hall at Princeton, and a few

years later, in 1769, Whig Hall arose at the same college.

5. In KngHsh colleges, etc. : The large room in

which the members and students dine in common.

1577 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) III. 371 The
Comedie played publiklie in the hawlle at Christmas. 1683

WOOD Life 19 May, They went into the hall [of Queen's .

Coll. Oxford], and viewed the pictures of King Charles I '

and his queen. 1853 C. BKDK \~crdant Green vi, That he

might make his first appearance in Hall with proper eclat.

1877 BI.ACKMOFE Cripfis xix. (1895)
in Will you dine in

half with me? Mod. Concert in Balliol Hall.

b. transf. The dinner in a college hall.

1859 Hi'GHKS Tom Brown at Oxf. i, You ought to dine in
|

hall perhaps four days a week. Hall is at five o'clock.
;

n 1890 R. F. BURTON in Life (1893) I. 74 The time for
' Hall ',

that is to say for college dinner, was five p.m.

6. A house or building belonging to a guild or
\

fraternity of merchants or tradesmen.

At these places the business of the respective guilds was
,

transacted ; and in some instances they served as the

market-houses for the sale of the goods of the associated

members ; as Apothecaries' Hall, Haberdashers' Hall,
Merchant Tailors' Hall, Saddlers' Hall, etc. etc. in

London. See also cloth-hall (CLOTH ig\ COMMON HALL,

GUILD-HALL, etc.

c 1302 [see COMMON HALL il. c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 370 To
sitten in a yeldehalle

on a deys. 1548 HALL Chron.
^
Hen.

VIt 170 The Mayre . . ordeyned, that all Wardeins of
j

misteries, should assemble their felowshtp in their particular
'

hawles. 1632 MASSINGER & FIELD Fatal Denvry v. i, And :

therefore use a conscience (tho' it be Forbidden in our Hall
towards other men). 1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 233 Examine
the truth of it at Stationers Hall. 1708 New View Lond.

593 An Alphabetical Account of Companies and their Halls.

1869 ARUNDELL London $ Liv. Comf>, 187 The custom of

possessing magnificent halls had not., become general.

7. A large room or building for the transaction

of public business, the holding of courts of justice,

or any public assemblies, meetings, or entertain-

ments. (See also MUSIC-HALL, TOWN-HALL, etc.)

1*97 R. GLOUC. (1724) 390 The tour he made of Londone,
Wyflam J?ya proute kyng, And muche halle of Londone, bat

so muche was |x>ru all thyjig. 1382 WYCLIF Afatt. xxvii. 27
Thanne kni^tis of the president takynge Jhesu in the mote
halle. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 237 The king and the
Erie went hand in hand to the great Hall of the Towne.
173* LEDIARD Sethos II. ix. 334 They desir'd the ambassa-
dors to go out of the hall. 1802 M. CUTLER in Life, etc.

\

(1888) II. 73 The House [Congress] ..adjourned . . for the

purpose of giving opportunity to workmen to fix some venti-

lators, which were greatly wanted in the Hall. i8a6 H. N.
COLERIDGE West Indies 193 The Court House, .contains a

j

hall on the ground floor for the Assembly. 1867 DICKENS ,

Lett. 16 Dec. (1880) II. 318, I have to go to the hall to try
an enlarged background.

fb. The Hall, Westminster Hall, formerly the
i

seat of the High Court of Justice in England ;

hence, the administration of justice. Obs.

1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VI, 185 b, To Westmynster, and
there set in the hawle, with the scepter royal 1 in his hand.

1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIII, n.i. 2 Whether away so fast?. .Eu'n
to trie Hall, to heare what shall become Of the great Duke
of Buckingham. 1738 POPE Epil. Sat. Ii. 218 To Virtue's

work provoke the tardy Hall.

tc. A formal assembly held by the sovereign,
or by the mayor or principal municipal officer of a

town; usually in phr. to keep hall, call a hall.

Obs. (See also COMMON HALL.)
1551-31 EDW. VI Jrnl, 7 Jan. in Lit. Rein. (Roxb.) II.

388, I went to Detford to dine there, and brake up the halle.

1568 GRAFTON Chron. (1809) II. 526 [Christmas] kept at
Greenewiche with open nous-hold, and franke resorte to the
Court (which is called keping of the Hall). ci665 MRS.
HUTCHINSON Metn. Col. Hutchinson (1848) 162 Whereupon
a hall was called, and the danger of the place declared to

the whole town. 1684 Lond. Gaz. No. 1956/4 The next

day the Mayor called a Hall, and . . swore all the Aldermen.

8. The entrance-room or vestibule of a house
;

hence, the lobby or entrance passage.
(The entrance-room was formerly often one of the principal

sitting-rooms, of which many examples still remain in old

country houses.)
1663 GERBIER Counsel 10 The Hall of a private-house,

serving for the most part but for a Passage. 1706-7
FARQUHAR Beaux' Strat. i. i, The Company . .has stood in

the Hall this Hour, and no Body to shew them to their

Chambers. 1790 J. B. MORETON IV. Ind. Isl. 24 Do not

keep loitering about the hall or piazza. 1848 THACKF.RAY
Dinner at Timmins's iii, Fitz tumbled over the basket.,
which stood in the hall. 1897 M. HAMILTON McLeod of
Cameronsiy) They were still standing in the hall ofthe hotel.

f 9. A space in a garden or grove enclosed by
trees or hedges. Obs.

1712 J. JAMES tr. Le Blondes Gard.ig Groves. . Close-Walks,
Galleries, and Halls of Verdure. Ibid. 49 You should

always . . make something Noble in the Middle of a Wood,
as a Hall of Horse-Chesnuts, a Water-work . . or the like.

tlO. -HALLING. Obs.

1845 PARKER Gloss. Archit. (ed. 4) I. 197 They [the walls]
were also sometimes hung with tapestry or

carpeting, and
a set of hangings of this kind was occasionally called a
Hallo* Hdllyng.
11. In allusive phrases : Bachelor's hall, an

establishment presided over by an unmarried man,
or a man in the absence of his wife, t Cutpitrse

hall, f Ruffian's hall, a place where cutpurses or

ruffians congregate, or exercise their pursuits.

Liberty hall, a place where one may do ns one likes.
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i6isToMKis Albninazar\\\. vii, 'Tis the cunningst nimmer
Of the whole Company of Cut-pnrse-Hall. 1632 MASSING!-. K

City Aladtim i. ii. My gate ruffian's hall t What insolence

is this? 1773 (JtHifSM. Sttwfs to Cot'j. i[. (Globe) 652/1
This is ].ilK-rt> -hall, gentlemen. You may do just a> you
please. 1840 1 )H:KI NS Old C.S/ip/' i, I'll have my Bachelor's
Hall at the counting-house. 1844 Mar.'. Ckit~. xi,
' Uachelor's Hall, you know, cousin ', said Mr. Jonas. 1885
C. K. HOLDER Mafvth Aniin. Life 226 Captain Sol, who
was a widower, and kept bachelor's hall, so to speak.

1 12. .-/ hall', a hall! a cry or exclamation to

clear the way or make sufficient room in a crowd,

esp. for a dance; also to call people together to a

ceremony or entertainment, or to summon servants.

1592 SHAKS. Rom. fy Jitl. I. v. 28 A Hall Hall, giue roome,
and foote it (iirles. 1599 CHAPMAN //;;/. dayes Myrth I'lays

1873 I. 103 A hall, a hall, the pageant of the Butterie. 1623
Minm.KTON Entertainment at Lord Mayor's Wks. (BuQenj
VI I. 373 A hall ! a hall ! below, stand clear. 1689 S. SKWAI.I.

Diary 19 Mar. (1878) I. 249 When the people cry'd, a Hall,
a Hall, the Aldermen came up two by two, the M ace carried

before them. 1808 SCOTT Marm. v. xvii, Lords to the

dance, a hall ! a hall !

13. attrib. and Comb., as hall-bible, -board, -book,

-ceiling, -chair, -chimney, -cleaner, -clock, -feast,

-Jloor, -hearth, -keeper, -lamp, -man, -pillar, -porter,

-table, etc.
;
hall-like adj. ; also hall day = COUKT-

DAV I
; hall-disputation, hall-exercise, a dispu-

tation in a college hall
; hall-full, as many as a

hall will hold
; t hall-reader, one who read the

Bible or other book in the college hall ; f hall-

spoon, a spoon made of hall-marked silver. Also

HALL-HOUSE, -MARK, etc.

1671 Ace. Christ's Coll. in Willis & Clark Cambridge
(1886) III. 368 The *Hall.Bible is bound in 1672. 1786,

1813 Ha' bible [see HA'). 1746 M. HUGHES Jrnl. Late
Rebellion Back of Title, Entered in the *Hall-Book of the

Company of Stationers. 1807 WOHDSW. U'liite Doe IV. 23
The hall-clock . . points at nine. 1585 HIGINS tr. yimitis'
Nomenclator 571

Dies fastus. . An "hall day : a court day :

a day of pleading, as in terme time at Westminster hall, &c.

1700 LUTTRELL Brief Rtl. (1857) IV. 642 A private verdict

was1

given, and will be affirmed the next hall day in court.

1460 Lybeans Disc. 1765 Amydde the *halle (fore. 1883
BLACK Skandon Bells xxviii, A "hall-full of men smoking

pipes. 1705 HEARNE Collect. 12 Nov., A *Hall Keeper for

Blackwell Hall. 1834 W. Ind. Sketch Bk. I. 153 A common
*hall lamp was suspended from one of the centre beams.
1886 WILLIS & CLARK Cambridge III. 369 The desk which
was used by the 'Hall-Reader. 1688 Lond. Gaz. No. 2330/4,

15 Spoons, 4 being "Hall Spoons gill. 1682 MRS. BEHN City
Heiress 52 Being drunk, and falling asleep under the ''Hall-

table. 1808 SCOTT Marm. VI. Introd. 52 The huge hall-

table's oaken face, Scrubbed till it shone.

Hall, obs. form of HADL.
Hallabaloo : earlier form of HULLABALOO.

Hallachore, Hallalcor : see HALALCOB.

t Hallage (hg-ledj). Obs. Also 7 halledge.

[a. F. hallage (isth c. in Hatz.-Darm.), f. halle

market-hall + -AGE.] A fee or toll paid for goods
sold in a mercantile hall or market ; see quot. 1607.
1607 COWELL Interpr., Hallage is a fee due for cloths

brought for sale to Blackwell hal in London. 1648 in Picton

L'pool Mnnic. Rec. (1883) I. 181 Paid for townes customes
and hallage iij

11
. 1664 Ibid. 298 Goods distreyned for anie

towns custome of Halledge. 1678 Act ofCommon-Council,
London B j a, All sorts of Broad . . Cloths . . brought unto,

pitched, and harboured in Blackwell-Hall . .there to remaui
till . . the Duties of Hallage herein after-mentioned also [be]

paid. 1720 STRYFE Stow's Snrv. II. v. 181/1.

tHallalloO', s/>. ?06s. [Extended form of

HALLOO. Cf. also halla-, HULLABALOO.] Shouting,
loud and excited vociferation.

1730 FIELDING Tom Ttnimbi. v, Would I had heard.. The
hallatloo of fire in every street ! 1749 Tom Jones iv. viii,

So roared forth the Somersetshire mob an hallaloo.

Hallan (hte'lan). Sc. and north, dial. Also 6-8

halland, 8 hallon, 8-9 hallen. [perh. derivative

or dim. of HALL.] A partition wall in a cottage ;

particularly, that between the door and the fire-

place, which shelters the room from the draught
of the door ; also the inside porch formed by this

partition.
1490-91 .IfS. HostUl. Roll, Dur/i.,Pro dalbura murorum,

gabellorum, hallandorum, per xiv dies. 1500-20, etc. [see

HALLAN-SHAKER]. 1728 RAMSAY Fables, Monk fy Miller's

Wife 249 Hab got a kent, stood by the hallan. (11774
FERGUSSON Farmer's Ingle, When he out o'er the halland

flings his een. 1829 HOGG in Blackiv. Mag. XXVI. 48 The
family being at prayers when she went .. she stood still

behind the hallan.

b. Comb., as hattan-end, -pin, -post, -side.

1725 RAMSAY Gent. S/iefli. in. ii, A foundling that was
laid Down at your hallon-side ae morn in May. 1825
BROCKETT N. C. Gloss., Hallen-pin, a pin fixed upon the

hallen for the purpose of hanging up coats, hats, etc. 1894
CROCKETT Raiders 55 John and Rab were hid at the back
of the hallan-end.

Ha'llan-sha-ker. Sc. A beggar who stands

shaking the hallan
;
a vagabond, sturdy beggar.

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xiv. 57 Sic knavis and crakkaris. .

Sic halland schekkaris. a 1605 POLWART Flyting m. Mont-

gomerie 758 Land lowper, light skowper . . Halland shaker,

draught raiker. 1785 Jml.fr. Lond. 4 (Jam.) Staakin about
like a hallen-shaker. 1816 SCOTT Antiq. iv, I and a wheen
hallenshakers like mysell.

Hallbard, obs. form of HALBERD.
Hall-door, a. The door of a ha!l or mansion.

b. The door leading into the hall or entrance-room

of a house
;
the front door.

HALL-HOUSE.
c 1*05 LAY. 30153 Wi<5 men his halle dure. r 1410 Sir

Ctcgf$ 287 The vsscher at the hall dore was Wyth a staffe

stondynge. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 73 Fyndyng the
Hall dore of the Palace of Catinterbury shut against them,
they went to an inwarde backe dore. 1791 MRS. RADCI.IFI-K
AVw. Forest vi, Several times she went to the hall-door in

order to look into the forest. 1808 SCOTT Mann. v. xii.

(Lochinvar vii), They reached the hall door and the charger
stood near. 1848 C. BRONTE J. Eyre xi, The hall-door,
which was halfof glass, stood open.

Halle, obs. form of HALE sbs>> a. and v.

Hallecret : see HALECRET.

I! Halleflinta (helefli-nta\ Mm, [Sw. = horn-

stone, f. hall flat rock +Jlinta hornstone, flint.] A
name given to a very fine-grained variety of gneiss,

generally free from mica, and resembling felsite.

1878 LAWRKNCE tr. Cotta's Rocks Class. 213 Felsite has
also received the names of petrosilex, and in Scandinavia
halle-llinta. 1879 RUTLEY Study Rocks xii. 214 Tliu
varieties termed halleflinte and hornstone having a peculiar
flinty aspect. 1880 Academy 20 Nov. 370 The Chinese
Rocks are allied to halleflinta.

Hence HaUeflintoid a., of or like halleflinta.

1888 BLAKE in Q. Jnil Geol Soc. XLIV. 280 Some more
hall eflimoid rock (well shown in a quarry by the roadside^.

I! Hallel (hl/'l, hse-lel). [Heb. V?n hallel, inf.

and imper.
'

praise, celebrate', a vb. inthePiel con-

jugation, with which Ps. cxiii begins.] A hymn of

praise, consisting of Psalms cxiii to cxviii inclusive,

sung at the four great Jewish feasts. Also attrib.

Great ftallel^ a hymn of praise consisting of Psalm cxxxvi,

and, according to some, of part of Psalm cxxxv, sung on
occasions of great joy.

1702 ECHARD Keel. Hist. (1710) 190 After this they
proceeded to sing the hymn, or rather to finish the Hallel,
which in all consisted of six Eucharistical psalms, beginning
at the ii3th and concluding with the n8 lh

. 1876 C. M.
DAVIES Unorth. Land, 209 That Last Supper . . with it^

simple Hallel-Hymn. 1877 C. GKIKIE Christ Iv. (1879) 66?
At the Feast of Tabernacles, the great Hallel was daily sung
in their processions.

Hallelujah, -iah. (hrelrh/'ya), int. and j/o

Also 6 halleluya, 6-7 halleluia(h, 7 halaluiah.

[a. Heb. rr-ib^n han??u-yah 'praise (ye) Jah
( Jehovah)'; the verb is the imper. plural of

%n : see prec.] The exclamation ' Praise (ye) the

Lord (Jah, or Jehovah)', which occurs in many
psalms and anthems

; hence, a song of praise to

God ;
ALLELUIA int. and sb.^

1535 COVERDALE Ps. cv[i]. {/tending-} Halleluya. Ibid. 48
Let all people saye: Amen, Amen. Halleluya. 1557 N. T.
(Genev.) Rev. xix. i, I heard the voyce of muche people in

heauen saying, Halleluiah. 1625 SANDERSON Sertn. I. 115
The abridgement is short, which some have made of the

whole book of Psalms but into two words, hosannah, and

hallelujah. 1667 MILTON P. /,. vn. 634 And the Empyrean
rung With Halleluiahs. 1738

WESLEY Jfymn, 'Lift -tip

your Heads' iv, Their Hallelujahs loud and sweet With
our Hosannas join. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, ii, That the

psalms they now heard must be exchanged in the space of
two brief days for eternal hallelujahs or eternal lamentations.

b. =
Hallelujah-chorus.

1880 GROVE Diet. Mus. I. 646 He [Handel] has written

other Hallelujahs or Allelujahs.

c. attrib. and Comb., as hallelujah -band,
-victory (see quots.) ; hallelujah-chorus, a musi-

cal composition based upon the word *

hallelujah
'

;

hallelujah-lass, a popular name for a female

member of the Salvation Army.
a 1763 BYROM Ep. Genii. Temple (R.) Tune the hallelujah

song anew. 187* O. SHIPLEY Gloss. Keel. Terms, Hallehtjah
Band, a sect of Protestant dissenters. 1880 GROVE Diet. Mns.
I. 646 The Hallelujah Chorus in the Messiah is known to

everyone. 1889 'R.E.VOMA. Fact, Fancy fy Fable 247 Hallelujah
Victory^ That gained by newly converted Bretons, led by
Germanus, Bishop of Auxerre, in 429. They went into battle

shouting
'

Hallelujah !'

Hallelirjah, sbP [Taken as the same word as

prec. : but of uncertain origin.]
= ALLELUIA sl>.%,

the wood-sorrel. Prior Plant-n. 1863.

Hallelujatic, -iatic (noe'lHwyse-tik), a. Of
or pertaining to the Hallelujah ;

= ALLELUIATIC.
a 1818 Christian Antiq. II. 119 (T.) Called halleluiatick

psalms. 1888 D. R. THOMAS Hist. St.Aiaph 7 This engage-
ment, which has been handed down 'as 'The Halleluiatic

Victory \

t Hallehrjous, -ivious, a. Obs. ^prec.
1645 QUARLES Sol. Recant, v. 46 Thus when thy awfull

presence shall draw near These Hallalujous Courts.

Haller, obs. form of HELLEK, a coin.

Hallew, obs. form of HALLOO v.

Halleyr, obs. form of HALYARD.

Hall-House. Obs. exc. local.

1 1. A house or edifice that is a hall. Obs.

1467 Ord. Worcester xii. in Eng. Gilds 393 Citezen or

straunger that hyreth eny chambour in that seide halle

house [the Guild-hall].

2. The principal living-room in a farm-house.

1564 Durham Depos. (Surtees) 80 The testament was
maid in his haull house, upon a holloday. 1575-6 Ibid. 268

The said Thomas was soore sike, lyinge in hts hall house.

Acc.-Bk. inAntfynarj'X'XKll. 242 In the hawle house.

. The farm-house, as distinguished from the

cottages on the farm.

1603 OWEN Pembrokesh. (1891) 191 And then was the old

tenant at Mydsomer to remove out of the hall house.

4. (Sc. ha housed A manor-house ; =HALL 3.

1702 Lond, Gaz. No. 3826/4 At Latimers in Bucks.. is a

6

ieM
3.



HALLIER.

fair large Hall-house fit for a Person of Quality. 1712
ADDISON Sped. No. 517 T 2 Captain Sentry, my master's

nephew, has taken possession of the hall-house, and the

whole estate. 1814 SCOTT ll'ai: x, Saying
' there were mair

fules in the laird's ha
1 house than Davie Gellatley '.

Halli, var. HALELY Obs., wholly.
Halliard: see HALYAHH.
Halliballoo: see HULLABALOO.

Hallibut, Hallidome: see HALI-.

t Hallier'. Obs. Also 4 halyer. [f.
HALE

.', perh. after an OF. holier, hallier : cf. sawyer."]

1. One who hales or hauls
;
a hauler.

'479 Off. Mayor Bristol in Eng. Gilds 425 Ne soffir not

the halycrs to hale it all awey. 1644 PRYNNE & WALKER
Fiennes' Trial 44 Cannons .. might with ease have been

easily drawne oft, being downe the hill, and many Halliers

horses ready at hand for that service.

2. Earlier form of HALYARD, q.v.

3. A kind of net for catching birds.

1727 BRADLEY Fain. Diet. s.v. Call, Then place your Net,
cau'd a Hallier, quite round, .each Part about twenty Foot
distant from the Cage.

t Hallier 2
. Obs. [f. HALL**. 4: cf. med.L.

aulariiis in same sense.] A student in a hall at

Oxford University.
1587 HARRISON England ll. ii. (1877) i. 87 The students

also that remaine in them [Oxford hostels or halls] are
called hostelers or halliers.

t Ha'lling. Obs. Also 5 hawlyng(e, 5-6 hall-

yng. [f.
HALL sb. + -ING : cf. bedding, flooring.}

Tapestry or painted cloth for the walls of a hall.

1418 E. R. Wills (1882) 35 Alle the hustilmentis of Bed-

dyng, hallyng, pottys & pannes. 1427 Mem. Ripon
(Surtees) I. 329 Unum pannum pinctum vocatum hawlyng.
1483 Cath. Angl. 179/1 An Hawlynge, anlenm. 1522 Bury
// W/s(Camden) 115 A hallyng of steynyd clothe wc rynnyng
vynys and leves w' bestes and birdes. 1566 Kng. Church
Furniture (Peacock) 94 Item one vale which our vicare

haith and he haith made a hailing therof.

Ha'llioil, liallyon. -i'r. and north, dial. Also
bullion. [Origin uncertain. Cf. F. haillon rag.]
A term of contempt : A low or scurvy fellow

;
an

idle, worthless fellow.

1786 BURNS Addr. Beelzebub 37 They, .tirl the hallions to
the birses. 1789 D. DAVIDSON Seasons 26 (Jam.) Some
rustic hallion. 1808-18 JAMIESON, Hullion. 18x7 SCOTT
Rob Roy iv, This isadecentish hallion. z82cBROCKETT N.
C. Gloss., Hallion, a term of reproach. 1895 CROCKETT Men
ofMoss-liags xxx. 223, 1 can manage the bullions fine.

Hallite (hse'bit). A/in. [Named from Halle in

Germany.] A synonym of Aluminite or Websterite.

1837 DANA Min. 1872 WATTS Diet. Chem. III. 6.

Halliyard, rare obs. form of HALYARD.

Hall-mark, sb.
[f.

HALL sb. 6.] The official

mark or stamp used at Goldsmiths' Hall in London

by the Goldsmiths' Company, in marking the

standard of gold and silver articles assayed by
them ; hence, generally, a mark used by Govern-
ment assay offices for the same purpose.
1721 Lond. Gaz. No. 5974/3 That the same [silver wares]

have the Hall-Mark thereon. 1852 A. RYLAND Assay Gold
$ S. 4 Every one has observed that all plate bears certain

marks; these are generally five in number and are called

the Hall.marks t or assay marks. 1884 BRITTEN Watch fy

Clockm. 150 Birmingham. Hall mark, an anchor in a
square frame for gold, and an anchor in a pointed shield
for silver. 1887 Academy i Jan. 15/3 The hall-mark was
:i Lombardic capital T, the mark for the year 1496-7.

TO. fig. Adistinctive mark or token ofgenuineness,

good breeding, or excellence.

(864 Daily Tel. i Sept., A guardsman, bearing on him the
' Hall mark' of Alma. 1887 1'all Mall G. 21 Mar. 3/1 The
stamping with a hall-mark (called a degree) is not the only,
or perhaps even the chief, function of a university. 1894
WOLSELEY Marlborough I. 140 The hall-mark of real

military genius.

Hail-mart, v. [f. prec. sb., after MARK v.]
trans. To stamp with a hall-mark.

Alsp_/5jf.
1852 A. RYLAND Assay Gold ^ S. 135 Express instructions

..to have the plate Hall-marked. 1892 G. S. LAYARD
C. Keene ii. 36 It certainly never occurred to them that
Nature had hall-marked him '

genius '.

Hence Ha'll-marked/^/. a., -marking vbl. sb.

1879 Blackw. Mag. Aug. 202 Its hall-marking is no guaran-
tee for quality. 1884 BRITTEN Watch ff Clockm. 116 The
hall marking of all watch cases of gold or silver made in
Great Britain.. is compulsory. 1888 Athenaeum 22 Dec.
832/1 On the plea that the articles were not hall-marked.
Mod. (fig.) Not hall-marked on every link.

Hallmote, halmote (b.9-lmJ"t). Forms:
2-5 halimot, 4 (7-8 /fist., halymote, Hist. 6
haylemot, 6-9 halimote, heal-gemot, 7-9 hal-

mot, 8 hallimote, 8-9 hal(l)mote, 9 hallmoot.
[Early ME. hal-imot, -ymote, repr. an OE. *heall-

gem6t, f. heall HALL
-t-gemo't meeting, assembly.]

1. The court of the lord of a manor, held in the
hall

; a court-baron.
HOI Laws Hen. I, c. 9 j 4 in Thorpe Anc. Laws I. 517

Et omms causa terminetur vel hundreto, vel comitatu, vel
hahmoto socam habencium, vel dominorum curiis. Ibid.
c. 20 i. 528 In causis omnibus et hallemotis pertinentibus.
<ri2os LAY. 31997 Hu Aoelstan her com..hu he sette hali-
mot, & hu he sette hundred. 1591 LAMBARDE Archeion
(1635) 15 The Court Baron, anciently called Heal-gemot,
and corruptly Haylemot, that is.. the Court of the Hall,
Manner, or chiefe place. 1607 COWELL Interpr., Halymote
is a court Baron . . the etymologic is the meeting of the
tenents of one hall or maner. 1846 lirockett's N. C. Gloss.
(ed. 3) I. 206 /falinot-cotirt . .The name is still kept up in

42 HALLOW.
Durham county, in the bishop's manors. 1899 GARNIER Hist. fall thus, upon the breast of earth, And in her eare halloo

Eng. Landed Int. 63 Private courts, such as those of the

King's Thane and Halmote.

fig. a 1327 I'd. .Songs (Camden) 154 Upo lofte The devel

may sitte softe, And holden his halymotes ofte.

2. The court of an incorporated trade-guild or
'

company '.

a 1633 COKE Inst. iv. (1669) 1. f 9 The Court of Hall-mote.

This is. .as much as to say the Hall Court, i. Convcntus
Ci-.'inm in A itlatn piiHicam, every Company of London

having an Hall wherein they keep their Courts, and this

Court anciently called Hall-mote or Folk mote. 1708 J.

CHAMBKRLAYNE St. Gt. Brit. \. in. x. (1743) 209 The court

of Halmote, or Assembly of every Guild or Fraternity. 1892
HAZLITT Lh'ery Camp. Land. 104 In 30 Edward I the

[

Bakers were allowed to hold four hall-moots yearly, to

determine all offences committed in their business.

1! It has been erroneously analysed as '

holy or

ecclesiastical court'.

1655 FULLER Cli. Hist. vi. ii. 22 All these appeared at

the Hali-mote or Holy Court of the Cellarer. 1670 BLOUNT
Law Diet., Halimoie. .also a Holy or Ecclesiastical Court

|

1797 Jacob's Law Diet. s.v. Halymote, Called the holymote
or holy-court, Curia Sanctimotus, for regulating the bakers i

of the city.

Hallo, halloa (halo
1

"), int. and sb. [A later

form of HOLLO (liollmv, holloa], q.v. Cf. Ger.
i

hallo, halloh, also OHG. hal&, hold, emphatic I

imper. of lialSn, holSn to fetch, used esp. in hailing
a ferryman. Also written hullo(a, hillo(a, hello,

from obscurity of the first syllable.] A shout or
|

exclamation to call attention, or expressing some

degree of surprise (e. g. on meeting some one un-

expectedly). Cf. HALLOO. A. as interj.

1840 DICKENS Barn. Rudge x, 'Halloa there! Hugh!'
roared John. 1864 H. SPENCER Illnstr. Univ. Progr. 217
Any phrase with which one may be heard to accost the
other as 'Hallo, are you here ?

'

B. as sb.

Mod. I gave a loud halloa. Loud halloas were now
heard in all directions.

Hallo, halloa (hal<w-)> v.
[f. prec.] intr. To

shout or exclaim '
hallo !

'

1781 MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary May, They were all halloaing
at this oddity. 1863 KIN_GSLEY Water Bab. 6 The groom
saw him, and halloed to him to know where Mr. Grimes . .

lived. 1884 Pall Mall G. 7 Nov. 2/2 There must be no
halloaing before we are out of the wood.

Hallock, var. HOLLOCK, Obs., a Spanish wine.

Halloo (half/-", int. and sb. [Goes with HALLOO
v. ; it may be a varied form of HOLLO int. and

sb., suited to a prolonged cry intended to be heard
at a distance.] An exclamation to incite dogs to

the chase, to call attention at a distance, to express

surprise, etc. A. as interj.
[1605 SHAKS. Lear in. iv. 79 Pillicock sat on Pillicock

hill, alow ; alow, loo, loo.] a 1700 DRYDEN (I.), Some
popular chief, .but cries halloo, And, in a trice, the bellow-

ing herd come out. 1728 SWIFT Mitllinix ff Timothy
Wks. 1755 III. n. 213 Will none the Tory dogs pursue,
When through the streets I cry liallool 1796 SCOTT Wild
Huntsman \, The Wildgrave winds his bugle-horn, To
horse, to horse ! halloo ! halloo ! 1875 JOWETT Pla!o(eA. 2)
III. 311 Halloo ! I said, I begin to perceive a track.

B. as sb. (See also VIEW-HALLOO.)
1707 FREIND Peterborow's Cond. Sp. 211 Be sure..you

answer with an English Halloo. iSzo SCOTT Lady of L.
n. xxxvii, The minstrel heard the far halloo. 1859 Art of
Taming Horses, fyc. xii. 201 When hounds do not come up
to the huntsman's halloo till moved by the whipper-in, they are
said to dwell. 1885 W. A. B. HAMILTON Mr. Montenelio II.

47 A piercing view-halloo announces the much-desired event.

Halloo (haltt-), v. Also 7 hallew. [Either f.

HALLOO int. and sb., or a variant of earlier HALLOW
.
2

,
with shifted stress as in OF. haloe-r, il halo-ej\

L a. intr. To shout ' halloo
'

to dogs in order to

urge them on. b. trans. To urge on or incite

with shouts.
It is doubtful whether the first two quotations belong here

or to HALLOW w.2

1568 Hist. Jacob # Esau i. ii. in Hazl. Dodsley II. 195
Then maketh he [Esau] with his horn such toohing and

blowing, And with his wide throat such shouting and halloo-

ing. 1606 T. CARPENTER Solomons Solace xli. 162 Admoni-
tions wherby he halleweth men away from those vanities.

1717 PKlOKAlma n. 312 Old John halloos his hounds again.
1820 SCOTT Jrnl. 17 Feb., Many who have hallooed me on
at public meetings, [etc.]. 1836 H. ROC.ERS J. Howe viii.

(1863^ 214 Bishops, who hallooed on the inferior clergy.,
in this cruel and ignoble sport.

2. intr. To shout in order to attract attention
;

to holla.

1722 DE FOE Plague 105, I halloo and call to them till I

maKe them hear. 1791 MRS. RADCLIFFE Rom. Forest i,

His conductor then hallooed. 1805 WORDSW. Waggoner
in. 124 Hallooing from an open throat, Like travellers

shouting for a boat. 1807 PIKE Sources Mississ. (1810) 25
We were, .hallooed after to go into every lodge to eat. 1814

JANE AUSTEN Mansfield Park (1870) III. vii. 333 Hallooing
out at sudden starts.

b. Proverb. Not to halloo until one is out of
the wood, not to shout till one is safe from robbers

in the forest; e&p.fig: not to exult till all danger
or difficulty is past.
1801 W. HUNTINGTON Bank of Faith 85 But, alas ! I

hallooed before I was out of the wood. 1876 FAIRBAIRN in

Contemp. Rev. June 137 He halloos, not only before he is

out of the wood, but before he is well into it.

3. trans. To shout (something) aloud.
1602 MARSTON Ant. <$ Mel. in. Wks. 1856 I. 31 He might

his misery. 18x4 JANE AUSTEN Alansf. I'ark (1870) III.
viii. 341 The servants halloo'd out their excuses from the
kitchen. 1851 D. JHRROLU St. Gilts xiii. 134 He hallooed
into the gaping ears of the landlady the terrible intelligence.

Hence Halloo'ing vbl. sb. and fpl. a.

1568 [see sense i]. 1748 F. SMITH I 'ay. Disc. I. 24 We
heard a Halloing from Shorewards. 1808 J. BARLOW Cohtrnl',

vi. 540 And with hallooing blast Shake the vast wilderness.

Halloo baloo, -bo-loo : see HULLABALOO.
Hallow (hse-la

1

", sb. 1
; usually in pi. hallows.

Forms : I halsa./w/.halse, 2-4hal}e, -Jie.haleje,
luili}, etc. ;

also 3-4 halwe, halewe, 4 halu, 4-6
halow(e, etc. Plural : a. I halsan, 2-4 hal}en,
2 halechen, 3 halej'lOen, Orm. hall5henn,
alhen; also 3-5 halwen, halewen (3 haluwen.

4 hawen , 5 halowen. /3. 3 halhe, 3-4 halwe.

f. 4 hashes, -is, halijhis, halyjhs, 4-5 ha-

Io3h(e)s ;
also 3-5 halwes, 4 (alwes), hal(e)wis,

halouys, hawlouys, halus. 4-5 halowis, -ous(e,
-owse, 4-6 halow(e)s, 5 halewes, -oes, (aleues),
6- hallows, (6-7 -es). [OE. halga, definite form of

halig adj. holy (se hAlga, seo lialge, the holy (man,
woman), }ia hAlgan the holy ones), used at length
as an ordinary weak sb. (Cf. Ger. der heilige, die

heiligen, L. sane/us, It. santo, F. saint.') The -en

plural was retained in the south during the ME.
period, while hahves appeared in midl. and north

before 1300. In the radical form hali^, the a be-

came regularly o, and the - became -y; but in

halga the consonant group caused shortening of the

A to a, and the before a back-vowel produced H>,

between which and the / was developed o, as in

arrow, widnv, etc. Cf. HALLOW z>.']

1. A holy personage, a SAINT. (Little used after

1500, and now preserved only in ALL-HALLOWS
and its combinations, q.v.)
aSSs Will of Alfred in Earle Land Ch. 148 On godes

naman and on his halixra. c 1000 ^LLFRIC Horn. II. 142
Cuoberhtus se halga siooan fcefremode mihtt^lice wundra
on 5am mynstre wunigende. c 1000 Saints' Lives
(E.E.T.S.) II. 52 Swa swaseohalije [St, Mary]serforessede.
1154 O. E. Chron. an, 1137 5 Hi .sxden openlice Saet crist

slep & his halechen. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 5 Ure louerd
wile ciiiiie and alle hishalegen mid him. c 1200 ORMIN 6009
Bitwenenn Godess hall^henn. a 1225 Juliana 76 As hit

deh alhen [MS. B. halhe] to donne. 1:1230 Mali ATeid.

19 Dream . . bat nane halwes ne mahen. a 1240 Lofsong in

Cott. Horn. 217 Imennesse of haluwen. c 1290 S. Eng. Leg.
I. 53/227 Hei? halewe in heouene is. 1297 R. GLOI'C. (1724)
82 Crete halwe.. As Seynt Cristyne & Seynt Fey. Ibid.

233 Mony ys the holy halwe, that her y bured ys. Ibid.

255 Ye relykes of halewen yfounde were, a 1300 Cursor
J/. 10402 Of halus hei in heuen blis. Ibid. 29549 (Cott.

Galba) It takes him fro be cumpany of halows. (-1300
Ibid. 22592 (Edin.) Es na hal)ie [v. rr. halu, halwe] vndir
be heuin. 13.. Sir Beues i2i8(MS. A.)Deliure a bef fro be

galwe, He pe hate^ after be alle halwe ! {v. rr. alle halowse,
al halowes], c 1325 Prose Psalter li[i]. 9 In be sy^t of byn
halwen. c 1330 R. BRI'NNE Chron. (1810) 182, I vowe to

Saynt Michael, & tille halwes bat are. a 1340 HAMPOLE
Psalter v. 15 Ymangeaungels&haloghs. 1340 Pr. Consc.

5119 Alle his halghes sal with him come. 1:1350 Will.

Palerne 371 To crist & to hal alwes. c 1380 WYCLIF Wks.
(1880) 48 Acursed of god of fraunseis and of alle hawen.
c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 14 To feme halwes [v.r. halowes]
kowthe in sondry londes. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I.

A chirche of al halwen . . oure Lady is after Crist cheef
halwe of al mankynde. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xiii. 60
Him bai honoure and wirschepes before all ober halowes.
c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode II. cxlvii. (1869) 133 Ayenst
god and alle hise halwen. c 1440 Sir Gowther 380 Yet may
she sum good halowe seche. 1:1489 CAXTON Sonnes of
Aymon iii. 99, I swere you vpon all halowes. Ibid. xix.

418, I swere to you, sire, by all halowen. IJ53 BECON
Reliques of Rome (1563) 238 Martyrs, Confessours, and

virgines, and the halowes of God. 1647 Pol. Ballads (1860)
I. 67 Watson, thee I long to see By God, and by the

Hallowes. [1876 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. V. 284 Men said.

openly that Christ slept and His hallows. (See quot. 1154.)]

2. In pi. applied to the shrines or relics of saints ;

the gods of the heathen or their shrines.

In the phrase to seek halloius, to visit the shrines or relics

of saints ; orig. as in sense i, the saints themselves being
thought of as present at their shrines. Cf. quot. c 1440 in i.

c 1200 Vices $ Virtues (1888) 3 Do menn 3e habbeo gode
behaten god te donne, o3er halje to sechen. c 1385 CHAUCER
L. G. W. 1310 Dido, Sche sekith halwis & doth sacry-
fise. c 1400 Destr. Troy 650 Swiftly to sweire vpon
swete haloghes. Ibid. 10948 With Sacrifice solemne [>ai]

soghten bere halowes. c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes of Aymon
xxvi. 552, I wylle . . that ye bere wyth you the halowes for

to make theym swere thervpon. 1523 SKELTON Carl. Laurel

1636 Right is over the fallows Gone to seke hallows. 1561
Schole-ho. Worn. 309 in Hazl. E. P.P. IV. 117 On pilgremage
then must they go, To Wilsdon, Barking, or to some hallowes.

b. Holy of hallows : see HOLY.
3. Hallow- in Comb, (chiefly in Se.) is used for

ALL - HALLOW- = All Saints'-, in HALLOW - DAY,

HALLOW-E'EN, HALLOWMAS, HALLOW-TIDE; also

hallow-fair, a fair or market held at Hallowmas ;

hallow-fire, a bonfire kindled on All-hallow-e'en,

an ancient Celtic observance.

1795 MACPHERSON Wyntoun's Cnn. Gloss., Halow-fair is

held on the day of all saints. 1799 Statist. Ace. Scotl. XXI.
145 1Jam.) But now the hallow fire, when kindled, is attended

by children only.

Hallow (hx-lo"), sb.* Forms : 5 halow, 6-

hallow, 7-9 hallo, halloo, [f.
HALLOW v.'i



HALLOW.
Often identified in spelling with HALLOO, although
pronounced with stress on first syllable.] A loud
shout or cry, to incite clogs in the chase, to help
combined effort, or to attract attention.

,1440 rromp. Purv. 223/2 Halow, >chypm;iunys crye,
cclcnuia. 1583 STANVHL-HST sEnet's n. (Arl>.) 45 With shout-

hu clamprus hallow. 1603 DRAYTON Bar. Wars, n. (R.),
With noise of hounds and halloos as distraught. 1634
MILTON Contus 481 List ! list! I hear Some far-off" hallo
hnftk the silent air. 1783 COWPER Epit. Hare 4 Whose
foot ne'er tainted morning dew, Nor ear heard hunts-
men's hallo. '

1837 W. IRVING Ctipt, Bonnwille III. 226

tlallopping, with whoop and halloo, into the camp,
t Hallow, j.3 Obs. [prob. the same word as

HALLOW sd.-
t
transferred to the material encourage-

ment given to the hounds.] The parts of the hare

given to hounds as a reward or encouragement after

a successful chase.

6-1420 Vetu-ry tie Twety in Rel. Ant. 1. 153 Whan the
hare is take, and your houndes have ronne wele to hym ye
shul blowe aftirward, and ye shul yef to your houndes the

halow, and that is the syde, the .shuldres, the nekke, and
the hed, and the loyne bhal to kechonne. 1486 Bk. St. A Ibans
K iij b, Wich rewarde when pon the erth it is dalt With all

goode hunteris the halow it is call. 1576 TURBERV. Veneric
174 Which the Frenchman calleth the reward, and some-
times the quarey, but our old Tristram calleth it the hallow.
1688 K. HOL.MI; Armoury u. 188/1 Hallow, .a reward given
to Hounds, of beast that are not beasts of Venery.
Hallow Iwbu), v. 1 Forms: i hdlsian, 2-3

hale5e;n, 2-4 -i3e(n, 2-5 -we(n, 3 (al^en), Orm.

hall3henn, 3-4 hal3e(n, -ie(n, 3-5 halewe(u,
3-7 halow(e, (4 halu, -ugh, 5 helewe, hawlowe) ,

6- hallow. [OE. hdl&ian t -ode, = OS. helagdn
(MDu. heligen, heiligen}^ OHG. heilagon -.Ger.

(htitigt*), ON. kelga. (Sw. helga, Da. heltige},
Com.Teut. deriv. of hailag- HOLY. For the ME.
shortening of the d to a, see HALLOW j^.1]
1. trans. To make holy; to sanctify, purify.
c xooo Ags. Go$p. John xvii. 19 Ic hal^ige me sylfne Jet

hij sVn eac sehaljode. c 1000 ^ELFRIC Exod. xix. 10

^ehaJga hi;; tod^g. c 1200 ORMIN 10803 He wollde uss

halhjhenn. a 1225 Ancr. R. 306 Jesu Cristes blod j>et
haleweS bo& beos oSre. a 1340 HAMTOLE Psalter xvii. 28
Traist in him bat he will halighe be. 1340 Ayenb. 237
Mi^tuol uor to haljy ham bet hit onderuongeb. 1382
WYCLIF John x\. 55 Many of the cuntree sti^eden vp to

Jerusalem the day bifore pask, for to halowe them selue.
Ibid, xvii. 17 Halwe thou hem in treuthe. c 1532 DEWES
Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 954 To halowe, sainctifier . 1638
BAKER tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. III). 25 Those women whose
teares Antiquitie hath hallowed. 1837 R. NICOLL Poems
(1843) * Chief of the Household Gods Which hallow Scot-
land's lowly cottage-homes ! 1892 WESTCOTT Gospel ofLife
299 Christianity .. meets and hallows our broadest views cf
nature and life.

2. To consecrate, set apart (a person or thing) as
sacred to God; to dedicate to some sacred or

religious use or office ; to bless a thing so that it

may be under the particular protection of a deity,
or possess divine virtue, arch,

971 Blickl. Horn. 205 Gif hit sie mannes jemet Jja:t
he

ciricean halgian sceole. a 1x75 Cott. Horn. 223 On ban
seofeSan de? he ^eendpde his wurc. .and bane de} ha^ode.
i 1205 LAY. 17496 J>e king .. h;et hasten be stude, be ha:hte

Stanhenge. 1207 R, GI.OUC. (1724) 358 The pope asoyled
& blessed Wyllam & al hys.. And halewede hys baner.
./ 1300 Cursor J/. 8867 Quen bat pe temple halughd was.

1398 TKKVISA Bartlt. De P. R. xvi. Ixxxvi. (1495) 582
Saphire stone was syngulerly halowed to Appotin. 1494
FABVAN Chrou. I. cxxxii. (R.), For to dedicate and halowe
the monastery of Seynt Denys in moost solempne wyse.
1547 fcooRDE Introd. Kno-wl. i. (1870) 121 The Kynges of
Englande doth halowe euery yere Crampe rynges. 1579
SPENSER Skcph. Cat. Feb. 210 Often crost with the priestes
crewe, And often halowed with holy water dewe. 1648
GAGE West Ind. 152 Candlemas day . . Bring their Candles
to be blessed and hallowed. 1868 FREEMAN Norm. Conq.
II. vii. 112 Leo. .entered France, .to hallow the newly built
church of his monastery.
t b. To consecrate (a person) to an office, as

bishop, king, etc. Obs.

cgoo tr. fixda's Hist. i. xvi. [xxvii.] (1890) 62 Se halga
wer Agustinus . . wses ^ehal^od ercebiscop Ongolbeode.
. 1000 O. E. Chron. an. 979 On pys geare WEES ^belred to

cininge jehalgod. 1154 Ibid. an. 1135 And halechede him
to kinge on midewintre daei. c 1385 Metr. Horn. 79 Thir
nonnes when that thai halowid ware, Thai toke thaire leue
hame to fare. [1871 FREEMAN Norm. Conq. IV. xviii. 179
And there . . the Lady Matilda was hallowed to Queen by
Archbishop Ealdred. 1873 E. W. ROBERTSON Hist. Ess.
-'07 In the reign of Offa. -Ecgfrith was 'hallowed to king

1

.]

t C. To consecrate (the eucharistic elements). Obs.
c laoo ORMIN 1727 J?aer he Cristess ftesh and blod Hannd-

lebb, hall^hebb, and offrebb.

To honour as holy, to regard and treat with
reverence or awe (esp. God or his name).
a 1000 Hymns v. 2 (Gr.)Sy pinum weorcum hal^ad noma

ni55a bearnum ! c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. vi. 9 Fader ure
bu be ert on heofene, sye bin name jehalged. a 1300 Cursor
M. 25104 Halud be bi nam to neuen. 1382 WYCLIF Dent.
xxxii. 51 3e halwide not me amonge the sones of Yrael.
a, 1440 Sir Degrev. 91 They hade halowed hys name Wyth

fret
nobulle. c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. cviii, Euen as when first

hallowed thy faire name. i6it BIBLE Matt. vi. 9 Our
father which art in heauen, hallowed be thy Name. 1645
USSHER Body Dili. (1647) 358 To hallow the name of God,
is to seperate it from all profane and unholy abuse, to a holy
and reverend use,

4. trans. To keep (a day, festival, etc.) holy ;
to

observe solemnly.
971 Blickl, Horn, 37 Halgiab eower fasten. civj$Laiitb.

43

How. 45 To hali^en and to wurAicn bonne dei be is icleped
slinneael < 1380 \VYCLU- .V/. \\~ks. 111. 8^ Have mynde

, to halwe bin holiday. 1389 I-.ug. iiilds (1870) 17 Euery
brother & sister. . shullen halwen euerniure ye day of scint

I George, a 1533 Lu. KKRNI.RS Gold. Jlk. J/. A itrcl. U 546)
I> vij b, Halovyng the feaste of themperours natiuitie. 1552

j

ABP. HAMILTON Cfitt'ch. (1884) 66 Remember that thow
I hallow the Sabboth day. 1796 COLKKIUGE Li-ft'Place of
i Retirement 10 Hallowing his Sabbath-day by quietiiL'.s^.

I- b. ahsol. To keep holy day. Ohs.
(1200 Trin, Coll. Horn. 155 Hure riht time bunnc men

fasten sha! o5er hal^en. 1303 R. BRUSNE Handl. Synnc
929 Halewe^ wyb us at be noun In be wurschyp of oure
lady. 1496 Dives ,V Pitn/>. iW. de W.) I. xviii. 51/1 Tyinc
to halowe and tyme to labour.

Hallow ,haH0), v.'^ Forms : 4-7 halow, 6-8

hallow, 7-9 hallo, halloo. See also HOLLOW.

[MK. halow-en, corresp. to and prob. a. <J\?,hallo-er

to pursue crying or shouting.]
1. trans, a. To chase or pursue with shouts, b.
To urge on or incite with shouts, c. To call or

summon in, hack, etc. with shouting.
< 1340 Cursor Af. (Trin.) 15833 J>ei. .fonle halowed him. .as

he had ben an hounde. c 1369 CHAUCER Dctfie Blaunche 379
pe hert found is I-halowed and rechased fast long tyme.
1399 LANGL. Rich. Redetes HI. 228 He was halowid and y-
huntid, and y-hote trusse. 1530 PALSGR. 577/2, I halowe
houndes with a krye. 1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinshedlll.
1003/1 To hallow home cardinall Poole their countriman.

1674 N. Cox Genii. Recretit. i. (1677) 99 Hallow in your
Hounds untill they have all undertaken it. 1696 S. SEWALL-
Diary 13 Jan. (1878) I. 419, 1 went to Sheaf and he hallowed
over Jno. Russell again, a 1713 ELLWOODrf4tt0tipi (1765)
265 Clapping their Hands and hallowing them on to this

evil Work. 1812 Storting Mag. XXXIX. 184 They [fox

hounds] were then halloed back.

2. inlr. To shout, in order to urge on dogs to the

chase, assist combined effort, or attract attention.

-1420 Anturs of Arth. v, The hunteres they haulen
r=halwen], by hurstes and by hoes, c 1440 Promp. Pa.rv.

|
224/1 Halowyn, or cryyn as schypmen (P. halowen with

j

cry), celettmo. 1525 LD. BERNERS Froiss. II. Ixi. [bdv.] 209
They . . halowed after them as thoughe they had ben wolues.

1567 W. WREN in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 149 When they hal-

, lowed we hallowed also. 16x2 DRAYTON Pelyolb. xiii. 216
: The shepherd him pursues, and to his dog "doth halow.

1634 MILTON Counts 226, I cannot halloo to my brothers.
'

1815 W. H. IRELAND Scribbleomania, 2 Though loudly the

;

Bards all against me may halloo, I rank with tne time a true

I
chip of Apollo.
3. trans. To shout (something) aloud.
la 1400 Morte Arth. 3319 What harmes he has hente he

halowes fulle sone. 1601 SHAKS. Twel. N. \. v. 291 Hallow
your name to the reuerberate hilles. 1676 DRYUEN A urengz.
v. i. 2226 In your Ear Will hallow, Rebel, Tyrant, Mur-
therer. 1812 H. & J. SMITH Rej. Addr. ix. (1873) 82 And
never halloo

' Heads below !

'

Hence Ha-llowing vbl. sb. and ///. a.

13. . Caw. fy Gr. Knt. 1602 There wat3 blawyng of prys in

mony breme borne, He^e halowing on hi^e. 1483 Cath.

Angl. 172/1 An Halowynge of hundis, boetna. 156^ J.
SANFORD tr. Agrippa's Van. A rtes Pref.

,
The hallowinge

Hunter, will set his houndes and hawkes upon me. 1597
SHAKS. 2 Hen. f^ i. ii. 213 Hallowing and singing of
Anthemes. 1755 B. MARTIN Mag. Arts ^ Sc. 156 Making
great Noises by hallowing, hooting, etc.

t Ha'llow, int. Obs. [app. a variant of hollo

interj., influenced by HALLOW v?, sit.'2] An excla-

mation to arouse to action, or to excite attention.

1674 BUTLER Geneva Ballad 63 Heark ! How he opens
with full Cry ! Hallow my Hearts, beware of Rome.

Hallow, obs. or dial, form of HOLLOW a.

Ha'llow-day. dial. [In i, short for ALL-
HALLOW-DAY, q.v. ; in 2, from HALLOW sb^"\
1. All Saints' day, the first of November.
1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslies Hist. Scot. ix. 200Jn Ed r vpon

a [ a'] Halow day, rais sik a wind and wethir. 1711 C. Af.
Lett, to Curttt 10 In any time of K. Edward the 6th's

Reign, preceeding Hallow-day 1552. 1854 H. MILLER ScJt.

<V Schm. (1858) 292 We had completed all our work ere

Hallowday.
2. A saint's day ;

a holy day, a holiday.
^1825 FORBY Voc. E. Anglia, Hallowdayt a holiday.

a 1829 Clerk's Tiva So)ixo Oivsenfordxv[. in Child Ballads
in. Ixxii. 1,1885) 175/2 Till the hallow days o Yule.

Hallowed ^hEe'l^d, barl^ed), ///. a. [f.

HALLOW z/.i + -ED!.] Sanctified, blessed, conse-

crated, dedicated.

6-900 tr. B&da's Hisf. iv. xxxii. [xxxi.] ("1890) 380 Done
^ehalgodan lichoman CuSberhtes. a. 1300 Cursor M. 29256
Wit ani halud [v. r. halowde] thing, a 1340 HAMTOLE
Psalitridx, 2 A halighid kyrke. 1512 Act 4 Hen. VIH^
c. 2 i In eny Churche Chapell or halowed place. 1655
FULLER Ch. Hist. v. iv. 28 That the Hallowed oyl is no
better than the Bishop of Rome his grease or butter. 1804
I. GRAHAME Sablwtk i How still the morning of the hal-
lowed day ! 18598. LONGFELLOW Hytnn i, Again, as even-

ing shadow falls, We gather in these hallowed walls.

Hence Ka'llowedly adv. ; Ha'llowecliiess.
1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth xxvii, In all the hallowedness of

resignation, 1834 H. O'BRIEN Round Towers Irel. 364 As
hallowedly expressive as they were ever before, 1866 ALGER
Solit. Nat. n. 40 Lust their hallowedness be profaned.

Hallow-e'en. Sc. [Shortened from All-hallow-

even : see ALL-HALLOW 4.] The eve of All Hallows'
or All Saints*; the last night of October. Also attrib.
In the Old Celtic calendar the year began on ist November,

so that the last evening of October was 'old-year'snight', the

night of all the witches, which the Church transformed into
the Eve of AH Saints.

1556-1698 (see All hallow eve, ALL-HALLOW 4]. 17..

Young Tamlaue in Border yI//iVr,(i869' 47^ This night is

Hallowe'en, Janet, The morn is Hallowday. 1773 FBR-

HALLUCINATE.
I CUSSON Eclogue 18 Nae langer hygane thnn sin Halloween.

1785 BURNS Hallfr-j'ecn ii, To liurn their nits, an' pou their

stocks, An' haud their Halloween. 1808-18 JAMIKSON-, Ta
hand Halloween, to observe the childish or superstitious
rites appropriated to this evening. 1864 Ckaml'crs' Bk.

Days II. 519/1 The evening of the 3ist of October, known
as All Hallows' Eve or Halloween. It is the night
set apart for a uni\crs;il walking abroad of spirit^. 1883 1.

HAWTHORNK in Harper s Mag. Nov. 930/2 Halloween is

the carnival-time of disembodied spirits. 1884 Q. VICIOKIA
More Leaves 69 We saw the commencement of Uie keeping
of Halloween.
attrib. 1795 Statist. Ace. Stoti. XV. 517 Formerly the

Halltrw Even 1-ire, a relic of Druidism. was kindled in

Buchan.

Ha'llower. [f. HALLOW z/.i + -UR'.] One who
or that which hallows, sanctifies, or consecrates

;

a Modifier, consecrator.
xxxvii. 28, I the Lord.halewer ofVrael.

c 1440 Promp. Par-j. 224/2 Halware of holydayes, celtbrator.
1548 CRANMKR Cateclt. 140 The holy gost, is y commen
sanctifier or halower. 1607 Sc/tal. Disc. agst. Aiitichr. n.
vi. 62 The . . grande hallower and consecrator of al holy things.

Hallowing, vbl. sti. 1

[f. as prec. + -IKG'.]
The action of the verb HALLOW

; consecration,
dedication, sanctification.

900 tr. Bxda's Hist. i. xvi. [xxvii.] (1890)72 /Et biscope.s
halsunge. a 1300 Cursor M. 10215 pe haluing Of temple.
1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. ix. xxxi. (1495) 368 Thenne
men goon wyth processyon to the fonte halowinge. 1482
Chun/mi. Ace. Yatton (Som. Rec. Soc.) 113 Costs for haw-
luyng of the Cherche erde. 1668 WILKINS Rial Char. 397
Consecrating or Hallowing. 1875 MANNING Mission H.
Ghost v. 127 The hallowing of the name of God is that He
may be known, and worshipped . . and honoured by all His
creatures.

Hallowing, ///. n;.
1

[f. as prec. + -ING 2.]
That hallows

; sanctifying.
c 1175 Lamb. HOIH. 103 Twa sarinesse beo5, an is beos

uuele oSer is halwende. a 1225 St. Marker. 18 WiS bt:

halwunde fur of be hali gast. 1738 WtSLEV Psahiis v, On
Thee, O God of Purity, I wait for hallowing Grace. 1885
AthenauM 14 Feb. 226/1 The civilizing and hallowing
influence of Christianity.

Hallowing, vbl. st>2 and /// <** ' see after

HALLOW v.%

Hallowmas (hae-loma-s). Forms : see HALLOW
si. ; also 4 hallomese, halumes, 6 holloraass, 7
hallamas. [Shortened from All-hallow-mass : see
ALL-HALLOW 5.] The feast of All Hallows or All
Saints. Also attrib., as Hallowmas-day, -eve.

1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 60 Ye soneday be-forn halwe-
messe day. Ibid. 69 Ye souneday next after halumesday.
c 1450 Merlin 97 At halowmasse Antor made hys sone
knyght, and at yoole he come to logres. 1590 GREENWOOD
Collect. Sclantui. Art. Fivb, Your solempne and double
feasts of your hollomass, Christmass, Candlemass. 1593
SHAKS. Rich. II, v. i. 80 She came adorned hither like
sweet May ; Sent back like Hallowmas, or short'st of day.
1688. R. HOLME Armoury in. 268/2 Sow Wheat before
Hallowmas Eve. 1786 BURNS Twa Dogs 123 As bleak-
fac'd Hallowmass returns. 11832 SCOTT St. Switnins
C/tair, On Hallow-Mass Eve the Night-Hag will ride.

1876 GRANT Burgh Sch. Scotl. II. xiv. 469 The old quarterly
terms for paying the school fees were Lammas, Hallowmas,
Candlemas, and Beltane.

t Hallow-tide. Obs. Forms : 5 halow-, 6

halon-, halun-, ballon-, 7 hallen-, hallow-tide.

[Shortened from All-halloiti-tide, t all haUowen-
tyde: see ALL-HALLOW 6.] The season of All
Saints ; the first week of November.
1-1450 Merlin 100 Amor hadde made his eldeste sone

knyght at the halowtide be-fore yoole. e 1530 LD. BEKNERS
Art/i. Lyt. Bryt. (1814) 444 The which shal be now at this

Halontyde. 1573 TUSSEK Hnsb. x.\i. (1878) 55 At Hallon-
tide, slaughter time entereth in. 1606 W. KELI.ETT in

Lismore Papers Ser. n. (1887) I. 95 Against michelmas or
hallentide 1609 Nottingham Rec. IV. 292 On Saint
Mathew daye, and so till Hallowtyd.

Halloysite (haloi-zait). A/in. [Named 1826,
after d'Halloy, a Belgian geologist : see -ITE.] A
clay-like earthy mineral, a hydrated aluminium sili-

cate, resulting from the decomposition of felspar.
1827 E:lin. Jrnl. Sc. VI. 183 Halloysite, a new mineral

species. 1837 THOMSON in Proc. Berw. Nat. Club I. No. 5.

157 Adheres to the tongue like Halloysite. 1849 DANA
Geol. iii. (1850) 208 The Halloysite group of minerals.

Hallucal ihe-ltokal), a. Anat. [f. HALLUX
(halluc-) -t-

-
AL.]

= next.

1889 Century Diet, mentions '

hallucal muscles'.

Hallucar (harl'kai;, a. Anal.
[f.

as prec. +

-AR.] Of or belonging to tlie hallux or great toe.

1856-8 W. CLARK Van tier Iloeven's Zool. II. 620 Pos-
terior feet with clawless hallucar wart, or pollex none.

Hallucinate (ha-l
l 'sin l

t),!>. [f. pa. ppl. stem
of L. (K)allnciiiarl (more correctly dlftcindri), to

wander in mind, talk idly, prate. Cf. F. halluciner.']
t 1. trans. To deceive. Obs. rare~".

1604 R. CAWDREY Table Alph. t Hallucinate, to deceiue,
or blind. 1623 COCKERAM, Hallucinate, to deceiue.

2. intr. To be deceived, suffer illusion, entertain

false notions, blunder, mistake. Obs. or arch.

1652 GAULE Magastrom. 88 If prognosticators have so
often hallucinated, .about natural] effects. 1666 G. HARVEY
Morb. Angl. ix. 75 Physicians do extreainly hallucinate in

the discern of their causes. 1751 WARBURTON On Pope III.

287^ (Jod.) It is no wonder that the verbal criticks should
a little hallucinate in this matter. 1840 CAKLYLE Heroes
v. (1858) 329 The man who cannot think and see ; but only
hallucinate, and missee the nature of the thing.

6-2



HALLUCINATED.
3. /r.;//j. Toaftci-twithhalhic-inaiii'ii; to produce

l.ilsc in 01 peic-options iii tin1 mi;.

i8a 34 <

..:i .l!'\ss. 1877 \Vk\\\i 1

Ir. // !.! .. IMS son-..

i; lh.it tialhu r

I lenee Hallu ciliated, Hallu-oiuatiug; Ml. aty,
a 1763 1>\ROM Kf. /.' /->/r./(K. ,

Some pool !

s mi-take. 1886 i;i -KSEV /'taxt.tsms ffl-Mng 1. 461

The hallucinated IKTSOII .. ima.i:ined [etc.]. 1891 A. I-

> Imroti. -; II may be mistaken hallu-
> a toll.

Hallucination UH'tMo^'Jan), [ad. 'atc I'-

ll, ofaction f.alticin,!ri:

x-c pieo. l"f. K. hallucination Dict.Ac.ul. IS;; .]

1. The mental condition of being deceived or mis-

taken, or of entertaining unfounded notions; with

a and pi., an idea or belief to which nothing real

lOiicsponds ;
an illusion.

.11651 J. SMITH A ; Notion.*, .arising from
the deceptions and hallucination* of sense. 1660 H. M.'Ki

Myst. &*tt. v, xvi. 198 'I'ti :s a mere hallucina-

tion. 1856 K. A. Y.M V.HAN .l/Yj.'iV* (18601 1. 33 Reason . . is

not .swept away by the hallucinations of sentiment.

2. rath, and Psy(hol. The apparent perception

^usually by sight or hearing) of an external object
when no such object is actually present. (Distin-

guished from illusion in the strict sense, as not

lily involving a false belief. 1

1646 SIR T. BROWNK t'if*.f. Kf. in. xriiL 153 If vision be

abolished, it U called cx.it.is, or blimlncxse, if depraved .-ind

receive its objects erroneously, Hallucination. 1859 Hit Mt.

tr. /V KfiautHt't 1 1*l/*ciH.itiei>s Introd. 7 The most cele-

brated men have been liable to hallucinations, without their

conduct offering any signs of mental alienation. 1886
tit KNEY FkiiMtAi/Hs of Living I. 459 The definition of a

sensory hallucination would thus be a percept which lacks
hut which can only hv distinct reflection be recognised as

lacking, the objective basis which it suggests.

Hallncinative JiKl'/J-smrtivl, a. [f. kaJlii-

.<i/-, pa. ppl. stem of L. hallilcitian (see HALLU-
CIXATK) + -IVK.] Productive of hallucination.

1875 J' FOKSTER Dickens ix. t, The vividness of Dickens'

imagination . .[he] finds, .to be simply hallucinativc.

Hallnxinator. rare, [late L., agent-n f.

kailuduari.] One who hallucinates.
1860 WORCESTER cites \ortk rit. Ktv.

Hallucinatory (hacl'/J-sinrtari), a. [f. hallu-

.iii,::-, pa. ppl. stem of L. hallncinari to HAI.I.V-

CIKATK + -ORY.] Characterired by, pertaining to.

or of the nature of hallucination.

1830 Fntscrs Mag. 1. 748 The indolent and hallucinatory
oisivity of Campbell. 1843 CARLVLE Past $ Pr. in. \,

Hallucinatory visions rise.

Hallux h.elrks. Anal. PI. halluees

vhiC'l'/Js/i). [mod.L,, corrupted from allcx (attic-)
the great toe (Isidore Gloss.), fonnd once in Plautus
in phr. alltx viri a ' thumb of a man ', a thumb-

ling.] The innermost of the digits (normally five

in number of the hind foot of an air-breathing
vertebrate ; the great toe ; in birds (when present)

usually either the inner or the hind toe. (Corre-

sponding to the follf.\ or thumb of the fore limb.)
1831 R. Kxox Clfyufl's Anal. 161 The Toes .. are dis-

tinguished . . by their numerical names . . The first is also
called the Great Toe, i*.i//.i). 1839 \V. JARDINE Krit.
Kirds II. 5jj All Ilnsessarcs] have the hallux, or hind toe.

187* NICHOLSON- r,iljrent. -SS In the Emeu, Cassowary,
.. the hallux is.. absent. 1875 tr. Sckmidfs DtK. * Darw.
280 Prehensile hind feet with their opposable hallux.

Hallway. U.S. An entrance-hall or passage
leading to various rooms in a house or building.
1881 Harper's Mag. Feb. 347 Entering the Senate "hall-

way. 1883 ROE ItiJ. Dec.
4^5

'i The hallway .. is wide,
and extends to a small piazza in the rear.

Hally, obs. form of HALKLY (wholly), HOLY.
Hallybaloo : see HULLABALOO.
Hallyer, obs. form of HALYARD.
Hallyly, obs, form of HALELY, HOLILY.
Halm : see H.U-LJI.

li TtVlmft !ia-lma\ [a. Or. oA/u leap, f. n\-
\r0ai to leap.] A game plaj-ed on a checker-
board of J$6 squares, by two persons with 19 men
each, or four persons with 13 each, each player's
men being placed in a comer of the board and
moved towards the opposite comer, the character-
istic move consisting of a leap over any man in an
adjacent square into a vacant square beyond, or of
a aeries of such leaps. Named also happily.
1890 Dmity Nan 31 Jan. 5/3 She had better stay in the

drawing-room and
play Anlma with her sisters, 1891*t Jp Sept. 5/1 Halma is offered as a cheap and safe

substitute for chess, but Halma, like football, is being
ruined by prufessionalism.

Halmeshouse, obs. form of ALHS-HOCSE.
isjo PALSCR. a8/ Halmeshouse, a*mmum.
Halmot, obs, or arch, form of 11 ALLMOTK.
Hlo(h/i-b\J(V Also 6 halon, 7-8 in L. form

halos. Tl. haloes, halos (also 9 halones).
[- F. kola. It. flatu, Sp. halon. ad. L. hmlos, a.

Gr. a\x threshing-floor, disk of the sun, moon, or
a shield. The Romanic forms imply a L. type *haJo,
-Sium, which U also used iu mod.L,]

44

1. A circle ot li^ht. either white or prisni.itically

eolouied, seen round a luminoiis body and caused

1>\ the retraction of light through vapour;
that seen round the sun or moon, commonly ol -'.!

or 46 degrees radius, with the red extremity of the

s)>ectruin inside the circle.

s and the arrangement of llu-ii

piisin.uu clours distinguish ihem from co'vn.r. w hich are
; si.r andhaving dwnd

outsic., U i, quot. 1849. Hut the two man
\ MU'lIS.

1563 \V. Fl-Lkf Mfttfrs iii. (16401 14 The I

11.don is a c.nlam! .
n alnnit the

-larre. IHd. 36 Halon is

, in 'smoky p I. ices, as are baths and

kitchins. 1603 Hoi
or garlands about the Sunne, Moone, etc. 1635

S.vx .V V.T.I*. (1643) 128 This appearance is com-

monly called Halo; and the mailer. .of it is a cloud. 1761
M:K SAi^t'r. I. loo A mighty halo round the lucid

1 divided, did on high appear. 1813
1 I \-i;si t K . ItniMpk. ritxtu'w. (1815) loo A double halo is

. omnion occurrence, .simple
halones are gene-

i rally about 45 in diameter . . Triple halones are extremely
rare occurrences. 1860 Cornk. Mag. II. 568 The halos..

In summer..announce rain; in winter, thaw.

b. Applied to other circular luminous appear-
ances. ; hence, by extension, to other things in the

form of a circle or ring.

1813 SHKU.KY (T Mob i. 102 That [light] which, bursting
from the Fairy's form, Spread a purpureal halo round the

scene. 1844 A. WELBY Poems (18671 33 The sunlight round

thy mossy cell A golden halo weaves, a 1881 KossETTl
House of Life ii, When Death's nuptial change Leaves us
for light the halo of his hair.

C. A coloured circle, such as those around the

nipples, and those which surround vesicles or pus-
tules ;

= ARKOLA 3.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Halo, or Halos . . also a red-

dish Spot or Circle of Fle-sh which encompasses each Nipple
in the Breasts of Women. 1807 a6 S. COOI-ER First Lints

Srtrg. fed. 5) 352 An ulcer of the cornea . . its margin is

surrounded by a slight halo of lymph. i8aa-34 GootTs
StHtfr Mid. (ed. 4 )

I V. 479 Eruption of minute, acuminated
vesicles . . occasionally surrounded by a blushing halo.

d. //. The rings of lighter and darker colour,

usually concentric, in the yolk of an egg, the result

of its deposition in successive layers.
1886 in Syd. Sx. Ltx.
2. The circle or disk of light with which the

head is surrounded in representations of Christ and
the Saints ; a nimbus.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Psend. P.p. v. via. 247 Our Saviour,
and the Virgin Mary*, .are commonly drawne with scintilla-

tions, or radiant Halo's about their head. 1866 MAX MULLER
Ckips (1880) III. vii. 186 Few saints, if any, did deserve
their halo better than St. Louis.

8. fig. The ideal glory with which a person or

thing is invested when viewed under the influence

of feeling or sentiment
1813 BYRON Giaour iii, Expression's last receding ray,

A gilded halo hovering round decay ! 1814 W. IRVING
T. Trap. I. 307 Encircled by a halo of literary glory. 1857
BUCKLE CrrtVi*. 1. xii. 690 That halo which time nad thrown
round the oldest monarchy in Europe. 1867 FREEMAN
,\',>rm. Coito. 1. v. 390 Hagiographers have of course sur-
rounded him with a halo of sanctity and miracle.

4. attrib. and Comb., as halo-zone ; halo-bright,

-girt, -lite adjs.

1833 BROWNING Pauline 320 Halo-girt with fancies of my
own. 1845 HIRST Pfvms 132 A glory dances Halo-like
around her. 1871 B. TAYLOR t'*xst (1875) II. I. U. to
The highest virtue tike a halo-zone Circles the emperor's head.

Ha'lo, f.
[f. prec. sb.] trans. To surround,

encompass, or invest with a halo. ///. and J(g.
Also with round. Hence Ha-loing ///. a,

iSot SOLTHEV Tkalat,\ ix. xxvii, The fire That haloed
round his sainlly brow. i8%a J. WILSON in Bla*l?w. Mag.
XXXI. 176 The burning light with which Minerva haloed
his head. 188. R. G. H[it.i) Voices in Sflit. 14 The
Spring . . with a haloing rainljow crowns her head. 1887
T. HARDY ll'oodlaxders I. xiii, 244 The two lamps of a
carriage, haloed by the fog.

Haloed ^UT"d) > ppl. a. [f. HALO + -ED.]
Surrounded or invested with a halo.

1791 K. DARWIN Rot. Cant i. 105 Ray'd from his lucid
breaM and halo'd brow. 1894 MRS. H. WARD Marcella

\

I. 107 A wide sky holding a haloed moon.

Halogen (haHo ld2,en\ Chem. [mod. f. Gr.

a\s, Uo- salt + -GKX ; cf. F. halogbte] An element :

or substance which forms a salt by direct union with
a metal. The halogens are chlorine, fluorine,

bromine, iodine, and the compound cyanogen.
1841 Proc. Amer. Pkil. Soc. II. 219 The epithet halogen is

applied to bodies whose binary* compounds with metals are
deemed salts. 1871 WATTS Diet. Ckrm. III. 6 Halogen,
the electronegative radicle of an haloid-salt. 1880 Katun
XXI. 290 Displacement between oxygen and the halogen
elements united with metals.

Hence Halo genated a. , combined with a halogen.

Haio'|T*non a., of the nature of a halogen.
1846 SMART Suppl. S.Y., The simple halogenous bodies or

halogens at present known, are chlorine, fluorine, iodine
and bromine. 1881 .V.'>r XXV. 353 The action of halo-

genated. .radicals on the potassk compound of pyrol.

Holography (hcel(rgrafi). [mod. f. Gr. oXs,
<Uo- salt + -ORAPHY ; cf. F. holograph**.} The
or a description of salts.

1*54 in MAYXK Kxftt. Lt*.

HALPACE.

Haloid lia-loid, ha:'l<i|id ,
<i. and >/>. (hem.

[f.
tlr. nAs salt + -OH).]
A. adj. llavin^ n composition like that of

common snll isoilium ehloiide, X.T Cl ; applied to

nil salts formed l>\ ilie simj'le iiniun ol a halogen
willi a metal, as potassium iodide. KI.
1841 Penny C\\i X \. i oniinon sail is ilie piincipal

of a clai>s coini^sed of;i nielal :md sucli K>,lies ;^ chloiine.

iodine, bromine, and ihuMun , iiiut i>ie nuifeals of the
'

-

ids. and uliich :ue iiuli:
'

::us in liis cl.

hiili'iti-satts . .because in i onstitution they are :inalocoits to
sea-sail. 186372 \\ -'r. III. c>'lhe term haloid
issliil . ,'plk-d lo I!K' cb
tluoii.:. ides. 1873 />:.-<>' ('/(,-///. (ed. i

Haloid Ethers are Compounds of hydrocarbons with halo-

iijS Vet. .-Ins II. 75.- Modern ideas on ilic

constitution L>f sails ha\c ^rc.uiy l- ndcd lo weaken the old
distinction between haloid salts and >>.\ysaHs.

B. it'i. A salt of this nature.

1846 in \VOKCKSIKR. 1854-67 C. A. HARRIS TV.-/. M,;i.
l\-rntitwi. s.\. //ii/.y".' 1

. >.*!is thus formed are termed
haloids. 1881 S. THOMPSON in DaigH .\ //'<>;/ 24 r*ec. 451
Chief amongst those Mil'st.inces Brachlorineand the haloids.

Halok, halock (hrbk . St. [Origin un-

known.] A light thoughtless girl or young woman.
Hence Halokit <;.. giddy, thoughtless, foolish, cra?y.
1508 1 M.uii't Wtmn <6s Hulit be the halok

lase a hunder ?eir of eild ! 1675 Kuthtrfanls Rcl. Lftt.
1' -iscr. 270 A \vell-meaning kind of harmless, though half
hallocked Persons. 1714 RAMSAY Tf.i-t. Misc. (1733) I. 90
Shangymou'd, halucket Meg.

Halology halc'lodji"). [mo<l. f. Gr. <iAo- salt

+ -LOGY ; cf. F. halologic.] That branch of

chemistry which treats of salts.

1854 in MAYN-E *fos. Le.v.

Ha'lpmancy. [mod. f. Gr. dAo- salt + iimrrtla

divination. -MAXCY ; cf. K. halomaiuie.] Divina-

tion by means of salt.

1864 WEBSTER, A lomancy.
Halometer (hsel^-mftai). [f. as prec. + -MKTEK.]
An instrument for measuring the external form.

angles, and planes of the crystals of salts.

1854 in MAYNE Expos. Lex.

Halophile (hae-bfeil;.. Mc,i. [a. K. hahphile,
i. Gr. oAo- salt + <PI'AOS loving.] A name given
by Berzelius to the extractives of the urine.

1844-53 9- "1RD ^r"- Deposits iii. led. 4) 103 Berzelius
has. .described such a yellow colouring matter under the
name of halophyle. 1886 in Syti. Si*. Ltx.

Halopholous ,ha-l ()-fibs), a. [f. as prec, : see

-or.-.] Salt-loving
'

; growing in salt marshes.
1888 F. A. LEES Flora W. Yorksk. 81 Certain Halo-

philous (salt-loving) plants.

Halosanrian (h.-e li?so-rian). Palsont. [f.

mod.L, Halosaurus, i. Gr. dAo- sea -( oavpos lizard :

see -IAN.] A marine saurian, as the extinct ich-

thyosaur or plesiosaur.
1884 tr. C/atts* Zool. 177 The Halosaurians, with their

best known genera Ichthyosaurus and Pleiosaurus, are

entirely peculiar to the secondary period.

Haloteckny ha-UekmV [ad. F. halotechnif

^Dict. Acad. l~,(>i], f. Gr. dAo- salt + TX>TJ art.]
That branch of chemistry which deals with salts.

So Halote chnic a., relating to halotechny.
1800 Monthly Mag IX. l 588 (A school to study] the

formation of salts, and the extraction of acids and alkalies
..which he calls the ti-tlotechiiu- school. 1854 MAYNK
Ejcfos. Lex, Haiottcknia. .old term for that branch which
treats of

sailj
: halotechny.

Halotrichine Vhxlftrik3in). .!//. [f. Gr.
dAo- salt -f Opif , Tptx- hair : see -INK.] A variety of
halotrichite from the Solfatara, near Naples.
1863-71 WATTS Diet. Cktm. III. 6. 1868 DANA Mim.

(ed. s) 655.

Halotrichite ,h*l(rtrikait). Min. [Named
by Glocker, 1839, f. as prec. + -ITK.] Iron alum,
occurring in yellowish-white, fibrous masses.

1849 NICOL Miu. 333. 1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5) 654
Halatrkkitf, Silky fibrous. YellowLsh-white. Taste inky-
astringent. 1875 PI-ATTSER Blmt-fif,- io8 Halotrichite fuses
in the matrass in iu water of crystallization.

tHalover. Obs.
[f. H.UJt (or HAUL) v.+

OVKR adv.] A portage.
1699 S. DAMPIER Vey. \\. n. iThe Halo\-eris a small

Neck of Land, parting tne Sea from a large Lagune. It is

so call'd by the Privateers, because they use to drag their
Canoas in and out there.

Halow. obs. f. HALLOO v., HALLOW sl>. and v.

Halowe Thursdaye. obs. f. HOLY THCBSDAY.

Haloxylin, -ine iMlfksiiin .

[f.
Gr. dAo-

salt ^ftiXovwood + -IN.] An explosive: see quot.
1883 H. S. DRINKER Exploshf Compounds 60. 1895

Diet.
^
Explfisrits 17 Hafaxyline, An explosive (patented

18661 in which a powdered cellulose substance and a rapid
explosive are added to charcoal and saltpetre.

Halp, obs, pa. t. of HKLP.

tHalpace, haltpace. Obs. Forms: a. 6
hault-. halt-pase. 0. 6 halpace, hair pas.

[a, 16th c. F. hault pas, haul pas, lit
'

high step
'

;

see also HALF-PACK, HACT-PAS.] = HAUT-PAS ;

HALF-PACE i.

1540-1

0- iS7 StutHtim Somerset Ho.), An halpace



HALPER.

uf Tymbre werk . . for the Organs theron to stonde. 1519

Church'.!,. Ace. St. Giles Reading 7 For halpasis to the

Awlers xvjri'. 1548 HAUL C/iron. (1800) 6u6 On the aidtan

was a deske or halpace. 1577-87 Hui .INSUEI> Chron. III.

857/1 On the altar an halpas. .and on the same halpas stood

twelue images.

Halpens, -peny, obs. ff. halfpence, HALFPENNY.

t Halper, v. Obs. [a. Ger. holpcrn (1540

in Kluge) to stumble, vacillate: see Grimm.]
To stumble, go unsteadily, go backward and for-

ward.

1596 NASHE Saffron Walden L iv, If . . he is not well

acquainted with the place, he goes filthely halpering, and

asking cap in hand from one shop to another, where s such

n house and such a signe? 1590 Lenten Stuffc 54 Hoc

might have looke him at his proffer, which since he refused,

and now lialperd with him, as he eate up the first, so

would he eale up the second.

Halpworth, halpynworth, obs. ff. HALF-

PENNYWORTH.

Halse, hals, sb. Now.SVr.and0rrt. dial, hause,
hawse hgs). Forms: i hals, heals, 3 Orm.

halls, 47 hals(e, (4 halce, 6 halsz, halss, hawes,

heylis, 7 hose), 7-9 hause, hass(e, 8-9 hawse.

[Com. Teut. : OE. hals, heals = OKris., OS.,

OHG., ON. Aafr:-OTeut. *holso-z: pre-Teut.
*kolsos : cf. L. collum, earlier callus, from *colsus.~]

1. The neck.
a looo Cxdmon's Gen. 385 Mid by me god hafaS jehaefted

be bam healse. c 1200 ORMIN 4777 Side, & halls, & ha;fedd.

( 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 279 pe Scottis be alle

schent, & hanged bi be hals. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. Pro!.

170 To..Knitten on a colere..And hangen it vp-on )>e

catles hals. 1 1422 HOCCLEVE Jereslaus" Wife 712 Hire

bat from the roope kepte his hals. 1575 I. STILL Gamut. ,

Curtail v. ii. in Hazl. Dodsley III. 240 Many a truer man
than he has hanged up by the halse. a 1605 MONTGOMERY
Poems xxxv. 45 Hir liaise more vhyt Nor I can wryt. 1616

BUI.LOKAR Eng. Expos., Halse \Obs.}, a necke. 1825

BROCKETT .V. C. Gloss., Hause, the neck. A very old word.

1893 Northumbld. Gloss., Hass, Hause, the neck, the throat.

2. The throat, gullet.
c 1440 Prom/i. Parv. 224/1 Hals, or halce, throte, guttur.

c 1440 Bone Flor. 1474 Hyt stekyth in my hals, I may not

gete hyt downe. 1572 Satir. Poems Reform, xxxvlll. 34

With baitis in our hals. 1697 W. CLELAND Exped. High-
land-host 448 Poems 22 He got of Beer a full bowl Glass,

Which got bad passage at his Hasse. 1819 J. HODGSON in

J. Raine Mem. (1857) I. 241 His words stuck in his hause.

1855 ROBINSON Whitby Gloss., Hause, the throat,

t 3. transf. A narrow neck of land or channel of

water. Obs.

1470 HENRY Wallace vu. 808 Throuch out the moss
i

delyuerly thai jeid; Syne tuk the hals, quharoff thai had

most dreid. 1513 DOUGLAS SEneis i. iv. 8 Ane havin place
with ane lang hals or entre. 1536 BELLENDEN Cron. Scot.

(1821) I. p. xxvii, Nidisdail..begmnis with ane narow and

strait hals. [Cf. The
' Hawse Inn

'

at South Queensferry.]

4. A narrower and lower part of a line of hills,

joining two heights ; &col: in the form HAUSE, q.v.

t 5. Phr. To hold in hals, to flatter, beguile,

delude with false professions. Obs.

1:1560 A. SCOTT Poems (S. T. S.) xxiii. 23 Hir fenjeit

wordis..held me in the hals. 1583 Satir. Poems Reform.
xlv. 783 With mony flattering tail! and fals He held that

bischop in the hals. 1616 HAKT Pref. to Harbour's Bruce

(1620) 14 (Jam.) Edward had., long time holden them in the

hals, upon vain hope of the kingdome.
6. altrib.m&Comb. Of or pertaining to the neck,

as halse-bone (bane), -riband; t hals-man, execu-

tioner, headsman ; hawslook, hasslook, the wool

on the neck of a sheep.
1704 Ritson's Scott. Songs I. 50 (Jam.) There's gowd in

your garters, Marion ;
And silk on your white *hauss-bane.

1818 CARLYLE Early Lett. (Norton) I. 148 Tell him .. to

write instanter if he wish his head to continue above his

hass-bone. 1725 RAMSAY Gent. Shepli. i. i, A tartan plaid

spun o' good *hawslock woo. 1820 Blacfav. Mag. VI. 664
Card them through each other like black wool and white

hawslock. a 1659 CLEVELAND Scots Apostacy n. 14 Do
Execution like the *Halls-man's Sword.

Hence t Halsed a., having a neck, -necked. Obs.

1536 BELLENDEN Cron. Scot. (1821) I. p. xxxiv. Ane lang

mand, narrow halsit, and wyid mouthit.

t Halse, v.1 Obs. Forms : I halsian, heal-

sian, 2 heelsien, 2-3 halsi(en, 3-6 halse. [OE.
halsian, healsian, 1 from earlier *halsian = OHG.
heilistin to augur, expiate, ON. heilsa to hail, greet

(with good wishes) : OTent. *hailos6jan, f. *hailos

weal, well-being, prosperity : see HEAL sb.'}

1. intr. To augur, divine, soothsay ;
to declare in

the name of something divine or holy. (Only OE.)
c 1050 Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker ^^[^Ariolandi, on wigbede

to halsienne.

2. trans. To call upon in the name of something
divine or holy ;

to exorcize, adjure, conjure ;
to

implore, entreat, beseech.

1:825 Vesp. Psalter xxxvi[i]. 7 UnderSioded bio Su

dryhtne & halsa hine. c 870 Halsuncge in O. E. Texts

176 Ic eow [5e] halsi^e on feeder naman..b^et je to bys
husle ne gangen. 1:897 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past, xxxii.

(E. E. T. S.) 213 Ic eow healsi^e broour for 5aem tocyme
Dryhtnes Haslendan Kristes. c 1000 Ags. Gasp. Matt. xxvi.

63 Ic halsije be [Lindisf. ic balsa Sec, Rttshvi. ic halsio be,

Halt, ic haelsije be] 5urh bone lyfiendan god, b^t Su secje us

gyfbu sy crist godes sunu. a 1225^ ncr. R. H4purhbeoilke
neiles ich halse ou ancren, nout ou, auh do or5re, uor hit nis

no neod. Ibid. 348 Ich halsie ou..pet Je wiaholden ou

from vlesliche lustes. 121225 St. Marker. 17 Ich halsi be

o godes nome. c 1386 [see HALSEN v. i]. 14. IV, Rtl- *

45

L. Poems (1866) 85 He was so agast of bat grysyly gose. .

He halsed hit borow goddes myjle. 1553 BECON Rcliijiifs

of Rome (1563) 244* The whiche wicked spirite is halsed or

coniured or caste out of hym.
3. To hail, salute, greet. [

. = HAILSE v., of which

it may be a by-form.]
'375 HARBOUR Bruce vn. 116 Thai met the Kyng and

halsit him thar. c 1375 .SV. Leg. Saints, Johannes 618 He
met a pilgrime in the gat, pat haliste hyme, and sad bus-

gat. 1498 Caxton's Chron. Eng. vi. The holy yinages of

sayntes bowed downe to hym whan the body of hym
was broughte in to the chyrche ..& honourably hym halsyd.

1583 STOCK KR Hist. Civ. Warres Lowe C. II. 12 Thei so

brauely halsed him with Harquebouze shotte. 1596 DAL-

RYMI'LE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. x. 354 Sa tha all salute and

halse her.

Halse, v.- Obs. exc. Sc. (has, Mi), toons:

4-5 hals, 5-6, 9 halse, 5, 8 hawse, 6 haulse, 6-7

hause, ghass. [Either an independent deriv. of hals,

HALSE neck = OHG. halsan, -en, -on, MHG. halsen

to throw one's arms about the neck of, embrace ;

or a sense developed upon HALSE .', through

association with HALSE sb. In many passages it is

difficult to distinguish it from HALSE .l, sense 3,

since either
' salute

'

or ' embrace ' makes sense.]

I. trans. To embrace.
a 1300 Cursor M. 4357 Seo can hals him son wit bis And

bedd him mothes for to kys. c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 174

As whanne he halsib a womman wib "ise hondis. c 1440

Gesta Rom. Ixix. 320 (Harl. MS.) He ran for gladnesse,

and halsid hire, and kist hire, c 1440 Proinp. Para. 224/1

Halsyn, amplector. 1530 PALSGR. 577/1, I halse one, I take

hym aboute the necke, je accolle. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. iv.

ill. 40 Each other kissed glad. And lovely haulst . . And

plighted hands. 1674-91 RAY N. C. Words (E. D. S.), Hose,

Hause, to hug, or carry in the arms, to embrace. 1733

Cock-laird-Orph. Caled. (Chambers 18291, He hawsed, he

l<iss'd her, And ca'ed her his sweet. 1819 SCOTT Noble

Moringer i, He halsed and kiss'd his dearest dame.
absol. c 1430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.) 9614 There thei halsed

and thei kist.

fb. transf. taAJig. Obs.

a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter iv. 3 ?e hals & kys & sekis wib
traiuaile, vanyte and leghe. a 1547 SURREY Praise mean
Estate in Tottelfs Misc. (Arb.) 27 Who so gladly halseth

the golden meane, Voyde of dangers, .hath his home. 1636

RUTHERFORD Lett. (1862) I. 179 To come nigh Christ and

hause Him and embrace Him.

1 2. To encompass by going round. [
= L. com-

plectiJ] Obs. rare.

a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xlvii. n Vmgifis syon & halsis it.

Halse, s.w. dial, form of HAZEL sb.

Halse, Halser, -ier, obs. ff. HAWSE, HAWSER.

Halsen, a. s.w. dial. Also -on. [f. halse,

HAZEL 4- -EN.] Of hazel.

1586 I. HOOKER [of Exeter] Girald. Irel. in Holinshed

II. 178/1 He caused a number of flakes and hurdels to be

made of halson, allers, and withie rods. 1888 ELWORTHY
W. Somerset Word-bk. s. v., A hazel-rod is. .a

' halsen stick .

Halsen, v- Obs. exc. dial. In 3 halsni, 4

helsny, 6 halson, 6-7 halsen. [Extended form

of HALSE v. '
,
as if from an OE. *hdls-, "kAlsnian.}

f 1. trans. To call upon in the name of some-

thing holy, to adjure ;
= HALSE z/.1 2. Obs.

c 1290 .S\ Eng. Leg. I. 479^587 Ich halsni be a-godes name

bat bou wende to Marcilie. 1340 Ayenb. 253 Ich you

helsny bet ye . . loki uram wilninges. c 1386 CHAUCER
Prioress' T. 193 O deere child I halsen [so Heng. ;

-v.rr.

halse, hailse, hailese] thee In vertu of the hooly Trmitee,

Tel me what is thy cause for to synge.

2. To augur, foreshow by auspices, prognosticate ;

in mod. s.w. dial., to augur ill, predict evil of.

1586 J. HOOKER Girald. Irel. in Holinshed II. 181/1

Some speciall points of his late seruice. .which doo halson

I and giue a hope that he will Addere coloplumem, and bring

that land to a full and perfect gouernment and regiment.
1888 ELWORTHY W. Somerset Word-bk. s.v.,

'

Her'll halseny

!
all the day long 'bout every body.'

Hence Halsening vbl. sb., augury, prognostica-
tion ; Halsening ppl. a., auguring, boding.
1586 J. HOOKER Girald. Irel. in Holinshed II. 52/2 He

tooke ship in Milford hauen, but for hast he left to doo his

deuotion and oblation at saint Dauids, which was but an

euill halsoning. 1587 FLEMING Contu. Ilolinslted III. 305/2

Which his halsening in the end came partlie to effect. 1602

CAREW Cornwall i b. This ill-halsening hornie name [Corn-

wall] hath . .opened a gap to the scoffes of many. Ibid. 133 b,

But this halsening, the present flourishing estate of that

Kingdome, utterly convinceth of falsehood. 1746 Exmoor
Scolding (E. D. S.) 56 Thee wut. .Oil vor whistering and

pistering, and hoahng and halzening, or cuffing a Tale.

t Halsfang, healsfang. 0. E. Law. Also

i halsehang, halfehang, 7-9 healfang. [OE.,
f. hals, heals, neck, HALSE sl>. + fang seizure,

catching, booty.] A word used in the OE. or

Anglo-Saxon Laws, meaning app. originally some

punishment and afterwards the fine in commutation

thereof. The legal antiquaries since c 1600 have

taken it to mean the pillory ; but this is strongly

combated by Schmid, Gesetze der Angelstichsen s.v.

a looo Laws of Wihtraed c. 12 iSchmid) jif ceorl buton

wifes wisdome deoflum Selde, he sie ealra his ajhta scyldlj

and heals-fange. a 1000 Laws of Edmund n. c. 7 Of bam
daeje on xxi niht gilde man heals-fang. a 1135 Laws Hen.

i. c. 14 3 Mediocris thaini, eo,uus cum apparatu suo, et

arma ejus, et suum halsfanga in Westsexa; in Myrcenls
duae librae. Ibid. c. 76 i Et debet halsfang primo reddl,

sicut wera; modus erit. 1607 COWELL Interpr. s.v. Pillorte,

This was among the Saxons called Healsfang of (Heals)

a necke and (Fang\ to take. 1609 SKENE Reg. Alaj. 121 The

HALT.

Baxter sail be put vpon the Pillorie (or 'halsfang') and the

Browster upon the Cockstule. 1848 WHAHTON Lav Ltx.,

Healfang or Halsfang, the pillory;
also a pecuniary mulct,

to commute for standing in the pillory.

f Halsier. Obs. rare~". [Origin uncertain:

perh. to be connected with holier, HAWSER.] See

tiuols. and HALSTEK.
1583 J. HIUINS tr. Junius' Nomenclator (N.), Helciarius,

. . an halsier, or he which haleth and draweth a ship or

barge alongst the river by a rope : also he that draweth up
burthens and packes into a ship.. 1598 FLORIO, Al-MHicn,
a halsier or he that haleth a ship or barge by a rope :

a halse or halsier in a ship. 1658 [see HALSTER].

t Halsing, ?'*/ sb.^ Obs [f.
HALSE .i -t -JNG i.]

1. Exorcizing, exorcism.

870 Halsuncge [see HALSE J'.
1

2], a 1039 Laws ofCnut i.

c. 4 (Schmid) Micel is seo halsung and mjere is seo halting

be deofla afyrsao. 1387 TUEVISA Hidden (Rolls) III. 11

He [Solomon] fonde up halsynge coniuresouns forto slake

wib siknesse.

2. Supplication, entreaty.
i 825 Vcsp. Psalter' cxlii[i]. i Dryhten . . onfoh halsunge

mine. 971 Blickl. Horn. 87 Mid wependre halsunga hine

ba;don. 111225 Ancr. R. 330 Mid pus onwille halsunge,

weopeS & gret efter sume helpe.

3. Greeting, salutation.

'375 BARBOUR Bruce vu. 117 The Kyng thame thar halsing

juld. 1:1440 !'* Myst. xii. 149 Aug. Hayle ! Marie!

full of grace. .Maria. What maner of halsyng is bis?

Halsing, vbl. sb:1- [f.
HALSE v. 2 + -ING '.]

Embracing, embrace.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VII. 139 Her housbonde

halsynges. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. vu. 187 Handlynge and

halsynge and al-so b cussynge Excitynge cure aiber

ober til oure olde synne. 1598 R. BERNARD tr. Terence,

H'.autont. v. i,
I will say nothing of hausing and kissing.

1613 MAKKHAM Eng. Husbandman \. i. ii. (1635) 7 Affable

without haussing or kissing.

Halsome, -sum, obs. forms of HALESOME.

Halss, halsz, obs. forms of HALSE sb.

Halst, obs. 2 sing. pres. of HOLD v.

( Halster. Obs. rare-". = HALSIER.
First found in Kersey's ed. of Phillips as a variant of the

latter's halsier, and hence in various Diets. ;
of the state-

ment of Halliwell and Smyth, that it is a west-country term,

no confirmation has been found.

[1658 PHILLIPS, Halsier, a term in Navigation, he that

draws the Halser or Cable wherewith boats are towed along

some Channel.] 1706 (ed. Kersey), Halsier, or Halster.

1721 BAILEY, Halsier, holster. 1731-1800 Halser, hal-

ster. 1775 ASH, Halster. 1847-78 HALLIWELL, Halster. .

West. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk., Halster, a west-

country term for a man who draws a barge along by a rope.

t Ha-lswort. Obs. [f.
HALSE it. + WORT.] lit.

Throatwort : a name app. given in OE. times to

different plants, either having throat-like flowers,

or supposed to cure maladies of the throat.

Cockayne includesunder it Campanula Trachelium,

Throatwort ; Bupleurum, Hare's-ear, Sdtta autum-

nalis, Autumnal Squill ; and Symphylum album,

White Comfrey j others apply it to Orpine.
<r looo Sax. Leechd. I. 158 pysse wyrte wyrttruman 8e

man halswyrt nemneS. c 1000 Ailfric's Vac. in Wr.-

Wiilcker 134/22 Auris leforis, halswyrt. a 1387 Sinon.

Barthol. (Anecd. Oxon.) 23 Halsewort, i. crassula major.

c 1450 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 599/27 Orpina, orpynee/halse-

"Halt (hglt\ rf. 1 Also (6-7 alto, 7 alt), 8

hault. [Orig. in phrase to make halt Ger. hall

niachen, f. halt ' hold ', holding, stoppage, stand.

The German military phrase was before 1600

taken into the Romanic langs., as Sp. alto hacer, It.

far alto, F.faire halte or alte, whence the Eng.
forms to make alto, make alt, and finally make halt.

From the military vocabulary the word passed into

hunting, travelling, and general use.] A temporary

stoppage on a march or journey.

1591-1598 [see ALTO sb. l\ 1622 F. MARKHAM Bk. War v.

iii. 4. 171 To make stands (which some call Altaa or

Hallts) . . whereby the souldier may be refresh! when he is

weary with travell. 1623 [see ALT ']. a 1625 EARL SOMERSEI

in Cabala I. (1654) i, I understand of some halt you made.

and the Cause of it. 1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc's Trai>.

10 Part of the Caravane made an halt. 1662 J. DAVIES tr.

Olcarius l-'oy. Ambass. 63 Without any halt by the way.

1667 MILTON P. L. vi. 532 To descrie the distant foe . . In

motion or in alt. Ibid. xi. 210 And on a Hill made alt.

1709 Land. Gaz. No. 4583/4 The Duke of Marlborough

commanded an Hault. 1856 KANE A ret Expl. II xv. 154

Seeing them come to a halt above the island. l"

ng the

Here let us make a halt.

attrib. 1869 E. A. PARKES Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 396 On
the halt day the men should wash, .their clothes.

Hence Ha'ltless a., without a halt.

1856 KANE Arct. Expl. I. xxix. 379 An unbroken ice-walk

of. . twenty haltless hours.

Halt, sb? [f.
HALT z>.l and <z.]

1. A halting or limping, a limp. arch.

castle 1.310 note, He had a halt in walking, occasioned by a

lameness in one of his legs.

2. The disease foot-rot in sheep. Obs. or local.

1750 W. ELLIS Mod. Husb. IV. i. 124 (E. D. S.) About

Buckingham town they call [foot-rot] the halt. 1757 DYER
Fleece (1807) 56 Long rains in miry winter cause the halt.



HALT.

Halt ^hglt), a. arc/i. and literary. Forms : i

healt, i - halt
; 3 Orm. halite, 5 halte, 5-7 hault.

[A Com. Teut. adj. : OE. halt, A*i# = OFris., OS.
halt (MDu. halt, hmit, OHG., MHG. hah, UN.
haltr

'

uSw. , Da. halt , Goth, halt-s :-OTeut.

*halt-oz.'\ l.amc; crippled; limping.
{ajaoEpiiialGtoss. 589 Lnrdus, laempihalt ; Erf. lemphi-

halt.J ^893 K. ALFRED Oros. m. i. (1883) 96 ^Cnne \\i-.ne

inon, beh he healt wrcre, se wa;s haten Ageselaus. c 1200
OB.MIN 15499 P6 blinde ^aff he wel to sen, & halite wel lo

ganngenn. a 1225 St. Marker. 20 Nan mjsbilimet bern,
nowder halt ne houeret. c 1340 Cursor M. 20885 (Fairf.)
Halt men he gaf be fote. c 1440 Promp. Pan>. 224, i Hatte,
or crokyd, clauilits. 1526-34 TINDALE John v. 3 Halt
:md wyddered, waytynge for the movynge off the wather.
1612- 16 W. BROWNE Brit. Past. \. U. (K.) To waite upon
the gout, to walke when pleases Old January hault. 1784
COWPER Task i. 471 Halt, and weary of the path they tread.

1859 TENNYSON Guinevere 42 If a man were halt or hunch'd.
fig, 1691 WOOD Ath. Oxon. II. 214 Many.. made very

imperfect and halt returns, 1866 Lond. Rev. 3 Mar. 246/1
The case proceeds in a halt, cumbersome style.

b. Comb.j as halt-footed w,
1422 tr. Secret* Secret., Priv. Priy. (E. E. T. S.) 176, I

ne ham not maymet in handis ne in armes, thegh y be
halte-footed. 1877-8 MORLF.Y Crit. Misc. (1888) I. 205
Hollow and halt-footed transactions.

Halt (hlt), v. 1 Forms: i healtian, haltian,

5-6 halte, 6-7 hault(e, 4- halt. [OE. hatiian,
healtian = OS. haltdn (MDu. halten, houten},
OHG. hal~Jn (MHG. hake*\ f. HALT .]

1. iittr. To be lame, walk lame, limp. arch.
c 8*5 Vcsp. Psalter xvii. 46 Beam fremSe aldadon & hal-

tadon. c 897 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. xi. 65 Staeppa3
ryhte, ne healti^ea3 leng, ac beo3 hale, a 1300 Cursor Jlf.

3942 All his Hue ban halted he. c 1374 CHAUCER Troylns
iv. 1429 (14571 It is ful hard to halten vn-spied By-fore a

crepul for he kan be craft. 1382 WVCLIF Gen. xxxii. 31 He
forsothe haltide with the too Joote. c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes
ofAymon vii. 175 But bayarde wente haltynge. 1530 PALSGK.

582/1, I haulte, I go nat upright of one of my legges or of
botne. 1607 SHAKS. Tinton iv. i. 24 Thou cold Sciatica,

Cripple our Senators, that their limbes may halt As lamely
as their Manners. 1611 BIBLE Ps. xxxviii. 17, I am ready
to halt. 1684 BUNVAN Pilgr, \\. (1862) 317, 1 am not inclined
to halt before I am lame. 1780 COWPER Progr. Err, 560
Halting on crutches of unequal size. 1868 HELPS Realmak
\\\. 1,1876) 29 He halted slightly in his walk.

t 2. To cease haltingly or hesitatingly/n?/// (a way
or course) ; to fall away. Obs.

cyoo tr. Bssda'sHist. v. xxfii]. (1890) 472 Hi. .fram rihtuni

sti^um healUad. 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xvii. 49 |>ai
haltid fra baire stretis. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614)
277 Whom the Jesuites . . report to halt from his former
MahumetUme, and to incline to Gentilisme.

3. To walk unsteadily or hesitatingly ; to waver,
vacillate, oscillate ; to remain in doubt.

Esp. in the scriptural phrase 'to halt between two
opinions

'

; now often associated with HALT v.3

1382 WVCLIF i Kings xviii. 21 How long halt je into two
parties? [1611 How long halt ye between two opinions?]
1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 343 Their religion halteth
betwixt divers religions of the Turku, Persians, and Chris-
tians. 1631 GOUGE God^s Arrows M, ii. 134 Such as halted,
in some things doing that which was good, in other things
that which was evil]. 1875 FREKMAN Nortn. Cong. (ed. 2)
III. xii. 150 No longer halting between his loyalty and his

plighted oath. 1881 J. GRANT Cameronians I. iii. 37 The
conversation halted irregularly between music and literature.

4. fig. To proceed
'

lamely
f

, imperfectly, or

faultily ; to be at fault ; to be defective in logic,

analogy, measure, rime, etc., as a syllogism, meta-

phor, or verse ; not to go
' on all fours*.

1436 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 159 Alias ! cure reule halteth,
bit is benome. 1548 (JEST Pr. Masse 108 Doo they not
know that eche comparison halteth and in some matters
discordeth ? 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 388 That uuall
verse, althoughe it hault in one syllable. 1581 MULCASTER !

Positions iv. (1887) 22 How so euer men hault in doing
of their duetie. 1602 SHAKS. Hani. 11. ii. 339 The Lady
shall say her minde freely; or the blanke Verse shall halt
for't. 1678 R. BARCLAY Apol. Quakers v. 24. 175 All

Comparisons halt in some part. ^11771 GRAY Corr. (1843)
228 Where the verse seems to halt, it is very probably occa-
sioned by the transcriber's neglect.

t 5. To fail in soundness or straightforwardness
of conduct ; to use shifts, play false. Obs.
1412-20 LYDG. Chron. Troy \. v, Yet in the truth some-

while doth he halte. 1585 Q. ELIZ. in FonrC. Eng. Lett.
-9, I cannot halt with yousomucheasto denye that I have
>een suche evident shewes of your cuntrarious dealings.
1600 HOLLAND Lizy xxxn. xxx. 828 Some doubt and sue-

pition they had, that their allies haulted, and were not
sound of al four.

Halt thglt), v* Also 7 alt.
[f. HALT j*.i

; cf.

F. halter (i7th c.), Ger. halten to hold, to stop.]
1. intr. To make a halt ; to make a temporary

stoppage in a march or journey. (At first a mili-

tary term only, but sometimes in later use a mere
synonym of *

stop'.)
*

1656 ULOUNT Gngr., Halt, or to make an halt, .to stop,
stay, or make a stand or pause. 1662 J. DAVIES tr. Olea-
nus Voy. Ambass. 15 Halting and advancing according to
the orders. 1672 T. VHNT Milit. Discipl. viii. 20 note, The
word Alt doth signify to make a stand, and is derived from
the Dutch word Halt* which is as we say Itold, z686
Abridgem. Eng. Milit. Discipl. 117 As soon as the Body
is marched as far as is intended, they arc to be commanded
to Halt. 1748 Ansons Voy. n. xii. 265 They halted on our
first approach, and never advanced afterwards. 1853 C.
BRONTE VillctU xxi, We took a walk into the country and
halted for refreshment at a farm. 1854 WOOD Amm. Life
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(1855)398. I would defy the best trained cavalry horse lo have
halted more instantaneously.

b. JAY. In the imperative, a word of command.
1796 Instr. A- j\g. Cavalry (1813) 69 The officer of the

second division gives his word // 'heel ! . . and then Halt!
Dtvss ! when the wheel is completed.
2. trans. To cause to halt

;
to bring to a stand ;

to stop.
1805 LAKE in Owen M'cllcslcys Desp. 533 The flight of

Holkar. .induced me to halt the army. 18*7 STKCART
Planters G. (1828) 275 When the machine has got within

forty or fifty yards of the place, it is proper to halt the horses,

Hence Halted///, a., brought to a stand.

1796 fnstr. ff Reg- Cavalry 11813) 15 Wheels of division:.

of the squadron or line, are made on a halted, or on a move-
aljle pivot. 1847 Infantry Man, (1854) 6j Wheeling round
the halted file.

Halt, obs. 3 sing. pres. of HOLD 7'.

Halt, obs. form of HAUGHT a.

Haltand, -ane, var. HAUTAIN a. Obs.

Halte, obs. var. of HOLT, copse.

Halter (hg'Itai), sb^ Forms: I hselfter, 3 5

haltre, (4 haltyr, 6 aulter
, 6-7 haulter, 3-

halter. 0. 2 helfter, 5 north, heltir, -yr(e t ^-6

helter(e. [OK. 4*^&OHG. halftra (Gcr.

halfter], MDli. halfter, halter, QLG.&e/tfira, MLG.
helchter, halter :-WGer. *halftra-, *haliftra-> f.

root *hald-
t whence OHG. kalb, MLG. and MDu.

helve, OK. helfe : see HELVK. The primary sense

was ' that by which anything is held : cf. L. capi-
stnini halter. The/*between /and t was lost in ME.
as in MDu. and MHG.]
1. A rope, cord, or strap with a noose or head-

stall, by which horses or cattle are led or fastened up.
a 1000 Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 199/14 Capistruw, hielfter,

itel caelfster. axioo Ibid. 332/18 CapistruM, haelftre. ^1175
Lamb. Horn. 53 pet is bes deofles helfter. a 1250 CHvl fy

Night. 1028 Horn ne mai halter ne bridel Bringe. 1390
GOWER

Cottf.
II. 48 And trusse her halters forth with me.

14. . Nom. in Wr,-Wiilcker 727/44 Hoc capistrunt^ a heltyr.
c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 5361 J>e hors heltirs to breke
he ran. 1497 Naval Ace. Hen. F//(i896)xi9 Horsharnes
without halters. 1546 J. HEY\VOOD/VOT>. (1867) 44 It wolde
haue made a hors breake his halter sure. 1760-78 tr. Juan
ty Ulloa's Voy. (ed. 3) II. 240 The nooses, or halters, are

thongs of a cow's hide. 1835 I.VTTON Rienziv. v, The horse
runs from one hand, the halter remains in the other.

2. A rope with a noose for hanging malefactors.

^1460 Towneley Afyst. (Surtees) 313 Ye shalle clym on
helle crokkys With a halpeny heltere. 1481 CAXTON Rey-

/(Arb.) 32 Hadde we an halter which were mete for his
necke and strong ynough we shold sone make an ende.

1548 HALL Ckron., Hen. VIII, 63 One after another in

their shertes, and every one a halter about his neck. 1596
SHAKS. Merck. F, iv. i. 379 For. What mercy can you
render him Anthonio ? Gra, A halter gratis, nothing else for

Gods sake. 1732 SEWEL Hist. Quakers (1795) I. iv. 295
Break not our ecclesiastical laws, for then ye are sure to

stretch by a halter. 1852 Miss YONGE Cameos I. xxvii.
220 The archers and men-at-arms were hung in halters to

every tree in the forest.

fig. 1583 GOLOING Calvin on Dent, xviii. 105 A Childe . .

if his father let him haue his Swindge lyke a Goose: hee

putteth the halter about his Neck by cockering of him too
much. 1642 FULLER Holy <y Prof. St. i. vi. 15 The same
counsels observed are chains to grace, which neglected prove
halters to strange undutifull children. 1860 KINGSLKY Misc.
I. 84 Raleigh . . finding that James was betraying him, and
sending him out with a halter round his neck.

b. Used typically for death by hanging ;

i the

gallows'.
1533 FRITH Another bk. agst. Rastell 337 Which doth

rather purchase them a halter than the remission of sins.

1679 BURNET Hist. Kef. an. 1554 (R.}, Ready to offer up
their lives to the halter, or the fire, as God should appoint.
1790 PKNNANT London (R.), Edward .. resigned to them
the monopoly of the ax and halter. 1864 TENNYSON Aylmers
Field 520 Scared with threats of jail and halter.

3. attrib. and Comb.^ as halter-chain, -makert

-place, -seller
> -strap, -string \ halter-proof adj. ;

halter-break v., to accustom (a horse, etc.) to a
halter

;
to break by means of a halter ; halter-

cast ppl.a. (see quots.) ; f halter-man, a hangman.
Also HALTER-SACK, -SICK.

1883 W. H. BISHOP in Harper's Mag. Oct. 725/2 They
are *nalter-broke, and turned loose again. 1704 WOEUDGB
Diet. Rust.,

*Halter Cast happens thus : when a Horse en-
deavours to scrub the itching part of his Body near the
Head or Neck, one of his hinder Feet entangles in the
Halter . . by the violent strugling of the Horse to disingage
himself, receives sometimes very dangerous hurts in the
hollow of his Pastern. 1813 Sporting Mag: XLII. 58
Danger of being halter cast, which has proved fata! to so

many horses. 1831 J. HOLLAND Manuf.- Metal I. 183
"Halter-chains .. used with bridles. 1596 NASHF. {title)
Haue with you to Saffron-walden, or, Gabriell Harueys
Hunt is vp. Containing a full Answers to the eldest sonne
of the *Halter-maker. 1638 Conceited Lett. (N.), "Halter-
men and ballet-makers were not better set aworke this

OF ORRERY Guzman, m, By your Charms you may make
your self *Halter-proof. c 1515 Cocke LorelCs B. (Percy) 5

Hary *halter seler at tyborn. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. ,S"w//.,
*
Halter-Strap or String, a cord, or long strap of leather,
made fast to the head-stall, and to the manger, to tye the horse.

Halter (Jip'ltaa), sb.~ [f. HALT P.l + -ffift
1
.

1. One who halts or limps, as a cripple.. One wo ats or imps, as a crippe.
c 1440 Pronif. Paru, 224/1 Haltare, claudicator. 1

HALTING.
Mi ini.i. 1749 I.AYINGION Enthns. Methodists $ Papists
(1820) 205 Calling him one-eyed, halter, baldpate.
2. One who wavers ; a waverer.
( 1611 SVLVKSHCR Dtt Bartas n. iv. iv. Dt:cay 315 Double

Halter* between God and Gold. 1684 R&NWICK Serin, vii.

(1776) 92 O halters ! take heed and be admonished.

Ha'lter, v.

[f.

Also 6 haltren
; /3. 5 heltryu.

552 i

1. trans. To put a halter upon (a. horse or the

like) ; to fasten up with a halter.
c 1440 Fronip. Parv. 235/1 Heltryn beestys, capi&tro.

1530 PALSGR. 577/2, I halter, I tye in a halter, Icnchciwstrt.

1617 MAHKHAM Cora/, i. 75 When the colt is haltered. 1881
FLNN Off to M 'iMsxxix. (1888) 203 The horses were haltered

up to the wheels.

fig. 1647 TRAPI- Comm. Matt, xxii, 12 Ho was muzzled or
haltered up, that is, be held his peace, as though he had lia<l

a bridle or a halter in his mouth. 1650 R. STAPYLTON
Strathts Low C. Warres n. 35 Should they now halter

themselves, called by a woman's voice ?

t b. To halter apes in hell', see APK sh. 6. Obs.

1584 PEELE Arraignm. Paris iv. ii. All that be Dian's
maids are vow'd to halter apes in hell.

2. fig. To put a restraint or check upon ; to

bridle ; to fetter
;
to hamper.

1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach'
1

s Husb. in. (1586) 130 A faire

feelde, that the Steeres may. .not be feard, or halt red, with
trees, or bushes. 1679 Hist. Jetzer 22 They thought they
had made him their own, and halter'd up his Conscience.

3. To catch or entrap with a noose or las^o.

i573-8o BARHT.-J/?'. H 54 To halter, or intanglc, laqucuiu
injicere alicui. 1597-8 BP. HALL Sat. (1753) 70 Or halter
finches through a

privy
doore. < 16x5 BEAVM. & FL. // 'it

without M. iv. ii, What pretty gins thou hast to halter
woodcocks! a 1732 ATTERBUKY (T.), Catching moles and
haltering frogs. 1760-72 tr. Juan <y Ulloa's l^oy. (ed. 3)
I. 416 They are very dextrous in haltering a bull at full

speed. .The noose is made of cow-hide.

4. To put a halter about the neck of (a person, ;

to hang (a person) with a halter.

1616 HAVWARD Sanct. Tronb.Sonli.xii. (16201248 A cord,
to halter me in hell. 1649 G. DANIEL Trtnarch., Rich. //,

civ, The Great ones . . hanged are, The Rest were halter'd,
Pardon'd ; and 'twas faire. 1765 Meretriciad 49 Silent
and sad as any Rogue cou'd be, That halter'd rode, to
dreaded Tyburn tree. 1894 Voice (N. Y.) 13 Sept., The
Chicago bpmbthrowers who were haltered for practising
their principles.

fig' x*33 T. ADAMS Exp. 2 Peter Hi. 3 Lusts .. to serve
him like Absalom, and halter him at the next bough. 1639
FULLER Holy War v. vii. (1647) 239 Suffered to have rope
enough, till they had haltered themselves in a Preeinunire.

Hence Ha'lteriug vhl. sb.

1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet., Cabestrage* haltering. 1598
FLORIO, Capestratitra prima, the first naltring of a coult.

Haltered (hjHiaid), ///. a, [f.
HALTER s&. 1

or
z/.] Having a halter on

;
fastened with or as

with a halter ; fig. fettered, hampered.
1520 Treat. Galaunt in Furniv. Ballads fr. MSS. I. 452

They go haltered in them as horse in the stable. 1606
SHAKS. Ant. 4- Cl. in. xiii. 130 A halter'd necke, which do's
the Hangman thanke, For being yare about him. 1811
BYRON Hints from Hor, 281 A halter'd heroine Johnson
sought to slay We saved Irene, but half damn'd the play.

( Ha'lterer. Obs. rare . In 5 helterere.

[f. HALTJBK J/>. 1 + -EH V] A halter-maker.
c 1425 Voc. in Wr.-WitIcker 651/35 Hie capistrhts, helterere.

I! Halteres (hjdUrrfe)J sb.pl. Also alterea.

[Gr. a\T7jpfs (in sense i), f. a\\fff&at to leap.]
1. Weights, similar to dumb-bells, held in the

hands to give an impetus in leaping.
1533 ELYOT Cast. Helthe xxxiii. (1541) 47 The plummets,

called of Galen Alteres, whiche are nowe moch vsed with
gret men.. are verrye good to be vsed fastynge, a lytel
before breakefast or dyner. 1857 BIRCH Anc. Pottery (1858)
I. 414 The halteres or leaping dumb-bells, are seen hung
up. 1896 Daily Neius 6 Apr. 5/7 An ordinary long jump
. .made with the help of halteres or leaping dumb-bells.

2. Entom. The pair of knobbed filaments, also

called balancers and poisers, which in dipterous
insects take the place of a pair of posterior wings.
1823 in CRABB Technol. Diet. 1834 McMuRTRii-: Cievier's

Aniin. Kittgd* 449 The halteres are entirely exposed. 1874
LUBBOCK Orig. 3f Met. Ins. \. 23 The hinder pair being
represented by minute club-shaped organs called 'halteres'.

t Halter-sack. Obs. [f. HALTEK sM + SACK.]
A '

gallows-bird
'

: a term of obloquy.
1598 FLORIO, Capcstro, a rope, a halter, a headstall. Also

a wag, a halter-sack, or gaHowes-clapper. 1611 lbid.
t

Capestrello. .a haltersacke, a waghalter. 1611 BKAUM. & FL.

King -y no A", it. ii, Away, you halter-sack, you. a 1616

Triumph of Hon. i, Thy beginning was knapsack, and thy
ending will be halter-sack.

Halter-sick, sb. and a. [prob. originating in

an error for prec.] A. sb. HALTEH-SACK.
1617 MINSHEU Ductor, An Halter-sicke, or one that the

gallowes groanes for, a knauish boy.
B. adj. <Cf. death-sick^

1820 W. TOOKK tr. Lncian I. 511 You .. villainous, in-

famous halter-sick miscreant.

Haltie, obs. form of HAUGHTY a.

Halting (h^-ltirj),^/. jfr.i [T.HALTZ.I + -iwc 1
.]

The action of limping or walking lamely.
c 1440 Frontp. Parr. 224/2 Haltynge, claudicacio. 1581

PKTTIE Guazzo's Civ. Com1
, in. (1586) 147 b, And when he

shall walke
upright by himselfe, be may boldlie take uppe

others for haultinge. 1672 SIR T. BROWNE Lett. Friend x\\\.

1 1881) 1^6 Whether lameness and halting do still encrease

among the inhabitants.

b. transf. and fig. (See HALT z*i. 4, 5.)
L 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhotie in. xxx. (1869) 152 Ther is
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noon haltinge so foul as lyinge. 1589 R. HARVEY PL Pt-rc.

7 ,
I would the woorst were curbd with a checkthong, as

bigge as a towpenny halter, for halting with a Queene so

good and gratious. 1617 SANDERSON S^rrn. 1. 269 Without
hollowness, halting, and

hypocrisie. a 1680 GLANVILL Serm.
v. (R.). They lay in wait for our baitings. 1851 HELPS
Cf>m/>. So/if, vi, A wonderful halting in their logic.

Halting, M. $b.~
[f.

HALT
v;-~\ The action

of making a halt ; stopping ; chieHy attrib. At or

on which a halt is made, as halting ground,
morning, point. (See also HALTING-PLACE.)
1759 ROBERTSON Hist. Scot. I. v. 347 After halting three

hours, she set out for Hamilton, c 1813 MRS. SHERWOOD
Stories Ck. Catcch. .vxiv. 249 Halting Morning, the morn-

ing when there is no parade. 1856 KANE Arct. E.rpt. II. x.

no When they reached any of the halting-huts. 1869 E. A.
PARKES Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 62 When halting ground
is reached, it may be necessary to filter the water.

Halting, ppl. a. [f. HALT v.i]
1. That halts; limping, lame.

1382 WYCMP Micah iv. 6, I schal gedere the haltinge.

1483 Cat/i. Angl. 172/2 Haltande, claudicons. 1564-78
J'.i'U.EVN Dial, agst. Pest.

(1888^
81 Better is an haltyng

man whiche kepeth the right waie than the swift runner. .

that wandereth a straie. 1849 M. ARNOLD Sonn. to Frieudb
That halting slave, who in Nicopolis Taught Arrian.

2. Jig. Maimed ; defective, imperfect, faulty.

"533 FRITH Another Bk. agst. Rastell (1829) 228 That
halting verse shall run merrily.. upon his right feet. 1611
BIBLE TransL i'ref. 7 If anything be halting, or super-
fluous, or not so agreeable to the original!, the same may
bee corrected. 1877 L. MORRIS Epic Hades m, 248 How
to reach with halting words That infinite perfection.

3. Hesitating, wavering, shifting.
1585 ABP. SANDYS Serm. (1841) 273 Their halting hearts. .

their friendly words and malicious deeds. 1875 STUBBS
Const. Hist. II. xvii. 601 The weak and halting policy of
Edward II. 1878 B. TAYLOR Deitkalion 11. ii. 60 An easy
way Between two worlds to suit the halting crowd.

Hence Haltingly adv., in a halting manner;
limpingly, lamely (lit. andy^f.). Haltiugness,
effectiveness, imperfection, faultiness.

1580 HOLLYBAND Tftat, Fr. Tong, Boistement, haltingly.
i6o3 T. CARTWRIGHT Confut. Rhem. N. T. (1618) 341

Him that walketh in the way, although it be haltingly. 1881
CHR. ROSSETTI Pageant, ttc. 169 This Life is full . .Of halt-

ingness and baffled shortcoming.

Halting-place, [f. HALTING vbl. sb.-]
Place of halting; temporary stopping-place.
1797 BEWICK Brit. Birds (1847) I. p. xxiv. note, In their

long migratory flight . . to their halting places. 1837 DICKENS
Picfav. ii, [They] had resolved to make Rochester their first

halting-place.

Halt-pace, var. of HALPACE, Obs.

f Haltstring. Obs. rare. = STRINGHALT.
1673 Loud. Gaz. No. 823/4 A dark brown Mare ., having

the haltstring in both the hinder leggs when she is cold.

Haltyn, var. HAUTAIN a., Obs.

Halud, obs. pa, pple. of HALLOW v.

Halurgist (hse-lfadsist). [f. Gr. aX-9 salt 4-

-ovpyos working + -IST.] A worker in salt.

1756 C. LUCAS Ess. Waters II. 82 It is by the halurgists,
or workers in salt, called scum.

Halurgy (hse'l&dgi). [f. as prec. + -ovpyia a

working : cf. metallurgy^ Salt-working.
1853 TH. Ross Hnmboldt's Trow, III. xxxi. 255 A long

residence in the salt-producing districts of Europe, and the
labours of practical halurgy. 1854 m MAYNE Expos. Lex.

Halus, haluuen, haluwen: see HALLOW sb.^

H'alvaus, sb. pi. [Deriv. of half, halve : cf.
' halvans half-produce of labour, given instead of

wages' (West Cornwall 67.).]
1849-50 WEALE Diet. Terjns, Halvans, in Cornish, there-

fuse ore. 1874 J . H. COLLINS Meta/ Mining^ Gloss., Halvans,
the refuse heap of mines, which still contain a small portion
of ore, the residue of the dressing processes.

Hence Ha Ivaner (see quots.).
1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Halvanner, a. miner who

dresses and washes the impurities from crude ores. 1880
IV. Cornwall Gloss., Halvaner, one who receives the half

produce of his labour.

Halve !

,.hav), v. Forms: 4-6 halfe, 5-8 half,

4- halve. [ME. halfen, halven, f. HALF sb,~\

1. trans. To divide into two halves or equal
parts ; to share equally ; to deal out, take, or com-

plete the half of; to reduce to half.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter liv. 24 Man-slaer and swykel his

dayes
halfe sal. a 1420 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 1246

What 1 have, I wole it with you halve. 1483 Catk. Angl.
170/2 To Halfe, mediare, dimidiare. a 1568 ASCHAM
Scholem. (Arb.) 39 Not trobled, mangled, and halfed, but
sounde, whole, full, and hable to do their office. 1641
\V. BRAY Sermon 23 The Church of Rome..halfes out to
them an imperfect Sacrament. 1647 H. MORE Song ofSoul
ii. App. Ixxxi, Not lightened entire, But halfed like the
Moon. 1703 T. N. City <$ C. Purchaser 54 The setting off. .

being halfed. 1789 COLERIDGE Philedon Poems I. 5 The
fervid Sun had more than halved the day. 1869 E. A. PARKES
Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 5 These quantities might.. in most
cases be halved.

fig. 1638 WOTTON Lett., Rein. (L.1, Our Nicholas, for I

account him at least halfed between us, tells me that [etc.].

1878 BROWNING La Saisiaz 59 Power that sinks and petti-
ness that soars, all halved and nothing whole.

fb. To attain or amount to the half of. Obs.

1382 WVCLIF Ps, liv. 24 [Iv. 23] Men of blodis and trecche-
rous shul not haluen ther da^es. 1398 TRFVISA Barth. De
P. R. xviii. xv. 775 There is a manere wylde oxe that. .in

eyther of hys homes may halfe the mesure that hyghte Boz.

2. Carpentry, To fit (timbers' together by HALV-
ING, q.v. Also intr. for pass.

i8o4 Trans. Sac, Arts XXII. 43 An upright bar, with the
horizontal bars halved into it. 1851 J. S. MACAULAY Field
Fortif, 159 The ends notched out so as to halve into each
other.

3. In Golf, To halve a hole (unt/t another), to

reach it in the same number of strokes. Also, to

halve a round, a match.

1857 Chambers' Inform. 1 1. 693/1 When players are very
, equally matched, neither party has, at the close of a day's

play, gained an advantage ; every round has been halved,
hence the match itself is halved, and remains to be played
another d;ty. 1894 Daily News 23 Apr. 2/5 They ultimately

! halved the match. 1894 Times 28 Apr. 13/3 IJoth players
reached the green in 3, and the hole was halved in 5.

f4. intr. To render half service or obedience.

1566 ASCHAM Divy Elizalt. Wks. (1761) 183 Saul, first

halfing with God, (as when God gave Amalec into his hand)
then halting in religion. 1613-80 [see HALVING vbl. sb.' i b].

Hence Halved ijiavd), Halving,///, adjs.

1619 W. SCLATER Exp. \ Tliess. 11630) 439 A mangled and
halfed Decree of God. 1641 'SMF.CTYMNurs' I'itiil. Answ.
vi. 84 This you call a faithlesse and a halved citation. 1815
J. GILCHRIST j^altyrintli Deinol. 41 Suited only to halfing
and crooked thinkers. 1894 U'estm. Gas. 24 Apr. 7/2 After

a halved match.

Halve, obs. form of HALF sl>.

Halvelings (ha-vlinz), adv. [Cf. HALFLING.]
In half, in two halves.

1846 J. BAXTER Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) I. 397 The
horizontal poles are cleft halvelings, and nailed or tied to
the uprights.

Halvendeal : see HALFENDEAL.
Halve-net : see HALF-NET.

Halver 1
(ha-v3.0. Obs. exc. dial. Also7halfer.

[f. HALVE v. + -KB'.]
1. One who halves ;

one who has a half share in

anything ;
a partner.

1625 BP. MOUNTAGU AjtJ>. Cfesar n. v. 141 If your selves
and such Halfers in opinion, omnium horantm homines.

1633 Terrier Tieths Sivinton in N. f, Q. 6th Ser. (1885)
XIT366 The inhabitants of Swinton as likewise the lands
are partly Wholers and partly Halfers to the Churches or

Parsonages of Wath and Mexborough. 1637 RUTHERFORD
Lett. 8 Sep. (1675) 85 Enough to me. .that Christ will have
Joy and Sorrow Halfers of the Life of the Saints, a 1787
J. BROWN (Haddington) Sc2. Rem. (1807) 305 Christ is more
than halver with me in this cleanly cross.

2. A half-share ; esp. in halvers ! as an exclama-
tion claiming half of something found. Cf. HALF

!

** 7 g-
5'7 Aberdeen Burgh Rectls. 24 July (Spaldine Cl.) Scho

had ane young swyne in hawfaris hetuix hir and Ellene Crip-
pill. 1816 SCOTT Antiq. xxiii, The beggar exclaimed, like
a Scotch school-boy when he finds anything,

( Nae halvers
and quarters hale o1 mine ain, and nane of my neigh-
bour's'. 1825 BROCKETTA'. C. Gloss. s.v., If the finder be quick
he exclaims 'no halfers findee keepee, losee seekee'. 1887
S. Cheshire Gloss., Hafers . . the ordinary word which is

used to claim half of any treasure-trove.

TFPegge in Anonym, iv. xlii. (01796) proposes
halfer as the proper form for havier ' a castrated
fallow deer

'

; whence in Todd and later Diets.

Halver -. One who fishes with a halve-net or
half-net.

1812 SINGER Agric. Dumfries 603 The halvers, orpersons
,

who claim and practise this kind of fishing.

Halving (lia-virjl, vbl. sbt
[f.

HALVE
.]

1. The action of the vl>. HALVE ; division into

two equal parts ; sharing equally.
cwo Art Nombryng CE. E. T. S.i 6 The halfyng of euery

nombre. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614)41 The often half-

ing of ages.

t b. The rendering of half service, divided obe-
dience. Obs.

1613 BP. HALL Recoil. Treat. (1614) 700 Against halving,
hee will bee served with all the heart. 1642 Up. REYNOLDS
IsraeVs Petit. 16 To reprove and humble us, for our Hypo-
crisie and halvings with God. a 1680 BROOKS in Spurgeon
Treas. Daii. Ps. cxix. 145 God neither loves halting nor
halving ; he will be served truly and totally.

2. Carpentry. A method of fitting two pieces of
timber together by cutting out half the thickness
of each, so as to let them into each other.

1842-76 GWILT ArcMt. Gloss., Hairing, a method of
joining timbers by letting them into each other. It is

preferable to mortising. 1881 YOUNG Every Man his awn
Mechanic 437 Halving is the simplest mode of performing
the operation to which the term '

scarfing
'

is applied.

Halving, vbl. sb*
[f. halve, HALF(-NET) +

-ING 1
.] Fishing with a half-net.

1791 Statist. Ace. Scotl., Dittnfriessk. II. 16 (Jam.) A
second mode of fishing, called haaving or hauling. 1812
SINGER Agric. Dumfries 604 In halving, all animosities are
forgot.

Halvundele, var. of HALFENDEAL.
Halwe, halwy, obs. forms of HALLOW.
Halwei, var. of HALEWEI, Obs.

Haly, var. of HALELT adv.

Halyard, halliard, haulyard hsrlyfucl,

hg'l-). Naut. Forms : a. 4-5 halier, 5-6 hallyer,

(5 halyher, halleyr, hayllyer, 6 hellier, 7 har-

riar). (3. 7-9 hallyard, 7- halliard, halyard, (7
halli-yard, hallyeard), 8- haulyard. [orig.
halier, hallyer, the same as HAMJER, f. HALE v. :

in 1 7th c. perverted by association v/ith yard.]
1. A rope or tackle used for raising or lowering

a sail, yard, spar, or flag.

1373 Indenture in Riley I.oml. Mem. (1868) 370, 2 haliers,
2 yerderopes .. 2 shettes. 1495-7 Naval Ace. Hen. ^7/,
(1896) 106 Ropes cald Hawsers, Craneropes, Gynne ropes,

Haliers, Cartropcs. Ibid. 107 Hallyers for the foresale.

1592 WYRLEY Annorie 144 Not any helliers end, Hawser,
booling, but soone he will amend. 1611 COTGR., Gnin-
deressc . .t\\z mi?.en halliards; the rope whereby the mizen

sayle is hoysed vp. 1612 DEKKKK If it be not good Wks.
1873 III, 293 Let goe your Harriars, let goe t

amaine louerc
amaine. 1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Gram. v. 21 The
Halyards belong to all masts, for by them we hoise the

yards to their height. 1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic. 11779) I.

ii. 16 From the sprit-sail-yard to the mizen top-sail haul-

yards. 1762 FALCONER Shifnur. \\. 13 The bow-lines and
the hall-yards quickly gone. 1835 MARRYAT "jfac. Faithf,
viii, Clap on, both of you, and get another pull at those

haulyards. 1867 SMYTH Sailors U'ord-bk., Halliards, Hal-
yards, Hanlyards. 1879 TENNYSON Defence ofLucknow i,

Banner of England. .Snot through the staffer the halyard.
b. With defining word prefixed : as

Crow-foot halyards, lines through a block on the lower
stay, and bent to the crow-foot on the awning (Hamersly
Naval Encyd.) ; peak-halyards, those used on gaffs and
hooked to the peak ; signal-halyards, light lines extending
from the deck to the trucks or gaff-ends, used for hoisting
signal-flags ; throat-halyards, those that are used on gaffs,
hooked to the jaws, etc.

1770 WINN in Phil. Trans. LX. 191 The pendant hal-

liards, which pass over a sheave in the truck, on the
top-gallant-mast.head. 1833 MARRYAT /'. Simple xxviii, A
tail-block and the studding-sail haulyards. 1836 Midsh.
Easy xvii, Made it fast to the peak halyards and hoisted it up.
2. attrib., as halyard- block

; halyard-rack, a
wooden framework in which the running part of

any halyard is kept coiled, so as to be always clear

for running.
1833 MARKYAT P. Simple xii, I'll come to an anchor on

the topsail halyard rack, c 1860 H. STUART Seaman's
Catech. 75 The mizen cap has a bolt on the after part for

the peak halyard block.

Halyer, var. HALLIEK.

Halymote, Halyvey, obs. ff. HALLMOTE,
HALEWEI.
Ham (haem), j^. 1 Forms : i ham(m, hom(m,
3-4 homme, 3-7 hamme, 5 hame, 5- ham. [OE.
aam(irtt hom(in t

str. f, = OHG. hamma, MHG.
hammt, Ger. dial, hamm, angle of the knee, Du.
hamme (Kilian) ham 'ham* ; cf. also, with single m,
OHG. hama, MHG. hame, Flem. hame, ON. hpm :

app. f. an OTeut. *ham-
t *hamm- to be crooked.]

1. a. That part of the leg at the back of the
knee

;
the hollow or bend of the knee.

ciooo ./ELFRIC Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 160/13 Pofles,
hamm. c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 68 Monegum men RC-
scrincaS his fet to his homme. Ibid, fcebebe ba hamma mid
bam stan baSe. a 1225 Ancr. R. 122 Mid hommen iuolden,
pet is, cneolinde. c 1290 S. "Eng. Leg. I. 360/42 pe senewes
in his hamme schronken. 13. . E. E.Allit. P. B. 1541 His

IARBECK Bk. of Notes 921 We must not suppose that he
doth sit with bended hammes. 1679 Confinement 31 With
supple ham, and pliant knee. 1801 STRUTT Sports $ Past.
in. v. 210 He hangs by his hams upon a pole. 1831
BREWSTER Nat. Magic x. (1833) 254 He broke it to piece*
by the tendons of his hams.

b. By extension : The back of the thigh ; the

thigh and buttock collectively. Usually in //.
1552 HULOF.T, Hamme, femur. 1573-80 BARET Ah>. H 57

The vtter part of the thigh, the hamme, fa-mnr. 1676
HOBBES Iliad (1677) 190 He cannot, without trembling,
quiet sit ; But dances on his hams, and changes hue. 1796
MORSE Amer. Geog. II. 562 They sit on their hams, with
their legs and arms disposed in the manner of monkeys.
1875 F. HALL in Lippincotfs Mag. XVI. 753/1 Squatting on
their hams at respectful distance.

c. In quadrupeds : The back of the hough ; the

hough.
1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1658) 317 A kinde of Scab

breeding in the ham, which is the bent of the hough. 1678
Trans. Crt. Spain n. 156 To cut the hammes of the Mules
of the Coach. 1735 SoMERviLLEC/mwi. 250 His [a hound's]
round Cat Foot, Strait Hams, and wide-spread Thighs . .

confess his Speed.
2. The thigh of a slaughtered animal, used for

food ; spec, that of a hog salted and dried in'

smoke or otherwise
; also, the meat so prepared.

1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow)324 Mr. Henrie Blyth
had such antipathic aganis an ham, that no sooner did he
heare a ham spoken of but he swarfed. 1711 STF.ELE Spect.
No. 14? 8 A Jew eat me up half a Ham of

^

Bacon. 1712 PRIOR

Extempore Invitation 4 If they can dine On bacon-ham,
and mutton-chine. 1734 W. SNELGRAVE Guinea $ Slave
Trade 210 Several Westphalia Hams, and a large Sow.

1775 ROMANS Hist. Florida 331, I purchased some bear,
bacon and venison hams of them. 1833 MARRYAT P. Simple
xxv, A smoked mutton ham. 1854 THACKERAY Rose fy King
xiv, She took out. .some slices of ham.
3. attrib. and Comb., as ham-pie, -smoker \ ham-

beetle, one of several American beetles whose larva?

are destructive to hams, esp. Coynetes (Necrobia^

ntfipes, the red-legged ham-beetle; ham-tail,
?a (horse's) tail of a rounded shape like a ham.
1611 COTGR., feine iartiere, the garter veine, or hamme

veine. 1705 Lond, Gaz. No. 4183/4 A . . Gelding . . with a
Ham Tai!.

t 1733 POPE Hor.Sat. n. i. 46 None deny. .Darty
his Ham-pie. 1829 T. HOOK Bank to Barnes 164 Ham-
smoker, and pork-butcher. 1848 DICKKNS Dotnbey vi, The
old-established Ham-and-Beef Shop.

Ham, sb:- local. [OE. kam(m, kom(w, str. m.
, him, NKris. >&///#/, EHris. ham,



HAM.

hamm a pasture or meadow enclosed with a ditch,

LGer. hamm piece of enclosed land (on the Rhine,
meadow "

; WKlem. ham meadow, in Kilian

hamme, ham '

pratum, pacuum
'

; a word confined

on the continent to the Frisian and Lower Saxon

area, where its specific application varies as in

England.] A plot of pasture ground; in some

places esp. meadow-land ;
in others spec, an en-

closed plot, a close. Found in OE., and still in

local use in the south ;
in some places surviving

only as the name of a particular piece of ground.
901-9 Clwtsr of Eattwctird in cW. Dipt. V. 166 Danon

on jerihte lo Scealdaemeres hamme. ? c 1000 ll'itt. V. 383
Da hamma* 8a oer mid rihte tofcebyriab. 1617 MixsiiKr

Ditctor, A Hamme or a little plot of ground growing by the

riuers or Thames side, commonly crooked, and beset with

many willow trees or osiers, c 1630 RISDON' Sin-:'. Devon
(1810) 6 Between the North and the South Hams (for that

is the ancient name there lieth a chain of hills. 1701 Loud,
Gaz. No. 3838/4 The said Fair will be kept.. upon a Place
..called the Ham. 1796 W. MARSHALL \\'est Engl. I. 33
The forests [would] be converted, by degrees, into common
pastures, or hams. 1880 WILLIAMS Rights of Common 91
Within these two meadows were several hams or home closes

of meadow. 1881 BLACKMORE Christowell iv. The sheep-
wash corner in the lower ham.

Ham, sb? The OE. ham HOME, which, in

composition, has been shortened to ham, as in

Hampstead, Hampton (: Hamtiin ', Oakhatn,

LcTvisham, etc., and, in this form, is sometimes
used by historical writers in the sense 'town,

village, or manor '

of the Old English period.
1864 I. TAVLOR Words % Places (1882) 82 In the Anglo-

Saxon charters we frequently find this suffix fham) united
with the names of families, never with those of individuals.

1872 E.W. ROBERTSON Hist. Ess. 118 A separate homestead

apart from the ham of the vill. 1874 GKEFS .\/iort ///i/. 3
The home or

' ham '

of the Billings would lie Billingham.

t HtUU, v. Obs. rare. [f. HAM rf.'j ^HAM-
STRING v.

1618 Crt. ft Tiinrs jfas. f (1840* II. 114 The bailiffs as-

saulted him in his coach, hammed his horses, and threatened
no less unto himself.

Ham, obs. var. am ,see BE v.) ; obs. f. HOME.
Hamac, hamaca, etc., obs. ff. HAMMOCK.
Hamacratic (ruemakme-tik), a. [f. Gr. a/<a

together + Kp&ros rule + -ic.] Pertaining to govern-
ment based on mutual action.

1838 F. LIEBER Political Ethics n. cxxviii. I. 414 More of
a hamacratic character.

Hamadryad (hasmadrai-sed). PI. -ads : also

in Lat. form hamadryades (-adfz). [ad. L.

Hamadryas, a. Gr. 'A/ia5/>uas, chiefly in pi. Jfania-

dryad-es, 'AfiaSpvaS-ts wood-nymphs, f. S/M together
with + Spvs tree.]
1. Gr. and Lat. Mythol. A wood-nymph fabled

to live and die with the tree which she inhabited.
r 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 2070 In wbiche they woneden

in reste and pees Nymphus, ffawnes, and Amadrides
[-'.rr. amadries, Amadryes]. 1390 GOWER Conf. II. 336
With suche, as Amadriades Were cleped wodemaidens tho.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. I. vi. 18 The wooddy nymphes, faire

Hamadryades, . .And all the troupe of light-foot Naiades.
1664 EVELYN Syl-.'a Concl. 13 (R.) The fittest sacrifice for
the royal oaks, and their hamadryads. 1769 JOHNSON Lett,
to Afrs. Tkralf 14 Aug., Nothing has deterred these au-
dacious aldermen from violating the hamadryads of George
Lane. 1873 LOWELL Among My Bks. Ser. 11. 166, I am
not sure that the tree was a gainer when the hamadryad
flitted and left it nothing but

ship-timber.
transf. 1791 W. BARTRAM Carolina 357 An innocent

frolic with this gay assembly of hamadryades [Indian girls].

2. Zool. a. A large, very venomous, hooded

serpent of India (Naja hamadryas, or Hamadryas
'

Ophiophagus} elaps), allied to the cobra.

1863 WOOD Illustr. Nat. Hist. III. 140 The Serpent-
eating Hamadryas. .feeds almost wholly on reptiles. 1894
Daily News 4 June 7/5 When the Zoological Gardens were
first opened, a hamadryad, imported with a selection of
cobras, ate up fifty pounds' worth of the latter before its

nature was discovered.

b. A large baboon of Abyssinia (Cynoccphalus
hamadryas).
1894 Daily ffnvs 6 Dec. 5 '3 Four hamadryads are now

the sight of the day at the Jardin d'Acclimatation in
Paris . . M. Milne-Edwards gives the hamadryad a high
character for intellect.

Hamal : see HAMMAL.

Hamald, hamelt, hamel (tv mid, -'It, -'!),
a. (rf.) Sc. Forms: 5 hameholde, 6 hamald,
hammald, hamhald, 6-7 haim(e)hald, haym-
hald(e, 8-9 hamelt, -oil, -el, -il, 9 hamilt. [A
deriv. of hame HOME, app. akin to ON. heimoll,
heimull, htimill homely, domestic, household-.]
Belonging to home, domestic; home-gtown,home-
made

; homely, vernacular ; unpolished.
la 1400 Mm-te Arlh. 1843 Hethynge es hame holde, vse

it who so wille. 1513 DOUGLAS /Eneis i. ii. 27 Cariand to
I taly I hair vmcust hammald goddis. 1597 SKENE De Verb.
Sign. s.v. HaimhaUarf, Hamhald lint, or haimhald hemp,
is that quhilk growis at haime. i7i RAMSAY Three
Bonnets iv, Thus I ha'e sung in hamelt rhyme. 111774
FERCUSSO* Poems (,789) II. 24 (Jam.) To chaunt their
hameil lays. 1805 J. NW Poems I. 93 (Jam.) To send
some hamelt, rustic lays. 1809 J. Skinner's Misc. Poet.
179 Cntic, or bard, or hamil kine. Or high degree i8
thistle-Binkie (Scot. Songs) Ser. m. 5 Auld hamilt 3we

48

t B. sb. In phr. borgh of haimhald (Olii Sc.

\ a pledge exacted from a seller of an article

that it is home produce. 06s.
c 1400 Bitrrtnv Lawes c. 128. i Na man sail buy any

thing within burgh, without the seller finde him sufficient

borgh of haymhalde. c 1575 BALFOUR Pntcticto (1754) 210

Except the sellar find him ane sufficient pledge thairanent,
and borgh of hamehald. 1609 SKKXF A',-. M,ij. 15.

Hence f Hamald, haimhald v. [Olti Sf. Law),
to prove something withholden or claimed by
another) to be one's own property. Obs.

"575 BALFOUR Fracticks (1754) 523 The persewar sail

hame-hald, and with him away have, the said beist or

cattel. 1609 SKESE tr. Qiton. Attach, c. 10 6 The chal-

lenger sail haymhalde \debtt AnymaMan] that thing, ns

his awin.

Hamarchy (hre-maiki). [f. Gr. a^a together
+ -apxia nile.J See qnot.)
1838 F. LIEBER Political Ethics n. cxxviii. I. 411 Hamar-

chy.. is that polity which has
a_n organism .. in which a

thousand distinct parts have their independent action, yet
are by the general organism united into one. .living system.

Hamart, Sc. form of HOMKWAUII.

Hamartiology(liamaJti(''16d.^i). Theol. [mod.
f. Gr. a/Mpria sin + -LOOY.] The doctrine of sin

;

that part of theology which treats of sin.

1875 LIGHTFOOT Comtti. Col. (ed. 2) 119 The hamartiology
of the Old Testament has its counterpart in the soteriology
of the New. 1879 FARRAR St. Paul II. 195 Righteousness
and sin, soteriology and hamartiology, are the fundamental

thoughts in St. Paul's theological system.
Hence Hamartiologlst.
1890 Microcosm (N. Y.) Mar., Scientific and scriptural

hamartiologists.

Hamate (t^-m/t), a. [ad. L. hamat-us fur-

;

nished with or shaped like a hook, f. ham-us hook :

i
see -ATE 2

.]
Furnished with hooks, or having the

shape of a hook
;
hooked. (Chiefly in Nat. Hist.")

1744 BERKELEV .S'/V/sS 227 To explain cohesion by hamate
atoms is accounted igiiotum per ignotiits. 1854 WOODWARD
Mollusca (1856) 108 Teeth single, hamate.

Hamated (h?'nv'tdj, a. [f.
as prec.] =prec.

1697 Phil. Trans. XIX. 685 Small hamated or crooked
Prickles. 1704 SWIFT Mecli. Oferat. Spirt! Misc. (1711)

294 Nothing less than a violent Heat can disentangle these
|

Creatures from their hamated Station of Life.

t Ha'mbargh. Obs. or dial. Forms : 5 harn-

berwe, -burwe, 8-9 howmbark. [f.
HAME Z

-t- OE. -beorg, -berg
=

gebeorg protection : cf. Ma-
i fod-beorg helmet, heahbeorg hauberk, gorget. The

|

elements are the same as in the synonymous
BARGHAM, (berhom,brecham, barkum)."] The collar

of a draught horse ; a bargham or brecham.

13.. Gloss W. de Bitlesw. MS. Arundel 220 If. 302 (Way
Promf. Parv. 33) Les cous de chiuaus portunt esteles

(gloss hames, MS. Phill. hamberwesX Coleres de quyr
(gloss beruhames). 14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 580/23
Efyphiutti, an hamborwe. Ibid. 509/12 Epijinttt, an ham-
burwe. c 1746 J. COLLIER (Tim Bobbin) Lane. Dial. Wks.
(1862)52 His wig. .on lee like o howmbark on his shilders.

Hence f Ha-mbargh v. trans., to put a collar on.

14. . Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 580/24 Epyphio, to hamburwe.

Hamber, hambir, obs. ff. HAMMEB.
Hamber, obs. form of AMBER sb.2

1481 CAXTON Reynard (Arb.) 14 Vij hamber barelis ful.

Hamber-lin6 (hfe'rabaj lain). JVaut. [corr.
of Hamburgh] (See quot. 1867.)
1853 S IR H. DOUGLAS Milit. Bridges (ed. 3) roo, a skeins

of hamber line, to lash the planks to the outside cables.

1867 SMVTH Sailor s ll^ord-bk., Hambfr, or Hambro'-linf^
small line used for seizings lashings, etc.

Hanible, i>. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : I hame-
lian, (3 pa. pple. heomelede), 4 hameled, ham-
led, 7-9 harnble, hamel, 9 hammel. [OE.
hamelian to mutilate= OHG. hamalon, MHG.
hameln, ON. hamla to maim, mutilate ; from an

adj. appearing in OHG. as hamal maimed, muti-

lated, whence mod.G. hammel a castrated sheep.]
1. trans. To mutilate, maim ; to cut short, dock ;

spec, to cut off the balls of the feet of (dogs) so as

to render them unfit for hunting.
(Erroneously taken in i7th and i8th c. zs=Hamstring.)
a 1050 O. E. Chron. an. 1036 Sume hi man blende, sume
man hamelode. c 1205 LAY. 11206 He heomelede ba reuen,
nalde he mxnne bi-lefuen. c 1374 CHAUCER Troylns II. 915

(^64) Algate a fot is hameled of by sorwe. c 1394 /'. /'/.

Crede 300 Hosen in harde weder y-hamled by be ancle.

1607 COWELL Interpr., Hameling of dogges, or hambling, is

all one with the expeditating of dogges. 1616 BCLLOKAR
Engl. Expos., Hameled, cut off, abated (obs.). [1727-51
CHAMBERS Cycl., Hameling, or Ham-stringing, the act of

cutting the great tendon, vulgarly called the ham-string^
2. intr. To walk lame. dial.

1828 Craven Dial., Hamel, to walk lame. 1863 MRS.
TOOGOOD Yorksh. Dial., Hainlin, walking lame.

Hence f Hanible-shanked a., maimed or lame
in the leg.
1661 K. W. Cmf. Charact., Informer (1860) 47 A club-

footed, hambleshanckt ..hircocerous.

Hamblet, obs. form of HAMLET.

Hamburg, -burgh (Iwmbojg, -MW).
[Hamburg, a city of North Germany.]
1. (b\soHamburggrape) Name ofa black variety

of the grape, of German origin, which is specially

adapted to hothouse cultivation.

1838 Penny Cycl. X. 500/2 Grapes . . The following are

HAMESUCKEN.
suitable for a vinery : IJlauk Krpntignan, Black Prince,
Black Hamburg. 1892 KARROS Vines <v I'int Cult. (ed. 3)

139 The Black Hamburgh Grape is stated to have been

imported from Hamburgh In the early part of the last

century by Mr. John Warner . . Hence it became known as
Warner's Black Hamburgh, i. e. Mr. Warner's Black Grape
from Hamburgh. .The best known [of its German names,
are] Trollinger, and Frankenthaler, which, of late years,
has been much adopted in this country by some as synony-
mous with Black Hamburgh, by others as representing a

larger and coarser variety.

2. Name of n. small variety of the domestic fowl.

1857 Chfunbcrs' Inform. People I. 647/2 True-bred Ham-
burgs never shew any inclination to sit. .The Hamburgs
are very timid, shy fowls, and easily distressed. 1885
TEGETMKIER in Encycl. Brit. XIX. 645/1 The Hamburgh*,
erroneously so called from a name given them in the classi-

fication adopted at the early Birmingham shows, are chiefly
breeds of English origin.

t Hanie l
. Obs. Forms : J ham, (in comb.)

-hama, -homa (5 haum\ 4-6 hame. [OK.
-hania = OS., OHG. -hatno in comb, 'covering,

garment', MHG. -hame, -ham; also ON. hams %

(Da. ham} snake's slough, ct. hames in quot. 13.. .]

A covering, e$p. a natural covering, integument ;

skin, membrane, slough .of a serpent).
Beowulf (Z.) 1570 Bil eal Surh-wod faegne flaesc-homan.

rtooo I'of. in Wr.-Wiilcker 276/23 Camisn, ham. 13..
A'. Alis. (Laud MS. 385) Neptenabus. .takeb hym hames of

dragon. Ibid. 391 Offe he cast his dragons hame. (1440
rroinf>. Pan'. 224/2 Hame. thyn skynne of an eye, or oper
lyke, membranula* c 1440 CAPGRAVE Life SI. A'a.'/i, in. 1132
All |>is ilk tyme ber was a hame Of blyndenes be-for b'is

ermytes yje. 1544 PHAER Regim. Lyfe (1553' C vj a, An
Adders hame sodden in wine. 1546 Bk. Ckftdr. x. 5 The
hame or skynne of an adder or a snake, that she casteth.

Hame 2 (h^im). Also 6 haame, haume, 8

dial, hawm, 9 beam, dial, haam, Sc. haim. [Not
known before 1300. Corresponds to MDu. hatm\

haetn, MHG. dial, hame, Du. haam, LG. \Vestph.
ham : perh. from an OTeut. root *ham- to hold

against, hinder.] Each of two curved pieces of

wood or metal placed over, fastened to, or forming,
the collar of a draught horse.

1303 R. BRUNNF. Handl. Synne 11496 3>"t wyl bey neuer

shryue here shame, So are pey bounde yn be fendes hame.

13 [see HAMBARGH]. 1483 Cath. Angl. 172/2 A Hame of
a horse. 1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. i. 425 Kuyr hamis

convenient for sic note, And raw silk brechamis ouir thair

halsis hingis. 1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach's Hnsb. i. (1586)
nb, Collars, Bridle reynes, Headstalles . . Haames. 1611

COTGR., Attf?/es t the haumes of a draught horses collar;
the two flat sticks that incompasse it. 1616 SI'RFL. &
MARKH. Country Fanne 538 Horses with open collars, and
large hames. 1794 W. FELTON Cam'agfsdBoi) II. 146 The
Heams are the two irons made to fix round the neck collar.

1883 J . P. GROVKS front Cadet to Captain xxii. 223 Harness-

ing. .Nellie's ponies, .he managed to get the hames upside
down, with the kidney-links on the top of the collars.

b. attrib. and Com&., as hame-loop, -maker ^

strap, ~ierret) 'tug.
1794 W. FELTON Carriages (1801) II. 139 The Heam-Tugs

. . are riveted to the heam-Ioops. 1826 Sporting Mag.
XVIII. 393 A pole-chain may be unhooked, or a hame
strap get loose.

Hame, obs. and Sc. f. HOME
j

obs. f. HAM,
HAULM

;
var. HEM Obs., them.

Hameil: see HAMALU.
t Hamel. Obs. exc. dial. Also hamell, -il.

[a. OF. hamel (i3th c. in Littre), mod.F. hameait,
,med.L. hamellum\ dim. of *ham (Picard ham,

hem}, a. \\Ger. haim village, dwelling, HOME.]
= HAM LET.

c 1514 Exam. Cokeye More in Chetham Misc. (1856)
II. 7 How feere the town or hamell of Aynsworth extends.

1523 FITZHERB. Surv. xv. (1539) 33 No townschyppe nor
hamell. 1708 Termes de la Ley 390 Hamlet, Mantel^ or

Hampsel are diminutives of Ham, which signifies an
Habitation, c 1746 J.

COLLIER (Tim Bobbin) Lane. Dial.
\Vks. (1862) p. xxxvii, They look'nt on im as th' Hammil-
Scoance. 1885 Cheshire Gloss., Hamil Sconce, the light of

the village or hamlet.

Hamel, variant of HAMALD, RAMBLE.

Hamelet, Hamelt : see HAMLET, HAMALD.
f Hamel-tree. Obs. or dial. (See quot.)
1740 [W. ELLIS in] Land. Mag. 386 That cross Piece of

Wood, to which the Wheel-horses in a Coach are fasten'd,

which I call a Hamel-tree.

Hamely, Sc. form of HOMELY.
Hamer, Hamester, obs. if. HAMMER, -STER.

Hamesucken, ! -soken (h^-msuk'n). Old

Eng. and Sc. Law. Forms : i hams6cn, 3 ham-
sokne, 4 hamsokene, homsokne ;

Hist. 7-9
hamsoken, homesoken

;
Sc. 7 haimsuckin,

-suken, 8 -sucken, 7- hamesucken. [OE., f.

h&m home, dwelling + s6cn fern., seeking, visiting,

attack, assault, ON. s6kn attack.]
1. The crime of assaulting a person in his own

house or dwelling-place. Now only in Scotch Law.
a 1000 Laivs of Edmund n. c. 3 Be mund-brice and be

ham-socnum. c 1030 Laws of Cnut n. c. 62 (63) Gtf hwa
ham-socne jewyrce jebete pa^t mid fif pundan. c 1250
BRACTON De. Lt-g. Angl. in. n. xxiii. (Rolls) II. 464 Ham-
sokne, quz dicitur invasio domus contra pacem domini regis.

1387 TRKVISA Higdm (Rolls) II. 95 Hamsokene ober Ham-
fare, a rese i-made in hous. c 1575 BALFOUR Practices (1754)

541 Na man may challenge ane uther of hamesucken, hot

for assail^eing him at his awin proper house and dwelling-

place. 1753 Stewart's Trial 123 In the crime ofhamesucken,
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he and his accomplices might be all equally principals. 1773
ERSKINE lust. Law ScotL 719 Haimesucken. .is the crime

of heating or assaulting a person within his own house. 1827
SCOTT Jrnl. I. 367 Half a dozen Selkirk processes, among
others one which savours of Hamesucken.

2. A franchise of holding pleas of this offence and

receiving the penalties imposed on the offender ;

also the penalty or mulct itself. (By English legal

antiquaries variously misunderstood and errone-

ously explained.)
1020 Charter of Cnut in Earle Land Charters (1888) 233

paet
he beo his saca and socne wyr5e and griS bryces, and

ham socne and forstealles and infangenes ^eofes. c 1250
Gloss. Law Terms in Rel. Ant. I. 33 Hamsokne, quite de
entrer en autri ostel a force, c 1290 FLETA i. xlvii. 18 (1647)

63 Hamsokne [signal] quietantiam misericordiae intrusionis

in alienam domum vi & injuste. 1579 RASTELL Expos, diff.

IVords 132 Home soken (or home soken), that is, to bee

quite of amerciaments for entring into houses violently and
without licence, and contrary to the peace of the king.
And that you holde plea of such trespass done in your
Court, and in your lande. 1717 Blounfs La.iv Diet. (ed. 3),

1loincsoken, Hatnsoken . . the Privilege or Freedom which

every Man hath in his House
; and he who invades that

Freedom is properly said facere Hotnesoken. This I take
to be what we now call Burglary. Ibid., It is also taken
for an Impunity to those who commit this crime. 1769
BLACKSTONE Comin. IV. xvi. 223 Burglary, or nocturnal

housebreaking. .which by an antient law was called hame-

secken, as it is in Scotland to this day. 1861 RILEY Liber
Atbus Gloss. 326 Hampsokne, literally House-protection,
i. e. the protection from assault afforded by a man's house.

tHa-mfare. Old Law. Obs. [OE. type *^-
farn, f. ham, home, dwelling +/aru going, passage,

expedition.] =HAMESUCKEN i.

a 1135 Laivs Hen. /, c. So n Hamsocna est, vel hamfare,
si quis premeditate ad domum eat..et ibi eum invadat, si

die vel nocte hoc facial. 1387 [see HAMESUCKEN]. 1610
HOLLAND Camden's Brit. i. 223. 1670 BLOUNT Law Diet.,

Ham/are. 1717 Ibid. (ed. 3) s.
zj.,

I rather think that Ham-
fare . . is a Breach of the Peace in a House.

Hamhald, obs. form of HAMALD.
Hamiform (h^'mif/im), a.

[f.
L. hamus

hook : see -FOKM.] Hook-shaped.
a 1849 MAUNDER cited in WORC. {i86oX

Hamil, hamilt : see HAMALD.
Hamillet, obs. form of HAMLET.
Hamiltonian (h3emilt<?

Ug
nian), a. (sb.} [f.

the surname Hamilton + -IAN.] A. adj. a. Per-

taining to James Hamilton (1769-1831), or to his

system of teaching languages, b. Pertaining to

the Scottish philosopher and logician, Sir William
Hamilton (1788-1856). C. Pertaining to or in-

vented by the Irish mathematician, Sir William
Rowan Hamilton (1805-65), as Hamiltonian

equation, function, operator, d. Pertaining to or

holding the doctrines of the American statesman,

Alexander Hamilton, a leader of the Federalist

party (1757-1804). B. sb. A follower of any of

the above.
1826 SYD. SMITH Wks. (1869) 531 We would have Hamil-

Ionian keys to all these books. 1858 S. A. ALLIBONE Diet.

Eng. Lit. I. 755 Hamilton, James* 'author of the Hamil-
tonian system ', excited much attention in the learned world

by his publications
. . of interlinear English translations of

books in various languages. 1864 BOWEN Logic viii. 228

(heading) The Hamiltonian Doctrine of Syllogisms. Ibid.

252 Under the Hamiltonian doctrine of eight fundamental

Judgments, we have five hundred and twelve conceivable
Moods. 1870 H. ADAMS Gallatin 174 (Cent.) Laying en-

tirely aside the general proposition that the Hamiltonian
Federalists considered a national debt as in itself a desirable

institution.

Hamiltonism (hse-miltsmz'm). [f. as prec.
+ -ISM.] The doctrine or philosophy of Sir

William Hamilton (see prec. b).
1867 MILL Exam. Hamilton iii. (ed. 3) 37 This is Kantism,

but it is not Hamiltonism.

Hamirostrate (h^mirp-str#), a.
[f. L. hamus

hook + rostr-um beak : see -ATE 2
.] Having a

hooked beak. In mod. Diets.

Hamite (hse'msit), sb.l and a. Also 7-9
Chamitc, 9 Khamite. [f. Ham (formerly spelt

Cham, Heb. DH, Gr. Xaju, L. Cham}, name of

the second son of Noah (Gen. vi. 10) + -ITE.]
A. sb. f 1. A follower of Ham : used as a

term of obloquy. (Cf. Gen. ix. 22-25.) Obs. rare.

1645 PAGITT Hcresiogr. (1647) 59 Terming . . us. . Balamites,
Chamites, Cainites.

2. A descendant of Ham ; a person belonging to

one of the nations or tribes supposed to be
descended from Ham (cf. Gen. ix. 18, 19), viz,

the Egyptians and other African races.

1854 C. C. J. BUNSEN Chr. $ Mankind IV. (title} The
Asiatic origin of the Khamites or Egyptians. 1860 R. S.
POOLE in Diet. Bible I. 742 Egypt may have been the first

settlement of the Hamites whence colonies went forth.

B. adj. ^Hamitic (see below).
1842 PRICHARD Nat. Hist. Man 144 The Phoenicians or

Canaanites, both being Chamite, and not Shemite, nations.

1871 P. SMITH Anc. Hist. East 6 The Hamite Race .. is

located in Africa and South Arabia.

Hence Hamitic (hsemi'tik) a., belonging to the

Hamites; esp. applied to a group of African

languages, comprising the ancient Egyptian, and
the Berber, Galla, and allied extant languages.
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Hamitism (hje'mitiz'm), the fact of being a

Hamite.
1844 G. S. FABER Eight Diss. (1845) II. 273 Of Hammitic

Origin. 1854 C. C. J.
BUNSEN Chr.f, Mankind III. 183

Chamitism.or ante- Historical Semitism. Ibid., TheChamitic
deposit in Egypt. 1860 FAHKAR Orig. Lang:. 2 i5 'I'he Egyp-
tian language belongs then to a Chatnitic family. 1861 J. G.
SHEPI'AKD /-<?// Koine iii. 116 Considering Hamitism as

nothing more than a special form of Semitism, and altogether
unconnected with the Turanian family. 1877 DAWSON Orig.
II \>rl<t xii. 260 The Semitic and Hamitic mythologies are

derived from the primeval cherubic worship of Eden.

Hamite (W-mait), sb? [ad. mocl.L. generic
name Hamites, f. hdm-us hook : see -ITE.] A fossil

ccphalopod having a shell of a hooked shape.
1832 DE LA BECHE Geol. Mart. (ed. 2) 265 The hard black

limestone (containing an abundance of Scaphites, Hamites,
Turrilites, and other fossils). 1847 ANSTED Anc. World f..

244 A hooked shell, .called a Hamite.

I Ha-mkin. Obs. [?f. HAM^.I] (See quot.)
1616 BULLOKAR Engl. Expos., Hamkin, a pudding made

vpon the bones of a shoulder of mutton, ail the flesh being
first taken off. [So in COCKERAM, BLOUNT].

Hamlet (hEe-mlet). Also 4 hamelat, hamillet,

4-6 hamelett(e, 4-7 hamelet, 6 hamlette, 7

harablet. [a. OF. hamelet, in AFr. also hamelete,

hamlette, (med.L. hameletum, -letta), secondary
dim. of hamel: see HAMEL.] A group of houses

or small village in the country ; esp. a village

without a church, included in the parish belonging
to another village or a town. (In some of the

United States, the official designation of an incor-

porated place smaller than a village.)
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 310 be fote men ilk a flok,

A pouere hamlete toke, be castelle Karelauerpk. Ibid. 340
He died at a hamelette, men calle it Burgh bisandes. 1483
Cath. Angi. 172/2 A Hamelett, villula. 1546 in Eng.
Gilds (1870) 222 W vij lyttle hamlettes therto belonging.

1604 Vittif of Frannce C b. One hundred thirtie two
thousand of Parish Churches, Hamlets, and Villages of all

sorts. 1675 OGILBY Brit. Introd. 3 The Hamlets of the

Tower made up 2 Regiments. 1750 GRAY Elegy iv, The
rude forefathers of the hamlet sleep. 1820 SCOTT Monast.

i, A small village or hamlet, where . , some thirty or forty
families dwelt together. 1888 BRYCE Amer. Commvi. II.

II. xlviii. 247 Ohio, .divides her municipal corporations into

(a)
cities, .(b) villages, .and (c) hamlets, incorporated places

with less than 200 inhabitants.

attrib. 1641 Commons Jrnls. II. 262 For the Hamlet

Men, it was Harvest-time. 1879 JEFFERIES Wild Life in

S. Co. 123 The thatcher, the most important perhaps of the

hamlet craftsmen. .

b. transf. The people of a hamlet, (poetic.)

1726-46 THOMSON Winter 422 Hamlets sleeping in the

dead of night. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. x, Where the

kneeling hamlet drains The chalice of the grapes of God.

Hence Ha-mleted a., located in a hamlet.

KamleteeT, an inhabitant of a hamlet. Ha'm-
letize v. U.S., to incorporate as a hamlet; hence

Kamletiza'tioii.

1627-77 FELTHAM Resolves n. xlix. 256 Hamletted in

some untravelled village of the duller Country. 1825 T.

CROMWELL Hist. Colchester 102 Overcoming a feeble

opposition from the Tower Hambleteers. 1876 T. HARDY
Ethelberta (1890) 283 Going back to give the rudiments of

education to remote hamleteers. 1893 Dispatch (Columbus)
Feb., The controversy concerning the hamletizing of

Bullitt Park. Ibid., Annexation, not hamletization, should

occur.

Hamloun, in Gaw. and Gr. Knt., error for

hauiloun, HAVELON v.

Hamly, -nes, obs. north, ff. HOMELY, -LNESS.

Hamlynge, obs. form of AMBLING.
c 1440 Eng. Conq. Irel. (E. E. T. S.) 89 Vnneth he wolde

ryde any hamlynge hors but mych trottynge hors.

Hainmaek, hammacoe, etc. : see HAMMOCK.

II Hammal, luimmaxil (hma-l). Also 8-9

hamaul, pliamal, khamal. [Arab. JC. hammal

porter, f. hamala to carry.] A Turkish or Oriental

porter ;
in Western India, a palanquin-bearer.

1766 GROSE Voy. E. Ind. (1772) I. 120 (Y. s.v. Hummaut)
The Hamauls or porters, who make a livelihood of carrying

goods to and from the warehouses. 1839 Miss PARDOE
Beauties of Bosph. 38 (Stanf.) Here the khamals deposit
the heavy bale. 1845 STOCQUELER Handbk. Brit. India

(1854) 93 The palankeen-bearers (called hammals at Bombay).
1878 H. M. STANLEY Dark Cont. I. i. 37 Hamals, bearing
clove and cinamon bags.

Hammald, obs. form of HAMALD.

II Hammam,litimmaTixii(h#ma'm). Also 7-
haruam

;
and see HullMUM. [Arab. ^C ham-

mam bath.] An Oriental bathing establishment,

a Turkish bath.

1625 PURCHAS Pilgrims II. ix. 1419 (Stanf.), I went to the

Hammam. 1704 J. PITTS Ace. Mohammetans 47 They
have many Hammams or Wash-houses to bath themselves

in. 1820 T. S. HUGHES Trav. Sicily I. vi. 174 (Stanf.) We
proceeded to the public hummaum, or Turkish bath. 1832
GELL Pompeinna I. vi. 87 The first chamber of an oriental

hamam. 1844 Mem. Babylonian f'cess II. 33 There. .she

is free from the jealous espionage of her lord, which stops
at the hammam's threshhold.

Hammed (hEemdl, a. [f.
HAM rf. 1 + -ED -.]

Having hams ; usually in comb., as CAT-HAMMED,

fickle-hammed,

1711 Loud. Gaz. No. 4808/4 Stolen or stray'd..a bay
Gelding, .fickle hamm'd.

Hatumel, variant of HAMBLE.

HAMMER.

Hammer (hre'msj), sb. Forms: i hamor, 1-3

homer, 1-5 hamer, 4 hamyr, 4-5 hamur, 5

hamere, hamour(e, -owre, 6 Se. hemmir, 6-

hammer. B. 5 harnbir, -yr, 5-7 harnber.

[Common Teutonic : OE. hamor, -er, homer =
OS. hamur (MDu., Du. hamer), OHG. hamar

(Ger. hammer), ON. hamarr. The Norse sense
'

crag ', and
possible relationship to Slav, kamy,

Rnss. kamen 1
stone, have suggested that the word

originally meant ' stone weapon '.]

1. An instrument having a hard solid head, usually
of metal, set transversely to the handle, used for

beating, breaking, driving nails, etc. Hence, a

machine in which a heavy block of metal is used

for the same purpose (see STEAM-HAMMER, TILT-

HAMMER, TIUP-HAMMF.R).
Knight of the hammer, a blacksmith or hammerman.
Throwing tfie hammer, an athletic contest, consisting in

throwing a heavy hammer as far as possible.
^ 1000 Juliana 237 Carcernes duru..homra geweorc.

c 1000 Ags. l^oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 272/36 Alallens, hamer.
c 1050 Ibid. 182/23 Porticulus, hamor. a 1225 A ncr. R. 284
Wultu bet God nabbe no fur in his smiSSe ne belies ne
homeres? 4:1369 CHAUCER Dethe Blaitnche 1164 As hys
brothres hamers ronge Vpon hys Anuelet yp and doon. 1413

Pilgr. Scntile (Caxton 1483) iv. xxx. 78 Withouten strook of

hamour. c 1440 Promp. Pnrv. 225/1 Hamur (v. rr. hambyr,
hamowre), malleus. 1528 in Rye Cromer (1889) 55 Withe
too grett yerne hambers. 1555 EDEN Decades 161 Such
maces and hammers as are vsed in the warres. 1606 SHAKS.
Ant. ff Cl. V. ii. 210 Mechanicke Slaues With greazie

Aprons, Rules, and Hammers. 1717 DE FOE Mem. Ch.

SON Geol. 473 [Those] known by the name of Sedgwick's,
and by that of De la Beche's geological hammer. Ibid. 474

Mineralogical hammers of various forms. 1859 Autobiog.

Beggar boy 4 The marriage was celebrated in a common
lodging house in Gretna Green. I believe the ceremony
was performed by a knight of the hammer.

b. fig. A person or agency that smites, beats

down, or crushes, as with blows of a hammer. Cf.

L. malleus, O.F. martel.

[1308 /user, on tomb ofEdw. 7, in Wesim. AUey, Edvar-
dus Primus: Scotorum Malleus : Hicest: MCCCVIII : Pactum
serva.] 1382 WYCLIF Jer. 1. 23 Hou to-broke and to-brosid

30 Let my i

Be scourge and hammer of this Heathen Band. 1655 FULLER
Ch. Hist. in. xiv. 14 As malleus Scotorum, the hammer
or mauler of the Scots, is written on the tomb of King
Edward the First in Westminster; incus Scotorum, the

anvil of the Scots might as properly be written on the

monument (had he any) of Edward the Second. 1674
HICKMAN Quinquart. Hist. Epist. (ed. 2) Aivb, St. Austin

(the hammer of Pelagianism). 1679 I. GOODMAN Pmit.
Pardoned n. i. (1713) 154 Broken by the hammer of afflic-

tion. 1873 EDITH THOMPSON Hist. Eng. xxviii. ? 5 Thomas
Cromwell, .has been called 'the Hammer of the Monks'.

2. In various specific senses or uses :

a. A lever with a hard head arranged so as to

strike a bell, as in a clock.

1546 Ludhw Churchw. Ace. (Camden) 26 Item, for

shotynge on hammer and a sprynge. 1601 CORNWALLYES
Ess. xi, A Clocke, whose hammer was stricken by an Image
like a Man. 1864 SKEAT Uhland's Poems 310 Within the

gray church-tower The hammer strikes the midnight hour.

1872 ELLACOMBE Ch. Bells Devon i. 22 At Exeter.. each

bell has a sort of clock hammer striking on the outside,

f b. The knocker of a door. Obs.

1585 HIGINS tr. jfunius Nomencl. 214/2 Cornix . . the ring
or iron hammer wherewith we knocke at the doore. 1591
PERCIVALL Sp. Diet., Alddua de puerta, the ring or hamer
of a doore. 1625-6 PURCHAS Pilgrims n. 1661 They neuer

knock at the Gate (for there is no Ring or Hammer). 1627
Lisander $ Col. vi. 104 They heard againe great knocking
at the gate by the hammer thereof.

c. Fire-arms, (a) In a flint-lock, a piece of steel

covering the flash-pan and struck by the flint ; (6)

in a percussion-lock, a spring lever which strikes

the percussion-cap on the nipple ; (c) applied to

analogous contrivances by which the charge is

exploded in various modern kinds of guns.

1590 SIR J. SMYTH Disc. Weapons n. 47 To strike just

upon the wheeles being fire-lockes, or upon the hammers or

steeles, if they be Snap-hances. 1745 DESAGULIERS tr.

Gravesande's Nat. Philos. I. 108 To drive the Cock, which

carries the Flint against the Hammer. 1833 Kegul. Instr.

Cavalry i. 30 The flint strikes the hammer. 1851 Offic.

Catal. Gt. Exhib, 1203 Percussion-gun, with an improved
under-box and a safety hammer.

d. A small bone of the ear ; the malleus.

1615 CROOKE Body of Man 531 With three Bones, the

smallest of the whole body, .the first is called the Hammer,
the second the Anuile, the third the Stirrop. 1718 J. CHAM-
BERLAYNE Relig. Philos. (1730) I. xiii. 5 The Auditory
Bones are four in Number, the Hammer, the Anvil, the

Stirrup, and between the Anvil and Stirrupthere lies a small

Bone. 1879 CALDERWOOD Mind f, Br. 71 The first bone has

a rounded head, a narrow neck . . its shape has led to its

name hammer.
e. A small hammer or mallet used by auctioneers

to indicate by a rap the sale of an article. Hence
in phrases, as to bring (send, put up} to the hammer,
to sell by auction ; to go or come to or under the

hammer, to be sold by auction.

(A similar hammer is used by a chairman to call a meeting
to order.)
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1717 PRIOR Alt/in in. 571 When my dear volume.'; touch

the hammer. 1784 COWPER Task vi. 291 Oft as the price-

deciding hammer falls. 1818 MAKLV Life I'tatiter Jamaica
181 These girls were brought to the hammer to pay their

father's debts, being held to be part of his moveable property.

1842 TESSVSOS Audley Crt. 59 His books .. Came to the

hammer here in March. 1856 READE Never too late x, He
threatened to foreclose, and sell the house under the hammer.

1857 KI-SKIX /V/. Eton. Art ii. (1868)128 If you like it, keep
it ; if not, send it to the hammer.

f. ,u) A small wooden mallet with a padded
end or head, held in the hand, with which the

strings of a dulcimer or similar instrument are

struck, (t) A part of the action of a pianoforte,

consisting of a slender wooden shank and a padded
wooden head, which strikes the strings when the

corresponding key is pressed down.
'774 Specif. J. Merlin's Patent No. 1081 A set of Ham-

mers of the nature of those used in the kind of Harpsi-
chords called Piano Forte. 1783 Specif. /. Broadtuoods
Patent No. 1379 The hammers which strike the strings.

1840 Penny Cycl. XVIII. 140/1 The action of the square
piano-forte, on its first introduction, consisted of a key,
a lifter, a hammer, and a damper. 1879 STAINER Music of
Bible 52 The leap from a dulcimer to a pianoforte would
have been immediate, if the first instruments with keyboards
had hammers wherewith to strike the strings. 1880 HIPKINS
in Grove Diet. Mus. I. 468/2 The dulcimer, laid upon
a table or frame, is struck with hammers.

t 3. A small iron-forge. 06s.

1674 RAY Collect. Words, Of Iron Work 127 In every

forge or hammer there are two fires at the least.

t 4. A disease in cattle. Obs.

[Cf. Cotgr. Martean,
'

also, the Stithie (a beasts disease) '.]

1616 SCRFL. & MAHKH. Country Fartne 94 The Stithie

happening to the Oxe, being otherwise called a Mallet or

Hammer, is knowne when the beast hath his haire standing

vpright all ouer his bodie. 1688 R. HOLME A rmotiry II. 172.

5. A match at throwing the hammer. (^See note

to sense i .)

1897 Whitaker's Aim. 635/1 J. Flanagan .. won the

Hammer with 131 ft. n in.

6. Phrases. Hammer and tongs (colloq.) : with

might and main (like a blacksmith showering his

blows on the iron taken with the tongs from the

forge-fire). Hammer and pincers : a phrase de-

scriptive of the noise made by a horse striking the

hind-foot against the fore-foot: cf. CLICK, FORGING.

T/ior's hammer, A. of Thor : (a} the hammer carried

by the god Thor in Norse mythology ; (b) a figure
somewhat like a cross (

= FYLFOT); (c) a prehistoric
ornament resembling a hammer. Up to the hammer

(colloq. or slang): up to the standard, first-rate,

excellent.

1708 Brit. Apollo No. 56. 3/2 I'm now coming at you,
with Hammer and Tongs. 1799 Sporting Mag.*.\V. 187
To go hammer and pincers, is to over-reach and strike the

hinder toe upon the fore-heel. 1801 Ibid. XVII. 119 For
Hammer and Pinchers, or over-reaching. 1833 MARRYAT
P. Simple xxxv, Our ships were soon hard at it, hammer
and tongs. 1865 KINGSLEV Here, iv, By Thor's hammer
boys, see if I do not return some day. 1882 MABEL PEACOCK
in Academy 7 Oct. 259 You shall mark your food with the

hammer of Thor, and think you are signing a holy sign.

1884 W. C. T/MSSEU. Jack'f Courtship in Longm. Mag.\\\.
241 What cooking there was in it was up to the hammer.
1887 FRITH A utobiog. I. xxi. 277 He turns to me, and we
went at it hammer and tongs.

7. Combinations, a. attrib., as hammer-bar,
-beat, -bolt, -clang, -drudge, -mark, -rod, -spring,

-stroke, etc. ; (sense 2 f b i as hamtner-lmlt, -felt,

-fork, -rail, -shank ; b. objective, similative, and

instrumental, as hammer-beater, -catcher, -wielder;

hammer-like, -proof, -shaped, -strong adjs. C.

Special combs. : hammer-ax, a tool consisting
of a hammer and ax combined (Craig, 1847);
hammer-blow, a blow or stroke of a hammer;
also in the steam-engine (see quot.); hammer-
cap, a cap covering the cock of a gun ; ham-
mer-cramp, a form of cramp or spasm to

which hammermen are liable ; hammer-dress
v. trans., to dress (stone) by strokes of a ham-
mer; hammer-fish, the hammer-headed shark;

hammer-flaw, -flush, the flakes of heated iron

struck off by a hammer
; hammer-gun, a gun

fired by means of a hammer (see 2 c) ; hammer-
hard a., made hard by hammering; hammer-
harden v. trans., to harden (metals) by hammer-

ing ; hammer-mill, a water-mill driving a hammer
in a small forge ; hammer-oyster = hammer-
shell ; hammer-palsy, paralysis of the arm caused

by use of the hammer; hammer-pick, a tool

with a head formed as a hammer on one side and
a pick on the other; hammer pike, 'a long-
shafted weapon, like the war-hammer . . carried by
the subalterns in charge of the flag under the First

[French] Empire' (Farrow, Milit. Encycl. 1885) ;

hammer-pond, a pond in which water for driving
a hammer-mill is stored ; hammer-scale, the coat-

ing of oxide which forms on red-hot iron and can
be separated by hammering (also calledforge-scale};
hammer-sedge, Carexhirta; hammer-shark, the
hammer-headed shark ; hammer-shell, the ham-
mer-shaped shell of a bivalve mollusc of the genus
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Malleus
;
nlso the animal itself (also called ham-

mer-oyster] ; hammer-slag, -slough = hammer-
scale

\ hammer-stone, a prehistoric stone imple-
ment resembling, or used as, a hammer ;

hammer-
throwing (see sense i, note) ; hammer-toe (see

qnoO ; hammer-tongs, tongs having projecting

pins for holding hammer-heads or other articles

with holes punched in them ; hammer-wise adv.^

in the manner of a hammer ;
hammer-work, (a',

work performed with a hammer ; (b) something
constructed or shaped with the hammer ;

hammer-
wrought a., worked into shape with the hammer,
as iron, brass, etc. Also HAMMEU-BEAM, etc.

1847 EMERSON /Vr(i8s7)54 The joiner's *hammer-beat.

1382 WVCLIF Job xli. 15 His herte. .shal be streyned as the

stithie of an *hamer betere. 18.. Jrnl. Franklin Inst.

CXXIII. 42 (Cent.) The so-called 'hammer-blow in loco-

motives is the irregularity of the pressure exerted between
the wheel and rail, which arises from the vertically-un-
balanced action of the counter-weights placed in the wheel
to neutralize the horizontal action of the piston and other

moving parts, 1840 Penny Cycl, XVIII. 141/2 Block

passed through the "hammer butt. 1896 HIPKINS Pianoforte
Gloss., Hammer-Butt^ the centred butt of the hammer-
shank in the so-called English action, shaped with the notch

against which the sticker of the hopper works. 1823 CRABB
Technol. Diet, ,

*Hammer-cap, 1883 R. M ACDONNELL in Brit.
Med. frnl. 12 May 912 (title)*Hammer-cramp. 1837 HT.
MARTINEAU Soc, Amer. II. 191 There are four viaducts of
^hammer-dressed sandstone. 1854 H. MILLER Sch. fy Schnt.

(1858) 272 He hammer-dressed his stones with fewer strokes
than other workmen. 1592 G. HARVEY Pierce's Super. 183
The grossest ''hammer-drudge in a country. 1890 Daily
News 12 Nov. 5/5 A local tuner had ingeniously brightened
the tone of a piano by anointing the *nammer-felts with a
mixture of whiting and glue. 1835 BOOTH Analyt, Diet.

(Wore. I,

*Hammer-Fish, a rapacious fish ; the balance-fish.

1729 SHELVOCKE Artillery iv. 182 Take of the Filings of
Iron or of *Hammerflaw. 1644 RUSHW. Hist, Coll* in. II.

742 The Line strongly guarded with *Hammer-guns and
Murtherers. 1886 Daily News 16 Sept. 7/2 He used a
breech-loading double-barrelled hammer gun, with two
triggers within a guard. 1703 MOXON Meek. Exerc. 31
*
Hammer-hard^ is when you harden Iron, or Steel, with
much hammering on it. 1694 Ibid. 92 The Iron-Saws are

only *Hammer-hardned. 1846 GREENER Sc. Gunnery 105
We recommend hammer-hardening in all mixtures contain-

ing iron. 1752 SIR J. HILL Hist. A trim. 301 (Jod.) The
squalus with a very broad transverse "hammer-like head.
16x0 HOLLAND Camderfs Brit., Sussex 306 Pooles and
waters. .of sufficient power to driue "hammer milles, which

beating upon the iron, resound all ouer the places adjoyn-
ing. 1884 Contemp. Rev, Aug. 326 To form ponds for

driving the hammer-mills. 1756 T. AMORV J Buncle (1770)
I. xiii. 55 Of all the curious shells .. the ^hammer oyster
was what I wondered at most. 1854 WOODWARD Mollusca

(1856* 261 The '

hammer-oyster* is remarkable for its form,
which becomes extremely elongated with age ; both ears are

long, and the umbones central. 1869 W. FRANK-SMITH in

Lancet^ Mar. 42? (title) Hephastic Hemiplegia(*Hammer
Palsy . 1887 HISSEY Holiday on Road 366 'Hammer-ponds.
1895 C. R. B. BARRETT Surrey vii. 168 Parallel to the road
. . I see a long series of hammer ponds. 1840 Penny Cycl.
XVI II. 141/2 (Piano-forte)*Hammer rail. 1884 F. J. BRITTRN
Watch fyCtockm. 118 'Hammer Rods., in a Turret Clock.,
connect the movement with the hammers. 1866 Treats. Bot.,

*Hammersedge, Carex hirta. 1896 HIPKINS Pianoforte 29
Cedar has been much used for *hammer-shanks on account
of its elasticity. 1877 BRYANT Poetns, Sella 146 Hideous
*
hammer-sharks, Chasing their prey. 1711 Phil. Trans.
XXVII. 349 A sort of Rock or Tree-Oyster, call'd by some
a *Hammer-Shell from its Shape. 1736 Specif. Kingsmill
Eyre's Patent No. 553 There is then added.. a certain

(1854) 107 The little finger touches the hammer-spring.
1872 J. EVANS Anc. Stone Implem. 29 The*hammer-stones
used in the manufacture of flint hatchets. 1891 D. WILSON
Right Hand 41 Similar hammer-stones occur in Danish

peat-mosses. 1580 in Farr S. P. Etiz. (1845) II. 310 The
steele obeyeth the 'hammer-stroke. 1873 Miss BRADDON
L. Davoren Prol.

iij
Geoffrey Hossack practises *hammer-

throwing with an iron crowbar. 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex. t

*Hammer-toe . .a. distortion of the second toe. .so that it is

bent upwards at an angle, the two terminal phalanges being
flexed. 1894 Daily News 4 May 6/4 That resemblance to

a section ofa square arch which is known . .as ' hammer toe '.

1888 Pall Mall G. 6 July n/i A second will . .thump down
his fist, *hammerwise, to nail his arguments. 1398 TREVISA
Barth. de P. R. xvi. iv. (Tollem. MS.\ No binge streccheb

more with *hamoure-werke (>an golde. 1846 ELLIS Elgin
Marb. I. 107 Made several statues of this hammer-work.

Hammer, sb.- : prob. Ger. ammer, the yellow

bunting or YELLOW-HAMMEU, q.v.
1606 CHAPMAN Mons. D'Olive iv. (D.), S' light I ever took

thee to be a hammer of the right feather.

Hammer, v. [f.
HAMMER $.i]

I. trans. 1. ///. a. To strike, beat, or drive with

or as with a hammer.
1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode iv. xviii. fi86o) 184 Whan I

haue..beten him and hamered him. c 153* DEWES Introd.

Fr. in Palsgr. 950 To hamer, marteler. 1642 J. GOODWIN
(title) Anti-Cavalierism .. for the suppressing of that

butcherly brood of Cavaliering incendiaries, who are now
hammering England. 1864 SKEAT Uhlamfs Poems 334
He hammered the anvil hard into the ground 1 1890 BAKER
Wild Beasts II. 167 They commenced hammering the good
dogs with their heavy bamboos.

b. To fasten with or as with a hammer, e.g. by
nailing ; to drive up, down, etc., with a hammer.
c 1450 Afirwtr Saluacioiin 152 Crist as he was ruthfully

hainerd upon the croce. 1742 YOUNG AY. Th. i. 247 There

beings .. Are hammer'd to the galling oar for life. 1847
TENNYSON Princ. v. 358 All that long morn the lists were

HAMMERABLE.
hammer'd up. 1873 J. RICHARDS Wood-working Factories

35 If the houks are hammered down too hard.

c. To beat out, as metal, with a hammer ;
to

shape with blows of a hammer.
1522 [see HAMMERED). 1605 CAMDEN Rent. 200 The Lord

!
hath dilated me by hammering me vpon the anvild. a 1712

I W. KING Ovid's Art cfLove 16 Is it not hammer'd all from
Vigo's plate? 1851 D. WILSON Pre/t. Ann. (1863* I. n. i.

331 Armillas of pure gold, hammered into rounded bars.

1875 JOWETT Plato, Cratylus (ed. 2) II. 232 This is ham-
!
mered into shape. 1878 SMILES Robt. /?:/ xiii. 94 Has been

|

literally hammered out by the force of the waves.

2. Jig. a. (from i c.) To devise, design, contrive,
or work out laboriously ; to put into shape with
much intellectual effort. Often with out. (Frequent
in 1 7th c.

' Used commonly in contempt' J.)
1583 STANYHURST sEneis iv (Arb.) 96 What broyle Tyrus

angrye doth hammer, llnd. 108 Hym shee left daunted
with feare, woords duitiful hamring For to reply. 1589
GREENE Mcnaphon >Arb.) 82 He hammered in his head

: many meanes to stay the faire Samela. 1628 CHAS. I in

Rushw. Hist, Coll. (1659) I. 631 The profession of both
1 Houses in the time of hammering this Petition. 1681
NEVILE Plato Redi-v. 125 The Peers are Co-ordinate with
the Commons in presenting and hammering of Laws. 1751

'. Affect. Narr. Wager 139 He endeavoured to hammer out
some excuses for him. 1819 BYRON Juan \. clxji, At first

he tried to hammer an excuse. 1887 SAINTSBURY Hist.
Elizab. Lit. viii. (1890' 314 Songs like these are not to be
hammered out by the most diligent ingenuity.

*H>. To discuss, debate. Obs.

1594 CAREW Hnarte's Exam. Wits (1616) 117 A question,
much hammered betweene Plato and Aristotle.

C. To drive by dint of reiterated argument or

persuasion (as an idea, etc. into a person's heady
1646 J. HALL Horse Vac. 63 Others it must either be

forced and hammered into. 1844 COL. HAWKER Diary
(1893) II. 241 Hammering into his head the designs I wished
for. 1850 KINGSLEY Alt. Locke Pref. (1879)97 That prig-
gishness and forwardness . . are soon hammered out of any
Cambridge man. 1866 W. COLLINS Amtadale m. xiv,

Hammering common sense into his head.

d. Stock Exchange slang, (a - To declare (a

person) a defaulter (see quot. 1887). (d) To beat

down the price of (a stock, etc.) ; to depress (a
market).
1865 /farmer's Mag. XXX. 613 The chronic bears were

i amusing themselves by
'

hammering
'

i. e, pressing down the

j
price of Hudsons. 1883 Pall Mall G. 17 Oct. 5/2 Having

i omitted to settle within that time [the three days grace] he
was promptly 'hammered'. 1887 Einane. Critic 19 Mar.,

j

The head Stock Exchange waiter strikes three strokes with
a mallet on the side of a rostrum in the Stock Exchange
before making formal declaration of default of a member.
Thus, to be ' hammered ', is to be pronounced a defaulter.

1890 Daily News 28 Jan. 6/4 Bears were induced to hammer
j

the market on bad shipments reported from Glasgow.
IT. intr. 3. lit. To deal blows wither as with

I

a hammer ;
to strike a succession of heavy blows ;

:
to thump.
13. . Ga-w. $ Gr. Knt, 2311 Pa$ he homered heterly, hurt

' hym no more. 1413 Pitgr. Sowlt? iCaxton 1483) iv. xxx. 78

i

To bete or hameren vppon his hede by yeuynge of coun-
!

ceylle contrary- to his plesaunce. 1586 J. HOOKER Girald.
\ Irel. in Holinshed II. 32 We haue no leasure to serue the
1 Muses, but to be hammering with weapons. 1886 STOKES

|

Celtic Ch. (1888) 349 He found an English tourist hammer-

ing away with a geologist's hammer. 1891 E. PEACOCK N.
Brendon I. 186 The lawyer . . hammered on the door with
his heavy whipstock.

4. Jig. -\ a. To devise plans laboriously,
*

cudgel
!
one's brains ', debate or deliberate earnestly (upon,

\ on, at, of} ; with upon, sometimes, To reiterate,

j persist in, insist upon. Obs.

1591 SHAKS. 7"ivo Gent. i.iiL 18 That Whereon, this month
I haue bin hamering. 1598 GRENEWEY Tacitus' Ann. xv.

viii. 232 He came againe to Rome, hammering greatly with
himselfe of going to the prouinces of the East. 1647 TRAPP
Connn. Matt. v. 18 This the heathens had . . hammered at.

J777 J- Q- ADAMS Fam. Lett. (1876) 293 We hive been
several days hammering upon money.

t b. Of an idea : To present itself persistently to

one's mind as matter of debate ; to be in agitation.
1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. n. in. 39 Blood, and reuenge, are

Hammering in my head. 1393 G. FLETCHER Rich. ///,
xviii. Poems iGrosart) 151 So still a crowne did hammer in

my head. 1667 DRYDEN Sir Martin Afar-all i. i.
(R.),

A
thousand things are hammering in his head ; 'tis a fruitful

noddle, though I say it.

c. To work hard, toil
;
to make persistent and

laborious attempts. Const, at.

1755 JOHNSON, Hammer, to work; to be busy: in con-

tempt. 1826 SCOTT Jrnl. 7 May, Hammered on at the
Review till my backbone ached. 1874 L. STEPHEN Hottrs
in Libr. (1892) II. ii. 41 He liked .. to hammer away at his

poems in a study where chaos reigned supreme. 1887 T. A.
TROLi.oi'E What I remember I. ix. 215 The examiner had
been hammering away at the man next before me for an
inordinate time. 1892 A. S. WILKINS in Bookman Oct. 26/2

Hammering away at a point which he wished to enforce.

5. To make reiterated laborious efforts to speak,
to stammer. Now only dial.

1619 R. WF.STE Bk. Demeanor 109 in Babees Bk. 294 If

in thy tale thou hammering stand, or coughing twixt thy
words. 1685 WOOD Life 21 Feb. (O. H. S.) III. 132 He
hammered so long for a Latin word for an

' address '. c 1817
HOGG Tales # Sk. III. 351 Was he hammering over the

name. 1855 ROBINSON Whitby Glass., To Hammer, to

speak confusedly, to stammer.

Hammerable (.hae-msrab'l), a. rare. [f. prec.

vb. + -ABLE.] Capable of being hammered, or

beaten out with a hammer ;
malleable.



HAMMER-BEAM. 51 I1AMOUS.

1611 COTGK., Malleable, mallable, tractable, haminerable.

1623 LISLE .-Elfric on O. <v X. Test. Pref. 4 '1'hat cleereaml
haminerable glas.se of old.

Ha/lUllier-beaui. Arch, A short beam pro-

jecting from the wall at the foot of a principal
rafter in a roof, in place of a tie-beam.

1823 in P. NICHOLSON Pratt. Build. Gloss. 1843 Ecclesi-

ologist II. 57 The tailpieces, spandrils and hammer-beams
are plain. 1876 GWILT Kticycl. Archil. Gloss., Hammer
fleam, a team acting as a tie at the feet of a pair of prin-

cipal rafters, but not extending so as to connect the opposite
sides. 1879 Casscll's Tcchn. Ednc. vii. 38/1 Rows of ham-
mer-beams, terminating in beautifully-carved figures of

angels. attrib. 1881 Sat. Rc~>. 3 Sept. 292 The hammer-
beam roof, .once more shows its ancient pitch.

Hammer-doth. [Derivation unknown.
The conjecture in quot. 1854 is obviously untenable : the

coachman's 'box' is not known before 1600. De Quincey,
Autobwg.i Germ. Stud, 1836, (Wks. 1889 II. 83) hasa con-

jecture that hammer-cloth is 'a corruption from hamper-
clotk? Prof. Skeat has compared Pu kernel

'

heaven,
canopy, tester ', citing from Hexham den Hcmel Tan t/e

ki'ctse
'

the Seeling of a Coach.' But these suggestions are
not corroborated by the evidence. See also HAMMOCK-CLOTH,
with which this is either connected or confused.]
A cloth covering the driver's seat or * box' in a

state or family coach. (In quot. 1465 applied to

a material.;
1465 Maim. <|j-

Houseft. Exp. 315 My mastyr bout of Baron
of Hadlegthe xlj. elles of hamerclothe. 155 . in Archxol.
XVI. 91 (D.) Hamer clothes, with our arms and badges of
our colours, and all other things apperteininge unto the
same wagon. 1736 WEST Let. in Gray's Poems (1775) 10, I

never knew before that the golden fangs on hammercloths
were so old a fashion. 1794 W. FELTON Carriages (1801)!.
153 Hammer Cloths are among the principal ornaments of
a Carriage. 1854 KNIGHT Once upon a Time II. 18 The
[coach] man carried a hammer, pincers, nails, ropes, and
other appliances in case of need ; and the hammer-cloth
was devised to conceal these . . remedies for broken wheels
and shivered panels.

Hence Hammer-clothed (-kl$>t) ., provided
with a hammer-cloth.
1862 SALA Accepted Addr. 182 The great, .heavy hammer-

clothed, double-seated family Carriage.

Hammered (h0e'm3id),///. a. [f.
HAMMER z/.

i- -ED'.] Beaten out or shaped with a hammer.
1522 Bury Wills (Camden) 116 A ewer of pewter hamerd.

1593 SHAKS. Liter. 951 To spoile Antiquities of hammerd
steele. 1671 MILTON Samson 132 The hammered cuirass.

a 1700 DRVDEN Disc. Epick Poetry (R. 1

,
I had certainly

been reduced to pay the publick in hammered money, for

want of milled. 1816 KEATINGE Trav. (1817) II. 136 The
quays, .faced with hammered stone. 1863 P. BARRY Dock-

yard Econ. Pref. n If rolled armour-plates were to be pro-
nounced superior to hammered plates.

b. Of grapes : Having innumerable marks as if

they had been hammered into shape, a result of

good cultivation.

i88z Garden 21 Jan. 50/3 The berries of the Vines with
their roots outside were hammered, while those on the inside

ones were not.

Hammerer (hse'marai). [f.
as prec. + -ER '.]

1. One who hammers or wields a hammer ; often,

one who plies the geologist's hammer, a geologist.
1611 COTGR-, Martelcur, a hammerer; one that worketh

with a hammer. 1631 R. \\.Arraignm. Whole Creature xii.

5. 146 AH (he late Hammerers of Papists. 1861 WILSON
& GKIKIE Mem. E. Forbes xii. 378 The geologists, .half-a-

dozen stalwart hammerers. 1890 Nature 4 Sept , A source
of regret to the whole brotherhood of hammerers.

2. 'The three-wattled bell-bird of Costa Rica,

Chasmorhynchus tricarunculatus^ (Cent. Diet.).

Ha'mmer-head.
1. The head or striking part of a hammer.
1562 J. HEVWOOD Prov. fy Epigr. (1867* 144 The hammer

hed. .werth [-weareth] quite out. 1896 tLlPtUWS Ptt0f0rte
30 The flattened shape of the hammer-head favours a musical

quality of tone In soft playing that distinguishes many good
pianos when the hammers are nearly worn out.

f 2. A head, likened to a hammer ; a blockhead.

(Cf. beetle-head^ Obs.

1532 MORE Confut. Tindalc Wks. 645/1 Is not ther an
hamer hed more meete to make horshoune in hel, then to
constre ye

scripture in earth. 1581 J. BELL Haddon?$
Answ, Osor. 4b, Your owne foolish lying wordes properly
forged in that hammerhead of yours. 1628 GAULE Pract.
The. (1629) 216 The Hammer-heads sate lately vpon like

consultation.

3. a. A hammer-headed shark ; so called from the

great lateral expansions of the head. "b. An
American fish, Hypentelium nigricans^ having a
head of hammer-like shape.
1861 COUCH Brit. Fishes I. 71 The Hammer Head is a rare

wanderer to our seas. 1880 GUNTHER Fishes, The
' Hammer-

heads
'

or Hammerheaded Sharks belong to the most
formidable fishes of the ocean.

4. An African bird, the shadow-bird or umber-
bird (Scopus ttmbretta} ; from the shape of the

head with its occipital crest and long stout bill.

1890 Sat. Re-v. i Feb. 139/2 The umbre Js known in South
Africa as the hammerkop or hammer-head. 1895 Pop. Sci.

Monthly 773 That singular bird known as the hammer-head.

Ha*mmer-hea ded, a.
[f. prec. + -EU *.]

1. Having a head shaped like that of a hammer.
1567 GOLDING Oz>itf$ Met. vn. 74 Their hammer headed

Joawles Are ioyned to their shoulders iust. 1752 SIR J.
HILL Hist. Anim, 301 (Jod.)The balance fish and the ham-
merheaded shark. 1865 UICKENS Mut. Fr. \. ix, A long
hammer-headed old horse.

2. fig. Dull in intellect ; stupid ;
beetle-headed.

*552 HUI.OET, Hammer headed knave, Tuditanus. 1600 '

NASHE Summer's Last Will Epil. in Ha/I. Dodslcy VIII. 92
Hammer-headed..downs. 1855 DK.-KI-NS ! }>yrrit (Househ.
Ed.! 402/2 You hammer-headed woman.

.

he hammering alliterationAthenaeum 24 Aug. 257/1
hich he especially adopt
Hammerless vhse'rnsiles), a .

[f.
HAMMER

sb.^ + -LESS.] Without a hammer : esp. of a gun.
1875 'STONEHENGE' Brit. Sports i. r. ii. 4. 44 The

hammerless gun. z886 Batim. Libr.
t Shooting (1895) 34 In

matter of safety the hammerless has the advantage of the

hammer gun.

Hammerman (hEe'maimsen). A man who
works with a hammer, spec. a. A smith or worker
in metal, b. A blacksmith's unskilled assistant

or '

striker '. c. A man who manipulates a steam-

hammer. d. Coal-mining', see quot. 1829.
1483 C/tarter Town Council Edinb. 2 May, The Hammer-

men Craft, bayth blacksmyths, goldsmiths, lorymeris,
saidlaris. 1535 COVERDALE Isa. xii. 7 The Smyth comforted
the moulder, and the Ironsmyth the hammerman. 1619

Canterbury Marriage Licences (MS.) Anthony Pullen of

Hawkhurst, hamorman. 1697 EVELYN Numism. vii. 226
Not only the Hammer-men, but the very Court of Moneyers
itself. 1769 De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. IV. 103

The fourteen

incorporated Trades are: Surgeons, Goldsmiths. .Farriers,

Hammermen, Wrights, Masons [etc.]. 1817 Sporting Mag.
L. 17 After the manner of a hammer-man at a forge. 1818

SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xxix, The hammermen of Edinburgh are

to my mind afore the world for making stancheons, ring-

bolts, fetter-bolts, bars, and locks. 1829 GLOVER Hist.

Derby I. 58 When the holers have finished their operations,
a new set of men, called hammer-men, or drivers, enter the

works. These fall, or force down, large masses of coal, by
means of long and sharp iron wedges.
Ha*minersmith. A smith who works with

a hammer; a hammerman.
1382 WYCLIF Gen. iv. 22 Tubalcaym, that was an hamer

smyth. 1683 PETTUS Fleta Min. i. (1686* 318 When such

proof is found by the Magnet . . then the Hammer-smiths , .

use further to prove . . it. 1756 NUGENT Gr. Tour II. 201

Ziegenhals. .remarkable for its great number of hammer-

smiths, and a manufacture of glass. 1887 Standard 8 Apr.
2/4 The men are blacksmiths and hammersmiths.

Ha'iimier-tail. a. ' In a striking clock, a

continuation of the hammer stalk that is lifted by
the pins in the pin wheel' (Britten Watch & Clockm.

1889). b. In a pianoforte: see quot. 1896.
1805 Trans. Soc. Arts XXIII. 355 Fixed with the hammer-

tail to the hammer-bar by means of a pin. 1884 F. J.
BRITTEN Watch <V Clockm. 252 For lifting the hammer-tails

of small clocks, pins in the wheel.. do very well. 1896
HIPKINS Pianoforte Gloss., Hammer-tail^ a prolongation
of the hammer-head shaped so as to be caught in its descent

by the check.

t Hammerwort. Obs. The Wall-pellitory.
c looo Sax. Leechd. I. 374 Genim. .hamor wyrte blosman.

a i too Ags. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 300/22 Perdicalis^ homor-

wyrt. 1597 GERARDE Herbal App., Hammerwort is Pelli-

torie of the wall.

II HammoclirySOS (hserawkrars^s). Min. [L.

(Pliny), a. Gr. app6xpvaos, f. a/i/tos sand + xpvffvs

gold.] Asparkling stone mentioned by the ancients ;

perhaps yellow micaceous schist, or the sand from it.

1706 in PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey). 1750 tr. LeonarduJ Mirr.
Stones no. 1868 DANA Min. 302. 1876 T. HARDY Ethel-
berta (i 890) 32 1 Nearly everything was glass in the frontage
of this fairy mart, and its contents glittered like the ham-

mochrysos stone.

Hammock 1
(hse'msk). Forms: a. 6-9 hamaca,

7 -acca, -acco, -ackoe, hammacho, 8 hamacoe,

8-9 hammacoe. 0. 7 hamack(e, hammac(k,
-aque, amack, harnock, hammok, 8 hammoe,
8-9 hamac, 7- hammock, [n. Sp. hamaca of

Carib origin ; cf. F. hamac (i 555 in 1 latz.-Darm.).]

Hammering thsc-morin), vbl. sb. [-ING *.]

1. The action of striking, knocking, or beating
out with a hammer ; the dealing of hard reiterated

blows as with a hammer. Also^/g.
1563 W. FULKE Meteors v. (1640) 67 Copper is most like

to Silver in the waight. and in the hammering. 1612-15 ^" 1>-

HALL Contempt., O. T. xx. xii, After a thousand hammerings
of the menaces of Gods law. 1768-74 TUCKKR Lt. Nat.
(1852) II. 676, I have found the first working too laborious

to leave me strength fora second hammering. 1811 Sporting
Mag. XXXVII. 18 He stood the hammering ofhis antagonist
.. with uncommon firmness. 1883 W. E. NOKRIS No New
Thing III. xxxv. 224 Til give you such a hammering that

you won't do it again for a year.
attrib. 1824 W. IRVING T. Trav. II. 41 My door became

a hammering place for every bailiff in the county. 1875
BUCKLAND Log-bk. 32 A beaver using his tail as a hammering
Instrument.

2. fig. f a. Devising, contriving, or constructing.
1589 Pappe iv. Hatchet (1844) 34 Newe alterations were in

hammering. 1626 Crt. $ Times C/tas. / 11848) I. 150 There
is a hammering, .a brave design to set forth the next spring.

b. Stock Exchange slang. (See HAMMKH v. 2d.)
1893 Times 19 Dec. 11/3

' Bears
'

assisted the decline by
'

hammering'.
c. Of grapes : see HAMMERED b.

1882 Garden 21 Jan. 50/3 The views of those who have
maintained that the hammering was due to culture more
than anything else.

3. Hesitation in speech, stammering.
1731 IVodrmu Corr. (1843) HI. 4^9) I never, .saw so much

hammering and indecency in delivery. 1828 Craven Dial.,

Hammering^ stammering.

Hammering", ///. a. That hammers.
1639 S. Du VERGER tr. Camus' Admir. Events 129 That

puts a thousand hammering suspitioris into thy head. 1895
Athenaeum 24 Aug. 257/1 It is the
which he especially adopts.

1. A hanging bed, consisting of a large piece of

canvas, netting, etc. suspended by cords al both

ends
;
used esp. by sailors on board ship, also in

hot climates or seasons on land.
o. 1555 EDKN Decades zoo Theyr hangynge beddes wluclie

they caule llamacas. 1596 RALKICH Discov. Griana 55

They lay each of them in a cot ten Hamaca, which we call

brasill beds. 1613 R. HARCOURT I'oy. Guiana in Harl.
Alisc. (Malh.) III. 191 Hamaccas, which are Indian beds,
most necessary in those parts. 2638 SIR T. HERBERT Tru-,-.

(ed. 2) 7 Saylers, who. .get forthwith into their beds (or

hainackoes) [1677 or hamack.s]. 1761 London Mag. XXX.
220 Orders were, .given for sewing him up in a hamacoe, in

order to bury him. 1794 Rigging <S- Seamanship I. 170 To
kcup the hammacoes in the stantions. 1847 PRESCOTT/WW
(1850) II. 101 Carried on the shoulders of tne natives In the

hamacas, or sedans, of the country.
/3. 1626 CAPT. SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen n A Hamacke,

the lockers, the round-house. 1657 R- LIGON Barbadoes
(1673) 45 Lye down and rest them in their Hamocks. 1675
Mistaken Husband v. i. in Drydtris Wks. (1884) VIII. 626
It cannot be so convenient as a Hammaque. 1698 FRCGER
Voy. 134 There is nothing but Famine that can draw them
out of their Amacks. 1723 J. ATKINS Voy. Guinea (1735)
112 Travelling is in Hammocks, .slung cross a Pole and
bore up at each end by a Negro. 1804 NELSON 26 Apr. in

Nicolas Disp. (1845) V. 514 Seamen's beds and hammocks
are very much wanted. 1840 R. H. DANA Bef. Mast xxuii.

93, I went aboard, and turned into my hammock.
2. transf. Applied to, the suspended nest of the

hangbird or American oriole
;
and to the suspended

case made by the caterpillars of certain moths.

1856 BRYANT Poems, Strange Lady vii, And there the

hang-bird's brood within its little hammock swings. 1859
DARWIN Orig, Spec, vii. 208A caterpillar which had completed
its hammock up to, say, the sixth stage of construction.

1874 CARPENTER Ment. Phys. \. ii. 60 (1879) 61 There is

a Caterpillar that makes a very complicated hammock.

f3. = HAMMOCK-CLOTH i. Obs. rare-1
.

1690 Lond. Gaz. No. 2612/4 Lost, .a Coach-Horses Ham-
mock of Crimson and Musk Colour Caffaw fringed with the
same colours.

4. Comb., as hammock -bearer ; hammock-cradled

adj. ; hammock-batten, one of the battens or

strips of wood nailed to the ship's beams, from
which the hammocks are slung ;

hammock-clew,
-clue, the series of small cords (hammock-lines)
by which a hammock is suspended at each end

;

hammock-man, one of two or more men employed
in carrying a hammock slung on poles ; hammock-
nettings, orig. rope nettings in which the ham-
mocks when rolled up were stowed away on board

ship, these being lashed or hung to the hammock-
rails above the bulwarks ; hence, the long troughs
afterwards constructed for this purpose on the

top of the bulwarks of the spar-deck in a man-of-

war
;
hammock-rack hammock- batten ; ham-

mock-shroud, a hammock used as a shroud in

which to bury a corpse at sea.

1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk. t

*Hammock Battens or

Racks, cleats or battens nailed to the sides of a vessel's

beams, from which to suspend the seamen's hammocks.

1819 Edin. Rev. XXXII. 389 Carried by
*hammock-bearers

at a foot pace. 1794 Rigging fy Seamanship I. 62 Ham-
mock-lines are made from groundtows. 1734 W. SNELGRAVE
Guinea <$ Slave Trade 25, I had six "Hammock-men, who
relieved one another by turns. [1777 SUCKLING in Laughton
Lett. <y Disp. Nelson 9 The Commanding Officer should

always be particular in having the hammocks well stowed
in the nettings.] 1833 M. SCOTT Tom Cringle (1862) 349

Heavy bulwarks four feet high, surmounted by Hammock-
nettings. 1833 MARRYAT P. Simple xv, The captain . . stood

upon the weather *hammock-rails, holding by the main-

rigging. 1850 TENNYSON / Mem. vi, His heavy-shotted
*hammock-shroud Drops in his vast and wandering grave.

Hammock-: see HUMMOCK.
Hammock-cloth. [The relation of sense J

to HAMMOCK i is not apparent.]

f 1. A cloth for the back of a horse. Obs.

1685 Lond. Gaz. No. 2060/^4
A Hammock Cloth for a

Coach Horse, of a Dark-hair-color'd Cloth Imbroider'd

with Red and White. 1687 Ibid. 2270/4, 2 Hammock
Cloaths of green Flowred Velvet on a white Ground, both

fringed with Scarlet and White.

2. == HAMMER-CLOTH. (?By confusion.)

1830 Miss E. EDEN Let. in Mrs. Swinton Lady de Ros

(1893) 41, I thought a hammock-cloth would be better under

those circumstances than a dicky.

3. Naut. A cloth used for covering the hammocks
to protect them'from wet when stowed in the net-

tings on the top of the bulwarks.

1804 NELSON 28 July in Nicolas Disp. (1846) VI. 120 The
want of these hammock-cloths will be severely felt, and

there is none on board to cover the men's bedding. 1842 J.

F. COOPER Jack o' Lantern I. 148 The hammocks were not

stowed, and the hammock-cloths had that empty and un-

dressed look so common to a man-of-war in the night.

Hammy (hse'mi), a. [f.
HAM sb. l + -Y.]

Characterized by the presence of ham.
1861 WYNTER Soc. Bees 103 The eating-house connoisseur

. . ordered a slice of beef cut with a hammy knife.

Hamose (h^'mJ
u
*s), a. [ad. L. type *kdmosus t

f. hdmus hook.] Having hooks, hooked.

1709 Brit. Apollo II. No. IQ. 2/1 Compos'd of less Hamose
and Twining Particles. 1886 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Hamour(e, obs. form of HAMMER.
Haiuous (htf'TJias), a. ? Obs. [f.

L. kam-us

hook + -ous.] =HAMOSE.
1665 HOOKE Microgr. 6 Hamous, or hooked particles.



HAMPER
1758 BORLASE Nat. Hist. Cornwall 256 A hamous crooked
little fang.

Hamper (lue-mpai), st.* Also 4-5 -ere, 6 -ier,

7 -ire : sec also HANAPER. [A phonetic reduction

of HANAPER. by elision of middle vowel, and assi-

milation of tip to mp, as in ampersanJ.]
1. A large basket or wickerwork receptacle, with

a cover, generally used as a packing-case. In

earlier times a case or casket generally ; but from
i joo usually of wicker-work.

1392 .-/a/, "in Expcd. Earl Derl-y (Camden) 106 Pro
emendacione vnius serure de j hampere. c 1425 I'oc. in

Wr.-Wfdcker 659/10 Hie cophiniis, hampere. 1490 [see
HANAFER ij. 1494 FABYAN Citron, vn. 607 The mayer and
aldermen yode vnto the kynge, and presented hym with
an hamper of golde, and therin a thousande pounde of

fayre nobles. 1528 Text. Ebor. (Surtees) V. 254 A hamper
of wikers wth

writinges in yt, \d. 1530 PALSGR. 203/1
Casket or hamper, escrayn. 1552 HULOET, Hamper for

women to put in spindels or bottomes of threade. 1598
BARRET Tkeor. Warres v. ii. 131 Baskets, hampiers, and
small hand-panniers. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 345
His mother had hidden him within a little corne flasket or

twiggen hamper. 1610 Althorp MS. p. vi. in Simpkinson
ll'ashingtons, 3 hampers for the plate covered with sayle
skinnes, and all ofthem with lockes and keyes. 1661 PKPVS
Diary 27 Sept., We found a hampire of millons sent to me
also. 1666 Ibid. 21 Sept., A hamper of bottles of wine.

1790 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Adv. to Future Laureate Wks.
1812 II 333 Like Porters sweating underneath a hamper.
1837 DICKENS Pickw. iv, Undo the hamper, Joe. Mod.
Christinas hampers have taxed the resources of the Parcel
Office.

b. Of definite size or measure (U. S.) : in New
York, an oyster-basket holding two bushels; in

Virginia, a measure of small fish holding about a

bushel. (Cent. Diet.}

f2. =HANAPEH 3. Obs.

*&$~\ Act *9 Hen. VII, c. 29 Preamble, Fine and fee to

3ur Highnesse in your hamper . . to be payde. a 1577 SIR
. SMITH Commw. Eng. (1600) 58 The Clarke of the Hamper

is hee that doth receiue the fines due for euery Writ sealed
in this Court. 1647 HAWARD Crown Rev. i Livery out of
(he Hamper 28. 08. 4. 1714 J. FORTESCUE-ALAND Pref. to

Fortescue's Abs. ft Lim. Man. 39 An Annuity of 180
Marks out of the Hamper.
3. Comb., as hamper-maker. Also Haonperfttl.
1411 Close Roll 12 Hen. If, (dorso), Petrus Sandhurst,

hamper-maker. 1812 COL. HAWKER Diary (1893) I. 55, I

could kill a hamperful of partridges in the neighbourhood.

Ha'niper, sb.i
[f.

HAMPER z;.i]

( 1. Something that hampers, or prevents freedom'
of movement ; a shackle. Obs.

1613-16 W. BROWNE Brit. Past. i. v. His shackles, shack-

lockes, hampers, gives, and chaines His linked bolts, a 1624
Bp. M. SMITH Serin. (1632) 34 If they wil needs entangle
themselves with those hampers that are made against prac-
tisers against the state, who can helpe them ?

2. Naut. Things which form a necessary part of
the equipment of a vessel, bnt are in the way at

certain times. (See esp. TOP-HAMPER.)
1835 MARRYAT Jac. Faith f. xxxix, The boat, .immediately

filled, and turned over with us, and it was with difficulty
that we could escape from the weighty hamper that was
poured out of her. 1873 Dixox Two Queens I. !v. ii. 182
Their vessels, .with heavy hamper and a flowing sail.

Hamper (hx-mpaa), z.' [Occurs first c 1350, in

northern writers ; actual origin uncertain ; possibly
from a radical ham- (?hamm-}, found in Icel. hynja,
pa. t. liamdi to restrain, hold back from roving,
Ger. hemmen, MHG. ke_mmen, MG. hamen to re-

sti ain, clog, hamper : see Kluge. The ending is that
of a freq. or dim.

; bnt the phonology is obscure.]
1. trans. To obstruct the free movement of (man

or beast), by fastening something on, or by material
obstacles or entanglements ;

to fasten, bind, fetter,

shackle, clog ; to entangle, catch (in something!.
c 1350 Will. Palerne 1115 Hampres him so harde, to sum

cost (at he drawe. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Ens;, ccxxiii. 220
We be now y lodged bytwene our enemyes and yf they
mowe vs hampre ther is no bpte but deth. c 1537 Thersites
in Hazl. Dodsley 1.395, I will hamper some of the knaves
in a bridle. 1600 J. PORY tr. Leo's Africa II. 418 They
passe the nights in prisons, .hampered and yoaked together
like brute beasts. 1642 MILTON Apol. Smect. (1851) 267
Not contented to be caught in every other gin, but he must
be such a novice, as to be sti!l hamper'd in his owne hempe.
1715 DB FOE I'oy. round WorU (1840) 339 He caused them
to be hampered with ropes, and tied together. 1749 F.
SMITH Voy. Disc. II. 231 At five we engaged with Ice. .and
were hampered in it until eleven. 1873 DAVIES Mount.
$ Mere ii. ii The Carp were hampered in the rushes,

t b. To restrain by confinement.
CI440 Bone Flor. 1175 Syr Emere . . hamperde hym in hys

holde. c 1470 HENRY Wallace vn. 446 Mad folk with fyr
hampryt in mony hauld. 1583 STANYHURST jEneis \. (Arb.)
19 Where blusterus huzing Of wynds in Prison thee great
king /Eolus hampreth. f

c. To derange (a lock or other mechanism) so
as to impede its working.
1804 Miss S. LEE Life of a Lover VI. 264 (L.), I ham-

pered the lock of the library door, so that I might be secure
of interrupting those who should resort thither. 1860 W.
COLLINS Worn. White in. x. 405 He has hampered the lock.
2. fig . and gen. To impede or obstruct in action ;

t a. to restrain, fetter (o6s.) ; b. to entangle, en-

cumber, or embarrass, with obstacles or difficulties.

(Now the common use.1
c ijjo Will. Palernt 441 fat bame, For wham myn hert

52

b so hampered. Ibid. 668 So loue now me hampris.
la 1366 CHAUCER Rom. Rose 1493 That proude hertid Nar-
cisus . . Myght on a day ben hampred so For love, c 1485

Digby Myst, (1882) III. 722, I am hampord with hate ! 1548
UDALL Erasm. Par. Lnkcx.x\v. (R.), To snibbe and hamper
the hardenesse of herte that reigned in the people. 1612

Proi. 1'irginia 24 in Caft. Smith's ll'ks. (Arb.l 106 He so

hampered their insolencies that they brought the
2_ pri-

soners. 1654 TRAPP Cot/tin. Fs. xxxiv. 13 The Tongue is an

unruly member, and can hardly be hampered. 1775 SHERI-

DAN Duenna i. iv, If I could hamper him with this girl.

1812 WELLINGTON Let. to Earl of Liverpool 27 Mar. in

Gurw. Desp. IX. 14, I believe no officer at the head of an

army was ever so hampered. 1846 RVSKIN Mod. 1'aint.

(1848) I. i. n. iii. 5. 41, I do not mean to hamper myself
with any fine-spun theory. 1878 Bosw. SMITH Carthage

296 The duty of protecting her had often seriously hampered
his movements. 1891 FREEMAN Sk.fr. French Trav. 117
The builder was hampered by the existence of aisles.

3. To tie up together, pack up ;
to put together

into one bundle or parcel. (Cf. also HAMPEH v.3 2.)

13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 1284 pe golde of he gazafylace ..

Wyth alle ^e vrnmentes of bat hous, he hamppred togeder.

1890 BOLDREWOOD Col. Reforttier (18911 198 The uncon-

sidered trifles counted, priced, or hampered up together.

1 4. Jig. ^vith up] To fasten up, make fast. Obs.

c 1590 GREENE Fr. Bacon vi. 136 To avoid ensuing jars He
hamper vp the match, He. .wed you here.

Hence Ha-mpering vbl. sb. and ///. a. ; also

Ha-mperer, one who or that which hampers.

GEIKIE Mem. E. Forbes ii. 40 No hampering pecuniary
restrictions were laid upon him in his early days.

Ha'mper, v.2 Obs. exc. dial. [Derivation ob-

scure.] To strike, beat, (trans, and intr.*)
a 1529 SKELTON Ware the Hauke 325 Masyd, wytles,

merry smyth, Hampar with your hammer, upon thy styth.
<~ 1590 GREENE Fr. Bacon vii. 118 Out with your blades

And hamper these jades. 1828 Craven Dial., Hamper, to

beat. 1847-78 HALLIWELL, Hamper, to beat. North.

Ha'niper, v.-''
[f.
HAMPER s6.1 : cf. the follow-

ing passage in which there is a word-play on the sb. :

1603 DEKKKR CrM'/(Shaks. Soc.) 6 I'll hamper somebody
if I die, because I am a basket-maker.]

1. trans. To load with hampers ; to present with

a hamper (humorous).
1725 BAILEY Erasm. Collog. (1877) 325 (D.) One ass will

carry at least three thousand such books, and I am per-
suaded you would be able to carry as many yourself, if you
were well hampered. 1838 BRENTON Life E. St. Vincent
11. ix. 155 It was a common expression with the receiving
clerks in the dock yards, to say that

'

they had not been

hampered ', as a reason for refusing to receive inferior

articles into store . . The '

hampering
' meant a bribe in the

shape of a hamper of wine [etc]. 1894 Westtn. Gaz. 13
Dec. 3/3 There is something particularly charming in being
'

hampered
'
at Christmas-time.

2. To pack in a hamper. (Cf. also HAMPER z>.' 3.)

1775 ASH, Hamper . . to put up in a hamper. 1846 in

WORCESTER.

Hampered (hse-mpaid),///. a. [f.
HAMPER z/.l

f -ED!.] Fettered, entangled, impeded, encum-

bered, embarrassed : see the verb.

1633 G. HERBERT Tonple, Home xi, As an entangled,

hamper'd thing. 1635 QUARLF.S Embl. III. xv. (1718) 186

These fleshly fetters, that so fast involve My hamper'd soul.

1890 BOLDREWOOD Col. Reformer(\&j\} 108 A toiling owner
of a small station, a hampered purchaser of a larger one.

Hence Ha mperedly adv. ; Ha'mperedneus.
1831 CARLYLE Let. in Froude Life in Land. (1882) II. viii.

211 The worst thing about our establishment is its ham-

peredness. 1837 Mirabeaii in Misc. fcss. (1888) V. 254
Count de Mirabeau 'rides in the garden of forty paces
withquick turns, hamperedly.

t Ha'mperrnan. Obs. a. An official in charge
of the hamper or hanaper. b. A bearer ofa hamper.
1526 Housch. Ord. 171 The said gentleman-usher, sewer,

hampermen, groomes, pages, and yeomen ushers.. to have
the reversion of the said service. 1631 BRATHWAIT Whim-
zics, Pedler i^o Something he would gladly leave the young
hamperman, his hopefull heire.

Hampier, -ire, obs. ff. HAMPER sb.i

Hamshackle (hoe-mfsek'l), v. [app. of Sc. or

northern dial, origin ; possibly f. radical ham-, as

in HAMPER z/.l + SHACKLE v.
;
but the first element

also occurs as kab-, /lap-, hob-, hop-.'] trans. To
shackle (a horse or cow) by a rope or strap con-

necting the head with one of the forelegs ; hence

Jig. to fetter, curb, restrain.

1802 J. SIBBALD Chron. Scot. Poetry Gloss. (J3 -) Ham-
schatel, to fasten the head of a horse or cow to one of its

fore legs, to prevent its wandering too far in an open wild.

1825 KROCKETT N. C. Gloss., Hamshackle, to fasten the

head of an animal to one of its forelegs. Vicious cows and
oxen are often so tied, especially when driven to slaughter.

1847 in CRAIG. 1864 in WEBSTER.

Hamsoken, -sokne, obs. ff. HAMESDCKEN.
Hamster (hae'mstaj). Also 6 hamester, 9

hampster. [a. Ger. hamster ; so in MHG.; OHG.
had hamaslro masc., OS. hatnstrakm,, corn-weevil.]
A species of rodent (Cricctus frumentarius)

allied to the mouse and rat, found in parts of

Europe and Asia ; it is of a stout form, about

10 inches long, and has cheek-pouches in which it

carries the grain with which it stores its burrows ;

it hibernates during the winter. Also applied to

other pouched rodents allied to or resembling this.

1607 ToraEU. Four-f. Beasts (1658) 413 The skins of

HANAFITE.
Hamstersare very durable. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. 1 1862)

|

I. VI. i. 454 The Cricetus, or German rat, which Mr. Buflbn
calls the hamster. 1849 Sk. Xat.

Hist.,^
Mammalia IV.

69 Fortunately for England the h:un>ter is not indigenous
within the precincts of the island. 1886 Editi. A' (-'. Apr.
350 Dormice and hamsters are found in the stony region
South of Judea.

b. Also hamster-mouse, -rat.

1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (16581 411 /leading, Of the
' H amester-mouse. 1829 E. JESSE yrnl. Nat. 151 The hairs

of the hamster mouse, .have a central perforation, apparently
uninterrupted throughout their whole length. 1853 KINGS-
LEY Hypatia xviii, You purblind old hamster-rat.

c. The fur of the hamster.

1895 Spectator 23 Nov. 722/1 Lining-furs, such as squirrel,
h. 'Hipster, musk-rat.

Hamstring (lue-mbtrirj ,
sb. [f. HAM sb. 1 +

STUING st>.]

a. In human anatomy, one of the tendons (four
inner and one outer) which form the sides of the

ham or space at the back of the knee
; they are the

tendons of the semimembranosus, semitendinosus,

gracilis, sartorius, and biceps muscles of the thigh.
b. In quadrupeds, the great tendon at the back of

the ' knee
'

or hough in the hind leg ; it is the tendo

Achillis, corresponding to that of the heel in man.
1565 GOLDING Ovid's Met. Ii. (1593) 53 Hir hamstrings and

her knees were stifle. 1600 HOLLAND Livy 462 (R.)

Wounding their backes, and cutting their hamstrings. 1688
R. HOLME Armoury 111. 293/1 A Leg of Veal or Mutton
hung by the Ham String on a Hook. 1804 ABERNETHY

Surg. Obs. 260, I also drew the integuments gently towards
the inner ham-string.

Hamstring (hse'mstrirp, v. Pa. t. and pplc.

-strtngedi-strindj,-strung(-sti-yrj). [f. prec. sb.]
1. trans. To cut the hamstrings oi, so as to lame

or disable ; also to cut the muscle or tendons of the

small of the whale.

1675 PRIDEAUX Lett. (Camden) 33 If they should know
this to, they would hamstring me. 1831 YOUATT Horse i.

(1847) 4 The Israelites were commanded to hough or ham-
string the horses that were taken in war. 1865 Reaiicr 17

June 676 Poor Cyrill Lucar was ham-stringed by order of
the Sultan in 1638.

2. trans/, andJig. To disable as if by hamstring-
ing ; to cripple, destroy the activity or efficiency of.

1641 MILTON Reforjn. n. (1851) 47 So have they hamstrung
the valour of the Subject by seeking to effeminate us all at

home, a 1678 MAKVELL Poems, Damon the Mower, Ham-
stringed frogs can dance no more. 1719 T. GORDON Cordial
Lmv Spirits I. 129 A Reason sufficient, why Oaths ought not
to Hamstring the Ambassadors. 1858 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt.
in. ii. 11865) I* 144 Thought all hamstrung, shrivelled by
inveterate rheumatism.

Hamnlar (hce'mi<laj), a. [f.
L. hamul-us small

hook + -AR.] Of the form of a small hook ; hooked ;

applied spec, in Anat. to processes of certain bones.

'839-47 TODD Cycl. Anat. HI. 271/2 The Pterygoid
processes .. present in each of these species distinct hamular

processes. 1854 OWEN Skel. in Circ. Sc. I. 249 A ham-
ular process is sent off from the head of the tibia and fibula.

Hanvolate (hae-miKUt), a. [f.
as prec. + -ATE.]

a. Hot. Having a small hook at the tip (Syd.
Soc. Lex. 1886); also =HAMULOSE, a b. Auat.
- HAMULAR.
Hamnle (hse'inial). [ad. L. hamultis small

hook, dim. of hdmtis hook.]
= HAMULUS.

1847 CRAIG, Hamule, in Anatomy, any little crookedlike

process.

Hamulose (hsemialo u's), a. Bot. [f.
L. liamul-us

small hook + -USE.] a. Covered with little hooked
i hairs or bristles, b. Having a small hook, hamulate.

1860 in WORCESTER (citing GRAY). 1866 in Treas. Bot.

1886 in Syd. SK. Lex.

Hamnlons (har'mialas), a. Bot, [f. as prec. +
I -ous.]

=
prec.

1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Compit. vm. 279 Take the hamulous
I Pericarpium of the Teazle.

II Haniulus (hae-miwlcs). PI. hamuli (-si).

[L. hamulus, dim. of hamus a hook.]
a. Anat., Zoo/., and Bot. A small hook or hook-

like process, as in certain bones, in feathers, etc. ;

in Bot. a hooked bristle, b. Obstetric Surg. A
hook-shaped instrument for extracting the foetus.

1727-51 in CHAMBERS Cycl. 1855 HOLDEN Hitm. Ostetl.

(1878) 101 The external or orbital surface has a vertical ridge

upon it which terminates below in a small lancet-like

process or tongue, termed hamulus. 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
Hamulus . . The hook-like portion of the pterygoid process
of the sphenoid bone. Also, a term for the uncubrm bone.

Hamur, hamyr, obs. ff. HAMMER.

[Hamylone, in Kel. Ant. I. 154, error for hauy-

lone, HAVELOX sl>.~]

Hamyne = amen, AIM v.

1530 in PALSGR. 577/2.

Han = haven, obs. inf. and pres. t. pi. of HAVE v.

Han, obs. form of KHAN.

Han', Sc. form of HAND sb. and v.

Hanafite (hrc'nafait). Also Hanef-, -iflte.

[f. Arab. ^ii> hanafl (f. uui> Hanlfah personal

name) + -ITE.] A member of one of the four sects

or schools of the Sunnites or orthodox Mohamme-

dans, following the rite of Abu Hanifah of Kufah

(c 700-770). Also attrib. or adj.



HANAP.

[1738 J. PITTS Relig. % Mann. Mahometans 57 The
Hanifees . . put their Hands on tlu-ir Belly. 1841 LANE
Aral'. yts. I. 17 Tlii> class consists of four sects, Hanafees,
Shafe'ees, Malikees, and Hambelees.] 1880 Lihr. Cni\'.

Knffivl. VII. 292 Hanifah .. founder of the Hanifites, the

oldest of the sects of Mohammedans considered orthodox.

1887 Encycl. Brit. XXII, 661/1 The Hanafite rite is official

in tne Turkish empire.

t Haiiap Jiivnscp). Obs. exc. Jlist. [a. OK.

hanap ( Prov. cnap\, drinking-vessel, cup, cibo-

rium : OPrankish *hnapp- =OHG. hriapf, napf
~

OE. hnsep, hnxpp, Du. nap, cup, bowl, basin.]

A drinking-vessel, a wine-cup or goblet. Now
applied, as an antiquarian term, to mediaeval gob-
lets of ornate character.

1494 FABYAN Chron, vii, 540 Kyng Rycharde gaue vnto

the Frenshe Kyng an hanap or basyn of golde, wt an ewir

to the same. 1530 PALSGR. 54 Hanap is olde romant,

though I fynde it used in Froissart. 1823 SCOTT Quentin
D. iv, He h;id indeed four siluer hanaps of his own. 1853
SOVER Paiitroph. 365 Charles the Bald gave to the Abbey
of St. Denis a hanap, said to have belonged lo Solomon.

1879 C. DICKENS Diet. Land. (1884.) 25/1 A .. collection of

mazers and hanaps and cups. 1894 Times 19 July 4/4
A silver-gilt bulb hanap and cover, on three feet formed as

draped male figures on diamond-shaped plinths. .German,
end of the i5th century.

Hanaper t,harnap9.i). Obs. exc. Hist. Also

5 hanypere, kanapre, 7 hamper, hanper. [a.

OF. hanapier case to hold a hanap : see prec. and
HAMPER $bf\
f 1. A case for a hanap or hanaps ;

a plate-basket ;

a repository for treasure or money. Cf. HAMPEK
sb. i. (In quot. 1570-6 perh. transferred from 3.)

[1380 Thome's Chron, (Du C.), Hi 4 bacini in uno

Hanaperio. Item undecim ciphi argentei. .cum suis hana-

periis.] 1440 Promp, Parv. 226/1 Hanypere [c 1490 MS.
K. hamper], canistrum^ cartallus. 1370-6 LAMBARDK
reramb. Kent (1826) 285 The yeerely maintenance thereof

[the Chapel at Hakington] was to be drawn from the same

Hanaper [St. Thomas's offerings at Canterbury] and to be

bestowed on certain Secular Chanons.

2. A round wicker case or small basket in which

documents were kept : see quots. and references.

[1292 Indenture 30 Dec. in Stat. Scotl. I. 117 (red) Item

vij Haneparios quos magister Thomas de Karnoto olim

Cancellarius Scocie misit. . In quorum uno hanepario ix" &
xvij littere, etc. 1323-4 F>p. Stapleton's /Calendar 17 Edw.
II If. 59 In hanaperio de virgis, ad hoc signum . . Carte et

scripta de feoffamentis & donacionibus Regis Anglic [242

Documents]. 1768 BLACKSTONE Cotnm. III. 49. 1796 J.

ANSTEY Pleaders Guide (1803) 45 The Writ Original ..

Which erst in mouldy hamper slept By Lawyers Hanaper

n*
:pt. 1836 PALGRAVE Aniient Kal. <J- Inv. (Rec. Comm.)
ntrod. 28 Upon a recent inspection of a bag of deeds . I

found that it contained the hanaper so described . . and
within the hanaper were all the several deeds with their

seals in the highest state of preservation. 1838 Blackw*
Mag. XLIII. 658 Surprised that you should rake up such
rubbish as this from the old hanapers of empiricism. 1891
HUBERT HALL tr. Memorand. Scacc. 42 Ed. Ill in Antiq,
$ Curios. ofExch. it 53. 1891 ScARGiLL-BiRD Guide Docu-
ments in P. R. O. Introd. 13.

3. The department of the Chancery, into which

fees were paid for the sealing and enrolment of

charters and other documents. Abolished by
Statute 2 & 3 Wm. IV, c. n (1832).
So called, according to some, because documents that had

passed the Great Seal were here kept in hanaferio, in a hana-

per (sense 2\ until the fees thereon were paid ; others have
taken the name as orig. applied (in sense i) to the fiscus in

which the money thus accruing was itself kept : so Du
Cange, s. v. Hanaperiutn,
Clerk) Controller^ Warden of the Hana/>t'r: see quots.

[1314 in Red Bk. Exch. (Rolls) 930 Qe le Clerk del

Hanaper de notre Grant Seal rende son acounte a notre

Escheqier. 1326 Ibid. 932 Les acountes. -des issues du seal

de la Chauncellerie par le clerk gardeyn del Hanaper. 1350
Close Roll 24 Edw. Ill in Rymer Foedcra (1825) III. i. 196
Rex dilecto clerico suo . . custodi hanaperii cancellariK nos-

trae. 1433 Rolls ofParlt. IV. 433 Status Reventionurn . .

Regni. .De Exitibus Hanaperii. .M'vi-'Lxviij//. iijj. iiij^.]

1455 Rolls of Parlt. V. 317/1 That this . . Acte . . be not

prejudicial! . .to the clarke of oure Hanaper. a 1483 Liber

Niger in Housek. Ord. 0700) 29 Twyce in every yere the

clerke of the hanapre should calle a newe householde rolle

outeofthe King's countynghouse. 1534.^^26 Hen. VIII,
c. 3 2 And that the said clarke of the Hanaper shall make
a true and juste accompte therof [sc. of the moneys received
for first-fruits, etc.], as he is bounde to do of the money
receyved of the profiles of the Kings greate scale. 1536
Statutes Irel. 28 He*. VIII (Bolton, 1621, io8j The
writings obligatorie or money taken for the same shall

rest, remaine, and abide in the hands of theunderthesaurer,
or in the Hanaper of the kings Chauncerie in Ireland. 1607
DAVIES Lett. Earl Salisb. \. (1787) 233 The commission was
drawn and sealed in the haniper. 1607 COWRLL Interpr,,

Haneper ofthe Chauncerie, anno 10 R. 2. cap. prim., seemeth
to signifie as Jiscus originally doth in Latme. Ibid.

(1672) Clerk of the Hamper^ or Hanaper^ is an Officer in

the Chancery, .-otherwise called Warden of the Hamper. .

whose business is to receive all Money due to the Kings
Majesty, for the Seals of Charters, Patents, Commissions
and Writs ; as also Fees due to the Officers for enrolling
and examining the same. Ibid.^ Controllerofthe Hamper. .

is an Officer in the Chancery, daily attending in Term-time
on the Lord Chancellor, or Lord Keeper, to take all things
sealed from the Clerk of the Hamper, to note the just

number and effect of all things so received, and to enter the

same into a special Book. 1720 STRYPE Stow's Snt~v. (1754)

I. n. ii. 354/1 They recieve it [their rent of five marks]

very duly, either out of the Exchequer, or Hanaper even

until this present. 1768 BLACKSTONK Comm. III. 49. 1842
Act 5 <v 6 Viet. c. 103 i The following Offices of the

High Court of Chancery, namely, the Offices of Clerks of
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the Enrolments. .Comptrollers of the Hanaper..are hereby
abolished. 1845 Li>. CAMPBELL CAaHCfitffrtfatyj)

I. Introd.

6 The place where the Chancellor carried on his business. .

\v.^ ilivuU'd h^twetii the 'Hanniper' or hamper, in which
writs were stored up ; and the '

Petty Bag '.

t Ha'naster, ha'iister . 06s. Also 4 haun-

cer, ? j handster, -ester. [The earliest form cited

by Brian Twyne from Oxford City documents is

/iainicer; hanster occurs in I4~i5lhc. ; handester

is mentioned by Twyne as also found by him
; the

usual form after 1500 was hanasler, latinized

hanasterius. The earlier forms hauncer, hanster,

favour the view that the word was a derivative of

hansa or hanse : cf. esp. Hansing s.v. HANM:.]
The name given (in the city of Oxford) to persons

paying the entrance-fee of the guild-merchant (see

HANSE 2), and admitted as Freeman of the City.

1321-1 Oxf. City Doc., in Tmyne's JI/SS. XXIII. 241

[in Rot.Comp. Camerarionini de anno xvo Regis Edw. II.)

Item, summa rec* des Hauncers hoc anno vij h. xi s. 1393
Ibid. [In Rol. Comp. Cnmerar. de an. 170 Ric. II.] Item

recept. de admKsis in gilda hoc anno 17 !i. as. 1399 Ibid.

[In alio rentali sive compute de 23 Ric. II.] Item recept.

de Hansters hoc anno 7 li. 2s. 6d. 1410 [in Kal, Comp. de

xio Henr. IV] Comput. de Hansteris hoc anno 14 li. xis. 6d.

1519 Title of List in Turner Select. Rcc. Oxford 23
Hanasterii ibidem tempore Johannis Traves maioris,

Walter! Gover et Johannis Kyng Camerariorum, Anno
regniregis HenriciOctavi undecimo. cl6o8 BRVAN TWVNB
MSS. Collecta XXIII. 241 (Note to quot. 1390) Hailsters,
sive ut alibi legitur ibidem Hattdcs/ers . . Conjicio autem
hoc vocabulo denotari illos quos frequentius illic vocari

observavimus fnlratttes sive Admissos eo anno in gildx
Attlain. [margin] Hansters et Hatiasters,zt sunt apprentitii

ad libertatem civitatis vocati, et ita dicuntur Oxoniae

hodierno die, vocabulo ab Hanse deriuato. 1887 C. W.
BOASE Oxford 44 In the sixteenth century they [the cham-

berlains] were still joined with the mayor in admitting the

new hanasters or members of the trading corporation. 1890
GROSS Gild Merchant II. 194 Oxford. .Those admitted to

the Gild or freedom seem to have borne the name '

hanas-

ters '. Among the town muniments there is a book con-

taining lists of the latter.

Ha'nbalite. Also Ham-, [f.
Arab.

hanbali (f. pers. name J-^ HanbaV) + -ITE.] A
member of the strictest of the four sects of orthodox

Mohammedans, following the rite of Ahmad Ibn

Hanbal (A.D. 780-855). Also altrib. or adj.
[1841 (Hamtelee) see HANAFITE. 1865 W. G. PALGRAVE

C. f, E. Arabia, Those of the Hanbalee sect.] 1886

BLOUNT Diet. Sects 283/1 Four sects, named after their

founders, Hanifites, Malekites, Shafeites, and Hanbalites,
who differ in some unimportant points of ritual and Koranic

interpretation. 1887 Encycl. Brit. XXII. 661/1 The Han-
halites, whose system is the strictest, have practically dis-

appeared in the MLilikites.

Haiice (hans), sb. Also 6 hawnoe, hawnse,
haunse, 7 haanse, 6-9 hanse, haunee. [perh.
a. AK. *haunce - OF. hauce, haitlce, later haussc,

rise, elevation, raised part, f. hawser see HANCES]
f 1. The lintel ofa door or window. 06s..

1534 MORE On the Passion Wks. 1295/2 He commaunded
. . they shouldeijysprincle the postes and the hawnce of their

doores with the hloud of the lambe. Ibid. 1297/2 Marke
ourselfe . . in the hawnce of oure foreheade, wyth the letter

of Tau, 1553 HULOET, Haunee of a dore or other lyke,

Hmen..supercUinni. 1585 HiGiNStr. Jitnins' Nontenclator

213/2 SvperciliuiH . . the hanse of a doore. 1611 COTGR.,
Cltiveaii . . the Haunse, or Lintell ofa doore. 1618 [see 5].

2. Naut. a. A curved rise from a lower to a

higher part, as of the fife-rails or bulwarks from

the waist to the quarter-deck. Also erroneously
hanch or haunch, b. = HAUNCH.
(Viewed from the '

higher part ', the
'
rise

' was a fall or

descent; hence, the explanation in Harris and later Diets.)

1637 HEVWOOD Royal Ship 41 Upon the Hances of the

waste are foure Figures. 1664 E. BUSHNELL Contpl. Ship-

wright ii Then set off the Tumbling Home, at the Height
of the two first Haanses. 1710 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn.,
Hances (in a Ship) are Falls or Descents of the Fife-Rails,
which are placed on Banisters on the poop, Quarter-Deck,
&c., down to the Gangway, c 1850 Ritditn. Navig. (Weale)

123 llattce or hanch. A sudden fall or break, as from the

drifts forward and aft to the waist. Also those breaks in the

rudder, &c., at the parts where it suddenly becomes narrower.

1867 SMYTH Sailors Word-bit., Hances, spandrels ; the falls

or descents of fife-rails.

3. Arch. The arc of smaller radius at the spring-

ing of an elliptical or many-centred arch. Now
usually viewed as the ' haunch

'

of the arch, and

often so spelt : cf. HAUNCH.
1703 MOXON Mech. Exerc. 33 A part of the Ellipis. . which

is called the Hanse', The other part.. is called the Scheani.

1725 W. HALFPENNY Sound Building 9 If the Arch is

required to be quicker or flatter on the Hanse. 1828 J. M.
SPEARMAN Brit. Gunner (ed. 2) 260 The exterior surface is

formed by two planes touching the curve on the hances,
and meeting in a ridge over the vertex of the arch.

b. (See qnot.)
1842-76 GWILT Arckit. Gloss., Hance, the small arch

which often joins a straight lintel to a jamb. Hence the

term Fiance arch.

f 4. transf. A curved or rounded part of a body.
Cf. HAUNCH. Obs. rare.

1778 Phil. Trans. LXVIII. i. 69 The last shot . . struck. .

against a former shot . . with the hance of its end so as to

flatten it in that part.

5. Comb., as nance-head -- i.

1618 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) 1. 207 The Jawmes

HAND.
and munions to be of white stone with hance heads also of

white stone. 1886 Ibid. 112 The arches, or hanse-heads
were cut out of the window-heads, which are now square
at the top.
Hence Kanced ., provided with a hance.

1886 WILLIS & CLARK Cambridge III. 555 Rectangular
windows divided by monials into two or three lights, each

light being 'hansed' or arch-headed.

\ Hance, ^- Obs. Forms : 4-6 haunee, 4-7
hauus^e, 5 hawnce, 6 haunsh, 6-7 hance.

"app. a. AJK. *hatincer for OF. kaucer, hauUer
F. hansser} to raise. Cf. ENHANCE.] trans. To

raise, lift, elevate, exalt; ^ ENHANCE i
; 2.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handt. Synne 12436 Alle J?ese kalle men
'

cyrcumstaunces
'

pat yn to be grete dede men haunces.

1388 WVCLIF Ps. xxxvi[i]. 35 The vnpitouse aboue hauncid.

C1440 Jacob's Well (E.E.T. S.) 121 To ben haunsyd in

hy^e estate, c 1440 Promp. Pan>. 230/2 Hawncyn,or hcynyu
. . exalto^ elevo^ sublevo. 1 a 1500 Chester PI. (E. E. T. S. )

v. 424 He haunshed our kinde on high. Ibid. vi. 98 Meeke
also he haunsed has. < 1500 Mctusine x\ix. 326 Or euer the

j;caunt inyght have haunced his Clubbe. 1513 MORK in

Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 791 Every thing was haunscd
above the measure. 1583 STANYHUKST &ueis iv. (Arb.) no
Yt toe the skytyp is haunced.

b. (?) To excite with liquor,
'

elevate '.

1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Tray. Wks. in. 78/1 At the Table
. .every man did his best endeauour to hauns inee for my
welcome. [Cf. NARES s.v. Hanced.}
Hence f Ha'ncing vbl. sb., raising, elevation.

1382 WYCLIF Jer. xlix. 16 Thin owne hauncyng desceyuede
thee. 1589 Pappe iv. Hatchet (1844) 36 The hogshead was
eueu come to the haiiiicing, and nothing could be drawn
from him but dregs.

Hancel, obs. form of HANDSEL.
t Han.cenh.ede. Obs. In 4 haun-. [app. a

deriv. of HANCE v. ; as if f. a ppl. adj. */iauitcen +

hede^ -HEAD.] The condition of being
*

lifted up';

pride, haughtiness.
1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 5164 pe fyrst ys ouer

moche drede, pe touber ys proude hauncenhede.

Hanch (hanj), v. Now chiefly Sc. Also 6

hantch, 7 haunsh, 9 hansh. [a. obs. F. hanchcr
' to gnashe or snatch at with the teeth

'

Cotgr.]
trans, and intr. To snatch, snap at, or bite with

violent or noisy action of the jaws ;
said of large

dogs, wild beasts, cannibals, or greedy men.
a. 1400-50 Alexander 774* par liggez lymines of laddes,

leggez and harmes . . Som hanchyd of pe heued, som be. .

handez etyn. 1535 COVERDALE Ps. vii. 2 Lest he hantch vp
my soule like a lyon. Isa. v. 29 They shal roare, and
hanch vp the praye. a x66a R. BAILLIE Lett. (18411 I. 252.

A number greidilie hanshit at the argument, .bot came not

near the matter. 1808-25 JAMIESON, Hansh. 1834 M. SCOTT
Cruise Midge (1863) 38 Several men had been terribly torn

by the Blood-hounds who. .stood gasping and barking and

hanching at us, at the entrance of the opening.
Hence Hanch, sb. Sc., a voracious snap.
1808-18 in JAMIESON. 1880 Antrim fy Down Gloss, s.v.,

* The dog made a hanch at me.'

Hanch, Hanck, obs. ff. HAUNCH, HANK.
Hanckleth, obs. Sc. form of ANKLE.
^1538 LYNDESAY Syde Taillis 123 Syder nor may thair

hancklethis hyde. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr.
Leslie^

Hist. Scot.

i. 94 Thair cotes war syd evin to the hancklett.

Hand (hsend), sb. Forms: a. i-^ hond, 4

hoond(e, 4-6 honde. . i- hand, 4 haunde,

4-7 hiuiclc. Plural, a. i honda, 2-4 honde, 4
hond

;
i handa, 2-4 hande. )3. 2-5 honden,

(2 -an, 5 -on). 7. 4 heind, 4-5 hend, hende.
5. 3-6 hondes, 4-5 -is, 5 -us, -a

; 4-7 handes, 5

-us, 5-6 -is, -ys, 4- hands. [Com. Teut. : OE.

hand, kpmi, fern, w-stem, pi. -a, ~ OFris. handj

hond(\A. hotida\) OS. hand
(y\. /^d?it),OHG.

hant

(pi. henti\ ON. hynd (genit. handar, pi. kendr\
Goth, handus (pi. kandjus}. Regarded by some

asbelongingtoGoth. -hinpan, pa. pple. -hunpans to

seize ; but this is doubtful. The original OK. pi.

handa, ME. hande, was (like other plurals in -*),

superseded in ME. by handen, and this eventually

by handes, tuimis. Northern Eng. had in 14-1510 c.

an umlaut-plural hend from Norse.]
A. Illustration of the plural forms.

a. r 1000 Ag$ t Gosp. John xx. 20 He aet-ywde him his

handa [Lindis/. 8a hdnd, Ritshw. hond], and his sidan.

<rn6o HATTON Gosf. Matt. iv. 6 On heora hande. c 117$
Lamb. Horn. 149 His fet and his honde. c 1100 ORMIN 14673
Abraham.. band itt fet & hande. a 1300 K. Horn 112

Wringinde here honde. ^1330 Amis $ Amil. 156 Therto

thai held vp her hond. 6-1380 Sir Ferumb. 2658 He hew
of heuedes, armes, and haunde.

^. c 1160 Hatton Gosp. John xx. 20 He ateowede heom
hys handen. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 23 His fet and his hondan.
Ibid. 91 Heo setten heore honden [101 here hondan] ofer

ilefde men. i 1290 5
1

. Eng. Leg. I. 10/304 OJ>ur heore

hondene obur babeden al. c 1400 A. DAVY Dreams 95 He
vnneiled bis honden two. ( 1420 Chron. Vilod. 1224 My
hondon and my fete.

y. a 1300 Cursor M. 3566 His hend [v.rr. hende, handes,
hondes] vnquemli for to quak. Ibid. i7i42(G6tt.)Take vtemi
herte bituix f>t heind \i.'ott. hend]. 1340 HAMI
Consc. 3214 Bunden by hend and fete, c 1400 ft

(Roxb.) ii. 5 pe pece..to be whilk his hend war
c 1460 Towneley Myst. (Surtees) 7 God has maide i

herte bituix \>\ heind \Cott. hend]. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr.
Consc. 3214 Bunden by hend and fete, c 1400 MAUNDEV.

vare nailed,

man with
his hend. c 1475 Babees Bk. 200 Somme holde the clothe,
somme poure vpon his hende.
6. -1205 LAY. 10187 Heo letten heom dra?en vt o3er bi

hondes oOer bi foL a 1300 Cursor M. 3678 Sco .. couerd

)>.u-\vit bis hands \v. rr, handis, handes, hondes] aU. 1382



HAND.

WVCI.IF _> Sain. .xvii. 2 The hoondis fcblid. 11400 Afjl.

Loll. 28 fe handus leyd vpon. 1430 St.nis I'ncr 2; m
a Bk. 29 pin hondU waische also. 1535 COVEKDALE

\xvii[i]. 9, I .stretch out my hondes vnto the.

B. Signification.
ticnt-nil arranqumiMH. I. The simple word. 'The mem-

ber, its use, its position, 1-6.
' As representing the P61^;

t'i'v'e'," 47-51'
""***" Wili 'an adverb, 2-54.

'** With

another noun, 55-59.
** Proverbial phrases and locu-

tions, 60. III. Attributive uses and Combinations, 61-63.

I. The simple word. * The member, its action,

its position, its symbolic use.

1. The terminal part of the arm beyond the wrist,

consisting of Uie palm and five digits, forming the

organ of prehension characteristic of man. The
name is also given to the similar members forming
the terminations of all four limbs in the quadru-
manotis animals or monkeys.
f gjg Vesft. Psalter cxxvifil. 4 Strelas in honda ma?htxes.

ibid, cxxviiim. 7 Ne gefyUeS hond his se ripeS. c 1000

Ags. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 264/32 Mattus, hand. < 1250

Gen. *, Ex. 3336 Moyses heldc up his hond. 1:1386 CHAU-

CER Prol. 107 In his hand (v. rr. hond, honde] he baar

a myghty bowe. 1:1460 Tmviulcy Myst. (Surtees) 125,

I bryng rekyls..Here in myn hende. 1548 HALL Chran.,

K<lx. W, 234 Then eche Prince layed his right hand on y
Missal, and his lei't hand on the holy Crosse, and toke there

a solempne othe. 1601 R. JOHNSON Kixgd. r Commvi.

(1603) 108 As long as their hands were able to holde a penne.

1700 T. BROWN tr. I-'resny's Amusem. Ser.
fy
Com. 67 Here

walk'd a French Fop with both his Hands in his Pockets.

a fifth member to the other four constitutes what is properly

.-.-died the hand. 1841 TENNYSON Break, Break, Break in,

O for the touch of a vanish 'd hand. 1863 HUXLEY Man's

Place Nat. ii. oo The Gorilla's hand b clumsier, heavier,

and has a thumb somewhat shorter in proportion
than that

of a man ; but no one has ever doubted its being a true hand.

b. The terminal part of the fore-limb in quad-

rupeds, esp. when prehensile ; the fore-foot. Also

more widely applied to the terminal part of any
limb of an animal when prehensile. In Anat.

and Zool., the terminal part of the ' arm '

or fore-

limb in all vertebrates above fishes ; also applied
to the prehensile claw or chela in crustaceans, and

formerly to the tarsus of the anterior leg in insects.

1381 WYCUF rrmi. xxx. 28 A lisard with hondis cleueth.

'535 COVERDALK Ibid., The spyder laboureth with hir handes.

1607 TOPSELL Foiir-f. Beasts (1658) 341 [A hysena] coming
to a Man asleep in a Sheep-cot, by laying her left hand or

fore-foot to his mouth, made or cast him into a deed-sleep.

1639 T. BRUGIS tr. Camus' Mor. Relat. 159 The Lizard . .

raceth out with her tayle, the markes which with her hands

she printed in the sand. 1717-5' CHAMBERS Cjcl., Haiut,
in falconry, is used for the foot of the hawk . . Hand, in the

manage, .sometimes, .stands for the fore-feet of an horse.

i8$a DANA Crust. I. 428 Hands subtuberculate.

t c. trans/. The whole arm. Obs.

1615 CROOKE Body cf Man 728 The vpper ioyntes are

called by the common name of the Hand, for the Ancients

accounted the whole member from the shoulder to the fingers

ends to bee all the Hand. 1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. ff

Min. 302 The limbs are divided into the hands and feet,

and the hand into the shoulder, cubit, and extremity. 17*7-

51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., The hand, among anatomists, ex-

tends from the shoulder to the fingers ends : this is called

also the greater hand.

t d. The trunk of an elephant. Obs.

1607 TOPSKLL Fmir-f. Beasts (16581 162 They reverence

the Sun rising, holding up their trunck or hand to heaven.

[1843 MACAULAY Lays, Prophecy ofCapys xxiv, The beast

who hath between his eyes The serpent for a hand.) 1850
TENNYSON Vivien 576 The brutes of mountain back . . with

their serpent hands. [Cf. Skr. liasti the
' handed '.]

6. fig.

1592 T. TIMME 10 Eng. Lepers B b, Moses and Aaron are

but Gods hands, Gods lieutenants here in earth. 1653
A. WILSON Jos. I, Pref.

5,
I.. look to be Anatomized my-

self by the Hand of Opinion. 1724 R. FALCONER Key. (1769)

3 Safe from the griping Hands of the Law. 1877 BROCKETT
Cross tf Cr. 32 To crumble beneath the hand of time.

2. In reference to the use of the hand for grasp-

ing, holding, or retaining ;
hence used to denote

possession, custody, charge, authority, power, dis-

posal : usually in phr. in (into, to, etc.) the hands

of, in other hands, etc.

cSaj Vttp. Psalter xxx[i). 16 [15] Genere me of hondum
feonda minra. ciooo Ags. f's. (Th ) cxviii[i]. 109 Is sawl
min symble on 8inum holdum handum. c 1*90 Beket 357
in . Eng. Leg. I. 116 pe bischopriches fullen bobe In-to f>e

kingus bond, a 1300 Cursor M. 22265 Par ^ ne batn

yield up of hand, His corun and his king wand, c 1400
Lanfrane's Ciritrg. 140 Manye men dieden in hise handis
bi bis wey. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) vii 18 Many ober
landes he haldes in his hand, a 1530

CACE Let. to Wolscy
in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. HI. Ixxxi. 199 In Pacquett off

Lettres . . comyn to my handis thys mornynge. 1548 HALL
Chroti., Hen. VI, 106 The Frenchemen . . thinkyng the

victory to be in their handes. 1606 DtKKER.SVz'. Sinnes

35 They . . take the lawe into their owne handes, and doe
what they list. 1611 BIBLE Gen. xvi. 6 Behold, thy maid
is in thy hand. 1709 STEELE Tatler No. 53 F 1 1 The Citadel
will be in the Hands of the Allies before the last Day of
this Month. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 593 The land
. . round his pleasure grounds was in his own hands. 1889
DOYLE M. Clnrke'iu. 25 Not once jn a month did a common
newsletter fall into our hands.
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b. In Roman Law
i^tr.

L. Htaaus') : the power of

the husband over his wife.

1875 POSTE Gaius i. 1 1 1 Posses-ion invested the husband
with right of Hand after a whole year of unbroken co-

habitation. Ibid. Connn. (td. 2) 97 According to Cicero,

the wife was only called ffiatenamilias when subject to

Hand. 1875 MAINE Hist. fust. xi. 313 [In early Roman
j

Law! the wife was said to come under the hand of her ,

husband.

3. In reference to action performed with the

hand, and hence (Jig.} to action generally ; thus,

often = agency, instrumentality : esp. in phr. by the

handes of, by \a person's) han,i.

i 825 I'csft. I'salter cviii[i). 27 Da:t witen 5aette hond Bui

oeos is. < 1000 Agt. rs. (Th.) Ixxvi. 17 [Ixxvii. 20] Folc

bin 3u feredest . . |mrh Moyscs mihtige handa. c 1175 Lamb.

IIKIII oi Pa warhte god feolc tacne . . burh here apostlan

hondan. ,'1440 Jacob's_
Well (E. E. T. S.) 235 Makyth

clene joure handys, |>at is, joure werkys. 1535 CoVMTMLB
fiulg. vi. 36 Yf thou wilt delyuer Israel thormv my hande.

1586 T. B. La- 1'riimiud. J-'r. Aead. l. 4 If everie one did

nut put to his helping hand for the correction and reform-

ation of them. 1630 Du VKRGEK tr. Camus' Admir. Events

58 To suffer by the hands of the hangman. 1663 STILLINGFL.
^

Or/?. Xncr. III. i. 8 8 If some, .attribute such things to Gods
immediate hand. 1711 W. ROGERS Voy. 305, 1 sent it by
the Hand of an Enemy. 1771 PRIESTLEY last. R tlig. (1782)

I. 226 Many . . eminent Stoics died by their own hands.
,

1847 DE QUINCEY Sf. Mil. Nun Wks. III. n She could
,

turn her hand to anything.
b. Part or share in the doing of something : esp.

in phrase, to have a hand in.

1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, v. ii. 140 In which you (Father)
shall haue formost hand. 1615 BACON Ess., Empire lArb.)

303 His Queen had the principal! hand in the Deposing
and Murther of her Husband. 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. W. l,

We had two romantic names in the family ; but 1 solemnly

protest I had no hand in it. 1837 C. M. GOODRIDGE Voy.

S. Seas (18431 '22, I aln at a I
.
55 .myself to discover what

hand the moon could have had in it.

4. In reference to the position of the hands, one

on each side of the body : Side (right or left) ;

hence more generally, side, direction, quarter.

Also>. (See also 10 and 32 h, i, j.)

c 1000 .fELKRic GCH. xlviii. 13 Sette Ephraim on his swib-

ran hand ban WJES on Israheles wynstran hand, c 1205

LAY. 14734 Heo ise3en an heore riht hond, a swibe faeier

aeit-lond. ciyo Sir Tristr. 357 Chese on aiber hand

Wheber be leuer war Sink or stille stand. 1513 MORE in

Grafton Chrm. (1568) II. 795 At the last he came out ..

with a Bishop on every hand of him. 1535 STEWART Cron.

Sent. II. 03 All Gallowa and Walis of Annand, And alt the

dalis on the efter hand. 1548 HALL Chron., lien. VIII, 73

On the other hande or syde of the gate, was set a pillar.

1583 HOLI.YBAND Campo di Pier 91 When you are there,

turne on the right hand, and then on the left hand. 1627
I. DOUGHTY Divine Myst. (1628) 12 Schoolmen do alwaies

incline to the worse hand. 1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 3 F 5

The Floor, on her right Hand, and on her left, was covered

with vast Sums of Gold. 1884 Maiick. Exam. & Sept. 8/6
The mountains on either hand become loftier and steeper.

b. Jig. In various phrases with present par-

ticiples, expressing a way, direction, or tendency
as opposed to its contrary ; as on (upon, in, of]

the mending hand, i.e. in the way to mend or

recover, getting better j so also with advanc-

ing, growing, thriving, declining, gaining, losing,

siiffering, giving, receiving, etc. arch, and dial.

1598 GRENEWEY Tacitus' Ann. \. ii. 3 Giuing out that

Augustus was on the mending hand. 1651 N. BACON Disc.

Goi't. Eng. II. xviii. (1730) 95 What the Chancery was in

times past, hath been already shewed; still it is in the

growing and gaining hand. 1701 J. LAW Comic. Trade

(1751) 187 When the nation shall once be brought as much

upon the thriving or growing, as now it is upon the de-

clining hand. 1789 WESLEY Wks. (1872) XII. 439 Mr.

Wrigley . . is now also on the mending hand. l8 Craven

Dial, s.v.,
' To be on the mending hand ', to be in a state of

convalescence. 1858 CARLYLE Frcdk. Gt. vi. iv. (18651 II.

166 Friedrich Wilhelm's ill-humour, .has long been upon
the growing hand.

t c. In phr. At a bad hand, at the worst hantl, =

position, case. Ot>s.

c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAymon xiv. 352 He saw well that

his folke was at the worste hande. 1621 Bp. HOUNTAGU
Diatribx ill. 421 Paulus .. at worst hand hath related it in

good and true Latine. 1640 FULLER Joseph's Coat iv. (1867)

144 Is the world at this bad hand . . that one must be far

from trusting their nearest friends?

5. As used in various ways in making a promise
or oath ; spec, as the symbol of troth-plight in mar-

riage ; pledge of marriage ; bestowal in marriage.
c 1320 Sir Tristr. 50 per to bai bed her hond To hei?e and

holden priis. c. 1330 Amis f, Ami!. 156 Therto thai held v

Many a one for land takes a foole by the hand. 1605 SHAKS.

Lear\\. v. 31 More convenient is he for my hand Than for

your Ladies. 1775 SHERIDAN Duenna in. vii, In obedience to

your commands, I gave him my hand within this hour.

1828 SCOTT f. M. Perth xxix, Catharine's hand is promised

promised to a man whom you may hate. 1871 I. STEPHEN

Playgr. Eur. ii. (1894) 47 Marriage is honoured, and the

heart always follows the hand.

1 6. Hence, In oaths and asseverations. (See also

RIGHT HAND.) 06s.

a. 1300 CursorM. 3313
'

Say me now ', he said,
' be bi hand,

Has bou any fader liuand?' 1S9* SHAKS. Tarn. Slir.

I. i. 194 Master, for my hand, Both our inuentions meet

and iumpe in one. 1599 Muck Ado iv. i. 327 Bent.

HAND.

Tarry good Beatrice, by this hand I loue thee. Beat. Vse
it for my toue M>me other way then swearing by it. 1601

All's Well in. vi. 76 By the hand of a souldier I will

undertake it. 1636 DAVKNANT Platonic Lovers Wks. (1673)

386 A comely old fellow, by this hand.
** As representing the person,

7. In reference to the person who does something
with his hands ; hence often denoting the person in

relation to his action.

15^0 SPENSKR F. Q. i. xi. 5 The Nourse of time and ever-

lasting fame, That warlike handes ennobles! with immortal!
name. 1598 BARRKT 'Ihcor. Warres in. ii. 77 The quadrate
of ground, .wherein many hands arc brought at one time to

fight. 1615 J. STEPHENS Satyr. Ess. 242 Except some
charitable hand reclnimes him. 17*4 A. COLLINS Gf, Chr.

Relig. 177 The Pentateuch, .was translated . . by different

hands. 1893 E. M. THOMPSON C,k. <y Lat. Palaeogr. xi.

150 Additions. . by the hand that retouched the writing.

b, spec. In reference to an artist, musician,

writer, actor, etc. as the performer of some work ;

hence sometimes used to denote the person himself.

1644 KVKLVN .1/t1

/;/. (1857) I. 70 Painted in miniature by
rare hands. 1665 BOYLE Occas. Rcji. Pref. (1845)9 These

Tapers . . [as well] as those of the same hand that have pre-
ceded them. 1696 tr. Du Mont's I'oy. Levant^fo Paintings,

by the most celebrated Hands. 1738 Daily Post 12 July,
A Band of Musick, consisting of the best hands from the

Opera, and both the Theatres. 1790 PALEY Htn-x Paul.
i. 7 Everything about them indicates that they come from
the same hand.

8. A person employed by another in any manual
work ; a workman or workwoman.
1655 MRQ.. WORCESTER Cent. /?'. 14 Many hands ap-

plicable to the same force, some standing, others sitting.

1657 R. LIGON Barbadoes (1673) 42 Those hands . . that

must be employed in their building. 1721 BERKELEY Frev.

Ruin Gt. Brit. Wks. III. 200 Manufactures, which, .would

employ many hands. 1771 FRANKLIN AutoHog. Wks. 1840
I. 29 My son has lately lost his principal hand by death.

1778 Eng. Gaz. (ed. 2) s. v. lettering, Near 2000 hands are

said to be employed here in the manufactory of shalloons,
tammies and serges. 1856 OLMSTEO Slave States 433 The
children beginning as '

quarter-hands ', advancing to
'

half-

hands ',
and then to

*

three-quarter hands '

; and, finally, to

'full hands'. 1886 FKOUUE Oceaua i. 7 The 'hands' and
the

' hands'
'

wives and children.

b. spec. Each of the sailors belonging to a ship's

crew. All hands : the whole crew.

1669 STURMY Mariners Mag. i. 18 Come aft al! hands.

iTia \V. ROGERS Yoy. 312 In the Morning we put 35 good
Hands aboard her. 1726 G. ROBERTS Four Years Voy. 13,

I shipped Hands and began to get things ready as fast as I

could. 1820 SCORESBY Ace. Arctic Reg. I. 515 All hands
on board perished. 1834 MEDWIN Angler in Wales II. 144
Another hand would not have been amiss. lbid. t She has

just hands enough to weigh anchor.

C. Hence (colloq.) All hands : all the members
of a party, esp. when collectively engaged in work.

1703 FARQUHAR Inconstant iv. i, Come, gentlemen, all

hands to work. 1726 G. ROBERTS Four Years Voy. 263
Then all Hands went to fishing. 1860 DICKENS Vncomm.
Trav. v, If all hands had been got together, they would
not have more than half filled the room.

9. colloq. Used (with defining adj.) of a person
in reference to his ability or skill in doing some-

thing. (See also OLD fiand.} Usually with at,

1793 COWPER Let. 30 Mar. He.. might be one of our first

hands in poetry. 1797 G. WASHINGTON Let. Writ. 1892
XIII. 422 A rare hand at all obsolete claims that depend
much on a good memory. 1830 J. H. NEWMAN Lett. (1891)
I. 227, I am a bad hand at criticising men. 1833 HT.
MARTINEAU Loom $ Lugger n. iii. 45 He was always but

a poor hand at writing a letter. 1858 A. W. DRAYSON

Sporting S. Africa 48 'Do you sketch?' 'Wdl, I'm no

hand at that'. 1870 E. PKACOCK Rai/~ Skirl, II. 280 He
was a good hand at singlestick.

b. colloq. or slang. Used (with defining adj.) of

a person in reference to his action or character.

1798 I. MILNER in Life ix. (1842) 162 His moral character

was exceedingly bad . . he is still a loose hand. 1860

RUSSELL Diary India II. 146 (Hoppe) Little S., the

Major's partner, .is well known as a cool hand.

f 10- Used of or in reference to a person as the

source from which something is obtained (cf. 4) :

a. as the source of information, etc. (usually

with defining adj. indicating the degree of trust-

worthiness.) Obs.

1614 J. CHAMBERLAIN in Crt, 4- Times Jas. I (1848) I. 334,
I have heard it, through several ways, from good hands.

i66 J. DAVIES tr. Oleariits
1

Voy. Ambass. 164 He had it

from a very good hand, that the King of Poland had sent

an Ambassador. 1717 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. toC'tess

Mar 30 Jan., An account . . which I have been very solici-

tous to get from the best hands. 1811 J. W. CROKKR in

C. Papers June (1884), I hear from a good hand that the

King is doing much better.

t b. as the supplier of goods : in phrases denot-

ing rate or price (with qualifying adj.), as at the best

hand, most profitably or cheaply; so at the better

hand, at a dear hand. Obs.

1552 HULOET, Bye dearer, or at the last hande. 1582
N. LICHEMELD tr. Castanlu-da's Cong. E. Imi. xxxiii. 82 b,

To the end our Merchaunts. .might, .buye theyr Spices at

the better hande. 1599 HAKLUYT Voy. II. n. 3 For tne

procuring of which, .commodities at the best and first hand.

1696 J. F. Merchants' Ware-ho. n The whole sute is

fenerally
sold at the best hand for thre>-- Pound ten. 1712

TEELE Spect. No. 288 P 3 Buying and importing. .Linens,

and Pictures, at the best hand. 1767 COWI-ER Let. to Hill

14 May Wks. 1837 XV. 16, I might . . serve your Honour
with cauliflowers and broccoli at the best hand.

C. With ordinal numerals, indicating a series cf
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so many persons through whom something passes.
See also FIRST HAND, SECOND HAND.
1439 Rolls o/Parlt. V. 32/1 Your Lieges selle the Mer-

chandises . . in the said Centres, and at the first hand

bye ayeimvard Merchandises of the same Centres. 1551
Knw. VI Lit. Kern. (Roxb.) II. 504 We should by ali

thinges at the first hand of straungers. 1589 Hay any
Work 44, I had it [the tale] at the second hand. 1624
BEDELL Lett. xi. 141 You hane it but at the third, or fourth

hand, perhaps the thirtieth or fortieth. 1713 OCKLEY Ace.

Barbary Pref. 11718* n The Uncertainty which attends the

writing Things at second Hand. 1888 \'>K.\c$.Aint;r. Coiniiiw.

I. xxv. 273 Very few of the members, .had been in England
so as to know her constitution, .at first hand.

*** As putfor its capacity or performance.
11. Capacity of doing something with the hand,

and hence of doing generally ; skill, ability, knack.

1398 TREVISA Earth. DC P. A',
y.

xxviii. (1495) 137 We
sayen thyse haue a good bond, that is to vnderstonde, a good
crafte of wrytynge other of payntynge. 1539 LATIMER Serin.

Sf Rent. (1845) 416 You be indeed scius arti/e.r, and hath a

good hand to renew old bottles, 1586 DAY Kng. Secretary
ii, (1625) 130 The perfection of his hand in the variety and
neat delivery of his letters in writing. 1699 BENTLEY Phal.

297, I cannot but take notice of his unlucky Hand, when-
ever he meddles with Authors. 1708 MOTTEUX Rabelais v.

xx, I have no hand at making of Speeches. 1791 MRS.
RADCLIFFE Rom. Forest ii, I had always a hand at car-

pentry. 1881 E. D. BRICKWQOD in Encycl. Brit. XII. 197/1
The 'hand for crust' which is denied to many cooks and
cannot be learned.

12. Horsemanship. In various expressions refer-

ring to the management of the reins and bit with
the hand ; often = skill in handling the reins.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce n. 120 For thar na horss Is in this
land Sa wycht, na 3eit sa weill at hand. 1581 PF.TTIE
Gnazzo's Civ. Com), lit. (1586) 157 b, The father . . ought in
this doubt, to carrie a heavie hand, rather than a light, on
the bridle. 1686 N. Cox GentI. Recreat. iv. ted. 3) 54 In a
short

_time
he will, .be at such command upon the hand, that

he will strike at what rate you please. 1725-51 CHAMBERS
Cycl. s.v., A horseman is said to have no hand^ when he
only makes use of the bridle unseasonably. 1807 SIR R.
WILSON Jrnl. 22 June in Life (1862) II. vni. 279 She not
only sits gracefully but has a master's hand. 1875 WHYTE
MELVILLE Riding Recoil, v. (1879) 73 Strong of seat, and
firm of hand. 1881 E. D. BRICKWOOD in Encycl. Brit. XII.
107/1 Much depends on the rider having good hands. .. A
rider with good hands never depends upon his reins for

retaining his seat. Ibid. 199/1 A jockey must therefore ..

have a hand for all sorts of horses, and in the case of two
and three year olds a very good hand it must be.

b. See qnot.
1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Hand is also used for a

division of the horse into two parts, with respect to the
rider'shand. The fore-liand includes the head, neck, and
fore-quarters. The hind-Jiand is all the rest of the horse.

13. The performance of an artist, etc. ; execution,
handiwork ; style of execution ;

' touch '. f Also
concr. The product of artistic skill

; handiwork.
1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 438 Among thick-wov'n Arborets

and Flours Imborderd on each Bank, the hand of Eve.
1671 P. K. iv. 57 Carved work, the hand of famed
artificers In cedar, marble, ivory or gold. 1762-71 H.
WALPOLE I'ertue's Anecd. Paint. (1786) III. 77 By what I

have seen of his hand, particularly his own head at Hough-
ton, he was an admirable master. 1885 Athenaeum 30 June
834/2 An exhaustive acumen in discriminating styles and
* hands '

[in prints].

b. Touch, stroke (in phr. last hand, etc.).
1648 GAGE West hid. Ep. Ded. A iij b, The last 'hand of

the Painter. 1707 LUTTRELL BriefR el. (1857) VI. 132 An
opportunity of putting the last hand to the happy union of
the 2 kingdoms. 1755 T. AMORY Mem. (1769) II. 154 An
itinerary I am giving the last hand to. 1760-72 tr. Juan
V Ulloas Voy. (ed. 3) II. 291 Willing to put the finishing
hand to our principal work. 1865 M. ARNOLD Ess. Crit.
ix. 376 The compiler did not put his last hand to the work.

14. A turn or innings in certain games, as cricket,

racquets, billiards. (See also 23 c.)

17. . Laws ofCricket in Grace Cricket (1891) 15 To allow
2 minutes for each man to come in when one is out, and 10
minutes between Each Hand to mark y" Ball, that it may
not be changed. 1819 HAZLITT in Ei>ery-day .#.(1825)868
The four best racket-players of that day.. Davies could give
any one of these two hands a time, that is half the game.
1884 Lillyivhite's Cricket Ann. 45 Fine all-round fielding
enabled them to get Marylebone out for 80 in their second
hands. xSg+^Ttmfs 6 Mar. 7/2 (Racquets) Mr, Dawkins
opened, and in the sixth hand he went from 5-3 to 14-3.
1897 Daily Chron. 16 Feb. 5/6 (Billiards) Peall had four or
five hands to score 16, but the champion could only muster
a 40 and a 50.

15. A round of applause.
1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. v. i. 444 Glue me your hands, if we .

be friends, And Robin shall restore amends.
16. The action of the hand in writing and its

product ; handwriting ; style of writing ; esp. as

belonging to a particular person, country, period,
profession, etc. (See also COURT-HAND, SHORT-
HAND, etc.).

1390 GOWER Conf. III. 305 To make an ende And write
ayem her owne honde. 1513 MORE in Grafton Chron.
(1568) II. 782 Written in Parchement in a fayre set hande.
1530 PALSGR. 433/1 He goeth to the writyng scole, but his
hande appayreth every daye. 1542 UDALL Erasm. Apopth.
it. (1877) 251 Written in greate letters of texte hande. 1576
FLEMING PanopL Epist. 276 He wrote a running hand.
1660 WILLSFORD Scales Comm. To Rdr. Aij, Mr. Nathanael
Sharp, who writeth all the usuall hands writ in this Nation.
1705 HEARNE Collect. 31 Aug., A French woman writ the
Proverbs . . in variety of Hands. 1709 STEEI.E & ADDISON
Tatler No. no p 4 A Letter which he acknowledged to be
his own Hand was read. i84oLYTTON Money i. iii, But he

will recognise my hand. 1893 E - M- THOMPSON Ok. fy Lat.
Pal&ogr. xix. 301 We find it convenient to treat the cursive
or charter-hand as a separate branch of mediaeval English
writing apart from the literary or book-hand.

b. Hand of-vrit, write (Sc.} = prec. ;
also transf.

said of the person.
1816 SCOTT Antiq. xv,

' Div ye think naebody can read
hand o 1

writ but yoursell ?
'

1870 RAMSAY Rfiuin. v. fed. 18)

118, I am not a good hand of write. 1890 STKVKNSON
l'ailhi/a Lett, (1895) 14, I request a specimen of your
hand of write.

17. The name of a person written with his own
hand as an attestation of a document

; signature.
06s. or arch., exc. in phrases in which hand is

now understood more literally. See also under
the hand of, 35 d. Note of hand \ see NOTE.
1534 Act 26 Hen. VIII, c. 3 4 Euery writinge .. sub-

scribed with the hande and name of the clerke of the

hanaper. 1548 HALL Chron.
t
Hen. VIII, 29 Notwith-

standynge his othe . . and his awne hand and scale. 1607
DEKKER Hist. Sir T. Wyatt Wks. 1873 III. 84 Will you
not subscribe your hand with other of the Lords? 1611

SHAKS. ll'int. T. iv. iv. 288 Dor. Is it true too, thinke you.
Antol. Fiue lustices hands at it, and witnesses more then

my packe will hold. 1640 S. D'EwES in Lett. Lit. Men
(Catnden) 167 A petition . . from the Cittie of London ac-

companied with fifteene thousand hands. 1666 PEPYS Diary
25 Sept. (1879) IV. 92 By Coach to Lord Brouncker's, and
got his hand to it. 1726 SHELVOCKE I'oy. round World
( T 757) 4 1 I n witness whereof, we have hereunto set our
hands and seals. Mod. (Form of testing clause) As witness
the hands of the said A. B. and C. D.

****
Something like or of the size ofa hand.

18. An image or figure of a hand.
c 825 / 'esp. Psalter cxiii. [cxv.] 7 Honda habbaS and ne

grapiaS. 1535 COVERDALE Ibid.^ Their ymages, .hauehandes
and handle not. 1644 BULWF.R Chirol. 165 The customeof
the Romans.. to erect a statue of Mercuric with the Fore-

Finger pointing out the maine road, in imitation whereof..
we have in such places notes of direction ; such is the Hand
of St. Albans. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. xvii. 399/1 He
beareth Vert, a Hand proper, holding of a Pen. 1717
FREZIER Voy. S. Sea 242 The Ladies wear, .a little Jeat
Hand.. called Higa, the Fingers closed, but the Thumb
standing out. 1858 O. W. HOLMES Aatt. Breakf.-t. ix, A
great wooden hand, a glove-maker's sign.

b. A conventional figure of a hand with the

forefinger extended (C"), used in writing or print-

ing to draw attention to something.
1612 BRINSLEY Pas. Parts (1669) p. iv, A Hand pointing

at some places which are of most necessary use.

19. The pointer or index which indicates the
divisions of a dial, esp. that of a clock or watch.

(See HOUR-, MINUTE-, SECONDS-HAND.)
1575 LANEHAM Let. (1871) 55 The handz of both the tablz

stood firm and fast, allweyz poynting too iust too a clok.

1592 SHAKS. Rom. $ Jnl, \\. \\. 119. 1661 Humane In-

dustry loo Now this animated needle shews with the Lilly-
hand, .the North. 1720 Land. Gaz. No. 5863/4 A striking
Gold Watch with an Alarm, Hour-Hand and Minute-Hand.
1781 COWPER Retirement 681 An idler is a watch that wants
both hands, As useless if it goes as when it stands. 1846
LON<;F. Old Clock on Stairs ii, Half-way up the stair it

stands, And points and beckons with its hands.

20. A lineal measure, formerly taken as equal to
three inches, but now to four

;
a palm, a HAND-

BREADTH. Now used only in giving the height
of horses and the like.

1561 EDEN Arte Nanig. i. xviii. 19 Foure graines of
barlye make a fynger : foure fingers a hande: foure handes
a foote. 1661 LOVELL Hist, Anitn. <v Min. 102 Prickles . .

of two or three hands length. 1664 BUTLER Hnd. n. i. 694A Roan Gelding twelve Hands high. 1810 Sporting Mag.XXXVI. 196 A galloway under fourteen hands. 1857 G.
LAWRENCE Guy Z,/z/. (Tauchn.) 67 (Hoppe) A chestnut stand-
ing full sixteen hands.

21. As a measure of various commodities (the
single articles or parts being sometimes compared
to ringers), a. A bundle of tobacco-leaves tied

together, b. A certain quantity of water-cress.
C. Five oranges or herrings, d. A palmate root
of ginger, e. One of the clusters, each containing
from 8 to 20 fruits, into which a bunch of bananas
or plantains naturally divides.

1726 G. ROBERTS Four Years Voy. 102 In another Locker,
I found four or five Hands of Tobacco. 1851 MAYHEW
Land. Labour I. 92 (Hoppe) A single hand being 5 oranges.
Ibid. 150 We buy the water-cresses by the 'hand'. One
hand will make about five halfpenny bundles. 1861 Ibid.
III. 163 Five herrings make a hand. 1879 J. R. JACKSON
in Encycl. Brit. X. 603/2 Uncoated ginger . . the

'

races
'

or ' hands' [are] from 3 to 4 inches long. 1886 U. S. Con-
sular Rep. No. 65. 216 (Cent). The fruit [banana] . . con-
sists of a stock on which are from four to twelve clusters
called hands. 1888 PATON & DITTINAR in Encycl. Brit.
XXIII. 425/1 The leaves .. [of tobacco] are made up into
' hands

',
or small bundles of from six to twelve leaves.

1894 in Pap. Sci. Monthly XLIV. 497 A hand [banana]
may contain from a dozen to twenty fruits or '

fingers '.

22. Cookery. A shoulder of pork. (Formerly
applied to part of a shoulder of mutton.)
_ 1673 S. C. Rules ofCivility x. 102 A Shoulder of Mutton
is to be cut like a semicircle betwixt the flap and the hand.
a 1825 FORBY Voc. E. Anglia* Hand (ofPork), the shoulder
joint of a hog, cut without the blade-bone. 1863 MRS.
GASKELL Sylvia's L. I. 62 Flitches of bacon and 'hands'
(i. e. shoulders of cured pork . . ) abounded.

***** That which is held in the hand.
23. In games of cards : The cards dealt to each

player ;
the handful of cards held by each at the

beginning of the game.

1630 A*. Johnson*s Kingd, fy Coiinmv, 41 He that winnes
the ^ame, gets not only the niaine Stake, hut all the Bets

by follow the fortune of his hand. 1694 CONCREVE Double
Dealer n. i. Plays (1887) 122 Then I find it's like cards : if

either of us have a good hand, it is an accident of fortune.

1726 SWIFT Th. Various Sft/'j. Wks. 1778 XI. 358, I must

complain the cards are ill shuffled, till I have a good hand.
1881 Knowledge No. 4. 83/2 In whist each player is to con-
sider his partner's hand as well as his own.

b. The person holding the cards. Elder or

eldest hand, the person who plays first ; so younger
hand, second, third hand, etc.

1589, etc. [see ELDER a. 4, ELDEST 5]. i663DiiVDEN Wild
Gallant iv.

i, Zounds, the rogue has a quint-major, and three
aces younger hand. 1746 Hovut Whist (ed. 6) 22 You are
an elder Hand. 1828 T. AIRD in Blackw. Mag. Dec. 713/1 A
fag partner at whist when a better fourth hand is wanting.

c. A single round in a game, in which all the
cards dealt at one time are played.
1622 MABBE tr. Alemaris Guzman d'Alf. II. 123 When

1 had wonne two or three hands, I tooke pleasure now and
then to lose a little. 1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. (1815) 66
They take a hand at whist, or descant upon the General
Advertiser. 1837 DICKENS Pick, vi, The odd trick at the
conclusion of a hand. 1876 World^. No. 113. 17 We have
a room where we can take a hand at whist.

&.fig.
In many phrases, as to PLAY into the hands ofanother, to

FORCE the hand of, to SHOW one's hand, etc., for which
see the verbs.
1600 HOLLAND Livy xxv. xxxiv. 575 They, .expected cer-

tainely to haue another hand as good as this, a 1626 BACON
(J.), There was never a hand drawn, that did double the
rest of the habitable world, before this. 1777 SHERIDAN
Sch. Scand. iv. iii, 1 have a difficult hand to play in this

affair. 1882 B. HARTE Flip ii, Until you saw my hand.

1887 RIDER HAGGARD Jess xiii, You don't show me your
hand like this for nothing.

f 24. A handle. Obs.

1523 FITZHERB. Hush. 23 Holdedowne the hynder hand
of his sith, that he do not endent the grasse. 1549 Lttdlmv
Churchiv. Ace. (Camden) 40 For makynge a hand to our
lady belrope. 1715 DESAGULIERS Fires Imfr. 142 The
little Hand to turn the Cylinder or Shutter. 1764 V. GREEN
Surv. Worcester 232 The business called handling . . i.e.

putting the hand to cups.
b. The part of a gun grasped by the hand.

1881 GREENER Gnn 433 The circumference of the hand
may be obtained by passing a string round it immediately
behind the trigger-guard.. .The usual hand is about 5-in. in
circumference for i2-bores.

II. Phrases.
* With governingpreposition.
(See also AFOKEHAND, AFTERHAND, asidehand

(s.v. ASIDE IV), BEFOREHAND, BEHINDHAND, be-

tween- (Sc. alween-) hands (BETWEEN prep. 3 b) ;

NEABHAND,NIGH-HAND,OFF-HAND, UNDER-HAND.)
25. At hand.
a. Within easy reach

;
near

; close by. (Some-
times preceded by close, hard, near, nigh, ready.")
a 1300 Cursor M. 15710 He es cummand negh at hand |>e

tresun has puruaid. Ibid. 17922 (Gutt.) He cums at hand
to slak ?ur site, a 1400-50 Alexander 81 Artaxenses is at

hand, & has ane ost reryd. 1535 COVERDALE Ps. cxviiil i]. 151
Be thou nye at honde also (o Lorde). 1548 HALL Chron.,
Hell. V, 46 b, Their enemies wer ever at hande. 1667
MILTON P. L. n. 674 Satan was now at hand. 1750 JOHNSON
Rambler No. 19 ^15 Forced to produce not what was best
but what happened to be at hand. 1840 DICKENS Barn.
Rudge x, Have you a messenger at hand ?

b. Near in time closely approaching. (Some-
times qualified as prec.) Also f at hands.
-1200 ORMIN 16147 Hinim fnnnkebjj batt hiss herrte shall

Tobresstenn neh att hanndess. a 1300 Cursor M. 14206 If
he mai slepe, hele es at hand, c 1400 Destr. Troy 396 And
she at hond for to haue husband for age. 1526-34 TJNDALE
2 Thess. ii. 2 As though the daye of Christ were at honde.
1662 J. DAVIES tr. Olearius' Voy. Ambass. 34 The end of
both his Voyage and life were neer at hand. 1724 DE FOE
Mem. Cavalier (1840) 39 The diet at Frankfort is at hand.
1820 KEATS St. Agites viii. The hallowed hour was near at
hand. 1868 J. H. BLUNT Ref. Cli. Eng. I. 433 Further-

great changes were at hand.

t c. At the immediate moment; at the start. Obs.
1601 SHAKS. Jul. C. iv. ii. 23 Hollow men, like Horses

hot at hand, Make gallant shew . . But when they should
endure the bloody bpurre . . Sinke in the Triall. 1640
FULLER Joseph's Coat iii. (1867) 133 Some men's affection

spends itself with its violence, hot at hand, cold at length.
1650 Pisgak n. xiv. 297 Rebellion, though running so at

hand, is quickly tyred . . Loyalty is best at a long course.

1705 STANHOPE Pnraphr. II. 223 Many .. though hot at

hand, yet quickly abate of their Speed.
fd. = By hand: see 26 a. Obs.

1595 SHAKS. John v. ii. 75 A Lion fostered vp at hand,

f e. At the wrist. Obs.

[c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 193 (Harl. 7334), I saugh his sleues

purfiled atte hond [Six texts at the hond] Wi|> grys. J 1697
Land. Gaz. No. 3256/4 The Coat buttoned close at Hand.

f f. At close quarters in conflict ; fighting hand
to hand (with*). Also at hands. Obs. (Cf. to

come to hands, 37 b.)
I50S-73 COOPER Thesaurus s. v. Cominlts, Pugnare

comimis cum hoste, to fight at hand, or hand to hand with
hys enimy. a 1608 SIR F. VERE Comm. 97 When they were
come up and at hands with the enemy.
fg. At (on, upon) nny hand: on any account,

in any case. So at no hand: on no account, by
no means. Obs.
c 1430 Syr Tryam. 995 He never sir James slowe at none

honde. 1553 T. WILSON Rhet. (15801 200 The feined Failles
.. would not bee forgotten at any hande. 1568 GRAFTON
Chron. II. 27 The Welshemen would at no hand geve him



HAND.
any oportunitie to fight with them. 1620 VESNER J 'fa Recta
Introd. ii It is at no hand to be allowed. 1646 BUCK Rich.

t h. At every hand : on all hands. Obs.

1690 W. WALKER Idiomat, Anglo-Lat. 48 It is believed

at every hand.

fi. At (a person's) hand: near him, close by
him, in attendance upon him, at his disposal,

subject to him, (also at the hand, at hand unto}.

At one's own hand : at one's own disposal, one's

own master. Obs. or dial.

1382 WYCLIF i Chron. xviii. 17 Forsothe the sonys of
Dauid [were] first at the kyngis hond. c 1430 Syr Gener.
2066 Al the gretest of that lond Because of mede were at his

hond. 1508 DUNBAR Tua mariit Wemen 12, I hard . . Ane
hie speiche, at my hand. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614)

136 The Gibeonites .. were at hand unto the Levites in the
meanest offices about the .. Temple. 1619 Canterbury
Marriage Licences (MS.), Lidia Webb . . nowe at her owne
hand, her parents being all dead. 1700 Pewtsylv. Archives
I. 130 The proprietors did not set up a government at their
own hands but were authorized.

j. At the hand(s of: from the hands of; from.

(Expressing the immediate source, after such verbs

as receive^ take,find, seek, require, etc. See AT 1 1.)
a 1035 Laws of Cnut i. c. 22 To onfonne..aet bisceopes

handa. r 1200 ORMIN 9261 To wurrbenn fullhtnedd att hiss

hannd. 1535 COVERDALE Job ii. 10 Seing we haue receaued

prosperite at the honde of God. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com.
Prayer, Visitation of Sick, You may fynde mercy at our

heauenly fathers hande. 1662 J. DAVIES tr. Olearius' Voy.
Ambass, 288 The King would take it very ill at their hands.

1749 FIELDING Tom Jones v. iii, The many little favours,
received . .at his hands. 1768-1884 [see AT/W/. n b]. 1893
F. W. MAITLAND in Trail! Social Eng. ii. 165 He had just
received the Christian faith at the hands of Roman
missionaries.

26. By hand.
a. With the hand or hands ; by manual action

or labour, as opposed to machinery, or to natural

processes.
1549 COVERDALE, etc. Erasm. Par. 2 Tim. 21 The

ghospell, whiche I delyuered ynto thee..delyuer likewise

by handes vnto others. 1599 T. TIMME Ten Eng: Lexers
Gij, They bring up by hand crammed and franked foules

and beastes. 1653 WALTOM Angler xi. 204 Many will fish

for the Gudgion by hand. 1662 J. DAVIES tr. Olearius'

Voy. Atnoass. 163 A very great bank, so even, that it seems
to have been done by hand. 1709 STEELE Tatler No. 89
P 6, I was bred by Hand. 1846 J. BAXTER Libr. Pract.

Agric. (ed. 4) 1. 278 Implements employed in the preparation
of flax by hand. 1861 DICKENS Gt. Expect, ii, She had

brought me up
'

by hand '. 1881 Truth 19 May 686/2 Em-
broidery done by hand.

b. By, past, aside (as in to put by hand}; usually

pred. or adj. laid aside, done with, disposed of;

past, finished, over. Sf.

1637 RUTHERFORD Lett. (1830) 199 Many ells and Inches
of the short thread of your life are by-hand since I saw you.
Ibid. i. xi. (1664) 32 The greatest part but play with Chris-

tianity, they put it by hand easily. 1782 SIR I. SINCLAIR
Observ. Scot. Dial. 53 (Jam.) A good thing by-hand : a
good thing over.

C. By the hand: cxpeditiously, readily, straight-

way. (Cf.from hand 28 a.)

1658 GURNALL Chr. in Arm. verse 14. ix. i. (1669) 38/2
That they should grow rich by the hand.

27. Por one's own hand. For one's own interest

or benefit, on one's own account.
1818 SCOTT F. M. Perth xxxiv,

'
I fought for my own

hand', said the Smith. 1869 TENNYSON Coming ofArthur
218 Each But sought to rule for his own self and hand.

1879 FROUDE Cxsar ix. 92 Lesbos was occupied by adven-

turers, who were fighting for their own hand.

28. From hand.

t a. ' Out of hand
', at once, immediately. [CX

Ger. von der hand.] Sc. Obs.

1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 607 The Danis. .Wand saill

to top, and saillit syne fra hand. 1^35 LYNDESAY Satyre
440 Gude sirs, I sail be reddie, evin fra hand. ? 121550
Freiris of Benvik 378 in Dnnbar's Poems (1893) 297 The
capon is als je sail ws bring fra hand. 1558 in Miscell. of
Wotir. Soc. (1844) 2*>5 Fra hand, eftir that the mater wes
schawtn to me, I persauit.

t b. Out of reach, away, oft Obs.

_
1608 D. T. Ess. Pol. $ Mor. isb, And the reason heereof

is not farre from band.

29. In hand.
a, lit. (Held or carried) in the hand.

1390 GOWER Con/. II. 338 With a bow in honde. 1508
DUNBAR Gold. Targe no Cupide the king, wyth bow in

hand. 1632 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondfs Eromena 61 With
sword in hand. 1784 COWPER Task iv. 239 With brush in
hand and pallet spread. 1887 Pail Mall G. 23 Feb. 3 Sup-
pose that it went cap in hand to every Government in

Europe. Mod. There sat a reporter pencil in hand to take
down his words.

t b. / hand, in one's hand : (led) J>y the hand,
or by a string, or the like. Obs.
c X38s CHAUCER L. G. W. Prol. 213 And from a fer com . .

The god of love and in his hande a quene. 1433 JAS. I

Kingis Q. 79 Ech in his stage, and his make in his hand.
1513 DOUGLAS Mneis ii. vii. [vi.] 47 Panthus. .in his hand
also Harlmg him eftir his litle nevo, Cummis. 1641 Tertnes
<tt la Ley 126 s. v. Dogn-drvor, A Hound that hee leadeth
in his hand. 1684 R. H. School Recreat. 21 Trot him about
in your Handa good while: Then offer to Mount. 1782
C. A. BURNEY in Mad. D'Arblay's Early Diary (1889) II.

305, I charged him to bring his sister in his hand. 1796
MBS. E. PARSONS Myster. Warn. II. 237 Bringing your
friend in your hand.

56

f C. In hand': in the company or presence of a

person, or in attendance on him. To come in

hand', to present oneself, appear. To hold in

hand', to attend on. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 22239 (Edinb.) Firste sale be descenciune,

are antecriste sal cum in hande. Ibid. 2432 (Cott. > f>e king
. .commaunded. . Men suld him mensk and hald in hand.

Ibid. 3916 Ilkan wit ober went in hand.

d. In actual or personal possession, at one's

disposal ; t in early use, Under one's authority,

subject to one; in one's charge ;
in custody. (Also

in hands.
}

f 1200 ORMIN 17990 t>e Faderr .. hafe^b gifenn himm inn

hannd To weldenn al!e }>mgess. a 1300 Cursor M. 15813
Petre was in hand nummen for forfuit he had don. c 1400
MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) iv. 12 Cristen men ware wont for to

hafe bat citee in hand. c\<sy> A bird in hand [see BIRD

i
so. 6]. 1551 T. WILSON Logike (1580) 86 Promised to give

i hym a greate somme of money . . and gave hym . . halfe in

hande. 1623 BINGHAM Xenophon 22 The Milesian, .being
in hand to the Kings people, escaped away naked to the

j

Grecians. 1627 J. CARTER Exp. Serin. Mount 38 It lyeth
us in hand, seriously to consider what our practice is. 1633
T. STAFFORD Pat:. Hib. i. vii. (1810) 98 Then Desmond O
Conner layed hold upon James Fits Thomas, and said, My
Lord you are in hand. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. n. xxi.

(1695) 146 Apt to judge a little in Hand better than a great
deal to come. 1751 Affect. Narr. Wager a,-*,

With a little

yet in Hand, we were almost starving. 1844 M. HENNEI.L
Soc. Syst. 50 To make . .purchases, .according to convenience
and cash in hand. 1884 CURTIS PRICE in Law Times Rep.
LI. 157/2 His scrupulous desire to keep the mansion-house
in hand. Mod. You may keep the offer in hand till the 2oth.

te. In expectation or suspense (with hold,

keep}. Obs.
c 1369 CHAUCER Dethe Blaunche 1019 Hyr lust to holde

no wyght in honde. ^1374 Troylus n. 426(477) But that

I nyl not holden hym yn honde. 1653 H. COGAN tr.

Pinto*s Trav. xxxviii. 152 Not to hold him longer in hand.

1824 SCOTT St. Ronan's xviii, The rogue-lawyers, after

taking fees, and keeping me in hand for years.

f. In process ; being carried on or actually dealt

with in any way. '.See also take in hand 42.)
c 1386 CHAUCER Reeve's T. 115 It shal be doon, quod

Symkyn . .What wol ye doon whil that it is in hande ? c 1460

Tmvneley Myst. (Surtees) 147 Som what is in hand, what
ever it meyn. 1513 MORE in Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 757
No warre in hande, nor none towarde. 1586 A. DAY Eng.
Secretary i. (1625) 22 The matters or newes in hand amongst
us. 1692 LD. MOLESWORTH Ace, Sweden 109 Though it be

something fprreign to the Matter in hand. 1719 DE FOE
Crusoe n. vii, Having much business in hand. 1888 BURGON
Lives 12 Gd. Men II. xi. 332 He. .gave his whole attention
to whatever he had in hand. 1895 Manch. Guard. 19 Oct.

4/8 The work, .is now well in hand.

g. In hand withi occupied or engaged with,

dealing with; in conference with, endeavouring to

persuade (also in hands with). Obs. or dial, t In
hand to do something : occupied in doing it. Obs.

(See also to go in hand with, 39.)
1470-85 MALORY Arthur x. Ixii, I shal neuer be at ease in

my herte tyl I be in handes with them. 1509 BARCLAY Shyp
of Folys (1874* II. 25 Another with Grece and Cesyll is in

honde. 1515 SUFFOLK in State Papers Hen. VIII (For. fy

Dom.} II. i. 26 The Queen was in hand with me the first

day I [came], and said she must be short with me. 1539
BIBLE (Great) Ps. Ivi. a Myne enemyes are daylye in hande
to swalow me vp. 1604. JAS. I Counterbl. (Arb.) in Is it

not a great vanitie, that a man cannot heartily welcome
his friend now, but straight they must bee in hand with
Tobacco? 1633 BP. HALL Hard Texts 598 Zerubbabel,
who is now in hand to build the Temple. 1635 LAUD Wks.
(1860) VII. 116 For the statutes, I am in hand with them.

[1825-80 JAMIESON s.v., He's in hands wi' Jean.]

h. In hand : under control, subject to discipline.

(Originally a term of horsemanship, cf. b.)

1832 Prop. Regul. Instr. Cavalry in. 64 They will have
their horses in hand . . with their heads well up. 1856
Atkenatuttt 6 Dec. 1491 An Irishman . . who has been kept
well in hand at a tight University in his calf-days. 1874
L. STEPHEN Hours in Library (1892) I. iv. 151 If he had
strong passions, .he kept them well in hand.

i. Preceded by a numeral denoting a number of

draught horses, etc. driven by one person. See
FOUR-IN-HAND.
1890 Pall Mall G. 20 June 2/1 An eight-in-hand team,

jj. In any hand", in any case, at any rate : =*

25 g. Obs.
x6ox SHAKS. Alts Well in. vi. 45 Let him fetch off his

drumme in any hand. 1622 MABBE tr. A tertian's Guzman
d'.llf. II. 150, I would not in any hand..he should slip his

necke out of the collar.

3O. Of . . hands.
a. Of one's hands (rarely hand} : in respect of

one's actions, of action, of valour in fight : usually
with valiant

', proper, etc. A man of his hands : a
man of valour, skill, or practical ability, arch.

rtX3OO Cursor M. 7 O brut bat bern bald of hand. 13. .

Coer de L. 2092 Three gentil barouns of England, Wise of

speech, doughty of hand. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce ix. 481 This
Schir Eduard . .Wes of his handis a nobill knycht. 1470-85
MALORY Arthur n. xvii, Ye are . . the man of moost prowesse
of your handes lyuyng. 15x3 DOUGLAS &neis ix. iii. 130
Mony thousand douchty men of handis. c 1530 H. RHODES
Bk. Nurture 73 in Babees Bk. 84 A man of his handes with

hastynesse Should at no tyme be fylde. 1598 SHAKS.

Merry \V. i. iv. 27 He is as tall a man of his hands, as any
is between this and his head. a 1635 NAUNTON Fragm.
Reg. (Arb.) 47 He loved sword and buckler men, and such
as our Fathers were wont to call men of their hands. 1886
SIR F. POLLOCK Oxford Lect. iv. 108 Learning to be a man
of your hands with another weapon or two besides.

HAND.

t b. Of all hands-, on all hands (see 32 h), on
all sides, on the part of every one; also ^quot.

1588) in any case. Obs.

1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VII, 6b, Callyng him of al

handes kynge. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. iv. iii. 219 Of all

hands must we be forsworne. 1621-31 I,Am Serni. (1847)
45 Then there is 'joy', 'great joy', of all hands. 1715 M.
DAVIES Athen. Brit. I. 260 Both are own'd of all hands to
be spurious.

31. Offhand.
a. See OFF-HAND, b. Off one's hand(s] : out of

one's charge or control. To take off ones hands :

to relieve one of the charge or responsibility of.

1636 RUTHERFORD Lett. i. ccx. (1675) 394 The scattered
Flock once committed to me, and now taken off my Hand
by himself. 1676 WYCHRRLEY PI. Dealer \. ii, He has
seemed to make his wench rich, only that I might take her
off his hands. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India % P 81 Good
Masters, who had taken off of his hands more Flesh in that
time . . than he had sold in some Years before. 1765 FOOTE

Commissary i. Wks. 1799 II. Q A friend of the lady's will

take the child off her hands. 1889 The County xxii, I have
taken him off your hands.

32. On hand, upon hand.
a. In one's possession ;

in one's charge or keep-
ing : said of things, or of work or business which
one has to do. To have on hand', to have with

one
;
to be charged with, have the care or responsi-

bility of; to have in order to deal with or dispose
of; to be about or engaged on.

ctQ2$Jntert. v. Rule St. Kenet (Logeman)75 Swahwylce
bine on handum mid hxlicum ofoste si becumcn. c 1205
LAY. 248 Al bat lond bat Eneas heore fader hefde on hond.

1390 GOWER Con/. 1.94 Thou hast on honde such a game.
1470-85 MALORY Arthur I. xvii, These xj kynges haue more
on hand than they are ware of. 1548 UDALL, etc. Erasw.
Par. John gib, It onely lyeth you vpon hande to fyght
manfully. 1815 E. S. BARRETT Heroine I. 59 We have
other matters on hands. x8x8 JAS. MILL Brit. India II.

iv. v. 470 If he possessed in India any money on loan or
merchandize on hand. 1853 LYTTON My Novel i. ix, The
abode . . which had so evidently hung long on hand. Mod .

We have at present a large stock of tweeds on hand.

t b. Said of evil, harm, etc. affecting a person.
To have on hand*, to have to bear or suffer. Obs.
ri2OO Moral Ode 192 pet ure eldre misduden, we habbeb

uuele on honde. ^1350 Leg. Rood (1871) 62 Fader, what
harm es be on hand. 1390 GOWER Con/. II. 12 For ever he
hath drede upon honde.

fc. In or into one's presence ; present; at hand.
To bring on hand: to bring in, introduce. To

nigh on hand; to draw nigh, approach. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 4957 Sargantz send i son on hand pat

in bair gare mi god pai fand. Ibid. 10680 To bring a custom
neu on hand, r 1400 Destr.Troy 11362 Noy. .neghison hond.
Ibid. 12265 Onone come the night & neghit vppon hond.
a 1400-50 Alexander 4791 A new note neghis on hand.

j-d. On (an) hand: favourably, prosperously.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 177 Here tuder swlSe wexeS and

wel bieS and go5 wel on hond. 1205 LAY. 22313 Wind
heom stod an honde. a 1250 Owl <$ Night. 1649 Me buncb
J>at bu me gest an honde.

e. At hand ; in attendance (U.S.}.
1856 OLMSTED Slave States 372 The slaves they had

employed never would be on hand, when the hour for

relieving came. 1887 I. HAWTHORNE Trag. Myst. x, Jonson
proposed to be on hand again before breakfast. 1891
Chicago Inter Ocean 16 Feb., I heard that he was about to
make a sale, and I was on hand.

f* f. On in time, as time goes on. Obs.
c 1205 LAY. 7165 peos children weoxen an hond bat heo

mihten halden lond. Ibid. 12711 Ah bene nome hit losede
an hond. a 1225 Ancr. R. 326 pe wunde bet euer wurseS
an hond. c 1320 Sir Tristr. 933 On hand Mani man wepen
sare For ransoun to yrland.

g. On, upon, one's hands (rarely hand} : resting

upon one as a charge, burden, or responsibility, or

as a thing to be dealt with or attended to
; opp. to

offone's hands.

1528 ROY Rede me (Arb.) 134, I haue wife and children

vpon my hande. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 1167 Kerseis,
and Collons, lay on their handes. 1639 T. BRUGIS tr.

Camus' Mor. Relat, 214 Seeing three men upon his hands,
what could he doe ? 1700 T. BROWN tr. Fresny's Amuseni.
Ser. $ Com. 48 Persons .. that have a great deal of Idle
Time lying upon their Hands. 1790 BURNS Tarn O'Shaiiter

78 That night, a child might understand, The Deil had
business on nis hand. 1799 HAN. MORE Fern. Ednc. (ed. 4)
I. no Were we thrown a little more on our own hands.

1889 J. S. WINTER Mrs. Boh (1891) 158, I have this house
on my hands till next October.

h.. On all hands, on every hand: on all sides,
in all directions, to or from all quarters.
1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. <$ Commw. (1603) 105 They are

oppressed on all hands. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. n. i. 86 The grace
of Heauen, Before, behinde thee, and on euery hand
Enwheele thee round, 1700 DRYDEN Pref. Fables (Globe)
506 It is agreed on all hands that he writes even below

Ogilby. 1775 SHERIDAN Duenna. I. iv, I have heard it on
all hands. 1856 R. A. VAUGHAN Mystics (i86o)_II. VIM. vii.

66 The shameful servility of some, the immoral life of others,
the bigotry of almost all, repelled him on

every
hand. 1893

Law Times XCV. 227/2 It is admitted on all hands.

i. On (the] one hand, on the other hand, are

used (besides the physical sense 4) to indicate two
contrasted sides of a subject, circumstances, con-

siderations, points of view, etc.

1638 BAKER tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. III.) 55 My mother ..

being sicke on one hand, and my selfe on the other. 1705
BOSMAN Guinea 434 We are obliged to depart without our

Money : But on the other hand, the next time we come
hither, we are sure to be honestly paid. 17x1 ADDISON



HAND.

Spect. No. loi Pa If men of eminence are exposed to cen-

sure on the one hand, they are as much liable to flattery on
the other. 1741 WATTS Improv. Mind i. v. 5 But there

is a danger of mistake in our judgment of books, on the

other hand also. 1871 SMILES Charact. \, (1876) 10 Either

being elevated on the one hand, or degraded on the other.

Mod. This is the larger ; on the other hand, its flavour is

not quite so fine.

t j. So formerly on cither hand, on some hands,
on this hand. Obs.

1655 BP. HALL Rent. IVks. (1660) 205 Here we live with

men, yea beasts, yea, if (on some hands) I should say with
incarnate Devils, I should not [etc.]. 1662 STILLINGFL.

Oriff. Sacr. it. vti. 2 It is no question on either hand
whether God may require these things or no. 1769 BURKE
Corr. (1844) I. 188 On this hand I would not choose a very
shy and cold behaviour.

k. On any hand', see 25 g.
33. Out of hand.
a. At once, immediately, straight off

;
without

premeditation, suddenly ; extempore.
13. . Gaiv. fy Gr, Knt. 2285 Dele to me my destine, and

dp hit out of honde. c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882)1. 214 Redde
him of his lyff out of hand a-non. 1578 LYTE Dodoens in.

Ixxviii. 427 Aconit is.. very hurtful to mans nature, and
killeth out of hande. 1692 R. L/ESTRANGE Josephus,
Antiq. xv. xi. (1733) ^13 Salome and her Faction were
Tooth and Nail for dispatching her put of Hand. 1794
GODWIN Cal. Williams 82 Bid him finish the business out
of hand. 1883 F. M. CRAWFORD Dr. Claudius vii. 114 She
will marry you out ofhand after a three months' engagement.

b. The opposite of in hand (in various senses :

see 29) : No longer in process ; done with ; not led

by the hand
;
from or as a result of some treatment

(quot. 1823) ;
out of or beyond control.

1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, in. i. 107 Were these inward
Warres once out of hand, Wee would (deare Lords) vnto
the Holy-Land. 1807 COLERIDGE Lett. (1895) 513 Do what
you have to do at once, and put it out of hand. 1823 J,
BADCOCK Dom. Amusem. 153 Though repeated with muri-
atic acid also, it comes out of hand in a most enviable state

of whiteness. 1883 W. E. NORRIS No New Thing\\\. xxxv.

223 Your temper seems to have got rather out of hand.

34. To hand.
a. Within reach, accessible, at hand

; f near,
close by, close up, to close combat (obs.} ; into

one's possession or presence. (See also to come to

hand, 37 a.)
a 1300 Cursor M. 11235 SH[k] clathesals sco had to hand.

Ibid. 14142 His sisters serued him to hand, c 1400 Rom.
Rose 4198 It were folyto prece to honde. c 1440 CAPGRAVE
Life St. Kath. v. 992 Ffor be his massageris sente he me
to hande AI my sustenauns. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. xi. 8

By this, the dreadful Beast drew nigh to hand. Ibid. n.
vi. 19 Him needed not long call ; shee soone to hond Her
ferry brought. 1750 FRANKLIN Let. Wks. 1887 II. 166, I

sent this essay . . and have since heard nothing of it, which
makes me doubt of its getting to hand. 1845-6 TRENCH
Huls. Lect. Ser. i. iv. 69 Evidences ready to hand.

b. To hand, to one's hand: into subjection,
under control.

1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1658) 241 Alexander, .at last

wan the horse to hand, c 1630 RISDON Snrv. Devon 266

(1810) 275 He . . brought the hawk to hand. 1720 DE FOE
Capt. Singleton iv. (1840) 63 Some of these they had brought
so to their hand, that they taught them to go and come.

C. To (unto} one's hand(s : ready for one, with-
out exertion on one's own part.
1581 W. CHARKE in Confer, iv. (1584) Ff

ij b,
I English it

to your hande, because you deale not with the Greeke.
1606 SHAKS. Ant. <$ Cl. iv. xiv. 29 What thou would'st do
Is done vnto thy hand. 1661 BRAMHALL Just Vind. iii. 53
The Court of Rome had done that to their hands. 1701
W. WOTTON Hist. Rome, Commodus i. 188 The Work is

done to your Hands already by your Father. 1855 BROWN-
ING A Light Woman xiv, Robert Browning, you writer of

plays, Here's a subject made to your hand !

35. Under hand.

t a. In subjection, under control or rule ; under
one's charge or care. Obs.

aiy&CursorM. 6442 (Cott.)tHs ilk folk, .fat mouses had
vnder hand, c 1340 Ibid. 4261 (Trin.) loseph . . hab his godes
vndir honde.

b. Secretly, stealthily : see UNDERHAND.
1611 TOURNEUR Ath. Trag. in. ui. Wks. 1878 I. 02 He

does it under hand. 1705 BOSMAN Guinea (1707) 49 Selling
this Liquor by their Emissaries under-hand.

C. Under one's hand(s : under one's action,

charge, care, or treatment.

1535 COVERDAJLE Exod. xxi. 2o He that smyteth his ser-

uaunt . . that he dye vnder his handes. 1659 D. PELL Impr.
Sea 72 As a Physician doth to see many patients dying
under his hands.

1700
S. L. tr. Fryke's Voy. E. Ind. 16 We

had a Man, who had lost a Limb.,under our Hands to cure.

d. Under the hand of: with the signature of.

(Cf. 17.)

1633 T. STAFFORD Pac. Hit. \. vii. (1810) 98 Letters which
were intercepted and brought to mee (under the Presidents

hand). 1700 S. L. tr. Fryke's Voy. E. Ind. 70 An especial
Order under my hand. 1726 Adv. Capt. R. Boyle 309 The
Lady . . gave it my Wife, without any thing under my Hand.
1891 Law Times XCII. 125/1 The rule which makes it

necessary to stamp with a sixpenny stamp an agreement
under hand only.
Unto one's hand : see 34 c. Upon hand : see

2 5 g, 32 g-
36. With . . hands.

f a. With one's hands, with {seventh, twelfth,

etc.) hand: by oath, by the testimony of (seven,

twelve, etc.) witnesses. (See Da Cange s.v.Jura-
mentum.) Obs.

VOL. V.

57

1484 Sitrtees Misc. (1888) 43 He welbe at all tymes redy
to prove and make good eythre upon a book or els with his

handes. 1609 Leges ftIarchiarum in Stat. Scotl. I. 84*/2

He sail purge himberof at be merchis-.withbesevynt hand.

1658 CLEVELAND Rustic Rampant Wks. (1687) 472 The
Abbot with his twelfth Hand, .should swear.

b. With both hands (fig.) : with all one's might;
t fully, freely (quot. 1624). (See also to play with
both hands

t 40.)
[1340 HAMPOLF. Pr. Consc. 1258 f>e world .. Agayn us

fightes with twa handes.] 1611 BIBLE Micah vii. 3 That

they may doeeuill with both hands earnestly. 1624 BEDELL
Lett. viii. 118 All this is yeelded with both hands. 1871 L.

CARROLL Through the Locking-Glass ix. 188 You couldn't

deny that, if you tried with both hands.
** With verb and preposition. (See also bear in

hand (BEAR v. 3 e), bring on h. (32 c above), come
in h. (29 c), have in h., on h. (29 f. 32 a, b), hold

in h. (29 c, e), take off one's hands (31 b),)

37. Come to hand.
a. To come to one, or within one's reach, to

arrive, to turn up ; to be received or obtained.
a 1300 Cursor M. 10893 pan com baa thre men him to hand.

c 1400 Sffiudone Boo, 2401 Thai slowen down bat came to

honde. 1313 MORE in Grafton Chron. (1568)
II. 782 To

put on such hamesse as came next to their handes. 1603
K.NOLLES Hist. Turks (1658) 72 The common people . . eat

whatsoever comes to hand. 1807 T. JEFFERSON Writ. (1830)
IV. 101 The enclosed letter, .came to hand yesterday. 1875
JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) III. 358 Seizing any weapon that

comes to hand.

b. Come to (one's) hands : to come to close

quarters, engage hand to hand. (Cf. 25 f.)

1551 ROBINSON tr. More's Utop. n. (1895) 257 The battell

come to their handes. 1623 BINGHAM Xenopkon 74 Who
came to hands, before the whole Armie ioyned. 1882

STEVENSON New Arab. Nts. (1884) 237, I want to come to

my hands with them, and be done.

t 38. Pall in hand(s. Obs. (Cf. 29 f, g.)

t a. To fall to blows
;
to come to words with.

(Alsofait on hand.} Obs.

1448 Paston Lett. No. 60 I. 74 When they met to gyder,
they fell in handes togyder, and [Sir Robert] smothym . . with

hys sord. Ibid. No. 711 III. 72, I felle on hande with hym
for Matelaske Kerre. 2529 MORE Comf. agst. Trib. in.

Wks. 1224/1 She fel in hand with hym and all to rated him.

1605 CAMDEN Rem. (1637) 275 His wife fell in hand with

him, and asked him ; What will you do, list you not to put
forth your selfe as others doe ?

t b. Fall in hands with, or to do something :

to set about, take in hand. Obs.

1529 MORE Dyaloge 30 b/i Or he fall in hand wyth the
tone or the tother. 1577-87 HOLINSHED Chron. (1807-8) II.

83 King Stephan . . fell in hand to besiege the residue of
those places which the rebels kept. 1611 BIBLE Trans I.

Pref. 10 Neither, .were we the first that fell in hand with

translating the Scripture into English. 1641 BEST Farm.
Bks. (Surtees) 141 Weaver to fall in hands with mole catch-

inge till St. Marke day bee past.

1 39. Oo in hand, on hand. Obs. (Cf. 29 f, g.)

j* a. Go in hand with, or to do something : to

engage or deal with, be about ; to proceed with.

1534 MORE On the Passion Wks. 1323/2 Our Sauiour

foorthwyth went in hande wyth the instytutynge of . . the
blessed Sacramente. 1587 HARRISON England n. i. (1877)
i. 38, I will, .go in hand with the limits, .ofourseuerall sees.

1639 SANDERSON Semi. II. 124 [That] he should..go in

hand with it himself, with all convenient care and speed,

t b. To come to be dealt with or treated. Obs.

1553 GRIMALDE Cicero's Offices (c 1600) 159 b, When Atreus

part should goe in hand [cum tractaretur Atreus\,

f4O. Flay on (or with) both hands. To
practise double-dealing, act with duplicity. Obs.

1549 Compl. Scot. xi. 89 The kyng of ingland playit vitht

baytht the handis. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 358
He slew. . King of the Hunnes, for playing on both hands.

1 41. Stand (one) in (or on) hand. To concern ;

to be incumbent on
;
to be the duty or business of.

(Cf. 32 g.)
"555 fisher's Life If. 118 It standeth vs in hand.. to

prostrate ourselves before him. 1583 GOLDING Calvin on
Deut. Pref. Ep. 3 It standeth us on hand to strengthen our-
selues in the infallible certaintie of the holy Christian

Religion. 1654 H. L/ESTRANGE Chas. I (1655) 89 It stood
him in hand to stand upon his guard. 1786 I. PERKINS
Poem in H. R. Stiles Bundling (1869) 99 Sence it doth
stand each one in hand To happyfy his life.

42. Take in hand, ton hand. To take the

charge or responsibility of
;
to set oneself to carry

out or deal with
;
to undertake ; sometimes spec, to

undertake the discipline, care, or cure (of a person).
a. with simple obj.

a 1300 Cursor M. 25928 Ws hali wark j tak on hand. 1375
BARBOUR Bruce i. 268 Wedding is the hardest band That
ony man may tak on hand. 1390 GOWER Conf. I. 34 Where
dedly werre is taken on honde. 1535 COVERDALE Ps. c[i]. 4,

I wil take no wicked thinge in honde. 1581 PETTIE Gttazzd's
Civ. Conv. i. (1586) 22 To morrow . . we wil take againe our
matter in hand. 1608-11 BP. HALL Medit. fy Vows n.

12 Before I take any man in hand, I will knowe whether
hee be a thorne or a nettle. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones\\\.
ni, Very obedient to me she was when a little child, before

you took her in hand. 1885 G. ALLEN Babylon xi, I've

taken you in hand. Mod. It is a difficult task that you
have taken in hand.

b. with inf. (arch, or dial.}

1307 Elegy Ed-w, /, v, That oure kyng hede take on honde,
Al Engelond to geme ant wysse. c 1380 Sir Fentmb. 143
To take an hond a}en hym to take be fyjte. 1526 TIN-
DALE Luke \. i For as moche as many have taken in hond
to compyle a treates off thoo thynges. 1676 HOBBES Iliad

HAND.
I. 268 T'appease Achilles I will take in hand. Mod. (north,

dial.) He took in hand to inform the others.

*** With verb governing hand. (For other

phrases, as BEAK a hand, FORCE (a persons} hand,
HOLD (one's) hand, JOIN hands, Kiss the hand,
LAY hands on, LEND a hand, SET hand (to, on),

SHAKE hands, STRIKE hands, TRY one's hand,
WASH one's hands of, etc.

,
see the verbs. To have

a hand in ; see 3 b above. To show one's hand :

see 23 d.)
43. Change hands. To substitute the left hand

for the right and the converse ; to pass from one
hand to another, from one person's hand or posses-
sion to another's (cf. 2).

1670, 1732 [see CHANGE v. 2], 1826 H. N. COLERIDGE
West Indies 100 The property in the soil must change
hands. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 160 The whole
soil would soon change hands.

44. Give (one's) hand.
a. To present or hold out the hand to be grasped,

in token of salutation, bargaining, etc.

1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Sftr. n. i. 320 Giue me your hands,
God send you ioy, Petruchio, 'tis a match. 1601 Jut. C.
v. v. 49 Giue me your hand first. Fare you wel my Lord.

1876 T. HARDY Ethelterta (1890) 1 14 She gave him a hand
so cool and still that Christopher.. was literally ashamed to

let her see and feel his own.

t b. fig. To give hands : to consent, agree (to) ;

to pledge oneself. Obs.

1594 CAREW Hnarte's Exam. Wits (1616) 24 So they all

gaue hands to this opinion, saue onely Aristotle. 1708
OCKLEY Saracens (1848) 432 So they gave him their hands
to be subject to him.

45. Make a hand.
a. To make one's profit ;

to make a success of,

to succeed or speed with. Freq. with qualifying

adj., usfair, fine (often ironical) , good, etc.

1538 LONDON in Lett. Suppress. Monast. (Camden) 234
They mak ther handes by leesys, salys ofwodde, and of ther

plate. 1583 GOLDING Calvin on Deut. iii. 15/1 All is one
with them, so as they may make their hand. 1613 SHAKS.
Hen. VIII, v. iv. 74 Y* haue made a fine hand fellowes ?

1669 W. HACKE Collect. Orig. Voy. iii. (1699) 69 We should
have made a better hand of them. 1702 C. MATHER Magii.
Chr. vn. App. (1852) 596 Through the disadvantages of
their feet by the snow they could make no hand on it. 1727
SWIFT Gulliver n. iii, The farmer, .concluding I must soon

die, resolved to make as good a hand of me as he could.

1808 WINDHAM Let. 21 Oct. in Sp. Parl. (1812) I. 98, I do
not find that I make much hand (I should rather perhaps
say much foof) in walking. 1890 BOLDREWOOD Col. Jfe-

former (1891) 90, I don't suppose you'd have made much
hand of them by yourself.

b. To make a hand of (with) : to make away
with, make an end of,

' do for '. Obs. or dial.

1577-87 HOLINSHED Chron. (1807-8) III. 142 They falling
to the spoile made a hand, and therewith departed. 1583
STUBBES Anat. Abus. II. (1882) 55 To giue them such
medicines, .as will soone make a hand of them. 1601 HOL-
LAND Pliny ix. Ix, It makes a hand with it, and digesteth it

presently. 1678 BUNYAN Pilgr. Progr. 93 He [Moses] had
doubtless made a hand of me, but that one came by, and
bid him forbear. 1864 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. xv. v. (1871) VI. 8

Hungarian Majesty, .attacks Seckendorf furiously, .in mid-
winter ; and makes a terrible hand of him. 1887 Chesk.
Gloss, s. v., I mun know about th

1 markets afore I sell : I

dunna want to be made a hand on.

46. Take the hand of. To take hold of the

hand which is given or offered ;
to join hands.

1565 Child Marriages (E. E. T. S.) 68 The said Roger
and Ellin, .toke handes together. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. i. ii.

376 Come vnto these yellow sands. And then take _hands.
1771 MRS. E. GRIFFITH Lady Barton II. 274 A pair . . as

firmly united as any that ever took hands, from the first

wedding in Eden, down to this present day. Mod. Take

my hand ; I will lead you safely.
**** With adjective qualifying hand.

(For other phrases, as BLOODY hand, EVEN hand,
FREE hand, HELPING hand, HIGH hand, LOOSE
hand, OLD hand, RED hand, SINGLE hand, STRONG

hand, UPPEB hand, etc., see the adjectives. See

also LEFT HAND, OVEEHAND, RIGHT HAND, SECOND

HAND, etc.).

47. Better hand, f a. Superiority, the '

upper
hand

'

; precedence.
1533 [see BETTER a. 5]. 1555 W. WATREMAN Fardle

Facions n. xi. 243 The name of the Turkes hath gotten the

bettre hande, and the other [Saracens] is out of remem-
braunce. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 341 If they might have

the better hande of us. 1632 MASSINGER & FIELD Fatal

Dowry n. i, To let strong nature have the better hand.

1641 J. TRAPPE Theologia Theol. 2 That the Gospel should

have the better hand of the Law.

b. See 10 b, 45 a.

48. Clean hands, fig. Freedom from wrong--

doing, innocence or uprightness of life : see CLEAN
a. 3d.
1382 WYCLIF Job xyii. 9 The ri^twis sha' holden his weie,

ana with clene hondis adde strengthe. 1539 BIBLE (Great)
Ps. xxiv. 4 He that hath cleane handes and a pure hert.

1667 PEPYS Diary 19 May, My Lord Treasurer . . is said to

die with the cleanest hands that ever any Lord Treasurer did.

iSgdMoRLEYin LiberalMag .'Dec. 495 You would go. .into

the councils of Europe with clean hands.

49. First hand. a. At (the) first hand: see

IDC above, and FIRST HAND, f b. Atfirst hand;

at first. Obs.
1600 HOLLAND Liny xxv. xxxvii. 577 At first hand they

wist not what to doe.

8



HAND. 58 HAND.

f 50. Oood hand. To get or have a good hand

against : to get or have a decided advantage over.

(Jbs. (See also make a good hand of, 45 a.)
1600 HOLLAND Livy VH. vii. 253 The other armie. .got a

good hand against their enemies. 1652-62 HEYLIN Cosmogr.
in. 11673) 160/1 A prince who since he came to age, hath
had a good hand against the Turks.

1 51. Higher hand. Superiority in contest,

master)'- Obs.
a 12*5 Ltff. Kath. 758 5ef ha mahen on me f>e herre bond

habben. 13.. Coer dc L. 5239 And who that haves the

heyer hand Have the cyte and al her land, c 1386 CHAUCER
Prol. 390 If |rat he faughte and hadde the hyer honde,
c 1450 Merlin 124 That he myghte haue the hier honde.

***** With an adverb.

52. Hand in, out. To have one's hand in : to

be actively engaged, to be in habitual practice, to be
at it ;

to be in practice. His hand is out : he is

out of practice, not in working order.
c 1460 Ttnantlfy Myst. (Sin-tees) 220 Yit efte, whils thi

hande is in, Pulle ther at with som kyn gyn. 1586 A. DAY
Eng. Secretary i. (1625)44 There was no rake-hell, .but his
hand was in with him, and that he was a copesmate for

him. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. IV. i. 137 And if my hand be
out, then belike your hand is in. 1667 BARROW in Rigaud
Corr. Set. Men (1841) II. 54 Now my hand is in, I will add
briefly these theorems. 1749 CHESTERF. Lett. (17921! I. cxcviii.

246 Write a line or two of it every day to keep your hand
in. 1828 Craven Dial, s.v., To have the hand in, to be
accustomed to business. 1848 Mem. Tod of Balerno 17
There are particular seasons when . . his hand is out, when
he is unable to wield the pen, when imagination flags. 1875 M.
PATTISON Casaubon 354 Mere exercises to keep his hand in.

53. Hands off I colloq. Keep off ! let (the person
or thing) alone ! a peremptory order to cease or

desist from touching or interference.

1563 BECON Display. Pof. Masse Wks. in. 42 Take thys
bread, sayth.. Christ.. Hande of, saye ye papistes. Gape
and we will put it in your mouthes. < 1592 MARLOWE
Massacre Paris n. iv, Hands off, good fellow ; I will be his

54. Hands np I An order or direction to people
to hold up their hands to signify assent, etc. ; also,
a robber's, policeman's, etc., order to preclude re-

sistance.

1887 I. HAWTHORNE Trag. Myst. xviii. Hands up every
soul of you ! Mod. (at school). Hands up, those who have
the right answer !

****** With another noun.

(See also HAND AND OLOVE, HAND OF GLOBT,
HAND OVER HEAD, HAND TO MOUTH, etc.)
55. Hand . . fist. a. Hand over jist (colloq.)= HAND OVER HAND.

[It] enables, .lighter and better rigged whalers to get away
from them, as the phrase goes,

' hand over fist '.

b. Hand tofist (colloq.)
= HAND TO HAND.

1652-3 WOOD Life 4 Mar., Going to the ale-house . . they
set hand to fist, and drunk very desperatly. 1705 HICKER-
INGILL Priest-cr. i. (1721) 59 Killing a Lyon and a Bear,
Hand to Fist. 1760 FOOTE Minor i. Wks. 1799 I. 245 He
and Jenny Cummins drank three flasks, hand to fist, last

night. 1811 SCOTT Fam. Lett. Sept. (1894) I. vii. 229 The
Edinburgh reviewers have been down on my poor Don
Roderick, hand to fist.

56. Hand and foot (also in earlier use/ and h.,

feet and As., As. and/.} are often found in colloca-
tion ; usually (now always) in adverbial construc-

tion; esp. in phr. to bind hand and foot (in mod.
use sometimes Jig.}. To wait upon or f serve (to}
hand andfoot : to wait upon or serve assiduously.
(See also FOOT si>. 26 b.)
cgffi Lindisf. Cos/,. John xi. 44 jebundeno foet & hond.

ciooo Ags. Gasf. Ibid., be dead waes jebunden handan &
fotan. citoo Vices $ V^irt. (1888) 17 And binden me, baSe
handen and fiet. a 1300 Cursor M. 14355 Bath fete and
hand (>ar was he bunden. cmoAssumj. Virg. (B.M. MS.)
70 Sche . . seruede hem to hande & fote. c 1420 Sir A maiiace
(Camd.) Iviii, To serue him wele to fote and honde. 1639
S. Du VERGER tr. Camus' Admir. Events 56 He is forth-
with bound hand and foot. 1893 Law Times XCIV. 502/2The Divisional Court held themselves bound hand and foot
by the authorities. Mod. They expect to be waited on
hand and foot.

57. Hand . . . hand. (See also HAND IN HAND,
HAND OVER HAND, HAND TO HAND.)
fa. Hand by hand, Hand for hand: =HAND

TO HAND, at close quarters ; side by side. Hand
of hand, hand with hand, to hand and hand, with
hand to hand: -- HAND TO HAND. 06s.

CI20J LAY. 174 Hond wiS honde, fuhten |ia heje men.
13.. Coerde L. 4364 Hand be hand to geve bekyr. c 1400

u" j
**

>
394 Tnal thai myght "Snt with hem anoon,HOTde of honde. M3-.4o LYDG. Bochai iv. ix. (1554) 107The King and he walking hand by hand. 1490 CAXTON

EtuyAos hv. 150 To fyghte wyth hym hande for hande.
IS3S; S>TEWART Cron. Scot. I. 37I Tha kingis..raid togidderto the toun, Hand for hand. 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. V,
560, To get upon the walles and with hand to hand to

ge with his enemy. 1553 BRENDE O. Curtius in. 33emg enforced to joyne hand for hand, they valiantly used
the sworde.

b. From hand to hand: from one person to
another ; through a series or succession of hands.
(Cf. 10.)

1561 T. NORTON Calvin's Inst. i. 18 Their writings came
to posteritie . . from hand to hand. 1660 F. BROOKE tr.

Lt Blotters Trav. 10 The word was given from hand to

hand through the company. 1882 BESANT Revolt of Man
ix. 217 This tract had been circulated from hand to hand.

c. Hand under hand: bringing each hand

successively below the other, as in climbing down
a rope, etc. : the opposite of HAND OVEK HAND.
1804 .Yaral Chron. XI. 92 [He] let himself down, hand

under hand, by a rope.

58. Hand and thigh. Old Irish Law. (See

quot.)
1873 W. K. SULLIVAN hitrod. to O'Curry's Anc. Irish

I. 172 Ultimately, however, daughters appear to have be-

come entitled to inherit all if there were no sons.^
The

land thus given to a daughter was called
' an inheritance

of hand and thigh '. Ibid., An explanation of why the

estate 'of hand and thigh' was one-third the estate of
a Fiath.

59. Hand's turn,
cottoy.

A stroke of work.
1828 Craven Dial, s.v., She wmna do a hands-turn. 1881

Queen LXX. 522/3 She. .has to be waited on by the maids
rather than doing a hand's turn for herself or you.

******* Proverbialphrases and locutions.

60. a. In comparisons, as as bare, flat, as one's

hand. b. Like hand and glove, etc. : see also

HAND AND GLOVE, f c. To have long hands :

see quots. d. To have one's katuisfull : to have

enough to do or as much as one can do, to be

fully occupied, e. Many hands make light work.
f. In the tum(ing} of a hand: in a moment, in-

stantly (cf. in the twinkling ofan eye . g. In other

expressions: seequots. {To have a hand in the pie:
see PIE. Toplay into a person's hands : see PLAY.)
a. c 1420 Siege Roiicn in Collect. Lond. Cit. (Camden) 4

Buschys and brerys and boughys they brende And made
hyt as bare as my honde. 1870 BROWNING Nat. Magic i,

The room was as bare as your hand. 1883 Harper's Mag.
Dec. 147 i That coast . . is flat as your hand, as we say.
b. 1798 G. WASHINGTON Lett. Writ. 1893 XIV. 129

He . . has been as familiar with all . . as the hand is with
the glove.
C. 1583 HOLLYBAND Campo di Fior 17 What if I should

call thee theefe f What if I should say that thou hast long
handes? 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth vi, His father is a

powerful man hath long hands reaches as far as he can.
d. 1470-85 MALORY A rthur xx. xxii, Ye shalle haue bothe

your handes ful of me. 1625 MASSINGER New Way v. i,

You shall have your hands full Upon the least incitement.

1724 DE FOE Mem. Cavalier(\Z^d) 65 Horn, .had his hands
full with the main battle. 1874 STUBBS Const. Hist. (1875)
I. xii. 479 The king had his hands full in Poictou.
e. 14. . Sir Bents 3012 (MS. M.) Thoughe Ascaparde be

neuer so starke, Many handes make lyght warke ! 1539
TAVERNER Erastrt. Prov. (1552) 36 Many handes make a
lyghte burthen. 1663 F. HAWKINS Youth's Behav. 90 Many
hands make light work.
f. a 1300 Cursor M. 23223 Quils bou moght turn bi hand

abute, It suld worth rose witvten dute. 1599 H. BurrEsDyets
drie Dinner Fv, In the turne of an hand : in the twinckling
of an eye. 4x632 T. TAYLOR God's Judgem. i. n. xxxvi.

289 In the turning of an hand they were all in flames.

g. 1561 DAUS tr. Bullinger on Afoc. (1573) 133 b, Thou
must hold vp thy hand to thine eares for me : that is to

say, thou shall confirme me this by an oath. 1617 MORY-
SON Itin. in. I, ii. 17 He that writes often, shall often
receiue letters for answere : for one hand washeth another.

III. Attributive uses and Combinations.

61. attrib. a. Of or belonging to the hand, as

hand-clasp, -gout, -grasp, -guard, -reach, -skill,

-touch, -turn, -wave, etc. b. Worn on the hand,
as hand-fetter, -ring, -ruffle, -shackle.

1887 JF.FFERIE.S Amaryllis at the Fair %$ Books, .bound in

the best style of *hand-art. 1583 STANYHURST SEneis iv.

(Arb.) 105 Fayth plighted in *handclaspe. 1897 HALL CAINE
Christian xi, Their hands met in a long hand-clasp. 1616-61
HOLYDAY Persius 325 When the knotty *hand-gout has once
broke Their joynts. 1893 Daily News n Jan. 2/1 Losing
their foothold and *handgrasp on the ladder ways. 1874
BOUTELL Arms >t Arm. viii. 128 At the handle the shaft

[of the lance] passed through a small circular shield, or

"hand-guard (called a vamplate). 1637 Bp.'s Transcr. of
Register S. Geo. Martyr (Canterbury), [Signed] William
Wellton byW his *hand mark. 1795 SOUTHEY Joan ofArc
ix. 258 At his side Within ^hand-reach his sword. 1845
JAMES A. Neil\\, His collar and *hand-rufnes were of lace.

1549 HOOPER 10 Commandm. xi. Wks. (Parker Soc.) 405 A
manacle or *hand-shackle to keep them from doing of ill.

at a stand.
ly

C. That is or may be held or carried in the hand,

portable; as hand-anvil, -bagt -camera,-candlet -can-

dlestick, -lamp, -lantern, -lexicon, -litter^ -mirror,
~uet> -screen, -specimen, -spectroscope, -tray, etc.

1880 Miss BRADDON Just as I am xlv, She had her

waterproof, .and a *hand-bag. 1889 Pall Mall G. 21 Sept.
6/1 The two travellers . . stowed their *hand-baggage away
in their compartment. 1890 Anthonys Photogr. Bull. III.

i Both to the stay-at-home and the tourist the *hand camera
has become a necessity. i68a Lond. Gaz, No. 1706/8 One
large Candlestick and Socket, one *hand Candlestick,
Snuff-pan, and Snuffers. 1892 A. HEALES Archit. C/i.

Denmark 31 A king is holding up a similar *hand-cross.
x86a Illustr. Lond. News n Jan. 51/1 With a *hand-eye-

1869 DUNKIN Midti. Sky 8

with a "hand-lamp. 1862 MARSH Eng. Lang. iii. 49 In
a "hand-lexicon of any modern tongue. 1888 Harper's Mag.
Dec. 162/1 An ivory backed "hand-mirror. 1726 SHELVOCKE
Voy. round World (ij^) 16 A little "hand nest of drawers.

1856 KANE Arct. Exfil. II. xxiv. 243 Birds, .caught in their
little "hand-nets. 1891 D'O. CARTE in Pall Mall G. 5 Dec.
1/3 There were some 3000 *hand-properties employed in
'Ivanhoe

1

,
and 10 scenes. 1826 Miss MITFORU I'illage

Ser. n. (1863) 342 Painted shells and roses, .on card-racks
and ""hand-screens. 1815 W. PHILLIPS Outl. Min. $ Geol.

(1818) 198 By the examination of *hand specimens. 1871
tr. Schellen'sSpectr.Anal. Ixtx. 418 The *hand-spectroscope
of Huggins. 1481-90 Howard llouseh. Bks. (Roxb.) 228 A
payre of *hand-trayes. 1535 COVERDALE Num. xxxv. 18
Yf he smyte him with an 'handweapon of wodd.

d. Managed or worked with the hand (sometimes
spec, with one hand) ; driven or operated by manual

power, as distinguished from that of an animal or
a machine ; as hand-bat, -bellows, -besom, -brake,
-card (in cotton-spinning"), -comb, -drill, -flail,

-harpoon, -hook, -lathe, -lever, -mangle, \-meU
(
= mallet), -mortar, -piercer, -pump, "punch,

-quern, -rake, -rope, -sail, -shears, -shell, -sledge,

-tool> -wagon, -wheel, etc. e. Made or done by
hand, as hand-embroidery.
1781 SMEATHMAN in Phil. Trans. LXXI. 181 note, Beaten

level.. with their feet and a kind of *hand-bat or beetle.

1665 HOOKE Microgr. 23 Blowing now and then the Coles
with *hand-BeHows. 1894 \\~fstnt. Gaz. 4 Sept. 4/2 To
stop the train at the proper place by the application of the

ordinary 'hand-brake only. 1879 Casselfs Techn. Ednc.
IV. 273/1 Carding, .was performed by a pair of *hand-cards

upon the knee. 1882 KncycL Diet. I. 685/2 The slivers

are made by ^hand-combs. 1710 Lond. Gaz. No. 4712/4
Several Persons. .did attempt to murther..Mr. Stone.,

wounding him with a * Hand-Crow. 1770-4 A. HUNTER
Georg. Ess. (1803) I. 431 The seed must be drilled by a
*hand-drill. 1870 STAINER Music of Bible 149 It was a
tambour, timbrel, or *hand-drum. 1820 SCORESBY Ace.

iron. 1882 PEBODV Eng. Journalism, xv. 107 He used
to . . make use of his mother's *hand-mangle to work off

impressions of type. 1600 Vestry Bks. (Surtees) 133 For
a *handmell, and crosspin of iron, to mend or make bald-

rigs for our bells. 1704 Lond. Gaz. No. 4059/3, 2 Hawitzers,
and zoo

v Hand-Mortars. 1667 PRIMATT City & C. Build. 26
Whether they draw Water with Buckets, or *Hand-Pumps,
or Chain-Pumps, ciooo ^ELFRIC Jitdg. xvi. 21 Heton hine
grindan at hira *hand-cwyrne. 1878 LECKY Eng. in T&th C.
II. v. 26 The only mills for grinding corn were hand-querns,
turned by a woman's hand. 1523 FITZHERB. Hitsb. 28 A
man or woman folowjthe the mower with a '''hande-rake
halfe a yarde longe, with. vii. or. viii. tethe. 1495-7 N&va?
Ace. Hen. K/7, ^1896) 267 *Hande ropes xviij ; takes forthe

mayne sayle ij. a 1698 TEMPLE (J.), The seamen will
neither stand to their *handsails, nor suffer the pilot to
steer. 1881 Du CHAILLU Land Midn. Sun II. 256 The
women were up and busy sharpening the *hand- scythes.
1876 Fox BOURNE Locke II. xi. 193 The coin being cut
with *hand-shears, and stamped with hand-hammers. 1767
H. BROOKE FoolofQual. (1792) IV. 53 (Stanf. s.v. Granada^
They tossed their granadoes or *hand-shells among us. 1856
KANE Arct. Expl. II. xxv. 249 They have given us *hand-

sledges for our baggage. 1879 Casselfs Tec/tn. Educ. IV.

255^ The ores are generally brought to surface by means
of a common *hand-whim.

62. a. objective and obj. genitive, as hand-binder,

-clapping, -kissing, -spoiler, -warmer, -washing;
-wringing adj.
1585 HIGINS tr. Jnniits' Nowenclator 196/2 Manicse..

manicls, or *handbinders. 1858 CARLYLE misc. (1857) IV.

144 If rumour and *hand-clappmg could be credited. 1888
D. C. MURRAY Weaker Vessel i, A dropping fire of hand-

clapping. 1868 YATES Rock Ahead in. v, The ladies

exchanged sweet *handkissings. 1836 E. HOWARD R.
Reefer xxvi, I brought up to her the penitent *hand-

presser. 15.. Aberd. Reg. V. 15 (Jam.) Maisterfull and
violent *handputting in his dekin. 1884 Pall Mall G.
Extra 24 July 14/2 *Hand-warmers fitted with charcoal

pans. 1879 FARRAR St. Paul (1883) 43 The Talmud . .

devotes one whole treatise to *hand-washings. 1603
DEKKER Wonderfull Yeare C, You desolate "hand-wringing
widowes.

b. instrumental* With the hand, by hand ; esp.

as distinguished from what is done by machinery ;

as hand-coloured ppl. adj., -colouring, -comber,

-combing, -dressing, -eating, -feed \\}., -fed, -hidden

ppl. adjs., -kill vb., + -laboured, -monlded^\. adjs.,

-rearvb., reared ppl. adj., -rub vb., -rubbed, -spun,
-turned, ppl. adjs., -weaver, -weaving, -woven

ppl. adj., -wrought ppl. adj., etc.

1796 W. MARSHALL West. Eng. I. 142 (E. D. S.) With a

Beating-axe. .large chips, shavings or sods are struck off . .

This operation is termed *hand-beating. 1869 Eng. Mech.

31 Dec. 377/2 The prints . . were . . finished by *hand-

colouring. 1894 H. SPEIGHT Nidderdale 304 This was in

the days of ^hand-combing and hand-weaving. 1857
LIVINGSTONE Trav. xi. 206, I often presented my friends

with iron spoons, and it was curious to observe how the

habit of *hand-eating prevailed. 1805 FORSYTH Beauties
Scotl. I. 421 The snow . . render[sj it necessary to 'hand-feed
their flocks of sheep. 1846 J. BAXTER Libr. Pract. Agric.

(ed. 4) I. 191 Cattle, when *hand-fed. 1880 Libr. Unit'.

Knowl. (N. Y.) XI. 404 The joints should be carefully
*hand-filled with fine screened sand. 1859 TENNYSON
Vivien 895 Face *Hand-hidden, as for utmost grief, c 1575
Chalm. Air c. 25 in Balfour Practicks (1754) 5^5 Cif

ony Fleshour..slayis or *hand-killis ony beif or flesh with

his awin handis. 1854 H. MILLER Sck. * Schm. xiii. (1858)

287 This same "hand-moulded pottery of the bronze period.

1893 G. D. LESLIE Lett, to Marco xix. 128 The futility of

attempting to *hand-rear them. 1894 Daily News 2 Oct. 6/6

Both with natural and "hand-reared birds. 1859 *" A -

GRIFFITHS Artii. Man. (1862) 224 ^Hand-rub and bandage
legs. 1862 BEVERIDGE Hist. India III. vii. iii. 101 Two
attendants whose duty it was to hand-rub (fkaatfoo) their

master. 1647 TRAPP Comm. Matt. v. n There are tongue-



HAND.

smiters, as well as *hand-smiters. 189* Eastern Morning
News (Hull) 16 Feb. 2/8 *Hand.split laths. 1895 Daily
News 15 June 5/3 A piece of Chanel-spun and hand-woven
cloth. 1884 ROE Nat. Ser. Story v, A profitable crop . .

can only be grown by careful *hand-thinning. 18*7 G.

HIGGINS Celtic Druids 263 note^ I wish to God our poor
'hand-weavers could as easily migrate to Sydney. 1843

Penny Cycl. XXVII. 177/2 In *hand-weaving, the weaver

suspends his operations from time to time in order to apply
dressing to his warp. 1772 A. YOUNG in R. I>ossie Mtftt.

Agric. (1782) III. 27 [I] ^hand-weeded it, Aug. 2zd. 1807
Ann. Reg. 861 The plants are twice hand-weeded, c xooo

Ags. Gosp. Mark xiv. 58 Ic to-wurpe bis *hand-worhte

tempel. 1881 Truth 19 May 686/1 The train, .was covered
with hand-wrought embroidery.

c. locative, etc. In or as to the hands ; as hand-

bound^ -gyved, -lopped^ -shackled, -tied ppl. adjs.
?fi6oo Distracted Emp. i. i. in Bullen O. PI. III. 176

Better *hand-bounde wrastell with the Sea. 1837 CARLYLE
Fr. Rev. III. i. i. (1872) 4 A poor Legislative. -had let

itself be *hand-gyved.

d. similalive, etc., as hand-footed, -high, -like,

59

Arms $ Arm. Notes 293 The hand-cannon soon gave place
to the hand-gun. 1850 LYELL 2nd Visit U. S. II. 14, I left

the * hand-car and entered a railway -train, which carried me
in one hour into the town. 1894 Wesini. Gaz. 3 Sept. 5/1
A relief train carrying hand-cars eventually rescued them
from their perilous position. 1622 MABBI-: tr. Alemati's
Guzman tfAlf. I. 37 It seemed to mee a Si/la de atanos, or
easie *hand-Chaire. 1857 DUNGLISON fried. Lex. 447 *Hand-
drop) Wrist-drop. A popular term for the paralysis of
the hand, induced by the action of lead. 1562 TURNER
BatJis 6 b, It is good . . for the handeuell and fote euell.

1586 J. HOOKKR Giraid. Irel. in Holinshed U. 168/1 Where-
vpon they fell at *hand-fight. 1849 GROTE Greece n. Ix.

1890 O. CRAWFURD Round t/if Calendar 147 The wall

running by the garden paths, "hand-high. 1802 BINGLLY
Aniin. Biog. (1813) I. 63 The *hand-lite conformation of

their fore-feet. 1796 WITHERING Brit, Plants (ed. 3) IV.

102 Branches widening, 'hand-shaped.

63. Special Combs, t hand-adventure, a sin-

gle-handed contest ; hand-alphabet, an alphabet
of signs made by the hands, a ' deaf-and-dumb

'

alphabet ; hand-buckler, a small shield held in

the left hand to parry an adversary's sword-thrusts ;

hand-cannon, an early portable fire-arm of the

cannon type; hand-car (U.S.), a. light car propelled

by cranks or levers worked by hand, used in the

inspection and repairing of a railway lin%; hand-
chair, a Bath chair ; hence handchairman, one

who draws a Bath chair
; hand-darg (&".), a day's

work of manual labour
; hand-drop (see quot.) ;

t hand-evil, gout in the hands; hand-fight, a

light at close quarters, or hand to hand ; hand-fish,
a pediculate fish, having the pectoral fin articu-

lated ; hand-flower, the flower of the hand-plant
(q.v.) or hand-flower-tree ; f hand-friend, (?) a

friend at hand, or who will ' stand by
'

one in case

of need ; hand-gear, the starting-gear of an engine ;

hand-hole, aholegiving passage for littlemorethan

the hand; hand-in {Tennis), the person who is

serving the ball ; f hand in and hand out, the

name of a game with a ball in 151(1 c. ; hand-lan-

guage, the art of conversing by signs made with the

hands; thand-laying (hondleggynge), imposition
of hands, ordination ;

hand-lead (Naut.), a small

lead used in taking soundings less than 20 fathoms;

hand-light (Gardening), a bell-glass (
= HANI>

GLASS 2); ) hand-loose a., free from restraint;

f hand-maker, one who makes gain fraudu-

lently (cf. 45 a) ; so t hand-making ; hand-mast

(see quots.) ; also attrib. as hand-mast piece, spar ;

t hand-muff, a boxing-glove ; hand-mule (see

quot. 1892); also attrib. as hand-mule spinner;
hand orchis, a name for Orchis macttfata, from
the finger-like lobes of the tubers ; hand-out

{Tennis), the person to whom the ball is served;

hand-pin (Gunnery), see quot. ; hand-plant, a

Mexican tree (Cheirosteinon platanoides, N. O.

Sterculiacese}, having large flowers with bright red

stamens, which are united at the base and then

spread in five finger-like bundles ; f hand-point,
a children's game, the same as span-counter ;

hand-

post, a guide-post at the parting of roads, a

FINGER-POST; hand-promise, a solemn form of

betrothal among the Irish peasantry ; hand-quill,
one of the large pinion feathers of a bird ; t hand-
reaching [cf. Ger. handreichung~\,vsK&. by Cover-
dale for ministration or contribution ; hand-screw
(see quot. 1 850) ; also attrib. as hand-screw-niaker ;

f hand-shaft (see quot.) ; t hand-sleeve, a sleeve

reaching to the wrist; hand-spring, a summer-
sault in which the body is supported by the hands
while the feet are in the air

; f hand-stripe =
HAND-STROKE; t hand-stuff, app. some sort of

refuse ; hand-swipe, a shadoof worked by hand
for raising water

; t hand-table, a writing tablet
;

hand-taut a. = hand-tight ; hand-tennis, tennis

in which the ball is struck with the hand, not with
a racket; hand-tight a., as tight as it can be
drawn or fixed by the hand; f hand-timber,
small wood; hand-tree = hand-plant; hand-wave
v, t to smooth the surface of (a measure of corn)
with the hand, instead of using a strike ; f hand-
whip, a riding-whip ; thand-wolf, a wolf brought
up by hand.
1649 H. WATSON Valentine ff Orsottxiii. 55 All this *hand-

adyenture now knitting up in this manner. 1680 DALGARNO
Diiiascolocophus viii. 73, I have at last fixt upon a Finger
or *Hand-alphabet according to my mind. 1837 Penny
Cycl. VIII. 283/1 We shall give his hand-alphabet. 1847-
78 HALLIWELL, ^Haiid-camton, a musket. 1874 BOUTELL

(1862) V. 286 A strenuous hand-fight then commenced. 1847
CARPENTER Zool. 564 The Cheironectes, or *Hand-fish,
bears a strong resemblance to the common Angler in its

structure and habits ; but its fins are still more capable
of motion, enabling it to walk along the ground almost
in the manner of quadrupeds. 1822 C. WELLS Stories after
Nature (1891) 17 There is one thing greater than revenge,
and *hand-friend to our cause it is mercy. 1842 G. FRAN-
CIS Diet, Arts,, etc.

*
Hand-gear. 1846 WORCESTER, Hand-

Gear
}
an arrangement of levers and other contrivances for

opening and shutting the valves of a steam-engine. 1875
' STONEHENGE

'

Brit. Sports in. i. v. 4. 690 If the *hand-
in makes one, the game is called vantage. 1477 Act 17
Edw. /y, c 3 Diversez novelx ymaginez Jeuez appelez
Cloishe Kaylez half Kewle *Hondyn & Hondoute & Queke-
borde. 1540 Order Hen. VIII in Rymer Fcedera (1710)
XIV. 707 Keper aswell of the Playes of Hande oute aim al

Keyles. 1680 DALGARNO Didascotocophns viii. 73 Neither
. .is it so proper a medium of interpretation between persons

present face to face, as a *Hand-language. 1387 TREVISA
Hisden (Rolls) V. 243 Unwis *hond leggynge is chalenged
of pe (Pope Leo]. 1745 P. THOMAS Jrnl. Anson's Voy.

314 Sometimes we should have seven Fathom on one Side
of the Ship, and no Ground with the *Hand Lead on the

other. 1828 J. M. SPEARMAN Brit. Gunner (ed. 2) 384 The
hand-lead-line, which is generally 20 fathoms in length, is

marked at every 2 or 3 fathoms. 1860 DELAMER Kiich.
Card. (1861) 78 A *handlight or bell-glass, i88a Garden
4 Feb. 72/1 Cuttings, .root readily under a small handlight.
1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. v. 304 The peple

lyfce a cumpame of Wylde beistes, *hand louse. 1549
LATIMER yd Serm.

bef.^
Edw. VI (Arb.) 97 A *hande maker

in hys office, to make his sonne a great man. 1549 COVER-

DALE, etc. Erasnt. Par. Jude 23 *Handmaking of gaynes,
whiche thinge dooeth moste principally defile the doc-
trine of Christe. 1830 MARRYAT King's Own III. i. n
We can carry away a top-mast, and make a new one out of
the *hand-mast, at sea. 1875 LASLETT Timber 232 Hand-
mast., is a technical term applied, .to a round spar, holding
at the least 24, and not exceeding 72, inches in circumfer-

ence. 1867 SMYTH Sailors Word-btt.)
*Hand mast-spar, a

round mast ; those from Riga are . . over 70 feet long by 20
inches diameter. 1814 Sporting Mag. 93 In the on-set the

combatants wore *hand-muffs. 1834 HT. MARTINEAU Moral
n. 59 *Hand-mules are worked in pairs. 1892 Labour
Commission Gloss.,Hand-mules^ spinning-machinery, driven

by steam power and manual labour combined, used in pro-

ducing yarn. 1875
' STONEHENGE *

Brit. Sports in. i. v. 4.

690 Ifthe player who fails to return the ball is the server or

hand-in, he becomes "hand-out. 1881 GREENER Gun 262

Another pin will then be seen in the rear end of the trigger-

plate, remove this pin (occasionally this
'

*hand-pin is

placed in the reverse way). 1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot.

36 The *Hand plant of Mexico. 1659 TORRIANO, A l-palmo,
the play our children call, At span-counter, or at *Hand-

point. 1791 J. HAMPSON Mem. Wesley III. 101 A clergy-
man is like a "hand-post ; if he shew the way, it is not

necessary he should walk in it himself. 1830-3 CARLETON
Traits $ St.^ Going to Maynooth (Cent.), Few would rely
on the word or oath of any man who had been known to

break a *hand-promise. 1535 COVERDALE Acts vi. i Their

wyddowes were not loked vpon in the daylie *handreach-

inge. 1765 CROKER Diet. Arts % Sc\ t
*Hand-Scre7v

t
an

instrument more usually called a jack. 1819 P. O. Lond.
Direct. 63 Smith and Hand-screw-maker, c 1850 Rudint.

Navig. (Weale) 123 Hand-screws &c jacks. This engine is

used to cant beams or other weighty timbers '. it consists of

a box of elm containing cogged iron wheels of increasing

powers. The outer one, which moves the rest, is put in

motion by a winch. 1598 FLORID, Sommessa, the length
of a span or hand-breadth, a *hand shaft so called of our

drapers. 1585 HIGINS tr. Jumus" Nomenclator 172/1
Manica. .the *handsleeue: the sleeue of a garment. 1686
Lond. Gaz. No. 2192/4 A Purple Wastcoat, with narrow
Gold Lace on the Hand sleeves. 1875 W. CARLETON Farm
Legends (1885) 88 He al'ays could. . Make somersets on the

mow, *Hand-.springs, cart-wheels, an' such. 1895 Nation
(N. Y.) 19 Dec. 437/3 Children . . throwing handsprings and

standing on their heads. 1555 W. WATREMAN Fardle
Facions \\. vi. 152 To fighte it oute at *hand stripes. 1690
Lond, Gaz. No. 2597/4 If any Brown Paper-maker will

Buy either Rags, Ropes or *Hand-stuff of the said Com-
pany, they may be supplied at the Companies Warehouse.

1799 Naval Chron. II. 314 Dealers in. .what is called hand
stun and old stores. 1862 RAWLINSON Anc. Mon. I. 271
The use of the *Hand swipe . . is mentioned by Herodotus
and even represented upon the sculptures. (1440 Promp.
Parv. 225/2 *Hand tablys ..pugillaris. t 1860 H. STUART
Seaman's Catech. 33 Heave *hand taut. 1825 HONE Every-
day Bk. 865

*Hand-tennis still continues to be played . . it

is now called fives. fft^RiggingffSeamanship\. 167 ^Hand-
tight. A moderate degree of tension on a rope, as to make
it straight. 1881 YOUNG Every Alan his own Mechanic
443. 194 This tongue should fit the groove somewhat

tightly indeed in the manner called by joiners
' hand tight

'

meaning so tight that it cannot readily be pulled out with
the hand. 1664 Hnsbandm. Practice (N.), Fell "hand-
timber from the full to the change. 1837 Penny Cycl. VII.

28/1 Called the
'

*hand-tree', in consequence of its stamens

being so arranged as to present an appearance somewhat
similar to that of a human hand. 1641 BEST Farm. fibs.

(Surtees) 104 The millers will say that they had as leave

haue corne stricken, as soe *handwaved, and left hollowe in

the midst. 1791 Statist. Ace. Scotl. II. 533 (Jam.)
Measured by hand-waving, i.e. they are stroked by the
hand about four inches above the top of the firlot. 1683
Lond. Gaz. No. 1835/4 One short *Hand'Whip, with a
Silver twist about the Handle, a z6ix BEAUM. & FL. Maid's

HAND-BALL.

Trag. iv. i, Though I am tame. . I may leap, Like a "hand-

wolf, into my natural wildness, And do an outrage.

fHand, sh.-, var. ANDE Obs., breath.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 775 His nese oft droppes, his

hand stynkes.

Hand (htend), v.
[f.

HAND j.i]
1. trans. To touch or grasp with the hand, lay

hands on, lay hold of; to work or manage with the

hand, manipulate, handle; alsoy?^. to deal with,
! treat of. Obs. exc. in technical use : see quots.

1610 SHAKS. Temp. i. i. 25 If you can command the.se

Elements to silence, .wee will not hand a rope more. 1611
ll'ittt. T. ii. iii. 63 Let him that makes but triHes of his

eyes First hand me. Ibid. iv. iv. 359 When I \v,.> yon;.:,

you do. a 1721 PRIOR Lady's Looking-
,786 J. WEDGWOOD in PklL

handing or slapping the

, And handed loue, as y
glass 29, I hand my oar.

Trans. LXXVI. 397 What we'call rr ... __,

clay, an operation by which its different parts are inter
mixed. 1879 Cassell s Techt. Educ. IV. 414/1 Brought up
..to full perfection by 'handing', i.e. brisk rubbing with
the palm of the hand.

2. Naut. To take in, furl (a sail).

1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 5 The Sailers . . handing in

their sailes, and standing on the Deckes . . in their wet
clothes, a 1642 SIR W. MONSON Naval Tracts in. (1704)
364/1 With Ten Sailors to hand the Sails. 1720 Dr. FOB
Capt. Singleton xiv. (1840) 239 We were glad to hand all

our sails. 1790 BEATSON Nov. <$ Mil. Mem. I. 192 The
mizen top-sail was handed to prevent the mast and rigging
from falling about their ears. 1881 Daily Tel. 28 Jan.,
' They must be handing the maintopsail ', I thought.
3. To lead or conduct by the hand ; to assist with

the hand in mounting a step, alighting, etc.

a 1631 DONNE (J.), Angels did hand her up, who next God
dwell. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 120 The Sultan
and Shawoander handed him out of his Bardge. 1697
DAMPIER Voy. I. 15 Our tallest men stood in the deepest
place, and handed the sick, weak, and short men. 1764
FOOTK Mayor ofG. \. Wks. 1799 I. 169 Enter Mrs. Sneak,
handed by the major. 1811 CLARE Vill. Minstr. \. 34 He
hands her o'er the stile. 1861 TROLLOPE Orley F. xili, He
handed her into the carriage.
4. To deliver or pass with the hand or hands.

(Also with adverbs, as about, in, over.'}

1650 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. v. vi. (1658) 298 Judas . .

was so near, that our Saviour could hand the sop unto him.

1693 Royal Proclam. 13 Sept. in Lond. Gaz. No. 2802/1
Persons who . . shall . . hand or bring any such Libel to the
Press. 1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 58 f 3 There were several

Satyrs and Panegyricks handed about. 17*6 G. ROBERTS
Four Years Voy. 329, I would hand the Hat and his Arms
to him. 1816 Sporting Mag. XLVIII. 173 You may as
well hand me over the money. 1837 DICKENS Picktv. iv,

Come, hand in the eatables. 1891 K. PEACOCK N, Brendan
I. 201 Hilary handed the paper to Sir Sampson.

b. transf. and fig. To deliver, pass, transfer,
transmit. Now only with adverbs, as to hand
down, i. e. to a later generation or age ; to hand on.

i.e. to the next in a series or succession ; to hand
over, i.e. to another's possession, keeping, etc.

1642 SIR T. BROWNE Relig, Med. i. 49 In a vacuity . .

there wants a body or Medium to hand and transport the
visible rays of the object unto the sense. 1659 D. PELL
Impr. Sea 401, I would hand this word unto the Mer-
chants of our Land also. 1693 E. WALKER Epictetus' Mar.,
In praise of Epictetus, Every word .. Your hearers have
received as from an Oracle, And handed down to us.

1698 FRYER Ace. E. India $ P. 176 A Story handed
by Tradition. 1865 KINGSLEY Hereto, ix, The father handed
on the work. 187^ JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) V. 5 His function
of chief speaker is handed over to the Pythagorean philo-

sopher.

6. To join the hands of. rare.

1643-1881 [see HANDED 3].

f b. intr. To go hand in hand, concur. Obs.

1634 MASSINGER Renegado iv. i, Let but my power and

|

means hand with my will.

Hand and glove, (also with -
-), pred. or

i tety' phr- Also (later) hand in glove. In con-
i stant close relations

;
on very intimate terms.

1680 R. MANSEL Narr. Popish Plot 103 Mrs. Cellier, to

j

whom Mr. Willoughby was such a Croney, that they were

;

hand and glove. i78oCowpER Table T. 173 As if the world
I and they were hand and glove. 1867 TROLLOPE Citron. Bar-

set I. xxiv. 206 He's not hand-and-glove with Lord Derby.
|3. 1799-1800 BURDON Pursuits Lit, I. 47 (L.) Our author

: is here hand in glove with Providence. 1881 BESANT& RICE

Chapl. of Fleet \. iv, The Doctor is. .hand-in-glove with the

bishop. 1889 County xxii, Priestman and the new Lady
Sandilands are already hand in glove.

Ha'lld-ax, -axe. An ax to be wielded by one

, hand; anciently a battle-ax.

1297 R. GLOUC. (1724) 26 He ne dradde no^t |TO that

handaxe, as it was y sene. c 1300 Havelok 2553 Hand-ax,
. . gisarm, or spere. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce xn. 57 The hand ax
schaft ruschit in twa. 1498 St. Giles' Charters (1859) Pref.

41 Ane hand-ax or sword 1886 J. H. KENNEDY in A. E.
Lee Hut. Columbus (1892) II. 372 The other, .with only a
handax and jackplane made a drum cylinder.

Hand-ball.
1. A ball for throwing with the hand.
a 1400-50 Alexander 1771 Se quat I send to be, son, \>\-

selfe with to laike, A hatt & and a hand-balle, & a herne-

panne. 1483 Cath. Angl. 173/1 An Hand balle, pila
manualis. 1846 GREENER Sc. Gunnery 296 Throw a hand-
ball against any moveable body, and it will displace that

body.
2. A game played with such a ball in a space

between two distant goals.
(An annual hand-ball contest (usuallyon a holiday in spring)

is an ancient institution in towns, villages, and parishes in

the south of Scotland : see BALL so. 1 4 b!)

1581 MULCASTER Positions xxvii. (1887) 105 The litle
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HAND-BAND.
handball is counted to be a swift exercise. 1777 BRAND

Pop. Antitf. (1870) I 98 It was customary in some churches

for the Bishops and Archbishops themselves to play with

the inferior clergy at hand-ball . . even on Easter-day itself.

1801 STRUTT Sfarts $ Past. n. iii. 84 The game of handball

was indiscriminately played by both sexes. 1897 Harpers
Mug. XCIV. 256/1 In a large open space reserved for the

boy^ to play handball.

3. A hollow ball of india-rubber punctured so as

to emit a spray of fluid when pressed in the hand.

1888 Mat. Ifms LII. 639 Whether the spray be given
j

with a handball spray apparatus or with a small steam
|

vaporizer. 1896 T. C. ALLBUTT Syst. Mai. I. 305 The hand-

ball sprays are used at ordinary temperatures.

t Hand-baud. Obs. [Cf. ON. haudaband a

joining or shaking of hands.] Covenant made by

joining hands ;
covenanted condition, union, or

possession.
a 1300 Cursor^ M. 3915 Wit wijf and child, and al hand-

band, Ilkan wit ober went in hand. Ibid. 13428 O wijf
for-sok he hand-band, c 1460 Tcnvneley Myst. (Surtees) 43
God gif the to thyn handband The dew of heven and frute

of land.

Hand-barrow. [BAKBOW sb? i a.] A flat,

rectangular frame of transverse bars, having shafts

or ' trams
'

before and behind, by which it is carried.

14. . I'oc. in Wr.-Wulcker 572/2 Ce\iio\vectoriitm tnanuale,
an handberwe. 1511 Demaundes Joyous in Promp. Pan'.

225/1 note, What thinge shall be hardest to hym to knowe?
R. A hande-barowe, for of that he shall not knowe whiche
ende shall goo before. 1387 FLEMING Contn. Holinshed
III. 1548/1 Caried from the gaole to the place of iudge-

ment, some vpon handbarrowes. 1669 WORLIDGE Syst.

Afrit-. (1681) 322 Barrow, is of two sorts ; either a Hand-
barrow, or a Wheel-barrow. 1854 H. MILLER ScJt. $ Scluu.

xxii. (1800) 234/1 We could see . . a dead body borne forth by
two persons on a hand-barrow.

t b. A similar flat barrow having a wheel. Obs.

I5i MS. Ace. St. John's Hasp., Canterb., For a hand
barow whele vjrf. 1555 EDEN Decades 333 Hand barrowes
bothe with wheeles and without wheeles.

c. Comb. Handbarrow beggar, a mendicant

cripple carried from door to door on a stretcher,

as formerly customary in Scotland.

Ha'ttdba sket. [BASKET sb.] A basket to be

carried in the hand.

1495-7 Naval Ace. Hen. K/7 (1896) 197 Hand baskettes

for brede ij ; Mauodes to bere in meshe ij. 1583 HOLLY-
BAND Cajnpo di Fior 97 Buye a salate, and radishes, and
cheries. Take the hand-basket. 1671 CROWNE Juliana
in. Dram. Wks. 1873 I. 69, I can see when I see, surely;
I don't carry my eyes in a hand-basket. 1768-74 TUCKER
Lt. Nat. (1852) I. 281 He prepares the materials at home,
and brings them all together in a hand-basket.
attrib. 1560 BECON ffew Cateck. Wks. 1844 II. 339

That their wives be no dish-clouts, nor no hand-basket-

sloys, nor no drudges, nor yet slavish people, but fellow-

heirs with them of everlasting life.

Ha'ndbell. A small bell rang by being swung
in the hand, as distinguished from one rung by a

bell-pull, bell-rope, etc.

a 1000 Charter of Leofrtc in Cod. Difl. IV. 275 Nu 8a

synd .xiii. upphangene and .xii. handbella. 1570 LEVINS

Manip. 57/20 A Handbell, tintinnabulwn, 1688 R. HOLME
Armoury in. 461/2 A Saint Bell, or Hand Bell, .is held in

a mans hand, and soe rung. 1859 ^ COLLINS After Dark
iTauchn. } 307 (Hoppe) He took up the hand-bell to ring
for lights. 1894 J. T. FOWLER Adamnan Introd. 43 The
abbot or bishop called the brethren together by the sound
of a hand-bell.

b. That carried by a town-crier or bellman.
c 1500 Maid EmlyH in Anc. Poet. Tracts (Percy) 18 The

handbell ofte dyd she tolls, Full great sorowe makynge.

their Districts to be enrolled!' 1880 A! McKAY Hist.
Kitmarnock (ed. 4) 130 A hand-bell was rung through the
streets when a person departed this life.

C. spec. A bell specially constructed with a
leathern handle, and the clapper made and at-

tached in a particular way, for handbell-ringing.
d. attrib. and Comb., as handbell-shaped adj. ;

also handbell-ringer, one who performs musically
on handbells ; handbell-ringing, a musical per-
formance executed by a company of ringers with
handbells tuned to different notes.

1889 HURST Horsham Gloss., Handbellringer, at Christ-
mas handbell ringers go round to different towns or villages
with their bells.

Handbill'. [BILL *U 4.] A light bill or

pruning knife.

i5"3 FITZHERB. Hvsb. 127 Take a sharpe hatchet or a
handbyll and cut the settes. 1701 EVELYN in Pepys' Diary
VI. 254 With his handbill and pruning knife.

Ha'ndbill 2. [BILL rf.3] A printed notice
or advertisement on a single page, intended to be
delivered or circulated by hand. Sometimes applied
to a small bill to be posted on walls, c.

. "753 World No. i. 3 Who make their appearance either
in hand-bills, or in weekly or daily papers. 1793 RegalA ambUr 26 Lucifer drew up a most inflammatory hand-

! J-.
"37 HOWITT R-nr. Life n. v. (1862) 152 A large hand-

bill in the post-office window offering a reward of ioo/. for

'i2?
a
PPJ

e
.
h
,
(:n

I
s ' n of a delinquent. 1864 KNIGHT PassagesWork. Life \. v. 218 [He] had the indiscretion to circulate

a hand-bill from house to house.

Ha-nd-blow, ha-ndy blow. [f. HAND sb.
+ BLOW sb* The form with handy- found a 1600
as also in handy-cuff,

-srif, -strobe, etc., appears

60

to be due to the co-existence of handwork and

handiwork from I4th c.] A blow with the hand ;

a cuff. Usually in//. To come to hand(y)- blows,

to come to blows at close quarters ; so to fall to,

be at hand v or handy- blmus.

a. 1577-87 HOLINSHED Chron. III. 1138/1 The enimie

boldlie approcheth, the pike is offered, to handblowes it

commeth. 1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinslied III. 1997/2 At

length through shot . . scalding water and handblowes they
were repelled. 1643 [ANGIER] Lane. I'all. Achor 26 The

Enemy came on desperately, even to hand-blowes.

ft. 1587 HARMER tr. Beta's Serin. 162 (T.) By whose means
the matter came to handie-blows. 1632 LITHGOW 7 >-ar:

in. 114 Melaboured him soundly with handy blowes. 1639
R. WARD Aniinadr. Warxiv. I. ccl, An instrument called

a Flaile, used .. when the Enemy is at handy blowes.

1783 AINSWORTH Lat. Diet. (Morell) I. s. v. Blow, To come
to handy blows, Cominus pitgnare. 1870 MORRIS Earthly
Par. I. i. 316 Nought of handy blows I know.

Ha-ud-bolt, sb. 10bs. [BOLT *M 6.] A
handcuff. Also^.
1816 Trial Berkeley Poachers, The hand-bolt hurt us.

1831 Examititr 467/1 [He] pronounces the nomination

boroughs conservative the hand-bolts of the Commons.

Hence Ha-nd-bolt v. trans., to handcuff.

1816 Trial Berkeley Poachers 44 Colonel Berkeley, and
several more came up to us, and hand-bolted us. 1831
Lincoln Herald 22 July 2/3

'

Constable, do your duty
handbolt them.'

Handbook (harndbuk). [Found in OE. in

form handbdc, -b6k, as a rendering of L. manualis
and Gr.-L. enchiridion. But the current word was
introduced after Ger. handbuch in igth c.]

A small book or treatise, such as may con-

veniently be held in the hand ; a manual.

fa. inOE. The MANUAL of ecclesiastical offices

and ritual. Obs.
a 900 Cations of&lfredz\ in Thorpe La.ws II. 350/15 Da

haljan bee, saltere and pistolboc, sangboc and handboc.
c 1050 ByrhtfertKs Handboc in Attelia VIII. 321 Enchi-
ridi

' -"- - ' J * ^--<

o33e handboc. __, . .---_
9 Librum in sinu quod ipse vocabat manuale, quod Anghce
vocabat handbok. 1563-87 FOXE A. >, M. (1596) 130/1
A booke of his owne making in his owne toong, which
in the English speach he [K. Alfred] called a handbooke, in

Greeke called it Enchiridion, in Latin a manuell.

b. A compendious book or treatise for guidance
in any art, occupation, or study ; spec, a book con-

taining concise information for the tourist.

1814 {title) A Handbook for modelling wax flowers. 1833
NICOLAS Ckronol. Hist. Pref. 19 What the Germans would

term, and which, if our language admitted of the expres-

sion, would have been the fittest title for it, 'The Hand-
book of History '. 1836 (title] A Hand-Book for Travellers

on the Continent [Murray's], 1838 H. ROGERS Introd.
Led. Eng. Gram. $ Comp. 70 Such tasteless innovations
as '

Morning-land
'

(Morgen-land\ for the East, and ' hand-
book '

(hand-buck) for
' manual '. 1843 Eraser's Mag.

XXVII. 649 The compiler of this Handbook [Murray's
Handbook to N. Italy] (we are obliged to use his coined
word by way of distinction) does not give the prices. 1863
Reader 21 Feb. 190 If by handbook he intends anything of
a guide, he has failed in his object.

t Ha-nd-borow. Obs. [See BORROW sb.] lit.

' hand-pledge
'

or security ; according to Spelman,
Cowell, and their copiers, a name for one (or each)
of the nine sureties associated with the HEAD-
BOKOW in a frank-pledge.
(It does not appear where the i6th c. antiquaries got the

word, no trace of which has been found in OE. or ME.)
1626 SPELMAN Gloss., Handborovje, in Decuriis seu Fri-

borgis ynus e nouenis est, decimo, quern Headboruw vocant,

suppositus. 1672 MANLEY CowelFs Interpr., Hand-boronv,
A Surety, a manual Pledge, that is, an inferior Undertaker ;

for Head-bor<nti is a superior or Chief Instrument, Speltn.

1848 WHARTON Law Lex. s.v. Head-borough, The head

boroughs were the chief of the ten pledges, the other nine

being denominated hand-borffivs, or inferior pledges.

Ha'ndbow. [Bow sby\ An ordinary bow
in which the string is drawn and released by
hand, as distinguished from a CROSS-BOW.
1535 COVERDALE i Mace. vi. 51 He made all maner ordi-

naunce : handbowes, fyrie dartes, ratkettes. 1549 Compi.
Scot. vi. 42 Mak reddy ?our corsbpllis,

hand bollis, fyir

speyris. 1600 J. PORY tr. Leo's Africa II. 160 Neither had
they any other weapons but hand-bowes (for crosse-bowes
were not then used).

Ha'ndbreadth. Also 6 handbreth, -breath,
8- hand's breadth, handsbreadth. A unit of

lineal measure in many countries and periods,
founded on the width of the adult human hand,
a PALM ; formerly estimated as one-fourth of a

foot, but now as four inches.

1535 COVERDALE i Kings vii. 26 The thicknesse was an
handbreth. 1559 W. CUNNINGHAM Costnogr. Glasse 56 A
Hande breadth. Conteyninge in it 4 Fingers. A Fote.

Conteyninge in it 4 Hande breadth. 1653 H. COGAN tr.

Pinto's Trav. Ixvi. 267 Within nine hand-bredths of the
Water. 1843 MACAULAY Lays Anc. Rome, Horatiits xlv,
The good sword stood a hand-breadth out Behind the
Tuscan's head. 1875 WHYTE ME_LVILLE Riding Recollect.

iv. (1879) 65 A handsbreadth behind the girths.

Ha'ndbrede. Obs. exc. north, dial. Also 4
haudibre(e)de, erron. 6 hand-brode, 8 -broad,

8-9 dial, -breed. [BREDE s6.~] =prec.
c 1000 ^LFRIC Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 158/11 Palmus, span

wtV hand bred. 1388 WYCLIF E-ek. xl. 43 The brenkis of
tho boordU ben of oon handibreede [138* of oo palme].

HANDCUFF.
? a 1400 Morte Artk. 2229 Hurttes his herne-pane an
haunde-brede large, c 1420 Patlcui. on Hush. in. 361 Vp
to goon Ouer the bed too hondbrede is his kynde. 1551
TURNER Herbal i. Q v b, Twoo handbredes from that place.

1577 B. GOOGE Heresback's Hnsb. n. 11586)55 A handbrode
in height. 17*6 Nat. Hist, frcl. 89 The thickness of two
handbroads or there-abouts. 1792 BURNS Willie's Wife iii,

Ae limpin leg a hand-breed shorter. 1828 Craven Dial.,
llfuid-brecd. 1893 Northumbld. Gloss., Handbraed.

Hand-broad, adj. Of the width of a hand.
1612-15 BP- HALL Contempt.^ O. T. xvm. viii, A hand-

broad cloud, a 1711 KEN Hymns Evang. Poet. Wks. 1721
I. 10 The hand-broad Cloud shall the expanse bedew. 1865
KINGSLEV Hereiv. iii, Ill-lighted by a hand-broad window.
Ha gnd-ca:iiter. [CANTER sb$\ A gentle,

easy canter. Cf. HAND-GALLOP.
1836 GES. P. THOMPSON Exerc. (1842) IV. 73 The Whigs

.. have probably made up their minds to carry their Bill

through in a hand canter. 1893 EARL,DUNMORE Pamirs I.

284 We had seven miles to ride to the city, which we did at

a hand canter.

Ha'lld-cart. A small cart pushed or drawn
with the hands.
1810 Hull Itnprov. Aft 56 Any. .dray, hand-cart, wheel-

barrow. 1884 I-\ M. CRAWFORD Rom. Singer I. 44 A man
who was selling cabbage in the street stopped his hand-cart.

Ha'iidclap. [CLAP sb,\~\ A clap of the

hands; the brief space of time which this takes,
an instant.

i8aa HOGG Perils ofMan III. 205 (Jam.) It is God speed,
or spulyie wi' thee in three handclaps. 1864 BURTON
Caerngortn Mountains 77 In a hand-clap, in it swept ..

dashing everything before it.

T Ha'ndcloth.. Obs. [See CLOTH sb, i.] A
towel, a napkin; a duster.

c 1000 >LFRIC Horn. I. 426 Ic geseo Codes engel staiid-

ende aetforan fc>e mid hand-claj>e, and wipab bine swattjan
liuiu. c laoo Trin. Colt. Horn. 163 Hire handcloSes and
hire bord* clones ben makede wite. c 1475 I *oc. in Wr.-
Wiilcker 773/10 Hoc manitergium^ a hand-clothe. [1839
H. ROGERS Ess. II. iii. 143 We cannot now speak, as did

our Saxon ancestors . . of hand-clath (hand-cloth) for towel.]

Ha'ndclont. dial. [See CLOUT ^.14.] =prec.
1788 W. MARSHALL Yorksh. Gloss., Handclout..*. towel.

iHa'ndcraft. Obs. Manual skill, power, or

work; = HANDICRAFT i.

a 075 Edgars Canons 1 1 in Thorpe Laws II. 246 (Bosw.)
iir_ I___t_T "i ri- >_ *

i t : i I

crafte he teolede his and his xeferena forp-daeda. c noo
Rule St. Benedict Ivii. (Durh. Chapt. MS. B. iv. 24) To be

ceapienne ani^ J;ing heora handcrasftes. c 1203 LAV. 4899
purh his hsende craftes [c 1275 porh his hendi craftes].

c 1400 Lanfranc's Cintrg. 18 oo bat it be don with hand
craft (MS. B. hande crafte]. 1483 Catk. Angl. 173/1 An
Hand crafte, mediania. 1533 MORE Attsw, Poysoned Bk.
Wks. 1062/1 Menne of handcraft. 1555 W. WATREMAN
Fardle Facions Pref. 8 Diuers inuencions of handekraftes
and sciences. 1599 MARSTON Sco. Villanie 166 Euery brok-

ing hand-crafts artizan. 1849-53 ROCK C/z. ofFatJiers III.

x. 358 Our Anglo-Saxon goldsmiths' hand-craft.

! Ha'lldcraftman. Obs. Also handcrafty
man. [f. prec. ;

in & implying a derivative adj.

handcrafty .]
= HANDICRAFTSMAN.

1463-4 Rolls ofParlt. V. 506/2 Artificers, handcrafty men
and women.. have been gretely empoveryshed. 1483 Act
i Rich. Ill, c. 9 i Beyng an Artificer or handcrafty man.

1520 Caxtou's Chron, Eng. vn. 159/1 The same evenynge
the handcrafty men of the towne arose, a 1529 SKELTON
Vox Populi 194, I meane the handecrafteman. 1564-78
BULLEYN Dial. ftgst* Pest. (1888) 6 Ause I haue many of

my strename here, .yea, honast handcraftie men.

t Ha'ndcraftsman. Obs. [lit. kandcraffs

man.] =
prec.

X53O-X Act 22 Hen. VIIIt c. 13 Preamb., Supposyng that

Straungers usyng bakyng, bruyng, surgerye or wrytyng,
shulde be hand craftesmen . . suche handcraftesmen as were
entended by any the sayde Estatutes.

Handcuff (h0e-nd,kof), sb. Also dial, handy-
cuff, [f. HAND sb. + CDFF sb.i 3 in same sense (of
which a single instance is known of 1663).
The first examples of the sb. imply that it arose in the

north. For connexion with OE. handcops^ there is no his-

torical evidence.]

A manacle, or shackle for the hand, consisting
of a divided metal ring which is locked round the

wrist. Handcuffs are used in pairs, connected by
a short chain or jointed bar, so as to fasten the

hands of a prisoner together or secure him to the

hand of the officer who has him in custody.
1775 ASH, Handcuff, an iron instrument to confine the

hand. z8o8-i8 JAMIESON, Handcuffs, manacles. 1814
SCOTT Wav. xxvn,

( A rash promise .. is not a steel hand-
cuff: it may be shaken off.' 1818 TODD, Handcuff^ a

manacle, a fetter for the wrist. [No quot.] x8a8 Craven
Dial., Handy-cuffs, handcuffs. 1865 DICKENS Mut. Fr. \.

xii, The Inspector put a pair of handcuffs in his pocket.

Ha'ndcuff, v. [f.
HAND sb. + CUFF v. 2,

in

same sense.] trans. To put handcuffs on ; to

manacle, shackle the hands of.

1720 DE FOE Capt. Singleton v.
(1840) 79 Tied two and

two by the wrist, as we handcuff prisoners. 1754 W. HAY
Ess. Deformity 26 iT.) If he cannot carry an ox, like Milo,
he will not, like Milo, be handcuffed in the oak, by attempt-

ing to rend it. 1837 HT. MARTINEAU Soc. Atner. III. 313
To handcuff and fetter your fellow-man.

Hence Handcuffed (hae'nd|k2;ft),///.a.,Ha-nd-
cuffing vbl. sb.

1784 COWPER Tiroc. 819 Bedlam's closeted and handcuffed

charge. 1859 JEPHSON Brittany UL 35, I should like to

have the handcuffing of you.
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Handed (hrc-nded), a. [f. HAND + -ED.]
1. Having hands ; esp. of some specified kind.

1551 HULOET, Handed longe, or longe handes hauynge.
1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 816 It hath the body
of a Fox, handed and footed like a Monkie. 1674 N.
FAIRFAX Bulk $ Selv. To Rdr., We and others of the
Handed Philosophers. 1791 E. DARWIN Bot. Card, \\. iii.

1781 Nor handed moles, nor beaked worms return.

b. Very frequently in parasynthetic compounds,
as empty", hard-, open', two-, fotir-handed.

15*6 SKELTON Magnyf. 2257 Ye both well handyd. 1611

BIBLE Lei', xxi. 19 A man that is broken footed, or broken
handed. 163* LITHGOW Trout, in. 88 [They] doe not use

to come empty handed. 1894 LD. WOLSELKY Marlborongh
II. xlix. 40 A peculiarly indulgent or open-handed master.

2. = PALMATE.

1854 MAYNE Ex6o$. Lex., Handed Fucus. .common name
for the Fucus palmatus.
3. Joined hand in hand.

1643 MILTON Divorce Pref. (1851) 15 If any two be but
once handed in the Church. 1667 P. L. iv. 730 Into
thir inmost bower Handed they went. 1881 D. C. MURKAY
Joseph's Coat III. xxxiv. 234 They sat handed, looking at

each other now and then, but quite wordless.

Hander t
(hae-ndai). [f. HAND v. + -ER '

.]

One who hands, delivers, or passes. Also with

adverbs, doivn, in, out, etc.

1678 Lond. Gaz. No. 1288/4 The Hander of it to the Press.

1680 DRYUEN /?r/j7tf /,<" 361 Grant they were The handers
down. 1824 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. i. (1863) 123 An
excellent bander of muffins and cake. 1850 L. HUNT Autobiog,
xix. 303 The hander down of his likeness to posterity.

Ha'nder 2
. [f. HANDJ. + -EB 1

i.]

1. A blow on the hand.
1868 J. GREENWOOD Purgat. Peter the Cruel v. 149

(Farmer) You've got to take your handers. 1887 Times
(weekly ed.) i July 7/4 The matron gave her six

* handers
'

with a cane.

2. -hander va. comb., a. as BACK-HANDBB. a back-
handed blow

;
b. as left-hander, a left-hanaed man.

1882 Daily Tel. 12 June, The next comer, Scotton, the left

hander. .played out time.

Handewark, -werk, sbs. : see HANDIWORK.
t Ha'lldfast, sb. Oh. [app. f. HAND sb. + FAST

a. : an unusual formation for a sb. Senses 3, 4,

go with HANDFAST v.]
I. 1. Firm hold or grip with the hands.

1545 RAYNOLD Byrth Mankynde \\. v. (1634) 118 That part
of the which she hath hand fast. 1582 N. LICHEFIELD tr.

Castanheda'sConq.E. Ind. xxxiii. 81 a, He could not escape,
forsomuch as our men caught handefast of him. 1622 R.
HAWKINS Voy. S. Sea. (1847) 105 Such were the blowes he

;ave them with his pinnions, as both left their hand-fast,

ing beaten blacke and blewe.

fi&- *577 BULL Luther's Comm. Ps. Graf/. (16151 30 By
faith to lay sure handfast on Gods eternal mercy and Grace.

1645 PAGITT Heresiogr. (1662) 55 You seem to have good
handfast of your opinion, a 1656 HALES Gold. Rein. (1688)
61 If we search it, we shall find some Hand-fast, some Cir-

cumstance that will make it easie to be born.

b. In handfast, in hold, held fast.

1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. iv. iii. 795 If that Shepheardbe not
in hand-fast, let him flye.

2. A handle by which anything is grasped : e. g.
of a flail, local.

1893 BARING-GOULD Cheap JackZ. I. 180 Zita took both
flails.. there was a deep bruise in the 'handfast' of one.

Ibid, The leather thongs that attached the flapper to the
handfast were twisted.

II. 3. The joining ofhands in making a bargain.
1626 MIDDLETON Anythingfor Qt. Life v. ii, A firm cove-

nant, signed and sealed by oath and handfast.

. A contract or covenant ; spec, a betrothal or

marriage contract.

1611 SHAKS. Cymb. i. v. 78 The Remembrancer of her, to

hold The hand-fast to her Lord, a 1616 BEAUM. & FL, Wit
at Sev. Weapons v. i, Here in Heaven's eye, and all Love's
sacred powers..! knit this holy hand fast, and with this

hand. The heart that owes this hand, ever binding . . Both
heart and hand m love, faith, loyalty. 1873 E. W, ROBERT-
SON Hist. Ess. 175 In its original acceptation the word
handfast simply meant a contract of any sort, though it

seems to have been gradually applied almost exclusively to

a marriage contract. 1884 J. PAYNE Talesfr. Arabic 1. 119
Then they assembled together . . and made a covenant and
handfast of fealty with him.

5. Conib.j as handfast-maker.
1610 HOLLAND Camden's Brit. i. 388 (D.) Britona, hand-

fast-maker shee, All clad in Laurell green.

Ha'lldfast, a. [In senses i, 2, orig. pa. pple.
of HANDFAST ^.]

fl. Contracted by the joining of hands; espoused.
Also ' Betrothed by joining of hands in order to cohabita-

tion, before the celebration of marriage
'

(Jamieson).
c MOO, etc. [see HANDFAST v. i]. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur

x. xxxvii, Anone he made them hand fast and wedded
them. 1484 in Rifon Ch. Acts (Surtees) 162 note,

*
I take

the Margaret to my handfest wif.' 1532 MORE Confnt.
Tindale Wks. 728/1 Vpon the day when they should naue
been made handefaste and ensured together, c i56gLiNDE-
SAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. 26 (Jam.) This Isobel was but
hand-fast with him, and deceased before the marriage. 1610

HOLLAND Camden^s Brit. \. 384 Tame and Isis meeting
in one streame become hand-fast (as it were) and joyned in

Wedlocke.
fig- 1546 BALE Eng. Votaries \. 63 b (T.) A vyrgine made
handfast to Christ.

f2. Bound ; having the hands fast; manacled.

C1400 Gamelyn 437 {>ou shalt stond up by the post as bou
were bond fast. 16x1 COTGR., EtttmtBiOti. manacled, hand-
fast. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. x. 463 At last being loosed from
these Pinnacles of paine, I was hand-fast set on the floore.

3. Having a firm grip of the hand
; tight-fisted,

close-fisted. //'/. andy?.
1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1638) 227 Being also much

more handfast than were his honourable predecessors. 1606
BRETON Praise Vert. Ladies Wks. (Grosart) 57 (D.) Some
will say women are covetous: are not men as handfast?

1845 CARLYLE Cromwell (1871) I. 15 Ludlow, a common
handfast, honest, dull and indeed partly wooden man. 1887
Kentish Gloss, s, v.,

' Old George is middlin' handfast to-

day
'

(said of a good catch at cricket).

Handfast t.hse'ndfast^z'. Obs. exc. Hist. Also

3-6 -fest(e. Pa. pple. -ed ; in earlier use hand-
fast- [In sense i, early ME. a. ON. hand-festa to

strike a bargain by joining hands, to pledge, be-

troth, f. hand- hand- + festa to fasten, make fast,

settle, pledge, bind in wedlock, betroth. The other

senses appear to be independent formations from
hand and fast : cf. HANDFAST sb. i.]

I. 1. trans. To make a contract of marriage
between (parties) by joining of hands; to betroth

(two persons, or one person to another).
c 1200 ORMIN 2389, >ho wass hanndfesst an god mann J>att

Josaep wass senatenn. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints t Cecile
16 Scho. . Ves handfast vith a jungmane, t>at in maryag vald
hire haf tan. 1474 CAXTON Chesse \\. i. B ij b, A right fayr

mayde . . which was assured & handfast vnto a noble yong
gentilman of cartage. 1483 Cath. A ngl. 173/1 To Handefeste,

fedare, subarrare. 1541 COVERDALE Chr. StateofMatr'un.

(1543) 43 b (Brand), Every man lykewyse must esteme the

parson to whom he is handfasted none otherwyse than for

his owne spouse, though as yet it be not done in the Church
ner in the Streate. 1565-73 Durham Depos. (Surtees) 242
Lancelot! Eyttes, the said Janett grandfather, dyd handfast
them. 1624 HEYWOOD Gunaik. VH. 337 The Auspices or

Auguries were Southsayers and such as used to handfast or

contract marriages. 1808-25 JAMIESON, To handfast , to

betrothe by joining hands, in order to cohabitation, before

the celebration of marriage. 1849 JAS. GRANT Kirkaldy of
Gr. ix. 90 Margaret, daughter of Lord Crichton,to whom he
had been betrothed or hand-fasted.

fig> X555 L. SAUNDERS in Coverdale Lett. Mart. (1564)

191 He hath . . handfasted vs hys chosen children vnto hys
deare sonne our Christ. 1631 Celestina VH. 81 If you will

but hand-fast your affections each to other. 1680 G. HICKES
Spirit of Popery 7 Mr. Andrew Cant, .called unto them
to come, and be hand-fasted unto Christ by Subscribing the
Contract.

t b. Said of the man : To engage in a marriage
contract. Also reft. Obs.

14.. Eger ff Grime 1274 in Furniv. Percy Folio I. 394
Gryme handfasted that faire Ladye. 1577-87 HOLINSHKD
Scot. Chron. (1805) II. 125 Which earl by letters of pro-
curacie..affied and handfasted the foresaid ladie Margaret
in all solemne wise. 1611 COTGR., Accorder vne _fitle, to

handfast, affiance, betroath himselfe vnto a maiden. 1666

BANCROFT Lex [gnea 40 We list not to hand-fast ourselves
to God Almighty.

c. intr. (for reft?)

1850 N. * Q. ist Ser. II. 151/2 John Mac-Vic Ewen. .had
handfasted (as it was called) with a daughter of Mac Ian of

Ardnamurchan.

t d. jig. To engage with an earnest ;
to give

earnest of. Obs.

1630 LORD Banians Introd., Handfesting the Reader with
as good hopes, as may bee expected from a subject of this

nature.

II. f2. To grasp, seize with the hand ;
to take

fast hold of. Also _/?; Obs.
c 1530 H. RHODES Bk. Nurture 96 m Babees Bk. (1868)84

Learne tbou to handfast honesty. 1562 BULLEYN Dial.
Soarnes <y C/tir. 25 b, A newe labour and care will hand faste

you. 1602 WARNER Alb. Eng. x. lix. (1612) 262 Euen this

grand-Captaine of the Hosts. .Hand-fasting now the Altar
clames that priulledge in vaine. 1652-62 HEYLIN Cosmogr.
u. (1682) 156 One of the Children hand-fasted the spear.

f 3. To make fast the hands of, to manacle. Obs.

1586 J. HOOKER Girald, Irel. in Holinshed II. 134/2 He
was taken prisoner, and handfasted, and so kept for a space.
1611 COTGR., Emmanoter, to manacle ; to handfast, or tie

the hands together.

Ha-ndfasted, ///. a. Obs. exc. Hist. [f.

HANDFAST v.]
1. Contracted or engaged by joining of hands ;

betrothed. Also _/?. in spiritual sense.

1535 COVERDALE Dent, xxii. 27 The handfested damsell.

1555 L. SAUNDERS in Coverdale Lett. Mart. (1564) 212 We
be handfasted vnto hym as the spiritual spouse of so heauenly
an husband. 1637 RUTHERFORD Lett. (1862) I. 339, I am
glad that ye are still handfasted with Christ.

b. (See quots. and HANDFASTING b.)
1820 SCOTT Monast. xxv, She is not my wife, but she is

handfasted with me, and that makes her as honest a woman.
Ibid.i When we are handfasted, as we term it, we are man
and wife for a year and a day, that space gone by, each

may choose another mate, or at their pleasure, may call the

priest to marry them for life and this we call handfasting.

f2. With hands firmly grasped, hand in hand.

1592 R. D. Hypnerototnachia 12 b, Dauncing in a ring,
with theyr armes spred abrode, and hanfasted, man with

man and woman with woman.

t Ha'ndfa:stening. Obs. = HANDFASTING.
[ciooo ^ELFRIC Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 115/7 Mandatum,

handfsestnung.] c 1545 COVERDALE Ord. Ch. Denmark Wks.
(Parker Soc.) I. 480 Even at their hand-fastening, (when the

knot of holy wedlock is fast knit) there are present the father

and mother of the parties.

t Ha'ndfaster. Obs. [f. as next + -ER 1
.]

One that (

handfasts*, or makes a contract between

parties ; the maker of a nuptial contract or union.

1598 GKENEWEY Tacitus' Ann. xi. ix. 151 That shee should

heare the words ofthe Auspices, or hand-fasters. 1649 BULWER

Pathomyot. Pref. 17 Any Physiologicall Ha.ndfaj.ter that

can marry them stronger together, might doe it if hepleas'd.

Ha'ndfasting, m, sb. Obs. exc. Hist.
[f.

HANDFAST v. + -ING ]
. Cf. Sw. handfastning

solemn engagement.] Betrothal.

1530 PALSGR. 183 Vnes fiansayles, an assuryng or hand-
fastynge of folkes to be maryed. 1561 DAUS tr. Bullinger
on Apoc. (1573) 256 In matrimonie there is a contract or

makyng sure, there is a coupling or handfasting of eyther
partie, and finally mariage. a 1603 T. CARTWRIGHT Cottfuf.
Rhem. N. y.(i6i8)i67 After they had in their handfasting,
solemnly professed before God- .they would live [etc.]. 1691
NICHOLSON Gloss. Northanhynib. 142 Hand-festing. Con-
tractus Ma(riuionialis. x88o T. A. SPALDING Eliz. Demonol.
5 The betrothal, or handfasting.

b. Formerly treated as an uncanonical, private,
or even probationary form of marriage. See Brand

Pop. Antiq. (1870) II. 46, Jamieson s.v.

1541 COVERDALE Chr. State ofMatrim. (i543)43b(Erand)
In some places, .at the Handefasting ther is made a greale
feaste and superfluous Bancket, and even the same night are
the two handfasted personnes brought and layed together,

yea,
certan wekes afore they go to the Chyrch. 1774

PENNANT Tour ScotI. in 1772 i. (1790)91 Among the variou.s

customs now obsolete, the most curious was that of hand-
fisting, in use about a century past. 1805 FORSYTH Beautia
Scott, II. 284 This was called hand-fasting^ or hand in fist.

1884 Spectator 16 Feb. 224/2 A rude morality even attached
to the probationary marriage, made by the joining of hands
or '

hand-fasting '. 1888 Durhain Parish Bks. App. (Sur-
tees) 371 In vol. XXI of the Surtees Soc. publications ..

interesting instances will be found of such handfasting
(as it was called) in private houses or elsewhere, being proved
and recognised in court.

t Ha'ndfastly, adv. Obs. [-i/rA] By solemn

engagement made by joining hands ; firmly.
1577-87 HOI.ISSHED Scot. Chron. (1805) II. 237 The which

if the Scots would most holilie and handfastlie promise.

t Ha'ndfastness. Obs. [-NESS.] The con-

dition of being fast bound; firm attachment.

1545 RAYNOLD Byrth Mankynde u. vii. (1564) 83 b, Great
motions . . wherby many times the handfastnesse of the
Cotiiidons is broken.

Handfist, -ing, erron. ff. HANDFAST, -ING.

Handful (hse-ndful), sb. [OK. handfull str.

fern., plur. kattdfulla, f. hand+full adj. : cf. ON.
handfyllr, Ger. handvoll.

Though composed, like mouthful^ of sb. and adj., the

compound was in OE. and ME. a true sb., inflected as a
whole ; hence its plural is properly handfuls^ not handsful.]
1. A quantity that nils the hand ; as many as

the hand can grasp or contain.
a 700 Epinal Gloss. 645 Manticum'. handful beouuas

[Corpus Gl. beowes]. c 1000 Lamb. Ps. cxxv[i]. 6 (Bosw.)
Berende handfulla heora. c 1000 ^ELFRIC Lev. ii. 2 Nime
hira ane handfulle smideman. 0:1225 Ancr. R. 254 An
honful ^erden. 1382 WYCLIF Gen. xxxvii. 7, I wenede vs to

bynden hondfullis in the feelde. .and soure hondfullis stond-

ynge al aboute to loute myn hondful. 1387-8 T. USK Test.

Love Prol. 112 And glene my handfuls of the shedinge after

their handes. c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAymon iii. 107 Ye
ben not worth an hanfull of strawe. 1555 EDEN Decades
242 The negros or blacke Moores. .gaue golde by hole hand-
fuls. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. iv. i. 41, I had rather haue a
handfull or two of dried pease. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage
(1614) 794 Others ful ofGold in powder, each containing two
handfuls. 1701 COWPER Iliad xvm. 690 In frequent hand-

fulls, there, they bound the sheaves. 1875 JOWETT Plato

(ed. 2) I. 53 To throw in salt by handfuls.

b. Throughlateranalysis intosb. + adj.jthe plural
has been improperly made handsful.
1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. clxi. 144 The noble burgeys ..

cast oute at hir wyndowes gold and siluer hondes ful. 1563
HYLL Art Garden. (1593)108 Take three or four handes full

of the Straw-berrie leaues. 1664 PEPYS Diary (1879) III. i

Of y flowers of S 1
. John's Wort two Handsfuli, of y

Leaves of Plantan, of Alehoofe, of each three handfull^

1683 Pennsylv. Archives I. 64, 20 handsfuls of Wampum.
1770 I.ANGHOKNE Plutarch (1879) II. 727/2 Throwing in-

cense into the fire i>y handsful. 1863 BATES Nat. Amazon
ix.(i864) 254 Throwing handsfull of sand and sticks at it.

2. A small company or number ;
a small quan-

tity or amount. (Usually deprecative.}
1525 LD. BERNERS Froiss. cccxcix. (R.), Ye se yonder

your enemyes, they be but a handefull of men. 1536 Rent.

Sedition 2 a, The ignorant souldiours were here thus taught,
a handful of witte to be moch more worth than a horslode

of strengthe. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. iv. i. 149 His Page
atother side, that handfull of wit. 1633 EARL MANCH. Al
Mondo (1636) 148 The longest liver hath but a handfull of

dayes. 1748 Anson's Voy. in. x. 414 Conquered about an

age since by an handful of Tartars. 1828 PLANCHE Desc.

Danube 62 Passing a handful of villages. 1838 DICKENS
Nick. Nick, xxiii, Mrs. Crummies herself has played to mere
handfuls. 1876 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. V. xxv. 550 They
kept their own tongue, borrowing only a handful of words

from the British tongue.

f3. A lineal measure of four inches ; =HANDJ.
20. Obs.
c 1450 LONELICH Grail \. 620 Thorwh the scholdere it [the

knife] Cam thore A large handful and wel More. 1547
BOORDE Introd. Knowl. xxiv. (1870) 185 A cap of sylke. .of

.iii. handfoll longe. 1600 HAKLUYT Voy. (1810) III. 134 A
tree . . foureteene handfuls about. 1707 SLOANE Jamaica
I. Pref., Raised some few handfuls high. 1731-37 J. TULL
Horse-hoeing Husb. (1822) 194 A handful high.

fb. spec, used in measuring the height of horses.

1535 Act 27 Hen. Wff, c. 6 2 Two mares . . of the alti-

tude or height of .xiii. handefulles at the least. 1541-2 Act
33 Hen. VIII, c. 5 i Every horse, .to be.. in heyght xiiij

handfulles, reconynge and accounting to every handfull

foure ynches. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1658) 256 In

height it was about twenty two handfuls and three fingers.

1676 Ibid. No. 1080/4 A bay Gelding 14 handful high.



HANDFUL.
4. fig. As much as one can manage ;

an affair or

person with which one has one's hands full.

1755JOHNSON, Handful. . 4. A^ nuiji as can be done. 1887
Miss BRADDON Like 4- Unlike i, I can assure you he was a

handful even for me. 1891 Spectator 17 Jan., The trouble-

some boy . . the boy that is generally described by his

attendants as a ' handful '.

Hence Ha ndfnl v., to deal out by liandfuls.

1625 Br. HALL Serm. Wks. (1837) V. 215 Not sparingly
handfulled out to us, but dealt to us by the whole load.

Ha'nd-ga'llop. An easy gallop, in which the

horse is kept well in hand to prevent excess of speed.
1675 Mistaken Hasb. IV. vi. in Drydm's Wks. (1884)

VIII. 626 If it rides but a Trot or a hand gallop. 1771
SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. I. 29 May, I have . . seen a waggon
pass

.. at the hand-gallop. 1859 LANG Wand. India n
She .. goes off at a canter, which soon becomes a hand

gallop.

fig- x^97 DRVDEN Virg. Georg. Ded., He is always . .

upon the hand-gallop. 1709 Brit. Apollo II. No. 16. 3/2
Sometimes an Hand-Gallop She goes in her Strains.

Hand-glass.
1. A magnifying-glass held in the hand to help

the eyesight.
1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) III. 153 Thirty-two

either wore spectacles or used hand-glasses. 1837 MARRYAT
Dog-fiend xxviii, He . . pulled a pair of hand-glasses out of
his pocket, .and. .commenced reading.
2. Hart. A portable glass shade used for pro-

tecting or forcing a plant.
1828 in WEBSTER. 1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 40/1 A hand-

glass., keeps the temperature in which the plant breathes

higher than the external air. 1851 GLENKY llaiidbk. Fl.
Card. 25 The perennials may be raised from cuttings, under
a common hand-glass.
3. A small mirror with a handle.
1881 BESANT Revolt ofMan iv. (1883) 94 She took up a

hand-glass, and intently examined her own face.

4. Naut. A half-minute or quarter-minute sand-

glass used for measuring the time in running out
the log-line.
1875 in KNIGHT Diet. Meek.

Hand-grenade (hse-ndigren/i-d). Also 7-9
grenado, 7-8 -grauado.
1. An explosive missile, smaller than a bomb-

shell, thrown by hand. They have been made of
various shapes and materials, but are now usually
spherical and of cast-iron.
a 1661 FULLER Worthies n. (1662) 61 If they lye board and

board they throw hand-Granadoes with stinck-pots into the

ship which make so noisom a smell that, [etc.]. 1684 J.
PETER Siege Vienna 43 A Hundred fresh Men armed with
Hand-Granadoes. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe n. ix, The boat-
swain . . called for a hand-grenado, and threw it among
them. 1809-10 COLERIDGE Friend (1865) 83 The result
and relict of this author-like hand-grenado. 1859 F. A.
GRIFFITHS Artil. Man. 91 A Land service Hand grenade
weighs i Ib. 13 oz., and may be thrown from 40 to 60 feet.

2. A glass bottle containing a chemical, to be
broken in order to extinguish fire.

1895 Army # Navy Coitp. Sac. Price List Sept. 286 Fire

Extinguishers (Imperial Hand Grenade) .. The Harden Star
Hand Grenades.

Hence Hand-grena'ding vbl. si., the throwing
of hand-grenades.
1882 Standard 25 Aug. 3/7 [They] remained on the camp

side of the river, escalading, hand grenading, and double
lock bridge building. 1884 Milit. Engin. I. n. 102 The
squad will then be put through the hand grenading drill in
slow time. Ibid. 105 The stores being arranged in the same
order as for hand-grenading.

Handgrip. Also -gripe, handy-, handi-
grippe. [OE. handgripe, I. grlpan to gripe, grip.
In 1 6th c. varied with handy-gripe, handy gripe,
after handiwork : cf. also HANDY a.]
1. Grasp, seizure with the hand. To come to hand-

grips, to come to close combat. So to be at or in

handgrips.
o. Beowulf(Z. 1 965 For hand-gripe minum. a 1300 CursorM. 4002 Sal i slip And

fa) noght in his hand grip. 1571
GOLDJNG Calvin on Ps. Ixii. 2 He commeth to handgripes
ageine. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Pocsie in. xix. (Arb.) 228
A lollie man . Good at hand grippes, better to fight a farre.
a 1618 SYLVESTER Pauaretus 1258 Hee, that both Globes

where Eugene and Vendome came to handgrips.
0. 1541 UDALL Erasm. Apoph. II. 1856, Fyghtyng in

warre ought to bee within handye grypes. 1601 HOLLAND
Pliny II. 567 margin, Two wrestlers ..at handy-gripes.
1755 Mem. Capt. P. Drake II. v. 188 Unless we left our
Swords, and promised not to go to handy Grips 1895
Newcastle Daily JrnL 2 Feb., At other places, where they
have come into handi-grips with the invaders.
2. Grip or firm pressure of the hand in greeting.
1884 F.. YATES Recoil. (Tauchn.) II. iii. 115 With his

warmest hand-grip. 1885 New Bk. Sports 99 The laird
e!Sha~ges ? near<y hand-grip with him. ,

o. The handle by which a grip is taken.

,

l8
?7

'V' ' s
"".'-'<""><ly Tribune 16 Aug. (Cent.), The

handle or handgrip [of a sword],
t Handgripiug. 06s. Also handi-. [/.HAND
+ GRIPING vbl. sb.]

=
prec. i, 2.

. 1577 HANMER Anc. Eccl. Hist. (1619) 284 When they
loyned together, and came to handigriping. 1700 CONGREV E
Way of World iv. xu, The heart-heavings and the hand-
gnpuigs.

t Ha;ndgrith. O.E. Law. [See GBITH.] Peace,
protection, or security given by the king's hand.

62

a toco Lawsof Edw. .y Giilhriint i pxt cine-grid binnan

wagum and tyninges hand-gri5 efne unwenime. 1717 in

Blount's LawDUt. (ed. 3'.

tHa'ndgon. Obs. exc. Hist. An old name
for any fire-arm carried and fired in the hand

v
\vith

or without a rest), as opposed to a great gun or

cannon. Obs. (in actual use) before 1700.
1446 in^n:/wr0/07rtXXII.63 Bought ii handgunnes deere.

f I449MARG. PASTON in Paston Lett. No. 67 I. 83 Wykels
..to schote owte atte, bothe with bowys and with hand
gunnys. 1473 WARKW. Chron. (Camden) 13 Kynge Ed-
warde. .hede withe hym. .three hundred of Flemynges with

hande-gonnes. 1541 Act 33 fit-n. /'///, c. 6 Preamb.,
Crossebowes, little short Handguns, and little Hagbuts.
1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tong, A rtjttcl'itsc, a hand-

gunne. 1607 DAMPIER Voy. I. 117 They having not above

3 or 4 Hand-guns, the rest of them being arm d with Lances.

1874 BOUTELL Arms $ Arm. 293 Hand-guns, .in our own
country, .seem to have been used as early as 1375.

b. Comb., as handgun-maker, handgun-shot.
1599 HAKLUYT Voy. II. i. 79 The handgunshot was innu-

merable and incredible, 1647 HAWARD Crown Rev. 26

Handgun-maker : Fee. 24. 6. 8.

Hence t Handgnnner.
1530 PALSGR. 220/1 Han[d]gonner, covleurinier.

t Hand-habend, a. (sb.) O. . Law. Also

3 -habbyude, 4 -habbing, 6 Sc. -havand. [Early
ME. form of OR *hand-hsbbend 'hand-having',
for which the phrase actually found is set hsebbettdre

handa '
at or with a having hand '. The form

habend was subseq. more or less modernized.] Of
a thief: Having (the thing stolen) in hand. Also

applied as sb. to the offence, and to the franchise

of holding plea thereof.

[a 725 Lams of Wihtrzd c. 26 (Schmid>, Gif man frijne
man set hKbbendre handa Refo. a 040 Laws ofJEtkelst.
iv. c. 6 Quicunque sit [fur] sit handhabenda, sit non hand-
habenda, si pro certo sciatur.

*
Ibid. v. Proem 2 Se be xt

haibbendre handa xefangen sy. c 1x25 Laws of Hen. /,
c. 59 20 Forisbannitum, aut furem handhabendum. ] c 1250
BRACTON III. 11. xxxil z Ubi latro deprehensus est. .hond-
habende & bacberende. 1292 BRITTON i. xxx. 6 Acun . .

robbeour seisi de soen larcyn handhabbynde et bacberinde.
a 1300 Floriz Sf Bl. 668 Fejons inome bond habbing. 13. .

Seuyn Sag. (W.)69i Who is founde hond-habbing, Hit nis
non nede of witnessing, c 1575 BALFOUR Practicks (1754)
39 Theives . . apprehendit in manifest thift, sic as hand-
navand and back-beirand. 1609 SKENE tr. Quoniam A ttack.
c. 39 i Gif he is taken, .in handhauang theift, or roborie.
i88 SCOTT F. M. Perth iv, Our outfang and infang, our
hand-habend, our back-bearand, and our Blood-suits.

Ha'nd-ha:ninier. A hammer that is used in

one hand
; the smith's working hammer, as distin-

guished from the two-handed sledge-hammer, etc.

(-1050 Class, in Wr.-Wulcker 448/2 MaUeolns. hand-
hamur. 1606 BIRNIE Kirk-Buriall (&) 36 Lucnfaction,
like Jacobs, whose wealth was the winning of his owne
hand-hammers. 1703 MOXON Mech. Exerc. 3 The Hand-
hammer, which is. .of such weight, that it maybe weilded
. . with one hand at the Anvil. 1876 Fox BOURNE Locke II.

xi. 193 Silver .. coins being cut with hand-shears, and
stamped with hand-hammers.

HaTld-hoe, sb. A hoe managed by the hands,
as distinguished from a horse-hoe, etc.

1744-50 W. ELLIS Mod. Husb. IV. i. 7 A Man, with the
common Hand-hough, may directly follow, and pull up the
loose Mould to the Stalks. 1853 Catal. Roy. Agric. Sx.
Show Gloucester in A Hand Hoe for Corn and Turnips.

Hand-hoe, v. trans. To hoe by hand. Hence
Ha-nd-hoeing vbl. sb., Ha'nd-hoer.
'733 J- TULL Horse-hoeing Husb. x. 45 Tis seldom that

these Rolled Turneps can be Hand-Ho'd at the Critical
time. 1744-50 W. ELLIS Mod. Huso. I V. i. 15 This Machine
. .will, .fit the remaining Turneps for Hand-houghing. 1797
A. YOUNG Agric. Suffolk 52 Many . . make it a rule to hand-
hoe their broad-cast crops. 1846 McCuLLOCH Ace. Brit.

Empire (1854) I. 89 They are. .planted in drills, hand-hoed,
and horse-hoed. 1895 Economic Rev. Oct. 455 [This]
necessitated a greater width of idle soil between each wheat-

plant than that required by the Italian band-hoer.

Handhold (harnd^uld). [See HOLD sb.]
1. Hold for the hand, grip with the hands ; that

by which one can .hold on in climbing. Alsoyijf.
1643 TUCKNEY Baltne ofG. 17 Let the desperatenesse of

the cure prove an handhold for our faith in prayer to fasten
on. 1655 GURNALL Chr. in Arm. i. 164 Be very careful of

giving thine enemy hand-hold, a 1688 BUNYAN in Spurgeon
Treas. Dav. Ps. Ixix. 2, 1 had. -left myself neither foot-hold,
nor hand-hold, amongst all the stays and props in the precious
word of life. 1899 Badnt. Libr., Mountaineer, vii. 225

handhold are met with upon more difficult rocks ; for in-

stance, finger-tip holds, side-holds, and holds facing down-
wards.

2. That portion of any implement that is grasped
by the hand, e.g. the part of a fishing-rod imme-

diately above the reel.

1833 J. HOLLAND Mauuf. Metal II. 43 A strong spring
forming the head or hand-hold.

Handiblow, var. of HANDBLOW, q.v.

Handicap (harndikaep), sb. [A word of ob-
scure history. Two examples of the sb., and one
of the verb, are known in i7th c. ;

its connexion
with horse-racing appears in the i8th; its trans-

ferred general use, esp. in the verb, since 1850.
It appears to have originated in the phrase

' hand
i' cap ', or

' hand in the cap ', with reference to the

drawing mentioned in sense i.]

HANDICAP.
1. The name of a kind of sport having an element

of chance in it, in which one person challenged
some article belonging to another, for which he
offered something ofhis own in exchange. (Alsoyig-.)
On the challenge being entertained, an umpire was chosen

to decree the difference of value between the two articles,
and all three

parties deposited forfeit-money in a cap or
hat. The umpire then pronounced his award as to the

[
boot

'

or odds to be given with the inferior article, on hear-

ing which the two other parties drew out full or empty
hands to denote their acceptance or non-acceptance of the
match in terms of the award. If the two were found to

agree in holding the match either
' on

'

or
'

off', the whole of
the money deposited was taken by the umpire ; but if not,
by the party who was willing that the match should stand.

(See_AW <

Queries^ 23 June, 1855).

_
This sport is described under the name of Neive /W>r,

in Piers Plowman A. v. 171, B. v. 328. C. VII. 377, where
' Clement be cobelere caste of his cloke

, for which ' Hikke
be hakeneyman

'

wagered his hood, and '

Robyn be ropere
'

was named for
' a noumpere ', to ordain how much ' who-

so haueth the hood shuld haue amendes of the cloke '.

For reference to a similar sport in Scandinavia and Germany
(where called Freimarkfi, see GfrinaniaX IX. ( 1 874) i

, EngI.

Stud. V. 150. A recent example occurs in R. S. Surtees
' Mr. Sponge's Sporting Tour

'

ch. xlv, in which the challenge
is between a gold watch and a horse. In later times the
result became the subject of further betting on the part of
the bystanders : see T/ic Sportsman 17 April 1897, 5/5.
? a 1653 G. DANIEL Idyl ii. 120 Ev'n those who now

command, The inexorable Roman, were but what One step
had given : Handy-Capps in Fate. 1660 PISPYS Diary
18 Sept., Here some of us fell to handicap, a sport that
I never knew before, which was very good. 1831 Mem. Sir
J. Campbell I. xi. 300 Buying horses by what is called

handy-cap ; a kind of lottery, which everybody knows.
1852 R. S. SURTEES Sponge's Sp. Tour xlv.

2. Horse-racing, (orig. attrib.) f a. Handicap
match : a match between two horses, the arrange-
ment of which was made in accordance with the

sport of handicap in I, the umpire here decreeing
the extra weight to be carried by the superior
horse, and the parties drawing as in I to declare
whether the match should be ' on '

or '
off', with

the same chances as to the forfeit-money. Obs.
(Such matches are recorded as early as 1680, but the term

'

handicap
' does not appear.)

754 Potufs Racing Calendar p. xxxii, Rules concerning

Capper, makes a Match for A. and B. which when perused
by them, they put their Hands into their Pockets and draw
them out closed, then they open them together, and if both
have Money in their Hands, the Match is confirm d; if

neither have Money, it is no Match : In both Cases the
Hand-Capper draws all the Money out of the Hat ; but if

one has Money in his Hand, and the other none, then it is

no Match ; and he that has the Money in his Hand is in-
titled to the Deposit in the Hat. If a Match is made
without the Weight being mentioned, each Horse must
carry ten Stone. [So in

' Rules of Racing
'

in Racing Calen-
dar 1826, and Blaine Encyci. Rural Sports ed. 1832.]

b. Handicaprace (shortened handicap): a horse-
race in which an umpire (the handicapper) decrees
what weights have to be carried by the various
horses entered, according to his judgement of their

merits, in order to equalize their chances. So
handicap plate, sweepstakes, etc.

1786 PICK Sportsman A> Breeder's Vade Mecum I. 103
(Newmarket) Handicap Plate of 83 gs. for all ages. Two
Middle Miles. Won by Mr. Fox's Balloon . . 13 others,
started. 1789-00 WEATHERBY Racing Calendar 194
(Curragh, June Meeting) Handicap plate of 50 gs. from the
Red Post hume. Mr. Hamilton's King David, by High-
flyer, 6 yrs. old, 8st. 12 Ib. ; Mr. B. Daly's Little Moll, 5 yrs.
old, 6 st. 12 Ib. [and 2 other horses], 1793-4 Ibid. 288
(Races to come: Bath.) The day after the Races, a
Handicap Sweepstakes of 5 gs. each, for horses, etc. of all

ages, two miles. The horses to be named to the Clerk of the
Course by eight o'clock the evening before running, and
the Stakes to be then paid. 1806 Sporting Mag. XXVIII.
184 Six horses entered fora Handicap-plate of ^50. 1812
Ibid. XXXIX. 99 Four or five of the greatest Handicaps,
to be run for at Newmarket next Spring. 1856 H. H.
DIXOH Post S, Paddock iv. 75 The luckiest of handicaps
was the Chester Cup of 1853, when 131 out of 216 horses
accepted. Ibid. vii. 114 In these more degenerate days
of light-weights and handicaps. 1858 Jockey Club Rules
17 in Blaine Encycl. Rur. Sports 11870) 373/1 If a horse
shall fraudulently run.. The owner shall, .return any sum.,
won in plates, matches, or sweepstakes (whether handicap
or not), which the said horse may have won. Ibid. 39. 374/1
In all handicaps with twenty subscribers, when the highest
weight accepting is under 8 st. 12 Ib., it is to be raised to
that weight, .but in all minor handicaps and in two-year-old

handicaps . . the highest weight .. is to be raised to 8st. 7lb.
1862 Times i Jan., The most prolific source of mischief,

perhaps,
on the Turf, is the increase and magnitude of the

handicaps. There is no' beast so miserable, but that he may
possibly succeed in a handicap. 187 . Rules ofRacing in

J. Rice Hist. Brit. Tur/(i8ig) II. 367 A '

handicap
'

is a race
in which the weights which the horses are to carry are to be
adjusted after the time limited for entering or naming,
according to the handicapper's judgment of'the merits of
the horses, for the purpose of equalizing their chances of

winning . . A free handicap is one in which no liability
for stake or forfeit is incurred until acceptance, and no
entry need be made.

3. Any race or competition in which the chances
of the competitors are sought to be equalized by
giving an advantage to the less efficient or imposing
a disadvantage upon the more efficient.

Besides the method of weighting, as in 2, this may be done



HANDICAP.

in various ways, according to the nature of the game, as by
requiring the superior competitor to accomplish a greater
distance (i.e. giving a start to the inferior), to do it in a

shorter time, to play with fewer men or pieces, etc.

1875 J. D. HEATH Croquet Player 87 There is a variety
called Time Handicaps, in which, if the game be not con-

cluded at the expiration of a given time, the player who is

ahead wins. 1895 Badminton. Libr.^ Billiards 439 No two
men should play in the same handicap when one can give
the other much more than a third of the game.
4. The extra weight or other condition imposed
on a superior in favour of an inferior competitor
in any athletic or other match ; hence, any en-

cumbrance or disability that weighs upon effort

and makes success more difficult.

1883 E. PENNELL-ELMHIRST Cream Letcestersh. 153 Two
minutes at such a time is . . a heavy handicap on the efforts

of hounds. 1890 Pall Mall G. 25 June 1/3 The president. .

will not be called upon for an address, as this is felt to be a
severe tax upon the person and a handicap on the post.

Ibid., His broken wing is a heavy handicap to him, and his

chances against fox and stoat are now reduced to a minimum.

1894 H. H. GIBBS Colloquy on Currency 231 If other nations

are injured by the absence of that advantage, what is to pre-
vent them from altering their laws, throwing offthe handicap,
and riding with equal weights?
5. (See quot.)
1868 BREWER Phr. < Fable, Handicap, a game at cards

not unlike Loo, but with this difference the winner of one
trick has to put in a double stake, the winner of two tricks

a triple stake, and so on. Thus : if six persons are playing,
and the general stake is is., and A gains three tricks, he

gains 6s., and has to
' hand i' the cap

'

or pool, 35. for the
next deal. Suppose A gains two tricks and B one, then A
gains 45. and B as., and A has to stake 35. and B 25. for the
next deal. [No confirmation has been found.]

6. attrib.) as handicap match^ plate, prize^ race.

1754, etc. Handicap-match, -plate [see a]. 1856 H . H. DIXON
Post fy Paddock x. 175 At York about io,ooo[cards] are sold

on the Handicap day. 1897 W'kitaker's Aim. 633/2 The
A. A. A. rules fixed a limit of ten guineas for handicap
prizes [in foot races]. Ibid. 649/2 The Hester, .was more
successful in handicap matches, winning 5 firsts and 4
seconds.

Handicap, #. [f. prec. sb., or of same origin.]

fl. trans. To draw or gain as in a game of

chance. Obs. rare.

1649 G. DANIEL Trinarch.^ Hen. y, xcviii, The Treasurer
. .for a price Mercates his Maister to extend his purse : And
handy-capps some Crownes : may the boot rise To the boot

worthy.
2. intr. To engage or take part in a handicap
match (see HANDICAP sb. 2).

1839 Black. Mag. XLV. 353, I need not explain .. the
art and mystery to give and take the long odds knowingly,
to make a 'book', to 'handicap', and to 'hedge'. 1856
LEVER Martins o/Cro'M. 36 He had mingled in turf ex-

periences..and betted and handicapped with men of fortune.

3. trans. To equalize the parties to a handicap,

by decreeing the ' odds
'

to be given.
1852 R. S. SURTEES Sponge's Sp. Tourxliv, 'Who shall

handicap us? Captain Guano, Mr. Lumpleg, or who?' ..
4 Name me arbitrator ',

muttered Jack.
b. fig. To equalize the chances of competing or

contrasted things.
1865 Daily Tel. 17 Oct. 5/3 You can't handicap Paris and

London as to vice. .Paris can still give two stone ofiniquity.

4. trans. To weight race-horses in proportion to

their known or assumed powers, in order to equalize
their chances.

1856 H. H. DIXON_ Post 4- Paddock xii. 198 The present
system of handicapping we believe to be vicious in the ex-

treme ; and our impression of a true English handicap is,

that no horse should carry more than gst. gibs., or less than

5st. slbs. 18.. View Eng. Racer fy Saddle Horse in

^onatCs Horse iv. (1872) 74 Four horses were handicapped
by Dr. Bellyse at Newcastle-under-Lyne. 1881 E. D.
BRICKWOOD in Encycl. Brit. XII. 202/2 When well-known
winners entered for a race, other competitors withdrew, and

sport was spoiled. A remedy was devised in handicapping,
that is, apportioning a table of weights to the competitors. .

in proportion to their known or assumed demerits.

5. trans. To weight, hamper, or otherwise *

penal-
ize

'

a superior competitor in any match or contest,

so as to reduce his chances in favour of inferior

competitors. More generally, To place any one
at a disadvantage by the imposition of any embar-

rassment, impediment, or disability; to weight
unduly.
1864 Reader 9 July 57 He is handicapped with the weight

of his own reputation. 1865 Sat. Rev. 4 Feb. I32y2 A man
of real mathematical ability must be very heavily handi-

capped to allow competitors of inferior talent to meet him
with any chance of success. 1868 Pall Mall G. 23 July 3
Not only are our crack shots, our best billiard players, our
fleetest runners, and our grandest racehorses handicapped to
let the worthless have a chance for the prizes, but even
statesmen, clergymen, and soldiers -are managed similarly.
1868 ROGERS Pol. Econ. xxii. (1376) 2^8 If the law handicaps
one kind of labour and so hinders its employment. 1880
Standard 15 Dec., The British farmer is so severely handi-

capped that he cannot possibly compete with the American
farmer. 1884 Lillywhite*s Cricket Annual i They/ were

handicapped in their out-play by the absence of their best

bowler. 1885 Times (weekly ed.) 6 Nov. 7/3 A high ex-

penditure and heavy taxation handicaps a country. 1887
JESSOPP Arcady i. 6 The inevitable something which handi-

caps any one who comes as a stranger into the parish. 1894
H. H. GIBBS Colloquy on Currency 231, I thought.. our

system, .much to our advantage, and that other nations not

enjoying it were handicapped in the race.

Hence Handicapping vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1856 H. H. DIXON Post <$ Paddock ii. 46 Dr. Bellyse,

63

whose love of handicapping and cock-fighting was so [great].

1889 \V. T. LINSKILL Golf in. (1895) 15 Another form of odds
is

' so many holes up '. This is handicapping by holes and
not by strokes.

Handicapper (hse-ndikiepai). [f. prec. vb.]
One who handicaps ; spec, the public official who
decrees what weights the different horses are to

cany in a handicap.
'754 tsee HANDICAP sb. 2 a]. 1856 H. H. DIXON Post

$ Paddock xii. 199 Handicappers do well in a large handi-

cap if they get two-fifths of the horses to accept, and a third

of the acceptances to the post. 1861 WHYTF. MKI.YILI.K

Good for Notking II. xlii. 202 You are bad handicappers,
ladies! 1862 Times 2 Jan., An honest handicapper is in

the hands of the public runners of horses and utterly at their

mercy, and the runners of horses are as completely at the

mercy of the dishonest handicapper. 1875 J- D. HEATH

Croquet Player 91 Referee (and handicapper, when neces-

sary) should be appointed, to superintend the various games,
and to settle disputes.

Handicraft (hae-ndikraft). Also 6-8 handy-
craft ;

and as 2 words or with hyphen. [A de-

velopment of earlier HANDCRAFT, after the original

pair handwork, handiwork.'}
1. Manual skill ;

skilled work with the hands.
c 1275 [see HANDCRAFT]. 1477 NORTON Ord. Alch. iv. in

Ashm. (1652) 49 In this Warke finde ye nothing shall, But
handie-crafte called Arte Mechanicall. c 1570 Pride % Lentil.

(1841) 22 Coonning in handy craft and facultie. 1658 J.

ROBINSON Eudoxa i. 16 All kind of Handicraft, or Art.

i68z GREW Anat. Plants Ep. Ded., A Piece of Natures
Handicraft. 1857 RUSKIN Pol Econ. Art 61 You ask of

him nothing but a little quick handicraft. 1863 BATES Nat.
Amazon I. 79 He prefers handicraft to field labour.

2. A manual art, trade, or occupation.
1548 CRANMER Catech. 46 b, They also teache vs diverse

waies of marchaundise, many handycraftes. a 1661 FULLER

Worthies, Cheshire 181 He [Speed] was first bred to a handi-

craft, and as I take it to a Taylor. 1703 MOXON Mech.
Exere. Pref. 6 Smithing is . . as curious a Handy-Craft,
as any is. 1845 S. AUSTIN Rankts Hist. Re/. II. 27 Students
left the university and went home to learn a handicraft.

1872 YEATS Growth Coinm. 286 Improvements were intro-

duced into agriculture and the handicrafts.

1 3. A handicraftsman, artizan, workman. 06s.

1586 T. B. La Primnud. Fr. Acad. 1. 698 Made by Masons,
Carpenters, Geometricians, Sawyers, loiners, and other

handy-crafts. iso-6 WHARTON Poems Wks. (1683) 398

Service. 1745 De Foe's Eng. Tradesman Introd., Those
who make the goods they sell, though they keep shops, are

called Handicrafts. 1821 SCOTT Kenilm. xxv,
' Beshrew

thy heart for the word ', replied the handicraft.

4. attrib., passing into adj.
= '

manual, practical ',

1662 J. CHANDLER i^an Helmout's Oriat. 59 We see by
handicraft-demonstration, that the Air in deep Wells and
Cellers is stable in the same point of heat. 1663 F. HAWKINS
Youth's Behaviour 79 Handy-craft-trades, which require the

labour of the hand. 1692 tr. Sallustk-] Sollicite Handicraft

Tradesmen and Slaves. 1816 KEATINGE Trav.{i8i7) II. 139
The ingenuity of the handicraft people here is very striking.

1845 J. SAUNDERS Cab. Pict. Eng. Life, Chaucer 202 The
inhabitants . . who lived by the cultivation oftrade, commerce,
and the arts handicraft and mental.

Handicraftsman. Formerly also as 2 words,

or with i or 2 hyphens ; also 0. handicraftman.

[lit. handicraft's man, man of handicraft : cf.

CKAFTSMAN.] A man who exercises a handicraft ;

one employed in a manual occupation.
1551 ROBINSON tr. More's Utop. n. iv. (1895) 148 A handi-

craftes man doth so earnestly bestowe hys vacaunte and

spare houres in learninge. 1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr.

Acad. I. 698 Bakers, Cookes, Vintners, and other handy-
crafts-men. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 450 All other

artisans and handi-craftsmen. 1758 J. BLAKE Plan Mar.
Syst. 23 All the handy-crafts-men . . particularly carpenter's

mates, caulkers. 1849 RUSKIN Sev. Lamps v. 24. 160 From
the mass of available handicraftsmen the power is gone.

ft. 1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tong, Gens de mestier,
handiecraft men. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. iv. ii. 10 The best

wit of any handycraft man in Athens. 1660 R. COKE Justice
Vind. 24 Mechanical handicraft-men, and husbandmen.

1788 PRIESTLEY Lect. Hist. v. li. 394 No security for handi-

craftmen and traders. 1854 HAWTHORNE Eng. Note-Bks.

(1879) II. 346 Be he. .scholar, handicraftman, or what not.

Hence Ha^ndlcra'ftsmanshlp.
1882 Pall Mall G. 13 Nov. 4 The man who best united

literary handicraftsmanship with the highest scientific and
technical mastery of his subject.

Ha-ndicra:ftship. rare. [-SHIP.] Exercise

of handicraft, workmanship.
1835 Blackiu. Mag. XXXVII. 927 Did he furnish the

materials for the handicraftship of others ?

Ha'iulici'aftswo:maii. [afterHANDICRAFTS-

MAN.] A woman who exercises a handicraft.

1846 WORCESTER cites Gent. Mag. 1857 Miss MULOCK
Th. ab. Worn. iv. (1858) 69 The class which I have distin-

guished as handicraftswomen. 1865 F. HALL Dasd-nipa.
Pref. 1 8 A female devotee, or a handicraftswoman.

Haildicuff. Also handy-, [f. HAND sb. or

HANDY a. + CUFF sb. 2 : app. after fisticuff^ pi.

Blows with the hands; fighting hand to hand.

Also^/%-.
1701 Dial. tetm. Marphorio tf Pasquin 12 By the Posture

you are in, I suppose you are for handy-Cuffs. 1726
SHELVOCKE Voy. round World(\iyj) 271 [They] must have

gone to handy cuffs with the enemy. 1761 STERNE Tr.

Shandy III. xxi, His rhetoric and conduct were at per-

petual handy-cuffs. 1816 C. JAMES Milit. Diet. (ed. 4)

383/2 Jeux de main, manual play, or what are vulgarly
called handicuflfs.

HANDIWORK.

Handicuff, dial. var. of HANDCUFF.

Handigrip, variant of HANDGRIP.

Handil^l, obs. forms of HANDLE.

Ha'ndily, adv. [f.
HANDY a. + -LT 2.] In a

handy manner or way ; expertly ; + manually.
i6n FLORIO, Manoalmente, manually, handily. 1719 DE

FOE Crusoe i. iv, Not being able to ijuide
it so handily.

1832 HT. MAKTINEAU Life in Wilds vi. 78 She used . . the

threads of flax more handily than they.

t Ha'ndiment. Obs. Handling, management.
1660 FISHER Rnstick's Alarm Wks. (1679) 194 In thy

heedless handiment of this more General Subject.

Handiness (hse-ndines). [f.
HANDY a. +

-NESS.]
1. The quality of being handy or expert.
1647 TRAPP Comin. i Pet. i. 12 Girding implies, i. Readi-

nesse, 2. Nimblenesse, handinesse, handsomenesse, 1755
in JOHNSON. 1829 CARLVLE Misc. (1857) II. 60 If he have

any handiness in the business. 1867 SMILES Huguenots
Eng. ii. (1880) 22 He could . . do any sort of work requiring
handiness and dexterity.

2. The quality of being easily or conveniently
handled ; manageableness, convenience.

1877 W. H. WHITE Naval Archit. (1882) 461 Handiness
is held to be an essential quality in most classes of war
ships. 1879 CasselFs Techn. Ed^tc. IX. 166 The all-impor-
tant qualities of stability when travelling, and handiness in

turning.

Handing (has
-

ndirj), vbl. sb. [f. HAND .]

1. The action of the verb HAND, in various senses.

1651 HOBBES Leviath. I. ii. 8 Like handing of things from
one to another. 1758 J. BLAKE Plan Mar. Syst. 7 In

knotting and splicing, in handing and reefing of sails.

1 2. A handle. Obs. rare.

1703 MOXON Mech. Exerc. 51 The Wood-work belonging
to the lack, is a Barrel, a Spit-wheel and a Handing of the

Winch.
3. attrib. Handing-post (local), finger-post.
1880 JEFFF.RIES Hodge (,- M. I. 24 On the handing-postal

the lonely cross-roads. 1882 NARES Seamanship (ed. 6) 96
It [powder] is passed . . from one handing-room to the other,

and then on deck.

Hand in glove : see HAND AND GLOVE.

Hand in hand (also with -
-), adv. phr. (a.,

sb.}. [See HAND sb. 57.]
1. adv. phr. With hands mutually clasped ;

each

holding the other's (or another's) hand.

rigoo Three Kings' Sons (E. E. T. S.) 33 Than wente

they two hand yn hand vndir the clothe of estate. 1667
MILTON P. L. xii. 648 They hand in hand, with wandring
steps and slow, Through Eden took thir solitarie

way.
1762-71 H. WALPOLE Vertne's Anecd. Paint. (1786) III.

117 The portraits of the dwarfs hand in hand by Sir Peter

Lely. 1870 THORNBURV Tour Eng. I. xii. 236 They dance
hand-in-hand through [the] streets.

b. fig. In conjunction, side byside, concurrently;
to go hand in hand with, to keep step with.

1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 341 The same . . as it were

running hand in hande with his wonderfull knowledge.
1641 BROME Jovial Crew i. i. Wks. 1873 III. 358 Thy
charity there goes hand in hand with mine. 1788 FRANKLIN

AutoMog. Wks. 1840!. 177 The debates went on daily hand
in hand with the Indian business. 1874 GREEN Short
Hist. i. 3. 31 The industrial nrogress of the Mercian King-
dom went hand in hand with its military advance.

2. attrib. or adj. Going hand in hand or side by
side ; well-matched.
1611 SHAKS. Cymb. i. iv. 75 As faire, and as good : a kind

of hand in hand comparison. 1817 L. HUNT To T. L. H.
iv. Poet. Wks. (1860) 258 Ah, first-born of thy mother. .My
bird when prison-bound, My hand in hand companion.

b. The name given to a Fire Insurance Office

in London, founded in 1696 ; implying the mutual

sharing of risks.

1781 COWPER Friendship 106 Like hand in hand insurance

plates. 1708 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. XXVII. 493 It

may be denned a hand-in-Iiand assurance office for securing
mercantile credit.

3. sb. a. A representation of two hands mutually

clasped, b. Mutual clasping of hands. C. A com-

pany of persons hand in hand.

1710 STEELE Tatler No. 245 F 2 A broad thick Gold Ring
with a Hand in Hand graved upon it. 1842 TENNYSON Vis.

Sin 162 Loving tears, And the warmth of hand in hand.

1880 G. MEREDITH Trag. Com. (1881)252 The whole Alpine
hand-in-hand of radiant heaven-climbers.

Handiron, obs. form of ANDIRON.

CI47S I'ec. in Wr.-Wiilcker 770/2 Hec andena, a hand-

yryn. 1731 FIELDING Grub St. Op. I. xi, The very hand-

irons, .have not more brass in them than thy forehead.

Handistroke, by-form of HANDSTKOKE.

Handiwork (hse-ndi,wjk). Forms : I hand-

Seweorc, 2-4 handi-, hondiwere, -werk(e ;
6

handye-, -ie-, 6- handy work, 7- handiwork.

[OE. hand-geweorc, f. hand + geweorc work (a

collective form). OE. had also handiueorc HAND-
WORK containing the simple weorc work. As

geweorc, iwork did not survive in ME., hand-iwerc,

was naturally analysed as a compound of the simple

were, with handi, often written separately, and

treated as an adj. : see HANDY. See also, under

HANDWORK, the ME. northern form hande-werk^
1. Work of the hands ; a thing or collection of

things made by the hands of any one.

c 1000 ^ELFRIC Dent. iv. 28 And ge beowiab fremdum

Godum, manna hand xeweorc. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 129

And sette nine ouer his hondiwerc. a 1225 St. Marher. 10



HANDJAB.

Help me bin hondi were. 1:1340 Cursor M. 1589 (Trin.)
His owne hondiwerke so soone \Vplde god not hit were for-

done. 1535 COVERDALE Ps. xviitfi]. i The very heauens

declare the glory off God, and the very firmament sheweth
his handye worke. 1635 QUARLES Euibl. in. x, I am thy

handy-worke, thy creature, Lord, a 1680 BUTLER Ron.

(1759) I. 126 The Pagans heretofore Did their own Handy-
works adore. 1795 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Ptndariana
Wks. 1812 IV. 230 To see the handiworks of God In sun

and moon and starry sky. a 1839 PRAED Poems (1864) II.

112 To sec the sempstress' handiwork.

2. Work done by the hands or by direct personal

operation or agency. Sometimes, the work of

man's hands as opposed to nature.

ciooo Ags. Ps. (Th.) ix. 15 On his hand geweorce byj5

Xefangen se synfulla. 1540 COVERDALE Fntitf. Less. iii.

Wks. ( Parker Soc. ) I. 350 They . . undertake to get their own
living with their handy-work. ix T, WILSON Logike (1580)

44 b, An Image whiche is an amficiall thyng, is made by the

handle worke of man. 1658 BROMHALL Treat. Specters v.

327 The cave . . seemed as if it had been made by handy-
work. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk 4- Selv. 67 The shapes of
nature being of another kind of make than those of handy-
works. 1820 HAZLITT Lect. Dram. Lit. 2 What they per-
formed was chiefly nature's handy-work.

b. Work
v
of any kind) ; doing, performance.

1838 DICKENS O. Tiuist xxix, That was your handiwork,
Giles, I understand.

187^
GREEN Short Hist. viii. 5. 510

The Liturgy and Canons had been Laud's own handiwork.

3. Manual employment ; working with the hands,
as opposed to head-work', practical work. [Cf.

HANDY.]
1565 J. HALLE Hist. Expost. (Percy) 41 Chirurgery is

Operatio wanualis, that is handye worke- Wherefore, .call

it the handye worke of medicine. 1603 KNOLLES Hist.
7

1

r*j(i62i) 1326 The Estates, .have raised handiworks as
well as traffike and navigation to the highest point of per-
fection. 1669 WOODHEAD St. Teresa n. vii. 55 She
accounted Handy-work a great means of advancing, and
perfecting her Religions. 1703 MOXON Mech. Exerc. Pref.
2 To what purpose would Geometry serve, were it not to
contrive Rules for Handy-Works? z866 J. BROWN Horaf
Subs. Ser. i. Pref. note. We wish we saw more time, and more
handiwork, more mind spent upon anatomy and surgery.

II Handj ar, hanjar (hae-ndgaa). Also 7 hau-

diarre, haniar ; see also KHANJAB. [Pers. (Arab.)
JB** khanjar dagger.] A Persian or Turkish

dagger or sword-knife.
1601 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1621) 1313 He stabbed her

with his handiarre. 1615-6 PURCHAS Pilgrims II. ix. 1588
(Stanf.) They always weare a Haniar (that is, a Dagger) set
with rich stones. 1696 PHILLIPS (ed. 5), Httnjar, a certain
kind of Dagger worn by the Bashaws Wives. 1873 DIXON
Tu'o Quffftf I. v. i. 234 He hung a Moorish hanjar on his

thigh. 1887 Pall Mall G. 5 Oct. 1/2 A Montenegrin noble
. . greatly encumbered in his play by the revolvers and hand-
jar in his belt.

Handkerchief (hse-rjkaitjif), sb. Forms : a. 6

handekerchefe, -carcheff, handcercheue, -ker-

ohef, 6-7 -kerehiefe, 7 -kercheefe, -ohife,

-chiffe, liankerohief, 7- handkerchief. P. 6-J,
9 (dial, and vulgar) handkercher, hankercher,
9 dial, hancutcher. [f. HAND sb. + KERCHIEF,
q.v. also for the form handkercher. The latter was
common in literary nse in 16-1 7th c., and remained
the current spoken form for some time after hand-

ktrchicfvizs, commonly written (cf. quot. 1866) ; it

is still a common dialect and vnlgar form.]
A small square of linen, silk, or other fabric (which
may be embroidered, fringed, etc.), carried in the
hand or pocket (pocket-handkerchief } for wiping
the face, eyes, or nose, or used as a kerchief to cover
the head, or worn about the neck (neck handker-

chief ot neckerchief).
To drop or throw the

handkerchief, i. e. in young people's
games,_ in which he or she to whom it is thrown runs after
and tries to catch the other ; hence, allusively, to signify
that one may be run after, to invite courtship.
'S3O PALSGR. 229/1 Handekerchefe, mouchover. 1557

N. T. (Genev.) Acts xix. 12 From his body, were broght
vnto the sycke, napkyns or handkerchefs. 1563 MAN
Musculiis

1

Commonpl. 2743, The shadow of Peter, the
handcercheue of Paull. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. in. iii. 434 Haue
you not sometimes scene a Handkerchiefe Spotted with
Strawberries, in your wiues hand ? 1684 BUNYAN Filer.
n. 76 He also wiped mine Eyes with his Hankerchief.
ITU Lond. Can. No. 6056/1 The Santo Sudario (or Holy
Handkerchief) .. is to be exposed. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat.
(1852) II. 477 When, on looking through the window, we see
the women pulling their handkerchiefs over their heads, we
take this for a sign that it is beginning to rain. 1825 R.
WARD Tremaine II. xxxix. 338, I imagine he must do some-
thing more than merely throw his handkerchief. 1859 GEO.
ELIOT A. Brdc 29, I think his blue linen handkerchief was
very wet with tears.

3. c IJB DEWES Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 907 The hande
kercher . . mouclwir. 1583 HOLLYBAND Campo di Fior 31
Put this hande-kircher at thy girdle, to make cleane thy
nose. 1583 in North. N. f, Q. I. 77 Gloves, hand-carchaes,
gyrdylles. 1601 SHAKS. Ail's Well v. iii. 3x2 Mine eyes
smell Onions, I shall weepe anon : Good Tom Drumme lend
me a handkercher. 1666 PEPYS Diary (1870) IV. 46, 1 took
occasion to fall out with her [my wife] for buying a laced
handkercher without my leave. 1818 Craven Dial., Han-
cutchtr, handkerchief. 1837 THACKERAY Yellmupl. (1887) 29A blue bird s-eye handkercher. [1866 LOWELL Biglirw P.
Introd. Poems 1890 II. 166 Voltaire tells his countrymen
that handkerchief -ins, pronounced hankercher . .This enor-
mity the Vankee still persists in.]

b. attrib. and Comb., as handkerchief-box, -loom,
-monger, etc.

64

1711 SWIFT Jrnl. to Stella 4 May, I have been a mighty
handkerchiefmonger. 1885 J. J. MANLEY Brit, Almanac
Contf>. 25 There was also a remarkable handkerchief-loom
exhibited.

Hence Ha'ndkerchiefful
; -j-Ha'ndkerchiefiy a.,

such as calls for the use of a handkerchief.

1753 C. CIBBER in RicJia,rdson"s Corr. (1804) II. 177
Having as handkerchiefly a feeling of it as Mr. Sylvester
himself. 1876 Daily News 27 Oct. 5/3 An orderly produced
a handkerchiefful of bread and cheese.

Ha-ndkerchief, v. rare. [f. prec. sb.] a.

intr. To use a handkerchief, b. trans. To cover

or wipe with a handkerchief.

1754 RICHARDSON Grandison (1811) II. xvi. 170 The ser-

vants entering with the dinner, we hemmed, handkerchiefed,
twinkled, took up our knives and forks. 1778 MAD.
D'ARBLAY Diary Sept., I began now a vehement nose-

blowing, for the benefit of handkerchiefing my face.

Ha'lld-labour . Labour or work of the hands,
manual labour; ^ art

'

as opposed to nature ; now,

usually, manual as opposed to machine work.

1549 COVEHDALE, etc. Erasm. Par. Thess. 3 We wrought
with our handelabour. 1610 HOLLAND Camden's Brit. i.

548 Strong . . as well by naturall situation as hand-labour.

1640 SANDERSON Scrm. II. 17681. Paul. -at Corinth, .main-
tained himself a long while together with his own hand-
labour. 1832 Veg. S-ubst. Food xvii. 385 The hoeing of a
cane-field, .was [formerly] always effected by hand labour.

Hence Ha-nd-la'bourer, a worker with his hands.

1598 FLORIO, Manifattore . . a hand-labourer. 1878 N.
Amer. Rev. CXXVII. 265 The mere hand-laborer is

thrown out of employment.

Handlangwhile : see HANDWHILE.
Handle (hse-nd'l), sb. Forms : i handle, 3
hondel, 4-6 handel(l, 5 handele, handyl(l(e,
andyll, 5-6 handil(l, 5- handle. [OE. handle,
deriv. of HAND.]
1. That part of a thingwhich is made to be grasped

by the hand in using or moving it.

a 800 Corpus Gloss. 1904 Stiba^ handle, r 1000 /ELFRIC
Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 104/11 Stifat, sulhhandla. a 1235
Juliana 59 Forte turnen jat hweol wi5 hondlen. 1398
TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xix. cxxviii. (1405) 033 An handell

by the whyche he is heue hyther and tnyther. c 1400
MAUNDEV. (1839) xxiii. 249 To smyte an hors with the
handill of a whippe. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur \. iii, He
handled the swerd by the handels. 1577 B. Gooctc Heres-
bacKs Huso. n. (1586) 109 b, The handles, or steeles of
Husbandmennes tooles. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. n. i. 34 Is this

a Dagger, which I see before me, The Handle toward my
Hand? 1798 FERRIAR Illustr. Sterne vi. 177 Do you not
consider what a handle a long beard affords to the enemy?
1860 TVNDALL Glac. i. xviiL 127 The handle of my hatchet.

b. Phr. (U.S. colloq.) To fly off (m off af) the

handle (Jig. from an ax) : to be carriea away by
excitement ; to lose self-control. To go off the

handle : to die.

1843-4 HALIBURTON Attache" (Farmer), He flies right off

the handle for nothing. 1872 O. W. HOLMES Poet Breakf.-t.
x. (1885) 258 My old gentleman means to be Mayor, .before

he goes off the handle.

2. trans/. Something resembling a handle; in

Bot. = MANDBEIUM. Handle of the face : used
;

jocularly for the nose.

1639 T. DE GRAY Compl. Horsem. 39 The crocks and
handles of the scull. 1673 S. C. Rules of Civility 102 A
Leg of Mutton is cut above the handle, by thrusting the

Knife as deep into it as one may. 1708 MOTTEUX Rabelais
v. v, Carbuncles . . which undermine the Handles of their

Faces. 1887 Modern. Society 27 Aug. 864 (Farmer) A rest-

less, .old lady, with an immense handle to her face,

3. fig. That by which something is or may be

taken hold of ; one of two or more ways in which
a thing may be taken or apprehended (in phr. to

have two handles, to take a thing by the best handle,

etc.) ; a fact or circumstance that may be ' laid

hold of
'

or taken advantage of for some purpose ;

an occasion, opportunity, excuse, pretext
a 1535 MORE Wks. 330 (R.) He would gladly catch holde

of some small handell to kepe hys money fast. 1633 G.
j

HERBERT Temple, Confession iv, Fiction Doth give a nold I

and handle to affliction. 1697 tr. Burgersdicius his Logic I

n. xiii. 56 A dilemma is . . as it were a syllogism with two '

handles and catching one both ways. a. 1716 SOOTH Serm.

(1716) IV. 196 Hope and Fear are the two great Handles, by
which the Will of Man is to be taken Hold of. 173*
LEDIARD Sethos II. vni. 224, I would not give this handle

to calumny. 1770 LANGHORNE Plutarch (1879) II. 1061/1
He took care to give her no handle against him. 1876
GLADSTONE Homeric Syrtchr. 168 Where tradition afforded

any sort of handle for the purpose.
4. A handle to one's name (colloq.) : a title of

rank, honour, or courtesy attached to the name.

tain O'Brien ^ said the general.
*
Sir Terence O'Brien, if

you please, general. His Majesty has given me a handle to

my name '. iSgg THACKERAY Newcomes xxiii, She. .enter-

tained us with stories .. mentioning no persons but those

who ' had handles to their names '. as the phrase is. 1886
Illustr. Lond. News 23 Jan. 94/3 Very distinguished young
women, with handles to their names.

6. attrib. and Comb. Of, belonging to, or next

to, the handle, as handle-end^ -hand \ forming the

handle, as handle-piece^ -stick ; having a handle, as

handle-cup,-dish)-net ; j handle-band (see quot.).
itja in Rogers Agric. & Prices III. 568/2 Greenwich.

Welsh mats.. Frail mats..*Handleband. 99 Ib. (at fa. [1882
Ibid. IV. 578 The edges of these mats appear to have been
bound with a material called handleband, which . . is prob-

HANDLE.
ably a coarse hempen tape.] 1669 WORLIDGE Syst. Agric.
(1681) 260 Your Lines . . of good, fine and strong

*' handle-
bound Pack-thread. 1717 FREZIER l-'oy. S. Sea 65 A
Wooden Instrument ., consisting of a *Handle-Cup at one
End, and a long Beak. 1897 MARY KINCSLEY W. Africa
325 The patterns he puts at the ^handle-end of his swords.

1703 MOXON Meek. Exerc. 17 You must dip your*Handle-
hand, and mount your end-hand a little. 1834 MEDWIN
Angler in W. I. 45 Ash for the bottom or "handle-piece.
Hence Handleless a., without a handle.

1873 TRISTRAM Moab ii. 22 Three handleless, saucerless
blue china cups. 1887 A. STORY Fijfine I. 62 A young
moon hanging like a handleless sickle in the sky.

Handle (hje*nd*l), v. 1 Forms: i handlian,
hondlian, 2-4handlen,3hondlien,3-4hondlen,
45 hondel, 4-6 handell, -il(l,-yll(e, 4~7handel ?

5 hondle, 6 St. hanel, 4- handle. [OE. hand-
lian = OLG. handl&n, OHG. hantal&n to take or

feel with the hands (MHG. and Ger. /landeln},
ON. hondla to lay hold of ; deriv. of HAND sb^\

I. To manipulate, manage.
1. trans. To subject to the action of the hand or

hands : in earlier use, esp., to touch or feel with the

hands, to pass the hand over, stroke with the hand
;

later, to take hold of, turn over, etc., in the hand, to

employ the hands on or about.
To handle a korse^ to get him accustomed to the hand.

To handle a dog> etc., to nold and set him on in a fight or

contest.
c 1000 ^ELFRIC Gen. xxvli. 12 Gif min feder me handlab^

and me gecnaewS. c 1000 Sax. Leechd. III. 204 Ylpes ban
handlian. c 1200 ORMIN 18913 patt menn himm nnhhtenn
cnawenn & hanndlenn himm. a 1225 Ancr. R. 178 He ne
mei iSolien Jt me hondle his sor. c 1380 WYCLIF Wks.
(1880) 49 A weeg of siluer . . bei wolen handil faste. c 1400
Gamelyn 82 [He] bi-gan with his hand to hondel his herd.

1530 PALSGR. 578/1 She can handell a chylde dayntely.
1631 WEEVER Anc. Fun. Man. 301 This merry deuill . .

would haue handled him with rough Mittins,as theprouerbe
is. a 1698 TEMPLE (J.), The hardness of the winter forces

the breeders there to house and handle their colts six months

every year. 1717 FREZIER Voy. S. Sea 118, I have handled
and felt it. 1825 HONE Every-day Bk. 1. 992 The dogs to be
handled by Mr. Edwards [at a baiting]. 1888 BURGON Lives
12 Gd. Men I. i. 41 It is impossible to handle these volumes
without the deepest interest. 1890 BOLDREWOOD Col. Re-

former 93 I'll do nothing but handle him [a horse] to-day.
absot. c 1275 Passion ofour Lord 607 in O. E. Misc. 54

Hondle^ nv and iseob. bat gost naueb none bon Ne vleys.

1535 COVERDALE Ps . cxiii. 15 [cxv. 7] They haue handes and
handle not. 1748 HARTLEY Observ. Man i. iii. 386 A Brute
is supposed to speak, .or to handle.

b. intr. (for refl^] To have a (specified) feel, be-

haviour, action, etc. when handled.

1727 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s.v. Hop-garden^ If they handle
moist or clammy when you squeeze them they are fit to bag.
1847 Jrnl.R. Agric. Soc. VIII. 1.77 The wheat .. soon han-
dles cold and damp. 1881 GREENER Gun 250 If the balance
is not the same, they will handle as if of different bends.

2. trans. To ply or wield (something, e.g. a tool

or weapon) with the hand
;
to manipulate.

c 1205 LAY. 1338 He hihte hondlien kablen. c 1300 Have,
lok 347 pe beste knicth f>at euere micte .. handlen spere.
c 1383 CHAUCER L. G. W. 2594 Hyf>ermnestra^ That yper-

mjrstra dar nat handele a knyf. 1535 COVERDALE i Chron. ix.

[viii.] 40 The children ofVlam were valeaunt men, and coulde
handell bowes. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 437 That I

may see.. how well you handle your penne. 1611 BIBLE
Gen. iv. 21 lubal. .was the father of all such as handle the

harpe and organ. 1631 GOUGE God's Arrows v. xi. 421
More fit .. to handle a mattocke then to hold a musket.

1741-3 WESLEY Jrnl. (1749) 61 As soon as they could
handle a knife and fork, they were set to our table. 1872
Even. Standard 10 Aug. (Farmer), Her Royal Highness . .

appears to handle the ribbons in a very skilful manner.

b. Mil. (See quots.)
1684 R. H. School Recreat. 46 Handle your Charger;

Gripe fast your Bandilieror Charger, hold it even with the
Muzzle. Ibid. 48 Handleyour Musket, .step forward, and

lay your Right-hand on the Muzzle. 1844 Regul. $ Ord.

Arnty 265 To all other Officers they [sentinels] are to carry
or handle their Arms. 1853 STOCQUELER Milit. Encycl. t

Handle A nns ! . . by which the soldier is directed to bring
his right hand briskly up to the muzzle of his firelock, with
his fingers bent inwards.

c. Tanning. (See quot., and HANDLER 3.)

1875 Ure's Diet. Arts III. 83 s.v. Leather, The hides..

are handled, at first several times a day ; that is, they are

drawn out of the pits, or moved up and down in the liquor.

3. Tomanage,conduct, direct, control: (a)athing,

animal, or person ; f (b) a matter, course of action,
etc. (sometimes= carry out, perform, transact).

1523 FITZHERB. ffusb, 68 Yet at manye tymes they
[mares] maye drawe well, if they be well handled.

1548 HALL Chron., Rick. Ill, nb, While these thynges
were thus handeled and ordred in Englande. 1582 N.
LICHEFIELD tr. Castanheda's Cony. E. Ind. Ixi. 125(5, The
skirmish was valiantly handled. 1598 BARRET Theor.
Warres iv. i. 93 Most of his actions are to be handled in

the face and view of the enemie. 1669 STURMV Mariner's

Mag. i. 17 Thus you see the Ship handled in fair weather
and foul. 1679-1714 BURNET Hist. Ref. an. 1529 (R.) [To]
see with what moderation as well as justice the matter was

ling witnesses.

t b. refl. To conduct oneself, behave. Obs.

1540 HYRDE tr. Vives"
1

fnstr. Chr. Worn. (1592) Avij, So

you have handled your selfe in all the order and course of

your life. 1548 UDALL Erasm. Par. Pref. 18. 1869 E. PEA-

COCK Two Deaths in Oncea Week 27 Mar. 230 And one with

cruel, bitter words, Handleth herself right scornfully.



HANDLE. 65 HANDMAID.
4. To use, do something with

;
to make due

use of.

[c 1394 P. PL Ci-edc 108 We hondlen no money, but mene-
lich faren.] 1647 WARD Simp. Cobler 3 The devill desiers
no better sport then to see light heads handle their heels.

1796 GROSK Diet. I nig. Toilette s. v., To know how to

handle one's fists ; to be skilful in the art of boxing.
1842 TENNYSON Walking to Mail 16 He lost the sense that
handles daily life. 1860 RUSKIN in A. Ritchie Rec. Tenny-
son, etc. 29 Sept. (1892) 137 It struck me. .that you depended
too much on blending and too little on handling colour.

II. To deal with, treat.

5. To deal with, operate upon, do something to ;

to treat.

1542 BOORDE Dyclary xi. (1870) 260 It wyll make good
drynke or euyl ; euery thinge as it is handled. 1630 A'.

Johnson's Kingd. 4- Comimv. 53 With the French, lesse

[meat], but well handled. 1665 HOOKE Microgr. Pref.
1) ij, So vast is the variety of Objects . . so many different

wayes there are of handling tbem. a 1774 PEARCE Serin.
III. xv. (R.), [He] fears to expose a good cause by his

method of handling it. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth vii, You
would be as much afraid of handling this matter, as if it

were glowing iron. 1879 Atkenzum 8 Nov. 603/3 The
most difficult of all musical forms to handle successfully.

b. To deal with, treat,
'
serve ',

' use
'

(in a speci-
fied way) ; to act in some specified way towards.
a 1225 Juliana 46 Me seli meiden hu derstu nu hondlin

me ant halden me swa hardeliche. a. 1300 Cursor M. 19206
Quen bai to beir breber bare Had laid hu hai handeld war.
c 1400 Gamelyn 10 Deth was comyn him to & handlid him
ful sore. 1535 COVERDALE Prov. xxiv. 29, I wil handle him,
euen as he nath dealte with me. 1555 EDEN Decades 33
The miserable Ilande men whom they handeled moste
cruelly. 1638 BAKER tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. Ill) 163
Lucan ; whom Scaliger hath handled so hardly. 1705
BOSMAN Guinea 26 Men whose good Name and Reputation
I shall always handle very tenderly. 1861 TULLOCH Eng.
Purit. iv. 417 He was handled twenty times worse than he
had been before. 1894 R. BRIDGES Feast ofBacchus i. 405
Handle him kindly.

t b. intr. To 'deal', act (in a specified way).
1535 COVERDALR Ps. cxviii[ij. 78 Let the proude be con-

founded, which handle so falsly agaynst me. 1581 MARBHCK
Bk. ofNotes 616 They handle together with good faith.

6. To deal with or treat in speech or writing ; to
treat of, discuss ; t formerly sometimes = to confer

about, discuss in a deliberative assembly.
ciaso Byrhtferth's Handboc in Anglia (1885) VIII.

304/24 pa bing be we nu handledon. 1303 R. BRUNNE
Handl. Synne 94 For bys skyle hyt may be seyde 'Handlyng
synne '. 1480 CAXTON Descr.Brit. 30 The cause was handled
and ytreated bitwene the forsaid primates. 1551 T. WILSON
Lofike (15801 41 The Preacher handeledhis matter learnedly.
1621 ELSING Debates Ho. Lords (Camden) 1-26 To discusse
the matter of oathe.. which is appoynted to be handled that

daye. 1641 WILKINS Math. Magicki. ii.(i648)i2 Astronomy
handles the quantity of heavenly motions. 1725 WATTS Logic
iv. ii. 6 The very same theme may be handled, .in several
different methods. 1868 NETTLESHIP Ess. Brffwning
Introd. I, I could not within reasonable limits handle both
criticism and interpretation.

f- b. intr. or absol. To treat, discourse, confer.

1596 DALRYHPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. x. 378 Tha hanelit
anent the Manage of the Quene. 1658 A. Fox Wurtz' Surg.
ii. xxvi. 177 In the Chapter which handleth of exiccated
Members. 1673WOOD Life 12 Oct., Theyfinding that I had
handled upon that point, Peers altered it.

7. To treat artistically ; to portray or represent
(in a particular style).
1553 EDEN Treat. Newe Ind. (Arb.) 17 A deuyll made of

copper, and that so workemanly handeled that he semeth
like flaming fire. 1603 DRAYTON Bar. Wars vi. xliii, The
story of his fortunes past In lively pictures neatly handled
was. i8go LEITCH Mailer's Anc. Art % 204. 193 The
countenance is always handled in a less spirited manner. 1860
KINGSLEY Misc. II. 77 Our painting is only good when it

handles landscapes and animals.

8. To have in hand or pass through one's hands
in the way of business ; to trade or deal in; to buy
and sell. U.S.
1888 C. D. WARNER in Harper's Mag: Apr. 776/1 It does

not pay to ' handle '

books, or to keep the run of new publi-
cations. 1889PallMattG, 13 Feb. 3/1 Large jobbing houses
who handle all the new and standard publications in consider-
able numbers to supply small dealers. 1897 Glasgow Her. 12
Feb. 7/2 Export houses which handle steel rails.

Hence Handlable, -eable (hae'ndlab'l), fHa'n-
dlesome (ots.), adjs., capable of being handled.
iSn COTGR., Maniable, tractable, wieldable, handleable.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk f, Selv. 47 All feelers numb, nothing
handlesom. 1893 Field 25 Feb. 297/i'She [a boat] must be
handleable by one man in all ways and weathers.

Handle, .-
[f. HANDLE sb.~\ trans. To fur-

nish with a handle ; to affix the handle to.
1600 T. MASHAM in Hakluyt's Voy. III. 695 Wee were

informed, that their bowes were handled with golde. 1701
C. WOLLEY Jrnl. in N. York (1860) 52 With a flint, handled
the Indian way. 1888 BELL Later Age ofStone 36 You may
now ask how these implements were handled.

Handled (hse-nd'ld), a.
[f. HANDLE sb. and z>.

2

+ -ED.] Furnished with or having a handle :

esp. with defining word, as long-handled, ivory-
handled. Used in Heraldry when the handle of
a tool or weapon is figured of a different tincture

from the blade, as ' a sickle or. handled gules '.

1785 COWPER Let. 24 Dec., It . . is hinged, handled, and
mounted with silver. 1836 T. HOOK G. Gurney 1. 6 Smart-
bandied knives. 1888 BELL Later Age of Stone 19 The
modern aborigines ofAustralia use daggers formed ofhandled
flakes. 1889 Pall Mall G. 31 July 5/2 As for the ' handled

'

names. .Mr. Knowles produces four Duchesses [etc.].

VOL. V.

Handled, var. of ANLETH (ON. andlif], Obs.,
countenance.
r 1250 in Pol. Rcl. $ L. Poems 214 Kleye was his fair

handled [v.r. neb].

Handler chrncU3A [f. HANDLE v. -f -EB T

.]

1. One \vho handles (in lit. and Jig. senses : see

HANDLE^.!). In Football, One who plays 'Rugby'.
1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. vni. xiii. (1495) 320

Chaungers handlers of syluer. 1540 COVERDALE Confut.
Standish Wks. (Parker Soc.) II. 429 An unreverent handler
of God's word. 1607 TOPSELL froitr-f. Beasts (1658) 177A cunning Archer or handler of a Gun. 1663 BLAIR Auto*
biog, ii. 11848.) 25 Outgivings to traders and handlers in this

Kingdom. 1889 Pall Mall G. 16 Mar. 3/1 The rough play
which has prevailed this winter, both among the dribblers
and the handlers.

b. Something that has a specified feel when
handled: cf. HANDLE ^. ] i b.

1848 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. IX. n. 444 They, .are often bad
handlers, and slow feeders.

2. spec. A man who holds and sets on a dog or

a game-cock in a fight or contest.

1825 HONE Every-day Bk. I. 996 The.. dogs darted at the

..lion, amid the horrid din of the cries of their handlers,
j

1828 MARLV Life Planter Jamaica (ed. 2) 320 In the
i

temporary cock-pit . . The handlers made their appearance.
1897 Field 6 Feb. 168/1 Each hound has a handler. They !

work the dogs in front of the judges.
3. Tanning. A pit containing a weak tannin

infusion, in which the hides are ' handled '

: see

HANDLE v.^ 2 c.

_ 1777 MACBRIDE in Phil. Trans. LXVIII. 115 The leather
is ready for the ooze, and at first is thrown into smaller

holes, which are termed handlers. 1879 CasseWs Techn.
Educ. v. 311 The pits containing the weakest solutions are
called

'

handlers'.

4. [f. HANDLE v.*] A workman who fastens the
handles to vessels, tools, etc. ;

a hafter.

1598 FLORID, Manicatore . . a sleeuer, a hafter, a handler.
1881 Porcelain Works, Worcester 21 The turner . . having
completed the form of the cup it is passed to the Handler.

Handles, var. ANDLESS, Sc. Obs., breathless.

Handless (hse-ndles), a. [f. HAND jvM + -LESS.]
1. Without hands

; deprived of hands.

1483 Cath. Angl. 173/2 Handles, mancus, mancatns.
1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. m. i. 67 What accursed hand Hath
made thee handlesse in

thy Fathers sight ? 1607 DAY Trait.

Eng. j9n?.(i88i) 87 For which thou shall go handless to thy
graue. 1867 SWINBURNE in Fortn. Rev. Oct. 428 There is

no such thing as a dumb poet or a handless painter.

2._/S#. Not doing, or not able to do, anything
with the hands ; incapable or incompetent with the

hands, or in action. Obs. exc. dial.

1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483) iv. xxxii. 81 Wherfor is he
nought handeles, for he hath full power to helpen and
comforten all. c 1586 C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps. LXXVI. ii, The
mighty handlesse grew as men that slumbered, a 1638
J. DURHAM Expos. Rev. vii. (1680) 34 Believers have not
a handlesse Mediator. 1854 Phemie Millar 28 You are truly
a poor handless thing. 1897 BARRIE Margaret Ogilvy 128
He is most terribly handless.

Ha'nd-line.
1. A line to be worked or drawn by hand

; esp.
a fishing line worked without a rod.

1674 N. Cox Gentl. Recreat. HI. (1677) 20 Fasten your
Hand-lines or drawing Cords, which must be at the least

a dozen, a fathom long. 1766 PENNANT Zool. (1776) I. 343

(Jod.) The same rapidity of tide prevents their using hand-
lines. 1895 Oracle Encycl. II. 105 The fishery is carried
on by hand-lines . . the bait being cuttlefishes, shell-fishes, etc.

2. Naut, 'A line bent to the hand-lead, measured
at certain intervals with what are called marks and

deeps from 2 and 3 fathomsto 20
'

(Sailor's Word-bk.}.
1897 MARY KINGSLEY H r

. Africa 415 We want a hand-line
for soundings.
Hence Ha'nd-liner, one who uses a hand-line for

fishing. Ha'nd-linlug vbl. sb., fishing with a hand-
line.

1887 MARQ. LORNE in Fortn. Rev. Mar. 464 A fleet engaged
wholly in handlining and trawling.

Handling (hse-ndliq), vbl. sb. [f. HANDLE v.i

and ^ + -ING J
. J I. The action of the vb. HANDLE.

1. The action of touching, feeling, or grasping
with the hand

; management with the hand, wield-

ing, manipulation ; laying hands on ; treatment in

which the hands are effectively (or roughly) used.
ciooo ^LFRIC Horn. II. 182 ^Et 5am cristenan menn..

Sone Se se eadija Benedictus na handlunge. .fram his ben-
dum alysde. a 1225 Ancr. R. 60 Mid sweorde of deadliche

hondlunge. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. in. xxiii. (1495)
7i In a stronge man and flesshly the pulse is gropyd and
knowe wyth stronge and harde handlyng. 1512 in Willis
& Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 608 Made and set ypp after
the best handlyng and fourme of good workmanship. 1669
PEPYS Diary 19 May, To perform what was commanded, in

the handling of their arms. 1795 Gentl. Mag. July 581/2
Irony, like Satire, is one of those edged tools which require
careful handling. 1861 HUGHES Tom Brown at Oxf. ix.

(1889) 76 There might be some reason in the rough handling
he had got.

b. Quality perceived by feeling with the hand.
1881 J. P. SHELDON Dairy farming 8/1 Fat soon accumu-

lates . . and forms the '

quality
'

or '

handling
' which indicates

the extent to which she [a cow] may be considered fit for

the butcher.

2 Jig. Dealing with a thing or person ; treat-

ment
; management.

1530 PALSGR, 229/1 Handelyng, entreating, traictement.

1538 STAR KEY England \. \. 21 Apply your selfe to the handel-

yng of the materys of the commyn wele. 1632 rmit;u\v
'1 rav. \\. 66 The Venetians, Ragusans, and MarseilHanshave
great handling with them. 1776 JOHNSON 28 Mar. in Boswell,
A woman of fortune being used to the handling of money,
spends it judiciously. 1886 J. R. REES Pl,>as, Book-Worm ii.

37 De Quincey, with his marvellous handling of English
prose.

3. Artistic manipulation : cf. HANDLE z>.i 7.

1771 SIR J. REYNOLDS Disc. iv. (1876) 360 What the

painters call handling ; that is, a lightness of pencil that

implies great practice, and gives the appearance of being
done with ease. 1840 THACKERAY Crit. A'rr'. Wks. 1886
XXIII. 147 A miniature, .remarkable for its brilliancy of
colour and charming freedom of handling. 1859 GULLICK
& TIMBS Paint. 231 Handling is that part of the mechanical
'execution

'

or manipulation of a picture which exhibits the

pencilling or play of the brush.

4.
[f. HANDLE v] The action or process of put-

ting on the handles of vessels, etc.

1764 V. GREEN Swrv. Worcester 232 Part of the business
called handling and spouting, i. e. putting the hand to cups.
5. attrib.

1866 GEO. ELIOT F. Holt II. xxix. 211 If they were not
touched in the right handling-place. 1882 JAMES PATON
in Encycl. Brit. XIV. 384/2 After colouring, the hides pass
on to the handlers or handling pits. 1895 Daily h'eivs 27

Nov._5/3 Under Rugby Union rules.. a determined effort
is being made to revive the interest in the handling game
[Rugby Union Football].

II. f 6- A handle. Obs.

^1450 LONELICH C7rrtz7xxviii, 275 Thus the lettres of the

handelyng spak. 1460 CAPGRAVR Chron. 117 The swerd ..

in the handelyng thereof was closed on of thoo mi nayles
that were in Cristis handis and feet, c 1500 Melmine xix.

65 They were as grete as the handlyng of a fan.

t Handlings, adv. Obs. [In OE. handlinga
adv. ; in ME. with adverbial gen. : see -LING,

-LINGS.] Hand-to-hand, at close quarters.
c 1000 ./ELFRIC Horn. I. 386 feet he handlinga anijne man

acwealde. a 1300 Cursor M. 3933 Sammen handlinges

Hand-list, sb. [Cf. hand-book.] A list of

books, etc. in a form handy for reference.

1859 HALLIWELL (title) A brief hand-list of books . . illustra-

tive of. .Shakespeare. 1893 Edin. Even. Disp. 22 Apr. 2/3
To provide a hand-list for this library.

Hence Handlist v. trans.-, to enter (books, etc.)
in such a list.

1888 NICHOLSON Bodleian Library in 1882-7 445 The
Librarian also commenced .. handlisting the considerable

t Ha'ndlOCk. Obs. [See LOCK sb.] A shackle

for the hands
;
a manacle, a handcuff.

1532 St. Papers Hen. VI'//, II. 158 The malefactour wished
that he had the King in the ende of a hand lokk, and the

Deputie in the other ende. 1600 HAKLUYT Voy. (1810) III.

313 Who should also have kept me companie in a handlocke
with the rest. 1633 T. STAFFORD Pac. Hib. i. ii. (1810) 35
The White Knight, and his sonne in law..Whom in hand-
lockes he carried away with him.

Ha'ndlock, v. [f. prec. sb. ;
cf. also LOCK v.]

trans. To handcuff. A\$Q transf. Chiefly in pa.pple.
1586 J. HOOKER Girald. /re/, in Holinshed II. 21/2 The

king, .commanded him to be handlocked and fettered, with
an other prisoner. 1826 SCOTT Woodst. xxxvi, Still holding
his. .friend's arm enclosed and hand-locked in his. 1829
H. MURRAY N. Amer. I. iv. 197 The son was still kept
handlocked.

Ha'nd-loom. A weaver's loom worked by
hand as distinguished from a power-loom.
1833 SIR D. BARRY Factory Comm. Rep. App. A. 3. 42

Thinks her daughter's health rather better than when at the

handloom. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVII. 182/2 If [the weaver]

clings to the hand-loom, his condition will become worse
from day to day.

b. ellipt. in pi. for handloom linens.

1890 Daily News 10 Mar. 2/7 Flax and Linens. Belfast. .

In brown power loom linens the demand continues very
languid. .Handlooms are unchanged.

c. attrib. and Comb.

1833 SIR D. BARRY Factory Comm. Rep. App. A. 3. 43

note, The power-loom dressers have been all hand-loom
weavers. 1837 Penny Cycl. VIII. 99/2 Hand-loom weaving
is altogether a domestic manufacture. 1893 Daily News
27 Apr. 7/3 Drills and handloom goods dull.

tHa'ndly, a. Obs. [f.
HAND J& + -LYI.] Used

by the hands; manual; mechanical.
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 129 To remeue a boon wi|?

handely [MS. St handly] instruments. Jlnd. 40 Remeu
ynge of be boon wib handliche instrumentis.

Ha'nd-made, a. Made by hand. Formerly

distinguished from the work of nature (
^ artificial^

now usually from that of machinery.
1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 511 A hand-made strait

of Sea water. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVII. 209/2 Hand-made

paper is now commonly marked with the name of the

maker, and the date of the year when it was made. 1879
LUBBOCK Sci. Lect. v. 156 Hand-made pottery is abundant.

Handmaid (narndm^'d), sb. [f. HAND sb. +
MAID. Cf. OE. handpegn personal attendant or

servant, also the ME. phrase
* to serve any one to

hand*, HAND sb. 34 a, 56.]

1. A female personal attendant or servant : a.

in literal sense, arch.

1382 WYCLIF Ps. cxxii[i], 2 As the e^en of the hondmaide
in the hondis of hir ladi. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. i.

(1495) 7, I am the handmayde of the lorde. 1548 HALL
Chron., Hen.

If,
61 b, The goddesse of warre called Bellona

.. hath these .in. handmaides ever of necessitie attendyng
9



HAND-MAID.
on her, bloud, fyre, and famine. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. I'llI,

n. iii. 72 Vouchsafe to speake my thankes, and my obedience,

As from a blushing Handmaid, to his Highnesse. 1806

SURR Winter in Lond.(fA. 3) 1. 122 With Dinah, her sturdy
handmaid, as her attendant. 1856 MRS. BROWNING Aur.

Leigh n. 412 To be the handmaid of a lawful spouse.

b. fig. (in common nse).

1591 DAVIES Immort. Soul v. vi, As God's Handmaid,
Nature, doth create Bodies. 1779 WESLEY Collect. Hymns
Pref. 5 Poetry, .keeps its place as the handmaid of Piety.

1875 STI-BBS Const. Hist. III. xxi. 533 Heraldry became a
handmaid of chivalry.

f c. A vessel employed to attend upon a larger
one ; a tender. Obs.

1599 HAKLUYT Voy. II. n. 121 Vnto which 4 ships [under
Sir Fraiici-; Drake] two of her pinasses were appointed as

hand-maids.

2. A moth (disv Handmaid mot1i})Datana mini-

stra, of the family Bombyeidse.
1869 NEWMAN Brit. Moths 473 The Handmaid (Naclia

Aneilla).

3. attrib. and Comb. Also handmaid-like adj.

1629 MILTON Christ's Nat. 242 Her sleeping Lord with
handmaid lamp attending. 17*5 PopE<?<(yw. xxn. 459 Full

fifty of the handmaid train. 1814 MRS. J. WEST Al. de

Lacy I. 61 With handmaid-like humility of judgment.
1855 TENNYSON Enid 400 [He] let his eye . . rest On Enid
at her lowly handmaid-work.
Hence f Ha'ndmaid v. nonce-wd. Obs.

1655 FULLER Hist. Camb. Ep., Natural Philosophy, which
should hand-maid it to Divinity.

Ha'iidmarden. [f.
HAND sb. + MAIDEN : see

prec.]
= HANDMAID, a. ///. (archaic).

a 1300 E E. Psalter cxxii. 2 Als eghen of hand-maiden
klene, In hende of hir levedy bene. 1381 WVCLIF Gen. xxi.

10 Throw out this handmayden and the sone of hir. 1483
Cath. Angl. 173/2 An Handemayden, ahra, andlla. 1611

BIBLE Luke t. 48 He hath regarded the lowe estate of his

handmaiden. 1826 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. n. (1863) 353
Who filled an equivocal post in the household, half hand-
maiden and half companion. 1849 MACAULAY Hist.En%.\.
330 During several generations, . the relation between divines
and handmaidens was a theme for endless jest.

h.jfe
1581 MULCASTER Positions xli. (1887) 243 To haue the

handmaiden sciences to attend vpon their mistres profes-
sion. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) IV. 28 Health and tem-

perance, .are the handmaidens of virtue.

So Handman dial., manservant, serving-man.
1754 J. SHEBBEARE Matriwny (1766) 1. 245 She. .went to

Bed to the Handman.
Ha'nd-mill. A grinding mill consisting of

one millstone turned upon another by hand, a quern.
Now, also, applied to a simple machine for grind-

ing coffee, or the like, worked by hand-power.
1563-87 FOXE A. % M. (1596) 75_/2 Quirinus the bishop of

Scescamus having a handmttl tied about his necke, was
throwne headlong from the bridge into the flood. 1573-80
I>ARET Ah'. H 92 An Handmill : a querne. 179* A. YOUNG
Trav. France 536 Feudal tyranny in Bretagne, armed with
the judicial power, has not blushed even in these times at

breaking hand-mills. 1875 W. MC!LWRAITH Guitie Wigtown-
shire 43 A quern-stone, or upper halfofan ancient hand-mill.

Haiid-monld.
1. A small mould managed with the hand

; e.g.
one used in casting hand-made type.
1390 LANG!.. Rich. Redtles II. 155 He mellid so be matall

with be hand-molde, That [bey] lost [of beir] lemes be leuest
bat bey had. 1875 in KNIGHT Diet. Mecli.

t 2. An apparatus for holding the hands in cor-

rect position in pianoforte-playing. Obs.

1819 COL. HAWKER Diary (1893) I. 179, I.. presented my
pianoforte hand-moulds to Messrs. . . Pleyel, which they
approved and accepted for their manufactory.

Hand of glory. [A transl. of F. main de

gloire, a deformation, by
'

popular etymology ',

of OF. mandeglrire, mandeglore, mandegore (Gode-
froy), orig. mandragore mandrake.]
Originally applied, in French, to a charm formed

of the root of a mandrake ; afterwards, in conse-

quence of the deformation of the word, applied to
a charm made of the hand of an executed criminal :

see quot. 1816 and context.

1707 Curios, in Husb. f, Card. 284 Mountebanks, .make
of it [mandrake] what we cail a Hand of Glory.. They
. . make believe, that by using some little Ceremonies, the
Silver they lay near it, will increase to double the Sum
every Morning. 1787 UROSE t'rovinc. Gloss. Superstitions
73-5. 1816 SCOTT An/if, xvii,

' De hand of glory.. is

hand cut off from a dead man, as has been hanged for

murther, and dried very nice in de shmoke of juniper wood
'

[etc.]. 1840 BARHAM Ingol. Leg. (title) The Hand of Glory.

Hand-Organ. A portable barrel-organ played
by means of a crank turned with the hand.
1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. II. 334 Hand-organs, and other

musical inventions. 1899 G. S. LAYARD C. Keenc i. 8 A
hand-organ turned with might and main by the baby sister.

Hand-organist, one who plays a hand-organ.
1896 HOWELLS Imfr. 4 xf., Tribul. CAetrf. Giver iv. j6a

ht one to give money to a hand-organist ?

Hand over hand, adv. phr. (a.) Chiefly
A'aut.) With each hand brought successively over
the other, as in climbing up or down a rope, or

rapidly hauling at it.

1736 COOKE in Phil. Trans. XL. 380 A lusty young Man
ittempted to go down (hand over hand, as the Workmen

ill by means of a single Rope. 1769 FALCONER Diet.
Marine (17891, Main avant, the order to pull on a rope
handover-hand. 1857 Hi CHES Tom Brown it. iv, Up went
Martin, hand over hand.

66

b. fig. With continuous advances ; said of a

vessel, etc. approaching or
giving

chase to another.

1830 MARRYAT King's Own xiii, The frigate was within
a mile of the lugger, and coming up with him hand over
hand. 1890 BESANT Armorcl of Lyontsse I. 38 The
second boat . . came up hand over hand, rapidly overtaking
the first boat.

C. attrib. or adj. (with hyphensX
1859 M. THOMSON Cawnpore 86 (Hoppe) With mere

hand-over-hand labour it was wearisome work. 1884
Leisure Honr June 343/1 A final hand-over-hand climb.

Hand over head, adv. phr. (a., s/>.) Now
rare or Obs.

1. adv. phr. Precipitately, hastily, rashly, reck-

lessly, without deliberation; f indiscriminately.
c 1440 Bone h'lor. 475 Than they faght hand ovyr hedd.

1549 LATIMF.R itk Serm. bef. Ediv, VI I Arb.) 185 So adict as

to take hand ouer bed whatsoeuer they say. 1600 HOLLAND
Livy xxn. iii. 433 He would, .do all in hast, hand over head,
without discretion. 1650-3 tr. Hales' Dissert, de Pace m
Pnenix (1708) II. 369 The ruder sort, .shall hand-over-head
follow the Authority of others. 1775 MAD. D'ARBLAY
Let. to Crisp 8 May in Early Diary, I don't urge you,
hand over head, to have this man at all events. 1839 JAMES
Louis XIV, III. 240 A lavish guardian, who .. spent the

estate hand-over-head.

2. attrib. or adj. (with - -
). Precipitate, rash,

reckless ; f indiscriminate.
a 1693 URQUHART Rabelais in. xxui. 193 In a hand-over-

head Confusion, a 1825 FORBV Vac. E. Anglia, Hand-
over-head, thoughtlessly extravagant. 1866 LE FANU AH
in Dark II. xix. 156 They never think what they are doing,
girls are so hand-over-head.

t 3. Phr. To play at hand over head, to act pre-

cipitately or rashly ; in quot. app. with allusion to

climbing (cf. HAND OVEB HAND). Obs.

1589 R. HARVEY PI. Perc. 2 Neuer will I . . play at hand
ouer head so high, but where I may feele sure footing.

Ha'nd-paper.
1. A make of paper having the figure of a hand in

the water-mark.

1855 R. HERRING Paper <$ P. Making 79 An open hand
with a star at the top, which was in use as early as 1530,

probably gave the name to what is still called hand paper.
1868 BREWER Diet. Phr. $ Fab.^ Hand paper, .so called

from its water-mark. .O *.

2. Hand-made paper.
Handpike : see HANDSPIKE.

Ha'lld-play. arch. Interchange of blows in

a hand-to-hand encounter : an OE. phrase, revived

by some modern writers.

a 1000 C&dmorfs Exod. 327 Heard handple^a. a 1050
O. K. Chron. an. 1004 (1865) 138 note, paet hi na?fre wyrsan
handple^an on Angel cynne ne ^emitton. [1867 FREEMAN
Nortn. Conq. I. v. 350 They never met in all England with
worse handplay.J 1884 Pall Mall G. 2 May (Cassell),
Memories ofScandinavian gleein the hard hand-play ofbattle.

Ha'lld-preSS. A press worked by hand ; esp.
a printing-press so worked, as distinguished from
one worked by steam or other power. Hence
Hand-pressman.
1679 DUDDELL in R. Mansel Narr. Polish Plot (1680) 54

Mr. Willoughby did once ask him, if he could make a

Hand-Press, in order to Printing. 1840 LARDNER Geotn.

IQI With hand-presses . . two hundred and fifty copies were
obtained per hour from the same types, which required the
work and superintendence of two men.

Ha'nd-rail. A rail or railing supported on
balusters or uprights, as a guard or support to the

hand at the edge of a platform, stairs, etc.

1793 SMEATON Edystone L. 54 The hand-rail of the

balcony. 1865 MRS. WHITNEY Gayivorthys ix. (1879) 92
The shattered gig, thrown on its side, crashed up against
the handrail of the bridge. 1892 J. C. BLOMFIELD Hist.

Heyford 46 A wooden staircase with a single handrail.

So Ha udrai Ung-, (a) the making of handrails ;

() = HANDRAIL.
i83 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 204 The whole of the

art of hand-railing depends on finding the section of a

cylinder, a 1833 T. T. SMITH Bk. for a Rainy Day (1845)

65 It was only enclosed by a low and very old hand-railing.
1888 Pall Mall G. 3 Oct. 2/1 Classes for..wood carving,

etching, hand-railing and chasing and repousse work.

t Ha-nd-ruff. Obs. [See RUFF.]
1. A ruff worn on the hand or wrist.

1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet., Polaymas, hose without feete,

hand rufs.

2. A game at cards.

1611 COTGR., Ronfle, hand-Ruffe, at Cards . . To play at

hand-Ruffe.

Hand running, adv. phr. dial, or colhq.

Straight on ; in continuous succession. Cf. end-

running.
i88 Craven Dial. s.v. t

( He did it seven times hand-

running.' 1860 in BARTLETT Diet. Amer. 1877 N. W.
Line. Gloss. s.v., 'There was six deaths from th' fever

hand-running.* 1885 HOWELLS Silas Lap/torn (1891) II.

70 Irene's been up two nights hand running.

t Handsal, v. Obs. rare. In 3 hondsal. [a.

ON. harulsala to make over by stipulation, f. hand-
sal bargain, f. hand hand + sefja to hand over, make

over.] trans. To hand over.
a is Juliana (Royal MS } 6 Ant ^ettede him his dohter,
& wes sone ihondsald al hire unwilles.

Ha'nd-sale. [f. HAND sb. + SALE.] See quots.

(In some uses a corruption or conjectural explana-
tion of AUNCEL.)
1607-1691 [see AUNCEL]. 1767 BI.ACKSTONE Contm. II.

HANDSEL.
448 (Seager) Anciently among all the northern nations shak-

ing of hands was held necessary to bind the bargain : a
custom which we still retain in many verbal contracts :

a sale thus made was called handsale (venditio per ntutuarn
mannnw complexionem], 1888 ELWORTHY \V. Somerset
Word-bk., Hamisale tveightt xay article purchased by pois-
ing it in the hand so as to judge of the weight without
actual weighing, is called handsale weight.

Ha'nd-saw. A saw managed by one hand.
1411 Nottingham Rec. II. 86, j hondsawe. 1497 Naval

Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 324 Also for an handesaw price vj'
1

.

i573-8o BARET Ah>. H 78 A hand sawe..?;<r sciitie, on
petite sere. 1596 SHAKS. i fieri. //', n. iv. 187 My Buckler
cut through and through, my Sword hackt like a Hand-saw.
1664 COTTON Scarron. Pref. iD.>, 'Tis all the world to
a handsaw but these barbarous Rascals would be so ill-

manner'd as to laugh at us as confidently as we do at them.
1798 GREVILLE in Phil. Trans. LXXXVIII. 413 A stone-
cutter was sawing rock crystal with a hand-saw. 1867
SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk., Hand-saiv, the smallest of the
saws used by shipwrights, and used by one hand.
b. In the following, Jiandsaiv is generally explained as

a corruption of heronshaiv or hernsew, dial, harnsa, heron.
(Other conjectures taking Jiau<k in a different sense from the
bird have also been made.) No other instances of the phrase,
(except as quotations from Shakspere), have been found.
1602 SHAKS. Ham. n. ii. 367, I am but mad North, North-

West : when the Winde is Southerly, I know a Hawke from
a Handsaw.
Handsbreadth : see HANDBREADTH.
Handsel, hansel (hsc-ndsel, hx-nsel), sb.

Forms : 3 handseLne, (handsselle), 4hancel, 5
hansello, 5-7 hansell, 6 hansselle, 6-7 hand-
sell, 6- hansel, handsel. [The form corresponds
to OE. handselen glossed

*

mancipatio
'

(giving into

the hands of another), or to ON. handsal, 'giving
of the hand, promise or bargain confirmed by join-

ing or shaking hands*, also, in same sense, hand-
seld ; cf. OSw. handsal

y
Sw. handsol money, etc.

handed over to any one, gratuity,
'

tip '. But

though there are some quotations [^
sense 2 b) which

may have the simple sense of *

gift ', the general
notions of 'omen, gift to bring good luck, luck-

penny, auspicious inauguration or first use ', which
run through the English uses of the word, are not

accounted for by the sense of these OE. and ON.
words. Cf. however Da. handsel''

handsel, earnest-

money', also Ger. handgeld, handgift, handkattf,
and esp. F. ttrenne, OF. estreine, the senses of which
are exactly parallel to our 2, 3, 4.
c 1050 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 449/29 Mancipatio, handselen.)

fl. Lucky prognostic, omen, presage, augury;
token or omen of good luck. Obs.
c 1200 Vices <$ Virtues 29 Sum o5er dwel hie driueS,

and seggeS bat he nafde naht gode han(d)sselle 8e him bat

sealde. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn, n Warienge and handselne
and time and hwate and fele swilche deueles craftes. 1303
R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 369 Of hancel y can no skylle also,

Hyt ys nou?t to beleve barto . . For many hauyn glade hancel
at be morw And to hem or euyn comb mochyl sorw. c 1475
Partenay 4885 Where the Erie shold haue ill hansell anon.

1500 Ortns Voeab., Strena est bona sors, Anglice hansell.

1573 TWYNE sEtieid x. Eeij.^Eneas first the rusticke sort

sets on For happy hansils sake {omen jntgn&\ 1579-80
NORTH Plutarch To Rdr. (1676) Avb, Among the cries of

good handsell [Amyot, cris d'heureux presage} and the
wishes of good luck .. one was; Happier be thou than

Augustus. 1681 GLANVILL Saddncismus n. (17261 305 He
had it [a pewter dish] from Alice Duke for good Handsel for

his Daughter, who had lately lain in.

2. A gift or present (expressive of good wishes)
at the beginning of a new year, or on entering upon
any new condition, situation, or circumstances, the

donning of new clothes, etc. ; originally, deemed
to be auspicious, or to ensure good luck for the

new year, etc. [ L. strena, F. ttrenne.]
13.. Gaiv. $ Gr. Knt. 66 Syben riche forth runnen to

recne honde-selle, 3e3ed jeres 3iftes on hij, ^elde hem bi

bond. Ibid. 491 This hanselle hatz Arthur of auenturus on

fyrst, In ?onge ^er. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce v. 120 Sic hansell

to the folk gaf he Richt in the first begynnyng, Newly at

his ariwyng. 1500-30 DUNBAR New Year's Gift to King
iii, God giue the guid prosperitie. .In hansell of this fjuid
new 5eir. c 1530 in Pol. Rel. L. Poems 38 luellis pricious
cane y non fynde . . To sende you . . bis newe yeres morowe,
Wher-for lucke and good hansselle My herte y sende you.
c 1534 DEWES Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 945 To geve the first

hansel, estrinfr. 1650 FULLER Pisgah n. ix. 189 The
Syrian Kings civilly "tendered their service, to give it as

good handsell to so good a work. 17*3 DE FOE Col. Jack
(1840) 22 As it was the first time . . he took i/. 55. from my
part, and told me I should give him that for handsel. 1784
BURNS ' There was a lad' ii, 'Twas then a blast o' Janwar'
win' Blew hansel in on Robin. 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. i.

ix, Neighbour after neighbour gave thee as handsel, silver

or copper coins. 1856 LD. COCKBURN Mem. it. (1874) 95
About the New Year, .every child had got its handsel, and

every farthing of every handsel was spent there. 1883
Longm. Mag. Apr. 656 It was the immemorial custom for

servants to receive handsel or first gifts ofthe year on this day.

fb. Gift, present, given on any occasion ; reward.

1390 GOWER Conf. II. 373 If I might ought of love take,
Such hansel have I nought forsake. 1309 LANGL. Rich.

' - '

Sendis for hansell to Rutilianis.

t C. ironically. A *

dressing
'

given or received.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur \\\i. xvi, Anon with lytel myght
he was leyd to the erthe, And as 1 trowe sayd sir Sagramore
ye shal haue the same handsel that he hadde. 1583 RICH



HANDSEL.

PhyMus .y Etnelia (1835) 29 That your daughter should

bestowe suche hansell on her housband as she hath alreadic

bestowed vpon me.

8. A first instalment of payment ; earnest money;
the first money taken by a trader in the morning,

a luck-penny ; anything given or taken as an omen,

earnest, or pledge of what is to follow.

[a 1400 Sir Beties 3109 (MS. A.) Her |iow hauest liber

haunsel, A worse be be-tide schel.] 1569 GOLDING Htmingu
Post Ded. 4 Accept this Booke as a first hansell. 1571

CAMPION Hist. Irel. i. 11633) 60 Take this .. but for hansell,

is to come. 1614 B. JONSON Barth. Fair ii. ii, Bring him

a sixe penny bottle of Ale ; they say, a fooles handsell is

lucky. 1630 MASSINGKR Rencgado I. iii, Nothing, sir but

pray Your worship to give me hansell. 1787 GROSE Prov.
|

Gloss. Superstitions 64 It is a common practice among the

lower class of hucksters, pedlars, or dealers.. on receiving

the price of the first goods sold that day, which they call I

hansel, to spit on the money, as they term it, for good luck.
|

1809 R. LANGFORD Introd. Trade 132 Hansel, a small sum
on account, confirming the agreement. 1831 MAYHEW Land.

Labour I. 369
' Who'll give me a handsel who'll give me

4! The first use, experience, trial, proof, or speci-

men of anything ;
first taste, foretaste, first fruits :

j

often with the notion of its being auspicious of

what is to follow.

1373 1'w'YNE Mneid xi. Ggiij, Here now remaine the

spoiles, and hansell, of the hautie kinge [de rege superbo [

Primitiz\ Mezentiu-, loe here lies. 1589 GREENE Menaphon
(Arb.>7i Had not Samela passed by. .he should like inough
haue had first handsell of our new Shepheards sheepehooke.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 504 But this Perillus was the first

may give a taste, hansell or tryall of his skill to the Masters

of the Company. 1730 FIELDING Rape upon Rape in. iii,

I have not seen one Prisoner brought in for a Rape this

Fortnight, except your Honour. I hope your handsel will

be lucky. 1837 LOCKHART Scott Oct. an 1818 Such was the

handsel, for Scott protested against its being considered as

the house heating of the new Abbotsford. 1868 ATKINSON

ClevelandGloss, , Haiuisel, hansel. . the first use of anything,
from a shop to a new implement, of whatever kind.

5. attrib. and Comb. Handsel Monday, the first

Monday of the year (usually according to Old Style),

on which New Year's handsel is given. (Sc.)

1383 HIGINS tr. Junius' Ntnnenclaior 80 The first bridal)

banket after the weddina daye : the good handzell feast.

1788 BURNS '

/'// kiss thee yet
'

ii, Young Kings upon
their hansel throne, Are no sae blest as I am, O ! 1793
Statist. Ace. Scotl. V. 66 Besides the stated fees, the master

[of the parochial school] receives some small gratuity,

generally zit. or yi. from each scholar on handsel Monday.
1793 Ibid. XV. 201 note. On the evening of Handsel

Monday, as it is called. .some of his neighbours came to

make merry with him. 1813 SCOTT Guy M. xxxii, Grizy
has. .maybe a bit compliment at Hansel Monanday. 1823

BROCKETT N. C. Gloss. , ftansel-ilonday, the first Monday
in the New Year, when it is customary to make children

and servants a present.

Handsel, # [
f- HANDSEL sb.~\

1. trans. To give handsel to (a person) ; to pre-

sent with, give, or offer, something auspicious at
j

Ihe commencement of the year or day , the beginning
of an enterprise, etc. ; to inaugurate the new year to

(any one) with gifts, or the day to (a dealer) by !

being his first customer ; to present with earnest-
,

money or a luck-penny in auspication of an engage-
ment or bargain.
c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf. Manhodc II. cxviii. (1869) 1 19 It [a horn]

hath be maad euere sithe j was born. And of him I was
hanselled \de lijefu estrenfe}. 1483 Cath. Anel. 174/1 To
Hanselle, strenare, arrare. 1330 PALSGR. 578/2, I hansell

C. I. 153 Being in this sort hanseled with a newyeeres gilt.

1611 COTGR., Estrener, to handsell, or bestow a New-yeares
gift on. ci64S HOWELL Lett. (1650) II. Jan. 1641 The Vote,
Then let me somthing bring May hansell the New-Year to

Charles my King. Mod. Sc. When I was at school, the

custom of handselling the master on Handsel Monday still

flourished in Scotland.

2. To inaugurate with some ceremony or obser-

vance of an auspicious nature ;
to auspicate.

1600-62 I. T. Grim the Collier n. in Hazl. Dodsley VIII.

426 Let's in, and handsel our new mansion-house With
a carousing round of Spanish wine. 1636 FITZ-GEFFRAY

Holy Transport. 11881) 189 Who com'st from heauen to

blisse the earth, To handsel with thy bloud thy blessed

birth. 1643 RUTHERFORD Tryal fy Tri. of Faith 11845) 207
That they may handsel the new throne with acts of mercy.
1661 MORGAN Sph. Gentry in. ix. 101 Romulus having
hanselled it with his brother's blood made it an asylum for

all commers. 1677 W. HUBBARD Narrative n. (1865) 44

Capt. Samuel Holioke handseled his Office with the

Slaughter of four or five of the Enemy. 1746 MRS. DELANY
Let. to Mrs. Deques in Life fy Corr. 437 Having ordered
Mr. Langhorne to send in a little wine to your cellar at

Welsbourne, by way of hanselling a new place. 1881

BESANT & RICE 10 Years' Tenant, etc. Sweet Nelly I. 200

1 wanted to present her with something to hansel friendship.

b. Jig. (ironical).

1583 STOCKER Hist. Civ. Warns Lowe C. ii. 52 He was

by and by hansied with a Pistol!. i6n SPEED Hist. Gt.

Brit. IX. xxiv. 274 The Gallies were assayled by Sir John
Winkefield, who with his small ships so hanselled their sides,

as they were forced to creepe by the Shore. 1632 BROME
Court Beggar n. i. Wks. 1873 I. 200 Take heede I begin
not now, and handbell your Ladies house, .and your gentle-

67

woman's presence here with a fist about your cares. 1699
FARQUHAR Constant Couple III. v, I'll hansel his woman's
clothes for him !

3. To inaugurate the use of ; to use for the first

time ;
to be the first to test, try, prove, taste.

1605 CHAPMAN, etc. Eastward Ho n. i, My lady . . is so
ravished with desire to hansel her new coach. 1612 T.
TAYLOR Coimn. Titus i. 8 Haman shall hansell his owne
gallowes. 1746 Tan Thumbs Trav. Eng. fy ll'nh's 104
The Earl of Morton, who erected the Scotch Maiden, was
himself the first who hansell'd it. 1841 BKEWSTER Mart.
Sc. HI. iii. (1856) 202 However, we hanselled your cup. 1873
F. HALL Mod. t-'.'ig. ii. 55 No expression was ever yet used
which some one had not to handsel. 1892 DOBSON iZth C.

Vignettes 34 Joseph Warton had handselled them [Spence's

unpublished
' Anecdotes '] for his

'

Essay on Pope.
1

Hence Ha'ndselling vbl. sb.

1885 BLACK White Heather iii, A more substantial hand-

selling of good luck.

Hand-seller, handseller. [f.
HAND sb.

+ SELL v. : app. not from hniidsel.] a. An itinerant

auctioneer, who sells by
' Dutch auction

'

; a '

cheap

Jack '. b. A street-dealer who carries his stock-

in trade in a basket, tray, or the like.

1851 MAYHEU' Lond. Labour I. 328 In the provinces, and
in Scotland, there maybe 100 'cheap Johns', or, as they
term themselves,

' Han-sellers '. Ibid. 354 The sellers of

tins, who carry them under their arms, or in any way.,

apart from the use of a vehicle, are known as hand-sellers.

The word hand-seller is construed by the street-traders as

meaning literally hand setter, that is to say, a seller of things
held or carried in the haiui. 1865 Daily Tel. 21 Dec. 5/2
A glib 'hand-seller*, .mounted on his rostrum, dilates upon
the contents of the volumes which he has to sell. 1879 Era.

6 Dec., Wanted, One First-class Handseller and Planksman.

Apply to Mr. T. H ,
Auction Vans, Chipping-Norton.

So Hand-selling-.
1831 MAVHEW Loit,l. Labour I. 329 Sometimes its a better

game than '

ban-selling '. 1879 T. DIXON in W. B. Scott

Aiitobiog. Notes II. 267-8 There is a plan of dealing in

books called hand-selling, which is selling by a kind of

auction. The upset price . . is gradually reduced, till some-

body takes it.

f Ha-ndsenyie. 06s. Also and-. Sc. form

of ENSIGN, in various senses.

1372 //Mf. Jos. K/(i825) i3oCapten James Bruce. .Jphne
Robesoun, in Braydwodside, nis andsenye". a 1575 Diitrn.

Occurr. (Bannatyne) 330 Handsenyie of Scotland. . wes set

on the castell heid of Edinburgh. 1591 R. BKUCE Eleven

Serjn. Pviija (Jam.), He gaue them handseinyeis of his

visible presence, as was the tabernacle, the ark. a 1605
MONTGOMEHIE Poems\ix. 8 Funerall mark and handsenjie.

t Ha'ndservant. Obs. [Cf. handmaid^ A
servant attending upon one ;

an attendant.

1578 Chr. Prayers in Priv. Prayers (1851) 443 The devil,

and his handservant the world.

Ha'lldskake. A shake of the hand : cf. next.

1873 TRISTRAM Moab xviii. 344, I gave him a hearty hand-

shake. 1878 BROWNING Poets Croisic 130 Let me return

your handshake !

Ha'nd-sha:king. Shaking of hands in greet-

ing or leave-taking.
1805 WORDSW. Waggoner in. 45 What tears of rapture,

what vow-making, Profound entreaties, and hand-shaking !

1859 GEO. ELIOT A. Bei/e 50 That pleasant confusion of

laughing interjections, and hand-shakings, and ' How are

youV. 1883 BLACK Shandon Bells xxx, There was much
hand-shaking on the steps of the Abercorn Club.

t Ha'ndsmOOtll, a. and adv. Obs. exc. dial.

A. adj. Level or flat as if smoothed with the

hand ; smooth to the hand.

1530 PALSGR. 452/2, I beate downe to the grounde, or I

beate down hande smothe, je^
arrase. This castell was

beate downe hande smothe with ordonaunce. 1558 MOK-
WYNG Ben Gorion (1567) 6 ludas .. spedely set upon them,
beat them downe handsmoth. 1590 T. WATSON Death Sir

F. IVatiingluuti 233 Poems (Arb.) 165 O beards and tender

flocks, o handsmooth plains, a 1603 T. CARTWRIGHT Coiifnt.

Rh'.m. N. T. (1618) 595 This Epistle . . beateth it down as

hand-smooth as it doth the sacrifices.

b. Jiff. Flat, plat, unqualified.
1612 W. SCLATER Minister's Portion^. Ded., Having no

such evidence . . to carry away so handsmooth a conclusion.

B. adv. Flatly; downright; without check,

interruption, or qualification.
1600 ABP. ABBOT Exp. Jonah 500 He fretteth and chafeth

hand-smooth with the Lord. 1610 HEALEY St. Aug. Citie

ofGod 768 This they avouch, hand-smooth. 1631 Celestina

xi. 130 Shee . . will seaze hand-smooth on a whole drove of

us at once. 1659 H. MORE Immort. Soul n. xvii. (1662) 137

All things goe on hand-smooth for it, without any check or

stop. 1682 MRS. BEHN City Heiress in. i, Let em accuse

me if they please, I come off hand-smooth with Ignoramus,
a 1823 FORBY Voc. E. A nglia, Hand-smooth, uninterruptedly,

without obstacle ; also entirely ..' He ate it up handsmooth '.

Handsome (hKrn
d
sm), a. (adv. \ Forms : 5

hondsom, 5-6handsurn,s-8 handsom,6 hande-

sora(e, hansum, 6-7 hansom(e, 6- handsome,
i [Known only from isth c., f. HAND sb. + -SOME :

cf. toothsome. Cf. early mod. (i6th c.) Ger. hand-

sam, Ger. dial, and EFris. handicini, early mod.

Du. handsaem, Du. handzaam, all in sense I.]

fl. Easy to handle or manipulate, or to wield,

deal with, or use in any way. Obs.

c '435 Torr. Portugal 1301 Sir Torrent gaderid good cobled

stonys, Good and handsom fibr the nonys. c 1440 Pram}.
Pan. 225/2 Handsum, or esy to bond werke . . (Pynson

hansum),;a7i/K. c 1450 LoNELlCHGra;7xiv. 695 Lyghtere
and more hondsom it was Thanne his owen [ax]. 1551

ROBINSON tr. Mores Utop. u. (1895) 262 Both easy to be

caried, and handsome to be moued. 1598 GRENEWEY
Tacitus' Ann. n. iv. 37 Neither were the barbarous huge

HANDSOME.
targets, and long pikes so handsome, among trees and low

shrubs, as darts and swords.

i b. Handy, ready at hand, convenient, suitable.

Obs. or dial.

1530 TINDALK Prtil. Lev. in Doct. Treat. (1848) 428 Be-

ware of allegories ; for there is not a more handsome or apt

thing to beguile withal than an allegory. 1545 RAYNOLD

Byrlh Mankyiufe (1564) 93 b, Whiche of these paries shall

seeme moste commodious and handsome to take it out by.

1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach's Hnsb. iv. (1586) 183 l>, Carryall

your Coames into some handsome place, where you meant
to make your Home. 1577 St. Aug. A/ajirtatPTef., A short

and handsome abridgement of the chosen sayinges of the

holy fathers. 1600 HOLLAND Livy xxv. xxix. 571 Whatso-
euer came next to their hands, and lay handsome for them,
they rifled. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. 505 Atxaioi^ quasi
fiiciibi'; the Letter Cappa, being only taken m for the more
handsom pronunciation. 1807 PIKE Sources Mississ. (1810)

7 On the west shore, there is a very handsome situation for

a garrison. 1851 CARLYLE Sterling ill. iii. (1872) 184 A
handsome shelter for the next two years.
2. Of action, speech, etc. : Appropriate, apt.

dexterous, clever, happy : in reference to language,
sometimes implying gracefulness of style (cf. 3, 6).

? Obs. exc. U.S.

1563-87 FOXE A. ff M. (1596) 0/2 He wrote a sharpe and
an handsome letter to Celestinus. 1642 ROGERS Naainan
239 An handsome sudden evasion. 1652-62 HEYLIN Cosino^r.
I. (1682) 121 They fell upon this handsom project. 1690
LUTTRELL BriefR el. (1857) II. 106 Mr. Recorder in a hand-
some speech congratulated the King on his happy successe

in Ireland. 1712 STEELE Sped. No. 455 F 2 Close Reasoning,

83 They use the word 'handsome' much more extensively
than we do : saying that Webster made a handsome speech
in the Senate.

b. Of an agent : Apt, skilled, clever. Obs. exc.

in U.S , or as associated with other senses.

1547 SALESBURY Welsh Diet., Hylaw, handsome. 1561 T.

NORTON Calvin's fast. iv. xx. (1634) 735 O handsome ex-

positors ! 1570 LEVINS Manip. 162/11 Handsome, scitns.

1574 HELLOWES Gueiiara's Fain. Ef. (1577) 83 You would
haue bene more handsome to colour Cordouan skinnes, then

to haue written processe. a 1631 DRAYTON Moon-Calf(V..),
If some handsome players would it take, It (sure) a pretty
interlude would make. 18. . Presbyterian {Americanisms},
A writer is styled

' a very handsome author ', meaning a good
and clever one,and quite irrespective ofhis appearance,which

may be the reverse of comely. 1883 Standard 22 Feb. 3/7
The bitch was a most handsome winner when she killed.

1 3. Proper, fitting, seemly, becoming, decent.

1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. xxix. 3 Came to Church in

hansome holiday apparell. 1610 BARROUGH Meth. Physick

Wit, Learning, and Variety of matter, put into a handsom
Dresse.

4. Of fair size or amount; 'decent', fair, con-

siderable, moderately large. Now unusual.

1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach's Husb. II. (1586) 66 b, So groweth
it to a handsome height, meete to shadqwe hearbes. a 1649
WINTHROP New Eng. (1825) I. 7 The wind at E. and by N.
a handsome gale with fair weather. 1670 NARBOBOUGH

Jrnl. in Ace. Sev. Late Voy. i. (1711) 31 Cut the Bodies in

food
handsome pieces. 1725 BRADLEY Fatn. Diet. s.v. Age,

'wo handsome Glasses of this Water may be drank every

Morning fasting, c 1730 BURT Lett. N. Scotl. (1818) I. 164

They export pretty handsome quantities of pickled salmon.

1812 BRACKENRIDGE Jrnl. in Views Louisiana (1814) 231 It

continues a handsome width. 1851 CARLYLE Sterling \. ill.

(1872) 14 The soil, everywhere of handsome depth.

b. Of a sum of money, a fortune, a gift, etc. :

Considerable. Now (by association with 5) in

stronger sense : Ample, generous, liberal, munificent.

1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach's Husb. i. (1586) lob, I graunt
I coulde make a good handsome gayne of them. 1660 F.

BROOKE tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 270 Having, .given him a

handsome piece of money to unlock his secret. 1788

PRIESTLEY Lect. Hist. v. liii. 410 To get handsome fortunes

by small profits, and large dealings. 1811 Sporting i\f<ig.

XXXVIII. 210 By a /;<&<"<.' price he meant a good price.

1833 MARRYAT Jac. Faithf. xxxix, She has been told that

he has left you something handsome. 1855 THACKERAY
Rose f, Ring vii, King Valeroso also sent Sir Tomaso . . a

handsome order for money. 1881 Daily Tel. 28 Jan., His

pay. .very much handsomer than his brother Jack gets.

c. Humorously, of a reproof or punishment :

Ample, strong, severe, 'fine'.

1726 Adv. Capt. R. Boyle 131 And reproach d me in a

handsome Manner. 1796 GROSE Diet. Vi<k. Pongue, Hand-

some Reward, This, in advertisements, means a horse-

whipping. 1824 SCOTT St. Ronan's xi, Finding the cow-

boy, with a shirt about him. . and treating him to a handsome

drubbing.
5. Of conduct, etc. : Fitting, seemly, becoming ;

courteous, gracious, polite.
Now in stronger sense,

denoting a quality that evokes moral admiration

(cf. sense 6) : Generous, magnanimous. .

1621 FLETCHER Pilgrim iv. ii, Was it fair play i did it

appear to you handsome ? 1673 S. C. Rules of Civility 56

Because it is not so handsom to sit full in his face, it will be

esteemed good Breeding, if he place himself en
tvofkar

something side ways. 1693-* GIBSON in Lett. Lit. Men

(Camden) 219 'Twill be handsome for me first to apply

myself to the Provost, for fear it should otherwise be not

well taken. 1782 OPIE in J. J. Rogers Opie Wks. (1878)

24, I was introduced to Sir Josh, who said many handsome

things of me both to my face and behind my back. 1830

J. H. MONK Bentley 115 Through this handsome conduct of

the dean the dispute was amicably settled. 1863 MRS. (-.

CLARKE Skaks. Char. vi. 142 In the sequel, however, Ford

does make a handsome atonement.



HANDSOME.
b. sffc. Of military exploits: Soldierly, gallant,

brave, admirable. Ofa. or arch.

1665 M \SLtv Grotins' /.':-' C. // 'artvs -93 Now was a very
handMim Sally made out of Co^vorden. 1716 SHELVOCKE
/ ;?. rountt IKHtf (1757) 454 t'A'heJ second lieutenant, who
made a handsum resistance. i8ia WELLINGTON UUp.
4 Aug. in Examiner 31 Aug. 552/2, I enclose ..[a] report of

a very handsome affair with the enemy's cavalry.

6. Having a fine form or 6gnre .usually in con-

junction with full sue or stateliness; ;

* beautiful with

dignity
'

(J.
' fine '. (The prevailing current sense.)

i59 SPENSER F. Q. n. iv. 3 A handsom stripling. 1601

R. JOHNSON Kingd. ^CMnMK(f6og)4g The streetes. .more

neate and handsome then those of Italy. 1604 SHAKS. Oth.

iv. iii. 37 This Lodouico is a proper man. .A very handsome
man. i6aa WITHER Mistr. Philar. Wks. (1633) 710 Who
could dote on thing so common As meer outward handsome
Wnman? i66 J. DAVIKS tr. Olearius I'oy. Ambass. 17

Young Lords, very handsome, both as to Face and Body.

1717 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to C'tess Mar 10 Mar.,
She appeared to me handsomer than before. 1783 COWI-KR
Lett. 10 Nov., I can look at. .a handsome tree, every day of

my life with new pleasure. 1841 JAMES Brigamin, He was
one of the haiKUotnest and most splendid Cavaliers of his

day. 1849 Woodman ii, A large and handsome room,
lined entirely with beautiful carved oak. 1846 J. BAXTER
Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) I. 281 New and vigorous

shoots, producing much better and handsomer plants. 1855
THACKERAY Rose *r Ri"g xvii, She is very pretty, but not

so extraordinarily handsome.
B. adv. =HAKDSOMELY (in various senses).

Now only in vulgar use, exc. in proverb Handsome
is that handsome does.

?a 1400 Morte Arth. 2128 Thowe arte to hye by be halfe,

1 hete t in trouthe ! Thowe salle be handsomere hye, with

|>e helpe of my Lorde ! 1591 Troub. Raigne A'. John 1 161 1 )

53 This geere doth cotton hansome, That couetousnesse so

cunningly must pay the lechers ransome. 1597 SHAKS.

2 Hen. IV, n. iv. 303 Proue that euer I dresse mv selfe

handsome, till thy returne. 1766 GOLDSM. I'ic. W. i, She
would answer,

'

they are as Heaven made them handsome

enough, if they be good enough ; for handsome is that

handsome does '. 1796 GROSE Diet. Vttlg. Tongue s, v.,

Handsome is that handsome does; a proverb frequently
cited by ugly women. 1840 DICKENS Barn. Ritdge i, Do
you suppose Highwaymen don't dress handsomer than that?

+ Ha ndsome, ^- Obs. [f. prec. adj.] trans.

To make handsome (in various senses) ; to fit,

adapt ; to make seemly or becoming, bring to a

proper condition also with up] ; to beautify, adorn.

1555 W. WATREMAN Fardle Facions App. 324 Let the

ploughe be handesomed for them also, acording to their

sortes. IJJ03 DONNE Sat. i, Him. .all repute For his device, in

handsoming a suit [of clothes].. to have the best conceit.

1600 SuRf LBT Countrie Farme \. x. 48 He shall ouerlooke
his warren to stoare it a new, and to handsome vp the

earths. 1657 R. LIGON Barbadoes (1673) 42 Some of the

Planters that meant to handsom their houses, were minded
to send for gilt leather, and hang their rooms with that.

Handsomeish (hse-ns^mif), a. nonce-wet, [f.

as prec. +-ISH.] Somewhat handsome.

1754 RICHARDSON Grandison (181 1) VI. 339 He is a fine,

jolly, hearty, handsomeish man.

Handsomely (hae'nsomli), adv.
[f.

as prec.
+ -LY -.] In a handsome manner.

fl. Conveniently, handily, readily. Obs.

1547-64 BAULOWIN Mor. Philos. (ed. Palfr.) 77 Heauy
things shall little grieve him that can handsomely bear
them. 1577 B. GOOGE Herest-ach's Hnsb. iv. (1586) 173
Ifyou can handsomely convey them, it is best to bring from
the Sea, little Rockes with the Weedes and all uppon them.

1653 GODDARD Let. 28 July in Mert. Reg. II. 396, I finde

that I cannot handsomely or indeed without great preiudice
. .come to Oxford. 1669 SHADWELL Royal Shepherdess iv.

Wks. 1720 I. 280 If thpu canst handsomely, do it, and be
back early in the morning.
t2. Fitly, appropriately, aptly. Obs.

1553!'. WILSON Rhet. (1580) 6 Though he can handsomely
sette them together. 1561 T. NORTON Calvin's Inst. in. 202
How much more fitly and more handesomely might these

thinges be applied by way of allegoric. 1635-56 COWLEY
Davideis iv. note 13 The 20 years of the Arks abiding at

Curiath-jearim will be handsomely made up. 1693 SALMON
Bates' Dispens. n. (1713)606 Heterogenous Bodies,whichcan
never handsomly mix together. 1711 ABSUtftxSjiKt. No. 13
p 4 He says very handsomly . . that he does not act for gain.

f 3. Skilfully, dexterously, cleverly. Obs.

1551 ROBINSON tr. More's Utop. i. (1895) 100 To handle
the matter wyttelye and handesomelye for the purpose.
1624 T. SCOTT znei Pt. \'ox Pop. 57, I have known some
under the cullour of selling Tobacco have carried letters

handsomly, privily in the balls or roules. 1648 GAGE litest

Ind. 26 The cards were handsomely shuffled. 1655 FULLER
Ck. Hist. i. i. 7 The lesuite handsomely answers, That
Peter was then probably from home.

b. Carefully; without haste, gently, gradually.
Now only Naut. (Cf. CANNILY.)
1550 CovgRDALE Spir. Perle xxii. (1588) 212 He hath a

sure etc to the stern to rule that as handsomly and cunn-
ingly as he can. 1570 DEE Math. Pref. 31 Poure in water,
handsomly. 1658 ROWLAND Moufefs Theat. Ins. 915 Lay
it handsomely and as closely on as the sick can endure it.

1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (17891, Lower handsomely !

and lower cheerly I are opposed to each other, the former
being the order to lower gradually, and the latter to lower
expeditiously. 1833 MARRYAT N. Forster v, Ease off the

done gradually and carefully. The term 'handsomely'
repeated, implies

' have a care ; not so fast ; tenderly '.

4. With becoming or elegant action ; in good
style, neatly, elegantly. Now rare.

Ij8i MUNOAV Eng. Koui. Life in Harl, Mite. iMalh.) II.

68

179 After they are risen, they fold vp theyr shcetes hand-

somelie 1684 BUSYAN PMgr, \\. 161 The girl was to be com-

mended, for she answered the Musick hansomely. a 1754
FIELDING Jourtuy \. xxv, Instruct a child in the science of

coming handsomely into a room. 1809 M. CUTLER in Life

Jrnls. <* Cory. (1888) II. 341 Dr. Griffin preached a good
sermon, handsomely delivered. 1870 Daily AVrw 16 Apr.,
Iu the end, Kirkup threw his man handsomely.

b. Ironically, in reference to reproof or punish-
ment : Severely.

'

finely ',

'
in fine style '.

>S53 T. WILSON Rket. 2 Phavorinus the
Philosophier

did

hit a yong man over the thumbes very handsomely. 1628

SHIRLEY Witty Fair One \. iii, You take pains to whip me
so handsomely. 1716 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to

C'tess Mar 3 Aug., We were all Sunday night tossed very

handsomely. 1838 DICKENS Nick. AvV. xxvii, The French-

man who cleaned you out so handsomely last night.

6. In accordance with what is becoming in con-

duct ; courteously, graciously ; decently ;
now in

stronger sense, Generously, magnanimously.
1548 UDALL Erasm. Par. Luke vi. 74 That it maie please

God handsomly and fauourably to send the good aide of

his -pirite. 1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanks Trav. 21 He
maintained them handsomely, and near his person. 1708 N.
FKOWDE Life Adv. I'oj. (1773) 120 If I could handsomely
have refrained going to the Mouse. 18*7 J. W. CHOKER in

Diary 18 Feb., The Duke spoke handsomely of Canning in

all their personal intercourse. 1884 Manch. Exam, n
June 4/7 It is admitted .. that in giving this pledge the

Government have acted handsomely.
b. Liberally, generously, amply ; usually in re-

ference to a payment or gift.

1735 P. T. in Pope's Lett. 1. Suppl. 20 If you'll pay the

Paper and Print, and allow me handsomely for the Copy.
1778 JOHNSON in Mad. D'Arblay Diary 26 Sept.,

* He must
Curne down very handsomely with a settlement.' 1861 M.
PATTISON Ess. (1880) I. 41 Edward, .granted new privileges
to the Hanse association, for which they were always ready
to pay handsomely.
6. So as to have a fine or pleasing aspect ; admir-

ably, beautifully.
1610 SHAKS. Temp. v. i. 293 Goe Sirha, to my Cell .. trim

it handsomely. 1657 R. LIGON Barbadoes 11673) *4i I0

Soldiers, .as proper men as I have seen, and as handsomely
cloathed. 1766 GOLDSM. l

r
ic. W. xxxi, He now therefore

entered, handsomely drest in his regimentals. 181* BRACKEN-
RIDGE / Vf-i'j Lf>uisiana.(iZn 130 A vast plain, .handsomely
diversified with prairie and woodland.

Handsomeness (hse*ns#mnes). [f. as prec.
+ -NESS.] The quality of being handsome.

f 1. Convenience, handiness ; fitness. Obs.

1530 PALSCR. 229/1 Hansomnesse, aduenantete. 1551
HULOET, Boke whyche for hansomenes may be caned in

journey. 1636 BACON Sylva 14 For handsomeness sake
. .it were good you hang the upper Glass upon a Nail.

f2. Skill, dexterity, ability,cleverness; propriety,

becomingness, decency. Obs.
1555 W. WATREMAN Fardle Facions it. vi. 151 Teachinge

them to ride, to shote.. with great diligence, and handsome-
nes. 1611 COTGR., Habilett .. readinesse, handsomenesse,
dexteritie. 1656 JEANES Fuln. Christ 66 There may be

decency or handsomnesse in the first usage of a thing.

3. Graciousness, courtesy (obs.) ; magnanimity,
liberality.
a 1616 BEAUM. & Fu Wit -wit/tent M. i. i, He will not

look with any handsomeness Upon a woman. Mod. We
must admit the handsomeness of the reward.

4. Seemliness or pleasantness of aspect, or (obs.)

of style ; elegance, neatness ; beauty, comeliness ;

in mod. use, beauty of a somewhat stately kind.

1598 HAKLUYT Voy. I. 248 (R.) Townes and villages also,

but built out of order, and with no hansomeness. a 1616

BEAUM. & FL. Wit without M. i. i, A goodly woman ; And
to her handsomeness she bears her state, Reserved and

great. 1687 SETTLE Reft. Dryden 75 Hansomeness in a
man I have heard of . . but never of Beauty before. 1827
HARE Guesses Ser. i. (1873) 32 Handsomeness is the more
animal excellence, beauty the more imaginative. 189* E.

REEVES Homeward Bound 195 Admiration of the pictur-

esque handsomeness of the men.

Handspike (has*nd|Spaik), sb. Also 7 -spiek,

-speck, 7-8 -speek, 9 -spec. [ad. early mod.Du.

handspaecke, mod.Du. handspaak, in same sense (f.

spaak, MDu. spake pole, rod). In Eng. app. assimi-

lated to SPIKE (or in quot. 1615 to/*&).]
1. A wooden bar, used as a lever or crow, chiefly

on ship-board and in artillery-service. It is rounded

at the one end by which it is held and square at

the other, and usually shod with iron.

1615 E. S. Britain?s Buss in Arb. Garner III, 627 Two
or three handpikes, of ash. 16*6 CAIT. SMITH Accid. Yng.
Seamen 31 A gunners quadrant, a hand spike, a crow of

iron, to mount a peece. 1648-78 HEXHAM Dutch Diet.,

Handi-speecke* Bar, or Hand-Spiek. 1691 T. H[ALE] Ace.
New Invent. 119 Nautical Staticfcs, and Mechanicks, relat-

ing to Pullies and Crows, Handspecks. 1696 PHILLIPS (ed.

5), A Handspeek) a Wooden Leaver, used in stead ofa Crow
of Iron to traverse the Ordnance [1706 (ed. Kersey), or to

heave in a Windlass to weigh up the Anchor]. 1748 F.

SMITH Voy. Disc. I. 53 The Ice .. was cleared from the

Head of the Ship with Handspikes. 1836 MABRYAT
Midsh. Easy xiv, Jack knocked him down with a hand-

spike, i 1850 Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 123 Handspcc.
1860-75 I/re's Diet. Arts (ed. 7) II. 782 Handspike^ a

strong wooden bar, used as a lever to move the windlass and

capstan in heaving the anchor.
2. Incorrectly for Sc. haftdspake, HANDSPOKE.
3. attrib. and Comb., as hatidspike-end, -tnan\

handspike-ring (Artill.}, the thimble on the

trail transom of a gun, for the handspike by which
it is manoeuvred.

HAND TO MOUTH
1859 F. A. GRIFFITHS..-!^'/. ;l/a. (1862) 208 The assistant

hand.-pikemen will attend the compressors. 1883 Sit\'LNS-'N
Treat. AY. iv. .\x, Prcity handy with ahnndspike-end.

Ha'ndspike, v. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To move
or strike with a handspike.
1776 in Harfcrs Mag. Sept. (1883) 547/2 In the act of

hand-spiking up the Canon into the embra>uie. 1837
MAKKYrtT Dog-fiend vi, He neverwould have hand>piked me.

Ha'udspoke. In So. -spake, -spaik, -spike.

[See SruKE.] A spoke or bar of wood carried in

the hand
; spec, one of those used in carrying the

coffin at a funeral in Scotland.

1737 WALKER Remark. Pass. 140 (Jam.) Friends would
not suffer them to put their hands to a handspaik, tho' they
offered. 1816 SCOTT Antiq. xx.\i, The coffin, covered wiili

a pall, and supported upon handspikes by the nearest

relatives. 1850 London's Encycl. Card, 515 The carrying
lever, or handspoke is used in pairs for carrying tubs of

plants
or other bodies..Two of them united to a platform of

boards form the common hand-barrow.

Ha-nd-staff.
1. A staff-like handle

; spec, that part of a flail

by which it is held.

14. . I'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 594/47 Manntercinm, an hand-
Staf. /tent. .an handele. c 1440 Promp. Part'. 165/2 Fleyl
staffe or honde staffe. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 333/1
The Caplings [of a flail] . . are the stiong double Leathers
made fast to the top of the Hand-staff. 1827 H. NEKLE
Rom. Hist. (1831) I. 77 Every English lance was red to the

hand-staff with blood. 1831 J. HOLLAND Alanuf. Metal I.

161 By means of the reciprocating motion ofa lever to which

[in bellows] the racket or handstaff is attached.

f2. A popular name of some asterism ; according
to Jamieson,

*

supposed to be Orion's sword '. Obs.

1513 DOUGLAS sEnets viu. Prol. 154 The son, the sevin

sternis, and the Charll wane, The elwand, the elementis. and
Arthuris hufe, The home and the hand staff, a 1605 MONT-
GOMERIE Flyting TV. Pol-wart 419 Be the. .Charlewaine, Be
the homes, the handstaff, and the king's ell.

f 3. A staff carried as a weapon. Obs.

The word is a literal rendering of the Hebrew.
161 1 BIBLE Ezek. xxxix. 9 They - . shall . . burne the weapons

. . the bowes and the arrowes, and the handstaues \marg.
iauelins, 1382 WYCLIF stafs of bond] and the speares.

t Ha'ndstone. Obs. A stone that can be lifted

or thrown with the hand.

1598 GRENEWEV Tacitus' Ann. iv. xi. 107 The barbarian*
. . now threw hand-stones against the rampire. n 1725 A.

SIMSON Descr. Galloway (1823) 27 (Jarn -) A cairn, or great

heap of small handstones, with five or six high stones erected.

Handstroke (he*nd|Str^uk). Also handi-.

handystroke. [f. HAND sb. + STROKE. For the

variant handistroke^ handy stroke, cf. HAND-BLOW
and HANDY a.}

1 1. A stroke or blow with the hand. To come to

handstrokes (handy strokes}^ to conic to blows or

hand-to-hand fighting. So to be at handstrokes^ etc.

a. 1513 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. xx. 30 They shulde soone
assemble to gether to fyght at hande strokes. 1548 HALL
Chron.i Hen. lflt 90 After thei came to hande strokes:

freate
was the fight. 1625-6 PURCHAS Pilgrims \\. 1486

mmediately we came to handstrokes. c 1840 MANNING Let.

to Archdeacon Hare in Purcell Life (ed. 4) 1. 163 Till I can

come, as Hobbes says, to handstrokes with you.

P. 1548 HALL Ckron., Hen. V, 50 When thei came to

handystrokes. 1589 Disc. Voy. Spaine *f Port. (1881) 104

Having beaten an Enemie at handie strokes. 1602 Hist.

Eng. in Harl. Misc. (Main.) II. 455 To. .bring the matter
to handy strokes, 1691 R. L'STRANGE Josephus^ Wars in.

xix. (1733) 687 Provoking them to handy Strokes.

2. attrib. (See quot)
1880 C. A. W. TBOYTE in Grove Diet. Mus. I. 219/2 [The

bell] would in swinging past that point raise the rope; this

gives the ringer a second pull, .and this is called the ' hand-
stroke

'

pull.

t Hand-tame, a. Obs. Tame and submissive

to handling; mild, gentle. Hence Hand-tame-

ness, submissiveness, gentleness, mansuetude ; also

Handtamed ppl. a.
t
reduced to submission.

rti3< E. E. Psalter xxxiiifi]. 3 (MatzJ Here handtame
[mansueti] and faine withal. Ibid. xliv.

[xlv.J 5 For

sothnes, and handtamenes, And rightwisenes, J>at in be es.

(-1325 Poem Times Ed. II, 398 in Pol. Songs (Camden)

341 To waxen al hand-tame that rathere weren so proude.
a 1400-50 Alexander 504 As scho were hand-tame. < 1460

Tffumeley Myst. (Surtees) 98 We ar mayde hand tamyd,
Withe these gentlery men.

Hand to hand, adv. phr. ^a.}. Also t hand
unto hand (obs. rare), \\ ith close approach of

hands; at close quarters; man toman. (Chiefly
in reference to fighting.)
c 1400 Destr. Troy 10351 Neuer hond vntp hond harmyt

he nother. 11533 Lu. BERNERS Huon xliii. 144 To fyght
with me hand to hande. 1589 R. HARVEY PI. Perc. 9 My
selfe drinking hand to hand with the founder of them. 1640
LD. KYNALMEAKY in Lismore Papers Ser. n. (1888) IV. 147
The King went imediately with him, and there talk'd hand
to hand some three houres. 1847 GROTE Greece (1862) III.

xl. 434 A close combat hand to hand was indispensable.

b. attrib. or adj. (with -
-).

1836 LyTTDM^M0w(x837) 1. 478 The hand-to-hand valour

of the Greeks. 1879 FROUDE Cxsar xiv. 209 In these hand-

to-hand engagements there were no wounded.

Hand to mouth, phr. (a., sb.}.

1. from hand to month : by consuming food as

soon as it is obtained; with attention to immediate

wants only; without provision for the future ;
im-

providently, thriftlessly.

1509 UARCLAY Shyfi of Folys (1874). II. 45 Theyr vayne

niynues to farther thynge^ is dull Saue on that wmcb from



HAND-VICE.

hande to mouth U brought. 1571 GOLDING Calvin on. Fs.

Ixviii. n Hungery folkes that are fed from hand too mouth.
1660 HiuKERiNiilU. Jamaica (1661) 56 No supply, But just

from hand to mouth, no Granary. 1790 COWPER Let. to New-
ton 5 Feb., I subsist as the poor are vulgarly said to do, from
hand to mouth. 1887 JESSOPP Arcaiiy Introd. 14 We in the

country are one and all living from hand to mouth.

2. attrib. ur adj. \ with -
-). Involving immediate

consumption or, transf., disposal of goods) as

soon as obtained ; aiming at the satisfaction of

present needs only ; improvident.
1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa 11811) III. 181 Contented with

hand-to-mouth conveniencies. 1860 W. G. CLARK t
7ac. Tour

10 The hand-to-mouth purblind policy of your Government.

1892 W. PIKE Barren Ground N. Caua<ia 71 Very agree-
able after the hand-to-mouth existence we had been leading.

3. sb. Lack of provision for the future.

1864 TENNYSON En. Ard. 116 Low miserable lives of hand-
to-mouth.

Hand - vice. A vice that may be held in

one hand. Sometimes applied to a small movable
vice that can be fixed to a bench.
1611 COTGR., Obtron . . the hand-vice, or toole, wherewith

a Locksmith holds a key as he files it. 1669 STTKMY
""_'. n. 53 You should have a Hand-Vice, so

made as to screw into the edge of a Board for your use. 1703

Mariners Mag. n. 53

MOXON Meek. Exerc. 5 The Office of the Hand-Vice, is to

hold small work in, that may require often turning about.
1822 IMISON Sc. <y Art II. 426 Fix a hand-vice to some part
of it where no work is intended to be.

Hand-waled, ppl. a. Sc. Also 7 -weal'd,

8-9 -wailed. [See WALE v.] Chosen or selected

by hand ; individually or carefully selected, picked.
1671 Trite Noitconf. 293 Communicating with hand-weal'd

companions. 1719 RAMSAY Ep. to Hamilton 2 Sept. 74 Sic

wordy, wanton, hand-wail'd ware. 17*7 WALKER Remark.
Pass. 58 (JarrU To apprehend and bring to condign punish-
ment our hand-wail'd murderers. 1818 SCOTT///-/. Midi, x,
The hand-waled murderers, whose hands are hard as horn
wi

1

haudin the slaughter-weapons. [By Scott app. thought
to refer to wales on the hands.]
So Hand-waling1

(-wailling), vbl. sb.

1700 ?W. GUTHRIE Serin. 15 (Jam.) Tho* ye be a singular
wuill d companie . . and the best that by hand wailling can
be waill'd out of Clydesdale.

Handwarp : see UANDYWAEP.
t Ha'ndwhile. Obs. Also 3. handlang-

while, mod.Sc. hanla'while. [OE. hami-hwtl;
see HAND and WHILE sb.] A moment, an instant,
a span (of time).
c xooo ^LFRIC f-font. I. 294 Da tid o55e Sa hand-hwile |je

min Fader ^esette Jmrh his rnihte. fzaoo ORMIN 12166 patt
deofell let te Laferrd seon-.inn an hanndwhile, .pe kinedo-
mess alle. 17x225 After. K. 146 Hure ^>et is agon in one
handhwule ! 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xix. 267 {?ise foure . .

harwed in an handwhile al holy scripture, c 1400 Destr.

Troy 1 1030 Halpe bym to horse in a bond qwhile. 1556 J.

HEYWOOIJ Spider fy F. xxx. 23 Conscience euery handwhile
thou doste cry. 1646 F. HAWKINS Youtlis Belutv, (1663) 27
Contradict not at every hand-while, that which others say.

/3. c 1460 Tffwncley Myst. (Surtees) 109, I may not syt at

my note, A hand lang while. 1802 J. SIBBALD Chron. Scot.

Poetry Gloss. (Jam.), Handwhile, vulg. Hanla-ivhile^ a
short time. Mod. Sc. He canna sit still ahanla' while.

Ha'nd-woman. Obs. or dial.

1 1. A female attendant ;
a handmaid. Obs.

d 1300 Cursor M. 2593 Sar. .had hir wit a hand womman,
f>at apar bight. Ibid. 10906, 1 am mi lauerd hand-wimman.
2. (dial.}

1847-78 HALLIWELL, Hand-woman^^. midwife. Devon.

Handwork (.hje'ndjWwk). Forms: i -weorc,

3-5 -werk, 6- work ;
also 3- 3-5 hande-,

(honde-) -werk, wark. [OE. hand-weorc^ found
beside the more frequent hand-geweorc HANDIWORK.
In ME. the northern dialect had hande-werk, as if

f. an inflected form of haiid\ perh. after ON.
handa-verk. When the e became mute in 14th c.,

this also sank into hand-werkJ}
fl. A thing or quantity of things wrought or

made by the hands; = HANDIWORK i. Obs.
a 1000 Kiddles xxi. 7 Sine hondweorc smiba. a 1500 E. E.

Psalter cxxx.v\\{\\. 8 pi hend-werke ne forsake for-bi. c 1325
Metr. Horn. 71 This Makary Come unto the cyte . . To sell

thar hys handwerke. a 1420 HOCCLEVE-?<? Reg. Princ. 3340
His handwerk and his creature. 1594 KYD Cornelia in

Dodsley O. PI. (1780) II. 253 Thou heaven's hand-work Fair
Illium. 1895 MORRIS Beowulj"16 The best of all war-shrouds,
The hand-work of Weland.
p. ci2oo ORMIN 5054 Mann iss Godess handewerrc.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1155 (Cott.) Mi handewark als egges me.
c 1340 Ibid. 20222 (Fairf.; Kepe \>\ hande werk fra shame.
ci47o HENRY Wallace n. 186 Quhi will thow giff thi
handewark for nocht?

2. Work done with the hands ; working with the
hands ; manual operation or labour

;
now esp. as

distinguished from work done by or with machinery.
? a xooo Eccles. Inst. 3 in Thorpe Laws II, 404 (Bosw.)

purh Saet handweorc. c 1400 Rom. Rose 6683 Of his hond-
werk wolde he gete Clothes to wiyne hym. 1559 LATIMER
Serm.fy Rent. 11845(41 They think they get their livings with
their own handwork. 1570 DEE Math. Pref. 39 The Archi-
tect . . directeth the Mechanicien, to handworke. 1601
HOLLAND Pliny II. 531 One brasen image he had of Mentors
hand-worke. 1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits, Wealth Wks.
(Bohn) II. 74 The incessant repetition of the same hand-work
dwarfs the man. 1874 MICKLETHWAITE Mod. Par. Churches
261 We hear a great deal about 'handwork'; everything
must be handwork. 1897 The Chiswick Press 4 The repu-
tation for Handwork which they have acquired.

Ha*nd-worked (-wzkt', ///. a. Worked,
made or done by hand, and not by mechanism.
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i8i8 TODD, ff*Htku0r&ea
l

,
made uith hands; formed by

workmanship. 1861 \V
r

. I-'. Coi.utK Hist. Eng. Lit. 440
The substitution of the steam priming-machine for the hand-
worked printing-press. 1887 Pall Mall G. 19 Aug. 8/a
Hand-worked bilge pumps, 1891 Ibid. i June 7/2 A speci-
men of a hand-worked gun now in use in the navy.
Ha*nd-WO:rker. One who works with his

hands : opposed variously to one who works with
his head, one who employs the hands of others,
or one who works with a machine.

1844 COBUEN in league 10 Aug., Be he. .merchant, manu-
facturer or handworker. i86a T. MOKRALL Needle-making
20 The hand-workers' prices were much reduced by the

machines. 1896 L. ECHENSTKIN Woman tender Monasticisnt

238 The productions of the old hand-worker.

Ha'lld-working
1

. Working with the hands
;

manual labour or operation. Also attrib*

In first two quots. a literal transl. of Gr. \eipovpyta surgery.
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 7 (MS. B.\ For be ende and pe

propliyte of surgerye ys of hand wyrchynge . . whyche techib

vs to worche with handes in a Mamies body. 1548-77
VICARV Anat. i. (1888) 13 Ipocras sayth, that Surgerie is

hande working in mans body. 1580 SIDNEY Ps. xix. i, The
firmament. .Shewes His hand-working wonders.

f Ha'ndworm. Obs. An acarid, the itch-insect

(Sarcoptes scabiei) which burrows in the hands.
<x8oo Corpus Gloss. 320 Briensis, honduyrm. c 1000 Voc.

in Wright 288/4 Urdus, hand-wyrm. 14. . Metr. foe. in

Wr.-Wiilcker 625/6 Curio * hondworme. 1530 PALSGR. 229/1

Handeworme, circm. 1630 J. TAYLOR Wks. (N.), All the

world is . . to the heavens, as a hand-worme or nit may be

compared to the world. 1677 HALK Prim. Orig. Man. HI.

v, 274 That Animal that well near escapes his sight by reason

of its smalness, as the Acartts, the Cyro or Hand-worm. ((1693
UKQUHART Rabelais \\\. xxi. 181 Fleas, Punies, Handwonns.

Ha'nd-wrist. Obs. exc. dial. [OE. hatui-

wrist) -wyrst) f. HAND + WKIST, wyrs t
OFris.

writist wrist, and instep, Ger. rist instep.]
1. The wrist or joint of the hand. Now dial.

a 1000 Ags. Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 216/24 Cnba t i. ulna,

elnboga, uel hondwyrst. c logo Ibid. 356/20 Articulits,

handwyrst. c 1325 Gloss W. de Biblesw. in Wright Voc. 147
Le con de la tneyn^ the hand wriste. 1560 FRAMPTON in

Strype Ann. Ref. I. xx. 244 The blood sprang out at my
hand-wrists, where I was tied. 1630 CROMWELL Let. 4 Sept.
in Carlyle^ Colonel Whalley only cut in the hand wrist.

1809 J*ksxx$sCitlpepper
t

$Eng. Physic. Enl. 212 Bruised and

applied to the soles of the feet and hand-wrists. [In Somer-
setsh.. Wiltsh., and Glouces. Dialects.]

t 2. A cuff. Obs. rare.

1707 J. STEVENS tr. Quevedo's Com. Wks. (1709) 229 Ruffles

and Hand-wrists, to appear in sight, and represent Shirt-

Sleeves.

t Ha'ndwrit. Obs. [f. HAND sb. -t- WRIT : cf.

OE. hamfyewrlti and HANDWRITING ;
also Sc. hand

of writ; see HAND 16 b.] Handwriting; auto-

graph ; signature.
-1200 ORMIN 13566 purrh Moyssesess hande writt. 1536

BELLENDENCW. Scot. (1821) II. 390 Hedemandit thaim gif

thay kend thair handwnttis and selis. 1560 in Tytler Hist.
Scot. 11864) III. 397 An assured promise under their hand-
writs. 1616 W. HAIG in J. Russell Haigs vii. (1881) 160
Which he pretends was of my handwrit. 1693 Sc. Presbyt.

Eloq. (1738) 116 Deny your own Hand-Write if you dare ?

Ha'ndwrite, v. rare. [prob. a back-formation

from hand-written, written by hand, like hand-

made, etc. : see HAND sb. 62 b.] trans. To write

with the hand, or with one's own hand.

1849-53 ROCK Ch. of Fathers III. ix. 223 A fine psalter . .

hand-written. 1871 Athenseum 13 May 584 To prove that

Francis hand-wrote the Junian letters is not to demonstrate
that he composed them. 1878 BROWNING Poets Croisic xcv,
I myself Hand-write wbat's legible yet picturesque.

Handwriting ^harndiraitin). [Cf. L. manu-

scriptunt) Gr. x lP^ypa4>ov -^

1. Writing with the hand
; manuscript as dis-

tinguished from print, etc.
;
the writing of a par-

ticular hand or person, or that pertaining to

a particular time or nation.

1500-20 DUN BAR /Vtws lix. i6Versisoffhisawin hand vrytt-

ing. 1639!'. BRUGIS tr. Camus'1 Mor. Rclat. 199 A young^ man
that could artificially counterfeit all manner of hand writing.

1783 BURKE Rep. Conim. India Wks. XI. 215 A paper in his

own handwriting. 1891 SCOTT&DAVEY// istoricalDocuments
46 The study of handwritings. 1893 E. M. THOMPSON Iland-
ok. Gk. fy Lat. Palaeogr. Pref. 7 As he grows up the child

developes a handwriting of his own, diverging more and
more from, the models.

2. That which is written by hand ; manuscript ;

a piece of written matter ; a written document or

note. Obs. or arch.

1534 TINDALE Col. ii. 14 He . . hath put out the hand-

wntmge that was agaynst vs. 1535 COVERDALE Job i. 17
He gaue him the sayde jyeight ofsyluer vnder an hand-
writinge. 157^6

FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 155 When hand

writing and Epistles passe too and fro in absence and dis-

tance. 1631 Star Chamb. Cases (Camden) 66 To forge

4 parchment leaves of an olde handwriting. 1791 MRS.
RADCLIFFE Rom. Forest viii, Adeline took it up, and open-
ing it perceived a hand-writing.
Jig. 1831 BREWSTER Nat. Magic ii. (1833) 10 The optic

nerve is the channel by which the mind peruses the hand-

writing of Nature on the retina.

Handy, sb. north, dial. [f. HAND sb.} See

quot. 1825.
1681 Inv. in Biggar $ Ho. ofFleming (1862) 62 Item to

Andrew Murray ane Say a handy and a seek rindle. 1818

Edln. Mag. Dec. 503 (Jam.), I flang the hannie frae me.

1815 BROCKKTT N. C. Gloss., ffandy, a small wooden vessel

with an upright handle. 1847-78 HALLIWELL, Harufy, a

piggin.

HANDY-DANDY.

Handy hse-ndi), a. [In sense i
, app. developed

from the first element in HAXDIWOKK ;q.v.), which

was often written separately as handiJiandie,handy ,

being app. taken as an adj.
= ' manual ', and so

extended to other words, as labour, occupation,

operation, art, and the like. In the later senses

(after 1600), it appears to be a normal derivative

of HAND sb. + -Y. (Not directly connected with

+ 1. Of, or done by, the hand ; manual. Obs.

[a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xix. 60 Thin hondy werk null

thou letc. 1477 NORTON Ord, Alch. in Ashm. (1652) 49 But
liandie crafte called Arte Mechanicall. 1581 MARBECK Bk.of
Notes 1077 A Temple of mans handy woike.l

1535 COVKRDALE nagged i. n Vpon men and vpon caiell,

yee and vpon all handy laboure. 1541 R. COPLAND Guydons
Quest. Ckimrg. A uj, Thynges belongynge to liandy opera-
cyon. 1551 ROBINSON tr. Afore's Utop. n. (1895) 148 He is

taken frome hys handy occupation. 1576 NEWTON f^etttnte's

Complex. 11633) 17 Tinkers, Carters, Tipplers, handy Arti-

ficers. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. NLholays I'oy. iv. xxvii.

146 He was punished by death as a private person, but not

by handye execution. 1612 WOODALL Surg. Mate Pref.

Wks, '

1653) 5 Chirnrgia^ or the Handy part of healing.

1631 WEKVER A tic. Fun. jlfore. 150 Whose exercise was ..

handy labour, digging and filling vp againe their graues.

1713 S. SEWALL Diary 15 Sept. (1879) II. 398 Took the

Churches Handy vote ; Church sat in the Gallery.

t b. \Vielded by the hand
;
hand to hand.

1586 WARNER Alb. Eng. n. vii. (1612) 29 Then fettle they
to handy Arrnes.

2. Ready to hand
;
near at hand ; conveniently

accessible or ready for use.

1650 FULLER Pisgak \. 400 It was placed very handy, and
convenient for such as went up to sacrifice. 1775 ROMANS
Hist. Florida App. 54, I .. found mahogany growing so

handy that I took in about 4000 feet of it in a very few days.
1851 MRS. STOWE Uncle Tout's C. xx, Knocked down with
the shovel or tongs, which ever came handiest. 1894 K.
BRIDGES Feast ofBacchus 11. 760, I happen tojiave it handy.
3. Convenient to handle or hold in the hand ;

easy to be manipulated, managed, or directed.

1694 MOXON Meek. Exerc. 195 Use has made the Mawl
more handy for them. 1776 J. Q. AUAMS Wks. (1854) IX.

382 The galleys first built.. were tew large to be handy.
1880 Times 25 Dec. 7/4 The ship sails well .. Steers well

under all circumstances, and is very handy. 1897 A. LANG
in Bookman Jan. 115/2 The volume is delightfully handy,
and the type excellent.

4. Ready or clever with the hands ; dexterous ;

able to turn the hand to anything.
1662 J. DAVIES tr. Clearing

1 k
r

oy. Ambass. 89 They are

very handy, and easily imitate any thing they see done.

1790 J. B. MORETON W. /tidies 43 Two smart handy boys or

girls. 1824 Miss MITFORD Village Set. i. (1863) 112 A man
. . of that peculiar universality of genius which forms, what
is called in country phrase, a handy fellow. 1847 DE
QUINCEY Sp. Mil. Nun v. (1853) 9 She was a handy girl.

She could turn her hand to anything. 1874 L. STEPHEN
Hours in Library (1892) I. ix. 300 That strange ingenuity
which makes an American the handiest of all human beings.

5. Handy- in comb. a. (from sense i
,
or having

the same origin) : Handy-blow: see HAND-BLOW;
Handy-craft : see HANDICRAFT ; fHandy-flg-ht,
a hand-to-hand fight; ) Handy-frame, what is

framed by the hands, handiwork; Handy-gfrip(e :

see HANDGRIP ; Handystroke : seeHANDSTBOKE;
fHaiidythrift, what a man earns with his hands ;

Handy-work: see HANDIWORK; i Handywrig-ht

[repr.OE.*/*a^w/M/fl],aworker with his hands,
a mechanic, b. (from senses 2-4) : Handy-billy

(see quot.) ; Handybook (ftonce-wd.} = HAND-
BOOK

; Handy-man, a man of general utility, a man
useful for all sorts of odd jobs.
1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, 'Handy-Billy. 1867 SMYTH

Sailor's Word-bit.) Handy-billy, a small jigger purchase,
used particularly in tops or the holds, for assisting in hoist-

ing when weak-handed. A watch-tackle. 1867 BUCHAN

(title) *Handy Book of Meteorology. 1888 Athensenm
20 Oct. 522 (Cent.) Handbooks, or handybooks, may be de-

signed or used in two different ways. 1601 B. JONSON
Poetaster v. i, Castor his horse, Pollux loves lr

hapdy*fights.
1597 MIDDLETON Wisd. Sol. Poraphr. xvi. 4 Say, is your god
like this, whom you ador'd, Or is this god like to your

'

handy-
frame ? 1872 Times 27 Aug. (Farmer), The result is he cannot

be called a handy-man. 1887^. %Q- ?th Ser. III. 514 Often

heard among labourers, handy-men, and artizans. Mod.
Advertisem. Handy-man wanted, used to horses and cows
and make himselfgenerally useful, a 1591 GREENE Orpharim
Wks. (Grosart) XII. 86 He should gette it with his handy-
thrift. 1674 N. FAIRFAX BulkffSelv. 193 Isaac Habrechtus

that cunning *Handywright who made the Clock at Stras-

burgh.

Ha'iidy-da'ndy, sb. or adv. phrase. Also

handy-bandy, -pandy, -spandy. [A riming jingle

on hcutd, or its childish diminutive handy.']

1. A children's game in which a small object is

shaken between the hands by one of the players,

and, the hands being suddenly closed, the other

player is required to guess in which hand the

object remains.
The transferred use in senses implies that the child's play

was known before that date.

1585 HIGINS tr. Jnnins' Nontenclator 297/2 s. v. Arterts,
The play called handie dandle. 1598 FLORIO, Bazzickiare,
to shake between two hands, to play handydandy. 1601

DEACON & WALKER Answ. Darel 73 A little yong child

playing at handie dandie happely. .to make choise of that

hand, wherein the pin or the point is placed. *6aa MABBE
Ir. Alentan'sGuzmantfAlf. I. n. ii. 112, 1 learned to play at



HANDYWABP.
Cock-All, at Handy- Pandy, and at Nine-holes (<i la tafia,

at paliito y al fioynclo}. a 1764 LLOYD Cobbler ef Crippk-
gate 103. 1801 STKUTT Sports ff Past. \v. iv. 349. 1847-78
HALLIWELL s. v., He whirls his hands round each olher,

crying,
'

Handy-spandy, Jack-a-dandy, which good hand
will you have?' 1887 S. Cheshire Gloss., Handy-Bandy,
the name of a game. A person conceals an object in one of

his two closed hands, and invites his companion to tell

which hand contains the object in the following words :

Handy-Bandy, sugar-candy, Which hand wun yo have ?

b. To play handy-dantly . Often Jig.
I579 'I'OMSON Calvin's Serin. Tim. 319/2 Yet these mates

will come hither and play handidandy. c 1585 R. BROWNE
Atuvj. Carfturight 2 Master Cartwright would playe at

handle dandle with vs, and yet not giue vs that hand which
wedoechoose. 1683 WILLIAMS Artsit'. Hunt's Postscr. 20 All

the Arts and Acts of Parliament afterwards, which . . played
handy-dandy with the Crown. 1862 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt.

VIM. v. (1865) III. 46 You cannot play handy-dandy with a

King's Crown, your Majesty ! say his new Ministers.

C. The words used, as in the game, in offering
a choice, or when it is indifferent which of two

things is chosen ;
=' Choose which you please '.

1598 CHAPMAN BI. Befg. Plays 1873 I. 16 Why loe heere
we are both, I am in this hand, and hee is in that, handy
dandy, prickly prandy, which hand will you haue. 1605
SHAKS. Lear iv. vi. 157 Change places, and handy-dandy,
which is the lustice, which is the theefe? 1687 SETTLE

ReJJ. Drydtn 51 The expression is so excellent in either

sense, that Handy Dandy, 'tis no matter which you choose.

t2. Transposition, shifting, as from hand to hand.

1615 SIR E. HOBY Cvrry<ontbe iii. no But is not heere
olde handy pandy, when sentences shall be tossed from one

place to another, without the Authors aduise ?

1 3. Something held or offered in the closed hand ;

a covert bribe or present. Obs.

136* LANGL. P. PL A. iv. 61 Wrp[n]g benne yppon Wisdom
wepte to helpe Him for his handidandl Rediliche he payede
(1377 B. iv. 75 Thanne wowed wronge wisdome fu] 5eme,
To make his pees with his pens handi-dandi payed. 1393
C. v. 68 On men of lawe wrong lokede and largelich hem pro-
frede, And for to haue of here help handy-dandy payede.]
B. Adverbially. With change of places ; alter-

nately, in rapid alternation.
a 1539 SKELTON Sp. Parrot 176 Donatus be dryven out of

schole, Prisians bed broken, now handy dandy And inter

didascolos, is reckoned for a fole. 1670 R. L'ESTRANGE
Answ. to AppealJr. Country to City 20 These people, .can
set Governors and Subjects handy-dandy to Box one another
like Punchinello's Puppets, when they please.

Handy-pandy, -spandy : see prec.

Handyron, -yn, obs. forms of ANDIBON.

t Ha'udywarp. Obs. Also hand-warp. \i.

HANDY a. \ + WARP s6.] A kind of cloth made in

the i6th c., of which app. the warp was prepared
in some particular way.
I55 Act 5 <$ 6 Ediu. VI, c. 6 i All and everie colored

Clothe or Clothes, .of lyke sortes commonlye called Handy-
warpes. Ibid., All Whites . . made in the saide Shires or

"

elswhere as Coxsall Whites Glaynesfordes and other beinge
Handwarpes. 1565 GOLDING Ovid's Met. vi. (1503) 127 Or
on the rocke doth spinne the hand-warpe woofe Or else

imbroidereth. 1606-7 Act 4 Jos. I, c. 2 i Every White
Cloth, .of like makinge commonlye called Handywarpes.
Hane, Sc. var. of HAIN v. ; obs. form of KHAN.
II Haneg, hannege, hanega, obs. forms of

FANEUA, a Spanish measure of capacity.
1588 PARKE tr. Mcndoza's Hist. China iii. 7 You shall haue

a haneg [of rice] for a ryall of plate. 1600 HAKLUYT Voy.
II1.46i Halfe a hannege of maiz. 1717 FREZIER Voy.S.Sea.
117 Corn. . 6000 Hanegas.. the Hanega weighing 150 Pounds.

[Hanelon, -oune, erron. ff. HAVKLON s6. and v.]

Hang (ha:n), v. Pa. t and pple. hung (hon),
hanged (haerjd). Forms : see below. [The his-

tory of this word involves that of two OE. and one
ON. verb ; viz. (i) the OE. str. hon (\ h&han), heng
(?hi

!

ng),hangen,(hfngen),\.'csLns.; (2) theOE.weak
hangian, hangode, -od, (also /long-), intr. = OFris.

hangia, OS. hangon (for OHG. hangen) ; (3) the
ON. causal vb. hetigjan trans. - OHG. hengau,
MHG., MDu. hengen. OE. hon =--OS. and OHG.
h&han, MHG. /Men, Mn, MLG. h&n, MDu. haen,
represented the OTcut. reduplicating vb., with con-

sonant-exchange (grammalischer wechsel), h&han
(from earlier *hayhan), hehah (pi. hehatjgun),
har/gan-, in Gothic, h&han, haih&h, haih&hun,
h&han- Bevelled under the present tense form',. In
WGer. and Norse, the pa. t. had the type heyg :

OS. heng, OHG. hiang, MHG. hienc, Ger. Mug,
ON. hekk, pi. hengu ; W.heng (Ihtng), ME. heng,
hieng, heyng, hing. The pa. 'pple. hangen also,
varied in OE. and ME. with hpngen (as in lang,
long, etc.). Already in ON. the present stem hah-
had been ousted by the weak form hanga, and in
the Middle period a similar change took place in
all the WGer. langs. : UKG.hdhen, hangen, MDu.
Aden, hangen, ME. Mn, hangen (hongen). This
identified the old trans, vb. with the intr. hangian,
hongian, so that both had now for the pres. t. hang
(bang) ; in consequence of which the strong pa. t.

and pa. pple. heng (hing), hangen (hongen), and the
weak forms, hangede 'hongede), -ed, became also

generally confounded in sense, and (with some ex-

ceptions) used indiscriminately. Meanwhile the
ON. causal verb hyigja came into northern Eng.
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as kfiig f, also (with Eng. change of
-c-tj

to -irj\

hing; at first app. witli weak inflexion and trans,

sense, hengde, henged, hingde, hinged; but soon, by
assimilation to the 3rd ablaut-class of str. verbs,
with a pa. t. hang, varying in north, midl.with hong,
both trans, and intr. At this period (13-151!! c.),

therefore, while the south had pres. t. hang, hong,
and pa. heng, hing, the north had conversely pres.

heng, hing, pa. hang, hong. Finally the northern

inflexion hing, hang, was completed by the pa. pple.

hung, which in the i6th c. penetrated into general

Eng.; where arosea new pa.t./;,'(lil<e sing, sung,

sung], in presence of which the earlier heng, hing,
and hong became obs. The weak inflexion

hanged however continued in use (being the only
one used in Bible versions from Coverdale to 1611,

though Tindale had also houng) ;
but was gradually

superseded by hung in the general sense, trans,

and intr., leaving hanged only in the special trans,

sense (3)
'

put to death by hanging ', owing prob.
to the retention of this archaic form by judges in

pronouncing capital sentences. The distinction is

found already in Shakspere, and is established in

the objurgatory expressions
' You be hanged !

'

'
I'll be hanged if I do ', and the like. Neverthe-

less southern speakers and writers still often say
' the man was hung

'

instead of '

hanged '. In the

northern dialects, on the other hand, the distinction

runs all through the verb, the special sense '

put
to death by hanging

1

being expressed by hang,

hang'd,hang"d, while the generalverb is hing,hang,
hung ; the present tense hing extends into England
as far south as Northamptonshire : see A. I

, qnot.
1821. In those dialects, therefore, /^and hang
are distinct verbs, differing both in sense and inflex-

ion ; but in Standard English, there being only the

single form hang for the present tense, it is neces-

sary to treat all the forms together. (Hang is

parallel in inflexion to FANS v.)

The distinction of trans, and intr. has always tended to
break down. The strong verb was orig. trans, in WGer.
and in OE., hatigian^ being the intr. ; but in ON., luutga,
hekk, hangentt was intr., and the causal hengia trans. ;

hengen is only trans, in Ormin, but Cursor M.and Hampole
have keng, hing, both trans, and intr., like the contemporary
southern hang, hong. Cf. also mod.Ger., in which the true

intr. kangen is archaic, and ordinarily superseded by the
trans, hangen, though the pa. tenses hing intr. and hdngte
trans, remain distinct in use.]

A. Inflexional Forms. "

1. Present tense stem.

a. 1-3 h6- (inf. hon, imper. hoh, 3rd sing. ind.

h6p, pi. ind. and imper. h615). (Only trans.)
c looo Ags. Gosp. Matt, xxiii. 34 ;e his ofsleafi and hoS

and swingaS on eowrum ^esomnungutn. John xix. 6
Hoh hyne, hoh hyne . . Nime e nine and ho5. c 1160
Hatton Gosp. ibid., Hoh hine, ho^ hine. c 1*05 LAY. 10009
pat he kins heom sculde don ooer slan ooer hon. a 1250
Owl Sf Night. 1123 Me be hob in one rodde.

/3. I (intr.) hang(i)-, 3- (also trans.") hang-.
c 1000 JELFRIC Grain, xxvi. (Z.) 157 Peudeo, ic hangi^e.

c 1000 ./ELFRIC Horn. 1. 596 Swa hali* wer hangjan ne sceolde.

rt 1300 Cursor M. 5015 (Cott.) Elles wil bai..Your eldest

sun or hefd or hang [Fairf. hange, Trin. honge]. 1382
WVCLIF Matt. xxii. 40 In these two maundementis hangltb
al be lawe and prophetis. (1440 Promp. Parr'. 225/2

Hangyn, by the selfe, pendeo. Hangyn a thynge on a walle,
or other lyke, endo, syspendo. 1653 WALTON Aneter ii. 62

Come, hang him upon that Willow twig. Moa.Hzng it

in front of the fire, and let it hang all night.

y. 3-4 >jntr.) hong(O- ; 3-5 (also trans.) hong-
(hongue, honge).
C9$o Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xxii. 40 Inftisum tuaem bibodum

all ae stondes Tel honges \Ritshw. ealle ae honga3]. c 1205
LAY. 510 Alle heo sculden hongien [i>75 hongie] on he3e
treowen. ^1275 Ibid. 5715 pat an hii solle hongy. 1297
R. GLOUC. (1724) 448 He suor, honge he ssolde Anon, c 1300
St. Brandon 555 The cloth that so he^e hongeth there.

1340 Ayenb. 31 Hit behoueb yelde ober hongy.
c 1290 .9. Eng. Leg. I. 10/312 Ore louerd baron to hongue.

1297 R. GLOUC. (1724) 561 Ich mai honge vp min ax. 11340
Cursor M. 11800 (Fairf.) Traytours, he saide.. I sale honge
jou [Cott., Gott. hing]. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. iv. 20 Hong
on him an heui Bndel. c 1380 WYCLIF IVks. (1880) 316
Knottis. -hongyngebifore. c 1420 Pallad. on Hitsb. iv. 375
Let picche her pedifeet, & honge hem hie. 14. . Eger 4-

Grime 122 in Fumiv. Percy Folio I. 358 Faire on his brest

he cold it honge.

72. 3 heongi- intr.
, heong- trans.

c 1205 LAY. 26474 Alle heo sculleS heongien [c 1275 hongi]
he3e uppen treouwe. Ibid. 12281 Heo gunnen heongen
\c 1275 honge] cniues.

S. north, and . mull. 2-6 heng. trans, and intr.

[ci2oo ORMIN "henngenn : see 2e]. ^1330 R. BRUNNE
Chron. Wace (Rolls) 16182 Dide henge his fymes on a bow.

13.. Gatv. 4- Gr. Knt. 182 A much herd as a busk ouer his

brest henges. 1426 AUDELAY Poems i Hye on galouys
fore to heng. c 1449 PECOCK Kepr. n. x. 109 Make Crist

plesid with nem which henge in him. 1538 STARKEY Eng-
land \. iv. 118 Many mennys materys heng in sute.

. north, and n. midl. 3- hing- (4-6 hyng-)
trans, and intr.

a 1300 Cursor M. 4946 If yee giue dome, ban sal bai hing
[So all MSS.]. Ibid. 16020 To hefd him or to hing. c 1330
R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 172 Galwes do 3e reise & hyng
bis cheitefe. 1.1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) ii. 5 Hingand apon

HANG.

J>at crossc. 1423 J.\s. I. J\~ingis Q. Ixxxix, Thaire hudi*
oure thairc eyne thay hyng. c 1440 York Afyst. xxxvi. 77

5a, late hym hyng ! 1483 Catk. Angl. 186/1 To Hynge,
pcnderf. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 135/36 f/i>ig, to hang. 1601

WEEVER Mirr. Mart. B vj b, Whose bloudy flaggs like

fierie streamers hing. 1637 RUTHERFORD Lett. (1862) I. 265
To hing your vessels, .upon the Nail. 1821 CLARE I7ill.

Minstr. I. 46 Nodding bulrush down its drowk head hings.
Ibid. II. 168 The lane-path where the dog-rose hings. i"

J. WILSON Noct. Amir. Wks. 1855 I. 356 King 't on
thoomb. Mod. Sc. King it up, and let it hing for a day.
2. Past Tense.
a. i heng (? h6ng), pi. hengon ; 2-6 heng, pi.

henge(n ; 4 heeng, -e
v n, 4-6 henge, 6 heyng.

Orig. trans. ; also 4-6 intr.
c 1000 ^ELFRIC Gen. xli. 13 Mine man heng. c 1000 A$s.

Gosp. Luke xxiii. 33 par hi^ hine hengon [cn6o Hatton
Gosp. hengen}. 1154 O. E. Chron. an. 1137 7 [Hi] him

-
.)H.

8z6

my

on rode hengen. 01300 Cursor M. 8498 (Gott.) . henge
[Cott., Fairf. Hang(e, Trin. heng] ^er-on, his folk to bie.

i 1340 Ibid. 18561 iTrin.) pei him henge [C'. hang, /'., G.

hangedj. 13. . Coer dc L. 5712 Hys crouper heeng al full

offbelle.e. afycflChildk. Jesus 641 (Miitz.) His picher on
be sonnebeme he hieng. 138* Wye LI F /'s. cxxxvifij. 2 Wee
heengen [1388 hangiden] vp oure instrumens. c 1400
MAUNDEV. (1839) via. 93 The Tree of Eldre, that Judas
henge him self upon. 1413 J'ilgr. Strivfe iCaxlon 1483) i.

xv. 10 For me thou henge vpon the crosse. c 1450 Hferlin

53 His legges and his reynes hengen above the water.

1485 CAXTON Chas. Gt. 13 Agabondus. .after henge his wyf.
1536 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 242 b, The thefe that

heng vpon the crosse by our lorde. 1596 Kinf <y Barker 3

in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 4 Blake kow heydys sat he apon, The
hornys heyng besyde.

#. 4-5 hing(e, hyng, hynge. trans, and intr.

c 1340 Cursor M, 17035 (Laud) While he hyng on that tre

[C<7//. t Gdtt. hang, Trin. hong]. 1412-20 LYDG. Chron.

Troy in. xxii. (MS. Digby 230, If. 106 b/2), Vpon his arme
he hinge [MS. Digby 232, If. 82b/i, heng] liis hors reje.
c 1450 Cm>. Afyst, (Shaks. Soc.) 379 He hynge hymself upon
a tre. 1460 CAPGRAVE Chron. i Rolls* 214 Anon the Kyng . .

hing \mispr. hung] the Januensis, and mad a new Cap-
teyn. 1494 FABYAN Chron, i. ccxliii, Thys mater hynge m
argument . . by the space of xv dayes. ia Gower's Con/.
viii. (ed. Berthelet) (R. Supp.), A pair of bedes blacke as
sable She toke and hynge my necke about.

7. i hangode, 2-4 hangede (4 -ude), 4-
hanged. Orig. intr.

;
from 3- also trans, (the

only form of pa. t. in i6th c. Bible versions, exc.

occas. Tindale). Now only trans., in sense 3.
t looo ^LLFRIC Horn. II. 240 Da3a Crist hangode on rode

for ure alysednysse. c 1200 Vices $ Virtues 51 JE)e hali rode
Se Crist on hangede. c 1205 LAY. 29559 Heo . . nomen tailes

of rehjen, and hangede on his cape, c 1340 Cursor M.
'9344 (.Fairf,) pe quilk }e hanged \Cott. t Cfftt. hang] with
fals assise. a 1350 Childk. Jesus 23 (Matz.) lesus hangude
is picher on be sonne beme. 138* WYCLIF Matt, xxvii. 5

Goyinge awey he hangide [v.r. heeng, 1388 hongide] hym
with a grane. 1539 BIBLE (Great) Matt, xxvii. 5 And went
and hanged hym selfe. Mod. [see B. 3.]

5. 3-4 hongede (-ide), 4 honged. Orig. intr.

<1205 LAY. 13109 pe hod hongede adun. a. 1225 Ancr. K.
106 pe munt of Caluarie, per ure Louerd hongede. c 1340
Cursor M. 11898 (Trin.i perynne bei honged him bi be fete.

1382 WYCLIF Gen. xl. 22 The tother he hongide [1388

hangide] in a gibite. Josh. ii. 21 She hongide [v.r.

heeng, 1388 hangide] a litil reed coord in hir wyndowe.
f. north, and n. midl. 3 hengde, pL -en, 4

henged. Orig. trans. ; in 4 also intr.

c xaoo ORMIN 9952 And henngdenn himm o rode. Ibid.

13773 Patt Judisskenn laj>e follc, batt henngde Crist o rode.

13.. Goto. 4- Gr. Knt. 732 pe colde borne .. henged he5e
ouer his hede in hard ysse-ikkles. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc.

5260 Als he henged on be rode tre. 138* WYCLIF Gen.
xxiv. 47 So I hengide [1388 hangide, v. r. hynge] eer ryngis
to honoure the face of hir.

f. north, dial. 3-4 hinged, 4 hynged (-id,

-ud). trans, and intr.

a 1300 Cursor M. 8080 (Cott.} Lang and side pair brues

wern, And hinged all a-bout bair hern. Ibid. 16676 (Cptt.
& Gott.) A theif on ai^er side J?ai hinged [Fairf. hong, Tr.

heng]. a. 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xxi. i When he hyngid on
be crosse. 1340 Pr. Consc. 5334 pe man. .pe whilk yhe
hynged on pe rode, c 1410 fiampolds Psalter cviii. 7

(Laud MS.) His dayes was few pat hyngid him selfe.

i\. north, dial. 3- hang, trans, and intr.

a 1300 Cursor M. 4468 (Cott.) Apon ilk bogh. .hang win-

beris inogh [Fair/, hange, Gott. hing, Trin. henge]. Ibid.

18415 iCott.) pe luus me hang bi-side iesu [Go'tt. hanged,
Land hanggyd, Trin. honged]. c 14.00 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.)
ii. 5 pat pece. .on whilk his body hang. 1578 Ps. 1L in Scot.

Poems i6t& C. II. 116 The thief that hang on thy right
hand. Mod. Sc. He hang his bonnet on the peg. A man
that hang aboot the place.

0. n. midl. 3-7 hong, 3-5 pi. -e(n, 5-6 honge,
6 houng", hoong. trans, and intr. (But the 16-

1 7th c. instances may perh. mean hung.}
c 1175 LAY. 29559 Hii. .remen rohje tayl ..and hongefn

on h]is cope, a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xxv. 68 For love

thou hong on rode tre. <r 1340 Cursor Al. 16717 <Trin.)po
beues pat bi him honge. Ibid. 20336 (B. M. Add. MS.) Mi
sone pci hongen on a tre. c 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 1564
The rynges on the temple dore that honge [Camb. henge].

1513 MORE in Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 781 Nothing ware
- ""

that the axe hong so nere his awne heade. 1526-34 TINDALE
He . . went and hounge hym sylfe (later w.

hanged], Acts x. 39 Whom they slew and honge [later
Matt, xxvii. 5 ?ent and hounge hym syll

j 39 Whom they slew and h _ _

anged] on tree. 1577787 HOLINSHED Chron. (1807-8) II.

219 Then he hoong altogither on his sleeve. Ibid. III. 163
At this answer the duke hoong the groine. 1602 ind ft.

Return fr. Parnass. I. ii. 222 Hearers hong vpon his melt-

ing tong {rime he song].

i. 6- hung, trans, and intr. The current form.

'577 E- HOGAN in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 157 Some of them
. . hung down their heads like dogs. 1597 DANIEL Civ.



HANG.
Wars vii. (R.\ That which hung by more than by one nail.

1636 G. SANDYS Parapkr. Ps. (Cassell) [Thou] hung'st the

solid earth in fleeting air. 1662 J. DAviEStr. Oleariits' Voy.
Ambass. 49 They, .hung about his neck some Pipes. Alod.

I hung the pictures where they hung before.

3. Past Participle.
a. 1-5 hangen (5 -yn). . 3-5 *hange, 5 hang.

a 1000 Elene 852 (Gr.) On hwylcum Sara beama beam
wealdendes . . hangen ware, c 1250 Gen. ^- Rx. 4074 De
btdde ic hangen Sat he ben. 1482 Alonk ofEvesham (Arb.)

38 Some were hangyn on galows.
IA.. Sir Benes 4051 (MS. M.) With skyll he shall be hang

and drawe. ('1460 Towneley Myst. \ Surtees) 226 Lo so by
thay have hym hang.

7. 3-4 hongeii. 5. 3-4 yhonge, 4-5 honge.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 172 Better . . ban to be

hongen in bi frendis sight.

1297 R. GLOUC. (1724) 174 Hys sseld . . was banne yhonge
wast Aboute ys ssoldren. a 1400-50 A lexander 779 (Ashm.)
Has a helme on his hede, and honge on his swyre A schene
schondirhand schild.

*. 4
- hanged. (Now only in sense 3.)

^1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 50 Edrik was hanged on
|?e toure. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. Prol. 176 po |?e belle was
yboujt, and on J>e bei^e hanged. 1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Cax-
ton 1483) in. iii. 51 Hye bemes and long on which were

many hanged. 1535 COVERDALE Has. \\. 8 Which she hath

hanged vpon Baa,L 1610 SHAKS. Temp. \. i. 35 If he be not
borne to be hang'd. 1626 BACON Sylva 319 The Apple
hanged in the Smoak. 1703 MAUNDREI.L Journ. Jertts.

(1732) 143 There were also hang'd in the Wall two small
Bells. 1703 MOXON Mech. Exerc. 202 When no weight is

hanged to it. Mod. They were hanged, drawn, and quar-
tered.

f. 4-5 honged, -ud, -id.

c 1388 Tract in Wyclifs Sel. Wks. III. 472 He wolde raber
be hongud. 1426 AUDELAY Poems 3 Thevys al day hongud
thay be. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 152 a/i Theron he was
honged tyl hys Armes were out of Joynte.

Tj. north, and n. midl. 3-6 henged (5-6 -yd).
c 1200 ORMIN 1018

patt wa^heriflFt wass henngedd taer.

c 1300 Havelok 2480 1 o (>e galwes drawen . . And bore ben

henged wit two feteres. 1538 STARKEY England \. iv. 119
Hengyd wythout mercy or pyte.

0. 4-5 hinged, hynget, 5 Sc. hingit.
c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) ii. 5 j>e crosse on whilk Dismas

^e gude theefe was hynged. a 1400-50 A lexandcr 779
(Dubl.) And hynget vmby par shwyre A shemerand sheld.
c 1450 Golagros <$ Gaiv. 438, I war wourthy to be Hingit
heigh on ane tre.

*. north. 6 hingen (-in, -yn"). rare.

1513 DOUGLAS ALneis v.yi.49 Ane arrow cais. .Hingin \ed.

'553 hingyn] by a braid tische of gold.
K. 6- hung. The current form.

1592 SHAKS. Ven. 4- Ad. 103 Over my altars hath he hung
his lance. 1594 Rich. Ill, i. i. 6 Our bruised armes
hung vp for Monuments. 1697 DRYDEN Virg, Gcorg. i. 214
Baits were hung on Hooks. Mod. [see B. i.]

B. Signification.
1. Transitive senses.

1. To place (a thing) so that it is supported from

above, and takes, below the point of support, the

position due to the action of gravity or any external

force; to fasten, hook on, or attach to an object
above ; to suspend.
c xooo Sax. Leechd. I. 362 WiS fefore nim blaeces hundes

deades pone swypran foten sceancan. hoh on earm. 1297 R.
GLOUC. (1724) 174 Hys sseld .. was panne yhonge wast
Aboute ys ssoldren. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xix.
cxii. (1495) 918 Ostryches egges ben hangyd in chyrches for

lyghtnesse for they ben so grete and selden seen. 1526
TINDALE Matt, xviii. 6 Yt were better for hym that a
millstone were hanged aboute his necke. 1595 SHAKS. John
in. i. 199 And hang a Calues-skin on his recreant limbs.

1647 WARD Simp. Cobler 8 He . . will for a need hang
Gods Bible at the Devills girdle. 1666 PEPYS Diary
23 Aug., All the afternoon .. hanging things, that is my
maps and pictures and draughts. 1769 BLACKSTONE Cotttw.
IV. 202 It was frequently usual for the court to direct the

murderer, after execution, to be hung upon a gibbet in chains.
1818 SHELLEY Rev. Islam in. xxv. 4 Hung them on high
by the entangled hair. 1865 DICKENS Mut. Fr. (Tauchn.)
I II. 68 (Hoppe) I'll have a bell hung from this room to yours.
Mod. The artists whose pictures have not been hung in this

year's Academy Exhibition.

fig. 1340 Ayenb. 40 pe ualse demeres, bet ham zelue

hpngeb more of one half banne of anopre. 1597 HOOKER
Eccl. Pol. v. viii. 2 Why we should hang our mdgement
vpon the Churches sleeue. 1671 MILTON Samson 59 God.,
hung it [my strength] in my hair. 1873 HOLLAND A.
Bonnie, xii. 203 He had hung the sweetest and highest hopes
of his life upon me.

b. To suspend or tie up (bacon, beef, etc.) in

the air to mature, to dry for preservation, or (game,
venison) to become *

high'.
1599 H. BUTTES Dytts drie Dinner I vj b, Fallow Deere

.. fat, very
well chased, hang'd untill it be tender. 1697

DAMPIER I'oy. I. 43 The meat they string up, and hang it a
drying. 1796 MRS. GLASSE Cookery iii. 20 If your venison
be very sweet, only dry it with a cloth, and hang it where
the air comes. 1863 Morn. Star i Jan. 5 Potter . . said

game is not fit to eat until it has been hung.
tc. To hook (a fish). Obs.

1674 N. Cox Gentl. Recreat. iv. (1677) 46 The Pike..
being hung, he hath drawn the Duck clear under water.
a 1683 OLDHAM Passion ofByhlis Wks. (1686) 134, I should
have first with art disguis'd the hook. .And found him hung
at least before I strook. 1787 BEST Angling (ed. 2) 168

Hang afish, hook him.

d. To suspend floating without attachment in

the air, or in space.
1382 WYCLIF Job xxvi. 7 He . . hangeth vp the erthe vp on

nou^t. 1591 SYLVESTER DuBartas i. in. 971 Heavie things,
hang'd in the Aire mujt fall. 1646 J. GREGORY Notes ty

71

Obs. (1650) 56 Over this Tohu or Nothing it was that he
stretched the north or firmament and then hanged the
Earth upon the same Nothing.
2. spec. To attach or suspend in such a way as

to allow of free movement about or on the point of
attachment ; e.g. to hang a door (on its hinges), a
coach (on springs', the tongue, the under jaw, etc.

Also, to attach in a well-balanced or poised posi-

tion, as to hang a scythe i,on its
' snead ').

1535 COVF.RDALE Nek, vi. i Had I not hanged the dores

vpon the gates. 1697 DRYDEN I'ire. Gcorg. in. 597 If a !

swarthy Tongue Is underneath his humid Palate hung.
1724 Lond. Gas. No. 6318/2 A .. Spring . . to be used in

hanging of Coaches. 1738 SWIFT Pol. Cowers. 4, 1 warrant,
this Rogue's Tongue is well hung. 1832 I.ANMAN Daniel
Webster 20 (Cent.) He complained to his father that his

scythe was not hung right. Various attempts
were made

to hang it better, but with no success. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's

W'ord-bk.) Hanging the rudder, so as to allow the pintles
to fall into their corresponding braces. 1881 YOUNG Every
Man his </;.' Mechanic 836 To shew its construction and
the mode adopted in

'

hanging
'

it [a door].

3. To fasten up or suspend on a cross or gibbet,
as a mode of capital punishment ; f a. formerly,

spec, to crucify ; b. now, spec, to put to death by

suspension by the neck.
In this sense, hanged is now the specific form of the pa.

tense and pa, pple. ; though hung is used by some, esp.
in the south of England.
riooo /ELFRIC Horn. II. 308 Het se waelhreowa hine hon

on heardre hengene. 1154 O. E. Chron. an. 1137 7 [Hi)
him on rode hengen for ure Drihtines luue. a 1225 St.

Marker. 5 HongeS hire on heh. a 1225 Juliana. 28 De
reue . . het hire hon up ant hongin bif>e toppe. 1297 R.
GLOUC. (1724) 509 The Icing, .hangede men guides, c 1320
Sir Tristr. 1797 Sche swore bi godes rode pai schuld ben

hong and drain, c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 247 As a
befe slawen, on galwes hanged hie. 13.. Coer de L. 3692
The devyl hange you be a corde ! c 1400 Destr. Troy 7573
To be hangit in hast, or his hede tyne. 1465 Paston Lett.
No. 99 I. 135, I was arestyd .. and was thretenyd to have
ben nongyd, drawen, and quarteryd. 1548 HALL Chron.,
Hen. f///, 16 Caused hym to be hanged, in the Palaice of

Westminster, where he hong twoo daies. 1667 PEPVS Diary 4

Apr., He had hanged him at the yard's arm, without staying
for a Court-martiall. 1711 E. WARD Vulgits Brit, in. 33 And
like a Trew Blew Moderator Would Hang him first, and Try
him a'ter. 1721-2 R. WODROW Suffer. Ch. Scotl. (1838) I. L iv.

4. 357/1 That he should be hanged at the cross ofEdinburgh
. .and after he was hanged dead, that his head be severed from
his body, c 1801 C. K. SHARPE in Mem. (1888) I. 25 Paul
slew his sire, was hanged, and hung in chains. 1817
SHELLEY Address Pr. Wks. 1888 I. 372 These men were. .at

last brought to the scaffold and hung. 1828 SCOTT F. M.
Perth xxx, I hope they hanged the villain high enough ?

1838 DICKENS O. Tivist lii, To be hanged by the neck, till

he was dead that was the end. 1896 Globe 18 Nov. 1/4
No one would have hung a dog upon the evidence. 18. .

Times n Sept., Alleging the dictum of a Judge :

'

Beef,
Sir, is hung, men are hanged '.

b. reft.
To commit suicide by hanging.

1/1300 Cursor M. 16504 A rape.. fast he fest abute his

hals, per-wh him-self he hang. 1388 WYCLIF Matt, xxyii.
5 He passide forth, and gede, and hongide hym silf with
a snare, c 1460 Towneley Myst. (Surtees) 142 Let thame go
hang thame. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's Voy. \\. 42
He constrayned them of dispaire and anger to hang them-
selves. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. v. i. 366 If hee that writ it had

..hung \Cj<?. hanged] himselfe in Thisbies garter. 1657 ^-
LIGON Barhadoes (1673) 51 Such an one that hang'd himself.

1855 LD. LONSDALE in Croker Papers (1884) III. xxix. 323
You may regard it as only giving them rope to hang them-
selves ! 1884 Chantb. Jrnl. 10 May 293/1 Zeno hanged
himself at the ripe oid age of ninety-eight.

C. Used as an imprecation, or as a strong ex-

pression of anger, vexation, or impatience. Also,
/'// be hanged ?/..-, fll see (yon, etc.) hanged
first) as emphatic forms of angry refusal or denial.

13. . Coer de L. 4414 Hangyd be he that this toun yelde,
To Crystene men, whyl he may leve ! c 1392 CHAUCER
Compl, Venus 33 Jelousie be hanged be a cable ! 1589
Pappe iv. Hatchet 4 And so fare well, and be hangd ! 1596
SHAKS. Tani. Shr. 11. i. 301 He see thee hang'd on sonday
first 1598 Merry W. HI. Hi. 196 Hang him, dishonest
rascal ! 1607 Timon iv. Hi. 87 Hang thee, Monster !

Ibid. v. i. 134 Speake and be hangd. ifaandFt. Return
fr. Pamass. in. iii. 1206 Hang me if he hath any more
mathematikes then wif serue to count the clocke. 1675
HOBBES Odyssey (1677) 208 But, hang him !. .labour for his

living he will not. 1703 STEELE Tend. Hnsb. in. ii, No,
hang it ! 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 57 p 7 I'll be hanged if

you and your silent Friend there are not against the
Doctor. 1712 ARBUTHNOT John Bulliw. ix, Part with my
country-seat. .I'll see him hanged first. 1738 SWIFT Pot.

Conwrs. 82 She's immensely rich. Hang her ! they say,
her Father was a Baker. 1779 MRS. THRALE in Mad.
D'Arblay^s Diary 20 Oct., I would have sent to you,
but hang it, thought I, if I only name her [etc]. 1836
MARRYAT Midsk. Easy xiii, But hang me if I hadn't the
best of the argument. 1851 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. II. 143
I'll be hanged if I ever give you anything another time.

1852 R. S. SURTEES Sponge's Sp. Tour xix,
'

Hang the
ram !

'

exclaimed Jawleyford. 1862 THACKERAY Round.
Papers^ De finibns 276

* Be hanged to you, can't you leave
me alone now ?' 1889 J. K, JEROME Three Men. in a Boat
246

'

Well, hang it all, I've done more than old J., anyhow.'
1894 R. BRIDGES Feast ofBacchus v. 1541 'You and your
Persian customs be hanged, sir.'

4. To let droop or bend downward
; to cause to

lean or slope over.
J593 SHAKS. 2 Hen, V!, n. iii. 45 Thus droupes this loftie

Pyne, and hangs his sprayes. 1596 i Hen. IV, in. ii. 81

But rather drowz'd, and hung their eye-lids downe. 1697
DAM PIER i'oy. 1. 490 The Clouds began to hang their heads to

the Eastward, and at last moved gently that way. 1827 CLARK
Sheph. Cal. 34 Where the snow-drop hings Its silver bell.

HANG.

b. To hang the head 'down) : i. e. as a sign of

shame, despondency, contrition, or sheepishness.
So to hang the lip, etc.

CMOS I-AY. 15688 p>ahengheo hire hsefued & heolde touward
brasten. c 1375 CHAUCER TroyIns in. 1030 (1079) And
Jjerwithal he heng a-doun his hed. c 1380 WYCLIF Serin.

Sel.Wks. I. 69 Crist comforttt? his children, .berfore shulden

bei rere J>er heedis .. and nou^t hong pere heedis doun.

1548 HALL Chron., Rick. Ill, 54 Although he was there w l

all a litle vexed, beganne somewhat to hang y hedde

[1568 GRAFTON Began somwhat to hang the lip]. 1760 C.

JOHNSTON Chrysal 11822) II. 56 He hung down his head,
and .. withdrew quite abashed. 1786 BURNS Tarn ,Y</;//-

stnfs f-'-lfgy iii. The Brethren o' the mystic level May
hing their head in woefu' bevel. 1790 MRS. LENNOX
Euphtmia, xxxv. III. 2 Miss Bellenden hangs her fair head
at this intelligence. 1797 MARY ROBINSON H'alsing/iam
III. 173 The landlord hung his brow, abashed and self-

reproved. 1887 BESANT The \\ 'orld went vi. 48 He began
to hang liis head again, and to be despondent.

c. To hang the groin, a leg, an arse (vulgar) : to

hesitate or hold back ; to be reluctant or tardy; to

hang back.

1577-87 HOLINSHED Chron. (1807-8) III. 163 At this

answer, the duke hoong the grome. 1596 HARINGTON
Metam. Ajax (1814) 61 Some of our rude countrymen
english this hanging an arse. 1599 MARSTON Sco. Villanie^
Ad Rithtnitm 194. 1633, 1663 [see ARSE i bj. && Craven
Dial. s.v. Htngt

' To hing an a
',
to loiter. 1883 STEVEN-

SON Treas. fsL i. v, You have your hands on thousands,

you fools, and you hang a leg !

5. To famish or decorate with things suspended
about or around ; esp. to deck or ornament (a place)
with tapestry or hangings.
1451 [see HANGED 3], 1484 CAXTON Fables ofPoge (18

i He saw the bedde rychely couerd & the walles welnang'

1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. xxxiv. 48 The hall of the towne
was apparelled and hanged, as though it had ben the kynges
chamber. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 183 Conveyed her

through the Citie, which then was richely hanged. 1634
SIR T. HERBERT Trair. 38 Their eares hung with five, six,

or eight Rings. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Past. vi. 124 Till un-

perceiv'd the Heav'ns with Stars were hung. 1722 Lond.
Gaz. No. 6084/2 The first Room was hung with liayes.

1809 R. LANGFORD Introd. Trade 121 How many yards of

paper, .will hang a room?

6. To hang fire : (of a fire-arm) to be slow in

communicating the fire through the vent to the

charge ;
hence fig. to hesitate or be slow in acting.

(It is doubtful if this is really transitive : it is perhaps con-

nected with 17.)

1781 THOMPSON in Phil. Trans.^ LXXI. 278 In conse-

quence of which the piece is slower in going off, or, as sports-
men term it, is apt to hang fire. 1801 SCOTT Let. fo G.

Ellis 7 Dec. in Lockhart, Leyden's Indian journey, .seems

to hang fire. 1815 Sporting Mag. XLVI. 120 He .. was
sure the jury would not hang fire in giving him a verdict.

1853 KANE Grinnell Exp. xxii. (1856) 174 It is a flint-lock

concern, and half the time hangs fire. 1892 Literary World

27 May 509/2 A book produced anonymously bung fire for

six weeks.

7. To catch or fasten in something.
18.. Georgia Scenes 17 (Cent.) Jake hung his toe in a

crack of the floor, and nearly fell. 1882 NARES Seaman-

ship (ed. 6) 183 If the crosstrees hang the mast, .heave the

mast up.

II. Intransitive senses.

8. The proper verb expressing the position or

Eosture

of a thing unsupported beneath, and kept
om falling by being attached above ; usually im-

plying motion or mobility of the unattached parts :

To remain fastened or suspended from above; to

depend, dangle, swing loose.

c 1000 ^ELFRIC Horn. I. 466 His loccas hangodon to 5am
anccleowum. c 1205 LAY. 13109 pe hod hongede adun.

(11300 Cursor M. 3067 On pat tre hinges frut ful gode.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xm. xxiv. (1495) 456 A
drope hangynge fallynge or stondynge. c 1440 York Myst.
xlviii. 21 He ete the appill I badde schulde hyng. 1548
HALL Chron., Hen. VIII, 3 Her heire hangyng downe to

her backe, of a very great length. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr.

Nic/tolay's Voy. iv. iii. 115 b, They hadde theyr Woodknife
or skaine hanging at their girdle. 1597 R. JOHNSON Sewn.

Champions i. i. (1867) 7 Another apartment, where hung
the richest armour in the world. 1662 J. DAVIES tr.

Olearms 1

Voy.Ambass. 305 Sheep. .with the Ears hanging
down. 1674 tr. Scheffers Lapland 93 They have alwaies

some [water] hanging over the fire in a kettle. 1774 GOI.DSM.

Nat. Hi&t.dYjfy IV. 246 It often also hangs by the tail,

which is long and muscular. 1842 TENNYSON Morte
d''Arthur 219 Curls, .clotted into points and hanging loose.

1861 M. PATTISON Ess. (1889) I. 45 Among the portraits

which hung above were two allegorical pieces.

b. In various proverbs and phrases.
1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VI, i68b, By whose misgovern-

aunce . . his aucthontie [might] hang in a very small thred.

1581 PETTIE Gnazzo's Civ. Conv, n. (1586) 97 b, With a
. i _.-n . i i : , !.:

_ ig everlasting Things!
SCOTT Rob Roy xxvi, Na, na ! let every herring hing by its

ain head, and every sheep by its ain shank. 1838 DE
OUINCEY Wks. (1863) XV. 43 note, During the currency of

the three Sundays on which the banns were proclaimed by
the clergyman from the reading-desk, the young couple
elect were said jocosely to be *

hanging in the bell-ropes ',

alluding perhaps to the joyous peal contingent on the final

completion of the marriage.
c. Of flesh for food : To be suspended or fas-

tened up in the air to dry, mature, or become
'

high
'

: cf. i b.

1861 MRS. BKRTON Honsch. Manager. (i88u) 528 A hare

. . is better to hang without being paunched.



HANG. HANG.

d. By transposition of subject and
To be furnished or adorned with things suspended
or attached.

13. . Coer fie L. 5712 Hys crouper heeng al full off belles.

1737 BRACKEN Farritry Iin/>r. (1757) 1 1. 95 He is apt . . to

hang al! over with a kind of dewy Sweat. 1872 BLACK Adv.
rhnetonyC\\\. 181 Banks of sand..hanging with every variety
of wild flower.

9. To be supported or suspended at the side, as

on a hinge or pivot, so as to be free to turn or swing
horizontally.
a 1300 Cursor M. 18104 He , . brast be brasen yates sa

Mr.'ing, And stelen croc bat bai wit hang [Gffit. lock bat

bar-on hang], 1869 W. C. HAZLITT Kug. Prov. $ PrtvtrHal
Phrases 7 A creaking door hangs long on its hinges.

10. spec. Of a person: To be suspended on or upon
a cross, gibbet, gallows, etc. ; to suffer death in this

way ; esp. as a form of punishment. Also as an

imprecation: cf. 30. arch.
c 1000 ^ELFRIC Horn. II. 256 J>es hal^a Haelend hangaS

her unscyldix. a ia5 Ancr. K. 106 He [our Lord] ase he

hongede, muhte habben hore breS . . amidden his neose.
it 1300 Cursor M. 12218 Worth! he war on gebet bang.
1340 Ayenb. 218 panne hit behouebf>et hi yelde: oberbet hi

hongi. Vor ase me zayj> :
' ober yelde : ober hongi '. c 1489

CAXTON Sonttes ofAyinon xxii. 481 He shall see me hange
shamfully. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. fl't n. i. 74 If I hang, He
make a fat payre of Gallowes 1606 Ant. fy Cf. n. vii.

59 Go hang sir, hang : tell me of that ? Away. 1610
J't

-)ii/>. n. ii. 53 [She] Would cry to a Sailor, goe hang. 171*-
14 POPE Raft Lock HI. 22 Wretches hang that jurymen
may dine. 1879 BROWNING Ned Rratts 24 Betting which
knave would scape, which hang. 1881 C. GIBBON Dead
Heart v,

' The Count . . may go hang for me.'

11. To have the top bending or projecting beyond
the lower part ;

to bend forward or downward ; to

lean over ; also, to incline steeply (see HANGING

///. a. 2).

Beowulf (Z.) 1362 Se mere..ofer Jsem hongiab hrinde
bearwas. c 1400 Lanfrancs Ciritrg. 82 Ordeyne be lyme
.so bat be moup of pe wounde hange doumvard. 1546 LANG-
LEV Pol. I'erg. De Invent, in. x. 77 a, Daedalus .. first in-

nented theplomline, whereby the Euenes of the Squares bee
tried whether they batter or hang ouer. 1568 TILNEV
Disc. Mariage D vij, The top of a highe rocke, which hung
over the sea. 1598 GRKXEWEY Tacitus' Ann. xu. vili. 165
The high hils which hanged ouer them. 1641 F. HAWKINS
Youth's Behoof. (1663) 19 Go not with thy head too high,
nor too low, nor hanging to the right, or left. 1818 SHELLKY
Rev, Islam i, xxiii, The mountains hang and frown Over
the starry deep. 1851 GRKENWELL Coal-trade Terms
Northumb. fy Dnrh. 29 Hang, to incline or dip. 1871
FREEMAN Norm. Cony. IV. xviii. 191 The latercastle, whose
picturesque turrets and battlements hang so proudly over
the river at its feet.

b. To lean or watch over (with care and anxiety,
as a sick or dying person).
1792 S. ROGERS Pleas. Mem. i. 45 O'er infant innocence

to hang and weep. 1855 TENNYSON Maud i. xix. iv,
When only Maud and the brother Hung over her dying bed.

12. To remain suspended without visible sup-
port ; to rest, float (in the air, etc.).
c 1200 ORMIN 7339 [>e sterrne comm rihht till batt hus . .

And .. heng pseroferr stille. -1305 St. Cristo/>fter 210 in
E. E. P. (18621 65 In b'eir hi [arewes] honge aboue him.

1563 W. FULKE Meteors iv. (1640) 46 b, A Cloud is a vapor
cold and moyst, drawne . . by the heate of the Sunne, into
the middle region., where, by cold it is so knit together that
it hangeth. 1658 WILLSFORD Secrets Nat. in If the Stars
. . seem to hang as if they were ready for to fall, it argues
[etc.]. 171* ADDISOX Spect. No. 420 F 3 To see so many
Worlds hanging one above another. 1850 TENNYSON In
Mew. cvii. 10 Yon hard crescent, as she hangs Above the
wood. 1883 STEVENSON Treas. Isl. HI. xiv, The few birds
. .still hung in alarm above the heads of the intruders.

b. Jig. Of an evil or doubt : To hover over one,

ready or liable to fall
; to impend, be imminent

;

esp. in phrase, to hang over (one's) head.
1548 HALL Ckron., Ediv. f^', 210 The greate calamities

and adversities, whiche then did hang over her hed, and
were likely .. to fall. 155* Bk. Com. Prayer Communion,How sore punishmente hangeth ouer your heades. 1651
HOBBES Leviatk, n. xxv. 133 The punishment hanging over
us for our sins. 1664 Flodden F. iv. 34 Now since at hand
such danger hings. 1783 Polite Trap. 76 Embittered as
they were by .. the popular odium which hung over them.
1865-6 H. PHILLIPS Amer. Paper Curr. 11.72 Uncertainty
hung over the movements of the British troops in New York.
13. To rest on, upon (f of, etc.) for support or

authority ; to depend upon ; to be dependent mi.
c 1000 >LFRIC Horn. II. 314 Hi ealle [jesette] hangiad* on

oisum twam wordum. c IJOQ Moral Ode 312 in Trin. Coll.
Horn, 229 Al hit hanged and halt bi bese twam worde.
138* WYCLIF Gen. xliv. 30 The lijf of hym hongith [1388
hangith] of the lijf of this. 1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton
1483) HI. iv. 52, I had made .. one of yow Chaunceler and
another tresorer in whiche offyces specially hanged alle the
gouernaunce. 1471 RJPI.EY Comp. Alch. iv. xiv. in Ashm.
(1652) 147 And in two thyngs all our entent doth hing. 1538
STARKEY England \. \. 14 The vnyuersal and true law of
nature . . no thyng hangyng of the opynyon and folysch fansy
of man. 1660 R. COKE Power 4- Subj. 202 Thefcroces hanging
upon

such writs. 1718 PRIOR Pleasure 299 Does life or death
Hang on the wrath or mercy of my breath ? 18*4 L. MURRAY
Eng. Gram. (ed. 5) I. 444 A sentence composed of several
members linked together, and hanging upon one another.
1851 TENNYSON Ode on Wellington 240 One, upon whose
hand and heart and brain Once the. .fate of Europe hung.

b. To remain or rely in faith or expectation ; to
count or depend confidently on, upon (f of). ? Obs.
1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xv. 214 And hope hongeb ay J>er on

to haue Jat treuthe deserueb. c 1400 Destr. Troy 8089 At
fair wordes, I-wis, the worthy was glad; Hengit in hope,

held hym full gayne. 1549 COVERDAI.E, etc. Erasm. Par.
Heb. 18 But what thing was it that made him more dearly
beloued ofGod then his brother Cayn : Forsoth faith, wherby
he wholy hanged of him. 1625 Gonsalvio's Sp. htqms.
Pref. Dijb, Matters which hee vnderstandeth not, whereby
he must needs hang altogether of other mens opinions. 1817
MAD. D'ARHLAV ll'andererV. 123 Determined.. to hang.,
solely upon herself.

C. To remain in consideration or attention.
c 1340 HAM POLE Prose Tr, 37 Hafe in mynde his manhede

sumtyme..bot leue of sone and hyng noghte to lange bare-

appone. c 1491 Chast. Goddes Chyld. 92 A man shall put
suche myswenyng away from hym, ne dwelle not ne henge
not longe therupon. 1557 N. T. (Genev.) Luke xix. 48 All

the people hanged vpon him when they heard him. 1638
MAKER tr Balzac's Lett. (vol. IH.t 215 You have auditors
. .they run after your words, and hang at your month. 1766
FORDYCE Serin. ]'-. II 'CM. (1767) II. viii. 18 Attention will

hang upon her words. 1864 TENNYSON En. Ard. 873 Enoch
hung a moment on her words.

14. To attach oneself for support ;
to cling, hold

fast, adhere, a. with arms, claws, mouth, etc.

c 1330 Asswnp. Virg. (B.M. MS.) 653 The lewe bat henge
aponpe bere [1. 615 To fe bere he cleued fast]. 1393 LANGL.
P. PI. C. iv. 227 Thou hast banged on myn hals elleuen

tymes. < 1465 Eng. Chron. (Camden 1856)47 Yonge chil-

drynne lay ded in the slretis, hangyng on the ded modris

pappis. 1585 STUBBES Anat.Abus. \\. (1882)43 Halt, blind,
lame . . hanging vpon his sleue . . crauing of releefe. 1596
SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. \\. i. 310 Shee hung about mynecke,and
kisse on kisse Shee vi'd so fast. 1622 SPARROW Bk. Com.
Prayer (1661) 376 Notorious sinners . . begging the prayers . .

hanging upon the knees of all that entered into the Church.

1711 AODISON Spect. No. 31 P 2 The dogs, .would hang upon
their Prey by their Teeth. 1885 Maiick. Exam. 5 June 8/4
Two young maids, -hang with laughing glee on his arms.

b. Of things : To stick, adhere, cleave.

1639 S. Du VERGER tr. Camus' Admir. Events 130 Whose
foote hanging in one of his stirrups, and the Mule setting
himselfe to run. .drag'd. 1662 J. DAVIES tr. Olearim' Voy.
Ambass. 305 The fat hangs to them in great gobbets. 1688

J. SMITH Baroscope 37 The Mercury will never play free

therein, but hang to the Sides. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. vii. 51
Secondary glaciers..hanging on the steep slopes.

c. To stick close, so as not to leave or let go.
1508 DUNBAR Flytine iv. Kennedie 226 With . . all the toun

tykis hingand at thy neilis. 1697 BENTLEY Phal. etc. Ep.
Euripides (1836) II. 213 Give me an advocate that will stick

close, and hang upon a cause. 1735 SOMERVILLB Chase n.

227 The patient Pack Hang on the Scent unweary'd. 1838
THIRLWALL Greece xl. V. 119 Alexander . . hung upon their

rear, obstructed their march.

d. Of the wind : To remain persistently in a cer-

tain point of the compass.
1671 R.BOHUK Wind 142 The Easterly are., very often the

most freezing winds, especially if they hang somewhat
towards the North. 1697 DAMPIER Voy. I. 82 The Winds
hung in the western quarter betwixt the N.W. and the West,
so that we could not get much to the Westward. 1748
Anson's Voy. m. vi. 351 The winds hanging in the northern
board. 1781 NELSON 5 Mar. in Nicolas Disp. I. 40, I am
sorry the wind hangs so much Western board, as it must
hinder the sailing of the Grand Fleet. 1865 GOSSE Landfy
Sea (1874) 6 On one occasion the wind had hung long from
the westward.

e. To attach oneself as a dependant or parasite ;

to be a hanger-on.
1535 COVERDALE Prov. xix. 6 The multitude hangeth vpon

greate men. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. l'fllt in. ii. 367 Oh how
wretched Is that poore man, that hangs on Princes fauours ?

1691 WOOD Ath. Oxon. I. 584 His son Edm. lived by hang-
ing on Gentlemen, and by his shifts. 1766 GOLDSM. I

7
ic. W.

iii, Crowds of dependants, .hung upon him for a time. 1832
Examiner 268 i They, .continued to hang on the parish.

15. To cling or adhere as an encumbrance or

drag ; to be a burdensome or depressing weight.
< 1450 Golagros <$ Caw. 1176 As tuiching this thing That

now hingis on my hart. 159* SHAKS. Rom. fy yul. v. i. 71
Contempt and beggery hangs vpon thy backe. 1653 WALTON
Angler ii. 50, I begin to be weary ; yester dayes hunting
hangs stil upon me. 1700 BP. PATRICK Comm. Dent, xxviii.

68 Though some, as I said before, were sold at a very vile

rate, next to nothing ; yet others hung upon the sellers hands.

1760 C. JOHNSTON Chrysal (1822) III. 6 Something hangs
upon your spirits. iSax SHELLEY Prvmctk. Unb. i. 436 Most
heavy remorse hangs at my heart.

b. esp. of time.

1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 93 F 2 Several Hours of the Day
hang upon our Hands. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1852) II.

316 So much time hanging heavy upon our hands for want of

employment. 1770 GRAY in Corr. w. N. Nicholls (1843) 104
To pass my solitary evenings, which hung much lighter on
my hands before I knew him. 1893 W. PIKE Barren Ground
N. Canada 137 With these attractions and a fair suoolv of

books, time did not hang at all heavily.

16. fig. To be attached as an adjunct or connected
circumstance.

1596 SHAKS. Tom. Shr. iv. i. 60. 1598 Merry W. i. iv.

159 Wei, thereby hangs a tale. 1688 KENNET in Magd.
Coll. $ Jos. II (O. H. S.) 258 Thereby hangs a tale. 1847
L. HUNT Men, Women, $ B. II. iv. 52 Thereby hangs an
anecdote that shall be noticed presently.
17. To be or remain in dubious suspense ; to be

doubtful or undecided. Also to hang in the wind.
1383 WYCLIF Dent, xxviii. 66 Thi lijf shal be as hongynge

before thee. 1430-40 LYDC. Bochas \. xiv. (1554) 27 b,
Althea . . Gan sore muse and henge in a balaunce. c igoo
Mclusine xxxi. 228 Wherfore the cyte henge in balaunce to
be delyuered & gvuen ouer to the Sarasyns. 1551 T. WILSON
Logike (1580) 77 b, The Counsaill have long debated .. and
as yet the matter hangeth in suspence. i5 J- PROCTOR
Hist. Wyafs Rebcll. in Arb. Garner VIII. 70 Such .. as

hung in the wind, as neuters. 1679 T. SIDEN Hist. Sevarites
95 We began to hang between fear and pleasure. 1732
POPE Ess. Afan n. 7 He hangs between ; in doubt to act, or
rest. x86a MRS. CARLYLE Lett. III. 144 He has beenhang-

1

ing betwixt life and death. 1881 Daily Tel. 28 Jan., I ..

hung in the wind a moment before asking leave to step
i

down. 1881 JOWETT Thucyd. I. 65 A battle was fought
which hung equally in the balance.

t b. To remain unsettled or unfinished
; to be

held in process or in abeyance : often with a notion
of delay. See also HANGING ///. a. 3. Obs.

1494 Sc. Acts ?tts. IV (159?) 57 The summoundes
that ar now dependand and hingand betuixt ony parties.
*538 STARKEY England \. iv. 118, I see many mennys
materys heng in sute ii, iij, or iiij yere. 1666 PEPYS Diary
27 Oct., While the business of money hangs in the hedge.
1728 W. SMITH Ann. I'niv. College 321 The Cause would
never have hung upon the Hedges so long as it did.

18. Of a note in music : To be prolonged.
1597 MORLEY Introd. Afus. 81 He woulde saie it hangeth

too much in the close. 1779 BURNEY Infant Music, in Phil.
I Trans. LXIX. 198 A particular note hung, or, to speak the

language of organ builders, ciphered, by which the tone was
; continued without the pressure of the finger.

19. To remain with motion suspended.
1667 MILTON P. L. vi. 189 A noble stroke he lifted high,

i

Which hung not. 1847 TENNYSON f'ritic. vn. 64 Ida came
: behind Seen but ofPsyche : on her foot she hung A moment,
and she heard.

20. To remain as unwilling to depart or move on ;

! to loiter, linger, as with expectation or interest :

,

often with the implication of parasitical attachment.

I

Cf. Jiang ottj 25.
1844 TENNYSON Godiva 2, I hung with grooms and porters

on the bridge, To watch the three tall spires. 1854 KINGS-
LEY Hypatia ix, Groups of monks, priests . . and citizens . .

were hanging about the courtyard. 1856 K.ASE Arct. Exf>l.
II. iv. 49 This same deer has been hanging round the lake.
1861 DICKENS Gt. Expect, xxxviii, Drummle so hung about
her . . that I resolved to speak to her concerning him. 1883
F. M. PEARD Contrad. xxxiv, Stephen . . hung by her side
while she gathered the flowers. 1892 Law Times XCIII.
490/1 The witnesses had to be kept hanging about.

t 21. To hanker after orfor. Obs.

1672 WOOD Life (O. H. S.i I. 475 His mind still hung
after antiquities and mu.sick. 1684 SOI:THERNK Disappoint-
ment n. i, Alphonso. .whom my heart hangs after for its

peace.

III. In combination with adverbs.

22. Hang back. intr. To resist advance by one's

weight or inertia ; Jig. to show unwillingness to

advance or come forward
;
to be backward.

1581 PETTIE Gnazzo's Ch>. Conv. n. (1586) no So if hee

bang backe, hee shall bee hailed forward with honour. 1673
DRYDEN Marr. a la Mode H. i, Pr'ythee do not hang back so.

1709 ADDISON Toiler No. 81 F 4 Another, that hung back at
the Entrance, and would have excused himself. 1819 J.W.
CHOKER in C. Papers 4 May, Peel and Plunkett were hang-
ing back, each unwilling to speak first. 1872 BLACK Adv.
Phaeton x. 140 The horses hanging back from the pole [of
the phaeton] in this fashion.

23. Hang1 behind, intr. To lag behind and
retard progress.
1674 N. Cox Genii. Recreat. i. (1677) 16 When Hounds

hang behinde, and beat too much upon the scent or place,
we say, They Plod.

24. Hang off. a. intr. To cease to cling ;
to

leave hold.

1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. m. ii. 260 Hang off thou cat, thou

bur; vile thing let loose.

b. To show hesitation in coming to close quar-
ters or to an agreement ;

to hang back, demur.

1641 TRAPP Thcologia Theol. 238 Moses. .hung off a great
while from going to Pharaoh with a message of dismission.

1669 PEPYS Diary 3 Jan., I, out of my natural backward-
ness, did hang off, which vexed her. 1686 GOAD Celest.

Bodies i. xii. 44 We hang off, and seem loth to come urxin

the Siage. 1894 Daily News 18 Sept. 2/7 Buyers hanging
off to an unusual extent.

25. Hang on. a. intr. To remain clinging, to

continue to adhere : usually implying expectation,
or unwillingness to sever one's connexion.
1860 MRS. CARLYLE />//. III. 61 Charlotte.. is still hang-

ing on at her mother's, .with nothing to do. 1861 BUTTON
COOK P. Foster's D. II. 56 What does he do now? Oh, he

hangs on at the Nonpareil. 1884 CHURCH Bacon iii. 61 The
shrewd and supple lawyers who hung on to the Tudor and
Stuart Courts. 1893 FARMER Slang, To hang on by one's

eyelashes . . to persist at any cost, and in the teeth of any
discouragement.

b. To hang it on : to delay or protract a matter;
cf. to hang it out, 26 d. (slang.}
i8ia J. H. VAUX Flask Diet., Hang it on, purposely to

delay or protract the performance of any task or service

you have undertaken, by dallying and making as slow a

progress as possible. 18*3 EGAN Grose's Diet. Vulg. Tongue.

26. Hangout, a. intr. To protrude with down-
ward direction.

c 1400 Lanfranc*s Cintrg. 59 Wib open moub..his tunge
hangib out. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. iv. ii. 42 Let not him
that playes the Lion, paire his nailes, for they shall hang
out for the Lions clawes. 1674 N. Cox Gentl. Recreat. i.

(1677) 120 The canine Teeth, .hang out very long.

D. trans. To suspend (a sign, colours, or the

like) from a window, on a projecting pole, a rope,
etc. ; to display as a sign or signal.
To hang out one's shingle (U.S. colloq) to put up one's

sign-board or door-plate, to establish oneself in business.

1564 in Vicary's Aunt. (1888) App. iii. 166 Takynge care,
that they, .doe neyther hange or teate oute. .eny maner of

beddynge or apparrell. 1600 J. PORY tr. Leo's African.
129 While women are bathing themselves, they hang out a

rope at the first entrance of the house, which is a signe.

1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 79, I will, .be the Physitian, and

hang out an Urinall. 171* ADDISON Spect. No. 265 F 6 The
Whig and Tory Ladies begin already to hang out different



HANG-.

Colours. 1884 BESANT Ckildr, Gibeon 2 When she was

hanging out the clothes. Mod. Flags and banners were

hung out in honour of the royal visit.

c. intr. To reside, lodge, live (colloq. or slang}.
1811 Lex. Balatronicittn s.v., The trags scavey ivlicrc ivc

hang ont, the officers know where we live, 1837 DICKENS
Pickw. xxx, I say, old boy, where do you hang out? 1876
GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. xxxvii. (D.\ I've found two rooms
at Chelsea, .and I shall soon be ready to hang out there.

d. (Australian colloq.} To hang it ont='iQ

hang it on ', 25 b.

1890 BOLDREWOOD Col. Reformer (1891) 236 As long as

they have their grub and their wages they'll hang it out,

one again the other. Ibid. 341 The rest of the time you'll
have to hang it out the best way you can.

27. Hang together, a. intr. To adhere toge-
ther loosely or without rigid attachment.

f

-

1400 Lanfranc's Cintrg. 48 Ouber a boon is not kutt al

atwo but sum of his substaunce is don awey . . or ellis he

hangif? togidere. 1673 RAY Jonrn. Low C. (1738) I. 421
Bastons of wood hacked and cleft (but so as the pieces hang
together).

b. To be coherent or consistent ; to constitute a

coherent or consistent whole.

'53 T. WILSON Rhet. (1580) 107 The rather their tale

maie hang together. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, in. vi. 4 Here
Is the Indictment. .And marke how well the sequell hangs
together. 1699 BENTLEV Phal. 47 How can these two
stories hang together? 1885 Manch. Exam. 22 Sept. 5/1
There are many things in the Berlin Treaty which do not

hang well together.

c. To hold together; to be associated, united,
or mutually dependent ; spec* (of a person) to keep
body and soul together, to continue to exist.

1551 T. WILSON Logike (1580) 25 b, Therefore it hangeth
together as Germaines lippes, as we use to sale. 1598
SHAKS. Merry If, in. ii. 13 As idle as she may hang to-

gether for want of company. 1644 MILTON Jagm. Bitcer
Wks. 1738 I. 284 Many Marriages hang as ill together now,
as ever they did. 1697 COLLIER Immor. Stage iv. 3

(1730) 140 Let us now see how Sir Tunbelly hangs together.

1760 C. JOHNSTON Chrysal (1822) III. 24 We have always
been remarkable for hanging well together. 1894 IVestm,
Gaz.

i4_ June 3/1 Someone having said to him,
' You know,

Franklin, we must all hang together in this matter', he

instantaneously replied,
'

Yes, or we shall assuredly all

hang separately !

*

28. Hang up. a. trans. To fasten a thing on

high so that it is supported only from above ; to

suspend on a hook, peg, or the like.

a 1300 Cursor M. 12072 And be ^>e har he vp him hang
pat all moght se him spek him to. 13. . Gaw. $ Gr. Knt.

477 Now sir, heng vp \ryn
ax. r 1440 Anc. Cookery m

Ifmtseh. Ord. (1790) 447 Honge hit up in a clothe a lytel
while. 1686 N. Cox Genii. Recreat. iv. (ed. 3) 28 A Range
of Presses made with Peggs in them to hang up Saddles

[etc.]. 1726 N. Riding Rec. VIII. 174 All Mayors..
are

hereby ordered to hing or cause to be hung up this order
in some public place. Mod. Let me hangup your overcoat.

b. Phrases. To hangup (one's sword, gun, tic.}:

to put aside in disuse ;
to give up using. To hang

up one's hat : see quot. 1888.

[1297 R. GLOUC. '1724) 561 Ich mai honge vp min ax, feb-

liche ic abbe agonne. 1595 Maroccns Ext. p. v, And there-

with mee thinkes I see him hang the hat upon the pin

againe. 1659 B- HARRIS ParivaTs Iron Age 46 Before we
sheath our sword, and hang it upon the nail.] 1826 H.
N. COLERIDGE West Indies 249 And having fought through
the Peninsula hung up his sword non sine gloria. 1847
MARRYAT Ckildr. N. Forest v, A little more practice, and
I will.. hang my gun up over the chimney. 1855 TROL-
LOPE Warden xix, Eight hundred a year, and as nice a
house as any gentleman could wish to hang up his hat in.

1888 ELWORTHY W. Somerset Word-bk. s.v., When a man
marries and goes home to the wife's house to live, he is said

to
'

hang up his hat '.

j-c. To hang on a gibbet (= sense 3) ; hence as

an imprecation (
= 3 c). Obs.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. iv. in. 54 The shape of Loues Ti-

burne, that hangs vp simolicitie. 1592 Rom. $ Jul. HI.

iii. 57 Hang vp Philosophic : Vnlesse Philosophic can make
a luliet, Displant a Towne. 1771 GOLDSM. Hist. Eng. IV.
10 Feversham, immediately after the victory, hanged up
above twenty prisoners. 1774 Grecian Hist. II. 59 If

Philip takes the city, he will hang up Aster.

d. To put
' on the shelf or into abeyance ; to

keep back, delay, detain for an indefinite time.

1623 F. RYVES Lei. 8 Oct. in Abp. UssheSs Lett. (1686)
301 After a while, that Negotiation was hung up upon the

Nail, m expectance of the Princes return. 1803 G. ROSE
Diaries (1860) II. 33 He might hang the matter up . . as

long as he pleased. 1844 W. H. MAXWELL Sports fy

Adv. Scotl. xiii. (1855) 118 The Roost of Sumburgh will

. .

'

hang up
*
a vessel among its . . currents . . for days

together. 1878 Lumberman** Gaz. 18 Dec. 426 Others
.. find .. their logs *hung up* for want of water to float

them. 1884 Pall Mall G. 20 Oct. i/i Carried by a larger
majority than that which hung up the Franchise Bill in

July. 1890 Spectator 12 July 37/2 The proposal, .to hang
up Bills which might be proceeded with in another session
of the same Parliament without beginning de novo.

e. To fasten or tie up (a horse). Austral, colloq.

1890 BOLDREWOOD Col. Reformer xvi. 185 The gentleman
in advance hung up his horse and walked into the house.

1895 Pall Malt Mag. Sept. 104 He hung up his horse to

that post.

f. intr. To be suspended on a wall, etc.

1667 PEPYS Diary 22 July, In my Lord's room, .where all

thejudges' pictures hung up.

Hang (hserj), sb. [f. prec. vb.]
1. The action of hanging, drooping, or bending
down

; also, a downward inclination, slope, or

bend ; a declivity.
VOL. V.

73

5807 VANCOUVER Agnc. Devon (1813) 50 Yarcombe is

favorably situated on the south-east hang of a hill, c 1850
Rndim. Navig. (Weale) 140 Rant-line. A .. line .. used
for the purpose of forming the sheer or hang of the decks.

1850 L. HUNT Aittobiog. i. (1860) 25 Never shall I forget
her face . . with that weary hang of the head on one side.

b. A slackening or suspension of motion.
1866 Morning Star, The objectionable hang at the ter-

mination of the stroke I of an eight-oar] had almost entirely

disappeared. 1867 F. FRANCIS A ugh'ti&
r v. (1880) 182 A trout

usually rests where the hang and eddy of the stream will

give Mm the best chance.

2. The mode in which a thing hangs or is poised.
a 1797 MRS. M. GODWIN Posth. Wks. (1798) IV. 121 Death

could not alter the rigid hang of her limbs. 1864 WEBSTER
s.v.,The hangof a scythe or of a discourse. 1878 JEFFERIES
Gamekeeper at H. 6 So accustomed is he to its balance and
1

hang
'

in the hand that he never thinks of aiming. 1885
Miss BRADDON IVyllard's \Veird\\\. 22 She believed that

for the hang of a skirt . . she could hold her own with any
house in London.

3. Toget the hang of: to become familiar with the

proper wielding or use of a tool ; Jig. to get to un-

derstand, manage, master, deal with as an adept ;

to acquire the knack of. (U.S. colloq,)

1845 N. S. PRIME Hist. Long Island 82 (Bartlett> After

they have . . acquired the hang of the tools for themselves.

1847 DARLEY Drama inPokerville 67 (Farmer) The theatre

was cleared in an instant . . all running to get the hang of

the scrape, a 1860 T. PARKER in J. Weiss Life (1864) II.

434, I . . think I have got the hang of the people and their

institutions. 1860 O. W. HOLMES Elsie V. xxii. (1892) 245
Your folks have never got the hang of human nature. 1881

Spectator 12 Feb. 223 They . . have not yet got the hang of

good biography. 1883 CRANE Smithy <$ Forge 21 The
hammer is one of those tools that the workman gets used

to, or 'gets the hang of.

4. concr. (dial.) Something that hangs or is sus-

pended ; a hanging mass or clump ;
a crop of fruit ;

a hang-net.
a i8ag FORBY Voc. E. Anglta, Hangt

a crop of fruit. 'A
good tidy hang of apples . 1857 KINGSLEY Two V. Ago
xxv, It might be . . one of the '

hangs
'

with which the club-

water was studded, torn up and stranded. 1873 Act 36 <5-

37 Viet. c. 71 Sched. iii, License Duties for each . . Weir,
hang, baulk, garth, goryd, box, crib, or cruive, .12. o. o.

5. Not . . a hang\ an angry or impatient equiva-
lent of * not a bit ',

' not in the least : usually with

care. Cf. HANG v. 3 c, DAMN sb. 2.

1861 H. KINGSLEY Ravenshoe xliii. (Farmer), She looks

as well as you by candlelight, but she can't ride a hang.

1876
' OUIDA

' Winter City vi. 125 She don't care a hang
what anybody says of her.

Hang-, the verb-stem used in comb, in various

constructions; as hang-back, one who hangs back

or hesitates ; hang-bench (dial. hing-bench\ in

Lead-mining, a piece of timber forming part of a

stow, which is pinned to the sole-tree by wooden

pins ; hang-choice, a choice between two evils ;

hang-fair (see quot.); hang-gallows, a. destined

or fit for the gallows ;
sb. a gallows-bird ; hang-

head a., that hangs Us head; f hang-lipped a.,

having hanging or drooping lips ; t hang-lock,
a hanging lock, a padlock ; hang-nest, a bird that

constructs a pensile nest, a HANGBIRD ; hang-net,
a kind of net which is set vertically ; t hang-on,
a hanger-on, a mean dependant; hang-out (slang) :

see quots.; t hang-rope, t hang-string, t hang-
up = hang-gallows.
1866 Public Opinion 31 Dec. 720

' You mean Emancipa-
tion !

'

exclaim the *hang-backs. 1633 MANLOVE Lead-
mines 268 (E. D. S.) Stowes, Crosses, Holes, "Hange-
benches. 1747 HOOSON Miner's Diet. Piijb, The Sole-

trees and Hang-benches are fastned together with Pins
of Wood. 1851 TAPPING Gloss. Derbysh. Lead-mining
Terms (E. D. S.), Hange-benches or Hing-benches. 1816

SCOTT Anita, xxx, I hope Saint Patrick sung better than

Blattergowl's precentor, or it would be *hang-choice between
the poet and psalmist. 1811 SOUTHEY in Q. Rev. VI. 283

Regarding an execution as a holiday, wnich..they call

*hang-fair. 1785 GROSE Diet. Vulg. Tongue,
*Hanggallows

look, a. thieving or villainous appearance. 1700 By-stander
233 A hang gallows rascal without money. Ibid. 298, I was
sent to Coventry, as an incorrigible hang gallows. iBtSCraven

Dial., Hang-gallows, a villain ; a proper subject or pendant
for the gallows. 1871 G- MACDONALD Wild Flowers in Wks.

Fancy $ Imag. III. 27*Hang-head Bluebell. 1$]$ Durham
Depos. (Surtees) 3 13 She . . did heare the said Janet Wilkinson

call the said Katheryne
(

*hange lipped witche '. 14x1

Nottingham Rec. II. 86, j. *henglok, ijd. 1587 Vestry Bks.

(Surtees) 26 Item given for a key to a hinge locke, jd. 1713
DERHAM Phys. Theol. iv. xiii. 233 note

t
The Icterus minor,

and the Jupujuba, or whatever other Name the American

*Hang-nests may be called
by.

1868 WOOD Homes without
H. xiii. 241 The Baltimore Oriole goes by many names . . such
as Hang Nest and Hanging Bird, from the beautiful pensile
nest which it makes. xS'iz Agric. .Snrv. Dumfr. 605 (Jam.)

*Hang-nets are larger in the mesh than any other nets, and
are stretched upright between stakes of about ten feet long,

placed at regular distances of about eight feet. 1873 Act

36 <t 37 Viet. c. 71 39 No byelaw made under the authority
of this section shall limit the length of a hang net. 1589

Hay any Work (1844) 45 Ungodly bishopps, with their

*hangones and parasites. Ibid. 69 What is that you Bb.

and your hangones will not saye by Walde-graue. iSja
BRISTED 5 Years in Eng. University (Farmer), The fourth

of July I celebrated by a *hang-out. 1893 FARMER Slang,
Hangout, a residence ; a lodging; and (American univer-

sity) a feast ; an entertainment. 1895 Harper's Mag. Apr.
712/1 He [the tramp]. .calls his clubnousea hang-out. 1570
LEVINS Manip. 170/6 Handgrope,/wnv/fr. 1675

COTTON

Scoffer Scoft 40 A pretty Child thou art . . little *Hang-

HANGEE.
string. 1562-3 Jack Jttggler in Hazl. Dodsley II. 151
You have cause now to thank this same *hang-up.

Hangable . h^'nab'l), a. rare. [See -ABLE.]
1. Capable of being or liable to be hanged.
1595-6 in Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864) IV. 238 [James VI. .was

resolved no more to use great men or chancellors in his

affairs, but such as he could correct, and were]
'

hangable '.

1719 OZELL tr. Missons Mem. 122 All those People calling
themselves Bohemians or Egyptians, are hangable as Felons
at the Age of 14 Years.

2. Of an offence : Punishable by hanging.
1815 Miss MITFORD in L'Estrange Li/eiifyo) I. 323 Itdoes

not. .appear that he ever committed any hangable or trans-

portable offence.

3. That may lead to hanging.
1836 T. HOOK G. Carney (1850) III. iii. 351, I felt none of

that hangable, drownable desperation about her.

So Hang-ability, capacity of being hanged.
1829 LAMB Lett. xvii. To Procter 1^7

The theoretical

hangibility (or capacity of beins lianged, if the judge pleases)
of every infant born with a neck on.

II Hangar (hangar\ [Fr. ; ulterior origin un-

certain : see Du Cange, Diez, Littre.] A covered

space, shed, or shelter, esp. for carriages.
1852 THACKERAY Esmond in.

xiji, Mademoiselle, may we
take your coach to town ? I saw it in the hangar. 1861 tr.

Du Chaillit's Eqnat. Afr. xv. 253 The people gathered ..

under the immense hangar or covered space. 1886 SHELDON
tr. Flaubert's Satammbo vii, The rumbling chariot, .halted

under a wide hangar.

Hangbird (hae'rjbsjd). [f. HANG v. + BIRIX]
A bird that builds a hanging nest ; esp. an American
oriole of the family Icteridm.

1856 BRYANT Poems, Gladness of Nature Si, There are

notes of joy from the hang-bird and wren. 1868 WHITHER
Among Hills 1, The hang-bird overhead, His hair-swung
cradle straining.

t Ha*ng-by. Obs. exc. dial, (hing-by). [f.

HANG- vb.-stem-j-Bv adv. and />-<?/.]

1. A contemptuous term for a dependant or

hanger-on.
X579 GOSSON Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 40, I meane those hangc-

byes whome they succour with stipend. 1599 B. JONSON
Cynthia's Rev. v. iii, Enter none but the Ladies, and their

Hangbies. 1655 FULLER Hist. Camb. 9 To condemn the

whole University for a hand-full of Hang-byes, such as never

were matriculated members therein. 1855 ROBINSON Whitby
Gloss., A Hing-by t an adherent, a dependent, a flatterer.

2. An appendage, an adjunct.
c 1585 R. BROWNE Attsiv. Cartivright 35 Why then will he

haue theLordes discipline, .to be but an accident or hangby
to the Church? 1620 THOMAS Lat. Dict,^ Appendix,.^
pent-house, .a processe, a hangby, a labell. 1661 K. W.
Conf. Charac. % Old Hording Hngg (1860) 89 Her hands are

the clumsie hangbyes of her body.
3. attrib.

1641 R. BROOKE Eng. Episc. I. i. 3 Creatures, and hang-by
Dependants.

Ha'ng-dog, sb. and a. [f. HANG if. + DOG ; cf.

cut-throat]
A. sb. A despicable or degraded fellow fit only

to hang a dog, or to be hanged like a dog.
1687 CONGREVE Old Bach. in. vi, There's the hangdog his

man. 1772 NUGENT tr. Hist, Friar Gerund I. 476 The
Hang-dogs who murdered Christ. 1840 THACKERAY Cathe-

rine ix, Paws off. .You young hang-dog.
b. attrib. in apposition.
1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth xxii, How can thy traffic with the

hang-dog executioner be of avail to serve me? 1862 SALA

Ship Chandler ii. 21 That hang-dog buccaneer, who had

Captain Kidd for a grandfather.

B. adj. Of, befitting, or characteristic ofa hang-dog;
low

,degraded ; havinga base or sneaking appearance.
1677 OTWAV Cheats ofScapin HI. i, A squinting, meager,

hang-dog countenance. 1826 SCOTT Jrnl. 7 J an - I can't

have the hang-dog look which the unfortunate Theseus has.

1873 Miss BROUGHTON Nancy III. IQI With an extremely

hang-dog air. 1893 Westm. Gaz. 15 Feb. 3/2 They sat silent

and hang-dog throughout.

Hange, var. of HENGE,
*

pluck
'

of a sheep, etc.

Hanged (hsend), ///. a. [f.
HANG v. + -ED*.]

1. Suspended, etc. ; see the verb. (Now Obs. in

the general sense ;
the form in use being HUNG.)

2. Put to death by hanging by the neck.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur vn. xvi, The syghte of these

hanged knyghtes. 1508 DUNDAR Flytingw. Kennedie 187

Reistit_and crynit as hang itman on hill. 1599 MINSHEU
Dia~
Gr
hanger; ,

perhaps, for the hanged.
b. As an expletive (also ad&b.) :

' Confounded ,

' cursed '.

1887 Poor Nellie (1888) 102 A hanged uncomfortable posi-

tion tor a fellow to be in. /bid. 105 A confounded bad dinner

and hanged bad wine.

f 3. Furnished or decorated with hangings. Obs.

or arch. ; usually HUNG.
1451 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) III. 351 An

hanged bed. 1562 J. HEVWOOD Prov. $ Epigr. (1867) 179

Walles, Som seeld, som hangd. x66 BACON Sylva 144

Musick is better in Chambers Wainscotted than Hanged.
1876 BREWER Eng. Studies iii. (1881) 117 The king's cham-
ber and the rooms adjoining were matted and hanged.

Hangee (hcerjr)- nonce-wd. [f.
HANGZ>. + -EE.]

A person who is hanged.
1831 GEN. P. THOMPSON Exerc. (1842) 1.^424

Now let
(
us,

the hanget'S that are to be, sift and examine this position.

1886 Pall Mall G. 27 Apr. 3 Why should the hangee be

subjected to the hands of a bungler?



HANGER.

Hanger 1
(ha-ipi). [OE. hangra, pi. -an,

deriv. of HANG v. Now identified in form and

feeling with the next. See Napier & Stevenson,

Crawford Charters in Anted. Oxon. 134.] A wood
on the side of a steep hill or bank : cf. HANGING

ppl. a. 2 b.

1938 Charter in Ccd. Difl. III. 409 Ealle )>a hangran
betweonan Sam weje and Sam 3e to Slanleage list>. ^987
Ikid. III. 229 Of Sam hangran su(> to bsere straet. 1789 G.

WHITE .*> e/h>rtte Ixxxvii, A considerable part of the great

woody hanger at Hawkley was torn from its place and fell

down, leaving a high freestone cliff naked and bare. 1832

in Cobbett Kur. Rides (1885) I. 170 These hangers are

woods on the sides of very steep hills. 1851 COBDEN in

Morley Life (1882) 1 1. iii. 91 The nightingale and cuckoo
are already heard in the hanger. 1883 G. ALLEN CW. Cloufs
Cal. xxxv. 202 It [wild service-tree] grows sparingly in

hangers and copses.

Hanger- (hae-rjaj). Also 5-6 Sc. hingar(e,
er, 6 hengar. [f. HANG v. + -ER 1

.]
One who

or that which hangs.
1. One who suspends a thing from above; often

in comb, as bell-hanger, paper-hanger, etc. (q.v.
under the first element), spec. One of those who
select and hang the pictures for an exhibition (e. g.
that of the Royal Academy).
1791-1851 Bell-hanger [see BELL j*.' 12). i8fc Pall Mall

G. 7 Apr., The hangers of the year are Messrs. E. M. Ward,
Mtllais, and E. W.

Coojce.
It is not unusual for the hangers

to limit their own contributions. 1894 IVestm. Gaz. 16 Mar,

1/2 So soon as a man is elected to full membership he be-

comes a hanger for the next exhibition. . Hangers are almost
as anxious to be excused as High Sheriffs.

b. One who puts a person to death by hanging,
or causes him to be hanged.
c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode II. xcv. (1869) no Afterward

j wole be drawere and hangere of thee. 1680 AUBREY Lives
Eminent Men (1813) II. 351 A very severe hanger of high-
waymen. 1876 [see HANGED 2],

t c. One who hesitates or wavers : see HANG v.

17. Obs.

1536 STARKEY Let. 30 JulymEtigfand(iZ-ji)p. xxxix, You
schal fynd me . . to be no sterter, wauerar nor hengar in the

wynd.
2. Something that hangs down or is suspended.
t a. A piece of tapestry hanging, t b. A hat-band with

a part hanging loose behind. T c. A pendant ; also //r/V;.,

as hattger-pearl. t d. A bell-rope, e. A pendant catkin.

f. A local name for the sea-weed tangle.
a 1483 Liber Niger in Hauseh. Ord. 78 The chief yeoman

of this office hatne in charge . . cuppes of silver & leather,
tankardes, & earthe asshen cuppes . . hangers & al I that other
stuffe of this office. 1488 Im. in Tytler Hist. Scat. (1864) II.

391 Item a collar of gold maid with elephantis and a grete
hingar at it. 1513 DOUGLAS j*Emis x. iii. 35 Or in the
crownell pycht, or rych hynger, Quhilk dois the nek array.

1516 in Inv. R. Wardrobe (1815) 25 (Jam.) Item, ane black
hatt with ane hingar contenand ane greit ruby balac. Item,
v hattis of silk without hingaris. ciJosLiNDESAYlPitscottie)
Chron. Scot. (1728) 159 And also commanded her to take what
hingers or tapestry-work .. she pleased. 1578 in Inv. R.
Wardrobe (1815) 266 (Jam.) A small carcan with hingar
peril and small graynis anamalit with blak. 1767 H. BROOKE
FoolofQual. (1859) II. 225 (D.t On pulling the hanger of a
bell, the great door opened. 1869 BLACKMORE Lorna D.
xvii, The hangers of the hazel, too, having shed their dust
to make the nuts.

3. Something that overhangs ; in Mining, The
rock over the lode or vein ; the ' roof '.

1631 JORDEN Nat. Bathes xiv. (1660) 136 Most metals

breeding between a Hanger and a Lieger . . are seldome
above a foot thick. 1811 PINKERTON Petrol. II. 585 The
rock on both sides, or, in the miners' language, the roof&nA
the sole, the hanger and the leger, is altered and decomposed.
4. A contrivance by which anything is hung ;

a

rope, chain, or hook used to suspend something ;

a support for a journal-box, etc., of a shafting.
Also attrib.

1864 WEBSTER s.v. Pulley. 1873 J. RICHARDS Woodwork-
ing Factories 27 Having the hanger-plates ready, . .mount
the shaft in the hangers and invert them. Ibid. 65 The rods
and fingers or studs are now generally furnished with hangers
for the smaller shafts. i88z NARES Seamanship (ed. 6) 134
Pass the gaskets and clew hangers. 1896 Daily News
10 Jan. 2/7 The spring hanger of the tender broke.

tb. A loop or strap on a sword-belt from which
the sword was hung ; often richly ornamented.
1598 B. JONSON Ev. Man in ffitm. i. iv, This other day,

I happened to enter into some discourse of a hanger, which
. . both for fashion and workmanship, was most peremptory
beautiful and gentlemanlike. 1599 MINSHEU, Talabarte,
sword hangers. Tiros de esfada, sword hangers. lioi HOL-
LAND Pliny II. 483 Their sword-girdles, hangers, and baw-
dricks, gingle again with thin plates of siluer. 1601 SHAKS.
Ham. v. it 157. ifufrBury Wills (Camden) 217, 1 give vnto
my nephew..my guilt wrought sword and the girdle and
hangers to it. 1676 HOBBES Iliad (1677) 289 The boys with
silver hangers were adorn'd And golden swords.

c. A loop by which anything is hung, as the

loop at the back of the neck in a coat, etc. ; the

loop of a hunting-whip or crop.
1684 Land. Gaz. No. 1935/4 He had a Whip with a red

Handle and a Buff hanger at the end of it.

d. A chain or iron rod to which a pot or kettle
is hong by means of a pot-hook in the old-fashioned
kitchen fireplace. Hence transf. A nursery name
for the stroke with a double curve ( t), one of the

elementary forms in learning to write ; usually in
the phrase pot-hooks and hangers.
'599 MINSHF.L-, Llares, or Ollares, pot hangere 1608

74

Witkals Diet. 186 To hang as the pots doe uppon their

hangers. 1738 SWIFT Pol. Confers. Introd. 82 His Skill

in making Pot-hooks and Hangers with a Pencil. 1809
W. IRVING Knickerb. (1849) 127 But little skilled in the

mystery of combining pot-hooks and hangers. 1896 Longm.
Mug. Nov. 64 The old iron

'

hangers
'

for pots are common.
5. Hanger-on, a. A follower or dependant

(familiarly and often disparagingly}.
1549 Lansdmwe MSS. 238 If. 292 The multytude of

Reteynours and hangers on. 1603 SIR R. CECIL in Ellis

Orig. Lett. Sen n. III. 206 Among some hangers-on upon
the Court. 1717 SWIFT Wonder of Wonders Wks. 1755 II.

n. 54 He is a perpetual hanger-on : yet no-body knows how
to be without him. 1864 BURTON Scot Abr. I. iii. 142
Scotland was for the first time treated as a needy and
troublesome hanger-on of France.

t b. An appendage, an adjunct. Obs.

1551 LATIMER Serm. Lords Prayer vi. (1845) 419 But
here is one addition, one hanger on :

* As we forgive them
that trespass against us '. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk <$ Sefo.

To Rdr.. All the words about body and hangers on to body.
C. Coal-mining. The same as onsetter, a work-

man who puts the corves or tubs into the '

cage
'

or * chair
'

at the bottom of the pit-shaft. Formerly
these were hung on to the end of the rope or chain.

iSsSSiMMONDS Diet. Trade, Hanger-on^ a miner employed
at the bottom of the shaft in fixing the skip or bucket to the

chain. 1893 Daily News 5 July 5/7 Three young fellows

who were employed as hangers on at the pit bottom.

Hanger 3
(hserjai). Also 6 hangre, 7 hangar ;

. 6 hyuger, henger, 7 hinger. [app. the same as

HANGER 2
, from HANG v. ; though possibly not of

Eng. formation : cf. early mod.Du. hangher, 'stoot-

deghen [rapier], pugio de zona pendens '.

The suggestion has been offered that this is the same word
as the Pers. Arab, khanjar: see HANDJAR. But, although
'

hanger
* has sometimes been employed to translate the

latter tprob. with a notion of etymological identity) neither

history nor phonology appears to support the conjecture.]

A kind of short sword, originally hung from the

belt.

1481-90 Howard Housek, Bks. (Roxb.) 285 Mylordpaied
for a hanger for hymselff viij. s. ihj. d. 1483 Act i Rich, ///,
c. 12 2 No Merchaunt Straungier. .[shall] bring into this

Realme . . Knyves, Hangers, Taillourshires, Scisors, And-
yrons. c 1500 in Ripon Ch. Acts (Surtees) 303 Cum gladiis
vocatis hyngers vel baselardys. 1530 PALSGR. 229/1 Hangre
a weapen, bracquemart. 1558 Nottingham Rec. IV. 408,
I give and bequeath to James Hartley my henger and my
dagger. 1589 R. HARVEY PL Perc. (1860) 33 The sight of
a Hanger rusted in the sheath hanging by ones side. 1619
NawortkHousek. Bks. (Surtees) 105 A stlke belt for my Lord's

hinger. i68a N. O. Boileau's Lutrin n. 182 Yet, on my
word the Knave had wit m's Anger. And wisely took along
i_" _ ..__ T_T _.o c* - rr... __ TL_* i:

a belt with a frog hanging to it, such as in England we wear
hangers in ; and in the frog, instead of a hanger, I gave him
a hatchet. 1831 SCOTT Cast. Dang, i, A small crooked sword,
like what we now call a hanger.

Hangie (harm'). Sc.
[f.
HANG .]

1. A term of reproach: ? hangman or gallows-
bird ; a worthless fellow.

1787 BURNS Addr. to Deil ii, Hear me, auld Hangie, for

a wee. An' let poor damned bodies be.

2. A drift-net.

1889 Scott. Leader n Mar. 5 The use of the hangie or
drift-net on the waters of the Tay.

Hanging (hse-nirj), vbl. sb. [f. HANG v. +
-ING !.] The action of the verb HANG.
1. The action of suspending or fact of being sus-

pended ; suspension.
c 1400 Lanfrone's Cirurg. 24 Bi him {ligament] be mem-

bris. .schulden ben y-teied, be whiche bat neden hangynge.
1596 SHAKS. i Heti. IV, n. iv. 446 A foolish hanging of thy
nether Lippe. 1667 Lond. Gaz. No. 136/4 The New In-

vention of Major Thorny Franke, for the hanging of Cop-
pers. 1703 MOXON Mech. Exerc. 153 The Hanging of

Doors, Windows, etc. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 81 r 2

Like the hanging out of false Colours.

2. The action of putting to death on the gallows,
etc., or the fact of being so put to death.
a 1300 Cursor M. 22860 Thoru bair aun gilt Wit hefding,

draght, or hanging spilt. 1460 CAPGRAVE Chron. (Rolls)
100 Where Thomas was juged to drawying, hanging, and
hedyng. 1562 J. HEYWOOD Prov. $ Epigr. (1867) 129
Weddyng and hangyng are desteny. 1601 SHAKS. Tivel. N.
i. v. 20 Many a good hanging preuents a bad marriage.

SWIFT Pol. Convers. 78 'Twas her Fate ; they say,
d Hanging go by Destiny. 1855 MAI
xi. IV. 677 That, of all sights, that in

.CAl'LAY

which
Marriage and Hanging
Hist. Eng. xxi. IV. 677
the English most delighted was a hanging.
3. A downward slope or curve ; esp. in Ship-

building (see quots.).
1684 R. H. School Recreat. 83 The chusing out your

Ground, and preventing the Windings, Hangings, and many
turning Advantages of the same, whether . . open wide Places
..or in close Bowling-Alleys. 1711 W. SUTHERLAND Skip-
build. Assist. 160 Hanging ; the opposite to Snying, when
the middle of the Plank appears lower than the Ends, but
circular, r 1850 Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 123 Hanging^
declining in the middle

part
from a horizontal right line,

as the hanging of the decks, hanging of the sheer, etc.

4. Jig. fa. Dependence. Obs.
c 1430 Pilgr. Ly/Manhode i. xxxiii. (1869) 21 For bat oon

hath his comyng out, and his hanginge, of pat oober.

b. The condition of being in suspense or left

over for an indefinite time
; also hanging-up,

1638 BAKER tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. II.) 86 If., pretenders
avoid a sudden falling, it is by enduring a tedious hanging,
receiving perpetuall affronts. 1890 Pall Mall G. 20 June

HANGING.

7/1 This measure authorized the 'hanging up' of bills by
either House provided, .that the consent of the Crown were
obtained. 1893 Ibid. 27 Jan. 2/2 A hanging-up resolution
is never satisfactory.

6. contr. Something that hangs or is suspended ;

something attached, an appendage ; also_/^. (Usu-
ally in//. Also hangingS'On^)
1549 LATIMER -2nd Serm. bcf. Ediv. VI (Arb.i 55 As it

foloweth in the texte wyth the appurtenaunces and hang-
ynges on. 1551 Serm. in Lincoln \. 63 These be sequels
or hangings on, wherewith the chiefe dish is poudred. 1611
SHAKS. Cymb. in. iii. 63 In one night A Storme .. Shooke
downe my mellow hangings : nay my Leaues. 1633 P.
FLETCHER Purple fsi. HI. vii, Many a cragge dependeth ;

Like to the hangings of some rockie masse.

6. spec. A piece of drapery with which a bed-

i stead, the walls of a room, etc., are hung; a

! curtain or the like ; also the material for this.

1431 in Rogers Agric. $ Prices III. 550/3 Hanging to

;

hall with a border of Cowchye work us. 1530 PALSGR.

129/1 Hangyng for a bedde, accoustrement de lict. 1663
COWLEV Verses fy Ess., Country Mouse, Behind a Hanging
in a spacious room. 1758 JOHNSON Idler No. 13 r 10 A
hanging that is to represent Cranmer in the flames. 1836
B. CORKEY Bayeux Tapestry 3 A piece of hanging which

belongs to the cathedral church of Bayeux.
b. //. The pieces, folds, or masses of tapestry

or other stuff, with which a room or bed is hung ;

also extended to wall-paper {paper-hangings].
1485-6 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 46 Hangings of Say

to hang aboute the Ship, oon of vj peces. 1566 Eng, Ck,
Furniture (1866) 71 Quishions for his house and hanginges
for his bedd. 1593 DONNE Sat. iv. (R.), Though his face
be as ill As theirs, which in old hangings whip Christ. 1673
DRYDEN Marr. a la Mode iv. iv, No more than a picture
in the hangings. 1716 Land. Gaz. No. 5434/3 Paper painted,
or stained for Hangings. 1877 M. M. GRANT Sun-Maid i,

He pushed back the hangings as he continued speaking.
7. A steep slope or declivity of a hill. Now local.

c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) ix. 34 {>ai er in be hingand [en
le declin} of be hill. 1489 CAXTON Faytes ofA. n. xii. 113
Went vpon the hangynge of a montayne for to byholde.
1578 LYTE Dodoens i. xcviii. 140 Ladies Mantell groweth. .

in the hanging of hilles. 1622 BACON Hen. VII Mor. &
Hist. Wks. (Bohn) 332 Upon the brow or hanging of a hill.

1888 G. VENABLES Garianonum Greetings \\. 3,
* The Hang.

ing ",
which forms part of the Garden and Grounds of the

Rectory here. 1888 Berksh. Gloss. s.v., E'll vind moor
partridges on the hangin* yander'n anywher.
8. attrib. and Comb., as (sense 2) hanging day,

matter, time ; (sense 6) hanging-cloth , -paper ;

hanging clamp (see qnot) ; hanging committee,
the committee who decide the hanging of pictures
in an Exhibition (e. g. that of the Royal
Academy) ; hanging-head, -post, -stile, the post
or upright which bears the hinges of a door or

gate; f hanging-holder, an attendant; hanging-
needle, a seine-needle, used in attaching a fish-

ing-net to the cork-line and foot-line ; hanging-
press, a press in which clothes are hung.
(1850 Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 123

*
Hanging clamp^

a
semicircular iron with a foot at each end, to receive nails,

by which it is fixed to any part of the ship to hang stages
to, etc. c 1500 Melusine xxvi. 206 Cyteseyns had hanged
theire houses withoutforth toward the stretes, with theire
best and rychest *hangyng clothes. 1817 Sporting Mag.
L. 33 A painter having some interest with one of the

*Hanging Committee, 1866 Reader 12 May 476 The
hanging committee could not possibly have found artists

to occupy them so worthily. 1888 ELWORTHY VV. Somerset
Word-ok.)

*
Hanging-head* same as Hanch ; the upright

part of a gate, to which the hinges are attached. 16*4
FLETCHER Wifefor a month i. ii, You scurvy usher.. thou
poor base *hangmg-holder. 1755 JOHNSON s.v., A "hanging
matter. 1861 SALA Dutch Pfct. t Ship-Chandler (L., It's

a hanging matter to touch a penny's worth of them. 175*
LADYZ.UXBOROUGH Let. toSfanstent 19 July, My*hanging-
paper is arrived, and the cracks of the ceiling have ueen
filled. 1799 Trans. Soc. Arts X. 30 The limb of a Chest-
nut., was put down as a *hanging post for a gate, and
carried the gate . . fifty-two years. 1743 WESLEY Wks.
(1872) XIII. 174 They broke .. the *hanging-press. 1845
MRS. S. C. HALL Whittboy xi. 93 What in Ireland is called

a hanging press, in which ladies suspend their dresses.

1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 225
*Hanging Stile, the

stile of a door or shutter to which the hinge is fastened;
also, a narrow stile fixed to the jamb on which a door or
shutter is frequently hung.

(hse-rjirj), ppl. a. (prep.} [f. as prec.Hanging (har
+ -ING?JThat 1

1. Supported above, and not below
; suspended,

pendulous ; projecting downwards ; drooping.
1483 Cath. Angl. 186/2 Hyngynge, /rtW*w, suspendens.

1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach's Husb. u. (1586) 115 b, The
cares, .if they bee great and hanging, are signes of a Jade.
1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet., Himacas^ hanging beds. 1610
HOLLAND Catnden's Brit. r. 690 The land there is hollow
and hanging. 1626 CAPT. SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen n
A hanging cabben, a Hamacke. 1726 LEONI Albertfs
Archit. I. 31/1 Huge pieces of hanging Stone. 1882 SHORT-
HOUSE y. Inglesant II. 228 It faded more and more into

the hanging darkness.

b. Hanging sleeve, a loose open sleeve hanging
down from the arm; formerly worn by children

and young persons. Hence hanging-sleeved adj.
1659 GAUDEN Tears Ch. 580 The Popes . . being then in

their bibs and hanging-sleeves. 1683 Apol. Prot. France
iv. 46 Children . . in their Nurse's arms, or not out of their

Hanging-sleeves. 174* RICHARDSON Pamela IV. 301 When
I was a Girl, or when I was in Hanging-sleeves. 1748
Clarissa Wks. 1883 VIII. 406 The hanging-sleeved, go-
carted property of hired slaves. 1826 SCOTT Woodstock v.



HANGING. 75 HANK.
1841 LANE Arab. Nts. I. 71 In which case they kiss the end
of the hanging-sleeve.

2. Leaning over, overhanging ; steep, declivitous.

a 1350 Guy Wtit-iv. (A.) 5270 pan com berbian hongend hille

. .Guyoun. 1480 CAXTOX Cnron, Eng, ccxxiii. 222 They..
met the baillol and his companye atan hongyng bought of the

more in a strcit passage. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis in. iv. 40
Vndir a hingand hewch. 1598 FLORIO, Silo, .he that hath a

skowling looke. .or hanging eie-browes. 1626 BACON Sylva
600 To bring Water, from some Hanging Grounds, where

there are Springs. 1787 WINTER Syst. Husb. 99 The
branches, or smaller drains .. are cut a-cross the ground
with a hanging level. 1847 JAMES J. Marston Hall vu,
The dark man with the heavy hanging brow.

b. Of a wood, garden, walk, etc. : Situated on

a steep slope, top of a wall, etc. so as to hang over

or appear to do so.

Hanging Gardens (of Babylon), a transl. of L. pensiles
horti (Quintus Curtius). (epe^ao-T-ot KTJTTOI (Plutarch, etc.).

c 1170 Newminster Cartul. (Surtees) 75 Le Hangande
scauhe. 1487 Ibid. 263 Hanhand bray. 1705 ADDISON
/ fitly 315 We call hanging Gardens, such as are planted on
the Top of the House. 171* Sped. No. 415 F 3 The
Walls of Babylon, its hanging Gardens. 1753 HANWAY
Trav. (1762) II. i. ix. 48 They abound in lofty trees, and
different kinds of hanging walks. 1791 MAD. D'ARBLAY
Diary 7 Aug., Hills, .mostly covered with hanging woods.

1871 L. STEPHEN riaygr. Enr. i. (1894) 5 Its lovely group-
ing of rock and hanging meadow.

t 3. Remaining in suspense or abeyance ; pending.
c 1460 in Arnolde Ckron. (1811) 192 The lebel or artycles

of the cause ayenst hym before you in the courte of cris-

tiante moued and hanging. 1500 SPENSER F. Q. i. ii. 16

Both stand sencelesse . . Forgetfull of the hanging victory.

f b. Pending, during ; orig. with a sb. in abso-

lute construction ; when placed before the sb. ,

liable to be treated as a prep. ; cf. DURING, and
Fr. pendant; this hanging (

= Fr. cependanf} y

pending this, meanwhile. Obs.
a 1420 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 2654, I rede also how

that, hangyng a stryfe Bitwene Kyng Porrus and a lord

clept Fabrice. c 1489 CAXTON Sonncs ofAymon \. 50 This

hangynge, the duke, .came afore tbe kynge. 1491 Vitas
Fair. (W. de W. 1495) i. xciii. 127 b/i Hangynge this tyme
was a philosophre in the sayd cyte. cigoo 3 Kings Sons 91
This tyme hangyng, ye may leue garrisons in this Reaunie.

1568 GRAFTON Citron. II. 151 This matter thus hangyng, the

king [etc.], i6ai ELSING Debates Ho. Lords (Camdem 52
The patent was gyven up, hanging the suyte. 1628 COKE
On. Litt. 133, Hanging the process, the defendant con-

Tth
the land.

Having a downward cast of countenance ;

gloomy-looking. (Often with play on HANGZ/. 3.)

1603 SHAKS, Meas.for M. iv. u. 34 A good fauor you
haue, but that you haue a hanging look. 1607 MIDDLETON
Michaelmas Term iv. iii, Like a hanging morn, a little

waterish awhile. 1766 T. AMORY J. Buncle (1825) III. 79
He had the most hanging look I have ever seen. 1855
BROWNING Fra Lippo 308 Have you noticed, now, Your
cuUion's hanging face?

5. In transitive sense : That causes (persons) to

be hanged ;
addicted to hanging.

1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair xlii, Celebrated as a hanging
judge.
6. In various specific collocations or combina-

tions, as hanging ball {Golf), a ball lying on a
downward slope ; hanging barrel : see quot. ;

f hanging basin, a basin with a hole in the

bottom suspended so that the water might run

from it into another vessel below ; hanging
bird = HANGBlBD; hanging bits, small plates of

iron fixed to the upright iron bar of a stocking-
frame and having projecting studs which come into

contact with the caster-backs ; hanging buttress,
' a buttress supported upon a corbel, and not stand-

ing solid on the foundation* (Webster 1864) ; hang-
ing-coal, -side, -wall {Mining), that which hangs
or leans over the working ; f hanging-dog a. =
HANG-DOG; hanging gale : see GALE; hanging
guard, a guard in fencing, esp. sabre-play: see

quots. ; also known as 'high seconde '

; t hanging
jack, a roasting jack hung before a fire

; hanging
knee (see quot.) ; t hanging laver = hanging
basin \ f hanging lock, a padlock; hanging-
moss, a lichen or moss that hangs in long fringes
from the limbs of trees ; hanging press, a sliding

book-press or case in a library which hangs, sup-

ported above, in front of a fixed press, so that it

can be drawn out to permit access to the shelves

behind ;
also called a sliding press ; hanging

valve, a hinged valve which falls open by the

action of gravity ; f hanging-waggon, a coach

hung on springs.
1857 Chambers' Inform. II. 695/2 *Hanging balls.. are

caused by a little rise of the ground close behind the ball,

from whatever cause. 1884 F. J. BRITTEN Watch <$ Clockm.
120 [A] "Hanging Barrel.. [is] a going barrel whose arbor

is supported only at the upper end. 1558 Bury Wills

(Camden) 150 Syxe
*hanginge basons of latton,iij wasshinge

basons of latton. 1759 B. STILLINGFL. Ecoti. Nat. in Misc.

Tracts (1762) 92 The "hanging bird . . fixes it[s nest] upon
the bough of some tree hanging over the water. 1868

WOOD Homes without H. xiii. 241 The Baltimore Oriole

goes by many names . . such as Hanging Bird, from the

beautiful pensile nest which it makes. 1829

which, by the removal of another portion, has had its natural

support removed, as in holing. 1667 J. LACY Satiny the
Scot v. Dram. Wks. (1875) 386 Looks he not like a dis-
banded officer with that *hanging-dog look there ? 1707
Hope's New Meth. Fencing 12 Of the advantage that the

"Hanging-Guard hath overall, or most of the other Guards.
1889 A. HUTTON Cold Steel 8 The Hanging Guard . . is

formed by dropping the point to a level with the opponent's
right hip, raising the hand as high as the head, the i-d^c to
be uppermost and looking at the opponent under the "shell

of the sword. 1893 Westm. Gaz, 3 July3/i The old hanging
guard has been discarded, and in its place a position of

'engage/.. has been adopted. 1660 PEPYS Diary 4 Feb.,
They were buying of a *hanging-jack to roast birds on.

c 1850 Rudim. Nafig. (Weale) 123
*
Hanging Anee, those

knees against the sides whose arms hang vertically or per-

pendicularly. 1462 Test. Ebor. n. (Surtees
1

256 A *hangyng
laver with the hailing, a cesterne. 1483 Act i Rick. Ill,
c. 12 2 No Merchant Stranger . . shall bring into this

Realme. .hanging candlesticks, .hanging lauers. 1493 Bury
Wills (Camden) 82 My best hangyng laupur stondyng in

my parlour. 1424 in Rogers Agric. <$ Prices III. 549/1, 6

Changing locks 1/6. 1495-7 Naval A cc. Hen. F// (1896) 261

Hangyng lokes to the Storehouse dore. 1497 in Ld. High
Treas. A cc. Scot. 2 Nov., Tua hingand lokkis to the thesaure
kist. 1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss.^

*
Hanging-side., or

Hanging-wall, or Hanger, the wall or side over the vein.

1585 HIGINS tr. frtnirts' Notnencl. 266/2 Pilentum. .an

*hanging waggon : a stately waggon for ladies and gentle-
men : a coch. 1777 HOOLE Comenius' Vis. World (^A,

12) 109 Great persons are carried.. in a hanging-waggon,
which is called a coach. 1875 Ure's Diet. Arts (ed. 7) II.

782
*
Hanging-wall . . the rock which hangs over the lode.

1883 Standard 20 Jan. 1/5 The hanging wall is composed
of granite.

Hence f Ha'ngingly adv., in a hanging manner.

1548-67 THOMAS Ital. Gram.> In pendent^ bangeyngly,
or in double.

Hangle, var. of HENGLE Obs.

Hangman (hse-rjma
>

n). [f.
HANG v. + MAN.]

1. A man whose office it is to hang condemned

persons ;
also more generally, art executioner, a

torturer, racker. Common hangman^ the public
executioner.

1393 LANGU P. PL C. vn. 368 pe hangeman of tyborne.
1483 I'nlgaria abs Terentio lob, See how froward a face

jjoon hangeman makes. 1526 TINDALE Mark vi. 27 The
kynge sent the hangman and commaunded his heed to be

brought in. 1622 MABBE tr. A teman's Guzman d'Alf. II.

328 Since the Hang-man dealt so roughly with him . .

racking as much from him as there needed no farther

confession. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. \\. 51 A Paper
. .avowed to contain the matter of the Treaty, was burned

by the Common Hang-man. 1785 GROSE Diet, Vitlg.

Tongue, Hangman's wages, thirteen pence halfpenny,
which according to vulgar tradition was thus allotted, one
shilling for the execution, and three halfpence for the rope.

1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. ii. I. 175 The Commons began by
resolving . . that the Covenant should be burned by the

hangman in Palace Yard.

b. transf. A term of reprobation ;
also used

playfully. Also^f.
1553 T. WILSON Rhet. (1580) 123 Amplification . . to call a

naughtie fellowe theef, or hangman, when he is notknowne
to bee any suche. 1599 SHAKS. Much Ado in. ii. 11 He
hath twice or thrice cut Cupids bow-string, and the little

hang-man dare not shoot at him. 1645 MILTON Colast.

Wks. (1851) 373 You suffer'd this nameles hangman to cast

into public such a despightfull contumely.
2. attrib. and Comb.
1825 CAMPBELL To Memory Spanish Patriots \

t Manglers
of the martyr's earthly frame 1 Your hangmen fingers
cannot touch his fame. 1859 GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt.

II. Ixxxvii. 56 Put to two deaths at once by the hands of a

hangman-judge. 1865 DICKENS Mut. Fr. i. xii,
'
It strikes

me rather as a hang-man air.'

Hence Hangman-like a. and adv. ; Ha'ngman-
ship, the office or function of hangman.
1684 OTWAY Atheist v. (1735) 107 Six or seven arm'd

rogues with hangmanlike faces. 1824 LANDOR Imag, Cotw.
Ser. i. Wks. 1846 I. 23, I abominate and detest hangman-
ship. 1881 SWINBURNE Mary Stuart iv. i. 137 [They] rage
not hangmantike upon the prey. 1883 Birmingham Weekly
Post 22 Sept. 4/7 To decide upon the claims of 1,200 candi-

dates for the hangmanship of England.

Ha'ugment. Obs. exc. dial. [f.
HANG z/. +

-MENT : perh. afterjudgement^
\, Hanging.
c 1440 Protnf. Parv. 225/2 Hangement \v.r. hongment],

suspendium, susfencio. c 1440 Gcsta Rom. xxxvi. 146

(Harl. MS.) This is to seye, My soule hathe choson hong-
ment. c 1449 PECOCK Ref>r. in. vtii. 324 Power into hange-
ment and into deeth. 1888 ELWORTHY W.Somerset Word-
bk., Hangmeitt. .also hanging, execution.

2. (See quots.)
1815 BROCKETT If, C. Gloss., s-v., To play the hangment,

is to be much enraged, to play the very deuce. 1828

Craven Dial., Hangment .. an expression of surprise, as,
' what the hangment !

'

1887 Pall Mall G. 19 Oct. 6/1
' What the dickens have you to do with it ? . . who the

hangment are you ?
'

Ha'iig-nail. [f. HANG v. + NAIL ; but historic-

ally an accommodated form of angnail\ cf. AGNAIL

3.] A small piece of epidermis partially detached,
but hanging by one end, near to a nail.

1678 R. L'ESTRANGE Seneca's Mor. xxiii. (1705) 482 The

Ripping of a Hang-nail is sufficient to Dispatch us.

a 1825 FORBY Voc. E. Anglia, Hang-nail, a minute portion
of the cuticle, rising and slivered off about the roots of the

finger-nails. 1842 FR. A. KEMBLE Rec. Later Life (1882)
II. 219 Will you. .be so good as to remember what a hang-
nail is like ?

I Ha-ngrelL Sc. Obs. [f.
HANG z>. (Cf.MDu.

hangereel a term of reproach, a gallows-bird.)] A
gallows; see also quot. 1802.
a 1605 POLWART flyting iu. Montgomeric 772 Gleyd gan-

frell,

auld mangrell ! to the hangrell, and sa pyne. 1802

IBBALD Chron. Scot. Poetry Gloss. (Jam.), Hangarell,
hangrell, an implement of the stable, upon which bridles,

halters, etc are hung.

Ha'ngster. Obs. rare. [ME. hangcsfre, fern.

oihangere, HANGER : see -STEK.]
= HANG-WOMAN.

^ ('1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode in. xviii.(:869) 144 Now, quod
j, art thow an hangestere? Ye, certeyn, quod she.

t Hangum-tuum. httmorons.
[Perh. a parody on jndichtm tnnni, or ct idco habeat

jndidum snum,
' and therefore let him have his judge-

ment '

; a phrase found in court rolls, referring to hanging.]
f 1650 Dialog** on Oxford Parl. in Harl. Misc. (1808-12)

II. 127 (D.), Tom. They shall not come and rob him by
a strong hand. Will. They durst hardly do that ; for then
it had come to hangum-tuum.

tHa'Ugwite. Old Law. A penalty and
offence mentioned in Domesday Book, and in Leges
ll'illelmi*. see quots.
i86 Domesday I. 262 b, Hangeuuitham faciens in ciuitate

[de ^CestreJ x. sol. dabat. Propositus autem regis uel
comitis hanc forisfacturam faciens xx. solid, emendabat.
('1195 Charter Ruh. f. in Wetherhal Register (1897) 30
Quiete..de Ferdwita et hengwita..et de blodwita. a 1200
Laws of Will. /, i. c. 4 Si quis latronem sive furem, sine
clamore et insecutione ejus, cui dampnum factum est, ceperit,
et captum ultra duxerit, dabit x. solid, de henwite [Fr. text

hengwite], et ad primam diyisam faciet de eo justitiam.

Suod
si eum ultra primam divisam sine justitiarii licentia

ixerit, erit in forisfacto xl. sol. c 1250 Gloss. Law Terms
in Ret. Ant. I. 33 Hangwite. .Quite de larum pendu sanz

sergant. 1^79 RASTELL Expos, diff. Words, Hangwit, that
is to be quite of a theefe or felone hanged without iudge-
ment, or escaped out of your custody. 1641 Termes de la

Ley 179.

Hang-woman. izonce~ivd. A woman who
performs the function of a hangman.
1883 Philad. Press 30 Aug. 4, In Ireland, a sheriff once,

not being able to find a hangman, hired a hangwoman.
1884 Pall Mall G. 4 Jan. n/r Some amusing tales about
sextons and hangmen (and of one hang-woman).

Hangworthy (hse'nw2>.it5i), a. rare. ff.
HANC

v. + WORTHY
;
CL blameworthyt trustworthy t etc.,

in which, however, the first element is a sb.]

Worthy to be hanged.
1580 SIDNEY A rcadia (1622) 426 To lay their hang-worthy

neckes vpon the constancie of his promised pardon, c 1670
Expost. Let. Men Buckhm. 2/2 Most Hang-worthy Gentle-
men ! 1888 Scott. Leader 22 June 4 A provisional list of
the half-a-dozen most hangworthy of my confreres.

Hanif, Haneef (ham-f). [Arab.

ftantf, app. the same as Heb.
F]3n lianef impious.

It has been conjectured by Sprenger and others that in

Mohammed's early days there was a sect of reformed Jews,

adopted it in a good sense.]

A name or epithet applied in the Koran to

Abraham ; hence, also, to one sincere or orthodox
in the faith of Islam. By historical writers, applied
to a sect of religious reformers, with many of

whose tenets Mohammed identified himself, as pro-

fessing to restore the religion of Abraham.
Hence Hanifism, Hanifite (Hanee-, Hany-) sb.

and a,

1734 SALE tr. Koran vi. 79, I [Abraham] have turned my
face to him who originated the heaven and the earth, as

a hanif, and I am not of the idolaters. 1877 J. E. CAR-
PENTER tr. Tiele^s Hist. Relig. 94 To constitute Hanyfisni
into a religion, a fixed doctrine, an organised worship, and
a divine sanction were needed. These were provided by
Mohammed. 1877 DODS Mohammed^ Buddha ff Christ it.

85 He aimed [at first] at nothing else than to restore the

religion of Abraham, the Hanyfite creed. 1883 Encycl. Brit.

XVI. 546/2 There were individuals who were not content

with a negation, and sought a better religion.. They were
called Hanifs, probably meaning

'

penitents ', men who strive

to free themselves from sin. They did not constitute a regular
sect, and had in fact no fixed and organized views.

Hank (haerjk), sb. Also 6 hanc, 6-7 hanke,

7-9 hanck(e. [Found in I4th c. ; app. from

Norse : cf. ON. hgtik fern. (:-*/I<ZM), genit. hankar

hank, coil, skein, clasp ;
also hanki m., the hasp

or clasp of a chest ; Sw. hank m., string, tie-band,

rowel ; Da. hank handle (as of a basket), ear of

a pot. (The connexion of senses 6 and 7 with the

others is not certain.)]

1. A circular coil or loop of anything flexible.
'

1483 Cath. Angl. 173/2 An Hank. 1513 DOUGLAS .

n. v. [iv.] 34 As he [Laocoon] etlis thair hankis to have rent,

And with his handis thame away have draw.
1674

N. Cox
Gentl. Recrcat. iv. (1677) 40 Tie them fast with the two
ends of the Silk, that they may hang in so many Hanks.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. iii. 107 An Hank is a slipping
made up into a knot. 1859 R. F. BURTON Centr. Afr. in

Jrnl. Geog. Soc. XXIX. 196 The hair . . is usually twisted

into many little ringlets or hanks. 1877 W. THOMSON Voy.

Challenger I. ii. 119 The stems, .were coiled in great hanks
round the trawl-beam.

2. A skein or coil of thread, yarn, etc. ;
a definite

length of yarn or thread in a coil.

A nank of cotton yarn contains 840 yds. ;
of worsted yarn

560 yds. To make a ravelled htink, to entangle a skein,

hence fig.
'
to put anything into confusion '(Brockett).

1560 ROLLAND Crt. l
r
enus u. 694 Ane Reill .. To reilt

lhair hankis . . of reid gold wyir, 1633 Naworth Househ.
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HANK.
Bks. (Surtees) 328 For sixe hancke.- and 5 cults of yarne.

1776-7 Act 17 Gca. Ill, c. 11 ii Every several hank of

such worsted yarn shall, .contain seven raps or leas. 1834
MEDWIN Angler in \\'ale$\. 41 Knotting my hanks of gut.

1835 URE F'lilcs. Mattv/. 102 In cotton yarns, the rule of

numbering is very- simple, being the number of hanks, each

eight hundred and forty yards long, requisite to form one

pound in weight. Thus No. 40, written 4o's., denotes yarns
of which forty hanks weigh one pound.
Jig. a 1745 SWIFT To Dr. Mlttridart TI Thy words together

ty'd in small hanks Close as the Macedonian phalanx.

1896 Home Missionary (N. Y.) July 136 The tangled hank
has yet many knots and hitches.

3. A loop of string, wire, or the like, used to

fasten things together, or to hang a thing up by ;

spec, in rural use, A bight of rope or a withy used
as the fastening of a gate or hurdle.

1388-9 Abingdon Ace. (Camden) 57, j hank p_ro
cemetar'.

1617 MARKHAM Cavat. vt. 9 If his Rider start him sodainly,
or hold his hankes too straite. 1641 BST l-'arni. Bks,

(Surtees) 16 Yow are to make your hankes 3 quarters of a
yarde in length, and to putte to everie barre yow sende to

fielde a hanke. 1788 W. MARSHALL Yorksh. Gloss., Hank,
a with, or rope, for fastening a gate. 1855 ROBINSON
Whitby Gloss., Haitk, a rope-loop for fastening a gate.

b. Naut. A hoop or ring of rope, wood, or iron,

fixed upon the stays, to seize the luff of the fore-and-

aft sails, and to confine the staysails thereto, at

different distances vSmyth Sailor's IVord-bk^).
1711 W. SUTHERLAND Shipbttiliter's Assist. 134 Fore-sheet,

Main sheet. Hanks, Swifter. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine
(17891, Amuanx <Ttai, the hanks of a stay-sail. 1794

Rigging 41 Seamanship I. 88 Rtef-hanks, short pieces of

log-Tine, or other small line, sewed at certain distances on
the reefs of boom-sails. 1840 R. H. DANA Be/. Mast xxxv.

132 A rattling of hanks announce that the flying-jib has
come in. 1883 Harper's^ Mag. Aug. 450/1 Then comes a
foresail, which is fitted with hanks to the fore-stay.

C. Hankfor hank : see quots.
1760 C. JOHNSTON Chrysal (1822) II. 238 Able to go, hank

for hank with any thing that swims the sea. 1794 Rigsinff
ff Seamanship II. 251* Hank-for-hank, when two ships
tack and make a progress to windward together. 1807
SMYTH Sailors Word-bk., Hank for hank.

4. fig. a. A restraining or curbing hold
; a power

of check or restraint : esp. in to have a hank on or

over any one. Now rare or dial.

1613 T. Porrs Disc. Witches (Chetham) P iv a, The said
witches . . had then in hanck a child of Michael Hartleys.
1706 FARQUHAR Recruit. Officer 11. ii, 'Twill give me such
a hank upon her pride. 1731 STRVPE Eccl. Meat. II. xxi.
1 72 So that their landlords might have them [the tenants]
upon the hank. 1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. (1815) 251
Humphry had this double hank upon her inclinations. 1825
BROCKETT JV. C. Gloss, s.v., To keep a good hank upon
your horse, is to have a good hold of the reins. 1851 DE
QUINCEY Ld. Carlisle on Pope Wks. 1862 XII. 45 He had
defied all the powers of Chancery to get a hank over him.

b. Connexion, entanglement; no hanks with, no
relations with, nothing to do with. dial.

1888 ELWORTHY W. Somerset Word-bk., Hanks, connec-
tion or dealings with used only with a negative construc-
tion . . I have heard people warned . .

'

not to have no hanks
'

with a certain horse, or with an undesirable bargain. 1893
Wiltsh. Gloss. s.v.,

'
I won't ha' no hank wi' un ', will have

nothing at all to do with him.

5. The handle of a jug or pot. dial.

1530 in Gutch Coll. Cur. II. 318 The mending of twoo
Pottile Pottis . . the gilding and mending the hancs lyddes
and saudering them in sartaigne places. 1847-78 HALLI-
WELL, Hank, a handle. Somerset.
6. A baiting of an animal.

1785 GROSE Diet. Vulg. Tongue s.v., A Smithficldluinlt,
an ox rendered furious by over driving and barbarous treat-
ment. 1811 J. H. VAUX Flash Diet., Hank, a bull-bait, or
bullock-hunt. 1813 Sporting Mag. XLII. 24 To appear at
a mill, a hanck, or a dog-fight. 1881 Diprose's Annual
64/2 The needful preparations for these Tiger Hanks. Ibid.

66/2 Thus ended my first, though, .not my last tiger hank.
7. A propensity ; an evil habit, dial.

17*1 BAILEY, Hank, a Habit, Custom or Propensity of
Mind. i8j BROCKETT N. C. Gloss., Hank, a habit. 1818
Craven Dial. s.v.,

'

Shoe's gitlen a sad hank o' runnin out
ot neets.' 1878 Cumbld. Gloss., Hank, an evil habit.

^""^
(haeijk), v. Also 4 hano. haunk, 4-7

hanke. 7 hanck. [Known from I3th c. ; prob.
from Norse : cf. ON. hanka to coil, red. hankask
to coil oneself up, f. honk, hank- sb. : see piec.
(The connexion of senses 5 and 6 is uncertain.)]
1. trans. To fasten by a loop or noose ; to entan-

gle ; to catch by any loop-like part. Now dial.

\c is LAY. 25872 Beo3 (rine feSer-heomen Ihannked mid
golde.) a 1300 Cursor M. 16044 Ful herd bai did [him]
hanc, And bonden broght him forth as thef. c 1450 HENRY-
SON Mar. Fat. 50 The Lyon fled and. .Fell in the net and
hankit fute and head. 1513 DOUGLAS SEneis vii. iii. jo At.
the schoyr wndir a gresy bank, Thair nauy can thai ankir
fast and hank. 1617 MARKHAM Canal, vi. 44 He shall hold
[the reynes] fast betweene his fore-finger and his thumbe,
and then hanke them about his hand twice. 1858 R. S.
SURTEES Ask Mamma liii. 242 Others hank their horses on
to the crook at the door. 1894 CROCKETT Lijac Sunbonnet
39 1 here he hung, hanket by the waistband o' his breeks.

/% "357 Lay Folks Catech. 456 Dedli synnes .. gastely
sla ilk mannes saule, That er hanked [Lamb. MS. bound]
!",,

a
k'?',,

ln any of tham - M4 E. ERSKINE Serin. Wks.
(1871) III. 201 The heart of the bride being thus hanked or
catched with the glory of the Bridegroom
1 2. To hang. Obs. (Perh. a scribal error.)
f 146$ Eng. Chron. (Camden 1856) 10 The kyng pardoneth

the thy drawyng and hankyng, but thyn hed shalle be
smyte of.

3. intr. To hang or remain fastened; to 'catch.'

76

(111 quot. 1547 prob. a misprint.)
1547 HOOPER Declar. Christ viii. (.Zurich) Hij, The same

bodye that hankyd upon the crose. a 1616 ULAITM. & FL.

Secret/. Lady v. iv, You should havehankt o* th' bridle, Sir,

i' faith. Mod. Sc. Take care that your line does not hank
on the bushes.

4. trans. To make up thread in hanks.
1818 TODU, f/ank, to form into hanks. Used in the north

of England. 1825 in BROCKETT N. C. Gloss.

5. To bait: cf. HANKER^. 1
slang.

1833 [see HANKER s. 1
] 1893 in FARMER Slang.

t 6. intr. = HAXKER v. i, 2. Obs.

1589 C. OCLAND in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 71 Where I

hanked after plentie I have runne upon scarcetie. 1716
Cuckoo in Jacobite Songs (1871) 23 He'll fley away the wild

birds that hank about the throne.

Hence Hanking vhl. sh.

1641 BEST Farm. Bks. (Suttees'* 16 The 8th thinge belonge
to barres is fold-hankes or hankinges, as they call them,
which is as thicke againe as plough-string, beinge a loose

kinde of two pieties. zSao J. CLELAND Rise <$ Progr,
Glasgow 45 The hanking of handspun yarn.

t Ha*n&er, sb.i Obs. [f. HANK st>. 6 or v. 5 +
-ER ]

.] One who takes part in bull-baiting.
1811 Lexicon Balatronicum, Bull Hankers^ persons who

over-drive bulls, or frequent bull baits. 1823 EGAN Grose's
Diet. Vulg. Tongue^ Bull Hankers^ men who delight in the

sport of bull-hanking ; that is, bull-baiting, or bullock-hunt-

ing. 18*5 HOSE Every-day Bk. \. 1171 [Smithfield]
drovers, and bullock-hankers.

Ha'nker, sb.~ [f. HANKER
z;.]

A longing
after something; a secret yearning.
1817 BEDDOES Let. Oct. in Poems p. Ixxvii, Nothing but

the desperate hanker for distinction . . ever set me upon
rhyming. 1881 T. HARDY Laodicean HI. ix, She has not
shown a genuine hanker for anybody yet.

Hanker (.harnkaj), v. [Not known before 1600 ;

history obscure. Mod.Du. has hunkcren (Plantijn,

1673, hungkeren)i dial, hankeren, in same sense.

Generally thought to be frequentative and intensive

deriv. of HANG v., but cf. HANK v. 6.]
1. intr. To *

hang about', to linger or loiter about
with longing or expectation. Now dial.

1601 F. GODWIN Bf>s, ofEng. 539 [He] hauing hankered
a long time about the

Chauncery. 1641 MILTON Reform.
ii. (1851) 66 But let us not. .stand hankering and politizing,

Antazons 53 If you find any [hornet] hankering about your
Bees. 1858 HUGHES Scouring of W. Horse viii. 198, 1 used
to hanker round the kitchen, or still-room, or wherever
she might happen to be.

2. To have a longing or craving. Const, offer]
less usually wither, or in/in.
In Johnson's time 'Scarcely used but in familiar lan-

guage
'

; now common in literature.

1643 ROGERS Naaman in The soules misery is. .that she
is alway hankering and catching at every shadow and
vanity.

_ 1653 ^NEEDHAM tr. Selden's Mare Cl. 248 The
Saxons inhabiting the shore over against us, hanker'd after
it. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1852) II. 15 The mind..
always hankering after what she has not. 1835 THIRLWALL
Greece I. viii. 325 The tendency of human nature to hanker
after all that is forbidden. 1850 KINGSLEY Alt. Locke x,
To be told what you've been hankering to know so long.
1856 MRS. BROWNING Anr. Leigh ix. 514 That Romney
dared to hanker for your love.

Hence Ha'nkerer, one who hankers
;
Hanker-

ing ///. a. ; whence Ha'nkeringly adv., in a han-

kering manner.
1845 LD. CAMPBELL CJiancellors cxxiv. (1857) VI- 84 The

bishops, .had among them hankerers after the exiled family.
1859 KINGSLEV Misc. (1860) I. 286 Hankerers after fame and
power. 1864 WEBSTER, Hankeringly,

Hankering (hae-nkarinA vbl. sb. [f. prec. +
-ING*.] A mental craving or longing.
1663 J. BARCRAVE Pope Alex. VII (1867) 79 He had

an ambitious hankering after a cap. 1678 BUTLER Hud. in.

ii. 239 And felt such Bowel-Hankerings, To see an Empire
all of Kings. 1713 STEELE Sped. No. 431 r 3, I then took
a strange Hankering to Coals ; I fell to scranching 'em.

1771 FRANKLIN Autobiog. Wks. 1840 I. 16, I still had a
hankering for the sea. 1893 A. JESSOPP Stud. Recluse vii.

2 1 7 The hankering for what we call sympathy is the virtue
or the vice of advanced civilisation.

Hankie (hae-nk'l), v. dial. Also 7-8 hanckle.

[f. HAXK v. + dim. and freq. ending -LE.] trans.

f a. To fasten lightly. Obs. b. To twist or en-

tangle; also_/%.
i6ax SANDERSON 12 Serin. (1637) 356 An unruly Coult ..

fettered and side-hanckled for leaping. 1781 J. HUTTON
Tour to Caves Gloss., Hanckle, to entangle. 1825 BROCKETT
N, C. Glos$,

t Hankie, to twist, to entangle thread, silk,
or worsted. 1855 ROBINSON Whitby Gloss. t Hankled or
Handkled, joined hand-in-hand in a pursuit.

'

They
hankled him on

', enticed him to unite.

Hanksite (hge-rjksait). Min. [Named in 1 885
after H. G. Hanks, mineralogist, California : see

-ITE.] Sulphate and carbonate of sodium, found
in hexagonal prisms of white or yellowish colour.

1885 Atner. yt. Sc. Ser. m. XXX. 133 Hanksite, anew
anhydrous sulphato-carbonate of sodium.

Hankyl, obs. form of ANKLE.
c 1475 in Wr.-Wulcker 751/4 Hec cavt'//a, a hanky!.

Hanky-panky (ha-rjkitpse-qki). slang. [An
arbitrary formation, prob. related to hocus pocus^
hoky-poky. ] Jugglery, legerdemain ; trickery,
double dealing, underhand dealing.
1841 Punck I. 88 (Farmer) Only a little hanky-panky.

HANSE.

1847 ALB. SMITH C/tr. Tadpole xlvii. (1879) 409 Necromancy,
my dear Sir the hanky-panky of the ancients. 1864 E.
VAIES Broken to Harness xx.xviii, If there was any hanky-
panky, any mystery I mean. 1881 Athcnxum 27 Aug. 265/1
.Madame Blavatsky's hanky-panky with teacups and cigar-
ettes. 1887 BLACK Sahina. Zetnbra, 461 He won't play
hanky-panky with me.
attrib, 1865 B. BRIERLEY Irkdale T. 292 Any :>ort o'

hanky-panky work. 1882 Mrs. Ravens Tempt. III. 41
Some hanky-panky trick of hers.

Hanlawhile : see HANDWHTLE.
Hann, van of KHAN, caravanserai.

Ha'nnaylte. Min- [Named 1878 after J. B.

Hannay of Manchester : see -ITE.] Hydrous phos-
phate of magnesium and ammonium found in slender

yellowish crystals in the guano of Skipton Caves.

1879 Min. Mag. III. 108 Hannayite.. found at the Skipton
c;ive>, Victoria.

Hanover (hze'iwvai, orig. stressed as in (Jcr.

han<rv9r). [Ger. Hannover.] The name of a

North German town, the capital of a country of the

same name, formerly an Electorate of the Empire,
now a province of Prussia

;
in 1714 the Elector of

Hanover became king of England. Go to Hanover
~^ begone, be off (cf. go to Hexham

t Bath,Jericho ;

so to send to^wish atHatiover. Hence, Hanoverian
;h0en0v!e-rian) a., of or pertaining to Hanover or

the House of Hanover
;

sb. an inhabitant of Han-
over; also, an adherent of the House of Hanover,

t Hanoverianize, t Hanoverize vbs., trans, to

make Hanoverian ; intr. to become Hanoverian.
17.. SWIFT Wks. (1768) VII. 264 And now God save this

noble realm, And God save eke Hanover ; And God save
those who hold the helm, When as the King goes over.

1744 Lomi. Mag: 649 Our Hanovranised Ministers here.

1775 ASH, Hatnn<erian^ belonging to Hanover..A native of
Hanover, a 1797 H. WALPOLE Mem. Geo. //, III. 179 Sir

John Philipps reproached Pitt with Hanoverizing. 1827
MACAULAY Hallam's Const. Hist. Ess. (1887) 78 Like
William and the princes of the Hanoverian line. 1869
ROGERS Hist. Gleanings I. 37 It became manifest that the
law of the Hanoverian succession would be respected.

Hanper : see HANAPEB.
I] "ffifo^P (hans). A familiar abbreviated form in

German and Dutch of Johannes, John; hence, a
German or Dutchman.
1569 HARDING in JcweFs Sedit. Bui (1570^ 5 Accused by

Hicke, Hob, and Haunce, and judged by Jacke and Gill.

1667 LD. ORRERY State Lett. (1743) II. 202 We shall give
Monsieur, or Hans, or both, good entertainment. 1855
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. 485 For Hans, after filling the

pockets of his huge trunk hose with our money, .would, as
soon as a press gang appeared, lay claim to the privileges
of an alien.

fb. Hans-in-kelder (Dutch, lit. Jack-in-cellar) :

an unborn child ; cf. Ger. Hanschen im keller.

1635 BROME Sfiaragus Garden in. iv. Wks. 1873 III. 159
Come here's a health to the Hans in Kelder, and the mother
of the boy, if it prove so. 1648 NEEDHAM Mercitrius Prag-
maticus No. i. A iij b (Stanf.), The Birthday of that precious
new government ; which is yet but a Hans-en-kelder. 1656
in BLOUNT Glossogr. 1663 DRYUEN IVild Gallant v. ii, It

.seems you are desirous I should father this hans en kelder
here. 1785 in GROSE Diet, l^ulg. Tongue.
Hans, obs. form of HANSE.
Hansard 1 (lue-nsaid). Hist. [f. HANSE +
ABD. (As a surname, Hansard occurs early in

I3th c., but its identity is doubtful.)] A member
of one of the establishments of the German Hanse.

1832 McCuLLOCH Cottttn. Diet. (1852) 655 The merchants
of the Hanse towns, or Hansards, as they were then com-

monly termed, were established in London at a very early

period. Ibid. 656 The Hansards were every now and then
accused of acting with bad faith. 1890 CUNNINGHAM
Gretoth. Eng, Cotnm. Early fy Mid, Ages 121 At the be-

ginning of the fifteenth century the Hansards found that

their monopoly of the Baltic trade was threatened.

Hansard 2
(hae'nsiud). The official report of

the proceedings and debates of the Houses of Par-

liament; colloq. so called as having been compiled
for a long period by Messrs. Hansard. Also transf.
1876 L. STEPHEN Hours in Library II. 154 Hansard was

not, and newspapers were in their infancy. 1880 Gentl. Mag.
CCXLVI. 79 The Queensland legislature .. has its own
official daily Hansard.

Hansardize (hse-naiidaiz), v. [f. prec. + -IZE.]
trans. To confront ^a member of Parliament) with

his former utterances as recorded in ( Hansard
*

;

to prove (a person) to have formerly expressed a

different view or opinion. Also absol.

1869 HUXLEY in Sci. Opinion 5 May 506/2 I do not wish
to Hansardize Sir William Thomson by laying much stress

on the fact that, only fifteen years ago, he entertained a

totally different view of the origin of the sun's heat. 1869
LD. GRANYILLE Sp. in Ho. Lords 15 June, I will venture now

to use a word, an admirable word invented by the noble
lord opposite to Hansardise. 1894 Athenaeum 15 Dec.

822/2 M. Ollivier goes out of his way to attack Thiers by
'

Hansardizing
'

him, as the Prime Minister Lord Derby
used to say.

Hence Ha :usardiza'tion, the action of ' Han-

sardizing '.

1883 HUXLEY in JrnL Educ. i Mar. 07/2 That process so
hateful to members of Parliament, which may be denoted
bythe term * Hansardization '.

Hanse (hsens, Ijha'nza). Hist. Also 2-7 hans,
6-7 haunce, haunse. [a. OF. hansc, and med.L.

fiansa, a. OHG. (and Goth.) kansa (
- QE. hosj



HANSE.

military troop, band, company, MHG. hanse

fellowship, association, merchants' guild.
The early examples of this word relating to England i

occur in Latin charters and other documents, and in the L.
j

form fiansa, the precise sense of which, e.g. in the phrase

gilda mercatoria et {or cum) hansa
',

is often difficult to

determine. See the discussion of the word in Gross, The
Gild Merchant I. Appendix C. The following two main

senses may be distinguished, but the order of their appear-
ance in Eng. is not clear.]

1. A company or guild of merchants in former

times; an association of merchants trading with

foreign parts ; the merchant guild of a town ; also,

the privileges and monopolies possessed by it ;

sometimes, app., the guild-hall or 'hanse-house'.

The Old Hanse was the Fellowship of the London Mer-

chants which had a monopoly of the foreign trade of London
since Norman times ; the New Hanse was the company of

Merchant Adventurers first incorporated in 1497, which

received charters from Henry VII in 1505 and Elizabeth

in 1566.

1199 Charter ofK. John to Dnnivkh in Brady Roronglis

11790) App. 10 Concessimus etiam eis hansam, et Gildam
Mercatoriam, sicut habere consueverint. 1*97 in Lib. Cnst.

(Rolls) i. 71 Quod non sunt del Hauns de Amyas, Corbie,
et Nele, nee aliquid habent in societate cum hominibus
eorundem partium, nee cum creditoribus ejusdem Hands.
t5S-3 in Hist. MSS. Coinm. Rep. Cecil Papers I. 132

[Petition to Lord Chancellor, from the] New Haunce [of

the Merchant Adventurers, for redress of their grievances

against those of the] Old Haunce. 1587 FLEMING Contn,

Holinsked III. 275/1 A deed, in which king John granted
to the citizens of Yorke a guildhall, hanse, and other liberties.

'

1594 PLAT Jewell-ho. in. 89 Offering to exchange their

freedome, both of the olde Haunce and of the newe,
for this multiplying Art [of alchemy], c 1600 Brit. Mns.
Add, MS. 18913, If. 23 (Gross I. 195 note) Euerie

persone admitted into the Freedome of the Fellowshippe
of Merchant Adventurers of the Realm of England
shall pay at suche his admission yf he come in one the

old hanse, as yt ys termed, 6s. %d. sterling^, And yf he

come in one the new hanse, tenn markes sterlmge. 1633 tr.

Famine's T/ieat. Hon. n. iv. 79 Made among one part of

them a Hanse, that is to say, a League and Societie. 1872
COSMO INNKS Lect. Scott. Legal Antiq. III. 114 All the

burghs beyond the Munth had a confederacy called by
the name of Hanse. [But it is disputed whether this was
the meaning or effect of the libcritm ansunt conferred by
K. William the Lion, 1165-1214, upon all his burgesses
north of the Munth : see Gross I. 197.] 1890 GROSS Gild

,

Merck. I, 198 note, This Hanse of London flourished in the

thirteenth and fourteenth centuries . . Bruges and Vpres
were at the head of this league, which originally consisted

j

of seventeen towns of Flanders, and North France,

b. spec. The name of a famous political and

commercial league of Germanic towns, which had
also a house in London. //. The Hanse towns
or their citizens.

1305 in Lib. Cnst. r. 112 Quod Alemanni de Hansa, mer-
catores Alemanniae, sint quieti de ij solidis, ingrediendo et

exeundo . . ad Portam de Bisshopesgate. 1485 in Miit.

illnst. Reign Hen. VII (Rolls) I. 115 The merchants
of the Hanze in Almayne, having a house in the city
of London, commonly called Guyldhall Theutonicorum.

1503-4 Act 19 Hen. VII^ c. 23
' For be Stillyard ', To the

prejudice hurt or charge of the seid merchauntes of the

Hanse. 1598 HAKLUYT Voy, I. 155 [They] passed through ,

the chiefs cities of the Hanse and treated in such sorte with
the Burgomasters of them that [etc.]. 11618 RALEIGH
Im'ent. Shipping 24 The rest, the Popes, then the Hanses,
and lastly the Turks have in effect ruined. 1890 GROSS
Gild Merck. I. 196 In charters conferred by English kings
upon the Teutonic Hanse, gild and hanse are used synony-
mously.
2. The entrance-fee of a medieval trading guild ;

also, a toll or impost levied upon merchants or

traders not of the guild.
[This was a very early sense of hansa : see Du Cange.]
1200 CJiarter^ of K. Jokit to Ipswich (Gross II. 121) _Ad

ponendum se in Gilda et ad hansam suam eidem Gilde
dandam. -ivjy

A ndover Gild Rolls (Gross II. 292) Quod non
tenetur aliquid super Gildam quam tenet, pro qua interro-

gatus fuit soluere suum hans. 13.. K. Alls. 1571 (MS.
Laud) He gaf be bisshopp to gode hans, Riche Baizes be-

sauntz & pans. Ibid. 2935 Sendith ows, to gode hans, On
hundred bousande besauntz From^erto^ernemolkeseefaile.
1659 Brit. Mits. Add. MS. 18913, If. 19 (Gross I. 195 note)

For all Hanses, Fines and Broakes att Admissions, and all

Broakes condemned in Court for any kind of Transgressions
against the orders of the Fellowshipp. 1890 GROSS Gild
Merck. I. App. C. 194 The term ' hanse

' was most com-
monly used to denote a mercantile tribute or exaction,
either as a fee payable upon entering the gild merchant,
or as a toll imposed upon non-gildsmen before they were
allowed to trade in the town.

3. attrib. and Comb.^ as hanse-house, the house
in which the members of a hanse met, a guild-
hall; sometimes = sense i ; t hanse-penny, a pay-
ment levied by a hanse ; also hanse-gild, etc. b.

Hanse city, Hanse town, one of the towns of the

German Hanse or Hanseatic League ; so Hanse

association, league, merchant
',
etc.

a \\y$ CharterofIhurstan toBeiierley'vci Rymer Fcpdera,

(1816) I. 10 Volo ut burgenses mei de Beverlaco habeant
suam hanshus. 1337 Andover Gild Rolls (Gross II. 333)
Et solutum est eadem die de Hanspanes. .\\s. x\d. 1585 in

Poulson Severlac I. 330 The rent, revenewes, yssues,

profittyes, and comoidytyes perteyninge to the hanse house
and comynaltie of the same towne. 1876 FREEMAN Norm.
Cong. V. xxiv. 472 The men of York had their Hanse-

house; the men of Beverley should have their Hanse
house too.

b. 1571 Act 13 Eliz. c. 14 Merchant strangers, from the

Ixxii. Bans* Townes. 1598 HAKLUYT Voy. I. 155 The com-

77

mon society of the Hans marchants. 1601 R. JOHNSON
'

Kingd. ff Cmnmw. (1603) 76 Not subject to the duke, but

a free and hanstown. 1630 A
1

. Jckn^n's Kingti. ff Cotniniv.

268 Of Hanse cities there were 72, mutually bound by
ancient leagues to enjoy common privileges and freedomes.

1753 HANWAY Trav. (1762) II. i. iii. 14 Hamburg is well

known to be a hanse town. 1787 A. ANDERSON Hist. Lcmnt.

I. 502 The naval superiority of the Hans-League at this

time [1474]. 1861 M. PATTISON Ess. (1889) I. 41 Edward.,

granted new privileges to the Hanse association.

Hence Hansing /</. sl>., as in housing-silver,

money paid for admittance into a hanse.

1304 in Collect. Burittaia Add. MS. 17391 (Gross 1,'i/it

J\lcrck, II. 32) ij solidos et unnm denarium, quam quidcni
solutionem vocant inter se hansing-silver.

Hanse, obs. form of HANCE.

Hanseatic (hjWM'isetik), a. Also 7 anse-, an-

siatike, hansiatick, -tique. [ad. mcd.L. hansea-

iicus, f. MH G. hanse : see HANSE.] Of or pertain-

ing to the German Hanse.

1614 SEUJEN Titles Hon. Pref. Ciij, The Hansiatique

Societie, beginning about CIO.CC. of Christ some while

before Frederique the second. i66a J. DAVIKS tr. Oltarna

Voy. Ainiass. 27 "1'is numbred among the Hanseatlck

Towns. 1665 MAULEY fintius' I.ovi C. Warres 265 De-

venter, formerly a free City of the Anseatike League. 1796
MORSE Amer. Geog. II. 275 The Hanseatic association, com-

monly called the Hanse towns. 1861 M. PATTISON Ess.

(1889) I. 44 The free towns of Liibeck, Bremen, and Ham-
burg as heirs of the corporate estate of the Hanseatic

League, became possessed of the Steelyard.

b. as sl>. A member of the Hanse.

1787 A. ANDERSON Hist. Comm. I. 502 Any city of the

Hanseatics.

Hansel : see HANDSEL.

t Hanselin. Obs. rare. In 4-5 hanselyn(e,

hanslyne, hanse lyne, haunseleyn (also ans-

let). [a. OF. hainselin, hamselin.] A kind of

jacket or '

slop ', worn by men in the I4th c.

c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. f 348 The horrible disordinat

scantnesse of clothyng, as been thise kutted sloppes or

haynselyns [v.rr. hanselyns, haunseleynys, hanse lynes,

hanslynes, anslets].

t Hanse-pot. 06s. Also haunce-, haunoh-.

An ornamental pot or vase of some kind.

1561 Gifts to Queen in Nichols Pro^r. Q. Eliz. I. in A
haunce-pott of allabaster garnished with silver. 1575 /?'.

At'p. Parker's Goods in Archxoloeia XXX. 25, ij hance

potts withe Angells wings chased on the bellies, withe

covers annexed, weyinge xliij oz. 1590 Inv. Sir T. Ramsey,
ibid. XL. 336 vj hanse potts parcel! gilt poiz Ixxxv oz.

) Hanskin. Obs. [ad. Ger. Hanschen, dim. of

HANS.] (Cf. HANS, and Eng. use ofjack.~)

1631 BRATHWAIT Whimzies, Sayler 89 Stares cannot bee

more faithful! in their society, than these hanskins in their

fraternity.

Hansom cab; also short hansom (aee-n-

swm). [f. Hansom, surname of an architect who
in 1834 patented a vehicle with some of the

essential features of this cab.] A low-hung two-

wheeled cabriolet holding two persons inside, the

driver being mounted on a dickey or elevated seat

behind, and the reins going over the roof.

1852 COL. HAWKER Diary (1893) II. 343 A flying hansom
cab, which cut along almost at railway speed. 1882 SERJT.
BALLAUTINE Exper. ii. 20, I have lived to see an archbishop
in a hansom cab ! 1884 M'CARTHY Eng. under Glad-
stone xiii. 250 Joseph Aloysius Hansom, who invented the

Hansom cab, died this year [1882],

ft. 1847 Punch XIII. 193 The Hansoms were rattling.

1870 DISRAELI Lotkair xxvi. (D.), He hailed a cruising
hansom . .

' 'Tis the gondola of London ', said Lothair, as

he sprang in. 1893 igt/t Cent. Mar. 470 The hansom as

we know it bears little resemblance to the cumbrous
vehicle designed by the inventor.

b. attrib. as hansom cab-driver, -cabman. &.

hansom-driver ; hansom-borne adj.

1849 THACKEKAY Pendennis II. xxxvi. 346 The cabman,
although a Hansom cabman, said thank you for the gratuity
which was put into his hand, a 1860 ALB. SMITH Men.
Student (1861) 17 Dashing up to the door as Hansom cab-

drivers are wont to do.

Hence Ha-nsom ;'/) v., (cf. CAB z>., COACH v.~),

to travel or go in a hansom. Hansomee r (tionce-

wd.), the driver of a hansom.
1890 BARING-GOULD Anninell xli, To think that I.. a

raging Democrat, should be hansoming it to and fro between

my Ladies and Honourables. 1893 F. F. MOORE Gray Eye
or So III. 50 Driving as fast as the hansomeer thought
consistent with public safety. 1894 Miss BROUGHTON
Beginner xi, One slippery January morning as she hansoms
it along.

Hansom(e, -sum, obs. ff. HANDSOME.

Han't, ha'n't, vulgar contr. of have not.

Hant, obs. form of HAUNT
; pa. t. of HUNT, Obs.

Hantle (hcrnt'l). Sc. and north, dial. [Not
known before c 1 700 ; origin obscure.

It has been conjectured to be identical with Da. and Sw.
atttal, 'number, quantity, multitude ', which suits the sense,
but presents historical and phonetic difficulties, esp. as to

the initial h in Sc. ; it has also been viewed as composed of

liand+tale number, which suits the form, and as a cor-

ruption of hankie, or of handful : the last is unlikely, seeing
that handful, kandfit itself exists in all the dialects.]

A (considerable) number or quantity ;
a good

many, a good deal.

1692 .Sc. Presbyt. Eloq. (1738) 149 Here's a great Hantle
of Bonny-braw well-fac'd young Lasses. 18x4 SCOTT Il^av.

xxix, He has a hantle siller. 1816 Antiy. xvi, A hantle

letter, he has written. 1823 J. WILSON Marg. Lyndesay

HAP.

xxxiii, They make the avenue look a hantle tosher. 1896
MASSON mEdinb. E-.'en. .\\-jis 14 N<'. 4/2 Scotland had

been a hantle the better for bavins had him. [In Glossaries

of Cumberland, Mid Yorkshire, Whitby, etc. ; in Lanca-

shire and Cheshire Gl. Hantic, liontle
' a handful '.]

Hanylon, in Bk. St. Albans, error for HAVE-
LON V.

Hanypere, obs. form of HANAPEH.

Hap (hnep), sb.^ arch. Also (3 heppe), 3-7

happe, 4-6 hape, happ. [Early ME. a. ON.

hafp neut., chance, hap, good luck. The same

root is found in OE. gekx-p adj., fit, hteftle equal.]
1. Chance or fortune (good or bad) that falls to

any one ; luck, lot.

r 1205 LAY. 3857 Hi-s hap \c 1275 lieppe] wes ba wurse.

Ibid. 4894 Brennes wes swi5e hende, his hap wes be betere.

1297 R. GLOUC. (1724) 447 Gode cas 8: hap ynou. .com to be

kyng. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Citron. (1810) 59 He had bien in

his courte, whan his happe was more hard, c 1400 Destr.

Troy 4671 pai comyn to the cost. .And bere hyt into hauyn
as horn happe felle. a 1533 LD. BERNERS Huon clxi. 618

Alas what hap and desteny haue 1. 1630 A*. Johnson's

Kingd. fff Connniv. 56 If you have the good hap to come
into their houses. 1667 MILTON P. L. IX. 421 He sought
them both, but wish'd his hap might find Eve separate.

1770 WARING in /'////. Trans, LXI. 379 It has not been my
hap to meet with it elsewhere. 1810 SCOTT Lady of_L. n.

iii, Remember then thy hap erewhile A stranger in the

lonely isle. 1884 BESANT Childr. Gibeon 11.
iy,

Sickness

and suffering, birth and death, good hap and evil hap.

2. (with //.) An event or occurrence which be-

falls one ; a chance, accident, happening ; often,

an unfortunate event, mishap, mischance.
c 1205 LAY. 18215 He wes his hire-maerke in seuer seiche

happe. 1390 GOWER Con/. I. 43 A wonder hap which me
befelle. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 273 b/i That I be no
more constreyned to haue soo many cursidnesses or ylle

happes. 1591 Tronb. Raigne K. John (1611) 38 No redress

to salue our awkward haps. 1711 STEKLK Sped. No. 154
P 3, I entertained the Company . . with the many Haps and
Disasters. 1849 GEO. ELIOT in Life (18851 ' >'i I have

nothing to tell you; for all the 'haps
1

of my life are so

indifferent.

f3. Good fortune, good luck; success, pros-

perity. Obs.
a 1225 Leg. Kath. 187 Bisohte him help, and hap And

wisdom, a 1300 Cursor M. 5564 Drightin bam sent bath

happ and sele. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. XX. 383 Now kynde
me auenge, And sende me happe and hele. c 1440 Gestft

Rom. Ixxi. 388 (Add. MS.I He had hape in all thing that

he bought. 1557 TottelTs Misc. (Arb.) 255 My hap is

turned to vnhappinesse. 1681 W. ROBERTSON Phraseol.

Gen. (1693) 471 Some have the hap ; some stick in the gap.

1813 SCOTT Trierrtt. Hi. Introd. iii, Be it hap, or be it harm.

4. Absence of design or intent in relation to a

particular event ; fortuity ; chance or fortune, con-

sidered as the cause or determiner of events.

(Occasionally personified.)
1340 Ayenb. 24 Huanne be Iheuedi of hap hej? hire hue^el

y-went to be man. c 1374 CHAUCER Boetli. v. pr. i. 117

(Camb. MS.) Hap is an vnwar bytydynge of causes as-

sembled in thingis bat ben don for som other thinge. c 1385
CHAUCER L. G. W. 1773 Lucrece, Hap helpeth hardy man
alday. c 1420 Pallad. on Hnsb. in. 710 Hit is hot happe of

plaunte a tre to gete. 1534 MORE On the Passion Wks.

1311/1 Thynges accompted to fall vnder chaunce and hap.

1645 USSHER Body Div. (1647) 50 Nothing semeth to passe

by nicer hap or chance. 1888 Qttfaf? May 504/2 By curious

hap . . [she] was actually located at ' The Beeches '. Mod.
As hap would have it, I went there also.

f b. In phr. : By (through, in, oil) hap : haply,

by chance, casually; perchance, perhaps. Also,
in same sense, On (upon, in) haps. Obs.

1388 WVCLIF "Josh. xiv. 12 If in hap the Lord is with me,
and Y mat do hem awai, as he bihijte to me. c 1400 Lan-

franc's Cintrg. 66 (MS. B.) f>enne by hap sum grete drope
of blod may be congelyde tog_edre.

a 1400-50 A Ic.vander

4936 pou sail here apon happis..pat neuire hathill vndire

heuen herd bot bi-selfe. 1533 MORE Confut. Barnes vm.
Wks. 775/1 Yf it fortuned them to fal vppon it by happe.

1625 HART Anat. Ur. n. xi. 122 One may through hap.,
hit the naile on the head. 1642 FULLER Holy *i Prof. St.

in. xii. 181 They must needs hit the mark sometimes, though
not by aim, by hap.

t G. In hap : in case. Obs.
c 1340 Cursor HI. 6801 (Trin.) In happe he hab on bacnor

bed Clob to hule him but bat wed. 1388 WYCLIF Dan. iv.

24 In hap God sclial for^yue thi trespassis.

Hap, sb? north, dial. [f.
HAP v.2] A cover-

ing ofany kind.

1724 RAMSAY Tca-t. Misc., Hap me mitk thy petticoat,

Grant me for a hap that charming petticoat. 1787 BURNS

Brifs ofAyr 25 When the stacks get on their winter hap.

1846 Crockett's A'. C. Gloss, (ed. 3) I. 200 Hap is a cover

of any kind of stuff, but generally applied to one of coarse

material. 1868 ATKINSON Cleveland Gloss., Haps, over-

clothes ; rugs, shawls, great coats, etc.

Hap (hsep), v.1 arch. Also 4-7 happe, 5 hape.

[ME. happe(n, f. HAP sbl : cf. ODan. happe to

chance.]
1. intr. To come about by

'

hap
'

or chance ; to

happen, come to pass, occur, chance, a. with the

event expressed either by a sb. or pron. preceding
the verb as subject, or by a clause or infinitive fol-

lowing it, the verb being then generally preceded

by ii. Formerly with auxiliary be instead of have.

1340-70 Alisaunder 521 A Lioun .. may Hghtlych driue

Of hertes an holle herde as happes ilome. (1374 CHAUCER
Troylus v. 796 Happe how happe may, Al sholde I deye, I

wole here herte seche. 1377 LAUGL. P. PI. B. vl. 47 Wei

may happe in heuene, pat he worth worthier sette. 1398



HAP. 78 HAPLY.

TREVISA Barth. De P. R. v. ii.(i49s) 103 Suche euyll shape
..happyth selde in wymmen. c 1400 Dtstr, Troy 7553 As
hit happit of l>es hynd, herkyn a while ! c 1489 CAXTON
Sonnts of Aymon hi: 86 Theyr fayne aventure that was

happed to theym that daye. 1500 FISHKR Fun. Scrm.
C'tfss Richmond Wks. (1876) 306 The per>-lles .. whiche

dayly.-myght haue happed vnto her. 15*3 LD. BERNERS
Froiss. I. Ixxvi. 97 It happed so well for hym, that it rayned
all night. 1554-9 in Song* -V Ball. (1860) 2 For nowe is

hapt that I fearedde least. 1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. iv. iv.

107 Then wherefore should I doubt : Hap what hap may,
lie roundly goe about her. a 1677 BARROW Scrm. Wks.

1716 I. 22 What can hap to him worthy to be deemed evil ?

1808 SCOTT Mann, HI. xiv, Thus oft it haps, that . .A feather

daunts the brave. 1880 TENNYSON Battle Brunanburk xv,
Never had huger Slaughter of heroes . . Hapt in this isle.

t b. with an indirect object ^dative). (Const, as

in a.) Obs.
c 1380 Sir Fentntb. 1634 To schewe to (;e (x>rw my sawe,

how bat ous is hapjd. c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. IV. 634
CUopatra, In the se it happede hem to mete, c 1430 Syr
Gener. (Roxb.) 5577 If any thing hap him amys. 1509
HAWES fast. Pleas, xvi. xxx, It may me happe a remedy
to fynde.
2. To have the hap, fortune, or luck (to do some-

thing,
or with clause).

(With the indirect obj. of i b changed into the subject,
thus ' him (it) happed to come ',

' he happed to come '.)

1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xii. 114 Yf bou happe .. fcat bow
hitte on clergie. c 1400 Lanfratu's Cinirg. 100 (MS. B.)

Ofte tymes alle bese causes happe to come togedres. 1566
T. STAPLETON Ret. Untr. Jewft iv. 55 If the Skie fal, we
may happe to catche Larkes. i6za DRAYTON Poly-olb. i. 9
He of the race of Troy a remnant hapt to find. 17x4 GAY
Sheph. Week, Thursday 8 A maiden fine bedight he hapt to

love. 1814 SCOTT Ld, of IsUs m. xiii, Where'er I happ'd
to roam.

3. To come or go by chance ; to light or chance
on or upon. Cf. HAPPEN v. 4.

1390 GOWER Con/. II. 205 If ye happe therupon Ye shal
be nche men for ever. 1548 W. PATTEN Exp. Scotl. in
Arb. Garner III. 92 Whose Grace.. had happed upon a
fellow like a man. 1590 KECORDE, etc. Gr. A rtes (16461 154,
I have a generall rule for the fraction that may hap in this
worke, 1603 DRAYTON Bar. Wars v. xl, But he is hap'd
into his earthly hell. 1718 BP. HOTCHINSON Witchcraft xv .

(1720) 168 He chanced to hap urjon a Boy. 1762 FOOTE
Orators n. Wks. 1799 I. 217 Was it yourself that was hap-
ping about here but now ? 1863 A. B. GROSART SmallSins
Pref. Note (ed. 2) 14 [This book] I have not been fortunate

enough to hap upon.

1 4. To have luck (of some kind), to speed, or fare

(well or ill). 06s.
c 1350 Will. Palerne 3340 }e wite bei do wrong, be worse

schul bei happe. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. in. 284 Rijte as

agag hadde, happe shul somme. a 1400 Octonian 1437
1*1 l_ j~"_J , HL-l -f on* n ..fr
Thorgh Codes grace well he hapte. 1601 ? MARSTON Pasqutl
$ Kath. in. 391 Your ship (the Hope-well) hath hapt ill,

returning from Barbaric.

f5. ? To take one's luck. Obs. rare.

1575 R. B. Appius % Virginia in Hazl. Dodsley IV. 151
Therefore hap and be happy, hap that hap may.
Hence Happing///, a.

i3 Q- ELIZ. tr. Boethius (E. E. T. S.) 17 Thinkes thou
that this world is wheeled by rash and happing chaunce ?

Ibid. 103 It corns not of nought, for it hath his own proper
occasion, of which the happing and unlock t for luck, seems
to haue wrought this hap.

Hap, v.2 Now only Sc. and dial. Also 4-7
happe, 6 hop. [Derivation unknown. Its dis-

tribution from East Anglia and Lancashire to

Scotland seems to point to Norse origin.]
1. trans. To cover up or over.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 626 {>re mettez of mele menge &
ma kakez, Vnder askez ful hote happe hem byliue. c 1400
Destr. Troy 12627 Fund a bag full bret. .Happit at be hede
of his hegh bed. 1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. Prol. 38 The
dasy and the maryguld vnlappit Quhilks all the nicht lay
with their leuis happit. 1560 ROLLASD Crt. Venus I. 399
With hir awin hand scho happis me. 1570 LEVINS Manip.
27/18 Happe, to cover. 1813 HOGG Queen's Wake^ Kil-
meny vi, Her bosom happed wi' flowerets gay. 1891 L.
KEITH Halletts II. ix. 189 How softly they [leaves] fell and
happed the graves !

f b. transf. andyf^-. Obs.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 9198 What wildnes, or worship, waknet

my hert For to hap her in hert bat hates my-seluyn?
ci4o Pallad. on Husb. in. 214 This sk[e]p vnto the tree
thow bynde & happe. 1576 GASCOIGNE Philomene (Arb.)
102 Stonie walles Which fast (in hold) hir hapt.
2. To cover for warmth, as with extra clothing

or bed-clothes ; to wrap ; to ' tuck /* (in bed).
a 1300 Cursor M. 6802 (GStt.) He has nouber on bac nor

bedd, Clath to hap him. c 1330 R. BKCNNE Chron, Wace
(Rolls) 9017 He gaf hym drynke poysoun, And happed hym
war me, and bad hym slepe. "1440 York Myst. xviii. 195,
I pray be Marie happe nym warme. 1465 J. PASTON in
Paston Lett. No. 528 II. 235 Worsted for dobletts, to happeme thys cold wynter. 1551 ROBINSON tr. Morels Utop. n.
(1895) 151 If he had them he should not be the better hapt
or couered from colde. 1591 NASHE Prognost. 21 [He] shall

N. C. Words 23 To Happe : to cover for warmth*.
'

17*4
RAMSAY Tea-t. Misc. (title) Ha

.

ap me with thy Petticoat.. .
.

a i8as m FORBY Voc. E. Anglia. 1863 MRS. TOOGOOD
Yorksh.Dial., Hap up the children well in bed, it's varry
cold. 1865 KINGSLEY Herew. xxiv, His chaplain hapt him
up in bed. 1893 STEVENSON Catriona 277, 1 took my cloak
to her and sought to hap her in the same.
1 3. To put or lay as a covering (on). Obs.
13.. Gaw. % Gr. Knt. 655 His clannes & his cortaysye

croked were neuer, And pite, bat passez alle poymez, tyse
pure fyue Were harder happed on bat habel ]n on any obcr.

Hence Happed fpl. a.; also Hap-warm, a warm
wrap or cloak dial. .

1641 BEST Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 17 Well happed sheepe
are the best for an hard faugh, a 1774 FERGUSSON Hallow-
-FiifV* Whan fock. .Their winter hap-warms wear.

t Hap, v? Obs. Also 6-/ happe. [a. F. hap-

per to seize suddenly, a. Du. happen to snatch, seize.]

trans. To seize.

'574 tr. Littleton's Tenures Bo b, The feoffour entrethe
and happethe the possession of the deede poll. 1611 COTCB.,
flapper, to hap, or catch ; to snatch or graspe at. i6i3SiR
H. FINCH Law

(1636) 30 The Lord that first can happe the

Wardship of his heire, shall haue it.

Hap, a. 4 Sc. Also 9 haup. trans, and intr. To
turn to the right : used in the management of horses

in the yoke, and esp. as a call to a horse so to

turn ; opposed to wynd, turn to the left. Hence_/?f.
neither to hap nur to wynd, to take neither one
course nor the other.
a 1745 MESTON Poems 11767) i6(Jam.) But he could make

them turn or veer, And hap or wynd them by the ear.

1794 SCOTT Let. to Miss Rutherford 5 Sept. in Lockhart,
In carters' phrase [she] would neither hap nor wynd till

she got rid of him. 1816 R. KERR Agric. Sitnf. Benvicksh.

503 (Jam.) Formerly, in speaking to their horses, carters

employed hap and wyitd m ordering them to either side,
now mostly high-wo and jee.

Hap, Sc. form of HOP ; obs. form of HEAP.

Hapalote (hK'paltfnt). [ad. mod. Zool.L. hapa-
lotis, 7. Gr. diraXos soft + ovs, OUT-, ear.] An Aus-
tralian genus of rodents ofthe mouse family, having

large tapering soft ears, and enlarged hind legs
somewhat like those of the jerboa.
[1887 H. H. HOWORTH Mammoth ff Flood 370 Six or more

species of
hapalotes

and mus have been found in the

Wellington valley caves.]

Hape, obs. form of APE.
c 1475 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 759/24 Hec siiriia, a hape.

Hapeney, obs. form of HALFPENNY.
t Hap-harlot. Ots. Also 6 hopharlot,

hap-harlat, 7 erron. hap-hartlet, 8 happarlet,
hapherlet. [f. HAP .'- + HABLOT varlet, knave :

cf. wrap-rascal.} A coarse coverlet

1552 HULOET, Happe harlot, couerlet so called, tnatta,

teges. 1573-80 BARET Alv. H 122 A Hapharlat, a course

couering made of diuers shreds. 1577 HARRISON England
n. xii. (1877) ' 24 Our fathers .. haue lien full oft vpon
straw pallets, on rough mats couered onelie with a sheet
vnder couerlets made of dagswain or hopharlots. 1656
BLOUNT Glossogr., Ilaphartlet. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey),
Haplurlet or Happarlet. a 1825 FORBY Voc. E. Anglia,
Hop-harlot, a coarse coverlit.

Haphazard (hai-phse-zaid), sb., a. and adv. [f.

HAP sb.^ + HAZABD : lit.
' hazard of chance '.]

A. sfi. Mere chance or accident ; fortuity. Chiefly
in phr. at, by (t ') haphazard, by mere chance,
without design ; at random, casually.
1575 R. B. Appius 4- Virginia in Hazl. Dodsley IV. 106

[One of the dramatis persona:] Haphazard. 1576 FLEMING
Panof>l. F.pist. 227 It is hap hazard, if you escape undamni-
fied. Ibid. 237 Happe hasarde it is, if you be not prest out
for a souldier. 1577 HANMER Anc. Eccl. Hist. (1619) 339
The interchangeable course of these calamities, commeth
not to pass by hap hazard. 1642 ROGERS Naaman 21 One
that goes not to worke at a meere hap-hazard. 1726 LEONI

Designs Pref. i/i Ornaments thrown together at hap-hazard.
1862 BEVERIDGE Hist. India II. v. viii. 479 Everything was
left to a kind of hap-hazard. 1889 Spectator 23 Nov., The
. .hereditary principle, with all its necessary haphazard.
t b. A matter of chance. Obs.

1594 CAREW ffuarte's Exam. Wits (1616) 268 If the

generation take not effect at the first comming, it is a great
hap hazard, but that at the second a female shalbe begotten.
a 1680 CHARNOCK Attrib^. God (1834) I. 557 How many
events, .seem to persons ignorant of these counsels to be a

hap-hazard.
B. adj. Characterized by haphazard ; dependent

upon chance or accident ; random.
1671 MAYSWAKING AJK. $ Mod. Pkys. 101 This is not

a time to practice with hap hazard medicines. 1805 SOUTHEY
Lett. (1856) I. 346 But his praise and his censure are alike

haphazard and worthless. 1872 BLACK Adv. Phaeton xxvii.

365 Some haphazard remark. 1875
T

. C. Cox Ch. Derbysh.
I. 208 Fragments of coloured glass, .inserted in a haphazard
fashion.

C. adv. In a haphazard manner ; at haphazard ;

at random
; casually.

1857 DICKENS Lett. (i8So) 1 1 . 30 We came here haphazard,
but could not have done better. 1873 H. SPENCER Stud.
Social, xv. 383 Knowledge of human nature gained hap-
hazard. 1883 F. HARRISON Clioice Bks. (1886)395 Thisnew
social system did not come hap-hazard.

Hence t Haplia'zarder (obs. nonce-md.), ? one
who ventures at haphazard. Hapha zarding,
haphazard action. Haphazardly adv., in a hap-
hazard manner, at haphazard. Hapha zardness,

haphazard quality or character.

'573 G. HARVEY Letter-bk. (Camden) 142 Who but happ
hazarder in Madame fortunes lapp? 4x819 J- WATT in

Athcnxitiu 6 Sept. (1890) 311/2 [He fell upon most of his
best things by a kind of chance, or, as James Watt put it,

by]
' random haphazarding '. 1867 Athenaeum 14 Sept. 336

[Ku3tia]in Ephcs. iv. 14.. is translated sleight: the proper
rendering seems to be recklessness, haphazardness. 1874
BURNAND My time xxv. 232 This haphazarding sort of pro-
fession. 1887 Ckainb. Jrttl. 26 Nov. 754 Seating them quite
haphazardly.

II Haphtarah (hafta-ra). [Heb. n-rn
haphtarah, pi. haphtdroth, lit. conclusion, f. ISE

ng
ill

patar to bring to an end.] The lesson from one
of the Prophets, which is associated with each lesson

from the Law (called paras/tali], and is read after

it in the Jewish synagogue on the sabbath.

1723 MATHER I'ind. Bible 362 Which custom of readin
these Haphthorahs as an addition to the law paraschas, sti

continues.

HapleSS (harpies), a. Also 6-7 -les, -lesse.

[f. HAP $b.\ + -LESS.] Destitute of '

hap
'

or good
fortune

; unfortunate, unlucky, luckless.

1568 GRAFTON Ckron. II. 2 Desyryng to ende their hap-
les.ie lyfe. a 1502 GREENE Alpkonsvs v. Wks. (Rtldg.) 243/2
O hapless hap f o dire and cruel fate ! 1635 J. HAYWARD tr.

Bionafs Banisk'd I'irg. 181 The object ofan hopelesse and
haplesse love. 1667 MILTON /'. L. IX. 404 O much deceav'd,
much failing, hapless Eve ! a 1720 SHEFFIELD (Dk. Buckhm.)
Wks. (1753) I. 5, I .. wish my hapless life a shorter date.

1867 SMILES Huguenots Eng. x. (1880) 170 Nor did dis-

tinction in learning protect the hapless Protestants.

Ha-plessly, adv. [f. prec. + -LV -.] In a hap-
less manner ; unfortunately, lucklessly; unhappily.
a 1631 DRAYTON Wks. IV. 1560 f Jod.) If ought it ail'd, or

haplessly it cry'd. 1865 KINGSLEY Herew. ix, He haplessly
for himself thought he had a grievance. 1887 SWINBURNE
Locrine ill. i. 41 This came By chance mishap most hap-
lessly for thee.

Ha-plessness. rare. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.]

Hapless condition. In recent Diets.

Haplite (hse'plait\ Min.
[f.

Gr. aTrXoSs (see

next) + -ITE.] (See qnot.)
1879 RUTLEY Stud. Rocks xii. 211 Aplite or haplite . . also

termed semi-granite or granitell, is a rock . . consisting of
a crystalline-granular admixture of felspar and quartz.

Haplo-, combining form of Gr. dwAci-os, contr.

air\ovs single, simple, as in Haplocardlac (haeplo-
ka'idia'k \ a. [Gr. KapSia heart], having a heart of

I simple structure ; belonging to the Haplocardia or

Brachiopoda. || Haplo cerus [Gr. Kipas horn],

generic name of the Rocky Mountain sheep ;
hence

Haplo ceriue a. Haplocyemate (-soi|MvnV, a.

[Gr. nvripa embryo], developed directly from a

more or less elongated gastrula (Cent. Diet, cites

J. A. Ryder). Haplomorphic, -ous (-mfidk, -as),

adjs. [Gr. noptp-ii shape], of simple form ; belonging
to the Haplomorpha, a division of mednsans and

also, in some classifications, of gastropods. Haplo-
petalons (-pe'tabs) a., monopetalous ; also,

having a single row of petals (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1 886).
Haplostemonous (-strmonss), a. Hot. [Gr. or/iiiuv

stamen], having a single circle or row of stamens.

Haplotomy (haepl^'tomi [Gr.dirA.oTo/zia], a simple

cutting or incision (Mayne Expos. Lex. 1854.)
1880 GRAY Struct. Bot. vi. 2. 177 note, The andrcecium

or the blossom is said to be Isostemonous or Haplostem-
onous when the stamens are of one series equal in number
to that of the ground-plan of the blossom.

Haplodont Vhx-pl0d(mt), a. and sb.
[f.

HAPLO-
+ Gr. oSom, oSovT- tooth.]
A. adj. 1. Having the crowns of the molar teeth

simple or single, and not divided into ridges, etc.

2. Belonging to the Haplodontidx, a family of

North American rodents, called sewellels.

B. sb. One of the Haplodontidx.

Haplography (hzepV'grafi). [f. HAPLO- +

-GRAPHY.J Single writing ; the unintentional writing
of a letter or word , or series of letters or words, once,
when it should be written twice. (The opposite of

DlTTOGBAI'HY.)
1888 Gow Ctnnp. Classics 55 Haplography or Lipography

..is a special and very common case of omission. 1896
W. M. LINDSAY Introd. Latin Textual Emend, iii, The
commonest kind of omission is that known as Haplography
. . In Virgil G. iv. 311, for example, Miscentur, tennemque
magis, magis aera carpunt. Some MSS. offer tenuetnque
magis aera, omitting the second magis.

Haplohedral (hasplohf-dral), a. Cryst. [f.

HAPLO- + Gr. ?!po seat, base + -AL.] Applied to

a system or form in which each normal bears only
one face.

1878 GURNEY Crystallogr. 54. 1895 STORY-MASKELYNE
Crystallogr. v. 105 Where for each of its origin-planes the

system or form belonging to it has only one plane extant

parallel to the origin-plane, the system or form will be termed

haplohedral.

Haplology (haeplp-lodgi). [f. HAPLO- +
-LOGY.] The utterance of one letter, syllable, or

word instead of two. Cf. HAPLOGRAPHY.
1895 M. BLOOMFiELpin^-. Jrnl.Philol. XVI.4iiThe

philosopher who coined syinbolatry after idolatry (the
latter ctSujAoAarpei'a changed by haplology.)

Haply (harpli), adv. NovtarcA.orfot/. Also

4 hapliche, 5-7 happely. [f.
HAP s6. 1 + -LY 2

.

The form happely connects this with HAPPILY.]
'By hap'; by chance or accident; perhaps, per-

chance; mayhap, maybe.
1362 LANGL. P. Pi A. vi. 104 pe dore I-closet..to [kepe]

be per-oute ; Hapliche, an Hundred ?er er JK>U eft entre.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 76 b/i Or I was unworthy to them
or happely they were unworthy to me. 1526 TINDALE
Acts v. 39 Lest haply ye be founde to stryve agaynst god.
1604 SHAKS. Oth. iv. ii. 44 If happely you my Father do

suspect. 1650 R. STAPYLTON Strada's Low C. Wam-s n.

33 Some of them may be negligent . . and some happely
ignorant. 1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 378 My dwelling haply



HAPPEN.

mny not please . . your sense. 1703 Rows Fair Penit. \. \.

147 Hap'ly I stole unheeded to her Chamber. 1750 GRAY

Etegy gi Haply some hoary-headed swain may say [etc.].

tii96* BUCKLE Civiliz. III. v. 481 This age, haply, may
not witness the emancipation.

Ha'p'orth: see HALFPENNYWORTH.

Happ, Happe, obs. ff. HAP.

Happen (hae*p'n\ v. Forms : 4-5 happenefn,
hapnen, 4 hapene, -in, -yne, 4-6 happine, -yu(e,

5 happin, -on, 4-8 hapne, (in/I, hapneth, hapned,
etc.), 5- happen. [HE. f. HAP J&I + -ENS 2, or

extended form of HAP v. 1

]

1. intr. To come to pass (orig. by
(

hap
'

or

chance) ; to take place ;
to occur, betide, befall.

The most general verb to express the simple occur-

rence of an event, often with little or no implication
of chance or absence of design.

a. with the event expressed by a simple subject.

(Formerly sometimes with be as auxiliary.
^

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints^ Magdalena 392 pu mycht sone

peryste be Be storme Jwt bapnis in pe se. ija6 TIN-
DALE Mark x. 32 What thinges shulde happen vnto him.

1528 LYNDESAV Dreme 56 The mater hapnit thus. 1540-1
ELVOT Image Gov. (1549) 153 He shewed there all that was

hapned. 1651 HOBBES Let>iath\\. xxx. 175 The greatest evill

that can happen in this life. 170^
STEELE Toiler No. 5*8

There happened between these 'Iwo Men a Dispute about
a Matter of Love. 1875 ^OWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 131 He
would like to know what will happen to him.

b. impersonally, with or without it. The event

may be expressed by a subord. clause or iftftn. phr.
following the vb.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Petrus 464 Sa happinnyt J>an in

bat stedej?ar wes dede lyand a song man. Ibid., Berthole-

meus 73 Gyf it hapyne sa J>at he Wil thole hyme of gou
fundyn be. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxv. 118 If it hapne
bat any man.. dye by }?e way. ^147$ RaufCoil^ear 382
That 1 haue hecht I sail hald, happin as it may. 1577
B. GOOGE HeresbacKs Husb. \. (1586) 13 b, If there hap-

pened to be any thing broken. 1582 N. LICHEFIELD tr.

Castanhfda's Cong. E. Ind. ii. 6b, It happened not so.

1660 BLOUNT Boscobel i. (1680) 47 Some of their party .. I

might quarter at the house (as had often hapned). 1700
T. BROWN tr. Fresny's Amusem. Ser. <$ Com. 127 It hap-

{

pening to Rain. 1796 JANE AUSTEN Pride $ Prej. vii. (1833*

24 As it happens, they are all of them very clever.

tc. with an indirect object (dative) : To befall.

Constr. as in a or b. Obs. or dial.

13.. E. E. A Hit. P. B. 27 J>e haj>el clene of his hert

hapenez ful fayre. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Johannes 147
It hapnyt syne bir ?unge men twa vith Johne, bare master,
for to ga. (-1400 Destr. Troy 8831 Now fryndes, in faith,

hym hapne to haf enemys. 15*3 Act 14 ^ 15 Hen. PV//,
c. 4 3 If. -it shall happen any such person or persons to

retourRe into the realme. 1596 SnDnnKffife Irel. (Globe)
612/1 Yf it should happen the Captayne suddaynly to dye,
or to be slayne in battell. 1654 H. L/ESTRANGE C&as. I

(1656)52. i8ox E. HELMED*/. Margaret's Cave III. 272 Lest

any vexatious accident should happen him by the way. 1815
E. S. BARRETT Heroine II. 123 No harm shall happen you.

td. With**/. (Cf. tofall out.} Obs.
a 1643 LD. FALKLAND in View some Exceptions^ etc.

(1646) 124 The case he puts is morally impossible to happen
out. 1684 tr. Eutropius vii. 106 It happened out that these

two Consuls, .were slain. 1701 SWIFT Mrs. Harris 1

Peti-

tion Wks. 1755 III. n. 60 Here's an ugly accident has hap-
pen 'd out.

f 2. With to, unto : To fall to the lot of; to fall

into the hands of; to come in the way of. Obs.

1574 WHITGIFT Def. Aunsw. i. Wks. 1851 I. 154 If tem-

poral dominion or possession happen to the minister of the

gospel. 1581 SAVILE Agric. (1622) 186 His Pretprship also

he passed ouer in the same sort, with the like silence : for

none of the Judicial! places happened vnto him. a 1626
BACON Max. $ Uses Com. Law (1636) 37 All such duties.

rents, reliefes, wardships, coppyholds or the like, that had

hapned unto him. 1686 W. DE BRITAINE Hum. Pnid. x.

53 So little a part of it, as that which will happen to my
share, a 1764 R. LLOYD Fant. Lett. Rhimes Wks. 1774
II. 85 More compassion.. Than always happens to the
share Of the more cruel human fair.

3. To have the hap or fortune (to do something).
(With the indirect obj. of i c changed into the grammatical

subject ; cf. HAP v. 1
2.)

13.. Cursor M. 3602 (Gott.) J>u may hapin to sla sum
dere. 1390 GOWER Con/. I. 239 Supptaunt with his slie

caste Full ofte happeneth for to mowe Thing which another
man hath sowe. 1577 B. GOOGE HeresbacKs Husb. iv.(is86)
i6ob, If they happen to eate Lupines, they will straight
swell under the eyes. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 740
One of their Ships . . happened to strike on a great Whale
with her full stemme. 1791 Genii. Mag. 17/2 The con-
versation happened to turn on the lottery. 1838 DICKENS
Nick. Nick, iii, I happen to know that she is. 1871 MORLEY
Voltaire (1886) 8 The impression that the hearer . . happens
to have formed.

4. To chance to be or to come
;
to come or go

casually; to make one's appearance; to 'turn up',
occur. Obs. or dial. exc. as in b.

a 1400-50 Alexander 2364 Alexander with his armee ..

Has happend 311 ai hedire-to b6 herre of his faes. c 1470
HENRY Wallace v. 351 Scho . . tald his eyme, that he was
hapnyt thar. 15x3 DOUGLAS sEneis n. viii. 30 He felt him-
self hapnit amyd his fone. 1657 W, COLESAdam in Eden cl,

The knots or kernels that happen in any part of the body.
1755 Mem. Capt. P. Drake I. v. 37 Two other Officers . .

coming up to us, asked how we happened abroad so late?

1776 G. SEMPLE Building in Water 85, I once happened in

Company with a very ingenious Gentleman. 1800 WEEMS
Washington i. (18771 5 Some young Americans happening
at Toulon. x8x8 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xxxiii, It's the only
book thou canst not happen wrong in.

79

b. with on, upon (occas. of] : To come upon by
chance or casually, to chance to find or meet with.

1533 MORE Apology 5 [They] can not yet happen on them,
but after longe seKynge. 1535 COVERDALE Esther vi. i

They happened on the place where it was wrytten [etc.].

1548 HALL Chron.^ Edit', /y, 190 The cap'itain., happened

by chaunceof a fishar man. 1605 CAMDEN Kent. (1637)312
If sometime you happen of an uncouth word. 1701 LUTT-
RELL ttrief Rel. (1857) V. 71 The Harwich, .happ'ned upon
a quick sand. 1776 G. SEMH.E Building in. Water 33
When we were driving our Piles, we often happened on some
of the large Stones. 1883 W. H. BISHOP in Harpers Mag.
Oct. 715/2 'Pockets' of precious metals happened upon
by miners. 1888 RIDER HAGGAHD Col. Quaritch xii, I had

just happened of him up a tree when you began to halloa.

C. with into* Obs. exc. U. S.

1569 J. SANFORD tr. Agrippa's Van. A rtes 143 a, If at any
time a riche man happen into his handes, [etc.]. 1643

Myst. Iniq. 36 They happened into the company of a..

Priest. i7<>7~FuNNELL Voy. (1729) 193 If they do chance to

come amongst them and happen into their hands. 1889
Boston (Mass.) Jml. 29 Oct. 2/3 Happening into a book
auction sale in Boston.

d. Happen in: To go or come in casually ; esp.

to '

drop
'

in (at a house). U.S. Happen in with,

to fall in with, to meet casually. Sc. and Eng. dial.

1873 MRS. WHITNEY Other Girls xxxiii. (1876) 422 A friend

or two happening in now and then to see them. 1883 W.
BLAIKIE in Harpers Mag. Nov. 905/1 Just happen in with

them at meal-time. 1893 MCCARTHY Red Diamonds I. 34

Say, stranger, have you any objection if I happen in here

along of you ?

6. trans. <by ellipsis from 4 b.) To meet with

casually, to incur, dial.

1868 ATKINSON Cleveland Gloss., Happen, often used

actively, in the sense of, To meet with, to incur. 1884 Pall
MallG. 16 Oct. 2/2 Men-of-war are constantly.. happening
mischances of one kind or another.

t Ha'ppen, a. Obs. Also 4 -yne. [Deriv. of

HAP sb\ or z*.
1

: suffix uncertain.] Fortunate,

happy, blessed.

13. . E. E. A Hit. P. C. 13-15 Pay arn happen }>at han in

hert pouerte . . bay ar happen also f>at haunte mekenesse.

13. . Ga-w. $ Gr. Knt. 56 pe hapnest vnder heuen. c 1375
Sc. Leg. Saints, Placidas 31 Happyne man is he (rat, befor

he |?ire taknis se f Penance to do here wil begyne.
Hence t Ha-ppenly adv., fortunately, happily.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Marcus 25 pare he sa hapinly

wrocht }>ane fat mony sawle to criste he wane.

Happen, adv. north, dial. [app. HAPPEN v.

in pres. subjunctive : cf. mayhap (in north, dial.

mappen}.] Mayhap, perhaps, maybe, perchance.
1790 MRS. WHEELER Westmld. Dial. 59 Weest happen git

an Organ then. 1828 Craven Dial., Happen* used as an

adverb, probably, perhaps. 1848 C. BRONTE J, Eyre, She'll

happen do better. 1865 T. BRIERLY in Harland Lane. Lyr.
246 Happen the ice may let in.

t Happenable, a. Obs. rare. [-ABLE.] Capable
of happening ; that may possibly happen.

.? 1659 OSBORN Queries Misc. 116731 583 Through a con-

fluence of all events happenable to Man.

Happening (hse'p'nirj), vbl, sb. [-ING *.]

1. The action of the vb. HAPPEN ; occurrence.

1551 T. WILSON Logike (1580) 13 By accidental! happen-
yng. 1601 CORNWALLYES Disc. Seneca (1631) 8 The every
daies hapning of such things. 1885 Law Times Kep.
LII. 684/1 Waiting for the happening of any future event.

2. (with//.) An event, occurrence; a chance.

1581 J. BELL Haddons Answ. Osor. 169 No place is left

to the happenynges of fortune. 1628 GAULE Pract. The.

(1629) 107 The many and strange alterings and happenings
to Men. 1748 HARTLEY Observ. Man \. iii. 338 The
Happenings must bear nearly the same Ratio to the

Failures. 1895 H. P. ROBINSON Men born equal 101 The
happenings of the next day or the next month.

Happening, ppl. a. [f. HAPPEN v. + -ING 2
.]

1. That happens ; occurring; chancing.
1530 PALSCR. 229/1 Happenyng, aditenant. 1551 T.

WILSON Logike (1^0)^-2 b, An Ague maie be the happenyng
cause. 1593 Q. ELIZ. tr. Bodkins (E. E. T. S.) 91 Of the

succession of Chaunce, of hapning Luckes.

2. Casual, chance, occasional. Sc.

a 1605 POLWART Flyting tv. Montgomerie 560 Hapning
haires blawin withersuns aback. Mod. Sc. I have been
there at a happening time. You may still find a happening
apple on the tree.

Happenny, obs. and dial. f. HALFPENNY.
+ Happer, w. 1 Obs. rare.~^ [Cf. MDu. haperen

to hesitate, stutter (Kilian), Ger. hapern to stick,

stop : see Grimm.] intr. ? To stutter.

1510 HORMAN Vulg. 75 A foule anger : in the whyche the

mouthe foometh : the nostrellys droppethe : and the tongc

happarthe.
t Happer, v? Obs. or dial. [In quot. 1587,

app. freq. of hap, HOP v. ;
in the s.w. dial, use perh.

a different word.J intr. (See quots.)
1587 HARMER tr. Bezcfs Serm. xlx. 242 A new swarme of

locusts . . to happer and swarme throughout the worlde [pour
formillierparnri le monde]. 1847-78 HALLIWELL, Happer^

to crackle; to patter. West. 1888 ELWORTHY W. Somerset
Word-bk. t Happery> v. 1. and adj., snap or crackle.

Happer, Sc. form of HOPPER sb.

Happify (hse-pifsi), v. [f.
HAPPY a. + -FY.]

trans. To make happy. (Now unusual.)
1611 SYLVESTER Trag. Hen. Gt. 642 This Prince .. One

short Mis-hap for ever Happifies. 1656 S. H. Gold. Law
88 It will surely conduce to prolong your days, besides

happyfying them. 1786 I. PERKINS Poem in H. R. Stiles

Bundling (1869) 99 To happyfy his life. 1837-40 HALI-
BURTON Clocknt. (1862) 79 If that don't happify your heart,
then my name's not Sam Slick. 189* Spectator g Apr.

HAPPINESS.

497/1 Finding infants whom she could wash and dress and

happify among the alleys and courts of the East-End.

Hence Ha-ppified ///. a.

a 1853 ROBEKTSON Lect. ii. (1858) 63 Purged of the idea of.,

liappified selfishness. 1865 E. BURRITT Walk to Land's

End 461 This happified convention.

Happiless, a. rare, [erron. f. HAPPY a. +

-LESS.] Void of happiness.
1618 FIELD Amends for Ladies iv. i. in Hazl. Dedsley

XI. 144 Because man does not sb, Shall we conclude his

making happiless? 1870 Daily News 3 Nov., The hopeless,

happiless condition of this poor girl.

Happily .hse-pili), adv. Also 4-7 happely.

[f.
HAPPY a. t -LT *.] In a happy manner.

1. By chance; perchance; = HAPLY, arch.

1377 LANCL. P. PI. B. v. 624 J>e dore closed . . to kepe
bee with-outen Happily an hundreth wyntre, a 1400 Gloss.

in Rel.Ant. I. 8/2 Fortassis, happylyche. 1400 Apol.
Loll, 109 J>at appily I be not greuid to denay God. 1570^6
LAMBARDE Peramb. Kent (1826) 493 Such as happily will

demaund, what reason this custotne . . hath. 1601 SHAKS.
Twel. N. iv. ii. 57. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 91

Happily . . they intended Neptune, or I know not wh;ii

Devill. 1693 SIR T. P. BLOUNT Nat. Hist. 432 Happily
there may not be so considerable Alterations in the gravity
of the Atmosphere far off at Land. 1890 I. TAYLOR Orig.

Aryans 18 The Iranian traditions may take us back for

three, or happily, for four thousand years.

2. \Vithorbygoodfortune; fortunately, luckily,

successfully. (Now often in weakened sense, ex-

pressing that it is well that things are so.)
c 1350 Will. Palerne 2495 No gom mi}t hem finde, so

happitiche bei hem hidde. c 1470 HENRY Wallace v. 986
Scmr Jhone the Grayme to thaini come happely. 1568
GRAFTON Chron. \\. 266 It chaunced so happely the same
time for the Englishmen that [etc.]. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIII>
v. ii. o, I am glad I came this way so happily. 1756-7 tr.

Keysler*s Trav. (1760) II. 421 How happily several mem-
bers of the Arcadian academy have succeeded. 1871 MORLEY
Voltaire (1886) no The case happily stands alone in his

biography.
3. With successful or satisfactory adaptation to

circumstances; aptly, fitly, appropriately; felici-

tously.
1577 B. GOOCE HeresbacKs Husb. iv. (1586) 168 She

bappely resteth with him, whom in her lifetime she so

earnestly served. 1596 SHAKS. Merck. V. n. ii. 191 Thou
art to wilde, to rude, and bold of voyce, Parts that become
thee happily enough. 1634 W. TIRWHYT tr. Balzac's Lett.

(vol. I.) 341 After those haue bin rightly conceiued, they
are as happily to bee expressed. i66a STILLINGFL. Orig,
Sacr. i. i. 20 Some (I will not say how happily) have con-

jectured, that [etc.]. 1774 J. BRYANT Mythol. I. p. xiii,

Their chronology. . coincides very happily with the accounts

given by Moses. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 412 Minds
. .happily constituted for the cultivation of science purely

experimental. 1874 GEO. ELIOT in Life (1885) III. 235 A
capital example of your happily-planned publication.

4. With mental pleasure or content.

In early instances difficult to distinguish from 2 and 3.

1513 MORE in Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 788 To marry him-
self wherin he should never happily love. 1591 SHAKS. Two
Gent. i. iii. 57 He writes How happily he Hues, how well-

belou'd. 1682 NORRIS Hierocles 134 Which they once

happily enjoy'd. 1711 STEELE Sped. No. 254 p 3 A very
loving Couple most happily paired. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus
Ixi. 19 So with Mallius happily Happy Julia weddeth. 1875

JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) V. 397 Those who would live happily
should . .do no wrong to one another.

Happiness (hse'pines). [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
The quality or condition of being happy.
1. Good fortune or luck in life or in a particular

affair; success, prosperity.
1530 PALSGR. 229/1 Happynesse, prosperity. 1391 SHAKS.
Two Gent. i. i. 14 Wish me partaker in thy happinesse,
When thou do'st meet good hap. 1614 RALEIGH Hist.

World II. v. i. i. 263 This also, .was a part of her happi-
nesse ; that she was neuer ouer-laied with too great warres

at once, a 1704 T. BROWN Sat. ofAntients Wks. 1730 1. 24
Whether . . we follow them by the only force of natural

happiness, or instinct. 1705 BOSMAN Guinea 277 It is a very

great Happiness, and particular Providence of God, that

the Sea and Rivers here seem, .to contest. Mod. When in

Switzerland I had the happiness to meet a friend whom I had
not seen for many years.

b. in//.
1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd.fyCoinmw, (1603)36 Nature hath

j

. . heaped into this tentorie . . all those delightful! happi-
nesses. 1678 OTWAY Friendship in F. 18 Ten thousand

happinesses wait on you. 1739 CIBRF.R Apol. (1756) I. 69 It

was therefore one of our greatest happinesses. 1885 SPCR-

j

GEON Treas. Dav. Ps. cxxviii. 2 Heaped up happinesses in

the plural belong to that man who fears the Lord.

2. The state of pleasurable content of mind,
which results from success or the attainment ol

what is considered good.
1591 SPENSER Rmnes of Time 357 Like beast [that] hath

no hope of happinesse or blis. 1611 SHAKS. Cymb. v. v. 26

To sowre your happinesse, I must report The Queene is

dead. 1667 MILTON P. L. vm. 621 Let it suffice thee that

thou know'st Us happie, and without Love no happiness.

ippmess ! our being s

aim ! Good, Pleasure, Ease, Content ! whate'er thyname. 1851
H. SPENCER Soc. Stat. Introd. 5 Happiness signifies a grati-
fied state of all the faculties. 1868 BAIN Ment. fy Mor. Sc.

in. i. 8 Each one's happiness may be defined as the surplus

gained when the total of pain is subtracted from the total

of pleasure.

b. Greatest happiness of the greatest nutn&er, as

a principle of moral and political action : first

enunciated by Hutcheson 1725, thence taken into

Italian *la massima felicita nel maggior numero'
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by Beccaria Dei Delitti e delle Pent .^Monaco, 1 764)

4 (English translation 1766); thence in Priestley

1768, and Bentham 1776; at the instance of

Gen. P.Thompson, 1829, shortened to 'greatest

happiness principle ',
( rule of greatest happiness*.

17*5 Ht'TCHEsos Ideas Beauty <$
Virtue in. 8. 164 That

Action is best which accomplishes [17*6 procures] \htgreatest

Haziness for the greatest lumbers ; and that worst, which
|

in like manner occasions Misery. 1768 PRIESTLEY Ess. on I

Gtrz't. 1776 BENTHAM Fragm. on Govt. Wks. 1843 X. 142.

1829 GEN. P. THOMPSON Exerc. (1842) I. 130 The latest im-

provement, therefore, of the philosopher [Bentham] ..is to

dismiss the superfluous 'greatest number', and declare
that the just object of politics and morals, is simply

*
the

greatest happiness
1

. .And tbe accessary proposition is, that

the greatest aggregate of happiness must always include
the happiness of the greatest number. Ibid. 240 The rule

of the greatest happiness evidently includes the motive. 1834
Ibid, III. 118 But these [ascetics] too, were pursuers of the
Greatest- Happiness Principle, .afterasort. 18943. KiDD-SV*:.

Ei'olut. x. 1 1895) 290
' The greatest happiness of the greatest

number long a prominent doctrine in English politics.

3. Successful or felicitous aptitude, fitness, suit-

ability, or appropriateness ; felicity.

1599 SHAKS. Muck Ado H. in. 191, Clan. He is a very
proper man. Princ. He hath indeed a good outward
happines. i6oz Ham. n. ii. 213 How pregnant (some-
times) his Replies are ? A happinesse That often Madnesse
hits on. 1635 N. R. Camdofs Hist. Eliz. HI. 361 The charge
of the whole fleet she committed to Charles Howard of

Effingham . . of whose happinesse she had a very good per-
suasion, a 1668 DENHAM in Guardian No. 164 p 3 There

being certain graces and happinesses peculiar to
every

lan-

guage. 1779-81 JOHNSON L. P., Cowley Wks. II. 23 He . .

reduces it from strength of thought to happiness of language.
i8a6 DISRAELI Viv- Grey iv. i, Possessing no vigour of lan-

guage, and gifted with no happiness of expression.

Happing, vbl. sbl
[f.

HAP w.1 -f -ING *.] The
action of the verb HAP 1

;
in quot., Fortune.

? (11400 Morte Arth. 3958 Here es the hope of myhele, my
happynge of armes !

Ha'pping, vbl. sb* [f. HAP v.- + -ING !.] a.

The action of the verb HAP 2
; covering np. b.

concr. A covering ; a coverlet, quilt, rug.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter Canticles 510 pou reft him all Jre

happynge )*at he had of \>\ chosen men. c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 227/1 Happynge, or hyllynge. 1503 in Nicolas Test.

Vetust. (1826) I. 450 Stuffe of bedding.. a quilt happing.,
a square happing, white and black, .a chike napping. 1629
GAULE Holy Madn. 134 How fraile aCarkasse. .is shrouded
under so gorgeous Happings. 1893 Illnstr. Lotid, News
Christm. No. 23/2 Her head smothered in the bed-happings.

t Happious, a. Obs. rare
~

*. [f. HAP sb.'1
, or

HAPPY a., after words of Fr. origin in -ous.] For-

tuitous; 'chancy
1

.

1387-8 T.USK Test. Love i. x, This worlde. .governed, not
with unstedfast or happyous thing, but with rules of reson.

Happy (hae'pi), a. [f. HAP sb.^ +-T.]
fl. Coming or happening by chance ; fortuitous;

chance. Obs. rare.

1513 DOUGLAS jEneis v. Prol. 3 The wery hunter to fynd
his happy pray. 1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. m. ii. 258
Any happy concourse of Atoms.
2. Having good

*

hap
'

or fortune ; lucky, fortu-

nate ; favoured by lot, position, or other external

circumstance.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce i. 121 Wys men sayis he is happy
That be othir will himchasty. -1400 Destr. Troy 11217 He
is happy, bat a harme hastely amendes. c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 226/2 Happy, fortunatus. c 1470 HENRY Wallace i.

376 Happy he was, tuk fysche haboundanle. 1546 J. HEY-
WOOD Prov. (1867) 7 Happy man happy dole, c 1578 GAS-
COIGNE Frnites Warre Ixxvi. Wks. 1869 1. 166 He. . Weenes

Et
at last to make a happie hande By bloudie warre. 1719

E FOE Crusoe i. xi, I was so happy as not to be thereabouts
at that time. 1741 MIDDLETON Cicero I. vi. 495 The happy
seat of liberty, plenty, and letters. 1895 *" J' SMITH *n aw
Titnes Rep. LXXIII. 692/1 A testator in the happy position
of having, .realty both in Lancashire and in America.

fb. Blessed, beatified. Obs. Of happy memory,
a phrase conventionally applied to the deceased.
1526 TINDALE Jas. i. 25 He shalbe happi in his dede.

cisso CHEKE Matt. v. 3 Happi be y beggars in sprijt.

1604 E. G. D'A cosfa's Hist. Indies i. iv. 15 As the happy
Chrysostome hath learnedly spoken. z6n BIBLE John mil.

17 If yee know these things, happy are ye if ye doe them.
1693 Humours Town 69 To the Assigns of Tom. Saffold, of
happy Memory. 1700 T. BROWN tr. Fresny's Amusem.
Ser. 4- Com. 84 Prettier than Dony of Happy Memory.
3. Characterized by or involving good fortune;

fortunate, lucky ; prosperous ; favourable, propi-
tious. (Now used only in certain collocations, in
which there is association with senses 4 or 5.)
1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 1334 Continuel happy commyn^ .

Of worldly gudes, es a takenyng Of be dampnacion bat sal !

be. 1434 MISYN Mending of Life xii. 130 A loyfull hap &
happy ioy. ai533Lo. BERNERS //wwxlvii. 157 It was happy
for them that the wether was so fayre. 1576 FLEMING
Panopl. Epist. 378 What king in his adventures hath had
more happie successe? 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Treat. 2 In

e then one houre. . we enjoyed a happie Blast. 1734 W.SNELGRAVK Guinea 277 It proved very happy for me. 1839
MURCHISON Silur. Syst. i. xxxvi. 489 When one of those

happy accidents occurs. 1861 DICKENS Gt. Expect, xi,' This is my birthday, Pip '. I was going to wish her many
happy returns.

4. Having a feeling of great pleasure or content
of mind, arising from satisfaction with one's cir-

cumstances or condition ; also in weakened sense :

Glad, pleased.
15*5 LD. BERNERS Froiss. II. clxxxvil [clxxxiv,] 572 Ther-

fore it is an olde prouerbe : he is nat poore y* is happy. 1562
J. HEYWOOD /'ni'. fy Epigr. (1867) 145 Better be happy then
wise. 1635 SHIRLEY Coronat.\\ Heaven created him, To
make her happy, a 1699 LADY HALKETT Autobiog. (1875) 5
Resolved to leave England since he could not be Hapy in

itt. a 1732 GAY Songs <y Ball., AVro Song on New Similes

(1784) II. 117 Full as an egg was I with glee, And happy as
a king. 1773 in Wilkes* Corr. (1805) IV. 161, I am happy
at your liking Eastbourn so well. 1785 PALEY Mor.Pkilos, \. vi.

(1830) 15 In strictness, any condition may be denominated

happy, in which the amount or aggregate of pleasure exceeds
that of pain. 1847 MARRYAT Childr. N. Forest xi, We will

do all we can to make you happy. 1891 O. W. HOLMES
Lett. Oct., I am glad to hear that you are well and busy,
which is, I think, the same as being happy.
5. Successful in performing what the circum-

stances require ; apt, dexterous ; felicitous.

Happy dispatch : see DISPATCH, HARA-KIRI.
c 1340 Cursor M. 3505 tFairf.) He was happy to gammys

sere Of besteof wode of fowelsofriuer. la 1400 Morte Arth,
3878 Hardyeste of hande, happyeste in armes. a 1533 LD.
BERNERS Gold. Bk. M. Attrel.\i$tjS) G viij, He was apt and

happie in armes. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. iv. i. 34 Haue
you the Tongues? vol. My youthfull trauaile, therein
made me happy. 1715 BENTLEY Serni. x. 338 Our English
Translators have not been very happy in their Version of
this Passage. 1738 SWIFT Pol. Convers. Introd. 3 One
Gentleman is happy at a Reply ; another excels in a Re-
joinder. 1884 G. SHAW-LEFEVRE in igt& Cent. Jan. 37 The
artist, .has been most happy in depicting the parents repos-
ing in death.

b. Of actions, etc. : Characterized by fitness for

the circumstance or occasion ; appropriate, fitting,

felicitous.

c 1340 CursorM. 4677 (Fairf.) porou his awen happy [v. rr.

scel-wisjwitti]redeHe filled wibwine bab quyte and rede. 1591
SHAKS. i Hen. yi, in. ii. 18 Saint Dennis blesse this happy
Stratageme. 1596 i Hen. IV, v. iv. 162 If a lye may do
thee grace lie gil'd it with the happiest tearmes I haue.
1662 STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr. i. i. 8 The happy use the
Primitive learned Christians made of all those passages.
1779 SHERIDAN Critic ii. i, A most happy thought. 1779
COWPER Lett. 21 Sept., The situation is happy, the gardens
elegantly disposed. 1793 BEDDOES Math. Evid. 82 His
definition appears to me far from happy. 1862 MILL Utilit.

84.
This happy thought was considered to get rid of the whole

difficulty. 1879 MeCARTHY Own Times II. xxix. 391 No
comparison could be more misleading or less happy. Mod.
No happier reply could have been given.
6. cotloq. humorous. Slightly drunk; 'elevated*.

1770 Gentl. Mag. XL. 559 To express the Condition of
an Honest Fellow, .under the effects of good fellowship, it

is said that he is . . Happy. 1833 MARRYAT P. Simple
xxx, An opportunity ofmaking himselfa '

little happy '.

7. Comb, as happy-hearted, -making, -tempered.
1507 DANIEL Civ. Wars Poems (1717) 208 Yet happy-

hapless Day, blest ill-lost Breath, Both for our better

Fortune, and your own ! c 1630 MILTON Time 18 Him, to
whose happy-making sight . .When once our heavenly-guided
soul shall climb. 1858-61 J. BROWN Horse Subs. (1863) 163A singularly happy, and happy-making man. Ibid*, Miss
Stirling Graham (1882) y3 She retained to the last her

happy-heartedness. 1864 E. H. W. Sonn. <y Poetns, Longest
$ Shortest^

* O summer day ! so soon away !

' The happy-
hearted sigh and say.

t Happy, v. Obs. [f. prec. adj.] trans. To
render happy.
c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn. vi, That use is not forbidden usery

Which happles those that pay the willing lone. 1600-26
Breton's PasquiFs Message lii, While onely Trueth . .

Happieth the Heart, and makes the Soule divine. 1632
HEYWOOD ind Pt. Iron Age v. Wks. 1874 III. 419 We are

happied euer.

t Happy-be-lucky, adv. Obs. = next.

1633 T. JAMES Voy. 40 We must goe forward : happy be
luckie. 1708 MOTTEUX Rabelais v. x, Happy be lucky, 'tis

all a case.

Ha'ppy-gO-lU'cky, adv., a. (and sty.
A. adv. Just as it may happen ;

as luck will

have it ; haphazard.
1672 WYCHERLEY Love in Woodi. i, You have your twenty

guineas in your pocket for helping me into my service; and,
if I get into Mrs. Martha's quarters, you have a hundred
more if into the widow's, fifty : happy go lucky ! 1609
SIR T. MORGAN Progr. France in Arb. Garner IV. 641 The
Redcoats cried,

' Shall we fall on in order, or happy-go-
lucky '. 1705 HICKERINGILL Priest-cr. iv. (1721) 238
Hittee Missee, happy go lucky, as the blind Man kill'd the
Crow. 180* Sporting Mag. XX. 272 Messrs. Hubbards
resisted [the action] on the plea of having sold him '

happy
go lucky

'

(meaning the purchaser was to take him with all

faults, for better for worse.)

B. adj. Of persons or their actions : Taking
things as they happen to come; easy-going.
1856 READE Never too late xv, The first thing was to

make Carter think and talk, which he did in the happy-go-
lucky way of his class. 1863 KINGSLEY Water Bab. vi. 241
There were never such comfortable, easy-going, happy-go-
lucky people. 1880 *T. McGfiATH' Pict./r. Irel. 7 Forced
habits of industry not natural to the happy-go-lucky Celt.

C. sb. a. A happy-go-lucky person, b. Happy-
go-lucky quality or character.

1851 H. MELVILLE Whale xxvii. 128 A happy-go-lucky;
neither craven nor valiant. 1893 S. POI-E in Times, There
had been a good deal of

'

happy-go-lucky
'

in the manner in
which the election was conducted.

Hence Happy-g-o-lnckyism. nonce-wd.
1889 LD. DESART Little Chatelaine II. xxiv. 136 The

atmosphere of happy-go-luckyism she had come into.

Haprune, obs. form of APRON.
14. . Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 770/7 J/ec limas, a haprune.

fHapS, adv. Obs. Also 6 happes. [f. HAP
J*. 1

, wim adverbial -s : cf. PEBHAPS.]
'

By hap ',

haply, perhaps, perchance.

Printer A ij, I might haps (halfe a yeare hence) write the
retume of the Knight of the Post from Hell. 1622 CALLIS
Stat. Sewers (1647) 94 It may haps be objected on the other
part, That [etc.].

Haps(e, Happys, obs. forms of HASP.
Ha'p'worth, contracted f. HALFPENNYWORTH.
Haque, -but, var. HAKE sb.*

t HACKBUT.
Haqneton (hse-kt^n). Obs. exc. Hist. Forms :

5 hacton, 5-9 huqueton, 6 hocton, hugtoun,
6-7 haketon e, ho(c)queton, 9 hauqueton,
hawketon, 6- hacqueton ; see also ACTON. [A
later modification of ME. aketottn, ACTON (q.v.),
after OF. hocqueton, hocton, F. hoqzteton.']
A stuffed jacket or jerkin worn under the mail ;

a jacket of leather or the like plated with mail :

= ACTON.
a 1400 Octai'ian 878 When he on Florent hacton caste.

c 1477 CAXTON Jason 16 He percid hit and the hauberk and
the haqueton. 1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. ccccxix. 734
Hocquetons and gantlettes of steele. 1560 HOLLAND Crt.
Venus i. 91 His Hugtoun was of Crammesie veluet. 1599
THYNNE^/;WT', (1875)31 'Haketon 'is a slevelesse lackett
of plate for the warre, couered withe anye other stuffe.
a 1693 UKQUHART Rabelais m. vii. 65, I am. . weary of wear-
ing. .Hoquetons. 1820 SCOTT Ivanhoe xxviii, To see the

5
ore trickle down his rich embroidered hacqueton. 1830
AMES Darnley xxxi, He was dressed in a hacqueton, or

close jacket of buff leather.

Har, obs. form of HAIR, HER (her, their],

HIGHER, HOAR
; var. of HAAR, HARRE.

Haracana, harancane, early ff. HURRICANE.
Harach, var. of HABATCH.

i Ha'rageOUS, a. Obs. Also 5 haraious,
-lows, hareious, harageus. [perh. repr. an OF.
*arageux, related to aragier to become furious,

aragit* furious, aragement, aragerie, aragison, rage,

fury.] Stern, cruel, violent.
la 1400 Morte Art/t. 1645 They hye to pe holte, thes

harageous knyghttez. Ibid. 1834 The hethene harageous
kynge apppne the hethe lyggez. 11440 Promp. Pa)-,-.

227/1 Haraiows, orsterne. .austerus^igidus. 14.. Medulla,
MS. Cant, in Promp. Parv. 227 note, Itnmanis, haraious,
grete, cruelle or dredefulle.

Hence t Harageously adv. Obs.) cruelly.
c 1440 Jacobs Well&. E. T. S.) 76 Whan Ju hast dysdeyn

of symple folk. .& hareiously takyst on wyth hem.

H Hara-kiri (haTakrrz). Also corruptly hari-

kari, hurry-curry. [Japanese (colloquial and

vulgar), f. hara belly + kiri cut. (The more ele-

gant expression is said to be seppuku.}] Suicide

by disembowelment, as formerly practised by the

higher classes in Japan, when in circumstances of

disgrace, or under sentence of death. Also called

(by Englishmen) happy dispatch : see DISPATCH
sb. 4. Also transf.
1856 Harper's Mag. Mar. 460 (title) Hari-kari of Japan.

1859 Times 18 Aug. 10 These officers no longer perform
han-kari, or in other words disembowel themselves, rather
than survive the disgrace of admitting foreigners. 1862
HOLMES Hunt after Captain in Old Vol. of Li/e (iSgi) 58
He will very commonly consent to the thing asked, were it

to commit hari-kari. 1871 A. B. MITFORD Old Japan H. 195
The ceremony of hara-kiri was added afterwards in the case
of persons belonging to the military class being condemned
to death. 1888 Scott. Leader 17 Mar. 4 The Liberal
Unionist party, .will hesitate long before committing

'
hari-

kari
'

in that fashion. 1888 J. L. ATKINSON in Boston (Mass.)
Jrnl. 7 June, Hara-kiri, the Japanese method of self-destruc-
tion in the baronial days, was practiced only by the Samurai,
who were the twc-sworded retainers of the barons or Dai-
miyos. .Hara-kiri is rarely if ever heard of as being done in

Japan nowadays.

Hara(l)d, harat, obs. forms of HERALD.
Haram, var. of HAREM.

Harangue (harae-n), sb. Forms : 5 arang, 7

har(r)ange, harang, 8 harrangue, 7- harangue.
[In Scottish writers from ^1450: in Eng. after

1600: a. OF. arenge (14-1 5th c.), harangue (i6th
c.), ad. med.L. harenga in same sense, It. aringat

Pr., Sp. arenga ;
cf. It. aringo place of declama-

tion, arena, etc. Referred by Diez toOHG.^nw^-,
MHG. ring, ring, circle of auditors, spectators,
etc., arena.] A speech addressed to an assembly;
a loud or vehement address, a tirade; formerly,
sometimes, a formal or pompous speech.
a 1450 Ratis Raving \. 243 To tell the al how mycht

befall, To lang arang men wald it call. 1595 DUNCAN App.
Etymol. (E. D. S.), Oratio, a praier, a harang, speeche.
1605 BACON Adv. Learn, i. vii. 2. 32 Sweetely touched
with eloquence and perswasion of Bookes, of Sermones, of

haranges. c 1610 SIR J. MELVIL Mem. (1735) 313 All who
heard his grave Harangue. 1611 COTCR., Sennon .. an
Harang, or Oration, made vnto the people. 1660 Trial
Regie. 86 He made a long harrange about that horrid Act.

1711 STEELE Spect. No. 32 p 2 Mr. President began an
Harangue upon your Introduction to ray Epistle. 1791
COWPER Odyss. n. 112 Telemachus, intemp rate in harangue.
1834 MACAULAY Pitt Ess. (1854) 298 He uttered his spirit-

stirring harangues. 1838 THIRLWALL Greece III. 21^ He
called an assembly.. and made a harangue in vindication of
his past conduct.

b. Comb., as harangue-maker, one who makes
a harangue ; spec, the speaker or chairman in the

old Scottish parliament.



HAEANGUE.
1560 in Tytler Hist. Scat. (1864) III. 127 Harangue-maker.

1759 ROBERTSON Hist. Sect. II. App. 141 His lieutennnt for

this time, is chosen speaker of the parliament, or harangue-
maktT as these men call it.

Harangue, v. Also 8 harrangue. [a. F.

haranguer (I5~i6th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), 'to make
an Oration ; to preach or speak long vnto ', Cotgr.]
1. intr. To make an address or speech to an as-

sembly ; to deliver a harangue ; to declaim.
1660 EVELYN Mem. 4 July, I heard Sir Samuel Tuke

harangue to the House of Lords. 1709 STEELE & SWIFT
TatUr No. 67 F 19 Such as harangue in Pulpits. 1766
GOLDSM. I'ic. W. xi, My wife .. undertook to harangue for

the family. 1809-10 COLERIDGE Friend (1837* II. 14 There
is no subject, which men in general like better to harangue
on than politics. 1855 MACAULAY Hist, Eng. IV. 437
Haranguing against each other, moving votes of censure.

2. trans. To address in a harangue ;
to make a

formal public speech to.

1682 WOOD Life 31 May, Thence to the Physick Garden
where Dr. (Robert! Morison harangued him [the Moorish
ambassador], 1781 GIBBON Decl. fr F. II. xliii. 591 He
often harangued the troops. 1802 MAR. EDGEWOHTH Moral
T. (1816) I. xv. no Heard the voice of T. R. . . haranguing
the mob. a. 1862 BUCKLE Misc. Wks. (1872) I. 553 In the
sixteenth century ambassadors were obliged to harangue
princes in Latin.

b. To urge out of or into by haranguing.
121678 MARVELL Wks. II. 307 (R.) The author.. indeavoured

to harangue up the nation into fury against tender con-
sciences. 1737 BRACKEN Farriery Imfr. (1757) II. 128 The
Doctor . . harangues them out of the little Sense they have.
Hence Hara'nguing vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1708 R. O. in Heame's Collect. 24 Jan. (O. H. S.) II. 91
Y" Haranguing Tribe y' fills y dignitys in y Church. 1741
MIDDLETON Cicero I. vi. 435 Hts talent at haranguing.
1850 MAURICE Mar. % Met. Philos. (ed. 2) 1. 158 The harangu-
ing style to which Plato was in general so averse.

Harauguer (harse-nsj). [f. prec. vb. + ER 1

.]

One who harangues or addresses an assembly;
a noisy declaimer.

a. 1668 DAVENANT To the Noble Widow Wks. (1673) 306
More Brains then would serve the head of a Giant Or all
the Haranguers of Paris and London. 1681 DRVDEN Abs.
ff Achit. 509 With them join'd all th' haranguers of the
throng, That thought to get preferment by the tongue.
1741 MIDDLE-TON Cicero I. v. 397 Those haranguers of the
mob. 1858 HOGG Life Shelley I. 430 To look the petulant
little haranguer in the face.

Haras (hs:Tas, ||ara). Now treated as Fr.

Forms: 4 harace, 4, 9 harras, 5 hareys, harrasse,
(haryage), 6 harres,harreise, barrage, 7 harace,
harraae, 4- haras, [a. OF. haraz (i2th c.\ later

haras 'horses and mares kept only for breed'

(Cotgr.), in med.L. haracium, of uncertain origin;
Diez suggests relationship to Arabic faros horse.]
An enclosure or establishment in which horses and
mares are kept for breeding ; hence, f a stud, breed,
or race of horses (pbs.\
[1292 BRITTON in. vii. 5 As vaches et a genices et as

harascz des jumentz et des poleyns en boys.] a 1300 Land
Cokaygne 35 in E. E. P. (1862) 157 Nother harace, nother
stode. 13. . Guy IVarw. (A.) 5710 As wicked coltes out of
haras.

^
c 1420 Pallad. on Hiisb. iv. 840 This craft in gentyl

haras is to charge, f 1425 WYNTOUN Crott. vm. xxii. 55
(Jam.) Ane haryage . . he had gud, That had swlyk twelf
in til his stud. 1:1450 Cm. Myst. (1841) 147 5ondyr is

an hous of haras that stant be the wey. 1540-1 ELYOT
Image GOT'. (1549) 127 Who setteth by a ragged, a restie or
ill faupured colte, because that the harreise, wherof that
kinde is comen. .wanne the price of rennyng at the game of
Olympus? 1594 CAREW Hitarte's Exam. Wits (1616) 306A mare of a good harrage. 1602 Cornwall 24 a, Nature
denying a great harace. 1792 A. YOUNG Trav. France 54
Supporting a wretched haras (stud). 1887 Times 24 Dec.
lo/i The foreign haras which were established.. in various
countries on the Continent created a most serious drain upon
our resources in this country. Ibid. 10/2 The establishment
of a Government haras, or breeding station.

Harass (h^-ras\ v. Also 7 harraze, har(r)-
asse, 7-8 harrass. [a. F. harasser (1562 in

Godef.)
'
to tire or toyle out, to spend or weaken,

wearie or weare out by onertoyling ; also, to vex,

disquiet, importune, harrie, hurrie, tnrmoile, tor-
ment' (Cotgr.); perh. a derivative form of OF.
harer to set a dog on.]
t L trans. To wear out, tire out, or exhaust with

fatigue, care, trouble, etc. 06s. or dial.
a 1626 BACON (J.), These troops came to the army but the

day before, harassed with a long and wearisome march.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Harasse. . to tire or toy! out, to spend
or weaken, weary, or wear out. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg.
III. 214 When athirst, restrain 'em from the Flood ; Their
Bodies harrass, sink 'em when they run. 1713 ADDISON Cato
v. i, Nature oppress'd, and harass'd out with care, Sinks
down to rest. 1720 W. GIBSON Diet. Horses x. (1731) 159
After they [horses] have been harass'd, and gone through
their assigned Tasks . . they should be rid gently out of the
Manage. 1760-72 tr. Juan $ Ulloa's Voy. (ed. 3) I. 37 They
are so harrassed with labour, and their wages so small.

t 2. To harry, lay waste, devastate, plunder. Obs.
<zi6i8 RALEIGH Mahomet (1637) 65 Burnt and harrazed

the Countrie. 1665 MANLEY Grotius's Low C. Warres 261
While they harassed the Fields. 1684 Scanderbeg Rediv.
vi. 137 Parties which Harrassed andPlundred and Burnt all

the Country. 1710 PRIDEAUX Orig. Tithes iv. 198 The
Danish War. .very cruelly harassed this Land.
3. To trouble or vex by repeated attacks.
1622 BACON Hen. VII, 63 (R.) To harrasse and wearie

the English, they did vpon all aduantages set vpon them
with their light-horse. 1727 SWIFT Let. Eng. Tongue'WYs.

VOL. V.

81

1755 II. 1. 183 The Britatns. .daily harrassed hy cruel inroads
from the Picts. 1783 Polite Trav. 77 The new settlers had
. .no enemy to harrass them. 1838 THIRLWALL Greece III.

343 The Argives continued.. to harass the Epidaurians with
repeated incursions. 1865 PARKMAN Ihtgucnots i. (1875) 8
The Indians unceasingly harassed their march.
4. To trouble,worry, distress with annoying labour,

care, perplexity, importunity, misfortune, etc.

1656 ULOUNT Glossogr.> Harasse. .also to vex, disquiet,
etc. 1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth \\\. i. (1723) 158
Alarmed and harrassed by Earthquakes. 1738 JOHNSON
London 166 The griefs that harass the distress'a. 1855
MILMAN Lat. Chr. (1864) III. vi. iii. 415 A mind harassed

by the perplexing state of affairs. 1855 TENNYSON Maud i.

xix. 22 Vext with lawyers and harass'd with debt.

transf. 1737 WHISTON yosep/tns, Antiq, i. i. 4 When it

[the ground] should be harassed by their labour, it should

bring forth some of its fruits.

5. techn. To scrape or rub.

1875 Urc's Diet. Arts III. 93 To soften the skins after

dyeing, they are harassed by a knife, the point of which is

curved upwards.
Hence Ha-rassed ///. a. (whence Ha-rassedly

adv.} ; Harassing* vbl. sb. and ///. a. (whence
Ha-rassingly adv. , Also Ha rasSable a., cap-
able of being harassed. Ha rasser. one who or
that which harasses. Ha-rassery (nonce-ivd.},

harassing
action.

x88z J. HAWTHORNE Fort. Fooli. xiv, She . . knew where
his *harassable points were and how to irritate them. 1693
CHAS. DRVDEN tr. Juvenal, Sat. vii. (1697) 178 Whether he
should . . into Quarters put his *harrass'd Men. 1726 SHEL-
VOCKE Voy. round World (1757) 217 Not . . a seat whereon to
rest our harrassed limbs. 1884 L. J. JENNINGS in Croker
Papers I. xti. 359 His successor .. passed a harassed life.

1891 Hnrper's Weekly 19 Sept. 710/2 On the edge of life,

fighting anxiously, *harassedly, for a foothold. 1707 Lend.
Gaz, No. 4322/1 Fire and Sword, the too too fatal *Harassers
of these bordering Places. 1805 G. ELLIS Spec. E. E. Rom.
I. 23 (R.) Unnumbered harassers Of the Fleet and Scots.

1834 J. W. CROKER in C. Papers 10 Dec. (1884), Well may
you talk of

'

harassing cares *. The first that I dread for

you are the personal *harasseries of individual pretenders.
1689 DILLINGHAM Afyst. Iniq. Anatomised 35 The *harass-

ing, spoiling, and imprisonment of the Nonconformists.
1841 MANNING Serm. (1848) I. 238 To be set free from the
harassing of indwelling evils. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Berkeley
the Banker i. vii. 137 You must have had . . an extremely
*harassing day, Sir. 1868 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. II. ix. 389
The harassing attacks ofthe nimble Welsh. i8u W. TAYLOR
in Monthly Rev, XCIX. 290 The roads became *harassingly
bad. 1886 Sat, Rev. 20 Mar. 417 Schumann literature . .

has become almost harassingly voluminous.

Ha-rass, sb.
[f. prec. vb.] Harassment.

1667 WATERHOUSE Fire Loud. 66 This late harrass of us
by a more than Gottish and Vandallique fire. 1748 RICHARD-
SON Clarissa (1811) IV. xliii. 286 The harasses and doubts
under which I have laboured. 1814 BYRON Lara n. xi, The
daily harass, and the fight delay'd. 1875 M. PATTISON
Casanbony He struggles, all through a life of harass, to
have his time for himself.

Harassment (hae-rasment). [f. HARASS v.

+ -MBNT.] The action of harassing, or the fact of

being harassed ; vexation, worry.
1753 HANWAY 7Vrt7'. (1762) I. ill. xxix. 126 The perpetual

harassments which the Tartars usually give a regular army.
1806 Edin. Rev, IX. 146 The harassment of these applica-
tions.

1893^ BEATRICE HARRADEN Ships Night(i%g$)6 A
face, .pathetic because of its undisguised harassment.

II Hara'tch. Also harach, haratsh. The
same as CABATCH, the poll-tax levied by the Turks
on their Christian subjects.
1745 R. POCOCKE Trav. in Pinkerton Voy. (1811) X. 729

(Stanf.) The galleys go out every summer round the islands
to collect the harach or Christian poll tax. 1813 BYRON Br.
Abydos n. xx. note,

'

Rayahs
1

,
all who pay the capitation

tax, called the
' Haratch '. 1884 W. CARK Montenegro 27

note. To escape the haratch and the tribute of children.

Harateen : see HARBATEEN.
Harauld, obs. form of HERALD.
Harbagar, -be(n)ger, obs. ff. HARBINGER.
Harbar, -ber, obs. forms of HARBOUR sb. and v.

Harbarie, var. of HARBOURY, Obs.

Harbary, var. of HERBART.
Harbegeon, incorrect form of HABERGEON.

tHarbergage,he'rbergage. Obs. Forms:
4-5 herber-, herbur-, herby-, (4 harbi-), 5 her-

bergh-, herbe-, herba-, harbergage, (harber-
gach), 5-6 herbi-, 6 erbigage, (herbadge). [a.
ONF. herbergage (jierheg'Ji-^, herbag-^ heberg-, har-

begage], = Central OF. herberjage (herbaj-, heberge-,

harberj-}, f. herberge, herberger, in ONF. herberghe,
gue, herberghier, -beguier : see HARBINGER.]
1. Lodging, entertainment.
c 1386 CHAUCER Cootfs Prol. 5 This Millere hadde a sharpe

conclusion Vpon his argument of herbergage [v. rr. harbi-

gage, herburgage]. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) v'- 97 This is

the same Julyan, that men clepe to for gode Herberghgage
\_Roxb. xi. 48 gude herbery]. a 1420 HOCCLEVE De Reg.
Princ. 1264 Withe a riche boost he toke his herbegage.
1430-40 LVDC. Bochas vi. xi. (1554) 155 b, Such.. Should of
custome haue their harbergage In that citie. 1439 W.
BYNGHAM in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I. Introd. 56
For the free herbigage of poure scplers of gramer. c 1445
Ibid. 54 He hyrd hym loginge for his scoters and for harber-

gach of his stor and hustilmentes for his howseholde. igoz
Privy Purse Exp, Eli*, qfYork (i%y>)j4 Making herbigage
there by the space of iiij dayes.
2. Place of lodging or entertainment ; inn.

13. . Minor Poemsfr. Vernon MS. 626/8 His Innes & his
orchardus . . Halles, & herbergages, heij vppon heiht. la 1400

HABBINGEB.
1 Morte Arth. 2475 Hyes to the harbergage thare the kynge
i houys. Ibid. 3014 At the herbergage. c 1475 I'artcitay 1017

|
Euery man went to hys erbigage.

t Harberger, earlier form of HARBINOEK.
t Harbergery, herbergery. Obs. Forms :

4 herbergery(e, -i( e, herbagery , -ie, herbergrye,
-borgerie,(harbergary), 4-5 herbe-,harburgery.
[a. OF. herbergerie (herbegerie, hebergerie, liaber-

gerie, etc.), f. herbergere HARBINGEH, herbergier
to lodge : see HARBINGE v. and -ERY i b.]
1. Lodging, entertainment.
1303 R. BRUNNE Hand!. Synne 10106 parfore make)) he

nonelierbergerye. c 1330 Chron. (18101 203 At J>e dangu
)>at nyght he tok his herhegerie. c 1340 Cursor M. 14709
(Fairf.) His herbagery sal be in helle. 1382 WYCLIF Gen.
xxiv. 32 He ladde hym into the hows of herbergrye [1388
the ynne]. 1387 TREVISA Higden v. ix. (Rolls) V. 403 Don
to be bisshop and his meyne to fynde harburgy \y,rr. her-

bergrye, herbegerye].
2. Place of lodging or entertainment ; inn.
a. 1300 Cursor M. 8286 Make!>am a riche herbergeri \v.rr.

herbageri, herbergery, wonyng]. 1382 WYCLIF Lvke xxii.
ii Where is the herborgerie (1388 chaumbre] where I schal
ete pask with my disciplis? 1390 GOWER Con/. III. 99 The
splen is to malencoly Assigned for herbergery. c 1440 Bone
Flor. 1760 At thys burges hows he toke hur downe, There
was hur harburgerie.

Harbergh, -berow(e, etc., obs. ff. HARBOUR.
Harberie, -ry : see HARBODRT -BUT, sb. and v.

Harbert, obs. form of HALBERD.
Harbesher, -biger, obs. ff. HARBINGER.
Ha'rbin. A local name of the COAL-PISH

(Merlangus carbonarius], at a certain age.
1806 NEII.L Tour Orkney, etc. 209 (Jam.) The appearance

of the coal-fish varies much with its age : hence a new series
of provincial names. In Orkney it is i. a sillock ; a. a
cooth ; 3. a harbin ; 4. a cudden

; and 5. a sethe. 1836
YARRKLL Brit. Fishes (1841) II. 251. 1861 COUCH Brit.
Fishes III. 84.

Harbinge (haubindg), v. Forms: a. 5-7
herberge, 5 herbige; e. 6, 9 bar-binge. 7 her-

binge. [ME. herberge, herbige, a. OF. herbergier,

herbigier (jrd sing. pr. herberge, -bige) : see next,
and cf. HARBOUU

z>.]

1 1. a. trans. To lodge, b. intr. (for refl., as
in OFr.) To take up one's quarters. Obs.
c 1475 Partenay 1313 And ther ooste myght see ful fast

herblgmg. 1515 Carton's Chron. Ettf. iv. 35 b/i A wyse
man . . that was herberged a nyght in his house. 1561 STOW
Eng. Chron., Universities x. (R. Supp.), Fro the reuer-
ence and eminence of the personages therein harbinged.
1396 NASHE Saffron Walden 91 One Master Bradburies,
where the late deceased Countesse of Darbie was then har-

binged. 1601 F. TATE Househ. Ord. Edw. II, S 56 (1876)
42 They shal . . make the liveree of hay for horses herberged
out of the court, a 1603 T. CARTWRIGHT Confut. R/iem. N.
T. (1618) 30 The creature and the Creator, which if they
were well herbinged should not haue lien so neere together.
2. \nonce-use from harbinger.] trans. To be a

harbinger of, to announce beforehand.
1868 WHITMAN Sel. Poems, Starting fr. Paumanolt 17

The future of the States I harbinge. 1897 Mem. F. O.
Morris 83 Harbinging the return.

Harbinger (ha-ibindssj), sb. Forms : a. 2-7
herbergerie, 4 herborgere, 4-7 herbergeour,
5 herberjoure, -ovrre, 5-7 herberjour, -barjour,
6 her-, harburger, 6-7 harberger, -geour. 0.
-6 herbeger(e, harbyger, herbejeour,6 herbe-,

herbigeour, harbiger, -bagar, -besher. 7. 5
herbengar, 5-8 herbenger, 6 herbynger, 6-7
herbinger, harbenger, 6- harbinger, (6 arbin-

ger). [Early ME. herbergere and herbergeour, a.

OF. herbergere (-begiere, habergiere), in obi. case

herbergeor (-getir, -geour, -jur, heb-, hob-} one who
provides shelter or lodgings (

= med.L. heribergator,

herebergiator), agent-n. from vb. herbergier {-bar-

gier, -begier, -bager, -bigier, har-) to provide lodg-
ings for (= med.L. heribergare}, i. OK. herberge= med.L. heri-, hereberga lodging, quarters (for an

army, etc.), a. OHG. and OLG. heriberga lit.

' shelter for an army ',
f. hari, heri, host, army +

-berga (--OE. -berg, -beorgi protection, shelter, f.

bergan to protect. Already in OHG. this word
had been extended from the original military sense,
to mean '

place of entertainment, lodging
'

: see

HARBOUR. The form herbegere, occurring in OF.
and ME., was in the latter changed to herbenger,

whence, with har- for her- (as also sometimes in

OF.), the current harbinger: cf. passenger, messen-

ger, wharfinger. See also HAHBODBER.]
) 1. One who provides lodging ; an entertainer,

a host ;
a HAHBODRER. Common herberger, a

common lodging-house keeper. Obs.
a. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 143 pe herbe[r]gers, J>e bolemode,

be elmesfulle. . sculen beon icleoped on e fader nht halue.

1340 Ayenb. 39 Robberes and kueade herbergeres [MS. her-

ber5eres] bet berobbeb be pilgrimes an be marchons. 1382
WYCLIF Rom. xvi. 23 Gayus, my herborgere [1388 oost]

greetith jou wel. c 1440 Promp. Pan. 235/2 Herberiowre,
hospiciarius. 1502 ARNOLDS Chron. (1811)26 Comon her-

burgers in the same cite and in the subbarbes . . as well as
oder comon harburgers free and of the same fraunches.
0. c 1400 Rom. Rose 5000 Gronyng and Grucchyng, hir

htrbeiours. .tellen hir, erliche and late, That Deth stondith
.'irmed at hir gate. Ibid. 7585 With sory happe to youre

11



HARBINGER.

bihove, Am I to day youre herbegere ! Go, herber yow
elleswhere than heere.

2. One sent on before to purvey lodgings for an

army, a royal train, etc. ;
a purveyor of lodgings ;

in //., an advance company of an army sent to

prepare a camping-ground ;
a pioneer who prepares

the way. Hist, and arch, t Knight Harbinger :

an officer in the Royal Household (the office

was abolished in 1846).
0. c 1386 CHAUCER Man ofLaw's T. 899 The fame anon

thurgh out the toun is born . . By herbergeours \ii.r. -jours],

that wenten hym biforn. tatqaaMortc Artk. 2448^Thane
come
228/2
Wolsty .. .

lodgyngs for his trayne.

ft. 1460 Paston Lett. No. 357 I. 525 The Harbyger ofmy
Lord of Marche. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur vn. xxviii,

Thenne ther cam the herbegeours from kynge Arthur for to

herborowe hym and his kynges. 1514 BARCLAY Cyt. ft Uj1-

londyshm. (Percy Soc.) p. liii, Men must win the Marshall

or els herbegere With price or with prayer. 1548 HALL
Chrou., Hen. VIII Ian. 5) (1809) 553 The English carters

that came with the Harbeshers to take ground.. tooke cer-

tayne wagons with beere and vitaill. 1552 HULOET, Har-

biger, to appoint lodginges for the traine of princes, epi-

staihmi. 1555 ABP. PARKER Ps. cv, To them as herbeger
Lo Joseph sold to servitude.

y. 1471 A rriv. Edw. IV (Camden) 27 Theyr herbengars
were come afore them as ferre as Sudberrye. 1524 State

Papers Hen. VIII, II. 115 He shalle not sett his men too

coyne uppon the Kinges subjectes . . but by bille made by
the arbinger. 1325 LD. BERNERS Froiss. II. cxxviii. [cxxiv.]

364 They had sent before their herbyngers to take vp their

lodgynges. 1623 tr. Fa-vine's Theat. Hon. 11, xii. 185 where
the Herbinger had before marked the lodgings for Otho.

1635 N. R. Camdcn's Hist. Eliz. IV. 567 The chief Magis-
trate . . as an Harbinger appoynting out their billet. 1708 J.
CHAMBERLAYNE St. Gt. Brit. i. it. xii. (1743) 105 They have
a gentleman harbinger to provide lodging for them. 1743
List King's Officers above Stairs ibid. ii. 190 William

Cowper, Esq.; Knight-Harbinger. 1877 Miss VONGE
Cameos IV. ii. 25 Harbingers were sent before, to prepare
quarters for all this train.

8. One that goes before and announces the ap-

proach of some one
;

a forerunner. Mostly in

trans/, and^f. senses, and in literary language.
ft. a 1550 Hye way Spyttel Hous 834 in Hazl. E. P. P.

IV. 60 These to our place have dayly herbegers.

y. c 1572 GASCOIGNE Fruites Warre (R.), Hope is har-

benger of all mishappe. 1630 MILTON May Morning, Now
the bright morning star, day's harbinger, Comes dancing
from the east, and leads with her The flowery May. a 1638
MEDE \l'ks. III. (1672) 702 His Harbinger John had now
finished his Message. 1763 H. WALPOLE Otranto Hi, First

came two harbingers with wands. Next a herald. 1768
BEATTIE Minstr. i. xxxvi, Proud harbinger of day . . Fell

chanticleer ! 1820 W. IRVING Sketch Bk. II. 359 The boding
cry of the tree-toad, that harbinger of storm. 1874 H.
AINSWORTH Merry Eng. i. iv, A harbinger, apparelled in the

royal livery, had been sent on to announce the approach of
the Princess. 1875 STUBBS Const. Hist. II. xiv. 72 The
prophet and harbinger of better days coming.

f4. =HARBOURER 2. Obs. rare.

1741 Contpl. Fam. Piece 11.1.289 In Harbouring the Hart,
the Huntsman or Harbinger must . . put his Hound before

him, and beat the Outside of the Springs or Thickets.

5. Harbinger of spring. A small umbelliferous

herb of North America, Erigenia bnlbosa, which
flowers in March in the Central States. In its

tuberous root, twice ternate leaves, and small white

flowers, it resembles the Earth-nut of Great Britain.
1868 ASA GRAY Man. Bot. Northern U. S. (ed. 5).

Hence Ha'rbingership, the office or position of
a harbinger. Ha'rbingery (tionce-wd.}, the act or

function of a harbinger (in sense 3).

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 242 Thou shall go one
houre before ; and presently caused his head to be smitten
off. An unhappie Harbengership in regard of his Art. 1887
SAINTSBURY Hist. Elizab. Lit. ii. 46 They do not come in
with the somewhat ostentatious usherment and harbingery,
which for instance laid the even more splendid bursts of

Jeremy Taylor open to the sharp sarcasm of South.

Ha-rbinger, v. [f. prec. sb. (in sense 3).]
trans. To act as a harbinger to ; to announce,
presage.
1646 G. DANIEL Poems Wks. 1878 I. 24 To Harbinger his

learned name. 1662 COKAINE Ovid i. i, Before . . I for this

untimely courtesy Make thee to harbinger my soul in death !

1794 COLERIDGE Rclig. Musings Poems I. 88 More bright
than all the angel blaze That harbinger'd thy birth. 1814
SOUTHEY Roderick win. 299 The star that harbingers a
glorious day. 1875 EMERSON Lett, fy Soc. Aims v. 131
Heralded and harbmgered by smiles and greetings.

Harbor, var. spelling of HARBOUR.
Harbbrie : see HARBOURT.
t Harborough, -borow, etc. ME. forms of
HARBOUR rf. and v.

t Ha'rborcms, a. Obs. Also 6 herber-, her-
bo(u)r., barber-, harbour-, etc. [f. HARBOUR**.!,
after words in -ocs from French, e.g. humorous.]
1. Affording harbour or shelter ; given to hospi-

tality.

'5* TINDALE i Tim. iii. 2 A bishoppe must be . . honestly
aparelled, harberous, apt to teache. i Pet. iv. 9 Be yeherbrous and that without grudginge. 1550 BALE Atol. 38An other sorte promyseth their howse to be herbourouse to
the

household
of fayth. a 1613 OVERBURY Observ. France

Wks. (1856) 237 Their nature, which is easie and harborous
to strangers. 1632 VICARS Virg. JEneid 72 In this kinde
harb rous town.
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2. Furnished with harbours or havens for ships.

[1589 FLEMING I ~irg. Georg. in. 49 That water at the first

Was harborous to brode wide ships, now harborous to wains.]
1612 DRAYTON Poly-olb. i. 5 Her haven angled so about her

harbrous sound. 1641 HEYLIN Help to Hist. (1671) 266 A
Couiitrey harborous on either side with commodious Havens.

1701 C. MATHER Klagn. Chr. in. 11. vii. (1852) 397 This is a
well known sea, called Euxine, or harborous.

Harbory : see HARBOURT.

Harbour, harbor (ha-jbsi), rf.1 Forms : a.

ahereberje.herburje.-byrje.sherberje, 4her-
boru, herbergh, -berw, -beruh, 4-5 herberwe,
berewe, -borewe, -borwe, -boruhe, -borou},
-borw, -burhe, -burgh(e, 4-6 herberow(e, -bor-

ow(e, 5 herbarwe, -barow, -barou, -bourgh, 5-6
herboroghe, -borough(e, 6 herberough, -bour-

ough, -burrouh. 8. 4 herbore,-bure, 4-j-ber(e,

5-6 -bour(e. f. 5 harburrow, 5-6 harbarow(e,

-brough(e, 5-7 harborow\e, 6 harberowe,
-bourgh, -borrow, -bourough, 6-7 harbor-

ough(e. 8. 5 harbar, 6-7 harboure, 6- harbor,
harbour, (7 karber). [Early ME. hereber^e, her-

ber)(e, corresp. to an OE. *herel>eor&, {. here army,
host + -beorg, -e protection, shelter, not recorded,

but found in the cognate langs., OHG. htri-,

here-, herberga (MHG. and mod.G. herberge),
OLG. hyiberga (MDu. herberghe, Du. herberg)
all fern., ON. herbergi neuter (Sw. herberge). The
ME. word has been assumed to be from Norse ; but

the phonology points rather to an OE. type (ori-

ginal, or perh. after the Norse). The subsequent

history shows two lines of phonetic change, viz. the

change of her- to har-, usual with er- before a con-

sonant (as in bark, barrow, hart, marsh, and the

pronunciation of clerk, sergeant, Berkshire, Hert-

ford, etc.) ;
and the weakening of the second ele-

ment to -her, -bar, -hour ;
the current harbour ex-

hibits both of these changes. The late MK form

remains in place names, e.g. Market Scarborough.]
1. Shelter,lodging,entertaininent; sojourn, abode.
a, c 1150 Homily (Kluge Leseb. 72) Na synderlice onooren

herbyr^e. c\vj$Lamb. Horn. 69 pe node habbeSsiuen heom
red, Mid hereberje and mid fode. c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 1392 If

She mijte taken Herbene for hire frendes sake[n). 1382
WYCUF Wisd. xviii. 4 Withoute hurting of good herberewe

[1388 herbore]. 1-1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. r 957 Neede of

closing and herberwe [v. rr. herborugh, harborowe, her-

boruhe]. c 1440 York Myst. xiv, 6 Graunt vs gode herborow
bis nyght. 1470-83 MALORY Arthur x. ix, They, .praid the

lord of the castel of herburgh. 1530-1 Act 22 Hen. VIfl,
c. 12 If any personne . . geue any herborowe moneye or lodge-

ynge to any beggers. 1553 BRENDE Q. Curtius D ij, That
Alexander shoulde fynde no herborow \_v.r. herberowe] there.

1573 G. HARVEY Letter-bk. (Camden) 166 Frendly voutsave
him herburrouh.

ft. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 6153 Of herber grete nede
I had, Yhe herberd me with hert glad. 1388 WYCLIF
Ecclus. xxix. 31 To seke herbore [v.r. herberow] fro hous in

to hous. c 1400 Yivaine 4- Gaw. 2940 Whi wil thou her thi

herber tane! 1538 BALE Brefe Com. in Harl. Misc. (Malh.)
I. 207 Helpe alwayes the poore, with herbour, foode, and

aparell. 1552 Ord. St. Bartholomews Ej b in Vicary's
Anat, (1888) App. xvi. 310 For the herboure and succour of
the dere members of Christes body. 1575 LANEHAM Let.

(1871) 9 To take herbour.

y. c 1410 LOVE Bonavent. Mirr. vi. (1510) Civ, She ..

asked harborowe in dyvers places, c 1435 Torr. Portugal
260 What crystyn man axithe harburrow here? 1349

COVERDALE, etc. Erasm. Par. Rom. 34 Lette them have

harbroughe. 1571 CAMPION Hist. Irel. \. (1633) 62 Those
cursed exactions of diet and harborow. 1598 in Picton

L'pool Munic. Kec. (1883) 1.115 Whoesoever . . shall lodge or

gyve harborough to any rogues. [Cf. Market Harborough.]
1. 1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Matt. xxv. 115 Whan

I was a straunger and nedy of harboure. 1592 Nobody $
Someb. in Simpson Sch. Shaks. (1878) II. 289 Nobody takes

them in, provides them harbor. 1663 DRYDEN Wild Gallant
in. i, All I desire of you is but harbour for a minute. 1684
BUNYAN Pilgr. n. 148 Our great Want . . was Harbor and

good Company. 1691 RAY Creation n. (1704) 253 They serve

for the Harbour . . of various Animals. 1791 COWPER Odyss.
n. 397 Give harbour in thy breast on no account To after-

grudge or enmity. 1814 SCOTT Ld. ofIsles I. xxvi, To har-

bour safe, and friendly cheer, That gives us rightful claim.

2. A place of shelter or sojourn ; lodgings, quar-

ters, resting-place ; place of entertainment, inn ;

place of refuge, asylum. Obs. exc. dial.

Cold harbour, a place of shelter from the weather for way-
farers, constructed by the wayside. Hence, a frequent
name of a locality, and in comb. Cold Harbour Lane.
a. c 1300 Havelok 742 pore were Of here herboru her-

borwed bere. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. x. 406 Holicherche,

(>at he[r]berwe is and goddes hous to saue. c 1386 CHAUCER
Prol. 765, I saugh nat this year so myrie a compaignye
Atones in this herberwe [v.rr. herborowe, harborowe, her-

berw, herburhe] as is now. c 1450 Merlin 539 Thei fonde

nether house ne herberowe. 1530 PALSGR. 230/2 Herboroghe,
logis. a 1637 B. JONSON Discoveries Wks. (Rtldg.) 743/1
To have his arms set up in his last herborough.

ft. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 448 With-in his awen moder

body, Whar his herber with-in was dight. c 1449 PECOCK

Repr. 523 Dyuerse Ostries or Herbouris for to logge the

more multitude.

y. ? c 1475 Sqr. lovie Degre 1 79 Yf ye may no harbroughe
se, Than must ye lodge under a tre. 1530 PALSGR. 169

Herberge, an harborowe. 1579 TWYKE Pkisicke agst. Fort.

I. v. 6a, Thy harborow or Inne, or rather thy pryson. 1600

HOLLAND Livy xxvi. x!i. 616 That the legions from out of
their winter harboroughs, should there meete together.

J. 1483 Cath. Angl. 174/2 An Harbar, hospicium. 1570

HARBOUR.
LEVINS Afanfy. 222/36 Harboure, liospitinm. 1590 SPENSER
/'', Q. 1. 1, 7 Fair harbour that them seems : so in they entred
are. 1642 ROGERS Naaman 462 They will capitulate for

their honour to go out of their harbour, with their pikes
traild. .and in array. 1711 ADDISON Sped. No. no p 2 Ivy
and Elder-Bushes, the Harbours of several solitary Birds.
1868 ATKINSON ClevelaidGloss. t Harbour^ shelter, lodging.

fb. The 'house', mansion, or position of the

sun or a planet in the zodiac. Obs.
c 1386 CHAUCER Frtwkl. T. 307 To ech of hem his tyme

and his seson As thyr herberwe [v.rr. herborwe, harborowe,
hebour] chaungeth lowe or heighe.

C. The covert or place of retreat of wild animals.

1576 FLEMING tr. Cains' Eng. Dogs in Arb. Garner III,

234 Terriers, .driue them out of their hollow harbours. 1615
I. STEPHENS Satyr, Ess. 310 Hee dreames of . . a Bucke
lodged, or a Hart in harbor. 1622 T. SCOTT Belg. Pismire
74 They resort to those places as to their harboroughs or
couerts. 1741 Cotnpl. P^ani. Piece n. i. 289 When you intend
to find out theHarbouror Layer ofa Hart. 1884 JF.FFKRIES
Red Deer vi. 103 The stag..When he has settled himself
down he is said to be '

in harbour '.

d-J%v
1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Mark\\.^ Fynde any quiet-

nesse, or sure harborowe. 1591 R. W. Tancred <$ Gismunda
v. ii. in Hazl. Dodsley VII. 85 Ah, pleasant harborough of

my heart's thought ! 1674 BREVINT Saul at Endor 268
These saving Harbers. 1805 WORDSW. Prelude 1. II In
what vale Shall be my harbour ?

3. A place of shelter for ships ; spec, where they

may lie close to and sheltered by the shore or by
works extended from it ;

a haven, a port.
a. \c laog LAY. 28878 Sexisce men . . seileden to londe, And

herberse token. . Bi-}eonde here Humbre.] c 1386 CHAUCER
Prol. 403 To rekene wel his tydes His stremes . . His her-

berwe. and his moone, his lodemenage. 1553 W. WATREMAN
Fardle Facions Pref. n Thei . . digged out herborowes,
where their shippes might ride saulfe fro the storme.

ft. 1583 N. LICHEFIELD tr. Castanheda I j b, The Ports,

Herbours, and Riuers, where he tooke in fresh water.

y. a 1547 SURREY SEneid iv. 53 Also the Sirtes, un-

frendly harbroughe. 1555 EDEN Decades 350 A byght or

bay as thowgh it were a harbarowe. 1578 BOURNE Invent.
ii They must cheyne their Hauen or harborrow. 1600
HAKLUYT Voy. (1810) III. 121 They put into the foresayde
Harborough. 1614 RALEIGH Hist. World n. (1634) 302 A
Harborow of great capacitie, being in former times but an

open bay.
6. 1581 N. LICHEFIELD tr. Castanheda's Cong. E. Ind.

Ixii. 126 b, Their harbour or hauen is verie good. 1603
KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1638) 119 They were not able to put
into the Harbor. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. iv. 600 A
Station safe for Ships, when Tempests roar, A silent Har-
bour, and a cover'd Shoar. 1802 Hied. Jrnl. VIII. 23
Some of the men of war, then in the harbour, a 1839 PRAED
Poems (1864) II. 178 Like a wreck that is drifting to harbour,
I come to thee, Lady, at last.

4. Glass-making. A large shallow trough-like
box with handles or wheels used for holding the

mixed ingredients or ' batch
' and conveying them

to the pot for fusion.

1891 Sale Catal. Glass Wks. Stourbridge, Seven mixing
harbours. 1897 Correspondent, Each harbour of separate
mixture is placed around the furnace before each pot for the

purpose of filling.

5. attrib. and Comb, (in sense 3), as harlioar-

admiral, -bar, -buoy, -duty, -light, -room, -town,
etc. ; harbour-due, a charge for the use of a

harbour (usually in pi.) ; harbour-gasket, -log,

watch (see quots.) ; harbour-master, an officer

who has charge of a harbour, and of the mooring
of ships, etc. therein ; hence harbour-mastership ;

harbourward adv., towards the harbour.

1829 MARRYAT F. Mildmay iv, The Gladiator, the flag-

ship of the "harbour-admiral. 1798 COLERIDGE Anc. Mar.
vi. xv, We drifted o'er the *Harbour-bar. 1864 TENNYSON
Sailor Boy 2 He rose at dawn and, fired with hope, Shot
o'er the seething harbour-bar. 1842 Audley Court 85
The bay was oily calm ; the*harbour-buoy. . With one green
sparkle ever and anon Dipt by itself. 1718 Bridlington
Pier Act, All such tolls, "harbour-dues, or other dues.

1863 FAWCETT Pol. Econ. x. vii. (1876) 614 A harbour due
is. .paid for the accommodation obtained by shipping. 1867
SMYTH Sailors Word-bk.,

*
Harbour-gaskets, broad, but

short and well-blacked gaskets, .for showing offa well-furled

sail in port. 1838 Merc. Marine Mag. V. 371 A 'Harbour-

Light will be established. 1867 SMYTH Sailors Word-bk.,
*
Harbour-log, that part of the log-book which .. relates only

to transactions while the ship is in port. 1769 FALCONER
Diet. Marine (1789), Maltre de forts, an "harbour-master,
or officer appointed to take care of a port. 1884 G. ALLEN
Philistia I. 37 The honourable sinecure of a "harbour-

mastership. 1847 GROTE Greece 11. xliv. (1862) IV. 9 To
rovide "harbour-room at once safe and adequate. ci6n
HAPMAN lliadn. (R.), Halos "harbor-tow ne, that Neptune

beats upon. 1867 SMYTH Sailors Word-bk., *Harbour-

luatck, a division or subdivision of the watch kept on night-

duty, when the ship rides at single anchor.

t Harbour, sl>.
2 Obs. [A frequent spelling of

ARBOUR sb.^ from i6th c., intermediate between the

earlier herber, erber, and the present form.] a. A
grass-plot, a green = ARBOUR i. b. A bower or

retreat covered with climbing shrubs and plants.
a. 1503 Will of M. Huntyngdou (Somerset Ho.), My

body to be buried in our lady Harbar of the Cathedrall

Church of Hereford. [1573 Richmond. Wills (Surtees) 234

My bodye to be buried within y arbour on the north side

off the churche of Richmonde.] 1804-20 Hereford Cath.,

Sextons Bk. offees. For Ground in the Cathedral Lady
Harbour, or Cloister, 45. 6d.

b. is63(see ARBOUR 5.] IS93 G- FLETCHER Lina.etc. xxvi.

(Grosart) 107 Where loving Wood-bine, doth the Harbour

Linde. 1613 R. CAWDEEY Table Alf/i. (ed. 3), Ombrage,

pr
C



HARBOUR.
shade, harbor, or bower to rest vnder. 1762 Gcntl. Mag.
222 A gravel walk, .with a covered harbour at each end of

it. #1790 WARTON Poet. IVks. (1802) II. 194 An avenue ho

cool and dim Shall to an harbour, at the end, In spite of

gout, entice a friend.

Hence Ha-rboxired///. a., =ARBOURED.
1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 136 We rid in shallow cradles, two

on a Camell : harboured aboue, and couered with linnen.

Harbour sb.s, var. of ARBOR sb.*

1797 Monthly Mag. III. 222 Effected by a jagged
wheel, fixed on the barrel harbour.

Harbour, harbor (haub3.i\ v. Forms: a.

2 herebure5en, herbor$en, 3 herber(e)3en,
hercborwen, 3-5 herberwen, herborwen, 4
herberghen, herborghen, herbarwen, herb-

weren, 4-5 herberghwen, herberewen, 4-6
herberowe(n, 5 hereboroghe, herburghe, her-

berrowe, 5-6 herborowe, 6 herberoughe, her-

brough. &. 3-7 herber(e(n, 4-5 herbor, 5

herbar, 6 herbowr(e. 7. 4-6 harborough, 5

-bergh, -berough, -burrow, -bourrow, 5-6
-borowe, 6 -barow, -brough. S. 5 harbur, 5-6
harber, 6 harbar, 6- harbor, harbour. See also

herbery, HARBBY u. [f. HABBOUR j., in its various

phonetic forms : OE. type *hereheorgian, corresp.
to ON. herbergja,) -byrgfa, to lodge, harbour ;

OHG. heribergdn, MHG., MDu., Ger., Du. her-

bergen intr. and trans. Cf. also herberge^ early
form of HARBINGE v., from OF. herberger (which
was ultimately the same word).]

I. trans. *t* 1. To provide a lodging or lodging-

place for
;
to shelter from the weather or the night ;

to lodge, entertain. Obs.
a. c 1150 Homily (Kluge Leseb. 73) Swa swa leofne gyst

heo hire husede and innlice herebyregode. "75 Lamb.
Horn. 23 pu. .fedest wreche men and herebure^est and scru-

dest. c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 260/146 To hereborewi Miseise
men. 1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 201 C!oJ>e . . and her-

berwe hem. Ibid. 371 pere he schal be hereberowid. c 1440
Pronip. Parv. 236/1 Herberwyn [v.rr, herbergwyn, her-

borowen] or receyvyn to hereboroghe. 1530-1 Act 22 Hen.
'///, c. 12 To lodge and herberough any persone .. of

charitee or almes. 1540 TAVERNER Postils, Sxkort. bef.

Communion^ We have not hymselfe now . . to herbrough
him. 1557 jest Mylncr Aoingt. 157 in Hazl. E. P. P. III.
106 Herberowe us to night.

/3. a 1300 Cursor M. 15494 To spek o iesu )>ar he was
herberd in |?at tun. 1382 WYCLIF Acts x. 32 Symound,
that is named Petre ; this is herborid in the hous of

Symound coriour. c 1400 fsitmoras 524 Bot mete ne drynke
couthe he gete none, Ne house to herbere hyme mne.
a 1510 DOUGLAS King Hart n. 264 3e sail nocht herbere me
and Eis at anes. 1609 SKENE Reg. Maj. t Stat. Robt.I, 20
Na man be herbered or lodged in the houses or granges.
Y- <;I43S Torr. Portugal 262, I wold harburrow the full

fayne. c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun 1252 To harbergh the

nedy wagring. 1530 PALSGR. 579/1, I intende to harborowe
folkes no more. 1565 GOLDING Ovid's Met. n. (1593^ 29
Tethis who doth harbrough me within her surges wide.

1587 Sivgtla in Polimanteia (1881) Introd. 18 To al them
that harborough such a guest.
5. 1440 Bone Flor. 1971 He harberde hym far ther-

fro All behynde men . . Hys sekenes was so felle. 1557
Ord. Hospitalls E ij, Those [children] that are harboured
in the Howse. z6oi SHAKS. Tivel. N. n. iii. 102 She har-

bors you as her kinsman.

fig> ^30 PRYNNE Anti-Annin. i Which would willingly
harbour themselues, vnder the roofe. .ofthe Church of Eng-
land. 1671 MILTON Samson 458 The anguish of my soul,
that suffers not Mine eye to harbour sleep.

b. absol. To show hospitality.
1534 TINDALE Rom, xii. 13 Diligently to harboure [1535

COVERD. Be glad to harbarow. 1539 (Great Bible), Be readie
to harboure.]

t 2. To quarter (soldiers or retainers) ; to assign

lodgings to, to billet ; re/I, to take up quarters, en-

camp. Also absol. Obs.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron, (1810) 149 Nouber cite ne burgh

myght bei in herberd be. c 1350 Will. Palerne 1626 Alle pe
genge of grece was gayli resseyued & herbarwed hastely.
c 1450 Bk. Cnrtasye 427 in Babees Bk. 312 The marshalle
shalle herber alle men an fere. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng.
cii. 83 They comen . . in grete companyes and lodged and
herburghed hem in the countrey al aboute where they wold.
a 1483 Liber Niger in Househ. Ord. 32 Within the kinges
gates no man shall harborow or assigne but this chamber-
layn or usher. 1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. cclvi. 381 They
. . layde siege about Monsac, and harbored themselfe, as

though they wolde nat go thence in a moneth. 1648 GAGE
West Ind. 90 [We] were . . harboured in a green plot of

ground resembling a meadow.
3. To give shelter to, to shelter. Formerly often

in a good sense: to keep in safety or security,
to protect ; now mostly dyslogistic, as to conceal

or give covert to noxious animals or vermin ; to

give secret or clandestine entertainment to noxious

persons or offenders against the laws.
a. la 1366 CHAUCER Rom. Rose 491 The gardin was not

daungerous To herberwe briddes many oon. 1393 LANGL.
P. PI. C. xxn. 320 Ordeyne ^e an hous, peers, to herberghen
in thi cornes. c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode \. cxxv. (1869) 66
This scauberk is cleped humilttee. .in whiche thow shuldest
thi swerd herberwe. 1484 CAXTON Fables of JEsop i. xx,
The swalowe . . herberowed her in the plowgh mans hows.

ft. 1420 Surtees Misc. (1888) 17 Yt lette noght William

Selby to herber hys tymber apon the same walle. 1502
ARNOLDS Chron. 83 Yf any freman . . suffer ony wares or

marchaundises . . to be kepte or herbowryd in his house.

7- 579 J- STUBBES Gaping Gztlf, To harborough the

persecuted Christians in your owne kingdome.
6. c 1460 How Marc/tande dyd Wyje betray 148 in Hazl.
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E. P. P. 1. 203 Y swere . . Y wylle neuyr harbur the kyngys
felone. 1472 Presentin, Juries in Snrtees Misc. 11888) 25
Done panyermaker.. barbers suspect persones in his hous.

1576 FLEMING I'anopl. Epist. 180 Ignoraunt what lewdnes
lurketh, and what heynousnesse is harboured in the deedes
they go about. 1633 T. STAFFORD Pac. Hib. i. xviii. (1810)
193 Traitours, which harboured themselves in the bogs and
woods. 1659 D. PELL Itnpr. Sea 106 note, I would have
Captains to say that our ships shal harbour no such Sailors.

1700 S. L. tr. Frykc's I'oy. E. Ind. 44 These Woods harbour
vast numbers of Monkeys. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 131
r 5 He wishes Sir Roger does not harbour a Jesuit in his

House. 1759 tr. Dtihainets Hush. I. vi. (1762) 12 Dung
harbours insects. 1849 MACAULAV Hist. Eng. I. 641 After
the conviction of the rebels whom she had harboured. 1851
Illustr. Cntal. Gt. Exhib. 780 Cocoa-nut fibre ..does not
harbour vermin. Mod. Newsp. A tobacconist was fined

;ioo for harboring smuggled tobacco.

fig' 1650 HUBBERT Pill Formality 15 It is a dangerous
thing to harbor a Traytor within your brest. 1820 SCOTT
Ivankoe xxiv, What religion can it be that harbours such a
villain? 1842 H. ROGERS Ess. I. i. 33 Harbouring every
vagrant story that may ask shelter in his pages.

T" b. Of a place, etc. : To afford accommodation
or room for; to contain, hold. Obs.

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. n. 40 Bote her nas halle ne housjjat
mint herborwe |je peple. 1398 TREVISA Barth, De P. R. v.

iii. (1495) 106 The mydle moder beclyppyth the brayne and
herboryth and holdeth togyders the veynes of the brayne.
c 1440 York Myst. xv. 125 It [a horn spoon] will herbar

fourtypese. 1587 GOLDING De Mornay ix. 115 That there
is but one God, and that The Ayre, the Heauen, the Sea,
the Earth, and Hell . . were bartered in his breast from all

Eternitie. 1667 BOYLE Orig. Formes # (?;//., The specifick
actions of a Body that harbours subordinate Forms. 1680

Produc. Chem. Princ. v. 240 The Aeriall particles, that

are wont to be harboured in the Pores of that liquor.

4. fig. To entertain within the breast ; to cherish

privately ; to indulge. Now usually in reference

to evil thoughts or designs.
1393 LANGL. P. PL C. vni. 258 In Jjyn hole herte to her-

berghwen alle treuthe. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 337
O heart appointed even from thy creation to harbour kinde-
nesse. 1583 STANYHURST sE^neis i. (Arb.) 17 Such festred

rancoure doo Sayncts celestial harbour? 1601 F. GODWIN
Bj>s. of Eng. 353 The citizens, .harboring their old grudge.
1602 ROWLANDS TVs Merrie when Gossips meete 20, 1 know
that beauteous wenches are enclinde, To harbour hansome
men within their minde. 1766 FORDYCE Serin. Yng, IVom.

(1767) I. iii. 109 They will be tempted to harbour suspicions.

1781 COWPER Convers. 561 Hearts . . that harbour at this

hour That love of Christ and all its quickening power. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 70 He believed them to harbour
the worst designs. 1850 W. IRVING Goldsmitk \. 28 It was
impossible for him to harbour resentment.

5. To shelter (a ship) in a haven or harbour.

1555 EDEN Decades 2 Naturall hauens, of capacitie to

harborowe greate nauies of shippes. 1600 ]. PORY tr. Leo's

Africa, \\. 232 A faire haven, where the ships of Alger are

safely harboured. 1633 P. FLETCHER Purple Isl. xn. Hi,

Harbour my fleshly bark safe in thy wounded side. 1693
Lond. Gaz. No. 2849/4 Directions., how to Harbour a Ship
in the same with Safety. ^i887BowEN Virg. &neidi\. 375, 1

. . Harboured his vessels* saved from death his mariner band.

6. To trace (a stag) to his 'harbour' or lair.

Also transf.
1531 ELYOT Gov, i. xviii, A few nombre of houndes, onely

to harborowe, or rouse, the game. 1576 TURBERV. Venerie

239 We herbor and unherbor a Harte, we lodge and rowse
a Bucke. 1637 B. JONSON Sad Sheph. \. ii, Here's Little

John hath harbord you a Deere. 1741 [see HARBINGER 4].

1886 WOOD in Gd. Words 690 A . . tigress had been tracked
, .and at last

'

harboured', as Stag-hunters say, in a small
thicket. 1892 H. HUTCHINSON Fainvay Isl. 6, I can har-

bour a stag against any man on Exmoor.
II. intr. 7. To shelter oneself, lodge, take

shelter ; to encamp ; later, often with some notion

of lurking or concealment, arch, or Obs,
c 1200 Trtn. Coif. Horn. 87 5>f hemai J>er-inne herber^en.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 10290 Lete hym herber yn
hys hous. c 1374 CHAUCER Boetk. n. pr. vi. 53 Wont to

sleen hys gestes pat herburghden in hys hous. c 1380 Sir
Ferumb. 5251 Thar herborghede be kyng & ys barouns,

Wyb-oute tentes o))er pauyllouns. 1:1400 Rowland fy O.

745 Vnder a Mountayne J)ey herberde J?an Besyde a reuer.

c 1450 Merlin 125 Ye sholde not fynde an house in to her-

berowe. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. Vf, iv. vii. 79 Now for this

Night, lets harbor here in Yorke. 1686 PLOT Staffordsh.

448 Others say that the Robbers themselves harbour'd here.

c 1750 SHENSTONE Econ. \. 52 Beneath one common roof
Thou ne'er shalt harbour. 1805 WORDSW. Waggoner i. 59
Where the Dove and Olive-Bough Once hung, a Poet har-

bours now. 1807 PIKE Sources Mississ. n. (1810) 200, I

was suspicious that possibly some party of Indians might be

harboring round.

fig. c 1489 CAXTON Blanchardyn liv. 207 Neither sleepe
nor quiet could barber in her head. 1569 J. SANFORD tr.

Agripfa's Van. Aries 105 b, But nowe this plague . . doth
not onely herberoughe emonge temporall men. 1590 MAR-
LOWE Edw. //, v. Wks. (Rtldg.) 214/1 Think not a thought
so villanous Can harbour in a man of noble birth. 1655
tr. De Parc*s Francion I. 33 [To] suffer such a thought to

harbour in our minds. 1760 LAW Spir. Prayer n. 161 No
vice can harbor in you. 1796 Hist. Ned Evans I. 266 If

envy could have harboured in such a breast as Sophia's.

8. Of an animal : To have its retreat or resort ;

spec, said of a stag.
1599 H. BUTTES Dyets drie DinnerM viij, It is a Seafish

. . It harboureth some time about the shore. 1610 GUILLIM

Heraldry \\\. xlv. (1660) 166 You shall say that a Hart Har-
boureth. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 862 Penguin^ . .

cannot (lie, . . feeds on fish and grasse, and harbors in berries.

1650 FULLER Pisgak HI. ix. 338 Here the bellowing Harts
are said to harbour . . the belling Roes to bed. 1773-84 COOK
Voy. (1790) V. 1680 The place where the turtle were known
to harbour. 1869 PHILLIPS Vesuv. iii. 46 In the woody
parts wild boars frequently harboured.

HABBOURLESS.

9. Of a ship (or its crew) : To take shelter or

come to anchor in a haven or harbour. Alsoyf^.
1583 STANYHURST sEtttts in. (Arb.) 72 Wee saulflye dyd

harbor in hauen. 1611 SHAKS. Cymo. iv. ii. 206 To show
what coast thy sluggish crare Might easiliest harbour in.

a 1642 SIR W. MONSON Naval Tracts HI. (1704) 331/2 He
might have Harbour'd in Falmouth. 1718 SEWALL Diary
12 May (1882) III. 184 Wind was Colitrary that was forc't

to harbour at Marblehead. 1842 BROWNING H'aring u. ii. 2

We were sailing by Triest Where a day or two we harboured.

Hence Ha'rboured, Ha'rbouring///. adjs.
1388 WYCLIF Wisd. v. 15 An herborid man of a dai, that

passith forth. 17437. DAVIDSON sEneid\\\\. 267 Calling his

vanquished Sons into his Azure Bosom and harbouring
streams. 1833 WORDSW. Warning 44 Harboured ships,
whose pride is on the sea. 1835 I. TAYLOR Spir, Despot.
viii. 361 A harboured grudge and exasperation.

Harbourage, -orage (hft'ibaridx). Also 6

herberage. [f7HARBOURj<M + -AGE: cf. the earlier

ME. herbergage, HARBERGAGE, from French.]
1. Shelter, lodging ;

=== HARBOUR i.

1570 Henry's Wallace xi. 1236 note, Now in hewin he has
his herberage [1470 heretage]. 1595 SHAKS. John n. i. 234
Your King .. Craues harbourage within your Citie walles.

1634 HEYWOOD Maidenh. ivell Lost ii. Wks. 1874 IV. 124
You shall not want nor fopde, nor harborage. 1816 SCOTT
Old Mart, viii, Did you give him harbourage in this very
house ? 1859 TENNYSON Enid 281 Where can I get me har-

bourage for the night?
transf. and fig. 1829 I. TAYLOR Enthns. x. 297 Both

infidelity and heresy have, till of late, found harbourage in

the supposed or pretended corruption or uncertainty of the
canon. 1876 F. E. TROLLOPE Charming Fellow II. xi. 174
An idea to which, .he would give no harbourage.
2. A place of shelter ; a lodging ;

= HARBOUR 2.

1651 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. ii. xxvi. (1739) 113 Happy
England, if the same prove good Harbourage for a fainting
Nation ! 1820 SCOTT Ivantioe xxviii, The worst of these

harbourages . . would unquestionably be more fitting for

your residence than the abode of a despised Jew. 1883
Graphic 19 May 498 The island has been a harbourage of

conspiracy and sedition.

3. Shelter for ships, shelter in a haven : cf. HAR-
BOUR 3.

[a 1680 BUTLER Rem. (1759) I. 412 That Enemy . . wind-
driven on the British Coast, would find safe Harbourage in

Milford.] 1850 BLACKIE &$chylus I. 38 Harsh harbourage,
hard hammocks, and scant sleep. 1861 SMILES Engineers
II. 204 He.. took soundings all round the proposed har-

bourage. 1884 W. C. SMITH Kildrostan 33 The new stone-

pier That was to make safe harbourage for the boats.

Harbcnirer, -orer (haubarsj). [f.
HARBOUR

v. + -KB 1
. This took up sense i of herherger^

HARBINGER, after that word came to be used chiefly
in senses 2, 3.]

1. One who harbours, shelters, or entertains ; an

entertainer, a host. Also Jig. Now more usually

dyslogistic.
1548 UDALL Erasm.Par. Lnkev'm. (R.), Of an harbourer

of deuils, was he sodainly made a disciple, and scholar of

Jesus. 1577 B. GOOGE Heresback's Hnsb. i. (1586) 45

Eyther. .harberours of Antes, .or else breeders of. .weedes.

1624 T. SCOTT -2nd Pt. Vox Populi 28 Abettors, main-

tainors, concealers of their plots or harberours of their

persons. 1652 J. AUDLEY Eng. Commw. 29 It became the

Commons to be harborers of the people. 17x0 STRYPE Life
Abp. Grindalvo.. 1582 (R.) A great nurse of pious men, and
harbourer of exiles for religion. 1847 DE QUINCEY S.
Mil. Nun Wks. III. 19 Not to the Don as harbourer of his

daughter. iQqzDaify Ncivs 25 Jan. 5/3 Unpolished granite
. .is a sad harbourer of soot and dust.

2. Stag-hunting. One whose office it is to trace

a deer to its covert.

1651 DAVENANT Gondibert 11. xxix, Old Forrest Spys, the

Harborers With hast approach. 1674 N. Cox Gentl.

Recreat. (1677) 72 The Harbourer having taught his Hound
to draw mute always round the outside of the Covert. 1884

JEFFERIES Red Deer vi. 104 The work of the
' harbourer

'

is

to find where a runnable stag is in
' harbour ' on the morn-

ing of the meet.

Hence Har'bouress, -oresse, a hostess.

1624 HEYWOOD Gunaik. ix. 428 Mary, .was a devout har-

boresse, . . that gladly entertained the disciples of Christ.

Ha'rbouring;, vbl. sb. [f.
HARBOUR -v. +

-ING!.] The action of the verb HARBOUR, in

various senses.

a 1300 Cursor M. 14709 His herbering sal last in hell.

1382 WYCLIF Rom. xii. 13 Kepinge, hospitalite, that is,

herboringe of pore men. c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAymon
i. 28 Lorde god, that wythin the holy wombe..toke thyher-

bowrynge. 1576 TURBERV. Venerie 141 There is not so muche
skill to be used in lodgyng of a Bucke as in harboring of a

harte. 1600 J. PORY tr. Leo's Africa^ n. 376 Places for the . .

docking, and harbouring of his warlike gallies. 1031 Star
Chamb. Cases (Camden) 56 Here was an harbouring of a

popish priest
b. attrib., as harbouring house, place.

1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. (1858) I. 10 Tha saw evin at

thair hand Ane herbering place. 1585 FLEETWOOD m Ellis

Oriff. Lett. Ser. i. II. 302 Harboringe Howses for Maisterles

Men, and for such as lyve by theifte. 1605 WAYMOUTH in

Harper's Mag. Apr. (1883) 708/2 The most .. secure har-

boring river that the world affordeth.

Harbourless (haubajles), a. For early forms

see HARBOUR sd. 1
[f. HARBOUR st>.^ -T--LESS.]

1. Destitute of shelter, houseless, homeless.
<:i2oo ORMIN 6166 Himm Jatt iss herrberr?helaes |>e birr>

herrberrghe findenn. 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 129 po
men J>at not herberwid suche pore herberweles. 1382
Matt. xxv. 35,

I was herberlesse [1526 TINDALE herbrou-

lesse (2534) herbourlesse ; 1533 COVERD. harbourlesse] and

Jee..herberden me. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur vii. xxxii,

For kyng Arthurs sake he shall not be herberoules. 1526



HARBOURSOME.
Pilgr. Perf. i\V. de W. 1531) 153 b, Harbourynse the har-

boroughles 1609 BIHLE (Douay) ha. Iviii. 7 The needle,

and hcrberlei bring in into thy house. 111677 MAM ON

Exp.Lonfs f'r. Matt. vi. n We .should soon be shiftless,

harbourless, begging from door to door. 1819 J. DONOVAN
Catcch. Counc. Trent i. iv. n He is bora in poverty ; he

is bom as a harbourless stranger.

t 2. Oi a place : That affords no shelter. Obs.

1565 GOLDIXG O-.'ifs Met. i. 11593' 7, I entrcd by and by
The harbroughlesse and cruell house. 1589 WARNER Alt.

Eng. ii. Prose Addit. (1612) 334 The harborlesse Desart.

3. Without harbours or havens for ships.
1600 HOLLAND Lhiy 352 (R.) The haven-lesse and har-

bourlesse coasts of Italic. 1705 ANNA SEWARD Lett. (1811)

IV. 107 A vast ocean, howling and harbourless. 1857
RUSKIN Pol. Econ. Arti(i&68) 16 The sea roars against

your harbourless cliffs you have to build the breakwater.

t HaTboursome, a. 06s. [(.
HABBOUK si. 1

-f -SOME.] Given to hospitality, hospitable.
1584 LODGE Alarum 79 Harden not your hearts, .releeve

the poorc, be harboursome,

+ Ha'rboury, ha'rbfe)ry, sb. north. dial, and

Se. Ol<s. Forms: 4 herberi, 4-6 -ery(e, her-

bry(e, 5 herbre, j-C harbery, 5-7 -erie, 6 bar-

bry, -rie, harbarie, -ory, -orie, 6-7 harbourie,

7-9 harboury. [In ijth c. northern Eng. herberi,

parallel to ME. herderje, herberwe ; perh. imme-

diately a. ON. herbergi (see HARBODB J*. 1

) ; but

possibly with a suffix -y or -ry.]

1. Shelter, lodging, harbourage; = HARBOUR
*.l i. In quot. 1375, military encampment.

felde for tharherbry. 01400 Relig. Pieces /r. Thornton
MS. 28 Ne clathes to be nakede ne herbery to |?e herberles.

c 1470 HENRY Wallace VII. 472 Sewyn scor with him that

nycnt tuk hernry thar. c 1475 Rtiitf Coilyar 41 He na
harberie had for his behufe. 1351 ABP. HAMILTON Caieck.

(1884) 244 He giffis the meit, dnnk. and claith and harbory.

1552 LYNDESAY Monarche 5942 Oftymes }e gaue me Her-

berye. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 107 These .in rye are formed
of substantives as ofarmour, armorie. .of harbour harbourie,

kcspitium. 1609 SKENE Reg. Maj. t
Stat. David //, 44

AH they quha sellis bread and aill, sail receaue passengers
in berberie within their houses. 1619 SIR J. SEMPILL

Sacrilege Hartal. 50 For harboury, No certaine dwelling

place.
i86a HISLOP Prov. Scot. 96 He that's ill o' his har-

boury is gude at the way-kenning.
2. A place of shelter, a lodging-place; = HAR-
BOUR 2.

c 131") Metr. Horn. 63 Thar was na herberie To Josep
and his spouse Marie. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce n. 280 Sa
till thar herbery wend sail thai, c 1475 Rait/ Coil'yar 675
Thair was ane hailsum harbery. 1513 DOUGLAS jfcneis xi.

x.
cjs

It is a stelling place and sovir narbry, Quhar ost in

staill or enbuschment may ly. 1549 Compl. Scot. xv. 135
Hareyt furtht of house and herberye. 1570 LEVINS Manip:
104/29 Harborie, hospitium. 1583 Leg. Bp. SI. Attdrois
Pref. 04 in Satir. Poems Reform, xlv, Leaving the heavinlie
harbrie whair he satt.

3. Shelter for ships ; a harbour.

15. . Ship Laws in Balfoitr's^Practicks (1754) 625 Quhair
ony great presse of shtppis lyis in ane harberie. 1576 in

W. Mcllwraith Guide Wigtmunshire(^j^)<)a All the ports,
creeks, harbories, and landing-places. 1017 Ibid., The
burgh and harbourie of Stranraer. c 1640 Sc. Acts Chas. I

(1814) V. 95 The said burgh of Pittenweyme. .hes ane guid
and saiff harberie.

4. Comb., as harboury-place.
1513 DOUGLAS sErteis in. i. 31 Ane ancyant and ane tender

herbry place To Troianis. 1562 WINJET Cert. Tractates I.

Wks. 1888 I. 4 We. .exhort the latter marinaris. .to. .direct
it to sum mair sure harbery place.

Harbrough e, obs. ff. HARBOUR sb. and v.

t Ha-rbry, he'rbery, v. north, dial, and Sc.

Obs. Forms : 4 herbery, herbory, 4-6 herbri,
herbry, 6-7 harbry, harberie. [In I4th c. her-

bery, herbry, a northern doublet of HARBOUR v.,

perh. immediately a. ON. herbergja : cf. HAH-
BOURT s&.]
1. trans. To shelter, lodge :

= HABBOURz/. I.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce n. 300 And bad thaim herbery thaim
that nycnt. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Magdalata 218 Nane
wald herbry l>am in house. 14. . Burgh Laws c. 85 (Skene
QO) Na man . . aw to harbery ony strangear in his house
langar ban a nycht. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixvi. 29 Nor
veseit the seik, nor. .Harbreit the wolsome. let \$pFreiris
of Berurik 239 in Ditttbars Poems (1893) 293, I will herbry
no gaistis heir perfay. 1609 SKENE Reg. Maj. 129 Na man
sovld harbrie strangers.
2. To anchor (a shipl in a haven or harbour.

1513 DOUGLAS JEneis i. vi. 159 Thi schippis and fallow-

schip .. Other ar herbryit in the havin. 1562 A. SCOTT
Poems (S. T. S.) L 205 pat Lord may harbary so thy bairge.
3. intr. To take shelter, to lodge ; to come into

a haven, to land.

( 1475 Kauf Coilyar 710 Quhen he harbreit with me.
15*3 DOUGLAS tfLneis i. viii. 81 We ar defendit to herbry on
the sand.

Hence \ Ha'rbrying, herbreyng,^/. sb.

'375 BARBO Bruce ix. 703 Strange men had tane her-

breyng In the place.

Harburrow, obs. form of HARBOUR sb. and v.

Harcabuz, obs. form of HARQUEBUS.
Harcarrah : see HIRCABRA.
Harcelet, var. HASLBT.
Harcken, obs. form of HEARKEN v6.

Hard (haad), a. (si.} Forms : i heard, 2-4
herd, ,3 ard, Orm. harrd), 3-7 harde, (6 heard,

84

herde), 4- hard. [A Common Tent, adj.: OK.

&an/=OFris. herd, OS. hard eMDu. Aart(J : ,

MLG. hard, harde, Du., LG. hard], OHO. hart,

harti, hyii (MHG. hart, herte, Ger. hart), ON.
karSr (S\v. hard, Da. haard , 'Goth, hardus:

OTeut. *kardils, corresp. to pre-Teut. *kartus = Gr.

K/MTVS strong, powerful. Like other adjs. in -us,

hardus became in \VGer. partly a jo-stem hardja-,

whence OHG. harti, herti ; but there is no trace

of this in OS. and OE.]
I. Passively hard : resisting force, pressure, or

effort of some kind.

1. A primary adjective expressing consistency of

matter : That does not yield to blows or pressure ;

not easily penetrated or separated into particles;

firm and resisting to the touch ; solid, compact in

substance and texture. The opposite of soft.

Bemuut/(Z.) 2509 Billes ec, hond and heard sweord. 971
Blickl. Horn. 221 Mid hjerenum hrselle swipe heardum &
unwinsumum. c 1000 Sajr. Lccchd. II. 182 Wib heardum
swile ts magan. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 129 Weter of ban

herda flinte. a 1300 Cursor M. 6390 (Gott.) Of be hard Stan.
'

'375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Machor 707 Joure hartis ar herd as

Citron. II. 434 He buylded of hard stone, the bewtifull

Librarie in the gray Friers in London, now called Christes

Hospitall. 1594 T. B. La Primaud. f'r. Acad. n. 148 The
substance thereof is thicke, and harder then any other skinne,

and therefore it is called the harde mother. 1638 SIR T.

HERBERT Trim. (ed. 2) 240 Sallads, acharrs, and hard egs.

1657 R. LIGON Barbados* (1675)72 Leaves, .extreamly
stiff

and hard. 1674 tr. Schefer's Lapland 12 The hair of both

Sexes is generally black and hard. 1690 LOCKE tlnm. Und. n.

v. (1695) 54 That being generally call d hard by us, which will

put us to Pain, sooner than change Figure by the pressure
of any part of our Bodies; and that, on the contrary, soft,

which changes the Situation of its parts upon an easie and

unpainful touch. 1764 REID Inquiry v. 2 Wks. I. 120/1

When the parts of a body adhere so firmly that it cannot

easily be made to change its figure, we call it hard. 1860

TVNDALL Glac. i. ii. 10 If it did not
yield

in the slightest

degree it would be perfectly hard. 1860 PUSEY Min. Profit.

541 Harder than adamant.

fb. Undigested (in the stomach). Obs.

1687 R. L'EsTRANGE Answ. Diss. 31 Neither is it. .Only
the bespoken Thanks, at last, that lyes so Hard in our

Author's Stomach. 1696 TRYON Misc. iii. 88 Suppers lie

hard in the Stomach.

c. Hardfist, an ungloved fist. Also attrib.

1887 Daily News 27 Jan. 5/5 Time was when the opening

night was a velvet-glove contest. The hard-fist battle was

postponed.
a. Hard iron, hard lead: see qnots.

1881 MAXWELL Electr. <$ Magn. II. 44 Iron which retains

its magnetic properties when removed from the magnetic
field is called Hard iron. 1881 RAYMOND Mining Glass.,

Hard lead, lead containing certain impurities, principally

antimony.
2. Of money : In specie as opposed to paper cur-

rency. See also quot. 1882.

1706 FARQUHAR Recruiting Officer iv. iii, Your mother has
a hundred pound in hard money, lying . . in the hands of a
mercer. 1779 A, ADAMS in J. Q. Adams'1

Fam.Lett.dfyb)
365 Corn is said at four dollars, hard money, per bushel.

1825 BENTHAM Ration. Rew. 154 Husbandmen, like other

labourers, are paid in hard money by the week. 1830 GALT
La-wrie T. v. viii. (1849! 230 We were to get hard cash to

meetarun. 1878 N. Amer. Rev. CXXVI. 157 The nomina-
tion of Governor Tilden, upon a hard-money resumption
platform. 1882 BITHELL Counting-ho. Diet., Hard cash, a
term used to distinguish metallic money, from . . paper money.
.. Often popularly used to denote bank notes, and other docu-
ments of undoubted value, in contradistinction to mere book

debts, or commercial rights.

3. Said of the pulse when the blood-tension is

high, so that the artery feels firm and not easy to

be compressed.
17*7-52 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Pulse, A hard Pulse signifies

i. That the membrane of the artery is drier than ordinary. .

j.
That the arteries are full [etc.). 1803 Mtd. Jrnl. IX. 508 A

full if not a hard pulse. 1846 J. BAXTER Lior. Pract. Agric.
(ed. 4) I. 440 The pulse . . is hard and full not weak and

oppressed.
4. Not easy to wear out or cause to give way ;

capable of great physical endurance and exertion ;

formerly, esp., hardy and bold in fight. Now chiefly
in sense approaching I.

Beowulf (Z.) 342 Wlanc wedera leod word aefter spraec
heard under helme. c 1200 ORMIN 1596 And jiff bin heorrte

iss harrd and starrc, And stedefasst o Criste. c 1205 LAY.

18958 Brutael bat is a cniht swiSe herd, c 1380 Sir Ferumb.
808 Fir[umbras] was hard, & suffrede wel. c 1400 MAUNDEV.
(1839) xxi. 253 pei ben full harde folk and moche peyne and
wo mow suffren. 1577 B. GooGzHeresoacftsHuso. i. (1586)

13 b, A hard fellowe, brought up from his childehood to

labour. 1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 119 Yet is the

black Hound harder and better able to endure cold, then the

other which is white. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. i. 95 Men, a
hard laborious Kind. 18570. LAWRENCE 7Kj'/.iz>.65(Hoppe)
[The horses] are both in hard condition, so it [a race] can
come off in ten days. 1885 Times n Feb. 8/1 The men ..

look as hard as nails and fit for anything.

fb. Firm, steadfast, unyielding. lit.a.n&Jig. Obs.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 662 A man es a tre, bat standes

noght harde, Of whilk he crop es turned donward. a 1661

FULLER /Ft7/-//i/c^(i84o) III. 174 His name in Saxon soundeth
a pearl, to which he answered in the preciousness of his

disposition, clear and hard .

t c. Inured, hardened, obdurate. Obs.
1606 SHAKS. Aitt. ff Cl. ill. xiii. in When we in our

HARD.

viciousnesse grow hard. 1607 Tinwn iv. iii. 269 Thy
Nature, did commence in sufferance, Time Hath made thee

hard in't.

5. Difficult to do or accomplish ;
not easy; full

ol" obstacles ; laborious, fatiguing, troublesome.
n 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter vi. 4 Ful hard it is to be turnyd

entefiy til |>e bryghthed and J>e pees of godis lyght. c 1440
Protnp. Pan'. 227/1 Harde yn knowynge, or warkynge,
diffitilis. 1559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse 97 It isa.s

harde, and laborus, to get the Longitude. 1611 BIBLE
Transl. Pref. 2 So hard a thing it is to please all. 1653
WALTON Angler ii. 60, I see now it is a harder matter to
catch a Trout then a Chub. 1711 STEELE Spect. No. 36 r 8

How hard a thing it is for those to keep Silence who have
the Use of Speech. 1876 MOZLEY Univ. Serm. iv. 90 Often
. . what we must do as simply right . . is just the hardest thing
to do.

b. Of the object of an action. Const, inf..

or oft in, with sb. expressing the action.

c izoo ORMIN 6326 And tatt iss swi)>e strang and harrd To
forf>enn her onn eorbe. a 1300 Cursor M. 16992 (Gott.) His

pine was hardir \Cott. herder] for to drei. a 1420 HOCCLKVK
De Reg. Princ. 825 But paiement is harde to gete now
adayes. 1513 MORE in Grafton Ckron. 115681 II. 767 Hard
it is to be wrested out. 1577 B. GOOGE Hercsbach's Hnsb,
in. (1586) 143 Other remedies more harde to bee com by.

1599 H. BUTTES Dyets drie Dinner Eb, Chestnuts ..are
hard of digestion. 1653 WALTON Angler viii. 168 He is a

very subtle fish and hard to be caught. 1768 STERNE Sent.

Jonrtt. (1778) II. 112 (Case ofConsc.), I was hard to please.

1833 HT. MARTINEAU Tale ofTyne iii. 64 It isahard tiling

to manage. 1873 BURTON Hist. Scot. V. Ixii. 382 She was
hard to be entreated in this affair.

c. Of the subject of an action : Not easily able

or capable ; having difficulty in doing something.
Const, inf., or of with sb. denoting action or

faculty. Obs. exc. in hard of hearing.
c 1300 Cursor M. 9326 Men sua herd of vnder-stand.

,f 1400 Serm. agst- Miracle-plays in Rel. Ant. II. 50 Yvil

and hard of bileve. a 1533 LD. BERNERS Htton cxxvi. 464
We ar hard of byleue that this shall be. 1564 Child Mar.

_.ipacitie, and hard to learn and conceive. 1716-7 !

Gulliver in. x, He . . found the natives . . very hard to believe

that the fact was possible. 1858 DICKENS Lett. (1880)11.55,
I have been very hard to sleep too, and last night I was
all but sleepless. 1861 Gt. Expect, xxxvii, I am hard
of hearing. 1871 B. TAYLOR Faust (1875) II. n. UL 148 Wise
words in hard ears are but lifeless lore.

6. Difficult to penetrate with the understanding ;

not easy to understand or explain.
[1382 WYCLIF 2 Pet. iii. 16 Epistlis. .in whiche ben summe

harde thinges in vndirstondmge.J c 1450 tr. De Imitatiotic
nt. xlviii. 118 Knouleche of many harde questiouns. 1535
COVER DALE Ps. lxxii[i]. 16 Then thought I to vnderstonde

this, but it was to harde for me. 1663 F. HAWKINS Ymtfk's
Behav. 73 Dictionary . . a Lexicon, a Book wherein hard
words ana names are mentioned and unfolded. 1710 SWIFT
Lett. Yng. Clergym. Wks. 1841 II. 201 Obscure terms, which

by the women are called hard words. x888 BURGON Lives
12 Gd. Men II. xiL 364 To ask hard questions.

7. Difficult to deal with, manage, control, or

resist. *f Too hard for,
too much for, more than

(one) can manage. Hard case, a difficult case to

treat or deal with ;
a person that cannot be re-

claimed, a hardened criminal, a * bad lot '. U.S.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. n. i. 258 Boy. What then, do you
see ? Lad. 2. I, our way to be gone. Boy. You are too

hard for me. 1605 VERSTEGAN Dec. Intell. ii. (1628) 31 The

|

Hollander was too hard for the Frenchman, and threw him

j

downe. i6 SHELVOCKE Voy. round World (1757) 330 If

i we found the enemy too hard for us. 1750 CHESTERF. Lett.

I (1792) III. ccxl. 101 A man who is master of his matter will

with inferior parts be too hard . . for a man of better parts
who knows his subject but superficially. 1848 RUXTON Life
in Far West 71 (Farmer) La Bonte had lost all traces of
civilised humanity, and might justly claim to be considered
as hard a case as any of the mountaineers then present.

4x891 STEVENSON (Dixon), He was a fellow-clerk of mine,
and a hard case.

8. Of a nature or character not easily impressed or

moved; obdurate; unfeeling, callous; hard-hearted.

Beowulf (Z.) 166 Atol angengea . . heardra hyn5a. 971
Blickl. Horn. 57 Maniac men beoS heardre heprtan. c u$o
Gen. * Ex. 3061 Dis weder is softe, And ols king hard, And
brekeo him eft 3at forward, c 1386 CHAUCER Man ofLaitfs
T. 759 Why wil thyn harde fader han thee spilt ? c 1440

Protnp. Parv. 227/2 Harde demare, or domys mann wythe-
owte mercy. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 282 There was not
so heard a hart, if they had scene them but would have had

pittie upon them. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. iv. 466 So
wretched is thy Son, so hard a Mother tbou. 1822 LAMB
Elia Ser. ii. Detached Tk, on Bks., With his hard eye,

casting envious looks at them all the while. 1864 TENNYSON
Grandmother 17 You think I am hard and cold.

f b. To die hard : to die obdurate or impenitent.
Obs. See also HARD adv. 3, DIE z>.' 3.

1700 Tatler No. 63 F 5 Most Writers .. seem to place a

peculiar Vanity in dying hard. 1712 SWIFT Let, Dr. King
8 Dec. (T.), He died hard, as their term of art is here, to

express the woeful state of men, who discover no religion
at their death. 1730-46 THOMSON Autumn 490 Who saw
the villain .. dying hard, Without complaint. 1796 GROSK
Diet. Vulgar T. s.v. Dye hard <x gatnet

To dye hard, is to

shew no signs of fear or contrition at the gallows.

9. Not easily moved to part with money ; stingy,

niggardly,
' close '. Cf. HARD-FISTED.

rjoj LANGL. P. PI. A. i. 165. 1393 Ibid. C. n. 188 Aren
none hardurne hongryour ban men of holy churche, Auer-
ouse & euil-willed whanne thei ben auaunsed. 1530 PALSGR.

314/2 Harde, as one that is a nygarde, chichc. 1568 GRAFTON
Chron, II. 49 He was free and liberall to straungers, and
heard and holdyng from his famUicrs and ^ervauntes. 1849



HABD.
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 282 Many wondered that a man
. .could be so hard and niggardly in :ill pecuniary dealings.

10. Not easily moved by sentiment; of a prac-

tical, shrewdly intelligent character. See also

HARDHEAD.
1747 Col. Rec. Pentisylv. V. 147 The French have hard

heads. 1824 R. B. PEAKE Americans Abroad i. i. (Farmer),
We Americans have got hard heads. 1853 LVTTON My
N<n>el ii. iv, My books don't tell me that it is a good heart

that gets on in the world : it is a hard head.

II. Actively hard ; pressing severely ; severe.

11. Difficult to bear or endure ;
not easy to suffer,

put up with, or consent to; pressing severely; severe,

rigorous, oppressive, cruel. Hard lines : see LINE.

971 Blickl. Horn. 49 bxt he |>onne
. . onfo bees heardestan

t>eowdomes. Ibid. 95 bonne bij? barn eft heard dom ^eteod.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 49 purh Jreo herde weies. c ix> ORMIN
1442 Harrd and hen} pine inoh. 1197 R. GLOUC. (1724) 213
In such ard cas as hym vel. 1340 HAMPOI.E /V. Cause. 4539
And do bam to hard dede at be last, c 1477 CAXTON Jason
77 b, [He] had grete sorow in his corage whan he was aduer-
tised of these harde tydinges. 1576 FLEMING/'/IW^//. Epist.

39 It was his hard lucke and curssed chaunce. 1600 J. PORY
tr. Leo's Africa \\. 102 Fearing hard measure, if they should
be carried unto the king. 1751 JORTTN Serm. (1771) II. ii.

29 We think our position particularly hard. 1825 HONE
E-uery-day Bk. I. 218 It is a little hard, indeed, that I should
have these fine compliments and severe reproaches at the
same time. 1893 SELOUS Trav. S. E. Africa 109 The life

these people lead is a hard one.

b. Of time.

X39oGowERO/ I. 312 It hath ben sene and felt fullofte,
The harde time after the softe. c 1477 CAXTON Jason 45 b,
The time must be taken as hit cometh, is hit hard or softe.

1705 HICKERINGILL Priest-cr. n. viii. 73 Money is Money, a

very necessary Commodity in Hard times. i8w SHELLEY
Address Prose Wks. 1888 I. 228 There are always bad men
who take advantage of hard times. 1861 HUGHES Tom
Brown at O.rf, viii, They had a hard time of it

top,
for my

father had to go on half-pay. 1890 LECKV Eng. in iSM C.
VII. 14, 1793 was eminently a ' hard year ',

and great num-
bers of labourers were out of employment.

c. Of the weather, etc.: Severe, rigorous, violent.

In hard winter there is often present a notion of

the frozen state of the ground, etc.

1552 HULOET, Harde winter or verye colde, saiuissittia

Hyems. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 37 A blasyng starre,

whereupon folowed an hard Wynter. 1679-88 Seer. Sen'.

Money Chas. fy Jas. tCamden) 81 His said Majesties bounty
and charity., in respect of the extreme hard weather. 1686
Land. Gaz. No. 2199/4 With a hard gale ofWind at S.S.W.
a 1691 BOYLK Hist. Air (1692) 115 Very hard frost. Thames
frozen. Carts went over. 1697 DAMPIER Voy. I. i6Wehad
extraordinary hard Rain. 1700 S. L. tr. Fryke's Voy, E.
Ind. 299 A very hard Storm fell upon us in the way. 175$
MAGENS Insurances II. 98 Any Thing that falls over board
[or] is spoiled or damaged by hard Weather. 1769 FALCONER
Diet. Marine(ij%g) Ss iv b, It is called a storm or hard gale.
1814 SportingMag^lAV. 62To catch..wood-pigeons in hard
weather. 1884 Nonconf. fy Indep. 16 Oct. 1006/1 We shall

have a * hard
'

winter. 1890 BOLDREWOOD Col. Reformer
(1891) 160 A grizzled, hard-weather-looking old sea-dog.

12. Of persons : Harsh or severe in dealing with

anyone. Const. (^ io\ on, upon.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xxv. 24 Hlaford ic wat Jwet 5u eart

heard mann, J>u ripst beerSu ne seowe. a 1133 O. E. Chron.
an. 1043 Heo wa^s ^an cynge hire suna swiSe heard. </ 1300
Cursor M. 28743 Sin crist is buxum to vnbind, Qui sal man
preist ouer hard find, c 1450 tr. De Imitatione i. xiii. 14 Be
not harde to him bat is tempted, }eue him comfort. 1613
PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614)84 Heavie and hard neighbours
to the Church in Judea. 1682 Land. Gaz. No. 1737/2 The
French.. are very hard upon the Tenants to make tnem pay
their Rents, with all their Arrears. 1738 SWIFT Pol. Combers.
19 Colonel, why so hard upon poor Miss? 1862 TROLLOPE
Orley F. xiv, Felix began to perceive that he had been too
hard upon her.

b. Of things, actions, etc. : Characterized by
harshness or severity ; unfeeling, cruel, harsh, rough.
a 1000 Crist 1443 Ic baet sar for Se .. jebolade hosp and

heard cwide. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. i. 122 God shal take
veniaunce . . Wei harder and grettere . . ban euere he dude on
ophni. T.43sM.\yrnFirt>ofLovei. xii. 26 pai fed me comonly
or on hard maner. 1552 HULOET, Hard fare, aridus uictus.

1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen, VIt iv. ix. 45 He is fierce, and cannot
brooke hard language. 1663 BUTLER Hud. i. i. 3 When
hard words, jealousies, and fears Set folks together by the
ears. 1784 COWPER Task i. 123 Hard fare! but such as

boyish appetite Disdains not. 1864 BURTON Scot Abr. I.

iii. 109 All^was rough, hard, and ungenial. 1887 R. GARNETT
Carlyle viii. 135 She almost invariably took a hard view of

persons and things.
c. Strict, without abatement or concession.

1612 EARL OF DORSET Lett, in Crt. $ Times Jos. /, 210
He will have but a hard bargain of it. 1647 WARD Simp.
Cobler 30 They never complain of me for giving them hard
measure, or under-weight. 1870 R. B. BROUGH Marsttm
Lynch xvii. 163 A man who had possessed the power to
drive a hard bargain.

III. In various transferred senses.

13. Having the aspect, sound, etc., of what is

physically hard (sense i) ; harsh or unpleasant to
the eye or ear, or to the aesthetic faculty.
1513 (implied in HARD-FAVOURED], 1599 SHAKS. Muck

Ado\. ii. 38, 1 can finde out no rime, .forscorne, [but] home,
a hard rime. 1622 MIDDLETON & ROWLEY Changeling it.

ii, When we're us'd to a hard face, 'tis not so unpleasing.
1682 GRKW Anat. Plants Pref., Some of the Plates.. are a
little hard and stiff, a 1700 DRYDEN (J.), His diction is

hard, his figures too bold, and his tropes . . insufferably
strained, a 1744 POPE Answ. to Mrs. Howe 6 A Virgin
hard of Feature. 1754 EELF.S in Phil. Trans. XI,IX. 142
And form what the sailors call a hard dry sky. 1830 CAIT.
T. HAMILTON C. Thornton (1845) 47 A stiff and raw-boned

looking matron, hard in feature. 1854 HAWTHORNE Eng.

85

Arote-Rks. 11879)11. 170 A generally hard outline of country.
1872 TENNYSON Lynctte 1083 Then that other blew A hard
and deadly note upon the horn. 1876 HLMPIIREVS Coin
Coll. Man. xxv. 363 The hard and peculiar style of the

period. 1882 BESANT Revolt ofMan iii. (1883) 72 It was a
hard face even when she smiled. 1894 Brit. Jrnl. Photog.
XLI. 51 Very dense, or as we should call it now, hard

t

negatives.
14. a. Applied to water holdinginsolutionmineral,
especially calcareous, salts, which decompose soap
and render the water unfit for washing purposes.
1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 18 The water was

sharp and hard, but nothing brackish. 1756 C. LUCAS Ess.
Waters I. 83 Hard waters are the best for builders and
plasterers. 1803 W. SAUNDERS Min. ll'uters 305 A very
hard water, curdling soap, and possessing a large portion
of selenite and earthy carbonats. 1849 CLARIDGE Cohi
Water-cure (1869) 85 Hard water makes the skin rough,
but soft water, on the contrary, renders it smooth.

b. Of liquor : Harsh or sharp to the taste ; acid ;

sour from being stale. Now dial, or slang,
1581 PETTIE tr. Guazzo's Civ. Conv. 11. (1586) 73 Neither

hard wine is pleasant to the last, neither haughtie behaviour

acceptable in companie. 1592 GREENE Disc. Coosnage in.

20 Hee tastes the other pinte of wine.. it dranke somewhat
harde. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Creiv, Hard Drink, that

is very Stale, or beginning to Sower. 1833 Drakartfs

Stamford News i Oct., To prevent beer from getting
acetous, or what is called hard.

c. Intoxicating, spirituous, 'strong', colloq. U.S.

1879 Boston Trav. 20 Sept. (Cent.), Before the court..

for selling hard liquor, when he had only a licence for selling
ale, 1884 J. PURVES in Gd. Words May 330/2 Two or three

kegs of the ' hard stuff'. x888 Pall MallG. 17 Sept. 7/2
The consumption of hard liquors '. .has steadily decreased.

15. Cotntn. Of prices: High and unyielding;
stiff. Said also of the market, etc.

1882 Pall Mall G. i July 5/2 Yesterday's Money Market
was extremely hard. 1892 Daily News 1 1 Feb. 2/5 In Ameri-
can cotton, .prices are reported harder.

16. Phonetics. Popularly applied to certain con-

sonants : a. to the letters ^, *,
when they have

their original 'back* or guttural sounds (k,g}, as

distinguished from the palatal and sibilant sounds

(tj, ts, s, dg, etc.) into which they have passed in

various languages ;
b. to the breath consonants

(k, t, p, and sometimes x J s, p, f) as opposed to

the corresponding voiced consonants (g, d, b ; 7,

3. z> , v).

[c 1620 A. HUME Brit. Tongue vii. (1870) 17 Quhen the
hammer and the stiddie are ane, the difference is in the
hardnes and softnes of the tuich ; as may be seen in ca and
ga, ta and da.] 1775 J. WALKER Diet. Introd. 13 Shewing
that the preceding c and g in these words are soft, which

might possibly be mistaken, and pronounced hard, if written

cJtangabte, peacahle. 1828 WEBSTER Diet. Introd. 36 When
a is preceded by the gutturals hard g or c. 1846 WORCESTER
Diet. Introd. 15 G before e, i, and.y, is sometimes hard and
sometimes soft. Ibid. 19 T/i . . has two sounds ; one, hard,
sharp, or aspirate, as in thin, .the other flat, soft, or vocal,
as in..Mf, breathe. 1877 PAPILLON Man. Comp. Philol.
iii. (ed. 2) 32 Consonants, .a. Temtes . . also called

'

sharp ',
4 hard

',

'

surd '.

IV. Intense, strenuous, violent.

f 17. Intense in force or degree ; strong, deep,

profound. Obs.

971 Blickl. Horn. 59 On pone heardestan stenc. c 1489
CAXTON Sonnes ofAymon xiv. 323 Thei fell in to so harde
a slepe that thei forgate richarcf. 1535 COVERDALE Gen.
ii. 21 The Lorde God caused an herde slepe to fall vpon
man. 1807 PIKE Sources Mississ. ^1810) 30 Passed some
large islands and remarkably hard ripples.

18. Carried on or performed with great exertion,

energy, or persistence; unremitting; (of study)
close ; involving great labour or effort

; vehement,
vigorous, violent. Qualifying a noun of action,

and akin to HABD adv.

Beowulf(Z.) 577 No icon niht xefraejn . .heardran feohtan.
a 1300 Cursor M. 5527 Wit herd werckes f'ai held barn in.

c 1450 Merlin 446 Full harde and felon was the bateile ther.

1548 HALL Chron.
t
Hen. F7, 87 b, A sore conflict and an

hard encountre. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. JV, iv. iii. 23 Their

courage with hard labour tame and dull. 1600 HOLLAND
Livy L. Argt. 1239 Hard hold \magtio certamine] there was
about him. 1629 MASSINGER Picture n. ii, A day's hard
riding. 1714 MANDEVILLE Fab. Bees (1733) II. 417 Many
. .kill themselves with hard drinking. 1727 SWIFT Gulliver
in. iv. 200, I had obtained by hard study a good degree of

knowledge. 1760-72 tr. Juan fy Ulloa's Voy, (ed. 3) I. 29
Reduced to have recourse to mean and hard labour for

subsistence. i8ai CLARE Vill. Minstr. II. 55 My hard day's
work is done. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. 445 The
fight must be long and hard. 1884 HON. I. BI.IGH in Lilly'
"white's Cricket Ann. 3 A fine specimen of hard hitting.

b. Hard labour : labour imposed upon certain

classes of criminals during their term of imprison-
ment

;
see quot. 1865. Hani swearing^ swearing

(as a witness) persistently and tenaciously to one
effect regardless of perjury ; hence often a euphem-
ism for (

perjury '.

1853 Act 16 <$ 17 Viet. c. 99 6 Every Person . .ordered to

be kept in Penal Servitude, .may during such term be kept
to Hard Labour. 1865 Act 28 <$ 29 Wet. c. 126 19 Hard
Labour for the Purposes of this Act shall be ofTwo Classes,

consisting, ist, of Work at the Tread Wheel, Shot Drill,

Crank, Capstan, Stone-breaking, or.. other like Description
of hard bodily labour. 1887 Spectator 20 Aug. 1114 There
is not, we fancy, much false-swearing ;

but there is probably
a considerable amount of hard-swearing. 189* T. SEC-
COMBE in Diet. Nat. Biog. XXIX. 37/1 The hard swearing
of Gates and Bedloe. .overcame any scruples on the part of
the jury. 1896 Westni. Gaz. 29 July 5/1 The term * hard

'

HARD.

now has no particular meaning except as applied to the

kind of labour called
'

first-class hard labour '.

19. Acting or carrying on one's work with great

energy, exertion, or persistence ; unremitting, per-
sistent. Qualifying an agent-noun : cf. prec. sense.

1663 Flagi'lliiiii, or O. Cromwell (ed. 2) 5 A hard Student
for a week or two. 1747 tr. Le Blanc's Lett. Eng. 'S />.

Nations I. 327 The Goths . . are said to have been hard-

drinkers. 1813 LD. ELDON Sf. in t\irl. 18 May in Ex-
aminer 24 May 326/1 For him . . and others who were
hard labourers. 1859 KISGSLEY Misc. (1860) I. 151 The
hardest rider for many a mile round. 1895 J . W. BUDD in

Laiv Tiiiit-s XCIX. 543/1 Every hard worker .. requires
sufficient and regular holidays.
V. Phrases and Combinations.

1 20. To the hard . . . (with various sbs.) : to the

very . . . Also, at (the) hard ... At hard edge,
at close conflict, in actual contact. Obs.
This app. began with things that were actually hard, and

was thence extended to others. (See exhaustive article by
Dr. Fitzedward Hall, in (N.Y.J Nation 24 May 1894.1
c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xxviii. 283 Wee weren cast doun

and beten down . . to the liard erthe be wyndes, and thondres.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur i. xiv, Their hors knees brast to

the hard bone, c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes of Aymon xii. 305
He clove his hede to the harde teeth. 1526 TINDALE 'John
ii. 7 Filled them up to the harde brym. 1528 MORE Dyaloge
II. Wks. 187/1, I am in this matter euen at the harde wall,
& se not how to go further, a 1553 UDALL Royster D. i. i.

(Arb.) 12 Vp is he to the harde eares in loue. 1581 J. BELL
Haddon's Ansiv. Osor. 457 To mainteyne a lye in any
matter whatsoever, even to the hardhedg, as they say.

1591 HAKINGTON Orl. Fur. xxxin. Ixxii. (1634) 273 They
might a thousand times at hard-edge meet And neither

blade thereby a gap would get. 1635 N. R. tr. Caniden's
Hist. Eliz. II. 213 That he might follow the report of his

comming at the hard heeles. 1726 SHELVOCKE Voy. round
World (1757) 203, I kept all the canvas . . at hard bats-end.

1754 RICHARDSON Grcuidison (1812) 1. 120, 1 will never meet
at hard-edge with her.

21. Comb. Parasynthetic compounds, as hard-

billed, having a hard bill ;
so hard-boned, -bur-

dened, -coated, -conditioned, -edged, -eyed, -faced,

-fated, -feathered, -fortuned, -haired, -mailed,

-minded, -named, -natured, -skinned, -spirited,

-timbered, -toiled, -visaged, -walled, etc.
;

hard-

grained, having a hard grain ; fig. of a close or

unsympathetic character; fhard-neoked, ftard-
nolled, obstinate, stiff-necked ; t hard-witted, dull

at learning. Also HARD-FAVOURED, -FEATURED, etc.

17^4 GOLDSM. Nat. Ifist. (1790) V. 339 (Jod.) "Hard-billed

singing-birds. 1797 BEWICK .5rzV. Birds (1847) I. p. v, The
hard-billed birds . . which live chiefly on seeds. 1636 EARL
STRAPFORDE Lett, fy Disp. (1739) II. 20 An austere *hard-

conditioned Man. 1841-4 EMERSON Ess., Experience Wks.

(Bohn) I. 173 Moaning women, and *hard-eyed husbands.

1591 PERCIVALL Sp.Dict. , Encaftonarse las aves, to be *hard
feathered. 1847 TENNYSON Print:. ProL 178 *Hard-grained
Muses of the cube and square. 1851 DICKENS Bleak Ho.

xxii, A hard-grained man, close, dry, and silent. 1683
KENNETT tr. Erastn. on Folly (1709) 53 All those *hard-

named fellows cannot make So great a figure as a single

quack. 1889 F. M. PEARD Pauls Sister II. 192 A hand-

some, imperious, *hard-natured woman. 1535 COVERDALE
Baruck ii. 30 It is an *hardnecked people. 1586 J. HOOKER
Girald. Irel. in Holinshed II. 134/2 That effrenated and
hardnecked people. 1388 WYCLIF Ecclus. xvi. ii If oon

hadde be *hard nollid, wondur if he hadde be giltles.

1553 HULOET, *Hard skynned, duricorius. 1664 H. MORE
Myst. Iniq., Apol. 541, I dare appeal even to the ''hardest-

spirited person to judge of it. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. yi, n.

i. 55 Hewes downe and fells the *hardest-tymber'd Oake.

1721 Land. Gaz. No. 6009/3 George Parsons . . *hard visag'd,
with a narrow Cloth Drab coloured Coat on. 1568
ASCHAM Scholetn. (Arb.) 31 When they meete with a *hard

witted scholer, they rather breake him, than bowe him.

22. a. In names of trees and plants : hard-corn,
a general name for wheat and rye ; hard-grass, a

name given locally to various coarse dry grasses,

e.g. Dactylis glomerata, Lepturus incurvatus,

species of Sclerochloa, Kottbcellia, etc. ; t hard-

hay, Hypericiim quadrangulum ; f hard-how, a

name of the Marigold, Calendula officinalis ;
hard-

rush, Juncus ejffusus ;
hard-tinder fungus, Bole-

tus igniarius. Also HAKDBEAM, -HACK, -HEAD. b.

In other connexions, chiefly technical: hard bar-

gain, a thing or person not worth its cost ;
see also

12 c; hard-bread, a kind of hard-baked cake or

biscuit ; hard-core, -dirt (see quot.) ;
hard finish,

-ing, in Plastering, the third and last coat, consist-

ing of fine bttiff laid on to the depth of about an

eighth of an inch ;
hard flsh,-holing (see quots.) ;

hardway = HAKD B. 4.

1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk..*Hard bargain, a useless

fellow ;
a skulker. 1893 ]. A. BARRY .S

1

. Brown's Bunyif,
etc. 48 Let a couple of tne hard-bargains sting their ham-
mocks in the after-hold. 14. . Norn, in Wr.-Wulcker 739/37

Hoc colifitim, "hardbred. 1866 PRIME in Harvard Mem.
Biog., G. IV. Batchelder II. 10 He has divided his last cake

of hard-bread, and compelled me to take it. 1851 MAVHEW
Lomi. Labour (1861) II. 281 'Hard-dirt', or "hard-core',

consisting of the refuse bricks, chimney-pots . . broken bottles

. . oyster-shells, &c., which"form part of the contents of the

dustman's cart. 1608 in N. $ Q. 8th Ser. XI. 201/2 The
harde corne fielde to be made before the feast of St.

Mathewe. 1646 Yorksh. Roy. Compos. Papers I. 94, 350
stooks hardecorn, 49 stocks barley. 1730 W.WARREN Collect.

in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 231 The side-walls

. . of y Chapel done with 'Hard finishing (as 'tis call'd) and
Stucco-work. 1808-18 JAMIESON,

"Hardfish, cod, ling, &c.,

salted and dried. 1806 J. GALPINE firit. Bat. % 44. 10



HARD. 86 HARD.

Kolbollia uunrpata, sea "hard-grai-. 1597 GLKARDE Herb.tl

II. clL 4. 434 S. Peters woort, Square or great S. lohns
~rasse : and of some "Hardhay. 1891 Labour Commission

Gloss., *Hard Holing, hard strata underneath the coal

which has to be holed or curved. 1597 GERARDF. Herl-al

App., 'Hardhow is Marygolds. 1859 W. S. COLF.MAN
Woodlands (1862) 74 Gigantic specimens of the Hard-
tinder fungus {Boletus igniarius\. 1865 Cornk. Mag. Apr.

467 The owner was walking on the beach, or "hardway, at

the mouth of the river whither the Ellen was bound.

B. sb. (elliptical use of the adj.).

fl. [The adj. used absolute!).] That which is

hard, something hard ; hardship. Obs.

a 1250 Owl fr Night. 459 Ne recche ich no;t of winteres

reve ; Wan ich i-s[e]o that cumeth that harde, Ich fare hom
to rain erde. c 1350 Will. Palcrne 472 But jif myn hautcyn
hert be harde a-sente.

b. Phrases, t Of (by, with) hard, with difficulty,

t On, with hard, with violence, fiercely. \ At the

harJest, at the utmost. Let the hardest come to

the hardest, when hard comes to hard : if, or when,
the worst comes to the worst. In the hard, in hard

cash, 'down'.
i97 R. GLOUC. (1724) 17 Corineus ther with harde smot.

13. . Guy Wanu. (A.) 1726 Y com fram Lombardy Of hard

y-schaped
for be maistrle. c 1380 WYCLIF Serin. Sel. Wks.

II. loo J>es synneris bi hard ben turnid to God. 1382
EccL i. 15 Peruerted men of hard ben amendid. <z 1400-50
Alexander 3004 He with hard schapid. ti 1450 Knt. de In

7Vr(i868) 81 Atte the hardest, for a while, thou wilt not

goo ferre. c 1470 HENRY Wallace v. 845 He.. Hewyt
on hard with dyntis sad and sar. 1670 EACHAHD Coxt.

Clergy 114 Let the hardest come to the hardest; if they
can get by heart, Quid estfides 1 1727 P. WALKER in Biog.
Presbyt. (1827) I. 266 When Hard came to Hard, of Boots,
Thumbikins, and Fire-matchs. 1830 GALT Lavrrit T. n. i.

(18491 43 Four hundred and thirty-three dollars .. counted
out to me in the hard. 1864 CARLYLE Fredk. Ct. IV. 598
Now that hard had come to hard.

t 2. The hard part, the shell. Obs.
c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. vin. 135 Of squyllis whyte,

al raw, taak of the hardis.

1 3. Hard or firm ground. Ots.

1576 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford (1880) 385
That hurst or bancke is of hard, and some gravell. 1629
Drayner Conf. (1647) A iij b, The Inhabitants upon the

Hards, and the Bankes within the Fennes.

4. A firm beach or foreshore ; also, a sloping
stone roadway or jetty at the water's edge for con-

venience in landing and putting out. (Hence, at

Portsmouth, a street which adjoins the landing ;

also called the ' Common Hard '.)

1838 DICKENS Nick. Nick, xxiii, [At Portsmouth] the
Common Hard, a dingy street leading down to the dock-

yard. 1866 Daily Tel. 1 1 Jan. 4/4 The loves of the ' Hard '

are proverbially of brief duration. 1886 R. C. LESLIE Sta-

paitilers Log iv. 64 Well-known sheltered beaches, or

*commo_n hards', as they were called. These hards still

remain in old seaports. 1893 Northumbld. Gloss., Hard,
a firm foreshore, used for beaching vessels. 1896 CHAR-
PENTIER Guide to Sonthsea fy Portsmouth 76 The Hard is

not a beautiful place now-a-days. 1897 MAX PEMBERTON
in Windsor Mag. Jan. 268/1, I have started from the hard
of the boathouse with fingers, .benumbed.
5. U.S. Political slang, a. = HARDSHELL sb. 3.

b. One of the supporters of Senator Benton of

Missouri about 1850, so called from their advocacy
of hard money'.
1847 ROBB Squatter Life 91 (Farmer) Hards, softs, whigs

and Tylerites were represented. 1888 BRYCE A mer. Commw.
II. n. xlvi. 203 The Hunkers and Barnburners who divided
the Democratic party forty years ago, and subsequently
passed into the ' Hards '

and the
'

Softs ', began in genuine
differences of opinion about canal management and other
Slate questions.
6. A slang abbreviation of hard labour.

1890 Globe 26 Feb. 1/4 Seven days' incarceration, with or
without hard. 1896 Daily Neivs 19 Dec. 6/5 They don't

hang them nowadays, but give them six months' hard.

7. Hard and sharp, (?) a kind of bit. ? Obs.

1787
' G. GAMBADO '

Acad. Horsemen. (1809) 36 note. Were
a Pig to be driven in a hard and sharp, or a Weymouth.

Hard, adv. Forms : see the adj. [OE. hearde
= OS. hardo, OHG. harto (MHG. harte), f. HAKD
.] In a hard manner.
1. Wit]With effort, energy, or violence

; strenuously,

earnestly, vigorously ; violently, fiercely. In early
use, sometimes = intensely, exceedingly, extremely.

t looo .^LFRIC Hom. II. 256 Him hearde 3yrste. aiioo
Moral Ode 157 per we mu^en bon ebe offerd and herde [v.r.

harde] us adreden. r 1290 6". Eng. Leg. I. 28/81 Huy tor-

menteden him harde and stronge. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron.
(1810) 33 Yit be kyng Anlaf so hard gan he chace. c 1340
Cursor M. 20736 (Tnn.) pidurwarde bei hyjed hem harde.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 8215 Ector . . macchit hym so harde.
CM40 Gcsta Rom. ii. 5 (Harl. MS.) Crete labour bat he
hadde on the day afore made him to slepe hard. 1535
COVERDALE 2 Ckron. xviii. 33 A certayne man bended ms
bowe harde. c 1586 C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps. LIV, Strangers . .

Who hunt me hard. 1634 PEACHAM Gentl. Exerc. 68 Presse
it downe hard. 1697 DAMPIER Voy. \. 338; He strikes the
Gong as hard as he can. 1722 DE FOE Col. Jack (1840) 128
We worked hard, lodged hard, and fared hard. 1776 FOOTE
Capuchin i. Wks. 1709 II. 388 His majesty looked at me
very hard. 1860 HUGHES Tom Brown at Oxf. xi, Pulling
'hard all' from Sandford to Iffley, and then again from
Iffley over the regular course. 1867 TROLLOPE Chron.
Barset II. xlvi. 16 He. .bid the cabman drive hard.

b. Of the weather, wind, snow, rain, frost, etc.

13.. Sir Bfues 4580 (MS. A.) pe wind blew hardde wib
gret rage. 1628 Dicuv Voy. Medit. 51 It blew hard all

night. 1697 DAMPIEK Voy. I. 13 It rained very hard. 1798

NELSON 28 Dec. in Nicolas r>

is/>. III. 212 The next day
it blew harder than I ever experienced since I have been
at sea. 1864 MRS. CARLYLK Lett. III. 237 If it., snows
as hard there as here. Mod. Last night it froze hard.

2. So as to bring or involve oppression, pain,

trouble, difficulty, or hardship ; severely ; cruelly,

harshly. See also HARD-SET i.

f 1205 LAY. 8814 Ich wes . . haerde [c 1275 herde] bi-

Srungen. a 1300 Cursor M. 3470 Als womman bat ful hard
was stad. a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter vii. 12 pe harder will he

funysch.
1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. i. 28 Al. .lyueden ful harde,

n hope to haue a gode ende. c 1460 To^imtlcyMysi. (Surtees)

59 Fulle hard halden ar we here. 1579-80 NORTH Plutarch

124 (R.) The poor geese were so hard handled. 1699
DAMPIER Voy. II. n. 38 Having fared very hard already.

1712 ADDISON Spect. No. 271 f 4, I shall be very hard put
to it to bring my self off handsomly. 1771 9tMOU Lett. 1.

260, I will not bear hard upon your . . mend. 1885 Daily
Nous 20 Feb. 5 '6 Hard put to it to veil their feelings.

+ b. With an uneasy pace. Obs.

1583 HOLLYBAND Campo di Fior 283 He troteth hard, He
will breake all my bones. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. ni. ii. 331
He [Time] trots hard with a yong maid, between the con-

tract of her marriage, and the day it is solemnizd. 1681

I.ontl. Gaz. No. 1649/8 Dark Brown Gelding ..Trots very
hard. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. vii. 150 A trotting

horse, when he sets hard, and goes of an uneasy pace. 1824
SCOTT St. Ronan's vii, I am heated, and my pony trotted

hard.

c. To go hard with (a person) : to fare ill with

him, to prove to his serious hurt or disadvantage ;

with but, introducing a statement of what will

happen unless prevented by overpowering diffi-

culties. See also Go v.

1530 PALSGR. 550/1 It shall go harde but I wyll fynde one
mater or other to breake hym of his purpose. 1591 SHAKS.
Two Gent. i. i. 86 It shall goe hard but ile proue it by
another. 1596 Tarn. Shr. IV. iv. 109 It shall goe hard if

Cambio goe without her. 1596 Merch. V. in. ii. 292 It

will goe hard with poore Anthpnio. 1705 HICKERINGILL
Priest-cr. iv. 231 Not a Farthing abated .. which goes
hard in Hard-times. 1809 W. IRVING Knickerb. (1861) 87 It

shall go hard but I will make it afford them entertainment.

1855 PRESCOTT Philip II, i. iii. 51 It might hive gone hard
with the envoy, had the mistake not been discovered.

3. With difficulty, hardly ; scarcely. To die hard:

see Dm vl 3.

1382 WYCLIF Luke xviii. 24 How hard the! that han
ricnessis schulen entre in to the rewme ofGod. 1536 LATIMER
Serm. bef. Convoc. Wks. I. 41 Now hard and scant ye may
find any corner . . where many of his children be not. 1604
SHAKE. Otk. \. ii. 10 With the little godlinesse I haue I did
full hard forbeare him. 1626 BACON Sylva 830 Solid bodies
foreshow rain, as boxes and pegs of wood when they draw
and wind hard. 1810 SCOTT Lady ofL. m. xi, And hard
his labouring breath he drew. i8ii-68[see DiKv.1

3). 888

BncB^CJwn Commw. III. Ixxxiii. 100 Now, though it dies

hard, its monopoly of office is departing.

4. Firmly, securely ; tightly ; fast. Now rare.
a 1225 Juliana 50 And bunden hire berto hearde and

heteueste. c 1400 Gamelyn 346 Gamelyn was i-take and ful

hard i-bounde. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 227/2 Harde sett {P.
or obstynat) yn wyckydnesse . .obstinatus. 1500-20 DUNBAR
Poems xxxii. 48 All the hollis wes stoppit hard. 1596
SPENSER F. Q. v. iv. 22 With both his hands behinde him
pinnoed hard! 1602 SHAKS. Ham. 11. i. 87 He tooke me by
the wrist, and held me hard. 1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc.
206 A Pin. .to fit hard and stiff into the round Hole. 1833
L. RITCHIE Wand, by Loire 241 Bound hard and fast.

5. So as to be hard ; to hardness. (Often quali-

fying a pa. pple. See also 8 d.)

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 6455 pus may men se by an

egge hard dight, How heven and erthe and helle standes

right, c 1465 Eng. Chron., Hen. VI (Carnden 1856) 55
The Thamise and othir grete rivers were so hard frosen

that hors and cariage myjte passe ovir. 1563 W. FULKB
Meteors (1640) 10 Being very neere compact, and as it were
hard tempered together. 1632 J. LEE Short Survey 12

Lapland, where all rivers, .and lakes are hard frozen. 1766
LANE in Phil. Trans. LVII. 456 A piece ofcommon tobacco-

pipe hard-baked. 1854 RONALDS & RICHARDSON Cfuzm.

Technol. (ed. 2) I. 124 The coke should be hard burnt.

b. On a hard surface, floor, etc.

1577 B. GOOGE HeresbacKs Husb. iv. (1586) 161 The
harder they lie, the sooner they fatte. 1607 TOPSELL

Foiir-f. Beasts (1658) 237 That so he may He soft and stand

hard. 1886 STEVENSON Kidnapped xviii. 173 'Ye maun lie

bare and hard, and brook many an empty belly.'

6. In close proximity, of time or place ; close.

Hard upon (on), close before or after so as to press

upon. Now chiefly in to run (a person) hard. See

also HARD BY.
c 1410 LOVE Bonavenl. Mirr. xxviii. (Sherard MS.), An-

swerde harde ageyn reprouynge hem. 1506 GUYLFORDE

Pilgr. (Camden) 62 [We] laye amost harde abrode the grete

vggly rokkes. 1526 TINDALE Acts xviii. 7 Whose house

ioyned harde to the sinagoge. 1535 COVERDALE Job xvii. i,

I am hard at deathes dore. Ps. xxi[i]. 11 Trouble is

harde at honde. 1583 N. LICHEFIELD tr. Castanheda's
Cow. E. Ind. xii. 29 b, The King, .came in a great boate

hard to our Fleete. 1598 BARCKLEY Fttic. Man (1631)

519 The shee-wolfe. .whose covetousnesse is followed hard

at the heeles with envy. 1771 FOOTE Maid of B. in.

Wks. 1799 II. 230 You are hard upon sixty. 1813 SCOTT
Trierm. n. Interl. i, While conjuring wand Of English oak
is hard at hand. 1864 D. G. MITCHELL Sev. Star. 285 It

was now hard upon three o'clock. 1865 THACKERAY in

Daily News (1896) 27 Jan. 4/7 Who will one of these days
run you hard for the Presidentship. 1897 F. HALL in N. ty Q-

17 Apr. 310/1 Incongruity which trenches hard on nonsense.

b. Naut. Expressing the carrying of an action

to its extreme limits, as in hard-a-lee, -a-port,

-a-starboard, -a-weather : see the second elements.

(Hence hard-a-ported, hard-a-ataxboarded pa.

1

ffles., put hard a-port, a-starboard. Also hard-
a-weather adj., able to stand the utmost rigours of

the weather.)
1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 40 Hail doune the steir burdc lufe

harde a burde. 1679 STORMY .Mariners Mag. (1684) *5
The helm is hard aweather. 1707 Loud. Gaz. No. 4380/2We clap'd our Helm hard a Starboard. 1800 WEEMS
H'ashiiiftanx\. (1877)151 Washington then seized the helm,
with a gallant hard-a-lee. 1848 Blackw. Mag. LXIII. 87
[He] wore a remarkably hard-a-weather pilot-coat. 1883
Laiv Times Rep. XLIX. 332/2 The Margaret . . had her . .

helm hard-a-starboarded. 1892 Ibid. LXVII. 251/1 The
pilot ordered the helm of the Merchant Prince to be ported,
and shortly afterwards to be hard-a-ported.

( 7. Parsimoniously. Obs. rare.

1711 STEELE Spect. No. 155 p 3 The Rogues buy as hard
as the plainest and modestest Customers they have.

8. In Comb., qualifying ppl. adjs., to which hard
is always united by a hyphen when they are used

attributively, and generally also when they are

used predicativelyunless the orderis reversed ; thus,
* A hard-boiled egg '.

* Do you prefer it hard-

boiled ?
' ' Will you have it boiled hard ? '. The

advb. is used thus in nearly all its senses, and the

number of combinations is unlimited. Examples :

a. With effort, strenuously, violently, etc.,

as hard-biting, -contested, -drinking, -driving,

-fougkt, -hitting, -ridden, -riding, -swearing; -trot-

ling, -worked, -working, etc. b. With hardship,

severely, etc., as hard-besetting, -bested, -bred,

-faring, -judging, -kept, -living, -pressed, -used, etc.

c. With difficulty, as hard-acquired, -bought,

-earned, -gained, -got, -learnt, -won, -wrung, etc.

d. So as to be hard, tight, etc., as hard-baked,

-beaten, -boiled, -braced, -cured, -dried, -pressed, etc.

e. hard-bound, slow in action ; costive, consti-

pated ; hard-drawn, drawn when cold, as wire ;

t hard-holding, close-fisted, niggardly ; (
hard-

laced, strait-laced, strict and precise ; hard-spun,

tightly twisted in spinning.
1858 W. ELLIS Vis. Madagascar viii. 206 *Hard-baked

reddish earth. 1592 SHAKS. Ven. $ Ad. 985 p *hard-

believing love, how strange it seems Not to believe, and

yet too credulous ! 1634 MILTON Comus 857 In *hard-

besetting need. 1833 MARKYAT P. Simple xxv, We found
*hard-boiled eggs, bread, and a smoked mutton-ham. 1741
RICHARDSON Pamela (1824) I. 157 The *hard-bought vic-

tory. 1735 POPE Ep. Arbuthnot_ 182 The Bard . . strains,
from "hard-bound brains, eight lines a year. 1632 BROME
Northern Lasse I. i. Wks. 1873 I. i Some "Hard-bred

hunting English parsons. 1770 BURKE Pres. Discont. (T. ',

To take their *hard-earned bread from the lowest offices.

1847-9 HELPS Friends in C. Ser. I. (1854) I. 28 The hard-

earned gains of civil society. 1864 BURTON Scot Abr. I. ii.

91 The "hard-fighting clans near the Border, a 1666 FAN-
SHAW On Ld. Strafford's Trial (T.), [The] 'hard-fought
field. 1839 THIRLWALL Greece VI. 175 Defeated in a hard-

fought battle. 1889 Spectator 12 Oct., He was swift,

adroit, *hard-hitting. 1580 SIDNEY Arcadia (1622) 206

Like a *hard-kept warde new come to his lands. 1581 J.
BELL Haddon's Ansiu. Osor. 104 So sparyng a niggard,
and *hardelaced. 1878 J. P. HOPPS Princ. Relig. iv. 17
All life's hard-earned virtues and *hard-learnt lessons. 1852
R. S. SURTEES Spongfs Sp. Tour iv. 17 A *hard-riding ..

sort of sportsman. 1664 PEPYS Diary (1879) III. 27 A
"hard-trotting sorrell horse, a 1845 HOOD The Mary 58
* Hardwon wages, on the perilous sea. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat.
Hist. (1790) II. 224 (Jod.) The "hardworking wives of the

peasants. 1856 KANE Arct. jrf/. I. xxviii. 371 Five

nights' camping out in the snow, with hard-working days
between. 1605 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iii. iv. Captaines
786 A rude Clown, whose "hard-wrought hands, before

Nothing but spades, coulters, and bils had bore.

\ Hard, v. Obs. [OE. heardian = OS. harddn

(MDu., MLG., Du., LG. harden), OHG. harten

and harlSn (MHG. harten), orig. intrans., f. hard-

adj. HARD ; but already in late OE. used also for

the cognate trans, vb. hierdan, hyrdan=Ons.
herda, OS. gi-herdian, OHG. hartian. herlan,
ON. ttertSa, Goth, ga-hardjan to make hard.]
1. intr. To be or become hard. lit. &n&Jig.
c looo Sax. Leechd. I. 76 SeoS bonne ba wyrte oo bst heo

heardige. a 1225 Ancr. R. 220 Ure Louerd spareS a
uormest be 3unge & be feble . . Auh so sone so he isih3 ham
hearden, he let arisen & awakenen weorre. 1381 WYCLIF
Ps. Ixxxix. 6 Inwardli harde he and waxe drie. 1308 TRE-
VISA Earth. De P. R. xix. Ixi. (1495) 898 Wexe meltyth ..

in hete and hardyth in colde. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 227/1

Hardyn, or growyn harde, dureo, indurvsco.

2. trans. To make hard, harden, a. lit.

c looo Sax. Leeclid. II. 188 pW wyrmS and hearda)> bone

masan. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. vii. xiv. (1495) 233

Medycynes that drye and harde. c 1420 Pallad. on Husb.
I. 436 When that is drie . . harde hit wel. c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 227/1 Hardyn, or make harde, induro. 1491 CAXTON
Vitai Pair. (W. de W. 1495) i. xxxiii. 28 a/i A salte humour,
the whyche by the hete of the sonne. .was harded as yce.

b. fig. To deprive of feeling or emotion ;
to

render callous, obstinate, or obdurate.

rl2os LAY. 5671 And auer ale god mon harde [CI27S

hardi] hine sulue. c 1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 324 Here-

tikis hardid in here Errour. 1382 Exod. xiv. 8 The Lord
hardide the herte of Pharao. c 1440 CAPGRAVE Life St.

Kath. iv. 1098 Soo ar }e harded with obstinacye. a 1618

SYLVESTER Job Triumph, i. 723 He sees their harts y l

hard them In Guiles and Wiles.



HARD AND FAST.

Hence Harded ppl. a. ; Harding vbl. sb. and

///. a.

c386 CHAUCER Sqr.'s T. 237 Hardyng of metal. 1398
TREVISA Barth. De P. R. vn. Ixx. (1495) 291 Hardyng
medycyne rennyth the matere. 1412-20 LYDO. Chron. Troy
in. xxvii, His herded herte of stele. 1620 SHELTON Qitix.
IV. xxvi. 205 Bodies of harded Cork trees.

Hard and fast, <?.

1. Naut. (See quot. 1867.)
1867 SMYTH Sailor's Ward-bit., Hard andfait. Said of

a ship on shore. 1895 LD. C. E. FACET A tttobiog. iv. 1 1896)
80 Finding the ship hard and fast, he had nothing for it but
to remain quietly on board.

2. Rigidly laid down nnd adhered to.

1867 J. W. HEN-LEY^/, in Ho. Com. n Apr., Whether the
franchise is to be limited by a hard and fast line. 28 May,
The House has deliberately, after long consideration, deter-

mined to have no ' hard and fast line '. 1867 W. H. GREGORY
Sp. in Ho. Coin. 28 May, What were the whole of the fancy
franchises but

'

a hard and fast line
'

? It was very easy to

affix a nickname. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 412 Who are
the wicked, and who are the good, whom we venture to
divide by a hard and fast line? 1881 J. EVANS Anc, Bronze
Itnplem. \. i It is impossible to fix any hard and fast limits

for the close of the Stone Period. 1890 Bp. STUBBS Primary
Cltarge 45 We are none of us in a condition to lay down a
hard and fast rule about inspiration.

Hardback (haudbrek). a. Name in West
Indies of a coleopterous insect.

1750 G. HUGHES Bartadoes 8z The Hardback. This fly
is about half an inch long . . Its membranaceous wings are
defended with sheaths or shell-wings.

b. Name of a river fish of Central America.

1883 J. G. WOOD in Swulay Mag. Nov. 676/2 Many ofthese
rivers are inhabited by a fish (Callicfithys) popularly called
the Hassar or Hardback.

Hard-bake (haudlvik). [f. HARD a. + BAKE
v. and rf.] A sweetmeat made of boiled sugar or

treacle with blanched almonds ;

' almond toffee '.

1825 HONE Every.day Bk. I. 51 Show-glasses, containing
. . hard-bake, brandy-balls, and bull's-eyes. 1848 THACKERAY
Van. Fair Ivi, A taste . . for hardbake and raspberry tarts.

attrib. 1849 THACKERAY Pcndennis II. v, Brandy-ball and
hardbake vendors,

Hardbeam {ha'jdbfm). ? Obs. [f.
HARD a. +

BEAM tree.] The HORNBEAM, Carpinus Betuhts.
c 1000 Sax. Leeckd. I. 398 juices treowcynnes . . butan

heardan beaman. 1545 ASCHAM Toxoph. (Arb.) 123 Steles be
made of diuerse woodes as brasell, . . hardbeame [etc.]. 1597
GERARDE Herbal 1206 It is also called . . in English Horn-
beame, Hardbeame, Yoke Elme, and in some places Witch
hasell. 1801 STRUTT Sports tf Past. \\. \. 54 [Arrows] made
of oak, hardbeam, or birch.

Hard-bitten, a. [f. HARD adv. + BITTEN pa.
pple. (here used actively: cf. ill-spoken),] Given
to hard biting ; tongh in fight.

1784 SIR M. HUNTER Jrnl. (1894) 65 So hard-bitten an
animal that all the torture you can twe will not make him
leave his hold. 1815 SCOTT Gny M. liii, They will be hard-
bitten terriers will worry Dandle. 1857 H UGHES Tom Brown
11. viii, Such hard-bitten, wiry, whiskered fellows.

Hard by, prep, and adv. Somewhat arch.

[HARD adv. 6 + BY prep, and adv."]
A., prep. Close by; in close proximity to; close

to, very near to. (Now only of place.)
1526 TINDALE Ads xxvii. 7 We saled harde by the costes

off Candy. 1659 D. PELL Impr. Sea 575 note. Your ships
were hard by drowning. 1682 MILTON Hist. Mosc. v. Wks.
1738 II. 143 They saw many Whales ver^ monstrous hard
by their Ships. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. v. 628 Hard by
the remains of Monmouth were laid the remains ofJeffreys.
B. adv. In close local proximity ; close by, very

near ; f also transf. close at hand in time.

1535 COVERDALE Otatf. 15 The daye off the Lorde is

harde by vpon all Heithen. 1590 GREENE Mourn. Garni.
(1616) 43, I will place thee in a Farme house of mine hard
by adioming. 1717 BERKELEY Tonr in Italy 19 Jan. Wks.
1871 IV. 527 Hard by we saw the remains of the circus of
Sallustius. 1800 WORDSW. Pit Lamb 58 Our cottage is

hard by. 1886 RUSKIN Prteterita I. ix. 300 The lily of the
valley wild in the copses hard by.

Hard(e, obs. pa. t. of HEAR ; obs. f. HOARD.
Hardel(l, obs. forms of HURDLE.
Hardely, obs. form of HARDILY, HARDLY.
Harden (haud'n), v. [f. HARD a. + -EN 5

; cf.

ON. harSna, which is, however, only intr. Harden
has taken the place of OE. heardian, ME. hard-en,
to HARD.]

I. trans. 1. To render or make hard ; to indurate.
c 1200 ORMIN 1487 Tu. .grindesst itt [corn], and cnedesst itt,

And harrdnesst lttwij>b hffite. Ibid. 1567 |?u bakesst Godess
laf And harrdnesst itt t>urrh haete. 1513 DOUGLAS &neis
vi. xii. 55 The spot of filth hardynit {ccmrretam labem\ in
the spreit. 1555 EDEN Decades 97 Pykes and dartes hardened
at the endes with fyere. 1632 J. LEE Short Surv. 12 Fishes
dryed and hardened with the frost. 1710 J. CLARKE
RohaulCs Nat. Phil. (1729) I. 159 The Heat must be but
moderate, to harden Bodies. 1793 [see 7]. 1860 TYNDALL
G/at. i. xi. 73 The snow was hardened by the night's frost.

trans/, m&fig. 1733 POPE Ess. Man in. 193 Thy Reason
..shall. .Entangle Justice in her net of Law, And right, too
rigid, harden into wrong. 1856 H. ROGERS Ess. II. viii.

373 The strong metaphorical language of Christ became
hardened into the doctrine of Transubstantiation. 1874
GREEN Short Hist. iv. 3. 177 The rise of a lawyer class was
everywhere hardening customary into written rights. 1880
EARLE Philol. E. T. 405 Many of these [adjectives] are
hardened into substantives, as commandant, inhabitant.

f2. To render bold or stout in action; to em-
bolden, confirm ; to incite to action. Obs.
f 1200 ORMIN 1574 Itt hardnebb all pe gode manness

87

heorrte, Tofcolenn. .Allbatt t.itt iss unnsell|>e. 13.. K.Atts.
1200 He . . hardneth al his men. 1375 BAR HOUR Bruce xii.

500 The horss with spuris hardnyt thai. c 1470 {see

HARDENED///, a. 2], 1658 CLEVELAND Rustick Rampant
Wks. (1687) 502 Greyndcob's Stubbornness hardens on the
Clowns.

3. To make difficult of impression or emotion
;

to make callous or unfeeling.
a \y>o Cursor M. 5908 pe herto pharaon. .esmar Hardend

for mi sau ban ar. ^SaWVcLiF/'s. xciv. [xcv.J 8 Wileth not
hardne ;oure hertis. 1611 BIBLE John xii. 40 He hath
blinded their eyes, and hardened their heart. 1712 STKKLK
Sped. No. 456 p i Men hardened beyond the Sense of
Shame or Pity. 1735 BERKELEY Querist 390 The disbelief

of a future state hardeneth rogues against the fear of death.

1815 LVTTON Falkland 54, I hardened my heart against his

voice.

4. To make persistent or obdurate in a course of

action or state of mind.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 9966 His hert was so hardonet all in

hole foue. 1615 }. STEPHENS Satyr. Ess. 272 Sacke and

strong liquours hardens him in his custome, 1681 DKYMKN
Abs. $ Ac/tit. 145 Harden'd in Impenitence. 1826 SCOTT
Woodst. vi, He hardened himself, .to the act. 1885 blanch.
Exam. 6 May 4/7 It would, .confirm and harden her in a

policy of settled hostility to this country.

|"5. To maintain stiffly, affirm. Obs.
c i2ooORMiN 18219 Te33 wolldenn blibeli; Harrdnenn, 316"

batt te33 mihhtenn, patt te^re Bapptisstess fulluhht Wass
bettre. a 1300 Cursor M. 12239 He hardens [Fair/, arguis ;

Triii. arguejj of] suilkin thing pat \ ne wat end ne be*

ginning.
6. To make firm and tight.
1523 FITZHERB. Husb. 126 For with the wyndynge of

the edderynges : thou dost lose thy stakes & therfore they
must nedes be dryuen newe and hardened agayne. 1769
FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789), Retenue^ fastened, or har-
dened home in its place. Ibid. G b, The forelock, .is thrust

through a narrow hole . . where it is hardened home by a
hammer. 1882 NARES Seamansfiifi (ed, 6) 205 Studding-sail
tacks, .will.. want hardening out.

7. To render hardy, robust, or capable of endur-

ance. Chiefly of the physical constitution.

1577 B. GOOGE Heresbactfs Husb. i. (1586) 6b, Being
hardened with labour in peace, they might the better be
able to abyde the travayle of warres. 1601 R. JOHNSON
Kingd. $ Commtu. (1603) 4 The sharpenes of the place
which doth harden them. 1793 BEDDOES Calculus 162 It is

not true.. that cold hardens children as it hardens steel.

1852 Beck's Florist Aug. 174 The principal secret of pre-

serving half-hardy plants over the winter with indifferent

accommodation, lies in their being rooted earlyand gradually
hardened afterwards. 1875 RUSKIN H'or'tus J'nclusvs (1887)

33. [They] never put me through any trials to harden me, or

give me decision of character.

8. Phonetics. To make a sound ' hard *. Cf.

HARD a. 16.

1871 Public Sch. Lot. Gram. 12. 8 Poets sometimes ..

harden v- vocalis into v- consonans : as, gen-va forge-nn-a.
II. intr. 0. To become hard.

c 1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 37 In playand water bou
kast hit schalle, To harden. 1596 DALRVMPLE tr. Leslie*s

Hist. Scot. I. 47 A mater that wirkis out of the stanes, and
hardnes throuch the calde nature of the Sey. 1796 MORSE
Amer. Geog.\\. 114 As they are of a petrifying quality, they
harden, .into various forms. 1833 LARDNER Manuf. Metal
11.314 Pure iron may. .be superficially converted into steel,
so as to harden, temper, and receive a fine polish. 1847
TENNYSON Princ. in. 254 That we might . . watch The sandy
footprint harden into stone.

jig. 1863 GEO. ELIOT Romola in. xiv, That cold dislike

. . was hardening within him. 1891 Eng, Illustr. Mag. Oct.

65 The weather was hardening into what promised to be
half a gale. 1891 Laiv Times XCII. 99/2 This natural

sequence hardened first into custom and then into law.

10. To become hard in feeling, emotion, consti-

tution, etc.

1667 MILTON P. L. i. 572 Now his heart Distends with
pride, and hardning in his strength Glories. 1780 COWPER
Progr. Err. 590 There hardening by degrees, till double
steeled, Take leave of nature's God, and God revealed.

1865 KINGSLEY Herew. ii. 64 He hardened into a valiant
man. 1873 Miss THACKERAY Old Kensington xii. 105
Though he might have softened to Lady S., he now hardened
to himself. 1884 PAE Eustace 62 He said they would soon
harden to the work.

11. Comm. Of prices: To become higher, to rise;

to stiffen. Cf. HARD a. 15.
1674-91 RAY N. C. Words 24 s. y., The Market Hardens,

i. e. Things grow dear. 1828 Craven Dial., Harden^ to

advance in price ;

'
t

1 corn ray ther hardens '. 1882 Daily
Tel. 4 May, Prices are hardening on the Continent.

Hence Ha'rdening vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1630 R. Johnson's Kingd. $ Commiv. 234 By hardning
and custome. 1725 POPE Odyss. ix. 292 Half the white
stream to hard'ning cheese he prest. 1823 J. BADCOCK Doni.
Amusftn. 138 The plate .. has received an injury in the

hardening. i88$J. J. TuittXVmrit*A?m, Comp. 18 The
butter is placed in a Danish cooler or hardening box,

Harden, herden, hurden(ha'jd'n, hSud'n),
sb. nnd a. local. Forms : a. 5-7 hardin, -yn, 5-9
harden, 6-9 harding. . 5-9 herden, 6-9 har-
den. [Belongs to HARDS sb. ; it is prob. a deriva-

tive in -en rather than the OE. hcordan, ME. herden

sb. pi., and may have been orig. adj., although the

sb. use appears earlier in our quots. Harden appears
to be northern and eastern ; herden^ hurdcn midl.

and western ; some northern dialects have the form

HARN, q.v.]
A. sb. A coarse fabric made from the hards of

flax or hemp.
C1430 Durham MS. Cell. Roll, Pro viij uln. panni vo-

cati Herdyng, ij s. 1462 J. PASTON in /*. Lett. No. 449

HARD FERN.

II. 101 Nat withstandyng, ther herden at Wyggenalle shall

be don this day. 1495 Nottingham Rec. 111. 38 Duoparea
linthiaminum de harden. 1570 Bury Wills (Camden) 156
One payer of sheets of hurden. 1615 MARKHAM Eng.
Mensem, u. v. (1668) 134 That which conies from the flaxe

being a little towed again in a pair of Wooll Cards, will

make a course harding. 1708 T. WARD Eng. Re/. n.(i7i6)

235 (D.) A shirt he had made of coarse harden, A collar-band

not worth a farthing. 1881 D. C. MURRAY Joseph's Coat II.

xxiv. 257 The tumbled herden which did duty for Hnen.

b. attrib. and Comb.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny xix. i, After the stalkes of the Flax

be wel dried, they are to be beaten and punned.. with an
hurden mallet or tow-beetle, a 1652 BROME City Wit iv. ii.

Wks. 1873 I. 348 You hurden smock'd sweaty sfuttery.

B. adj. Made of harden.
1522 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) V. 147 A hardyn apperon. 1542

Richmond. Wills iSurtees) 31 Item vij score of lyn game,
and iiij score of hardyng game vtj

s
. viij

j
. 1545 ASCHAM

Toxoph. (Arb.) 118 An herden or wullen cloth waxed. 1641
BEST Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 67 A course hempe or harden
cloath. a 1652 BROME New Acad. m. i. Wks. 1873 II. 47
The hurden smock with lockram upper-bodies. a 1763
SHKNSTONE Ess^OnDressd^s) i24Thecountry-fellow. .ap-

pears genteel . . when he is hedging in his hurden frock. 1824
MRS. SHERWOOD Waste Not u. 2 They wore a linsey petti-
coat and herden apron. 1887 D. C. MURRAY Old Blazer s

Hero (1880) 87 With a corner of her herden apron.

f D. Clothed in harden. Oh.
1658 CLEVELAND Rustick Rampant Wks. (1687) 453 The

. . King-leaders of the hurden rustick Raggamuffins.

Hardened (haud'nd), ppl. a. [f.
HARDEN v.

+ -TO 1
.]

1. Rendered hard, indurated.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. xi. 24 Upon his crest the hardned

S'on
fell. 1676 DRYDEN Aitrengz. i. i. 365 The laborious

ind Whose hardened Hands did long in Tillage toil. 1874
BOUTELL Arms

iff
Arm. ii. 38 Bronze or hardened brass.

2. Rendered unfeeling or callous ; hard-hearted ;

obdurately settled or determined in a course.
c 1175 Sc. Leg. Saints, Mathias 455 Sum sa hardnyt ware

bat pai Vald trew til hyme be na way. c 1470 HENRY
Wallace x. 283 Thai hardnyt hors fast on the gret ost raid.

1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 65 Some are. .so hardened. .

that they care not for their countrie. a 1605 MONTGOMERIK
Devot. Poems iv. 59 Stoup, hardint hairt, befor the Lord.

17*2 DE FOE Plague (1754) 42 The very Buryers of the

Dead, who were the hardnedest Creatures in Town. 1740
WESLEY Wks. (1872) I. 285, I was desired to pray with an
old hardened sinner. 1850 SCORESBY Whaleman's Advent.

(1859) ix - I24 The most hardened grumbler.
Hence Ha rdenedness.
1571 GOLDING Calvin on Ps. xxxii. 3 The hardenednesse

of our flesh. 1700 G. WALKER Sertn. II. xxix. 309 A kind
of brutality and hardendness.

Hardener (haud'nai). [f. HARDEN v. + -EH i.]

One who hardens ; spec, one whose work is to

harden metals ; one who case-hardens guns, etc.

1611 COTGR., AJfermisseur . .a stifFener, hardner. 1755 in

JOHNSON. 1845 P. Parley's Ann. VI. 181 Misfortune is not
a hardener of the heart. x88x Academy 8 Jan. 30 A grand
zoologist, not a mere hardener and slicer of microscopic
stuff. 1886 Pall Mall G. 15 May 14/1 When the grinding
is completed the blades are returned to the hardeners to be
reset.

Harderian (haidlo-rian), a. Anat. [f. the

name of J. J. Harder (Swiss anatomist 1656-1711)
+ -IAN.] Harderian gland : the lubricating gland
of the nictitating membrane or ' third eyelid ',

in the

inner angle of the eye of birds and some mammals.
1835-6 TODD Cycl. Anat. I. 307/1. 1859 Ibid.V. 543/1

Ruminants are provided with an Harderian gland.

fHardfast,<z. Obs~ Dense. Hence Hardfast-
ness nonce-ivd.) density.
1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk fy Selv. 147 For the sake of its

hardfastness or closeness.

Ha'rd-favoured, a. arch. [See HARD*?. 13
and FAVOUR sb. 9.] Having a hard or unpleasing
'favour', appearance, or look; ill-favoured, ugly.
1513 MORE in Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 758 Richard the

thirde sonne. .was. .hard favoured of visage, a 1592 GREENE
& LODGE Looking Glasse Wks. (Rtldg.) 141/1 As hard-
favoured a devil as ever I saw. 1768 BOSWELL Corsica iii.

(ed. 2) 226 The Corsicans are in general of small stature,
and rather hard-favoured. 1852 DICKENS Bleak Ho. xix,

Humouring the joke with a hard-favoured smile.

Hence Harclfa'vouredness.
1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's Voy. ii. viii. 42 Because

of his hardfavourednesse and deformity, a 1665 J. GOODWIN
Filled iv. the Spirit (1867) 56 The fat [kine] had need . . to

have been, .twenty times seven times fatter than they were,
to have wrought a cure upon the leanness and hard-

favouredness of the other.

Ha'rd-featured, a. [See HARD a. 13.] Hav-

ing hard, harsh, or unpleasing features.

1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Rand. xlix. (1804) 338 A tall raw-
boned man with a hard-featured countenance. 1836-7
DICKENS Sk. Boz(i%$o) 94/1 The old hard-featured man. .is

a county Member. 1874 MOTLEY Barneveld II. xxiiL 424
A hard-featured but commanding and not uncomely woman.
Hence Kardfea'tnredness.
1856 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. IV. v. xix. 22 That absence of

perception of the Beautiful, which introduced a general
hardfeaturedness of figure into all German and Flemish

early art.

Hard fern. A general name for ferns of the

genus Lomaria, as the Northern Hard Fern,
Lomaria (Blechmini] Spicant, of Europe.
1828 SIR J. SMITH Eng. Flora IV. 316 Blechnum boreale,

Northern Hard-fern. 1830 HOOKER Brit. Flora 449. 1862
ANSTFD Channel /si. u. viii. (ed. 2) 182 The hlechnum^
or hard fern, is plentiful in both islands.



HARD-FISTED.

Ha-rd-fisted, a. [Cf. HARD a. 9.] Stingy,

niggardly.
a 1656 BP. HALL Balm ofGileadt^.\ None are so gripple

and hard-fisted as the childless. 1890 Daily News 9 Sept.

4/7 Women . . this soft-handed but hard-fisted sex.

Hence Hardfl'stedness.

1869 MARQ. SALISBURY Sp. in Ho. Lords 22 July, A spirit

of hard-fistedness which even Shylock would have envied.

HaTdhack. U.S. [f.
HARD a. + (?) HACK z>.]

A low shrub, Spiraea tomentosa, common in New
England, having dense terminal panicles of rose-

coloured or white flowers.

1851 S. JUDD Margaret n. i. (Ward) 198 A bunch of the

white hardback, a cream-like flower, innerly blushing.
1866 LOWELL Biglmv P. Introd. Poems 1890 II. 203 Our
narrow New England lanes . . where no better flowers were
to be gathered than goldenrod and hardhack.

Hardhake : see HARDHAW.
Ha-rd-handed, a.

1. Having hard hands, from manual labour.

1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. v. i. 72 Hard handed men, that

worke in Athens heere, Which neuer labour'd in their

mindes till now. 1883 S. C. HALL Retrospect I. 271 The
hard-handed men of the working classes.

t 2. Niggardly, penurious, close-fisted. Obs.

1593-5 NORDEN Spec. Brit., AFsex n. (15981 16 More or

lesse, as the passengers were bountiful! or hard-handed.

3. Ruling with a firm or cruel hand ; severe.

1641 MILTON Reform, n. (1851) 36 The easie, or hard-
handed Monarchy's. 1784 COWPER Task in. 827 The cruel

gripe That lean hard-handed poverty inflicts.

Hence Hardha'ndedness.
1885 A. MACLAREN Week Day Addr. 126 The insolence

and hardhandedness of Roman rule.

t Ha'rdhaw. Obs. [Cf. HARDHEAD 16.] Knap-
weed. Also Hardhake.
c 1450 Alphita (Anecd. Oxon.) 83 lacea nigra . . Bulwed

uel hardhaw. 14. . MS. Trin. Coll. Camb. R. 14, 32 jfacea

nigra, Hardhake.

Ha-rdhead :

, hard-head.
1. A hard-headed person ;

one not easily moved ;

one dull of intellect.

1519 HORMAN Vulg. 63 Some men counte them nygardis
and hardheedis that wyll haue a rekenynge of exspensis.

1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 36 A flintie fellowe and a hard
head. 1650 BULWER Anthropomet. 22 Hard-head and
Block-head, terms of reproach with us. 1848 DURIVAGE
Stray Subj. no (Farmer) Most of the passengers had dis-

appeared for the night, and only a knot of hard-heads were
left upon deck.

f 2. A contest of butting with the head. Also

hard-heads. Obs.
1681 DRYDEN Spanish Friar v. ii, I have been at hard-

head with your butting citizens. 1687 Hindgf P. II. 443
Both play at hard-head till they break their brains. 1831
SCOTT Jrnl. 16 Oct., He has been at hard-heads with the

rogues, and come off with advantage.
3. The name of several fishes : a. The sea scor-

pion or father-lasher, Cottus scorpius. b. The

grey gurnard, Trigla gurnardtts. c. The men-
haden (New England).
1803 SIBBALD Hist, fife fy Kinross 128 (Jam.) Scorpius

major nostras; our fishers call it Hardhead. 1810 NEILL
List of Fishes 14 (Jam.) Trigla Gunlardns. Crooner or
Crointer. It is known by a variety of other names, as

Captain Hardhead [etc.]. 1837 HAWTHORNE Tvnce-tola T.

(1851) II. vi. 91 The very air was fishy, being perfumed
with dead sculpins, hardheads, and dogfish. 1867 SMYTH
Sailor's Word-bk., Hard-head . . on our coasts the father-

lasher or sea-scorpion, Cottus scorpius.

4. The Californian grey whale, Rhachianectes

glaucus : so called from its habit of butting boats.

1860 Merc. Marine Mag. VII. 213 They have a variety
of names among whalemen, as ' Hard-head ',

'
Devil-fish '.

6. The ruddy duck, Erismatura rubida, more

fully called hard-headed dipper (Atlantic Coast,
U.S.1 (Cent. Diet.)
6. The plant Knapweed. Also hard-heads.

1794 Mf,s.-n-x Rousseau's Bot. xxvi. 401 Common or Black

Knap-weed . . which the country people in some places call

Hard-heads. 1828 Craven Dial., Hard-heads, Knapweed.
1861 Miss PRATT Flower. PI. III. 250 Hard-head.
7. A variety of sponge.
1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. (ed. 4) 160 The principal

varieties, .are known as sheep-wool, white reef, abaco velvet,
dark reef, boat, hardhead, grass, yellow and glove.
8. A residual alloy of tin, iron, and arsenic, pro-

duced in the refining of tin.

1881 in RAYMOND Mining Gloss.

HaTdhead . Obs. exc. Hist. Also hardit.

[?A corruption of F. hardit, hardi (in Cotgr. ardit,

ardy) HARDY; said to be from hardi, surname of

Philip III of France, under whom the coin was first

issued.] A Scottish copper coin of Mary and
James VI, of the value of about three halfpence
English money. App. the same as the LION.
1563 in Pitcairn Crim. Trials Scoll. I. 440 Convict of

connrfeeting of the prenting irnes. .of ane'Lyone callit be
Hardheid. a 1572 KNOX Hist. Re/. Wks. 1846 f. 365 (MS. G)
Dayhe thair was suche numbers of Lions (alias called Hard-
heids) prented, that the basenes thairof maid all thingis
exceiding dear. 1644 D. HUME Hist. Douglas 334 (Jam.)A certain brasse or copper coyne (called Hardheads). 1893
Antiquary Mar. 105 Coins found in St. Queran's well 1869
. .James VI hardheads or bodies.

HaTd-headed, a. 1. lit. Having a hard head,
t 2. Not easily turned, as a horse ; fig. obstinate,

stubborn. Obs.

88

1583 GOLDING Calvin on Dent. x. 57 We bee hardheaded
and thinke that all that euer is sayde is but a mockerie.

1607 Tol'SELL Fciur.f. Beasts (1658) 240 It must be regarded
that the Horse in leading be not drawn after you, for so
will he be made hard headed, unwilling to follow. 1642
CM AS. I Anyii). to Earles of Bristol fy Dorset 7 By which
we may rectifie this hard-headed distraction.

3. Not easily influenced by sophistry or sentiment ;

matter-of-fact, logical, practical. Cf. HABD a. 10.

1779 MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary Oct., Mrs. Dickens is., a

sensible, hard-headed woman. 1883 Pall Mall G. 14 Dec.

i/i Standing, .at Bradford before five thousand hard-headed
Yorkshiremen. 1888 BRVCE ,*(>;/<-r. Cotiinnu. II. Ixxiv. 609
A shrewd, cool, hard-headed man of business.

Hence Hardhea dedly adv. ; Hardhea'dedness.
1848 H. ROGERS Ess. I. vi. 317 A proof of his indomitable

hard-headedness. 1886 Pall'Mall G. z6 June 5/2 To deal

with an irresponsible romancer thus hardheadedly may
seem like breaking a butterfly on a wheel.

Ha'rd-heart, a. arch. = HAUD-HEABTED.
1475 Bk. Noblesse 66 It wolde make an harde hert man to

falle the teris of his yen. 1616 J. LANE Cont. Sqr's T.

(Chaucer Soc.) lyanote 5 Are they not hard-hart butchers

remedies ? 1895 MRS. K. T. HINKSON Miracle Plays v. 74
O hard-heart little town !

i Hard heart, v. Obs. [f. next.] trans. To
make hard of heart, to render hard-hearted.

1581 J. BELL Haddon's Attsvi. Osor. 27 After the Duke
had hard harted himselfe, and waxed insolently obstinate.

Ibid. 246 Even so Pharao. .was. .hard harted by God.

HaTd-hearted, a. [f. hard heart + -ED 2
.]

Having a hard heart ; incapable of being moved to

pity or tenderness ; unfeeling ;
unmerciful.

c 1205 LAY. 11990 Nes nseuere na mon iboren. . baet haeleS

weore swa stserc Ne swa haerd iheorted. 1340 HAMPOLE
Pr. Consc. 7505 Here es no man lyfand Swa hard-herted.

c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. n. metr. vi. 43 (Camb. MS.) He was
so hard hertyd, bat he myhte ben domes man or luge of

hyr dede beaute. c 1430 Hymns Virg. (1867) 126 Y cowde
not wepe, y was so hard hertyd. 1600 J. PORY tr. Leo's

Africa n. 51 Such a. .horrible conflicte, that . . would have

affrighted any man, were he never so hard harted. 1613
PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 736 Neither can the hard-

hearted Rockes breake these yeelding Vessels. 1708 PRIOR
Turtle fy Sparrmv 287 She soon grew sullen; I hard-hearted.

1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xiv. III. 400 That he might die

the same hardhearted, wicked Jeffreys that he had lived.

HenceHardhea'rtedly aafc.
;
Hardhea-rtedness.

1583 GOLDING Calvin ott Dent. \. 3 Because of their hard-

hartednesseand stubbornesse. 7&W.clxxxiv. 1142 Let vsdeale
not so hardheartedlie. 1682 SIR T. BROWNE Chr. Mar. 67
The dens . . where malice, hardheartedness, and oppression
love to dwell. 1810 BENTHAM Packing (1821) 186 These are

the sort of persons whom so hardheartedly . . we see him
thus devising plans for getting rid of. 1837 SYD. SMITH
Wlu. (1867) II. 270 A hardheartedness produced by the

long enjoyment of wealth and power.

! Hardhede. Obs. rare' 1
, [f. HARD a. + -/<&,

-HEAD.] Hardness.
c 1440 Jacob's Well (E. E. T. S.) 236 In hyje hylles of

pryde am iiij. wyckednessys, bat arn, dryehed, hardhed,

bareynhed, & a foul fall doun.

t Hardhewe. Obs. Also 6 hardewes. [app.
f. HARD a. ;

second element uncertain.] The wild

Chicory, Cichorium Intybus.
a 1500 Sloane MS. 5. 6/2 Cicoria . . Angllice] hardhewe.

1548 TURNER Names ofHerbes (1881) 44 Intybus syluestris
. .in englishe Succory or hardewes.

t Ha'rd-hewer. Obs. A stonemason.

1447-8 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 400, xxiiij

masons of kent called hard hewers, c 1515 Cocke Lorelfs

B. (Percy Soc.) Q Tylers, brycke leyers, harde hewers.

1548 Act 2 <$ 3 Edvi. VI, c. 15 I 3 No person.. shall, .leu or

disturbe any. JoynerL hardhewer, sawyer, tyler, pavyer,

Hardiesse (hardzVs). [a. F. hardiesse

(12-ijth c. in Hatz.-Darm.), f. hardi HAKDT.

Adopted from OFr. in 14-1 5th c. ;
and anew as an

alien loan-word in i8th c.] Hardihood, boldness.

1340 Ayenb. 83 Ine prouesse byeb bri binges to-deld,

hardyesse strengfe an stedeuestnesse. 1390 GOWER Con/. I .

147 Cowardy It torneth into hardiesse. 1475 Bk. Noblesse

20 In lessing youre courage ne abating your hardiesse. 1761
H. WALPOLE Lett. (1857) III. 411 (Stanf.) The frank

hardiesse of the answer saved him. 1831 Edin. Rev. LVI.

48 Fantastic or startling hardiesses of expression.

fHardifly, adv. Obs. rare. [?repr. OF. har-

divement, f. hardif hardy.] A by-form of HARDILY.
c 1500 Melusine xxxi. 231 They of poytou receyued them

moch hardyfly, and wete it wel that there was grete losse of

peple of bothe partyes.

Hardihead (haudihed). arch. [f. HABDT a.

+ -HEAD.] = next.

'579 SPENSER Sheph. Col. Ded. 12 Craue pardon for my
hardyhedde. 1590 F. Q. i. iv. 38 Enflam'd with fury and
fiers hardyhed. 21764 LLOYD Progr. nvy Poet. Wks.

1774 I. 130 Fly, reckless mortals, fly, in vain is hardy-head.

1889 F. W. BOURDILLON in Athenaeum 5 Oct. 454/1 True
maiden art thoa in thy dread ; True maiden in thy hardi-

head.

Hardihood (ha-idihud). [f. HARDY a. + -HOOD.]

The quality or condition of being hardy.

1. Boldness, hardiness ; audacity.

1634 MILTON Comiis 650 With dauntless hardihood, And
brandish'd blade, rush on him. 1849 MACAULAY Hist.

Eng. vii, More than one day . . was retrieved by the hardi-

hood with which he rallied his broken battalions. 1860

MAURY Phys. Geog. Sea ii. I 82 That the winds do make
currents in the sea no one will have the hardihood to deny.

HARDINESS.

2. Robustness (of body or constitution), rare.

1794 S. WILLIAMS Vermont 165 Amidst the rudeness and
hardihood of the savage state. 1807 G. CHALMERS Cale-
donia I. ii. vi. 304 The vigour of his mind was properly
supported by the hardyhood of his body. 1861 DELAMER
Fl. Card. 148 Their hardihood is not to be depended on,
and they can only be trusted as conservatory plants here.

Hardily (.haudili), atlv.
[f.

HARDY a. + -LY 2.]
In a hardy manner.

1. Boldly ; courageously, with hardihood.
a 1225 Leg. Kath. 676 Hald hardiliche [v.r. herdeliche] on

ba:t tu hauest bigunnen. a 1300 Cursor M. 12953 Herdili

\G8tt. hardli] he yode him nerr. 13. . Guy ll'arw. (A.) 2966
Now-.tijt bai agin ardiliche. c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode
u. xxvi. (1869) 85 Go, quod she, hardiliche, with oute dred-

inge rude entendement. 1596 DALRYMi-LEtr. Leslie's Hist.
.Sec/, vni. 72 Nochttheles he sparet nochtto speik hardilier.

1600 HOLLAND Livy 461 (R.) At the first the Gaules and

Spanyards ..mainteined the conflict right hardily. 1799
Bp. HORSLEY Speech July (R.), Confidently and hardily I

make the assertion, and I challenge confutation. 1860

PUSEV Min. Propk. 313 They could foretell hardily,
because they could not yet be convicted of untruth.

f 2. Robustly ; not tenderly. Obs. rare.

1674 N. Cox Genii. Recreat. IV. (1686) 41 Horses that

run abroad all Winter, which however hardily bred, and

kept [etc.]. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) III. iii. 29 She
loves to use herself hardily. 1793 BEDDOES Catarrh 167

Among those hardily brought up.

f3. Parenthetically.
= It may be boldly said;

freely, certainly, assuredly, by all means. In later

use changed through hardely to hardly. Obs.

c 1300 Cursor M. 23767 (Edin. I Hardilik [v.r. hardeli] es

he cuard, bat nankin part mai pol of hard, c 1386 CHAUCER
Merck. T. 68 AHe othere manere giftes, hardily [so 4 MSS. ;

2 hardely] . . alle been giftes of Fortune, c 1400 Destr.

Troy 1934 |>ou hardly no hede of bi hele toke . . When bou

entrid our He. c'M4o CAPGRAVE Life St. Kath. iv. 1348
There lyue noon better at this day, hardyly. a 1529 SKEL-
TON P. Sparowe 270 No, no, syr, hardely. a 1553 UDALL

Royster D. i. ii. (Arb.) 19 Yea now hardly lette me alone.

1553 T. WILSON Rhet. (1580) 4 Bee he Preacher, Lawier,

yea, or Cooke either hardely. 1600 HOLLAND Livy xxiv.

viii, Elect him Consul! hardly, and good leave have you.

(haudim). In 5 hardan. [Arab.
harSawn, lizard, land crocodile.] An

agamoid lizard, Stettio vulgaris, of the Levant.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xviii. xxi. (1495) 780 Al

his (chameleon's] body is rough and sharpe as the body of

an Hardan. 1860 WOOD Illustr. Nat. Hist. 11863) HI. 88

Hardim, the Arab name for the Stellio. 1884-5 Standard
Nat. Hist. III. 414 (Cent.) The hardims are of an olive

green color shaded with black, and below a pale yellow.

Hardiment (haudimeiit). arch. [a. OF. liar-

diment (in Godef.), f. hardi HARDY : see -MENT.]

Boldness, courage, daring, hardihood.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus rv. 505 (533) Artow in Troye and

hast noon hardiment To take a womman which bat loueth

be? 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode iv. xxiv. (1869) 189, I wot

neuere how bou hast take hardement to turne ayen to me.

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xxvii. 20 He tynt all hardyment,
Ffor feir he chaingit hew. 1600 FAIRFAX Tasso vi. xxxiv.

100 Our foes fierce courage, strength and hardiment, 1791

COWPER Iliad vn. 203 This brunt of hostile hardiment severe.

1803 WORDSW.
'

Vatig-uardofLiberty '.Vanguard of Liberty,

ye men of Kent .. Now is the time to prove your hardiment !

1813 SCOTT Rokeby \. vii, The full carouze, that lent His

brow a fiercer hardiment.

f b. A deed of daring, a bold exploit. Obs.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce xn. 509 Mony ane hardyment
douchtely Wes thair eschewit [=achieved]. 1596 SHAKS.
i Hen. IV, i. iii. 101 He did confound the best part of an

houre In changing hardiment with great Glendower. 1601

WEEVER Mirr. Mart. C vj, Tis often seen, ill-pleasing acci-

dents Proceed from rage and hare-braind hardiments. 1611

SHAKS. Cymb. v. iv. 75 Like hardiment Posthumus hath To

Cymbeline performM.

Hardiness (haudines). [f.
HARDY a. + -NESS.]

The quality or condition of being hardy.
1. Boldness, daring; audacity; hardihood. Now
somewhat rare.

1297 R. GLOUC. (1724) 64 He . . the emperour with stod,

Anddreddeofhyshardynes.se. 1393 I.ANGL. P. PI. C. xxi.

80 No boye hadde hardinesse hym to louche in deyinge.
c 1450 Merlin 231 A yonge knyght of grete hardynesse.

1561 EoEtiArte Navig. Pref.CCj, Accoumpting desperat-

nesse for boldnesse, rashnesse for hardinesse. 1647 CLAREN-

DON Hist. Keb. vi. 261 There being none that had the

hardiness yet to declare . . for the King. 1814 SOUTHEY in

Q. Rev. XII. 76 [Du Bartas] coining words when he did

not find them ready minted for his use, introducing new

compounds, good or bad, with equal hardiness. 1866 R.

CHAMBERS Ess. Ser. I. 27 To execute a purpose so lofty.,

would have., required great hardiness of heart.

2. Capability of endurance, physical or mental.

Now chiefly, Physical robustness.

1642 MILTON Apol. Sniect. Wks. (1847) 80/1 Preserving
the Body's health and hardiness. 1781 GIBBON Decl. Sr f.

II. xl. 490 Luxury enervated the hardiness of their minds

and bodies. 1789 BENTHAM Princ. Legist, vi. 9 The
external indications of hardiness are the firmness of the

muscular fibres and the callosity of the skin. 1834 Penny
Cycl. II. 189/1 [The apple] from its hardiness and great

abundance, is one of the most important productions
ofcold

climates. 1879 Cossets Techn. Educ. IV. 39/1 The extreme

hardiness of the race.

H Catachr. for hardness. (Often an error of

copyists and editors.)

1539 TAVEMER Card. Wystd. I. 3 a, The office of a

capitayne is agaynst rebelles to use hardynesse, and agaynst
his liege subiectes, gentylnesse. 1596 SPENSER Statl /rel.

(Globe) 640/1 Great endurours of cold, hunger, and all

hardiness.



HABDING.

t Harding. Obs. ran *. A slowly developing
plant ; cf. HASTING. In quot. transf.
1581 MULCASTER Positions iv. (1887) 19 Ripenes in children

is not tyed to one time, no more then all corne is ripe for

one reaping . . Some be hastinges and will on, some be

hardinges, and drawe backe.

Hardish. (ha-jdij), a. [f. HARD a. + -ISH.]
Somewhat hard (in various senses).
1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tonr, Duret, hardish. a 1592

GREENE AlpJwnsus iv. Wks. (Rtldg.)24o/2 For my pillow..
The hardish hillocks have suffic'd my turn. 1676 TEMPLE
Lei. to King Wks. 1731 II. 423 With Terms something
hardish. 1747 Gcnti. Mag. 55 In 8 days it grew hardish,
and in 14 quite dry. 1864 UURTON Scat Abr. I. iv. 160 It

will require a hardish course of reading.

t Hardiship. Obs. rare -
'. [f. HARDY a. +

-SHIP.] Hardy behaviour, courage.
^11240 Wohunge in Cott. Horn. 271 Moni man burh his

strengo'e and hardischipe ek makes him luued and ^erned.

Hardishrew (n5-jdl|JrS). Now local. Also

7 hardyshrew, hardshrew, 9 (dial.) hardistraw,
hardistrow. [app. f. HARDY a. + SHREW.] A
name variously applied to the field-mouse, harvest-

mouse, and shrew-mouse.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 234 In Italy the hardy shrews are

venomous in their biting. 1656 W. D. tr. Comcnius' Gate
Lat. Unl. F 193 The Rat, Hardshrew, and whole herd of
mice, enemies to corn. 1686 PLOT Staffordsh. 222 A Hardi-
shrew or Nursrow (as they here call them,) i. e. a field-

mouse. 1847-78 HALLIWELL, Hardishrew, a field-mouse.

Staff. Also called the hardistraw. 1882 W. Worcestersh.
Gloss., Hardishmv, the field-mouse ; also Hardistraw.
1884 Upton Gloss., Hardistrow, a shrew-mouse.

t Hardiss, hardysse, z>. Obs. rare. [f.

hardiss-, extended stem of OF. hardir, f. hardi

HARDY.] trans. To make hardy, embolden.
1297 R. GLOUC. (1724) 204 So muche . . he truste To hym

sulue & to hardyssy ys men. /aid. 426 Vor so wel he
vajt, & hys men hardyssede echon.

i Ha-rdlaik. Obs. [a. ON. harWeikr hardness,
harshness.] Hardship, harshness, severity.

1400 Destr. Troy 1476 With hardlayke & harme, pat
happyn shall after, ibid. 8124 The shall happen in helle
hardlaikes mo.

Hardly (ha-idli), adv. Forms : see HARD a.

[f. HARD a. + -LY 2
.]

In a hard manner.

f 1. With energy, force, or strenuous exertion
;

vigorously, forcibly, violently. Obs.
c 1205 LAY. 7480 Hardliche [c 1275 hardeliche] heo heowen.

Ibid. 16700 Samuel paet sweord an-hof And hserdeliche adun
sloh. 1305 St. Christopher 82 in E. E. P. (1862) 62 He. .

step hardeliche & faste. c 1460 Tovineley Myst. (Surtees) 247

Serpents (1658) 625 The Lamprey caught fast hold on his

hand, biting hardly. 1713 STEELE Guardian No. 58 P 6
I. .drink stale beer the more hardly, because, unless I will,

nobody else does. 1818 MRS. SHELLEY Frankenst. iv. (1865)
68 My _pulse beat so quickly and hardly, that I felt the

palpitation of every artery.

f 2. Boldly, daringly, hardily. Obs.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 268 Heo. .bet, wicS swuche goste, herde-

liche ne uihteS. a 1300 Cursor M. 12953 (G8tt.) Hardli
\Fairf. baldeli] he 5ode him nere. c 1400 Rowland ff O. 446
Feghte one, dere Sone, hardely. c^ 1489 CAXTON Sonnes of
Aymon viii. 194 Lete vs goo to it hardly For we durste
well assaylle the devylle when ye be wyth vs. 1566 PAINTER
Pal. Pleas. I. 99 b, Speake hardly thy minde. 1622 Bp.
ANDREWES Serm. (ed. 18) 258 Keep on your hats, sit even
as you do hardly.

f3. Firmly. 06s.

01225 Aaer. R. 268 Herdeliche ileueS pet al pe deofles
strencoe melteS buruh be grace of be holi sacrament, c 1440
CAPGRAVE Life St. Kath. v. 264 Leue this doctryne hardyly
as 5oure crede ! 1583 STANYHURST JEneis, Conceites (Arb.)
138 In brest of the godesse, Gorgon was coketed hardlye.
4. With hard pressure ; with severity or rigour ;

severely, rigorously, harshly.
1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. cxxx. 158 He is hardely

matched, wherfore he hathe nede of your ayde. 1568
GRAFTON Chron. II. 100 Two Bishops and an Abbot. .were
hardly and streightly kept in strong prison so long as the

king lyved. 1573 G. HARVEY Letter-bk. (Camden) 3, I

besout [him] . . that he wuld not deale so hardly bi me.
1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1621) 51 The unconstant people
.. now began to speak hardly of him. ^1656 Bp. HALL
Rent. Wfo.(i66o) 32 Being shipped at Deep, the Sea used us

hardly. 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. W. xxxi, How is it, Sir, that
this poor man.. is used thus hardly? 1853 A. J. MORRIS
Business i. 10 Conscience is hardly bestead by the demands
of life. 1886 Law T. 20 Feb. 283^2 The rule worked hardly.
5. With trouble or hardship ; uneasily, painfully.
IS3S COVERDALE Ps. xxi[i], 2Q They that lye in the dust, and

lyue so hardly. 1548 HALL Chron,, Hen, VII, 41 Cornysh-
men . . gate theyr lyvyng hardly by minynge and diggyng
tinne and inetall. 1630 R. Johnson's Kingd. <$ Commw.
118 The Husbandmen live hardly. 1705 BOSMAN Guinea
108 The Money we get here is indeed hardly enough
acquired. 1713 SEWALL Diary 17 June (1879) II. 352 Mr.
White condescending to ride before, sitting hardly. 1840
MACAULAY Ess., Clive (1887) 555 What is made is slowly,
hardly, and honestly earned.

6. Not easily, with difficulty. Obs. exc. as con-
tained in 7.

1535 COVERDALE Wisd. ix. 16 Very hardly can we discerne
the thinges that are vpon earth. 1582 N. T. (Rhem.) Luke
xviii. 24 How hardly [TIND., CRANM., G^wrcvi, with what diffi-

culty] shal they that haue money enter into the kingdom of
God ? 1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. ii. 2 We are hardliest
able to bnng such proofe . . as may satisfie gainesayers.
1598 GRENEWEY Tacitus1 Ann. iv. xvi. 116 Vnto whom
accesse was hardliest obtained. 1650 FULLER Pisgah 270
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Bitumen.. quickly kindled, hardly quenched. 1708 BURNET
Lett. (ed. 3) 123 When it has rain'd ever so little, .the Carts
go deep, and are hardly drawn. 1766 FORDYCE &?/. Yng.
ll'ojn. (1767) II. xiv. 271 Easily provoked and hardly
pacifled. 1822 KEBLE Serin, i. (1848) 17 The rock, to which
Solomon hardly won his way after many hard conflicts.

7. Barely, only just ; almost not
; not quite ;

scarcely. (In early use only gradually distinguished
from 6. Formerly sometimes (as still in vulgar
use) with superfluous negative.)
1553 EDEN Treat. Newe Ind. (Arb.) 7 It hardelyeagreeth

with the principles of Philosophic and common experience.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 310 Being so little, .(as hardly the
finenesse thereof cannot be seen). 1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd.
fy Cotnnnv. (1603) 89 All which will hardly amount to fower
score pounds. 1674 N. Cox Gentl, Recreat. in. (1677) 59
Either of these will not suffer him to keep hardly flesh upon
his back. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India fy P. 142 When Day
broke I could hardly believe my Eyes. 1710 STEELE Tatler
No. 193 p i, I had hardly entered the Room, when 1 was
accosted by Mr. Thomas Dogget. 1783 HAILES Antig, Chr.
Ch. i. 2 We can hardly place it earlier. 1840 DE QUINCEY
Style Wks. XI. 262 With a life of leisure, but with hardly
any books. 1860-1 FLO. NIGHTINGALE Nursing 46, I need

hardly say, that [etc.]. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. ii. 7. 100
A year had hardly passed. [Mod. (vulgar) I couldn't

hardly tell what he meant.]
8. In close proximity, closely;

=HARD^. 6.

1584 in Spenser's Wks. (.Grosart) I. 483 Being hardlie
followed by certaine kearnes. 1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks
(1621) 35 They were so hardly pursued. 1880 Daily Nejvs
12 Nov. 2/1 They are hardly run by some of the English
Potteries.

f9. Parenthetically. Certainly, assuredly, by all

means : see HARDILY 3. Obs.

1O. Comb. (with///. adjs.},as hardly-acquired,
-earned, -labouring, -rendered, -removed, -used.

1625 K. LONG tr. Barclay*s Argents\\\. xii, 190 Tokens of
his hardly-removed sicknesse. 1858 MRS. OLipHANTZ-am/
of Norlaiv II. 31 Many a hardly-labouring soul, full of

generous plans and motives, has seen a stranger enter into
its labours. 1882 OUIDA Maremma I. 34 With her hardly-
earned gains. 1890 W. STEBBING Peterborough ix. 176 The
honour and loyalty of the hardly-used veteran.

Hard-meat. ? Obs. Corn and hay used as

fodder, as opposed to grass.
1481-4 E. PASTON in P. Lett. No. 859 III. 280, I had my

horsse with hym at lyvery . . I payed for hard mete ever
to hym. 1523 FITZHERB. Husb. 66 A cowe shall gyue
more mylke with a lyttell grasse and strawe . . thanne she
shall doo with hey and strawe. .for the harde meate dryeth
vp the mylke. 1641 BEST Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 73 If there
fall a good thicke snowe and frosts with it . . it will make
them fall to theire hard-meate most sharpely and keenely.

1737 BRACKEN Farriery Impr. (1757) II. 85 To suffer Horses
to lie at Hard-meat, .for Weeks.

fb. fig. At (to) hard-meat: in close confine-

ment ; under strict restraint. Obs.

1594 NASHE Unfort. Trav. 16 Dreame .. that I am close
at hard meate at Windsore or at Hampton Court. 1642
BAKER tr. Mah<ezz?s Disc. Tacitus 459 They meant to hold

Augustus (as the saying is) to hard meat, and make him
grant what they demanded. 1725 SWIFT Let. to Pope Wks.
1761 VIII. 46, I hear nothing of our friend Gay, but I find

the court keeps him at hard meat.

Hard-mouthed, (ha-jdmauSd, -mauft), a.

1. Having a hard mouth : said of a horse not easily
controlled by the bit or rein.

1617 MARKHAM Caval. n. 106 When they haue either hard
mourned horses, or runne away lades, 1682 Lond. Gaz.
No. 1708/4 A Spring Snaffle, that Commandeth with the

greatest ease.. all hard-mouthed Run-away Horses. 1854
WOOD Anecd. Anim. Life (1855) 398 Little hard-mouthed
animals. .perfectly independent of bit and bridle.

2. fig. Self-willed, obstinate.
1686 D'URFEY Commw. Women i. \. 5 They are so hard

mouth'd, there's no dealing with 'em. 1704 SWIFT Mech.
Operat. Spirit Misc. (1711) 299 Wonderfully headstrong, and
hard-mouth'd. 1723 DE FOE Moll Flanders (1840) 311 Two
wenches, a couple of hard-mouthed Jades. 1800 A. CARLYLE
Autobiog. (1860) 432 Robertson's soothing manner prevented
his being hard-mouthed with him.

Hardness (haudnes). Forms : see HARD a.

[f.
HARD a. + -NESS.] The quality or condition of

being hard
; difficulty of penetration, solution, ap-

prehension, performance, endurance ; inflexibility,

rigidity, stiffness,harshness ; rigour, severity, cruelty ;

obduracy, obstinacy ; hardiness, etc. : see HARD a.

ayoo Epinal Gloss. 871 Rigore, heardnissae. c 1000 Ags.
Gosp. Matt. xix. 8 For eower heorte heardnysse. c 1000
Sax. Leechd. I. 296 Wib &es ma^an heardnysse. f 1025
Rule St, Benet (Logeman) 96 Beon fcebodenne ealra heard-
nessa and stiSnissa. ni75 Lamb. Horn. 47 He mihte noht
ifalie be herdnesse of fe rapes, a 1300 Cursor M. 19325
(Gott.) pai durst no hardnes J?aim do. 1390 GOWER Conf.
II. 71 Hys lady . . With hardnesse his herte fyreth. c 1440
Jacob's Well (E. E. T. S.) 195 Hardnes of clothyng on bak
& in bed. ^1440 Promp. Parv. 227/2 Hardeness of

knowy(n)ge, or dede doynge. .difficultas. a 1529 SKELTON
Now synge we, etc. 75 Jesu . . That for man suflfred great
hardnes. 1552 Bk. Com. Prayer, Litany, From hardnesse
of hearte . . Good lord, deliuer us. 1573-^0 BARET^/Z'. N 108
Hardnesse is sparing of expenses, niggardship. 1577 B.
GOOGE Heresbach?s Husb. i. (.1586) 14 The tediousnesse and
hardnesse thereof driveth them away. Ibid. iv. i6ob, Powre
in Plaister, or some liquid thing, that may come to a hard-
nesse in the shell. 1579 E. K. Gloss. Spenser's Sheph. Cal.
Mar. 23 By reason of Winters hardnesse. 1596 SPENSER
F. Q. iv. viii. 27 Enur'd to hardnesse and to homely fare.

1598 BARCKLEY Felic. Man (1631) 440 Wealth maketh a
woman proud, beauty suspected, and hardnesse of favour
lothsome. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. in. iv. 34 Oh hardnes to dis-

semble! 1691 RAY Creation (1714) 164, I have armed thee
with courage and Hardness to attempt the Seas. 1697

HARD-SET.
DRYDEN Virg. Georg. iv. 155 Honeycombs of Golden Juice
..T' allay the Strength and Hardness of the Wine. 1704
Collect. l''oy. $ Trav. (Churchill) III. 53/2 Because of the
Hardness of the Weather, a 1745 SWIFT (J.), The tenants

poor, the hardness of the times. 1822-34 Good's Study
Med. (ed. 4) III. IQI When hardness of "hearing depends
upon a deficiency of cerumen. 1836 Penny Cycl. VI. 142/1
Carbonate of lime .. to this in part the hardness of water is

owing. 1862 MRS. H. WOOD Mrs. Hallib. n. xxvi. (1888)

290 A stony hardness settled on the young lady's face.

1883 Manch. Exam. 3 Dec. 4/1 The tendency of the rates
was firm, owing to the hardness of the short loan market.

1895 STORY-MASKELYNE Crystallogr. \. 8 The hardness of

crystals in different directions has been estimated by means
of an instrument termed a sclerometer.

b. with a and //. An instance of this quality ;

a hardship.
1340 Ayenb. 236 Hit be-houeb bet uless beate and wesse

be dissiplines and be hardnesses, c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth.
pr. v. 102 (Camb. MS.) So as god . . yeueth .. to goode

come even this just and reasonable grief, a 1700 DRYDEN
(].), Sculptors are obliged to . . make many ample folds,
which are insufferable hardnesses. 1790 By.stander 43 The
crudest hardnesses, .are to be rubbed off".

t Ha'rdpck. Obs. Also hor-dock, hardoke.

[app. f. OE. hdr, ME. h&rt HOAB + DOCK.] Some
coarse weedy plant : probably burdock.
The burdock has hoary foliage. (Some have however

suggested that the word is a misprint for burdock itself;
and various other conjectures have been offered.)

1605 SHAKS. Lear iv. iv. 4 (Fol. i) Crown'd . . with Har-
dokes [Qq. hor-docks, Fol. 2 hardocks], Hemlocke, Nettles,
Cuckoo flowres, Darnell, and all the idle weedes that grow.

Ha-rd-pan. U.S. [See PAN.]
1. A firm subsoil of clayey, sandy, or gravelly

detritus ; also, hard unbroken ground.
1828 WEBSTER, Pan, among farmers, the hard stratum

of earth that lies below the soil ; called the hardpan. 1829
H. MURRAY ^V. A mer. 1 1. in. i. 273 The farmer comes to what
Mr. Spafford calls hard-pan, a stiff impenetrable surface on
which no vegetable substance will grow. 1883 Century
Mag. Nov. 113 The New [World] is for the most part
yet raw, undigested hard-pan. 1886 MARQ. LORNE in Gd.
Words 166 Large quantities of loose rock andhardpan.
2. fig. Lowest level or foundation ; bottom ;

bed-rock '.

1852 W. B. PIKE in N. Hawthorne $ Wife (1885) I. 444
Almost all the novel-writers I have read, although truthful
to nature, go through only some of the strata ; but you are
the only one wbo breaks through the hard-pan. 1860
HOLMES Elsie V. viii, Mr. Silas Peckham had gone a little

deeper than he meant, and come upon the '

hard-pan ',
as the

well-diggers call it, of the Colonel's character. 1872 B.
TALBOT in Amer, Ann. Deaf July 135 Down in the very
hard-pan of ignorance . . must the workman prepare a bed
for this foundation. 1883 H. A. BEERS in Century Mag. June
285/2 But it [a book] didn't appear to get down to hard-pan
or to take a firm grip on life.

Hards, luirds (haidz, huidz), sb. pi. Now
local. Forms : a. I heordan, 2-3 heorden, 4-5
hordes, -is, 4-7 hurdes, 5-6 heerdis, hyrdes,
-ys, -is, 6-7 birds, 6- hurds. . 4-6 hardes,
-is, -ys, 5- hards. [OE. heordan fern. pi. : cf.

early mod.Du. herds, heerde *fibra lini
'

Kilian

(not in Hexham). Corresp. toOLG., OFris. h$de*

NFris. Mde, heedt MLG., MDu., Da. hede, LG.
hede, heden, heen: OTeut, type *kizddn~ ; cf.Goth.

mizdd, OS. md(a, OE. meord. The form hards is

north, and n. midl., herds or hurds s. midl. and
west. These are in form plural, but are sometimes

construed as sing. Cf. HARDEN sb. and a.] The
coarser parts of flax or hemp separated in hackling.
a. cy*$ Corpus Gfass. 1908 Stuppa, heordan. c 1050

Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 451/27 Naptarum, heordena. a 1225
Ancr. R. 418 Nexst fleshe ne schal mon werien no linene

cloS, bute }if hit beo of herde and of greate heorden. 1350

Leg. Roodiifyi) 81 Hir clathes. .bigan to brin Als herdes

J>at had bene right dry. ? a 1366 CHAUCER Rom. Rose 1233
A sukkenye, That not of hempe ne heerdis was. 1398
TREVISA Barth. De P. R. vm. xliii. (Tollem. MS.), Yf
suche a stone is set aforne J?e sonne, hurdes set berto be>
tende and set on fyre. c 1400 Lanfranc's Cintrg. 35 A
plumaciol . . maad of herdis [B. hurdes] or of towe. c 1440

Promp. Farv. 241/1 Hyrdys, or herdys of flax, or hempe,
stuppa. 1530 PALSGR. 183 Vnes estovpes, a locke of towe or
hurdes. 1555 EDEN Decades 193 It [coco-nut] is inuolued

and couered with many webbes much lyke vnto those

hyrdes of towe whiche they vse in Andalusia. 17,37
BRACKEN

Farriery Impr. (1756) I. 292 Wounds.. dress'd with Hurds.

1837 WHITTOCK, etc. Bk. Trades (1842) 238 Hold the strike

of flax stiff" in your hand, and break it well upon the coarse

hackle, saving the hurds to make harder cloth of.

P- ^375 BARBOUR Bruce XVH. 612 Pik and ter als haf thai

tane, And lynt and hardiss with brynstane. 14.. Norn, in

Wr.-Wiilcker 696/9 Hec stupa, a hardes. 15x6
"-'' "'"*

(W. de W. 1531) 48 Chyppes, hey, & harde

lUlie, nIU lyill .U1U IMMM4BB mini ujujw*ix.. -f . . -..v..*.

Wr.-Wtilcker 696/9 Hec st-ufa, a hardes. 15*6 filer. Per/.
(W. de W. 1531) 48 Chyppes, hey, & hardes, whiche be

maters apt to burne. 1656 W. COLES Art ofSimpling 64
A Cokar tree, whose hairy stuff or hards which is next the

outer bark doth make cordage and tackle for ships. 1795
M. MADAN Persius 145 note, The coarse part of flax, tow,

hards, oakum to calk ships with. 1818 SCOTT Fam. Lett.

16 Ian. (1894) II. 8 These Regalia . . were smuggled out by
a clergyman's wife under a quantity of hards ofTint, a 1825
FORBY Voc. K. Anfflia, Hards, coarse flax.

Hard-set, a. [f. SET pa. fple.}
L In a hard or difficult position ; beset by diffi-

culty or trouble.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) IV. 55 Sere Hanibal was
harde sette [itifestatits] foure dayes wip Galles, c 1473

Ranf Coilyar 449, I sail hald that I haue hecht, hot I be

12



HARDSHELL.
hard set. 1737 BRACKEN Farriery Impr. (1756) I. 254 The

poor Creature is very hard set to drive his Water from him.

1890 BOLDKEWOOD Col. Reformer < 1891) 221, 1 have sent for

some books. .Until they arrive, I shall be rather hard-set.

2. Set so as to be hard or lirm.

1813 SIR R. WILSON Diary II. 448 More like Egypt's
alluvium during the inundation than hard-set soil. 1890
Nature 16 Oct. 602/1 Beds of rigid lava and hard-set ash.

b. Ofeggs: That have been subject to incubation.

1879 JEFFERIES Wild Life in S. Cf. 339 Some say it is the

hardset eggs he [the snake] prefers.

C. Of the features, etc. : Rigidly set

1855 TENNYSON Maud i. iv. iv, I . .smile a hard-set smile,

like a stoic.

3. Determined, obstinate.

1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xiii, It's a hard-set willyard beast

thiso' mine.

HaTdshell, ha-rd-shell, a. and sb.

A. aJj. 1. Having a hard shell : applied to

some crustaceans and molluscs, as crabs, clams, etc.

2. Jig. Rigid and uncompromising in religious

orthodoxy.
Hardshttt Baptists (U.S.), a strict sect of Baptists, of

extreme Calvinistic views.

1857 ELLIOTT Sp. in Ho. Representatives (Bartlett), A
regular member of the Hardshell Baptist Church. 1864
Spectator No. 1875. 643

' Hardshell Churchmen '

is the

title of an article in this number, and the epithet is applied
to Lord Robert Cecil's party. 1800 Spectator % Feb., The
tough and hard-shell type to which Judaism owes such

strength and permanence as it has ever possessed. 1893
Daily Tel. 15 May 5/5 Like the American Hardshell Baptists
they hold that there is nothing like religion.

B. sb. 1. A creature with a hard shell ;
a hard-

shelled crab or clam. (U.S.)
2. = Hardshell Baptist: see A. 2. (U.S.)
1848 JONES Sketches 7>a.3o(Farmer) The old hard-shell

laid about him like death.

3. U.S. Politics. A member of the more conser-

vative of the two factions into which the Demo-
cratic party in New York state was divided in 1852
and following years.
1853 ff- Y- Trihuu 2 Apr. (Bartlett), The difference be-

tween a Hardshell and a Softshell is this : one favors the
Execution of the Fugitive Slave Law and goes for a dis-

tribution of the offices among the Nationals, while the other
is a loud stickler for Union and Harmony. 1864 SALA in

Daily Tel. 18 Nov., After Democrats and Republicans,
Hunkers and Hardshells, Miscegenators and Copperheads,
have been replaced by honester and abler politicians.

So Ha'rd-ahelled a., having a hard shell.

1611 COTCR. s.v. Kejfe, An hard-sheld nut.

Hardship (haudjip). [f. HARD a. + -SHIP.]
1 1. The quality of being hard to bear

;
hard-

ness ; rigour ; severity ; painful difficulty. Obs.
a 1113 Axcr. R. 364 Herdschijpe

of Hue. 1676 LADY CHA-
WORTH in nth Rep. Hist. MSS. Cornm. App. v. 35 Lady
Latimer was delivered with much hardship on Wednesday,
the child dead.

2. A condition which presses unusually hard upon
one who has to endure it

; hardness of fate or cir-

cumstance ; severe toil or suffering ; extreme want
or privation.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 2686 What vnnappe & hardship hapnes

the to ! 1671 MILTON P. R. i. 341 Men to much misery
and hardship born. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. n. 667
Inur'd to Hardship, and to homely Fare. 1775 BURKE Sp.
Cone. Amer. Wks. III. no The Durham act.. confines the

hardship of want of representation to the case of subsidies.

1847 GROTE Hist. Greece n. xlvii. (1862) IV. 179 He had his
share of the benefit as well as of the hardship. 1889 RUSKIN
Pmterita III. i. iS Resolute choice of a life of hardship.

b. With a and //. An instance of this.

a 1235 Ancr. R. 6 Swuche oSre heardschipes J?et moni
fiechs mai bolien. 1654 WHITLOCK Zootoniia 33 The un-
welcome hardships of Winter. 171* DE FOE Relig. Coitrtsh.
I. L (1840) 26 A hardship that never was put upon any one
before. 1832 HT. MARTINEAU Demerara ii. 14 The hard-

ships inflicted on himself and his brother partners.
t c. An infliction of severity or suffering ; a

piece of harsh treatment. Obs.

17. . SWIFT (J.), To recover the effects of their hardships
upon us. 1780 BURKE Corr. (1844) II. 369, I do not know
that I have ever offered . . a hardship, or even an affront,
to the religious prejudices of any person whatsoever.

Hardshrew, obs. form of HAKDISHREW.
Hard-tack, [f. HARD a. + TACK sb. in fig.

application: cf. hard fare.'] Ship-biscuit ; hence,
ordinary sea fare in general.
1841 LEVER C. O'Malley Ixxxviii. (Farmer). No more hard-

tack . . no salt butter, but a genuine land breakfast. 1853
KANE Grinnell Exp. xxxvi. (1856) 326 Another set of
fellows adhered pertinaciously to their salt junk and hard
tack. 1869 Mayne Reid's Mag. June 513.

Hard U*p, advb. and adj. phr.
1. adv. NatU. Said of the tiller when it is put as

far as possible to windward, so as to turn the ship's
head away from the wind. (Usually as a command.)
1612 DEKKER Ifit be not good Wks. 1873 III. 293 Whoes
Helme? beare vp hard : and hard vp. 1840 R. H. DANA

Bef Mast xxxi. 117
'

Ice on the lee bow !

' ' Hard up the
helm ! 1875 BEDFORD Sailor's Pock. Bk. x. (ed. 2) 354Hard up the helm, la oarre an vent.

2. adj. Hard put to it ; in difficulties ; in want,
esp. of money ; in destitution. /fardup/or,sore\y
at a loss for. colloq. (of slang origin).
1821 HAGGART Life 104 (Farmer) There I met in with two

tdmburgh snibs. who were hard up. 1840 Dp. OUINCEY
Style iv. Wks. 1860 XI. 322 As hard up for water as the

90

Mecca caravan. 185* DICKENS Bleak Ho, xi, He was in

want of copying work to do, and was. .hard up ! 1886 J. K.

JEROME Idle Thoughts 2 You don't feel nearly so hard up
with elevenpence in your pocket as you do with a shilling.

1889 BESANT All in a Garden Fair \\. ii, Everyman m
England who was hard up or had a hard-up friend.

Hence Hard-irpness. Harcl-u p p)ishness.

slang and colloq.

1870 SALA Dickens 45 The occasional
'

harduppishness
'

of
a young man striving to attain a position. 1876 HINDLEY
Adv. Cheap Jack (Farmer), There were frequent, .collapses
from death or hard-upness. 1882 Times 13 Mar. n Knough
to account for the general

'

hard-uppishness *, as it has been
called. 1888 MCCARTHY & PRAED Ladies* Gallery II. i. 8

My old familiar condition of hard-up-ness.

Hardware (haMd|wej). [See \VAHE.]
1. Small ware or goods of metal ; ironmongery.
'1515 (implied in HARDWAREMAN]. 1713 Loud. Gaz. No.

6146/10 John Lowe . . Haberdasher of Hard-Ware. 1774
PENNANT Tour Scot 1. in 1772. 10 Locks, hinges, cast-iron

and other branches of hardware. 1844 H. H. WILSON Brit.

India. I. 535 Pedlars, .with a pack of scissors or other hard-

ware at their backs.

2. attrib. and Comb. t o& hardware dealer, factory,

merchant, trade,

17*4 SWIFT Drapier's Lett. Wks. 1755 V. n.
14^

Mr. Wood
. . a hard-ware-dealer, procured a patent . . to coin io8,ooo/.

in copper. 1848 MILL Pol. Econ. i. iv. i. (1876) 35 Suppose
, . that the capitalist is a hardware manufacturer. 1862 TROL-
LOPE Orley F. vi. 36 A. .man in the hardware line.

Ha'rdwareman. Also 6 harder man. [f.

prec.J A manufacturer of or dealer in hardware.
c 1515 Cocke Lorelfs B. (Percy Soc.) 10 Harde waremen,

mole sekers, and ratte takers. 1548 HALL CAron., Hen. I'll I,

65 Then the French harder men opened their wares, and
made the Taylers hal lyke to the paunde of a marte. 1577
HARRISON England in. ix. (1877) n. 64 Grindstones for

hardware men. 1858 GREENER Gunnery 181 The persua-
sive eloquence of the itinerant hardwareman.

Ha-rdwood, sb.

1. The wood or timber of deciduous trees, as dis-

tinguished from that of pines and firs
;
in some loca-

lities spec, that of oak and ash. Mostly attrib., as

in hardwood tree, forest, etc. Chiefly Sc. and U.S.
1568 Kirton-in-Lindsev Churchw. Ace. in N.-W. Lin-

coln. Gloss., William Chapman, iij lode of hardwodde.

18x3 GEO. ROBFRTSON A^ric. Surv. Kincard. 343 (Jam.)
Deciduous trees, or what is here called hard wood ; in dis-

tinction from the evergreens or firs, whose timber is com-
paratively softer, a 1817 T. DWIGHT Trav. New Eng.
(1821) II, 165 Hard-wood land ; or land, producing oak and
other kinds of wood, which are called hard, in opposition to

pine, and other soft kinds. 1828 Craven Dial., Hard~
'wood-trees, Deciduous trees, in contradistinction to ever-

greens and the fir tribe. 1864 LOWELL Fireside Trait. 146
The rounded . .outline of hard-wood trees. 1880 Lihr. Univ.
Kwrwl. (N.Y.) X. 140 Forests of hardwood diversified by
groves of sugar maple. 1897 MARY KINGSLEY W. Africa
641 Do not start a plantation on soil that is not growing
hard-wood forest. Mod. Will you have it of deal or hard-
wood?
2. a. In Australia, applied to many kinds of

timber resembling teak, esp. to Backhousia Ban-

croftii, used in building and fencing, b. A West
Indian shrub, Ixoraferrea.
1888 CANDISH Whispering Voices 108 Sitting on a block

of hardwood . . Is the grayhaired forest feller. 1890 BOLDRE-
WOOD Miners Right iii. 24 A hammer-like piece of hard-
wood above a plate of tin. 1891 Pall Mall G. IQ Jan. 2/1
Hardwood can be found in any quantity from the Dutch
boundary to the Louislade group.

Ha*rd-WOOded, a. a. Having hard wood. b.
Of hardwood as opposed to pine or fir

; deciduous.

1858 GLENNV Card. Every-day Bk. m/i Hard-wooded
plants want most attention. 1897 MARY KINGSLEY W. Africa
91 This will become a forest ofsoft-wooded plants and palms ;

and finally of hard-wooded trees.

Hardy (haudi), a. Also 3-4 herdi, -y, (4 ardi).

[a. F. hardi, nom. sing, hardiz (nth c. in Hatz.-

Darm.) = Pr. ardit, It. ardito, pa. pple. of OF.
hardir, Pr. ardir, It. ardire to harden, make hard,

bold, etc., a.WGer.*&zn#a. Goth. &ardjan,OHG.
Jutrtjan to make hard, f. hard HARD a.]

I* Bold, courageous, daring, a. Of persons, their

manner, etc.

i5 Leg. Kath. 1745 Porphire and Auguste wun5en..se
swiSe wilcweme, and se hardi. c 1*75 LAY. 4181 Six hundred
cnijjtes of alle J?e kenneste and of ban hardieste. a 1300
Cursor M. 15503 We er herdi [v.rr. hardi, hardy] men

i-npu agains iudas vr fa. 13. . Gny Warw. (A.) 1136 Code
kni^t and ardi in fi?t. (1380 WYCLIF Sertn. Sel. Wks. I.

343 Petre was .. hardi in axing, c 14*0 A vow. Arth.xv'ii,
The bed of that hardy, He sette on a stake. 1568 GRAFTON
Chron. III. 94 A good Knight and bardie of his handes.

1587 FLEMING Cent*. Holinshed III. 1343/1 Philip duke
of Burgognie, surnamed the bardie. i6a$-6 PURCHAS Pil~

eritns II. 1043 No man is so hardy as to nde on horse-back

oy a church. 1765 H. WALPOLE Otranto i. (1708) 25 Art thou
so hardy, as to dare my vengeance ? 18*7 HALLAM Const.
Hist. (1876) I. iv. 185 In this treatise such a hardy spirit of
innovation was displayed, -that [etc.]. 1885 Manch. Exam.
13 June 5/2 No one . . would be hardy enough to take up the

reins after he had thrown them down.

b. Of actions, qualities, etc.

aia*$Ancr. R. 248 Herdi bileaue bringeS bene deouel
a vlihte. c 1340 Cursor M. 7659 (Fairf.) pis batal was hardy
I-nogh. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's Voy. \. 20 note,
A hardie enterprise of certaine knights. 1685 EVELYN Mem.
(1857) II. 253 He . . has served the Court interest on all the

hardiest occasions. 1783 JOHNSON Let. to J. Fmuke 19 Apr.,
Silenced by a hardy denial of facts. 1884 E. RECLCS in Con-

temp. Rev. May 633 A hardy stroke on the Stock Exchange.

HAKE.

2. opprobriously. Presumptuously bold, audacious;

rashly bold, showing temerity. Cf. FOOLHABDY.
a IMS Ancr. R. 56 J>u, a wrecche sunful mon, ert so swu5e

herdi to kesten kang eien upon 3unge wummen. a 1340
HAMPOLE Psalter ix. 42 J>at na man be hardy him to heghe
abouen J>e stabilnes of haly men. c 1450 Merlin 37 Thei
sholde not be so hardy be-fore me to make yow no lesynge.

1483 Cath. Angt, 175/1 Hardy . . temerariits, qni sine con-

silio agit. c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes of Aymon xxii. 474 Yf
Reynawd were soo hardy to doo ony hanne vnto richarde
of normandy, I sholde hange hym wyth myn owen handes.

1699 UENTLKY PhaL 503 What shall we say now to such a

hardy Writer, as this is? 1890 Sat. Rev. i Feb. 150/1 A
warning to others not henceforward to be so hardy.

t 3. Strong, enduring, tough. Obs.
c 1381 CHAUCER Par/. Ponies 176 The byldere ok Seek the

hardy [v.r. harde] assh.

4. Capable of enduring fatigue, hardship, rigour
of the weather, etc.

; physically robust, vigorous.
1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VI, 150 A tall and a hardye per-

sonage. 1600 J. POKY tr. Leo's Africa n. 32 How strong
and hardie I was, and how I could endure the cold and

tempestuous season. 1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 920 [Art] Thou
then they Less hardie to endure ? 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist.

(1776) V. 183 When once grown up, turkies are very hardy
birds. 1783 Polite Trav. 105 Northward of the bay, even
the hardy pine is seen no longer. 1853 J. H. NEWMAN Hist.

Sk. (1873) II. I, ii. 93 The hardy mountaineers of the

Caucasus.

b. Hort. Able to grow in the open air through-
out the year. Half hardy, able to do this except
in winter, when shelter is required. Hardy annual,
an annual plant that may be sown in the open
ground, or that ripens its seed and sows itself year
after year. Also_X?., a subject that comes up year
after year in Parliament, or in the newspapers.
1852 Half-hardy [see HARDEN v. 7]. 1870 LOWELL Study

Wind., Chaucer (1886) 216 It may well be doubted whether
Roman literature, always a half-hardy exotic, could ripen
the seeds of living reproduction. 1871 S.HiBVEttD^MutfrMf'i
Flower Gard. 188 Many of the hardy annuals are weedy and
short-lived. 189* Pall MallG. 16 Aug. 4/2 (Farmer) Readers
. .are once more filling the columns of that journal with ' Is

Marriage a Failure ?
' The hardy annual is called

*

English
Wives

'

this time.

c. Of actions, qualities, etc.

1601 CHESTER Love's Mart., K. Arthur liii, The Saxons
men of hardie strength. 1674 tr. Scheffer's Lapland 124 The
Laplanders lead a miserable and hardy kind of life. 1845
FORD Hand-bk. Spain i. 53 The horses of Navarre . . are
still esteemed for their hardy strength.

5. Comb., as hardy-limbed, -mannered, -wilted, etc.

15,98 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. ii. n. Babylon 650 Ronsard
. .hardy-wilted, handleth happily All sorts of subject, stile,

and Poesie. 1825 MOORE Mem. (1853) IV. 339 The sexton,
a shrewd, hardy-mannered fellow.

Ha'rdy, sb. [prob. f. HARD, or HARDY a.] The
vertical bar or blade of hard iron with a sharp edge,
on which nailmakers cut or strikeoffthe shaped nail

from the iron rod ; also, a movable piece, called

also ' fuller ', fitting into a socket in an anvil, used
for similar purposes by blacksmiths.

1870 Gd. Words Apr. 247 My bore and hardy must be

done, Or I cannot make good nails. 1875 KNIGHT Diet.

Mech., Hardy. .A chisel or fuller having a square shank for

insertion into a square hole in an anvil called ^.hardy-hole.
1894 Amer. Ann. Deaf June 150 [Blacksmith's tools] a

poker, a rake, a shovel, a sprinkler, a hardy.
i Ha'rdy, v. Obs. [f. HARDY #.]
1. trans. To make hardy or bold ; to encourage.
a 12*5 Leg. Kath. 2163 Hardi min heorte. 1297 R. GLOUC.

(1724) 218 Lucye, to hardy ys men, prykede her and her.

c 1350 IVill. Palerne 1156 Forto hardien be hertes of here

hei^h burnes. f 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode i. Ixxi. (1869) 41
Al gates j hardied me and went wel nyh to hire.

2. intr. To become bold, nonce-use.

1823 LAMB Elia Ser. n. Old Margate Hoy, Still hardying
more and more in his triumphs over our simplicity.

t Ha*rdyda*rdy. Obs. [A reduplicated exten-

sion of HARDY : cf. handy-dandy.] a. Rash or

foolish daring, b. A daring fellow, dare-devil.
a 1529 SKELTON Sp. Parrot 450 So myche hardy dardy

and so
lytell manlynes. 1593 R. HARVEY Philad. 80 A

very hardydardy in deede as euer lined.

Hardyshrew, obs. form of HARDISHREW.
Blare (heXi), sb. Forms : i-a hara, 2- hare,

(4-5 haar e. hayre, 5 are, 6-7 Sc. hair(e). [A
Com. Teut. sb.: OE. ara, = OFris. Jiase (\\Fris.

haeze, MDu. haese, haze, Du. haas), OHG. haso

(MHG., MLG., mod.Ger. hose], ON. here, heri

(Sw., T)3i./tare) : OTeut. *hason-, *hazon-, cognate
with OPruss. sasins (for szasins] hare. Cf. also

Skr. {(jfa (?for fosa} hare. Relationship to the

OE. adj. hasu, heasu *

grey, ash-coloured
'

is doubt-

ful. The OE. and Norse words show rhotacism,
the latter with resulting umlaut.]
1. A rodent quadruped of the genus Lepus,

having long ears and hind legs, a short tail, and
a divided upper lip.
The common hare of Great Britain and Europe (L. tinri-

dus), is a timid, watchful, and very swift animal. ' Its eye-;

are so situated, that the animal can see nearly all around it
'

(Carpenter) ; hence, prob.. the popular saying that it sleeps
with its eyes open (Topsell) : cf. hare-eyed, harSs eye, hare-

sleeg, in 6. A less common species or subspecies is the

Alpine or varying hare (L. variabilis). In North America
there are several species or subspecies, of which L. Ameri-
canns comes closest to the common Kuropean hare.

0700 Epinal Gloss. 608 Lefus, leporis, hara \_Erf. Gloss.



HARE.

hxra). 1154 O. E. Chron. an. 1086 (Earle) 222 He ssettebe

bam haran biet hi mosten freo faran. a 1250 Owlfr Night.

383 Ich mai iseon so wel so on hare. ci33o R. BRUNNK
Chron. (r8io) 210 About bei gan him chace, and hunted him

als hayre. 1382 WYCLIK Lev. xi. 6 An haar (1388 hare] for-

sothe [is vnclene], for and he chewith kude. 1436 1'al.

Poems (Rolls) 11. 186 Skynnes of otere, squerel, and Irysh

are. 1486 fit. .SV. Albans F vj, A Trippe of haaris. 1597
MONTGOMERIE Cherrie % Sloe 15, I saw the hurcheoun and

the hair, Quha fed amangis the flowris fair. 1678 MARVEI.I.

Gr&ivth Foperv 23 As much out of order, as if . . an Hare
had crossed his way. 1684 R. H. School Recreat. 8 The
Hare the first Year a Leveret, 2 a Hare, 3 a great Hare.

1820 KEATS Eve of St. Agnes i, The hare limp'd trembling

through the frozen grass. 1847 CARPENTER Zool. 236 The

Alpine or varying Hare (so named from its usual residence,

and fioin the changes of colour which it undergoes), inhabits

the northern parts of Scotland, the mountainous parts of

Ireland, and has been occasionally seen in the mountains

of Cumberland. 1884 St. James'' Gaz. 7 Aug. 4/2 The
white hare has risen in value during the last two seasons.

b. The male or buck hare is sometimes called

fack hare. During March (the breeding season)

hares are wilder than at other times
;
hence the

proverbial saying As mad as a March hare.

1529 MORE Supp. Soulys Wks. 299/2 As mad not as a march

hare, but as a madde dogge. (11631 DRAYTON Nym-
phiaia, Oberon . . grew as mad as any nare, When he had

sought each place with care, And found his queen was

missing. 1741 Contpl. Fam..Piece n. i. 300 The Males are

usually call d Jack Hares. 1783 COWPER Epit. on_
Hare 8

Old Tiny . . Who, nursed with tender care, . .Was still a wild

Jack hare. 1812 H. & I. SMITH Rej. Addr.w.v\u, For
what is Hamlet, but a hare in March? 1865 L. CARROLL
Alice's Adv. Wonderland vi. (1886) 90

' In that direction . .

lives a Hatter : and in that direction . . lives a March Hare
. .they're both mad.'

2. Phrases and Proverbs. To hold (or run) with

the hare and run (or hunt} with the hounds ; to

run with hare and hounds : to try to keep in with

both sides
;

to play a double part. First catch

your hare (i.e. as the first step to cooking him):
a direction jestingly ascribed to Mrs. Glasse's

Cookery Book, but of much more recent origin.

t To hunt for or catch a hare with a tabor; t to take

hares withfoxes, t to seek a hare in a hen's nest, also to set

the tortoise to catch the hare : to seek to do something
almost impossible, t To kiss the hare's foot : to be late,

t To have two hares afoot or to run after two hares '. to

undertake too many things. Toget the hare's foot to lick'.

to obtain very little. To make a hare of: to make ridi-

culous, t To set the hare's head (foot, hare-pie) against
ikegoose-g iblet : to let one thing serve as a set-off to another.

Here or there the hare went orgoes away : here or there the

matter ended. Also, expressions referring to jEsop's Fable of

the Race between the Hare and the Tortoise.

1399 LANGL. Rich. Redelts I. 58 Men myjtten as well

haue huntyd an hare with a tabre As aske ony mendis (for

bat bei mysdede. c 1440 Jacob's Well (E. E. T. S.) 263

POU hast a crokyd tunge heldyng wyth hownd and wyth
hare. 1539 TAVERNER Erasm. Prov. (1552) 36 As I say in

our Englyshe prouerbe : Set the hares head against the

gose gyblet. [See also 1546 J. HEYWOOD Prov. (1867) 52 ;

1607 DEKKER Westw. Hoe v. iv, Dram. Wks. 1873, and

note.} 1546 J. HEYWOOD Prov. (1867) 17 And yet shall

we catche a hare with a taber, As soone as catche ought
of them. 1562 Ibid. 137 Hplde with the hare and run with

the hounde, run thare As wight as the hounde, and as wyse
as the hare. 1577 STANYHURST Descr. Irel. in Holinshed

(1807-8) VI. 52 But in deed it is hard to take hares with

foxes. 1595 SHAKS. John n. i. 137 You are the Hare of

whom the Prouerb goes Whose valour plucks dead Lyons
by the beard. 1599 PORTER Angry Worn. Abingd. (Percy

Soc.) 103 Hee is gone to seek a hayre in a hennes nest . .

which is as sildome scene as a blacke swan. 1600 HOLLAND

Livy xxxv. xlv.9i4 And here went the hare away. 1613-16
W. BROWNE Brit. Past. H. ii, We had need Make haste

away, unlesse we meane to speed With those that kisse the

Hares foot. 1633 ROWLEY Match. Midn. v. in Ha/1.

Dodsley XIII. 88 As I have been bawd to the flesh, you
have been bawd to your money ; so set the hare-pie against
the goose-giblets. 1658-9 BL-RTON Diary 9 Mar. (1828) IV.

108 Keep to your debate. You have two hares a-fopt. You
will lose both, a 1683 SIDNEY Disc. Govt. n. xxiii. (1704)

151 An ill Hare is said to make a good Dog. 1690 Turn-
Coat y' Times iv. in Roxb. Ball. (1883) IV. 515, I can hold

with the Hare, and run with the Hound : Which no body
can deny. 1798 MALTHUS Popul. (1817) III. 113 It would

appear to be setting the tortoise to catch the hare. 1818

must needfs obey his orders : mine are . . to seize wherever

1 should light upon him' '

First catch your hare !..' ex-

claimed his Royal Highness. 1858 Timti 25 Aug. 6/2 Bitter

experience has taught us not to cook our hare before we
have caught it. 1896 Daily News 20 July 8/2 The familiar

words,
'

First catch your hare
',
were never to be found in

Mrs. Glasse's famous volume. What she really said was,
' Take your hare when it is cased '.

3. a. Jig. Applied to a person, in various allu-

sive senses.

c 1325 Poem Times Edw. II, 252 in Pol. Poems (Camden)
334 Nu ben theih liouns in halle, and hares in the feld.

1650 R. STAPYLTON Strada's Low C. Warres vi. 7 At the

very first charge . . this hare in a Helmet fled out of the

distant blaze of those 'dull banquets made The nightly
wirer of their innocent hare Falter before he took it.

b. He who lays the ' scent
'

(usually paper torn

into fragments) which the ' hounds
'

follow in the

sport hare and hounds, also called
'

paper-chase '.

a 1845 HOOD To Mr. Malthus i, You're quite enough to

play at hare and hounds. 1857 HUGHES Tom Brawn i. vu,

91

Please, sir, we've been out Big-side Hare-and-Hounds, and
lost our way- 1883 W. H. RIDEING in Harpers Mag. July
178/2 A flushed little 'hare 'bounds past us, distributing
the paper

' scent
'

in his course, and followed a quarter of an
hour afterward by the panting and baffled

' hounds '.

4. One of the southern constellations, I.epns.
1551 RECORDE Cast. Knowl. (1556) 268 Vnder the feeteof

Orion, is there a constellation of 12 starres, named the
Hare, a 1701 CREECH Maniliits \. ix. 61 The Hare appears,
whose active Rays supply A nimble force. 1839 Penny Cycl.
XIII. 444/2 Lcpus (the Hare), one of the old constellations,
said by Hyginus to be in the act of running from Orion's dog.

5. =- SEA-HARE, a molluscous animal, Aplysia

depilans.
1591 SYLVESTER DH Barias l. v. 89 Foot-less, and finn-

less (as the baneful Hare, And heat-full Oyster*. 1601

HOLLAND Pliny II. 71 It represseth the poison of the

venomous fish called the sea-Hare. 1847 CARPENTER Zool.

917 The Aplysia, commonly termed Sea-Hare, .from the

peculiar form of the superior pair of tentacula, which are

flattened and hollowed like the ears of a quadruped.
6. attrib. and Comb. a. attrib., as hare-back,

-catcher, -chase, -drive, -Jlesh, -hunter, -park, -pie,

-skin, -sleep, -soup. b. objective or obj. gen., as

hare-hunting, -shooting sbs. and adjs. c. simila-

live, as hare-like, -wad adjs. ; hare-eyed a., having

eyes that look all round, or that are never closed :

see sense I
,
note ;

hare-hearted a., timid; ) hare-

hound, a dog for hunting hares ; hare-kangaroo,
a small kangaroo of the genus Lagorchestes, so

called from its resemblance to a hare in size and

colour ;
hare's eye = lagophthalmia : see quot. ;

f hare-shaw = HARE-LIP; hare-sighted a., short-

sighted ; thare-sleep, a very light sleep ; fhare's-
tooth (see quot.). Also HARE-BRAIN, -FOOT, etc.

1583 STUBBES Anat. Abus. n. (1882)36 Some leather.. wil

straight-way become browne as a *hare backe. 1752 SmJ.
HILL Hist. Anim. 356 (Jod.) The vulture leporarius, or

"hare-catcher. 1884 SPEEDY Sport xiii. 216 A large bag of

ptarmigan is not usually obtained in connection with a
hare-drive. 1611 TARLTON Jests (1844) 12 To which he

said little, but, with a squint eye, as custome had made him
*hare eyed, bee looked for a jest to make them merry.
1611 CHAPMAN Death Pr. Henry D, Frantick Distemper &
Hare-eyd vnrest. 1614 ROWLANDS P'ooles Bait 33 Two
right *Hare-harted coward Fooles. 1679 T. BLOUNT Anc.

Tenures 42 With . . two'Harehounds, or Greyhounds, a 1744
POPE Let. M, ft T. Blount (T.), I . . then ride out a hunting
.How can a., hare-hunter hope for a minute's memory?
X73S SOMERVILLE Chase II. Argt., Description of the *Hare-

hunting in all its Parts. 1864 SIR S NORTHCOTE Lect.

* Ess. iiL (1887) So A hare-hunting farmer, a 159* H.
SMITH Whs. 11867) II. 483 The 'hare-like coward runs his

ways. 1620 MIDDLETON Chaste Maid in. ii, Here's a day
of toil well pass'd over, Able to make a citizen *hare-

mad. 1674 " Cox Getltl- Recreat. (1677) 100 The largest

Hare-Parks that ever I heard of, and the best furnished

..are in Ireland. 1633 'Hare-pie [see 2). 1664-5 PEPYS

Diary 23 Jan., Dined upon a hare pye. 1870 OUIDA
Held in Bondage 21 Audit and hare-pie had not much

temptation for us that morning. 1717-51 CHAMBERS Cycl.

s.v. Eye,
*Hare's Eye, Oculus Leporinits . .a disease arisinjg

from a contraction of the upper eye-lid . . so that the patient is

obliged to sleep with the eye half-open. 1597 LOWE Chirurg.

(1634) 185 The "Hare-shaw is a defectuositie of nature

which happeneth . . in the Lip, Bare or Nose . . sometimes

found cloven or they come in the world. 16*7-77 FELTHAM
Resolves i. xxv. 45 Tis indiscretion that is *Hare-sighted.

1719 DE FOE Crusoe i. xiv, A cap, which I had made of a

hare-skin. 183* CARLYLE Remin. I. 36 Hare-skins would
accumulate into the purchase money of a coat, a 1700
B. E. Diet. Cant. Creiv, *Hare-sleep, with Eies a'most

open. 1804 SCOTT Lit. to Ellis 21 Aug. in Lockhart,
*Hare soup may be forthcoming in due season. 1607 TOP-

SELL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 208 Whatsoever Beast be born

in your flock, having that mark upon them, which is

commonly called Hares-tooth, never suffer them to suck

their dam.

7. In names of plants: as t hare's-ballocks,

popular name for species of Orchis ; hare's-bane,

Aconitum Lagoctonum ; hare's-beard, the Great

Mullein; f hare-bottle, Knapweed ; hare's cole-

wort, house, lettuce, palace, thistle (also hare-

Mz'rf/e), namesforthe Sow-thistle, Sonchusoleraceus;

hare's-eye, the Red Campion, Lychnis diurna ;

hare's-meat, Wood-sorrel ;
hare-nut (dial.), the

Earth- or Pig-nut ; hare-parsley, Wild Chervil,

Anthriscussylvestris; hare's-tail (grass), a species

of grass, Lagtirus ova/us ;
hare's-tail rush, Sin-

gle-headed Cotton-grass, Eriophorum vaginatum.
Also HAKE-BELL, etc.

1561 TURNER Herbal n. 128 b, Whyt Satyrion . . or in

other more vnmanerly speche, "hares ballockes. 1597
GERARDE Herbal it. cclvi. 2. 630 Mullein is called . . of

some "Hares bearde. 1620 MAKKHAM Farcw. Husb. n.

viii. (1668) 40 The weeds which are most incident there-

unto, are Twitch . . besides Thistles, *Harebottles. 1597

GERARDE Herbal n. xxxi. 8. 232 Sowthistle is called . .

of some Brassica leporina, or *Hares Colewoort. Ibid.

App., *Hares eie \s,Lychnis syluestris. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f.

Beasts (16561 209 An herb called Lactuca Leporina. .that

is, Hares-lettice, *Hares-house, Hares palace, [tiooo

Sax. Leecltd, I. 226 Se hara . . mid bysse wyrte hyne

sylfne getacnao, for \>y heo ys lactuca leporina jenern-

ned.] 1597 GERARDE Herbal II. xxxi. 2. 229 The stalk

of *hares lettuce or smooth Sowthistle, is oftentimes a

cubite high. 1703 THORESBY Let. to Ray\V.. D. S.), ''Hare-

nut, [an] earthnut. c 1516 Crete Herball Cecil. T v/2

Palacium leporis, "hares palays, is an herbe lyke Spurge,
but it hath longer and ryper leues ..It is- called hares

palays. For yf the hare come vnder it, he is sure that no

beest can touche hym. 1874 Young Fancier's Guide 4 July

HARE-BRAIN.

I (Britten & H.>, There is a plant known as hare parsley, of

which rabbits are extremely fond- 1879 BHITTEN& HOLLAND

Plant-n., Hare Parsley, in Aubrey's Wilts. .This [Ant'tris-

cus sylvcstris] is no doubt the plant intended. 1806 J.

GALPINE Brit. Bot. 41. 10 l.agurus cvatus, *hare's-tail-

grass. 1597 GERARUE Herbal 232 Apuleius calleth it

[Sowthistle] Lactuca Leporina, or *Hares Thistle.

tHare, v. Obs. Also 7-8 hair. [Origin not

clear : in sense i app. allied to HAKHY v. ; sense 2

may have some association with HAKE sl>.]

1. Irons. To harry ; to worry ;
to harass.

1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. ccxv. 271 The other parte of

the same company, .sayd, howe they wolde se the pope and

cardynalles . . or els to hare and to pyll the countre. \lbid.

272 So thus they haryed the pope, the cardynals, and the

marchauntes about Auygnon.] 1548 HALL Chron., Edw.IV
(1809) 330 The Princes of Burgoyne had not been so plucked
hared & spoyled of her faire townes & Castles as she was.

1674 N. Cox Genii. Recreat. (1677) no Let the Hounds
kill the Fox themselves, and worry and hare him as much
as they please.

2. To frighten, to scare.

1659 B. HARRIS Pari-vaFs Iron Age 153Who. .so staggered
and hared him, that he could not make one word of answer.

1687 R. I.'ESTRANGE Ansiv. Diss. 47 To Hair Them out of

their Wits with Croking. 1693 LOCKE Educ. 67 To
hare and rate them thus at every turn, is not to teach them.

1711 STRVPE Eccl. Mem. III. xiii. 122 Being but simple
before, he was now haired out of his wits indeed. 173*
GAY Distress'd Wife II. Wks. 11772! 285 Your ladyship
hares one so. 1750 CHESTERF. Lett. (1792) III. ccxli. 106

Little minds are in a hurry . . they run, they hare, they

puzzle, confound, and perplex themselves.

Hence Hared, Ha'ring ppl. adjs.
a 1618 SYLVESTER Job Triumph, i. 128 While Hee yet

spake, there came Another in, Hared and hot. a 1700 I!. E.

Diet. Cant. Crew, Hared, Hurried. 1755 T. AMORY J.
Buncle (1825) I. 23 The multitude are thereby .. rendered a

hairing, staring, wrathful rabble.

Hare, obs. f. HAAR, HAIB, HAIHE, HOAR.

Hare, obs. form of are (see BE), EKE.

Hare, obs. form of AIM adv., before.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Laurentius 763 Rycht as be feynd
sad hyme hare.

Harebell, hare-bell (he-ubel). Also 7-8
hare'a-bell, 9 hairbell. [f.

HARE sb. + BELL :

perh. as growing in places frequented by hares.]

1. Thewildhyacinth,5YAz/a.r :
= BLUE-BELLS.

1387-8 Compotus of Mary Clcss of Derby 2 P' armilaus

domine et capucio broid' cum harebells. 14. . Nom. in

Wr.-Wulcker 713/9 Hec bursa pastoris, harebelle. 1597
GERARDE Herbal 99 The blew Harebels or English Jacintis

very common throughout all England. 1611 SHAKS. Cynib.
iv. ii. 222 The azur'd Hare-bell, like thy Veines. 1613-16
W BROWNE Brit. Past. n. iii, The Hare-bell . . for her stain-

less azure blue, Claims to be worn of none but those are true.

1620 PARKINSON Parodist it. xi. 122 Our English lacinth or

Hares-bels is so common euery where, that it scarce needeth

any description. 1786 tr. Bcckforits Vathck (1868) 13 The

ground was strewed with violets, hare-bells, and pansies.

1802 Trans. Soc. A rts XX. 203 The root of the Hyacinlhus
non scriptus, the plant commonly called Blue- Bells, or Hare-

Bells. 1879 BRITTEN & HOLLAND Plant-n.

2. The Round-leaved Bell-flower, Campanula
rotundifolia -.

= BLUE-BELL I.

(This application appears to have arisen in Scotland, where

the Campanula is much more abundant than the wild

hyacinth. Sometimes, with reference to the slender stalk,

altered to hairbell, which Lindley tried to establish in this

sense, leaving harebell to its original use in sense I.

Originally, in English use,
'

Blue-Bell
' was Campanula,

' Hare-bell
' was Scilla,

' Hair-bell
'

non-existent.)

1765 MICKLE Sir Martyn \. (R.), On Desmond's moulder-

ing turrets slowly shake The trembling rie-grass, and the

hare-bell blue. 1790 BURNS Elegy Henderson v, Mourn
little harebells, o'er the lee. 1810 SCOTT Lady ofL I. xviii,

E'en the slight hare-bell raised its head, Elastic from her

airy tread. 1810 SOUTHEY Kchama vil. vii, Gently as the

dews of night that gem And do not bend the hare-bell's

slenderest stem. 1866 Treat. Hot. 208 2 Campanula
rotundifolia. Hare-bell, or. .Hair-bell, the Blue-bell of Scot-

land, a 1882 WHITTIER To s Poet. Wks. 162 Banks in-

clined, With trembling harebells hung.

Ha're-brain. Also hair-, [f.
HARE sb. +

BKAIN. The spelling hair-brain, suggesting an-

other origin for the compound, is later, though
occasional before 1600.]

1 1. One who has a brain like a hare's, or no more

brain than a hare
;
a giddy or reckless person. Obs.

1550 BALE Apol. 29 Thys rashe kyndeof vowyng. .he may
wele bequethe to his madrrten, hys harebraynes. a 1553

UDALL Royster D. I. iv. (Arb.) 27 Ah foolish harebrame.

This is not she. 1621 BURTON A tiat. Mel. i. ii. m. ix. (1651)

105 What a company of hare-brains have done in their rage.

a 1670 HACKET^*A Williams n. 137 (D.) The hare-brains

among us are engaged with them.

Comb. 1542 UDALL Erasm. Apoph. 237 Vndiscretely

or harebrainlike, he would nedes . . bee reputed . . for an

Academique.
2. attrib. or adj.

- HARE-BRAINED.

1566 T. STAPLETON Ret. Untr. Jewel iv. 109 The most

outragious and harebrayne stomaches of the Donatistes.

1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary I. (1625) 79 For love is mea-

sured .. not by a haire-braine furie, but by a discreete and

moderate ascention. 1588 FRAUNCE Lawiers Log. Ded.

*5 U ii b Newfangled, youngheaded, harebrayne boyes.
1660

J. SHARP in Lauderd. Papers (Camden) I. 57 Were the

game . . to be reacted, ther would be few of those halrbram

men. .now found. i88a STEVENSON New Arab. Nts. (1884)

6 They also handed on to me a hare-brain humour. 1886

American XII. 309 Hairbrain schemes of economic policy.

Hence f Ha-reTjrainness. Obs.

1598 R. HAYDOCKE tr. Lomazzo's Tr. n. 72 Hare-brain-

nesse hath ridiculous, furious, and phantasticall motions.
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HARE-BRAINED.

Ha're-brained, a. Also hair-, [parasynth.

f. hare brain + -ED -. For the form hair-, see prec.]

Having or showing no more '

brains
'
or sense than

a hare ; heedless, reckless ; rash, wild, mad. Of

persons, their actions, etc.

1548 HALL Chron., Hen. V, 216 b, My desire is that none

of you be so unadvised or harebrained as to be the occasion

that [etc.]. 1581 PETTIE Guazzo's Civ. Com. m. (1580) 148

If his sonne be haughtie, or haire brained, he termeth him

courageous. 1615 J. STEPHENS Satyr. Ess. 100 Whilst they,

out of a hare-brained lunacie desire battaile. 1643 PRYNNE
Sen'. Power Par!, i. (ed. 2) 42 The hair-brain'd advise of

hisyoung Cavalieres. if^tSwarPfiUtCfttatn. 144 Perhaps
it will make me hare-brain'd. 1818 HAZLITT Eng. Poets vii.

(18701 172 The excesses of mad, hairbrained, roaring mirth.

1862 MRS. H. WOOD Mrs. Hallili. ill. xxii, Keeping hare-

brained follies at arm's-length.

Hence Ha're-brainedly adv. ;
Ha're-braraed-

uess.
a 1577 GASCOIGNE Fruite ofFetters(R.\ Fansie. .farewell,

whose badge, .in my hat full harebrayndly, thy flowers did

I weare. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Cercbrosity, brainsickness,
hairbrainedness. 1659 D. PELL Impr. Sea Ep. Ded. C ij,

Profane, and giddy hairbrainedness.

Ha're-bur. fcf. HARDOCK.] Burdock.
1866 Treas. Sal., Hareburr, Arclium Lappa. (1879

BRITTEN & HOLLAND Planf-n., Hareburr . . perhaps a mis-

print for Hurrburr.J

tHa're-cop. Obs. [?f. HARE s&. + COP head.]
? = HARE-BRAIN sfi.

1367 Damon $ Pit/tias in Hazl. Dodsley IV. 75 A merry
harecop 'tis, and a pleasant companion.

Ha're-finder. A man whose business is to find

or espy a hare in form.

1599 SHAKS. Much Ado I. i. 186 Or doe you play the

flowting jacke, to tell vs Cupid b a good Hare-finder?

1611 MAKKHAM Coutttr. Content. \. vii. (1668) 43 The Hare-
finder should give the Hare three sohows before he put her

from her Lear. 1676 SHADWELL Virtuoso in. Wks. 1720 1. 364
Clarinda. You stare about like a Hare-finder ; what's the

matter? Longvil. Faith, madam, I expected to have met

your Sister here. 1814 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. i. (1863)

185 Rat-catcher, hare-finder, and broom-maker.

Harefoot, hare-foot. ? 06s.

1. The foot of a hare, or a foot resembling a hare's;

spec, a long narrow foot found in some dogs.
1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (iSn) II. n8(D.) Better a hare-

foot than none at all ; that is, than not to be able to walk.

2. A nickname for a swift-footed person.
ci4io Chron. Eug. 899 in Ritson Mctr. Rom. (1802) II,

Harald, Godwyne sone He was cleped Harefot, for he was
urnare god. 14. . Bromton Chron. in Twysden Hist. Angl.
Script, decent (1652) 932 Propter levitatem pedum & cursus

Haraldus Harefot communiter extitit appellatus. a 1491
Rous Hist. Reg. Angl. 105 Haroldus Harfote quasi levis

in cursu ut lepus aliquis.

3. A plant ;
= HARE'S-FOOT i.

1165 Vac. Plant-n. in Wr.-Wulcker 555/6 Aucncia,hxit-
fot. a. 1387 Sinon. Barthol. 24 Harefote, avancia, 1570
LEVINS Mattip. 178/29 Harefoote, herb, lagopus.

4. Name given to the ptarmigan and other species
of Lagopus, from the densely feathered feet.

[1706 PHILLIPS, Haresfoot . . also a kind of Bird.] 1755

JOHNSON, Harefoot. i. A bird. Ainsworth.

Hareld (hae-reld). Also herald, harold. [ad.
mod.L. Harelda (Stephens 1824), arbitrary altera-

tion of earlier Havelda, from Icel. name havelle.]
A species of sea-duck, Harelda glacialis.
1841 SELBY in Proc. Beriu. Nat. Club I. No. 9. 261

Harelda glacialis, Long-tailed Hareld. 1863 KINGSLEV
Water Bali. vii. (1889) 258 Harlequins and eiders, harolds
and garganeys.

Hare-lip (hev^li-p). Also 8 hair-, [f. HARE
sb. + LIP.]
1. Fissure of the upper lip, caused by the arrest of

development in the upper lip or jaw ;
so called

from the resemblance to the cleft lip of a hare.

1567 HARMAN Caveat 82 Wylliam Coper with the Harelyp.
1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. v. i. 418 Neuer mole, harelip, nor
scarre. 1634 T. JOHNSON Parcy's Chirurg. I. ii. (16781 2

The Chirurgeon . . cicatriceth cloven lips, commonly called

Hare-lips. 1785 R. CUMBERLAND in Observer No. 98 p n
r
He] had a remarkable hair-lip, which exposed to view a
iroken row of discoloured teeth. 1855 HOLDEN Hum.
Osteal. (1878) 98 In cases of double hare-lip, where the

fissure is not confined to skin, the pre-maxillary bones on
each side fail to unite with the rest of the upper jaw.

2. Hare-lip sticker, a fish, Quassilabia lacera, of

the Ohio river and its tributaries, remarkable for

the conformation of the mouth.
Hence Hare-lipped (-lipt) a., having the tipper

lip cleft like the hare.

1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1658) 208 If the childe prove
not Hare-lipt. 1775 ADAIR Atner. Ind. 277, I spoke, .to a

hair-lipped warrior among them. 1854 BADHAM Halieut. 114
The hideous, hare-lipped uranoscopus. .the singular position
of whose eyes attracted early the attention of naturalists.

Harelot, obs. form of HARLOT.
,

Harem, haram (heVrem). Also 7 haramm,
8 harram (hararm) ; 9 hareem, harim (har^m).

[a. Arab,
^j* haram, and -)., harim lit. (that

which is) prohibited or unlawful, that which a man
defends and fights for, as his family, a sacred place,

sanctuary, enclosure; the women's part of the

house ; wives, women ;
from - . harama to pro-

hibit, forbid, make unlawful. The two Arabic

!

!

92

words are practically synonymous, esf. in countries

where Arabic is not the vernacular. From the first

come the earlier Eng. haram and harem ;
from the

second the later harim, hareem ; see also sense 3.]

1. The part of a Mohammedan dwelling-house

appropriated to the women, constructed so as to

secure the utmost seclusion and privacy; called

also seraglio, and in Persia and India zenana.

1634 SIK T. HERBERT Tra?>. 62 He has three hundred
women in his Seraglio (called here Haram). //'/</. 148 The
other women belonging to Seraglioes or Haramms, live

discontented. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India ff P. 132 The
Governor sent for me to visit his Lady in the Haram. 1718
LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to C'tcss Mar 10 Mar., I have

been in a harem, where the winter apartment was wains-

coted with inlaid work of mother-of-pearl. 1753 HANW.W
Trav. (1762) I. in. xxxiv. 157 The harram is magnificent,

consisting of a square within its own wall of brick. 1864
ENGEL Mia. Anc. Nat. 220 This drum is especially used m
the hareems. 1871 BAKER Nile Tribut. xx.

3451 Brought by
the Abyssinian traders to be sold for the Turkish harems.

b. transf. andyig.
1813 SCOTT Pmeril xlix, [She] stood with her arms folded

on her breast, with an humble air, as different from that which
she wore in the harem of the Duke of Buckingham as that

of a Magdalene from a Judith. 1870 EMERSON Soc. q Solit. ,

Books Wks. (Bohn) III. 86 A man's library is a sort of

harem. 1872 O. W. HOLMES Poet Breakf.-t. viii. 248, I

must have my literary harem, my pare aux cerfs, where

my favorites await my moments of leisure and pleasure.

2. The occupants of a harem collectively ;
the

female members of a Mohammedan family ; esp.

the wives and concubines collectively of a Turk,

Persian, or Indian Mussulman.
1781 COWPER Anti-Tlitlypthora 108 Seraglios sing and

harems dance for joy. 1821 BYRON Sardan. I. i, Were it

less toil .. To head an army than to rule a harem? 1855
BURTON Pilgr. Meccah xv. (1893) I. 295 The kitchen, .being
as usual occupied by the ' Harim '. 1879 E. K. BATES

Egyptian Bonds I. iii. 37 The Viceroy's harem were dis-

porting themselves on the sand.

b. transf. andyijf.
1784 COWPER Task iv. 447 Where chanticleer amidst his

haram sleeps In unsuspecting pomp. 1855 THACKERAY
Nevjcomes II. xxxvi. 324 Could our hearts let in such a
harem of dear friendships. 1860 MOTLEY Nctherl. (1868) I.

ii. 47 In the harem entertained for him in the Louvre

many pitfalls entrapped him.

3. A Mohammedan sacred place or area ; one

which is prohibited to any but the Faithful. More

usually in form haram, Arabic .I* haram, for-

bidden, sacred place.
1855 BURTON Pilgr. Meccah xv. (1893) I. 294 We all set

out in a body to the Harim.. a duty which must not be

delayed by the pious. 1883 A. THOMSON Holy Land vi. 106

On the summit of Mount Moriah . . there spreads the noble

enclosure of the Haram.
4. Comb., as harem-court, -wall; harem-bred'adj.
1829 Bengalee 226 Humble puppet, Haram slave. 1853

KINGSLEY Hypatia xviii, Wulf came rapidly down stairs,

through the hall into the harem-court. 1883 A. THOMSON
Holy La.nd\\\\. 138 To sink shafts as near as possible to

the prohibited distance, and then to approach the Haram
walls by tunnelling underneath. 1890 C. W. C. OMAN Hist.

Greece 187 A mere harem-bred despot.

Hare'ngiform, a. [f.
mod. Zool.L. harengus

herring + -FORM.] Having the form of a herring.
1828 in WEBSTER ; and in later Diets.

t Ha're-pipe. Obs. [f. HARE s6. + PIPE.] A
trap for catching hares.

1389 Act 13 Kick. II, Stat. i. c. 13 8 i Nene use furettes

haies rees hare pipes ne cordes. c 1485 E. E. Misc. (Warton
Club) 45, I have an hare-pype in my puree, Hit schal be set

al for tin sake. 1376 TURBERV. Venerie 200 As you may
take a hare with Harepypes or such like gynnes. 1603
Act i Jos. I, c. 27 i Everie person .. which .. shall .. take,

or destroy any Hares with any Harepipes, Cordes, or with

any such Instrumentes. 16x5 W. LAWSON Cottntry Housevi.

Card. (1626) 45 You must have, .an Hare-pipe for an Hare.
1821 Sporting Mag. IX. n Hare-pipes, gins, snares.

Hare's-ear (he9uz,lej). [From the shape of the

leaves.] The name given to species of Bupleurum
(N.O. Umbelliferx), and Erysimum (N.O. Cruci-

ferse), having auricled leaves. Bastard J'/are's-ear,

a name for Phyllis Nobla (N.O. Cinchonaces), a

shrub found in the Canary Isles.

1597 GERARDE Herbal ii. clxxix. 485 Which hath caused

me to call it Hares eares, hauing in the middle of the leafe

some hollownesse resembling the same. 1861 Miss PRATT
Flower. PI. 1. 131 Erysimum oricntale (Hare's-ear Treacle

Mustard). 1866 Treas. Bat., Bupleurum, Hare's-ear,
Thorow-wax.

Ha-re's-foot.
1. A species of clover (Trifolium arvense\ with

soft hair about the flowers. Also called hares-

foot trefoil. (See also HAUEFOOT.)
1562 TURNER\Hertal 11. 26 a, Lagopus maye be called in

Englishe Haris foot or rough clauer. 1713 J. PETIVER in

Phil. Trans. XXVIII. 62 Its blush Flowers stand in a

round flusey Head, like our Haresfoot. 1861 Miss PRATT
Flower. PI. II. 109 Trifolium aruense (Hare's-foot Trefoil).

2. The Corkwood tree (Ochroma Lagopus') of the

West Indies and Central America ; so called from

the dehiscent ripe fruit with the cotton of the seeds

protruding from it. Treas. Hot. 1866.

3. attrib. Hare's-foot Pern, a name of Davallia

canariensis ;
also extended to other species, as

(in Australia) D. pyxidata. Hare's-foot Sedge,
Carex lagopina. Hare's-foot Trefoil : see I.

HABISH.

1861 Miss PRATT Flmver. PI. VI. 27 Hare's-foot Sedge.,
a very rare plant. 1866 Treas. Bot., Dai'allia, a . . genus
of polypodiaceous ferns . . They have scaly creeping rhi-

zomes, which feature has given rise to the name of Hare's
Foot Fern, applied to D. canariensis. 1882 Garden 29 Apr.
301/3 Davallia Fijiensis Plitmosa [is] a very elegant Hare's-
foot Fern.

Harestane, -strang(e, Sc. ff. HOARSTONE,
STRONG.

Ha're-wa'rren. A warren or breeding-place
for hares.

1647 in Rushw.///s/. Coll. iv. II. 878 Another Rendezvous
of the Army was upon the Hare-warren near Kingston.
1668 SEDLEY Mulberry Card. IV. i, Like a pack of hounds
in a hare warren. 1774 FOOTE Cozeners II. Wks. 1799 II. 161

He puts me in mind of a pack of hounds in a hare-warren ;

by eternally shifting the game, the pursuit never ends.

1829 Sporting Mag. XXIII. 392 A county . . which . . has

degenerated, .into a mere hare-warren and pheasant-mew.

Harewe, obs. form of ARROW.
II Harfang vhaufen). Alsoharphang. [a. F.

harfang (1760 in Hatz.-Darm.), a. Sw. harfangtiic

snowy owl, f. harie hare + fattga to catch.] The
Great Snowy Owl.
1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1862) II. ii. vii. 55 The Harfanj;,

or Great Hudson's Bay Owl of Edwards . . the largest of all

the nocturnal tribe. 1847 CARPENTER Zool. 382 The Har-

fang or Great Snowy Owl . . is found in very high northern

latitudes, of both the Old and New World. 1884 N. Y.
Herald 27 Oct. 5/2 It was I who killed the harphang.

Harga-, harge-, harguebush(e, etc., obs. ff.

HARO.UEBUS, etc.

t Hargnlater. Obs. Also -atier, hargo-,
hargeletier, argolatear. Variant forms of

ARGOLETIER : see qnot. 1598.
1581 STYWARD Mart. Discipl. n. 123 Sending alwaies before

100 Hargulaters on Horsebacke. 1591 GARRARD Art IVarre

197 The Argolateares are to gallop the field and scale the

side of a squadron. 1598 BARRET Theor. Warres Gloss. 251

Hargitlatier. . is the souldier seruing on horsebacke, vn-

armed, vsinga Calliuer with a snap hance. 1625 MARKHAM
Souldiers Accid. 26 Whosoeuer is a good Musquetier cannot
chuse but be a good Hargeletier.

Harhalde, obs. form of HERALD.

Hariaut, obs. form of HAUHIENT.
Haricot (hse-riko, -k?t), s6. Also 7 arieot, 8

arico, harricot, 8-9 harieo, harrioo. [a. F.

haricot (i6th c. in Littre), in I4th c. hericoq de

mouton (^Hatz.-Darm.), hericot (Littre), in sense I ;

in sense 2 Hatz.-Darm. ciiefevre de haricot of 1643.

Origin uncertain : see Littre.]
1. A ragout (originally of mutton, now sometimes

of other meat). Also altrib.

[1611 COTGR., Haricot, mutton sod with little turneps, some
wine, and tosts of bred crumbled among.] 1706 PHIL-
LIPS (ed. Kersey), Haricot, a particular way of dressing

Mutton-cutlets, or several sorts of Fowl and Fish in a Ragoo
with Turneps ; also a kind of French beans. 1769 MRS.
RAFFALD Eng. Housekpr. (1778) 102 Uarico of a Neck of

Mutton. 1816 CATHERINE HUTTON in W. HuttonV A nto-

biog. Concl. 90 Harieo of mutton and gooseberry pudding.
1870 Daily News 16 Nov., Irish stew or haricot mutton.

2. A leguminous plant of the genus Phaseolus,

especially P. vulgaris, the common Kidney-bean
or French-bean : also Haricot bean. Applied both

to the plant and the beans or seeds. See BEAN 3.

1653 H. COGAN tr. Pinto's Trav. xxvi. 99 A little meal,
arieot beans, onions.. wherewith we made the best shift we
could. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Arico, the French-Bean,
or Kidney-Bean [see also i]. 1792 A. YOUNG Trav, France

353 Another course is to sow rye ; after that millet ; and
with this harricots, or kidney-beans. 1815 M. BIRKBECK

Journ. thro
1 France 16 Women were every where hoeing

French beans (Haricos). 1861 DELAMER Kitch. Card, go
On the Continent . . the ripe seeds, or haricots proper,
are largely cultivated for winter use. 1869 E. A. PARKES
Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 175 Haricot beans frequently form

part of the vegetables.
Hence Haricot, Harieo v. trans., to make into

a haricot (sense I).

1769 MRS. RAFFALD Eng. Housekpr. (1778! 141 To harieo

a Neck of Mutton. 1805 Sporting Mag. XXV. 226 Veal

cutlets, haricoed mutton.

Haridan, Harier : see HARRIDAN, HARRIER.

Harif, -iff, -of, dial, forms of HAIHIF.

Hari-kari, erron. form of HARA-KIBI.

t Ha'riolate, v. Obs. Cf. also ARIOLATE, etc.

[f. L. hariolat-, ppl. stem of hariolari to divine,

foretell, f. hariolus soothsayer.] intr. To soothsay;

also, in I7th c., to practise ventriloquism. Hence

f Ha-riolating, f Hariola'tion ; also f Ha'riole

v. (nonce-wii.}, to divine, guess ; f Ha riolizc, to

soothsay.
1592 WARNER Alb. Eng. vll. xxxv. (1612) 168 The lad was

loftie, for himself he hariolized well, At full he could his

lessons, and a formale lie would tell. 1656 BLOUNT

Glossogr.,Hariolation, a fore-telling or South-saying. 1656
T. ADY Candle in Dark 80 The imposture of Hariolating
or speaking in the belly. 1660 tr. Amyraltius' Treat, cone.

Retig. HI. li. 333 What is the guess or hariolation of two or

three to the constant opinions of a whole multitude ? 1677

J. WEBSTER Witchcr. vi. 121 The Genii hariolating forth of

the belly. 1833 C. WORDSWORTH in Ann. Early Li/e(igi)
1. 130, I think 1 may venture to hariole [rime carriole].

Harlot, obs. form of HERIOT.

t Harisli (he^'rij), a. Obs. [f.
HARE sb. +

-ISH.] Of the nature of a hare ; mad, foolish.

1552 HULOET, Harishe, or of a hare. 1579 TOM SON Col-



HARK. 93 HARLEQUIN.
7'in's Serm. Tint. 693/1 Our harish and madde zeale. 1581

J. BELL Haddon's Ansiu. Osor. 420 b, More then harishe

maddnes.

Hark (haik), z>. Forms : 2 herkien, 3 harkion,

(3-4 hero), 3-5 herken, 4-6 herk(e, 6-8 harke,

heark, 6- hark. [Early ME. herkien :-OE.

type *heoreian corresp. to OFris. herkia, harkia

(WFris. herckjen, harckjen, NFris. harke} ; in ab-

laut relation with MDu. horken, horckcn ;Kilian)
mod. Flem. dial. heurken y horken, MHG. and mod.
Ger. horchen ; from an ablaut series herk-, kark-

t

hork-. OHG. kdrechen, MHG. hdrchen, perh. owe
their long 6 to the influence of hdren to hear. The

change of OE. eo, ME. e y to a is regular : cf. OE.
beorc bark, deorc dark : the Sc. form is still herk

as in derk, berk, etc.]

1. trans. To give ear or listen to ; to hearken to,

hear with active attention.

p
h

c 1175 Lamb. Honi. 31 Blu6eliche he wule herkien bet }>e

reost him Iei5 on. c 1200 Ibices # Virt. (1888) 19 HarkiS
wat se haligast seiS. c 1325 Lai le Freine 147 Sone after

she gan herk Cokkes crowe, and houndes berk, c 1385
CHAUCER L. G. U^. 1276 Dido, Now herkith how he schal
his lady serue. c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes of Aymon ix, 246
Herke what we wyli telle you. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis xir.

x. 30 Now harkis quhat I purpos do this tyde. 1536 SKEL-
TON MagnyJ. 401 What, I say, herke a worde. 1598 YONG
Diana 282 Harke but one worde that I shall say vntothee.
< 1680 BEVERIDGE Sertn. (1729) I. 506 Hark what he himself
here saith. 1830 TENNYSON To J. M. K.^ Hating to hark
The humming of the drowsy pulpit-drone.

2. intr. To give ear, hearken, listen, a. with to.

a 1300 Cursor M. 14030 (Gott.) Herk to me a stund.

1513 DOUGLAS ALneis ix. Prol. 6 Quha tharto harkis fallis in

fragilite. 1579-80 NORTH Plutarch. Amiot to Rdrs. (R.), A
certain singular pleasure in hearking to such as be returned
from some long voyage. 1580 SIDNEY Ps. XVH. i, Just
Lord, to my suit hark. 1646 CRASHAW Temperance in Stefs
to Temple (1670) 207 Hark hither, Reader, wilt thou see
Nature her own Physitian be? 1785 BURNS Vision i. 25
Had I to guid advice but harkit. 1855 LYNCH Rivulet
LXIX. v, We hark with holy fear To the lingering sounds
sublime. 1894 CROCKETT Raiders 178 Hark to the rattle

of the guns.

b. absol. Chiefly in imperative.
a 1300 Cursor M. 21378 Here, and i sal tel yow. c 1440

Promp. Parv. 237/1 Herkyn.and take heede,and ley to be ere
. . asculto. 1513 DOUGLAS ALneis u. Prol. 15 Harkis, ladyis,

}our bewtie was the caus. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen, VI, i. v, 27
Hearke Countreymen, eyther renew the fight Or teare the

Lyons out of Englands Coat. 1610 Temp. iv. i. 262

Harke, they rore. c 1709 PRIOR znd Hymn Callimachus
4 Hark ! he knocks. 1821 BYRON Heaven fy Earth iii. 727
Hark, hark! Deep sounds.. Are howling from the moun-
tain's bosom. 1821 CLARE Vtll. Minstr. II. 86, I knew her
well And her whole history, if ye'll hark, can tell.

C. In the imperative the nom. ye is often added

(also written harKeey harkee} ; less commonly hark

you, and by confusion hark thee (ci.fare thee well).
1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. n. 1.99 Why harke yee, harke yee,

and are you such fooles, To square for this ? 1591 Two
Gent, in. i. 127 Harke thee : I will goe to her alone. 1605
B. JONSON Volpone v. i, But, heark you : Remember, what
your ladyship off'red me. 1708 MOTTEUX Rabelais iv. Ixiv.

(1737) 261 Harkee me, dear Rogue! 1709 STEELE Taller
No. 38 r q Hark'ee, No Names. 1711 BUDGELL Sped. No.
150 P 9 Hark you, Sirrah, I'll pay off your extravagant Bills

once more. 1751 E. MOORE GilBias Prol. (R.), But hearkee,
poet ! won't you though? says I. 1836-48 B. D. WALSH
Aristoph,^ Knights n. iii, Harkee, Quick haul up your
ponderous dolphins. 1838 LYTTON Alice 69 Hark ye ! one
word more with me, sir, and you quit my service to-morrow.

1 3. trans. To get to hear of, find out by in-

quiry and listening ;
= HEARKEN v. 8. Obs,

1561 T. HOBY tr. Castiglipne's Courtyer (1577) N vij b,
Those that go alwaies harking out the loues of others, &
disclose them so point by point.

4. intr. Used in hunting, etc., as a call of atten-

tion and incitement, esp. in conjunction with an ad-

verb directing what action is to be performed : hence

denoting the action : see below. Cf. also HARK sb.

1610 SHAKS. Temp, rv, i. 258 Pro. [setting on dogs] Fury,
Fury : there Tyrant, there : harke, harke. Goe, charge my
Goblins that they grinde their ioynts.

a. Hark away, forward, in, off: to proceed or

go away, forward, in, draw off.

1737-1801 [see HARK so.]. 1816 'Quiz
' Grand Master

vin. 228 Hark ! forward, sportsmen 'tis the same. 1824
MACTAGGART Gallovid. Encycl. s.v. Haurk^ When the
hunter hears by them [terriers] the situation they are in, he
bawls down to kaurk to kim t kaurk to him, ye wee blasties.

1826 Sporting' Mag. XVII. 270 The word was given
' Yoi

hark in, hark'. 1844 DISRAELI Coningsby i. v, I think
the hounds are too hot to hark off now. 1846 R. E.
EGERTON-WARBURTON Hunting Songs v. (1883) 15 Away !

Hark, away 1 . . Ne'er slacken your pace.

b. Hark back. Of hounds: To return along the

course taken, when the scent has been lost, till it

is found again ; hence fig. to retrace one's course

or steps ; to return, revert ; to return to some ear-

lier point in a narrative, discussion, or argument.
1829 Sporting Mag. XXIV. 175, I must 'hark back', as

we say in the chace. 1868 HOLME LEE B. Godfrey xli. 225
Basil must needs hark back on the subject of the papers.

1877 CRUTTWELL Hist. Rom. Lit. 223 The mind of Lucretius
harks back to the glorious period of creative enthusiasm.
1882 STEVENSON Stud. Men $ Rks., jf. Knox 349 He has
to hark back again to find the scent of his argument. 1895
F. HALL Two Trifles 31 To hark back to scientist.. \ am
ready to pit it against your agnostic.

c. trans. Hark on, forward', to urge on with

encouraging cries. Hark back : to recall.

1813 HOGG Queen's Wake 178 Scho herkit on her rcvin-

jng [i.e. ravening] crew. 1834 SIR H. TAVLOK Artcvcldc \.

\. 9 (D.) There is but one that harks me back. 1851
THACKERAY Esmond n. ix, Yelling and harking his bloody
war-dogs on. 1865 DASENT Jest $ Earnest (1873) I. 209
He . . harked forward his packs of hounds with a cheer.

5. intr. To speak in one's ear
; to whisper or

mutter. Sc. and north, dial.

1583 Leg. Bp, St. Androis 168 in Satir. Poems Reform,
xlv, Auld Captane Kirkburne to him harkit. 1697 W.
CLELAND Poems 99 (Jam.) Then some began to hark and
rown. 1785 R. FORBES Dominie Deposed 38 (Jam-) Then
whispering low to me she harked. 1831 CumbUi. Gloss. ,

Hark, to whisper and to listen.

Hence Ha'rking'z^/. ,y.and///. a.; alsoHarker
Sf.

t
a listener.

1530 PALSGR. 229/1 Harkyng, cscont^ audience. 1583
STANYHURST sEneis n. (Arb.) 47 Thee les he furth pratled,
thee more wee longed in harcking. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant.

Crew, Harking(i<j%$ GROSE, Hark-ye-ing\ whispering on
one side to borrow Money. 1825 JAMIESON s.v., Harkers
never hear a gude word of themselves. 1885 LADY GREVILLE
Creatures ofClay I. xvii, The sense that I was bound to

another woman would prevent any vain barkings back.

Hark, sb. [f.
HARK z>.] a. An act of harking.

b. A whisper, a privy communication. Sc. C. A
shout starting or urging on the hounds in the chase ;

also hark away. d. Hark back : a retracing of

steps, a backward move.
1737 M. GREEN Spleen 83 Exulting at the hark-away. 1786

Lounger No. 87. 300, I have not forgotten . . the encourag-
ing Hark forward to a cautious hound. 1743 GARRICK Lethe
i. Wks. 1798 I. 20 All hie to the midnight hark-away. 1798
Sporting Mag. XII. 5 The chace an oblique 'hark back'
of two miles. 1801 BLOOMFIELD Rural T. (1802) 114 Ye
peaceful Streams that wind along Repeat the Hark-away.
1810 SCOTT Lady of L. \. iii, With hark and whoop and
wild halloo No rest Benvoirllch's echoes knew. 1820 HOGG
Wint. Even. T. II. 207 (Jam.) Take heart till I tell you the
hark of my mind. 1859 MASSON Brit, Novelists ii. 152 The
attempt, .is interesting as a hark-back to mediaevalism.

Harkaboise, etc., obs. forms of HARQUEBUS.
Harkee = hark ye \ see HARK v. 20.

Harken, v.
t
etc. : see HEARKEN, etc.

Harl, karle, J^-1 Also 9 dial, hurle : see

also HERL. [app. =MLG. herle, harle, barrel,

Jiarl, "LG.harl, EFris. harrel fibre of flax or hemp.]
1. A filament or fibre (of flax or hemp).
[13. . see HERL i.J 1649 BLITHE Eng. Improv.Impr. (1653)

262 The watering of it [flax] opens, and breakes the harle

the best. 1677 YARRANTON Eng. frnfrov. 54 Beating and
often dressing will cause the Harle to open. 1743 MAX-
WELL Sel. Trans. Soc. Impr. Agric. Scot. 331 (Jam.) Broken
pieces of straw, hanging in a great measure loose upon the
harle or flax. 1882 JAGO Corttw. Gloss., Hurle, a filament.

2. A barb or fibre of a feather : cf. HERL.
[a 1450, etc. see HERL 2.] 1877 BLACKMORE Cripps ii, The

ribs and harl of feathers. 1884 St. James' Gaz. 21 June 6/z
The body is made entirely ofpeacock's harl. 1884 BLACKMORE
Tommy Upm. I. 254, 1 began to chew the harl [ofa quill pen].

Harl, j*.2 dial [f. HARL .2]

1. A tangle ; a knot
;
a confusion ; fig. mental

confusion.
a 1697 AUBREY Nat. Hist. Wilts 51. 1825 BRITTON

Beauties Wilts (E. D. S.), Harl^ something knotted, or en-

tangled. 1889 N. W. Line. Gloss, s.v., Jimmy H. . . is e*

such 'n a harl as niver was. 1888 Berksn. Gloss, s.v., If 'e

dwoant mind thee 'ooll get that string in a harl.

2. A leash of hounds, local.

1827 Sporting Mag. XXI. 26 In the [county] I live in,

they call a couple and a half, or three hounds, a '

harl
'

of
hounds. 1847-78 HALLIWELL, Harle. .(2). Three hounds.
Oxon. This corresponds to a leash of greyhounds.

Harl, j.3 Sc. [f. HARL z^]
1. The act of harling or dragging.
1808 -18 in JAMIESON.
2. That which is harled or scraped together.
1808-25 JAMIESON s.v.,

' He got a harle of silver.'

3. A small quantity, a scraping (of anything).

A1BOJ&".
1821 Blackw. Mag. Jan. 400 Qam.) Ony haurl o' health

I had was aye about meal-times. 1893 STEVENSON Catriona
joi And see if I cannae get a little harle ofjustice out of the

military man.

4. An implement for *

harling
'

or raking mud or

soft manure ; a wide hoe-like scraper for scraping
the soft mud off roads. 1825 in JAMIESON.

Harl, v.1 Sc, and north. Also 3-9 harle, 6

harrell, 6 Sc. haurl. [Origin unknown.
Although there are instances of confusion (perh. only

scribal) of harl and hurl, the two verbs appear to be dis-

tinct ; in mod. Sc. they are distinct in use.]

1. trans. To drag : usually with the notion of

friction or scraping of the ground.
c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 391/4 Alle [>at comen bifore him :

lubere Men to-drowe And harleden heom out of be londc.

Ibid. 226/245 pe wynd hem harlede vp & doun : in peryls
meni on. 1397 R. GLOUC. (1724) 487 King Richard this

noble kni^t Acres nom so, & harlede so the Sarazins, in eche
side aboute. a 1300 Cursor M. 29533 (Cott.Galba) Cursing
es J>e fendes lyne f>at harles a man to hell pine, c 1375 Sc.

Leg. Saints, Barnabas 442 In ane rape for-owte chesone pai

harlyt hyme one to presone. c 1400 Destr. Troy 2968 A snip
. -Halyt into havyn, harlit with ropes. 1500-20 DUNBAR
Poems Ixxii. 52 Thai harlit him furth with raip and corde.

1535 COVKRDALE i Esdras iv. 48 Y l they shulde harle cedre
trees from Libanus vnto lerusalem. 1573 J. DAVIDSON Com-
mend. UfrricJitnes xxx t Harling thame beforr Princes and

Kings, a 1813 A. WILSON Rab $ Ringan Poet. Wks. 147
Frae house tonouse they harled him to dinner. 1816 SCOTT
( V</ Mori, viii, They should never harle the precious young
lad awa* to captivity.

fb. To drag in a vehicle. Sc. Obs. (Cf. HURL.)
1557~7S Diurn. Occurr. (Bannatyne)69 Harling of thame

throw the toun in ane cart, a 1^75 Ibid. 341 The Magis-
trates causit harrell him in ane cairt throw the toun.

C. To scrape roads with a i harl '. South Scotl.

2. intr. (for re/I.) To drag or trail oneself, to go
with dragging feet.

1500-20 DUNBAR Poewsxxxix. 29 And lairdis in silkharlis
to the eill. 1710 in Collect. Dying Testimonies (1806) 166,
I had heard the curates and harted after the bulk of the. .

ministers. 1888 BLACK / Far Lochaber vii, To go away
harling here and harling there out o'er the country.

b. intr. To come as if dragged off.

1785 BURNS Halloween xxiii, 'Till skin in blypes came
haurltn.

3. trans. To rough-cast with lime mingled with
small gravel.
c 1730 [see HARLING below]. 1805 FORSVTH Beauties

Scotl. IV. 455 The habitations . . are generally built of stone
and clay, and pointed or harled with lime. 1885 Blackw.

Mag^. Apr. 441/1 It was whitewashed or 'harled' as they
say in the North.

4. intr. To troll for fish : see below.
Hence Harled///. ., Harling vbl. sb.

CI730 BUKT Lett. N. Scotl. (1754) 1.65 On the outside

they.. face the work all over with mortar thrown against it

with a trowel, which they call harling. 1867 F. FRANCIS
Angling x. (1880) 385 The fishing . . is mostly from a boat,
and the style is called 'harling'. 1884 Q. VICTORIA More
Leaves 348 The inn is merely a small, one-storied,

' harled
'

house. 1891 Daily News 9 Feb. 6/3 You are rowed about
the vast expanse of water in a stout boat, with a large
phantom minnow, blue or brown, let out, by fifty yards of
line, behind the boat . . This is the process of '

harling '.

Harl, v2 dial. [Etymol. uncertain.

Prob., from the sense, a different word from prec.]

1. trans. To entangle, twist, or knot together ;

to ravel or confuse.

13. . Gavj. fy Gr. Knt. 744 J)e hasel & be haj-borne were
harled al samen. a 17*2 LISLE Huso. (1752) 171 [Barley]
harled or fallen down. 1876 IVhitby Gt0s*~ HarFd, or

kurFd, warped or crooked. i88t Isle of Wight Gloss.
t

Har^ to entangle ; to get thread into knots.

b. intr. (for refl.) To become entangled, twisted,
or confused.

1609 C. BUTLER Fein. Mori. C v b, Twisting them [a
bundle of reeds or straws] fast together in your hand, let the
band harle or double in the very top of the Head, a 1722
LISLE Hush. (1752) 212 If corn harles or lodges, a scythe
cannot carry a cradle.

2. trans. (See quots.)
1787 GROSE Provinc. Gloss.) Harle, to harle a rabbit ; to

cut and insinuate one hind leg of a rabbit into the other, for

the purpose of carrying it on a stick. 1877 .tV. W. Line.
Gloss. 1878 JEFFERIES Gamekeeper at H'. 35 An adept at

everything, from '

harling' a rabbit upwards.

Harlakeene,-ken(e-kin,obs. ff. HARLEQUIN.
Harlas, van of HAIR-LACK Obs., fillet.

Harlat, -ry, obs. forms of HARLOT, -RY.

Harleian (haalran, haulian), a. [ad. mod.L.

ffarleidnus, f. surname Harley.] Of or belonging
to Robert Harley Earl of Oxford (1661-1724), and
his son Edward Harley ; esp. in reference to the

library of books and MSS. collected by them, of

which the MSS. were purchased in 1753 by the

British nation and deposited in the British Museum.
1744-6 (title) The Harleian Miscellany : a Collection of. .

Pamphlets and Tracts . . selected from the Library of Edward
Harley, second Earl of Oxford. 1754 <///&) Act of 26 Geo. II,

for the purchase of the Museum or Collection of Sir Hans
Sloane, and of the Harleian Collection of MSS. 1808 A
Catalogue of the Harleian MSS. in the British Museum.
1893 ZAEHNSDORF S/i. Hist. Bookbinding 12 The Harleian

style took its name from Harley, Earl of Oxford. It was
red morocco with a broad tooled border and centre panels.

Harlequin (ha-iUlvwm, -kin), sb. Forms: 6

harlickeu, 7 harlaken(e, -keen^e, -kin, arle-

quin, 7- harlequin, [a. Fr. harlequin (1585 in

Hatz.-Darm.), arlcquin, ad. It. arlecchino.

The Italian word is possibly the same as OFr. Helle-

yuin, Herlequin, Herlckin^ HierU-kin, Hiclekin, Helqvin,
Henneguin^ a devil celebrated in mediaeval legend, esp. in

la maisnie Helequin, Harlcqnini familia (Miege), a com-

pany or troop of demon horsemen riding by night. Of this

the ultimate origin is possibly Teutonic. See Diez, Mahn
Etymol. Untersnch,, Godefroy, Skeat.]

1. A character in Italian comedy, subsequently in

French light comedy ;
in English pantomime a mute

character supposed to be invisible to the clown and

pantaloon ; he has many attributes of the clown (his

rival in the affections of Columbine) with the addi-

tion of mischievous intrigue ; he usually wears parti-
coloured bespangled tights and a visor, and carries

a light
* bat of lath as a magic wand.

(In reference to quot. 1590, it may be noticed that the

arlecchino is said, in Italian Dictionaries, to have originally

represented the simple and facetious Bergamese man-servant.

Cf. the stage Irishman.)

1590 NASHR Almondfor Parrat Ded., Taking Bergamo
in my waye homeward. .It was my happe..to light in felow-

ship with that famous Francattip* Harlicken, who. .asked

me many particulars of the order and maner of our playes.
1606 DAY He of Guls n. iii, Like a Harlakene in an Italian

comedy. 1607 DAY, etc. Trav. Eng. Bro. (1881) 56 Here's
an Italian Harlaken come to offer a play to your Lord-

ship. z6ia HEYWOOD Apol. Actors \i. 43 To omit all



HARLEQUIN.
the Doctors. Zawnyes, Pantaloones, Harlakeenes, in which
the French, but especially the Italians, have beene excellent.

1676 DKYDEN Epil. Ethercdgc's Man of Mixtc, Those
nauseous Harlequins in Farce may pass. 1704 ADUISON

Italy (1766) 68 Harlequin's part is made up of blunders and
absurdities. 1717 FIELDING La>e in Scv, Masques II. i, A
man of sense acts a lover just as a Dutchman would a harle-

quin. 1756 FOOTE Eng. Jr. Paris I. Wks. 1799 I. 107 A
bundle of contradictions, a piece of patch-work, a mere

harlequin's coat. 1757 SMEATON in Phil. Trftns. L. 204 As
if an harlequin had leaped thro' the window. 1759 JOHNSON
Gen. Concl. Untiiwy's Grk. Theat. (R.\ They represented
..a complete tragedy or comedy in the same manner as

dumb harlequin is exhibited on our theatres. 1778 J. Q.
ADAMS Diary 28 Apr. Wks. 1851 III. 146 In the evening
we went to the Italian comedy, where I saw a harlequin for

the first time. 1817 BYRON Beppo iii, Harlequins and

clowns, with feats gymnastical. 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. gf It.

Jruls. I. 81 The papal guard in their . . party-colored dress

. .looking not a little like harlequins.
b. Iransf. A buffoon in general ;

a fantastic

fellow.

1878 CARLYLE in Ld. R. Gower My Remin. xxvii. (1883)
II. 175 [He called Beaconsfield)

'

that melancholy harlequin'.

2. A small breed of spotted dogs. So G. harle-

kin (Grimm).
1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. III.

yiii.
286 The mongrel kind

. .tne Dutch mastiff, the harlequin, ..and the Dane.

3. More fnlly Harlequin duck. A northern species
of duck, Histrionicus minutus, with fantastically

variegated plumage.
1772 FORSTER in Phil. Trans. LXII. 419 Anas. A. His-

trionica . . Harlequin Duck. 1863 KINGSLEY Water Bab.
vii. 269 Swans and brantgeese, harlequins and eiders. 1876
SMILES Sc. Natur, xiii, The Harlequin . -and the Eider duck
visit the loch occasionally in winter. 1884 Harper's Mag.
Apr. 706/2 Harlequin-ducks of the gayest plumage.
4. The Oriental or noble opal. Also attrib.

1873 C. ROBINSON N. S. Wales 62 Opals . . Amongst the

polished stones are some of the harlequin class.

II. 5. attrib. or as adj. Having the character-

istics of a harlequin or of his dress ; burlesque,
ludicrous ; particoloured.
Harlequin china, service, set, a name given to a set of

cups, etc., of different colours and patterns.

1779 WILKES Corr. (1805) V. 223 A formal declaration of
war by harlequin heralds.

1806-7 J' BKRESFORD Miseries
Hum. Life (1826) vi. i, A china Snakspeare and Milton in

Harlequin jackets. 1859 HELPS Friends in C. Ser. II. I.

Addr. to Rdr. 10 At this Harlequin period of the world what
is written one week may seem obsolete the next. 1871 MRS.
WHITNEY Real Folks

;xiii. (Cent.), She had six lovely little

harlequin cups on a side-shelf in her china-closet, .rose, and
brown, and gray, and vermilion, and green, and blue.

6. Comb., as harlequin-leap, -preacher ; harle-

quin-looking adj. Also harlequin bat, an Indian

species, Scotophilus ornatus, of pale tawny-brown,
variegated with white spots ; harlequin beetle,
a South American longicorn beetle, Acrocinus lon-

gimanus, with particoloured elytra ; harlequin
brant, the American white-fronted goose, Anser

albifronsgambeli, also calledpied or speckledbrant-

harlequin cabbage-bug, an American hemip-
teiousinsect,Murganlia&istriomca, having brilliant

markings; f harlequin deer, ?a particoloured
fallow deer ; harlequin duck : see 3 ; harlequin-
flower, a name of the South African genus Spar-
axis, N.O. Iridacesi, with great variety ofcolouring ;

harlequin garrot, the golden-eye duck or pied

wigeon, a species of Clangula ; harlequin moth,
the magpie moth, Abraxas grossulariata ; harle-

quin pigeon, an Australian Bronze-wing pigeon ;

harlequin ring (see qnot.) ; harlequin rose,
a variety of rose with striped petals ; harlequin
snake, the coral-snake and other species of Elaps,
so called from their variegated colouring of orange
and black.

1865 WOOD Homes nithout H. viii. (1868) 176 The mag-
nificent insect which is known to entomologists as the

^Harlequin Beetle .. belongs to the wood-burrowers. 1882

Stanford's Compend. Geogr., Central Amer. 128 The most
deadly enemy of the gum-elastic tree is . . the well-known
'

harlequin beetle '. 1872 C. V. RILEY in $th Ann. Rep.
Missouri Entomol. 35 *Harlequin cabbage bug. 1778 Eng.
Gazetteer s.\. Ickworth, A park well stocked with the
fine *harlequin-deer. 1863 BARING-GOULD Iceland 162 A
magnificent *har!equin garrot floated unmoved within a
stones throw. 1813 Examiner i Feb. 69/2 A ''harlequin-
leap through a window. 1835 WILLIS Pencilling* I. xv.
in The 'harlequin-looking Swiss guard. 1847 LEICH-
HARDT Jml. vii. 227 We saw two flocks of the *narlequin
pigeon (Peristera histrionica\ 1760 JORTIN Erasm. II.

19^ Stories of a *Harlequin-Preacher, who used to sur-

prise his audience with his monkey-tricks. 1877 W. JONES
Finger-ring 414 *Harlequin-rings . . were so called be-
cause they were set round with variously-coloured stones.

1876 T. HARDY Ethelberta (1890) 194 They were striped,
red and white, and appeared to be leaves of the *Harlequin
rose. 1885 C F. HOLDER Marvels Anim. Life 131 The
coloring of the 'harlequin [snake], .is exceedingly rich.

Hence Harlequina, -ess, a female harlequin.
Harleqnine-sque, Harlequrnic adjs., having the

style ofa harlequin. Harlequi-nically adv., after

the manner of a harlequinade. HaTleqninism,
the performance of a harlequin ; action character-
istic of a harlequin. Ha-rleqoinize v., to convert
into a harlequin ;

to dress or do up in fantastical

colouring.

94

1867 *Harlequina {see HARLEQUINADE a.]

1882 STEVENSON New Arab. Nts. II. xil. 222 His blouse
was stained with oil colours in a x

harlequinesque disorder.

1785 in Corti/t. Alag, (18831 June 718 Humorous and charac-
teristic masks ; among the best of which we reckon . . a
whimsical *harlequiness. 1804 Miniature No. 4. 14 (title)

Ode to the Rainbow, in the genuine Fantastical, Unmeaning,
*Harlequinic Style of Sentimental Sonneteers. 1824 W.
TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. CIII. 47 The Tale. .is. ..so *har-

lequinically metamorphosing. 1808 Edin. Rev, XII. 203
The philosophical *harlequinism of that valiant knight.
a 1852 WEBSTER Wks. (1877) I. 345 In popular govern-
ments, men must not.. be disgusted by occasional exhibi-

tions of political harlequinism. 1876 Miss BROUGHTON Joan
ii. viii. III. 225 The small dining-room, .is travestied indeed
and *harlequinized like the rest of the house.

Harlequin, v. rare. [f. prec. sb.J a. trans.

To conjure away, like harlequin in a pantomime.
b. intr. To play the harlequin.
1737 M. GREEN Spleen (1807) 148 And Kitten, if the humour

hit Has harlequin d away the fit. 1828 WEBSTER, Ilarlc-

guin, to play the droll ; to make sport by playing ludicrous

tricks.

Harlequinade (hailflt(w)in*i-d), sb. [a. F.

arlequindae (1769 in Hatz.-Darm.), f. )i}arlequin \

see -ADE.] A kind of pantomime ;
that part of a

pantomime in which the harlequin and clown play
the principal parts.
1780 T. DAVIES Mem. Garrick I. x. 129 He formed a kind

ofharlequinade, very different from that which is seen at the

Opera Comique in Paris, where harlequin and all the charac-

ters speak. 1823 Sismondfs Lit. Eiir. (1846) I. xy. 439 A
specimen of these old harlequinades. 1827 W. S. in Hone
Everyday Bk. II. 502 In 1717,

the first harlequinade.. was
performed at the theatre in Lincoln's Inn Fields. 1867
Mont. Star^vj Dec., The harlequinade subsequent to the
transformation scene was cleverly supported by Mr.

(harlequin), Mdlle. (columbine), Mr. (pantaloon),
Miss (harlequina), and Mr. (clown).

b. transf. Buffoonery ; fantastic procedure.
1828 MACAULAYW., Hallam (1887) 93 No unity

of plan,
no decent propriety of character and costume, could be found
in the wild and monstrous harlequinade [reign of Chas. II].

<zi849 P?E Longfellow^ Willis, etc. Wks. 1864 III. 334
Every rick of thought and every harlequinade of phrase.

c. A piece of fantastic particoloured work.
1874 MICKLETHWAITE Mod. Par. Churches 72 An elaborate

harlequinade of stripes and diamonds on a raw blue or red

ground, called illumination.

Hence Harlequina-dish a., nonce-wd.
y
of the

nature of a harlequinade.
1859 SALA Tw. round Clock (iZfn.) 417 All is jarring, dis-

cordant, tawdry and harlequinadish.

Harlequina'de, . [f. prec. sb. : cf. to mas-

querade.] intr. To play the harlequin ; to act

fantastically. Hence Harlequina'ding vbl. sb.

and///, a.

1788 'A. PASQUiN'CA>/r. Thespis^ TomBlanchard&tQiA
Humour the province of wit is Invading, And his efforts are
weaken'd by harlequinading. 1823 New Monthly Mag.
VII. 515 The three pirates who . . harlequinade it in the air

on the banks. 1880 VERN. LEE Stud. Italy iii. 175 The
stream of masks harlequinading along. 2894 Cornh. Mag.
Feb. 160 As fantastic as the harlequinading tits.

t Ha-rlequinery. [a. F. arlequinerie, f.

Harlequin : see -EBT.] Pantomime, harlequinade.
1741 RICHARDSON Pamela (1811) IV, 89 The French taste

is comedy and harlequinery ; the Italian, music and opera.
1794 MRS. PIOZZI Synon. I. 167 Feats of harlequinery.

Harlicken, obs. form of HAKLEQUIN.
t Ha*rlock. Obs. Some flower not identified.

It cannot be the same as kardock
',
and charlock^ proposed

by some, does not flower in May, and is not likely to have
been used for decoration.
a 1631 DRAYTON Dowsabel, This Maiden . . Went forth

when May was in the prime, To get sweet setywall, The
honey-suckle, the harlock, The lily, and the lady-smock, To
deck her summer hall.

Harlot (ha-jlat, -pt), sb. Forms : 3- harlot
; 3-

4 herlot, (3//. har-, herloz), 4 harelot, harlatte,

4-6 harlote, -lotte, 5-6 -lat, 6 harllott. [As a

word of masculine gender found early in I3th c.,

as feminine in igth c.
;

a. OF. herlot ^ harlot, arlot

masc., lad, young fellow, base fellow, knave, vaga-
bond = Pr. arlot vagabond, beggar, It. arlotto
' a lack-latin or hedge-priest

'

(Florio),
'

glutton,

greedy gut, great eater
*

(Baretti) ; cf. med.L. ar-

lotust erlotus glutton (Mahn) ; OSp. arlote
t
alrote

lazy, sluggardly, loafing ; OPg. alrotar to go
about begging, Pg. to mock. Of this widely-dif-
fused Romanic word, the ulterior history and origin
are uncertain : see suggestions in Diez, Mahn Ety-
violog. Untersuch. No. 155, and Skeat.
The random 'conjecture' of Lambarde, 1570-6, retailed by

many later writers, that harlot in sense 5 c was derived from
the name of Arlette or Herleva, mother of William the Con-

queror, could have been offered only after the earlier senses

and uses of the word were forgotten.]

fl. A vagabond, beggar, rogue, rascal, villain,

low fellow, knave. In later use (16-1 7th c.), some-
times a man of loose life, a fornicator; also, often,

a mere term of opprobrium or insult. Obs.
a iaS A ncr. R. 356 And beggen ase on harlot, jif hit neod

is, his liueneS. c 1330 R. BRUNNE CAr<7.(i8io) 317 A foule

herlote him slowe \un ribaud li tuayt\. 1377 LANGL. P. PI.
B. xvii. 108 He was vnhardy, Jat harlot and hudde hym in

inferno, c 1386 CHAUCER Reeve's T. 348 Ye false harlot,

quod the Millere, hast 1 c 1460 Towneley Myst. (Surtees)

248 Outt, harro 1 what harlot is be That says his kyngdom

HARLOT.
shalbe cryde? 1508 KENNEDY Flyting w. Dnnbar 359
Herefore, fals harlot, hursone, hald thy tone. 1549 LATIMER
ydSerm. bef. Edw. l-'l (Arb.) 86 Was not tnys a sedyciouse
harlot? 1561-77 Durham Defos. (Surtees) 107 That I called

him openly
'

beggerly harlot and cutthrote '. c 1620 Z.

BOVD Zioris Flowers 11855) I03 ^ man a harlot, and a wife
a whpore. 1650 D. PELL l>npr. Sea 37 What should you
do with such Harlots in your Service? which calls for holi-

ness, and better principled men.

t2. An itinerant jester, buffoon, or juggler ;
one

who tells or does something to raise a laugh. Obs.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xxxix. 6 Hoppynge & daunnce-

ynge of tumblers and herlotis, and ober spectakils. 1362
LANGL. P. PI. A. vn. 48 Hold not bou with harlotes, here
not heore tales, c 1380 WYCLIF Set. Wks. III. 352 Mynstrel
and jo3elour, tumbler and harlot, wole not take of J?e puplt;
bifore Jat bei ban shewid her craft. 14.. Nom. in Wr.-
Wiilcker 694 note, Hie scnrra. .harlot. 14. . Medulla^ MS.
Cant. (Pronip. Parv.), Gerro, a tryfelour, or a harlott. 1483
Cath, Angl. 175/2 An Harlott, balatro (A. kistrio) .. iocu-

lator, -tnx.

f 3. Applied to a male servant or attendant ; a

menial : cf. KNAVE, in similar use. Obs.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 39 pen be harlot with haste helded
to pe table, c 1386 CHAUCER Sompn. T. 46 A sturdy harlot
wente ay hem binynde, That was hir hostes man, and bar a
sak. c 1450 Merlin 9 When hir suster com . . she brought
with her a grete hepe of harlotys. 1536 BELLENDEN Cron.
Scot. 11821) I. 55 He repudiat his nobil quene..and gart his

vicious harlotis deforce hir.

f 4. = ' Fellow
'

; playfully
'

good fellow '. Obs.
c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 647 He [Somonour] was a gentil

harlot and a kyndeA bettre felawe sholde men noght fynde.
a 1634 CHAPMAN Revenge Hon. Wks. 1873 IJI - 325 Tnat 's

an harlot. Prithee be musical and let us taste The sweet-
ness of thy voice.

5. Applied to a woman, a. As a general term of

execration. (Cf. i.) rare.
c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) i. 326 What, ye harlottes, I haue

aspied certeyn That ye be traytours to my lord the kyng.
1823 CARLYLE Early Lett. (Norton) II. 236, I bullyrag the
sluttish harlots of the place.

tb. A female juggler, dancing-girl, ballet-dancer,
or actress. (Cf. 2.) Obs.

1483 Catft. Angl. 175/2 An Harlott .. ioculatrix^ panto-
tnima. .histrix.

C. spec. An unchaste woman
; a prostitute ;

a

strumpet.
(Very frequent in i6th c. Bible versions, where Wyclif had

hoore^ whore j prob. as a less offensive word.)
1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 249 The harlottes at Rome

were callede nonariae. 1513 MORE in Grafton Chron. (1568)
II. 784 King Edwarde woulde say that he had three concu-
bines .. the tbirde the holyest harlot in the realme. 1526
TINDALE Luke xv. 30 Thy sonne . . which bath devoured thy
goodeswith harIootes[WYCL.hooris; Rhem. whooresj. 1535
COVERDALE Job xxxi. g O then let my wife be another mans
harlot. 1570-6LAMBARDE/Vnzw.A>(i826i 200 Robert, the
Duke of Normandie, had issue by a Concubine (whose name
.. was Harlothe, and after whom, as I coniecture, such in-

continent women have ever since beene called Harlots).

1573-80 BARET Alv. H 170 An harlot, a whore, a strumpet,
meretrix. [The only sense mentioned.] 1667 MILTON P. L.
iv. 766 Not in the bought smile Of Harlots, loveless, joyless,
unindeard. 1718 PRIOR Pleasure 905 To each new harlot

I new altars dress.. 1826 SCOTT Woodst. iii, A tyrant and a
harlot were fitting patron and patroness for such vanities.

1859 TENNYSON Vivien 819 Tho harlots paint their talk as
well as face, With colours of the heart that are not theirs.

fig. 1560 BIBLE (Genev.) Isa. i. 21 How is the faithful

citie become an harlot ! [WvcL. 138* a strumpet ; 1388 an
hoore.] 17.. PHILIPS Wit 4- Wisdom (R.), Wit is a harlot

beauteous to the eye. 1827 POLLOK Course T. v, The Church
a harlot then, When first she wedded civil power. 1860
PUSEY Mm. Proph. 298 The wealth .. shall go to another

harlot, Nineveh.

1 6. Applied to unchaste persons of both sexes. Sc.

1563 WIN?ET FourScoir Thre Quest, liii. Wks. 1888 1. 109
Gif the harlotis, for quhais causs raatrimonie is violatit or

adnullit, may mary wthiris. Ibid, no The twa harlotis to
be jokit vp in a prcetendit band of matrimonie.

b. Hence, Play the harlot. (Chiefly of women.)
1535 COVERDALE Ezek. xvi. 28 Thou hast played the

whore also with the Assirians . . Yee thou hast played the

harlot. 1541 Lond. Chron. Hen. K///in Cantd. Misc. IV.
16 Hanggid and quartarid . . for playing the harlottes with

queen Kataryn that then was. i<jo6DALRYMFLE tr. Leslie's

Hist. Scot. ix. 226 Nobil men . . witn quhom she was accuiset
to play the harlat. 1611 BIBLE Has. iii. 3 Thou shalt not

play the harlot. 1885 BIBLE (R.V.) App., [American Revisers'

renderings] Substitute . . 'play the harlot
'

for 'go a whor-

ing
' and ' commit whoredom '.

f 7. Applied to the pointed boots worn in the

I4thc. Obs.

alteri..1LC11.

8. attrib. passing into adj. : That is a harlot ; of

or pertaining to a harlot.

a 1300 Cursor M. 27932 Harlot sagh,speche odisur, rimes

vnright, gest of logofur. 13.. K. Alis. 3336 Thow him

clepedst an harlot gome : Now thow seist he is the beste

knyght. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 1234 'Wat! harlot gadelyng
. . mote bou be he^e an-honge !

'

c 1470 HENRY Wallace i.

219 Rouch rewlyngisapon thi harlot fete. 1570 BUCHANAN
Ane Admonit. Wks. (1892! 24 Godles papistes, harlat pro-
testantis. 1590 SHAKS. Coin, Err. u. it. 138 And teare the

stain'd skin of my Harlot brow. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix.

1060 The
Harlot-lap

Of Philistean Dalilah. 174* POI*E

TARHAR of. raiti xviiu i. 331 ine narioi cny wnicn naa
made the nations drunk with the. .wine of her fornications.



HARLOT.

9. Comb. Harlot-house, a brothel or stews.

1659 D. PELL Impr. Sea Ep. Ded. C viij, The Mercenary
Harlot houses that bee in the Italian. .and Spanish Cities.

Ha'rlot, v.
[f. prec. sb.] intr. To play the

harlot. Hence Harloting vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1641 MILTON Animadv. \. Wks. (18471 58/2 They that

spend their youth in loitering, bez/ling, and harlotting. 1675
WYCHEKLEV Country Wife v. iv, O ! thou harloting har-

lotry ! hast thou done't then ? 1697 C. LESLIE Snake in
Grass (ed. 2)35 By their own Argument, all the Quakers
are Harlotted from the Church of Christ. 1864 Daily
Tel. 9 Feb., How about the courtesans harlotting in your
streets?

f Ha'rlotize, v. Obs. trans. To make a harlot

of; to characterize as a harlot ; to call harlot.

1589 WARNER Alb. Eng. vi. xxx. (1612) 150 Is it to bar-

lotize, thinkst thou, a Goddesse, wrong too small ?

Harlotry (hauL/tri), sb. (a.~) [f. HARLOT sb. +

-BY.]
fl. Buffoonery, jesting ; ribaldry, scurrility, scur-

rilous talk
;
obscene talk or behaviour. Obs.

c 1325 Song Merer 132 in E. E. P. (1862) 122 Now har-
lotrie for murbe is holde, And vertues turnen in-to vice.

c 1340 Cursor M. 27623 (Fairf.) Of pride be-comis. .manikin
vnnaite ober ping, Als sange of harlotery & lesing. 1377
LANGL. P. PI. B. v. 413, I haue leuere here an harTotrie or
a somer game of souteres, Or lesynges to laughe at. 138*
WYCLIF Eph. v. 4 Either filthe, or foly speche, or harlotrie

[1388 harlatrye ; 1526-34 TINDALE gestinge; 1581 Rhctu.

scurrilitie], that perteyneth not to thing, c 1440 'Jacobus
Well (E. E. T. S.) 134 pe v. inche is harlotrie, makyng
iapys a-forn folk, in pleving at be spore, at be bene, at be cat.

1483 Catk. Angl. 176/1 To do Harlottry, scurrari. 1578
Gnde <y Godlie Ballatis Title-p. ;

Diueris vtheris Ballattis

changeit out of prophane Sangis in godlie sangis, for auoyd-
ing of sin and harlatrie. 1809 SCOTT Fam. Lett. 10 Sept.,
To reprint . . the only original Caxton . . with all the supersti-
tion and harlotrie which the castrator. .chose to omit.

1 2. Filth, trash. Obs.

1467 Ordin. Worcester in Eng. Gilds 374 Item that no
man caste donge or harlotry at the slipp, ner vpon the key.
Ibid. 398 That non persone cast eny donge of eny manere
harlotre in the SHppe goynge to Severne.

3. Profligacy or vice in sexual relations, unchastity ;

the conduct of a harlot ; dealing with harlots; the

practice or trade of prostitution.
1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xm. 353 Lechoures. . of her harlotrye

and noredome in her elde tellen. c 1386 CHAUCER Merck.
T. 1018 Thanne shal he knowen al hire harlotrye. (-1400
Destr. Troy 5024 In hordam & harlatry vnhyndly to lye.

1530 PALSGR. 229/1 Harlottrye, paillardyse. 1570 LEVINS
Manip. 104/30 Harlotrie, meretricinm. 1645 RUTHERFORD
Tryal $ Tri. Faith (i84s> 37 This, .causeth Joseph see

nothing in harlotry, but pure, unmixed guiltiness against
God. 1858 FROUDE Hist. Eng. IV. xviii. 65 Happy con-
trast to the court, with its intrigues and harlotries.

4. concr. A harlot
;
a term of opprobrium for

a woman. (In 1821 collective.}

1584 PEELE Arraignm. Paris iv. iii, A harlotry, I warrant
her. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, in. i. 198 A peeuish selfe-

will'd Harlotry. 1663 DRYDEN Wild Gallant in. ii, You
are a company of proud harlotries: I'll teach you to take

place of tradesmen's wives. 1754 RICHARDSON Grandison
(1781) III. iv. 26, I expect you will produce the little

harlotry. 1821 BYRON Sardan, ii. i. 126 He loved his queen
And thrice a thousand harlotry besides, c 1836 LANDOR

Imag. Conv. Wks. II. 91/2, I have no patience with the
bold harlotry.

5.y?. MeretriciousnesSjillegitimateattractiveness.
1768 G. MASON Eng. Card. i. (R.), The simple farm

echps'd the garden's pride, Ev'n as the virgin blush of

innocence, The harlotry of art. 1794 MATHIAS Purs. Lit.

( : 798) 57 They will then perceive .. the harlotry of the
ornaments. 1824 Blackiu. Mag. XVI. 425 To throw off . .

the harlotry of the imagination.

f B. attrib. or as adj. Base, scurvy, filthy, worth
less, trashy. Obs.

1579-80 NORTH Plutarch fi6?6) 305 A young Harlotry
filth. 1598 GRENEWEY Tacitus Descr. Germ. \. 259 Cattle

plentie, but for the most part harletry runts. 1c 1600 Dis-
tracted Emp. ii. i. in Bullen O. PI. III. 193 Thys vertue
is The scurvyest, harlottryest, undoeing thynge That ever
mixte with rysing courtyers thoughts, a 1607 J. RAYNOLDS
Proph. Haggai iv. (1649) 57 No building was to be found . .

unles it be three or four harlotrey houses. 1663 DRYDEN
Wild Gallant HI, ii, I squorn your harlotry tricks, that I do.

Harm (hium), sb. Forms : 1-3 hearm, 2-5
herm, 3 (harem), hfierm, (serme), (3-5 arme),
3-7 herme, harme, (4 harim, arm, 5 harome),
6 Sc. hairm(e, 3- harm. [Com. Teutonic : OE.
hcarm, corresp. to OFris. herni, OS. harm,
OHG. harm, haram (mod.G. harni], ON. harmr
grief, sorrow, rarely harm, hurt (Sw. harm, Da.

harme} : OTeut. *harmo-z: perh. cogn. w. Skr.
irama labour, toil.]
1. Evil (physical or otherwise) as done to or

suffered by some person or thing ; hurt, injury,

damage, mischief.

Beo7vulf (Z.) 1893 No he mid hearme of hliSes nosan,
gaes[tas] grette. a 1123 O. E. Chron. an. noi His men
mycel to hearme Eefre ^edydon. 1297 R. GLOUC. (1724)
277 To gret harm to al bys lond, the gode kyng he slou.

c 1340 Cursor M. 4898 (Fairf.) Do ham na arme in na way.
c 1380 Sir Fenunb. 2578 pay mowe no3t her y-wys hem-
selue fram herme saue. (1384 CHAUCER //. Fame n. 537
Thou shalt have no harme truely. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839)
iv. 23 Sche doth non harm to no man, but ?if men don hire

harm. 1442 Searchers' Verdicts in Sitrtees Misc. (1888) 18

Ye same place has taken mikel herm for defaut of a gutter.
c 1530 H. RHODES Bk. Nurture 28 in Babees Bk. 72 Vnto
your Elders gentle be. ngaynst them say no harme. a 1586
Satir. Poews Reform, xxxv. 59 Je knaw quhat hairme lie

95

hes susteind. 163* LITHGOW Trav. n, 62 What harme was
done by us amongst the Infidels, we were not assured.

1657 R. LIGON Barbadoes (1673) 62 Caterpillars .. do very
great harm. 1705 HICKERIXGU.I. Prtest-cr. i. (1721) 21 Harm
watch, Harm catch. 1791 Mus. RADCUI-FE Kern. Forest x,
I meant no harm. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 44 Aware
that the divulging of the truth might do harm. 1875 JOWETT
Plato (ed. 2) V. 331 Rains doing harm instead of good.

b. With a and pi. An evil doiie or sustained ; an

injury, a loss.

a 1000 Csedition's Gen, 756 Ealle synt uncre hearmas e-

wrecene. cizoo Vices fy Virtues (1888) 59 j*Er Su mu^e
boli^en alle harmes and scames and bismeres. c 1380 WYCLIF
Sel. Wks. III. 349 pber bodili harmes. 4:1461 PastonLttt.
No. 428 II. 73 Of ij harmys the leste is to be take. 1583
BABINGTON Commandm. viii. (1637; 73 Wise is hee, whom
other mens harmes can cause to take heede. 1718 MORGAN
Algiers II. iv. 263 The inconceivable Harms he did to

Christendom. 1863 LONGF. Wayside Jtm, Birds ofKilling-
worth xix, They . .from your harvests keep ahundred harms.

C. Out ofham?s way : Out of the way of doing
or of sustaining injury.
111661 FULLER Worthies (1840) I. xv'ni. 61 Some great

persons . . have been made sheriffs, to keep them out of
harm's way. 1697 DAMPIER Voy. I. 207 He took care to

keep himself out of harms way. 1711 STF.EI.IC Sped. No. 136
F 4 People send Children . . to School to keep them out of
Harm's way. 1890 H. M. STANLEY Darkest Africa I. xiv.

333 They had . . migrated in time out of harm's way.

f 2. Grief, sorrow, pain, trouble, distress, affliction.

Also with a and //. To make harms (quot. 1 375) :

to make lamentation. Otis.

a 1000 Cxdmoifs Gen. 751 Eac is hearm gode, mod-sorx
^emacod. a 1300 Cursor M. 24089 pis harm mi hert it held
sa hard, c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Johannes 68 Mony ane
Of hir kine . . Folowit hyr, makand harmys. c 1386 CHAUCER
Sgr.'s T. 578, I wende verraily That he had felt as muche
harm as I Whan J>at I herde hym speke and saugh his hewe.

1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xiii. 197 Sic hauie harme sail

happin to }our hart. 1617 F. E. Hist. Edw, II (1680) 47
He lays aside his Arms, for harms to feed his humour.

t3. Pity, a pity. (Cf. F. dommage.} Obs.
c 1430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.) 4230 It was harme it wanted

oght. 1535 STEWART Crow. Scot. III. 44 Sobbit full soir
that harme wes for to heir.

4. attrib. and Comb., as harm-doer, -doing, -tak-

ing', harm^avertingy -eschewing adjs.
c 1220 Bestiary 389 Husebondes hire haten for hire harm

dedes. 1386 in Rymer Foedera (1709) VII. 526/2 pair sail

not be at ba Rydings no Harme doynges. 1477 EARL
RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes 81 Them . . y* ben harmedoers and
loueth falshode and desepcion. iwi GOLDING Calvin^ on
Ps. xxxiv. ii To live quietly . . without any harmetaking.
1641 MILTON Ch. Govt. i. v, I judge they may pass without

harm-doing to our Cause. 1889 R. B. ANDERSON tr. Ryd-
berg's Tent. Mythol. 102 Harm-averting songs.

Harm, v. Forms : I hearmian, 2-3 haremen,
hearmen, heermen, 2-5 herme, 3-4 hermien,
3-7 harme, 4 harmi, -y, 6 arme, 4- harm. [OE.
hearmian^ f. hearm HARM sb. : cf. OHG. harmjan>
harmen, hermen to calumniate, injure.]
To do harm (to) ; to injure (physically or other-

wise) ; to hurt, damage. Orig. intr. To be hurt-

ful, with dative (like L. nocere], which was some-
times in ME. expressed by/0, but generally became
a simple object, making the verb trans,
c 1000 ^ELFRIC Horn. 1. 140 GifSu hine for^itst, hit hearmaft
be sylfum and na Gode. c 1000 in Leg. Rood 105 peah be
hit hearmi^e sumum. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 107 To hermen
alle monnen. a. 1225 Ancr. R, 64 J?e wise mon asked ..

hweSer ei bing hermecS more wummon bene hire eien. 1340
Ayenb. 23 To obren ha wyle barmy . . to miszigge to ham (jet

he wyle harmi. 1393 LANGL, P. Pf. C. in. 248 And holy
churche |x>rw hem worth harmed for euere. 1548 HALL
C/tron., Hen. VIt 175 Protractyng of tyme onely hurted
and harmed the Kyng. 1653 WALTON Angler vii. 153
Harme him as little as you may possibly, that he may live

the longer. 1659 D. PELL Imftr. Sea 77 nottt An Hi^h
Elme . . in the midst of a Garden . . harms all round about it.

1784 Cowi'ER Task vi. 578 He lhat hunts Or harms them
there, is guilty of a wrong. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I.

291 When a man has no sense he is harmed by courage.
b. absol. To do harm or injury.

1362 LANGL. P. PL A. in. 136 And hongeb him for hate
bat harmede neuere. 1546 J. HEYWOOD Prov. (1867) 23 She
can no more harme than can a she ape. 1633 P. FLETCHER
Ps. cxxvii. (R.i, As arrows .. Where they are meant, will

surely harm, And if they hit, wound deep and dread.

Hence Harmed, Ha -

rming///. adjs.
ci^o Protnp. Parv. 228/1 Harmyd, dampnificatus. 1563

HVLL Art Garden. (1593) 149 They temper the harming
force of the colde of it.

Harm, -e, obs. forms of AKM s&.1

4x1400-50 Alexander 3237 He. .clepys hym in harmez.

IIHarmala (haumala), harmel (haumel).

[Late L.,
= Gr. a/i/iaXa, from Semitic

;
cf. Arab.

liarmil wild rue, whence the form harmel;

cf. F. harmale (1694 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
Wild rue, Pcganum Harmala, a plant native

to Southern Europe and Asia M inor. Also attrib.,

as harmala red, a red colouring matter obtained

from the seeds of the plant. Hence Harmaline

(haumabin), Chem., a white crystalline alkaloid

(CjsHuN.jO'l obtained from the seeds of wild

rue. Harmalol (haumal^l), another alkaloid

i,C12H 12N2 O), from the same source.
ciaooSax. Lt-ec/id. II. i4oSeaIf..armelu..wyl onbuteran

to sealfe. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., Harmctla, Jjarnicl,
or wild rue. 1847 CRAIG, Harmaline. 1865 WATTS Diet.
Client. III.7 The seeds contain about 4 per cent, of alkaloids

HABMINE.
of which one-third consists of harmine and two-thirds of
hannaline. Harmala red, the seeds of harmala contain
also a red colouring matter. 1889 Watts' Diet. Chon.,
Harmalol.

t Ha'rman. Thieves' Cant. Obs. [Origin of first

syllable uncertain, ? from hardman
\ -man($ as in

crackmans, darkmans, etc.]

1. pi. Ifarmans, the stocks.

1567 HARMAN Caveat (1869) 84 The kartnans, thestockes.
Ihid, 86 So may we happen on the Harmanes. . , So we maye
chaunce to set in the stockes. 1609 DEKKEK Lanthortu- .y

Candle-It. C iij b, To put our stamps in the Harmans.
2. Short for Harman beck : A constable.

1725 New Cant. Diet., Harinan, a Constable, a 1791
GROSE Olio (1796) 231 When I leave Nan in the vile Har-
man's hands. 1829 LYTTON Disowned 8 The worst have an
awe of the barman's claw.

Hence f Ha'rman-beck [beck, BEAK sb.$\ t
a

constable
; the parish-constable or beadle.

1567 HARMAN Caveat (1869! 84 The karman l>eck
t
the

Counstable. 1609 DEKKER Lanthome <y Candle-It. Ciij b,
The Ruffin cly the nab of the Harman beck. 1641 BROMK
Jmriall Crew \\. Wks. 1873111.388 Let's.. bowse in defiance
o'th' Harman-Beck. 1822 SCOTT JVfcfifxxxv, I am not the
lad to betray anyone to the harman-beck.

Harmatian (haim^-Jan), a. [irreg. f. Gr.

appaT- chariot + -IAN.] (See quots.)
1774 BURNEY //!&. Mus. (1789)!. 386 Plutarch enumerates

the changes which he made in the Harmatian, or chariot air.

1861 J. S. ADAMS 5000 Mns, Terms, Hannaliau or chariot

air, a spirited martial air employed to animate the horses
that drew the chariot during battle.

f! Harmattaii (haimse'tan, in i8th c. hauma-
taen). Also 7 harmetan, 8 -atan, (air-mattan).

[Krom haramata, the name in the Fanti or Tshi

lang. of W. Africa.

According to Norris in Phil. Trans. LXXI. 52 (1780)
' a

corruption of Aherramantah, compounded of Aherraman
to blow and tah tallow, grease, with which the natives rub
their skin to prevent their growing dry and rough

'

; but
ace. to Christaller, Diet. Asante & Fante Lang. (Basel 1881),
a borrowed foreign word, viz.

'

Sp. harmatan, an Arabic
word '. (But no such Arabic word has been found.)]

A dry parching land-wind, which blows during
December, January, and February, on the coast of

Upper Guinea in Africa ; it obscures the air with
a red dust-fog.
1671 R. BOHUN Wind 195 Of the Harmetans in Guiny.

17*3 J. ATKINS Voy. Guinea (1735) 145 Air-mattans, or Har-
matans, are impetuous Gales of Wind from the Eastern

Quarter about Midsummer and Christinas. 17257. REYNOLDS
View Death (1735) 30 And Harmatans revenge the richness
of their oar. 1845 DARWIN Voy. Nat. i. 5 During those
months when the harmattan is known to raise clouds ofdust

high into the atmosphere.
attrib. 1671 R. BOHUN Wind 196 The Harmetan Winds,

so called by the Natives, come. .in December about Christ-

mas. 1803 T. WiNTERBOTTOM Sierra Leone I. ii. 2 note
t

Known by the name of the harmattan wind. 1828 CARLYLE
Misc. (1872) I. 187 The Harmattan breath of doubt.

Harmel : see HARMALA.
Harmer (haumai). [f.

HARMW. + -ER 1
.]

One
who or that which harms ;

an injurer.

1583 BABINGTON Commandm. viii. (1637)69 Harmersofthe
commodities which they inioy. 1838 J. STRUTHERS Poetic

Talesjn Fell Boreas, cruel harmer.

t Harmesay, hariuisay. Sc. Obs. Also
6 harmissa. [Origin uncertain : it perh. contains

the word /tar;;*.] A cry of grief or distress
;
= *alas*.

a 1487 How Good Wife taught her Dan. 102 Than ' had
I wittyn !

'

will thai say, With mony
'
alias

' and harmesay.
1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 84 'Bot now', he said,
'

afiace, and harmissa ! For all that welth is went full far

awa '. 1552 LYNUESAY Monarche 5973 Than sail thay say,
With mony hydous harmesay, Allace ! gude Lorde. 1603
Philotus civ, Allace, and harmisay. .quhat sail I say?
Harmful (haumful), a.

[f.
HARM J. + -FUL.]

Fraught with harm or injury ; injurious, hurtful.

a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter Ixi. 10 It is a harmefullwinninge
to win cattell and tine rightowsnes, 1388 WYCLIF Prov. i. 22
Hou long foplis

schulen coueyte tho thingis that ben harm-
ful to hem silf. ( 1460 FORTESCUE Abs. <$ Lim, Mon. xiv,
How harmefull it wolde be to the kynge, and to his reaume,
yff his commons were

pouere. 1549 UDALL, etc. Erasm.
Par. Heb. iv. (R.), An harmfull person. 1562 J. HEYWOOD
Prov. fy Epigr. (1867) 95 Better is . . A harmelesse lie, than

a harmefull true tale. 1625 K. LONG tr. Barclay's Argent's
v. v, 344 Fame is ever quicker.. to bring us harmefull news,
then such as we desire. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. i. 115
And sleepy Poppies harmful Harvests yield. 1814 GARY
Dante, Par. iv. 65 That other doubt Which moves thee, is

less harmful. 1885 Manch. Exam. 15 May 4/7 To establish

and endow a particular form of religion by the State is

harmful to religion generally.

Harmfully (haumfuli), adv. [f. prec. + -LY^.]
In a harmful manner; injuriously, mischievously.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. n. pr. i. 21 (Camb. MS.) Cast a-way

hir bat pleyyth so harmfully. 1534 MORE On the Passion
Wks. 1274/2 To see theyr fayned friend.. so harmefully
disceiue them. 1633 BP. HALL Hard Texts 353 Men that

were harmfully troublesome, 1891 Leeds Alercury 25 May
5/3_The thought.. operated harmfully upon his mind.

Ha'rmfulness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being harmful
; injuriousness.

1580 SIDNEY Arcadia v. Wks. 465 This Daiphantus. .dis-

guised himself like a woman ; which being the more simple
and hurtless sex might easier hide his subtile harmfulness.

1696 TRYON Misc. i. 12 Whether It be in Vertue, or in

Harmfulness. 1850 KINGSLEY Alt. Locke i, Deeds and
words, of the harmfulness of which I had no notion.

Harmine ^ha'jmairO. Chem. [f. HAUMA(LA
+ -INE.] An alkaloid (C]gH^NfO) contained in
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the seeds of HARMALA, or obtained by oxidation

ofhannaline. (Discovered in 1847.) Hence Har-
minic acid, an acid (CJOHgN 2O4) obtained by
oxidation of hannine.

1864 WEBSTER, Harming. 1865 WATTS Did. Chem. III.

10 Harmine. .is a weaker base than harmaline. 1889 Ibid.,
Harminic acid.

Ha'rming, vM. sl>. [t. HARM v. + -ING
'.]

The action ot the verb HARM ; harm, injury, hurt.

In qnot. o 1300 sorrow, grief.
a 1300 Cursor M. 9385 A ! lauerd, gret herming was bar.

c 1470 HENRY Wallace i. no Erie Patrik . . harmyng did ws
mast. 1623 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Cypress Grove Wks. (1711)
117 The harming of the one is the weakning of the working
of the other. 1719 D'URFEv/'iV^r 1. 189 Dreadful harming.
Harmissa, var. of HARHESAY Obs.

Harmless (ha-jmles), a. [i. HABM sb. +-LESS.]
1. Free from harm or injury; unhurt, uninjured,

unharmed. Now rare.
c 1*90 .S. Eng. Leg. I. 72/39 Harmles he feol and hoi man

i-nov}. c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 2664 H'

ypermnestra. To
passen harmlesse of that place, She graunted hym. 1480
CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccxiv. 201 The scottes escaped harme-
lees. 1587 Mirr. Mag., Sabrina xvi, Drowne mee, and
let my mother harmlesse goe. 1685 COTTON tr. Montaigne
\. 482 Some . . undertook by this means . . to save harmless
the religion of others. 1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair xii,

Pecking up her food quite harmless and successful.

2. Free from loss, free from liability to punish-
ment, or to pay for loss or damage ; esp. in to save
harmless.

1418 E. E. Wills (1882) 33 That b" same lonet saue and
kepe harmeles myn heirs. .a-;ens lohn Roe. 1481 CAXTON
Reynard {tab.) 46 Yf ye saue me harmles in the spirituel
court. 1591 WEST ist ft. Symbol. josE, That he the
same R. S. . . shall acquite, discharge, and from time to time
for euer saue harmelesse the said H. M. and J. his wife. 1651
I. MARIUS Bills of Exchange 23 Giving Bond to save
harmelesse. 1755 MAGENS Insurances I. 112 Itwasagreed
to keep the king harmless. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) IV.
472 A person . .covenanted . . that he would save the lessee
harmless from any claiming by, from, or under him.
3. Free from guilt ; innocent, arch.

i*97 R- GLOUC (1724) 509 Harmles me him nom, & mid
hors to drou, & subpe anhunge him. 13.. E. E. Allit. P.
A. 675 pe ry?t-wys man schal se hys face, pe harmlez ha^el
schal com hym tylle. 1529 MORE Dyaloge iv. Wks. 279/1
To the helpe and defence of his good and harmelesse neygh-
bour, against ye malice and crueltie of y ; wrong doer. 1594
tit Pt. Contention vi. 24 In Pomphret Castle harmelesse
Richard was shamefully murthered. 1627-77 FELTHAM
Resolves i. xxix. 50 How happy . . those things live, that
follow harmless Nature? 1863 MRS. C. CLARKE Skats.
Char. v. 134 Up to the very last scene, she bears him harm-
less of all suspicion.
4. Doing or causing no harm

;
not injurious or

hurtful ; inoffensive, innocuous.
1533 MORE Answ. Poysoned Bt. Wks. 1047/1 They loue

better hunger and thurste, then the harmelesse lacke of
them bothe. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, in. i. 71 The sucking
Lambe, or harmelesse Doue. 1653 WALTON A ngler i. 16 The
most honest, ingenious, harmless Art of Angling. 1718
MOTTEUX Quix. (1733) II. 279 The harmlessest Fellow in
the World. 1809-10 COLERIDGE FrienJ(iS6s) 29 One of the
most harmless ofhuman vanities. 1894 J.T. FOWLER Adam-
nan Introd. 32 The harmless snake.
5. Comb., as harmless-looking.
1890 MARIE CORELLI Worm-wood 1 1 1. 248 Liquid..harm*

less-looking as spring-water.

Ha-rmlessly, adv. [f. prec. + -LY ".] In a
harmless manner; without causing or receiving
injury.
15*1 T. NORTON Calvin's fast. iv. xx. (1634) 74 They

might behave themselves harmlesly and quietly together.
1653 WALTON Angler i. 32 He had spent that day .. both
harmlesly and in a Recreation that became a Church-man.
1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. II. 301 Their balls passed harm-
lessly over the heads of the Russians. 1880 MCCARTHY
O-.i'n Times IV. 83 The sudden tumult was harmlessly over.

Ha-rmlessnesa. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The
state or quality of being harmless ; inoffensiveness.

_ 1596 THOMAS Lot. Diet. (1606), Innocentia, innocencie,
integntie, harmelessenesse. 1646 P. BULKELEY Gospel Cmit.
v. 382 Justnesse in dealing without holinesse, is but
heathenish harmlessnesse. 1758 WARBURTON Div. Legal.
Pref. Wks. 1811 IV. 55 Its harmlessness or malignity is the
only matter of inquiry. 1879 Casselfs Teckn. Educ. ix.

IS 1/1 The absolute harmlessness of the safety matches.

\ Ha'rniOge. Obs. [L. harmoge = Gr. dp/io-yr}

joining, fitting, arrangement, f. A.pfiuffa' to fit.] A
harmony of colours or sounds.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 528 As for the apt coherence of

one colour with another, the ioint as it were between, and
the passage from one to another, they named it Harmoge.
1662 EVELYN Ckalcogr. v. 128 The alteration could no more
certainly be defin'd, then [by] the Semitons or Harmoge in
Musick.

Harmole, harmehole, obs. ff. ARMHOLE.
c 1425 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 637/17 Hec acella, harmole.

cM2. Pict ' Voc
:
Ibid- 748/" Htt bachium, a harmehole.

II Harmonia (haimou-nia,. Anat. [L. har-
monia, a. Gr. apputvia joining, joint, agreement,
harmony, etc. ; in Galen,

'
the union of two bones

by mere apposition'. See also HARMONY.] A
kind of suture in which the two bones are apposed
to each other by plane or nearly plane surfaces.
1657 Physical Did., Harmonia, is the juncture ofa bone

by a line. 1841 E. WILSON Anat. Vade M. (ed. 2) 41 The
Harmonia suture is the simple apposition of contiguous sur-
faces. 1881 MivARTCa/ 121 The adjoined even edgesformwhat is termed an harmonia or false suture

tHarmoniac (hajmoo-nisek), a. noncc-wd.

[f. Gr. apuovia HABMONY + -AC.] Relating to

harmony, or to the cultivation of music; =HAK-
MONIC . i. Also absol.

1771 MRS. J. HARRIS in Priv. Lett. Ld. Mabnesbury I.

212 They talk of nothing but the charms of the Harmoniac
meeting. Ibid. 216 The Harmoniac met last night . . The
Harmoniac is over.

t Harmoni-acal, a. Obs. [f. as prec. + -AL.]
Full of harmony, harmonious

;
harmonical.

1536 Primer Hen. VIII, Jesus, the honor Angelicall,
To them so sweet armoniacall. 1620-55 I- JONES Stottf-

Herig (1725) 23 There's no one Structure . . wherein more
clearly shines those harmoniacal Proportions, a 1660 HAM-
MOND 19 St-rm. v. Wks. 1684 IV. 592 To tune him to that

sweet harmoniacal Gospel temper. 1693 J. BEAUMONT On
Blirticfs Th. Earth I. 71 Another mind, to whom other
harmoniacal Laws may be more pleasing.

Hamnonial (hamwo-nial), a. rare. [f. L. har-

monia, a. Gr. ap/tovia HAKMONY + -AL.] Pertaining
to or characterized by harmony or agreement ;

har-

monious. (In quot. 1622, Relating to collation of

parallel passages : see HABMONY 6.)
1569 SANFORD tr. Agrippa's Van. Artes sob, A certaine

Harmoniall daunsinge of the heauenly Bodies. 1622 CALLIS
Stat. Sewers (1647) 121 Seeing the Statute Law can receive
no due construction, but by the rules of the Common Law,
I have, .made a harmonial composition of them both. 1691
TRYON Wisd. Dictates in All Vegilative Foods . . are far

more agreeable and harmonial than Flesh or Fish. 1884
Nonconf. <$ Indep. 17 Jan. 55/3 The peeping moon con-
tributes to the harmonial rivalry of colour.

t Harmo'niau. Obs. rare 1
, [f. L. harmonia

HARMONY * -AN, after musician^ One versed in

harmony or music ;
a musician.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 1257 Lasus the harmonian
. .brought a great change into Musicke.

Harmonic (hainynik), a. and sb. [ad. L.

harmonic-us, a. Gr. apiaovixos skilled in music,
musical, in neut. pi. ap/jiovtxa as sb.,theory ofmusic,
music, f. dp/iovia HARMONY : see -1C. Cf. F. har-

monique (i4th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).]
A. adj. 1. Relating to music, musical ; in re-

ference to ancient music, Relating to melody as

distinguished from rhythm. Obs. exc. in specific
uses.

Harmonic hand: a figure of the left hand, having the
finger-joints marked with the syllables denoting the notes
of Guido Aretino's scale. Harmonic telegraph : see quot.
1884.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 121/33 Harmonicke, harrnonicus.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 1259 The Harmonique skill

conteineth the knowledge ofintervals, compositions, sounds,
notes and mutations. 1694 W. HOLDER Harmony (1731)
Introd.. Of the Nature of Sound in General ; and then, more
particularly, of Harmonick Sounds. 1782 BURNEY Hist.
Mus. II. 90 No proof can be found in the writings ofGuido
that the Harmonic Hand was of his construction. 1852
DICKENS Bleak Ho. xi, At the Sol's Arms, where the Har-
monic Meetings take place. 1880 W. H. HUSK in Grove
Diet. Mus. I. 82 An association for. .printing the best music
..called the Royal Harmonic Institution. Hid. 691 Haring-
ton. .born in 1727. .founded the Harmonic Society of Bath.
1884 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. Supp., Harmonic telegraph, a
telephone, which sends messages by audible musical tones.

b. Addicted to music ; musical, nonce-use.

1796 BURNEY Mem. Metastasio II. 200 Heroes of the
harmonic family, [bid. II. 377 Take care of your health,
for the honour of the harmonic family.
2. Sounding together with pleasing effect ; har-

monious, in harmony, concordant.
Harmonic triad, an old name for the common chord.

1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 687 With Heav'nly touch of instru-
mental sounds In full harmonic number joind. 1728 POPE
Dune. ii. 254 Ass intones to Ass. Harmonic twang ! of
leather, hom and brass, c 1800 K. WHITE Music vi, Softest
flutes or reeds harmonic join'd. 1845 Encycl. Meirop. V. 774
Harmonic triad . . another name for the common chord.
1872 HUXLEY Phys. viii. 212 A tuning-fork may be set

vibrating, if its own particular note or one harmonic with it,

be sounded in its neighbourhood.
b. Melodious, tuneful, sweet-sounding, rare.

1815 W. H. IRELAND Scribbleomania 36 Harmonic and
vigorous poesy.
3. Mus. Relating to harmony (as distinct from

melody and rhythm) ; belonging to the combina-
tion of musical notes in chords.
1661 BLOUNT Glossogr. (ed. 2), Harmonick. .that pertains

to harmony, which is the accord of divers sounds or notes.

1784 SIR W. JONES Mus. Modes Hindus Wks. 1799 I. 413
Natural philosophy . . limits the number of mixed, or bar-

monick,soundstoa certain series. i869OusELEYC<7w/<^. i.

i When we look at a piece ofharmonized music from the har-
monic point of view, we confine our attention to the chords
of which it is composed. 1879 Sat. Rev. 6 Dec. 699 Chro-
matic notes are used . . for two . . purposesa harmonic

purpose in modulation to new keys, and a melodic purpose
in ornamentation.

4. Acoustics and Mus. Applied to the tones pro-
duced by the vibration of a sonorous body in aliquot
parts of its length (see B. 2); relating to such tones.
Harmonic scale : the scale formed by the series of har-

monics ofa fundamental note. Harmonic stop : an organ-
stop in which each of the pipes is pierced with a small hole
in the middle of its length, so as to give the note correspond-
ing to half the length ; e. g. the harmonicflute.
1831 BREWSTER Nat. Magic viii. (1833) 182 The acute

sounds given out by each of the vibrating portions are called
harmonic sounds. 1867 TYNDALL Sonnd iii. 123 The sounds
of the Eolian harp are produced by the division of suitably
stretched strings into a greater or less number of harmonic

parts by a current of air passing over them. 1880 E. J.
PAYNE in Grove Diet. Mus. I. 665 Any brass instrument,
such as the hunting horn or military bugle . . yields the
familiar harmonic scale. 1880 E. J. HOPKINS Ibid. 666
Harmonic stops have in recent years come into great favour.
1881 C. A. EDWARDS Organs 157 [The] Harmonic-flute .. is

an open flue stop . . of extreme beauty, the tone being full

and fluty.

t b. Optics. Applied to '
accidental

'

or subjec-
tive complementary colours, formerly supposed to
be analogous to harmonic sounds. Obs.

1831 BKEWSTER Optics xxxvi. 309 As in acoustics, where
every fundamental sound is..accompanied with its harmonic
sound, so.. the sensation of one [colour] is accompanied by
a weaker sensation of its accidental or harmonic colour.

1858 G. BARNARD Landscape Paint. 20 The term harmonic
has been applied to accidental colours because the primitive
and its accidental colour harmonise with each other in

painting.

5. Math. a. Applied to the relation of quantities
whose reciprocals are in arithmetical progression
(e.g. i, |, J, |, . . .) ; or to points, lines, functions,
etc., involving such a relation ; HARMONICAL 7.
iThis application, which originated with the ancient Pytha-

goreans, is generally held to have arisen from the fact that
a string or other sonorous body, divided into segments whose
lengths are

4> i, i, etc. of the total length, gives a definite
series of musical notes whose relations are of fundamental
importance in harmony; see A. 4, B, 2.)
Harmonic conjugates, each of the two pairs of points AB,

CD, in relation to the other pair, in a straight line ACISD
divided harmonically at C and B. //. tUvitim, division of
a line at four points A, C, B, D, such that the lengths AC,
AB, AD, are in harmonic proportion ; also analogous divi-
sion of an angle or other magnitude. H. pencil, a system
of four straight lines in a plane meeting at one point, such as
to divide harmonically every straight line that cuts them.
H. progression, the relation ofa series of quantities whose
reciprocals are in arithmetical progression, or such a series
itself. H. proportion, the relation of three quantities in
harmonic progression ; the second is said to be a harmonic
mean between the first and third. H. range or row, a series
of four points in a straight line, forming two pairs ofharmonic
conjugates.
1706 W. JONES Syn. Palmar. Matheseos 79 Whence, if

the 2 first Terms of an Harmonic Proportion be given, the
3d. is readily found. 1862 MULCAHY Mod. Geom. 7 Four
right lines drawn from the same point and cutting a right
line harmonically (called a harmonic pencil ) will also cut har-

monically any other right line meeting them. 1881 CASEY
Sequel to Euclid 88 If C and D be harmonic conjugates to
A and B, AB is called a harmonic mean between AC and
AD. 1885 LEUDESOORF Cremona's Proj. Geom. 41 If. .the
harmonic range.. be projected upon any other straight line,
its projection . . will also be a harmonic range. 1895 STORY-
MASKELYNE Crystallogr. 63. 75 Harmonic division of a
zone. Ibid., The harmonic division of an angle.

b. Harmonic motion, a periodic motion, which
in its simplest form (simple harmonic motion') is

like that of a point in a vibrating string, and is

identical with the resolved part, parallel to a dia-

meter, of uniform motion in a circle. Hence in

many connexions, as
Harmonic function, a function consisting of a series of

terms, each of which expresses a harmonic motion ; in a
wider sense, any function that satisfies a differential equa-
tion_

of a class of which that expressing a simple harmonic
motion is the first example. Harmonic analysis, the calculus
of harmonic functions, an important part of modern mathe-
matical analysis. Harmonic curve, a curve in which the
ordinates are a simple harmonic function of the abscissae

J
a

curve of sines. Harmonic analyser, an integrating machine
invented by Lord Kelvin for producing mechanically the
harmonic constituents of meteorological, tidal, and other
curves.

1867 THOMSON & TAIT Nat. Phil. I. i. 53 Simple har-
monic motion .. Such motions [are] approximately those of
the simplest vibrations of sounding bodies ., whence their
name. Ibid. 56 The velocity of a point executing a simple
harmonic motion is a simple harmonic function of the time.
Ibid. 75 A complex harmonic function, with a constant term
added, i_s

the proper expression, .for any. .periodic function.
Ibid. i. i. App. B, The. .method..commonTy referred to by
English writers as that of '

Laplace's Co-efficients
'

. . is here
called spherical harmonic analysis . . A spherical harmonic
function is defined as a homogeneous function, V, of x,y, z,

which satisfies the equation
-rT- + ;

+ -^ = o.
dx* dy' d&

1882 MINCHIN Unipl. Kinemat. 7 If a point, .moves, .round
in a circle with constant velocity, the foot . . of the perpen-
dicular from the point on any diameter of the circle moves
backwards and forwards.. with a motion which is called a
simple harmonic motion.

6. Relating to or marked by harmony, agreement,
or concord (in general sense) ; harmonizing in aspect
or artistic effect ; harmonious in feeling, etc.

1756 T. AMORY J. Buncle (1770) I. i. 33, I came to a little

harmonic building, that had every charm and proportion
architecture could give it. 1784 J. POTTER Virtuous
Villagers 1. 1 10 Souls . . united by harmonic union. 1796 H.
HUNTER tr. St. Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) II. 3 The most
harmonic of all contrasts. 1893 J. PULSFORD Loyalty to
Christ II. 435 He is Harmonic Man, He is God manifested.

7. Anat. Belonging to or of the nature of a HAR-
MONIA, q.v.
1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. (1828) III. xxxiv. 402 note,
A harmonic suture is when the margins of two flat bones
simply touch each other without any intermediate substance.

B. sb.

1. //. A theory or system of musical sounds or

intervals; that part of acoustics which relates to

music. (Rarely in sing.) Obs. exc. in reference
to ancient systems.
1709-29 V. MANDEY Syft. Math., Arith. 48 That the
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sounds, 2. of intervals, 3. of genera, 4. of systems, 5. of

tones, 6. of mutations, 7. of melopceia. 1837 WHEWELL
Hist. Induct. Sc. (1857) I. 50 The truths of Harmonics . .

were cultivated with much care.

2. (Short for harmonic tone.') One of the secon-

dary or subordinate tones produced by vibration of

the aliquot parts of a sonorous body (as a string,

reed, column of air in a pipe, etc.) ; usually accom-

panying the primary or fundamental tone produced

by the vibration of the body as a whole. Also

called overtones or upper partials (as being of

higher pitch than the fundamental tone).
Harmonics are sometimes produced independently, as in

the violin and other stringed instruments by varying the

point of contact of the bow, or by lightly pressing the string
with the finger at special points, and in certain wind instru-

ments by varying the force or direction of the breath.

Xatitral harmonics : the series of harmonics naturally pro-
duced by the vibration of a string, etc., in halves, thirds,

quarters, and so on ; also, on instruments of the violin class,

harmonics obtained from an open string, those from a

stopped string being called artificial harmonics. Graw
harmonic '. a name sometimes given to a low tone resulting
from the combination of two tones differential tone.

1777 SIR W. JONES Ess. Arts Poems, etc. 196 These acces-

sory sounds, which are caused by the aliquots of a sonorous

body vibrating at once, are called harmonicks, and the whole

system of modern Harmony depends upon them. 1831 H.
MELVILL in Preacher \\. 2811 The harmonics of some Italian

musician. 1880 E. J. PAYNE in Grove Diet. A/us. I. 664 The
harmonics. . determine .. as has been lately proved by Helm-
holtz, the quality of musical tones. Ibid. 665

^
Natural

harmonics, .are an important resource in harp music. .Brass

instruments are richest in the practical employment^ of

harmonics. 1884 HAWEIS My Musical Life i. 26-7 Playing
all sort of melodies in flute-like harmonics.

3. Math. = Harmonic function (A. 5 b), in the

wider sense. Spherical harmonic
',

a harmonic

function having a relation to Spherical Geometry
akin to that which functions expressing harmonic

motion have to Plane Geometry. Such are spheri-

cal solid harmonics, spherical surface harmonics^

sectorial, tessera/, and zonal harmonics, etc.

1867 THOMSON & TAIT Nat. Philos. i. i. App. B, General

expressions for complete spherical harmonics of all orders.

1873 MAXWELL Electr. $ Magn. I. 163 When the poles are

given, the value of the harmonic for a given point on the

sphere is a perfectly definite numerical quantity. 1883
WATSON & BURBURY Math. Th. Electr. $ Magn.^ I. 67 To
express the potential at any point P of any distribution of
matter in a series of spherical solid harmonics. Ibid. 68 It

is evident that the density of this distribution on the sphere
must be symmetrical about OC, and must therefore be ex-

pressible in a series of zonal harmonics with OC as axis.

Harmonica (haimp'nika). Also 8 armonica.

[fern, of L. harmonicus HARMONIC, used subst.]

1. Name of several different musical instruments.

a. An instrument invented by Dr. B. Franklin, consisting
of a row of hemispherical glasses fitted on an axis turned

the tones are produced in various ways from graduated
glass bowls or tubes, b. An instrument consisting of a row
of glass plates mounted on a resonance-box and struck with
hammers, c. A kind of mouth-organ ; also applied to other

wind-instruments with reeds. (See also HARMONICON.)
1761 FRANKLIN Lett. Wks. 1887 III. 204 In honor of your

musical language, I have borrowed from it the name of this

instrument, calling it the Armonica. 1778 Phil. Surv. S.

fret. 453 The invention of the musical glasses, now improved
into the harmonica. 1831 CARI.YLE Misc. (1857) II. 207
His genius is not an ^EpHan harp, but a scientific harmonica.

1863 TYNDALL Heat viii. 301 The flame would sing, .as in

the well known case of the hydrogen harmonica. 1880

GROVE Diet. Mus. I. 663 The name Harmonica is now used
for a toy-instrument of plates of glass hung on two tapes
and struck with hammers. 1880 A. J. HIPKINS Ibid. 667
In England keyboard harmonicas with bellows were known
by the name of Seraphine.
2. Name given to different organ-stops.
1840 Specif. Organ, Tmvn Hall, Birmingham in Grove

Diet. Mtts. II. 601 On Solo Manual . . Harmonica, 4 ft. 185*
SEIDEL Organ 98 Harmonica . . is a register of a most refined,
delicate tone. 1880 STAINER & BARRETT Diet. Mus. T.,
Harmonica . . A name sometimes given to a mixture stop
on foreign organs.

Harmonica! (haimp'nikal), a. Also 6 ar-

monical. [f.
as HARMONIC + -AL.]

1. Marked by harmony oragreement; harmonious,
concordant: = HARMONICA. 6. (In later use mostly

fg. from 4.) Now rare.

1531 ELYOT Gov. \. xx, Sierras and pianettes, and their

motions harmonicall. 1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad.
I. (1589) 415 To distribute liberally and according to har-

monicall proportion their gifts, graces, and good turnes.

1676 CUDWORTH Sertn. i Cor. xv. 57 (ed. 3) 81 The soul of

man was harmonical as God at first made it, till sin, dis-

ordering the strings and faculties, put it out of tune. 1691-

1701 NORHIS Ideal World^ 11. xii. (1704) 465 The harmonical

consent of these two Divine writers, 1851 RUSKIN Stones

Ven. I. xx. 1 8 The arrangement of shadows . . in certain

harmonical successions.

2. Relating to or obtained by collation of parallel

passages in different books : see HARMONY 6.

1612 T. TAYLOR Comm, Titus i. ii Partly by the expresse
texts of Scripture : partly by harmonical, parallel, and
sutable places. 1697 C. LESLIE Snake in Grass (ed. 2) 354
One Harmonical Gospel made out of the four Gospels.
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1 3. Belonging or relating to music, musical :

= HARMONIC a. r. Obs.

1603 HOLLAND riniai-cKs Mor. 581 (R.) To judge of song
and harmonical measures. 1626 BACON Sylva 105 After

euery three whole Notes Nature requireth, for all Har-
momcall vse, one Halfe-Note to be interposed. 1796
HUTTON Math, Diet., Harmonical Interval^ the difference

between two sounds, in respect of acute and grave. 1837
WHEWELL Hist. Induct. Sc. (1857) I. 255 What new har-

monical truth was illustrated in the Gregorian chant?

f b. In ancient Greek music :
= ENHARMONIC i.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch\\ Mor. 486 (R.) Among sundry
kinds of music, that which is called chromaticaJ. .enlargeth
. .the heart, whereas the harmonical contracteth and draweth
it in.

1 4. Of sounds, etc., esp. of musical notes : Har-

monious, concordant, consonant ; sweet-sounding,
tuneful :

= HARMONIC a. 2. Obs.

15. . Proverbis in Antiq. Rep. (1809) IV. 409 In the Speris
of the planettls makynge sownde armonical. 1596 FITZ-

GEFFRAY Sir F. Drake (1881) 24 Fetch Orpheus harpe with

strings harmonicall. 16*6 BACON Sylva 873 Harmonicall

Sounds, and Discordant Sounds are both Actiue and Poshiue.

1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Harmonical intervals, .are the

same with concords. 1774 MITFORD Hannony of Lang,
186 The Italian has harmonical graces which the English
cannot reach.

t b. transf. Of verse : Rhythmical, melodious,

sweet-sounding. Obs.

1580 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie ii. (Arb.) 144 This ditty of

th' Erie of Surries, passing sweete and harmonicall. 1651
ASHMOLE Theat. Chem. Brit. Proleg. 12 Unlesse their

Verses, .were form'd with an Harmonicall Cadence.

6. Relating to harmony, or the combination of

notes in music : = HARMONIC a. 3. ? Obs.

1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., In its more proper and
limited sense, harmonical composition, .may be defined, the

art of . . concerting several single parts together, in such
manner as to make one agreeable whole. 1795 MASON Ch,
Mus. i. 10 Not only the effect of musical sounds m melodious

succession, but of these too in harmonical combination.

f6. = HARMONIC a. 4. Obs.

1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Harmonical sounds are pro-
duced by the parts of chords, etc. which vibrate a certain

number of times while the whole chord vibrates once.

7. Math. = HARMONIC (7.5. fHarmonical num-
bers : numbers in harmonic progression (obs.}.

1569 J. SANFORD tr. Agrippa's Van. Aries 25 b, Of Har-
monical Numbers, and Geometrical. 1597 MORLEY Introd.

Mus. Annotat., Harmonical proportion is . .when the greatest
of three termes is so to the least as the difference of the

greatest and middle termes is to the difference of the

middle and least. 1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Harmon-
ical series is a series of many numbers in continual har-

monical proportion. 1881 CASEY Sequel to Euclid 89 The
reciprocals of lines in arithmetical' progression are in har-

monical progression. 1882 C. SMITH Conic Sect. (1885) 53

PQ-.PS'.: PR-PQ : PS-PR, so that PQ PR PS are in

harmonical proportion.

fb. as,r. (pi.} Straight lines forming a harmonic

pencil; quantities in harmonical progression. Obs.

a 1746 MACLAURIN Algebra. (1779) 456 Any right line which
meets four harmonicals is cut by the same harmonically.

1796 HUTTON Math. Diet. s.v., The reciprocals of Har-
monicals are arithmeticals.

t 8. Anat. = HARMONIC a. 7. Obs.

1578 BANISTER Hist. Man i. 5 A simple line, and Har-
monicall meting, haue the Bones of the nose.

Harmonically (hainynikali), adv. [f. prec.

1 1. In the way of harmony or agreement ; agree-

ingly, harmoniously. (Sometimesy^. from 2.) Obs.

1604 T. WRIGHT Passions v. 3. 175 A flexible . . voice,
accommodated in manner correspondent to the matter . .

conueyeth the passion most aptly, .and almost harmonically.

1613 F. ROBARTS Rev, Gosp. 65 What point soeuer the

fathers do harmonically and with consent of all, agreeingly
maintain. 1681 FLAVEL Meth. Grace xiii. 265 One and the

same spirit harmonically works in all believers through the

world.

f2. With harmony or concord of sounds; con-

cordantly, tunefully, harmoniously. Obs.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie n.i. (ArtOyg Poesie is a skill

to speake and write harmonically. 1691 NORRIS Pract. Disc.

109 A Lute, .though never so Harmonically Set and Tuned,
yields no Musick till its Strings be artfully touched. 1751

JOHNSON Rambler No. 88 p 3 The sounds of the consonants

are less harmonically conjoined.

3. Mus. In relation to harmony.
1775 STEELE in Phil. Trans. LXV. 74 These two specimens

of melody .. are harmonically the same, though rhythmi-

cally different. 1880 C. H. H. PARRY in Grove Diet. Mus.
I. 676 Otherwise they [the chords] would have no notes in

common and the connection between them harmonically
would not be ostensible.

4. Math. In a harmonic relation or proportion.
1597 MORLEY Introd. Mus. Annot. (. *.) ij, If you diuide

the same [diapason") harmonically. 1603 HOLLAND Plu-

tarch*$ Mor. 1255 Plato, .intending to declare harmonically
the harmony of the foure elements of the soule . . in each

interval hath put downe two medieties of the soule, and that

acordingto musical proportion. 1676 Phil. Trans. XI. 745
One only line cut in three parts, which Line he calls cut

harmonically. 1706 W. JONES Syn, Palmar. Matheseos 79
When 3 Terms are so disposed . . they are said to be

Harmonically Proportional. 1882 C. SMITH Conic Sect. (1885)

53 If PQRS be a harmonic range, then Q and S are said

to be harmonically conjugate with respect to P and R.

t Harmo'nicalness. Obs. * Harmonical
'

quality ; tunefulness, harmoniousness.

1691-8 NORRIS Pract. /?<:. (1711) II 1. 209 That connexion
that is between such Motions upon it [the lute] and the

Harmonical ness of its seund.

HARMONIOUSLY.

Harmoilichord (hann<rnikfid). [ad. F. har-

monicoi'de, f. harmonium + corde CHORD.] A key-
board instrument invented by Kaufmann in 1810,
in which the tone (resembling that of a violin^ was

produced by the friction of a revolving cylinder,

charged with rosin, against the strings.

1835 Stippl. to Mas. Library II. July 71 The harmoni-

chord was not quite in tune. 1880 in GROVE Diet. Mas.

t Harmonician (hajmanrjan). Oi>s. [f. HAR-
MONIC + -IAN : cf. musician^ One versed in har-

mony or musical theory.
1760 STILES in Phil. Trans. LI. 699 The modes admitted

by the Aristoxenians were thirteen . . to which two more
were added by later harmonicians. 1776 SIR J. HAWKINS
Hist. Mus. I. III. vii. 334 Ptolemy and the rest of the Greek
harmonicians.

Harmonicon (haimp-nikfrh). [a.Gr. ap/iovmov,
neut. sing, of ap/toviit6s HARMONIC.] A name given
to various musical instruments.

a. = HARMONICA i a. b. = HARMONICA i b ; also applied
to instruments similarly constructed, c. A mouth-organ
consisting of a row of free reeds arranged in a case so as to

give different notes by expiration and inspiration, d. A
kind of barrel-organ with a number of stops imitating various

orchestral instruments ; also called orchestrion. e. Chem-
ical harmonicon, an apparatus in which musical tones are

produced by flames of hydrogen or other gas burning in

glass tubes.

1815 Specif. F. H. Smith's Patent (U.S.) 7 Apr., Musical

glasses, called the Grand harmonicon. 1842 Mechanic's Mag.
XXXVI I. 70 The pressure of the performer's finger . . is the

great charm of such instruments as the harmonicon [etc.].

1864 ENGEL M-us. Anc. Nat. n Instruments consisting of a

series of pieces of sonorous wood . . made to vibrate by being
beaten with a stick or hammer, like our harmonicon. 1875
LOEWY & FOSTER tr. Weinhold's Introd. Exp. Phys, 374 As
in the glass-harmonicon which consists of strips of glass
affixed to cords at the nodal points. Ibid. 379 The apparatus
. .has been termed the chemical harmonicon. 1880 STAIKXR&
BARRETT Diet. Mus. T.. Harmonicon, a toy instrument which
consists of free reeds inclosed in a box in such a way that

inspiration produces one set of sounds, respiration another.

1885 Daily News 17 Aug. 6/1 (Stanf.) A very great curiosity
is the rock harmonicon, or musical stones ..'reduced to

music
'

by Crosthwaite, of Keswick.

Harmonious (hajmoo-nias), a. Also 6 ar-

monious, St. ermonius. [ad. F. harmonitux

(i4th c.), f. harmonic HARMONY : see -ous.]
1. Marked by harmony, agreement, or concord ;

agreeing,accordant,concordant,congruous ; having
the parts or elements in accord so as to form a con-

sistent or agreeable whole.

1638 T. WHITAKER Blood of'Grape 6 If contraries shall bee
adhibited to a harmonious temper, 'tis the cause of discord.

1643 MILTON Divorce II. xiii, The . . statutes of God . . are

most constant and most harmonious each to other. 1753
HOGARTH Anal. Beauty viii. 40 A .. harmonious order of

architecture in all its parts. 1804 J. GRAHAME Sabbaih 816

Th1 ethereal curve of seven harmonious dyes. i8W. IRVING

Sketch Bk. I. 40 The very difference in their characters

produced an harmonious combination.

b. Marked by agreement of feeling or sentiment ;

free from discord or dissent; consentient, unanimous.

I74 Wodrtno Corr. (1843) III. 116, I .. am glad Mr.

Paisley's call will be harmonious. 1849 MACAULAY Hist.

Eng. II. 213 No constitutional question had ever been

decided, .with more harmonious consent. 1870 E. PEACOCK

RalfSkirl. 1. 160 A long and not quite harmonious interview

with his wife,

2. Characterized by harmony of sounds; sounding

together with agreeable effect ; in harmony, con-

cordant; tuneful, sweet-sounding; full of harmony.
1540 Compl. Scot. vi. 64 His ermonius sang. 1570 DEE

Math. Pref. 22 As, for Astronomic, the eyes ; So for Har-

monious Motion, the eares were made, c 1586 CTESS
PEMBROKE Ps. XLVII. iii, Hark, how did ring Harmonious
aire with trumpetts sound. 1633 G. HERBERT Temple,
Aaron i, Harmonious bells. 1784 COWPER Task I. 767 Your

songs confound Our more harmonious notes. 1836-7 DICKENS
Sk. Boz,Miss Evans >t Eagle i4oThey formed an harmonious

quartett. 1853 C. BRONTE Villette xli, His voice.. mixed

harmonious with the silver whisper . . [of] light breeze, foun-

tain, and foliage.

b. trans/. Of persons: Singing, playing, or

speaking tunefully or agreeably.
1530 PALSGR. Introd. 15 The frenchemen . . covet . . to be

armonious in theyr speking. 1591 GREENE Groat's W. Wit

(1617) ii The sight and hearing of this harmonious beauty.

1738 GLOVER Lconidas \. 400 Harmonious youths . . In lofty,

sounding strains his praise record. 1880 GROVE Diet. Mus.

I. 655/1 The popular air known as 'The Harmonious

Blacksmith '.

Harmoniously (hajmon-nissli), adv. [f. prec.

+ -LT
'*.]

Jn a harmonious manner.

1. In the way of agreement or congruity ;
in har-

mony ;
so as to form a consistent whole.

1631 PORTER Old Mus. Airs in Brit. Bibl. (1812) II. 319
Who hath a human soule and musicke hates-Hates his owne

soule that's made harmoniously. 1695 LD. PRESTON Boeth.

III. 151 The Sovereign Good which ruleth all things power-

fully, and disposeth them softly and
harmoniously.^ ..1819

MONTGOMERY Hymn ' The glorious universe around
'

ii, All

His works with all His ways Harmoniously unite,

b. With harmony of feeling or sentiment.

1671 J. WEBSTER Metallogr. xii. 178 They . . did bar-

moniously agree. 1770 BURKE Pres. Discont. (R.),
It was

their wish to see publick and private virtues not dissonant

and jarring . . but harmoniously combined. 1883 FROUDE
Short Stud. IV. i. xii. 159 They were now able to work

harmoniously together.

2. With harmony of sounds ; tunefully.
13



HAKMONIOTJSNESS.

1611 COTGR., MelodieMsemtni , melodiously, harmoniously,

musically, tunably. 1635 SHIRLEY Coronat. v. (R.), Aking s

name Doth sound harmoniously to men at distance, a 1720

SHEFFIELD (Dk. Buckhm.' Wks. (1753) I. 269 Poetry, har-

moniously divine.

Harmo-niousness. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.]

Harmonious condition or quality.

1679 KING in G. Hickes Spirit ofPopery (1680) 37 Har-

moniousness and Oneness in the things of God. 1696

TOWERSON Serin. Ch. Mus. 27 The Organ.. both by the

Lowdness, and the Harmoniousness thereof doth . . carry

the Voices of Men along with it,

Harmoniphon, -phone (haamp-nif<Jn, -f<?n).

[mad. f. Gr. apitovia HARMONY + -<fuvos -sounding.

Cf. F. harmoniphon (Littre).]
A musical instrument consisting of a tube like that

of a clarinet, inclosing a set of free reeds governed

by a keyboard like that of a harmonium. Also

applied to a musical box with a combination of

reeds and pipes.
1839 Mus. World Oct. 410 The Harmoniphon . . lately in-

vented by M. Paris of Dijon, .resembles.. the concertina.,

but it is played by keys like those of a pianoforte. 1880

Libr. Univ. Kiurwl. X. 335 When they [musical boxes] have

a combination of reeds and pipes, they are known as flutes,

celestial voices, and harmoniphones. 1884 Encycl. Brit.

XVII. 106/2 Barrel organs, mechanical flutes, celestial

voices, harmoniphones.

Harmonist (ha-jmonist). [f.
HARMONIZE v. :

see-iST ;
cf. K. harmonists ( iSthc. in Hatz.-Darm.).]

1. One skilled in musical harmony, a. A player,

singer, or composer of 'harmonies' or tuneful

sounds ; a musician. Alsoyf^. A poet (cf. singer}.

1741 YOUNG Nt. Tk. in. 81 Sweet Harmonist ! and beautiful

as sweet '. 1791 HUDDESFORD Salmag. 83 Ballads I have
heard rehears'd By harmonists itinerant, a 1800 COWPER
Lines to Dr. Darwin 3 Sweet harmonist of Flora's court !

1828 WORDSW. Power ofSound xii, The Ocean is a mighty
harmonist.

b. A composer skilled in harmony (as distin-

guished from melody, etc.) ;
one versed in the

theory of harmony, a writer on harmony.
a 1790 ADAM SMITH fmit.Arts H. Ess. (1795) 174 A musician

may be a very skilful harmonist, and yet De defective in . .

melody, .and expression. 1873 LOWELL Amottgmy Bks. Ser.

ii. 284 Milton was a harmonist rather than a melodist. 1880

E. GURNEY Power ofSound 271 Modern harmonists are un-

willing to acknowledge that the minor triad is less consonant
than the major.

c. One of a school of ancient Greek musical

theorists who founded the rules of music on the

subjective effects of tones, not on their mathematical

relations, as the canonists did.

1570 DEE Math. Pref. 22 The Controuersie betwene the

auncient Harmonistes, and Canonistes.

2. One who collates and harmonizes parallel nar-

ratives, or the like ; one who makes a harmony, esp.

of the Gospels : see HARMONY 6.

1713 NELSON Life Bp. Bull (1714) 140 He chargeth the

Harmonist with confounding the Terms of Scripture. 1871
FREEMAN Hist. Ess. (1872) 17 The .. careful translator and
harmonist of the English Chronicles. 1896 W. F. ADENEY
How to read the Bible 108 The temptation of the harmonist
is to smooth away all differences between the accounts he
has set himself to bring into line.

3. One who reduces something to harmony, agree-

ment, or concord ;
a harmonizer.

1809-10 COLERIDGE Friend (1865) 78 The intelligence which
. .controls, .occurrences, is. .represented, .under the name. .

of the supreme harmonist. 1840 LYTTON Pilgr. Rhine xix.
The swayers and harmonists of souls. 1876 FAIRBAIRN in

Contemp. Rev. June 140 The harmonists of science and re-

ligion he rated as little better than knaves.

b. Pre-established harmonist, one who accepts
the doctrine of pre-established harmony : see HAR-
MONY i. (nonce-use)
1838 Blac/nv. Mag. XLIV. 234 The occasionalists and

pre-established harmonists.

4. (with capital ff.) One of a communistic reli-

gious body in the United States, founded by Geo.

Kapp of Wiirtemberg in 1803; they settled in

Pennsylvania, and founded a town called Harmony
(

vwhence their name), and another called Economy.
1824 BYRON yuan xv. xxxv, When Rapp the Harmonist

embargo'd marriage. 1875 A'. Amer. Rev. CXX. 227 The
followers of Rapp at Economy (the Harmonists).

Harmonistic (haimoni-stik), a. and sb. [f.

prec. + -1C.]

A. adj. lielonging to the work of a harmonist

(sense 2) ; relating to the collation and harmonizing
of parallel passages.
1860 ELLICOTT Life Our Lord i. 19 note. Modern writers

on harmonistic study. 1881 WESTCOTT & HORT Grk. N. T.
II. 124 Its most dangerous work is 'harmonistic' corruption,
that is, the partial or total obliteration of differences in

passages otherwise more or less resembling each other.

B. sb. (Also in //.) Harmonistic studies ; the

branch of Biblical criticism which seeks to har-

monize the Gospels or other parts of the Scripture
narrative.

'*7S J- B. M'CLELLAN N. Test. 372 The present entirely
independent contribution to Harmonistics. 1886 A. B. BRUCE
Mirac. Eltm. in Gosp. iv. 137 The old Harmonistic..
reduced the divergent narratives into conformity, .on the
principal that [etc.].

Hence Harmoni'stically adv., in the manner of
a harmonist ; in relation to a '

harmony
'

of writings.

98

i88s J. S. BLACK tr. H'cllliattseu's Proleg. Hist, Israel \-.

i. 154 The precept being thus harmonistically doubled.
^

Harmonium (ha.imtf"niz<m). [a.F. /larmtmiiiHi

'invented by Debain, 1840), deriv. of Gr.-L. har-

monia or Gr. dp^onos harmonious : cf. melodium."\
A keyboard instrument, the tones of which are

produced by free metal ' reeds ', tongues, or
' vibra-

tors ', actuated by a current of air from bellows,

usually worked by treadles ; a kind of reed-organ.

Strictly distinguished from the A merican organ by the fact

that the air is driven outwards through the reed-pipes,

whereas in the latter it is sucked inwards ; but the name is

sometimes extended to include the American organ.

1847 Illustr. Land. Nnvs 7 Aug. 95/2 Pianos, melodmms,
harmoniums, eolinas, &c. too dear at any price. 1879

STAINER Music ofBible 27 What could the musical historian

of a thousand years hence gather of the construction of

a harmonium [etc.), from the derivation of their respective
names? 1880 Miss ERADDON Just as I ant xxxiv, The
schoolmistress began her voluntary on the harmonium.

Hence Harmo'niumist, one who plays a har-

monium.
1886 Standard 18 Mar. 8/6 A Clergyman's daughter wishes

for an engagement as Harmomumist.

Harmonization (,ha:imon3iz?
1-
j3n;. [f. next

+ -ATION.J The action or process of harmonizing.
1. Reduction to harmony or agreement ; recon-

ciliation.

1837 G. S. FABER Justification xlix, The required har-

ig t

2. Mus. The adding of harmony to a melody.
1880 E. GURNEY Power ofSound 248 The harmonisation

of melodies.

Harmonize (ha'imonaiz), z>. Also 5 armon-

yse. [a. F. harmoniser (i5-i6th c. in Hatz.-

Darm.), f. harmonic HARMONY : see -IZE.]

f 1. intr. To sing or play in harmony. 06s. rare.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 255 b/2 The Thrones Songen, the

domynacyons maden melodye, The pryncypates armonysed.
2. intr. To be in harmony (with ;

to accord,

agree (in sense, sentiment, feeling, artistic effect, etc.).

1629 LIGHTFOOT Enibhim 153 R. Tancuman shewes how
the making of the Tabernacle narmonizeth with the making
of the world. 1839 JAMES Louis XI V, III. 24 It harmonizes
well with his general character. 1850M fCosn Div. Govt. 11.

L (1874) 129 Green . .harmonises with red. Mod. The colours

do not harmonize.

b. Mus. To be in harmony, form a concord.

1855 BAIN Senses $ Int. 11. ii. 10 The sounds that har-

monise are . . related to one another numerically in the

number of their vibrations.

3. trans. To bring into harmony, agreement, or

accord ;
to make harmonious.

a. To make harmonious or concordant in sound ;

to attune. (In quot. 1791, to fill with harmony or

music.)
1700 DRVDEN Cymon fy Iph. 34 Love first invented verse,

and form'd the rhime, The motion measur'd, harmoniz'd
the chime. 1791 W. BARTRAM Carolina 286 Most of these

beautiful creatures who annually people and harmonize our
forests and groves, .are birds of passage. 1864 TENNYSON
Sea Dreams 247 A music harmonizing our wild cries.

b. To reduce to internal harmony ; to render

tranquil or peaceful ; to make agreeable in artistic

effect. Also absol.

1727-46 THOMSON Summer 467 Every passion aptly har-

moniz'd. 1749 JOHNSON Irene III. i, When social laws first

harmonized the world. 1798 ANNA SEWARD Lett. (1811) V.

136 Those habits of style which . . harmonize and inspirit.

1812 BVRON Ch. Har. n. xlviii, Bluest skies that harmonize
the whole. 1850 ROBERTSON Sertn. Ser. ill. iv. (1872) 59 It

is the graces of the Spirit which harmonize the man, and
make him one.

c. To bring into agreement (two or more things,
or one thing with another) ; to reconcile.

1767 A. YOUNG Fanner's Lett. People 22 The wise policy
..is to harmonize agriculture and manufactures. 1845
MAI-RICE Mor. $ Met. Philos. in Encycl. Metro/*. II. 588/1
An attempt to harmonize the doctrines of the schools. 1871
L. STEPHEN Playgr. Eur. iv. in. 259 A man must have har-

monised himself with the scenery.

4. Mus. To add notes, usually of lower pitch, to

the notes of (a melody) so as to form chords ; to

add harmony to. Also absol.

1790 (title) Songs Composed by Mrs. Hodges. Har-
monised and Published by Mr. Hullmandel. 1875 OUSELEY

Harmony iv. 57 Take these three notes as a melody to be

harmonized. 1875 Mus. Form ii. 4 Any man may learn

how to harmonise correctly.

Hence Ha'rmonized fpl. a.
; Ha'rmonizing

vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1643 LIGHTFOOT Glean. Ex. (1648) 23 The serious Har-

monizing of the foure Evangelists together, .will make this

. .cleare. 1789 W. GILPIN Wye fed. 2) 61 Fogs .
._ spreading

over the landscape a beautiful, grey harmonizing tint.

1871 FREEMAN Hist. Ess. Ser. I. iv. 86 A harmonized
narrative of the martyrdom. 187* Daily Tel. n Jan., The
harmonising of labour and capital.

Harmonizer (ha imonaizai). [f. prec. + -ER1
.]

One who harmonizes (see the verb'.

1678 CUDWORTH Intel!. Syst. 215 Plutarch [supposed].,
that all the substance of. .the world did exist from eternity,
unmade ; so that God was only the orderer, or the metho-
dizer and harmonizer, thereof. 1861 J. S. ADAMS soooAfits.

Terms, Harmonizer . .is generally applied to those musicians
who add passages to the productions of others, fill up scanty

pieces, or garnish popular airs. 1865 DICKENS Mt. Fr.

in. vi, You, Sir, harmonizer with myself in opinions.

HARMONY.
b. spec.

= HARMONIST 2.

1713 NELSON Life Bp. Bnllfan) 103 Our Judicious Har-

monizer. 1761 W. CLEAVER Char. David 5 Disdain for

commentators and harmonizers. 1871 LIGHTFOOT Reins.

N. T. iv. 159 Some harmonizer devised the statement.

Harnionograph. (haiin(i'n<?graf). [f.
as next

+ -GRAPH.] An instrument for tracing curves re-

presenting sonorous vibrations.

1879 Jrnl. Set. N. S. I. 508 Mr. W. J. Wilson exhibited a

new harmonograph and figures drawn by it. 1880 A thetueum
20 Nov. 679/1 Mr. Bosanquet .. gave the mathematical

theory of the curves drawn by the harmonograph.

Harmonometer (hajmon^-mftaa). [ad. K.

harmonometre. irreg. f. harmonic HARMONT + mitre

(see -METER).] An instrument for measuring the

harmonic relations of musical notes.

1833 CRABB Teclinol. Diet., Harmonometre. 1828 WEB-
STER, Harmonometer. 1861 J. S. ADAMS 5000 Mus. Terms,
Harmonometre, a string drawn between two points, over

bridges so arranged as to be lengthened or shortened at

pleasure, and used for measuring the harmonic relations.

Harmony (ha-jmoni). Forms: 4-6 armonie,

ny(e, (5 armeny, ermony), 6 harmonye, 6-7

harmonie, 6- harmony, [a. F. harmonic iizth

c. in Hatz.-Dann.), = Pr., Sp., It. armonia, ad.

L. harmonia, a. Gr. appovta joining, joint, agree-

ment, concord of sounds, music, f. stem appo- of

apfios joint, apii6fiv to fit together, arrange.]

1. Combination or adaptation of parts, elements,

or related things, so as to form a consistent and

orderly whole ; agreement, accord, congruity.
Pre-established harmony, in the philosophy of Leibnitz, a

harmony between mind and matter, e.g. between the body
and soul, established before their creation, whereby their

actions correspond though no communication exists between

them.
c 1531 DEWES Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 1058 Others have

sayd that it [the operation of God] is a maner of armonie.

1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. xxxviii. S i The soule it selfe by
nature is, or hath in it, harmonie. 1603 BACON Adv. Learn.

i. iv. 6 (1873) 32 The harmony of a science, supporting
each part the other, is ..the true and brief confutation . . of

all the smaller sort of objections. 1745 De Foe's Eng.
Tradesman ii. (1841) I. 18 Here is a harmony of business,

and everything exact. 1814 SOUTHEY Roderick xxi. 382
To heavenliest harmony Reduce the seeming chaos. 1847
LvxtsHist.Philos. (r867> II. 273 His [Leibniu's] favourite

hypothesis of a Pre-established Harmony (borrowed from

Spinoza). 1860 TYNDALL Glac, n. xxiv. 353 Where other

forces mingle with that of crystallization, this harmony of

action is destroyed.

b. Phr. In harmony: in agreement or accord-

ance, consistent, congruous. So out of harmony.
i8rt KEATINGE Trav. (1817) I. 42 He may always be sure

of finding nature in harmony with herself. 1849 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. II. 149 This mode of attack.. was in perfect

harmony with every part of his infamous life. 1853

MAURICE Profit. 4- Kings i. ii The vox populi was the

vox Dei even when the two voices seemed most utterly out

of harmony.
2. Agreement of feeling or sentiment ; peaceable-

ness, concord. (Sometimes ssfig. from 4.)

1588 GREENE Pandosto (1843) 25 Coveting no other com-

panion but sorrowe, nor no other harmonie but repentance.

1667 MILTON P. L. vin. 605 Harmonie to behold in wedded

pair More grateful then harmonious sound to the eare. 1780

COWPER Progr. Err. 140 Love, joy, and peace make har-

mony more meet. 1844 H. H. WILSON Brit. IndialU. 408

The harmony which had thus been re-established with the

Court of Baroda.

b. Harmony Society : see HARMONIST 4.

1874 J. H. BLUNT Diet. Sects, Harmony Society, a com-

munity formed in 1805 by .. George Rapp, on the principle of

having all things common.

3. Combination of parts or details in accord with

each other, so as to produce an aesthetically pleasing

effect ; agreeable aspect arising from apt arrange-
! ment of parts.

1630 BULWER Anthropomet. 86 To make up the perfect

harmony of a Face. 1780 HARRIS Philol. Eng. Wks. (1841)

4iq How pleasing the harmony between hills and woods,
between rivers and lawns? 1879 Casselfs Tecltn. Educ. Hi.

192 Harmony results from an agreeable contrast.

4. The combination of musical notes, either

simultaneous or successive, so as to produce a

pleasing effect; melody; music, tuneful sound. (The
earliest sense in English ;

in mod. use more or less

associated with sense 5.)

Harmony of the spheres : see SPHERE.

^1384 CHAUCER //. Fame in. 306 Songes ful of Armonye.

1413 Pi/gr. Smvie (Caxton 1483) v. viii. 99 The trees folowed

mm [Orpheus] and the stremes stoden to heren his armony.

1531 KLYOT Gen', i. xx, Dauid . . playin^e swetelye on a harpe,

with his pleasant and perfect harmonie reduced his [Saul's]

minde in to his pristinale estate. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. in. iii.

18 What harmony is this? my good friends, harke. 1667

MILTON P. I., yn. 560 Ten thousand Harpes that tun'd

Angelic harmonies. 1756-7 tr. Keysler's Tram. (1760) III.

276 Inraptured with the harmony of a choir of angels. 1828

WORDSW. Pouter of Sound xiv, Harmony, blest queen of

smiles and tears, With her smooth tones and discords just.

b. gen. Pleasing combination or arrangement of

sounds, as in poetry or in speaking ; sweet or melo-

dious sound.

name. 1780 COWPER Table T. 701 Harmony, strength,

words exquisitely sought. 1864 TENNYSON Milton, O
mighty-mouthed inventor of harmonies. 1876 tr. Blaserna's



HARMOST.
Sound iii. 46 The poet;, hpeak often, and not without reason,

of the harmony of the waves.

5. .I/us. The combination of (simultaneous) notes

so as to form chords ; that part of musical art or

science which deals with the formation and relations

of chords ; the structure of a piece of music in rela-

tion to the chords of which it consists.

Distinguished from melody^ which is the succession of notes

forming an air or tune ; and, in strict modern use, from

counterpoint^ which is the comhinatlon of melodies; but

also used of any music in parts, and sometimes in early use

synonymous with counterpoint.
15*6 Pilgr. Per/, (W. de W. 1531) 291 They excede or

passe all ioyes as moche as armony passeth melody. 1616

KULLOKAR Eng. "./<., Harmonic* delightfull musicke of

many notes. 1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Harmonical,
The art of harmony nas long been known under the name
of counterpoint. 1782 BURNEV Hist. Mus. \\. 451 Figura-
tive harmony, consisting of three or four different melodies

moving together in consonance. 1867 MACFARREN Har-

mony i. 19 Singing in harmony of three parts. i875OuSELEY
Mns. Form i. 2 A knowledge of Harmony and Counter-

point. 1879 MACFARREN Counterp. i. 11881) 2 Harmony is

the simultaneous sounding of several notes, and includes

concords and discords.

6. A collation of passages on the same subject
from different writings, arranged so as to exhibit

their agreement and account for their discrepancies ;

now chiefly used of a work showing the correspon-
dences between the four Gospels and the chrono-

logical succession of the events recorded in them.

1588 Marprel. Epist. (Arb.) 8 The Harmonic of the Con-
fessions of all those Churches. .Which Harmonic was trans-

lated and printed by . . Thomas Thomas. 1607 A. WILLET
(title) An Harmonic vpon the First Booke of Samvel. .diuers

readings compared, [etc.]. 1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. t Evan-

gflicaljiarmony, a title of diverse books, composed to show
the uniformity and agreement of the accounts given by the

four Evangelists. 1732 HARLEY (title) An Essay for com-

posing a Harmony between the Psalms and other parts of

Scripture. 1756 J. MACKNIGHT (title) Harmony of the four

Gospels. 1896 W. F. ADENEV How to read the Bible 108

A 'harmony of the Gospels is an attempt to arrange the
several contributions of the four evangelists, so that they
shall all fall into their right places in a common story.

7. Anat. =HABMONIA.
1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 443 It., is distinguished from

the wedge bone by the bastard seame called a Harmony,
which is accounted for the ninth Suture. 1668 CULPEPPER
& COLE Barthol. Anat, Man. iv. v. 340 There are. .in the

Skul, also many harmonies, where the bones are joyned
together. 1841-71 T. R. JONES Anim. Kingd. (ed. 4) 312
A species of '

harmony ', as It is technically termed by
anatomists two plates of the skeleton being accurately
and immoveably fitted to each other, but without being
decidedly fastened together by serrated edges.

HarmOSt (haumpst). Also 8 harmoste. [ad.
Gr. apnooTr)$, f. appufav to fit, settle, regulate.]
One of the governors sent out by the Lacedaemonians

during their supremacy (after the Peloponnesian

war) to control the subject cities and islands.

'775 in ASH. 1797 HOLCROFT
Stolbergjs

Tra-v. (ed. 2) IV.
xci. 65 After the battle of Leuctra..the Spartans sent no
more Harmostes. 1852 GROTE Greece IX. 261 The few details

which we possess respecting these harmosts. .are all for the

most part discreditable. 1873 SYMONDS Grk. Poets Ser. i. i.

(1877) 27 Her generals and harmosts made use of their

authority for the indulgence of their private vices.

HarniOSty (haum^sti). [f. prec. + -Y, as if

after a Gr. *app6ffTfta.'] The office of a harmost.

1852 GROTE Greece n. Ixxiii. IX. 345 Lucrative posts,
harmosties and others, all monopolised by the Peers.

t Ha'rniOSyn. Obs. rare. [ad. Gr. appoavvos

(Hesych.) = d/^off-nfc.]
= HABMOST. Hence Har-

mosynian [rare], in same sense.

1594 Mirr. Policy (1599) 162 In the Spartane Common-
weale they had certain set Officers named Harmosyns, who
had in charge to punish the insolencie of women. 1788
Chambers' Cycl. s. v., Harmosynians were magistrates
among the Spartans.

Harmotome (ha-im^m). Mitt. Also erron.

harmotone. [a. F. karmotome (Haiiy), f. Gr.

dp/xos joint + -TO/JOS cutting ; app. in reference to

the fact that the octahedron divides parallel to the

plane that passes through the terminal edges.]
A hydrous silicate of aluminium and barium,

commonly occurring in cruciform twin crystals of

various colours. Also called cross-stone.

1804 R. JAMESON Syst. Min. I. 222 Cross-stone.. Harmo-
tome. Haiiy. 1851 RICHARDSON Geol. ii. (1855) 25 An
especial value was assigned to the mineral harmotome^ or

cross-stone, on account of the sacred emblem of which it was

supposed to be the type. 1881 Casselfs Pop. Educ. VI. 333
Harmotone . . being frequently found in twin crystals or

macles, so regular as to form in section a Maltese cross.

Haril (ham), sb.^ Obs. exc. Sc. Usually in pi.

hams, Sc. halms (h^rnzX Forms : 2 hsernes,

3-4 hernes, 4-5 harnys, 4-7 harnes, 5 herns,

(hernys, barneys, 6 haruis), 6- harns, 8- Sc.

hairns. [Late OE. or early ME. ksernes, ME.
kernes

; app. from Norse : cf. ON. hjarne^ -ni wk.
masc. \\*hernon-, *herznon-} brain (Sw. hierna

fern., Da, hierne) ;
also OHG. hirni (MHG. herne,

Ger. kirn) neut., MLG. kerne, karne, MDu. kerne

fern, and neut., kersene, harsene fern. (Du., in pi.

only, hersenen, hersens, /tar-}, all going back to an

orig. neater *hirzni
t *hirsni) which subseq. passed

into fern, in MDu. The OTeut. *farzn- t *hersn-,
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was co-radicate with Skr. tfnhn- head, and Gr.

tcpaviov skull, perh. also with L. cerc-bntm brain.]
llrain ; brains.

,11154 - f--- Chrou. an. 1137 Me dide cnotted strenges
abuton here ha:ued and uurythen to Sxt it gxde to be
harnes. (.1300 Havehk 1808 Was non of hem that his
hernes Ne lay ther ute ageyii the sternes. 1303 R. BRUNNE
Handl. Synne 5032 pe harnes lay vpp on be stone. 1375
BARBOUR Bruce xn. 56 He the hed till harnys claf. c 1440
Prouip. Pan 1

. 237/2 Hernys, or brayne (S. barneys),
ctrt&ritm, 1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. in. Ixxxix, My haruis
trimblit besily. 1570 LEVINS ftfanip. 32/39 Harne, cerebrum.
1672 Depos. Cast. York (Surtees) 187 She did take the ax
and knocked her husbands harnes out. 1693 Scot. Prcsbyt.
Eloq. (1738) 138 And make the Hairns of these Malignants
a Hodge podge. 1828 Craven Dial., Hams, brains. 1834
M. SCOTT Cruise Midge (1863* 65 My harns are strangely
confused. 1894 CROCKETT Raiders (ed. 3) 375 In ten minutes,
that wife's a weedow, an

1

gatherin
1

up her man's harns in
a napkin.

Ham, a. and sb.
1

* Also 6-7 harne. [A con-
tracted form of HARDEN a. and sbJ\

A., adj.
= HARDEN a.

1571 Safir. Poems Reform, xxix. 17 On sonday his gar-
mont wes of ane harne sek. 1855 ROBINSON Whitby Gloss.

s.v., A wide setten harn apron. i86a HISLOP Prov. Scotl.

22 As coarse as Nancie's harn sarkj three threads out of the

pound.
B. sb? = HARDEN sb.

1622-3 Inv ' i" Best's Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 162 note* Six

pound and a half of harden harne, and three of femble harne,
4S. 1651 Carlisle Crt. Leet Rolls in Ferguson & Nanson
Mnnic. Rec. Carlisle (1887) 292 For buying Hncloth harne
and yarne before the market! bell ring. 1790 BURNS Tarn
o' Shauler 171 Her cutty sark.o' Paisley barn, lyg^Statist.
Ace* Scotl. t Perthsh. VI. 236 (Jam.) Weavers who. .manu-
facture, .what they call Harn, and coarse packing cloth.

1806 FORSYTH Beauties Scotl. IV. 42 Coarse fabrics, pro-
vincially called tiuecls, hams, and straikens.

HameSS ^haunes), sb. Forms: 3-5 harnais,

4 hernis, 4-5 harnays, hernays, -eys, -oya, -es,

4-6 harnes, 4-7 her-, harneis(e, -eys(e, 5 bar-,

hernas, harnysse, harnoys, 5-7 harnesse, 4-
harness (6 -ys, -iss, -ass, 6-7 -ish, 7 -ois, -ace).
See also IRNES(S. [ME., a. OF. hornets

9
-ois (her-\

mod.F. karnais (Picard karnas\ whence also Pr.,

Sp. arnes, Pg. arnez, It. arnese, med.L. (k]ar-

nest'urtt, har-, hernasium
t harnascha, harnasch

(neuter). Ulterior origin uncertain : the OF. de-

rived vb. harnesqitier, -eschier* shows that harneis

represented an earlier *harnesc, L. type *harniscum.

From the Fr. came also MHG. harnesch, -nasck,

-nas (lath c.), Ger. harnisch masc.; MDu. kar-

nas(ch], Du. karnas neut. ; Icel, harneskja fem.
Often assumed to be of Celtic origin, on the strength of

mod. Breton kartiez, kentez t (i) old iron, (2) harness, cuirass

(Le Gonidec), compared with mod. Welsh haiarn iron (OW.
keam

t
Olr. tarn. : Proto-Celtic *isarno-). But Thur-

neysen^ iCeltoromanisches 36, points out fatal difficulties,

phonetic and chronological. Breton harnez (in this sense)
is prob. from French.
In the obscurity that surrounds the origin of the word, the

primary sense and the order of sense-development remain
uncertain. Several specific uses appear in Engl. about the

same time ;
and the arrangement here followed is provisional.

It seems probable that a general sense of 'equipment,
furniture, outfit, gear, tackle , is the original.]

1. Tackle, gear, furniture, armament ; the equip-
ment or mounting of any thing ; e.g. of a ship, a

fishing-rod, the metal-work of a girdle, etc. (pbs,*}.

Still used of the mechanism by which a large bell

is suspended and rung.
[1294 Rolls of ParIt, I. 128/2 Harnesia ad navem illam,

spectantia. 1333-4 Durham MS. Cell. Roll, In..emenda-
cione hernes del fyschors'. 1423 Act 2 Hen. Vl^ c. Null.

^

Orfeour ne Juellour nautre homme qe oepere harneis dar-

gent.j a 1450 Fysshynge iu. Angle (1883) 6 Ye muste furst

lurne to mak ^owr harnes bat ys to sey your rod yoUr lynys
..& your hokes. 1483-4 Act i Rich. ///, c. 12 No-.
maner Gurdels nor eny Harnes wrought for Gurdels. 1530
PALSGR. 229 Harnesse for a gyrdelle, ferrenre. 1632 J.
HAVWARD tr. Biondi's Eromena n A bastard Galley of

three and thirty banks., and adorning her with double

harnesse, tackling and furniture.

2. The defensive or body armour of a man-at-arms
or foot-soldier ;

all the defensive equipment of an

armed horseman, for both man and horse
; military

equipment or accoutrement. Hist, or arch.

c 1330 R. BRUNNE Ckron. (1810) 309 Norrets & Surreis . .

With hors & herneis at Carlele mad samnyng._ a 1450
Golaeros fy Gaw. 566 All the harnes thai hade, Baith birny
and breist-plade. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur ix. xl, Youre
harneis & horses haue ben fayre and clene kepte. 1489
CAXTON Faytes ofA . i. i. 2 To make harnoys of yron and
steel. 1535 COVEKDALE i Kings xx. ii Let not him y*

putteth on y harnes make his boast like him y* hath put it

of. 1581 SAVILE Tacitus' Hist. i. Ixxix. ( I 59 1 ) 44 A kind
of harnish .. composed of iron plates or stiffe bend-lether.

1605 SHAKS. Macb. v. v. 52 Ring the Alarum Bell, blow

AVinde, come wracke, At least wee'l dye with Harnesse on
our backe. 1606 HOLLAND Sueton. Annot. 5 Enopliawas a

kinde of Moriske daunce after a warlike manner in harnois.

x6xi BIBLE i Kings xxii. 34
A certain man drew a bow at a

venture, and smote the king of Israel betweene the ioynts
of the harnesse. a 1680 BUTLER Rent. (1759) I. 219 Old

Knights-errant in their Harness fought. i852LoNGF. Warden
Cinque Ports xi, A single warrior, In sombre harness mailed.

/*& I53 HAWES Examp. Virt. xi. (Arb.) 46 Good hope
thy legge barneys shall be. 1558 BP. WATSON Sev. Sacrain.

i. 2 Christe . .hath armed vs with a seuen fold harnes, that is

to say, with the seuen giftes of the holy gost. 1607 ROW-
LANDS Fantous Hist. 54 What scales of Harness arm that

HARNESS.
crooked nose And teeth? 1835 LYTTON Ricuzi ML iii, Men
who win power, easily put on its harness, dignity. 1857
LAWRENCE Guy Lit', iv. 35 To watch him in his train! ML;.

and spy out the joints in his harness. [Cf. 1611 above],

b. Phrase, to harness : cf. to arms.
J475 Bk. Noblesse 69 Alle the comyns..[st'ide] sodfinly to

barneys and rebelled ayenst the due of Exetyr. 1548 HALL
Ckron., Hen. VII

', 42 b, Cryes were made, every man to

barneys.
c. With a : A suit of mail : see quot. i =,?*).

c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAynton \. 44 Many fayr harney^e-.

shynyng. 1548 Act 2^3 Edw. VI, c. 2 Preamb., Souldiors
well furnished with good Horses and Harnesses. 1559
Lane. Wills I. 153 My soune .. shall have one harnys that

ys to saye a plate coote or jacke a sallett a payre of speutes
and a halberi. 1720 STRVPE Stoves Sttrr. (1754) II. v. xxxi.

566/2 Such able men as had white Harnesses. i8z8 SCOTT
F. M. Perth iii, Had the laird not wanted a harness

f d. transf. pi. Men in harness ; men-at-arms.
la 1400 Arthur 314 Than hadde he out of Normamlye . .

Fowre skore bowsand barneys.
1 3. The baggage or portable equipment of an

army, a party of travellers, etc. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 11642 Bath ass and ox at wit bam war,

And bestes bat bair harnais \v. rr. hernays, harneis] bar.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. 118101 236 pis burgeis. .|>e may &
hir herneis did led vnto be kyng. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 1748
Oure barneys come)? her be-hynde wib to hundred men
araid. c 1400 Rom. Rose 7477 Whan the pilgrymcs commen
were . . Hir harneis nigh hem was algate.

4. The trappings or accoutrements of a horse:

formerly including those used in riding, but now
confined to the gear or tackle of a draught horse

or other animal. ' The traces of draught horses,

particularly of carriages of pleasure or state : of

other carriages we say geer* (J.).

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 4599 To wynne hors and

harnyse. c 1350 Will. Paloiie 4281 No seg vnder heuene..

arai^ed more beter . . Of hors & of barneys & alle ober gere.
c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 3664 pe sadel-.With gold was fret and

pretious ston, and be barneys was of golde. 1440 Froiitfi.
Parv. 228/1 Harneys for hors, falere. 1463 Bury Wills

(Camden) 34 My beste hors with sadil and brydil,with alle the

beste barneys for oon hors longyng therto. 1530 PALSGR. 229/2
Harnesse for the plough horse, harnoys de cherue. 1600

HOLLAND Livy xxxix. xxxi. 1043 C. Calpurnius.. highly
praised the horsemen, and rewarded them with rich harnish

and trappings. 1636 DAVENANT Witts Wks. (1673) 215
Another Coach it drives from the Strand ! Then have at the
Harnace. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 336/1 Horses are

fastned by their Harnish.. to draw the Coach. 1743 Boston

Post-Boy 28 Nov. 4/1 Advt., A fine open chariot, with the

harnesses for two horses. 1824 R. STUART Hist. Steam
Engine 22 It then bears itself quietly under the harness,

(like good horses). 1834 MEDWIN Angler in Wales II. 39
Wild horses.. which had never before been in harness.

b. Jig. Working equipments; the conditions,

routine, and obligations of regular work. In

fiartiess, in the routine of daily work ; to die in

harness, i.e. in the midst of work.

1841 THACKERAY Gt. Hoggarty Diamond ii, In early times,
before we were well in harness. 1841 EMERSON Lect., Man
the Reformer Wks. (Bohn) II. 237 He must . . take on him
the harness of routine and obsequiousness. 1868 HOLMK LEE
B. Godfrey xvii. 101 Queer pair to run i

1

harness. 1871 L.

STEPHEN Playgr. Eur. xii. (1894) 2?9 After a holiday, the day
on which we resume harness joins on to the day on which we

dropped it. 1875 HAMERTON Intell. Life x. vii. 371 The
finest intellects have never lived in harness. 1875 [see DIE
v. 3]. 1883 S. C HALL Retrospect I. 193 Palmerston ..

died, as he had lived, in harness, working to the last. 1889
BARING-GOULD Pennycomcq-uicks II. xviii. 26 If you insist

on going into harness at once, in two years I shall be attend-

ing your funeral.

fo. Household and personal equipment; furni-

ture
; apparel. Obs.

1340 Ayenb. 24 pe di^tinge of his house wy|> eyse of loste,

and obre manere barneys, c 1350 W,ill. Palerne 1582 William

. .welhima-tyredGayliinclobesofgold & ober gode harneis.

c 1440 Promp, Pan'. 228/1 Harneys, or hustylment (A*, in-

strumentys longynge to howsolde), utensile. c 1440 Gesta

Rom. xl. 159 (Harl. MS.) She dude of hir harnes, and come,
and laye downe by him. 1511 Yatton Churchw. Ace.

(Somerset Rec. Soc.) 131 Of lohn Gurnan for ye Church
harnes. 1602 FVLBECKK Patiefeftes 47 They had about their

barneys certaine yron buttons.

6. The apparatus in a loom by which the sets of

warp-threads are shifted alternately to form the

shed ; the mounting.
1578 in W. H . Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 341 That every

weaver have in his house or shop from the summe of 16 bores

to the summe of 700 harneyses and slayes, 3 beares betweene

every harnys. 1826 in Patentsfor Invent. \ 186 1 ) 88 { Weaving)
These healds or harness, when complete, are formed by what

I shall term double perfect loops. 1831 G. R. PORTER Silk

Manuf. 216 Heddles, which are commonly called the harness

of the loom. 1836 URE Cotton Manuf. (1861) II. 224 The
harness of the draw-loom is not confined by leaves but every

cord carries a mail or loop for the warp.

f7. Privy members. Also, privy harness. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF Gen. ix. 22 The pricey herneis of his father.

leves. 15. . Frere $ Boye in Ritson Anc. Pop. P. (1791) 45

Unnethes on hym he had one cloute . . His harneysfortohyde.

f 8. Ware, gear ; fig. affairs, matters. Obs.

c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. F 900 Why bat a man synnej* as

by which temptacioun or by excitynge of ober folke .. and
alle such maner barneys, c 1440 York Myst. xv. 102 Loo !

here slyke harnays as I haue, A baren broche by a belle of

tynne At youre bosom to be.

9. attrib. and Comb,, as (in sense 4) harness-boss,

-horse, -maker; -polishert -roomt -tie> -work\ (in
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sense 6) harness-board (see quot.':, -cord, -twine;

harness-bearing adj. ;
also harness-clamp (see

quot.); t harness-man = HARNESS-BEARER, an

armour-bearer; harness-plate, electroplated metal

work used in harness ; hence harness-plater see

quot." ;
harness-tub = HABNESS-CASK ;

har-

ness-weaver 'see quot.).
1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. xi. 43 Jove's *harnesse-bearing

bird. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meek.,
*
Harness-board, the com-

pass-board of a loom, having holes through which pass the
neck twines. 185* DICKENS Weak Ho. Ixvi, The polishing
. -of stirrup-irons, bits, curb-chains, "harness-bosses. 1875
KNIGHT Diet. Mcck. t

*
Harness-clamp (Saddlery), a kind of

vice used to hold leather while being stitched. 1836 UKE
Cotton Mannf. (1861) II. 224 The "harness cords ofa draw-
loom. 1889 DK. BEAUFORT Driving (Badm. Libr.) 74 A
*harncss horse in regular work ought to be fed four times a

day. 1853 C. MORFIT Tanning, etc. 152
' "Harness '

leather
is blackened in the grain. 1611 COTGR., Armorier, an
armorer, or *Harnesse-maker. 1889 DK. BEAUFORT Driv-

ing (Badm. Libr. 194 It is adviseable. .for the harness-maker
to see the horse he is required to fit with a collar. 1530
PALSGR. 229/2 *Harnesman, armigere. 1858 SI.MMONDS
Diet. Trade,

*
Harness-plater, a workman who electro-

plates the metal work for harness. 1889 DK. BEAUFORT
Driving (Badm. Libr.) 89 The "harness-room should be

provided with a fireplace or some kind of stove. 1858
SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, *Harness Weavers, operatives
employed in Paisley in weaving the more complicated
patterns of shawls. Mod, Horses for quiet "Harness-work.
Hence Ha-rnessry rare, harness collectively;
Hamessy a. colloq., smacking of harness.

1824 WIFFEN Tasso vii. Ixxxii, With chariots, harnessries,
and helms. 1891 Field 14 May 729/1 She [a mare] seemed
a bit heavy about the neck, and

'

harnessy '.

HaTUess, v. Forms : a. 4 harneyschen, 4-6
-esch(en, 6 harnisch. /3. 4-5 harneyse(n,
-eise(n, -ayse(n, -esse(n, -as(se(n, hernays,
5-6 harnys(e, -es, 5-7 -ass, 6 -esse, 7 -ise, 6-
harness. [In form harnesche, a. OF. harneschier

(lathe. in Hatz.-Darm.), Picard hamcsquier, later

hamaskicr, harnascher, harnacher (Rom. type
*harnescdre, cf. Pr. amescar), {. harnesc-, OF.
harneis HARNESS. The forms are formed from,
or conformed to, the sb.]

t 1. To furnish, equip, accoutre ; esp. to mount,
or ornament with fittings ofsome precious material.
c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 3665 Brydel and paytrel and al be

gere Wi> fyn gold y-harneysed were, c 1386 CHAUCER
Prol, 114 A gay daggere, Hameised wel and sharpe as

point of spere. 1:1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xix. 86 Brade
gyrdils of silke, wele hernayst with gold and preciouse
stanes. 1418 E. E. Wills (1882) 34 My Baselard harneysed
with siluer. 1470-85 MALORY A rthur vni. xxxiv, A fayre
home harnest with gold. 1534 Eng. Ck. Furniture (1866)
193, ij verges paynted made for the chamberlaynes harnesid
at bothe endes with syluer. 1877 Jml. Archxol. Inst.
XXXIV. 300 [Wooden drinking-cups] hooped and mounted
or

' harnessed
'

in silver.

2. To equip in ' harness
'

or armour
; to arm, to

accoutre, arch.

13 . . Caw. ff Gr. Knt. 592 So harnayst as he watz he
herknez his masse. 1375 HARBOUR Bruce ix. 710 [Thai)
schot furth, fra thai harnast war. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 2929
Harneyscheab }ow with-oute lette. 1440 York Myst.
xxviii. 195 Both armed and harneysed ?e be. c 1537 Ttter-
sites in Hazl. Dodsley I. 395 When I am harnessed well.
1682 BUNYAN Holy War 46 Harness yourselves for the war.
1868 FREEMAN Nortn. Cony. II. ix. 324 Their decks were
thick with warriors harnessed for the battle.

fie- J53' TINDALE Exp. i John (!537) 79 They .. har-
nesse themselues with the meditacyon of those thinges which
Christ suffered. 1547 BOORDE Introd. Knowl. xiii. (1870)
156 Now am I harnest, and redy, Doche for to speke. 1556
J. OLDE tr. Gualter's Antichrist 36 The Leoparde . . hade
foure winges, and was harnessed wyth as many homes,
t b. To equip (a place) defensively ; to fortify.
1611 BIBLE _Macc. iv. 7 They saw the campe of the

heathen, that it was strong, and well harnessed.

3. To put harness on (a horse or other beast of
burden or draught) ; now confined to draught ani-

mals, esp. carriage-horses, and the like.

3-- K.Alis. 4708 He dude quyk harnesche hors, And
sette theron heore cors. 1483 Cath. Angl. 176/1 To Har-
nes, epiphiare, falerare. 1530 PALSGR. 579/2 Be your
horses harnessed yet ? it is tyme to go to ploughe. 1535
COVERDALE Jer. xlvi. 4 Yee harnesse youre horses, & set

youre selues vpon them. 1684 Scanderbeg Rediv. iv. 54
Followed by above 200 of the Lords . . all splendidly Array'd,
and their Horses extraordinarily Harnessed. 1715-20 POPE
Iliad xxiv. 990 The Trojan train Their mules and oxen
harness to the wain. 1890 Miss BROUGHTON Alas! III.
285, I should like to buy a little cart to harness him to.
absol. 1864 CARLYLE Hitt. Fredk. Gt. xvii. iv. IV. 548

Mitchell was harnessing for Potsdam.
fig. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India ft P. "5 Others that are

harness'd with the Apron-strings of Trade. 1775 SHEKIDAN
Rivals i. i, I wish they were once harnessed together in

matrimony. 1856 DOVE Logic Chr. Faith i. ii. 72 Philosophy
..must.. harness herself and work. 1894 Westm. Gas. 5
J*ec- V1 We may any day have news flashed to us by cable
that Niagara is harnessed, and its stupendoui power brought
into ordinary commercial uses.

1 4. To dress, clothe, apparel, array. Obs. or arch.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 2647 Ryse on morwe up erly, Out of

thy bedde, and
harneyse

thee. 1467 Eng. Gilds (1870! 408Alle the hole crafte, shallen wayte vppon the seid Baillies
.. m ther best arraye harnesid. 1562 J. HEYWOOD Prop.
ff
f
E'" r- <l867> 90 A goose is harnest in hir white fethers.

1647 IRAPP Comm. Matt. vi. 7 With two [wines] they
covered or harnessed their feet. 1848 KINGSLEY
Trag. iv. i, I am harnessed light as any foot-page.

Hence Ha messing vbl, sb. ; also concr. trappings,
accoutrement. Ha'rnesser, one who harnesses.

1596 DALRY.MPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. vni. 129 Certane
horssis.. harnest w* braue harnessings. 1611 COTGR., Har-
nacheiir, a harnesser of a horse. 1796 MORSE Amer. Gcag.
H. 35 The deer, whose harnessing is very simple. 1837
DICKENS Pick-.v. ix, The whole' process of harnessing had to
be gone through afresh.

+ Ha'rness-bearer. Obs. An armour-bearer.
I5O3^"- FLLKE Meisoi s 11640)31 note. The Eagle, Jupiters

harnesse-bearer. 1581 MARBECK Rk. of Notes 338 The
Philistines .. were ouercome of Jonathas and his harnesse-
bearer. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. v. vi. 12. 34 His seruant
and harnesse-bearer.

Ha'rness-cask. Naut. A cask or tub with
a rimmed cover used on board ship (and in Australia)
for keeping the salt meats for present consumption.
Also harness-tub (see HARNESS sb. 9).
1818 Aberd. Jrn{. 2 Dec. (Jam.*, Some thieves, .breaking

open a harness cask on deck, stole about one cwt. of beef.

1840 R. H. DANA Be/. Mast xxx. 109 Before any of the
beef is put into the harness-cask. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's

Word-bit., Harness-cask, a large conical tub for containing
the salt provisions intended for present consumption. 1889
BOLDREWOOD Robbery under A rtns (1890) 12 Father . .

began to look at the harness-cask, which stood in a little

back skillion.

Harnessed (ha-mest),///. a. [f. HARNESS .]

fl. Furnished, equipped; mounted with silver

or other metal. Obs.

1426 E. E. Wills (1882) 76 A swerd harnesed, a wodeknyf
harnesed. 1478 Chnrchw. Aec. Croscombe (Somerset Rec.
Soc.) 20 A hameyste gyrdell. 1538 Bury Wills (Camden)
136 One harnest gyrdyll callyd a dymysent blacke sylke.

( 2. Armed, in armour. Obs.
c 1460 Laun/al 377 Ten well yharneysyth men. 1530

PALSGR. 231/1 Hernyst man, hotnme dartnes. 1595 SHAKS.
John v. ii. 132 This harness'd Maske, and vnaduised Reuell.

1658 BROMHALL Treat. Specters n. 163 The ^Egyptians,
until that time, had never seen an harnessed Souldier. 1679
CROWNE Ambit. Statesm. i. 5 Nature. . Doe's alwaies leave
some tender place unguarded, About unmatchable vast
harnest animals.

3. Yoked, in harness.

1483 Cath. Angl. 176/2 Harnessed, faleratus. 1596
SHAKS. i Hen. IV, m. i. 221 The houre before the Heauenly
Harneis'd Teeme Begins his Golden Progresse in the East.

1725 POPE Odyss. xv. 56 Join the harnessed coursers to the
car. 1887 BOWEN Virg. jEneid HI. 113 Hence are the
harnessed lions that trail their sovereign's throne.

4. Harnessed antelope, a West African ante-

lope, Tragelaphus scriptus, whose markings pre-
sent the appearance of a set of small harness.

1893 LYDEKKER Horns q Hoofs 250 The typical harnessed
antelopes are small and elegant animals.

t Ha'rnessment. Obs. = HARNESS si. 2.

1610 HOLLAND Camden's Brit. I. 174 To euery Knight he
allowed . . loo shillings for his harnessements.

Harnish, -ois, etc., obs. ff. HARNESS.

Ham-pan. Sc. and north, dial. Also 6 erron.

hardyn-. [HARK sb}} The skull, the brain-pan.
1300 Cursor M. 7277 His hernpan [Go'tt. harn panne] he

brak wit chance. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 5298 PC thornes
hym prikked til be harnpane. c 1440 Promp. Pant. 237/1
Herne panne of be hed, craneutn. 1549 Coinpl. Scot. xvii.

154, I am leukand gyf i can fynd my fathers hardyn pan
amang thir dede mennis banis. 1613 T. POTTS Disc. Witches
(1845) Kb, He is naild sore by the heart and hand, And
holy harne Panne. 1821 Joseph the Book-Man 18 He'd
swear the harnpans he'd knock in, Of fools who would
persist in jokin'. 1828 Craven Dial., Ham-Pan, the skull.

b. (Sense obscure.)
a 1400-50 Alexander 1713 A ball, .be barne with to playA heme-pann es of a berne of brende gold [cancratn

aurcaml yeuen. Ibid. 1895 pe herne-pan, fe hand-ball be
hatt made of twiggis.
Hams sb. pi., brains : see HARN.
Haro : see HARROW v.-, HARROW int.

Haroer, obs. form of HARRIEB !, HARROWBB.
Harold, var. of HABELD (duck).
Harold(e, -rood, -rotte, obs. ff. HERALD.
Haron, Harow(e, obs. ff. HERON, ARROW.
1426 Surtees Misc. (1888) 4 Certayn peces in shappe and

fourme of harowes. c 1475 Pict. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 812/37
Hec sagitta, a harow.

Harow(e, obs. ff. HABBOW sb., v. and int.

Harp (haip), sb.
1 Forms : I hearpe, (hserpe),

(2 herpe. 3 hearpe), 3-7 harpe, 4- harp. [Com.
Teut. : OE. hearpe = OLG. *harpa, MDu. harpe
(Du. harp), OHG. harpha, harfa, (Ger. harfe],
ON., Sw. harpa, Da. /;a^:-OTeut. "/tarpon-.
Thence late L. harfa and derived Romanic words.]
1. A stringed musical instrument, which, in its

usual form, consists of a framework of wood fitted

with a series of strings of definite lengths which
are played with the fingers (or, in some earlier types,
with a plectrum).
The modern harp is roughly triangular in form and fur-

nished with pedals for raising the tone of the strings by a
semitone, in double-action harps by two semitones.

.825 Vesp. Psalter xxxii[ij. 2 In hearpan ten strenga
singao^ him. criooo /LFHIC Gen. xxxi. 27 Mid timpanum
and mid hearpum. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 97 He [David] on
aeojobe herpan lufede. c 1290 S. Eng. Leg, I. 23/127 pe
harpe he heng vp bi be wouh. 1382 WYCLIF Gen. iv. 21
Tubal. .was the fadre of syngerys in harp and orgon. 1535
COVERDALE Ps. xcvi[i]. 5 Prayse the Lorde vpon the harpe,
synge to the harpe with a psalme of thanksgeuynge. 1667
MILTON/". L. vii. 258 They..touch't thir Golden Harps.

1791 COWPER Odyss. vin. 301 Our pleasures are the feast,
the harp, the dance. 1807 ROBINSON Archaeol. Gryca u.
xvii. 174 The harp originally consisted of four strings, to
which Terpander added other three. 1889 RLSKIN Prxtf-
rita III. 166 The harp is the true ancient instrument of

Scotland, as well as of Ireland.

Jig.
_
1704 POPE Windsor For. 280 Where Cowley strung

His living harp. 1781 COWPER Retirement ^25 Man is a
harp whose chords elude the sight, Each yielding harmony,
disposed aright. 1784 Task \ i. 747 Sweet is the harp of

prophecy. 1842 TENNYSON Locksley Hall 33 Love took up
the harp of Life, and smote on all the chords with might.

b. Double harp : one having two sets or rows of

strings differently tuned. Triple harp : one with
three such sets. sEolian harp : see ^EOLIAN 2.

1552 HI'LOET, Double harpe, called a roote, barbitos.
1880 STAINER & BARRETT Diet. Mus. T., DoubU luirf.

c. A representation of a harp.
1785 GROSE Diet. Viilg. Tongue s. v., Harp is also the

Irish expression for woman, or tail, used in tossing up in

Ireland, from Hibernia being_ represented with a harp, on
the reverse of the copper coins of that country. 1843 Q.
Rev. Sept. 586 A small volume under the title of the '

Spirit
of the Nation ', with a vignette emblem of the harp without
the Crown. 1873 lioUTELL Her. Anc. <$ Mod. 158 Harp. .

headed with the upper part of a winged angel originally
called a Welsh harp. It is the national device of Ireland,
and it is borne in the Irish quarter of the Royal arms.

1 2. Phr. To agree (etc.) like harp and harrow :

not to agree at all (the things being utterly different,

though their names alliterate). Obs.

1563 BECON Displ. Pop. Masse (1637) 299 The Lords
Supper and your peevish, popish private masse doe agree
together . . as the common proverbe is, like harpe and harrow,
or like the hare and the hound. 1624 GATAKER Transitl'st.

203 These things hang together like harp and harrow, as

they say. 1700 T. BROWN tr. Fresnys Amusem. Ser. <V

Com. 34 [Bethlehem] Bedlam . . whether the Name and
Thing be not as disagreeable as Harp and Harrow ?

3. The northern constellation Lyra.
1551 RECORDE Cast. Knowl. (1556) 264 An other con-

stellation, whiche is called the Harpe. 1697 CREECH Matii.
lius v. n. 67 Next shines the Harp. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIV.
225/2 Lyra (the Harp), one of the old constellations, repre-
senting the lyre of Mercury . . or of Orpheus.

1 4. The name given to two Irish coins bearing
the figure of a harp. a. = harp-groat : see 8. b.
Short for harp-shilling: see 8 and HARPER ! 2. Obs.

1542 RECORDE Gr. Aries (1575) 198 There is an other
Grote called a Harpe, which goeth for yl. 1561 ProcUitn.
in is/A Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. in. 122 The said

pece called the Reade Harpe shalbe taken and receyved
onely for and at two pence currant of this realme. 1606 J.
ROWLEY in Lismore Papers Ser. 11. (1887) I. 90, I . .desired

you to be pleased to make me over loo1" m harpes.
6. Applied to various mechanical contrivances:

a. A screen or sieve used in sifting and cleansing
grain from weed-seeds, etc. Sc. b. An oblong
frame filled up with parallel wires and used as a
screen for sifting sand, coal, etc. Sc. o. Cotton

Manuf, 'A concave grating in a scntching-machine
through which the refuse falls as the cotton is driven

forward by the revolving beater' (Knight Diet.

Aleck. 1875).
1768 Specif. Patent No. 896 A wire harpe which sifts out

all the gross sand, dust, small wheat, etc. 1788 Patent
No. 1645 Harp for separating the straw from the corn. 1830
Mechatiics'' Mag. XIV. 162 The year following [1795] he
introduced. .what he denominated plain harps, to receive
the straw as it fell from the shaker, and give it also a shaking
motion. 1897 Alloa Jml. 24 July 3

He was threatening
[him] for not giving him his harp (a nddle for coals).

6. Also harp-shell: Amolluscof the genus //<z>-/a
of family Buccinuise, and its shell.

1751 SIR J. HILL Hist.Anim. 150 Harp Shell. 1837 Penny
Cycl. IX. 455/2 The g_enus [Harpa] . . is more especially
abundant at the Mauritius and the neighbouring islands,
whence the finest of the more common species and the

many-ribbed harps are procured. Ibid.. The most precious
. . is the Many-ribbed Harp (Harpa imperialis}. 1863
WOOD Nat. Hist. III. 373 The general colours are tolerably
similar throughout the Harps, but each species always pre-
serves its peculiar individuality. Ibid. 377 The Harp-shells
are only found in the hottest seas.

7. Also harp-seal : The Greenland seal : so called

from the harp-shaped dark marking on the back.
1784 PENNANT Arctic Zool. 165 The Newfoundland Seal-

hunters call it the Harp, or Heart Seal, and name the marks
on the sides the saddle. 1847 CARPENTER Zool. | 202 The
Greenland, or Harp Seal, is remarkable for the changes of
colour which it undergoes. 1854 Cliamb. Jrnl. I. 76 Four
varieties . . the young harp and young hood, the old harp
and the bedlamer, or old hood. 1885 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl.
25 Apr. 2/3 Steamer Ranger . . returned to St. John's with

35,600 prime young harps.

8. atlrib.&nA Comb., as, harp-form, -maker, -note,

-player, -solo, -twanging, -woman ; harp-fingering,

harp-like, harp-shaped adjs. ; harp-wise adv.
;

harp-file, a wire hook for filing papers, attached
to a harp-shaped piece of iron (Funk) ; harp-fish,
a fish of the genus Lyra, the Piper ; f harp-groat,
an Irish coin having the figure of a harp on the

reverse
; harp-lute (see quot.) ; harp-master,

-mistress, a teacher of harp-playing ; harp-seal :

see sense 7 ; harp-shell : see sense 6
; f harp-

shilling, an Irish coin having the figure of a harp
on the reverse : see HABPER i 2

; ( harp-star,

Vega, the chief star in Lyra. Also HAKP-STRINO.
1661 LUVELL Hist. Anim. tf Mix. 233 'Harp fish hath a



HARP.

hard and dry fle^h, yet sweet enough if eaten boiled with

vinegar. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sttpp. s. v. Lyra, The lyra

cornuta or horned harp fish .. a fish of an octangular form,

covered all over with long scales. 1543 in O'Curry Mann.
Anc. Irish (1873) III. 274 An hundred pounds sterling in

"harp grotes. 1861 J. S. ADAMS 5000 J\I us. Terms
^ *Harf>-

Littt, an instrument having twelve strings and resembling
the guitar, c 1515 Cockc Lordl's B. (Percy) 10 *Harpe
makers, leches, and upholsters. 1819 Hermit in Land. II.

185 That gentleman is my daughter's
*
harp-master. 1852

Miss MITFORD Recollect. II. 101 The dismissal of the poor
little "harp-mistress. 1813 SCOTT Triertit.i.v, Hada*harp-
note sounded here, It had caught my watchful ear. 1591

Fcarf. Effects 2 Comets (Halliw.), *Harpe shillings shall

not passe for twelvepence. a 159* GREKNE Jas. IV> in. ii.

(Rtldg.) 204/2 What shall I be, then? faith, a plain harp-

shilling. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny xvm. xxvi. I. 590 The
Dolphin star riseth in the morning, and the morrow after,

the v
Harp-star Fidicula, i6a6 BACON Sylva 223 You

may try it without any sound board along, but only *Harp-
wise, at one end of the strings.

t Harp. sb~ In 7 harpe, = HARPY 4. Obs.

1671 H. M. tr. Colloquies Erasmus 514 The Ducks and

Seaguls, the Harpe and the Buzzard .. The Harpe and the

Kite against the Buzzard.

Harp, v. [OE. hearpian, f. HARP sbt Cf.

MDu.,T)u. harpen, MHG. harpfen, Ger. harfen.]
1. intr. To play on a harp.
c888 K. /ELFRED^O^A.XXXV. 6 He inihte hearpian J>zt

be wudu waftode. c 1*05 LAY. 20311 He cuSen harpiea wel

an his child-naden. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xvm. 405 Many
hundreth ofangeles harpeden and songen. 1525 Tale of

Btisyn 82 in Hazl. E. P. P. III. 47 He harpys and gytryns
and syngs well ther-too. 16*9 MILTON Nativity 115 The
helmed cherubim, And swordea seraphim . . Harping in loud

and solemn quire. 1879 BUTCHER & LANG Odyss. 208

Among them harped the divine minstrel Demodocus.

2. fig. To harp iipon^ on (t of), a, one, the same

l^etc.) string: to repeat a statement or dwell on a

subject to a wearisome or tedious length.
1513 MORE in Grafton CAr0*f.(is68) II. 773 TheCardinall

made a countenaunce to the Lord Haward that he should

harpe no more upon that string, c 1516 FRITH Disftut.

Pnrgat. (1829) 117 See how he harpeth all of one string.

1625 Gonsalvio's Sp. Inquis. 13 They are sure still harping
on their old string. 1685 ttal. Baxter 25 He harps much
upon that jarring String. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. Il.v.vi.

(1872) 198 Harping mainly on the religious string.

3. Hence, To harp on, upon {^ofy about}; to

dwell wearisomely upon in speech or writing.
1561 Apol. Prw. Masse (1850) 19 The great matter you

harp on. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. ii. ii. 189 Still harping on my
daughter. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 103 This word

revenge he still harpt upon. 1713 STEELE Sped. No. 504
p 2 Ever harping upon things they ought not to allude to.

1837 DISRAELI Venetia ii. x, Still harping of her father.

D. Harp on (intr.) : to continue harping.
1856 Miss YONGE Daisy Chain ii. xii,

'
It would be a com-

fort ', harped on Mr. Rivers, dwelling on the subject.

f4. trans. To play (notes, etc.) upon a harp. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 7430 (Gott.) Harpand a sang bifor be

king. 1320 Sir Tristr. 572 He. .harpej> notes swete. 1483
CAXTON Gold. Leg. 172 b/i An harpe on whiche . . he wold

harpe anthemes. 15*6 TINDALE i Cor. xiv. 7 Howe shall it

be knowen what is pyped or harped? 1777 WARTON Ode
x. Poems 67 A tale .. Never yet in rime enroll'd, Nor sung,
nor harp'd in hall and bower.

b. To render in verse, to '

sing *.

1808 J. BARLOW Colttmb. vin. 322 What avails To harp
for you these known familiar tales ?

\ 5. trans. To play upon, twang (a string, etc.\

i6a8 GAULE Pract. The. (1629) 44 The Promise made, the

Prophets harpe the string.

"b. fig. (intr?). To *play* (upon), rare.

1830 GEN. P. THOMPSON Exerc. (1842)
I. 228 They fear

the orators who harp upon the bad passions of the people.

6. intr. To make a sound like that of the harp.
1657 S. PURCHAS Pol. Flying-Ins. 59 Yet shall you hear

them if you listen in an evening harping like Mise (as if

Mise were gnawing on every side). 1823 BYRON Island n.

xviii, No dying night-breeze, harping o'er the hill.

7. trans. To give voice to, to guess.
1605 SHAKS. Macb. iv. i. 74 Thou hast harp'd my feare

aright. 1818 SCOTT Br. Lamm, iv, The old dame had . .

harped aright the fear of the Lord Keeper. 1821 BYRON
Sardati. \\. \. 420 Thou hast harp'd the truth indeed !

j* b. intr. To harp at : To guess at. Obs.

1611 COTGK. s. v. Taston^ Parler a taston t to speake by
hesse or coniecture, onely to harpe at the matter. 1670
ILTON Hist. Eng. iv. Wks. (1851) 178 Rugged names of

places unknown, better harp'd at in Camden, and other

Chorographers.
8. trans. To bring out of, into, a place or state

by playing on the harp.
a 1529 SKELTON ReJ>lyc. 341 At his resurrection he harped

out of nell Olde patriarkes andprophetes in heuen with him
to dwell, a 1800 Glcnkindie in Jamieson Pop. Ballads^1806)
I. 91 He'd harpit a fish out o' saut water, Or water out o' a
stane. 11828 IVater o' Wearies Well in Buchan Anc.

ghM

s^ He's harped them all asleep. 1871 TENNYSON
Last Tourn. 328 He could harp his wife up out of Hell.

t Harpagon. Obs. [ad. L. harpago, -orient, f.

Gr. dp-nayrj grappling-hook.] A grappling-hook.
1553 BRENDE Q. Ciirtins Fv, Certaine instrumentes where-

with they inyght pul downe the workes that their enemies

made, called Harpagons. [1600 HOLLAND Livy 746 (R.)
Yron hookes at the end (which the souldiers call karpagones)
for to take hold upon the Roman ships.]

t Harped, a. Obs. [f.
HARP so. 1 + -ED -.]

Having a harp ; bearing the figure of a harp, as

harped groat= harp-groat\ see HAKP sb. 8.

'547 BOORDE Introd. Knowl. iii. (1870) 133 In Irlond they
haue Irysh grotes, & harped grotes, & Irysh pens.

101

Harper l (haupai). Forms : i harperi, hear-

pere, herpere, herperi, 3 harpare, 4-5 -or, -our,

owre, -ure, herper, 6 harpar, 4- harper.

[OE. liearperf
= tJiRG. harpfatre, ON. harpari:

OTeut. type *harfarjo-z, f. harpon- HARP so. 1
:

see -EE 1. ME. had also the AFr. form harpour-
F. liarpeitr, OF. harpcor, late L. harpator-eni^\
1. One who harps or plays upon a harp.
rt 800 Leiden Gloss. 147 in Sweet O. E. Texts 115 Fidicen,

harperi. f 888 K. ALFRED fiocth. xxx. 6 DKS hearperes
wif. 1197 R. GLOUC. (1724) 272 Menestral he was gode
ynou, & harpare in echo poynte. 13. . E. E. A Hit. f. A. 880

As harporez harpen in her harpe, pat nwe songe bay soneen
ful cler. 1413 Pilgr. Smale (Caxton 1483) v. viii. 99 The

poete Orpheus was so swete an harpoure that the trees

folowed him. 1483 Cath. Angl. 176/2 An Harper, dtltaredo.

1580 Nottingham Rec. IV. 194 Gevyn to the blynde harpar

xijrf. 1662 T. GROSSMAN Hymn,
'

Jerusalem on high ',
The

Harpers.. Harping on harps of gold 1846 GROTK Greece

i. vii. (1862) II. 189 The Lesbian harper Terpander.
b. Phr. Have at (among) you, harpers : see

quot. 1785.
1541 J. HEYWOOD Prmi. (1867) 65 Haue among you blynd

harpers (sayde I) The mo the merier. a 1625 FuncHU
Mad Lover i. ii, He has a battalia now in's brains. He
draws out ; now Have at ye, Harpers ! 1641 M. PARKER

(title) The Poet's Blind Han's Bough ; or have among you,

my Blind Harpers. 1783 GROSE Diet. Vttlg. Tongue s. v.

Harp, Have among you, my blind harpers ; an expression
used in throwing or shooting at random among a crowd.

1 2. Applied to various Irish coins current in the

i6th and i;th c., bearing the figure of a harp;

esp. the harp-shilling, worth <)d. of English money.
06s. exc. Hist.

1598 E. GILPIN Skial. (1878) 40 Art thou yet to learne A
harper from a shilling to discerne? 1607 HEVWOOD Fayre
Mayde Wks. 1874 II. 26 Your shilling prov'd but a harper.

1726-31 TINDAL Rafin's Hist. Eag. xvn. (174,3)
II. 15?

Elizabeth coined also Irish Money, namely, shillings called

Harpers. 1839 W. J. THOMS Aiiecd. $ Trad. 54.

3. The harp-seal (Cent. Diet.}.

Harper 2
(also harpier), app. error for HARPY.

1586 MARLOWE \st Pt. Tamburl. n.vii. Now doth ghastbllyI5OO i*l .-\KLOWt, ISI t c. 1 lifflt'ltrt. II. Vll, Aluw uulll glmanjr
Death With greedy talents gripe my bleeding heart, And
like a harpy [so laio

; Qo. harper] tires upon my life. 1605
SHAKS. Math. iv. i. 3 Harpier cries, 'tis time, 'tis time.

Harpineer : see HAKPOONEER.

Harping (haupirj), vbl. sb. [f.
HABB v. +

-ING i.f The action of the vb. HARP ; playing

upon the harp ; the sound of the playing of a harp.
c888 K. ALFRED Bnet/t. xxxv. 6 He hi hsei> geearnod

mid his hearpunga. c 1205 LAV. 24193 per wes harepinge
and song. 13.. K. Alis. 1043 Pipyng, and eke taboryng,

Sytolyng, and ek harpyng. c 1425 Thomas ofErcfld. 315

[Thomas] saide '

harpynge kepe I none, ffor tonge es chefeof

mynstralsye '. 1671 MILTON Samson Introd., A chorus of

heavenly harpings and song between. 1801 HEBER Pales-

tine 26 Mysterious harpings swell the midnight gale.

b. Jig. (See HARP v. 2, 3.)

1546 J. HEYWOOD Prmi. (1867)70 He. .did fall, From harp-

ing on that stringe, to faire flattring speeche. 1768-74
TUCKER LI. Nat. (1852) II. 236 Continual harpings upon the

same string. 1810 W. IRVING Sketch Bk. (1859) 149 He
made infinite merriment by harpings upon old themes.

1888 BURGON Lives 12 Gd. Men II. ix. 171 The Examiner
. . persisted in harping on his own one idea.

C. Verses, poetry,
'

song '.

1819 BYRON Proph. Dante i. 144 And yet my harpings will

unfold a tale. 1857 H. REED Lect. Brit. Poets ix. 323 The
evil spirit, .charmed to rest by the harpings of his muse.

d. Comb., as t harping-glee, harp music.
a 1300 Cursor1 M. 7251 Sampson . . was sle on harpingleu

[Go'tt. harping glew, Trin. harp glew].

Ha'rping, pfl. a. [f. as prec. +-ING
2
.]

That

harps or plays on a harp. Also trausf.

1641 MILTON Ch. Govt. n. Introd., A sevenfold Chorus of

Hallelujah's and harping Symphonies. 1865 KINOSLEY
Hereiv. xix, He was a dancing, harping fellow.

'\ Harping-iron (ha'jpirjisi'aan). Obs. [Re-
lated to F. harper to grapple, grasp, clasp, etc.

(Cotgr.), also harpin a boat-hook.J A barbed

spear or javelin used for spearing whales and large
fish

;
a harpoon. (In quot. 1734, a grappling-iron.)

1596 NASHE Saffron IValden 37, I haue prouided harping

yrons to catch this great Whale. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage
(1614) 839 A Crocodile or some other monster. . which thrust

out a tongue like a harping iron, c 1645 HOWELL Lett.

(1650) III. 21 With his harping Iron he can draw ashore the

great Leviathan. 1665 G. HAVERS P. rtW/fl Vatte's Trav.
K. Lndicty2?, We. .strike them with a broad instrument, full

of barbs, called an Harping-iron. 1701 C. WOLLEY Jrnl. in

N. Kor/&(i86o)38The tow.. is a line fastend to the Harping-
iron about 50 fathoms long. 1734 tr. Rollin's Anc. Hist.

IV. vin, xiv. 90 Nicias had provided harping irons tograpple
them.

1814^
W. BROWN Hist. Propag. Chr. II. 455 They. .

insert it [poison] in the point of their arrow or harping iron.

Harpings (ha'jpirjz), sb. pi. Naut. Also 7

harping, 8-9 harpins, harpens. [? f. HARP sb.]

1. a. The fore-parts of the wales which encom-

pass the bow of a ship and are fastened to the

stem, being thicker than the after-parts in order

to sustain the shock of plunging into the sea. b.

Pieces of oak, forming an extension of the rib-

bands, for holding the cant-frames of a vessel in

place until the outside planking is worked.

1658 PHILLIPS, Harpings, the breadth of a ship at the bow.

1664 E. BUSKNELL Compl. Shipwright 14 The Sweep of

the Harping. 1711 W. SUTHERLAND Shipbiiitd. Assist. 53
The Channel-wales, which are crooked, call'd Harpings.

HABPOONEB.

1869 Sin E. J. REED SliifoinU. xx. 432 Before any frames

are hoisted staging is erected at the topsides, and the sheer

or gunwale harpins are suspended from it. 1879 Cassell's

Tcclm. Etinc. IV. 190/1 The timbers are secured by means

of a longitudinal 'harpin' or 'ribband' wrought along under

:he floors and secured to them.

2. Cat-liarpings : the ropes or (now more gener-

ally) iron cramps that serve to brace in the shrouds

of the lower-masts behind their respective yards,

so as to tighten the shrouds and also give more

room to draw the yards in when the ship is close-

hauled. Also cat-harping legs.
1626 CAPT. SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen 15. 1627 .Vtvi-

mans Gram. v. 21 Cat harpings are small ropes runne in

little blockes from one side of the ship to the other, neere the

vpper decke to keepe the shrouds tight for the more safety
of the mast from rowling. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cunt. Crc>i',

Catharpin Fashion, when People in Company Drink cross,

and not .. according to the Sun's motion. 1779 COOI-ER in

Phil. Trans. LXIX. 161 We saw one of our best seamen

hanging by his feet in the main catharpins struck dead.

1833 MARRYAT P. Simply vii, The midshipman told me these

were called the cat-harpings, because they were so difficult

to climb, that a cat would expostulate if ordered to go out

by them.

t Ha'rpiiig-spear. Obs. = HAHPING-IRON.

1657-83 J. EVKLYN Hist. Religion 11850) I. 82 Even him
[Levmthan], with his harping spear, he boldly encounters.

1738 tr. G. tie Lucca's Mem. 248 These Harping-Spears
are pointed, .extreamly sharp, with Beards to hinder them
from coming out.

Harpist (haupist). [f. HARP rf.1 + -IST.] A
(professional) harper.
1613-16 W. BROWNE Brit. Past. \\. v, That Oeagrian

harpist, for whose lay, Tigers with hunger pinde and Jeft
their pray. 1856 CAI-ERN Poems (ed. 2) 141 'Twas a little

fairy harpist Playing on the subtle air. 1890 Guardian
24 Sept. 1472/2 Mr. John Thomas, harpist to the Queen.

Ha'rpless, a. rare. Without a harp.
1859 EmiH. Men $ Pop. Bits. 177 The performer was soon

left harpless.

Harponier : sec HARPOONEEH

Harpoon (ha.ip/7'n), sb. Also 7-8 harpon.

[ad. F. harpon
' a crampiron wherewith Masons

fasten stones together' (Cotgr., i6n)^Sp. arpon,

Pg. arpao, deriv. of K. harpe dog's claw, cramp,

cramp-iron, clamp (1485 in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L.

harpe (harpa) = Or. apirn sickle, scimitar. Cf. the

earlier HARPING -IRON.]

1 1. A barbed dart or spear. Obs.

1625 PURCHAS Pilgrims I. m. 118 (Stanf.) Their weapons
halfe-Pikes, headed with Iron as a Harpon. 1607 DAMPIER

I'oy. (1729) I. 7 Throwing the Lance. Fisgig, Harpoon, or

any manner of Dart. Ibid. 10 The women . . prevent them
from doing any injury to each other by hiding their Lances,

Harpoons, Bows and Arrows.

2. A barbed spear-like missile, to the handle or

shank of which a long line of rope is attached ;
it

is used for capturing whales and large fish, being
either hurled by the hand or fired from a gun.
1694 Ace. Sev. Late Voy. II. (1711) 8 Saw a Whale, and

flung into him three Harpoons. 1704 Naval Chron. XII.

32 Taking whales by the Gun-harpoon. 1778 Phil. Trans.

LXVIII. 395 Avery large shark was struck with the harpon.

1846 GREENER Sc. Gunnery 318 The gun projected the har-

poon into the crown of the [whale's] head, burying it two
feet deep. i874MARKHAM Whaling Cntise 26 The manner
in which the harpoons are fitted is first with about twelve

fathoms for a gun harpoon, and three for a hand harpoon, of

the best white untarred hemp rope [etc.].

3. attrib. and Comb., as harpoon-arrow, -barb,

-head, -maker, -shaft ; harpoon-fork, a kind of

hay-fork worked by tackle in loading or unloading

hay ; harpoon-gun, a gun for firing a harpoon ;

harpoon-rocket, a bomb-lance for killing whales ;

harpoon-shuttle, a long shuttle or needle used

for sewing mats for hydraulic dikes and jetties.

invented in 1731. 1874 MAXKHAM Whaling Cruise 27 The

harpoon gun is fixed on a swivel in the bows of the boat.

1835 SIR J. Ross Narr. 2nd Voy. xviii. 280 He brought
back a hook and a "harpoon head. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet.

Trade,
*
Harpoon-maker. 1856 KANE Ant. Expl. II. xm.

1 35 A capstan-bar . . invaluable for its adaptation to 'harpoon-

shafts. 1847 EMERSON Repr. Men, Goethe Wks. (Bohn) I.

389 He stripped him [the Devil] . . of horns, cloven foot,

*harpoon tail.

HarpOO'n, t>. [f. prec. sb. : cf. F. harponncr

(1634 in Hatz.-Darm.}.] trans. To strike or spear

with a harpoon.
1774 PENNANT Tour Scotl. in 1772, 168 A basking shark

that had been harpooned. 1780 COXE Kuss. Disc. 56 Sea

animals which they harpoon with their bone lances. 1867

PEARSON Hist. Eng. I. 2 They harpooned the whale.

b. transf. ZR&fig.
1806-7 J- BERESFORD Miseries Hum. Life (1826) ix. xxxix,

Trying often to harpoon a floating pat of butter. 1872

O. W. HOLMES Poet Breakf.-t. iii. (1885) 67 The Master

harpooned a breakfast-roll.

Harpooneer (hajpni-j). Nowr<z. Also 7

harpoonier, 7-8 harponier, 7-9 harpin-, 8 har-

poneer. [f.
HARPOON sb. + -EER, -IER. (The form

and date suggest a. Fr. *harponnir.~}\ =next.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 742 A Shallop, in which
the Harponier stands ready, with both his hands to dart his

Harping iron. 1667 R. NORWOOD in Phil. Trans. II. 567
When the Harpineer .. sees his opportunity, he strikes his



HARFOONER.
Harping-Iron into the Whale. 1695 BLACKMORE/V. Arth.
x. 174 So when Battavian Harpooniers assail. With their

sharp Launces, some prodigious Whale. 1752 BOND in /'////.

Trans. XLVIL 430 The harpooneer, as they call him, MIS

t he is near enough to struce t_

hiling Cruise 14 The harpooneer is in charge of the boat

and pulls the stroke-oar.

Harpooner haip'naj). [f.
HABPOON v. +

KB 1
. Cf. F. harponmur (i7th c.).] One who

hurls or fires a harpoon.
17*6 SHELVOCKK Voy. round World (1757) 420 They

seldom can want a supply of this [fish], the men being expert

harpooners. 1829 MARRYAT F. Mildmay xiii, The har-

pponer poised his weapon. 1878 MARKHAM Gt. Frozen Sea
vii. 86 Selecting the largest of the three as his victim, our

harpouner carefully laid his gun.

Ha'rpress. rare.
[f.

HARPER f -ESS. Cf. OF.

harpcrtsse V i5th c.)] A female harper.
1814 SCOTT Weev. xxii, An aspen which overhung the

seat of the fair harpress.

t Ha-rpsical (also harpsecol, harpsicol,

vulg. haspicols). Obs. A corrupt form of HARP-
SICHORD, prob. after virginal.
1616 CHAPMAN Homers Hytttne to Apollo 29 Then strait

did fall To studie of the harp and harpsicall All th'

Immortals. 1668 H. MORE Div. Dial. v. xxxviii. 447
Some well-strung Harpsicall or Theorbo. i-jt^Collect. I'oy.

(Churchill) III. 38/2 Their Quils .. serve for Harpsicals.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Harpsecord or Harpsecol. 175*
frooTE Taste i. Wks. 1799 * I2 Playing upon the haspicols.

1773 GOLDSM. Stoops to Conq. iv. i, Her pretty long fingers,
that she twists this way and that, over the haspicholls.

Harpsichord (,ha-ipsikpad). Also 7 arpsicord,
harpsicord, 8 harpsecord. [ad. obs. F. harpe-
fhorde (Cotgr.) - It. arpicordo (Radino 1592, Florio

1598), mod.L. harpichordium (a 1558 hi Scaliger
Poetics viii}, f. L. harpa harp + chordat It. corda

string. The intrusive J, due apparently to some
mistake, appears in the earliest English instances.]
A keyboard instrument of music (resembling in

appearance the grand piano), in which the strings
were plucked and set in vibration by quill or leather

points set in jacks connected by levers with the keys.

(In use from i6th to i8th c.}

Double karpsiclwrd) one having an extra string to each

key, sounding an octave higher than the others, and a
second keyboard to control the extra strings.
1611 COTGR., Harpechordf^ an Arpsicord or Harpsicoidj

a Dulcimer. 1664 EVELYN Diary 5 Oct., There was
brought a new-invented instrument of music, being a harp-
sichord with gut-strings, sounding like a concert of viols

with an organ. 1694 Phil. Trans. XVIII. 72 In Organs
and Harpsicords, where the Notes are fixt, the proper
Ascent and Descent cannot be made but only beginning
from some Keys. 1766 PENNANT Zool. (1812) I. 280 The
quills of ravens sell for twelve shillings the hundred, being
of great use in tuning the lower notes of a harpsichord.
1775 SHERIDAN Duenna \\. iii, Black and white alternately,
just like the keys ofa harpsichord. 1848 DICKENS Dombey
xxix, She went up stairs to set forth the bird waltz on the

harpsichord. 1896 HIPKIXS Hist. Pianoforte 75 The harp-
sichord is a double, triple in some instances, quadruple-
spinet, the sounds being excited by a jack and quill plec-
trum, the same as in the spinet or virginal.

b. attrib. and Comb., as harpsichord-lesson^
-maker, -making, -master, -player, -wire, etc.

1772 BRYDONE in Phil. Trans. LXIII. 167, I cut a
quantity of harpsichord-wire into short pieces. 1773 BAR-
RINGTON Ibid. 266 The harpsichord-tuners find it more
difficult to tune these extreme parts. 1789 BURNEY Hist.
A/us. IV. 307 Sandoni, a harpsichord-master and composer
of some eminence. Ibid. 540 An exquisite harpsichord-
player. 1876 STAINER & BARRETT Diet. Mus. T.

t Harpsichord
graces, certain turns and ornamentsemployed in playing upon
the harpsichord, introduced for the most part as compensa-
tion for the lack of sustaining power in the instrument. 1896
HIPKINS Hist. Pianoforte 79 The palm for excellence in

harpsichord-making is due to the famous Ruckers family.
Hence Ha-rpsicho rdist, a harpsichord -player.
1878 L. WINGFIELD Lady Grizel II. xi. 283 The Duke's

foreign valet was a neat harpsichordist,

t Harpsicon, corruption of prec.
1633 A. H. Partheneia Sacra 144 OT.) Let them run divi-

sions on the harpsicon or virginals. 1660-1 PEPYS Diary
26 Feb., There saw the new Harpsicon made for Mrs. The.
1683 PETTUS Met* Min. n. 12 The strings of the Harpsicon.

Ha'rp-string. One of the strings of a harp.
c 1000 Apollonius of Tyre (Th.) 17 He }>a, hearpe-strengas

mid craefte astirian ongan. 1384 CHAUCER ff. Fame n.

269 Whan men harpe strynges smyte Whether hyt be moche
or lyte Loo with the stroke the ayre to-breketh. c 1430
LVDG. Hors, Sktpe $ G. 68 in Pol. Rel. ff L. Poems 17 Of
the shepe is cast A-way no thynge . . For harpe stryngis his

Ropys seruythe Ichoone. 18x4 SCOTT Ld. of Isles \. iii,

He spoke, and on the
harp-strings died The strains. 1833 N.

ARNOTT Pkytut(itA. 5) II. 230 A harp-string, while vibrating
as it sounds, appears like a flat transparent riband.

Harpy (haupi). [ad. L. harpy-ia, usually in

pi. karpyix^Gr. apvviai 'snatchers' (cf. Apxafrtv
to snatch away, seize), in Homer used to per-
sonify whirlwinds or hurricanes, in Hesiod said to
be sisters of Aello and Iris, in later mythology re-

presented as hideous winged monsters. Perh. im-

mediately a. F. harpie (1410 c. in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. Gr. and Lot. Myth. A fabulous monster, rapa-

cious and filthy, having a woman's face and body
and a bird's wings and claws, and supposed to act
as a minister of divine vengeance.

102

154 PALSGRAVE tr. Acolastus Nivh, Such were the

harpies, as Virgil discribith them. 1610 SHAKS. Temp.
in. iii. 83 Brauely the figure of this Harpie hast thou Per-

form'd (my Ariell) ; a grace it had, deuouring. 1671 MILTON
P. /i. ii. 462 Both table and provision vanished quite With
sound of harpies' wings, and talons heard. 1736 BUTLER
Anal. i. iii. Wks. 1874 1.51 His vices, .like so many harpies,

craving for their accustomed gratification- 1868 TENNYSON
Lucretius 159 Strangers at my hearth Not welcome, harpies

miring every dish. 1873 SYMONDS Grk. Poets viii. 263 The
Harpies were wind-tossed films of frothy cloud; the Sirens

daughters of foam and mist.

b. A conventional representation or figure of a

harpy, as in Heraldry.
1572 BOSSEWELL Armorie n. nib, An Harpie Vert,

Wynged de Or. 1610 GUILUM Heraldry in. xxvi. (1611)

183 The Harpey. .should be giuen to such persons as haue
committed manslaughter. 1823 CKADB Technol. Diet. s. v.,

The field is, or, a narpy displayed, crined, crowned, and

armed, or. 1873 BOUTELL Her. Anc. fy Mod. 158 Hargy,
a fabulous heraldic creature, represented as a vulture with
a woman's head and neck.

2. transf. and Jig. A rapacious, plundering, or

grasping person ; one that preys upon others.

1589 WARNER Alb. Eng. v. xxviii. (R.), Plucke downe
those grating harpies that Seduce our king amis. 1643

Myst. /mg. 45 The insolent carriage of Prince Rupert, and
his Harpyes. 1775 IOHNSON Ta.v. no Tyr. 5 The harpies
of taxation. 1859 THACKERAY Virgin, xviii, Was it my
mother-in-law, the grasping, odious, abandoned, brazen

harpy? 1884 Si. James' Gaz. 4 Apr. 4/2 Mr. Commissioner
Kerr has begun a crusade against legal 'harpies'.
3. The HARPY-EAGLE.
1838 Penny Cycl. X. 175/2 The harpy is stated to be a

solitary bird, frequenting the thickest forests, where it feeds

upon the sloths. 1856 KNIGHT Cycl. Nat. Hist. II. 698
The Harpies, or Fishing Eagles, with short wings.
4. The moor-buzzard, Circus xruginosus.
1838 Penny Cycl. X. 183/1 Circus xrueinosus . . is the. .

Moor-Buzzard, Marsh-Harrier, Duck-Hawk, Harpy, and
White-headed Harpy. 1862 Chambers' Encycl. V. 252.

5. The HARPY-BAT, q. v.

6. attrib. and Comb., as harpy advocate, breed,

fury, grin, lawyer, pettifogger, rate, raven ; harpy-
fooled, harpy-like adjs. ; harpy-monument, a

monument found at Xanthus in Lycia, on which
are figures resembling harpies.
1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. Democr. to Rdr. 32 They, .undo

one another to enrich an Harpy advocate. Ibid. \\. i. iv. i.

299 That he be not over-careless or covetous, Harpy-like to
make a prey of his patient. 1667 MILTON P. L. 11. 596
Thither by harpy-footed Furies hail'd. 1749 SMOLLETT
Regicide n. vii. Why let in A train of harpy sorrows to my
breast? 1767 WESLEY yrnl. n Aug., The harpy-lawyers
are.. disappointed. 1853-78 W. SMITH Class. Diet. 298 In
the famous Harpy monument recently brought from Lycia
to this country, the Harpies are represented in the act of

carrying off the daughters of Pandareus. 1866 TROLLOPE
Cla-uerings xxiv, Woman, altogether of the harpy breed !

Hence Harpyiau (erron. harpeian, harpyan)
a., belonging to or characteristic of a harpy.
1644 VICARS Jehovah-Jireh 46 For fear of their Harpeian

paws, c 1738 E. PRIOR Lament, in Willis & Clark Cam-
bridge 11886) II. 676 Those harpyan claws.

Ha*rpy-ba*t. A name given to two or more

species of bat found in the East Indies.

1883 CasselCs Nat. Hist. 1 . 276 The Harpy Bat (Harpyia
cephaloies). .the Molucca Bat of Pennant and Shaw, inhabits
the islands of Celebes and Amboyna. Ibid. 308 The Harpy
Bat (Harftiocefhalus harpid) is about two inches and a half

long, with a tail nearly two inches in length . . observed in

India, at Darjeling, and the Khasia hills.

Ha*rpy-ea*gle. A large and powerful bird of

prey ^ Thrasyaetus harpyia, or Harpyia destructor]

larger than the golden eagle, with crested head
and fan-shaped tail, a native of South America.

1830 T. ATTWOOD Let. to Wife 21 June in C. M. Wake-
field Life x. (1885) 143, I went on Saturday to see the

harpy eagle, and a most grand and beautiful creature he
is. 1883 Cassetfs Nat. Hist. III. 2?6 Although from its

size and courage . . generally called the Harpy Eagle, it is

evident from its structure that it is a Buzzard.

Harquebus, arquebus ;haukwn>s, auk-\
sb.; also fharquebut, t harquebush. Forms :

a. 6 harquebutt(e, -but. . 6 arkbussh, 6-7
harga-, hargu-, harguebush s e, harquebush. -y.

6-7 harga-,hargu-, hargue-, -buse, -buze, harg-
webuese, harkaboize, harquebuz(e, -busse, 7

hargebuse, harguebus(s)e, 7-8 harquebuse, 7-
-buss, 6- harquebus. 5. 6 arcubos(e, 7 -buse,
arquebwze, 7-9 arquebuss, 8-9 -bus, -buse. [a.
i6th c. F. (k^arquebuse (-bute, etc.). The MHG.
hake(n)biihsey MLG. hakebusse (see HACKBUSH),
was transformed in It., by popular etymology, into

arcobugjo, -buso (arco bow + bugio, buso '

hollow,
hole', in reference to the hollow barrel, and to its

taking the place of the bow or arbalest), also later

archibugio, -buso (cf. Sp. arcabuz) ; under the in-

fluence of the It., the earlier French name haque-
bute (see HACKBUT) was changed through the in-

termediate harquebute, harquebuse, to arquebuse.
These French forms were in turn adopted in Eng-
lish, where also the influence of the earlier hackbush,

hagbush, gave rise to the mixed forms harquebush,
hargubusk, harguebusse> etc.]
1. The early type of portable gun, varying in size

from a small cannon to a musket, which on account

HAKQTJEBUSADE.
of its weight was, when used in the field, supported

upon a tripod, trestle, or other 'carriage ', and after-

waidsuponaforked 'rest'. The name in German and
Flemish meant literally

*

hook-gun ', from the hook
cast along with the piece, by which it was fastened

to the '

carriage
'

; but the name became generic
for portable fire-arms generally in the i6th century,
so that the type with the hook was subsequently
distinguished as arquebuse a croc*, see 2.

According to Wendelin Boeheim, Hatidbuch tier Waffcn-
ku>nic (Leipzig 1890) 447, 455, the hook of the original
hakenbiihse was intended to hold on to a wall or other
fixed object, partly to support the weight of the barrel and
partly to diminish the recoil. Maximilian I

(early
i6th

cent.) introduced the portable tripod which could be put
together in the field. The forked rest came in about 1520,
with the Spanish musket.
". 1574 Lane. Lieutenancy i. (Chetham Soc.) 42 Sir

Thomas Hesketh Knight to furnishe. . Harquebuttes ij.

)9. 1532 ELYOT Let. to Dk. Norfolk 14 Mar. in Gav. (1883)
Life So Arkbusshes and crossebowes, I thowght theim in-

numerable, a 1557 Assault of Cupid in TottelCs Misc.

(Arb.) 173 The hargabushe . . dims the ayre with misty
smokes. 1625 MARKHAM Souldiers Accid. 5 If you haue

Harquebushes (which are now out of vse with vs). 1688

R. HOLME Armoury n. 153/1 Wounds, .either with Arrows,
or with the Harquebush, or Gun-shot.

; harq
quebuzes. 1575 CHURCHYARD Chippes (1817) 85 As you >ee. .

crowes flic out of a wood, when a harkaboize is shotte of.

1590 SIR J. SMYTH Disc. Weapons Cj b, Caliuer*. .being ofa

greater length and heighth of bullet, and more ranforced than

Harquebuzes. i6xz F. MARKHAM Bk. War \. ix. 33 Har-

quebusses I cannot allow in this place, because they are

grown out of vse, and can by no means make their encounter

good where the Musquet is opposed against them. 1634
T. JOHNSON Parey's Chirurg. xi. (1678) 270 Harquebuse,
a word, .borrowed from the Italians, by reason of the touch-

hole by which you give fire to the Piece, a 1674 MILTON
Hist. Mosc. iv. (1851) 494 A Peal of 170 Brass Ordnance . .

and 20000 Harquebuzes twice over. 1753 HANWAY Trav.

(1762) II. vi. ii. 153 A kind of harquebuses, which carry a
handful of musket balls. 1805 SCOTT Last Minstr. iv.

xxix, Level each harquebuss on row; Draw, merry archers,
draw the bow. a 1864 HAWTHORNE S.Felton (1879) 23 The
heavy harquebus.
S. c 1540 PEPWELL in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. ii. II. 64 They do

ocupy her now . . with Arcubosys, wiche gyvythe doble the
strok of a hand gon. 1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1621) 982
In battell they use the arcubuse and scimitar. 1605 CAMDEN
Rent. (1657) 208 Chambers, slinges, arquebwze. 1813 BYRON
Giaour 521, Each armed, as best becomes a man, With

arquebuss and ataghan. 1829 W. IRVING Chron. Conq.
Granada II. Ixx. 178 A chance medley combat ensued,
with lances, arquebuses, cross-bows, and cimeters.

1 2. Harquebus a croc (corruptly of crock} :

* An arquebuss supported on a rest by a hook of

iron fastened to the barrel. From the size of its

calibre it was used to fire through loop-holes
'

(Meyrick Anc. Armour 1824). Obs.

(As this was exactly the original 'hakcnbiihse, the addition
a croc,

'

with hook ', was doubtless made after the etymo-
logical meaning of kaquebute or arguubnse was forgotten,
and the name extended to fire-arms which had no haken or

croc. Lit in.- identifies the croc with the fourckette or rest,

but one of his quotations has ' chacun une harquebuze a
croc sans fourchette

'

and another explains the use of the
croc '.

'

harquebuses a croc, que Ton ne peut bien tirer si

elles ne sont lie"es et accrochees sur du bois ',
tied and hooked

upon wood.)
[1547, etc. see HACKBUSH, -BUT]. 1571 /?'. in Whitaker

Hist. Craven (1812) 334, n harquebusses of crocke. 1611

COTGR., Arquebuse a croc, an harguebuse a-crocke (some-
what bigger then a musket). 1625 J. GLANVILLE Voy. Cadiz

27 Oct. (Camdeni 75 By the faire carrieng of their peices Itt

was manifest that some of them were Harque-bush ofCrocke.

1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Gram. xiv. 69 For Curriours,

Hargabusacrocks [1653-92 Harquebuses} .. Bastard-mus-

kets, Coliuers. 1653 H. COGAN tr. Pinto's Trav. Ixix. 280
All the Elephants carried wooden castles on their backs,
from whence they shot with M usquets . . and a great number
of Harquebuses a crock, each of them ten or twelve

spans
long. 1678 tr. Gayds Anns of War 87 The Arquebuss
a Crock is made of Ironjn form of a great Musket. It may
be fired three hundred times a day. .The Bullet of it weighs
three ounces, a 1693 LUDLOW Mem. (1771) 31 A great wall-

gun called a Harquetuz de Croq being fired from the top of

the castle.

3. collectively. Soldiers armed with harquebuses.
1594 PEKLE Alcazar iv. E ij, Garded about With full flue

hundred hargubuze on foote. 1602 MARSTON Ant. ff Mel.
I. ill, Maine squares of pikes, millions of harguebush. 1638
FORD Lady's Trial iv. ii, Yongster Brogen-foh, with four-

score hargubush.
4. attrib. and Comb., as harquebus shot, -man.

1574 G. BAKER Oleum Magistr, title-p., The which Oyl
cureth. .Wounds, Contusions, Hargubush Shot [etc.]. 1598
BARRET Theor. Warres 134, 600 quintals of hargubuze
powder. 1600 DYMMOK Ireland (1843) 34 Towards the

northeast not more than halfe an hargubuz shott. 1687
Knolles* Hist. Turks (1787) 829/1 Grasold, General of the

Italians, there slain with a Harquebuse Shot.

f Harquebus, v. To shoot as a harquebus.
a 1693 URO.UHART Rabelais III. xxvi. 217 Harcabuzzing.

Harquebusade, arq- ^ha'ikw/b^s^'d, a=jk-).

Also -ada, -ado. [a. F. (h]arquebu$ade : see

prec. and -ADE, -ADA, -ADO.]

fl- A shot from a harquebus. Obs.

1590 SIR R. WILLIAMS Disc. Warre 26 The soldiers, .dis-

charged a salue of hargubusaides on the poore people. 1591
GARRAKD Art Warre 213 (Stanf.) Haumg shot sixe or 7

Hargabuzades a peece. 1633 Batt. Lutzen in /far/. Misc.



HARQTTEBUSERY.

(Malh.) IV. loo He .. was beaten down with a storm of

harquebusado s. 17*1 BAILEY, Arqnehusade, a Shot of an

Arquebuse,
2. A continuous discharge of harquebus-shots. Cf.

cannonade, fusillade.
1562 J. SHUTE tr. Canibine's Turk, Wats 36 b, Their

aunswere was, with the faire Cannonade, harquebuzade and
such lyke. 1849 JAS. GRANT KirkaUiy ofG, xiv. 133 They
opened a brisk harquebussade on the assailants.

3. (in full harquebusoiie-water'} : A lotion re-

garded as a specific for gunshot and other wounds.

1747 CHESTERF. Lett. (1792) I. cxxiii. 330 Thank you for

the Arquebusade water which you sent her. 1758 MRS.
DELANY Life 4- Corr. (1861) III. 503 Poor John cut a
terrible gash in . . his hand. I washed it well with arque-
buzade. 1758 J. S. Le Dran's Observ. Snrg.(ijTi) Aa iij b,

Add more or less Arquebusade Water. 1839 LADY LYTTON
CJteveley \. xi. 242 Let me get you something a little sal-

volatile, or some arquebusade.

tHarq.Tieb'asery. Obs. [a. F. (h}arquebuserie

(1551 in Godef.), f. narquelntse : see HAHQUEBUS
and -ERY.] Harquebuses collectively; the employ-
ment of harquebuses in warfare, harquebus-fire.
1589 IVE Fortif^ 36 To assure himselfe from the artillerie

and harquebuserie of the towne. Ibid. 37. 1590 SIR J.
SMYTH Disc. Weapons 27 Men of warre, that do neither
understand the true effects of Mosquetterie, Harquebuzerie,
nor Archerie. Ibid. 47.

t Ha-rquebusher, -butter. Obs. Also 6

harkebuzer, harquebusar. [f. HARQUEBUS (in
its various forms) + -ER 1.]

1. = HARQUEBUSIER.
1567 SIR N. THROCMORTON in Robertson Hist. Scot. (1759)

II. App, 41 These lords haue for the guard of their town
450 Harqubushers. 1577-87 HOLINSHED Chron. III. 962/1
Manfullte assailed by the harquebutters. 1587 FLEMING
Contn. Holinshed 1 1 1 . 1980/1 Two hundred harquebutters
on horsebacke. 1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. fyContmw. (1603)

224 With, .two thousand harquebushers. 1641 BAKER Chron.

11679)200/2 Assailed by the Harquebusars.
2. A harquebus. Cf. HACKBUSHIER 2.

I573~8 BARET Ah>. 6635 A gunne called an arque-
busher, sclofiiis.

Harquebusier, arquebusier (haa-, auk- I

w/'btfsi-'u). Forms: a. 6 hargu-, harquebutier.
\

0. 7 hargubisheer. 7. 6- harquebusier, (6 I

harke-, hargabusier, hargubuzier, 9 harque-

bussier). 5. 7 arcabuzier, 7- arquebusier.

[a. i6th c. F. areabusier (1533), (H}arqitebusier

-butier, f. (Ji}arquebus, HARQUEBUS. See also the

earlier equivalents HACKBUSHIER, HACKBUTTER,
BUTEER.] A soldier armed with a harquebus.
1548 Acts Privy Counc. (i8oo> II. 202 For the wages of cc

harquebutiers. 1553-4 Q. Jane fy Q. Mary iCamden) 45,

vij hagabusyars ofWyats company. 1555 EDEN Decades
288 A band of hargabusiers on horsbacke. 1568 DK.

Crossebowmen. 1570 DIGGES Stratiot. 82 The Harque-
buzier with a light Bngandine. 1611 COTGR., Haguefaftier,
an Arquebusier, or small shot. 1633 T. STAFFORD Pac. Hib.
n. xxi. (1810)418 And gaue occasion of skirmish, .with some
hundred hargubisheers. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Area-
buzier. 1670 COTTON Espemon i. in. 108 Three hundred

Harquebusiers on Horse-back. 1800 Hist. Europe \-& Ann.
Reg. 175/2 Sixteen arquebuziers to each regiment. 1825
SOUTHEY in Q. Rev. XXXII. 387 Bayard .. would give no

quarter to narquebussiers. 1858 MOTLEY Dutck AY/, ii.

272 Arquebusiers, spearsmen and halberdmen.

Harquebut, obs. form of HARQUEBUS.
tHarr, v. Obs. or dial. Also 9 haur. [Of

echoic origin : cf. ARR #.2
,
HURR

v.~\
intr. To

snarl as a dog; to make a rough guttural trill.

Hence Hairing vbl. sb. (in Montg. harrand}.
1387 TREVISA .///(& (Rolls) II. 159 Som vseb. .harrynge,

and garrynge gnsbayting. a 1605 MONTGOMERIE Misc.
Poems iii. 61 3 think my harrand something bar. 1656
T. ADY Candle in Dark 77 A witch or false prophet as had
that devilish imposture of hairing in their throats to deceive
the people, called of some Ventriloquism. Ibid., They spoke
with a counterfeit voyce of barring in the throat, c 1746
J. COLLIER (Tim Bobbin) View Lane. Dial. Gloss., Harr,
to snarl like an angry dog. 1825 JAMIESON, Haur, to speak
with what is called a burr in the throat. Lanarks.

Harr, sb., var. HAAR, sea-fog.
i66a DUGDALF, Hist. hnbanking-'Prtf., The air being.,

cloudy, gross, and full of rotten harrs.

fHarrage, v. Obs. A form used by Fuller,

app. as = HARRY or HARASS (cf. ravage}.
1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. vni. it. 16 That this [Diocese] of

Lincolne, harraged out before, should now lie fallow. 1655
Hist. Camb. Pref. i Of late the Danes, .had harraged

all this Countrey. a 1661 Worthies (1840) II. 131 Living
in a harraged land.

Harrage, -ras(e, -asse, obs. ft. HARAS, a stud.

Harrald(e, harrat, obs. ff. HERALD sb.

Harrass, obs. form of HARASS v.

t Ha'rrateen. Obs. Also harateen. A kind

of linen fabric formerly used for curtains, bed-fur-

niture, and the like. Also attrib.

1711 DK, NEWCASTLE Let. to Dk. Montagu 26 Sept.

(Sotheby's Catal. 15 May 1897) Six field Bedsteads w">

Crimson harateen furnitures. 1748-9 General Advertiser
No. 4440 Ready-Made Furnitures . . either of Harrateen,
Cheney, Flower'd Cotton, Checks. 1756 H. WALPOLECWT.
(1820) II. 4 iD.t A wretched hovel, .half its nakedness barely
shaded with harateen stretched till it cracks. 1762 SMOLLETT
SirL. Greaves xvi. (D.1, Thick harateen curtains were close

drawn round the bed. iSafi ESTHER HEWLETT Cottage

103

Comforts v. 67. 36 If you have curtains . . the best . . are
linen check harrateen.
Comb. 1770 Sketchley 4- A dams' B'/iam Direct., Haywood,

John, 15 Cherry Street, Harrateen maker.

t Harrawnte, ? ///. a. Obs. [perh. = OF. har-

ant, pr. pple. of harer to incite dogs, etc. by shouts,

orig. to shout, a. OHG. haren to cry, shout. See
Skeat Trans. Phil. Soc. 1891-3, 362.] ? Shouting.
7/11400 Morte Arth. 2449 Thane come the herbariours,

harageous knyghtez, The hale batelles on hye harrawnte
ther-aftyre.

1 Harre, har. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : i heorr,
hior, 3-5 herre, 4-7harre, 5-6, 9 dial. bar. [OE.
heorr (hior) fern, and m., and heorra m.; the former

corresp. to MDu. herre
',

harre
,
Dn. /tar, karre

fern., the latter to ON. kjarre, -ri m. :-OTeut.

types *herrd- and *herron-J\
1. The hinge of a door or gate ;

in modern dialect

use, the heel of a gate which bears the hinges : cf.

HARROW sb.~

Beentwlf (Z.) 999 Heorras to-hlidene. <"75 Corpus Gloss.

423 Cardo^ heor. c 1000 Lamb, Ps. cxlvii. 2 [13] (Bosw.)
He ^estrangode heorran geata Sinra. c 1200 Trin. Coll.

Horn. 113 Ure helende brae J>o be Irene herre and alto

shiurede pe siaten. c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 550 Ther nas no
dore bat he ne wolde heue of harre. 1398 TREVISA Barlh.
De P. R. vni. vi. (1495) 304 As the sharp corner of a dore
meueth in the herre. 1483 Cath. Angl. 176/2 An Harre of
a dore, cardo. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis n. ix. [viii.] 72 Furth
of har the stapillis hes he bet. 1611 COTGR., Ckardonnernatt,
the harre of a dore ; the peece, band, or plate, that runnes

along on the hindge-side of some dores. 1893 HESLOP
Northumb. Gloss., Har, the upright pieces of a gate known
as the back har and the fore har.

fig. c 888 K. J^ELFRED Boetk. xxxiv. 7 Seo hior 5e call god
on hwearfab. c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 472 Cardenals
ben an herre to }>e fendis hous,

2 fig. A cardinal point ; an important matter.
r looo Sax. Leechd. Ill, 84 ^Efter |>am feowor heorren

heofenes and eorSan. 1388 WYCLIF Proz>. viii. 26 Erthe,
and floodis, and the herris of the world, c 1440 York Myst.
xxxi. 143, I hope we gete some harre hastely at hande.

3. Out of harre: out of joint, out of order.
a 1327 Pol* Songs (Camden) 318 Wer never dogges there

Hurled out of herre. 1390 GOWER Conf. II. 139 Wherof
this world slant out of herre. c 1440 CAPGRAVE Life St.

Kath. n. 891 More out of herre, pan is a foole bat can not
se be-fore, f 1460 Tenvneley Myst. (Surtees) 195 Alle is out
of har, and that shalle he yrk. 15*6 SKELTON Magnyf.
921 All is out of harre.

Harreise, harres, obs. ff. HARAS, a stud.

Harriage, barrage, var. AVERAGE 5-^.1.

a 1712 FOUNTAINHALL in M. P. Brown Siipf>l. Dccis. (1826)
IV. 358 (Jam.) The services .. of harriage and carriage.
170S Statist. Ace. Scot., Pert/is. XV. 605 Harrage.

Harriar, obs. var. of HALYARD.

Harrico(t, obs. forms of HARICOT.

Harridan (hce'riddenX Also 8 harradan, 8-9
haridan. [Generally supposed to be an alteration

of F. haridelle an old jade of a horse (i6th c. in

Hatz.-Darm.) ; also, a gaunt ill-favoured woman
(Littre*) ; but connecting forms are not known.] A
haggard old woman ; a vixen ;

* a decayed strum-

pet
*

( J.) : usually a term of vituperation.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Harridan, one that is half

Whore, half Bawd. 1706 FARQUHAR Recruit. Officer v. vi,

D'ye hear, d'ye hear, you plaguy harridan, how those

bullets whistle ! 1727 POPE Macer 24 And in four months
a batter'd harridan, a 1745 SWIFT Misc. Poems (1807) 57
The nymphs with whom you first began, Are each become
a harridan. 1860 EMERSON Cond. Life, Consid. Wks. (Bohn)
II. 426 This identical hussy was a tutelar spirit in one house,
and a haridan in the other. 1865 Public Opinion 31 Dec.

714/1 The harpy and harridan of the establishment was

punished, attrib. 1820 MOORE Mem. (1853) III. 102 The
old harridan landlady.
fig. 1864 BURTON Scot Abr. II. 299, I heartily consign
that old harridan Etiquette, with all her trumpery, to [etc.]

Hence t Harrida'nical a. nonce-ivd. Obs.

1725 MRS. PENDARVES in Mrs. Detanks Life fy COJ-T.

(1861) 1. 118 Her old harridanical mother-in-law has stripped
her house in town of all its furniture.

Harrier 1
(hse'riai). [f.

HARRY v. (which sec

for the phonology) +-ER
1

. See also HARROWER 2
.]

1. One who harries, ravages, or lays waste.

1506 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 121 Reiuers,

Raikers, Herrieris of the ground. 1600 HOLLAND Livy in.

Ixviii. 135 Robbers and harriers of our fields. 1868 LOWELL
Picturesfr. Appledore ii. 54 She hides her mountains and
her sea From the harriers of scenery.

t 2. (See quots.) Obs.

1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet., Harre, the voice of a harrier

or driuer of beasts, Eta. 1598 FLORIO, Vatigaro, a harrier,

a drouer, a driuer of cattell.

3. (Also \ harrower. '} A name for falcons of the

genus Circus, and their allies : cf. HEN-HARRIER,
MARSH-HARRIER.
1556 WITHALS Diet. (1568) 4 a/2 A haroer, rubetarius.

1565-73 COOPER Thesaurus, Rnbetarins, a kinde of haukes
called an henne harroer. 1611 COTGR., Bondrte, a kind of

short winged Eagle, .some call her a Harrower. 1691 RAY
Collect. Words Pref. (E. D. S.) 3 Called a Jien-harrier from

chasing, preying upon, and destroying of poultry. 1833
R. MUDIE Brit. Birds (1841) I. 99 The harriers are . . very

indefatigable in their hunting, and highly destructive of the

feathered tribes, and also of rabbits.

4. Comb, (from sense 3) : Harrier eagle, Cir-

caetus gallicus ; Harrier-hawk, a hawk of the

American genus Micrastur.
1883 CasselFs Nat. Hist. III. 270 They retain the facial

HARROW.
ruff" of the Harriets, and lience the name of Harrier-Hawk.
Ibid. 284 The Common Harrier Eagle iCircaetns gallicus)
..found all over Southern and Central Europe.

Harrier- (hce-risj). Also 6 haryer, 7-Sharier.

[app. f. HAKE sb. + -IER
;
but perh. orig. the same

word as HARRIER ', associated with and referred to

hare: cf. 2nd quot. 1576.]
1. A kind of hound, resembling the fox-hound,

but smaller, used for hunting the hare.

154* UDALL Erasm. Apoph. 127 b, There bee harryers or
buckehoundes. 1576 TURBERV. Venerie 165 A hounde
whiche is a perfect good haryer. 1576 FI.F.MISG tr. Cains'

Dogs in Arb. Garner III. 233 That kind of dog whom
Nature hath endued with the virtue of smelling, and
draweth into his nostrils the air of the scent of the beast

pursued and followed, .we call Ler-erarius, Harriers. 1679
BLOUNT Anc. Tenures 39 A Kenel of little Hounds called
Harriers. 1713 Lond. Gaz. No. 6194/6 A Pack of Harriers.

1846 J. BAXTER Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) I. 217 Harriers
in general are much slower in the pursuit than fox-hounds.

b. In //. A pack of such hounds ; including the

persons, huntsmen and others, following the chase.

1877 BLACK Green Past, xx The harriers had met at

Willowby Clump. 1882 Miss BRADDON Aft. Royal x, The
harriers met at Trevena.

2. A member of a ' hare-and-hounds
'

team.
1891 Daily Nevvs 16 Dec. 5/6 The first prize for the best

costumed ' harrier' was awarded to Mr. E. J. Bagot. 1893
Birkenhead News Q Dec. 7/3 A little

Diversion was caused

through one of the Rock Ferry Harriers falling into a ditch
in attempting to leap over it.

Harring : see HARR v.

t Ha'rrington. Obs. exc. Hist. A brass far-

thing token, coined by John, Lord Harrington,
under a patent granted him by James I in 1613.
f Now [1613] my lord Harrington obtained a Patent from

the King for the making of Brasse Farthings, a thing that

brought with it some contempt though lawful!.' Spark ist

14 years Jos. I (1651) i. xxix. 56.]
x6i6 B. JONSON Devil an Ass IT. i. 83, I will not bate a

Harrington o' the summe. 1632 Magn. Lady iv. iii.

a 1639 WOTTON Let. 12 Aug. in Rel. Wott. (1672) 558, I

have lost four or five friends, and not gotten the value of
one Harrington.

Ha-rringtonite. Rfin. [f. proper name
Harrington + -ITE.] A variety of Mesolite.

1834 Edinb. Nnu Philos. Mag. XVII. 186 (Dana). 1843
PORTI.OCK Geol. 218 Harringtonite forms veins or layers in

the .. greenstone of Portrush. 1868 DANA Min. 381 The
variety named Harringtonite by Thomson.

Ha-rrisbnck. [Named after Sir W. C. Harris,

by whom it was discovered in 1837 : see Proc* Zool.

Soc. 1838 p. 2.] The Sable Antelope of South

Africa, Hippotragus niger.
1863 W. C. BALDWIN Afr. Hunting 187, I saw this morn-

ing three beautiful harrisbucks. 1876 Miss FREWER tr. J.
Verne's 3 Englishm. ff 3 Russians ix. 71 They brought
down a couple of harrisbucks. 1894 LYDEKKER Royal Nat.
Hist. II. 287.

Harrish, obs. form of HARSH.
Harrisite (hse'risait). Min. [f. proper name

Harris + -ITE.] A variety of copper-glance, with
cubic cleavage.
1865 WATTS Diet. Chem. III. 14 Harrisite, a variety of

cuprous sulphide, Cu a
S, occurring in the Canton mine,

Georgia. 1868 DANA Min. 61 Harrisite . . is chalcocite
with the cleavage of galena.

f Harro, v. Obs. rare. (See quots.)
1575 LANEHAM Let. (1871) 13 The swift fleeting of the

Deer afore .. the hoounds harroing after, az they had bin a
number of skiphs too the spoyle of a karuell. 1825 JAMIE-
SON, To Harro, Hirro

t
v.n. and a., to huzza, to halloo.

Harroer, obs. f. HARRIER!, HARROWER.
fHa'rrohen. Obs. rare 1

, [f. HARROW .
2

+ HEN ; cf. HARRIER !
3.] The Hen-harrier.

i_57S TURBERV. Faulc. 55 The harrohen or capped kyte.

Harrold, harrotte, obs. ff. HERALD.
Harrovian (hser^-vian), a. and sb.

[f.
mod.

L. Harrdvi-a Harrow + -AN.]
A. adj. Of or pertaining to Harrow school.

B. sb. One educated at Harrow.
1864 R. CHAMBERS Bk. of Days II. 177 The Harrow

Shootings were abolished in 1771. . . The Harrovians deeply
regretted the ending oftheir old amusement. 1883A thenxutn
28 Mar. 402/1 Many eyes besides those of Harrovians must

recently have turned with interest . .to the great school upon
the hill.

Harrow (hre*r0), sbJ- Forms : 4haru, harou,

haiewe, 4-5 harwe, 5-6 harow(e, 7 harrowe,

5- harrow. [ME. harwe, answering to an OE.
*kearwe or *kearge : app. related to MLG. (MDu.)
harke, Du. hark rake, also ON. herfi, hervi (Sw.

/iarf, harf, Da. harv] harrow ;
but the form-rela-

tions are obscure, and the ulterior origin uncertain.]
1. A heavy frame of timber (or iron) set with iron

teeth or tines, which is dragged over ploughed land

to break clods, pulverize and stir the soil, root up
weeds, or cover in the seed. Sometimes made in

two halves, and then locally called the harrows.
a 1300 Cursor M. 12388 For plogh and haru \v.rr. harwe,

harou] cuth he dight. a 1350 Childh. Jesus 1365 (Miitz.)

Ou?ht . . J;at scholde to harewe ojwr to plou}, He coube it

wurchen. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xix. 268 Wse foure . .

harwed in an nandwhile al holy scripture, \Vytn two harwes
bat bei hadde. . Id est, vetus testamentum &. nouum. [1393
C. xxil. 272 eythes.] a 1400-50 Alexander 1063 A harrow
foreheld ouer with tyndez. c 1440 Promp. Pan>. 228/2



HARROW.
Harowe [v.r. harwe], erpica. 1573 TUSSER Ifust*. xvii.

(1878) 37 A barlie rake toothed, with yron and steele, like

paier of harrowes. 1577 B. GOOGF, HcmsbacJi's Hnsb. \.

(1586) 23 b, The Harrowe, is an instrument crosse lettused,

to hreake the Cloddes withal), and to cover the seedes. 1816

J. SMITH Panorama Sc. fy Art II. 626 The harrow is

employed after the plough . . to produce a more complete
pulverization of the soil. 1897 A. fy Q. 8th Ser. XI. 432/2
She was an adept at the management of cart and harrows.

Jig* 1824-46 LANDOR Imag. Conv. Wks. II. 382 Under the

harrow of affliction.

b. With various denning words, as Berwickshire

harrow, f back harrow ; revolving harrow, a

harrow of which the teeth are fixed on radiating

arms, so as to revolve horizontally. Also brake (or

break] harrow (BRAKEJ/M^), BUSH HARROW, chain-
harrow (CHAix sb. 19), etc.

1616 Si'RFL. & MARKH. Country Farnte 541 Breake the
clods . . and then with your back-harrowes runne ouerthem
againe. 1805 FORSVTH Beauties Scot/. (1808) V. 420 Break-
harrows and rollers are almost as yet confined to a few pro-
prietors. 18x6 LOUDON Encycl. Agric. (1831) 414 The
Berwickshire harrow is the most perfect implement of the
kind in general use.

C. Phrases and locutions. I

c 1380 WVCLIF Serin, Sel. Wks. II. 280 Cristene men may
seye, as be poete seib in prouerbe be frogge seide to be

harwe, cursid be so many lordis. 1523 FITZHERB. Husb.
15 It is an olde sayinge, The oxe is neuer wo, tyll he to the

harowe goo. 1802-12 BENTHAM Rationale of Evidence
(1827) I. 385 note, Kept like toads under a harrow. 1806 7
J. BERESFORO Miseries Hum. Life (1826) xn. vii, Placed,
and held, under the harrow. 1818 SCOTT Rob Roy xxvii,
' Ower mony maisters, as the paddock said to the harrow,
when every tooth gae her a tig.' 18*5 JAMIESON s.v., To
rin atva" with the Aarrtnos, applied to those who do not
reason fairly; especially, when they go on ..disregarding
any thing that has already been said in reply. 1827 SCOTT
Jrnl. (iSoo) II. 94 If I die in the harrows, as is very likely,
I shall die with honour. 1889 Spectator 12 Oct., The
Armenians and Cretans are already under the harrow.

2. transf. A similar contrivance used for other

purposes : see quots., and cf. HEARSE.
1548 HALL Chron, % Hen. V, 48 b, They have imagined

caltrappes, harowes and other new trickes to defende the
force of the horsmen. 16x1 BIBLE i Ckrcm. xx. 3 Hee
brought out the people . . and cut them with sawes, and with
harrowes of yron, and with axes. 1660 JER. TAYLOR Duct.
Dubit. n. ii. (R.), That David made the people of the
Ammonites to pass under saws and harrows of iron is not

safely imitable by Christian souldiers.

t b. A kind of sledge : also harrow-sled. Obs.
15.. Tourn. Tottenham 203 in H&d./l ifson's SottgsdBjj)

81 Sum broght gret harows Ther husbandes for to bom
fech. iss HULOET, Harrowe sled, traha.

c. In Fortification : see quot.
1788 Chambers' Cycl. t Harrwu, in Fortification, is a Gate

made of timber, whose dimensions are commonly six by four

inches, and six inches distant from each other, well fastened
lo three or four cross bars, and secured with iron.

d. In Gold-mining : see quots.
1869 R. B. SMYTH Goldf. Victoria Gloss. 613 Harrows

are fixed to the pole of a puddling machine, and being
dragged round, divide and mix the auriferous clays with
water. 1888 F. HUME Mad. Midas \. v, The wash dirt

being put into these, there was an iron ring held up by
chains haying blunt spikes to it, which was called a harrow.
3. A diagonal arrangement of soldiers ; also of

migratory fowl in the air.

1876 HOLLAND Sevenoaks xii. 158 The wild geese flying
over., had called to Jim. .and he had looked up at the huge
harrow scraping the sky. 1891 Cornh. Mag. Dec. 643
(temp. Edit). Ill) Let your men form a harrow on either side
of the ridge. Ibid. 647 The four-deep harrow formation i

which gave strength to their array, and yet permitted every
man to draw his arrow freely without harm to those in front.

4. [From the verb.] The act of harrowing.
1871 R. ELLIS Catullus Ixiv. 13 Scarcely the wave foamed

white to the reckless harrow of oarsmen.
5. attrib. and Comb.^ as harrow-beam, -maker,

-man, -pin t -tooth ; harrow-shaped adj. ; harrow-
bull [see BULL sb.s], one of the pieces of wood
which form the frame of the harrow

; harrow-
cultivator, a modification of the harrow supported
on wheels; harrow-spindle, one of the 'slots'
or crosspieces which are mortised through the
' bulls

'

; harrow-tine (f -tind) = harrow-tooth.
15*3 FITZHERB. Husb. 15 An oxe-harowe, the whiche is

made of sixe smal peces of timbre, called *harowe-bulles
. . in euery bull are syxe sharpe peces of yren, called harowe
tyndes. 1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Country Forme 662 Harrow-
buls, Harrow-teeth. 1483 Cath. Angl. 176/2 An Harow or
a *harow maker, erpicanus. i8a6 Lou DON Encycl. Agric.
(1831) 528 The *harrow-man's attention .. should be con-

stantly directed to [etc.]. 1530 PALSGR. 220/2 *Harowe
pynne, chenille de /terse. 1860 PUSEY Min. Proph. 67*
Harrow-shaped planks, set with sharp stones. 1641 BEST
Farm. Bks. (Surtees), The smallest sort of them for *har-

rowe-spindles. 1483 Cath. Angl. 176/2 An *Harow toothe,
paxillus. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth ii, Plough-graith and
harrow-teeth !

Harrow, sb* dial. = HABRE, hinge.
15*8 MS. Ace. St. John's Hosp.> Cantero,* Paid for . . ye

harrow of a gate. 1863 BARNES Dorset Dial. , Harrow ofa
gate, the backer upright timber of a gate by which it is hung
to its post.

Harrow (hue-wn), z.i Forms: see HARROW sb^
[f. HARROW sb.* : cf. mod.G. barken to rake, Sw.
harfva, Da. harve to harrow.]
1. trans. To draw a harrow over ; to break up,

crash, or pulverize with a harrow. So harrow over.
Harrow tn, to cover in (seed, etc.) by harrowing.
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a 1300 Cursor M. 21303 J>e toiler he saus efter J>e sede, ]>e
thridit harus efter wit spede. 1377 [see HARROW j/'. 1

i],

r 1440 Promp. Parv. 228/2 Harwyn, crpico. 1530 PALSCR.
579/2 He that soweth his seedes must harowe the grounde
by and by, for els the byrdes wyll eate it awaye. 1611 BIBLE
Job xxxix. 10 Canst thou binde the Vnicorne with his band
in the furrow ? or will he harrow the valleyes after thee ?

1759 tr. DithameCs Hush. i. ix. (1762) 52 Harrow over your
ground, with a heavy wide-tooth'd harrow. 1778 T. SIMPSON
/ 'ermin'Killer 13 When the farmer sows his seed, before he
harrows it in. 1834 Low Agric. (1847)412 In a fortnight or

more after planting, the whole field is to be harrowed.

fig- 1650 \V. BROUGH Sacr. Princ. (1659)482 To plowup
thy heart, and harrow thy whole man. 1654 TRAFP Comm.
Ps. xv. 4 It is evill to sow reports and slanders but worse to

harrow them in.

b. absolutely,
1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. vi. 19 Heggen ober harwen ober

swyn ober gees dryue. 1565-73 Durham Depos. (Surtees)
104 Harrawmge and sawinge upon a Sondaye. 188* OUIDA
Maremma I. 3 They will, .plough, and harrow, and sow.

C. intr. (tor passive). Of land : To suffer har-

rowing ;
to turn out under the harrow.

1841 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. II. n. 183 It [soil] never failed

. .to harrow down as mellow as possible,

t d. Back-harrow, bull-harrow, see quots. Obs.

1552 HULOET, Harrow corne when it is in grasse, called

back harrowe, pectino, snrrio. 1780 A. YOUNG Tour Irel.

II. 208 Bull harrow it, that is with harrows without teeth.

1 2. transf. To cut through as a harrow
;

to
'

plough
'

(the sea, etc.). Obs.

1583 STANYHFRST &neis i. (Arb.) 33 His launce staffe thee
dust top turuye doth harrow. Ibid. in. 76 The sea by our
mariners with the oars cleene canted is harrowd.

3. To tear, lacerate, wound (physically).
1633 T. ADAMS Exp. 2 Pfter i. 16 The thorns harrowing

his sacred head. 1735 SOMERVILLE Chase n. 119 Th'
impatient Rider.. With galling Spurs harrows his mangled
Sides. 1786 tr. Beckford's Vathek (1834) 67 Harrowing his
cheeks with a few scratches,

f b. To tear up. Obs.

1604 A, SCOLOKER Diaf/iaJitus(i$&o) 36 lie hauereuenge,
or harrow vp my will.

4. To lacerate or wound the feelings of
;
to vex,

pain, or distress greatly. (Rarely with up.}
i6oa SHAKS. Ham. i. i. 44 It harrowes me with fear and

wonder. Ibid. i. v. 16, 1 could a Tale vnfold, whose lightest
word Would harrow vpthy soule. 11630 SANDERSON Sert.
II. 305 Our thoughts are so pulled and harrowed this way
and that way. 1634 MILTON Comus 565 Amaz'd I stood,
harrow'd with grief and fear. 1755 SOMERVILLE Chase \\.

485 Th' ambitious Wretch, whose discontented Soul Is har-
row'd Day and Night. 1816 KEATINGE Tra-u. (1817) I. 152
Dreadful stories, whereby the minds of good people . . are
harrowed up. 1865 MERIVALE Rom. Emp. VIII. Ixviii. 337
His gentle nature was harrowed by the misery around him.

t b. To vex, disturb. Obs.

1609 HOLLAND Amm. Marcell. xxt. x. 177 He [Julian]
harrowed the memorial 1 [niemoriam vexavit] of Constan-
t Sne, as one that had beene a deviser of innovation.

f6. To castrate. Obs.

1753 Stewards Trial 139 He wants to harrow him [a horse]
this spring. Ibid. 179 At the harrowing.
Hence Ha'rrowed///. a. t Harrowing vbl. sb.

1523 FITZHEHB. Husb. 12 As moche plowynge and harow-
ynge. 1551 HULOET, Harrowed after the maner of backe
harrowynge, pectitus. 1785 G. WASHINGTON Writ. (1891)
XII. 225 After three ploughings and three harrowings,
sowed millet. 1788 FALCONBRIDGE Afr. Stave Tr. 41 The
harrowed parts of the back of the unoffending seaman.

1847 DISRAELI Tancred \\. xvi,
'
I cannot leave her ', thought

the harrowed Tancred. 1888 Athenaeum 11 Aug. 189/3
The inevitable harrowing of the reader's feelings.

Harrow (hse-nn^, v,* Forms : I hersian, 3

herehen,herhen,3-4her3en,4herwen,herewe,
harwe, harrewe, haru, horn, 4-5 harewe, 4-6
harow(e, haro,6 herow, 6- harrow. [A by-form
of HABBY v., OE. hergian, of which the pa. t. and

pa. pple. hergode, her&od. and vbl. sb. hergung re-

gularly became in ME. herwede, herwed, nerwyng,
whence, by change of -er before cons, to -ar9 and

levelling, came ME. harwe, harowe, harrow.]
trans. To harry, rob, spoil, a. Used especially

in the phrase to harrow hell, said of Christ.
c 1000 [see HARROWING below], a i5 St. Marker. ioj>u

herehedest helle. a 1300 Cursor M. 26026 Of hell it harus
be hard prisun. 13.. Sir Beues (MS. A.) 4469 Be him, bat
herwede helle. c 1386 CHAUCER Miller's T. 326 By hym
that harwed [v.rr. nariede, haried, harowed] helle. c 1500
How Plowman lemed Paler-Noster^ 39 in Hazl. E. P. P.
I. 211, I byleve in Jhesu Cryste, Whiche suffred dethe and
harowed hell. 1589 Hay any Work 39 Let him tell what
our Sauiour Christ should do, if he did not harrow Hell.

1624 BP. MOUNTAGU Gagg 218 This was before Christ har-
rowed Hell. 1625 USSHER Answ. Jesuit 374 Christ spoiled,
or (as they were wont to speake) harrowed Hell. 1850
NEALE Med. Hymns (1867) 168 Christ hath harrowed helK

b. In the general sense of HABBY v.

1606 J. CLAPHAM Hist. Gt. Brit. i. in. xvi. 142 These
Picts . .did oft-times harrow the borders. 1643 PRYNNE Sov.
Power Parl.i. (ed. 2) 112 The County of Glocester, (which
they have pitifully harrowed and spoiled). 1782 SIR W.
JONES Speech Reform. Parl. Wks. 1799 VI. 719 They
racked and harrowed the people. 1814 SCOTT Ld. ofIsles
v. xv, Long harrow'd by oppressor's hand.

Hence Ha'irowed ///. a. ; Ha-rrowing (OE.
hergnng) vbl.sb., spoiling (of hell), also in general
sense, plundering, sacking (of a country).
c 1000 V^ELFRIC Horn. I. 228 Hell oncneow Crist, Sa5a heo

forlet hyre haeftlingas ut, burh Sacs Ha^lendes herjunge.
a 1450 Chester PI. xvii. (Harl. MS. 2013) See that you doe
well, In pagente sett out the harrowinge of helle. 1586

HABBY.
WARNER Alb, Eng. i. vi, And then in harrowed Hell

(Pyrithous buried) he nor she, nor Theseus longer dwell.

1599 SANDYS Enropx Spec. (1632) 184 The harrowing and
desolating of the Countrey. 1654 COKAINE Dianea in. 234
He came to the harrowing of our Island. 1859 WEDGWOOD
Diet. Eng. Etymol. s.v. Harry, The harrowing of hell was
the triumphant expedition of Christ after his crucifixion,
when he brought away the souls of the righteous who had

i
..been held captive in hell since the beginning of the

,

world.

t Harrow, haro ;hae-wu), int. Obs. Forms :

4 harou, -ow, -awe, 4-6 harowe, harrowe, 4-7
harrow (5 a rowe), 5-7 harro, 6 harrok, haroll,

5- haro. [a. OF. haro, harou, haren, hctrol, harau,
hero, of obscure origin. The popular notion,
found already in l4thc., that the expression was
ha Ron!, a call upon Ron, R.ionl, or Rollo, duke
of Normandy, is not consistent with the OF. forms
of the word.]
1. A cry of distress or alarm

;
a call for succour,

7o cry harrow (on any one) : to denounce (a. per*

son's) doings. Obs. since c 1600. (Modern instances

are either after ME., or from mod.F.)
13 . . Senyn Sag. (W.) 480 Sche . . gradde

' Harow !

'

with

gret rage. 1340 Ayenb. 31 HuanneJ>e man..nele arere bet
heued to gode be zor3e ne grede harou be ssrifte. c 1386
CHAUCER Miller's T. 100 Lat be Nicholas Or I wol crie,

out, harrow, and alias. Reeve's T. 152 lohn .. gan to
crie harrow and weyjaway Oure hors is lorn. 1413 Pilgr.
Sowle iCaxton) i. vii. (1859) 6 Lete us cryen a .rowe and
oute upon them all ! c 1460 Towneley Myst. (Surtees) 307
Oute, haro, out, out ! harkyn to this home. 1481 CAXTON
Reynard (Arb.) 66, 1 crye out harowe on them that so falsely
haue belyed me. 1513 DOUGLAS /Encis XH. x. 126 Thai
rent thar hair, with harrow, and allaik. 1525 LD. BERNERS
Froiss. II. clxxxviii. [clxxxiv.] 574 Out, harowe, what
myschife is this. 1530 PALSCR. 501/2 My mother was

afrayde there had ben theves in her house, and she kryed
out haroll alarome. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. viii. 46 Harrow
and well away 1 After so wicked deede why liv'st thou

lenger day ? a 1643 W. CARTWRICHT Ordinary HI. i. in

Hazl. Dodsley XII. 253 Harrow, alas ! I swelt here as I

go. [1863 SALA Capt. Dangerous II. iv. 133 You may
cry Haro upon me for a Cynic. 1894 F. S. ELLIS Reynard
208 Harowe ! I cry on that vile crew.]

||
2. In Law of Normandy and Channel Isles, in

form haro ! : see quots.
168* WARBURTON Hist. Guernsey 43 (1822) 100 Ctameur

de HarO) is thus practised. When any man finds another

entering upon his possessions, .crying out three times haro,
he in the king's name discharges any workmen . . from pro-
ceeding or any person from employing them or others . .after-

wards he commences his action in the court. If he neglect
so to do, then the person against whom the haro was
cried, may . . bring his action against him who cried haro.
x86a ANSTED Channel Isl. iv. xxiii. (ed. 2) 539 Encroach-
ments on property are sometimes met by a very peculiar
exclamatory appeal, called

* Ha ! Ro !

'

repeated thrice. It

is considered to be the remains of an old appeal to Rollo,
Duke of Normandy, and is followed by action.

3. as sb. The calling of harrow ! ; outcry.
c 1440 York Myst. xxxi. 84 panne gete we some harrowe

full hastely at hande. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. (1858) I.

124 Tbair wes no thing bot harrok, how and cry.

Harrower 1
(hse'waai). [f.

HARROW z/.
1
]

1. One who harrows land.
c 1440 Nom. in Wr.-Wiilcker 687/16 Hie harpicator, a

haroer. issa-7* HULOET, Harrower, when it is backe
harrowed, or weeder, sarritor. 1641 BEST Farm. Bks.

(Surtees) 140 Harrowers have usually 30., or3</. two quarters
a day. 1688 R. HOLME A rmoury HI. 243/2 Good Plowman,
Sower, Harrower, and Carter.

t 2.
[f.

HARROW sby\ A harrow-maker. Obs.

1483 Catk. Angl. 176/2 An Ha
a Harower), erpicarius.

. Angl, 176/2 An Harow or a harow-maker (A.

3. One who harrows (the soul, feelings).
1814 MRS. J. WEST Aticia de Lacy IV. 283 Harrowers of

the soul and slow consumers of the body. 1889 WHITBY
Awaken. Mary Fenivick III. ii. 58 A glorifier of maudlin
sentimentality, a harrower of feelings.

HaTTOWer 2
. Obs. or arch. Also 5 harwere,

6 harroer. [f. HARROW v2\
1. A spoiler : a by-form of HARRIER l. nar-
rower of hell\ an appellation of Christ.

1450 Cor. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 160 We xulle telle. .How
harwere of helle Was born this nyght.
2. A bird of prey ;

= HARRIER 1
3, q.v.

Harrowing, vbl. sb. \ see HABBOW Z/. 1 and 2.

Harrowing ;hffi-n>U|in\///. a. [f.HARRow z>.l]

That harrows or lacerates the feelings ; acutely dis-

tressing or painful.
18x0 SCOTT Lady ofL. iv. vi, My soul with harrowmg

anguish torn. 1884 COLERIDGE in Law Rep. 14 Q. Bench
Div. 2^9 Other details yet more harrowing .. were presented
to the jury.
Hence Ha'rrowingly adr.

t
Harrowinguess.

1799 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. XXVIII. 179 Scarcely
any single figure so divinely yet harrowingly expressive.

1843 Fraser's Mag. XXVII. 19 The prayer for annihila-

tion is more harrowingly terrific. 1883 Academy 29 Dec.

426 The. .tragic and sordid harrowingness [of life].

t Harry, sb Obs. [f. HARRY v.} The act

of harrying ; devastation, molestation, vexation.
c 1330 R, BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 157 Ne borgh non ofcer

harie to do him reise his schelde.

Harry thoe'ri), sb$ Also 4-7 Kerry. [ME.
Herry^ irom Henry by assimilation of nr to rr ;

er subseq. becoming ar, as in HARRY z>.] A
familiar equivalent of the Christian name Henry
(whence also the feminine name Harriet

', originally



HARRY.
= Henrietta) ; used also in transferred applica-
tions, and as part of many appellatives.

I. 1. The proper name.
r 1386 CHAUCER Cook'sProl. 34 And ther-fore Herry Bailly

by tny feitli He thou na[t] wrooth. 1519 Interlude 4 Kievi.
in Ha/1. Dodsley I. 30 The most wise prince the seventh

Herry. 1648 MILTON Sonnet to Lait>cs
t Harry, whose tune-

ful and we 11-measured song [etc.].

2. As a generic name for : a. A country fellow

(? obs.}. b. A young Englishman of a low-class

type : cf. 'ARRT.
1796 GROSE Diet. Vvlg. Tongue, Hurry, a country fellow.

i8a8 Craven Dial., Harry, a country man, a rude boor.

1874 All Year Round XII. 617 We have all been intro-

duced to Harry at home . . We do not style him 'Any, as
some offensively and in the worst taste do.

3. pi. Harrys or King Hat-rys : playing cards of
the second quality.
1842 Bradshaiv's Jrnl. 16 Apr. (in Philol. Soc. Trans.

1867, 63) The best cards are called Moguls, the others Harrys
and Highlanders. 1866 in Stationer <y Fancy Trades
Register i Sept. (Ibid.), The different qualities of cards are

distinguished as Moguls, Harrys, Highlanders, and Merry
Andrews. 1867 FRY Playing-Card terms (Ibid. 64 Harrys,
so called from the device on the wrappers.

II. With qualification, Old, Lord, Blind.
4. Old Harry : A familiar name for the Devil :

see also OLD and NICK. To play Old Harry with :

to play the devil or the mischief with ; to work
mischief upon ; to ruin.

1777 BRAND Pop. Antiq. (1870) III. 54 In the north of

England Old Harry is also one of the popular names of the
devil. 1796 in GROSE Diet. V'ulg. Tongue. 1824 SCOTT
Redganntlet ch. viii, There is none but Ould Harry, as

old Harry, and stick to Conundrums ! 1880 MRS. LYNN
LINTON Rebel ofFamily II. ix, These evening damps and
chills play Old Harry with one's bronchial tubes.

5. (See quots.)
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Old Harry, a Composition

used by Vintners, when they bedevil their Wines. 1796
GROSE Diet. Vulg. Tongue, Old harry, a composition used

by vintners to adulterate their wines.

6. By the Lord Harry : a form of swearing ;
of

doubtful origin.
1687 CONGREVE Old Bach. n. i, By the Lord Harry he says

true. 1708 MOTTEUX Rabelais iv. xx. (1737) 87 Sound,
Friend, in the Lord Harry's Name. 1821 BYRON Epigr.
Braziers' Addr. Caroline, By the Lord Harry ! They'll
find . . much more. 1890 BESANT Demoniac xv, Then, by the
Lord Harry .. if the Devil wins this time, you shall be the

prize show of the mad-house !

7. Blind Harry : see BLIND a. 16.

III. Combinations.
8. In apposition : Harry-banning, a local name

of the three-spined stickleback. Harry-bird, the

Greater Shearwater {Pujfinus major]. Harry
Denchman, Harry Dutchman, local names of

the hooded or Danish crow, f Harry-lion,
* a

horse-godmother' (Halliwell). Harry-long-legs,
the cranefly or daddy-long-legs, -f Harry-ruffian,
a swaggerer.
1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. $ Min. 235 Stlckle-backs,

Hackles: or *
Harry bannings, are naught and unwhole-

some. 1778 F.ng-. Gazetteer s.v. Pembrokeshire, The puffin
and the *harry-bird breed in holes, and commonly in those
of the rabbits. 18.. W. G. WATERS Words not in Forbyin
Nor/. Arch. VIII. 167 *Harry Denchman^ the Danish crow.

1885 SWAINSON Prov. Names Birds 86 Hooded crow (Corvus
comix)..* Harry Dutchmen. 1607 Christmas Prince (1816)
33 Good-wife Spiggot .. her selfe staulked In the middest
Hke a great *Harry-Lion (as it pleased the audience to
terme it). 1676 COTTON Angler n. 338 We have also this

month a *Harry-long-legs. 1781 MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary
14 Sept., A Harry Longlegs .. after much trial to catch,
eluded me. 1851 S. JUDD Margaret n. i. (1871) 160 She has
caught a harry-Jong-legs and holds it by one of its shanks.

1609-10 CORBET Elegie on Rax'is Poems (1807' 5 When I

iast Paules, and travell'd in that walke Where all oure
irittaine-sinners sweare and talk ; Ould *Harry-niffians,
bankerupts, southsayers.
0. attrib. Harry groat, a groat coined by Henry

VIII; the old Harry groat, is that which bears the

king's head with a long face and long hair. Harry
noble, a gold coin of Henry VI. Harry racket,
a name of Blindman's buff. Harry sovereign, a

sovereign of Henry VII or Henry VIII.

1633 MARMION Antiquary \\. in Hazl. Dodsley XIII. 456
A piece of antiquity ; sir, 'tis English coin ; and ifyou will
needs know, 'tis an old *Harry groat. 1681 HICKERINGILL
Find. Naked Truth n. 26 In Henry the Eighths time, (when
a Harry-groat was the chiefest Silver-Coyne ). 1456 Sc. Acts
*}as. II, c. 7 Mone of vj>er cuntreis .. sik as the *henry
Ingliss noble. 1488 Ld. High Treas. Ace. Scot. I. 80 Item,
tn Hari nobilis and salutis fourti and ane. 1497 Ibid. 345
Item, to Hannis, gunnar..a quartar of ane Harj nobill.

1611 COTGR., Capifon. a play, .not much vnlike our*Harrv-
t __ TT-J * __ t_t:_ J II 'J ft! -_.._._ ,1

E

racket, or Kidman-blind, Ibid., Clitie-mitcette, the game
called Hodman-blind; Harrie-racket ; or, are you all hid.

1615 J[.
STEPHENS Satyr. Ess. 371 She hath old *harry

soveraignes. .to give away on her death bed.

(hoe'ri), v. Forms: i hersian, 2-4
her$ian, 3 here3en,haer3ien, herien, 3-4 her;en,
4 herijen, harre, hare, hari, 4-7 hery(e, 5 hery-

gen, 4-6 hary(e, 6-9 Sc. herry, 7 harrie, 6-
harry. See also HARROW z>.

2 [OE. hqrgian,

hfrian. ~ OLG. herron, MLG., MDu. faren, hergtn
VOL. V.
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(hcregcn, hcrien\ OIK:, harjon, hcrjon, herron,
MUG. hacn, herjcn. hcrigtu* hergcn^ ON. herja,
Pa. kwge :-< )Tcut. type */iarjfyan, f. *harjo-
host, army, HKRE sb. It is notable that in this

word the OE. g from /, though originally palatal
(cf. pple. heriende in Alfred's Orosz'its), passed over
into the guttural spirant, giving iv in ME. This

prob. took place first before the back vowels, in

pa. t. her^ode* pa. pple. hergod, vbl. sb. kergung,
whence, by extension, the ME. present, herwhe,
///';-('(', Jiarwe, HAKKOWZ/.-, beside the normal her^e,

herv/ic, herry ) harry. In ME. the native word

may have run together with OF. harier, kerier,

herrier, in same sense.]
1. intr. To make predatory raids or incursions

;

to commit ravages.
c 893 K. /ELFRED Oros. \, \. 19 pa Cwenas herjiaS hwilum

on oa NorSmen. Ibid. ii. i He wses heriende 6; feohtende

fiftU wintra. a 1000 O. E. Chron. an. 794 (Earle) 59 pa
hffiSenan on NorShymbrum herjodon. 1154 //>/</. an. 1014
(Earle) 151 Hi . .sceoldan ..ealle xt^a^dere farau and her^ian.
c. i>5 LAV. 14000 purh l>i lond heo aerneS, and hjer;ie3, and
berneS. c 1565 LINUESAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (1728) 6

They passed through the country and berried and slew
wherever they came. 1610 HOLLAND Camden's Brit. i. 86
Harrie and make hayock of all. a 1616 BEAUM. & FL.

Bondnca 11. in, Harrying for victuals. 1837 CARLYLE Fr.
Rev. III. i. i, The Prussians were harrying and ravaging
about Metz. 1867 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. (ed. 3) I. v. 312 The
Danes spread themselves over the country, harrying.

2. trans. To overrun (a place or territory) with

an army ; to ravage by war or invasion
;

to lay
waste, sack, pillage, spoil.
fi2os LAY. 1640 He..her3ede J>at lond. 1375 BARBOUR

Bruce xix. 280 The scottis men all cokdaill Fra end till

end that heryit haill. c 1460 Batt. Ottt-rboiiriie 14 in

Percys Rel. t And boldely brente Northomberlonde, And
haryed many a towyn. 1547 J. HARRISON Exhort. Scottes

209 How the countrey hath been ouer runne, spoyled and
heried. 1581 SAVILE Tacitus* Hist, in, xlix. (1591) 143 Italic

he harried as a conquered countrey. a 1649 L)RUMM. OF
HAWTH. Hist. Jos, //, Wks. (1711) 31 The earl of Huntly
burnt and berried all the lands of the earl of Murray. 1670
MILTON Hist. Eng. n. Wks. (1847) 500/1 The Saxons with

perpetual landings and invasions harried the South coast of
Britain. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. 73 One band ..

harried the county of Wicklow. 1874 GREENShort Hist. \. i.

6 Pirate-boats were harrying the western coast of the island.

f b. spec. To despoil hell
;

as said of Jesus
Christ after his death ;

= HARROW z;.
2 a. Obs.

c zaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 23 For to (>e time cam Jtat he
here^ede helle. (71240 Lofsong in Cott. How. 205 [He]
I'uruh his holi passiun werp ^ene deouel adun and heriede
helle. a 1300 Cursor M. 1446 Til bat our lauerd harid \v.r.

heriedj hell, c 1450 Mirour Saluarioun 3032 This helle

entered Jhesu. .And of alle savles there inne he heryde it.

C. To rob (birds' nests\ The current word in

mod.Sc.
1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (1842) p. xxxti, I was informed, that

some parichoneris . .did herit crawnestes. 1816 SCOTT Antiq.
vii, Mony a kittywake's and lungie's nest hae I harried up
amang time very black rocks. 1894 CROCKETT Raiders 75,
I had come over to harry gleds' nests.

3. To harass (persons' by hostile attacks, forced

exactions, or rapacity ;
to despoil.

a 1300 Cursor M. 29340 paa [>at pouer men ouer-lais, and
herijs [v.r. robbes] J>am. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1179 He
helped vp al Israel, 1500-20 DUKBAR Poems xiii. 34 Sum i

is put owt of his possessioun ; Sum herreit, and on creddens
dynis. 1635 RUTHERFORD Lett. (1862) I. 148 It is His
honour His servants should not be herried and undone in

His service. 1786 BURNS Addr. Beelzebub 37 While they're
only poind't and herriet. 1816 SCOTT Old Rlort. viii,

Harried and undone ! body and gudes !

b. To drive forth stripped of house or goods. Sc.

*549 Compl. Scot. xv. 135 Sic vane hope, .hes gart mony
of vs be hareyt furtht of house and herberye. 1552 ABP.
HAMILTON Catech. (1884) 49 Quhasa- .hurtis ony uther man
and hareis him out of house and harbarie. 1603 JAS. I Sf.
Hampton Crt. Confer, in Fuller Ch. Hist. x.

i,
I will make

them conform themselves; or else I will harry them out of
the land, or else do worse. 1755 JOHNSON s. v., In Scotland
it signifies to rob, plunder, or oppress . . as ( he harried me
out of house and home '

; that is, he robbed me of my goods
and turned me out of doors.

4. To worry, goad, torment, harass
;
to maltreat,

ill-use, persecute ; to worry mentally.
a 1400-50 A lexaiider 4484 And othire harlotry ^e hant J>at

heris ^e goste. 1530 PALSCR. 579/1 Why do you harye the

poore felowe on this facyon? 1609 HOLLAND A mm, Ufarcell.

214 He was haunted and harried with the horrible apparitions
and spectres ofFuries. 1653 H. COGAN tr. Pinto's i'rav. iv. 8

Being wearied with harrying those poor bodies in such
fashion, they cast them all battered to pieces into the Sea.

1764 JOHNSON Let. to Dr. Taylor 22 May, That your mind
should be harried it is no wonder. 1859 TENNYSON Gutne-

verejisB Thou their tool, set on to plague, .and harry me.

f 5. To ravish, violate. Obs.

1591 HARINGTON Or/. Fnr. XH. vi, Thus in his sight to
have his mistresse hary'd. 1607 TOURNEUR Rev. Trag. i.

iv. Wks. 1878 II. 36 He harried her among a throng of
Panders.

6. To plunder, carry off in a marauding raid

(cattle, etc.). Now Sc.

"5^9 FENTON Guicciard. in. (1599) 115 The cattell being
harried by the one and the other. 1600 HOLLAND Livy x.

ii. 352 They. .harrie and drive away prises both of men and
cattell. 1808 SCOTT Marm. i. xix, Harried the wives of

Greenlaw's goods. 1830 GALT Laivrie T. vi.
yiii. (1849) 288

Herrying the webs and yarn of the country wives.

7. To drag. Obs. or dial.

HARSH.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. C. 178 Sembled ^ay were, Her3ed out
of vche hyrne. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 4305 (Hari. MS.
6923. If. 62), And deuylles salle harre hym up evene In the

ayre. r
1^386

CHAUCKR Pars. T. r 97. c 1430 Life St.
Kath. xxiv. (1884) 53 Than anoon fe holy mayde was harytd
forth to turment. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 227/2 Haryyn, or

drawyn, trahicio. 1494 FABYAN Chron. vii. 429 Then the

corps, .were haryed to Thamys syde, where . . there in the
rubbusshe & sande .. they buryed or conueyed these .iii.

bodyes. 1530 PALSCR. 579/2 He haryeth hym aboute as if

he were a traytour. 1604 T. WRIGHT Passions \\. iii. 4. 73
Like wild horses drawing a coach . . herrying and herling
their Maister at their pleasure. 1613 R. CAWORKY Table

Alph. (ed. 3), Harrie, pull violently. 1624 HKY\\OII,
Gunaik, \. 17 Harrieng the virgin thence. 1845 KMILV
BRONTE Withering Heights xxxiv. 280 ' Th' divil 's harried
off his soul ', he cried.

t Harry, int. Obs. Also 5 harrer, 6-7 aree.
A call to a horse

;
= HAIT.

c 1440 Promp. Parr. 221/2 Hayht, harry, c 1460 '/',>:<>!,-

ley Myst. (Surtees) 9 Harrer, Morelle, iofurthe, hyte. And
let the ploghe stand. 1599 MINSHKU Sp. Diet.* Hartr
(Sp.\ a voice of carters to their horses, saying, aree, gee,

haight, etc.

t Harry-carry. Obs. (See quots., and cf.

HURRY-CUKHY).
1493-4 Ordinance in Yarmouth Bk. Entries (Nor/.

Arch&ol. (1855 IV. 262) Now of late divers of the same
inhabitants have devised carts, called Harry Carries, and
the owners of the same being called Harry Carmen, set..

boys and
girls

to go with the said carts. .Every harry carry
man, keeping^ a harry carry to get money by the same, shall

keep to go with the same one hable man. 1870 THORN BURY
Tour Eng. II. xix. 37 These narrow rows [at Yarmouth]
created a necessity for a special low, long narrow vehicle,
first introduced in Henry the Seventh's time, and hence

popularly known as
'

Harry-carries'.

Harrying (hsrriiiq), vbl. sb. Forms: see the

vb. [OE. ner^ung, f. hergian to HARRY : see

-ING 1
.] Warlike incursion; devastation, laying

waste ; ravaging, plundering, raiding.
^900 tr. Byda's Hist. i. ix. [XL] (1890) 42 Seo hergung

WJES t>urh Alaricum Gotena cyninggeworden. c 1000 0. H.
Chron. an. 994 (Earle) 132 note, Hi .. worhton Jreet masste

yfel..on baemette and herejunge and on man slyhtum.
a 1*30 Prov, Alfred 90 in O. E. Misc. 108 To werie )>at

lond wij> hunger and wi^ herivnge. "557-75 Diurn.
Occurr. (Bannatyne) 194 The hereing of Bothuile Mure.

1871 FREEMAN Hist. Ess. Ser. i. viii. 216 The coasts of
Britain, .desolated by their harryings.

Ha*rry-net. Obs. or dial. The same as

HAIIBY-WATER net: see below.

1805 Leslie ofPowis 79 (Jam.) He does not know what a

harry-net is. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk.^ Harry-net\
a net with such small meshes, and so formed, as to take even
the young and small fish.

t Harry-Soph. Obs. [Shortened from Henry-
Sophister, latinized Sophista Henrieianus^ as given

by Fuller: see quot. 1661. (By an academic joke
referred to Gr. cpicrwpos very wise.)] A class of

students in the University of Cambridge : see quots.
(7 166 1 FULLER Worthies (1662) 151 An Henry-Sophister.

So are they called, who after four years standing in the

University, stay themselves from commencing Bachelors of

Arts, to render them, .more capable of preferment. Several
reasons are assigned of their name - . The truth is this, in the

reign of King Henry the eighth, after the destruction of

Monasteries, learning was at a loss, and the University . .

stood at a gaze what would become of her. Hereupon
many Students staid themselves, two, three, some four

years, as who would see, how their degrees, (before they
took them) should be rewarded and maintained. vjy$Gentl.

Mag. 20 (Farmer) A Harry, or errant Soph .. is one who,
having kept all the terms, by statute required previous to

his law-act, is hoc ipso facto entitled to wear the same

garment, and, thenceforth, ranks as batchelor, by courtesy.

1852 Cambridge Univ. Cal. 38 A student who has declared for

Law or Physic, may put on a full-sleeved gown, when those

of the same year, who go out at the regular time, have taken

their degree of Bachelor of Arts. He is then styled a

Harry-Soph (pi<ro<os).

t Ha'rry-water, a. and sb. Also 6 herrie-

water. [i. HARRY v. + WATER.]
1. adj. That harries or despoils the water. As

sb.j short for harry-water net, a kind of net with

meshes so small as to catch very small fish.

1579 Sc. Acts Jos. VI, c. 89 That destroyes the Smoltes
and frye of Salmound . . be Polkes, Creilles, Trammel-nets,
and Herrie-waters.

2. transf. andy?^. Cf. drag-net.
155* LVNDESAY Monarche 4761 Their herywater they

spred in all countries. 1620 A. SYMSON Christ's Test.
Unjf.

E viij (Jam.), [The doctrine of Purgatory] is ane herrie-

water-net, and hath oner-spread the whole waters. 1629
Z. BOYD Last Battell 488 (Jam.) Alexander had fished the

whole world with his herrie-water-net.

Harse, -er, obs. ff. HARSH, HAWSE, HAWSEK.

Harsegaye, var. of ARCHEGAY, Obs.

1876 in VOYLE Milit. Diet.

t Ha'rsell, v. Obs. rare, [a. F. harceler> in

1 5th c. harceller, for herceler, f. OF. herser to har-

row.] trans. To aggravate, exacerbate.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne in. xiii. (1632) 614 He .. in stead

ofappeasiiig, doth harsell and wring them.

Harsh (hajj), a. Forms: 3-6 harsk, 4 arsk,

5 harske, bars, 6 harse, harshe, har(r)ysh(e,

6-7 harrish, 6- harsh. [ME. harsk, a northern

word, found from ^1300, agrees in form (but

hardly in sense) with OSw. harsk
>

Sw. harsh,
Da. harsk rank, rancid, rusty (as bacon), not re-

corded in ONorse: also in form and sense with

14



HARSH. 106 HARTSHORN.

MLG. and mod.G. harsch harsh, rough. As a

general Eng. word, harsh (/larrish) is not found

before i6th c. There is a northern by-form HASK.
Ulterior etymology obscure : conjectured to be a deriv. in

sk, -sh, of hard (quasi hardsk), or of the root har- in hami.\
1. Disagreeably hard and rough to the touch ;

coarse in texture ; rugged.
a 1300 Cursor M. 21343 Leon dantand harsk and herd.

'~ *375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Baptista 278 Ine to arsk hare he

wes clede. "ia 1400 Morte Arth. 1084 Harske as a hunde-
fisch . . So was be hyde of bat hulke hally al over ! 1513
DOUGLAS SEneis iv. x. 9 Amang buskis harsk. 1600 J,

PORY tr. Leo's Africa i. 36 A kinde of harsh haire like

goates. 1606 N. BAXTER Sidney's Ourania Dij, Our
spokes beene blunt rude harrish uncooth. i66 BACON
Syha 516 The Pith and the Kernel, .ase both of a harsh
substance. 1737 BRACKEN Farriery Impr. (1756) I. 322
An old Horse's Mouth being naturally harsh and thin of
Flesh upon the Roof. 1876 PAGE Adv. Text-Bk. Geol. iv.

85 Volcanic ash and dust feel harsh to the finger.

2. Repugnant or unpleasant to other bodily senses.

a. Unpleasantly rough to the taste ; astringent.
c 1440 Promp. Parr: 228/2 Harske, or haske, as sundry

frutys (/'. hars, or harske). 1533 ELYOT Cast. Helthe H.

vii. (1541)200, [Grapes] which are in taste bytter or harryshe.
1551 T. WILSON Logike Ded. (1580) A ij b, This finite . . maie

perhaps in the first tastyng, seeme somewhat rough and
narshe in the mouthe. 1626 BACON Sylva 40 Such Astric-

tion is found in Things of an Harrish Tast. 1637 MILTON
I.ycidas 3, I come to pluck your berries harsh and crude.

1809 PINKNEY Trav. France 139 The water, .is so harsh that
it cannot be drunk. 1831 J. DAVIES Manual Mat. Med. 258
Black Oxide of Mercury . . is . . of a harsh taste.

b. Disagreeably rough to the ear ; jarring, dis-

cordant.

1530 [implied in HARSHNESS). 1568 GRAFTON Ckron. II.

49 He was harrish of voyce, but yet eloquent. 1597 HOOKER
Eccl. Pol. v. xxvii. 2 Certain harsh and vnpleasant dis-

cords. ? 1630 MILTON At a Solemn Music 20 And with
harsh din Broke the fair musick. 1670 NARBOROUGH Jrnl.
in Ace. Sev. Late Voy. \. (.1711) 65 The Men have a harsh

Language, and speak ratling in the Throat. 1870 E. PEA-
COCK RalfSkirl. II. 217 Loud and harsh as the scream of
the peacock. 1891 W. MINTO in Bookman Nov. 56/2 They
are the only harsh notes in a volume of delightful verse.

e. Of rough aspect ; unpleasing or inharmonious
to the eye ; forbidding.
1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) IV. 200 His face tanned,

and all his lineaments . . harsh and blackened by the sun.

1837 W. IRVING Capt. Bonnewille III. 141 The red glare of
the fires upon these wild groups and harsh faces. 1841 W.
SPALDING Italy 4 ft. Isl. 1. 177 The energy and harsh pro-
portions, sometimes reaching the height of caricature . . in
the bronze and terra-cotta figures. 1894 WILSON Cycl.
Photogr. 179 A picture without halftones is harsh.

d. Disagreeable or forbidding in general physi-
cal effect ; attended with discomfort ; rough, rude.
1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 422 The Kirgessen . .

Iteseliti, harsh names of harsher people in those most harsh
and horrid desarts. 1681 DRYDEN Abs. # Ackit. To Rdr.,
The physician . . prescribes harsh remedies to an inveterate
disease. 1841 JAMES Brigand ii, The harsh and boisterous
state of the weather. 1856 KANE Arct. Expl. II. xxi. 211
A cache of meat deposited . . in this harsh wilderness.

3. Repugnant or roughly offensive to the feelings ;

severe, rigorous, cruel, rude, rough, unfeeling, a.

Of actions, systems, etc.

1579-80 NORTH Plutarch 503 (R.) His speech was not
harsh nor churlish, but very mild and pleasant, as aopeareth
by the letters he wrote. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 289 It
can neuer be, They will digest this harsh indignitie. 1659
W. CHAMBERLAYNE Pharonnida \. iii. (1850) 55 Whatever
crime's the cause Of this harsh sentence. 1709 LADY M. W.
MONTAGU Let. to Miss A. Wortley 21 Aug., Repent of

your harsh censure. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 90
Under the harsh administration of Laud.

b. Of persons.
1580 SIDNEY Arcadia 431 (N.) The verie shining force of

excellent vertue, though in a very harrish subject. 1596
SHAKS. Merch. V. iv. i. 123 Not on thy scale : but on thy
soule harshjew Thou mak'st thy knife keene. 1700 BURKE
Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 328 As conquerors, they have imitated the

policy of the harshest of that harsh race. 1875 JOWETT
Plato (ed. 2) III. 109 He is a harsh master to his servants.

4. Repugnant to the understanding or taste;

grating upon the mind or aesthetic faculty ; strained,
forced ; lackingsmoothness,nnpleasing, ungraceful.
1594 WILLOBIE Avisa (1880) 12 Easie to be vnderstood,

without harrish absurdity. 1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia.
Pref. i Though the beginning may seeme harsh.. a pleasanter
Discourse ensues. 1710 BERKELEY Princ. Hum. Knowl.
38 It sounds very harsh to say we eat and drink ideas.

1841 MYERS Calk. Th. 130 No harsh transitions Nature
knows. 1897 GRENFELL & HUNT Aoyia 'JixroO iii. 10 An
accusative after i-iKrreveii-, 'fast to the world' is very harsh.
5. Comb. a. Parasynthetic, as harsh-featured,
mannered, -syllabled, -tongued, -voiced adjs. b.

Adverbial, as harsh-blustering, -echoing, -grating,

-resounding, -sounding adjs. c. f Harsh-weed,
a name for Knapweed, Centaurca Scabiosa (Sir J.
Hill Herb. Snt.itfo).
1735 SOMERVILLE Chase iv. 155 Thy threat'ning voice,

_Harsh-echoine from the hills. 1863 I. WILLIAMS Baptistery
Pref. (1874) 14 Uncouth shapes, Harsh-featur'd . . rude of

I. 30 *Harsh-tongued ! thou ever dost suspect me. 1850LYNCH Theo. Trin. v. 73 Wisdom is not 'harsh-voiced.

Harsh, v. rare. [f. prec. adj.]
1 1. intr. To give a harsh sound

; to creak. Obs.

1583 STANYIII-EST sT.ncis \. (Arb.) 32 Gates with the metal
dooe creake in shrilbated harshing. Itnci. II. 63 At leingth
with rounsefal, from stock vntruncked, yt harssheth.

2. trans. To rub or clash roughly against.
1889 H. A. C. DUNN Fencing vii. 98 The defender parries

tierce with a crisp tap, taking care not to harsh his blade.

Harshen (ha'ofnl, v. rare. [f.
HAKSH a. +

-EX"'.] trans. To render harsh.

1824 Mirror III. 123/1 Sounds of harmony, harshened
into discord. 1850 KINGSLEY Alt. Locke xxxii. A soured
and harshened spirit. 1880 BERTHA THOMAS Violin-Player
II. x. 248 In a strange harshened accent.

Ha-rshish, a. nonce-wd. [f. as prec. + -ISH.]
Somewhat harsh.

1841 BROWNING Pippa Passes ii, How to Jonah sounded
harshish, Get thee up and go to Tarshish.

Harsilly (haMjir, adv. [f. as prec. + -LY -."]

In a harsh or disagreeably rough manner ; roughly,

rudely, discordantly, unpleasantly, severely, un-

feelingly, etc. : see the adj.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Margaret 437 J?e maydine . . hynt

hyme harskly be be hare. 1590 SHAKS. Coin. Err. IV. iv. 7
'Twill sound harshly in her eares. 1599 THYNNE Animadv.
(1875) 32 Althoughe yt sholde be improperlye or harsely
applied. 1667 MILTON P. L. XL 537 Like ripe Fruit..

Gatherd, not harshly pluckt. 1784 COWPER Task vi. 503
Truths Not harshly thundered forth, or rudely pressed. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 214 A harsh code harshly enforced.

Harshness haMJnes". [f. as prec. + -MESS.]
The quality of being harsh ; unpleasant roughness,
discordance, severity, rigour, etc. : see the adj.

^1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Agnes 122 With harsknes he can
hir assal?e. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xxii. 19 For harsknes
of hir carlich throt. 1530 PALSCR. Introd. 15 To avoyde all

maner harshenesse . . whan many consonantes come betwene
the vowelles. 1561 TURNER Herbal n. 86 Hartis tung . .

hath a byndyng taste with an harrishnes. 1695 ADDISON tr.

Virg. Georg. iv. Wks. 1721 I. 21 Luscious sweets, that . .

Correct the harshness of the racy juice, a 1782 BLAIR Led.
xviii. 18 Harshness arises from unusual words ; from forced
inversions . . and too much neglect of smoothness and ease.

1847 TENNYSON Princ. ii. 289 My needful seeming harsh-

ness, pardon.

fHa-rshy, a. Obs. rare.
[f.

as prec. + -Y.]
Of harsh quality or character.

1583 STANYHURST SEneis in. (Arb.) 77 Theartoo skriches

harshye reioyning. 1607 Barley-Breake (1877) 28 The
harshie rockes are all to totters rent,

Harsk;e, obs. forms of HAKSH.
Harslet : see HASLET.
Harst, a Sc. form of HARVEST.

i Ha-rstraug, hcvrestrong. Obs. Herb.

[Introd. 1562 from Dn. harstrang, = Ger. harn-

strenge strangury, f. harn urine + strenge tightness,

rigidity.] Hog's Fennel, Peucedanum offlcinale.

1562 TURNER Herbal n. 83 b, Peucedanum is named . . in

Duch Har strang, and because we haue no other name for

it.. it may be caned in Englishe also Har strang. Ibid. 84
Harstrang . . will make hys hede ache and be dusy that

gathereth it. 1578 LYTE Dodoens n. cviii. 298 It is

called, .in Englishe also Peucedanum, Horestrong, or Hore-

strange. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 430 If the head be
annointed with Castoreum incorporat with oile of roses and
Harstrang. 1879 PRIOR Plant-n., Harstrong, or Horestrong.

Hart (hiut). Forms : I beorut, heqrot. 1-4
heort, 3-6 hert. 4-6 herte, 5-6 harte, 5- hart.

[ME. hert, OE. heort, heorot=GLG.hirot (MDn.,
Du. hert, LG. hart], OHG. hiru^, hirt, (MHG.
hirz,, Ger. hirsch, from earlier hirsz), ON. hjgrtr

(Sw., Dn. hiorf):-OTent.*mtf-, perh. :*herwut-,

*herwot-, with dental formative -/, appended to a
stem cognate with L. ceruo-s ; perh. related to Gr.

Ktpar- horn, as if= ' the homed '.]

1. The male of the deer, esp. of the red deer ;

a stag ; spec, a male deer after its fifth year.
c 825 Vesp. Psalter xli[i]. 2(1] Swe swe heorut ^ewillaS to

waellum wetra. c 888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxxv. 6 Nan heort

ne onscunode naenne Icon, c 1205 LAY. 26762 Swa hund bene
heort driueS. 1*97 R. GLOUC. (1724) 376 Wo so . . slou hert

ober hynde. c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 1121 (Dido) Ne
hound for hert or wilde bor or der. 1308 TREVISA Barth.
De P. R. v. xxv. (1495) 134 As it faryth in horses, camelles,
and hartes. 1516 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 226 As the

hart renneth to the water. 1602 zndPt. Returnfr. Parnass.
II. v. 889 Your Hart is . . the fourth yeare a Stagge, the fift

yeare a great Stag, the sixt yeare a Hart. 1611 BIBLE Ps.
xlii. i As the Hart panteth after the water brookes. 1741

Compl. Fam. Piece n. i. 289 To find out the Harbour or

Layer of a Hart. 1814 SCOTT Ld. ofIsles iv. ii, See him
dart O'er stock and stone like hunted hart.

f b. Hart of grease, a fat hart. Hart of ten,

a hart with ten branches on his horns. Hart royal,
a hart that has been chased by a royal personage.
c 1380 Sir Fentmb. 1750 Gyrfacouns y-muwed & white

stedes, & hertes of gresse y wene. a 1440 Sir Degrev. 249

Hys proud hertes of grese Bereth no chartur of pes. c 1550
Adam Bell in Furniv. Percy Folio (1868) III. 421 Eche of
them slew a hart of greece The best they could there see.

1598 MANWOOD Laiues Forest 24 b, If the King or Queene
doe hunt or chase him, and he escape away aliue, then . .he

is called a Hart Royall. Ibid. iv. | 6. 28 When a Hart is

past his sixt
yeere,

he is generally to be called a Hart of
Tenn. 1637 B. JONSON Sad Sheph. i. iL A great, large deer !

Rob. What head ? John. Forked : a hart of ten. 1674 N.
Cox Gentl. Recreat. (1677) 6 If hunted by the King, a Hart
Rm'al. iSaa SCOTT Nigel xxvii, There is a pleasure in

looking at a hart of grease.

2. Comb., as hart-like adj., hart-skin
;

hart-

berry, a local name of the Bilberry ; f hart-

bramble, Buckthorn ; f hart-evil 'see qnot.) ;

f hart-fly, an insect, ? the stag-beetle ; f hart-

horse, tr. Gr. firWAa<pos,
'
lit. the horse-deer,

perhaps the rusa, Cei vus Anstotelis
'

(Liddell &
Scott"; f hart-hound, a stag-hound; fhart-root,
hart's-root (see quots.) ; hart's-balls = hart's

truffles ;
hart's black (^see quot.) ; f hart's-erest,

the imaginary horns on the forehead of a cuckold ;

fhart's-eye, a plant: see quot. ; f hart's-head

(see quot.) ; f hart's-trefoil, Melilot = HABT-
CLOVEK; harts-truffle, a kind of underground
fungus Elaphomyces) ; f hart - thorn [tr. L.

spina cervina\, Buckthorn, Rhamnus cathartidts
;

f hart-wolf, a fabulous animal, a hybrid between
a deer and a wolf.

II. 33-

leaf. 1727 BAILEY vol. II,
'

c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 332 Cnua bonne *heorot brembel
eaf. 1727 BAILEY vol. II, *Hart EviKvj'iih Farrierst, the

Stag-evil, a Rheum or Defluxion, that falls upon the Jaws

VII. ^1077^ 59 vjreyiiuuiiuca, lui

and begles. 1598 SYLVESTER Dn ,

402 With *Hart-like legs. 161:

Frankincense . . *Hart-root. 16

and other Parts, .of a Horse, which hinders him from eating.
1610 GUILLIM Heraldry in. xviii. (1611) 152 As the ^Hart-

fly Beetle, Ladi-cow, [etc.] 1550 J. COKE Eng.qFr. Heralds
vii. (1877) 59 Greyhoundes, ^hnrtehoundes, buckehoundes,"

SYLVESTER Du Bartas II. i. IV. Handicrafts
5n COTGR., Libanot, Hearbe

1677 LITTLETON Lat. Diet.,

*Harts-root, libanotis [ = rosemary]. 1823 CRABB Technol.

Diet., Hart-Root, the Athamanta of Linnaeus. iMGTreas.
; Bot., <Hart'sballs,ii/S/iOTj'CM. 1851 Diet. Archil. ,*Harfs
; Black, that substance remaining . . after the spirits, volatile

' salt and oil, have been extracted from hartshorn . . when . .

, levigated it answers the purpose of painters nearly as well

I
as ivory black. 1600 J. LANE Tel-trotlis Message 44 The

I

married men might . . shunne the *Harts crest to their hearts

content, With cornucopia, Comewall, and the home. 1607

i

TOPSELL Fcmr-f. Btasts 126 Elaphoscum : ithat is, as some
call it *Harts eye, others Hart-thorne, or grace of God,

!

others wild Ditany). 1686 PLOT Staffordsh. 26 [Clouds] in

the form of the letter V, jagg'd on each side . . called by the

water-men the Harts-head. 1483 Cath. Angl. 177/1 An
*Hartskyn . . nembris. 1624 HARINGTON Sch. Salerne in

Babees Bk. 255 In the Summer-time I chiefly commend
garments of Harts-skinnes, and Calues-skins. 1640 PARKIN-

SON Theat. Bot. Table, "Harts Trefoile is Mellilot. 1866

Treas. Bot. 389 Deer balk, a synonym of * Hart's Truffles. .

Elaphomyces. 1607 'Hart-thorne (see harts-eye\. 1611

FLORIO, Spina ceruina, the wilde Harthome. 1577 EDEN
& WILLES Hiit. Trav. 295 'Harte Woolfes . . engendred
eyther of a Woolfe and a Hynde, or a Hart and a bitch

Woolfe. 1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc's Tra-n. 166 They
have. .Hart-Wolves brought up to hunt their own kinde.

Hart, obs. f. HEAKT; obs. var. art (see BE).

Hart-clover, hart's clover, [f. HAIW:
see quot. 1664.] A name for Melilot.

c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. i2oDeoswyrt be man..heort-cla=fre

nemneS. 1425 Vc- in Wr.-Wulcker 644/36-7 Hoctrifolium,
hartclauer. Hie sicassis, idem. 1664 R. TURNER Botatta-

Hart's Clover.

Harte, obs. f. ART sb.
;
also of HEART, q.v.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Nycholas 56 His fadir . . Gert in

forme hyme . . In liberale hartis. Ibid.. Eugenia 52 Scho
had leyryte. .Of be sewine sciens al be harte.

II Hartebeest, hartbeest (ha-Jtebftt, haut-

bzst). [S. Afr. Du., f. Du. hert hart + beest beast.]

A kind of antelope (Alcephalus caamd) common in

South Africa.

1786 SPAKRMAN Voy Cape G. H. II. xiv. 199 The hartbeest

.. is the most common of all the larger gazels. 1824
BURCHELL Trav. II. 99 One of our party fell in with the

fresh remains of a kaama or hartcbeest. 183* PRINGLE

Afr. Sk. n Where the gnu, the gazelle and the hartebeest

graze. 1884 J. COLBORNE Hicks Pasha 198, I saw a mag-
nificent herd of hartebeeste quietly grazing.

Harth(e, obs. form of HEARTH.

Hartheled, obs. var. of hardled, HURDLED.

Earth-pace, erron. f. HALF-PACE : cf. HATHPACE.
1667 PRIMATT City Q C. Build, u. (1680) 70 You may make

these Stairs . . Harth-pace-stairs, and so have one or two

landing-places.

Hartichoke, -chough, etc., obs. ff. ARTICHOKE.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. 76/2 The Artechoke (or

vulgarly an Hartichough).

Hartin (hautin). Min. [Named from Oberhart

in Styria: see -IN.] A fossil resin (C10H17O)
found in the lignite of Oberhart.

1863-82 WATTS Diet. Chem. III. 14.

Hartite (ha-Jtsit). Min. [f. as prec. + -ITE.]

A fossil resin found with hartin.

1863-82 WATTS Diet. Chem. III. 14.

Hartleberry, obs. form of HURTLEBERRY.

Hartleian (haitlran, ha-Jtliian), a. and sb.

A. adj. Of or pertaining to the doctrines of David

Hartley (1705-57), regarded as the founder of the

English associationist school of psychologists. B.
sb. One of the Hartleian school.

1803 Edin. Rev. I. 476 The unnecessary complication of

the Hartleyan theory. 1817 COLERIDGE Biog. Lit. (1882! 57
This Capitt mortmim of the Hartleian process has been

rejected by his followers. 1859 J. MARTINEAU Ea^ etc.

(1891) III. 564 The thorough-faced Hartleyian walks through
these startling paradoxes.

Hart-royal, a. See HART i b. b. See quot.

'755 JOHNSON, Hart-royal, a plant ; a species of buck-

thorn plantain. [App. an error in J. : cf. HARTSHORN 3.]

Hartshorn (ha-its,h^m). [f. harfs (possessive

of HABT) + HoBN.J



HARTS-TONGUE.

1. The horn or antler of a hart
;
the substance

obtained by rasping, slicing, or calcining the horns

of harts, formerly the chief source of ammonia.
c 1000 Sax, Leechd. I. 234 WiJ? heafod sare, heortes homes

axan fif peneja jewteje drinc. c 1420 Pallad. on Husb.
i. 937 Brent hertis horn. 1578 LYTL: Dodocns iv. 1\.\.\. 544

Putting thereto Hartes home burnt and washed. 1646 SIR

T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 335 So of the suffuus of a torch, doe
Painters make a velvet blacke . . so of burnt Harts horn
a sable. 1655 MKQ. WORCESTER Cent. Inv. g 83 A Rasping-
Mill for Harts-horn. 1718 QUINCY Compl. Di$p. 8 The Spirit
of Animals, as what is procur'd from Hartshorn. 1732
ARBUTHNOT Rules of Diet 264 Calcin'd Hartshorn. 1796
MRS. GLASSE Cookery xxi. 334 The shavings of hartshorn.

2. Spirit of hartshorn, also simply hartshorn :

the aqueous solution of ammonia (whether obtained

from harts' horns or otherwise). Salt of hartshorn :

carbonate of ammonia ; smelling salts.

1685 BOYLE Salub. Air 109 A colourless Liquor, namely
Spirit of Hartshorn or of Sal-armoniac. a 1698 TEMPLE
G0liR.), The Count., gave me a receipt of the salt of

hartshorn, by which a famous Italian physician . . had per-
formed mighty cures. 1709 STEELE Tatler No. 23 F 2

Down she fell . . Hartshorn ! Betty, Susan, Alice, throw
Water in her Face. 1807 T. THOMSON Cfiem, (ed. 3) II. 6
Ammonia . . was known by the name of volatile alkali ; it

was also called hartshorn^ because . . obtained by distilling
the horn of the hart. 1875 H. C. WOOD Therap. (1879) 557
In the use of hartshorn . . it is necessary to exercise care,
lest injury should be done to the delicate mucous membrane.

f 3. Applied to two plants having leaves branched
like a stag's horn : a. Bnck's-horn Plantain, Plan-

tago Coronopus (also Hartshorn Plantain) ;
b.

Swine's Cress, Sencbiera Coronopus, Obs.

1578 LYTE Dodoens i. Ixiv. 93 The first Crowfoote or

Hartshorne . . bringeth forth vpon each side of the leafe

three or foure shorte startes or branches, almost like to the

branches of a Hartes home. Ibid. 95 We may also call it

Hartes home Plantayne, Buckehorne Plantayne, 1656
CULPEPPER Eng. Phys. Enl., Bucks-horn^ it is also called

Harts-horn, -the Vertues are held to be the same of Bucks-
horn plantane. 1674 N. Cox Gentl. Recreat. (1677) M
Juice of an Herb called Harts-horn. 1866 Treas, Bot. t

Hart'shorn, Plarttago Coronopus.
4. altrib. and Comb., as hartshorn dropst -rasper,

shavings > tea; fhartshorn beetle, the stag-beetle ;

hartshorn jelly, a nutritive jelly made formerly
from the shavings of harts' horns, now from those
of calves' bones ; hartshorn plantain (see 3).

1658 ROWLAND Monfefs Theat, Ins. 1005 The jrAanip(o9,
or *Harts horn Beetle is called Lucanus by Nigldius.
1706-7 FARQUHAR Beaux Strat. iv. i, Here, here, Jet's see
the *

Hartshorn-drops. 1813 J.
THOMSON Led. Inflow. 641

Hartshorn drops, and such-tike stimulating fluids. 1769
MRS. RAFFALD Eng. Housekpr. (1778) 210 To make *Harts-

Jetty. Boil half a pound of hartshorn shavings in four

pints of water for three hours. 1713 Lond. Gaz. No. 6382/11
Richard Sill . . *Harthorn-Rasper. 1747 WESLEY Prim,
Physic (1762) 48 Two ounces of *Hartshorn shavings.
a 176* LADY M. W. MONTAGU Song to Lady Irwin i. Lett.,
etc. 1887 II. 511 Tis too soon for *hartshorn tea.

Ha*rt's-tongue. [A transl. of ined.L. lingua
cervi ; so namedfrom the shape of the long entire

fronds : so Ger. kirschzunge, Da. hertstong, Fr.

langiie de cerf, etc.] The common name of the

fern Seolopendrium vulgare ;
also extended to other

species of the genus ; rarely applied to some other

polypodiaceous ferns, as Olfersia cervina and Poly-

podium Singaporiamun. So Hart's-tongue fern.

^1323 Gloss. IV. de Bibksw. in Wright I'oc. 162 Cerf-
lange, hertis-tounge. ?c 1350 O. E. Afea. Gloss, in Archeeol.
XXX. 409 Hertistonge, lyngna. cervi. c 1440 Promf. Part 1

.

238/1 Hertys tongue, herbe, scolopendria, lingua, cervi.

a. 1450 *4 /;*// (Anecd. Oxon.) 103 Lingua ceruina. .gait.

cerflange, attg. herttonge. 1562 TURNER Herbal n. 86 b,

Hartis tunge . . hath nether stalk sede nor floure. 1589 COGAN
Haven Health (1636) 179 Fumitory, Harts-tong. .and such
like cooling herbes. 18548. THOMSON Wild Ft. in. (ed. 4)

285 The hart's-tongue fern grows in bunches of long plain
leaves. 1882 Good Cheer 37 Glossy fronds of hartstongue
were uncurling among the wet stones.

Hartwort (ha'itwait). [A i6th c. spelling of

HEABTWOBT, q.v.]
1. Applied by early herbalists to their genus

Seseli, including various umbelliferous plants now
placed elsewhere.
Sesell xthiopicum is now Laserpittutn latifolium, Herb

Frankincense.

1562 TURNER Herbal n. 135 a, Seseli Ethiopicum groweth
in diuerse partes of hyghe Germanye . . som call it hartzwurt
..wherefore we maye call it Hartwurt, wyth the Duche
men, vntyll we fynde a better name for it. 1611 COTGR.,
Siler, the hearbe Seseli, Hartwort. 1668 WILKINS Real
Char. n. iv. 4. 90 Umbelliferous Herbs of Finer Leaves. .

Hart-wort. 1693 SALMON Bates' Dispens. (1713) 23/2 Hart-
wort, or Bastard Lovage. 1714 French Bk. of Rates 80
Hart-wort per 100 weight, 01 oo. 1715 PETIVER in Phil.
Trans. XXIX. 239 Shrub Hartwort, Ray 476, c. 5 [= -

pleurumfruticosum]. 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex., Hartwort, the

Laserpitiiun siler, and the Tordylium maximum. H.
French, H. of Marseilles, Seseli tortttosum.

2. A book-name for Tordylium maximum, one
of the plants formerly included in the genus Seseli.

1787 WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 2) I. 269. 18*4 J. E.
SMITH Eng, Flora I. 103. 1846 SOWERBY Eng, ZW. {ed. 3),
Great-Hart-Wort, Tordylium Maximum. 1866 Treas,

Bot., Hartwort, Tordylium.
Harum-scarum (heVrarmskeVrsm), adv.,

adj., and sb. colloq. Also 7-9 harum-starum, 8

hare'um scare'um, hairum-scairum, 8-9 harem-

107

scarem. [A riming combination, app. f. HARE
v.- + SCARE v., sometimes taken as hare 'an,
scare *erti.~\

A. adv. Recklessly, heedlessly, wildly. ? Obs.

1674-91 RAY .S. fy E, C. Words 101 To Hare^ to affright
or make wild ;

to go haritm starum, 1740 Round about
our Coal Fire i. (Farmer), While Tom run harum scaruin
to draw a jug of ale. 1785 GROSE Diet, Vulg, Tongue s.v.,

Running harum scarum, said ofany one running or walking
carelessly, .and in a hurry, after they know not what. 1803
JANE PORTER T/iaddeus x\\. (1831) 114, 1 should not like a son
of mine to run harum-scarum through my property.
B. adj. Reckless, careless, heedless in action ;

wild, rash. (Of persons and their actions.)

1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic. (1779) I. viii. 71 Such a hare'um
scare'um blood of a bitch. 1780 MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary
May, He seemed a mighty rattling harem-scarem gentle-
man. 1801 MAR. EDGEWORTH Belinda iii. (D.,1, What I call

harum-scarum manners, 1832 LYTTON Eugene A. n. vii, A
dissolute, harum-scarum fellow, .always in debt. 1861 LD.
R. MONTAGU Mirror in America 66 A mere harum-scarum
scramble after the whim of the hour is not government.

C. sb. a. A reckless, unregulated person, b.

Reckless action or behaviour.

1784 Unfortunate Sensibility \. 30 More mischief .. than
such a hare'em scare'em as I could accomplish in twenty
years. 1868 HOLME LEE B. Godfrey xxvi. 133 His re-

miniscences of Basil as a handsome harum-scarum. 1886
E. L. BYNNER A. Snrriage i. n Had a tidal wave swept
over the rocks and played at harum-scarum? 1896 J. MOKLEY
in Daily News 18 June 3/3 Instead of humdrum you.. have

got harum scarum.

Hence Harum-sca'raininess, recklessness.

1863 HAWTHORNE Our OldHome (1883^ I. 345 Accustomed
to a ufe-long luxury of dirt and harum-scarumness. 1883
L. WINGFIELD A. Reive I. ii. 35 Areckless Hibernian harum-
scarumness in pecuniary matters.

Ij
Haruspex (harp-speks). PI. haruspices

(-is/z). Also 6-9 aruspex, 7 anglicized as (h)ar-

uspick, -pect. [L. (h}aruspex, f. a root appearing
in Skr. hird entrails + L. -spic- beholding, inspect-

ing.] One of a class of ancient Roman soothsayers,
of Etruscan origin, who performed divination by
inspection of the entrails of victims, and in other

ways.
1584 R. SCOT Disc. Witckcr, ix. iii. (1886) 138 Another

sort of witching priests called A riispices, prophesied victorie

to Alexander, bicause an eagle lighted on his head, c 1605
ROWLEY Birth. Merl. iv. i. 331 Not an Aruspex with his

whistling spells. 1653 GAULE Magastrom. 313 Alexander
. .called his aruspicks to inspect the entrayls. 1741 MIDDLE-
TON Cicero I. vi. 454 These terrors alarmed the City, and
the Senate consulted the Haruspices. 1879 FROUDE Cxsar
xxvi. 458 'Am I to be frightened', he said, in answer to

some report of the haruspices,
' because a sheep is without

a heart ?
*

Haruspical (harzrspikal), a. Also ar-. [ad.
L, (K)aru$pical-iS) f. haruspex, -icem : see prec.]

Belonging to, or having the function of, a haruspex.
So f Haru-spicate (ar-) a. [f. L. type *haruspi-
cart, haruspicat-'}, in same sense.

165* GAULE Magastrom. 26 Their oracles, augurs, and all

the aruspicate presagers. Ibid, 307 The harusplcall diviners.

Ibid. 327 A great aruspicall diviner would needs forewarn
Caesar.

Haruspication (harospik^-Jan). [n. of action

f. L. type */iaruspicdri to act as HARUSPEX : see

above and -ATION.] Divination by inspection of

the entrails of animals.

1871 TYLOR Prim. Cult. I. in Haruspication belongs ..

especially to the Malays and Polynesians. Ibid. 112

Haruspication has died out more completely than almost

any magical rite.

Haruspice, anglicized form of HARUSPEX : cf.

K. aruspice.
i8a8 in WEBSTER, who cites Encyc. Adam.
t Haru'spicine, arus-. Obs. [ad. L. haru-

spicln-a, fern, of haruspicm-us belonging to a haru-

spex, used as sb. (sc. ars}.'] ^HABUSPICY. So
f Haruspici-nal (ar-) a., relating to haruspicy ;

f Haruspi'cinate (ar-) z*. intr. t to practise haru-

spicy; f Harnspi'ciny (ar-
x = HARUSPICY.

1581 SAVILE Tacitus' Hist. n. iii. (1591) 54 The skill and
arte of Haruspicine. 1652 GAULE Magastrom. 189 Auguriz-
ing, auspicating, and aruspicinating. Ibid. 294 Tages..
taught the Hetrurians the aruspicinall discipline, a 1693
URQUHART Rabelais nr. xxv. 210 Will you have a trial of

your Fortune by the Art of Aruspidny ?

Haruspicy (hanrspisiX Also 6-9 ar-. [ad.
L. haruspicium, f. haruspic-em : see HARUSPEX.]
The practice or function of a haruspex ;

divination

by inspection of the entrails of victims.

'5^9 J-
SANFORD tr. Agripfia's Van. Aries 51 b, Of

Aruspicie, which is a kinde of soothsaying. 1759 B. STIL-

LINGFL. tr. Cal, Flora. Pref. in Misc. Tracts (1762)236 This
institution of augury seems to have been much more antient

than that of aruspicy. 1895 Folk-Lore Mar. 63 The old

Roman haruspicy exists among the Hawaiians.

Harvest (hauvest), sb. Forms : 1-2 hserfest,

herfest, (i hcerfaest), 3-6 hervest, 4-5 hervist,

-vyst, -wist, 5 harveste, (-weste, -waste,

-wyste, her(r)ust, eruyst) ; 3- harvest, (Sc. 8-9
hairst, 9 ha'arst, harst, herst). [OE. hxrfe$tt

hyfest = OFris. herfit (mod.Fris. dial, harvst,

kearst, herst}, MDu. and Du. herfst, MLG. ker-

vest, hervsty (LG. harvst, harfsf], OHO. Jurbist

(MHG. herbal^ Ger. herbst), all masc. ; ON. (with

HARVEST.

loss of r and contraction' haust neat. (orig. masc.,

Sw., Da. host m.) : OTcut. *hartisto-z^ -itsto-Zj

perh. from a root *haro~ = L. carpere to pluck, crop,
cf. Or. fcapiros fruit.]

1. The third of the four seasons of the year, the

autumn. Obs. exc, dial., or passing into sense 2.

902 Charter Bf>. Dcncuntl/in Cod. Dipl. V. 151 To haer-

j

fesies emnihte sie sinme a^yfed. c 1050 Byrhtfertfis
i Handboc in Anglia (1885) VIII. 299 J>a feower timan ..

lengten, sumor, haerfest, & winter, aiioo I'oc. in Wr.-
Wiilcker 317/7 Autnmmis, herfest. 1x1225 A no: R. 412
pe holi rode dei, be latere, pet is ine heruest. c 1290
S. Etijr. Leg. I. 12/393 Aflur heruest he comez i-lome.

1387 TREVISA Hidden (Rolls) VI. 107 pe evenes of be
day and be ny$t is ones in J>e Lente and efte in hervest.

1422 tr. Secrcta. Secret., Pnv. Priv. Ixvi. (E. E. T. S.)

243 Al the olde Phylosofers the yere dyuysedyn in fowre
Parties, wyche ben callid Veere, Somer, Herrust, and
Wyntyr. Ibid, 245 Of Herust. 1551 RECORDS Cast. Know!.
(*556) 32 The 14 day of September .. with it beginneth
Haruest, which is the third quarter of the year. 1646 SIR
T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vi. iii. 287 Countries, whose con-
stitutions admit not such tempestivity of harvest. 1774 M.M ACKENZIE Maritime Sun>. 78 Toward the End of Harvest,
when the Days are turning short.

2. The season for reaping and gathering in the

ripomd grain.
(Not distinctly marked

^from prec. sense before i4th c.)

tziioo Gere/a in Angha{\'&'ffi) IX. 261 On hasrfesto ripan.
c 1300 St. Brandan 692 Thapplen were ripe y-nou} ri^t as
hit harvest were. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 523 Sesounez
schal yow neuer sese of scde ne of heruest. 1382 WYCLIK
Gen. xxx. 14 And Ruben goon out in tyme of wheel heruest
into the feeld. 1300 GOWER Conf. II. 202 The man, whiche
hath his londe tilled, Awaiteth nought more redely The
hervest. c 1420 Pallad. on Hush. iv. 252 Reserue in her-

uest hem that seed shal brynge, 14. . in Arc/ixol. LIV. i.

164/106 July for eruyst. 1483 Catk. Angl. 177/1 Harvest,
antuwpnit$i messis, 1483 Pt'esentm. jfnries in Surtecs
Misc. (1888) 28 And cutes corn in harwyste, 1535 COVER-
DALE 2 Sam. xxi. 9 Whany* barly haruest begynneth. 1611

BIBLE Prov. x. 5 He that sleepeth in haruest, is a sonne
that causeth shame. 1667 MILTON P. L. xi. 899 Seed time
and Harvest, Heat and hoary Frost Shall hold thir course.

178. BURNS Song Robin shore in hairst, I shure wi* him.

1856 STANLEY Sinai $ Pal, v. (1858) 242 The harvest of
Palestine is in April or May.

b. transf. The season for the gathering of other

annual products.
1697 DRYDEN I'irg. Georg. iv. 337 Two Honey Harvests

fall in ev'ry Year.

C. transf. andySg
1

. (From i and 3.)

1535 COVERDALE Jer. li. 33 The doughter of Babilon hath
bene in hir tyme like as a threszshinge floore, but shortly
shal hir haruest come [1382 WYCLIF, ?it a litil, and come
shal the tyme of his reping], 1599 SHAKS. A/uf/i Ado i.

iii. 27 It is needful that you frame the season for your
owne haruest. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 674 The
Lent . , so weakening their bodies, that the Moores make
that their Harvest of Abissine captives. 1648 GAGE West
Jnd. 93 Fellow-labourers in that harvest of souls. 1841
LONGF. God's-acre iii, The great harvest, when the arch-

angel's blast Shall winnow, like a fan, the chaff and grain.

3. The reaping and gathering in of the ripened

grain ; the gathering in of other products.
1536 TINDALE John iv. 35 Loke on the regions : For they

are whyte allredy vnto harvest [1388 WYCLIF, ben . . to repe].
c 1532 DEWES /ntrod, Fr. in Paisgr. 950 To go to hervest,
tnoissoner. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. fy Cl. u. vii. 26 The Seeds-

man Vpon the slime and Ooze scatters his graine, And
shortly comes to Haruest. 1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 981 A
field Of Ceres ripe for harvest. 1707 WASHINGTON in Sir

r.
Sinclair's Corr. (18311 II. 27, 1. .snail read it.. so soon as

have passed through my harvest, which is now nearly
finished. 1880 MRS. WHITNEY Odd or Even xii. 98 When
the great hay harvest was not actually amaking.

b. Proverbs and phrases. To make a long har-

vestfor or about a little corn. Lord of the harvest,

(a) the proprietor or farmer to whom the crops

belong, hence applied to God (Matt. ix. 8) ; (b}

the head reaper, harvest-lord. Lady of the harvest',

(a} the woman chosen to receive honour at the

harvest-home ; cf. HARVEST QUEEN ; (6) the female
1 mate *

of the head reaper, harvest-lady.

1534 TINDALE Matt. ix. 38 Wherfore praye the Lorde of

the harvest [1526 harvest lorde] to sende forthe laborers

into hys harvest. 1546 J. HEYWOOD Prov. (1867) 38 Surely
. .ye haue in this time thus worne, Made a long haruest for

a little corne. 1600 DEKKER SJwemaker's Holiday ii. (1862)

12, I am sure you make that garland for me against I shall

be lady of the harvest. 1710 Tusser Redhnvus in Hone's

Every-day Bk. (1827) II. 1158 He that is the lord of harvest

is generally some stayed sober-working man. 1826 Ibid.

1167 The lord of the harvest accompanied by his lady (the

person is so called who goes second in the reap), .enters the

parlour where the guests are seated, and solicits a largess

from each of them.

4. The ripened grain or fruit ;
the corn-crop.

1526 TINDALE Matt. ix. 37 The hervest is greate [WYCLIF,
there is myche ripe corne] but the laborers arfeawe. 1573-80
BARET Alv. H 206 Haruest was so plentiful!, that barnes

would not hold it. 1697 DRYDEN I''irg. Georg: in. 311 The
waving Harvest bends beneath his [Boreas'] Blast. 1791
COWPER Iliad xvni. 689 Along the furrow here, the harvest

fell. 1870 YEATS Nat. Hist, Comm. 80 Those who sow and

reap her bountiful harvests are often without bread.

b. The season's yield of any natural product.
1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 421 This ought to be

no marvail, that there should be so great a harvest and
store of these Mice. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. n. 753
The Vine her liquid Harvest yields. 1880 C. R. MARKHAM
Peruv. Bark xii, 409 The harvest of bark, in 1870, . .

amounted to 106,000 Ibs. 1881 Times 29 July 4/1 The
climatic conditions on which the grouse har\est depends.
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HARVEST.
5. fig. The product or '

fruit
'

of any action or

effort ; a supply produced or appearing, a '

crop '.

1576 FLEMING Panopl. Efist. 225 They shal gather such

gleaning as agree with your harvest, namely the same
vertue wherwith you are indued. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill,
v. ii. 15 To reape the Haruest of perpetuall peace. 1693
DKVOKN Juvenal'(J-), Let us the harvest of our labours eat.

1771 Junius Lett. xliv. 235, I am not now sanguine enough
to expect a more plentiful harvest of parliamentary virtue

in one year than another. 1833 LVELL Eleni. Cit'nt. xix. (1874)

336 A rich
' harvest

'

of fossiT ferns has been obtained from
them.

6. attrib. and Comb. a. Of or pertaining to the

autumn or harvest.

1382 WYCLIF Jude 12 Hcruest trees with outen fruyt.
c 1449 PECOCK Repr. in. xvL 383 Thoru} al an haruest
ceaoun. a 1519 SKELTON E, Riiminynf 278 Another, .wyth
her doth brynge Her haruest gyrdle, her weddynge rynge.
1577 B. GOOGE HeresbacKs Husb. i. (1586) 24 We here doo
calf Frures, all sortes of harvest grayne. i6oa CAREW
Cornwall (iZii* 120 The ordinary covenants of most con-
ventionary tenants are, to . . do harvest journies, grind at
the mill [etc-j. <zi6ai I. VICARS in Sylvester's Wks. (18801
I. to/a All thy full-ear'd Harvest-Swathes. 1688 R. HOLME
Artnoury in. viii. 336 An Harvest Bottle of Leather. 1697
DRYDEN Virg. Georg. 11.286 Notoiling Teams from Harvest-
labour come So late at Night. 1730-46 THOMSON Autumn
1128 The harvest-treasures all Now gather'd in. 1797
Statist. Ace. Scotl. XIX. 384 The former tenant . . kept a
piper .. and gave him his harvest-fee. 1801 ELIZ. SCOT
A lonzo IT Cora 50 'Twas on a cheerful harvest-morn. 1841-4
H. STEPHENS Bk. ofFarm (1891) III. 88 Harvest Forks . .

used in the loading of corn require to have long shafts. 1873
SYMONDS Grk. Poets iii. 91 The voice of the harvest-bird

brings Theognis sorrow. 1884 Miss SURTEES Harvest Home
16 For that harvest-day the fields are white.

b. Of or pertaining to the harvest-home.
i6o CAREW Cornwall 68 (Brand) The harvest dinners are

held by every wealthy man. 1606 Choice, Cltartce, etc. (i 83i )

28 Another [would] swell with pride, as if she were Mistris
of the Haruestcart. 1809 SCOTT Poaclter 115 The harvest-
feast grew blither when he came. zSai CLARE Kj'/ Minstr.
I. 27 All the feats that crown the harvest supper night
1817 HONE Table Bk. II. 333 Harvest-Catch in Norfolk.

1884 Miss SURTEES Harvest Home 17 Compel them to come
in to the Master's Harvest-home, to the great Harvest Supper.

C. objective, as harvest-bearing adj. d. ad-

verbial, as harvest-trudging adj.
1845 MRS. NORTON Child of /si. (1846) 184 When harvest-

trudging clowns went singing by. 1871 BRYANT Odyss. v.

557 The harvest-bearing earth.

7. Special comb. : harvest-apple, a small apple
ripening in August ; harvest-bell, (a) a bell rung
in harvest time ; (d) a flower, the Autumn bell,
Gentiana Pneumonanthe ; harvest-cook, a salmon
of a certain age ; harvest doll : see quot., also cf.

HARVEST QUEEN ; f harvest ears : see quot. ; har-
vest festival, thanksgiving, a thanksgiving ser-

vice for the ingathering of the harvest, at which the
church is usually decorated with grain, fruit, etc. ;

harvest-fever, an autumnal fever ; harvest-fish,
the butter- or dollar-fish of North America, a species
of Stromateus ; harvest-fly, a name in U.S. for

species of Cicada, which appear during harvest
time ; harvest-folk, the people engaged in har-

vesting ; harvest - goose = harvest-home goose ;

harvest-hand, -hind, -swain, a reaper in the

harvest-field; harvest-herring, -mackerel, one

caught during harvest ; harvest-hog,
' a young

sheep, that is smeared at the end of harvest, when
it ceases to be a lamb

'

(Jam.) ; harvest-lady and
harvest-lord, the couple of reapers who lead the
others in the harvest-field

;
see also 3b; harvest-

louse, -mite = HARVEST-BUG
; harvest-play,

' the
vacation of a school during harvest

'

(Jam.) ; har-

vest-rig Sc., (a) a ridge, rig, or ' land
'

of a har-

vest-field, between two furrows; the harvest-field
so divided ; (l>) the couple, man and woman, who
reap together during the harvest, cutting a 'rig'
conjointly ; harvest-saver, a machine for econo-

mically drying hay, etc. when cut in wet weather ;

harvest - spider, a long-legged spider, Phalan-
gium, common in harvest-fields

; harvest-tick,
(a) = HARVEST-BUG

; (b) any small spider of the

family Leptidgi ; harvest-trow (dial.)
= HARVEST

MOUSE; harvest-weuch, -woman, a female reaper;
harvest-work, the work of reaping and gathering
in the harvest (so harvest-worker).
. '597 GERARUE Herbal n. ciii. 8 4. 355 Calathian Violet . .

is called . . of some *Haruestbels. 1860 N. <$ Q. 2nd Ser.
X. 356 To ring what is called the * Harvest Bell . . to warn
the labourers in the harvest fields when to begin and cease
their labour. 1861 Act 24 4- 25 Viet. c. 109 4 All migratory
fish of the genus salmon, whether known by the names . .

harvest cock, sea trout, white trout, .or by any other local
name. 1777 BRAND Pop. Antiq. ( I 84o) II. 20 Not half a
century ago, they used everywhere to dress, up something. .

at the end of harvest which was called a "Harvest Doll
1608 Withal? Diet. 46 Thine cares be on pilgrimage . . as
they say commonly, thou hast on thy *haruest eares.
Veitrxperegrinantur aures. 1881 J. PARKER Apost. Life
'

43: Pentecost was a "harvest festival. 1891 C. CREIGHTON
Epidem. brit. 409 Autumnal or 'harvest-fever, was a pesti-
lential fever. 1885 KINGSLEY Stand. Nat. Hist. III. 191The species known in Massachusetts and New York as the
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summer-months, and particularly about the time of harvest.

1870 RILEY Kef. .\~0-r. Ins. 131 Reminding one of the mode
of escape of our Harvest-flies (OV<i</>. i573'l'i:sstR llitsb.
Ivii. > 18781 132 In haruest-time, *haruest folke, Seruantsnnd
all should make, altogether, good cheere in the hall. 1577
II. GOOGE It'cresbach''s Husb. n. (1586) 63 The mowers and
Harvest folkes . . carrie great peeces of them to the Field
with them, c 1400 Rel. Ant. II. 113 A yong \vyf and an
arvyit-gOB, Moi-he gagil with botlie. 1891 T. HARDY
Tess. I. 178 *Har\est-hands being greatly in demand just
then. 1547 BOORDE Introd. Kntrwl. ix. (18701 149 We
haue 'harvest heryng, & good hawkes. 1607 DRVDEN
yirg. Past. n. 10 'Harvest Hinds, o'erspent with Toil and
Heats. 1540 Compl. Scot. vi. 66 Gylmyrs and dilmondis,
and mony *herueist hog. a 1825 FORBV Voc. E. Aitglia,*
Harvcst-latiy, the second reaper in the row . . but does

not seem to have been ever so regularly greeted by the title,

except on the day of harvest-home. 1573 TUSSER Husb. .\lvi.

(1878) 120 Grant *haruest lord more by a penie or twoo, to
call on his fellowes the better to doo. ft 1825 FORBY I'oc.

E. Anglia, Harvest-lord, the principal reaper, who goes
first, and whose motions regulate those of his followers.

1775 ASH,
*
Harvestloitse, an exceeding small insect very

troublesome in harvest time. 1874 RILEY Rep. Nox. IKS.,
'

Jiggers
'

or "Harvest Mites, Lepttis irritaiis. L. Ameri-
canus. 1877 A. MURRAY Econ, Entomol. 117 Trotbu{iida!
(Harvest mites). 1884 Health Exhit. Catal. 148 i Models
of "Harvest Savers, already adopted on twenty of the chief
estates in the country. 1852 WOOD Jfat. Hist. (1863) III. 677

g-

200 The harvest-bug .."is closely
described by Dr. Geer under the name ofAcarus Pkalangii
from its infesting the harvest-spider Phtilangium Opilio.
1648 HbRRicK Hespcr., Hock-cart 13 The "harvest swaines,
and wenches bound For joy, to see the hock-cart crown'd.
1886 Syd. Soc. Lex.,

*Harvest ticks, the species of the
Genus Leptvs. 1880 JEFFERIES Gr. Feme F. I. 90 Look-
ing at a nest of* "harvest-trows, as the tiny mice are called
that breed in the grass. 1758 JOHNSON Idler No. 71 p 14
He saw some reapers and "harvest-women at dinner. 156*
Act 5 Eliz. c. 4 16 Persons, .accustomed to goe into other
Shires for "Harvest worck.

Harvest (hauvest), v. [f. prec. sb.]
1. trans. To reap and gather in (the corn, or, by

extension, other ripe crop).
c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xxx. 300 Men hervesten the Corn

twyes a }eer. 1719 [see HARVESTING vol. sb.} 1776-90
PENNANT Tour Scott. (T.), I have seen a stock of reeds har-
vested and stacked, worth two or three hundred pounds.
1858 GLENNY Card. Every-day Bk. 222/1 The general crop
[of onions] must be pulled, if not already harvested. Mod.
The tenants had to Harvest the lord's grain for him.

b. intr. To gather in the corn-crop.
1891 Daily Ne-.its 28 Apr. 2/5 Texas and Southern Kansas

can Harvest in June and July.
2. traits/. To gather and lay up in store; to

'

reap ', to husband.
1888 PallWall G. 26 Jan. 10/1 He .. has watched Chicago's

growth for
fifty years, and harvested a fortune of about

,40,000 from that city's prosperity. 1889 M. E. CARTER
Mrs. Severn III. in. xii. 258 The whole of her money was
spent That was soon, for she did not try to harvest it.

Hence Ha'rvested ///. a.

1632 SHERWOOD, Haruested, mestivl. 1766 PENNANT Zool.
(1768) I. 8 Artificial shelter, and harvested provision. 1887
RUSKIN Pnrterita II. xi. 404 The pendant gold of the
harvested maize.

Harvest-bug. A minute mite or acarid
troublesome during harvest ; also called harvester,
harvest-louse, -mite, -tick (see HARVEST si. 7).
That common in England is a larval form of

Tetranychus (Leftus) autumnalis ; those in the
U.S. are species of Tetranychus and Trombidium.
1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1852) I. 371 The flea and the

gnat regale on his blood ; the harvest-bug burrows in his
flesh. 1771 G. WHITE Selbonie xxxiv. 89 This animal (which
we call an harvest-bug) is very minute . . of a bright scarlet
colour. i86x HULMK tr. Moquin-Tandon n. vi, vi. 305 Thewound of the Harvest bug occasions an acute burning and
insupportable itching.

Harvester (ha-jvestaj). [f. HARVEST z-.]
1. A reaper.
1589 PEELE Egloguc Gratulatorie Wks. (Rtldg.) 562/2,

'595 Old Wives T. ibid. 452/1 Soft, who have we here?
our amorous harvesters \Qo. haruest starres]. 1621 QUARLES
Div. Poems, Esther 11638; 91 The Harvester with bubling
brow Reaping the interest of his painefull plough. 1809
PiNKNEY Trav. France 243 The French ladies, .are fond of
habiting themselves as harvesters. 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
Harvesters' disease, Duclaux's term for a disorder to which
persons working out of doors in the hot summer of 1859
were subject.

2. Applied to various insects : a. =
harvesting

ant. b. ' A harvest-man, daddy-long-legs
'

(Funk\
C. A harvest-bug.
1882 ROMANES Anim. Intell. 97 The following points of

interest in the habits of the European harvesters [ants].
3. A reaping machine ; esp. one which also binds

up the sheaves. Also, a machine for gathering in

any particular crop, as a cane harvester. Har-
vester cutter, one of the section knives of a
harvester.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meek., Harvester-cutler grinder, a
macnine adapted to the grinding of the section knives of
harvesters, which are riveted to the knife-bar. l88a Advance
(Chicago) 17 Aug. 524 With the extensive Harvester Works
. .and other manufactories building. tSa+PaltJtfa/lG.sDec.
2/2 The price of sheaf-binding harvesters. 1893 Jrnl. R.
Agric. Soc. Dec. 702 Trials of Self-binding Harvesters.

Harvest-field. A field in which the corn is

being reaped or gathered in; a corn-field in harvest.
Also trans/. and/jf;.

HARVEST MONTH.
1730-46 THOMSON Autumn 286 Thus to pick The very

refuse of those harvest-fields. 1850 SCOKKSRY Whaltmatft
.Itk'cut, vi. (1859) 79 The great harvest-field of American
whalers. 1855 'I ENNYSON Brook 227 My brother James is in
the harvest-held. 1870 BRYANT Iliati I. 11. 41 Like the

harvest-neld, when went winds stoop suddenly from above.

Harvest home, harvest-home.
1. The fact, occasion, or time of bringing home

the last of the harvest
;
the close of the harvesting.

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, i. iii. 35 His Chin new reapt,
Shew'd like a stubble Land at Haruest-home. 1693 DRYDEN
Pirma iv. 64 At harvest-home, and on the shearing-day.
1757 R. BENTLEY tr. Hcntzner's Trav. Eng. 79 (Brand) We
happened to meet some country people celebrating their
Harvest Home; their last load of corn they crown with
flowers. <zi8z6 L. HINT Months in Hone's Kvcry-day Bk.
I. 1059 Harvest-home is still the greatest rural holiday in

England. 1844-61 H. ALFORD Hymn, Come, ye thankful
people, come, Raise the song of Harvest-Home.
fig- '598 SHAKS. Merry )('. n. ii. 287, I will i-se her as

the key of the Cuckoldly-rogues Coffer, and trier's my har-
uest-home. 1606 Sir G. Goosecappe \. i. in Bullen r'. /'/.

harvest home.
b. A shout or song of rejoicing on that occasion.
1648 HERRICK Hesper., Hock-cart 6 Crown'd with the

eares of come, now come, And, to the pipe, sing harvest
home. 1691 DRYDEN K. Arthurs, i, Come, my boys, come ;

And merrily roar our harvest home. 1814 SCOTT Ld. of
Isles I. Introd., The last blithe shout hath died upon our
ear, And harvest-home hath hush'd the clanging wain.
2. The festival or merry-making to celebrate the

successful homing of the corn, called in Scotland
'
the kirn '. ;Now rarely held.)
'573 [see 3]. 1648 HERRICK Htsper.. Country Life, Thy

wakes . .Thy sheering-feast, which never faile ; Thy harvest-
home ; thy wassaile bowle. 1798 BLOOMFIEI.D Farmer 's Boy,
Summer 290 The long-accustomed feast of Harvest-home.
1864 Chambers' Bk. ofDays II. 376/2 In England, the festival
of ingathering passes generally under the endeared name of
harvest-home. 1891 Daily News 21 Sept. 3/2, I have nowhere
found any survival of the old-fashioned

'

harvest home "".

' No ; it is quite gone. The Union killed that.'

3. Comb., as harvest-home call, song; harvest-
home goose, one killed and eaten at the harvest-
home feast ; also called harvest-goose.
1573 TUSSER Huso. xc. (1878) 181 For all this good feast-

ing, yet art thou not loose, Till ploughman thou giuest his
haruest home goose. 1813-43 Brand's Pop. Antiq. (1849)
II. 19 The Suffolk peasantry use.. the following Harvest-
home song : Here's a health to the barley-mow ! Ibid. 29
This ' Harvest-home

'

Call is the one generally made use
of in the county of Devon.

Harvesting (hauvestin), vbl. sb. [f. HARVEST
v. + -ING '.] The reaping and housing of grain,
etc. ; also trans/., the gathering up of resources.

1719 DE FOE Crusoe i. viii, The end of all my harvesting.
1841-4 EMERSON Ess., Prudence Wks. (Bohn) I. 95 In the
harvesting of fruits in the cellar. 1860 MOTLEY Netherl.
(1868) I. xiv. 78 In more remote regions.. the thrifty soldier

thought that there might be . .good harvesting for his sword.
b. attrib.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meek,, Harvesting-machine. 1881
Times 18 May 11/4 Employment on English harvesting
work. 1891 Ibid. 20 Jan. 10/5 The Hon. Walter Abbott
Wood, the inventor, and founder of the manufactory, of the

harvesting machines, .died, .on the i5th inst.. .aged 76.

Ha'rvesting, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING 2
.]

That reaps or gathers in and stores up grain, etc.

Harvesting ant, a kind of ant which gathers and
stores up the seeds ofgrasses ; harvesting mouse =
HARVEST MOUSE.
1873 MOGGRIDGE Atits f, Spiders i. 52 These harvesting

ants will be found all round the shores of the Mediterranean.
1882 ROMANES Anim. Intell. 102 The harvesting or agricul-
tural ants ofTexas. Ibid. 365 Of the harvesting mouse Gil-
bert White says : One oftheir nests I procured this autumn.

Ha'rvestless, a. [-LESS.] Devoid of harvests
or crops ; sterile, unproductive.
1868 MENKEN Inftlida 81 Break up the harvestless ridges

where we starved. 1875 TENNYSON Q. Mary \. i, Harvest-
less autumn, horrible agues, plague.
Ha'rvestman.
1. A labourer in the harvest-field

; a reaper ; esp.
one who leaves home to obtain harvest work.
155* HULOET, Haruest man, messor. 1611 BIBLE Isa.

xvii. 5 And it shall bee as when the haruest-man gathereth
the corne. 1774 JOHNSON Diary 4 Sept. in Bosivell, I saw
the harvest-men very decently dressed. 1894 Times 14 Aug.
15/1 It can hardly be said that the weather of last week was
on the side of the harvestman.

2. A name given to certain insects which abound
in the fields in harvest-time

; esp. a long-legged
spider of the family P/ialangidse.
1830 Witherings Brit. Plants II. 85 note, Among the

almost infinite variety of insects which haunt Grasses .. is

iheGryllusviridissintus. .in Devonshire called the Harvest-
man from the season of its appearance. 1847 CARPENTER
Zool. 765 The Plialangidx, or Harvest-men, have two
thread-tike palpi, terminated by a small hook. 187* RILEY
Rep.Nox. Ins. 17 These animalsare popularly called 'Grand-
Daddy-Long-Legs

'

in this country, but are also known as
' Harvest men

'

and '

Grandfather-Gray-Beards '.

Harvest month. The month during which
the harvest is gathered in ; originally (like Ger.

herbstmonat, Icel. haustmdnuSr) a name of Sep-
tember ; but in Robert of Gloucester of August.
c 1000 ^ELFRIC Gram. ix. (Z.) 43 September, haerfestmonoS.

1197 R. GLOUC. (1724) 61 (te nexte monef afturward, but
heruest nione^ y, He let clepe aftur hym August y wys.



HARVEST MOON.

1816 in Hone's Evcry-day Rk. 11827) II. 1155 Had mV
journey taken place during the present harvest month.

Harvest moon. The moon which is full

within a fortnight of the autumnal equinox (22 or 23

Sept.), and which rises for several nights nearly at

the same hour, at points successively further north

on the eastern horizon.

1706 WATTS Hory Lyt., I'ict. /Wt's o-ccr Osnian 5 Wks.

1813 IX. 275/1 Seventy harvest-moons Fill'd his wide

gran'ries with autumnal joy. 1747 FERGUSON in Phil.

Tram. XLIV. 538 All the Phenomena of the Harvest-Moon
become very plain by this additional Part. 1803 L.KYDKN
Scenes Infancy i. 267 The waning harvest-moon shone cold

and bright. 1833 LYTTON Eugene A. i, xii, The broad har-

vest-moon was in the heavens, and filled the air as with a
softer and holier day. 1868 LOCKYER Eton. Astron. iv. 30.

Harvest mouse. A very small species of

mouse (A/us rnessortus, or Micromys mimttus),
which builds its nest in the stalks of growing

grain ;
it is the smallest of British quadrupeds,

being just over 2 inches in length.
iSia Pennant's Zool. I 149 /wading^ Harvest Mouse.

1839 Penny Cycl. XV. 505/1 The Harvest Mouse. White,
of Selborne, who suggests the name of Mus utiniiiins,

appears to be the first who drew the attention of naturalists

to this the smallest of British quadrupeds. 1849 Sk. Na.t .

Hist., Mammalia IV. 67 The harvest mouse is insectivorous
as well as granivorous.

Harvest queen. A name given a. to Ceres,
the goddess of agriculture and crops ;

b. to a young
woman chosen from the reapers (or an image or

doll dressed up, cf. harvest-doll'}, to whom was

given a post of honour at the harvest-home.

1579 SPENSER Shepk. Cal. Aug. 36 Well mought it beseme
any haruest Queene. 1597-8 HP. HALL Sat* v. ii, He stole

the daughter of the Harvest-Queen. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix.

842 Adam . . had wove Of choicest Flours a Garland to

adorne HerTreses, and her rural labours crown, As Reapers
oft are wont thir Harvest Queen. 1778 HUTCHINSON / tew
Northumbld. II. Anc. Customs 17 In some places I have
seen an image apparelled in great finery, crowned with
flowers.. This they call the Harvest Queen, and represents
the Roman Ceres. 18*7 HONE Every-day Bk. II. 1161.

c. harvest-lady, see HARVEST 7. heal.
a 1825 FORBY Voc. E. Anglia s.v. Harvest Lady, The

Dictt. call this personage the Harvest-Queen ; Dr. D. E.
Clark says that, on inquiry in Cambridgeshire, he under-
stood that to be the denomination. He would not have
received such information in Norfolk. 1847-78 HALLIWELL
s,v. Harvest-lady, The second reaper is also called the har-

vest-queen.

Harvestry. The act or work of harvesting ;

also, that which is harvested (Ogilvie, SuppL,
citing Swinburne).
Harvest-tide, ---next.

r izoo OR.MIN 11254 O sumerr, and onn herrfesstid, O
winnterr, and o lenntenn. a 1300 Cursor M. 4060 He-self
was on >e feld biside To geder corn in herueistide. 1513
DOUGLAS sEueis vi. v. 31 As in the first frost eftir hervist

tyde. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. v. 5. 250 In the long
interval between harvest-tide and harvest-tide, work and
food were alike scarce in the mediaeval homestead.

Harvest time. The time of harvest; the

season of autumn (obs.}.

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. vn. 107 He schulde ben huyred
|>er-aftur whon haruest tyme come. 1470-85 MALORY
Arthur xx. xi. 815 It befel vpon a daye in heruest tyme.
1611 BIBLE 2 Sam. xxiii. 13 [They] came to Dauid in the
huruest time. 1843 TENNYSON Dora 53 At last a fever
seized On William, and in harvest time he died.
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Has, obs. var. of As, Ass; ME. f. HOARSE a.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1073 A ded has. c 1375 -Vc. Leg. Saints,
Nycttolas 301 Has he bad, sa hat" bai done. 14.. Voc. in

\Vr.-Wiilcker 700/33 Hie onager, a wyld has.

Hasagai, var. of HASSAGAI, ASSAGAI.

Hasar, rare obs. f. HAWSEU.

Hasarcl, -art, a. (s&.) Sc. Obs. [app. a

deriv. of OE. ham, haswe, or ON. kps$ t
accus.

hysvan (:/iasu-} 'grey, ash-coloured'. See -ARD.]
A. adj. Grey-haired, hoary. B. sb. A grey-

haired man.
1513 DOUGLAS &neis iv. Prol. 164 Thow aid hasart lychour,

fy for schame. Ibid. vi. v. 17 This aid hasard careis our
fludis hoit Spretis and figuris in his irn hewit boit. Ibid.

vn. viii. ioo Ouersett with hasart hayr and faynt dotage.

Hasard, obs. form of HAZARD.

Has-been hre-z
t bfn), sb. (a.) [perf. tense of

BE #.] One that has been but is no longer: a per-
son or thing whose career or efficiency belongs to

the past, or whose best days are over.

1606 BIKNIE Kirk-Buriall (1833) 34 Being now but um-
while, and as an hes-beene. 1786 BURNS Inventory 8 My
hau' afore's a gude auld has-been. 1827 HONE fcvery-day
Bk. II. 820 John Jones may be described as 'one of the has

'

b. Jig. The time for reaping reward or gathering
in results.

178* MAD. D'ARBLAY Let. to Crisp Aug., This is the har-
vest time of your life. 1876 BANCROFT Hist. lf.S*\l I. xiv.

214 But Gage..whiled away his harvest-time of honor.

Harvey (hauvi), si. [Reputed to be named
after Gabriel Harvey, d. 1630.] A kind of cook-

ing- and cider-apple ; different varieties are named
golden Harvey, Siberian Harvey, etc.

1640 PARKINSON Theat.Bot. in R. Hogg Frttit Man. (1875)
67 Harvey apple, a faire, greate, goodly apple ; and very
well relished. 1741 Conipl. Fam. Piece i. v. 262 Your Apples
must be Pippins, Pearmams, or Harveys. Ibid. n. iii. 352
Harvey Apple,

Aromatick Pippin. 1834 Penny Cycl. II.

189/2 The best varieties [for cider] are. .the Siberian Harvey
..and above all, the golden Harvey, or brandy apple.

Ha'rvey, v. [After the surname of the in-

ventor.] a. To harden (steel) by a process in-

vented by H. A. Harvey of New Jersey, (patented
in England 1888, No. 401); = HABVEYIZE. b.
To fit or supply (a ship) with armour-plates so
treated. Hence Ha'rveyed ///. a.

1894 Daily News 21 June 2/6 The Harveyed Steel Plate
has now been adopted. 1894 Times 12 July 8/4 The
'

Harveyed
'

plates in the tests did not show any marked
superiority over the St. Chamond plate. 1804 Westm. Gaz.
18 Oct. 6/1 The royalties on plates ordered tote 'Harveyed',
though not yet completed. 1896 Daily News 21 Aug. 5/8
The vessel, .is Harveyed to the water line.

Also Ha rvcyize z/., -ized///. a.

1891 Pall Mall G. 2 Nov. 6/3 The trial of two nickel
steel plates Harveyised. 1893 Ibid. 2 Nov. 6/3 A patent
known as high-carbon nickel Harveyized armour for the

protection of men-of-war. 1894 Times 6 June 7/4
' Har-

veyized
'

steel plates will stop the heaviest cannon shot.

Harwe, ME. form of HARROW sb. and v.

Hary, -er, obs. forms of HARRY, HARRIER.

Harytage, obs. form of HEKJTAGK.

Has, 3rd sing. pres. Ind. of HAVE v.

b. attrib. or adj.
1819 Hermit in London II. 133 A has-been battered beau.

Hase, obs. form of As adv.
c 1420 Antnrs ofA rt/t. xix, Pride with his purtenans, hase

prophetes haue told.

Hase, obs. form of HOAUSK, HAZE.

Hasel, -ell, obs. forms of HAZEL.

Hasert, obs. form of HAZARD.

Hash t,h.ef), v. Also 7 hache. [a. F. hache-r^
f. hache hatcnet : see HACHE.]
1. trans. To cut (meat) into small pieces for

cooking ; to make into a hash.

1657 R. LIGON Barbadoes (1673) 34, I gave them some
tastes of my Cookery, in hashing, and fricasing this flesh.

1725 BRADLF.Y Font. Diet. s.v. Alus/irooin, You must ha>h
a Piece of Veal or 'Fowl. 1727 W. MATHER Yng. Man's
Comp. 28 Hash, to mince Meat. 1853 SOYER Pantropk.
136 Meat hashed small and well peppered.
2. fig. Also hash up.
1742 POPE Dune. iv. 23 r Be sure I give them Fragments,

not a Meal ; What Gellius or Stoba:us hash'd before, Or
chew'd by blind old Scholiasts o'er and o'er. 1794 MATHIAS
Purs. Lit. (1798) 385 His own stale scraps. . Hash'd up and
season'd with an old man's spleen. 1880 Academy 25 Sept.
219 Pleased at seeing his waifs and strays of thought thus
hashed up.
3. To cut up, to slash or hack about

;
to mangle.

Also^". Now Sc. and dial. Also intr.

1663 BUTLER Hud. \. iii. 838 He. .rain'd a storm Of blows
so terrible and thick, As if he meant to hash her quick.
1727 WALKER Peden's Life in Biogr. Scot. 489 (Jam.) They
are hagging and hashing them down, and their blood is

running down like water. 1829 SCOTT Jrnl. 10 Feb., Hashed
and smashed as my time is, who can make anything of it?

1893 STEVENSON Catriona 165 A hand in hagging and hash-

ing at Christ's Kirk.

Hence Hashed (.haejt) ppl. a., Ha-shing vbl. sb. ;

also Ha sher, one who hashes or makes a hash.

1653 H. COGAN tr. Pinto's Trav. xix. 66 A great Skillet

full of Rice with hached Lard. 17. . Battle Sheriff' Muir
1715 in Child Ballads (1864' VII. 159 There was such hash-

ing, and broad swords a-clashing. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat.
(1852) II. 648 The cuttings, the roastings, and bashings they
undergo, a 1845 Hoou Clubs Hi, The Cook's a hasher

nothing more. 1865 TROLLOPE Belton Est. xxv. 298 The
breast of a hashed fowl.

Hash (hsej), sb. Also 7 hache. [f. HASH v.,

taking the place of the earlier hacks', hackee, hachey^
HACHY, and HACHLS, from French.]
1. Something cut up into small pieces ; spec, a

dish consisting of meat which has been previously
cooked, cut small, and warmed up with gravy and
sauce or other flavouring.
1662-3 PEPVS Diary 1 3 Jan., I had . . at first course, a hash

of rabbits, a lamb. 1678 R. L'ESTRANGE Seneca's Mor.
(1702) 510 They are only Hache, made up of the Fragments
that remain'd. 1709 ADDISON Tatler No. 148 r 9, I . .passed
my Eye over several Hashes, which I do not know the
Names of. 1796 MRS. GLASSE Cookery v. 47 Lay .. thin

sippets round the dish, and pour in your hash. 1863 ELIZA
ACTON Mod. Cookery 205 If the meat in a hash or mince be
allowed to boil, it will immediately become hard.

2. transf. and_/%". Old matter ' served up
'

or pre-
sented in a fresh form ; now often coloured by or

associated with 3.

1672-3 MARVELL Reh. Transfi. II. 368 To serve up to the
Reader continually the cold Hashes of plain repetition.

1759 GOLDSM. Pol. Learu. x, Old pieces are revived . . the

public are again obliged to ruminate over those hashes of

absurdity. 1860 DARWIN in Life <$ Lett. (1887) II. 319 Chiefly
a well-done hash of my own words.

3. A mixture of mangled and incongruous frag-
ments ; a medley; a spoiled mixture; a mess,

jumble. Often in phr. to make a hash,
of, to mangle

and spoil in attempting to deal with.

'735 POPE Donne Sai. iv. 52 The Hash of tongues A
Pedant makes. 1747 H. WALPOLE Lett. H. Mann 23 Feb.

(1833) II, 274 (Farmer) About as like it, as my Lady Pom-
fret's hash of plural persons and singular verbs or infinitive

moods was to Italian. 1833 J. H. NEWMAN Lett, (18911 I.

459 Froude writes up to me we have made a hash of it.

1847 Lu. HOUCHTON in Life (1891) I. ix. 402 Lord Grey has
made sumewhat of a hash of New Zealand and its constitu*

HASKABD.
tion. 1868 FREEMAN Norm, Cong. II. App. 595 They there-

fore make a strange hash of the story.

b. Phr. To settle (a person's) hash : to reduce

to order ; to silence, subdue ; to make an end of,
* do for '. slang or colloq.
a 1825 Song in RKOCKETT s.v., The hash of the Yankees

he'll settle. 1849 E. E. NAPIER Excurs. S. Africa II. 389
My finger was in an instant on the trigger, and another
second would have settled his hash. 1864 BROWNING Youth

fy Art xiv, You've to settle yet Gibson's hash.

4. A term of obloquy, applied to a person who
1 makes a hash

'

of his words, etc. Sc.

1655 in Erockett N. C. Gloss. (1846) I. 211 [In 1655, Henry
Hedley was fined 3$. $d. for calling William Johnson, one
of the stewards of the Company of Bricklayers and Plas-

terers]
' a slavering hash '. 1722-30 RAMSAY Fables i, Tiva

Books, I canna thole the clash, Of this impertinent auld
hash. 1785 BURNS Ep. Lapraik xii,

A set o
1

dull, conceited
hashes. 1816 SCOTT OldMort. xxviii, 'What was I wanting
to say . . to his honour himsell . . ye muckle hash ?

'

5. A trade name for waste paper of the lowest

quality.
1893 Westm. Gaz. 4 July 5/3

' Hash ', the paper of lowest
marketable value, can be collected and sorted without loss.

6. attrib., as hash-dish, -meat.

1706 MRS. CENTLIVRE Love at a Venture v. Wks. (1723)

312 Your Father, .swears, .he'll slice me into Hash-meat.

II Hashish, hasheesh (harjij, hajrj). Also
f.> assis) , 9 haschisch, -ish, hachisch, -ish,

hachshish. [Arab. ^j,...r>.
hashish dry herb, hay,

the dry leaves of hemp powdered, the intoxicant

thence prepared.]
The top leaves and tender parts of the Indian

hemp (which in warm countries develop intoxi-

cating properties) dried for smoking or chewing,
in Arabia, Egypt, Turkey, etc. Cf. BHANG, an
Indian preparation of the .same plant.
1598 W. PHILLIPS Linschoten i.(i885) II. 116 Bangue ..is

made in three sorts. .The first by the Egyptians is called

Assis, which is the poulder of Hemp, or of Hemp leaves.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage vi. viiL 502 A compound called

Lhasis, one ounce whereof being eaten, causeth laughing,
dalliance, and makes one as it were drunken. iSxx tr.

Niebithr's Trav. Arab. cxx. in Pinkerton I'oy. X. 153
(Stanf.) As they have no strong drink, they, for this pur-
pose, smoke Haschisch, which is the dried leaves of a sort of

hemp. 1855 H. SPENCER Princ. PsychoL 11872) I. i. vi. 103
It is a well known result of hashish to give an excessive

vividness to the sensations. 1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits^
Character Wks. (Bohn) II. 59 They chew hasheesh; cut
themselves with poisoned creases. 1892 Pall Mall G. 29
Feb. 3/3 Victims to the excessive use of hasheesh.

fig' *5? SALA Tw. round Clock (1861) 113 If you put a
single gram of philosophic hachisch into that pacific calumet
of his. 1884 H. D. TRAILL in Contemp. Rev. Apr. 575

'

. .

Entranced by the haschish of Mr. Frederic Harrison's

eloquence.
b. attrib.) as hashish-house^ -insanity, -smoker.

1883 H. H. KANE in Harper's Mag. Nov. 944/1 (title)

A hashish-house in New York. Ibid., A large community
of hashish smokers. 1884 St. James* Gaz. 22 Mar. 5/1

Intoxicating effects which recommend the drug to hashish-
eaters in India. 1897 ALLBUTT Syst. Med. II. 901, I doubt
very much if hasheesh insanity can be at present diagnosed
by its clinical character alone.

Hashy (hae-Jh, a. [f. HASH sb^\ Of the nature

of a ' hash ', or mixture of mangled fragments.
1891 Athemeiim 3 Oct. 452/1 A tale . . duplicated in that

famous collection, showing the hashy manner in which it

was put together.
1 Hask, haske, sb. Obs. [cf. HASSOCK 3.]

(See quot. 1579.)
1579 SPENSER Shepk. Cal. Nov. 16 Phoebus . . hath . . taken

vp his ynne in Fishes haske [gloss. t a haske is a wicker

pad, wherein they vse to cary fish]. 1598 FLOKIO, Cauagna^
.. a fishers basket, or haske. 1611 DAVISON Poems 38 (N.)
The joy full sunne, whom cloudy winter's spight Had shut
from us in watry fishes haske.

Hask (husk), a. Now dial. [app. a by-form
of harsh, northern form of HARSH.] Rough and
hard to the touch or taste, esp. from the absence
of moisture; coarse and dry.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 228/2 Harske or haske, as sundry

frutys, stipticitS) poriticns. 1747 HOOSON Miner's Diet.
M ij b, Curled and adorned after the same manner by Spar,
but hask and dry, and of no pleasant Colour at all. i8S
BROCKETT^V. C. Gloss, , ffaskt coarse, harsh, rough, parched
. . A hank wind is keen and parching . . Coarse worsted is

hask to the feeling. 1828 Craven Dial. s.v..
* Hask grass',

rough, coarse ^rass. 1855 ROBINSON Whitby Gloss., Hask,
deficient in moisture. 'Hask bread', oft said to be as 'hask
as chopped hay

1
. 1885 F. H. BOWMAN Struct. Wool Gloss.

354 Hask, dry and hard or unpliable.
b. Jig. Harsh in sound, tone, or manner. Sc.

1594 A. HUME Hymns, etc. Ep. to Rdr., Rude Scottish
and hask verses. 1643 R. BAILLIE Lett. <$ Jrnls. (1841) II.

63 The petition of the Londoners got so hask and insnareing
an answer.

C. Dry, husky : as a cough.
a i7j LISLE Httsb. 343 They have in Wilts a disease on

their cows, which they call a hask or husky cough.

Hask, obs. form of ASK.
a 1300 Cursor M. 26465, I hask pe J>en if it be nede.

t Ha'skard. Obs. Also -erd. [Of uncertain

derivation ; the suffix as in bast-ard^ etc. : its

locality is opposed to its being a derivative of the

northern HASK a.] A man of low degree, a base
or vulgar fellow. Also attrib.

1491 CAXTON Vitas Pair. (W. de W. 1495) i. cxi. 1520/1
As . . he came out of the hous of a comyn woman He mette



HASKABDLY.

wyth a lewde haskarde, whyche for to doo the sayd synne of

lechery went lo the hous. 1519 HORMAN Vulg. 31 Declaryng
a very folysshe and an haskard felowe vnder the )>erson of

Thersyte. 1513 SKELTON Carl. Laurel 606 They be has-

kardis & rebawdis. 1369 NEWTON Cicero's Olde Age 14
Priuate persons and haskerds of low degree. 1574 \VlTHALS

Diet. 60 '2 A haskarde, or of lowe degree, proletarius.

Hence fHa-skardly a., vulgar, low, base. tHa's-

kardy, baseness ; haskards collectively.

1576 NEWTON Lemnie's Complex. (1633) 208 Some has-

kerdly peizaunts, and rascall persons. 1575 LANEHAM Let.

(1871) 4 Ouerthroun at last by Berthreds Hascardy. 1577-87
HOLINSHED Chron. (1807-8) III. 81 Treason and haskardie

in thus leaving their camp at the very point of fight

t Hastwort. Obs. [Badly formed in imita-

tion of Ger. hahkraut, f. hals neck + kraut plant

(pern, with some suggestion of HASK a.) : cf.

HALSWORT.] Name given by Lyte to two species
of Bell-flower, Campanula Trachelium and C.

glomerata.
1578 LVTE Dodoens 11. xx. 170 This Throtewurte or

Haskewurte . . is . . of three sortes, that is to say, the great
and the small, and the creeping kinde. Ibid. 172 The Plante

may be very wel called Haskewurte, or Throtewurte. .in

high Douch Halszkraut : in base Almaigne Halscruyt. 1863
in PRIOR Plant-n. (1879) 105.

t Ha'sty, a. Obs. or dial. [f. HASK a. + -Y.]

Dry and stony, as soil ; gravelly.
1649 BLITHE Eng. Improv. Impr. (1652) 157 Dry, haskey,

sandy, hungry Land. Ibid. 187 St. Foyn is a .French Grass
,

much sowed there, upon their barren, dry, hasky Lands. 1840

Jml. R. Agric. Sac. I. iv. 403 Clover seldom succeeds on I

sandy loam, or thin hasky land.

Hasle, obs. form of HAZEL.

Haslet (h^-slet), harslet (ha-Jslet). Forms:
i

n. 4-5 hastelet, 4-7 hastlet, 5 hasselet, 6 hase-

let, 6-7 haslett. -e, 7- haslet. 0. 6- harslet, (7

harselet, (harsnet), 8 haroelet). [a. OF. haste-

let (mod.F. hdlelettes) roasted meat, dim. of haste

a spit, a piece of roasted meat (cf. obs. F. has-

tilles
'
th' inwards of a beast ', Cotgr.) : L. hasta

spear. The spelling harslet appears to arise from

the long a.] A piece of meat to be roasted, esp.

part of the entrails of a hog ; pig's fry ; also, the

'pluck' or 'gather* (heart, liver, etc.) of other

animals, as the sheep, calf, etc.

13.. Gaw. H Gr. Knt. 1612 He britnez out be brawen in

bryjt brode scheldez & hatz out be hastlettez. '.'< 1390
Form of Cury (1780) 83 Hastlets of Fruyt. Take Fygs
iquarterid, Raysons hoot, [etc.], a 1440 Sir Degrev. 1399
Hastelettus in galantyne. c 1450 Two Cookery-bks. 106

Take a Turbut, and kut of be vynnes in maner of a haste-

lette, and broche him on a rounde broche, and roste him.

1530 PALSGR. 229/2 Haselet of a hogge, luiste menve. 1653
H. COGAN tr. Piato's Trav. xxx. 121 Concerning hogs . .

some . . sell nothing but the chitterlings, the sweet-breads,
the blood, and the haslets. 1796

MRS. GLASSE Cookery ii. 7

In a hog . . the haslet which is the liver and crow, kidney
and skirts. i8ia COMBE Picturesque xxvi. 106 A rich

Haslet at the fire, Will give you all you can desire. 1871
FRERE Aristoph., Frogs II. 242 Keep quiet and watch for

a chance of a piece of the haslets.

ft. 1585 HIGINS tr. yunius' Nomenclator 87 A haggise :

some call it a chitterling : some a hogs harslet. 1664 PEPYS

Diary 10 Mar., A good hog's harslet, a piece of meat I love.

1739
' R. BULL

'

tr. Dedekindus' Grobianus 235 A roasted

Harslet on the Table stood. 1866 FELTON Anc. fy Mod.
Gr. I. v. 365 Poultry and meat . . calf's pluck, pig's harslet

and chine, .finished the course.

attrib. 1677 CHARLETON Exercit. de dijf. et nomin.
Anim. led. 2) 13 Apexabones, Harslet-Puddings.

Hasp (hasp), sb. Forms : a. I hsepse, 3-7
haspe, (6 happys, hosp), 4-hasp (7- <#<z/.hapse).

/3. (north.} 2-7 hespe, 5- hesp. [OE. hiepse

(:*Axspe) wk. fern, 'fastening, clasp, hasp'; cf.

OHG. haspa fern., a reelful of yarn, M1IG. haspe,

hespe reel, hinge, hinge-hook, Ger. haspe hasp,

clamp, hinge, hook, dial, reel, haspe ham of the

leg ; MLG. hespe, haspe hinge, MDu. haspe hasp
or fastening of a door, reel, skein of yarn, hespe

hinge, joint, ham, ON. hespa wk. fern.
'

wisp or

skein of wool, hasp, fastening '. The sense-history
of the group is obscure, and it may be doubted

whether the '

hasp
'

of a door, and a '

hasp
'

of

yam, though in form identified in all the langs.,

were originally the same word. (But cf. HANK.)]
I. 1. A contrivance for fastening a door or lid :

now chieflyapplied to a hinged clasp ofmetalwhich

passes over a staple and is secured by a pin or

padlock ;
also (in a trunk or box), a hinged plate

of metal with a projecting piece of the nature of a

staple which fits Into a hole and is secured by the

lock.
ciooo ^ELFRIC Saints' Lives II. 328 Sum sloh mid slecge

swioe ba hcepsan. c 1150 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 546/42 Sera,
hespe. 13. . Coer de L. 4083 Undernethe is an hasp, Schet
with a stapyl and a clasp, c 1386 CHAUCER Miller's T. 284
To the chambre dore he gan hym dresse . . And by the haspe
[Lansdoit-ne hespe] he haaf it of atones, a 14*0 HOCCLEVE
De Reg. Princ. 1104 Up is broke lok, haspe, barre, and
pynne. 6-1470 HENRY Wallace VH. 416 Stapill and hesp.
1515 Pilton Chitrchw. Ace. (Som. Rec. Soc.) 70 For mend-
yng offahappys. .ij

d
. 1560 Lndlow Chitrchw. Ace. (Cam-

den) 96 A stapulle and a haspe for the . . chest. 1571
Nottingham Rec. IV. 145 Stapyles, hespes, and brages.
1631 MS. A ec. St. John's Hasp., Canlerb. , For charnells and
hapses for the two chests in our hall. 1674 RAY -V. 4 E. C.
Words 80 In Sussex for hasp, clasp, wasp, they pronounce

110

hapse, elapse, wapse. 1680 Loud. Gaz. No. 1537/4 One
Sugar-Box . . with a Hasp to fasten it on one side. 1853
MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom's C. xv, 'This trunk has got to be
shut and locked

'

. . The hasp snapped sharply in its hole.

1886 HALL CAINE San ofHagar n. i, The pony was tied to
the hasp of the gate.

b. Applied to other simple contrivances for

fastening a door, casement window, etc. ; also,
a latch for a sash window.
1771 Phil. Trans. LXII. 138, I fastened the other end

vith a small hasp to one of the jambs. 1855 TENNYSON
Maud i. xiv. ii, If a hand . . were laid On the hasp of the

Sckm. (1858) 15 The companion-head was hasped down.

1869 Lonsiiale Gloss., Hesp, to hasp or fasten the latch of a

door. 1882 Mrs. Raven's Tempt. II. 181 She went to the

window and hasped it.

t b. fig. To fasten together, unite firmly.

1361 LANGL. P. PI. A. i. 171 So harde heo beob with

Auarice I-haspet to-gedere [1393 C. n. 193 So harde hath

aueryce hasped
hem to-gederes.)

1 2. To clasp, embrace. 06s.

13. . Caw. 4- Gr. Knt. 1388 He hasppez his fayre hals his

armez wyth-inne, & kysses hym. c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 367

Hailsyng of hed bare, haspyng in armys. 1607 TOURNEUR
Rev. Trag. in. v. Wks. 1878 II. 91 If hee tooke mee haspt
within his bed.

t 3. To gird with mail or tight-fitting clothes ;

to buckle.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. C. 381 He askez heterly a hayre &
hasped hym vmbe. 13.. Gaw. fj Gr. Knt. 281 If I were

hasped in armes on a heje stede. IKd. 831 Alle hasped in

his nej wede.

f 4. To confine or fasten (in a tight place) ;
to

lock up. 06s.

window. 1853 ROBINSON IVhitby Gloss., Hesp, the door-
fastener or button which turns on a pivot in the centre.

1876 GWILT Archil. Gloss., Hasp^ the fastening to a com-
mon casement. 1885 Law Times 315/2 He must not break
a pane to undo the hasp of the window. 1886 FENN Master
ofCeremonies vi, The spring of the window hasp.

c. ' A serai-circular clamp turning in an eye-bolt
in the stem-head of a sloop or boat, and fastened

by a forelock in order to secure the bowsprit down
to the bows '

(Smyth Sailors IVord-bk^).
d. O. Eng. and Sc. Law. By hasp and staple :

see quots.
[c 1*50 BRACTON v. iv. xv. 14 (Rolls) VI. 138 Seysina facta

. . vel per nuntium, per fustim, vel per baculum, vel per
haspam. 1393 BRITTON n. ix. 6 Deliverer al purchaceour
la seisine par le haspe ou par le anel del uihs, ou par en-

cousture de la porte.] 1569 in Balfour Practicks (1754) '75
Or he sould be saisit be hesp and stapill, as the commoun
use is within burgh. 1861 W. BELL Diet. Loan Scotl., Hasp
and Staple is the form of entering an heir in a burgage
subject..The claimant alleges his title, and proves it by
witnesses ; on which the bailie declares him to be heir, and
makes him take hold of the hasp and staple of the door as

a symbol of possession, and then enter the house and bolt

himself in. [Entry by hasp and staple is now obsolete under

Conveyancing and Land Transfer ^Scotland) Act, 1874 (37 &
38 Viet. c. 94 25).]

2. A clasp or catch for fastening two parts of a

garment, the covers of a book, etc.

31300 Body ff Soul in Map's Poems (Camden) 338 A
denkles cope for to bere al brennynde on him was kest,

j

With hole haspes i-mad to spere. c 140* Destr. Troy 5254 i

The haspes of his helme heturly brast. a 1698 EVELYN
\

Voy. Marry-land (R.), A curious hasp The manteau 'bout

her neck to clasp. 1715 Pancirollus
1

Rerutn Mem. I. iv.

ii. 155 Shooes .. either lac'd close ..or else clasp'd with
Taches or Hasps. 1829 HOOD Etig. Aram vi, He strain'd

the dusky covers close. And fix'd the brasen hasp.

3. (?) A handle of a trunk or case.

a 1774 GOLDSM. To Sir y. Reynolds (R.), Four [menj got
under each trunk, the rest surrounded, and held the hasps.
1868 W. COLLINS Moonst. (1889) 118 An old japaned tin case,
with a cover to it, and a hasp to hang it up by.

II. 4. A hank or skein of yarn, thread or silk ; a

definite quantityofyarn, the fourth part of a spindle.
a 1400 Octouian 1442 The bryde! was made of chaynys,

Of grete haspys wer the reynys. (1400 Destr. Troy 3899
Here huet on his hede as haspis of silke. c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 238/1 Hespe of threde, mataxa, haspum, filipulus.

1791 Statist. Ace. Scotl., Fifesh. VI. 43 (jam.)
About 30

years ago.. a hesp or slip, which is the fourth part of a

spindle, was thought a sufficient day's work for a woman.

1 5. A reel for winding yarn, thread, or silk. Obs.

[Only in Diets. Perh. an error of Skinner.]
1671 SKINNER Etymol. Ling. Ang., Hasp, alabrum seu

Instrumentum Textorium in quod filum fusi evolvitur.

1730-6 BAILEY (folio), An Hasp, a Reel to wind Yarn on.

i8a8 WEBSTER, Hasp, a spindle to wind thread or silk

on (local).

III. 6.
' An instrument for cutting the surface of

grass-land; a scarifier' (Webster 1864).

1. attrib., as hasp-lock.
1881 YOUNG Every Man his own Mechanic 865 The

hasp-lock used for trunks and portmanteaus.

Hasp, v. Also i heepsian, 4-7 haspe ; 9 dial.

hesp. [OE. hypsian, f. hsepse HASP sb.']

1. trans. To fasten with, or as with, a hasp.
c 1000 /ELFRIC Gram, xxxvii. (Z.) 220 Ic scytte sum loc

oS3e haepsije. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 419 With-outen . .

Hurrok, ober hande-helme hasped on rober. a 1375 Joseph
A rim. 205 A dore . . haspet ful faste. c 1400 Destr. Troy
8593 Ector. .haspit on his helme, & his horse toke. c 1440
Gesta Rom. Ixxxvii. 408 (Harl. MS.) Be not a-ferde . . for I

shall haspe the dore, and pynne it with a pynne. 1570
LEVINS Manip. 35/37 To Haspe, obserare. 1611 CoTCR.,

HASSOCK.
1680 ELIZ. CELLIKR in Howell St. Trials (1816) VII. 1187

He told me.. that he had been squeezed and hasped into a

thing like a trough, in a dungeon under ground. 1699
GARTH Dispens. v. (1700) 65 Haspt in a tombril . . With one
fat slave before, and none behind. 1711 STEELE Spect. No.
132 ? 2 Being hasped up with thee in this publick Vehicle.
Ibid. No. 155 p 2, 1 keep a Coffee-house . .1 am unavoidably
hasped in my Bar.

Hence Ha aping vbl. sb.

1611 COTGR., Aggrajfement, a hooking, clasping .. a

hasping.

t Haspede. Obs. rare, [deriv. of HASP.] A
clasp, a hook.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. C 189 By be haspede he hentes hym
benne, & brogt hym vp by be brest.

Haspicholls, -cols, corruptions of HAHPSICAL,
HARPSICHOBD.

Hass, dial. var. of HALSE
; obs. form of Ass.

Hassagai, -ay, var. ASSAGAI.
1731 MEDLEY Kolbtn's Cape G. Hope I. 65 Dexterity in

throwing the Hassagaye. 1813 Edin. Rev. XXI. 69 The
same Caffre . . with his hasagai attacks the horny elephant.
1885 Casselts Techn. Educ. IV. 160 The hassagay-tree
(Curtisia faginea) one of the largest timber-trees in Africa.

HaSSar vharsaj). [? native S. American name.]
One of the genus Callichthys of siluroid fishes,

found in the rivers of tropical America, and re-

markable for building a regular nest and being
able to travel considerable distances over land.

1865 W. HOUGHTON in Intell. Obsem. No. 40. 262 These

hassars, as they are called. 1883 WOOD in Sunday Mag.
Nov. 676 Many of these rivers . . are inhabited by a fish . .

popular|y called the Hassar, or Hardback. Ibid. 676/2 The
Hassar is as good a walker as the Climbing Perch.

Hassard, obs. form of HAZARD.
Hassassin, an etymological var. of ASSASSIN.
x8a6 LINGARU Hist. Eng. (ed. 4) II. 403 note. The Sheik

or old man of the mountain, the chief of the Hassassins.

Hassel 1, Hasser, obs. ff. HAZEL, HAWSEB.
Hasslock : see HALSE sb. 6.

Hassock (hfe'ssk), sb. [OE. kassuc, of uncertain

etymology. Some have conjectured derivation

from Welsh hesg sedges. It is doubtful whether

sense 4 is the same word.]
L 1. A firm tuft or clump of matted vegetation ;

esp. of coarse grass or sedge, such as occurs in

boggy ground ; a ' tussock '. Sometimes applied
to an insulated clump of bushes or low trees.

986 Charter ofMthelred in Kemble Cod. Dipl. No. 655
III. 223 Of 8am wege on 5one hassuc upp an hrofan hricge.

(1x47 Found. Charter Sawtrey Abbey in Dugdale Mon.
A ngl. (1682) 1. 853 Pastores . . nostri surjer exteriores hassocos

versus Walton inter pratum & mariscum debent stare.]

1:1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode in. vi. (1869) 139 And thanne
the olde made me gon vp on a gret hassock, c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 228/2 Hassok, ulphus. 1397 GERARDE Herbal n.

xxi. 5. 209 Leaues, spread vpon the grounde in manner of

a turffe or hassocke. 1661 DUGDALE Hist. Imbanking
Pref, The stink of smoaky hassocks. 1769 De Foe's Tour
Gt. Brit. III. 332 Moss . . lay above the Ground, in little

Heaps . . called Hassocks, which were full of Holes, like

an Honeycomb. 1805 R. W. DICKSON Pract. Agric. (1807)
I. 444 Great tufts of rushes &c. called hassocks. 1807 VAN-
COUVER Agric. Devon (1813) 286 With much ^difficulty

I

could step from one hassock to another, in laying out the

drains. 1814 Miss MITFORD in L'Estrange Life (1870) I.

270 The down is entirely spotted with small islets (the

country people call them hassocks) of low trees and luxuriant

underwood. 1843 WHITTIER Pr. Wks. (1880)
I. 321, I was

stumbling over the rough hassocks, and sinking knee-deep
in the black mire. 1871 J. R. NICHOLS Fireside Sc. HI
After digging out the hassocks and burning them.

b. trans/. A ' shock
'
of hair.

1785 yrnl.fr. Lond. to Portsmouth in Poems in Buclian

Dial. 7 (Jam.) Wi* a great hassick o* hair hingin . . about
her haffats. 1818 SCOTT Rob Roy xxxiv, His tatty pow,
that ne'er had a better covering than his ain shaggy hassock

of hair! [a 1825 FORBY Voc. E. Anglia, Hassock-head, a

shock head ; a bushy and entangled growth of coarse hair.]

2. A thick firm cushion or bass, often stuffed

with rushes or straw, used to rest the feet on, and

esp. in places of worship to kneel upon.
According to Forby s.v.

' hassocks in bogs were formerly
taken up. .shaped, trimmed, and dressed.. to make kneeling
much easier than on the pavement of the church.' Hassocks

of turf or peat, formerly used in the church, are still (1897)

preserved at Lower Gravenhurst in Bedfordshire.

1516. in Rogers Agric. * Prices III. 564/3, 20 hassocks for

pews. i6aj FLETCHER& SHIRLEY Nt. Walker v. i, Buy a mat
for your bed, buy a mat ! A hassock for your feet. 1667

Vestry Bks. (Surtees) 202 For a hassock and a matt for our

Minister, 6d. 1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 112 p 2 To make
them kneel . . he gave every one of them a Hassock and a

Common-prayer Book. 1784 COWPER Task I. 748 Knees
and hassocks are well-nigh divorc'd. 1881 BESANT & RICE

Chapl ofFl. i. viii, A stately pew with red serge seats and

hassocks. 1887 Miss BRADDON Like I, Unlike iii, They made
her comfortable upon the sofa, with a hassock for her feet.

t 3. A rush basket : cf. HASK sb. Obs.

1573-80 BARET Alv. H 209 A hassocke, a baskette made

of twigges, or rushes, scripiculum.
II. 4. The soft calcareous sandstone whicli

separates the beds of ragstone in Kent.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Hassock, soft Sand-stone.

1765 Univ. Mag. XXXVII. 58/2 Mortar, .made, .of chalk,

sand, or hassock. 1851 Diet. Archit. s.v ,
The sandstone

that separates the beds of the Kentish rag is known by
the name of hassock and hassock stone, the latter . . when the

sand is agglutinated enough to allow its being raised in block.

1879 RUTI.EY Stud. Rocks xiv. 281 The calcareous sandstones

in the Hythe beds in Kent are locally termed hassock.



HASSOCK.

III. 5. Comb., as hassock-grass, -plough ;
has-

sock-filler, a device for stuffing hassocks: has-

sock-knife, an implement for chopping off hassocks.

1699 Post Boy 24-6 Jan. in A'. ^ Q. yth Ser. XI. 168

They were all arm'd, some with Guns, some with . . Hassock-
kuives. 1797 A. YOUNG Agric. Suffolk 161 The plough
made on purpose, and called a hassock plough, cut laterally
much beyond the line of its draught. 1863 KINGSLEY
Water Bab, i. 34 The hassock-grass and sedges tumbled him
over. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Hassock-filler, a device

consisting of a curb and a charging cylinder, whereby the

stuffing is packed into the cover.

Hence Ha/ssock v. trans., to furnish with has-

socks (sense 2).

1842 BARHAM Ingol. Leg., Sir Rupert, He.. resolves to. .

new-cushion and hassock the family pew.

Hassocky (hoe-saki), a. [f. HASSOCK + -Y.]
1. Abounding in hassocks or clumps.
1645 G. BOATE Nat. Hist. Irel. (1726) 62 Hassocky bogs.

1649 BLITHE Kng. Imfrov. Impr. ix. (1653) 61 Your hassocky
morish rough Land. 1863 BARING-GOULD Iceland xix. 336
A horse cannot keep up with it over the broken hassocky
ground.
2. Of the nature of or consisting of calcareous

hassock.

1710 Brit. Apollo III. No. 70. 2/1 A Rockey or Hassucky
sort of Ground. 1881 WHITEHEAD Hops 17 The loams.,
and hassocky detritus of the Hythe beds. 1894 B. FOWLER
in Proc. Geol. Assoc. XIII. 362 Towards Bramshott the beds
become more hassocky.

Hast, 2nd pers. sing. pres. ind. of HAVE.
Hast, obs. form of HASTE.
t Hastal, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. type *hastal-is,

f. hasta spear.] Spear-shaped.
1671 GREW Anat. Platits i. vii. 3 (1682) 45 It [the cover

of the seed] is. . Hastal, in Lactuca.

[Hastarcl, prob. a scribal error for HASKARD.
a 1529 SKELTON Earl Northumberland iv. 24 (MS. Reg.

1 8 D n. If. 165) Vilane hastarddis in ber furious tene..Con-
feterd togeder of commonn concente Falsly to slo }>er moste
singlar goode lorde.]

t Ha'Stary. Obs. rare. [ad. L. hastari-us be-

longing to the spear, subst ,
a spearman ; f. hasta

spear. Cf. F. hastaire.] A spearman.
1589 IVE Instruct. H^arres 104 Before the first rankes of

the Hastaries.

Hastatfi (h^sti't), a. [ad. L. hastattts, f. hasta

spear: see -ATE 2
2.]

1. Formed like a spear or spear-head ; spear-
shaped.
1854 WOODWARD Mollusca (1856) 117 Lingual teeth.,

elongate, subulate, or hastate. 1856-8 W. CLARK Van der
Hoeveris Zool. I. 667 Astacns., Lamellar appendage, denti-
form or hastate. 1874 COUES Birds N. \V. 665 Crescentic
or hastate spots. 1885 CASTLE Sch. Fencing 44 The hastate

weapons : pike, partisan . . and poleaxe.
b. Bot. Of leaves : Narrowly triangular nearly

to the base, where two lateral lobes project at right

angles to the midrib.

1788 J. LEE Introd. Bot. in. v. (ed. 4) 191 Hastate,
Javelin-shaped ;

when they are triangular, the Base and
Sides hollowed, and the Angles spreading. 1794 MARTVN
Rousseau's Bot. xxvii. 427 Hastate leaves that are quite
entire. 1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 313 Rumex acetosclla ;

dicecious, lower leaves hastate. 1880 GRAV Struct. Bot. iii.

4. 96 Leaves . . Hastate or Halberd-shaped.
2. Comb., as hastate-aurided, -leaved.

1864 Sowerby's Bot. I. 187 Hastate-leaved Scurvy-grass.
1883 BENTLEV Bot. 159 When the lobes of such a leaf are

separated from the blade . . it is auriculate or hastate-auricled.

t Ha'stated, a.
[f.

as prec. + -ED.] =prec.
1748-5* SIR J. HILL Hist. Plants 597 (Jod.) Thehastated-

leaved arum with a clavated spadix. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl.
Supp. s.v. Leaf. 1791 W. BARTRAM Carolina 478 Towards
the tops, .they became trifid, hastated, and lastly lanceolate.

Ha'Stately ,
adv. [-LY

2
.] In a hastate fashion

;

chiefly in comb, with adjs., denoting a combination
of the hastate with another shape, as hastately-cor-
date, -lanceolate, -sagittate, -two-eared, etc.

1831 DON Gardener s Diet. Gloss., Hastately-sagittate.

Hasta*to-, combining form of L. hastatus HAS-
TATE, used like hastately.
1829 LOUDON Encycl. Plants Gloss., Hastate-lanceolate,

between halbert-shaped and lanceolate. 1850 HOOKER &
ARNOTT Brit. Flora 462 Arum jnacnlatiim .. leaves all

radical, hastato-sagittate.

Haste ,h^st), sb. Forms : 3- haste ;
also 3-8

hast, 4-5 haast(e, 4-6 Se. (and Coverd.) haist,
5 hayste. [a. OF. haste (i2th c. in Hatz.-Darm.),
mod.F. hate:VlGer.*haisti-, in OE. hxst, hist

fern., violence, fury = Goth, haifsts fern., strife,
contest

; cf. OE. hassle adj. violent, vehement, im-

petuous = OFris. kdst, Mst, OHG. heisti, heist.

The French word was taken back into Middle
Dutch, and thence into other Tent, langs. : cf.

MDu. haeste, haest, Du. haast, MLG. and LG.
hast, Ger. hast haste.]

I. 1. Urgency or impetuosity of movement re-

sulting in or tending to swiftness or rapidity ; quick-
ness, speed, expedition (properly of voluntary
action). Opposed to leisurely motion or action.

(Most freq. in phrases : see 4 a, 5.)
a 1300 Cursor M. 5198 To bidd hast now es nan sa frek.

c 1386 CHAUCER Miller's T. 359 This asketh haste. 1526
Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 7531) 48, I shall do more in a daye
than my brother in twayne, for all his haste. 1582 N.

Ill

lACHETm*Dtr.Casto>t&fda's Cong. E./tut.vli. 1711, They fled,
and made away with great hast. 1697 DAMI-IHK Voy. I. 13
The old man would have stayed us here . . but our business

required more haste. 1765 GOLDSM. Ess. xv. Wks. (Globe)
328/1 In situations where the action seems to require haste.
1888 A. K. GREEN Behind dosed Doors iv, To make him
understand the necessity of haste.

2. Such quickness of action as excludes due con-
sideration or reflection ; hurry, precipitancy, want
of deliberation, rashness. (See also 4 b, 6.)
a 1300 E, E. Psalter Ixxviifi], 33 pair daies waned in un-

naitnesse, And J>air yheres with haste ware lesse. c 1374
CHAUCER Troyliis v. 1605 Greuous to me god wot is youre
vnreste, Your haste, ft 1533 LD. BERNERS Hnon xcix. 320
An yll haste is not good, c 1645 HOWELL Lett, (1650) II. 29
Hast and choler are enemies to all great actions. 1781
COWPER Retirement 725 Friends, not adopted with a school-

boy's haste. 1832 TENNYSON
' Love thou thy land

'

96 Raw
Haste, half-sister to Delay.
3. The condition of being obliged to act quickly
on account of having little time

; eagerness to get

something done quickly; hurry. (See also 4 c, d.)
c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 794 Thisbe (MS. Gg. 4. zj\ This

tisbe hath, .so gret haste Piramus to se. 1470-85 MALORY
Arthur i. x, After the hast of the letters, they gaf hem this

ansuer that [etc.]. 1548 HALL C/iron., Hen. VI, 93 b,

These joly gallantes left behynde theim for hast, all their

tentes. 1581 SAVILE Agric. 11598) 198 Many halfe dead ..

were left for haste of winning the fielde. 1710 STEELE
Tatter No. 200 p 4 The urgent Hast of another Corre-

spondent. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth xxxiv, She advanced,
breathless with haste. 1872 J. F. CLARKE Self-Culture 58
(Cent.) The haste to get rich.

II. Phrases.

4. In haste, a. (in sense i.) With energetic speed;

quickly, expeditiously (also, f an, on haste (obs.) :

see AN prep.}. SQ in all haste (arch.), as quickly
as possible, with all speed.
a 1300 Cursor M. 13402 pal fild a cupp ban son in hast.

a 1300 K. Horn 615 He sluj her on haste On hundred bi J>e

laste. c 1380 Sir Feruntb, 3608 Richard prykede forf* an

haste, Ase harde as he may braste. a 1400-50 A lexander
2817, I sail hele [= recover] all in hast. 1567 Satir,
Poems Reform, v. 50 Reuenge in haist the cruell act. 1667
MILTON P. L. x. 456 Forth rush'd in haste the great con-

sulting Peers, a 1791 WESLEY Wks. (1830) XII. 287 Though
1 am always in haste I am never in a hurry. 1859 TENNYSON
Enid 1391

' Not dead !

'

she answer'd in all haste. 1868
LYNCH Rivulet cxvii. i, Arise, sad heart, arise in haste.

b. (in sense 2.) With excited quickness ; without

deliberation, hurriedly, hastily, in a hurry.
1513 MORE in Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 782 Scribled forth

in hast at aduenture. 1535 COVERDALE Ps. cxv. n, I sayde
in my haist : All men are lyers. 1677 LAUDERDALE in L.

Papers (Camden) III. Ivii. 80 So as they may not trouble
us any more in hast. 1689 BURNET Tracts I. i Who has
seen so little, and as it were in hast. 1710-11 SWIFT Let.
to Mrs. Johnson 16 Jan., I dined to-day with Dr. Cockburn,
but will not do so again in haste, he has generally such a

parcel of Scots with him.

c. (in sense 3.) With quickness of action due to

being pressed for time ; with speed, speedily.
1513 MORE in Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 759 One Mistle-

brooke . . came in great haste to the hous of one Pottier.

1584 POWEL Lloyd's Cambria 221 The King leuied an
armie in Hast. 1699 GARTH Disfens. v. 60 In hast a
Council's call'd. 1727 SWIFT Gulliver in, i. 181 Four or
five men running in great haste up the stairs. 1845 S.

AUSTIN Rankers Hist. Ref. III. 607 Prepared at any
moment to send such as might be demanded in haste.

d. (in sense 3.) As predicate, often with infin. :

Eager to get something done quickly; in a hurry.

1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. i. Hi. 89 Your Father calls for you,
He is in hast, therefore I pray you go. 1700 RAY in Lett.

Lit. Men (Camden) 205, I am in no hast for them, but can
well wait your leisure. 1759 ROBERTSON Hist. Scot. I. in.

am
935 No

sooner come than in haste to go.
5. To make haste : To put forth energy producing

speed ;
to move or act with quickness ;

to use

expedition, to hasten. (Often with inf.}
1535 COVERDALE Ps. xxxix. [xl.] 13 Make haist (o Lorde)

to helpe me. 158* N. LICHEFIELD tr. Castanhedcis Cong.
E. Ind. vii. 19 b, Making hast to the shore, and atteining the

same, they ran away. 1662 J. DAVIES tr. Olearius' Voy,
Ambass. 13 One while to march on very slowly, another,
to make more haste. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones vi. x, It

was necessary for him to make haste home. 1837 DICKENS
Pickw. vii, Make haste down, and come out. 1847 JAMES
y. Marston Hall\x, I made as much haste as I could to

get away.
6. In proverbs and phrases : chiefly in sense 2.

ci375 BARBOUR Troy-Ik, n. 1682 Of fule haist cummis no

speid. 1546 J. HEYWOOD Prov. (1867) 5 Hast maketh waste.

Ibid.) The more haste the lesse speede. 1556 ROBINSON tr.

More's Utop. (ed. 2) To Rdr. (Arb.) 19 With more hast then

good spede I broughte it to an ende. 1621 QUARLES
Argalus fy P. (1678) 29 Acts done in haste, by leisure are

repented. 18619 FREEMAN Nortti. Cong. III. xiv. 323 The
more haste was emphatically not the better speed. 1869
HAZLITT Eng. Prov. 153 Haste trips up its own heels. 1883
HT. P. SPOFFORD in Harper's Mag. Mar. 573/1 She married
him in all haste to repent in all leisure. 1897 E. PHILLPOTTS

Lying Propfais 346 [Cornish phrasej More haste, more let.

Mod. More haste, less (or worse) speed.
III. 7. Comb.

1553 HULOET, Haste maker, accelerator. 1576 FLEMING
Panopl. Epist. 262 Festination or hast making. 1851 HELPS
Comp. Solit. xi. (1874) 199 There is no occasion for being
excessively emulous, or haste-bitten.

Haste (h^st), v. Forms : see prec. [a. OF.
hosier (nth c. in Hatz.-Darm.), mod.F. falter,

HASTEN.

f. haste, Mte, HASTE sb. Cf. Du. haasten, Ger.

hasten, Da. haste, Sw. hasta, all from Fr.] Now
chiefly literary, the ordinary word being hasten.

L trans. To cause to move more quickly; to urge,

drive, or press on ; to quicken, accelerate, hurry.
a 1300 Cursor M. 26737 Hast noght bi scrift on biskin wis.

(-1330 R. BRUNNE C//r0. (1810)42 Fals Edrike, bat bambider
hasted. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P.R. iv. iii. (1495) 83 Drye-
nesse hastyth aege. c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAymon xxvi.

562 The children of reynawde hasted somoche the ii. sones
of foulques. .that thei. .were . . wery. a 1533 LD. BERNERS
Hnon. Hx. 206 They were so hastyd and pursewyd, 1607
SHAKS. Cor. v. i. 74 Let's hence, And with our faire intreaties

hast them on. 1786 BIT RNS Auld Fanner's N.-Y. Saint.
Mare xiv, Thou, .just thy step a wee thing hastit.

2. refl.
=

3. arch.
a 1300 Cursor M. 5018 Yee most yow hast on your fare.

c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 469 pey shulden. .haaste hem to

make aseeb. c 1475 Rauf Coilyar 550, I will not haist me
ane fute faster on the way. 1535 COVERDALE Ps. cxl. fcxli.]

i Lorde, I call vpon the : haist the vnto me. 1667 MILTON
P. L. xi. 104 Hast thee, and from the Paradise of God ..

drive out the sinful Pair. 1869 LOWELL boot-Path iv, I look

and long, then haste me home.

3. intr. To make haste; to come or go quickly ;

to act with haste or expedition ;
to be quick, hurry ;

(of time or events) to come on or approach rapidly.

(Often with to and inf.}
a 1300 Cursor M. 2837 'Haste', he said, 'ban beder yaar*.

ci375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Johannes 112 pe seknes na remed
Ma haf, bot hastis to be dede. 1388 WYCLIF Ps. Ixix. [Ixx.]

i Lord, hast thou to helpe me. 1581 MULCASTER Positions

xli. (1887) 234 If the reward were good, he would hast to

gaine more. 1614 RALEIGH Hist. World v. iii. (17361 I. 689
He hasted away towards Utica. 1667

MILTON P. L. iv.

867 O friends, I hear the tread of nimble feet Hasting this

way. i7 POPE Messiah 23 See Nature hastes her earliest

wreaths to bring. 1849 C. BRONTE Shirley xxiv, The hour
is hasting but too fast. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus viii. 4 Still

ever hasting where she led.

Hasteful (h^-stful), a. rare. [f. HASTE sb.

4- -FUL.] Full of haste ; hurrying, hurried. Hence

Ha'stefnlly adv., in haste, expeditiously.
1610 HOLLAND Camden's Brit. i. 388 With hastfull hot

desire. 1873 J. DUNS Mem. Sir J. V. Simpson xv. 519 In

the excitement of hasteful travel. 1890 SARAH J. DUNCAN
Soc. Depart. 308 We got hastefully back, three-quarters of

an hour before she sailed. 1895 Daily Tel. 25 Mar. 7/4
This hasteful, bustling and forgetful age.

tHasteler, hastier. Obs. [app. a. AF.
*hasteler> f. *hastele (whence secondary dim. haste-

let: see HASLET), dim. of haste, mod.F. hate

spit, broach : L. hasta spear; cf. the I2th c. L.

equivalent hastaldrius (? hastellarius}, also haste-

laria the place where broaches were kept (Du
Cange). In this sense, Godefroy has only OF,
hasteeur^hasteur: med.L.^as-&z#r-m(DuCange).]
An officer of the kitchen, who superintended or

attended to the roasting of meat ; also, a turn-spit.

[?cii75 Constit. Domus Regis in Liber Niger Scacc.

(Hearnet I. 348 De Magna Coquina . . Hastalarius.] c 1420
Liber Cocorum (1862) i pis hasteler, pasteler, and potagere.
c 1440 Promj*. Parv. 229/1 Hastlere, bat rostythe mete . .

assator, assarius. 1563-87 FOXE A. <$-
M. (1684) III. 715

Saying that Nicholas Cadman was Noyes Hastier, that is,

such a one as maketh and hasteth the fire.

Hasteless (h^-stles), a. [f. HASTE s&.+

-LESS.] Without haste. Hence Ha*stelessness,

complete absence of haste or hurry.

1873 W. CORY Let. fy Jmls. (1897) 313 Men who are as

the stars, unconscious, hasteless, stedfast. 1883 JEFFERIES
in Longni. Mag. June 192 Hastelessness is the only word
one can make up to describe it.

Hastelet, obs. form of HASLET.

t Ha'Steling. Obs. rare. In 7 hastling. [f.

HASTE + -LING. J A hasty person.
1629 GAULE Holy Matin. 203 Haue after the Hastling;

nay haue at him with an encounter as resolute, as speedy.

t Ha'Stely, hastly, adv. Obs. Forms : 3-4

hastelich^e, -lyche, 4 -lik (superl. -lokest), 4-5

-li, 4-6 -ly, -lie, 5-6 Sc. (and Coverd.) haistely,

5-7 Sc, -lie, 6 Sc. hestely ; also 4-6 hastly, 6 Se.

haistlie. [f.
HASTE sb. + -LY -

; perhaps, in its

origin, a variant of hastily, the e at length becom-

ing mute.]
1. = HASTILY i.

may hastlokest it haue. 1380 Lay Folks Catech. (Lamb.

MS.) 1373 Accidy bat is slownesse Whan a man schuld do

a good dede hastly. a 1400-50 Alexander 3784 As hastely

as he it herd, his ostis he flittis. c 1475 RaufCoil^ear 113

Twa cant knaifis of his awin haistelie he bad. ^1489
CAXTON Sonnes ofAymon xx. 451 He called hastly the duke

naymes. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xxii. 59 Gif I mendnocht

hestely. 1535 COVERDALE Ps. Hv. [Iv.] 15 Let death come

hastely vpon them. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslies Hist.

Scot. x. 268 Haistlie.. to the west cuntrie to the Quene he

past. 1609 SKENE Reg. Maj. 102 Als haistelie as he may.

2. HASTILY 2.

1551 HULOET, Hastely or rashelye, prxcipitanter.

Hasten ^h^'-s'n), v. [Extended form of HASTE

v., after the numerous verbs in -EN 5.]

1. trans. To cause to make haste ;
to urge on ;

to accelerate, expedite, hurry : = HASTE v. i.

1565-73 COOPER Thesaurus s.v. Festino, Mortem in se

festinanit, he hastned his owne death. 1579 SPENSER Sheph.



HASTENED. 112 HASTY.
Cnl. May 152 Sorrowe ne neede be hastened on. 1600 E.

BLOt'N'Ttr. Ccnestttg-gio 28 Sebastian. . hastened hisdeparture,
impatient of the least delaies. 1659 H. HARRIS Parii'ar$
Iron Age 210 These preparations hastened the king to

Nottingham. 1707 Curios, in Hitsb, \ Gard. 181 Nitre

mixt with Water ., is excellent to hasten the Vines. 1719
DE FOE Crusoe i. xx, We had three leagues to go, and our

guide hastened us. 1816 J. SMITH AMPPWM S(. <$ Art
II. 141 A jet of water is admitted to hasten the condensa-

tion. 1854 TOMLINSOS Aragtts Astroti. 121 The ultimate
effect . . was discovered in hastening, not in deferring, the

time of the appearance of the comet !

f b. To dispatch or send in haste. Obs.
1611 BIBLE i /Cin%s xxii. 9 Hasten hither Micaiah the

<nne of Imlah. 1652 SIR E. NICHOLAS in N. Papers
<Camden) 309, I pray be still pressing the K. of France to

hasten his effectual letters. 1674 Essex Papers (Camden)
I. 178 Your Ex '" will now have hastened over to me 34 foot

Companys. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa > 1811) VIII. 40 If

there be anything iti Brand's letter that will divert me,
ha- ten it to me.

2. intr. To make haste
;

to come, go, or act

quickly ;
to be quick ; to hurry : = HASTE v. 3.

(Often with to and inf.}
1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 399 King Richard .. hastened

not a little to set all thinges . . in order, c 1600 SHAKS.
SGHH. Ix, So dp our minutes hasten to their end. 1611
BIBLE Gen. xviii. 6 Abraham hastened into the tent, vnto
Sarah. 1659 B. HARRIS Parival's Iron Age 142 Nor did
he hasten to beat them out of his country. 1719 DE FOE
Crusoe (L.), I hastened to the spot whence the noise came.
1874 GREEN Short Hist. viii. 7. 534 Scotland.. hastened to

sign the Covenant.

Hence Hastened ppl. a.
; Hastening vbL sb.

and ///. a.

1631 MILTON Epit. Marchioness Winchester 46 Presag-
ing tears, Which the sad morn had let fall On her hastening
funeral. 1648 GAGE West Itul. 95 Kor the speedier hasten-

ing of our second breakfast. 1671 MILTON Samson 958 Thy
hasten'd widowhood. 1770 GOLDSM. Des. Will. 51 111 fares
the land, to hastening ills a prey, Where wealth accumulates
and men decay.

Hastener (h^-s'nw). [f. prec. + -ER i.]
1. One who or that which hastens.

1587 TURBERV. Trag. T. (1837) 156 He and .. his Queene
. .that hastners of King Albypns bane had beene. 1686 A.
SNAPE Anat. Horse iv. xvi. 177 The Muscles .. called
AcceUratores or Hastners. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No.
169 p 7 Pride and indigence, the two great hasteners of
modern poems.
2. A stand or screen for concentrating the heat of

the fire on a roasting joint of meat ;
a hasten dial.

1847-78 HALLIWELL, Hastner, same as H'aster. 1858 in

SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, 1888 [see H ASTER].

-Hasteness. Obs. [Cf. HASTELY.] By-form
of HASTINESS.
1413 Pilgr. Sffwtt(C9xton 1483) iv. ii. 59 Withouten fowle

rebuleynge or hastenesse of vengeaunce. c 1450 R. Glouces-
ter's Chron. 11724)482/1 note (MS. ColL Arms) His eyen ..

as sperkelyng fuyre, as lightnyng with hastenesse.

Kaster (h^-stw). dial. [f. HASTE v. + -ER
;

but cf. OF. hasteur turnspit, s.v. HASTELER, and
see HASTERY.] = HASTENER a.

1819 HUNTER Hallamsh. Gloss. 48 (Hall.) Hosier, a tin

meat-screen, to reflect the heat while the operation ofroast-
ing is going on. 1830 A. BVWATER Sheffield Dial. (1877)
34 Shoo tumbled backards, and nockt haster uppat beef.
1888 Sheffield Gloss., Hastener or Master.

t Ha-stery. Obs. [f. OF. haster to roast (see
hastf in Godef.), f. haste spit + -ERY.] The process
or art of roasting meat ; roast meats collectively.
1-14*0 Liber Coconim (1862) 5, I wylle schawe, Tho

poyntesof cure..Of Potage, hastery and bakun mete. Ibid.

38 Here endys oure hastere J>at I of spake. 1511 Earl
Northumbldfs Househ. Bk. in Antiq. Retort. (1809) IV.
244 A Yoman Cooke .. Who doith hourely attend in the

Kitching at the Haistry for roisting of Meat.

Hastif, -ly, -ness: see HASTIVE, -LY, -NESS.

Hastifoliate (hastifju-liA), a. Bot. [f. L.
iiasta spear + foli-um leaf: see -ATE 2

.] Having
spear-shaped leaves. Also Hastifo Uou a.
1886 Syd. Soc, Lejc.t Hastifoliate. 1889 Cent. Diet.,Hastifolwns.

Hastiform (hae-stif^im), a. [ad. L. type *hasti-

formis, mod.F. hastiforme, f. L. hasta spear: see

-FORM.] Spear-shaped. 1886 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

t Ha'Stihede. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. HASTY +

-kcde, -HEAD.] Hastiness, haste.

1390 GOWER Con/. II. 245 Eche of hem in hastihede Shall
other slee.

Hastile (hae-stail), a. Bot. [ad. L. type *has-

tilis, f. hasta spear : see -ILE. Cf. L. hostile spear-

shaft.]
= HASTATE. 1864 WEBSTER cites GRAY.

Hastilude (.hse-stil'wd). Obs. exc. Hist. [ad.
med.L. hastiliidus, hastiludium, f. L. hasta spear
+ liidus play.] Spear-play ;

a name for a kind of
tilt or tournament.
1586 FERNK Blot. Gentrie 366 In any Tilt, lust, Has-

tilude or Turney. c 1640 J. SMYTH Lives gerkeleys (1883)
I. 148 To concurre with swords, fight at barriers, excercise
hastyludes. 1845 Gentl. Mag. H. 239 That tangible
memorial of round table hastiludes still preserved in the

iiji?' -x8?9 DlxON Windsor I. xviii. 187 One sport,called hastiludes, was no less dangerous than war itself.

Hastily ^h^-stili), adv. Forms: 4-5 hasti-

lich(e, -lii;e, -le, (superI. -lokest), 4-6 hastyly,
6 $c. haistUy, -yly ; 4- hastily, [f. HASTY a. +
-LY 2

. Cf. also HASTIVELY, HASTKLY.] In haste.
1. Quickly, speedily, expeditiously ; f oon, with-

|

out delay, shortly, suddenly (obs.'} ; rapidly, swiftly.
Now usually \vith implication of being pressed for

time : Hurriedly.
a 1300 Cursor M. 17288+153 To petre & his decipleshas-

tile tell see, bat he is risen. 1:1385 CHAUCER L. G. IV. 1989
Ariadnep

, To come & speke with us hastily. c 1400
MAUNDEV. (1839) xv. 162 The mone envyrouneth the Erihe
more hastyly than ony other Planete. 1549 Contpl. Scot. vi.

I 58 Ane sterne . . callit ane comeit, quhen it is sene, ther
1 occurris haistyly eftir it sum grit myscheif. 1590 SPENSKR

F. Q. i. ii. 6 Up he rose, and clad him hastily. 1664
EVELYN Kal. Hort. \ 1729) 219 Over-hastily blooming Trees.

1766 <iOLDSM. Vic. II'. xxx, He took the letter, and hastily-
read it over. 1874 GREKN Short Hist, iii- 2. 123 The
Northern nobles marched hastily to join their comrades.

2. \\ith undue haste excluding consideration or

forethought ; precipitately, rashly, inconsiderately.
1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary i. (1625) 129 Young men . . by

the. .want .. of aged experience, are hastily led thereunto.

1712 ADDISON Sped. No, 279 p i That the Reader may not

judge too
hastily of this Piece of Criticism. 1858 FROUDF.

Hist. Eng. xviii. IV. 9 She had married hastily, and as

hastily grown weary of her choice.

3. With quickness of temper ;
in sudden anger.

1573 TUSSER Husb. ix. (1878) 17 To hate reuengement
hast i lie. 1755 JOHSSON, Hastily . . 3. Passionately; with
vehemence.

Hastiness (h^'stines). [f.
as prec. + -NESS.]

The quality or condition of being hasty.

fr
1. Quickness, swiftness, rapidity ;

suddenness.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 256 pi manace . . in hasty-

nes suorn. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 229/1 Hastynesse, idem
g-uod Haaste. 1450-1530 Myrr. oitr Ladye 2 The short-

nes . . of thys lyfe, the hastynes of dethe. 1591 SPARRY tr.

Caftan's Geoinancie 24 All hastinesse and swiftnesse is

appointed vnto o* and $.
2. Undue quickness ; precipitancy ; hurriedness.

ri386 CHAUCER Melib. F 167 (Harl.) >e moste also dryue
out of sour herte hastynes [4 MSS. hastifnesse] . . For .be
comune prouerbe is bis; pat he bat soone demeth scone

repentith. 1477 EABL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes 88 Hastinesse
of speche maketh men to erre. 1561 T. NORTON Calvin"t
Inst. i. 28 That people with a certaine hole hastinesse. brake
out oftentimes to seke them idols. 1641 BAKFR Apol.Laymcn
189Oh the wonderfull dammage that is incurred by bastinesse
and precipitancy. i75i-^73joRTiN^/. /^w/.(R.),Epiphanius
was made up of hastiness and credulity. 1888 Academy
21 Jan. 49/1 Hastiness of execution.

3. Quickness of temper ; tendency to sudden

anger or irritation, passion.
1297 R. GLOUC. (1724) 474 He acorsede alle thulke men. .

That of an false preste ne abbe eke him nou^t. That word
he sede ofte in hastinesse. c 1430 Life St. Kath. (Gibbs
MS.) 77 He waxed nyje wood by hedy hastynesse. 1516
Pilgr. Perf. (W. de, W. 1531) no Hastynesse or irefulnesse.

159^6
DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 105 Thair ouir

haistines, and ouer bent to reuenge. 1749 FIELDING Tom
Jones Wks. 1775 III. 73 You have a little too much hasti-

ness in your temper. 1830 D'!SRAELI Chas. /, III. v. 73
Laud . . had the bluntness and hastiness of a monastic
character.

f b. A fanciful name for a '

company
'
of cooks.

c 1491 CAXTON Bk. Curtesye (ed. 2) finis, A Hastynes of
cookes.

Hasting (h^i'stirj), vbl. sb.
[f.

HASTE v. +
-ING 1

.] The action of the verb HASTE; making
haste, speeding; expedition, acceleration.
a 1350 Childh. Jesu 1590 (Mat?.) po Josep was comen in

hastingue. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. vn. iv. 11495)

224 The cause of hastynge of Manasses deth. 7^x400
Arthur 377 Bedwer wyb alle hastynge Tolde Arthour alle

bis bynge. 1568 Knt. of Cttrtesy 25 He praieth you in all

hastynge To come in bis court for to dwell.

Hasting, ///. a. and sb.
[f. as prec. + -ING 2

.]

A. ppl. a.

1. That hastes, srjeeding : see the verb.

163* MILTON Sonn. ii, My hasting days fly on with full

career. 1870 EMERSON Misc. Papers, Plutarch Wks.
(Bohn) III. 343 To keep up with the hasting history.

1 2. That ripens early : applied to varieties of

fruit or vegetables. Obs.

1578 LYTE Dodoens\. xxxv. 52 Thehuskesbe..likeagreat
hasting or garden pease. 1611 COTGR., ffastrveau . .anast-

ing apple, or peare. 1719 LONDON & WISE Coinpl. Gard.
243 How to raise hasting Strawberries. 1753 CHAMBERS
Cycl. Supp.y Hasting Pear,. . It ripens in July.

B. sb. [ellipt. use of the adj.]
+ 1. An early-ripening fruit or vegetable ; spec, a

kind of early pea. Obs. (or now only local).

1573 TUSSER Husb. xviii. (1878) 45 Sowe hastings now, if

land it alow. 1585 HIGINS tr. junius* Nomenclator 101/2
Ficus PTXCOX. Fi%ue hastrue. A rathe fig ripened before
the time : an hasting. 1664 BUTLER Hud. \\. Ep. to Sid-

rophelvz To cry Green-Hastings. 1727 POPE, etc. Art of
Sinking 115 Common cryers .. persuade people to buy their

oysters, green hastings, or new ballads. -Aft Science Gossip
Aug. 190 A day or two since I heard the cry

* Green Has-

tings ! . .fifty years ago, it was the usual cry for green peas.

f2. Applied to persons who hasten or make
haste (with allusion to prec. sense). Only in//.
1546 J. HEYWOOD Prov. (1867) 35 Toward your woorkyng

ye
make such tastingis, As approue you to be none of the

hastingis. 1581 [see HARDING], a 1661 FULLER Worthies^
Sussex (181 1 j II. 385 Now men commonly say they are none
of the Hastings, who, being slow and slack, go about business
with no agility, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, You are
none ofthe Hastings^ of him that loses an Opportunity, -for

want of Dispatch.
Hastish (h^'stif), a. dial. [f.

HASTE sb. or v.

+ -ISH.]
= HASTY a. 4.

1749 FIELDING Tom Jones xvi. iii, [An ignorant woman
says] A very hastish kind of gentleman.

t Ha'stively, hastifly, adv. Obs.

+ -LT -.] Hastily, quickly, s

t Ha'Stity. Obs. rare. In 4 hastite. [Worn
down from OF. hasti'vett, f. hastij"hasty : see next.

Cf. jollity t .jolivet.'] Hastiness, haste.
c 1340 Cursor M. 2909 (Trin.) (>en coom a doom in hastite

To hem bat longe had spared be.

t Ha'stive, ha;stif, a. Obs. Also 3-5 -yf\e,

\ -ife, -yve. [a. OF. hastif, -ive
y
mod.F. h&tift ~ive,

\ speedy, hurried, impetuous, f. haste, mod. h&te

HASTE sb. + -IVE. See also HASTY, which is in

origin a doublet of this word.]
1. Speedy, swift :

= HASTY a. i.

138* WVCLIF Jer. xxxvj. 29 Hastif shal come the kinge of

Babiloyne, and waste this lond. 1390 GOWEH Conf. II. 56
And make many hastif rodes. a 1420 HOCCLEVE De Reg.

IPrinc.

2092 Dethe was to hastyfe, To renne on the.

b. Of fruit, etc. : Maturing early ; early, forward :

HASTY a. i d.

1727-51 CHAMBERS Cyc?. t Hastive, a French term, some-
times used in English for early, forward. .The hastive fruits

are strawberries and cherries. We have also hastive peas, etc.

2. Precipitate, rash : = HASTY a. 3.

1297 R. GLOUC. (17241 458 Folc hastyf hii beb ek ynoit, &
also wybout rede. 1340 Ayenb. 184 Of hastif red hit

uorbingbefterward. (-1374 CHAUCER Troyfas iv. I54o(i568>
(MS. Gg. 4. 27) Hastyf man wanted neuere care, r 1430 -Sj'r

Gener. (Roxb.) 4984 Treulie thou were a litle to hastife.

3. Quick-tempered, passionate (-HASTY a. 4) ;

in a passion, angry.
1297 R. GLOUC. (1724) 414 Renable nas he no}t of tonge,

ac of speche hastyf. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 177
Richard was hastif, & ansuerd bat stund, Certes bou lies

cheitiff, & as a stinkand bund, c 1410 Chron. Eng. 667 in

Ritson Met. Rom. II. 298 The king was hastif ant starte up,
Ant hente the thef by the top. 1489 CAXTON Faytes ofA.
i. vii. 17 That he be not testyf, hastyf, hoot ne angry.

".. [f-Prec.
. __

.., ,, speedily.
a 1327 Pol. Songs (Camden t 190 Faccheb me the traytours

y-bounde. .hastifliche ant blyve. a\yflChildh. Jcstt 1631
(M;itz.) He answerede him ful hastifli.

t Ha-stiveness,hastifnesse. 0/>s. [f.prec.
+ -XESS.] Hastiness, rashness, passionateness.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chroii. (1810) 129 If any man mad

pleynt of clerk for hastiuenesse. c 1386 CHAUCER Melib.
r 167 Ye moste also dryue out of youre herte hastifnesse.

1390 GOWER Cotif. III. 99 Fool hastifnesse.

t Hastive'SS. Obs. In 4 hastiwes. [a. AF.
hastivesse, f. hastif, hatif HASTIVE.] =-prec.
[129* BRITTON iv. ix. 8 Acuns .. mentent par fole hasti-

vesce.] ('1325 Metr. Horn. 159 Quen we hald our hert fra

wreth, And hastiwes.

t Hasti"vity. Obs. In 5 hastyvyte : see also

HASTITV. [a. OF. hastivett, mod.F. Mlivett, f.

hastif HASTIVE : see -ITY.] -prec.
r 1450 in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 242 Vengeaunce and

wrathe in an hastyvyte".

Hastier, Hastlet, obs. ff. HASTELEB, HASLET.

Hastly : see HASTELY.

Hasty (h?'-sti), a. (sb., adv.") [a. OF. hasti for

hastif'(pi. Aasiis), mod.F. hatif, -ive, f. haste, hate

HASTE sb. : see HASTIVE, and cf. JOLLY, TARDY.
The termination was doubtless from the first iden-

tified with native -i, -y from OE. -ig ;
and it is

noticeable that the other Teutonic langs. have
formed corresponding adjs. of that type : Dn.

liaastig, Ger., Da., Sw. /leistig.] Marked by haste ;

acting, moving, performed, etc. with haste.

1. Speedy, quick, expeditions; swift, rapid (in

action or movement) ; sudden, arch. exc. as in b.

ri34o Cursor M. 5324 (Trin.) J>e kynge lete write lettres

.. wib hasty fare. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Coasc. 1548 Gret

hasty myscheves . -pat tyll be world er nere command. 1465
Paston Lett. No. 508 II. 200 Lete me have word in as

hasty tyme as ye may. c 1511 ist Eng. Bk. Amer. (Arb.)
Introd. a8/i This people hathe a swyfte hasty speche. 1551
TURNER Herbal \. B ij a, Thys wolfbayne of all poysones is

the most hastye poison. 1648 MILTON Tenure Kings(\by>)

59 We wish hasty ruin to all Tyrants. 1697 DRYDEN Virg.

Georg. I. 174 When impetuous Rain Swells hasty Brooks.

17*1 DE FOE Plague (1756) 198 A very smart and hasty
Rain. 1770-4 A. HUNTER Georg. Ess. (1803) I. 24 The
dung of pigeons is a rich and hasty manure. 1810 SCOTT

Lady o/L. I. xviii, The sportive toil. .Served too in hastier

swell to show Short glimpses of a breast of snow.

b. Speedy or quick on account of having little

time; hurried.

1590 SIR J.SMYTH Disc. Weapons 5 b, A hastie retraite.

1746 BERKELEY /-*/. to Prior 20 May, Wks. 1871 IV. 317, I

have written these hasty lines in no small hurry. 1750
GRAY Elegy xxv, Brushing with hasty steps the dews away.
1834 MEDWIN Angler in Wales II. 113 Aberdovey, of

which I made a hasty common-ink sketch. 1844 WILSON
Brit. India III. 9 [He] had scarcely, .time to cast a hasty

fiance
at the novel circumstances around him. 1874 L.

TEPHEN Hours in Library (1892) II. i. 20 Rasselas. .is ill

calculated for the hasty readers of to-day.

c. Requiring haste or speed ;
made in haste.

spec, in Cookery : see also HASTY PUDDING.

1386 CHAUCER Miller's T. 359 (Harl. MS.) This axeb

hast, and of an hasty [5 MSS. hastif] bing Men may nought
preche or make taryyng. 1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach's

Il-usb. iv. (1586) 184 Sommer Hony, or
hasty hony, made in

thirty dales after the tenth of June. 1657 North's Plutarch
Add. Lives (1676) 90 He [Columbus] built a hasty Fort with

wood and earth. 1741 P. FRANCIS Horace, Ef. i. xvi. 91
To purchase hasty wealth. 1883 Casselfs Diet. Cookery,

Hasty Puff.

f d. That ripens or comes to maturity early in



HASTY.

the season ; early, forward [L. prycox\ :
= HAST-

ING///, a. 2. Obs.

(-1440 Fromp. Pan'. 228/2 Hastybere, corne . . triimnsis.

1523 FITZHKRB. Hush. 12 Hasty pees., be sowen before

Christmasse. 1611 BIBLE Isa. xxviti. 4 As the hastie fruite

before the summer. 1626 BACON Sylva Introd. to 422 How
to make the Trees . . more Hastie and Sudden, than they
vse to be. 1693 EVELYN Da la Quint. Cowpl, Card. 1. 131

Hasty, or Forward-Cherries.

f 2. Eager to get something done quickly ;
in a

hurry. \Jn early use sometimes nearly= Ready,
willing : cf. quick.} Usually with inf. Obs.

(1375 $c' Leg- Saints, Ejffante 70 His hasty lykine til

fulfil, a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 62 No wise woman
aught to be hasty to take upon the new noualitees of array.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 376 a/2 She was hasty for to obeye
and constaunte to suffre. a 1533 LD. BERNF.RS Huon Ixvi.

227 How is it that ye be so hasty to departe ? 1592 Nobody
<V Someb, in Simpson Sch. Shaks. (1878) 1.344 The Queene
is not so hasty of your death, 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, iv.

v. 61 Is hee so hastie, that hee doth suppose My sleepe, my
death ? 1754 FOOTE Knights H. Wks. 1799 I. 85 Tis partly
to prevent bad consequences, that I am. .so hasty to match
him.

3. Characterized by undue quickness of action
;

precipitate, rash, inconsiderate.

'1430 LYDG. Min. Poewsw^, I have harde .. That haste
mene sholde wante no woo. c 1440 Proinp. Parv. 228/2
Hasty, .preceps. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 44 Hastie and
furious of heart, and unware of perilles. 1651 HOBBES
Leviath. in. xxxvii. 237 Aptitude., to give too hasty beleefe
to pretended Miracles. x^6a GOLDSM. Cit. W. ii, I .. will

not be hasty in my decisions. 1802 Med. Jml. VIII. 505
He has been led into many hasty assertions. 1875 JOWETT
Plato V. 146 Do not be hasty in forming a conclusion.

4. Of persons or their dispositions : Quickly ex-

cited to anger, quick-tempered, passionate, irritable.

Of words or actions : Uttered or done in sudden

anger or irritation.

1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 93 b, Testinesse or

impacyency, is a frayle & hasty disposycyon, or rather
accustomed & vsed vyce of angre. 1530 PALSCR. 315/1
Hastye, disposed to be angry, a 1533 LD. BERNERS Huon
xliii. 143 Be not dyspleasyd yf I spake eny hasty worde.

1535 COYKRDALE Prow, xiv. 29 Wrath and haistie dis-

pleasure. 1611 BIBLE Ibid
1

., Hee that is hasty of spirit,
exalteth folly. 1781 GIBBON Decl. $ P. III. 45 The natural

disposition of Tneodosius was hasty and choleric. 1878
SEELEY Stein II. 129 Do you suppose I do not know myself
to be hasty and irritable?

B. as sb. The murrain which attacks cattle. Se.
1812 Agric. Surrey Scot I., Caithness 200 (Jam.) Called the

murrain
(proyincially hasty), because the animal dies soon

after it is seized with it. 1815 Ibid.) Sutherland IOT The
disease called murrain or heasty, prevailed among the black
cattle of this county.

t C. as adv. Hastily ; quickly, rapidly, soon.
c 1450 LYDG. Secrees 847 Discrecyon . . That hasty wyl

medle on nouthir syde. 1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 54 Mercurius
. . quhilk mnkkis reuolutione nyne dais mair haistiar nor dois
Venus . . is ay sene befor the soune rysing, and haisty eftir

that the soune is cum to the vest orizon.

D. Comb.) as hasty-footed, -minded, -ivitted*

1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. in. ii. 200 Wee haue chid the hasty
footed time, For parting vs. 1596 Tarn. Shr. v. ii. 40
An hastie wittedbodie. 1736-1816 Ainsworth's Lat.Dict.,
Hasty-minded, fervens animi.

t Hasty, v. Obs. exc. Sc.
[f. prec.]

^ HASTE v.

a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter Ixxvii. 37 paire dayes fayld in

vanyte and baire 3eris wijj hastiynge \cum festinacione],
c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. (E. E. T. S.) 105
He peyned him to hasty be Mule. 1333 BELLENDEN Livy
i. (1822) 2 Thay will haisty thameself to here thir novelties
and recent dedis. Mod. Sc. He told them to hastie.

f Ha-styfully, adv. Obs. Corrupt form of HAS-
TIVELY under the influence of HASTY.
c 1500 Melusine xxxi. 231 He . . putte hym emong the

sarasyns more hastyfully than thunder falleth fro heuen.

Hasty pudding
1

. A pudding made of flour

stirred in boiling milk or water to the consistency
of a thick batter ; in some parts applied to a simi-

lar preparation of oatmeal (usually called *por-

ridgeM ; in U.S. made with Indian meal and water.

1599 H. BUTTES Dyets drie Dinner F y, I can thinke of
no fitter name then an hasty pudding. For I protest in so

great haste I composed it, that [etc.]. 1600
J.

PORY tr.

Leo's Africa n. 45 They cast barlie-meale into boiling
water, .stirring the same. .Then setting this pap or hastie-

pudding upon the table. 1633 HEYWOOD Eng. Trow. 11.

Wks. 1874 IV. 28 Like a hastie Pudding, longer in eating,
then it was in making. 1741 Compl. J<am.-Piece \. ii. 160
Take a large Pint of Milk, put to it 4 Spoonfuls of Flour . .

and boil it into a smooth Hasty-Pudding. 1769 De Foe's
TourGt. Brit. III. 243 The common Breakfasting here-
abouts is Hasty-pudden, made ofOatmeal and Water boiled
to a Paste. 1820 W. IRVING Sketch Bk., Leg. Sleepy
Holloiv (1865) 438 Great fields of Indian corn.. holding out
the promise of cakes and hasty pudding.
t Ha'SWed, a. Obs. [f. OE. ham, haswe grey,
tawny + -ED.] Marked with grey or brown.
c 1150 Gen. fy Ex. 1723 Sep or got, haswed, arled, or grei,

Ben don fro iacob fer a-wei.

Hat (hset), sb. Forms : i haet, hsett, 3-8 hatt(e,
6 (haitte, atte), 3- hat. [OE. hat, cognate with
OFris. hat, north.Fris. hat, hatt, hood, head-cover-

ing; ON. hyttr (genit. hattar, &&. hetti}\-*hattuz,
later nom. hattr, hood, cowl, turban, Sw. hatt, Da.
ter|ft*-hat: cf. also \c.e\.hetta(i*hatjdn-) hood.
The OTeut. *hattuz goes back to earlier *hadni4S

t

from ablaut-series had-
,
hdd-

t
whence OE. h6dHOOD.

Cf. Lith. k&das. kodas tuft or crest of a bird.]
VOL. V.
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1. A covering for the head
;

in recent use, gener-
ally distinguished from other head-gear, as a man's

cap (or bonnet) and a woman's bonnet, by having
a more or less horizontal brim all round the hemi-

spherical, conical, or cylindrical part which covers
i

the head. (But cylindrical 'hats' without brims i

are worn by some Orientals), a. as worn by men.
|

(725 Corpus Gloss. 1318 Mitra, haet. 893 K. ALFRED
Oros. iv. x. ii [He] basr haet on his heafde. a 1300
Cursor AT. 5314 On his heued a hatt he bar. c 1400
MAVNDKY. (Roxb.) xxv. 120 He doffez his hatte. a 1400-50

j

Alexantier 2981 Some in stele plates With hard hattes on ,

pair heddez. 1484 CAXTON Chivalry vi. 60 The hatte of
steel or yron is gyuen to the knyght to sygnefye shamefast-

:

nes. 1556 Chron. Gr. Friars iCamden) 81 He was com-
;

mandyd to put of hys atte. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr.

j\'icho/ay's Voy. m. i. 69 b, Wearing on their heads a hygh
yealow hatte made after the fashion of a suger loofe. 1694
WOOD Life 8 Oct. (O. H. S.) III. 469 Dr. Henry Aldrich. .

spoke against halts turnd up on one side. 1787
' G. GAM-

BADO* Acad. Horsemen (1809) 29,
I never admired a

round hat, but with a large wig it is insupportable. 1879
Spon*s Encycl. ftidnst. Arts 1102 The feature which dis-

tinguishes the ' hat
' from other forms of head-dress is tbe

possession of a brim.

b. as worn by women.
c 1470 HENRY Wallace i. 242 A wowyn quhyt hatt scho

brassit on with all. 1500-20 DVNBAR Poems Ixxvii. 44
Madinis . . With quhyt hattis all browderit rycht bravfelie].

1597 SHAKS. Lover's Compl. 31 Some [hair], untuck'd,
descended her sheaved hat. 1598 Merry W. iv. ii. 78
There's her thrum'd hat, and her muffler too. 1784 COWPER
Task i. 536 In cloak of satin trimmed With lace, and hat with

splendid riband bound. 1849 C. URONTE Shirley vii,
'

I want
to finish trimming my hat

'

(bonnet she meant). 1855 TKNNY-
SON Maud i. xx. i, The habit, hat and feather, Or the frock
and gypsy bonnet . . nothing can be sweeter Than maiden
Maud in either. 1864 SALA in Daily Tel. 10 June, By the

way, they call a lady's dress here [New York] a 'robe ', and
a bonnet a ' hat '. 1881 GRANT WHITE Eng. Without 4-

Within ii. 55 A bonnet has strings, and a hat has not.

2. With qualifying words: a. specifying the ma-
terial, shape, or kind of hat, the place or occasion

on which it is worn, etc., e.g. beaver, felt, silk, \

3traw hat; high, tall (chimney-pot', stove-pipe, top)

hat) the ordinary cylindrical silk hat of the 1 9th c.
;

opera, tennis hat. See these words; also BILLY-

COCK, COCKED, CRUSH-HAT, WIDE-AWAKE, etc.

c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (1840) 105 Fyne felt hattes or

spectacles to reede. 1540 Old City Ace. Bk.'m Arch&ol.
jrnl. XLIII, iij straw hats. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr.

Nicholay's Voy. m. xvi. 101 Covenng their head with a felt

hatte. 1837 C. NEWTON in Whittock Bk. Trades (1842)

294 When the outer batt is considerably finer than the inner

one, the retailer terms it a *

plated hat . 1838 Penny Cycl.
XII. 64/1 There are three descriptions or qualities of hats
made of wool, viz. beaver-hats, plate-hats, and felt-hats.

Ibid.) Silk-hats are composed of a form made of chip or of

felt, and covered with woven silk plush or shag. 1839 H.
AINSWORTH JackSkeppardi, He wore a three-cornered hat,
a sandy-coloured scratch wig. 1874 T. HARDY Far /r.
Madding Crowd (1889) 334 He now wears .. a tall hat a-

Sundays. 1886 MRS. E. KENNARD Girlin Brown Habit viii.

(1888) 67 Sooner or later, hunting hats all meet with the same
fate. 1896 Westm. Gaz. 29 Dec. 8/1 The first high hat, it

is said, was worn by John Hetherington, a haberdasher,
who was in business on tbe Strand in London. . .It is to be

remembered, however, that the beaver hat preceded the
silk hat, and the modern top hat is only the successor of the
hat with a sloping body commonly worn in the seventeenth

century.
b. With the name of some person known to

:

have habitually worn or to have been represented
in such a hat, or of some artist (Rubens, Gains-

borough) fond of depicting such.

1889 N. F. REDDALL Fact, Fancy, fy Fable 309 He pre-
sented all of the refugees .. with 'Kossuth* hats. 1890
CARMICHAEL In God's Way m. i. 127 A tall man in light
clothes and with a Stanley hat on. 1891 DOBSON Hogarth
ioo A red-haired lady in a Pamela hat and white dress.

1891 E. CASTLE Consequences II. 250 A young woman ..

with a large black Rubens hat. 1893 GEORGIANA HILL///^.
fcng. Dress II. 254 Anglesea hat with the bell-shaped
crown. D'Orsay hat with ribbed silk binding and a large
bow to the band.

3. A head-dress showing the rank or dignity of

the wearer ; esp. a cardinal's hat (see CARDINAL sb.

Ill) ; whence transf., the office or dignity of a car-

dinal; called also red hat.
Hat ofEstate, cap of estate (Halliw.). t Hat of Main-

tenance : see MAINTENANCE.
a 1353 MINOT Poems (Hall) viii. 41 Cardinales with hattes

rede. 1431 in Rogers Agric. 4- Prices III. 496/1 Fur to

Mayor'shat. 1597^8 BP. HALL^/. v. iii. 85 The red hat that

tries the luckless main. 1599 SANDYS Europte Spec, (1632) 150
Who. .with dispensation from the Pope would resigne uppe
their Hattes. 1690 Land. Gaz. No. 2540/1 The Pope, In a

publick Consistory, gave the Hats to nine of the new Car-
dinals. 1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Pope Innocent IV.
first made the hat the symbol or cognizance of the cardinals,

injoining them to wear a red hat, at all ceremonies and pro-

cessions, as a token of their being ready to spill their blood
for Jesus Christ. 1753 Scots Mag. Jan. 13/2 There are ..

fifteen hats vacant in the sacred college. 1850 LD. HOCGH-
TON in Reid Life (1890) I. 445 Wiseman proceeds to Rome
to get his hat. 18.. KNIGHT Crown Hist. Eng, 133 The
pope bestowed on him the red hat. 1884 G. B. MALLESON
Battle-Fields Germany viii. 329 The electoral hat of

Brandenburg.
4. Felting, such as is used in felt hats.

i?94_ Sporting Mag. III. 193 Giving a preference to

wadding made of hat.

5. Phrases and locutions : a. Referring to the

HAT.

custom of uncovering the head as a mark of

reverence, courtesy, or salutation (often reduced to

a momentary taking off, raising, or touching of the

hat). Hat in hand, with the head uncovered in

respect ; obsequiously, servilely. Cf. CAP st>.l 4 g,
'593 DONNE Sat. I. (R.), That, when them meet'st one . .

Cost search, and, like a needy broker, prize The silk and
gold he wears, and to that rate, So high or low, dost raise

thy formal hat. a 1659 CLKVKLAND /'Mt/is, etc. (1677) 98
He is punctual in exacting your Hat. c 1660 WOOD Ltfe

(O. H. S.) I. 290 The common civility of a hat. ^722 DE
FOE Col. Jack (1840) 247, I. .gave you my hat as 1 passed
you. 1725 / 'oy. round World 1 1840) 97 The governor. .

five
them the compliment of his hat and leg. 1848

HACKERAY /"<(. Fair (18751 III. iii. 27 To compliment
Mrs. Crawley. .with a profound salute of the liat. 1851
ng. Hunt. , Confrere (1858) 65 John Dennis was hat in

hand to Mr. Congreve. 1884 BLACK Jnd. Shaks. v, Rais-

ing his hat and bowing. 1884 MRS. EWING Mary's Hh'ado
i. (18861 12 The Scotch gardener touched his hat to me.

b. Referring to the collecting of money in a hat

by street minstrels or similar performers : hence,
to send round the hat, go round with the hat, etc.,

applied contemptuously to the collection of money
by personal solicitation for charitable or benevolent

purposes.
1857 [Remembered in colloquial use]. 1870 LOWELL A vtong

my Bks. Ser. i. (1882) 370 After passing round the hat in

Europe and America, a 1878 C. J. MATHEWS in DailyN

take round the hat for coppers. 1891 Morning Post 10 Jan.
4-6 Dispatching men to send round the hat in America.

c. Miscellaneous phrases : Bad hat : a scape-

grace. Black hat (Australian slang) : a newly-
arrived immigrant. As black as (one's] hat : abso-

lutely black. By this hat, my hat to a halfpenny, Pll
bet a hat : common forms of asseveration. A brick

in (pns} hat (U.S.) : overcome with liquor. (His'}
hat covers (his} family, etc. : said of one who is

alone in the world, and has to provide only for

himself. Hats to be disposed of : lives lost. Pll eat

my (old Rowley's] hat: an asseveration stating one's

readiness to do this, if an event of which one is

certain should not occur. To hang up one's hat :

see HANG v. 28 b. To be in a (the] hat : to be in

a fix. To throw up one's hat : i.e. in token of joy ;

cf. CAP j.l 9.
1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 563 My hat to a halfe-penie,

Pompey p_rooues the best Worthie. 1598 Merry W, i. i.

173 By this hat, then he in the red face had it. 1710 Brit.

Apollo III. No. 05. 2/1 Three Stumps in her Head .. as
Black as my Hat. 1758 CHESTER^. Lett. (1702) IV.
cccxxxv. 131 It is by no means a weak place ; ana I fear

there will be many hats to be disposed of before it is taken.
c 1825 Hoiilston Tracts II. xlviii. n With his face as black
as your hat. 1837 DICKENS Picfcw. xlii,

'
If I knew as little

of life as that, Id eat my hat and swallow the buckle
whole.' 1849 LONGF. Kavanagh xxix,,Her husband.. often
came home very late,

* with a brick in his hat
',
as Sally

expressed it. 1854 DICKENS Hard T. 141 They would say,
' While my hat covers my family

'

. . I have only one to feed.

1882 MRS. CROKER Proper Pride III. i. 6 I'm in a most
awful hat this time, and no mistake. 1882 MRS. RIDDELL
Daisies $ B. II. 239

' Hat covers his family, don't it ?
' ' He

has no one belonging to him I ever heard of.' 1884 BESANT
Childr. Gibeon \\. xxxii, There are always bad hats in every
family. 1887 R. M. PRAED Longleat ofKorralbyn xxviii.

277 I'd never let it be said that a black hat had cut me
out. 1887 Miss E. E. MONEY Lift. Dutch Maiden II.

viii. 148 (Farmer) If you don't run up against him next day
..you may eat your hat ! 1887-9 T. A. TROI.LOPE What I
remember III. 169 The man whose estate lies under his hat
need never tremble before the frowns of fortune. 1897 T. M.
HEALY in Daily News 22 Jan. 3/3 The Irish farmer would
throw up his hat on learning that hostilities had broken out.

II. In various technical uses.

6. a. The layer of tan-bark spread on the top of

a pile of hides with interposed bark filling a tan-pit.
b. Metallurgy. A depression in the tunnel-head of

a smelting-furnace to detain the gases (Knight
Diet. Meek. 1875). C. In Soap-making: A de-

pressed chamber in the bottom of a copper (see

quot. 1885).
1853 C. MORFIT Tanning, etc. 208 When tbe skins have

all been imbedded in the tan, they are to be covered with a

six inch stratum of bark, technically termed the hat. 1885
W. L. CARPENTER Soap $ Candles vi. 156 The copper,

provided with a 'hat '..to receive impurities that subside.

7. The pileus of a fungus.
1886 in Syd. Soc. Lex. 1887 Lancet 11 June 1215/2

Different parts of the mushroom contain more or less albu-

men, the
'

hat
'

. .having twice as much as the stem,

III. attrib. and Comb.
8. In sense :

'

Forming part of a hat ', as hat-

brim, -crown, -leaf, -lining, -plush, -spring ;

'

lor

supporting or holding hats', as hat-peg, -pin, -rack,

rail, -shelf, -shop ;
also in other connexions.

1859 DICKENS T. Two Cities i. ii, To. .shake the wet out
of his *hat-brim. 1670 COTTON Espernon \\ t viii. 402 Leav-

ing an orifice bigger than a *Hat Crown, c 1813 MRS.
SHERWOOD Stories Ch. Catech. xvi. 142 Philip took a pair
of scissars, and hid them in his hat-crown. 1829 Blackw.
Mag. XXVI. 76 The heavy shot . . carrying off an entire

whisker, a very small portion of ear, and a rather larger

portion of *hat-leaf from the policeman. 1838 DICKENS O.
Twist xliii, To hang 'em up to their own *hat-pegs. 1891 J. O.
HOEBES SomeEmotions 137

' Would you like that *hat-pin ?
'

15



HAT.

she said. 1872 MARK TWAIN Innoc.Abr. xxxi. 241 A sort of

vestibule, where they used to keep the*hat-rack. i888///j>/r.

Lend. News Christm. No. 14/3 Steadying himself with one

hand upon the *hat -rail of the [railway] carriage. 1896 Daily
Nfit>s 21 Jan. 2/1 The programmes, and the *hat-shelves for

the guests. 1892 HOWEI.LS J/f>rj'37Shehad been one of the

hat -shop hands, 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade,
'

Hat-spring
Maker, a manufacturer ofsprings for light opera or closing-up
hats. 1794 Sporting Mag. III. 193 It may be preferred to

hat-wadding.
9. obj. and obj. genitive, as hat-bearer, -dresser,

'dyer; hat-doffing, -tipping, -turning', hat-sizing,

-wearing adjs. Also HAT-MAKER, -MAKING.

1891 Miss DOWIE Girl in Karp. 216 Graceful *hat-dofnngs
and hand-kissings. 1640 Canterbury Marriage Licences

(MS.), John Lewknor of Canterbury, *hat-dresser. 1709
Lottd. Gaz. No. 4580/4 Brian Thompson, of London, *Hat-

dyer. 1848 SIR J. G. WILKINSON Dalmatia, etc. I. 167
*Hat-wearing townspeople.
10. Special combs. : hat-body, the unshaped or

partly shaped piece of felt from which a hat is

formed ; hat-brush, a soft brush for brushing
hats ; hat-card, a card worn in the ribbon of

a hat by a partisan in sport or politics ; } hat-

commoner (see quot; ; hat-conformator = CON-
FORMATOB

;
hat-die ~ hat-mould ; hat-frame (see

quot.}; hat-grip, a device for holding a hat on
the head ; hat-guard, a string or cord to prevent
a hat from being blown away ; hat-homage,
f -honour, reverence shown by removing the hat,

a phrase in use among the early Quakers ; hat-

mould, the die on which a hat or bonnet is formed
or shaped by pressing ; hat-palm (also chip-hat

/rt/OT),aname for Thrinaxargenteawn& Copernicia
cerifera, the leaves of which are used for making
hats

; hat-piece, (a) a metal skull-cap worn
under the hat as defensive armour, (b} a coin of

James VI on which the king is represented wearing
a hat ; hat-plant, an East Indian plant (&schy-
nomene asperd} of the bean family, yielding a very
tough pith which is made into hats, bottles, etc, j

f hat-respect * hat-honour ; hat-roller (see

quot.) ; hat-shag, woven silk plush for silk hats ;

f hat-shaker ; hat-stand, a standing piece of fur-

niture for hats to be hung on
; hat-string = hat-

guard; hat-tree, a hat-stand with projecting arms
for hats and coats ; f hat-worship = hat-homage.
See also HAT-BAND, -BLOCK, -BOX, etc.

1845 Penny Cycl. Suppl. I. 245/2 Very soft brushes, such
as *hat-brushes. 1893 Times 24 Nov. 8/4 *Hat-cards.. were
distributed and worn by hundreds on the polling day. 1803
Gradus ad Cantabr. (Farmer), *Hat Commoner, the son of
a Nobleman, who wears the gown of a Fellow Commoner
with a hat. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, *Hat-Jramet

cross-bars of wood placed round three or four dozen hats in

sending them out for home sale. 1896 IPham Weekly Post
6 June 1/8 A *hat-grip which will make it possible to wear
a straw hat in a gale of wind. 1851 DIXON W.Pennvi.^jz)
50 *Hat-homage is our social creed. 1669 PENN (title) No
Cross, No Crown : or Several Sober Reasons against *Hat-
Honour, Titular-Respects, You to a Single Person. 1677
G. Fox in Jrnl. (1852) II. 206 If this hat-honour, and shew-
ing the bare head, be an invention of men, and not from God.
1885 LADY BRASSEY The Trades x. 177 Sometimes _cal

led

irn

.ml

buff coat and *hat-piece covered with black velvet. 1669
PENN No Cross ix. 25 Honour was from the Beginning, but
*
Hat-respects, and most Titles, are of late. 1883 GRESI.EY

Coal Mining Gloss. , *Hat Rollers, cast iron or steel rollers,

shaped like a hat, revolving upon a vertical pin, for guiding
incline hauling ropes round curves. 1698 Post Man 12-14
Apr. (N.&Q. (.Joseph Briant, a 'Hatshaker. i8S7HucnES
Tom Brcnvn i. iv, The *hat-stand (with a whip or two stand-

ingupinit). 1891 F. M. CRAWFORD Three Fates II. 162 There
is no more romance about her than there is in a hatstand.

1858 THOREAU Maine W. (1894) 118 Used for ornamental
*hat-trees, together with deer's horns, in front entries. 1743
Note on Pope's Dune. iv. 205 The *hatworship, as the

Quakers call it, is an abomination to that sect.

Hat, v. [f. HAT */>.] trans. To cover with a
hat ; to furnish or provide with a hat. Also, to
bestow the cardinal's hat upon.
1:1430 Pilgr. LyJ Manhode 11. cxxii. (1869) 121 Al be it I

be mantelled and wel hatted. 1598 FLORIO, Incapellare . .

to hat one. 1852 W. JERUAN Antoliiog. Il.xiii. 164 Wehad
..hatted and cloaked ourselves. 1885 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl.
31 July i/6 The Pope .. held a public consistory, .at which
the newly appointed Cardinals were hatted. 1891 ANNIE
THOMAS Tkat Affair I. x. 171 Miss Polthuan hats and veils
herself.

b. To place one's hat on (a seat) so as to claim it.

1886 Philad. Times 10 Apr. (Cent.), Twenty seats had ..

been hatted before noon to secure them for the debate.

Hat, obs. f. HATE sb. and v., HIGHT v., HOT a. ;

obs. pa. t. HIT
; north, f. HOTE sb. promise ; obs.

var. of A.1 prep, and rel. (
=

that). i

Ratable, var. of RATEABLE.
Hatare, var. HATEB rf.i

Ha-tband, hat-band.
1. A band or narrow ribbon put round a hat above

the brim.

1412-13 Dark. MS. Aim. Roll, Pro hatbandys de serico
nigro, ij*. isji HULOET, Hattebande, spira. 1594 H. DEANF.
in Lisiiiore Papers Ser. 11.11887) I. 8 A hat-bande, with xviij
gowlde buttons. 1623 DK. BUCKHM. in Ellis Orig. Lett.
Ser. i. III. 146 He hath neyther chaine nor hatband. 1685

114

Loml. (in:.. No. 2094/4 A Hat, with a Black and Gold
coloured Silk Hatband of the new twisted fashion. 17*6
AMHKKST 'l'ert\e I-il, xlvt. 247 Flapping hats with silver hat-

bands. 1834 L. RITCHIE l\'atni. by Seine 105 Louis XI ..

loaded even his hat-band with medals of the saints.

b. Phrase. As queer (tight, odd, etc. as Dick's

(or Nictfs] hatband.

{Dick or Nick was prob. some local character or half-wit,
whose droll sayings were repeated. See Nofes $ Queries
8th ser. XII. 37, et seq.)

1796 GROSE Diet. I 'ulg. T. s.v. Dick, I am as queer as Dick's
hatband ; that is, out of spirits, or don't know what ails me.

{Nnvcastlefonn ^1850. As queer as Dick's (Nick's) hat-

band, that went nine times round and wouldn't meet.]

f C. Gold hatband : a nobleman at the Univer-

sity ;
a '

tuft '. Obs.
1628 EARLE Microcosm.^ Yng, Gent. Univ. (Arb.) 45 His

companion is ordinarily some stale fellow, that ha's beene
notorious for an Ingle to gold hatbands. 1889 Gentl. Mag.
June 598 Noblemen at the universities, since known as
*
tufts ', because of the gold tuft or tassle to their cap, were

then known as gold hatbands.

2. A band of crape or other dark material worn
round the hat as a sign of mourning.
1598 TOFTE Alba (1880) 74 To Hatband black. .This sable

place doth fit you best to mourne. 1667 PEPYS Diary 31 Dec.,

My uncle Thomas, with a mourning hat-band on for his

daughter Mary. 1702 Order in Council 8 Mar. in Land. Gaz.
No. 3791/4 It will be allowed as full and proper Mourning, to

wearHatbands of Black English Alamode covered with Black

Crape. 1806 A. DUNCAN Nelson's Fun. 18 Six mourners, in

scarfs and hatbands. 1886 \. K. JEROME Idle Thoughts (1889)

32 The undertaker's mute in streaming hat-band.

3. Comb.) as hatband-hater, -maker.
1602 How to Choose Gd. Wife fr. Bad i. iii. in Hazl.

Dodsley IX. 17 A hatband-hater, and a busk-point wearer.

1632 Star Chamb. Cases (Camden) 115 A. B. of London,
Cittizen and Hatband-maker. 1720 Stow^s Sur-v. (1754) II.

v. xv. 334/1 The master, wardens, and assistants of the in-

corporated company of Hat band Makers of London.

Ha't-block. [See BLOCK sb. 4 a.] A form or

mould upon which a man's hat is shaped. Hence
hat-block maker, turner.

1723 Lottd. Gaz. No. 6192/9 Thomas Bossworth . . Hat-
Block Turner. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Hat-block

maker, a manufacturer of the solid wooden shapes used in

blocking or forming hats.

Hat-box. A box adapted to hold a hat or

hats; esp. as in quot. 1794..

1794 W. FELTON Carriages (1801) I. 219 A Hat-box is a
convenience for carrying hats, made of stout leather, in the
exact form of a hat. 1891 MRS. OLIPHANT Mem. L.

Oliphant II. xi. 152 Standing before a table on which his

hat-box answered the purpose of a desk.

Comb. 1884 Land. P. O. Directory^ Hat Box Makers.

Hat-case. HAT-BOX.
1598 FLORIO, Porta beretta, a capcase, a hat case. 1662

DRYDEN Wild Gallant i. u, The hat-case must be disposed
under the bed. 1670 Land. Gaz. No. 523/4 A square large
Box .. with a leather Hat-case upon it. 1890 Store CataL
Mar. 1384 Square Hat Cases in Solid Leather.
Comb. 1884 Lotut. P. O. Directory, Hat Case Makers.

Hatch (hsetj), s6.l Forms: i h8Bc(c, 3-7
hacche, 4 hach, hachch, 4-6 hache, 5-7 hatche,
6 acche, 6- batch. 0. i hec(c, 5 hecche, hetche,
5-6 hech(e. [OE. hxc, genit. hxcce, less com-

monly hej: (the umlaut of a before cc being gener-

ally instead of g: Sievers 89. i Anm. i) :

WGer. *hakjd- : cf. MLG. heck, Du. hek (in Kilian

heeke, heck}, Da. hekke rack in a stable, Sw. hack.

Ulterior history and original signification obscure.

The variant OE. forms gave hatch (sometimes
hetch} in southern and midl. Eng. ; HECK and
sometimes hack (HACK sb2) in north, dial.]
L A half-door, gate, or wicket with an open space

above
;
the lower half of a divided door, which

may be closed while the upper half is open. Also

formerly, and still dial., any small gate or wicket.

(It is doubtful whether the masc. word in quot. 1015
belongs here.)

[1015 in Earle Land Charters 393 Of Sam hsecce to
Dudemseres hele . . swa eft innon oane haecc.) 1062 in

Thorpe Dipl. svi Sax. 395 Of ^are hlype to J>are ealden
wude haecce. a 1250 Owl fy Night. 1056 Thu come sone to
than hacche. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xvn. 335 pauh ich my
by-lyue sholde begge a-boute at mennes haccnes. c 1465
E. E. Misc. (Warton Club) 60 Som . . lepe over the hache,
They had no tyme to seche the lache. 1521 ATS. Ace. St.

yohtis I/o$p. t Canterb.) For hangyng of an acche at Syster
Sawyers \d. 1595 SHAKS. John \. i. 171 In at the window,
or else ore the hatch. 1687 T. BROWN Lib. Consc. in Dk.
Buckhm's Wks. (1705) II. 126 Affairs were come to that

pass, that he durst hardly show his Nose over his hatch.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 336/1 An Hatch, .is a diminu-
tive Field Gate, .only to let a single Beast in and out of the
Field, .also for Milk Maids to go in and out safely without

Climing or going over Stiles. 1700 TYRRELL Hist. Eng. II.

goo A poor. . Scholar begging for some Relief at the Kitchen-
Hatch. 1879 TROLLOPE J. Caldigate (1880) 17 He.. passing
by the wen-known buttery hatches, looked into the old hall

for the last time.

ft. c 1440 Protnp. Parv. 231/2 Hec, hek, or hetche, or a
dore (A', hecche, S. heke, or hecht, antica. c 1456 Turnam.
Tottenham 205 Sum on dores, and some on hech. a 1529
SKELTON Dk. Albany 155 Go begge a byt Of brade, at ylke
mannes heche.

t b. fig. esp. in proverbial phrase, To keep (set,

have) a hatch before the door : to keep silence. Obs.

1555 R. SMITH in Poxe/f. <$ M. (1684' III. 336/2 Seeing God
hath given a Tongue, And put it under power : The surest

way it is to set A hatch before the door. 1579 GOSSON Sch.
Abuse (Arb.) 53, I wish that euery rebuker shoulde place a

HATCH.
hatch before the doore. 1588 GREENE Fandosto (1607) 21

Tush (quoth his wife) profile is a good hatch before the

dore. 1594 Knacke to Kturwe in Hazl. Dodsley VI. 535,
I say no more, Tis good to have a hatch before the door.

C. 'Salt-making term. The door of a furnace'

(Cheshire Gloss. 1886).
f2. A hay-rack; =HECK sb 3. Obs.

(1420 Antitrs of Arth. xxxv, Hay hely thay hade in

baches vn-hijte [Douce MS. in baches on bight].

3. Naut. fa. Formerly (in //., rarely sing?}, A
movable planking forming a kind of deck in ships ;

hence, also, the permanent deck. Obs. Hence Under
hatches = below deck ; f over hatch overboard.

b. Now (since deck has become the term for the

permanent covering of the hold), A trap-door
or grated framework covering the openings in the

deck called hatchways. (The phr. under hatches

is now associated with the last sense.)
13. . E. E. Allit. P. C. 179 A lodes-mon ly^tly lep vnder

hachches. c 1350 Will. Palerne^^Q [TheyJ busked hem bobe
sone aboue benacches. c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 648 Cleo-

patra, He pouryth pesyn up on the hachissledere. 1495-7
Naval Ace. Hen. VII lyi For x dossen Candell. .bought
spent vnder the haches in tyme of Reparacion of the sayd
Ship. 15, . Kgyngecourte no in Hazl. E, P. P. II. 97 With
theyr takyls they launched many a longe bote, And ouer
hache threw them in to the streame. 1530 PALSGR. 229/2
Hatche of a shippe, tiliac, trappe. 1548 HALL L'/irtm.,

Hen. VIII, 15 The Scottes foughte sore on the hatches.

1552 HULOET, Hatche of a shyppe where they walke,

ftergula. 1373-80 BARET^/Z*. H 223 The hatches, ordeckes
in a ship, where men stand to fight, catastroma. 1581 L.

ALDERSEY in Hakluyt Voy. (1589)178 Vp I went to the top
of the hatches. 158* N.LicHEFiELDtr. Ceistanheda'sConq.E.
Ind. xxv. 64 a, Commaunded him to prison vnder the hatches.

1588 GREENE /*jHu2nto(iSt3) 48 The maryners lay and slept

upon the hatches. 1594 SHAKS. Rich, III, i. iv. 17 We
pac'd along Vpon the giddy footing of the Hatches. 1598
W. PHILLIPS Linschoten in Arb. Garner III. 19 They have
..cabins above the hatches. 1611 COTGR., TUlac, the

Orelop, or Arloup, or, more generally, the hatches of a ship.

16x7 MINSHEU Ductor, The Hatches of a shippe, so called

because they fall to like an hatch of a doore. 1700 DRYDKN
Ceyx fy Alcyone 146 Seas impell'd by winds . . Assault the
sides and o'er the hatches tow'r. 1762 FALCONER Shipwr.
n. 382 Then burst the hatches off. 1825 J. NEAL Bro.
Jonathan 1 1. 298 When . . we came to heave the hatches, we
found him. 1869 C. GIBBON R. Gray\\\, The object crawled

along the deck to the hatchway of the hold, raising the
hatch cautiously, and disappeared.

j3. la 1400 Morte Arth. 3683 Owt of botes on burde was
busked with stonys, Bett down of be beste, brystis

the
hetches. 1513 DOUGLAS JEneis v. xiv. 19 Endlang the
hechis lyand heir and thairis.

C. A square or oblong opening in the deck, by
which cargo is lowered into the hold

;
a hatchway.

1793 S.MEATON Edystone L. 99 He was going to see the
covers of the Hatches of forty of the fish ships .. nailed
down. 1873 Act 36 $ 37 Viet* c. 88 Sched. i, Hatches with

open gratings, instead of the close hatches which are usual
in merchant vessels.

4. fig. Under (the] hatches : Down in position or

circumstances ; in a state of depression, humilia-

tion, subjection, or restraint
;
down out of sight.

c 1550 Dice-Play (Percy Soc.) 21 Ye have, .brought your-
self, .so far under the hatches, .that ye cannot find the way
to rise again. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. i. ii. iv. vi. (1651)
156 If he be poor .. he is under hatches, dejected, rejected
and forsaken. 1649 MILTON Eikon. xxvii. 511 In this servile

condition to have kept us still under hatches. 1678-9
FOULKES A lartn Sinn. 7 Conscience has been kept under
hatches. 1710 in Hearne Collect, 7 Mar. (O. H. S.) II. 356
The Whigs must.. think the Church under Hatches. 1818
KEATS Lett. Wks. 1889 III. 143 It Is impossible to live in a

country which is continually under hatches.

5. transf. a. An opening in the floor of a timber-
shed or other building, which is covered by a trap-
door

; also, the trap-door itself.

1888 in Ward % Lock's Techn. Diet.

fb. Mining. An opening made in the ground.
1671 Phil. Trans. VI. 2099 We sink . . an Essay hatch (an

orifice made for the search of a vein!. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl.
Supp t , Hatches .. used in Cornwal, to express any of the

openings of the earth, either into mines, or in search ofthem.

6. A flood-gate or sluice. Seealsoquot. 1727-51.
1531-2 Act 23 Hot. VIIL c. 8 i All the sand, stones,

grauel!, and robell digged about.. the said tin, there to be

wholly and surely kept, by the said hatches and ties, out and
from the said fresh nuers or water-courses. 1587 [see FLOOD-
HATCH]. 1669 WORLIDGE Syst. Agric. (1681) 326 Hatches,
Flud-gates placed in the water to obstruct its Current.

1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. t Hatches, .the word is particularly
used for certain dams, or mounds., to prevent the water that
issues from the stream-works, and tin-washes in Cornwal,
from running into the fresh rivers. 1758 Descr. Thames 60
The Navigation, .was impeded by Hatches, Stopps and
Wears. 1840 COL. HAWKER Diary (1893) II. 187 The water

suddenly abated, and we then opened the doors, and let it

pour from the rooms as from a mill hatch. 1879 JEFFERIES
Wild Life in S. Co. 107 The farmers lower down the brook

pull up the hatches to let the flood pass.
17 * A contrivance for trapping salmon

*

(Smyth7.

Sat'tor's Word-bk. 1867). Cf. HECK sbl 2.

1826 J. THOMSON Etynt. Eng. Wds. s.v., A salmon caught
in a machine called a hek or hatch.

8. A wooden bed-frame. ? Obs.
a 1832 SCOTT (Webster 1864), A rude wooden stool, anil

still ruder hatch or bed-frame.

9. attrib. and Comb., as (sense i) f hatch-

steady (3) hatch-man, -nail, -nonp, -ring \ (3c)
hatch-heat/, -ladder; hatch-bar, hatch-deck (see

; hatch-gate, () a wicket, (b] sense 6.



HATCH. 115 HATCHET.
1828 WEBSTER s.v. Hatch, The grate or frame of cross-burs

laid over the opening in a Chip's deck, now called *hatch-

bars. 1867 SMVTH Sailors ll'oyd-l'k.^Hatcli-biirs,\.o stwcti

the hatches. Ibid., 'Hatch-deck, gun brigs had hatches in-

stead of lower decks. 1824 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. i.

( 1863) 74 We reached the *hatch gate, with the white cottage
beside it. 1867 F. FRANCIS Angling iii. 1,1880189 Some lock

or hatch-gate. 1894 HALL CAINE Manxman v. iii, The sea
..washed the faces of the men as they sat in oilskins on the

"hatch-head. '4*>5 -'/ # Housek. Exp. 201 Item, for

iiij. c, "hacbe nayle, xvj. d. 1785 Gentl. Mag. LV. i. 429
Ventilators .. placed at the fore, main, and mi/en *hatch-

noup. 1c 1475 Hunt. Hare 261 Thei myghtt not passe the

dure threscwold, Nor lope ouer the *hache-styd.

Hatch, sbt [f. HATCH v?\ The action of

hatching, incubation ;
that which is hatched

; a
brood (of young}.
1629 GAULE Holy Madn. 244 A Serpent of a Difficult

hatch, and dangerous. 1797-1804 BEWICK Brit. Birds

(1847) ' MS These birds make a second hatch. 1859
DARWIN Orlg. Spec. ix. (1878) 240 Two hybrids from the
same parent but from different hatches. 1875 WHYTE MEL-
VILLE Katerfelto ii. (1876) 15 If she addles all these as she
addled the last hatch, I'll forswear keeping fowls. 1894
Field 9 June 832/1 There was a good hatch of Mayfly, and
the fish were taking them fairly well.

fig. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. fl^, HI. i. 86 Such things become the
Hatch and Brood of Time. 1602 Hani. in. i. 174 There's

something in his soule, O're which his Melancholly sits on
brood, And I do doubt the hatch, and the disclose Will be
some danger. 1624 F. WHITE Kt-pl. Fisher 297 The canon-
izing of Saints by Popes is of a latter hatch.

Hatch, sb3 Also 7 hache.
[f.

HATCH v.-]
An engraved line or stroke ; esp. one of those by
which shading is represented in an

engraving.
1658 SIR T. BROWNE Gard. Cyrus ii. no Sculptorsm their

strongest shadows . . do draw their double Haches. 1662
EVELYN Chalcogr. v. 118 The conducting of Hatches and
stroaks, whether with pen, point, or Graver. Ibid. v. 129
To discern an Original print from a Copy print, .is a knack
very easily attain'd ; because 'tis almost impossible to imitate

every hatch, and to make the stroaks of exact and equal
dimensions. 1747 CREED in Pkil. Trans. XLIV. 449 Sounds
of minute Duration will be expressed by the Pencils by small
Hatches geometrically proportion'd to those Durations.
1811 SelfInstructor 524 Working in hatches with a middling
full pencil. 1855 tr. Labarte's Arts Mid. Ages iv. 180 He
uses but few hatches in his shadows.

t Hatch, sb.t Obs. [a. F. Jiache hatchet : see

HACHE.] A hatchet.

1704 in B. Church Hist. Philip's War (1867) II. 132, 100

large Hatches or light Axes made pretty broad. 1716 Ibid.

(1865) I. 33 To run upon them with their Hatches. 1810
NavalChron. XXIV. 197 To demand three whale teeth and
twelve hatches for their ransom.

t Hatch, sbf> Obs. [? var. of HITCH.] A knot.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury m, 288/2 At a Hundred threds

round the Reel . . Housewives make a Hatch as some call it,

or a Knot, or an Hank.

Hatch, sb.G Curling. = HACK sb.^ 2 b.
a 1812 [see HACK s&. 1 2 b].

Hatch, v. 1 Forms : 3 pa. t. ha}te, ^pa.pple.
y-haht, i-heyjgt,5 haughte; 4-6 hacche,5 hetch,
5-6 hatche, 7 hach, 6- hatch. [Early ME.
haccke(n, pa. t. kajte, prob. : OE. *h%ecean (not

recorded) : related to HHG. hecken (see Grimm
H 746), Sw. hacka. Da. hvekke to hatch from the

egg- Ulterior etymology unknown.]
1. intr. To bring forth young birds from the egg
by incubation.
a 1250 Owlff Night. 105 Thu..leidest thar-on thyfoleey;

Tho hit bi-com that he ha^te, And of his eyre briddes y-ra}te.

1399 LANGL. Rich. Redeles m. 44 pis brid .. hopith ffor to

hacche or heruest begynne. 1573-80 BARET Ah}. H 226
That hath lately hatched, or brought forth, .effcetns. 1719
D'URKBY Pills (1872) VI. 316 My Hen has hatched to-day.
1879 Daily News 19 Apr. 3/3 Robins and hedge-sparrows
are now setting or hatching-out.
2. trans. To bring forth from the egg either by

natural or artificial heat. (Also w\\h. forth, out.)
a. with the young as obj.
1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xii. i. (Tollem. MS.), Whan

hire jonge briddes beb newliche i hey^t [1495 haughte].
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 232/2 Hetchyd, as \>yr<\ys,pullijficatus,

fctatus. 1545 JOYE Exp. Dan. 2 These . . wil sitte their egges
and hatche forth their chikens. 1577 B. GOOGE Hercsbaclis
Husb. iv. (1586) 160 You must not take the chickins away as

they be hatcht. 1653 WALTON Angler x. 180 Barnacles
and young Goslings bred by the Suns heat ana the rotten

planks of an old Ship, and hatched of trees. 1774 GOLDSM.
Nat. Hist. (1776) V. 24^1

In this fortress the male and female
hatch and bring up their brood with security, 1890 Spectator
8 Feb., One of them having failed to hatch out a brood.

b. with the egg as obj. : To incubate.

1382 WYCLIF Isa. lix. 5 [The ey] that is hacchid, shal breken
out in to a cokatrice. 1555 EDEN Decades 9 Sume haue
alredy hatched their egges. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India $ P.

424^ Turtles, or Tortoises . . came ashoar to lay their Eggs,
which these Sands hatch. 1834 McMuRTRiE Cumer's Anim.
Kingd. 168 No Reptile hatches its eggs. 1846 J. BAXTER
Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) II. 4 These eggs are hatched by
the heat of the sun.

3. intr. for pass. a. Of the young : To come
forth from the egg. b. Said of the egg.
1593 SHAKS. Liter. 849 Why should. . hateful cuckoos hatch

in sparrows' nests? 1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Hatching,
After this they put in the eggs to hatch. 1867 F. FRANCIS

Angling v. (1880) 178 Larvae rising from the bottom to hatch
out. 1888 LLOYD PRYCE Pheasant Rearing 26 The eggs
will hatch out in from twenty-three to twenty-five days.

4. transf. (trans.} Of other animals, and gener-

ally : To bring forth, bring into existence, breed.
a 1337 Pol. .SVMtfvCCamden) 237 Gedelynges. . Palefreiours

ant pages, Ant boyes with boste ; Alle weren y-haht Of an
horse thoste. 1587 Mirr. J/ag'., Bladnd xvii, Would you
not maruell then, what monsters now doth nature hatche.

1692 KAY Dissol. H'orldii. (1732)7 Hatching.. or quicken-
ing and bringing to Perfection the Seeds. 1791 \V. KARTRAM
Carolina 7 Serving as a.nursery bed to hatch .. the infant

plant,
a 1845 HOOD To Syh>. Urban, vii, Parishioners,

hatched, husbanded, and wived.

t5. intr. To brood O^O Obs.

1655 H. VAUGHAN Sikx Scint. 62 Thick darkness lyes And
hatcheth o'er thy people.

6. fig. (trans.} To bring to maturity or full de-

velopment, esp. by a covert or clandestine process ;

to contrive, devise, originate and develop. Also
with up iforth.
1549 CovKnuAi.ii, etc. Erastn. Par. fas. 39 Other mennes

swette hatched vp you. 1596 BELL Sun'. Popery m. x.
4^36

Transubstantiation . .was first hatched by pope Innocentius
the third of that name. 1605 CAM DUN Rent. (1637) 298 He
that mischiefe hatcheth, mischiefe catcheth. 1678 WANLEY
Wond. Lit. Worid^ v. i. 100. 468/2 The Gunpowder Treason
was hatched here in England. 1778 MAD. D'AKKLAvDuiry
23 Aug., Howl wish you would hatch up a comedy between

you ! 1873 S. & J. HORNER Florence I. xviii. 274 Charged
with hatching plots against the State.

b. intr. for pass. (In to be hatching^ orig. from
vbl. sb., to be a-hatching^
1646 CRASHAW Steps to Temple 74 Who finds his warm

heart hatch into a nest Of little eagles and ^oung loves.

1654 TRAIT Comut. Jer. ii. 2 Treason hatching in his heart.

1741 MIDDLETON Cicero I. n. 140 The great dangers and
plots, that were now hatching against the State.

Hence Hatched///, a.

1781 Cow PER Retirement 64 These hatched, and those
resuscitated worms. 1863 MRS. C. CLARKE Shahs. Char.
xix. 484 They suspected it to be a hatched rumour.

Hatch, #.- Also 5-6 hach^e. [a. K. hache-r

to cut, hack, draw lines upon metal, paper, etc., f.

hache hatchet : see HACHE ; cf. CKOSS-HATCH.]
1. trans. To cut, engrave, or draw a series of

lines, generally parallel, on (a metal, wood, or

paper surface) ; chiefly used for shading in engraving
or drawing. In quot. 1 598 used of *

cutting
'

a file.

1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. i. iv. Handie-crafts 523 He
hatcheth files, and hollow vices wormeth. 1661 MORGAN
Sph. Gentry i. i. 3 Sable . . is aptly expressed by lines hatchid
across one another. 1703 MOXON Mech. Exerc. 55 This
Globular end must be Hatch'd with a fine cut, by a File-

cutter. 1793 SMEATON Edystone L. 194 Distinguished in the

plan by being hatched with slant lines. 1833 J. HOLLAND
Manuf. Metal II. 82 Having heated the steel, .they hatch
it over and across with the knife.

trans/. 1858 HERSCHEL Ontl.Astron.\'\\. 43o(ed. 5)283
The exterior ofanother [moon crater] is all hatched over with

deep gullies.
absol. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny xxxv. x. II. 535 To hach also,

yea and to fill within, requireth. .much labour. 1669 A.
BROWNE Ars Pict. 101 Before that you begin to Hatch or

shadow, you must draw all the outmost lines with a needle.

2. To inlay with narrow strips or lines of a dif-

ferent substance ; to lay strips or plates of gold or

silver in or on (a surface) by way of ornament. (In

quot. 1480 with the material inlaid as obj.)

1480 Wardr. Ace. Ediv. 7^(1830) 160, xij yerdes of clothe

of silver hached uppon satyn grounde. 1548 HALL Chron. t

Hen. VII/t 77 The fether was blacke and hached with gold.

1599 NASHK Lenten Stuffe (1871) 35, I might enamel and
hatch ouer this deuice more artificially and masterly. i6zx

HAKEWILL David's Vow 224 The handle or pummell hatcht
or inameld. 1679 Land. Gaz. No. 1395/4 A Hanger, with a
Sawe on the back, hatch'd with silver. i8zo SCOTT Monast.

xvi, The poignet being of silver exquisitely hatched.

3. transf. andy?*.
a 1556 IJarpalus

1

Compl. ix. in Gilfillan Less-known Poets

(1855) I. 129 It seem'd unhap had him long hatcht In midst
of his dispairs. 0.1613 UVERBURY A Wife (1638) 218 A
Rymer Is a fellow whose face is hatcht all over with impu-
dence. ai6i BEAUM. & KL. Thierry ty Theodoret \\. iii,

A fair design . , To which your worth is wedded, your pro-
fession Hatch'd in, and made one piece. 1649 G. DANIEL
Trinarch,^ Hen. iy, ccxxv, His sword . . Hatch't in Blood

Royall. 1658 BRATHWAIT Honest GJwst^ To State Censor
A iv, A Kubrick Story, ach't in blood.

Hence Hatched ///. a. Batched moulding : a

kind of moulding used in Norman architecture,

formed with two series of oblique parallel incisions

crossing each other.

1607 MIDDLETON Your Five Gallants \\. iii, One gilt hatcht

rapier and dagger. 1842-76 GWILT Archit. 397 The most
usual ornaments were . . 7. The hatched. 1846 PARKEK Gloss.

Archit. s.v. Moulding^ The Hatched moulding is also not

uncommon, and is found early in the style, as it can be cut

conveniently without the aid of a chisel, with the pick only.
1868 G. STEPHENS Rnnic^ Mon. I. 223 Simple carvings,

chiefly hatcht work or straight lines.

t Hatch, z>.3 Obs. [f.
HATCH sb.^] trans. To

close (a door) with a hatch ; to close.

1581 SIDNEY ^j/r. $ Stella xxxviii, While sleepe begins
with heauy wings To hatch mine eyes. 1608 SHAKS. Per. iv.

ii. 37 'Twere not amiss to keep our door hatched.

f Hatch., z;.4 Obs. [var. of HACK z^.l] trans.

To hoe (seed) into the ground ;
=HACK z/. 1 4.

1653 PLAT Card. Eden 78 Hatch them into the ground
with a rake striken thicke upon them.

t Hatch, z;.5 Obs. [Cf. HACK v. 1
13-] intr.

To cough.
1733 Revolution Politicks 111.^63 _His Holiness ..when

my Lord had gone a pretty way in his Speech, did mimick,
hatch, and pretend to be taken with a violent Fit of Coughing.

Hatch, v.6, obs. var. of HITCH v.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 239/2 Hatchyd, or remevyd (A', hichid,
S. bychyd), tmtotus t remotes.

Ha*tcli-boat. [f.
HATCH sb.\ + BOAT.] a.

' A sort of small vessel known as a pilot boat,

having a deck composed almost entirely of hatches
'

(Smyth Sailors IVord-bk^. b. ' A kind of half-

decked fishing boat
;
one which has a hatch or well

fur keeping fish' (Simmonds Diet. Trade 1858).

1867 J. MACGREGOR Voy. Alone iii. 47 The poor little

hatch-boat has come near with, .its scanty crew.

Hatchel (hre-tyi), sb. Forms : a. 4 hechele,
hechil, 5 hychele, 6-7 hetchell, -ill, hichel, 7

(9 dial.) hetchel, hitchel. 0. 7-9 hatchel(l.
[A parallel form to HACKLE ^/'.-, q.v. for etymo-
logical relations. Of the various Eng. forms, hechclc

(Jietchel) and hekele> are the earlier, and appear to

be the southern and northern forms of OE. *h$cel\
while hackle and hatchel point to a parallel form
*h>cel. Hatchel may be merely a late variant of
ketckelvn\h the vowel assimilated to hackle; hitchel

seems to be a casual variant.] An instrument for

combing flax or hemp ; HACKLE sb2, HECKLE.
a. a 1300 Sat. People Kildare xix. in E. E. P. (1862) 155

Ich makid on of }ou sit opon a hechil. 14.. Voc. in Wr.-
Wiilcker 595/12 Mataxat an hychele. 1530 PALSGR. 231/1
Hetchell for flaxe. scrancq, scra.nl. 1622 MABBE tr. Ale-
man's Guzman d"Alf. \\. 261 Spindles, reeles, distaffes, and
hitchels for flaxe. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.^ Hichel.

ft. 1611 CoTGR.,^e/-/vr, a flax-combe, or hatchell. 1656 W.
D. tr. Coi'iettius' Gate Lai. Unl. p 385 They are . . hatchelled
with an iron hatchell. 1794 Rigging fy Seamanship I. 54
A Hatchell .. has forty sharp-pointed iron teeth, one foot

long, fixed in wood. 1853 J. S. BARRY Hist. Sk. Hanwer,
Muss. 38 The hatchel, and swingling-knife, alas ! are num-
bered., with the things that were but are not 1

b. attrib. and Comb., as hatchel-maker^ -teeth.

14. . Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 595/14 Mataxarius, an hychel-
maker. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 4 Kembed with hetchell
teeth of yron. 1721-2 in Hht.NorthJield^Mass.(\^>T^] 160
To making 36 hatchel teeth 030.

Hatchel, v. Forms : a. 4 hecchele, 5 bych-
ele, 6 hetchyll, 7 (9 dial.) hetchel, hitchel. 0.

6 hachell, 6-9 hatchel(l. [f. prec. ; cf. HACKLE,
HKCKLE.]
1. trans. To dress (flax or hemp) with a hatchel ;

to hackle.
. s. W.de Biblesw. in Wright Voc. i56Laserence

\gloss the hechele] dont pernet E vostre lyn serencet {gloss

hechelet]. 1398 TREVISA Bart It. De P. R. xvn. xcvii. (Tollem.

MS.), [Flax] is knokked and bett .. ribbed and hecchelid

(1535 heckled] and sponne. 14.. I'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 595/11

Mntaxo, to hychele. 1530
PALSGR. 583/2, I hetchyll, je

cerance. 1649 BLITHE kng. Imfrffv. Impr. (1653) 26o~ r

Hetchelling and dressing it up.
ft. 1580 HOLLYBAND Trgas. Fr. Tottg, Serancer du tin,

too hatchell flaxe. 1608 HEYWOOD Lncrece \\. ii. (Song),
She her flaxe and tow did hatchel. 1692 Land. Gaz. No.

2729/4 Breaking, Swingling, and preparing it to be
Hatchelled. 1883 Harper's Mag. Aug. 390/1 The flax is

. .hatchelled to. .arrange the fibres for spinning.

*&.jig. To harass, worry ; cf. HECKLE, rare.

1833 CARLYLE Cagliostro in Misc. Ess. (1888) V. 95 Be-

writted, fleeced, hatchelled, bewildered and bedevillecf. 1897
Westm. Gaz. 10 Aug. 8/1 He doesn't

'

hetchel
'

either of

them into misery.
Hence Ha'tcheUed ppl. a., Ha'tchelling vbl.

sb.
;
also Ha tcheller, a flax-dresser, heckler.

14. . Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 595/13 Matajcator, mataxatrix,
an hycheler. 1573 Lane. Wills III. 62, xx knokes of

hatchelled lyne. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny xix. i, The short

shuds or shives that are . . parted in the hetchelling. 1611

COTCR., Serander, a flax-man, a hatcheller, or comber of

tlax. 1656 W. D. tr. Comenins* Gate Lat. Unl. P 385 That
which is separated in hatchelling is hurds and tow. 1794

Rigging % Seamanship I. 56 Over which is the hatchelling-
loft. 1798 F. LEIGHTON Let. to J. Boucher 17 Mar. (MS.),
I have lately met with a Shropshire word new to me, viz.

Hatcheler, it means a dresser of flax or hemp.

Hatcher (hse-tjai). [f.
HATCH z/.

1 + -ER '.]

1. One who or that which hatches (eggs).

1632 LITHGOW Trav, ix. 581
The Oven producing, .three

or foure hundred living Chickens, .the Hatcher or Curator,
is onely Recompensed according to the living numbers.

1708 MOTTEUX Rabelais v. viii. (1737) 30 A Curse light on
the Hatcher of the ill Bird. 1838 Tail's Mag. V. 600

Those diligent hatchers who cackle so much and sit so little.

b. spec. A contrivance in which eggs are

hatched
;
an incubator.

1884 DAY in Fisheries Exhib. Lit. II. 84 Chester's semi-

rotating hatcher. 1888 LLOYD PRYCH Pheasant Rearine 37

Take them [the eggs] from under the hen, and place them
in the drawer of the hatcher.

2. fig. A contriver, deviser, plotter, covert or

clandestine producer.
1581 SAVILE Tacitus' Hist. i. vii. U59 1 ) 5 The crime

whereof themselves were the hatchers. 1647 TRACT Cowm.
Eph. v. 3 He found theaters to be the very hatchers of all

wickednesse. 1704 SWIFT T. Tub ix, A great hatcher and
breeder of business. 1883 SIR T. MARTIN Ld. Lyndhnrst
v. 135 His informant, as the hatchers of anecdotes too often

are, was under a delusion.

Hatchery (hsrtferi), [f.
HATCH z.' + -EKY.]

A hatching establishment ; spec, one for hatching
the ova of fish by artificial means.

, .

at Linlithgow.

'

1885 Times 18 Sept. 3 The Government may
. .see the importance.. of fish hatcheries.

Hatchet (hse-tjet),
sb. Forms : 4-6 hachet, 4

aoohett, hachit, 5 haohytt, hacchct, 6 hach-,



HATCHET.

hatohette, 5- hatchet 7 -ed). [a. F. hachetle

fern, (i 3th c. hacete in Littre), dim. f. hache ax.

In 1 5th c.. K. had also hachet (masc.).]

1. A smaller or lighter ax with a short handle,

adapted for use with one hand.

"375 HARBOUR Bruce x. 174 A jheman . . suld drjf the

vayn, and ber Ane hachil, that war scharp lo scher, Vndir

his belt. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. in. 504 Alle l>at bere|>..

Axe. of>er hachet [C. IV. 362 acchett). 1:1400 MAUSDEV.

(Roxb.) xxi. 94 Men hewez with a hacchet aboute be fote of

(?e tree. 1474 CAXTON Chtsse 61 He ought to haue on his

gyrdel a sharpe or crokyd hatchet. 1577 B. GOOGE Htres-

back's Hust. i. (15861 lib, Axes, Hatchetles, and Sithes,of
all sortes. 1677 W. HUBBARD Narrative (1865) II. 114 The
Indians..knocked the poor Maid down with their Hatchets,
and gave her many Wounds. 1703 MOXON Meek. Ejcerc.

95 The Hatchet .. is to Hew the Irregularities off such

pieces of Stuff which may be sooner Hewn than Sawn.

1851 D. WILSON Preli. Anx. I. vi. 184 Hatchets or wedges
are among the most abundant.. relics of the Stone period.

2. Phrases, f To hangup one's hatchet: to cease

from one's labours ; to take a rest. Obs. To take

or dig.up the hatchet: to take up arms in warfare,
to commence hostilities. To bury the hatchet : to

lay down one's arms ;
to cease from hostilities.

(These two phrases are derived from the customs
of the North American Indians.) To throw (Jling,

sling) the hoJchet: to make exaggerated statements.

See also HELVE.
(11327 Pol. Songs (Camden) 223 Hang up thyn hachet

ant thi knyf, Whil him lasteth the lyf with the longe
shonkes. 1430 Hymns Virg. (1867) 69 Hange up bin

hachet & take pi reste. c 1530 R. HiLLEsCVww/<w/Y. Bk.

(1858) 140 When thou hast well done hang up thy hatchet.

'753 G. WASHINGTON Jrxl. Writ. 1889 I. 21 Three Nations
of 1- rench Indians . . had taken up the Hatchet against the

English. 1780 G. PARKER Lifts Painter xii. 85 Many
. -habituate themselves by degrees to a mode of the hatchet-

flinging extreme. 1794 J. JAY Corr. it Pufr. Papers (1893)
IV. 14^ 1' use an Ind|an figure, may the hatchet henceforth
be buried forever. 1837 W. IRVING Capt. Botmcville III.

219 The chiefs met ; the amicable pipe was smoked, the

hatchet buried, and peace formally proclaimed. 1893 * *'

FOREMAN Trip to Spain 97 The ladies titter, knowing, as
we do, the skipper's habit of slinging the hatchet.

3. attrib. and Comb., as hatchet-edge, -head, -man,
-work ; hatchet-like adj. ; hatchet-fashion adv. ;

hatchet-face, a narrow and very sharp face : so

hatchet-fiat, -jaw; hatchet-faced a., having a

hatchet-face : so hatchet-headed a. ; f hatchet-
fitch (vetch], a leguminous plant, Securigera
Coronilla = AX-FITCH

; hatchet-stake, a small

anvil for bending thin sheet metal.

1858 H. MILLER Cruise Betsy vi. 98 The Scuir . . resembled
a *harp "hatchet-edge presented to the sky. 1650-66 WHAR-
TON (^.(1683)389 Their Prodigious Ears, Short Hair, and

pulled him about and called him Hatchet-face . ,

B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, *IIatdut-/ac"d, Hard-favor'd,
Homely. 1824 W. IRVING T. Trav. I. 12 A thin hatchet-
faced gentleman, with projecting eyes like a lobster. 1798
Sporting Mag. XII. 18 A most violent and unexpected
blow of his *hatchet fist. 1597 GKRAKDK Herbal n. d. 1055
*Hatchet Fetches. Ibid. 1057 In English, Axseed, Axwoort,
Ax-fitch, and Hatchet Fitch. 1829-55 London's Kucyd.
Plants 638 Hatchet Vetch. 1845 STOCQUEI.ER Handbk.
Brit. India

(1854) 322 The heavy-shouldered, *hatchet-

headed, zebra-striped brute before him. 1755 G. WASHING-
TON Lett. Writ. 1889 I. 299 note, To detain both mulattoes
and negroes . . and employ them as Pioneers or * Hatchetmen.
1836 H. G. KNIGHT Arc/tit. Tour Norniatuiy xxiii. 199 The
most common mouldings are the billet, the nail-head, the

chevron, the zig-zag or embattled frette, *hatchet, nebule,
star, rope, beak-head, dog-tooth- 1697 DAMMEK Voy. I. 85
This their digging or 'hatchet work they help out by fire

.. making the inside of their Canoa hollow. 1840 RUSKIN
.Sep. Lamps i. 10. 20 Choose . . the Norman hatchet work,
instead of the Flaxman frieze and statue.

Hence f Hatchet v. trans., to cut with a hatchet.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne Ded., I . . serve but as Vulcan to
hatchet this Minerva from that Jupiter's bigge braine. 1700
S. PARKER .Vir Phil. Ess. 36 A large stump of a Tree . .

hatcheted into an Elbow Chair.

Hatchettin luu
ij.

tini. Also -ettine, -ctin'o.
Min. [Named after C. Hatchett, the discoverer
of columbium and tantalium : see -IN.] 1. =next.
1821 Ttwtuson's Annals Ser. II. I. 136 It should be distin-

subgranular like bees-wax. 1881 Pop. Educ. VI. 50 Mineral
tallow or hatchetine is the lightest of the known minerals, its

specific gravity being 0-6078.
2. =CHHISMATIT. 1868 DANA Min. 728.

Hatch.etti.te (hs-tjetait). Min.
[f. as prec.

+ -HE.] A yellowish-white subtransparent fossil

resin or wax-like hydrocarbon found in the coal-
measures of South Wales. (

1868 DANA Min. 732 Conybeare. .stated that . .hatchetlite
uielis la warm water under 170 F.

Hatchettolite (.hartfet/jbit). Min.
[f. as

prec. +
-LITE.] A colnmbate of uranium, of yellow-

brown colour and resinous lustre.

1877 Amer. Jml. Sc. Ser. in. XIII. 369 Hatchettolite is
doubtles* a neutral columbate of uranium oxide and lime.

Hatchety (.hae-tfeti), a.
[f. HATCHET + -y.] Re-

sembling a hatchet ; thin and sharp : said of the
face. Cf. hatchet-faced.

116

1851 / V,,-iY>'V .^/<v. XL1II. 654 Losing had a thin hatchety
face. 1873 I'ESAXT & RICE Little Girl II. vi. 82 Some of

them are flat-faced, some of them are inclined to be

'hatchety'. 1889 Pali Mall G. n July 3/2 The other a

hatchety-faced woman.

Hatching
1

J;x-tjlrj), vbl. s/'J [f. HATCH z>. ]
]

The action of HATCH v.i in its various senses.

14. ./ 'oc, in Wr.-Wiilcker 606/6 Pullijicacio, hacchynge.
1555 W. WATREMAN Fardte Facions Pref. 18 Euen from the

firste hatchynge of the worlde. 1622 MABBE tr. Axeman's
Giiznifut tfAlf. ii. 257 Good marriages are not chickins of

every dayes hatching. 1840 Penny CycL XVIII. 478/1
The twenty-one days required for the hatching of chickens.

b. aitrib. and Comb.
1851 MAYHEW Land. Labour (1864) III. 24 A shop _

in

Leicester Square, where Cantello's hatching-eggs machine
was. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 203 Model of hatching
house . . fitted up with miniature hatching apparatus . . Fer-

guson hatching jars . . hatching troughs . . hatching boxes

[etc.]. 1884 DAY in FisJuries Exkib. Lit. II. 75 Carp re-

quire a hatching-pond. 1885 Chr. World 15 Jan- 37/3
That, .hatching-place of hellish plots of wholesale murder.

Hatching, vbl. sb.- [f. HATCH .- + -areM
The action oT HATCH z>.

2
: the drawing of parallel

lines so as to produce the effect of shading ; chiefly

concr., the series of lines so drawn ; hatches.
In Heraldry different modes of hatching are used to

represent the different tinctures or colours.

1662 EVKLYN Ckalcogr. v. (R.), Hatchings express'd by
single strokes are ever the most graceful and natural ; though
of greater difficulty to execute, especially being any wayes
oblique ; because they will require to be made broader and
fuller in the middle, then either at their entrance, or exit.

1688 R. HOLME Armoury HI. 146/1 When one Hatching or
Stroke in a piece of Work crosses another . . this is called a
Double Shadow, also a Double Hatch. 1727-51 CHAMBERS
Cycl. s.v., The first kind of hatching in pale, or from top to

bottom, signifies gules or red. 1816 SINGER //M/. Cards 212
The cross hatching in the print. 1870 RUSK IN Lect. Art
vi. 163 The attempts to imitate the shading of fine draughts-
men, by dotting and hatching.
attrib. 1695 DRYDEN tr. Z> Fresny's A rt Paint. Wks.

1808 XVII. 472 Those hatching strokes of the pencil. 1798
Characters in Ami. Reg. 360 A hatching style of pencilling.

Ha*tcMng, vbl. sb.% Mining. ^HATCHJ^. 1

1753 CHAMBERS CycL Snpp. s.v. Digging, Expressing the
random openings which they make in search of mines, by
the word hatching, or essay~hatching.

Ha'tching, ///. a. [f. HATCH zU -j- -ING 2
.]

That hatches, in various senses.

1856 AIRD Poet. Wks. 382 Yearning As if to cast some birth

of shape from out Her hatching loins. 1893 MRS. H. WARD
DavidGrieve \\. 127 To sitat nome.. (

Iike a hatching hen*.

Hatchment *
(hsetjment). [Shortened and

altered from ACHIEVEMENT (q.v.) through the

forms atcheanientj atchement^ atcttment\ An
escutcheon or ensign armorial ;

= ACHIEVEMENT 3 ;

esp. a square or lozenge-shaped tablet exhibiting
the armorial bearings of a deceased person, which
is affixed to the front of his dwelling-place.
1548 HALL Chron., Hen. V% 50 The Hachementes wer

borne onely by capitaynes. 157* BOSSEWELL Artnorie n.

i2i b, Because ye may the better vnderstande what suche
achementes bee. .It might be asked of me what thys worde
ac/ienetntnt meaneth. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. iv. v. 214 No
Trophee, Sword, nor Hatchment o're his bones, 1687 WOOD
Life (O. H. S.) III. 216 A hatchment or achivment hanging
over the great gate leading into Magd. Coll. 1747 HEKVEY
Medit. II. 62 The Hatchment suspended on the Wall, or the

Crape streaming in the Air, are silent intimations. 1755
T. H. CROK.ER OrL Fur. XLI. xxx, Orlando, to adorn nis

atch'ment bright Did lofty Babel thunderstruck display.
1810 ^y. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. XXIX. 318 Ye windows
dim with achments. 1864 BOUTELL Her. Hist, fy Pop. xiii,

108 It is customary to place on a Hatchment some brief

legend of a religious character.

traiisf. 1617 FLETCHER \~alentinian iv. iv, My naked
sword Stands but a hatchment by me ; only held To shew
I was a soldier. 1848 DICKENS Dombey xxx, With black
hatchments of pictures blotching the walls.

attrib. 1864 BOUTELL Her. Hist, fy Pop. xxix. (ed. 3) 444
Characteristics of modern hatchment-painting.

t Hatchment -. Obs. [f. HATCH v.* + -MENT.]
The *

hatching
'

with which the hilt of a sword is

ornamented. (See HATCH z>.
2

2.)
1616 BEAUM. & FL. Sconif. Lady a. u, Five Marks in

hatchments to adorn this thigh. 1649 G. DANIEL Trinarck.^
Hen. I', clxxviii, Scabbards teare From over-rusted Blades,
to furbish them Worthy the Hatchment they intend to weare.

Hatchway (hartfa^). Also 7 hatches way.
[f. HATCH jd* + WAY.]
1. Xaut. A square or oblong opening in the deck

of a ship down which cargo is lowered into the

hold ; also forming a passage from one deck to an-

other. Qualified, as after-, fore-^ main-hatchway.
1626 CAPT. SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen n The hatches, the

hatches way, the holes in the commings. 16*7 Seaman?s
Gram. u. 7 The Hatches way is . . where the goods are
lowered that way right downe into the howle. 1745 P.

THOMAS Jrnl. Anscn's Voy. 137 On the Larboard Side,
a-breast the main Hatch-way. 1833 MARRYAT P. Simple \\^

The sentry standing by me with his lantern over the coomb-

ings of the hatchway. 1836 Midsli. Easy xii, Ricking
Mr. Easthupp. .down the after-lower-deck hatchway.
t 2. An opening in a weir or sluice ; cf. HATCH

sd*6. Obs.

1705 Act 4 4" 5 Anne c. 8 Preamb., Preventing the . . Fish
to pass . . through their Fishing Wyres and Fishing Hatch-
ways from the Sea into the said Rivers.

3. An opening in a floor, etc. which may be
closed with a hatch or trap-door. (Applied by
Scott to the sliding door of a box-bed.)

HATE.

1814 Scorr /Kir', xxxvii, Waverley had repeatedly drawn
open, and they had as frequently shut, the hatchway of his

cage. 1825 Bewrley Lighting Act ii. 19 Leave open . . the

door, hatchway or flap-window.
4. Comb,, as hatchway-netting, -screen.

1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk., Hatchway nettings, net-

tings sometimes placed over the hatchways instead of grat-
ings, for security and circulation of air. Hatchway-screens,
pieces of fear-nought, or thick woollen cloth, put round the

hatchways of a man-of-war in time of action, to screen thx-

passages to the magazine.

Hate ^ht'U), sb. 1 Forms: 1-4 (6 Sc.' hete, ,i

heate, 3 haste), 3- hate, (3 ate, 4 het, haat(e,
hat, 6 Sc. heyt, hait). [OE. heje masc. = OS.

hejti (: fiati-} ; cf. OHG. haz (hazzes} masc. and
neut. (Ger. hasz m.), MDu. hate fern., m., hat m.,

|

Du. haat m., ON. hatr, Goth, halts neut.
; these

forms point to an OTeut. *hatoz, -izos (: pre-Teut.
*fcodos t kodesos} which passed into an i~ stem in

WGer. In ME. hete, het was, under the influence

of the verb, and perh. of ON. hatr, changed into

hate.]
1. An emotion of extreme dislike or aversion

;
de-

testation, abhorrence, hatred. Now chiefly /#/.
Beowulf(,,) 2554 Hete waes on-hrered. c 825 I'esp. Psallcr

cxxxix. 3 [cxl. 2] Da Sohtun heatas in heortan alne dex.

1:900 tr. Baeda's Hist. 111. xv. [xxi.] (1890) 222 He forseah &
on hete hzfde ba men. cizoo ORMIN 4454 $18 bu beresst

hete and nib. c 1205 LAV. 20441 Muchel hunger & haete

[c 1275 hate], c 1230 Gen. $ Ex. 3638 Wio-uten ate and strif.

c 1275 LAY. 8322 |>at after hate comeb loue. c 1315 SHORE-
HAM 161 Thou areredst therne storm And alle thys hete.

1340 Ayenb. 8 Zenne of hate and of wrebe and of grat ire.

1382 WYCLIF 2 Sam. xiii. 15 With to myche greet haate.

1491 CAXTON Vitas Pair. (W. de W. 1495) ii. 221 b/2 Arely-
gyouse that shall haue in a hate the delectacyons of the

flesshe. 1513 DOUGLAS AStteis xiii. Prol. 129 Thus sayr me
dredis 1 sal thoill a heyt, For the graue study I haue so

long forleyt. 1570 Satir. Poems Refortn. xviii. 107 5our In-

obedience hespurchessit Goddis hait. 1667 MILTON P. L.
vii. 54 Unimaginable as hate in Heav'n. 1777 SIR W. JONES
Ess. Imit. Arts in Pocnis, etc. 195 Where there is vice,
which is detestable in itself, there must be hate. 1877 MRS.
OLIPHANT Makers fr'lor. \. 10 Generations which succeeded
each other in the same hates and friendships.

b. The object of hatred, poetic.
1592 SHAKS. Row. $ Jid. \. v. 140 My onely Loue sprung

from my onely hate, 1594 MARLOWE & NASHE Dido in. ii,

Here lies my hate, Aeneas' cursed brat. 1713 SWIFT
Cademts $ Vanessa 505 Of halfmankind the dread and hate.

2. Cotnb.y as hate-bearing %&). ; hate-philtre, -wile.

1682 N. O. Boileau's Lntrin i. 45 The hideous clang of her

hate-bearing wing, a 1822 SHELLEY in Attomum 2 Mar.

(1895) 276/1 Why is it that we all write love-songs? why
shouldn t we write hate-songs? 1884 TENNYSON Becket iv. it.

165 Brew. .A strong hate-philtre as may madden him. 1895
MORRIS Bemvutfi-j He with his hate-wiles Of sudden harms
framed.

Hate, haet (ha), sb~ Sc, Forms : 6-7 haid,

8-y haet, hait, hate, 9 hade. orig. The words
hae't in the phrase .Deil hat (South Sc. hae'd},
* Devil have it !

*
This deprecatory expression be-

came a strong negative (cf. DEVIL 21), and thus

equivalent to
* Devil a bit ', i.e. not a bit, not a

whit. Hence haet, with an ordinary negative, as

not a haet-, came sometimes to be understood as
'

equivalent to
'

whit, atom ', or *

anything, the

;

smallest thing that can be conceived
'

(Jamieson) .

; abydeanytobe oueryou*. [M'Crie Life Ktwx (1814) II. 299
i //*' The d I haid ails you. ] i6o$Phil0tiis cvi.in Pinker-

|

ton Scot. Poems Rt-fr. (1792) III. 40 For that deuyse deuill

,

haid it dowis. 1785 BURNS Death <$ Dr. H. xv, Damn'd haet

; they'll kill. 1786 Tioa Dogs 208 Tho' deil haet ails them,

j
yet uneasy. 1816 SCOTT Antiq. xliv, Deil haet do I expect.

1

1819 W. TENNANT Papistry Storni d(j&?j) 133 Fient haet ae

j

button would keep sticket. 18*5 JAMIESON s.v. Hate, Ne'er

I

a fiate, nothing at atl ; Neither ocht tior /tat?, neither one

j thing, nor another. Mod. Soutk Sc. She has-na a haed left.

Hate (h<?'t), v. Forms: i hatian, 2~3hatien,
3 hati^en, 3-5 haten, 4- hate, (4-5 hatte, Sc.

4-6 hait, 6 heit) ; also 2 hetien, 3 heatien.

[OE. hatian = OFris. hatia, OS. hatfai, OHG.
nat^dn and hatj$n t Goth, katan, a primary e verb,
from root hoi- (:kod-} t

whence also HATE sb^~\
1. trans. To hold in very strong dislike: to

detest ; to bear malice to. The opposite of to love.

^897 K. ^LFKED Gregory's Past, xxxiii. 222 DoS baem wel

l>e eow a:r hatedon, Ibid. xlvi. 353 Mid fulryhte hete ic hie

hatode. ci\"]$Lamb. Horn. 65 5if we hetie6 us bitwene.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 5 To fprleten
and hatien his senne.

c 1205 LAY. 29781 We hine hati^en wulleS. a 1240 Saiules

Wardc in Cott. Horn. 251 Euchan heateS o3er. a 1300
Cursor M. 12054 P^ hatte vs all and has in leth. c 1330 R.
BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 11673 Wel oughte we hat hem
^at hem ban hated. 1381 WvcLipyoAw xv. 24 Tfaei ban seyn
and hatid me and my fadir. c 1440 York Myst. xxv. 404
Oure olde lawes as nowe bei hatte. 1508 DUNBAR Tna
mariit Wemen 169, I hait him with my hert. 1553 GAU
Richt Vay 72 He yat heitis his liff in this vardil he sa! keip
it in ye euerlestand liff. 1635 J. HAYWAKD tr. Biondi's

Banisfid Virg. 181 Shee hated her selfe for suffering her

resolution to bee overcome. 1716 ADDISON Freelwlder No.

53 Our Children . . are taught in their Infancy to hate one
half of the Nation. 1832 TENNYSON (Enone 225 Her presence,
hated both of Gods and men.
absol. c 1400 Destr, Troy 12236 {>ai hatid in hert, as any

hud fbs. a 159* GREENE & LODGE Looking Glasse (Rtldg.)

134/1 Servants, amend, and masters, leave to hate, 1855



HATEABLE.
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xv. (1880) II. 158 She hated easily;

she hated heartily; and she hated implacably.

b. It is intensified hy various phrases.
a 1300 Cursor J/. 13070 Herodias him hated to dcd. iS3

PALSGR. 579/2 He hateth me lyke poyson. 1573-80 UAKEF
Atv. H 237 They do hate ech other deadly. 1697 DAMHER
\"oy. I. S The Spaniards they hate mortally. 1699 SWIFT
Mrs. Harris' Petit. 54 He hates to be call'd parson^ like the

devil \

2. To dislike greatly, be extremely averse (to do

something). Also constr. with vbl. sb.

1*97 R. GLOUC. (1724) 290 J>ys god man Seyn Dunston
Hatede muche to crouny hym. 136* LANGL. P. PI. A. iv.

106 Haten to don heor harlotrie. 1607 BEAUM. & FL.

Woman Hater \\. i, I hate to leave my friend in his ex-

tremities. 1653 WALTON Angler To Rdr. A vj b, I hate to

promise much, and fail. 1891 T. HARDY Tess II. 87 The
easy-.uoing who hate being bothered. 1897 1). SLADKN in

Windsor .*/. Jan. 278/2 Dickens- .hated to have to blot

his manuscripts while he was writing.

3. Comb., as hate-Christ, hate-peace, etc. adjs. ;

t hate-light rt., that hates or shuns light ; t hate-

spot #.,that shrinks from the slightest defilement :

an epithet of the ermine, which, it was supposed,
died if its fur was soiled.

1580 SIDNEY A rcadia (1622) 141 Which leaded are with
siluer skinne, Passing the hate-spot Emerlin. 1583 BABING-
TON Coiniiiandin.ix. Wks. (1637)87 Through speech of hate-

light pick-thankes. 1593 SYLVESTER Du Bartas, Tri. Faith
i. 47 The Bridge it was For hate-Christ Turks the Helles-

rt
to passe, a 1618 Sonnets upon Peace in Fr. xxv,

hate-peace Hacksters, flesht in Massacres. 1637 N.
WHITING Albino # Bellama (N.), In this hate-light den.

Hate, obs. var. HEAT
;
obs. north, form of HOTE

promise, HOT a.
;
obs. pa. t. of MIGHT v.

Hateable h^'-tab
1

!), a. Also 7-9 hatable.

[-ABLE.] Deserving of being hated
;
odious.

1611 COTGR., Haissalile, hatable; fit, or worthie to be
hated. 1818 TODD, H'atttable . .It should be written hatable.

1837 CARLYI.E Mirabeau in Misc. Ess. (^872)
V. 221 Really

a most . . hateable, lovable old Marquis. 1883 Harper's
Mag. Oct. 805/1 Some customs he found hateable.

Hated ^h^-ted), ///. a. [f.
HATE v. + -KD.]

Regarded with hatred, greatly disliked.

a. 1300 Cursor M. 4386 (Gott.) pe most hatid of all bis

land. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. in. 11. 264 Out loathed medi-

cine; O hated poison hence ! 1646 HAMMOND View Sonic

Except. 137 Your hatedst enemies and your dearest friends.

1671 MILTON P. R. i. 47 Hell, our hated habitation. 1855
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. 59 The hated threshold of the de-

serter. 1871 MOKLEY Voltaire (1886) 9 The hated Voltaire.

Hateful (hatful), a.
[f.

HATE sb.\ +-FUL.]
1. Full of hate, cherishing hatred, malignant.
(1340 Cursor M. 23750 (Trin.) f>e world hateful & couet-

ous. 1482 Monk of Eveskaw (Arb.) 82 Enuyus pepul,
sclaunderers, hateful peple. 1530 PALSGR. 314/2 Hatefull,
full of hatred, hayneux. 1393 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, n. iv. 23
Ah Gloster, hide thee from their hatefull lookes. a 1618
SYLVESTER Maidens Blush 209When from a Hill, his hatefull

Brethren spi'd Him yet far-off. 1711 POPE Messiah 58
Nor ardent warriours meet with hateful eyes. 1890 Univ.
Rev, 15 June 231 Impiteous And hateful are the gods, and
void of ruth.

2. Exciting hate ; odious, obnoxious, repulsive.
1383 WYCLIF Rev. xviii. 2 The keping of ech vnclene

foul, and haatful \odtintis\. 1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R.
xii. xxviii. (1495) 430 Theyr crye is hatfull and odiouse to

other byrdes. c 1440 York Myst. xxxii. 71 Youre aunsweres
is hedouseand hatefull to here. 1592 SHAKS. Rom. 4- Jttl.

\\. ii. 55 My name deare Saint, Is hatefull to my selfe. 1667
MILTON P. L. vi. 264 These Acts of hateful strife, hateful

to all. 1772 PKIESTLEY Inst. Relig. (1782) I. 113 No vice

is universally so hateful as ingratitude. 1855 MAURICE
Learn. <y Work. 285 That mother herself who had drawn
him into the hatefullest crimes.

b. as sb. A hateful thing, nonce-use.

1797 MRS. BENNETT Begsar Girl (1813) III. no A remove
from the Grange, the Hall, and all the hatefuls belonging
to each of them.

Ha-tefully, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2.]
1. \Vith hatred ; malignantly, maliciously.
1412 20 LYDG. Ckron. Troy \\\. xxii, King Humerus hath

a bowe take . . And hatefully therein set an arowe. 1549
COVEHDALE, etc. Erasm. Par, Gal. v. 120 The Jewes so

maliciously and hatefully persecute me. 1611 BIBLE Ezek.
xxiii. 29 They shall deale with thee hatefully. 1897
Advance (Chicago)? Jan. n Who writes hatefully of folk.

2. In a way that one hates; odiously, abominably.
1632 SHERWOOD, Hatefully, odietfsetnent. 1730-6 BAILEY

(folio.), Hatefully, odiously. 1754 A. DRUMMOND Trav. 75
The ceremony was hatefully tedious.

Ha'tefulness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The
quality of being hateful.

1. The quality of being full of hatred or strong
dislike ; loathing.
1548 THOMAS Ital. Diet. (15671, Istomacaggine, hateful-

nesse or lothsomnesse of the stomake. 1580 SIDNEY A rcadia
(1622) 54 The eternall hatefulnesse of my destinie made
Gynecia's Sealousie stop that, and all other my blessings.

1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary i. (1625) 129 Those vices ..

vilenesse, and execrable hatefulnesse.

2. The quality of deserving hatred ; odiousness
;

abominableness.
1611 COTGR., Haineusete, hatefulnesse, odiousnesse. 1679-

1714 BURNET Hist. Ref. an. 1542 (R.) To inform the people
of the hatefulness of vice, and the excellency of holiness.

1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. I. ii. no Able to recognise the past
in its true hatefulness.

t Hatel, a. (sb.} Obs. Forms : i hatol, 3-4
hatel ; also i hetol, -el, 3 hetel, heatel. [OE.
hatol, htfel = OS. tiatul (MDu. hotel), OHG.
ha\\ali OTeut. *hatulo-, *hatilo-, cognate with
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HATE sb. 1
, v. 1

: see -LE.] Full of hatred ; malig-
nant, hostile ; severe, cruel

; fierce, bitter.

^850 Kentish Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 69/13 Odiosus t
hatol.

Ibid. 85 '24 Odiosaw, hatol. ciooo ^EuMut: Honi. II. 304
Mid hetelum geSance. c 1000 Scrttuhmga iBouterwek) 17

(Bosw.) Se heahengel 5e nu is hetol deofol. <i 1225 ./.>'.

R. 400 Lo ! ich holde her hetel sweord oner bin heaued.

111225 AV. filarher. j Me hatele hund quod ha .. Me ne
schendest tu nawt. a. 1235 Leg. Katk. 1971 J>eos heanu &
teos hatele ttntreohe. c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 2544 De e^tenede
king amonaphis, A}enes Sis folc hatel is. 13 . . E . E. A Hit.

P. C. 481 With hatel anger & hot, heterly he callez. c 1386
CHAUCER Wife's T. 339 Pouerte is hatel \v.r. hateful] good.
B. sb. Anger ;

outburst of hatred.

13. . E. E. A Hit. P. B. 200 Ne so haslyfly watz hot for

hatel of his wylle.

Ha'teless, a.
[f.

HATE sb^ + -LESS.] Void of

hate, having no feeling of hatred.

1580 SIDNEY Arcadia, (1867) 288 Fhilantus . . sendeth_the
greeting of a hateless enemy. 1587 Misfort. Arf/t. v. i. in

Hazl. Dodsley IV. 331 You hateless sought the safeguard
of them all. 1820 SHELLEY Lines to Reviewer 2 What
profit can you see In hating such a hateless thing as me?

tHa-telich, -ly, a. Oh. [OE. tye/lc^os.
htfdik ^Du. hatelijk) ;

OHG. ha\ltli (MHG. /;<?.;-

Itch, hetlich, htiffltch\ f. \YGer. hati- HATE jJ :

see -LIKE, -LY !.] Malignant, hostile ; hateful.

Beowulf(Z.} 1267 Heoro-wearh hetelic. c 893 K. ALFRED
Oros. I. viii. 4 Ymb hiora hetelican forli^nessa. c 1320 Cast.

Love 682 He is so dredful and hateliche To alle . . his fon.

tHa'tely, ado. Obs. [OE. tyelke** OHG.
hwjtihho, MHG. ha^ltche\ f. prec.: see -LY -.]

Fiercely, bitterly ; scornfully, hatefully.
ciooo Atnoc Josh. xi. 8 His hetelice sloh, 11240

Wohunge in Cott. Horn. 281 Hu ha be bunden swa heteli

faste. a 1300 Cursor M. 14669 Hetli bai bi-hinted him.

c 1300 Havelok 2655 He. .smoth godrich, and Godrich him,
Hetelike with herte grim. 13.. Guy Wanv. (A.) 10681

Guy .. hetelich smot to Colbrand. 1x1400-50 Alexander

2910 So hately [Dubl. hetterly] bou spekis.

Haten, obs. form of HEAT v.

Hater (h^-taa), j.i [f. HATE v. +- -ER 1
.]

One who hates ;
an enemy.

1382 WYCLIK Prov. xxvii. 6 The gileful kosses of the hatere.

(.1440 Promp. Pat-v. 229/2 Hatare, or he bat hatythe, osor.

1535 COVERDALE Ps. lxxx[i]. 15 The haters of y" Lorde
shulde mysse Israel, c 1586 C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps. LXIX. ii,

Haters have I, more than haires. 1606 SHAKS. Ant, fy Cl.

v. i. 9, I wore my life To spend vpon his haters. 1738 SWIFT
Polite Convers. 102, I supposej the Gentleman's a Women-
Hater. a 1784 JOHNSON in Piozzi Anecd. (1786) 83 Dear
Bathurst . . was a man to my very heart's content ; he hated
a fool, and he hated a rogue, and he hated a whig : he was
a very good hater. 1887 RUSKIN Prxterita II. iv. 124 A
violent hater of the old Dutch school,

Hence Ha tress nonce-wd., a woman that hates.

1892 Pall Mall G. i Feb. 3/3 A man-hatress, as clever

girls so often are.

t Ha'ter, ha'tter, sb:- Obs. or dial. Forms :

//. i hceteru, -ra, 3 hateren, 4 hatere, hattren,

9 dial, hattern. sing. 3 hatter, heater, hetter,

4 hater, 4-5 hatere, 5 hatir, -yr, hattir. [OE.
hxterU) prob. from a sing. *kyt (? hast) : cf, MHG.
ha% 'coat, dress, clothing', mod.Swabian hds^hesz

(pi. hesser) t Swiss has, gehds. The ME. plural
would thus be parallel to childer^ children ; and

the sing, hater * hatter^ a new formation. (If the

vowel of OE. hset was orig, short, it would be in

ablaut relation (Jiatoz- : htoz]to the MHG. form. ]

1. //. (and sing.) Clothes, clothing collectively.
c 1000 MLVKIC Horn. I. 330 He naefde ne bi^leofan, ne

hxlcSe, ne haitera. Ibid. 374 Se hund..totaer his hxteru
sticmjelum of his basce. c 1205 LAY. 30778 Alle his hateren
weoren to-toren. a 1225 After. J?. 104 Swoti hateren.

01300 Cursor M. 20211 Of scho did tan al hir hater. 13..
A". Alts, 7054 Naked they gpth, withowten hater \riine

water], c 1310 Ulan in Moon in Ritson Anc. Songs (1877)

59 pe bornes bej? kene, is hattren to tereb. 1876 Whitby
Gloss., Hattern^ clothing of all kinds.

2. sing. A garment, a vestment.
a 1225 Attcr. R. 418 3e schulen liggen in on heater [v.rr.

hatter, hetter], and i-gurd. 1393 LANGL. /'. PI. C. x. 157
An hater, to helye with hus bones, c 1440 York Myst. xxix.

360, I have here a hatir to hyde hym. 1:1440 Proinp.
Parv. 229/2 Hatyr, rent clothe (K. hatere, /A, P. hatere,
or hatyr), $crutum y pannttcia.

t Ha*ter, v. Obs. [f.
HATER sb:-~\ trans. To

clothe, attire. Hence Hateringf vbl. sb., clothing.
(izoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 33 In to besse wrechcliche hater-

inge of bisse worelde. 13.. K. Alts. 5922 TMnoehch hy
beth y-hatered. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xv. 76 Freres . . foil-

lich spenen \v.r. spenden] In housyng, in haterynge . .

More for pompe ban for pure charite.

Haterad, -red, -reden, -redyn, -retin,

-rid, -ryd, -rent, obs. ff. HATRED.

Haterel(l(e, obs. ff. HATTBEL.

t HaterelL Obs. rare !

. [app- related to

HATER sb.~] (?) A garment.
1 1440 York Myst. xxxi. 342 i Dztx. We will with a goode

will for his wedis wende, For we wotte wele anowe what
wedis he schall were. Dnx. Loo ! here is an haterell here

at youre hent, Alle facionnd berfore foolis to feere.

Haterly, -lynge, hatirly, var. HETKKLY adv.

t Ha'tesome, a. Obs. [See -SOME.] Hateful.

1382 WYCLIF Gen. xxxiv. 30 5e ban maad me liaatsurn to

.. the dwellers of this loond. 2 Sam. xiii. 15 And ful

haatsum Anion hadde hir. Prov. i. 29 Hatesum thei

hadden disciplyne. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis xi. iv. 89 The
caus..that this haitsum lyfe sustene he wald.

HATRED.

Hatful (hae'tful). [See -FUL.] As much as

a hat will contain ; loosely, a considerable quantity.
1662 J. DAY IBS tr. Olearhis I'oy. Ainbass. g Havini;

Goosberries to sell, whereof we bought a hatful for a Copec.
1686 Lond. Gaz. No. 2153/3 The Soldiers divided Ducats
and Dollars by Hat-fulls. 1866 MRS. H. WOOD St. M,trthi's

Eve vii. (1874) 66 Mr. Pyni had gone home, loudly promis-

ing Benja a hatful of physic as a punishment for his care-

lessness. 1887 Miss BKADUON Like $ Unlike xviii, I mean
to earn a hatful of money by literature.

tHatllf (?)ff. Sc. Obs. [Cf. ON. Add mocking,

scoffing. (Cf. HETHING.)] (?) Scornful
c '375 Sc- Leg. Saints, Margaret 435 [She] saynit hyr, &

rase vp hath, & rakit to bat body rath.

Hence f Hathful ., scornful, mocking.
a 1240 ll-'o/iitngc in Cott. How. 279 For hu mon be oftc

seide schomeliche wordes and haoTule hokeres.

Hath, arch. 3rd pers. sing. pres. ind. of HAVE.
t Hatliel. Obs. Also 5 hathil(l. [app. var. of

ATIIEL.] Noble, man of worth
;
man. (Chiefly

in alliterative verse.)
13. . Gatv. $ Gr. Knt. 2065 His habel on hors wat/ benne

pat bere his spere & launce. c 1350 Wynncrc <V U'astottrc

(Roxb. 1897) 68 Appon ynglysse tonge
'

hethyng haue the
hathell bat any harme thynkes'. a 1400-50 Alexander 84
Siche a somme .. bat any hathil vnder heuen ware hardy to

rekyn. Ibid. 2086 pai haue hedid of oure hathils [v.r. athel-

lys] & a hepe woundid. 1420 AntvrsoJ Arth. xxxviii, The
hathels in hie, hor horses haue hente. c 1440 York Myst.
xxxiii. 293 Why, what harmes has bis hatell here haunted?
c 1450 Golttgros $ Gaiu. 1299 All his hathillis in that heir.

1515 [-ste ATHKL].

Hathen,Hathen(n)es,obs.ff.HEATHEN,-E8SE.
Hather, -ir, obs. forms of HEATHER.

Hathful, a. Obs. : see s.v. HATH a.

Hathorn, obs. var. HAWTHORN.
Hath-pace,erron. f. HALF-PACE ; tf.hartk-pacc.
a 1661 FfLLER l-Vert/tu's, Montgomery-sk. iv. (1662) 47 A

Hath pace of fourteen foot square, on the midbt of which is

placed a Derrick Columne.

Hatine///. a. Obs., called : see HIGHT.

Hating ^h^'tirj), vbl. $b. [f. HATE v. + -ING.I :

cf. OHG. katwinga.] The action of the vb. HATE ;

hatred, detestation, malice.
a looo Lamb. Psalter cviii. [cix.] 5 (Bosw.) Hi^ ^esetton

hatunge for lufrsdenne minre, c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 165
WraSe and onde and hatinge and oSer iuele lastes. a 1225
Ancr. R. 200 Rancor siue odium : bet is, hatunge. ^1586
C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps. LXIX. v, Powring out their inward

hating. 1895 Montk Oct. 201 Fond likings and fond hatings.

Hatir, var. HATER sb.- Obs., clothing.

Ha'tless, a.
[f.

HAT sb. + -LESS.] Having
no hat

;
not wearing a hat.

< 1450 Golagros <$ Gaw. 388 He inclynand agane, Hatles,
but hude. 1819 Blackw. Mag. V. 08 Hatted among his

hatless disciples. 1848 THACKERAY ran. fair xxiv, The
chief clerk came rushing hatless after him.

Ha't-JUaker. A maker of hats.

1477 Charter Jos. ///, in W. Maitland Hist. Edin. i. i.

(1753) 8 The Hatmakars and Skynnars foment thame. igfiz

Act 5 Eliz. c. 4 3 The Sciences, Crafts, Mysteries or Arts

of . . Turners, Cappers, Hatmakers or Feltmakers. 1707
Lond. Gaz. No. 4322/4 Samuel Delamare, late of Wands-
worth . . Hat-maker. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mcch, % Hat-
viakers* Battery, a large boiler with a surrounding set of

benches for a number of workmen.

Ha't-niakillg. The trade of making hats.

1547 Act i Edit). TV, c. 6 4 Yarn, .wrought in Hats, or

employed to Hat-making. 1838 Penny Cycl, XII. 64/2
The greatest modern improvement in hat-making.

Ha't-niOliey. [In .Kr. chapeau t Sp. sombrero^

app. because dropped in a hat.] (See quots.)
1676 C. MOLLOY DC Jure Alaritimo n. ix. 6 (1688) 270

Petty Averidge is another small Duty which Merchants pay
to the Master .. The French Ships commonly term the

Gratuity Hat-money. *755 tr. Ordenenzas di Bilbao in

Magens Insurances II. App. xiv. 395 Ky reason of what
the Captain's Hat-Money \sonibrero\ or Primage is wont to

vary. 1808 C. AHBOTT Law Merck. Ships \\. vi. 3<ed. 3)

270 The word primage denotes a small payment to the

master for his care and trouble.. It is sometimes called the

master's hat money. 1825 Ryan Mwtty's Rep. (1827)

i77( It was called hat'inoneyt
sometimes pocket-money. 1861

W. BELL Diet. Law Scat/., Hat-Money, or primage, is

a small sum . . paid along with the freight, to the master

of a ship for his care. It is entirely regulated by usage.

t Ha-tous, a. Obs. rare. [f. HATE sb. ' + -ous,

after words of OF. origin.] Hateful, odious.

ci47o HARDING Ckron. LXIII. xx. U543) 5* Malga kyng of

Pightes, painimes hatous.

Hatred (h6
7i
'tred). Forms: a. 3-5 hatereden,

(4 hatredyn, hattredin, hateretiu, 4-5 hatere-

dyn, 5 haatredyn). p. 2-4 hatreds, 4- hatred

(also 4 hattred, 4-6 hatered(e, 5 haterad, -ryd,

battered, 6 haterid, St. haitred, -rid . 7. (Sc.)

5 hattrende, -rent, 5-6 haterent, 6 hat(te-,

halt-, hettrent, bet(t)rand. [Early ME., f. HATK
sb.l (or v.} + -RED, OE. rxden condition (also direc-

tion, reckoning), cf. brddorrxden, frjondrxden, hif-

rsedeit) etc. The historical sequence of forms must

have been hatereden, -rede, -red, although the ex-

tant examples do not quite show this. With the

Sc. form, in -rent cf. kinrent, manrent.]
The condition or state of relations in which one

person hates another; the emotion or feeling ot

hate ; active dislike, detestation ; enmity, ill-will,

malevolence.
a. a 1300 E. E. Psalter cviii. 5 (Matz.) pai set againe me
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for godes wa, And hatcreden for mi lovered. 1340 HA.MPOLE
Pr. Consc. 7394 pai salle be fulle of hateredyn pan. c 1440
York .!/_>.!.'.

.\x.\ii. 56, I holde it but hatereden. 1483 Cat/i.

Angl. 178/1 An Hateredyn .. inimicifia, invidca. .odium.

ft. a 1175 Cott. Hum. 233 pat jie hatrede and widerward-

nesse a?enes me Je win sceolde. a 1300 Cursor M. 27752

(Cott.) A wreth . . hattred [?'.r. hatred] it es, and ir to strang.

fiiii. 9666 (Gott.) far hatered wonys, or were, or pride. 1340
HAMPOLE Pr, Conic. 2519 Whether he war worthy after his

dede To hafe luf of God or hatrede. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B.

III. 140 She.-hangeth hym for hatred [A. hate, C. hateredej,
bat harme dede neure. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 229/2 Haterede,
idem quod Hale. 1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes 28

Ware that ye be no mokers for that engendreth hattered.

1553 EDEN Treat. News Ind. (Arb.) 16 All this great
hatered betwene these two beastes. 1596 DALRYMPLE
Ir. Leslie's Hist. Scot. u. 131 Stryfe, haitrid and jnvie.

1667 MILTON P. L. ll. 500 Yet live in hatred, enmity, and
strife. 1773 MRS. CHAPONE Improv. MintHi-j-jt) II. 28 The
detestable sentiments of hatred and revenge. 1844 DISRAELI

Coningsby i. ii, A family famous for its hatreds. 1872 DAR-
WIN Emotions x. 239 Dislike easily rises into hatred. 1893
Bookman June 86/1 Her most vital trait was a hatred of con-

ventionality.

y. c 1375 BARBOUR Troy-bk. I. 422 Our-all quhar bat scho
hattrende nayde. 14. , Burgh Laws Ixx, For wroth na for

haterent. 1508 DUSBAK Tna mariit \Vctnen 333 Hatrent
I hid within my hert all. 1571 Satir. Poems Reform, xxviii.

59 Quhen Abbotschaw sic hauie haitrent tuik At the haiH
hous of Lennox, a 1572 KNOX Hist. Ref. Wks. 1846 1. 58 A
haterent against the pride and avaritiousnes of the preastis.

Hatreel, -relle, var. HATTBBL Obs.

Hatte, obs. form of HATE v., HOT a.

Hatte, obs. pa. t. of HEAT v., HIGHT v.

Hatted, ///. a- [f. HAT v. or sb. + -ED.] Wear-

ing a hat, having a hat on.

1552 HULOET, Hatted, petasatus. 1559 MORWYNG Evanyin.

Pref.
,
Hens with your hatted Mercury, and with his rod also.

1607 TOURNEUR Rev. Trag. i. ii. Wks. 1878 II. 19 It is as
caste way unto a Dutchesse, As to a Hatted-dame [ =peasant
woman]. 1791 MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary Aug., Ready hatted
and cloaked. 1858 CAKLYLE Fredk. Gt. I. v. (1872) I. 40 We
will pity the crowned head, as well as the hatted or even
hatless one.

b. Jig. Capped, crowned.
1880 CHARLOTTE M. MASON 40 Shires 376 Here and there

they are hatted with trees.

c. Hatted kit : t (a) A dairy vessel : 1 a pail
' kit

'
with a cover (o/>s.}. (ff) A preparation of

milk, etc., with a creamy top.
1572 Inv. Ger. Salveyn in Wills $ Inv. N. Counties (Sur-

tees 1835) 349 One buttr
skepp, ij hattyd kitts. 1600 Let. in

Mem. jf. Napier of Merchiston v. (1834) 219 We sould have

prepared ane fyne hattit kit, with succar, comfeits and wine.
1818 SCOTT Br. Lamm, xi, He has spilt the hatted kitt that
was for the Master's dinner. 1831 LOUDON Encycl. Agric.
(1857) 1048 Hatted kitt, a gallon of sour buttermilk is put in

the bottom of the milk-pail, and a quart or more of milk
drawn from the cow into it .. The new warm milk . . rises to
the top and forms a creamy scum or hat over the other ;

whence the name.

Hatten, pa. pple. Obs. : see HIGHT v.

Hatter (hartai), sb. [f. HAT sb. + -ER '.]

1. A maker of or dealer in hats. As mad as a
hatter : see MAD.
1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 12 Johannes de Thame ciuis, et

Hatter Londonie. 1488-9 Act 4 Hen. I'll, c. 9 No hatter
nor capper, .[shall] put to sell any hatte.. above the price of
xxa. 1576 GASCOIGNE Steele Gl. (Arb.) So When hatters vse
to bye none olde cast robes. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India fy

P. 331 Goats-Wool, .with which our Hatters know well how
to falsify their Bevers. 1836 MARRYAT Japhet Ixx, I . . stopped
at a hatter's and purchased a hat according to the mode.
1837-40 HALIBURTON Clockm. (1862) 109 Sister Sail, -walked
out of the room, as mad as a hatter. 1837 HUGHES Tom
Broivn u. iii, He's a very good fellow, but as mad as a hatter.

2. Australian Alining. (See qnot. 1869.)
[Cf. Hat covers hisfamily in HAT sb. 5 c.]

1864 ROGERS New Rush u. 49 Some days ago a sturdy
hatter joined. 1869 R. B. SMYTH Goldf. Victoria Gloss. 613
Hatter, one who works alone . . The hatter leads an inde-

pendent life, and nearly always holds a claim under the bye-
laws. 1890 BOLDREWOOD Miner's Right iv. 37 To take to

fossicking like so many
'

hatters
'

solitary miners.

Hatter, v. Now Sc. and north, dial. [? Ono-

matopoeic, with freq. ending : cf. batter, shatter,

tatter, etc.]
1. trans. To bruise with blows; to batter the

edge or face of, to erode. ? Obs.
c 1450 Golagros $ Ga-w.yoz Helmys of hard steill thai hat-

tent and heuch. 1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Wks. (N.),
Where battering bullets are fine sugred plums. 1806 J.
TRAIN Poet. Reveries 49 (Jam.) This hatters and chatters

^Iy very soul wi' care.

2. To harass ; to wear out, exhaust with fatigue
or drudgery.
1687 DRYDEN Hind % P. I. 371 Religion shows a rosy-

coloured face, Not hattered out with drudging works of
grace, a 1700 DRYDEN (J.), He's hattered out with penance.
<ii8s FORBY Vac. E. Anglia, Hatter, to harrass and ex-
haust with fatigue. 1850 BLACKIE JEschylus II. 116 From

haltering
chase of undeserved unrest . . She rests. 1893 Nor-

thumbld. Glossal.,
' He wis sair hattert

'

is said of a person
who has had a bad time of it in his circumstances generally.
Hatter, dial. var. of HOTTER sb. and v. ;

obs. f.

hotter, comp. of HOT a. ; var. HETER Obs.

Hatter, -ir,-ern: seeHATERj*.2 Obs., clothing.
Hattered, hattred, -redin, hat(te)rent,
hattrende, -rent, obs. ff. HATEED.

Hatters, int. [perh. the pi. of hatter HATER
sb?, used as an oath. Cf. ZOUNDS, ZOOKS.] An
asseveration (perh.

= Christ's or holy garments).

1460 Tomiidcy Myst. (Surtees) 113 Bot hatters! I can

fynde no flesh, hard nor ne*h, Salt nor fresh, Bot two tome
platers. [In igth c. use in South of Scot!.]

Ha'ttery. [f. HAT sb. + -ERY.] a. Hatters'

wares ; hats collectively, b. A hat manufactory.
1823 Citron, in Ann. Reg. 120/1 Silk fabrics, hattery,

jewellery and cutlery. 1871 R. S. FERGUSON Cumbld. ff

Wcstm. M.P.'s xi. 307 The marble works . . the batteries.

II Hatti. In full, a. hatti-sherif (ha:ti|Jerrf),

/3. hatti-humaiun, -humayun (ha:ti|lu<ma'yn).

[Persian '_V- Jai khatt-i-sharif, ^yjL^A Joi.

khatt-i-humayi~m, f. Arab, khatt line, written line,

writing + i (Pers.) connective + (a.) Arab, sharif

noble, honourable, sacred, and (/3.) Pers. humaynn
sacred, august, royal, imperial.]
A decree or edict issued by the government of

Turkey, differing from afirman in being personally

approved of by the Sultan, and bearing his special

mark, which is considered to render it irrevocable.

1858 LD. MALMESBURY Mem. Ex-minister (1884) II. 126

He will take this opportunity, if he finds one, to urge on the

Sultan the observance of the Hatti.

a. 1688 Loud. Gaz. No. 2320/2 The Chiaus Basha . . with

Tears, gave him the Hattesheriflf (or Imperial Decree].

1799 TROUBRIDGE in Naval Chron. XXIII. 23 It was a

hattesheriff. 1861 T. H. DYER Mod. Europe I. 9 The
Sultan . . promulgated his decrees in Firmans, or simple
commands, and Hattischerifs or rescripts.

0. 1876 GLADSTONE Bulg. Horrors ii The reforms, which
were publicly enacted in an Imperial Firman or Hatti-

humayoum. 1888 Eucycl. Brit. XXIII. 651/2 The Porte

published a firman, f&zHatti-Hwnaiun, professing to abolish
'

every distinction making any class of the subjects of the

empire inferior to any other class '.

Ha'tting, vbl. sb. [f. HAT v. and sb. + -ING !.]

a. = HAT-JIAKING. b. Material for hats. c. The

covering of a tan-pit with its hat of bark : see HAT
sb. 6 a. d. The taking off or lifting of the hat

in reverence or courtesy ; giving a hat.

epitiscompli , ..

59/1 The kneeling, bowing, and hatting of modern Europe.

t Hattir, a. Sc. Obs. rarer1
. Of maple. (It

renders L. acemus.}
1513 DOUGLAS jEneis u. iii. [ii.] 99 This hors. .Of hattyr

[1553 hultir] geistis beildit wp.
Hattock. dial. Also haddock, huttook.

[app. a dim. of HAT sb. : see -OCK.]

tl. A little hat. Sc. Obs.

1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. n. 153 And Quintine with ane
huttok on his heid. 1662 in Pitcairn Crim. Trials III. 604
(Isabel Gowdie's Confession) I haid a little horse, and wold

say
' Horse and Hattock, in Divellis name !

' And than we
void flic away, quhair ve void, a 1800 Jamie Telfer in

Scott Black Dwarf viii, Now horse and hattock speedilie

They that winna ride for Telfer's kye, Let them never
look in the face o' me. 1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth vii, Get

your boots and your beasts horse and hattock, I say.

2. a. A shock of standing sheaves of corn, the

tops of which are protected by two sheaves laid

along them with their bottoms in contact in the

centre, and their heads slanting downwards, so

as to carry off rain. b. The two covering sheaves

themselves, called also in various districts }iead-

sheaves and hoods. (This is prob., from the etymo-

logy, the earlier sense.) dial.

locks. 1805 R. W. DICKSON Pract. Agric. (1807) II. 280

The grain . . is mostly set up into what are provincially
termed stooks, stouks, shocks or lialtocks. 1846 Brockett's

N. C. Gloss, (ed. 3) I. 234 The huttock consists of ten

sheaves of corn, set two and two upright, with two hoods,
one at each end to cover them. 1849 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc.

X. i. 133 The wheat is.. immediately put into small 'had-

consists of eight sheaves, are taken as hattocks for the re-

maining six. 1893 Nortliumbld. Gloss., Huttock.

tHattrel. Obs. Forms: 4 hater-el, hat-,

haatreel, 5 haterell(e, hatrelle, hattrel. [ME.
a. OF. haierel, hasterel, hatrel, nape of the neck,

head.] The apex or crown of the head ; also, the

nape of the neck ; the neck.
a 1325 Prose Psalter cxxviii[i]. 4 Our Lord rijtful shal

keruen the haterels of the singers [cervices peccatorum\.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 1492 Fra be haterel oboven be

croun..tyl be sole of J>e fot doun. cuaotr.SecrftaSecrel.,
Guv. Lordsh. (E. E. T. S.) 80 It wendys vp to be haterell

with attempre hete. 14. . Norn, in Wr.-Wiilcker 674/4 Hec
vertex, hatrelle. 1440 Parlonopt 3492 Joye and sorow
take hym be the haterell. 1450 HENRYSON Mar. Fat.

35 And strake the Hattrel of his head away, c 1475 Pict.

Vac. in Wr.-Wulcker 745/14 Hie vertex, a natrelle.

Hat trick.
1. Any trick with a hat, e.g. one performed by a

conjurer. (In quot. applied to securing a seat in

the House of Commons by placing one's hat on it.)

1886 Daily Tel. 10 Apr. 5/2 He may soon acquire the hat

trick and other ways of securing a place.

2. Cricket, The feat of a bowler who takes three

wickets by three successive balls : considered to

entitle him to be presented by his club with a new
hat or some equivalent.

1882 Daily Tel. 19 May, He thus accomplished the feat

known as the 'hat trick', and was warmly applauded. 1896
WtST ist Year tit Scliool xxvi, The achievement of the hat-
trick afforded Eliot the proudest moment of his life.

Hattyn : see HIGHT v.

t Ha-ture. Obs. rare 1
, [irreg. f. HATE v. +

-UKE.]
= HATRED.

1538 BALE Comedy J. Baptiste in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) I.

315 To appeyse thy nature.

Hatyr, var. HATER s/i.2 Obs., clothing.
Hau- (in ME. and i6th c.): see HAV-.
Haube, obs. form of ALB.
c 1425 Voc. in Wr.AVulcker 649/11 Hec alba, haube.

Hauberd(e, -bert, obs. forms of HALBEKU.
Haubergeon, -giounve, -gyon,-jeon,-joun,

obs. forms of HABERGEON.

"t" Haubergler. Obs. rare. [a. obs. F. hauber-

gier (1275 in Godefroy, in same sense).] A maker
of hauberks or coats of mail.

1481 CAXTON Godfrey ex. 168 They were named in theyr
langage Bam and Cyrra, that is. .the sones of haubergyers.

Hauberk (hg'baik). Forms : 3- hauberk
;

also 3 hauberc, 3-5 haubert, 4 haberke, 5 hau-,

hawbergh(e, 4-6 hawberk(e, -brek, 5-6 hau-

brek, 6 hawbrik, habrik. [a. OF. hauberc,
earlier holberc, later (and mod.F.) haubert = Pr.

austere, \\..osbergo, usbergo, med.L. halsberga,K\.c. t

a Com. Rom. deriv. of OHG. halsberg, halsperc
masc. (also halsberga fern.)

= OE. heahbeori, ON.
halsbjgrg fern., f. hals neck + -bergan to cover, pro-
tect (cf. HARBOUR). The OE. word did not sur-

vive : the OF. form was introduced in ME. See

also the deriv. HABERGEON.]
A piece of defensive armour : originally intended

for the defence of the neck and shoulders ;
but

already in 1 2th and 1 3th c. developed into a long
coat of mail, or military tunic, usually of ring or

chain mail, which adapted itself readily to the mo.
tions of the body.
1297 R. GLOUC (1724) 99 Wyb haubert noble and ryche.

Ibid. 174 With swerd or hauberk eny batait to do. c 1330
R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 10029 Hauberk wib plates

y-burnuscht ful wel. c 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 1573 The
Statue of Mars bigan his hauberk rynge. c 1400 Destr.

Troy 5828 Hurlet burghe the hawberg_h, hurt hym full sore.

c 1450 Merlin 118 Thei . . ronnen agein hym . . and smyten
hym on the shelde and on the haubrek. 1405 Act 1 1 Hen.
/'//, c. 64 Armours Defensives, as Jakkes Salettis Brigan-

dy_nes . . Haubertis Curesses [etc.]. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. n.

viii. 44 And on the haubergh stroke the Prince so sore, That
quite disparted all the linked frame. 1600 FAIRFAX Tasso
i. Ixxii. 15 Some dond a curace, some a corslet bright, An
hawberke some, and some a haberion. 1781 GIBBON Decl.

ty F. III. Iviii. 434 His breast was defended by an hauberk
or coat of mail. 1870 LOWELL Study Wind. 242 My ears

no sweeter music know Than hauberk's clank with saddle-

bow. 1887 BOWEN yirg. JEneid v. 259 Hauberk woven of

polished chain.

fb. worn as a garment for penance. Obs.

1305 Edmund Con/. 28 in E. E. P. (1862) 71 pe moder
werede harde hare . . and harde hauberk about ; In suche

penance heo ladde hire lyf. c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. F 980
Clothing of whiche Ihesu crist is moore apayed than of

heyres or haubergeons or hauberkes.

Haubersion(e, haubrisehoune, obs. Sc. ff.

HABEKGEON.

Haubitzer, obs. form of HOWITZER.

Hauceour, -or, obs. forms of HAWSER.

t Hatrcepy. Obs. [a. F. haussepit, -pied,
' a

net or engine wherewith \Volues, etc. are caught
'

Cotgr. ; f. hausser to raise, lift up + pied foot.]

A kind of trap for wolves and other wild beasts.

^1425 Bk. Hunlynge (MS. Bodl. 546, If. 36 b), Also men
takep hem yn puttys . . and wijj haucepys or with venemous

powdres bat men gyueb hem yn flesh.

Hauch, int. and sb. Sc. [Cf. Ger. hauch breath,

aspiration.]
' The forcible reiterated respiration of

one who exerts all his strength in giving a stroke
'

(Jam.) ; a panting sound.

1513 DOUGLAS sEneis
yli.

ix. 79 With mony pant, and
felloun hauchis and quhaikis.

Hauch, Hauck, obs. ff. HAUGH, HAWK.

Haud, Sc. form of HOLD.

Hauerite (hau'erait). Min. [Named by Hai-

dinger, 1846, after Von Hauer, an Austrian geolo-

gist.] Native disulphide of manganese, occurring
in reddish-brown crystals, usually octahedral.

1847 Amtr. Jrnl. Sc. Ser. n. IV. 108 Hauerite belongs
to Mobs' order of blende. 1891 Dana's Min. 87 The
hauerite crystals are sometimes coated with pyrite.

Hauf, Sc. f. HALF ;
var. of HOWFP Sc.

Haugll (hax, hax
w

,
haf ). Sc. and north, dial.

Forms : 4 halohe, 4-6 hawch, 4-7 hawgh, 5-

haugh (8 haw) ;
also in north. Engl. halgh as in

Greenhalgh. [app. a phonetic descendant of OE.

healh, halh, 'corner, nook' (see HALE sb.'*) : cf.

Sc. sauch, saugh :-OE. stalk ; Sc. touch = ME. lalj.]

A piece of flat alluvial land by the side of a river,

forming part of the floor of the river valley.
The original sense was perh.

'

corner or nook (of land) in

the bend or angle of the nver'. A northern stream usually

crosses and recrosses the floor of its valley, striking the



HAUGHT.
base of the slope on each side alternately, and forming a more
or less triangular

'

haugh
'

within its bend, on each side in

turn.

[814 Charter of Camtmlf in CoJ. Dipt. I. 257 Of t>am
Sebyhte. .08 cynmges healh. 967 C/iarler ofOswald Ibid.

III. 19 Se westra easthealh.] 1375 HARBOUR Bruce xvr. 336
In the hawch [?/. r. halche, hawgh] of Lyntoun-le. 1513
DOUGLAS JEneis xm. Prol. 22 Amyd the hawchis, and euery
lusty vaill. 1525-6 Ditr/i. MS. Cell. Roll, Operantibus apud
Rayls circa le haughe in bearparke. 1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk
(1842) 330 Inundations of waters took away to the seawholl
large haughs full of shorn corne. 1726 Diet. Rust. (ed. 3),
ffaw. .in the North it signifies a green plot of Ground in a
Valley. 1786 BURNS Scotch Drink iii, Let husky Wheat
the haughs adorn. 1799 I. ROBERTSON Agric. Perth 15
All the

landj which has been occasionally flooded, time
immemorial, is commonly called Haugh. 1809 I,n. MINTO
in Scott's Fam. Lett. (1894) I. 157, I. .hope one clay to see
his wandering staff planted in some Teviot haugh. 1827
MACKENZIE Hist, ffctucastle II. 743 Proposed to excavate
the haughs above bridge.

b. attrib., as haugh- land.
1794 Statist. Ace. Scot., Lanark. XII. 34 (Jam.) The

haugh-ground is generally ploughed 3. .years for oats. 1805
Trans. Sac. Arts XXIII. 61 A quantity of haugh-land.
a 1852 MACGILLIVRAY Nat. Hist. Dee Side (1855) 255 The
stream . . covers all the haugh lands with its turbid waters.
1873 BURTON Hist. Scat. I. iii. 81 The great haugh flats.

Haugh, obs. f. HOE, HAW int. and sb.*

Hanght (ht), a. arch. Forms: a. 5-6 haute,
hawt(e, 6 halt, 6-7 haut, hault(e. 0. 6-haught.
[orig. haut, hault from contemporary French : see
HAUT a.

; corrupted late in i6th c. to haught after

words like caught, taught, etc. in which gk had
become mute : perh. influenced by high, height.'}
1. High in one's own estimation

; bearing oneself

loftily ; haughty, arch.
a. 1430 40 LYDG. Bochas v. xxiv. (1554) 138 a, He was

haute in his prosperitie. 1494 FABYAN Ckron. vn. 516
Many hawte wordys were blowen on eyther partye. 1531
ELYOT Gov. ir. v, A proude and haulte countenaunce. 1648
MILTON Ps. Ixxx. 35 Nations proud and haut.

Which common spirits fear ! 1875 BROWNING Inn Altu,
i. 313 As the haught high-bred bearing and dispose.

f 2. Of exalted character, esp. in the matter of

courage ; high-minded, noble
; lofty. Obs.

a. a 1470 TIPTOFT Cxsar (1530) 12 He was a man of haute
courage. 1556 J. HEYWOOD Spider t, F. lix. 97 With corage
hawte, Thonset to giue, this castell to assawte. 1565 GOLD-
ING Ovid's Met. iv. (1593) 99 Valiant deedes and halt ex-
ploits. 01577 SIR T. SMITH Commw. F.ng. n. xxvii. (1609)
97 The nature of our Nation is free, stout, hault.
3. 1550 SPENSER F. Q. i. vi. 29 His courage haught Desyrd

of forreme foemen to be knowne,

f3. Of exalted rank or station ; high-born, noble.
1470-85 MALORY Arthur n. vi, Galahad the haute [1634

haughty] prynce. 1553 BALE Gardiner's De Vera Obcd.
F iij, In hault estate of worldly power. 1590 GREENE Orl.
Fur. Wks. (Rtldg.) 106/1 That boast the pride of haught
Latonas son. a 1627 MIDDLETON & ROWLEY Sp. Gipsy n. ii,

As brave a Spaniard As ever spake the haut Castilian tongue.
t 4. High, in literal and other senses. Of hawt

grees, tr. F. at haute graisse,
'

full, plumpe, goodlie,
fat, well-fed, in good liking

'

(Cotgr.). (In Bailey
prob. only Fr.) Obs.
c 1460 J. RUSSELL Bit. Nurture 409 Capon, & hen of hawt

grees, (.us wold |>ey be dight. 1587 TURBERV. Trag. T.
(1837) 5, I know how haut thy muse doth flic. [1731 BAILEY,
Haut, high or shrill . . Haut Centre (in Musick Books)
signifies Counter Tenor. Haut Dessus, first Treble.]
5. Comb., as haught-hearted, -minded.
1540-1 ELYOT Image Gov. (1556) 23 Haulte mynded and

sterne towardes the communaltee. 1547-64 BAULDWIN
Mar. Philos. (Palfr.) 103 Th' ambicious and hautehearted
felowe. 1595 Enq. Tripewi/e (1881) 145 Haught minded,
and hot spirited Simon.

Haughte, obs. pa. pple. of HATCH p. 1

Haughtily (hg-tili), adv. Also 6 hawt-. [f.
HAUGHTY + -LT 2

.] In a haughty manner; proudly,
arrogantly.

S7t*o BARET Ah. H 261 Hawtily, elate .. excelse.
1611 BIBLE Micak ii. 3 Neither shall ye goe haughtily.
a. 1720 SHEFFIELD (Dk. Buckhm.) Wks. (1753) II. 176 To be
neither remiss, nor haughtily imperious. 1832 MACAULAY
Armada 19 Haughtily the trumpets peal, and gaily dance
the bells. 1838 DICKENS Nick, Nick, xvi, He . . strode
haughtily out of the office.

Haughtiness (hg-tines). Also 6-7 haut-,
halt-, etc. [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
1. The quality of being haughty ; loftiness of de-
meanour

; pride, arrogance, disdainfulness.
1555 EDEN Decades 165 He coulde not longe abyde the

hautynes of Petrus Arias. 1571 GOLDING Calvin on Ps.
xxxi. 23 The hawltinesse wherewith they be pufft up. 1592WARNER Alb. Etig. yn. xxxvii. (1612) 179 Honors made
him haughtie, and his haughtines to erre. 1645 MILTON
Tetrach. (1851) 206 To lay their hautinesse under a severity
which they deserv'd. a 1745 SWIFT Will. If, Lett., etc. 1768
IV. 261 King William discovered so much haughtiness and
disdain, both in words and gestures. 1872 J. L. SANFORD
Estim. Eng. Kings, Chas. I, 33r The dignity of bearing . .

was . . often replaced and travestied by a frigid haughtiness.
b. as a mock title.

1641 MILTON Animadv. Wks. 1738 I. 76 To send home
his Haughtiness well bespurted with his own Holy-water
1794 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Ode Wks. 1812 III. 261 Their
most high Haughtinesses.
t2. Exalted character, loftiness, nobility, gran-

deur
; loftiness (of courage), bravery. Obs.

119

1564 GOLDING Justine 77 (R.) In hautinesse of courage . .

and in strength of body, he farre excelled all. 1577-87
HOLINSHED Ckron. III. 1176/1 Which answer .. moued a
maruellous shout and reioising. .the haltinesse thereof was
so wonderfull. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage i. ix. 44, I hope
that the haughtinesse of the Attempt . .shall rather purchase
pardon to my slippes, then blame for my rashnesse.

t Hau'ghtly, adv. Obs. In 6 hawt-, haute-,

[f. HACGHT a. + -LV -.]
^ HAUGHTILY.

1523 SKELTON Garl. Laurel 1117 She loked hawtly and
gave on me a glum. 1581 J. BELL Haddoris Answ. Osor.
77 b, So hautely and arrogantly enhaunced, 1586 WARNKR
Alb. Eiig. in. xvi. (1589) 67 As haughtelie doest thou reuenge,
as humblie I repent.

t Hatrghtness. Obs. In 5-6 hauit(e-. [f.

HAUGHT a. + -NESS.]
= HAUGHTINESS.

1489 CAXTON Faytes ofA . iv. xvii. 280 Dyuerse deuyses
taken by haultnes.se fro the tyme ryght auncyent. 1548
UDALL Erasm. Par. Luke\\. 58 High solemnitie and haulte-
nesse of countinaunce. 1594 CAREW Tasso (1881) 114 O
how she haultnes now and pride forgoes !

Haughtonite (h^-tanait). Min. [Named 1878,
after Dr. S. Haughton.] A variety of BIOTITE, in

which iron replaces much of the magnesium.
1878 Min. Mag, V. 183 Plates of bronzy Biotite {or

Haughtonite). 1881 Academy 6 Nov. 350 The black mica
which Dr. Heddle described as Haughtonite.

Haughty (hli), a. Forms : a. 6 haltie,

haultie, -y, hawtie, -y, 6-7 hautie, -y. . 6-

haughty. [An extension of haut, HAUGHTY., either

as in dusk-y, worth-y, or simply by assimilation to

doughty, mighty, naughty, weighty', etc.]
1. High in one's own estimation ; lofty and dis-

dainful in feeling or demeanour ; proud, arrogant,

supercilious. (Of persons, their action, speech, etc.)
o. i53oPALSGR. 315/1 Hawty as one that is proude, haul-

tain. 1563 Mirr. Mag., Rich. Ill, x, Puft vp in pride, so
hawtie then I grewe. 1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xxi. 55
Hautie wordis. 1659 HAMMOND On Ps. xiv. 4 The prides
ofthe hautiest heathen obdurate hearts. 1667 MILTON P. L.
iv. 858 The Fiend. . like a proud Steed reind, went hautie on.

)S. 1598 FLORIO, Orgoglioso, proude, disdainefull, haughtie.
i6n BIBLE Ps. cxxx. i Lord, my heart is not haughtie.
1667 MILTON P. L. v. 852 Whereat reioic'd Th' Apostat, and
more haughty thus repli'd. 1725 DE FOE Voy. round World
(1840) 191 Thecruel haughty temper of the Spaniards. 1876
RocKTV^.-Fia^r. 105Thehumble broom-plant the haughty
Plantagenet's device.

b. Jig. Of an appearance that seems to claim or

assume superiority; imposing in aspect; grand,
stately, dignified: often withsome mixtureofsenses.
1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholays Voy. in. v. 78 With

their great tufts of feathers upon their heads, they seem in
their appearance proude and hawty. 1697 DRYDEN Virg.
Georg. in. 641 His haughty Crest. 1700 T. BROWN tr.

Fresny's Amusem.Ser.fyCom. 86 Philosophers build those

hauty Edifices they call Systems. 1850 W. IRVING Mahomet
Iv. 254 I'll carry the war into yon haughty mountains.
2. Of exalted character, style, or rank; elevated,

lofty, eminent ; high-minded, aspiring ; of exalted

courage or bravery, arch.
a. 1563 B. GOOGE Eglogs,etc. (Arb.) 72 The hawtye verse,

that Maro wrote. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 438
Sithence your estate is so hautie and high. 1577-87 HOLIN-
SHED Chron. III. 1171/2 His stoutnesse and haltie courage.
1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 484 Of courage hautie, and of limb
Heroic built.

ft. 1378 T. N. tr. Cong. W. India 25 Men of haughtie
corage, that no force or strength of Indians can offende.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. x. i Who now shall give unto me
words and sound Equall unto this haughty enterprise?
1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 280 These their haughtie
attempts were stayed. 1805 SCOTT Last Minstr. vi. xxiii,No haughty feat of arms I tell.

f3. High, lofty (in literal sense). Obs. (Often
with some shade of sense i.)
1570 B. GOOOE Pop. Kingd. iv. (1880) sob, From the

toppes of hawtie towres. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 272
Plantes as growe in highe mountaines, in loftie and hautie

places. Ibid. 288 Others . . pufft upp in the pride of their

nature, advaunce themselves to the hautie heavens. 1578
Mirr.for Mag. n. Vortiger xiii. (1610) 206 God who rules
the haughtie heauen a hygh. i6zi G. SANDYS Ovids Met.
vni. (1626) 156 In mind they beare Their ancient fall and
haughtie places feare.

4. Comb.,w$>haughty-hearted,-ininded,~stomacked.
1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 5 Some . . report you to be

proude and hautie harted. 1605 Tryall Chev. i. iii. in
Bullen O. PL III. 281 Were his power and spirit Ten times
more hauty-ventrous. (11777 FAWKES tr. Apollon. Rkod.,
Argonautics in. (R.), The haughty-minded Pelias.

Haugou, -gout, obs. forms of HAUT-GOUT.
I Haulit, liaht. Obs. Also 3 haat (aste).

[Cf. ON. hxtta (;.-.*hdhtjdn} danger, peril, risk.]

Peril, risk.

CX200 Vices $ Virtues u Hu michel haht hit is godes
forbod

to^brekene. Ibid. 87 Ac Sat is michel hauht,
bute 5u hierof neme michele 3ieme. c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 486
Of his soule beS mikel ha^t. Ibid. 2082 Jc am in sor5e and
ha?t. Ibid. 3384 Amalechkes folc fiedde for ajte of dead.

Hauke, hauker, obs. ff. HAWK, HAWKER.
Haukim, obs. form of HAKIM.
Haul (h^l), v. Forms: 6-8 hall, 7hawle, 7-9

hawl, 7- haul. [A variant spelling of HALE v.i t

in i6th c. also hall
; representing a different pho-

netic development of ME. hale (hal) : cf. small,
beside OE. snivel, ME. sinal, sma/e, Sc. smale, small,
For the spelling au, aw, which dates only from
1 7th c., cf. crawl.]

HAUL.

1. trans. To pull or draw with force or violence
;

to drag, tug (csp. in nautical language).
1581 PKTTIK tr. Guazzos Civ. Corn.', it. (1586) no If hee

hung backe, hee shall be hailed forward. 1597 SHAKS. 2

Hen. IV, v. v. 37 Thy Dol . . is in base Durance, and con-

tagious prison : Hall'd thither by most Mechanical! and
durty hand. 1626 CAI-T. SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen 27
Heaue out your top-sayles, hawle your sheates. 1667
DRYDEN Tempest i.

i,
All within, Haul catt, haul catt, haul

catt, haul. 1669 STURMY Mariner s Mag. 17 Hawl down
both Top-sails close. <ri68o BEVERIDGE *$>?/. (1729) 1.352
See him hall'd from one judgement seat to another. 1773
GOLDSM. Stoops to Conq. in. (Globe) 664/1 Didn't I see him
hawl you about like a milk-maid ? 1787 WINTER Syst. Hush.
101 The expence of hailing must be governed by the distance

they are hailed from. 1798 COLERIDGE Satyrane's Lett. i.

in Biog. Lit. (1882) 246 We hauled anchor, and passed
gently up the river. 1810 Sporting Mag. XXXVI. 264
They were pushing and hawling every body about. 1853
READE Chr. Johnstane 160 He began to haul in the net.

1885 Manch. Exam. 24 Feb. 5/2 [They] would rather be
stoned and hauled before the magistrates.
fig. 1725 N. ROBINSON Th. Physick 141 There is no Neces-

sity always to hall in fermenting Humours to cause pain.
fb. To search, examine thoroughly, overhaul

(cf. drag], Obs. rare.
1666 WOOD Life (O. H. S.) II. 83 Continually hauling

taverns and alehouses [for undergraduates],
t C. colloq. To worry, torment, pester. Obs.

1678 R. BARCLAY Apol. Quakers xiv. v. 506 They went up
and down . . preaching . . tho' daily beaten, whipped, bruised,
hailed, and imprisoned therefore. 1737 WHISTON Josefhits,

Autfq.xix.\. i Caius.. pulled and hauled its other citizens,

especially the senate. 1743 GAY Distress'd Wife v. Wks.
(1772) 328, I won't be haul'd and worried.

d. colloq. To bring up for a reprimand, to call to

account. A\to,fofaufavertfacoats (ttcCOALs&.ii').
1795 NELSON 25 Nov. in Nicolas Dispt (1845) II. 107, I

think the Admiral will be hauled over the coals for not
letting me have ships. 1863 LIVINGSTONE Zambesi vi. 142
The first native . . refused to sell his fowls at the Govern-
ment prices [and] was hauled up before the irate command-
ant. 1882 B. D. W. RAMSAY Recoil. Mil. Serv. I, ix. 215
They were all young officers . . and probably at times require
to be hauled up sharply. 1893 ST. AUBYN Junior Dean
xxix. 233 He was what, in figurate undergraduate language
is termed ' hauled '.

2. intr. To pull, tug (at or upon something).
1743 BULKELEY & CUMMINS Voy. S. Seas 115 All Hands

haul'd. 1791
( G. GAMBADO* Ann. Horsem. ix. (1809) 106,

L.pulPd, and haul'd, to try to turn him [a horse]. 1857
LAWRENCE Guy Liv, xiv. 129 He was hauling nervously at
the reins. 1859 READE Love me Little II. iv. 177 He . .

made the rope fast to her [the schooner's] thwart, then haul-

ing upon it, brought the lugger alongside.
b. intr. for refl. in passive sense.

1797 NELSON in A. Duncan Life (1806) 42, I found .. the

Spanish ensign hauling down. 1871 PALGRAVE Ayr. Poems
138 Till their flag hauls down to the foe.

3. Naut. (intr.} To trim the sails, etc. of a ship
so as to sail nearer to the wind (also to haul up] ;

hence more generally, to change or turn the ship's

course; to sail in a certain course. (Also trans, with
the ship as object ; also, to sail along a coast.']

i557 w - TOWRSON in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 113 We hailed
off our ships to fetch the winde as neer as wee coulde.
a 1599 H. SMITH Ibid. (1599) I. 445 The wind being at

West, we did hall the coast East northeast, and East..Wee
. . hald along the coast East and East southeast, and all

the same night wee hailed Southeast, and Southeast by
East. 1697 DAMPIER Voy. (1729) I. 51 He hailed into the

Harbour, close to the Island. i743WooDROOFEin Hanway
Trav. (1762) I. n. xxiii. 101 We haul'd round Zeloi island
for Baku bay. Ibid. iv. lix. 272 Hauling out north north-
east. 1806 A. DUNCAN Nelson 48 The enemy .. hauled up
on the Terpsichore's weather-beam. 1858 C. KIRTON in

Merc. Marine Mag. V. 209, I hauled in to S. 23 E., true.

Ibid., I told the Chief Officer to haul her off four points.

b. Phr. To haul upon or to the wind, also trans.

to haul (a ship) on a wind, and to haul the (her,

our, etc.) wind: to bring the ship round so as to

sail closer to the wind.

1726 SHELVOCKE Voy. round World (1757) 328 Unwilling
to run .. into the enemy's clutches, I hauled again on a
wind. 1762 FALCONER Shipwr. n. Argt., The ship bears

up : again hauls upon the wind. 1768 WALES in Phih
Trans. LX. 112 At 15 h. we hauled the wind to the south-
ward. ^797 NELSON in A. Duncan Life (1806) 40 The
Spanish fleet . . hauled to the wind on the larboard tack.
1806 A. DUNCAN Nelson 24 The enemy hauled their wind
and made off. 1829 MARRYAT /', Mildmay xxi, My inten-

tion is to. . haul dead on a wind. 1835 Pirate xiv, The

Enterprise took in her topmast studding-sail, and hauled
her wind. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk. s.v., Haul your
'wind, or haul to the ivwd, signifies that the ship's head is

to be brought nearer to the wind.

C. transf. andyf^. (intr. and trans.} To change
one's course of action ; to withdraw, retreat ; to

make one's way, to come or go.
1802 T. JEFFERSON Writ. (1830) III. 495 He took it in

mortal offence, and from that moment has been hauling off

to his former enemies. 1825 Blackw. Mag. XVIII. 177
Such works haul but slowly into this northern region. 1858
B. TAYLOR Northern Trait, xxii. 230 The morning looked

..threatening, but the clouds gradually hauled off to the
eastward. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk..

f
Haul my wind,

an expression when an individual is going upon a new line

of action.

4. Of the wind: To change direction, shift, veer,

1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789), Echars, a wind that
veers and hauls; a light and variable wind. 1840 R. H.
DANA Bef. Mast xxxi. m The wind hauled to the south-

ward_. 1864 LOWELL Fireside Trav. 123 The wind also is

hauling round to the right quarter. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's
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Word-bk., Hani rminii, said when the wind is gradually

shifting towards any particular point of the compass.

Haul ligD. sb. [f. prec. vb.j

1. The act of hauling ;
a pull, a tug ; spec, the

draught of a fishing-net.

1670 \V. HACKE Collect. Voy. (1699) II. 82 We caught in

our Sean at one Haul no less than seven Hundred. 1726
THOMSON" ll'infer 627 The

leap,
the slap, the haul. 1780

A. YOUNG Tour [rel. I. 230* The largest hawl, taking 1452
salmon. 1868 PEARD Wattr-Farm. viii. 87 This first haul

of the net. 1871 PROCTOR Light Sc. 156 On October 5th. .

lx>th the sun and the moon will give a particularly vigorous
haul upon the earth's waters.

b. With adv., as haul-down, the act of hauling
down. Haul-down promotion : see HAULING vbl.

so. b, qnot. 1867.
1882 .Vtit-y List July 512/2 Haul down promotions abolished

by Circular 75, of loth November 1874.

2. roncr. a. A draught of fish.

1854 H. MILLER Sch. fy Schm. xx. (1860) 312 The entire

haul consisted of rather more than twelve barrels. 1885
L'pool Daily Post 30 June 4 'B When they make good hauls
of fish the price immediately drops.

b. Rope-making. (See first quot.)
1794 Rigging ff Seamanship I. 55 A Haul of Yarn is

about four-hundred threads, when warped off the winches,
with a slight turn in it, to be tarred. Ibid. 61 It is generally
tarred in hauls, as other rope. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. s.v.,

The haul is dragged through a grip, gape, or sliding nipper
which expresses superfluous tar.

3. fig. The act of 'drawing' or making a large

profit or valuable acquisition of any kind ; concr.

the thing or amount thus gained or acquired.

1776 A. ADAMS in J. Q. Adams' Fam. Lett. (1876) 220,
I think we made a fine haul of prizes. 18*6 SCOTT Jnil.

[1890)!. 176 If I can but wheedle him out of a few anecdotes,
it would be a great haul. 1891 Lit. World 24 Apr. 396/1

.25,000 is said to be the great haul made . . as the result of
his recent lecturing tour.

4. Comb, haul-rope, a rope for hauling some-

thing ; haul-seine, a large seine that is hauled, a

drag-seine.
1884 KNIC.HT Diet. Mech. Suppl., Haul Seinr. 1890 O.

CRAWFURD Round Calendar in Portugal 32, I have seen
the whole population of a coast hamlet . . at the haul-ropes,
and drawing home, .the harvest of the sea.

Haulage (hg-ledj). [f. as prec. + -AGE.]
1. The action or process of hauling or pulling;

the traction or conveyance of a load in a wagon or

other vehicle ; the amount of force expended in

hauling (quot. 1883).
1826 J. ADAMSON Sk. Inform. Rail-roads 39 The company

have actually let the haulage of their coal. 1857 SMILES

Stephenson ix. 81 The haulage was both tedious and expen-
sive. 1883 Manch. Kxam. 7 Nov. 5/5 The impossible gra-
dient of one in 25 .. is .. denounced . . as the haulage would
have to be trebled, and three horses employed in place of one.

2. The expense of or charge for hauling.
1864 in WEBSTER. 1869 Sat. Rev. 19 June 822 He esti-

mates his pair of cottages, .at 2057. plus the haulage.
8.

' A traction-way
'

(Smyth Sailor's M'ord-bk^).
4. attrib. and Comb., as haulage-clip (see quot.

1883), -power, -road, -rope, -work.

1864 Reader 7 May 594 The diminution of haulage power
owing to the wheels becoming rail-bound. 1883 GRESLEY
Gloss. Coal Mining, HanlageClip^, levers, jaws, wedges, etc.,

by which trams, singly or in trains, are connected to the

hauling ropes. 1896 MRS. H. WARD Sir G. Tressady 555
The air in the haulage road was clearing fast

Haulbergyn, obs. form of HABERGEON.
t Haul-bowline, -bowling = HALE-BOWLINE.
1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-hie.

,
Hanl-bmulings, the old

name for the able-bodied seamen.

Hauld, Sc. f. HOLD.
Hauler (hg-bi). [f. HAUL v. + -EP.I.] One
who or that which hauls

;
a man employed in haul-

ing something, e.g. coal in a mine (
= HAi'LiER).

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk $ Stlv. Ep. Ded., Whatever is

a Nonesuch, will draw enough as 'tis, without the Hogou of
the stifling Haulers. 1846 WORCESTER, Hauler, one who
draws. 1889 Cent. Diet., Hauler. .2. A device for catching
fish, consisting ofseveral hooks connected together and hauled

through the water by a line, .as, a haitlerfor bluefish. 1892
Labour Commission Gloss., Drawers, also called

'

haulers ',

are the workmen in a coal mine who fill the tubs at the face

and draw or haul them to the pit bottom.

Haulier (hg'liaj). [f. HAUL v. -i- -IEB, cf.

collier, sawyer and HALLIEB '.] A man employed
in hauling or pulling something ; spec, a workman
in a coal mine who pulls or drives the tubs which

convey the coal from the working to the bottom
of the shaft.

'577 HANMER Anc. Eccl. Hist. (1585) 461 Maister .. of the
hauliers. 1891 Daily Nruis 27 Aug. 5/4 They found in the

upper roadway two hauliers or carters . . overcome by the
foul gas. 1893 Times 9 Aug. 9/2 The hauliers employed
at the Prince of Wales Colliery, Risen.

Hauling (h-Hn), vbl. sb. [f. HAUL y. + -iNoi.]
The action of pulling, dragging, or traction.
1626 CAPT. SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen 4 The Marshall is

to. .see Justice executed .. ducking at Yards arme, bawling
vnder the Keele. 1658-9 Burton's Diary (1828) III. 134
There will be hauling and pulling, and irregular proceedings.
1731 "SwmAdv.RepealingTesfWix. 1841 II. 243/2 Pullings
and haulings backward and forward. 1884 West. Morn.
tin* 2 Au|. 8/t The hauling down of the signal.

b. attrib. and Comb.
1791 Selty Bridge Act 3 To.. make any hauling roads.

1793 SMEATON Edystone L. 212 The bawling track for the
navigation by horses. 1837 MARRVAT Uog.Jiend x, He is

drawn aft by a hauling line. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's .

Hauling dtnvn vacancy, the colloquialism expressive of the

promotion of a flag-lieutenant and midshipman on an ad-
miral's hauling down his flag.

Hauling, ///. a. [-I.XG 2.] That hauls.

1891 T. HAXUV Tess 1. 170 A driver sitting upon one of the

hauling horses.

Haulm, halm (hgm, ham\ s6. Forms : i

halm, healm, 6-7 halme, hawme, ham(e, 78
hawm, 7-9 haum, 5- halm, 7- haulm. (See
also HELM si.-'-) [OE. Aea/m^OS. (MDu., T>u.),

OHG. (MHG., mod.G.) halm stem or stalk of

grass, stalk of a plant, ON.hAlmr (Sw., Da. halm)
straw: OTeut. *halmo-z, repr. a pre-Teut.*A>a/w<u:
cf. Gr. KaAa/jos, L. calamus reed.]

a. collective sing. The stems or stalks of various

cultivated plants, as peas, beans, vetches, hops,

potatoes, etc., now less commonly of corn or grass ;

esp. as left after gathering the pods, ears, etc., and
used for litter or thatching; straw.

(-815 Vesp. fsnlttr lxxxii[i]. 14 [13] Swe swe halme biforan

onsiene windes. r lOOOtSVz-r. Leeckd. II. 134 emm cetelhrum
and berenhealm, fcebsern & gnid togaedere. Ibid. 148 genim
ri^en heahn eft and beren. c 1440 Promp. Part'. 223/2

Halm, or stobyl . .stipnla. 1570 Stanford Chnrchw. Ace. in

Antiquary Apr. (1888) 170 For hame to thatche the churche
howse. 1573 TUSSER Hiist. Ivii. 11878) 130 The hawme is

the strawe of the wheat or the rie, which once being reaped,

they mowe by and bie. 1669 WORUIXJE Syst. Agric. (1681)
282 Finish the gathering and drying of your Hops ; cleanse
the Poles of the Hawm. 1674 RAY S. f, E. C..Words 68
Hanlm or Helm, stubble gathered after the corn is inned.

1675 Phil. Traits. X. 398 These apparent tangles were the

ham of the beans. 1725 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s.v. November,
Cut off the Asparagus Haulm when it is become Yellow.
1808 CURWEN Econ. Feeding Stock n note, The potatoe top.
or haulm, when properly dried, makes very good litter for

cattle. 1887 Spectator 23 July 984/2 Peas often produce a

great show of pods on short haulm in a dry summer.

b. with a and //. A stalk or stem (of a bean,

potato, grass, etc.).

950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. iii. 12 Da halmas..forbernes

fyres in undrysnende. 1633 WHITBOURNE Ne'ivfoundland 5
Great plenty of greene Pease and Fitches . . the hawmes of
them are good fodder for cattell. 1847 lllustr. Lend. A'ws
24 July 6r/2 The decaying haulms of the potato. 1881
DARWIN Veg. Mould 117 A thin cylindrical object such as a
haulm of grass.

C. attrib.

1862 T. HUGHES in Mactn. Mag. V. 241/2 They.. came
upon haulm walls and hurdles, within which were a flock of

she

[anlm, v. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To lay (straw or

haulm) straight for thatching. (See also HKLMf.3)
1641 BEST Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 60 Sometimes, .wee have

beene forced to hawme wheate and rye stubble and there-

with to thatch our stackes. 1767 A. YOUNG Farmer's Lett,
to People 205 Haulming, at one shilling and six-pence. 1846
Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. VII. i. 40 Without having to wait for

haulming the stubble.

Haulmy (hg'mi, ha'mi), a. [f. as prec. + -T.]

Having haulms ; having long or large haulms.

1669 WORUDGE Syst. Agric. (1681) Gloss., Ha-Mtny, long-
stalked. Ibid. 19 The Grass . . is much discoloured, and
grown so hawmy. Ibid. 326 Pease or other haw[m]y stuff.

Haulse, haulser, obs. ff. HALSE v.z, HAWSEB.
Haul-seine : see HAUL sb. 4.

Haulster. [f. HAUL v. + -STEB : cf. HAULER.]
A man or beast that hauls ; a horse used to hanl.

1882 Daily Ncivs 23 Mar. 5/6 Four of Pickford's most

magnificent haulsters were in the shaft team.

Hault, haultie, haultness, obs. forms of

HALT, HAUGHT, HAUT, HAUGHTY, HAUGHTNESS.

Haultain, -ayn(e, -eyne, -igne, var. HAU-

TAIN, Obs.

Hault-boy, -goust, obs. ff. HAUTBOY, -GOUT.

Haulyard : see HALTABD.
Haum(e, obs. form of HAULM, HAME.

Haumed, {Her) : see HAWMED, HUMET.

Haunce, variant of HANCE sb. and v.

Haunch (bgnf, hanf),^.
1 Forms: 4-7hanohe,

haunche, (5 houche), (Sc. 6 hench(e), 6-8

hanoh, 6- haunch, (mod.Sc. haineh}. [a. OF.

kanche(G^f.hanke), I2thc.in Hatz.-Darm. = Pr.,

Sp., It., Pg. anca hip, buttock of the horse, med.L.

hancha (1275 in Du Cange), prob. of German

origin: cf. OHG. ancha (encha, einkA) leg, lit.

joint. It is only since the i8th c. that the spelling
haunch has displaced hanc/i.]
1. The part of the body, in men and quadrupeds,

lying between the last ribs and the thigh ;
the

lateral expansions of the pelvis ;
of a horse, that

part of the hind quarters which extends from the

reins or the back to the hough or ham.
a 1225 ts 61 'JOS R- BRUNNE Hand!. Synne 9108 And

nober body, ne be arme, Bledde neuer blode, colde ne warme,
But was as drye wyb al be haunche, As of a stok were ryue
a braunche. c\ya Sir Tristr. 1088 In be haunche ri;t

Tristrem was wounded sare. c 1400 Laiifranc'sCirurg. 176

Bonys of haunchis ben maad fast wi[> be lattere boon of pe

rigboon. 1460 Lybeaits Disc. 268 Thorugh herte, other

thorugh honche, Wyth hys sper he wyll launche. 1500-20
DUNBAR Poems Ix. 55 With hoppir hippis, and benches nar-

row. 1565-73 COOPER Thesaurus, Clunis. .the buttocke or

lianche. 1595 GOSSON Qnippes Upst. Gentlesumn. 151 in

Hazl. E. P. P. IV. 256 These hoopes, that hippes and
haunch do hide. 1596 DALRYMPUE tr. Leslie's hist. Scot.

viii. 81 Strukne ir. the hench or he was war. 1674 ti.

Scheffer's Lapland 130 The Rain-deer, .are white not only
on their belly but on their haunches. 1721-1800 BAILEV,
Hatifh, the Hip, a Part of the Body. 1735 SOMERVILLE
Chase i. 196 On their Haunches rear'd. 1831 R. KNOX
Cloqttet's Anat. 118 The pelvis properly so called, or that

expansion which constitutes the haunches. 1866 GF.O. ELIOT
F. Holt (i 863i 12 A fine black retriever, .sat on his haunches,
and watched him as he went to and fro.

b. The leg and loin of a deer, sheep, or other

animal, prepared for, or served at, table.

1481-90 HowardHonseh. Bks. (Roxb.) 320 For bryngenge
of halff a haunche. 1573-80 BARF.T Ah: H 66 An hanch of
venison, a 1612 HARISGTON Kfigr. \\. H. 9, I was no ghest,
Nor ever since did tast of side or haunch. 1712 ADDISON
S/>t'ct. No. 482 p 4 The best Pickle for a Walnut, or Sauce
for an Haunch of Venison. 1741 Comfit. Fam. Piece n. i.

292 When the Huntsmen come in to the Death of the Hart,
they should cry, M'are Haunch^ that the Hounds may nut
break in to the Deer. 1859 A II 1 'ear Round No. 29. 57 No-
where can the equal ofa Sussex haunch or saddle be obtained.

c. The pelvis as containing the womb. (Cf.

Scriptural use of loins.

1598 SYLVESTER Dii Bartas n. i. iv. Handie-crafts 778
O too frtiitfull hanches ! O wretched root ! O hurtfull, hate-

full branches ! 1664 BUTI.KR Hud, \\. iii. 693 A Vine, sprung
from her hanches O'er-spread his Empire with its branches.

d. fig. The hinder part, the latter end.

'59? SHAKS. 2 Hen. IVy iv. iv. 92 A Summer Bird, Which
euer in the haunch of Winter sings The lifting vp of day.

e. Phrases. (See quot.)
1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v.. Putting him [a horse] ?//<'//

his haunches . .\.Q couple him well, or to put him well together,
or make him compact . . To drag the haunches, is to change
the leading foot in galloping.
2. The coxa or basal joint of the leg in insects,

spiders, and crustaceans.
1828 STARK Eleni. Nat. Hist. II. 314 The two anterior feet

much larger than the others, with long haunches. Ibid.,
Anterior legs with a blackish blue spot on the internal side

of the haunches. 1834 McMuRTRiE Cvvicr's Anim. Kingd.
302 Xyphosura. . the haunches of the first six pair of feet are
covered with small spines, and perform the office ofjaws.
3. Arch. The side of an arch between the crown
and the piers, the flank; = HANGED. 3,q.v. Hence
the corresponding part of any arched figure.

1793 SIR G. SHUCKBURGH in Phil. Trans. LXXXIII. 87

f/c,*When the arch had stood two years, the haunches were
filled up with bricks. 1812-16 J. SMITH Panorama Sc. fy

A rt I. 230 Let the substance of the rope, on the convex side,
be increased in some parts, for example at the haunches ; it

will then no longer describe a catenary. 1877 LL. JEWITT
Half-hrs. among Eng. Antiy, 158 The decorations upon
bells consist of encircling inscriptions, usually on the haunch.
1881 YOUNG Every Man his own Mechanic 1173 The sides

of the arch between the crown and the piers are called its

haunches or flanks.

4. Naut. a. (Seequot.i823). b. = HANCE sb. 2 a.

1823 CRABB Technol. Diet., Haunch^ {Mar.) a sudden de-
crease in the size of a piece of timber. 1867 SMYTH Sat/fir's

Word-bk., Haunch, a sudden fall or break, as from the drifts

forward and aft to the waist. The same as hance.

5. A mechanical contrivance for lowering one end
of a wine-cask while drawing off the contents.

6. attrib. and Comb., as ^haunch-evil, -hoop,

-joint\ haunch-vent Sc. (see quot. 1824); (from
sense 3), as haunch-stone. Also HAUNCH-BONE.
a 1225 A ncr. R. 280 Hu ueole J grimme wrastlare ofhelle

breid up on his hupe, and werp, mid be haunche turn, into

golnesse. 1562 TURNER A ij b, Baths^ Barnes ofSiknesses
The sciatica or hanchevel. 1824 MACTAGGART Galloi'id.

EncycJ. t Henchvents, the same with 'gores', pieces of linen

put into the lower parts of a shirt . . to give 'vent
'

or room
for the 'haunch*. 1824 R. CHAMBERS Trad. Edin. (1825)
II. 59 There were the breast-knots, two hainch-knots, (at

which there were also buttons for looping up the gown be-

hind). i8a6 SCOTT JrnL (1890) I. 98 A venerable lady who
always wore a haunch-hoop. 1828 F. M. Perth .\\xiii,

Henry, .swung the ponderous implement far behind his right
haunch joint. 1883 Surv. W. Palestine III. 407 With
narrow key-stone and broad haunch-stones.

Hence Haivnchless a.
y
not having haunches.

Hau'nchy a., having prominent haunches.

1831 TRELAWNY^f/t'. \~oungerS0nxc\\i. (1890) 394 Greasy
and haunchy

brutes. 1834 Frastr"s Mag. IX. 300 Ill-cut,

and haunchless shape.

Haunch, sb* (&.hainch) : see underHAUNCH w.s

t Haunch., v. 1 Obs. rare. [f.
HAUNCH sb^~\

trans. To bring down (a deer, etc.) upon its

haunches.

1605 CAMDEN Rent. 1 1637) 256 When the said King John
saw a faire bucke haunched.

Haunch., v.- [f.
HAUNCH sb^ 4 a.] trans. To

reduce in thickness, intr. Of a piece of timber :

To decrease suddenly in thickness.

1794 Rigging $ Seamanship I. 4 Cleats, .are haunched on

the back with a hollow. Ibid 31 The square . . haunches

from thence into the round.

Haunch, 2>. ;J In Sf. hainch, hench. [f.

HAUNCH st>. 1
i, in Sc. hainch, hench.'] trans. To

throw with an underhand movement, the arm being

jerked against the haunch ;

' to elevate by a sudden

jerk
'

(Jam.).
1788 E PICKEN Poems 75 (Jam.) To hainch a chield aboon

the moon. 18*5 BROCKETT N. C. Gloss., Haunch, Hainch,
to throw ; as a stone from the hand byjerking it against the

haunch. 1894 CROCKETT Raiders no With a pebble

cunningly
' benched \

Hence Haunch, Sc. hainch, hainsh sb., a jerked

underhand throw ; Hauncher, Sc. haincher,

henoher ; Haunching, benching vbl. sb.



HAUNCH-BONE.
1814 MACTAGGART Gallmnd. Encycl., Hainching* throw-

ing, by springing the arm on the haunch. 1841 HARDY in

Proc. Betiu. Nat. Club II. No. n. 54 The bowl.. launched
in the manner which in Scotland is called a hainsh, being
precisely the fashion after which the Greek AKTXO? was im-

pelled. Ibid. 58 The bowls were sometimes thrown by
raising the arm.. but more frequently they were propelled
in the Jiainshing mode. 1863 J. BROWN Biggar, in John
Leech, etc. (1882) 328 A dextrous hencher of stones. 1894
CROCKETT Lilac Snnbonnet 310 Throwing stones at them
in the manner known as 'henchin'.

Hau'ncll-bone. The bone of the haunch :

sometimes applied to the os innominatuw as a

whole, but more frequently to the os ilium.
c 1386 CHAUCER Miller's T. 93 He . . heeld hire harde by

the haunche bones. 1548-77 VICARY Anat. x. (1888) 84 The
thye bone.. the roundnes that is at the vpper ende..is

receyued into the. .hole of the hanche bone. 1646 SIR T.
HROWNE Pseud. Ep. iv. vi. 195 The hanch bones in women
. .are more protuberant then they are in men. 1831 R.
K.NOX Cloqucfs Anat. in The Coxal, Iliac, or Haunch
Hone . . which is a double unsymmetrical bone . . the largest
of all the flat bones, and occupies the lateral and anterior

parts of the pelvis. 1855 RAMSBOTHAM Obstetr. Med. 2

The os ilium, hip or haunch bone, is the largest of the 3
divisions of the os innominatum.

Haunched, [f. HAUNCH sb^ + -ED
'*.] Hav-

ing haunches: usually in comb.
1611 COTGR., Hanchu y big haunched. .great hipt.

Hatrnching. [f. HAUNCH sb.\ 3.] The parts
of an arch belonging to the haunch collectively.
1886 Jrnl. Franklin fnst. Ser. in. XCI. 433 The arch was

of brick while the haunching, as shown by the dotted lines,
was of rubble. Above the haunching was gravel filling.

Haunchman, erroneous form of HENCHMAN.
Hanne, obs. form of AWN.
1589 NASHE Anat. Absurd. 25 Least.. they be choaked

with the haune before they can come at the karnell.

Hauns(e, haunsel, obs. ff. HANCE, HANDSEL.
HaiUlt ^hnt, hant), V. Also 3-4 haunten,

4 hauntyn, hanten, 4-6 haunte, 4-7 hant(e, 5
hawntyn. [a. F. hante-r (izth c. in Littre), of

uncertain origin : see Diez, Littre, Hatz.-Darm.
From the uncertainty of the derivation, it is not clear

whether the earliest sense in F. and Eng. was to practise
habitually (an action, etc.) or to frequent habitually (a

place). The order here is therefore provisional.]

I. trans. \ 1. To practise habitually, familiarly,
or frequently. Obs.
c 1*30 Hall Metd. 25 Unseli horlinges unlaheliche hit

haunteS in inwarde helle. Ibid. 33 pe nuten neauer hwat
hit is & hatieS bat ha haunteS. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron.
(1810) 320 f>e kyng said . . f>e pape . . haunted Maumetrie.
1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. Prol. 74 And leueb hit to losels pat
lecherie haunten. c 1375 Minor Poems fr. Vernon MS.
{E. E. T. S.) 601 Haunte studie, bau} bou haue Wei con-

ceyued ^i craft. <: 1449 PECOCK Repr. n. xi. 214 Men woned
for to haunte daili contemplacioun. 1509 BARCLAY Shyp
ofFolys (1874) I. 195 His preceptis hant kepe and exercyse.
XS73 TUSSER Husb. Ixvii. (1878) 155 The honestie in deede
I graunt, Is one good point the wife should haunt, To make
hir husband thriue.

f 2. To use or employ habitually or frequently;

refl. to use, accustom, or exercise oneself. Obs.
a 13^0 HAMPOLE Psalter 1. i perfor is Jris psalme mast

hauntid [v. r. vsede] in halykirke. c 1340 Prose Tr.
(1866) 20 Men or women the which hauntene leuefully
worldely goodes. 1382 WYCLIF Exod. xiv. 31 The greet
hoond that the Lord hauntide a?ens hem. i Tim. iv. 7
Haunte [exerce} thi silf to pile. 1412-20 LYDG. Chron.
Troy n. xii, How wyues and maydens in that companie . .

Haunted be, and used at theyr luste. 1588 J. MELLIS Briefe
Instr. G j, Diuers and sundry goldes . . which . . yee may
reduce into your vsuall money, such as you daily haunt.

[1893 Northumbld. Gloss.^ Hant, to haunt, to accustom,
as a pigeon to its dovecot.)

3. To resort to frequently or habitually ; to fre-

quent or be much about (a place).
1290 S. Eng* Leg. I. 413/381 Formest he gan haunti

wakes. 1297 R. GLOUC. (1724) 534 Sir Edward .. hauntede
tornemiens with wel noble route. 1382 WYCLIF Dan. xiiL
6 These ofte hauntiden the hous of Joachym. c 1394 P. PL
Crede 106 We haunten none tauernes. c 1400 Destr. Troy
2963 Hit were, .semly for wemen, paire houses to haunt &
holde horn within. ^1489 CAXTON Blanchardyn Hi. 201

Takyng a waye whiche was not moche haunted. 1529
MORE Dyaloge in, Hunne had haunted heretikes lectures

by nighte long before. 1538 LELAND //:'. III. 33 The Town
was hauntid with Shippes of diverse Nations. 1585 T.
WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's Voy. n. xxii. 59 b, The Turks
wives .. delight at al times to haunt the bathes. 1697 DRY-
DEN Virg. Georg. i. 12 Ye Nymphs that haunt the Moun-
tains and the Plains. 1710 WHITWORTH Ace. Russia (1758)
12 The rest of the country to Astracan . . is haunted by the
Calmucks. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.'vt. I. 459 She was
the daughter of a poor Cavalier knight who haunted White-
hall. 1897 MAHY KINGSLEY IV. Africa 46 It is difficult,
unless you have haunted these seas, to realise the interest
we take, .there in currents.

4. To frequent the company of (a person), to as-

sociate with habitually ; to
* run after '. (Now

chiefly transferred from 5b.)
1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes 37 Yf thou haue

haunted eny felowe, and thou se hys companye is not
couenable vnto the, spare it. 1380 SIDNEY Arcadia (1622) 5
A man who for his hospitalitie is so much haunted, that no
newes stirre, but come to his eares. 1594 CAREW Huarte's
Exam. Wits x. (1596) 130 The preacher .. who hath the
conditions of a perfect Orator . . is more haunted than he
that wanteth them. 1691 WOOD Ath. Oxon. (1817) III. 914
He [was] removed from Shrewsbury where he was much
haunted by his party. 1713 SWIFT On /fzwse/fWk*. 1755
IV. i. ii A certain doctor is observed of late To haunt a
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certain minister of state. 1890 SAINTSBURY Ess. 98 Rather
given to haunting rich men.
5. trausf. amlyig. Of unseen or immaterial visit-

ants, a. Of diseases (obs.}, memories, cares, feel-

ings, thoughts : To visit frequently or habitually ;

to come up or present themselves as recurrent in-

fluences or impressions, esp. as causes of distraction

or trouble ; to pursue, molest.

your mind is marching
the Muses. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///, i. ii. 122 Your beauty,
that did haunt me in my sleepe, To vndertake the death of
all the world. 16x5 J. STEPHENS Satyr. Ess. (ed. 2) 240 He is

ever haunted with a blushing weakenesse. 1724 R. WELTON
18 Disc. 469 He hath no secret guilt that haunts and doggs
him. 1838 LYTTON Alice 7 Regret of another kind still

seems to haunt you. 1855 BAIN Senses fy Int. in. i. 12
A painful recollection will haunt a person through life.

b. esp. Of imaginary or spiritual beings, ghosts,
etc. : To visit frequently and habitually with mani-
festations of their influence and presence, usually of
a molesting kind. To be haunted : to be subject to

the visits and molestation of disembodied spirits.

1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. in. i. 107 O monstrous. O strange.
We are hanted ; pray masters, flye masters, helpe. 1593
Rich, II, in. ii. 158 Some haunted by the Ghosts they haue
depos'd. 1602 MARSTON Antonio's Rev. in, ii, Bug-beares
and spirits haunted him. 1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc's
Trav. 312 They were told .. how there was a Chamber
haunted with spirits, and strangely molested with horrible

rumblings, a 1679 LD. ORRERY Herod Gt. iii, My ghost
shall haunt thee out in every place. 1722 SEWEL Hist.

who haunt us. 1871-4 J. THOMSON City Dreadf. Nt. vn. i,

Phantoms haunt those shadowy streets.

II. intr. f 6. To be wont or accustomed. Obs.

1x1300 Cursor M. 12683 Sua haunted he on knes to Hj.
c 1440 CAPGRAVE Life St. Kath. iv, 1223 Al her gret trost. .

With f>e whiche thei haunted her goddis for to calle. c 1560
A, SCOTT Poems (S. T. S.) iv. 33 Thocht bruckill wemen
hantis In lust to leid thair lyvis.

7. To resort habitually ; to stay or remain usually
(in a place) ; to associate (with a person). Now
usually said of the lower animals.
a 1300 Cursor M. 15742 ludas wel he kneu pe stede quar

tesus was hauntand. a 1375 Lay Folks Mass Bk. App. iv.

439 per a Neddre hauntes. 1481 CAXTON Myrr. i. xiv. 47
(Promp. Parv.) It is good for to haunte amonge the vertuous
men. 1526 TINDALE John xi. 34 Jesus, .there haunted with
his disciples. 1532-3 Act 24 Hen. VIII* c. 10 All maner of

choughes . . breedynge or hauntynge within orvppon anye the

sayde manours. 1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. ii. in.

Colonies 391 Where now fell Tartars hant In wandring
troops. 1604 SHAKS. Oik. i. i. 96, I haue charg'd thee not
to haunt about my doores, 1627 RUTHERFORD Lett. (1862)
I. 35 Be diligent to know with whom she loveth to haunt.

1780 G. WHITE Selbomt xii. (1853) 52 Some birds haunting
with the missel-thrushes. 1860 HAWTHORNE Marb. Faun
(1870) I. xvi. 158 A homeless dog, that haunted thereabouts.

f 8. To have resort, betake oneself, go to. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 13691 Mont oliuet it es an hill pat iesus

hanted mikel till. 1525 LD. BERNERS Froiss. II. ccxxiii.

[ccxix.] 695 There haunted into Turkey a marchaunt genouoy
of the isle of Sio. 1570 Saiir. Poems Reform, xv. 132 My
counsell is expres, That tb your wyfis ye hant. 1632 LITH-
cow Trav. i. 28 To Lorett people haunt with naked feete.

Haunt (hnt, hant), sb. Also 4-6 haunte,
6-7 hant. [f. HAUNT z.]
1. Habit, wont, custom, usage. Now dial.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 4730 Ilkaman after

his auenaunt Made offrynge, as was his haunt, c 1449
PECOCK Repr. 248 So grete Evidences of the Faith . . ben
hadde in so greet Haunt & uce. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel.
n. ii. iv. (1651) 275 When once they have got a haunt of
such companies, and habit of gaming. 1674 TEMPLE Let. to

Coventry Wks. 1731 II. 307 'Tis hard for a Man to lose a
good Haunt, or an ill Custom. 1855 ROBINSON Whitby
Gloss.) Haunt, a habit.

' He has a sad haunt on 't ', a fixed
habit of doing so and so. 1804 Hetton-le-hole Gloss, s.v.

Hant
t

' He has a nasty hant of doing that '.

f b. Habitual practice or use (of anything).
1:1386 CHAUCER Prol, 447 Of clooth makyng she hadde

swich an haunt \Camb. MS. hand], She passed hem of ypres
and of Gaunt. ^1449 PECOCK Repr. i. xviii. 103 Summe
ben . . avoutreris in greet haunt and contynuaunce. 1513
DOUGLAS &neis iv. Prol. 249 Eschew thine hant, and myn-
niss all thi mycht. 1536 BELLENDEN Cron. Scot. (1821) II.

216 Than wes not usit sic hant of disc and cart is as ar now
usit. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay"s Voy. HI. iii. 74
For their haunt and traficke of merchandise.

fr 2. The act or practice of frequenting or habitu-

ally resorting to a place, etc.; resort. Of great
haunt : much frequented. Obs.

ci33o R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 223 Of Axholm to be lie

he scaped himself alon . . er he held his haunt, c 1343
Orpheo 295 Of game they fonde grete haunt. 1393 LANGL.
P. PL C, xvn. 94 A straw for be stywes . . And bey hadde non
o)?er haunt bote of poure peple! 1565-73 COOPER Thesaurus
s. v. Copiosus, Urbs Celebris $ copiosa. .acitieof great haunt
and well peopled. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. n. i. 15 This our
life exempt from publike haunt, Findes tongues in trees,
bookes in the running brookes. 17x2 ARBUTHNOT John
Bull i. vii, John Bull . . had got such a haunt about the
courts of justice.

frb. Companionship, society, company. Obs.
1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xiv. 7 Sic hant of harlettis with

thame bayth nicht and day. 1552 HULOET, Hawnte or

felowshyp,_/tfwVz<ir//aj,freguentia .

3. concr. A place of frequent resort or usual

abode; a resort, a habitation; the usual feeding-

HAUNTINQ.

place of deer, game, fowls, etc. ; often, a den or

place frequented by the lower animals or by
criminals.

^1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. IVace (Rolls) 1753 In bat tyme
wer here non hauntes Of no men hot of geauntes. 1398
TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xi. xi. (1495) 396 Snowe is noye-
full to wylde beestes ; for he . . sheweth and dyscoueryth theyr
hauntes and steppes. 1551 R. ROBINSON tr. Morels Utop.
Meter of Utopia (1895) p. xciii, Me Utopie cleped And-
quitie, Voyde of haunte and herboroughe. 1592 SHAKS.
Rom. $ Jul. in. i. 53 We talke here in the publike haunt of
men. 1684 R. H. School Retreat. 145 To know the Haunts
and Resorts of Fish, in which they are to be usually found.

73S SOMERVILLE Chase u. 261 From Brake to Brake she [a
hare] flies, and visits all Her well-known Haunts. 1748
Ansotfs Voy. n. i. (ed. 4) 169 This place being the usual
haunt of the buccaneers and privateers. 1841 W. SPALDING
Italy ^ It. Isl. I. 345 One of the most noted haunts of the
ancient highwaymen. 1855 TENNYSON Brook 23, I come
from haunts of coot and hern.

fig. 1614 BP. HALLOW//. Treat. 116 Sinne where it hath
gotte an haunt looketh for more. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem.
ex, The feeble soul, a haunt of fears.

f 4. (?) A topic, a subject of discussion. Obs.
1622 DONNE Sena. civ. {ed. Alford) VI. 213 When some. .

points that beat upon that Haunt, had been ventilated. 1656
J. HARRINGTON Oceana (1658) 162 Appius Claudius (still

upon the old haunt) would have it [etc.]. 1658 Prerog.
Pop. Govt. 11. v. (1660) 81 But this, .is not to come off from
the haunt, but to run still upon the People in a common or

publick capacity.
5. A spirit supposed to haunt a place ;

a ghost.
local U.S. and Eng.
1878 MRS. A. W. HUNT Hazard of Die I. vi. 131 Our

Cordy is terrible for being afeard o* haunts.

t Hairnt-dole, a. Obs. rare. [f. HAUNT z.]
That haunts doles, or the givers of doles ;

of or

pertaining to a parasite.
a 1661 HOLYDAY Juvenal (1673) 38 The haunt-doal gown

\trechedipna\ Quirinus, thy Clown wears, And his oil'd

neck rewards of Mast'ry bears.

Hau'nted, ///. a. [f. HAUNT v. + -ED.]
1. Practised; used, habituated, or accustomed (to
a course) ; wonted. Obs. exc. dial.
a 1325; Prose Psalter cxviii[i]. 15 Y shal be haunted \exer-

cebor\ in thy comaundement. c 1425 Found. St. Bartholo-
wew's (E. E. T. S.) 17 Bewtyfied with hawntid and

vs_uall
tokenys of celestiall vertu. 1513 DOUGLAS SEneis v. vi. 31
Hantit to ryn in wodis [assueti silvis\ and in schawis.

1641 BEST Farm. Bks. (Suttees) 120 Hee . . keepeth them
a weeke till they be wonted and hanted togeatner. 1868
ATKINSON Cleveland Gloss, s. v., To be Haunted^ to grow
used to, or become accustomed.
2. Frequented by many people, much resorted to.

1576 NEWTON Lemnie"s Complex. (1633) 77 Their popu-
lous and great haunted Cities. 1600 J. PORY tr. Leo's

Africa ii. 359 Africke hath ever beene the least knowen
and haunted parte in the world. 1838 PRAED Home of
Childhood ii, The play-haunted lawn.

b. Frequented by noxious creatures; infested.

1822-34 Good's Study^ Med. (ed. 4) IV. 504 Few instances. .

of plants and animals in perfect health being thus haunted.

1887 J. M. BROWN Shikar Sk. 14 A tiger-haunted jungle.
3. Frequented or much visited by spirits, imagi-

nary beings, apparitions, spectres, etc.

[1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 347 The Isle of

Devills, so called because they hold it to be naunted with

spirits.] X7xx ADDISON Spcct. No. no F i, I like this Retire-

ment the oetter, because of an ill Report it lies under of

being haunted. 1832 W. IRVING Alhambra I. no Here was
the haunted wing of the castle. 1848 DICKENS (title) The
Haunted Man. 1859 The Haunted House.

Hence Haivntedness.
1888 MRS. JOCELYN^ 100,000 versusGhosts II. ix. 134 That

will put a stop to its hauntedness.

Haunter (h-nt3i, ha'ntaj). [f. HAUNT v. +
-ER l. Cf. OF. hanteur,] One who or that which

haunts, in various senses ; a frequenter.
r 1440 Promp. Parv. 231/1 Hawntare, frequentator, frc*

gitentatrix. 1538 STARKEY England \\. i, 154 Hauntarys
of thes vayn plesurys, and tryfelyng thyngys. 1548 CRAN-
MER Catech. 69 He that is a whore haunter. 1551 ROBINSON
tr. More's Utop. i. (1895) 57 Dice, cardes, tables, -do not al

thys sende the haunters of them streyght a stealynge when
theyr money is gone ? 1553 T. WILSON Rhet. (1580) 123 To
call an alehouse haunter a dronkarde. a 1639 WOTTON in

Reliq. 84 (R.) Haunters of theatres. 1794 J. VAILLANT tr.

Dyer's Rep. 254 b, The presentee was refused because he
was a common haunter of taverns. 1856 RUSKIN Mod.
Paint. IV. v. xix. 31 Plants, .haunters of waste ground.

Haunting ( hg-ntin, ha-nt-), vbl. sb. [f.
HAUNT

W.+-ING 1
.] The action of HAUNT v. fa. Prac-

tice, exercise, b. Customary resort ; frequenting ;

visitation by fears, suspicions, imaginary beings,

spirits, etc.

a 1325 Prose Psalter liv. [Iv.] 2 Ich am made sori in my
haunteyng [in exercitatione mca\. c 1400 Rom. Rose 6084
Telle in what place is thyn hauntyng. 1489 CAXTON Faytes
of A. i. x. 27 The hauntyng and continuaunce therof be
nedefull. 1558 PHAER /Eneid. iv. Kjb, A byrd that nere

the bankes ofseas his haunting keepes. 1630 R. Johnson's

Kingd. <$ Commw. 57 Avoid the haunting oforothell houses.

1674 tr. Scheffer's Lapland 126 To escape the hauntings of

Ghosts. 1817 COLERIDGE Sibyl, Leaves (1862) 222 She had
a sore grief of her own, A haunting in her brain. 1847
TENNYSOK Princ. IL 389 I have . . No ghostly hauntings like

his Highness.

Hatrnting, ///. a. [-ING
2
.] That haunts,

in various senses of the vb.

1388 WYCLIF Prart. Prol., The hauntende puple \_freqnens
tnrbd\. 1483 Cat/i. Angl. 179/2 Hawntynge, exercetis,

exercitans. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. \. vi. 4 The Temple-haunting
Barlet [mod, edd. martlet], 1836 KEBLE Serm. viii. Postscr.
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HAUNTINGLY.
(1848' 412 Exempting them.. from haunting doubts. 1887
Pall Mall G. 10 Sept. 3/1 We seek in vain for haunting
cadences or phrases of rare felicity.

Hau'ntingly, adv. [f. prec. + -LT
'-.] t a.

Frequently, customarily. Ots. b. So as to haunt

the thoughts or memory.
c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 231/1 Hawntyngly, or ofte, fre

ouenter. 1859 FARRAR J. Home xv. 200 Those words rang

hauntingly in Kennedy's ears. 1889 ANN-IE THOMAS That
other Woman III. ix. 152 The idea of death by drowning
clung hauntingly to him all the evening.
+ Haunty, <z Obs. or dial. [Origin uncertain.]

Unruly, wanton, restive.

1671 S. CLARKE Mirror Saints fj Sinners 631 Abner,
Ishbosheth's servant, grew so haughty, and haunty that he

might not be spoken unto. 1674-91 RAY N. C. Words
(E. D. S.), Hattty, wanton, unruly ; spoken of a horse . .

whose provender pricks him.

Hanrient hj-rient', a. Her. Also 6-7 hari-

ant, 7-9 hauriant (erron. 6 eirant). [ad. L. haur-

ient-em, pr. pple. of haurire to draw (water, etc.).]

Of a fish borne as a charge : Placed palewise or

upright with the head in chief, as if raising it above
the water to draw in the air.

1572 BOSSF.WELL Armorie u. 64 b, Twoo Delphines
d'Argent, addorcez hariant. 1587 FLEMING Contn. Holhishcd
III. 1370'! Charged with foure leuses heads eirant. 1610

GUILLIM Heraldry in. xxii. (1660) 233. 1864 BOUTELL Her.
Hist. <y Pop. ix. 66 When [a fish is] in pale .. as if rising
to the surface for breathing, it is hauriant.

transf. 1855 Fraser's Mag. LI. 534 A flapping prawn
mounts hauriant to the top.

Haurl;!, variants of HAUL fAr.i, 3 and z/.
1

Hanse, hawse (hgs). Sc. and north, dial.

[mod. northern dial, form of HALSE neck, used in

a special sense.] A narrower and lower neck or

connecting ridge between two heights or summits ;

a col; the regular name in the English Lake district

and on the Scottish Border.

Generally at the head of two stream valleys which descend

opposite sides of the hause, forming a pass over the ridge
or mountain chain at this point ; e. g. the Hause between
Fleetwith and the Newlands Mountains crossed by Honister
Pass, Esk Hause between Scawfell Pike and Bowfell at the
head of Eskdale, Buttermere Hause, Deepdale Hause, etc.

1781 J. HUTTON Tour to Caves Gloss. (E. D. S.), Hause,
see Hose. Hose, Horse, a deep vale between two moun-
tains. 1786 W. GILPIN Lakes Climb. (1808) I. xv. 229 The
mountain over which we passed, is called, in the language
of the country, a hawse. 1822 Lights <$ Shadows Scot. Life
114 (Jam.) A storm is coming down from the Cairnibrae-
hawse. 1872 JENKINSON Guide to Eng. Lakes (1879) 218
Between Esk Hause and Bow Fell is a mountain called

Hanging Knott, which can be scaled from the top of the
Hause in about twenty minutes.

Hause, hauser : see HALSE, HAWSE, HAWSER.

[Hauselins, in Cockeram (1623-31), error for

HANSELINS.]
II Hansen (hanz'n, h-z'n . Also 8 hawson.

[Ger. hausen, MHG. huse, husen, OHG. Mso.]
The largest species of sturgeon, of the Black and

Caspian Seas and their rivers, Acipenser huso.

1745 R. POCOCKE Descr. East II. n. 251 They say that
the hawsom fish in the Danube has been taken twenty-one
feet in length. 1756 NUGENT Gr. Tour II. 210 Their

larger fish are called hawsons, being about twenty feet long,
and not unlike a sturgeon in the taste. 1880 GUNTHER
Fishes, Acipenser, the Hausen. .from rivers falling into the
Black Sea and the Sea of Azpw . .sometimes 12 feet long and
yielding an inferior kind of isinglass.

t Hau-sible, a. Obs. rare ". [f.
L. haus-, rare

ppl. stem of haurire to draw (water) : see -BLE.]
' That may be drawn or emptied' (Blount Glossogr.'}.

Hausmannite (hau'smanait). Min. [Named
1827, after Prof. J. F. L. Hausmann (1782-1859).]
Native proto-sesquioxide of manganese, found in

brownish-black tetragonal crystals ; pyramidal
manganese ore.

1831 Trans. R. Sac. Edin.'X.l. 128 Dr. Turner and my-
self propose to call the present species, Hausmannite. 1868
DANA Min. 162 Hausmannite.. occurs with porphyry along
with other manganese ores.

II HaUSSe (bos). [F. hausss, from hausser to

raise.] A kind of breech-sight for a cannon.

1787 J. JEFFRAY MS. Th. m Guns addr. to Dk. Richm.,
I have never seen this Hausse de culasse. 1818 Descr.

Sights for Navy proposed by Congreve 34 Neither the
Hausse nor any other sort of dispart, a 1859 Ordnance
Man. U. S. 112 Pendulum Hausse or tangent scale. 1887
Rep. ChiefOrdnance If. S., 8 Pendulum Hausses : 3 inch

gun.

||HanSSe-COl(h0S|kol). Armour. [F.,l.Aausse
raise + col neck.] A gorget of chain-mail, or (later)
of plate-armour.
1821 S. R. MEYRICK in Archxol. XX. 507 In consequence

of hausse-cols, or gorgets of plate, becoming more generally
worn than mail, the basnet acquired a different form. 1834
PLANCHE Brit. Costume 215 The salade am} the hausse-col,
or gorget of steel, was still worn [under Richard III].

Hanssmannize hau-smanaiz). [f. name of
Baron Haussmann, who, when prefect of the Seine

(1853-1870), carried out the remodelling of a great

part of the city of Paris.] trans. To open out,

widen, and straighten streets, and generally rebuild,
after the fashion in which Haussmann rebuilt Paris.

1865 Daily Tel. 24 Oct. 5/3 The street . . is now Hauss-
mannised, open, airy, beautiful ; but then, on the other

hand, it is now '

up
'

for the fourth time within twelve
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months. 1884 F. HARRISON" Choice Bks., etc. (1891) 238
Paris has fewer records of the feudal ages than London ;

and it is hopelessly Haussmannised. 189* A thcnartim 3 Sept.

326/1 To remodel the thoroughfares and otherwise
' Hauss-

mannize
'

the Charing Cross district.

Hence Haussnianniza tion.

1865 Let. in F. M. Whitehurst Life in France under
Napol. Ill (18731 I. 85 The Budget has again attracted the

public attention to the Haussmannisation of Paris. 1882

F. HARRISON Choice Bks., etc. (1886) 276 These Attilas . . of

modern society . . are rapidly achieving the Hausmannisa-
tion . . of every mediaeval city of Europe.

t Hanst l,hst), sb. [ad. L. haustns draught.]
1600 \V. WATSON QmtUaA Relig. % St. 11602) 339 To

drinke vp the Thames at a haust.

t Haust, v. Obs. [f.
L. haust-, ppl. stem of

haurire to draw (water).] trans. To draw in,

drink up, drain, absorb.

1542 BOORDE Dyetary xi. (1870) 261 Hole breade . . doth

lye in the stomache lyke a sponge, haustyng vndecoct

humours. 1657 TOMLINSON Ketunt's Disp. v. vii. 161* When
the liquor hausted to the Gurgulio is again revoked.

Haust, var. HOAST sb. and v., cough.
Haustellate (h^steut), a. and s/>. [ad. mod.

L. kaitstellat-us, f. hausiellum : see -ATE^ 2.]

A. adj. 1. Provided with a hanstellum or month
fitted for sucking; of or pertaining to the Haus-
tellata or suctorial insects.

1835-6 Toon Cycl. Anal. I. 754/1 The Haustellate Crus-

tacea. 1877 DAWSON Orie. World 364 The mutual rela-

tions of flowers and haustellate insects.

2. Adapted for sucking, suctorial.

1835 KIRBY Hab. f, Inst. Anim. II. XX. 316 The instru-

ment of suction in a Haustellate mouth consists of pieces

analogous to those employed in mastication in a Mandi-
bulate one. 1856 CARPENTER Microsc. S, Rev. 5 630 That
which prevails among the Lepidoptera or Butterfly tribe . .

adapted for suction, is termed the haustellate mouth.

B. sb. A haustellate or suctorial insect
;
a mem-

ber of the Haustellata, or suctorial insects.

1841 in BRANDE Diet. Sc., etc.

So Han-stellated a. = HAUSTELLATE a. I .

1836-9 TODD Cycl.Anat. II. 855/2 Fabricins .. divided

Insects.. into.. the Mandibulated. .and the Haustellated.

Hau-stellous, a. = HAUSTELLATE a. 2.

In mod. Diets.

II Haustellnm'hgste-ltfm). Zool. PI. -a. [mod.
L. dim. of haustrum a machine for drawing water,
f. haurire, haust- to draw (water).] The sucking

organ or proboscis of an insect or a crustacean.

1816 KIRBY & Sp. Entomol (1843) I. 233 Species also of

Empis whose haustellum resembles the beak of a bird. 1847
Nat. Encycl. I. 893 The beak, or haustellum, arises from
the under part of the head. 1856-8 W. CLARK Van tier

Hoeveris Zool. 1. 308 An haustellum formed of seta;.

II HaU'stement. Obs. An under-garment fit-

ting the body, over which the armour was worn.

(Planche Encycl. Costume?)
1x1483 in Archxol. XVII. 292 An haustement for the

body with sleevis. 1821 S. R. MEYRICK Ibid. XX. 497 The
Haustement or Ajustement . . was made to the shape and
worn with the shirt . . The doublet and haustement of this

period supplied the place of the wambais and hoqueton
previously worn.

II Hanstorinm (hgsto> ri#m). Bot. PI. -ia.

[mod.L., f. L. haustor a drawer, drainer, f. haurire,
haust- to draw, drain : see -ORIUM.]
A small sucker of a parasitic plant, which pene-

trates the tissues of the host
;
a specialized branch

or organ of the mycelium of a fungus, whereby it

attaches itself to its host.

1875 BENNETT & DYER tr. Sachs! Bot. 733 These haustoria

and adhesive discs . . are altogether indispensable for the

life of the plant ; for Cuscuta is nourished exclusively by
the haustoria which penetrate into the tissue of the host.

1881 VINES Sacks' Bot. 311 The ramified mycelial fila-

ments extend over the epidermis, crossing and re-crossing
one another, and throw out haustoria at numerous points
which penetrate into the cells of the epidermis.

t Han'stnre. Obs. [f. L. type *haustfira, f.

haust-, ppl. stem of haurire : see HAUST v.] The
action of sucking or drinking up.
a 1650 T. ADAMS Serm. Litkfx\\\. 19 Wks. 1861-2 II. 1^9

With an avarous hausture to lick up the mud of corruption.

t Haut, a. and sb. Obs. Also 6 haute, 7 hault :

see also HAUGHT. [a. F. haul, haute high, height,

in OF. halt, 14-1 6th c. haull-.-L. a/turn high, the

initial h in OFr. being due to the influence of Ger.

hoh, hoch high. In English changed in end of 1 6th

c. to HAUGHT, after native words in -aught.']

A. adj. High, lofty, haughty : see HAUGHT.
1430-1648 [see HAUGHT].
B. sb. Height ;

a height.
1502 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) i. iii. 31 The

souerayne hautes of heuen. 1686 GOAD Celfst. Bodies I. iii.

9 The Difference arises from the difformity of the parts of

the Earth amongst themselves, of Hault or Bate.

t Haut, v. Obs. Also 5 hawte. [f. prec.]

trans. To raise, elevate, exalt.

la 1400 Arthur 113 He daunted be proude & hawted be

poure. c 1490 Promf>. Parv. 230/2 i MS. K. I Hawtyn . .

(Pynson hawten or heithyn vp), exalto, elevo. 1583 STANY-

HURST /Eneis I. (Arb.) 23 Chiefe stags vpbearing croches

high from the antlier hauled.

t Han-tain, -tein, a. (sb.) Obs. Forms : 3-4
hauteiu, 3-6 hawteyn, 4-6 hauteyn, -tain,

hawtaue, hauten. (Also 4-6 hawteyne, 4-5

HAUTBOY.

tayne, 5 -ten, awtayne ; 4 hautyn, 4-5 -teyne,

4-6-taine, 5 -tyng, 5-6 north, -tand, 5 haughten,
haltyn, haultand, -tayn(e, -tigne, 6 haultain ;

Sf . haltand, -tane.) [a. F. hautnin, OF. (K)altain

(nth c.), is-i6th c. haultain, f. haul high, after

L. type *altiin-us : see HAUT, and for the formation

cf. sovereign, F. souverain, L. type *supfranus.']
1. Holding or behaving oneself loftily ; proud,

arrogant :
= HAUGHTY i .

1297 R. GLOI'C. (1724) 66 pe kyng, bei he hawteyn were,
ches be best won. c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. F 540 Som
tyme detraccion maketh an hauteyn man be the moore
humble. 1:1440 York Myst. iii. 27 For to a-bate his hau-
tand cheere. c 1489 CAXTON Blanchardyn xliv. 173 He was
soo proude and so hawten. 1513 DOUGLAS /Eneis vi. ix.

119 Prowd and haltand in his hert. 1549 PAGET in Strype
Eccl. Mem. II. App. 114 Ye se how lofty they are and
haultain in al their proceedings.
2. Of the voice : Raised, loud.

4:1350 M'ill. Palerne 2187 Herty houndes, hauteyn of

cryes. c 1386 CHAUCER Pard. T. 2 In chirches \vlum

I preche, I peyne me to ban an hauteyn [v. rr. hautyn,
haunteine ; Glasgmv MS. (1476) haughten] speche. c 1475

Partenay 236 With hie hautyng voice the erle answering.
Ibid. 2829 Raymounde gan speke with vois full hautain.

3. High-flying.
(-1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 1120 Dido, Ne gentil hawtein

faucoun heroner.

4. Of exalted courage, courageous: = HAUGHTY 2.

c 1450 Golagros $ Gaw. 923 Syne laught out suerdis . . And
hewit on hard steill, wondir hawtane. 1485 CAXTON C/ias.

Gl. 203 By haultayn and grete puyssaunce thou shall sur-

mounte thyn enemyes.
B. as sb. The treble in music.

c lo O-j>ain Miles 41 Foules. .breke her notes with miri

gle, Burdoun and mene gret plente, And hautain with heighe
steuen.

t HautaineSSC. Obs. In 3-4 hautenesse, ;;

hauteynesse. [deriv. of HAUTAIN ;
the suffix

may be F. -esse as in justesse, etc., or Eng. -NES.S ;

cf. HAUGHTNESS.] Haughtiness, pride, arrogance.
1297 R. GLOUC. (1724) 29 Heo was best and fairest, & to

hautenesse drow lest, c 1425 Eng. Conq. Irel. (E. E. T. S.)

90 Pryde hauteynesse he hated.

t Han'tainety. Obs. In 5 hautynete. [a.

OF. hautainele", -teinett highness, hauteur, f. hau-

tain^ Haughtiness.
a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 126 The woman defamed

j

for her hautynete and her foly and chidinge.

t Hau'tainly, adv. Obs. [f. HAUTAIN + -LT 2
.]

]

a. Haughtily, proudly, b. With raised voice,

loudly, c. Boldly, courageously.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 5820 That sworne hath ful hauteynly.

c 1475 Partenay 1906 Ful lowde he spake And ful hau-

taynly. 1513 DOUGLAS jEneis x. xi. 98 Richt haltandty,
as curageus vnder scheyld, [She] Musturis this ymage.

Hantboy, hoboy (ho-boi). Forms : 6 haut-

boi, halboie, hawboy, (howbowe), 6-7 hoeboy,

6-9hautbois, hoboy, 7- hautboy, (6-7 ho-,how-,

haut-, haugh(t)-, hoa-, hout-, 7 hault-, heaut-,

-boie, -bois, -boy(e, hoybuck, hobo). See also

OBOE. [a. F. hautbois (igth c. in Hatz.-Darm.,
haultbois Cotgr. in sense i), f. haut high + bois

wood. In sense I, from I7th c. frequent in na-

turalized spelling hoboy ;
the Italianized spelling of

the French, OBOK, is now usual.]
1. A wooden double-reed wind instrument of high

pitch, having a compass of about 2j octaves, form-

ing a treble to the bassoon. (Now usually OBOE.)
1575 LANEHAM Let. (18711 7 This Pageaunt waz clozd vp

with a delectable harmony of Hautboiz, Shalmz, Cornets,
and such oother looud muzik. 1579- 80 NORTH Plutarch

(1612) 451 The sound of flutes and hoboyes. Ibid. 553
Howboies. Ibid. 921 Howboyes. 1507 SHAKS. 2 Hen.

IV, m. u. 351 The Case of a Treble Hoeboy. 1600 HAKLUYT
I'cy. III. 156 Winding the Cornets, Haughtboyes. 1604
DEKKER Kings Entertainm. Wks. 1873 I. 321 This song
went foorth at the sound of Haultboyes. 1610 GUILLIM

Heraldry iv. vi. 11611) 200 He beareth Azure three How-
boies betweene as manie crosse Crosselets. 1611 COTGR.,

Haultbois, a Hobois or Hoboy. 1695 BLACKMORE Pr.

Arth. iv. 67 The lively Hoboy, and the sweet-mouth'd

Flute. 1710 STEELE Tatter No. 157 r 5 The Hautboy is

the most perfect ofthe Flute-species. 1815 ELPHINSTONE Ace.

CVi*Ai842) I- 281 Drums, trumpets, hautboys, and flutes are

exempted from this proscription, as being manly and warlike,

t b. Humorously applied to a clyster-pipe. Obs.

a 1616 BEAUM. & Fi_ Knt. Malta u. iv, Wilt thou give me
another glister, .where's thy hoboy?

c. A reed-stop on an organ :
= OBOE 2.

ctjoo Specif. Organ St. John's Chapel, Bedford Rffw in

Grove Diet. Mns. II. 595 Echo.. 25. Trumpet. 26. Haut-

boy. 1829 Specif. Organ St. Jamefs, Bertnondsey Ibid.

599 Hautboy.
d. transf. One who plays a hautboy.
1633 MASSINGER Guardian rv. ii, Wire-string and catgut

men, and strong-breathed heautbois. 1686 Land. Gas. No.

2142/1, 12 English Trumpets with Silk Banners, and Six

Hoe-Boys, all in Red Coats, playing by turns. 1714
RAMSAY The Cordial, When the hoboys are gawn by. 1773

MAD. D'ARBLAY Early Diary (1889) 1. 199 A very fine con-

cert, .for Mr. Fischar's (the celebrated Hautbois) benefit.

e. attrib. and Comb.

1789 BURNEY Hist. Mus. IV. 257 His admirable Hautbois

concerto in F. 1793 BURNS Let. to Thomson June, Frazer,

the hautboy-player in Edinburgh. 1871 HILES Diet. Mus.
T. , Hautboy^larion, a 2 ft. reed stop in an organ, also called

octave-clarion. 1874 CHAPPEU. Hist. Mus. 342 The box

exceedingly shallow, so as only to take in hautboy reeds.



HAUTBOYIST.

f 2. Forestry. Lofty trees, as distinguished from

shrub-; or underwood. Obs.

1674 N. Cox (tend. Recreat. 116^7) 15 Vert is of divers

kincU. .Some called Hautboys, serving for food and browse
of and for the Game, and for the defence of them ; as Oaks,
Beeches, etc. Some Hautboys for Browse, Shelter, and De-
fence only ; as Ashes, Poplars, etc. a 1700 B. E. Diet.

Cant. CViW, Haut-bois, Oaks, Beaches, Ashes, Poplars, etc.

3. A species ot strawberry {Fragaria elathr), of

taller growth than the common strawberry, and

having fruit of a musky flavour. Also hautboy
strawberry. (In this sense also spelt hautbois,}
1731-3 MILLER Card. Diet. s.v. Fragaria> The Scarlet

Strawberry should be planted a Foot square Plant from

Plant, and the Hautboy sixteen or eighteen Inches Dis-

tance each Way. ^1759 Roxb. Ball. (1890) VII. 58 Here's
line savoys, and ripe hautboys. 1866 Treas. Bot. s.v. Fra-

garia, The Hautbois have plicated, rugose leaves, and the

fruit has a musky flavour, which many persons greatly
prefer. 1883 G. ALLF.N in Longm. Mag. July 313 The haut-

boy, a taller plant, with fewer and larger blossoms and a
richer flavour.

Hantboyist (h^-boiiist). [f. prec. + -IST: cf.F.

hautboiste.] A player on the hautboy : = OBOIST.
1864 in WEBSTER. 1865 tr. Spokr's Aittobiog. I. 45, I had

the opportunity of hearing . . the hautboyist Scherwenka.

Haute, hautely: see HAUGHT, -LY.

Hautein, -en, -eyn, var. HAUTAIN Obs.

Haute-pace, -pase, -pass, obs. ff. HAUT-PAS.

II Haute-piece. Obs. [F. ; lit
'

high piece',
' a Poldron

;
or the vpper part thereof (Cotgr.).j

The shoulder-piece in plate armour; =PAULJ>RON.
cispo Melusinc xxii. (E. E. T. S.) 145 Vryan .. atteyned
hym with his trenchaunt swerde betwix the heed & the
sholders. .and his hawtepyece fell of with theforsaid stroke.

Ibid. xlix. 325 Thenne Geffray smote hym [the giant] with
his swerd vpon the sholder, for he myght not reche his heed,
and cutte the haulte piece of his harneys.

Hautere, obs. form of ALTAR.
i Haute'sse. Obs. Also 4-7 hawtesse, 5

hautes, 7 -ess. [a. F. hautesse (i2thc. in Hatz.-

Darm.), f. haut high, HAUT,] Highness, height ;

loftiness of rank or character, nobility ; haughtiness,

pride; grandeur, stateliness; length (of time).
13. . Gaw. <y Gr. Knt. 2454 Weldez non so hy^e hawtesse,

pat ho ne con make ful tame. 1399 LANGL. Rich. Redeles
in. 13 The hertis that hautesse of yeris That pasture
prikkyth, and her prevy age. a 1400-50 Alexander 2835
Hoo with bi hautes and bine vnhemed wittis, A-vaile of pi

vanite and of bi vayne pride. 1415 Crowned King 127 So
shall thy hawtesse highlich be honoured. 1660 WATERHOUSE
Aris2ij This Perewig of hawtesse. 1667 Fire Lond. 166
Cxsar and Pompey's hautess being revived in them.

II Hauteur (hato-r). Also 7 haughture. [F.
hauteur (tath c. in Hatz.-Darm.), f. haul high.]
1. Loftiness of manner or bearing ; haughtiness

of demeanour.
<? 1628 F. GREVILLE Sidney Hi. (1652) 37 In his Spanish

haughture. 1745 H. WALFOLE Lett. (1857) I- 4 J 3 (Stanf.)
A comparison between him [Lord Chesterfieldl and the
hauteur of all other lord-lieutenants. 17926. WASHINGTON
Lett. Writ. 1892 XI 1. 98 That your habits of expression indi-

cated a hauteur disgusting to those, who happen to differ

from you in sentiment. 18*3 BYRON yuan xui. xiv, Both
seem'd secure She in her virtue, he in his hauteur. 1883
S. C. HALL Retrospect II. 96 He seemed to think hauteur
an essential feature of the clerical office.

f 2. A height. Obs. rare.

1711 Lond. Gaz. No. 4989/2 The Enemy have drawn off

al! their Cannon from the Hauteurs of Wavrechin.

t Hau-tful. a. Obs. rare. Jn 5 hawtful. [f.

HAUT + -FUL.] Exalted, lofty : ^HAUGHT. 3.
c 1440 HVLTON Scala Per/. (W. de W. 1494) u. xliv, Some

tyme sheweth Jhesu . . hynv>elf as an hawtful mayster and
somtyme as a reuerent fader.

II Haut-gOUt (h0|g). Forms: 7 haugou,
hau-gou, hau-, hautgoust, haut-goust, haut
goust, hault-gust, haut-gust, haugout, (hought-
goust), 7-8 hautgout, 8 haugust, 7- haut-gout,
9 hautgout. See also HOGO. [F. ; lit.

'

high flavour',
*

anything that excites the appetite, and is put
into sauces, such as pepper, lemon, musk, verjuice,
etc.' (Littre), as in sense i

;
f. haul high + gp&t

(formerly goust) taste, savour, flavour. (The 17-
i8th c. spellings, show that the pronunciation was
sometimes anglicized (hp

-

tg#st, hp
p

gst) ; but hogo
bears witness to the French form.)]
f 1. A high or piquant flavour

;
a strong relish ;

something that gives a relish, seasoning. Obs.

1645 HpwELLZ^//. I. v. xxxviii, He can marinat fish,
make gellies, he is excellent for a pickant sawce, and
the ffaugou. ai66i FULLER Worthies^ Cornwall i. (1662)

194 [Garlick] giving a delicious Hault-gust to most meats
they eat. 1663 COWLEY Verses <fr Ess., Country Mouse 18
For a Hautgoust there was mixt with these The swerd of

Bacon, and the coat of Cheese. 1669 WORLIDGE Syst.
Agric. (16811 166 Our English-Tobacco .. many are of

Opinion that it's better than Forreign, having a more Hant-
gust, which pleaseth some. 1743 Lond, # Country Breiu.
u. (ed. 2) 07 Which will . . greatly improve the Drink, by
_;.- /_.-_ TT__ ....._ T:_-* _ -f u_ *_i/

is mentioned as the hautgout of that age.

b. fig.
*

Flavour',
*

spice'. [So in French.]
i6soCHARLETON Paradoxes^ Their conjecture hath ever

had a strong hautgoust of absurdity. 1667 Decay Chr. Piety
viii. P 40 Every impertinent story or insipid jest mu -L have
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the haut-goust of an oath to recommend it. 1683 KKNNI i r

F.rasw. on I-\>Uy 12 What i-ta-e of life i; not melaiiclioly
. .unless we

spice
it with PleaMire, tliat haul goiihl of Folly?

1711 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to Mrs. Hcwct (i$fy) I.

31 Danger gives a liaut go&t to everything.
2. In later use : A '

high
'

or slightly putresccnt
flavour ;

a taint.

1693 CONGREVE Juvenal, Sat. xi. 224 (Jod.) Nor U there
ever left Any unsav'ry hautgout from the holt. 1796 PKGGE
Anonynt. 185 People affect to eat venison with a haut-gout
in the country. 1820 T. S. HUGHES Trav. in Sicily II. u 26

(Stanf.) Oil. .is relished the better for a slight taint or haut-

gout. 1845 FORD Haadhk. Spain i. 281 <Stanf.) This gives
a haut gout, as putrefaction does to the aldennanic haunch.

f*3. A highly-flavoured or seasoned dish. Obs.

1656 7 DAVENANT Rutland House Dram. Wks. 1873 HI-
226 She having not known, .the sufficient mystery of haut-

gouts. 1664 BUTLER Hud. ir. i. 598 Or season her, as French
Cooks use Their Haut-gusts, Buollies, or Ragusts. 1693
Huuiours of Town 10 Rather . . than come within forty miles
of the smell of the Hought-goust. 1703 MOTTEUX Prol. to

Farquhar's Inconstant, Your rakes love hauts-gouts, like

your damn'd French cheese. 1817 COLKRIDGE Sibyl. Leaves
Poems II. 312 Each haut-gout cook'd by monk or priest.

4. attrih.

1651 STANLEY Excitations Poems 93 This hau-gou Car-
bonade.

f Hau-ther, hawther. Obs. (See cjuots.)
1611 COTGR., Annelet t a gimmew, or little ring for the

finger J also, a hawther. Ibid., Maille^ mayle, or a linke of

mayle.. also, a Hauther ; or, any little ring of mettall re-

sembling a linke of mayle. Ibid., Porte, .any entrance, or

way to enter at ; also, a hauther, or eye.

II Hautiu. Obs. rare *. [F. kaittin, also

hautaigne (i6th c. in Littre), hautain, deriv. of

haul high.] A tree used as a support for a vine.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 534 Gon this hath for currant many

yeares past. .That the best and most dainty Wines came of
those grapes onely which grew vpon such Hautins or trees
. .Yea. .that the higher a Vine climbed vpon these trees the
better grapes it bare.

II Haut-pas. Now only as Fr. (h0,pa). Forms :

5 hautepase, haught passe, 6 hautepace, haulte

pace, 7 haute pass, 7- haut-pas. [F. haul pas,
lit.

'

high step
*

; in common use in 15-1 6th c. and

anglicized in the form HALPACE, whence also the

corrupted forms HALF-, HATH-, HEAKTH-PACE.]
A part of the floor of a hall, etc., raised one or more

steps above the level of the rest; a dais: = HALF-
PACE i.

1460 Will ofBurgate (Somerset Ho.', The hautepase that

y made for the maidens & women seruents to pray for my
soule. a 1483 EARL RIVERS Let. in Gairdner Hist. Rich. IIf,
11878) App. B. 395 That the steyres of my h[a]ught passe
schulbe vj fote. 1540 Haulte pace [see HALPACE]. 1548
HALL Chron., Hen. VIII. 65 b, There was made from the
West doore to the quere doore of the churche egall with the

highest step, a hautepace of tymber of xii fote broade, that
the kyng and the Ambassadors might be sene. 1670 F.
SANUFORD Dk. Albemarle (1722) 5 At the upper end upon
a Haute-pass, a Bed of State of black Velvet was placed.
1735 in Etoniana x, (1865) 157 The .. hall was fitted with a
haut-pas at the upper end, and a chair of state upon it.

1761 GRAY Let. 24 Sept. in Leisure Ho. (1884) 752/1 Below
the steps of the kaut pas were the tables of the nobility.

II Haut-relief (hj-rm-f). [F. (ho r%gf).] High
relief, ALTO-RELIEVO : opp. to bas-relief.
1850 LEITCH Mullens Anc. Art 244. 251 Colossal haul-

reliefs of imaginary animals. 1886 A. D. AINSLIE Reynard
x. 241 Graved in haut relief. . Rich clustered grapes.

II Hant ton (h<?,ton). [F. = high tone, the

manners of the higher circles of society. (Now
little used in Eng.)] High fashion ; elltpf. y people
of high fashion.
1801 Sporting Mag. XVI I. 22 People of the Hant Ton are

about to return to town. 1807-8 W. IRVING Salntag. (1824)
6 The gentlemen, who doze away their time in the circles

of the hant-ton. a 1849 POE Wks. (1884) I. 348 (Stanf.) An
air of extreme /taut ton. 1850 Harper's Mag. I. 288 [It]
has excited the attention of the haut ton abroad.

Hauty, earlier spelling of HAUGHTY.
Hauwitzer, obs. form of HOWITZER.

Hauy, obs. form of HEAVY.

Haiiyne (ha*win). Mm. \&.^.haiiyne\ named
[
1807 after the French mineralogist Ilauy.'] A

j

silicate of aluminium and sodium with calcium

j

sulphate, occurring in certain igneous rocks in

! crystals or grains of various shades of blue or green.
1814 L. GMELIN (title) Some Account of the Mountains of

Ancient Latium; in which the Mineral called Hauyne is

]

found. 1869 PHILLIPS Vesn-u. x, 293 Haiiyne, or LatialUe,

|

occurs, .in cavities of gray micaceous or augitic lava.

Hanynite(ha-win9it). [f. prec. + -ITE.] =prec.
1868 DANA Min. 332 Hatiyupp/iyr, a black to brown rock

j
containing the haiiynite disseminated through it.

Hanynophyr (ha-win^j). Min. [f. as prec.
+ Gr. tpitp-tiv to mix, mingle.] A name for various

rocks having hauyne disseminated through them.
1865 WATTS Diet. Client., Hauynophyr^ a name applied to

the lava of Melfi on the Vulturo. 1868 [see prec.]. 1878
LAWRENCE tr. Cotta's Rocks Class. 133 Hatiynophyr. .a rock
. .which essentially consists of augite and hauyne.

Havage vhrc'vedg). s.w. dial. Also haveage.

[f. HAVE v. + -AGE.] Lineage, parentage.
1846 Spec. Cornish Prav. Dial. 55, I do knaw all the

havage of thee. 1865 R. HUNT Pop. Rom. West ofEngland
Ser. u. 245 He came of good havage. 1897 Western Times
(Exeter) 3 Jan. 2/2 A man of Western havage, of Western
education, and once Bishop of this Westernmost See.

HAVE.

Havana (havae'na). Also Havanna(h. [Name
j

of the capital city of Cuba, now in Spanish Habana.
Cf. F. havane}. (In full, Havana cigar) : A cigar
of a kind made at Havana or in Cuba. (Also ap-
plied to the tobacco of which these are made.)
[1711 Advt. in Spcct, (1868) 003 Barcelona, Havana, and

Old Spanish Snuff.] 1826 DISRAELI / V? 1
. Grey iv. v.

(Stanf.), A grilled bone, Havannahs, and Regent's punch.
1833 MARRYAT P. Simple xvi, Having very fortunately
about a couple of dozen of real Havannahs in my pocket.
iCBS Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 426/2 Genuine (' legitima-. 'I

Havana cigars are such only as are made in the Island ;

and the cigars made in Europe . . from genuine Cuban
tobacco are classed as ' Havanas '.

b. Comb. Havana-brown, the shade of brown
which is the colour of havana cigars.
1875 Ure's Diet. Arts I. 189 Havanna brown. Ibid. II.

778 Habana brown, this name has been given to aniline-
brown. 1896 Daily News n June 3/6 Floral design upon
a ground of havana-brown-

Have hrev), v. Forms and Inflexions : see

below. [A Common Teutonic vb. : OE. liabban,

liivfde, /uefid, = OFris. hebba, h$de, heved, hevd, OS.
hebbian, hatda, /mlxia, -haliii, -hatiii (MDn., Du.
hebben, hadde,gehad, MLG. hebben, (h&n\, hadde,
gehat\ OHG./4a/v, habcta, gihablt (MIIG. haben,
hate, gehabet, Ger. halvn, hatte, gehabf), ON. hafa,
hqfSa, haft (Sw. hafva, hafvJe, haft, Da. have,
havde, havf), Goth, haban, habaida, habaid-:
OTeut. stem *hate-. On account of its correspond-
ence in form and sense with L. habe-re, generally re-

ferred toa hypotheticalAryanradicalform *khabhl-.

The OE., OFris., and OS. had in all parts of the

present, exc. 2nd and 3rd sing. pres. Ind., the stem

Aafij- (from hate-}, reduced by gemination to habb-

(haibb-, lifbb-}, while these two persons and the

past retained ha&- (hav-, haf-) ; hence OE. habban,

hxbbe, habbaS, hsebbende, etc., beside hafast (hsefst),

hafajt (hueff), hsfde, ftiefed. In ME. the habb-

forms were gradually reduced by levelling to hav-

(have(n, I have, they have^n, having} ; while the

original haf- (
= hav-) forms at length lost their

f(v), before the following consonant (ha-st, ha-th,

Aa-s, ha-d). Even the later v, for OE. bb, was
worn down in colloquial and dialect speech, so that

OE. habban passed through ME. habben., haven,
han, to later ha, hd

,
Sc. hoe. These phoneEIc

weakenings, due largely to the weakness and stress-

lessness of the word in many uses, both as prin-

cipal verb and as auxiliary, have given rise to a

very great number of historical forms for every
inflected part, a number further increased by the

graphic interchange off, v, and u, and by the fre-

quent dropping of initial h. The ne plus ultra of

all these tendencies is seen in the reduction of OE.
habban to a, or its entire elision, as in Iwould a

been, occas. Sc. I wad been. In ordinary English,
contracted forms are now only colloquial or metri-

cal, in Pve, thou'st, he's, we've, I'd, he'd, we'd.

By coalescence with ne, this verb had also, in OE.
and early ME., as in OFris., a negative form

nabban, nave, which held in OE. the rank of an

independent word (cf. will, nill, L. volo, nolo} ',
it

is here included under the positive form.]

A. Inflexional Forms.
1. Infinitive.
a. Simple Infinitive, have (hsev, habv, hav, av).

Forms : a. i habban, haban, 2-3 habben, -eon,

3-4 haven, 4-5 havyn, hawyn, han, (hanne .

fi. 1-2 habba, heobbe, habe, 2-4 habbe (abbe),
3-4 hafe, haf, 3- (haue), have (4 hawe, 4-5 haff,

5-6 Sc. haif(f, hayf, 9 dial. hab). 7. 3-5 ha, 3-7
'a, a, 5- (now dial.} hay, 6- ha', 7- Sc. hae.

a. 971 Blickl. Ham. 107 J?onne ma^on we . . habban.
c 1200 ORMIN 647 Alle ba patt shulenn habbenn blisse.

c 1220 Bestiary 196 Bat tu milce mote hauen. c 1300
Havelok 78 He dede hem sone to hauen ricth. 13. . Seuyn
Sag. (W.) 294 Let me of him han a sight. 1377 LANGL. P.
PI. B. Prol. 109 To han bat power, c 1440 Promp. Parv,
225/1 Han, or navyn, habeo.

p. c 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. vi. 24 He scile habba. Ibid.

xviii. 9 Don tuoe e^p hEebbe. a 1175 Cott. Hont. 221 Let
ham habba agenne cire. Ibid. 241 Hi sculen habe bat brad.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 83 Ho ne seal . . habbe nan ooer uuel.

1297 K. GLOUC. (1724) 315 pat my,te abbe ys grace, a 1300
Sarmuii xix. in E. E. P. (1862) 3 How hi hit mow hab and
winne. a 1300 Cursor M. 8572 O riches sal ^ou haf god
wan. 1340 Ayenb. 5 pou ne sselt habbe uele godes. 1340
HAMPOLE Pr. Cense. 98 He. .Grete payne sal have, c 1375
Sc. Leg. Saints, Pctrus 25 He wald haf refyn. c 14

BAND Campo di Fior 370 Will you have your long cloke?
1828 Craven Dial., Hab, a corruption of have.

y. a 1300 Cursor M. 17343 Par he o naman suld ha [v.r.

haue] sight, a 1375 Joseph Aritit. 351 pou schalt ha ven-

gaunce. 1434 MISYN Mending ofLife viii. (1896) 120 Be-

gynnyng bou may hay of ober mens wordis. a 1533 LD.
BKRNERS ffiton Iviii. ig7j I wolde not a refused him. 1598
SHAKS. Merry W. in. iii. 231, I wold not ha your dis-

temper. 1602 Hant. v. i. 26 Will you ha the truth on't ?

1684 BUNYAN Pilgr. n. 27, I thought you would a come in.
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HAVE.

1786 BURNS Ep. Yng. Friend iv, A man may hae an honest

heart. 1828 Craven Dial., Ilay't, have it.

b. Dutivi Infinilivc vwith to] to have (tiihacv; ;

in OE. to habbaune (hasbbenue), ME. to hab-

beu(n)e, habben, habbe, haven, have.

971 Blickl. Hom. 59 ^ilcon men . . to hasbbcnne. c noo
C>. E. Chron. an. 1085 He ahte to habbanne. f 1175 Laird*.

Hom. 79 Me brekeS be nute for to habbene bene curnel,

t 1205 LAY. 145 To habben to wife, a 1300 Ltg. Rcod(i&ji)
18 Ri?t is to habbe in munde. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Ckron.

(1810! 14 Socour forto haue. a 1350 Guy Warw. (A.) 168

Kni3tes to hauen & holden of pris. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints,
Mattliciv 62 To haf na mycht. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng.
cxvi, To heve a sone of his. 1560 ROLLAND Crt. I'enun i.

122 As he thocht best to haid [=hae'tj. 1562 WINJET Cert.
Tractata i. Wks. 1888 I. 5 To haif brocht the baronis.

1583 SILBBES Atuit. Abits. i. (1879) 75 Be sure neuer to haue
good day with them. 1859 TROLLOPK Bertrams (1867) 287
If you knew what it U to have an empty heart.

2. Iihiicative Present.

a. \stpers.sing.\\KVV. Forms: a. 1-3 hsebbe,
(i hebbe, hafu, hafo), 2-4 babbe, 3 (abbe,
ab), haf, 3- (haue), have, (ha') ; Sc. 4-5 haft; 6
haif ; 8-9 colloq. 've, Sc. hae. P. north. 4- has,
hes.
a. BemvuI/tZ.) 2523 Ic me on hafu bord ond byrnan. 832

Charter in O. E. Texts 447 Ic beboden hebbe. c 1000 Ags.
Gosp. Matt. viii. 9 Ic haebbe be;nas under me. ^1175
Lamb. Hom. 35 Swilche pine ic habbe. c 1205 LAY. 462 Ich
abbe..seoue busend kempen. 1297 R. GLOUC. 11724) 205 pe
pyte, bat ychabbe of be. a 1300 Fragm. in E. E. P. (1862)
21 po}t ic ab to blinne. a 1300 Cursor M. 961 Haf I na
frend. Ibid. 3294, I ha ben [Fair/., Trin. haue bene]
sumdel in suinc. 37S Sc. Leg. Saints, Petrus 14 One
haff I lane. 1382 WYCLIF Luke xvi. 28, I haue fyue
brctheren. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xxx. 37 In it haif I in

pulpet gon, 1526 TINDALE jfo/ttt iv. 17, 1 have no husband.
'575 J' STILL Gamut. Gurton iv. i. in HazL Dodsley III. 226
Alas, 'ch a lost my good neele. 1703 ROWE Fair Penit. v.

i. 1852 The wrongs I ha' done thee. 1788 BURNS Naebody,
\ hae a penny to spend. 1885 F. A. GUTHRIE Tinted Venus
viii. 95 I've a good mind to take the tram. 1892 R. KIP-
UNO Barrack-r. Ballads, Tomlinson 73 This I ha' heard.
3. c 1340 Cursor M. 14135 (Fairf.) As I be-fore jou has

talde. 1585 JAS. I Ess. Poesie (Arb.) 13 Sen I with pen ..

hes servde you. Mod. Sc. To me that has seen him.

b. 2ndpers. sing, hast (haest, hast). Forms :

a. i hafast. hsefst, 1-3 hafest, 2-6 (hauest),
havest, 3 hafuest, hsefuest, hseuest, hafust,
(afest, auest), hafst, 3- bast, (4 best, 5-6 haste,
7- *8t). P. north. 3-5 haues, 3- has, hes, 3-4
hauis, (3-5 as), 4 habbes, -ez, 5 hauys, hais,
5-6 base, (6 hess .

a. Bemunlf(L.) 1850 pu bin feorh hafast. a 1000 Csedmon's
Gen. 569 (Gr.) gif bu his willan haefst. c 1175 Lamb. Hom.
25 penne hafest bu bes hundes laje. a 1225 Juliana 35 pu
hauest feorliche fan. c 1300 St. Margarete 144 pu hast
poer puer mi bodi. 1340 Ayenb. 20 pe ilke zenne bet bou
hest ine bine herte. c 1460 Frere I, Boye 79 in Ritson
Anc. Pop. P. 38 Thou haste gyuen mete to me. 1588
SHAKS. L. L. L. v. i. 81 Thou hast it. .at the fingers ends.

ft. c 1250 Gen. ff Ex. 1760 Qui as 8u min godes stolen ?

a 1300 Cursor M. 2464, 1 sal ta me bat bou haues left. Ibid.

2976 poa has anober mannes wijf. 13.. Gaiv. ty Gr. Knt.
327 pat bou boden habbes. c 1470 HENRY Wallace i. 262
Der sone, this lang quhar has thow beyne ? c 1485 Digby
Myst. 11882) iv. 400 Why haves thou not refreynyd 1 1513
BRADSHAW St. Werburge i. 3157 Why base thou vs lefte?
c 1560 A. SCOTT Poems (S. T. S.) xxxiii. 39 Thow hess bi
borne ay in bair syde. 1790 MRS. WHEELER Westmld.
Dial. 32 What haesta ithe cart !

c. yd pers. sing, has (hsez, haz, az), orig.
north.

; arch, hath (haeb). Forms : a. I hafap,
hffifep, 1-3 hffifp, hafep, (2 afeS), 2-3 hafg,
haue, habbe, 2-5 bap, 3 bafueV, hsafue'B,

hasuefi, hauJB, (auep, abbep, ap), 4 hep, 4-7
(8-9 arch.} hath, (5 avyth, bat, 7 baith). B.
i heefis, 3-5 haues, hafs, 4 habbes, -ez, babes,
hauis, haffys, 4-5 base, 5 hais(e,6 hace, 3- has,
(5- Sc. hes, 6- colloq. '&}. y. 6- dial. have.
n. a looo Cscdmon's Gen. 635 (Gr.) ponne he his ^eweald

hafao. c looo Ags. Gosp. Mark iii. 30 He hasfS unclxnne
gast. 1154 O. E. Chron. an. 1 154 [He] fair haued begunnon.

Ibid. 90 He haueS alle blisse. c 1200 ORMIN 3969 patt illke
mann patt hafebb 335 god wille. c 1205 LAY. 1331 Hit hafS
pes wurse taken, c 1275 Ibid. 3369 pat aueb Amari. 1297
R. GLOUC. (1724) 2 \Vateres he haf. 1340 Ayenb. go Huo
bet mest heb, mest is worb. 1453 Paston Lett. No. 191
I. 260 Every man .. auyth gretely to marveylle. 1583HOLLYBAND Campo di Fior 53 Varro hath an excellent
schoole. 1648 Hamilton Papers (Camden) 226 There haith
happened a misfortune this morneing. 1832 AUSTIN yurispr. I

118791 1L 849 In so far as meaning he hath. 1841 LANE
Arab. Nts. I. 112 This it is which hath prevented my
answering thee.

fl. cafe Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. viii. 20 Sunu monnes ne
tefis huer heafud gehlutes. a 1300 CursorM. 15317 (Cott.)"

J has IGfll. hafs] his bodi clene. c 1300 Ibid. 19008
ar). P" P't's-'Riuin us hauis he als }ie se here, c 1300

j ', D '^ He haues a wunde in the side- '3- E- E-

u *25 A stonen statue bat salt sauor habbes.
J37S BARBOUR Bruce i. 434 Tharoff haffys he nane. c 1380WYCLIT Set. Wks. III. ,35 Man bat hafs his spirit in his
ose. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 886 God haues pur-

uayde for our best. <ri4So Golagros I, Gaw. 794 He is
makar of man, and alkyn myght haise. c 1450 Bk. Curtasye
138 in Babees Bk. (1868) 303 At horde to sitt he base no
mpt- 5i3 BRADSHAW St. Werburge 1. 1733 Eche kyngeatother lysence taken hace \rtme place). 1598 SHAKS. Merry
IV. i. iv. 15 No body but has his fault. -Ao^ MtKb i lit

124

79 The Earth hath bubbles, as the Water ha's. a. 1605
MONTGO.MLRIF. Misc. Poem* xxxv. 77 Quhais beutie hes me
burt ? 1882 'I'KNNYSON Promise oj'May Hi. Wks. 118941 799/1
Steer. Hcs the cow cawved V Dora. No, Father.

y. 1547 BAI.K Sel. Wks. (1849) 236 Of monks have it

gotten a purgatory . . Of the universities have it caught all

the subtilties. 1559 W. CUNNINGHAM Coswogr. Glasse i

The Race that every man . . have to runne. Ibid. 55 A
point .. is that which have no partes. Mod. E.Anglian
dial., Have he come V Yes, he have.

d. plural have ; contracted 've. Forms :

|

a. I habbaS, hsebbsS, (habaS) ; 2-4 habbeS,
(2 habet5, 2-4 abbe]}, 3 abbip), 3-4 hauep,
>bbep), 4 hebbep, 5-6 hath, -e. 0. north, i

habbas, 3-4 habbes, ^4 -ez), hauls, 3- has, (4

base, haffls, hafs, as, 5 hafez, hays, 6 haves, 5-
Sc. hes;. -y. ><#. 2 hafen, habben, 3 hebben, 3-5
(hauen), haven, 3-6 haan, 3-7 (dial. -9) han,

(4-7 an;, a. 3- (haue, have, (3-5 haff, haf,

3-6 hafe, 5 haffe, 6- Sc. hef), colloq. 9 've. t.

3-6 (dial. -9) ha, 6-7 ha', (6 haie), 8- Sc. hae.
a. c8a$ I'esp. Psalter cxiii. [cxv.] 5 MuS habbaS and ne

spreoca3. a 1000 Cxdmon's Gun. 313 (Gr.) paer habbaS heo
on a;fen. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke xvi. 29 Hi; habbaS moy-
sen and witejan. c 1175 Lamb. Horn, n Ure sunne bet we
abbet idon. a 1225 A tier. R. 20 5if ?e habbeS neode. c 1275
I.AV. 364 We abbeb seue. 1340 Ayenb. 32 po bet hebbe|>
drede of najt. 1509 BARCLAY Shyp of Folys (1874) II. 41
Whan these caytyfes hath hurt a mannys name. 1554-9

I Songs <y Ball. (1860) 9 All hathe offendyd. 01555 LATIMER
Sernt. <$ Rent. (1845) 201 The rulers of this realm hath no
better a God. .than the poorest in this world.

ft. c 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xiv. 16 Ne habbas ned.
n 1300 Cursor M. 21638 (Colt.) Meracles . . Has [Edin. ham's]
ben in semblance and in sight, i 1300 Ibid. 23114 lEdin.)
Murberers..bat. -of kirk as tint be help. Ibid. 23706 (Edin.)
Al bat euir hafs herd bis bok. 1340 HAMI-OLE Pr, Consc. 57
pe creatures bat skill has nane. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 308
Alle bat

lyf
habbez. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) vii. 25 pe

treessez . . hafez lefes of a lute brede. c 1420 Avovt. Arth.
xxxix, Thennesex-.Hase annul horn. 1578 Ps. Ixxvii. in
Scot. Poems i6// C. II. 109 Our nighbours hes mocked vs.
a 1600 Turnatn. Tottenham 31 We er rycher men then he,
and mor gode haves. Mod. Sc. Thaim at hes aye g_ets

mair.

y. 1175 Lamb. How. 59 His nomebet we of himhafen.
Ibid. 69 Halde we us from uniwil, and habben feir lete and
ec skil. 13.. K. Alis. 4940 Ne hebben by non other fyre.
c 1340 Cursor M. 15066 (Trin.) We han desired be. 1382
WYCUF Luke xvi. 29 Thei han Moyses and the prophetis.
1411 Rolls ofParlt. III. 650/1 The .ordenance that Thomas
Archebisshop of Canterbury, and Richard Lord the Grey.,
haven made. 1452 Nottingham Rec. II. 364 The said
Meire and Cominalte . . han putte to their comune sealle.

"579 SPENSER Sheph. Cat. Mar. 62 When shepheardes
groomes han leave to playe. 1828 Craven Dial,, Han,
they have, an old contraction for haven. Mod. Lancash,
Dial., We han seen them. Han yo any ?

4. a 1300 Cursor M. 3591 Quen bai it haue. c 1330 R.
BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 8 pe lordschip bei toke, & hafit jit.
c 1470 HENRY Wallace I. 12 How thai haff wrocht. 1526
TINDALE Luke xvi 29 They have Moses and the proprieties.
1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. x. 320 We hafe a
true gyd. 1611 BIBLE John viii. 41 We haue one Father,
euen God. Mod. colloq. They've done it ; we've seen them.

t. a 1300 Cursor M. 5173 Yee ha sin. 'Ibid. 5182 Hayee
broght him wit yow t 1430-40 LYDG. Bochas I. ill. (1544) 6 a,
Some ha be lost. 1589 Pappe w. Hatchet B iij, Haie ye
anie gold ends to sell ? 1793 BURNS Bannoctburn, Scots
wha hae wi' Wallace bled. 1892 R. KIPLING Barract-r.
Ballads, Tomlinson 26 Give answer what ha* ye done?
Mod. Sc. Hae ye ocht to say for yersel?
3. Indicative Past.

a. ist&a&ydpers. .w/j.h.adCb.aed^had.ad); con-
tracted 'd. Forms : 1-3 hsafde, hefde, 2 hefede,
heffede, heofde (efde), 2-3 heuede, hafde, 2-4
haued, 3 heeuede, hasfuede, heefede, hauede,
hafuede, hafede, heuede, hefuede, hefte, hafte,

hauid, heedde, hadd (eftte, afte, adde, ad), 3-4
hafd, hedde, hede, 3-7 hadde, 3- had (4-5
hade, haid, 6 haved, Sc. 4- bed, 6 hayd).
cBzs Vesp. Psalter Ixxvi. 6 [Ixxvii. 5] Ger ece in mode ic

hefde. c 900 tr. Bxda's Hist. v. xvi[iij. (1890) 446 Osred . .

pact nee. .hzfde. c 1175 Lamb. Horn, n Godalmihti heofde
iwriten ba ten laje. Ibid. 25 ErSon he hefde anfalde sunne.
Ibid. 121 Al swa be prophete heffede iboded. c 1200 ORMIN
113 He . . hafTde an duhhtij wif. c 1205 LAY. 2624 Cnihtes
he hsefde gode. Ibid. 4516 Anne hird-cniht he hauede.
Ibid. 6552 pe arfre hedde kinedom. c 1275 Ibid. 15729
pisne cnaue ich hadde. 111300 Cursor M. 9234 (Cott.)
Salatiel he had to sun. c 1300 Ibid. 24824 (Edin.) He hauid
al bair wil. c 1325 Metr. Horn. 103 He hafd charite inch.

1340 Ayenb. 14 Hit hedde zeve heauedes. 1375 BAKBOUR

bagge. 1741-2 RICHARDSON Pamela, passim, I'd, you'd,
he d, she'd. Mod. I'd seen him before.

b. indpers. sing, hadst. Forms: a. i huefdes,

-est, 2-3 hefdest, 3-4 heuedest, haddist, 4-6
haddest, 4 hadest, 6- hadst. B. north. 3-5 hade,
3- had.
^950 Liiidis/. Gosp. Matt. xxii. 12 Ne hxfdes 8u wede.

a looo Crist 1383 (Gr.) pact bu onsyn haefdest. c 1175Lamb. Horn. 21 pu hefdest mare deruenesse. a me, A tier.
R. 38 Uor be ilke muchele blisse bet tu heuedest. Itid. 40
Pet tu hefdest. a 1300 Cursor M. 17046 pi sorus. .bou had
If. rr. hade, -haddist, -est] in hert. c 1350 Will. Palerne
1816 Of hardnesse hadestow neuer. I377LANGL. P. PI. B.
v. 474 And haddest mercy on bat man. in BIBLE Gen.
xxx. 30 It was little which thou hadst [WvcuF haddist,
COVERD. haddest] before I came.

C. plural had; contracted 'd. Forms : a.

i heefdon, hefdan, 2 heofden, heoueden, 2-3

HAVE.

hefden, (efden), hafeden, 2-5 heefden, hadden,
3 hafueden, hafdeu, (afdon), haueden, hsedden,
l^adden), 3-4 hedden, haden, haddyn. hadon.
P. 2-3 Iwofde, hefde, 2-5 hadde, 3 hafde,
hauede, hafd, haued, (adde), 3-4 hade, 3- had,
(4- Sc. haid).
a. avxnCzdmon's Gen. 25 Hsefdon gielp mice!. 1154 O.

E. Chron. an. 1137 pe. .men ne hadden nan more to gyuen.
rtii75 Cott. Hom. 219 pa be hi alle hafeden bisne'red ..

jefestnod. c 1205 LAY. 19008 pa haedden [c 1275 haden] heo
...Merlin ber. a 1225 Leg. Aa.'/i. ^28 ClaS bat ha hefden.
c 1300 Ha-celok 238 Mikel sorwe haueden alle. a 1375
Joseph Ariiu._ 244 pei .. hedden de-deyn. i 1400 I\-s!r.

Troy 12456 pai hadon horn in hate, c 1450 Merlin 193 Alle
they that eny hadden.

ft. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 3 Heo nomen . . be beste bet heo
hefde. c 1205 LAY. 1933 pa hajfde ba Troinisce men ouer-
comen heora teonen. 1:1275 Ibid. 26558 Ou [ci2o5 hu] his
iveres hadde idon. a 1300 Cursor M, 13501 (Cott.) All bai
had i-nogh at ette. Ibid. 24326 (Edin.) Miht hafd we
nan. Ibid. 16767 + 149 (Cott.) pai hade of him drede. 61300
Harrow. Hell in pey bat haved served me. 1375 BAKLUU;
Bruce i. 514 To haid that thai forspokyn haid.

4. Subjunctive Present.
a. sing. have. Forms: i baabbe, hebbe, 1-4

habbe, 2-3 asbbe, abbe
; 3- have, etc., as Indie,

present.
805 Charter in O. E. Texts 442 Gif hio beam haibbe. 835

Ibid. 448 Se 3<et min lond hebbe. a zzoo O. E. Citron, an.

675 pes papa curs . . he habbe. c 1175 I.amh. Hom. 67 Bute
ic bis habbe. c 1230 Hali Held. 37 pah bu riche beo it

nurice habbe. a 1300 Cursor M. 3909 (Cott.) Ar he be half
of baa haa [v. r. haue] slayn. 1375 BAKBOI.H Bruce vi. 334
Bot he haf wit to steit his stede. 1382 WYCLIF Epli. iv. 28
That he haue wherof he schal Jyue. 1607 BEAV.M. & FL.
Woman-Hater n.

i,
If he have the itch of knighthood upon

him.

b. plural have. Forms : i hsebben, habban,
heobbe, 1-3 habben, 3-5 haven, 3- have, as
Indie.
a looo Gtlthlac 644 (Gr.) past Je .. brynewylm hzbben.

c looo Ags. Ps. (Th.) Ixix. 5 [Ixx. 4] Habban ba mid wynne
weoroe blisse. (71175 Lamb. Hom. 69 Halde we u from
uniwil and habben feir lete. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. i. 8
Hauen [27. i. 8 haue] heo worschupe in bis world. 1431
E. E. Wills (1882) 88 Y wille that -my parisshe chirches
haue alle here duetees.

5. Subjunctive Past had : as in Indie. Past.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls' 12358 Nere sleighte

and queyntise hadde ben. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Pctrus
238 Sterand, as bai lyf had hade. 1382 WycLIF Acts xxiv.
19 If thei hadden ony thing [1526 TINDALE had ought] a?ens
me. 1611 SHAKS. Cymb. n. iv. 147 O that I had her heere.
1801 MRS. OLIPHANT yaiut II. v. 81, I wish I had.
6. Imperative : have.
a. sing. Forms : I hafa, 3-5 hafue, hafe, 3-

have (3-4 haf, hab, 4 hawe, haa, 4-6 ha, a, 6
Sc. half).
a loco Cxdmon's Gen. 2429 Hafa arna bane, c 1205 LAY.

31401 Hafue bu al bi kine-lond. Ibid. 25787 Hafe mine
godne horn, c 1230 Hali Jl/eid. 11 Haue trust on his help.

r M. 969 Of alkin fruit haf bou be nine. Ibid.a 1300 Cursor 1

3889 Haa lya in pi oedd. a 1300 Fragm. 14 in E. E. P.
(1862) 19 Bebenche be, man, and hab drede. c 1350 Will.
Palerne 1177 A mynde on me. 1:1460 Townelcy Myst. (Sur-

, .

Work (1844) 21 Then ha with thee. Mod. Have a cigar.
b. plural. Forms : a. I habbap, 3 habbeoU,

3-4 habbep, 4 hauep, hauithe. 0. 3-4 haues,
hauis, has, 4 haffis. 7. 3- (haue), have, (4
hab, 4-5 ha).
a icoo Andreas 1^60 (Gr.) HabbaS word gearu. c 1205

LAY. 32172 HabbeoS bat lond auer masre. a 1225 Ancr. R.
16 pis word habbeS muchel on vs. a 1300 Cursor Jlf. 4884
Haue \fi.r. has, haueb] god day. Ibid. 0049 (Gott.) HauU
sone of me merci. c 1300 Beket 2067 His bodi habbe ?are.

1370-80 XI Pains of Hell 276 in O. E. Misc. 230 Poul,
Michael, on vs ha merci. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce xm. 305
Haffis gud day ! 1382 WYCLIF Mark xi. 22 Haue je the
feith of God [1611 Haue faith in God). 01450 Knt. de la.

Tour (18681 15 Hauithe youre loke. c 1475 Babees Bk. 183A Trenchoure ha ye clene. Mod. Have your tickets ready !

7. Present Participle having i^hoe'virj).

Forms: i baabbende, habbende, 1-3 hash-

bende, 3 habende, 4-6 hafaud, hauvyng(e, 6-
having (Sc. haifand, havand).
c looo /ELFRIC Horn. I. 250 We beoS hzbbende 3ass 8e we

asr hopedon. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Eugenia 351 Hafand
at hyr gret wlatsumnes. 1382 WYCLIF Matt. xv. 30
Hauynge with hem doumbe men. 14.. Norn, in Wr.-
Wulcker 709/26 Idropicus, hafand the dropsy. 1526 TINDALE
Matt. xxii. 24 If a man dye havinge no children. 1567
Satir. Poems Re/orm. iv. 78 Nouther to God nor honourc
hauand Ee.

8. Past Participle had (hjed, hsed, had, ad).
Forms: a. i gehajfed, s'ihaued, ihafd (hi-

hafd , 4 yhet, 4-5 yhadd^, ihadde, yhad. 0.

i hEefed, 2-4 haued, 4- had (4-6 hadde, hade,
Sc. haid).
(looo ^ELFRIC Horn. II. 148 jEfter disum wordum wearS

zemot gehxfd. c 1205 LAY. 6223 We habbeo ihaued moni
burst, c 1275 Ibid. 2685 He hafde many wimmen hi-hafd.

llnd. 4501 Hadde hire i-wedded, and i-hafd. 1340 Ayenb.
40 To yelde bet hi habbeb y-het kueadliche of opren. 1387
TREVISA Higden vi. xxix, Vot-men .. hadde y-hadde be

meystry. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. Ixxx. 65 Our folke
haue it longe y had.

ft. copo tr. Bzda's Hist. in. i[i]. (1890) 154 Is seo stow
. . in micelre arwyrSnesse hzfd. a 1300 Cursor M. 2659 Pat
bou has had. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 8 He & ais



HAVE.

haf had }?e lond. Ibid. 15 If he had haued myght. 1482
WAKKW. Citron. 5 That thet ^huld be hude to the Toure

Hylic. 1513 Dot'GLAs ^H* n. xi. [x.] 38 In bondage with

hir haid. < 1531 R- MORICE in Lett. Lit. Mt'n (Camden) --4

Thei caused suche diligent watch to be hadde. Mod. Have

you had enough?

9. Negative Forms.

Inf. OE. nabban, ME. nabbe(u, nave(n; Imi.

pres. OE. nsebbe (nafu) ; neefB, nabbafl, ME.
nabbe, iiave)), na)? ; Ind. pa. OE. nsefde, ME.
nafde, nauede, nadde, nedde, nad, etc. In OE.
nahban was sometimes treated as an independent
verb with pa. pple. senaefd

' not had '.

f 888 K. ALFRED Boctk. xiv. i Donne sint hie be pleolicran
. . sehaefd bonne jenasfd. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John ix. 41
Na;fde ge nane synne. f 1175 Lamb. Horn. 113 iMoni mon
naf8 ehta. c i>5 LAV. 557 Neafde \c 1*75 nafde] he nenne
o5er. Ibid. 4905 Ah he neuede [^1275 nadde] nenne sune.

( ( is Attcr. K. 244 Nabbe ?e bis also? n 1240 Lofsong in

Cott. Horn, an Nabbich nowOer in me wisdom ne wurschipe.
a 1300 Floriz fy Bl. 65 Ac rest ne mi?te he nabbe none. 13. .

Caw. .yGr. Knt. 1066 Naf I now., bot bare bre dayez. 1340

Ayenb. 210 To be wreche fayleb : bet he he{> and t>et he nep.

1362 LANGL. P. PL A. i. 157 5e naue no more merit. Ibid.

v. 4 {>at I nedde sadloker i-slept. 1393 Ibid. C. vii. 214
(MS. F.) Hit nad be sold, a 1400-50 Alexander 1876 J>ai

naue no will to my notis. c 1420 Pallad. on Hitsb. \. 176
Necessite nath neuere halyday.

B. Signification.
From a primitive sense '

to hold (in hand) ',
have has

passed naturally into that of 'hold in possession,' 'possess,
1

and has thence been extended to express a more general
class of relations, of which '

possession
'

is one type, some
of which are very vague and intangible. For just as the

verbs be and do are the most generalized representatives of

the verbal classes Keio-Qai (situs) and irpao-o-eii/ (actio\ in

Aristotle's classification of verbal predications (*car>jyoptai},

so have is the most generalized representative of the class

e^eiy (fiabitus, having). For although have in its primitive
sense of ' hold

'

was a verb of action, in the sense possess,'
and still more, in the weakened senses 2, etc. below, no notion
of any action upon the object remains, what is predicated
being merely a static relation between the subject and object.
In the older languages this relation was often predicated
not of the possessor but of the thing possessed, the possessor

standing in the dative, thus L. est mihi liber, there is to
me a book, I have a book. The extended use of have and
its equivalents to express this relation is a general feature of
the modern languages. Like the two other generalized
verbal types be and dot have also tends to uses in which it

becomes a mere element of predication, scarcely capable of

explanation apart from the context, and at length an

auxiliary verb.

General scheme of arrangement. L As a main verb

(trans, or z/r.) * To possess, and connected uses.
** To

keep in possession, hold^ maintain, etc.
*** To come into

possession of, to get ; and connected uses. **** Phrases.
*****

idiomatic uses, had better, rather^ etc. H. As
an auxiliary verb. HI* Combinations.

I. As a main verb (trans, or intr.)
* In the sense possess, and uses thence arising.
1. trans. To hold in hand, in keeping, or posses-

sion ; to hold or possess as property, or as some-

thing at one's disposal.
Beowulf (Z.^ 814 Hine se mode^a 01x3 Hygelaces haefde

be honda. <r888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxiv. 4_He hEefb on
his a^enum genoh. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xix. 22 Soplice
he hsefde mycele sehta. 1154 O. E. Chron. an. 1137 pa be
uurecce men ne hadden nan more to gyuen. a 1225 Ancr.
R. 16 SprengeS ou mid hali water bet je schulen euer habben
mid ou. a 1300 Cursor M. 5809 Quat has bou in bi hand ?

1382 WYCLIF Matt. xiv. 17 We han nat here, no but fiue

looues and two fishis. c 1450 tr. De Imitatione IIL xxxvi.
106 Men askib hov muche a man hab. 1483 Lett. etc.

Rich. Ill % Hen. VII (Rolls 1861) I. g Sir WilliamA Parre
. .having an axe in his hand. 1513 MORE Rich. Ill (1883)

46 My lord you haue very good strawberies at your gardayne
in Holberne. 1515 BARCLAY Egloges (1570) A vb, But, trust

me, Condon, there is diversitie Betwene to have riches and
riches to have thee. 1590 LODGE Euphues Gold. Leg*
(1609) 56, I haue them about me. x6zi BIBLE Luke xxii. 31
Satan hath desired to haue you. 1631 MASSINGER Emperor
East iv. iv, What have you there ? 1700 T. BROWN tr.

Fresny's Atnusem. Ser. <$ Com. 26 For I have Insured
more by a Thousand Pounds, than I have in her. 1818
CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) VI. 366 My will is that my son shall

have and enjoy the manor of B. only for his life. Mod.
How many shares have you in the company?

b. absol.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xxv. 29 Witodlice aelcon baera be
haefS man

sylb. 1382 WYCLIF Mark iv. 25 Sothely it shal
be jouen to hym that hath. 1593 DRAYTOH IdcaZfy, I have,
I want, Despaire, and yet Desire. 1642 ROGERS Naamati
115, I count myselfe the same man whether I want or have.

C. To have and to hold, a phrase app. of legal

origin (cf. law L. habtndum et tenenditm : see

HABENDDM), retained largely, as in German, Dutch,

etc., on account of its alliterative form : To have

(or receive) and keep or retain, indicating continu
ance of possession.
Beownl/(Z.) 659 Hafa nu ond je-heald husa selest. 971

Blickl. Horn. 55 pa be Codes rices jeleafan habbacS & healdaj>.

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. 11.70 peYle of vsure .. To habben and
to holden. a 1400 Sir Perc. 24 He gaffe hym his syster

Achefiour, To have and to holde. 1549 Bk. Com. Prayer,
Matrimony^ I N. take thee N. to my wedded wife, to haue
and to holde from this day forwarde. 1664 BUTLER //*/.,

Lady's Answer 96, I fear they'll prove so nice and coy To
have, and t'hold, and to enjoy. 1839-56 BOUVIER Law Diet.

s.v. Habendnm^ The habendum commences in our common
deeds, with the words '

to have and to hold '.

2. To hold or possess, in a weakened sense ; the

relation being other than that ofproperty or tenancy,

e.g. one of kindred, relative position, etc.
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The relation is often reciprocal : the father has a son, the

son has a father
;
the king has subjects, his subjects have a

king ; the man has a wife, she has a husband ; or it may be

reciprocal to sense i : a man has (sense i) a house, the house
has an owner or tenant.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp, Luke xvi. 28 Ic haebbe fif jebrobru.
c 1200 ORMIN 113 He , . haffde an duhhti? wif. c 1205 LAY.

462 Ich abbe i min castlen Seoue busend kempen. a 1300
Cursor M. 061 Hot be haf I na frend. 1340 Ayenb. 5 pou
ne sselt habbe god bote me. 138* WYCLIF Mail. ix. 36 As
sheep nat hauynge a sheperde. 1513 MORE Rich, Ill (1883)

23 Whose specyall pleasure and coumforte were to haue
his brother with hym. 1568 GKAFTON Chron. II. 44 If we
note well what enemies we have. 1601 SHAKS. Twf, N. i.

iii. 134 Wherefore haue these gifts a Curtaine before 'em?
1601 Jitl. C. i. ii. 192 Let me haue men about me, that

are fat. 1708 MRS. SCOTT in CaldwellPapers i. (Maitland)
212 So having none but men, our ceremonys uas the less.

1748 Anson's I'oy, \. vii. 71 We had fifty-two fathom of

water. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) VI. 535 He having no
son at the time. 1890 W. F. RAE Airier. Duchess I. 50
The worst Administration which we have ever had.

b. with complement or adverbial extension, par-

ticularizing the relation of the object or expressing
some qualification, condition or limitation thereof.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. iii. 9 We habbaS abraham us to

feeder. John viii. 41 We habbab anne god to faeder.

1290 Bcket 2042 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 165 ?e to be kingus
wille is bodi Je habben al-3are. a 1300 Cursor M. 15517

He
bat has his bodi clene. 1388 WYCLIF i Tim. iv. 2 That . .

haue her conscience corrupt. iMCAXTONC&CWltJv.Civb,
A knyght which had to name malechete. 1526 TINDALE Matt.
iii. 4 This Jhon had his garment off camels heer. Ibid. xxii.

ii A man which had not on a weddinge garment. 1583
HOLLYBAND Campo di Fior 183 As long as we have this

monkey to our cooke. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///, 11. i. 112

When Oxford had me downe, he rescued me. 1634 SIR T.

HERBERT Trav. 3 They used to have their Wives in common.

1700 S. L. tr. Frykc"s Voy. E. Ind. 14 We still had France
on the left of us, 1807 ROBINSON Archxol. Grzca i. ii. 21

A person who had a foreigner to his mother. 1847 MARRYAT
Childr. N. Forest v, You . . have the laugh on your side

now. 1852 THACKERAY Esmond i. iii, They had him to dine

with them at the inn. 1891 MRS. NEWMAN Begun in Jest
I. 112, I have women at work for me.

3. To possess, bear, contain, as an appendage,

organ, subordinate part, or adjunct ; to contain as

parts of itself. (In this last shade of meaning now

chiefly confined to time,
*

Thirty days hath Sep-
tember ',

* the year has twelve calendar months '.)

cyaati. Baffin's /fisi.u. xiii. [xvi,] (1800)144 He. .haefdebUec

feax, and blacne ondwlitan. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Mark xi. 13
An fic-treow be leaf hsefde. c 1050 ByrhtJerWs Handboc
in Anglia VIII. 300 jif se monS sceal habban xxx nihta.

a 1250 Owl ff Night. 153 pu havest wel sharpe clawe. 138*
WYCLIF Luke xx. 24 Scnewe ge to me a peny ; whos ymage
and writynge aboue hath it? c 1410 Sir Cleges 349 Harlot,
hast noo tonge ? 1559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Classe 144
A lake, is that which continually hath water. 1585 T.
WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay*s Voy. i. iii. 3 The saide Ilande

hath two cities. 1592 SHAKS. Ven. <$ Ad. 389 The sea hath
bounds. 1657 R. LIGON Barbadoes (1673) 101 The leaves.,

having many veines. 1659 WILLSFORD Scales Comm. 113

Intercalary years, there is one day added to February,
which then hath 29. 1697 DAMPIER Voy. I. 6 She had 12

Guns, and 150 Sea-men and Souldiers. 1704 W. PENN in

iSt/i Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. iv. 80 Virginia has not

a town bigger, if half so big, as Kmghtsbridge. 1887 LOWELL
Democr. 9 If riches have wings to fly away from their

owner, they have wings also to escape danger.

4. To possess, as an attribute, quality, faculty,

function, position, right, etc. ; to be characterized

by; to hold; to be charged with. (With very
various immaterial objs.)
Obsolete uses are to haue right ^ wrong^ to have a certain

aget so many years.
a looo Cxdmon's Gen. 280 Ic hsebbe geweald micel to

gyrwanne godlecran stol. ciooo Ags. Gosp. John ix. 21

AcsiaS hine sylfne, ylde he haefcS. cny$ Lamb. Horn. -25

He hefde anfalde sunne and seodSan he hauet twafald.

c 1230 Halt Meid. 3 Euch meiden bat haueS meidene
beawes. a. 1300 Cursor M. 6029 pan said be king

'

i haue

(>e wrang, And al bis wrak on me es lang'. 1382 WYCLIF

John viii. 57 Thou hast not ?it fifty jeer. \4fePaston Lett.

No. 914 III. 359 Havyng the auctorite to se the Kynges
money levied in the North parties. 1549 LATtMER6/A.S>.
bef.Ediv. VI (Arb.) 159 The Corinthians had no suche con-

tencions among them. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 147

Eyes Diamond-like, having blacke
lustre.^ 1697 DAMPIER

Voy. 1. 32 They have a Fashion to cut holes in the Lips. 1750
G. HUGHES Barbadoes 102 They have a very austere and
acerb taste. 1795 Gentl. Mag. 543/1 Every poor family in

the neighbourhood had reason to regret his departure. 1840
LARDNER Geom. xxi. 293 If two circles have different magni-
tudes, they will then have different curvatures. i88a

SHORTHOUSE J. Inglesant \. xiii. 243 Their policy had the

desired effect.

5. To be possessed or affected with (something

physical or mental) ; to be subjected to ; to expe-
rience ; to enjoy or suffer.

ciooo Ags. Gosp. Mark iii. ii Swa fela swa untrumnessa,
& unclaene gastas hsefdon. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 35 Swilche

pine ic habbe. tbid. 83 Hwet node efde moncun bet he

Mon were? a 1125 Ancr. R. 112 Uor vuel bet he haueS.

c 1300 Cursor M. 28904 (Cott. Galba) When bou sese any
haue hunger or calde. 1382 WYCLIF i Cor. vii. 28 Suche
schulen haue tribulacioun of fleisch. 1464 J. PASTON in

ii. 119 He had a Feauer when he was in Spaine. 1695
CONCREVE Love for L. v. ii, Hussy, you shall have a rod.

1710 LADY MANSF.LL in i$tk Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App.
iv. 542, I had a tolerable night of it. 1875 JOWETT Plato

(ed. 2) I. 94 Some patient of his, has inflammation of the

lungs. 1890 W. F. RAF, Amer. Duchess 1. 123, 1 have had
a real good time ! Mo<i. He has very bad health.

HAVE.

I 6. To possess as an intellectual acquirement, to

be versed in, to know; to understand, grasp with

the mind.

1591 SHAKS. Two Gent, iv. i. 33 Haue you the Tongueb!
1596 Merck. V. l. ii. 74 Hee vnderstands not me, nor I

him : he hath neither Latine, French, nor Italian. 1601

T'tvel. N. I. iii. 131, I thinke I haue the backe-tricke. 1602

Ham. ii. i. 68 You haue me, haue you nut? 1619
DRUMM. OF HAWTH. COHV. m. B. Jonson vii. (1842) 9 He
hath by heart some verses of Spenser's Calender. 1730
CHESTKKK. Lett. 11792) III. ccxxvil. 26 Our young country-
men have generally too little French. 1839 H. AINSWOKIII

Jack Slieppard iii, *Ah \ I have it', he added after a
i moment's deliberation. 1868 Athenzttm 4 Jan. 21/2 A

person who having no mathematics attempts to describe a
mathematician.

7. To possess as a duty or thing to be done.

With object and dative inf. expressing what is to

be done by the subject.
(This is in origin a particular case of 2 b.)

971 Blickl. Horn. 01 Uton we forjwn ge^encean hwyl<_
handlean we him forb to berenne habban. c 1000 .-',?*.

iiosp. Luke vii. 40 Ic hajbbe Se to secgenne sunuiing. a 1225
Juliana 9 pe bat se heh ^ing hefde to heden. a 1300
Cursor M. 16487 Ha we noght [>ar-of

to do. 1382 WYCLI!'
2 John 12, I hauynge mo thinges for to wrljte to ^ou.

1:1460 TwHcLy Alyst. 181 We have othere thynges at do.

1592 SIIAKS. yen. <y Ad. 179 Wishing Adonis had his team
to guide. 1657 R. LIGON Barbadoes (1673) 55 He will have
too much to do. 1667 MILTON P. L. ,\i. 415 He had much
to see. 1742 RICHAKDSON Ptnnela III. 106 Every absent
Member. .has it to reproach himself with the Consequences
that may follow. 1816 KEATINGE Trim. (1817) I. 42 Con-

densing what they had to say into a very portable compass.

1892 Law Rep. Weekly Notes 165/1 The time limited.,

had still three years to run.

b. Hence to have to do : see Do v. 33 c, d.

C. With infinitive : To be under obligation, to

be obliged ;
to be necessitated to do something. It

forms a kind of Future of obligation or duty.
[Cf. the Future tense of the Romanic kings., v.g.jeparler-

ai,jejftHir-<iit
I have to speak, to finish.]

1579 FENTON Guicciard. (1618) 6 He told him, he had not
to befeeue. that the couetousnesse of Vir^inio . . had moued
Ferdinand. 1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. 1. 1. i We have. .to

strive with a number of heavy prejudices. 1596 SPENSER
State Jrel. Wks. (Globe) 657/2 This is the manner of the

Spanyardes captaynes, whoe never hath to meddle with his

souldiours pave. 1765 H. WALPOLE Otranto v. (1798) 80

Having to talk with him on urgent affairs. 1831 MRS. F.

TROLLOPE Dom. Mann. Amer. (1894) II. 271 But 'we had
to do it

'

as the Americans say. 1848 MRS. GASKELL M.
Barton ix, Mary had to change some clothes after her walk
home. 1883 manch. Exam. 29 Oct. 5/4 In 1831 the firm

had to suspend payment. 1892 LOPES in Law Times Rep.
LXVII. 144/1, I regret to have to say that I do not believe

that evidence. Mod. I have to go to London to-morrow.
** To keep possession of, to hold ;

and related uses.

8. To hold, keep, retain (in some relation to

oneself: as to have in use, to use (habitually) ; to

have in mind, to remember j to have in possession,
to possess ; etc.

c 825 Vesp. Psalter Ixxvi. 6 flxxvii. 5] ger ece in mode ic

hefde. 971 Blickl. Horn. 87 On bendum hie waeron hzfde.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 16 pis word habbe3 muchel on vs. a 1300
Cursor M. 28456, I. .has hade it in myn vsage, O mete and
drink to do vtrage. 1382 WYCLIF 2 Cor. x. 6 Hauynge in

redynesse for to venge al vnobedience. c 1400 Smvdoiie

Bad. 3243 The kinge hade wel in mynde The tresone of

Genelyne. 1:1440 t'romp. Pan. 230/1 Have yn possessyon,

possideo. 1462 Plmnpton Corr. 7 Whom our Lord govern
& haf in His keeping. 1551 ROBINSON tr. Mare's Utop. n.

(1895) 151 But lynen clothe is..hadde more in vse. 1559 W.
CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse 37 The northe Pole, Still we
have in sight. 1632 LITHGOW Trav, ix, 399 We had a
Moorish Frigot in Chase. 1634 CROMWELL Sp. 4 Sept. in

Cartyle, The Government hath had some things in desire.

1777 JOHNSON Let. to Mrs. Thrale 13 Aug., Which they
have m contemplation there's the word now.

9. To hold or entertain in the mind (a feeling,

opinion, etc.) ;
to entertain, hold, cherish.

c 1000 Gospel Nicod. viii. in Thwnite's Heptat., Bulon

nig habba|> andan to hym. 1:1175 Lamb. Horn. 7 Ne we
ne beo3 iboren for to habbene nane prudu. a 1240 Ureisnii

in Cott. Horn. 185 Hwi abbe ich eni licung in ober bins

^>ene in be? a 1300 Cnrsor M. 11161 Haf na drednes. Ibid.

17273 luus had til him envie. 6-1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.)
Pref. 2 What lufe he had til his sugets. 1583 HOLLYBAND

Campo di Fior 61 Of this have not any doubt. 1656 A rti/.

Handsom. 11662) 5 Let me see . . what you have against it.

1726 SHELVOCKE Voy. round World (ijyf) 227 Who .. had

a mind to act the mad-man. 1882 SHORTHOUSE J. Inglesant
I. xv. 280, I have no doubt the Italian is at the bottom of

all this.

b. Hence, To show, exhibit, exercise, exemplify

(such sentiment, etc.) in action.

Have a care : see CARE st. '

3 c ;
have theface : see FACE

sb 7 : see also DILIGENCE, HEED, MERCY, REGARD, etc.

c 1175 Lamb. Ham. 109 pet he abbe ihersumnesse tmd

ibuhsumnesse. a 1300 Cursor M. 22474 Lauerd, ha merci

on all nu. 6-1450 S/. Cuthbert (Surtees) 4355 Of bis pure
man haue hede. 1483 Lett., etc. Rich. Ill f, Hen. VII

(Rolls) I. 45 Havynge respecte . . to othere presidentes

passed afore. 1539 BIBLE (Great) Matt, xviii. 26 Sir, haue

pacience with me, and I will paye the all. 1580 LYLY

Euphnes (Arb.) 131 All dillygence is to be had to search

such a one. i6n BIBLE Traitsl. Pref. 2 It doth certainely

belong vnto Kings to haue care of Religion, a 1715 BUR-

NET Own Time (1823) I. 341 There was less regard had to

them afterwards. 1805 Med. Jrnl. XIV. 193 Have the

goodness to permit an old friend to say a few words in his

own defence. 1895 Law Times Rep. LXXIII. 266/2 The
court will have regard to slight indications.

10. To hold in (some specified) estimation ;
to

esteem or account as
; to consider or regard as. arch.
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cyoo tr. R&Ja's Hist. in. i[i], (1890) 154 Is >fco stow^.
.in

micelre arwyroriessc lisefd. 11300 Cursor M. 20133 Saint

iohn hir keped and had ful dere. i 1380 \VvcLlf II 'is. < 1880)

438 }if .. he be leltid of I'is preching .. teche he his floe bi

hpoly lif and od wole haue hym excusid. 1382 Lnkc
xiv. 18, I preie thee, haue me excusid. 1475 Ratt/Coil-
frar 198 Thay haue me all at Inuy. 111533 '" BERNERS
GoM. oh. M. Anrcl. 11534) Eiij, Truely, wyse men have hym
as suspect. IS35 COVERDALE Ps. cxvtii[jj. 51 The proude
haue me greatly in derision. 1551 ROBINSON tr. Mcrt 's

Utvp. I. (1895)86 That their lawes were hadde in contempte.

1571 HANMER Chron. Irel, 11633) 7 They were then had in

great reverence. 17*8 T. SHERIDAN Persiits vi. (1739) 95
The Athenians had him in so great Esteem.

11. To hold, keep up, carry on (some proceeding
or performance) ;

to engage in, maintain, or per-

form, as a chief actor
;
to engage in and perform

some action.

(This has many affinities and connecting links with other
senses.)

t iioo O. E. Citron, an. 1085 ^Efter bisu haefde se cyng
mycel ^ejwaht. 13.. K. Alts. 4766 How he hadde mony
batailles With wormes. -1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xiv. 154
The Kyng had Werre, with hem of Sithie. 1456 Sc. Acts
jfas. II, c. 7 J>at

be IXemyis . -sulde cum out and haif courss
throu be Kcalme. 1523 SIR W. BULMER in Ellis Orig. Lett.
Ser. in. I. 327 If it pleas youe to haue spech with the said
Scotishman. a 1535 MORE Ibid. Ser. i. II. 48 In eny suit
that I shold afternave to your Grace. 1551 T. WILSON
Logikt: (1580) 79 b, Socrates sheweth that Aspasia had this
talke with Zenophon and his wife. 1563 Homilies n.

Idolatry \. (1859) X 7^ 'u>te, That any true Christian ought to
have any ado with filthy and dead images. 1664 DRVDEN
Rival Ladies v. ii, Why should we have recourse to desper-
ate ways ? 1714 Land. Gaz. No. 5271/2 The Queen has had
a Circle every Evening. 1738 SWIFT Pol. Convcrs. 45 She
and 1 had some Words last Sunday at Church. 1845
STEPHEN Comttt. Laivs Eng. (1874) II. 257 Whenever a
marriage shall not be had within three calendar months
after the entry of the notice.

b. When the action or proceeding is treated as

something experienced, got at, attained, or en-

joyed, the sense blends with 14.
1590 LODGE Euphues Gold. Leg. (1609) 54 Lets haue a

little sport with him. 1697 COLLIER Ititmor. Stage (1730)

351 He had, says he, an admirable Stroak at the Pathos
in general. 1760 FOOTE Minor i. (1781) 31 Shall we have a
dip in the history of the Four Kings this morning ? 1847
MARRYAT Cliildr. N. Forest v, You will then have a good
shot at him. 1868 W. COLLINS Maonst. iii, I went and had
a look at the bedroom. 1891 MRS. WALFORD Pinch of
Exper. 268 Rhoda went, had an enchanting walk.

1 12. refl. To comport oneself, behave. 06s.
c 1386 CHAUCER Melib. p 609, I shewe yow hou ye shul

haue yow . . in gaderynge of richesses. c 1400 MAUNDEV.
(Roxb.) xxvi. 123 pai hafe bam rijt warly and wysely.
c 1475 Babees Ble. 46 How yee Babees . . Shulde haue youre
>ylf whenne yee be sette at mete. 1556 LAUDER Tractate
11864) i How . . temporal! lugis sulde haue thame in thare
offias.

13. To assert, maintain; to phrase it, pat it (with
reference to the manner).
c 1449 PECOCK Refr. i. xvii. 06 Also Johun vi' cap. it is

had. Ibid. Thouj it mat be had by tho textis that God
schal jeue and do. 1738 SWIFT Pal. Convers. 44 All the
Town has it, that Miss Caper is to be married to Sir Peter.
1874 BLACKIE Sltf-Cult. 71 Wonder, as Plato has it, U a
truly philosophic passion. 1878 Scribner's Mag. XV. 303/1
The fox . . has run to earth, or, as we have it,

' has holed .

b. With will : To maintain or assert as a fact.

With will not : To refuse to admit as a fact, etc.
ciooo Sax. Leechd. III. 266 pa Izwedan willaS habban

bone monan be bam Se hi hine jeseoS. 1577 HARRISON
England L xix. 11881) in. 145 A traueller of my time.,
noteth the said street to go another waie, insomuch that he
would haue it to crosse the third Auon. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen.
t /, III. i. 30 If 1 were couetous. ambitious, or peruerse, As
he will haue me. 1662 STILLINCFL. Orig. Sacr. in. iv. S 12
Stephanus . . will not have him to be Hellen the son of
Deucalion, but the Son of Pthius. 1712 ADDISON Spect. No.
271 F 3 Some will have it, that I often write to my self.

1829 Bengali* 462 Nawaub, or Nabob, as John Bull will
have it. 1864 PUSEV Lett. Daniel iv. 227 The Anti- Messi-
anic interpreters will have it to be written after the event.

'* To come into possession of, to get, and con-
nected uses.

14. To possess by obtaining or receiving ; hence,
to come or enter into possession of; to obtain,
receive, get, gain, accept, take

;
to have learned

(from some source); to take (food, drink). To
let one /urve, to allow one to get, to give one.
a 1000 O. E. Chron. an. 885 & Seaxan haefdun sixe.

c 1000 Ags. Gasp. Matt. xix. 16 HWt godes do ic bait ic
ecelifhajbbe? a 1123 O. E. Chron. an. 1101 Ealle.Theora
land onsean hzfdon. ciio5 LAY. 10273 Seuerius wende
anan to hacbbene bisne kinedom. 01300 Cursor M. 9574
Pat he moght haue forgi[u]nes. 1381 WYCLIF John iii.

15 that ech man that bileueth in to him, perische not,

v
' ha

.

ue
,;
uerelastinge lyf. 1466 MARG. PASTON in P. Lett.

No. 560 II. 291 Remember that yf the[y] wer had from you,:owd never gyte no moo. c 1489 CAXTON Sotmes of
*""*, V, '?

Yf we can have him
>
! sha11 i>ake hym to be

>ue. .anye tning . . tnat was to be had in his
Umntrey. 1583 HOLLYBAND Campo di Fior 229 fShe) had
two children at a birthe. 1592 SHAKS. Yen. t, Ad. 536 Youshall have a kiss. 161 1 BIBLE Trmul. Pref. 2 What thanks
had he? 1632 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondts Eromena 131

ild you have me mame, when there is no man that
will have me 1 c 1680 BEVERIDGE Serm., They have it . . from
his own mouth. 1748 Anton's Voy. n. iv. ,66 On their
having no news of us., they were persuaded that we.,
bad perished. 1751 LABELYE Wtstm. Br. 94 The Gentle-

126

men of Westminster .. made Application to Parliament for

having a Bridge. 1803 G. ROSE Diaries (1860! II. 35 If
Lord Spencer returns he must have the Admiralty. "86i
GOSCHEN For. Exch. 11866) 78 The number of marks banco
which are to be had for the pound. 1887 RIDER HAGGARD
Jess xxiii, Have another egq, Jess? Mod. There is nothing
to be had here.

b. The imperative is used absol. in the sense
' Here !

' '
take this !

' Now dial. Have to, to-

wardst used in drinking to any one = here's to. arch.

1377 LANGL. P. PL B. xiv. 49 Haue, haukyn ! .. and ete
bis whan be hungreth. a 1529 SKELTON El. Ritmmyng 563
Have, here is for me, A cloule of London pinnes. 1596
SHAKS. Tatii. SAr. v. ii. 37 Petr. Spoke like an Officer:
ha lo thefe] lad. [Stage direct.} Drinkes to Hortentio.

1639 W. CAHTWRIGHT Royal Slave in. i, Xtr. Here's to
thee Leocrates. Leoc. Have towards thee, Philotas. Phil.
To thee, Archippus [pledging one the other]. 1861 RAMSAY
Remit*. Ser. n. 44 He came back in a few minutes, crying,
' Hoe \ Mod. Sc. He's nane sae deaf, that he canna hear
'Hae!'

c. To have it : to gain the victory or advantage,
to win the match ; to have the superiority.
1596 SHAKS. Tarn. S/ir. v ii. 181 Weil go thy waies olde

Lad, for thou shalt ha't. 1847 L. HUNT Mcn
t Women* $

B. \. xiv. 232 Upon the whole, the dark browns, chestnuts,
etc. have it with us. 1865 DICKENS Alut, Fr. in. xvii, As
many as are of that opinion, say Aye, contrary, No
the Ayes have it.

d. To have it : to receive (or have received") a

drubbing, thrashing, punishment, reprimand ; to let

one have it^ to *

give it
*

one. colloq.
159* SHAKS. Rom. % Jut. m. i. 112 They haue made

wormes meat of me ; I haue it, and soundly. x8z6 BYRON
CH, Harold^ Notes to iv. cxlii, When one gladiator wounded
another, he shouted ( ke lias it\ 'hoc habet,' or 'habet.'

1848 RUXTON Life in Far West 8 (Farmer), I ups..and let
one Injun have it, as was going plum into the boy with his
lance. 1891 L. MALET Wages ofSin II. 102 If she catches
him she'll let him have it hot. 1892 MRS. H. WARD David
Grieve iv. i, I shall let her have it, you'll see.

15. Hence, in pregnant sense : To get or have

got into one's power, or at a disadvantage ; to have

caught (y%.\ to have hold upon.
1596 SHAKS. Merck. V. iv. i. 334 Now infidell I haue

thee on the hip. i Hen, IV^ in. Hi. 145 She's neither
fish nor flesh ; a man knowes not where to haue her. 1659

Shuffling Cutting $ Dealing- 6 One had better sometimes
play with a good gamester then a bungler, for one knowes
not where to have him. 1723 STEELE Consc. Lovers i. i,

0, I have her ; I have nettled and put her into the right
Temper to be wrought upon. 1744 M. BISHOP Life $ Adv.
190 We had them [the French] all Ways, Front, and Rear,
and Flank. 1899 MRS. OLIPHANT Marr. Elinor II. xx. 81
Women are all hypocrites alike. You never know when you
have them.

b. To have caught (a person) in argument or dis-

cussion ; to have put into a fix or non-plus, colloq.
1820 Examiner No. 631. 306/1 We have you there ; you

must concede the solemnity of the Proclamation. 1848
THACKERAY Lett. 12 Aug., I eagerly seized the newspaper
(ha ha ! I had somebody there). 1890 BARING-GOULD
Arminell I. xv. 249, I admit that you have me there. 1892
Sut. Rev. 23 Apr. 464/2 M. Renan ' has' Leo XIII on the

subject of his dallyings with the Republic.
C. To get the better of, outwit, take in, deceive,

1 do *. slang.
1805 G. HARRINGTON New Land. Spy (ed. 4) 26 (Farmer'

Ten to one but you are had, a cant word they make use of,
instead of saying, as the truth is, we have cheated him.

1847 DE QUINCEY Sp. Mil. Nun Wks. 1862 III. 65 The
good sefiora . . was not . . to be had in this fashion. 1879
Miss BRADDON Clov. Foot xviii, There's not a real diamond
among them. If you've advanced money on 'em, you've
been had.

16. To get
*
into a place or state ; to cause to

come or go ; to take with one ; to bring, lead,

convey, take, put. arch. Also f reft. To betake
oneself.
c 1205 LAY. 19008 pa hsedden heo mid ginne Merlin ber

wiS inne. a 1300 Cursor M. 16913 (Cott.) loseph wald oaf
awai be rode. 1424 Sc. Acts Jos. I (1597) 15 That na
man haue out of the realm gold nor silver. 1 1430 Arte

Nombryng lE. E. T. S.) ii Euery part of thenombre mul-

tiplying is to be hade into euery part of the nombre to
be multipliede. 1453 MARG. PASTON in P. Lett. No. 189
1. 256 This day I have had inne ij. cartfull of hey. 1484
CAXTON Fables ofA Ifonce i, He was had before the Juge.
1490 Eneydos 1. 144 His knyghtes toke hym and hadde
hym awaye fro the bataylle, 1577-87 HOLINSHED CJiron.
III. 800 The next daie the corps was had to Westminster.
a 1600 Turnajn. Tottenham 183 Thay wold have tham to

Tyb. 1611 BIBLE 2 Kings xi. 15 Haue her foorth without
the ranges. 1690 W. WALKER Idiomat. Anglo-Lat. 230
Make haste to have away the woman. 1749 FIELDING Tom
Jones xvn. iii, There I was had into a whole room full

of women. 1889 STEVENSON Master o/ B, vi. 176 A little

later he was had to bed.

b. Have up : to take up or cause to go before
a court of justice in answer to a charge ; to sum-
mon

; to call to account. Have out : to cause to

come out to a duel.

1749 FIELDING Tom Jones vni. xi
t
So the fellow was had

up,
and Frank wa_s had up for a witness. 1820 Examiner

No. 638. 427/2 Sir Matthew has been had up before his
brother Magistrates on charges connected with bill-broking.
1855 SMEDLKY H. Cover-dale iii, If he feels aggrieved, he
can have you out (not that I admire duelling). 1861 Miss
YONGE Stokesley Secret xi. (1862) 169 I'd have you up for
that. 1892 MRS. H. WARD David Grieve II. 173 The man
who had let them the rooms ought to l>e

' had up '.

17. With object and complement : a. (with adj.,
adv., or advb. phr.} \ To get ^something) into a

HAVE.

specified condition, b. (with pa. ppU. t or dative

inf.} -. To get (something) done ; to cause, procure,
or oblige (something to be done, or a person to do

something).
a. 1297 R. GLOUC. (1724) 541 So that the clerkes adde the

stretessone iler. 1791 'G. GAMBADO Ann. ttorstin.ix.. (1809)
105, I have . . determined to have the apple trees down.
Mod. They are having the pavement up for the electric light.
b. 1390 ROBT. II L in Records Priory Coldingham
(Surtecs) 67We have had denJohne ofAclyff. -at spekyn wyth
the byschofof Sant Andrew. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 33
He had gette hym a synger of psalmes. 1489 CAXTON
Faytes ofA. n. xxxv. 150 Hanybal .. cam by fore the cyte
for to haue hyt dystroyed. 1503-4 Act 19 Hen. VII, c. 28

Preamb., Divers .. made .. pursuyte .. to have the seyd
atteyndours reversed. 1604 SHAKS. Otk. n. iii. 258 To haue
their Balmy slumbers wak'd with strife. 1618 BOLTON
Floras Ep. Ded. (1636) A iii, So desirous.. to have it under-
stood by others. 1662 J. DAVIES tr. OUarius Voy.

be Champt. 1722 DE FOE Plague (1754) 32 To have their
Fortunes told them. 1742 FIELDING J. Andrews i. xii,
That he might have a bed prepared for him. 1845 S.
AUSTIN Ranke1

* Hist. Ref.\\\. 571 Before their parents
were compelled to have them baptized. 1886 Munch.
Exam. 14 Jan. 5/3 He had counted the guns, or had had
them counted.

18. To have something done to one: to be sub-

jected to the doing or infliction of it, to receive,

experience, or suffer it as the action of others or of

fate ; to '

get
'

(such a thing) done (to one). Also
in same sense, to have some one do something, to

have something happen to one.

13.. K. Alts. 940 Som the throte, and som the heorte

Hadyn y-perced. a 1533 LD. BERNERS Huon ciii. 343, I

haue had slayne mo then xx.M. men, besyde my thre
neuewes and myyonger brother. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II.

141 If they had any parte of their liberties withdrawne. 1598
SHAKS. Merry W. \\.\\. 73, 1 had myselfe twentie Angels giuen
me this morning. 1603 Ha-tnlei in. iv. 206 (Qo 1611) For
tis the sport to haue the enginer Hoist with hisowne petar.
16x1 Cymb. \. vi. 3 A ^Wedded-Lady, That hath her
Husband banish'd. 1641 HINDE J. Bruen xxxiv. 107 Jacob
had his wife Rachel to dye suddenly in his journey on his

hand, 1719 DE FOE Crusoe n. x. Another had one of his

hands . . burnt. 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. W. i, We often had the
traveller or stranger visit us to taste our gooseberry wine.
1860 Grandmothers Money I. 119 (Hoppe). I had a horse
run away with me. 1886 A thenxum 30 Oct. 565/1 A man . .

who certainly deserved to have his biography written.

b. with will, would, or the like : To wish, will,

require that something be done (to oneself or

others).
(.- 1205 LAY. 32197 pa com him ufel on, Swa godd hit wolde

habben idon. 13. . Coer de L. 112 All they gunne . . aske
her what she wolde have doo. 1523 Lu. BERNERS Froiss.
I. ccclv. 573 Thenglysshmen wolde gladly haue had hym
to ben maryed in Heynalt. 1535 COVERUALE Jer. i. 17,
I will not haue the to be afrayd of them. 1591 SHAKS. Two
Gent. in. i. 80 What would your Grace haue me to do in

this? 1630 B. JONSON New Inn HI. i. 32 Sir Pierce, I'll

have him a cavalier. 1653 H. COGAN tr. Pinto"s Trav. xlviii.

185 Good luck would have it that this young Damosel came
hither. 1709 BERKELEY Th. Vision 33 Those who will

have us judge of distance by lines and angles. 1787
* G.

GAMBADO' Acad. Horsemen (1809) 34, I would have you
make an essay to accomplish it. 1834 MEDWIN Angler in
Wales II. 24 As good fortune would have it.

C. with a negative, sometimes : Not to allow,
bear, or suffer.

1585 HOLLYBAND Catrijto di Fior 2 1 Thy mother will not
have it so. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, u. iii. 106, I must not
haue you. .question me. 1697 DAMPIEK Voy. I. p. v, [He]
would by no means consent to have him chosen. 1847
TENNYSON Princess vu. Introd. Song ii, Yet* O my friend,
I will not have thee die ! 1890 E. R. ESLER Way of Trans-

gressors III. xiv. 238, I will not have the merits of the poor
forced upon me. Mod. I would not have it spoken about.

t 19. intr. (for rtfl.) or absol. To betake oneself,

go. 06s.

6-1420 Chron. Vtlod. 037 And oust of be chapell in gret
hast he hedde. 1509 BARCLAY Shyp of Polys (1874) II.

260 Cryeng with lowde voyce : captayne abyde, haue in.

1849 AYTOUN Lays^ Heart ofBruce xxv, Have down, have
down, my merry men all Have down unto the plain.

t D. Have over : a call to a ferryman. Obs.

1590 GREENE Never too late Wks. (Rtldg.) 300/1 'Have
over, ferryman', there cried aboy. 1637 RUTHERFORD Lett.

(1862) I. 224 How happy are they who . . can cry to Christ
* Lord Jesus, have over : come and fetch the dreary pas-
senger. 1756 NUGENT Gr. Tour II. 238 Hanover, .took its

present name . . because of a ferry here over the Leina,
Hanover, .signifying as much as have-over in English.
20. intr. or absol. Have at \ To go at or get at,

esp. in a hostile way ;
to have a stroke at, make an

attempt at Chiefly in imperative ; app. ist pers.

plural, but often singular in sense, announcing the

speaker's intent to get at or attack. So with other

preps, as after, among^ through, to, with.

13. . Gaiu. $ Gr. Knt. 2288
' Haf at be benne ', auod bat

ober. c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 1383 Hipsiphile^ Haue at

the lason now thyn horn is blowe. a 1529 SKELTON Bovjge
ofCourte-sgi Have at all that lyeth vpon the burde ! 1546

J. HEYWOOD Prov. (1867) 65 Haue among you blynd har-

pers (sayde I) The mo the merier. 1575 R. B. Appius %
Virginia in Hazl. Dodsley IV. 119 Have with ye, have at

ye, your manhood to try. Ibid. 138 Well, sith here is no

company, have with ye to Jericho. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. y/
t

iv. viii. 63 Haue through the verie middest of you. 1600

A. \\ L.i. ii. 268 Cel. Will you goe Coze? Kos. Haue
with you. 1602 ffattt. I. iv. 89 Mar. Let's follow ; 'tis

not fit thus to obey him. Ilor. Haue after, to what issue
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will this come? 1630 FULLER Holy If-'arut. xi. (1647^ 128
He wintered in Askefon, intending next spring to have at

Jerusalem. 1777 SHKRIDAN Sch. Scand. m. iii, Charles S.
Careless .. you shall be auctioneer; so come along with us.

Careless. Oh, have with you, if that's the case. 1853
READE Never too late xvi, Well, come here and I'll have at

you in the vulgar tongue.
**** Phrases.

21. Have is used in numerous phraseological ex-

pressions, which are treated under their distinctive

words ; e.g. to have ADO, /;. at AVAIL, h. BUSINESS,
/(. in CHAUGE, h. CONCERN, h. COURSE, h. DONE,
have an EYE on or to, h. a FINGER in, h. at ones
FINGER ENDS, /;. a HAND in, h. in HAND, h. on

HAND, h. at HEART, h. a MIND, h. ON (clothes),
have it OUT, h. PART, h. RECOURSE, h. under one's

THUMB, h. in VIEW, h. the WIND of, etc.
***** Idiomatic uses.

22. The past Subjunctive had= would have, is

used idiomatically with adjectives (or adverbs) in

the comparative, as better, liefer, sooner, rather ;

in the superlative, as best, liefest ;
or in the positive

with ' as ', as good, as lief, as soon, as well, to ex-

press preference or comparative desirability.
In the earliest form of these expressions, in OE.

the adjs. liofre, betre were construed with be and
the dative, e.g. him wtere betere = it would be better

for him. In ME., side by side with this, appears
have and the nominative, in the sense 'he (I, etc.)
would hold or find it better or preferable '. The
use with the positive, and superlative, and the ex-

tension to rather are later; the use ofas soon, sooner,

well, is recent, since liefer and better began to be
felt as adverbs. (See exhaustive treatment by F.

Hall in Amer.Jrnl. Philol. II. 281.) The follow-

ing instances illustrate this idiom generally ; fuller

illustration will be found under the several words.
[O. E. Chron. an. 755 [>a cuaeclon hie

J>aet
him nsenij maex

leofra naere. 971 Blickl. Hottt. 25 Him ware betere f>a:t

he niefre Jeboren naere. c looo CLERIC Gen. xxix. 19
Leofre me ys (?jet ic big sylle \K. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron.
(1810) 172 Belter him wer . . in clostre haf led his life.

c 1386 CHAUCER Fratikl. T. 794 Yet were hym leuere abyde.
1390 GOWER Con/. II. 306 He cast what thing him were best
to do. c 1394 /'. PI. Crede 16 perfor lerne Jie byleue leuest
me were. 1614 W. BROWNE Shefh. Fife Wks. (1772) 21
Leuer me were be slaine. ]

CI340 Cursor M. 6235 (Fairf.) We had leyuer [Cott.
vs leuer ware] euermare to serue in egipte .. Jen in pe
wildernes to dey. 1:1340 HAMPOLE Prose Tr. (1866) 25
Thei had welle lever haue bene stille. c 1386 CHAUCER
Friar's T. 276 An old rebekke, That hadde almoost as lief

to lese hire nekke, As for to yeue a peny of hir good, c 1435
Torr. Portugal 1186 Better he had to have be away. 14. .

Chester PI. (E. E. T.S.) iii. 99, I had as lief thoa sleppit.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur (1817) II. 109 Of alle knyghtes . .

I had levest have you. 1478 MARG. PASTON in Paston
Lett. No. 818. III. 231, I had rather that ye never maryd
in yowyr lyfle, 1485 CAXTON Paris t, V. 47 She had as
leef to deye as to lyue. 1523 Lp. BERNERS Froiss. (1812)
I. 168 They had rather that their lord therle shulde take
.. the kyng of Englandes doughter. 1*1533 Gold. Bk.
M. Anrel. (1546) L vij, I had rather to bee Cato. 1537
etc. [see BETTER a. 4 b], 1559 etc. [see BEST a. 4]. 1590
SHAKS. Cam. Err. n. ii. 36 Sconce call you it?. .1 had
rather haue it a head. 1595 Trite Tragtdie, etc. in First
Sketches (1843) 169, I thinke I had as good Goe with you.
1601 SHAKS. Tivcl. N. in. ii. 34, 1 had as liefe be a Brownist,
as a Politician. 1665 COTTON Poet. Wks. (1765) 134 He
had better, far.. have been drown'd. 1712 ADDISON Sfect.
No. 287 p 3 There had better be none at all. 1763 GOLDSM.
Good-n. Man n. (Globe) 622/2 You had as good make a
point of first giving away yourself. 1844 MOZLEY Ess. (1878)
II. 27 You must give way; and you had as well do so

voluntarily. 1844 B. BARTON Selections (1849) xxvii, I had
almost as well never have been a child. 1847 MARRYAT
Childr. N. Forest xx, I had rather that you had fired

through his arm. 1859 TROLLOPE Bertrams (1867) 335 I'd
as lief have an old man as a young one ; perhaps liefer.

1878 W. H. MALLOCK New Republic 145, I had best not
give her any.

b. Formerly the indicative (present and past)
was also thus used.
c 1350 Will. Palerne 918, I haue leuer it layne. ^1374

CHAUCER Troylus n. 422 (471) Yet have I lever maken him
good chere. c 1386 Frankl. T. 632 Yet haue I leuere
to lese My lif, than [etc.], 1390 GOWER Can/. I. 93 This
knight hath lever for to deie. 14. . St. Wenefrid'm Hearne
R. Brunne Pref. Append, xv, I have lever that thou do
me to dethe then [etc.], a 1450 Knt. de la Tour(iS6&) 101,
1 haue leuer to quytte yow and gyue yow my parte. 1456-7

Mars, then enioy the homelie quiet of Vulcan.
c. Confusion of the two forms of expression pro-

duced he (/, etc.1 were better (see BE z. 19), and
him (me, etc.) had liefer, rather.

13 . . Coer fie L. 3502 Hym hadde lever have ben at home.
13.. Syr Degarre in Utterson Pop. Poetry I. 139 Me had
lever. -That I were fayre out of this lande. c 1386 CHAUCER
Clerk's T. 388 Al had hir leuer han had a knaue childe.
J593 SHAKS. Rich. II, ill. iii. 192 Me rather had, my Heart
might feele your Love, Than [etc.].

23. Had like (liked, likely) to: see LIKE. Had
need to : see NEED.

II. As an auxiliary verb. As in the other Ger-

manic (and Romanic) languages, the various moods
and tenses of have are used with the pa. pple. of
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another verb, to form a series of compound or '

per-
fect

'

tenses of the latter, expressing action already
finished at the time indicated, and answering to

the Latin perfect tenses dtdi, dederam
t dedero, de-

disse, etc.

This use arose directly from sense 2 b, the object possessed
haying in agreement with it a passive participle of a tran-
sitive verb as attribute or complement ; thus, / hai'C my
work done *\ possess or have my work in a done or
finished condition ', whence, by inference of antecedent
action from result, the actual sense *

I have done my work '

:

cf. the series
' have you the article ready? ',

' have you the
article completed ? ',

* have you completed the article ?
*

In
some dialects the distinction between the original and
developed forms, e.g. 'He has the house built , 'he has
built the house ', is still in regular use ; with some past
participles, as tegimt completed, done^ finished* etc., it is

recognized generally. With transitive verbs the developed
use was already frequent in OE. ; the pa. pple., which

originally agreed in number and case with the object, was
sometimes left uninflected. In early ME. the usage is

found with verbs of action without an object, whence it was
extended to intransitive verbs, especially, at an early date,
to the verb to be (as in French and other Romanic lan-

guages, and in opposition to continental Teutonic use), as
he has been, had been, will have been, etc. (cf. F. Ha. tie",

Ger. er ist gewesen). Verbs of motion and position long
retained the earlier use of the auxiliary be \ and he isgone
is still used to express resulting state, while he has gone
expresses action. See BE 14 b.

24. The present tense of have, forms a present
of completed action, or '

present perfect '. a. To
a trans, vb. with object.
Here in origin and form belongs / have got t colloquially

used for / have '. see GET v .

832 Charter in Sweet O.E, Texts 447 Dis. .Seticbeboden
hebbe in Sisem Rewrite, c 1000 ^LFRIC Gen. xlii. 36 Beam-
leasne ge habbap me jedonne. Exod. v. 21 je habbap
usgedon labe Pharaone. ^117$ Lamb. How. 69 Ic habbe
ifunde hu me mei in sunne ben ibunde. c xaoo ORMIN 4458
Himm haffst tu sla?enn. a 1225 Juliana 33 Mi feader
and mi moder. .habbe forsake me. a 1300 Cursor M, 5182
Ha yeebroght him wit yow? ? a 1366 CHAUCER Rom. Rose
71-2 The briddes, that haven lefte her song, While thei ban
suflfrid cold so strong, c 1410 LOVE Bonavent. Mirr, xii.

30 (Gibbs MS.) Dere sone what hastow done to vs ? c 1450
Merlin 25 Sithe that Vprtiger hath do sle cure kynge. 1584
POWEL Lloyd's Cambria 61 Hauing burnt Holyned. 1652
COTTERELL Cas&andra it. (1676) 20 An opinion that ha's

mortally offended me. 17*6 l^v.om Albert?s Archil. II. 2/2
The Having satisfied necessity is a very small matter. 1796

J. OWEN Trav. Europe I. 274 One of those objects which it

is more pleasant to have seen, than to see. 1847 MARRYAT
Childr, N. Forest vi, I've got a great deal on my hands
now. 1876 MOZLEY Univ. Serm. v. (1877) 118 It was open
to Christianity to have prohibited property and war.

b. Extended to verbs of action without object.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 77 We habbeS bigunnen ou to seggen

.. hwat bi-qu[e]p be crede. c taoo ORMIN u Ice hafe don
swa summ pu badd. c 1400 APol. Loll. 6 It is knowun bat

many popis han synnyd, & ben snibbid. 1553 T. WILSON
Rhet. (1580) 133 Els [thei] came of a meaner house then wee
have dooen. 1809-10 WORDSw. in Coleridge Friend (1837)
III. 23 Every age hath abounded in instances.

C. Extended to intransitive verbs generally. Used
at an early date with been, pa. pple. ofBE, and hence
with the passive voice. With verbs of motion later,

partly displacing be as auxiliary.
c 1205 LAY. 8325 Twien bu hafuest ibeon ouer-cummen.

1297 R. GLOUC. (1724) 3 Engelond ha(> i be y nome. .ylome.
c 1300 Beket 133 Lute we habbeth togadere ibeo. c vyaoSt,
Margarete 180 pe were betere habbe bileued atom, c 1300
Jfarrow. Hell 43 Hard gates hauy gon. c 1340 Cursor Al.

6050 (Fairf.) Yet ys pharaon als he as bene & ay wllle be.
c 1420 Chron. Vilod. 387 Bot rather ha stoud by hurr' futt

stylt, 1323 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. xviii. 24 The Englisshe
. .made semblaunt to haue come to them. 1585 T. WASH-
INGTON tr. Nicholas's l^'oy. i. x. 12 b, Having sojourned
there a night. 172:2 DcFoE Plague (1756) 174 What I found
to ha' been the Case. 1826 J. WILSON Noct. Amor. Wks.
1856 I. 174 Things hae really come to a queer pass. 1882
L. KEITH A lasnattt's Lady III. 165 Why haven't you been
to see me?
25. The past of have forms a past tense of com-

pleted action or *

pluperfect '. a. With transitive

verb and object.
a 800 O. E. Chron. an. 755 Ob )?aet hie hine ofste^enne

[Laud MS. ofslaegenJhEefdon. A 1175 Cott. Horn. 221 pa&i
he^esceapen hafede. c 1200 ORMIN 354 Hiss faderr. .haffde
itt all forrworrpenn. c 1325 Metr. Horn. 86 That joy that
he hafd tinte. I382WYCL1F Wisd.y\.. 20 The hurting hadde
mou^t destroyed them. 1582 BENTLEY Mon. Matrones ii.

15 Thou hadest chosen me for thy wife. 1613 PURCHAS
Pilgrimage (1614) 393, I had thought I had ended this

Chapter and our Persian Expedition. 1676 RAvCwr. (1848)

123, I had not blamed him had he acknowledged his authors.
Mod. Had you met him before? Who had caused the dis-

turbance ?

b. With active verbs without object, and with
intransitive and passive verbs.
c 1205 LAY. 112 Heuede Eneas .. widen iwalken. a 1x40

Lofsong in Cott. Horn. 213 Hefdich gare so idon. c 127^ O.
E. Misc. 37 He hedde so Tonge ibeo ine wrecche lyue pisse.
a 1300 Cursor M. 14256 Had bou her wit vs bene Mi bro|>er
had noght ben ded, i wen. c 1440 York Myst. xv. 111 Als

myn harte wolde, and I had ought. 1523 LD. BERNERS
Froiss. I. xvi. 17 They had soiourned there in great ease.

1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 46 The Company had no doubt
been enriched . . had it not beene prevented, by a Rascall.

1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) II. 190 It did not return me
sensation for sensation, as my former feelings had done.
1802 MAR. EDGEWORTH Moral T. (1816) I. i. i He had been
taught to dislike politeness.
26. The compound tenses (shall have, will have

t

should have, etc.) are similarly employed.

HAVELESS.

CH7S Lamb. Horn, n EC crist hit walde habben idon.

1300 Cursor M. 438 If he cuth hafe born it wele. 1307
Elegy Edw. /, viii, So fain thou woldest hit han ywonne.
(~ i4zo Chron. I'ilod. 536 J>* he shulnot havy come to b1

joy-
full place. 1461 J. PASTON in /'. Lett. No. 384 II. 4 Brybers
that wold a robbed a ship. 1611 SHAKS. Cymb. n. iv. 42, I

should haue lost the worth of it in Gold. 1722 DE FOE
Plague (1756) 186 Multitudes, .wou'd ha' been continually

running up and down the Streets. //>/., The Person.,
wou'd as certainly ha* been incurably infected.

11 In 1 5th and i6th c. occur many instances of

redundant have, had, in the compound tenses.

1442 BP. BEKYNTON in Official Corr. II. 213 He might
never have had escaped. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur (1817)
I. 152 Had not he have be, we shold never have retorned.
c 1482 W. PASTON in Paston Lett. No. 867 III. 297 Sir John
..wold have largely have recompensed. 1509 J. STYLE in
Mem. Hen. VII, 433 The sayd kyng had not so sone have
returnyd. 1627-77 FF.LTHAM Resolves (16(56) 37 Cleanthes
might well have fail'd..had not accident have helped him.

1768 STERNE Sent. Journ. I. (The Monk, Calais), Nature
seemed to have had done with her resentments in him.

III. 27. Comb, (mostly nonce-wds.} f Have-
at-all (cf. sense 20), *a desperate risk: a phrase
taken from the practice of gamblers

'

(Nares) ;
also

of a person
'

s quot. 1742). Have-been, something
that has been but is no longer ; a thing belonging
to the past : cf. HAS-BEEN

; so hod-been, that had
been at a former time. T Have-likeness, Vtlie

possession of likeness or resemblance. Have-not :

see HAVE sb. 2. Have-something, one who has

something ; so have-nothing.
1622 Good Newes

<$-
Bad N. (N.), Her dearest knight. .

What with his debts, and what with *have at all, Lay hidden
like a savage in his den, For feare of baylifles, sergeants,
marshals men. a 1634 RANDOLPH Muses Looking-Glasse
(N.), But you will starve yourselfe, that when y' are rotten,
One have at all of mine may set it flying. And I will have
your bones, cut into dice, And make you guilty of the

spending of it. 1742 NASH in Guide Watering Places (1806)

ix, That the younger ladies take notice how many eyes
observe them. N.B. this does not extend to the Have at
Alls. 1874 Daily News 21 Oct., Swept into the *have-
beens. 1892 SIR H. MAXWELL Meridiana Q, I am a have-
been a phantom a mere simulacrum. 1835 WILLIS Pen-
cilling I. xii. 93 A *had-been beautiful woman. 1674 N.
FAIRFAX Bulk & Sefa. 52 Such an *have-likeness being as
needful on the behalf of the organ and object both. 1842
MIALL in Nonconf. I. 280 All the *

have-somethings would
be earnest to impart knowledge.
Have (haev), sb.

[f. prec. vb.]
1. Having, possession. Obs. exc. as nonce-wd.
c izoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 217 Man hoh. .of ban be god him

haueS lend loc to chirche bringen . . and wurSin per-mide
godes bord alse his haue beS. a 1605 MONTGOMERIE Misc.
Poems xlii. ii For haif, ge heir, is haldin half a fill. 1860
EMERSON Cond. Life, Wealth Wks. (Bohn) II. 358 Want is

a growing giant, whom the coat of Have was never large
enough to cover.

2. colloq. One who has or possesses ; one belong-
ing to the wealthier class. (Usually in//. ; and in

conjunction with have-not?)
1836 LYTTON Athens 11837) I- 32& The division .. of the

Rich and the Poor the Havenots and the Haves. 1888
BRYCE Amer. Conttnw. II. m. liii. 338 In the hostility of
rich and poor, or of capital and labour, in the fears of the
Haves and the desire of the Have-nots. 1896 U 'estm. Gaz.

23 Apr. 7/i An excellent thing it was to see the Not-Have
and the Have colloguing over the wrongs of the people.

8. slang.
' A swindle

;
a take-in ; a do

'

(Farmer
Slang}. Cf. HAVE v. 150.
Have, obs. pa. t. of HEAVE v.

Haveable (hse-vab'l), a. rare. [f. HAVE v. +

-ABLE.] That can be had ; obtainable.
a 1641 BP. MOUNTAGU Acts fy Mon. (1642) 64 A thing not

haveable in this world. 1667 WATERHOUSE Fire Lond. 104
No more Justice, .than is haveable from a Spoyler.

t Havegooday, obs. form of HAQGADAV [?//a'

good day, as a form of leave-taking in going out of

the door], a kind of door-latch.

1396 in C. Welch Tower Bridge (1894) 76 [The purchases
in 1396 included a new key and a] havegooday [of iron,
with two plates of Iron for the same].

Havek(e, obs. forms of HAWK.
t Havel, sb Obs. Also 5 hawvelle. [Deri-

vation obscure.] A term of reproach applied to

a man ; ? low fellow.
c 1460 Tmimeley Myst. (Surtees) 314 Ther syt thai so Alle

nyghte,
With hawvelle and jawvelle, Syngyng, of lawvelle,

1 hise ar howndes of helle. 1522 SKELTON Why not to Court

95 Hauell and Haruy Hatter, Jack Trauell and Cole Crafter.

Ibid. 604 Stowpe, thou hauell, Rynne, thou iauell !

Ha'veli sb* local. The beard or awn of barley.
a 1825 in FORBY Voc. E. Anglia.
Hence Havel v. trans., to free (barley) of the awn.
1847 Jml. R. Agric. Soc. VIII. ii. 281 Machines for

navel ling barley, in lieu of the old-fashioned barley-choppers.

Ha*vel, J&3 local, [cf. ON. hafald\ see HEALD.]
? A heald or heddle.

1851 in Illustr.Lond. News (1%$$ 5 Aug. 118 (Occupations
of the people) Havel and heald maker.

Haveless, f havenless, a. Obs. exc. dial.

Forms: a. i hafenleas, 3 hauenles, 5 superl.

hauenlest, 9 dial, avenless. 0. 2-4 bafeles,

2-5 haueles, 3 haueleas, 4 hefles, 4-5 hafles,

5 Sc. hawless, 9 dial, have-, haiveless. [OK.
JiaftnttaS) f. h&fene = ON. hpfn (genii, kafnar)
possession, holding, f. ON. hafa, OK. haf-. hsef-
stem of habban to HAVE + -LESS. The current form
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rests immed. on the verb-stem : cf. Dn. haveloos,

OHG. hatalfc.']

f 1. Without possessions, destitute, indigent. Obs.

a. c 1000 ^ELFRIC Horn. II. 176 Sum hafenleas man.
a noo Yoc. in Wr.-Wulcker 312/21 /ruffs,

hafenleas. citoo
Tri'i. Coll, Horn. 157 Me hit shal gmen hauenlese men.
a 1400-50 Alexander 1864 Oft be hauenlest here is houen
to j>e sternes.

ft. c 1175 Lamb. Hfim. in pet hauelese monnam meie fre-

mian. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 9 Gief be nedfulle, help be

hauelease. n 1300 Cursor M. 28875 Hafe-les lete ga fra pe
nan. 1390 GOWER Con/. II. 362 Though a man be haveles,
Yet shall he nought by thefte stele, c 1450 St. CutUert
iSurtees) 5439 Bot haueles away he past, c 1450 HOLLAND
Ho-.vlat 982 A foule carioun, Hatit and hawless [r.r. hafles].

2. '^Sc. h^'vles). \\'ithout resource, shiftless, help-
less ; careless, slovenly. Sf. and dial.

1868 G. MACDOXALD K . Falconer II. 83 Dinna ye think
I'm the haveless crater I used to be. 1871 W. ALEXANDER
Johnny Gibb (1873) 118 Eh, he's a haiveless man. 1879
Miss JACKSON Shropsh. Word-bk., Avenless, shiftless, with-
out any faculty for contriving. 1880 JAMIESON, Haiflsss,
slovenly. Banffs.

Havelock (hse-vl^k). U. S. [Named after Gen.

Henry Havelock, distinguished in the Indian

Mutiny 1857.] A white cloth covering for the cap,
with a flap hanging over the neck, to be worn by
soldiers as a protection from the sun's heat.
1861 MRS. H. B. STOWE Let. in Life (1889! 365 He is a fine-

looking man with black eyes and hair, set off by a white
havelock. 1863 O. \V. HOLMES Inevitable Trial in Old Vol.

Life (1891) 116 Two years ago our women's fingers were
busy making

'

Havelocks '. It seemed to us then as if the
Havelock made half the soldier.

t Havelon, -ilon, sb. Obs. rare. Also 4
have-, havi-, havyloune, 5 havylon, (erron.

hamylon). [a. OF. havellon, kavillon, havril-

lon, of obscure origin ; possibly related to havet
= crochet, a sharp change of direction.] Doubling,
as of a fox ; wile, guile ; double-dealing.
(1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 308 Whi bat he not sped,

bis skille mot it be, With hauelon pam led, to mak be purale
ti.e. perambulation). 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. X. 129 po bat
vseth bis hauelounes [v.rr. hauylounes, -louns, hauelons] to
blende mennes wittes. a 14** Venery de Tiocty in Ret.
Ant. I. 154 If yowre houndes renne to one chace, that is to

seye, insert or hauylon [printed hamylon], or croiseth.

Hence f Havelon v. intr., to double, or use wiles,
as a fox. Obs.

13. . Gatv. if Gr. Knt. 1708 pe fox . . trantes & tornayeez
|>ur} mony tene greue; Hauilounez {printed Hamlounei]
& herkenez, bi heggez ful ofte. 1486 Bk. St. Albans E vj b,
And the beest begynne to renne, as herttis be wont, Or
for to hauylon as doos the fox with his gyle, Or for to

crosse, as the roo dooth oder while.

Haven (h^-v'n), s6. Forms: i heefen, heefene,
3-5 hauene, 3-6 hauen, 3- haven, (4 have, 4-5
heven, Sc. hawin(e, -yn(e, 4-6 havin, -yn, 5
havayn, 6 heaven, Sc. heiven, haevin, haivin,
hevin, -yn). [OE. hsefen, str. fern, and hirfne wk.
fem. = MDu., Du. haven, MLG. havene, LG. haven,
MHG. hafen, haven, habene (mod.G. An/en), ON.
h'dfn ; usually considered to be a deriv. from the
root either of HAVE v. or of HEAVE v. (Goth.
hafjan = 'L. capere), though possibly of ON. haf,
Da. hav, OE. hzef sea.]
1. A recess or inlet of the sea, or the month of a

river, affording good anchorage and a safe station
for ships ; a harbour, port
1031 O. E. Chron., pa hsefenan on Sandwic. c 1205 LAV.

7415 pat hauen ofDouere he hauede inumen. xaojR.GLOuc.
1 1724) 134 Heo wolleb to morwe aryue atte haue [v.r. havenej
of Tottenays. Ibid. 423 An hauene. .bat me clupeb Portes-
moube. 1340 Ayenb. 182 Nyxt be hauene spilb ofte bet ssip
bet geb zikerliche ine be heje ze. c 1470 HENRY Wallace vn.
1068 A hundreth schippys . . in hawyn was lyand thar. 1535
COVERDALE Ps. cvi[i]. 30 So he bryngeth them vnto the
hauen where they wolde be [1611 vnto their desired hauen).
1551 ABP. HAMILTON Catech. (1884) 28 Aneskyppar can nocht
gyde his schip to ane gud hevin without direction ofhis Com-
pas. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. vn. 161 Weymouth, a very
convenient Harbourand Haven. 1862 LD. BROUGHAM Brit.
Const, xi. 152 Goods imported and exported at the havens of
the realm.

2. fig. A place of shelter, safety, or retreat; a
refuge ; an asylum.
ni225 Juliana. 33 Lead me burh bis lease.. lif, to be

hauene of heale. a. 1300 Cursor M. 2571 1 Penance . . schal
him hauen of mere! win. 1547^64 BAULDWIN Mar. Philos.
(Palfr.) 98 To the godly, death is. .the port of paradise, the
hauen of heauen. .& harbour from all misery. 1573 TUSSER
Husb. xxxviii. (18781 92 Cause rooke and rauen to seeke a
new hauen. 1706 WATTS Horz Lyr. n. True Courage 44 The
fair haven of eternal bliss. 1865 CARLVLE Fredk. Gt. xvni.
viu (1872) VII. 215 My sole refuge and only haven .. is in
the arms of death.

3. attrib. and Comb., as haven-finding, -keeper,
-master, -mouth. Also HAVEN-TOWlf.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 230/2 Havene Kepare, or gouemare,

porlunus. 1599 E. WRIGHT (.title) The Haven-finding Art,
r the way to find any haven or place at sea, by the latitude

and. variation. 1600 HOLLAND Livy 953 (R.i To sinke them
in the vene hauen-mouth, for to choke it up. 1835 Mtinic.

Corfor.Rep. 2399 The Haven Master is an officer appointedunder the charter of James I, by which the admiralty rights

?nr c?
v
"r

ed - l87 Mo"R Earthly Par. II. IIL 206 The
fall Of the low haven-waves when night was still.

Hence Ka-venfnl a., full of havens; Ha-ven-
ward adv., towards the haven.

1616 CHAPMAN Musztis 364 The havenful shore he sought.
1842 TENNYSON Golden Year 44 Blowing havenward With
silks, and fruits, and spices, clear of toll.

Hayen, v.
[f. prec. sb.]

f 1. intr. To put into or shelter in a haven or port.
c '375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Nycholas 310 Sa bai sailyt furth &

land has sene & hawynit. 1382 WYCLIF Acts xx. 15 An
other day we haueneden at Samum. 1535-1621 [see below).
2. trans. To put (a ship, etc.) into a haven.
1601 CORXWALLYES Ess. n. Ii. (1631) 322 They are never

havened, and their Anchors hold not. 1795-7 SOUTHEY
Jurfn. Poems Poet. Wks. II. 200 Safe haven'd from the
sea. 1831 JANE PORTER Sir E. Seavjard's Narr. 1.41 The
creek, in which the good providence ofGod had havened us.

fie. 1820 KEATS Eve St. Agnes xxvii, Blissfully haven'd
both from joy and pain. 1890 A. AUSTIN in Spectator
14 June, They havened you from strife.

Hence Ha-vening vl>l. st. (attrib., as havening-
place, Sc.).

1535 STEWART Crm. Scot. II. 601 Ane hevyning place tha
fand syne in that steid. 1563 WINJET )Vks. (1888) II. 17,
1 hid me self in the heuinning place of religioun. 1621
Sc. Acts Jos. VI, c. 68 (1814) 658/2 The sey poirtis and
havening places of Eymouth and Coldinghame.

Havenage (h/'Vnedg). [See -AGE.] Har-
bour-dues. 1864 in WEBSTER.

Havener, -or (hfi-v'nai). [f. HAVEN sb. + -ERI,

-OB.] The overseer of a haven, a harbour-master.
Hence Ha-venership, the office of havener.
1495 Act ii Hen. VII, c. 33 10 Thoffice called the

Havenershippe and of Collectour of our Custumes. .in oure
Porte of Plymouth. 1602 CAREW Cornwall 79 a, Special!
officers, as. . Havener, Customer, Butler, Excheate, Feodary.
1885 Law Times 4 Apr. 403/1 Casual profits of the office
of Havener (proceeds of sale of unclaimed wreck).

t Ha-venet. Obs. [f. as prec. + -ET.] A small
haven or harbour.

1538 LELAND Itin, I. 53 To Whiteby, wher is an havenet
help with a peere, and a great fischar Toune. 1577-87 HAR-
RISON England i. xiv. iR.), A portlet or hauenet also for

ships. 1610 HOLLAND Camden's Brit. i. 441 Shoberie a
village, .which sometime was a citie an Hauenet.

Havenless v hiVnles),a.I [f. as prec. + -LESS.]
Without a haven ; having no haven.
1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xv. Ixxx. (1495) 520 Icaria

. .is hauenlesse in euery syde. 1600 HOLLAND Livy 352 (R.)
The havenlesse and harbourlesse coasts of Italic. 1867
Contimp. Rev. V. 145 The one great port of a havenless sea.

t Havenless, a? Obs. : see HAVELESS.
t Ha'venlet. Obs. [-LET.] A little haven.
1538 LELAND Itin. V. 29 A litle Havenlet, wither Alen

that rennith thorough S. David Close cummith.
t Ha'ven-town. Obs. A town having a haven

or harbour ; a seaport town.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 1789 At Mansua. .A hauyn toun. 1548

HALL Chron., Hen. VI, 175 b, To prohibite their iandyng. .

haven tounes were watched. 1680 MORDEN Geog. Red. (1685)
1 86 Porto, a Haven-Town at the Mouth of the Dueras.

Haveour, var. of HAVIOCB.
Haver (hse-vai), rf.i

[f.
HAVE z>. + -EKI.] One

who has or possesses ; a possessor, owner. Now
rare in general sense.
c 1400 Apol. Loll. 9 To selle is be hauer to jeue his |>ing

for price tane. c 1449 PECOCK Repr. 1. 153 Hauers and vsers
of ymagis. 1542 UDALL Erasm. Apoph. 32 b, He taught
true . . vertue,whiche dooeth specially aboue all other thynges
commende and sette out y" hauer. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. n. ii.

So. It is held, That Valour is the chiefest Vertue, And most
dignifies the hauer. 1728 in Cramond Ann. Banff (1891)
I. 199 Havers thereof shall be liable in ane pecuniarie
punishment.

b. Sc. Law. One who has possession of a deed
or writing which is called for by a court of justice ;

the holder of a document.
c 1575 Balfour's Practicks (1754) 188 The haver of ane

mams evidentis may be chargit to deliver the samin within
sax dayis to the awner. i754ERSKiNE/V/<r. Sc. Z<iw(i8o9)
395 The apparent heir may . . sue havers, L e. custodiars or

possessors, for exhibition of all writings pertaining to his
ancestor. 1837 ^ct 1 Will- IV 4 i Viet. c. 41 3 The
officer summoning parties, witnesses, or havers. 1868 Act
31 Sf 32 Viet. c. ico 19 Any witness or haver requiring
to be cited to attend said Court.

Haver (hs-vaj), sb.2 dial. Also 5 hafyr, havyr.

[ME. I4th c. haver (hafyr}, corresp. to OS. hat-,
havoro (Du., EFris. haver, LG. hawer), OHG.
habaro (MHG. habere, haber, G. haber, hafer),
ON. hafre, pi. hafrar (Sw. hafre, Da. Havre} :

OTeut. *hat>ron- wk. masc. In Eng. only northern,
and presumably from Norse.] Oats.

1362 [see HAVER-CAKE). 14.. Nom. in Wr.-Wiilcker

726/19 Hec avena, hafyr. 1483 Cath. Angl. 178/1 Havyr,
anena. 1562 BULLEYN Bk. Simples (1579) 29 In the Northe
this grayne is called Hauer ; the Southern people cal them
Otes. 1804 R. ANDERSON Cumberld. Ball. 99, I mun off to
deetin hawer. 1864 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. xll. x. (1872) IV.
218 The hay, straw, barley and haver, were eaten away.

b. HAVEBGBASS, oat-grass.
1806 J. GALPINE Brit. Bot. 40 Wild oat or haver.

C. attrib. and Comb., as haver-bannock, -bread,

-malt, -meal, -straw. Also HAVEK-CARE, -GBASS.
a 1804 MRS. WHEELER Westmld. Dial. (1821) 114 'Havver

bannock, cald dumplin, and a potatoe pie. itfb*) MS.Hos-
till. Roll, Durham, Super le *Hauerbarne infra manerium.
1641 BEST Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 52 The furthest roomestead
in the haver barne next the East, (1425 fac. in Wr..
Wiilcker 657/29 Panis aitenaciits, *hafyrbred. 1889 BARING-
GOULD Pennycomequicks x. 149 note. In Yorkshire cake is

white bread, bread is oat-cake, Haver-bread. 1572 Inv. in
T. D. Whitaker Craven (1812) 332, Ix quart of "haver-malte,

at viii s. the quarter. 1624 Natuorth Househ. Bks. (Surtees)

217, xlj bushells of haver malt. 1785 HUTTON Bran AVrc
Wark II. 33 A dubbler of *haver-meal. 14.. MS. Lincoln
A. I. 17. IfT 282 (Halliw.) Take and make lee of *havyre-
straa. 1820 Blackn-. Alag. VIII. 154 To hurkle down on
a heap o' haver straw.

Haver, si.*, usually in pi. havers (h^'-vajz).
Se. and north, dial. Also haivers. [Origin un-

kno\vn.] Foolish or senseless talk ; nonsense.
1787 BURNS ToGudaoifeo' Wauclwpe Hovsf, Wi claivers,

an' haivers, Wearing the day awa. 1824 SCOTT Redganntkt
Let. x, Dinna deave the gentleman wi' your havers. 1893
CROCKETT Stickit Minister 30 The haivers the twao'yetalk
aboot auld Tarn. 1896 J. M. BARRIE Margaret Ogih'y vii.

141 It's a haver of a book.

Haver (Ivi-vaj.), v. Sc. and north, dial. Also
haiver. [Goes with prec.] intr. To talk garru-
lously and foolishly ; to talk nonsense.

1721 [see below). 1816 SCOTT Antiquary xliv, He just
havered on about it to make the mair of Sir Arthur. 1825
BROCKETT N. C. Gloss., Haver, Haiver, to talk foolishly, to

speak without thought. 1881 CHESNEY Private Secret. II.

xix. 148 Hilda shuddered as her father havered on.

Hmce Ha-vering vbl. sb. and ///. a. ; Ha'verer.
1721 RAMSAY Addr. Ttr.i'ir Caitncil Edin. ii, Gleg-eyed

friends. .Receiv'd it as a dainty prize, For a* it was sae
hav'ren. 1809 SCOTT Fain. Lett. 15 Feb. (1894) I. v. 131 A
little havering and fun upon the other side of the question.
1822 Blackw. Mng. XI. oo The dull, stupid, superannuated,
havering Edinburgh. 1826 J. WILSON Noct. Ambr. Wks.
1855 II. 23 Unhappy haverers are they over tumbler or jug.

Haver, var. HAGHEH a., skilful ; obs. f. HAVIEK.
Ha'ver-cake. north, dial. [f. HAVEB sb.- -.

see CAKE sb. i a and b.] Oatcake.
1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. vn. 269 (MS. U.) A fewe Cruddes

and Craym and an hauir cake [1377 B. vi. 284 hauer cake).

1542 BOORDE Dyetary xi. (1870) 250 Hauer cakes in Scot-
lande is many a good..lordes dysshe. 1606 PEACHAM Art
ofDrawing 68 A blew stone, such as they make Haver or
Oten cakes upon. 1829 GLOVER Hist. Derby I. 198 Oat
bread, or Haver-cake is the food of a large portion of the

Derbyshire peasantry. 1855 E. WAUGH Lane. Life (1857)

104 Oatmeal porridge, and oat-cake, enter largely into the
diet of country people in this part of Lancashire. They used
to pride themselves in the name of ' the Havercake Lads '.

Ha'verel (h^'-v'rel). Sc. and north, dial. Also

-al, -U, haivrel. [f. HAVER v.]
1. One who ' havers

'

or talks without sense.
a 1818 MACNEILL Poems (1844) IOS Gley'd Sawnie, the

2. attrib. or adj. Given to havering or foolish

idle chattering.
a 1774 FERGUSSON Drink Eclogue oo Ye haveril Scot !

1785 BURNS Halloween 32 Poor havVel Will fell aff the
drift. 1842 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. I. 176 A good-hearted,
rattling, clever haveral sort of woman.

Ha'vergrass. Obs. exc. north, dial. [f.
HAVEB

sb.2]
'

Oat-grass
'

;
a name for several wild grasses

resembling oats ; species of Avena and Bromus.
1578 LYTE Dodoens iv. xlvi. 505 Hauergrasse is. .much like

to Otes, in leaues, stemmes, and eares. 1597 GERARDE Herbal
I. xxii. (1633) 30 Hauer-grasse hath small creeping roots.

73 J- PETIVER in Phil. Trans. XXVIII. 35 Single spiked
Havergrass. 1879 BRITTEN & HOLLAND Plant-n.,Haver- or

Havyer&rass, the northern name for
'

oat-grass . Browns
sterilis', Avena elatior; Bromus mollis.

Haversack (harvaassek). Also havresack,
and as F. havresac. [a. F. havresac (1680 in

Hatz.-Darm.), ad. G. habersack lit.
' oat-sack

'

(cf.

HAVEB sb.%), orig. the bag in which cavalry and
horsemen carried the oats for their horses (Grimm),
thence extended to a bag in which travellers and
others carried personal property, and to that used

by French and English soldiers.]
A bag of stout canvas, worn with a strap over the

shoulder, in which a soldier carries his current

day's rations. Also, any similar bag used for a like

purpose by travellers, etc.

(In Cavendish's Wolseye&A. Singer i827,Morley 1885, and
error for halfhakks.}
1749 SMOLLETT Gil Bl, n. viii. (1782) 1. 198 Along sword lay

by him on the grass, with an havresack, of which he had un-
loaded his shoulders. 1818 BYRON Mazeppa iv, The vener-
able man From out his havresack and can Prepared and
spread his slender stock. 1839 New Monthly Mag. LVII.

2$7, I . . strapped on my havresac. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. I.

XL 71 Converting my waterproof havresack into a cushion.
1868 Regul. <$ Ord. Army p 1128 Both straps of the havre-
sack are to be worn outside the waist belt. 1879 M. PATTI-
SON Milton_ xiii. 165 Every private in the French army
carries in his haversack the baton of a marshal.

t b. ' A gunner's case for ordnance, being a

leather bag used to carry cartridges from the

ammunition-chest to the piece in loading '. Obs.

1858 in SIMMONDS Diet. Trade.

Haversian vhavausian), a. Anat. [f.
the name

of Clopton Havers, an English anatomist (f 1690).]

Applied to certain structures in bone discovered by
Havers, as in

Haversian canal, one of the minute cylindrical passages
in bone which form the channels for blood-vessels and

medullary matter. H. glands, the fringed vascular folds of
the synovial membranes, described by Havers as mucila-

ginous glands, and regarded by him as the source of the

synovia! secretion ; also called H. folds, H. fringes. H.
lamrlly, hollow cylinders of bone tissue surrounding and
concentric with a Haversian canal, ff. space, the name
given to a Haversian canal when large and irregular, as in
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growing bone and the canccllous tissue of adult bone. H.

system^
' term applied to the H. canal, iis i > .ncentric lamellae

of bone, and the lacunae with their canaliculi
'

(SyeLSoe.i**^,
1836-9 TODD Cycl, Anat. II. 785/2 The fatty . . structure

named Haversian gland. 1841 E. WILSON Anat. Vade M. 2

The cells represent the Haversian canals, and are each sur-

rounded by concentric lamellae. 1845-6 TODD & BOWMAN
Phys. Ana/., Haversian system. 1855 HOLDEN ///;/.

Osteol. (1878) 15 Almost all the compact substance of bone
is made up of a multitude of these

' Haversian systems '.

1862 WOOD Nat. Hist. I. 9 The reptiles possess very few

Haversian canals.

Haversine (hEe-vaisain). Trigonometry. [Ab-
breviation of ha(lf :̂ versine (versed sine).] In

nautical phraseology : Half the versed sine.

1875 BEDFORD Sailors Pocket Bk. x. (ed. 2) 381 Add to-

gether the log. secants of the two first terms , . and the half

haversines of the two last.

Havie, -y, obs. forms of HEAVY.
Havier (h?'-vyai). Also 7-9 haver, 8-9 hav-

ior, -our, 9 heavier. [Etymology uncertain : the

earliest recorded form is haver, which Pegge took

as = halver, from half, comparing Latin semirnas

'castrated*. The forms in -ier
t -iour, would in

this case be corruptions : cf. saviour, haviour]
A gelded fallow deer. Also attrib.

1676 LADY CHAWORTH in \ith Rep. Hist. MSS. Conint,

App. v. 33 The finest haver deere. .that ever I saw. Ilnd.
t

Lady Stanhope . , to whom I sent the hanch of the haver.

1796 PF.GGE Anonym, iv. xlii. (1809) 152 A Halfer .. means
a male Fallow-deer gelded . . Those that pronounce half,

hAfe, say haver', and those that speak half with a open, say
hawer : but many, through ignorance of the etymon, will

call it havior, which is very absurd. 1803 Ann. A%ric.
XXXIX. 556. Kfaf.SWr*usrAfaf. XXIII. 369 It has been
known for a havier to be hunted three times a season for ten

years. 1850 LD. BRAYBROOKE in N. & Q. ist Ser. I. 230/1
The word Havior, by which all park-keepers denote an
emasculated male deer. . Never having seen the word written
or printed, I am guided, in attempting to spell it, by the
usual pronunciation. 1891 field 7 Mar. 332/1 A poll havier
has no antlers, nor even the stumps, because he was added
to the list in his infancy.

Ha'vil. A small kind of crab.

1857 must*. Land. iVews XXXI. 70/2 A small species [of

crab] . . known by the French as PEtrille, and called in some
paits of our country grubbin, or crabbin. .in London havill,

II Havildar (harvildaa). Also 7 havaldar.
E. Ind. [Pers. |j Jl^ hawal-ddr, hawala-ddr^

ddr hold-f. Arab. jJ L^, hawdlah charge + Pers.

ing, holder.]
' A sepoy non-commissioned officer,

corresponding to a sergeant' (Yule).
1698 FRYER Ace. E. India S, P. 126, 1 sent to the Havaldar,

to know when he would pass us up the Gaot. 1788 Genii.

Mag. LVIII. i. 68/1 (Stanf.) A second flag, with a Sabahdaur
and two Havildars, was sent in. 1839 THACKERAY Major
Gahagan vii, The . . havildars were absent. 1866 LIVING-
STONE Last Jmls. ii,

I left the havildar, sepoys [etc.].

Having (hae-virj), vbl. sb. [f. HAVE v. + -1NO 1
.]

1. The action or condition expressed by the verb
HAVE

; possession.

ynge
Sanders 679 He would not consent to the idolatrous hauing
of images. 1644 BULWER Chirol. 65 The covetous desire of

fxxis
and the thirst of having. 1678 BUTLER Hud, HI. i. 743

ind all his having and his holding Reduc'd t'eternal noise
and scolding. 1890 ESLER Way Transgressors II. 221 If

a book is worth buying and having it is worth taking care of.

2. concr. (often in//.) That which one has or pos-
sesses; possession, property, wealth, belongings.
c 1335 ReL Ant. II. no Litel and povere is myn having.

c 1460 T&wwley Myst. (Surtees) 162 For nothyng Thi negh-
burs goodys yerne wrongwysly ; his house, his rent, ne his

hafyng. (11652 BROME Novella, i. it Wks. 1873 I. 114 Looke
to my house and havings ; keepe all safe. 1851 RUSKIN
Mod. Paint. II. in. i. x. 8 Neither imagination .. nor

industry, nor sensibility, nor energy, nor any other good
having. 1875 TENNYSON Q. Mary n. ii, Your havings wasted

by the scythe and spade.
3. (Often in//.) Behaviour, manners, demeanour,

deportment. Chiefly Sc. (Cf. HAVE v. 12.)

1375 BARBOUR Bruce vn. 135 The kyng. .Persauit weill be
thair hawyng That thai lufit hym in na thing, c 1450 tr. De
Imitations n. i. 41 [>e wykkyd & wondyrfull hauyngys &
beringes of men. 1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. n. xlui, The
merie speiche, fair hauingis, hie renoun Of thame. 1789
BURNS Kirks A larm xiii, Ye may ha'e some pretence To
havins and sense. 1824 SCOTT Redgauntlet Let.xii, By and
attour her gentle havings.

Having, ///. a.
[f. as prec. -f -ING 2.]

1. That has or possesses ; possessing property.
Now rare or Obs. exc. as participle.)
a 1300 Cursor M. 28943 Til him Jra,t has bene hauand . . and

falles in-to state o nede plight-les. 1483 Cath. Angl. 178/2
Havynge, fiabens, possidens.
2. Desirous of having or possessing; greedy,

covetous, grasping. Now only dial.

1591 GREENE Disc. Coomage (1592) 3 To be of a hauing
and couetous mind. 1622 MABBE tr. Alemat^s Guzman
(PA If. n. 213 To a having mind, all is too little. 1860 GEO.
ELIOT Mill on Fl. i. vi, She's as jealous and having as can
be. 1892 EMILY LAWLESS Crania II. ii. 91 A.. spending,
having brood they are.

t Ha-vingness. Obs. [f. prec. + -NESS.] a.

The quality of having or possessing, b. Desire of

having, covetousness.

1577 tr- Bullinger^s Decades (1592) 609 God. .by whome,
in whome, and to whome all things are, being himselfe a
perpetuall and most absolute ereAe'vei<T. or perfite hauing-
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nes. 1646 J. BENBRIGGE I'sttra Accmunnd. 17 Mens
Havingnesse..will be the onely Remora to this good work.

Haviour (h^i-viai), f havour. Forms : 5

hauoyr(e, -ore, 5-6 havoir, -oire, -ur,e, -eour,
-your v e, 5-7 havour, -oure, 6- haviour 6

hauior) ; see also AVER sb. [Orig. a. F. amir,
avoir '

having, possession, property, estate, wealth,

etc.', subst. use of avoir, OF. aveir to have.

First used in Eng. in the Norman form aveyr
(see AVKB) ; the Central Fr. form avoir ap-

peared about 1400, and displaced aver, exc. in the

northern dialect, where that form survived in a

specific sense. In 14-151]! c., association with the

Engl. have; having, introduced the variants haver,

fiavoir, havour, and the k was established L rfore

1500. At the same time the parallel behavcnir

was formed on the Eng. behave
;
and in i6th c.

havour, beside its original sense of '

possession ',

took also that of behavour. Subsequently the ter-

mination of both words passed through -eour to

tour (cf. saviour, and vulgar
' lovier ') ; the original

sense 'possession' became obs. ; and, in the new
sense, haviour came down alongside of behaviour,
of which it may often have been viewed as a short-

ened by-form.]
tl. The fact of having; possession; a possession,

property ; estate, substance, wealth. Obs,

[1330, etc., in form aveyr, avoir, etc. : see AVER.]
c_ 1400

Rom. Rose 4720 Love, it is.. Wit withoute discrecioun ;

Havoire withoute possessioun. c 1440 Pronip. Paru. 231/1
Havure, or havynge of catel, or ober goodys (A*, havour, or

werdly good . . ), averium. 1474 CAXTON Chesse 94 He toke al

his hauoir and put hyt in a shippe. 1475 ^*- Noblesse 84
After her power and

havyoure. 1478 SIR J. PASTON in

P. Lett, No. 814 III. 223 Every man offhys havore. 1523
SI. Paters Hen. VIII, VI. 185 Prisoners of haveour takyn
in the (tinges armye. 1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinshed III.

1378/1 Persons of wealthie hauior. 1600 HOLLAND Livy
xxin. xli. 502 Manlius had levied of them certaine money
..according to the havoir and abilitie..of each of them.
1606 WARNER Alb. Eng. xvl. cixiv. 409 Food, Cloath, and
havour competent. 1^16 J. BULLOKAR Eng. Expos., Hauoire,
possession.

2. The action of having or bearing oneself ; de-

portment, bearing, behaviour, manner. Also fl.
manners, arch, or dial.

1503 HAWES Exainp. Virt. vi. (Arb.) 22 Mylde in her

hauour, dyscrete of chere. 1540-1 ELYOT Image Gov. (1556)

4 b, Of base haviour. 1579 SPENSER Skefk. Cnl. Apr. 66
Her heauenly haueour, her princely grace. 1599 MASSINGER,
etc. Old Law v. i, Nearer the haviour of a funeral, Than of
a wedding. 1752 FOOTE Taste i. Wks. 1799 1. 13 Mind your
haviours. Where's your best bow? a 1756 WEST Abuse
Trav. (R.), A courteous haviour, gent and debonair, a 1800
S. PEGGE Anecd. Eng. Lang. (1814) 578 Haviours, manners.
' Do you think I have forgot my haviours ?

'

Hence Ka'vionred a., in Comb., as modest-hav-

ioured, modestly behaved.

1878 C. & MRS. C. CLARKE Recoil. Writers 177 The
modest-havioured woman simply sitting there.

Havoc (hse'Vfik), sb. Forms : 4-5 havok, 5

hauoke, haue ok, 6-7 havocke, 6-9 havock, 6-
havoe. [a. AFr. havok, altered in some way from

OF. havot (c 1 1 50 in Du Cange, havo), used in same

sense, esp. in phrase crier havot. Prob. of Teutonic

origin.]
1. In the phrase cry havoc, orig. to give to an

army the order havoc !, as .the signal for the seizure

of spoil, and so of general spoliation or pillage.
In later use (usually after Shaks.) fig., and asso-

ciated with sense 2.

[1385 Ord. War Rich. II, in Black Bk. Admiralty (Rolls)
I. 45 Item, qe nul soit si hardy de crier havok sur peine
davoir la test coupe. 1405 ABP. SCROPE in Historians Ch.
York (Rolls) II. 296 Idem dominus Henricus .. bona regia
ubicunque fuerant inventa vastavit, et, clamando havok,
fideles homines, tarn spirituales quam temporales, quosdam
spoliavit.] 1419 Ord. War Hen. V. in Black Bk. Ad-
miralty (Rolls) I. 462 That noman be so hardy to crye
havok upon peyn that he that is founde begynner to dye
therfore. c 1440 Jacob's Well (E. E. T. S.) 207 And for his

euylle ded\s his godys be cryed be be kyng 'haue ok\
r 1525 in Grose Hist. Eng. Army (1801) I. 194 Likewise
be all manner of beasts, when they be brought into the field

and cried havoke, then every man to take his part. 1601

SHAKS. Jill. C. III. i. 273 Csesars Spirit . . Shall . . with a
Monarkes voyce, Cry hauocke, and let slip the Dogges of
Warre. 1602 Ham. v. ii. 375 His quarry cries on hauocke.

1858 BUCKLE Civiliz. (1869) II. i. 76 That bold and sceptical
spirit which cried havoc to the prejudices and superstitions
of men.

2. Devastation, destruction ; esp. in phr. to make

havoc, play havoc, in which the earlier sense of

spoliation or plunder has gradually passed into

that of destructive devastation.

1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccxxxix. 265 They . . slowe al

alyens and despoilled al hir goodes and made hauoke. 1560
BECON fffiv Catech. Wks. 1844 II. 92 Whole Jewry came
to havoc, and finally both destruction and desolation. 1576
FLEMING Panofl. Epist. 202 Make havock of them one with
another. 1609 BIBLE (Douay) Ecclits. xxxvi. Comm., By
discord al thinges goe to havocke. 1635 SWAN Spec. M. iv.

2 (1643) 66 What havock the floud had made. 1745 P.

THOMAS yrnl. Alison's I'oy. 22 The Scurvy.. made a most
dreadful Havock among us. 1868 TENNYSON Lucretius 22
The wicked broth Confused the chemic labour of the blood
. . Made havock among those tender cells. 1871 FREEMAN

X<n-m. Cong. IV. xviii. 289 The work of William at this

time was simple unmitigated havoc.

Ha'voc, v. lull, -ocked, -ocking. [f. prec. sb.]
1. trans. To make havoc of

;
to devastate

;
to lay

waste. Also absol.

1577 FENTON Gold. Epist. 171 A great Prince, .entreth
into the land of his enemie .. to surmount and hauock his

enemy. 1648 MILTON Tenure Kings 11649) 38 To havock
and turn upside-down whole Kingdoms of men. 1667
/'. L. x. 617 See with what heat these Dogs of Hell advance.
To waste and havoc yonder World. 1884 TENNVSON Becket
i. i, Those baron-brutes That havock'd all the land in

Stephen's day.
2. intr. To make havoc, work devastation.

1796 MRS. INCHBALD Nature <$ Art xli, Remorse ..

havocked on his firm inflexible mind as it would on a weak
and pliant brain.

Hence Ha'vockingr vbl. sb.
;
also Ha'vocker, one

who havocs or makes havoc.
1640 J. SMYTH Lii'es Berkeleys (1883) II. 148 This lords

vast havocking of his patrimony. 1680 OTWAY Cnius
Marias i. i, This Havocker.-That. .hunts Our senate into
holes. 1824 J. SYMMONS tr. SEschylus' Agatn. 145 The
havocker meets havock in his tura

Havoir, Havour, earlier forms of HAVIOEB.
Havy, obs. Sc. form of HEAVY.
t Haw (,h), rf.i Obs. exc. Hist. Forms : i

hasa, 3 haje, hahe, 5 haw}e, 4-6 hawe, 7 dial.

haghe, 5- haw. [OE. ha^a, corresp. to MDu.
hage, haghe, Du. haag, in same sense (whence
's Graven hage, the Count's Haw, the Hague),
MLG. hage, ON. hagi (Sw. hage pasture-field, Da.
have garden) ; OTeut. *hagon- ; co-radicate with
OHG. hag, hac, enclosure, Ger. hag hedge, bush,

coppice, fenced place ; also OHG. hagan, MHG.
hagen thorn, thornbush : cf. HAY sb, and HEDGE.]
A hedge or encompassing fence (OE.) ; hence,
a piece of ground enclosed or fenced in ; a messuage
(OE.) ; generally, a yard, close, or enclosure, as in

timber-haw. See also CHDRCH-HAWE.
Beowulf (Z.) 2893 Heht Sa (jaet heaSo-weorc to hagan

biodan. c8x$ Kent. Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 70/15 Sepis,

haga. 1044 in Kemble Cod. Dipl. IV. 86 Se haja binnan

port be ^^ebric himsylfan jetimbrod haefde. a 1250 Owl
<$ Night. ^85 Wane bu comest to manne ha^e, par bornes
bob and ris i-drage. Ibid. 1612 Heo hongej) me on heore
hahe. c 1386 CHAUCER Pard. T. 527 Ther was a polcat in

his hawe, That . . hise capons hadde yslawe. 1442 in

Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 387 For cariage of xxxj
lodes of lome . . in to the tembre haw. 1457 in Arnolde
C/troti.(i8i i) 72 Wharfeskranes tymbre hawes. 1594 NORDF.N

Spec. Brit., Essex ro Certayne ladinges. .wher they take in

wood . . which places are called vpon the Thames, westward,
haws or woodwharves. 1674 RAY .S

1

. 4- E. C. Words 68 A
Haw, (Kent, i a close. 1726 Diet. Rust. (ed. 3), Haw .. a
Close or small quantity of Land near a House ; as Bean-

haw, Hemp-haw. 1860 A II J 'ear Round No. 76. 614 St.

Mary, called Wool-church, because in its haw or churchyard
is the beam whereby wool is appointed to be weighed.

b. transf.
c 1430 Hymns Virg. (1867) 121 Then wolle the see wyt-

drawe, And wend to hys owyn hawe.

c. attrib., as haw-yard.
1657 HOWELL Londinop. 58 A great Haw-yard, or garden,

of old time called Coleman Haw.

Haw (h), sb? Forms : i hasa, 3-7 hawe, (5

hawghe, 9 dial, hag, hague, haghe, haigh), 4-
haw. [OE. haga, in pi. hagan.
App. the same word as prec. : perh. short for *hx%hcrie,

i. e. hedge-berry ; but this sense appears in none of the other

langs., and the history of its development is not clear.]

1. The fruit of the hawthorn.
a 1000 Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 204/20 Cinum, bagan. 13. .

K. A Us. 4983 Other mete thai ne habben Bot hawen, hepen,

slon, and rabben. c 1374 CHAUCER Former Age 7 They
eten mast hawes and swyche pownage. 1483 Catk. A ngl.

179/1 An Hawghe, cinnm. 1555 EDEN Decades 87 He eate

none other meate but only berryes
and hawes. 1626 BACON

Sylva 737 Stores of Haws and Heps do commonly portend
cold Winters. 1784 COWPER Task i. 120, I fed on

scarl_et

hips and stony haws. 1883 F. M. PF.ARD Contrad. xxxii,

The old thorns . . ruddy with a wealth of haws. 1883

Hampsh. Gloss., Hag, a haw, or berry of the hawthorn.

1883 Almondbnry Gloss., Haghe, or Haigh, the haw.

f 2. Used as a type of a thing of no value. Obs.

ciooo ./ELFRIC Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 138/39 Gignalia,

hajan. nnoo Voc. Ibid. 269/3 Quisquilia, hagan. 1197
K. GLOUC. (1724) 524 Al nas wurtft an hawe. 1340 HAM-
POLE in Relig. Pieces fr. Thornton^ MS. (1867) 81 No latyn

ne lawe may helpe an hawe. c 1386 CHAUCER Wife's Prol.

659, I sette noght an haw Of his proverbes. c 1460 J.

RUSSELL Bk. Nurture 99 Of suche fresch lustes set not an

hawe. 1593 Jack Straw n. in Hazl. Dodsley V. 394 We'll

not leave a man of law, Nor a paper worth a haw.

3. The hawthorn, Cratzegus Oxyacantha. (Also

applied with qualifying words to other species of

Cratsegus, or other similar shrubs.)

[557 Totteirs Misc. (Arb.) 260 Testament Hawthtme, I,

Sely Haw, whose hope is past.] 1821 COL. TRIM&LE in

Ofen Court (U. S. A.) XI. 244 Clearing away the haw;<jog-
wood, and pawpaws. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. c, Hoary
knoll of ash and haw. 1851 LONGF. Gold. Leg. iv. 19 Sweet
is the air with the budding haws. 1884 MILLER Plant-n.j

Haw, .. Black, Viburnum prunifolium. May, or Apple,

Cratxgus asthialis. Summer, Cratzgusflava.

f 4. A head or ear of grass. Obs.

[Etymologically perh. a different word.]
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 145 Wild Otes . . beareth in the

haw or head certain grains hanging down, which resemble

small locusts. Ibid. 235 Then the haw or eare that it



HAW.
beareth, ought to b taken away, a 1815 FORBY I'oc. E.

A tiglia. Haw, the ear of oats.

5. attrib., as haw-berry, -blossom ; haw-gros-

beak, the HAWFINCH.
1771-84 COOK Voy. (1790) V. 1787 We saw some currant,

and hawberry bushes. 1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 67/1 //,uc-

finch. Haw Grosbeak, Grosbeak of the modem British.

Haw, sl>? Also 6-7 hawe. [Etymology un-

certain.] The nictitating membrane or ' third eye-

lid
'

of a horse, dog, etc., being a triangular cartilage

lying just within the inner corner of the eye, which

is capable of expansion, so as to sweep dust, etc.

from the eye-ball.
The haw is liable to inflammation and temporary enlarge-

ment, and it was to this affected form, which the old farriers

considered an '

excrescence,
1

that they usually applied the

name.

1523 FITZHERB. Husb. 8p
The hawe is a sorance in a

horse eye, and is lyke gristefl, and maye well be cutte oute,
or els it wyll haue out his eye. 1587 MASCALL Govt.

Cttttle ii. (1661) 131 The haw in the eye of the horse is

a little white and hard gristle in the inner corner of the eye,
and it will grow. 1737 BRACKEN Farriery Impr. (1763) 140,

I take what the Farriers call the Haws, to proceed from

a long and continued Defluxion of Rheum upon the Eye.
1829 Nat. Phihs., Prelim. Treat. 30 ( U. K. S.) A third eye-
lid . . in the horse . . called the haw ; it is moistened with

a pulpy substance, .to take hold of the dust on the eyeball,
and wipe it clean off. 1865 YOUATT Horse viii. (1872) 159
The old farriers strangely misunderstood the nature and

design of the haw. 1880 Times 5 June 6/5 A chief point in

bloodhounds was the appearance and quality of the
' haw '.

1893 H. DAUUEL Diseases of Dogs led. 3) 62 Enlargement
of the haw., This membrane sometimes becomes inflamed

and enlarged, interfering with the sight and preventing the

eyelids from closing.

tb. trans/. Applied to an excrescence in the

human eye. Obs.

1550 LLOYD Treas. Health (1585) Fij, The Joyce of the

Lyly rote put into thy eye taketh awaye the hawe. 1684
Loiut. Gaz. No. 1915/4 Joshua Bugge, Aged 15 years.,

having a Haw or Speck on his left Eye.

Haw, sb.* : see HAW int.

Haw, a. Obs. exc. St. Forms : I heawi, hfwi,
hsewi, hawi, heewen, 5 haa, 6- haw (8 Sf. haave).

[OE. hdwi, hxwi, hlawi, whence hsnven blue,

discoloured.] t a. Blue, azure ; bluish, grayish-
or greenish-blue ;

of a dull leaden blue. Obs. b.

Discoloured, livid. Sc.

a 700 Epinal Gloss. 221 C(a}erula, haeuui \.Erf. haul].

c 715 Corpus Gloss. 444 C(aVruln, heawi. /" 981 Glait-

cum, heauui, grei. (14x0 Anturs ofArth. ii, Hur hud of

a haa hew. c 1450 HENRYSON Test. Cres. 257 Hawe as the

leed, of colour nothing clere. 1513 DOUGLAS jEneis HI. i. 121

Crownit with garlandis all of haw see hewis. 16. . Sir P.

Spens in Child Ballads in. Iviii. (1885) 28/2 He saw the

green haw sea. 1768 Ross Helenore 23 (Jam.) Twa shep-
herds out of breath., and as haw as death. 1785 R.FORBES
Poems in Buclum Dial. 8 (Jam.) He look'd sae haave as

gin a dwam Had just o'ercast his heart.

Haw, int. and s/>.* [Echoic.] An utterance

marking hesitation : cf. HA int. 3. Usually in

collocation with hum. See also HAW-HAW.
1679 Hist. Sotnervilles in Ann. LesmaHagffw (1864) 73

She had a little haugh in her speech, a 1680 BUTLER Rent.

(1759! I. 180 His frequent and pathetic hums and haws.
a 1719 CONGREVE Wks. (1761) III. 459 (Jod.) If thro' any
hums or haws, There haps an intervening pause. 1886 Pall
Mftll G. 27 Aug. 14/1 Pauses filled by a prolonged

' haw '.

Haw, v. [f.
HAW

int.'] intr. To utter
' haw !

'

as an expression of hesitation. Usually in the col-

location hum (hem} and haw : see HUM v.

i6j MASSINGER & FIELD Fatal Dowry iv. i, Nov. Ha ?

Bella. D'ee stand Humming and hawing now? 1739 Joe
Miller's Jests cxiii, The Fellow was loath to speak, but

humm'd and haw'd for a good Space. 1748 RICHARD-
SON Clarissa (1811) VII. 47 Such a humming and hawing
caitiff. 1814 L. HUNT Feast of Poets ii A whole court of

Aldermen hawing and humming. 1884 W. C. SMITH Kil-

drostan 62 Public meetings where no heart is, And a chair-

man haws and hums.

Haw, obs. form of AWE.
Haward, obs. form of HATWARD.
Hawbart, obs. form of HALBERD.
Hawbe, obs. form of ALB.
11475 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 755/23 Hec alba, a hawbe.

Hawberg, -berke, -brek, obs. ff. HAUBEBK.

Hawbergeon, -berioun, -byrschown, etc.,

obs. var. HABERGEON.
Hawbitzer, obs. form of HOWITZER.

Hawbuck (h-b#k). [perh. f. HAW sbl or 2

+ BUCK rf. 1

2.] An unmannerly lout ;
a country

bumpkin.
1805 Times in Spirit Put. Jrnls. (1806) IX. 312, [I]

Damned the hawbuck who quizzed us, and agreed to cross
the fields towards Newington. 1851 Beck's Florist 32
Davy . . called all the boys m our brig a set of haw-bucks.

1855 KiNGSLEv West. Ho u86i) 97 'Slife, Sir, sorrow is

making a hawbuck of me. 1858 Lettis Express 14 Aug.
4/3 The veriest hawbuck that ever grew and flourished in

the wilds of Kent

HawCUbite (h-k3bait). Also Hawca-,
Hawku-. One of a band of dissolute young men
who infested the streets of London in the begin-

ning of the i8th century; a street-bully, a ruffian.

1711 SWIFT Wonderf. Proph. Wks. 1755 III. i. 174, I am
the porter, that was barbarously slain in Fleet street : by
the Mohocks and Hawcubites was I slain. 1880 BRKWER
Reader's Hand-bk., Hauvabite. i88a Atlun.Tnnt 25 Nov.

130

693/1 Pounce in the ' Tender Husband '

. . having a whole-
some distrust at his return of possible Mohocks and Haw-
kubites.

t Hawdod. dial. Obs. [app. f. HAW a. blue

+ DoD rf.2] A name for the Blue Cornflower,
Centaurea Cyanus (Britten and Holland).
15*3 FITZHERB. Husb. 20 Diuers maner of wedes, as

thistyls, kedlokes, dockes . . gouldes, haudoddes, dogfennel.
Ibid., Hawdod hath a blewe floure, and a fewe lyttell leues

. . and groweth comonly in rye vpon leane grounde, and
dothe lyttel hurte. 1730 in }'rks. Diaries (Surtees) 296
(Brit. & Hoi.) A flower call'd hawdods.

Haw(e, obs. var. HOE.

Hawe, obs. Sc. and north, form of HALL.

t Hawe-bake. Obs. In the following, usually
taken as = '

haw(s) baken ', baked haws, equivalent
to '

plain fare'
;
but this is doubtful.

c 1386 CHAUCER Man a/Law's Prol. 95 But nathelees I

recche noght a bene Though I come after hym with hawe-
bake [Camt. MS. aw bake, Lansdovine halve bake] I speke
in prose and lat him rymes make.

Hawel, obs. form of HAIL sb.^ and z/. 1

Ha'wer. [f.
HAW v. + -ER 1

.] One who ' haws '.

i8o Miss MITFORD in L'Estrange Life (1870) II. 119 He
is such a doubter, such a hummer and hawer.

Hawes, obs. f. hawse : see HALSE si.

Hawfinch. (h-finj). [f.
HAW sb.2 -t- FINCH.]

The common grosbeak, Coccothraustes vnlgaris, a

bird about six inches in length, having a large

strong beak adapted for breaking the hard seeds

and kernels which form its food.

1674 RAY Collect. Words, Birds 88. 1759 B. STILLINGFL.

tr. Bioerg's Ecm. Nat. in Misc. Tracts (1762) 66 The cross-

bill that lives on the fir-cones, and the hawfinch that feeds

on the pine-cones. 1881 Standard 2 Mar. 5 The haw-
finch some years ago was as common in Epping Forest as

are pigeons in the Guildhall-yard.

Hawgher, obs. form of HEIPER.

Haw-haw 'hg'hg'), int., st>., and a. [Echoic;
cf. HA HA.]
A. int. An expression of hesitation uttered re-

peatedly in an affected tone. Also, the representa-
tion of loud or boisterous laughter.
1834 SEBA SMITH Maj. y. Dmvnings Lett. (1835) 160

1

Major, call back Jany, and Barry, and Amos, and haw-
haw-haw ', says the Gineral.

B. sb. The utterance of haw haw ; a lond or

boisterous laugh, a guffaw.
1834 JAMES Robber i, The first indication of his coming

was a peal of laughter, a loud ' Haw, haw, haw '. 1889
A. R. HOPE in Boy's Own Paper 10 Aug. 715/3 There was
another chorus of haw-haws, which made Ronald's temper
boil over.

C. altHl>. or adj. Characterized by the utterance

of haw haw as an affected expression of hesitation.

1841 LVTTON fft. $ Morn. (1851) 314 (Hoppe)
' Hush 1

'

said the stranger, perfectly unconcerned, and regaining the

dignity of his haw haw enunciation. 1866 Cornh. Mag.
Oct. 464 The affected, lisping, and haw-haw fool. 1867 F.

HARRISON Choice Bks. (1891) 102 Lounging with that inef-

fable haw-haw air of your Rotten Row.

Hence Haw-hawism, the habit of affectedly

uttering haw haw.
1867 E. YATES Forlorn Hope x, Forbes would assume a

languid haw-hawism.

Haw-haw, v. [f. prec.] intr. To utter haw
haw \ to laugh loudly or boisterously. Hence

Haw-hawing vbl. sb.

1834 SEBA SMITH Maj. J. Dcwning's Lett. (1835) 160 He
stepM up to me . . throw'd his head back, and haw-haw'd

right out. 1889 A R. HOPE in Boy's Own Paper 10 Aug.
715/3 The other rustics haw-hawed at their master's repartee.

Haw-haw, var. HA-HA sb?

Hawin, -yn, obs. forms of HAVEN.

Hawk(hk), si. 1 Forms: i hafoo, heafoo, -uo,

(haefuc, habuo, hsebuc), 2 hauek, heauek, 2-4
havek, 3 havec, 3-4 hauck, 3-7 hauk(e, 5-6
halk, 5-7 hawke, 7 haulk, 7- hawk. [Com.
Tent.: OE. habuc, Aeafoc

= OS. hatoc- (in proper

names) (MDu. havic, havec, hawic, Do. havik,

EFris. hafke, WFris. htauK), OHG. habuh,kapuh,
MHG. habech, -ich, G. habicht, ON. hauk-r, from

"hafukr (Sw. hok, Da. hog) :-OTeut. *hatluko-z ;

generally referred to root hat-, haf- to seize, as L.

accifiter to capere.]
1. Any diurnal bird of prey used in falconry ;

any bird of the family Falconidse. In Nat. Hist.,

restricted to a bird of the subfamily Accipitrinx,
with rounded and comparatively short wings,
which chases its prey near the ground ; distinguished
from a falcon or bird of the subfamily Falconime,
which has long pointed wings and lofty flight.

Hawk of the fist, the lure, the soar: see quots. 1841,

1879.
<ITOO Epinal Gl. 1023 Horodius, uualh[h)ebuc [Erfurt

uualhhfebuc]. ^725 CorpitsGl. \&)3 Soricarius, mushabuc.
a 800 Leiden Gloss. 51 in O. E. Texts 112 Accipitres \-iler\

haefuc. rtiooo Wyrde 86 in Exeter Bk. If. 88 b (Bosw.)
Sum sceal wildne fugol atemian heafoc. c 1175 Lamb. Horn.

49 pe habbeS feire huses . . heanekes and hundes. c 1200

. / rin. Colt. Horn. 179 Hundes and hauekes and hors and
i wepnes. a 1150 Owl $ Night. 307 pe havec foljeb gode

rede He ftiht his wei. c 13*5 Ret. Ant. I. 125 Y gladie for

|

no song, Of haveke ne of hounde. c 1440 Promp. Pan:
230/2 Hawke, falco. 1538 STAKKKV England II. ii. 189

HAWK.
Theyr haukys and theyr houndys. 1550 J. CUKF, F.ng. $
Fr. Heralds 8 (1877) 60 We have hawkes of the towre, as

leonardes, leonerettes, fawcons, jeafawcons, hobbes, 8: mer-

lyons. 1612 DRAYTON Poly-oib. iii. 42 His deepe niouth'd

Hound to hunt, his long-wing'd Haulk to flie. 1614 \\\\ HALL
Kfcoll. 'Ireat. 161 The Soule, like unto some noble Hauke,
lets passe the crowes. 1674 N. Cox Gentl. Recreat.

(1677)
162 The Age of a Hawk ; The first year, a Soarage. The
second year, an Interview. The third year, a White Hawk.
The fourth year, a Hawk of the first Coat. 1737-51 CHAM-
BERS Cycf, s.v., When., carefully looked after, she [the merlin]

proves an excellent hawk. 1801 STRVTT Shorts fy Past. i.

ii. 33 The books of hawking assign to the different ranks of

persons the sort of hawks proper to be used by them.. The
eagle, the vulture, and the merloun, for an emperor. .The

gos-hawk, for a yeoman . . The sparrow-hawk for a priest.

1841 BEI.ANY Falconry 6, Hawk of the Fist. One that flies

direct off the fist without mounting or waiting-on. Ibid.)
Hawk of the Soar. One that mounts in the air, and waits-

on until the game be put up. 1879 E. D. RADCLIFFE in

F.ncycl. Brit. IX. 6 The first class comprises
'

falcons ',

'

long-winged hawks ',
or ' hawks of the lure

'

;
. . The second

class is that of ' hawks
',

'

short-winged hawks ', or ' hawks
of the fist '. 1893 NEWTON Diet. Birds, Hawk, a word of
indefinite meaning, being often used to signify all diur-

nal Birds-of-Prey which are neither Vultures nor Eagles,
and again more exclusively for those of the remainder which
are not Buzzards, Falcons, Harriers or Rites.

b. With prefixed word indicating species, varie-

ties, sorts used in hawking, etc. : as brush-, Jield-,

fishing- , game-, long- or short-winged, etc. Also
Black hawk, the American rough-legged buzzard ;

Jack-hawk, a male hawk ; Kitchen hawk (see

quot. 1686) ; Musket-, Small-bird-, or Spar-
hawk, the Sparrow-hawk ; Ringtail hawk (Falco

Hudsonius) ; Sharp-shinned hawk ({/.S.}, a

small species (Accipiter fuscus] with extremely
slender shanks, also called Pigeon hawk. (See
under their first element Duck~ y Fish-^ Lark-^

Mouse-, Partridge-^ Qiiail-hawk\ also GOSHAWK,
HOBBY-, PIGEON-, SPAURO\\-HAWK, etc.).

1486 Bk. St. Albans D iv, Ther is a Spare hawke, and
he is an hawke for a prest. 1615 W. LAWSON Orch. <$ Card.

(1626) 45 If you have a..Spar-ha\vke in Winter to make the

Black-bird stoop into a bush or hedge. 1674 N. Cox GentI.

Recreat. (1677) I?
2 ^'s 's a Sreat fault, and more incident

to and worse in Field-Hawks than such as are fitted for the

River. 1686 BLQMEGentt, Recreat. n. 20 The Lanner . . is a
Hawk well known . . being called a Kitchin Hawk, a 1700
B. E. Diet, Cant. Crew, Jack-hawk^ the Male. 1772 FORSTER
in Phil. Trans. LXII. 382 This species [Pigeon Hawk] is

called a small-bird hawk at Hudson's Bay. 1871 COUES
Key N. Atner, Birds (1884) 528 A ccipiter fuscns, sharp-
shinned Hawk,

'

Pigeon
'

Hawk, so-called, but nol to be
confounded with Falco colnmbarins. Ibid, 549 American

'Rough-legged Buzzard' 'Black Hawk'. 1873 SIR W.
BULLER Birds N. Zealand\. 222 The continuous screaming
of the Bush-Hawk is understood by the natives to be a sure

indication of change.
c. Proverbs and phrases. (See also BUZZARD ^.1

i b, HANDSAW b, HEBNSHAW.)
^1386 CHAUCER Reeve's T. 214 With empty hand, men
may none haukes tulle [allure]. "1530 H. RHODKS Bk,
Nurture 740 in Babees Bk. 102 For empty fystes, men vse to

say, cannot the Hawke retayne. 1831 J. P. KENNEDY
Swallow B. (1860) 17, I entered Richmond between hawk
and buzzard [=at twilight]. 1846 G. S. FABER Lett, on
Tractarian Secess. 171 As different from.. modern Popery,
as a hawk from a handspike.
2. With qualifying word as night-harvk, dor-

hawk, gnat-hawk, jnoth-hawk, screech-hawk^ ap-

plied to the goatsucker. (See these words.)
3. fig. Applied to a person, in various senses de-

rived from the nature of the bird of prey : e.g. one

who preys on others, a rapacious person, a sharper
or cheat ;

one who is keen and grasping ;
an officer

of the law who pounces on criminals (as in vaga-
bonds' phrase, ware the hawk : see WARE).
1548 HALL Ckroti., Edw, IV, 199 b, If he might . . allure

the duke to his partie, that king Edward should be desti-

tute of one of his best Hawkes. a 1553 UDALL Royster D.
in. L (Arb.) 48 Ye were take vp for haukes, a 1700 B. E.

Diet. Cant. Crew, Hawk, a Sharper. 1824 GEN. P. THOMP-
SON Excrc. (1842) III. 328 Men are hawks when they view
their interests singly, and beetles when they are to lose in

crowds. 1834 H. AINSWORTH Rookwood i. iii. (Farmer),
The game's spoiled this time., the hawks are upon us. 1843
LEVER J. Hinton ix. (1878) 56 He..ended by becoming a

hawk, where he had begun as a pigeon.

4. attrib. and Comb. a. obvious combs., as hawk-

cage t -hood, -perch ;
hawk-headed adj.

1483 Catk. Angl. 179/1 An Hawke bage, cassidile. i?43~

51 G. EDWARDS Nat. Hist. Birds 165 The Hawk- Headed
Parrot. i8ia Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 27 The hawk-cage.27 It

The hawk-headed183* G. LONG Lyj>t. Antig. 1. x. 222 the hawk-headed

sphinx. 1859 TENNYSON Enid 280 O wretched set of sparrows
. . Who pipe of nothing but ofsparrow-hawks ! Speak, ifyou
be not like the rest, hawk-mad. 1891 KIPLINO JI/ ( Beast

in India 55 The hawk-hood of soft deerskin . . jesses, lures,

and hawk-bells, are still regularly made in the Punjab.

b. Special combs. Hawk eagle, an eagle of the

genus Nisaetus ; hawk-eye ( U.S.), colloq. appella-

tion of a native or inhabitant of Iowa, popularly

called the 'Hawk-eye State'; hawk-eyed a.,

having eyes like a hawk's ; very keen-sighted ;

hawk-fly, a fly of the family Asilidee, also called

hornet-flies, which prey on other insects; fhawk's-

foot, -feet, an old name for the columbine ;
hawk-

kite, a kite made of silk or cotton in form of a

hawk, used in shooting to make the birds lie ;



HAWK.
hawk's meat, food for a hawk

;
also Jig. (cf. 3) ;

hawk-nut, a name for the earth-nut or pig-nut ;

hawk-parrot, a parrot of the genus Deroptytts ;

hawk-swallow, a local name for the swift ;

hawkwise adv., in the manner of a hawk.
1883 Casselfs Nat. Hist. 1 1 1. 284 *Hawk Eagles (Nisaetus),

remarkable for their long legs. 1818 TODD, *Hawk-i-ycd.
1849 ROBERTSON Serin. Ser. I. xiii. (1866) 227 The hawk-

eyed deities of Egypt, .implied omniscience. 1890 BOLDRK-
WOOD Col. Reformer (1891' 335 The hawk-eyed Piambook
had descried the stranded coach . . about a mile off. 1747
GOULD Bug. Ants 6 The Dragon, or more properly, large
"Hawk-fly. 1883 Casseirs A'af. Hist. VI. 86 These insects

(the Asilidx}. .from their habits, might very weil be called
' Hawk Flies V a 1500 Slonne AIS. 5, If 6/1 Colitinbina, jtfs

'ng 161 Who can make a really

factory *hawk kite ? 1577 HAKRISON England \\. i. (1877) r.

34 A minister taking a benefice . . was inforced to paie to

his patrone twentie quarters of otes, ten quarters of wheate,
and sixteene yeerelie of barleie, which he called *hawkes
meat. 1684 R. H. School Recreat. 82 Wash your Hawks-
meat with the Juice thereof when you feed him. 1724
Rfty's Sytwps. Stirp. 209 Earth-nut, or Kipper-nut, .by the

Vulgar Pignuts . . in some Places "Hawknut. 1885 SWAINSON

Pray. Names Birds 96 Swift. .*Hawk swallow. From its

habit of hawking for flies. x8i8 KEATS Endym. iv. 514 Her
steed a little higher soar'd, and then Dropt *hawkwise to

tHawk, sb."- Obs. [Cf. HECK M 2.] A kind
of fish-trap : see quots.
1669 WORUDGE Syst. Agric. (1681! 252 There is a sort of

Engine, by some termed a Hawk, made almost like unto
a Fish-pot, being a square frame of Timber fitted to the

place . . and wrought with Wire to a point almost, so that
what Fish soever go through the same, cannot go back
again. 1705 Act 4*5 Anne c. 8 5 Nets, Pots, Racks,
Hawks, Gins or other Devices to kill Salmon.

Hawk (hgk), sb? [Origin uncertain.] A
plasterer's tool : see quots. Hence Hawk-boy.
1700 MOXON Mech. Exerc. 12 Tools relating to Plastering

..3. A Hawke, made ofWood about the bigness of a square
Trencher, with a handle .. whereon the Lime and Hair
being put, they take from it more or less as they please.
1833 Builder's Pcrp. Price-Bk. (Kelly) 142 Hawk-boy, per
day is. gd. 1841-76 Gwri/r Archil. Gloss., Hawk, a small

quadrangular tool with a handle, used by a plasterer, on
which the stuff required by him is served. .He has always
a boy attending on him, by whom he is supplied with the
material. The boy in question is called a Hawk boy. 1893
SIR G. DUFFY in Contemp. Rev. Jan. 152 A plasterer called
to the boy to bring him his hawk.

Hawk, sb.* [f. HAWK z>.3] An effort made to

clear the throat ; the noise made in such an effort.

1604 T. M. Black Bk. in Middleton's Whs. (Bullen) VIII.
18 After a rotten hawk and a hem, he began to spit. 1755
JOHNSON, Hawk, .an effort to force phlegm up the throat.

Hawk, dial, form of HACK sl>. 1 I b.
1808-18 JAMIESON, Hawk, a dung fork. 1893 Northumtld.

Gloss., Hawk, an implement or hand-tool for filling manure.

Hawk (hgk), v.l [f. HAWK rf.i]
1. intr. To chase or hunt game with a trained
hawk ; to engage in or practise falconry.
1340-70 Alex, ff Dind. 299 For to hauke ne hunte haue

we no leue. c 1345 Orpheo 294 Every on an hauke on honed
here, And went haukyng by the rivere. 1548 LATIMER
Plougkers (Arb.) 25 Thei hauke, thei hunt, thei card, thei

dyce. 1697 R' PEIHCE Bath Mem. I. iv. 81 [He] went hence,
to his own House, to Hawk (after the Harvest was in) for

a Month. 1884 TENNYSON Becket 45 Where is the King ?

. .Gone hawking on the Nene.
b. trans. Cf. to hunt a cover.

1783 AINSWORTH Lat. Diet. (Morell) i. S.V., Let us first

hawk this ersh, for here lieth a covey.
2. intr. Of birds or insects : To hunt on the

wing.
tgle, and

i"

k

flood To furnish her loquacious nest with Food. 1768 G.
WHITE Selborne xxi. (1853) 89 The bird [a martin] was
hawking briskly after the flies. 1853 THOMAS in Zoologist
3650 As daybreak advanced, I could see the fernowls . .

hawking for moths. 1879 JEFFERIES Wild Life in S. Co.

318 A dragon fly, hawking to and fro on the sunny side
of the hedge.

b. trans. To pursue or attack on the wing, as a
hawk does

;
to prey upon while flying.

1815 R. P. WARD Tremaiae III. xvii. 316 The lark sings
to the moment when she is hawked. 1868 KINGSLEY Christ-
mas Day 15 Flitting bats Hawk the pale moths of winter.

3. To hawk at : to fly at or attack on the wing,
as a hawk does. Of a person : To fly a hawk at.

1605 SHAKS. Macb. n. iv. 13 A Faulcon towring in her

;ride

of place, Was by a Mowsing Owle hawkt at, and
ill'd. 1633 G. HERBERT Temple, Sacrifice xxiii, Who

does hawk at eagles with a dove? 1690 LOCKE Hum.
Vnd. Ep. to Rdr. 7 He that hawks at Larks and Sparrows
has no less Sport, -than he that flies at nobler Game. 187*
RUSKIN Eagle's N. 36 Will you hawk at game or carrion ?

fig. 1647 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. i. Ivii. (1739) 106
He hawked at all manner of game, France, Scotland, Eng-
land, Laity, Clergy. 1820 SCOTT Abbot xx, To hawk at
one brother with another, is less than fair play. 1886 H.
SMART Outsidcrl. ii. 28 Accustomed to be welcomed with
smiles, and even hawked at by young ladies on promotion.

b. trans. To let fly.

1709 STRYPE Ann. Ref. I. Iii. 563 They straightway
hawked at their adversaries the terrible name of the high
commission.

f4. To hmuk after (for'. : to hunt after, to en-

deavour to catch or gain. Obs.
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c igio MORE I'icus Wks. 15/1 All the aduauntage that yehawke after, and all the fauour of the court. 1548 UDALL,
etc. Erasm. Par. Matt, xxiii. 107 To hawke for a vayne
opinion of holines. 1381 MARBECK Bk. of Notes 1076 When
we do any good deed, .we should not hunt and hauke after
the praise of men. 1700 ASTRY tr. Saavcdra-Faxardo II.

98 It hawks after his Favour, with the Nets of Flattery.
17*0 Lett.fr. Lond. Jrnl. (1721) 9 A Bookseller.. hawked
at the Inn for Oxford Scholars.

Hawk (hk), v.~ Also 6 hauk(e. [app. a back
formation from HAWKER sbf]
1. intr. To practise the trade of a hawker.
1541-3 Act 3^ ff 35 Hen. VIII, c. 10 2 Euill disposed

persons. . vse daily the craft and subtilty of hauking abroad
in the Country, to Villages and to mens houses, putting the
same naughty ware to sale secretly, 1676 MAKVELL K[r,
Suiirke 33 The little Emissaryes . . hawke about from
London to Westminster witli their Britches stifTe with the

Copyes, and will sell them to any one. 1713 ARBUTHNOT
John Bull \i\. iv, To go hawking and peddling about the

streets, selling knives, scissors, and shoe-buckles.

2. trans. To carry about from place to place and
offer for sale

;
to cry in the street.

1713 SWIFT Imit. Hor. \. vii. 41 His works were hawk'd in

ev'ry street, But seldom rose above a sheet. 1759 Coinpl.
Lct.-vjriter (ed. 6) 215 They immediately hawked it about
to every surgeon. 1833 ALISON Hist. Europe (1849-50) I.

vi. 56. 51 Inflammatory addresses were hawked in every
street. 1866 ROGERS Agric. tf Prices I. xix. 457 Salt was
hawked about by retail dealers.

b. transf. an&Jig.
a 1745 SWIFT Friendly Apol. (R.), All this with design . .

To hear his praises hawk'd about. 1801 MAR. EDGEWORTH
Belinda (1832 I. ii. 28 Last winter, when I was at Bath . .

this Belinda Portman was hawked about everywhere.
1847 L. HUNT Men, Women, ff B. II. x. 237 She consented
to be hawked about as a sort of nurse and overseer. 1869
LOWELL Winter-Even. Hymn ix, I come not of the race,
That hawk their sorrows in the market-place.
3. trans. To traverse as a hawker with something

to dispose of
; to canvass.

1865 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. xin. i. V. 3 That is all her
Hungarian Majesty has yet got by hawking the world,
Pragmatic Sanction in hand.
4. intr. slang. (See quot.)
1851 MAYHEW Lond. Labour I. 328 They have a man ..

sometimes at a fair, to hawk, or act as a button (a decoy) to

purchase the first lot of goods put up.
Hence Hawked///, a., Hawking vbl. sb. and

///. a.

'54-3 Act 34 # 35 Hen. VIII, c. 10 3 No . . couerlet-
makers.. shall.. vse the said craft of haukynge, or go as
hankers, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Hawking, going
about Town and Country, with Scotch-Cloth, &c. or News-
papers. 1708 MRS. CENTLIVRE Busie Body v. i, Those little

Hawking Females that traverse the Park, and the Play-
House, to put off their damag'd Ware. 1715 M. DAVIES
A then. Brit. I. 346 Hawk'd-about Tryal-Pamphlets. i86z
TROLLOPE Orley F. vi, I call it hawking and peddling,
that going round the country with your goods on your back.
It ain't trade.

Hawk (hgk), 0.3 Also 6-7 hauk(e, 7 haulk.

[Of uncertain origin ; probably echoic.]
1. intr. To make an effort to clear the throat of

phlegm ; to clear the throat noisily.
1583 [see hawking below]. 1602 ROWLANDS Greenes

Ghost 9 Then they will hamme and hauke, and saie they
are not euery bodie, and so take their mony. 1638 MEDE
Rever. God's House Wks. (1672) n. 349 Nor is it lawful for

us.. to hauk or hem in the Church.
1797; Sporting Mag.

X. 272 A man . . began to hawk and
spit.

1816 SCOTT
Antiq. xxx,

'
I shall prove a wretched interpreter \ said

M'Intyre . . coughing and hawking as if the translation
stuck in his throat. 1877 ROBERTS Handbft. Med. (ed. 3)
1 . 299 There is a frequent tendency to cough and hawk.
2. trans. To bring up with a strong effort of

clearing the throat.

1581 MULCASTER Positions xx. (1887) 84 For hauking vp
of blood. 1676 WISEMAN (J.), A stinking tough phlegm
which she hawked up in the mornings. 1751 SMOLLETT
Per. Pic. xiv, He hawked up, with incredible straining, the

interjection ah 1 1843 SIR T. WATSON Princ. $ Pract.

Phys. xxviii. (1871) 593 He hawked up in the course of the

day a considerable quantity of ropy mucus.
Hence Hawking vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1583 STANYHURST &neis Ded. (Arb.) 7 In such hauking
wise, as if he were throtled with the chincoughe. 1600
SHAKS. A. Y. L. v. iii. 12 Shal we clap into I roundly,
without hauking, or spitting, or saying we are hoarse ? 1831
TRELAWNY Adv. Younger Son II. 149 A gawky, .bilious,

hawking Frenchman. 1892 W. H. HUDSON La Plata xx.

307 The violent hawking of a man clearing his throat.

Hawk-bell : see HAWK'S BELL.

Hawkbill.
1. A species of turtle

;
=HAWK'S-BILL i.

1781 P. H. BRUCE Mem. xu. 424-5 Many sorts of tor-

toises, of which the hawk-bill is the most valuable for its

fine shell. 1885 C. F. HOLDER Mantels Anim. Life 27, I

found a hawk-bill turtle lying on the surface.

2. An instrument. (See quots.)
1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.,Haivkj>ill,a. pliers with curved

nose, to hold pieces in blow-pipe soldering. Ibid., Ifawk-
bill-tooth-saw, a saw having a curving, hooked saw-tooth,
somewhat resembling the upper mandible of the hawk.
So Hawk-billed a., having a mouth like a hawk's

. beak, as the hawk-billed turtle (
= HAWK'S-BILL).

Hawkbit (h-kbit). [f. HAWK(WEED) +

(DEVIL'S) BIT. Called by Ray and others,
' Hier-

acium minus pramorsA radice, Hawkweed with
bitten roots, Yellow Devil's bit

'

(after Devil's bit

Scabious) ; the compressed form Hawkbit was in-

troduced by Petiver in 1713.]

HAWKING.
A book-name for the genus Apargia of composite

plants, resembling hawkweeds.
1713 PETIVER Herb. Brit. Raii Catnl., Common Hawkbil,

Jagged Hawkbit [etc.]. 1825 J. E. SMITH Eng. Flora 111.

351. 1843 W. GAZE in Zoologist I. 30 The autumnal hawk-
bit and dandelion. 1881 G. ALLEN I'igncttes fr. Nature
xxii, Some golden heads of the autumnal hawkbit.

Hawked (hkt), .i
[f.
HAWK rf.' + -ED : cf.

hooked.} Curved like a hawk's beak ; aquiline.
*577 HELLOWES Gitettara's Chron. 72 Adrian had an high

bodie .. nose somewhat hawked. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE
Pseud. Ep. vi. xi. 333 Flat noses seem comly unto the Moore,
an Aquiline or hawked one unto the Persian. 1712 HEARNE
Collect. (O. H. S.) III. 439 He had a hawk'd Nose. 1845
JAMES Stepmother 11846) II. xxiii. 351 A stout, well-made,
hawked-faced man.

Hawked (hkt), at Sc. and north, dial. Also
hawkit. [Derivation obscure.] Of cattle :' Having
white spots or streaks' (Jam.); spotted, streaked,
as in red-haivked.

1500 10 DUNBAR Fea)tit Freir 103 He maid a hundreth
nolt all hawkit. 1611-3 'n N. Riding Rec. (1884) II. ii
A cow . . red hawked in colour. 1658 W. CHAMBERLAYNE
Lore's Victory in Pharonnida iv. (1850) 181 As much as
the slit in our hawked bullock's ear. 1811 W. AITON Agric.
Ayrshire xiv. 425 A cow with much while on her neck was
termed a hawked cow. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xxxix, I do
still liaud by the real hawkit Airshire breed.

Hawker (hg-kai), rf.l [OE. hafoccrt, f. hafoc
HAWK ie.1; see -ER l

(cf. fowler)] One who
hawks, or engages in the sport of hawking ; one
who tends or trains hawks ; a falconer.

U975 Canons Edgar in Thorpe Am. Laws II. 258 We
IseraS bait preost ne beo hunta, ne hafecere. 1463 Mann. $
Honseh. Exp. (Roxb.) 225 Item, the same day my mastyr
gaff to the hawkerys, xij. d. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny x. v'ni.

(R.), The hawkers and foulers when they have caught the

foule, divide the bootie with the hawkes. 1893 EARL DUN-
MORE Pamirs II. 269 Hassan Beg . . enlisted the services of
a professional hawker .. so off we went with our falcon.

Hawker (hg-kai), sb:* [app. a. MLG. hoker, in

LG. and Ger. hoker, Du. heuker, higgler, hawker,
huckster, costermonger. The LG. word is usually
referred to hocken to take upon the back, to carry

pick-a-back, also, to squat, keep sitting in the

same place ; and has been variously explained as

one that carries a pack or load on his back, and
one that sits at a stall.]
A man who goes from place to place selling his

goods, or who cries them in the street. In mod. use

technically distinguished from pedlar : see quot.

1895.
1510 Nottingkarn Rec. Ill, 104 Pro correctione habenda

de les Hawkers, iij-r. i\\]d. 1533 Act 25 Hen. /7/7, c. 9
6 Sundry euill disposed persons, which commonly beene

called haukers . . goe about from place to place within this

Realme, vsing buying and selling of Brasse and Pewter,

1543-3 [see hawking'. HAWK z>,
3

i]. 1679 Lond. Gaz. No.

1432/4 A sort of loose and idle persons, called Hawkers, who
do daily publish and sell seditious Books, .contrary to Law.
1711 BUDGELL Spect, No. 150 F i, I heard the Hawkers
with great Vehemence crying about a Paper. 1785 CRABBE
Newspaper Wks. 1834 II. 118 The rattling hawker vends

through gaping streets. 1895 Daily News 19 Mar. 7/7 He
saw defendant acting as a hawker.. He asked him if he had
a licence, when he produced a pedlar's licence. .A hawker is

a man who travels about selling goods with a horse and cart

or van. A pedlar carries his goods himself. .The cost of a

pedlar's licence is 5^., and is granted by the police. Hawkers'

licences are granted by the Inland Revenue, and cost 2/.

fig. a 1683OLDHAM Wks. $ Rent. (1686) 26 The Churches
Hawkers in Divinity, Who 'stead of Lace, and Ribbons,
Doctrine cry. 1855 TENNYSON Maud i. x. iii, This broad-
brim'd hawker of holy things.

b. A horse used in hawking goods.
1719 D'URFEV Pills IV. 13 On Pads, Hawkers, Hunters,

on Higlers and Racers.

Hence Hawker v. intr., to act as a hawker;
whence Hawkering ///. a.

1678 BUTLER Hud. in. iii. 620 [He) was implacable and
auker'd To all that Interlop'd, and Hawker'd. i68a OLD-
HAM Saf. to friend Wks. (Bell) 221 They are forced to ply
For jobs of hawkering divinity.

Hawker, obs. form of HOOKER, a small vessel.

Hawkery (h -kari ). nonce-wd. [f.
HAWK

$b.\ : cf. rookery
r

, and see -ERY.] A place where
hawks are kept.
1832 L. HUNT Sir R. Esher (1850) 35 Lord Berkeley had

proposed to shew them a hawkery of his in the neighbour-

Hawkey, hawkie (hp'ki). Sc. and north, dial.

[Of same origin as HAWKED a.-, with denominative
-ie

t -y, as in blacky, brownie, etc.]
* A cow, pro-

perly one with a white face ; often used as a general
name for a cow or an affectionate name for a

favourite cow' (Jam.).

Gloss.) ffaivkie, a white-faced cow. Also a general pet-
name for the cow.

Hawkey, hawkie, var. HOCKEY.

Hawking (h-kin), vbl. j<M [f. HAWK z/.i]

1. The sport or practice of chasing birds or small
animals by means of trained hawks.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus HI.

1^79. c 1375 BARBOUR Troy'
bk. i. 279 Quhar-throw of halkinge ande of tumtinge Ha-
boundanly thar hade be kyn^e. (1489 CAXTOK Sonnet t*f

17-a



HAWKING.
Aynwn iv. 1 20 Theyr fader was a hawkyng vppon the ryver.

a 1533 LD. BERXERS HIUIK xii. 35 Desyryng me lo ryde with

liym an hawkynge. 1596 SHAKS. Tain. Slir. Induct, ii. 45
Dost thoa loue hawking? 1660 H. ADIS l-'annaticks Mite

7 He runs not to Hawking* nor Huntings. 1841 LANE
Arab. .Vts. I. 126 Hunting and hawking were common and
favourite diversions of the Arabs.

fig. 1611 DEKKER Roaring Cirle Wks. 1873 III. t56

What dost thou go a hawking after me?
2. attrib. and Comb. Relating to or used in hawk-

ing, as hawking-bag, costume, -gauntlet, -glove,

language, -pole, -pouch, spaniel.
1598 FLORIO, l-'atctinU-ra. a faulkners baggc, a hauking

pouch. 6aa DRAYTON Poly-olb. xx, The falconers take their

hawking-poles in hand. 1654 WHITLOCK Zootottiia 185 His

Tongue is not acquainted with the hawking Dialect. 1656
S. HOLLAND Ztira (1719) 52, I can seclude /Eolus and his

Sons in a Hawking-bag. 1676 Lottd. Gas. No. 1124/4 A
large well made Hawking-Spaniel. 18*3 SCOTT Qttentin D.
ii, A hawking gauntlet on his left hand, though he carried
no bird. 1841 ELPHINSTONE Hist. Itid. II. 255 Behram took

advantage of Akber's absence on a hawking party. 1888
Miss BRADDON Fatal Three I. i, The Chelsea lady was in

hawking costume.

Hawking, ppl. a.1 [f. HAWK n. 1 + -ING^.]
That hawks ; addicted to the sport of hawking.
In Shaks. 1601, 'hawk-like, keen' (Schmidt).
1601 SHAKS. Ail's Well I. i. 105 His arched browes, his

hawking etc. 1601 CORNWALLYES Ess. xxii, Me tbinkes a
drunken Cobler, and a meere hawking Gentleman ranks

equally. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. IV. 770 His sarcastic

remarks on the hunting, hawking boors.

Hawking, vbl. sbs. and ///. adjs.l and 3 : see

under HAWK z>.2 and 3.

Hawkish (hg-kij
1

, a. [f.
HAWK rf.' + -ISH.]

Somewhat of the nature or appearance of a hawk.
1841 CARLYLE Misc. (1857) IV. 245 Of temper most ac-

cipitral, hawkish, aquiline, not to say vulturish. 1859 H.
KINGSLEY G. Hamlyn I. vi. 64 She. .was now too fierce and
hawkish looking, though you would still call her handsome.

Hawkit, Sc. var. of HAWKED *.

Hawk-like, a. Like a hawk, or like that of
a hawk.
c x6ix CHAPMAN Iliad xxii. 121 Who, hawk-like, ayres

swiftest passengerThat holds a timorous dove in chace [etc.].

*?75 G. WHITE Selborw xliii. 109 This species may be easily

distinguished from the common buzzard by its hawk-like

appearance. 1891 MRS. H. WARD D. Grieve I. 6 With a
sudden hawk-like gesture. .she tried to get hold of it.

Hawk-moth. A moth of the family Sphin-
gidsi or Sphingina ; a sphinx-moth ; so called from
their manner of flight, which resembles the hover-

ing and darting of a hawk. There are many genera
and species, as DEATH'S-HEAD h., ELEPHANT A.,

HUMMING-BIRD h., PRIVET h. : see these words.

1785 M. MARTIN (title). The Aurelian's Vade Mecum ; con-

taining . . Catalogue of Plants affording Nourishment to

Butterflies, Hawk-moths, .and Moths in the state of Cater-

pillars. 1847 CARPENTER Zool. 707 The larvx of the
Hawk.Moths have always sixteen feet 1851 MEDLOCK tr.

Sclwedler*s_ Zool. 565 Lepidopterous insects are . , ranked
as Butterflies, Moths, and Sphinges or hawk-moths.

Hawk-nose. A nose curved like a hawk's
beak ; an aquiline nose.

'533 UDALL Floivers Lat. Speakytig 192 (R.) Crokyng or

bowyng inwarde, like as the bil . . of an hauke, and such
we call in scorne or derision hauke-noses. 1611 COTGR. s.v.

Nez, A high-raisd, or hawke, nose. 1680 L,ond. Gaz. No.
1544/4 A Dapple Grey Mare . . seven years old, a Hawk
Nose. 1889 BROWNING Imperante Aug. 122 Those sparkling
eyes beneath their eyebrows' ridge (Each meets each, and
the hawk-nose rules between).

Hawk-nosed, a. Having a nose curved like

a hawk's beak.

1530 PALSGR. 315/1 Hawknosed, tecqu. 1661 J. DAvicstr.
Olearins 1

Voy. Ambass. 271 He was. .somewhat Hawk-
nos'd, as most of the Persians are. 1837 ^- IRVING Capt.
Bontt<:-''.!lc HI. 120 A fierce, game-looking set of fellows;
tall and hawk-nosed, and very much resembling the Crows.

Hawk-Owl. A name given to : a. The Short-

eared Owl, Asia brachyotus. b. The Day-owl,
Surma iilula or funerea. Both so called from
their smaller heads, and habit of seeking their food

during the day.

. .

Hawk Owl comes to us in October. 1811 A. WILSON Amer.
Ornith. VI. 64 Hawk Owl . . This is another inhabitant of
both continents.. a connecting link between the Hawk and
Owl tribes. 1856 KNIGHT Cycl. Nat. Hist. l\.ai6Surnia
funerea. -it hunts frequently in the day-time. The smaller
bead, .combined with these habits, have obtained for it the
name of Hawk-Owl.

Hawk's-beard. A book-name for the genus
Crepis of composite plants, allied to the hawk-
weeds.
1806 J. GALPINE Brit. Bot. 347 Crepis, hawksbeard.

1861 Miss PRATT Flower. PI. III. 180.

Hawk's bell, hawk-bell. A small spherical
bell, for fastening on the leg of a hawk.
[1468 in Rogers Agric. * Prices III. 557/2, 2 hawks' bells.]

1483 Act i Rich. Ill, c. 12 That no merchaunt Straungier. .

brynge into this Realme ..belles except haukes belles [etc.].
1486 Bk. St. A lions Du) (heading), Ofhawkys Bellys. .Off

spare
hawke bellis ther b chooce and lyttill of charge of

thaym. ifea DRAYTON Poly-olb. xx, The trembling fowl
that hear the jigging hawk-bells ring. 1777 ROBERTSON
Hist. Amer. (1778) I. n. 93 They .. received from them
liawks-bells, glass beads or other baubles. igi Wcstm.
Rev. XVI. 132 Beads and hawk-bells. 1838 W. IRVINO

132

Crayon Misc. (1849) 298 Morris-dancers, gaily dressed up
with ribands and hawks'-bells.

Hawk's-bill.
1. (Also hawk's-bill turtle.} A species of turtle,

Chelone imbricata, having a mouth resembling the

beak of a hawk, inhabiting the Indian Ocean and
the wanner parts of the Atlantic, and furnishing the

tortoiseshell of commerce. Also HAWKBILL.
1657 R. LICON Barbadoes (1673) 4 The Loggerhead Turtle,

and the Hawks bill Turtle, of which sorts, the latter is the
best. 1697 DAMPIER Voy. I. 103 The Hawksbill Turtle U
the least Kind ; they are so called because their mouths
[resemble] the Bill of a Hawk : On the backs of these

Hawksbill Turtle grows that Shell which is so much
esteem 'd for making Cabinets, Combs [etc.]. 171* E. COOKE
Voy. S. St'a 20 There is Plenty of Tortoises, or Turtle, but
not very good to eat, being a sort of Hawksbill. 1892
Chamb. Jrnl. 14 May 318/2 The thirteen plates of tortoise-

shell on the carapace of the hawk's-bill tortoise.

2. Part of the striking action of a clock.

1875 KNIGHT Diet, Mech.^ Haivtfs bill, a catch-piece
attached to a vibrating arm, which acts as a detent in the

rack of the striking part of a clock, and assists in effecting
the proper number of strokes.

3. (See quot.)
1708 Phil. Trans. XXVI. 78 Gryphites, the Hawk's Bill,

or Ague-shell.

Hawk's eye. Also hawk-eye.
1. The eye of a hawk ; hence, a sharp or keen

eye like a hawk's.

1684 OTWAY A theist iv. i, A plague of her Hawk's Eyes !

1687 CONGREVE Old Bach. i. i, I have a Hawk's Eye at a
Woman's Hand. 1833 TENNYSON Poems 119 Your hawk-

eyes are keen and bright 1884 SPURGEON in Sword <y

j rowel July 338 There are persons in the world who seem
to have hawks' eyes where anything evil is concerned.

2. A name given to some species of plover, as

the golden plover and the black-bellied plover.
1813 A. WILSON Amer. Ornith. VII. 42 It is said, that at

Hudson's Bay it [the black-bellied plover] is called the

Hawk's-eye on account of its brilliancy.

Hawkweed (hg-kiwid). [transl. of L. hierd-

cium~Gr. icpdiciov, f. lipa hawk, falcon ; but the

ancient application of the name was different (see
Liddell and Scott).] The common name for plants
of the large genus Hieracium (N.O. Composi(se).
Also sometimes loosely applied to other yellow-flowered

composites, as Senecio hieracifolius, Picris hieratioidcs, and
the genus Crepis (Bastard Haivfcweed).

[c looo Sax. Leechd. II. 56 Hafocwyrt on hluttrum ealoS.]

1562 TURNER Herbal n. 14 b, The nature of Hawke wede is

to cpule and partly to binde. 1597 GERARDE Herbal \\.

xxxii. 232 Haukeweede is also a kinde ofSuccorie. 1794
MARTYN Rousseaifs Bot. xxvi. 381 Hieracium or Hawkweed
is a numerous genus of this order. 1806 J. GALPINE Brit.
Bot. 340 Picris hieracioides, hawkweed ox-tongue. 1849
KINGSLEY Misc., N. Devon II. 281 Crumbling rocks, fes-

tooned with heath, and golden hawkweed.

Hawky (hg-ki), a.i [f. HAWK J.I + -Y.] Of
the nature of a hawk ; greedy as a hawk.
1732 ELLIS Pract. Farmer 98 in Britten Old Country

was. (E. D. S.}, [Gravel is] of a hawky voracious nature.

Hawky (h^-ki), a.'2 nonce-wd. [f. HAWK v.*\
Characterized by hawking.
1866 CARLYLE Remin. n. 204 Speech of the most haggly,

hawky, pinched and meagre kind.

Hawle, obs. form of HAIL sb^

fHawler. Obs. [f. hawle, HALL sb. + -EB ; cf.

HALLIER 2
.]

The keeper or steward of a hall.

ci4oo MAUNDEV. t'Roxb.) xxx. 136 A kyng es porter,
anoper hawler, anober chaumberlayne.

Hawling(e, var. HALLING Obs. t tapestry.
HaWin ^hgm), v. dial. [Etymol. unknown.]

intr. To move about awkwardly ; to lounge,
1847-78 HALL'WELL, Haunt, to lounge about. Lcic. Ibid. t

Haiuming) awkwardness. Line. 1877 A
r
. IK. Line. Gloss.,

Hawnt, to move about awkwardly. 1880 TENNYSON North.
Cobbler iv, Guzzlin' an' soakin' an* smoakin' an' hawmin*
about i' the laanes.

Hawm(e, obs. forms of HAULM.
Hawmbel, -ble, etc., obs. ff. AMBLE, etc.

t Hawmed, a. Obs. [Derivation doubtful.
It may possibly be f. haunt % hawm, HAME j/>.

2
i of the collar

of a horse) as resembling them in their curvature. Another

suggestion is f. kawm t HAULM + -ED'J : in allusion to the

prominent joints or frequent crookedness ofjointed stalks.]

Of legs : Bandy, curved.
1610 HOLLAND Cetntdetfs Brit. \. 530 The diuels of Crow-

land with their, .crooked and hawm'd legs \vncis cruribits].

Hawmed, haurtied, ? corrupt form of HUMET,
HUMETTE*.

1572 BOSSEWELL Armorie in. 14 b, The Hawmed in this

Cote armour, is a manifeste demoustration of burial), and is

an aunciente token in Armorie. 1602 CAREW Cornwall
(1811) 373 He. .beareth, a, a cross hauraed s.

t Hawm-legged, a. Obs. Also haume-.

[See HAWMED a.\ Bandy-legged, bow-legged.
1608 Withal** Diet. 286 That is hawme legged [1634

haume-1egged], legges turned outward (as some say) that

hath a'paire of left legges, valgus.

Hawse (hz , sbl Naut. Forms: 5-7 liaise,

6 haulse, 7 hause (houlse, 8 harse), 6- hawse.

[A phonetic spelling of i6th c. halsCj haulse:

, app,
a. ON. hdls neck (cf. HALSE sb.~), fig. part of the

forecastle or bow of a ship or boat, also, the front

sheet or tack, of a sail, the end of a rope, etc.]
1. That part of the bows of a ship in which the

HAWSE.
hawse-holes are cut for the cables to pass through ;

hence, sometimes, in plural^ the hawse-holes them-

selves.

1497 Xaval Ace. Hen. VU (1896) 313, ij peces of tymbie
for the halse of the seyd ship. 1567 G. FENSER inHakluyi
l-'oy. (1589) 147 We cut our cable at the hawse. 1582 N.
LICHEFIELD tr. Castankedas Cong. E. Ind. Ixiv. 130 To let

slippe their Gabells by theyr Halsis. a 1608 SIR F. VERB
Comni. 28 After many attempts to wind up the anchor I was
forced to cut cable in the haulse. 1627 CAPT. SMITH Sea-
wtttCs C-ram. ii. 10 The Hauses are those great round holes

before, vnder the Beak-head, where commonly is u^ed the
Cables when you come to an Anchor, the bold or high
Hause is the best. 1633 T, JAMES Voy. 46 Our Cablts froze

in the hawse. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey) s. v., A Bold
Hawset is when the Hole is lofty above Water. 1748
Anson*s Voy, in. iv. 330 We were in a leaky ship, with three

cables in our hawses. 1843 F. COOPER yack o Lantern I.

140 Two men appeared near the Knight-heads . . looking at
the vessel's hawse.

1 2. A cable, a hawser. Obs.

1598 FLORIO, Alzana.,3. halse or cable to draw a bote or

ship withall [1611 Alzattiere, .a halse or halsier in a ship].
a 1642 SIR W. MONSON Naval Tracts in. 1704' 346'! Cat-
holes are over the Ports in the (iun-Room . . to heave the

Ship a stern by a Cable, or Hause.

3. The space between the head of a vessel at

anchor and the anchors, or a little beyond the

anchors, esp. in phr. athwart (f thwarf} the hawse

(cf. athwart-hawse, s.v. ATHWAET C), to cross the

hawse, etc. AlsoJ^.
1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Brave Sea-fight Wks. in. 39/1

In the darke night they might haue chained two or three

Frigots together, and turning them vpon them, vpon the

Ebbe, thwart their hawse, might much haue endangered
them. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677)332 Both fell foul

one anothers houlses, through which mischance her bolt.sprit

gave our mizen shrouds a [etc.]. 1666 Loud. Gaz. No. 21/4
He fell thwart the Man of Wars Halse. 1667 Ibid. No. 160/4
The Vice Admiral, .intended then to cross the Hause. 1712
E. COOKE Voy. S. Sea 350 Then I laya-thwart the Enemy's
Harse. 1833 MARRYAT P. Stmflexxxvt Nothing would suit

Nelson butthis four-decked ship ; so we crossed the hawse
of about six of them, and . . were abreast of her. 1859
READE Love tne little (Ward) ix. 112 * There are mischief-
makers behind'. 'Ay?. .I'll teach them tocome across my
hawse*. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk. s.v., If a vessel

drives at her anchors into the hawse of another she is said
to

*
foul the hawse ' of the vessel riding there ; hence the

threat . .
* If you foul my hawse, I'll cut your cable '.

4. * The situation of the cables before the ship's

stem, when she is moored with two anchors out
from forward, one on the starboard, and the other

on the port bow* (Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. 1867).
b. Phr. Clear hawse, when both cables lead directly

(without crossing) to their respective anchors.

Foul, open hawse (see quots.). *f* Full haw$e> with
all the cable run out (obs.}. To clear the hawse,

fresh (JresJieti] the hawse (see quots.). Cross^

elbow, round turn in the hawse (see quot. 1881,

and ELBOW sb. 2 e).

'597 J- PAYNE Royal Exch. 33 The ship on hull, the
helme on lee, full hawse m tumbling roades. 1706 PHILLII-S

(ed. Kersey), Burning in the Hawse, is when the Cable
endures an extraordinary Stress. Clearing the Hawse^ is

the untwisting of two Cables, which being let out at

two several Hawses, are wound about one another. Riding
itfon the Haivsc, is when any weighty Substance falls

directly before the Hawse, orlies across it. 1727-51 CHAMBERS
Cycl. s.v., fresh the Haivsc when there is reason to suspect
the cable may be fretted in those holes, they veer out
a little, to let another part endure the stress.. Freshing
the hawse is also used when new pieces are laid upon the
cable in the hawse. 1748 Anson's Voy. \\. i. 116 These.,

gusts make it difficult for ships . . to keep a clear hawse
when anchored. 1788 Chambers'1

Cycl., Ha-wse, foult im-

plies that the cables lie across the stern, or bear upon each

other, so as to be rubbed or chafed by the motion of the
vessel.

1794^ Rigging $ Seamanship II. 254* When a ship
at her moorings has her cables lead strait to her anchors,
without crossing, she is said to ride with an open hawse. 1881
HAMERSLY Naval Encycl. s.v., If from an open hawse a ship
swings 180^ she brings a cross in the hawse, a second half

swing in the same direction makes an elbow, a third, a round
turn, a fourth, a round turn and an elbow, and so on.

5- altrib. and Comb., as hawse-bag, -block,
-bolster, -box, -boxing, -buckler; hawse-fallen

pa.pple., hawse-full a., hawse-hook, -timber:
see quots. ; hawse-wood = hawse-timber. Also

HAWSE-HOLE, -PIECE, -PIPE, -PLUG.

1819 Pantologia s. v.,
*
Hawse-bags, are bags of canvas

made tapering, and stuffed full of oakum . . to prevent the
sea from washing in at these [hawse] holes. 1867 SMYTH
Sailors \Vord-hk.^

*
Hawse-blocks, bucklers, or pieces of

wood made to fit over the hawse-holes when at sea, to back
the hawse-plugs.

*Hazvsc-bolsters, planks above and below
the hawse-holes. Also, pieces of canvas stuffed with oakum
and roped round, for plugging when the cables are bent.
c 1860 H. STUART Seaman s L'atech. 55 The *hawse boxes,
or deck pipe. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's IVord-bk-^ Hawse-box,
or Naval Hood, pieces of plank bolted outside round each
of the hawse-holes, to support the projecting part of the

hawse-pipe, 1881 HAMERSLY Naval Encycl.,
*Hawse-

Boxing . . was formerly a projection left upon the hawse-
timbers in the wake of the hawse-holes. 1867 SMYI H
Sal/or

1

s Word-bk.,
*
Hawse-bucklers, plugs of wood to fit

the hawse-holes, and hatches to bolt over, to keep the sea
from spurting in. Ibid, 373 To ride hawse-fallen, is when
the water breaks into the hawse in a rough sea, driving all

before it. 1692 Ca/>t. Smith's Seaman s Gram. i. xvi. 81

To Ride *Hawsc-fullt is when in a rough Sea the Water
breaks into the Hawses. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk.

373 Riding hawse-full, pitching bows under. t 1850



HAWSE.
Rudim. Navig. iWeale) 123 *ffmvse-koe>fc t the breast-hook

over the hawse-holes. 1867 SMYTH Sailors tt'ord-bk.,

*Haivse-timbers, the upright timbers in the bow, bolted on
each side of the stem, in which the hawse-holes are cut.

Hawse, $b>*i var. of HAUSE,

t Hawse, ^. Obs. Also 6 hauso, 6-7 halsc,

7 haulse. [a. F. haitsser, in i6th c. hatilser,OY.

holder, hancier (i2th c.) Pr. alsar, ausar, It.

ahare, Sp. ahar : late L. type *altiare, f. altus

high. For the initial h in Fr. see HAUT; and cf.

RANGE #.] trans. To raise, exalt, hoist.

c 1500 Melusine xxiv. 166 He made to be haused a lytel

galyote out of the grete galeye with viii hores. 1513 MORE
Rick. ///, Wks. 62/1 Euery thing was hawsed aboue the

mesure : amercementes turned into fines, fines into raun-

somes. 1548 HALL Ckron., Rich. Ill, n b, HaJsed up
their sailes. 1600 HOLLAND Livy xxv. xxv. 568 Bomilcar

..having sea-roume, halsed up sailes.

Hence f Hawsed.'&Ob$. t exaltation, enhancement.
c 1475 Partenay 498 Puttyng my hole hert. .and thought

ay To your honour, hawse, and encrese also.

Hawse, var. of HALSE sb. and v

Ha'WSe-hole. Naut. A cylindrical hole, of

which there are two in the bows of a vessel, for the

cable to run through. Phr. To enter (come, creep,

get in) by the hawse-holes : to enter the service at

the lowest grade, to rise from before the mast.

1664 E. BUSHNELL Compl. Shipwright 8 Provided that
the Rails., fall not fowl of the halshols. 1748 Ansoris

Voy. in. iv. 330 We made a great quantity of water through
our hawse-holes. 1803 Phil. Tratts. XCIII. 321 This.,
accident was owing to the hawse-holes being extremely
large and low, the hawse-plugs not being in, and the holes

being pressed under water by a crowd of sail on the ship.

1833 MARRYAT P. Simple xvii, Working my way up as

regularly as one who gets in at the hawsehole and crawls
aft to the cabin windows. 1894 C. N. ROBINSON Brit.

Fleet 341 Very few captains and flag-officers came in at the

hawseholes.

Ha'WSC-piece. Naut. One of the timbers of

a ship through which a hawse-hole is cut ;
one of

the timbers which compose the bow of a vessel and
whose sides look fore and aft.

1680 Land. Gaz. No. 1526/4 The Adventure Pink, Dogger
built..new Hawse pieces. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine
(1789), Ecubiers .. also the hawse-pieces, through which
those holes are cut. 1850 Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 123
ffawse-pieces, the timbers which form the bow of the ship,
whose sides stand fore and aft, or nearly so

;
that is, parallel

to the middle line of the ship.

Ha'WSe-pipe. Naut. A cast-iron pipe fitted

into a hawse-hole to prevent the cable from abrad-

ing the wood.
1865 Cornh. Mag. Apr. 465 The chain attached to the

anchor, and made fast through a hawse-pipe to the bow or

forepart of the vessel, acts as a pivot on which it swings.
1888 Daily News 16 Feb. 2/7 Abbey Home, .left this morn-
ing for Dover Harbour, with hawse-pipe broken.

Ha'WSe-plug. Naut. A plug made to fit

into the hawse-pipe to prevent water from entering.
1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman s Grain, ii. 10 They [use] a

Hause-plug at Sea. 1803 [see HAWSE-HOLE]. 1886 J. M.
CAULFEILD Seamanship Notes 8 When, .heavy weather [is]

expected, .hawse-plugs [should be] put in.

Hawser (hg-zai). Naut. Forms: 4hauceour,
hauucour , haucer , (5 erron.anwser) ,5-8 kauser ,

6 halsor, 6-9 halser , haulser, (7 haurser,harser,
-or, hasar-j 7-8 hasser), 5- hawser, [app. Anglo-
Fr. hauceour, f. OF. haucier to HAWSE, hoist ;

in

reference to the original purpose of a hawser. Cf.

obs. F. hattsserte, haul$er&
* the drawing, or haling

of Barges, or great Boats vp a riuer by the force of

men ashore
'

(Cotgr.) from same source. Evidently
from an early period associated in form and sense

with HAWSE st>. 1 : cf. sense i b, and HAWSE sb.* 2.]

L A large rope or small cable, in size midway
between a cable and a tow-line, between 5 and 10

inches in circumference
;

used in warping and

mooring ; in large ships now made of steel.

1338 MS. Sacrist's Roll, Durham, Item j cabilus magnus
xl cubitorum. Item j hauceour xxx cubitorum. 1355-6
Ibid., Itemj hauucour et j aliacorda. 1373 in Riley Lond.
Mem. (1868) 369, 2 haucers pour boyropes, 2 touropes, 3

werpropes. 1465 Mann, fy Househ. Exp. 200 An anwser
weying iij. stone, viij. li. 1485-6 Naval Ace. Hen. VIf
(1896) 18 Cables of sundrie sortes vj, Caggyng cable j,

Hauser j. Ibid. 36 Hawsers for the botes takle iiij. 1592-3
Act-$$Eliz.c. 8 Preamb., Cables, Halsors.and Cordage. 1615
CHAPMAN Oiiyss. n. 609 With well-wreath'd halsers hoise
Their white sails. 1697 DAMPIER Voy. (1729) I. 46 Ships.,
have a Hasar or Rope ready to send one end ashore. 1745
P. THOMAS Jrnl. Ansoris Voy. 178 We . . carry'd out two
Hawsers and Anchors to heave the Ship off. 1831 TRE-
LAWNY Adv. Younger Son I. 230 He desired me to make
fast a halser .. to the ring-bolts of her bob-stays. 1855
SINGLETON Virgil\\. 393 Saturnia snaps the halser. 1871
TYNDALL Fragpii. Sc. (1879) I. vi. 205 With three huge
hawsers the ship's stern was made fast.

b. Used by confusion for HAWSE j<M 3.

1684 OTWAV Atheist n. i, Laying your self atwart my
Harser. 1787 SinJ. HAWKINS Johnson 443 note, A barge
. . in great danger of running, as they call it, athwart the
hawser and of oversetting.
2. Comb.) as hawser-fashion adv., hawser-like

adj. ; hawser-bend, a kind of hitch or knot
;

hawser-clamp ;
a gripper for a hawser to prevent

its veering out (Knight Diet. Meek. 1875) ; f haw-
ser-hole HAWSE-HOLE

;
hawser-laid a., made

133

of three or four strands laid up into one ; f haw-
ser-work, towing.
'793 SMEATON Edystone L. 197 A rope laid *hawser

fashion is a rope consisting of any number of yarns accord-

ing to the strength required, which divided into three

strands, and each being twisted equally, are prepared to be
laid into a rope. 1803 MITCHELL in Naval Chron. VII. 52
Daley was looking out at the *hawser-hole. 1769 FALCONER
Diet. Marine (1789) s. v. Ropes, Ropes are either cable-
laid or *hawser-laid. <ri86o H. STUART Seaman's Ccttech.

52 When three cablets are laid up together, it is called
'

hawser-laid
'

rope. 1873 BEDFORD Sailor's Pocket Bk. x.

(ed. 2) 360 Running rigging is hawser-laid, right-handed.

1675 tr. Camderis Hist. Eliz. in. 11688) 411 The seamen,
whom he encouraged at their *Halser-work.

Hawslock : see HALSE sb. 6.

Hawson, obs. form of HAUSEN,

Hawt^e, obs. ff. HAUGHT; var. HAUT v. Obs.

Hawtane, -en, var. HAUTAIN a. Obs.

Hawtere, obs. form of ALTAR.

Hawthorn (hg'J^in). Forms : i hasu-, hasa-

florn, 3 hawg-, 4 haajjorn, 4-6 hau-, haweporn,
-thorne, (7 hathorn), 5- hawthorn. 0. i hses-,

haesuporn, 5 heijjorne, 6 hai-, haythorne. [OE.
haga- t Asegu-, h#$orn, f. haga HAW sb.^ + porn
THOHN. Cf.MDu.dgft&r, T)\\.haagdoorn, MHG.
hage^n}dorn, hagdorn (Ger. hagedoni), ON. hag-

porn (Sw. hagtorn, Da. hagetorn}.~\
1. A thorny shrub or small tree, Cratsegus Oxya-

cantha, N.O. Rosace^ extensively used for forming

hedges; the White-thorn. It bears white, and, in

some varieties, red or pink blossom (called
'

may ') ;

its fruit, the haw, is a small round dark red berry.

(Also extended to other species of Cratxgus.}
n8oo Erfurt Gloss. 19 Alba spina, ha^udorn. 950

Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. vii. 16 HueSer somnrgas. .of haga-
Sornum fic-beamas. 13. . Guy Wanu. (A.) 4532 piderward
sir Gij him drou?, And loked vnder an hawe-Jjorn bou3.

13.. Ga-w. % Gr. Knt. 744 pe hasel & be haj-^orne. 1377
LANGL. P. PI. B. xvi. 173 A man . . As hore as an hawe-
thorne. c 1450 Merlin 681 Abussh. .of white hawthorne full

of floures. 163* MILTON L?Allegro 68 And every shepherd
tells his tale Under the hawthorn in the dale. 1657 R. LIGON
Barbadoes (1673) 2 Nor any tree bigger than a small Hathorn.

1728-46 THOMSON Spring^ The hawthorn whitens. 1846 J.
BAXTER Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) II. 317 The Hawthorn
is justly considered the best plant for hedges.

. ^700 Epinal Gloss. 19 Alba spina^ haejuthorn. c?3$
Corpus Glo&s. 114 Alba. spi>tat hea[5o]5orn. ciooo Sax.
Leechd. II. 54 Haesbornes blostman. 14.. Voc. in Wr.-
Wulcker 572/45 Ctttus, an haythorne & an hawe. 1573
TUSSER Huso, xxxiv. (1878' 76 The box and bay, Haithorne
and prim, for clothes trim. 1584 R. SCOT Discou. Witchcr.
xii. xviii. 11886) 218 Haythorne, otherwise white[t]horne

gathered on Maie daie. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 386/2
Before . . finding out of the Needle . . our Fore-fathers are said

to make use of an Hay-thorn, or a Thorn Prick.

2. Angling. Short for hawthorn-fly.
1884 SENIOR in Fisheries Exhib. Lit. II. 399 The Gran-

nom, Yellow-dun, Hawthorn, and Sedge.
3. attrib. and Conib.^ as hawthorn bough , bud>

bush) hedge, etc. ; hawthorn china, a kind of

Oriental porcelain, in which the decoration re-

presents flowering branches of the Japanese plum-
tree in white on a dark blue ground ; hawthorn-
fly, a small black fly appearing on hawthorn-bushes

when the leaves first come out ; an artificial imita-

tion of this fly used by anglers ; hawthorn-gros-
beak, the hawfinch ,? U.S.} ; hawthorn pattern,
a pattern in which the hawthorn is represented in

flower ; the pattern used in hawthorn china. Also
HAWTHORN-TREE.
13.. [see i]. 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 650 Were it of

wodebynde or hawethorn \_Lansdowne hei^orne] leues. 1423
JAS. I, Kingis Q. xxxi, And so with treis set Was all the

place,
and hawthorn hegis knet. 1590 SHAKS. Alids. N~.ui.

1* 4 This greene plot shall be our stage, this hauthorne brake
our tyring house. 1653 WALTON Angler \v. 116 You may
also make the hawthorn-flie, which is all black and not big,
but very small, the smaller the better. Ibid. 118 The >mal
black fly, or hawthorn fly is to be had on any Hawthorn
bush, after the leaves be come forth. 1770 GOLDSM. DCS.
I 'ill. 13 The hawthorn bush, with seats beneath the shade,
For talking age and whispVing lovers made. 1890 DOROTHEA
GERARD Lady Baby I. viii. 187 The hedges were strung with

pearls of hawthorn-buds. 1892 A. T. FISHER Rod fy River
1 77 The Hawthorn-fly . . at times proves so good a killer that

I have placed it on the list. 1896 Daily News 5 May 7/3
The characteristic of the Sakura silks is the design of

Japanese plum blossom with a fine and delicate tracery of

stems, very similar to the ' hawthorn
'

pattern familiar upon
china.

Hence Hawthorned a., furnished or planted with

hawthorns. Hawthorny a., characterized by haw-

thorns, redolent of the scent of hawthorn blossom.

1831 FR. A. KEMBLE Jrnl. in Rec. Girlhood (1878) III. 42
Read one of Miss Mitford's hawthorny sketches out of'Our
Village' .. they always carry one in fresh air and green
fields. 1885 W. P. BREED Aboard fy Abroad 23 A narrow

path, with high hawthorned inclosures on each hand.

Hawthorn-tree. = HAWTHORN i.

c 1290 S. Eng. Leg, I. 350/185 Onder an hawgborn- [v.r.

ha3born-] treo. is62
r

l'uRNERfier6atu. 73 b, Our hawthorn
tre leseth hys leues euery yere. 1786 BOSWELL Tour
Hebrides 27 Aug., There is a hawthorn-tree, which rises

like a wooden pillar through the rooms of the castle. 1876
MACKAY Poems, Seer. Hawthorn i, O thou snow-white
hawthorn tree !

Comb. 1787 BEST Angling (ed. 2) 99 The Thorn or Haw-
thorn Tree fly.

HAY.

t Haw-tree. 06s. [f.
HAW st>.1 or 2 + TREK.]

1. The hawthorn.

13. . Seuyn Sag. (W.) 905 Up to the hawe-tre he steghth.

1:1325 Glass. If. de Bibles, in Wright I'oc. 162 Awe-tre

[v.r. hawethen],owe/<fr. l388WycuF Dan. xiii. \Snsnnna) 54
Vndur an haw tree. 1530 PALSGR. 230/1 Hawe tree, espine
blanche. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 46/37 An Haw tree, mentis.

2. Applied by Hudson to the \Vhitebenm (Pynts
Aria) and the Service tree (P. torminalis*).
1762 W. HUDSON Flora Angl. (1798) 214 Cratafgns foliis

coniatis .. wild Haw-tree or Service. 1879 BHITILN c':

HOLLAND Plant.it.

Hawur, var. of HAGHER a. Ol>s., skilful.

Hawvelle, var. HAVEL sb.^ Obs.

Hawves, rare obs. pi. of HALF sb.

Hax, obs. form of Ax.
c 1475 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 807/17 Hec secitris, a hax.

Haxter, variant of HACKSTER, Obs.

Haxyn = ashen, obs. plur. of ASH.
1515 niton Chitrchw. Ace. (Som. Rec. Soc.) 66 For ye

ledde haxyn. .iiii*. iiiid.

Hay (h^
1

), s&.l Forms : i hies, his, h6s,

(heij, hoes) , 2-4 hei, 3-7 hey(e, 4hai, 4-5 hey3(e,
4-7 haye, 5 hei;(e, heygh, heey, 6-7 haie, 4-
hay. [Com. Teut. : OE. hieg, hl%, hfy,

= OS.

houwt, (MLG. hoi, houwe, MDu. hoy, hooi, hoey,
Du. hoof), OHG. hewi, houwi (properly, nom. hewi,

gen. houwes, MHG. him, hou, houwe, G. heu), ON.
hey (Sw., Da. ho"), Goth, hawi (gen. haujis) :

OTeut. *haujo
m

, app. an adj. used subst = i,that)

which can be mowed, f. stem of vb. *hauw-, OE.
heaw- to HEW, cut down, mow.]
1. Grass cut or mown, and dried for use as fodder

;

formerly (as still sometimes) including grass fit for

mowing, or preserved for mowing.
c8*s Yesf. Psalter xxxvi[i]. 2 Swe swe hej hreSlice

adrusia5. C 9S& Lindisf. Gosp. John vi. 10 Uses, .gaers vel

heij micil on osem styd, c 975 Rushw. Gosp. Matt. vi. 30
pact londes hoes b^et to daeje is and to majrjen vel marne
biS in ofne sended. criooo Sax. Leechd. III. 178 On .vi.

nihtne monan do bonne hij on bin be5. c 1205 LAY. 24441
per com hey, ber com gras. 138* WycLIF Mark vi. 39 He
comaundide to hem, that thei schulden make alle men sitte

to mete aftir cumpenyes vpon greene hey. c 1400 Three

Kings Cologne 126 Seynt Elene-.founde J>e same hei^e |>at

Crist was leyde in yn pe manger, c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes of
Aymon xx. 450 Ye be not worthe a botelle of heye. 1535
COVERDALE i Kings xviii. 5 Go thorow the londe vnto all

the welles of water & ryuers, yf happlye we maye finde hay.
c 1645 HOWELL Lett. I. 47 They leave it dry many dayes
like Hey. 1725 SWIFT Lett. Wks. 1841 II. 575, I gave
over all hopes of my hay. .for I reckoned the weather had
ruined it. 1730-46 IHOMSON Autumn 1270 Amid the

fragrant hay. 1830 TENNYSON Owl i. 9 Rarely smells the
new-mown hay. 1897 GRANT ALLEN in Strand Mag. Oct.

404/1 Mice, shrews and lizards.. can conceal themselves less

easily than they were wont to do in the long hay before the

cutting.

2. Burgundian or Burgundy hay, Lucerne, or

Sainfoin: see BURGUNDY, BUBGUNDIAN A. Camel's

Aay, an oriental grass or rush : see CAMEL 5.

3. Phrases and Proverbs. To carry hay in one's

horns : to be ill-tempered or dangerous (Lat.

fstnum habet in cornu, Horace ;
from an ox apt

to gore, whose horns were bound about with hay).
To look for a needle in a bottle \bundle) of hay :

see NEEDLE. To make hay : (a) lit., to mow grass
and dry it by spreading it about and exposing it to

the sun's heat ; (/>} fig., to make confusion. To
make hay of: to throw into confusion, turn topsy-

turvy, upset. To make hay while the sun shines :

to lose no time, to seize or profit by opportunities.
1546 J. HEYWOOD Prov. (1867) 6 Whan the sunne shinth

I make hay. 1648 HERRICK Hesper., Oberon's Pal. (1869)

176 He's sharpe as thorn, And fretfull carries hay in 's

home. 1673 K. HEAD Canting Acad. 138 She .. was re-

solv'd . . to make Hay whitest the Sun shin'd. 1703 MAUN-
DRICLL Journ. Jems. (1732) 144 No Hay being here made.

1817 MAR. EDGEWORTH Rose, Thistle, etc. l. h, Oh ! father,

how you are making hay of my things ! 1886 Pall Mall G.

9 June 3/2 Sussex made hay of the Gloucestershire bowling.

1891 J. M. DIXON Diet. Idiomatic Eng. Phr. s.v., Between

hay and grass, in an unformed state ; hobble-de-hoy.

F[amiliar]. An Americanism, said of youths between boy-
hood and manhood.

4. attrib. and Comb. a. attributive, as hay-bottle,

-bundle, -farm, -green, -ground, -land, -market,

-mead,-meadow,-month,-season,-stalk, -ivisp; (used
in the cultivation, carriage, storage, etc. of hay)

hay-basket, -boat, -cart, -chamber, -crook, -hook,

-knife, -press, -spade, -wagon, -wain, -yard. b.

objective genitive (as name of a person, or of a

mechanical contrivance), as hay-binder, -carter,

-dryer, -farmer, -loader, -mower, -pitcher, -presser,

-raker, -stacker, -tedder, -tier, -tosser. c. objective,

as hay-binding, -carting, -pitching, -tedding, d.

instrumental, as hay-fed pa. pple., hay-feed v. e.

parasynthetic, as hay-coloured, -scented adjs.

1726 LEONI tr. Albertfs Archit. I. 96/1 Your Cart ..

Harrow, Yoke, *Hay-baskets and the like utensils. 1826-44
LOUDON Encycl. Agric. 384 The *hay-binding machine is

an invention by Beckway for weighing and binding straw
or hay. 18.. WHITTIER Countess, The heavy 'hay-boats
crawl. 1552 HULOET, *Haye bottell, foenuscnlnm. 1653
H. MORE Antid. Ath. in. vi. 6 While he was making hay-
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bottles in the barn. 1696-7^^8-9 JfV//.///,c. 17 Preamb.,
"Hay Cartes and Straw Cartes which are dayly brought into

and stand in a Street .. called the Hay-Markett. 1880

JHHEKILS Gt. Estate 159 We entered the meadows, where
the men were at haycart. 1705 Loud. Gaz. No. 4187/4 A..

House, with . . Barns, Stables,
*
Hay-Chambers. 1887 Daily

AV:i'j 20 July 6/1 *Hay colour is the fashionable tint for the

>traw of rustic hats. 1641 BEST Farm. Bks, (Surtees) 37 As
for stackes. they, .cutte them eaven downe to the bottome
with an hey-spade made for that purpose ; but for pykcs,

they usually pull out the hey with *hey-crookes. 1634 W.
WOOD Nfw Eng. Prosp. 11865) 41 Very good arable

grounds and "Hay-ground. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury in.

334/2 The *Hay Hook is.. for the pulling out of Hay made
either in a Rick, Stack, or Mow. x88 WEBSTER,

*
Hay-

knife, a sharp instrument used in cutting hay out of a
stack or mow. 1690 Act 2 Will. $ M. Sess. ii. c. 8 15
Noe person .. shall .. suffer his..Waggon Cart or Carr to
stand, .in the place now called the *Hay Market neere

Pickadilly. .loaden with Hay or Straw., after two of the

Clocke. 1832 J. BREE St. Herberts Isle 14 The merry 'hay-
month gone, now August threw Her golden mantle over every
plain. 1530 PALSGR. 230/1 *Hey mower, fauchevr defoyn.
1831 HOWITT Seasons (1837) *45 *Hay-scented fields. 1862
ANSTED Channel Isl. n. viii. (ed. 2} 182 The delicate hay-
scented fern (Lastraea smula^. 1508 FISHER 7 Penit. Ps.
cii. Wks. (1876) 146 It shall perysshe and weder awaye as a
fioure in the *hey season. 1641 *Hay-spade [see hay-
crook}. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meek. s. v. Hay-knife, The
hay-spade has a sharp blade, a handle, and a tread. Ibid.,

*Hay-stacker, a portable derrick for the suspension of
tackle in the use of the horse hay-fork in stacking. 1703
MOXON Mech. Exerc. 214 As small as an *Hay-stalk. 1875
KNIGHT Diet. Aleck. ,

*
Hay-tedder, a machine to scatter hay

to the sun and air. 18*6-44 LOUDON Encycl. Agric. 420 The
*hay-tedding- machine^ invented about 1800, by Salmon of
Woburn. 1891 Daily News 28 Dec. 3/3 A farm labourer,

*hay tier, and thatcher. 1641 BEST Farm. Bks. (Surtees)

37 It is very behoovefull to see that an *haywaine bee well
raked. 1847-8 H. MILLER First Impr. xv. (1857) 260 The
hay-wains .. pass and repass to and from the hay-field.

1798 BERESFORD in Ld. Auckland's Corr. (1862* III. 403
Robbing, plundering, and burning houses, *hay-yards,
corn, &c.

5. Special combs. : hay-barrack ([/.S,)
= BAB-

BACK i b ; hay-bearded a., having a beard of the

colour or texture of hay ; hay-cap, a piece of

canvas or tarpaulin put on the top of a haycock
or haystack to protect it from rain ; hay-crome,
an old kind of hay-rake (cf. CBOME) ; see also quot.
1825; f hay-dust, hay-seed; hay-goaf (fgolph,
t gulfe) ,

ahay-mow ; hay-grass, grass preserved for

hay ; hay-harvest, the season when hay is made,
hay-making time ; hay-man, a man who sells hay,
a hay-salesman ; hay-pack, a large bundle of hay
packed in a sheet ; hay-plant, an umbelliferous

plant of Tibet, Prangos pabularia ; hay-rig, -rig-

ging, a framework projecting from the sides of a

wagon so as to increase its carrying capacity, a

shelving (U.S.} ; hay-rope, a rope twisted of hay,
a hay-band ; hay-tallat, a HAY-LOFT

; hay-tea,
a decoction of hay used for cattle ; hay-time, the

season at which hay is made and carried; hay-
worm, a worm or caterpillar bred in hay.
1807 VANCOUVER Afric. Devon (1813! 129 This contriv-

ance is called a *hay-barrack, in Pennsylvania, where they
are equally used for the protection of hay as well as of
corn. 186-. O. W. HOLMES Hunt after

'
the Captain' in

Pages fr. Old Vol. Life (1891) 29 A grave, hard, honest,
"hay-bearded face. 1858 THOREAU Maine IV. (1804! 116
The white *hay-caps, drawn over small stacks of beans or
corn in the fields on account of the rain. 1599 NASHE
Lenten Stuffe 40 They fell downe on their mary-bones and
lift vp their *haycromes vnto him. a 1825 FORBY Voc. E.
Anglia, Hay-crome. No rustic implement is now literally
called by this name, but a metaphorical use of the word is

very common. The characters scrawled by an awkward
penman are likened to '

hay-cromes and pitchforks'. 1607
TOPSELL Serpents (1658) 1715 The seed of grasse, commonly
called *Hay-dust, is prescribed against the biting of

Dragons. 1563-87 FOXE A. $ M. (1684) III. 744 The poor
man and woman were compelled to step into an *Hay-golph
to hide themselves from their cruelty. 1604 PARSONS 3
Convers. in. xv. 254 They two being taken togeather in a
hay gulfe . . were carryed to the assises at Berry. 1895 East
Anglian Class., Hay-goaf, hay mow. 1601 HOLLAND
Pliny II. 286 Among the kinds of *hey-grasse. 1883 Situ-

day Mag. July 446/1 What a leap from the grass of an
English meadow . . to the hay-grass in Bengal ! 1552 HULOET,
*Hay harvest, foenise<-inm. 1824 Miss MITFORD Village
Ser. i. (1863) 178 His master .. had begun the hay-harvest
that very morning. 1800 G. ROSE Diaries (1860) I. 285
The *baynKO .. who sell the Kentish wheat. 1841 LEVER
C. O'MalLy cii, Already some *hay-packs were thrown in.

1892 Pall MallG. 10 Feb. 3/1 We came in sight of some

which .. have a highly fragrant smell, extremely similar
to that of very good new clover hay. 1896 Advance
(Chicago) 19 Mar.

414^/1
Two great farm wagons, provided

with those wide projecting frames, technically known as
hay-rigs. 1865 THOREAU Cafe Cod i. (1804) 4 We met

several "hay-riggings and farm-wagons . . each loaded with
three large, rough deal boxes. 1523 FITZHERB. Huso. 38
Bynde her heed with a 'heye rope . . to the syde of the

penne. 1387 MASCALI. Gout. Cattle ii. (1661) 123 If your
horse be sprained .. then bind him round in a hay rope.

*?^^' G'". Recreat. iv. (ed. 3) 29 To tuck it out of
the Rick by little and little, as you have occasion to use
It, makes it spend much better than it would otherwise do
out of the *Hay-tallet. 1869 BLACKMORE Lorna D. xix,
Being forced to dress in the

hay-tallat. 1826 LOUDON
Encycl. Afric. (1844) 905 To make "hay-tea. 1530 PALSGR.
230/1 'Heytyme, temfsdt/encr. 1776 ADAM SMITH W. N.

134

i. x. i. (1869' I. 121 The demand for country labour is

freater
at hay-time. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s. v.,

t [hay] is a proper nidus of itself, sometimes, for a much
larger species of insect called the *hay-worm, whose origin
and changes have not, as yet, been properly observed.

Hay, sb:- Now arch, or dial. Forms: i hege,
(heije, hease), 3 heie, 4-7 haie, hey, 5 heyj,
he^e, 6-7 heye, 4- haye, 5- hay. [OE. k$ge

(:*kagi-z) a deriv. of the same root as haga
HAW st>* t HAG sb.-, and HEDGE. In its ME. form
the word became more or less identified with Fr.

haie : OLG. kaga (cf. MDu. hage] hedge, a word
of cognate origin.]
1. A hedge, a fence. (In some i7th c. writers

distinguished as a ( dead hedge'.)
C7S Corpus Gloss. 606 Crates, he^as. 845 Charter in

0. . Texts 437 Etjacit be noroan heje. r 1000 ^ELFRIC
Horn. II. 448 Wioutan minum Hejum. a 1150 Owl <$

Night. 817 The vox kan crope bi the heie. a 1300 E. E.
Psalter lxxxviii[i], 41 [40] pou for-dide his haies. 1412-20
LYDG. Chron. Troy HI. xxiv, Both on hayes and in freshe

greues. 1562 Act 5 Eliz. c. 13 7 The Heyes, Fences,
t)ikes or Hedges next adjoining, .any high or common fair-

ing Way. 1598 MANWOOD Lowes Forest xx. 5 (1615)

173/2 The wild beasts., must haye their free passage, .with-

out any forestalling or foresetting of them .. either with

dogges, gunne, crosbow, longbow, dead hey, quick hey, or

any maner of engin or let whatsoeuer. 1607 NORDEN
Sttrv. Dial, in Harrtson^s England n. Suppl. 106 A hedge
implieth quickset and trees : but a hay a dead fence, that

may be made one yeere, and pulled downe another. 1801

STRUTT Sports $ Past. i. \. 17 The game was usually
enclosed with a haye or fence-work of netting, a 1825
FORBY Voc. E. A nglia^ Hayt

a hedge ; more particularly a
clipped quickset hedge. 1867 JEAN INGELOW Story Doom
II. 235 The golden bilhook, wherewithal He wont to cut ht's

way, when tangled in The matted hayes. 1880 HAKTING
Brit. A HIM. Extinct n. 224 Great tracts of forest were . .

inclosed within a pale, haye, or wall.

2. An enclosed space ; an enclosure ; a park.

cifyt'RiSDOtfSurv. Devon 107(1810) 108 (Exeter) Another

[religious house] was for. .Nuns, which is now the kalender-

hay. 1679 BLOUNT Anc. Tenures 57 This Hay of Hereford
was a great Woodland ground near the City, and heretofore

reputed a forest 1686 PLOT Staffordsh. 38 The Plains or

Hays below in great part being covered only with. . Ling.
1837 HOWITT Rur. Life v. iii. (1862) 381 Five hays, or royal
parks, each fenced in, and furnished with its lodge. 1881

Daily News 19 Nov. 2/1 The sale of 1,270 acres to one of
the Dukes of Kingston out of the hays of Bilhagh and
White Lodge. .[in] Sherwood Forest

1 3. Mil. An extended line of men. Obs. [Cf.
F. kai*.]
1684 R. H. School Recreat. 55 Then draw up in Hay to

the Rear. 1753 Execution Dr. A. Cameron (Tower Rec.),
The Yeoman vVarders were formed into a Hay. 1867
SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk., Hay> a straight rank of men
drawn up exactly in a line.

4. Comb, t Hay-brier (heybrere\ hedge-brier;
haymaids, gronnd-ivy ; f hay-saule, a hedge-
stake. Also HAYBOTE, HAYWABD.
1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. XVH. cliii. (1495) 704 Sudes

..is an heysaule other a stake sharped at eyther ende.
IA.. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 568/25 Bodarius, heybrere.
1640 PARKINSON Theat. Bot. v. xcu'i. 677 Wee in English
[call it]. .Gill creepe by the ground, Catsfoote, Haymaides,
and Alehoofe.

t Hay, $b.'& Obs. Forms : 4-7 haie, 5-8 haye,
6-7 hey(e, 5- hay. [AFr. haie : origin uncertain.
A conjecture is that it may have been an extension of HAY

i<M (cf. sense i there, quot. 1598), or of the equivalent F.

haic\ but evidence is wanting.]
A net used for catching wild animals, esp rabbits,

being stretched in front of their holes, or round
their haunts.

1389 Act 13 Rich. //, Stat. i. c. 13 i Nene use furettes

haies rees hare pipes ne cordes. ci^tftProntp. Parv. 220/2
Haye, net to catche conys wythe (1499 Pynson hay net, IV.

hanet). 1531 ELYOT Gov. n. xiv, He which entendeth to take
the fierse and mighty lyon pytcheth his haye or nette in the

woode, amonge great trees and thornes. 1659 T. PECKE
Parnassi Puerp. 139 A Rabbet, who having escap'd a
Weasel, fell into the Hayes, ijio Act g Anne c. 27 5
The pernicious Practice of driving and taking them with

Hayes, Tunnells and other Nets, in the Fens, Lakes, and
broad Waters. 1774 MS, Redsham Manor, Stiff., Game-
keeper to destroy hays, nets, and snares. 1821 Sporting
Mag. IX. ii Hays, nets, low-bells, hare-pipes.

fig. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. vin. iv. 4. 389 Harold . .

tooke counsel how he might traine into his Haye the sonnes
of Queene Emma, a 1643 W. CARTWRIGHT Lady Errant v.

1. How '1 you then subdue them? By policy ; set Hays, and

Traps, and Springs, And pitfals for 'em.

b. Comb. Hay-net, in same sense.

1499 [see above]. 1813 Sporting Mag. XLII. 214 In his

pocket were found several bag nets and a hay net. a 1825
FORBY Voc. E. Anglia, Hay-net, a hedge-net. A long low

net, to prevent hares or rabbits from escaping to covert, in

or through hedges.

Hay, hey, sb. Forms : 6 heye, 6-8 haye, 7
haie. 6- hay, 7- hey. [Of uncertain origin : haye
cTallemaigne is used in I5th c. Fr. by Marot.]
1. A country dance having a winding or serpentine
movement, or being of the nature of a reel.

a 1529 SKELTON Agst. Gamesche 170, I cannot let the
the knave to play To dauns the hay and run the ray. 1549
Compl. Scot. vi. 66 Thai dancit al cristyn mennis dance,
the northt of Scotland . . ihonne ermistrangis dance, the
alman haye, the bace of voragon, [etc.]. 1596 DAVIES
Orchestra Ixiv. in Arb. Garner V. 30 He taught them
Rounds and winding Heyes to tread. 1609 C. BUTLER
Fern, Mon, v. (1623) Lij, They doe most nimbly bestirre

themselves, sporting and playing in and out as if they were

HAY-ASTHMA.
dancing the Hey. 1656 DAVENANT Siege Rhodes iv. Dram.
Wks. 1873 IV. 418 Scourge him As boys do tops ; or make
him dance The Irish hey over a field of thistles Naked.

1753 HOGARTH Anal, fteanty xvii. 237 One of the most

pleasing movements in country-dancing . . is what they call
' the hay

'

: the figure of it, altogether, is a cypher of S's,

or a number of serpentine lines interlacing or mtervolving
each other. ?i8io MAK. EDGEWORTH M. Lewis 11849) I 5 1

He . . danced the Hays round two elbow chairs. 1881
BESANT & RICE Chapl. Fleet 11. iv, The hymns they sang
might have been a hey or a jig in a country dance.

t>. transf. and_/g". To dance the hay or hays', to

perform winding or sinuous movements ^around or

among numerous objects) ;
to go through varied

evolutions like those of a dance.

1597 C. LEIGH in Hakluyt Voy. III. 200 Through variety
of Judgements and euill marinership we were faine to danix-

the hay foure dayes together. 1607 CHAPMAN Bnssy
D'Atnbois Plays 1873 II. 14 The King; and subiect, Lord
and euerie slaue Dance a continuall Haie. 1718 Entertainer
No. 28 F 12 To make him thus dance the Hay of Scepticism
and Latitude. 1813 HANSAKD Part. Debates XXVI. 614
Lord Ellenborough considered the Bill as a most arbitrary
measure ; it tended to make property dance the hays, and
to alter every description of tenure. 1887 BROWNING Par-

leyings, Daniel Bartolixv, To be duchess was to dance the

hays Up, down, across the heaven amid its host.

c. Comb, hay-fashion adv.

1777 MAD. D'ARBLAY Early Diary (1889) II. 196 He..
made bis horse dance in and out by every other tree, Hay
fashion.

t 2. Hay-de-gTiy, -guise. Forms : 6 hay the

gy, haydeguies, -guyes, hey-day guise, heide-

gyes, 6-7 heydeguies, 7 haydegues, -digyes,

hey-de-gay, -gey, -guize, hydegy, hy-day-gies,
erron. hadegynes. [lit. Hay of Guy or ? Guise.]
A particular kind of hay or dance, in vogue in

i6th and early I7th c. Obs.
(

a, 1529 SKELTON Agst. Venom* Tongues 13 Enforce me
Nothing to write but hay the gy of thre. 1579 SPENSER
Sheph. Col. June 27 With Heydeguyes, and trimly trodden
traces, c 1580 Robin Goodfellmv 101 in Percy R el. (1765)
III. 205 By wells and rills in meadowes greene, We nightly
dance our hey-day guise. 1612 DRAYTON Poly-olb. v.

Argt.,
Whilst the nimble Cambrian rills Dance hy-day-gies
amongst the hills, a 16x8 J.

DAVIES Eglogites Wks. {17721
112 With an heydeguies, pipt by Tom-piper, or a lorrel-lad.

1633 J- FISHER Fuimus Trocs m. ix. in Hazl. Dodsley
XlT. 507 Be bonny, buxom, jolly. Trip haydegues belive.

1638 FORD FancifS iv. i,
Not in a hey-de-gay of scurvy gal-

lantry. 1694 Ladies Diet. 217 Hadegynes^ a Country dance.

Hay, 2/.
1

[f. HAYJ.I]
1. trans. To furnish or supply with hay ; to put

(land) under hay.
1708 Land. Gaz. No. 4409/4 An Estate to be sold.. well

Hay'd and \Vopded. 1857 B. TAYLOR North. Treat. (1858)

143 The postillion stopped, .to hay his horses. 1861 Times
27 Sept., Part of the land is hayed, the hay put in large
cocks of about four tons each.

2. intr. To make hay. (Chiefly in gerund or

1556-1677 [see HAYING v/. sb.}. 1818 WEBSTER, Hay, to

dry or cure grass for preservation. 1886 Pall Mall G.
21 July 1/2 A great many of the Irish voters in towns go
regularly haying, harvesting, hopping.
3. trans. To make into hay.
1884 W. BARROWS Oregon 332 The bunch grass, .is hayed

by the sun uncut. 1893 Times n July 4/1 In making hop
bines into hay the bines must be got together directly they
are

'

hayed '.

t Hay, v.2 Obs. [OE. h%ian, f. haga HAW,
hf&e HAY j^. 2] trans. To enclose or fence in by
a hedge ; to hedge.
a 1050 Liber Scintillarum xvi. (1880) 80 Hexa \sepi\

earan bine midbornum. c 1425 MS, Bibl. Keg. 12 B i If. 78
Sepio ,.\Q heghyn. 1610 W. FOLKINGHAM Art ofSun-ey
n. ii. 49 Collaterage Actiue, as siding, furrowing, balking. .

haying, hedging or shawing. Ibid., Compound Contiguall
Poundage is more significant, as side-haying, head-thaw-
ing, etc.

i Hay, z/.3 Obs. [f.
HAY sb.$\ intr. To set

*

hays
'

or nets for rabbits, etc.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 221/1 Hayyn for conys, cassio.

1552 HULOET, Haven for conyes, cassio. 1572 Lease Manor
J/awstfd, Suffolk in Promp. Parv. 221 note, Hawking,
haying [=rabbit-nettlng]. 1613 BEAUM. & FL. Coxcomb i.

iii, We shall scout here, as though we went a-haying.

T Hay, v.i Obs. [f. HAY sb.*] intr. To dance
the hay. Hence Haying vbl. sb.

1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1852* I. 492 What pretty
country-dancings, and hayings, your five million of million
of corpuscles make! 1777 MAD. D'ARBLAY Early Diary
(1889) II. 199 We danced round the room, Hayed in and
out with the chairs, and all that.

tHay, int. and sb$ Obs. [a. It. hai (pron. a'i

thou hast (it). Cf. L. habet^ exclaimed when a

gladiator was wounded.]
A. int. An exclamation on hitting an opponent.

1598 B. JONSON Ev. Man in Hum. iv, vii, O, it must be
done like lightning, hay !

B. sb. A home-thrust.

1592 SHAKS. Rom. fy Jul. n. iv. 27 Ah the immortall

Passado, the Punto reuerso, the Hay.
Hay, obs. or dial, form of HAVE.

Hay, obs. var. HEIGH, HEY ; see also HAYE.

Hay-a'stlima. [In F. asthme de foin, Ger.

heuastkma.] = HAY-FEVEB.
1827 SOUTHEY Lett. (ed. Waiter) IV. 61, I escaped from

the hay-asthma with a visit of one month. 1840 Tiveedie^s
Syst. Pract. Med. III. 86 In cases of hay-asthma, Dr. Ellis-

ton recommends the diffusion of chlorine in the air of the



HAY-BAND.

parent's apartment. 1884 Sat. Rev. 7 June 760/1 The name
* summer catarrh

'

is perhaps preferable to the more com-

monly used
'

hay fever
'

and '

hay asthma '.

Hay-band. [BAND sb.* 2.] A rope of twisted

hay used to bind up a truss or bundle of hay.
1641 BEST Farttt, Bks. (Surtees) 37 They twine two longe

hey-bandes and cast over the toppe of it. 1836 DICKENS
Sfc. Boz, Streets (1850) 30 Decayed cabbage-leaves, broken

haybands, and all the indescribable litter of a vegetable
market.

Hay-barn. A barn in which hay is stored.

1577 B. GOO(,F, Hcresbach's Husb. \. (1586) 13 My Hey-
barne, which hath in the upper roomes my Hey, and
beneath, Waynes, Cartes. 1774 JOHNSON Tour Wales
i Aug. in Boswell (1848) 418/2 The hay-barn, built with
brick pillars from space to space, and covered with a roof.

1842-4 H. STEPHENS Bk. ofFarm (1891) III. 22 The hay-
barns are now, as a rule, constructed entirely of iron.

Hay-bird.
1. A name given locally to various small birds

that build their nests with hay, esp. of the genera

Sylvia and Phylloscopus',
as the Blackcap, Garden

Warbler, and Willow-Wren.
1802 G. MONTAGU Ornith. Diet. (1833) s. v., A much more

compact structure than the Hay-bird usually makes. Ibid.

s.v. Pettychaps, Lesser, Dr. Latham says [the lesser Petty-

chaps] is called in Dorsetshire the Hay-bird. 1885 SWAINSON
Prau. Names Birds 24 Blackcap. .Hay bird (Northants).

1889 H. SAUNDERS Man. Brit. Birds 64 In many places the

Willow-Wren is also known as the Hay-bird.
2. The Pectoral Sandpiper or Grass-snipe, Tringa

maculata. (New Jersey, U.S.)

Haybote. Also 5 heybote. [f. HAY sb.% +
BOTE, BOOT jJ] Wood or thorns for the repair
of fences

;
the right of the tenant or commoner to

take such material from the landlord's estate, or the

common. By legal writers also called HEDGE-BOTE.
71170 Charter in Mon. Angl. (1830) VI. i. 263-4 [H]usbo-

tam et heybotam ad sufficientiam in bosco meo de Dicton.

I235-5J Rmtalfa Glaston. (Somerset Rec. Soc.) 83 Hay-
bote similiter sine vasto. 1484 Lease of Scatter Manor
(N.W. Line. Gloss.), 12 carect subbosci pro le heybote.

1594 WEST -md Pt. Symbol. 55 Housebote, haibote, and

pTowbote, may be demanded by the name of estovers. 1607
COWKLL Interfr., Haye boote . .is used in our common lawe
for a permission to take thorns and freeth to make or repair

hedges. 1778 Eng. Gazetteer (ed. 2), Mansfield^ Nottingh.
. .has. .the privilege of having house! )ote and haybote out
of his majesty's forest of Sherwood. 1845 STEPHEN Covim.
Laws Eng. i. iv. (1895) I. 251 When this allowance [of
wood] is for. .repairing hedges and fences, it is termed hay-
bote or hedge-bote.

Haycock (h^-k?k). [f. HAT sbl + COCK sb.*\
A conical heap of hay in the field.

1470 HARDING Chron. CLXXIII. ii, Walter Wareyn among
the hay kockes bushed. 1523 FITZHERB. Husb. 25 Toward
nyght make it in wyndrowes and than in smal heycockes.
1632 MILTON L'Allegro 90 To the tanned haycock in the

mead. 1794 S. WILLIAMS Vermont 98 Of an oval form,

resembling the construction of an haycock. 1851 D. JERROLD
St. Giles xxx. 306 Perched upon a Kent haycock.

Hay-day, obs. form of HEY-DAT.

Hay-de-guy, haydigyes : see under HAY sb.t

Haydenite (h^-densit). Min. [Named 1822

after H. H. Hayden.] A yellowish variety of

chabazite.
1822 CLEAVELAND Min. 478 Haydenite.. occurs in reddish

or garnet colored crystals. 1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5) 435
Haydenite is a yellowish variety in small crystals .. from

Jones's Falls, near Baltimore, Md.

t Haye. Obs. Also 7 hayen, hay. [a. Du.

haai, pl.-en, WFlem. kaaie, in Kilian 1599^0^^
whence also Sw, kaj, mod.Ger. hat (in 1711 haye})
all = shark

; cf. ON. hdr, hdrr '

dog-fish ',
and ha-

in comb, marking fish of the shark kind, as hakarl

shark, etc.] A shark, or a particular species of

shark. (Also hay-fish.)
1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 504 They have of Hayens

or Tuberous which devour men, especially such as fish for

Pearles. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 6 The greedy
Hayen called Tuberon or Shark. 1694 Acc.Sev. Late Voy.
ii. (1711) 139 They do not fling away the Hays in Spain, but

sell them. 1705 BOSMAN Guinea 282 When the Haye seizes

his Prey he is obliged to turn himself on his Back. 1731
MEDLEY Kolben's Cape G. Hope I!. 193 There are in the

Cape sea two sorts of Sharks. The Cape-Europeans call

'em Hayes. 1799 W. TOOKE View Russian Emp. III. 105
The Frozen Ocean.. teems with, .the sea-dog .. sea-hog, hay-

h. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk.^ ffayt, a peculiarfish.

ground-shark on the coast of Guinea.

Hayel, obs. form of HAIL.

Hayer, -yr, var. HAIBE, Obs.

Hayesine (h^-zain). Min. [Named 1844,
after A. A. Hayes.] A hydrous borate of calcium
found in globular fibrous masses.

1844 F. ALGER Min. 318 Hayesine ..occurs in globular
masses of a fibrous structure. 1873 Fownes

1 Chem. (ed. n)
341 Much borax is now manufactured .. from .. hayesine,
which occurs in southern Peru.

Hayey, a. nonce-wd. [f.
HAY sb + -Y

; cf.

clayey."] Of the nature of or resembling hay.
1611 COTGR., Feneux, hayie, full of hay.

Hayfar(r)e, -fer, -fre, obs. forms of HEIFER.

Hay-fever, [f. HAY $b.^~\ A disorder of the

early summer, characterized by a catarrhal condi-

tion of the ocular, nasal, and respiratory mucous

membranes, accompanied generally by asthmatic

symptoms; usually caused by the pollen of grasses

135

and some flowers, sometimes also by the dust of

other substances or the odorous emanations of some
fruits and animals.
First described under the name ofSummer Catarrh by

Bostock in Trans. Medico-Chinirg. Soc. 1819, X. 161, and
1828, XIV. 437. Gordon in 1829 used the names Hay.
asthtiia, Hay-fever.
1829 GORDON in Mfd. Gaz. IV. 266. 1835 SVD. SMITH

Lett. No. 354, I am suffering from my old complaint hay.
fever (as it is called). 1840 Tweedie's Syst. Pract. Met{.

III. 84 The Summer Catarrh, hay-fever,pr hay-asthma as it

is termed from its supposed connexion with the effluvium of

new hay. 1851 HT. MARTINEAU Hist. Peace (1877) III. v.

ix. 379 The King enjoyed an exemption from his annual

attack of hay-fever.

Hayfield. [f. HAT rf.i] A field in which

haymaking is going on, or in which grass is stand-

ing to be cut for hay.
1784 COWPER Task i. 295 From the sun-burnt hay-field

homeward creeps The loaded wain. 1853 LYTTON My Novel
I. iv, They were now in the hayfield.

Hay-fork, [f-
HAT sb. 1

}
A long-handled fork

used lor turning over hay to dry, or in pitching and

loading it.

1552 HULOET, Hay forcke,Jurca,Siircuta. 1573 TUSSER
Husb. xvii. (1878) 37 Sharp sikle and weeding hooke, haie

fork and rake. 1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits iv. (Race) Wks.
Bohn II. 26 If a farmer has so much as a hayfork, he sticks

it into a King Dag.
b. A large fork elevated by a horse and pulley

hi unloading hay from a wagon to a mow, or vice

vend (Knight Diet. Mech. 1875).
C. attrib., as hay-fork frame, a frame (of a

tricycle) made in the shape of a hay-fork.
1885 Bazaar 30 Mar. 330/2 [Tricycle] A hayfork frame

carries the wheels on short independent axles.

Hay-house. [f-
HAT s//.

{

] A building in

which hay is stored, a hay-barn ; spec, a structure

having a roof supported on pillars, and without

side or end walls.

a 1000 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 237/36 Penile, he^hus. 1483
Cath. Angl. 169/2 An Hay}iovrse,Senerim. it]&& Bursar s

Roll in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 26 [There were
.. a] haye house [and a hen-house). 1611 COTGR., Foinil,
a Hay-stacke .. Hay-loft, Hay-house.

t Hayhove. Obs. In 4 heyhowe, hayhof, 5

heyhove, -offe, -oue, haihoue. See alsoALE-HOOF.

[f. HAT sb.- + HOVE sb] The herb Ground Ivy.
c 1325 Gloss. W. de Bibles, in Wright Voc . 162 Eyre

terestre, heyhowe. a 1387 Sinon. Barthol. 18 Edera nigra,
Edera ierrestris, idem sunt i. hayhof. 14.. Roy. MS. 18

A . VI, If. 74 b, Edera terrestris ys an herbe bat me clepy|)
erth yuye, or heyoue. 1460 J. RUSSELL Bk. Nurture 993
Hey hove, heyriff, herbe benet, bresewort, and smallache.

1597 GERARDE Herbal App., Heihow is Hedera. terrestris.

Haying (h?-irj), -vbl. sb. [f.
HAT z/.i + -ING '

.]

The process of making and storing hay.
1677 Dade's Prognost. Aviij, In this Moneth [July] ply

your Haying. 1864 LOWELL Fireside Trav. 108 The hay.
ing being over, fires blazed or smouldered against the stumps

jn the fields. 1882 Times 30 Nov. n The object of ensilage
is to maintain the sap as nearly as possible in its original

state, without . . transformation into grain or straw, or the

fermentation of haying.
b. attrib. , as haying season, time.

1556 WITHALS Diet. (1568) 2 a/i Keying time,fcenifaciitm .

1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinshed III. 1542/2 Till haruest or

haieng time. 1814 Sporting Mag. XLIV. 206 One Sunday
in the haying season. 1883 MRS. ROLLINS New Eng. Bygones
83 In haying-time, thrice a day, a score or more of stout-

limbed laborers gathered around my grandfather's board.

Hay-jack, [cf. HAT-BIRD.] A name given to

several small birds which build their nests of hay.
a 1825 FORBY yoc. E. Anglia, Hay-jack, the lesser reed-

sparrow, or sedge-bird of Penn. 1888 A. NEWTON in Ertcycl.
Brit. XXIV. 553/1 The nests of each of these species [of

Sylvia] are very pretty works of art, firmly built of bents or

other plant stalks. .This style of nest-building, .has obtained
for the builders the name of 'Hay-Jack', quite without
reference to the kind of bird which puts the nests together.

Hayl(e, haylle, obs. forms of HAIL, HALE.

Haylce, -se, var. of HAILSE v. Obs.

Haylemote, haylife, obs. ff. HALLMOTE,
HAIRIF.

Hayllyer, obs. form of HALTABD.

Hayloft (h^i-l^ft). [f.
HAT j&i] A loft or

storing place for hay over a stable or barn.

1373 TUSSER Husb. Ixxxix. (1878) 179 Feare candle in

hailoft, in barne, and in shed. 1789 P. SMYTH tr. Aldricli's

Arckit. (1818) 128 The stables with the hay-lofts placed over

them. 1841 W. SPALDING Italy iff
It. Isl. III. 148 The ruined

house, used as a stable and hay-loft, which stands near the

Tiber at the foot of the Aventine.

Haym, obs. Sc. form of HOME.

Haymaker, [f. HAT s6.i]

1. A man or woman employed in making hay ;

esp. one engaged in lifting, tossing, and spreading
the hay after it is mown.
14. . Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 582/36 Fenissa, a heymakere.

1528 MS. Ace. St. John's Hasp., Canterb., For mete & drynk
for the hay makers. 1590 GREENE Never too late 11600) 103
A womans smile is as good to a Louer, as a sunshine day to

a haymaker. 1770 WESLEY Jrnl. 28 July, A shower

brought all the haymakers home. 1853 LYTTON My Novel
I. iii, For the refreshment of the thirsty haymakers.
2. An apparatus for shaking up and drying hay.

1853 Catal. K. A trie. Soc. Show Gloucester 67 Patent

Improved Double Action Haymaker. 1862 J. WILSON Farm
ing 149 Haymakers are valuable implements.

HAY-SEED.

3. //. The name of a country-dance. Also called

haymakers" jig.

Haymaking, vbl. sl>. [f.
as prec.] The pro-

cess of cutting and drying grass for hay.
1588 Marpnl. Kfist. (Arb.) 45 Tooke his seruants and

went a heymaking. 1589 COGAN Haven Health (1636) 290
How that at York the Monkes of Saint Mary Abbey and the

Nunnes of Clement Thorpe met together at heymaking.

1749 BERKELEY Word to Wise Wks. III. 447 The lightest

labour, that of hay-making. 1840 DICKENS Barn. Rndge iv,

Where there was merry hay-making in the summer time.

b. attrib. and Comb.,K=> haymaking season, time,

etc. ; haymaking furnace, an apparatus in which

the heat of a coke furnace is driven by a fan through
new-mown hay in order to dry it ; haymaking
machine, an apparatus for drying grass for hay.
1752 THVER Note on Milton's L'Allegro 92 The hay-

making scene in the lower lands. 1822 SHELLEY Chas. /,

11. 39 To catch Woodcocks in haymaking time. 1826 LOUDON
Encycl. Agric. (1844) 420 Horse Rakes and Haymaking
Machines. 1881 Miss YONGE Lads <y Lasses Lanffley ii. 60

There was hay-making-machine-work going on at the farm.

Hay-HXOW (h^'mau). Also 5 -moghte, 7

-mough. [f.
HAY j*. 1

] A rick or stack of hay;
in some places applied to the pile of hay stored in

a hay-house or barn, or to the compartment of a

barn in which hay is stored.

1483 Cath. Angl. 170/1 An Hay moghte, arconins. 153
PALSGR. 230/1 Heymowe, fas defoyn. 1620 SHELTON@WT.
(1746) III. iv. 26 The poor Fellow thinks belike that we sleep
here in a Hay-mow. 1655 MRQ. WORCESTER Cent. Inv. 77
Which I have tried . . in a Barn, from one end to the other,

on an Hay-mow. 1664 POWER Exp. Philos. i. 13 A little

white short-leg'd Spider (which you shall find .. in a sweat-

ing Hey-mough). 1838 HAWTHORNF.^///^. Note-Bks. (1883)

198 Fields of grass beyond, where stand the hay-mows of last

year. 1864 BOWEN Logic ix. 303 Our inability to find a needle

in a hay-mow is no proof that the needle is not there. 1888

E. EGGLESTON Graysons 182 The hay-mow at the other end
of the floor was full of men and boys.

t Hayne 1

. Ola. Also 4-5 heyne, 6 haine,

hayn. [Origin obscure. Connexion with HAIN zU 3

has been suggested. (The phonology shows con-

nexion with OE. hian to be impossible.)] A term

of reproach : A mean wretch, a niggard.
c 1386 CHAUCER Can. Yeom. Prol. $ T. 766 He . . in his sleue

..hackle a siluer teyne He slyly tooke it out, this cursed

heyne [v.rr. hayn(e, haine, Lansd. hyne]. a 1529 SKELTON

Boitge o/Coitrte 328 It is great scorne to see such an hayne
As thou arte . . With us olde seruantes such maysters to playe.

1542 UDALL Erasm. Apoph. i. 51 a, Haines and niggardes
of their purse. Ibid. ii. 215 a, That sparing, pinching, and

plaiyng the nygardes or haynes, belonged to cookes, and
not to kinges. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 200/0 Hayne, verna.

t Hayne z
. Astral. Obs. [f.

HAIN v? to raise,

elevate.]
= EXALTATION 3.

1647 LILLY Ckr. Astral. Ixx. 416 The Significator of the

Man hath no manner of affliction, viz. 9 she being in her

Hayne, and free from the least manner of misfortune.

Haynous, obs. form of HEINOUS.

Hayr, obs. form of HAIR, HOAB ; var. HAIKB.

Hay-rack, [f. HAT rf.i]

1. A rack for holding hay for cattle.

1825 HONE Every-day Bk. I. 1601 A crow cawing on the

hay-rack. 1888 E. EGGLESTON Graysons 191 [They] had to

climb over a hayrack and thence down to the ground.
2. A light framework projecting from the sides

of a wagon to increase its carrying capacity for hay
or other bulky material ; a shelving. U.S.

Hay-rake.
1. A hand-rake used in haymaking.
1723 BAILEY Erasm. Colloq. 552 A Boy. .with a Hay-rake

upon his Shoulder. 1826 LOUDON Encycl. Agric. (1844* 370
The hay-rake is usually made of willow, that it may be light

and easy to work.

2. An implement drawn by a horse for raking

hay into windrows ready for pitching.
1875 in KNIGHT Diet. Mech.

Hayrick (h^i-rik). Also 5 heyrek, 6-8 hay-
reek, [f.

MAT sb.l + RICK.] A haystack.
14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 582/39 Penile, heyrek. 1547

BOOKDE Brer. Health Ixxiii. 24 A bocher had a sonne that

fel out of a hyghe haye-rycke. 1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Did.,

Almiar, a Hay reeke. 1679 Land. Gaz. No. 1451/4 Many
Hay-Reeks are spoiled. 1721 GIBBER Rival Fools Ii, I'm

mute as. .a goose in a Hay-Reek. 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. W.

viii, In the meadow oral the hay-rick. 1837 DICKENS Pichaj.

vii, The rich, sweet smell of the hayricks.

Hayrif, var. HAIRIF. cleavers.

Hayron, Hayse, obs. forms of HERON, HAZE.

Hay-seed, hayseed, [f.
HAY j.']

1. The grass seed shaken out of hay.

1577 B. GOOGE Heresback's Husb. i. 11586) 44 b, Somedoo
cast Hey seede, geathered from the Heyloaft or the racks,

over the grounde. 1846 J. BAXTER Libr. Pract. Agric.

(ed. 4) I. 350 With rye grass and clovers .. and what are

termed hay seeds, a permanent pasture of the best quality
. .cannot be made. Note. Hay seeds consist of the sweep-
ings of hay-lofts, or the seeds and chaff obtained from hay.

fig. icf. sense 3). 1894 W. C. RUSSELL Good Skip Mohock
I. 43 They were fresh from a rural parish ; the hayseed
smelt strongly in their hair, as the sailor says.

2. The redseed, brit, etc., on which mackerel and

other fish largely feed. U.S. (Cent. Diet.)
3. Humorous name for a rnstic. U.S.

1889 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. 29 Apr. 2/2 To send a glimmer
of returning reason through the mind of the frontier hay-
seed. 1891 Harper's Weekly 19 Sept. 705/3 Dickey thought
it a base presumption for an 'old hayseed' to try to enter
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the town's society. 1896 Daily News 9 July 4 '2 His *hay
seed '

following sent him to the U. S. Senate.

Haysel h^-sel). [f.
HAY j.i + ME. SELE

season.] The hay season. (Proper to East Anglia.)

[1674-5 IVatertown (Mass.) Rec. 9 Mar. (1894), The town

agreed to alow him for his salary 30 pounds and A fortmtes

time in hay-sill [printed hay fill].] a iSagin FORBY f '<>;-. E.

Anglia. 1865 Times 14 Feb. [Lett. fr. Suffolk] Only at

certain times as in hayse! and harvest. 1869 Gd. Words
M.ir. Suppl. 5 It was glorious weather for haysel. 1883 G. C.

DAVIES Norfolk Broads xxxi. (1884) 240 In the period be-

tween '

haysel
'

(hay-harvest) and November.

Haystack (h^-staek). [f.
HAY sbl] A stack

or large pile of hay built in the open air, of regular
form and finished off with a pointed or ridged top.
14. . Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 725/32 Hie arconiits, a haystak.

1555 EDEN Decades 351 The myddlemost is lyke a heye
stacke. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 73/1 A Hay Stack is

. . shaped broad at the bottom and narrow at the top. 1850
CARLVLE Latter-d. Pamfk. vi. (1872) 205 If these rats meet
a haystack, they eat their way through it.

b. attrib. and Comb., as haystack roof; hay-
stack boiler, an old tall form of steam-boiler

somewhat like a haystack in shape.
1855 CHAMIER My Travels I. iii. 42 A large white house,

with a kind of haystack red roof.

Haysugge. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : i hese-

sugge, 3 heisugge, 4-5 heysoge, -soke, -sug(ge,

5 eysoge, haysugge, 9 dial, haysuok, -zick, [OE.

klgesuggc, f. h^f HAT st. 2 + fern, form of sugga,

siicga sucker, f. stigan to suck.] The hedge-sparrow,
ciooo vELFRic Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 131/34 Cicada, ui.

cetula, he^esugge. a 1250 Olvl fy Night. 505 Thu singst
worse thon the hei-sugge, J>at fli?th bl grunde among the

stubbe. c 1381 CHAUCER Parl. Foules 612 Thow mortherere
of the heysoge [v.rr. heysoke, heysug(g(e, haysugge]. 14. .

Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 577/16 Cu[r]ruca, an heysugge. c 1450
Bk. Hamkyngin Rel. Ant. 1.296 Eysoges. .and other smale
bridrtes. 1616 BULLOKAR Eng. Expos., Heisugge, a bird

which hatcheth the Cuckooes egges. 1890 Gloucestersh.

Gloss., Haysttck or Hayzick, the hedge sparrow. Generally
pronounced

' Isaac '.

Hayt, obs. form of HOT ; var. HEIT int.

Hayte, obs. form of AIT si. 1
, an islet.

1532 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 108 A certain

parcel of meadow called a hayte, lying between the said

meadow, .on the east, and the Thames on the west.

Haythe, Haythen, Haythorn, obs. forms of

HEIGHT v., HEATHEN, HAWTHORN.

Haytorite (h^-toreit). Min. [Named 1827,
from Hay Tor, in Devonshire.] A pseudomorphic
chalcedony, having the form of datolite.

1817 Pkilos. Mag. Ser. II. I. 30 We contemplate calling it

Haytorite in honor of its birthplace. 1868 DANA Min. 382

Haytorite is datolite altered to chalcedony.

Hayuie, obs. Sc form of HEAVY.

Hayward (h^''wgjd). Also 3 heiward, 4
haiward, 5-7 heyward, 7 haward. [f. HAY sb.*

+ WAED, OE. weard guardian.] An officer of a

manor, township, or parish, having charge of the

fences and enclosures, esp. to keep cattle from

breaking through from the common into enclosed

fields
; sometimes, the herdsman of the cattle

feeding on the common.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 418 peonne mot heo benchen of be kues

foddre .. oluhnen pene heiward. f 1380 WYCLIF Set. H'ks.

III. 436 pe emperor, .makede hise bisnopis haywardis of be

world. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. vi. 16 Canstow . . haue an
home and be haywarde, and liggen oute a nyghtes, And
kepe my com in my croft fro pykers and beeues? c 1440
rromfi. Parv. 234/1 Heyward, agellarius. 1511-12 Act 3
Hen. I'lII, c. 23 9 The said accomptauntes . . that is to

saye, Feodaries BaillifFes Reves. Heywardes and Bedelles.

1607 COWELL Interpr., Halvtird., signifieth with us one that

keepeth the common heard of the towne. 1638 in Coffin

Hist. Netvbgrry, Mass. (1845) 28 Thomas Hale and John
Baker are appointed hay wards till the town shall appoint
new. 1654 in Picton L'pool Munic. Rec. (1883) I. 191 The
Heyward . . shall take and impound the said swyne. 1664
EVELYN Sylva (1776) 399 Are not 5000 Oaks worth the

fencing and inspection of a Hayward ? 1880 Daily Nttvs
1 8 Feb., The hayward at Corfe Castle has charge of the
beautiful common which lies on the Swanage side of the

village, on which the inhabitants are allowed to turn their

cattle. 1884 Century jlfag. Jan. 443/2 In some parts of
Massachusetts a '

hayward
' was employed to attend the

cattle of a whole township. 1892 Oxford Chron. 23 Apr. 8
From 1810 to 1852, the time of the Cowley Inclosure, he
had frequently tended the cattle as hay-ward in these

grazings.

Hazard hse-zaid), si. (a.) Forms : 4-6 has-

ard, 5-6 -arde, 6 hazarde, (hassard(e, hazered,
.5V. hasart), 6-7 hazzard, 5- hazard, [a. OF.
hasard, -art (i 2th c. in Hatz.-Darm.) : cf. Pr.,

Sp., Pg. azar, It. la zara, azzardo (from Fr.),
med.L. azardum, azarum (Du Cange).
The origin of the French word is uncertain, but its source

was prob. Arabic. According to William of Tyre, the
game took its name from a castle called Hasiylor Asartin
Palestine, during the siege of which it was invented : see
Littre* s.v. The true Arab name of this castle appears to
have been 'Aix Zarba (Prof. Margoliouth). Malm pro-

poses vulgar Arab,
jbj^ az-zahr or ,U!\ az-zdr ' die

'

(Bocthor) ; but early evidence for this sense is wanting.]
1. A game at dice in which the chances are com-

plicated by a number of arbitrary rules.
c 1300 Havtlok 2326 Leyk of mine, of hasard ok, Roman*

reding on be bok. c 1380 WYCLIF IVks. (1880) 152 )>ei fallen
to nyse pleies, at tablesi chees & hasard. c 1440 Promf.

rat-'. 225/2 Hasarde, play, alcatura. 1530 PALSGR. 229/2
Hasarde a dyce playe, hasart, azart. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. }

',

in. vii. 93 Who will goe to Hazard with me for twentie
Prisoners? 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 340 They
can play at chesse, irish, passage, in and in, hazard. 1778
C. JONES Hoyle's Games Impr, 209 The Game of Hazard . .

may be played by any Number of Persons. He who takes
the Box and Dice throws a Main, that is to say, a Chance
for the Company, which must be above four, and not exceed
nine [etc.]. 1882 SERJT. BALLANTINE Exper. iv. 52 The
principal game played was hazard, ofwhich there were two
kinds : French hazard, in which the players staked against
the bank, and English, or chicken hazard, in which they
played against each other.

2. Chance, venture ; a chance.

1583 STASYHIRST JEneis in. (Arb.) 71, I viewd with

wundring a grisly rnonsterus hazard. 1594 SHAKS. Rich.

Ill, \. iv. 10 Slaue, I haue set my life vpon a cast, And
I will stand the hazard of the Dye. 1597 DANIEL Civ.

Wars n. (R.\ These mighty actors., on the hazard of a bad

exchange, Have ventur'd all the stock of life beside, 1641
HINDE y. Bnten xxxix. 121 All games depending upon
hazzard or chance are to be eschewed. 1697 Conf. at Lam-
beth in W. S. Perry Hist. Coll. Artier. Col. Ch. I. 44 They
very unfairly threw out the Bill without so much as giving
it a hazard. 1843 LYTTON Last Bar. i. ii, On what hazards
turns our fate !

3. Risk of loss or harm ; peril, jeopardy.
1548 HALL Chron., Edw. II', 219 In so many hasardes and

ieoperdies of his life. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 164 To
inlarge your dominion : yea, and that without hassard and
detriment. 1630 R. Johnson's Kingd. fy Commiv. 46 By
preservation of himselfe from Hazards of Travell. c 1645
HOWELL Lett. 1 1650) II. 33 Love . . in case of distance and

long absence would be in hazard to languish. 1701 PEPYS
Corr. 4 Dec., I should not fear the hazard of sending him
abroad. 175* HUME Ess. $ Treat. (1777) I. 284 Profits pro-

portionable to their expence and hazard. 1855 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. III. 723 A service of some hazard was to be
rendered to the good cause.

1 4. That which is risked or staked. Obs. rare.

1596 SHAKS. Merck. V. i. i. 151, I do not doubt . . Or to
finde both, Or bring your latter hazard backe againe.

5. In various phrases belonging to prec. senses.

1340 Ayenb. 171 He hise hej> folHche y-spended . . and al

ylayd to an hazard. 1530 PALSGR. 582/2, I play at the

hazarde, or put a thynge in daunger, je hazarde. 1548
HALL Chron., Edw. II

7
, 197 b, To abyde the basarde of hys

dishonour. Ibid. 222 To put the estate of y^ realme on

[GRAFTON in] an yll hasard. i6ai BURTON Anat. Mel. ii.

iii. iv. ii. (1651) 628, I had rather marry a fair one, and

put it to the hazard. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2)

91 Allured . . to runne a bold hazard with him to the

gates of Death. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela (1824) I. viii. 21

What a sad hazard a poor maiden . . stands against the

temptations of this world. 1730 JOHNSON Rambler No. 2

P 15 Lest they should put their reputation in hazard. 1789
MRS. PIOZZI Joitrn. France II. 368 They would have run
such hazards getting home ! 1834 MACAULAY Ess., Pitt

(i 854) 304 To put both his power and his popularity to hazard.

b. At hazard {^hazards} : (a) by chance, fortui-

tously, without design or plan ; (&) at stake, in

danger. At {to, with} the hazard of, at the risk of.

At all hazards, at every hazard, at all risks, in

spite of every peril. By hazard (F. par hasard} =
at hazard. In hazard, in peril. On the hazard, at

stake. Out of hazard, out of peril.
a 1547 SURREY in Tottelfs Misc. (Arb.) 19 In hazarde of

his health. 1576 FLEMING Panofl. Epist. 181 Selling al at

hazard. Ibid. 260 My reputation, and my worship had
beene in hazard. 1640 O. SEDGWICKE Chrisis Counsel/ 24
He did let and suffer his spirituall estate to run on at hazards.

1641 TRAPP Theologia Theol.zfy S. HSerome learnt Hebrew
with the hazard of his life, a 1700 DRYDEN tr. Ovid's Art
LoveWks. 1760 1 V. 1 18 Some choose, and some at hazard seize

their mate. 17*6 SHELVOCKE Voy. round World (1757) 304
It was resolved, at alt hazards, to go. 1751 JOHNSON Ram-
bler No. 93 F 10 No man can justly aspire to honour, but
at the hazard of disgrace. 1801 CHARLOTTE SMITH Solitary
Wand. II. 337 The life of Montgomeri appeared to be out
of hazard. 1804 Something Odd I. 126 He once saved me
..to the imminent hazard of his own life. 1837 SIR F. PALGRAVE
Merck, ff Friar Ded. (1844) 2 The two following examples,
taken at hazard. 1838 PRESCOTT Ferd. <$ 7*. (1846) I. .235
He determined to relieve it at every hazard. 1846 TRENCH
Mirac. xxi. (1862) 334 Where their worldly interests were
at hazard. 1876 DARWIN Cross-Fertil. ix. 339 Two plants
taken by hazard were protected under separate nets. 1880
L. WALLACE Ben-Hur v. xii, Messala's whole fortune was
on the hazard.

C. f To fall into (a persons} hazard, i.e. his

power to hurt or harm : cf. DANGER sb. i. (Obs.}
To make a hazard, to make a guess or venture.

1615 T. ADAMS Two Sonnes 75 At last they fall into the

usurers hazard. 1850 B. TAYLOR Eldorado xi. (1862) 107

Making a hazard at the direction in which the trail ran.

6. Tennis. Each of the winning openings in a

tennis-court. Hazard side, the side of the court

into which the ball is served.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, i. ii. 263 We will in France, .play a

set, Shall strike his fathers Crowne into the hazard. 1611

COTGR., Pelmtse . . also the lower hazard in a Tennis-court.

1642 HOWELL For. Trav. iii. (Arb.) 20 When at the racket

court he had a ball struck into his hazard. 1688 R. HOLME
Armoury in. v. 265 They that serve upon the Pent-house,
are to serve behind the Blew on the Hazard side, else it is

a loss. I7<a BOYER Diet. Royal, Tron ..Le petit trou (ait

j'eu de Paunie), the hazard at Tennis. 1878 J.
MARSHALL

Ann. Tenniiiv. 148 The positions of these various hazards,
on a system which can only be excused by their name, seem
to have been left very much to chance, or to the individual

fancy of the builders of Courts. Ibid. 149 That writer says
'The players on the hazard-side have two openings to

defend, the last gallery and the
grille'. 1891 Sat. Rev.

LXXII. 690 The ha?ards, or winning openings, of modern
tennis courts are three in number the Dedans, the Grille,

and the Winning-Gallery. To strike the ball into any one of

these, at any point of the game, is to score a point.

fig. a 1616 BKAUM. & FL. Custom Country \. iv, Our
adverse fortune Bandying us from one hazard to another.

1 7. Billiards. One of the holes or pockets in

the sides of a billiard table. Ohs.

1598 FLORID, Scaduta, a hole or hazard at billiard boord.

1679 EVELYN Diary 4 Dec., A billiard-table, with as many
more hazards as ours commonly have. 1688 R. HOLME
Armoitry in. 262/2 The Hazzards, the Holes in the four
corners and sides of the . . Billiard Table. 1751 CHAMBERS
Cycl. s.v. Billiards, Hazards, or holes, on the edges and
corners.

b. Hence, A stroke at billiards by which one of
the balls is driven into a pocket.
Losing hazard, winning hazard (see quot. 1856).

1778 C. JONES Hoyle's Games Impr. 197 Common Odds
of the Hazards. 1836 T. HOOK G. Gnrncy III. 153 Why,
you cannot make a hazard, Gilbert; what is the matter?
1850 /iohns Handbk. Games 532 The full (or straight)

winning hazard should first be practised. 1856 CRAW'I.EY
Billiards (1859) 14 The Winning Hazard is one in which
the object ball is struck with your own ball and sent into a

pocket ; the Losing Hazard is a stroke in which the
striker's ball is pocketed from off, or after contact with,
another. 1857 Chambers' Inform. II. 713 A white winning
hazard is made when you play at the white ball and pocket
it..A red winning hazard is when you pocket the red.

8. Golf. A general term for bunkers, furze, water,

sand, loose earth, or any kind of ' bad ground '.

1857 Chambers' Inform. II. 693 He possibly drives his

ball into some hazard such as sand or whin-bushes from
which he is only extricated after expending several strokes
in the operation. Ibid., Driving it over hazards, such as

bunkers, whins, etc. 1879 Daily News 22 Mar. 5/2 At
Wimbledon certainly there are some very good 'hazards ',

or perilous places. 1889 LINSKILL Golf ii. (1895) 8 The
ground should be of an undulating character, and .. should
abound in hazards of every description.

9. A cab-stand (in Ireland).
1882 TY/MMgMay, Being on a car 'hazard

*

(stand) at Park-

gate-street on Saturday evening. 1884 Freeman's Jritl.

S Dec. 5/2 What about providing a hazard at each arrival

platform?, .the public would then know that it was beyond
thepower of a cab or cabman to refuse the first call.

10. attrib. and Comb., as (from sense i) hazard-

bet, -board, -table, etc. ; hazard side : see sense 6.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 30/26 Hazard play, alearum Indus.

^1710 C. FIENNES Diary (1888) 301 There are two hazard
boards, a 1737 POPE Wks. (1886) X. 263 Moralizing sat I by
the hazard-taole. 18*9 Bengallee 109 Salary, wasted at

keen Hazard-bets. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 65 His
ill luck at the hazard table was such that his estates were

daily becoming more and more encumbered.

fB. adj.
= HAZARDOUS. Obs. rare.

1601 WEEVER Mirr. Mart. D
iij,

But one of more experi-
ence, .Such hazard rash proceedings did not like.

Ha'zard, v. Forms as in sb.
; also Sc. 6 haszard,

hasert, hazaird, 7 haisard. [a, F. hasarde-r

(1407 in Hatz.-Darm., in sense 'play at hazard'),
f. hasard : see prec.]
1. trans. To put (anything) to the risk of being

lost in a game ofchance or other doubtful issue
;
to

stake ; to expose to hazard or risk.

1530 PALSGR. 582/2 It is a great folye for a man to hazarde
his Tyfe for the mucke of this world. it47 J. HARRISON
Exhort. Scottes Gj, For thinordinate gam wherof we do
alwaies hazard our honoures, lifes, and countrey. 1614
SIR R. DUDLEY in Fortesc. Papers n Nor hazard the repu-
tation of my owne workes under the discretion or skill of an
other. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 206 At Passage, or In
and In, they [Chinese] will hazard all their worth, them-

selves, wives, children and other substance. 1700 T. BROWN
tr. Fresny's Amnsem. Ser. $ Com. 98 When a Sick Man
leaves all for Nature to do, he hazards much. When he
leaves all for the Doctor to do, he hazards more. 1867
FREEMAN Norm. Cong. I. iv. 263 He would not hazard
the prize by clutching at it too soon.

absol. 1736 LEDIARD LifeMarlborough II. 31 Unfortunate
Gamesters . . hazard on, thinking to recover their Loss.

b. refl. To expose oneself to risk ; to run or

incur risks. Also intr. in same sense (obs.).

1549 Compl. Scot. xx. 176 Je maye haszard and fecht

quhen that ?e think 3our comodius tyme. 1567 Satir.

Poems Reform, vii. 88 Nobillis, quha durst couragiouslie
Hazaird thame self to saif vs. 1639 S. Du VERGER tr.

Camus'1 Admir. Events 135 He shunnes blowes, and will

not hazard himselfe, yet requires as much as wee who
hazard our lives. 1653 HOLCKOFT Procopins iv. 151 Thinke
not that the Hunnes,*Herulians, and Lombards will hazard

to the death. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India fy P. 157 Not willing
to hazard himself on a Voyage undertaken only for Pleasure.

2. trans. To run or take the risk of (a penalty or

misfortune). Also with inf. obj.

1577 LD. BUCKHURST in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. II. 272
To hazard . . your dishonor and her Ma. dislike. x6a8

WITHER Brit. Rcmemb. in. 1451 What Censures thou
shouldst hazzard, in thy stay. 1675 tr. Machiavellis Prince

(Rtldg. 1883) 282 He will hazard to be famished. 1686 N.
Cox Gentl. Recreat. iv. (ed. 2) 93 That your Adversaries

being forced to follow you, may hazzard stumbling. 1703
MOXON Meek. Exerc. 181 Hazards the breaking ofthe String.

1796 Hist. Ned Evans I. 179 Your son would .. perish in

the dust before he would hazard to offend her. 18*4 LANDOR
Wks. 1 1846) I. 223 They hazard to . . break their shins by
stemming the current. 18*7 C. BRIDGES Exp. Ps. cxix.

(1830) 78 We shall be ready to hazard all consequences.

b. With object and infinitive.

1559 in Strype^. Ref. I. App.vi. 8 Hazarde. .ourselves

to be . . drowned in the waters of schisme. 1587 FLEMING
Contn. Holinshed III. 1292/2 Forced to. .hazard himselfe to

fall into the hands of naughtie people. 1659 D. PELL Impr.
Sea 480 It hides it self, and will not hazzard its tender Rower
to bee shaken.



HAZABDABLE.

f 3. To endanger (any person or thing). Obs.

1596 SPENSER State Ircl. Wks. (Globei 651/2 There will

he lye in wayte, and. .will daungerously hazarde the troubled

souldiour. 1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. * Contntw. (1603) 172
The king of Biarma in our times greatly hazarded the states

of Pagu and Siam. 1664 BUTLER Hud. n. i. 868 Lillies

limn'd on cheeks, and roses, With painted perfumes, hazard

noses. 1716 S. SEWALL Diary 22 Oct. 1 1882) III. 109 Mr.

Lynde comes up from Nantasket, having . . been much
wearied and hazarded with the Storm. 1786 T. JEFFERSON
M'rit. (1859) I. 558 His death, with that of the king of

Prussia, would hazard the tranquillity of Europe.

j4. To get by chance or luck ; to chance upon.
1575 R. B. Appins % Virg. in Hazl. Dodsley IV. 132 Be

you not afraid, And so you may happen to hazard the maid :

It is but in hazard and may come by hap : Win her or lose

her, try you the trap. 1664 POWER Exp. Philos. in. 155

Might not such Microscopes hazard the discovery of the

Aerial Genii, and present even Spiritualities themselves to

our view?

5. To take the chance or risk of; to venture

upon ; to adventure, venture (to do something).
1581 PETTIE Gvazzo's Civ. Conv. i. (1586) 18 Who that

otherwise hazardeth to enter into it, exposeth himselfe to a

great danger. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 103 Not
daring to hazard the fight, or by stratagem break out to

hazard their deliverance. 1666 DRYDEN Ann. Mirab. xxviii,
That what both love, both hazard to destroy. 17x0 STEELE
Tatler No. 175 F 9 It is not believed, .that the Enemy will

hazard a Battle for the Reliefof Douay. 1753 N.TORKIANO
Gangr. Sore Throat 84 Scarification was hazarded without

being looked on as an approved Method. 1844 H. H.
WILSON Brit. India III. 337 The Koles . . rarely hazarded
an action.

b. To venture to offer (a statement, conjecture,
or the like).

1758 Monthly Rev. 188 If one may be allowed to hazard
a conjecture. 1788 FRANKLIN A utobiog. Wks. 1840 I. 174,
I have hazarded the few preceding pages. 1816 COLERIDGE
Lay Serm. 314 [This] justifies me . . in hazarding the bold
assertion. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. n. xxvii. 379 He did not
hazard an explanation of the phenomenon.
f6. Billiards. To 'pocket' (a ball). Obs.

1679 EVELYN Diary 4 Dec., The game being only to

prosecute the ball till hazarded, without passing the port ..

It is more difficult to hazard a ball, .than in our table.

Hence Ha'zarded ppl. a., risked, ventured.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. vi. iii. 12 How to save hole her
hazarded estate. 1841 D'IsRAELi A men. Lit, (1867) 26 These
disagreeing dates are all hazarded conjectures.

Hazardable (hoe-zlidab'l), a. [See -ABLE.]
t 1. Involving hazard

; hazardous, risky. Obs.

16*3 WINTHROP Let. in New Eng. (1825! I. 342 It is so
difficult and hazardable. -I cannot tell how to convey that,
or anything else to thee. 1656 S. H. Golden Law_ 47 We
made it hazardable and doubtfull, by dallying with him.

1638 SIR T. BROWNE Hydriot. iii. 16 [It] were an hazardable

peece of art.

2. That can or may be hazarded or risked.
In mod. Diets.

Hazarder (hse-zaidai). Now rare. Also 4-6
hasard-, (5 bass-, 5-6 -erd-), 4-6 -our, 5 -ar,

5-6 -er. [ME. and AFr. hasardour=\^n. c. F.

hasardeur, f. hasarder to HAZARD : see -ER 2
3.]

1. A player at hazard or dice ; a dicer, a gamester.
a 1300 Cursor M. 26854 Theif, reuer, or hazardour, hore

or okerer, or logolour. c 1386 CHAUCER Parti. T. 268 It is

reproef and contrair to honour For to be halde a comun
hasardour. 14.. Nom. in Wr.-Wiilcker 694/23 Hicaliator,
a haserder. 1513 DOUGLAS &neis vni. Prol. 56 The hasart-
ouris haldis thaim heryit, hant thay nocht the dice. 1533
MORE Answ. Poysoned Bk. Wks. 1087/2 An honest man or
els a false haserder. 1556 LAUDER Tractate 293 None hasar-
dours at cards nor dyce. c 1565 LINDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron.
Scot. (1728) 115 A common hazarder. 1896 J. H. WYLIE
Hist. Eng. Hen. IV, III. 397 No simoniac, adulterer,
hazarder, drinker.

2. ' He who hazards
'

(Johnson).
t Ha-zardful, a. Obs. rare.

[f.
HAZABD sb.

+ -FUL.] Risky, hazardous, perilous.
16*6 Crt. t, Times Chas. I (1848) I. 86 How hazardful are

the events of the most parts of such conferences. 1631
HEYWOOD Eng. Eliz. (1641) 86 Her infirmity being hazard-
full, but not mortall. 1679 J. GLIDE in Napktali 504, I

judge the loss of my Soul to be more hazardful.

Ha'zarding, vbl. sb. [f.
HAZARD v. + -ING '.]

The action of the vb. HAZARD in various senses.

1582 BENTLEY Man. Matrmes Pref. B iij b, To the hazard-

ing of their owne Hues. 1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1638)

90 Without the hasarding of battell.

atlrii. 1551 HULOET, Hasarding house [gaming-house],
alearium, aleatori-um, forum aleatorium.

t Ha;zardize, v. Obs. rare. [f.
HAZARD sb.

+ -IZE.] To put in hazard ; to jeopardize, risk.

1628 WITHER Brit. Rememb. vi. 339 We will hazardize
Our peace, our fame, and our posterities. 1631 BRATHWAIT
Rne. Gentlev.i. (1641) 297 They make you idolize yourselves,
and. .hazzardize the state of your soules.

t Ha-zardize, sb. Obs. nonce-wd. [For hazar-

dise, f. HAZARD sb. + -ise as in merchand-ise.] A
hazardous position, a condition of peril or risk.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. xii. 19 A . . ship Which . . Her selfe

had ronne into that bazardize [riities merchandize, mesprize],

t Ha'zardly, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. HAZARD j*.

+ -LY 2.] Risky, dangerous.
1575 R. B. Affins % Virg. in Hazl. Dodsley IV. 123 A

hazardly chance may harbour a clap.

Hazardous (hse'zaidas), a. [f.
as prec. +

-003. Cf. F. hasardeux, i6th c. in Littre.]
1. Ofthenatureofthegameofhazard ; dependent

on chance ; casual, fortuitous.
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1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Xichvlays I'oy. n. xii. 47 b, The
adventure therof on the one side and the other was very
hazardous and variable. 1653 H. MORE Antid. At/i. u. ix.

(1712) 66 In other Generations that are more hazardous.

1791 BURKE App. Whigs Wks. VI. 257 They may indeed

stop short of some hazardous and ambiguous excellence.

1816 SINGER Hist. Cards i. 9 Hazardous betting or playing
for stakes. 1880 Libr. Univ. Knowl. (N. Y.) IV. 285
Hazardous contracts, in which the performance depends
upon some uncertain future event.

f 2. Addicted to risks ; venturesome. Obs.

1580 SIDNEY Arcadia in. (1590) 323 Who was in the dis-

position of his nature hazzardous. 1613 PI'RCHAS Pilgrimage
(1614^ 769 Hazardous Manners. 1651 HOBBES Lmiath. n.

xxiv. 129 Too hazardous in engaging the publique stock

into a long, or costly war.

3. Fraught with hazard or risk ; perilous; risky.
Hazardous insurance, an insurance effected at a high

premium, on a life, building, etc. exposed to more than

average risks. Hazardous occupation tahle^ an actuarial

table show ing the probability of life in trades or professions
the members ofwhich are exposed to more than average risks.

1618 BOLTON Florus i. xvii. (1636) 51 A most hazzardous
War. 1671 MILTON P. R. m. 228 The enterprize so

hazardous and high. 1783 WATSON Philip III (1839) 47
The most hazardous enterprise in which he had ever been

engaged. 1836 FROUDE Hist. Eng. (1858) I. v. 419 To
attempt to analyse the motives of a double-minded man is

always a hazardous experiment.

Ha-zardously, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY 2.] In a

hazardous manner
; venturesomely; perilously.

1611 COTGR., Andaciensement, boldly, aduenturously ..

hazardousjy, daringly. 1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq. 447
Grotius his either judgment or conscience does very hazard-

ously
lie at the stake. 1822-56 DE QUINCEY Con/ess. (1862)

252 Lord Bacon said once too boldly and hazardously [etc.].

1883 _BLACK Shandon Bells xxxiii, Cottages . . apparently
clinging hazardously to the ascent.

Ha-zardousness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The
quality of being hazardous; riskiness; perilousness,
1682 H. MORE Annot. GlanviU's Lux O. 219 The hazard-

ousness of these terms. 1694 KETTLEWELL Comp. Perse-
cuted 74 That no difficulties, or hazardousness of these

assemblies, may make us indifferent about thy service.

1874 STUBBS Const. Hist. I. vi. 141 The hazardousness of
their employments.

t Ha'zardry. Obs. Also 3 hasarderye, 4-6
-drie, -drye (ohasarttrie). [f.

OF. type *hasar-

derie, f. hasardeur HAZARDER : see -ERY.]
1. The playing at hazard ; dicing ; gambling.
1297 R. GLOUC. (1724) 195 Ydelnesse hem ssal brynge to

synne lecherye, To tauerne, and to sleube, and to hasarderye.
c 1386 CHAUCER Parti. T. 262 Now wol I vow deffenden

hasardrye. a. 1555 LYNDESAY Tragedy 306 Leif hasarttrie.

1562 LEIGH Annorie (1612) 78 Hazardrye and going to
common Taverns. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. in. :. 57 Some fel

to hazard ry.

2. The incurring of risk; venturesomeness. rare,

1590 SPENSER F.Q. H. v. 13 Hasty wroth, and heedlesse

hazardry, Doe breede repentaunce late, and lasting infamy.

Haze (h^'z), sb. [Of obscure origin.
Not known till nearly a century after HAZY a., so^that it

may be a back-formation from that word. For the derivation,
connexion with QE,. basu, Aaswe

'

grey ,has been suggested ;

but there is a long gap in time between the words, and there

are difficulties both of form and early sense : see HAZE?/.2
]

1. An obscuration of the atmosphere near the

surface of the earth, caused by an infinite number
of minute particles of vapour, etc. in the air. In

iSthc. applied to a thick fog or hoar-frost; but

now usually to a thin misty appearance, which
makes distant objects indistinct, and often arises

from heat (heat-haze^.
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Haze, a Rime, a thick Fog.

1721 BAILEY, A Hose, a thick Fog or Rime. 1755 JOHNSON,
Haze, fog; mist. 1795 BURKE Regie. Peace iv. Wks. IX.

4 To trust ourselves to the haze and mist and doubtful lights
of that changeable week. 1823 F. CLISSOLD Ascent Mi.
Blanc 23 A circle of thin haze . . marked dimly the limits

between heaven and earth. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU Charmed
Sea viii. 128 Till he disappeared in the silvery night haze.

1833 M. SCOTT Tom Cringle xix. (1859) 526 A hot haze

hung over the whole. 1849 D. P. THOMSON Introd.
MeteoroL 114 When, .the temperature falls below the dew.

point, the moisture becomes visible in the form of a haze,

mist, or fog ;
haze when there is merely an obscuration near

the surface of the earth; mist when it presents a defined

outline, resting on, or hovering a few feet above the ground ;

fog when the humid vesicles are so numerous as to produce
a general obscuration in the atmosphere. 1863 GEO. ELIOT
Romola \. xiv, There was a thin yellow haze from incense

mingling with the breath of the multitude. 1891 MRS.
OLIPHANT Jerusalem 435 The soft hills on the other side in

a haze of sunshine.

b. transf. Something having a misty appear-
ance, or obscuring the view.

1879 St. George's Hasp. Repts. IX. 526 Ulceration [in the

eye] . . sufficiently deep to leave a permanent haze. 1891
DOUGALL Beggars All 181 The copse, .showed nothing but
a haze of gray and reddish twigs.
2. fig. A condition of intellectual vagueness and

indistinctness; the obscurity of a distant time.
a 1797 BURKE (T.), In the fog and haze of confusion all is

enlarged. 1843 MIALL in Nonconf. III. 489 A haze of false

and wretched morality. 1873 BURTON Hist. Scot. I. L 44
The annalists . . were peopling the haze with obscure persons.

1879 MCCARTHY Own Times II. xxix. 362 No shade or faint

haze of a doubt appeared anywhere. 1888 BRYCE Artffr.

Continw, III. Ixxx. 55 Nor do their moral and religious

impulses remain in the soft haze of self-complacent senti-

ment.

3. Comb.,w$haze-cradledjiaze-hting%&y$,. ; haze-

fire, brilliantly luminous mist.

HAZEL.

184* FABER Styr. Lake, etc. 328 The
Carpathian chain,

A fence of white haze-fire Compassing the plain. 1852 M.
ARNOLD Summer Night 21 The blue haze-cradled moun-
tains spread away. 1894 Rev. oJRev. Feb. 170 The low and

haze-hung country.
Hence Ha'zeless a., free from haze.

1874 TYNDALL in Contemp. Re-v. Nov. 826 A calm and
hazeless atmosphere.

Haze (h**)i K. 1 [Cf. OF. baser (1450 in Godef.)
'

irriter, piquer, facher, insnlter, aiguillonner'.]
1. trans. To affright, scare ; to scold ; also, to

punish by blows, dial.

1678 LITTLETON Lat. Diet., To haze or hawze one, fer-
terrefacio, flamore obtvndo. 1721 BAILEY, Hose, to afnght
with a sudden Noise. Ibid., Haiuze, to confound or frighten,
to stun one with Noise. C[ountry Word). 1876 Mid-Yorksh.
Gloss., Haze, to scold ; also, to beat. 1881 N. Line. Gloss.,

Haze, to thrash soundly ',
to upbraid.

2. Natit. To punish by keeping atdisagreeable and

unnecessary hard work ; to harass with overwork.
1840 R. H. DANA Bef. Mast viii. 18 Every shifting of the

studding-sails was only to
' haze

'
the crew. Nate. Let an

officer once say
'
I'll haze you ', and your fate is fixed. You

will be ' worked up ', if you are not a better man than he is.

1846 J. R. BKOWNE Etch. Whaling Cruise (1850) 187 The
captain disliked him . . and continually hazed him for his
awkwardness. 1893 J. A. BARRY 5. Browrfs Bunyip, etc.

283 Now then, fore-top, there, shift your pins, or I'll haze you.
8. To subject to cruel horseplay (as practised by
American students); to bully. U.S. See HAZING 3.

1850 Poem be/. ladma 22 in B. H. Hall College Wds.
(1856) 251 'Tis the Sophomores rushing the Freshmen to

haze. 1868 in G. M. Sloane Life J. MacCosh xiv. (1896)
216 Did you not hear that he had been hazed? .. They
gagged his mouth . . shaved his head, then put him under
the pump,

and left him tied on the campus. Ibid., I called

the hazed student to my house. 1886 Century Mag. 905/1
Two of our roughs began to haze him. 1887 Lipfiticott's
Mag. Aug. 29^

The man who assists in hazing you in Fresh-
man year, and who compels you to stand on a street-corner

and scan Greek verse for the edification of the by-slanders.
Ibid., Hazing, in its offensive signification, is practically
dead and buned at Yale.

4. intr. To frolic,
' lark '. U.S.

1848 N. Y. Com. Adv. 2 Dec. (Bartlett), W. had been

drinking and was hazing about the street at night. 1855
H. A. WISE Talesfor Marines (ibid.), Hazin* round with

Charity Bunker and the rest o' the gals.

5. Haze about, to roam about aimlessly ;
to loaf

about. [? Associated with HAZY 2 b.]
1841 Tail's Mag. VIII. 592 It would be idle to follow

[herj . . in hazing about a capital word that, and one worthy
of instant adoption among the usual sights of London.

1870 MRS. PRENTISS Let. in L^fe (1882) 335 The boys are

hazing about.

Haze, .
2

[In sense i, related to HAZE sb.,

HAZY a.; perh. a back-formation from the latter ;

in sense 2 from the sb.]
1. intr. To drizzle, dial.

1674-91 RAY N. C. Words 36 // hazes, it misles, or rains

small rain. 1808 J. BARLOW Coltanb. i. 33 O'er Valladolid's

regal turrets hazed The drizzly fogs from dull Pisuerga
raised. 1825 BROCKETT N. C. Gloss., Haze, to drizzle, to

be foggy.
2. trans. To make hazy, to involve in a haze.

Hence Hazed ppl. a.

1801 ANNA SEWAR_D Lett. (1811) V, 353 The noble moun-
tains., are here [i.e. in the picture] softened and hazed away
into indistinctness. 188. R. G. H[ILL] Voices in Solit. 180
The hazed sun with lurid weakness stared.

Haze, Z1
-
3 dial, trans. To dry.

a 1825 FORBY Vcc. E. Anglia, Haze, to dry linen, etc. by
hanging it up in the fresh air.. any thing so exposed is said
to be hazed, as rows of corn or hay, when a brisk breeze
follows a shower. 1863 MORTON Cycl. Agric, (E. D. S.),

Hazed, surface-dried.

f Haze = hd 's, syncop. form of have us. Obs.
a 1553 UDALL Royster D. in. iv. (Arb.) 49 Nay and ye

will hnze, haze . . And ye will not haze, then giue vs our

geare againe.

Hazel 1
(h<?''z'l). Forms : i hsesel, hsesil,

hsesl, eesil, 3 hasle, asele, 3-4 hesel, 4-6 hasil,

4-7 -ell(e, 4-8 hasel(e, 5 hesil(l, -yl(le, -elle,

5-6 hasill, 6 -ille, -yll(e, heasle, (Sc. hissill'),

6-7 hazell, 6-8 hasle, 7 hassel, hassle, 7- hazel,

hazle, (mod.Sc. heazle, heezle). [OE. htesel =
MDu. hazel(are, Du. hazel(aar, LG. hassel, OHG.
hasal masc., hasala fern. (MHG., mod.G. hasell.\
ON. host (Sw., Da. hassel) :-OTeut. *hasalo-z :-

pre-Teut. *k6solos = 'L,. corultis, corylus, Olr. coll

(\*cosl). ON. had also hesli neut. (:*!iasili-)
whence app. north. ME. hesel, Ae?yZ,mod.Sc. heezle!]

1. A bush or small tree of the genus Corylus,

having as its fruit a nut. The European species,

C. Avcllana, grows to a small tree ; the North

American species are C. Americana, a shrub form-

ing dense thickets, and the Beaked or Cuckold

Hazel, C. rostrata, found in Canada, etc.

There are other species, as the Constantinople or Turkey
Hazel, C. Colurna, Japanese Hazel, C. heterophylla.

(7700 Epituil Gloss. 236 Corylus, haesil [50 aesil], a 800

Erfurt Gloss. 536 Corylus, haesl. c 1000 Sajr. Leechd. II.

96 Hajsles ragu, & holen rinde ntyewearde. c 1*05 LAY.

8697 Hasles [c 1375 aseles] |?er greowen. a 1307 Thrush fy

Night, in Ha/1. E. P. P. I. 50 Somer is comen with loue to

toune. .The note of hasel springeth. 1387-8 T. USK Test.

Love in. vi. 5 If thou desire grapes thou goest not to the
Hasell. c 1400 MAUNUEV. (Roxb.) xviii. 83 It es lyke vnto
be floura of \K hesill, bat springes oute before \z lefes.
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HAZEL.

1*1440 Promp. Parv. 238/1 Hesyl, tre, conihis. 1538
ICELAND Itin. V. 67 The Place wher the Town was

ys
al

over growen with Brambles, Hasylles, and lyke Shrubbes.

1578 I.YTE Dodoens vi. Iviii. 733 There be two sortes of
H.isel or wood Nut trees. 1607 DRVDEN I'irg. Past. \\ 4
Beneath the grateful Shade, Which Hazles, intermix'd with

Kims, have made. 1765 HOME Fatal Disc.v, A dell, whose

sloping sides are rough With thick-grown hazel. 1861

DEI.AMI:R Kitch. Card. 153 The variegated and Purple
Hazels are ornamental shrubs of some esteem.

b. The wood of this tree.

1480 CAXTON Descr. Brit. 54 Ther is a lake that torneth
hasell in to asshe_ and asshe in to hasell. 1634 PEACHAM
Gentl. Exert, xxi. 251, I leave it to their [Anglers'] owne
discretion, whether to use either Haysell, or Cane. 1665 J.

WERBStcrte-f/eng (1725) 161 Haslewasthe Material ofwhich
the Stakes were at first made.

C. A stick or rod of this wood.
1603 OWEN Pembrokesh. (1801)276 The horsemens cudgell

. . to be a hasell. 1649 G. DANIEL Trinarch., Rich. [I,
cxxxv, The Hassle soe will bend (A Rhabdomancie, was
observ'd of old) Stretch'd on the Earth, vnto a Mine of
Gold. 1686 N. Cox Gentl. Recruit, iv. 71 Let the Angler
fit himself with a Hazle of one piece or two set conveni-
ently together. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa xxi. (1749) I.

144 Mr. Solmes..fell to gnawing the head of his hazel.

d. Short for hazel-nut.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny xv. xxii. (R.), As for other nuts, their

meat is solide and compact, as we may see in filberds and
hazels.

e. Oil ofhazel, a jocular name for an oil alleged
to be contained in a green hazel rod, and to be the
efficacious element in a sound drubbing ;

to anoint
wil/i oil of hazel, to drub with a hazel rod. So
sap of hazel in the same sense : cf. hazel-oil, 4 c.

(1678 Kojcb. Ball. (1882) IV. 359 Take you the Oyl of
Hazel strong ; With it anoint her Body round.
2. Applied with qualification to other plants, as

Evergreen Hazel, Guevina Avellana
; Austra-

lian H., I'omauerris lanigera of N. S. Wales, P.

apetala of Victoria ; WITCH or WYCH HAZEL, q.v.
3. The reddish brown colour of a ripe hazel-nut.

b. adj Of this colour ; used esp. of eyes.
1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) II. 82 The different

colours of the eye are the dark hazle, the light hazle, the
green, the blue, the grey, the whitish grey. 1805 T. HARRAL
Scenes ofLife I. 52 An eye . . the index of an intelligent
soul ; it was a full, bright hazel. 1829 LYTTON Disjoined $
Of a light hazel in their colour.

b. I59 SHAKS. Rom. t. Jut. in. i. 22 Thou wilt quarrell
with a man for cracking Nuts, bauing no other reason, but be-
cause thou hast hasell eyes, c 1730 SWIFT Dick, a Maggot 4
You know him by his hazel snout. 1743-51 G. EDWARDS
Nat. Hist. Birds 69 The Eye of a yellowish Hazel Colour.
1805 SCOTT Last Minstr. vi. xix, O'er her white bosom
stray'd her hazel hair. 1813 Rokeby iv. v, Her full dark
eye of hazel hue. 1848 LYTTON Harold vm. ii, In the quick
glance of his clear hazel eye.

4. attrib. and Comb., as hazel bank, bavin, bough,
bower, bush, copse, cover, leaf, rod, staff, stick, twig,
wand, etc. ; hazel-hooped, -leaved adjs.
a 1307 Thrush f. Night. 106 in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 54

Fowel, thou sitest on hasel bou. 1473 WARKW. Chron.
(Camden) 22 (Promp.) It was lytelle as a hesylle styke. 1584
R. SCOT Ditcm. Witchcr. x. vii. (1886) 147 There must be
made vpon a hazell wand three crosses. 1506 SHAKS. Tarn.
Shr. n. i. 255 Kate like the hazle twig Is straight, and
slender. 1678 BUTLER Hud. in. ii. 1547 He's mounted on
a hazel bavin. 1717-46 THOMSON Summer 1269 Close in the
covert of a hazel copse. 1828 J. M. SPEARMAN Brit. Gunner
led 2) 59 Budge barrels . . hazle hooped. 1855 TENNYSON
ISrook 171,1 slide by hazel covers. 1858 HOGG I'eg. Kingd.
603 Hazel rods have been supposed to have magical proper-
ties, as it was of them that the divinine-rod was formed. 1864
Soiuerbys Eng. Bot. III. 193 Hazel-leaved Bramble. 1880
Encycl. lirit. XI. 549/1 The virtue of the hazel wand was
supposed to be dependent on its having two forks.

b. From sense 3.

1769-74 J. GRANGER Biagr. Hist. En?. (R.), Cherry
cheeked, hazel-eyed, brown haired. 1787 WINTER Syst.
Husb. 24 Black and hazle colour soils. 1806 FORSYTH
Beauties Scotl. IV. 228 A deep hazel-coloured loam. 1886
RUSKIN Praterita I. v. i4r A dark hazel-eyed, slim-made,
lively girl. 1891 MRS. ALEXANDER Worn. Heart I. 3 Large
hazel-brown eyes.

c. Special combs. : hazel carpet, a geometer
moth, Cidaria corylata ; hazel crottles, the lichen
Sticta pulmonaria ; hazel-fly, Phyllopertha horti-

cola, also an artificial fly imitating it
;
hazel hoe,

' a grubbing hoe for working in brush and bushes
'

(Knight Dict.Mech.}; fhazel-mouse [Ger. hasel-

maus], the common dormouse
. Muscardinus avel-

lanarins} ; hazel-oil (humorous') : see I e ; hazel-
rag, -raw - hazel crottles

; t hazel-rise [cf. Ger.

haselreis], a twig or bough of the hazel; hazel-
rough (U.S.), a hazel copse; hazel-worm [Ger.
haselwurni], the blind-worm (Maunder

1
! Treas.

Nat. Hist. 1854). Also HAZEL-GROUSE, etc
1796 WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 4) IV. 55 Lungwort,laze Rag, or 'Hazel Crottles. .On the trunks of old trees.

1787 ,EST Angling (ed. 2) 117 The Welchman's Button, or

Hasle-Fly. ,883 A. RONALDS Ffy-FMers Entomol. (ed. 9)

A,
4 ??e/'y ' Coch.A-Bondhu. ,607 TOPSELL Four?}.Beasts (1658) 423 Of the Nut-mouse, Hasel.mouse, or Fil-

^
r
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S
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S

^
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,

d bccause they feed uP n Hasel-nutsand Filblrds 18.5 jAMiEsoNtfa^-/, a cant term, used
to denote a drubbing. 1894 CROCKETT Raiders 46 Ye shall
suffer for this, if there s hazel oil in Dumfries. 1565-71COOPER Thesa,m,s, Pnlmonaria, after some lungewort"after other *hasel ragge. 1778 LIGHTFOOT Flora Scot.
(1789)831 Lungwort Lichen.. Hlazleraw, Scotis 13 K
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Ha-zel -, hazle. Also hassell, hasel(l. [Of
uncertain origin ; known first in attrib. use or

comb., and in the adj. HAZELLY '.

Markham's hassell ground, hassell earth, correspond to
Ger. hasselboden '

ground consisting of gravel, reddish clay,
and somewhat black earth

'

(Grimm), said also to be called
in Switzerland haselerde. The latter implies connexion or
association with hasel HAZEL', and some would so explain
the word in Eng., with reference to the colour of hazel

ground, its suitableness for hazel, or other reason.)
1. A kind of freestone : see quots. local.

1855 PHILLIPS Man. Gcol. Gloss., Hazle, a hard, often

cherty, gritstone. 1883 GRESLEY Gloss. Coal Mining,
Hazle, a tough mixture of sandstone and shale.

2. attrib. and Comb. Consisting of a mixture of
sand or gravel, clay, and earth, as hazel earth,

ground, loam, mould, soil, etc.

1613 MARKHAM Eng. Husbandman i. i. vi. (1635) 36 If it

bee a rich hassell ground. Ibid. xiii. 83 Blacke Clay mixt
with red Sand, which.. is called of Husbandmen an hassell
earth. 1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Country Farme 556 Any
mixed earths or hasell-grounds which are clayes and sands
or clayes and gravells mixed together. 1686 PLOT Staf-
fordsh. 341 The manner of tillage that is also given light or
hasel mould. 1789 Trans, Sac. Arts I. 165 A field of good
hazle loam. 1796 J. BOYS Agric. Kent 11813) 70 To make
summer-fallows on light land, such as hazel loam, sand,
gravel or chalk. 1846 J. BAXTER Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed.

4) II, 26 On all soils, except those of a deep hazel mould or
sandy loam.

Hazeled (h^'z'ld), a. [See-En2.] a. Full of
or clad with hazel bushes, b. Of a hazel colour.
1566 GASCOIGNE Jocasta Wks. (1587) 115 Eyes .. whose

hazeled light Shadows of dreadful death be come to close.

1651 WtTTiE Primrose's Pop. Er:: 159 Hazled cocks, which
are quick for motion,, .strong to fight. 18.. in Miss Pratt
Flower. PI. I. 148 Up yon hazel'd slope. 18536. JOHNSTON
Nat. Hist. E. Bord. I. 263 In our hazled deans.

t Ha'Zelen, a. Obs. Forms : I heeslen, 4 ha-

selne, heslyn. [f.
HAZEL! + .EN 4

(
= Ger. haseln):

cf. HALSEN a.] Of or pertaining to the hazel.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 104 genim. .haeslenne sticcan obbe

ellenne. 1388 WYCLIF Pref. Ep. 72 Of the haselne 3erd.
? a 1400 Morte Arth. 2504 Holtis and hare woddes with

heslyne schawes.

Hazel grouse. = next.

1783 LATHAM Hist. Birds s.v. Grouse, Hazel Grouse.
Haselhuhn. 1862 MEDI.OCK tr. Schadler's Treas. Sc. 538
Under the section of grouse . . we note . . the black grouse
(T[e/rat>] ie/rijc), and the hazel grouse (T. bonasia). 1883
Casselts Nat. flist. IV. 141 The Hazel Grouse . . does not
come to England, but is found over Northern Europe and
North Asia, and is a pretty bird with a fine crest.

Hazel-hen, [transl. mod.G. haselhuhn, i. hasel
HAZEL + huhn hen.] The European ruffled grouse
(Bonasia sylvestris).
1661 LOVELL Hist. Anita. # Min, Introd., The . . heath-

cock, hasle-hen, land duck. 1822 T. MITCHELL Aristofh.
II. 195 Floundering in the dirt like hazle-hens. 1893 Daily
News ii Mar. 5/3 Ptarmigan and hazel hens are now the

only inexpensive game procurable.

Hazeline (h/'-zelih). [See -INK.] An alco-
holic distillate from the Witch Hazel, Hamamelis
Tiirginica.
1881 NETHERCI.IFT in Brit. Med. yrnl. 18 June, The new

product of Hamamelis Virginica called ' Hazeline '. i88a
W. SYMES in Lancet 4 Nov., Hazeline was highly recom-
mended two years ago for cases of haemoptysis.

Hazelly (lvi-z'li),a.l [cf. HAZEL*.] Consisting
of a mixture of sand, clay, and earth.

1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinshed III. 1543/1 The stuffe
carried, .for the erection of the walles at Dover, was earth,
being of a haselie mould, chalkeand sleech. 1707 MORTIMER
Hnsb. III. (1708) 53 All sorts of Land may be reduced to

Sandy, Gravelly, Chalky, Stony, Rocky, Hazely, Black-
earth, Marsh or Boggy, and Clay-land. 1735 BRADLEY
Fam. Diet. s.v. Pine, Any dry Soil, especially light hazelly
Brick Earth will do. 1796 C. MARSHALL Garden, xix. (1813)
383 The soil proper for carnations is a hazelly or sandy
loam, procured from a pasture.

Hazelly, .-
[f. HAZEL! + -Y.] Abounding

in or clad with hazel bushes.

1790 BURNS Elegy Henderson 20 Ye hazly shaws and
briery dens ! 1833 Blacbw. Mag. XXXIV. 942 The Steep
and hazelly banks of the Woodburn. 1835 CLARE Rural
Muse 158 From the hazelly wood.

Hazel-nut (h^-z'l|nt). Forms: see HAZEL
and NIT. [OE. hieselhnutu - Du. hazelnoot, LG.
haselnot, hasselnot, OHG. hasalnuz, mod.G. hasel-

nusz.] The nut of the hazel, a well-known fruit.

^725 Corfits Gloss. 33 Abelena, haeselhnutu. -1050
Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 345/15 Abellana, haslhnutu. c 1350
Will. Palerne 1811 Hasel-notes, & ober fruit, .bat in forest

growen. ciyaa MAUNDEV. iRoxb.) xvii. 79 Dyamaundes
. .of be mykilnes of hesill nuttes. 1577 B. GOOGE Heres-
bach's Husb. n. (1586) 95 b, Among Nuttes, is also .. the
Hasell Nuttes, a kinde whereof is the Filberte. 1870 YEATS
Nat. Hist. Corntn. 207 The common hazel nut yields an oil
most valuable for the delicate machinery of watches.

b. attrib. and C-omb., as hazel-nut oil, tree, etc.

1:1050 Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 457/14 Nuculeus, sine
mtclcns, hasslhnute cyrnel. 1762 W. HUDSON Flora
Anglica, Corylus stipulis ovatis, etc., common Hazel-nut-
tree. 1884 Casselfs Diet. Cookery 310 Hazel-nut Cakes.
1886 Syd. Soc. f.e.v., Hazel nut oil .. is pale yellow.. and
is not a drying oil.

Ha-zel-tree. The hazel, Corylus Avellana.
14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 575/45 Cmlus, an baseltre.

HAZY.

1573-80 BARET Alv. H 207 An hasell tree, or nut tree, a
filbert tree. 1656 COWLEY Pindar. Otics, Tu Mr. Ilolis

Note, yirgula Divina, or a Divining Wand, is a two-forked
Ilr.-inch of a Hazel-Tree, which is used for the finding out
either of Veins, or hidden Treasures of Gold and Silver.

1832 TENNYSON May Queen 14 On the bridge beneath the
hazel-tree.

Hazel-wood.
1. A wood or thicket of hazel bushes.
^'374 CHAUCER Troylus v. 1174 From hasel-wode, there

loly Robin pleyde. 1864 TENNYSON En. Ard. 7 A hazel-
wood By autumn nutters haunted.
2. The wood or timber of the hazel.

>573~8o BARET Alv. H 208 The magnificent and heroicall
venues of the haselwood. 1848 SIR J. G. WILKINSON
Dalmatia $ Montenegro I. 516 On the neighbouring moun-
tains much hazelwood grows.
1 3. In phrase hazehuooih shake, or merely hazel-

wood! (in Chaucer) app. = Of course. Obs.
c '374 CHAUCER Troylus m. 841 (890) A ryng quod he, ye

haselwodes shaken, Ye Nece myne bat ryng moste ban a
stone pat myhte a dede man a-lyue maken. Ibid. v. 505
Ye haselwode [joughte bis Pandare, And to hym self ful
sobrehch he seyde, God wot refreyden may |>is hole fare.

Ha'zelwort. Herb. [An adaptation of 1 6th c.

Ger. haselwurlz, OHG. haselwurz (also hasel-

wurzel), f. wurz herb, WORT, wurzel root.] A
book name in the herbalists fur Asarabacca.
['55' TURNER Herbal i. E

ij b, Asarum is called .. in
english folfote .. and asarabacca in duche hasell wurt :

because it groweth abowte hasell tree rootes.] 1578 LYTE
Dodoens in. v. 319 This herbe . . is called in English Asara-
bacca, and folefoote, it may also be called Haselworte . . in
Germanic Haselwurtz : in Brabant Haselwortel. 1597
GERARDE Herbal n. cccvi. (1633) 837. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed.
Kersey), Cabarick, an Herb otherwise call'd Hazlewort
[mispr. Harlewort]; so 1730-36 in BAILEY (folio). 1862
MEDLOCK tr. Schcedler's Treas. Sc. 460 The Pipe tree..
and the Hazelwort.

Hazen vW-z'n), v. Obs. exc. dial. Also -an,
on. [prob. from same source as HAZE z/.' ; see
-EN 6.] trans. To scare, terrify ; to scold, threaten.
1605 Hist. Evordanns, Night .. sent .. fantasie for to

hazan idle heads. 1630 LENNARD tr. Charron's Wisd. in.
xiv. 12 That custome .. to beat, and to box, and with
strange words and out-cryes to hazen Children. 1647HAMMOND Power ofKeys vii. 141 To awake,and hazen, and
drive those that wil not be allured and drawn. [1893
Wilts/i. Gloss., Hazan, to scold or threaten. 'Nowdwoan't
'ee hazon the child for 't,'J

Hazer (h^i-zaj). U.S. [f. HAZEZI.I] One who
hazes or practises cruel horseplay on another.
1887 Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch 5 Sept. (heading) A

Hazer in Trouble. 1888 Harper's Mag. Mar. 636/1 The
hazers in college are the men., to whom the training and in-
stincts of the gentleman are unknown.

Hazily (iv'-zili), adv.
[f. HAZY + -LY 2.] ln

a hazy manner ; dimly, indistinctly. Msofy.
1833 L. RITCHIE Wand, by Loire 31 The river .. glittered

hazily in the last rays of sunset. 1889
' RITA '

Sheba III.
iii. 36 The light and the shadows seemed to swim hazily
before her sight. 1894 Advance (Chicago) 31 May, One is
so likely to think hazily of African territory.

Haziness (h^i-zines). [f. HAZY + -NESS.] The
quality of being hazy.
1. Mistiness, fogginess.
1709 BERKELEY Th. Vision 71 Though there be no

extraordinary fog or haziness. 1748 Anson's Voy. i. x. 106
The haziness of the weather. 1803 i\lfd. Jrnl. IX. 315
The sun .. being obscured by a general haziness in the
atmosphere.
2. The quality of being intellectually indistinct ;

vagueness of mental perception ; uncertainty.
1872 LIDDON Elem. Relig. \. 25 In no department of

human knowledge is haziness deemed a merit. 1882 MASSON
in Macm. Mag. XLV. 235 Carlyle himself seems to have
become aware ofthe haziness of his dating of the transaction.

Ha'zing, vbl. sb. [f. HAZE .i + -ING !.]
1. A sound beating, a thrashing.
1825 Gentl. Mag. XCV. i. 396, I gave him a hazing.
2. Naut. See HAZE z>.l 2.

1893 J. A. BARRY S. Brown's Bunyip,etc. 285 The process
is called

'

hazing '. The sufferer gets all the dirtiest and
most disagreeable .. jobs to be found on shipboard.
3. A species of brutal horseplay practised on

freshmen at some American Colleges.
<zi86o Harvard Mag. I. 413 (Bartlett) The absurd and

barbarous custom of hazing, which has long prevailed in
the college. 1892 Daily News 28 June 5 '3

'

Hazing' at
Yale has unhappily led to the death of an unfortunat.

last . . due in part to the hazing outrages of recent years.

Hazle, hazzle (haj-zl), v. dial. [freq. of HAZE
z>.3 : see -LE. OF. had hosier as variant of hater
to burn, to dry ; but this was prob. not connected.]
a. trans. To dry superficially, b. intr. To be-
come dry on the surface.

1642 ROGERS Naaman 886 Who by that happy wind of
thine . . didst hazle and drie up the forlorne dregges and
slime of Noahs deluge, a 1825 FORBY Voc. E. Anglia,
Hazle, to grow dry at top. 1881 Lcicestersh. Gloss.,

Hazzle, to dry slightly.
'

If the clothes don't dry much,
they'll hazzle '. 1893 Sheffield Gloss. Suppl., Hazzle, to

dry slightly . . It is better, if the ground is damp, to let

the sun hazzle the surface of the land before the second
harrowing.

Hazle, Hazly: see HAZEL! and a
(
HAZELLY a.2

Hazy (lu~
|p

zi), a. Forms : 7 hawsey, heysey,
habie, -ey, haizy, 8 hazey, 7- hazy. [In form,



HE.

as if from HAZE sb. + -Y
;
but known nearly a cen-

tury before the sb., so that their mutual relation is

uncertain. The early forms also offer difficulty.]

1. Ofthe atmosphere, weather, etc. : Characterized

by the presence of haze; misty, (orig. Ndut.) In 17-
1 8th c. use = foggy ;

but now usually applied to a

kind of atmospheric indistinctness less determinate

than mist or fog, and often caused by heat.

1625 Impcachm. Dk. Buckhni. (Camden) 7 The weather

beeing thicke and hawsey, the winde highe. 1657 R. LICON
Barbadoes (1673) 27 Moistness of the Air . . which the Sea-

men call a Heysey weather . . as though the Sun shine out

bright, yet we cannot see his body, till nine a clock. 1665

J. WEBB Stone-Heng 11725) 183 An hasie Morning. 1666

Phil. Trans. I. 241 The Air being light, though moist and
a little hazy. 1694 Ace. Sev. Late Voy. u. (1711) 2 The
Air was haizy and full of fogs and snow, so that we could

not see far. a 1700 B. E. Diet, Cant. Crew, Hazy Weather^
when it is Thick, Misty, Foggy. 1748 Alison's t'oy. r. vii.

72 We had little wind, with thick hazy weather.
175)9

VINCE
Elem. Astron. xxi. (i8zo) 231 A diffused light, which made
the air seem hazy. 1856 STANLEY Sinai $ Pal. i. (1858)

64 It was too hazy to see anything in the distance.

2. fig. Lacking intellectual distinctness; vague,

indistinct, uncertain.

1831 LAMB Elia Ser. n. Newspapers 35 Yrs . Ago, A hazy
uncertain delicacy. i86z BURTON Bk.-Hunter (1863) 35
His communications about the material wants of life were

hazy. 1865 DICKENS Mut. Fr. in. Hi, Some hazy idea.

1874 L. STEPHEN Hours in Library (1892) II. vii. 211 The
chief article of Rousseau's rather hazy creed.

b. Somewhat confused with drink, colloq.

1824 T. HOOK Sayings $ Doings Ser. I. Friend ofFamily
II. 10 Hazy,Sir You understand? smoking and drinking.
1842 BARHAM Ingol. Leg. Ser. u. St. Cuthbert* Staggering
about just as if he were '

hazy '.

He (h/, h/), pers. pron., ^rd sing. masc. nom.
Forms : see below. [The simplest form of the

(orig. deraonstr.) base to-, which supplies not only
the pronoun forms him, his^ her-, {h}it, (K}em, but

also the adverbs
"

here"hence, father. OE. fa, he
was cogn. with OFris. hi, he (fern, kiu, neut. kit},
OS. hi, he, hie. The other old Teutonic langs.

(with OS. in the oblique cases) have parallel forms
from stem i- : OHG. tr, er, Goth. is. Fragments
of a hi- stem, in sense (

this*, are found, however,
in Gothic, in dat, himma, ace. m. and n. hina,
hita\ they differ only in the initial h from the

corresponding inflexions of is
* he '. In OHG. the

East Franconian had also her in place of the

usual OHG. er, 'he*. In English, the typical
form in all ages has been he, from which emphasis
probably produced heo

t hye, hee, and tonelessness

ha, &, which last long prevailed in representations
of familiar speech, as in the dramatists, and is

still a prevalent dialect form. In OE. the base he

supplied all parts of the third personal pronoun,
singular and plural ;

it was thus inflected :

SING. MASC. FEM.
""

NEUT. PLURAL,
Nom, he. he hfo. hq, hfe, hi hit* hi, hfe, he"o, h
Ace. hi&ie, hine (hyne) hie, hf (heo) hif

-

ht, hie, heo. hi*;

Dat. him (hym) Mere, hire (hyre) him him, heom (hym)
Gen. his (hys) hiere, hire (byre) his* hieta, hira, heora

1. In all the cognate languages, even in the early period,
certain parts of the hi- or :'- stem were lost, and supplied by
the corresponding parts of the demonstrative base sya, a
derivative of sa. SE. This extended to English also in the
nth or i2th c. when the fern, kio, Jieo, became supplanted
by the fern, demonstrative sic, syo, which appears as scot

sc/tos/w in northern, and scx=skx in midl., now SHE, q.v.
In the south and west keo (ho, hoo] survived in literature
till the isth c. and is still native in the dialects in various
forms

; but she has been the only literary Eng. form since the
introduction of printing. In the oblique cases HER remains.

2. The original plural has been supplanted by a plural
of the demonstrative that. In the northern dial, cgso, the
O.E. /rf, plural of /#/, was often used instead of hia, hi;
within the next two centuries the equivalent ON. j>ei-r
must have been adopted, as it appears ci2oo in full use in
Orm. as/f^j, whence the later they, tket t tftay. thai, which
gradually spread south, and before 1500 superseded hi, hyt

first in the nominative, and then also in the other cases, so
that the plural forms are now they, them, their. But a
relic of the earlier pronoun survives, in southern dialect and
colloquial use

r
in the dat.-accus. hem, commonly written 'em.

3. The original accusative forms have everywhere, except
in the neuter, been replaced by an extended use of the
dative : this began in the midl. dial, before 1000, and was
completed in the southern by 1350. In this change, the

analogy of the ist and 2nd persons was followed (see ME).
Traces of the original ace. sing. masc. hine remain as en,
'n (un), in southern dialects : see HIN.

4. In the neuter the ace. hit remained, and also displaced
the dative him ; in all constructions hit lost its initial h
between izth and isth c. in Standard English ; and in 16-

i7th c. the original neuter genitive his was displaced first

by iff
and then by ifs, its.

5. The genitive cases his, hire, hire, {their}, were treated
after iroo, on the earlier analogy of mine, thine, our, your,
as adjectives, and inflected to agree with substantives

;
the

plurals his-e, hir-e were still used by Wyclif. Like the
other possessives, they also developed two forms, an ad-

jective and an absolute, the latter being /ters, theirs (the
-s of which was originally the possessive V) ; hisis was
used by Wyclif, but in mod. Eng. his and its take no
additional s in the absolute form. Him, hern, theirn

(perhaps by false analogy with my, mine) appear in i6thc.
in midl. counties, but are now only dialectal. The changes
which these, originally genitives of the Personal Pronoun,
have undergone, make it more convenient in modern
grammar to treat them separately as Possessive Pronouns.
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The present inflexion of this pronoun (with its derived
possessives) is therefore :

MASC.
he

SING.

Nom.
Ace, 1

Dat. f
Possess, adj.

aosol.

him

his
his

FEM.

[she]

her

her
hers

NEUT.
it

PLURAL.

[they]

[them]

[their]

[theirs]

The following explanations and illustrations refer only to
the nominative singular masculine HE ; the other inflexional

ME. HISE 'her', and HISE 'them', arid the dial. HISN,
HERN, THEIRN.]
A. Forms.
a. i- he (6-7 h') ; & 2-3 hi

; 7. 2 heo, 3-4
30, ghe; 5. 3 hse

;
e. 3-4 ha, 4 ho ; . 3 e, 3-9

(dial.} a ; TJ. 4-5 hye, 6 hie
;

0. 4-7 hee.
a. ^893 K. ALFRED Oros. i. i. 13 He CWEE<$ bjet he

bude on pa;m lande. c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 636 Thanne
wolde he speke and crie as he were wood. 1598 MARSTON
Sco. Villanie x. H iij b, H'ath made a common-place booke
out of plaies. 1647 WARD Simp. Cobler 85 And when h'

hath done, 'tis good to lay 't aside.

/3. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 29 And cweSen in his ponke par hi
bi5. aiaoo Moral Ode 221 Neure in helle hi com.
y. a 1175 Cott. Horn. 217 Heo LGod] is hefone liht. Ibid.

twelf wynter aid.

S. c izo$ LAY. 23113 Has hafeS al his kineriche bi-queSe
her Lo53e.

e. c 1250 Kent. Senn. in O. E. Misc. 27 Gob, ha seide, into
bethleem. Ibid, 30 Ha maket of bo watere wyn. c 1320
R. BRUNNE Medit. 573 pey hye hym, and ho gob withoutyn
any stryfe. 1340 Ayenb. 30 Ha beat and smit and wyf and
children,, .ase ha were out of his wytte.

. c 1205 LAY. 15636 E [c 1275 he] wende bat he ilad weore
limen for to leosen. 1:1250 Meid. Maregrete Ixiv, E cleped
forS malcus is monquellere. 1250-1610 [see A pron.\ 1756
A. MURPHY Apprentice i i, I got as far as the Jesuit before a
went out of town. 1864 TENNYSON North. Fanner (Passim 1

.

TJ. 13.. Guy Warm. (A.) 6376 And for he him so miseise

y-seye Of prisoun aschaped, blij>e was hye. c 1560 A. SCOTT
Poems (S. T. S.) iii. 40 Maist witt hes hie that moniest

owrsylis. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist Scot. I. 50 The
hie Salmonte haueng castne the meltis, and the sche sal-

monte the Rounis.
0. a 1300 Cursor M. 17288+165 His name neuend hee.

c 1386 CHAUCER Cook's T. 2 Of a. craft of vitailliers was hee.
c 1440 [see B 2]. 1567 [see B 7]. 1575 LANEHAM Let. (1871)
23 Hee waz so loth to cum forward. 1611 BIBLE Trnnsl.

Pref. i Hee was no babe, but a great clearke. 1644 MILTON
Areop. (Arb.) 37 That whereofbefore hee was so scrupulous.
S. Senses and constructions.
I. As proper masculine pronoun of the third

person, nominative case.

1. The male being in question, or last mentioned :

Used of persons and animals of the male sex.

c893 K. ALFRED Ores. I. i. 13 Ohthere saede . . baet he
ealra NorSmonna norbmest bude. He cwae<5 j?aet he bude
on Jwem lande norbweardum wib ba Westsae. c 1000 Ags.
Ps. (Th.) ix. [x.] 8 Drihten burhwuna5 on ecnesse. And he

^earwa<5 his dom-setl, and he demS ealre eorban swySe
emne. 1175 Lamb. Horn. 7 pis wite^ede dauid .. |>is he
wite^ede bi drihtene burh bene halie gast. c xazo Bestiary
146 E)e neddre . . If he naked man se, ne wile he him nojt
neggen, oc he fleS fro him als he fro fir sulde. 1388 WYCLIF
Gen. iii. 6 And sche . . eet, and }af to hir hosebonde, and he
eet. (11400-50 Alexander 1141 pan drafe he sa to Damac
with dukis and princes, c 1620 A. HUME Brit. Tongue
(1865) 28 He is the noat of the male; as, he is a gud judge ;

he is a wyse man
;
he is a speedie horse. 1667 MILTON

P. L. iv. 297 For contemplation hee and valour form'd, For
softness shee and sweet attractive Grace ; Hee for God
only, shee for God in him. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. I.

i. 40. 49 He will go about to prove that there is something
besides He-knows-not-what. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg.
iv. 700 He first, and close behind him follow'd she. 1835
J. H. NEWMAN Par. Serm. (5837) I. viii. 122 Our Saviour
spake of man as he is.

b. In some northern dialects (Westmorland,
Cumberland, etc.), he is used instead of thou or

yoU) in addressing a boy or inferior (cf. Ger. Er so

used) : e.g. 'Well, Joe! where has he been? what
is this he has brought me ?

*

2. Of things not sexually distinguished : f a.

Things grammatically masculine. Obs. b. Things
personified as masculine, as mountains, rivers, oak-

trees, etc.

It is not easy to say when grammatical gender ceased to
be used, this differing according to dialect. In dialect speech,
he is still used for most things of definite shape, without
any feeling of personification.
a 1200 Moral Ode 144 Swines brede is swi5e swete . swa is

of wilde dore . alto dore he is abuh[t]. c 1320 Cast. Love 40,
Ichulle tellen him Wherfore be world was i-wrouht, And
aftur how he was bi-tauht. c 1386 CHAUCER Can. Yeom.
Prol.

<5- T. 314 The Philosophresstoon Elixer clept . . With
al oure sleighte he wol nat come vs to. 1:1440 CAPGUAVE
Life St. Kath. v. 1379 Yet was this fyre soo horryble that
hee. .Brent men eke. c 1449 PECOCK Repr. 4 This present
book, .he schal have v. principal parties. Ibid* 8 An argu-
ment if he be ful and foormal . . is mad of twey proposiciouns.
1533 FITZHERB. Hnsb. 126 The better the stake wyll be

dryuen whan he is well bounden. 1551 TURNER Herbal i.

C vj a, Dyll. .hath. .a spokye top as fenell hath, whome he

tlpth represent wonders nere. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. II, m.
iii. 65 The blushing discontented Sunne . . When he perceiut s
the enuious Clouds are bent To dimme his glory. 1598
GRENEWEY Tacitus' Descr, Germanie iv. 265 That, euerie
nation as he was strong, should not set himselfe in possession.

HE.

697 DRVDEN Virg. Georg. n. 409 Jove's own Tree.. Full

in tlie midst of his own Strength he stands.. His Shade

Erotects
the Plains, his Head the Hills commands. 1823

YKON Island in. i,The flashing . . Which robes the cannon
as he wings a tomb. 1832 TENNYSON New Year's ETC ii, To-

night I saw the sun set : he set and left behind The good
old year.

3. Peculiar constructions : a. Used pleonnsti-

cally along with its noun. Common in ballad

style, and now in illiterate speech.
cioooPros^ Life St. Guthfacv. (1848) 32 Moyses arrest

and Helias hi fseston, and swylceeac se Heelend. .he fjeste.

1297 R. GLOUC. (1724) 120 pe kyng he sende aftur hem.
^1300 Cursor M. 4055 loseph he sagh a night in sueueii.

1430 Syr Tryam. 744 The kyngys sone of Armony..To
Tryamowre he ranne. 15. . Chevy Chase 74 The first man
that did answer make, Was noble Percy hee. 1782 (.,'OWPER

Gilpin 85 'Fair and softly', John he cried, But John he
cried in vain. 1839 LONGF. Wreck of Hesperus iii, The
skipper he stood beside the helm.

II b. Erroneously for objective him.
1560-3 WHITEHORNE Arte Warre (1573-4) II. 36a, These

instrumentes helpeth much more him that besiegeth a towne
then he that is besieged. 1394 MARLOWE& NASHE Dido v.

ii, Yet he, whose heart ['s] of adamant or flint, My tears nor
plaints could mollify a whit. 1643 tr. Perkins' Prof. Bk. xi.

770- 338 It behoveth not he to be ready upon the land to
make the feoffment.

c. In s.w. dialects he is the emphatic objective,
beside the unemphatic 'en, *un. * I zced un drow
it tu hee \ I saw him throw it to him.
1863 BARNES Dorset Dial, 23 Gi'e the money to /, not he.

1878 ELVVORTHY Grammar of IV. Somerset 34 Our objective
him is always un, n, unless it is emphatic, when it is ee. .

uur tied'tt sai noa'urt tu ee,
' she did not say anything

to he '.

d. He self: earlier form of himself nom., he

himself \ see SELF.

II. As Antecedent pronoun, followed by relative,
etc. :

= OE. se, fe ; Fr. celui\ Ger. derjenige, der.

(The neuter is that, the plural they or those.)
4. The or that man, or person of the male sex

(that or who . .
.). Hence Indefinitely, Any man,

any one, one, a person (that or who].
a 1240 Saivles Warde in Cott. Horn. 259 He sit on heh |>at

is ow on helpe. a 1300 Cursor M. 3693 If JJQU be he i luue
sa wele. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 2186 pis is he bat fader myn
ordeynej* my lord to be. 138* WYCLIF Ps. xciii[i]. o He that

plauntede the ere, shal he not heren ? c 1400 MAUNDEV.
Prol. (1839) 2 He that wil pupplische ony thing. 1523
LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. ix. 8 As he that was yong and lusty
desiryng all honoure. 1526 TINDALE Matt. xi. 15 He that
hath eares to heare, let him here. 1581 PETTIE Guazzo's
Civ. Conv. n. (1586) 77 There is not he, who is not glad
with all his heart to be honoured. 1590 SPENSER F, Q. i.

i. 43 He that the stubborne Sprites can wisely tame. 1500
SHAKS. Mids. N. n. i. 34 Are you not hee, That frights the
maidens of the Villagree? 1712 ADDISON Spcct. No. 441 ^4
He who considers himself abstractedly. 1842 TENNYSON
Vision ofSin 127 He that roars for liberty. 1859 Elaine
1083 He makes no friend who never made a foe.

b. Followed by a prepositional phrase ; as ' he
of Modena ',

' he of the sevenfold shield ',

' he with
the scar on his face', arch.

1598 SHAKS. Merry W. i. i. 173 He in the red face had it.

1644 MILTON Areop. (Arb.) 39 If he of the bottomlesse pit
had not long since broke prison, a 1822 KEATS -2nd Sonn.
to Haydon, Great spirits now on earth are sojourning ; He
of the cloud, the cataract, the lake.

III. As demonstrative pronoun,
5. He and he : this and that, the one and the

other, both. arch.

aiyoo Cursor M. 16161 For he and he had samen ben,

fprwit selcuth wrath. 7x381 CHAUCER Part. Fmtles 166 It

likyth hym at wrastelyng for to be, And demyn 311 wher he
do bet or he. 1513 DOUGLAS jEneis vi. xii. 68 And gan
begyn desyre, baith he and he, In bodeis ?it for to returne

agane. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. I. 371 Talkand thai

raid togidder to the toun, Hand for hand rycht hamelie
he and he. c 1620 A. HUME?-/V. Tongue vii. (1865) 18 He
snapped me on this hand and he on that. 1848 CLOUGH
Bothie iii. 20 Arthur. . Leapt from the ledges with Hope, he

twenty feet, he thirty. 1876 TENNYSON #rtri?/^Introd.Sonn.,
But he and he, ifsoul be soul, are where Each stands full face

with all he did below.

IV. As sb. (not changing in the objective).

6. Man, person, personage. Any he \ any person
whatever, arch. &&& poet.
c 1384 CHAUCER Ho. Fame in. 979 And nat so sone

departed nas That he fro him, thoo he ne mette With the

thrid. 1472 SIR JOHN PASTON in Lett. No. 703 III. 59, I

mente weell by my trowthe to hyr..as any he that owythe
heer best wyll in Ingelond. 1538 BALE Thre Laives 1439,
I am no other but euen the very he. 1574 tr. Marlorafs

Apocalips 25 The way, truth, and lyfe, and to be short, the

only he that can saue vs for euer. 1652-62 HKVLIN
Cosmogr.m. (1673) 150/1 Who .. challenged the proudest
He of the Macedonians, to a single combat. 1682 BUNYAN
Holy War (Cassell) 275 He has shewed as much honesty
and bravery of spirit as any he in Mansoul. 1742 FIELDING

J. Andrews (L.), The best he in the kingdom. 1880 G.
MEREDITH Trag. Com. (1881) 230 He that great he
covers all.

7. Opposed to she : Male. (Also as adj. : see 8.)

^950 Lindisf. Gosp. Mark x. 6 From fruma .. scjeftes

woepen mon vel hee and hiuu vel wifmon worhte hia god.
Luke ii. 23 Eghuelc he vel woepen-mon to-untynes hrif

. .halis drihtne 5e-cei^ed. riooo^LFRic Gram. vii. (Z.) 18

/Elc nyten byS oSSe he ooSe heo. Ibid. 19 Hie coritus 5es

hremn, swa hwttcSer swa hit bycS, swa he, swa heo. 1567
MAPLRT Gr. Forest 105 It is also carefull in laying vp store

for Winter, both the Hee and Shee. 1888 Sat. Km. 20 Oct.

467/1 Any one not a poet, whether he or she, might toil, [etc.].
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b. A male. (With pi. lies, he's, ) bees.)

1575 LASEHAM Let. (1871) 53 The hees to sum laughing,
but the she'es to more sport. 1649 MILTON Eikon. x. Wks.
^851* 415 The dissolute rabble of all his Courtiers .. both
Heesand Shees, if ther were any Males among them. 1701
ROWE Amb. Step-Moth, iv. i. 1725 The greatest he. .Must
have confest Woman's superior Wit. 1776 S. J. PRATT

Pnpil ofPleasure I. 225 Unprotected by some ostensible

he or she. 1801 C K. SHARPE Corr. 12 Jan. I. 102 Good
spouses to the sties, and none at all to the hes \ 1875 JOWETT
rlato (ed. 3) III. 331 Do we divide dogs into hes and shes,
and take the masculine gender out to hunt ?

V. atlrib. (Now generally hyphened to follow-

ing noun ; sometimes written separately like an

adjective.)
8. Male. (Now confined to the lower animals,

as he-goat ; in i6-i8th c. with noons denoting per-
sons; this is now contemptuous.) -^He-she: see

quots. 1661, 1754.
a 1300 Cursor M. 6067 A clene he lambe, wit-vten sake.

14. . Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 571/24 Catta, a hecatte. 1509
Test. Ebor. (Surtees) 10 Oon he swan. 1533 COVERDALE
Dart. viii. 5 Then came there an hegoate from the west.

'579 FULKE Ke/ut. Rastell 759 Be there hee Angels and
she Angels also ? 1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tog, Vn
Amonreujc, a hee louer. Amtntreuse, a^hee louer. Ibid.,

Barbier, a hee barber. 1506 (see A t\\. 1605 Jeronimo
in Hazl. Dodsley IV. 357 1 11 be the he-one then, and rid

thee soon Of this dull, leaden, and tormenting elf. 1620
SHELTON Qtiix. IV. xxi. 171 Thou and thy Wife, with two
of thy He-friends, and two of her She-friends, a 1661
FULLER Worthies (1840) I. iv. 15 Pope Joan, .this He-she. .

is generally believed born at Metz. 1665 PEPYS Diary
ii June, My aunt James and he-cosen Harman. 1692
WASHINGTON tr. MMotfs Def. Pop. viii. (1851) 193 You
now make He-Saints, and She-Saints, at your pleasure, as
if you were a true genuine Pope. 1734 FIELDING Univ.
Gallant i. Wks. 1882 X. 44 A woman .. may speak to one
of her husband's he-friends there. 1754 J. SHEBBEARB
Matrimony (1766) II. 88 A He-she Thing ! a Disgrace to
his Sex. 1813 MOORE Post-bag- iii. 8 A He-cook, of course !

.. ne'er keep a She-cook. 18*9 MARRYAT F. Mildmay
xxii, Great he-fellows of footmen. 1836 Hansard's Parl.
Deb. Ser. in. XXXII. 1201 The appropriate language of
a noble Lord. .who. .said,

'
I have not risen to defend these

he-pensioners, and she-pensioners, whom I find in this list '.

1855 SINGLETON Virgil I. 46 Safe is thy he-goat.
b. Sometimes with names of plants. He-oak,

an Australian tree, Casuarina stricta
; also C. su-

bcrosa. Cf. SHE-OAK, applied to other species.
i66 BACON Sylva 608 For the difference of Sexes in

Plants, they are oftentimes by name distinguished ; as Male-
Piony, Femali-Piony.. He-Holly, She-Holly. 1876 Forest
t, Stream 13 July 375/3

' Wattle' in large variety, he-oak,
she-oak, and very many others. 1880 FISON & HOWITT
Katnilaroi 252 They chose a tall He-oak, lopped it to
a point.

c. Of things. Cf. male und/t/nale screw.
1816 Specif. J. Welch's Patent No. 4052 The claws or

prongs of the he part received or inserted in the she part.
Hence He, v. trans., to speak to or of (a person)

as ' he '.

1741 RICHARDSON Pamela I. 17, I must he and him him
now

;
for he has lost his Dignity with me.

tHe, inf.1 Obs. [Cf. FTZ?, and HEH.] An
exclamation used to draw attention or express
emotion.

13. . A'. Alls. 880 He ! fyle asteynte horesone ! To misdo
was ay thy wone.

He (h), int.2 [A natural exclamation : cf. L.

he, A&, Ger. he, etc.
; also HA, Ho.] Repeated,

as he, he, or in combination with ha, ha, etc. : A
representation of laughter expressing a closer utter-

ance than ha, ha, or ho, ho, usually affected or
derisive.

c 1000 /ELFRIC Gram, xlviii. (Z.) 279 Ha ha and he he

^etacmaa hlehter on leden and on englisc. 1567 Triall
Treas. E iij, We, he, he, he, he ! ware the horse heles, I

say- 1599 SHAKS. Much Ado iv. i. 23 How now ! interiec-
uons? why then, some be of laughing, as ha, ha, he. 1675
WYCHERLEY Country Wife 11, He ! he ! he ! he's my wife's

gallant ; he ! he ! he ! 1831 T. L. PEACOCK Crotchet Castle
ll, Pray, sir, what do you mean by Ha ! ha ! ?. . Precisely,
sir, what you mean by He ! he !..You need not dispute
about terms ; they are two modes of expressing merriment.
1854 THACKERAY Rose t, Ring vii, O, ho, ho ! ha, ha, ha !

he, he, he !

' And he nearly choked himself with laughing.
Hence He-he v., to utter he he in laughter.
1848 THACKERAY Bk. Snobs xxxii, This was said with

much archness and he-he-ing.

He, obs. form of EYE, HIGH.
Heach, var. HETCH.
Head (hed), sb. Forms : i heafod, -ud, -ut,
1-3 heofod, 2 hefed, -et, heave t, 2-3 heafd,
ruefed, 2-4 hefd, heaved, 3-5 heved, 3 heefd,
heifd, hafed, hafd, hafved, hsefved, hefved,
hasved, (htehved), hevod, herd, 3-5 hevid,
-yde, 3-6 heed, 3-8 hed, 4 hewid e, -yd(e, 4-7
hede, 6- head; (5-6 heede, bedd^e, 6 heade,
5- (&0 heid

, 6 heide, heyd). [Com. Teut. :

OK.hiafod = OFris. h&ved, k&fd, hdvd, h&d, OS.
hStid ,LG. Aimed, hofd, MDu. hfoct(d\ Dn. hoofd\HG houbit, haubit (MHG. haubet, G. haupt),ON haufuS , later hpfut (Sw. hufvud, Da. hooed),
Goth, haubif :-OTeut. *hautiua-, -iao (with suffix

ablaut). JSotwithstanding a close consonant corre-

spondence with L. caput, capit-, the difference of
the root vowel makes it very difficult to identify the

words, or to refer them to a common root. Some
refer the Teutonic word to an ablaut stem keutr-,

haitb-, hub-, whence OHG. hflba, Ger. haitbe, OE.
kilfe, head-covering, cap. The phonetic develop-
ment of the word in Eng. has been heafod, hhieJ,

l&id, hid, hed (heVvad, he-vad, hevd, hed, hed ;

in St. (hed, hl, hfd, hz'd). In some dialects a

diphthongal (h?ad) has developed as (brad, hie'd,

hyed, yed).]
I. The literal sense, and directly connected uses.

1. The anterior part of the body of an animal,
when separated by a neck, or otherwise distin-

guished, from the rest of the body ; it contains the

mouth and special sense-organs, and the brain.

a. In man, the upper division of the body, joined
to the trunk by the neck.
c 835 Vcsp. Psalter iii. 4 Uphebbende heafud min. c 975

Riahw. Gosp. John xiii. 9 Honda and heofod. c 1000 Ags.
Gosp. Matt. v. 36 Ne on ne swere burh Sin heafod. c 1175
Lainb. Horn. 29 5if bin hefet were offe. c 1200 Trin. Coll.

Hotn. 205 Uppen his holi hafde. f 1*05 LAY. 1596 He gurde
Suard on bat harfd. c 1*30 Halt Meid, 3 Lustne me wiS
earen of bin heaued. 1297 R. GLOUC. (1724) 17 And smot
hyrn vpon be hed. a 1300 K. Horn 641 pat heued i be

bringe. a 1300 Cursor J/. 528 (Cott.) Mans hefd has thirls

seuen. c 1340 Ibid. 5314 (Trin.) On his heede his hatt he bare.

138* WYCLIF Matt. v. 36 Neither thou shall swere by thin
heued. c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. z From be heed to |>e

foot, c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 924 His fete vpwarde,
his heued doune. 1450 Fasten Lett. No. 93 I. 125 Oon of the
lewdeste of the shippe badde him ley down his hedde. 1526
TINDALE Matt. VUL 2o The sonne of the man hath not
wheron to leye his heede [1557 Geneva head]. 1530 PALSGR.
230/1 Heed of a man or beest, teste. 1535 COVERDALE
Mark vi. 24 Ihon baptistes heade. 1546 J. HEYWOOD Prov.
(1867! 70 God sende that hed (said she) a better nurs. For
whan the head aketh, alt the bodie is the wurs. 1610 SHAKS.
Temp. in. ii. 40 Keerje a good tongue in your head. 1736-7
SWIFT Gulliver IL viii. (1865) 130, I had like to have gotten
one or two broken heads for my impertinence. 1818 SCOTT
Rob Roy viii, As if I had brought the Gorgon's head in my
hand. 1859 GEO. ELIOT A. Bede xxvii. 233 He'd leave his
head behind him, if it was loose.

b. In lower animals.
c 1000 ^ELFRIC Gen. iii. 15 Heo tobryt bin [the serpent's]

heafod. c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 3151 Heued and fet . . lesen fro
J!e bones and eten. 1390 GOWER Conf. I. 93 He his hors
heved aside Tho tornea. c 1430 Two Cookery.bks, 9 Take
fayre garbagys of chykonys, as |>e hed, be fete, be lyuerys.
IS?7~^7 HOLINSHED Chron. (1808) VI. 412 The great and
venomous hydra was thus shortened of one of his beds.

'735 SOMERVIU.E Chase in. 407 He [a stag], .tosses high his

beamy Head. 1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life 246 The asexual
'head' or '

nurse [of the tapeworm] is armed with a double
circlet of spines. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life
333 Coelomata. .A shorter anterior region or head which is

preoral, and a longer postoral region, the body.
fig. 1865 GOSSE Land f, Sea (1874) 5 An envious sea

curled up its green head right over the quarter.
c. As a measure in comparing persons' heights,

as taller by a head ; to cut shorter by the head, i.e.

to behead. So in Racing, as to win by a head,
i.e. by the length of the horse's head. (See also
head and shoulders, 47 b.)
1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VI. i66b, Beyng taken.. was

made shorter by the hedde. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. i. 44
Thou art not so long by the head as honorincabilitudinita-
tibus. a 1674 CLARENDON Hist, Reb. xm. 69 Near the
head higher than most tall Men. 1847 TENNYSON Princ.
in. 163 She stood Among her maidens, higher by the head.

1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 480 A is taller by a head than
B. 1886 World 17 Nov. 21 To be beaten by a head or
a neck.

2. a. As the seat of mind, thought, intellect,

memory, or imagination ; cf. BKAIN sb. 3. Often
contrasted with heart, as the seat of the emotions :

see HEAKT 9. Formerly (rarely) in reference to

disposition (quot. 01450). (See also in phrases,
33-62.)
C

301

Monnis bond helpis his heved. (11450 __
Thei that haue an euelle hede and wold chide. 1559 W.
CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse 159 There is now an other
dout entred into my hed. 1573-80 BARKT Alv. H 271 They
remembred, or it came into their heads. 1703 T. N. City <$

C. Purchaser 46 To set their Heads to work at it. 1708
SWIFT Death Partridge Wks. 1755 II. i. 258 He had often
had it in his head. 1802 MAR. EDGKWORTH Moral T, (1816)
I. xix. 153 Accounts . . which he kept in his head, c 1820
Houlston Juvenile Tracts No. i-j Forethought 3 We ought
not to expect old heads to grow on young shoulders. 1863
MRS. GASKELL Sylvia's L, (1877) 282 Tell him, Sylvie . . for

my head's clean gone. 1870 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. (ed. 2)
I. App. 696 The story . . was running in the heads of those
who devised it. 1886 MRS. C. PRAED Miss Jacobseris Chance
I. xvi. 312 That young man hasn't got a head on his
shoulders. 1887 EDNA LYALL Knight-Errant xvi. (1889) 144
Your head will be turned with all this triumph. 189* Daily
Tel. 29 Mar. 573 Whether he bowls with his head, as it is

called, or turns himself into a catapult.
b. As a part essential to life ; hence, in phrases,
life.

a 1000 Laws Edgar iv. c. 2 1 1 (Schmid) Sy he beof and
bolide heafdes. CMOS LAY. 28148 Min hafued beo to wedde
[rat

isseid ich j?e habbe So3 buten lese. 138* WYCLIF Dan.
i. 10 5e shuln condempne myn hed to the kyng. 1559 Mirr.
Mag., Dk, Ctareucexv, The peril ofmy hed. 1749 FIELDING
Tom Joites v. iv, Many 's the man would have given his
head to have had my lady told. 1887 P'CESS CHRISTIAN
Mem. Mtirgrav. Baireuth 42 Proofs enough against this

scoundrel, Fritz, to cost him his head.

3. A representation, figure, or image of a head.

1430 LYDC. in Turner Dom. Archit. III. 39 Gargoyle, &
many hydous heede. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr, Nicholays
I'oy. n. iii. 33 The statue of a woman .. certaine yeeres
before the head had been taken away, a 1719 ADDISON
Paria Wks. 1871 II. 13 A head of Titian by his own hand.

1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s,v., Vert, a chevron gules, be-
tween three Turks heads, couped, side-faced, proper. 1801
STRUTT Sports $ Past. iv. ii. 296 Any other coin with a
head impressed upon it. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Ktig. x. II.

650 William and Mary must be king and queen. The heads
of both must appear together on the coin.

b. The obverse side of a coin, when bearing the

figure of a head
; the reverse being called the tail\

in phr. head(s] or tail(s), used in tossing a coin to

decide a chance, colloq.
1684 Q-rtitct Atheist 11. i, As Boys do with their Farthings

..go to Heads or Tails for 'em. 1801 STRUTT Sports $
Past. (1810) 296 One person tosses the halfpenny up and
the other calls at pleasure head or tail. 1838 DE MORGAN
Ess. Probab. 82 In 100,000 tosses, between what limits is it

99 to i that the heads shall be contained? 1846 DK. RUT-
LAND in Crokcr Papers (1884) III. xxiv. 59 A game which
a sharper once played with a dupe, intituled,

* Heads I win,
and tails you lose '. 1853 DE QUINCEY Autobiog. Sk. Wks.
I. 189

' We tossed up ', to settle the question . .

' Heads '

came up.
4. In reference to, and hence denoting, the hair

on the head. (See also head of hair, 42.)
13.. K. Alts. 1099 His hed was crolle, and yolow the

here, 1530 PALSGR. 662/1, I holde best to polle my heed.
Ibid. 694/2 You muste nedes rounde your heed for shame
or you go home. 1565-73 COOPER Thesaurus^ Crines emissit

. .heare cast abroade as a woman loosing hir heade. 1775
SHERIDAN Rivals i. i, He'll never forsake his bob, though
all the college should appear with their own heads ! 1832
TENNYSON Sisters vi, I curPd and comb'd his comely head.

t 5. The hair as dressed in some particular man-
ner; applied esp. in the i8th c. to the heads of

powdered and pomaded hair drawn up over a
cushion or stuffing, and dressed with gauze, ribbon,
etc., then worn; hence, a head-dress. Obs.

1494 FABYAN Chron. vii. ccxxiv. 251 For that tyme clerkes
vsed busshed and brayded hedys. 1696 Land. Gaz. No.
3199/4 A striped Muslin Head, laced with a fine small edg-
ing. 17x1 ARBUTHNOT John Bull iv. viii, To buy .. some
high-heads of the newest cut, for my daughters. 1713
ADDISON Spect. No. 323 p 7 At my toilette, tryxl a new head.

175* JOHNSON Rambler No. 191 F 9 Ladies . . asked me the

price of my best head. 1753 Miss COLLIER Art Torment.
i. ii. 70 note, Blushing is full as much out of date as high-
heads. 179* Northampton Merc. 20 Dec., The ladies now
wear the lappets to their gauze heads worked with aces of

spades, hearts, diamonds, and clubs, and call them quadrille
heads. 18.. MRS. MARKHAM fit'st.Frartcfxxxix. (1855)539.

b. A horse's headstall.

1897 Price List, Best Billeted Weymouth Heads and Reins,
with Noseband.. Double-Rein Snaffle Head and Reins.

6. I'enery* The '

attire
*

or antlers of a deer, roe-

buck, etc.

c 1420 Venery de T-wety in Rel. Ant. I. 151 He [a hartj
goth wexyng tyl he come to .xxxij. yere..his hed aftir that

tyme wexith no furthere. a 1547 SURREY Descr. Spring 6
The hart hath hung his old head on the pale. 1611 MARK-
HAM Countr. Cotttent. i. iv. (1668) 24 The Red Deer is said
the first year to have no head, tbid.^ Stags yearly cast
their Heads in March, April, May or June. 1674 N. Cox
GentL Recreat. (1677) 87 The Rain-deer., intrapped with
Nets . . by reason of his great.and spreading Head. 189*
Chamb. Jrtil. 14 May 318/2 The state of a deer's antlers,

by which his age is known, is spoken of as his
* head '.

b. Phr. Of thefirst head \ said of a deer, etc. at

the age when the antlers are first developed ; hence

fig* of a man newly ennobled or raised in rank.
c 14x0 Ventry de Twety in Rel. Ant. I. 151 The ,vj. yere

a hert at the fyrst hed . . for alleway we calle of the fyrst hed
. tyl that he be of .x. of the lasse. 1486 Bk. St. Albans
E iv b, Robucke of the first hede he is at the iiij. yere. 1509
BARCLAY Skyp ofFolys (1874) I. 36 A fox furred Jentelman :

of the fyrst yere or hede. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor.
439 Reproching him . . that he was a new upstart, and a
gentleman of the first head. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. n. v.

(1862) I. 329 The buck is called . . the fifth year, a buck of
the first head. 1824 SCOTT St. Rotian's xxxi, But here is

my lord, just upon us, like a stag of the first head.

7. Put for the person himself: a. in reference to

his mind or disposition (cf. 2 a), or to some quality
or attribute.

1551 T. WILSON Logike (1580) 88 b, Some heddes are
verie bolde to enter farther than witte can reache. 1573-80
BARET Alv. P 476 A pleasant companion, a merrie head.

1579 SPENSER Sheph. Cal. Gen. Argt., Sauing the leaue of
such learned heads, a 1635 NAUNTON Fragtn. Reg. (Arb.)
21 Pestered with the admission of too many young heads.

1794 Gouv. MORRIS in Sparks Life $ Writ. (1832) I. 424
Montesquieu .. is certainly one of their best heads. 1828
SCOTT F. M. Perth xv, The swaggering Smith, and one or
two other hot heads. 1840-1 DE QUINCEY Rhetoric Wks.
1862 X. 57 Different crowned heads .. bidding against each
other. 1887 P'CESS CHRISTIAN Mem. Margrav. Baireuth
281 Those wise heads came to the conclusion that there was

). in enumeration : An individual person. Per
head : for each person.
1535 COVERDALE i Chron. xiii. [xii.J 23 This is the nombre

of the heades harnessed vnto the warre which came to
Dauid vnto Hebron. Ibid. xxiv. [xxiii.] 24 Counted after
the nombre of y* names heade by heade. a 1687 PETTY
Pol. Arith. viii. (1691) 105 Forty Millions, that is t\l. per
Head. 1748 H. WALPOLE Lett, to Montagu xxx, A play at

Kingston, where the places are two-pence a head. 1847
MRS. SHERWOOD Life xxi. 355 An anna a head for each boy.
1869 FREEMAN Norm. Cony. III. xi. 57 Except by taking
the votes not by heads, but by tribes, cities, or cantons.



HEAD.

c. As a unit in numbering cattle, game, etc.

{ Plural, after a numeral, head.}

1513 DOUGLAS Mneis viii. i. 96 Wyth thretty heyd . . of

crysis syne. 1533 in Weaver Wells Wills (1890) 105, x hed

of shepe and lams. 1677 W. HUBBARD Narrative (1865)

II. 186 Thirteen Head of Neat Cattel were also killed by
them. 1772 Ann, Reg. 160/2 The low grounds were laid

under water, and many head of cattle drowned. 1856

OLMSTED Slave States 219 Next year, twenty head of

black men, direct from Africa, were landed from a Dutch

ship, in James River, and were immediately bought by the

gentlemen of the Colony. 1865 TROLLOPE Belton Est. xvi,

183 Every head of cattle about the place had died.

d. An indefinite number or collection of animals,

esp. of game.
1601 Death Earl of Huntington iv. ii. in Hazl. Dodsley

VIII. 292 This howling like a head of hungry wolves. 1852
C. W. H[OSKYNS] Talpa 5 Adapted for the. .accommodation
of a better and larger head of stock. 1862 Lond. Rev.
26 July 69 Everything has been lost sight of except the

possible head of pheasants to be bagged next Christmas.

1894 Times 16 Apr. 7/3 Shooting tenants ought to be obliged
to wire-in their woods where they kept a large head of

rabbits.

II. A thing or part of a thing resembling a head

in form or position.
8. The upper or principal extremity of various

things, esp. when rounded, projecting, or of some

special shape.
a. The striking or cutting part of certain weapons and

instruments (as distinct from the shaft or handle) : as of an

ax, spear, arrow, hammer, club, etc. b. The rounded or

knobbed extremity of a pin, nail, screw, etc., opposite to

the point. C. The extremity of a bone, at which it arti-

culates with another bone ; esp. when rounded. d. The
relatively fixed end of a muscle (usually consisting of a

tendon) by which it is attached to a bone ; the origin of

a muscle. (A muscle may have more than one head ; e. g.

the BICEPS.) e. The bulb at the end of a tube as in a

thermometer. (Cf. BOLTHEAD 2.) f. The rounded part of

a comet, comprising the nucleus and coma, as distinct from

the tail, g. Music. That part of a note (in modern nota-

tion round or oval) which determines its position on the

stave, as distinct from the stem or tail. fi. That_part_of
a lute, violin, etc. above the neck, in which the tuning-pins
are inserted ; usually of a rounded form, and often artisti-

cally carved. i. The upper end or point of a violin-bow ;

also, the projecting part at the handle end in which the

hairs are inserted. J. The upright timber of a gate at the

opposite end from the hinges (opposite to the heel\
',
each of

the two upright pieces at the ends of a hurdle. k. The
flat end of a barrel, cask, or similar vessel ; the mem-
brane stretched across the top or end ofa drum. tL The
capital of a column. Obs. m. The cover of an alembic or

crucible. n. A cover or hood for a carriage. O- A col-

lective trade-name for the larger plates of tortoiseshell

(usually thirteen) on the carapace of the hawk's-bili turtle.

(Cf. FOOT sb. 17.) p. The upper member or part of
various other things : see quots.
a. 13. . Coer de L. 2201 King Richard.. Let him make an

ax. .The head was wrought right wele ; Therin was twenty
pounde of stele. 4:1386 CHAUCER Sir Tlwpas 171 His spere
it was of fine Ciprees .. The heed ful scharpe ygrounde.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 1784 This arowe . . I anoon dide al my
crafte For to drawen out the shafte . . But in myn herte the

heed was lefte. a 1533 LD. BEKNERS Huon viii. 19 A spere
with a sharpe hed. 1545 ASCHAM Toxoph. (Arb.) 123 A
shaft hath three principall partes, the stele, the fethers, and
the head. 1556 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec* Oxford^248
The hedd of the mase fell of. 1562 [see HAMMER-HEAD x].

1611 BIBLE Deut. xix. 5 A stroke with the axe . . and the

head slippeth from the helue. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade,
Headt

. . the striking part of a hammer. 1896 PARK Golf
Gloss., Headt the lowest part of the golf-club.
b. 1542-3 Act 34 <5- 35 Hen. VIII, c. 6 Pinnes . . such as

. . haue the heads soudered fast to the shanke. 1565-73
COOPER Thesaurus s.v. Acrts, Thou hast hhte the

nayle
on

the heade. 1694 MOXON Meek. Exerc. 119 Those Chissels

Joyners use have their wooden heads made hollow to receive

the Iron Sprig, .to endure the heavy blows ofthe Mallet they
lay upon the head of the Chissel. Ibid. 157 That the Head
of the Rivet be on the outside. 1711 C. M. Lett, to Curat

83 Which drives the Nail to the Head. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat.
Hist. (1776) VII. 153 Little protuberances .. as large as a

pin's head. 1879 THOMSON & TAIT Nat. Phil. 1. 1. 424
Measured by means of a divided head fixed perpendicularly
to the screw at one end.
C. 1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., When a bone has a round

tip, or end, which advances, or projects forward . . it is called

the head of the bone. 1793-1804 J. Bzi,L,Anat. Hum. Body
(1829) I. 35 The head of each rib has . . a small articulating
surface. 1871 HUXLEY Vertebr. Anim. 155 Head of the

hyomandibular which articulates with the skull.

d. 1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl., Head is also used for the
extreme of a muscle, which is fastened or inserted into the

stable-bone. .The head of a muscle is always a tendon. 1877
ROSENTHAL Muscles

fy
Nerves (1881) 13 The ends are spoken

of as the head and tail, of the muscle.
6.

1664^
POWER Exp. Philos. 120 Take a long Tube, with

a Head like a Weather-Glass, onely open at both ends. 1665
R. HOOKE Microgr. Pref. C b, I prepare a pretty capaceous
Bolt-head . . with a small stem about two foot and a half

long, .and then fit the whole .. that almost half the head ..

may lye buried in a concave Hemisphere cut into the Board.
f. 1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl, s.v. Comet, Their tail is a very

thin, slender vapour, emitted by the head, or nucleus of the

comet. 1878 NEWCOMB Pop. Astron. in. v, Nucleus and
coma . .are together called tne head of the comet.

f. 1727-52 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Note
t
There are three

things to be considered in these [musical] notes : r. The
quantity, i.e. the size and figure, of the head. 2. The
quality, i. e. the colour, of the head ;

whether it be white or

black, or full or open. 1888 STAINKR& BARRETT Dict.Mus. T.

h. x6xi COTGR., loug .. the head of a Lute, Violl, etc.

1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., The head of a lute, theorbo, or

the like, is the place where the pins, or pegs, are screwed,
to stretch or slacken the strings.

i. 1836 DUBOURG Violin ix. (1878) 280 Their bend . . is so

141

regulated as to cause the nearest approach made by the

stick to the hair to be exactly in the middle, between the

head and the nut. 1879 GROVE Diet. Mus. I. 264 The bow
now [i3th c.] gradually loses more and more the actual

bow-shape ; the head is distinct from the stick,

j. 1641 BEST Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 15 Toa barre [=hurdle]

belongeth two heads . . into which the 4 spelles are to bee

putte. 1826 LorDON Eneycl. Agric. (1831) 500 When gates
are hung to open one way only, their heels and heads

generally rest against the hanging and falling post 1854

^Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XV. n. 251 The head, heel, and top
rail of a gate should be of oak.

k. 1390-1 in Exped. Earl Derby (Camden) 41 Hans Cou-

per pro barelhedes et pro imposicione eorundem in dictos

barellos, v scot. 1428 Surins Misc. 11888) 2 He opend ye
heued ofye other barell. 1567 GOLDING Ovid's Met. xn. 155 As
a man should pat Small stones vppon a dromslcts head. 1659
WII.LSFORD Scales Comm, 159 The diameter at the bung 30,

and at the head or either end 21 inches. 1691 RAY Creation

n. i 1701) 271 A membrane . . stretched like the head of a
drum. 1799 G. SMITH Laboratory I. 22 A paper cylinder
with two small heads or bases. 1833 MARRYAT Pacha, ii,

I was directed to take the head out of the cask.

1. 155* HULOET, Heade or chapiter of a pyller. 1660

BLOOME Arc/tit. A, The Corinthian head.

m. 1594 PLAT Jewett-ho. n. 3 Let the bucket, or cooler in

the head containe as much more colde water, as our ordi-

narie Limbecks doe. 1737-31 CHAMBERS Cyct. t
Alembic..

termi

Chynt. 1. 230
then set it on fire, and when its whole surface is lighted place
it under a large glass head. 1800 HENRY Epit. Chem. (1808)

91 An alembic of pure silver, furnished with a glass head.

H. 1794 W. FELTON Carriages (iSor) I. 202 Heads to

phaetons, &c. are found great conveniencies for sheltering
from the sun, wind, or rain. 1851 Voy. to Mauritius v. 174
A '

bogy
' a gig with a head but no back. 1868 RUMPF

Techn. Diet. s.v., Head of a carriage (covering which may
be taken down).
O. 1892 Chamb. Jrnl, 14 May 318/2.

p. i535CovERDALEi#y3x. 19 Yfl heade ofthe seate was

roundebehynde. x659WiLLSFORD Scales Cotnm., Archit. 30
A post with a turn'd or carv'd head. 1663 GERBIER Counsel
22 Cover the top of Chimneyes . . the smoake holes can be . .

made on the sraes of the heads of them. Ibid. 29 The
middle part of the head of the Windowes. 1706 PHILLIPS

(ed. Kersey), Head of an Anchor, the Shank or longest

part of it. 1848-52 Diet. Archit, IV. 34 Head ofa Down
Pipe, a sort of small cistern . . which receives the water

directly from the gutter and conveys it into the . . down
pipes. 1867 SMYTH Sailors Word-bk. s.v. Capstan, Cap-
sterns, .agree in having a horizontal circular head, which
has square holes around its edge, and in these long bars are

shipped. 1868 RUMPF Techn. Diet., Head, cap of a wind-

mill. 1869 SIR E. J. REED Shipbuild. 252 The rudder

generally tapers considerably from the head to the heel.

1886 BARING-GOULD Court Royal II. xxxii. 181 Captain
Otley . . put the silver head of his cane to his mouth. 1887
RUSKIN Prxterita II. viii. 271, 1 offered to design the entire

window head.

9. a. Any rounded or compact part of a plant,

usually at the top of the stem :

e.g. a compact mass of leaves (as in the cabbage and let-

tuce), of leaf-stalks (as in the celery), of flower-buds (as in

the cauliflower), or of flowers, esp. of sessile florets upon
a common receptacle, as in the Composite ( = CAPITULUM) ;

one of the young shoots of asparagus ; an ear of corn ;
the

'cap* or pileus of a mushroom, etc.; the capsule of the

poppy. Also applied to the compound bulb of garlic, and

formerly to a simple bulb, as in the onion.

c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 376 Nim bes leaces heafda and
dryg

swiSe. c 1440 Promp, Parv. 232/1 Heed of a garlek, lely,
orob

5e. c 1440 Promp, Parv. 232/1 Heed of a garlek, lefy,
iber lyke (HarL or of a leke), bulbus. 1565 J. SPARKE in

broad leaves and a great head. Ibid. 61 Garliche gr
both of the head and the seede, as the Onyon and other of

this kind dooth. i6ao VENNER Via Recta vii. 135 The
great, hard, and compacted heads of Cole, commonly called

Cabbage. 1665 R. HOOKE Microgr. 128 Resembling the

head of a mushroom, a 1697 AUBREY Wilts (1862) 198 The
mowers, .have always a pound of beefeand a head of garlick

every man. 1607 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. \. 425 Bearded Grain :

While yet the Head is Green, a 173* GAY (J.), How turneps
hide their swelling heads below, And how the closing cole-

worts upwards grow. 1794 MARTYN Rousseau's Bot. vi. 67
An aggregate or capitate flower, or a head of flowers. 1866

Treas. Bot. 842/2 A decoction of poppy-heads. 1880 GRAY
Struct. Bot.

y. 147 A Head or Capitulum is a globular
cluster of sessile flowers, like those of Red Clover.

b. The rounded leafy top of a tree or shrub.

1523 FITZHERB. Husb. 133 And euery bpughe wyll haue
a newe hede. 1596 SPENSER F. O. vii. vii. 8 Most dainty
trees, that . . seeme to bow their bloosming heads full lowe.

1713 J. JAMES tr. Le Blond's Gardening 157 Your Trees . .

should be cut.. by taking off their Heads. 1794 COWFBB
Needless Alarm n Oaks, .that had once ahead. 1861 Miss
PRATT Flower. PI. V. 80 A large tree., with a bushy head.

1O. A collection of foam or froth on the top of

liquor, esp. ale or beer.

i54> ASCHAM Toxofih. (Arb.) 117 Newe ale. .wil sone lease

his pith, and nis head, afore he be longe drawen on. 1707
MORTIMER Husb. \. (1708) 574 Stirring of it twice a day, and

beating down the Head or Yeast into it. 1760-72 tr. Juan
ft Ulloa's Voy. (ed. 3) I. 50 Palm-wine, .bears a greater
head than beer, and is of a very inebriating quality. 1810-

20 B. SILLIMAN Jrnl. TVap. (ed. 3) III. 89 The porter
drinkers of London reject the liquor unless it foams, or has
a /tead

t
as they call it.

b. A collection of cream on the surface of milk.

[1589 COGAN Haven Health cxcv. (1636) 179 Creame . . is

indeed the very head or heart of Milke.] 18^8 Jrnl, R.

Agric. Soc. IX. n. 480 The extent of surface in the large

milk-pans produces a large
' head ' of cream. 1888 EL-

WORTHY W. Somerset Word-bk. s. v.,
'

I ont break my head
vor nobody' meaning, now that the head or cream has

begun to rise, X will not disturb it. Mod. (Devonshire
Farmer's Wife) Would you prefer raw head or scald head ?

HEAD.

11. Various technical uses.

a. A bundle of flax or silk: see quots. b. Atileofhalf

the usual length, used at the eaves of a roof. O. Local

name for certain geological formations : see quots. a.

GoU-mim'nz. A rammer for crushing quartz. e. (fl.)

7V Afaitiif. (See quot.)
a. 1704 Diet. Rust., HeadofFlax, .signifies twelve Sticks

of Flax tied up to make a bunch. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet.

Trade, Head,..a bundle of flax measuring probably two
feet in length, and weighing a few pounds ;

in the North of

Europe 18 head of hemp or flax are about i cwt. 1876
TOLHAUSEN Teclui. Diet., Head of silk.

b. 1703 T. N. City S, C. Purchaser 165 Heads, . .a Term
used by Bricklayers, by which they mean i a Tile in length,
but to the full breadth of a Tile; these they use to lay at

the Eaves of a Roof.
Q. 1846 Jrnl. R. Agric. Sac. VII. H. 452 'Heads' or

prominent parts of the substratum of sand rising up through
the substratum of brick earth in the manner that

' heads of
marl

'

shoot up towards the surface. 1876 H. B. WOODWARD
Geol. Eng. (1887) 485 During later Tertiary times, a great
part of the country was dry land, and then no doubt much
'head' or suhaerial detritus was formed. 1883 GKIKIK
Text-Bk. Geol. in. n. ii. i. 340

' Brick-earth ',
' head

'

and
1 rain-wash

'

. . earthy deposits, sometimes full of angular
stones, derived from the subaerial waste of the rocks of the

neighbourhood.
d, 1890 Goldf. Victoria 7 Forty additional heads will be

shortly added to the crushing power, bringing the battery

up to sixty heads. 1896 Daily News u Mar. 11/5 The new
ten heads are running well, but the old lo-head mill has
been giving trouble.

e. 1879 CasselPs Techn. Educ. III. 98 (Tin-washing)
The rack or frame .. consists of a long table on a slight

incline down which the slimes are carried by
a gentle

stream of water . . The purest ore called
' heads collects at

the upper part of the table.

12. The top, summit, upper end (of an eminence,

or erection, as a pole, pile, mast, sail (cf. FOOT sb.

i8d), staircase, ladder, etc.).

a 1300 Cursor M. 16577 Apon be hefd o |>is rode, ouer.

thwart was don a brede. e 1415 Craft Kamlirynge (E.E.T.S.)

7 pen write be articulle bat is ten ouer );e figuris hed oftwene

as bus
*

. I54 RECORDE Gr. Aries 135 b, 30 is repre-

sented by the ioynynge together of y headdes of the fore-

most fynger and the thombe. 1548 Compl. Scot. vi. 51 Ane
man beand on the hede of ane hil. i6oa SHAKS. Ham. v. i.

276 The skyish head Of blew Olympus. i6a? CAPT. SMITH
Seaman's Gram. v. 19 The head of the fore top-Mast. 1711
W. SUTHERLAND Shipbuild. Assist. 114 The upper Part is

called the Head of the Sail. 171* J. JAMES tr. Le Blend's

Gardening 17 From the Head of these Steps you have

a general view of the Garden. 1797 MAD. D'ARBLAY Lett.

Dec., I then accompanied her to the head of the stairs.

x8xo SCOTT Lady ofL. i. i. But when the sun his beacon
red Had kindled on Benvoirlich's head. 1881 NARES Sea-

matiship (ed. 6) 9 Head.. 1hz upper end of a spar.

13. The top of a page or writing ; hence, Some-

thing, as a title, written at the top of a page, sec-

tion, etc. ; a heading.
1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary To Rdr. (1625) A iv, Peruse

58 Being . ,

Archil, a Contracted to heads in necessary particulars.

1685 LOCKE COTXW/.-/Y. Bk. Wks. 1812 III. 311 The heads

of tne class appear all at once, without the trouble of turning

over a leaf. 171* ADDISON Sfeet. No. 273 r 2 Without see-

ing his name at the head of it. a 1854 E. FORBES Lit.

Papers vii. (1855) 189 The heads ofchapters are ornamented

with artistic woodcuts. 1866 BRANDS & Cox Diet. Sc. etc.

II. 101 In Printing . . The divisions and subdivisions of a

work, when they are set in lines and chapters are also called

heads.

14. The maturated part of a boil, abscess, etc.,

at which it tends to break. Chiefly in phrases, as

to come to a head, to suppurate : see also 31.

1611 COTGR., Atontir, to wax ripe, or draw to a head, as

an impostume. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. in. 691 To lance

the Sore, And cut the Head. 1737 BRACKEN Farriery Imfr,

(1756) I. 15 Suppuration, or coming to a Head, as it is

vulgarly called. 1871 DIAZ IV. Henry <$ Lett. 134 Come
to a head like a boil or a rebellion.

15. The upper end of something on a slope or so

regarded; e.g. that end of a lake at which a river

enters it ;
the higher end of a valley, the inner ex-

tremity of a cave, gulf, etc.
;
that end of a bed,

grave, etc. towards which a person's head lies ;
that

end of a table at which the chief seat is (cf. 26).

847 Charter in O. E. Texts 434 Fram smalan cumbes

healde to grsewanstane. dago .J. Eng. Leg. I. 6/179 PC
heued of bis valeie. a. 1300 Cursor M. 17288+219 pat one at

be fote of be graf, pat other at the hede. c 1380 WVCLIK

Wks (1880) 49 Vndir here beddis hed. c 1400 MAUNDEV.

(Roxb.) xiii. 58 At be heued of bis see of Galile . .es a castell.

1548 HALL CAran., Hen. IV, 32 b, He caused his crowne to

be set on the pillowe at his beddes heade. 1676 WALTON
& COTTON Angler xx. (Chandos) 341 The head of the pond.

1786 MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary 17 July, I was offered the seat

. .at the head of the table. 1830 LYEIX Prine. Geol. I. 286

A point which must.. be considered the head of its delta.

1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. xiv. 98 A crevasse that extended quite

round the head of the valley. 1861 STANLEY Jew. Ch. (1877)

I. viii. 159 At the head of the Gulf.

16. spec. The source of a river or stream. Now
chiefly in FOUNTAIN-HEAD, q.v.

'375 BARBOUR Bruce n. 589 Till >ai come to be hed off lay.

1480 CAXTON Descr. Brit, o The riuers Seuarn and dee

almost to the heedes. 1538 LELAND Itin. (1768) II. 51 The
Hed of Isis in Coteswalde risith about a Mile a this side

Tetbyri. 1541 Act 33 Hen. VIII, c. 35 Cleane running

water, issuyng out of the heades of freshe springes. 1625

N. CARPENTER Geog. Del. n. ix. (1635) 142 Nilus in Africke

is thought to haue his first head in the mountames of the



HEAD.
Moone. 1718 WATTS Ps. cxiv. ti, Jordan beheld their

March and fled With backward Current to his Head. 1854

' Thames Head '

or
* the very head of Isis '.

b /?. Source, origin : usually FOUNTAIN-HEAD.

1548* CRAMMER Cateck. 206 b, The wel and heade, out of

the which al these euylle do spring is original synne. 1586
A. DAY Eng. Secretary n. (1625) 96, I will go to the head

of the matter. 17*0 WATERLANO Eight Senn. 112 By
referring all Things to one Head and Fountain. 1817
COLERIDGE Biog. Lit. 80 Acquiring facts at the fountain head.

17. A body of water kept at a height for supply-

ing a mill, etc. ; the height of such a body of water,
or the force of its fall (estimated in terms of the

pressure on a unit of area). Sometimes, the bank
or dam by which such water is kept up.
1480 CAXTON Chron. Ens. ccxxxvii. 261 Brekyng hir

fisshponde hedes and lete the water of hir pondes, stewes
and riuers renne out. 1530 PALSGR. 506/2, I damme or
make the heed of a water. 1563 Act 5 Eliz. c. 21 i Any
Hedd or Heddes, Dammeor Dammes,of any Pondes, Pooles,
Motes, Stanges, Steues, orseverall Pi ties. 1733 Royal Pro-

\

clam, in Lond. Gaz. No. 6135/2 Heads of Fish-Ponds,
j

1769 De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. I. 274 Here is a very large
Pond, or Lake of Water, kept up to an Head by a strong
Batire <fau, or Dam. 1791 R. MYLNE 2nd Rep. Thames >

15 Millers, .working their Heads of Water in a spendthrift
way. 1814 Gen. Kef. Agric. State Scotl. xiii. 4 II. 671 ,

Heads, or banks of earth, for the confinement of water in

artificial lakes or ponds. 1832 Examiner 289/1 He has
dammed the stream to give it nead. 1861 SIR W. FAIKBAIRN
Mills I. 178 The head of water is 132 feet. 1878 HUXLEY '

Physiogr. 181 At certain seasons the head of water attains
to as great a height as forty feet.

b. trans/. The difference of pressure (per unit of

area) of two columns of fluid (liquid or gaseous)
of different densities communicating at the base ;

the pressure (per unit of area) of a confined body
of gas or vapour.
1862 Times 27 Mar., The * Merrimac'. .made direct for

the 'Cumberland '

under a full head of steam. 1889
' MARK

TWAIN' Yankee at Crt. K. Arthur (Tauchn.) I. 141 By the
time I had got a good head of reserved steam on.

C. A high tidal wave, usually in an estuary ;
^=

BORE jtf.3 2, EAGRE.
1570 TarltotCs Jests App. 127 At twelve a clock at night,

It [the rushing river] flowJe with such a hed. 1807 SOUTHEY
Espriella's Lett. III. 380 The tide [in the Parrot] instead
of rising gradually, flows in a head. 1854 Jrnl. R. Agric.
Soc. XV. i. 5 [The] river came down with a ' head

'
similar to

the tidal phenomenon on the Severn.

d. Founding. (See quots.)
1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trotte^ Feedert

. .a, large head or

supply of fluid iron to a runner or mould in heavy castings.

1867 GWILT Archit. 2265 h, Cannon, pipes, columns,
j

&c., are stronger when cast in a vertical than in a hori-
j

zontal position, and stronger still when provided with a '

head or additional length, whose weight serves to compress
the mass of iron in the mould below it. 1869 [see DEAD-

j

HEAD 2]. 1884 KNIGHT Diet. Meek. Suppl., fftad
t
over 1

the thickest part of heavy castings, a large flow-gate or ;

riser for the metal is placed. Through this the contracting
mass below is fed from time to time with hot metal, while
a boy keeps the head open with a feeding or working rod.

18. The foremost part or end ;
the front. (See

also AHEAD.)
a. The front of a procession, army, or the like.

c 1205 LAY. 8671 per com Julius teon forn a^aeien heore
harued. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce ix. 610 And syne schir

;

Kduardis cumpany . . Set stoutly in the hedis agane. 1618
BOI.TON Floras iv. ii. (1636) 288 Caesar .. ranne like a mad-

j

man into the head of the battell. 1796 Instr, <y Reg. Cavalry \

(1813) 116 If gradual and inconsiderable changes of direction
,

are to be made during the march of the column, the head
will, on a moveable pivot, effect such change. 1863 KING-
LAKE Crimea I. xiv, The head of the vast column of troops.

b. The front, outer or projecting end of a forti-

fication, a pier, etc.

1706 PHILLIPS led. Kersey), Head ofa Work (in Fortif.^
the Front of it next the Enemy, and farthest from the Body
of the Place. 1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. t Head of the Cam

j>
is the front, or foremost part, of the ground an army is ;

encamped on ; or that which advances most towards the

field, or enemy. 1758 BORLASE Nat. Hist. Corn-wall iv. 53
The

Seyn-bpats, riding at the head of the pier. 1823 CRABB
Technol. Diet., Head \Gunn.\ the fore part of the cheeks
of a gun or howitz carriage.

c. The front part of a plough which bears the
I

share. (Cf. plough-tail^
1842-4 H. STEPHENS Bk. Farm (1871) I. 76 The attach-

ment of the sock is with the lower end of the head of the

plough. Ibid.
4JJ8,

I caused to be fitted to the plough . . a
shifting head with unequal sides. 1844 London s Encycl.
Agric. 391 The materials with which ploughs are constructed
is, generally, wood for the beam and handles, cast iron
for the head.

1 19. The beginning (of a word, writing, etc.).
b. Astral. The commencement of a zodiacal sign,
i.e. the point where the sun enters it. Obs.
1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 486 E es Je first letter and J>e

hede Of l>e name of Eve. 1382 WYCLIF Ps. xxxix. 8 [xl. 7]
In the hed of the boc it is write of me, that I do thi wil.
c 1391 CHAUCER Astral, i. 17 In this heued of cancer is the
grettest declinacioun northward of the some. 1816 SCOTT
Antiq. xxi, 'When she [the moon] is in her fifteenth man-
sion, which mansion is in de head of Libra.'

20. The thick end of a chisel or wedge, opposite !

to the edge.
1793 SMEATON Edystone L. 238 [see 46]. A&Ckamben?

fnfoi in II. 24 Here the wedge is seen to taper from a thick
end or head, .to a thin edge or point.

142

21. The fore part of a ship, boat, etc. ; the bows.
1485 A'arat Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 50 Sheves of Iren in

the bote Hcde. 1582 N. LICHEFIELD tr. Castanheda's Com/.
E. Ind. xxx. 73 b, The Shippes laye with their beake heads
close to the same [land]. 1697 DRYDLN Virg. AZneid vi. 4
They turn their heads to sea, their sterns to land. 1795
NELSON in Nicolas Disp. (1846) VII.

p. xxx, We are getting
on very fast with our caulking ; our nead is secured. 1834
M. SCOTT Cruise Midge vi. 11867) 108 We were riding with
our head up the river. 1847 GROTE Greece (1862) III. xxxviii.

fj4
They were moored by anchors head and stern. 1867

MYTH Sailor's Word-bk.> Head, . . the whole fore-part of
a ship, including the bows on each side.

b. Phrases. By fawn by] the hea*ij with the

head lower in the water than the stern ; hence Jig.

(slang)y slightly intoxicated, fleadon, with the head

pointed directly towards something : see ON adv.

1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine U u iv, The vessel is too
much by the head. Ibid. (1789), Orser, to row against the

wind, or row head-to-wind. 1860 Times 17 Dec. 10/5 He
said he was a little

by_
the head, but not drunk. 1894 HALL

CAINE Manxman v. iii, The boat was brought head to the
wind.

c. spec. The work fitted in front of the stem in

some (mostly obsolete) types of ships, including the

knee of the head, the figure-head, rails, etc. Also
used simply for FIGURE-HEAD.
1676 Lend. Gaz. No. 1130/4 A square stern'd Sloop with

a Deck, a small Head, and the Figure of a Cat thereon.

1703 Ibid. No. 3968/1 The Privateer . . carried away her
Head and Boltsprit. 17x1 W. SUTHERLAND Skipouild.
Assist. 161 Head ofa. Skip, that part which is fasten'd to

the Bow or foremost part of the Ship without-board. 1804
A. DUNCAN Mariner's Chron. Pref. 19 A Head is an orna-
mental figure erected on the continuation of a ship's stem.
c 1850 Ritdint. Navig. (Weale) 123 Head . . particularly

applied to all the work fitted afore the stem, as the figure,
the knee, rails, etc. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-hk., Heati,
. . in a confined sense that part on each side of the .stem

outside the bows proper which is appropriated to the use of
the sailors for wringing swabs, or any wet jobs.

22. A projecting point of the coast, esp. when of

considerable height ; a cape, headland, promontory.
Now usually in place-names.
c 1155 NewminsterCartul. (Surtees) 45 Uscjue ad Gladene-

hefde. 1461 Liber Pluscardensis ix. xxxiii, Apud locum

?ui
Sanct Abbis Heid vocatur. 1577-87 HOLINSHED Chron.

. 5/1 The name of an head of land in Britaine called

Promontorivm Herculis. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. <$ Cl. m. vii.

52 Our ouer-plus of shipping will we burne, And with the
rest full mann'd, from th* head of Action Beate th' approach-
ing Cxsar. 1845 MACAULAY Annada 38 High on St.

Michael's Mount it shone : it shone on Beachy Head. 1893
W. T. WAWN S. Sea Islanders 162 Hardly were we within
the ' Heads ', when the wind dropped.

b. A projecting point of a rock or sandbank.

1775 ROMANS Hist. Florida App. 34, i J miles E. from the
land are a parcel of dangerous sunken heads called the Hen
and Chickens. 1846 M^CULLOCH Ace. Brit. Empire (1854)
I. 61 The Bunt Head, on the west side [of the Goodwin
Sands] is very dangerous.
23. Coal-mining. An underground passage or

level for working the coal : = HEADING 1 1.

1664 POWER Exp. Philos. 177 If a Pistol be shot off in a
head remote from the eye of a pit, it will give but a little

report. 1894 Times 15 Aug. 13/3 He knew that gas existed
in one of the heads, and fences were placed there to indicate
that it was dangerous.
24. An end, extremity (of anything of greater

length than breadth). Obs. exc. in certain special

uses, as of a stone or brick in a building (cf. HEADER
5), or of a bridge.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 1672 At the tother hede of J>e halle was

.. A wonderfull werke. 1:1400 MAUNDKV. (1839) xxii. 242
His Lund, .durethe so ferre, that a man may not gon from
on Hed to another, nouther be See ne Lond, the space of

7 }eer. 145* in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 336 [A
messuage] abbuttyng at the one heved

vpon
the high strete

and at the other heved vpon the said College. x6aa Ibid. II.

74 The east hed abutting upon the strete and the west hed

upon the buildings belonging to Katherine Hall. 1703!'. N.

City ($ C. Purchaser 29 If a Barn consist of a Floor, and 2

Heads, where they lay Corn, they say a Barn of 2 Bays. 1735

J. PRICE Stone-Br. Thames 4 A House on each Head of the

Bridge . . to receive the Toll. 1793 SMEATON Edystone L.
82 Two Headers or bond pieces ; whose heads being cut

dove tail-wise, adapted themselves to and confined in the

stretchers. 1843 MACAULAY Lays Anc. Rome, Horatius
xxxv, As that great host, with measured tread . . Rolled

slowly towards the bridge's head.

III. Various figurative uses arising from pre-

ceding senses.

25. A person to whom others are subordinate ;

a chief, captain, commander, ruler, leader, prin-

cipal person, head man.
^897 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. xvii. 112 Da icSeResette

eallum Israhelum to heafde. c 1100 O. E. Chron. an. 1087
Hine be waes atrur heafod to bam unra;de. iaooORMiN362
He wass Preost Ha^fedd off alle preostess. a 1240 Saivles

Wardevci Cott. Horn. 247 J>at heaued frof is be feont [fiend].

a 1300 Cursor M. 17288+172 He ordend him hede of heli

kirk. <:i33o R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 2, I rede we chese a

bede, J?at vs to werre kan dight..For werre withouten hede
is not wele, we fynde. 1:1380 WYCI.IF Sel. Win. III. 339
Heed of Jris Chircbe is Crist, bofce God and man. c 1460
FORTESCUE Abs. fy Lim. Man. xv, Thai all haue an hed, or

a cheef to rule }?e counsel!. 1521 FISHER Wks. 11876) 314
The heed of the vnyuersall chirche is the pope. 1532-3
Act 24 Hen, VIII^ C. 12 Preamb., This Realme of Eng-
lond is an Impire .. governed by oon Supreme heede and

King. 1579 SPENSER Sheph. Cal. June 83 The soueraigne
head Of shepheards all. 1667 MILTON/*. Z.. ix. 1155 Why
didst notthou the Head, Command me absolutely not logo?
1686 J. DL-NTON Ltttjr. NnvEng. (1867) 106 Madam Bnck

HEAD.
is a Gentlewoman whose Head [i. e. Husband] has been cut
off, and yet she lives and walks. 17*5-51 CHAMBERS Cycl.
s.v., A dean is the head of his chapter. 1793 A. HAMILTON
ll'ks. (i88ti)VIZ. 71 The President and heads of departments
ought to be near Congress. 1838 PKESCOTT Fcrd. fy Js.

(18431 ! >v- 198 The head of the house of Mendoza. 1888
BBYCE Amer. Commit. I. v. 47 That a single head is not

necessary to a republic might have been suggested to the
Americans by.. ancient examples.

b. spec. The master or principal of a college or
* house

'

in a university; also short for HKAH-
MASTEB.
1565 in Strype Parker (1821) III. 127 All Heddes, and all

other Scholers . . shal weare in ther cherches or chappels . .

surplesses and hodes. 1576 in Nichols Progr. Q. Eliz. 11823)

II.iuThesaidVice-chauncelorandheddsofColledges. 1583
Ibid, 406 Reverend Doctors and heads ofhouses all on horse-
backe. 1631 T. ADAMS in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden* 147
From the Vice-Chancellour and Heads of your famous Uni-

versity. 1705 HEAHNE Collect. 7 Sept. (O. H. S.) I. 42 He
never knew any Fellow turn'd out in the Heads Absence.
1780 V. KNOX Lib. Educ. (R.), In the presence of heads of

houses, public officers, doctors, and proctors. 1847 TENNY-
SON Princ. iv. 360 Delivering seal'd dispatches which the
Head Took half-amazed. 1889 A. R. HOIE in Boy's Own
Paper^ 3 Aug. 697/3 Who could . . mix on equal terms with
those ineffable beings the head's daughters.

c. A collection of persons holding a position of

command or leadership ;
in quot. 1665, translation

of CAPUT 3, q.v.
*66s J- BUCK in Peacock Stat. Cambridge (1841) App. B

66 The V. C. readeth all the graces, some one of the Head
holding the Posers Bill to stay those whose names are not in

the said Bill.

d. Applied to things or places : The chief city,

capital ; the chief or most excellent part.
c 893 K. ALFRED Ores. ii. i. 3 Sameramis. -Setimbrede (?a

burg Babylonie, to bon J?zt heo ware heafod ealra Asiria.

1340 HAMTOLE Pr. Consc. 4081 Bygyn at Rome; For it es
heved of all cristendome. 1480 CAXTON Descr. Brit. 18 This
Cite was hede and chief Cytc of alle Venedocia. 1589
COGAN Haven Health cxcy. (1636) 179 Creame . . is indeed the

very head or heart of Milke. 1611 BIBLE Jsa. vii. 8 The
head of Syria is Damascus.

26. Position of leadership, chief command, or

greatest importance ; chiefly in phr. at (f in) the

head of. (Sometimes with mixture of sense 18 a.)
a 1300 E. E. Psalter xvii[i], 44 (Matz.) pou sal In heved of

genge me set withal. (1x400 Relig. Pieces fr. Thornton
Jt/S. (1867) 5 Oure gastely ffadire >at hase heuede of vs.

"563-87 FOXE A. fy M. (1841) I. 341 Thus Rome first began
to take a head above all other churches. 1599 Broughloii's
Let. ix. 32 To keepe their wiues from soueramtie, and not
suffer them . . to take head and ouerrule. 1636 MASSINGER
Bashf. Lover \. ii, Tho

1

you charged me I' the head of your
troops. 1663 H. MORE Philos. Writ. Pref. Gen. (1712) 23
Certain opinions of his. .in the head of which he names this

of the Prae-existence of the Soul. 1678 LADY CHAWORTH in

I2/A Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 51 Having such a Prince
as the Duke of Yorke at the head of our Armies. 1735-8
BOLINCBROKE On Parties 22 Some leading Men . . who
thought it better to be at the Head of a Sect, than at the
Tail of an Establishment. 1845 M. PATTISON Ess. (1889) I.

7 At the head of the class of the pictorial historians stands

Augustin Thierry. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vii. II. 166
At twenty-one . . he was placed at the head of the administra-
tion. 1894 H. DRUMMOND Ascent Man 143 Anatomy places
Man at the head of all other animals that were ever made.

b. Head of the river (in Bumping races) : the

position of being first boat ; also said of the boat,

crew, or college, which gains this position in a race

or series of races, such as the Oxford '

Eights '.

1853 C. BEDE Verdant Green x, The placing ofthe Brazen-
face Doat at the head of the river. 1897 Whitaker*s Aim.
632/1 On the first night New College bumped Magdalen
and went head of the river.

27. One of the chief points of a discourse; the

section of it pertaining to any such point ; hence,
a point, topic; a main division, section, chapter of

a writing ; a division of a subject, class, category.
(Partly arising from sense 13, and often associated with it,

as in the phr. under this liead.}

(-1500 Melusine xxiv. 185 This gentylman thanne reherced
to them fro hed to hed . . all thauenture of theire vyage.
1573-80 BARET Alv. H 271 Set this on my head in your
booKe, or write that you haue lent it, or deliuered it to me.

1607 SHAKS. Timon in. v. 28 As if they labour'd To bring
Man-slaughter into forme, and set Quarrelling Vpon the head
of Valour. 163* J. LEE Short Surv. A iij, The Contents or

principal! heads handled in this whole Discourse. 1652
GATAKER Antinom. 5 We were acknowledged to agree in

those two heds. 1725 DE FOE Voy. round Jflpr/rf (1840) 209
He made me many compliments upon that head. 1773
GOLUSM. Stoops to Cong. ii. (Globe) 653/2 Make yourself

easy on that head. 1838 THIRLWALL Greece IV. xxxii. 241
The accusation comprised several heads. 1849 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. I. 306 The expenditure under this head must
have been small indeed. 1868 HELPS Realmah xv. 11876)

411, I have very little to say upon this head. x875 /JowETT
Pluto III. 603 The heads of our yesterday's discussion.

28. Turning of the head, backward change of

the course :
= HEADING vbl. sb. 4. ? Obs.

1607 TOPSELL Fonr-f. Beasts (1658) 208 The wandring
hares, .making heads upon the plain ground, to the confusion

of the dogs. Ibid. 2 1 1 In her course she taketh not one way,
but maketh heads like labyrinths to circumvent and trouble

the Dogs. 1798 Sporting Afag:\l. 3 After much manoeuvring,
heads and doubles, as well as equally good racing in view,
she [the hare] was killed in the rickyard of the Sun Inn.

29. Advance against opposing force
;
resistance

;

insurrection : in certain phrases, as to make or gain
heat? (see 52); to bear or keep head against ^ to

resist successfully, hold one's own against.



HEAD.

*597 T)AN 'KL Civ. Wars ii. xi, If any hardier than the rest

. .oner head that idle fear to stay. 1602 SHAKS. Hani. iv. v.

101 Young Laertes, in a Riotous head, Ore-beares your
Officers. 1612 HAYWARD Ann. Eliz. (Camden) 43 Unable. .

to heare head against this storme. 1806-7 J- BERESFORD
Miseries Hunt. Life (1826) i. Introd., This (

gypsy-jargon
'

. .Which is gaining head upon us every hour. 1818 KEATS
Isabella xxvii, The bream Keeps head against the freshets.

f 3O. A body of people gathered ; a force raised,

esp. in insurrection. (See also to make a. head,

52 b.) Obs.

1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. iv. iv. 63 The Gothes have gather'd
head. 1596 i Hen. IV, i. Hi. 284 To saue our heads, by
raising of a Head. 1631 GOUGE God^s Arrows \. 69. 115
Korah . impudently gathered an head against Moses and
Aaron. 1661 PEI-YS Diary 8 Jan., Some talk to-day of a
head of Fanatiques that do appear about Barqett.

31. Issue, result ; conclusion, summing up; cul-

mination, crisis; maturity; pitch, height; strength,

force, power (gradually attained) : in various

phrases, as to come, grow^ gather to a head ; to

bring, draw to a head ; to gather head.

App. a blending of various senses : often, in reference to

evils, consciously fig. from 14. Cf. also F. i>enir a ckeft
mettre <l chef, and the derivative, achever, ACHIEVE.

1340 Ayenb. 183 He yetj? red huerby me com|? to guode
heauede and to guode ende of bet me nimj> an hand. 1579
GOSSON Sen. Abuse (Arb.) 31 Sith these abuses are growne
too head and sinne so rype. 1596 SPENSER State fret. Wks.
(Globe) 673/2 To keepe

them from growing to such a head.

1598 HAKLUYT Voy. I. 56 To take away the head or force
from the fire. 1614 BP. HALL Recoil. Treat. 166 There
(which is the heade of all

thy felicitie,) thine eyes shall see
him whom now thine heart fongeth for. 1662 PEPYS Diary
31 Oct., Some plots there hath been, though not brought
to a head. 1678 LITTLETON Lat. Diet. s. v., To draw to a
head, or to sum up, recapitulor, in sumtnam colligo. 1771
WESLEY Wks. (1872) VI. 156 Vice is risen to such a head,
that it is impossible to suppress it. 1814 SCOTT Ld. of Isles

in. ix, Where valiant Lennox gathers head. 1855 PRF.SCOTT

Philip II, I. n. vi. 207 Religious troubles in France had
been fast gathering to a head. 1878 Bosw. SMITH Carthage
281 The revolt of Sardinia was stamped out before it came
to ahead. 1887 T. HARDY Woodlanders I. ix. 168 It might
bring things to a head, one way or the other. 1888 R. F.

HORTON Insplr. $ Bible vi. (18891 170 But it is time to
draw to a head this somewhat lengthened discussion.

IV. Phrases.
* With a preposition.

32. At or in the head of: see sense 26.

f 33. Of one's own head. Out of one's own
thought, device, or will; of one's own accord,

spontaneously. Obs. or arch.

1375 HARBOUR Bruce ii. 121 Tak him as off thine awyne
heia, As I had gevyn thar-to na reid. 1420 in Ellis Orig.
Lett. Ser. m. I. 69, I of myn owne heuede have wryte vn to

hym a lettre. 1548 HALL Ckron., Hen. VIII, 27 The master

carpenter would woorke all of his awne hedde without coun-

sayll. 1613 SIR H. FINCH Law (1636) 181 He that entereth
into land of his owne head, and receiueth the profits of it.

1687 WOOD Life 30 May, The Bishop sent it of his owne head.

1775 SHERIDAN Rivals v. iii, It [the pistol] may go off of its

:o give you all this i

head, that would be arrogance.

own head
not propose to

1800 T. JEFFERSON Writ. (1859) fV73, I do
"ve you all this trouble merely of my own

1831 LAMB Elia Ser. n.

ews. 35 Yrs. Ago, He never went in of his own head.

34. Off one's head. Out of one's mind or wits,

crazy, colloq.

<zi&45 HOOD Turtles iti, He 'was off his head*. 1872
BLACK Adv. Phaeton xiii. 177 He is off his head: he does
not know what he says. 1883 M. PATTISON Mem. (1885) 156
One poor girl went off her head in the midst of all.

35. On or upon . . head.
a. On one's head', said of evil, vengeance, etc.,

or of blessing, etc. figured as falling or descending
upon a person ; also of guilt,

( blood
'

(see BLOOD
sb. 3c), or responsibility of any kind, figured as

resting upon him.

[c8>5 Vesp. Psalter vii. 17 Sie ^ecerred sar his in heafde
his.J 13.. Coer de L. 1732 On his head falleth the fother.

1388 WYCLIF Josh. ii. 19 The blood of hym schal be on his

heed, that goith out at the dore of thin hows. 1598 SHAKS.
Merry IV. n. i. 191 What hee gets more of her then sharpe
words, let it lye on my head. 1611 Wint. T. v. iii. 123
You Gods looke downe, And from your sacred Viols poure
your graces Vpon my daughters head. 1735 POPF, Prol.
Sat. 348 The distant threats of vengeance on his head. 1869
FREEMAN Norm. Cong. III. xii. 253 If Harold sinned, his

guilt was on his own head.

*(
to. On ones mvn head= of one's own head, 33.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr, Cause. 8874 Yhit wille I ymagyn, on
myne awen hede, Ffor to gyf it adescripcion. iS79ToMSON
Calvin** Serm. Tim. 1/2 That he [S. Paul] thrust not in

himselfe, vppon his owne head, but that he was appointed of
God. 1656 BRAMHALL Replic. iii. 133 If the persons so
banished will return on their own heads, a 1667 JER. TAYLOR
Serm. Titus ii. 7-8 Wks. 1831 IV. 17^ Let no man. on his
own head, reprove the religion that is established by law.

1707 VttiwtoPeterborffufs Cond. Sp. 123 He had quitted the

army in discontent and upon his own head.

t C. On head : Straight forward
; towards the

front, or in front ; AHEAD. Obs.

1579 GOSSON Sck. Abuse (Arb.) 44 It runnes on head. 1590
SPENSER Muiop. 420 Some vngracious blast . . perforce him
[the butterfly] droue on hed. 1672 H. SAVILE Engagem.
w. Dutch. Fleet 4 Sir F. Holies in the Cambridge, came . .

on Head of us. 1708 MOTTEUX Rabelais iv. Ixiii. 11737) 256
We were becalm'd, and could hardly get o* head. 1741
Compl. Fam.-Piece n. i. 288 To make forth on Head.

t d. On (upon) head (a, the head} : Headlong,
precipitately, hastily, rashly, inconsiderately. Obs.

ifiSS W. WATREMAN Fardle Facions i. iii. 36 Roilyng and

rowmyng vpon heade, heather and thether. 1565-73 CooruR

143
\

Thesaurus^ Abntptnm ingeninvt, a rashe braine that doth
all things on heade. 1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 129 So
went Lucius upon a head to present battle to the Enemy.
1622 BACON Hen. F//, Wks. 1825 III. 306 Rebels contrari-
wise run upon an head together in confusion, 1674 N. Cox
Genii. Rccrcat. (1677) 207 The Faulcon. .is apt presently to

fly on head at the check.

36. Out of one's own head. From one's own
mind, imagination, or invention. (Somewhat colloq.}
1719 DF, FOE Crusoe 11. xii, It came from you, and not out

of my own head. 1875 JOWETT J'lato (ed. 2) I. 288 Were
not all these answers given out of his own head?
37. Over . . . head.

a. Over one's head, up aloft ; cf. OVERHEAD.
1590 SPENSER F. Q. u. ix. 46 The roofe hereof was arched

over head. 1704 ADDISON Italy (1733) 278 Bridge . . coped
over Head. 1768 J. BYRON Narr. Patagonia (ed. 2) 188 It

was dry over head. 1834 M. SCOTT Cruise Midge viii. (1867)

134 A faint distant strain of solemn music seemed now to

float over head.

b. To such a depth that the head is submerged.
1653 BAXTER Wore, Petit. Def. 35 That silly women shall

be dipt over head in a Gumble-stool for scolding?
c. 0Mr(ooe*ft) head: lit. above one, e.g. in the

sky or air, or affording shelter ; also of something
(e.g. waves) rising and overwhelming one

; hence

fig. of danger or evil impending, or of some over-

whelming or oppressive force.

1530 PALSGR. 595/2 They have jombled so over my heed
to nyght I coulde nat slepe. 1568 GRAFTON Chron, II. 2

The daungers hangyng over theyr heades. 1816 SCOTT
Antiq, xli, Dinna be cast down there's a heaven ower

Cr
head. 1883 MRS. HUNGERFORD Rossmoyne III. v. 156

i will have the roof burned over your head one of these
dark nights. 1886 Casselts Mag. Dec. 12 That the father

and child might have a roof over their heads.

d. Over (some one's) head : passing over (a

person) who has a prior right, claim, etc. ; said

esp. in reference to the promotion of a person into

some position above another who is considered to

have a better right to it.

c8as Vesp. Ps. Ixv[i]. 12 Du onsettes men ofer heafud ur.

1550 LEVER Senn. (Arb ) 142 They take one anothers ferme
ouer their heades. 1635 R. N. Camdens Hist. Eliz. an. 7.

i. 59 [He] devorcing his first wife, marryed over her head m
her life time, a 1661 FULLER Worthies (1840) I. vi. 25 The
younger being often brought over the head of the elder to
be principal. 1887 Times 31 Oct. 9/3 It is no compliment
. . that an ex-diplomatist should be chosen for promotion
over their heads.

e. Over (one's') head: (of time) past, over.

1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 24 Persuade your self, .that
her uttermost houre passed over head. 1634 RUTHERFORD
Lett. (1862) I. 141 When all these strokes are over your
head, what will ye say to see your wellbeloved. 1708
BURNET Lett. (ed. 3) 118, I have now another Month over

my Head. 1755 RAMSAY Ep. to J. Clerk 69 Now seventy

years are o'er my head. 1886 H. SMART Outsider I. ii. 26
Ere many more days were over her head I

f. Over (one's) head: beyond one's comprehen-
sion or intellectual capacity (cf. sense 2 a;.
1622 BACON Holy War Ep. Ded. Misc. Wks. (1629) 86

It flies too high ouer Mens Heads. 1837 LYTTON E.
Maltrav. (1886) in Talking over the heads of the company.
1886 H. SMART Outsider II. ii. 20 Welstead quickly became
cognizant that his wife was over his head.

38. To (one's) head. To one's face ; directly to

the person himself. Obs. exc. dial.

1603 SHAKS. Meas. for M. iv. iii. 147 And to the head of

Angelo Accuse him home and home. 1607 T. ROGERS 39
Art. Pref. 5 31 (1625) The 22. .Brethren tell K.James to his

head, how the Subscription, .is more then theLawrequireth.
a 1825 FORBY Voc. E. Anglia s. v., We say,

'
I told him so

to his head
',
not to his face, which is the usual phrase.

** With another substantive.

39. Head and ears.

a. By the heaii and ears : roughly, violently, as

one drags a beast ; see EAR j^. 1 i c. (Cf. 47 a.)

1590 NASHE PasquiVs Apol. \. C b, They have all vowed
to hale thee out of thy trenches by the head and eares.

i 1873 Punch 17 May 200 An.. utterly irrelevant story, lugged
1

In by head and ears.

b. Over head and ears : completely immersed
;

also_/f. deeply immersed or involved (e.g. in love,
in debt). Rarely head and ears.

1530 PALSGR. 725/2 He souced him in the water over heed
and eares. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 353 That Man. .

should lye . . and shrowde himselfe, head and eares, in

slouthfulnesse. 1581 MULCASTER Positions xxvii. (1887) 104
To dippe their new borne children into extreme cold water
ouer head and eares. 1663, 1768 [see EAR sb.^ ic], 1665
MANLEY Grotiits* Low C. IVarres 875 The Commonwealth
. . would run over head and ears in debt. 1690 W. WALKER
Idiomat. Anglo-Lai. 233 He is over head and ears in love.

1749 FIELDING Tom Jones w. iii, The poor lad plumped over
head and ears into the water. 1867 TROLLOPE Ckron. Barset
II. liii. 103 You are over head and ears in debt.

TI Also corruptly head over ears (cf.
' head over

heels', 44 b).

1887 CAROLINE FOTHERGILL Enthusiast II. 95 He was
head over ears in debt when he married her,

40. Head . . . foot.

a. From head to foot : all over the person ; fig.

completely, thoroughly,
' all over '. (Also head to

foot, head andfoot.}
a 1300 Cursor M. 16435 Fra tb-6 hefd vnto Je fote, Oueral

|>e mod vte-wrang. 1382 WYCLIF Lev. xiii. 12 If . . the

rennynge lepre . . couer al the flesh, fro the heed vnto the
feet. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. i. ii. 228 Ham. From top to toe ?

Both. My Lord, from head to foote. Ibid. n. ii. 478 Head to
foote. 1768-71 H, WALPOLE l''ertue's Anecd. Paint. (1786)

HEAD.
II. 188 He.. leaves, .to Lord Rothes the King's picture from
head to foot. 1784 R. I!A(;E Bat-ham Downs I. 26^ He
overthrew it head and foot. 1886 TENNYSON Promise of
May in, A gentleman? . . That he is, from head to foot.

t b. Neither head norfoot :
=- * neither head nor

tail ', 48. Obs.

1563-87 FOXE A. $ M. (1837-41) V. 479 When the bishop
..looked on the writing, he pushed it from him, saying,
1 What shall this do? It hath neither head nor foot '. 1566
GASCOICSE Supposes n. i. (D.), I find neither head nor foot
in it.

41. Head and front. A Shaksperian phrase, orig.

app. denoting
'

summit, height, highest extent or

pitch' (cf. 12,31); sometimes used by modern
writers in other senses.

1604 SHAKS. Oth. i. iii. 80 It is most true : true I haue
married her; The verie head, and front of my offending,
Hath this extent ; no more. 1813 SCOTT Let. to J. Ballan-
tyne 25 July in Lock/tart, The head and front of your
offending is precisely your not writing explicitly. 1888
BURGON Lives 12 Gd. Men II. xii. 375 He was the head and
front of every movement for good in his neighbourhood.
42. Head of hair. The covering or growth of

hair on the head, esp. when long or copious. (See 4.)
1586 J. HOOKER Girald. Irel, in Holinshed (1808) VI. 328

This head of haire they call a glibe. i6oa MARSTON Ant. $
Mel. in. Wks. 1856 I. 36, 1 have a good head of haire. 1717
LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. toC'tess Mar i Apr., 1 never
saw in my life so many fine heads of hair. 1859 JEPHSON
Brittany viii. 131 It was a head of hair more than a yard
long, .which he had bought.

t 43. Head to head. Face to face
;

in private
conversation. (F. tete-a-tete.} Obs. rare.
c 1728 EARL OF AILESBURY Mem. (i8o) 595 An account of a

long discourse. . I had head to head with the Baron of Rens-
woode. 1858 HOGG Life Shelley II. 453 Head to head, as
the French have it, he was by no means silent.

44. Head . . . heel.s.
a. From head to heel \ = from head to foot, 403.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 7720 Fro be hede to J>e hele herit as
a capull ! 1781 COWPER Anti-Thelyphtkora. 184 So polished
and compact from head to heel. 1843 MACAULAY Lays Anc.
Rotne^ Regillits xxiii, And many a curdling pool uf blood

Splashed him from heel to head. 1847 TENNYSON />/<:. v.

29 Disprinced from head to heel. 1886 MRS. HUNGERFORD
Lady Branksmere i. iv. 96 A tall figure . .clothed from head
to heel in sombre garments.

b. Head over heels : a corruption of heels over

head-, frequent in modern use : see HEEL s&. 1

1771 Contemplative Man I. 133 He gave [him] such a
violent involuntary kick in the Face, as drove him Head
over Heels. 1840 THACKERAY Paris Sk.-bk. (1869) 32 Why
did you . . hurl royalty . . head-over-heels out of yonder
Tuileries' windows? 1887 RIDER HAGGARD Jess i. 4 Away
he went head-over-heels like a shot rabbit.

45. Head of horns. The horns of a deer, etc. as

forming the adornment of the head. (See 6.)
1626 BACON Sylva 757 To make an Oxe or a Deere haue

a Greater Head of Homes. 1786 BURNS Calft That you may
wear A noble head of horns.

46. Heads and points. Said of nails, wedges,
etc. placed alternately in opposite directions, so that

the head of one lies against the point or edge of
the next

;
hence transf. of persons lying ;

also of

whales (see quot. 1889).
1611 COTGR. s.v. Bechevet) Teste a teste Beehevett the

play with pins, called, heads and points. 1612 CAPT. SMITH
Map Virginia. 21 On these round about the house, they
lie heads and points one by thother against the fire. 1793
SMEATON Edystone L. 238 The two wedges in each groove
would then lie Heads and Points. 1889 Cent. Diet. s. v.,

To blo^v heads and fointst to run., hither and thither,

spouting and blowing . . said of whales when attacked.

47. Head and shoulders.
a. By head and shoulders (sometimes with ellip-

sis of by) : by force, violently ; with thrust^ push,
drag) bring (in), etc. ; fig. of something violently
and irrelevantly introduced into a speech or writing.
1581 SIDNEY Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 65 All theyr Playes . .

thrust in Clownes by head and shoulders. 1647 WARD Simp.
Coblcr 24 Any, whom necessity . . thrusts out by head ami
shoulders. 1679 ffist. Jetzer 20 The Lecturer brought in

this whole affair by the head and shoulders into his Sermon.

1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1852) II. 116 He.. hunts per-

petually for texts . . introduces them by head and shoulders

upon the most trifling occasions. 1887-9 T- A. TROLLOPE
What I remember IL iii. 44, I must drag the mention of
the fact in head and shoulders here, or else I shall forget it.

b. (with taller; higher, etc.) By the measure of

the head and shoulders (cf. i c) ; hencey?^
1

. (in re-

ference to intellectual or moral stature), consider-

ably, by far.

1864 WEBSTER s. v., He is head and shoulders above them.

1885 D. C. MURRAY Rainbow Gold II. iv. v. 124 Job
walked leisurely among them, head and shoulders higher
than his neighbours.
48. Head or tail.

a. Either one thing or another; anything definite

or intelligible. ^With negative expressed or im-

plied.') Now always to make head or tail of.

1651 BAXTER Inf. Bapt. 213 On a loose sheet or two that
had neither head nor taile. 1679 MARC. MASON Tickler
Tickl. 7 Their Tale.. had neither head nor Taile. 1729
FIELDING A uih&r's Farce in. i, Pray what is the design or

?lot?

for I could make neither head nor tail on 't. 1890
. H. MCCARTHY Fr. Rev. II. 88 It is difficult to make head

or tail of the whole business.

b. Head(s or tail(s : see sense 3 b.
*** With a verb. ( To come to a head : see senses

14, ji. To BEAT one's head. KREAK Priscian's A.,



HEAD, 144 HEAD.

EAT ont*s k.
off,

HIDE one's /;., KNOCK on the //.,

TrBx h. t etc. : see the verbs.)

49. Get head. To gain force, ascendency, or

power ; to attain to vigour. (Cf. 26, 31.)

1625 SANDERSON 12 Serm. (1637) 226 The times were such,
as u herein sin had gotten head. 1631 GOUGE Gods Arrows
iii. 84. 341 Whereas. .Haman,. got some head, the Lord
had warre with him. 17*2 DE FOE Plague (1884) 252 A
great Fire.. gets a Head. 1812 Sporting Mag. XXXIX.
92 Hydrophobia . . will occur and get head even in the

coldest weather.

50- Keep one's head. To keep one's wits about

one, retain self-control, keep calm : the opposite of

to lose one's head, 51 b. (Cf. 2 a.)

1717 PRIOR Alma in. 186 Richard, keep thy head, And
hold thy peace. 1876 TREVELYAN Macaulay I. i. 22 If only
the man in the post of responsibility . . can contrive to keep
his head.

b. To keep one's head above ground: to keep
oneself in life

;
so to keep one's head above water

;

also fig- out of debt or insolvency.
1627 DRAVTON Moon-Calf Wks. 11753) 5 T 3 Scarce their

heads above ground they could keep. 171* ARBUTHNOT
John Bull iv. i, I have almost drowned myself, to keep his

head above water. 1886 TENNYSON Promise of May in.

Farmer Dobson, were I to marry him, has promised to

keep our heads above water.

51. Lose one's head.
a. lit. To have one's head cut off, be beheaded

(as a form of capital punishment).
c 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 849 Namoore vp on peyne of

lesynge of youre heed. 1484 CAXTON Fables of&sop \\. iii,

Which haue been cause of theyr dethe and to lese theyre
heeded. 1594 SHAKS. Rich, ///, iv. iv. 242 Vp to some Sca

fold, there to lose their heads. 1888 BARING-GOULD Eve I.

iii. 31 Copplestone. .escaped losing his head for the murder

by the surrender of thirteen manors.

b. fig. To lose self-possession or presence of

mind, to become confused.

1847 TENNYSON Prittc. Concl. 59 The gravest citizen seems
to lose his head, a 1849 POE Marginalia Ixxiv. (D.), It

has now and then an odd Gallicism such as
' she lost her

head ', meaning she grew crazy. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.
IV. 121 He lost his head, almost fainted away on the floor

of the House.

52. Make head.
a. (in sense 29) : To advance, press forward,

esp. in opposition to some person or thing : also

formerly to make a head. Usually, To make head

against : lo advance against; to resist; to rise in

insurrection or revolt against ;
to resist successfully,

advance in spite of.

1577-87 HOLINSHED Ckron. (i8o8> VI. 82 That . -they might
the better make head against both Romans and Britons.

1640 tr. Verdere's Rontant ofRontants I. 50 That done, he
made head to the Giants, who battered him. 1667 MILTON
P. L. n. 992 That mighty leading Angel, who of late Made
head against Heav'ns King. 1821 BYRON Sardan. in. i. 89
[They] make strong head against The rebels. 1840 DICKENS
Bam, Ritdge xxxiv, They made head against the wind.

t b. 71? make a head
v
sense 30) : to raise a body

of troops. Cos.

1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. l
rlt n. i. 141 In the Marches heere we

heard you were, Making another Head, to fight againe.
1627 DRAYTON Miseries Q. Marg. 153 That Warwick. . Had
met the Duke of York, and made a head Of many fresh and

yet unfought-with bands. 1648 EVELYN Mem. (1857) HI* 8
i'o make a handsome head, and protect such as shall recruit.

53. Put (a thing) in or into (a person's) head :

to suggest it to his mind, make him think of it ;

formerly also, to remind him of it. So to put out

of one's head, to cause one to forget.
1548 HALL Ckron., Hen. Vft 158 b, Puttyng into mens

heades secretely his right to y6 crown. 1682 CLAVERHOUSE
in Napier Life (1859) I- ' I 35 What those rebellious villains

they call ministers put in the heads of the people. 1735
POPE Ep. Lady 178 She bids her footman put it in her head.
1816 SCOTT Antiq. xliii, You said something just now that

put every thing out of my head. 1844 Haiukstone ix. (1846)

127 If you had not put it into my head, I should never
have done it .'

fb. Hence, by corruption, to put (a person) in

the head of (^ thing) : to suggest the idea of it to

him
;
to remind or put in mind of. Obs.

1613-18 DANIEL Coll. Hist. Eng. 60 (D.) Putting the king
in head that all these great castles, .were onely to entertaine
the partie of Maude. 1668 PEPYS Diary 31 Jan., Griffin did
. . put me in the head of the little house by our garden . . to
make me a stable of. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones ix. vi, And
now you put me in the head of it, I verily and sincerely
believe it was the devil.

54. Show one's head. To show oneself pub-
licly ; to appear abroad. Cf. to show ones face
(see FACE so. 2 b).
1551 T. WILSON Logike (1580) 49 This manne.. durst not

once for his life shewe his hedde, for feare. 1593 SHAKS.
Rich. //, v. vi 44 With Caine go wander through the shade
of night, And neuer shew thy head by day, nor light. 1610
Crt. $ Times Jos. 7(1849) ! "2 He hath, scarce shewed
his head ever since. 1775 J. Q. ADAMS in Fam. Lett. (1876)
50 The Tories there durst not show their heads.
65. Take . . . head.
t a. To take (a} head-, to make a rush forward,

to start running. Obs.

1674 N. Cox Genii. Recreat. (1677) 129 Having broken
out of a Forest and taken head end-ways, he [a boar] will
not be put out of his way either by Man, Dog . or any
thing. 1760-7*

H. BROOKE FoolofQual. xvii. (1792) IV. 5
So I took a head, and ran into the country as fast as my
feet would carry me.

t b. To take a Jitad : to make insurrection ;
to

raise a tumult. (Cf. 29.) Obs.

1678 LITTLETON Lat. Diet. s.v., To take a head, tumultnor.

t C. To take (one) in the head', to come into

one's mind, occur to one. Obs.

1581 G. PETTIE tr. Gnazzos Civ. Conv. i. (1586) 12 b,
Moved either by some sodaine toie which taketh them in

the head. 1591 F. SPARRY tr. Cattan's Geotnancit 38 He
. .will not do any thing but that which taketh him in the
head. 1609 HOLLAND Amnt. Marcell. (Farmer), Now, it

tooke him in the head . . to set first upon Constantino.
a 1632 T. TAYLOR God's Judgem. i. i. xx. 1,1642) 70 It took
him in the head to. .visit Rome.

d. To take into (in} one's head: to conceive the

idea or notion of; to have (something) occur to

one's mind : usually, to take it into one's head

(that . . ., or to do something).
1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 47 F 7 When every Body takes

it in his Head to make as many Fools as he can. 1837
DISRAELI Venetia (Tauchn.) I. x. 66, J took it into my head
to walk up and down the gallery. 1876 E. JENKINS Blot on

Queen's Head 17 Little Ben had taken it into his head . .

that the sign-board, .could be improved.
**** With adverb.

56. Head first, head foremost : with the head
first or foremost; hence_/?^. precipitately, headlong,

hastily. (Also with hyphen, or as one word.)
[i6s HART Anat. Ur. i. i. 8 (She] thrust him . . his head

foremost, into an ouen.] 1697 [see FOREMOST a. 3 d]. a 1813
A. WILSON Loss tf the Pack in Chambers Pop. Hum. Scot.

Poems (1862) 86 Frae that day forth I never mair did weel,
But drank, and ran headforemost to the deil ! 1828 WEB-
STER, Headfirst^ adi>. with the head foremost, a 1845 HOOD
Sub-marine iv, Down he went, Head-foremost. 1877 [see
FIRST 3 b]. 1884 Pall MdllG. 24 Apr. 3/1 The . . Dean . .

plunged headforemost into the controversy.
***** Variousfigurative andproverbialphrases.

67. To give (a horse) the head, also to let him
have his head: not to check or hold him in with

the bridle ; to give him freedom, let him go freely.

So to take the head} to throw off control or restraint.

Hence fig. in reference to persons.
1579 GOSSON Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 24 You are no sooner

entred, but Hbertie looseth the reynes, and geues you head.

1597 J.
PAYNE RoyalExck. 29 Thrusting theme to rashenes,

vnrulmes, and to take ouermoche heade and bridle. 1597
SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV^ i. L 43 With that he gaue his able Horse
the head. 1703 STEELE Tend. Husb. i. i, What a Fool have
I been to give him his Head so long. 1886 MRS. LYNN
LINTON Paston Carevo xxxiv, He had yielded so far to the
necessities of the case as to give Lady Jane her head.
1886 BESANT Childr. Gibeon III. 148 She let him have his

head for a bit.

1 68. To give one's headfor the polling or wash-

ing; to yield tamely without resistance. Obs.
c 1583 J. HOOKER Descr. Excester (1765) 82 Such a one as

would not give his Head for the polling, nor his Beard for

the washing. 1663 BUTLER Hud. i. iii. 256 For my Part it

shall ne'er be sed, I for the washing gave my Head.
59. To lay (t run,put, t cast, f draw] their heads

together : to consult or take counsel together.
c 1381 CHAUCER Part. Foules 554 The watyr foulis han

here hedis leid Togedere . . They seydyn sothly al be on
assent How that [etc.]. 1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. cxv.

137 Whenne they sawe hym, they began to murmure, and

began to ron togyder thre heedes in one hood, and sayde,
beholde yonder great maister. 1596 SKELTON Magnyf. 572
Nay, let vs our heddes togyder cast. 1551 ROBINSON tr.

Mores Utop. i. (1895) 70 They will laye theyr heddes to-

gither and conspire agaynst the weale publyque. 1682
BUNYAN Holy War 122 And there lay their heads together
and consult of matters. 1886 BARING-GOULD Court Royal
I. i. 17 We'll put heads together and consider what is to be
done.

t 6O. In spite of or maugre his head : in spite of

himself; notwithstanding all he can do. Obs.

1386 CHAUCER Wife's T. 31 Of which mayde anon,
maugree hir heed By verray force birafte hire maydenhed.
c 1449 PECOCK Repr. i. x. 52 He schal consente in his wilt. .

amagrey his heed. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 114 He gave
them all to the French men in spight of their heades. 1600

HOLLAND Livy xxx. xxx. 760 You pulled me maugre my
head out of Italic.

61. 7o talk (etc.) a person's head off (humorous) :

i.e. until he is too weary to reply, or thoroughly
sick and tired of it, ad nauseam. So to beat his

head
off) i.e. to beat him out and out; etc.

1855 THACKERAY Ncwcowts vi, He pretends to teach me
billiards, and I'll give him fifteen in twenty and beat his old

head off. 187* MRS. OUPHANT Mem. Montalembert I. 29
In society in the evenings yawns his weary head off. 1897
D. GERALD Spotless Reput. vti. (ed. 2^ 88 If it were not for

the standing danger of having one's head talked off one's

shoulders.

62. Prov. Two heads are better than one (cf.

sense 2 a, and Eccl. iv. 9).
1546 J. HEYWOOD Prov. (1867) 18 Two heddis are better

than one. 1591 SPENSER M. Hnbberd 82 Two is better than
one head. 1772 FOOTE Nabob i. Wks. 1799 II. 289 Here
comes brother Thomas ; two heads are better than one ; let

us take his opinion. 1818 SCOTT Rob Roy viii, O certainly ;

but two heads are better than one, you know.

V. Attributive uses and Combinations.
*
Simple attrib. or as adj. (Often hyphened.)

63. At the head (sense 26) ;
in the position of

command or superiority; chief, principal, capital.
r looo >ELFRIC Horn. II. 420 Abiathar, oi-era ludeiscra

heafod biscop. ci2oo ORMIN 299 Aaron wass haifedd preost.

Ibid. 8469 Jerrsalaem was haefedd burrh Off Issraailess riche.

ft IMS After. R. 392 Uour heaued luuen me iuint iSisse

worlde. a 1300 Cursor J/. 22229 J>e kingrikes o grece and
pers war hefd kingrikes. c 1400 l^fstr. Troy 10902 Thurgh
helpe of bat hynd, and hir hede maidons. 1548 HALL
Chron., Hen. Vlf, 58 b, London .. the hed citie of hys
realme. /&, Hen. VIII, 10 The lord Stuard nor the head
officers could not cause them to abstaine. 1588 SHAKS.
L. L. L, iv. i. 43 Which is the head Lady? 1658 A. Fox
H'ltrtz

1

Sitrg, i. vi. 22 Having cleared the two head points. .

I will touch also other abuses. 1711 SHAFTESB. Charac.
(1737) I. 318 How the inferiour imps appear, when the head-

goblin is securely laid. 1758 J. LOUTHIAN Form ofProcess
(ed. 2) 82 At the Market Cross of the Head-burgh of the

Shire, Stewarty, or other Jurisdiction. 1822 BYRON Vis.

ywdgem, Ixxxix, He. .scribbles as if head clerk to the Fates.

1842 TENNYSON Will Waterproof
'

L O plump head-waiter
at The Cock.

f b. Applied spec, to the '
cardinal virtues

*

and
the '

deadly sins
*

;
see CARDINAL a. 2. Obs.

(loop ^ELFRIC How. II. 592 J>a heafod leahtras sind

mansliht, cyrc-braece [etc.]. ^1175 Lamb. Horn. 103 Nu
beoS .viii. heofod sunnan. Ibid. 105 Nu beoS .viii. heafod
mihtan be ma;en ouercumen alle bas sunnan burh drihtnes
fultum. c 1200 ORMIN 10213 Gredi5nesse iss haefedd plihht.
ft 1300 Cursor M. 10010 Four vertus principals, pe quilk
man clepes cardinals ; All ober vertus o bam has hald,
For-bi er bai hede vertus tald. 1357 Lay Folks Catech.

448 The seuen heued synnes or dedely synnes. c 1440
HYLTON Scala Perf. (1494) H. xi, Of pryde or enuye, of

couetyse or lechery, or of ony other hede synne. 1654
GATAKER Disc. Apol. 67 His Popish reckoning of the
seven Hed-sins.

fc. as adj. in superl., &AK&rf-chkfest Obs. rare.

1577 B. GOOGE Here&bacHs Husb. iv. (1586) 181 b, To kill

the heddest of the dissention, and to appease the fury of
the fighters. 1658 J. TONES Chmfs Ibis 101 Content is a
lesson too hard for the headst Of the highest forme a King.

64. Situated at the head, top, or front (see senses

12-24); -filial (quot. 1387); coming from the

front, meeting one directly in front, as a head wind.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) IV. 299 fe heed lettres of be
vers speleb bis menynge. 1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's
Gram. ix. 41 If your course be right against it, you shall

meet it right a head, so we call it a head Sea. 1659 WILLS-
FORD Scales ConiM. t Archit. 8 Part of . . [the] head wall

. .is brick. 1796 Instr. 4- Reg. Cavalry (1813) 153 The head
division of each .. regiment. 1799 J. ROBERTSON Agric.
Perth 107 This fence . . because it ran across the head of

every farm..was called . . the head-dyke. 1824 W. IRVING
T. Trav. I. 53, I was kept by storms and head winds for

three long days. 1893 W. T. WAWN S. Sea Islanders 226
The vessel paid off under the weight of her head canvas.

** Combifiations.

65. General Comb. a. attrib. t

l of or for the

head', as head- affection
, -attire, -brushy -covering,

-end, -fillet, -^~hairt -knot, -iwiion, -rest, -room,

-shake, \ -top, -vein, -tying, -wrapping, etc.

1862 J. B. HARRISON Lett. Dis. Children HL 47 In relation

to *head affections. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 533 With
their hoods and other *head attire of sundry colours. 1837
CARLYLE Fr. Rev. II. i. v, Duel and *head-breakage.
1596 NASHE Saffron PWmWkl. (Grosart) III. 135 His
case of *head-brushes and beard-brushes. 1860 FAIRHOLT
Costume Eng. (ed. 2)482 The Anglo-Saxon *head-coverings
were very simple. 1545 ASCHAM Toxoph. (Arb.) 127 The
*head ende would euer be downwardes, and neuer flye

strayght. 1676 COTTON Walton's Angler (Chandos ed.) 155
It must not be at the head-end of the worm, c 1000 ^ELFRIC
Gloss, in Wr.-Wukker 156/30 Capilli, *heafodhsr. 1398
TREVISA Earth. De P. R. v. Ixvi. (Add. MS. 27,944), If a
man is withoute hed-her. 1717 PRIOR Alma n. 332 Her
scarf pale pink, her *head-knot cherry, moo Trin. Coll.

Horn. 163 J>e *haued line [linen] sward, and hire winnel wit.

164* ROGERS Naaman 23 Absolon is snatcht up, by his long
*head locks. 1884 H. N. HUDSON Stud. Wonisw. 243 The
*head-logic grows so. .as to stifle and crush the heart-logic.
1886 H. P. WELLS Amer. Salmon Fisherman BA *Head-
nets, to go over the hat and tuck in under the shirt-

collar. 1801 W. HUNTINGTON Bank ofFaith Ded. 22 Filled

with *head notions from commentators rather than the grace
of God in their hearts. 1853 Handbk. Photogr. App. 37.

72 Instruments have been constructed called *head-rests, to

assist the sitter. 1884 Health Exhib. Catal. 102/2 Invalids*

Bedstead and Mattress, with adjustable headrest. 1851

J. S. MACAULAY Field Fortif. 190 The frames .. should be
set. .perpendicular to the slope; more *head-room is thus

obtained^ 1602 SHAKS. Ham. i. v. 174 With Armes encom-
bred thus, or this [I'ol. thus] *head shake ; Or by pronounc-
ing of some doubtfull Phrase. 1696 Land, Gas. No. 318"

'

Two laced *Head-Suits.

65 A ceri

1838 ELWIN Bk. Fam. Crests II. 17 The 'head-trappings o:

their horses. 1600 ROWLANDS (#//*) The Letting ofHumoun
Blood in the *Head-Vaine. 1610 HEALEY St. Aug. Citit of
God 273 [Mercury] had *head-wings also behind each of his

eares. 1887 RIDER HAGGARD Site xvii. 198, I looked up at

Ayesha, whose *head-wrapping had slipped back.

b.
'

objective and obj. genitive, as head-freaking.

-combing, -hanging, -purging, -shaking, sbs. and

adjs. ; head-breaker, -maker.
c 1515 Cocke LorelFs B. (Percy) 1 1 Dyssymulynge beggers,

*hede brekers. 1843 BETHUNE Sc. Fireside Stor. 8

your
Hoo:

makers of Englande shoulde make their sheafe arrowe
heades more harder poynted. 1591 SPENSER Muiopot, 107

Veyne-healing Verven, and *hed-purging Dill. 1847 L.

HUNT Men Women $ B. II. ix. 189 In very solemn, *head-

shaking style. 1883 BLACK Shandon Bells xxvii There is

to be a tremendous *head-smashing when he and Murtough
meet. 1647 WARD Situf.

Cooler 57 Importable *head-

tearings ana neart-searchings

c. locative, as head-felt, -wise, -wrong adjs. ;

instrumental, as head-lined, -lugged adjs. ; simila-

tive t etc., as head-high, -like adjs.

. 8 To use



HEAD.
1880 T. W. ALLIES Life's Decis. 137 Heart-felt and head-

felt difficulties. 1842 WILSON Ess., Streams (1856) 32 The
ancient Moss with its heather 'head-high, .is now drained.
1874 Pop. Encycl. s.v., The so-called head of . . tape-worms
is only the end of attachment, the globular hook-bearing
mass being 'headlike on a long neck. 1606 SVLVESTER Dii
Bartas II. iv. i. Trophies 514 'Head-lined helmes, heaw'n
from their trunks. 1605 SIIAKS. Lear iv. ii. 42 (ist Qo.)

~ .. .., "ft* :c laiseiy so called
1863 MRS. C. CLARKE Shaks. Char. xvii. 415 The headlong
ancl'headwrong Richard II.

66. Special Comb. : t head-angles, vertical or

opposite angles; head-ax (Whaling), an ax used
in cutting off the head of the whale ; head-bay,
the water-space just above a lock in a canal

; head
betony : see BETONY b

; also a name for Pedicu-
laris Canadensis (Cent. Diet.) ; t head-bone (OE.
hiafod bdn), the skull

; head-boom (Naut.), a
boom at the ship's head, a jib-boom or flying-jib-boom

; head-bound///, a., wearing a turban, tur-
baned

; head boy, the senior pupil in a school, the
captain of the school

; f head-brand (ME. hed-
bronde}, a brand or log placed at the back of the
fireplace to keep the fire in during the night ; head-
cap (Bookbinding), the leather cap over the head-
band

; head-case (Entomol.), that part of a
chrysalis which covers the head of the insect;
head-cell (Bot.), a cell at the end of the manu-
brium in the Characete ; head centre : see CENTBE
sb. 8 ; head-ehair, a chair with a high back form-
ing a rest for the head; head-cheese (U.S.),
pork-cheese, brawn; head-chute (Naut.), a tube
leading from the ship's head down to the water,
for conveying refuse overboard; head-coal, the
upper portion of a thick seam of coal which is

worked in two or more lifts (Gresley Coal-mining
Terms) ; head-collar, the leather headstall of
a horse

; head-cone (Zool.), one of two or three
conical appendages surrounding the mouth of
certain pteropods ; head-cowl (Zool.), one of the
two coverings on the head of certain pteropods ;

head-cracker
( Whaling) =

head-spade ; head-
cringle (Naut.), a cringle at the upper corner
of a sail (Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.) ; head-earing
(Naut.), an earing attached to a head-cringle
(ibid.); f head-edging, ?an ornamental edging
to a head-dress ; head-fish (U.S.), 'a sun-fish of
the family Molidis

'

(Cent. Diet.) ; head-footed a.

(tr. CEPHALOPODA), having the organs of locomo-
tion attached to the head

; f head-fountain =
FOONTAIN-HEAD ; head-frame, the frame of a
head-block in a saw-mill ; also, a structure at the
head of a shaft in a mine, a gallows-frame ; head-
gate, (see quot.) ; f head-height (Arch.) = HEAD-
WAY 3; head-hid a., having the head or source
hidden; head-house (Mining), the 'house' or
structure forming a shelter for the head-frame;
t head-hung a., hanging the head, despondent;
helid-hunter, one who practises head-hunting;
head-hunting, the practice, among certain savage
tribes, of making incursions for the purpose of pro-
curing human heads as trophies, etc. ; so head-
hunting adj. ; head-kidney (Embryo!.), the fore-
most of the three parts of the rudimentary kidney
in a vertebrate embryo, the pronephros ; head-
knee (Naut.): seequot.; head-knife (Whaling),
a knife used in cutting off the head of the whale
(Knight Diet. Meek., Supp.) ; head-lease (Law),
a lease granted directly by the freeholder ; head-
ledge (Ship-building), one of the thwart-ship
pieces which frame the hatchways and ladderways ;

head-lessee (Law), a person to whom a head-
lease is granted ; head-light, a light carried on
the front of a locomotive, or on the mast-head of
a steamer

; head-lining ( U.S.^ : see quot. ; head-
lobe, an appendage on the head of the embryo in
certain molluscs

; head-louse, the common louse
(Pediculus capitis), which infests the hair of the
head

; t head mass penny : see quots. ; head-
matter (Whaling), the substance obtained from
the head of the sperm whale, consisting of oil and
spermaceti, also called shortly head; head-netting
(Naut.),

' an ornamental netting used in merchant
ships instead of the fayed planking to the head-
rails

'

(Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.',; head-page
(Printing), a page on which the beginning of a
book, chapter, etc. is printed ; f head-polles sb.

pi., a name for the swan, crane, and bustard, ? as
the chief or largest of fowl used for the table (F.
poule) ; head-post, (a) one of the posts at the
head of a four-post bedstead ; (b) the post nearest
to the manger in a stable

; head-pump (Naut.),
a small pump at the head of a ship, communicating
with the sea, and used for washing the decks;
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head-reach v. intr. (Naut.), to shoot ahead, as
a sailing vessel while tacking; head-rent (Lam),
rent payable to the freeholder

; head-ridge (Sc.
head-rig) = HEADLAND i

; head-ring, (a) see
1

quot. 1 794 ; (6) a decoration consisting of a leaflet

j

of palm fixed to the hair, worn by Kafir men after
! marriage; head-shield (Zool.), a horny plate on
the head of a snake, lizard, tortoise, or armadillo

;

head-sill, (a) the upper part of the frame of a door
or window

; (b) a piece at each end of a saw-pit,
on which the end of the log rests ; + head-silver
= HEAD-MONEY i (obs.) ; head-skin (see quot.) ;

head-spade (Whaling), an instrument with a

long handle and steel blade, used in cutting
the bone which joins the whale's head to the

body; head-station (Australia) : seequot.; head
stool, a kind of small pillow, formerly used tr
rest the neck or cheek upon without disturbing the
hair or head-dress ; t head-strain = HEAD-STALL
so. ' 2

; head-territ = head-ring (a) ; head-timber
(Ship-building), one of the upright pieces of tim
ber which support the frame of the head-rails
head-tin : see quot. ; head-tone = HEAD-NOTE 2

head-tree (Coal-mining),
' a piece of wood abou

a foot long set across the head of an upright prop
to support the roof in a pit : cf. crown-tree

'

(Northumb. Gloss.); head-turner, <a machine
for rounding and beveling barrel-heads

'

(Knight
Diet. Mech., Supp.) ; head-valve, in a steam-en-
gine,

' the delivering valve, the upper air-pump
valve

'

(ibid.) ; head-veil, a veil worn over the
head and falling behind it, not over the face

;

t head-well = HEAD-SPKING, FOONTAIN-HEAD ;

head-word, a word written or printed at the top
or beginning of a chapter, paragraph, etc. ; a word
forming a heading; head-yard (Naut.), one of
the yards on the foremast.
1570 BII.LINGSLEY Euclid \. xv. 24 If two right lines cut the

one the other : the *hed angles shal be equal the one to the

~v..,, ,.iv,. ,, ww ^u.*. i^eecna. 11. 120 ivionnes 'nealou ban
tern to ahsan. c 1205 LAY. 1467 He smot Number! . .bat
his haefd-bon to-brec. a 1400 Sir Pere. 1190 He . . Made
the Sarazenes hede bones Hoppe, als dose hayle stones,Abowtte one the gres. a 1616 BEAUM. & FL. Knt. ofMalta.
''".Head-bound infidels. 1851 THACKERAY Eng. Hum.,
Sleele (1853) 120 The person to whom he has looked up
with the greatest wonder and reverence, was the "head boy
at his school.. Addison was always his [Steele's] head boy.
14 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 607/33 Repofocilium, an hed-
bronde. 1888 A rts <$ Crafts Catal. 87 The head-band and
head-cap, the fillet of silk worked in buttonhole stitch at the
head and tail, and the cap or cover of leather over it. 1826
KIRBV 6n SP. Entomol. III. 249 The 'Head-case covers and
protects the head of the inclosed imago. 1887 K. GOEBEL
Morphol. Plants 58 Each 'head-cell is surmounted by six
smaller cells (secondary head-cells). 1860 BARTLETT Diet.
Amer.,

*
Head-Cheese, the ears and feet [ed. 1877 scraps of

the head and feet] of swine cut up fine, and after being
boiled, pressed into the form of a cheese. 1852 TODD
H!J .iffi

IV' I74//2 The *head-cowls are shown partially
folded back, so as to display the conical appendages
( head-cones) which the cowls enclose and protect. 1731
Chron. in Thackeray Four Georges ii. (1861) 96 Her
Majesty . . wore a flowered muslin 'head-edging. 1843
Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc. IV. n A fish found upon SquamBeach N. J. called by the fishermen the 'Head-fish. 1851
RICHARDSON Geol. viii. 248 [The head] is surrounded by
a circle of fleshy processes, or feet, from whence the name
of the class,

'

'head-footed ', is derived. 1688 NORRIS Theory
L<me\. ni. 24 The Heart is.. the 'Head-fountain of Life.
1878 Sci. Amer. XXXVIII. 291 The 'head frame .. is

supported by track wheels secured to axles. 1875 KNIGHT
Diet. Mech., ^Head-gate (Hydraulic Engineering), (a) one
of the upper pair of gates of a canal-lock, (b) a crown-gate,
flood-gate, water-gate, by which water is admitted to a race,
run, sluice, etc. 1620-55 ' JONES Stone-Heng (17251 40
There could not possibly be a convenient 'Head-height
remaining a Passage underneath. 1625 K. LONG tr. Barclay's
Argexis i. xii. 33 A land where *head-hid Nile his streames
divides. 1631 SHIRLEY Love in Maze iv. ii, You must not
be so 'head-hung. 1632 Bird in Cage in. ii, Gentlemen,
be not head-hung, droop not. 1853 H. KF.ppEL/rf. Archip.
I. 141 A chief named Dungdong. .had. .adopted the Dyak
costume, and become a notorious 'head-hunter. Ibid. 129Some. .Dyaks have, .stated that they would give up 'head-
hunting, were it not for the taunts and gibes of their wives
and sweethearts. 1884 RAJAH BROOKE in Pall Mall G.
i Mar. 2/1 The 'head-hunting Dyaks. 1880 Rep. Brit.
Assoc. 644 The hypothesis of Gegenbauer and Fiirbringer
as to the relation of the 'head-kidney to the hinder part of
the excretory system. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk.,
Head-knees, pieces of moulded compass timber fayed
edgeways to the cutwater and stem, to steady the former.
1882 Law Rep. 8 Queen's Bench Div. 329 The contract
of a sub-tenant to perform the covenants of the 'head-
lease. 1819 REES Cycl. s. v., ''Head-ledges, are the thwart-
ship pieces which frame the openings in the decks. 1869
SIR E. REED Shipbuild. xv. 275 Half round iron is riveted
to the upper edges of the plate coamings and head-
edges. 1845 DISRAELI Sybil Wb$ 132 There are no land-
lords, head-lessees, main-masters, or butties in Wodgate.
1864 WEBSTER, 'Head-light, a light, .placed at the head of
a locomotive, or in front of it, to throw light on the track at
night. Ibid.,

*
Head-lining, the lining of the head or hood

of a carriage ; the oil-cloth or other textile lining of the roof
of a railway car t U. S.). 1854 WOODWARD Mollusca (1856)
99 The. .eggs of the fresh-water limneids . . are not hatched
until the young have passed the larval condition, and their

HEAD.
ciliated head-lobes . . are .superseded by the creeping disk
or foot. 1547 BooRDE Urn. Health 273 'Head lyce,'
body lyce, crabbe lyce. 186! HULME tr. Moguin-Tandon
ii. vi. i. 292 The Head (or Common) Louse.. is found on the

- ""f i ncu niits penny. 1514 in

i:-? .i.
l87 >

I44 For a hedmesse penny, a penny. 1701Ph,l. Trans.LXXXI. 44 A cargo of 76 tons of spermaceti
oil and -head-matter. 1874 C. M . SCAMMON Marine Mam.
mats III. 239 The oil taken from the case of the SpermWhale is. .when put into casks, .known as head, or head-
matter. 1838 TIMPERLEV Printer's Man. u4 "Head page,

/^w'fl"""18 , eMUbjeCt ' ISS3
"
4 Act Co"""- Cl""'"'

Land. (Journal 16, fol. 334-5) That theare be no Swanne,
Crane, nor bustarde.which are wonte to be called "hed polles
1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., ^Head-fast, a stanchion by the
manger in a stable. 1879 BUTCHER & LANG Odyss. 382 Serin-nmg from this head-post, I wrought at the bedstead tilll had
finished it. ,840 R. H DANA Bef. Mast xiv. 33 The crew
rig the head-pump, and wash down the decks. 1858 MercMarine Mag. V. 310 Lying "head reaching, under close-

"Tcfi fJZH
1

* s'
859^"7" IS J"lv tt>%i$ZtoAct Ireland 1858) 31 What sums are due for arrears of

rates, cess, taxes "head rents, quit rents. 1765 A. DICKSONrreat Agrtc. (ed 2) 452 The earth of a 'head-ridge. ,873W. MclLWRAiTH GmdttVigtmmshir, 42 A path along tnlhead-ns
. msr, 42 pat aong tn

head-ngs of some fields
,794 W. FELTON Carrfaga

1801) II. Gloss. 189 "Head King, or Head Territ a
rin laced on th

' --"- y MMM *\mg, ur ncna Jernf a
ring, placed on the top of the bridle of the wheel harness
through which the leading reins pass, when four horses
are drove in hand. 1893 H. N. HUTCHINSON Extimt
Monsters 31 The eyes are placed on the margin of the
head-shield. 1694 MOXON Mech. Exerc. 144 The Window
Frames are so framed, That the Tennants of the "Head-
sell, Ground-sell, and Transum, run through the outer
Jaums about four Inches. 1467 Rolls Parlt. V. 582 Hidage
Beaupleder, Frithsilver, 'Hedesylver. 1565-73 COOPER
rhesaurus, Capitatio . . headsilver : subsidie. 1874 C M
SCAMMON Marine Mammals i. viii. 75 This [whale's nos-
tril], with the '

case,' is protected by a thick, tough, elastic
substance called the "head-skin,' which is proof against
the harpoon. 1881 A. C. GRANT Bush-Life Queensland \
42 A 'headstation, as the homestead and main buildings of
a station are invariably called. 1598 FLORIO, Testiera
the headstall of a bridle, a 'headstraine. 1658 Hist. Chris-
tina O. Swedland 371 With Furniture of Velvet . . twisted
with Silver, with buckles, bridles, and head-strains of the
same metall. ci8y> Rtidim. Naing. (Weale) 124

*Head-
Umbers, the pieces that cross the rails of the head vertically
They are bolted through their heels to the cutting-down of
the knee, and unite the whole together. 1753 CHAMBERS
Cycl. Supp. s.v., When the [tin] ore has been pounded and
twice washed, that part of it which lies uppermost or makes
the surface of the mass in the tub, is called the 'Head-
tin. 1747 HOOSON Miner's Diet. Giijb, If the Wholes be
too soft . . we put a Sill under them, .and drive them fast
up against the 'Head-tree. 1851 GREENWELL Coal-trade
Terms Northumb. $ Durk. 30 Head-tree, a piece of
a crowntree, a foot long, placed upon a prop to support
the roof; the head-tree being to extend the bearance of
the prop. 1896 L. ECKENSTEIN Woman under Monast.
115 ihe dark 'head-veil is given up for white and coloured
head-dresses, c 1250 Gen. 4- Ex. 868 On 'heued-welle of flum
lordan. 1823 CRABB Technol. Did., "'Head word. 1762
FALCONER Shi/nor, n. Argt., The 'head yards braced aback.
Head (hed), v. Forms : 4-5 hefd(en, heued,

(S hefed), 4-6 hedde, hede, hed, 5-6 heed, 6
heade, Sc. heid, 6- head. [f. HEAD sb.

; in

many senses having no connexion with each other,
but formed independently on the sb. and its phrases,
at various times. Not in OE., which had, how-
ever, in sense i

, behiafdian to BEHEAD.]
I. To take off the head.

1. trans. To cut off or remove the head of; to

decapitate, behead, f a. a person. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 7587 Daui . . bedded him wit his aun
)rand. Ibid. 20990 Hefdid he was wit dint o suord. 13753ARBOUR Bruce IV. 30 The king . . gert draw hym, &
lede & hing. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xiv. 62 pare es
a kirk of sayne George, whare he was heuedid. 1548 HALL
~.hron.. Hen. VI, 160 Hym. .caused, .to be bedded, and his
lead to he fixed on apoole. 1603 SHAKS. Meas.for M. n i.

251 If you head and hang all that offend that way. 1608-33
)p. HALL Medit.% Venus (1676) 397 Are weheaded? so was
ohn Baptist.

b. an animal.
c 1470 in ffors, Shepe fy G. , etc. (Caxton 1479, Roxb. repr.)
3 A pigge heded & syded. 1800 Naval Chron. III. 284
-'hey head and gut the fish.

2. To lop off the branches forming the head of
a tree or plant) ; to top, poll. Also, to head down.
1523 FITZHERB. Huso. 132 Excepte thou hede thy trees
& cut of the toppes. 1649 BLITHE F.ng. Improv. Impr.
(1653) 172 [The Lime-tree] being headed and set in walks
in roes, makes a very gallant shady walk. 1712 J. JAMES
tr. Le Blond's Gardening 145 The Willow . . is headed every
three or four Years. 1769 Projects in Ann. Reg. 120/1
Your fruit-tree is planted and headed down. 1789 Trans.
Soc. Arts I. in, I was obliged to head them [Ash trees] the
first year. 1882 Garden n Mar. log^ Stocks intended for

grafting are headed down in readiness for that operation.
II. To put a head on

; to form a head.
3. trans. To put a head on

; to furnish or fit

with a head
;
to fit with an arrow-head.

(The first quot. is, from its date, very doubtful : Chaucer
may have written hedid: see HEADED ppl. a.}

[1-1374 CHAUCER Troylus n. (993) 1042 Yf a peyntour
wolde peynte a pyk With asses feet and hede it [MS. Gg.
4. 27 hedit] as an ape.] 1530 PALSGR. 582/2 Heed your
arowes with Strande heedes. 1589 R. HARVEY PI. I'erc.
(1860) 31 Like two drums which are headed, the one with
a sheeps skin the other with a woulfes hide. 1697 DRVDEN
Virg. Georg. \. 357 Let him.. whet the shining Share.. Or
sharpen Stakes, or head the Forks. 1766 POSTLETHWAYT
Diet. Trade (ed. 3) s. v. Fisheries, The Coopers put the
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X AgZic.Sx. XVII. ii. 363 The. .fence, .is. .then headed
,

or finished with 2 feet of grass sods.

b. To close up (a barrel or cask) by fitting the :

head on ; to enclose (something) in a barrel or cask

by this means.
1611 COTGR., Foncer, to head a peece of Caske. 1641

S SMITH Herring-Busse Trade 10 [He] then fills them up, |

and Heads up the Barrels. 1727 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s. v.
|

Herrings, In a fresh Barrel . . close packed and headed up t

by a sworn Cooper. 1800 COLQUHOUN Comm. Thames ii. 1

59 To open and again head-up the casks. 1833 Frasers

Mag. VIII. 57, I was going to pack my most valuable

seeds, and head them up in flour-barrels.

c. To form or constitute the head or top of.

1637 DAVENANT Brit. Triumph. Dram. Wks. 1872 II. 279
His hook was such as heads the end of pole. 1686 PLOT

Staffordsh. 389 The Mangers were.. so placed that the

range of them headed the end of the barn. 1870 MRS.

GATTY Parables fr. Nat. Ser. v. (1871) 67 Carved oaken

finials headed the divisions of the open sittings.

4. a. To furnish with a heading or head-line ; to

place a title, name, etc. at the head of. b. To stand

at the head or form the heading of (a page, list,

etc.). See also HEADED 6.

1832 TENNYSON Dream Fair W. 201 Heaven heads the

count of crimes With that wild oath. 1844 Hawkstone

(1846) I. iii. 34 Mr. Lomax very liberally headed it [a sub-

scription-list] with two pounds. 1877
' H. A. PAGE ' De

Quincey II. xviii. 80 We have so headed this chapter. 1885
Manch, Exam. 13 July 5/2 At the last general election Mr.
L. headed the poll with 4,159 votes.

5. To head a trick (at cards) : to play a card of

a higher value.

1863 PARDON Hoylc's Games 130 (All Fours) It is not

incumbent on the player to head the trick with one of the

same suit or a trump.
6. intr. To form a head ; to come or grow to a

head. Also with out, up.
c 1420 Pa/lad, on Huso. xi. 156 Now leek, ysowe in veer,

transplaunted be That hit may hede. 1577 B. GOOGE
HeresbacKs Husb. ii. (1586) 60 b, If you will not have it

[onion] seede but head, plucke off the blade still close by
the ground. 1606 MARSTON Fawne n. i, I charge you check
Your appetite and passions to our daughter, Before it head.

1768 G. WASHINGTON Writ. (1889) II. 242 All my early

wheat . .was headed and heading. 1864 LOWELL Fireside

Trail. 289 The crop of early muscle that heads out under

the forcing-glass of the gymnasium. 1872 O. W. HOLMES
Poet Breakf.-t. i. (1885) 23 Cabbages would not head.

7. Of a stream : To have its head or source, to

take its rise, to rise. Chiefly U.S.

1762 J. BAHTRAM in Darlington Mem. (1849) 423, 1 believe

Haw River. .heads in the high hills on the south side of the

bottom. 1814 BRACKENRIDGE jfrnl. in Views Louisiana
220 The Kansas, a very large river.. heads between the

Platte and the Arkansas. 1881 Academy 21 May 366/1
The upper waters of the Cubango, the great artery which
heads., in the highlands of Bihe'. .and dies of drought in the

Ngami Lake. 1887 R. MURRAY Geol. Victoria g [These
rivers] head from a range which forms the divide between
their waters and those of the Morwell.

8. trans, (with up) : To collect (water) so as to

form a head. Alsoji?^.

1829 I. TAYLOR Enthus. x. 281 The means of diffusing

religious knowledge long . . accumulated and headed up
above the level of the plains of China. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's

Word-bk., Heading up the land water, when the flood-tide

is backed by a wind, so that the ebb is retarded, causing an
overflow.

III. To be at the head, to lead.

9. trans. To be the head, chief, captain, or ruler

of
;
to be or put oneself at the head of.

a 1400 Minor Poemsfr. Vernon MS. (E. E.T. S.) liii. r88

Hir herte holliche on him bat }>e heuene hedes. 1669
DRYDEN Tyrannic Love n. i, They head those holy factions

which they hate. 1696 PRIOR To the King 73 Heading his

troops, and foremost in the fight. 1727 POPE, etc. A rt of

Sinking 06, I in person will my people head. 1864 BRYCE

Holy Rom. Emp. xvii. (1875) 303 The reforming party in

the church, headed by Gerson.

10. To go in front or at the head of
;
to lead ;

to go before, precede ; fig. to surpass, outdo, excel.

1711 BUDGELL Spect. No. 116 F 7 The old Dogs, which had
hitherto lain behind, now headed the Pack, a 1763 SHEN-
STONE Ess. (1765) 14 Some find their account in heading
n cry of hounds. 1884 Manch, Exam. 8 Apr. 4/7 The
Cambridge crew . . took the lead from the first, were never

headed, and won by upwards of three lengths. Ibid, ir

June 5/2 [He] has headed all the records of mountaineering
by a long stretch.

IV. To direct the head, advance, face, etc.

11. intr. To direct the head or front in a specified
direction ; to face, front.
1610 W. FOLKINGHAM Art ofSurvey n. ii. 49 Confrontage

Actiue may enter the Plot with these or the like Epithetons,
Abutting, Heading, facing, fronting . . etc. Or Passiue headed,
faced, etc. 1850 SCORESBY Whaleman's Adv. iii. (1859) 34
Sing out when we head right ! 1880 C. C. ADLEY Rep.
Pioneer Mining Co.

,
Lint. 2 Oct. i Two strong veins .. head-

ing on in the direction of the main lode. 1897 tr. Nanseris
Farthest North II. 566 The Fram lay moored, .with her
bow heading west.

b. To nave an upward inclination or slope :

opp. to dip.
1802 PLAYFAIR Illnstr. Hutton. Th. 409 The secondary

strata.. are not horizontal, but rise or head towards the

west, dipping towards the east.

C. trans. To cause to take a specified direction.

l6lo[see 11).

146

d. To point towards with the head, to face.

1887 FLORENCE MARRYAT Driven to Bay III. viii. 126 The
.. ship.. drifted along idly, with her nose heading every

point except the one she was wanted to follow.

12. intr. To move forward or advance towards

(a particular point) ;
to shape one's course in a speci-

fied direction ; to makefar. (Especially of a
ship.'

'835 WILLIS Pmcillings I. xxiv. 167 We head for Venice.

1840 R. H. DANA Bef. Mast iv. 7 We saw a small, clipper-

built brig . . heading directly after us. 1887 SIR R. H.

ROBERTS In the Shires ii. 23 Out [the fox].. comes, heading

down the field for the main road. 1884 Harper's Mag.
Dec. 96/2 Wagons were coming into view, heading for the

court-house.

tb. To head it: to make head, advance; cf. 13.

1684 BUNYAN Pilgr. it. 137 That which heads it against

the greatest opposition, gives best Demonstration that it is

strongest.

c. trans. To direct the course of.

1885 Manch. Exam. 16 Feb. 4/7 The vessel was then

headed for Brodick. 1888 B. W. RICHARDSON Son ofa Star

III. xi. 200 Joshua heads his troops towards Caesarea

Philippi.

13. trans. To move forward so as to meet; to

advance directly against, or in opposition to the

course of ; to face, front, oppose ;
to attack in front.

1681 TATE in Dryden's Abs. tf Achit. n. 597 At once

contending with the waves and fire, And heading danger in

the wars of Tyre. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789),

Franckir la lame, to head the sea ; to sail against the

setting of the sea. Ibid. E ee ij b, The wind heads us, or

takes us a-head. 1877 CLERY Min. Tact. v. 63 Headed and
attacked in flank. 1881 Miss BRADDON Asph. III. 34 In

a district where he has to cover his face with a muffler, and
head the driving snow.

b. To get ahead of so as to turn back or aside ;

now often with back, off; zlsojig.
1716 B. CHURCH Hist. Philip's War (1865)

I. 133 Conclud-

ing that if they headed him and beat him back, that he

would take back in his own Track. 1812 Sporting Mag.
XXXIX. 232 The fox being repeatedly headed, the hounds
ranintohim. 1822 SCOTT Fam.Lett. 6 Mar. (1894) Il.xviii.

136 The Bavarian General, .tried to head back Bony in his

retreat from Leipsic. 1891 R. H. SAVAGE My Offic. Wife
iii. 35 To head my rival off I indulged in a tremendous
flirtation. 1893 SELOUS Trail. S. E. Africa 75, I saw that

I must head ray eland before she crossed the valley.

14. To go round the head of (a stream or lake).
a 1657 BRADFORD Plymouth Plant, x. 81 They, .headed a

great creake. 1766 J. BARTRAM Jrnl. 12 Jan. in Stork Ace.
E. Florida 33 Soon came to a little lake which we headed.

1866 HUXLEY Lay Sena. (1870) i. 14 It is shorter to cross a

stream than to head it.

V. 15. trans. To strike or drive with the head.

1784 Laura fy Aug. II. 29 Old Crabtree .. headed and
handled the door so dexterously, that he sprained his collar-

bone. 1887 [see HEADING vbl. sb. 5]. 1897 ROSEBEHY in

Watm. Can. 12 Apr. 4/1 The way in which the [football]

players headed the ball.

-head (hed), suffix, later form of ME. hede,

hd, found already in I2th c., but not known in

OE., though pointing etymologically to an OE.

*-hsdu, -o (obi. cases -hsede] fern., beside OE. -had

masc., corresp. to OHG. 'licit masc. and fern.

This suffix was orig. an independent subst. (OTeut.
*haidii-z masc. in Goth, haidus m., manner, way (see HAD
sb., HEDE), which, after coming to be used only in comb.,
was practically only a suffix of condition or quality. In its

primary use, -hede appears to have been appropriate to adjs.as

boldhede, biterhede, dntnkenhede, fairhede,falshede, etc.,

but it was soon extended to
sbs.,

as in knyghthede, manhede,
maydenhede, wommanhede (all in Chaucer), being thus used

indiscriminately with -hdd (-hode, -hood) from OE. -lidd. In

Cursor ~M..fadirhede,faderhade,preistes hede, pristis hade,
occur as MS. variants. This led the way finally to the

I

obsolescence of -hede, -head, and the substitution, even in

I adjs., of -hood, as in mod.falsehood, likelihood, etc. One or

two special forms in .head, e. g. godhead, maidenheail (dis-

tinguished from godhood, maidenhood}, only remain. In

\
Scotch, on the contrary, -hede, -held, remained the current

I form, but is now more or less obsolescent. See also HAD
]

sb., HEDE sb., and -HOOD.

Headache (he'd^k). Forms: see HEAD sb.

and ACHE sb. Also 5-8 -ake, 7-9 -aoh.

1. An ache or continuous pain, more or less deep-

seated, in the cranial region of the head.
c xooo Jwz.r. Leechd. II. 20 Wib heafod ece hundes heafod

i gebaern to ahsan . . leze on. a 1225 Ancr. R. 370 Ase bauh

j

hit were betere to pollen golnesse brune ben heaued eche.

1398 TREVISA Earth DeP.R. v. ii. (1495) 104 Also heed ache
cometh of grete fastinge and abstynences. 1581 SIDNEY

Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 44 How many head-aches a passionate
life bringeth vs to. 1653 BAXTER Chr. Concord 119, I like

not him that will cure the Headach by cutting the Throat.

1779 FORREST l*'oy. N. Guinea 154 Having a severe head-ake.

1779-81 JOHNSON L. /".
, /V/te Wks. IV. 90 His most frequent

assailant was the headach. 1845 DARWIN Voy. Nat. vii.

(1879) 128, I was confined.. to my bed by a headach. a 1861

I MRS. BROWNING Ld. Walter's Wife vii, Will you vow to be

! safe from the headache on Tuesday? 1884 OL-IDA P'cess
'

Napraxine \. (1886) 5 No doubt, it is utterly wrong, and
would give [him] a sick headache.

2. A rustic name for the wild poppy (Papaver

Khceas), from the effect of its odour.
a 1825 FORBY Voc. E. Anglia, Head-ache, the wild field-

j

poppy- Any one, by smelling it for a very short time, may
convince himself of the propriety of the name. 1827 CLARE

Sheph. Cal. 47 Corn-poppies . . Call'd
' Head-achs ', from

their sickly smell. Mod. (Northampton), The barley field

is red with head-aches.

3. Comb. Headache-tree, a verbenaceous shrub,

i Premna inlegrifotia, found in the East Indies and

j Madagascar, the leaves of which are used to cure

HEAD-BOARD.

headache (Twos. Sot. 1866) ; headache-weed,
a shrub, Hedyosimini nutans (N.O. Chloranthacex),
found in the West Indies (Miller Flant-n., 1884).
So Head-aching sb., aching of the head. = HK.M >-

ACHE i
; aJj., causing headache.

1679-80 MARLBOROUGH in Wolseley Life (1894^ I. 228,
I never had so long a fit of headaching. 1824 LADY GRAN-
vn.LE Lett. (1894) I. 259 She, an excellent, head-aching
woman. 1860 GEO. ELIOT in Life (1885) II. 155 Written in

six weeks, even with headaching interruptions.

Headach; lhe-d,
L

ki), a. [f. prec. +-Y.]
1. Suffering from or subject to headache.

1833 HT. MARTINEAU Briery Creek vi. 136 Mrs. Temple
arose, head-achy and feverish, a 1834 LAMB Final Mem.
i. To Coleridge, From your afflicted, headachey, sore-

throatey, humble servant. 1897 MARY KINGSLEY W. Africa

234, 1 go, dead tired and still head-achy .. with my host.

2. Accompanied with or producing headache.
1828 LADY GRANVILLE Lett. (1804) II. 26 The consequence

.. is the heavy headachy accabtemcnt. 1862 RAWLINSON
Anc. Man. I. 44 The wine,

' sweet but headachy '.

Hence Headachiness.
1872 GEO. ELIOT in Life (1885) III. 149 Dragged back into

headachiness by a little too much fatigue.

Headband ^he-dbxnd).
1. A band worn round the head, a fillet.

1535 COVERDALE fsa. iii. 20 Headbandes, rynges and gar-
landes. 1677 Govt. I'enice 120 Coyfe of white Linnen..like

the Headband which the Conservators of their Laws wore
at Athens during their Office. 1725 BRADLEY Fam. Diet.

s.v. Sleeping, To promote Sleep, take common Roses with

the white of an Egg well beaten . . and make an Headband
or Fillet of it. 1853 HICKIE tr. Aristoph. (1872) II. 547 Let

me wear the head-band as conqueror.
b. tr. L. capistrum a halter. (Cf. FILLET i c.)

1782 ELPHINSTON tr. Martial \. civ. 77 A beast, like Caly-
don's of yore, Boasts headbands never bristler wore.

2. A band round the top of trousers or drawers.
1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xxviii, Giving the head-band of his

breeches a . . hoist with one hand. 1834 M. SCOTT Cruise

Midge x. (1863) 180 The iron-hook was .. passed through
the head-band of his nether garment
3. Bookbinding. An ornamental band or fillet

^usually of silk or cotton) fastened to the inner

back of a bound book at the head and tail
; also,

the material of which this is made.
x6xi COTGR., Trenchefile, the head-band of a booke.

1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Book-binding, The headband. .

is an ornament of silk of several colours . . placed at each
extreme of the back, across the leaves. 1817 DIBDIN Bibl.

Deeameronll. 526 His great error lay in double head-bands,
and brown-paper linings. 1892 ZAEHNSDORF Binding of
Bk. n In cheap work this headband, bought by the yard, is

fastened on by glue .. In early times this headband was
i twisted as the book \

boards.

: was sewn, and . . laced into the wooden

4. Arch. The band of mouldings on the inner

contour of an arch ;
= ABCHIVOLT.

1723 CHAMBERS tr. Le Clerc's Treat. Archil. I. 57 The
Archivolte or Head-Band.
5. Printing, a. A thin slip of iron forming the

top of the tympan of a printing-press, b. A printed
or engraved band of decoration at the head of a

page or chapter. (U.S.)
1841 SAVAGE Diet. Print. 310. it^Encycl.Metrop.\Ul.

774/2 These tympans are light square frames covered with

parchment. They consist of three slips of thin wood with
a headband or top slip of thin iron.

Hence Hea dbander, the person who fastens on
the headbands of books ; Hea'dbanding, the pro-
cess of fastening these ; also concr. the headband.

1707 Phil. Trans. XXV. 2401 Bookbinding shall be
handled in all its Parts . . Folding, Sewing, Headbanding.
1873 SPON Workshop Rec. (1875) 396 Headbanding, there
are two kinds, stuck on and worked. 1892 ZAEHNSDORF
Binding of Bk. ii Headbanding next follows, and is the

work of women, it is the silk or cotton finish at the edges,
head and tail. Ibid. 18 Headbander, the person who works
the fine silk or cotton ornament at head or tail of the book.

Head-block (he-d|blf>k).

f 1. A log put at the back of the chimney to keep
the fire in by night : cf. head-brand in HEAD 66.

1641 FULLER Holy $ Prof. St. v. xix. 439 These Nether-
lands being like the head-block in the chimney, where the

fire of warre is alwayes kept in (though out every where
else).

2. In a saw-mill : The device for holding the log
I upon the carriage, while it is sawn.

1864 WEBSTER, Head-block (Saw.mill), the movable cross-

piece of a carriage on which the log rests. 1878 Sci. Amer.
XXXVIII. 291 An improved head block. .for saw mills.

3. The piece which connects the wheel-plate or
'
fifth wheel ' of a carriage with the fore-body.
1875 in KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1884 Ibid. Suppl., Head

Block Plate (Carriage), an iron resting on the fore-axle and

supporting the head block.

Head-board vhe-dbo^d).
1. A board at the head or upper end of anything,

as a bedstead, a grave, etc.

1730 SOUTHALL Bugs 34 Deal Head-Boards, .avoid. 1869
R. B. SMYTH Goldf. Victoria Gloss., Head-Board, a wedge
of wood, or part of a slab, placed against the hanging-board.
1895 HOFFMAN Beginn. Writing v. 65 The head-board,
erected to the memory of a woman, has displayed upon it

1 various articles used by her in life. 1897 MARY KINGSLEY
W. Africa 412 A big wooden bedstead of the native type

I
a wooden bench without sides, but with a head- and foot-

board.

2. Naut. (//.)
' The berthing fir close-boarding

\

between the head-rails
'

(Smyth Sailor's Ir'ard-kk.).
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Headborongh.(he'db:r^). Forms: 5 -borwe,
_jr -borow, 6-7 -borowe, -boroughe, 7 -bur-

rowe, -burrough, 8 -bourg, 6- -borough.

Originally, the head ofa./WWwA, tithing,or frank-

pledge (see BORROW sb. 3) ;
afterwards a parish

officer identical in functions with thepettyconstable ;

^BOBROWHEAD, BORSHOLDEK, TlTHINGMAN.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 231/2 Heed borow (A"., //. bed-

\xxvfe), plegius cafitalis. 1515 Cocke LorelCs B. (Percy
Soc.) 10 Constables, hede borowes, and katers. 1536 Act
28 Hen, yillt c. 10 Euery..counstable, hedborowe, thyrd-
boroughe, borsolder, and euery other lay officer. 1596
SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. Induct, i. u, I must go fetch the Head-

borough. Beg. Third, or fourth, or fift Borough, He
answerehimby Law. 1641 ROGERS Naatnan 228 Oh ! yee
Headburrowes, and Officers of Townes, let this truth ofGod
convince yee. 1722 DE FOE Plague (1884) 301 There died
six and forty Constables and Headboroughs. 1766 ENTICK
London IV. 389 The officers stand thus ;

6 church-wardens

..3 headboroughs. 1855 MACAULAY Hist, Eng. xi. III. n
The Whig theory Is . . that the right of a king is divine
in no other sense than that in which the right of a . . judge,
of a juryman, of a mayor,of a headborough, is divine.

b. transf. An official holding a similar position
in foreign countries.

J555 W. WATREMAN Fardle Facions i. iv. 47 The head-

borough of the Citie (whom we call the Mayour). 1598
HAKLUYT Voy. I. 152 Two other headboroughs, one of

Dantzick, and the other of Elburg. 1843 BORROW Bible in

Spain, xlix. (1872) 283, I was visited by various alguazils,

accompanied by a kind of headborough who made a small
seizure of Testaments and Gypsy Gospels.

Head-Cloth (he-d,kl^). [See CLOTH sb. i.l

1. A cloth or covering for the head; in //. the

pieces composing a head-dress.
a zooo Voc, in Wr.-Wiilcker 199/13 Capiiale^ heafodclab,

K^/wangere. 11x395 Ancr.R. 424 Hore heued cloS sitte

lowe. 1558 Inv. Ck. Goods Surrey 46 Item iiij
or hed-

clothes. 1653 H. MORE Antid, Ath, HI. vii. (1712) 106 The
Spirit . . stuck two pins in the Maid's head cloaths, and bid
her keep them. 1707 MRS. CENTLIVRE Platon. Lady in.

Wks. 1760 II. 214 Head-cloaths to shorten the Face,
Favourites to raise the Forehead. 1741 RICHARDSON
Pamela (1811) I. 12 (D.) Two suits of fine Flanders laced
head-clothes. 1886 W. J. TUCKER E. Europe 426 A .. bodice
of coloured prints with a cotton head-cloth to match.
2. A piece of cloth at the head of a bed.

1730 SOUTHALL Bugs 34 Head-Cloths lined with Deal, or
Rails of that Wood.
3. ' A canvas screen for the head of a ship

'

(Cent.

Diet.}.

Head-Court. Hist. A chief court (of justice) ;

spec, in Scotland, a court or meeting of the free-

holders of a county, anciently held thrice a year,
in later times once a year ;

now obsolete.
This sourt was for some time, under an act of 1681 and

Act 16 Geo. II] c. xi, used as a court for the registration
of county voters, a function which it ceased to have after
the Reform Act of 1832.

1545 BRINKLOW Contpl. 22 Gret and wayghty matters,
which may be brought to one head court of the reame.

1609 SKENE Reg. Maj. 55 Advocat to the kings held court.

1748 Act 20 Geo. //, c. 50 18 Whereas the ancient usage
of the vassals of the king and other subject superiors, being
obliged to give suit and presence, or to appear at head
courts at certain times of the year, has of a long time been
useless. 1773 ERSKINE Inst. Law Scotl. i. iv. 5 All free-

holders were bound to attend the three head-courts which
were held by the Sheriff yearly. 1820 SCOTT Monast.
In trod. Ep., The laird .. had to attend trustee meetings,
and lieutenancy meetings, and head-courts.

Head-dress (he'd|dres). Any dress or cover-

ing for the head ; esp, an ornamental attire for the

head worn by women.
1703 Lond. Gaz. No. 3743/4 Lost, .a Deal Box . . having

in it .. three Head-Dresses. 1773 MRS. CHAPONE Improv.
Mind (1774) II. in As ridiculous as an old woman with
a head-dress of flowers. 1877 M. M. GRANT Sun-Maid vii,

It is the old national head-dress of the women of Russia.

transf. 1713 ADDISOM Spect. No. 265 F 3 Among Birds
. .the Male, .very often appears in a most beautiful Head-
dress

; whether it be a Crest, a Comb, a Tuft of Feathers,
or a natural little Plume.

t Head-dressing. Obs. The dressing or at-

tiring of the head ; concr. a head-dress.

1568 in Antiq, Rep, (1808) II. 394 She hathe a new
Devyce of Heade dressyng. 1678 Lond. Gaz. No. 1325/4
A laced Apron, a laced Head-dressing.
Headed (he-ded), a. and pa. pple. [f. HEAD sb.

and v. + -ED.]
1. Having a head (of a specified kind), b. Of

a stag : Having a ' head
*

of horns.
c 1374 [See HEAD v. 3.] 1399 LANGL. Rich. Redeles it. u

J?e seson was paste For hertis y-heedid so hy and so noble.

1579-80 NORTH Plutarch 133 (R.) Schinocepnalos, as much
as to say, headed like an onion. 1607 TOPSELL Four.f. Beasts

(1658) 249 Setting their horses in a double front, so as they
appeared headed both wayes. 1670 NARBOROUGH Jrnl, in

Ace. Sev. late Voy. I. (1694) 50, They are.. headed and
beaked like a Crow. 1876 JAS. GRANT One, of the 600 ix. 75
Headed Hlce a snake.

c. Frequent in parasynthetic combinations, as

bare-headed, clear-headed^ light-headed^ many-
headed, etc., q.v. under the first element.
c 1386 CHAUCER Wife's Prol. 645 He. .hire fprsok for terme

of al his lyf Noght but for open-heueded he hir say Lokynge
out at his dore vpon a day, 1553 EDL:N Treat, Newc Ind.

(Arb.) 15 They are all naked . . and go beare headed. 1863
E. V. NEALE Anal. Th. $ Nat, 16 Clearest headed thinkers.

2. Of things: Furnished with a head ; tipped, as

an arrow, etc. (Often as pple., const, with.')

c 1450 HENRVSON Test, Cress. 168 Flanis fedderit with yse,
and heidit with hail-stanis. c 1470 HENRY Wallace x. 853
With speris hedyt weill. 1624 T. SCOTT Vox Dei To Rdr. 5
All the arrowc.s they shoote . . are both headed and feathered.

with flame.

3. Of a plant : Having a head, grown to a head.
1577 B. GOOGE HeresbacKs Husb. n. (1586) 60 The

headed, or sette Leeke. 1641 BEST Farm. Bks. (Surtees)

51 Good chinnell-oates, that are large and well headed.

*7S3 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s.v. Brassica, The headed
cabbage. 1822 J. FLINT Lett. Amer. 227 Oats, at that

time, were headed out and luxuriant.

4. That has come to a head or matured, as a boil.

1600 SHAKS. A . Y. L. 11. vii. 67 All th' imbossed sores,
and headed euils.

f5. Of flints :
= Faced: see FACE v. 14.

1671 EVELYN Diary 17 Oct., Buildings of flints so exqui-
sitely headed and squared. 1717 TABOR in Phil. Trans.
XXX. 554 A very firm. .Wall, made ofRoman Brick, squar'd
Stone and headed Flint. Ibid., Pitch'd with small Flint

and Stones, Pointed at their lower ends, and Headed at
their upper ends.

6. Furnished with a heading, written or printed.

(Usually as pple., followed by with, or simply by
the word or words which constitute the heading.)
1838 GLADSTONE State in Rel. Ch. vii. 30 (L.) Prayers. .

headed with the promise that such and such religious ad-

vantages shall be given to all who devoutly recite them.

1838 DE MORGAN Ess. Probab. 69 A column headed t. 1884
L*pool Mercury 18 Feb. 5/6 The following five-lined whip,
headed 'Most important', has been issued to members of
the Opposition. 1894 Daily Ne^vs 9 Apr. 2/7 A letter on
the headed notepaper of a firm in New Bond-street.

Header (he*dw). Forms: 5 hevedare, hef-

dare, heder(e, -are, 6 heeder, 7 (9) headder,
6- header, [f. HEAD v. and sb. + -EH *.]

1. One who or that which removes the head.

t a. One who beheads ; a headsman, executioner.

1432-50 tr. Hidden (Rolls) V. 113 Alban .. conuertede his

heder in to the feithe of Christ, c 1440 Promp. Parr. 231/2
Hedare, or hefdare. .decapitator. 1519 HORMAN Vitlg. 136
An hangeman or an heeder is odiose to loke vpon.

b. One who removes the heads of fish
; also, a

machine used for this purpose. *

1623 WHITBOURNE Newfoundland 82 Skilful! headders, and

splitters offish. 1809 NavalChron. XXI. 21 The headder cuts

open the fish, tears up its entrails, and . . breaks off its head.

C. A kind of reaping-machine which cuts off only ,

the heads of the grain ; also, a machine for gather-

ing the heads of clover for the seed.

1874 KNIGHT Diet, Meek., Clover-seed Harvester, . . it is

known as a header. 1883 Harper's Mag. Aug. 389/1 Here
are . . no ' headers

'

devouring fields and delivering sacks of
clean grain. 1884 Ibid. Sept. 503/1 The use of 'headers'
rather than the ordinary mowers and reapers.

2. One who puts a head on something, e.g. casks,

nails, pins, etc. b. An apparatus for shaping the

mouth end of a cigar.
1755 JOHNSON, Header, one that heads nails or pins, or the

like. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet, Trade, Header, a cooper who
closes casks. 1870 Eng. Meek, 4 Mar. 599/1 A ' header

'

. .

shapes the head or mouth end of the cigar.

t 3. One who makes head against or resists some-

thing ;
an

opponent. Obs. rare.

1537 HILSEY in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721) I. App. Ixxxviii.

232 The headers of that truth that God techyth cannot

escape just judgment.
4. One who heads or leads a party, etc. ;

a leader.

rare.
1818 TODD, Header .. 2, one who heads a mob or party.

1882 W. B. WEEDEN Soc. Law Labor 94 The header, cap-
tain, intertaker. .must conduct the operation.

b. * A ship's mate or other officer in charge of a

whale-boat; a boat-header' (Cent. Diet.}.

5. Building. A brick, or stone, laid with its head
or end in the face of the wall ; opp. to stretcher,

which is laid lengthwise. Also applied to sods,

etc., similarly placed in fortification.

1688 R. HOLME Armoury 261 Header* is the laying the
end of a Brick in the outside of a wall. 1700 MOXON Mech.
Exerc. 36 The Header half the length of the Stretcher.

1725 W. HALFPENNY Sound Building 51 The Course, .con-

sists of two Streachers and one Header. 1793 SMEATON
Edystone L. 82 The tail of the header was made to . . bond
with the interior parts. 1851 J. S. MACAULAY Field Fortif.
63 The third kind of revetment . . made with sods of un-

equal sizes, called headers and stretchers. 1884 Milit.

Engin. I. jr. 73 Making good the interval between parapet
and gabions with filled sandbags, header, and stretcher.

6. Pugilism. A blow on the head.
1818 Sporting Mag. II. 279 The latter almost Instantly

surprised Johnson with another header.

7. A plunge or dive head foremost, colloq.

1849 ALB. SMITH Pottleton Leg. 298 A 'header* from the
bank through a thin coat of ice. 1859 W. H. GREGORY
Egypt I. 276 Four blacks one after the other took a header
into the boiling current. 1873 G. C. DAVIES Mount. $
Mere xiv. 113 The delights of a header off a rock ten feet

high, and an unknown depth of clear, cold water below.

transf. andy%~. 1860 HUGHES Tom Brown at Ox/. (1870)
II. iv. 59 Till we. .take our final header out of this riddle

of a world. 1870 H. MEADE .A/. Zealand 286 The mast. .

took a clear header overboard. 1801 Spectator 25 July,
The world in general goes a header for the new system.
8. One who dives head foremost, rare.

1848 CLOUGH Bothte in. 20 There they bathed, of course,
and Arthur, the glory of headers, Leapt from the ledges with

Hope, he twenty feet, he thirty.

9. Mining. A collier or coal-cutter who drives

a head (see HEAD sb. 23).
1883 GRESLEY Gloss. Coal-mining.
10. Needle Manuf. A person who turns the

needles all one way for drilling (Cent. Diet.}.

Headfast (he-dfast), sb. Naut. Also 7 -feet,

[f. HEAD sb. +FAST sb?\ A rope or chain at the

head of a vessel, to make her fast to a wharf, buoy,
or other point.
c 1569 HAWKINS yd Voy. (1878) 77 So leesing her hedfasts,

and hayling away by the stearne fastes shee was gotten out.

1635 Voy. Foxe % James to N. W. (Hakluyt Soc.) I. 146
They cut the head-fest from the sterne of their ship. 1724
DF. FOE TourGt. Brit. I. 98 The Ships ride here .. with
their Head-fasts on Shore, 1837 COLQUHOUN Comp. Oars-
man's Guide 31 The painter is the rope attached to the
stem to make fast by, and is otherwise called the headfast.
attrib. 1876 T. HARDY Ethelberta (1800) 349 A strong

pull from a headfast rope might drag the erection com-
pletely over.

Hence Kea'dfast v. trans. , to make fast with a
headfast.

1889 Daily News 9 Nov. 6/4 The point in the river at
which the barge may be headfasted.

Head-foremost, headforemost, adv.phr.
and a. a. adv. phr. See headforemost, s.v. HEAD
sb. 56. b. adj. Headlong, precipitate, rare.

1871 Memberfor Paris 1. 180 That headforemost kind of

rhetoric which capsizes a jury.

Headful (he-dful), sb. [f. HEAD .r. + -FUL 2.]
As much as the head contains or will hold.

1589 COGAN HavenHealthdbyb)?^ A headfull of vapours.

1633 FORD 'Tis Pity r. ii, I'll undertake, with a handful
of silver, to buy a headful of wit at any time. 1884 Century
Mas, XXIX. 54 For all his headful of knowledge.

Head-gear (he-d,gij).
1. That which is worn on the head ;

a hat, cap,

bonnet, or head-dress of any kind.

1559 Inv. R. Wardrobe (1815) 53 (Jam.) Item, ten heid

geiris of fedderis for hors. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. in. ii.

in. iii, Glittering attires, counterfeit colours, headgears,
curled hairs. 1729 SOMERVILLE Ep. to Ramsay 65 In her
tartan plaid Ana all her richest headgear trimly clad. 1875
J. H. BENNET Winter Medit. \. iiL (ed. 5) 76 The peculiar
headgear used in India as a protection against the sun.

1888 J. PAYN Myst. Mirbridge I. iii. 47 His headgear a

billy-cock-hat.
2. The parts of the harness about a horse's head.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mec/i., Head-gear^ the bridle of a
horse. The head-stall and bit.

3. Mining. Apparatus at the head of a shaft.

(See also quot. 1881.)
1841 Collieries <$ Coal Trade (ed. 2) 200 The erection of

head-gear will depend much . . upon the description of

machinery to be employed. 1875 R. F. MARTIN tr. Havrez
Winding Mack. 97 An iron head gear consisting of two
vertical lattice girder legs and two struts. 1881 RAYMOND
Mining Gloss., Head-gear, that part of deep-boring
apparatus which remains at the surface.

4. The rigging on the fore part of a vessel.

Headgrow, dial, form of EDGROW.
t Hea'cTliood. Obs. rare. In 5 heedhode. [f.

HEAD sb. + -HOOD.] = HEADSHIP.
c 1449 PECOCK Rej>r. 439 If Crist wolde Petir or hise Suc-

cessouris to stonde in Heedhode of al the chirche in Erthe.

Headily (he'dili), adv. [f. HEADY + -LY -.]

In a
heady manner; headlong, precipitately, hastily,

rashly; violently, impetuously; -f eagerly.
c 1450 Merlin 119 Antor . . met hym so hedylyche with a

grete spere, that bothe the tymbir and stelen beede shewed

thourgh his shuldre. 1565 GOLDING Ovid"s Met. Epist.

(1593) 10 A person sage and wise, .who headily will nothing
enterprise. 1683 R. GROVE Perswas, Communion 17 Why
should we run so headily into opposite Parties ? 1736 L.

WELSTED Scheme Proind. iv. Wks. (1787) n. 454 The multi-

tude, .ran headily into mischief.

Headiness (he'dines). [f.
as prec. + -NESS.]

The quality or condition of being heady.
1. Rashness, hastiness, precipitancy; unruliness,

self-will, obstinacy, headstrongness.
1475 Bk. Noblesse 79 Usid after his owne wilfulnesse and

hedmesse and without counceile. 1579 SPENSER Skeph.
Cal. Ded., Of witlesse headinesse in Judging, or of heede-

lesse hardinesse in condemning. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat.

(1852) II. 414 The rationalist, who complains so loudly of

the headiness and hastiness of zeal. 1865 W. G. PALGRAVE
Arabia I. 85 Famous for headiness and the spirit of con-

tradiction.

2. The quality of going to the head ; intoxicating

quality.
1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 65 b, He was not able to

beare his drinke nor resist the least headinesse and strength
thereof. 1655 GURNALL Chr. in Arm. i. x. 2 (1669) 56/1

Water to dash this strong wine of joy, and take away its

headiness.

Heading (he-din), vbl. sb. [-ING
1
.]

I. The action of HEAD z>., in various senses.

1, The cutting off or removal of the head : a.

of persons : beheading, decapitation, arch.

,71300 Cursor M. 22860 Men .. wit hefding draght, or

hanging spilt. 1494 FABYAN Chron. n. xxxvii. 27 Byhedd-
yng, fleyng, brennynge, & other cruel execucions. 1555
W. WATREMAN Fardle Facions \. v. 66 To be periured was

headyng. 1692 WAGSTAFFE Vind. Carol, xv. 102 Their

frequent Headings and Gibbettings. 1893 Athenaeum 9
Sept. 346/1 Plots and rumours of plots, with their con-

sequences of headings and hangings.
b. of trees, etc.

1552 HUI.OET, Headynge, or choppynge, or clyppynge of
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HEADING.
any thynge, truncatio. 1707 MORTIMER Husb. i. (1708' 335
As 'tis a large tree you must avoid heading of them if you
can. 1843 jfnil. R. Agric. Sac. IV. u. 356 Heading-down,
that is, removing all the branches to withm a foot or two of

the main forks or the stem of the tree. 1886 G. NICHOLSON
Diet. Card. s.v.. Heading-down will be requisite with

fruit-trees which it is intended to graft.

2. The action of furnishing or fitting with a head.

1390-1 in Exped. Earl Derby (Cauiden) 22 Pro hedynge
iiij doliorum pro floure imponendo. 1463 Mann. $ Househ.
Ex*. (Roxb.) 193 For hopyng and hedyr.g and settyng in of

hedys of pypys and barells. 1599 MINSHEU, Enastadura,
heading with iron.

3. The process of forming a head or coming to

a head ; fig. culmination. Also heading-up. (See
HEAD sb. 93, 17, 31; HEAD v. 6, 8.)

1819 REES Cycl. s. v. Brassica, The true nurple kind is

superior both in size and perfectness of heading. 1857 P.
FREEMAN Princ. Div. Serv. II. 98 It was . - the headihg-up
and the final effort of a form of thought, which . . had for

near a century past been gathering momentum. 1873 F.
ROBERTSON Engin. Notes 12 The heading up of the water.

4. A facing or advancing in a particular direction;

the doubling of a hare, etc. (
= HEAD sb. 28).

1607 TOPSELL Four~f. Beasts (1658) 107 Remembring and
preventing, .the subtile turnings and headings of the hart.

Ibid. 120 The nature of this hare is sometimes to leap and
make headings, sometimes to tread softly. 1860 JA'n.
Marine Mag. VII. 98 With your present heading you will

run aground.
5. Football. The action of striking or driving the

ball with the head.

1887 Sporting Life 28 Mar. 4/5 Their kicking and head-

ing being perfection. 1887 M. SHEARMAN Athletics fyFoptb.
(Badm. Libr.i 347 Heading is often quicker than '

footing
'

when the ball is high in the air.

II. Concrete senses.

6. A distinct or separable part forming the head,

top, or front of a thing ; b. in Needlework ;
c. in

Mining : see quots.
1676 MOXON Print Lett. 40 The Heading is made like the

Heading of k. 1870 F. R. WILSON Ch. Limiisf. 81 The
east window has [a] low four-centred arched heading. 1875
KNIGHT Diet. Meek., Heading.. (Fireworks), the device of
a signal-rocket, such as a star-heading, a bounce-heading.
b. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meek., Heading . . (Sewing\ the

extension of a line of ruffling above the line of stitch. i88a
CAULFEILD & SAWARD Diet. Needlework, Heading, a term
used sometimes instead of Footing, to distinguish the edge
of the lace that is upon the side ofthe lace sewn to the dress
from the edge that is left free. 1886 Queen 22 Jan. 114
Two curtains.. with headings made in soft silk.

C. 1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss., Headings, in ore-

dressing, the heavier portions collecting at the upper end of
a huddle or sluice, as opposed to the tailings, which escape
at the other end, and the middlings, which receive further
treatment.

d. The highest part ; that which is at the top.
1846 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. VII. i. 56 The middle or head-

ing of the stetch would grow little. 1883 GRESLEY Gloss.

Coal-mining, Heading, .. the top portion above the tub sides
of the load carried.

7. Material for the heads of casks.

1772 Ann. Reg. 230/2 Bounties . . to be allowed upon the

importation of white oak staves and heading. 1774 J. Q.
ADAMS Diary 17 Aug. Wks. 1850 II. 344 They had vast

forests, and could make their own heading, staves, and
hoops. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Heading, pieces of
wood suited for closing sugar hogsheads, and other casks.

8. The title or inscription at the head of a page,
chapter, or other division of a book, manuscript,
etc. ; cf. HEAD sb. 1 3.
Dead heading (Printing^, the numbers indicating the

pagination ; live heading, the running title at the top of the

page (Tolhausen Technol. Diet. 1874'.

1849 FREESE Conim. Class-tk. 53 The Heading . . should
be written the whole width of the paper on which the
account is to be made out. 1867 FREEMAN Norm. Conq.
(1870) I. App. 667 This is the date given in the heading of
one of the manuscripts. 1885 SIR R. BAGGALLAY in Law
Times Rep. LII. 672/1 A group of sections, the heading of
which is

'

Official Receivers and Staff of Board of Trade '.

b. fig. A division, section of a subject of dis-

course, etc. ; cf. HEAD sb. 27.
1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec. v. (1873) 122 The principle dis-

cussed under the last heading may be applied to our present
subject. 1861 TROLLOPE Orley F. xxxii, The woman
Bolster is in the next room, And I . . will take down the
headings of what evidence she can give.
9. A fancy striped border at the end of a piece of

calico, or the like.

tlO. ?A bank or dam: cf. HEAD sb. 17. Obs.
i66a DUGDALE Hist, [mbaiiking xiv. 234/1 The Heved-

inges of Spalding, on Westone Side, had used and ought to
be whole, but then were cut through in divers places. 1793
Smtthburn [nclos. Act 14 Cuts, drains . . headings, trays.
1832 Holderness Drainage Act 13 Dams, mounds, headings,
doughs.
11. A horizontal passage driven through in pre-

paration for a tunnel, for working a mine, or for

draining, ventilating, or other purpose ; a drift or

drift-way; also, the end of a drift or'gallery.
1819 REES Cycl., Headings are small soughs or tunnels

driven underground to collect and draw off the springs of
water from any tunnel deep-cutting, or other large work.
1838 F. W. SIMMS Pub. Wks. Gt. Brit. 32 The headingmust be carried through before any part of the main tunnel
is commenced. 1878 F. S. WILLIAMS Midi. Rail. 422 The
bottom of the landslip, .was drained by underground head-
ings of great depth.
12. A top layer or covering : in various technical

applications.
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1777 MACBRIDE in Phil. Trans, I.XVIII. 115 Ooze is then

poured on, to fill up interstices ; and the whole crowned
with a sprinkling of bark, which the tanners call a heading.
1846 WORCESTER, Heading . . foam on liquor. 1869 R. B.
SMYTH Goldf. Victoria Gloss., Headings, coarse gravel or
drift overlying the washdirt. 1873 Q, Rev. CXXXV. 143
The lignite is covered by a thick heading of sand [etc.].

13. A mixture for producing a * head* on beer, etc.

1861 WYNTER Soc. Bees 85 The heading. .is a mixture of
half alum and half copperas ground to a fine powder.
14. Homespun cloth. Southern U.S.

1878 N. H. BISHOP Voy. Paper Canoe 236 A roll ofhome-
spun for a pillow, which the women called

'

heading *.

III. 15. attrib. and Comb. a. From sense I a :

used for beheading, as heading ax, block, hill, man,
f stead, sword, b. from sense 8, as heading-line.
C. In the names of tools used in various trades for

making or manipulating the * head J
of an article,

as heading chipper', chisel, circler, hammer,jointer,

planer, saw, tool, etc. d. heading-course, a
course of bricks lying transversely or consisting of

headers; heading-joint (see quot.) ; f heading-
stone, a faced or pitched stone : cf. HEADED 5.

Also HEADING-KNIFE, etc.

1513 DOUGLAS JEneis vi. xiv. 46 So brymc and felloun

with the *heding ax. 1679 in Daily ffesn i Jan. (1894)5/6
[A]

'

heading axe
*
[does not appear in the Tower Inventories

before the year 1670-] i533 LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk. M.
Aiirel. (1546) D iij, There shoulde be no nede of . . *headd-

yng blpckes for traitours. 1875 KNIGHT Diet, Mec/t.,
*Hcoding-chisel, a chisel for cutting down the head of a

mortise, a mortise-chisel. Ibid.,
*Heading-circler (Coofer-

*")* a machine for cutting down and dressing the pieces to

form the head of a cask. 1659 WILLSFORD Scales Comm.,
A rch. 2 The length of 2 bricks or 18 inches for the *heading
course. 1776 G. SEMPLE Building in Water 116 The
Parapets . . must rest on a heading Course of cut Stone.

1874 TOLHAUSEN Tecknol. Diet.,
*
Heading-hammer

(needlemaking). aiSoo Young Waters xiv, They hae taen to
the *heiding-hill His lady fair to see. 1823 CRABB Tecknol.

Diet.,
*
Heading Joint (Carfient.), the joint of two or more

boards at right angles to the fibres. 1874 TOLHAUSEN Tech-
nol. Diet. s.v.t

*
Heading-line, head-margin, running title.

1890 CHILD Ballads vii. ccviii. 125/2 He orders the "heading-
man to make haste. ^1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Cristofore 594
Christofore furth J>an haf J?ai lede, Furth one to be *heding
stade. 1766 ENTICK London IV'. 424 St. James's-square. .is

neatly paved with *heading-stone all over. 15x3 DOUGLAS
sEtteis vi. xiv. 30 *Heding swerd, baith felloun, scherp and
gain 1564-5 Burgh Rec. Edin. (Rec. Soc.) 3 Feb. (Jam.
SuppL), His tua handit sword to be vsit for ane heiding-
sword. 1868 MORRIS Earthly Par. i. 120 Make sharp thy
fearful heading sword. 1851 APPLETON Diet. Meek. I. 695
The *heading tools.. are made of all sizes and varieties of
forms. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meek., Heading-tool (Forging),
a tool used in swaging heads on stems of bolts.

Heading, ppl. a.
[f. as prec. + -ING 2.] That

heads or forms a head.

18x9 REES Cycl. s.v. Brassica, Of the .. common heading
cabbage, the varieties are numerous. 1826 LOUDON Encycl.
Agric. (1831) 515 The sheaves are set on end in pairs . . and
covered, .by what are called heading sheaves.

Heading-knife. A knife used for heading.
Applied a. to various kinds of knives used by
coopers, saddlers, curriers, etc. ;

b. to a knife for

removing the heads of fishes.

1574 in Rogers Agric. fy Prices III. 580/2 (Carpenter's
tools) 23 heading knives. x88o TURNER Catal. Tool Wks.
(Sheffield) 10 Cowpers Heading Knives.

Heading-machine, a. A kind of harvester ;

= HEADER i c, b. A machine for forming heads,
as for casks, pins, bolts, etc.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meek., Heading-machine (Agrieulture\
a machine for cutting off the heads of grain in the field.

1884 B'ham Daily Post 23 Feb. 2/4 Heading-machine, for

bicycle spokes.

t Hea'dish, a. Obs. rare. [f. HEAD sb. + -ISH.]

Heady, headstrong.
1530 PALSGR. 315/1 Heedysshe or heedstronge, test*.

Headkercnief (he-dksitjif). rare. Alsohead-
kercher. A kerchief for the head.

1540 COVERDALE Fmitf. Less. in. Wks. (Parker Soc.) I.

327 The clothes wherein the Lord was wrapped, the head-

kerchief, every thing folden together in his several place.
1577 FRAMPTON Joyful News (1580) 3 They doe perfume
therewith their head kerchers, when they doe goe to sleepe.

1851 LAYARD Pop. Ace. Discov. Nineveh. 78 Over his Kiffiah

or headkerchief was folded a Turban. 1896 Westm. Gaz.
14 Dec. 2/1 The costumes and headkerchiefs are infinitely

picturesque and varied in colour.

Headland (he'dlcend). [f.HEAD sb. + LANDJ.]
1. A strip of land in a ploughed field, left for con-

venience in turning the plough at the end of the

furrows, or near the border ; in old times used as

a boundary. Called in Scotland, head-rig, -f* head-

room.
In some districts the headland is left only at the two ends

of the ridges or
'

lands ', but in others it runs parallel to the

fence, round the whole field ; it is ploughed last, with
furrows parallel to the fence, which at the head and foot of
the regular furrows of the field cross these at right angles.
956 Charter of Ead"wi\ in Earle Land Charters 291 On

Jet heafod lond of be heafodon andlang fura. c xooo ^ELFRIC
Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 147/18 Limites, hafudland. 14. . Voc.
ibid. 584/8 Forariitm t an hedelonde. 1483 Catk. Angl.
180/1 An Hede lande, auiseges, artifinium. 1573 TUSSER
Hush. xxi. (1878) 58 Now plough vp thy hedlond, or delue
it with spade. 1598 KITCHIN Courts Leet(i6j^\ 209 Custom
to turn his Plough upon the Head-land of another is a good
Custom. 1637 Wr

*ttrtffWH (Mass.) Rec. 26 Feb. (1894) 3
There shalbe two Rod of hadland lying next to every mans

HEAD-LINE.

particular meddow. 1669 WORLIDGE Syst. Agric. 11681)

327 Head-land, that which is ploughed overthwart at the
ends of the other Lands. 1863 FAWCETT Pol. Econ. i. vi. 81

After the centre of the field has been ploughed, the head-
lands will remain to be ploughed separately.
2. A point of land projecting into the sea or

other expanse of water ; a cape or promontory:
now usually, a bold or lofty promontory.
1527 R. THORNE in Hakluyt Voy. (1589'! 253 An head lond

called Capo verde. 1555 EDEN Decades 350 A rounde hyll
ouer the hedde lande. 1595 SPENSER Col. Clout 283 An
high headland thrust far into the sea. i6az R. HAWKINS
Voy. S. Sea (1847) 179 In all the coast from head-land to

head-land. i-jGaDefoe's Tour Gt. Brit, III. 312 The Cape
or Head-land of St. Bees.. still preserves its Name. 1856
KANE Arct. Expl. I. ix. 102 Lofty headlands walled it in.

attrih. 1887 BOWEN Virg. ALneid in. 699 The towering
bluffs of Pachynum's headland brow.

Headle, variant of HEDDLE.
Headless (he-dies), a. [See -LESS.]
1. Without a head

; having no head
; deprived of

the head, beheaded.
c xooo ,/ELFRIC Voc. in Wr.-Wi'ilcker 159/1 Trtencns, hea-

fodleas bodi^. 13.. Senyn Sag. (W.) 1333 The heuedles
bodi..Was i-drawe thourgh eueri strete. c 1489 CAXTON
Sonnes of Aynton xiv. 331 Hym that never shall come
agayn, but he be hedles. 1579 SPENSER Sheph. Cal. Feb.
86 Cuddle, I wote thou kenst little good, So vainely
taduance thy headlesse hood. 1596 F. Q. iv. iii. 20 The
headlesse tronke, as heedlesse of that slower, Stood still

awhile. 1773-91 HOOLE Orl. Fur. xui. iR.), The headless
trunk of Agramant. 1862 D. WILSON Pi eh. Man II. xix.

126 Headless figures are the symbols of the dead.
(Headless hood* inquot. 1579, is explained in theGlobe ed.,

followed by recent Diets., as = heedlesshood
; but Spenser

elsewhere always distinguishes headless and heedless?)

tb. In grimly jocular phr. to hop headless to

have the head struck off, to be beheaded. Obs.

^1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 1082 Hedles
schal bou hop. c 1330 King of Tars toy) Hou the Sara-
zins that day Hopped hedles for heore pray. 1596 DAL-
RVMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. vn. 9 Mony ane of the cheif
nobilitie . . the Bruse gart hap heidles. 1635 R. N. tr.

Catndeti's Hist. Elis. I. in Lest she saw ere long those
on whom she most leaned, hop headlesse.

C. Having no head, or having lost the head (in
various senses, see HEAD sb. II) ; without the top.
Headless cross (spec.*) tan cross ; see CROSS so. 18.

c 1420 Pallad. on Huso. i. 88 1 Brenne heer and ther the
heedles garlek stelis. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis\\. xiii. 12 That
lenys him apon his heidless speir. 1563 in Vicary's Anat.
(1888) App. iii. 163 There shalbe CC blew hedles Crosses
made with all convenient spede. 1693 C. MATHER Wond.
fmrt's. World (1862) 137 Several Poppets .. with headless
Pins in them, the Points being outward. 1884 Alilit. Engin.
I. H. 86 Each cylinder is made of gabions or headless casks,

placed end to end, and lashed together.
d. Having no part distinctly organized as a head ;

= ACEPHALOUS 3.
1880 BASTIAN Brain vii. 107 Sedentary animals, though

they may possess a Nervous System, are often headless.

1883 American VI. 46 It [the oyster] isa headless creature.

2. Having no chief or leader, b. Subject to no
ecclesiastical head. (Cf. ACEPHALI 2.)
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 6617 A lond hedles

in tyme of nede. 1529 MORE Com/, agst. Trib. m. Wks.
1260/1 Now to this great glory can ther no man come
hedlesse. Our head is Christ. 1565 T. STAPLETON Fortr.
Faith 93 b, Headles heretikes bicause they were vnder no
bishops. 1598 BARRET Theor. Warres n. i. 28 Not to send
them out like headlesse men. a 1647 SIR R. KILMER Pa-
triarcha it 17 (Rtldg.) 41 It will he in the hands of the
headless multitude. 1855 MILMAN Lat. Chr. xni. ix. (L.),
He. .would . . appeal to Christendom against the decrees of
a headless council.

3. Wanting in brains or intellect
; brainless.

15x6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 225 That the kyng of
heuen wolde marry his onely eternall sonc to a hedles
woman. 1549 CHEKE Hurt Sedit. (1641) 22 Neither.,
touched of headlesse Captaines, nor holden of brainlesse
Rebels. 1884 Pall Mall G. 12 Sept. 4/2 A landowner,
perfectly heartless and headless.

b. Of things, actions, etc. : Senseless, stupid.
1586 J. HOOKER Girald.JreL in Holinshed II. 86/1 Their

bare words or headlesse saiengs. a 1619 FOTHERBY A theotn.

I. ix. 2 (1622) 62 Headlesse Old-wiues Tales. 1701 J. LAW
Coitnc. Trade Introd. (1751) 12 The main hazard . . will be,
of a rash, raw, giddy and headless direction.

Hence Hea dlessness. headless condition.

1876 L. TOLLEMACHE in Fortn. Rev, Jan. 112 This singular
example of sanitary headlessness.

Hea'dlet. Obs. or dial.
[f.
HEAD sb. + -LET.]

A little or miniature head.

1577 HARRISON England \\\. viii. (1878) n. 55 The heads [of
the crocus] are said to child, that is, to yeeld out of some
parts of them diuerse other headlets. 1847-78 HALLIWELL,
Headlets, buds of plants. West.

Hea'd-line.
1. A"aut. a. One of the ropes that make a sail

fast to the yard. b. See quot. 1794.
1626 CAPT. SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen 15 Diuerse other

small cordage, as head lines. 1627 Seaman s Gram. v. 22
Head lines, are the ropes that make all the sailes fast to
the yard. 1794 Rigging q Seamanship I. 169 Head-line, is

the line sewed along the upper edge of flags to strengthen
them.

2. Printing, fa. See quot 1676. fb. See quot.

1823. c. The line at the top of a page in which
the running title, pagination, etc., are given ; a

title or sub-title in a book, newspaper, etc.

1676 MOXON Print Lett. 6 The Head-line is the upper line

that bounds the Short Letter. 1823 CRABB Technol. Diet.
s. v. Head, Head-line^ the line which is drawn across the



HEADLINE.

top or head of a page. 1824 J. JOHNSON Typcgr. II. vi. 133
Head-lines are generally set m small capitals of the same
fount, or in Italics. 1825 HANSARD Typogr. 411 Having . .

placed the head-line at the top, and signature or direction

line at bottom. 1890 DILKE Probl. Greater Brit. I. 78 The
:u]hi/in^ headlines which are so conspicuous a feature in

the leading journals of New York.

3. A line or rope attached to the head of an ani-

mal, as a bullock (Cent. Diet.).
Hence Hea'd-line v. trans., to furnish with a

head-line
; Head-liner, one who writes head-lines.

1891 Punch 25 Apr. 196/2 A daily newspaper gave a head-
lined account of the speech. 1891 Pall Mall G. 27 Oct. 2/2
The Times is becoming quite smart as a '

head-liner '. 1892
Columbus (Ohio) Disp. 2 Aug., The headliner of the Journal .

1897 Literary Guide i July 199/1 The book is head-lined
with the announcement that [etc.).

tHea'dling, st>. Ot>s. Forms: i hfiafod-,

ud-, 3 heuedling. [f. HEAD s6. -t-LiNG 1
: cf.

DARLING.] In OE., Equal, fellow, mate ; in quot.

1275, Chieftain : cf. Ger. hciitptling.
t'95o Liiutis/.Gosp. Matt.xxiv. 49Gif. .yfle Srael. .ongann

slae heafudlinges his. c 1275 LAY. 9986 Hadden hii anne
heuedling [; 1205 to here-to^e],

t Hea-dling, adv. (a.) 06s. [f. HEAD s6. +

-LING-: cf. OK hading.]
A. adv. 1. With the head foremost ; headlong.

13.. A". Alls. 2261 Heore hors hedlyng mette. 1382
WYCLIF Matt. viii. 32 Al the droue wente needlynge [1526
TINDALE hedlinge] in to the see. c 1410 Sir Cleges 354,

J schal! . . put the out hedlynge. 1540 CRANMEK Bible Pref.,
To tumble a man heedlinge downe the hyll.

2. Without thought or regard ; precipitately.
1421-2 HOCCLEVE Dialog 647 Thou wilt nat haaste, I trowe,

Vn-to thy penne and ther-with wirke needlynge. 1526

Pilfer. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 51 To renne hedlynge . . vpon
all leopardyes. 1603 KNOI.LES Hist. Turks (1621) 170 The
rest of his discomfited annie flying headling back againe
to Constantinople.

B. adj. Precipitate.
c 1510 BARCLAY Mirr. Gd. Manners (1570) Bv, In sen-

tence remise is lesser injury, Then in headling sentence pro-
nounced hastely.

t Hea'dlingS, adv. Obs. Also 4-6 -es, -is.

[f. prec. with adverbial genitive -es : see -LINGS.]
1. = HEADLING i.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 7485 [He] hurlit hym doun hedlynges.
1535 COVEKDALE 2 Kings ix. 33 Cast her downe headfinges.
1550 Spir. Perle vi. (1588) 66 In a slippery and sliding
place he might fall headlings ouer & ouer.

2. =HEADLINO a.

c 1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks.lll.iy> pel gon hedlingisto helle.

1558 Bp. WATSON Sev. Sacram. xx. 127 Whether so euer the
fleshe and the deuyll leadeth hym, thyther he runneth head-
lynges. 1396 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. i. 118

Mony walde be drawne heidlings into the deip swallie of a]

abhominable vice.

Headlong (he-dlprj), adv. and a. Also 5-6 bed-
long. [Alteration of the earlier HEADLING, by
erroneous assimilation to -LONfi : cf. siiielong.]
A. adv. 1. Head foremost, in falling or plung-

ing ; head downmost.
1482 Monk ofEvesham xli. (Arb. i 85 Oftyn times he fylle

down hedlong. 1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Matt. iv. 32
To cast a man hedlong into the ryver. 1594 BLUNDEVIL
Exerc. in. i. xxiv. (ed. 7) 330 Capricornus. .riseth right up,
and goeth downe headlong. 1658 J. JONES Ovid's Ibis 36
Achajus whom his subjects took And hang'd him headlong
in the golden brook. 1725 POPE Odyis. vm. 556 To plunge
it headlong in the whelming wave. 1887 BOWEN Virg.
j&neid\. 176 Headlong into the waters the laggard helms-
man he threw.

fig. 1602 T. FITZHERBERT Apol. 28 a, He casts him selfe

head-long to hel. 1652 COTTERELL Cassaiuira in. (1676) 34He plunged himself headlong into his grief.
2. Head foremost, as in rushing forward

; with

ungoverned speed ; with blind impetuosity.
1576 GASCOIGNE Philamene (Arb.) 117 The harbrainde colte

Which headlong runnes and for no bridle bydes. 1697 DRY-
DEN yirg. Georg. m. 140 He bears his Rider headlong on
the Foe. 1719 YOUNG Revenge \. i, Darting headlong to

thy arms, I left The promis'd fight. 1884 Chr. World
ii Sept. 678/4 A train ran off the line, and went headlong
into a morass.

b. Jig. With unrestrained course ; without regard
to where one is going ; precipitately.
1530 TINDALE Ansrj. More i. xxix, They, .runne headlong

vnto al mischief. 1665 MANLEY Grotius' I.(na C. Warns
129 This cast the Duke head-long upon Counsels, dangerous,
and full of desperation. 1721 BERKELEY Prev. Ruin Gt.
Brit. Wks. 1871 III. 205 To see their country run headlong
into all those luxurious follies. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2)
V. 362 He among us who would be divine . . should not rush
headlong into pleasures.
B. adj. 1. Of heights, etc. : Such as one might

fall headlong from ; precipitous. Now rare.
c 1530 CHEKE Matt. viii. 32 Bi an hedlong place in to y

see. 1692 E. WALKER Epictetus' Mar. (1737) Ix, You
tumble down a headlong Precipice. 1816 BYRON Cli. Har.
in. xli, Like a tower upon a headlong rock. 1854 HAW-
THORNE Eng. Note-Ms. (1879; I. 890 Such a headlong hill.

2. Plunging downwards head foremost, as when
one falls or dives : a. of actions.
c 1586 C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps. LXXIII. v, They fell with

headlong fall. 1608- it Bp. HALL Medit. $ I 'oivs i. 60 The
descent. .[is] easie and headlong. 1856 MRS. BROWNING
Aur. Leigh i. 617 Headlong leaps of waters. 1897 MARY
KINGSLEY W. Africa 612 Taking a headlong dive into the

deep Atlantic.

D. poet, of a person, etc.

1663 BUTLER Hud. i. ii. 870 The Friendly Rug preserv'd
the ground, And headlong Knight from bruise or wound.
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i8ss LONGF. Hiaiv. viii. 124 Down .. Plunged the headlong
Hiawatha.

C. Hanging head downmost. rare.

1710 POPE H 'ituisor For. 210 Oft in her glass the musing
shepherd spies The headlong mountains and the downward
skies.

3. Rushing forward impetuously; wildly impe-
tuous. Of actions or agents.
1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. xi. 18 Nor bounds nor banks his

headlong ruine may sustayne. 1613 J. DENNIS Seer, Angl.
i. in Arb. Garner I. 158 The rivers making way .. With
headlong course into the sea profound. 1715-20 POI-E Iliad
xn. 120 The moving legions speed their headlong way.
1718 Freethinker No. 88 F 4 At her Call, he plunged into

the headlong Stream. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. " I- 122

They saw a brigade of their countrymen, .drive before it in

headlong rout the finest infantry of Spain. Ibid. 540 Wild
mountain passes, .torn by headlong torrents.

^ fig- Characterized by unrestrainable or un-

governed haste ; precipitate, madly impetuous ;

rash, reckless. Of persons, their actions, etc.

1566 T. STAPLETON Ret, Untr. Jewel iv. 58 Of most high
wickednes or of hedlonge arrogancie. 1586 J. HOOKER
Girald. Irel, in Holinshed II. 89/2 The lord Thomas being
youthfull, rash, and headlong. 1640 YORKE Union Hon. 29
The headlong crew of London favour the rebelles. 1791
COWPER Odyss. ii. 322 Injurious Mentor ! headlong orator !

1810 SCOTT Lady ofL. i. xxi, The sparkling glance . . Of
hasty love, or headlong ire. 1884 Manck. Exam. 7 Oct. 5/1
Rash and headlong leaders.

Hence f Hea'dlongwise aefo.
t
in a headlong way,

precipitately. Obs.
1600 HOLLAND Livy 29 Should still run on end, and head-

longwise fall unto such base varlets.

t Hea'dlong, v. Obs. [f. prec.]
1. trans. To cast headlong ;

to precipitate.
11586 C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps. LXII. ii, To headlong him

their thoughtes devise. 1622 H. SYDENHAM Strut. Sol. Occ.

H. (1637) 170 That place from which he was headlonged.
la 1655 T.ADAMS Wks. (1861-2) III. 03 (D.) Our own sinful

ignorance that headlongs us to confusion.

2, intr. To proceed in a headlong fashion.

1654 TRAPP Comm. Es!/ier\\. 14 [They] hurried and head-

longed in a turbulent manner.

t Hea'dlongly, adv. Obs. [f. HSADLONG a.

+ -LY 2
.] In headlong manner ;

= HEADLONG adv.
1610 R. ABBOT Old U'ay 29 Warning vs . . to doe nothing

headlongly and rashly, a 16x2 DONNE Biatfacaros (1644) 94
In France the Lawes abound against Duells, to which they
are headlongly apt. 1653 Consid. Dissolv. Crt. Chancery
16 They were not hurried, or headlongly driven on.

Hea'dlongness. rare, [see -NESS.] Headlong
quality or speed ; precipitateness, rashness.

i&oApol. Pr. Orange in Phewx (1721) I. 517 By the Head-
longness or Hastiness of some. 1865 Pall Mall G. 23 Dec.,
It. .saves him from any dangerous headlongness of impulse.

Hea'dlongS, adv. Obs. exc. dial. [An altera-

tion of the earlier HEADLINGS.] = HEADLONG adv t

[c iqoo^Destr. Troy 10980 [MS. i6thc. ; cf. HEADLINGS i]
He hurlit down hedlonges to the hard erthe.J 1546 BALE
Eng. Votaries i. (1560) 21 She should haue bene brought
into a high mountain* & there throne down headlonges.
1551 ROBINSON tr. Mare's Utop. i. (1895) 101 To rome hed-

longes the contrary wave. 1558 Bp. WATSON Sev. Sacram.
xxvi. 166 To runne hedlonges without bridle, from one crime
to another. 1859 GKO. ELIOT A . Bede vi. 135 That's the road
you'd all like to go, headlongs to ruin.

tHea'dly, . Obs. Also ihSafodlf0,4 haued-
liche, hedly. [f. HEAD sb. + -LY l.] Chief, prin-

cipal ; capital ; (of sins) deadly.
971 Blickl. Horn. 37 J?set we us healdan . . wib ba heafodlican

leahtras. i-MpAyenb. 15 j?e
zeuen hauedliche zennes. t 1380

WlKLlPSte, Wks. III. 162 pis weddyng is broken by iche

hedly synne. [1599 SHAKS. Hen. y, in. lii. 32 The filthy and
contagious Clouds Of headly Murther, Spoyle, and Villany.
Fols. 2, 3, 4 heady.]

t Headly, adv. Obs. Also 4 heedli. [f.
HEAD

sb. + -LY 2
?j In a heady manner; impetuously;

precipitately ; headily.
1388 WYCLIF Judg. v. 22 The strongeste of enemyes fledden

with hire, and felden heedli. 1477 NORTON Ord. Alc/i. iv. in

Ashm. (1652) 45 Headly they proceed as men well nigh madd.

Head-man, headman, head man. Forms:
see HEADJA [OE. htofodman : cf. MHG. houhet-

man, ftouptman, Ger. hauptmann, ON. hofutis-

MdtSr, Sw. hufvudman. See HEAD sb. 63.]
1. Chief man, chief, leader. In various contextual

applications.
c 1000 &LFKIC Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 155/20 Primas,

heafodman, itel begn. 171x23 O. E. Chron. an. 1101 pa
wurdon ba heafodmen wiSerra^den togeanes bam cynge.
cxi75 Lamb. Horn. 123 3if ba hefdmen of bissere worlde
hefden icnawen crist. c 1200 OKMIN 297 Moysaes wass
hsefedd mann Off Issraa^le beode. a 1400-50 Alexantier
441 To be halden heuydman of all be hale werde. 1548
UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. John vii. 50 An headman, & a
doctor of the lawe. 1609 SKENE Reg. Maj, 164 All Lords,
and heidmen of all parts of this Realme. 1791 \V. BARTRAM
Carolina 489 The head men, or chiefs of the whole nation,
were convened, a 1825 FORBY Voc.E.Anglia^Head-tnan^
the chief hind on a farm. 1844 H. H. WILSON Brit. India
I. 407 The landholders and head-men of the villages. 1873
Act 36 < 37 Viet. c. 88 2 The term '

foreign state
'

includes

any foreign nation . . sovereign, prince, chief, or headman.

t 2. -HEADSMAN 2. Obs. rare.

i<5?3 [R. LEIGH] Transp. Reh, 69 Probationer for the
headmans office. 1816 BYRON Parisina xv, The headman
[some edd. headsman]. . Feels if the axe be sharp and true.

Hea-d-mark. Sc. [f. HEAD sb. + MARK sb.]
1. The peculiarity of head, face, and features,

which distinguishes each individual of a species ;

HEAD-MOULD.
1

said primarily of sheep, and opposed to any
artificial mark as of a brand or * buist '. Hence to

know by head-mark : to know by personal appear-
ance, recognize by face.

1727 P. WALKER Remark. Passages 169 (Jam.) K. James
VI . .knowing them all by head-mark. 1805 FORSYTH
Beauties Scotl. II. 180 An intelligent shepherd knows all

his sheep from personal acquaintance, called head-mark,
and can swear to the identity of a sheep as he could to that
of a fellow-servant. 1816 SCOTT Antiq. y\.note. He knew
every book, as a shepherd does the individuals of his flock,

by what is called head-mark. 1888 BRYCE^w^r. Connmv.
II. Ix, 426 In cities where people do not know their neigh*
hours by headmark.
2. A headland marking the limits of fields.

i8zo D. TURNKR Normandy II. 101 Not a fence to be seen ;

nor do there even appear to be any balks or head marks.

Head Master, hea:d-ma'ster. The prin-

cipal master of a school, having assistant masters
under him.

1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 357 The head maister of the
schole lysteneth. 16515 BLOUNT Glossogr.^ Gymnasiarc/t, the
head Master of the place where Champions did exercise, also
the head Master of a School. 1791 BOSWELL Johnson 29 Apr.

|

an. 1778, We were all as quiet as a school upon the entrance

J

of the head-master. 1829 LYTTON Devereux i. iii, The

j

head-master publicly complimented him.

Hence Head-ma sterdom (nonce-wd.}, the world
or sphere of Head Masters. Head-ma' stership,
the position or office of Head Master.

1827 ARNOLD Let. 21 Oct. in Stanley Life $ Corr. ii.

(1890) 48 Wishing to procure for me the head-mastership at

Rugby. 1892 Pall Mall G. 21 Jan. 2/2 The successful
removal of Uppingham to Borth by Mr. Thring was always
regarded as one of the greatest triumphs in the annals of
headmasterdom.

Head Mistress, hea:d-mrstress. The
principal mistress of a school, having assistant

mistresses under her.

1872 (May) Prospectus School Wometfs Educ. Union,
The School will be under the general superintendence of
a qualified Head Mistress, who will have the same powers
and duties as the Head Master of a Public School. 1881
Macm. Mag. XLIV. 483 The attendant soon brought
the head-mistress.

Hence Head-mistress-ship, the position or
office of Head Mistress.

Hea*d-money. Money paid for or by each

person or head.

1. A fee, tax, etc. paid per head ; a poll tax ; a

capitation fee.

1530 PALSGR. 230/1 Heed money, tntaige. a 1618 RALEIGH
Rem. (1644) 101 He used David's Law of Capitation or

Head-money, and had of every Duke ten marks, a 1716
Politia United Prov. in Somers Tracts (1810) III. 632 All
the people of the land.. pay yearly for head money.. xd .

'794 J- GIFFORD Louis Xl^f. 119 An ancient custom.. by
which a kind of poll-tax was levied upon the subjects of
either nation in the other, called, in England, head-money ;

in France, argent du chef. 1819 REES Cycl. s. v. Heady

Capitation, .called also poll and head-money.
2. A sum paid for each prisoner taken at sea, for

each slave recovered, or for each person brought
in certain circumstances.

1713 Land. Gaz. No. 5099/3 Her Majesty's Bounty for the

Head-Money of the Prisoners taken in the . . St. Francis.
1868 Every Boy's Ann. (Rtldg.) 219 The freed Africans
were made over to the civil authorities, and the ship's com-
pany, .received the head money allowed by government.
1893 W. T. WAWN .V. Sea Islanders 67 A small sum per
head for all recruits [Polynesian labourers] brought to

Queensland .. The practice of paying 'head-money
1 was

stopped loth March, 1884.

f 3. Payment for redemption from death. Obs.
a 1533 LD. BERNERS Hiton xhi. 142 To pay me for a know-

lege euery ye re .Hii. drams of gold for thy hed money.
Hea'dmost ,

a.
[f. HEAD sb. + -MOST.]

1. Most forward or advanced in order or progres-
sion, a. Said esp. of the foremost ship of a line.

i6a8 DIGBY Voy. Medit. 36 My sattia {that was headmost
by much) kept sight of ner all night. 1727 A. HAMIL-
TON New Ace. E. Ind. II. 1. 226, I kept in the headmost
Jonk, and a good Officer in the sternmost. 1797 NELSON in

A. Duncan Life (1806) 40 The Excellent was engaged with
the headmost, and . . leewardmost of the Spanisn division.

1850 SCORESBV Whaleman's Adv. v. 11859) 72 Each striving
to be headmost in the chase.

b. Foremost of any advancing series.

1676 MARVELL Mr. Smirke 62 [65] They . . would joyn,
and at least be the Headmost in the Persecution of their

own former Party, 1810 SCOTT Lady of L, i. ii, Then, as
the headmost foes appeared. 1856 MRS. STOWE Dredll. xxi.

216 They saw the headmost squirrel walk into Dred's hand.

2. Topmost, Chiefly dial.

1798 H. TOOKE Purley (1820) I. i. ix. 423 Where you may
use indifferently.. Topmost, Upmost or Headmost. Mod.
Sc. Gang up the glen to the heidmost house.

t Hea-d-mould ]
. Obs. [f. MOULD skull.] The

skull. Only in Head-mould-shot : see quot. 1719.
So Head-mtmld-shottenness : see quot. 1 684.
1684 tr. Sonet's Merc. Comfit, ix. 321 Seiriasis, or. An

Inflammation of the Brain, and of its Membranes, attended
with a Hollowness of the Mold of the Head.. It may be
called Head-mold-shottenness most properly. 1719 QUINCV
Pkys. Diet., Head-Monld-shot) is when the Sutures of the
Skull, generally the Coronal, ride ; that is, have their Edges
shoot over one another. 1781 Gentl. Mag. LI. 633 (Lond.
Bills of Mortality) Headmouldshot, Horseshoehead, and
Water in the Head . . 20.

Head-mould
-', -moulding. Arch. A variant

of HOOD-MOULD, -INW, given in some mod. Diets.



HEAD-NOTE.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meek., Head-molding. 1889 Cent.

Diet., Head-mold, -molding.

Hea'd-note.
1. Law. A summary prefixed to the report of a

decided case, stating the principle of the decision,

with, latterly, an outline of the facts.

1855 SIR R. B. CROWDER Comm. Bench Rep. XVI. 491 The
head note or the side or marginal note of a report, is a thing

upon which much skill and exercise of thought is required.

1885 Law Rep. 14 Q. Bench Div. 812 The facts . . may be

gathered from the above head-note.

2. Mus. A note produced in the second or third

register of the voice : cf. HEAD-VOICE.

1869 in Eng. Meek. IX. No. 220. 259 The result will be

the emission of a firm, clear, sharp head note. 1889 Grove's
Diet. Mtts. IV. 322 The peculiarity of the female voice is

the possession of a large range of fine head-notes in the

place of the male falsetto.

t Hea'd-pan. Obs. [OE. htafodpanm, f. Mafod
HEAD +panne PAN.] Skull, brain-pan.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt, xxvii. 33 On pa. stowe be ys

jenemned golgotha, baet is, heafod-pannan stow \Lindisf,
G. heafudponnes stowaj. c 1000 Sax, Lcechd. I. 370 Hundes
heafodpanne jecnucad. 13 .. Sir Beues (A.) 2876 A karf

ato his heued pan.

Hea'd-penny. Obs. exc. Hist,

1. A poll tax or capitation fee. Cf. HEAD-MONEY.
r 1200 ORMTN 3293 He shollde baer forr himm Hiss haefedd-

peninng reccnenn. 1444 -Act 23 Hen. VI', c. 7 La somme de
Ix H. & pluis, appellez hede peniez. c 1460 Towtuley Myst.
(Surtees) 70 Byd ych man com to you holly, And bryng to

you a heede penny. 1634 CAPT. SMITH Virginia iv. 167
A Penny vpon euery Poll, called a head-penny.
2. A personal or individual ecclesiastical payment

or offering.
1550 CROWLEY Inform, 4- Petit, u b, .1. d. to the curate,

which he called an heade penye, and .vi. d. to .ii. clarkes.

1635 PAGITT Christianogr. 182 First-fruits, Redemption of

the first-borne, head-pence, and such like, were by his Laws
reserved to the use and benefit of the priests.

Hea'd-piece. The piece that covers or forms

the head.

1. A piece of armour for the head, a helmet.

1535 LATIMER 5#rw., Insnrrect. North (1844)31 Take also

the helmet or head-piece of health, a 16*7 HAVWARD
Edw. yi (1630) 37 He finding the Earle . . without his helmet
. . tooke of his owne headpeece and put it on the Earles head.

1697 DRVDEN Mneid vii. (1886) 176 The shining headpiece
and the shield. 1843 MACAULAV Lays A nc. Rome^ Lake Re-

gilhts xxviii, Mamilius smote Herminius Through head-

piece and through head. 187$ BOUTELL Arms 4- Arm. 106

The head-pieces of these warriors.

2. Any covering for the head ; a cap.
1552 Inv. Ch. Goods Surrey (1869) 90 Vj amyses or hed

peases. 1605 SHAKS. Lear in. ii. 26 He that has a house to

put 's head in, has a good Head-peece. 1824 Miss FERRIER
InJier. xvii, His ordinary head-piece, a striped woollen

nightcap. 1824 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. i. (1863) 213
A fine plain clear-starched caul.. was plaited on a Scotch

gauze head-piece.
3. The head, skull, cranium, arch.

1579 SPENSER Skeph. Cal. May 241 In his headpeace he
felt a sore payne. 1627 F. E. Hist. Edw. II (1680) 89 One
and the self-same Hood doth fit the head-piece of divers

Actors. 1836-8 B. D. WALSH Aristoph.^ Achamians \\. ii,

I will speak, sir, with my head-piece On a butcher's chop-
ping-block.

b. The figure-head of a ship.
1807-8 SYD. SMITH Plymley's Lett. Wks. 1859 1 1. 'S6/1

A wooden image of Lord Mulgrave, going down to Chatham,
as a head-piece for the Spanker gun-vessel.
4. The head, as seat of the intellect

;
brain.

1588 FKAUNCE Laiviers Log. i. i. 2 Not lurking in the

obscure head-pieces of one or two loytering Fryers. 1613
Crt. fy Times Jets. I (1849) I. 262 The hurt. .which was
feared had somewhat crazed his headpiece. 1741 RICHARD-
SON Pamela. (1824) I. 79 You have an excellent head-piece
for your years, c 1817 HOGG Tales fy Sk. V. 231 An easy,

good-natured, and gentlemanly being . .with no great head-

piece. 1890 BOLDREWOOD Col. Reformer (1891) 402 With
a real good headpiece too, though there 's not much book-

learning in it.

b. A man possessed ofbrains; a man of intellect.

1656 Burton's Diary (1828) I. 309 Of all the head-pieces
that were there, he was thought to give the strongest
reasons. 1720 GAY Poems (1745) I. 226 Is not this Steward
of mine a pure ingenious fellow now .. a rare head-piece?
1803 CHALMERS Let. in Life (1851) I. 475 Exhibiting yourself
..as a great philosopher, a wonderful head-piece.
5. t a. The protective covering of the forehead

of a barded horse (obs.}. b. A halter, a headstall.

1530 PALSGR. 230/1 Head pece of harnesse, armet^ cha~

frayn. 1611 COTGR., Chan/rain de Chcval d"armes^ the

front-stall, head-peece, or forhead-piece, of a barbed horse.

1632 SHERWOOD, The head-peece of a bridle. 1678 LITTLE-
TON Lat. Diet, s.v., The head-piece of a bridle, capistrum.
1844 ALB. SMITH Adv. Mr. Ledtmry (1856) I. iii. 20 Horses
[with] head-pieces and bearing-reins.
6. The top piece or part of various things.
a. The lintel of a door or window, b. The head-board of

a bed. c. The upper part of a section of a made mast.
d. The top part of a yoke for attaching cattle.
1611 COTGR., Linteau

t
the lintel! or headpeece ouer a

doore._ 1726 LEONI A Iberti's Archil\ 11.46/1 The Windows
. . Their head-piece may be upon a line with the top of the
Columns. *?& Rigging $ Seamanship I. 27 The heel-piece
. -coaks on to the heel of the lower tree, and the head-piece
to the upper tree. 1807 VANCOUVER Agric. Devon (1813) 473
A button or knob at each end . . put into the circular holes
of the flat head-piece [of a yoke].
7. Printing. A decorative engraving placed at

the top of the first page of a volume and at the

beginning of books, chapters, etc.

150

1718 l-'reethinker No. 70 F I, I am at a Loss for a Head-
Piecc to my Paper ; to speak in the Printer's Language.
176^-71 H. WALPOLE I'ertues A need. Paint. (1786! I. 156
This and several head-pieces in the same book were designed
by Holbein. i86S BRANDF. & Cox Diet. Sc., Lit. etc. II.

101 Headpieces have been revived of late years ; they are

mostly copied from old works.

t Hea-d-place. Ob$.

1. The residence occupied by the owner of a pro-

perty containing several messuages; the capital

messuage.
1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 20, I will y' my newe hous . .

be deseverid and partyd froom the hefd place. Ibid. 21 The
seid hefd place or whoo that ocupyeth it, to paye the hool

rente.

2. A head or chief division of a subject.

1559 BP. SCOT in Strype Ann. Ref. I. App. vii. 15 For the

better understandinge of the same [reasons], I will brynge
them unto three head-places.

Hea-cl-plate.
fl. Coach-building: see quot. 1794. Obs.

1794 W. FELTON Carriages (i&oi) I. 171 Head Plates ..

are ornaments made to fix on the upper quarters of a coach
or chariot, and on the flats of a chaise head. Ibid.

172 Fig. 21, a fashionable bead-rim head-plate for a crest to

go in. 1809 Sforting Mag. XXXIII. 276 The crests, in

raised silver, will be placed in a garter in tne head-plates.

2. Artillery.
' The plate which covers the breast

of the cheeks of a gun-carriage
'

(Knight Diet.

Meek. 1875).
3. Saddlery.

' The plate strengthening the point
or cantle of a saddle-tree

'

(Ibid.).

1874 in TOLHAUSEN Technol. Diet.

4c. Enlom. The chitinous upper surface of the

head of a caterpillar or other larva.

1836 SHUCKARD Man. Enttmwl. | 53. 37 Larva? with a
distinct corneous head-plate.

Hea'd-qua'rters, sb. fl. (Rarely sing, head-

quarter.) [f. HEAD sb. 63.]
1. Milit. The residence, permanent or temporary,

of the Commander-in-chief of an army ; the place
whence a commander's orders are issued.

1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. vi. 80 Edge-hill, .where the

head-quarters of the earl was. 1660 Trial Regie. 158 The
head-quarters of the Army were at Windsor. 1767 T.

HUTCHINSON Hist. Mass. II. iii. 279 To repair to the head

quarters on the . . western frontiers. 1837 W. IRVING Capt.
Bonneville 1. 12 He . . was on his way to report himselfat head-

quarters, in the hopes of being reinstated in the service.

b. The officers belonging to head-quarters.
1811 in A. H. Craufurd Craufnrd t, Light Dm. (1891) 218

Lord Wellington and the whole of head-quarters moved in

the mournful procession. 1893 FORBES-MITCHELL Remin.
Gt. Mutiny 5 It turned out to DC the Mauritius with head-

quarters on board.

C.
' The man of war, or transport, which carries

thestaffofan expedition' (Smyih.SailorsWord-bk.).
2. A chief or central place of residence, meeting,

or business ; a centre of
operations.

1851 D. JERROLD St. Giles xix. 202 Whereupon the can-

vassing party returned to their head-quarters. 1860 TYN-
DALL Glac. I. xxiii. 161 The Mattmark hotel, which was to

be my head-quarters for a few days. 1888 BURGON Lives
12 Gd. Men I. ii. 178 Sound guidance .. and a strong con-

tinuous impulse from head-quarters.
3. at/rib., usually in form head-quarter.
1879 LUBBOCK Addr. Pol. % Educ. i. 5 For recruiting

expenses, headquarter expenses, or non-effective charges.

1887 RIDER HAGGARD Jess 194, I must drive round by the

headquarter camp to explain about my going.

Hea'd-race. The race or flame which brings
water to a mill-wheel. Cf. tail-race.

1846 KANE tr. Ruhlman's Turbines 12 Head race and
tail race. 1873 Act 36 # 37 Viet. c. 71 17 No person
shall catch . . any salmon . . in the head race or tail race of

any mill.

Hea-d-rail
'

!

.

1. One of the rails at the head of a ship.

1823 in CRABB Technol. Diet, r 1850 Ruditn. Navig.
(Weale) 123 Head-rails, those rails in the head which
extend from the back of the figure to the cat-head and bow,
and which are not only ornamental to the frame, but useful

to that part of the ship.

2. The upper horizontal piece of a door-frame.

1874 TOLHAUSEN Technol. Diet., Head-rail, linteait en
elfiison. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meek.

Hea'd-rail -. Obs. exc. Hist. [OE. heafod-

hrxgl (Sweet), f. hiafod head + hrrefl garment,

dress.] The kerchief or head-dress of women in

Old English times.

1834 PLANCHE Brit. Costume 35 The head-dress of all

classes is a veil or long piece of linen or silk wrapped round
the head and neck. .The Saxon name for it appears to have
been haefodes raegel (head-rail) or waefles. 1860 FAIRHOLT
Costume Eng. (ed. z) 43 The hood, coverchtef, or head-
rail (the latter being the genuine Saxon name).

Hea'd-roll. 1 1- A phylactery. Obs.

1583 GOLDING Calvin on Dent. xlvi. 275 Men must haue
Gods lawe continually in their sight and make as it were a
headroll thereof,

2. A roll or list of names of individuals.

1864 BURTON Scat Abr. I. iii. 114 Froissart gives a head-
roll of those whose names he remembered. 1877 W. BRUCE
Cotnin. Rev. 306 Names which hold an honorable place in

the annals and headrolls of the Church.

t Hea'droom. Sc. Obs. = HEADLAND i .

1572 in Peebles Burgh Rec. (1872) 337 It is statute . . that

the haill inhabitantis . . euery ane to big their awne heid-

roome betuix the Tolbuth to Peblis brig, e 1575 lialfour's
Practicks 439 All landis..In Scotland's partis, has merchis

ng barrel fixed

HEADSPRING.
thre ; Heid-roume, water, and monthis bprd . . Heid-roume
is to the hill direct, Fra the haugh callit in effect.

Hea'd-rope.
( 1. One of the stays of a mast. Obs.
t a 1400 Marie Arth. 3668 Thane was hede-rapys hewene

bat helde vpe be mastes. c 1475 Pict. Voe. in Wr.-Wiilcker

805/5 Hec antentnis, a hedrope.
2. ' That part of the bolt-rope which terminates

any sail on the upper edge, and to which it is ac-

cordingly sewed. Also, the small rope to which
a flag is fastened, to hoist it to the mast-head, or

head of the ensign staff
'

(Smyth Sailors Word-bk.).
1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Gram. v. 22 The Robbins are

little lines reeued into the eyelet holes of the saile vnder the

head ropes. 1762-9 FALCONER Shifrivr. n. 207 To each

yard-arm the head-rope they extend. 1861 Chambers'

Encycl. II. 205 A head-rope along the top edge.

3. A rope along the top of a fishing-net.

1883 Casselts Nat. Hist. V. 94 The floating bar

to the head-rope of a pilchard-net.

4. A rope for leading a horse, or for tying him up.
1854 H. H. WILSON tr. Rig-vtda II. 115 The halter and

the neel-ropes of the fleet courser, and the head-ropes.

I Hea'd-roping. Obs. = HEAD-ROPE 3.

16x5 E. S. BritainsBuss in Arb. Garner III. 630 Round
about the head and two sides of each net, but not at the

bottom, must be set a small cord, about the bigness ofa bow-

string, which is called [the] Head-roping or Hostelling.

Head-sail. Naut. A general name for any of

the sails belonging to the foremast and bowsprit.
1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Gram. vii. 32 All head Sailes,

which are those belonging to the fore Mast and Boltspret,
doe keepe the Ship from the wind, or to fall off. 1670 NAR-
BOROUGH Jrnl. in Ace. Sev. Late Voy. i. (1694) 21, 1 braced
the Head-sails to the Mast. 1806 A. DUNCAN Nelson 123
The enemy appeared in great confusion, being reduced to

his head-sails. 1873 BEDFORD Sailor's Poeket-bk. vi. (ed.

2) 221 Her sails should be much reduced, a half-lowered

foresail or other small head-sail being sufficient.

Hea'd-sheet.
1 1. (?) A sheet put at the head of a bed. Obs.

1423 in Rolls of Parlt. IV. 228 Item, i Hedeshete de

Reyns veilx, de 11 toelx. 1:1460 J. RUSSELL Bk. Nurture
925 Bobe hedshete & pillow also. ? c 1475 Sqr. lame Degre
843 Your headshete shall be ofpery pygnt, With dyamondes
set and rubyes bryght.
2. Naut. A sheet belonging to the head-sails.

c 1860 H. STUART Seaman's Cateeh. 6 The men . . to . .

stand firmly on the head sheets.

Headship (he-djip). [f. HEAD sb. + -SHIP.]
The position or office of head, chief, principal, or

supreme governor ; chiefship, leadership ; the first

placs or position ; supremacy, primacy.
1582 BENTLEY Man. Matroncs in. 272 Knocke Sisera of

Roome in the temples ofhis usurped headship. ^1654 GATAKER
Disc. Apol. 54 Hedship of one of the principal Colledges.
1660 R. COKE Pmuer ff Subj. 73 Henry the Eighth, (who
being of all mortal men the most unfit for a Churchman,
ascribed to himself the Headship of the Church). 1736 NEAL
Hist. Purit. III. 342 As to the Supremacy, he thinks such
an Headship as the Kings of England claim.. is not to be

justified. 1861 HUGHES Torn Brownat Oxf. xiv, The prize
is the headship of the river. 1870 ROGERS Hist. Gleanings
Ser. n. 113 The headship of a college is the best prize

which the fellows of the society have to bestow. 1886 Rus-
KIN Prxterita I. vii. 209 Keeping . . the headship of her

class [in school].

Hea'dsniau. [f. head's, genitive of HEAD +
MAN : cf. draughtsman]
1. A chief, leader, head man. Now rare.

? a 1400 MorteA rth. 281 Thei . . Hyngede of beire heddys-
mene by hundrethes at ones. 1536 BELLENDEN Cron. Scot.

(1821) II. 478 Mony othir noblis and heidismen. 1602 znd
Pt. Returnfr. Parnass. iv. iii. 1864 The wprshipfull

heads-

men of the towne. 1890 BOLDREWOOD Miner's Right xix.

183 One boss or headsman.

2. One who beheads ; an executioner.
1601 SHAKS. All's H'ell iv. iii. 342 Come headesman, off

with his head. 1625 K. LONG tr. Barclay's A rgenis I. vi. 14

Brought upon the scaffold to offer her tender necke to the

Headsman: axe. 1814 SCOTT Ld. of Isles v. xxvi, The
griesly headsman 's by his side.

3. The man in command of a whaling boat, who
steers till the whale is struck, and then moves to the

head of the boat.

1839 T. BEALE Sperm Whale xiii. 157 The crew of the

boat, .consists of the headsman, boatsteerer and four hands
..The headsman, .has the command of the boat. Ibid. 164
The line is running through the groove at the head of the

boat . . the headsman, cool and collected, pours water upon
it as it passes. 1854 Chamb. Jrtil. I. 53 We gain on one fine

fellow, which our headsman is steering for.

4. Mining. A labourer in a colliery who pushes
coal from the workings to the tramway ;

a '

putter'.

1841 Collieries ff Coal Trade (ed. 2) 227 These (who push
a tram singly) are called hewing putters or headsmen : the

others are two to a tram, and are called headsmen and foals.

1851 GREENWELL Coal-trade Terms Northumb. fy Durh. 30
This little boy is called a foal. He sometimes assists the

headsman by pushing the tub beside him.

Hea-dspring.
1. The fountain-head or main source of a stream.

1430-40 LVDG. Bockas I. xii. (1544) 233, From one hed-

spnng There ran out riuers and stremes of al cunning. 1586
HOLINSHED Chron. (1808) VI. iv. 40 The riuer of the Banne
flowed from this head spring. 1691 T. H[ALE] Ace. New
Invent, p. Ixii, The great winding of the River . . and the

low-lying of the Head-springs of it. 1876 BANCROFT Hist.

U. S. III. iii. 54 The land was not less fertile to the very

head-springs of the river.

2. fg. The chief source of anything ; the quarter
whence anything originates.



HEAD-STALL.

c 1450 in Pol. Rel. $ L, Poems (1866) 47 Hede-spryng and
welte of perfite continence ! 1577 tr. Rnllingcr's Decades

11592) 630 As the Sunne is the headspring of the light and
the heat : so is the Father the headspring of the Son. 1698
NORRIS Pract. Disc. (1707) IV. 30 Faith being. .the Head-

Spring of all that is good in us. 1859 MILL Liberty ii. 46
The two headsprings of ethical as of all other philosophy.

Head-stall, headstall fhe^stp), sb.^ [f.

HEAD sb. + STALL, OE. steall position, standing

position, standing place, place, stall for horses, etc.

Possibly applied first, as \njinger-stall, to a closed place or

case made to contain a part, and thence extended to the open
casing of a head-stall. ]

1 1. (?) See quot. Obs.

1404 Mann. $ Househ. Exp. (Roxb.) 264 Item, for a hed-
stalle for the taberet, iiij. d.

2. The part of a bridle or halter that fits round

the head.

1480 IVardr. Ace. Edw. IV (1830) 153, x hedstalles and
x broderayns for x hobyes and palfreys. 1592 GREENE Art
Conny Catch. \\. 5 A litle white leather head-stal and rains.

1684 EVELYN Diary 17 Dec., The reins and headstalls were
of crimson silk. 1715-20 POPE Iliad\\u. 676 Andfix'd their

headstalls to his chariot-side. 1852 R. S. SURTEES Sponge's
sp. Tour vi. 25 The collar-shanks were neatly coiled under
the headstalls.

3. A bandage worn by ancient flute-players to

prevent undue distension of the cheeks in blowing.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp,, Head-Stall, among antient

musicians. 1888 in STAINER & BARRETT Diet. Mus. T,

Hence Head-stall v. nonce-ivd. trans.
,
to put a

headstall on (a horse).
1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Country Fartne 92 You must first

beat him from these faults, before you goe about to head-
stall him.

t Head-stall, sb.2 Obs. A choir-stall for a chief

official, having its back against the screen, i.e.

facing east.

n$is in Willis & Clark CwiMfifV (ittQ I. 483 Karving
and loynyng for x hedstalles with their tabernacles of them.

Hea'd-stick.
1 1. An ancient piece of artillery. Obs.

1549 Compl. Scot
f
. vi. 41 Slangis, and half slangis, quartar

slangis, hede stikkis, murdresans.

2. Naut. ' A short round stick with a hole at

each end, through which the head-rope of some

triangular sails is thrust, before it is sewed on. Its

use is to prevent the head of the sail from twisting
*

(Smyth Sailor's Word'bk.).
1794 Rigging $ Seamanship I. 128 The hoist-rope is put

through the holes in the head-stick.

3. Printing. (See quot)
1841 SAVAGE Diet. Print. 310 Head stick, pieces of furni-

ture put at the head of pages when a form is imposed, to
make the margin at the head of the page.

Heaclstock. [f.
HEAD sb. + STOCK sb.]

1. Name applied to the bearings or supports of

revolving parts in various machines.
a. The framing which, supports the gudgeons of a wheel

or axle, b- That part of a lathe which carries the mandrel
or live stock, c. The framework in which the carriage of a

spinning-mule runs. <L The head which sxipports the
cutters in a planing machine. 6- (PI-) Mining. A frame
over a shaft, carrying the pulleys for the hoisting cables ; a

gallows-frame, f. The stock of a bell.

a. 1731 BKIGHTON in Phil. Trans. XXXVII. 6 A quad-
ruple Crank . . the Center . . is fixed in Brasses at each End
in two Head-stocks.
b. 1812-16 J. SMITH Panorama Sc. fy Art I. 55 An

accommodation of a few inches is obtained by screwing H
further through or out of the headstock. 1863 SIR W. FAIR-
BAIRN Mills II. 9 A large headstock, carrying a hollow

spindle through which is inserted a mandrill.
C. 1851 L. D. B. GORDON in Art Jrnl. Illustr. Catal.

p. vi**/1 In some Mules the headstock is placed in advance
of the roller-beam, towards the middle of its length. 1879
CasseWs Teckn. Educ. IV. 395/2 Seven .. to nine hundred
spindles, .arranged, .upon the 'carriage', .in one long row,
which is interrupted at the middle, .by the 'headstock '.

d. 1863 SIR W. FAIRBAIRN Mills II. 11 A headstock

carrying two cutters, one for roughing, and the other for

finishing.
6. 1869 Eng: Meek. 19 Nov. 238/1 It . . was taking the

chair and men . . over the headstocks. 1882 Pall Mall G.

25 Jan. 8/2 The engmeman . . failed to pull up in time to

prevent the ascending empty cage from being wound over
the headstocks.

f. 1881 Standard 20 Dec. 2/1 In ordinary peals the bells

are swung well upwards, and. .every headstock is provided
with a stop, to prevent the bell accidentally turning over.
i88a Ibid. 20 Mar. 2/4 The bell is secured to the headstock
by iron straps passing through its canons and bolted above
the stock.

2. Sc. (See quots.)
1834 H. MILLER Scenes fy Leg. (1858) 420 The schoolmaster

would call on the boys to divide and choose for themselves
' Head-stocks ', i.e., leaders, for the yearly cock-fight. 1854

Sch. # Schm. iii. (1857) 50, I contributed in no degree to
the success of the Itcad-stock or leader.

Hea'dstoiie, head stone.
1. (head stone} The chief stone in a foundation

;

the cornerstone of a building. Also_/^.
1535 COVERDALE Ps. cxvii[ij. 22 The same stone which the

buylders refused, is become the heade stone in the corner

[WYCLIF the hed of the corner], 1649 MILTON Eikon. i His
first foundation and as it were the head stone of his whole
Structure. 1870 ROSSETTI Poems (1872) 37 Thou headstone
of humanity, Groundstone of the great Mystery.
2. (Jiea-dstone] An upright stone at the head of

a grave ; a gravestone.
1775 ASH, Headstone, .a gravestone set up at the head with

an inscription. 1787 Sederunt Managers Kirk Canongafe

151

22 Feb. in fittm^ H'&s. \ 1856.1 II. 35 The said managers ..

grant power and liberty to the said Robert Burns to erect a
headstone at the grave of the said Robert Fergusson. 1833
TENNYSON Poems 3 Come only, when the days are still, And
at my headstone whisper low, And tell me if the woodbines
blow. 1866 GEO. ELIOT F. Holt i. 5 The churchyards, with
their grassy mounds and venerable headstones,

t Hea'dstoopS, adv. Obs. In 5 hedstoupis.
[f. HEAD sb. + -stoupes an advb. genitive, from root

of ME. stotipen, OE. stupian, to STOOP ; lit.
' with

the head falling'.] Head downmost; headlong.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 6638 Mony hurlit doun hedstoupis to

be hard vrthe. Ibid. 7434 Hedstoupis of his horse he nurlit

to ground.

Headstrong (he-dstr^n), a. [f.
HEAD sb. +

STRONG a. ; lit. strong of or in head.]
1. Of persons : Determined to have one's own
way or to pursue one's own course

; wilful, obsti-

nate
; violently self-willed.

i398TnEvisA Earth. De P. R. vi. xvi. (1495) 200 An euyl
seruaunte and heedstronge settyth more by hymself than of
his lorde. 1530 PALSGR. 315/1 Heedstrong, selfe wylled,
effronte, estonrdi. 1590 GREENE Never too late (1600) 15
To tie a headstrong girle from loue, is to tie the Furies

again in fetters. i6qz BENTLEV Boyle Led. ix. 335 They
were too stiff-necked and headstrong. 1720 GAY Poems
(1745) I. 172 The headstrong coursers tore the silver reins.

1856 EMERSON Eng. Trails, Char. Wks. (Bohn) II. 6r They
are testy and headstrong through an excess of will and bias.

2. Of things, actions, etc. : Characterized by or

proceeding from wilfulness or obstinacy.
1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr.Acad. i. To Rdr., That none

through any headstrong conceit should be wedded to private
opinions. 1676 HALE Contentpl. I. 317 Commonly our own
choice is headstrong and foolish. 1796 H. HUNTER tr. St.

Pierre's Stud. Nat, (1799) II. 25 Dangerous and headstrong
passions. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus xv. 14 Should, .humour
headstrong Drive thee wilfully, .to such profaning.
Hence Hea'dstrongly adv.
a 1639 W. WHATELEY Prototypes i. xix. (1640) 224 He will

head strongly like a madded beast runne on in his owne race.

Hea'dstrongness. [f. HEADSTRONG + -NESS.]
The quality or condition of being headstrong;
wilfnlness, obstinacy.
1625 K, LONG tr. Barclay's Argents v. iii. 339 The head-

strongnesse of any bad men. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela
(1824) I. xcviii. 483 A little sort of perverseness and head-

strongness. 1867 R. PALMER Life P. -Howard 131 He
followed out his views with a headstrongness that wrought
great troubles.

Hea-dswoman. dial. [f. ^fofVgenitive case :

cf. HEADSMAN sense i.] A midwife.
a 1825 in FORBY Voc. E. Anglia. 1857 in DUNGLISON.

Head-tire (he-d,t3ii). Now arch, or dial.

Attire for the head
; a head-dress.

1560 BIBLE (Genev.) i Esdras iii. 6 An head
tyre

of fine

linnen. 1653 HOLCSOFT Procopius i. xiii. 20 The King . . took
from him his Head-tire of gold and pearl, which tied up his

hair. 1847 MRS. SHERWOOD Life xxjii. 378, I see this tyrant
now, in her smart head-tire, seated in her elbow chair. 1855
ROBINSON Whitby Gloss., Head-gear or Head-tyre^ the
head dress and its adornments. 1885 BIBLE (R. V.) Isa. iii.

20 The headtires, and the ankle chains.

Hea'd-voice. One of the higher registers of

the voice in singing or speaking ; applied both to

the second register (that immediately above the

chest-voice}^ and to the third register or falsetto.

1849 DICKENS Dai>. Copp. xxxvi, He has a remarkable
head-voice. 1880 B. HARTE J. Briggs's Love Story ii,

Come here ! she cried in a small head voice not unlike a
bird's twitter. 1896 R. J. LLOYD Gen. oj Vowels \n Jrnl.
Anat. <V Physiol. XXXI. 239 Here, an singing up the scale,

the 'chest' voice changes into the 'head* voice.

Hea'd-ward, sb. Obs. exc. Hist. [OE. htafod-
weardi cf. ON. h$fu$vgr$r body-guard.] The

guarding or protection of the lord's head or life ;

attendance as a guard upon the lord or king.
1,1000 Rect. Sing. Pers. in Thorpe A nc. Laws (1840)

I. 432 Heafod-wearde healdan and hors-wearde. 1861

PEARSON Early # Mid. Ages Eng, 206 note^ He must, .do
heed-ward and horse-ward, go post far and near, as he is

told. 1883 GREEN Conq. Eng. 331 To keep 'head-ward*
over the manor at nightfall, or horse-ward over its common
field, .were tenures by which the villagers held their land.

Headward (he'dwgid), adv. and a. Also 9
-wards, [f.

HEAD sb. + -WARD.]
f A. orig. in phrase To the headward^ toward

the head, in the direction of the head. b. Of a

ship : In advance, ahead. Obs.

1387 TREVISA Hidden (Rolls') III. 323 A bri;t swerd. .and
be poynt dounward evene to his hevedward. 1662 HOBBES
7 Problems vi. Wks, 1845 VII. 44 The ship will gain the

space DF to the headward. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk $ Selv.

130 Why earthworms are limed so much to the headward.
B. adv. Towards or in the direction of the

head.

1798 H. TOOKE Pitrtey (18291 I. ix. 423 Where you may
use indifferently either Upward^ Topward^ or Headivara.
1862 M. B. EDWARDS John <$ / xxix. (1876) 221, I was
thrown headwards from my seat. 1883 A. MACLEAN in

Memorial Vol. 295 They are robust enough headward.
C. adj. Being in the region or direction of the

head.

1667 T. COXE in Phil. Trans. II. 452 The heart-ward part
of the Vein . . and the head-ward part of it. 1894 Nation
(N. Y.) 13 Sept. 195/1 Headward growth of branches.

t Head-wark, -werk. Now dial. Also 6

rarely -work. [OE. htafodivxrc masc., ON. hpfud-
ew/^headache, f./^/?head -t-zw&work; tf.verkfa

HEADY.

to ache, pain, 'virkir mik i hgfuSit', it aches me
in the head. OE. iveorc neut., besides * work ', had
the senses 'hardship, pain, grief'.]
1. Pain in the head, headache. Cf.dial. belly-ivark.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 18 Wi3 heafod wa;rce xenim

rudan. c 1350 in Archyol. XXX- 350 All hys hedwerk
awey xal synke. c 1450 St. Cntkbert (Surtees) 2580 Alle
hir hedewerk went away. 1483 Cath, Angl. 180/1

J>e
Hedewarke. a 1510 DOUGLAS King Hart 11. Ivii, Heid-

werk, Hoist, and Parlasy. 1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 37 Caterris,
hede verkis, ande indegestione. 1629 Z. BOYD Balm Gilead

: 59 (Jam.) A toothache, or an head-worke, as we say.
attrib. c 1440 Pronip. Parv. 232/2 Heedwarke sufferere.

2. The Common Corn Poppy; = HEADACHE 2.

1863 PRIOR Plant-it., Headache, or Head-warke, from the
effect of its odour, the red field-poppy, Papaver Rkotos.

Head water, head-water.
1. pi. Head waters : The streams from the

sources of a river.

[1535 COVERDALE Gen. ii. 10 A ryuer . . there deuyded it

selfe in to foure heade waters.] 1802 R. Brookes' Gazetteer
(ed. 12) s.v. Lexington, Lexington . . on the head waters of
the Elkhorn river. 1862 D. WILSON Preh. Man I. viii. 271
The head-waters of the Mississippi. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr.
4 The main stream splits up into a number of smaller

streams, forming the
'

head-waters' of the river.

attrib. 1895 Educ. Rev. Nov. 356 The whole river-system,
its dismembered headwater streams excepted.
2. Hcad-water-mark, a mark showing the * head

*

(cf. HEAD sb. 17) to be allowed above a weir, etc.

1894 Act 57-8 Viet. c. clxxxvii. 75 [They] shall, .prevent
the waters of the Thames being at any place above the level

of any head-water-mark for the time being fixed.

Headway. [In I. short for ahead-way \
in II.

f. HUDJ& + WAYJ&]
I. 1. Of a ship : Motion ahead or forward ; rate

of progress.
1748 Anson's Voy. n. i. 112 By means of the head-way we

had got, we loofed close in. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine
(1780) Rrij, The head-way .. is .. feeble. 1809 W. IRVING
Knickerb. (1849) 88 She made as much leeway as headway.
1865 DICKENS Mut. Fr. i. i, The boat made slight headway
against it [the tide].

2. transf.txAfig. Advance, progress (in general).
1775 ASH, Head-way, the act of moving forward, the mo-

tion of advancing. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. II. iv. i, There
is rearing, rocking, vociferation ; not the smallest headway.
1887 JESSOPP Arcady v. 159 Rarely, except in the open
parishes, do the demagogues make headway.

II. 3. Arch. Room over head
;
the clear height

of a doorway, arch, tunnel, or the like.

1775 ASH, Headway,, .room for the head to pass. 1842-76
GWILT Archit. Gloss., Headway of Stairs, the clear dis-

tance, measured perpendicularly, from a given landing place
or stair to the ceiling above. 1861 SMILES Engineers II.

! 355 The strength as well as lightness of a bridge of this

material . . is of great moment where headway is of import-
ance. 1892 Pall MallG. 23 Feb. 3/3 The bridge has a clear

j
headway of 20 ft. 6 in. above high water.

4. Mining, (Also headways.} A narrow passage
or (

gallery connecting the broad parallel passages
or ( boards

'

in a coal mine.

1708J.CC0;AC0/#*r (1845) 41 This Headways.. or first

working, .is carried on, according to the Grain of the Coal,
as it lies along the Grain, and not cross the Grain. Ibid.

42 A Yard and a Quarter broad or wide for a Headways.
1839 Penny Cycl. XV. 247 A series ofbroad parallel passages
or bords. .communicating with each other by narrower pas-

sages or 'headways'. 1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss, s.v.,

The headways are the second set of excavations in post-and-
stall work.

5. Comb. Headways course : see quots.
1851 GREENWELL Coal-trade Terms Northumb. $ Dnrh.

30 Headways Course, a line of walls or holings, extending
from side to side of a pannel of boards. 1883 GRESLEY Gloss.

Coal-mining, Headways Course, when a set of headings
or walls extend from side to side of a set of boards, they
are said to be driven headways course.

Hea'd-work. [f. HEAD sb. + WORK j&]
1. Mental work ; brain-work.

1843 MAURY in Mrs. Corbin Life (1888) 46 Destroying
myself with over-much head-work. 1859 GEO. ELIOT A.
Bede in. xxxiii. His headwork was so much more important
to Burge than his skill in handicraft. 1869 J. MARTINEAU
Ess. II. 49 The art. .is not hand-work, but head-work.

2. Arch. * An ornament for the keystone of an

arch' (1864 in Webster citing Gwilt).
Hence Hea'd-wo=rker, one who works with his

head or brain.

1873 B. STEWART Conserv. Force (U. S. ed.) viii. 224 The
head-worker is not equally fitted to be a hand-worker.

Heady (he-di), a. Forms : 4-5 hevedi, -y,

hedi, 4-0 hedy, 6 heedye, heddie, -y, 6-7 headie,

-ye, headdy, 6- heady, [f.
HEAD sb. + -T. Allied

in orig. sense to heatiling adv.]

1. Headlong, precipitate,impetuons, violent; pas-

sionate ; headstrong ;

' hurried on with passion
'

(J.). a. Of motion, action, personal qualities.

1382 WYCLIF Jitdg. v. 15 Into hevedi fallynge [quasi in

Prseceps] and helle, he }af hym silf to peryl. 1460 Paston
Lett. No. 349 I. 514 With here hevedy and fumows Ian-

- ,1634) 118 Raging ^

lust. 1379 LYLY Ritphnes (Arb.) 145 That hot and heady
humor which he is by nature subiect vnto. a 1656 BP. HALL
Rem. Wks. (1660) 149 Carried with an heady and furious

impetuousnesse. 1749 JOHNSON Van. Hunt. Wishes 281

His heady rage. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus xv. ii Let luxury
run her heady riot. 1886 STEVENSON Dr. Jekyll 112.



HEAF. 152 HEALEND.
b. Of a person. (In early use, also, domineer-

ing, overbearing (quots. 1494, '526) ; passionately
desirous of something, 'keen' upon (quot. 1540).)
1494 FABYAN Chron. vii. 342 Noo wonder thoughe y^kyng

were thus hedy or greuouse to y* cytie. 15*6 Pilgr. Pcrf.
\V. de W. 1531) 70 The fyfthe condicyon that becometh a

prynce, is, that he be not heddy to his subgectes. 15*6
TINDALE 2 Tim. Hi. 4 Tra>tours, heddy, hye mynded, gredy
apon voluptousnes more then the lovers of god. 1540 in

Strype Eccl. Mem. I. App. cxv. 324, I wold have men not
be heady upon flesh at such times as yt is forbydden them.

1545 ASCHAM Toxoph. (Arb.) 85 Wales being headye, and
rebelling many yeares agaynst vs. 1690 LOCKE Gcrt. n. xviii.

I 205 Mischiefs that may happen . . when a heady Prince
comes to the Throne. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 184 p 6
Passions by which the heady and vehement are seduced and
betrayed. 1888 RIDER HAGGARD Col. Quaritch xii, He
was too heady a man to reason overmuch.

c. Of a stream or current : Impetuous, violent.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, i. i. 34 Neuer came Reformation in
a Flood, With such a heady currance scowring faults. 1636
FEATLV Clavis Myst. xxxii. 428 Like as a headie streame
glides by the bankes. 1837 Black. Mag. XLI. 602 Swept
. . by the currents of the heady ocean.

2. Apt lo affect or '

go to
'

the head ; having an

intoxicating or stupefying quality.
'577 HARRISON England 11. xviii. (1877) i. 295 There is

such headie ale. 1651-61 HEVLIN Cosmogr. n. (1682) 128
All heady and intoxicating Drinks are by Law prohibited.
1664 EVELYN Sjlva n. vii. (1812) II. 161 They are driven
from their haunts, for a time, by garlic, and other heady
smells, a 1774 W. HARTE Charit. Mason (R.), Both ways
deceitful is the wine of Power, When new, 'tis heady, and,
when old, 'tis sour. 1848 H. ROGERS Ess. I. vi. 278 Just
the man to be easily intoxicated with this heady liquor.
t893 Q- [COUCH] Delectable Duchy 39 The yellow was out
on the gorse, with a heady scent like a pineapple's.
fig. 1669 PENH No Cross viii. i His [Nebuchadnezzar)
Successes and Empire were too Heady for him.

t b. Affected in the head ; giddy. Obs. rare.
1628 WITHER Brit. Rememb. vm. 820 Some sheep are

headdy ; Some get the staggers ; some the scab.

) 8. Having a large head. Obs. rare.

1552 HULOET, Headye, or hauynge a great heade, capita.

f4. Of a tenure: In chief (in capite) ; held direct
of the crown. Obs. nonce-use.

1599 MARSTON Sea. Villanie I. ii. 179 Tenure.. All to be
headdy, or free-hold at least.

5. Comb., as heady-rash, heady-minded adjs.
1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. v. i. 216 Nor headie-rash pro-

uoak'd with raging ire. 1598 R. BERNARD tr. Terence,
Hecyra tv. i, What are you so headie-minded that you wish
the death of the child ?

Heaf. north, dial. [Modification of heft, HAFT,
rf.2 , z>.3.] Accustomed pasture-ground ; of sheep).
cigiS Survey St. BeesPriory'm Monast.Angl.(i%2i)l\l.

579/1 A pasture forshepe upon the morez or hefe called Sand-
with Marshe. 1852 Jrnl. R. Agric. Sac. XIII. n. 265 (Cum-
berland) Some shepherds are at the dailypains of taking a few
stones of hay . . five or six miles to their sheep-heaf, and thus
induce the sheep to keep their heaf in all weathers. 1886 Pall
Mall G. 9 Aug. 4/1 Some of the largest farms have most
extensive '

heafs , and graze from two to four thousand
sheep. 1894 R. S. FERGUSON Hist. Westmld. xviiL 290 A
Herdwick sheep is very much attached to its own ' heaf\ or
that part of the fell where it generally goes.

Heaft, rare obs. form of HAFT si.l

Heake, erron. form of HECK sb.

t Heaking-time. Obs. rare- 1
. ?Time to draw

in the HAKING, or the fish caught in it.

1599 NASHE Lenten Stiiffe 20 Now it is high heaking-time,
and bee the windes neuer so easterly aduerse, and the tyde
fled from vs, wee must violently towe and hale in our re-
doutable Sophy of the floating Kingdom of Pisces, etc.

t Heal, hele, sb. Obs. exc. Sc. Forms : I

heelu, hfelo, heel, 2-3 heele, 2-6 hele, 2-7 heale,
4-5 heel(e, 6-7 heal

; also 4 hel, Sc. heile, heyle,
5 helle, (;ele), 5 north., 5-7 Sc. heill, 6 Sc. hell,
7-8 Sc. heal(l, 9 Sc. hale. [OE. hsilu, hselo,

h&l, corresp. to OS. htli (MDu. heile), OHO. heitt.

hailt, helt (MHG. heile}, Goth. "hailei, -ein. from
hail-s, OE. hdl adj. HALE, WHOLE ; one of the
abstr. ferns, in WGer. (, from earlier -tn, which in

OE. changed this ending to -. Cf. the doublets
HAIL sb.-, HALE si. 1]
1. Sound bodily condition; freedom from sick-

ness ; health.
a 1000 Crist 1654 pair is .. haelu butan sare. ciooo Sax.

I.eechd. I. 342 Him cymS god hael. c 1175 Lamb. Ham.
145 Per seal beon. .hele wiS-uten unhele. a 1300 Cursor M.
23465 Hele [Ellin, hel) wit-vten seke or sare. c 1400 tr.

Sccreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. (E. E. T. S.) 66 Kepyng of
hele ys mor bettir and mor precious ban any medicyne.
I43 E. E. Wills (1882) 87 Beyng yn goode heale and yn
my full wittes. ,-1460 J. RUSSELL Bk. Nurture 351 To
preserue your lord in heele \rime euery deele). 1508 DUN-
BAR Poems iv. i, I that in heill wes and glaidnes, Am trublit

"9* with gret seiknes. a 1553 UDALL Royster D. HI. iii.

(Arb.) 46 He was your right good maister while he was in
heale. 1606 WARNER Alb. Eng. xvi. ciii. (405 That thou

est
D gge> ln better heale than ' mv "if* ="" now i wish -

I
7*j

K*MSAY Anra>- Burchefs Efist. 31 I'll wish ye weel,

? 'Ji .

s fTkllne clar drink your heal. 1795 BURNS
To Mr. Mitchell v. My heal and weal I'll tak a care o't.

b. Recovery from sickness, healing, cure. (In
quots. 1470-85, 1687, A cure, remedy.)
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 29 Ane wunde . . ooer hwile hit is on

wane of his hele c 1190 S. Eng. Leg. I. ,6/514 Heore hele
huyhadden rijt here. ciypCursorM. 19754 Crist jyuebehele
of bl wo. 1470-85 MALORV A rthur xvn. xi, And she myght
hatie a dysshe ful of blood of a mayde. .that blood shold be

her hele. 1687 P. MAIIAK Tunbridge Waters in liar/. Misc.

(1808) I. 586 A common heal, A free-cost health.

2. Well-being, welfare, safety ; prosperity.
(-950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. v. 47 Gif jie haelo beadas broSero.

13. . E. E. A Hit. P. A. 1 6 pat wele bat wont watz . . heuen
my happe & al my hele. 1-1386 CHAUCER Frankl. T. 359
Arueragus with heele and greet honour . . Is comen hoom.
1412-30 LYDG. Chron. Troy \. v, Where thrugh thin honor

worship & thin hele Was lost. 1522 SKELTON Why nat to
Court 768 To cause the commune weale Longe to endure in

heale. a 1605 MONTGOMERIE Sonn. Iviii. 14 Revenge, re-

vert, revive, revest, reveall, My hurt, my hairt, my hope,
my hap, my heall.

b. Good heal, welfare, fortune ;
whence ME. (to}

godere hele, to good fortune, to welfare ; fortunately.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 57 Godere hele bu hit scalt iseon.

c 1205 LAV. 3597 5ef bu heo bus dalest, to godere hire hsele.

1297 R. GLOUC, (1724) 368 pat goder hele al Engelond was
heo euere ybore,

C. Evil heal: disaster, harm. (To) evil hele,

wrother heal, unfortunately, disastrously. Cf. HAIL
sb.- 2, HALE sb. 1 b.

cny$Lamb. Horn. 33 Hwet seiS be dusie? to ufele hele
wes ic iboren. c 1205 LAY. 490 To wrober heore hele
habbeS heo such were idon. a 1330 Otnel 211 Sarazin, nere
thou messager Wrother hele come thou her. c 1340 Cursor
M. 6583 (Trin.) Ful euelhele brake 5,e be day.

3. Spiritual health, well-being, or healing ;
sal-

vation. Cf. SOUL-HEAL.
901-9 Charter ofEadweard in Kemble Cod. Dipt. V. 163

Ic Saer mynster on jestaSolode for mine saule h%lo. c 1000

Ags. Gosp. Luke xix. 9 To-daes bisse hiw-ra;ddene ys h^el

jeworden. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 41 He . . bihat us to

mede eche hele. a 1225 Ancr. R. 430 To alle uolkes heale.
a 1300 Cursor M. 11341 Do me to rest nu seruand bin, For
nu min ei has sen bin hel. (1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) x. 39
Godd . . has wrojt hele in myddes of be erthe. 1578 Ps.
Ixvii. in Scot. Poems \6th C. II. 128 Thy sauing heill and
righteousnes.

Heal (hfl), zi.l Forms: i h&lan, 2-3 hselen,
2-6 hele(n, 3 (helien), healen, 4 haile, 4-5
heel(e, (Sc. heile, heyle, hel), (5 Jele), 6-7
heale, (Sc. heil(l), 7- heal. [A Com. Teut. vb. :

OE. Mian = OFris. hela, OS. hSlian (MDu.
hllen, heilen, Du. heelen, LG. helen}, OHG. heilan

(Ger. heilen), ON. heil (Sw. hela, Da. hele}, Goth.

hailjan, deriv. of hail-s, OTeut. *kailo-z, OS. hdl,

HALE, WHOLE.]
1. trans. To make whole or sound in bodily con-

dition ; to free from disease or ailment, restore to

health or soundness; to cure (ofa disease or wound).
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. x. 8 HjelaS immune, c 1175

Lamb. Horn. 91 Heo weren iheled from alle untrumnesse.
a 1300 CnrsorM. 13261 He . . heild mani bat war seke. ^1325
Metr. Horn. 130 The prophet Helesius Of leper heled an
hethen man. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Pelriis 117 He heilys
sek men And quyknyse dede. 1382 WYCLIF Luke iv. 23
Leeche, heele thi silf. (1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) v '- *9 T^6
drye tree . . heleb him of the fallynge euyll. c 1450 St.
Cuthbert (Surtees) 1066^How aungel Raphael helyd his kne.

1607 SHAKS. Timon n. i. 24, I . . must not breake my backe,
to heale his finger. 1842 TENNYSON Morte d'Artk. 264
Where I will heal me of my grievous wound. 1846 TRENCH
Mirnc. Introd. (1862) ao Christ, healing a sick man with
his word.

b. absol. To perform or effect a cure.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xii. 10 Ys hyt alyfed to haelenne

[c 1160 Hatton G. to haelen] on reste-da^um ? c 1000 Sajc.
Leechd. I. 342 Wi5 catena dymnysse genim foxes geallan . .

hyt hajleb. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Symon ff Judas 32 Of
fewire and parlesy, Vith word bu heilis. c 1400 MAUNDEV.
(1839) xi. 124 pe Oyle.. heleb of many sykenesses. tri45otr.
De Imitatione in. Iv. 132 pe heuenly leche of soules, bat

smytist & helist. 1611 BIBLE Dent, xxxii. 30, I wound, and
I heale. 1732 POPE Ep. Bathurst 234 As Poison heals, in

just proportion us'd. 1827 KEBLE Ckr. Y. Visit. Sick iii, As
if one prayer could heal.

c. spec. To touch for the
'

king's evil '.

1503-4 in Pegge Curialia Misc. (1816) 127 For heling 3
seke folks 20. o . . for heling 2 seke folks 13. 4. 1661 PEPYS

Diary^ 13 Apr., I went to the Banquet-house, and there saw
the King heale.

2. To cure (a disease) ; to restore to soundness

(a wound) ; also to heal up. over. Also absol.
ciooo Ags. Gosp. Matt. x. i Daet his ..hzldun [c 1160

Hatton G. helden) adle, and aelce untrumnysse. c 1205 LAY.
23072 For heo sculde mid haleweie helen \c 1275 heale] his
wunden. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. vi. xxi. (1495) 209
To kepe helthe and to heele sykenesse. c 1450 Golagros fy

Gaiv. 882 Thai hynt of his harnese, to helyn his wound.
1590 SPENSER F. Q. in. v. 42 O foolish physick. .That heales

up one, and makes another wound ! 1676 WISEMAN Sjtrg.
(J.), A fontanel had been made in the same leg, which he
was forced to heal up. 1781 COWPER Expostulation 153
They saw distemper healed, and life restored. 1863 WHYTE
MELVILLE Gladiators ix. (1864) 62 Mere scratches, skin deep,
and healed over now.

3. Jig. To restore (a person, etc.) from some
evil condition or affection (as sin, grief, disrepair,

unwholesomeness, danger, destruction) ;
to save,

purify, cleanse, repair, mend.
825 I'esp. Psalter cxlvii. 3 Se haeleS ^Sreste On heortan.

c 1000 Ags. Fs. (Spl.) xliii. 4 [xliv. i] (Bosw.) Earm heorane
hielb hij. CII7S Lamb. Horn. 95 He ne com na todemane
moncun. .ac to helenne. c 1205 LAY. 15871 ?if ich bi wzrc
[a ruined wall] hiele. 1382 WYCLIF 2 Chron. vii. 1 4, I schal
. . ben mercyable to the synnes of hem, and helyn their lond.

1535 COVERDALE 2 Kings \\. 22 So the water was healed.

1650 JER. TAYLOR Holy Living (1834) 190 Let it alone, and
the thing will heal itself. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe n. xii, Our
ship was . . healed of all her leaks. 1847 TENNYSON Princ.
in. 49 Heal me with your pardon.

b. To cure, repair, amend (any evil condition

compared to a disease or wound"1

.

cizoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 173 Elch sinne..bute hit he here

forgieue ooer mid bote iheled. 1340 HAMPOLE /V. Consc.

1724 pe gastly woundes of syn Thurgh penaunce may be
heled. 1526 I'Hgr. I'erf. (W. de W. 1531! G b, Sacramentes
of the chirche : the whiche cureth, releueth & helethall de-
fautes. 1600 SHAKS. A. }'. L. \\\. v. 117 Faster then hi*

tongue Did make offence, his eye did heale it vp. 1720
OZELL I'ertofs Rom. Rep. II. xiv. 348 Octavia, Antony's
Wife and Caesar's Sister.. at various Times, heal'd up their
Breaches. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 135 Something
might have been done to heal the lacerated feelings . . of the
Irish gentry. 1887 TRF.VF.LYAN in Times 7 Mar. 10/6 The
breach in our ranks might be healed tomorrow.
4. intr. (for refl.} To become whole or sound ;

to recover from sickness or a wound
;
to get well.

(Said of the person, of the part affected, or of a
wound or sore.)

""375 Joseph Arim. 681 pe arm helede a-jeyn hoi to be
stompe. a 1400-50 Alexander 2817, I sail hele all in hast.

1530 PALSGR. 595/1 Whan thy wounde begynneth to heale,
it wyll ytche. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. $ Cr. in. iii. 229 Those
wounds heale ill, that men doe giue themselues. 1803 Med.
Jml. IX. 432 He suffered the issues to heal. it88Gartf?n-
t'nri i Feb. 685/1 The incisions in the crowns soon heal over.

Heal, v.-, to cover : see HELE v.-

Heal(,e, dial, forms of HALE a.

Hea'lable, a. rare
-

. [f. HEAL .i + -ABLE.]
i That may be healed

; curable, remediable.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 2/26 Healeable, sanabilis. 1611

COTGR., Guarissable, healeable, cureable, recouerable.

Heal-all (hf-l^l). [f. HEAL v. + ALL. Cf.

ALL-HEAL.]
1. Something that heals or is reputed to heal all

diseases ; a universal remedy ;
a panacea. Also^f.

1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach's H-usb. iv. (1586) 191 It was

(

called in the olde time Panacea or Heale.il. a 1878 LEWES
Study Psychol. (1879) 150 Forgiveness is contemplated as a
heal-all. 1891 Lit. World 4 Sept. 159 Unlike many other

popular economic heal-alls, co-operation does not involve
any fundamental economic fallacy.
2. Herb. A popular name of various plants, in-

cluding Rhodiola rosea, Valeriana officinalis, Pru-
nella vulgaris, and Collinsonia canadensis.

1853 G. JOHNSTOK Nat. Hist. E. Bord. 82 (Brilt & Holl.)
Rhodiola rosea. Often to be met with in gardens, where it

is sometimes called Heal-all, for the leaves are applied to
recent cuts of a slight nature. 1884 MILLER l'lant-n., Heal-
all, Collinsonia canadensis and Rhodiola rosea.

tHea'1-bite. Obs. [f. as prec. + BITE sb.}= HEAL-DOG, q.v.

Heald (hHd). Weaving, [app. the same word
as OE. hfteld, hejeld, hejel, ON. hafald, a deriv. of

*hafjan, hebban, h{f- to raise, with instrumental
suffix

; cf. OE. nicdl, ME. nedel, and nelde, needle.

But the OE. word appears to be applied to the

threadsofthewarporwoof themselves.] = HEDDI.E.
a 700 Epinal Gloss. 602 Liciatorium, hebild [Corpus

hebelxyrd). 1:725 Corpus Gloss. (O. E. T.) 1232 Licium,
hebeld. Licia, hebeldared. c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 320
GewriS to anum hefel-braede, 1050 Supp. SElfric's 1'oc.

in Wr.-Wulcker 187/13 Licium, hefeld. 1483 Calh. Angl.
181/1 An Helde, trama. 1760 Specif. Patent J. Stell No.
753 The lashes, harness or healds which contain the warp.
1824 A nn. Reg. 270* An improved method of making healds
to be made in the weaving of cotton, silk, woollen, and other
cloths. 1851 Art Jrnl. tllustr. Calal. p. vii**/ 1 Placed
in the healds or ' heddles ' of the loom. 1864 Chambers'
Encycl. VI. 189 In the case of plain weaving the threads of
the warp are divided alternately by the loops of each heald.

b. attrib. and Comb., as healii-cord, -knitter, -ing,

-machine, -maker, -shaft, -thread, -yarn.
1851 in lllustr. Lond. News (1854) 5 Aug. 118 [Occupa-

tions of the people] heald maker, heald knitter. 1862
Chambers* Encycl. V. 276 The manufacture of heald yarns
. . employs the chief attention of several manufacturers.
1864 Ibid. VI. 189 Six heald-threads and six warp-threads
are shown. 1874 TOLHAUSEN Technol. Diet., Heald-cord,
cross string ..embarbe.

Heald, var. HIEI.D v. to lean, incline to one side.

Heald e, obs. forms of HOLD v.

tHeal-dog. Obs. [f. HEAL v. + DOG.] A
name formerly given to species of Alyssum, called

also heal-bite.

1551 TURNER Herbal i. C j a, Alysson of Dioscorides and
Plyny may be named in English helebyte or heledog, of
the property that it hath in helyng of the bityng of madde
dogges. 1597 GERARDE Herbal n. cxviii. 2. 380 Mad-
woort or Moonewoort is called . . of some Heate dog. 1611

COTGR., Alysson, the hearbe Madwort. .heale dog.

Healed (hfld), ppl. a. [f. HEAL z/.l + -ED i.]

Restored to health, cured. Also^f.
a 1300 Cursor M. 13863 lesus. .bar .spak he wit bis heeld

man. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, i. ii. 167, I am loth to gall
a new-he.il'd wound, a 1831 A. KNOX Rem. II. 150 To
give evidence of a healed mind.

t Healend. Obs. Forms : 1-3 hsslend, 2

helend(e,halende, 3helind(e, halind,healend,
-ent. [OE. IMend, hilend= OS. heljand, hlleand.

hfland, OHG., MHG. hcilant, G. heiland: sub-

stantival form of pres. pple. of OE. heelan : OTeut.

*hailjan to heal, save.] One that
' heals

'

or saves ;

the Saviour. In OE. regularly used instead of the

proper name Jesus.
r looo Ags. Gosp. Matt. i. i Her is on cneorisse-boc

haelendes cristes dauides suna. Ibid. 16 Se haHend be is

genemned crist. c 1000 >LFRIC Horn. II. 214 lesus is



HEALEB.
Ebrei>c nama, \>sct is on Leden '

Saluator ', and on Englisc
1 Heelend', c 1175 Lamb. Hotn. 3 pe helend nehlechede
to-ward terusaleni. t 1200 ORMIN 3355 Juw iss borenn nu
to da}} Haelennde off ;ure sinness. c 1205 LAY. 9144 A child

..bat scolde beon ihaten Halend [c 1275 Helare]. a 1125
A tier, K. 112 pe luuewurSe Louerd and helinde, ofheouene.

Healer 1
(hrlw). [f. HEALO^-EH'.]

1. One who heals (wounds, diseases, the sick,

etc.") ; a leach, doctor ; also, one who heals spirit-

ual infirmities ; in early use, Saviour = prec.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 83 $ef he hefde on his moder ibroken

hire meidenhad, ne mihte nawiht brekere bon icloped
helere. c 1175 Passion Lord 115 in Old Eng. Misc. 40 He
com to J>e Gywes . And chepte heom to sullen, vre helare.

-1440 HVLTON Scala Per/. (W. de W. 1494) i. xliv, This
name Jhesu is nou^t cites for to saye upon engiisshe but
heler. 1611 BIBLE Isa. iii. 7, I will not be a healer. 1680
OTWAY Complaint (R.\ In vain you strive To act a healer's

part. 1859 C. BARKER Assoc. Princ. Middle Ages i. 9
Healers of the sick in their hospitals.

2. A healing substance ; a remedy.
1523 FITZHERB. Husb. 43 Terre of hym-selfe is to kene,

and is a fretter, and no healer. 1658 A. Fox Wurtz' Surg.
n. xxv. 151 The said Hearb .. is an extraordinary healer.

1674 R. GODFREY Inj. fy Ab. Physick $ This can no wales
be better, and safelier done than by Spirituous, Valiant, and
Innocent Healers, seconded by a regular Diet.

Healer 2
: see HELER, coverer.

Healewei, -wi, var. of HALEWEI, Obs.

Healfang : see HALSPANG, Obs.

t Healful, a. Obs. Forms : see HEAL sb, [f.

HEAL sb. + -FI-L.] Fraught with health, well-being,

safety, salvation ; wholesome, salutary.
c 1340 HAMPOLE Prose Tr. i Ihesu es als mekyll to be

raene als saueoure or helefull. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints^
Petagia 206 [He] Iniungit hyr heileful pennance. 1387
TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 305 J>Is lond hab hoot welles and
heleful. -1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xv. 67 pe Ewangels, in

bt; whilk es helefull teching and sothefastnes. a 1563 BALE
Sel. Wks, (Parker Soc.) 122 Healful remedies to know and
to withstand the privy suggestions and the apert temptations
of the fiend.

Healing, vbl. sb^
[f.

HEAL z/.i + -ING i.]

1. The action of the vb. HEAL ; restoration to

health ; recovery from sickness ; curing, cure.

c 1000 Gosp. Nicod, x, Ne be haelinge, ne be reste daja
gewemm.nge. < 1340 Cursor M. 13871 (Trin.) Of sekenes
hastou helynge. c 1400 Lanfranc'sCintrg. 68 Of bis heel-

yng . . hise nei^eboris hadden greet wondir. 1546 J. HEY-
WOOD Prov. (1867) 71 It is yll healyng of an olde sore. 1611

BIBLE Nahum iii. 19 There is no healing of thy bruise : thy
wound is grieuous. 1860 ELLICOTT Z.yfc Our Lord \. 213
Numerous healings . . performed in the plain of Gennesareth.
1880 Daily News 7 Dec. 5/4 The wound is already showing
signs of healing.

b. spec. The touching by English sovereigns for

the king's evil.

(An Office for the Healing was formerly often printed with
the Prayer-book. A MS. copy, said to be of 1559, is in the
Bodleian Library.)

1676
Lond. Gaz. No. 1082/4 Lost in the Banketing-house

at Whitehall ..presently after the Healing, a Ring, with an

Onyx-Stone. 1707 Bk. Com. Prayer Yvi (title), At the

Healing. 1876 BLUNT Annot. P. B. 580 The Office used at

the Healing. Ibid.
t
Two silver touch-pieces for distribution

at the healing.
2. transf. and Jig. Mending, reparation ; restora-

tion ofwholeness, well-being, safety, or prosperity;

spiritual restoration, salvation.
a 12*5 St- Marker. 19 Fulht of fonstan healunge. 1611

BIBLE Mai. iv. 2 Vnto you that feare my Name, shall ihe
Sunne of righteousnesse arise with healing in his wings.
1704 F. FULLER Med. Gymn. (1711' 100 It seems to promise
enough, and carry more Healing with it. 1861 MAY Cotist.

Hist. \. (1882) I, 9 A new reign .. was favourable to the

healing of political differences.

3. attrib. and Comb., as healing action, art ;

healing-box, the box containing the chrism for

unction (Ogilvie, 1885) ; f healing-coin, -gold,
the money given to those that were touched for

the king's evil ; healing-pyx = healing-box.
1683 Treasury Warrant 17 Nov. (Halliwell), Privy purse

healing-gold 500. 18*4 SCOTT St. Ronan's vii, It covered
more of the healing science than the gowns of a whole
modern university. 1857 Chambers* Inform. I. 777 If the

healing action is languid, some stimulating ingredient may
he added. 1857 MAVNE REID War Trait xxvii. 124 Ample
practice in the healing art.

Healing, vbl. sd.2 t covering : see HELING.

Healing, ppl. a. [f. HEAL v. + -ING 2.]

1. That heals or cures ; curative
; salutary.

1308 TREVISA Bartk. De P. R. xvn. xxiv. (1495) 618 The
apples of the cypresse tree . . ben soure and heelyng. 1605
SHAKS. Macb. iv. iii. 156 To the succeeding Royalty he
leaues The healing benediction. 1611 BIBLE Jer. xxx. 13
Thou hast no healing medicines. 17x2-14 POPE Rape Lock
iv. 56 A branch of healing Spleenwort m his hand. 1824
SCOTT St. Roman's i, An analysis-of the healing waters.

2. transf. and fig.

1659 Burton's Diary (1828) IV. 331, I should be glad that

this question might be a healing question among us. 1667
MILTON P. L. ix. 290 To whom with healing words Adam
reply'd. 1701 ROWE Amb. Step-Motk. n. i. 535 By his

Concurrence, Help, and healing Counsels To stop those

wounds.
1767

T. HUTCHINSON Hist. Mass. II. iii. 228 He
made the following mild and healing speech to them.

1x859 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. V. 281 Some Lords. .came
down to give a healing vote.

3. Of a wound : That cicatrizes or closes.

1857 Chambers' Inform. I. 777 The best dressing^for
a healing wound. 1888 Daily News 4 Oct. 6/2, I saw six . .

healing sores on the left forehead.
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4. Comb. : healing blade, leaf, (a) the Com-
mon House-leek, Sentfervimtm tectorum; /) the
Greater Plantain, 1'lantago major; healing-herb,
the Common Comfrey, Symphytum officinale;
t healing-horn, ? hartshorn

; healing-oil, the
chrism used in the rite of extreme unction (Lee
Gloss. Eicl. o- Liturg. Terms).
1657 REEVE Caffs Plea 317 Ivory, Furs, Musks, Sables,

healing-horns, Bezarstones, etc., come not there from Beasts ?

1799 Ess. Highland Soc. III. 389 (Jam.) The uniformly
successful treatment of sheep affected with this disorder
. . by giving them a decoction of the Dewcup and Healing
leaf boiled in buttermilk. 1877 A. W. BENNETT tr. Thomi's
Struct. Bat. (1881)43 In direct contrast tothegeneratingtis-
sues are the healing-tissues, tuberous tissues, or cork-tissues.

Hence Hea'lingly adv.

1864 in WEBSTER. 1886 Miss BROUGHTON Dr. Cupid III.

ii. 39 The lovely common sights of early morning touch

heahngly upon his bruised brain.

t Healless, a. Obs. In 4-5 heleles. [f. HEAL
sb. + -LESS.] Deprived of health or well-being.
ri374 CHAUCER Troylus v. 1593 How myght a wyght in

torment and in drede, And heleles {ed. 1561 healelesse] yow
sende as yet gladnesse.

Healm, -et, obs. forms of HELM, HELMET.

t Healnie. Obs. [a. obs. F. heaulme, heaume

helmet,
' the Helmet cherrie, Heart-cherrie, French

cherrie' (Cotgr.) : see HELM.] A kind of cherry.

1574 HVLL Planting 86 Ye may well begin to graffe . . at

Christmas . . and principally the healme or great Cherrie.

1575 A rt ofPlanting 15 The great healme cherry.

t Healniier. Obs. [a. obs. F. healmier, heattl-

mier '

the Heart-cherrie tree
'

(Cotgr.), f. prec.]
1575 Art of Planting 15 The great Cherry (called Heal-

mier).

t Healness. Obs. In 3 heilnesse. [OE.
hselnes, f. haele, by-form of hal whole + -NESS.]
Welfare ; salvation.

(7897 K. vELFRED Gregory's Past xxxvi. 246 Nu is hier-

sumnesse tima & nu sint haelnesse dajas. c 1250 Gen. fy Ex.
2068 Heilnesse and blisse is Ser-in.

Healp, obs. form of HELP.

Healsfang: see HALSFANQ.

Healsome, a. Obs. exc. Sc. [ME. kelsum,
f. hele, HEAL sb. health + -SOME. Cf. HALESOME

;

Ger. heilsam, ON. heilsamr.~\ Wholesome, salu-

tary; healthful.

c 1J7S Si: Leg. Saints, Cecile 150 Sene )>at (m Has trewit

heilesum consel now. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 6 It is helsum to

t>e pope . . bat be peple be rijtly enformid, how bei owe to

accept be pope as |>e vicar of Crist, c 1450 HENRYSON Mor.
Fab. 3 Helsome and good to mans sustenance, c 1560 A.

SCOTT Points (S. T. S.) xv. i Vp, helsum hairt ! thy rutis

rais, and lowp ! 1785 BURNS Cotter's Sat. Nt. 92 The heal-

some parritch, chief o' Scotia's food.

Hence Healsomeness, wholesomeness.
1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, ix, The healsomeness of the food.

Health (helb), sb. Forms : i hselp, 3-5 heljje,

4-5 heelthe (elth(e), 4-6 helth(e, 6 healthe

(hellthe), 6- health. [OE. hl]> = OHG. heittda,

-z'Ma,-zoKa:-WGer.type *hailifa,i. hail-s WHOLE,
HALE : see -TH.]
1. Soundness of body ;

that condition in which
its functions are duly and efficiently discharged.
c 1000 ^LFRIC Horn. II. 540 Ure lichamana haeloe we

awendaS to leahtrum. c 1205 LAY. 29992 pa weoren .rfEiuri-

ches wunden. .alle iheled, ah pe hel5e was neoSered for lurre

of his monnen. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xiv. 298 pe fyfte

[pouerte] is moder of helthe. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg.
IQO b/i A preest . . had lost the helthe of one of his handes
that he myght synge no masse. 1559 Mirr. Mag., Salisbury
xxxvi, Whan helth and welth is hyest. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen.

VI, in. i. 82 All health vnto my gracious Soueraigne. 1626

MASSINGER Rom. Actor v. ii, I, that feel myself in health

and strength. 1709 ADDISON Taller No. 75 P 3 With a. .

Flush of Health in his Aspect. 1815 JANE AUSTEN Emma
v. One hears sometimes of a child being

'
the picture of

health
'

; now Emma always gives me the idea of being the

complete picture ofgrown-up health. 1851 CARPENTER Man.
Pkys. (ed. 2) 253 The accumulation of nutritive matter in

the blood is so far from being
t
a condition of health, that it

powerfully tends to produce disease.

2. By extension, The general condition of the

body with respect to the efficient or inefficient dis-

charge of functions : usually qualified as good, bad,

weak, delicate, etc.

1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xxxiv. iv, Your lady . . is in

perfect health. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. ill. ix. 26 Her erased

helth. 1633 G. HERBERT Temple, Church. Porch xxiii,

Amidst their sickly healths. 1638 BAKER tr. Balzac's Lett.

(vol. III.) 34 Ignorant of the state of your health. 1782
Miss BURNEY Cecilia iii. 32 The ill health of her uncle had
hitherto prevented her. 1802 Med. Jrnl. VIII. 210 She

enjoyed very tolerable health. 1827 G. BEAUCLERK Jotirn.

Marocco xvi. 190 Our healths slightly improved.
b. Bill of health : see BILL s/>.3 10 ; formerly in

Scotch Law, an application by an imprisoned
debtor to be allowed to live out of prison, on the

ground ofbad health (Rc\\Dict.LawScotl.~). Board

of Health, (a) in the United Kingdom : a Govern-

ment Board which existed 1848-58 for the control

of matters affecting the public health : its duties are

now discharged by the Local Government Board;

(i) in the United States : the name of boards of

commissioners for controlling sanitary matters,

esp. in reference to contagious and infections

HEALTH.
diseases. Office, Officer of Health : see health-

office, -officer in 8.

1617 MORYSON Itin. i. 74 Hee must bring to the Confines
a certificate of his health. .Neither will the Officers of health
in any case dispence with him. Ibid. 252 Appoint chiefe men
to the office of providing for the publike health, calling the

place where they meete, the Office of Health.

t 3. Healing, cure. Obs.
c 1000 ^ELFRIC Horn. II. 28 Gif we wyllaS ealle oa wundra

and li.uloa awritan . . ^efremode burn Sone wuldorfullan

cySere Stephanum. 1383 WYCLIF Acts iv. 22 The man. .in

the which this sygne of heelthe was maad. i Cor. xii. 9
To another, grace of heelthis. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg.
88 b/2 Holy oylle. .moche vayllable to thelthe of sykenesses
ofmany men. 1555 EDEN Decades 74 The diseased woman
obteyned heulthe of the fiuxe of her bludde.
4. Spiritual, moral, or mental soundness or well-

being; salvation, arch.
cttxnSax. LeecJtd. III. 236 f>am arist rihtwisnysse sunne,

and hjelb is on byre fioerum, c 1250 Old Kent. Serin, ii

Old Eng. Misc. 32 Greded gode . . bet he us yeue gostliche
helbe in ure saule. 1383 WYCLIF /V. xxvi[i]. i The Lord
my lifting and myn helthe. Luke ii. 30 Myn yjen ban
seyn thin helthe. 1526 TINDALE Luke xix. 9 lesns sayd
vnto hym : This daye is healthe come vnto this housse. 1552
Bk. Com. Prayer Gen. Confess., There is no health in vs.

1616 R. C. Times' Whistle IV. 1620 He hath made sale of
his soules dearest health. 1744 HARRIS Three Treat. III. xi.

(1765) 185 That Health, that Perfection of a Social State.

1887 EDNA LYALL Knt..Errant xxiii. 224 As you value the
health of your own souls.

t 5. Well-being, welfare, safety ; deliverance.
c 1350 Gen. ff Ex. 2344 Ic am iosep, dredeS Ju nogt, for

sure nel6e or hider brogt. 138* WYCLIF 2 Sam. xxiii. 12
He smoot the Philisteis, and the Lord made a greet heelth.

1535 COVERDALE i Sam. xiv. 45 lonathas . . that hath done
so greate health in Israel this night. 1603 SHAKS. Ham. i.

iv. 40 Be thou a Spirit of health, or Goblin damn'd. c 161 1

CHAPMAN Iliad xv. 683 There is no mercy in the wars, your
healths lie in your hands.

fb. Evil health: bad luck, hurt, disaster. Obs.
c 1477 CAXTON Jason 30 Thenne cam agaynst him the

king of Poulane, but that was to his euill helthe. c 1500
Melusine xxxvi. 287 To theire euyl helthe they haue re-

countred geffray.

6. A salutation or wish expressed for a person's
welfare or prosperity ; a toast drunk in a person's
honour. See also DRINK v. 14.

1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. in. ii. 171 Hee calls for wine, a
health quoth he. 1602 MARSTON Ant. $ Mel. iv. Wks.
1856 I. 46 Your drunken healths, your houts and shouts,
Your smooth God save's. 1675 COCKER Morals 9 By drink-

ing others healths, to lose their own. 17x3 ADDISON Calo
ll. ii, Caesar sends health to Cato. 1795 WOLCOTT (P.

Pindar) Convention Bill Wks. 1812 III. 378, I like not

healths; too oft they carry treason. 1855 MACAULAY Hist.

Eng. xvii. IV. 7 As often as any of the., princes proposed a

health, the kettle drums and trumpets sounded.

t 7. Healthiness, wholesomeness, salubrity. Obs.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) II. 13 Bretayne passeb
Irlond in faire weder and nobilte but no^t in helpe.

8. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib., as health-

culture, -drop, -recuperation, -token ; b. obj. and

obj. gen., as health-building, -drinker, -ing, -giver,

-seeker, -wishing; health-bearing, -boding, -giving,

-hunting, -promising, -restoring, -saving adjs. ; e.

instrumental, as health-flushed, -proud adjs. d.

Special Comb. : health-board = Board of Health ;

health exhibition, a public exhibition of sanitary

appliances and the like ; health-guard, an officer

appointed to enforce quarantine regulations (Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk. 1867) ; health laws, the statutes

regulating general sanitary conditions by the ap-

pointment of Boards of Health (Bouvier Law Diet.

1856) ; f health-offering, peace offering; health-

office, the department having the administration

of the health laws ; health-officer, an officer

charged with the administration of the health laws

and sanitary inspection ; health-resort, a place
to which people resort for the benefit of their

health; health-roll, a list showing the state of

health of a company of people, as of a ship's crew.

1888 Miss A. K. GREEN Behind Closed Doors iii, He ison

the "Health Board. 1508 SYLVESTER Du Bartasil. ii. I. Ark
383 O sacred Olive ! . .*Health-boading branch. 1896 Watm.
Gaz. 5 Aug. 6/3 The time that you can devote to *health-

building. 1552 HULOET, "Health causynge .. sosfitalis.

1606 MARSTON Fawne iv. Wks. 1856 II. 72 Favour-wearers,

sonnet-mongers, *health-drinkers. 1633 PRYNNE Histrw-

Mastix 'l'itle-p., Sundry particulars concerning Dancing,

Dicing, "Healthdrinking. 1813 SHELLEY Q. Mat vl. 52

Until pure "health-drops, from the cup of joy, Fall like a
dew of balm upon the world. 1884 Nature 388/2 Prepara-
tions for .. the International "Health Exhibition. 1382
WYCLIF Ps. Ixiv. [Ixv]. 6 God, oure*helthe jiuere.

1882 EDNA
LYALL Donovan xxi. (1887) 257 It drew him away from the

thought of weakness and soul-disease to the Health-

I Rzek. xliii. 27 The prestesshal offre their bumtoffringes and
! "healthoffringes vpon y aulter. IHd. xiv. 15, xlvi. 12.

1856 BOUVIER Law Diet. I. 581 Health Officer, the name
of an officer invested with power to enforce the ^health laws.

1804 tr. Volney's View Soil U. S. 252 The establishment

of lazarettoes and "health-offices. 1860 MILL Refr. Govt.

xv. (1865) 116/1 Itis ridiculous that a surveyor, or a*health

officer, .should be appointed by popular suffrage. 1753 Miss

COLLIER Art Torment. 164 People may be "health-proud as

well as purse-proud. i86i R. B. GRINDROD Malvern 29 No
other "health resort in England which presents such a

20



HEALTH.
combination of hygienic advantages. 1891 FREEMAN Sl-.fr.

French Trav. 181 Royat, a village which has become a

health-resort. 1715 ROWE Lady Jane Gray \. i, [He]

Try'd ev'ry 'health-restoring herb and gum. 1856 KANE
Arct. Expl. I. xx. 256 His "health-roll makes a sorry

parade. 1888 M. 13. EDWARDS Partingof Ways III. xi. 179

A .. "health-saving invention. 1883 W. H. BISHOP House
Merck. Prince iii. 11885) 40 They went . . to the "health

springs of Colorado and Florida. 1886 ANNIE EDWARDES
Playwright's Dau. ii. 21 The companion of her father's

Italian "health-wanderings. 1613 SELDEN On Drayton
Wks. III. 838 (Jod.) An usual ceremony among the Saxons
. .asa note of ""health-wishing.

t Health., v. 06s. [f. prec. sb.] intr. To drink

a health or healths. Also to health it.

1611-1696 [see HEALTHING vbl. sb. 2], 1633 HEYWOOD
Eng. Trav. IV. Wks. 1874 IV. 72 Goe, health it freely for

my good successe. 1636 W. SAMPSON Vow Breaker II. i,

They now are healthing, and carrowsing deepe.

Hea-ltheries, sb. pi. colloq. [f.
HEALTH sb. +

-ERY.] A name familiarly given to the Health

Exhibition held in London in 1884 ; suggested by
the Fisheries of the preceding year.
1884 Daily News 30 May, The Shakspeare show . . will be

more attractive to poetic souls than the Healtheries. 1884
Pall Mall G. 12 Aug. 2/1 If the Fisheries spoiled the early
Promenades last year, it is probable that the Healtheries

will do so with these.. this year.

Healthful (he-tyffil), a. [f. HEALTH J*.+-FUL.]
1. Promoting or conducive to bodily health;

health-giving, wholesome, salubrious.

1398 TREVISA Barl/i. De P. R. xiv. xii. (1495) 473 Mount
Effraym was most helthfull in ayre. 1559 W. CUNNINGHAM
Cosmogr. Glasse 180 These famous, and helthfull rivers, the

Rhine, Danuby. 1694 Ace. Sev. Late Voy. n. (1711) 212

The Country seems much subject to Earthquakes, else very
healthful 1709-10 STEELE Tatler No. 128 P 4 Cleanliness

and healthful Industry wait on all your Motions. 1877
THOROLD in Gd. Words XVIII. 16/1 The cheapest and
healthfullest route, .is by steamer.

b. Bestowing, promoting, or conducive to moral

or spiritual welfare or prosperity; salutary, saving.
1382 WYCLIF z Mace. iii. 32 He offride for helthe of the

man an helthful sacrifice \hostiam salutarem}. c 1410 LOVE
Bonavent. Mirr. (Gibbs MS.) If. 121 In bat furst makynge
of bis helbfulle sacramente. 1560 BECON New Cateck. Wks.

1844 II. 201 His glorious passion and healthful death. 1596
DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. v. 281 King Gregorie . .

setis out helthfull and gud lawis. 1642 Declar. Lord^s <$ Com.
23 Nov. 2 Healthfull for the present State of this Kingdome.
1862 D. VfiLSot>Pn>A.Mati Il.xxiii. 369 Healthful elements
of European civilization.

2. Of persons, their actions, etc. Full of or

characterized by health
; enjoying good health ;

healthy. Now rare.

1550 COVERDALE Spir. Perle xv. Wks. (Parker Soc.) 1. 138
When a man hath been a long season healthful and without

any manner of sickness. 1667 D'CHESS NEWCASTLE Life Dk.
N. (1886) III. 208 By this temperance he finds himself very
healthful. 1754-81 JOHNSON L. P., Cave, He was generally
healthful, and capable of much labour. 1862 Miss YONGE
C'tess Kate i. (1880) 2 Kate was tall, skinny, and brown,
though perfectly healthful.

b. Marked by intellectual or moral soundness.
1601 SHAKS. J-ul. C. ii. i. 319 Such an exploit haue I in

hand Ligarius, Had you a healthful! eare to heare of it

1744 ARMSTRONG Present. Health \. (R.), In healthful body
how A healthful mind the longest to maintain. 1831
MACAULAY Ess.^ Ld. NugenCs Hampden (1887) 205 A mind
so great . . so healthful and so well proportioned. 1884
Manch. Exam. 14 Nov. 5/7 The Chinese will continue to be
a clog upon the healthful progress of the world.

Healthfully, adv. [f. HEALTHFUL a. + -LT 2.]

In a healthful manner : see the adj.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xvni. Ixxiv. (1495) 829 A
wesell brent to asshes is helthfully done in medycyn. 1581
MARBECK Bk. ofNotes 74 They therby are stirred to hate

themselues, and so are healthfullie killed, a 1642 SIR W.
MONSON Naval Tracts IV. (1704) 394/1 The Island [is]

Healthfully seated, a 1687 PETTY Pol. Arilh. vi. (1691) 97
New England . . where People live long, and healthfully.
a 1791 WESLEY Hnsli. f; Wives v. Wks. 1811 IX. 81 An ad-

monition . . healthfully sharp, a 1864 HAWTHORNE 6". Felton
(1879) 14 Living healthfully in the open air.

Hea'lthfulness. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.] The

condition or quality of being healthful
;
wholesome-

ness, salubrity, healthiness.

1561 T. NORTON Calvin's Inst. iv. xiii. 86 They refreshe
their body, so muche as suffiseth for life and healthfulnesse.
a 1568 COVERDALE Ghostly Ps. 1. Wks. (Parker Soc.) II. 575
Thou God of all my healthfulnesse. 1661 LOVELL Hist.
Anim. $ Mitt. Introd., According to the healthfulnesse of
the place, in which they live. 1863 BATES Nat. Amazon i.

(1864) 20 The healthfulness of the climate. 1878 BAYNE
Purit. Rev. iv. no Solid ability and moral healthfulness.

Healthily, adv. [f. HEALTHV a. + -LY^.]
In a healthy manner.
1632 SHERWOOD, Healthfully, or healthilie, sainement.

men is healthily and beautifully wise, notwithstanding the
mystical narrowness. 1868 LYNCH Rivulet CXLVII. ii, His
wind, that bloweth healthily, Thy sicknesses to heal.

Healthiness, [f. as prec. + -NESS.] Healthy
quality or condition, salubrity : see the adj.
1670 NARBOROUGH Jrnl. in Ace. Sev. Late Voy. i. (1711)

96 A good Testimony of the healthiness of the Country.
ij&Ansm's Voy. 313 All these advantages were greatly en-
hanced by the healthiness of its climate. 1884 SEELEY in
Contemt. Rev. Oct. 503

' Werther '

. .has certainly no advan-
tage in healthiness of tone.

I- Healthing, vbl. sb.
[f. HEALTH sb. or

.]

154

1. The furthering or imparting of health, rare.

1581 MULCASTER Positions xiv. (1887) 298 The helping, and

healthing of all studentes.

2. The drinking of healths ; toasting.
1611 BP. HALL Serm, xxiv. Wks. 1837 V. 324 What bouz-

;
ing, and quaffing, and whiffing, and healthing is there.

1654 TRAPP Comm. Estheri. 8 This detestable healthing and

carousing too too common in all parts of Christendom. 1696
O. HEYWOOD Let. in Thoresby's Corr. (Hunter) I. 229,
I prefer this exercise to ranting, railing, healthing.

t Hea-lthist. Obs. nonce-wd. [f.
HEALTH sb. +

-1ST.] One who is addicted to drinking healths.

1640 BP. HALL Chr. Modcr. i. i. 3 The Greeks drink in

small cruses at the beginning of their feasts, and in large
bowls at the latter end : an order ill imitated by the lavish

Healthists of our time.

Healthless (he-l)>les),<z. Nowra. [see -LESS.]

1. Without health, out of health ;
destitute of

bodily, mental, or spiritual health; unhealthy.
1568 T. HOWELL Arb. Amitie (ifyg) 97 Why doe I seeke

to heate my helthlesse hart? 1635 QUARLES Embl. in. iii.

(1718) 139 Restore health to my healthless soul. 1651-3 JER.
TAYLOR Serm.for Year i. xiii. 165 It may be for the lust of

thy youth thou hast a healthlesse old age. 1857 MRS.
MATHEWS Tea-t. Talk I. 48 [Her} healthless condition had

kept her many years in painful retirement.

3. Not conducive to health ; unwholesome, in-

salubrious.

1650 JER. TAYLOR Holy Living i. i. 16 Like him whose
..meat [is] nothing but sauces ; they are healthless, charge-

able, and useless. 1855 SINGLETON Virgil\\. 354 Whodwell
In. .ancient Pyrgi, and Graviscae healthless.

Hence Hea*ltlilessness,unhealthiness; unwhole-

someness.

1655 JER. TAYLOR Unum Necess. vi. 7 (R.) There is such
a certain healthlesness in many things to all . . that to supply
a need is to bring a danger. 1660 Duct. Dubit. n.

iii. -viii. 7 Fasting, .is the best, .unless it be altered by the

inconveniences or healthlessness of the person.

Healthsome (he*l]>s#m), a. Now rare. [f.

HEALTH sb. + -SOME.]
1 1. Full of health ; possessing good health ;

healthy. Obs.

1563 Homilies u. Sacrament i. (1859) 444 A stomach ..

which is healthsome and sound. 1635 K. CAREW in Lismore

Papers (1888) Ser. n. III. 225 Some say he is ye healthsomer
for it [sickness].

2. Bestowing health (bodily, mental, or spiritual) ;

wholesome ; salutary.
1538 BALE Comedy Johan Baptiste in Harl. Misc. I. 105

Thys helthsome counsell maketh my hart joyfull and glad.

1573 TUSSER Husb. xi. (1878) 27 And healthsom aire inuest

thee. 1610 HOLLAND Camden^s Brit. i. 63 That healthsome

light of Jesus Christ shone, -upon the Bntans. 1707 SLOANE

Jamaica I. 45 A stream of hot water, which . . becomes cool

and healthsome. 1891 H.C. \\KL\xvMSomeonemustsitffer
II. xiii. 240 The healthsome joys of the covered-cart.

Hence Hea Ithsomely adv. ;
Hea'lthsomeness.

1563 GOLDING C&sar(1565) 271 He . . made so many iorneyes
. . -for chaunge of the places for healthsomnesse. 1579 FULKE
; Heskins"

1 Parl. 498 He did helthsomly or profitably con-

|

secrate his bodieand bloud. 1582 BENTLEY^/<?W. Matrones

|

ii. 16 Wellspring of all healthsomnes.

Healthward, a. [f.
HEALTH sb. + -WARD.]

Tending in the direction of health.

1884 Pennsylv. Sch.Jml. XXXII. 382 There is a strong
healthward tendency in the constitution. 1886 Brit. Med.
Jrnl. 25 Sept. 585/2 If we can do nothing to help nature on
her healthward course.

Healthy (he'lbi), a. [f. HEALTH sb. + -Y.]
1. Possessing or enjoying good health

;
hale or

sound (in body), so as to be able to discharge all

functions efficiently.

1552 HULOET, Healthye or healthfull, incolumis, saluber,

salutifer, salutaris. sanus. 1581 PETTIE Gitazzds Civ.

Conv. i. (1586) 23 Healthie men.. are properly those, who
have jr

6 foure humours so equally tempered in them . . that
one thing exceede not another. 1670 NARBOROUGH Jrnl. in

Ace. Sev. Late I'oy. i. (1711) 96 The Spaniards are well-

complexioned People.. and seem to be mighty healthy.
a 1715 BUKNET Own Time II. 535 He is of a very vigorous
and healthy constitution. 1815 W. H. IRELAND Scribbleo-

mania 15 My abstinence keeps me quite healthy. 1879
HARLAN Eyesight v. 57 Healthy eyes, if given anything
like a fair chance, will take care of themselves.

2. Conducive to or promoting health; whole-

some, salubrious ; salutary. Also_/%;
1552 [see sense i], 1577 B. GOOGE HeresbacKs Husb. \.

(1586) 8 b, Best is it . . in good and healthy places, to set the

house toward the East, a 1704 LOCKE (J.), Gardening or

husbandry, and working in wood, are fit and healthy re-

creations for a man of study or business. 1748 WESLEY Let.

cone. Tea in Besant London (1892) 372 A Mixture of Herbs
. . healthier as well as cheaper than Tea. 1871 NAPHEYS
Prev. 4- Cure Dis, i. v. 135 Healthy dwelling-houses.

fig. 1884 Ckr. World n Sept. 682/4 The deep, wide, and

healthy influence which he exerted upon society.

3. Denoting or characteristic of health or sound

condition (lit. and_/.) ; opp. to morbid.

1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. /l^, i. ii. 4 He said, .the water it selfe

was a good healthy water. 1709 STEELE Tatler No. 77 F i

With a fresh, sanguine, and healthy Look. 1790 BURKE
Fr. Rtv. 34 The healthy habit of the British constitution.

1878 H. M. STANLEY Dark Cont. II. vii. 199 An interchange
of small gifts served as a healthy augury for the future.

1897 Daily News 7 June 9/4 The cutlery trade is in a very
healthy state.

b. spec, in Med. : see quots.
1807-26 S. COOPER First Lines Surgery 2 By healthy

inflammation, is meant that which is not characterized
and modified by any particular disease in the part or
constitution. 1854 MAYNE Expos. Lex*, Healthy Pns

t

HEAP.
term applied to pus discharged from abscesses which arc

the result of phlegmonous inflammation ; or from wounds
and ulcers in the healing state ; formerly termed laudable pus.
4. Comb. t

as healthy-looking, 'minded adjs.
1800 SIR M. HUNTER Jrnl. (1894) 176 The farmers are

healthy-looking. 1851 MAYNE REID Scalp Hunt. ii. 17

Displaying healthy-looking, sun-tanned throats. 1886 MRS.
C. PRAED Miss Jacobsen's Chance I. ii. 33 She was as

thoroughly discontented with her own lot as any fairly

healthy-minded girl can be.

Healve, obs. form of HELVE.
f Heam. Obs. or dial. [A dial, variant of HAME

sl>.
1
] The amnion of an animal (

~ CAUL so.* 5 b) ;

the secundine.
1681 WALLER Advice to Painter \\. 2 iBrandl Then draw

a Haw-thorn Bush, and let him place The Heam upon't.
1726 Diet. Rust. i,ed. 3), Heam (in Beasts) is the same thing
with the after-birth in women.

Heam, var. HAME 2
, EAIE, uncle.

t Hean, hene, a. Obs. Forms : i hdan, 3

hsene, heane, 3-4 hene, 4 heyne. [Com. Teut.

adj. : OE. /ian = QHG. hdni, Goth, hauns con-

temptible, base, humble : cf. Lettish kattns shame,

disgrace, dishonour.] Mean, abject, poor ; humble,

lowly.
Beowulf (Z.) 1275 J>a he hean ge-wat, dreame be-dseled.

("825 Vesp. Psalter ix. 39 [x. 18] Doem Ssem freondleasan
and 3aem heanan. c 1205 LAV. 3172 Heo hold me for

hasne [c 1275 wrecche]. Ibid. 12136 Hermes heo worhten
and hene lond makeden. c 1230 Hnli Meid. 13 Who makeS
out. .of heane hine, of fa freond. c 1325 Pol. Songs (Camden)
150 Me halt hem ful hene. c 1400 ApoL Loll, 26 To stere

men to be heuy of ber mysse and to desire to be heyne.

tHean, hene, v. Obs. Forms: i hfenan,
h^nan, h6nan, 2-4 hene(n, 3 heanen, heenen.

[Com. Teut. : OE. hienan = OFris. hina (MDu.
hfinen, Du. hooneri), OHG. Mnen (MHG. AdEWM,
Ger. kohnen\ Goth, haunjan, f. haun-s adj. : see

prec. (From the OHG. came OF. honir to dis-

honour, pa. pple. honi, in ( honi soit qui mal y
pense '.)] trans. To treat with contumely ; to

insult, humiliate, debase, lower.

Reowul/(Z.) 2320 Geata leode hatode ond hynde. c 950
Lindisf. Gosp. Luke x. 16 SeSe iuih teleS i>el xeheneS mec
henes. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 13 Stala and steorfa swiSe eow
seal hene. c 1205 LAV. 6874 Al his folc he hatede and al he
hit blende, c 1230 fJafi Meid. 13 Vre flesch is ure fa &
heane5 us & harmeS. c 1410 Chron. Eng. 1030 (Ritson
Metr. Rom. II. 313) Heo heveden him in henyng, Ant seiden
he wes traitour.

t Hea'uling. Obs. In 3 heanlung. [f. HEAN
fl. + -LlNG.] A base, abject, or humble person.
a 1225 St. Marker. 14 Heanlunges makeo ham wiS

heouenlich hir8.

Heap(hlp),j. Forms: i h^ap^-heap^ahap,
3 hasp, 3-5 hep,4(4^.)hyeap, hyap, 4-7 heep,
hepe, 5 heppe, heype, 6 Sc. help, 6-7 heape).
[OE. htap = OFris. Mf, OS. Mp (MDu., MLG.,
LG. Mp, Du. hoop), OHG. /;<?/ (MHG. houf),
ON. h6pr (Sw. hop, Da. hob) adopted from LG.

;

wanting in Gothic ;
: OTeut. *haupo-z. In ablaut

relation to OHG. Mfo, MHG. fegfir,
Ger. haufe\-

*hdpon- ; from stem *hup- : pre-Teut. *kub- : cf. L.

cumbere, cubdre.]
1. A collection of things lying one upon another

so as to form an elevated mass often roughly conical

in form. (A heap of things placed regularly one
above another is more distinctively called apile.)
4:725 Corpus Gloss. 1912 (O. E. T.) Strues, heap. ^897

K.fcLFKEvGrcet^'s Past. x\vm.(Sw.} 367 G&\a%onfbrelsc,
Saet is on Engfisc jewitnesse heap, a 1225 Ancr. R. 314
Heo gedereS al bet greste on one heape. 1340 Ayenb. 139
Zuo hit is of be hyeape of huete y-borsse. 1382 WYCLIF
Song Sol. vii. 2 An hep [1388 heep] of whete. 1398 TREVISA
Bartk. De P. R. xni. iii. (1495) 442 Hepes of grauell and
erthe. c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun 1470 Of . . twelue stones
fro the bank . . Thai made a hepe. 1535 COVERDALE Ps.

lxxviii[i], i They haue. .made lerusalem an heape of stones.

1574 J. DEE in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 39 An heap of old

papers and parchments. 1611 BIBLE Josh. iii. 13 The waters
of Jordan . . shall stand upon an heape. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat.
Hist. (1776) I. 252 The waters will .. be attracted by the

moon, and rise in an heap. 1854 RONALDS & RICHARDSON
Ghent. Technol. (ed. 2) I. in Coking in Heaps or Ridges.
The oldest and still very common method of preparing coke
is in meiler or heaps. 1860 TVNDALL Glac. n. viii. 266 At
first sight, these sand-covered cones appear huge heaps of
dirt. 1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss., Heap (TVVwc.), the
refuse at the pit's mouth.

to- fig. of things immaterial.
c 1200 ORMIN 4330 AH hiss brinne taless haep. a 1300 Cursor

M. 26021 Scaiiand a hepe es samen o sin. 1340 Ayenb. 130
He yzisbbane greate heap of his zennes.

) c. Mass, main body. Obs.
1608 SHAKS. Per. i. i. 33 Her countless glory . . which,

without desert, because thine eye Presumes to reach, all thy
whole heap must die. 1709 STEELE Tatler No. 87 p 8 If

we consider the Heap of an Army, utterly out of all Pros-

pect of Rising and Preferment.

d. Fallacy of the heap: see quot. 1768-74.
1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1852) II. 140 Their sophism of

the sorites, or argument of the heap ; because, say they, if

you drop a number of things upon one another you can
never tell precisely when they begin to make a heap. 1893

Oxford Mag. i Nov. 39/1 Mr. A.'s contention., seems to us

based on a petitio principii, or on the fallacy of the heap.

2. a. A heaped measure of capacity, b. A pile

or mass of definite size,varyingwith the commodity.



HEAP.

1674 JBAKE Arith. (1696) 70 Usage in some places hath
continued Measure by heap, although some Statutes order
it by Strike. 1813 R. KEKR Agric. Snri'. Benv. 448 (Jam.)
In Berwickshire .. four fills [of a firlot with potatoes], heaped
by hand as high as they can go, called heaps, are counted as
one boll. 1823 CRABB Technol. Diet., Heap (Print.), any
number of reams or quires as is set out by the warehouse
keeper for the pressmen to wet is called a heap . .

' The heap
holds out,' L e. it has the full intended number of sheets.

1855 ROBINSON Whitby Gloss., Heeap or Heap, a quarter of
a peck measure. 1862 MIALL Title Deeds CA. Eng. 39 note,
Barley and oats were titheable by the heap or cock.

3. A great company (esp. of persons) ;
a multitude,

a host. An early sense in the Teutonic langs. ;
now

only as in 4.

Beoiuitlf (Z.} 400 pryS-lic bejna heap. 971 Blickl. Horn.
8r Se halja heap hehfxdera and wit$ena. a 1175 Cott.
Horn. 210 He 3escop tyen engle werod ooer hapes..
Her beoo ni?en anglen hapes. c 1275 LAY. 10300 po wes
Seuarus heap mochel ibolded. c 1290 6". Eng. Lei;. I.

63/331 An hep of foules grete i-nova. 1340 Ayenb. 267 Ich

yzes to be blyssede heape of coniessours. 1377 LANGL.
P. PI. B. x. 309 An heep [C. hepe] of houndes at his ers, as
he a lorde were. 1477 EARL RIVERS tCaxton) Dictes 105
A great heep of sheep. 1535 COVERDALE Ezeli. xxxviii. 22

Fyre and brymstone, wil I cause to rayne vpon him and all

his heape. 15190 SPENSER F. Q. i. iv. 16 The heapes of

people, thronging in the hall, Doe ride each other, upon
her to gaze. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, it. i. 53 Among this

Princely heape, if any heere. . Hold me a Foe.

4. Hence, in later colloquial use : A large num-
ber or quantity ; a (great) deal,

' a lot '.

a 1661 FULLER Worthies 11840) III. 53 No county in Eng-
land hath such a heap of castles together. 121682 SIR T.
BROWNE Tracts (1684) 116 This heap of artificial terms first

entring with the French Artists. 1697 DAMPIER Voy. (1729)
I. 389 The Principal of a heap of Islands. 1741 RICHARDSON
Pamela (1824) I. 64 What a heap of hard names does the

poor fellow call himself! 1818 KEATS Lett. Wks. 1889 III.
166 A man on the coach said the horses took a '

hellish heap
p'drivin". 1867 TROLLOPE Chron. Barset 1 1 . xlv. 12 She lives

in a big house, and has a heap of servants. 1884 BESANT
Childr. Gibeon n. xxxii, He got into trouble a heap of times.

b. //. in same sense. Cf. the like use of '
lots '.

01547 SURREY Poems, Comfl. Lmier, What pleasant life,

what heapes of ioy these litle birdes receue. 1622 SPARROW
Bk. Com. Prayer (1661) 170 For the antiquity of this Feast,
heaps of Testimonies might be brought. 1856 WHYTE
MELVILLE Kate Cov. i, We're in heaps of time. 1872 BLACK
Adv. Phaeton iii. 25 He has. .knocked heaps of things to
smithereens.

O. absol. and as adv. A great deal, much
;
a

'
lot '. (sing, and pi.} colloq.
a 1834 Dow Serm. (Bartlett), To go to church in New

York in any kind of tolerable style costs a heap a-year.
1848 RUXTON Life in Far West 223 (Farmer) He pro-
nounced himself a heap better. 1852 MRS. STOWE Uncle
Tom's C. x. 80 It's nature I should think a heap of him.

1871 W.ALEXANDER Johnny Gibb viii. (1873) 46
' Aw wudna

care a great heap, gin we can 'gree aboot the waages.' 1887
MRS. H. MARTIN Amor Vincit I. 5 You will find some one
somewhere you think heaps better than me.
5. Phrases, t By, in heaps : in crowds, in

large quantities, in great numbers, b. In (of] a

heap : (of a body falling or lying) in a mass, in a
state of collapse, having the appearance of a shape-
less inert mass. o. f On heap (4-5 an hepe} : in

a heap or mass, together ;
= AHEAP, f On a heap,

on heaps : in a prostrate mass, prostrate, t d. To
heap : together, into one mass. e. All of'(t") "

heap : all in a mass falling or fallen ; so t all on

(upon) heaps. Toslrikeallof(-\[on)aheap(co\\o(i.):
to paralyze, prostrate mentally, cause to collapse.
a. 1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. clxxxiii. (R.), They.,

slewe and hanged them vpon trees by heapes. 1568 GRAFTON
Chron. II. 259 They. .walked in the streetes in heapes. 1641
MILTON Reform, n. Wks. (1847) 14/1 The inhabitants, .are
enforced by heaps to forsake their native country, a 1700
DRYDEN Ceyx $ A Icyone 174 The sailors run in heaps, a help-
less crowd. 1799-1805 S. TURNER Anglo-Sax. (1836) I. in.
i. 157 [Hengist] is affirmed . . to have butchered in heaps the
people who fled to the mountains and deserts.
b. 1840 MRS. BROWNING Drama ofExile Poems 1844 I.

23 What is this, Eve? thou droppest heavily In a heap
earthward.
0. a ipoo Wonders ofCreation in Codex Exon. (Thorpe^

350 GewiteS bon . . for5 msere tungol, faran on heape. c 1205
LAY. 28292 pa heo weoren ber on hepe an hunddred busende
heSene and cristene. <: 1325 Gloss. W. de Biblesw. in Wright
Voc. 158 Enmoncetts, on hepe. c 1420 Liber Cocornm (1862)
15 Gar hit on hepe to renne. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. in. iv. 16
He tombled on an heape, and wallowd in his gore. 1607
SHAKS. Timon iv. iii. 101 When I haue laid proud Athens
on a heape. 1611 BIBLE Ps. Ixxix. i They haue layd
lerusalem on heapes.
d. a 1300 Sarmun xxxiv. in E. E. P. 1 1862) 5 Sei, sinful

man, whi neltou leue bat al bing sal come to hepe. c 1374
CHAUCER Boeth. iv. pr. vi. 105 (Camb. MS.) Puruyance
embraceth alle thinges to hepe. 1391 Astral. \. 14A litel wegge . . bat streyneth alle thise parties to hepe. 1393
LANGL. P. PI. C. XL 189 And aut were best to bee aboute
and brynge hit to hepe, That alle londes loueden, and in on
lawe by-leouede. 14 . . Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 590/26 Invicem,
to geder, to hepe. c 1475 Rauf Coifyar 83 Bot, micht we
bring this harberie this nicht weill to heip. 1480 CAXTON
Descr. Brit. 12 Gadrith to hepe grete hepes of grauel.
e. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. n. iii. 223 Lord Bassianus lies

embrewed heere, AH on a heape. 1653 H. MORE Antid.
Ath. I. xi. (1712 34 That lies like a Net all on heaps in the
Water. 1711 Brit. Apollo III. No. 133. 2/1 A Young
Woman . . struck me all on a heap. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela
I. 205 This alarm'd us both ; and he seem'd quite struck of
a Heap. 1759 STERNE Tr. Shandy I. xxi, The story, .is long
and interesting .. it would be running my history all upon
heaps W give it you here. 1818 SCOTT Kob Roy xxiv, The
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interrogatory seemed to strike the honest magistrate, to use
the vulgar phrase, all of a heap. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2)
III. 120 Some one who. .will not be struck all of a heap
like a child by the vain pomp of tyranny. 1887 RIDER
HAGGARD Jess jit., struck her horse upon the spine . . so
that it fell al! of a heap on to the veldt.

6. attrib. and Comb. : heap-cloud = CUMULUS 2
;

heap-flood, a heavy sea
; heap-measure = heaped

measure; heap-keeper, heap-stead (see quots.).
1561 Burgk Rec. Aberdeen (Spalding Clubi I. 335 To be

mesourit with ane straik mett corresponden to the hep
messour. 1583 STANYHURST SEneis i. (Arb.) 21 One ship
. .was swasht wyth a roysterus heapeflud. 1858 SIMMONDS
Diet. Trade, Heap-keeper, a miner who overlooks the

cleaning of coal on the surface. 1883 GRESLEY Gloss. Coal
Mining, Heap-stead, the entire surface works about a
colliery shaft. 1889 Nature XXXIX. 26 The common
cumulus or heap-cloud, which is the commonest cloud of
the day-time in fine weather.

Heap (hip), v. Forms : see the sb. [OE.
hiapian, corresp. to OHG. houfdn, MHG. houfen,
mod.G. haufen, hdufen ; deriv. of the corresp. sb.]
1. trans. To make, form, gather, or cast into a

heap ; to pile up, amass, accumulate ; to pile one

thing upon another so as to form a heap. Often
with up, together, on.
ciooo Ags. Gosp. Luke vi. 38 God gemet .. Jeheapod

and ofer-flowende. a 1225 Ancr. R. 314 Heo .. heapeo ..

togederes al bet was er bileaued. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints,
Johannes 207 He bat mony heppis ay, Is seruand j>are-to

nycht and day. 1483 Cath. Angl. 183/1 To Heppe,
accumulare. 1538 STARKEY England i. i. 6 Lyke vnto

ryches Jiepyd in cornerys. 1590 SPENSER F. O. in. vii. 47
The Titans which did make Warre against neven, and

heaped hils on hight To scale the skyes. 1611 BIBLE Job
xxvii. i6_Though he heape vp siluer as the dust. 1611
Ezek. xxiv. 10 Heape on wood, kindle the fire. 1860 TYN-
DALL Glac. I. xxvii. 198 The snow had been heaped in

oblique ridges across my path.
b. intr. {or pass. (Chiefly 17. S.)
1873 LOWELL Among my Bks. Ser. 11. 273 A stripe of

phosphorescence heaping before you in a star-sown snow.
1890 Harper's Mag. Nov. 865/1 Fallen avalanches heap
whitely at intervals below.

2. trans/. and_/%-. To amass, accumulate ; to add

many things together or one thing to another.
Often with up, together. Also absol.

cq/ao [see HEAPING nil. si.], cuoo ORMIN 4331 All biss

l>rinne taless haep Iss haepedd 33? wibb ehhte. c 1320
R. BRUNNE Medit. 865 fey wounded here, and heped
harm vp on harmes. 1382 WYCLIF Hob. ii. 5 He shal

hepe togidere to hym alle peplis. 1529 S. FISH Snpplic.
Beggers (E. E. T. S.) 13 [They] haue heped to him benefice

vpon benefice. 1583 N. T. (Rhem.) 2 Tim. iv. 3 According
to their owne desires they will heape to themselues maisters,
hauing itching eares. a 1605 MONTGOMERY Smin. xxxiv.

S More hevynes within my hairt I heep, 1711 STEELE
Sped. No. 260 F i The Circumstances which are heaped up
in my Memory. 1845 M. PATTISON Ess. (1889) I. 3 Genera-
tions of antiquaries have heaped together vast piles of facts.

fb. reft, and intr. for refl. (or pass.} Obs.
c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 3548 Thes harmes so heterly hepit in

his mynde. 1508 DUNBAR Tua Mariit Wemen 334 And
lit hatrent I hid within my hert all ; Bot quhilis it hepit so

huge [etc.]. 1535 COVERDALE Ezek. xxxix. 17 Heape you
together and come. 1581 PETTIE Guazzo's Civ. Conv. n.

(1586) 53 b, The preasse of people which heapeth together at
the judgement place.

3. trans. To furnish with a heap or heaps ; to fill,

load, cumber, with a heap or heaps. Also with up.
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 54 Your measure ..

heped & fylled vnto it flowe ouer. 1530 PALSGR. 583/1
Heape this busshell as hye as you can. 1542-3 Act 34 <^

35 Hen. VIII, c. 9 f i The mouth & hole channell of the
saide hauen is so heaped and quarred with stones. 1667
MILTON P. L. v. 391 With these various fruits the Trees of
God Have heap'd this Table. 1790 A. WILSON Death Poet.
Wks. 63 Frowning dread Stalked o'er the world, and heapt
his way with dead. 1824 MACAULAY Ivry v, The field is

heaped with bleeding steeds, and flags, and cloven mail,

t b. intr. for reft, and pass. Obs.

1308 TREVISA Earth. De P.R. xiv. ii. 11495) 465 Theerthe
hyght Tellus, for we take fruyte therof, and hight ops, for
he nepyth wyth fruyte. c 1400 Destr. Troy 3688 The heuyn
in hast hepit with cloudis.

4. trans. To deal or bestow in heaps or large
quantities. Const, upon.
1573-80 BARET Alii. H 303 To heape euill upon him, con-

glomerare mala in aliquem. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. III. vii. 33
Yet he perforce him held, and strokes upon him hept. 1613
SHAKS. Hen. VIII, in. ii. 175 Your great Graces Heap'd
vpon me (poore Vndeseruer). 1671 MILTON Samson 276 To
heap ingratitude on worthiest deeds. 1861 BRIGHT Sp. on
India 19 Mar., To heap insults on his memory.
5. To load, charge, or overwhelm (a person) with

(something in large quantities).
1583 STANYHURST sEneis \. (Arb.) 21 Hee. .sees thee Tro-

ians wyth seas and rayne water heaped. Ibid. n. 58 Pat fals

thee turret, thee Greeks with crash swash yt heapeth. 1751
JOHNSON Rambler No. 91 r 14 Some were . . heaped by
Patronage with the gifts of Fortune. 1874 KINGSLEY Lett.

(1878) II. 427 We are received with open arms, and heaped
with hospitality.

Heaped (hJpt),///. . [f. prec. + -EDI.]
1. Gathered or thrown into a heap ; piled tip.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 235/2 Heepyd, cumnlatits. 1592 WYR-

LEY Armorie, Ld. Chandos 95 As lurcking sparke in hept
straw inclosed. 1632 MILTONL'Allegro 147 A bed Of heaped
Elysian flowers. 1820 SHELLEY Vision Sea 128 The heaped
waves behold The deep calm. 1881 BESANT & RICE Chapl.
Fleet i. xii, Heaped-up piles of fruit and vegetables.
2. Having its contents piled up above the brim

instead of being levelled. Heaped measure, a dry

HEAR.

measure used for certain commodities which are

heaped up in a cone above the brim of the measure.

1530 PALSGR. 315/1 Heaped, as thynges that be measured,
conwlc, 1581 LAMBARDE Riren. iv. iv. (1588) 455 Ifany person
have bought . . corne by heaped measure. 1659 WILLSFORD
Scales Coiiitn., Archit. 5 The common allowance for lime is

one quarter, or 8 bushels {heap'd measure) to every icoo of
bricks. 1740 BERKELEY Let. to T. Prior 8 Feb. Wks 1871
IV. 263 A heaped spoonful of rosin. 1866 ROGERS Agric.
*r Pr. I. x. 168 When the bushel is described as heaped, nine
struck bushels are reckoned as equal to eight heaped. 1896
Whitaker's A Im. 424 Coke, apples, potatoes . . are still sold

by heaped measures and the sack of three bushels.

3. fig. Accumulated
;
stored up.

1402 HOCCLEVE Let. ofC-upid 407 Hir heped vertu hath
swich excellence. 1513 DOUGLAS Mneis i. Prol. 228 In mair
hepit malice. 1847 DISRAELI Tancred iv. iv. (1871) 264 All
the heaped-up lore of ages. 1865 NEALE Glor. Parad. 66
O how dear, now heaped, the rapture 1

Hea'per. [f. HEAP v. + -EK i.] One who
heaps up or accumulates.
c 1490 Promp. Parv. 235/2 (MS. K.) Hepar, citnmlator.

1548 UDALL Erasm. Par. Luke xxiii. (1551) 377 b, An heaper
of sinnes vpon sinnes. 1755 RAMSAY Ep. to J. Clerk 9 May,
Tho' I ne'er was a rich heaper, To make that up I live the

cheaper. 1861 DASENT Burnt Njal I. 90 Heaper up of
piles of dead.

t Heap-fall, a. Obs. [f. HEAP sb. (in advb.

relation) + FULL a.] Full and heaped up.
1530 PALSGR. 549/2 Fyll your busshell heape full. Ibid.

849^ Heape full, or heaped full, a comble. 1769 Projects
in Ann. Reg. 115/2 A corn-bushel heap-full.

Hea'ping, vi/. sb. [f. HEAP v. + -ING i.]

1. The action of the verb HEAP
; making into a

heap ; accumulation. Also concr.

cgoo tr. Bzda's Hist. v. xiv. [xiii.] (1890) 440 In heapunge
eowerre niSerunge, c 1440 Promp. Parv. 235/2 Hepynge,
cumlilacio, 1571 GOLDING Calvin on Ps. Ixv. 7 In that un-
measurable heaping of the earth, a 1631 DONNE in Select.

(18401 30 This better resurrection is a heaping euen of that
fulness. 1712 ADDISON Spect. No. 549 F i Grown old in the

heaping up of riches. 1853 KANE Grinnell Exp. xx. 156
Circular mounds or heapings-up of the crumbled limestone.

2. Comb, f heaping figure, a rhetorical figure
in which epithets, etc. are heaped up. 06s.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie in. xix. (Arb.) 243 The
Latines called it Congeries and we the heaping figure.

t Hea'ply, adv. Obs. rare
-

.
[f. HEAP sb. +

-LY -.] In heaps.
1552 HULOET, Heape upon heape, and heapelye.

t Heap-meal, adv. [OE. heap-mselum, i. HEAP
sb. : see -MEAL.] In heaps ; in large quantities or

numbers. (Also by heap-meal?)
cBy? K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. xlvi. 348 Hu hie hie

gadriaS heapmaelum. c looo ./ELFRIC Numb. i. 3 Telle bu
and Aaron heapnut luni. c 1000 Saints Lives (E. E. T. S.)
II. 282 J>a hgebenan .. feollon heap-mselum ealle to baes
hal^an weres cneowum. 1610 HOLLAND Camden's Brit. i.

71 And thereon powre the same forth by heap-meale.

Heapy (hfpi), a. [f. HEAP si. + -T. Cf. Ger.

haufig frequent.] Full or consisting of heaps.
1552 HULOET, Heapye or full of heapes, aceruosits. 1557

TottclVs Misc. (Arb.) 242 My heapy doubles and trembling
feares are fled. 1725 POPE Odyss. xix. 515 With wither'd

foliage strew'd, a heapy store ! 1869 PHILLIPS Vesttv. iv.

128 Lava lying in heapy ridges.

Hear (hi<a), v. Pa. t. and pa. pple. heard
(haacl). Forms: Inf. i Meran, hyran, h6ran,
2-5 heren, 4-5 heere(n, 3-6 here, 6-7 heare,
6- hear; also $(Lay.) hseren, (Or/.)herenn, 3-4
heoreu, 3-5 s.w. hure(n, 4 hyere(n, hiere(n, 4-5
hir(e, s.w. huyre, Sc. heyre, 4-6 her, hyre, 5 2nd

sing, harst ; Sc. 5-6 heire, 5- heir. Pa. 1. 1 hlerde,
hfrde, herde, 2-6 herde, 4-6 herd, hearde, 4-
heard;also3heorde,(tV/.)heorrde,3-4herede,
3-5 hirde, hurde, 3-6 harde, 4-7 (Sc. -9) hard.
Pa. pple. I xehiered, -hfred, -he>ed, 2 hered,
2-6 herd, 6- heard; also 3(0rm.) herrd, heorrd,
3-5 hurd, 4 y-hyerd, 5 y-herd, 4-6 harde, 4-7
(Sc. -91 hard. [Com. Teut. vb. : OE., early
WS. hieran, late WS. hyran, Anglian hiran

(:*k<!arja>i)
- OFris. hSra, hora (:*hSrja}

(WFris. hearren, Sail, herd}, OS. hdrjan, horean

(MLG., MUu. hdren, Du. hooren-;, OHG. Mrren
(MHG. hccren, Ger. hdren), ON. heyra (Norw.
hoyra, Sw. hora, Da. hare), all :*haurja>i =
Goth, hausjan : OTeut. *hauzjan. Beside the

simple vb., OE. had, like the other old Teutonic

langs., the compound zehleran (Goth, gahausjan)
in the same sense, but perhaps with greater

implication of completeness of action. In some
uses ffhieran was more frequent in OE. than the

simple vb., so that the latter is rare or not evi-

denced ;
it occurs more frequently in Old Northum-

brian, and becomes commoner after 1 200, perhaps
under Norse influence. The pa. pple. in ge-, in

early ME. southern dialect, may belong to either

verb. See YHEKE.
Cognates of fiattzfan outside Teutonic are unknown.

Conjectures of its relationship to the root auz- EAR, to L,

audlre, and Gr. faotfnv, are all extremely doubtful.]
1. intr. To perceive, or have the sensation of,

sound ; to possess or exercise the faculty of audi-

tion, of which the specific organ is the ear. The
proper verb to express this faculty or function.

520-:



HEAR.

c 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xiii. 1 5 Dy IKS e^um hia

and earum heraS \Ags. G. jehyron]- 16 Eadzo bioo

earo iuere forSon he'ras hia [Ags. G. hi^ jehyrabj. c x

bi8on . .

ZOO

ORMIN 15501 And dumbe menn and dsefe he jafT To spekenn
wel and herenn. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Mathou 62 Als

i$s6 TINDALE Matt. xi. 15 He that hath eares to heare,

let him here. 1599 SHAKS. Much Ado iv. i. 89 ^Leonato, I

am sorry you must heare. c 1600 Sonn. xxiii, To heare

with eies belongs to loves fine wit. 1611 BIBLE Deut. iv.

28 Ye shall serue gods, .which neither see, nor heare. 1785
REID Int. Powers n. i, We cannot see without eyes, nor

hear without ears. //>/., The ear is not that which hears ;

but the organ by which we hear. 1875 JOWETT Plato I. 54
[He] whispered, .so that Menexenus should not hear. Mod.
He does not hear readily ; he is dull of hearing.

b. To hear of both ears, Not to hear of that ear

(see EAK j^.1 3 d), on that side see quot. 1617).
1548 HALL Chron., Hen. iyt i6b, The kyng was required

to purchase his deliverance, .but he could not heare on that

side, a 1617 BAYNE On Eph. i, If he have no mind to per-
form it, we say, hee cannot heare on that side. 1624 Br.

MOUNTAGU Gagg Pref. 9 We should have heard thereof on
both eares to a purpose.

2. trans. To perceive (sound, or something that

emits or causes sound) ; to have cognizance of by
means of the ear or auditory sense.
c 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xiii. 17 gewillnadon. .^ehera 5a

ilco ^e heres and ne herdon [Ags. G. ^ehyran ba bmg be e

TehyraS, and hix ne xehvrdon]. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 47 peos
like weord . . god ha beoS to heren [cf. 49 for to iheren godes
weordes]. c xaoo Vices <V Virtues n He it ne herde. c 1200
ORMIN 10850 J?sr wass be Faderr heorrd anan Off heoffne

fmrrh an sleffne. a 1300 Cursor M. 2840 Sir loth wijf bis

cri scp hard. 138* WYCLIF Luke x. 24 Many prophetisand
kyngis wolden . . heere tho thingis, that ae heere, and thei

herden not. 1:1440 Gesta Rom.\\x. 243 (Harl.) He harde a

voyse seing to him, 'Whi erte thowe so hevy?' 1538
STARKEY England i. L 20 Thyngys wych we se, fele, or her.

1563 W. FCLKE Meteors (1640) 27 Although the lightning
appeare unto us, a good pretty while before the thunderclap
be heard. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IVt n. ii. 35 Lay thine eare
close to the ground, and list if thou can heare the tread of

Travellers. 1694 Ace. Sev. Late Voy. \\. (1711) 44 So great
a noise, that one can hardly hear his own words. 1715 DE
FOE Fam. Instruct. L i. (18411 1. 15 How can he hear what
I say? 1860 TYNDALL Glac. \. xxvii. 215 The men shouted
. .and I distinctly heard them through the falling snow.

b. predicated of the ear.

[c8a$ Vesp. Psalter ix. 38 [x. 17] Lustas heortan heora
xeherde eare 8in.] c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints> Egipciane 428
Na bine eris to her it sa lange ma nocht thole. 1382 WYCLIF
i Cor. ii. 9 Y$e sy3 not, ne eere herde . . what thingis God
made redy bifore to hem that louen him. 1586 B. YOUNG
Guazzo'sCh'. Conv. iv, (1586) 191 Ladle Lelias eares are to
daintie to heare anie reasons, a 1835 MRS, HEMANS Better
Land iv, Ear hath not heard its deep songs of joy.

C. Not to hear day nor door : not to hear any-

thing distinctly. Sc.

1768 Ross Helenore 86 (Jam.) That day nor door a body
cudna hear. 1816 SCOTT Old Mort. viii,

'

She's as deaf as
Corra-Hnn we canna mak her hear day nor door.'

3. As with other verbs of perception, the subst.

or pronominal object may be followed by an tnf. t

pres. pple. (orig. vbl. sb. with -), or pa. pple., ex-

pressing an action performed or suffered by it.

The infin. now takes /a after the passive, but not after the
active vb. : \Ve heard him groan ; he -was heard to groan.
But exceptions to both rules are to be met with : see b.

a 1000 Beowulf (Z.) 1346 Ic ba:t lond-buend leode mine . .

secxan hyrde, c itpo ORMIN 901 Godd . . wollde himm sellf

pa belless herenn ringenn. 1197 R. GLOUC. (1724) 279 He
nurde angles synge an hey. c 1340 Cursor M. 550 (Trin.)
Of bese pinges I haue herde seide Was adames body to

gider leide. c
137^

Sc. Leg. Saints, Petrus 58 As he
mycht heyre be cok craw, c 144 Gesta Rom. ii. 6 (Harl.
MS.) Whenne J>e seruauntis hirde hire lord crye. 1508
DUNBAR Tua Mariit Wcmen 117 Quhen I heir nem-
myt his name. 1551 T. WILSON Logike (1580) 33 As I

heard once a doctor of Divinitie . . earnestly defendyng his
cause with examples. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. /F, v. v. 113,
I heare a Bird so sing. 1651 HOBBES Leriath. ii. xxvi. 141
To assemble the people . . to heare it read. 1716 ADDISON
Freeholder No. n (Seager), Mr. Motteux has been heard
to say it more than once. 1737 POPE Hor. Epist. ii. ii. 93
A Poet begs me, I will hear him read. 1782 COWPER Gilpin
206 Whereat his horse did snort, as he Had heard a lion
roar. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. x. 2, I hear the bell struck
in the night. Mod. I heard a clock striking; I heard the
clock strike three.

b. 1574 tr. Littleton's Tenures 8b, Yf that childe..
bee harde crye. 1647 W. BROWNE tr. GombervilWs Polex-
ander I. 180, I heare the magnanimous Benzaida to accuse
the ingratefull Nephizus.

c. Hence, by ellipsis of such objects as people^
persons, some one, before the infinitives say, speak,
talk, tell, the phrases to hear say, hear tell, etc., of
which some are still in dialectal or colloquial,
and occasionally literary, use. Formerly also with

pa. pple., as to hear told (obs.).
a 1000 Beowulf (Z.) 582 No ic wiht fram be swylcra searo-

m5a secgan hyrde. a n3 O. E. Chroh. an. 1114 Da J?e

munecas of Burch hit herdon sajjen. c IMO Bestiary 584
He hauen herd told of Sis mere . . half man and half fis.

i97 R. GLOUC. (1724! 391 Kyng Macolon hurde telle her-of
in Scotlonde. 1465 SIR J. PASTON in Paston Lett. No. 531
II. 244 When Debnam herd sey how that I began to gadyr
sylvyr. <ri47o HENRY Wallace iv. 379, I her spek of that
man. 0:1533 LD. BERNERS Hum Ixv. 225 Ye neuer herd
speke of a trewere nor more noble man. 1589 COGAN Haven
Health (1636) 139, 1 have heard tell of a bishop of this land,
that would have eaten fryed frogs. 1603 KNOLLES Hist.
Turks (1638) 322 He was. .neuer afterwards scene or heard
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tell of, 1640 tr. Verdere's Rom, Romants \\. 71 The burn-

ing Knight, of whom it may be you have heard talk. lbi<l.

in. 59 Hee would by no means hear speak of sleeping till

Florisbell had related [etc.]. 1861 GEO. ELIOT Silas M. vi,

We beared tell as he'd sold his own land. 1892 G. F. X.
GRIFFITH tr. Fouards St. Peter 131 Even those who had
heard tell of his conversion did not know [etc.].

d. Hence the gerundial phrase t (by) hearing say,

(by) hearing it said (by) hearsay. Obs. or dial.

C1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 304 Edward vnderstode,

borgK oft heryng say, How [etc.]. 1491 CAXTON Vitas

Pair. iW. de W. 1495* i. xxxvii. 493/2 He sayde soo by

heryng saye. 1525 LD. BERNERS Froiss. II. cxxvii.

[cxxiiu] 361, I knowe nothyng of the mater but by heryng
saye. a 1533 Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) B v b, Thei

wrote by heryng sale. Mod. Sc. They knew by hearing
tell of it.

4. To exercise the auditory function intention-

ally; to give ear, hearken, listen, a, intr.

[c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xv. 10 ^ehyraS and ongytab.]

ci34o Cursor M. 271 heading (Ton.) Here> now of be

trimte dere And of be makyng of bis world here. i^Sa
WVCLIF i Sam. iii. 9 Spek, Lord, for thi seruaunt herith.

c 1460 T&wneley Myst. (Surtees
1

17 Harstow, boy? ther is a

podyng in the pot. 148* WARKW. Chnm. (Camden) 27 A
castelle that spekethe, and a womane that wille here, thai

wille be gotene bothe. i6iz BIBLE 2 Sam, xx. 16 Then
cried a wise woman out of the Citie, Heare, heare. 1702
ROWE Tamerl. i. i. 443 When first thy moving Accents Won
me to hear.

b. trans. To listen to (a person or thing) with

more or less attention or understanding ; to give
ear to, hearken to; to give audience to. Orig.
with dative of the person or thing. To hear out,

to listen to to the end : see OUT.
1000 Juliana 371 (Gr.) He minum hraSe leahtrum

Xelenge larum hyreo. c 1160 Hatton Gosp. John viii. 47 Se

j?e is of gode he herS [Ags. G. sehyrS] godes word, c isoo

Trin. Coll. Horn. 127 And bigan bat folc. .to here his wise

lore, c 1205 LAY. 1329 Ne buS na man weri heora songes
to hersen. c 1230 Halt Meid. 3 Her me, dohter. a 1300
Cursor M. 20510 Sittes stell now .. And hers [Fairf. herisj

now |MS mirines. 1440 Gesta Rom. \\\. 239 (Marl. MS.)
He that hurithe the doctrine of the ioyes of paradys. 1475
Bk. Noblesse 79 He. .disdeyned to hire theym. 1611 BIBLE
i Sam. xxiv. 9 Wherfore hearest thou mens words? 1617
MORVSON Itin. i. 137 There is a Chamber [in the Vatican]. .

wherein Ambassadours are heard. Ibid. in. 32 The Pharises
..were to be heard, as sitting in the chaire of Moses. 1637
SHIRLEY Gamester in. (Dodsley O. PI. 1780 IX. 63) It will

be inconvenient to hear out your curranto. 1749 FIELDING
Tom Jones xiv. iii, I desire only to be heard out. 1841 LANE
Arab. Nts. I. Si Hear my story, Ofisherman. iSySjowETT
Plato (ed. 2) I. 363 There was an agreement between us
that you should hear me out.

C. With two objects, as To hear (one) his

lessons : to listen to the recitation of his lessons.

1804 LADY HUNTER in Sir M. Hunter's JrnL (1894) 202,
I. .have heard Georgeand James their lessons. 1811 L. M.
HAWKINS Ctess <$ Gertr. (1812) II. 256 He hears some of
the younger ones their lessons. 1894 BLACKMORE Perlycross
in Three pupils, and not a lesson have I heard them,

5. trans. To attend and listen to (a lecture, ser-

mon, play, musical performance, etc.) ; to form one
of the audience at.

a 1300 Cursor M. 9764 (GotO He mote bairn giue his

benisoun, pat wil gladly here bis sarmoun. c 1375 Lay
Folks Mass Bk. App. iv. 2 Hou mon scholde here hys
masse. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur *\\\. ix, Vpon the morowe
whan they had herde masse. 1548 HALL Chran., Hen.
F///, 9 He and the Quene heard evensong. 1596 SHAKS.
Tarn. Shr. Induct ii. 136 They thought it good you heare
a play. 1827 HALLAM Const. Hist. (1876) I. ii 95 Many
persons were sent to prison for hearing mass.

b. ' To be a hearer of; to sit under the preaching
of; as, what minister do you hear? (A colloquial
use of the word.)

'

Webster, 1828. Also absol.

1783 COWPER Let. 8 Sept., There are, however, many who
have left the Church, and hear among the Dissenters.

6. trans. To listen to judicially in a court of law;
to give (one) a hearing ;

to try (a person or a case).
c 1160 Hatton Gosp. John vii. 51 DemS ure ea? anijene
man bute hyne man aer hyreryf^r.G.gehyre]? 1383 WYCLIF
Deut. i. 17 The litil 3e shulen here as the more. 1484 Lett,
etc. Rich. ///(Rolls) I. 79 If any persone uolle come and
compleyn of any of the said baillieffes that they shalbe herd.

1609 SKENE Reg. Maj. Table 62 He quha first accuses, is

first hard. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIII, v. iii. 120 His Royall
selfe in ludgement comes to heare The cause. 1709 ADDISON
Tatler No. 121 p i They are so in haste, that they never
hear out the Case. 1844 H. H. WILSON Brit. India I. 115
Three Judges were appointed to the special duty of hearing
appeals from the courts below. 1891 Law Reports Weekly
Notes 202/1 The plaintiff ought to have had an opportunity
of being heard before he was dismissed.

7. To listen to with compliance or assent ; to ac-

cede to, grant (a request or prayer). Chiefly in

scriptural use.

971 Blickl. Horn. 49 Gif him mon bonne hyran nelle, bonne
mot se msesse-preost hit wrecan. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 63 Ah
lauerd god her ure bone, a 1300 Cursor .17. 10499

'

Anna*,
he said,

' herd es ]n bone, J?ou salt haf child and bat wel
sone '. 138* WYCLIF Matt, xviii. 15 5>f he shal heere thee,
thou hast wonnen tbi brother. Luke i. 13 Thi preier is

herd. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 188 Though ye deserue
not to be harde for youre selfe, yet that he wylle graunte
you youre askynges. 1562 WINJET Four Scoir Thre Quest.
Witt. 1888 I. 91 That altar, vpon the quhilk the prayaris
of all acceptit and hard be our heuinly Father are offerit,

1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 73 The king . . sent to Rome with
his excuse, which the Pope woulde in no wise heere. 1697
DRYDEN Virg. Georg, iv. 656 Orpheus' dying Pray'rs at

length are heard. 1817 KEBLE Chr. Y. St. Peter's Day ii. i

The prayer is heard.

HEAB.

b. To hear of, with will {would) and negative :

to refuse to listen to, entertain the notion of, con-

sent to, or permit.
1584 POWEL LloytCs Cambria 274 He would In no case

heare of reconciliation. 1658 W. BURTON It in. Anton. 150
The learned Antiquary will not hear of it. ijflgUlt&S. BOYS
Coalition I. 143 She would not hear of it. 1796 CHARLOTTE
SMITH Marchtnont IV. 347 He would by no means hear of
her going. 1879 MRS. OLIPHANT H'it/rin Precincts (Tauchn.)
II. xxix. 237 Mother would not hear of her staying.

f8. To obey. Obs. (Only OK., ME., and arch.\

Orig. with dative.
c 950 Lindisf. GosJ>. Mark iv. 41 Hua . . is Ses baete ec

wind and sse heraft him. ciooo /ELFRIC Exod. xiv. 31

pa;t IsrahelLsce folc .. hyrdon Gode and Moise his beowe.
c 1380 WYCLIK.$V?V. Sel. Wks. I. 214 [Crist] ordeynedemany
folk to here alweie bis newe lawe. 1700 PRIOR Carmen.
Seculars. 215 The fiery Pegasus disdains To mind the Rider's

Voice, or hear the Reins, a 1729 CONGKKVE Ode to Godol-

phin (T.), The beast. .Whom soon he tam'd to use, and
taught to hear the reins.

f 9. intr. To be subject (to} ;
to belong. Obs.

[So MHG. h(cren y beside geharen,]
893 K. ^ELFREO Ores. \. i. 22 pas land call hyraS to

Denemearcan. 940 Chart. Eadmund in Cod. Dif>l. III. 415
Se haxa aet Wiltune Se hyr5 into Wilij. c 1*05 LAY. 24062

pa hafuenes alle, be herden to ban londes. 'ia 1300 Shires

ofEng. in O. E. Misc. 146 Her-to hereb viii store schire.

1O. trans. To learn or get to know by hearing ;

to receive or obtain as information
;
to be told ; to

be informed of.

c 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Luke xvi. 2 Huastd Sis ic hero fromSe?

\Ags. G. Hwi gehyre ic bis be ^e ?] c 1160 Hatton Gosp.
ibid., Hwi here ich bis be be? c 1150 Gtn, ft Ex. 1370 Sum
ood tiding heren or sen. c 1290 Beket 814 in .$". Eng. Leg.
, 130 To court eft-soone he wende, For-to heore [v.r. hure]

be kingus wille. a 1300 Cursor M. 4192 His fader of him
hirs na tiband. c 1450 Merlin 32, I shall often . . brynge
soche tidinges as thow shalt put in thi boke, And wite it well,

peple shulbe glad euer to heiren it. 1529 MORE Dyaloge i.

Wks. 159/1 The Jewes that were vnworthy to hyre it, were
offended. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 377 The next newes
that was heard of him, was, that he was slaine in Lorraine.

1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 888 Adam, soon as he heard The fatal

Trespass don by Eve. 1781 COWPER Conversation 804 Great

changes and new manners have occurred, And blest reforms,
that I have never heard. 1893 W. T. WAWN S. Sea
Islanders 53 The inquiry over, Iheard nothing more about
the matter.

b. with obj. clause.
a 1000 Be(nuulf(Z.) 2173 Hyrde ic baet he Sone heals-beah

Hyjde ^esealde. t 1050 Byrfaferth's Handboc in Attglia.~

labbao on t

f,

, .1 gastlicum gewritum oft ^e-
hyred ^at us ys beboden. ciifo Hatton Gosp. John ix. 32 Ne
(1885) VIII. 321 We ha
hyred ^at us ys beboder
herde \Ags. G. jehyrde] we nsefre. .baet any^ un-tynde bas

ea^en. nzoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 63 Nu ?e hauen herd pat
ure drihten bit turnen to him, hereo nu o hu uele wise. 1382
WYCLIF Gen. xlii. 2, 1 haue herd that wheel is sold in Egipte.
1559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse 5 Let me here wnat
you call Cosmographie. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. iv. ii. 113,
I likewise heare that Valentine is dead. 1670 LADY M.
BERTIE in \-zth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 21, I am
very sorry to heare that the small pox increases so as to fright

Ssu
from Exton.

arlick I have he;

Trav. 32 The courl
I hear, is habitual to them. 1808 Sketches of Character
1,18131 I. 198, I hear there are no lodgings to be had.

11. absol. or intr. To be informed, learn ; to re-

ceive information or tidings of, or obtain news

concerning; to receive a message or letterfrom.
c 13*0 Cast. Love 1371 5e habbep i-herd nou riht Of his

strengbe and of his miht. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1866 Ne I

hardely herde of hym hade in my lyue. a 1400-50 Alex-
ander 2667 As sone as Darye e derfe of Hs dede heris.

^1533 LD. BERNERS Huon cxxvii. 466 They neuer had hard
of suche a myracle. 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. V^ 78 Therle
of Suffolk .. hearing of their doynges. 1611 SHAKS. Cynib.
iv. iii. 36-8, 1 heard no Letter from my Master. . Nor heare I

from my Mistris, who did promise To yeeld me often tydings.
1776 Trial ofNundocomar 23/1 Would you not have heard
if ne had been so ill as not to be able to come out? 1830
Sot'THEYZc//. (1856) IV. 168, I too had been looking to hear
from you. 1837 DiCKENS/VcXrw. ii, You shall hear from me in

the morning, sir. Mod. When did you hear from your son
in South Africa? We hear from him regularly every mail.
He has never been heard of since.

b. To hear of it : to be spoken to about it
;
to

be called to account for it. colloq.
1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV^ \. iii. 124 Send vs your Prisoners,

or you'l heare of it. 1658 GUKNALL Chr. in Arm. Verse 15.
xiv. 3 (1669) 161/2 We . . look to find them at hand on the
shelf, clean and fit for use, or our servants shall hear of it.

Moa. You'd better not do it again, or you'll hear of it.

f!2. To be reported or spoken (well or ill) of.

[After Gr. cu, (catctas aicovctv, L. benc^maleaudire.^
1583 BABINGTON Commandm. ix. (1637) 85 Desire ever ..

rather to heare well, than to be rich : yea . . to leave unto

thy posterity an honest report and name, before heaps of

any riches. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. \. v. 33 O ! what of gods
then boots it to Ije borne, If old Aveugles sonnes so evill

heare ? 1652 Hi1
. HALL Invis. World n. i, Aristotle himself

is wont to hear it! for his opinion of the soul's mortality.

1658-9 Burton's Diary (1828) IV. 147 You have been three

days upon it. It hears ill abroad. 1706 STANHOPE Parapkr.
III. 502 If such Indulgences hear ill in the World, and
naturally expose a Man to Censure and Disrepute.

b. To hear rather : to prefer to hear, to prefer
to be addressed or called. (A Latinism.)
1667 MILTON P. L. in. 7 Or hear'st thou rather pure

Ethereal stream Whose Fountain who shall tell? 1829
LAMB Let. to Vt Novella Oct., Dear Fugueist or hear'st

thou rather Contrapuntist ?

13. The imperative Hear!, now usually repeated,
Heart hear! (formerly Hear him I hear him I)



HEAKABLE.

is used as an exclamation to call attention to a
|

speaker's words, and hence has become a general

expression of approbation or 'cheering*.
It is now the regular form of cheering [CHEER sb. 8J in the

House of Commons, and expresses, according to intonation,

admiration, acquiescence, indignation, derision, etc.

1689 biR E. SEYMOUR 19 Feb. in Cobbett Parl. Hist. V.

122, f see gentlemen speak here under great disadvantages
..When gentlemen speak with reflections, and cry 'hear ,

him, hear him
', they [the former] cannot speak with freedom.

1689 SIR H. CAPEL ibid.. When Seymour was in the Chair,
I have heard ' Hear him, hear him', often said in the house. I

1762 FOOTE Orators n. Wks, 1636 II. 176 Ter. Dermot, !

be easy Scam. Hear him Tire. Hear him Ter.
\

Ay, hear him, hear him. 1768 LD. J. CAVENDISH Sp. Ho.
Com. 8 Dec. in Sir H. Cavendish Deb. ^841* L 06 Let us. .

five

a dispassionate attention to everything that passes.

Hear!] That very word 'hear!' I dread of all others.

1769 SIR F. NORTON Sp. ibid. 432 The common law is as

much the law as the statute law. [Mr. Grenville called out
hear ! hear !] If the hon. gentleman will hear, by and by
he will hear. 1770 G. GRENVILLE Sp. 16 Feb. ibid. 461 The
House will be oDliged to you [the Speaker] for your informa-
tion. [Hear, Hear !] Mr. Speaker, I beg the House will

be silent. I am sure that is disorderly. 1783 Gentl. Mag.
LIII. n. 822 As to himself, he was free to acknowledge.. the

hand which he had in it tA cry of Hear him ! Hear him .')

By the cry of Hear Him ! said his Lordship, gentlemen
seem to think I am going to make a confession. 1803 in

Stanhope Life /Vtf (1862) IV. 49 When he [Pitt] sat down
there followed three of the . . most enthusiastic bursts of

applause I ever heard, .as far as I observed, however, it was
confined to the parliamentary

' Hear him ! Hear him !
'

1811 Parl. Deb. 5 May in Examiner ii May 292/2 Orders
were sent off to Mr. Henry to withdraw from the United
States. (Heart hear!) 1865 LOWELL Scotch the Snake
Prose Wks. 1890 V. 251 One Noble Lord or Honorable Mem-
ber asking a question, and another Noble Lord or Honorable
Member endeavoring to dodge it, amid cries of Hear ! Hear !

b. Hence as sb. Hear, hear! (formerly hear-

hint}) a cheer. Also Hear-hear v. intr.
t to shout

*hear! hear!' ; trans.
,
to acclaim with shouts of

1 hear I hearT\ to cheer. Hence Hear-hea'rer.

1727 POPE, etc. Art of Sinking 115 The hear him of the
house of commons. 1736 BOLINGBHOKE Patriot. (1749) 48
With repeated hear-hims ringing in his ears, 1836 Westm.Rev.

Apr. 233 The hear hints are more fervent than on almost any
other occasion. 1837 DICKENS Pickw. vii, I thank my
honourable friend, if he will allow me to call him so (four

hears, and one certainly from Mr. Jingle) for the sugges-
tion. 1855 Dorrit i. xxxiv, Hearing, and ohing, and cheer-

ing. 1868 DISRAELI Sp. in Ho. Com. 3 Apr., If the hear-
hearers have their way. 1879 SIR G. CAMPBELL White ff

Black 374 The members seemed generally very quiet ; there
was little

*

Hear, hearing !

'

1883 Standard 3 Apr. 5/4 He
. .

*

hear, hears
'

the member for Northampton. 1895 Daily
News 3 Dec. 3^1 Mr. Morley's explanation of his position. .

was received with sympathetic hear, hears.

Hear(e, obs. ff. HAIR, -E, HEIR, HEBE, HIGHER.
Hearable (hlaTabl), <*.

[f.
HEAR v. + -ABLE.]

That can be heard, audible.
c 1449 PECOCK Repr. i. xiv. 74 That he haue sure knowing

of heereable treuthis and that bi heering of eeris. 1483
Cath. Angl. 184/1 Hereabylle, audtbilis. 1851 RUSKIN
Let. to F. D. Maurice (1889) 9 He is to me Visible and
Hearable. 1885 W. C, RUSSELL Strange Voy. I. viii. 106
It was necessary to scream to make one s words hearable.

Hearb, Hearce, Heard, obs. ff. HERB,
HEARSE, HERD.
Heard (hsad), ///. a. [pa. pple. of HEAR z>.]

Perceived by the ear.

1483 Cath. Angl. 183/2 Herde, auditus. 1819 KEATS
Grecian Urn 11 Heard melodies are sweet, but those un-
heard Are sweeter.

Heard-say, obs. var. of HEARSAY.
Hearer (Ma-rei). [f. HEAR v. + -EB *.]

1. One who hears
;
an auditor, listener.

a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter v. u J>ai shew stynkand wordes
bat corumpis be herers. 138* WVdJV Jas. i. 23 An herere
of the word, and not a doere. 1529 MORE Dyaloge i. Wks.
150/2 The fruit of stryfe among the

hyrers. 1599 SHAKS.
Much Ado i. i. 309 Thou wilt be like alouer presently, And
tire the hearer with a booke of words, a 1734 NORTH
Exam. in. vii. 19 (1740) 517 As in the proverbial Court at

Dover, all Speakers and no Hearers. 17^8 JOHNSON Idler
No. 49 f i He knows me to be a very patient hearer. 1875
JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 151 Those who are present..ought
to be impartial hearers of both the speakers.

T b. One who hears causes
;
a judge. Obs.

1535 COVERDALE Judg. xi. io The Lorde be hearer
betwene vs.

2. One who receives oral instruction, or attends
lectures or sermons

; a disciple. Cf. AUDIENT.
1686 J. DUNTON Lett. Jr. New-Ene. (1867^ 59 Mr. Bur-

roughs . . formerly a hearer, and stilla great lover, of my
Reverend Father in Law, Dr. Samuel Annersly. 1838
THIKLWALL Greece V. 251 He was for a time one of Plato's
hearers. 1888 Pall Mall G, 2 Apr. 14/1 The non-matricu-
lated students, or ' hearers

',
at the four [Swiss] universities

are about four hundred in number.
3. Eccl. Hist. [tr.

L. audiens^ One admitted to

hear the Scriptures read and receive instruction, but
not to the common worship of the church : applied
to catechumens and penitents of the second order.

1697 tr. Dttpins Eccl. Hist. II. 109 This sort of Cate-
chumens were called Hearers, because they heard the

Instructions which were given in the Church, a 1711 KEN
Hymnotheo in. Poet. Wks. 1721 II I. 76 Within thehallow'd
Door on either Hand, The Penitents advanc'd to Hearers
stand. 1722 J. Hi NGHAM Chr.Antiq. VI. 534 St. Basil says ex-

pressly,they were hearers only, and notallowed to be present
at any prayers whatsoever.

Hear-hear, v.
t
etc. : see HEAR v, 13 b.
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He a*ring, vbl. $b.
[f. HEAR sy. + -ING !.]

1. The action of the verb HEAR ; perception by
the ear or auditory sense ; the faculty or sense by
which sound is perceived ; audition.

< 1230 Hali Meid. 13 Fif wittes, sih&e & heringe [etc.].

a 1300 Cursor M. 13107 {>e def has hering, blind has sight.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce i. io Suth thyngis .. Tyll mannys
heryng ar plesand. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. in. xvni.

(1495) 64 Alway the heryng is gendred by ayre smytte. 1509
FISHER Fun. Serin. C'tcss Richmond Wks. (.1876) 305
Her herynge sholde haue dulled more and more. 1548
HALL Chron., Ediv. 7K, 232 b, Fayning that he was thycke
of he.-iryng. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. ii. i. 75 Aged eares

play treuant at his tales, And yonger hearings are quite
rauished. 1597 GERARDE Herbal (1633) 856 Ground-Iuy
is commended . . for them that are hard of hearing. 177*
PRIESTLEY Inst. Relig. ^1782) II. 154 Captivating . . at the

first hearing. i8a8 STARK Elem. Nat. Hist. II. 224 The
organ of hearing is not manifest in insects.

b. In one's hearing, in such a position or way
as to be heard by one. Within hearing, out of

hearing, at such a distance as to be heard, or not

heard ; within, or out of, hearing distance.

1388 WYCLIF Ezek. ix. 5 He seide to hem in myn heryng,
Go 36 thorou? the citee . . and smytte ?e. c

147^0
HENRY

Wallace x. 455 Quhen that the Bruce out off thair heryng
wer. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 200 [He] curssed his sonne
m the hering of those that had the guyding of them. 1590
SHAKS. Mids. N. n. ii. 152 What, out of hearing, gone? No
sound, no word? 1596 Merch. V. v. i. 241 In the hear-

ing of these manic friends I sweare to thee. 1615 G. SANDYS
Trav. 9 Where stood that renowned Citie of Corinth, in

hearing of both Seas. 1766 GOLDSM. I
7
ic. W. xxx, As soon

as we came within hearing, I called out to him by name.

1791 BOSWELL Johnson (1831) III. 79 It was not said in his

hearing. i86z D. WILSON Preh. Man II. xxiii. 361 Within
the hearing of Niagara's voice.

2. The action of actively giving ear, listening

(e.g. to a lecture, sermon, play, etc.); spec, attend-

ance at preaching (dial.}} audience. Also_/^.
a 1225 .V/. Marker. 2 HercniS alle be mahen, ant herunge

habbea c 1340 Cursor M. 13708 (Trin.) pei Jaf hering to

him vchpne. 15*9 MORE Dyaloge \. Wks. 168/2 To
gyue diligent hyrynge . . and faithfull obedience to the
churche. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 390 At that tyme the

Archebishop had no further heeryng. z6oa SHAKS. Ham.
m. ii. 161 We begge your hearing PatSentlie. 1604 HIERON
Preachers Plea, Wks. 1624 I. 539 To draw the people to

hearing upon the weeke-dayes. 1791 COWPER Let. 26 June,
He . . has a mother between seventy and eighty, who
walks every Sunday eight miles to hearing, as they call it,

and back again. 1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. (1858) I. ii. 170
New doctrines ever gain readiest hearing among the com-
mon people.
3. The listening to evidence and pleadings in a

court of law ; the trial of a cause ; spec . a trial be-

fore a judge without a jury, b. (Sc. Law.} hearing
in presence, 'a formal hearing of counsel before the

whole thirteen Judges
*

(Bell Diet. Law Sc. 1861).
1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 357 The Usher, .is willing to

five
us the hearing, and to determine the controversie. 1603

HAKS. Meets, for M. 11. i. 141 I'll take my leaue, And leaue

you to the hearing of the cause. 1690 WOOD Life 15 Jan.
(O. H. S.) III. 322 There was to be a hearing between the

University and City of Oxon on the 15 January [note, at the
ban- of the house]. 1705 HEARNE Collect. 17 Nov., On ye 14

th

Instant . . came on the Hearing of y Election of St Albans.

1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. (1800) III. 453 The cause is again
brought to hearing on the matters of equity reserved, and a
final decree is made. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2} IV. 554 The
cause was twice heard in Ireland, on the last of which hear-

ings, before Lord Middleton . . he decreed a perpetual injunc-
tion against Lord Forbes 1891 Law Keports Weekly Notes
80/1 [They) attended the hearing before the registrar.

4. Knowledge by hearing or being informed ;

esp. in phr. to come to one's hearing.
c^ 1430 LONELICH Grail Ivi. 322 So long they spoken of

this thing . . that it cam to hire lordis hering. a 1533 LD.
BERNERS Huon Ixxxviii. 281 The brute therof came to the

herynge of duke Raoul!. 1617 MORYSON Itin. ir. in Upon
the hearing of his Lordships returne.

6. Something heard
; report, rumour, news. dial.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter cx\[i]. 7 Of ivel hering noght drede sal

he. 138* WYCLIF Ezek. vii. 26 Trublynge togidre shal come
vpon trublynge togidre, and herynge vpon herynge. c 1440
Jacob's Well xxxiv. (E. E. T. S.)22oJ>m erys, bat first spak
dyshonest herynges of bacbytyng, nateryng, lesynges,
rybaudrye.
that heryn
Tis a good hearing,,

hearing, when women are froward. 1611 Cymb. in. i. 4
Whose remembrance . . will to Eares and Tongues Be
Theame, and hearing euer. 1666 PEPYS Diary 4 Aug., De
Ruyter dares not come on shore.. Which is a very good
hearing. 1840 DICKENS Barn. Rttdge xlviii. (1892) 348
This is a pleasant hearing. I thank Heaven for it.

6. A 'lecture', a scolding, dial.

1816 SCOTT Old Mort. xiv,
' After she had gi'en us a hear-

ing on our duties.' 1824 Miss FERRIKK Inhcr. xli, [She] left

the room for the purpose, .of giving her a good hearing.
7. attrib, and C0fttb.t

as hearing-day, -distance,

-organ, -tube ; hearing-fee, the fee paid by a suitor

to an official of the court before the case is heard
;

hearing-trumpet = EAR-TRUMPET.
1860 FITZROY in Merc. Marine Mag. VII. 343 What is

called
' a good *hearing-day ', may be mentioned among

the signs of wet. 1887 CasseWs Fata. Mag. 141/2 You
must pay -25. for every pound you sue for, for *hearing-fee.
1895 Daily News 4 Dec. 6/2 So poor that she actually could
not pay the hearing-fee. 17*5 WATTS Logic n. v. i

Mediums which assist the Hearing, such as Speaking-
Trumpets, ^Hearing-Trumpets. 1856 Lu. COCKBURN Mem.
i. (1874) 41 A small hearing trumpet fastened by a black
ribbon to a button-hole of his coat.

HEARKEN.
8. Hearing ww^gerundialphr. : see HEAR v. 3 d.

Heading, ///. a. [f-
HEAR v. + -ING -.] That

hears : see me verb.
a 1300 Cursor M. 27989 pe eres o be herand. 138* WYCLIK

Prov. xx. 12 The herende ere, and the seende eje. 1676
WYCHKRLEY PL Dealer \\\. i, If it had not been for me. thou
hadst been yet but a hearing counsel at the bar. 1884 A. J.
ELLIS in Athenaeum 12 Jan. 55/1 A school ..for teaching
deaf-mute infants in. .association with hearing infants.

Hearing, obs. form of HERRING.

t Hea*ringless, a. Obs. [f.
HEARING vbl. $b.

+ -LESS.] Destitute of the faculty of hearing ; deaf.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. in. xviii. iTollem. MS.)
Ambrose sayeb bat men of be contray bere be ryuer Nilus

ariseb ben heringles [1582 void of hearing].

Heark, obs. form of HARK.
Hearken, harken (hauk'n), v. Forms: i

hercnian, heorcnian, 2-3 hercnen, (Orm.
herrcnenn), 3 hsercnien, 3-4 heorknien, herk-

nen, herkin, 3-6 herken, 4 herkon,4-5herkyn,
5 harkyn, 6 harcken

; 4- harken, 6- hearken.

[OE. kcrcnian, heorcnian, hyrcnian, formed with
suffix -n- from *heorci-an> the OE. type of HARK v.

The spelling harken t which agrees with that of HARK, and
is at once more regular and of earlier standing, is the ac-

cepted one in modern American Dictionaries, and is pre-
ferred by some good English writers ; but in current English
use it is much less frequent than hearken. The preference
for the latter spelling is probably due to association with

HEAR, supported by the analogy of heart and hearth.}

1. intr. To apply the ears to hear ;
to listen, give

ear. Const, to (f of}, in OE. and ME. with dative.

a looo Life St. Guthlac (1848) 42 GuSlac . . eode ba sona
ut and hawode and hercnode. c 1000 ^CLFRIC Horn. I. 422
Ypolitus . . heora wqrdum heorcnode. c 1175 Lamb. Horn.

59 HercniS alle to bis writ, c iao5 LAY. 19668 Heo. .hserc-

neden jeorne of bas kinges haerme. a 1300 Cursor M. 966
He said,

'

adam, now wel sais bou I sal pe tell, and herken

\GStt. harkin] now*. 13. . Gaiv, fy Gr. Knt. 1708 pe fox . .

Hauilounez, & herkenez, bi heggez ful ofte. c 1380 CHAU-
CER Knt.'s 7'. 668 His felawe That was so neih to herken
of his sawe. 1489 CAXTON Faytes ofA. 11. xxxvii. 155 They
ought often to herken yf they can here eny noyse or smyt-

ynge of hamers. 1530 PALSGR. 579/1 Harken here at this

hole. 1550 CROWLEY Inform. 4- Petit. 255 Herken you
possessioners. 1592 SHAKS. I 'en. fy Ad. 868 She hearkens
for his hounds and for his horn. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg.
iv. 564 But aged Nereus barkens to his Lore. 1718 LADY
M. W. MONTAGU Let. to Lady Rich io Oct., It is full em-

ployment enough to hearken, whether one answers or not.

1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) IV. 50 Whenever it is

whistled to, it stops to hearken. 1839 TENNYSON (Enone

23 Dear mother Ida, harken ere I die.

1 2. intr. To listen privily ; to play the eaves-

dropper; to eavesdrop. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF Ecclus. xxi. 27 [24] The folie of a man to
herknen thur} the dores. 1535 COVERDALE ibid. t A foolish

man standeth herkenynge at the dore. 1588 Nottingham
Rec. IV. 219 By harckeninge of our bowses with drawen

weapens.
3. intr. To apply the mind to what is said ;

to

attend, have regard ; to listen with sympathy or

docility. Const, to.

c i3o Mali Meid. 39 Hercne his read. 1535 COVERDALE
Exod. vi. Q But they herkened not vntcThim, for very
anguysh of sprete, and for sore laboure. 1549 LATIMER

Ploughers (Arb.) 25 No man wyll herken to it.
_
1651 HOBBES

Leviath. in. xxxvi. 224 Josiah not hearkmng to them,
was slain. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 1134 Would thou hadst
heark'nd to my words, and stai'd. 1777 ROBERTSON Hist.
Amer. (1778) II. vi. 205 Instead of hearkening to some of
his officers. 1870 BRYANT Iliad I. i. 12 To him Who
hearkens to the gods, the gods give ear. 1896 A. AUSTIN
Eng. Darl. n. iv, They would not harken.

*f b. with on. Obs.

'5*3 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. cclxxiii. 414 The people, .had

great desyre to harken on the promysses that the duke of
Amiens made vnto them. 1580 SIDNEY Arcadia (1627) 434
Harkening on euery rumour.

4. trans. To hear with attention, give ear to (a

thing) ; to listen to ; to have regard to, heed ; to

understand, learn by hearing; to hear, perceive by
the ear. Now only poet.
c 1000 /ELFRIC Horn. II. 440 Heo fcesset aet Codes fotum,

his word heorcniende. 11200 ORMIN 11723 Forr ?uw birr^
herrcnenn Godess word, a 1225 Ancr. R. 82 Nout one beo

J>et hit spekeS, auh J>eo bet hit hercneS. c 1374 CHAUCER
Boeth. in. pr. i. 50 (Camb. MS.) For thow seyst Jat thow
art so desirous to herkne hem. a 1400-50 Alexander 2304
In-to be temple he turned tythandis to herken. 1539 MORE
Comf. agst. Trio. in. Wks. 1232/2 When they heare it,

harken it but as they woulde an idle tale. 1610 SHAKS.

Temp. i. ii. 122 This King of Naples being an Enemy To
me inueterate, hearkens my Brothers suit. 1831 TENNYSON
New-Year's Eve 39 Tho' I cannot speak a word, I shall

harken what you say.

b. With personal obj. (orig. dative as in i;

but this afterwards levelled with the accusative or

objective). Obs. exc. dial.

1297 R. GLOUC. (1724) 308 Kyng Edmond . - lende vp hys
sseld, & herkned hym ynou. c 1400 Destr. Troy 9238 Sho
herknet hym full hyndfy. Ibid. 9264 Long he stode..Doun

hengond his hed, herkonyng the qwene. c 1500 Melusine
Ivi* 334 Raymondyn herkned hym gladly. 1583 STANYHURST
Mneis in. (Arb.) 76 Who would Cassandra then harcken?
1890 Yorksh. Clergyman^ What do you come to church for?

Boy. To harken yo.

1 5. intr. Hearken to : Listen, give ear. [As if

from a compound vb. to-hearken\ cf. Ger. zu-

horchen, imper. horch zu! Cf. Co to, from vb.

TO-GO.] Obs,



HEABKENEB.
15*6 TINDALE Mark iv. 3 He..sayde vnto them in his

doctrine : Herken to. Beholde, The sower went forth to

sowe. Acts vii. 2 Brethren, and fathers, harken to. 1535
COVKRDALE 2 Chron. xviii. 27 Herken to, all ye people.

f 0. intr. To seek to hear tidings ; to make in-

quiries, to inquire after, ask/or. Obs.

1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. ccciii. 450 There abode styll

the Englishmen to harken after other newes. 1575 LANE-
HAM Let. (1871) 36 A this day allso waz thear such earnest

tallk and appointment of remoouing, that I gaue ouer my
noting, and barkened after my hors. 1599 SHAKS. Much Ado
v. i. 216 Clau. Harken after their offence my Lord. Prince.

Officers, what offence haue these men done l a 1670 HACKET
Abp. Williams i. (1692) 19, I hearkened no more after it :

for I reckon'd it was done. 1783 JOHNSON Let. to Miss
S. A, Thrale 18 Nov., I hearken every day after a letter

from her. 1830 DE QUINCEY Bentley Wks, VII. 41 To
abstain from hearkening after libels upon himself.

1 7. intr. To lie in wait ; to wait. Obs.

[Cf. 1523 in 6.] 1580 R. HITCHCOCK Politic Plat in Arb.

Garner II. 159 People who daily do harken when the world
should amend with them. 1584 STAFFORD in Motley
Netherl. (1868) I. iii. 70 The kinghearkeneth to see the end,
and then to believe as he seeth cause. 1596 SHAKS. Tarn.
Shr. i. ii. 260 The yongest daughter whom you hearken for,

Her father keepes from all accesse of sutors. 1633 T.
STAFFORD Pac. Hib. \. xv. (18101 167 Whether it were, -the

hearkening after a Ship, to arrive in those parts . . that

occasioned his delatory excuses.

f 8. trans. To get to hear of ; to search out or

find by inquiry. Obs.

1590 SIR T. COCKAINE Hunting B iij, Your Hounds
. . harken them foorth of such a Ttinde as bee durable.

1606 Wily Begitited in Hazl. Dodsley IX. 226 If I can
hearken out some wealthy marriage for her. 1607 DEKKER
Knt.'s Conjur. (1842) 57 It is some ease to Syr Timothy
. . to harken out the worst that others haue endured. 1609
B. JONSON Sil. Worn, \. ii, He has imploied a fellow . .

to harken him out a dumbe woman. 1637 R. HUMPHREY
tr. St. Ambrose \. 118 Hunting and hearkening out places
of mart where bee may best vent them.

f 9. intr. To have regard or relation. Obs. rare.

1734 POPE Ess. Man iv. 40 There's not a blessing Indi-

viduals find, But some way leans and hearkens to the kind.

10. To talk in one's ear, to whisper. Obs. exc. Sc.

1612 DRAYTON Poly-olb. xii. 200 This harkneth with his

friend, as though with him to breakeOf some intended act.

Mod. Sc. What are ye herk'ning thegither aboot? He
herk'nt to me to gang and fetch them.

Hearkener, karkener (ha-ik'naj). Also

4-5herkner(e,6harkner. [/.HEARKENS. + -ERI.]
One who listens or gives ear ;

a listener.

1340 Ayenb. 58J>e herkneres do wel Ihe^e. c 1422 Hoc-
CLEVE Learn to Die 547 Thyn herkners and thyn Auditpurs.
14*3 JAS. I Kingis Q. clvi, There sawe I . . The fery tigere
.. The herknere bore. 1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dtctes
loi The predication is not to be lawded that endureth ouer
the power of the herkeners. 1550 CROWLEY Epigr. 1421 An
herkener of fables and lyes. 1811 W. TAYLOR tn Monthly
Rev. LXV. 486 The starers. .or harkeners are satirized.

t b. An eavesdropper ;
a scout. Obs.

1549 COVERDALE, etc. Erosm. Par. Tim. v. (R.), Babling
tale-tellers & curious herkeners. 1580 HOLLYBAND Treas.

Fr. Tong, Escouteur. .a harkner, a scout, an eavesdropper.

Hearkening
1

, h.arkeniiifi(hii'jk'nirj),z^/. sb.

[In OE. hcorcnungj f. heorcnian to HEAEKEN +
-ING 1

.] The actionof the vb. HEARKEN; givingear,

hearing with attention ; listening; giving attention.

c 1000 ^LFRIC Horn. \. 26 Deafum [he forjeaf] heorcnunge.
Ibid. 96 We sceolon . . awendan [ure] earan from yfelre

heorcnunge. 1112x5 Ancr. R. 104 Auh hold wi3innen bin

hercnung, jn speche, & tine sihSe. c 1375 Lay Folks Mass
Bk. (MS. B.) 28 To him bou gyue gode herknynge. 1583

fj, etc. (Arb.) 131 Tpegraunt mee Gratius

harckning. a 1715 BURNET Own Time (1766) II. 29 The
ill effects of his not barkening to their address. 1885
STEVENSON Dynamiter 185 The sound was gone, nor could
his closest hearkening recapture it,

f b. Searching out ; inquiry ; discovery. Obs.

a 1485 Liber Niger in Househ. Ord. (1790) 53 The Steward

..specially pwith to have herkenyng uppon this clerkes

demeanyng in the countries for oppressions. 1602 FUL-
BECKE ist Pt. Parall. 66 His eares to be open for the hark-

ning out of their offences.

Hearn(e, hearon, obs. ff. HERN, HERON.

Hearsay (hi*js#). Forms : see HEAB v. and
SAY v. Also 6 heard say. [subst. use of phr.
to hear say : see HEAR 3 c.]

1. That which one hears or has heard some one

say ;
information received by word of mouth,

usually with implication that it is not trustworthy ;

oral tidings ; report, tradition, rumour, common
talk, gossip.
c 1532 DEWES Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 1075, 1 knowe

nothyng
of it but by here say. 1553 GRIMALDE Cicero's Offices
(c 1600) 14 b, I have heard nothing but by heard say. 1577
HELLOWES Giteuarrfs Chron. 315 Thou speakest by heare-

saye, rather then by anye experience. 1577 HARRISON
England IL ix. (1877) i. 199 So much as I have gathered by
report and common heare-saie. 1589 R. HARVEY PL Perc.

(1590) ii Heresay is too slender an euidence to spit a mans
credit vpon. 1600 HOLLAND Livy xxxix. vi. 1026 Things . .

which by bare heeresay were reported to haue beene done.

1631 GOUGE God's Arr&ivs v. vii. 417 The whole world was
made to tremble at the heare-say of them. 1642 ROGERS
Naaman 1 17 The hearsay ofChrist wrought all these things
in them. niToBBEVERiDGE This. Tkeol. (1710! II. 298 Not
meerly upon hearsay or tradition. 1761 Gilbert's Law
Evidence 112 Hearsay is good evidence to prove, who is my
grandfather, when he married, what children he had, etc. of
which it is not reasonable to presume that I have better
evidence. 1769 SIR W. DRAPER in *Junins Lett. xxvi. 121
Is it hearsay, or the evidence of letters, or ocular? 1847
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JAMES J. Marxian Hall i.\, I gave him stronger proof than
mere hearsay.

b. With a and//. A report received ; a rumour,
a piece of gossip.
a 1643 SIR W, MONSON Ntival Tracts iv. (1704) 428/1

This Report seems to be a Hearsay of a second Person.

1699 BKNTLEY Pkal. Introd. 7, I am asham'd to see a Person
tell such little Hear says. 1730 BERKELEY Let. to T. Pripr
7 May Wks. 1871 IV. 183 A hearsay, at second or third

hand. 1840 CARLYLK Heroes i, Wrappage of traditions,

hearsays, mere words. 1847 LONGF. Ev. n. i. 33 Sometimes
a rumour, a hearsay, .came.

2. attrib., passing on one side into an adj., on

the other giving rise to combinations : (a) Of the

nature of hearsay ; (/) founded or depending upon
what one has heard said, bnt not within one's direct

knowledge, as hearsay account, censure, declara-

tion, knowledge, report, rumour, tale ; (c) of hear-

say, speaking from hearsay, as hearsay author,

babbler, witness, f hearsay-man.
1580 SIDNEY Arcadia I. x. 139 Poet. Wks. 1873 II. 33

[Those] whose metall stiff he knew he could not bend With

hear-say pictures. l6oa CAREW Cornwall tiSnt 59, I can

in these tin cases plead but a hearsay experience. 1646
SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. in. xxv. 171 An hearsay account

by Bellonius. 1683 TRYON Way to Health 361 These Hear-

say-men or Book-Philosophers, called, The Learned, are as

ignorant as any.. of the true knowledge of God in them-

selves. 1738 BIRCH Life Milton App. M.'s Wks. I. 94 All

the Evidence was two hear-say Depositions taken in 1642,

from Persons who were told so by the common Soldiers of

the Irish. 1787 M. CUTLER in Life, etc. (1888) I. 254 We
had both of us an hearsay knowledge of each other. 1814
CHALMERS Emd. Chr. Revel, i. 44 The report of hearsay
witnesses. 1816 SINGER Hist. Cards 149 To promulgate
hearsay reports. 1826 in Sheridaniaita 315 The crude

opinions of the hearsay babbler. 1859 TENNYSON Vivien

800 She blamed herself for telling hearsay tales.

b. Hearsay evidence : evidence consisting in what

the witness has heard others say, or what is com-

monly said, as to facts of which he has himself no

original or personal knowledge.
1753 W. STEWART in Scots Mag. Mar. 135/1 Hearsay-

evidence is. .rejected in law. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. in.

xxiii. (1800) 368 Yet in some cases (as in proof of any
general customs, or matters of common tradition or repute)
the courts admit of hearsay evidence. 1848 WHARTON Law
Lex. s.v. Hearsay Evidence, The exceptions to the general
rule of the inadmisstbility of hearsay evidence are.-(i)

dying declarations ; (2) hearsay in questions of pedigree ;

(3) hearsay on questions of public right, customs, bound-

aries, [etc.]. 1878 LECKY Eng. in iKfA. C. II. vi. 148 Hear-

say evidence of the loosest kind was freely admitted.

Hence Hea-rsayz'. intr. (nonce-ivd.], to tell what
one has heard

; to repeat rumours. \ Hear-saying

(in 4 hyere zigginge), hearsay, report
= hearing

say : see HEAB 3 d.

1340 Ayenb. 117 He ne may nojnng wel conne bote ase me
kan |>e batayle of troye be hyere-zigginge. 1837 CARLYLE
Fr. Rev. III. vi. vii, Men riding and running, reporting
and hearsaying.

Hearse (h5Js), si>. Forms: 4-5 heers(e, 5

heeroe, 5-6 hers, 5-6 (9) herce, 6 hearce, herst,

7 hierce, 4-9 herse, 6- hearse. [Formerly herse,

a. F. herse (i2th c. in Littre) = It. erpice:L.
hirpic-em (hirpex) large rake used as a harrow ;

? cf. Gr. apvaf grappling-iron. See HEBSE, under

which the sense 'harrow' and its immediately
derived senses are treated.]

1 1. a. A triangular frame somewhat similar in

form to the ancient harrow, designed to carry can-

dles, and used at the service of Tenebrx in Holy

j

Week. b. A candlestick used at the Benedictio
'

ignis on Easter Eve. Obs.

[1287 Synod ofExeter yj&. in Wilkins Carte. (1737) II. 139
i Vas ad aquam benedictam. Hercia ad tenebras.] 1563 /?'.

Chr. Ch., Canterb. (Chapter Libr. Canterb.), Item a neade
for the hearse of coper and gylte to carrye the iij. lyghts to

i the fier vppon Estereuen.

2. a. An elaborate framework originally intended

to carry a large number of lighted tapers and other

decorations over the bier or coffin while placed in

the church at the funerals of distinguished persons ;

also called castrum doloris, chapelle ardente, or

catafalco .

[1291 Ace. Executors Q. Eleanor in Gloss. Archil. (1845)
I. 199 Pro meremio ad hercias Dominae Reginse, apud

HEARSE.

b. A permanent framework of iron or other

metal, fixed over a tomb to support rich coverings
or palls, often adapted to carry lighted tapers.

1552 Berksh. Ch. Goods 10 A herse of Irone. 1846 PARKER

e wn a r,
Rich. // in Rymer Fcedera VIII. 75
preedictts Exequiis, iv Herciz . . per Ex

.

Westmonasterium.) c 1368 CHAUCER Compl. Pite 15 Adown
I fell when I sawe the herse, Dede as stone. [1399 Test.

Ita .. quod, pro
xecutores nostros

congrue praeparentur.] c 1400 Destr. Troy 8753. <* 1450
Le Morte Artft. 3532 By-fore a tombe, that new was dyghte
. . There-on an herse, sothely to saye, Wyth an C tappers

lyghte. 1485 Will in Ripon Ch, Acts (Surtees) 277 That
there be byrnyng on herse v serges, ilkoone of a pownde of
waxe. 1526 MS. Ace. St. John's Hasp., Canterb., Payd for

strykyng of iiij tapers for the herst jd. 1548 HALL Chron.,
Hen. I^IIJ, i b, The body was taken out, and caried into

the Quire, and set under a goodly Herce of waxe, garnished
with Banners, Pencelles. and Cusshions. a 1678 A!ARVELL
Wks. III. 510 And Starrs, like tapers, burn'd upon his herse.

1814 SCOTT Ld. of Isles Concl., That one poor garland,

tomb. 1851 TURNER Dom. A rchit. 1 1. v. 242 The Sheriff of

Southampton is commanded to repair the herces in the

king's chapel. 1866 PEACOCK Eng. Ch. Furniture 128

A very graceful iron hearse of this kind . . in Tanfield

Church.

c. A temple-shaped structure of wood used in

royal and noble funerals, after the earlier kind (2 a)

went out of use. It was decorated with banners,

heraldic devices, and lighted candles ; and it was

customary for friends to pin short poems or

epitaphs upon it.

< '575 J- HOOKER Life Sir P. Cat-cm inArc/ufol. XXVIII.

145 The nexte daye his herse was sett vpe, beinge made after

the forme of a felde bedd, covered with blacke. .garnyshed
with scogeons and with yelowe pynyons full of blacke lyons.

1598 Remembrance of Eng. Poets in Barnficld's Poems
(Arb.) 119 Whose Fame is grav'd on Rosamond's blacke

Herse. 1621 ?B. JONSON Epit. Ctess Pembroke, Under-
neath this sable herse Lyes the subject of all verse. 1639
HORN & ROB. Gate Lang. Unl. xcvii. 962 Gravestones

(toombs) and herses are rear'd up, and epitaphs.. written on

them. 1659 PECKE Pamassi Puerp. 119 Shall I to pin

upon thy Herse, devise Eternal Praises
;
or weep Elegies ?

a 1667 COWI.EY Voy. W. Harvey Wks. 1710 I. 27 Be this my
latest Verse With which I now adorn his Herse. 1898
ANDREWS Clmrch Treasury 280 The last herse used in this

country was the one under which her effigy [that of Mary
II] was placed.
3. A light framework of wood used to support

the pall over the body at funerals. It fitted on to

the parish bier, and was probably adapted to carry

lighted tapers.
1566 in Peacock Eng. Ch. Furniture (1866) 36 Item a

hearse sold to John Banton . . who hathe put it to prophane
use. 1896 PEACOCK in Andrews Church Gleanings 216 Of
these hearses, not a single example is known to have come
down to our time.

f 4. A hearse-cloth, a funeral pall. Obs.

1530 PALSGR. 230/2 Herce for a deed corse of silke, poille.

1581 W. STAFFORD Excan. Compl. i. (1876) 16 All other

Marchaundize that wee buy from beyond the Sea . . and all

Hearses, and Tapestry. 1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1621)

1200 This coffin of the great Sultan . . covered with a rich

hearse of cloth of gold downeto the ground.
5. A bier ;

a coffin ; vaguely, a tomb, grave. Obs.

or arch.
1601 SHAKS. JW. C. in. ii. 169 Stand from the Hearse,

stand from the Body. 1610 G. FLETCHER Christ's Viet. i.

xliv, One touch would rouze me from my sluggish hearse.

twined to deck thy hair, Is hung upon thy hearse, to droop
and wither there ! 1849 ROCK Ch. of Fathers II. vii. 495
There used to be put up in the church a ' hearse ', which
was a loftyframework ofwood, .with four or eight posts, .and
ceiled. 1896 PEAcocKin Andrews Church Gleanings 218 It

was the custom in the case ofrich families to erect one of these

hearses inevery church where it [the body] rested for the night.

ve, or be first laid on herse. 1625 -

H2
As thou my cradle wert, so wilt thou be my herse. 1651

AVENANT Gondibert i. v. (R.), When she with flowres lord

Arnold's grave shall strew..She on that rival's hearse will

drop a few. a 1700 DKYDEN Meleager 325 Ah ! hadst thou

died, my son, in infant years, Thy little hearse had been

bedewed with tears. 1849 LONGF. Blind Girl iii, Decked
with flowers a simple hearse To the churchyard forth they
bear.

f6. The solemn obsequy in a funeral. Obs.

(Perh. only an error.)

1579 SPENSER Sheph. Cal. Nov. 60 O heauie herse [gloss.

Herse, is the solemne obsequie in funeralles]. Ibid. 70 The
earth now lacks her wonted light, And all we dwell in deadly

night, O heauie herse.

f 7. A dead body, a corpse. Obs.

1530 PALSGR. 230/2 Herce, a deed body, corps. 1600 HEY-
WOOD Brit. Troy III. Ixxxvi. 72 Bold Arenas pterses Thrugh
the mid-boast and strewes the way with herses. 1633 MAY
Hen. II, v. 775 Her hearse at Godstow Abbey they enterre.

8. A carriage or car constructed for carrying the

coffin at a funeral. (The current use.)

1650 B. Discolliminium 2 It is hung about with as many . .

trappings, as Coll. Rainsboroughs Herse and horse were at

his fine Funerals. 1672 WOOD Li/e(O. H.S.) II. 245 Thomas
Moor hath a hearse . . for the carrying of dead corps to any
part of England. 1706 HEARNE Collect. 4 Dec., He was

very decently interr'd, being carried in a Hearse, and the

Company in Mourning Coaches. 1721 DE FOE Plague
(Rtldg.) 35 They saw Herses and Coffins. 1850 MRS.
CARLYLE Lett. II. 128 A hearse too, with plenty of plumes,
and many black coaches. 1881 BESANT & RICE Chapl.
Fleet I. 294 A hearse stopped before our door.

b. Inatsf. A vehicle for carrying pianofortes.
1812 COLERIDGE Lett. II. 584 Musical Instrument Manu-

facturers, whose grand pianoforte hearses he [a horse] now
draws in the streets of London.

9. Comb., as hearse-light (see i, 2) ;
hearse-

man, -plume (sense 8) ; hearse-cover, a pall ;

hearse-house, a dead-house ;
a building in which

a hearse is kept ; hearse-like a., like a hearse ;

mournful. Also HEARSE-CLOTH.
1885 R. W. DIXON Hist. Ch. Eng. III. 451 Three *hearse-

covers . . eight stall-cloths. 1870 F. R. WILSON Ch. Lindisf.
101 A vestry, with a *hearse-house beyond it . . has been

built in modern times. 1895 PRVCE Burden of Woman 91

The hearse-house or dead-house of the church (the lowest

room of a tower where in old days the bodies of strangers
who had lost their way and perished

were placed for possible

identification pending burial). ISSS Churchw. Ace. St.

Helens, Abingdon (Nichols 1797) 141 For making the "herse

lyghtes. 1566 in Peacock Eng. Ch. Furniture (1866) 127
The sepulcre and herse lightes w all the bookes of papistrie

rent and burned. 1625 BACON Ess., Adversitie (Arb.) 505
If you Listen to Davids Harpe, you shall heare as many



HEARSE.
"Herselike Ayres, as Carols. 1839 BAILEY Festas xxiii.

(1848) 289 It steals Hearselike and thiefiike round the uni-

verse. 1893 J. W. ilARRY^SV//^. in Corsica 170 It [the corpse]
is. .abandoned to the *hearseman. 1848 ELIZA COOK Lines

among Leaves viii. 3 Like *hearse-plume waved about.

Hearse, var. of HEARST sb.

Hearse, v. [f. HEARSE sb.]
\. trans. To lay (a corpse) on a bier or in a coffin ;

to bury with funeral rites and ceremonies, b. (in
recent use) To carry to the grave in a hearse.

1592 Nobody fy Someb. in Simpson Sch. Sliaks. (1878) I.

319 We will forbeareour spleene. .till you havehearsd Your
husbands bones. 1596 SHAKS. Merch. I'. III. L 93 Would
she were hearst at my foote, and the duckets in her coffin.

ri6 CHAPMAN Iliad xvm. 199 Then the Grecians
spritefully

drew from the darts the corse, And hears'd it, bearing it to

fleet, his friends with all remorse Marching about it. 1827
POLLOK Course T. vn. 295 Richly hearsed With gloomy
garniture of purchased wo. 1854 GILFILLAN Life Blair in

Seattle's, Blair's, etc. IVks. 126 He lashes the proud
wicked man whom he sees pompously hearsed into Hell.

1855 SINGLETON l-'irgil\\. 81 In his own resting place con-

sign him first, And hearse him in the grave.
C. To enclose or contain as in a bier or tomb

;

to entomb.
1608 DAY Hum. out of Br. in. iv, Please you survey the

cell, go in and see, I'me hearst, and none but sorrowe lies

with me. 1764 CHURCHILL Ep. to Hogarth 452 Worth may be
hears'd but Envy cannot die. 1796 W. TAYLOR in Monthly
Mag. II. 489 Shall marble hearse them all? 1819 WIFFEN
Aonian Hours (1820) 160 Murmurs deep, not loud, Swelled
in the gale when earth thy relics hearsed.
2. fig. To furnish with something hearse-like.

1646 CRASHAW Steps to Temple (R.), The house is hers'd
about with a black wood, Which nods with many a heavy
headed tree. 1864 LONGF. Hawthorne vi, The hill-top
hearsed with pines.

Hence Hearsed ///. a., placed on, in, or under
a hearse.
1602 SHAKS. Ham. I. iv. 47 Tell Why thy Canoniz'd bones

Hearsed in death. Haue burst their cerments.

HeaTse-cloth. [f. HEARSE ?/>.]
A black cloth

to cover a bier or coffin ; a funeral pall.
151* Church. Ace. St. Mare. Westm. (Nichols 1797) 9

Sir Robert Danby Curett . . ofhim, for his herst-clothe 21.

'S3 PALSGR. 231/1 Herse clothe, faille. 1642 FULLER
Holy fy Prof. St. iv. ix. 282 No more then a dead corps is

affected with a velvet herse-cloth over it. 1650 R. STAPYL-
TON Strada's_ Low C. Warres x. 22 Foure Mourners.. each
of them holding in their hands a corner of the Herse-Cloth.
1829 HEATH Grocers' Camp. (1869) 14 note, The Fish-

monger's Company have preserved their herseclothe or pall
..at their Hall.

'

HeaT-so, sb. nonce-wd. f f. HEAH v. + So adv.]
One who has heard so; one who knows by hearsay.
1639 J. CLARKE Parstmiologia 309 One eye-witnesse is

better than two heare-so's.

Hearst. Hunting. Also 7-8 hearse. A hind
of the second or third year.
1674 N. Cox Genii. Recreat. (1677) 7 A Hinde..is called

the first year, a Calf. The second year, a Hearse ; and
sometimes we say Brockets Sister. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat.
Hist. ii. v. (18621 I. 324 The female is called a hind .. the
second year she is a hearse. 1877

' STONEHENGE '

Brit.

Sports(iW6) 134 According to the Devonshire Hunt Deer
under one year are called Calves; till three, the male a
Brocket, and the female a Hearst.

tHea'rsum, hersum, a. 06s. Forms: i

hler-, her-, hfrsum, hgarsum, 2 hersam, 2-4
hersum, 3 heersum, (horsom). [OE. Mersum -
OFris. h&rsum, OHG. Afrsam, f. stem of hleran,
Goth, hauzjan to HEAR : see -SOME. Hlarsum
was a later OE by-form.] Ready to hear

; obe-
dient, compliant; dutiful, devout.

900 tr. Bxda's Hist. i. xiv. [xxv.] (1890) 58 Se be him
hyrsum beon wolde. a 1000 Guthlac 677 pset se . . him hear-
sume . . styban wsron. Ibid. 697 Gearwe stodon harftas
hearsume. c izoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 51 pat israelisshe folc
. . was hersum godes hese. c nog LAY. 19393 He haehte his
cnihtes leoue beon haersume [1275 horsom] Lo5e. 13. . Caw.
ff Gr. Knt. 932 To be hersum euensong of be hy3e tyde.
Hence fHe'rsnmlecff (mod.type *hearsomledge),

t He'rsumnesse, obedience.

topo tr. Bxda's Hist. v. xxii[i], (1891) 478 Ealle bas mx^be
. .jr^belbolde Mercna cyninge in hyrsumnesse under beodde
seondon. a 1175 Cott. Horn. 223 Mid edmodnisse and mid
hersammsse. 1175 Lamb. Horn. 107 ?if be Junge bi8
butan hersumnesse. c 1200 ORMIN 2521 All full off halij
mahhtess, Off herrsummleccg, off rihhtwisleccg. c 1205 LAY.
29731 Austin. .hehte heom comen. .& don him hersumnesse.

t Hea-rsum, he-rsxuu, v. Obs. Forms : i

h6ar-,h^T-,h6rsumian, 2-3 hersumien, -sumen.
[OE. hler-, hearsumian = OHG. hdrsamSn ; f.

hiersum adj. : see prec.] trans. To obey, be
obedient to ; to revere. (In OE. with dative.)
coca tr. Bxda's Hist. n. vi. (1890) 116 Hwaeore he. .baem

godcundan bebodum beowode ond hearsumede. c xooo Ags.
Gosf>. Matt. viii. 27 Windas and see him hyrsumiaS [Nation
G. her-], c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 1 1 Hine Je scule wurf>ian and
hersumen. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 249 [He] hereSand hersumeS
seheliche schaftes.

Heart (bait), sb. Forms: 1-3 heorte, 3-6
herte, 4-6 harte, 4-7 hert, hart, 6- heart.

(Also i north, hearta, 2-3 horte, hierte, 3 Orm.
heorrte, herrte, 3-4 s.w. hurte, 4 huerte, ert,

4-6 hertte, hartt, herth, 6 hearte, 6-7 Sc. hairt).

[Com. Teut. : OE. heorte (Northumb. hearta) =
OFris. herte, hirle, OS. herta (MLG. herte, MDu.
hertte, hai1(e, Du. hart), OHG. herza (MHG.

159

Iterze, Ger. hen), ON. hjarta (Sw. hjerta, Da.
hjcrte), Goth, hairtd :-OTeut. *herlon-\ orig. a
weak neuler, which became in OE. and OFris.
a weak fern., in MLG. and MDu. fern, or neuter.

Radically related to L. a-, cord-, Gr. xapS-ia,
xpaS-ia (also KTJP from i;p5-) ; Olr. cride, Lith.

szird-is, OSlav. cpT,,Tl>ue sriitt-tse,vpi-i$>a srii<tf-tsc

(Russ. serd-tse. Boh. srd-ce] heart
; root kenl-, krd-.]

General arrangement. I. The simple word. * The bodily
organ, its function, etc., 1-4.

** As the seat of feeling, etc.,

5-13.
* ** Put for the person, 14-16.

****
Something

having a central position, 17-10.
***** The vital part or

principle, 20-22. Something of the shape of a heart.
23~3: H. Phrases. * With governing preposition, 31-39.** With verb and preposition, 40-44.

*** With governing
I verb, 45-49.

* ** With another noun, 50-52.
*****

In ex-

clamations, 53.
'*** Proverbial phrases, 54. III.

Attributive uses and Combinations, 55-56.

I. The simple word. * The bodily organ, its

function, region, etc.

1. The hollow muscular or otherwise contractile

organ which, by its dilatation and contraction,

keeps up the circulation of the blood in the vas-
cular system of an animal,
r 1000 Sax. Leechd. III. 42 Gif bin heorte ace. cnjs'

Lamb. Horn. 121 Hewes..mid speres orde to bere heorte
istungen. a 1300 K. Horn 872 He smpt him burej be herte.

1383 WVCLIF 2 Kings ix. 24 The arewe is sent out thoru} his
hert. c 1440 Promp. Print. 237/2 Hert, ynwarde parte of a
beste. 1483 Cat/i. Angl. 177/1 A Harte, cor, cordialis, cor-
ciilum. 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VI, 183 [He] stacke the
erle to y" hart with his dagger. 1548-77 VICARY Anat. vii.

(1888) 56 The Hart . . is the principal of al other members,
and the beginning of life. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. i. i. 140, 1 send
it through the Riuers of your blood Euen to the Court, the
Heart. 1615 CROOKE Body of Man 357 The vse of this

: Mediastinum or bound-hedge is first to hold the hart vp
suspended. 1664 POWER Exp. Philos, 58 Perfect Animals
have an incessant motion of their Heart, and Circulation of
their Bloud. iSia Morn. Chron. in Examiner 25 May
336/2 After the body of Bellingham was opened, it was

1 noticed that his heart continued to perform its functions ..

for four hours. 1841-71 T. R. JONES Anim. Kingd. (ed. 4)
556 A heart is present in all the Brachiopoda. 1872 MIVART
Elem. Anat. i. 4 The Heart . . is rhythmically contractible
and propulsive. 1887 H. S. CUNNINGHAM Caruleans 1. 145

I

Camillas heart went pit-a-pat. 1897 MARY KINGSLEY W.
Africa 297, 1 saw a sight that made my heart stand still.

jig. a i8aa SHELLEY Ode to Heaven 44 Drops which
Nature's mighty heart Drives through thinnest veins. 184*
TENNYSON Locksley Hall 140 Tho' the deep heart of exist-
ence beat for ever like a boy's. 1866 LONGF. Killed at
Ford i, The heart of honor, the tongue of truth.

b. Right (left) heart, the right (or left) side of
the heart. Smoker's heart, a disordered condition
of the heart due to excessive tobacco-smoking.
1886 Casselfs Fam. Mag. Nov. 722 Those who suffer from

chronic rheumatism have often weak right hearts. 1888
Science (N. Y.I 9 Nov. 223/2 The frequent existence ofwhat
is known as *

smoker's heart
'
in men whose health is in no

other respect disturbed.

2. Considered as the centre of vital functions :

the seat of life ; the vital part or principle ; hence
in some phrases = life. Obs. or arch.

815 Vest. Psalter xxi[i). 27 HerjaS dryhten oa soecaS
hine leofacT heorte heara in weoruld weorulde. a 1395 Prose
Psatterciii[i].is And wyn glade mannes hert. 1381 WYCLIF
f's. ci[i]. 5, I am smyten as hei}, and myn herte driede. 1382

Gen. xviii. 5, 1 shal sett a morsel of breed, and ?oure herte
be coumfortid. 1535 COVERDALE Ibid., A morsell of bred,
to comforte youre hertes withall. 1548 HALL Chron.,
Edvi. IV, 213 Commaundyng, upon pein of the harte, that
no man should once passe the sea with hym. c 1601 SIR C.
HATTON in Hatton Corr. (18781 2 Beecause hee hath nothinge
deerer then his harte. 1611 BIBLE Ps. civ. 15 Bread which
strengtheneth man's heart, a. 1618 RALEIGH Lett. (1651) 109
That the King (though I were not pardoned) had granted
my heart under the Great Seal. 1743 BULKELEY& CUMMINS
Voy. S. Seas 97 Desiring no more than to go off Heart in
Hand from this Place to the Southward. [1871 Speaker's
Comment. Gen. xviii. 5 The heart considered as the centre
of vital functions, is put by the Hebrews for the life itself.

To support the heart therefore is to refresh the whole vital

powers and functions.]

3. transf. The region of the heart ; breast, bosom.
c 1450 HOLLAND Hmilat 477 He. .it hyng About his hals

full hende, and on his awne hart. 1535 COVERD. Exod. xxviii.

29 Thus shall Aaron beare the names in y8
brestlappe of judg-

ment vpon his hert. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. vi. 26 He . . ever
held his hand upon his hart. 1592 SHAKS. Ram. ff J-ul. in.
v. 192 Lay hand on heart, aduise. 1611 BIBLE Exod. xxviii.

30 The Urim and the Thummim. .shall bee vpon Aarons
heart, when he goeth in before the Lord. 1717 POPE Elo'isa

123 Let me. .Pant on thy lip, and to thy heart be press'd.
1887 H. S. CUNNINGHAM C&ruleans II. 226 He pressed her
to his heart.

b. Hence inyiff. expressions.
1886 DOWDEN Shelley I. vi. 280 Godwin.. had indeed taken

the young disciple to his heart. 1887 EDNA LYALL Knt.-
Errant xviii. 162 He hugged his old conviction to his heart.

4. The stomach. Obs. or dial. Chiefly in phr.
next the heart : on an empty stomach, fasting (obs.
or dial.). Cf. Fr. avoir mal au cceur: to be sick

(bilious).
1541 UDALL Erasm. Apoph. (1877) 359 (D.) A newe founde

diete, to drink wine in the morning nexte the harte. 1589
COGAN Haven Health (1636) 189, I have knowne some
maidens to drinke vineger next their heart to abate their
colour. 1647 R. STAPYLTON Juvenal vi. 637 (D.) The
Romans held it ominous to see a Blackamopre next their
hearts in a morning. 1674 R. GODFREY //. ffAb. Physic
116 So much is it the mode still to call the Stomach the
Heart, that people frequently say their Hearts were at

HEART.
their Mouths, when on a sudden fright or surprisal then
Stomach's have been mov'd. n 1825 FORBY I'oc. E. A'iglia,
Heart, the stomach. 'A pain at the heart' means the
stomach-ache.

** As the seat of feeling^ understanding, and
thought.
6. =MIND, in the widest sense, including the

functions of feeling, volition, and intellect.

cSjs I'esf. Psalter Ixxx. 13 [Ixxxi. 12] Ne forleort hie
efter lustum heortan heara. c 1000 Ags. Gasp. Luke ii. 51
His modor ^eheold ealle Jms word, on hyre heortan smea-
gende. 1175 Lamb. Horn. 25 He sei5 miS J>a mu3e ^et
nis naut in his heorte. a 1115 Leg. Kath. 2142 Do nu
penne hihendliche |>at tu hauest on heorte. 1390 GOWER
Conf. II. 225 His hert and tunge must accorde. 1558KNOX First Blast (Arb.) 36 A principle, .depelie printed in
the hart of man. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. in. i. 257 His Heart's
his Mouth; What his Brest forges, that his Tongue must
vent. 1611 BIBLE i Kings viii. 18 Thou diddest well that it

was in thine heart. 1635 SANDERSON Sertn. 1 1. 306 The heart
..is.. very often in Scripture, .taken more largely, so as to
comprehend the whole soul, in all its faculties, as well the
apprehensive as the appetitive ; and consequently taketh in
the thoughts, as well as the desires, of the soul 1720
BUTLER Senn., Love Neighbour Wks. 1874 II. 150 The
whole system, as I may speak, of affections (including
rationality), which constitute the heart, as this word is used
in Scripture and on moral subjects. 1886 H. CONWAY Living
orDead II. ix. 180 Capable of any villainy that the heart of
man could devise.

b. In this relation spoken of as having ears,

eyes, etc., meaning those faculties of the mind,
understanding, or emotional nature, that have some
analogy to these bodily organs. Cf. heart ofkeart(s.
c 1025 Rule Si. Benet (Logeman) i Ahyld eare heortan

Hnre. c 1200 ORMIN 3899 WibJ> innwarrd heorrtess tunge.
1230 HaliMeid. 3 Opene to vnderstonde

heorte. c 1400 Apol. Loll.

hert, he schuld vnderstond

ehne of
eeris and een of his

. 1604 Act i Jos. /, c. i

Vpon the knees of our hearts to agnize our most constant
faith, obedience and loyaltie to your Maiestie. 1620 SIR T.
MATTHEWS tr. St. Angitstinc's Confess, i. v, Behould the
eares of my hart, are set before thee

; open thou them,O Lord. 1735-8 BOLINGBROKE On Parties 13 The Parlia-
ment acknowledged, on the Knees of their Hearts (such was
the Cant of the Age) the indubitable Right, by which . . the
Crown descended to Him.
6. The seat of one's inmost thoughts and secret

feelings ; one's inmost being ; the depths of the
soul ; the soul, the spirit.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xii. 34 Soblice of baere heortan

willan se mu^ spicb. a 1300 Cursor M. 43 Vr dedis fro vr
hert tas rote. 1382 WYCLIF Matt. xii. 34 Sothely the mouth
spekith of thegrete plente of the herte. 1508 DUNBAR Tua
Mariit IVemen 162, I sail a ragment reveil fra (the] rule of
my hert. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk, Com. Prayer Communion,
Vnto whom all hartes bee open. 1580 HOLLYBAND Treas.
Fr. Tang, Centre son cuettr, dissemblingly, or against his
heart. 1611 BIBLE Jitdg. v. 16 For the diuisions ofReuben
there were great searchings of heart. 1627-8 FELTHAM
Resolves (1636) 366 Rather than have poured out his heart
with such indiscretion. 179^ MANN in Lett. Lit. Men
(Camden) 440 Excuse my laying my heart open to you and
exposing my feelings as they are. 1886 BARING-GOULD Crt.

Royal xviii. I. 283, I like you to speak out of your heart

freshly what you think.

b. Double heart, two hearts : phrases indicating
duplicity orinsincerity; see DOUBLED. 5, and cf. 51 b.

1382 WYCLIF i Chron. xii. 33 Fyfty thousand camen in to

help, not in double hert. 1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad.
n. Ep. to Rdr. 4 Men of two harts, or of a double heart. x6ix

[see 51 b].

7. Intent, will, purpose, inclination, desire. Obs.

exc. in phr. after one's own heart.

^825 Vesp. Psalter xix. (xx.) 4 Selle 5e dryhten efter hoortan
Sinre. c 1175 Lamb. Hont.

3
Heo urnen on-3ein him . . mid

godere heorte and summe mid ufele beonke. c 1290 .V. Eng.
Leg.l. 10/330 Mucheajein heore heorte it was. I387TREVISA
Higden (Rolls) VI. 437 He hadde be money a^enst herte.

(-1470 HENRY Wallace i. 386 Waith suld be delt, in all

place,
with fre hart, c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) in. 47 Now

nave I told yow my hart. 1535 COVERDALE i Sam. xiii. 14
The Lorde hath soughte him out a man after his owne hert.

1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 200 Mawgre the heart and minde
of all his Barons. 1584 R. SCOT Discov. Witchcr. xv. v.

(1886) 330 They.. may be forced to yeeld in
spijjht

of their

harts. 1883 MRS. HUNGERFORD Rossmoyne \. vi. 120, I am
going to give you a mission after your own heart.

t 8. Disposition, temperament, character. Obs.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 384 Auh swote and schir heorte is god

to alle Binges. 1307 Elegy Ediv. /, i, Alle that beoth of
huerte trewe. 1402 HOCCLEVE Let. o/Citpid 36 Fful herd

yt is to know a manys hert. c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes of
Aymon ix. 205 They had the herte so fell that they wolde
take none amendes. 1548 HALL Chron., Hen, VII, 40 To
whom at the fyrst he shewed his good hart. 1599 SHAKS.
Much Ado n. i. 324 In faith Lady you haue a merry heart.

1603 Meas. for M. v. i. 389 Not changing heart with
habit. 1611 BIBLE Ecclus. hi. 27 An obstinate heart shall

be laden with sorrowes.

9. The seat of the emotions generally ; the emo-
tional nature, as distinguished from the intellectual

nature placed in the head.
In earlier use often referring to the physical organ; in

later mostly./^.
Beowulf (Z.) 2463 Heortan

sprge. c 1050 Byrhtferttis
HandbocmAngtiaVHl. 317 Him maex beon be glsedrehis
heorte. ^1275 Passion Our Lord 6 in O. E, Misc. 37
Heore heorten weren so colde. c 1350 Leg. Rood (1871) 88

Vp he rase with hert ful light. 1413 Pilgr. nrir(GuitOB)
I. iii. (1859) 4 Tk syght . . gladyd moche my harte. 1548
LATIMER Ploughers (Arb.) 20 Breakynge their stonie hertes.

1596 SHAKS. Merch. V. HI. ii. 64 Tell me where is fancie

bred, Or in the heart, or in the head, c 1600 Sonn. xlvi
Mine eye and heart are at a mortal war How to divide



HEART.
the conquest of thy sight, a 1700 DRYDEN tr. Ovid's Art
Love i. Wks. 1808 XII. 252 Tears will pierce

a heart of ada-

mant. 1735 POPE Ep. Lady 250 To raise the Thought, and
touch the Heart be thine ! 1784 COWPER Tiroc. 897 One com-
fort yet shall cheer thine aged heart. 1824 SCOTT St. Return*3

xvi, With zeal honourable to his heart and head. 1867
TROLLOPS Chron. Barset II. 1. 71 Her heart was too full to

speak. 1884 OUIDA P'cess Napraxine vi. (i8861 67 In her

it was a thirst of the mind, in him it was a hunger of the

heart. 1886 H. CONWAY Living or Dead II. ix. 193 If the

man had a soft place in his heart I felt sure I was finding it.

f b. The feeling or sentiment which one has in

regard to a thing. Obs.

1596 SHAKS. Merck. V. i. ii. 141 If I could bid the fift

welcome with so good heart as I can bid the other foure

farewell, I should DC glad of his approach. 1603 KNOI.LES
Hist. Turks (1621) 356 Above others, his heart was greatest

against the Hungarians.

10. More particularly, The seat of love or affec-

tion, as in many fig. phrases: to give, lose one's

heart (to), to have, obtain, gain a person's heart.

Hence = Affection, love, devotion. Near, nearest.

one's heart, close or closest to one's affection.

1175 Lamb. Horn. 5 We sulen habben ure heorte and
habben godne ileafe to ure drihten. 1297 R. GLOUC. (1724)

24 Kyng Locryne's herte was al clene vp hire y went . . [ Hej
tho^te hire to spouse, so ys herte to hire droj. c 1330 R.
BRUNNE Ckron. (1810) 253 Sir Edward . . His herte gaf tille

dame Blanche, if hirwille wer berto. 138* WYCLIF Prov.
xxiii. 26 Gif, sone myn, thin herte to me. c 1450 Merlin 24
So hadde Vortiger the hertys of the peple. 1590 SPENSER
F. Q. i. xii. 40 Thrise happy man . . Possessed of his Ladies
hart and hand. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. in. i. 65 The verie instant

that I saw you, did My heart flie to your seruice. 1676
WYCHERLEY PI. Dealer n. i. (1735* 43,

1 have an Ambition. .

of losing my Heart before such a fair Enemy. 1711 ADDISON

Spect. No. 18 F 4 The Lover. .gained the Heart of his

Princess. 1881 EDNA LYALL We Two xxv, Lady Caroline

will quite lose her heart to you. 1886 BARING-GOULD Crt.

AVr/x xxiii, II. 195 In matters of the heart. . I am confused.

1887 EDNA LYALL Knt.-Errant ix. 69 She. .won all hearts.

1888 BURGON Lives 12 Gd. Mett I. Pref. 28 Important for the

cause which was nearest to his heart.

b. Kindly feeling ; cordiality, heartiness, rare.

a 1656 Bp. HALL Life in Sat. (1824) p. Iv, His welcome to

Waltham could not but want much of his heart without
me. 18*7 SCOTT Jrnl. 7 Mar., I must say, too, there was
a heart, a kindly feeling prevailed over the party.

C. Susceptibility to the higher emotions ;
sensi-

bility or tenderness for others ; feeling. (Often

qualified by indef. article or no,}

1735 POPE Ep. Lady 159 With ev'ry pleasing, ev'ry prudent
part, Say, what can Chloe want? She wants a Heart.

1839 C. L. H. PEPF.NDIEK Crt. Time Q. Charlotte (1887) II.

55 A total want of heart or filial affection, a. 1845 HOOD
Lady's Dreatn xvi, But evil is wrought by want ofThought,
As well as want of Heart ! 1847 TENNYSON Princ. vi. 218
Our Ida has a heart. 1886 MRS. ALEXANDER By Woman's
Wit II. viii. 266 Which would have been pain and humilia-
tion to a woman of real heart and delicacy.

11. The seat of courage ; hence, Courage, spirit.

Especially in to pluck up, gather, keep (KJ*\ lose

heart. See also 48, 49, to have the heart, take h.

c 8*5 Vesp. Psalter cxi[i], 8 Getrymed is heorte his. a 1000
Csedmotfs Gen. 2348 (Gr.) Heortan strange. 1250 Gen. $
Ex. 3253 On and on kin, als herte hem cam, Sat folc

ilc in his wei3e nam. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce i. 28 King
Robert . . That hardy wes off hart and hand. 1390 GOWER
Conf. II. 12 He hath the sore, which no man heleth, The
whiche is

cleped
lacke of herte. a 1400-50 Alexander 470

'

Nay *, quod be comly kyng
' cache vp b'ine hert

'

'45
W. SOMNER in Four C. Eng. Lett. 4 Thanne his herte

faylyd him. 1481 CAXTON Godfrey cxlix. 221 They ran on
them with grete herte, and slewe them som of them. 1530
PALSGR. 661/2 Plucke up thy herte, man. thou shake be set

at large to morowe. 1596 SPENSER State Irel. (Globe) 659
To give harte and encouradgemen t to all such bold re bells.

1607 SHAKS. Cor. \\. iii. 212 Why, had your Bodyes No
heart among you? a 1700 DRYDEN Hector fy Androm. 48
Thy dauntless heart . . will urge thee to thy fate. 1776
BURKE Corr. (1844) !' I07 ^*ou have, however, heart to the
last. 1850 MERIVALE Rom. Emp. (1865) I. x. 435 The
Germans Tost heart. 1863 MRS. GASKELL Sylvia's L. 1 1877)
247 Now, good-by . . and keep a good heart. 1867 FREEMAN
Norni.Conq. I. v. 376 ./Ethelred seems to have plucked up a
little heart. i88 Sat. Rev. 24 ^Jan. 103/2 Its younger
members, if brainless, are not without heart and"^ pluck.
1886 F. L. SHAW Col. Cheswick's Camp. II. i. 14 You put
heart into me again.

b. The source of ardour, enthusiasm, or energy.
So to have one's heart in^ put one's h. into ; a thing) .

1780 MAD. D'ARBLAY Lett. 22 Jan., I have so little heart
in the affair, that I have now again quite dropped it. 1853
LYTTON My Navel \. xii, His whole heart was in the game.
1886 MRS. LYNN LINTON Paston Carew I. x. 181 A man
who puts his heart into all he does.

12. The seat of the mental or intellectual facul-

ties. Often = understanding, intellect, mind, and
(less commonly

1

! memory, arch. exc. in phrase by
heart: aee 32.
cott Lindisf. Gosp. lohn xii. 40 Ofblindade e^o hiora &

onstioade hiora hearta pste ne jeseaS mi$eum & ongeattaS
mid hearta. 1175 Lamb. Horn. 121 J>e deofel ablende
heore heortan J>et heo ne cunnan icnawen ure helend.
a. 1200 Moral Ode 285 Ne mai non heorte it benche, ne no
tunge ne can telle. c 1300 Beket 1190 His hurte him ?af
that hit was he. 1415 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 85/1 As free mak
I the, as hert may thynk, or eygh may see. 1576 GASCOIGNESteeU Gl. (Arb.) 50 And me they found . . Whose harme-
lesse hart, perceivde not their deceipt. 1602 SHAKS. Ham.
i.v. 121 Would heart ofman once think it? 1611 BIBI.K Hosea
vii. ii Ephraim is like a silly dove without heart [i88</f.K
understanding]. - Luke xxiv. 25 O fooles, and slow of
heart to beleeue all that the Prophets haue spoken.

160

13. The moral sense, conscience. Now only in

phrase my (his, etc.) heart smote me (him, etc.).

1382 WYCI.IF 2 A;. xxiv. 10 Forsothe the herte of Dauid
smoot hyra, aftir that the puple is noumbred. 1382
i John iii. 20 For if oure herte shal reproue us, God is more
than oure herte. a 1690, LADY HALKETT Aittobiog. (1875) 3
That my owne Hart cannott challenge mee.

*** Putfor the person.
14. Used as a term of endearment, often qualified

by dear, sweet (see SWEETHEART}, etc. ; chiefly in

addressing a person.
CZ305 St. Kenelm 142 in E, E. P. (1862^ 51 Alias, heo

seide . . pat mie child, mie swete hurte, scholde such bing

bitjde,
* 1350 Will. Palertie 1649 Whi so, mi dere hert?

Ibid. 1655 Mi hony, mi hert, al hoi bou me makest. ^1374
CHAVCER Compl. >1fars 138 Alas whan shall I mete yow,

j-j-. - 1553 UDALL Royster D. \. iii. {Arb.) 25 Howe dothe

sweete Custance, my heart of gold, tell me how ? 1676 BEALE
Pocket-bk. *m H. Walpole Virtue's Anted. Paint. (1786)
III. 139 My dear heart and self and son Charles saw at

Mr. Walton's the lady Carnarvon's picture. 1677 Epist. to

Yng. Maidens, Sweet Hearts. .1 have.. composed this little

Book, as a Rich Storehouse for you. 1719 HAMILTON Ep. to

Ramsay 24 July x, Do not mistake me, dearest heart. 1853
TENNYSON Maud i. xvin. viii, Dear heart, I feel with thee

the drowsy spell.

fb. Dear heart*, a boon companion. Obs.

1663 DRYDEN Wild Gallant \. i, He's one of your Dear
Hearts, a debauchee. Ibid. \\. i, That you were one of the

errantest Cowards in Christendom, though you went for

one of the dear Hearts.

15. As a term of appreciation or commendation :

Man of courage or spirit. Often in nautical lan-

guage : cf HEARTY C. 2.

c 1500 Melusine xxi. 141 Whan the noble hertes herde hym
saye thoo wordes they held it to grete wysedome of hym.
1600 NASHE Summer's Last Will Wks. (1883-4) VI. 104
What cheere, what cheere, my hearts? 1610 SHAKS. Temp.
i. i. 6 Heigh my hearts, cheereljr, cheerely my harts. 1627
CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Grant, xiii. 61 Courage my hearts for

a fresh charge. 1684 MERITON/VOW Yorksh. Ale (1697) 14
Come here my Hearts, Said he. 1780 COWPER Table T. 23
History . . Tells of a few stout hearts that fought and died.

a 1845 HOODSform iv, Come, my hearts, be stout and bold.

1863 K.INGSI.EY Water-Bab, vii, They were all true English
hearts ; and they came to their end like good knights-errant.

b. Hearts of Steel', the name of an agrarian

organization formed by the Protestant tenants in

Ulster in 1770.
1772 Petition in Froude Irel. i8M C. v. ii. (1881) II. 133

It is not wanton folly that prompts us to be Hearts of Steel,
but the weight of oppression. 1780 A. YOUNG Tour Irel. I.

217 The hearts of steel lasted 3 years ; began in 1770 against
rents and tythes. 1807 VANCOUVER Agric. Devon (1813) 468

just broken out.

f 16. As a term of compassion : Poor heart ! (cf.

poor soul) poor body}. Obs.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. I', 11. i. 123 A poore heart, hee is so
sliak d of a burning quotidian Tertian. 1668 PEPYS Diary
27 Dec., My wife and I fell out a little . . she cried, poor
heart 1 which I was troubled for. 1682 BUNYAN Holy War
(Cassell) 91 Wherefore the town of Mansoul (poor hearts !)

understood him not. 1749 FIELDING Toin Jones xi. ii, The
poor little heart looked so piteous, when she sat down.

****
Something having a central position.

17. The innermost or central part of anything ;

the centre, middle.
a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. viii. 31 That ys in heovene hert

in-hyde. a 13,25 Prose Psalter xlv[i]. 2 pe mounteins shul
be born in-to pe hert of be see. 1530 PALSGR. 34 The herte

of Fraunce. 1581 MULCASTER Positions xl. (1887) 228 In
the hart of a great towne. 1658 COKAINE To W. Dugda.lt
Poems 112 Our Warwick-shire the Heart of England is.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk $ Selv. 71 A bore through the heart

or centre of the earth. 1722 DE FOE Plague (1884) 30 The
Heart of the City. 1855 C. BRONTE Villette vi. 44, I got
into the heart of city life. 1871 L. STEPHEN Playgr. Europe
v, We soon found ourselves in the very heart of the glacier.

b. The part of any time or season when its char-

acter becomes most intense (usually the middle

part) ; the height, depth.
1764 Mem. G. Psalmanazar 168 To send me away in the

heart of a severe winter. 1844 DISRAELI Coningsby vm. i,

It was the heart of the London season.

18. esp. A central part of distinct conformation

or character, as a. The pith of wood, the white

tender part of a cabbage or the like, the core of

an apple, etc., the receptacle or other central part
of a flower ; b. The central strand of a hawser-

laid rope, round which the other strands are

twisted ; C. The central solid portion or core of a

twisted column (Knight Diet. Mech. 1875).
1578 LYTE Dodoens in. Ixi. 402 The Roote. .hauingin the

middle a little white, the whiche men call the Harte of Os-
munde. 1596 SHAKS. Merck. F.i.ui. 102 A goodly apple rot-

ten at the heart 1681 W. ROBERTSON Phrased. Gen. (1693)

715 The heart or pith of a tree, medulla. 1707 Curios, in

Huso. <y Card. 45 A Flower is compos'd of. .the Cup . . the

Leaves, and the Heart. 1841 Penny Cycl. XX. 155/2 Ropes
formed in the most common manner, with three strands, do
not require a heart, or central strand. 1866 Treas. Bot.

166/1 Cabbage . . eaten in a young state . . before the heart
has become firm and hard. Ibid. 166/2 The heart, or middle

part of the plant [Large-ribbed Cabbage] has. .been found

very delicate. 1875 BEDFORD .Sailor's Packet I>k. x. ed. 2)

360 Shroud-laid rope, 4 strands and a heart.

HEART.

19. spec. The solid central part of n. tree without

sap or alburnum. Cf. HEABTWOOD.
c 1400 M.\UNDEv.(Roxb.) i.\. 35 Treesse ..failed in baire hertes
and become nolle within. 1523 FITZHERB. Httsb, 126 Get
the stakes of the hert of oke. 1577 B. GOOGK Heresbach's
Husb. ii. (1586,1 103 The Elme. .(as it is all hart) it maketh
good tymber. 1659 WILLSFORD Scales Comni., Archit. 16,

3 kinds, viz. heart of Oak, sap and Deal lath. 1760 New
Song in Universal Mag. Mar. 152 Heart of oak are our

ships, heart of oak are our men.
b. Hence fig. Heart of oak: a stout, courageous

spirit ;
a man of courage or valour; a man of sterling

quality, capable of resistance or endurance. (Cf.
K. e<znr cTor\ also sense 15.) Also attrib.

1609 Old Meg of Herefordsh. (N.), Yonkers that have
hearts of oake at fourescore yeares. 1691 WOOD Ath. Oxon.
II. 221 He was . . a heart of oke, and a pillar of the Land.

1760 [see 19], 1833 TENNYSON Buon tif>arte i He thought to

quell the stubborn hearts of oak. 1870 DICKENS E. Drood
xii, A nation of hearts of oak. 1895 Q. Rev. Oct. 320
Thrashers, Whiteboys, Heart-of-Oak-boys . . and other off-

spring of agrarian and political discontent
***** The vitalparf or principle.
20. The vital, essential, or efficacious part ;

es-

sence. (Often combined with other notions.)
f J533 LATIMER Strm.

<$ Rein. (1845) 237 God looketh not
to the work of

praying^ but to the heart of the prayer. 1598
SHAKS. Merry W. n. n. 233 Now (Sir John) here is the heart
of my purpose. 1653 BAXTER A/et/t. Peace Consc. 44 The
Heart of saving faith is this Acceptance of Christ. 1840
MRS. BROWNING Drama Exile Poems 1844 I. 52 And from
the top of sense, looked over sense, To the significance and
heart of things. 1871 DARWIN Life % Lett. (1887) III. 147
Mr. Huxley's unrivalled power in tearing the heart out of
a book. 1889 JESSOPP Cowing ofFriars iii. 122 The church
of a monastery was the heart of the place.
21. Of land, etc. ; Strength, fertility ; capacity

to produce or effect what is required of it
;

'

proof*

(of grass, etc.). In (good^ strong^ etc.) heart : in

prime condition. Out ofheart : in poor condition,

unproductive.
1573 Tt'ssER Husb. xix. (1878) 49 Land out of hart, Makes

thistles a number foorthwith to vpstart. 1594 PIJVT Jewell-
ho. i. 59 A fruitful! molde, and such as giueth hart vnto the
earth. 1620 MARKHAM Farew. Hnsb. u. xi. (1668) 49 This
..shall maintain and keep the earth in good heart. 1649
BLITHE Eng.Improv. Impr. (1653) 139 To Till it forth ofheart
is just as ifyou work an Ox off his legs. 1697 DRYDEN / 'irg.

Georg. i. 108 That the spent Earth may gainer heart again.

1704 SWIFT Bait. Bks. Misc. (1711) 231 Their Horses

large, but extreamely out of Case and Heart. 1727-51
CHAMBERS Cycl. s.y. Hops, If the hops be in good heart,

manuring and pruning is most adviseable. 1805 FORSYTH
Beauties Scotl. I. 263 The soil being kept in heart, or rich
. .by superior agriculture. 1807 VANCOUVER Agric. Devon
(1813) 212 The produce of upland hay varies according to
the season, the heart, and condition, the land may be in,

1856 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XVII. H. 528 Such grass affords,
as the farmers say,

' no heart
' ' no proof* in it. 1895 W.

RYE Ibid. Mar. 5 In 1787 the heart of the land was so im-

proved that Coke began to sow wheat.

b. Hence, generally, In heart : in good or sound
condition.
1626 BACON Sylva 305 The Lees..keepe the Drinke in

Heart, and make it lasting. 1703 Art fy Myst. I'intners n
The Lee, tho* it makes the Liquor turbid, doth yet keep
the Wine in heart.

22. The best, choicest, or most important part.
1589 COGAN Haven Health cxcy. (1636) 179 Creame. .is in-

deed the very head or heart of Milke. 1603 KNOLLES Hist.
Turks 11621) 528 To deliver into his power the castle with
the heart of the citizens.

******
Something of the shape of a heart.

23. A figure or representation of the human
heart ; esp. a conventionalized symmetrical figure
formed of two similar curves meeting in a point
at one end and a cusp at the other. Also, an object,
as a jewel or ornament, in the shape of a heart.

1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 35 The seid broche herte of

gold to be hange, naylyd, and festnyd vpon the shryne.
1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. 17, 111. ii. 107, I tooke a costly lewell
from my necke, A Hart it was bound in with Diamonds.
1720 MRS. MANLEY Power of Love i.

'1741) 20 The Justs
ended with his receiving a Heart of Diamonds from the
Dutchess. 1766 PORNY Heraldry (1787) 150 A Man's Heart
Gules, within two equilateral triangles braced Sable. 1828 40
BERRY Ettcycl. Her., Hearts are. .met with in coat-armour,
borne in several ways. 1834 L. RITCHIE li'and. by Seine 104
At the foot of the tomb was another heart in white marble.

24. A playing card bearing one or more conven-
tionalized figures of a heart ; one of the suit marked
with such figures ; //. the suit of such cards.

1529 LATIMER ist Serm. on Card (1886) 27 Now turn up
your trump, your heart (hearts is trump, as I said before),
and cast your trump, your heart, on this card. 1599 Hist.

Pope Joan A j b in Singer Hist, Cards 259 Like the ace of
hearts at Mawe. 1648 HERRICK Hester., Qberon's Palace

(1869) 177 With peeps of hearts, of club and spade. 1713-14
POPE Rape Lock in. 79 Clubs, diamonds, hearts, in wild dis-

order seen. Mod. I couldn't follow suit; I hadn't got a heart.

t 25. The sole of a horse's foot. Obs.

1523 KITZHERB. Hnsb. loo Morfounde . . appereth vnder
the houe in the hert of the fote. 1737 BRACKEN Farriery
finpr. (1757) II. 210 He has got a Prick thro' the Sole or

Heart of the Foot (as it is called).

26. Naul. A triangular wooden block pierced
with one large hole through which a lanyard is

reeved, used for extending the stays ;
a kind of

dead-eye.
1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine, Heart, a peculiar sort of

dead-eye, somewhat resembling the shape of a heart . . only
furnished with one large hole in the middle, wherea^ the
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common dead-eyes have always three holes. 1804 A. DUNCAN
Mariners Chron. Pref. 17. 1882 NAHKS Seamanship (ed. 6)

37 Lanyards, rove through iron-bound hearts.

27. Mack. A heart-shaped wheel or cam used for

converting a rotary into a reciprocating motion.

1875 in KNIGHT Diet. Meek.

28. Short for heart-shell (see 56).
1750 R. POCOCKE Trot', (1888) 153, I found in the Quarries

several of those bivalve petrifyed shells, call'd hearts.

29. Short for heart-net (see 56 .

30. In names of trees and plants.
Black'heart) lVhite-heart> varieties of cultivated Cherry

(see BLACK a. 19, WHITE J. Bleeding-heart (see BLEEDING
ppl. a. 5). Floating heart, an American name for Lint-
nanthemiim (Trgas. Bot. 1866).

1664 EVELYN Kal.Hort. (1720) 219 Black Cherry, Morellos,
Black Heart, all good. 1803 J. ABERCROMBIE Ei'. Man his
own Gardener (ed. 17) 674/1 Cherries. .White heart, Black

heart, Bleeding heart.

II. Phrases.
* With governingpreposition.

31. At heart. In one's inmost thoughts or feel-

ings ; in one's actual character or disposition ;
in-

wardly, secretly ;
at bottom

;
in reality.

1735 POPE Ep. Lady 216 But every Woman is at heart a
Rake. 1780 COWPER Table T. 191 Patriots, who love good
places at their hearts. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. II. 222
It was certain that the King at heart preferred the Church-
men to the Puritans, 1855 /&#. xii. II I. 153 Rice was charged
to tell James that Mountjpy was a traitor at heart. 1855
PRESCOTT Philip //, n. viii. (1857) 296 One cannot doubt
that Philip was at heart an inquisitor.
32. By heart. In the memory; from memory;

by rote ; so as to be able to repeat or write out

correctly what has been learnt. Cf. Y.par eceur.
c 1374 CHAUCER TroyIns v. 1494 She told ek al be pro-

phesies by herte. 15*8 GARDINER in Pocock Rec. Ref. 1. 1.

103 [We] rehearsed by heart the chapter Veniens. 1573-80
BARET A Iv. H 202 To learne by harte, or without booke . . To
say by harte. 1645 FULLER Good Th, in Bad T. (1841) 15,
I had said them [prayers] rather by heart than with my
heart. 1682 WHELER Joitrn. Greece v. 367 The Tragedians
gat their Plays by heart. 1709 PRIOR Hans Carvel 13
Whole Tragedies she had by Heart. 1739 CHESTERF. Lett.

(1792) I. xliii. 138 Pray get these verses by heart against the
time I see you. 1885 Law Times LXXIX. 339/2 Few
lawyers know by heart the complicated statutes relating to
Church matters.

f33. JFor one's heart. For one's life
;
to save

one's life. See FOB prep. A. 9 c. Obs.

34. From one's heart. Out of the depths of
one's soul ; with the sincerest or deepest feeling.
1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. n. 93 And wee know

. . that hee speakes from his heart. 1651 SIR E. NICHOLAS
in N. Papers 'Camden> I. 249, I wish from my hart Mr.
Attorney had come away. 1665 BOYLE Occas. ReJJ. HI. vi.

(1845) I 59 ^ n such kind of Sermons, there is little spoken,
either from the Heart, or to the Heart. 1840 CARLYLE
Heroes ii. (1858) 234 If a book come from the heart, it will

contrive to reach other hearts,

35. In ... heart.
a. In (one's} heart', in one's inmost thoughts

or feelings ; inwardly ; secretly ; at heart.
c 1000 Ags, Gosp. Matt. xxiv. 48 ^yf se yfela beowa <5encb

on hys heortan and cwyb, min hlafurd uferao hys cyme.
a 1175 Cott. Horn. 219 [He] cwe<5 an his herto, bat he
wolde and eaSe mihte bien his sceoppende jelic. a 1300
Cursor M. 2959 (GottJ Abraham syhid in his hert ful sare.
a 1325 Prose Psalter lii[i], i J?e vnwys seid in his hert, God
nis nou}t. 1390 GOWER Con/. I. 64 Many one Which
speketh of Peter and of John And thenketh Judas in his

herte. 1548 HALL Chron. t Hen. I'l, 127 b, Whiche thyng
in his harte, he moste coveted and desired. 1611 BIBLE
TransI.

Pref.^ -2 They., wish in their heart the Temple had
neuerbene built. 1849 MACAULAY Hist.Eng.\\. II. 105 Julian
had . . pretended to abhor idolatry, while in heart an idolater.

t b. In all one's heart (transl. L. in toto corde] ;

with all one's heart (39 a). Obs.

c8as Vesf. Psalter tx. i Ic ondetto 6e dryhten in alre
heortan mmre. 138* WYCLIF Ibid.) I shal knoulechen to

thee, Lord, in al myn herte. 1382 Jer. xxiv. 7 Thei
shal turne a^een to me in al ther herte.

C. In heart : in good spirits. So m phr. to put
in i^or into] heart : to restore to good spirits.
1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr, iv. v. 78 Well, Petruchio, this has

put me in heart. 1614 RALEIGH Hist. World II. v. in. 15.

442 His Annie must have somewhat to keep it in heart.

1719 DE FOE Crusoe \\. v, Whether they were still in heart
to fight. 1834 HT. MARTINEAU Ella of Gar, viii. 100 To
put you in heart again.

d. In good condition : see 21.

36. Near, next one's heart : see 10, 4.

t 37. Of (all one's) heart. With all one's heart;

sincerely, earnestly. Obs. (Cf. F. de tout moneccur^
4:1380 WYCLIF Se/. Wks. HI. 431 To hplde religioun of

Crist and love hym of hert sib. .Cristis religioun stondib in
love of God of al our herte. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 47, I enow-
lech of mowj> & hert, me to hold be same feij> of be sacra-
ment of be Lordis bord.

38. Out of heart.
a. In low spirits ; discouraged, disheartened.

1586 J. HOOKER Girald. Irel. viiL in Holinshed II. 9/2
Perceuung them to be somewhat dismaied and out of heart.

1690 W. WALKER Idiotnat. Anglo-Lat. 234 After he had
lost his boy, he grew quite out of heart. 1711 tr. IVerenfels
Disc. Logomachys 143 Pray, dear Good Sir, don't be out
of Patience, or out of Heart. 1882 TENNYSON Promise of
May in. Wks. (1894) 300/1 What is it Has put you out of
heart? 1891 Spectator n Apr. 497 The Regent is evidently
out of heart.

b. In poor condition : see 21.
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39. With . . . heart.
a. With (OE. mid) all one's heart, With ones

whole heart, + With heart : with great sincerity,

earnestness, or devotion
; now chiefly in weakened

sense, with the utmost goodwill or pleasure.
971 Blickl. ffont. 13 Herede heo hine. .mid ealre heortan.

r 1000 ^ELFRIC Horn. I. 420 ^elyfst 5u mid ealre heortan?
r 1220 Bestiary 171 To helden wit herte Se bodes of holi

k[i]rke. c 1470 HENRY Wallace iv. 20 He luffyt him with
hart and all hys mycht. 1509 HAWES Past. Pit-as, xxvn.
xxxix, With all my herte I wyll, quod he, accepte Hym to

my servyce. 1535 COVERDALE Jer. xxiv. 7 They shal re-

turne vnto me with their whole herte. 1598 SHAKS. Merry
iy. i. i. 86, I thank you alwaies with my heart, la : with my
heart. 1606 Tr. fy Cr. in. iii. 294 God buy you with all

my heart. 1653 WALTON Angler \\. 44 Take one with all

my heart. 1851 MAVNE REID Scalp Hunt. vii. 60 That
I will promise you, with all my heart.

b. With a heart and a half-, with great plea-

sure, willingly. With halfa heart \ half-heartedly,
with divided affection or enthusiasm.

1636 MASSINGER Gt. Dk. Florence iv. ii, Such junkets
come not every day. Once more to you With a heart and
a half, i faith. 1855 MACAULAY Hist, Eng. Ill, 587 Some
naval officers, .though they served the new government,
served it sullenly and with half a heart. 1885 TENNYSON
Let. to S. Cox 5 Aug., I thank you, as the Irishman says,
' with a heart and a half \ for your volume of Expositions.

** With verb andpreposition.
40. Find in one's heart. To feel inclined or

willing ; to prevail upon oneself (to do something) ;

now chiefly in negative and interrogative sentences.

(-1440 [see FIND v. locj. 1530 PALSGR. 687/1 Thoughe
you can nat fynde in your herte to honour hym for his
owne sake. 1638 F. Juwus Paint, ofAncients 316 Yet can
these men finde in their hearts to boast. 1665 BOYLE Occas.

Re/2. iv. viii, [One] that can find in his Heart to destroy
Armies, and ruine Provinces. 1834 M, SCOTT Cruise Midge
vii. 122 Neither of us could find it in our hearts to speak.
1883 E. BLACKWEI.L Booth iv. 45 They could hardly find in
their heart to disturb its peaceful surface.

41. Have at heart. To have as an object in

which one is deeply interested.

17x1 STEELE Spect. No. 20 p i The Correction of Impu-
dence is what I have

very
much at Heart. 1712 ADDISON

Italy Wks. 1721 II. 138 The Pope has this design extremely
at his heart. 1850 MERIVALE Rom. Emp. (1865) I. v. 109
The Romans had no object more at heart than to obtain

possession of this key to Gaul. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2)
I. 206 A matter which we have very much at heart.

b. So, conversely, to be at the heart of.

1824 SCOTT St. Ronau's iii, The interests of the establish-

ment being very much at the heart of this honourable
council.

42. Lay to heart. To take into one's serious

consideration, as a thing to be kept carefully in

mind
; to think seriously about ; to be deeply

affected by or concerned about (a thing) ; rarely, to

impress it seriously upon another.
1602 DEKKER Satirom. Wks. 1873 I. 234 Captaine, I'm

sorry that you lay this wrong so close unto your heart.

1605 SHAKS. Maco. i. v. 15 Lay it to thy heart, and fare-

well. 1611 BIBLE Mai. ii. 2 If yee will not lay it to heart, to

glue glory vnto my name. 1802 BEDDOES Hygeia II. v. 21

Many writers . . have laid it to the heart of mothers not to

commit to hirelings the task of nurse. 1853 TRENCH Proverbs
141 It contains, .a lesson which I should do wisely and well
at this present time to lay to heart. 1884 Century Mag.
Oct. 942/2 Do not lay it to heart, my child.

1 43. Put or set to or on the heart : earlier

equivalents of prec. Obs.

1382 WVCLIF Mai. ii. 2 5'f 3e woln not putte on the herte,
that 3e jeve glorie to my name, c 1400 Apol. Loll. 24 If 36
wil not sett to be hert to 3ef glory to my name. Ibid. 34
Son of man, putt to hert, and see wil> bin een. ,alle bings bat
I spek to f>e.

44. Take to heart. To take seriously; to be
much affected by ; to grieve over; f to be zealous,

solicitous, or ardent about (pbs.)
a 1300 Cursor M. 24010 pat mast i tok til hert. 1535

COVERDALE Eccl. vii. 2 There is the ende of all men, and he
that is lyuinge taketh it to herte. 1586 J. HOOKER Girald.
Irel. in Holinshed (18081 VI. 299 Whose death he is said to
haue taken greatlie to hart. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. n. iii.

vii. (1651' 352 But why shouldst thou take thy neglect, thy
canvass so to heart? a 1626 BACON (J.), If he would take
the business to heart, and deal in it effectually, it would
succeed well, a 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. vm. 257 It

was very vehemently pressed by many persons . . and
amongst those who took it most to heart, sir John
Stawel was the chief. 1822 LAMB Elia Ser. i. Dream
Children^ Though I did not cry and take it to heart as
some do . . yet I missed him all day long. 1865 TROLLOPE
Belton Est, vi. 60 She had no idea when she was refusing
him that he would have taken it to heart as he had done.

*** With governing verb.

45. Break the heart of.

a. To kill, crush, or overwhelm with sorrow.
See BREAK v. /c.
b. To accomplish the hardest part of (a task),

to ' break the back of*.

1684 J. SCOTT Chr. Life (ed. 3) 383 You must by this time
have broken the Heart of the Difficulty of your Warfare.
1828 Craven Dial. s. v.,

' To break the heart of a business
',

to have almost finished it.

46. Cry (eat, fight, plague, stave, tease, tire,

weary, weep, etc.) one's heart out : to cry (etc.)

violently or exhaustingly : see the verbs.
1606 SHAKS. Tr. <$ Cr. in. ii. 54 Nay, you shall fight your

hearts out ere I part you. 1712 SWIFT Let. to Mrs. Dingley
25 Jan. {Seager), They have never paid him a groat, though

HEAKT.
I have teazed their hearts out. 1885 EDNA LYAI.I. In Golden

Days III. vii. 142, I could weep my heart out. 1886 Miss
YONGE Mod. T^elcmachus I. i. 15 Making him weary his

very heart out.

47. Eat one's heart: to suffer or pine away
from vexation or longing. See KAT v. 8 c.

1581 PETTIE Guazzo's Civ. Conv. i. (1586) 47 b, Ifyou thinke
to stoppe everie ones mouth : Which were to eate up your
heart, as they say. 1591 SPENSER Af. Hitbberd 904 To eate

thy heart through comfortlesse dispaires. 1603 HOLLAND
rtntarclis Mor. 15 'Eat not thy heart', that is to say,
offend not thine owne soule, nor hurt and consume it with
pensive cares. 1890 W. A. WALLACE Only a Sister? xviii.

155 Why, there's poor Aikone .. eating his heart out and
getting no further.

48. Have . . . heart. To have the heart : to be

courageous or spirited enough, to prevail upon
oneself (to do something) ; also (in mod. use and

chiefly in negative sentences), to find it in one's

heart, to be hard-hearted enough.
aijpo Cursor M. 11805 Hu had he hert to seed |>air blod?

1413 Pilgr. Smvlc (Caxton) iv. xxxviii. (1859) 63, I am soo
full of sorow, and of heuynes, that I haue no herte to speke
to yow. 1489 CAXTON Faytes ofA. i. vi. 12 All thoost shold
haue the better herte to fyghte. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, \.

ii. 15 Cursed the Heart, that had the heart to do it. 1657
North's Plutarch Add. Lives (1676) 44 The Turks being
discouraged, .had not the heart to defend themselves. 1716
ADDISON Freeholder No. 30 (Seager) One cannot have the
heart to be angry at this judicious observer. 1780 MAD.
D'ARBLAY Diary 6 Dec., I had no heart to leave .. Mr.
Thrale in a state so precarious. 1840 DICKENS Barn. Ritdge
xlviii, Have you the heart to say this of your own son,
unnatural mother! 1882 TENNYSON Promise of May m,
Wks. (1894) 798/2, I hadn't the heart or face to do it.

b. Have, put (one's} heart in, into : see 1 1 b.

49. Take heart. To pluck up courage. (Also
with qualifying adj.) To take heart ofgrace, etc. :

see HEART OF GBACE.
13.. Coer de L. 5757 They wer bolde, her herte they

tooke. 1530 PALSGR. 748/1, I take herte, je prens conraige.

1590 SPENSER /". Qf in. x. 26 Take good hart, And tell thy
griefe. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L, iv. iii. 174 Take a good heart,
and counterfeit to be a man. 1663 BUTLER Hud. i. iii. 35
Took heart again and fac'd about, As if they meant to stand
it out. 1840 DICKENS Bam. Rudge (Libr. ed.) II. ix. 76
Take heart, take heart. We'll find them.

**** With another noun.

6O. Heart and hand. (Also with h. and hand.}
With will and execution ; readily, willingly.
a 1547 SURREY Poems, Lover describeth^ldvne) 79 And all

the planets as they stand, I thank them too with heart and
hand. 1847-78 HALLIWELL s.v., To be heart and kand

t
to

be fully bent. 1884 Times (weekly ed.) 19 Sept. 5/3 The
woman said she would have admitted me 'heart and hand

',

only that her orders were peremptory.

51. Heart . . . heart.

a. Heart of hearts (orig. more correctly, heart

ofheartj heart's heart} : the heart's core ; the centre

or depth of one's heart ; one's inmost heart or feel-

ings. Usually in ones heart of hearts.

1602 SHAKS. Ham. in. ii. 78, I will weare him In my hearts
Core : I, in my Heart of heart. 1605 SYLVESTER Du Bartas
n. iii. in. Law 1287 O Israel .. in thy heart's-heart (not in

Marble) beare His ever-lasting Law. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. 4- Cr.

iv. v. 171 From heart ofvery heart, great Hector welcome.
a 1649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH, Pefmtvfut. (1711) 39/1 Him deep
engrave In your heart's heart, from whom all good ye have.
1806 WORDSW. Intim. Immort. 190 Yet in my heart of hearts
I feel your might. 1867 TROLLOPE Chron, tiarset II. Ixxiii.

293 That she should be admitted to his heart of hearts.

1895 Q. Rev. Oct. 298 In his heart of heart Froude would
have admitted that.

b. A heart and a heart, a Hebraism = duplicity,

insincerity. (Cf. 6 b.)
c8a5 Vesp. Psalter xi. 3 [xii. 2] Welure faecne in heortan

and heortan spreocende. 1382 WYCLIF Ps. xi[i]. 2 Ther trec-

cherous lippis in herte and herte speeken. 1583 HARSNET
Serm. Ezek. (1658) 137 God doth abhor a Heart and a

Heart, and his soule detesteth a double minded Man. 1611

BIBLE i Chron. xii. 33 They were not of double heart \Heh.
without a heart and a heart]. 1633 EARL MANCH. A I Mondo
(1636) 86 A heart and a heart God cannot abide.

[Heart andpart : error for artandfart: AUT 16.]

52. Heart and soul.

a. The whole of one's affections and energies ;

one's whole being.
1883 RITA After Long Grief xxvi. 160, I saw that you

were mine, heart and soul, as ever. 1884 Times (weekly ed.)

26 Sept. 6/2 The earnest actor who has heart and soul in his

work.

b. advb. With all one's energy and devotion.

1798 COLERIDGE Lett. (1895) 261 Read it heart and soul.

1845 M. PATTISON Ess. (1889- I. 4 Entering heart and soul

into the dust and heat of the Church's war with the world.

1888 BURGON Lives 12 Gd. Men II. xi. 329 He threw him-

self, heart and soul, into every requirement of the time.

c. attrib. Devoted and enthusiastic.

1836 DARWIN in Life $ Lett. (1887) I. 275 The heart-and-

soul manner in which he put himself in my place.
***** In ejaculations ofsurprise andexclamatory

invocations.

53. t God's heart !, f Ods heart /, V heart
^
or

simply t Heart ! (obs.). Also, For God's heart,
Heart ofGodI, Ads my heart!, \My heart I (obs.),
Dear heart ! The commonest expressions now are :

Lord (God} bless my (your, etc.) heart! ellipti-

cally, Bless my fete.) heart! See BLESS v.* 9 and
cf. LIFE, SOUL.
c 1386 CHAUCER Miller's T. 629 Help, water f water, help !
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c 1430 Hymns Virg. 91 Myn herte fil doun vnto my
'54^ J- HEVWOOD Prov. (1867) 30 Your hert is in your
all in dispaire. 1548 UDALL Erasm. Par. Luke xxii.

HEART.
for goddes herte. 1573 AVw Custom n. iii. in Ha/1. Dodslcy
III. 37 Heart of God, man, be the means better or worse, I

pass not. 1596 SHAKS. i Hat. IV, i". i. 252 Heart ! you
swear like a comfit-maker's wife. 1605 Tiyall Chev. III. i.

in Uullen O. PI. III. 306 S'hart, what a name's that ! 1681

DRYDEN Sf. Friar n. i, Heart ! you were hot enough, too

hot, but now. 1701 GIBBER Lffve makes Man n. t 27, I

can't bear this ! Sheart, I could cry for Madness ! 1728
VANBR. & CIB. Prov. Husb. ii. i. 42 Odsheart ! this was so

kindly clone of you naw. 1731 FIELDING Miser \. i, Bless

her heart ! good lady ! 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela I. 84
Ad's my Heart ! I think it would be the best Thing. 1844
DICKENS Christmas Carol 161 Dear heart alive, how his

niece by marriage started ! 1862 MRS. SEWELL Patience
Hart xxv. 166 Bless your heart, child ; you are a good girl.

1886 Miss BROUGHTON Dr. Cupid \\. vii. 164 She can no

longer look upon me as a child, bless her old heart !

****** Proverbial phrases and locutions.

54. a. One's heart \ is in (at) one's heel(s or

hose, f is at the bottom of, or turns into, one's hose,

sinks in one's shoes, etc. ; ludicrous intensifications

of 'the heart sinks', connoting extreme fear or

dejection. (See BOOT si>.3 i b.) b. To have one's

heart in one's mouth, one's heart leafs into one's

mouth (throaf), referring to the violent beating
and apparent leaping of the heart under the in-

fluence of a sudden start. So, to bring one's h.

into one's mouth, make one's h. leap out of one's

mouth, c. f To wear one's h. in one's mouth, f/o
have one's h. at one's tongue's end : to be always
ready to speak what is in one's mind, t To carry
one's mouth in one's h. : to do the opposite of this,

to conceal one's thoughts, keep silence, d. One's

h. is in its right place : one's sympathies are

rightly engaged, one means well. fe. To have
one's h. upon one's pouch : to be set upon one's

private profit, f. To wear one's h. upon one's

sleeve : to expose one's feelings, wishes, intentions,

etc. to every one. g. To do one's heart good:
to make one feel better, gladdened, strengthened,
etc. (see also GOOD).
a.

too.

hose all in dispaire. 1548
174 b, Petur beeyng feared with this saiyng of a woman . .

as if his herte had been in his hele clene gon. 1563-87 FOXE
A. *t M. (1631) III. xi. 253/2 When the Bishop heard this, by
and by his heart was in his heeles, and. .he with the rest of
the Court betooke them to their legges. c 1600 Timon i. v.

My hart is at the bottome of my hose. 1642 [see BOOT sit.
3

i b.] 1682 N. O. tr. Boileau"s Lutrin n. 174 Chear up,
and pluck thy Heart out of thy Hose ! 1888 MRS. H.
WARD R. Elsmere II. 153 An expression which sent the
sister's heart into her shoes.

b. 1548 UDALL Erasm. Par, Luke xxiii. 199 Hauyng
their herte at their verai mouth for feare, they did not
belteue that it was lesus. 1601 W. PARRY Trav. Sir A.
Slierley 16 It had been an easie matter to have found a com-
pany of poore hearts neere their maisters mouthes. 1716
ADDISON Dninuncr i. i. (D.), I fell across a beam that lay
in the way, and faith my heart was in my mouth ; I thought
I had stumbled over a spirit. 1809 W. IRVING Knickerb.
( 1861) 154 Antony . . sounded a charge with such a tremen-
dous outset . . that it was enough to make one's heart leap
out of one's mouth only to be within a mile of it. 1856
WHYTE MELVILLE Kate Coy. xiii, A ring at the door-bell

brings everybody's heart into everybody's mouth. 1887
KDNA LYALL Knt.-Errant xviii. 158 Francesca's heart leapt
into her mouth.
C. ^1590 NASHE PasquiFs Apol. i. Ciib, I will carrie

my mouth in my hart . . there is a time for speech, and a
time for silence. 1593 P. Penilesse Wks. 1883-4 H- 5
A hare braind little Dwarfe . . that hath his hart at his

tongues end.
d. 1809 MALKIN tr. Gil Bias <K. O.), Heart lies in the

right place. 1886 SCHMITZ tr. Stitute's BnclilioUz Fain. 51
Your heart is in its right place ; if only you had the right
words on your tongue.
e. 1583 GOLDING Cah'in on Dent, clxxxviii. 1171 Hee

was such a one as had his tongue to sale, and his heart vppon
his powche.

f. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. i. i. 64 'Tis not long after But I will
weare my heart vpon my sleeue For Dawes to pecke at. 1862
SALA Seven Sons II. xi. 282 A. . ready-tongued man, wearing
..his heart upon his sleeve. 1891 SMILES J. Murray II.
xxxiv. 449 He did not wear his heart upon his sleeve.

g. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. i. ii. 73, I will roare that I will
doe any mans heart good to heare me. 1824 SCOTT St.
Ronan's vii, It's done me muckle heart's good.

III. Attributive uses and Combinations.
55. a. attrib. Of, for, or pertaining to () the

physical heart, as heart-action, -beating, -disease,

-failure, -murmur, -pulse, -shape, -shock, -stroke,

-throb, -valve, -wall; (b} the heart as the seat of

emotion, etc., as heart-agony, -anguish, ^-brest
(
=

burst), -corruption, -grief, -grudge, -hardness,
hate, -heaviness, -ill, -religion, -service, -sorrow,

-worship, etc., etc. ; also, with vbl. sbs. : heart-

bleeding, -heaving, -longing, -fining, -rising, -sink-

ing, etc.

1887 Casseirs Fam. Mag. July 467/2 A belladonna plaister
. . to quieten pain and 'heart-action. 1807 WORDSW. White

162

n6 From the *heait-deeps where it slept. 1868 MILMAN
St. PanFs xi. 275 Elizabeth had no. .comprehension of the

"heart-depth of that Puritanism which thus opposed or

slighted her mandates. 1864 TENNYSON Sea Dreams 264
He suddenly dropt dead of

*
heart disease. 1580 HOLLVBAND

Treas. />. Tong^ Tristesse et douleur de cnetir, sorowe,
or *hartgriefe. 1671 MILTON Samson 1339 In my midst
of sorrow and heart-grief To show them feats, and play
before their god. 1577-87 HOLINSHED Chron. I. 53/2
Which.. was to them an occasion of *hartgrudge. c 1550
CHEKE Matt. xix. 8 Moosees did suffer iou to loos iour-

selves from yor wiifes for iour *harthardnes. 1863 A. E.
GROSART Small Sins >ed. 2 50 note, The gushing lip-kind-
ness with heart-hardness of many. 1875 TENNYSON Q.
Mary in. iv, A fierce resolve and fixt *heart-hate. a 1806

Fox Hist. Jas. If, iii. 210 (Jod.i With a *heart-hatred of

popery, prelacy, and all superstition. 1600 SHAKS. A. K. L.
v. ii. 51 The more shall I to morrow be at the height of
*heart heauinesse. 1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic. (17791 I. viii,

65 Frequent palpitations, *heart-heavings, and alterations of
countenance. 1678 BUNYAN Pilgr. 115 A life of holiness,
*heart-holiness. 1891 G. E. WOODBERRY Introd. Lamb's
Elia p. xiii, That mournful fancy, that affection for things

unrealized, which betray *heart-hunger. a 1605 MONTGOMERY
Fitting iv. Pohvari 302 The hunger, the *

hart-ill, and the

hoist still thee hald. 1884 HUDSON Stitd. Wordriv. 243
The head-logic grows so out of proportion as to stifle and
crush the *heart-logic. 1743 YOUNG Nt. Th. vi. 263 *Heart-
merit wanting, mount we ne'er so high, Our Height is but
the Gibbet of our Name. 1798 SOTHEBY tr. Wielands
Oberon (1826) II. 21, I, who In every *heart-pulse feel her

glow. 1758 S. Hayivarifs Serin, p. viii, How truly his

mind was bent in pursuit of *heart-religion. 1583 GOLDING
Calvin on. Deut. xxxvii. 222 Ye must looke whether ye haue
not some *hartrisings and eagernesse in you. 1666 Phitt

Trans. III. 859 The Interception of the *Heart-sap may
have an effect analogous to the boring^ at the Heart. 1863
G. SETON Law Her. Scotl. v. 192 This form . . tending to
the pear-shape and *heart-shape. 1850 ROBERTSON Serm.
Ser. in. vi. (1864) 95 The man who has received the *heart-
shock from which, .he will not recover. 1660 BAXTER Call
Unconverted 158 They charge them with *heart-sins, which
none can see but God. 1842 MANNING Sentt. (1848) I. 38
A heart-sin, indulged in secret, which eats into their whole
spiritual life. 1870 CHR. ROSSETTI Seek $ F. 312 Moments
of keenest fear and utmost *heart-sinking. 1887 T. HARDY
Woodlanders III. xxi, They could read each other's *heart-

symptoms like books. 1846 WHITTIER Lines 2 He. .felt the
*heart-throb of the free. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xvi.

xxii, To devyde my joye and my *hert torment. 1856
R. A-^VAUGHAN Mystics (1860) I. 21 *Heart-weariness, the

languishing longing for repose, c 1400 Destr. Troy 10979
Pantasilia. .Hit hym so heturly with a *hert wille, pat he
hurlit down hedlonges to the hard erthe. 1630 SANDERSON
Serm. II. 262 The lip-worship they may have .. but the
*heart*worship they shall never have.

b, objective and objectivegenitive ,
as heart-biting,

-Conner, -disposer , -searcher, -wringing sbs. ; heart-

affecting^ -cheering, -dulling^ -easing, -freezing,

-fretting, -hardening, -melting, -moving, -purify-

ing, -stirring, -wounding, etc., etc., adjs.
1563 MAN Muscnlus" Cammonpl. 453, He that made man

..is aptly called Cardiognostes, that is, The hart-conner.

1587 GOLDING De Mornay xii. 166 Consider, .the hart-

bitings . . which he indureth. 1654 TRAPP Comm. Est/ier v. 2
God the great Heart-disposer so ordered it. 1872 BLACK
Adv. Phaeton xxiii. 327 What bitterness and grievous
heart-wringing.
1580 SIDNEY Arcadia in. ^1724) II. 431 What a heart-

tickling joy it is, 1581 Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 23 This
hart-rauishmg knowledge. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. HI. ii. 5
With hart-thrilling throbs and bitter stowre..
EssexVfks. 1753 II. 5cjo Heart-moving music. 1593 SHAKS.
Liter. 1782 Heart-easing words. 1594 SPENSER Amoretti

holding [etc.], c 1340 Cursor M. 4283 (Trin.) What is
more herte brest pen want of Jing l-at men loue best
a 1711 KEN/VcA* Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 211 To temper all
the Sisters *

Heart-complaints. 1878 BROWNING LaSaisias

payne. 1607 .SHAKS. ^or. iv. i. 25

Heart-hardning spectacles. 1621 BURTON A?tat. Mel.
iv. v, Sequestred from all company, but heart-eating melan-

choly. 163* MILTON L*Allegro 13 In Heav'n ycleap'd
Eupnrosyne, And by men, heart-easing Mirth. 1644 VICARS
Jehovah- Jireh 5 The Suns, .heart-cheering bright beams.
1645 QUARLES Sol. Recant, v. 67 The heart-corroding
Fangs Of griping Care. 1659 D. PELL hnpr. Sea 304 One
of the dreadfullest, and heart-bleedingest conditions that
can bee seen, a 1711 KEN Hymnotheo Poet. Wks. 1721 III.
112 Heart-melting Zeal. 1730-46 THOMSON Autumn. 40
A gayly-checker'd heart-expanding view. 1748 SMOLLETT
Rod. Rcutd. Ixi. (1804) 439 Heart-gnawing cares corrode

my pensive breast. 1781 COWPER Hope 714 In darkness
and heart-chilling fears. 1784 BURNS Commonpl. Bkt Sept.,
There is. .a heart-melting tenderness, in some ofour ancient
ballads.

1814.
SCOTT Wav. xxvii, The long and heart*

sickening griefs which attend a rash and ill-assorted

marriage. 1829 I. TAYLOR Enthus. v. (1867) 101 The heart-

affecting elements of piety and virtue. 1848 BLAKEY Free-no

91 These heart-stirring and delightful emotions.

c. locative and instrumental. In, at, from, with
the heart ; as to the heart : as heart-blow

;
heart-

angry, -burdened, -chilled, -deadened, -dear, -deep,

-drawn, -free, -full, -happy, -hardened, -heavy,

-hungry, -sorrowing, -true, -weary, -wounded,
-wrung, etc. adjs. ; heart-eat vb.
1622 MABBE tr. Aleman's Guzman D*Alf. n. 160, I was

*heart-angry with my selfe, that I had told him so much.
1731 MEDLEY Kolben's Cap,: G. Hope I. 362 The cou/>-de~

grace, or *heart-blow, as it is called, not being given them,
they were taken alive from the wheel. 1646 CRASHAW
Delights Muses (1652) 102 The *heart-bred lustre of his
worth. 1507 SHAKS. 2 Hen. /F, n. iii. 12 My *heart-deere-

Harry. 1009 AKMIN Maids ofMore-Cl. (1880) ico It is my
loue . . that makes me step *Heart-deepe in disobedience to

my mother. 1871 SWINBURNE Songs bef. Sunrise, Blessed

among Women 106 Heavens own heart-deep blue. 1851
IX JERROLD St. Giles xi. in A deep, *heart -drawn sigh
broke from him. 1630 BRATHWAIT Eng. Genilem. (1641) 197
They .. cannot see. .anything which likes them, but with

HEABT.
a greedy eye they

4
heart-eat it. 1830 I. TAYLOR Unitar.

in *Heart-fallen and sick of the profitless u>ages of devo-
tion. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa 11811* II. 167 If indeed
she be hitherto innocent and *heart-free. 1886 \V. S.

GILHEKT Ruddigore (.1887) 4 Rose is still heart-free. 1876
T. HARDY Ethelberta (1890) 168 She was *heartfull of many
emotions. 1623 PFNKETHMAN Handf. Hon. iv. i, If thou
would'? t be heart-happy, wealth despise. 1661 R. DAVEN-
PORT City Night-cap \. in Hazl. Dodsley XIII. 107 She that
is lip-holy Is many times * heart-hollow. 1591 GRKMNK
Mtiidans Dreaine xlii, *Heart-holy men he still kept at his

table. 1880 W. S. GILBERT Patience 15 Do you know what
it is to be "heart-hungry t 1727-46 THOMSON Summer
892 The *heart-shed tear, th' ineffable delight Of sweet

humanity. 1594 SHAKS. Rich, ///, n. ii. 112 You clowdy
Princes, and *hart-sorowing-Peeres. 1601 CHESTKH J. ore's

Mart., K. Arth. xcvii,
* Heart swolne heauinesse. 1602

WARNER Alb. Eng, xi. Ixviii, And theare did him the *hean
trew King most kindly intertaine. 1840 MRS. NORTON
Dream 12 Sinking *heart-weary, far away from home. 1820
Ellen FitzartJuir 93 Floods of *heart-wrung tears.

d. similative, as heart-fashioned, -leaved adjs.
Also HEART-SHAPED.
1756 SIR J. HILL Brit. Herbal 359 The lower lip.. is short,

broad, and heart-fashioned. 1822-34 Good's btudy Med.
(ed. 4} I. 630 The three species of cinchona . . the lance-
leaved, .heart leaved, .and oblong leaved.

56. Special Combs. : f heart-bag, the pericar-

dium; heart-bearer, -j* (a] a name of the Francis-

can friars ; ^) a name of the moth Anarta cordi-

gera ; heart-bird, the Turnstone, Strepsilas inter-

pres (/..); heart-cake, a heart-shaped cake;
heart-cam (see quot.) ; heart-clot, a clot of blood
or fibrin formed in the heart, usually after death ;

heart-cockle, a bivalve mollusc, Isocordia cor, so

called from its shape ; t heart-lath, a lath made
from the heartwood of the oak

; heart-moth, the

moth Dicycla Oo ; heart-motion, the motion

generated by a heart-cam
; heart-net, -piece (see

quots.); f heart-pit, the hollow in the middle of

the breast at the bottom of the breast-bone ;

t heart-purse, heart-sac, the pericardium; heart-

seine, -shake (see quots.) ; heart-shell = heart-

cockle ; f heart-side, the left side ;
heart-sound

(see quots.) ; heart-strand, the central strand of

a rope: cf. 18 b; f heart-strength, the central

strength or fortress ; heart-stroke, (a) the impulse
of the contraction of the heart, apex-beat ; () =^

Angina pectoris ; heart-thimble (Naut.^, a heart-

shaped thimble ; heart-trace,
'

the record on
smoked paper made by the needle of a cardio-

graph
*

(Syd. Soc. Lex.) ; heart-urchin, a sea-

urchin of the genus Spatangus, being heart-shaped ;

a spatangoid ; heart-warm a. t warm-hearted,

genuinely affectionate ; heart-wheel = heart-cam ;

t heart-white, the white spot on a butt or target ;

heart-yarn, the soft yarn in the centre of a rope.
1668 CULPEPPER & COLE Bartkol. Anat. n. vi. 100 The

Watry Vapors of both the Ventricles, are congealed into the
water of the *Heart-bag. 1561 DAUS tr. Bitllingeron Apoc.
(1573) n6b, The secte of the Fryers Minors (otherwyse
called *hartbearers). 1844 DE KAY Zool. N. York n. 216
Known under the name of Brant-bird, *Heart-bird, Horse-
foot Snipe, and Beach-bird. 1756 MRS. BROOKE Old Maid
No. 36 (1764) 294 Delicate "heart-cakes, a penny a-piece.
1885 OldLend. Cries 29

'

Spanish Chestnuts *

;

*

Ripe Turkey
Figs';

' Heart Cakes . 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.,
*Heart-

cam^ a form of cam which serves for the conversion of
uniform rotary motion into uniform rectilinear reciprocating
motion. 1874 DUNG LISON Med. Diet. s,v. Polypus^ Fibrinous
concretions found in the heart, *Heart clots. 1854 WOOD-
WARD Mollvsca. ii. 300 The *heart-cockle burrows in sand

by means of its foot. 1479 Churchw. Ace. St. Mary Hill>
Land. (Nichols 1797' 94 For 4 cwts. of *Hert!aths. 1617 in

Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 205 The studies to bee
lathed with hart lath. 17*7 BRADLEY Fain. Dict.s.v. Bnild-

ingt
Heart Laths of Oak are one shilling and ten pence a

bundle or hundred. 1869 E. NEWMAN Brit. Moths 381 The
*Heart Moth .. appears on the wing in July, and has oc-
curred in the New Forest. 1829 E. IRVING Tales Times
Mart, in Anniversary 283 Her spinning wheel was of the

upright construction, having no heck, but a moveable eye
which was carried along the pirn by a *heart-motion. 1884
KNIGHT, Diet. Mech. Suppl.,

*
Heart-Net, a [fishing] net

with a leader and a bowl or pound, between which is a
heart-shaped funnel 1884 F. J. BRITTEN IVatch

,J-
Clockm.

(ed. 4) 121 *Heart Piece, a heart-shaped cam used in chrono-

graphs to cause the chronograph hand to fly back to zero.

13.. K. Alis. 2250 He hit him thorujjh the"o *heorte put.
1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 426 Hee thinketh that the water
which is found in the *heart purse is a portion of our drinke.

1896 Daily Jvetus 29 Dec. 32 The heart had been slowly
bleeding into the pericardium or

(

*heart-sac'. .and no help
would have availed to save her life. 1884 KNIGHT Diet.
Aleck. Suppl.,

* Heart Seine (Fishing), a species of seine,
with a leader, heart, and pound secured by stakes so that
the upper edge is floated at the surface and the lower touches
the bottom. 1875 LASLETT Timber 25 Timber having much
*heart-shake. 1884 Sports Mech. Own Bk. (1886) 167
'Heartshakes': splits or clefts in the centre of the tree;
common in nearly every kind of timber. 1753 CHAMBERS
Cycl. Sitpp.)

*Heart-shells . .always expressing what we call

the figure of a Heart. 1580 SIDNEY Arcadia in. (1724) II.

664 Closing her eyes, and turning upon her ^heart-side.

1876 Clin. Soc. Trans. IX. in *Heart-sounds were clean
and free from murmur, 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex^ H[eart] sounds
. . are two in number, one dull and prolonged, the other

shorter, sharper, and terminating more abruptly. They
have been likened to the syllables tub, diip. c 1860 H.
STUART Seaman s Catech. 52 The standing rigging is often
made with four strands and a *heart strand. 1618 BULTON
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HEART.
Floras in. x. (1636) 205 Then assaulting the *

heart-strengths
of the Warre, he destroyed Avaricum. 1860 Chambers'
Encycl. I. 254 Subject to fits of the *heart-stroke. 1874
DUNGLISON Mcd. Diet. s.v. Heart, The Beating or Im-

pulse of the heart, Heart-stroke, Apex beat .. against the

parietes of the chest is mainly caused by the systole of the

heart, which tends to project forwards. 1882 NARKS
damans/tip (ed. 6) 37 The shroud is turned in round
a *heart thimble. 1843 EMBLETON in Proc. Benv. Nat.
Club II. No. ir. 51 Amphidotus cordatus. Common *Heart
Urchin. 1855 KINGSLEY Gfattens (1878) 167 The great
purple heart-urchin \Sf>atangi($ purpurcus}) clothed in pale
lilac hornyspines. 1787 fajvmFartmiBrstkrvmSt. James's
Lodge, Adieu ! a "heart-warm, fond adieu ! 1834 M. SCOTT
Cruise Afidge (1863) 200 A shout of heartwarm and heart-
felt gratitude. 1806 O. GREGORY Jl/ec/i. (1807) II. 203
*Heart wheel is the name given in England to a well-known
method of converting a circular motion into an alternating
rectilinear one . . contrived we believe by Sir Samuel Mor-
land about the year 1685. 1875 Ure^s Diet. Arts III. 997
The periphery of the heart-wheel . . is seen to bear upon
friction wheels. 1600 Look about You xiv. in Hazl. Dodsley
VII. 426 Ay, there's the But, whose *heart-white if we hit,
The game is ours. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk. s.v., The
*heart-yarn or centre, on which four-stranded rope is formed.

b. In names of trees and plants : heart-cherry,
a heart-shaped variety of the cultivated cherry ;

heart-clover, Medicago maculata ; heart-leaf, (a}
m prec. ; (b} an American species ofLimnanthemumt

also called floating heart \ heart-liver = heart-

clover \ theart-nut, a name for the Cashew-nut,
Anacardium ; heart of the earth, a popular name
of Self-heal, Prunella vulgaris ; heart-pea, heart-

seed, a name for plants of the genus Cardiosper-
mum, especially of C. Helicacabum^ from the heart-

I

shaped scar which marks the attachment of the

seed ; f heart-trefoil = heart-clover.

1396 GicRARDECrt^rt/. Arborttm (ify(>)2gC\erasiis}cordata
maiora. Great *hart Chenrie. 1655 MOUFET & BENNET
HealtKs Ittiprov. (1746) 294 Heart- Cherries, because they
are made like a Heart . . are the firmest of all other, c iooo
Sax. Leechd. I. 16 Herba chamedris pact is *heortclcefre.

1794 Heart-clover [see CLOVER sb. 2]. 1854 THOREAU \Val~
den. ix. (1886) 178 A few small *heart-leaves and potamo-
getons. 1794 MARTYN Flora Rustica III. Ixxvi, Heart
Medick .. others call it Heart Claver or Clover, which has
been corrupted into *Heart Liver. 1568 TURNER Herbal
m. 51 Anacardium maye be called in Englishe *Hartnut
of the likenes that it hath with an hart. 1597 GERARDE
Herbal n. Iii. 2. 271 The blacke winter Cheme is called
. . in English the Indian hart, or *hart Pease. 1731-68
MILLER Card. Diet., Cardiospermnm^ Hart Pea ; by the
inhabitants of America called Wild Parsley. fbid. t *Heart-
seed with smooth leaves. 1866 Treas. Bot. 222 The common
Heartseed . .sometimes called also Winter Cherry, or Heart
Pea. 1597 GERARDE Herbal (1633) 1189 The *Hart Trefoile
hath, .leaues ioined together by three on little slender foot-

stalks, euery little leafe of the fashion of a heart, whereof it

took his name. 1656 W. COLES Art o/Simpling 89 Heart
Trefoyle is so called . . also because each Leafe containes
the perfect Icon of an Heart, and that in its proper colour,
\\7.. a flesh colour.

Heart (hait\ v. Forms: i hyrtan, hiertan,
3 hirten, 3-5 hert(e-n, 5-6 hart, 6- heart. [OE.
hiertan

t hyrtan\^hertjan^ *heortjan^ f. hert*

heort, HEART sb. (Cf. MHG. herzen, MDu. herten
in same sense.)]
1. trans. To give heart to, put heart into (a per-

son, etc.) ; to inspire with confidence, embolden,
encourage, inspirit, animate ;

= HEARTEN i. arch.

1:897 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. viii. 53 Mid oflrum
worde he hierte. c 1205 LAY. 25941 Beduer heo gon hirten
mid hendeliche woorden. c 1150 Gen. fy Ex. 1980 His sunes
comen . . And hertedin him. a 1300 Cursor M. 27296 pat be

preist. .hert be sinful wel. f 1400 Yiuaine $ Gaw. 1889 He
herted so his cumpany, The moste coward was ful hardy.
1:1410 LOVE Bonavent. Mirr.

Ixji. 115 (Gibbs MS.) J>is one
thyng schulde stire & herte bin intencioun. 1540 HYRDE tr.

I'ives' Instr. Chr. H'om, (1592) Cj, Those that bee apt,
should bee harted and encouraged. 1580 SIDNEY Arcadia
in. Wks. 372 Growing now so hearted in his resolution.
1681 COLVIL Whigs Snpplic. 11751) 189 To sing and pray . .

hearts them more when danger comes, Than others trumpets
and their drums. 1830 TENNYSON/'^WJ 33 A grief not un-
informed and dull, Hearted with hope.
b. Const, to and itif. t or snbord. cl.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xvm. i. (1495) 737 All

beestys of the erthe ben. .hertyd to gendre. ^1449 PECOCK
Repr. ii. v. 165 That he mai therbi be hertid . . for to serue
God. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 262 Martyrs she harted
to suffer loyfully trybulacyons. 1600 FAIRFAX Tasso ix.

Hii. 169 Harting the Pagans that they shrinked not. 1848
Eraser's Mag. XXXVIII. 315 It was long before I was
hearted to herd again in the woods by myself.

f2. To supply with physical strength or stimulus;
to put (land; into good heart. Cf. HEARTEN v.

3 b, H KAHT sb. 2 1 . Obs.

'573 TUSSER Hiisb. xlviii. (1878) 106 The land is well
harted with helpe of the fold, for one or two crops.
3. To take to heart, establish or fix in the

heart. (See also HEARTED 5.)

1604 SHAKS. Oth. i. iii. 373, I hate the Moore. My cause
is hearted ; thine hath no lesse reason. 1633 T. ADAMS
E..?p. 2 Peter ii. 6 There is one thing, if we near it, and
heart it, enough to fright us all.

b. To establish as central or essential, rare.

1884 BROWNING Ferishta/t, Two Camels 84 The richness

hearted in such joy Is in the knowing what are gifts
we give.

t c. To utter with the heart or sincerely. Obs.

1642 S. ASHE Best Refugefor Oppressed 48 It will not be
sufficient to say a Prayer .. or to word it litfore the Lord ;

but we should rather heart it before God in holy prayer.

163

4. Building. To fill up the central space within

(a piece of masonry) with rubble or similar mate-
rial. Also with in.

1776 G. SEMI'LK Building in Water 49 We. .laid a Course
of large flat Stones, and filled and hearted them in close
about the Pile. Ibid. 79 They hearted their Walls with
their Spawls and smallest Stones. 1892 6V/. Words Feb.
103 'i It was enough to 'heart

'

the embankment with clay,
and protect it outside with heavy stonework.
5. intr. Of a plant, esp. cabbage, lettuce, etc.:

To form a *
heart

*

or close compact head
;
to have

the leaves growing into a firm dense globe.
1866 Treas. Bot. 166/1 Cabbages are preferred when . .

thoroughly hearted and blanched. Ibid. Heading or heart-

ing cabbages. 1887 Gardening 17 Dec. 569/1 The cabbages
heart sooner by two or three weeks.

Heart-ache (haut^k). [f. HEAKT sb. + ACHE.]
1. Pain in the heart ; formerly HEARTBURN 2.

(iooo .Vrt.tr. Leechd. I. 192 WiS heort ece, genim |>ysse
ylcan wyrte. 1685 Cooke's Marrmu Chirurg.^ Physic \\. v.

526 Heart-ach Fever is caused by the Pancreatick Juice
getting a corroding quality.
2. Pain or anguish of mind, esp. that arising from

disappointed hope or affection.
i6oa SHAKS. Ham. HI. i. 62 The Heart-ake, and the thou-

sand Naturall shockes That Flesh is heyre too. 1749 FIELD-
ING Tom Jones v. vi, Many bitter heart-achs, that Fortune
seems to have in store for me. 1875 J. H. BENNET Winter
Medit. ii. xi. ted. 5) 373 The anxieties and heartaches that
are inseparable from our arduous career.

So Hea-rt-acMng^/. sb. = HEART-ACHE
;
Hea-rt-

aching
1

///. a., causing heart-ache, distressing.

anxious Fondness. 1882 SERJT. BALLANTTNE Exper. xxiii.

229 The heart-aching that is concealed within the glare and
tinsel exposed to the audience.

Heart-bag, -bird, etc. : see HBART sb. 56.

Hea'rt-beat. [See BEAT sb. 1
6.] A beat or

pulsation of the heart ; Jig. an emotion ; trans/, an

extremely brief space of time.

1850 MARC. FULLER Worn, igth C. (1862) an Those who
do not know one native heart-beat of my life. 1855 IXJNGF.
Hiaiv. xxi. 218 Speaking many tongues, yet feeling But
one heart-beat in their bosoms. 1883 Harper's Mag. Mar.
584/1 In another heart-beat the whole .. valley was afloat.

Hea-rt-blood, heart's-blood. Blood from
the heart

; blood shed in death, life-blood
; hence,

vital energy, life.

a 1240 Ureisun in Cott. Horn. 191 Al min heorte blod to
Se ich offrie. a 1300 Cursor Af. 17136 For be i gaf mi hert
blode. 1579 SPENSER Skepk. Cat. Feb. 243 My hartblood
iswelnighfrorne. 1688 BvJWAXt fftavtttfyffotmoH 11886)151
Thy sins are washed away with His heart-blood, a 17*3 Ld.
Thomas <$ Fair Ellinorxviv, in Allingham Ballad Bit. (1864)
239 O dost thou not see my own heart's blood Run trickling
down by my knee? 1815 T. JEFFERSON Writ. (1830) IV.
250 The cement of this Union is the heart-blood of every
American. 1878 B. TAYLOR Deukation HI. v. 128 The gush
of human heart's-blood comes to dim My crystal eyesight.

b.yf?.
1606 SHAKS. Tr.

<$
Cr. m. i. 34 The mortal! Venus, the

heart bloud of beauty, 1627 CRESWELL Sp. in Rushw.
Hist. Coll, (1659) I. 506 Justice, .is the Life and the Heart-
blood of the Commonwealth. 1875 LOWELL Wks. (1890)
IV. 397 Creations which throbbed with the very heart's-
blood of genius.

Hea-rt-bond. [See BOND sb} 7, 13.] a. A
union of hearts, betrothal, b. (See quot. 1851.)
1823 m CRABB Technol. Diet, 1851 Diet. Archit.^ Heart-

bond, the construction of walling in which two stones side

by side form the width of the wall, and a third stone of an

equal breadth is put over the joint in the course above.

1887 W. S. GILBERT Rnddigore 32 Our plighted heart-bond
gently bless.

Hea'rt-bound, ///. a. [See BOUND ///. .-]
Bound in heart, having the heart bound : a. Hav-

ing the heart enchained or entirely devoted (to an

object), t b. Having the heart shut up or fast-closed

(to a person) ; pitiless, hard-hearted (obs.}.

1580 SIDNEY Arcadia (1622) 92 Her, who both them did

possesse As heart-bound slaues. 1616 T. ADAMS Serin.
Wks. 1861 I. 169 The most laxative prodigals, that are
lavish, .to their lusts, are yet heart-bound to the poor. 1618
T. GAINSFORD Hist. P. Warbeek in Select. HarL Misc.

(?793) 82 Because she should not think him barren of educa-

tion, nor heart-bound to his ambitious designs.

Hea-rt-break, sb. (a.) [See BREAK j.i]
A breaking of the heart; great and overpower-

ing sorrow, such as breaks the heart
;
overwhelm-

ing distress of mind.

1383 BABINGTON Commandm. vii. (1637) 64 Those griefes,
cares, heart-breakes, and sorrowes, which are incident

daily to maried folks. 1598 SHAKS. Merry W. v. iii. n
Better a little chiding, then a great deale of heart-breake.

1624 HCVWOOO C'ltnaik. in. 130 [This] deformitie being
a sorruw to the father, and almost a heart-breake to the

daughter. 1828 SCOTT Aunt Marg. Mirr. i, The poor girl
. .died of heart-break.

tB. adj. Heart-breaking. Obs.

1586 WARNER Alb. Eng. i\'. xxii. 105 Shunne Jelousie
that heart-breake loue. 1599 T. M[OUFET] Silk-iuormes

63 The hart-breake crush of melancholies wheels.

So Hea-rt-break v. (n&nce~wd.} trans., to break
the heart of. Hea'rt-breaker, a. one who breaks

hearts
; b. a curl, a love-lock : by Butler used

contemptuously of Samson's long hair. Hea rt-

breafclng
1

rbl. sb. -= HEART-BHEAK sb. Kea-rt-

HEAHT-BTJRNING.

breaking
1

///. a., causing intense sorrow or

crushing grief, extremely distressing ; hence
Hea rt-breakingly adv.

179* BURNS H7ttit can ayoung Lassie do w^ I'll cross him,
and wrack him, until I *heart-break him. 1663 BUTLER
llmL I. i. 253 Like Sampson's *Heart-breakers, it grew In
time to make a Nation rue. a 1687 COTTON Poet. Wks.
(1765' 124 A red Heart-breaker next she mow'd off, A Wart
that Dido was full proud of. 1863 .-V. $ Q. 3rd Ser. IV. 301

'

- s -.
6i6io SIR J. MELVIL Mem. (1683) 56 They took them to the
fields to her Majesty's great dissatisfaction and heart-

breaking. 1885-6 SFURGEON Treas. Dav. Ps. cxli. 5 Head-
breaking and heart-breaking attend the anointings of the
riotous. 1591 SPENSER Teares Afuses 6 Making yourmusick
of *hart-breaking mone. a 1711 KEN Hymns Evang. Poet.
Wks. 1721 I. 163 Nothing can more Heart-breaking Grief
excite, Than utmost Love, repaid with utmost Spite. 1886
ANNIE THOMAS Reigning Favourite in. ix. 169 Dull, level
tones that were *heart-breakingly significant.

Hea'rt-broke, a. Archaic variant of next.

1636 W. DENNY in Ann. Dnbrensia (1877) 14 At last
downe falls The heart-broke Hare. 1711 SWIFT Let. to
Mrs. Johnson 9 Feb. Wks. 1778 XIV. 164 They say the old

King is almost heart-broke. 1850 MRS. BROWNING Seraphim
Poems I. 116 He seemeth dying.. heart-broke by new joy
too sudden and sweet.

Hea'rt-broken, a.
[f. HEABTJ^ + BROKEN.]

Having a broken heart, broken-hearted ; over-

whelmed with anguish, despair, or crushing grief.
1:1586 CTESS PEMBROKE Ps. LI. vii, The sacrifice that God

will hold respected. Is the heart-broken soule. 1694 WOOD
Life 14 Sept., Benjamin Wood, .died of a feaver, and hart-

broken. 1752 YOUNG Brothers iv. i, He views, with horror,
what mad dreams have done, And sinks, heart-broken, on
a murder'd son. 187* BAKER Nile Tribut. xviii. 319 They
were heart-broken at the idea of losing their animal.

b. transf. Said of a person's feelings, acts, etc.

183:1 J. M. REYNOLDS Miserrimus (1833), I stood before

you in heart-broken penitence. 1834 CAMPBELL Life Mrs.
Siddons II. vi. 139 To make us weep over the heart-broken
death of Katharine. 1844 MARG. FULLER Wont. igt/tC. 11862)
60 In low heart-broken tones [he] tells her of Heaven's will.

Hence Hea*rt-bro kenly adv., -bro-keimess.
1881 D. C. MURRAY Joseph's Coat xxviii, Quite heart-

brokenly penitent. 1883 J. PARKER Apost. Life I. 95 Who
has feltheart-brokennesson account of sin?

Heartburn (hautbwn), sb. Also 3 herte-bren.

[f. HEART sb. + BuBN.r. 3 Sense 2 translates Gr.

Kapt)itt\yia in Galen : cf. HEART sb. 4.]

f
1

1. Burning of heart ; fire of passion, rare.
c 1250 Gen. <$ Ex. 4054 Be singe wimmen of Sin lond . . 3e

cumen brewen herte-bren.

2. An uneasy burning sensation in the lower

part of the chest, due to putrefactive fermentation

of the food in the stomach
; cardialgy.

1597 GERARDE Herbal n. cxxxvi. 414 Small stonecrop. .is

good for the hart-burne. 1620 VENNER Via Recia vii. 142
It is of singular force against the heart-burne. 1710^-11
SWIFT Lett. 11767) III. 105 Congreve's nasty white wine
has given me the heart-burn. 1789 W. BUCHAN Dom. Med,
(17901 419, I have frequently known the heart-burn cured..

by chewing green tea. 1880 BEALE^Y/^/I/ Ailm. 93 Chalk
or magnesia is taken for the relief of the Heartburn.

3. Rankling jealousy, discontent, or enmity ;
-

HEART-BURNING sb. i.

1621 G. SANDYS Ovid's Met. n. (1626) 42 Faire Herse's

happy state such heart-burne breeds In her black bosom.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) II. 78 Not without a little

of the heart-burn. 1861 H. AI'DE Carr ofCarrlyon II. 253
Was so poor a triumph worth the exchange to an existence

of struggle, and heartburn, and unrest ?

tHea'rt-buCTijZ'. Obs. [f. HEART^. + BURN z/.j

cf. HEART-BURNING sb.~\

1. trans. To affect with heartburning ;
to render

jealous or grudging.
6-1540 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist. iCamden) I. 86 Not being

able to reconcile them . . for the greate hatred which harte-

burned them. 1599 SHAKS. Much Ado n. i. 4 How tartly
that Gentleman lookes, I neuer can see him, but I am heart-

burn'd an howre after. 1669 SHAUWELL A*. Sheph. \\. Wks.
1720 I. 241, 1 had been most abominably heart-burnt, if I had

kept it in '. this Love-passion [etc.].

2. To regard or treat with jealous enmity.
1612 T. TAYLOR Comm. Titus ii. 4 To quippe, raile, heart-

burne their betters. 1612-15 BP. HALL Contemf>L, N. T. iv.

iv, He once reverencd him . . whom now he heart-burns as

anenemy.

Heart-burning (haMtbwnirj), sb. [f.
HEART

sb. + BURNING vbl. so."]

1. A heated and embittered state of mind, which

is felt but not openly expressed ; jealousy or dis-

content rankling in the heart ; grudge.
1513 MORE Rich. ///, Wks. 38/1 A long continued grudge

and hearte brennynge betwene the Quenes kinred and the

kinges blood. 1661 MARVELL Corr. xxxii. Wks. 1872-5 II.

76 Lest there should be any new feud or hart-burning occa-

siond thereby. 1809 W. IRVING Knickerb. (1861) 107 Which
outrages occasioned as much vexation and heart-burning as

does the modern right of search on the high seas.

b. //. Feelings of this description ; grudges.
1605 2 Vnnat. <$ Bloodie Murthers (Collier) 31 Their

seuerall seruants could not agree one with another, but would

expresse their heart-burnings. 1768 BOSWELL Corsica, ii.

led. 2) 120 There was nothing but heart-burnings, and
miserable dissensions, 1874 BURNAND My Time iii. 23, 1 was

manager of a theatre where there were neither heart-burn-

ings nor jealousies.

f 2. HEAUTBURN sb. 2. Obs.

1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Dict. t Azedta, sharpnes, sowernes of
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HEART-BURNING.
stomack, hartburning. 1635 SwANi/ff. J/. vi. ^ (1643) 262

Lettice. .cooleth a hot stomach called liearl-burmng. 1747
WESLEY /Vz'w. />

/yV(i762' 74 The Heart Burning, a sharp
gnawing Pain at the Orifice of the Stomach.
attrib. 1607 TOPSELL Serpents (1658) 749 The hearts of

them that die of the heart-burning disease.

Hea rt-buming, ///. a. [f. HEAKT sb. +

BURNING///, a.] That inflames, kindles, or con-

sumes the heart ; distressing the heart.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L,. i. i. 280 Thine in all complements of
deuoted and heart-burning heat of dutie. 1590 SPENSER
/"". 4?. n. vii. 22 Disloyal! Treason, and hart-burning Hate.
i8zi BVRON Juaii v. xxiv, Swallowing a heart-burning sigh.

Heart-cake, -cam, -cherry, -clover,
-cockle, etc. : see HEART sb. 56.
Hearted (halted), ///. a.

[f. HKABT sb. and
v. : see -ED ', 2.]
1. Having a heart ; esp. in parasynthetic comb., as

FAIOT-HKARTED, HARD-HEARTED, etc., q.v.
cxaos [see HARD-HEARTED], a 1*35 Ancr. R. 118 Mine

leoue sustren..loke5 bet 5e beon . . swete & swote iheorted.
a 15*9 SKELTON Cot. Clottte 169 They are good men Much
herted like an hen. 1577-87 HOLINSHED Chron. 111. 1176/1
Which answer of so noble an hearted princesse . . mooued a
maruellous shout, c i8a5 BEDDOES Torrismond \. iii, If
this man should be Vain, selfish, light, or hearted with a
stone. 1860 DELAMER Kitcfi. Card. 56 In cutting a hearted

cabbage.
t2. Sagacious, wise, prudent; =HKAHTY a. 2.

1388 WYCUIF Job xxxiv. 10 Therfor 30 men hertid (f loss.

that is, vndirstondinge] here )e me.

(3. Full of heart, spirited, courageous. Obs.

1538 LELAND [tin. V. 26 Coltes. .better fed then harted or

apt for War. 1595 SOUTHWELL^. Peter's Comfl. 7 O coward
troups, far better ann'd then harted.

4. Having tlie shape of a heart ; cordate.

1834 PLANCHE Brit. Costume 199 The steeple head-dress,
which succeeded the horned or hearted shape, a 1864
LANDOR (Webster), With hearted spear-head.
5. Fixed or established in the heart
1604 SHAKS. Oth. 111.111.448 Yield vp(OLoue) thy Crowne,

and hearted Throne To tyrannous Hate. 1850 TALFOURD
Lett. Lamb vii. 67 A deep and hearted feeling ofjealousy.
Hence -heartedly, -heartedness in comb.
1583 [see HARDHEARTEDNESS]. 1385 T. WASHINGTON tr.

Nicltolay's l'0y. i. xix. 23 So fainte heartedlie to surrender
themselves. 1884 J. PARKER Afpst. Life III. 93, I ask for

great-heartedness all but infinite heartedness, that will
listen to all kinds of people.

Hearten liaui'n
, v. Also 6-7 harten. [Ex-

tended form of HEAKT v. : see -EN 5
2.]

1. trans. To put heart into, give heart to (a per-
son, etc.) ; to inspire with confidence, embolden,
encourage ; to rouse to fresh energy or enthusiasm ;

to inspirit, animate, cheer.

1526 R. WHYTFORD Martitoge (1893) 182 Saynt Cicily
hertned them vnto martyrdom. 1553 T. WILSON Rltet.
1 15 b, Because I have halfe weried the reader with a tedious
matter, I wil harten him agayne with a merye tale. 1650
FULLER Pisgali u. 61 Where God .. heartened his own
people . . by drying up the waters of Jordan. 1777 BURKE
Let. Sheriffs Bristol Wks. III. 156 One of a noisy multi-
tude to halloo and hearten them into doubtful and
dangerous courses. 1855 BROWNING Gram. Funeral 76
Hearten our chorus ! 1859 SMILES Self-Help xi. (1860) 293
Encounter with difficulties will train his strength, .hearten-

ing him for future effort.

b. Const, inf.
i579-&> NORTH flittarcA(i6j6)g^s This [token] did hearten

him. .to follow his purpose. 1683 Apol. Prot. Fratue iii. Q
[They] heartened him by their advice to pursue his Hellish

Design of stabbing the King. 1881 ELIZ. R. CHAPMAN
Master ofAll I. 77 The slant rays, .heartened the robins to

chirp their merriest,

c. refl.

1571 GOLDING Calvin mi Ps. vii. i Too thentent he may
harten himselfe unto boldnesse. 1708 STANHOFF. Paraphr.
(1709) IV. 503 Let us hearten our selves with their Assistance

against Temptations. 1806-7 J- BEHESFORD Miseries
Hum. Life (1826) XL Concl., How long a time you will

require to hearten yourself for the next consultation.

2. With adv. a. To hearten on : to encourage,
inspirit, incite, stimulate.

55S W. WATREMAN Fardlc Facions n. x. 221 The princes
and capitaines . . crye vnto their men, and harten them on.
a. 1690 RUSHW. Hist. Coll. (1721) V. 358 The Train-Band.,
kill'd a Ballad-Singer with one Arm, that was heartning on
the Women [rioters]. 1878 Bosw. SMITH Carthage 259
Heartening on his men, till he dropped exhausted from his
saddle.

b. To hearten up : to animate, cheer up.
1590 MARLOWE Ed-w. //, HI. ii, Hearten up your men.

1674 R. GODFREY
Inj. ^ At. Physic 76 The Doctor heartned

him up, and admomsht him not to let in fears. 1734 DE
FOE Mem. Cavalier

(18^40) 185 They boasted of the victory
to hearten up their friends. 1849 GROTE Greece n. Ix.

(1862) V. 292 Marshalling the troops, heartening up their

dejection.

e. refi. and intr. for refl. To rouse oneself from

despondency ; to take fresh heart or courage, regain
one's spirits, cheer up.
1708 MOTTEUX Rabelais iv. xxiv. (1737) 101 Who is fain

to drink to hearten himself up. 1874 T. HARDY Far fr.
Madding Crowd 11889) 308 Do hearten yourself up a little,ma am. 1883 Sunday Mag. Dec. 751/2, I heartened up a
good bit. 1891 ATKINSON Last Giant Killers 136

' Hearten
up, my sweet

', he said.

t3. To give physical strength or stimulus to : a.
To strengthen with food or nourishment Obs.
1586 A. DAY Ettf. Secretary i. (1625) no Good Ale, which

inwardly must hearten him. 1616 SURFU & MARKH.
Country Famie 82 Peacocks are verie sicke when they

164

moult, and then they must be heartened with Honey,
Wheat, pates, and Horse-beanes. 1693 SIR T. P. BLOUNT
AVir. Hist. 118 Messengers, .take of it [opium] to hearten
themselves. 1748 Alison's l'~oy. \\. viii. 220 Of great service
both in lengthning out our store of provision, and in heart -

ning the whole crew with . . palatable food. 179* OSBAL-
DISTON Brit. Sportsman 747 i A composition given to
hearten and strengthen them.

tb. To put (land! into good heart
;
to fertilize

with manure. Cf. HEART v. 2. Obs.

1594 PLAT Jcwell-ho. i. 49 These being returned vppon
the grounds . . do helpe in some measure to harten them
again. 1601 CORNWALLVES Disc. Seneca (16311 34 But
rather hearten our soils and make us shoot up. i6aa MAY
yirg. Georg. (J J, The ground one year at rest ; forget not
then With richest dung to hearten it again.

t c. To supply (liquor) with stimulant quality.
16517 DAMPIEK V'oy. \. 293 Makes most delicate Punch ;

but it must have a dash of Brandy to hearten it, because
this Arack is not strong enough.
4. trans/, in weaker sense : To strengthen, help

on, further, promote. 06s.

1615 T. ADAMS Spir. Na-uig. 4 Somewhat to hearten the

probability of this opinion. 1649 Bp. HALL Cases Consc.
Addit. i. (1654) 384 His offensive marriage with his Neece
is hartned by a sophistical! pleader.
Hence HeaTtened///. a. Hea'rtener, one who

heartens, encourages, or cheers. Hea'rtening vl>l.

sb., encouragement, stimulus, renewal of strength
or spirits. Heartening ///. a., that heartens,

stimulates, etc. : see senses of vb.

1649 Lane. Tracts (Chetham Soc.) 223 The *heartned old
man quickly left me. 1601 F. GODWIN Bps. of Eng. 514
He was a great *hartner of King John against the Pope.
1896 Advance (Chicago) 12 Nov. 662 What the world most
greatly needs is hearteners, not dishearteners. 1581 MUL-
CASTER Positions xxxvii. (1887) 151 Without any either

great feare, or much "heartening. 16x6 SURFL. & MARKH.
Country Fartnc 109,Which exceedeth all other kinds of

dung in goodnesse, for the great substance, strength, and

ing. 1613-16 W. BROWNE Brit. Past. IL ii, They turn'd
them tow'rds the *hart'ning sound. 1796 MRS. GLASSE
Cookery xiv. 217 This is a pretty heartening dish for a sick
or weak person. 1895 J. SMITH Message Exod. v. 67 A new,
living and most heartening message from the Unseen.

tHea'rter. Obs.rare- 1
. [f.

HEART O. + -BBI.]
One who heartens or encourages ; an abettor.
c 1550 Vpcheriiig ofMesse 29 in Skeltoris Wks. (1843) I.

App. iii.
p. cxiii, Plewmen, smythes, & carters. With such

as be their hartars.

Hea-rt-felt, a. [f. HEAKT sb. +felt, pa. pple.
of FEEL v.] Felt in the heart ; appealing to or pro-
ceeding from the innermost self; hence, thoroughly
sincere, genuine, real.

1734 POPE Ea. Man iv. 168 The soul's calm sunshine,
and the heartfelt joy. 1783 MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary 3 Oct.,
I have been repeating internally, all day long, these heart-
felt lines. 1861 GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Ait. III. clxxviii.

215 Honest and heartfelt enemies of Slavery. 1888 BURGON
Lives 12 Gd. Men I. Pref. 17 Of great religious earnestness,
and consistent heartfelt piety.

Heartful (hautful), sb. [f. HEART sb. + -FUL a].
As much as a heart can contain : chieflyfig.
1617 RUTHERFORD Lett. (1862) I. 253 So that I may get

my heartful of my Lord Jesus. 1839 BAILEY Festus xx.

(1848) 264 It is a handful of eternal truth Make ye a heart-

ful
of it. 1860 O. W. HOLMES Elsie I'. (1861) 302 If she

is of the real woman sort, and has a few heartfuls of wild
blood in her.

Hea-rtful (hautful), a. [f. HEART sb. + -*UL
i
.] Full of heart ; characterized by deep emotion

or sincere affection
; hearty.

'375: etc. [implied in next]. 1535 COVERDALE Ezek. xxvii.

32 They shall mourne for the with hertfull sorow. 1830
BYRON Mar. Fal. iv. i. 206 Happy, heart-full hours ! 1881
PALCRAVE Vis. Eng., Sir Hugh Willmighby, The heartful

prayers, the fireside blaze and bliss.

Hea-rtfolly, adv. [f. prec. + -LY ^.] With
the whole heart; with entire affection, enthusiasm,
or devotion

; cordially, heartily ; earnestly.
1375 BARBOUR Bruce in. 510 Thai welcummyt him mar

hartfully. c 1475 RaufCoil^ear 891, I rid that thow hart-

fully forsaik thy Mahoun. 1513 BRADSHAW St. Werburge
t. 1443, I pray you hertfully 1 ake no dysplesure. c 1565
LINDESAY Chron. Scot. (1728) 35 Douglas., was received right

heartfully by the King. 1612 WOODALL Surg-. Mate Wics.

(1653) 2^2 To animate and inable us the more heartfully to
serve him. 1890 MRS. LAFFAN Louis Draycott II. IIL iv. 85,
I worked harder, and more heartfully.

Hea'rtfulness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] Heart-
ful quality ; sincerity of affection, cordiality.
1611 COTGR., Cordiality, cordiallnesse, heartinesse, heart-

fulnesse. 18*3 Examiner 586/1 An additional tinge of

acidity, and a consequent negation of what we hope we may
be allowed to call heartfulness. 1845 G. MURRAY Islaford
157 Whose heartfulness has warmth enough To give the

thing a sou).

Hearth '

(hiib). Forms : I heorti, berth,
(4 erpe), 4-6 herth(e, 5-7 harth(e, 6- hearth.

[OE. heorO str. masc. = OFris. herth, herd, OS.

herih, (MDu. heert, Aaart^), MLG. hert, Du.

hoard, LG. heert, heerd); OHG., MHG. hert,
Ger. herd floor, ground, fireplace : WGer. "herboz.

(In Sc. and north, dial, still rimes with earth. J

1. That part of the floor of a room on which the

fire is made, or which is beneath the fire-basket or

grate ;
the paved or tiled floor of a fireplace.

HEARTH.
a 700 Epinal Gloss. 5 Arula, fyrpannae vcl berth, c 7*5

Corpus Gloss, 906 Fornacula^cyhne,
heorSe. c 1000 A zariah

176 Hweorfa6 nu aefter heoroe. 1383 WYCLIF Jer. xxxvi. 23
He kutte it. .and threj it in to the fyr, that was vpon the
lierth. 1 14*5 Voc* in Wr.-Wuicker 657/1 Hoc foairiuni,
harthe. c 1440 Promp. Paiv. 237/2 Herthe, where fyre ys
made, ignearium. 1486 Nottingham Rec. III. 258 Bace-
ford ston for to make be chymney harth with. 1573-80
BARET Alv. H 328 The Hearth wherein fire is kept.jvcv.
1596 DALRVMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. \. 95 Thay bake it

at tlie harth. \byAlthorp MS. in Simpkinson Washington*
App. 65 The stone for the harth in the Great Chamber.
1750 GRAY Elegy vi, For them no more the blazing hearth
shall burn. 1838 THIRLWALL Greece II. 98 The sacred fire,

which was kept constantly burning on the public hearth
of the colony, was taken from the altar of Vesta. 1849
JAMES Woodman ii, A pile of blazing logs on the hearth.

fig- *S94 T- B. La, Primaud. Fr. Acad. n. To Rdr. 7
The heart is the harth from whence proceedeth all that inset

and natiue heate. 1866 B. TAYLOR Icarus Poems 247
Hearths of air Whereon the Morning burns her hundred
Ares.

b. A portable receptacle for fire, or flat plate on
which it may be made.
1618 BOLTON Fronts (1636) 321 Carrying, for as it were his

crest, a chafing-dish or little hearth upon his helmet, and the
coales thereof kindling with the motion of his body. 1665
Sir T, JRoe*s Voy. E. Ind. 359 They . . bake it upon small
round iron hearths, which they carry with them.

c. '

Applied to the ship's fire-place, coppers, and

galley generally
*

(Smyth Sailor s Word-bk. 1867).
2. As typical of the household or home

;
the

home,
' fireside '. Often in the alliterative phrase

hearth and home.
t 1000 Laivs Edgar n. c. 2 (Schmid) Be aelcum fri^an

heorSe. c 1000 ^ELFRIC Hoi. II. 262 He sceolde bebeodan
Israhela folce Jwet hi namon iet selcum heorSe anes jeares
lamb, 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholas's Voy. i. xii. 13 b,
This towne doth not now containe above 300 harthes. 1607
SHAKS. Cor. iv. v. 85 Now this extremity, Hath brought me
to thy Harth. 1817 BYRON Manfred in. iv, A grove which
. .twines its roots with the imperial hearths. 1838 THIRL-
WALL Greece V. 35 To fight for their hearths and altars.

1857 MAYNE REID War J*rail i,Rtldg.) 141 Puissant de-

fenders of the hearth and home.
3. Technical, a. The fireplace of a smith's forge.

b. The floor in a reverberatory furnace on which
the ore, or in a puddling furnace on which the iron,

is exposed to the flame, c. The hollow at the

bottom of a blast-furnace through which the molten

metal descends to the crucible, d. A portable
brazier or chafing-dish used in soldering, e. In

cylinder glass manufacture : A spreading frame.

Qpen~hearth furnace^ a form of regenerative furnace of
the reverberatory type used in some processes of making
steel ; hence open-hearth steel,

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. vr. xxix. (Tollem. MS.', l>e

eyer ^at blowef* in be erbe [1535 forge] is hoot and dry ;
hit

hete|> and dryeb smepis. 1645 G. BOATE in Nat. Hist. Irel.

(1726) 76 The [melted] iron itselfdescendeth to the lowest part
of the furnace called the hearth ; the which being filled . .

they unstop the hearth, and open the mouth therof. 1693
LISTER in Phil. Trans. XVII. 866 Those Bars which are

wrought out of a Loop, taken up out of the Finnery Harth,
or second Forge, are much better Iron than those which are
made in the Bloomary or first Harth. Ibid. 867 Set in the
Smiths Forge or Harth, a Crucible, orDish ofCrucible Metal.

1873 RAYMOND Statist. Mines 4- Mining 125 The furnaces
must be differently constructed, .the walls must come down
straight to the hearth, or contract gradually. 187^ Ure's
Diet. Arts II. 996 The puddling furnace.. is divided in-

teriorly into three parts ; the fireplace, the hearth, and the
flue. 1883 CRANE Smithy <$ Forge 10 The smith's hearth,
when of the largest description, is a kind of trough of brick-
work about six feet square, elevated several inches from the
floor of the smithy. 1894 Harper's Afag. Jan. 412 It may
be crucible, Bessemer, or open-hearth steel.

4. attrtb. and Comb.j as hearth-broom, -brush,

-_fire t -holder, -light', -place, -side, 'Staff^ -tool\
hearth-baken adj. b. hearth-book, a book con-

taining a list of hearths for the purpose of the

HEABTH-TAX ; hearth-bottom, the stone which
forms the bed of a blast-furnace ; hearth-cake, a
cake baked on the hearth

; hearth-cinder, the slag
formed on the refinery-hearth ;

hearth-cricket,
the common house-cricket; hearth-ends, particles
of unreduced lead ore from a blast-furnace ; hearth-

fellow, a fireside companion ; hearth-fly, a kind
of artificial fly used in angling; hearth-plate, a
cast-iron plate forming the hearth of a reverberatory
furnace; f hearth-stock, = HEAD-BLOCK i

;
hearth-

warming, a merry-making to handsel a new house ;

a house-warming ; f hearth-yeld = HEARTH-
PENNY. Also HEARTH-MONEY, -PENNY, -RUG,
-STONE, -TAX.

f 1000 /ELFRIC Voc. in Wr.-Wuicker 153/36 Sitbcinericeus t

nelfocarins, *heor3bacen hlaf. 1769 R. PRICE Observ. Re-
vcrs. Payments (1792) II. 276 According to the dearth-
books of Lady-day i6o!o. 1781 UURNEY in Boswell Johnson

July, He cut some bristles off his *hearth broom. 1752 G.
WHITE Petty Cash Ace. in Selborne (1873) II. 317 Cinder-
sifter and *hearth-brush. 1617 MORYSON Itin. m. 155 They
vulgarly eate * harth Cakes of Dates, a 1781 R. CHAI.LON EK
Mcdit. \ 1843) I. 379 That hearth-cake of the prophet Elias,
with which he was fed. 1789 G. WHITE Selborne xlvii.

(1853) II. 286 Cats catch *hearth-crickets and .. devour
them. 1870 J. PERCY Metall. Lead 289 The *hearth-ends. .

consist of particles of ore, projected from the hearth partly

by the action of the blast, but chiefly by decrepitation of the

ore, and of particles of fuel and lime. 1895 MORRIS HtownIf
no For the fall of their lord, e'en they Jits 'hearth-fellows.



HEAETH.

1784 M. UNDKRWOOD Dis. Childr. (1799) I. 294 The warm
ashes of a 'hearth-fire. 1787 BEST Angling (ed. 2) 106 The
*Hearthfly Dubbed with the wool off an aged black ewe,
mixed with some grey colt's hair. 1837 CARLVLE Fr. AYr 1

.

II. vi. ii, So many householders or *hearthholders t!o

severally fling down their crafts and industrial tools. 1723
Pres. State Russia II. 375 The "Hearth-place is in the

middle of the Tent. 1875 Ure's Diet, Arts II. 997 Cast-

iron *hearth-plates, resting upon cast-iron beams. 1803
MARY CHARLTON Wife ff Mistress IV. 170 Let 'em all get
to their own ^hearth-side. 1863 W. PHILLIPS Speeches xix.

443 Soldiers .. at their very hearth-sides. 1688 R. HOLME
Armoury in. 321/1 The *Hearth-staff . . is to open and stir

up the Fire, and cast out the Cinders that come from the

Iron. 1703 MOXON Meek. Exerc. 10 With your Hearth-
staff stir up the Fire. .1440 Promp. Parv. 237/2 *Herthe
stok or kynlyn . . repofocilium. 1830 W. CARLETON Irish

Peasantry (1836) II. 198 Among the peasantry no new house
is ever put up without a *hearth-warming, and a dance.

c 1300 Battle Abbey Custumals 1.1887' 10 Pro Romescot et

*hert3eld iiij d.

Hence Hea-rthing(0c-7W.) : cf. FURNACING.
1612 STURTEVANT Metallica (1854) 109 By their new kind

of furnacing and hearthing.

t Hearth. -. Obs. rare. In 4 Kent. hyerj>e.

[f. OE. hler-an to hear + -TH.] = HEARING.
1340 Ayenb. 91 pe vif wyttes of te bodye be zyjbe be

hyerj>e be smelhnge be zuel3ynge and be takynge.
Heart-heaviness : see HEART sb. 55 a.

Hearthless (ha-ij>les), a. [f. HEARTH * +
-LESS.] Without a hearth.

1817 BYRON Lament Tasso ix, While thou, Ferrara ! . .

shall.. view thy hearthless halls. 1818 SHELLEY Rev. Islam
vi. xlvi, A heap of hearthless walls.

Hea-rth-money. Hist.

1 1. Used by Coke for the ancient CHURCH-SCOT.
1660 R. COKE Power 4- Snbj. 175 Let the Hearth-money

be first paid to the Church by every Freeman. [Cnift's
Laws i. c. ii i (Schmid) And ga ale cyric-sceat into

J>am ealdan mynstre be aelcon frigan heorSe * and let each
church-scot go to the mother church for each free hearth '.]

2. A tax upon hearths or fireplaces ; esp. a tax

of two shillings per annum on every fire-hearth in

England and Wales, imposed by Act 13 & i4Chas,
II, repealed by i Wm. and M. ;

= CHIMNEY-MONEY.
1663 Act 15 Chas. //, c. 13 Title, An Additionall Act for

the better ordering and collecting the Revenue ariseing

by Hearth Money. 1664 EARL ORRERY State Lett. (1743)
I. 155 The payments of hearth and chimney money. 1669
LUTTRELL Brief Rel. (1857) \- 56 The king sent a mes-

sage to the commons, signifyeing that the
duty

of hearth-

money becomeing a greivance to the people, he left it to

their consideration. 1733 BERKELEY Let. to T. Prior 19

Apr. Wks. 1871 IV. 206 The number .. had been lately
and accurately taken by the collectors of hearth-money.
1780 A. YOUNG Tour Irel. II. 66 The number of people at

Corke mustered by the clergy, by hearth-money, and by
the number of houses. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xi. III.

36 Importuned by the common people to relieve them from
the intolerable burden of the hearth money.

Hearth-pace, erron. f. HALF-PACE ; cf. Hath-

pace.
1667 PRIMATT City % C. Build, n. (1680) 146 A Pair of

Hearth-pace Stairs.

Hearth-penny. Hist. Also i heorfSpenis,
-peniug, 3 hert-, hurt-, hurdpeny, huppeny.

[So called because chargeable on every dwelling-

house.]
1. The payment also called Peter's pence and

Rome-scot, anciently made to the Pope.
c xooo Edgar's Laws 11. c. 4 (Schmid) Sy *lc heorS-penij

agifen be Petres maesse-dxe, 1235-52 Rentalia Glaston.

(1891) 13 Et dathurdpeny sicut Jordanus. Ibid. 76 Edit[ha]
. .reddit xijrf. de Gabulo et viij^. ad lardarium et hertpeni.
1660 R. COKE Power ff Sitbj. 159 Let the Hearth-penny be

paid before the Fe;ist of S. Peter. i&gArcftaiot. Rev. Aug.
43 It was called Rome-scot, Rome-penny, Hearth-penny.

t b. perh.
= sulh-xlniesse ,

or plough-alms, an ec-

clesiastical tax on ploughed land f.Schmid). Obs.

6 1000 Rectitud. Sing. Pers. in Schmid Gesetze App. iii.

372 Sylle [cot-setla] his heorS-psenij on halgan Jmnres-dseg,
eal swa a:lcan frigean men 5ebyre8.

Hea*r*th-rng. A rug laid before a fireplace
to protect the carpet or floor.

1824 SCOTT St. Ronan's viii, A setter is . . fitter for his

place on the hearth-rug than a pointer. 1835 DICKENS Sk,

Boz, Brokers * Mar.~Storet A bright red, blue, and yellow
hearth-rug. 1869 TROLLOPE He Kneiu, etc. i. (1878) 6 He
would sometimes come in and eat his biscuit standing on
the hearth-rug.

Hea'rth-stead. [f. STEAD place.] The place
of a hearth; fireside; hence, = homestead.
c 1475 in Horstmann Altengl. Legenden (1881) p. cxxi.

noU-
t pe herthstede bat has bene all wynter browne& blake

with [>e smok. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholays l^oy.

ii. x. 44 The village containeth about two or three hundred
hearthsteds. 1834 SOUTHEY Doctor x.xx\v. II. 17 The most
sacred spot upon earth to him was his father's hearth-stead.

1851 BORROW Lavengro I. 180 Northmen.. flocked thither

across the sea to found hearthsteads on its fertile soil.

Hearthstone (ha'j)st<;un), sb.

1. The flat stone forming the hearth ; a variety of

stone used for this purpose. Also put symbolically
for the fireside or home.
c 1325 Gloss. W. de Biblesw. in Wright Voc. ^oHastre, the

hert-ston. c 1475 Pict. I'oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 779/9 Hoc fo-

carium^ a hartstone. a 1491 J. Ross Hist. Reg. A ngl. (1716)

130 Locum antiqux prophetix .. The hare shall kendyll on

the harthstone. 1634-5 BRERF.TON Trav. (Chetham Soc.) 22

Adorned with such stones a yard and dim. high, as are our

best hearthstones in England. 1725 RAMSAY Gent. Sheph.
I. ii. Song 5, A bleezlng ingle and a clenn hearth-stane. i8ai

165

BVRON Juan in. cvii, Whate'er of peace about our hearth-
stone clings. 1847 EMERSON Poems t Good-Bye 15, I am
going to my own hearth-stone.

2. A soft kind of stone used to whiten hearths,

door-steps, etc. ; a composition of powdered stone
and pipeclay ustd for this purpose.
1851 MAYHEW Land. Labour I. 27/1 The hearthstone-

barrow, piled up with hearth-stone, Bath-brick, and lumps
of whiting. 18916 Daily News 9 Sept. 7 Those who mined
for what London housekeepers know as ' hearthstone '.

3. Cotnb.j as hearthstone-maker^ -sellert -woman.
1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade. Hearth-stone Maker.

Hea'rthstone, v.
[f. prec. sb.] trans. To

whiten with hearthstone. Also absol.

1840 P. Parley's Ann. I. 151 Mosette..with her wet feet

left many black marks in the hearth-stoned kitchen. 1887
M iss BRADDOM L ike <$ Unlike III. xiv. 255 He . . washed and
hearth-stoned steps and window-sills.

Hea'rth-tax. = HEARTH-MONEY ?.

1689 EVELYN Diary 8 Mar., In the mean time to gratify
the people, the Hearth Tax was remitted for ever. 1807-8
SVD. SMITH Plymley's Lett. Wks. 1850 II. 140/2^

Ireland

does not contain at this moment less than five millions of

people. There were returned in the year 1791 to the hearth
tax 701,000 houses. 1846 M cCuLLocH Ace, Brit. Empire
(1854) II. 405 A hearth-tax, or duty proportioned to the
number of fire-places in a house, was established in this

country [England] at a very early period.

Hearthward (haMjwpjd), adv. and a. [see

-WAiux] a. adv. Towards or in the direction of

the hearth, b. adj. Directed towards the hearth.

1847 in J. Brown Horse Subs. (1882) 408 Folks look hearth-

ward then. 1852 Meanderings ofMem. I. 206 Hag of the

hearthward cringe and tripod stool.

' Hea'rtikin. Obs. Also 6 hartykyn. [f.

HEART sb. : see -KIN.] Little heart : a term of

endearment. Ods-heartikins /, a minced oath (

God's heart) ; cf. HEART sb. 53, and BODIKIN 2.

1540 PAI.SGR. Acolastus Hartykyn (Halliw.). 1741 RICH-
ARDSON Pamela I. xxviii. 45 Ads-heartikins ! you young

be some London apprentice running away.

Heartily (nautili), adv.
[f.

HEARTY a. +
-LY ^. Cf. also HEARTLY adv] In a hearty
manner.
1. With full or unrestrained exercise of real feel-

ing; with genuine sincerity; earnestly, sincerely,

really ; with goodwill, cordially.
a 1300 Cursor M. 20054 Qua hertili hers or redis it.

c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. IV. 1492 Hypsipyle* Myn lady quod
he thanke I hertyly. 1506 SHAKS. Merck. V. iv. i. 243 Most

heartily I do beseech the Court To giue the iudgement.
1631 '1. POWELL Tom All Trades 142 To bid all his guests
welcome right heartily. 1717 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let.

FARRAR Silence 4- V. H. (1875) 47 To repent heartily
is to be forgiven wholly.
2. With courage, zeal, or spirit; spiritedly,

zealously.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 15954 pe hertiloker

on f>em he brak. :6iz in Crt. <$ Times Jas. 1 1,1849) ! l68

Taking his cause, to seeming, very heartily. 1719 DE FOE
Crusoe I. i, The Men rowing very heartily. 1875 JOWETT
Plato (ed. 2) V. 55 The people never fought heartily for

their masters.

3. With good appetite ; to the satisfaction of ap-

petite, abundantly, amply.
a 1613 OVERBURV A Wife (1638) 210 He breaks his fast

heartilest while hee is making a grave. 1725 DE FOE Vpy.
round World^ (1840) 275 We made no dinner this day, having
fed heartily in the morning. 1733 CHEYNE Eng. Malady
II. ix. 7 (1734! 215 Advice to Persons of weak Nerves. -to

drink a Bottle heartily every Day. 1874 DASENT Haifa
Life III. 172 No man .. ever devoured his food more

heartily.

4. Abundantly, plenteously; to the full, com-

pletely, thoroughly ; exceedingly, very.
1686 N. Cox Gentl. Recreat. v. (ed. 3) 67 Follow the Dogs

three quarters speed, that he may sweat heartily. 1719 DE
FOE Crusoe n. v, They .. were.. heartily beaten. 1727
ARBUTHNOT John Bull \\\. vi, Old Lewis Baboon was.,

heartily sick in mind of his last Law-Suit. 1839 JAMKS
Louis A'/y, II. 244 The citizens had ..become heartily
tired of the war.

Heartiness (hautines). [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
The quality of being hearty ; genuine sincerity of

feeling, earnestness; enthusiasm, zeal; cordiality
and friendliness of manner ; goodness of appetite ;

strength, healthiness, vigour, etc.

1530 PALSGR. 229/2 Hartynesse, magnanimitt. 1548
UDALL Erasm. Par. Luke vii. (R.), The lustie freashnes

& hertinesse of spirit in him. 1647 JER. TAYLOR Lib. Proph.
20 (R.) Idolatry . . which yet they hate and disavow, with

much zeal and heartiness of perswasion. a 1715 BURNET
Own Time (1766) II. 13 The duke [of York] with a seeming
heartiness gave his consent. i86a LYTTON Sir. Story II.

30 Strahan. .rushed up to me with the heartiness of old

college days. i88a A. W. WARD Dickens i. 14 Half

achieving his task by the very heartiness with which he set

about it.

Hearting (hautirj), vbl. sb. [f. HEART z>.]

1. The action of the verb HEART ; the imparting
of courage ; encouragement, animation, cheer.

c 1250 Gen, $ Ex. 1982
' Nai ! nai t' quat he,

'

helped It

nojt, Mai non herting on me ben wro^t c 1350 Leg. Rood
(18711 88 He. .was ful glad, For he so gude herting )>an

had. c 1440 York Myst'. xvii. 115 3^ certis, sucli hartyng

1799-1!
Wasb

HEAKTLESSNESS.
haue we hadde. 15. . Surtees Misc. (1888) 68 '

Marye, that s

ill hartinge
1

,
saies my Lord Charlls Howeward. 1637-50

Row Hist. Kirk (1842) p. xxii, In hairting . . of him to byd
still langer.
2. Building. The filling up of a central space

within masonry with rubble or similar material
;

concr., the material so used.

1858 Illustr. Times 7 Aug., The small materials used for

the hearting of the breakwater. 1862 SMILES Engineers
III. 405 Built of ashlar, with a hearting of rubble.

3. The growing to a heart ; as
' the hearting of

a lettuce '. Also attrib.

1858 R. HOGG I'eg. Kingd. 67 Cabbages, .assuming the
headed or hearting character.

t Hea*rtist. nonce-wd. A fencer who can

pierce the heart.
a 1635 FLETCHER Love's Pilgr. iv. ii. Where is there a
man now living in the Town That hath a steady hand ?. -is

there Ever a good heartUt, or a member percer, or a Small-

gut man left ?

Heart-leaf: see HEART sd. 56 b.

Heartless ihaMtlus), a. [f. HEART sb. + -LESS.]
1. lit. Without a heart.

1586 J. HOOKER Girald. Irel. U8o8) VI. 319 None hart-
lesse Hues. 1603 DRAYTON Odes iv. 19 It cannot two Brests

fill, One must be heartlesse still. 1753 Scots Mag. July
315/1 A shapeless, helpless, heartless body.
2. Destitute of courage, enthusiasm, or energy ;

spiritless; out of heart, disheartened, dejected.
^1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace tRolls^ 11564 porow ildel-

nesse of pes Are Bretons feble & hertejes. 1380 Lay Folks
Catech. (Lamb. MS.) 1375 Hertles in eny gostly good.
a 1420 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 644, I hertles was ay
thurghe myne impressede drede. 1596 DALRVMPLE tr.

Leslie's Hist. Scot. vi. 313 The kingis capitane was sa
hartles at the sycht of SUE a multitude. 1666 Lond. Gaz.
No. 65/1 Their own Seamen being p_oor

heartless fellows.

a 1795 AIKIN Evenings at Home xvii. 11858) 227 Whence,
cold and heartless, home he slunk, Involved in sore disgrace.

99-1805 WORDSW. Prelude ix. 515 A hunger-bitten girl ..

as busy knitting in a heartless mood Of solitude.

b. Withoutwarmth or zeal; not heartfelt, hearty,
or zealous.

1658 Whole Duty Man v. 22. 47 Slight and heartless

petitions. 1706 E. GIBSON Assize Serm. 28 These ill im-

pressions make subjects cold and heartless in their service.

a 1822 SHELLEY Falsehood 96 Heartless scraps of godly
prayer.

f3. Without understanding ; foolish. Obs.

1382 WVCLIF Prov. xii. 8 Who forsothe is veyn and herte-

les [Vulg. excors] shal ben open to despising, c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 237/2 Hertles, or vnherty, vecors. 1509 BARCLAY

Shyp of Folys (1874) II. 211 O hertles folys, haste here to

our doctryne. x6n [see HEARTLESSLY].
4. Destitute of feeling ; lacking in affection or

friendliness ; callous, unfeeling, unkind, cruel.

(The current sense, which, however, is not recognized in

Johnson, Todd, Webster 1828 ; it is doubtful whether the

Shaks. quotation belongs here.)

1599 SHAKS. Pilgr. 279 How sighs resound through heart-

less ground. 18x6 SHELLEY Alastor 690 Heartless things
Are done and said i' the world. 1864 TENNYSON Aylmcr's
Field 368 Leolin cried out the more upon them Insolent,

brainless, heartless ! 1887 RUSKIN Prxtcrita II. vi. 189 He
made up his mind that I was heartless and selfish.

5. Of land : Without fertility, sterile.

1594 PLAT Jewell-ho. i. 38 In an hartlesse peece ofground.
16x1 R. FENTON Usury n. xiii. 95 The land if it want
a lubile will in time grow hartlesse. 1641 BEST Farm. Bks.

(Surtees) 37 Growndes that are mossy and heartlesse. 1839
MURCHISON Silur. Syst. i. xii. 154 Of so cold and heartless

a quality as almost to
defy improvement.

6. Of food or drink : Without stimulating or

sustaining power.
1657 AUSTEN Fruit Trees i. 131 Wine that was [not] worth

the drinking being so small, and heartlesse. 1674 R. GODFREY
Inj. fy Ab. Physic 90 Following Heartless Slops and Spirit-
less Small-beer. 1688 BURNET Persec. Piedmont 39 Bad
Bread, black and heartless, without Substance. 1869 BLACK-
MORE Lorna Doone Ivi, Their wretched heartless stuff, such
as they call claret.

7. Of plants or trees : a. Without heartwood or

core. b. Not forming a heart or compact mass of

leaves.

1731 S. HALES Stat. Ess. I. 13 The motion of the sap . . in

the heartless vegetable would otherwise be very slow. 1859
W. H. RUSSELL in Times 24 Mar. 9/4 Spongiose and heart-

less timbers are of no good. 1883 Leisure Ho. 149/1 Heart-

less., cabbages.

Hea'rtleSSly, adv. [f. prec. + -LY '^.] In a

heartless manner: fa. Foolishly, fb. Without

spirit, dejectedly, c. Without feeling, callously,

cruelly ; insincerely.
1611 COTGR-, Bestement . . witlesly ; dully; heartlesly.

1629 J. COLE Of Death 95 We must not heartlesly lye

downe, but courageously beare [our cross]. 1886 RUSKIN
Prxterita I. vii. 210, I was stupidly and heartlessly careless

of the past history of my family.

Hea*rtlessness. [f- as prec. + -NESS.] The
state or fact of being heartless : t a Lack ofenergy
or spirit, dejection; b. Lack of feeling ; insincerity;

callous cruelty.

1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Dict. t Descorazinamiento, heartles-

nesse-.sluggishnesse. 1647 BP. HALL Christ Myst. i. 10

(R.) A disconsolate heartlessnesse, and sad dejection of

spirit. 1658 Whole Duty A/an i. 39. 8 Their negligence
and heartlesness when they are at them, a 1836 MRS.
SHERWOOD Nun v. 121 Our ceremonies ; there is a sameness
and heartlessness in them. 1891 Leeds Merc. 25 May 5/2
There .. cannot be the shadow of excuse for the heartless-

ne>s of the atrocity.



HEABTLET.

Heartlet ,hautlet). [f.
HEAKT^. + -LET.] A

little heart or core ; a nucleus.

1826 GOOD Bk. A'a/. (1834) I. 164 We find the seed to

consist internally of a corculum, or heartlet.

Hea'rtlike, a. and adv.

A. adj. Like or having the appearance of a heart.

1616 SL-RFL. & MARKH. Country Farme 343 Garden

plummes and hartlike cherries. 1776 DA COSTA Conchol.

275 (Jod.) The two shells do not close, but leave a large
oval or heart-like gap. 1830 BAILKY Festus 1854) 309

Shaped Out of one ruby heartlike.

B. adv. Like or after the manner of a heart.

1844 MRS. BROWNING Vis. Paetslxm, His brain beat heart-

like.

Heartlikins : see HEARTIKIN.

t Hea'rtliness. Obs. rare.
[f.

HKARTLY a.

+ -NESS.] Cordiality, heartiness, sincerity.

1475 MISYN Fire ofLove i. xv. 32 Both in excellence of

wark and hartlynes in lufe. 145* Declaration in Tytler
Hist. Scot. (1864) II. 387, I - . shall take thay personnes in

heartlines and friendship.

t Hea-rtling. Ohs. [f. HEART sb. + -LING.]
Little or dear heart : cf. HEARTIKIN.
Ods heartlings ! : a minced oath ( God's heart !).

1598 SHAKS. Merry W. HI. iv. 59 Odd's-hart-lings, that's

a prettie iest indeede.

i Hea'rtly, a. Obs. Forms: 4 hertelyche,

4-5 hertli, -ly, 4-6 hertely, 5 hertlie, (herte-

lysshe), 5-6 hartlie, -ly, 6 heartly. [f.
HEART

sb. + -LY l
; cf. MHG. kerzelich, Du. hartelijk, ON.

1. Proceeding from or seated in the heart ; ex-

pressive of real feeling ; earnest, genuine, sincere ;

= HEAKTY 4.

1340-70 Alex. <\ Dind. 06 1 ^e han hertely hate to oure
hole peple. 1388 WYCLIF Job viiL at Til thi mouth be fillid

with lei^tir, and thi lippis with hertli song. 1483 CAXTON
Cato Ijb, When the persone hath the herte fulle of herte-

lysshe loue. (1489 Sonnes ofAymon xix. 429 He toke

for it suche a hertly sorowe.

2 Showing genuine friendliness or warmth of

affection; cordial, affectionate, kindly; =HEABTY3-
c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. If. 2124 Ariadne, This lady smylith

..at his hertely wordis. 1563 WINJET Four Scoir Thre

Quest. Wks. 1888 I. 96 As . . hertlie mother, haifand com-

passioun of hir tribulit sones. 1573 Let. in IVodr. Soc.

Misc. 289 Efter maist hartlie commendatioun. 1600 G<nu~

rie*s Conspir. in Select. Hart. Misc. (1703) 193 Without

any welcomming of his maiestie, or anie other hartlie forme
of entertainement.

3. Courageous, spirited.

1340-70 Alex. % Dind. 95 As Je heie heuene goodus
wipherteH bouhtus So a-wecchen my wit. c 1430 Syr Getter.

3634 With hertli corage and manful chere. 1535 STEWART
Crott. Scot. II. 598 To caus his men no forder for to fle,

Bot turne agane with hartlie mynd and will.

4. Vigorous, severe, sore.

Vrt 1400 Morte Arth. 1835 Of his hertly hurte helyde he
neuer. Ibid. 2551 Hittes one hellmes fulle hertelychedynttys.

t Hea'rtly, adv. Obs. Forms: 2-3heort(e)-
liche, 3 hertelike, -li, 4 hert(e)Iich, 4 6 herte-,

hert-, hartly, etc., 5-7 liartely. [f. HEART sb. +
-LY -. Perhaps in some instances merely a variant

of HEARTILY.]
1. With the heart; earnestly, sincerely; cordially;
^HEARTILY i.

/i 1225 Juliana 75 Wei him
J>e.

.heorteliche sike& ofte for

his sunncn. ^1240 Ureisnu in Cott. Horn. 185 Wend me
heorteliche and turn me allunge to J>e. a 1300 Cursor M.
20045 All bai..herteli it heres or redes. 1393 LANGL. P.
PI. C- xi. 84 He - helpeth herteliche alle men of bat he may
aspare. t'i4aoCDL. BKAUFORT in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i.

I. 8 Trusty & welle belouid, I gretejow herttely well. 1548
HALL Ckron., Ediv. IV, 198 He..hartely thanked the lady
for her consent. 1583 STANVHURST sEttets i. (Arb.t 17 A
labor and a trauaila too plowswayns hertelye welcoom.

1664-5 Lrx WINDSOR in Hattott Corr. 11878) 46 Which I

am hartely glad are so much.
2. \Vithcourageorspirit; courageously; vigor-

ously, with might and main; = HEARTILY 2.

a 1300 Cursor M. 16814+7 losephe of abaramathy, Vnto

pilat hertly went. ("1380 WYCLLF Wks. 11880) 298 Ajen
errours bat bey sowen men shulden speke hertliche. c 1450

Golngros 1$-
Gtiiv. 849 Thai, .girdit out suerdis. .And hewit

on hard steill, hartlie but houne.

3. With good appetite ;
= HEARTILY 3.

1589 L. WRIGHT Summons for Sleepers Epistle
to Rdr.,

The first friend . . deuoured his apple hartely, sound and
rotten together.

4. In heart : opp. to in body, in spirit.
aitt$Aru:r. R. 40 AndstiennuheortHche,& hwonichdeie

gostUche, a domesdeie al Hcomliche,into 3e blisse of heouene.

Heart of grace, phrase. Forms : 6 herte a

grease ;
6 hart a grasse, hart of grease,

grasse, grace, 6-7 hart at grasse ; 6-7 heart
of grasse, h. at grasse, 7 h. to grasse, a grasse,

7-8 h. a grace, 6- heart of grace. , [Not known
before 1530 : origin and early form uncertain.
The simple take heart (- F. prendre cteur) is as old or

older. The words heart, hart^ were both written hert(e^ hart
in i6th c. Hence it has been surmised that take herte a
fresst, or /tart of grease, was orig. a punning or sportive
expansion of take fierte, after the earlier herte of gresse,
Atirt

offrecise^ fat hart (see HART t b) ; and that when the

expression l>ecame proverbial, attempts were made to put
sense into it by substituting grass and grace. Of course,
heart ofgrace might be the original, and all the other forms
popular corruptions of it ; but it is not easy to explain grace
in such a Connexion ; there is no corresponding r. c<rnr de
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grace. In any case, the number and variety of the forms
show that the analysis was not clear even in the i6th c.]

a. in phrase to take h. ofgr., h. agr.^ to pluck

up courage. Cf. take heart (HEAHT 49).
1530 PALSGR. 748/1, I take herte a gres.se, as one doth that

taketh a sodayne courage upon hym, j'e prens cueur en

/ancc. 1548 UDAI.L, etc. Erasin. Pur. .Watt. xxii. 106

They takyng hart of grace agayne. 1560 BECON .\V;v

Catech. Wks. (1564^ 5163, They [evil wives] shame not to

answer. .They haue bene made dolts and foles long inouyh :

it is now high time to take hart of grease vnto them. There
is no worme so vile, but if it be troden vpon it will tourne

again. 1562 J. HEYWOOD Prow, ty Epigr. [18671 140 Thou
takest hart of gnisse, wyfe. not hart of grace. 1567 MAPLET
C,r. Forest 43 The Fir tree . . being cut, eyther hmdred or

hurt . . it by and by taketh hart a gra.->se, and groweth . . a
little beneath his top. 1583 GOLDING Calvin on Deut.

clyii.

971 When he seeth that we take heart of grasse against him.
1600 HOLLAND Livy 115 The Commons should take heart of

grasse and hold up head againe. 1673 K. HEAD Canting
Acati. 141 His wife, .took heart a-grace. 171* AKBUTHNOT
John Bull iv. iv, He was afraid to venture himself alone

with him. At last he took heart of grace, a 1734 NORTH
Exam. ii. v. 10 (1740) 321 The Loyalists began to chear

up, and to take Heart-a-grace. 1823 SCOTT Quentin D. vi,

The peasants, who at first shrunk from him in horror.. took
heart of grace as he got to a distance. 1861 HUGHES Tom
Brown at Oxf. xxxiv, In a day or two, however, Tom began
to take heart of grace. 1890 Times 14 Oct. 6/2 The non-
union labourers, .took heart of grace and applied for work.

b. Hence to get, give, keep, gather h. ofgr.
1587 HIGINS in Mirr. Mag;, Sir N. Burdet xv, By our

losses they gate heart of grasse, 1591 HARINGTON Orl. Fur.
xxi. xxxix, His absence gaue him so much heart of grace.

1856 KANE Arct. Expl. II. xxi. 213 But they kept heart of

grace. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. II. in. 297 She gathered
heart of grace to meet The few words they might speak
together.

\- c. Also 1 6- 1 7th c. to take heart (hart at grass,
to grass. Obs.

1576 FLEMING Panopt. Epist. 80 Taking courage and hart

at grasse. 1579 LVLY Euphues (Arb.) 65 Rise therefore

Euphues, and take heart at grasse, younger thou shall neuer
be. 1602 CAREW Cornwall 134 b, Our Foyens tooke heart
at grasse, and.. stiffly refused to vaile their bonets. 1631
WEEVKR Anc. Fun. Mon, 866 Animated by his manly
prowesse, they tooke heart to grasse, as the prouerbe is.

d. In other expressions.
(In 1600 perh. associated with herb ofgrace, rue.)

1609 W. M. Man in Moone (1849) 3 After I had eaten
a little heart a grasse, which grew at my feete, I feared not.

1703 R. WILKINSON iv. I'ice Reclaimed G ij b, I will hide my
self in thy Bosom, and be not far from thy Heart of Grace.

Heart-pea, -piece, -pit, -purse : see HEART
sb. 56.

Hea'rt-piercing
1

,
a. [See PIERCE

.]
That

pierces, or is fitted to pierce, the heart ; Jig. that

appeals keenly to the heart or emotions. Hence
Hea'rt-piercingly adv.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. m. xi. 30 The jwint of his hart-percing
dart. 1647 TRAPP Comm. Matt. xiri. 4 The Pharisees were
not a button the better for all those heart-piercing sermons
of our Saviour. 1715-20 POPE Iliadxiv. 569 Heart-piercing
anguish struck the Graecian host, a 1797 MARY WOLL-
STONECR. Posthum. Wks. 11798) I. 50 So heart-piercingly
pathetic in the little airs they would sing. 1870 MORRIS
Earthly Par. I. n. 460 That sweet heart-piercing melody.

Hea*rt-qnake. [See QUAKE, and cf. earth-

quakc.~\ Palpitation of the heart ; fig. sudden and
violent emotion, as of terror, delight, etc.

1561 HOLLYBUSH Horn. Apoth. 6 b, Somtyme commeth it

[palsy]
of . . swounynge, hartquake, and superfluitye of

blooae, ci6n CHAPMAN Iliad vii. 188 Heartquakes shook
the joints Of all the Trojans, a 1711 KEN Anodynes Poet.
Wks. 1721 III. 427 When I a Heart-quake feel within, And
Pains, Mementos of my Sin. 18x9 BYRON Juan n. clxxxvi,
Each kiss a heart-quake. 1884 BROWNING FerishtaJi, Tivo
Camels 117 How a lip's mere tremble., cheek's just change
of colour., effect a heartquake.
So Hea'rt-quaking* vbl. sb. = prec. ;

Hea'rt-

quakingf a.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. vii. xxxii. (14951 246 Herte

quakinge other CardJacle comyth of defawte of the herte.
a 1649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Poems Wks. (1711) 25 This great
heart-quaking dolor wail and mourn.

Hea'rt-qualm. [See QUALM.] An attack of

palpitation or faintness of heart ; alsoyf^.; cf. prec.
c 1611 S. WARD Life of Faith (1627) 33 Vsing it . . for

swones and heart qualmes only. 1635 SWAN Spec. M. 11670)

205 Borage .. doth greatly hinder swooning and heart-

qualms. 1673 JANEWAY Heaven on E. (1847) 180 To be
cured of these heart-qualms.
Hea'rt-rending, a. [See REND v.] That

rends the heart ; terribly distressing. So Hea'rt-

rending' vbl. sb,, terrible distress, pangs of an-

guish ; Hea-rt-reiidingly adv.
a 1687 WALLER (J.), Heart-rending news . . That death

should licence have to rage among The fair [etc.]. 1798
MALTHUS Popitl. (1817) II. 45 The heart-rending sensation
of seeing his children starve. 1810 T. JEFFERSON ll'rlt.

(1830) IV. 154, I had.. heard of the heart-rending calamity.
1854 J. S. C. ABBOTT Napoleon (1855) I. xxi. 343 As a.,

mother, I must feel the heart-rendings of those who will

apply to me. 1873 BLACK Pr. Thule xx. 333 The trouble
and heartrending of sleepless nights, 1890 Temple Bar
Mag. 468 He. .heard her heart-rendingly beg him not to go.

t Hea'rt-root. Obs. Rarely heart's-root.

[See ROOT sb.]

1. (Also pi. heart-roots^} The depth or bottom of

the heart ; the seat of the deepest emotion or most

genuine feelings.
c zaoo Trin. Coll, Hotn. 151 f>e it-ares be man wepeS . .

wa!le3 of bo heorts rote*, swo w;iter do^ of welle. a 1300

HEART-SHAPED.
Cursor M. 14892 He luued bairn in his hert rote, c 1386
CHAUCER Wife's Prol. 471 It tikleth me aboute myn herte

roote. 1413 Pilfgr.
Sotvle (Caxton 14831 iv. xxxi. So He

draweth a depe sighe fro the herte rote. 1583 BABINGTON
Cominandm. iv. (1637) 39 Lamenting the same euen from
our heart roots, 1650 S. CLARKE Eccl. Hist. \. 11654) 4 T <

I. .am sorry from the heart-root. 1822 Scon AYgt'/ xxvii,
Bash and Baltic, blessings on the heart's-root of ye !

2. A sweetheart ; a beloved one.

1522 SKKLION H'/iy not to Court 664 He ys the kynges
derlyng And his swete harte rote. 1555 BRADFORD in Cover-
dale Lett. Mart. (1564) 322 Praye for me myne own hart
roote in the Lord, a 1765 Old Robin of Fortinhale xxvii,

in Child Ballads m. Ixxx. (1885 241, 2 Eucralacke, and woe
is me, Here lyes my sweete hart-roote !

3. The tap-root of a tree. rare.
1668 Phil, 'i'ratis. III. 863 The best [wood] is found in the

midst of the Tree, nourish d by the Heart-root, which goes
straight down into the Ground.

4. ? -- HKAHTWOBT.
1617 MINSHEU Dnctor, Harts-roote, radix cordialis '.

namque radix hujus herba; confortat et corroborat cor.

HeaTt-scald, -scad. Sc. and north, dial.

[See SCALD j^.] a. = HEARTBURN, b. fig. Dis-

agreeable sensation, disgust, aversion.

xoapZ.Bovi)
Last Battelli?f& (Jam.) What an heart-scald

should this bee vnto us, that wee have so long neglected
this best part, a 1774 FKRGUSSON Cauler H'ater Poems
* 1845) 25 Tho' cholic or the heart-scad tease us. 1832 SCOTT

Xigfl xiv, A look . . that suld give her a heart-scald of walk-

ing on such errands. 1825 BROCKETT N. C. Gloss
,
Heart-

scad, any thing disagreeable or contrary to your expectation
or wishes. 1886 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Hea-rt-searching, a. [See SEARCH v.] That
searches or rigorously examines the heart or feel-

ings. SoHea'rt-searching- v/.>. ; Hea'rt-searcher.

1647 WARD Simf. Cobler 57 Into what importable, .heart-

searchings you will be ingulfed. 1685 BAXTER Paraphr. N.
T. Matt. x. ii Ministers being not heart-searchers, must
pronounce God's Blessing on Men, on uncertainties, a 1708
BEVKRIDGE Thes. Theol. 11711) III. 6 To fear Him ..as an

heart-searching God. 1863 I. WILLIAMS Hymn, *Lord in

this [etc.] ', Fill me with heart-searching fears. if&sAthen-
zitnt 28 Nov. 697 'i The somewhat superfluous heart-search

Ings he has undergone.

Heartsease, heart's-ease (hauts,fz). [See
HEART sb. and EASE.]
1. (prop, as two distinct words.) Ease of heart ;

tranquillity or peace of mind ; freedom from care

and trouble ; blithesomeness.

14... Chaucer's Clerk's T. 378 (MSS. Corp. ; Lansd.) And
wisly bringe hem alle in hertes eese [v.r. reste and ese].

1444-60 Paston, Lett. No. 330 I. 443 To his plesaunce, and
to your herts ease. a 1569 KINGESMYLL Confl. Satan
(1578) 50 He is at heartesease both in mind and bodie. 1591
Tronb. Raigne K. John \\. (1611) 84 Hap and hearts-ease

hraue Lordings be your lot. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa III.

iii. 32 In mere wantonness and heartsease I was for buffet-

ting the moon. 1855 LONGF. Hiaiv. x. 265 Songs of happi-
ness and heart's-ease.

2. As name of a flower or plant. In i6th c. ap-

plied both to the Pansy and the "Wallflower ; at

length restricted to the former.
The origin and occasion of the name are not clear. By

the mediaeval herbalists the pansy and wallflower or wall-

gilliflower (as well as the stock gilliflower and other plants)
were included in their genus Viola. Of the i6th c,

herbalists. Turner 1548-51 has 'heart's ease' only as a
name of the wallflower ; Lyte in 1578, both of the wallflower

('viola lutea ') and 'pances' ('viola tricolor*'. But Pals-

grave 1530 applies it only to the pansy, and this appears to

be the general usage from R. Greene onward.

a. The Pansy ( Viola tricolor) ;
more esp. the

small wild form. Also extended to kindred species,
as the Mountain Heart's-ease (V. lutea}.

1530 PALSGR. 229/2 Hartysease, a floure. Ibid. 231/1 Hertes-

ease, ineteve pensce. 1578 LYTE Dodoens n. n. 149 This
floure is called .. in English Pances, Loue in idleness, and
Hartes ease. 1671 SALMON Syn. Med. m. xxii. 440 Viola

Flammea, Herba Trinitatis. .Hearts-ease, it is Emollient,

helps Epilepsies. i8ai CLARE Vill. Minstr. II. 97 True-

love-lies-bleeding, with the hearts-at-ease. i8a8 MOORE ///

Omens iii, She stole through the garden, where heart's-ease

was growing. i86a HUXLEY Lect. Wrkg. Men 132 Hearts-
ease and red clover, .are fertilized by the visits of the bees.

allusively. 1599 Life Sir T. More Commend. Ep. in

Wordsw. Eccl. Biog. (1853) II. 47 The golden marygold of

obedience, hearts-ease of a settled conscience. 1684 BUNVAN
Pilgr. n. 100 This Boy . . wears more of that Herb called

Hearts-ease in his Bosom.

fb. The Wallflower (Chetranthus Cheiri}. Obs.

1548 TURNER Names of Herbes 80 Viola . . There are

diuerse sortes of I.eucoion. One is called in english, Cheiry,
Hertes ease or wal Gelefloure . . it hath yealowe floures, 1562

Herbal \\. 163 b, Viola . . that hath the yelow floure . . is

called . . in Englishe Wal gelouer or hart is ease. 1562
BULLEYN Def. agst. Sickness 115791 4^ This herbe [Viola

alba] . . is commonly called Sweete William or Harts ease.

1578 LYTK Dodoens n. iii. 151 The yellow Gillofer is called

. .in English Wall floures and Hartes ease.

c. locally in U.S. The common Persicary or

Peachwort r

JPolygonum Fersicaria).
d. An ornament resembling a pansy flower.

111542 Q. KATH. HOWARD in Burnet Hist.
Ref.^

III. App.
in. Ixxii. (1715) III. 171 He gave me a Heart's-Ease of Silk

for a New-Year's Gift.

3. slang. (See quots.)
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Hearts-ease, a Twenty

shilling piece; also an ordinary sort of Strong Water.

1785-96 GROSE Diet, b'nlgar T.

Hea'rt-shaped, a. Having the shape of a

heart, especially the conventional form (HEART
33) ; cordate.



HEART-SICK.

1776 J. LEE Intrad. But. (cd. 3) Gloss. 408 Cordatum
folium, the Heart-shaped Leaf. 1824 Miss MITKORD /

'illagc
Ser. i. (1863) 100 Heart-shaped and triply folded, and its

root Creeping like beaded coral. 1866 Miss YONGE Dove in

Eagle's N. i. (1880) 2 The heart-shaped shepherd's purse.

Hea'rt-sick, a.
[f. HEART st>. + SICK .]

1. Sick at heart
; fig. depressed and despondent,

esp. through
'

hope deferred
'

or continued trouble.

1526 SKELTON Magny/. 1640 Vet I am not harte seke. 1638
BAKER tr. Balzac's Lett. (Vol. II.) 127 The League is dead,
and Spaine heartsicke- 1784 COWPER Task Ii. 244 Chatham,
heart-sick of his country's shame. 1793 Rcsid. France
(1797) I. 442 Faint and heart-sick with the unhealthy air.

1862 MRS. H. WOOD Mrs. Hallib. III. xxiv. (1888) 444, I have
concealed our troubles until I am heart-sick.

2. Pertaining to or characterized by heart-sickness.

1591 GREENE Maidens Dr. v, So was this Hinde with
Hart-sicke pains enthralled. 1644 VICARS Jehovah-Jirch 21
To recover the Kingdom of its heart-sick diseases. 1667
MILTON P. L. XI. 482 Qualmes Of heart-sick Agonie. 1857
W. COLLINS Dead Secret vi. i, With a heart-sick conscious-
ness of the slur that was cast on her birth.

3. (See qnot.)
1725 BRADLEY Fam. Diet., Heart-Sick, a Distemper inci-

dent to Oxen, and may be known by the frequent panting
of the Flanks.

Hence HeaTt-sickness. heart-sick condition.
1716 Diet. Rust. (ed. 3) s.v., Heart-sickness in Oxen.

1841 LYTTON Nt. fg Morn. i. v, Catherine was. .deadly pale
with heart-sickness and dismay.
Heartsome (ha-Jtsimi), a. Chiefly Sc.

[f.
HEAKT sb. + -SOME.]
t 1. Courageous, spirited, bold. Obs.
1567 Satir. Poems Refortn. iii. 101 Now euerie Dowglas

of ane hartsum mynde, Think on dame Margaret.
2. That gives heart or cheer ; that rejoices the

heart; animating.
1396 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 49 The citie

[Aberdeen] enioyes . . a schip read, or hartsum hauining
place. 1634 RUTHERFORD Lett. (1862) I. no Pray for well-
cooked meat and an hartsome Saviour. 1726 E. ERSKINE
Serin. Wks. 1871 I. 288 What a lightsome and heartsome
dwelling place the believer has. 1879 STEVENSON Trav.
Cevennes (1895) 191 Overhead the heartsome stars were set
in the face of the night. 1889 Harper's Mag. Dec. 121/2
The wild thyme, .filled all the air with heartsome fragrance.
8. Full of cheer or gladness ; cheerful, merry,

joyous, blithe.

1724 RAMSAY Tea-t.Misc., Polwart on Green, With sangs
1805
ind

He was a heartsome cleric, and gave us jovial greeting.

Hea-rtsomely, aiiv. Sc.
[f. prec. + -LY

-'.]

With good heart or cheer
; cheerily, blithely.

1731 E. ERSKINE Serw. Wks. 1871 II. 150 How heart-

somelydoth faith lay claim to these treasures. 1831 CARLYLE
in Froude Life (1882) II. 184, I can sit down with a clear
conscience and talk heartily and heartsomely.

Hea-rt-sore, sb.
[f. HEART**. 55 a + SORE so.]

1. Pain or grief of heart ; a cause of such pain.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 207 Corrlis contricio. . )>at is herte

sor for marines ojene sinne. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. (1858)
I. 17 With siching, sobbing, and with greit hart-sair. 1590
SPENSER F. Q. n. i. 2 That godly knight . . His onely hart-
sore and his onely foe. 1601 Bp. W. BARLOW Defence 114
As jEgina to Athens, A^/xj), the eiesore thereof; so is this to
Rome, the hartsoare thereof. 1835 Miss MITFORD Country
Stories (1850) 154 Chalcott mill, .was to Mrs. Deborah not
merely an eye-sore, but a heart-sore.

t 2. A disease of horses, etc. (obs. F. encanir*).
1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Country Farme 139 The Enceur

tnarg. The hartsore or swelling of the kernels of the hart.

Heart-sore, .
[f. HEART sb. 55 c + SOKE a.]

Sore or grieved at heart
; characterized by grief.

1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. i. i. 30 With hart-sore sighes.
1856 LEVER Martins of Cro'M. 412 Heartsore with the
cares of wealth. 1862 TROLLOPE Orley F. xiii. (1866) 98
Every word that the dear, good, heart-sore woman spoke,
told the tale of her jealousy.

Hea'rt-spoon. Obs. or dial. [See SPOON jtf.]
a. The depression at the end of the breast- or

brisket-bone, called also spoon of the brisket or
stomach, b. The pit of the stomach ; the navel
or midriff.

ri386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 1748 He feeleth thurgh the
herte spoon the prikke. a 1728 KENNETT Etym. Angl.
Lansd. MS. 1033 If. 174/2 Ha's varra seek, it warks at his
heart.speaun. 1821 SCOTT Kenilw. xx, I will whet my
dagger on his heart-spone, that refuses ! a 1825 FORBY Voc.
E. Anglia, Heart-spoon, the pit of the stomach.

Hea'rt-strike, v. rare. [See STRIKE v.]
trans. To strike to the heart, make a deep impres-
sion upon the feelings of. So Hea'rt-atrickeu
ppl. a. (

= HEART-STRUCK b) ; Bea-rt-strickenly
adv.
a 1637 B. JONSOH tr. Horace1 Art Poetry 136 If they seeke

to heart-strike us That are spectators, with their miserie.
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1643 PRYNNE Rome's Master-P. (1644) 34 Stabbing [him] first
in the mouth, next in the heart-strings. 1881 ROSSETTI Ball.
*Saitn. (t882) 33 Once she sprang as the heifer springs With
the wolf s teeth at its red heart-strings.
2. transf. xn&fig.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 30 To seek out gemmes . . we

plucke the very heart-strings out of her [the earth]. 1652
i

R.
SAUNDF.RS^ fla/> to heal Rel. Wounds 72 The heart-

: strings of . . his . . arguments are cut. 1659 RUSHW. Hist.
Coll. I. 537 The Priviledges of this House . . are ihe Heart-
strings of the Commonwealth. 1896 Daily News 4 June 6 '2

The engineer, .holding in his firm grasp the heartstrings of
the ship.

b. esf. The most intense feelings or emotions;
the deepest affections

; the heart.

1396 SPENSER F. Q. iv. vi. 29 Her hart did leape and all
her hart-strings tremble, a 1625 FLETCHER Nice Valour i.

l, The falsest woman, That ever broke man's heart-strings.
1742 FIELDING J. Andrews i. xiii, A young woman, whom
he loved as tenderly as he did his heartstrings. 1857
LIVINGSTONE Tray. Introd. 3 By his . . winning ways he
made the heartstrings of his children twine around him.

c. Often with allusion to stringed instruments of
music.
1602 2nd ft. Return fr. Paniass. V. i. 1982 [A fiddler

sings] How can he play whose heart stringes broken are ?

1869 SPURGEON Treas. Dan. Ps. cxi. 2 Our heart-strings are
evermore getting out of tune. 1887 LADY M. MAJENDIE
Precautions III. ii. 47, I will play on your heart-strings as
I used to do.

Hea'rt-struck, ppl. a. Struck to the heart :

fa. Keenly affecting or distressing the heart (oifs.).

b. Smitten with mental anguish or dismay.
1605 SHAKS. Lear in. i. 17 His heart-strooke injuries.

DOR Wks. 11853) I- 57'/2 "te, So heart-strickenly and
]

desperately was I ashamed.

Heart-strings (haMtistrirjz),.^.//. [/.HEART
sb. + STHING in sense

'

sinew, tendon
'.]

1. In old notions of Anatomy, the tendons or
nerves supposed to brace and sustain the heart.

1483 Cath. Angl. 177/1 An Hartstringe, precordia. 1330
PALSGR. 229/2 Hartestrynges, ueines de cuevr. 1587 GOLD-
ING lie Jlornay xv. 238 The head .. heart .. Liuer ..the I

Sinewes, Heartstrings, and Vaines come from those parts.

MITFORD in L'Estrange Life ^870) II. 43 Were you not
heart-struck at the awful catastrophe?

Heartward (hautwgjd), a. and adv. [See
-WARD.] Towards or in the direction of the heart

;

as concerns the heart.

i67 T. COXE in Phil. Trans. II. 452 The heart-ward part
of the Vein to receive the Maingy Dog-blood. 1861 FROUDE
in Fraser's Mag. May, Some silent Heartward way. 1883
A. MACLEAN in Memorial Vol. 295 What a wasting disease
we soon discover heartward.

Hea'rt-whole, a. [See WHOLE.]
1. Uninjured at the heart; having the spirits or

courage unimpaired ; undismayed.
1470-85 MALORY Arthur ix. xxxiv, Neuer drede the, for I

am herte hole, and of this wounde I shal soone be hole.

1591 HORSEY Trav. Hakl. Soc.) 20: He is as hartt hole as
ever he was. 1656 LD. HATTON in Nicholas Pap. (Camden)
III. 280, 1 haue not heard from . .the good Earle of N. . . I hope
he is hart whole. 1721 NAISH in Phil. Trans. XXXI. 226
Dying daily by Piecemeal ; but Heart-whole, as he express'd
it. 1843 SIR T. WATSON Print. $ Pract. Phys. (1871) I.

xxviii. 600 The mental faculties are clear, and the patients
serene, and what is called heart-whole, to the last.

2. Having the affections free
; with the heart un-

engaged.
1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. iv. i. 49 Cupid hath clapt him oth'

shoulder, but He warrant him heart hole. 1712 STEELE
Sfect. No. 288 F i Your

(yet Heart-wholei Admirer, and
devoted humble Servant, Melainia. 1862 MRS. RIDDELL
World in Ch. (1865) 314 Having passed heart-whole through
a succession of London seasons.

3. Whole-hearted
; free from hypocrisy or affecta-

tion ; sincere, genuine.
1684 BUNYAN Pilgr. n. 141 Any Pilgrim . . if he keeps

Heart-whole towards his Master. 1879 FARRAR St. Paul
("883) 353 The Philippians were heart-whole in their Chris-
tian faith. 1886 MRS. HUNGERFORD Lady Branksmere I.

i. 1 8 Such a gay, pretty, heart-whole laugh !

b. Thorough, thorough-paced, unmitigated.
1811 LAMB Guy Faux Misc. Wks. (1871) 370 This arch-

bigot, this heart-whole traitor.

Hence Hea'rtwholeness.
1882 H. G. MERIVALE Faucit of B. III. n. xiv. 69 That

same heartwholeness. .had been exposed to some dangerous
siege-work. 1888 MRS. H. WARD R. Elsmere III. 4 Calmly
certain of her own heart-wholeness.

Hea-rt-wise, adv. [See -WISE.] After the
manner or shape of a heart.

1727 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s.v. Horse Shoe, Leaves, .made
Heartwise and divided by a crooked line. 1865 SWINBURNE
Ball, of Life 12 Shaped heartwise.

Hea'rt-WOOd. A name for the central part
of the timber of exogenous trees, hardened and
matured by age ; duramen.
1801 KNIGHT in Phil. Trans. XCI. 351 Ossified within

the heart-wood. 1876 Oxford Bible-Helps 113 Ebony . . is

the heart-wood of the date-tree. 1880 GRAY Struct. Bot.
iii. 3. 80 In all trees which have the distinction between
the sap-wood and heart-wood well marked, the latter

acquires a deeper colour.

Heartwort (ha-jtwo.it). Also hert-, hart-.

[From form of leaves (or ? seeds).]
1. The plant Aristolochia Clematitis, also called

Birthwort.

ci35o O. E. Med. Gloss, in Archxol. XXX. 409 Hert-
wort, see Wodebron. Wodebron, bot. Fraximis \)fraxi-
nus]. 1548 TURNER Names of Heroes 15 Astrolochia or
round hertworte. Ibid., Aristolochia longa . . bryngeth furth
fruite lyke blacke peares and seede lyke mennes hertes.

1565-73 COOPER Thesaurus, Aristolochia. .Called astrologe
or hartworte. 1578 LYTE Dodoens in. i. 314 Called, .of some
Byrthwort and Hartwort. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts
(1658) 269 Take of Aristoloch, otherwise called round Hart-
wort, one ounce. 1610 MARKHAM Masterp. n. clxxiii. 483
Aristolochia, which we call birthwort, or hartwort.

HEARTY.

t2. = HARTWOBT, q.v. Obs.

\ 3. A species of Mint. Obs.

'597 GERARD Herbal (1633) 681 The fourth [species] i*

called, .in English, Hart-woort, or Heart-mint.

t 4. A local name of Melilot. Obs.

1640 PARKINSON Tlieat. Hot. 120 In some places of Essex
they call it Hartwort, because [it causes] heart burne or
paines of the heart.

Hearty (haMti), a. (adv.*) and sb. Forms : see
HEART sb.

[f. HEART sb. + -Y
'.] Full of heart.

1. Full of courage ; courageous, bold (obs.). In
later use coloured by senses 4 and 5 : Zealous

;

energetic or thorough in one's support or action.

cijSo WYCLIF Sinn. Sel. Wks. I. 286 Made hem herti to
die for be love of be treube. c 1400 Destr. Troy 3813 The
hertist to helpe of all the high kynges. Hid. 8203 Triet
men . . herty to stryke. 1309 HAWES Past. Picas, xxvlli.

lix, Dame Minerve . . Dyd me endue with harty hardynes.
1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 2192 Valiaunt Capteynes and
hartie Souldiours. 1684 DRYDEN Epil. to Conslantine 23
Such hearty rogues against the king and laws. 1704 Col.
Rec. Pennsylv. II. 166 Persons hearty to the English
Interest and Government. 1709 SWIFT Adv. Relig. Wks.
1755 II. I. 119 Declaring himself hearty for the government.
1776 ADAM SMITH W. N. i. i. (1869) I. 10 When he first

begins the new work he is seldom very keen and hearty.
1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xix. IV. 259 Two of the allied

powers, and two only, were hearty in the common cause.

t b. As an epithet of compliment : ? Great-

hearted, magnanimous, noble. Obs. (But perh.
=

prec. 'bold, courageous'.)
1552 LATIMER Wks. (1844) I. 356 Esay, that hearty pro-

phet, confirmeth the same. Hid. 515 Judas Machabeus,
that hearty captain. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot.
vt. 312 Thay namet him a hartie horsman \\J.enerosicquitis\
or a noble rydar.

t 2. Possessed of understanding ; wise, prudent,
sagacious. Obs. rare.

1382 WYCLIF Dent. i. 13 ?yue ?e of Jow wise men and
herti [Vulg. gtiaros}. Job xxxiv. 10 Therfore, herty
[Vulg. cordati\ men, hereth me.
3. Full of kindly sentiment or goodwill ; exhibit-

ing warmth of affection or friendly feeling ; cordial,
kind-hearted, genial, cheery.

1440 Promp. Parv. 238/1 Herty, cordialis. ^1490
Ptumpton Corr. 83 In the most hartyest wyse I recommend
me to you. 1513 MORE in Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 757No one thing . . gat him . . more hartie favor among the
common people. 1712 ADDISON Sfect. No. 269 p 5 Our
Salutations were very hearty on both Sides. 1853 LYTTON
My Novel v. ii, There was no hearty welcoming smile on
his face. 1856 KANE Arct. Expl. I. iii. 30 Madame Chris-
tiansen, .was hearty and warm-hearted as ever.

b. Merry, blithe ; =HEABTSOMK 3. Sc.

1768 Ross Helenore 117 (Jam.) Come, dea'ry, gie's a sang,And let's be hearty with the merry thrang.
4. Proceeding from the heart

; heartfelt, genuine,
sincere.

1479 Office Mayor Bristol in Eng. Gilds 415, I shal aske

1888) App. iii. 129 Att the hartye desyei
the hole court. 1601 Bp. W. BARLOW Serm. Panics Crosse
36 His repentance was so harty, that [etc.], 1771 Jtmiiis
Lett. Iv. 292 He is a true and hearty Christian. 1875 T. W.
HIGGINSON Hist. U. S. xxiv. 239 Jefferson had a very hearty
faith in it.

b. Existing in the heart
; belonging to the inner

feelings, rare.

I5S J- COKE Eng.ffFr. Heralds \. (1877) 55 Perceyvyng
. . the sayde boke to be compyled of harty malyce. 1674
BREVlNT.yaw/rt/ Endoriz^ Tho they keep still their hearty
thoughts, they do quite reform their Language ; they are
ashamed to say in England, what they are proud to do at
Rome. 1880 G. MEREDITH Trag. Com. (1881) 60 His in-
most hearty devil was glad of a combat.
5. Giving unrestrained expression to the feelings ;

vehement, vigorous.
a 1661 FULLER Worthies, Cambridge (1840) I. 318 Such

hearty laughters and other passionate gestures. 1727 SWIFT
Gulliver n. iii, After an hearty fit of laughter. 1823 SCOTT
Peveril xx, The captain bestowed a hearty curse. 1840
DICKENS Barn. Radge xxxviii, Mr. Dennis gave him a
hearty slap on the back. 1874 L. STEPHEN Hours in
Library (1892) I. ii. 48 Who provoked Fielding to a coarse

hearty burst of ridicule.

t 6. Of disease : Violent, severe. 06s.
11639 SPOTTISWOOD Hist. Ch. Scotl. vi. (1677) 411 The

Chancellor, .contracted a hearty sickness.

7. In sound health, having good appetite and

spirits ; vigorous, hale. Also euphem. tipsy (&.).
1552 HULOET, Hartye not beynge sycke, sanus, valens in

carfare. 1662 R. MATHEW Unl. Alch. 22. 13 He was hearty
and eat his meat. 1727 Philip Quarll (1816) 41 He awoke
in the morning refreshed and hearty. 1818 Edin. Even.
Courier 8 Oct. (Jam.), The panne! was hearty, but knew what
he was about, and could walk very well. 1828 Craven Dial.
s. v. Hearty, Shoe's feaful hearty to her meat. 1844
W. H. MAXWELL Sports 4 Adv. Scotl. xxxiii. (1855) 266
His honour was riding home hearty. 1858 LONGF. M.
Standish v. 73 Square built, hearty, and strong, with an
odour of ocean about him.

8. Of food or drink : Yielding good nourish-
ment ; strengthening, invigorating.
1617 MARKHAM Caval. vi. 17 This foode is verie hartie

1776 ADAM SMITH W. N. i. xi. (1869) I. 171 Bread of oat-
meal is a heartier food for labouring people than wheaten
bread. 1796 MRS. GLASSE Cookery xv. 265 It is a very hearty
drink. 1871 NAPHEYS Prev. , Cure Dis. i. ii. 58 Mutton and
lamb have the reputation of being less hearty, .than beef.

9. Of a meal or portion of food or drink: Satisfy-
ing to the appetite ; abundant, ample, full.



HEASCEN.

1503 Bacchus Botmtie in Hurl. Misc. (1809) II. 308 They
applied themselves to the harty carouse. 1596 SPENSER

F. Q. iv. iii. 48 Ech drunk an harty draught. 1653 WALTON

Compl. Angler 73 So here's to you a hearty draught. 1721

RAMSAY To a friend at Florence, Of all those dainties take

a hearty meal. 1837 W. IRVING Capt. Bonneville III. 124

In a hearty and prolonged repast.

10. Of soil, land, etc. : In good heart, well fitted

to bear crops.
157j TUSSER Huso. xix. (1878) 49 Thistles so growing . .

sisnineth land to be hartie and strong. 1719 LONDON &
WISE Compl. Card. 314 Stronger and more hearty Lands.

1871 BEEVER Daily Life Farm Sept. 182 There was plenty
of wet hearty muck put underneath.

11. Oftimber: Consisting of heart-wood ; strong,
durable.

i624WoTTON.<4nrAi7. i,Oake and the like true hartie timber.

1776 G. SEMPLE Building in Water 115 Hearty and sound
red Fir. 1884 West. Morn. News 30 Aug. 1/5 The oak is. .

clean, and very hearty.
12. Comb., as hearty-hale, -mild.

1591 SPENSER Muiop. 198 Sound Savorie, and Bazil hartie-

hale. 1592 SYLVESTER Tri. Faith i. xv, Repentance, Hope,
and hearty-milde Humility.

B. adv. or quasi-arfz'. HKARTILY.
1753 FOOTE Eng. in Paris Prol., At your tragedy sure

they laugh'd hearty enough, a 1863 THACKERAY Fatal
Hoots viii, I don't think 1 ever, .ate more hearty.

C. sb. 1. The adj. used absol.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 10053 Hard was the hurtelyng tho herty
betwene.

2. A hearty fellow ; a brave, vigorous man ; esp.

in phr. My hearty ! My hearties ! used in address-

ing sailors. Hence, a sailor, a jack-tar.
1839 MARRYAT Phant. Ship xli, You might . . have let me

had a side-rope, my hearties. 1841 LKVER C. O'Malley
xxxvi, Monsoon, my hearty, how goes it ? 1890 W. C.
RUSSELL My Shipmate Louise II. xvi. 38 The lively hearty
in the bows hooked-on.

f Heasceu, v. Obs. Also i hyscan, hiscan.

[OE. hyscan, f. husc insult, scorn, mockery.]
1. trans. To mock, deride, taunt.
c looo Ags. Ps. iSpelm.) ii. 4 (Bosw.) SeSe eardab on

heofonum hyscb hy. cxooo Lamb. Psalter x.\xii[i]. 10

<Bosw.) He hiscb xebeahtas ealdra. a 1*25 Juliana*, Hire
neshliche feader. .heascede mest men be weren cristene.

2. intr. To rail, utter taunts.

c looo Wulfstan 235/25 }>onne hyscte he on Sa. godcundan
lareowas. c 1230 Mali Mtid. 31 Inker eioer heasci wi5
ooer.

Hease, variant of HEEZE.

Heast, obs. form of HEST, HIGHEST a.

Heat (hit), sb. Forms : i heeto, h&tu, h&te,

2-3 heete, 2-6 hete, 3, 6-7 heate, 6- heat, (4-5
hette.heite, 4-6 heete, Sc. heit, 4-5 het, 5 heyte,

5-6 heet). [OE. Aseiu, hxto, str. fern., also

'hsete wk. fern. ; the former = OFris. hete, MDu.
hete, heete, heite, OHG. heitf :-OTeut. *haittn-, f.

*haito- HOT : cf. brede, heal sbs. ; htxte corresponds
to a type *haitjdn-. Other words from same root

{hit, hit, Aait), differing in ablaut-grade and suffix,

are Ger. hitze, OHG. hizza, OS. hittia, Du. hilte :-

OTeut. *hitj&-, also ON. kite masc., and Goth.
heitd fever.]

1. The quality of being hot ; that quality or con-

dition of matter which produces the sensation de-

scribed in b; often regarded as a substance or

thing contained in or issuing from bodies : esp.

In ordinary use, A high or sensible degree of this

quality ; the condition of being hot ; high tempera-
ture ; warmth.

825 Vesp. Psalter xviii. 7 [xix. 6] Ne is se Sehineahyde
from haeto his. 971 Blickl. Horn. 51 pare sunnan ha;to be
bas eorban hlyweb. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 119 Fir

haueS on him bre mihtes, on to giuende hete
(

oSer to giuende
liht [etc.] i 1200 OKMJN 1487 pu. .grindesst itt, anndcnedesst

it, And harrdnesst itt wib|j haete. a 1300 Cursor M. 2248

pe hette \v.r. hete] o be sun. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Mag.
dalena 116 {>e gret heit of be sone. c 1440 Promp. Parv.

238/1 Hete, calor, estus. 1547 J. HARRISON Exhort. Scottes

G vij a, If there should bee twoo sonnes, it wer perill least

their two heates should burne vp al the arth. 1553 GAU.

Richt Vay 108 As heit procedis fra y fyr. 1585 T.
WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's Voy. i. viii. 7 b, The. .stoves of
Germanic in the whiche with a small heate they do breed
and hatch their egges. 1665 R. HOOKE Microgr. 39 A
Thermometer, thus marked and prepared, will be the fittest

Instrument to make a Standard of heat and cold. 1731
ARBUTHNOT Aliments 6 The Heat in Land Animals helps
likewise to the Solution of the Aliment. 1870 JEVONS
Elem. Logic xxxiii. 291 Heat means ordinarily the excess of

temperature above the ordinary mean.

D. The sensation or perception of this quality or

condition ; one of the primary sensations, produced
by contact with or nearness to fire or any body at

a high temperatnre, and also by various other

causes, e.g. by any agency that .quickens the

circulation of the blood.
(In tjarly use not easily separable from that which causes

the sensation, the external or internal quality (senses i, 4);
see esp. quots. 1225, 1375 in 4 c.)
a 1704 (see ij. 1794 T. HUTTON Philos. Light, etc. 19
When we approach the fire, our sense informs us in a par-
ticular manner ; and this we name heat, which is then purely
a sensation. 1855 BAIN Senses 4 Int. i. i. 6 We can
neither feel nor know heat, except in the transition from
cold. 1865-72 WATTS Diet. Chem. III. 15 The word Heat
is used in common language, both as the name of a par-
ticular kind of sensation, and to denote that condition of
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matter in which it is capable of producing this sensation
in us.

c. With adjectives of colour, used in reference to

the appearance of metals and some other substances

when at certain high temperatures, as BLUE heat t

RED kcat, WHITE heat
;
also with other denning

words, as ANIMAL heat, BLOOD-HEAT, FEVER heat,

etc.: see these words.

1703 MOXON Meek. Ex. 8 Several degrees of Heats Smiths
take of their Iron. .As first, a Blood-red Heat. Secondly, a
White Flame Heat. Thirdly, a Sparkling, or Welding Heat.

2. In Physics, formerly supposed to be an elastic

material fluid (CALORIC), of extreme subtility,

attracted and absorbed by all bodies; now held

to be a form of ENERGY, viz. the kinetic and

potential energy of the invisible molecules of

bodies, capable of being transmitted from one

body to another, whether in contact (see CON-
DUCTION 6, CONVECTION) or separated (see RADIA-

TION) : in the latter case, the energy during the

transmission takes the form of (b.) Radiant heat,

which is not properly heat at all, but the energy
ofvibration of the intervening ether, being identical,

within a certain range of wave-length, with light.
1626 BACON Sylva 90 It is certaine, that of all Powers

in Nature, Heat is the chiefe. 1665 R. HOOKE Microgr. 37
Heat is a property of a body arising from the motion or

agitation of its parts ; and therefore whatever body is

thereby toucht must necessarily receive some
part

of that

motion, whereby its parts will be shaken. Ibid. Table 248

Experiments to shew, that bodies expand by heat. 1695
WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth HI. i. 121 note, Heat and
Fire differ but in degree : and Heat is Fire, only in lesser

quantity. Fire I shall shew to be a Fluid consisting of

Parts extremely small and light and consequently very
subtile, active, and susceptive of Motion, a 1704. LOCKE
EUtn. Nat. Phil. xi. (R.), Heat is a very brisk agitation of
the insensible parts of the object; which produces in us
that sensation, from whence we denominate the object hot :

so what in our sensation is heat, in the object is nothing but
motion. 1760 J. BLACK /^. Nat. Heat 529 But heat is

evidentjy not passive ; it is an expansive fluid, which
dilates in consequence of the repulsion subsisting among its

own particles. 1833 N. ARNOTT Physics (ed. 5) II. 10 Heat
cannot be exhibited apart, nor proved to have weight or
inertia, c 1860 FARADAY Farces Nat. iii. 79 Whenever we
diminish the attraction of cohesion we absorb heat. 1862

H. SPENCER First Princ. 11. viii. 66 That mode of force

which we distinguish as Heat, is now generally regarded by
physicists as molecular motion. 1870 THOMSON & TAIT
Nat. Phil. I. i. 385 The Dynamical Theory of Heat . . is

based upon the conclusion from experiment that heat is a
form of energy.
b. 1794 G. ADAMS Nat. $ Exp. Phzlos. I. iv. App. 157

The nature and properties of what has been called radiant
heat. 1800 HERSCHEL in Phil. Trans. XC. 291 If we call

light) those rays which illuminate objects, and radiant

heat, those which heat bodies, it may be inquired, whether

light be essentially different from radiant heat ? a 1832 SIR

J. LESLIE Dissert, in EneycL Brit. (ed. 7) I. 646/2 Scheele

pursued a similar path.. [That] which streams immediately
from its source in rectilineal directions . . he designated
[c 1775] by the phrase Radiant Heat, which has since

become a favounte appellation. 1834 MRS. SOMERVILLE
Connect. Phys. Sc. xxv. (1849) 240 Radiant heat passes
through the gases with the same facility as light. 1869
E. A. PARKES Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 309 Radiant heat
from an open fire.

c. Latent heat (Physics) : the heat required to

convert a solid into liquid or vapour, or a liquid
into vapour; which, as it does not raise the tem-

perature and so become sensible to the touch as

warmth, was regarded as being absorbed and

remaining latent in the resulting liquid or vapour.
Now viewed as the energy absorbed during the change of

state, partly in increasing the molecular potential energy
of the body, and partly in compressing external bodies.

^ '757 J- BLACK Led. (1803) I. 157 Considered as the

cause ofwarmth, we do not perceive its presence ; it is con-

cealed or latent, and I gave it the name of latent heat.

1765 REID Let. Wks. I. 42/2, I have attended Dr. Black's
lectures hitherto. His doctrine of latent heat is the only
thing I have yet heard that is altogether new. 1787 KEIR
in Phil. Trans. LXXVII. 277 The heats absorbed and ren-

dered latent, as some late philosophers express themselves.

17^9 Phil. Mag. III. 419 A great quantity of vaporific, or, as

it is called, latent heat, is carried off by the steam of water.

1830 LYELL Princ. Geol. I. 406 A portion of the steam is at

first condensed into water, and the temperature of the water
is raised by the latent heat evolved.

d. Specific heat (Physics): the heat required to

raise the temperature of a given substance to a

given extent (usually one degree) ; it is calculated

relatively to some standard substance, usually
water (see quot. 1871), and forms a measure of

the given substance's capacityfor heat.

a 183* SIR J. LESLIE in Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) I. 64*^2 The
best series of experiments on the distribution of heat among
different bodies was performed before the year 1784 by
Professor Gadolin ofAbo, who, rejecting the notion ofCapa-
city, introduced the unexceptionable expression, Specific
Heat. 1842 BRANDE Diet. Set., etc., s.v., The term specific
heat is applied to the quantity of thermometric heat required
to raise different substances to the same

temperature..
The

specific heat of water being i, that of oil is 0-5. 1863
TYNDALL Heat (1870) 139 As the specific heat increases, the

atomic weight diminishes, and vice versa. 1871 MAXWELL
The. Heat iii. 66 The Specific Heat of a body is the ratio

of the quantity of heat required to raise that body one

degree to the quantity required to raise an equal weight
of water one degree. i88z Nature No. 627. 15 Platinum
has a specific heat of only '033.

HEAT.

e. Atomic heat, molecular heat (Chem.) : the

product of the specific heat of a substance into its

atomic or molecular weight : see quots.
1850 GRAHAM Eleni. Chem. I. 139 The atomic heat of

bodies, as it is named by this chemist [M. Regnault, 1841],
is obtained by multiplying the observed specific heat of

each body by its equivalent. 1865-72 WATTS Diet. Chem.
III. 37 Within certain classes of allied compounds .. the

molecular heats of the substances . . or the products of

their specific heats into their molecular weights .. are ap-
proximately equal . . As a rule, the molecular heat of solid

compound bodies increases with the number of atoms
contained in their molecule.

3. spec. A hot condition of the atmosphere or

physical environment ;
hot weather or climate :

often spoken of as an agent perceptible by its effects

(cf. COLD sb. i a).
<r8z5 I'esp. Hymns viii. 8 Bledsiao celeand haitu dryhten.

ctottoAgs. G. Matt. xx. 12 Gelice us be bseron byrbena on

bises da?es haeton. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Cotisc. 1438 Now
es cald, now es bete, Now es dry, and now es wete. 1382
WYCLIF Gen. viii. 22 AH the dales of the erthe, seed and

ripe, coold and hete, somer and wynter, ny*t and day,
shulen not rest, c 1420 Pallad. mi Hust. I. 41 If hit [water]
be cole in hete an luke in colde. 1470 HENRY Wallace
iv. 2 In September. .Quhen passyt by the hycht was off the

hette(p.n heit]. 1593 SHAKS. Lucr. 1145 Some dark deep
desert . . That knows not parching heat nor freezing cold.

1697 DRYDEN Virg.Georg.n. 581 Weary with his Toil, and
scorch'd with Heat. 1799 Med. Jrnl. I. 78 Throughout a

great part of September, the heat continued with little sign
of abatement. 1870 LOWELL Study Wind. 4, 1 had not felt

the heat before, save as a beautiful exaggeration of sun-

shine.

b. (with //.) An instance of this condition ;
a

hot period or season.

1390 GOWER Ccmf, III. 106 The cheles bothe and eke the

hetes. 1448 Prose Chron. in R. Glove. (1724) 520 This yere

[1252] was a gret hete and droughthe in Engelond. 1526
SKELTON Magnyf. 12 After a hete oft cometh a stormy colde.

1373-80 BARET Atv. H 333 The great heates are abated.

1760-72 tr. JuanSf Ulloa's I'oy. (ed. 3) II. 267 The heats not

being excessive, nor the colds severe. 1856 STANLEY Sinai

tf Pal. i. 1. 19 The chief resorts of the Bedouin tribes during
the summer heats.

C. A hot place ;
a fire.

1382 WYCLIF Acts xxviii. 3 An eddre, whanne she cam
forth fro the heete, asailide his bond, a 1400 Sir Perc. 862

He keste the wiche in the hete. 1611 BIBLE Acts xxviii. 3
There came a Uiper out of the heat, and fastened on his

hand.

d. High temperature produced by fermentation

or putrefaction, as in a hotbed ; hence applied concr.

to a hotbed, esp. in phr. in heat.

c 1400 MAUHOEV. (1839) v. 49 Thei . . coveren hem [Eyren
of Hennes, etc.] with Hete of Hors Dong, with outen

Henne, Goes or Doke, or any other Foul. 1664 EVELYN
Kal. Hart. (1729) 189 The Dung.. must have pass'd its

first Heat, lest apply'd before, it burn the Plant. 1724
MiLLERGnrrf. Diet, s.v.. All Heat of Hot-Beds, Mr. Bradley
says, proceeds from fermentation. 1796 C. MARSHALL
Garden, xix. (1815) 385 Some chuse to forward them on

heat, in March and April. 1887 Gardening 3 Dec. 531/1
Those that are wanted to come in early may at once be put
in heat. 1887 Ibid. 17 Dec. 567/3 Strike them .. in a
moderate bottom-heat.

4. As a quality or condition of animal bodies.

a. The normal high temperature of the body in

warm-blooded animals
;
the warmth characteristic

of a living body (natural heat, vital heat).

1340-70 Alex, ff Dind.yft Whan we holde waxen, Whan
mime lakken our limus & lesen our hete, We schulle for-

leten oure lif. 1390 GOWER Con/. I. 251 The life hath lost

his kindely hete, And he lay dede as any stone. 1563 W.
FULKE Meteors (1640) 31 The vitall heat is quite extin-

guished. 1697 DRYDEN j*Eneid m. 397 Astonished at the

sight, the vital heat Forsakes her limbs.

b. High temperature in the body arising from

a disordered condition, as in inflammation or fever
;

inflamed or feverish state.

c looo Sax. Lecchd. I. 82 Gif se lichoma hwaer mid hen-

There hieto syaebysjod. Ibid. 84 Wib wunda hatum jenim
bonne wexbrsedan ba wyrt. c 1205 LAY. 30550 pa iwarS be

king, .hafde bat uuel hate, a 1535 MORE Wks. 572 (R.) No
more then the heate of a feuer is a right natural heate.

1573-80 BARET Ah>. H 333 It helpeth the head ach, the

burning heat of the eies, and other inflammations. 1597
GERARDE Herbal (1633) 171 The iuyce [of onions] taketh

away the heate of scalding with water or oyle. 1782 Ml_ss
BURNEY Cecilia I. viii. 272 The burning heat of his skin.

1862 J. B. HARRISON Lett. Dis. Children 192 There is room
for more apprehension . . if there be no febrile heat.

C. A condition of the body in which the general
surface temperature is higher than usual, producing
the sensation described under i b; the state of feel-

ing hot.
a 1225 Lee. Kath. 1701 Ne eileS ber na mon . . nowSer

heate ne cnele nowSer hunger ne purst. c 1375 Sc. Leg.
Saints, Paulas 912 He tholit .. bath gret hungir & het.

c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAymon xx. 452 For there nys noo
man so oolde, but be sholde soone gete hete there wytbin
a lityll while. 1573-80 BARET Aiv.H 333 When they were

in heate with drinking. 1612 DRAYTON Poly-olb. ii, Where
over-toil'd, her heat to cool, She bathes her in the pleasant
Pool. 1887 P'CESS CHRISTIAN Mem. Margrav. Baireutli

383 The soldiers . . having got into a fearful state of heat,

threw themselves into cold water.

d. with a (rarely in //.) : An instance of this

bodily condition, t To catch or get a heat: to be-

come hot or warm (obs.}.
a 1400-50 Alexander-go-} A litill drysnynge of dewe ..

[he] bringis it to oure balde kyng to brigge with his hetis.

1508 DUNDAR Tua mariit Wemen 222 Me think ther haldm
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>ow a hete, as 3e sum harme alyt. a 7.529 SKKLTON Drum
Balettys Poet. Wks. ,843 II. 22 After her cold she coughl a

hete 1389 PUTTENHAM l-'.ng. Poesie in. xxiv. (Arb.) 302 When

she walketh apace for her pleasure, or to catch her a heate

in the colde mornings. 1887 RITA Lady Nancye i. lx. 37

To commence, he was in a profuse heat.

f5. In medieval physiology, as a quality ot

' elements ',

' humours ',
and bodies in general :

see HOT a. Obs.

1390 GOWER Cm/. III. too The drie coler with his hete

By wey of kinde his propre sete Hath in the galle. 1398

Tum* Earth. De /'. K. ill. xiv. (1495) 58 Bi hete and

wete the vertue inmutatiua werkyth the softer substaunce.

1610 BARROITGH Meth. Physick i. ii. (1639)
2 By heat in this_

Chapter is meant a hot distemper without any kind of

humour. 1626 BACON Sylva 758 Doues are the fullest

of Heat and Moisture amongst Birds.

6. The quality of being
' hot

'

in taste ; strength

or pungency of flavour.

1586 B YOUNG Guazzo's Civ. Conv. iv. ,90 b, She caused

the heate of the wine to be delayed with water. 1399

SHAKS. Hen. I', in. vii. 21 The heat of the Ginger. 1626

BACON Sylva 863 The Root [orris root] seemeth to haue a

Tender dainty Heat.

7. A redness or eruption on the skin, accompanied

by a sensation of heat, or indicating inflammation.

1397 GF.RARDE Herbal (1633) 999 The ripe Straw-berries.,

take away . . the rednesse and heate of the face. 1676 Land.

Gaz. No. 1146/4 A black brown [Nag] having a little heat

on his fore-feet 1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 57 T 5, I have

seen a Woman's Face break out in Heats, as she has been

talking against a great Lord. 1773 (titlel, The History of

a Gentleman cured of Heats in the Face.
_

b. Prickly heat : a skin disease common in hot

climates (Lichen tropicus}, characterized by minute

papulae formed by the hyperamia of the sweat fol-

licles.

1736 WESLEY Wks. (1872^ I. 37 She had only the prickly

heat a sort of rash, very common here in summer. 1874

DUNGLISON Med. Diet., Prickly Heat, Lichen Troptcus

The pimples are bright red .. with heat, itching, and

scratching. - ,

f 8. A heating (in phr. to give a heat to). Ot>s.

exc. as in b.

c 1430 Two Cookery-bits. 22 Sette it on be fyre, an Jif it

an hete. 1300-20 DUNBAR Poems xxvi. 77 Thay gaif thame

in the fyre a heit. 1343 ASCHAM Toxoph. n. (Arb.) 114,

I woulde desyre all bowyers to season thevr staues well, to

woorke them and synke them well, to giue them heetes

conuenient and tyllerynges plentye.

b. A single operation of heating, as of iron in a

furnace ;
hence concr. the quantity of metal heated

at one operation.
1394 GREENE & LODGE Looking Glasse Wks. (Rtldg.) 119,

I have left my master striking of a heat and stole away.
1602 Life T. Cromwell I. ii. 79 You idle knaves. .What, not

a heat among your work to-day? 1703 MOXON Mech. Exerc.

9 But if it be not. . throughly welded at the first Heat, you
must reiterate your Heats so oft. 1831 J. HOLLAND Manuf
Metal I 84 It [the. .metal) is piled loosely in the middle ot

the furnace, and is called a heat. 1888 Sci. Amer. 21 Apr.

246/3 A field bakery of this kind can deliver 17,928 loaves of

bread for nine
' heats ', each loaf forming two rations. 1892

Labour Commission Gloss, s.v. Heats, The quantity of metal

or steel placed in a puddling mill or Siemens furnace is called

a heal.

f c. A run given to a race-horse by way of exer-

cise in preparation for a race. Obs.

[577 B' GOOGE HeresbacKs Husb. in. (1586) 123 b, Then

walke him to chafe him, and put him in a heate.] 1670

EVELYN Diary 22 July, The jockeys breathing their fine

barbs and racers, and giving them their heats. 1683 Mark-

haul's Masterp. Revived Title-p., Containing Methods

for the Training of Horses up for Racing, with their Heats

and Courses. 1727-31 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Two heats in

a week are reckoned a just measure for any horse . . 1 he

jockeys lay it down as a rule that one of the heats be given

on the same day of the week whereon the horse is to run

his match.

9. Jig. A single intense effort or bout of action ;

one continuous operation; a stroke, a
'

go '. Chiefly

in phr. at a heat. (Sometimes associated with 8 b.)

c 1380 SirFerumb. 2762 Capouns y-bake al-so tok hefoure

in bflke hete. c 1400 Destr. Troy 10288 Miche harme, in bat

hete, happit to falle. 1676 DBYDEN Aurengz. 11. i,
I'll strike

mv fortunes with him at a heat, And give him not the leisure

to forget. 1681 Sp. Friar Ep. Ded., Neither can a true

just play, which is to bear the test of ages, be produced at a

heat 1726 LEONI Albertis Archit. III. 26/2 One. .shewed

him a piece of Painting, with a boast, that he had done it at

a single heat. 1823 J. BADCOCK Do,,,. Amusem. p. iv, The

new articles . . having been ' thrown off at a heat '.stood par-

ticularly in want of re-revision. 1833 MOTLEY Dutch Rep.

viii. (1858) II. 12 On one occasion he hanged twenty heretics,

including a minister, at a single heat.

1O. A single course in a race or other contest.

(See also DEAD HEAT.)
a 1663 VISCT. FALKLAND Marriage Nt. n. in Hazl. Dodsley

XV. ,29 And will ride his heats as cleanly as a dieted Geld-

ing 1673 DRYDEN Marr. a-la-Mode iv. i, I take heat after

heat like a well-breath'd Courser. 1675 Land. Gaz. No.

1026/4 The second Plate will be Run for on the same Moor,

by three Heats. 1697 Ibid. No. 3315/4 The same day in the

morning will be run for, by Women, a Smock of 5/. value,

3 Heats, half a mile each Heat. 1731 SMOLLETT Per. Pic.

Ixxxviii (Farmer), Seeing his antagonist distanced in the nrst

and second heats. 1801 STRUTT Sports S, Past. n. n. 82 These

contests are extended to two or three heats or trials. 1873- - 1 latsof
contests are extenueu iu n*u ut n.-*- - >

,

BENNETT&'CAVENDISH
'

Billiards 12 He won three heats

100 up, and in the second heat made 22 spot-hazards.

b. transf. and^f.
1685 DRYDEN Epil. to Albion t, Albanius 4 Feigned Zeal,

you saw, set out the speedier pace ; But the last heat, Plain

Dealing won the race. 1705 STANHOPE Paraplir. II. 222 He

VOL. V.
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that gives out, at the last Heat, loses the Benefit of all his

labours and successes in the former. 1817 BYRON Let. to

Murray 5 Apr., As for
' Manfred ', the first two acts arc the

best ;
the third so so : but I was blown with the first and

second heats. 1849 THACKERAY Pndtmut iv, Pen had

started in the first heat of the mad race.

f c. The ground on which a heat is run ;
a race-

course. Oiis.

i68z Land. Gaz. No. 1741/4 The Plates are run for 3 times

round the Round-Heat. 1701 Ibid. No. 3751/8, 3 Plates will

be run for on the new Heat upon Epsom Downs.

11. Intensity or great warmth of feeling ; fervour,

ardour, animation, vehemence, eagerness, excite-

ment, passion, rage.

c8zs 1 ~esp. 11\-mns xi. 9 Se rehta geleafa mid hartu walle.

c 1200 ORMIN 13855 Off all sob lufess haite. < 1375 Sc. /..

Saints, Katherine 386 In ire & in gret het. c 1380 WYCLIV

Strut. Sel. Wks. I. 104 Dewe of grace.. wib >e hete of

charite. 1481 CAXTON Reynard (Arb.) no Fooles that in

hete hasten hem so moche. 1516 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W.

i si,) 107, I wyll . . not departe for all this intemperate heate.

1*80 SIDNEY Ps. vi. i,
While thou art in the heate ofthy dis-

pleasure. 1604 SHAKS. Ot!,. ,. ii. 40 It is a businesse ofsome

heate. 1649 MILTON Eikou. (1770) 21 He was sorry to hear

with whatpopular heat elections were carried in many

places. .694 F. BRAGGE Disc. Parables iv. 155 Many a man

injures another in suddainheat and passion. 1834!, KITCHI

Wand, by Seine 66 A lady, who spoke with some heat, and

great volubility. 1862 MRS. H. WOOD Mrs. Halhb. m. in.

(1888) 323 It was done in the heat of passion.

b. (with //.) An instance of this : an access ot

feeling or intensity.
c .aoS Trin. Coll. Horn, in He is sendere of alle holie

heten. 1340 Ayenb. 124 Temperance aye bet zoub aye be

wykkede1es. I474 CAXTON Chesse in. 111. (,883)1031 hat

he . . myght eschewe the heetes and occasions of lecherye.

is6e JEWEL Def. Apol. (1611) 238 Amplifications, or heats

of speich, the better to stirre vp, and to enflame the minds of

the Hearers. 17" ADDISON Spect. No. 26, T 6 When the

first Heats of Desire are extinguished 1856i W. ARTHUR

Tongue ofFire ii. (1885) 27 The very head whose heats of

ambition and of vindictiveness He had rebuked.

c. (with //.) A fit of passion or anger ; f a

quarrel, angry dispute (obs.}.

1549 W. WRIGHTMAN in Tytler Ed. VI * Mary (1839) I.

,70 He was in a great heat. 1570-6 LAMBARDE Ptramb.

Kent (1826) 320 Betweene whom and the predecessors ot

these Monks there had beene great heats for the erection of

the same. 1664 POWER E*p. Philos. in. 184 A vexatious

dispute.. which.. signified no more than a Heat twixt two

Oyster-wives in Billingsgate. 1733 Pore Hor. Sat. n. i.

u6 Fond to spread friendships, but to cover heats. 1804

WELLINGTON in Gurw. Desp.lll. 107 To keep alive heats

and animosities. 1887 EDNA LYALL Knt.-Errant xu. 106

Vexed ! I was never in such a heat in my lite.

t d. As a personal quality : Passionateness, ex-

citability, ardour of temperament. Obs.

1689 BURNET Tracts I. 44 One sees in them a heat, and

bigotry beyond what appears either in France or Italy.

,. ADDISON Spcct. No. 44 F 6 The Man of Heat replied

to every Answer of his Antagonist with a louder Note than

ordinary. 1718 HICKES & NELSON J. Kettlenellm. cx.x.

483 She should not choose People of Heat for her Com-

P
12!"The intense or violent stage of any action ;

greatest vehemence or intensity ; height, stress (e.g.

of conflict, debate, etc.).

ie88 ELIZ. in Nichols Progr. (1823) II. 536 Being re-

solved, in the midst and heat of the battle, to live or die

amongst you all. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. iv. in. 19 lo com vpon

them, in the heate of their diuision. 1695 Lond. Gaz. No.

,098/2 The heat of the Action lasted about two hours. 1722

bi VmFlagtH (,754> 42 At the first Heat of the Distemper

,838 ftlMOOTT Fmdftt. (-84^ I. i- "87 In the very heat

of the war against the insurgent Catalans.
_

13. Sexual excitement in animals, especially in

the female, during the breeding season ; usually

in phr. at or in heat.

I78 G. WASHINGTON Writ. (1889) II. 243 Music was also

in heat and served promiscuously by all.
the Dogs._ 1704

S WILLIAMS Vermont 102 The female is in heat in the

winter, and bears her young in .. March. 1836-9 1 ODD Cycl.

Anat II. 441/2 This state of excitement, generally named
' the heat ', lasts for a longer or shorter period.

14 Comb. a. attrib., as heat-chart, -Jtame, -Jocus,

-force, -lamp, -ray, -supply ; (sense 4 b) heat-pimple,

-rash. Also heat-like adj. or adv.

,873 Watd. Phys. World II. iv. 3,1 The heat-action of

the sun 1892 E. REEVES Homeward Bound 42: Weather,

wfnd and "heat charts. 1881 WATTS Che,,,. VIII. n. 1017

The axis of greatest 'heat-conduction in umaxial crystals is

parallel to the direction of easiest cleavage
/fe^,

The

"heat-conductivity of mercury. 1871 tr. Schellens Spectr.

Anal iii ii No soot is deposited .. by the non-luminous

hea -flame. 1884 Times (weekly ed.) .,2 Sept. ,7 Wind-

mills.. with those unwieldy arms swaying around in the

heat-haze. 1839 BAILEY Fatus xxiii. (1848) 292.
As.a

spiritual quality" Hidden or
^

open, *heathke doth inhere

In all existence, a 1665 m Walton Life a^n,xl
1888 I. 77 His face full of 'heat-pimples. 1887 SAINTSBI

Hist. Elizab. Lit. xii. (1890) 450 They were
jnly

harnJ
es^

"heat-rashes, not malignant distempers. 1866 BRANDI S

Cox Diet. Sci., etc., "HeatRays, applied to the &'%%
the spectrum, and to other rays

which fall outside the red

end of the spectrum, and which are consequently invisible

1887 WARD tr. Sac/is' Phys. Plants xxxix. 696 I he 1

refrangible heat-rays. . , .

b. objective and obj. genitive, as heat-absorbing

-forming, -giving, -making, -tempering adjs. ;
heat-

economizer, -giver, -measurer, -regulator.

a 1618 SYLVESTER Posthumi Sonn. xiil. Wks. ,880 II. 323

The timely sweet heat-temp'ring showers. 1800 HERSCHEL

in Phil. Trans. XC. 310 If the coloured rays themselve

are not of a heat-making nature. 1857 Chambers Inform

HEAT.

People I 739/1 The proportion of nutritive to the heat-

forming principle in loaf-bread is 10 to 46. 1864 Proc.

Amer Phil. Sot. IX. 343 The heat-absorbing capacity of

aqueous vapor. 1874 DLNCLISON Med. Diet. s.v. Aliment,

Liebig divides them [aliments] into two classes . . flesh

formers and heat givers. 1877 ESTES Hal/hour Recreat.

Pop Sc. Ser. n. 148 An accurate Heat-Measurer. 1879^81

WATTS Diet. Chem. VIII. n. 1018 The heat-conducting

power of water. 1897 Daily News 8 Jan. 9/1 Infra-red

waves or the invisible rays beyond the red end of the

spectrum., being calorific or heat-producing.

c. instrumental, as heat-clouded, -concreted,

-cracked, -laden, -oppressed adjs.

1598 SYLVESTER Du Kartas n. i. in. Furies yo Heat-con-

creted sand-heaps. 1603 SHAKS. Macb. n. I. 39 A false

Creation Proceeding from the heat-oppressed Brame. 1839

LD. LYTTON Wanderer led. 2) 179 1'he glimmer Of day
thro' the heat-clouded window. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan.

Der. liv. IV. 102 Heat-cracked clay.

d. Special combs. : heat-apoplexy, asphyxia
= heat-stroke; heat-engine, an engine in which

the motive power is produced by heat, a thermo-

dynamic engine; heat-factor = ENTROPY ;
heat-

fever, fever caused by exposure to heat
;
heat-

lightning, summer lightning, occurring in hot

weather ; heat-potential, term used by Rankine

for the rate of isometric variation with temperature

of the external work done by a body per unit mass

luring its isothermal expansion to any volume from

i standard volume ; heat-spectrum, the spectrum

if heat-rays, visible and invisible; heat-stroke,

an affection of the nervous system, frequently fatal,

caused by exposure to excessive heat
; heat-unit,

a unit quantity of heat ; usually reckoned as the

amount of heat required to raise the temperature

of a unit weight (pound, gramme, etc.) of water

one degree. See also HEAT-DROP, -SPOT, -WAVE.

1874 DUNGLISON Med. Diet., Coup de soleil, . . an affection

produced by the action of the sun on some region of the

>ody .. has been called heat or solar asphyxia, heatstroke,

heat apoplexy. 1891 Daily Nans 21 Sept. 6/1 Two men

were seized with heat apoplexy. 1839 RANKINE Steam hng.

3,0, <f> is called the thermodynamicfunction of the substance

or the kind of work in question ;
and in some papers, the

''heat-factor. 1349 Compl. Scot. xi. 24 The lord sal sende

oestilens on the, the *heyt feueir, droutht. 1890 JULIA P.
_ .,...-.... tLa iw^fhr **-> T t\rr. thf nlav of miniature

509, l snan caii mis lum-iiwn * nwi-pui.*-..n. --/? --

stroke [see heat-apoplexy]. 1891 Lancet n
July

82 Heat

stroke is not a frequent disease in the British Navy . . the

cases .. generally arise in the Red Sea in the persons of

cooks, stewards, bakers, and occasionally stokers.

Heat (h?t), v. Forms: I hsetan, (haten, hat-

ten), 2-5 hete(n, 3 heaten, (3rd sing. pies, hat),

4-6 Sc. het, 5 heete, hette, 6-7 heate, 6- heat.

Pa. t. and pple. : see below. [Com. Teut. : OE.

fix/an = MDu. heeten, heten, heiten, Du. heten, LG.

hten, OHG. and MHG. heigan,
Ger. heizen, ON.

heita (Da. hede) :-OTeut. *haitjan, i. *hait-oz HOT.

The pa. t. and pple. underwent in ME. various

shortenings, some of which are still dialectal ; the

literary language now recognizes only heated.'}

A. Illustration of Forms of Pa. t. and Pa. pple.

1. Pa. t. o. i h&tte, hsette ; 0. 3-4 hatte ; 7. 4

hette, 4-5 hett, 5-7 (dial. -9) het ;
8. 6-7 heat ;

f. 6- heated.
o c looo Shrine ,6/15 Dss swanes wif haette hire ofen.

8. 1330 R. BRUNNE C/iron. Wace (Rolls) 15729 pe

ffeuere agu ful sore hym hatte.

v c 1381 CHAUCER Parl. Foules 145 That on me hette,

that othir dede me colde. c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy

Soc.) 40 She het his bak. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees)

1401 He hett water and wescht his fete. 1616 MARLOWE &
CHAPMAN Muszus m. Wks. (Rtldg.) 291/2 Her blushing

het her chambers.
6 1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 203 He first of all

heat the Goats dung. 1665 R. HOOKE Microgr. 35

Others .. I heat red hot . . and then suffered them to cool.

,. 1583 STANYHURST Mneis in. (Arb.) 75 Thee fields . .

thee dogstar Sirius heated.

2. Pa. pple. a. i seh&t(ed, -hsett ; p. 3-4yhat,

ihatte, 5-6 hatte; 7. 4 i-het, 4-6 hett, -e, 5-6

(dial. -9) het ;
S. 5 heet, 6-7 heat, -e, 7 Sc.

hete ;
. 6- heated.

a 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) II. 61 The water .. is

i-hatte kyndeliche. c 1410 LOVE Bona-aent. Mm. i\. (Gibbs

MS ) In bat cold tyme be chyld . . hadde nede to be hatte

[v.r. hette] in bat manere. 1528 PAYNEL Salernc s Regim.

G ii b Hit be . . hatte vpon the coles.

v 1387 TREVISA Higden (~S.o\\s) II. ,7 ?if heisi-froted and

i-het. c 1400 tr. Santa Secret., GOT. Lordsh. (E. E. T. S.)

71 Hit ys cold and nedith to be het 1375 T URBERV. Faul-

conric 310 When ye have well het it in the fire. 1383

BABINGTON Command,,,, vii. (1590) 3'6 So shall the wrath

of God . . cause hell to bee hette 70 times 7 times hotter.

5 c 1449 PECOCK Repr. in. viii. 330 The wil is heete and

inflamydinto loue. 1360 BIBLE (Genev.) Dan. in. 19 That

they shulde heate the fornace at once seuen times more

then it was wonte to be heate [1611 heat]. 1595 SHAKS.

John iv. i. 61 The Iron of it selfe, though heate red hot.

1662 GURNALL Chr. in Ami. Verse xviii. Iv. 424/1 To make

some sinful impression upon the Saint when he is heat.

< "553 1'- WILSON Rhet. 1 1567) 100 a, So sone as the Sunne

had somewhat heated hym.
B. Signification. I. trans.

1. To communicate heat to; to make hot, to

warm ;
to raise the temperature of.

c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 37 w '8 to|> wrzce . . haet scene

22
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fulne wines, c xooo Laws Ordeal in Schmid Cesetze 414

jif hit }x>nne waster sy, hsete man hit. c 1200 Trin. Coll.

Horn. 109 |?e sunne..hat alle bing, be on eorSe wecseS.

<ri375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Thomas 588 [He] in be fyre gert
het J?em wele. c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 12 Hete it hote,
but let it nowt boyle. 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. iv. iv. 33
When I am cold, he heates me with beating. 1664 POWER
Exp. Philos. 161 If you bore with a Wimble. .till you heat

it soundly. 1707 MORTIMER Hitsb. (1708) 141 As fast as

you pick your Hops, dry them, for their lying undried heats

them, and changes their Colour. 1834 COLERIDGE Table-t.

$ July, Like emerging from a sick room heated by stoves,
into an open lawn.

T" b. fig. To keep (a place)
' warm '

by frequent-

ing it. Obs. rare.

1606 HOLLAND Sneton, 71 Wee haunted I say and heat
the dicing house.

t C. (?) To run swiftly over, as in a race. Obs.
x6xx SHAKS. Wint. T. \. ii. 96 You may ride's With one

soft Kisse a thousand Furlongs, ere With Spur we heat an
Acre.

2. To produce the sensation of heat in, cause to

feel hot or warm ; to bring into a condition of

bodily heat, to inflame. Also absol.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 180 Ammoniack. .hath vertue to

molline, to heat, discusse, and dissolue. 1606 SHAKS. Ant.
fy Cl. i. iii. 80 You'l heat my blood no more. 1738 WAR-
BURTON Dtv. Legat. ii. note Wks. 1811 II. 346 Men heated
with wine. 1887 H. AIDE Passages in Life Lady III. xu.

55 His blood was heated.

3. fig. To rouse to intense emotion ; to excite in

mind or feeling ; to inspire with ardour or eager-
ness ; to inflame with rage or passion.
41225 Ancr. R. 404 Sturieo ou euer cwicliche ine gode

werkes, & bet schal heaten ou. a 1340 HAM POLE Psalter
xxii. 7 Hetand & strenghtand me withinen. c 1400 Destr.

Troy 2054 His harme,as a hote low, het hym with in. 1596
SHAKS. Merch. V. m. i. 60 He hath .. cooled my friends,
heated mine enemies. 1638 F. JUNIUS Paint, of Ancients
i So Nothing heateth their forward spirits so much as the..

applauses of all sorts of men. 1719 DE FOE CrJisoe n. iii,

This . . discourse had heated them. 1855 MACAULAY Hist.

Eng. xyiii.
IV. 163 Officers who heated each other into fury

by talking against the Dutch.
II. intr. 4. To contract heat, become hot or

warm, rise in temperature.
a 700 Epinal Gloss. 206 Calentes, haetendae. c 725

Corpus Gloss. 357 Calentes, hatende. 1398 TREVISA Earth.
De P. R. xvi. viii. (1495) 557 Noo thynge ouercometh the
adamas.. also it heetyth neuer. 1:1440 Promp. Parv.i-g,!-*
Hetyn, or waxyn hoote, caleo. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage
(1614) 432 They set a Kettle of water over the fire to heat.

1707 MORTIMER Husb. i. iv. (1708) 35 You must take care
. . that it do not He thick, because it will heat. 1828
WEBSTER s.v. t Green hay heats in a mow, and green corn in

a bin. 1884 S. P.THOMPSON Dynamo- Electr. Mach. (1888)

113 The first machines constructed heated too much.
b. To have or get the sensation of heat, to grow

hot ; to become inflamed physically.
a 1300 K. Horn 608 J?e sarazins he smatte pat his blod

hatte. 1596 SHAKS. Merch. V. i. i. 81 Let my Liuer rather
heate with wine. 1826 SCOTT Jrnl. (1890) 1. 185 In walking
I am like a spavined horse, and heat as I go on.

5. fig. To become inflamed or excited in mind or

feeling ; to wax warm.
a 1225 Juliana 21 His heorte feng to heaten. 1648 W.

ASHHURST Reasons agst. Agreement Pref., I thought it..

unsafe, to let so great dis-satisfactions lye privately heating
together. 1859 KINGSLEY Misc. (1860) I. 249 Heating into

a sneerer. 1880 G. MEREDITH Trag. Com. (1881) 238 As I

waned, she waned ; as I heated, so did she.

Hence Hea'table a., capable of being heated.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 2/32 Heatable, calefactabilis.

Hea't-drop. Usually in pi. : a. A few drops
of rain ushering in a hot day. Also fig., e.g. of

tears, b. Drops of sweat.

1651 C. CARTWRIGHT Cert. Relig. \. 55 No more consider-

able in respect of the whole, then so many heat-drops of

error, can stand in competition with a cloud of witnesses.

1663 COWLEY Cutter Coleman St. iv. i, Nothing at their

Command beside their Tears, And we, vain Men, whom
such Heat-drops deceive. 1839 BAILEY Festus viii. (1848)

92 Weep if you can, and calf the tears heat-drops. 1887
BARING-GOULD Red Spider xxii. (1888) 166 Her brow was
pearled with heat-drops.

Heated (hf ted), ///. a.
[f.

HEAT v. + -ED *.]

1. Made hot; having the temperature raised.

1617 MORYSON Itin. in. 97 A long Table furnished with
these often heated meats. 1697 DRYDEN JEneid ix. 799
The heated lead half melted as it flew. 1842 Penny Cycl.
XXII. 484/1 These tubes, .increase considerably the heated
surface in contact with the water. 1858 LARDNER Hand-bk.
Nat. Phil, 182 A balloon .. containing 23000 cubic feet of
heated air. x88x Print. Trades Jrnl. XXXI. 38 Heated
bearings in machinery may be relieved . . by the use of

graphite as a lubricator.

2. Inflamed, excited (physically or mentally) ;

fevered, impassioned, angry.
1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI, n. i. 124 But whether 'twas the

coldnesse of the King . . That robb'd my Soldiers of their
heated Spleene. 1751 JORTIN Serm. (1771) I. i. i When
the heated imagination is let loose, a 1839 PRAED Poems
(1864) II. 23 Morning cools my heated brain. 1886 Manch.
Exam. 28 Sept. 5/3 These heated phrases . . are the out-
come of a bitter disappointment.
Hence Hea-tedly adv., in a heated manner, with

warmth of temper.
1862 H. AIDE Carr of Carrlyon II. 90 Mrs. Courteney,

(said Carr, rather
heatediy,) do you not place enough con-

fidence in me to say candidly what this, .is? 1885 Manch.
Exam. 12 Sept. 5/2 The decision .. was heatedly discussed.

tHea*ten, ? Obs. Also 5 hatne-n. [f.
HEAT

v. or $b. -i- -EN&.] = HEAT v.
*

a. intr. b. trans.

a. c 1400 Dcsir. Troy 9153 All hatnet his hert, as a hote
fyre. Ibid. 9304 Now hatnis his hert all in hote loue.
b. 1559 MORWYXG Ez'onyw. 363 Dry fomentacions do

drye. .and heaten more. Ibid. 366. 1788 D. GILSON Serin.

346 The malignant spirit that heatened her veins.

Heater (hrtai). [f. HEAT v. + -EB *.]
1. A person or thing that heats ; a heating agent.
ft 1500 Medulla. Gram., CiniJJo, a fyre blower, an yryn

heter. 1638 RAWLEY tr. Bacon's Life fy Death (1650) 64
Heaters from without, during the assimilation after sleep.

1664 EVELYN AW. Hort. (1729) 228 Common Stoves, Pans of

Charcoal, and other included Heaters, a 1691 BOYLE Wks.
V. 104 (R.) Camphire. .is. .a great heater of the blood. 1803
Naval Chron. XV. 56 Cabin keepers, oakum boys, and
pitch heaters. 1894 Daily AVwj 28 Dec. 2/6 The electric

current . . in its various capacities of a chemist, a heater,
an illuminator, a messenger, and a power.
2. spec. The name of various contrivances for

imparting heat.
a. A piece of iron, which is made hot and placed in a

cavity in a box-iron, smoothing-iron, tea-urn, etc. t>. An
instrument used in encaustic painting for burning in the

wax. c. A stove used for heating a room, lobby, or office.

d. A vessel or other contrivance in which something is

placed to be heated, e. A pan in which cane or maple juice
is heated as part of the process in sugar manufacture.

1755-73 JOHNSON, Heater, an iron made hot, and put into

a box-iron, to smooth and plait linen. 1759 COLEBROOKE in

Phil. Trans. LI. 44 An ironing box, charged with an hot
heater. 1807-26 S. COOPER First Lines S-urg, (ed. 5) 244
An apparatus, consisting of a stand, an iron heater on which
the mercurial powder is thrown, and a tube for conducting
the smoke to the part affected. 1848 WORNUM in Lect.
Paint. 221 note* Burning in with a heater (fauteriuni) the

ordinary wax colours. 1880 Girl's Own Paper 13 Nov.
108/1 A box-iron with three heaters. 1883 Harpers Mag.
Dec. 45/2 A great heater, with its ample rotundity and
glowing heart, .stood there.

3. atirib. and Comb., as heater-shape, -shaped ad}.,

etc. ; heater-piece, a gore or triangular piece of

land ; heater-shield, a triangular shield with
curved sides, like the shape of a flat iron heater.
z8ai SCOTT Let. to J. Bollantyne 20 July in Lockhart, A

three cornered, or heater shield. 1863 G. SETON Law Her.
Scotl. v. 192 About the middle of the thirteenth century,
when the heater-shape was almost universally adopted.
1874 BOUTELL Arms $ Arm. x. 193 The shield assumed
the

'

heater
'

form.

Hea'tfal, a. rare. [f. HEAT + -FUL.] Full of

heat or warmth; producing heat. lit. and_/^.
1591 SYLVESTER DH Bartas \. ii. 977 Bright-flaming, heat-

full Fire. Ibid. I. v. 90 The baneful! Hare, And heat-full

Oyster. 1622 MABBE tr. Aktncufs Guzman a"At/. II. 302
In his heatfull humour, set on fire with filthy Lust. 1627-77
FELTHAM Resolves n. Iv. 271 Their Loves that by frequent
Intercourses, were heatful and alive between them.

Heath (hi, ;. Forms: 1-3110(8, 3-4heJ>, 4-6
heth, -e, heeth, 6 heyth, 4- heath. [OE. MS
(i*haifi-\ corresponding, exc. in the formative

suffix, with MLG. kede, MDu. htde, heide, Du.
heide, kei, OHG. heida (only as in sense 2),

MHG., G. heide, ON. heiSr, Goth, haipi fern.,

gen. haifjds field, open untilled land, pasture,

open country, from pre-Teut. root *kait- . A
cognate has been suggested in L. bu-cetum cow-

pasture.]
1. Open uncultivated ground ;

an extensive tract

of waste land ; a wilderness
; now chiefly ap-

plied to a bare, more or less flat, tract of land,

naturally clothed with low herbage and dwarf

shrubs, esp. with the shrubby plants known as

heath, heather or ling.
In ME. often contrasted with holt or wood.
a xooo Caedmotfs Exod. 118 J>y laes him westengryre, har

hce5..ferhS 5etwzf(de). 4:1205 LAY. 12819, I wude i wil-

derne, inne hae'Se & inne UEerne. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron.
Wace (Rolls) 8864 Ffro stede to stede bey fledde to sculk,
On heb & hilles to hyde in hulk, c 1386 CHAUCER ProL 6
Whan Zephirus.. Inspired hath in euery holt and heeth The
tendre croppes. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1350 The Troiens..
Fleddon . . Ouer hilies & hethes into holte woddes. 14x9-20
LYDG. Chron. Troy i. iii, On holte and hethe the merye
somers daye. 1530 PALSGH. 231/1 Hethe a playne, lande.

1535 COVERDALE Jer. xii. 12 The distroyers come ouer the
heeth euery waye [1611 upon all high places through the
wilderness]. 15158 GRAFTON Chron. II. 383 [They] met the

King on the Hethe on this side Shene. 1626 BACON Syfoa.

are about Marlborough, Salisbury, Cirencester, and Lincoln.

1784-92 BELKNAP Hist. Neiu Hampsh. in Morse Amer.
Geog. (1796) I. 366 A large area, called the plain. It is

a dry heath, composed of rocks covered with moss. 1792
A. YOUNG Trav. France (1794) 20 An uninteresting flat, with

many heaths of ling. 1815 Due DE LEVIS Eng.. \qth Cent. I.

12 A Common . . the English distinguish these uncultivated
lands . . into heaths and pastures. 1872 E. W. ROBERTSON
Hist. Ess. 246 At a comparatively recent period . . in many
parts of England . . the Common of modern days was known
as * the heath

'

or * the waste '.

t b. transf. Part of a garden left more or less

in the wild state. Obs.

1625 BACON Ess., Gardens (Arb.) 558 Gardens.. to be
diuided into . .A Greene in the Entrance ; A Heath or Desart
in the Going forth ;

And the Garden in the middest.

2. A name given to plants and shrubs found upon
heaths or in open or waste places, t a. In early
times vaguely applied or identified. Obs.
a 700 Epinal Gloss. 1007 Thytmts, haeth. a 800 Erfurt

Gloss. 269 Caloniacns, haeth. Ibid. 2012 Thymns, haedth.

a 1387 Si'toft. Barthol. (Anecd. Oxon.) 30 Mirix, Afirica,
idem, bruer heath, sive genesta. Ibid. 33 Paliurus^ heth.

b. The ordinary name for imdcrshrubs of the

Linnsean genus Erica, of which the common native

species are E. (now Caliund] vulgaris, common
heath, heather, or ling, E. cimrea fine-leaved heath

^Ihe
' common heath

*

of some parts) ,
and E. tetralix

cross-leaved heath. By botanical writers sometimes
limited to the modem genus Erica, sometimes ex-

tended to other cognate genera of Ericaceae.
The name Jteath seems native to the south and middle of

England : see HEATHER. Since the * common heath
'

is

now separated from the genus Erica, botanical writers
sometimes distinguish it from the ' true heaths

*

by its

northern names LING and HEATHER ; but locally all three
names include all the native species. Of early botanical

writers, Turner mentions only E. vulgaris, Lyte (transl.

Dodoens), E. intlgaris and tetralix, distinguished as '

long
heath

'

and ' smal heath '.

rxooo Sax. Leeckd. I. 354 WiS lij>a sare..smeoce mid
haebe, and bzt ylce on wine drince. c 1325 Know Thyself
30 in E. E. P. (1862) 131 What is al bat forb is past Hit
farej> as fuir of heth. c 1440 Promp. Panj. 238/2 Hethe or

lynge, fowaly, bntarium. 1548 TURNER Names ofHerbes
(E. D. S.) 35 Erice is called in greeke Ereice, it is named
in english Heth, hather, or ling .. it groweth on frith and
wyld mores ; some vse to make brusshes of heath. 1578
LYTE Dodoens vi. xvi. 677 There is in this Countrie two
kindes of Heath, one . . is called long Heath. The other . .

smal Heath. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. i. i. 70 Now would I giue
a thousand furlongs of Sea, for an Acre of barren ground :

Long heath, Browne fins, anything. 1686 Yus\Stajforath,
379 They frequently used the Erica vulgaris, heath, or ling
instead of hopps to preserve their beer.

ith 1

where the wild-thyme grows. 1794
MARTYN Rousseau's Bot. xix. 258 Common Heath.. is dis-

Th

1728-46 THOMSON
bolder wing they [bees] soaring dareSpring-^iT, Oft

purple heath, or where the wild'-thyme

tinguished by the anthers being terminated with an awn,
and lying within the flower. Ibid., Fine-leaved Heath has
crested anthers lying within the corolla. 1834 MRS. SOMER-
VILLE Connect. Phys. Sc. xxvii. (1849) 37 Heaths are ex-

clusively confined to the Old World. 1858 R. HOGG Veg,
Kingd. 482 The Common Heath, or Ling, of the hills of

Britain, is Calluna vulgaris . . With Heath, cottages are

thatched, besoms are made, and faggots are composed to
burn in ovens. Ibid. 483 The Heaths [of] our greenhouses
are all natives of the Cape of Good Hope, and embrace
upwards of six hundred species and varieties.

C. With distinctive additions, applied to other

species of Erica, and allied genera ; and popularly
to some other plants.
The three Jess common British species are the Ciliated,

Cornish, and Mediterranean Heaths (E. ciliaris, vagans,
Mediterraned) ; other species are Sicilian, Spanish, Tree,
and Winter H. American False Heath, Hitdsonia
ericoides. Black-berried H., the Crowberry, Empttntm
nigrum \ Irish or St. Dabeoc's H., Menziesiapolifolia ;

Australian H., Epacrisgrandiflora ', Otago H., Leuco-

Pogon Fraseri', Sea Heath, Frankmia levi$\ Tas-
manian H., Epacris exserta. t Heath of Jericho,
Rose of Jericho, Anastatica Hierochuntina.

MINSHEU Ductor, Heath of Jericho, erica Hieri-1617
conttea, quod similUudinem aliquam habeat cum erica.

d. In two passages (Jer. xvii. 6, xlviii. 6) in

Coverdale's and later versions of the Bible, applied
to some desert plant, identified variously with

Tamarisk, or with Savin, Junipcrus Sabina.
1535 COVERDALE Jer. xvii. 6 He shall be like the heeth,

that groweth in the wildernes [1382 WYCLIF iencian trees,
1388 bromes, 1611 heath, 1885 (R. F.) marg. Or, a tamarisk].
foid. xlviii. 6 Get you awaye. .and be like vnto the heeth
in y wildernes [WYCLIF, 1611 and R. V. as before].

3. Short for Heath butterfly, moth : see 5 c.

1827 Butterfly Collector's Vade Mecum 68 Hipparchia
Typhon, Scarce Heath. H. Pamphilus, Small Heath..//'.

Tithonus, Large Heath. 1832 J. RENNIE Butterflies $

Moths 101 The Brown Heath (F\idonia\ atomaria, Haworth)
I . . Common. Ibid. 102 The Grey Heath (F. ericetaria,
I Stephens) appears in August. 1871 E. NEWMAN Brit.

|

Suiterflies(i%i4)93l\\z Large Heath, Epinephele Tithonus,
|

Ibid, 101 The Small Heath, Ceenonympha Pamphilus.
4. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib., as heath-

bank, -besom, -broom, -bush, -field (a 1000), -fire,

-fiower, -ground, -honey, -land, -man, -mould,

-mutton, -pony, -snail, -soil, -tribe, b. obj. and

obj. gen., as heath-cropping adj., -keeper, -tramper.
c. locative and instrnmental, as heath-bred, -clad,

-grown, -roofed, -thatched adjs. d. heath-like adj.
1813 COLERIDGERemorse in. i, Stretched on the broad top

of a sunny *heath-bank. 1610 J. HEATH Epigr. in Brit.
Bibl. (1812) II. 250 That *Heath-bred Muse. 1874 P. O.
Lotid. Trades Directory, *Heath Broom Makers. 1470-85
MALORY Arthur xxi. iv, Ryght soo came an adder oute of
a lytel *hethe busshe. 1766 J. CUNNINGHAM Day vji,On the *heath-clad hill, cgog Charter of Eadweard in

Cod, Dipl. V. 177 Donan to higgeate ; <5set utt on 5one
*hae3feld. 1787 G. WHITE Selborne vii. 20 About March or

April . . vast *heath-fires are lighted up. 18x0 SCOTT Lady
ofL. i.xviti, A foot more light.. Ne'er from the *heath-flower
clashed the dew. 1824 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. i. (1863)
101 The ruddy glow of the heath-flower. 15*3 FITZHERB.
Hjisb. 2 Some sande . . and in many places *heeth

grounde. 1653 WALTON Angler 222 Ploughing up heath-

ground. 1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach"s Husb. iv. (1586) 184
*Heath Hony, a wilde kind of Hony.. being gathered.,
while the Heath is in floure, 189567. James* Gaz. 10 Sept.

9/2 An auxiliary *heathkeeper in the employment of the
London County Council. 1819 REES Cycl., Heath-plough,
a plough for preparing *heath-land for planting. 1864
THOREAU Cape Cod vii. (1894) 159 A barren, *heath-like

plain. 1861 DELAMER Fl. Card. 118 In pots, Heaths must
have *heath-mould. 1771 SMOLLETT Humph. CL 1820) 166

As much superior in flavour, .as my *heath-mutton is to that

of St. James's Market. 1804 J. GRAHAMB.SViMrtM (1808)67



HEATH.
Von "heath-roofed shielin. 1832 CARLYLE Rcinitt. i. 51 This
little *heath-thatched house. 1853 C. A. JOHNS Flowers of
Field (1885) 392 Ericacc#i the *Heath Tribe.

5. Special Combs. : heath-ale, -beer, a tradi-

tional beverage saicl to have been anciently brewed
from the flowers of heather ; heath-blooms,a name

given by some to the plants of the Natural Order

Ericacess ; f heath-coal : see HKATHEN-COAL ;

heath-cropper, //"/. one that crops or feeds on
heath ;

a sheep or pony, living on open heath or

down
; hence, a person who inhabits a heath

;

heath-fowl HEATH-BIRD ; heath-game, grouse
or moorfowl ; heath-stone, see quots.; heath-tax,
a tax to defray the expenses of repairing the course

at Newmarket; heath-throstle, -thrush, the Ring
Blackbird or Ring-ouzel, Turdus torqttatus.
1801 J. LEYDEN Elfin-King xxi, The cup.. With *heath-

ale mantling o'er. x8a8 SCOTT Rev. RitsotCs Hist. Wks.
(1849)
HOGG

breed,. of sheep.. found abundantly.. within the precincts of
the forest of Windsor. 1863 KINGSLEY Water Bab. ii. 62 You
are a heath cropper bred and born. 1893 H. J. MOULE Old
Dorset 109 They tramped, or rode their shaggy heath-

croppers. 1804 J. GRAHAME Sabbath (1839) 6/2 The *heath-
fowl's plumes. 18*3 in Joanna Baillie'sColUcf. Poems T&J
Conceal'd 'mong the mist, where the heath-fowl was crying.

1711 Act 9 Antte c. 27 3 *Heath-Gaine or Grouse. 1773
BAKRINGTON in Pkil. Trans. LXIII. 229 The claws of our
common Grous, or Heath-game. 1447-8 in Willis & Clark

Cambridge (1886) I. 399 Ragge *hethstones and Flints to be

purveid for the seid werkes. 1813 G. ROBERTSON Agric.
Surv. Kincard. 3 (Jam.) There is a variety, .known under
the name of Heathens or heath-stone, and is I think what is

otherwise called Gneiss. 1851 Diet. Archit^ Heath-stone^
a name given by builders to a description of sandstone that

occurs in irregular masses in the Bagshot sands. 1856 in
'

Stonehenge' Brit. Sports (1886) 510 The payment of*Heath
Tax shall not be taken to confer on the person paying the

same any legal rights which shall interfere, .with the abso-

lute control the Club now has over all persons using or going
on to their grounds. 1676 LISTER in Ray's Corr. (1848) 125
*Heath-throstle . . the Rmg-ouzle is so called with us in

Craven. 1804 CHARLOTTE SMITH Conversations II. 54 Bash-
ful. .The ^heath-thrush makes his domicile.

b. In names of trees and plants : applied to any ;

species which grows on heaths, as heath bedstrctw^

hair-grass^ mouse-ear, rush ; f heath-bramble,
the Dewberry, Rubus cs&sius\ heath-corn (U,S.}>

Buckwheat, Polygonutn Fagopyrum ; heath-cup,
an erect herb, Artanema fimbriatum (N.O. Scro-

phulariacese}) native of the East Indies and Aus-

tralia, cultivated for its large blue flowers ; heath-

cypress, a Club-moss, Lycopodium alpinum\
heath-fern, the Sweet Mountain Fern, Lastrea

Oreopteris ; heath-grass, Triodia decumbens ;

heath-honeysuckle, Australian name for a flower-

ing shrub, Banksza serrata ; f heath-rose, the

Rose of Jericho, Anastatica Hierochuntina.

1578 LYTE Dodoens vi. iv. 661 The lesser berie is called . .

in Englishe, a heare Bremble, or *heath Bramble . . The fruite

is called a Dewberie, or blackberie. 1551 TURNER Herbal
i. I iva, Chamaecyparissus. .may be called in English
*hethe cypres because it ^roweth amonge hethe, or dwarf

cypres. '777 ROBSON British Flora, 264 Lycopodium a-lpi-

num .. Cypress Wolfsclaw, Heath Cypress. 1863 KINGSLEY
Water Bab. ii. (1889^ 50 Heaps of fallen limestone .. with
holes between them full of sweet *heath-fern. 1378 LYTE
Dodoens \. Ix, 87 The small [Pilosella] .. may be called in

English. .*Heath mouse-eare. ISJWGERARDE Herbal^1633)
1387 The Rose of Jerico..in English, the *Heath Rose.

C. In names of butterflies and moths : see quots.
and cf. sense 3.

1831 J. RENNIE Butterflies % Moths 137 The Heath
Rivulet (E\ttimele$ia\ ericetata ..) appears in June. 1871

E._NEWMAN Brit. Butterflies (1874) 46 The Heath FritUlary
..is fond of basking on thistles. 1883 Cassetfs Nat. Hist.
VI. 67 The Heath Moths, or Fidonidx, fly by day.
Hence Heath v. trans. , to cover with heath.
1862 Macm. Mag. Sept. 426 How was it lichened and

mossed, ferned and heathed . . and brought to such a show of

verdure and softness?

Hea-th-bell.
1. The bell-shaped flower of the Heath : cf.

HEATHER-BELL.
1808 SCOTT Mftrtn. m. Introd. ix, Let the wild heath-bell

flourish still. 1810 Lady of L. III. v, Heath-bell with her

purple bloom. 1840 Miss COSTELLO Summer amongst the

Bocages\. 128 Before the smell of steam has taken the place
of the perfume of the heath-bell.

2. Applied to other bell-shaped flowers growing
on heaths, esp. the Blue-bell (Campanula rotun-

difolia).
1804 J. GRAHAME Satbath (1808) 67 Thinly strewed with

heath-bells up and down. 1811 CLARE Vill. Miiistr. II. 135
Last lingering of the flowery kind, Blue heath-bells tremble

'neath the sheltering furze. 1824 L. HUNT Mirr. Months
in Hone Every-day Bk. II. 1284 Even the elegant and

fragile heathbell, or harebell, has not yet quite disappeared.

Hea"th.-berry. A name vaguely applied to

various berries growing on heaths, esp. the Bil-

berry and Crowberry.
ciooo Sax. Leecfui. II. 344 ?enim..haeb beman wisan . .

do Jas wyrta in an ft. 1670-1 NARBOROUGH Jrnl. mAcc.
Scv, Late Voy. I. (1711) 124 A-shore there is great Store of

Heath-berries, .and small Black-berries. 1771-84 COOK Voy.

(1750) V. 1009 Berries of different species, such as cran-

berries, hurtle-berries, bramble-berries, and heath-berries.

171

a 1792 S. HEARNE Journ. North. Ocean in Southey Conmi.-

pi. Bk. IV. 167 Heathberries grow close to the ground.

Health-bird. A bird which lives on heaths ;

spec, the Black Grouse, of which the male is the

HEATH-COCK and the female the HEATH-HEN.
1683-4 W- PENN Let. to Dk. Ormonde g Jan. in Academy

(1896) ii Jan. 36/3 Phesants, heath-birds, Pidgeons and
Patredges, innumerably. 1810 SCOTT La<iy of L. III. xii,

Like heath-bird, when the hawks pursue. 1841 FABER
Styrian L. 151 A heath-bird that lies on the Cheviot moor.

Heath-COCk. The male of the HEATH-BIRD
or Bhck Grouse (Tetrao tetrix), the Blackcock ;

in N. America, the Canada grouse and other

species.
1590 R. PAYNE Descr. Irel. (1841) 7 Great store of wild

Swannes, Cranes. .Heathcocks, Plouers. 1674 RAY Collect.

Words, Birds 85 The common Heath cock, Black game or

Grous. 1789 G. WHITE Seloorne vi. (1853) 26 That was the

heath-cock or black-game. 1810 SCOTT Lady of L. i. xxxv,
Until the heath-cock shrilly crew. 1893 [see HEATH-HEN].

Heathen (hrSen, -$'n), a. and sb. Forms: I

heeBen, hsepen, h&Sen, 2-3 haeSen, he'Ben, 2-5

hej>en, 2-6 hethen (3 heaJSen, heapen, epen, 3-4
hapen, hethene, 4h.eipen,-iu, heypen, heathen,
haipen, -in, hepyn, -in, heden, -in, 4-5 haythen,
5 hepun, -on(e, -ynne, 6 Coverd. heithen), 6-

heathen. [OE. hsSen= OFris. htthin, -en, OS.

heSin (MDu., Du. hehien), OHG. heidan (MHG.
heiden, Ger. heide], ON. lieiSinn (Sw., Da. heden) ;

cf. Goth. hai]i$ Gentile or heathen woman.
As this word is used in all the Germanic langs. in the sense

'

non-Christian, pagan ', which could only have arisen after

the introduction of Christianity, it is thought probable that,

like some other terms of Christian origin (e. g. cfturcft\ it

was first used in Gothic, and thence passed to the other

tribes. This is supported by the use by Ulfilas, in Mark vii.

26, of the fern, form fauptio (Vulg. mnlier feutilis, all OE.
versions /i&8eri). The word has generally been assumed to

be a direct derivative of Gothic haijii, HEATH, as if 'dweller

on the heath', taken as a kind of loose rendering of L.

paganus (orig.
'

villager, rustic ', later, after Christianity
became the religion of the towns, while the ancient deities

were still retained in rural districts, 'pagan, heathen').

But in this there are difficulties chronological and etymo-

logical, esp. in reference to the form and use of the suffix ;

and Prof. S. Bugge (Indog. Forscti. V. 178) includes this

among several words which point to Armenian influence on

ad. Gr. efli/os nation , pi. n
, .

This would explain the OHG. form heidan, while in OE.,

etc., the suffix was, as in cristen, levelled under the ordinary

in, -en, from -in. But even so, the stem-vowel has prob.
to be explained by assimilation to haipi heath.]

A. adj. 1. Applied to persons or races whose

religion is neither Christian, Jewish, nor Moham-
medan ; pagan; Gentile. In earlier times applied
also to Mohammedans ; but in modern usage, for

the most part, restricted to those holding poly-
theistic beliefs, esp. when uncivilized or uncultured.

971 Blickl. Horn. 15 He biS geseald haebnum mannum.
c 1000 vELFRic Horn. I. 206 Se jetigeda assa and his fola

getacniad twa folc. baet is ludeisc and ha:oen. 1154 O. E.

Ckron. an. 1137 Naeure hethen men werse ne diden ban hi.

UI200 Moral Ode 295 in Triit. Coll. Horn, 229 par be'S be

haSene men be waren la?e-lease. c raoo OFMIN 7286 patt

hxbenn follc, Kalldisskenn folk, Wass warr off Cristess

come. 1197 R. GLOUC. (1724) 397 Wyllam. .an ebene kyng
com to. c 1300 Cursor M. 10740 (Edin.) Babe to haibin

[v.rr. heben, hebin, heiben] folc and iues. 1340 HAMPOLE
Pr. Const, 5508 Haythen men . . pat never baptem ne right

trouthe tuke. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xv. 450 A barne. .Til

it be crystened in crystes name and confermed of be bisshop,

It is hethene as to heueneward . . Hethene is to mene after

heth and vntiled erthe. '; 1400 Arthur 435 Lat not be

hebone Men Destroye be puple crystien. 1563 W. FULKE
Meteors (1640) 13 Helena was of the Heathen men taken

as a Goddesse, the daughter of Jupiter and Leda, 1627
SANDERSON Senn. I. 263 Abimelech, an heathen-man, who
had not the knowledge of the true God of heaven to direct

him. 1708 SWIFT Remarks Wks. 1883 VIII. 142 Made
familiar to such practices by the heathen priests. i8as
SCOTT Talisin. vi, I did the heathen Soldan injustice.

1870 B. HARTE Heathen Chinee 17 He went for that heathen

Chinee.

2. Of things : Pertaining to such persons or races,

or to their religion and customs.
826 Charter ofEcgberU in Cod. Dipl. V. 83 Andlang die

to Sem heSenum binjelsum. c 1000 ^ELFRIC Horn. I. 98 On
haeSenum dagum. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 53 pe temple . . of hise

heaSene godes. 13. . Sir Beues (A.) 547 Me 5he solde in to

hebenlonde. a 1400-30 Alexander 5673 Out of haythen

Spayn. 1485 CAXTON Malory's Arthur Pref. 2 In al places

crysten and hethen. i66a STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr. i.
ii._

i

Having already shewed a generall defect in the ancient

Heathen Histories. 1708 SWIFT RemarksVi\as. 1883 VIII.

118 The same authority.. may abolish Christianity, and set

up the Jewish, Mahometan, and heathen religion. 1722

WOLLASTON Relig. Nat. ix. 208 Even the Heathen world

believed that the souls of men survived their bodies. 1879
FARRAR St. Paul (1883) 3 The victorious enemy of heathen

philosophy and heathen worship had passed his boyhood
amid the heathen surroundings of a philosophic city.

3. trans/. Religiously or otherwise on a level

with heathens.

1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits, Race Wks. (Bohn) II. 22 A
country of extremes dukes and chartists, Bishops of

Durham and naked heathen colliers.

B. sb. (or adj. used subst.}

1. One who holds a religious belief which is nei-

ther Christian, Jewish, nor Mohammedan ; a pagan.

HEATHENESSE.
c 1000 Ags. Gosf. Mark vii. 26 SoSlice baM wifwas hatSen

sirofenisces cynnes. 13.. Coer ,ie L. 6297 He..slowgh ther

many a hethene. 1682 EVELYN Diary 24 Jan., The Russian
Ambassador . . behav'd himselfe like a clowne. compared to

this civil heathen. 1720 WATTS Div. Songs vi, That I was
born of Christian race, And not a Heathen or a Jew. 1727
SWIFT Gulliver Hi. i, I was sorry to find more mercy in an

heathen than in a brother Christian. 1873 EDITH THOMPSON
Hist. Eng. iii. i Though himself a heathen, he [jEthelbert]
had agreed to allow his wife, as being a Christian, free exer-

cise of her religion.

b. The adj. plural, the heathen (cf. thefaithful'],
is now collective ; in O.T. = the Gentiles, or people
who did not worship Jehovah, the God of the Jews.
ciooo ^ELFRIC Saints' Lives (E. E. T. S.) II. 322 pa hae-

benan swa dydon. a 1131 OE. Chron. an. 1128 Betwenen
Sa cristene and ba heSene. c 1200 Vices # Virtues (1888) 51
And beuall bo haSene mid his Ie5re mene^inges. c 1340 Cur-
sor M. 21254 (Fairf.) pen come be heiben wib mike! wrange

^t
cristen men to pine was prest. 1^35 COVERDALE Ps.

cviii[i]. i O God, y Heithen are fallen in to thine heretage.
-zEsdras ii. 7 Scatred abrode amonge the Heithen. 1671

M ILTON Samson 1430 And spread his name Great among the

Heathen round. 1852 MRS. STOWE Uncle Tont's C. xxviii,

It would certainly be a greater self-denial to receive heathen

among us than to send missionaries to them.

C. The sb. plural, heathens, is mostly individual.

1630 PRYNNE Anti-Armin. 135 Heathens, .want the true

knowledge of God. 1736 WESLF.Y Wlu. (1872) I. 25 My
brother and I . . went to pay our first visit in America to the

poor Heathens. 1845 R. JEBB in Encycl. Metrof. II. 692/1

Among the speculations of the more enlightened heathens

we find the love of mankind at large highly commended.

1857 MAURICE Ep. St. John iii. 38 Showing you how both

Heathens and Jews were taught.

2. transf. One that has no more religion, en-

lightenment, or culture than a pagan.
x8i8 SCOTT Rob Roy xv, Puir frightened heathens that

they are. 1870 DICKENS E. Drood viii, My ideas of civility

were formed among Heathens.

3. Applied humorously to persons belonging to

places bearing the name ' Heath ', as Blackheath.

1891 Pall Mall G.i6 Nov. 1/2 Blackheath crossed over with

a goal to love . . The Oxonians .. got two goals, while the

Heathens were unable to score.
'

1804 Westm. Gaz. 15 Jan.

6/2 Blackheath v. London Scottish .. a victory for the

Heathens.

C. Comb., as heathen-minded adj. ;
heathen-like

adj. and adv.

1565 IEWEL Def. Apol. (1611) 21 Thus prophanelie and
Heathen-like he writeth. 1889 R. B. ANDERSON tr. Ryd-
berg's Teut. Mythol. 104 Heathen-heroic songs. 1895 Dublin

Rev. Oct. 318 A society of heathen-minded Humanists.

Heathen, sb.* = Heath-stone : see HEATH 5.

t Heathen-coal. Obs. (See quot. 1697.)

1697 KENNETT Etytn. Angl. Lansdowne MS. 1033 If.

174/2 At Amblecot in Staffordsh. . the second measure is

called Heath or tough-coal : and the i2th or lowe.t of all,

is called Heathen-coal. 1712 BELLERS in Phil. Trans.

XXVII. 542 The Heathen-Coal. 1719 F. HAUKSBEE Phys.
Meek. Exp. Suppl. 319 The Heathen-Coal.

Heathendom (hrSendam). [OE. hxfend6m -
MLG. hddendfan, OHG. heidentuom, Ger. heidm-

tum, Du. heidendom, ON. heiSinddmr (Sw. he-

dendom] ;
f. HEATHEN + -DOM. The old word ap-

pears to have died out before 1400 ; in modern

use app. formed anew after Christendom. Not in

Johnson, Todd 1818, Webster 1828.]
1. The belief and practice of the heathen ;

=
HEATHENISM i.

ciooo Laws of Edw. f, Guth. i (Schmid) Hi gecwajdon
bxt hi senne God lufian woldon, and alcne hajoendom

georne aweorpan. c izoo ORMIN 18855 f'55 bessterrnesse iss

hzbenndom And dwillde inn hxfedd sinness. c 1200 Vices

<$ Virtues (1888) 31 Da unwraste ileaue of haeden-dome.

a. 1225 Leg. Kath. 35 And dreien cristene men . . alle to

heaSendom. 1701 J. LAW Counc. Trade (1751) 233 Im-

provement of human society, beyond what it could possibly

attain to in Heathendom. 1830 HAWTHORNE Scarlet L. xx,

The many precious souls he hath won from heathendom.

1867 FREEMAN Norm. Conq. (1876) I. iv. 179 Whatever

traces of heathendom may have cloven to Rolf himself.

b. transf. The condition of being unenlightened
and untouched by Christian influences.

1850 KINGSLEY Cheap Clothes <? Nasty in A It. Locke (1879)

p. Ixiii, He trims his paletots, and adorns his legs, with the

flesh of men and the skins of women, with degradation,

pestilence, heathendom, and despair.

2. The domain or realm of the heathen ;
heathen

people collectively ;
the heathen world.

1860 TRENCH Serin. Westm. Abb. ix. 96 Thick darkness

rested over the whole of heathendom. 1861 E. GASKELL

Boyle Lect. 32 The mighty work of subjugating all heathen-

dom to the faith of the crucified Nazarene.

Hea-theness. rare. [f.
HEATHEN + -ESS.]

A female heathen, a heathen woman.

1876 Contcmp. Rev. XXVII. 962 The proud heatheness

humbly submitted to baptism.

Heathenesse (hrSene's). arch. Forms: i

hse*e(n)nes, -nys, 3 hestJenesse, hepinesse,

3-5 hepen-, hethenesse, -es, -isse, -nes, etc.,

6 heathennesse, heath-, heythnesse, 6-7, 9

heathenesse, -(n)ess. [OE. hxtiennes, -nys, f.

hmVen HEATHEN + -NESS. From an early date

one of the two 's was generally omitted, so that

the word was sometimes treated as analogous to

such words of French origin as noblesse, Lyonesse.]
1. The quality or condition of being heathen ;

the belief and practice of the heathen ;
heathenism.
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HEATHENHEDE.
cooo tr. Bxda's Hist. m. xxii. [xxx.] (1890) 250 He to

harSenisse [v. r. hzeSennysse] waes ?;ehwyrfed. c laog LAV.

29388 And forsaken godes maesse, and luuien haeoenesse.

1388 WYCLIF I Ckron. xxii. 2 Alle conuersis fro hethenesse

to the lawe of Israel, c 1430 Life St. Kath. (1884) 35 Aftur

1 had leyde be-syde me pe errour of hethenesse. 1540
HVRDE tr. fives' [nstr. Chr. IVum. (1592) Bb v. When we
couple . . Paganisme and heathennesse, unto Christianitie :

and the devill to God. 1581 MARBECK Blc. Notes 627 Then
shall the vnfruitfull, rough and woodye heathnesse . . bee
toumed vnto the religion of Christes congregation or

Church. 1848 LYTTON Harold i. i, Merriments, savouring
of heathenesse.

2. Heathendom, the heathen world ; the lands
outside Christendom, including, in Middle English,
Mohammedan lands.
c 1105 LAV. 16631 pe wes in haeSenesse king of muchele

ma:hte. 1*07 R. GLOUC. (1724) 480 Saladin nom the holi

croys, & to hethenesse it ber. a 1300 Cursor M. 2102 Asie
. .es pe best, for bar in es Bath haly land and hethyennes.
c 1380 Sir Ferumt. 2187 In al he|>enis ys no Sarsyn
wikkeder ban is he. 1480 CAXTON Chrou. Rug. ccxxxviii.

263 His fame.. sprang so ferre that it come in to hethnes
and barbarye. 1599 HAKLUYT Voy. II. 161 Divers provinces
of Christendome and of Heathenesse. 1818 Blaclnu. Mag.
309 The event was not such as could bear trumpeting m
Heathenesse.

t Hea-thenhede. Obs. [See HEDE, -HEAD.]= HEATHENDOM 2.

01300 Cursor M. 7024 (Cott.) Kingesfourof haithen-hede.
Hid. 19864 (Gott.) pe mete bai etc in haiben-hede.

t Hea-thenhood, -bode. Obs. [See -HOOD.]= HEATHENDOM i.

c ia Serving Christ 38 in O. E. Misc. 91 Al bes world is

bi-heled myd hebene-hode.

t Heathenic, a. and sb. Obs. In 6 heathnick,
7 hethnike. Var. of ETHNIC assimilated to
heathen. So t Heatlmical a. = ETHNICAL.
1554 HOOPER in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721) III. App. xxvii.

78 The sword of the heathnicks and gentils. 1583 STUBBES
Altai. Aims. i. (1879) 177 Beare baiting and other exercyses
. . These H ethnical! exercyses ypon the Sabaoth day. Hid.
185 More then Hethnicall impieties. 1631 LITHGOW Trow.
ix. 397 Whose presence to me after so long a sight of
Hethnike strangers was exceeding comfortable.

Heathenish (hf-SeniJ), a. Also 6 heathniah,
(etnyahe). [OE. hseSenisc OHG. heidanisc,
-inisc (G. heidnisch), ON. heiSneskr (Sw. hednisk,
Da. hedensk). In modern use prob. a new forma-
tion : see -ISH.]
1. Of or pertaining to the heathen. Now rare.
893 K. ALFRED Oros. in. iii. i Him man worhte

anfiteatra, bzt mon mehte bone haeSeniscan plejan bairinne
don. 1550 BALE Image Both. Ch. B iij, All her hethnyshe
ceremonyes, supersttcions, and sorceryes. 1597 HOOKER
Eccl. Pol. v. Ixxviii. 2 The most eminent part both of
Heathenish and Jewish sendee did consist in sacrifice. 1677
HALE Prim. Ortg. Man. II. v. 167 The various Denomina-
tions of those Heathenish Deities. 1774 J. BRYANT Mythol.
II. 475 The heathenish temples.

f2. = HEATHEN a. i. [Cf./ra/jV/i.] Obs.
'S3S COVERDALE i Kings Contents, Salomon displeaseth

God with the loue of Heythenysh wemen. 1581 J. BELLHaddon's Ansvj. Osor. 92 b, All nations and people, as well
Heathenishe, as the Jewes also themselves, a 1652 J. SMITH
Sel. Disc, vl 207 The heathenish philosopher Plutarch.
1718 LADV M. W. MONTAGU Let. to Ctess Bristol (1887) I.

239 She was too good a Christian to kill herself, as that
heathenish Roman did. [1881-3 SCHAFF Encycl. Rclig.
Kntnul. III. 1941 A heathenish slave bought of a heathen.]
3. transf. andy?^-. a. Heathen-like ; unchristian,

uncivilized, barbarous ; unworthy of a Christian.
b. colloq. Abominable, disgusting, offensive,
'

beastly '. ^Cf. CHRISTIAN sb. 3.)
1S93 NASHE Harvey-Greene Tractates Wks. (Grosart) II.

206 O Heathenish and Pagan Hexamiters. 1604 SHAKO.
Oth. v. ii. 313 Most Heathenish, and most grosse. c 1700
T. BROWNE in Four C. En/;. Lett. 147 Tobacca, though it

be a heathenish weed. 1718 Freethinker No. 3 F i, I may
not appear a strange, heathenish Creature to the Ladies.
1850 Miss CARY Country Life (1876) 218 It was heathenish
in the mowers to laugh. 1866 GEO. ELIOT F. Holt (1868) 39
That's a heathenish, Brutus-like sort of thing. i88a MRS.
PITMAN Mission L. Greece^ Pal. 251 The heathenish noises
I now hear from a garden near by us.

Hea'thenishly, adv. [f. prec. + -LT 2.] in a
heathen, unchristian, pagan, or barbarous manner.
1561 DAUS tr. Bullinger on Atoc. (1573) 84 A thousand

yeares after the incarnation of Christ, the Byshops began
to defile the Lordes supper . . too heathenishly. 1580 Ord.
ofPrayer in Liturg. Sent. Q. Eliz. (1847) 574 The Sabbath

in, or to worship the goddess Nemesis. 1836 Chamb. Jrnl.
24 Dec. 383 The burial place of the royal family heathen-
ishly styled the '

Pantheon '.

Hea-thenishness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
Heathenish quality or condition ; barbarity.
IS7 GOLDING Calvin on Ps. x. 16 Horrible was the

neathnishnesse, when the land that was given for an heri-
tage to Gods people did foster ungodly and wicked in-
habiters. 1633 PBYNNE 2nd Pi. Histrio-lU. iv. i. (R ), The
jscemty . . heathenLshnesse, and prophanenesse of most

play-bookes 1880 Miss BIRD, 1. 135 Singing..whichsounds like the very essence of heathenishness.
Heathenism (h?Seniz'm). [See -ISM.]
1. The religious or moral system of heathens ;

heathen practice or belief; paganism.
1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. *iv. 9 The heresy of the

Anthropomorphites . . and the opinion of Epicurus, answer.

172

able to the same in heathenism, who supposed the gods to

be in human shape. 1645 MILTON Tetrack. (1851) 152 If
we be not lesse zealous in our Christianity, then Plato was
in his heathenism. 1707 Curios, in Huso. <$ Card. Pref.

6 A Relick of Heathenism, a 1719 ADDISON Chr. Rclig.
5. 8 (Seager) He brought over multitudes both from heresy

and heathenism. 1868 KREEMAN Norm. Conq. (1876) I. App.
650 The whole.. country relapsed into heathenism.

b. With a and//. A heathen belief or charac-

teristic.

1843 J. MARTINEAU Chr. Life (1867! 202 Cast out as a dead
heathenism. 1860 EMERSON Cond. Life, Worship Wks.
(Bohn> II. 397 Witness the heathenisms in Christianity.
2. transf. Unchristian state of things; heathenish

condition ; unchristian degradation or barbarism.

1741 FIELDING J. Andrews (L.), Ay, there is nothing but
heathenism to be learned from plays. 1895 Miss MOXTRESOK
Into Highluays <$ Hedges in. ii. (ed. 4) 302 Fitting orna-
ments for the ' heathenism

'

of luxury. Mod. The practical
heathenism of our great cities.

t Hea'thenist. Obs. [f. HEATHEN -t- -IST.]

One holding or supporting heathenism.
1551 ABP. BROWNE Serni. in Harl. Misc. V. 567 These

sorts will turn themselves into several Forms ; with the
Heathen a Heathenist

;
with Atheists, an Atheist ;

with the

Jews, a Jew. 1570 DEE Math. Pref. 21 Could the Heathen-
ists finde these vses, of these.. Mighty Corporall Creatures.

Hea-thenize, v. [f. HEATHEN + -IZE.]
1. trans. To render heathen or heathenish.
1681 H. MORE Exp. Dan. iii. 74 Endeavouring to

Heathenize the People of God again. 18*7 HARE Guesses

(1859) 84 Till very lately we sent out our colonists, not so
much to christianize the Heathens, as to be heathenized by
them.

2. intr. To practise heathenism ; to become
heathen or heathenish.

1769 [see below]. 1850 S. R. MAITLAND Eruvin (ed. 2) 174
The Christians, instead of judaizing, began to heathenize.
1861 TRENCH Sev. Ck. Asia. 74 These. .do not judaize but

heathenize, seeking to throw off every yoke.
Hence Heathenized ppl. a. ; Hea'theniziiig

vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1769 W. JONES (of Nayland) Wks. (i8to) I. 203 By the

proud Arian or the heathenizing moralist 1856 Miss WINK-
WORTH Tattler's Life <f- Serm. (1857) 75 To combat the

heathenizing philosophers of Christendom. 1857-8 SEARS
A than. vii. 64 A heathenized Christianity. 1893 E. BEL-
LASIS Mem. Serjt. Bellasis 157 The result . . must be the

heathenizing of the rising generation.

t Hea'thenly, a. Obs.
[f.

HEATHEN + -LT i.

Cf. OKG.heidanlih, MHG. heidenlich.} Heathen-

like, heathenish, heathen.

1415 HOCCLEVE To Sir "}. Oldcastle 21 Fro cristen folk to

hethenly couyne. 1579 LYLY Euphues lArb.) 176 Which
hath made me..of an heathenly Pagan a heauenly Pro-
testant. 1591 HORSEY Trav. (Hakl. Soc.) 158 The manner . .

of this ruariage was so streinge and heathenly.

Hea'thenly, adv.
[f. as prec. + -LY

'*.]
After

the manner of the heathen ; barbarously.
1381 WYCUF 2 Mace. xv. 2 Do thou not so feersly and

heithenly. Gal. ii. 14 If thou, sithen thou ert a Jew,
lyuest hethenli [1388 hethenlich] and not Jewly. 1579 J.

JONES Preserv. Bodie fy Sotile \. xxxix. 87 Them that teach
with the desperate and damnable Turkes, or that do beleeue
as his lenesaries are instructed al too Heathenly. 1776 W.
C. COMBE Diaboliad 6 note, Mercury . . is (Heathenly
speaking) the presiding Genius of rogues, sharpers, &.c.

Heathenness : see HEATHENESSE.

t Hea-thenous, a. Obs. rare 1
. Heathen.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 715 That huge Heathen-
ous Tract of the unknowne South Continent.

Heathenry (hf-oenri). [f. HEATHEN + -BY.]
1. Heathen belief, practice, or custom ; heathen

character or quality ; heathenism.

Hat
Abus.

_ . ,

hethenne, paganrie. 1856 T. A. TROLLOPE Girlh. Calh. de
Med. iii. 46 Aghast on his arrival in Rome at the utter

heathenry around him. 1868 Contemp. Rev. VIII. 166
Some of our brilliant imitators of Greek poetry seem to

pursue it mainly for its heathenry.
2. Heathen people. (Cf. friskry.*)
a 1890 R. F. BURTON in Lady Burton Life 11893! I. 292
My Goanese boys, being

'

Christians
'

. . will not feed with
the heathenry.

t Hea'thenship. Obs. or arch. [OE. AseSen-

scipe ; f. HEATHEN + -SHIP.]
1. Heathenism, heathendom.
a 1000 O. E. Chron. an. 634 For (>an heSenscipe be hi

drujon. c 1000 ./ELFRIC Horn. II. 504 Martinus .. awende
his moder of manfullumhaeSensctpe. cizos LAV. 12114 And
summe heo godd wiJS-soken and to haSenescipe token. Ibid.

14862 Hengestes lajen . . and his haeSene-scipe bae he hider
brohte. [1831 THORPE tr. Cxdmon's Par. 229 And would
not swerve from the Lord of hosts . . into heathenship.]
2. Gentilism ; uncircumcision. rare literalism.

X535 COVERDALE i Cor. vii. 18 Yf eny man be called beynge
Circumcysed let him take no Heythenshippe vpon him. Yf
eny man be called in the Heythenshippe let him not be cir-

cumcysed.

t Hea"theny, a. Obs. rare. [f. HEATHEN sb.

+ -Y.] Heathen, heathenish.

1580 SIDNEY Pi. x. ix, Who hast the heath'ney folk

destroy'd From out Thy land.

Heather (he-Saj). Forms: 4, 6 hathir, 5

had(d)yr, 6 haddir, hedder, 6-7 hadder, 6-8
bather, 8 nether, 8- heather. [Of uncertain

origin : commonly viewed as related to heath ; but
the form heather appears first in i8th c., and the

HEATHER-BELL.
earlier hadder seems on several grounds to dis-

countenance such a derivation. The word ap-

pears to have been originally confined to Scotland

(with the contiguous part of the English Border) ;

the northern Engl. equivalent, as in Yorkshire, etc.,

being ling, from Norse. Theword^a//;, ontheother

hand, seems to be native only in Southern and Mid-
land counties, and never to have been applied to the

Yorkshire or Scottish ' moors '

; it is only in com-

paratively recent times that the southern English
heath and the Sc. hatlder, hedder, have been asso-

ciated, and the spelling heather thence introduced.
On the analogy of adder, bladder, ladder, now in

Sc. ether, blether, lither, and of Eng. feather, toge-

ther, weather, we should expect heather to go back

through hedder, hadder, to a type hxdder ai/iax/dre.}
1. The Scotch name, now in general use, for the

native species of the Linnjean genus Erica, called

in the north of England, LING
; especially E. (now

Callund) vulgaris, Common Heather, and E.
cinerea. Fine-leaved Heath or Lesser Bell-heather.
Some recent botanical writers have essayed to limit the

originally local names heath, ling, heather, to different

species; but each of these names is, in its own locality,

applied to all the species there found, and pre-eminently to
that locally most abundant. On the Yorkshire and Scottish

moors, the most abundant is E. vulgaris, which is therefore
the * Common Ling

'

of the one, the ' Common Heather
'

of
the other. But in other localities, esp. in the south-west,
E. cinerea is the prevalent species, and is there the ' Com-
mon Heath '. Scottish distinctions are Dog-heather, He-
heather (E. vulgaris\ Carliti ft., She-heather (E. cinereti).

1335 Compotus Procurators de Norhain (Durham Trea-

sury MS.!, In strauue et hathir emptis pro coopertura domus
molendini. ^1470 HENRY Wallace v. 300 In heich haddyr
Wallace and thai can twyn. Ibid. xl. 898 Hadyr and hay
bond apon Hakys fast. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixvi. 86
Greit abbais grayth I nill to gather, Bot ane kirk scant
coverit with hadder. 1548 Hather [see HEATH 2 b]. 1571
Satir. Poems Reform, xxxii. 19 With Peittis, with Turuis,
and mony turse of Hedder. 1578 LYTE Dodoens vi. xvi. 678
Heath, Hather, and Lyng is called in high and base Al-

maigne, Heyden. 1607 NORDEN Surv. Dial. (N.), Heath is

the generall or common name, whereof there is one kind,
called bather, the other ling. 16x1 BURTON Anat. Mel. m.
ii. vi. i. (16511 546 Those Indian Brachmanni. .lay upon the

ground covered with skins, as the Redshanks do on Hadder.
1633 HART Diet Diseased i. xxvii. 126 In the Northerne . .

places of this Island . . They dry their malt with ling, or

heath, called there hadder. 1674-91 RAY N. C. Words 135
Hadder, Heath or Ling. 1725 BRADLEY Font. Diet. s. v.

Plague, They are to give them Hather or Hadder to eat
c 1730 BURT Lett. N. Scotl. xiii. (1754) I. 297 The Surface
of the Ground is all over Heath, or, as they call it, Heather
1866 Treas. Bot. 190/1 Calluna. The true ' Heather '

of

Scotland, called also Ling and Common Heath. 1873 BLACK
Pr. Thitle 3 Set amid the browns and greens of the heather.

b. phr. To set the heather on fire : to make a
disturbance. To take to the heather: to become
an outlaw or bandit.
1818 SCOTT Rob Roy xxxv, It's partly that whilk has set

the heather on fire. 1896 Wesim. Gas. 28 July 1/3 A
woman, .informed against the murderer, who at once ' took
to the heather '.

2. Applied with distinctive additions to other

plants.
Himalayan Heather, Atidromeda. fastigiata (Miller,

1884) ; Monox Heather, the Crowberry ; Silver or

Sponge Heather, the moss Polytrichum commune.
(Britten & Holl. Plant-it.)

3. attrib. and Comb. a. Of, pertaining to, con-

sisting of, or made from heather, as heather-ale,

-bed, -beer, -besom, -bloom, -blossom, -brae, -brake,

-bush, -cow (Cow rf.2), -honey, -knoll, -land, -roof,

-top, -tuft, -wine. b. Of the colour or ap-
pearance of heather : applied to fabrics, etc.,
of a mixed or speckled hue thought to resemble
that of heather, as heather-mixture, -stockings,

-suit, -tweed, -wool. C. heather-clad, -covered,

-mixed, -sweet adjs. d. heather-oat, a cat living
wild and roaming among the heather ; hencefig.
applied to a person ; heather-grass ~ heath-grass ,

Triodia decumbens; heather-owl, the Short-eared

Owl, Asia accipitrinus.
i8a> SCOTT Monast. xxv, HalbertGlendinuing. .expressed

himself unwilling to take any licmor stronger than the
*heather ale, which was at that time frequently used at
meals. 1714 RAMSAY Geittl. Sheph. n. i, And skulk in

hidings on the "heather braes. 1855 KINGSLEY Heroes,
Theseusi. 196 Beneath whose shade grew, .purple 'heather-
bushes. 1886 STEVENSON Kidnapped xvi. 153 He's here and
awa ; here to-day and gone to morrow ; a fair 'heather-cat.

1895 CROCKETT Men ofMoss Hags xvi, That daft heather-
cat of a cousin of mine. 1886 G. ALLEN Maimie^s Sake ii.

12 To climb the "heather-clad hill. 1818 SCOTT Br. Lamm.
xxix. What good can the poor bird do. .except pine and die
in the first "heather-cow or whin-bush she can crawl into ?

1863 KINGSLEY Water Bab. (1879) 146 He. .smelt, .the wafts
of "heather honey off the grouse moor. 1863 J. G. BAKER

n, He changed
more suitable to Piccadilly. 1819 REES Cycl. s.v., "Heather-
roofs are frequently met with in the district of CowaL 1876
MRS. ALEXANDER Her Dearest Foe \. 278 Tom entered, in

a bright purple-tinted
' "heather suit'. 1824 SCOTT St.

Ronan's ii, A head like a *heather-tap.

Heather-bell, a. A name given to Erica
tetralix (or spec, to its blossom), and sometimes
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also to E. cinerea. (in quot. 1725 app. = HEATH-
BELL 2.)

17*5 RAMSAY Genii. Sheph. \\, iv, Blue heather-bells

Bloom'd bonny on moorland- 1785 BURNS To W. Simpson
56 Her moors red-brown wi' heather bells. 1808 SCOTT
Marnt. I. Introd. 18 Away hath passed the heather-bell,
That bloomed so rich on Needpath-fell.

Hea'ther-bleat. Sc. [Perversion, after hea-

ther, of the OE. name hxfer-bleete, goat-bleater, f.

hxfer goat + blsetan to bleat : from the noise which
it makes in flight, associated in many languages
with the bleating of a goat (Newton, Diet. Birds

885 ; Swainson, Prov. Name Birds 192). So Ger.

himmehiege, Fr. chevre-volante, Gaelic meannan-
adhair air-kid, gabhair-adhair sky- or air-goat,

etc.] The Snipe.
[L 1000 ^ELFRIC Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 116/41 Bicoca,

hfeferblEete, uel pur. Ibid. 260/3. c IOS Ags. Gloss, ibid.

361/17 Bttgiiim, hseferblaHe.] 1824 MACTAGGART Gallovid.

Encycl., Heather-bleet, the mire snipe. 1894 CROCKETT
Raiders xxxvi, The snipe (which is called the heather-

bleat). Ibid., Farther off a heatherbleat whinnied.

Hea'ther-blea'ter. Sc. and north, dial. Also

-blut(t)er, -bluiter, -blooter
; corrupted earn-

bleater, hammer-bleat, -er. [as prec., with second
element conformed to agent-nouns in -EE.]

=
prec.

a 1617 BUREL Pilgreiner in Watson Collect. (1706) II. 27
(Jam.) The Hobie and the Hedderbluter. 1791 Statist.
Ace. Scotl., Ayrsh. II. 72 Jam.) A bird, which the people
here call a hether blutter. 1820 SCOTT Monast. iv, What
saw she in the bog, then . . forby moor-cocks and heather-
blutters 1 1893 Northumbld. Glass. , Hea.tlier-tUa.ter., It is

also called mire-bleater and gutter-snipe.
Heathered he-S3.nl;, a.

[f. HEATHEH + -KJ >-.]

Covered with heather.

1831 J. WILSON in Blackvi. Mag. XXIX. 319 A treeless
but high-heathered rock. 1849 AYTOUN Lays, Island of
Scots xi, Scotland's high and heathered hills. 1884 Q.
VICTORIA MoreLeaves 133A lovely drive with pink heathered
hills to the right.

Heathery (hf-beri), sb.
[f. HEATH + -EBY : cf.

pinery, fernery.'] A collection of heaths; a place
in which heaths are grown.
1804 H. C. ANDREWS (title) The Heathery, or Monograph

of the Genus Erica. 1849 Beck's Florist 10, I know from
experience that Heaths will thrive as well in a greenhouse
..as they would do in a heathery. 1850 Ibid. Feb. 33 A
skilful disposition of the plants in the Heathery.

Heathery (he-Sari), . Also 6 hadrie. [f.

HEATHER + -Y.] Covered with or abounding in

heather ; of the nature or appearance of heather.
153S STEWART Cron. Scot. I. 340 In craig and cleuche, and

mony hadrie bill. 1710 EARL CHOMERTIE in Phil. Trans.
XXVII. 296 The Surface is covered with a heathy, and (as

they call it) a heathery Scurf. 1804 J. GRAHAME Sabbath
152 Flowers that strangers seem Amid the heathery wild.
1810 SCOTT Lady of L. i. ii, The antlered monarch of the
waste Sprung from his heathery couch in haste.

Hence Hea'theriness.
186* SHIRLEY Niigx Crit. i. 67 The romance of the moor

has been recently disturbed, and even the gor-cock has
begun to lose the old racy heatheriness.

Health-hen, a. The female of the HEATH-
COCK ; the Grey-hen, b. Applied in N. America
to species of grouse.
1391 Shuttleworth /(<:<:. (Chetham Soc.)66 A lade of Alex-

ander Bradshawes wl> broughte hethe henes iiijrf. 1670 D.
DENTON Descr. New York(i%4=,) 5 Wild Fowl there is great
store of, as Turkies, Heath-Hens, Quails. 1728-46 THOM-
SON Spring 609 O'er the trackless waste The heath-hen
flutters. 1893 NEWTON Diet. Birds, Heath-cock and Heath-
hen, originally names by which . . the Black-cock and Grey-
hen were called ; but on the North American continent. .

applied to one or more species of grouse.

Hea-thless, a. rare. [f. HEATH + -LESS.] De-
void of heath.

1804 J. GRAHAME Sabbath 247 There on the heathless moss
outstretch'd he broods.

Heathnick, -ical : see HEATHENIC.

Heath-pea (luppj). AlsoS-pease. A tuberous-
rooted leguminous plant, Lathyrus macrorrhizus
(Orobus tuberosus), called also CABMELE. Also
Heath-peaseling.
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Heath-pease, or Wood-pease, a

kind of wild Pease. 1755 JOHNSON, Heath-peas, a species
of bitter Vetch. 1800 GARNETT Tour Scotl. I. 337 The
LVo3>MiKm>,orheath-peasling. 1808 Med. Jrul. XIX.
77 Heath peaseling. .The roots, when boiled, are savoury
and nutritious. 1863 PRIOR Plant-n., Heath-pea.

Hea'th-poult. Also-polt,-powt. = HEATH-
BIRD ; more spec, the female or young.
1678 RAY Willughby's Ornith., The Merlin . .They fly also

Heath-pouts with it. 1687 Land. Gas:. No. 2263/4 It is His
Majesties Will and Pleasure, That no Person do . . presume
to Hawk at any Heath-Poult, in any year before the 2oth
day of July. 1823 Sporting Mag. XVI. 422 [He] had the
good fortune, .to get 16 shots at heath-poults, or black game.
1884 JEFFERIES Red Deer ii. 33 Heath-poults, the female of
black game, fly like a great partridge. 1887 Pall Mall G.
4 Oct. 5/1 The young heath-poults are at first extremely
tender creatures.

Heathwort (hrbwp.it). Lindley's name for
a plant of the Nat. Ord. Ericacex. Also altrib.

1847 in CRAIG. 1866 Treas. Bot. 461/1 Shrubby plants be-

longing to the heathwort order.

Heathy (h?J>i), a. Also 5 hethy. [f. HEATH
+ -Y.] Abounding in or covered with heath ; of,

pertaining to, or of the nature of heath
; heathery.

01450 fr'ysslynge TV. Angle (1883) ii The tawncy colour

for those waters that ben hethy or morysshe. 1545 BRINK-
LOW Compl. iv. Bvj, Such heathy, woddy and moory
ground, as is vnfrutefull for corne or pasture. 1667 Phil.
Trans. II. 525 It is Heathy, Ferny and Furzy. 1809
SHELLEY Zastrozziiv. Pr. Wks. 1888 I. 18 The wild berries
which grew amid the heathy shrubs. 1871 BLACK Pr. Tliitlc

ii. An illimitable prospect of heathy undulations.

Heating (hrtin), vbl. sb. [f. HEAT v. + -ING!.]
The action of the verb HEAT

; imparting of heat,

warming ; becoming hot ; techn.
'

in the iron and
steel industry, Getting the steel hot for rolling'
(Labour Comm. Gloss. 1892).
1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. K. vit. xlix. (1495) 263 Bath-

ynges and heetynges whyche dyssolue and departe and
incite the matere. 1545 ASCHAM Toxoph. ^Arb.) 115 Well
seasoned . . wyth hetynges and tilleryiiges. 1592 SHAKS. Ven.

fy
Ad. 742 Sickness, whose attaint Disorder breeds by heat-

ing of the blood. 1665 R. HOOKE Microgr. 37 A gradual
heating and cooling does anneal or reduce the parts of Glass
to a texture that is more loose. 1858 GREENER Gunnery
175 The loss of strength by heating or softening. 1884
S. P. THOMPSON Dynamo-Electr. Mach. 105 There is

another cause of heating in field-magnet cores.

b. attrib. and Comb., as heating apparatus, ap-
pliance, power, stove; heating furnace (see quot.) ;

heating pan, a pan in which substances are warmed
in various manufacturing processes.
x6n COTGR., Chauffage,. . heating stuffe, or stuffe to heat

with.
_
1811 A. T. THOMSON Land. Disp. (1818) p. xxxviii,

Chemical effects . . independent of its heating power. 1860
TYNDALL Glac. n. ii. 240 Beyond the red.. we have rays

rsessing
a high heating power. 1861 W. FAIRBAIRN Mills

270 Fee'd-water Heating Apparatus. 1881 RAYMOND
Mining Gloss., Heating-furnace, the furnace in which
blooms or piles are heated before hammering or rolling.

Hea'ting, ppl. a. [f. HEAT v. + -ING i.] That
heats or maKes hot, in various senses.

1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet., Caluroso, hot, heating. 1601
HOLLAND Pliny II. Table, Heating medicines. 1732
AKBUTHNOT Rules of Diet 258 Truffles, .are heating. i8ia
L. HUNT in Examiner 7 Dec. 771/1 To have .. his warmth
in an argument traced to a heating diet.

b. Heating surface, the total surface of a steam

boiler, exposed on one side to the fire, on the other
to water; the fire-surface : seequots. Heating-tube,
a water tnbe in a boiler surrounded by flame.

1854 RONALDS & RICHARDSON Chem. Technol. (ed. 2) I.

259 The grate is large in proportion to the consumption of
fuel, as well as the heating surface. 1861 W. FAIRBAIRN
Mills I. 261 The efficient heating surface is obtained by
deducting from the total heating surface one-half the area of
vertical portions, and one-half the area of horizontal cylin-
drical flues. 1894 Times 23 July 6/4 Boilers, which have
an aggregate heating surface of 7,890 square feet, with
a grate area of 189.

Hence Hea'tingly adv., in a heating manner.
1668 WILKINS Real Char. 303 Heatingly. Illuminatingly.

Heatless (hf-tles), a. rare. [f.
HEAT sb. +

-LESS.] Destitute of heat.

1596 WILLOBIE Aviso, (1880) 154 This Not-seene Nimph,
this heatlesse fire. 1664 DRYDEN Rival Ladies v. iii, T he
heatless Beams of a departing Sun. 1680 J. CHAMBEKLAINE
Birth Christ 3 My Wife is likewise known, Through heat-
less age, past hopes to have a Son. 1887 T. HARDY Wood-
landers III. xii. 243 Bright but heatless sun.

Heat-SPOt. a. A red spot on the skin, a freckle.

b. Physiol. A spot or point of the skin at which
the sensation of heat can be produced.
1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 479 The blushing

halo by which
they are surrounded, is popularly called a

heat-spot. 1887 G. T. LADD Physiol. Psychol. xiii. 315
The sense of locality connected with the cold-spots is about
twice as fine, .as that connected with the heat-spots.

Heat-wave, a. A wave of radiant heat
;
one

of those vibrations of the ether that produce heating
effects : see HEAT so. 2 b. b. A ' wave '

or access
of excessive heat in the atmosphere, esp. when re-

garded as passing from one place to another.

1878 J. FISKE in N. Amer. Rev. CXXVI. 35 The sum-
total of motion is ever the same, but its distribution into

heat-waves, light-waves, nerve-waves, &c., varies. 1893
R. S. BALL lit the High Heavens xii, (heading] The ' Heat
Wave '

of 1892. Ibid. The culmination of what had been
somewhat absurdly designated

' the great heat-wave
'

. . The
so-called heat-wave then seems to have travelled eastward.

Heaume (h<?nm;. Obs. or arch. [a. F. heaume
(horn) : OF. helme : see HELM rf. 1

] A massive

helmet, reaching down to the shoulders, worn in

the 1 2th and i3th centuries, sometimes over a
smaller close-fitting one.

I57J BOSSEWELL Artnorie n. 122 Whiche of heraltes is

proprely called blazon, heawme, and timbre. 1610 GUILLIM
Heraldry vi. v. (1660) 394. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey),
Heaulme or Heaume, a Term in Heraldry for an Helmet
or Head-piece. 1834 PLANCHE Brit. Costume 186 The great
crested helmet or heaume was now [temp. Hen. V] only
worn for the tournament. 1858 MORRIS NearAvalott Poems
239 Their heaumes are on, whereby, half blind, They pass
bymany sights.

Heauto-(hzito), before a vowel heaut-.comb.
form of Gr. tavrov of oneself, used occas. instead of
the more common AUTO- : as in Heauta'ndrous
a. [Gr. avSp-, avf/p man] (see quot.). Heau'to-
mo-rphism [Gr. po/xpri form] = AUTOMORPHISM.

Heanto-phany [Gr. -<pavia, i. (ftaivetv to show],
self-manifestation. Heaxvtophcrnics [Gr. ^tavq

sound] = ATJTOPHONY.
1837 J; F. PALMER in 7. Hunter's Wks. IV. 35 note,

Three kinds of hermaphroditism. First, the cryptandrous

. . Second, the "heautandrous, in which the male organs are

developed, but so disposed as to fecundate the ova of the
same individual. 1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life 248 The act

of self impregnation observable in these heautandrous

hermaphrodites. 1886 SULLY Handbk. Psychol., *Heauto-
morphism, in default of science, is ever the first resource of

explanation ; i. e. we judge of others by ourselves, a 1834
be

ommon sense on the ways and weaknesses of men.

Heave (biv), v. Pa. t. and pple. heaved
(hfvd , hove (h(?ov). Forms: I hebban, haeb-

ban, 2-4 hebbe(n, 3-5 hefe(n, 3-6 heve(n, 6-
heave ; also 3 heoven, (ydfres. sing. Ind. hefS,
heflelS), 4 heeve, 5 heff(e, 5-6 Sc. and north.

heive, 6 Sc. heif. Pa. t. and pple. : see below.

[A Com. Teutonic strong vb. : OE. hebban (fiejf],

Ii6f, hafen hsefen) = OFris. heva, hSf, heven (hevet),
OS. hejibian (/tfffian), hof (huof), haban 1.MLG.
heven, hov, hafen, LG. hefen, heffen, hof, hafen,
MDu. heffen, hoef (liief, huef), gehaven, geheven,
Du. heffen, /tie/, gelmven\ O11G. kejffen (hevit),

Imob, haban (liapaii) (MHG. heben (heven, hefen),

huop, huoben, gehaben, also hebte, gehebt, mod.G.
heben, hob, gehoben), ON. hefja, hof, hafenn (Sw.
hdfva, hof, hafwen, and hdfde, hdfd, Da. hfeve,

hstvde, hxvd}, Goth, hafjan, hof, hafans: OTeut.

*hafjan, h6f (pi. hStun), hofiano-, corresp. to L.

caplre, capio, to take. Originally belonging to the
same ablaut-series as shake, shave, but snbseq.
affected by many changes. The present stem hafj-
had orig. a formative/' (

= L. -i- in cap-i-o], which
caused umlaut of the stem vowel, giving OE. {,

ME. e, lengthened by position to ^, ea. The
WGer. gemination of fj, giving bb in OS. and OE.,
affected all parts of the present stem, exc. 2nd and

3rd sing. pres. Ind. and sing. Imp., giving htbbe,

hebbat, hebban, hfbbende, beside hffest, he_fep, hf_fe.
In ME. the bb forms were retained (in the south)
till I4th c., but were at length everywhere reduced

by levelling to / (later v). The pa. t. h6f came
down as hove ; but in ME. this was largely dis-

placed by a type hsef, heaf, kef, h&ve, and another

haf, have, both of which survived till I5th c. The
OE. pa. pple. hafen was by the I2th c. abandoned
for hofen (later hoven, hove), with o from the pa. t.

;

there are also traces of heven (cf. OFris. and Du.).
But, beside these strong inflexions, there appeared
also in late OE. (as in some of the other tangs.)
weak inflexions hefde, hefod; these gained ground
in ME., and esp. in mod.Eng., in which heaved \*

now the general form, though hove remains in

certain uses. The original sense, as evidenced by
various derivatives, as well as by L. capere, was
'
take

', whence, through
' take up ', came that of

'

lift, raise ', already developed in Com. Teut.
The close correspondence to Latin is seen in comparing

capio, cafis, cafit, capiunt with OTeut. *hafjd, hafis,
/ulfifi, hafjant, OLG. hebbiu, lietis, /letiS, heotiaH, OE.
hgbbe, h/es(f), h(fej>, hfbba%. Since heave is thus certainly
cognate with capere, it must be originally quite distinct
from have, if the latter is =; L. habere. The two verbs
however come close together in various forms in most of
the langs., and their derivatives have probably influenced
each other, so that it is difficult in some instances to know
whether these belong to Ita/jan

' heave
'

or haten i have '.]

A. Inflexional Forms.
1. Present tense stem (with consonant-exchange).
a. Beoiuulf (Z.) 655 Ic bond and rond hebban mihte.

^1225 Ancr. R. 290 Uorte hebben up hire breo uingres.

1297 R. GLOUC. (1724) 17 pat an ober hit scholde hebbe vn
ne{>e. Ibid. 455 Our [= your) herten hebbeb vp. 1:1380
Sir Feruntb. 1248 Sche gan bo hebbe and pynge.
p. ciooo Ags. Ps. (Th.) Ixxiii. 4 [Ixxiv. 3] Hefe bu bine

handa. c laoo ORMIN 11865 He wile hemm hefenn upp.
n 1225 A tier. R. 32 Hwon be preost hef3 up Codes licome.
c 1230 Hull Meid. 25 pat tu schuldest bin heorte heouen
biderward. 13.. E. . Allit. P. A. 472 py self in heuen
ouer hy5 bou heue. 13.. Gaiv. $ Gr. Knt. 1346 And
heuen hit vp al hole, a 1400 Prymcr (1891) 65 Hefeth up
5oure handes.

2. Past Tense, a. 1-5 h6f, 3- hove; (3 //.hofen,
hoven, huven), 4 hoif, hoef, 6 Sc. huif, huve.
P. 2-4 hef, 3 hsef, heaf, heof, 4 heef, 5 heve ;

pi. 3 heven, hefveu, heoveu, 4-5 hevyn. 7.

4-5 haf, 4 have. 8. i hefde, 2-5 hevedo, 4-6
heved, (Sc. 4 hewid, -it, heywit, 5 heyffjyt,
6 huit), 6- heaved. . 6 heft(e.
a. c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) cxxii(i] i To 8e ic mine eagan

hof. a 1300 Cursor M. 11114 J^5 ilk was Ion .. bat after-

ward hot \_v.r. hoif] iesu crist. Ibid. 28240 Childir bat ic

houe o funt. c 1400 Destr. Troy 5259 [He] hof vp his

bond. 1786 tr. Beckford's Vathek 93 The surface hove up
into heaps. 1872 BLACKIE Lays Highl. 16 His prayerful
hands he hove. [See also senses 20-22.]

ft. c laoo Tritt. Coll. Horn. 35 He . . hef his honde. c Iaps
LAY. 1914 He.. him grimliche heaf L. 1275 heof]. Ibid.

16509 Aldolf . . haef [c 1275 hefde] haeh^e his sweord. Ibid.

23105 Heo . . hefuen hine to kinge. c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. l.

pr. i. 2 (Camb. MS.) She hef hyr heued neyere. 13. . Minor
Poemsfr. i'enwn MS. liii. 262 pen Susan. .Heef hirhondus
on hij. c 1420 Chron. I'ilod. 640 pey. .heyyn up be ston.

Y. a lytoCtirsor M. 17913 (Gott.) Quen i haf [v.rr. haue,
heef] bat sacles. c 1340 Ibid. 10479 (Laud) She hafe [v.rr.



HEAVE.
heef, lift] hir hondes vp. c 1386 CHAUCER h'nt.'s T. 1570
And Arcita anon his hand vp haf. c 1430 Pilgr. LyfMan-
node in. i. (1869^ 138 She haf it hyc to hire tunge.
S. c looo ^LFKIC Gen. xlviii. 14 He hefde |>a his swibran

hand ofer Ephraimes heafod. c laoo Trin. Coll. Horn, in

thar"handis. c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAymon xvii^gz He
. .heved his handes.

. 15.. How marckande did his wyfe betray 42 in Hazl.

E, P. P. I. 198 Tho . . He heft hyt in hys purs. 1590
SPENSER F. Q. i. xi. 39 His raging blade he hefte. 1596
Ibid. iv. iii. i2 The other halfe. .Cambell fiercely reft, And
backe at him it heft [rime cleft].

3. Past Participle, a. i hafen, hsefen. 0. 2-4
hofen, 2-9 hoven, 4-5 hovin, -yn, -un, 4 ihove,

4- hove. y. 3 heven. 8. i hefod, 2-5 heved,
3 iheved, (efed),4 .SV.heywit, 5 hevyd,hewede,
6 heyved ;

6- heaved, 7 heft.
a. a 1000 Christ 651 He was upp-hafen engla faeSmum.

a xooo Andreas 1157 pa w^es wop hxfen.

(3. c xzoo Trin. Coil. Horn. 167 Hie J>is dai was houen in

to heuene. a 1300 Cursor M. 17^62 (Gott.) Houen \v.rr.

hovyn, hofen] sa! he be in flom iordane. 1303 R. BRUNNE
Handl. Synne 55 (Mat^.i 5yf a man have hove a chylde.

138* WVCLIF Gen. xxiv. 63 Whan he had houun vp the

eyen. 1599 Broughtotfs Let. ii. 8 You are so houen and
lifted vp. 1787 WINTER Syst. Husb. 162 To be hove out of

the ground. 1853 FELTON Fatii. Lett. i. (1865) 3 The ship
was noven to.

y. a 1300 E. E. Psalter xii. 3 [xiii. 2] When sal mi fa

heven over me be ?

8, c 888 K. ^ELFKED Boeth. xxxvi. 2 Si53on fm ofer fcone
bistahefod. 1:1200 Trin. Coll. Horn, in Ure helende be was
bis dai heued on hegh. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Magdalena
926 And fand )>e magdelane . . He [high] heywit vpe with

angel hand. 1383 WYCLIF Gen. xiii. 10 His eyen heued vp.

B. Signification.

I. Transitive senses.

L To lift, raise, bear up. (Often with up.) a.

Formerly in general sense ; now only arch, or dial,

971 Blickl. Horn. 149 Hie hofan J>a bsere. ctooo ^ELFRIC

Hont. \. 516 pact hi Se healdon, and on heora handum
hebban. c laoo ORMIN 16705 All swa se Moysaes Hof upp
|

neddre i wesste. a 1350 Childh. Jesus 102 (Matz.)

Josep .. of J>at best fct heo sat on Softeliche haf hire

adoun. 138* WYCUF Gen. xiii. 14 Heue vp thin eyen.
c 1386 CHAUCEK Prol. 550 Ther nas no dore J>at he ne wolde
heue of harre. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur xxi. iv, He
swouned ofte tymes, and syr Lucan . . and syr Bedwere

oftymes heue hym vp. 1493 Festivall (W. de W. 1515) 6 b,

Heve up thy heed, &. be mery. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. vi. viii.

10 His hand was heaved up on hight. 1639 E. SPENSER in

Lismore Papers Ser. n. (1888) IV. 75 He heaved vp his

btickewithan intent, .to haue strooken me. 1671 MILTON
Samson 197 How could I once look up, or heave the head.

170* POPE Dryope 45 Her trembling hand she heaves To
rend her hair. 171* J. JAMES tr. Le Blond's Gardening
174 Moles, .do a great deal of Mischief to the young Plants,
in heaving the Earth. 1803 BEDDOES Hygeia x. 63 It

pitched him between two walls, so close that he could not
heave an arm. 1855 ROBINSON Whitby Gloss., To Heave
t/u- Handt to bestow charity in mites, amounting to little

more than . . the mere motion of the hand in the act.

b. In modem use : To lift with exertion (some-

thing heavy) ; to raise with effort or force ;
to hoist.

i75-*o POPE Iliad n. 250 Murmuring they move, as

when old Ocean roars, And heaves huge surges to the

trembling shores. 1793 SMEATON Edystone L. 98 Our
boat, which the seamen were heaving into the slbop, filled

with water. 1863 A. C. RAMSAY Phys. Geog. xv. (.1878) 236
For a space they have been heaved nearly on end. 1865
KINGSLEY Herew. xix, Who heaved up a long twybill, or

double axe.

C. absol.

1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. yf, v. vii. 23 This shoulder was
ordain'd so thicke, to heaue. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts

(1658)390 Of the Mole or Want..When they heave, they do
it more for meat than for breath.

2. transf.zn&fig. To raise, a. In various figura-
tive senses directly related to i.

a. 1000 Csdmon's Exod, 573 Hofon here breatas lilude

stefne. c 1000 Ags. Ps, (Th.) xxiv. [xxv.] i To 5e ic hscbbe
. .min mod. c 1205 LAY. 11280 Scotles huuen up muchelne
raem. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 314 Man to god wordez
schulde heue. a 1375 Lay Folks Mass Bk. App. iv. 552
Hef up gor hertes m-to heuen. a 1400-50 Alexander 3014
Ser Dary . . Heuyd vp a huge ost. i$a6 Pilgr. Per/.
(W. de W. 1531) 290 It is so violent, that it heueth and

lyfteth vp the spiryt to god. 1824 W. IRVING T. Trav. II.

12 The resolution, .heaved a load from off my heart 1851
W. PHILLIPS Womatt's Rights in Speeches (1863) 28 Strong
political excitement, .heaves a whole nation on to a higher
platform of intellect and morality.

tb. To raise, exalt, lift up, elevate (in feeling,

dignity, station, etc.) ; to extol. Obs.

c8as Vesp. Psalter xcviii[i]. 9 HebbacS up dryhten god
urne. czaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 213 He hefieS his lichame,
and hene<5 his soule. c 1205 LAY. 23183 We scullen . . hebben
hine to kinge. a 1225 Ancr. R. 156 Heo schal .. holden
hire stille, & so hebben hire sulf buuen hire suluen. a 1300
K. Horn 1267 pu me to knijt houe, a 1490-50 Alexander
3290 Oure lord.-heues him to welthis, 1450-1530 Myrr.
our Ladye 290 Lorde thou art . . heyued aboue aU thynges
wythouten ende. 1581 PETTIE Guazzo's Civ. Conv. i. (1586)
43 b, Ambition . . heaveth those that followe it to the high
degree of dignitie and honour. 1596 BP. W. BARLOW Three
Sertn. i. 127 Rich men, who . . haue bene houen and lifted

vp with their heapes of riches. 1641 MILTON Ch. Govt. i.

vi, For the prevention of growing schisme the Bishop was
heav'd above the Presbyter.

t C. To set up, erect, institute. Obs.
ORMIN 16840 pejj.. hofenn Jmrrb hemm sellfenn upp

174

t 3. spec. To lift (a child) from the font
i, formerly

the duty of a sponsor at baptism) ; to stand sponsor
to; hence trans/, to baptize, christen. Obs. ^Ger.

|

ein kind aits der taufe heben, med.L. levarc de

sacrofouled
( izoo ORMIN 10881 Whase shall i Crisstenndom Beon

hofenn upp. 1303 R. BRUSNE Handl. Synne 9698 5e bat

chyidryn heue, 5e shul nat forjete ne leue, To teche hyt
paternoster and crede. f 1340 Cursor M. 168 (FairD Of
baptist seynt loan bat ihesus hoef in flume lordan. 134
HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 3126 When he was hoven at funtstane.

1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. cxii. 94 Edelwold . . prayd hym to

heue a sone ofhis at fontstone. 1535 LVNDESAY Satyre 781
Wee mon all thrie change our names. Hayif me, and I sail

baptize thee.
X57_i

Satir. Poems Reform, xxviii. 39 Ham-
miltoun he me huif..Ane sorie Surname.

t b. trans/. To present for confirmation. Obs.

c 1315 SHOREHAM 18 Hyni selve no man hebbe schel I'o

the Bischoppynge. .That hi ne hebbe hare o}e child.

f4. To lift and take away, carry off, remove,

convey. Olis.

a 1140 Lofsong in Cott. Horn. 205 Summe tide ich habbe
iheued of ooer monnes mid woh and mid unriht.

_ 1387
TREVISA Higden iRolls) II. 153 Flemmynges . . were ihoue
bennes and i-putte to Hauerforde. c 1440 York AIyst._xxx.
134 Heue me fro hyne. 1580 SIDNEY Arcadia ii. xxviii. 31
Poems 1873 II. 72 Thy words .. had almost heaued me
Quite from my seife. 1603 DRAYTON Bar. Wars v. Hi, His

j

onely Daughter, whom (through false Pretext) Stephen,
j

Earl of Bulloyn, from the kingdom heaves. 1648 MILTON
Observ. Art. Peace (1851) 568 Since thir heaving out the

|

Prelats to heave in themselves, they devise ne_w ways [etc.].

1649 G. DANIEL Trinarch.,Hen. /(' cclxxxvi. To arrogate
all III, They heave the Peerage; for that Pale throwne
downe In breakes the Herd, to the vnfenced Crowne.

t b. Thieves' Cant. To '
lift ', to rob. Obs.

1567 HARMAN Caveat 84 To heue a bough, to robbe or

rifle a boeweth. 1609 DEKKER Lanthorne ff Candle-It.

Ciij b, If we heaue a booth wecly the lerke. 1673 R. HEAD
Canting Acad. 39 Heave a booth, to rob an house. Ibid.

78 They will not stick to heave a Booth ; that is rob a Booth
at a Fair, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew.

c. Mining and Geol. To move away or displace

(a vein or stratum) : said of another vein or stratum

intersecting it.

1718 NICHOLLS in Phil. Trans. XXXV. 403 The Load is

frequently intercepted by the crossing of a Vein of Earth,
or Stone.. one Part of the Load is moved a considerable
Distance to one Side, .the Part ofthe Load which is moved,
is, in their Terms, said to be heaved. 1758 BORLASE Nat.
Hist. Cornwall**. 157 Guessing.. that me lode is heaved,
or more properly speaking, started. 1815 W. PHILLIPS Outl.

Min. ff Geol. (1818) 163 North and south veins, .always divide

tin or copper veins, and generally alter their course ; or in the

language of the miner, heave them out of their place. 1884

J. PRESTWICH Geol. I. 318 The 'cross-courses', .are of later

date than the veins which they frequently displace or heave.

1 5. Jig. To
' move

'

; to rouse the feelings of, agi-
tate

;
to urge, press. Obs.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 8962 Hit heuet hym hogely of bat

hard chaunce. 1593 DRAYTON Essex Wks. 1753 II. 616

The king to marry forward still I heave.

6. To cause to swell up or bulge out ; to swell.

1573 TUSSER Hush. xlix. (1878) 108 Tom Piper hath houen
and puffed vp cheekes, if cheese be so houen, make Cisse to

seeke creekes. 1621 AINSWORTH Annot. Pentat. Lev. vi. 21

50 fried that it may be hoven as with bubbles. 1730-46
THOMSON Autumn 923 Glittering finny swarms, That heave
our friths, and crowd upon our shores. 1808 Trans. Sac.

Arts XXVI. p. vii, Cattle hoven or swollen by this dis-

order, a 1823 FpRBY Voc. E. Attglia s.v. Hoven, Cattle

are hoven by eating too much green clover in a moist state

. .Turnips are hoven by rank and rapid growth in a strong
wet soil.

7. To cause to rise in repeated efforts.

1612 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Wks. (1872! Introd. 12 The
surges up and down did heave us. 1719 YOUNG Revenge \.

i, O what a doubtful torment heaves my heart \ 1810

SCOTT Lady of L. n. xxxiii, The death-pangs of long-
cherished hope . . Convulsive heaved its chequered shroud.

1832 DE LA BECHE Geol. Man. (ed. 2) in The water was
observed, .to be heaved up and agitated. 1836 J. GILBERT
Chr. Atonem. iii. (1852) 83 When pity is heaving his bosom
with emotion. 1851 ELIZ. WETHERKLL Old Helmet xi. 201

The swelling tide of thought and emotion which heaved the

whole assembly.
8. To utter (a groan, sigh, or sob ; rarely, words)

with effort, or with a deep breath which causes the

chest to heave ; to ' fetch '.

1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. n. i. 36 The wretched annimall

heau'd forth such groanes. 1605 Lear IV. iii. 27 Once
or twice she heaved the name of father Pantingly forth.

<- 1718 PRIOR Ansvi. to Cloe 6 Heave thou no sigh, nor shed

a tear. 1820 W. IRVING Sketch Bk. 1 . 343 He heaved a

deep sigh. 1824 Miss FERRIER Inker, hii,
' Miss Pratt '.'

heaved the Earl.
intr. for pass. 1821 CLARE Vill. Minstr. I. 166 Thy sigh

soon heaves, thy tears soon start.

9. To throw, cast, fling, toss, hurl (esp. some-

thing heavy, that is lifted and thrown with effort).

Now only Naut. and colloq.
a 1592 GREENE Orpharion Wks. (Grosart) XII. 68 The

Pirats had heaued me ouer boord. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. iv.

iii. 12 The other halfe [of the spear]. .Out of his headpeece
Cambell fiercely reft, And with such furie backe at him it

heft. 1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Gram. ix. 44 He that

doth heaue this lead, .doth sing fadome by the marke. 1663
GERBIER Counsel 57 There is . . so much Stone heaved
thereon. 1725 DE FOE Voy. round World (1840) 116

They hove over their grappling in five fathom water. 1727-

51 CHAMBERS Cycl., Heave, at sea, signifies to throw away,
or fling, any thing, over-board. 1744 M. BISHOP Life ft

Adv. xxvi. 248 The Captain . . by heaving the Lead found

us to be but three Fathom Water. 1828 Craven Dial.,

HEAVE,
Heave, to pour corn from the scuttle before the wind
instead of cleansing it by the fan. 1833 MARRYAT P. Simple
xiv. The body, -was hove overboard. 1833 M. SCOTT Tout

Cringle xiv. (1859) 329 With a swing he hove the leathern
noose at the skipper and whipped it over his head. 1863
KINGSLEY li'ater Bab. i. (1889) 4 Tom wasjust hiding behind
a wall, to heave half a brick at his horse's legs.

1O. Naul. To haul up or raise by means of a

rope ; and, more generally, to haul, pull, draw
with a rope or cable ; to haul a cable ;

to weigh
(anchor) ; to unfurl (a flag or sail ; also, to heave

out) \
to cause (a ship) to move in some direction,

as by hauling at a rope (e.g. at the anchor-cable

when she is aground, or at the sail-ropes so as to

set the sails to the wind).
1626 CAPT. SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen 27 Heaue out youi

top-sayles, hawle your sheates. 1633 T. JAMES Voy. 95 We
heau'd home our Anker. 1692 Capt, Smith's Seaman's
Gram. i. xvi. 77 To heave out the Flag, is to wrap it about
the Staff. 1697 DRYDEN JEneid v. (1886) ico With iron

poles they heave her off the shores. 1711 W. SUTHERLAND
Shipbuild. Assist. 161 To Heave, to hale or pull by turning
round the Capstan. ijjSAHsax's yoy.ll. i. 112 The capstan
was so weakly manned, that it was nearly four hours
before we hove the cable right up and down. 1779 FORREST
I'oy. N. Guinea 365 On the 23d, got a hauser . . and hove
the vessel off the ground. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk.,

Heaving astern, causing a ship to recede or go backwards,

by heaving on a cable or other rope fastened to some fixed

point behind her. This more immediately applies to draw,

ing a vessel off a shoal. 1893 W. T. WAWN . Sea Islanders

5 The anchor was hove up for good.
atsol. 1840 MARRYAT Poor Jack xxvii, We hove up [i.e.

the anchor] and made sail. 1856 KANE Ant. Expl. II.

xvi. 176 Poor fellows not yet accustomed to heave together.

1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk., Heave and rally, an en-

couraging order to the men at the capstan to heave with

spirit, with a rush, and thereby force the anchor out of the

ground. Ibid., Heaving in, shortening in the cable.

II. Intransitive senses.

1 11. To remove, shift to another place. Obs.

citos LAY. 27490 pa haef bat fiht of ban studen ber heo cr

fuhten.

1 12. To be moved or agitated in mind ; to feel

vexation. Obs.

ci4oo Destr. Troy 12815 Hir hade leuer haue lost all hir

lond hole . . Thus heuet pat hynd to hir hede lord. Ibid.

13426 Pirrus heivet in hert for his hegh chaunse, And myche
dut hym for deth of his derf graunser.
13. To rise, mount, come up, spring up. Now
Obs. exc. in spec, uses : see following senses.

c 1325 Body ff Soul 252 in Map's Poems (Camd.) 343/1
The hed haf up and the swire. c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W.
1196 Dido, And vp-on courseris . . Hire ?onge knyghtis
houyn al a-boute. c 1420 Pallad. on Huso. x. 75 Out of

molde er colde eek must hit heuen. 1638 SUCKLING Goblins
iv. (1646) 38 Pox on that noise, he's earth't, Prethee let's

watch him and see Whether hee'le heave agen. 1725 POPE

Odyss. xxiii. 194 The huge trunc rose, and heav'd into the

sky. 1808 I. BARLOW Columb. n. 238 And temples^ heave,

magnificently great. 1853 KANE Grinnell Exp. xxxii. (1856)

279 This ice seems to heave up slowly against the sky.

b. Heave and set : to rise and fall, as a floating

object upon the waves.

1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xxi. i, Quadrant it was, and
did heve and sette At every storme whan the wind was

great, a 1661 HOLYDAY Juvenal 232 Sometimes the one
end . . sometimes the other . . is mounted-up by the waves ;

and this is called the heaving and setting of a ship. 1727-51
CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., When a ship, being at anchor, rises

and falls by the force of the waves, she is also said to heave

and set. 1867 in SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk.

14. To rise above the general surface, or expand

beyond the ordinary size ;
to swell up, bulge out.

1629 GAULE Holy Matin. 94 Marke how he heaves, as

though hee almost scorn'd to tread. 1655 H. VAUGHAN
Silex Scint. i. Rules ff Lessons (1858) 73 True hearts spread
and heave Unto their God. 1697 DHYDEN Yirg. Past. x.

109 Alders, in the Spring, their Boles extend ;
And heave so

fiercely, that their Bark they rend. 1711 ADDISON Sped.
No. 127 f 2 Their Petticoats, which began to heave and swell

before you left us, are now blown up into a most enormous
Concave. 1750 GRAY Elegy iv, That yew-tree's shade, Where
heaves the turf in many a mould'ring heap. 1850 Jrnl. R.

Agric. Soc. XI. i. 152 It [cheese] is too strong-tasted, and
inclined to heave, or get hollow and full of eyes.

15. To rise with alternate falling, as waves, or an

object floating on them, the breast in deep breath-

ing, etc. Alsoy?^.
1618 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Navy Land Ships Wks. (1872)

8 Ships do wallow and heave, and sit upon the sea. 1713
ADDISON Cato in. ii, My blood runs cold, iny heart forgets
to heave. 1746 WESLEY Priac. Meth. 46 His Breast heaving
at the same Time, as in the Pangs of Death. 1827-35
WILLIS Confessional 3 When heaved the long and sullen

sea. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. xi, Dead calm in that noble

breast Which heaves but with the heaving deep. 1856
STANLEY Sinai <r Pal. ii. (18581 124 They actually heave

and labour with the fiery convulsions that glow beneath

their surface. 1884 Expositor Mar. 207 The dangerous
forces in a community which heaved with discontent.

16. To draw in the breath with effort ;
to pant,

gasp.
1678 DRYDEN & LEE CEdipus iv. i, While we fantastic

dreamers heave and puff. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. in.

756 He heaves for Breath ; which, from his Lungs supply 6,

And fetch'd from far, distends his lab'ring side. 1811

W. R. SPENCER Poems 21 And horse and horseman heave

for breath.

17. To make an effort to vomit, to retch ; fig. to

feel loathing. Also trans., to heave the gorge.
1601 [see HEAVING vbl. **.]. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. n. i. 236

Her delicate tendernesse wil find it selfe abus'd, begin to
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heaue the gorge, disrellish and abhorre the Moore. 1755
JOHNSON. Heave . . 4, to keck ; to feel a tendency to vomit,

1868 ATKINSON Cleveland Gloss., Hcave and throw, to retch

and end by vomiting. 1894 MRS. LYNN LINTON One too Many
I. 120 It makes me heave to hear you.

f 18. To make an effort to lift or move some-

thing ; to push or press with force ; to put forth
|

effort, endeavour, labour, strive. Heave at : to aim
at, strive after. Obs.

1 1374 CHAUCER Troylns n. 1240 (1280) But ber-on was to

heuen and to done, c 1380 Sir Fentmb. 1248 As schewolde

^e dore to-breke, sche gan Jo hebbe and
pynge.

c 1422
HOCCLEVE Jereslans Wife 912 The wynd ful sore in the

sail bleew & haf. 1535 COVERDALE Matt, xxiii. 4 But they
them selues wil not heaue at them with one of their

fyngers.
1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk $ Selv. 121 It asks some time to

heave or pend in, before it actually starts. 1742 YOUNG
Nt. Th. vn. 399 Souls immortal must for ever heave At

something great.

t b. Heave at (fig.) : to meditate or threaten an
attack upon ;

to take up a position of hostility to ;

to oppose ; to aim at with hostile intent. Obs.

(Frequent in lyth c.)

1546 BALE Scl. Wks. (Parker Soc.) 165 John Frith is a
great mote in their eyes, for so turning over their purgatory,
and heaving at their most monstrous mass or mamtnetrous
mazan, which signifieth bread or feeding. 1592 NASHF,
P. Penilesse (ed. 2) 15 a, He was spite blasted, heaued at,

and ill spoken of. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist, in, i. 22 His
adversaries heaved at him, to cast him out of his Bishoprick.
1674 P. WALSH Quest, cone. Oath Alleg. Pref., Then they
shrewdly heav'd at me again.

19. To pull or haul (at a rope, etc.) ; to push (at

the capstan so as to urge it round and haul in the

cable) ; to move the ship in some direction by such

means
;
of the ship, to move or turn in some direc-

tion.

1626 CAPT. SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen 27 Break ground
or way Anchor, heaue a head. 1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl.

s.v., To heave at the capstan signifies to turn it about.

1749 Naval Chron. HI. 88 Did you observe her heave up
in the wind? 1794 Rigging $ Seamanship II. 338 The
chaser heaves about as soon as the vessel he is in pursuit of

js
on his beam. 1853 KANE Grinnell E.rp. (1856) 513 Heav-

ing ahead between an iceberg and a heavy field of ice. 1867
SMYTH Sailors Word-bit.^ Heave aboutt to go upon the

other tack suddenly. Ibid.) Heaving ahead^ is the act of

advancing or drawing a ship forwards by heaving on a cable
or rope made fast to some fixed point before her.

transf. 1857 HUGHES Tom Brown H. vi, Make the most
of it ; heave ahead, and pitch into me right and left. 1881

RossETTi Ball. $ Sonn. (1882) 293 Then one great puff of

wings, and the swarm heaves Away with all its din.

III. Phrases.

20. From senses 10 and 19 : To heave a-peak :

see quots. and A-PEAK. To heave (the ship) in

stays \ to bring her head to the wind in tacking ;

also intr. of the ship. To heave short :

' to heave

in on the cable until the vessel is nearly over her

anchor
*

(Smyth). To heave taut\ to heave at the

capstan until the cable is taut.

1726 SHELVOCKE Voy. round World 19 Which done, I hove

apeak on my anchor. 1727-52 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Peek,
The ship being about to weigh, comes over her anchor, so
that the cable hang;s perpendicularly between the hause and
the anchor ; the bnnging of a ship into which position they
call heaving a-peek. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1776),

Heaving-short. Ibid.^ Heaving'taught. 1795 NELSON 13
Mar. in Nicolas Disp. II. 14 At one PM the Frigate hove in

stays and got the a Ira round . . As soon as our after-guns
ceased to bear, the Ship was hove in stays. 1833 MARRYAT
N. Forsterx\i The frigate [was] unmoored, and hove ' short

stay a-peak \ 1839 Phant. Ship xviii, They had laid an
anchor out astern, and hove taut. 1893 W. T. WAWN S. Sea
Islatuiers 88 Towards sundown, the chain was hove short.

b. Heave down : to turn (a ship) over on one
side by means of purchases attached to the masts,
for cleaning, repairing, etc. ; to careen. (Also
intr. of the ship.) The part thus raised above the

water is said to be hove out.

1745 P. THOMAS Jrnl. Anson's Voy. 271 They could not . .

use it as a Help for heaving down by. 1748 Anson's Voy.
i. v. 55 The Commodore . . ordered the Tryat to be hove
down. Ibid. n. iii. 140 There are two coves . . where ships
may conveniently heave down. Ibid. in. vii. 367 They . .

hove out the first course ofthe Centurion's starboard side, and
had the satisfaction to find, that her bottom appeared sound
and good. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine Uu ij, To heave
down or careen a ship. 1798 NELSON 7 Sept. in Nicolas Disp.
III. 116 The place where large ships heave down. 1836
E. HOWARD R. Reefer liv, The ship had been hove down.

C. Heave to : to bring the ship to a standstill by
setting the sails so as to counteract each other ; to

make her lie to. (a) trans, with the ship as obj.

(b) intr. or absol.

a. 1775 DALRYMPLE in Phil. Trans. LXVIII. 397 Hove
the ship to. 1833 M. SCOTT Tom Cringle xv. (1859) 357
' Shorten sail . .and heave the ship to ', said the Captain. 1884
LADY BRASSEY in Gd. Words Mar. 163/1 We remained hove-
to all the next day.
fig. 1887 STEVENSON Misadv. y. Nicholson iv, [He] was

at last hove-to, all standing, in a hospital.
b. 1781 BLAGDEN in Phil. Trans. LXXI. 337 Soonafter-

wards we hove-to in order to sound. 1835 SIR J. Ross
Narr. "2nd Voy. vi. 79 This obliged us to heave to. 1860
MAURY Phys. Geog. Sea xix. 807 Took in fore and mizen

top-sails ; hove to under close-reefed main topsail and spencer.

transf. 1832 MARRYAT N. Forster'\\\> We must 'heave-
to

'

in our narrative awhile.

21. intr. (from sense 13.) Heave in sight', to

rise into view, become visible, come in sight, as an

object at sea when approaching or approached ;

hence {colloq^} transf. in general sense.

1778 J. SULLIVAN in Sparks Corr. Amer. Rev. (1853) U- 2 5
Those ships were out of sight yesterday morning, but I hear
they afterwards hove in sight again. 1816 'Quiz

' Grand
Master i. 24 The Table-mountain heaves in sight. 1830
GALT Latvrie T. m. ix, (1849* 115 A most tremendous he-
bear hove in sight. 1874 GuBN Short Hist. v. i. 223 The
great Spanish ships heave in sight, and a furious struggle
begins. 1878 Bosw. SMITH Carf/iage 103 They hove in

sight of the enemy . . to the west of the promontory of
Kcnomus.

Heave (h/v), sb. [f. prec. vb.]
1. An act of heaving, in various senses

;
a lift

;

an effort to lift or move something, a push, shove,

pressure ; a swelling or rising up ; rhythmical rising

(and falling), as of waves, the breast, etc. ; the utter-

ance of a sigh, etc. with a deep breath ;
an effort to

vomit ; a throw, cast. Heave of the sea : the force

exerted by the swell of the sea in quickening,

retarding, or altering a vessel's course.
a 1571 JEWEL On Thess. iv. 6 When his heaves renew, the

heat mcreaseth, his heart panteth. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. iv.

i. i There's matters in these sighes. These profound heaues
You must translate. 1612-15 KP- HALL Contewpl.. O. T. xx.

viii, Judah was at a sore heave. 1640 tr. Verdere s Rom. of
Romants III. 188 The Gyant. .gave him such twitches, and
terrible heaves, that he had . . like to have overthrown him.

s and heaves, H
Th. Earth \. 18

. .

Hud. \. 1.411 After many strains and heaves, He
got up to his Saddle Eaves. 1684 T. BURNET Th. Earth \. 186

Only to have given it an heave at one end, and set it a little

Divin, a 1734 NORTH Lives 1 1. 50 Divers heaves were
Duke of Lauderdale. 1755 JOHNSON, Heave . , 3.

mit. 1833 C. STURT 2 Exped. S. Australia II.

to rights again, a 1

made at the Duke
Effort to vomit. 1833 C. STURT 2 Exped.
164 [A channel] so narrow that we passed over it between
the heaves of the lead. 1834 M. SCOTT Cruise Midge (1863)
1 8 The vessel rolled about on the heave of the sea. 1877
SPURGEON Sertn. XXIII. 140 It took them a long pull and
a great heave to haul the uncomely lump of marble into its

place. 1893 STEVENSON Catriona 296 There went through
me so great a heave of surprise that I was all shook with it.

*t*
b. Heave and shove : fig. great exertion or

effort. Obs.
1600 HOLLAND Livy iv. xxv. 155 They obtained at length

with much heaue and shoue, that there should be militarie

Tribunes chosen. 1612 DRAYTON Polyolbion iv. 56 Mongst
Forrests, Hills, and Floods, was ne're such heaue and shoue
Since Albion weelded Armes against the sonne of loue.

2. Mining and Geol. A horizontal displacement
or dislocation of a vein or stratum, at a * fault '.

1801 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 456 The heave of the copper lode
is about eighteen or twenty inches to the right, in the lan-

guage of the Cornish miner. 1874 J.
H. COLLINS Metal

Mining 30 These heaves .-. are sometimes of great extent,

occasionally as much as 70 fathoms. 1882 GEIKIE Text Bk.
Geol. (1885) 514 Sections to show the variation of horizontal

displacement or Heave of Faults. 1890 Goldfields Victoria,

12 The reefs here have taken a north-west ' heave '.

3. //. A disease of horses, in which the breathing
is laborious ; broken wind.
1828 WEBSTER, Heaves. 1837-40 HALIBURTON Clockm.

(1862) 86, I blow like a horse that's got the heaves. 1855
Nat. fy Hum. Nat. II. 122 It gave him the heaves, .it made
his flanks heave like a blacksmith's bellows.

4. concr. A raised place ; a swelling, an undula-
tion. nonce-use.
1882 G. MACDONALD Warlock o' Glenivarlock (Cent.),

Crossing a certain heave of grass.

Heaved (ruvd), ///. a. [wk. pa. pple. of HEAVE
v. : see also HOVE.] Lifted, swollen, etc.

1578
BANISTER Hist. Man i. 35 Lyke a round heaued, or

swelled thing. 1591 GREENE Maidens Dreame 40 With
heaved hands she poureth forth these plaints. IOTODRYDEN
znd Pt. Conq. Granada HI. ii, With heaved-up hands. 1676

Aurengz. iv. i, Heard you that sigh? From my heaved
heart it past. 1816 L. HUNT Rimini i. 47 With heaved-out

tapestry the windows glow. 1871 K. ELLIS Catullus Ixiv. 368
Dankly that high-heav'd grave shall gory Polyxena crimson.

Heave ho, *'/. and sb. Formerly also heave
and how (hoe, etc.) ; heave-low (-law, -logh).

[app. the imperative of HEAVE v., (?) with Ho
inf. Cf. also HEY HO.] A cry of sailors in heaving
the anchor up, etc. ; also used as the burden of

a song, f With heave andhow (ho],fig*. with force,

with might and main (oos.). Hence Heave-ho v.

intr., to cry
' heave ho !

*

13.. Coerde L. 2522 They rowede hard, and sungge ther
too : 'With heuelow and rumbeloo '. 1494 FABYAN vii. 420.
a igoo Ortus Vocab., Celenma est clamor nauticus, vel
cantns vel heuylaw romylawe (ed. 1518 nt heue and howe,
rombylow*. a 1529 SK ELTON Bowge of Courte 252 Heue
and how rombelow, row the bote, Norman, rowe ! 1558
PHAER /Eneid\\. Riij, Heaue and hoaw for

ioy they sing.

1591 HARINGTON Orl. Fur. xxxvn. Ixxxix, Though they
seeme in punishing but slow, Yet pay they home at last, with
heaue and how. 1600 NASHE Summers Last Will 243
Here enter. .3. maids, singing this song, daunsing : Trip and
goe, heaue and hoe, Vp and downe, to and fro. 1611 COTGR.
s. v. Cor, A cor fy a cry, . .by might and maine, with heaue
and hoe ; eagerly, vehemently, seriously. 1803 DIBDIN Songs
II. 254 To the windlass let us go, With yo heave ho ! 1840
R. H. DANA Bef. Mast xxv. 81 They were heave-hoing,
stopping and unstopping, pawling, catting, and fishing, for

three hours. 1885 C. F. HOLDER Marvels Anim. Life 175
Yells, . .snatches of song, and heave-hoys rent the air.

Heaveless (hrvles), a. [f. HEAVE sb. or v. +

-LESS.] Free from heavings ; that does not heave.

1784 JERNINGHAM Matilda in Evans Old Ball. II. xlii. 252

Yes, Yes 1 his little life is fled, His heaveless breast is cold.

1853 Taifs Mag. XX. 532 The tents that round and far like

a heaveless ocean lay.

Heaven (heVn), sb. Forms: i heben, hefen,

-on, heofon, -un, -en, hiofon, -un, heafen
;

heofene, -one ;
2 heofone, hefene, 2-3 heofene,

heouene, houene, 3 heauene, heofne, heofthe,

heffene, heuone, 3-5 heuene, 4 hefen, heyuen,
heiuen, -in; 4-5 hevyn, hewyn(e, -in(e, 4-6
heven, heuin, 5 heuon, -un, 6heavin, 6- heaven.

[OE. heben, hefen, ~on
t heofon, -tin, str. inasc. = OS.

he$an, MLG. heven (Schiller- Liib.), LG. heben,

hewen, hwwen ;
in late OE. also heofone weak fern,

(app. after eorde, in heofonan and eorSan}. The
OE. form in eo was caused by //-umlaut before the

ending -un, -on. Southern ME. had usually hevenc,
even in nom., perh. from heofone fem. ; the more
northern form in 13-14^1 c. was heven, i.e. hhien,
whence 11525 heaven with (e), now shortened as

in bread. Ulterior etymology unknown : not con-

nected with hafjan to HEAVE, the e being radical.

The LG. */ieSfina- t */te$ttna-, was app. an entirely different

word from Goth, himins^ ON. himinn (: */>/-), and
OHG. himil(\ *Ai>/7-)i whence Ger. kimtnel

t
Du. kernel',

at least no connexion between them can, in the present
state of our knowledge, be assumed. The alleged ON,
hifinn, sometimes cited as a connecting form, has no
existence (see Bugge Arckiv II. 214). The existence of

himil beside heban in OS. was possibly due to High German
missionaries. The mod. Da., Sw., and Norw. himrnel are

also from German.]
1. The expanse in which the sun, moon, and stars,

are seen, which has the appearance of a vast vault

or canopy overarching the earth, on the ' face
'

or

surface of which the clouds seem to lie or float;

the sky, the firmament. Since 1 7th c. chiefly poetical
in the sing., the plural being the ordinary form in

prose : see c.

Beowulf (Z.) 1571 Swa of hefene hadre scineS rodores
candel, a 1000 Boeth. Metr. xxi. 77 Hiofones leohtes

hlutre beorhto. c xooo ^ELFRIC Gen. \. 8 And God het [;a

fsestnisse heofenan. a 1123 O. E. Chron. an. 1106 Waeron
jesewen twe^en monan on baere heofonan. c 1175 LAV.

27455 Ase heauene [c 1*05 heouene] wolde falle. 1x1300
Cursor M. 22694 Al that es vnder heuin [v.r. heiuin].

c 1375 Sc, Leg. Saints, Petrus 89 pane lyftyt he his Ene to

hewin. 1387-6 T. USK Test. Love in. iv. (Skeat) 1. 94 The
heuens iye, which I clepe y sonne. a 1400-50 Alexander
84 Any hathill ynder heuen. 1508 DUNBAR Gold. Tares
89 A gounn Rich to behald..pff ewiry hew under the

hevin. 1535 COVERDALE Eccl. iii. i All that is vnder the
heauen. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's I'oy. i. vi. 4
The ordinaunce..made such a great noyse and thunderyng
that it seemed the heaven would have fallen. 1656 STANLEY
Hist. Pkilos. v. (1701) 187/2 Stars and Constellations; some
fixed for the ornament of Heaven, a 1700 DRYDEN Ovid's
Met. i. Wks. 1808 XII. 63 Heaven's high canopy, that

covers all, 1796-7 COLERIDGE Poems (1862) 35 Still burns
wide Heaven with his distended blaze. 1860 TYNDALL Glac.

i. xv. 101 A serene heaven stretched overhead.

b. Things of great height are said by hyperbole
to reach to heaven ; opposite points of the sky are

said to be a whole heaven
apart. Also^.

c looo J^ELFRIC Deut. \. 28 Micle burja and oj> heofun
faeste. c life Lamb. Horn. 93 Swa hehne bet his Kof astije

up to heofena. 1382 WYCLIF Dent. i. 28 Greet citees, and
in to heuene wallid [1611 walled vp to heauen]. 1576
FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 147 Advauncing you with praises
above hilles and mountaines, yea to the very heaven. 1731
POPE Ep. Burlington 59 That, .helps th' ambitious Hill the

heav'ns to scale. 1864 TENNYSON Sea. Dreams 100 Trees,
As high as heaven. 1885 J. L. DAVIES Soc. Quest. 372
There must always remain a whole heaven of difference

between the position of those who know nothing of nature. .

and that of those who recognise light and guidance .. as

coming to men from the living God.

C. The plural heavens was formerly used, esp.
in Biblical language (transl. Heb. pi. DW
shamayini) in the same sense as the sing. ;

it is

now the ordinary prose form for the visible sky.
Hence maps of the heavens, planisphere of the

heavens, globe of the heavens, etc.

c8as Vesp. Psalter -^\\\.^ [3] Ic jesie heofenas wercfingra
Sinra. 1382 WYCLIF Ps. xviii[i]. i Heuenes tellen out the

glorie of God. 1535 COVERDALE Zech. viii. 12 The grounde
shal geue hir increase, and the heauens shal geue their dew.

1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. \. i. 67 What obscured light the

heauens did grant. 1625 N. CARPENTER Geog. Del. \. iv.

(1635) 77 The Heauens.. are carryed in 24 houres from East

to West. i8ia WOODHOUSE Astron. i. i If, on a clear night,
we observe the Heavens, they will appear to undergo a con-

tinual change. 1891 Law Times XC. 441/2 The Spectator
. .seemed to think the heavens must fall because the Press

questioned the capacity of a judge,

2. By extension (in accordance with Biblical use)
the region of the atmosphere in which the clouds

float, the winds blow, and the birds fly ; as in the

more or less poetical expressions, the clouds, winds,

breath,fowls ofheaven.
Rain or devu of heaven, so called as falling (or supposed to

fall) from the clouds.

c looo ,/ELFRIC Gen. xxvii, 28 Sylle te God of heofenes deawe.
1382 WYCLIF Job xxxv. n The bestis of the erthe. .the foulis

of heuene. Dan. vii. 2 Loo ! foure wyndis ofheuen fou^ten
in the mydil see. 1563 W. FULKE Meteors (1640) 49 b, The
water that commeth from Heaven, in raine. 1596 SHAKS.
Merck. V. iv. i. 78 The Mountaine Pines, .fretted with the

gusts of heauen. 1733 POPE Ess. Man HI. 38 The birds of
heav'n shall vindicate tneir grain. 1864 TENNYSON Aylnier's
Field 429 Tears, and the careless rain of heaven, mixt Upon
their faces. 1870 Window 146 Be merry in heaven, O larks,
and far away. Mod. Exposed to every wind of heaven.



HEAVEN.

b. In reference to the atmospheric conditions of

a country, the clear or cloudy sky, etc., = climate.

1581 PE'TTIE Gnazzo's Civ. Com. I. (1586) 26 Everie.,
-'--

-ilace, the climate of the

DRYDEN I'irf. Past. x. 94 Not tho' beneath the Thracian

Clime we freeze; Or Italy's indulgent Heav'n forego.

1847 TENNYSON Princ. Prol. 12 Flowers of all heavens . .

Grew side by side.

3. The ' realm
'

or region of space beyond the

clouds or the visible sky, of which the latter is

popularly or poetically viewed as the '
floor *.

Esp. in the collocation heaven and earth, as

constituting the universe.

c 1000 ^LFRIC Gen. \. i On anginne gesceop God hepfenan
and eorban. c 1250 Gen. 4- Ex. 40 In firme bigining, of

no^t Was heuene and eroe samen wro?t. 1382 WYCLIK Mark
xiii. 31 Heuene and erthe schal passe, forsothe my wordis

schulen not passe. 1396 SHAKS. Merck. I7, v. i. 58 Looke
how the floore of heauen Is thicke inlayed with pattens of

bright gold. 1823 F. CLISSOLD Ascent Mt. Blanc 23 A circle

of thin haze, .marked dimly the limits between heaven and
earth. 1842 TENNYSON St. Agnes' Eve iii, All heaven
bursts her starry floors. 1862 TROLLOPS Orley f. xix. (1866)

149 Papa, .would move heaven and earth for her if he could.

1887 New Antigone xix. (1888) II. 97 Nothing in heaven or

earth would have stayed her hand now.

b. The plural is sometimes used for the realms

or regions of space in which the heavenly bodies

move.
1678 CUDWORTH Ir.tell. Syst. (1837) I. 683 Lifted up far

above the starry heavens. 17*6 tr. Gregory's Astron. I. 95
The Planets and Comets move in the Heavens

very freely.

1838 NICHOL (title) Views of the Architecture ofthe Heavens.
i860 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. VII. iv. V. 152 The Heavens, for

the great vault or void, with all its planets, and stars, and
ceaseless march of orbs innumerable.

(C. transf. A model showing the motions of the

heavenly bodies ;
an orrery, a planetarium. 06s.

1600 NASHE Summer's Last Will Wks. 1885 VI. 88 Euery
man cannot, with Archimedes, make a heauen of brasse.

1605 VERSTEGAN Dec. Intell. ii. 11628) 52 The heauen of

siluer which . . was sent vnto Soliman the great Turke
wherein all the planets had their seuerall courses.

4. In the language of earlier cosmography :

Each of the '

spheres
'

or spherical shells, lying
above or outside of each other, into which astro-

nomers and cosmographers formerly divided the

realms of space around the earth. These generally

corresponded to the spaces supposed, according to

the Ptolemaic system, to be comprised within the

successive orbits of the seven planets (including the

sun and moon), the fixed stars, and other spheres.
Their number varied according to computation from

seven to eleven.

1340 HAM POLE Pr. Consc. 7567 Sere hevens God ordaynd
for sere thyng . . bese hevens er oboven us heghe . . Ane es

bat we be stemed heven calle . . Ane other es bat clerkes

calles cristallyne [etc.]. 1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R.
VIIL ii. (1495) 296 Heuens ben seuen namyd in this manere
Aereum Olimpium Igneum Firmamentum Aqueum, Im-

perium, Celum. c 1400 tr. Secreta. Secret. , Gov. Lordsh.
(E. E. T. S.) 95 per ar nyne heuens, oon in erthe, be ober

amonge hem seluyn, ilk oon amonge ober ; be firste & be

souerayne of be speres, is be spere couerant, and banne

with-ynne )>at )>e spere of be sterrys ; after bat be spere of

Satume, and so to be spere of be mone, vnder whom ys be

spere of be elemenz, bat er fyre, Eyre, water, and erthe. be

Erthe banne ys yn be myddyl stede of be ober elementz.

1559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmoer. Glasse 210 Whatsoever is

conteined within the circuit of the
heaven of the Mone. 1594

BLUNDEVIL Exerc. m. i. iii. (ed. 7) 280 What doth the

celestiall part containe ? The eleven Heavens and Spheares.
Ibid. 281 In ascending orderly upwards . . The first is the

Spheare of the Moone . . The fourth, the Spheare of the

Sunne. .The seventh, the Spheare of Saturne. The eighth,
the Spheare of the fixed stars, commonly called the firma-

ment. The ninth is called the second movable or Christal

heaven. The tenth is called the first movable. And the

eleventh is called the Imperiall heaven, where God and his

Angels are said to dwell. 1783 HOOLE Or/. Fttr. xm. (Brewer),
Sometimes she deemed that Mars had from above Left his

fifth heaven, the powers of men to prove. 1832 TENNYSON
Mariana in the S. 92 Deepening thro

1

the silent spheres
Heaven over Heaven rose the night.

fig. "599 SHAKS. Hen. V, Prol. 2 O For a Muse of Fire,

that would ascend The brightest Heauen of Inuention.

5. The celestial abode of immortal beings ; the

habitation of God and his angels, and of beatified

spirits, usually placed in the realms beyond the sky;
the state of the blessed hereafter. Opposed to hell,

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. vi. 9 Fader ure bu be eart on
heofene. c 1175 Lamb. Ham. 45 GriS on eorSe and grio on
hefene. Ibid. 79 Engles in houene. f 1200 ORMIN 3263
To brukenn heffness blisse. c 1205 LAY. 21442 pu woldest
to hajuene. 21300 Cursor M. 24783 (Cott.) He suar be

be king of heuen. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Pelrus 16 To be
I gyff \K keys of hewyne. c 1470 HENRY Wallace xi. 1236
Scotland he fred, and brocht it off thrfllage, And now m
hewin he has his heretage. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixxxi.

too Sufficience dwellis nocht hot in heavin. 1544 Supfl.
to Hen. VHl, 21 Teache the people to gett heuen with

fastynge. 1581 PETTIE Gitazzo's Civ. Conv. HI. (1586) 157 b,

Marriages (as they sale) are made in heaven, and are

guided by destinie. 1622 BACON Hen. VII, Wks. 1825 III.

275 Stirring both heaven and hell to dp him mischief. 1667
MILTON P. L. i, 263 Better to reign in Hell, then serve in

Heav'n. 1803-6 WORDSW. Intim. Immort. v. 9 Heaven lies

about us in our infancy. 1855 BROWNING An Epistle 141
Heaven opened to a soul while yet on earth, Earth forced on
a soul's use while seeing heaven. 1858 SEARS Atkan. in. ix.

176

326 Heaven is not the firmament overhead, but the condition
of the redeemed after death, of which the blue serene gives
us the appropriate symbol. 1879 CUR. ROSSBTTI Sei'k ft F.
22 Heaven is the presence of God : the presence of God,
then, is heaven.

b. Also in plural. [In its origin a literalism of

transl. L. cxlit Gr. ovpavoi, Heb. D'Oii' shamayim :

cf. i c.]

cgffl Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. vi. 9 Fader urer Su ar3 in
j

heofnum vel in heofnas [ Vufg. in caelis]. c 1000 Ags. Gosp.
Matt, xviii. 18 Swa hwylce swa $e je-bindaS ofer eorj>an

|>a beoj? $ebundene on heofonum. c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880)

42 Heins and kyngis of be kyngdom of heuenys. 1548
UDALL, etc. tr, Erasm. Par. Acts i6a, He..sitteth and

reigneth in high heauens aboue. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's

Hist. Scot. x. 386 Leiuing the course of this lyfe tha pas to

the heuinis. 1611 BIBLE Heb. iv. 14 Wee haue a great high
Priest, that is passed into the heauens.

c. By the Jews (at least in later times) seven

heavens were recognized ;
the highest, called also :

' heaven of heavens/ being the abode of God and

the most exalted angels. Thence also the seven

heavens of Mohammed.
This division was _probablyt

of Babylonian origin, and
founded on astronomical theories (cf. 4).

riooo ^ELFRIC Dent. x. 14 Heofon and heofuna heofun.

c *375 Sc* Leg. Saints. Pauhts 948 Paule. .thocht ^at he

was rewyst ewine . . to pe thred hewyne,& syne in paradis. [

1382 WVCLIF Ps. cxiii. [cxv.] 16 The heuene of heuene \c 1430
|

MS. S. heuenys] to the Lord ; the erthe forsothe he $af to !

the sones of men. 1382 2 Cor, xii. 2, I woot a man
in Crist . . rauyschid til to the thridde heuene. 1560
BIBLE (Genev.) Ps. cxlviii. 4 Praise ye him heauens of

i

heauens, and waters, that be aboue the heauens. x6n BIBLE
i Kings viiL 27 The heauen and heauen of heauens cannot '

conteine Thee. 1688 PRIOR Ode Exod. iii. 106 The Heaven
of Heavens, the high abode, Where Moses places his

mysterious God. 1734 SALE Koran (1764) II. 178 And we
have created over you seven heavens. 1841 LAKE A rat.

Nts. I. 20 According to the common opinion of the Arabs
there are seven Heavens, one above another. 1858 W.
MUIR Mahomet II. 210 From Jerusalem he seemed to mount

upwards, and ascend from one Heaven to another.

d. The seat of the celestial deities of heathen

mythology.
1382 WVCLIF Jer. vii. 18 Thei make sweete cakis to the

quen of heuene. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. iv. iii. 40 With Ipue
in heauen, or some where else, a, 1700 DRYDEN Ovid's
Met. i. Wks. 1808 XII. 69 Against beleaguered heaven the

Giants move. 1791 COWPER Iliad xi. 60 Aurora, now on
the Olympian height Proclaiming, stood new day to all in

heaven. 1841 ELPHINSTONE Hist. Ind. I. iv. 169 The
heaven of Siva is in the midst of the eternal snows and

glaciers of Keilas, one of the highest and deepest groups of
the stupendous summits of Himalaya.

e. transf. and^f.
1810 MONTGOMERY W. Indies in. 23 In the clear heaven of

her delightful eye, An angel-guard of loves and graces lie.

6. The power or majesty of heaven ; He who
dwells above; Providence, God. (With capital H.)
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke xv. 21 Faeder, ic synjude on

heofon, and beforan 5e. 1388 WYCLIF Dan. iv. 23 [26] Aftir

that thou knowist that the power is of heuene. 1593 DRAY-
TON Essex Wks. 1753 II. 602 Envy. .Affecting the Supremacy
of Heaven. 1640 tr. Verdere's Rom. Romants i. 3 The heaven
takes care of your quiet. 1667 MILTON P. L. i. 212 The will

And high permission of all-ruling Heaven. 1692 DRYDEN St.

Euremont's Ess. 347 Sometimes Heaven ordains, and Nature
makes an opposition. 1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 164 f 5

Heaven only knows how dear he was to me whilst he liv'd.

1816 SCOTT Bl. Divarfm,
' For Heaven's sake, no ', said his

companion. 1819 SHELLEY Cenci v. iv. 57 Sweet Heaven,
forgive weak thoughts ! 1885 EDNA LYALL In Golden Days
III. xiv. 299 How in heaven's name did you manage it all ?

b. Also in plural. The powers above
; the

gods ;
God.

1579 G. HARVEY Letter-bk. (Camden) 62, I hope in the
heavens my chin will on day be so favorable and bountifull

unto me. c 159* MARLOWE Massacre Paris I. iii, The
Heavens forbid your highness such mishap ! 1611 BIBLE
Dan. iv. 26 After that thou shall haue knowen that the

heauens doe rule. 1640 tr. I'erdere's Rom. Rotnants i. 174
The heavens . . made me yesterday seek to save you. 17. .

Siege ofA ttbigny 118 Whatever power the Heavens have
favoured me with. 1859 TENNYSON Geraint $ Enid 893 She
was ever praying the sweet heavens To save her dear lord

whole from any wound.

c. In asseverations : By (^through, before, 'fore]

heaven, (heavens}. Cf. BY prep. 2.

The sense in c and d is somewhat indefinite, probably
including the place and its Divine Lord or inhabitants : cf.

Matt. v. 34, xxiii. 22.

[c xooo Ags. Gosp. Matt, xxiii. 22 Sebe sweraS on heofonan

[Lind. on heofne, Ruskw. be heofune, Vnlg. in ccelo], he

swery'5 on godes J>rymsetle, and on bam be ofer t>aet sitt.]

^1400 Destr. Troy 8313, I may not hate hym, by heuyn,
bat me in hert tes. x6xo B JONSON Alch. i. Wks. (Rtldg.i

240/2 Not I, by heaven. Ibid. 241/2 Fore heaven, I scarce

can think you are my friend. 1716 ADDISON tr. Ovid Wks.

1753 I* 1 7^ By heav'n the story's true. 1753 MRS. LENNOX
Fern. Qut'x. vm. iii. II. 187

'

By Heavens !' cried Glanville

. .

'
there's no bearing this '. 1859 TENNYSON Merlin fy

Vivien 341 By Heaven that hears, I tell you the clean

truth. 1887 A. C. GUNTER Mr. Barnes of N. Y. xviii.

(1888) 135 He commenced to strut and hector about .. and

cry, By Heavens.

d. In exclamations expressing surprise, horror,

etc. (Also in //.). Often with qualifications, as

good, gracious, great. Also heaven and earth !

xs88 in Nichols Progr. Q. Eliz. (1823) II. 559 O Heavens I

O Earth ! O never-dying Fame ! 1610 SHAKS. Temp. i. ii.

59 O the heuens, What fowle play had we. 1709 STF.ELE

Tatler No. 23 F 7 Heavens! Is it possible you can live

without Remorse? 1752 MRS. LENNOX />;. Qnix. vin. iii.

II. 187 Good Heavens ! cried Mr. Glanville . . quite out of

HEAVEN.

patience, I shall go distracted ! ll'i<i. ix. i. 209 Oh, heavens !

..this must. .be a very notable adventure, ft 1777 DODO
/'tinny Mclinoatk < 1799) 96

' Heaven and earth !

'

exclaimed
Miss Melmouth,

' what will become of me ?
'

1801 AMELIA

iv. 75 Great heaven ! What a place to stop at !

7. fig. a. A place like or compared to heaven
;

a place of supreme bliss.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. x. 300 For if heuene be on this

ertne . . It is in cloistere or in scole. 1546 J. HEYWOOD Proi>.

(1867) 33 They that be in hell, wene there is none other
heven. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. A", n. i. 243, 1 follow thee, and
make a heauen of hell. 1660 Sp. in Ho. Comni. 14 Nov. in

Cobbett Part. Hist. 11808) IV. 145 England, that was

formerly the heaven, would be now the hell for women.

1667 MILTON /'. L. \. 254 The mind is its own place, and in

it self Can make a Heav'n of Hell, a Hell of Heav'n. 1725
POPE Odyss. VI. 22 A heav'n of charms divine Nausicaa lay.

1810 SCOTT Lady ofL, n. viii, Ere Douglasses, to ruin driven,
Were exiled from their native heaven. 1831 CARLYLE Nil'e-

luni^cn-Lied in Misc. Ess. (1872) III. 142 Here for eleven

days, .there is a true heaven-on-earth.

b. A state of bliss or supreme felicity.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troyltts n. 777 (826) It an heuene was

hire voys to here. 1546 J. HEYWOOD Prov. (1867) 70
Husbandes are in heauen whose wiues scold not. 1596
SPENSER Hymn to Lave 244 What heauens of ioy, then

to himselfe he faynes. 1604 MIDDLETON 8: DEKKER ist Pt.

Honest Wh. I. i. (Dalbiac) O what a heaven is love !

O what a hell! 1615 BACON Ess., Truth (Arb.) 501

Certainly, it is Heauen ypon Earth, to haue a Mans Minde
Moue in Charitie, Rest in Prouidence, and Turne vpon the

Poles of Truth. 1678 BUTLER Hitd. in. i. 935 And like an

Anchorite, gives over This World for th' Heaven of a

Lover? 1791 S. ROGERS Pleas. Mem. i. 59 The clock..

That faithful monitor, 'twas heaven to hear, When soft it

spoke a promised pleasure near.

C. In same senses : Heaven of heavens, seventh

heaven, third heaven, (fig. from 5 c.)

1824 SCOTT St. Rattan's xxvi, He looked upon himself as

approaching to the seventh heaven. 1883 RITA After
Long Grief"xxii, Lady Ramsey was in the seventh heaven
of delight. 1885 J. H. MCCARTHY Camiola I. vii. 156 The
heaven of heavens into which he presumed, an earthly

guest, was the West End of London.

1 8. transf. [from 7]. A quintessence. 06s.

1460-70 Bit. Quintessence 2 Philosophpris clepen be purest
substaunce of manye corruptible bingis elementid, quinta

essentia, bat is to seie, mannys heuene. Ibid. 13 How bat

5e may wij> oure heuene drawe out euery 5 essencia from

alle |>ingis aforeseid.

9. transf. [from i]. A canopy; the covering
over a stage. [F. del, Ger. himmel.] In the igth c.

quots. directly fig. from sense i.

1486 Surteis Misc. (1888) 54 In the entre.-shalbe craftely

conceyvid a place in maner of a heven.. under the heven

shalbe a world desolaite. 1611 COTGR., Valerie, ..a place

ouer a stage which we call the Heauen. 1612 HEYWOOD
Apol. Actors n. D ij b, The couerings of the stage, which

wee call the heauens..were Geometrically supported by a

Giant-like Atlas. 1821 SHELLEY Prometh. Unb. in. iii. 140

Bright golden globes Of fruit, suspended in their own green
heaven, a 1822 Two Fragm. Love ii. 3 Under a heaven

of cedar boughs.
10. attrib.aaA.Comb. a. Simpleattrib. : in sense

' of heaven '. (Many of the early ME. instances in

hevene are prob. examples of the genitive case : cf.

Lady-day, Lady-chapel, Bride-well, etc.).
a xooo Pkanix 173 Under heofun-hrofe. t-iooo J^LFRIC

Past, Ep. in Thorpe Laws\\. 382 Into his fsejeran heofon-

healle. c 1220 Bestiary 227 If he leue haue of ure heuen

louerd. c 1250 Gen. * Ex. 101 $>e firmament .. mai ben

hoten heuene-Rof. Ibid. 281 Al 8e Shinges. .Twen heuone
hil and helle dik. Ibid. 1547 Heuene dew, and erSes

fetthed. a 1300 Cursor M. 8290 (Gtitt.) An angel com fra

heuen trone. Ibid. 18741 (Cott.) pe tober us come fra heuen
ture. 1390 GOWER Conf. HI. 102 Under the heven cope.

CI440 Gesta Rom. n. Ivi. 373 (Add. MS.) The love of

heuyne life. 1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. ii. 555 Many
Heav'n-floods in our Floods do lose. 1667 MILTON P. L.

xii. 52 Ere the Tower Obstruct Heav'n Towrs. 1844 MRS.
BROWNING Rhapsody of Life's Progr. viii, On the Heaven-

heights of Truth. 1870 MAX MULLER Sc. Reiig. (1873)

172 We have in the Veda the invocations dyaits pttar
..and that means . Heaven-Father ! 1882 J. PARKER

Apost. Life I. 43 God came down in the great heaven-wind

and the great heaven-fire.

b. Obj. and obj. gen., as heaven-climber,

-worshipper ; heaven-assailing, -defying, -kissing,

-rending, -threatening, etc. adjs. vMostly since

1600: their number is practically limitless.)
1602 SHAKS. Ham. m. iv. 59 Mercuric New lighted on a

heauen-kissing hill. 1602 CAREW Coritwall (1811) 272 Set

forth, against that heaven - threatening Armada. 1643

QUARLES Sol. Recant, xi. 60 When that blood pleads,
heav'n will not lend an eare If heav'n-engaging Charity be

not there, a 1671 MARVELL Poems, Biuborow Hill, The
cliff Of heaven-daring Teneriff. 1780 COWPER Table-t.

418 Perjury, that Heaven-defying vice. 1818 KEATS

Endym. i. 284 Giving out a shout most heaven-rending.

1827 KF.BLE Chr. Y. Whitsun Mond., Heaven-assailing
cries. 1880 G. MEREDITH Trag. Com. (1881) 252 The whole

Alpine, .heaven-climbers.

O. Instrumental and locative, as heaven-accepted,

-begot, -descended, -dyed, -fallen, -forsaken, -given,

-made, -protected, -sprung, -taught, etc. adjs. (The
number of these is unlimited: nearly all since 1600.)

Also HEAVEN-BOKN, HEAVEN-SENT.
1591 SKAKS. Two Gent. in. ii. 72 Much is the force of

heauen-bred Poesie. 1600 S. NICHOLSON Acolastus (1876)

57 Diuine Aurora full as faire as she, Whose heauen-di de

face the Graces still admire. 1606 SYLVESTER Du Bartas



HEAVEN.
ii. iv. nr. Magnificence 386 Words of the Heav'n-prompted
stile. 1659 W. CHAMBERLAYNE rharonnida. in. iii. (1820)

II. 52 The heaven-built pillars of his soul. 1667 MILTON
P. L, x. 535 All yet left of that revolted Rout Heav'n-

fall'n, in station stood. 1693 TATE in Dryderfs Juvenal
Sat. xv. (1697) 374 Prometheus Ghost is sure o'er-joy'd to

see His Heav'n-stol'n Fire from such disaster free. 1715-20
POPE Iliad ix. 803 The fall of Heaven-protected Troy.
1718 ROWE tr. Lucan 314 The Heav'n-instructed Shipman
thus replies. 1727-46 THOMSON Summer IOIQ Who heaven-

inspired To love of useful glory rais'd mankind. 1742
YOUNG Nt. Th. in. 2 Reason, that Heav'n-lighted Lamp
m Man. 1777 POTTER /Esc/tylus (1779) I. 60 (Jod.) Heav'n-

sprung, or mortal ? if permitted, say. 1787 BURNS Verses
in Kenmore, Here poesy might wake her heav'n-taught

lyre. 1849 HARK Par, Serm, II. 227 In the free heaven-lit

atmosphere of the Gospel. 1863 PUSEV Truth Eng. Ch. 256
The Heaven-controlled Seer.

d. Adverbial,
( to or toward heaven ', as heaven-

affianced, -aspiring^ -dear, -devoted', -erected',
-trans-

lated^ etc. e. Similative, as heaven-dear^ -sweet^

etc. f. Parasynthetic, as heaven-kited, etc. adjs.

See also HEAVEN-HIGH, -WIDE, etc.

1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas \. 667 Heav'n-bent souls. 1597
SHAKS. Lover's Compl. 2i5Theheaven-hued sapphire. 1598
SYLVESTER Du Bartas 11. ii. 11. Babylon 564 Mong the

Heav'n deer spirits. 1607 J. DAVIES Stttnma Totalis K j b,

Then (with that Heu'n-rapt Saint) rapt Muse ascend, a 1711
KEN Christophil Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 526 A Heav'n-aspirmg
Mind, a 1711 Hymnotheo Ibid. III. 155 With a Heav'n-
erected Look. 1772 W. HODSON Ded. Temp. Solomon 19
This Heav'n-devoted Shrine. 1821 LAMB Leisure, The
heaven-sweet burthen of eternity. 1839 BAILEY Festiis xx.

(1848) 253 The Heaven-affianced spirit. 1858 HAWTHORNE
Fr, $ It, Jrnls. II. 126 This heaven-aspiring tower.

11. Special combinations :
*t* heaven-bow, rain-

bow; heaven-bridge,bridgeofthedead; heaven-
burster (see quot.) ; heaven-gazer, (a] one who
gazes at the sky,who studies the stars, an astrologer ;

(6) a fish, the star-gazer; so heaven-gazing;
heaven-god, a celestial deity, a god of the heaven
or sky ; heaven-plant = heaven-tree ; heaven-

send, something received as sent specially from

heaven, a godsend ; heaven-tree, a mythical tree,

which figures in some Malay and Polynesian beliefs,

as reaching from the under-world to the earth, or

from earth to heaven ; heaven-worshippers, a

Judseo-Christian sect (Ceelicolw} of the fourth and
fifth centuries. Also HEAVEN-BLISS, etc.

c 1320 Cast. Love 743 For *heuene-bouwe is abouten i-bent,

WiJ> alle be hewes Jrat him beb i-sent. 1865 TYLOR Early
Hist. Man. 352 Like the *

Heaven-Bridge, the Heaven-
Gulf which has to be passed on the way to the Land of

Spirits, has a claim to careful discussion. Ibid. xii. 349 The

Polynesians .. still call foreigners '^heaven-bursters', as

having broken in from another world outside. 1535 COVER-
DALE Isa. xlvii. 13 The *heauengasers & the beholders of
starres. 1611 COTGR., Tapecon, the Heauen-gazer ;

a scale-

lesse sea-fish, .hailing, .a great head, on whose top his eyes
(wherewith he lookes directly vpward) are placed. 1593
NASHE Christ's T. Wks. 1883-4 IV. 82 Excessiue staring, and
stedfast *heauen-gazing. 1871 TYLOR Prim. Cult. 1 1. 235 The
Aztec Tlaloc was no doubt originally a *Heaven-god, for
he holds the thunder and lightning. 1865 Early Hist.
Man. xii. 346 A story. . which contains the episode of the
*
heaven-plant. 1811 H. MARTYN in Mem. in. (1825) 436
This was a *Heaven-send. 1887 Century Mag. Nov. 45/2
The man who has been away, is a heaven-send in a village.

1865 TYLOR Early Hist. Man. 348 note, In the Samoan
group.. there was a *heaven-tree, where people went up
and down, and when it fell it stretched some sixty miles.

Hea'Ven, v. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To make
heavenly in character, to transport or transform

into heaven ; also, to bless with heaven, beatify,
render supremely happy.
16*7-47 FELTHAM Resolves I. xlviii. 153 They are idle

Divines that are not heav'ned in their lives, above the
unstudious man. 1637 RUTHERFORD Lett. (1862) I. 225
Surely I were rich enough, and as well heavened as the
best of them, if Christ were my heaven. 0x650 T, ADAMS
Pract. Wks.(\%&i] L 194(0.) He heavens himself on earth,
and for a little pelfcozens himself of bliss. 1655 H. VAUGHAN
Silex Scint. I. Search (1858) 34 He heav'nd their walks, and
with his eyes Made those wild shades a Paradise. 1839
BAILEY Festus xxxvi. (1848) 365 Heaven our spirits, Hallow
our hearts.

Heaven, obs. form of HAVEN.
t Heaven-bliss. Obs. [perh. heaven was

here orig. genitive case.] The bliss of heaven.
a 1300 Cursor M. 2692 (Gott.} Vr lauerd went him to heuen

blis. c 1320 Cast. Love 113 Of heuene-blisse heo beojj
i-flemed. 1583 STANYHURST sEneis 11. (Arb.) 62 Her deitee
to the Saincts dooth luster in heunblisse.

Hea-ven-born, a.

1. Of celestial birth, of divine origin.
*595 J- WEEVER Epigr. iv. xxii. (1599) E vj, Some heaven

born goddesse. 1629 MlLTOH Nativity 30 While the Heaven-
born child All meanly wrapped in the rude manger lies.

1794 COLERIDGE Monody on Chatterton 16, I weep that
heaven-born Genius so should fall. 1863 I. WILLIAMS Bap-
tistery i. vi, The immortal shoot Of heaven-born virtue.

2. Of such original genius or ability as to seem

specially prepared or designed by Heaven for the

work. Now often sarcastic.

1789 in Par/. Hist. XXVII. 1080 (Ho. Lord's 17 Jan.)
The duke [of Chandos] parodying what Mr. Pitt's father

had said of General Wolfe, pronounced the present Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer a heaven-born minister. 1789
BURKE Sj>. Ho. Com. 6 Feb. Speeches 1816 III. 394 The
present minister, he understood, had been called

' a heaven-
born minister

'

in another place. 18*7 SCOTT Jrnl. 27 Aug.,
VOL. V.

177

He is a heaven-born teacher. 1858 J. 11. NORTON Topics
265 The same Heaven-born amateurs still occupy the bench,
and the quality of their judgments cannot but be the same.

Hea-veil-directed, a.

1. Directed or pointing towards the sky.
. J. Bathurst 261 Who taught that

directed spire to rise?
heav'n-173* POPE Ep. Bathurst 261 Who taught

irected spire to rise?

2. Directed or guided by Heaven; divinely guided.
""I. Sat. ii. 214 O sacred weapon !. .To all

ted hands deny'd. 1823 E. IRVING Orac.
1738 POPE Epil. Sat. n. 214 O sacred weapon !. .To all

but Heav'n-directed hands deny'd. 1823
God 152 The force of heaven-directed will.

Hea'venfui. [See -FUL.] As many, or as much,
as would fill heaven.

1637 RUTHERFORD Lett. I. xlv. (1675) 96 The blessing of
that Hpuse-ful or Heaven-ful of Dyvours, shall rest for ever

upon him. 1884 J. PARKER Apost. Life III. 15 He is a host,
an army, a whole heavenful. .of human nature.

Heaven-gate- The gate or portal of heaven,
c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 1620 Her, heuenegate amongus us.

c 1440 JacoPs Well (E. E. T. S.) 269 Din obedyens schal be

J>in heuene-keye, bat schal opyne to pe heuen-gatys. 1688
BUNYAN Jems. Sinner Sai>ed (1886) 48 To see so vile a one
knock at heaven-gates for mercy. 1844 MRS. BROWNING
Mournful Mother, Until ye two give meeting Where the

great Heaven-gate is.

Heaven-high, ft. and adv. As high as heaven.

A. adj. Reaching or piercing the clouds, very

lofty. B. adv. To the height of heaven, to an im-

mense height.
a iooo C&dmon's Dan. 553 fret fm Xesawe . . heofon-heanne

beam. '1515 Cocke LorclCs B. (Percy) 13 They songe
and daunsed full merely, With swerynge, and starynge
heven hye. <zx6x8 J. DAVIES Exstasie Wks. (Grosart) 93
(D.) Their Heav'n-high roofes shal be embattelled With
adamant in gold enuelloped. 1864 BROWNING AH Vogler
i, Each from the other heaven-high, hell-deep removed.

1878 La Saisiaz 382 World-wide heaven-high sea.

Hea'Venkood. rare. [See -HOOD.] Heavenly
quality or character ; heavenliness.

1878 G. D. BOARDMAN Creative Week 63 (Cent.) Ripe,
rich fruits of heavenhood. 1888 MAX MULLER Nat. Relig.
ii. (1889) 30 This is the heavenhood of heaven.

t Hea'venish, a. Obs. [See -ISH.] Of or

pertaining to heaven
; celestial, heavenly.

c 1374 CHAUCER Troylusv. 1813 Fulof heuenyssh melodye.
c 1374 Compl. Mars 30 Lord a-bove . . by heuenysh \v. rr.

-yssn(e] reuolucion. c 1391 Astrol. i. 21
%
This forseide

heuenissh zodiak is cleped the cercle of the signes. c 1450
Mirmtr Saluacimm 964 Ffor thilk flece be it self wete of
this hevenyshe dewe. 1577 B. Gooes HeresbacKs Husb.
iv. (1586) i8ob, Hony dewe, cleaving to the leaves .. loosing
much of his heavenishe Vertue.

Hence t Hea-venishly adv. Obs.

c 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 197 As an Aungel heuenysshly
she soong.

Hea-venize, v. rare. [See -IZE.] trans. To
render heavenly, imbue with heavenly principles.
a 1656 BP. HALL Soliloquies Ixxx, O my soul, if thou be

once soundly heaveniz'd in thy thoughts and affections, it

shall be otherwise with thee.

t Heaven-king. Obs. King of heaven : ap-

plied to God or Christ.

971 Blickl. Horn. 201 Ic com heahengel Heofoncyninges.
CIX75 Lamb. Horn. 61 Hwilch wurSin(g) eow haueO idon be

heouenking. a 1300 Cursor M. 14921 (Gott.) pat for vs gaf
iesus, heuene king, c 1440 Generydes 2642 For loue of

hevyn kyng, Tell me the trougth. 1591 SYLVESTER Du
Bartas i. viL 105 The Heav'n-King's glorious Prayse.

Hea'yenless, a. rare. [See -LEsa.J Having
no portion in heaven.

1652 WARREN Unbelievers (1654) 22 Write this man.,

hopelesse, heavenlesse. 1839 BAILEY Festus xx. (1854) 375
As do idolaters their heavenless gods, We deify the things
which we adore.

Hea'venlike, (t. (adv.} [See -LIKE.]
A. adj. Like heaven ; heavenly, divine.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Mark viii. (R.) Menne
farre aboue the common sorte, or as you woulde saye,

Heauenlyke felowes. 1610 Histrio-m. 1. 176 The Harmonic
of musick is so Heavenlike that I love it with my life.

1816 COLERIDGE Statesm. Man. (1817) 355 O how heaven-
like it is to sit among brethren at the feet of a minister who
speaks under the influence of love !

B. adv. After the manner of heaven.

1876 SWINBURNE Erechth. 1590 Who behold Thee made
so heavenlike happy ?

Heavenliness (heVnlines). [f. HEAVENLY
a. + -NESS.] The state or quality of being heavenly
in origin, nature, or character.

1530 PALSGR. 231/1 Hevenlynesse, cclesttalete'. 1587
GOLDING De Mornay xxvii. 418 One further marke of the
heauenliness of our Scriptures, a 1665 J. GOODWIN Filled
iv. the Spirit (1867) 367 By the holiness and heavenliness of
his life and conversation, 1702 C. MATHER Magn. Chr. v.

i. (1852) 183 The heavenliness of the matter, the efficacy of
the doctrine. 1856 VAUGHAN Mystics 11860) I. vi. iv. 182

Now we feel that in heavenliness of nature he has gone
beyond his former self.

b. As a title : Celestial highness, divinity.
1596 DAVIES Orchestra (R.), Goddess of women, sith your

heavenliness Hath now vouchsafd itself to represent To
our dim eyes.

Heavenly (heVnli), a. (sfr.) Forms: see

HEAVEN sb. : in 1-4 -lie, 2-4 -lich, -lik, 4-5 -Ii,

4- -ly (also 3 heueliche, 5 hefly). [OE. heofonllc :

see HEAVEN and -LY *.]

1. Of, in, or belonging to heaven, as the abode
of God ; divine, celestial.

971 Blickl. Horn, ii Dael-nimende baes heofonlican rices.

(iooo Ags. Gosp. Lukeii. 13 Mycelnes heofonlices werydes.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 113 We ne ma?en habben J>ene heouen-

HEAVENLY-MINDED.
lichen ebel. c 1275 Passion our Lord 638 in O. E. Misc.

55 Ye beon byweued of heueliche myhte. c 1375 Sc. Leg.
Saints, Paulus 859 Hevinlyk loy and lestand bliss. 1382
WVCLIF Matt. vi. 14 Joure heuenly fadir shal for^eue to ?ou
3oure trespassis, c 1450 Golagros fy Gaiv. 265 Hevinly
god !. .how happyniR this thing ? 1526 J*itgr. Perf, AV, de
W. 1531) i Takyng on vs the iourney to the heuenly

Jerusalem.
1611 BIBLE Transl. Pref. 3 A showr ofheauenly

read. 1713 GAY Kpist. in, In her notes the heavenly choir
descends. 1840 DE QUINCEY Style n. Wks. 1861 X. 247
Under a heavenly afflatus.

b. Belonging to the heaven of the heathen gods.
1483 Cath. Angl. 185/1 Heuenly, celestis. 1596 SHAKS.

Merch. V. in. v. 84 If two gods should play some heauenly
match, And on the wager lay two earthly women. 1676
CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. (1837) I. 645 The heavenly Venus.

2. Of or belonging to the natural heaven or sky ;

now chiefly in the phrase heavenly bodies, i.e. the

stars, planets, comets, etc. Formerly also, Coming
from the clouds or atmosphere, as *

heavenly dew'.
1387 TREVISA Hidden (Rolls! I. 271 pe ouer party J>erof

hatte Celica, ^>at is, heuenliche and hije, for hi?e moun-
taignes bat beej> ^erynne. 1390 GOWER Conf. I. 3^ Lo,
first the hevenly figures. The sonne and mone ecbpsen
both, c 1450 HOLLAND Howlet 431 The colour of asure, ane
hevinliche hewe. 1508 DUNBAR Gold. Targe 23 The rosis

. .powderit brycht with hevinly beriall droppis. 1535 COVER-
DALE Jer. viii. 2 The Sonne, the Moone and all the heauenly
hooste. 1607-1* BACON Ess.^ Empire (Arb.} 308/1 Pruices
are like the heavenly bodyes, which cause good, or evill

tymes, and which have much veneration, but noe rest. 1677
HALE Print. Orig. Man. \\. iii. 145, 372 Astronomical miles,
or 25 Heavenly degrees. 1874 ESTES Half-hour Recreat.
Ser. i. 96 Of the physical constitution of the heavenly bodies.

3. Having relation to heaven and divine things ;

divine, sacred, holy, blessed.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints^ Machor 1101 Lang sermonyng Of

haly fyf& hewmlik thing. 1447 BOKENHAM Seyntys (Roxb.)

31 She was soenflawmyd with hevenely hete. 1588 SHAKS.
L. L. L. v. ii. 356 A breaking . . Of heauenly oaths, vow'd
with integritie. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hut. ix. vii. 13 Instruct-

ing them by his heavenly preaching. 18x4 SOUTHEV
Roderick xxv. 312 Never man enjoyed a heavenlier peace.

1879 R. K. DOUGLAS Confucianism iii. 72 The Sage .. pur-
s.ues the heavenly way without the slightest deflection.

4. Having the excellence, beauty, or delight that

belongs to heaven ; of more than earthly or human
excellence ; divine. Of music : Such as that of

the heavenly choirs.

1460-70 Bk. Quintessence 22 Je schulen haue an heuenly
medicyn to cure perfi^tly bis sijknesse. c 1470 HENRY
Wallace vm. 1193 Quhar byrdis bfythly sang, .in hewynly
armony. 1559 MORWYNG Evanym. 94 Quintessence they
name to be the chief and the heavenliest power or vertue in

any plant, metall, or beast 1588 SHAKS. L. L, L. iv. iii.

227 Who sees the heauenly Rosaline That.. Bowes not his

vassall head ? 1713 STEELE Spect. No. 443 p i A graceful
Person, an exalted Mien, and Heavenly Voice. 1779 MAD.
D'ARBLAY Diary 26 May, Our journey was delightfully

pleasant, the day being heavenly. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. i.

xxv. 188 The gush of the direct sunlight could add nothing
to this heavenly beauty.
6. al'sol. in pi. The heavenlies : a literal render-

ing of Gr. (ty) rots iirovpaviots (Eph. i, 3, iii, 10),

variously translated
'

(in) heavenly places
*

or
*

things ,
in Khemish Vers. ' in the celestials '.

1844 MRS. BROWNING Drama Exile Poems I. 102 Thy
speech is of the Heavenlies. 1872 SI-URGEON Treas. Dam.
Ps. Ixi. 7 In him we are made to sit together in the heavenlies.

1875 E. WHITE Life in Christ n. xii. 138 Against spirits

of wickedness in the heavenlies, or aerial regions.

6. Comb., as heavenly-seeming^ -dewed&<(}$.
1580 SIDNEY A rcadia H. vii. 44 Poems 1873 II. 52 The

second sweetly-fenced ward, Her heauenly-dewed tongue to

gard. 1785 BURNS Vision n. 2, I view'd the heavenly-
seeming Fair.

7. Heavenly fruit, the genus Diospyros, the

Fruit of Jove (Loudon Encycl. Plants, 1855, 870).

Hea'Venly, adv. In i -lice, 2-5 -liche. [OE.
heofonUce : see HEAVEN and -LY a

.]

1. a. From or by heaven, b. In a heavenly
manner or degree ; divinely ; qualifying an adj.
c iooo >ELFRIC Gram, xxxviii. (Z.) 239 Caelitus t heofon-

lice. 1380 WYCLIF Set. Wks. III. 343 Joon lovede Crist

more heuenliche. c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode n. cxxii.

(1869) 121 pat I be a brid, hye raueshed, heuenlich contem-

platyf. 1508 DUNBAR Tna mariit Wemen n Vnder ane

holyn hewinlie grein hewit. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. \. Introd.

iv, O Goddesse heavenly bright ! 1604 SHAKS. Oth. v. ii.

135 Oh she was heauenly true. 1717 POPE Eloisa 297 Oh
virtue heav'nly fair.

c. Usually hyphened to adjs. used attrib.

1380 SIDNEY Arcadia in. ii. 18 Poems 1873 II. 115

Captiuing snares Which heau'nly-purest gifts defile, c 1630
MILTON On Time 19 Our heavenly-guided soul. 1717 POPE
Eloisa 2 Where heav'nly-pensiye contemplation dwells.

1850 TENNYSON In Mein. Ixxxvii, Azure orbits heavenly-
wise. 1868 LD. HOUGHTON Select.fr. Wks. 213 To seem So

heavenly-happy in my dream.

2. To the extent of heaven, as in heavenly wide,
as far apart as the two poles, differing toto cselo.

1674 HICKMAN Hist. Quinqnart. (ed. a) 107 But indeed

his Opinion and the Remonstrants Opinion, seem to be

heavenly wide.

Hea*venly-mi :nded, a. Having the thoughts
and affections set on things above ; holy, devout.
a 1656 BP. HALL SouFs Fareiy. to Earth ix. (Jod.), They

are of the heavenly minded with far greater ardency of

spirit affected, a 1661 FULLER Worthies^ Norfolk (1840)
II. 465 This heavenly-minded man Archbishop Whitgift.

1869 W. P. MACKAY Grace $ Truth (1875) 211 To be more

holy, more Christ-like, more heavenly-minded.

23



HEAVENLY-MINDEDNESS.

Hence Hea-venly-mi'ndedness.
1647 WARD Simp. Cobler 42 Hope, zeale, heavenly-minded-

aSL 1835 LONGF. Outre-Mer Pr. Wks. 1886 I. 205 Many
a pure soul, through heavenly-mindedness . . has fled from

the temptations of the world to seek . .a closer walk with God.

Hea"ven-pointing, a. [HEAVEN iod.] Point-

ing upward to heaven.

1884 SVMONDS Shots. Predec. ix. 333 One heaven-pointing

pyramid.

t Heaven-queen. Obs. [Orig. two words

with heuene in genitive.} The, or a, queen of

heaven ; spec, a title of the Virgin Mary.
c 1230 Hali Meid. n Meidenhad is heuene cwen and

worldes alefnesse. a 1300 Cursor Al. 20140 pe leuedi, bat

es heuen quene, hir langed sare hir sun cum to. c 1386

CHAUCER Can. Yeom. Pro!. $ T. 536 Sire oste, in faith,

and by beheven \v.r. heuenesj quene, It wasanoberChanon.

t Heavenric, -rich. Obs. Forms: iheofon-,
2 heofen-, 2-3 heouen-, 2-5 heuen-, heven- (see

HEAVEN); i -rice, 2-5 -riohe, 3-5 -ryohe, 3-4

-riks, 4 -ryke. [OE. heofonr{ce
= <2^>. lietanrtki,

f. heofon, HEAVEN 4- rice kingdom, realm; cf. OS.

himilriki, OFris. himelrSk, OHG. himilrtchi, ON.
himinriki. (The form in Ags. Gosp. is heofona

rice kingdom of the heavens.)] The kingdom of

heaven; heaven as the place of the blessed.

971 Blickl. Horn. 9 Heofonrices duru . . belocen standeb.

a 1000 Christ 1259 BiS him hel bilocen, heofonrice ajiefen.

c 1200 ORMIN 3480 To cumenn upp Till heofennrichess bhsse.

c 1200 Vices ff Virtues (1888) 7 De angel was jedriuen ut of

heuene riche for modinesse. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 1898

Here lyves nan, under hevenryke, pat can telle . . what be

ded es fyke. 13 .. Gam. * Gr. Knt. 2423 Of alle byse ober,

vnder heuen-ryche. c 1450 Hymns Virg. 119 In erthe and

in heuyn-ryche.

Heavens! int. : see HEAVEN sb. 4 d.

Heavens, adv. dial, and colloq. Employed as

an intensive.

1878 Miss BRADDON Open Verd. xxxviii. 260 '
It 11 ram

'eaven's 'ard presently.' 1888 D. C MURRAY Weaker Vessel

xv, It was raining heavens hard.

Hea'ven-sent, a. Sent from heaven ; provi-

dentially sent. Cf. heaven-send, HEAVEN sb. 9.

a 1649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Poems Wks. (1711) 37/2 If you

your heaven-sent good could duly prize. 1777 POTTER

Mschylus (1779) I. 52 (Jod.) How relate the heav'n-sent

tempest That burst upon my head ? 1875 JOWETT Plato

(ed. 2 > I. 341 He is their heaven-sent friend.

Heavenward (heVnwjfid), adv. and a. [f.

HEAVEN sb. + -WARD.]
A. adv. Towards heaven, in the direction of

heaven. Orig. to heaven-ward: cf. TOWARD.
c 1250 Gen. f, Ex. 3025 Moyses . . warp es vt til heuene-

ward c 1350 Will. Palerne 102 To-heuene-ward he loked.

1390 GOWER Con/. 11.151 How such thing to the hevenward

Among the goddes mighte falle. c 1400 Melayne 135 He
sawe a bryghtenes of a beme Up un-to hevenwarde glyde.

1440 Jacob's IVelKE. E. T. S.) 172 pin herte is raysyd in

sorwe in heueneward. 1580 SIDNEY Arcadia m. xvi. 2

Poems 1873 II. 130 Your heads to heav nward heaue. 1634

HABINGTON Castara (Arb.) 89 When Pelion. .saw, that raine

which fell But nowfrom angry Heaven, to Heaven ward swell.

1646 JENKYN Remora 28 Shall we run with the swiftness

of the Roe earthward, and go a dull Asses trot heaven-

ward? 1681 FLAVEL Meth. Grace xxxi. 533 They would

move heavenward. 1784 COWPER Task vi. 818 Heav n-

ward all things tend. 1838 MARG. FULLER Worn. igtA C.

(1862) 360 Above the heavenward-pointing spire. 1860

TYNDALL Glac. i. xvi. 106 The other summits, without a trace

of cloud, .pointed heavenward.

B. adj. Directed towards heaven; tending or

conducting towards heaven.

'795 SOUTHEV Joan ofArcv. 24 The reverend man. .with

heaven-ward eye Call'd on the God of Justice. 1799 CAMP-

BELL Pleas. Hope ii, I smile on death, if Heaven-ward Hope
remain. 1828 MOORE If thmflt be mine iii, Like streams

that come from heavenward hills.

Hence Hea-venwardly adv., Hea'venwardness.

1838 Blackw. Mag. XLIV. 612 The expansivity and soar-

ing heavenwardness of the gases. 1839 BAILEY Festus xix.

(1848) 202 Echoes of Light, reacting heavenwardly.

Heavenwards the-v'nwgidz), adv. [f. prec.

with advb. gen. -s : see -WABDS.] Towards heaven,

in the direction of heaven.

1650 W. BROUGH Sacr. Princ. To Rdr., Using them . . as

guides and helps to heaven-wards. 1670 BROOKS Wks.

(1867) VI. 229 What trade did you drive Christ-wards, and

heaven-wards, and holiness-wards ? 1860 PUSEY Min. Proph.

418 Weighing it down that it should not rise Heavenwards.

t Hea*venware. Obs. Forms: iheofonwara,
2 houene-, 2-3 heueneware. [OE. heqfonwara

pi., f. -wara '

people '.]
The inhabitants of heaven.

c 1000 J*ELFRIC Horn. I. 36 Cristes acennednys jegladode
heofenwara, and eorSwara, and helwara. cn75 Lamb.
Horn. 139 Sunnedei blisseS to-gederes houeneware and
horSe ware, a 1225 Ancr. R. 244 (MSS..T. & C.) A! heuene
ware and helle ware.

Hea~ven-wi:de, adv. and a.

A. adv. By the width of the heavens, as far as

the east is from the west.
c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad xxui. 299 Hurl'd about This way

and that, .all heaven wide of his end. 1857-8 SEARS A than.

vii. 62 This principle clears the pneumatology of the Bible

heaven-wide of the slough of naturalism.

B. adj. As wide or broad as the heavens.

1883 J. PARKER Apost. Life II. 71 This heaven-wide prin-

ciple. l8jl Pall Mall G. 18 Nov. 3/3 An appearance of

heaven-wide difference of opinion.

178

Hea'VC-O ffering. In the Levitical law : An
offering which was ' heaved

'

or elevated by the

priest when offered ; also used of other offerings,

e.g. those for the construction of the tabernacle.

The word is used in Tindale's version of the Pentateuch

and the Bible of 161 1 to render Heb. novin t'rumAh (in 161 1

also frequently rendered simply
'

offering
'

or ' oblation '),

which was taken by some Rabbis to mean ' elevation ',
from

COT1 romem to lift up.

1530 TINDALE Exod. xxv. 3 This is the heueoffrynge[i6ll

offering] which ye shall take of them. [Table exp. Words,

Heveoffringe, because they were hoven vp before the Lorde.]

Numbers xv. 20 Ye shall geue a cake of the first of youre
dowe vnto an heue offerynge : as ye do the heue offerynge of

the barne, euen so ye shall heue it. 1611 BIBLE F.xod. x.xix.

27 Thou shall sanctifie the brest of the waue-offering, and the

shoulder of the heaue offering, which is waued, and which

is heaued vp of the ramme of the consecration. 1653 MILTON

Hirelings Wks. (1851) 252 He .. passes, by Deed of Gift, this

Tenth to the Levite ; yet so as offer'd to him first a Heav-

offering, and consecrated on his Altar.

Heaver (hf-vaj). [f.
HBAVK v. + -EB 1

.]

1. A person who heaves ^in various senses : see

the verb) ; spec, a labourer employed in landing

goods at a dockyard. (See also BiLUAf-AMIW,
COAL-HEAVEB.)
1586 J. HOOKER Girald. Irel, in Holitished II. 84/1 Not-

withstanding the pushes giuen against him by secret heauers

that enuied his fortune. 1673 K. HEAD Canting Acad. 69

Padders, Booth-heavers, and the like. 1696 LUTTRELL

BriefRel. (1857) IV. 96 The heavers of coales from the ships

to the lighters. 1814 Examiner 70 2 Mere heavers of the

leg, kickers of the ankle. 1881 Miss JACKSON Shropsh.
Word-lik. s.v. Heler, 'The heler's as bad as the heaver ;

which is analogous to 'The receiver's as bad as the thief.

2. Something that heaves; an apparatus for

heaving or lifting, a lever ; spec. (A'aut.) a

wooden bar or staff used for twisting or tightening

a rope or strap.
1598 FLORIO, Toladro, an instrument, heauer, or engine to

mount any piece of ordinance vp into the carriage. 1615

CROOKE Body of Matt 775 The fourth Muscle is called

Leuator or the Heauer. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew,

Heaver, a Breast. 1769 FALCONER Diet. War. (1776),

Heaver, a name given by seamen to a wooden staff, em-

ployed by them as a lever on many occasions. 1794 Rigging
* Seamanship I. 190 The strap is nippered, with a heaver,

round the block. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk., Heaver,
a wooden bar or staff, sometimes tapered at the ends ; it is

employed as a lever or purchase.

Heaves, a disease of horses : see HEAVE sbfl

Heave shoulder. In the Levitical law : The
shoulder of an animal 'heaved' or elevated in

sacrifice (cf. HEAVE-OFFEBING). Also transf. and

fig.

1530 TINDALE Lev. vii. 34 The wauebrest and the heue.

shulder I haue taken of the childern of Israel . . and haue

geuen it vnto Aaron the prest and vnto his sonnes ; to be a

dutie for euer of the children of Israel. 1647 llusbandm.

Plea agst. Tillies 38 Then the custome is (in some Parishes)

for the Parson to have a tenth joynt, a heave shoulder, or a

shake breast. 11659 Bp- BHOWNRIG Sena. (1674) I. xxi.

278
' God ',

said Gregory,
'

requires . . the heave-shoulder and

arm of Obedience'.

t Heave-shouldered, a. Obs. rare. With

raised shoulders ; high-shouldered.
1599 NASHE Lenten Stuffe in Hart. Misc. VI. 157 Cap-

taines that wore a whole antient in a scarfe, which made
them goe heave-shouldred, it was so boysterous.

Heave thigh, substituted by the Revisers of

1885 for HEAVE SHOULDER in the Bible of 1611.

1885 BIBLE (R. V.) Lev. vii. 34 The wave breast and the

heave thigh [marg. Or, shoulderj.

Heavily (he-vili), adv. Forms : 1 heflslice,

hefilice, hefelice, 3 hefilike, heui(e)liche, Orm.

hefl^like, 4 hevyleohe, 4-6 hevely, hevyly, -li,

5 Sc. hevaly, hewyly, 5-6 havelie, 6 hevily, Sc.

hewilie, 6- heavily. [OE. hefalice adv., from

hefii HEAVY: see-LY?.]
1. In a heavy manner ; with or as with weight,

lit. and Jig. ; ponderously, massively ; burden-

somely, oppressively.
ciyoCast. Lave 1671, 1 -charged with synneso hevyleche.

'375 BARBOUR Bruce vn. 209 His fut he set Apon his man
weill hevaly. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 802 They
did sound a long time upon Trumpets, Cornets, and Flutes,

very heavily. 1622 MABBE tr. A leman's Guzman a A If. 1 1.

1 88 This .. will light heavilier vpon you then you are

aware. 1711 STEELE Sped. No. 268 P 2 A Gentleman

leaning upon me, and very heavily. 1837 W. IRVING Capt.

Bonneville III. 150 The horses were too heavily
laden to

travel fast. 1871 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. (1876) IV. xvn. 57

On the great house of. . Eadward his hand fell more heavily.

1886 MRS. ALEXANDER By Woman's Wit I. vii. 207 Mrs.

Ruthven did not find time hang heavily on her hands.

2. With heavy, laborious, or dragging move-

ment ; laboriously, sluggishly ;
without elasticity

or animation.

i ne numour uy iiygiiieiiieuyiu iicujny. *^y utv^a ., - ...,-.

(W. de W.) i. lix. 101/2 Yf the seniyce he sayd so hauenly

[Pynson hauely] & dedely. 1611 BIBLE Exod. xiv. 25 And
broke off their charet wheeles, that they draue them heauily.

1697 Loiul. Gaz. No. 3288/3 The . . Fireship sailing very

heavily. 1709 STEELE Tatter No. 72 f 6 He read his Dis-

course so heavily, and with so little Air of being convinced

himself. 1760 MILI.ES in Phil. Trans. LI. 538 Burn heavily,

leaving a large quantity of brownish ashes. 1824 Miss

FEKRIER Inker. Ixvii, Breakfast passed very heavily. 1887

HEAVING.

H. ERROLL Ugly Duckling III. vii. 122,
'

I think I'll be off

now ', said Lambert getting heavily up.

8. With sorrow, grief, displeasure, or angers

grievously. Obs. or arch.

c 1000 vELFRic Gen. xxi. 1 1 Abraham ba undernam hefijlice

bas word, c 1380 WYCLIF Serin. Sel. Wks. II. 26 Jesus, .tok

it hevely. 1388 Hark xiv. 4 There weren summe that

beren it heuyli with ynne hem silf. 1483 Vulgaria abs

Terentio 8 a, I fere me lest my fadyr here heuyly that Bister-

day j com not to hym. 1591 SPENSER Torres Muses 35 [They)

Hearing them so heavily lament, Like heavily lamenting
from them went, a 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Ret. xin. 124

Berkley, .took this refusal very heavily. 1777 BURKE Corr.

(1844) II. 169 Any mistake or neglect of mine is . . heavily

taken. 1816 BYRON Siege Cor. xix, There he sate all

heavily.

4. With great force or violence ; forcibly, vio-

lently ; intensely, deeply, strongly ; severely.

c8o7 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. xxiv. 179 Da weras mon
sceaf hefijlecor and stiSlecor laeran, and oa wif leohtlecor.

< 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke xi. 53 pa ongunnun . . ba aegleawan
hefilice him ajen standan. c 1200 ORMIN 8236 He wass ..

Biforr be Romanisshe king Full hefilike Wrejedd. 1375

BARBOUR Bruce HI. 235 It ranyt sa hard and hewyly.

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xxxv. 6 Off Fortoun I complemt

hevely. 1548 HAM. Chron., Hen. VI, 95 b, The! had been

hevyly thretened for the tyme of his absence. 1588 SHAKS.

L. L. L. i. ii. 155 Thou shall be heauily punished. aii
FULLER Worthies, Northampton (1840) II. 533 Lately the

earl of Oxford was heavily fined. 1798 MALTHUS Popnl.

11878) 128 Merchants . . complain heavily of this inconveni-

ence. 1876 GREEN Stray Stud. 223 The strong tendency to

national unity told heavily against judicial inequality.

5. To a large or heavy amount.

1819 Scotsman 30 Jan. 40/3 Oatmeal . . sold heavily at

fully more money. 1847 Jrnl. R. Agric. Sac. VIII. i. 64

Farm-yard manure is used heavily. 1850 Ibid. XI. n. 613,

I stock heavily. 1859 DARWIN in Life S, Lett. (1887) II. 164,

I have . . corrected so heavily, as almost to have rewritten

it. 1864 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XXV. n. 271 The county is

heavily wooded.

Heaviness (he'vines). Forms: i heflsnes,

(hseflsnes, hsefnis), 3-5 heuenes, -nis, -nys, 3-6

hevinesse, 4 Sc. hewynes, 4-6 hevynesse, 5

euynes, 6 hevines, heueneys, Sc. havines, 6-7

heavines(se, 6- heaviness. [OE. hefigaes : see

HEAVY a. and -NESS.] The state or quality of

being heavy : in the various senses of the adj. ; esp.

a. Weightiness, ponderousness ; gravity; weight
or force of impact.
c 1340 Cursor M. 23235 (Fairf. ) Is heuenis of dint . . Als hit

ware dintis of a stibi pat smib)ris smitis in baire smebi.

c 1440 Promp. Pan. 239/1 Hevynesse of wyghte, pondero-
sitas. 1545 ASCHAM Toxoph. (Arb.) 126 What heuynes

their drums on the other side. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk f/

Selv. 153 A perpendicular from the centre of heaviness.

b. Bnrdensomeness, oppressiveness, severity; fa
grievance.
ca&Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xx. 12 We Sa Se beron hefijnise

3a:s daises & haeto. 01225 Ancr. R. 132 pe
heuinesse of

hire flesche & flesches unSeawes binimeS hire hire vluht.

c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 1800 The harmys and be heuenys hym
happit ofyow. 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VI, 95 The causes

and matters of hevinesse, declared in articles. Ibid. 97 There

were caste many hevinesses and sedicious billes, under the

names of suche laborers. 1582 N. LICHEFIELD tr. Costa-

nheda's Cong. E.fnd.lxxm. 150 b, The heauinesse ofmy losse

beeing such. 1638 ABP. SVMSON in Spurgeon Treas. Dav.

Ps. vi. 2 And only lament the heaviness of his sickness,

f c. Enraged feeling, displeasure, anger. Obs.

c 1386 CHAUCER Melib. r 782 He hath swich heuynesse
and swich wratthe to vs ward. 1431 in Eng. Gilds (1870)

279 If any man be at heuynesse with any of his bretheryne.

1502 ARNOLDS Chron. (i8n> 291 My sayd Lorde of

Glouceter bare heuynes vnto my Lorde off Winchester. 1548

HALL Chron., Hen. VI, 98 b, Never, .take.. querelles, dis-

pleasures or hevinesses . . one against the other. 1590 SPENSER

F. O. i. v. 6 The instruments of wrath and heavmesse.

d. Oppressed condition of the body, members,
or senses ; torpor, drowsiness ;

dullness ;
want of

animation.
<:888 K. .lELFRED Boeth. xxxv. i Nan haifisnes 5zs

lichoman, ne nan unbeaw. a 1225 Ancr. R. 270 ?if bet tu

muhtest wel wakien, he. .leiS on |>e heuinesse. 1382 WVCLIF
Luke xxii. 45 He fond hem slepinge for heuynesse. 1398

TREVISA Earth. De P. R. in. xviii. (1495) 65 Callyd defnes

and . . heuynesse of heringe. 1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach s

Husb. iv. (1586) i<)ob, The dumpishe heavinesse, that pro-

ceedeth of Melancholy. 1700 DRYDEN Sigism. tr Guise.

204 A welcome heaviness That seiz'd his eyes. 1885 Manch.
Exam. 1 8 Feb. 3/3 The terrible dryness and heaviness

which make themselves manifest on every page.

e. Dejectedness of mind ; f sadness, grief.

al bat euer they may Al for to make hire leue hire heuy-

nesse. C1440 Generydes 4625 Hir joy was turnyd into

hevynes. 1513 MORE in Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 756 He

gon. 1742 RICHARDSON Pamela IV. 215 So much Heavi-

ness had I lost, and so much Joy had I received ! 1879

DIXON Windsor II. viii. 92 Richard, in seeming heaviness

of heart, broke up his Court.

Heaving (h/'virj), vbl sb. [f. HEAVE v. +

-ING l.] The action of the verb HEAVE, q.v., in

various senses.

a 1300 K. E. Psalter cxl[i). 2 Heving of mi bend, a 1310



HEAVING.
in Wright Lyric P. x. 36 Ne kepte heo non heuyng here.

1523 SKELTON Gart. Laurel 250 With heuynge and shou-

ynge, haue in and haue oute. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 62

The sicke heauing of the stomacke. Ibid. 277 They shall

not be sea-sicke nor giuen to heauing, as commonly they be

that are at sea. 1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. n. iii. 35 Tis such
as you That creepe like shadowes by him, and do sighe At

!

each his needlesse heauings. 1709 STEELE Tatter No. 82

F 4 The silent heaving of the Waves. 1758 REID tr. Rlnc-

qtter's Chem. I. 391 A reduction of the Lead, which is always i

attended with a sort of effervescence, and such a consider- '

able heaving, that . . most of the mixture runs over the
;

crucible. 1802 PLAYFAIR Illustr. Hutton. Tk, 255 The
heaving of one vein by another. 1805 FORSYTH Beauties
Scotl. II. 279 A. .mode of fishing, called heaving or hauling,
is standing in the stream, .with a bag or net fixed to a kind
of frame. .. Whenever a fish strikes against the net, they. .

instantly haul up the mouth of the net above water. 1847
EMERSON Poems, Threnody 101 When thou didst yield thy
innocent breath In birdlike heavings unto death.

b. The rustic custom, formerly observed at

Easter, of heaving or lifting into the air persons of

the opposite sex.

1787 Public Advertiser 13 Apr. (Brand), The counties of

Shropshire, Cheshire, and Lancashire boast of one [custom]
of equal antiquity, which they call Heaving. 1800 F.

LEIGHTON Let, to J. Boucher 17 Feb. (MS.), With respect
to the custom of heaving at Easter . . The men heave the

women on Easter Monday ; tbe women heave the men on
the Tuesday. i8a6 HONE Every-day Bk. I. 425 Lifting or

heaving differs a little in different places. In some parts
the person is laid horizontally, in others placed in a sitting

position on the bearers' hands. Usually, when the lifting
or heaving is within doors, a chair is produced.

c. A name for certain diseases of animals : see

quots.
1799 Med. Jrnl. I. 116 The pox of swine, called also by

the London feeders, the heavings. 1883 Standard 19 Apr.
2/3 The disease from which ewes die, about three days after

parturition, .generally called
' inflammation ', or sometimes

'heaving', is due to a disease which is analogous to puer-

peral fever in women.

t d. Heavingof the wait) : name of an old game
at cards. Obs.
a 1612 HARINGTON. Ej>igr. iv. 12 Then thirdly follow'd

heauing of the Maw, A game without Civility or Law, An
odious play, and yet in Court oft scene, A sawcy knave to

trump both King and Queene.
e. With adv. Hsaving-down > heaving-to-. see

HEAVE v. 20.

1799 NELSON 6 Mar. in Nicolas Disp, (1843) HI. 280 The
Emerald, .having been on shore and got so much damage
as to require heaving down. 1833 M. ScoTr Tom Cringle
\. (1876) 4 Heaving to was impossible. 1875 BEDFORD
Sailors Pocket-bk. v. 146 Conveniences for heaving down.

f. attrib. and Comb. : heaving-day (see quots.,
and b above) ; fheaving-house, (?) a gambling-
house, for dice-play ; heaving-liue {Naut.}, a line,

usually from 5 to 10 fathoms long, used for casting
from a vessel to enable a hawser to be hauled ashore

or to another vessel ; heaving-net, a net that is

heaved or hauled up : see quot. 1805 in a.

1584 Order in Descr. Thames (1758) 63 No Fishermen,
Garthmen, Petermen. .shall avaunce or set up any Wears,
Engines. -Heaving Nets, except they be 2 Inches in the

Meish. 1579 T. F. Newes fr. North xiv. (1585) Fiv, I

call to witnesse the Theaters, Curtaines, Heauing-houses,

Rifling boothes, Bowling alleyes, and such places. 1826

HONE Every-day Bk. I. 425 Easter Monday and Easter

Tuesday were known by the name of heaving day, because
on the former day it was customary for the men to heave
and kiss the women, and on the latter day for the women
to retaliate on the men. Ibid. t The women's heaving-day
was the most amusing.

Hea'ving, ///. a.
[f.

as prec. + -ING -.] That

heaves, in various senses ; see the verb.

1606 SHAKS. Tr. $ Cr. n. ii. 196 The performance of our

heauing spleenes. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. in. 166 The
Youthful Charioteers with heaving Heart Rush to the

Race. 1714 GAY Trivia H. 193 The heaving tide In

widen'd circles beats on either side. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU
Ft: Wines $ Pol. iv. 66 A heaving ocean of upturned faces.

1887 BOWEN Virg. Mntid v. 33 Over the heaving billows

the ships of the leucrians go.

t Hea'visome, a. Obs. or dial. Also 5 heui-

sum, evysura. [f.
HEAVY a. + -SOME.] Of heavy

mood, doleful, sad; dull, gloomy.
1435 MISYN Fire of Love n. iv. 77 Heuisum longyng of

bis exile me castis downe. c 1450 Cov. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.)

365 Sory and evysum ye ben alway : Your myrthe is gon.
1561 T. NORTON CalvMs Inst. i. 60 A heauisome misti-

nesse is cast before our eyes. 1825 BROCKETT, Heavisome,
dark, dull, drowsy. So 1828 Craven Dial.

Hence f Hea visomely adv. Obs., sadly.
138* WYCLIF Eccliis. vi. 26 Vnderlei thi shutter, and ber

it, and ne bere thou heuysumli in the bondis of it.

t Hea-vity. Obs. In 5 hevyte, -ee [irreg. f.

HEAVY a. + -TT.] Heaviness of heart, sorrow.

14.. Chaucer's L. G. W. 1736 (MS. Fairfax) Litcrece,

And eke the teeres ful of hevytee [v. rr. oneste, honeste,

-ee, heuynesse) Embelysshed hir wifely chastitee. 1:1440

Partonopti 2466 The french departed wyth grete heuyte.

Heavy fhe-vi), a. 1
(si.) Forms : I heflj, hefes,

\north. hffifls), 2-3 hefej, 2-4 hevi, 3 (Orm.)

heflj, (evi), 4 heve, 4-6 hevy, Se. hewy,
5-6 (evy), hevye, 6 hevey, (Sc. havy, -ie,

hawy(e, hayvie), 6-7 heavie, -ye, 6- heavy.

[OE. Affy = OS. A{t^(MDu. kevich, Du. hevig\
OHG. /&{% *&%> J>VffA >

MHG. hebec, ON.

hofugr, hSfigr :-OTeut. *kafrigo-, *hatugo-, (.

*hafi-z, OE. /<{/< weight, f. *hafjan, to HEAVE.]
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I. In the primary physical sense, and uses con-

nected therewith.

1. Of great weight; weighty, ponderous. The
opposite of light.
c looo Ags. Gosp. Matt, xxiii. 4 Hij bindaS hefige byrbyna

. . and lecgeaS ba uppan manna exla. c 1200 Vices <$ Virtues
(1888) 95 Ic am heui, al so he Se is imaked of ier5e. a 1300
Cursor M. 17288+99 Who sal vus helpe To remou bat heuy
stone? 13.. Gtnu. $ Gr. Knt. 280 pis ax, bat is heue in-

nogh. 1486 Bk. St. Albans Diij, Looke. .that thay be not
to heuy ouer hir power to weyr. 1592 TIMME 10 Eng.
Lepers Civb, [A coate] too colde for winter, and too
heavie and hole for sommer. 1665 R. HOOKE Microgr. 204
It [the ant] was able to grasp and hold a heavy body, three

or four times the bulk and weight of its own body. 1765
A. DICKSON Treat. Agric. (ed. 2) 158 Bad tradesmen make
this plough heavy and clumsy. 1853 W. GREGORY Inorg.
Chem. (ed. 3) 24, i atom of oxygen will be eight times
heavier than i atom of hydrogen.
fig. a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter \v, 3 peweght of wickednes
b makis goure Herts heuyere ban lede. 1340 Pr, Consc.

2868 For syn es swa hevy and swa harde, pat it drawes |?e

saul ay dunwarde. a 1786 COWPER Yearly Distr. iv, Each
heart as heavy as a log.

b. To lie, sit heavy upon or at \ chiefly Jig.

1594 SHAKS. Rick. Ill, v. iii. 118 Let me sit heauy on

thy soule to morrow. 1638 BAKER tr. Balzac's Lett.

(Vol. II.) 32, I have something, I know not what, lies heavy
at my heart. 1721 BERKELEY Prev. Ruin Gt. Brit. Wks.
III. 209 This public calamity that lies so heavy on the

nation, c 1726 A. EVANS Elegy on Vanbrugh, Lie heavy on

him, earth ! for he Laid many heavy loads on thee ! 1849
MACAULAY/ftrf. Eng. I. 287 These burdens did not lie very
heavy on the nation.

C. Weighty because of the quantity present ;

hence, in large quantity or amount, abundant.

1728 POPE Dune. i. 78 Heavy harvests nod beneath the

snow. 1795 Genii. Mag. 539/1 Another sharp frost and

heavy snow. 1835 Penny Cycl. 111.464/1 The early-sown

crops are . . in general the heaviest. 1857 LIVINGSTONE Trav.
xix. 373 Virgin soil does not give such a heavy crop as an
old garden.

cL techn. Possessing (appreciable) weight. In

Physics, applied to bodies whose weight may not

be disregarded in calculations.

1871 TAIT & STEELE Dynamics of a Particle (ed. 3) iv.

Example 46 A heavy particle is projected from agiven point
with a given velocity.

2. Possessing great weight in proportion to bulk ;

of great specific gravity.
a 1000 Boeth. Metr. xx. 266 Eorbe is hefigre ooYum gesceaf-

tum. 1382 WYCLIF Prov. xxvii. 3 Heuy is the ston, and

charjous is the grauel. c 1440 York Myst. xviii. 20 Hevye
asleede. 1530 PALSGR. 315/1 Heavy as golde is or any thyng
that wayeth moche, massif. 1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist.

Earth Pref., According to the Order of their Gravity those

which are heavyest lying deepest in the Earth. 1838 T.

THOMSON Chew. Org. Bodies 608 An oil, deeper coloured.,

but equally heavy. 1868 LOCKYER Elem, Astron. iii. (1879)

59 Platinum, the heaviest metal.

b. Of bread, pastry, etc. : That has not properly
'
risen

J

,
and is consequently dense and compact.

i8a8 WEBSTER, Heavy. . 25. Not raised by leaven or fer-

mentation; not light ; clammy; as heavy bread. 1837-42
WHITTOCK, etc. Bk. Trades 17 Kneading . . is . . indispens-

able, or the dough would be in lumps and the bread heavy.

1859 GEO. ELIOT A. Bede n. (ed. 5) 208 If the bread turned

out heavy. 1887 BARING-GOULDRedSpiderxxix. (1888) 218

The pasty is heavy.

3. Great with young; gravid, pregnant. Alsoyff.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Magdalenayfi Suppose with barne

scho newy ware, a 1684 LEIGHTON Comm. i Pet. Wks. 1835
I. 345 When they are big and heavy with some inward exer-

cise of mind. 1884 JEFFERIES Red Deer ii. 32 Two of them
were heavy m calf.

4. Increased in weight by the addition of some-

thing ; laden with. Also}^.
1622 BACON Hen. VII^ Wks. 1825 HI. 324 His men heavy

and laden with booty. 1726 LEONI A Iberti's A rchit. I. 65/2
Winds . . from the West . . are heavyest at Sun-rise. 1840
Miss MITFORD in L'Estrange Life (1870) III. vii. 109 The
very air heavy with the rich perfume of the seringas and
acacias. 1888 L. MALET Courts. Perfect. 63 The words

seeming to her heavy with meaning. Ibid. 290 This hour,

heavy though it was with possible sorrow.

5. Applied technically to classes of goods, manu-
factured articles, breeds of animals, etc. of more

than a denned or usual weight. Hence b. transf.

Connected or concerned with the manufacture, car-

riage, etc. of such articles.

1617 MORYSON Itin. iii. 56 They have not heavy luggage.
Ibid. 95 They have a race of heavy Horses. 1883 MRS.
CROKER Pretty Miss Neville xiii. (1884) no Your heavy
baggage is it all right? 1887 Daily News 2 May 2/7 In

heavy woollens . . there is a little more doing. iSJjS.
Ibid.

3 Jan. 5/3 Precedence is as usual given to the exhibition of

heavy horses, colloquially known as 'shires'.

b. 1888 Lit. World 7 Sept. 179/1
The father became

a curate m the Heavy Woollen District of Yorkshire. 1894

Daily News 19 Mar. 3/7 Those engaged in the heavy steel

trades. 1896 IVestm. Gaz. 9 July 6/1 The passenger lines

have secured gains on increases a year ago, but on some of

the '

heavy
'

lines less satisfactory results are shown.

6. Applied to ordnance of the larger kind.

1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Artillery, There was no

attacking such a place for want of heavy artillery. 1813
WELLINGTON in Gurw. Desp. X. 479. I have not by me
the state of the heavy ordnance and stores which were

sent. 1828 WEBSTER s.v., Heavy metal, in military affairs,

signifies large guns, carrying balls of a large size, or it is ap-

plied to large balls themselves. 1844 H. H. WILSON Brit.

India II. 24 Heavy guns were brought up . . and prepara-
tions were made to carry the fort by storm. 1889 Cent.

HEAVY.
Diet., s. v. Artillery, Heavy Artillery [U. S], all artillery

not formed into batteries or equipped for field evolutions.

b. fig. Heavy metal : see quot.
i88a OGILVIE s.v., Heavy metal, guns or shot of large

size ; hence, fig. ability, mental or bodily ; power, in-

fluence; as, he is a man of heavy metal; also, a person or

persons of great ability or power, mental or bodily; used

generally of one who is or is to be another's opponent in any
contest; as, we had to do with heavy metal. (Colloq.)

7. Mil. Carrying heavy arms or equipments;
heavily armed or equipped : said chiefly of soldiers

(who are themselves usually specially selected for

their height and weight). Heavy (inarching]
order: see quot. 1883. tCf. B. i.)

1836 Petmy Cycl. VI. 389/1 The heavy cavalry in general
carry carabines, pistols and swords ; and the light cavalry
very small carabines, pistols, and sabres. 1838 THIKLWAU.
Greece V. 43 To raise an army of 20,000 heavy infantry and
500 cavalry. 1844 Regul. fy Ord. Army 55 To be frequently
paraded, and exercised at least once a week in Heavy
Marching Order. 1869 E. A. PARKES/VC/. Hygiene (ed. 3)

394 The soldier., when he marches in time of peace in heavy
order, carries his pack, kit, haversack. 1883 H. P. SMITH
Gloss. Terms ff Phr. t Heavy order or heavy marching
order

t
that of a soldier equipped and carrying, besides his

arms and ammunition, complete kit, and great coat, amount-
ing altogether to about 60 pounds. 1883 TENNYSON (title)

Charge of the Heavy Brigade.

II. Expressing the action or operation of things

physically weighty.
8. Having great momentum ; striking or falling

with force or violence.

1375 HARBOUR Bruce u. 369 He him-selff . . Sa hard and
hewy dyntis gave. 1500-20 DUNBAH Poems Ixix. 7 With
haill, and havy schouris. 1590 SPENSER F.Q. i. viii. iSThe
stroke upon his shield so heavie lites. 1663 BUTLER Hud.
i. ii. 871 Like feather-bed betwixt a wall And heavy brunt
of cannon ball. 1805 m Nicolas Nelson's Disp. (1846) VII.
166 iiote> The Enemy opened a very heavy fire on the Royal
Sovereign. 1857 HUGHES Tom Brown i, v, They mean
heavy play and no mistake. 1865 GOSSE Latui fy Sea. (1874) 5
A heavy sea running outside. 1888 MRS. ALEXANDER Life
Interest I. x. 198 A heavy thunderstorm came on.

9. Of ground, a road, etc. : That clings or hangs
heavily to the spade, feet, wheels, etc., and thus

impedes motion or manipulation ; soft and tena-

cious. Also transf.
1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach's Husf>. i. (1586) 22 b, If you

breake up newe ground, yf it be riche, heavie, and prepared
for seede, it sufnseth to plowe it once. 1710 S. SEWALL
Diary i Dec. (1879) II. 294 The ways were heavy. 1720
DE 1<QV.Capt.Singleton.\i. (1840) 105 The sand was nowhere
so deep and heavy. 1827 WHATELY Logic i. HI. (1836) 181

Universally what are called heavy soils are specifically the

lightest. 1837 Boston. Herald 3 Jan. 2 Scarcely any of the
mail-coaches arrived in London before half-past 8 o'clock,

owing to the heavy state of the roads. 1855 THOREAU Cape
Cod iii. (1894) 34 That we should find it very

'

heavy
'

walk-

ing in the sand. 1884 Lillywkite'
1

s Cricket Ann. 44 The
ground was so heavy from recent rains.

10. That weighs upon the stomach ; difficult of

digestion.
1574 NEWTON Health Mag. L ij, Mullets and Barbilles. .

fried . . are heauie and hard to digest. 1661 LOVELI, Hist.
A nim. <$ ^1in. Introd., The flesh of the males is more strong,

dry, and heavy of digestion. 1708 SWIFT Remarks Wks.

1883 VIII. 127 It may lie heavy on her stomach, that she
will grow too big to get back into her hole. 1842 J. WILSON
Ess. % Health (1856) 172 Bacon is a coarse and heavy food.

11. Heavy in, on {upon} hand : said of a horse

that bears or hangs on the bit. Alsoy?^.
i68 Lend. Gaz. No. 1708/4 A Spring Snaffle, that Com-

mandeth with the greatest ease imaginable, all hard-mouthed

Run-away Horses .. and those that ride heavy in hand.

1831 JOHNSON sportsm. Cycl. s.v,, A horse is said to be

heavy in hand, when from want of spirit he goes sluggishly

on, bearing his whole weight upon the bit. 1857 G. LAWRENCK
Guy Liv. xi. 106 Poor Bella ! how heavy on hand she will

find him.

III. Weighty in import, grave, serious.

12. Of great import; weighty,important; serious,

grave. Now rare or Obs.

971 Blickl. Horn. ioi Eac we magon gebencean baet ba:t

hefigre is bst man [etc.], c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt, xxiii. 23
Ge forleton ba bing \>& synt hefejran [c 1160 Hatton G.

hefe^eren], t?ere a dom, and mildheortnysse, and jeleafan.
a 1225 After. R. 76 For ^e seldspeche hire wordes weren

heuie, and hefden much mlhte. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV^ n.

iii. 66 Some heauie businesse hath my Lord in hand. 1601

Alts \Vell\\. v.49 Trust him not in matter of heauie con-

sequence. 1890 Spectator 6 Dec., To make a graver, and, if

we may be allowed the adjective, a heavier speech.

13. Grave, severe, deep, profound, intense.

ciooo Eccl. Inst. xxvii. in Thorpe Anc. Laws II. 424
Hwa. .on swa hefije scylde gehreose. c 1050 ByrktfertKs
Handboc in Auglia VIII. 320 Wi5 hefijum synnum. (11123
O. E. Chron, an. 1106 Discs jeares eac wseron swioe hefije
and sinlice gewinn betwux pam Casere . . and his sunu.

^1175 Lamb. How. 51 Ulcne mon..|>et Ii5 in heuie sunne.

ci2oo ORMIN 10028 Full of
hefijj

dwilde. 1594 HOOKER

the Pechtes towarde the Scottis. 1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks

(1621) 827 A dead march sounded, and heavy silence com-
manded to be kept through all the campe. 1801 STRUTT
Sports 4- Past. n. i. 50 In the sixteenth century we meet
with heavy complaints respecting the disuse of the long-
bow. 1820 SHELLEY (Edipus i. 371 The heaviest sin on this

side of the Alps ! 1861 DICKENS Lett. (1880) II. 138 You
have read in the papers of our heavy English frost.

IV. Having the aspect, effect, sound, etc,
of^

heaviness.
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HEAVY.
14. Of the sky, clouds, etc. : Overcast with dark

clouds ; lowering, gloomy.
1583 STANYHURST Mneis in. (Arb.) 89 Thee welken is

heauye. 1596 BP. W. BARLOW Three Serm. Ded. 8a Who
so obserued our heauie heauens. 1876 MRS. ALEXANDER
Her Dearest Foe I. 304 A mild, heavy day.

15. Having comparatively much thickness or

substance ; thick, coarse ; also, massive in con-

formation or outline; wanting in gracefulness,

lightness, elegance, or delicacy.
1818 SCOTT Rod Roy vi, The good humour and content

which was expressed in their heavy features. Ibid, six,We
feel that its appearance is heavy, yet that the effect pro-
duced would be destroyed were it lighter or more orna-
mental. 1859 JEPHSON Brittany v. 54 The church, like

most of the purely monastic buildings . . is heavy. 1886
F. L. SHAW Col. Cheswick's Catnp. I. x. 217 With heavy
renaissance porch and wide spreading flight of granite steps.
Mod. The heavy lines of the drawing. Make a heavier
stroke. His handwriting is heavy and clumsy.
16. Having a sound like that made by a weighty

object ;
loud and deep.

1810 SCOTT Lady of L. i. i, The deep-mouthed blood-
hound's heavy bay Resounded up the rocky way. 1819
SHELLEY Julian. 97 Listen well If you hear not a

deep
and

heavy bell. 1845 Haivkstone 1 1846) I. xxvii. 383 One heavy
tramp he could hear close at his side.

1 17. Of an accent : = GRAVE. Obs.

1389 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie n. vi[i]. (Arb.) 92 To the
lowest and most base because it seemed to fall downe rather
then to rise vp, they gaue the name of the heauy accent.

V. Having the slow or dull action of what is

weighty.
18. Of persons, their qualities, etc. : Ponder-

ous and slow in intellectual processes ; wanting in

facility, vivacity, or lightness ; f slow of under-

standing, inapprehensive, dull, stupid iofis.).

c 1300 Cursor Jlf. 27789 {Cot t. Galba) Slewth . . makes a
man lath for to lere, And heuy in hert sarmon to here. 1340
Ayenb. 31 pe man Is zuo heui |?et ne louet> bote to ligge and
rest! and slepe. a 1400-50 Alexander 2708 Bot parde, ^i

prouidence impossible it semes, A heuy As to be houyn vp
to be sternes. 1604 SHAKS. Otk. n. i. 144 Oh heauy ignor-
ance : thou praises t the worst best. 1667 PEPYS Diary
(1877) V. 71 The heaviest man in the country, a 1700 B. E.
Diet. Cant. Crew, A heavy Fellow, a dull Blockish Slug.

1709 STEELE Taller No. 132 f i A Set of heavy honest Men,
with whom I have passed many Hours with much Indo-
lence. 1873 LOWELL Among nty Bks. Ser. n. 250 If there is

anything worse .. it is a heavy man when he fancies he is

being facetious.

19. Acting or moving slowly, clumsily, or with

difficulty ; wanting in briskness or alacrity ; slow,

sluggish ; unwieldy, a. of material objects.
a 1400-50 Alexander 5572 With heuy hedis and hoge as

horses it were. 1538 STARKEY England \. iii. 79 Of them. .

we haue ouer many, wych altogyddur make our polytyke

body vnweldy and heuy, and, as hyt were, to be greuyd
wyth grpsse humorys. 1595 SHAKS. John in. iii. 43 If that

surly spirit melancholy Had bak'd thy bloud, and made it

heauy, thicke. 1674 N. Cox Gentl. Recreat, (1677) 214
More creese than the Lanner, and more heavy and sluggish
in her flight, a 1700 DRYDEN Pvtk. Phil. Wks. 1808 XII.
221 His heels too heavy, and his head too light. 1808
WELLINGTON in Gurw. Desp. IV. 45, I understand that some
of the transports you have with you are heavy sailers. 1844
MRS. BROWNING Brown Rosary u. 77 He flapped his heavy
wing all brokenly and weak,

b. of abstract things.
1590 SHAKS. Mid*. N.

y.
i. 375 The heauy gate [gait) of

night. 1595 John iv. i. 47 Still and anon cheer a vp the

heauy time. 1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. To Rdr,, The diver-

sion of some of my idle and heavy Hours. 1816 BYRON
Parisina xx, Sleepless nights and heavy days. 1831 Lincoln
Herald 30 Sept. i The oat trade is heavy, and this grain
may be quoted full is. per qr. under our last quotation.

C. Time is said to lie or hang heavy, when its

passage seems slow and tedious.

1703 FARQUHAR Inconstant v. iii. My time lies heavy on
my hands. 1794 MANN in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 444 My
time does not hang heavy on my hands. 1833 TENNYSON
Clara Vcre de Vere 65 If 1'ime be heavy on your hands,
Are there no beggars at your gate, Nor any poor about
your lands ?

20. Of things, esp. artistic or literary produc-
tions : Wanting in vivacity ;

dull ; ponderous ;

tedious, uninteresting.
1601 HOLLAND /Y/y II. 533 Polygnotus the Thasian ..

represented much variety of countenance, far different from
the rigorous and heauy looke of the visage beforetime. 1638
F. JUNIUS Paint, of Ancients 61 Without such a force of

phantasie the whole labour of their braines will be but a
heavie, dull, and life-lesse piece of worke. 1708 SWIFT
Remarks Wks. 1883 VIII. m It may still be a wonder how
so heavy a book .. should survive to three editions. 1846
WRIGHT Ess. Mid. Ages II. xix. 257 The longer poems, -of
the first half of the fourteenth century are dull and heavy.
1863 MRS. C. CLARKE Shaks. Char. xv. 383 This play, .has
been denominated a *

heavy one ', which means that it is

not distinguished by various and rapid action, or abrupt and
startling incident.

2L In Theatrical phrase : Sober, eerious ; relat-

ing or pertaining to the representation of sombre
or tragic parts ; as heavy -villain^ heavy business.
18*6 DISRAELI Viv. Grey v. xii, The regular dramatic per-

formance was thought too heavy a business for the evening.
1838 DICKENS Nick. Nick, xxii, I played the heavy children
when I was eighteen months old. 1868 HELPS Realmah
viiu (1876) 230 As the heavy villain at the Surrey Theatre
would say. 1885 W. C. DAY Behind Footlights 113 Prac-
tising attitudes before the cheval glass we have the heavy
gentleman, chronic villain of the footlights.
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VI. That weighs or presses hardly or sorely on
the senses or feelings.

f 22. Of persons : Oppressive ; troublesome, an-

noying ; angry ; severe, violent. Obs.
c 825 Ve$p. Psalter Hv. 4 [lv. 3] Onhsldon in mec un-

rehtwisnisse and in eorre hefie wenin me. c 1000 Ags, Ps.

(Th.) Hv. [lv.] 3 Wurdon me \>a. on yrre yfele and Yiefige.

1381 \V\CLIF Lu&e xviii. 5 Netheles for this widowe is heuy
[gl0$$t or diseseful] to me, I schal venge hir. 1388 Ibid. xi. 7

Nyle thou be heuy to me. c 1400 Destr. Troy 12320 Eneas
with anger was angardly heuy With Antenor the traytor.

1452 in Paston Lett. I. Introd. 72, I. -am informed that the

King, my sovereign lord, is my heavy lord, greatly dis-

pleased with me. 1476 SIR J. PASTON Ibid. No. 771 III.

153 It is demyd that my lady wolde herafftr be the rather myn
hevy lady ffor that delyng. 1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1676)

902 Above all others Fabius Maximus was his heavy Enemy.
1628 HOBBES Thucyd. (1822) 38 You would have been no
less heavy to the confederates than we. 1703 J. LOGAN in

Pa. Hist. Sec. Mem. IX. 225 Who groan to find their

deliverer prove so heavy.

fb. Heavyfriend': a troublesome or evil friend;

an enemy. So heavyfather. Obs.
c 1510 BARCLAY Mirr. Gd. Manners (1570) Fiij, If this

ioconde person would alter his visage, And counterfayt in

chere an heauy father sage. 1554 in Strype Eccl. Mem.
III. xxiii. 193 Sir, I perceive that thou art my heavy friend.

1600 HOLLAND Livy XLII. xiv. 1124 He .. was an heavier

friend unto Asia than Antiochus had bene. 1611 SPEED
Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xx. 4 Some . . thinke him to haue beene
an heauy Father to the_ Common-wealth. 1621 MOLLE
Camerar. Liv. Libr. \. iii. 8 This woman while she liued

was an heauie friend of mine.

23. Hard to bear, endure, or withstand ; oppres-
sive, grievous, sore ; distressful.

a 1000 Laws Mlfred I. c. 40 3 (Schmid) t>set ure geferan
sume . . eow hefijran [wisan budan] to healdanne. c isoo
ORMIN 1442 Harrd and befh pine. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr.
Consc. 4583 J>e days bat er ilfe and hevy. c 1440 Prontp.
Parv. 239/1 Hevy and grevows, grams. 1567 Satir. Poems
Reform, XL 21 My hauie hap and piteous plicht. 1592
TIMME 10 Eng. Lepers D ij, Wherewithall they carie the
heavie vengeance of God. 1607 SHAKS, Cor. v. vi. 143 lie

.. endure Your heauiest Censure. 1667 MILTON P. L. xn.

103 Who for the shame Don to his Father, heard this heavie
curse. 1703 MAUNDRELL Journ, ferns, (1732) 145 Let,

p. 2 [They] hold their own Slaves in the heaviest Bondage.
1844 Mem. Babylonian fcess IL 46 Universally regarded
as a heavy calamity. 1867 TROLLOPE Chron. Barset I. xl.

340 The world has been very heavy on him.

24. Hard to perform or accomplish ; requiring
much exertion

; laborious, toilsome.
c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 2565 For al Sat swine heui & sor. c 1391

CHADCER Astral. Prol., Curjo[ujsenditingandhardsentence
is ful heuy atones for swich a child to lerne. 1577-87
HOLINSHED Scot. Chron. 11805) 1L 288 Certain factious

persons did beat into their ears, how heavie a journie that
would be unto them. 1611 BIBLE Exod. xviii. 18 This

thing is too heauy for thee ; thou art not able to performe
it thy selfe alone. 1855 MACAU LAY Hist, Eng. III. 537
The work, he said, was heavy ; but it must be done. 1887
RUSKIN Praeterita II. v. 170 The day had been a heavy one.

25. Causing or occasioning sorrow ; distressing,

grievous, saddening ; sad, sorrowful.
c 1374 CHAUCER Compl. Mars 12 The glad nyght ys

worthe an heuy morowe. c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAymon
xxii. 492 Your departyng is so hevy to me that I trowe I

shall deyefor sorow. 1568 GRAFTON Ckron. II. 626 Where
he without great solempnitie kept a heavie Christmasse.
1600 HOLLAND Livy 1241 These proved in effect to be un-
fortunate and heavie presages [ausfida tristia] unto
Mancinus. 16.. Chevy Chose \\. iq'm Percy'sReliq., It was
a hevy syght to se. 1719 Ds FOE Crusoe n. x, This was a
heavy piece ofnews to mynephew. 18*7 CARLYLE./J/I'.K:.( 1857)
I. 30 To the great body of mankind this were heavy news,

fb. Heavy kill', the ascent to Tyburn ; the way
to the gallows. Obs.

1577 GASCOICNE Arraignm. Lover in Brit. Bibl. (1810) I.

76 Thou must go hence to Heavy Hill ; And there be hang'd
all but the head. 1678 DRVDEN Kind Keeper iv. i, I saw
you follow him up the heavy hill to Tyburn.
26. Oppressive to the bodily sense

; overpowering.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. SaintSt Ninian 702, And vaknit as of hewy

slepe. 1697 DRVDEN Virg. Georg. iv. 583 His Eyes with

heavy Slumber overcast. 1845 MRS. S. C. HALL Whiteboy
ii. 9 The heavy smell of the oil. Mod. The poppy has
a heavy smell.

VII. Weighed down mentally or physically.
27. *

Weighed down '

with sorrow or grief; sor-

rowful, sad, grieved, despondent.
a 1300 Cursor M. 12625 Wit heui hert and druppand

chere. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 18 He felt him heuy
& ferly seke. 1:1400 Sowdonc Bab. 400 Tho sorowede alle

the Citesyns And were full hevy than, c 1450 St. Cuthbert
(Surtees) 7369 pe bischop semed to be heuy, J>e kirke was
left sa unsemely. 1526 PUgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 87
Consyderyng some persones to be iocunde and mery, some
sadde and heuy. 1634 RUTHERFORD Lett. (1862) I. 113 Her
husband is absent and I think she will be heavy. 1725
POPE Odyss. ix. 117 With heavy hearts we labour thro' the

tyde. To coasts unknown, and oceans yet untry'd. 1859
TENNYSON Ela-tne 1284 For this most gentle maiden's death

Right heavy am I. 1863 FR. A. KEMBLE Resid. in Georgia
34 With a heart heavy enough.

b. Expressing or indicative of grief, doleful.
a 1235 Ancr. R. 342 Heui murnunge, c 1275 XI Pains

ofHeliTjQ in O. E. Misc. 216 Poule he weppid with heue
chere. 14.. HOCCLEVE Min. Poems (1802) 67, I walkid..

Besyde a groue in an heuy musynge. 1568 GRAFTON Chron.
II. 217 Then answered he with heavie chere: alas, alas,
am not I here in prison, and at your owne will ? 1603
KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1621) 82 With flouds of teares

abundantly running down their heavie countenances. 1827
POLLOK Course T. n, Who farther sings, must change the

pleasant lyre To heavy notes of woe.

HEAVY.

28. *

Weighed down' by sleep, weariness, or some

physical depression or incapacity ; hence, esp. weary
from sleep, sleepy, drowsy.
1382 WVCLIF Exod. xvii. 12 The hoondes of Moyses

weren heuy. c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 885 Thisbe* On hire

he caste hise hevy dedly eyen. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 239^/1

Hevy a-slepe . ., sompnolentus. 1526 TINDALE Matt. xxvi.

43 He..founde them aslepe agayne. For there eyes were

hevy. 1587 TURBERV, Trag. T. (1837) 152 And stole upon
the heavie prince, That slumbring long had byn. 1620
VENNER l-'ia Rectav. 86 It will make the head heauy by
repleating it with vapors. 1760 C- JOHNSTON Cnrysal
(1822) II. 247, I thought I had overslept myself I am so

heavy. 1843 HOOD Song of Skirt i, With fingers weary
and worn, With eyelids heavy and red.

"VIII. Transferred from action to agent.
29. That does what is expressed heavily (in

various senses).
1816 Sporting Mag. XLVIII. 181 The heavy betters

began to quake at this change of things. 1856 FROUDE
Hist, Eng. (1858) II. viii. 305 To pardon so heavy an
offender. 1884 Sword fy Trowel Jan. 25, I have been a

very heavy drinker. 1887 A. C. GUNTER Mr. Barnes of
N. y. (1888) 95 Miss Anstruther.. returns to the hotel a

heavy loser. 1886 Gardening 25 Feb. 712/2 A heavy cropper
and agood table Potato.

TX. 30. In other specialized uses (chiefly tech-

nical from I) : heavy-clay, lit. (see 9) ; fig. an

agricultural labourer ; heavy drawer, in coining,
a drawer into which coins exceeding the standard

weight are dropped ; heavy drift-ice, heavy ice

(seequot.); heavy-earth = BAKTTA ; heavy gun-
ner, fig.

= heavy swell ; heavy pine, a name of the

Pinus ponderosa ; heavy-sizing, -wood (see

quots.) ; heavy swell colloq. (with pun on heavy
swell in sense 8), a man of showy or impressive

appearance ; one dressed in the height of fashion.

1869 Daily News 8 Sept., These unfortunate *heavy-clays
never dream of bettering their condition. 1887 Pall Mall
G. 2 June 5/1 Should the coin being weighed prove too

heavy, the pan into which it falls goes down, and the coin

slips into a '

*beavy
'

drawer. 1890 BOLDREWOOD Col.

Reformer (1891) 136 We can always find out and trace our

**heavy gunners'. 1835 SIR J.Ross Narr.ind l^oy. Explan.
Terms

p. xv,
*
Heavy-ice, that which has a great depth in

proportion, and not in a state of decay. 1880 A/a/urvXXI.

299 Unscrupulous manufacturers introduced the practice of

heavy-sizing' that is, in plain terms, of substituting

cheap mineral substances for cotton. 1830 LADY GRANVILLI-:

Lett. (1804) II. 60 The people at Melton.. asking 'Who's
that *heavy swell ?

'

1883 MRS. CROKER Pretty Miss Neville
xlii. (1884) 385 You ought to make a good match, you know,
and marry some heavy swell with heaps ofcoin . 1884 MILLER
Plant-n.) Baroxylon ru/um, Red *Heavy-wood.
31. Comb.

t mostly parasynthetic, unlimited in

number, as HEAVY-ARMED, -HANDED, etc. ; also

heavy-blossomed^ -browed, f -cheered, -eyed, -faced^

-fisted^ -footed, -fruited, -heeled, -jawed, -lidded,

-limbed, -lipped, -mettled, -mouthed, -paced, 'priced,

-shotted, -shuttered, -tailed, -winged, -wittedy etc. ;

also heavy-looking, -seeming.
1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xx. 2 Heuy-chered I gede and

elynge in herte. 1593 SHAKS. Rick. II, in. ii. 15 Let..

heauie-gated Toades lye in their way. 1598 GRENEWEY
Tacitus' Ann. in. vu 73 He seemed drousie and heauie
metled. 1625 GILL Sacr. Pktlos. viii. 116 As fast as our

heavy-footed reason can follow our faith. 1632 SHERWOOD,
Heauie-looking, halbrennt. 1688 BUNYAN Heavenly Foot-
man (1886) 146 What, do ye think that every heavy-heeled
professor will have heaven f lyo* VANBRUGH False Friend
i, The dull, heavy-tailed maukin melts him down with her

modesty. 1815 Sporting Mag. XLVI. 26^ Heavy-mouthed
horses. 1824 Miss FEKRIER Inker, xvii, The great awkward
heavy-footed maidservant. 1842 TENNYSON Locksley Hall
163 Droops the heavy-blossom'd bower, hangs the heavy-
fruited tree. 1850 In Mtm, vi, His heavy-shotted
hammock-shroud. 1888 E. J. GOODMAN Too Curious iv,

A dull, heavy-looking girl.

B. so. [absolute use of the adj.]
1. //. Heavies : heavy cavalry ;

the Dragoon
Guards. Rarely in sing.
1841 LEVER C. (JMalley Iviii, We'd better call out the

'

heavies
'

by turns. 1849 THACKERAY Pcndennis xlix, Have

you . . never happened to be listening to the band of the
Heavies at Brighton ? 1876 VOYLE Milit. Diet. (ed. 3) 86
In the British service there are 7 regiments of heavies, viz.

the dragoon guards. The weight the horse of the heavies
has to carry is over 19 stone. 1895 Daily News 19 Dec. 5/3
Old soldiers . . representing the Household Cavalry, the

heavies, Lancers, Hussars.

2. A stage wagon for the conveyance of goods.
1847 DE QUINCEY Scklosser"s Lit. Hist. Wks. VIII. 53

The very few old heavies that had begun to creep along
three or four main roads.

3. Short for HEAVY WET. slang.
1823 Spirit Pub. Jrnls. (1824) 441 A drop of any_ thing

beyond a pint of heavy. 1850 KINGSLEY^//. Locke ii, Here
comes the heavy. Hand it here to take the taste of that
fellow's talk out of my mouth.
4. To do the heavy : to swagger, to make a fine

show, slang.
1884 Gd. Words June 399/2 Your ordinary thief, if he

have a slice of luck, may
' do the heavy

'

while the IUCK lasts.

Heavy (hrvi), a.2 [f.
HEAVE so. 3 + -T.] Of a

horse : Suffering from the heaves.

1864 in WEBSTER, and in mod. Diets.

Heavy (he-vi), adv. [OE. hefige
= OHG. Mfgo,

hevtgo ; f. hefig HEAVY a.~\
= HEAVILY.

1. In a heavy manner; with weight, lit.&f.g.\ pon-

derously ; massively ; burdensomely, oppressively.



HEAVY.
ciooo Ags. Ps. (Th.) lvii[i). 2 Forban Sa;s wite eft, on

eowre handa, hefige jeeode. a. 1223 Ancr. R. 32 Heo ligge?
mid iren heuie iveotered. 1470 HENRY Wallace x. 426
Hewy cled in to plait off maill. 1582 N. LICHEFIELD tr

Castanheda's Coiiq. E. Ind. Ixxviii. 158 b, The Boates
went verye heavie laden with theyr furniture. 1600 J. PORV
tr. Leo's Africa n. 383 Holding their hands heavie over
such as shewed themselves repugnant. 1611 BIBLE ISA.
xlvi. i Your carriages were heauie loaden. 1703 MOXON
Meek. Exerc. 17 Lean heavy upon it. 1790 BURKE Fr.
Rev. Wks. 1808 V. 403 The least likely to lean heavy or
the active capital employed. 1828 SOUTHEY Ess. (1832) II

231 The mortality .. fell heaviest upon the poor.
2. With laborious movement; slowly, sluggishly;

laboriously.
1701 Land. Gaz. No. 3715/4 Stolen . . a sorrel Gelding . .

trots heavy. 1708 NELSON 7 Sept. in Nicolas Disf. (1845)
III. 116 The Culloden sails so heavy, by having a sail under
her bottom in order to stop her leak. 1803 Naval Chron.
X. 157 The third [boat], from rowing heavy, did not get up.
t 3. With displeasure or anger. See also bear

heavy, BEAR zr.
1 16. 06s.

cisSo WYCLIF Sei Wks. III. 359 Many men benken ful

hevy wij> (>is sentence. 1382 Mark x. 14 Whom whanne
Jhesus hadde seyn, he baar heuye. 1430-40 LYDG. Bocluis
v. xxv. (1554) 138 b, Hatefull also to euery creature, And
heauy borne of worthy kynges three, c 1565 LINDESAY
(Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (1728) 38 The king took very heavy
with this high contempt.
t 4. Gravely, seriously. Obs.

1563 WINJET Four Scott- Thre Quest. Wks. 1888 I. 106
Thai hef failjeit hauelie. .and je fer hauiar.

5. Now chiefly hyphened to participles which it

qualifies. See also HEAVY-LADEN.
I5S3 BRENDE Q. Curtius 133 (R.) Dimichas y' were foote-

men, heauye-harnised, but yet rydyng on horsebacke. 1669DRYDEN Tyran. Lmen.\, Gross, heavy-fed . . And shotted
all without. 1836-48 B. D. WALSH Aristoph., Clouds i. iv,The pipe's heavy-echoing booming. 1840 MARRYAT Poor
Jack x, A heavy-pulling boat. 1840 R. H . DANA Be/. Mast
xv. 37 A large, heavy-moulded fellow. 1885 HOWELLS Silas
Lafhaiii (18911 I. i.

4^5 Lapham's idea of hospitality was . .

to bring a heavy-buying customer home to pot-luck.

t Heavy, v. Obs. Forms : i heflsian, hefe-
Sian, 3 heuegy, heueji, 3-4 heuien, 4-6 hevie,
-ye, (5 euye), 6 heauy, St. hewie. [OE. hefi-

fian, kffctitm = OHG. hevtgSn :-OTeut. *heti-

goj'an, {. *hetigo-, OE.
fiefig HEAVY a.]

I. trans. To make heavy, burdensome, or oppres-
sive.

.. Promf. Parv. 239/1 Hevyyn, or makyn hevy in
wyghte, gravo, aggravo, pondero.
2. To weigh down ; to burden

; to oppress, grieve,
distress.

'897 K. /ELFRED Gregory's Past. liv. 419 Se hund wile
aspiwanoone mete Se nine hefiRaS on his breostum. 900
tr.Bxdtt's Hist. iv. xxi. [xix.] (1890) 320 Heo waes eft hefigadmid frem aerrum sarum. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xxvi. 43Soohce heora eaan wasron Jehefesode. c 1200 Trin. Coll.
Horn. 79 pe fule lustes heuien be sowle. 1382 WYCLIF 2 Sam.
xiv. 26 Onys in the jeer he was doddid, for the heere heuyde
[1388 greuede] him. c 1430 filer. Lyf Manhode i. xlix.

(1869) 30 It is not matere of wralthe ; it shulde not heuy yow
of no thing. 1463 Paston Lett. No. 508 II. 200 The! had
hevyed the peple that dwelle ther and that gretly. 1353GAU Rtcht Vay 62 Cum to me al 3e quhilk arhewit (that is
with sine). 1581 MULCASTER Positions xx. (1887) 88 Darke
and cloudie aire heauyeth.
3. intr. To grow heavy or weighty.
^897 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. xxi. 163 Hu sio byrSen

wiexf and hefejab. ^1305 St. Christopher 96 in E. E. P.
(1862) 62 Eueree as he bar bis child : hit gan to heuye faste.
4. To become heavy through weariness or grief.
a: 1000 Guthlac 956 in Exeter Bk. If. 46 b, Leomu hefe-

gedon, sarum gesohte. c 1275 LAY. 18408 Nou non hii solle
neuev and subde hii solle sleape. 1382 WYCLIF Mark xiv.
33 He..bigan for to drede, and to heuye [1388 be anoyed).

Heavy-armed (he-vi|aimd), a. Bearing heavy
armour or arms.
1836 Penny Cycl. VI. 388/2 The employment of artillery

in the field depnved this heavy armed cavalry of all the
advantages it possessed over the soldiers who fought on foot.

1843 LIDDELL & SCOTT Greek Lex., 'OirAtrin, a heavy.armed
foot-soldier, man-at-arms, who carried a pike and a large
shield. 1873 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 74 As the heavy-armed
bpartans did at the battle of Plataea.

Hea-vy-ha-nded, -.-.

1. a. Having the hands heavy from physical in-

capacity or weariness, b. 'Clumsy; not active or
dextrous' (Webster 1828).
a 1633 AUSTIN Medit. (1635) 137 If we grow weary (like

Moses who was heavy-handed) yet let Aaron and Hur lift
them up againe. 1647 TRAPP Comm. Hebr. v. n Slow,
paced and heavy-handed.
2. Having the hands laden ; full-handed.
1864 BURTON Scot Abr. I. iii. 117 They came back heavy,

handed with droves and flocks.

3. Oppressive ; overbearing.
1883 MRS. CROKER Pretty Miss Neville xvi. (1884) 143Some day Nemesis will arrive heavy-handed, in the shape

of a couple of pretty grown-up daughters.
Hence Heavy-ha'ndedness, heaviness of hand

;

the opposite of lightness of hand.
f893 Atkenxum 26 Nov. 736/2 The dialogue gives an im-

pression of heavy-handedness.

Hea-vyhead. rare. A dull, stupid fellow.

1399 LANGL. Rich. Redeles m. 66 A ! hicke hevyheed !

hard is by nolle To cacche ony kunnynge.

181

Hea-vy-hea-ded, a.

1. Having a heavy or large head.
1684 Lond.Gaz. No. 1910/4 A dark Iron gray Gelding ..

heavy headed. 1771 MAD. D'ARBLAY Early Diary 8 MayA very civil, heavy-headed man of the Law. .listened with
attentive admiration. 1865 H. H. DIXON Field 4 Fern ix.

243 Some of the heavy-headed [rams] grow sadly weary
1886 Hurst ft Hanger u. viii. II. 15 The glorious hunters'
moon, rising above the heavy-headed elms.
2. Dull, stupid.
1590 MARLOWE Edw. II, v. ii, To dash the heavy-headed

Edmund's drift. 1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1621) 604, I
would not bee accounted so base minded, or heavy headed.
1825 J. NEAL Bra. Jonathan I. 191 He stood ..regarding
his vulgar, heavy-headed.. brother opposite.
3. Drowsy, sleepy ;

= HEAVY a. 28.

1552 HuLOET,Heuy headed, granedznosus. isfioRoLLAND
Crt. Venus Prol. 31 Heuie heidit, and seindill in game or
glew. 1600 HOLLAND Liny 735 (R.) Some that had taken
their load of wine, and were heauie-headed and sleepie.
1602 SHAKS. Ham. iv. i. 17 This heavy-headed revel..
Makes us traduced and tax'd of other nations. 1887
CassclCs Fam. Mag. 94/2 No wonder they are heavy-
headed, and tired ofa morning.

Hea-vy-hea-rted, a.

\. Havingahcavyheart; grieved, sad, melancholy.
c 1400 Cato^s Mor. 235 in Cursor M. p. 1672 Heuy

herted men and stille studious men. 1533 COVERDALE
Nek. ii. 2 Thou art not sicke, that is not y matter, but thou
art heuy harted. 1766 SMOLLETT Trav. I. v. (Jod.), I am a
little heavy-hearted at the prospect. 1888 MRS. OLIPHANT
Joyce I. xvi. 304 The old man. .saw nothing as he jogged
onward heavy-hearted.
2. Proceeding from or caused by a heavy heart ;

sad, doleful.

1562 J. HEYWOOD Proa. $ Epigr, (1867) 151 Lyght pursesMake heauy hartes, and heuy harted curses, a 1656 HALES
Gold. Rein. (1688) 210 Sad and heavy-hearted thoughts.
1851 H. MELVILLE Whale xxii. 117 We gave three heavy-
hearted cheers.

Hence Heavy-hea'rtedness, sadness.
1860 PUSEY Min. Proph. 269 Deep was the sleep, .not of

heartlessness, but of heavy-heartedness.
t Hea-vyingly, adv. Obs. rare. [f. heavying,

pr. pple. of HEAVY
v.~] Heavily, severely.

1434 MISYN Mending Life (E. E. T. S.) 107 Qwhos cold
mynd heviyngly we reprefe.

Heavyish. (he-vi,ij), a. [i. HEAVY a. +-ISH.]
Somewhat heavy, in various senses.

1736 BYROM Jrnl. f, Lit. Rent. (1856) II. I. 47 A little

heavyish, I fancied, with drinkingwine. 1784 MAD. D'ARBLAY
Diary r; Apr., I am only heavyish, not ill. 1876 SMILES
Se. Nalur. iv. (ed. 4) 280 Having put a heavyish stone at
the bottom of the trap.

Hea-vy-la'den, a.

1. Laden or loaded heavily ; bearing a heavy
burden. Also^ff.
c 1440 Jacob's Wellxxxm.. (E. E. T. S.) 236 pou art full

of fruyte of vertuys, heuy ladyn wyth gode werkys. 1697
DRYDEN Virg. Georg. n. 287 No toiling Teams from
Harvest-labour come So late at Night, so heavy laden
home. 1784 COWPER Task i. 242 He dips his bowl into the
weedy ditch. And heavy-laden brings his bev'rage home
1859 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. III. 13 One of Pickford's heavy,
laden vans.

2. Weighed down with trouble, weariness, etc. ;

oppressed.
1611 BiBLsMa/t. xi. 28 Come vnto mee all ye that labour,

and are heauie laden. 1871 CARLYLE in Mrs. Carlylc's
Lett. I. 47, I was sickly of body and mind, felt heavy-laden,
and without any hope.
Hence Heavy-la/denness.

Heavy spar, [transl. of Ger. Schwerspat, the
name given by Werner in 1774.] The native sul-

phate of barium, barytes ; also improperly applied
to barium carbonate, and sometimes to the sulphate
and carbonate of strontia (Page Geol. Terms).
1789 A. CRAWFORD in Med. Commun. II. 353 The muri-

ated barytes.. was obtained by the decomposition of the
heavy sp_ar.

Ibid. 356 Heavy spar from the lead mines of
Derbyshire. 1805-17 R. JAMESON Char. Min. (ed. 3) 107

Heavy spar, and actyonite afford examples of the hexa-
hedral prism. 1843 ATKINSON in Proc. Berw. Nat. Club
II. No. 13. 137 It is calc-spar, in a setting of heavy-spar or
sulphate of baryta. 1892 Dana's Min. 903 The septaria of
Durham, .have the veinings lined with brown heavy spar.

Heavy-weight. A person or animal of more
than the average weight ; spec, in sporting phraseo-
logy, applied to a rider, jockey, boxer, etc. of more
than the average weight, or transf. a horse which
carries more than the average weight.
1837 G- LAWRENCE Guy Liv. iii. 17 The horses he kept

were well up to his weight, and he stood A i. in Jem Hill's
estimation, as the best heavy-weight that had come out of
Oxford for many a day. 1888 W. DAY Horse Index 447
Heavy-weight carriers, how to breed.

b. fig.
' A person of weight or importance ; one

of much influence' (Cent. Diet.}. U. S. colloq.

Heavy wet. slang. [See WET si.] Malt
liquor.
182! EGAN Tom t, yerry 75 (Farmer) The soldiers and

their companions were seen tossing off the heavy wet and
spirits. 1823 Spirit Put. Jrnls. (1824) 57 One pint of heavy
wet was then distributed to every domestic in the establish-
ment. 1843 CARLYLE Past ft Pr. i. v, They . . have loved
:heir own appetites, ambitions, their coroneted coaches,
tankards of heavy-wet.

Heaw, obs. form of HEW.

HEBDOMADAB.
Heawin, obs. form of HEAVEN si.

Heban, obs. form of EBON, ebony.
tHebawde. Se. Obs. rare. [?ad. F. hibou

owl.] An owl.

1513 DOUGLAS /Eneis vn. Prol. 105 Hornit Hebawde,
quhilk clepe we the nycht owle, Within hir caverne hard I
schout and jowle.

Hebbe(n, obs. forms of HEAVE v.

Hebberman, var. of EBBEKMAN, Obs.
1630 Ord. Preserv. Brood Fisk Thames in Descr. Thames

('758) 75 No hebberman shall fish for Smelts before the
twenty-fourth Day of August. Ibid. 76 No Hebberman
shall work any higher for Whitings than Dartford Creek.
1670 BLOUNT Law Diet., Hebber-man, a Fisherman below
London-bridge, who fishes for Whitings, Smelts, &c.
commonly at Ebbing-water, and therefore so called. 1839
-40 THACKERAY Catherine xiv, The ferries across the river,and . . the pirates who infest the same namely tinklermen,
petermen^hebbermen, trawlermen.

Hebbing, obs. form of EBBING.
arl'- VI ' IS Fishgarthes..Lokkes, Hebb-

Hebdomad, -ade (he-bditosed, -'d). Also 6
ebd-. [ad. L. hebJomas, hebdomad-, a. Gr. 4/35o/is
(-ad-) the number seven, a period of seven days.]
(1. The number seven viewed collectively; a

group composed of seven. Obs.
'545 JOYE Exp. Dan. x. (R. s.v. Heaiy], I Daniel was so

heuey by thre hebdomads of dayes. 1332 HULOET, Etdo-
made, Vide in number of 7. 1603 SIR C. HEYDON Jud
Astral. 4ri (StanfJ, 9 Hebdomades of yeares. 1678 CUD-
WORTH Intell. Syst. i. iv. 20. 376 The Tetrad is an arith-
metical mediety betwixt the Monad and the Hebdomad.
1837 SOUTHEY Doctor IV. Inter-ch. xiv. 57 Like the heb-
domad, which profound philosophers have pronounced to be
. .a motherless as well as a virgin number.
2. The space of seven days, a week : used parti-

cularly in reference to the '

70 weeks '
of Daniel's

prophecy.

,cr '
-

- St. (1602) 201
(btanf.) In this Babylonian transmigration Daniels Heb-
domades beginning totake their place. 1662 GLANVILL Lux
Orient, ii. (1682) 15 Those of creation being concluded
within the first Hebdomade. 1890 E. JOHNSON Rise
Christendom 413 The Passion was consummated in the
time of the seventieth Hebdomad.
3. In some Gnostic systems, a group of seven

superhuman beings ; also a title of the Demiurge.
1837 WHEWELL Hist. Induct. Sc. (1857) I- 3 The in-

tellectual gods, .evolve the intelligible, and at the same time

;
n
jellectual triads, into intellectual hebdomads. 1833

ogdoad.. or root of all existence. 1881 CHR. WORDSWORTH
CA. Hist. I. 195 In the next lower sphere [below the
Ogdoad, in the system of Basilides] called the Hebdomad,
or sphere of seven, is the second Archon, or Ruler.

Hebdomadal (hebdomadal), a. (sA.) [ad.
L. hebdomaddl-is, {. hebdomad- : see prec. and -AL.]
1 1. Consisting of or lasting seven days. 06s.
1613 SELDEN on Oration's Poly-olb. xi. (T.), They had

their original of later time than this hebdomadal account.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ef. iv. xii. 212 Hebdomadal!
periods or weeks. 1631 BIGGS New Disf. Pref. ii When
he [God] was about his hebdomadal work of the Hexameron
Fabrick.

b. Changing every week ; fickle, changeable.
1796 BURKK Regie. Peace iv. Wks. IX. 5 Listening to

variable, hebdomadal politicians, who run away from their
opinions without giving us a month's warning.
2. Meeting, taking place, or appearing once a

week ; weekly.
Hebdomadal Council', the representative board of the

University of Oxford, which meets weekly, and takes the
initiative in all matters to be brought before the University ;

it has taken the place of the earlier Hebdomadal Meeting
of Heads of Houses,

1711 STEELE Sped. No. 17 p 2 Several of these Hebdoma-
dal Societies. 1818 SCOTT Rob Roy iv, His hebdomadal
visitants were often divided in their opinion. 1846 M'CuL-
LOCH Ace. Brit. Empire (1854) II. 333 In the reign of
Elizabeth

._.
the regent masters were oTeprived of the initiative

in legislative measures in the House of Convocation in

Oxford, which was transferred to the hebdomadal meeting
of heads of houses. 1849 SIR J. STEPHEN Eccl. Biog. (1850)
II. 403 The whole tribe of party writers, diurnal and heb-
domadal. 1834 [see COUNCIL nb]. 1880 FOWLER Locke
ii. 16 A letter to the Hebdomadal Board from Lord Claren-
don, then Chancellor of the University.

B. sb. (ellipt.) A periodical appearing once a
week, a '

weekly '. (pedantic or humorous.)
1835 Blackm. Mag. XXXVIII. 637 Accounts .. have

occasionally appeared in the journals and hebdomadals.
1838 B. CORNEY Controversy 4 Let its appearance be pro-
claimed in the diurnals, in the hebdomadals, etc. 1885
Advance (Chicago) 18 June, A fit contemporary of our
Eastern hebdomadals.

Hebdo-madally, adv.
[f. prec. + -LY2.] Once

a week
; weekly, (humorous or affected.)

1816 G. COLMAN Br. Grins, Land. Rurality (1872) 318
The secondary Cit. . From London jogs hebdomadally downAnd rusticates in London out of town. 1827 Blackvj. Mag.
XXII. 603 He . . is seen hebdomadally in the pulpit. 1880
MRS. C. KEADE Brown Hand f, White I. ii. 60 The leader
she hebdomadally supplies to the advanced weekly.
T Hebdo-madar, -er. Se. Obs. [ad. eccl.

L. hebdoniaddrius (see next): cf. ordinar, testa-

mentar, etc., also F. hcbdomadaire.} In the Scotch
Universities : The name given to one ofthe superior
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members whose weekly turn it was to superintend

the discipline of the students ; also, in Grammar

Schools, the master who took '

duty
'
for the week.

Upon

the play!* 1807 J7HALL Trav. Scotl. I. 114 The masters

in their turns exercised the office of what was called Heb-

domader. His business was to preside and say grace at the

college table and to go round and call at every chamber at

six o'clock in the morning to see if the students had got up
[etc.]. 1840 in Bulloch Hist. Aberdeen Univ. (1895) 179

Professor Gordon happened to be the hebdomadar.

Hebdomadary (hebdp'madari), sb. and a.

Also 5-6 ebdomadary, -edary. [ad. eccl. L.

hebdoniadari-w, f. hebdomas HEBDOMAD.]
A. sb. R. C. Ch. A member of a chapter or

convent, who took his (or her) weekly turn in the

performance of the sacred offices of the Church.

'43*-50 tr- Higden (Rolls) I. 113 The mansiones also of

the ebdomadaries, prestes, and minstres. 1450-1330 Myrr.
our Ladye 127 Yt ys always sayde of the ebdomedary . . to

whome yt longeth rather to gyue blyssynge then to aske yt
in that offyce. 1864 GREENSHIELD Ann. Lesmahagovj 13
While engaged in such services as they performed by
weekly turns, monks were called 'Hebdomadaries'. 1877

J. D. CHAMBERS Div. Worship 90. 1888 ' BERNARD ' From
World to Cloister 29 The voice of the Hebdomadary was

heard, as he prayed.
B. adj. Hebdomadal, weekly ; doing duty for a

week.
1625 N. CARPENTER Geog. Del. n. vi. (1635) 97 Marriners

make six degrees of change in the tides . . The second Heb-

domedary, or weekely. a 1631 DONNE Senn. Ixi. 614 An
Hebdomadary righteousnesse, a Sabbatarian Righteous-
nesse is no righteousnesse. <n7ii KEN Hymns Evauf.
Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 7 Hebdomadary Priests neglect their

turns. 1892 Speaker 30 July 141/1 Mr. Pinkerton, of the

hebdomadary picnics.

t Hebdoma-dic, a. Obs. [f. Gr. (PSo/taB- HEB-
DOMAD + -1C.] Pertaining to the days of the week.
a 1681 WHARTON Dominical Lett. Wks. (1683) 68 Seven

Hebdomadick \printed Hebdomaick] Letters used be, And
those are A. B. C D. E. F. G.

He'bdomary. Also ebd-. A shortened form

of HEBDOMADARY sb.

1:1450 Rules St. Saviour 4- St. Bridget xlvi. in Aungier
Syon Monast., etc. (1840) 362 The ebdomary is bounde. .to

absteyn thynges that wyke that myght lette her toperforme
her office. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Ebdomadarius ..

the Ebdomary or Weeks-man, an Officer in Cathedral
Churches. 1879 E. WATERTON Pietas Mariana 260 The
hebdomary, i.e., the canon of the week, who sang the daily

High Mass.

t Hebdoma'tical, a. Obs. rare. [f. late L.

hebdomatic-us, irreg. ad. Gr. ((Soonaotnos weekly
+ -AL.] Weekly ; hebdomadary.
a 1659 MORTON Episc. Ch. (1670) 142 Far from the con-

ceipt of a Deambulatory, Hebdomatical (or peradventure
Ephemeral) Office.

Hebdo'mically, adv. [f.
Gr. ipoon-os

seventh + -10 + -AL + -LY ^.] According tothehebdo-
mad or mystical number seven : cf. HEBDOMAD 3.

1837 WHEWELL Hist. Induct. Sc. (1857) I. 223 The in-

tellectual gods produce all things hebdomically.

II Hebe (hrb). [a. Gr. i]8i] youthful prime,

puberty ; name of the daughter of Zeus and Hera.]
1. The goddess of youth and spring, represented

as having been originally the cup-bearer of Olym-
pus ;

hence applied fig. to : a. A waitress, a bar-

maid ; b. A woman in her early youth.
1606 SYLVESTER Du Barias ii. iv. in. Magnificence 862

Here, many a Hebe fair, here more than one Quick-
seruing Chiron neatly waits vpon The Beds and Boords.

1815 SCOTT Guy M. xliv, Shortly after, the same Hebe
brought up a plate of beef collops. 1889 MRS. WALFORD
Stiff.n. Generation I. ii. 35

' Good heavens ! what a per-
fect Hebe! 1

2. Astron. Name of the sixth of the asteroids.

1858 HERSCHEL Outl. Astron. led. 5) 335 The discovery
of Astraea and Hebe by Professor Hencke in 1845 and 1847.

3. attrib. and Comb., as Hebe bloom ; Hebe-like

adj . ; Hebe's cup, HeidelbergPunch ( Casselfs Diet.

Cookery) ; Hebe vase, a small vase like a cotyliscos
of the kind which Hebe is represented as bearing

(Brewer Diet. Phr. (f Fable).
1838 LYTTON Alice vi. vi, A certain melancholy in her

countenance . . I am sure not natural to its Hebe-like ex-

pression. 1843 TENNYSON Gard. Dau. 136 Her violet eyes,
and all her Hebe bloom.

Hebe- (hfbz), used as combining form of Gr.

fj#i; youth, also puberty, down of puberty, taken in

senses a. Pubescence (in botanical terms), as in

Kebea'nthons a. [Gr. avOos flower], having the

corolla of the flower pubescent (Mayne Expos.
Lex. 1854). Hebeca/rpous a. [Gr. Kapir6s fruit],
i ; i x f_..;^ /:\;j\

Hebecladotis

__.
[Or. -ywr; female : see -GYNOUS], having pubescent
ovaries (ibid.). Hebepe talous a., having pube-
scent petals (ibid.), b. Puberty, as in Hebephre-
nla [Gr. tpprfv mind], a form of insanity incident to

the age of puberty (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1886). Hebe-
phre niac a. and sb., (a person) affected with hebe-

phrenia.
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Heben, Hebeny, -yf, obs. ff. EBON, EBONY.

t He benon, Hebon, Hebona. Names given

by Shakspere and Marlowe to some substance

having a poisonous juice.
Commentators have variously identified the word with

ebon, henbane, and Ger. eibe, eibenbaum the yew. Gower
has hebenus app. in a similar sense.

[1390 GOWER Conf. II. 103 Of hebenus that slepy tre.]

1:1591 MARLOWE Jew of Malta III. Wks. (Rtldg.) 164/1 In
\

few, the blood of Hydra, Lerna's bane, The juice of hebon,
and Cocytus

1

breath. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. i. v. 62 Vpon my
secure hower thy Vncle stole With iuyce of cursed Hebenon

\Qos. hebona] in a Violl. 1780 E. DARWIN Bot. Card. u.
j

Loves PI. in, Brews her black Hebenon, and stealing near,

Pours the curst venom in his tortured ear.

t Hebescate, v. Obs. rare, [irrcg. f. L. hebesc-

cre to grow dull.] trans. To make dull or blunt.

1657 TOMLINSON Rcnou's Disp. 570 Such affections . . as

stupifie the senses or hebescate motion.

Hebetant (he-bftant", a. [ad. L. hebetdnt-em,

pr. pple. of hebetare to HEBETATE.] Making dull.

iSoz LAMB Curious Fragm. iv. Poems, etc. (1884) 202

Who disallows the use of meat in a morning as gross, fat,

hebetant.

Hebetate (he-Wte't), v. [f. L. hebetat-, ppl.

stem of hebetare, f. hebes, hebet- blunt, dull. Cf.

F. hibiter (i6th c. in Littre).]
1. trans. To make dull or obtuse ; to blunt.

1574 NEWTON Health Mag. 53 To hebetate or dull the

memorie. 1694 F. BRAGGE Disc. Parables in. 90 It . .

effeminates the soul, and dispirits and hebetates the body.

1851 CARLYLE Sterling i. vhi. (1871) 51 Men's souls were

blinded, hebetated. 1887 LOWELL Democr., etc. 118 De-

sultory reading, .hebetates the brain.

2. intr. To become dull or inert.

183* Examiner 673/2 Allowing it [the clergy] to cram, and

surfeit, and pall, and hebetate, with forbidden wealth.

Hence He'betated, He'betating///. adjs.

1735 THOMSON Liberty in. 381 Of narrow gust and

hebetating sense. 1816 Blackw. Mag. XIX. 659 Patients

with callous appetites and hebetated tongues. 1864 CARLYLE
Fredk. Gt. IV. 186 The hebetated old gentleman.

He'betate, a. Bol. [ad. L. hebetdt-us, pa. pple.

of hebetare : see prec.] Having a dull or blunt

and soft point ^Gray Bot. Text-bk. I. Gloss.).

Hebetation (hebftf'-Jan). [ad. late L. hebe-

tdtion-em, n. of action f. hebetare to HEBETATE.
Cf. 1 5th c. F.

habitation]
The action of making

or fact of being made blunt or dull ; blunted or

dulled condition.

1613 COCKERAM n. Dulnesse, hebetude, hebetation. 1755

JOHNSON, Hebetation. i. The act ofdulling. 2. The state of

being dulled, c 1865 in Circ. Sc. I. 363/1 A hebetation of

the senses. .supervenes.

Hebetative (he-bfte'tiv), a. [f. L. hebetat-,

pa. ppl. stem of hebetare : see -IVE.] Having the

quality of making dull.

1834 Taifs Mag. I. 586 Hebetative and instupifying

qualities.

Hebete (he-bft), a. rare. [ad. L. hebes, hebet-

bluiit, dull.] Dull, stupid, obtuse.

1743 J.
ELLIS Knovjl. Div. Things (1811) 325 Observe

how hebete and dull they are. 1840 E. FlTzGERALD Lett.

(1889) I. 56, I am becoming more hebete every hour.

t Hebete, v. Obs. rare. [a. F. hffitter (i4th c.

in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. hebetare: see HEBETATE.]
trans. To make dull.

1597 LOWE Cttirurg. 11634) 53 It hebeteth and maketh

grosse the spirits of olde folkes and children.

He'betin. [? f. L. hebes, hebet- + -IN.] Anhy-
drous silicate of zinc, the same as WILLEMITE.

i86s-7 WATTS Diet. Chem. III. 138. 1868 DANA Mm.
(ed. 5) 262.

He'betize, v. rare. [f. L. hebes, hebet- blunt,

dull + -IZE.] trans. To make dull
;
to blunt.

1843 Vulgar Errors Adapted 102 The ignorance of the

patient thus hebetizing, as it were, the art of the doctor.

Hebetude (hc'b/tid;. [ad. L. hebetiido, n.

of quality f. hebes, hebet- blunt, dull : cf. F. habi-

tude (1535 in Hatz.-Darm.).] The condition or

state of being blunt or dull ; dullness, bluntness,

obtuseness, lethargy.
c 1621 S. WARD Life Faith (1627) 62 Motion as well as

health, .driues away all lassitude, hebetude, and indisposi-
tion. 1665 G. HARVEY Advice agst. Plague 10 According
to their grosseness or subtility, activity, or hebetude. 1787
SIR J. HAWKINS Life "Johnson 258 That appearance of

hebetude which marked his countenance when living. 1833
CHALMERS Const. Man I. iii. 165 A hebetude, if it may be

so termed, of the moral sensibilities.

Hebetndinons (hebfti'dinas), a. [f. L. hebe-

ifido, -tudin-: see prec. and -ous.] Inclined to

hebetude ; dull, obtuse.
1820 L. HUNT IndicatortXo. 37 (1822) I. 291 Dull, unin-

formed, hebetudinous. 1834 H. AINSWORTH Roohwood ill.

v, His person was heavy and hebetudinous.

Hence Hebetndino'sity, dullness, pbtnseness.
1884 St. James's Gaz. 22 Aug. 5/1 [His] intellectuals are

clogged in the peculiar manner which constitutes hebe-

tudmosity.

t He-bolace : see HERBELADE.

Hebran(hz'brf-an). Also 6-8 Hebrean. [f.

L. Hebrse-us, a. Gr. 'E/9/>af-oi (see HEBREW) + -AN.]

1 1. A Hebrew, a Jew. Obs.

1509 BARCLAY Shyp of Folys (1874) II. 3 Kyngc Assuerus
. . \Vhiche cummaundyd all the hchreanb tu be slayne.

HEBRAIST.

1 2. A Hebrew scholar, Hebraist. Obs.

1637-30 Row Hist. Kirk (1842) 466 His father being a

great Hebrean, and the man that first broght the know-

ledge of Hebrew letters to Scotland, c 1770 WESLEY Wks.

(1872) XII. 464 The best Hebraean I ever knew. 1801 W.
TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. XII. 214 The translators of the

bible were better Hebrasans than Anglicists.

3. One of a school of religionists in Holland,
whose system rested on the interpretation of certain

hidden truths in the Hebrew language.
1881-3 SCHAFF Encycl. Relig. Knoml. IIT 1604 Mysticism

entered into various combinations, .producing, in the iSth

century, the Hebraeans in Holland, the Hutchinsonians and

Jumpers in England.
Hebraic (hzbrrik), a. [ad. late L. Hebraic-us,

a. Gr. 'E/Spai'/cos, f. a stem 'E/3pa>: see HEBREW . Cf.

F. h{brait]ue(\yh. c. in Hatz.-Darm.).] Pertaining
or relating to the Hebrews orthcii language; having
a Hebrew style or quality ;

Hebrew.
c 1384 CHAUCER H. Fame ill. 343 The Ebrayke losephus

the olde. 1530 PALSGR. 315/1 Hebrayke, belongyng to the

countrey, speche of Hebrewe, kebraicfj. x63_a
LITHGOW

Trav. 290 Making merry with our Hebraick friends. 1669
GALE Crt. Gentiles I. i. x. 54 Plato affirmes . . that the

Hebraic language was the Mother of al Languages. 1730
BOLINGBROKE Hist. Eng. \. (1752)

8 (Jod.) Reducing the

immense antiquity of the ./Egyptians within the limits of the

Hebraick calculation. 1847 EMERSON Refr. Men, Sweden-

borg Wks. (Bonn) I. 323 His perception of nature .. is

mystical and Hebraic.

Hebraical, a. Now rare. [f.
as prec. + -AL.]

=
prec.

1601 DEACON & WALKER Answ. Darel 20 An hebraicall

iterating or doubling of one and the selfesame matter, to

'make it more notoriouslie and expreslie apparant. 1877
DAWSON Orig. World ii. 55 Cosmological conclusions similar

to the doctrines of that Hebraical school.

Hebra'ically, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.] In

Hebrew fashion ; after the manner of the Hebrews
or the Hebrew language (e.g. with reference to the

fact that Hebrew U written from right to left, or
' backwards ')

1720 SWIFT Adv. Yng. Poet Wks. 1841 II. 297 The . .

modern device of consulting indexes, which is to read books

Hebraically and begin where others usually end. 1836 T.

HOOK G. Gurney 11850) I. vii. 129 Contingencies ana con-

sequences hebraically obscure to my comprehension.

t Hebrai'cian. Obs. ff. HEBRAIC + -IAN,

after physician, logician, etc.]
= HEBRAIST i.

1610 HEALEY St. Aug. Citie ofGod 577 A great Hebrai-

cian sayth they were called Hebrewes, quasi travellers, for

so the word intends. 1675 T. TULLY Let. Baxter 25

Pagnine, Buxtorf &c. are very good Hebraicians. 1705
HICKERINGILL Priest-cr. iv. (1721) si6 He himself also was
a great Hebraition.

Hebra'icism (hzbK'-isiz'm). rare. [f.
as prec.

t -ISM.] =IlKBKAI8M 2.

1852 ROBERTSON Sertn. Ser. in. xv. 183 What.. was called

Judaism, and in modern times is called Hebraicism.

Hebra'icize, v. rare
~

. [f. as prec. + -IZE.]

trans. =- HEBRAIZE v. 2.

1882 in OGILVIE.

Hebra'icO-f
comb, form of L. Hebraicus,

used in sense : Hebraically, Hebrew and .

1820 T. MOORE Mem. (1853) III. 145 [I] wrote a verse or

two of my Hebraico-Hibernian Melody.

Hebraism (hfbreiiz'm). [a. F. hibraisme

(1567 in Hatz.-Darm.) or ad. mod.L. Hebraismus
= late Gr. 'E/3/wi'ff/tos, f. 'Effpaifav to HEBKAIZE :

see HEBREW and -ISM.]
1. A phrase or construction characteristic of the

Hebrew language ;
a Hebrew idiom or expression.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 146 Hebraisme, hxbraismus. 1645
MILTON Tetrach. (1851) 237 The New Testament, though
. .originally writt in Greeke, yet hath nothing neer so many
Atticisms as Hebraisms, and Syriacisms. 1711 ADDISON

Spect. No. 405 r 3 Our Language has received innumerable

Elegancies and Improvements, from that Infusion of Hebra-

isms, which are derived to it out of the Poetical Passages
in Holy Writ. 1844 STANLEY Arnold (1858) I. vi. 228 To
fill our pages with Hebraisms.

2. A quality or attribute of the Hebrew people ;

i
Hebrew character or nature

;
the Hebrew method

:

of thought or system of religion, Judaism.
1847 EMERSON Repr. Men, Swedenborg Wks. (Bohn) I.

326 The book had been grand, if the Hebraism had been

omitted, and the law stated without Gothicisni. 187* CHR.
WOKDSWORTH Comm. Rev. Pref. 149 note. The design of

the Apocalypse is not to Hebraize Christianity but to

Christianize Hebraism. 1888 MRS. H. WARD A'. Elsmere
III. 12 In Hebraism of feature, and swarthy smoothness of

cheek.

b. Applied by Matthew Arnold to that mode of

human thought and action of which the ancient

Hebrew is taken as the type ; the moral, as opposed
to the intellectual, theory of life : cf. HELLENISM.

1869 M. ARNOLD Cult. $ Anarchy iv. (1875) 133 Self-con-

quest, self-devotion, the following not our own individual

will, but the will of God, obedience, is the fundamental idea

of this form, also, of the discipline to which we have
attached the general name of Hebraism.

Hebraist (hfb|ist). [f. stem Hebra- in HE-

BKAIC, HEBRAIZE : see -IST. Cf. F. hebra'istc]

1. One versed in the Hebrew language ;
a Hebrew

scholar.

1755 'n JOHNSON. 1817 COLERIDGE Biff. Lit. 55 A very
learned man and a great Hebraist. 1883 A. ROBERTS O. T.

Revis. viti. 173 The celebrated Hebraist, Gesenius.

2. One who has the qualities of the Hebrew
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people ; an adherent of the Hebrew system of

thought or religion.

1879 FARRAR AY. Paul I. 26 St. Paul was a ' Hebraist
'

in

the fullest sense of the word. 1887 SWINBURNE in iqt/t

Cent. XXI. 423 This splendid poetic style.. what modern
criticism would define as that of a natural Hebraist.

8. A Jew of Palestine, who used the Hebrew

Scriptures, as opposed to a Hellenistic or Grecian

Jew.
1891 G. F. X. GRIFFITH tr. pollard's St. Peter 62 [The

Hellenists] were better prepared than were the Hebraists
for the teachings of Jesus.

Hebrai'Stic, a. [f. prec. + -1C.] Of or per-

taining to Hebraists ;
marked by Hebraism ; of a

Hebrew quality, Hebraic.

1846 in WORCESTER. 1856 MRS. STOWE Dred I xix. 257

Giving a Hebraistic coloring to their habitual mode of

expression. 1873 SVMONDS Grk. Poets xii. 422 The separa-
tion between the Greeks and us is due . . principally to the

Hebraistic culture we receive in childhood. 1882-3 SCHAFF
Encycl. Relig. Knowl. II. 964/1 In the New Testament.,
words . . are often used with more Hellenic than Hebraistic

signification.

Hence Hebraistical a.
-

prec. ;
Hebrai sti

cally adv.

1846 WORCESTER. Hebraistical. 1864 Kitto's Cycl. Bibl.

Lit. II. 105 OJ efto, those without, which is Hebraistically
used in the N. T.

Hebraize (hrbr*|3iz\ v. [ad. Gr. 'Efipaifriv
to speak Hebrew, to imitate Jews, f. stem "E0pa- in

'E,ppa-ii<6s, etc. : see HEBREW. Cf. F. hibra'iser.'}

1. intr. To use a Hebrew idiom or manner of

speech.
1645 MILTON Tetrach. (1851) 237 The Evangelist heer

Hebraizes. 1699 [see below]. 1862 LOWELL Biglow P.
Poems 1890 II. 329 If they [Puritans] Hebraized a little too
much in their speech, they showed remarkable practical

sagacity as statesmen and founders.

b. To follow Hebraism as an ideal of mind and
conduct. See HEBRAISM 2 b.

1869 M. ARNOLD Cult. $ Anarchy [see HELLENIZE i b].

Ibid, v, We have fostered our Hebraizing instincts, our

preference of earnestness of doing to delicacy and flexibility
of thinking, too exclusively.
2. trans. To make Hebrew ; to give a Hebrew

character or quality to.

1816 G. S. FABER Orig. Pagan Idol. II. 292 What they
hebraized into Sabaoth was, I believe, no other than the
Indian Seba. 1869 [see below], 1873 TRISTRAM Moab xiv.

376 An attempt to Hebraize a foreign sound.

Hence He braized ppl. a., He braizing vbl. sb.

and ///. a.
;

also Hebralza tion, the action of

Hebraizing ; He'braizer, one who Hebraizes.

1699 BENTLEY Phal. 412 We must impeach him not only
for Atticizing, but for Hebraizing top. 1869 Daily News
i Feb., A deeply Hebraized Christianity. 1869 M. ARNOLD
Cult, ft An. iv. (1882) 143 The Reformation has been often
called a Hebraising revival. 1882 FARRAR Early Chr. I.

256 The stern old Hebraisers the Hebrews of Hebrews
who taught in the schools of Palestine and Jerusalem. 18. .

N. York Courier- jfml. (Cent.), The next decade will see
a more extensive Hebraization of the wholesale trade of
New York than ever.

f Hebreish, a. and sb. Obs. In I ebreise,

(ebrise), 1-2 hebreisc, 3 ebretseh, ebris(se.

[f. L. Hebrse-us (med.L. Ebre-us\ Gr. 'E/3/xifos

Hebrew : see -ISH.]
= HEBREW.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John xix. 20 Hit wses awriten ebreisceon

stafon, & grecisceon & leden stafon. c 1050 Byrhtferlh's
Handboc in Anglia VIII. 322 Pasca is ebreise nama &
he ^etacnaS oferfajreld. 41225 Ancr. R. 302 BoSe heo
speteS on an Ebreische ledene. c 1250 Gen. <$ Ex. 73 >is

ik wort in ebrisse wen He witen Se sooe oat is sen.

Hebrew (ru-bra), sb. and a. Forms : (i (//.)

Ebre^as), 3-6 Ebreu, 4 Ebru, Ebrewe, Hebru,
Hebreu, Sc. Hebrow, 4-6 Sc. (pi.) Hebreis, 4-7
Ebrew, 5-7 Hebrewe, 6 Ebrue, Hebrieu, 6-7
Hebrue, 4- Hebrew. [ME. Ebreu, a. OF.
Ebreu, Ebrieu (nom. Ebreus, i2th c. in Hatz.-

Darm.), ad. med.L. Ebreus for cl.L. Hebrxus, a.

Gr. 'Eftpdtos, f. Aramaic 'SQOJ? tebrai, corresp. to

Heb. '13V s-ibri 'a Hebrew', lit. 'one 'from the

other side (of the river)
'

; f. ^33? c.eber the region

on the other or opposite side
; f. ~l?y tabor to cross

or pass over. Cf. the LXX, Gen. xiv. 13 'A/3/xi^ o

irtparrjs,
' Abram the passer-over

'

or
'

immigrant ',

for '->3Jfn D12X 'Abram the Hebrew'. At the

revival of learning the initial H was resumed after

cl.L. in French and English. (The OE. Ebrtos
was immediately from med.L. Ebrei.)
To the Aramaic form on which the Greek word was

fashioned is due the stem 'E/3pa-( Hebra; in Hebraic,
Hebraist, Hebraize, etc.]

A. Sb.

1. A person belonging to the Semitic tribe or

nation descended from Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob;
an Israelite, a Jew. (Historically, the term is usu-

ally applied to the early Israelites ; in modern use

it avoids the religious and other associations often

attaching to Jew.)
Iciooo J*ELFRIC Gen. xl. 15 For bam be ic waes dearnunga

forstolen of Ebrea lande.J c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Thomas
73 pare is bot a god but drede, l>at of hebreis \K god Is.

c 1450 tr. De Imitatione III. xliii. 114 Not seruaunt, but
a veray hebrewe. 1553 GAU Rich! I'ay 35 As it is writine

in the vi chaiptur to the Hebreis. 1585 T. WASHINGTON
tr. Nicholay's Voy. III. xii. 93 Of nature an Hebrew. 1591
SHAKS. Two Gent. II. v. 57 If not, thou art an Hebrew, a
lew, and not worth the name of a Christian. 1671 MILTON
Samson 1319 Thou knows't I am an Ebrew. 1845 MAURICE
Mor. ff Met. Philos in Encycl. Melrop. II. 558/1 The
difference between the Hebrews and Greeks generally,

f b. Hebrew race or stock. Obs.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Thomas 59 A madyne com amange

bam all Of hebrow borne In-to be land. Ibid. 65 He of
nebrow ves a manne. 1382 WYCLIF Gen. xl. 15 Theuelich
Y am had awey fro the loond of Hebrew [1388 Ebrews).
2. The Semitic language spoken by the Hebrews,

and in which most of the books of the Old Testa-

ment were written
;

it became extinct in vernacular

use three or four centuries B.C., but survived litur-

gically, and is still cultivated by educated Jews

throughout the world.
(In the New Testament applied to the Aramaic or Syriac,

the vernacular language of the Hebrews of the time.)
_

a 1225 Ancr. R. 136 Vor ludit on Ebreu is schrift an

Englis. a 1300 Cursor HI. 2179 Al men spak bot wit on

tong, bat es hebru, al for to sal. r 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.)
xxix. 132 pai can speke na langage bot Ebrew. Ibid. All

be lews . . lerez for to speke Hebrew. 1526 TINDALE "John
xix. 17 A place . . which is named in nebrue, Golgatha.

1 1. A Hebrew. Obi.

1542 BOORDE Dyetary xxii. (1870) 287 Wherfore the He-

brecyon doth say,
'

why doth a man dye ?
'

1565 CALFHILL
Annu. Treat. Crosse (1846) 108 It is the last letter of

twenty-two among the Hebrilians. 1570 LEVINS Manip.
10/30 Hebretiane, heebrcicus.

for learning, who understood Hebrew, Arabic and the

Hindoo Language. 1842 PRICHARD Nat. Hist. Man 143
Even the language of Numidia is supposed by Gesenius to

have been a pure, or nearly pure, Hebrew.
b. cottoq. Unintelligible speech : cf. Greek.

1705 VANBRUGH Confederacy I. ii, Man. If she did but

know what part I take in her sufferings/-//^. Mighty
obscure ! Mon. Well, I say no more : but Flip. All

Hebrew ! 1816 LADY L. STUART Let. 5 Dec. in Scotfs
Fam. Lett. (1894) I. 394 Even I. .found a great many words
absolute Hebrew to me.

B. adj. Belonging to the Hebrews ; Israelitish,

Jewish : a. in reference to the nation.

1483 Cath. Angl. 179/2 Hebrewe, hebreus. 1604 R.
CAWDREY Table A l/>h., Hebrew, from Hebers stock. 1681

DRYDEN Abs. St Achit. 128 Which Hebrew priests the more

unkindly took. 1851 GALLENGA Italy 123 He is said to be

of Hebrew extraction, the son of a converted Jew.
b. in reference to the language ; of persons :

learned in Hebrew, as a Hebrew scholar. (In the

New Testament = Aramaic : see A. 2.)
a 1300 Cursor M. 406 In a dale . . bat ebron hatte, in hebru

nam. 1526 TINDALE Luke xxiii. 38 His superscripcion was
written over him in greke, latin, and ebrue letters. 1591
SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. i. 198 Turks Characters, nor
Hebrew points to seek. 1611 Bp. Ha-iSerm. iii. Wks. (1837)

50 The Maccabees had four Hebrew letters in their ensign.

1663 BUTLER Hitd. i. i. 59 For Hebrew roots, altho' they 're

found To flourish most in barren ground. 1895 W. A.
Coi-iNGER in Trans. Bibliogr. Sac. II. ii. 112 Hebrew type
is found in a book printed by Fyner, at Esslingen in 1475. .

but no work was, I believe, wholly printed in this character

till 1477.

c. Hebrew character, Hebrew letter : collectors'

names for a kind of moth and of shell respectively,
so called from their markings.
1756 T. AMORY J. Buncle (1770) I. xiii. 51 The Hebrew

letter, another voluta, is a fine curiosity. 1843 HUMPHREYS
Brit. Moths (1858-9) 41 Semiphora Gothica (the Hebrew
Character), .appears to be double-brooded.

Hence He-brew-wise adv., in Hebrew fashion
;

in the manner of Hebrew writing, from right to

lefL, backwards.

1689 PRIOR Ef. to Fleetwood 61 The God makes not the

poet ; but The thesis, vice-versa put, Should Hebrew-wise
be understood ; And means, the Poet makes the God. 1774
BURNEY Hist. Mus. (1789) I. vii. 100 The opinion of some
that the Greek scale and music should be read Hebrew wise.

He'brewdom. [See -DOM.] The Hebrew com-

munity ;
the spirit or quality of the Hebrew people.

1843 T. PARKER in T. Weiss Life I. 214 The culmination

of Hebrewdom, the blossom of the nation. 1889 Advance
(Chicago) 28 Feb., He must have enough of Hebrewdom in

him . . nis spirit and attitude must be sufficiently Hebraic.

Hebrewess (hf-brwies). [See -ESS.] A female

Hebrew, a Jewess.
1535 COVERDALK Jer. xxxiv. 9 Euery man shulde let fre

go his seruaunt and handemayde, Hebrue and Hebruesse

[1611 Hebrewesse]. 1849 Tail's Mag. XVI. 749 He was

willing to abandon the great Otha, although only for another

idol namely, the young Hebrewess.

Hebrewish (hi*br|ifl, a. [See -ISH.] + a.

= HEBREW a. (obs.). b. Somewhat Hebrew ;
hav-

ing something of a Hebrew character.
a 1225 Ancr. A'. 136 On Ebreuwische ledene, Oloferne is

be ueond, bet makeS uet keif & to wilde, feble & unstrong.

11655 VINES Lords Supp. (1677) 37 The expression is

Hebrewish.

He'brewism. [See -ISM.] = HEBRAISM.
1611 FLORIO, Ebraismo, an Hebrewisme. 1684 N. S. Crit.

Enq. Edit. Bible xiv. 137 The Hebrewisms are . . more fre-

quent. 1873 GEO. ELIOT in Cross Life III. 216 This is, to

me, pre-eminently true ofHebrewism and Christianity. 1886

A. B. BRUCE Mirac. Elem. Gosp. ix. 342 He has discovered

the defects of Hebrewism.

He'brewist. rare~". = HEBRAIST i.

In mod. Diets.

Hebrician (hzbri-pan). Now rare or Obs.

Also 6 Hebreoyon, Hebretian, 6-7 Hebreoian,
Hebritian. [Another form of HEBBAICIAN: cf.

algebrician. (In early form perh. assimilated to

Grecian.)']

One versed in Hebrew, a Hebrew scholar.

1571 GOLDING Calvin on Ps. xviii. 2 Some Hebretians

interpret it to seeke mercy. 1582 G. MARTIN Disc. Corrupt.
Script. Her. in Fulke Def. (1843) 122 The great Grecians
and Hebricians of the world, a 1661 FULLER Worthies,
Suffolk in. (1662) 70 He was an excellent Hebrician and
well skilled in Cabalistical Learning. 1702 C. MATHEU
Afagn. C/ir. in, i. i. (1852) 254 The third chapter of Isaiah

..might therefore have puzzled a very good Hebrician.

1883 C. F. ADAMS Coll. fetich 22 Not to make learned

Hebricians, but to teach.. the Hebrew alphabet.

Hec, obs. form of HECK sb.

Hecatarehy (he-kataaki). nonce-wd. [f.
Gr.

kmr-ov hundred + -apx'a rule, after heptarchy.]
Government by a hundred rulers

;
= HEOATONT-

ARCHY (with play on HECATE).
BI.ACKMORE Tenuity Upm. II. xx. 273 Any other man,

iv English era, from Heptarch
last child of Hecate).
of any English era, from Heptarchy to Hecatarehy (that

II Hecate (he-kat?). Also 5 Ecate, Echate. 7

Hecat, Heccat. [a. Gr. 'Exarij, fem. of if/raros

far-darting, an epithet of Apollo. (Always disyl-

labic, like Fr. Hecate, in Shaks., exc. in one pas-

sage (see id); so also once in Milton.)]
1. In ancient Greek mythology, a goddess, said

to be of Thracian origin, daughter of Perses and
Asteria ; in later times more or less identified with

several others, esp. with Artemis, and thus (b.)
with the moon ; also, with Persephone the goddess
of the infernal regions, and hence (C.) regarded as

presiding over witchcraft and magical rites.

a. 1638 F. JUNIUS Paint, of Ancients 133 Theagenes ,.

was wont to consult an image of Hecate, which he had ever
about him. Ibid. 165 Statues of Diana or Hecate, set up
at the meeting of three severall ways.
b. c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. XL 253 But let not Ecate this

craft espie [marg. luna].

C. 1573 G. HARVEY Letter-bk. (Camden) 141 Yet had I

rather serve Hecate then any sutch. 1590 SHAKS. Mids, N.
v, i. 391 And we Fairies, that do runne, By the triple
Hecates teame, From the presence of the Sunne. 1605
Lear I. i. 112 The miseries of Heccat and the night. 1605

Macb. in. v. i Enter the three Witches, meeting Hecat.
i. Why how now Hecat, you looke angerly? 1634 MILTON
Counts 135 Stay thy cloudy ebon chair, Wherein thou ridest

with Hecat', and befriend Us thy vowed priests. Ibid. 535
Doing abhorred rites to Hecate In their obscured haunts.

d. transf. Applied vituperatively to a woman :

= Hag, witch.

I59_x
SHAKS. i Hen. VI, in. ii. 64, I speake not to that

rayling Hecate, But vnto thee Alanson, and the rest. 1634
SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 169 An old Tartarian Hecate my
servant. 1753 SMOLLETT Ci. Fathom xxi. (1817) IV. 100

(Stanf.) This declaration had its effect upon the withered
Hecate.

e. Hecate supper (Gr. 'E/tirr/s Setimov), a meal

set out by rich persons at the foot of the statue of

Hecate on the thirtieth of each month, which be-

came a kind of dole for beggars and paupers, in

later times of offal or miserable food (Liddell and

Scott).
1820 W. TOOKE tr. Lucian I. 429 Lupines, and a Hecate-

supper.
2. Astr. Name of the looth asteroid, discovered

in 1868.

Hence Hecatse'an [Gr. (xarat-os : see -AN],
Heca-tic [see -ic], He'catine [see -IKE] adjs., be-

longing to Hecate, magical.
1635 QUARLES Embl. H. ix, 'Twas neither Hecatzan spite,

Nor charm below, nor pow'r above. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell.

Syst. 293 From that Operation about the Hecatine Circle.

1792 T. TAYLOR Proclus I. 24 note, Nicephorus. .informs us,

that the hecatic orb is a golden sphere [etc.].

Hecatolite (he-katobit). Min. [f.
Gr. 'EK&.TI)

as ' the moon '

;
see HECATE I b.]

= MOONSTONE.
1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5) 354.

Heeatologue (he-katolfig). nonce-wd. [f. Gr.

Irar-oV hundred + Xei-yos word, after decalogue.'] A
code of a hundred rules.

1894 BLACKMORE Perlycross 241 Of all offences upon the

Sergeant's Heeatologue, mutiny was the most heinous.

Hecatomb (he'kat^m, -tm), sb. [ad. L.

kecatombe, a. Gr. euaTo^liri, properly, 'an offering

of a hundred oxen' (f.
iar6v hundred + 0ovs

ox), but even in Homer meaning simply 'a great

public sacrifice' not necessarily confined to oxen.

Cf. F. hecatombe (i5-i6th c. in Hatz.-Darm., 1611

in Cotgr.). The first pronunciation is now usual.]

1. A great public sacrifice (properly of a hundred

oxen) among the ancient Greeks and Romans, and

hence extended to the religious sacrifices of other

nations ;
a large number of animals offered or set

apart for a sacrifice.

"1592 H. SMITH Wks. (1867) II. 391 Augustus had been

very liberal in making the great sacrifice called hecatomb.

1599 MARSTON Sco. Villanie. n. v. 198 He offer to thy shrine,
An Hecatombe, of many spotted kine. 1659 T. PECKE
Parnassi Piterp. 157 For many Laurel wreaths, the Prince

of Rome, The Gods presented with an Hecatomb. 1791
COWI-KR Iliad i. 121 A whole hecatomb in Chrysa bled.



HECATOMB.
iSjo BYRON Mar. Fni. \. ii. 231 Great expiations had a

hecatomb. 1843 PRESCOTT Mexico (1850) I. 48 His altars

reeked with the blood of human hecatombs in every city of

the empire.
2. transf. and fig. A sacrifice of piany victims

;

a great number of persons, animals, or things, pre-
sented as an offering, or devoted to destruction

;

loosely, a large number or quantity, a '

heap '.

1598 MARSTON Pygmal. v. 156 O Hecatombe ! O Catas-

trophe ! From Mydas pompe, to Irus beggery ! 1646 G.
DAS-IEL Poems Wks. 1878 I. 85 Whole Hecatombes of
Tribute Rhimes. 1713 PARNELL Guardian No. 66 F 6 A
hecatomb of reputations was that day to fall for her plea-
sure. 1831 SHELLEY Protnetk. Unb. i. 7 Hecatombs of
broken hearts. 187^ GEO. ELIOT Theo. Such XL 197 Some
of us might be offering grateful hecatombs by mistake.

Hence He-catomb v. trans., to furnish with a

hecatomb.
a 1745 SWIFT Misc. Poems (1807) 37 Bid a hundred sons

be born, To hecatomb the year. 1808 I. BARLOW Colvmb.
iv. 230 What altars hecatomb'd with Christian gore 1

Hecatomped (hekatp-mped), a. [ad. Gr.

t/caTo/iireS-o! of a hundred feet long, f. ttetndv hun-
dred + S- ablaut-grade of JTOVS, iroJ- foot.] Mea-
suring a hundred feet in length and breadth ;

a
hundred feet square. So Hecato'mpedon [Gr.
l/caTo/ttrcBoj'], a temple of these dimensions, as the
Parthenon at Athens

; hence Kecato'mpedism
(irreg. hecatompedonisnf), applied to the system of
exact proportions in architecture.

1703 SAVAGE Let. Antients cxlvi. 343 I'll pass over . . the
Hecatomped Temples. 1773 MELMOTH Cato 239 (Jod ) The
Athenians, after they had completed the building of the
temple called the Hecatompedon, exempted from all future
toil those beasts of burden, whose labours had assisted in

carrying on that sacred edifice, a 1854 COCKBURN Ess.,
Pagan or Chr. in Mem. (1860) 72 Admirers of Grecian

Hecatompedonism and the mathematical exactness of a
fixed series of Ratios in the proportions of a structure.
Ibid. 193.

Hecatonstylon (he:kat^n|St3i-l^ri). [f. Gr.
ixarof hundred + OTV\OS column, pillar, app. after

F. hlcatanstyle] A building having a hundred

pillars or columns.

1841 in BRANDE Diet. Sci., etc. Hence in mod. Diets.

t HecatO'ntad. Obs. rare. [ad. Gr. i/carovras,
-a5- a group of a hundred.] A hundred.
1680 H. MORE Apocal. Afoc. 147 Sixteen Hecatontads or

Centuries of furlongs.

Hecatontarchy (hekatp-ntaaki). [ad. Gr.

inarovrapxia the post or command of a centurion,
f. l*aroi'T(o)- comb, form of 1/raToV hundred +

-apx'i, afxn rale > sovereignty.] Government by
a hundred rulers.

1660 S. FORD Loyal Subj. Exkvlt. 37 One whiles we were
under a Saxon Heptarchy again . . sometimes under an
Hecatontarchy igive me leave to frame a new name for
a new thing), a 1670 HACKET Abp. Williams n. (1692) 202
What would come to pass if the choice of a governor or

governors were referred to the thousands and millions of
England ? Beware a Heptarchy, again beware a hecaton-

taichy. 1851 GROTE Greece n. Ixxvi. (1856) X. 8 The
omnipotent Hekatontarchy named by the partisan feelings
of Agesilaus.

t He-catontome. Obs. nonce-wd. [f. Gr. l/ra-

ToV hundred + rupos tome, volume.] A collection
of a hundred volumes.
1641 MILTON Animadv. (1851) 246 A better confutation of

the Pope and Masse than whole Hecatontomes of contro-
versies.

Hecatophyllous (he-katufi-bs), a. Sot. rare.

[f. Gr. emrov hundred + <pv\\ov leaf + -ous.]
Having leaves consisting each of a hundred leaflets.

1854 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1886 in Syd. Sx. Lex.
Hecceitie, obs. form of H^CCEITT.
1615 GILL Safr. Philos. xii. 202 The difference of men

must be in their hecceities, or numerall diversitie of their
bodies onely. 1654 GATAKER Disc. Apol. 68 All other Doc-
trines, that bear the tru mark and hecceitie of corruption.

Heeohe, Hecchele, obs. ff. HECK, HATCHEL.
tHe'CCO. Obs. The woodpecker: cf. HICKWALL.
1604 DRAYTON Ouile 206 The sharp-nebd Hecco stabbing

at his braine. 1611 Pofy-oti. xiii. 215 The laughing
Hecco, then the counterfeiting Jay.

Hecfer, -forde, obs. ff. HEIFER.
Hech (hex, hex"), int. Sc. [Sc. form of HEIGH.]
An exclamation expressive of various feelings,

chiefly of surprise, sorrow, or fatigue.
1777-1808 J. MAYNE Siller Gun \. 113 Hech, sirs 1 what

crowds were gather'd roun'. 1816 SCOTT Antiq. xliv, Hech,
sirs ! guide us a* ! to bum the engines? that's a great waste.
1813 W. TENNANT Cdl. Beaton 171 (Jam.) Hech, man ! is

that possible ? 1871 C. GIBBON Lack ofGold i, Hech, sirs,
but it's a sorry thing to come to this pass.
Hence Hech v., to utter the exclamation heck !

CIKO Mary Hamilton xiii. in Child Ballads (1889) III.
VI. clxxiii. 392 Moniea lady fair Siching and crying, Och
how !. .What need ye hech and how, ladies ? What need yehow for me ?

Hech, Sc. var. HIGH a.

Hech, obs. form of EACH.
i97 R. GLOUC. (1724) 240 Seynt Peter .. tormented hym

sore ynou, (iat hech lyme hym oke.
Heche : see HATCH, HECK.
Hechele, -il, obs. forms of HATCHEL.
Hechewal, obs. form of HICKWALL.
Hecht, obs. Sc. form of HIOHT.

184

Heck ;hek), si. 1
Chiefly Sc. and north, dial.

Forms: I hec, 4-5 hek, hekke, (5 hec, heke),
6- heck (6 hekk, 7 heoke, heake) ; other forms,
see HATCH j*.i [OE. hy (in fodder-hec, Anglia
IX. 265), also hsec: WGer. *hakja\ cf. in same
sense MLG. heck, Du. hek fence, rail, gate, in

Kilian hecke. Heck is a northern form, the southern

being hetch. The OE. variant htec (cf. Sievers

Ags. Gr., ed. 3, 89) gave in southern and midl.

Eng. the form HATCH : see also HACK j*.a ]
1. The lower halfof a door; also, an inner door;
= HATCH sb.^ i. north, dial.

13. . Minor Poemsfr. l/emon JlfS. xxlv. 231 Of paradys
he opened the hekke. c 1425 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 668/4
Hoc ostiolutn, hek. 1440 Promp. Pan'. 231/2 Hec, hek,
or hctche, or a dore. c 1460 Toiimeley Myst. (Surtees) 106
Good wyff, open the hek. Seys thou not what I bryng?
1483 Cat/i. Angl. 181/1 An Heke (A. hekke), antica. 1570
LEVINS Manip. 54/9 An Heck, hatch, portella. 1674-91
RAY N. C. Words 36 The Heck, the Door. Steck the Heck.
Ibid. 133 The Hollen is a wall about 2$ yards high, used in

Dwelling Houses to secure the family from the blasts of
wind rushing in when the heck is open. 1703 THORESBY
Let. to Ray (E. D. S.), Heck, the heck is ordinarily but
half a door, the lower half. 1788 W. MARSHALL Yorksh.
Gloss. (E. D. S.), Heck . . also the inner or entry-door of a
cottage ; formerly, in all probability made like a keck. 1876
Whitby Gloss., Heck, a door, or rather a door in halves as
a top and bottom ; especially the lower half-door. 1893
Northumbld. Gloss., Heck, heck-door, the inner door be-
tween the entry or lobby, and the house or kitchen.

b. (See quots.) north, dial.

1825 BROCKETT, Heck, . . the passage into a house. 1847-78
HALLIWELL, Heck, the division from the side of the fire in
the form of a passage in old houses.

2. A grating or frame of parallel bars in a river

to obstruct the passage of fish, or other solid bodies,
without obstructing the flow of the water : vari-

ously applied to an apparatus of this kind used to

catch fish at a weir, and in Sc. and north Eng., to

the bars or spars of which this is composed, also

to a horizontal series of bars laid alongside the top
of a dam or weir to prevent salmon from jumping
over it, and to a grating of vertical bars set in a
mill-race to prevent solid floating substances or

fish from passing over or under the mill-wheel ;

= HATCH si>. 1 7.

1414 Sc. Acts jTas. I, c. 12 pat ilk hek of |>e forsaid crufis
be bre inche wyde as it is requirit in be auld statutis. 1471
Act 12 Edw. IV, c. 7 Hebbyngwerez, estakez, kideux, hek-
kez ou flodegates. 1531-2 Act 23 Hen. VIII, c. 18 title,

Fisshegarthes, piles, stakes, heckes, and other ingins sett
in the Ryver & Water of Ouse & Humbre. c 1575
Hat/cur's Practicks (1754) 543 All sic cruives and maskis
and heckis thairof, sail have at the leist twa inche in lenth,
and thre inche in breidth, swa that the smolt or fry may
frelie swim up and down the water. 1623 N. Riding Rec.

(1885) III. II. 109 Matthew Harland presented for suffering
his salmon heckes to stand in the Eske in unseasonable
times, a 1724 in Hearne R. Glove. (1724) Gloss, s. v. Hext.
Grates, sett in Rivers or Waters before Fludgates, which
are called Hecks. 1804 Act 43 Geo. Ill, c. xlv. 15 No
person shall use any grate heck or other engine or device. .

m any fishery.. whereof the bars or staps shall be otherwise
than perpendicular and of an oval shape. 1820 Aberdeen
Jml. 2 Aug. (Jam.), To put proper hecks on the tail-races

of their canals, to prevent salmon or grilse from entering
them. 1863 M B. Daily Mail 12 Sept., It is in the power
of the Commissioners to order hecks above and below mill-

wheels. 1870 Law Rep. 5 Com. Pleas 717 Besides the

perpendicular hecks placed in the apertures of the weir or

dam, there were also a set of horizontal hecks . . along the

top of the weir. Ibid. 718 This coop was legal in all its

parts.. both in the coop-hecks and the weirhecks.

3. A rack made with parallel spars to hold fodder,
either fixed in a stable, or movable, so as to be

placed in a field, cattle-yard, or sheep-fold (stand-

heck) ; =HACK si>.2 2, HATCH si. 1 i. At heck and
manger : in comfortable circumstances, in plenty,
'in clover'. Sc. and north, dial.
c 1420 Anturs ofArth. 448 (Thornton MS.) Haye hendly,

heuyde in hekkes [z>. r. baches] on hyghte. 1521 in

Archaeol. XVII. 203 A rowm . . which I have orissed with
Hek and Mangeor for xx horse. 1620 MARKHAM Farew.
Hush. ii. 13 The soyle of yong Cattell made in the Winter
time by feeding at stand Heakes. 1663 Inv . Ld. J. Cor-
don's Furniture, The stables all in order, with heck and
manger. 1748 tr. Renatus* Distemp. Horses 99 The Rack
or Heck as the common People call it. 1814 SCOTT Wav.
Ixiv,

*

[He] maintained puir Davie at heck and manger maist
feck o' his life.' 1824 Miss FERRIER Inker. II. 237 (D.) Six
horses, -had been living at beck and manger. 1877 N. W'

,

Line. Gloss., Hack, a rack for fodder in a stable or field.

4. =HAKE rf.3 i. Obs. or dial.

1403 Nottingham Rec. II. 20, j. chesehek, '\\d. 1611-14
[see CHEESE so. l

7].

6. (See quots.) Also heck-board, local.

1825 BROCKETT, Heck-board, a loose board at the back
part of a cart. 1862 jfrnl. A'. Agric. Soc. XXIII. 216 One-
horse carts, with hecks and shelvings. 1883 A Imondbury
Gloss., Heck,, .the rail or hurdle placed in front and behind
a cart, used in housing hay.
6. A ' shuttle

'

or sluice in a drain ;
= HATCH st>.i

6. local.

1877 if. W. Line. Gloss.

1. A contrivance in a spinning-wheel, and hence,
also, in a warping-mill, by which the yarn or thread
is guided to the reel or reels : see quots.
1824 MACTAGGART Gallavid. Ettcycl., Heck,.. the toothed

thing which guides the spun-thread on to the pirn, in spin-

HECKLE.
ning-wheels. 1829 E. IRVING Tales Times Mart, in Anni-
versary 283 Her spinning wheel was of the upright con-
struction, having no heck, but a moveable eye which was
carried along the pirn by a heart-motion. 1883 H. P. SMITH
Gloss. Terms $ Phr. t Heck, . . an apparatus by which the
threads of warps are separated into sets for heddles.

8. attrib. and Comb., as heck-door, -stake (see
sense I), -stave

; heck-board (see sense 5) ; heck-

box, a box used to divide the warp threads
into two alternate sets, one for each heddle or
heald ; heck-stead, -way (<&*/.), a doorway ;

heck-stower, one of the spars of a heck : see

also quot. 1876.
1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.^ s.v. Heck

%
The *heck-box slides

vertically on a bar as the reel rotates, and thus disposes the

warp spirally
on the reel. iSix AITON Agric. Sitrv. Ayrsh.

115 (Jam.) The cattle .. turning the contrary way by the
*hecfc-door to the byre or stable. 1888 Sheffield Gloss.

t

Heck-doors, small wooden doors opening into a farmyard.
1876 Whitby Gloss., *Heck$teeak, the door-stake or night-
bar. 1416-17 Durh. MS. Terr. Roll,) *Hekstaues pro
ovibus in le Holme. 1876 Whitby Gloss., *Hecksteead^ or

Heckway, the doorway. 1401-2 Durh. AfS. Terr. AW/.,
*Hekstaures pro le Holme. 1641 BEST farm. Bks. (Sur-
tees) 121 Younge trees, .in fower or five

yeares space. .will

serve for flayle-hande-staffes, cavinge-rake-shaftes, hecke-
stowers [etc. ]. 1876 Whitly Gloss. , Heckstowert the

portable beam across the middle of the hatchway (i.e. the

opening through the shop-floor into the cellar) for supporting
the lid.

f Heck, $b% Obs. rare
- l

. Short for HECTOR sb.

1707 E. WARD Hud. Rediv. II. HI. 20 Behind these came
two Bully Hecks, With feather'd Cock'd up Cordebecks [cf.

quot. 1598 s.v. HECTOR sb i].

Heck, v. [Echoic. Cf. HACK z/. 1

13.] intr.

To cough slightly ; to imitate the noise of a cough.
1892 P. H. EMERSON Son ofFens 44 They had seen me,

and they hecked when they came in.

So fHe-ckiiig
1

ppl. a. = HACKING ///, a. i.

1642 FULLER Holy 4- Prof. St. n. ii. 55 An hecking cough
which ever attendeth that disease. 1750 Phil. Trans.
XLVI. 438 A short, low, hecking, hoarse Cough. 1709
BEDDOES Contrib. Phys. $ Med. Knowl. 536 A hard cough,
which had succeeded to a short hecking cough.

Heckberry, van HAGBERRY.
Heckel, -ill, obs. forms of HECKLE.
Heckfare, -fer, -furth, etc., obs. ff. HEIFER.
Heckle (he-k'l), sb. Also 5-7 hek-, hekk-,

heck-, -elU, -il(l, -yl(l. [A parallel form (:-OE.
*h$cel' of HACKLE, q.v. for etymological relations.

Another parallel form is HATCHEL, with variants

hetckel, hitchel]
1. An instrument for combing or scutching flax

or hemp; =HACKLE sb I.

c 1425 roc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 668/32 Hec mataxa, hekylle.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 234/1 Hekele (Harl. heykylle\ ttta-

taxa. 1485 Inv. in Ripoti Ch. Acts (Surtees) 372, ij hekels

pro lino, a 1520 SKELTON El. Rummyng 295 Som layde to

pledge . . Theyr hekell and theyr rele. 1570 LEVINS Manip.
125/30 An Heckyl, pecten. 1615 MARKHAM Eng. Hottsew.
ii. v. (1668) 135 When your Hemp hath been twice swingled,
dryed and beaten, you shall then

bring it to the heckle.
1808 Char, in Ann. Reg. 101 To determine .. whether long
or short heckles make least refuse in dressing the flax.

1863 SIR W. FAIRBAIRN Mills II. 197 [Baxter's] machine
consists generally of six gradations of heckles.

Jig. 1788 BURNS Et>. to H. Parker 3 A land unknown to

prose
or rhyme ; Where words ne'er crost the Muse's

heckles. ? a 1800 Rob Roy xii. in Child Ballads VH. ccxxy.
246/1 He was a hedge unto his friends, A heckle to his

faes, ladie.

2. The long shining feathers on the neck of cer-

tain birds, esp. the cock; HACKLE sb.'* 3.
c 1450 HENRVSON Mor. Fab., Sir Chanticleer 58, I beheld

your fedderis fair and gent, Your beike, your breist, your
Hekill & your Came. 1513 DOUGLAS dSneis xii. Prol. 156
Phebus red fowle. .Oft streking furth his hekkyll, crawand
cleir. 1893 Daily News 8 Apr. 7/1 For Guildersmalsen,
January, 1705, the men of the Forty Twa ',

were rewarded
with '

the glorious red heckle ' or vulture plume, which has
ever since been the distinctive badge of the Black Watch.

b. To set up (one's} Jteckle. See HACKLE sf>.~ 30.
1601 DEACON & WALKER Answ. to Darel 79 If. .you begin

(like a cowardlie crauen) so soone to set vp the heckle.

3. Angling. An artificial fly;
= HACKLE sb.- 4.

Also heckle-fly.
1808-18 JAMIESON, Heckle ..A fly, for angling, dressed

merely with a cock's feather. 1825 BROCKETT, Heckle,
Heckle-flee, an artificial fly for fishing.

4. One who heckles. See HECKLE v. 3. Sc.

1830 GALT*
Laivrie^ T. iv. xi. 11849) 183 What was the use

of argolbargoling with such a heckie ?

5. attrib. and Comb., as heckle-maker, -pin, tooth

(sense i); heckle-fly (sense 2); heckle-headed adj.
To be on the heckle-pins^ to be in painful anxiety
or uneasiness.

(1450 HENRYSON Mor. Fob., Lion fy Mouse 32 His hude
of skarlet, bordowrit with silk, In hekle wyss vntill his girdill
doun. 1483 Catk. Angl. 181/1 (MS. A) Hekylle makere, ma-
taxaritts. 1770 in A. N. Palmer Wrcxham (1893) Introd.
ii One heckel-maker. 1785 J. Thompson's Man 15 Crook-
backed, heckle-headed .. lap-lugged, ill-haired. 1808 18

JAMIESON s.v. Heckle v., To come o'er the heckle-pins, to
be severely examined. 1835 URE Philos. Manuf. 209 [They]
present their heckle points radially from their axes. 1863
SIR W. FAIRBAIRN Mills II. 198 The short . . fibres . . are
taken out by the heckle teeth. /,The bite of the holder
is quite close up on the points of the heckle-pins. 1872 C.
GIBBON f-'or the King xix, The poor lad was on heckle-pins.

Heckle, dial. var. of HICKWALL.



HECKLE.

Heckle (he-k'l), Forms : 5 hekel, -ylle,

le, 5-6 heokel(l, (heele), 6- heckle. [I. prec.

sb. ;
cf. HACKLE, HATCHEI, via.]

1. trans. To dress (flax or hemp) with a heckle,

to split and straighten out the fibres
;
= HACKLE v.3

CIUO Promp. Pan. 234 I Hekelyn, mataxo. 153

PALSGK 582/2 My father was a hosyer and my mother dyd

heckell flaxe. IS3S (see HATCHKL v. i >, quot 1398] 1616

SURFL. & MARKH. Country Farme 567 Heckle it through

a finer heckle, then spinne it. 1704 A. YOUNG Agnc. Syffott

(1797) 122 The buyer heckles it [the hemp), he makes it into ,

two or three sorts : long strike, short strike mA full tow.
|

i8 URE Philos. Manuf. 213 A system of machines for
j

scutching and heckling flax was specified by patent . . in

July, 1833.

b trans/. To scratch.

1508 DUNBAR TIM Mariit Wemen 107 With his hard

hurcheone skyn sa heklis he my chekis.

2. intr. for refi. To undergo heckling.

'733 P. LINDSAY Interest Scot. 153 This Kind of Lint

heckles away almost to nothing, and is indeed in Appear-

ance very fine.

3. trans. To catechize severely, with a view to

discover the weak points of the person interrogated,
j

Long applied in Scotland to the public questioning i

of parliamentary candidates. Also absol.

1808-25 JAMIESON, To Heckle, 2. To tease with questions,

to examine severely. 1880 Punch 28 Aug., To heckle with

questions and bother with Bogeys Appear the Fourth Party s

preposterous rules. 1886 Leeds Mercury 12 Mar. 5/2 The

audience proceeded to
' heckle

' him in a way dear to Scotch

constituencies. 1891 E. W. GOSSE Gossip in Library xxill.

298 On the hustings, Lord John Manners was a good deal

heckled.

f 4. intr. To wrangle. Cf. HAGGLE v. 2. Obs.

1506 J MELVILL Diary (Wodrow Soc.) 302 And ther they

heckled on, till all the hous and clos baith hard much of a

large hour.

5. trans. To 'dress', chastise, dial.

1828 Craven Dial., Heckle, to beat, to chastise. 1855

ROBINSON Whitby Gloss., A Heckling, a scolding under,

gone ;
the ordeal of being

'
called over the coals .

Hence He'ckled ppl. a., dressed (as flax) with a

heckle ; Heoklee- nonce-wd., one who undergoes

heckling or hostile interrogation ; Heckling ///.

a., that heckles.

1863 SIR W. FAIRBAIRN Mills II. 198 Heckled flax. 1888

BESANT Herr Paulus I. 296
' Permit me one more ques-

tion ', this heckling Professor continued. 1893 STEVENSON

Catriona 89 He answered, with a heckling laugh. 1895

Daily Tel 17 July 5/1 As a 'hecklee' if the term be per-

missible -the Liberal candidate for East Fife leaves little to

be desired.

He'Ckleback. [f.
HECKLE sb. ; cf. HACKLE sb?

2.] Local name of the fifteen-spined or sea stickle-

1710 SIBBALD Fife 11803) 128 (Jam.) Our fishers call it

Stronachie or Heckleback.

t Heckled, a. Obs. [?f. HECKLED. 2.] ? Hav-

ing a border or fringe like the heckle of a cock.

CUSO HENRYSON Test. Cres. 244 His hude was reid,

heklit atouir his croun. a 1568 ?LICHTOUN Qnha doultis

dremes 73 in Bannatyne MS. (1887) 291 Ane heklit hud

maid of the wyld wode sege Trest weill this pundlar thocht

him no manis pege.

Heckler (he-kbi). [f.
HECKLE v. + -ER .]

1. A dresser of flax or hemp.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 234/1 Hekelare, mataxatrix. 1720

Land. Gaz. No. 5882/10 Robert Pickering, Heckler. 1851

MAYHEW Land. Labour (1861) II. 306 The hecklers or flax-

dressers, can unfold
' a tale of wo '

on this subject.

2. One who severely questions another ; spec, one

who catechizes a parliamentary candidate.

1885 Manch. Exam. 13 Oct. 5/2 A lively bout between . .

the Liberal candidate . . and some hecklers whom he en-

countered at Delph. 1889 Spectator 16 Nov., Mr. Morley s

1 heckler ', Mr. Laidler, who signs himself
'

Bricklayer .

t He'cklester. Obs. rare. [See -STEB.] A
dresser of flax or hemp : originally feminine.

c ,475 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 795/9 Hec matalrix, a hekyl-

ster [frintedhcb.-]. c 1481 CAXTON Dialogues (E. E. T. S.)

44/40 Roberte the heklester Hath no more hempe, And hath

lost her hekell.

Heckling (he-klirj),
vbl. sb. The action of

HECKLE v.

1. The splitting and separation of the fibres of

flax and hemp.
1495 Trevisa's Earth. De P. R. (W. de Worde) xvn. clx.

708 Wyth moche brakyng, heckelynge [MS. Bodl. hechel-

inge] and robbyne, hardes ben departyd fro the substaunce

of hempe and of flexe. 1618 Naworth Hotiseh. Bks.

(Surtees) 93 To iij women for heckling ix dayes, ij iij
1'. 1863

SIR W. FAIRBAIRN Mills II. 197 Heckling.. consists in effec-

tually completing the process commenced in scutching.

2. Severe catechizing or cross-examination.

1879 SIR G. CAMPBELL White , Black in U. S. 245 There

was no opposition and no heckling. 1888 Times 10 Oct. 5/1

He underwent another severe heckling to-day before ajnge
d'instruction.
3. atlrib. and Comb, (from sense I), as heckhng-

machine, -shop, etc.

1842 Penny Cycl. XXII. 349/2 Machinery for spinning tow

..has a different heckling apparatus. 1863 SIR W. FAIR-

BAIRN Mills\l. 197 Heckling machines are vanous, accord-

ing to the quality of the flax. 1876 SMILES Sc. Natur. in.

(ed. 4) 50 The boys were first put into the heckling shop.

1894 H. SPEIGHT Nidderdale 304 Many of the old
' heck-

ling-mills
'

are now. .abandoned.

He-ekum-pe-ckum. (See quot.)

1867 F. FRANCIS Angling vi. (1880) 251 The great trout fly

VOL. V.

185

for the lakes, known through all the South of Scotland .is

the lltckum I'eckuiii. 1886 11 'arid 25 Aug. 9 The ' Zulu

and the
'

heckum-peckum
' are the only two flies for the

loch.

HeckylJ, obs. forms of HKCKI.E sb.

Hecseite, obs. form of HJECCEITY.

II Hectare (he-kteej, or as F. (h)ekta'r). Also

hectar, heoatare. [K., irregularly f. Gr. txarov

hundred (see HECTO-) + ARE rf.3, ad. L. area.] In

the Metric system, a superficial measure containing

100 ares, or 2-471 acres.

1810 Naval Chron. XXIV. 301 Hectar, square hecto-

meter. 1839 W. CHAMBERS Tour Belgium 81/1 1 he third ..

contains 138 mines in an extent of 32,777 hectares. 1881

DARWIN / 'eg. Mould 159 There must exist 133,000 living

worms in a hectare of land.

Hectastyle, erron. form of HEXASTYLE.

Hectic (he-ktik), a. and sb. Forms: o. 5

etik(e, 5-6 etyk(e, 6 etioke, ethyke, hetictue.

(3 7 heoticke, -ique, 7-8 heotick, 7- hectic,

[ad. (through Fr.) late L. hectic-us, a. Gr. 4/m6s

habitual, hectic, consumptive, f. efis habit, state of

body or mind. The earlier forms etik, etc., were

a. OF. Mque (i3th c. in Littre'l = It., Sp. etico,

Romanic forms from hectic-us ;
the later agree with

F. hectiqae (Pare, 1 6th c.).]

L Belonging to or symptomatic of the bodily

condition or habit: applied to that kind of fever

which accompanies consumption or other wasting

diseases, and is attended with flushed cheeks and

hot dry skin.

1398 TRF.VISA Earth. De P. R. VH. xxxv. (1405) 248 J

feuer etyk hurtyth and greuyth the sadde membres. 1561

TURNER Herbal 11. 1033, In consumyng agues which ar

called hectice. 1578 I.YTE Dodocns \. xlix. 71 Such as are

fallen into Consumtions and Feuer Hetiques. 1604 R. CAW-

DREY Table A Iph., Hecticke, inflaming the hart, and soundest

parts of the bodie. 1611 COTGR. s.v. SetifHf, Thence is

a feuer called Hecticke, when it hath possessed all parts of

the bodie, without any alteration in it selfe. 1719 QUINCY

Phys. Diet., Hectick. .it is only joined to that kindot I1 ever

which is slow and continual, and ending in a Consumption.

1807-16 S. COOPER First Lines Surf. led. 5) 34 Hectic fever

is more or less remittent, but never wholly intermittent.

b. Belonging to or symptomatic of this fever.

1642 ROGERS Naaman 541 No hectique disposition upon

the body so sapes away the strength thereof. 1651 DAVENANT

Gondibcrt n. v. (R.) The hectick heate Of Oswalds blood

lectic ; twas a nery IIUMI. *w< unr

[iii. (1833) 326 This action on the lungs, .oppresses them

with a hectic cough. i88g EDNA LYALL Gold. Days I. x. 283

Like the hectic beauty of one dying of consumption.

c. Affected with hectic fever ; consumptive.

1664 Phil. Trans. I. 24 All of them in time . . become

paralitick and dye hectick. 1771 SMOLLETT Humph. LI.

(1820) ico Thin, puny, yellow, hectic figures. 1850 KINGSLEY

Alt Locke iv, A pretty, hectic girl of sixteen. 1860 PIESSE

Lab. Chem. Wonders 54 Many young people with hectic

2. Jig. a. Wasting, consuming, b. With refer-

ence to the hectic flush.

1603 FLORIO Montaigne (1634) 49.5
All enjoyings are not

alike. There are some hecticke. faint and languishing ones.

1819 SHELLEY Ode W. Wind 4 The leaves .. Yellow, and

black, and pale, and hectic red. 1826 MRS. HEMANS For.

Sanct. H. xii, Day's last hectic blush. 1886 DOWDEN Shelley

I . iii. 99 Thrill with vehement and hectic feeling.

f 3. In etymological sense : Habitual, constitu-

tional. Obs.

1641 MILTON Ch. Gavt. n. iii. (18511 162 That hectick dis-

position to evill, the source of all vice. 1654 H. L'ESTRANGE

C/ias. I (1655) 5 He seemed naturally to affect a majestique

carelesnesse, which was so hectique, so habitual in him

aS

B. sb. (ellipt. use of the adj.) 1. A hectic fever.

1398 TRF.VISA Earth. De P. R. xvi. v. (Tollem. MS.), It

helpeb tisik and etik. 1400 Lanfranc's Ctntrf.noOf
be patient falle into etikis. 1519 HORMAN Vulg. 37 b, He is

in an eticke or a consumption. i6oa SHAKS. Ham. iv. in.

68 Like the Hecticke in my blood he rages, And thou must

cure me. 1651 WITTIE tr. Primrose's Pap. Err. It 88 In

them that have the consumption, the lungs especially are

affected, and the whole body in hecticks. 1845 BUDD Dts.

Liver 237 She had much hectic and sweating.

1430 L'VDG. Msop iii. 26 in ffcrrig's Archiv LXXXV.
25 With suche false etykes many man is shent. 1647 Cast

Kingdom 2 This heat of Presbytery proved . . an Hectique

in the body Politique of Scotland. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Hi. iv.

77 Wishing, that constant hectic of a fool. 1879 Ol:o.

ELIOT Theo. Such 30, I have often had the fools' hectic 'of

wishing about the unalterable.

2. A person affected with hectic fever ;
a con-

sumptive person.
,11653 G. DANIEL Idyll'ii. 126 The Hecticke has y Day

To cease in, but drinks Marrow. 1687 WILLIS Tnnlindge

in ffarl. Misc. (1808) I. 587 As for hecticks they are com-

monly of a fine texture of body, c 1800 K. WHITE Fane 102

The hectic, lull'd On Death's lean arm to rest.

3. A hectic flush
; trans/, a flush or heightened

colour on the cheek ; a\sojig.

1768 STERNE Sent. Journ. (1778) I. 17 (Monk Calais), A
hectic of a moment pass'd across his cheek. 1847 U

QUINCEY Sp. Mil. Nun xvi. (1853) 41 One man s cheek

kindled with the hectic of sudden joy. 1890 W. C. KSSELL
Ocean Trag. III. xxxii. 193 Overhead the sky had fainted

into a sickly hectic.

HECTOMETRE.

Hectical (he-ktikal), a. [f.
as prec. + -AL.]

= HECTIC a. (lit. and _/?.)

1614 WOTTON Let. to Sir E. Bacon 8 June in Rehq. Wot-

ton. (1685) 433, I "ill keep it from being hectical. 16*6

JACKSON Creed vill. xii. 6 Hecticall, pestilentiall. or other

feevers. 1765 HUXHAM in Phil. 'Irons. LV. 8 Wtththe

thin, tender, and hectical, it seldom agrees. 1806 Med.

Jriil. XV. 568 The hectical symptoms precluded all hopes

. .from the trial of any other means.

Hence He ctically adv.

1761 JOHNSON Ascham Wks. IV. 635 He was for some

years hectically feverish.

t Hective, a. Obs. [Altered from HECTIC, or

corresp. Fr., after adjs. in -IVE, as COSTIVE.] =
HECTIC a.

1634 T. JOHNSON Parey's Chirurg. x. xxxi. (1678) 261 An
hective Fever [la fiivre hectiqite\ easily follows upon these

kinds of Wounds. 1642 FULLER Holy f, Prof. St. i. u. 55

Being guilty of no Greek, and being demanded why it was

called an hective fever ; because, saith he, of an becking

cough which ever attendeth that disease. 1709 STEELE

Tatler No. 34 p 5 Of a very spare and hective Constitution.

Hecto-, heat-, a non -etymological contraction

of Gr. iua-rov hundred, first used as a combining

form in French words, esp. in the Metric system of

weights and measures to express a hundred times

the unit.

Hectocotyl, -e (hektokptu) ;
also in L. form

hectocotylus. Zool. [ad. mod.L. Hcctocotyhis,

name given by Cuvier to what he took for a genus

of parasitic worms (see def. below), f. HECTO- + Gr.

KOTVA.T; small cup, hollow thing (cf. COTYLE 2 b).]

A modified arm in male dibranchiate Cephalo-

pods, which serves as a generative organ, and in

some species is detached and remains in the pallial

cavity of the female; in this position formerly mis-

taken for a parasite, to which the name Hectocotylus

octopodis was given by Cnvier.

1854 WOODWARD Molhisca (1856) 65 Dr. Albert Kolliker

has suggested that the real males . . are the hectocotyles,

previously mistaken for parasitic worms. The hectocotyle

of octopus granulatus was described by Cuvier, who

obtained several specimens from octopods captured in the

Mediterranean. 1877 HUXLEY Anat. /nv. Anim. viii. 538

The male is very much smaller than the female, and gives

rise to a Hectocotylus.

Hence Hectoco'tylize v. trans., (a) to convert or

modify into a hectocotyle ; (*) to impregnate with

a hectocotyle. Heotoootyllza-tion, the process of

hectocot) lizing. Hectoco'tylism, the formation

of a hectocotyle.
1870 NICHOLSON Zool. 272 The arm so affected, .is said to

be
'

hectocotylised '. 1877 HUXLEY Anat. Imi. Amm. vm.

530 The male Cephalopods are distinguished . . by the

asymmetry of their arms, one or more of which, on one side,

are peculiarly modified, or hectocotylised. /te 534 1 here

is thus a kind of hectocotylisation in the Tetrabranchiata.

1878 BELL Gerenoatir 's Comp. Anat. 327 This hecto-

cotylised arm' is not developed, as are the others, by a pro-

cess of free gemmation, but it is formed in a vesicle, from

which it is not let loose till it is mature. Ibid.
^386

Hecto-

cotylism is the cause therefore of a functional adaptation.

Hectogramme, -gram (he-ktograem). [ad.

F. hectogramme ( fktogram) : see HECTO- and

GRAMME, GRAM.] In the Metric system, a weight

containing 100 grammes, or 3-52 oz. avoirdupois.

1810 Naval Chron. XXIV. 302 Hectogram=3 oz. 2 gros.

1 2- 1 gr.

Hectograph (he-ktogrof),
sb. Also hekto-.

[f.
HECTO- + Gr. -fpaQos writing.] An apparatus

for multiplying copies of writing :
= CHROJIO-

GRAPH 2. Also applied to the process of taking

copies by means of this.

1880 Printing Times 15 Feb. 43/2 A multiplying process

based upon the use ofthe glue plate . . used in the hektograph

and other similar processes. 1882 Times 13 Feb., The

manner in which the political
'

hectograph manufactures,

reproduces, and multiplies 'public opinion . 1884 Standard

6 Slay, The police discovered the first number of a new

Socialist paper.. printed by hectograph.

Hence He'ctograph v. trans., to reproduce by

means of the hectograph ; Hectogra-pHic a., per-

taining to, or produced by, the hectograph.

1887 Pall Mall G. 18 Apr. i/i The hektographed resolu-

tions^ executive committees. Ibid. 27 May 7/2 By means

of hectographic placards. 1800 Times "7 Mar 5/4 The>

had helped to hectograph this address to the *

P
Hectoid (he-ktoid), a. [irreg. f. HECT-IC + -OID.]

Of a hectic appearance.
HAMMOND Ne

1871 W. A. HA'MMOND Nervous Syst. I. xvi. (Cent.), The

skin was red with a hectoid flush.,km was rea wiiu <* iic^tmu <>*

Hectolitre, -liter (he-ktolRw). [F. hecto-

litre (fktolf tr) : see HECTO- and LITHE.] In the

Metric system, a measure of capacity containing

100 litres, or 3-531 cubic feet, or about 2$ bushels.

,810 Naval Chron. XXIV. 301 Hectolittre=2-92o3 cubic

feet i860 All Year Round No. 69. 448 A hectolitre con-

tains a trifle more than a three-bushel English corn-sack.

1891 Daily AVicJ 31 Oct. 2/3 Russia has usually a crop of

about 200 million hectolitres of oats.

Hectometre, -meter (nrktomJtau). (.*

hectometre (gktomftr) : see HECTO- and MKTRB.]

In the Metric system, a measure of length contain-

ing 100 metres, or 328-089 feet.

1810 Naval Chron. XXIV. 301 Hectometer, 100 M. 1869



little insolent, [and] said rude things in a hectoring tone.

EectOStere (he-ktostlai, Fr. gktostgr). [F.
hectostere : see HECTO- and STERE.] In the Metric

system, a measure of capacity containing 100 steres,
or 353 1 -65 cubic feet. (Little used even in Fr.l

1864 in WEBSTER.

Hecup, obs. form of HICCCP.

Hed, hedd(e : see HEAD, HEED, HIDE v. 1

Hedder, obs. form of HEATHER, HITHER.
Heddir, obs. form of ADDER.
c 1400 Afiol. Loll. 97 Def heddir stuppend her ;eris.

Heddle (he-d'l),^. Weaving. Also6hedelCl)e,
Sc. heidle, 8-9 hiddle, 9 ? dial, haddle. [app.
:-OE.

*fafiat, earlier form of htfeld: see

HEALD.] \nplural, The small cords (or in recent
use, wires) through which the warp is passed in a
loom after going through the reed, and by means
of which the warp threads are separated into two
sets so as to allow the passage of the shuttle bear-
ing the weft.

HECTOR.
ROSCOE Ekm. Chem. 24 The multiples of the metre . . are

called decametres, hectometre*, and kilometres.

Hector ;he-ktoi, sb. [L. Hector, Gr. "E*rwp,
son of Priam and Hecuba, husband of Andromache,
*

the prop or stay of Troy
*

;
in origin, as adj. tKTwp

= holding fast, f. x6(V to have, hold.]

1. Name of a Trojan hero celebrated in the Iliad ;

hence transf. A valiant warrior like Hector.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) II. 255 }if we wil mene
bat bey beeb-. hardy, we clepejj hem Hectares. 1525 LD.

BERNERS Froiss. II. cxliii. (R.) Thus he [Duglas] went
euer forwarde lyke a hardy Hector. 1548 HALL Chron.,

j

Hen. Iff, 164 b, Thys English Hector and marcial flower. ;

1598 SHAKS. Merry W. i. iii. 12 Said I well (bully Hector?*.

1621-51 BURTON Anat. Mel. To Rdr. 1 1676' 18/1 Every
'

Nation hath their Hectors, Scipios, Caesars and Alexanders. '

2. A swaggering fellow
;

a swash-Luckier ;
a

;

braggart, blusterer, bully.
(Frequent in the second half of the i7th c. ; applied spec. \

to a set of disorderly young men who infested the streets of
|

London. Cf.
'

Bully Hector' 1598 in i.)

1655 SIR E. NICHOLAS in N. Papers (Camden} II. 256 The \

Earle of Anglesie and his two Hectors upon Sunday morn- i

Ing last fought a duel! with Collonel Dillan . . and two Irishe
;

Captains .. His Lordships Hectors had no hurt, and y" i

Irishe came of untoucht. a 1658 CLEVELAND To the Hec- \

tors i You Hectors ! tame Professors of the Sword ! 1693
LUTTRELL BriefRel. 11857) III. 2 On Sunday night last 3
hectors came out of a tavern in Holborn, with their swords
drawn, and began to break windows, a 1716 BLACKALL Wks.
(1723) I. 333 Surely this blustering Hector is not one of the
Sons of Adam. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iii. I. 361 The
Muns and Tityre Tus had given place to the Hectors, and
the Hectors had been recently succeeded by the Scourers.

3. Name of a species of butterfly (Papilio Hector}.
1863 WOOD fllustr. Nat. Hist. III. 508 The Hector forms

a fine contrast to the
preceding

insect [the SaroedonJ, its

colours being almost wholly black and flaming crimson.

Hence Hecto'rean, -ian a.
[f. L. Hectore-us +

-AN], belonging to Hector. Ke-ctorism, the

quality or practice of a hector or bully. He*ctorly
a. t of the nature of a hector, blustering, insolent.

He'ctorship, a trait characteristic of a hector.

1715-00 POPE Iliad'XVHI. 18 Warn'd to shun Hectorean
force in vain. 1673 O. WALKER Educ. (1677) 82 Men mis-
like a vice for a seemingly-Hke but really-contrary virtue
as hectorisme for valour. 1675 J. SMITH Chr. Relig.
Appeal n. 15 A desperate Principle of Hectorism. 1676
SHADWELL Virtuoso iv. i. Wks. (1720) 375 My wife with a
oectorly fellow here ! a 1677 BARROW Serm. Wks. 1686 III.
xxxi. 336 Presumptuous transgression of God's law, (Hec-
torly profaneness*. 1858 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. in. x. (1872)
I 198 His other Hectorships I will forget.

Hector (he-ktoi), v. [f. prec. sb. (sense aX]
1. intr. To play the hector or bully ;

to brag,
bluster, domineer. Also, to hector it.

1660 HICKERINGILL Jamaica (1661) 80 For which he needs
not venture life nor limb, Nor Hector it, nor list under Sir

Hugh. i68t Def. Fullwoorfs Leges Anlix 5 While I

hector and rant and call names. 1^23 SWIFT Stella at
Wood-Park 6 Don Carlos made her chief director, That she
might o'er the servants hector. 1764 Yotyrv. Mayor of G. :.

(1783) 25 She does now and then hector a little. 1863
MRS. C. CLARKE S/taks. Char. vi. 145 John not only allows
himself to be bamboozled, but . . to be hectored over. 1882
Miss BRADDON Alt. Royal III. vii. 141 He blustered and
hectored as of old.

2. trans. To intimidate by bluster or threats
;
to

domineer over
; to bully ; to bring or force out of

or into something by threats or insolence.

1664 PEPYS Diary 22 Feb., Our King did openly say ..

that he would not be hectored out of his right and pre-
eminencys by the King of France. 1670 DRYDES Conq.
Granada n, i, But [Fortune] she's a drudge, when hector'd

by the Brave. 172* DE FOE Col. Jack (1840) 27 You
shan't be hectored by him. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones x.

viii, We are. .not to be hectored, and bullied, and beat into

Compliance. 1824 W. IRVING T. Trav. II. 37, I was
hectored and lectured in my own green-room. 1850
Mahomet xxiii. (1853) 131 But suffers himself to be . . hec-
tored out of his crafty policy.
Hence He'ctoring" vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

; also

He'ctorer, one who hectors.

1664 BUTLER Hud, M. i. 352 The Hect'ring Kill-Cow Her-
cules. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. 176 Ranting and hector-

186

A leaf of heddles consists of a set of parallel cords of the
'

width of the web.s stretched vertically between two horizon-
j

tal shafts of wood, and forming in their centre loops or eyes ;

through which the warp-threads pass.

1513 DOUGLAS sEneis vu. \. 29 With sublell slais and hir

heidlis [1553 hedeles] sle, Rych len;e wobbis natly weiffis

sche. 15*3 SKELTON Gar/. Laurel 791 To weve in the
\

stoule some were full preste, With slaiis, with tavellis, with
hedellis well drest. 1792 A. ADAM Rom. Antiq. 523 The
principal parts of the machinery of a loom, vulgarly called

the Caam or Hiddles, composed of eyed or hooked threads,

through which the warp passes. 1831 G. R. PORTER Silk
,

Manitf. 215 The depression of each treadle will corre-
j

spondingly influence the position of its heddle. 1875 Lire's
j

Diet. Arts III. 979 In every species of weaving, .the whole
\

difference of pattern or effect is produced, either by the

succession in which the threads of warp are introduced into
'

the heddles, or by the succession in which those heddles
are moved in the working.

b. C 'omb.,3&heddh-beam* -maker^-threadj-t'ivitoe,
-yarn ; heddle-eye, -hook, -lever : see quots.
1794 A. MARTIN Agric. Srerv. Renfr. 257 (Jam.) Heddles

. . are made of very strong thread called heddle-t\vine.
i

1852 Ai'PLKTON Diet, Mech. 257 The heddle-beam. 1864
WEBSTER, Heddlc-eye, the eye or loop formed in each
heddle to receive a warp-thread. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. t

Hcfidlc-hook^ a hook used in heddling the warp-threads.
1885 G. A. GBIERSON Bihar Peas. Life 74 Heddle-levers . .

the upper levers to which the heddles are attached.

Hence Heddle v. trans., to draw (warp-threads)
through the eyes of a heddle.

1864 WEBSTER, Heddling. 1875 [see b above].

Heddre, var. EPDRE Obs.^ bloodvessel, vein.

a 1300 I'ox $ Wolf 43 in Hazl. . P. P. I. 59 Hy ne

mi^tte non lengour Iibe, Eote here heddre were i-take.

tHede. Obs. Also bed. [ME. hede-.-QK.

type *h$edu (ace. hsede) fern., beside had masc. ;

corresp. to MHG. heit fern., OHG. hait. keit, m.

andf.,
*

person, order, rank, position',Goth.teWwj,
masc.,

'

manner, way '. See HAD sb., -HEAD suffix.]
1. Rank, order, condition, quality.
a 1300 Cursor M. 21220 [Barnabas] wan vn-to Je apostlis

hede. Ibid, 21700 Suld haf he preistes hede wit dome.
a 1400 Sir Perc, 1103 Blode rede was his stede, His aktone
and his other wede, His cote of the same hede.

2. By entering into combination with qualifying

adj., or with sb., it became a suffix, ME. -hede,

mod.Eng. -kead, Sc. -keid\ see -HEAD.
a noo O. E. Chron. an. 1070 Jhirh heora druncen bed on

|

an mht for baernde ba cyrce. 1:1250 Gen. fy Ex. 56 On
\

mi^t and on godfulhed. Ibid. 1852 Sichem tok hire maiden-
hed. a, 1300 Cursor M. 60.49 (Gott. > His sone Elyazar was

Ind barneist, An be state of his fadir hede. c 1440 HYLTON
Scala Per/. (1494) n. xlvi, The fairhede of angels. 1535
COVERDALE Zech. xt. 14 The brotherheade betwixte luda
and Israel. 1585 JAS. I Ess. Poesie (Arb.i 54 Chyldheid.

Hede, obs. form of HEAD, HEED.

Hedell, Heden, obs. ff. HIDEL, HEATHEN.

Hedenbergite (he-denboigaitX Min. [Named
by Berzelius. 1819, after Ludwig Hedenberg : see

;

-ITE.] A black crystalline variety of PYROXENE.
i8aaCt.EAVELANp3/i. 615 Hedenbergite . . occursm masses

composed of shining plates. 1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5) 215 !

Iron-lime pyroxene ; hedenbergite.

Hedeous, -ows, obs. forms of HIDEOUS.

Heder (hrdw). dial. Also 6-7 bidder, 8
!

heeder. [f.
HE + (?) DEER : cf. SEEDER.] A male

;

sheep ; spec, one from eight or nine months old till

its first shearing.
1579 SPENSER Sheph. Cal. Sept. 211 He would haue de-

uoured both bidder & shidder [gloss. He & she, Male and
Female]. 1633 J. FISHER Fuimus Troes in. ix. in Hazl. i

Dodsley XII. 507 Hidder, eke, and shidder. 1799 A. VOUNG !

Agric. Line. 235 (E. D. S.) They are forced to sell their '.

heeders, and joist their sheeders in the spring. 1851 Jrnl. i

R. Agric. Soc. XII. n. 333 A lamb eight or nine months old,
and until his first shearing, is called a '

lieder' or 'sheder*. .

or 'lamb-hog'. Ibid. 341 The
* heder '

hogs being grazed on
\

the seeds, and the 'sheders' on grass.

Heder, obs. form of HITHEK.

Hederaceons (heder^-Jss), a.
[f. L. hederace-

\

us, f. hedera ivy.] Pertaining or allied to ivy.
17*7 BAILEY vol. II, HederaceoHs, of or belonging to Ivy.

1755 in JOHNSON. Hence in mod. Diets.

Hence Hedera-ceously adv., after the manner
of ivy.

1683 Phil. Trans.Xlll. 107 Many several sorts growing ,

up Hederaciously together.

Hederal i he-deral), a. [f. L. keder-a ivy + -AL.] ;

Of or pertaining to ivy.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. s.v., The Hederal Crown or Gar-

'

land was given to Poets, and excellent Musttians. 1706 in !

PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey). 1721 in BAILEY. Hence in mod. Diets,
j

Eederated (he-derated), a. [f. L. hederdt-us !

in same sense (f. hedera ivy) + -ED.] Adorned or ,

crowned with ivy.
ai66i FULLER Worthies, Yorkshire in. (1662) 207 He

[Gower] appeareth there neither laureated nor hederated
Poet.. but only rosated, having a Chaplet of four Roses
about his head.

Hederic (h&le'rik), a. Chem. [f.'L.heder-aivy+ \

-ic.] Of or pertaining to ivy ;
as in Htderic acid.

'

1865-7* WATTS Diet. Chem. III. 138 Hederic acid, an
|

acid contained, according to Posselt (Ann. Ch. Pharm. Ixix.

62) in the seeds of ivy (Hedera helix) , . It appears to belong
to the family of the tannic acids. 1886 Srd. Soc. Lex. t

(

Hederic acid, consists of colourless bitter crystals, soluble
in alcohol, but insoluble in water and ether.

HEDGE

Hederi'ferOTlS, a. [f. L. hedera ivy + -FERGUS.]
Bearing or producing ivy.
1656 in BLOI-NT Glossogr. 1721 in BAILHY. In mod. Diets.

He'deriform, a. [ad. medical L. hederiform-
is. f. hedera \\y +forma : ^ee -FORM. Cf. F. h4dt~

nforme.'] Resembling ivy.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. s. v. J V;, Hederiform vein, a

certaine veine which passes down along by the sides of the
womb. 1886 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Hederi'gerent, a.
[f. L. hederiger ivy-bear-

ing + -ENT, after L. gerent-em bearing.] Bearing
or wearing ivy.
1871 M. COLLINS Mrq. $ Merch. III. Hi. 96 The hederi-

ferent
Maenads of old. a 1876 Th. in my Card. u88o)

. 269 Nymphs, hederigerant, wine that's refrigerant, These
are the joy of the poets and gods.

Hederine (he-ddrain). Chem. [mod. f. L. he-

dera ivy + -IKE
;

in F. ktdtrine.] A bitter alkaloid

obtained from the seeds of the ivy.
1865-72 WATTS Diet. Chew. III. 138.

Hence Hederi nic Hederic (acid).

Hedercrse, a. [ad. L. hederos us, f. hedera

ivy : see -osE.l

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Hederose^ full of Ivy. In mod. Diets.

Hedge i.hedg), sb. Forms : i *hecg dat.

hegge), 3-6hegge,4hegg, 5-6 hege, 6Sc. haige,

5 hedche. ; hedg, 4- hedge ; #. 4-6 heg. [OE.
*htcgt h$gg str. fem., corresp. to EKris. hegge.
MDu. htgghe, Du. hegge^ heg, OHG. hegga. hecka

(MHG. hegge, hecke, Ger. hecke] :-OTeut. *hagjd- ;

a deriv. of the same root as OE. haza HAW jvM
and h$%e HAT sb* Cf. also HAG sb.-\

L A row of bushes or low trees (e.g. hawthorn,
or privet) planted closely to form a boundary be-

tween pieces of land or at the sides of a road : the

usual form of fence in England.
A hedge is called quickset or dead according as it is planted

of living or dead plants. (See these adjs.)

785 Charter in Cart. Sax. (Birch) I. 339 ^Et bsere lange
hegge aende. 855 O. E. Chron. an. 547 He jetimbrade
Bebban burh, sy wa;s serost mid hegge be lined, a 1250
Owl <y Night. 17 pe nihtegale .. sat up one faire boje .. In
ore waste picke hegge. 1297 R- GLOUC. (1724) 211 Hiicome
among narwe heggys. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace
(Rolls' 16428 Any leues or rotes sep, pat henged on heg or
on heb. 1383 WYCLIF Eccl. x. 8 Who scatereth the hegg
[1388 hegge]. 1382 A/arJk xii. i A man plauntide a vyne-
?erd, and puttide aboute an hegge. c 1440 Promp. Parr.
232/1 Hedge (A"., S. hegge i, sepes. 1481 CAXTON Reynard
xxx. (Arb.) 75 The serpent stode in an hedche. 1483 Cath.

Angl. 180/1 Hege, ubi a garthe. 1508 DUNBAR Goldyii
Targe 34 On every syde the hegies raise on hicht. 1508

Tua Mariit Wenien 13 That in haist to the hege so

hard I inthrang. 1550 CROWLEY Epigr. lob, Two beggars
that vnder an hedge sate. 1556 Chron. Gr. Friars (Camden)
59 The commyns. .within the realme ryssyd and pullyd up
heggys and palys. 1377 B. GOOCE Heresbach's Husb. n.

(1586) sob, Columella .. prefcrreth the guickeset hedge be-
fore the deade. 1653 WALTON Angler \\. 62 But turn out of
the way.. towards yonder high hedg. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat.
Hist, (1776,1 V. 142 To take shelter in the first tree or hedge
that

offers^ 1806 FORSYTH Beauties Scott. IV. 73 Hedge
and ditch is the most common mode of fencing property.
1826-44 LOUDON EncycL Agric. 475 Dead hedges .. are

principally intended for temporary purposes,
b. Locally or spec, applied to other fences.

1850 Beck's Florist 25 If we examine the stone walls, or,
as they are called, 'hedges'. 1868 KIRK Chas. Bold l\\.\.
iii. 428 The Burgundians erected a palisade, called in the

military language of the time a '

hedge '. 1887 HALL CAINE
Deemster xvi, One . . had jumped to the top of the broad
turf hedge.
2. A fishing weir of faggots or of wattle-work.

1653 WALTON Angler vi. 135 They [salmon] will force
themselves over the tops of Weirs, or Hedges, or stops in
the water. 1714 Act i Geo. /, Stat. n. c. 18 14 If any
person, .make, erect, or set any bank, dam, hedge or stank,
net or nets, cross the said rivers or any part thereof.

3. transf. Said of any line or array of objects

forming a barrier, boundary, or partition.
15*3 LD- BERNERS Froiss. I. cxxx. 157 The frenche kynge

wolde fayne haue come thyder . . bdt there was a great hedge
[grand'haye} of archers before hym. 1578 BANISTER Hist.
Man. i. 10 A fProcesse].. which, .into the nostrels discend-

yng, constituteth the hedge, or partition of the nose. 1617
MORYSON Itin. n. 95 These three Countries being an hedge
betweene the English Pale, and the North. 1638 SIR T.
HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 183 Towring in a hedge of hills from
Armenia to the furthest part of Indya. 1808 SCOTT Mar-
mion vi. xviii, Flashing on the hedge of spears. 1855 HT.
MARTINEAU Autobiog. (1877) II. 121 Hedges of police from
our little street to the gates of the Abbey.
4. transf. and fig. A barrier, limit, defence

;
a

means of protection or defence.

1340 Ayenb. 240 Hardnesse of Hue (?et is a strang heg aye
be wyckede bestes. c 1380 WYCLIF Serm. Sel. Wks. III. 29
Pus was Foul constreyned to crepe out of his hegge, and
holde be sect of Crist, forsakinge )?e sect of Pharisees. 1526
Pilgr. Per/. (VV. de W. 1531) 65 As hedges, or stoppes to

lette those thynges that myght hurt perfeccyon. 1617
MORYSON Itin. n. 72 It might appeare by that hedge which
he diligently put to all his answers, that he spake . . only to
cleere himselfe. 1649 Belfast Presbytery in Milton*s Wks.
(1851) II. 550 Their strong oppositions to Presbyterial
Government ithe Hedg and Bulwark of Religion). 1825 SCOTT
Jrnl. 19 Dec., He talks of. .making sales of our interest.,

which would put a hedge round his finances. 1879 FARRAR
St. Paul 1. 148 The Pharisees regarded it as the main func-
tion of their existence to raise a hedge around the Law.
5. spec. Betting, [f.

HEDGE v. 8.] The act of

hedging ;
a means of hedging.



HEDGE.

m FIELDING Pasquin ill. i, 5. That's laying against

youLlf, Mr. Trapwit. T. I love a hedge, sir. 1801 .S/tor/-

L> Mag. XVIII. ioo To make a hedge; to secure abet,

or wager, laid on one side, by taking the odds on 'he other.

iltos WINDHAM Sfcecfos I'arl. 26 Mar. (1812! II. 298 What

in the sporting language was called 'a hedge ,
the effect ot

which was, that there was a chance the Right Honourable

Gentleman would at all events win. 1857 HUGHES lout

Brawn i. viii, The horse is no use to you. He won t win,
;

but I want him as a hedge.

6. Phrases and proverbs, a. lo hang (be hung)

on (in) the hedge : to be pnt on one side, to be ' on
j

the shelf. To be on the right (better, safer) or
|

wrong side of the hedge : to be in a right or wrong i

position. To take a sheet off a hedge : to steal

openly. To take hedge: to depart. The only stick

left in ones hedge : one's only resource. By hedge

or by stile (see quot. 1 700). To be on the hedge =

to '
sit on the fence'.

<riSio Hickscorner 17 Ye whan my soule hangeth on the

hedge cast stones. 1600 HOLLAND Lay LXIX. Epit. 1246

One whoever loved to be on the better side of the hedge

[L. sccvndam forlunam traiisin]. 1630 R. Johnson s

Kingd. f, Comarai. 27 He durst as well take a sheet of an

hedge, as come within the cracke of a pistoll. 1638 r/oKD

Lady's Trial iv. ii, They durst not give the souse, And so

took hedge, a 1641 Bp. MoUNTAGti Acts $ Man. .(1642). 64

That much talked of, and employed distinction . .of impliclte,

and explicite, faith .. may be hanged on the hedge, for any
useisofit. 1644 VICARS Jehovali-Jii'ek 196 Those twc.Regi-

ments were the onely stick they now had left in their hedge.

1653 BAXTER Ware. Petit. Def. 24 If you say, We have

too much in any of these particulars; then we are on the

safer side the hedge. 1666 PEVYS Diary 27 Oct. 1 he busi-

ness of money hangs in the hedge. (11700 K. K.. JJict.

Cant. Crew, By Hedge or by Style, by Hook or by Crook.

1816 AINSWORTH Lot. Diet. s.v., To be on the wrong side of

the hedge, or mistaken, hallucinor, erro.

b. Other locutions of obvious meaning.

1546 J. HKVWOOD Prvu. (1867) 5 Where the hedge is

lowest, men male soonest ouer. 1563 WINJET Wks. (1888

II 54 The serpent sal byte him quha cuttis the halge. 1591

LYLY B.ndym. III. iii, Some men may better steale a horse,

then another looke over the hedge, a 1656 Bp. HALL A em.

Wks. (1660) 223 Men are still apt to climb over the hedg ,

where it is lowest. 1869 HAZLITT Pro*'. 201 Hedges have

eyes and walls have ears. 1891 Daily Newt 4 July 3/1
T- he

|

fog .. hanging like a heavy pall
' as thick as a hedge .

7. attrib. and Comb. a. Simple attrib.,
' of or for

a hedge ', as hedge-bottom, -cricket, -fence, -flower, \

-fruit, -knife,-plant,-scissors,-shears,-spade, -stake, i

-tree, -weed. b. objective and obj. gen., as hedge-

breaker, -breaking, -clipper, -cutter, -cutting,

-maker. C. instrumental, as hedge-bound.

1644 DIGBY Nat. Bodies i. xxxvi. (1645) 386 Hares.. hide

themselves in 'hedge bottomes, or in woods. 1816 Ains-

wortKi Lai. Diet, s.v., She lays her eggs in hedge bottoms.

1631 Star Chamb. Cases (Camden) 62 As "hedge-breakers or

breakers of the peace they put them in the stockes. 1785

I PHILLIPS Treat. Inland Navig. 19 Poor people who now
,

destroy all the hedges . . will find "hedge-breaking a losing

trade. 1871 W. H. BEEVER Daily Life Farm i. 6 Heaps of

fire-wood and "hedge-clippings. 1601 SafXt-Aies
WsCln.

i 2 He can come no other way but by this "hedge corner.

l8a6-44 LOUDON Encfcl. Agric. 4?5 "Hedge fences are of

two kinds : either, .of dead materials, or. .of living
ptants.

a 1774 HARTE Eulagius in Chalmers Eng. Poets (1810) XVI.

386 Deck'd . . With poor "hedge-flow'rs. 1647 TRAPP Comm.

strument lor trimming iicugcs. ^..^.v -

,.
-

607/21 Hicseftor, a *hegmaker. !7s8BoRLASE Nat. Hist.
[

Cornwall 229 Hill and "hedge plants. 1887 Gardening
j

10 Dec. 553/2 Laurustinus is used here largely as a hedge

plant. 1833 J. HOLLAND Manuf. Metal II. 44 [Pruning in-

struments] resembling common "hedge-shears. 1601 vnd f. .

Returnfr. Pamass. i. ii. 326 They haue some ofthembeene

the old 'hedgstakes of the presse. 1843 Zoologist I. 97,

I generally have a stout hedge-stake or clothes-prop to try

the soundings with. 1611 COTGR., Marmaux, Arbresmar.,
"
Hedge-trees, wild trees. 1591 F. SPARRY tr. Cattan s Gco-

inancie 73 A number of thieves and "hedge wa kers. 1844

H STEPHENS Rt. ofFarm (1871) II. 473 A small useful im-

plement is the 'hedge weed-hook . . which pulls out the weeds

between the hedge-roots. 1886 Treat. Bat. 1064/1 Stsym-

brium officinal* . . a common "hedge-weed.

8. a. Born, brought op, habitually sleeping,

sheltering, or plying their trade under hedges, or

by the road-side (and hence used generally as an

attribute expressing contempt), as hedge-bantling,

-brat, -chaplain, -curate, -doctor, -lawyer, -parson,

-player, -poet, -wench, -whore, etc. Also HEDGE-

PKIEST. b. Done, performed, produced, worked,

under a hedge, in by-ways, or clandestinely, as

hedge-marriage, -notes, -press, -rimes, c. Of such

kind as is met with by the way-side; of mean, in-

ferior,
' common ',

' third-rate' quality, and generally

as a contemptuous adjunct, as hedge-alehouse,

-inn, -lodging, -tavern, -wine, etc. Also HEDGE-

SCHOOL. .

c 30 Jyl of Brcyntford^s Test. 331 A hedge Curat, with

as moche wit as a calf. 1546 BALE Eng. Votaries II. (1550)

L iii They . . continued vnder the slender name of secular

priests or hedge chaplains. 1583 STANYHURST /Emts iv.

(Arb.) 108 Arunnagat hedgebrat. iwo R. W. 3 Lds.f, 3

Ladies Land, in Hazl. Dodslcy Vf. 421 This blindfold

buzzardly hedge-wench. .641 BROME Jovial Lrew v. Wks.

1873 III! 435 Hedge-birds said you? Hedge Lady-birds,

Hedge Cavaliers, fledge Souldier, Hedge lawyer, Hedge

Kid'.eVs, Hedge Poet, Hedge Players, and a Hedge Priest

among 'em. 1656 W. D. tr. Comma* Gate f.at. ffnl. 804.

a5 l Hee doth nut rashly venture upon the cure (as Quack-

187

salvers, and Hedg-doctors are wont'. 1711 SWIFT Ran. Let.

to 7 Lds. Wks. 1814 IV. 196 These hedge-writers (a phrase

I unwillingly lend him, because it cost me some pains t<

in\ ent i seldom speak a word against any of the late ministry.

1738 TIIYEK in Bvront's Rein. (1856) II. l. 198, I find youi

curiosity tempted'intoahedge bookseller's in some bye-lane.

1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic. Ixxxvii. (1779! IV. 34 This hedge

inamorata. 1815 SCOTT Guy M. xxxi, She ran put
into

a horrid description of a hedge-ruffian. iSzz - Nigel xvu,

\ hedge-parson, or buckle-beggar, as that order of priest-

hood has been irreverently termed. 1855 MRS. GASKELL

North fs S. (ed. 2) I. 183 Not hedge-lawyers, as Captain

Lennox used to call those men in his company who ques-

tioned and would know the reason for every order.

b a 1667 COWLEY Ansiv. Versesfr. Jersey 13 Such Base,

Rough, Crabbed, Hedge-Rhiraes, as ev'n set the Hearers

Ears on Edge. 1679 MULCRAVF. Ess. Sat. in Drydcn s

Wks. '1821) XIII. 53 When they began to be somewhat

better bred, .they left these hedge-notes for another sort <

poem, somewhat polished. 1724 SWIFT Drapers Lett.

Wks i? V II. 7 Corrector of a hedge-press in some blind

alley about Little Britain. 1847 7 HALLIWEI.L, Hedge-

marriage, a secret clandestine marriage. NortK.

0. i4 NASHE Terrors Nt. Wks. 1883-4 HI. 267 Hedge

wine andleane mutton. 1688 SHADWELL Sq r. Alsatia 1. 1, Is

not rich generous wine better than your poor Hedge-Wine

stum'd! ,.I7 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Hedge-ravent or

Ale-house, a Jilting, Sharping Tavern, or Blind Alehouse.

1711 SWIFT Lett. (1767) HI. 203, I was forced to go to

a little hedge place for my dinner. 1748 SMOLLETT A erf.

Rand. (i8il) I. 38 A small hedge alehouse. 1816 SCOTT

Fain. Lett. 26 Aug. (1894) I- * 3^8 Otterbourne..is an in-

different sort of hedge inn.

d. Hence passing into an adj. with sense Mean,

third-rate, paltry, despicable, rascally '.

1506 NASHE Saffron Walden Wks. 1883-4 III. 38 Rascally

hedge rak't vp termes. a 1734 NORTH Exam. III. vm. 7

(1740) 643 These are hedge Objections. When nothing can

be said against the Matter, they fall upon the Manner, and

in Circumstances not material, a 1745 SWIFT (J.>, 1 he clergy

do much better than a little hedge, contemptible, illiterate

vicar can be presumed to do.

9 Special combs. : hedge-accentor, the hedge-

sparrow ; t hedge-binding, something used to

bind together the bushes composing a hedge;

hedge-born ///. a., born under a hedge, of low

or mean birth ; hedge-brow (see quot.) ; hedge-

bush, a bush used to make a hedge, spec, haw-

thorn ; hedge-carpenter, one whose business is to

repair fences; so hedge-carpentering; hedge-

chafer, the cockchafer ; hedge-chanter,-chat, the

hedge-sparrow; hedge-crocus, an itinerant quack-

doctor : see CROCUS 4 ; hedge-fight, a fight under

cover of hedges or other shelters, as opposed to a

pitched battle ; hedge-fire, firing from a hedge ;

f hedge-frog, a toad ; hedge-green, the green

headland in a ploughed field ; hedge-hook, a bill-

hook for trimming hedges ; hedge-planter,
' a

frame for holding plants in order as to distance and

position while being set in the furrow prepared for

them' (Knight Dict.Mech. 1875) ; hedge-popping,

shooting from behind a hedge ; hedge-pulling,

the pulling of firewood out of a hedge ; hedge-rise

(see quot.); hedge-rustic, the moth Lupenna

Cespitis ; hedge-shrew, ?the shrew-mouse ; hedge-

warbler, the hedge-sparrow ; hedge-wise adv., in

the fashion of a hedge. Also HEDGE-BILL, etc.

a 1825 FORBY Vac. E.Anglia, "Hedge-accentor, the hedge-

sparrow. 1611 BEAUM. & FL. Knt. Burn. Pestle n. iv, He

came and basted me with a "hedge-binding. 1591 SHAKS.

i Hen. VI, iv. i. 43 Like a "Hedge-borne Swaine,That doth

presume to boast of Gentle blood. 1750 W. LLLIS Mod.

Husb. III. l. 37 (E.D.S.l Where bushes, or other trumpery,

that grew near hedges, have been grubbed up, winch we call

"hedie-brows. 1576 FLEMING Panopl, Efist. 351 The pr ek-

ing Blackthorne, the "hedge bushe, the Bryer, the bramble.

l8 W. S. COLLMAN Woodlands (1862) 38 The Maple, from

its valuable qualities as a hedge-bush. 1888 1. HARDY

Wessex T. I. 29 'You may generally tell what a man is

bv his claws', observed the "hedge-carpenter, looking at his

own hands. 1878 JEFFERIES Gamekeeper at H. in. 55

"Hedge-carpentering was. .a distinct business, followed by

one or two men in every locality. I797 BEWICK Bnt. Birds

HEDGE.

How fare they? 1797-1804 BEWICK Brit. Birds (1847) I.

179 *Hedge Warbler. Hedge Sparrow. 1727 BRADLEY//!.
Out. s.v. Garden fences, Rather to be handprun d with a

Knife than clipt or struck up *Hedgewise with a Hook.

10. In names of plants and fruits growing in

hedges, as hedge-apple, -mallow, -nut, -pear, -rose ;

hedge-bedstraw, the white-flowered species, Ga-

lium Mollugo ; hedge-belles, hedge-bindweed,
the Greater Bindweed, Convolvulus (or Calystegia)

sepium ;
also erron. the Field bindweed, C. arven-

sis; f hedge fumitory, CoryJalis davicnlata;

hedge-garlic, Sisymbrium Alliaria .Alliaiia

officma/is},also called garlic mustard, a common
cruciferous weed with an odour like garlic ; hedge-

laurel, name of various species of Pittasforum, a.

genus of shrubs or small trees found in Australia

and New Zealand ; hedge-maids, a local name
I of Ground Ivy = haymaids ; hedge-mushroom,
i Agaricus arvensis ; hedge-mustard, the cruci-

! ferous plant Sisymbrium offuinale, a common weed

with small yellow flowers ; also applied to plants

of the genus Erysimum ; hedge-nettle, name for

labiate plants of the genus Stachys. esp. S. sylvatica,

also called hedge woundwort ; hedge-parsley,

common name of the genus Torilis, esp. T. An-

thriscus, an umbelliferous weed with finely-divided

leaves ;
also applied to various species of Caucalis ;

hedge-peak, -pick, -speak, local names for the

wild hep, the fruit of the dog-rose ;
also for the

sloe, esp. a small kind of sloe ; hedge pink,

the Soapwort, Saponaria officinalis ; hedge-taper,

the Great Mullein = HAG-TAPER ; hedge-thorn,

a thorn-bush growing in a hedge, esp. the haw-

thorn ; hedge-vine (heg-vine), name given by
Turner to Clematis Vitalba ; hedge violet, Viola

sylvatica ; hedge woundwort, Stachys sylvatica.

1617 MINSHEU Ductor,
*
Hedge-apple .. Vitde] Crab, 01

OI1C UI iww inwii n *,*<- j ---- -j -r f* *Y t. J V, fiiv

(1847) 1. 79 Rooks are fond of the erucz ofthe hedge-cnafer.

1Kb A HEPBURN in Proc. Sena. Nat. Club

-.
1 EPBURN n roc. . . b IX. No. 3. 504

The Redbreast and "Hedgechanter were plentiful. 1811

CLARE I'M. Minstr. I. 91 No music's heard the held

among ; Save where the "hedge-chats cluttering play. 1851

MAVHEW Loud. Lal'onr I. 424
*Hedge crocusses-mm who

sell corn salve, or
' four pills

a penny ',
to cure anything, and

go from house to house in the country 1714 DE FOE Ato.

Cavalier (1840) 213 It was a kind of a "hedge-fight, for

neither army was drawn out in the field. .They fought twice

through the town . . and in the hedges and lanes with exceed-

ing fury. 1859 TENNENT Ceylon\\. vm. v. 372 A hedge-

fire of musketry was kept up in the rear of the terrified

elephants. 1580 HOLLYBAND Trtai. Fr.rong, Vn ventur

. . a kinde of lode or hedge frogge. ifci HOLLAND Pliny

II. 450 The hedge frog, otherwise called a toad. i7y
ELLIS Gloss, to Pract. Farmer s.v. Baulks ofgrass (E. D. b.),

Those which some call "hedge-greens ; theylie next to the

hedges in ploughed fields, and serve to turn the louh-
eauge es, an s

horses on. 189^ Sale Catal. SuffiM House near De,ty,

"Hedge hook and mittens. 1875 STONEHENGE Brit.

Some "hedge-poppmg boy n"

|EU uuclvr, 1 1 edge-tiffic .. > M*-J -', "

Arbu't i<97 GERARDE Herbal n. cccxvii. (1633) 863 Called

in English Bindeweed and "Hedgebels. 1578 LYTE Dodoens

I. xv. 24 Henfoote or "hedge Fumeterre. .is
of^the^same

making hedges. 186. E. NEWMAN Brit. Moths UjMiW
The "Hedae Rustic, .appears on the wing in August. 1841

liROWNlNG^l Passe:f Concl. ,2 But winter "hastens at

summer's end. And fire-fly, "hedge-shrew, lob-worm, pray,

in English
I. xv. 24 Henlooie or neuge rumcicuc. .13 -. --

nature and vertue as the other Fumeterre. ny Penny

Cycl V 251 The common "hedge mallow. 1671 SALMON

Syn. Med. in. xxii. 399 "Hedge Mustard .. opens the

Lungs, and cures an old cough. 1678 LITTLETON Lat. Diet.,
*
Hedge-nettle, Galeopsis. 1794 MARTYN Rousseau s Bat.n.

45 Strong smelling and stinking as hedge nettle. 1020

VENNER / 'ia Kectava. 127 The common "Hedge, or Hasell-

nut 1830 Withering's' Brit. Plants (1845) 143 Torila

anthriscus, Upright "Hedge-parsley. 1889 JEFFERIES Field

* Hedgerow 159 The broad hedge-parsley leaves, tunneUed

Sy leaf-miners. 1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Wkt. (N ), The

bullesse, 'hedg-peake, hips, and hawes, and sloes, Attend

his appetite where e'er he goes. 1678 E. HOWARD Man of

Newmarket (N.), I judge it is with men as it is with plants ;

take one that blossoms too soon, 't will starve a sloe or

hedg-peake. a 1722 LISLE Observ. Husb. (1757) 432 The

slow, or hedge-peak-bush is apt to die in the hill country.

1600 SIR R. SHIRLEY in Hart. Misc. (Malh.) III. 95 Their

victuals . . are acorns and "hedge-pears. 1875 TENNYSON

O Mary in. iv, Like the wild 'hedge-rose Of a soft winter,

possible, not probable. 1847-78 HALLIWELL, "Hedge-speaks,

hips.G&Kr. 1855 Houseli. Words X. 172 That's the very bush

it's erow'd to almost a tree, and bears hedge-speakes. 1893

Wiltfk. Gloss. s.v. Sloe, In N. Wilts, at Huish, SISns are

large and Hedgt-speaks small. ijSsLupTON Thous. Notable

TK (1601) 2 An hearb called Mullen, some calls it "Hedge

taper. 1640 PARKINSON TAeat. Bat. 1026 The Hawthorne

is called.. Hawthorne or "Hedgethorne, Whltethorne and

May or May-bush. 1548 TURNER Names of Hertes_ (1881)

81 It maye be called in Englishe "Hegume or Downmme.

Hedge, v. Forms: 4-5 hegge(n, -yn, 5

hedgyn, 5-6 hege, 6- hedge, [f.
HEDGE .r*.]

1 trans. To surround with a hedge or fence as a

boundary, or for purposes of defence. Also with

in about. To hedge off: to fence off with a hedge.

\ciooaRectitud.Sing. Pers.c. 2 in Schmid Gcsetze 372 On

sumon hesceal..bytlian,andburhheSesian.] 38Wvcuf
Matt. xxi. 33 An hosebonde man . . plauntlde avynjerd.and

beside it aooute. c 1449 PECOCK
Kffr.

v. vi. 517 Hegg.s

and wardis. .for to close and kepeand hegge yn. 1483 Cat/I.

An<;l. 180/1 To Hege, ubi to close, 1526 P.lgr. Per/. (W.

de W Il) S3b, Defensed & hedged about with the

sacrlenus oPchrystes chirche. 1652 ASHMOLE Theat

Chem. 214 Heggyd anddychyd to make yt sure and strong.

1698 FRYER Ace. K. India f, P. 37 Palhsadoes . .hedge in

at least a Mile of ground. I75S SMOLLETT Qmx. (1803) 1. 233

Till you hedge in the sky, the starlings will fly. 1796 "
HUNTER tr. St.-Pierre's Stud. Nat. 11799) ' 443 In nee(

of being watered, and of being hedged round. 1897

Advance (Chicago) .4 Jan. 58/3 A portion of the home-part

is hedged-off for her particular diversions.

2 mtr or absol. To construct hedges or fences.

1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. vi. 19 Heggen o^er harwer. . ol>er

swyl, ober gees dryue. c 1440 Promt . Parv./* Hedgyn
r make an hedee sepia 1573 TUSSER Husk. xx. (1878)

59 No season to hedge, a 1845 HOOD Lay ofLabourer ii,

To hedge, or dig the ditch.

3 trans. To shape v trees) to form hedges.

^s EARL HADDINGTON Forest-trees 15 The hedging of

treesrin my opinion, takes away much of the beauty tney

have'in their natural shape.

b. To arrange so as to form a barrier.
^

'"chaff,

les] are

hedged on the borders of my path,

t 4 fig. To bound, limit, define. Oos.

C 1440 York Myst. xli. 206 The lawe is hedgyd for theme

rightplayn, That they muste be puryfied agayne. iSS' '



HEDGE.
WILSON Logike (1567^ 74 b, For, thU worde [wife] in the

firste Proposicion, is hedged with her circumstaunce, that is

to saie, adultrie, whiche causeth diuorcement.

5. To surround as with a hedge or fence. Also

with in, about, around.
c 1500 Babees Book 375 The ffirst cours : brawne, with the

bory shed, lying in a felde. hegge about with a scnptur,

sayng on this wyse ; Welcombe you bretheren godely in this

hall. 1581 SIDNEY Astr. <y Stella Ixx v, The floure-de-luce . .

strongly hedg'd of bloudy lyons' pawes. 159*5 SHAKS.

John n. i- 26 England hedg d in with the mame, That
Water-walled Bulwarke. i6oa Hain. iv. v. 123 There's
such Diuinity doth hedge a King. 1659 D. PELL litipr.

Sea 36 note, They would hedge him about with Pearl. 1710
STEELE Tatler No. 197 P 3 Hedged in by Logical Terms.

1894 Mature 26 July 295 A pursuit which is further hedged
about with a formidable and unwieldy terminology.

b. To hem /', so as to prevent escape or free

movement ; to confine, restrict.

1549 LATIMER tst Sernt. bef. Edw. VI (Arb.) 27, I will

hedge strongly thy waye. 1568 GRAFTON Ckrou. II. 2 The
Duke . . seeyng all the country ready set to hedge him in.

1596 SHAKS. Merck, I
7

. 11. i. 18 Ifmy Father had not scanted

me, And hedg'd me by his wit to yeelde my selfe His wife
who wins me by that meanes. 1612 T. TAYLOR Connn.
Titus ii. 12 This excellent grace hedgeth his heart, a 173*
T. BOSTON Crook in Lot (1805) 77 To hedge you up from
courses of sin. 1828 D'ISRAELI Chas. /, II. v. 108 The
King was hedged in by the most thorny difficulties. 1860
TYNDALL Glac. \. x. 66, I found myself so hedged in by
fissures [etc.]. 1863 MRS. RIDDELL World in Ch. (1865) 66
*

By Jove, I am getting hedged ', thought the young man.

t C. In reference to trade ; to restrict or confine

to one's own use ; to monopolize. Obs.

1701 J. LAW Counc. Trade (1751) no Persuaded, .that by
the meer means or ways of monopoly, praeemption and ex-

clusion, they could hedge in the herring, code and other
sorts of fish, as some of the same stamp . . that they can thus
not only hedge in their wool, but hinder it or anything like

it to grow elsewhere. Ibid. 149 They are at least as in-

capable of hedging in the herring, white, and other sorts of

fish, as our ancestors have been. 1833 Westm. Rev. XVII.
273 The attempt to hedge-in gold and silver.

6. To obstruct as with a hedge ; also hedge up.
1535 COVERDALE Jfib xix. 8 He hath hedged up my path.

1620 J. WILKINSON Courts Leet no If any high-waies or

foote-pathes to Church, Mill, or Market bee stopped or

hedged up. 1854 J. S. C. ABBOTT Napoleon (1855) II. xiv.

259 The path of the army seemed now entirely hedged up.
1864 D. G. MITCHELL Sev. Stories 227 The difficulties which
hedged all approach.
t b. Hedge out : to shut or keep out, to exclude.

1549 LATIMER ^th Serm. bef. Ediv. VI (Arb.) 109 Naye
ye be hedged out of that lybertye. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. $ Cr.
in. i. 65 Nay this shall not hedge vs out, weele heare you I

sing certainely. 1670 MILTON Hist. Eng. ii. Wks. (1847)
'

496/2 Lollius Urbius . . drew another wall of turves . . to

hedge out incursions from the north. 1701 J. LAW Counc.
Trade (1751) 256 Money, .[is] capable of being hedged out,
but never of being hedged in, by restraints, coercions, and
prohibitions.

1 7. Hedge in. a. To secure (a debt), app. usually

by including it in a larger one for which better

security is obtained. Obs.
1616 B. JONSON Devil an Ass in. i, Some pretty ring or

jewel, Of fifty or threescore pound. Make it a hundred,
And hedge in the last forty, that I owe you, And your own
price for the ring, c 1620 DONNE Let. to Sir H. Goodyere
Wks. VI. 382 You think that you have Hedged in that Debt
by a greater, by your Letter in Verse. 1667 WATERHOUSE
Fire Land. 165 To inforce him to hedg in his first Debt by
addition of money lent.

tb. To introduce and include within the limits

of something else; to thrust in, intrude, insinuate.

(Perh. in some later instances associated with edge
\

in, EDGE v.^ 6 b.) Obs.

1664 J. WILSON Cheats in. ii, Pox o' these bonds ! I must
persuade him to take another ^1000, and hedge all into one
good mortgage. 1665 J. WEBB Stone-Heng (17^25) 163
He could never .. have any pretence, to hedge in other

188

Mag. IV. 76 No man should venture to bet, who could not

hedge well. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eiig. xvii. IV. 57

Godolphin . . began to think . . that he had betted too deep
on the Revolution, and that it was time to hedge. 1894
WOLSELEY Marlborongh II. Ixxviii. 316 He played for

averages .. when, therefore, the stakes became high hp

invariably
'

hedged
'

against all serious loss.

9. intr. To go aside from the straight way ; to

shift, shuffle, dodge ; to trim ; to avoid committing
oneself irrevocably ;

to leave open a way of retreat

or escape.
1598 SHAKS. Merry W. n. ii. 26, I, I, I my selfe some-

times, leauing the feare of heauen on the left hand . . am
faine to .shuffle : to hedge, and to lurch. 1606 Tr. ff

Cr. in. iii. 158 If you gme way, Or hedge aside from the

direct forth right. i6n COTGK., Harccler, to haggle,

hucke, hedge, or paulter long in the buying of a commodity.
1861 O. W. HOLMES Pages fr. Old Vol. Lift, Breiul $
Newsf. (1891) 12 Prophesy as much as you like, but always

hedge. 1866 Land. Rev. 8 Dec. 623 He has hedged with

such dexterity upon this point that his clergy must be

sorely puzzled to determine hou- far they may go in ritualis-

tic observances. 1888 'CUSHJNG' Blacksm. I'oel. 245 For a
while the miller hedged and dodged, but being pressed hard
he finally admitted the truth. 1894 WOLSELEY Marlbormtgk
II. 291 It was., natural to him to trim and hedge in politics.

Hedg(e, obs. forms of EDGE sb.

a 1535 MORE How Sergt. vid. be Frere 118 in Hazl. E.
P. PVTII. 123 He bare it out, Even unto the harde hedge.

good mortgage. 1665 J. WEBB Stonc-Heiig (1725) 163
He could never .. have any pretence, to hedge in other

Antiquities at his Pleasure. a 1700 DRYDEN (J.), I pr'y
thee, let me hedge one moment more Into thy promise.
1729 SWIFT Direct. Servants, Footman (1745) 47 When you
are sent on an Errand, be sure to hedge in some business of
your own. a 1764 LLOYD Ep. to Colman Poet. Wks. 1774
I. 167 Proud to hedge in my scraps of wit.

8. trans. To secure oneself against loss on (a bet
or other speculation) by making transactions on the
other side so as to compensate more or less for

possible loss on the first. Formerly also with in,

off. Alsoyff. (In origin app. related to 7 a.)

167* VILLIERS (Dk. Buckhm.) Rehearsal 11714) 31 Now,
Criticks, do your worst, that here are met ; For, like a Rook,
I have hedg d in my Bet. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew,
Hedge, to secure a desperate Bet, Wager or Debt, a 1734
NORTH Exam. in. vi. 65 (1740) 471 Abetting on one Side
or the other, to hedge (as they call it) their own Stake.

1774 Westi. Mag. II. 583 He . . contrived now-and-then

Krudently
to hedge in a bet, by which means he soon found

imself in possession of a sum which placed him above the
abject dependence of a waiter. 1813 Sporting Mag. XLI. 4,
I kept hedging my bets as I laid them. 1820 Ibid. New Ser.
VI. 79 This .. induced most of the sporting, men to hedge off

UK ' l88
7
E ' J' GooDMAN TM Curious xi, Backing

the horse named and dexterously hedging his other invest-
ments.

b. absol, or intr.

1676 MARVELL Mr. Smirke I, [Some] like cunning Betters,
sate judiciously hedging, and so ordered their matters that
which side soever prevailed, they would be sure to be the
Winners. ,11677 BARROW Serm. (1686) III. 397 This rook-
ing tnck, to hedge thus, and save stakes, to play fast and
loose, to dodge and shuffle with God, God doth not like.

1761 COLMAN Jealous IVi/e v. ii, When one has made a
bad bet, it is best to hedge off, you know. 1819 Sporting

1381
hard

. BELL Haddon's Ansiv. Osor. 437 b, Supported to y>

icdg.

Hedge-bank. [See BANK sb.\ i.] The bank or

ridge of earth on which a hedge is planted ;
the

slope beneath a hedge by a wayside.
1776-96 WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 3) III. 362 Woods,

mountainous heaths, walls, and hedge banks. 1854 P. J.
SELBY Observ. Waips in Hist. Berwick. Nat. Club III. 181

{It] makes its nest in hedge-banks.

Heclgeberry, hedge-berry. A '

berry'
or fruit growing in a hedge, as the blackberry ;

spec, applied to the hagberry or bird-cherry, Prunus
Padus, and the common wild cherry, P. avium.
x6 MIDDLETON More Dissemblers v. ii, Black in mouth,

Likeboys with eating hedge-berries. 1657 COLES Adaiitiii
Eden (Britten & Holl.), In Westmerland and Lancashire

they call it [bird-cherry] the Hedge-berry-tree. 1866 Trcas.
Bot. 572/2 Hedgeberry, Cerastts avium.

Hedge-bill. [See BILL rf.i 4.]
1. A bill for lopping and pruning hedges.
1497 NmialAcc. Hen. YII (1896' 98 Sithes . . vj, Selling

axes .. xxiiij, Hegge billes .. xxv. 1576 FLEMING Patwpl.
Epist. 356 Let us gett a hedgebill and fall to repayring
broken fences. 1823 SCOTT Peveril x, The peasant-boy . .

with a hedge-bill in his hand.

2. A collector's name of a moth.

1832 J. RBNNIE Conspectus Butterfl. fy Moths 220 The
Hedge Bill (f[lutella\ mbfalcatella, Stephens).

He'dge-bird.
1. Any bird that lives in or frequents hedges.
1884 JEFFERIES in Chamb. Jrnl. i Mar. 130/1 The hedge-

sparrows .. are early in spring joined by the whitethroats,
almost the first hedgebirds to return.

2. transf. A person born, brought up, or accus-

tomed to loiter under a hedge ; a vagrant ;
a sturdy

vagabond ; a footpad. Cf. gaol-bird.
1614 B. JONSON Barth. Fair 11. i, Out, you rogue, you

hedge-bird, you pimp. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals I. I. 6
His garb spoke him rather a Hedge-bird. 1706 ESTCOURT
Fair Exantp. v. i, I know there 's some Business a-foot by
this Hedge-bird's cackling. 1877 SPURGEON Serm. XXIII.
287They were highwaymen and hedge-birds.

Hedgebote (he-d^b^t). Law. Also 6 -butt,
-bot, 6-8 -boot. [See BOOT sA. 1

5.] HAYBOTE.
1565 Lease Manor Pollington, Yorksk. (MS.), Lessees

may take housebutt, henbutt, firebutt, hedgebutt and
ploughbutt. 1579 RASTELL Expt,s. Diff. Words, Hayboie
or Hedgbot is necessarie stuffe to make and mend hedges,
which lessee for yeres, or for life, of common right may take

vpon the ground to him leased. 1716 Lease
of^

Lands in

Brumby in N. W. Line. Gloss., To have, .sufficient house-

boot, hedgeboot . . and Stakeboot yearly. 1767 BLACKSTONE
Cotnm. II. iii. (1799) 34 Hay-bote or hedge-Dote is wood for

repairing of hays, hedges, or fences. 1845 [see HAYBOTE].
T He'dge-creeper. Obs.

1.
' One that skulks under hedges for bad pur-

poses
*

(J.) ;
a hedge- bird ; a sneaking rogue.

1548 W. PATTEN Exped. Scotl. in Arb. Garner III. 140
A dozen or twenty of their hedge-creepers, horsemen that

lay lurking thereby. 1594 NASHE Unfort. Trap, ii A
sneaking eauesdrppper, a scraping hedgecreeper. 1688
BUNYAN Jerus. Sinner Saved (1886) 35 These poor, lame,
maimed, blind, hedge-creepers and highwaymen, must come
in. 1708 MOTTEUX Rabelais (1737) V. 217 Rovers, Ruffian-

Rogues, and Hedge-Creepers.
2. A hobgoblin, pixy.
c 1580 J. JEFFERE Bugbears in. iii. 50 Wood-crepers, hedg-

crepers, and the whyte and red fearye.

t He'dge-creeping, a. Obs. That creeps or

sneaks by hedges; clandestine, base ; cf. IlEDGErf.8.
'579 J- STUBBES Gaping Gtil/B ij, To set vp a thousande

hyll alters for hedgecreepmg Priestes. 1597 Bp. HALL Sat.
iv. v. 107 Some base hedge-creeping Coflybist. 1602 F.
HERRING Anat. 6 The croaking and hedge-creeping Quack-
saluer. 1656 Artif. Handsont. (16621, Like the hedge-
creeping light of glo-worms.

Hedged (hedgd), ///. a. [f. HEDGK v. or sb. +
-ED.] Enclosed with or as with a hedge. Also
with in.

CI440 Promp. Para. 232/2 Hedgyd (JC., S. heggydl,
septus. 1625 K. LONG tr. Barclays Argenis iv. xx. 313
Over ditches and hedged fields. 1824 Miss M ITFOHD Village
(1863) 257 A real cottage, .with its hedged-in garden. 1891

HEDGEHOG.
ELU. K. PENNLLL Stream of Pleas. 44 Long walks through
hedged-in lanes.

Hedgehog ihe-dgih^g}. Also 5 heyghoge, 6

hediock, 7 hedgehock. [f. HEDGE sb. + HOG :

named from its frequenting hedgerows and from its

pig-like snout.]
1. An insectivorous quadruped of the genus Eri-

naceus, armed above with innumerable spines, and
able to roll itself up into a ball with these bristling
in every direction ; an urchin.
a 1450 fysshyti^e iv. angle \ 1883) 2 Wen he wenyt hyt be

a hare ful often hit ys a heyghoge [1496 hegge hogge]. 1535
COVKROALE Isa. xxxiv. 15 There shall the hedghogge buylde,
digge, be there at home. 1579 LYLY Ettpknes iArb.) 373
Thou arte..not vnlyke vnto the Hedgetugge, who euer-

more lodgeth in the thornes, bicau^e he himselfe is full of

prickells. 1656 BP. HALL Occas. Mcdit. (1851) 136 The fox

knows many pretty wiles, but the hedgehog knows one

great one. 1864 TENNYSON Aytoner's F. 850 The hedgehog
underneath the plantain bores. 1889 Fall Mall G. 6 Feb.
1/2 You need a tolerably thick skin when you go to bed
with a hedgehog.
fig, 1642 K. CARPENTER Experience n. iii. 142 In .. desire

to be delivered of a hedghog that wounds and teares them
in their tender inside. 1828 HAWTHORNE Fanshaivc vii.

(1879^
108 Her firmness, decision, and confident sagacity

which made her a sort of domestic hedgehog. 1876 ELIZ.

WETHERELL Daisy in Field xiv. 173 That hedgehog of

thoughts began to stir and unfold and come to life.

2. Applied to various animals armed with spines,
as (a) the Tenrec of Madagascar () the Porcupine
Ant-eater of Australia ; (c) Sea-hedgehog, the Porcu-

pine-fish Diodon hyslrix ; also the Sea-urchin.

1598 FLORIO, Hechinovietri, a kinde of sea hedgehog. 1737
OZELL Rabelais I. 350 The Shells of Sea-hedge-hogs are . .

call'd Coquecigrues. 1863 WOOD lllitst-r. Nat. Hist. Ill, 337
The Urchin- Fish or Sea Hedgehog is a good example of the

genus Diodon, or Two-toothed fishes . . remarkable for the

tremendous array of spiny points which it bears on its skin.

3. A name for prickly seed-vessels or burs borne

by plants, and for the plants which bear them, e.g.

Ranunculus arvensis, Medicago Echinus (M. in-

tertexta), Echinaria capitata.
1711 T. PETIVER in FhiL Tram. XXVII. 387 Hard Bur

Hedgehogs. .The Fruit of this resembles our Xanthium or

Lesser Burdock. 1794 MARTYN Rousseau's Bot. xxv. 369

Hedgehogs, whose legumes are closely armed with long

spines pointing out every way. 1864 H. TBIMEN in Jrnl.
Bot. II. 79 R[annnculus] Aruetisis .. called 'Hedgehogs
(I suppose from its muricated fruit^ by the country people.
1866 Trcas. Bot. 572/2 Hedgehog, Medicago intertexta.

1880 JEFFERIES Ct. Estate 132 The curious prickly seed-

vessels of the corn buttercup the
'

hedgehog
' whose

spines, however, will not scratch the softest skin.

4. Applied to other things likened to a hedge-

hog: ta. A disease of sheep. Obs. fb. A kind

of military firework. Obs. C. (See quot. 1794.;
d. A kind of vagrant rabbit, e. A kind of dredg-

ing-machine. f. A dish in cookery.
1607 TOPSELL Fonr-f. Beasts (1658) 476 Of the Warts and

Cratches of Sheep. This disease is called by the vulgar

shepheards the Hedghog. 1672 T. VENN Milit. Discipl.
in. in. xv. ii To make Hedg-hogs, or balls, you must fill

them with the same receipts you do your Arrows and Pikes

[etc.]. 1794 W. FELTON Carriages (1801 ' II. Gloss-, Hedge
Hog, a leather stuck full of nails, to buckle on the pole with
the points upward, to prevent the horses gnawing it. 1846
/'. />ar&yjy4.VII.325The hedgehog is a sort ofvagabond
rabbit. 1855 ELIZA ACTON Mod. Cookery (1863) 480 An Apple
Hedge-Hog^ GtSufdoise^ this dish is formed of apples, pared,
cored without being divided, and stewed tolerably tender in a

light syrop. 1856 S. C. BREES Gloss. Tert/ts, HedgeJwgt a
niachine for removing mud and silt from riversand streams. It

is somewhat similar in shape to a road or garden roller, con-

sisting ofa wheel revolving on an axle, to which drawing shafts

arc fixed. Timber stocks are projected from the cylinder
with iron spades bolted thereto, which act upon the bottom
of the river, clearing away all obstructions.

-r5. Applied to a person who is regardless of

others' feelings ;
often as a term of obloquy. 06s.

1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, i. ii. 102 Do'st grant me Hedge-
hogge. 1605 Tryall C/tev. HI. i. m Bullen O. PL III. 306
My name, sir, is Bow wow. S'hart, what a name's that !

the Hedge-hog mocks us. 1660 Mrs. Rump 2 Thou Dam'd

Hedgehock.
6. attrib., passing into adj. : Of, belonging to, or

resembling a hedge-hog.
1610 GUILLIM Heraldry m. vii. (1660) 135 Unlike to those

Hedge-hogge holy-ones whose Sharpe censures . . pierce
thorow all those who converse with them. 1774 GOLDSM.
Nat. Hist. (1776) IV. 99 Animals of the Hedge-hog kind.

1891 N. CORY Lett. $ Jrnls. (1897) 461 The tilting, hedge-
hog, ransom age.
7. a. General Comb., as hedgehog-hooked adj.,

-hunting, -like adj. or adv.
1606 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iv. i. Trophcis 74 His hands

and arms, and bosom bristled were (Most Hedg-hog-like>
with wyer insteed of haire. 1678 Narr. Mnrder Godfrey 4

There had been several Soldiers thereabout, .a Hedghog-
hunting. 1792 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Ode to Acad. Chair
Wks. 1812 III. 48 Most hedgehog-like thou bristlest up my
hair. 1793 MARTYN Lang. Bot., Hedge-hog-hooked, Echi-

ntito-uncinata spica. A spike beset with prickles.

b. Special Comb. : hedgehog cactus, a plant
of the genus Echinocactits , globular and spiny ;

hedgehog caterpillar^ /..90,seequot.; hedgehog
crystal (see quot.) ; hedgehog fruit, the prickly
fruit of an Australian tree, Eckinocarpus Australis\

also the tree itself; hedgehog fungus = hedgehog
mushroom

; hedgehog gooseberry, a variety of

gooseberry covered with stiff hairs; hedgehog



HEDGEHOGGED.

grass, t (a) a k'nd '" bedge (Carexflava) having
j

prickly fruit ; (b) name of various grasses of which

the spikelets form burs, esp. Cenchrus tribtiloides

of N. America; hedgehog holly, a variety of

holly with spines on the surface of the leaves

(Miller Card. Diet. 1724) ; hedgehog liquorice,

name for Clycyrrhiza ahinata, an Italian plant

from which liquorice is made (Gerarde's Herbal

'633) ; hedgehog medick, a species of Medicago I

with prickly pods, as M. Echinus (M. intertexta],

M. maculata ; hedgehog mushroom, an edible

fungus of the genus Hydnum, having prickly hy-

menium; hedgehog parsley, a name for bur-

parsley, Caucalis daucmdes ; hedgehog plant -

sense 3 ; hedgehog pudding, a pudding stuck

over with blanched almonds (Cassell's Diet.

Cookery) ; hedgehog rat, a rodent of the sub-

family EMnomyitw (see quot.) ; hedgehog shell,

the shell of Murex erinaceiis, having prickly pro-

jections ; hedgehog soup (see quot., and cf. hedge-

hog pudding \ hedgehog stone, popular name of
j

a brown iron ore occurring in rock crystals; hedge-

hog thistle - hedgehog cactus; hedgehog trefoil,

? = hedgehog medick.

1872 C. V. RILKY Noxious Insects 143 The larva of this

insect (Arctia Isabella) . . is familiarly known by the name

of the "Hedgehog Caterpillar. It is thickly covered with stiff

black hairson each end and with reddish hairs on the middle ot

the body. 1886 .S>rf. Sac. Lex.,*Hedgehog-crystals, the globu-

lar masses of sodium urate found in the urine, which are pro-

vided with points or prickles. 1887 C. F. HOLDER Liv.

f. ifHis 138 The chantarelle and the "hedgehog fungus are

esteemed by many. 1676 WORLIDGE Cyder (1691* 220 1 he

Hedgehog Gooseberry is a large fruit, well tasted, and

very hairy. 1597 GERARDK Heroali. xiv. 1. 15 'Hedgehog

grasse hath broade, long and stifle daggle leaues . . and at

the top of euerie stalke groweth certaine round and pricking

knobs, fashioned like an Hedgehog. 1884 MILLER Plant-n.,

Hedgehog Grass, Panicnm stagninum. 1861 Miss FRATT

Flov.vr.Pl. 11.02 TheHedge-Hog Medick (Medicago inter-

te tta). 1854 MAYNE Expos. Lex., 'Hedgehog Mushroom,
common name for the Hydnum erinaceum. 1879 PRIOR

Plant-n., "Hedgehog parsley, from its prickly burs, Caucalis

daucoides. 1884 MILLER Plant-n., *Hedge-hog-plant, An-

thyllis erinacea and Echinaria capital*. 1884 KINGSLF.Y

Stand. Nat. Hist. V. 89 The Echinomyinx, or *Hedge-nog

Rats, as they may be collectively termed . . the pelage is

usually harsh, or bristly, or even mixed with spines. 1803

te eon or egc-og se. . .

Hist II. 466 Echinocactiis, a genus of. .Cactacese. .known

by the name of Hedgehog Thistles. 1706

Kersey),
*
Hedge-hog-Trefoil, a kind of Herb.

usually narsn, or tjrisuy, or even im.\eu wiui JVM" ,,*
\Voon fllnstr. Nat. Hist. I. 370 The British Woodcock or

Hedgehog Shell . . is a native of our seas . . much smaller I

than the thorny woodcock. 1769 MRS. RAFFALD Eng.

Housckpr. (1778) 6 Blanch a few Jordan almonds .. stick

them round the edge of the rolls slantways, then stick them

all over the top of the rolls, .when dished up pour the soup

upon the roll.. some French cooks give this soup the name

of *hedge-hog soup. 1849 J. NICOL Min. 403 [Goethite]

occurs enclosed in rock crystal . . the Stachelschwemstein,

'Hedgehogstone. 1597 GERARDE Herbal (1633) "77 U'

the Melon or *Hedgc-hog Thistle. 1856 KNIGHT Cycl. Nat.
. .actacese. .

189

Hedgeling (he-dalin). [f. as prec. + -LING.]

1. A young or dwarf hedge.
1787 W. MARSHALL Nor/oik I. 103 The hedgling is de-

fended on one side by a deep ditch.

2. A young hedge-bird. (Ct. fledgeling.}

1833 AIRD Whs. (1856) 337 The callow hedgelings chirping

through the briar.

He-agelong, a. [f.
as prec. + -long, OE. -lang :

cf. ALONG.] Extending alongside of a hedge.

,11758 DYER Poems (1761) 55 (Jod.) On the hedgelong

bank Sow frequent sand.

Hedge-pig. 1. =HKDGEHOG.
1605 StunTA/aci. iv. i. 2 Once the Hedge-Pigge whin d.

1889 /'all Mall C. 31 May 2 2 Hedge pigs are egg eaters,

and will also dine off young birds.

2. A corrupt form of hedge-pick, peak, -speak,

dial, name of the sloe. See HEDGE sb. 10.

He'dge-priest. [See HEDGE sb. 8 a.] An

illiterate or uneducated priest of inferior status.

(contemptuous?)
io I COKE Eng. S, Fr. Heralds 167 (1877) 107 In

Fraunce . . the most pane of your speritual men . . be symple

persons, hedge priestes not lerned. a 1368 ASCHAM Scholem.

ii (Arb.) 136 Therefore did som of them at Cambrige . .

cause hedge priestes fette oute of the contne to be made

fellowes in the vniuersitie. a 1617 BAYNE On fa.(i6sS>
8

In times of superstition every hedge-pnest s blessing was

highly esteemed. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. in. 9 i. 116 The

whole body of the clergy, from Pope to hedge-pnest.

Hedger (he-dgsa). [f.
HEDGE sb. or v. + -EK *.]

1 One who makes, repairs, or trims hedges,

tisis Cocke Lorelfs B. (Percy Soc.) n Hedgers, dykers,

and mowers. 1634 MILTON Comns 293 The swinkt hedger

at his supper sat. 179' BOSWELL Johnson 3 Apr. an. 1776.

A pair of targe gloves such as hedgers use. 1848 MILL Pol.

Econ. I. ii. i The hedgers and ditchers, who made the

fences necessary for the protection of the crop.

2. One who hedges ;
a shuffler.

1728 Wodrmu Corr. (1843) III. 401 The Go a> and Not

Baucis, too often hedgers and skulkers, a 1845 HOOD Ode

to Roe IVilson xix, A black-leg saint, a spiritual hedger.

3. One who '

hedges
'
in betting.

1873 Slang Diet. s.v., The hedger. .cannot lose, providing

his information or judgment lead to the required result.

Hedgerow (he-dgiroa). Forms : see HEDGE

sb. and Row sb. [OE. heggerywe, -rewe, i. HEDGE

sb. + Row sb. OE. had also hegerikwe]

1. A row of bushes forming a hedge, with the

trees, etc. growing in it ; a line of hedge.

940 Charter ofEadmuud in
Cod.^Dipl.^\l.

229
^Jfhtan-

ersey, --, .

He'dgehogged, a. [transl. L. echlndtus, f.

echinus hedgehog : see -ED*.] Set with prickles.

1793 MARTYN Lang. Bot., Hedge-hogged Pericarp, Echma-

tnm pericardium.

Hedgehoggy (he-d3h?gi), a. [f.
HEDGEHOG +

-Y.] Of the nature of a hedgehog : externally re-

pellent ; difficult to get on with. Hence He'dge-

liog'g'iness.

1858 MOTLEY in Corr. (.889) I. 266 'Why is it that we

English, when we meet abroad, are so very friendly, and

when we reappear in London are so very hedgehoggy {

told her that the reason why there was no hedgehpggmess
on this occasion was because I was not an Englishman.

1866 RUSKIN Eth. Dust (1883) 101 So your hedgehoggy
readers roll themselves over and over their Bibles, and

declare that whatever sticks to their own spines is scrip-

ture. 1881 SPURGEON in Cnr. World Pulpit XXII. 163 Get

near some of those dear hedgehoggy brethren, and go and

make a pillow of them.

Hedge-hyssop. A name given by early her-

balists to Gratiola officinalis,
a scrophnlariaceous

plant of Central Europe, formerly noted for its

medicinal properties ;
extended to various British

plants supposed to resemble this in appearance or

properties, e. g. Scutellaria, Lythrum hyssopifottum.
1578 LYTE Dodoens vl. xii. 673 Hedge Hysope is founde in

certayne places of Germanie and Fraunce . . It groweth in

Hedges, and wilde places. Some do call it in Latine,

Gratia Dei, howbeit it is nothing like Gratia Dei, or

Cratiola. la 1605 MIDDLETON Witch in. iii, Hedge-hyssop
too : how near he goes my cuttings ! 1633 JOHNSON Gerarde s

Herbal 564 (Britten & Holl.) It \Polygala\ is vulgarly known

in Cheapside to the herbe-women by the name of Hedge-

Hyssop; for they take it for Gratiola, or Hedge-Hyssop,
and sell it to such as are ignorant for the same. 1640

PARKINSON Theat. Hot. xxvii. 220 Gratiola vulgarising
hedee Hyssope. Ibid. 221 Gratiola cxrulea, sme latifolia

major, the greater broade leafed or blew flowred hedge

Hyssope. 1796 WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 3) II. 442

Lythrum, .hyssofifolium. . Grasspoly, SmaU Hedge-hyssop.

1893 M'CARTHY Red Diamonds II. 43 Ihe deadly lox-

glove, and its less deadly cousin, the hedge hyssop.

Hedgeless (he-dsles),
a. [f.

HEDGE sb. +

-LESS.] Destitute of hedges.
1802 W. TAYLOR in Robberds Mem. (1843) I- 4

hedgeless sweeps of field. 1873 Miss BROUGHTON Nancy I.

164 The endless, treeless, hedgeless German flats.

HEDONIC.

sparrow, To their own ruin, hatch this cuckoo, peace. 1774

G. WHITE Setborne xli. 106 Hedge-sparrow;, frequent sinks

and gutters in hard weather, where they pick up crumb

and other sweepings. .897 Times 2 Jan. 8/3 The so-called

hedge sparrow is not a sparrow at all, the colour of tl

upplr parts being its only similarity with that bird . .it has

nothing whatever in common with true sparrows.

He'dge-WOOd. ta. Wood for hedge-bote

(ots.~). I). Trees or timber grown in hedgerows.

c. Firewood gathered from hedges.
1602 FULBECKK ^nd Ft. Parall. 52 The termor hath . .

hedge-wood, and fire-woode belonging to his tearme ol

common right: and he may cut wood for that purpose.

1707 MORTIMER Husb. i. (1708) 610 Plant timber-Trees or

Coppice.Wood, or Hedge-wood. 1785 J. PHILLIPS Treat.

Inland Navig. 19 Coals purchased will be cheaper . . than

hedge-wood stolen.

Hedging (he-dgirj), vbl. sb. [f.
HEDGE v.]

1. The action of the verb HEDGE ; the construc-

tion or repair of hedges.
c 1380 WYCLIF Sena. Sel. Wks. I. 28 For dichying and

begging, and delvynge of tounes. i&ig$Howard Housch.

Bks. >Roxb.' 366 For woode makynge and hedgynge. 1063

GERBIER Counsel (1664) 52 Charges for hedging, forty shil-

lings. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) III. 53 No tithes shall be

paid oisylva caedna employed in hedging, or for fuel.

2. concr. Matter forming or made into a hedge.

1517 Domesday Inclos. (1897) I. 249 One acre of Errable

land, with hedgyng and Dikyng. 1801 R. GILL TintQuey
in Chambers Pop. Hum. Scot. Poems (1862) 176 Whilk..

had, by light o' day, Within the hedging made its way.

3. The securing of, or limiting the possible loss

on, a debt, bet, or the like : see HEDGE v. 7, 8.

<n63i DONNE Serm. V. cxxviii. 301 All your Hedgingsm
of Debt, all your crafty Bargains, c 1770 C. ANSTEY Hor.

Imit. Wks. (1808) 191 Hedging and odds and bets their

theme. 1816 Sporting Mag. XLVII. 277 In amanner that

will render the practice of hedging off rather precarious.

1824 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. i. (1863) 172 An affair of

bettings, and hedgings, and cheatings.

4. Shuffling, dodging.
1722 Wodrow Corr. (1843) " 45 Where was a great deal

of hedging and political disputing. 1728 Ihd. III. 407 1 he

plain shiftings and hedgings I have observed before the

committee. 1826 CARLYLE m Froude Life (1882) I. 352

Persuaded that he shall go to heaven, when his hedging

here below is done.

5. attrib. and Comb., as hedging time ; esp.
=-- used

in hedging, as hedging cuff, glove, hook, money.

1521 in Rogers Agric. , Prices III. 565/4, 3 pr. hedging

cuffs & gloves (a /(,. 1530 PALSGR. 230/1 Hedgyng glove,

mmtfle. i6n COTGR., Hayeson, hedging time, or, the sea-

son to make hedges in. 1827 in Hone Every-day Bk. 11.

905 With, .his bill-hook and hedging mittens in his hand.

the Woodes, and neagerowes. aiaoi cuw>
(1840) I. 549 Made of apples, here [Gloucester] grown in

hedge-rows. 1769 N. tficHOLts Corr. . Gray- (1843) '

There are many fine trees in the hedge-rows. 1849 MACAU-

LAY Hist. Eng. I. 281 Rich corn land and meadow, inter-

sected by green hedgerows.
2. attrib. and Comb., as hedgerow-bird, -carpenter,

-elm, -oak, -shrub, -thief, -timber, -tree.

1612 MILTON VAllegro 57 By hedge-row elms, on hillocks

green. 1781 Corns* Retirement 41$ Her hedge-row shrubs,

a variegated store. 1807 VANCOUVER Agric. Devon (1813)

115 The common Devonshire plough, made by a hedge-row

carpenter. 1878 STEVENSON Inland Voy. 43 The hedges

were of great height, woven about the trunks of hedgerow

elms. 1893 A. BIRRELL Res Judic. ii. 48 His family tree.,

was indeed of the most ordinary hedge-row description.

Hence Hedgerowed (he'dsir^d) a., traversed by

hedgerows.
1830 Blackw. Mag. XXVIII. 163 That rich and beauti-

fully hedgerowed country.

Hedgery (he-d^eri). [f.
HEDGE sb. + -EBY.]

Hedges collectively.
1880 MRS. WHITNEY Odd or Event xxvi. 275 Ihe kindly

tangles of its broken hedgery.

He-dge-SChool. A school held by a hedge-

side or in the open air, as was once common in

Ireland ; hence, a poor, mean, low-class school.

1807 Edin. Rev. X. 53 The lower Irish are sufficiently

well taught, even in their hedge-schools. 1807 T. HORNE

tr Goedcs Trait. II. 81 Bristol [has] a few charity-schools,

and two hedge-schools with only one master. 1830 W.

CARLFTON Traits Irish Peasantry (1836) II. 142 The

worthy pedagogue selected the first green spot on the sunny

side of a quick-set-thorn hedge, .ancf there, .carried on the

work of instruction. From this circumstance the name of

Hed?e School originated. 1845 R. W. HAMILTON Pop.

EdtK. viii. (ed. 2) 194 The hedge-school, a name of contempt

for institutions in which the smatterings of knowledge could

only be obtained. 1879 CassM's Tec/m. Educ. IV. 394/1

The workmen are Irish ; taken from common hedge schools.

Hence Hedsre-scHoo'lmaater.
1830 W. CARLETON Traits Irish Peasantry (1836) II. 248

What was Plato himself but a hedge schoolmaster? 1851

THACKERAY Eng. Hum. vi, Paddy Byrne, the hedge-school-

master, took him in hand.

He'dge-side. The side of a hedge. Also

attrib., sometimes with sense of HEDGE sb. 8 c.

.568 GKAFTONCA. II. 296 [He] layedhim under a hedge

side for to refreshe hym. itel CLARE Vlll..
Minstr. I. 908

By hedge-side coolly led, Brooks curl o'er their sandy bed.

1848 K.NGSLEY Lett. (1878) I. 174 The commonest hedge-

side leaf. 1831 D. JERROLD St. Giles xiu. 135 Maid-of-all-

work at a hedge-side hotel. ,

He'dge-sparrow. A common British and

European bird (Accentor modtilaris), belonging to

the Sylviidx, or Warblers.

1530 PALSGR. 230/1 Hedge sparowe, a byrde. iflM MA8-

SINOER Picture ll. ii, Soldlers-that, like the foolish hedge

v. +-LY"*.] So as to hedge (see HEDGE v. 8).

1894 Sat. Rev. 12 May 488 The contention which the

Chancellor of the Exchequer merely hedgingly threw out

on the first night of the debate.

He-dging-bill. [BILL sbl 4.] A bill with a

long handle used in cutting and trimming hedges.

149J Naval Ace. Hen. K//(i896) 116 Ffelling axes..xxx,

Heggyng billes .. xxiiij. 1523 FITZHERB. Husb. 5 An

husband! muste haue an axe, a hachet, a hedgyngebyll.

1681 WORLIDGE Diet. Rust. (E. D. S.), A Bill is an edg-

tool, at the end of a stale or handle ;
if short then it is

called a Hand-bill; if long then a Hedging-bill. 1712 J.

JAMES tr. Le Blond's Gardening 173 Cutting the Palisade

..with the Hedging-Biil. 1827 DE QUINCEY/!// Wks.

1862 IV. 53 One author contends, .for a hedging-Din.

Hedgy (he-dgi), a. [f.
HEDGE sb. + -Y.] t a.

Of or belonging to a hedge (obs.). b. Characterized

by abundance of hedges.
1597-8 BP. HALL Sat. in. i, Or search'd the hopeful thicks

of hedgy rows, For briery berries, or haws, or sourer sloes.

1641 NICHOLAS Let. in Carte Ormonde (1735) HI. "73

Between the rivers of Severne and Avon, in a woodland

and hedgy country. 1890 Times 10 Sept. 5/1 The hedgy

nature of the country rendered it impossible for cavalry to

act in force.

Hedious, hedoes, obs. forms of HIDEOUS.

Hedir(e, obs. form of HITHEK.

t Hedley medley. Obs. [A riming jingle upon

medley. Cf. hugger-mugger.'] A jumble, con-

fusion ; an impersonation of confusion.

1646 J. HALL Poems i. 7 Strange hedlyMedly ! who would

make his swine Turn grey-hounds, or hunt foxes with his

Hedonic (hzdp-nik), a. and sb. [ad. Gr. 17001'-

,KOS pleasurable, f. ^00107 pleasure.]

A. adj. Of or relating to pleasure. (In first

quot. applied to the Cyrenaic school of philo-

sophers : see B. I.)

1656 STANLEY Hist. Philos. iv. (1701) 134/1 Aristippus ..

Instituted a Sect called Cyrenaick from the.place, by some

Hedonick, or voluptuous, from the Doctrine. ai&o J.

3&SE^iKfl!
philosophy.

B. sb. 1 1- One who maintains that pleasure is

the proper end of action ; applied to the ancient

Greek school of philosophers (Gr. ol f/ooviKot)

otherwise called CYBENAICS. Obs.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. 75 Our Fellow-Atheists, the

Hedonicks and Cyrenaicks.

2. //. Hedonics: The doctrine of pleasure ;
that

part of ethics which treats of pleasure.

1865 J. GKOTE Treat. Mar. Ideas ii. (1876) 14 The umdeal

form of euda:monics of which I have spoken is hedomcs, or

a science of indolentia. a 1866 Exam. Utilit. Philos. n.



HEDONICAL.

(1870) 181 Hedonics, or the science of human pleasure. 1879
Mill HiII.Mag. June 6 And now one rises to bepraise John
Stuart Mill's hedonics.

Hedonical, a. rare". =HEDONIC.
In recent Uiua.

Hedonism (hMAux'm). [f- Gr.
^801/17 plea-

sure (.see prec.) + -ISM. Cf. F. hedonisme (Littre

Suppl.}.] The doctrine or theory of ethics in which

pleasure is regarded as the chief good, or the proper
end of action.

1856 SHELVE tr. Sc/rweglers Hist. Pltilos. (18641 71 ;

Hedonism, the philosophical doctrine ofthe
Cyreneans

that
j

pleasure is the chief good. 1873 SV.MONDS Grk. Poets v. 138
As mere hedonism the

simple
love of sensual pleasure

,

grew, so did the songs and the style of Anacreon gain in

popularity. 1879 H. SI'ENCKR Data of Ethics
^i$i

Dis-
j

tinguishing Hedonism into the two kinds, egoistic and
;

universalistic, according as the happiness sought is that of
j

the actor himself or is that of all. 1897 G. G. FINDLAY in

Expos. Times Feb., Hedonism, or the pleasure theory of
|

life . . is the great heresy in morals.

Hedonist (hrdfoist). [f. as prec. + -1ST.] One
who maintains the doctrine of hedonism ; one who
regards pleasure as the chief good.
1856 DE QUINCEY Confess, (ed. 2) 351 In Professor

Wilson's word,
'

Gentlemen, I am a Hedonist ; and if you
must know why I take opium, that's the reason why '.

(Note) Professor Wilson coined the English word Hedonist.

1874 L. STEPHEN Hours in Library I. 390 If a man chances
to be a Hedonist, he should show the good temper which is

the best virtue of the indolent. 1876 PATER in E. Gosse
Crit. Kit-Kats (1806) 258, I wish they wouldn't call me ' a
hedonist

'

; it produces such a bad effect on the minds of

people who don't know Greek.
atirib. 1878 DOWDEN Stud. Lit. 402 This devotion to

beauty, to beauty alone . . was a kind of hedonist asceticism.

1896 MRS. H. \V\KoSirG. '1'ressady 361 George's hedonist

temper was almost at the end of his patience.

Hedoni'stic, a. [f. prec. + -1C.] Pertaining
to hedonists, or of the nature of hedonism.
1866 Miu. in EJin. Rev. CXXIII. 341 Sokrates . . incul-

cates the ordinary duties of life on hedonistic grounds, and
recommends them by the ordinary hedonistic inducements.

1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) IV. 30 The Utilitarian or hedon-
istic mode of speaking. 1894 Thinker \. 571.

Hence Hedoni'stioally adv., according to hedon-

ism, in reference to hedonism.

1874 SIDGWICK Meth. Ethics it. v. 4. 156 The moral pain
. . would be so great as to render the whole remainder of life

hedonistically worthless. 1886 Outl. Hist. Ethics iv.

6. 181 note, Shaftesbury interprets the 'good
1

of the

individual hedonistically, as equivalent to pleasure, satis-
'

faction, delight, enjoyment.

HedonO'logy. rare. [f. Gr. JSOVTI pleasure f

-(O)LOGY.] =HEDONICS.
a 1866 J. GROTE Exam. Utilit. Plulos. xxi. (t87o) 345

Hedonics, or hedonology, the science of human pleasure.

Hedono'meter. humorous, [f. as prec. +

METEB.] An apparatus for measuring pleasure.
1880 Sat. Rev. No. 1312. 763 Who will construct a hedo-

nometer for us which shall give the exact values in coin, .of

a '47 signboard and a bottle of '47 port? 1887 Just May 14/2

Who is a competent judge, and where is his
' hedonometer

'

?

Hedous, -ly, obs. forms of HIDEOUS, -LY.

t He'dral, a. Obs. rare. [f. Gr. tSpa seat, base

+ -AL.] Of or pertaining to the base of a solid.

1690 W. LEYBOURN Curs. Math. 326 The Diametre of the

Basial or Hedral ambient Circle of the Hexaedron.

Hedur, -yr, obs. forms of HITHEB.

Hedus, obs. form of HIDEOUS.

Hedyphane (he
-

dif?'n). Min. [Named Hedy-

phan by Breithaupt, 1830, f. Gr. tftm sweet +

-(fiaxijs appearing (cf. Gr. ^Stxfxiijs sweet-shining)
in reference to its brilliant lustre.] A colourless

variety of mimetite, containing calcium ; a variety

of green lead ore.

1832 C. U. SHEPARD Min. 222 Hedyphane. 1851 BROOKE
& MILLER Min. 483 Breithaupt's hedyphane is a massive

variety of mimetite.

Hee, obs. form of EYE, HE, HIGH.

Heed (hi), v. Forms: I h6dn, 2-3 heden, 4 5

hede, 5 heede (heyd), 4- heed. Pa. t. i h6dde,

3 hedd(e, 5 hedit, -yt, -ut, 6- heeded. Pa.

pple. 4 hed, hedit, etc. [OE. hUan = OS. hddian,
huodian (MDu., Du. hoeden, LG. hoden, hb'en],

OHG. huotan (MHG. kiieten, Ger. hiiteii):

WGer. *hodjan, deriv. o(*h6d&, sb. str. fern., OFris.

hide, htide, OHG. huota, MHG. hiwle, Ger. hut

fern., heed, guard, care, keeping ;
not recorded in

OE., where its form would have been /;A/.]

fl. intr. (In OE.) To take charge, take posses-

sion, take. Const, with genitive.
c loco J^LFRIC Horn. I. 330 Lazarus ne moste . . hedan

Saera crumena. Ibid. II. 114 We hedaS ^era crumena
8ass hlafes. c 1000 Rectitud. Sing. Pers. c 5 in Schmid
Geselzc 376 {7onne him for&sio" sebyrise, hede se hlaford

frees he life, bute hwet frizes sy. t

2. intr. To have a care, pay attention,take notice.

Const, in OE. and ME. with genitive; subseq. with

of, later to, for. arch, and dial.

Beowulf (Z.) 2697 Ne hedde he baes heafolan. c loco
f<"t. Polity 10 in Thorpe Laws II. 316 Bisceopum geby-
reO (reel hi . . ne hunda ne haveca hedan to swySe. a 1300
Fragm. Sev. Sins 33 in E. E. P. (1862) 19 Nel he of o>ir
bing hede. c 1400 Destr. Troy 2663 Hedis to bat, and
puttis of bat purpos. Ibid. 11531 Euer hedyng in hert
of the neeh treason. IT 1400-50 Alexander 3094 Hefys
nott your hert to hye, bott hedes to your ende. 1477 EARL

190

RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes -2 Whan 1 had heeded and loked

vpon it. a 1618 SYLVESTER Paradox ngst. Libertie 800
Much strength and many men unto their hoordes to heed.

1690 PENN Kin % I'rogr. Quakers (1834) 60 Never heed,
the Lord's power is over all weakness and death. 1828

SCOTT /'. ,!/. Perlli xxvi, Heed no longer for me, my lord.

1868 ATKINSON Cleveland Gloss, s. v., Never heed, don't

concern yourself, never mind.

3. trans. To care for, concern oneself about ; to

take notice of. give attention to, to mind ; to regard.

(In Engl. now chiefly literary ;
in common use in

SB.)
a ij5 Juliana 8 As |>e bat heh bing hefde to heden. c 1340

Cursor M. 3085 (Trin.) Oure lord him jaf his lawe to hede.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 10339 He hedut no hathell. 1553 T.

WILSON Rhet. 54 iR.) That man should be punished who
little heedeth the maintenaunce of his tillage. 1592 WKST
1st Pt. Symbol. 48 In the persons two thinges are to bee

heeded. 1739 HUKD Rctirem. n. (R.>, Which seem to be

not perceived, or not heeded, byothermen. 1816 J. WILSON

City ofPlague \\. iii. 104 Heed not that foolish wretch go
on, go on. 1870 BRYANT Iliad I. I. n Domineer Over thy

Myrmidons ; I heed thee not. Mod. Sc. Never heed them !

f 4. To observe, see, behold , take note of. Also

intr. To look. (Cf. F. regarder.} Obs,

c 1105 LAY. 17801 Heo leopen to ban bedde, & bene king
hedden. 13.. E. K.Allit.P. A. 1050 J>e hyje trone ber

mojt }e hede. ,11400-50 Alexander 678 He. .to be heuyn
lokts, Hedis heterlyon hi^e, behelde on a Sterne. Ibid. 1527
Who so wates fro withowte & within hedes.

Heed, sb. Forms : 3-6 hede, 4-5 bed, 4-6
Sc. heid, 5 hedde, (Jed, -e), 5-6 heede, heade,

5- heed. [app. f. HEED v. : there is no correspond-

ing OE. sb. : see prec.]
1. Careful attention, care, observation, regard.

(Now chiefly literary.)
a 1300 CursorM. 4248 (Gott.) loseph held euer his in hede.

1357 Lay Folks Catech. 200 Our gastly fadirs that has hede
ofus. 1553 T. WILSON Rhet. (1567) 54 b, Good hede would
be had. that nothing be doubtfully spoken. 1575 LANE-
HAM Let. 118711 50 With great art and heed . . thyther

conueyd, and thear erected. 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. iv.

i. 101, I will . . teach your eares to list me with more
heede. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT True, s Swimming so with-

out heed, that some were in apparant danger. 1783. COWPER
Gilpiii 72 Full slowly pacing o'er the stones With caution
and good heed. 1867 FREEMAN Norm. Cotuj. (1876) I. App.
701, 1 look on this account as worthy of all heed.

b. Esp. in phr. to take (f nim) heed.

(-1305 St. Dunstan 25 in E. E. P. (1862) 35 His freond
nome perto hede. c 1305 St. Sivithin 47 Ibid. 44 He pojte
on bat be godspel saib, bat me takp of lute hede. 13. . Sir
Beues (A.) 1030 Beues of hem nam gode hede. 1340 HAM-
POLE Pr. Consc. 592 Bot proud man of bis tas na hede.

c 14*0 Pallad. on ffusb. I. 177 Necessite hath neuere haly-

day : Tak hede of that, c 1415 Seven Sag. (P.) 279 Of
falsnesse non heed he nam, Bot at the last out hit kame.

1:1450 Con. Myst. (Shaks. Sac.) 368 Tak hede at Aaron.

1516 TINDALE Mark iv. 24 Take hede what ye heare. 1535
COVERDALE Ps. xxxyii. 37 Kepe innocency, and take hede
vnto the thinge that is right. 1548 HALL C/irou., Hen. VIII,

6b, Every man toke nuiche hede to them that daunsed.
,; 1592 H. SMITH Whs. (1867) 11.33 Take heed is a good staff

to stay upon. 4:1689 PRIOR Ode 13 Take heed, my dear,

youth flies apace. 1875 JOWETT Pluto (ed. 2) I. 65 Let us

take heed, and be on our guard against deceptions.

C. later, To give, pay heed (to).

1504 ATKYNSON tr. De Imitatione HI. iii. 197 My sone,

gyue hede to my wordes. 1526 TINUALE i Tim. i. 4 Nether

f:ve
hede to fables, a 1774 PEARCE H-'ks. III. xi. (R.),

very Christian is bound to give diligent heed to the read-

ing, and the study of them. 1844 THIRLWALL Greece\\\l.

443 Damocritus however paid no heed to their advice. 1870
MORKIS Earthly Par. I. i. 423 These unto thee will call To
help them, but give thou no heed at all.

t 2. That which one heeds. Obs. rare.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. I. i. 82 Who dazling so, that eye
shall be his heed, And giue him light that it was blinded by.

3. Comb., as heed-giving, heed-taking.
1545 AbCHAM Toxoph. I. (Arb.) 53 Companions of shoting,

be prouidens, good heed giuing, true meatinge, honest com-

parison. 1577 HARRISON England \\. vi. (1877) i. 152 They
fall into this for want of heedtaking. 1619 W. SCLATER Exp.
i Thess. (1630) 218 Circumspection ; diligent heed-taking to

our selues.

Heed, obs. form of HEAD.
I Heedely, heedly, adv. Obs. [f. HEEL.^.

+ -LY 2
; but prob. orig. a variant of HEEUILY : cf.

hastily, /lastly, hastily.']
= HEEMLY.

1548 GEST Pr. MasseD iij, Let vs hedely beware lest christ

iudge vs by our mouth. 1577 B. GOOGE Hcn-sbacU's Husb.

iv. (1586) i66b, The Hennes must be . . heedely looked to.

1583 STANYHURST /Ent'isui. {Arb.) 82 Too the eende in thye

trauayl thow mayst the more heedlye be lessond.

Heeder (hrdai). One who heeds.

1849 J. STERLING in Fraser's Mag. XXXIX. 410 If they
found a heeder.

Heeder, obs. form of HEDEE.

Heedful (hfdful^, a. [f.
HEED sir. + -FUL.]

Full of heed; careful, attentive, watchful, mindful.

1548 UDALL, etc.Erasm. Par. Mark xMR.), God. .Ipueth
wakefulal & hedeful persones. 1577 B. GOOGE HeresbacJis

Husb. I. (1586) 40 You must be very heedefull in the weed-

yng of it. 1607 ROWLANDS Guy Wanu. 46 On every side

they cast a heedful eye. 17*5 POPE Odyss^.
\. 397 Heedful

of advice. 1873 WHITNEY Life Lang. viii. 142 If use were
heedful of incongruities.

Hee'dfully, adv. [f. prec. + -LY
'-.]

In a heed-

ful manner ; attentively, carefully.

1561 T. NORTON Calvin's lust. in. 326 Let vs be hede-

fully bent to this most earnest thing. 1610 SHAKS. Temp.
I. it. 78 Pros. Do'st thou attend me? Mira. Sir, most

hcedefully. 1634 T. JOHNSON Parey's Chirurg. xxvi. xviii.

HEEL.

(1678) 640 Cauteries heedfully used, strengthen and dry the

part. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Pa)'. III. iv. 32 Heedfully He
guarded u, that none came in.

Hee'dfuluess. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being heedful ; attentivencss, carefulness.

1561 T. NORTON Calf"his Inst. Pref,, To moue you to

\villingnesseand hedefulnesse. a 1677 BAKKOW ll'ks. (1830)
I. 130 A circumspect heedfulness not to provoke any man.
183* HT. MARTINKAU Ella ofCar. xi. 133 Fergus waited upon
them both with all the quiet heedfulness of a girl,

t Hee'dily, adv. Obs. [f. HEEDV + -LY -.]

Heedfully ;
with attention.

1577 B. GOOGE Heresback's Husb. in. (1586) 114 b, The
shape and proportion of the Horse, ought heedily to be
considered. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie in. iv. (Arb.) 156
This part in our maker or Poet must be heedyly looked

ynto. x6ia KKINSLKY Lud. Lit. 23 Writing English heedily,
in true Orthography. 1656 \V. D. tr. Contemns

1

Gtttc l.at.

Unl. 501, 147 Heedily receiv information concermiiLj; it.

Hee'diiiess. Obs. [f.
as prec. +-NESS.]

Heedfulness, attentiveness ; caution.

1596 SPENSKR /'. Q. v. vi. 34 By Gods grace, and her .^oud

heedinesse, She was preserved. i6ao BP. HALL Hon. Mar.

Clergy i. 29 Prxtextu cauticnis, in pietence of heedinesse.

Hee'ding, vbl. sb.
[f.
HEED v. + -ING '.] The

action of the verb HEED; attention ;
care.

1678 HUTLER Hud. 111. ii. 1320 Your constant Method of

Proceeding, Without the Carnal Means of Heeding. 1699
LISTER Journ. Paris 108 With a little heeding 'tis yet very
legible.

Heedless (hrdlt-s', a. [f.
HEED sb. f -LESS.]

Without heed
; paying no heed or attention ; care-

less, inattentive, regardless.
1579 SPENSER She}h. Cal. July 15 Though one fall through

heedless hast, Vet is his misse not mickle. 1624 GEE Foot
out of Snare in Somers Tracts (1810) III. 53 To make
havock and spoil of the harmelesse and heedelesse flock of

Christ. 1764 GOLDSM. Tray. 161 There in the ruin, heedless nf

the dead, The shelter-seeking peasant builds his shed. 1857
BUCKLE Ci-viliz. I. xiii. 730 Despising unsupported authority,
and heedless of tradition.

H Undeserving of attention. Obs.
1611 SPEED Theat. Gt. Brit. (1614) 145/1 A man . . may

well esteem them [certain legendary histories] as heedlesse

as vncertaine.

[Heedlesshood, a supposed synonym of heed-

lessness, which some would read for
* headelesse

hood
',
in Spenser Sheph. Cal. : see HEADLESS a, i

.]

Hee'dlessly, adv. [f. HEEDLESS + -LY-.] In

a heedless manner ; carelessly, inattentively.
1682 SIR T. BROWNE Chr. Mor. i. 30 Post not heedlesly

on. 1710 STEELE Tatler No. 212 f 3 Our Women run on
so heedlesly in the Fashion, that [etc.]. 1861 MRS. H.
WOOD East Lynne (1885) 24, I think the woman did it heed-

lessly ; not mischievously.

Hee'dlessnesS. [-NESS.] The quality of

being heedless; carelessness, inattention, disregard.
1581 PETTIE Gitazzefs Civ. Cottv. i. (1586) 13 b, If through

heedlesnesse you resalute not a friend, he will speake no
more to you. 1673 Lady's Call. \. \. F 56, 50 Thro heed-

lesness, and want of looking before us. 1789 BENTHAM
Prtnc. Legist, ix. 12 What heedlessness is in the case of

an unadvised act, rashness is in the case of a misadvised

one. 1823 SCOTT Peveril xxxiv, I tripped on, showing a
bold heedlessness of his displeasure.

Heedling, var. of HEADLING.

tHeedy,<z. Obs. [f.
HEEDJ. + -Y.] Heed-

ful, attentive, careful, cautious.

iS^B GEST Pr. Masse Ded., Rather heady than heed y. Ibid.

A vij, Therfore good reader gyue needy attendaunce therto.

1581 MARBKCK Bk. ofNotes 1058 Worldly men are more

heedy m their affaires of this world. 1645 USSHKR Body
Div. (1647) 237 That we have a carefull and a heedy watch
to all things that may advance God's glory.

Heef, obs. pa. t. of HEAVK.

Heegh, hee;, obs. forms of HIGH a. } HIE v.

Hee-haw (h/'h:) s&- Also hiuhaw, he-haw

^he-hawn t/.S. . [Echoic.]
1. A conventional representation of the bray of a

jackass ;
a name tor this.

1815 W. H. IRELAND Scribbleomania 84 notet The chants
were interrupted at intervals with an Hiu Haw, in imitation

of the Ass's braying. 1831 S. WARREN Diary Physic, xvi.

(1832) I. 379 An Ass. .opened on us with an astounding hee-

haw ! hee-haw ! hee-haw ! 1878 BROWNING Poets Croisic

cxx, To. .estimate applause As just so many asinine he-haws.

1884 C. D. WARNER in Harper's Mag. Dec. 14/2 He-hawn,
sire Ass, you sing.

2. A loud unrefined laugh.
1843 THACKERAY Miss Tickletoby iii, If to laughter he

was minded, out they burst in loud hee-haws. 187* ANNE
THACKERAY Men's Wives 402 All the boxes began to roar

with great coarse heehaws at Titania hugging Bottom's

long ears.

Hence Hee-haw v. intr.) to bray, as an ass.

1821 CLARE Vill. Minstr. I. 44 Ass after ass still hee-haws

through the town. 1831 S. WARREN Diary Physic, xvi. (1832)

I. 379 Away sprung the jackass .. hee-hawing incessantly.

1859 THACKERAY Virgin. (Ogil.), Suppose _thou art making
an ass of thyself . . are there not ceople in England who
heehaw too? 1884 C. D. WARNER in Harper's Mag. Dec.

14/2 The a.is he-ttawned, or brayed. .The people he-haivned

or brayed thrice, in like manner.

Heel (h/1), sbl Forms : i hela, hsela, (h61),

3 heale, 3-6 hole, 4-5 heill, 4-7 heele, 5-7

heUle, ,5 hyelle, 6 helle, hiele, 7 eel), 6-7

heal(e, 4- heel. [OE. htla, hxla wk. masc. =

OFris. hSla fern., MDu. hiele m. and f., Du. hiel

m. ; cf. ON. hxllm. (Sw. hat, Da. hxl) :-*!iAhil :-

*hankil, deriv. of *hanh- t
in OE. hoh hough, heel.]



HEEL.

I. 1. The projecting hinder part of the foot,
below the ankle and behind the hollow of the foot.

cSjo Lorica Gloss. 57 in O. F.. Te.rts 173 To/as, helan.
Ibid. 59 Ctilcibus, helum. r uoo Ags. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker
266/8 Calx, hela, hoh nibeweard. am$Ancr. R. 112 A
lutel ihurt i ben eie derueo more ben cleS a muchel ioe hele,
vor bet fleschs is deadure bere. r 1300 Htivelek 898 Sparede
he neyther tos ne heles. 1575 BARBOUR Bruce XVI. 596 The
gilt spuris, richt by the hetll. ( 1485 in E. . Misc. I War-
ton Club) 7 Undure my hyelle is that me grevys, Fore at

my hart I fele no sowre. a 1529 SKKLTON P. Sparoive Wks.
18431 86 To se her treade the grounde With heles short
and rounde. 1599 NASHE Lenten Stnffe 24 A fift, of an
inflamed heale. 1641 J. JACKSON True Evang. T. i. 17 A
Serpent, a Basilisk, biting the heele, and stinging the face.

1711 BUDGELL SpccL No. 77 f 8 His Stockings are about
his Heels. 1842 TENNYSON Morte d*Arthur 286 Then
Francis, .drove his heel into the smoulder'd log.

b. The heel armed or fitted with a spur.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 6394 Ector . . toke his horse with his

helis, hastid before, c 1620 Z. ROYD Zion's Flmvers (18551
62 It's time to lend my horse a heele. 1663 BUTLER Hint.
i. iii. 484 Then ply'd, With iron heel, his courser's side.

1792 OSBALDISTON Brit. Sportsm. 395 The word heel is

taken for the spur itself; hence they say .. 'he knows the
heels ; he obeys the heels ; he answers the heels ; he is very
well upon the heels'. 1888 MRS. KENNARD Glorious Gallop
92 She gave Galopard a slight touch of the heel, and trotted

briskly on.

O. Put for the foot as a whole.
a 1225 Juliana 30 pat hit urne endelong hire leofliche bodi

dun to be helen. a 1125 St. Marker. 13 pe meiden dude
swa, leowsede ant leoSede a lutel hire hele. 1586 J. HOOKFR
GiraU. Irel. Ep. Ded. Aiib in HolinshedlU, His bodie
hanged by the heeles at Corke. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. xii. 46
His looser garment . . flew about his heeles in wanton wize.

to bed : John held his heels, and Nan his head. 1859 GF.O.
ELIOT A. Bede i. xi, For ye're a stirring body in a mornin',
an 1

ye've a light heel.

d. Cribbage, etc. (See quots.)
1796 Grose's Diet. Vulg. T. s.v., To turti up his heels, to

turn up the knave of trumps at the game of all-fours. 1850
Bohris Hand-bk. Games 275 (Cribbage) Should the turn-up
card itself be a Knave, the dealer immediately scores two
points, .which by way of antithesis with 'his nob ', are called
' two for his heels '. 1882 Society n Nov. 9/1 In cribbage
parlance, it was one for her nob and two for her heels.

2. In quadrupeds and other vertebrates : a. Ana-
tomically, The part of the hinder limb which is the

analogueofthe human heel; the calcaneal partofthe
tarsus, whatever its shape or position ;

in digitigrade
and ungulate quadrupeds, and in birds, this is ele-

vated above the ground, and is popularly called
knee or hock, also heel of the hock.

I79a OSBALDISTON Brit. Sportstn. 93/2 These are of a
wenny nature, and grow on the point of the elbow and the
heel of the hock. 1874 COUES in Baird, etc. Hist. N. A .

Birds III. 545 The heel (calcaneus) is at the top of the
tarsus.

b. popularly, (a) In quadrupeds, the hinder

part of the hoof
; also, each of the projections on

the coffin-bone.

1674 N. Cox Gentl. Recreat. (1677! 72 Seek for his Slot :

If he findes the Heel thick, and the Toe spreading broad, it

argues an old Deer. 17*7-51 CHAMBERS Cycl., Heel of
a horse, is the lowest hind part of the foot, comprehended
between the quarters, and opposite to the toe. 1831 YOUATT
Horse (1848) 578 On either side [of the coffin-bone]. . are

projections called the wings, or heels of the coffin-bone.

(b} More commonly applied (in pi.) to the two
hind feet Also, the hoof or whole foot. See 3 a, c.

c looo Sax. Leechd. I. 346 WiS wambe wrasce ^enim haran
helan. c 1410 Anturs ofArth. 586 (Douce MS.) His horse
in fyne sandel was trapped to pe hele. 1535 COVERDALE
Gen. xlix. 17 Dan shalbe . . an edder in the path, and byte
the horse in the heles [WYCLIF feet]. 1577 B. GOOGE Heres-
bach's Hush. in. (1586) 152 b, After that, hanging him [Hog]
up by the heeles, you shall plucke [etc.]. 1607 TOPSELL
Four-f. Beasts (165$) 245 They must not be afraid of other
Horses, .but. .rush into the battle, fighting (as is said) with
heels and mouth, a 1700 DRVDEN Ovid's Met. xn. Wks.
1808 XII. 170 He falls

; and lashing up his heels, his rider
throws. 1847 TENNYSON Print. Prol. 44 She trampled some
beneath her horse's heels, c 1875 MARY JEWRY Every-day
Cookery 128/2 Put two thoroughly clean cow-heels into a
stew paa 1877 A. B. EDWARDS Up Nile iv. 91 The donkey
kicks up his heels and brays.

(c) In birds, the hinder toe or hallux, the spur.
1611 MARKHAM Countr. Content, i. xix. (1668) 82 A sharp

heel'd cock, though it be a little false, is much better than
the truest cock which hath a dull heel, and hitteth seldome.
1792 OSBALDISTON Brit. Sporlsm. 346 His narrow heel,
or sharpness of heel, is known no otherwise than by obser-
vation in fighting. 1863 BATES Nat. Amazon viii. (1864)
237 Swarms of goatsuckers . . descend and settle on a low
branch.. and then, squatting down on their heels, are
difficult to distinguish from the surrounding soil.

3. Pregnant uses in reference to the heel or hind
foot of man or beast, a. As the instrument of

kicking : hence to raise or lift the heel against, to

make a keel.

c9So Lindisf. Gosp. John xiii. 18 SeSe brucao" mec mi5
baet hlaf he ahefecS on^se^n mec hel his. 17x225 Ancr. R.
136 Mi leof is ivetted..& smit me mid his hele. 1382
WYCLIF John xiii. 18 He that etith my breed, schal reyse
his heele a^ens me. 1535 COVERDALE Ps. xl[i]. 9 Yee
euen myne owne familier frende . . hath lift vp his hele

agaynst me. 1590 SHAKS. Com, Err. in. i. 15, I should
kicke being kickt, and being at that passe, You would keepe
from my heeles, and beware of an asse. 1728 RAMSAY
Fables if T., Ass H Brock g Replied the Ass, and made

191

a heel. 173. POPE P.p. Bathurst 68 With spurning heel.
01822 SHELLEY Ode Naples 112 Fair Milan, .lifts her heel
I o bruise his head.

b. As the instrument of trampling down or

crushing.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny xyin. v, That the lords eie is far

better for the land, than his heele. 1819 SIIKI.LEV ( 'end iv.

iv, Our innocence is as an armed heel To trample accusation.
1838 PRESCOIT J-\-rJ. ,y Is. 11842) I. x. 440 The green crop
had no time to ripen ere it was trodden down under the
iron heel of war. 1867 GOLDW. SMITH Three Eng. States-
men (1882) 218 Too hasty in setting his heel on the agents
of tyranny and corruption. 1879 H. GEORGE Prtigr. q- Pov.
v. ii. 11881) 257 Those classes upon whom the iron heel of
modern civilization presses.

c. Heels: as the hindmost parts displayed by
a fugitive ; hence as the means of flight. To have
or get the heels of: to outrun.

1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. cli. 180 Suche as had their
horses by them mounted and shewed their horses heles, and
thenglysshmen after them in chase. 1583 STUBBES Anal.
Abus. I. (1879)96 He showes them a faire pair of heeles, and
away goeth he. 1583 STOCKED Hist. Civ. H 'arres Lowe C.
i. 96 a, The rest, full of lyfe in the heeles, saued them selues.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, in. v. 34 Saying, our Grace is onely
in our Heeles, And that we are most loftie Run-awayes.
1612-15 BP. HALL Contempl., O. T. xix. viii, Many a one
hath had better counsel! from his heeles, then from his
elbows. 1647 W ' BROWNE tr. Gonilvrville's Polexandcr
II. -IV. 197 One squadron, .he routed and put to their heeles.

ci68s VILLIERS (Dk. Buckhm.) Con/. Wks. 1705 II. 49
Father, your zeal has got the heels of your Discretion.

1719 DE FOE Crusoe I. xx, Friday . . had . . the heels of the
bear. 1730-6 BAILEY (folio) s.v., One Pair of Heels is worth
two Pair of Hands, that is, it is better to run for it, than be
beaten, where a Man has not the Courage or Force to with-
stand his Enemy. 1832 MARRYAT N. Forster xi, Be smart,
my lads, for she has the heels of us.

4. In insects : a. The terminal extremity of the
tibia ; b. The base of the first tarsal joint, when it

is curved to join the tibia ; the ' calx
'

of Kirby, by
him limited to the heels of the four posterior tarsi

;

C. Leach's name for the bristles forming the stri-

gilis (Century Diet.}.
1826 KIRBY & SPKHCE fntroit. Sntotuof. III. 386 CVtr(the

Heeli. The curving part of the Planta . . by which it

inosculates with the Tibia.

5. a. The part of a stocking that covers the heel ;

b. the thick part of the sole of a boot or shoe
which raises the heel.

'S??-?? HOLINSHED Chron., Irel. III. 89/2 He . . bare it

awaie in the heele of his stocke. 1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr.
IV. i. 136 Gabrels pumpes were all vnpinkt i'th heele. 1634
SIR T, HERBERT Trav. 146 Their shooes . . are usually
sharpe at the toe.. the heeles shod with thin Iron. 1709
STEELE Taller No. 7 r 16 One of his Shoes had lost an
Heel. 1714 GAY Trivia i. 31 The wooden Heel may raise
the dancer's bound. 1753 in Fairholt Costume (1860) 304
But mount on French heels when you go to a ball. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. I. 397 She determined, .whether his
heels must be high or low. 1882 CAULFEILD & SAWARD
Diet. Needleivork 305/1 Upon the ease with which the
heel fits the wearer much of the comfort of the stocking
depends. Mod. She wears high heels. Slippers have no heels.

6. The heel of Italy : the S.E. extremity of that

country (which in shape resembles a leg and foot i.

1717 BERKELKV Tour in Italy Wks. 1871 IV. 556 No
mountains in the heel of

Italy. 1869 RAWLINSON /Inf. Hist.
335 The heel of Italy (lapygia).

7. A part of a thing which has the position or

shape of the human heel
;
the hinder end of the

base ; a protruding hinder or lower extremity.
a* generally. b. The lower or handle end of a pite,

violin bow, etc., or of the blade of a sword, etc. ; the crook
in the head of a golf-club ; the top corner of the butt of
a gun when in firing-position at the shoulder ; the hinder
part ofa ploughshare, c. Naut. The after end of a ship's
keel ; the lower end of a rudder, mast, or piece of timber.
d. Arch. 'The lower end or foot of a rafter where it rests
on the wall or plate

'

(Knight Diet. Mech.) ; also, a cyma
reversa. e. Horticulture. A projecting bit of older wood
taken off with a cutting. f. Silversmiths' ivork. The
small projecting part at the back of the bowl of a spoon.
g. The vertical timber of a gate which bears the hinges ;

the harre. h, Crouch. The part of a bivalve shell which
bears the joint or hinge. i. Heel ofthe hand : The lower
part of the palm, next the wrist. j. Heelsofa horse-shoe :

The turned up extremities ; the calkins.
a. 1707 MORTIMER llusb. (1708) 256 In Hertfordshire

they have a particular Sort of Spade .. the Teeth of which
being Iron and broad, rakes out the Mould and spreads it;
and at the other side there is a kind of heel or knob.
b. 1591 GARRARD^r/ Warre 55 The heele and tippe of

their pikes would be equally bolden. 1807 A. YOUNG
Agric. Essex (1813) I. 139 The plough heel, comprising the
position of the breast behind, and forming, together with
the end of the rest, that wedge which fills up the furrow.
1812 Examiner 31 Aug. 552/1 Two hairs on the heel of it

'

1812 Examiner 31 Aug. 552/1 Two hairs on the heel of it

[a razor]. 1856 MRS. C. CLARKE tr. Berlioz' Instrument.
12 With the heel of the [violin] bow. 1857 Chambers' In-
form. II. 696/2 Heel, the crook of the head [of a golf-club]

. .

Catech. ii On the stock [of a rifle] is a.. heel. 1881 GREENER
Gun 432 Most gun-stocks are twisted over, that is to say,
the toe of the butt is more out oftruth with the barrels than
the heel. 1890 Gloucestershire Gloss., Heel, the lower part
of a scythe bfade.

C. 1602 MARSTON Ant. % Mel. i. Wks. 1856 I. 16 Now

Liici-ciiu in JIM Ki'i'i, mid v, mi 11 inr inoi <>i int: sieril-

post is tenanted: this is also called the ship's heel. 1840 !

R. H. DANA Be/. Mast xxx. 107 The tightest ship, .will leak '

more or less round the heel of the bowsprit. 1858 Merc,
Marine Mag, V. 19 She., went with her heel upon the rocks.

HEEL.

._
1882 Garden 4 Feb. 85/3 [They] propagate readily from

cuttings made of ripened wood, taken off with a 'heel'. 1889
Co-op. AVroj 6 Apr. 349 The slips [of currant-bush] being
about ten inches long, and having a '

heel
'

if possible.

_f. ^1879 Casseirs Techn. Educ. IV. 415/1 Tne_ next opera-
tion is stamping upon it the little projection which in trade

parlance is called the
'

heel ', and which seems to indicate the

juncture of the bowl with the stem.

g. 1854 Jrul. R. Agric. Sac. XV. II. 250 The head and
heel [of gate], called here the ' bar ', are usually made of elm.
1893 Ibid. Mar. 38 A gate is a rectangular frame consisting
of 'heel

'

and ' head
'

and top and bottom rails.

h. 1692 RAY Dissol. World 115 It seems strange to me
that two shells should be so adapted together at the heel
as to shoot out to the same extension and the upper and
nether valve be of different Figure. 1836 Penny Cycl. V.
312 The heel of the larger valve deeply notched up to the
border of articulation.

i. 1704 J. PITTS Ace. Mahometans ix. (1738) 222 A hole
made in the Heel of each hand. 1887 D. GRAHAM in Buck
Hand-bk. Med. Sc. IV. 645/1 The heel of the operator's hand
will be used for vigorous friction of the palm. 1888 F.i.-

WORTHY 1C. Somerset Word-bk., Heel ofthe hand, the part
of the hand on which it rests in the act of writing.
j. 1831 YOUATT Horse (1848) 421 The heels of the shoe

should be examined as to their proper width. 1886 Pall
Mall G. 17 Aug. 14/1 The shoes of the horses have neither
toes nor heels, which seems to be a peculiarity of Paris
farriery.

8. The crust at the bottom (also, sometimes, the

top) of a loaf; the rind of a cheese.

1362 LANGL. P. PL A. viii. 181, I nolde ?eue for pi pardoun
one pye hele. 1611 COTGR., Esauignonner, to cut, or breake
off a lumpe, cantle, crustie heele, or peece from a loafe of
bread, a 1774 FERGUSSON Rising ofSession vii, I wat weel

They'll stoo the kebbuck to the heel. 1814 SCOTT // 'a-,'.

Ixiv, The heel o' the white loaf that carae from the bailie's.

1849 DICKENS Dav. Copp. xi, The heel of a Dutch cheese.

1879 Mlss JACKSON Shropsh. Word-bk., Heel, the top crust
of a loaf cut off, or the bottom crust remaining.
9. The latter or concluding (jart of a period of

time; also, of a book or writing; in Astral., of a
zodiacal sign : cf. HEAD so. 19 b.

1584 R. SCOT Discern. Witchcr. xiii. vii. (1886)243 That it

be not doone in the end, declination, or heele ias they terme
it) of the course [of the planet], 1599 NASHE Lenten Stuffe

47 So but seldome should they meete in the heele of the
weeke at the best mens tables, vppon Fridayes and Satter-

dayes. 1636 B. JONSON Eng. Gram. i. vi, I will promise, .to

giue, in the heel of the Book, some spur and incitement to
that which I so reasonably seek. 1758 J. RUTTY Spir.
Diary (ed. 2) 122 Nine hours spent in bed : it is a great
deal m the heel of the evening. 1803 WELLINGTON in Owen
Wellesley's Desp. 787 The corps.. in a close pursuit at the
heel of the day, lost many men. 1847 CALHOUN Wks. IV.
363 The Senate's resolution passed at the very heel of the
session.

II. Phrases. * With prep, or adv.
10. At, on, upon, fin Bone's) heel(s. Close

behind ; in close pursuit or immediate attendance ;

alsoyf^. At the hard heels of, at the very heels of :

see HARD a. 20.

13 .. Caw. $ Gr. Knt. 1899 Renaud com . . & alle be rabel
in a res, ryjt at his helez. 1390 GOWER Conf. I. 18 There
bene also somme as men saie. That folwen Simon ate heles.
<* 1555 LATIMER Serm. ff Rem. (1845) 229 It is but a super-
stition to think that a Pater Noster cannot be well said with-
out an Ave Maria at its heel. 1571 GOLDING Calvin on
Ps. xlix. 13 Death preaceth hard at your heeles. 1579
GOSSON Sell. Abuse (Arb.) 26 Our auncestours, which pur-
sued vertue at the harde heeles, and shunned vyce. 1607
SHAKS. Timon \. \. 27 Painter. When comes your Booke
forth 1 Poet. Vpon the heeles of my presentment sir. 1646
TRAPP Comment. Numb, xxxii. 23 The guilt will haunt you
at heels, as a bloodhound. 1650 CROMWELL Lett. 30 July
in Carlyle, I marching in the heel of them with the residue of
the army. 1674 N. Cox Gentl. Recreat. in. (1677) 13 To have
your Dog at your heels. 121687 PETTY Pol. A rith. Pref.,
The Hollanders are at our heels, in the race of Naval
Power. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones xvni. x, Unavailable
repentance treads on his heels. 1782 COWPER Gilpin 204
Away went Gilpin, and away Went post-boy at his heels.

1827 POLLOK Course T. v, So swift trode sorrow on the heels
of joy ! 1853 M. ARNOLD Poems, Sohrab $ R., Rtiksh, his

horse, Follow'd him like a faithful hound at heel. 1860
TYNDALL Glac. i. xvi. 112, I . .kept close at his heels.

11. Down at heel (adv. and adj.} : a. having the
heels of one's boots or shoes quite worn down ;

taken as a symptom of destitution : cf. 13; b.
said of shoes or slippers, when negligently slipped
on so that the heel part is crushed down under the
foot

; also, of persons so wearing their shoes
;
and

fig. slovenly, slip-shod.
1732 Gentl. Instr. (ed. 10) 212 (D.) Sneak into a corner ..

down at heels and out at elbows. 1835 LONGF. Outre-Mer
Prose Wks. 1886 1. 120 Thus the unhappy notary ran

gradually down at the heel. 1840 BARHAM Ingol. Leg., St.

Odille, Her shoes went down at heel. 1860 All Year
Round No. 57. 158 Down-at-heel self-neglect. 1875 TENNY-
SON Q. Mary i. i, Fray'd i' the knees, and out at elbow . .

and bursten at the toes, and down at heels. 1880 World
8 Dec. 2 Shuffling down-at-heel sentences. 1886 Pall Mall
G. 7 Dec. n/_2

If ignorance is bad, assuredly down-at-heel
dilettantism is worse.

12. Out at heels (adv. and adj. : with stockings
or shoes worn through at the heel

; also, of persons
wearing such ; fig. in unfortunate or decayed cir-

cumstances ; in trouble or distress.

1553 WILSON Rhtt. (1567) 82 b, Some riche snudges .. go
with their hose out at heles. 1588 FRAUNCE Laiaiers Log.
l. iv. 27 To affectate such woordes as were quite worne out
at heeles and elbowes long before the nativitie of Geffray
Chawcer. 1605 SHAKS. Lear 11. ii. 164 A good mans fortune
may grow out at heeles. 1676 WVCHERLEY PI. Dealer in.

i '735) 74 Go look out the Fellow . . that walks with his Sword



HEEL.

and Stockings out at Heels. 1747 W. HORSLEY Fool (1748)

II. No. 83. 254 My present Situation being, as I may say,

a little out at Heels.

13. To heel. Of a dog : close behind, in behind ;

under rule. Alsoyi^.
1810 Sporting Mag. XXXVI. 149 They will back, or

come to heel, as commanded. 1849- JAMES W'oodinan xiii,

To heel, good dog. i8;ro HUXLEY Lay Serm. iii. (1874) 35

Whose passions are trained to come to heel. 1873 G. C.

DAVIES Mount, f, Mere vi. 45 We did so, the dogs, a spaniel

and a retriever, keeping to heel.
** With another substantive.

14. Heel and toe. a. adv. With proper walking,
as opposed to running ;

also as adj. and sb. b. Of

dancing also heel over toe}.

i8a>W. ImrsaSkftch Bk., Christm. w(i865) 251 Master
Simon . . was endeavoring to gain credit by the heel and

toe, rigadoon, and other graces of the ancient school. 1817
T. HAMILTON Cyril Thornton (1845) 277 With that sort of

walk, generally called heel and toe, he led his fair partner |

to her station. 1837 DICKENS Pickiu. xl, Bravo heel over
]

toe cut and shuffle. 1861 HUGHES Tom Brown at Oxf, ,

xiv, They returned to college, haying done a little over
]

fifteen miles, fair heel and toe walking. 1883 BLACK Shan-
don Belli iii, A curious clamping and shuffling, as if some
one were doing a heel-and-toe step on a wooden floor. 1891
A. M. Yoshiwara Episode 33 He spent

the best part of the

day in a healthy heel-and-toe to Ojigoku.

15. Heels over head. With the heels in the air

and the head downmost ; upside down
;
to turn

heels over head, to turn a somersault.

13.. E. E. AIM. P. C. 269 He [Jonas] glydez in by |>e

giles, pur} glaymande glette.. Ay hele ouer hed hourlande
aboute. 1768 Ross Helenore 64 (Jam.), I couped Mungo's
ale Clean heels o'er head. Ibid. 86 (Jam.) Now by this

time the house is heels o'er head. 1814 WORDSW. Excurs.
vin. 387 They . . An uncouth feat exhibit, and are gone
Heels over head. 1864 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. IV. 523 A total

circumgyration, summerset, or tumble heels-over-head in

the Political relations of Europe. 1886 TENNYSON Locksley
Hall 60 V. After 135 Tumble Nature heel o'er head.

attrib. 1887 Century Mag. Nov. 49/1 What'll happen if

you go on in this heels-over-head way ?

b. So (.9<r.) heels over gowdy.
1796 BURNS Poem on Life 37 Soon, heels-o'er-gowdy ! in

he gangs. 1819 W. TENNANT Papistry Storm'd (1827) 150

Heels-over-gowdie whurlin
1

.

*** With a verb.

1 16. Cast or throw at . . heel s. To cast under

foot, reject with contempt. 06s.

'555 w- WATREMAN Fardle Facions App. 350 Those that

. .threwe not at their hieles those thinges that Moyses had

taughte them. 1576 GASCOIGNE Sttele Gl. (Arb.) 56 Wherein
1 see, a corps of comely shape . . Is cast at heele, by courting
al to soone. a 1618 PRESTON Breastpl. Faith (1630) 24

They resist it, casting it at their heeles. 1659 D. PELL

Impr. Sea 593 The States of England throw not their dear

and costly purchased Victories at their heels.

17. Kick one's heels. To stand waiting idly or

impatiently. Cf. to cool one's heels, s.v. COOL v. 5.

1760 FOOTE Minor n. (1781) 51 To let your uncle kick his

heels in your hall. 1833 MARRYAT P. Simple xiii, I'll trouble

him [not] to leave me here kicking my heels.

18. lay, set, clap by the heels. To put in

irons or the stocks
;
co fetter, arrest, or confine ;

also, Jig. to overthrow, disgrace. So to have by the

heels ; and, of the person confined, to lie or be tied

by the heels.

c 1510 Hickscorntr in Hazl. Dodsley I. 170, I will go fetch

a pair of gyves, For in good faith he shall be set fast by the

heels. 1584 R. SCOT Discov. Witchcr. in. xv. (1886) 51

One of Q. Maries justices . . laid an archer by the heeles.

1654 G. GODDARD Introd. Burton's Diary (1828) I. 160

When they had seized upon him and clapped him by the

heels. 1700 LUTTBELL Brief Rel. (1857) IV. 638 The lord

cheif justice. .will lay the undersherif by the heels. 1781
MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary Aug., I supposed you would have
finished it [a play] in your last fit of sickness . . pray go on
with it when you are tied by the heel next. 1865 KINGSLEY
Hercw. II. xvi. 274 Tell him Hereward has . . half a dozen

knights safe by the heels. 1889 Baltimore (Md.) Sim
19 Nov., The bold offender . . would have been quickly set

by the heels.

19. Take to one's heels; formerly to (be)take

himselfto his heels, to take one's heels. To run away.
1542 UDALL Erasm. Apoph. i. 127 When this Manes had

taken his heeles and renne awaye from his maister. 1548
HALL Chron., Hen. VII, 49 So deceavyng his kepers [he]

toke him to his heeles. 1583 STUBBES Anat. Abits. n. (1882)

54 They. .betake them to their heeles as to their best refuge.
1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. i. ii. 95 Nay, and you will not sir,

lie take my heeles. 1600 HOLLAND Liiy xxxiu. xxxvi. 845
The Gaules.. turned their backe, tooke them to their heeles,

and ran away. 1659 B. HARRIS Parivals Iron Age 7 The
Tartars, .as soon as they, .find the Poles advancing, betake

themselves to their heels. 1690 W. WALKER Idiomat. Anglo-
Lat. Pref. i Let us take our heels and run away. 1809 W.
IRVING Knickerb. vn. xi. 1 1849) 440 The rabble incontinently
took to their heels. 1889 JESSOPP Coming ofFriars 11.93
The beholders would have, .taken to their heels and run for

their lives.

20. Trip (kick, strike, throw) up a person's heels.

To trip np, upset, or overthrow (him) ; alsoyff.
1600 SHAKS. A . Y. L. in. it 225 It is yong Orlando, that

tript vp the Wrastlers heeles, and your heart, both in an
instant 1618 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) King's Majesty Wks.
(1872) 3 Thy Constancy hath trip'd up Fortune's heel. 1678
BUNYAN Pilgr. i. 174 It shall go hard but they will throw
up his heels. 1706 ADDISON Rosamondvii. Wks. 1721 I. 123
Death has tripped up my heels. 1887 BARING-GOULD
Gaverocks III. 58, I wish it were in my power to kick up
his heels.

1 21. Torn one's heels. To run away. Obs.

1586 J. HOOKER Girald. Irel. xxv. in Holinshed III. 19/1

192

He turneth a faire paire of heeles and runneth awaie. Ibid.,

/;v/. 142 'i [They] turned their heeles, forsooke the field, and

dispersed themselues into the woods. < i6zo 7.. BOYI> '/.ten's

l-'hivcrs (1855) 120 Big looking minions . . make hast To
turne their heeles.

22. Turn on (upon) one's heel. To turn sharply
round, turn back or away.
1757 W. THOMPSON R. N. Advoc. 38 L d V e . . turn'd

short on his Heel, telling me he knew nothing ofthe Matter.

1782 Miss BURNEY Cecilia I. 61 Sir Robert . . turned upon
his heel, and was striding out of the room. 1834 M . SCOTT
Cruise Midge viii, He turned round on his heels, and
marched out of the cabin. 1887 EDNA LYALL Knt.-Errant
xii. 102 Carlo had turned sharply round on his heel and
left him without a word.

23. Turn (kick, tumble) np a person's heels.

To knock (him) down ;
to lay low ;

to kill. So
to turn (kick, lay, tip, topple) up one's heels, to die.

c 1500 MaidEmlyn (Halliw.), He toke a surfet with a cup,
That made hym tourne his heels up. 1577-87 HOLINSHF.D

Chron.,Irel. III. 93/2 He strake him with his bullet full in

the forehead, .and withall turned vp his heeles. 1599 NASHE
Lenten Stuffe 13 Of which [sickness] . .seauen thousand and

fifty people toppled vp their heeles there. 1604 DEKKKK
Honest II'A. Wks. 1873 II. 8, I would not for a duckat she

had kickt vp her heeles. 1611 COTGR ,
Passer oultrc, to tipe

vp the heeles, to die. c 16x0 Z. BOYD Zion's Flowers (1855)

155 Nowe Shechem's gone, he hath laid up his heeles. 1641

BEST Farm. Bts. (Surtees) 29 Oftentimes (after a longe

declininge and goinge backe) [they] turne up thcire heeles.

1648 GAGE H'est. Ind. vi. 17 Our men with one reasonable

Cup of Spanish Sacke presently tumbled up their heeles,

and left them like swine. 1688 BUNYAN Heavenly Footman
(18861 148 He hath turned up their heels, and hath given
them an everlasting fall. 1845 BROWNING Flight Duchess
xvii. 33 His heels he'll kick up, Slain by an onslaught fierce

of hiccup.
**** Other phrases.

24. fa- To bless the-tvorldiaithone's heels, to be

hanged, f b- To cast or lay (one's) heels in one's

neck, to leap headlong or recklessly, t C- To run
back the heel, run or hunt keel, hunt it by the heel,

take it heel, to run back on the scent ;
to hunt or

run counter ; also to run heel-way (26 c). d. With
the heelsforemost otfonuard, as a corpse is carried.

a. 1566 PAINTER Pal. Pleas. 63 The three theues were
conueied foorth, to blesse the worlde with their heeles.

b. 1599 NASHE Lenten Stvffe B His yeomen bolde cast

their heeles in their necke, and friskt it after him. 167*
COTTON Walton'sAngler \\. 281 These stones are so slippery
I can not stand ! . . I think I were best lay my heels in my
neck and tumble down !

C. 1674 N. Cox Genii. Recreat. (1677) 16 When the

Hounds or Beagles hunt it by the Heel, we say, they Hunt
Counter. 1781 P. BECKFORD Hunting (1802) 148 A fault. .

which such hounds must of necessity sometimes be guilty

of; that is, running back the heel. 1828 Sporting Mag.
XXII. 232, I cannot help challenging a stale scent, or,

speaking more technically, taking it heel. 18. . Jtec. N,
Devon Staghounds 45 (Elworthy) The whole pack took it

heel, and were stopped before they reached the edge of the

covert. 1888 ELWORTHY IV- Somerset Word-bh., Heel,
hounds following the scent in the wrong direction are said

to
' be running heel '. 1897 D. H. MADDEN Diary Silence

51 He was merely hunting counter (or heel, as it is now
called).

d. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals n. n. 147 He was clapt
in Prison, and came not out but with his heels forward.

1701 CIBBER Love makes Klan iv . ii, Car. How came you
hither, Sir! D.Lew. Faith, like a Corpse into Church, Boy,
with my Heels foremost.

III. atlrib. and Comb.

25. General, as heel-beam, -catcher, -end, -leather,

-llop, -stitch, -strap ; heel-sliding, -treading vbl.

sbs. ; heel-fast, -hurt adjs.

1817 STKVH.KT Planter's G. 11828) 242 Others, .have added

what they denominate a* 'Heel-beam 1 18 in. out from the axle

or cross-bar, .in front of the axle, and next to the draught-bar,

to which the horses are put. 1646 TRAPP Comm. Gen. xxv. 26

Calcanearitu, an 'heel-catcher, or supplanter. 1807 VAN-

COUVER Agric. Devon (1813) 119 At the 'heel-end [in a drill-

plough]ofthis sole, a perpendicular bar is inserted. 1887 FLO.

MARRYAT Driven to Hay III. xv. 24r Clinging to the heel

end of the spar. 1896 Ch. Times 2 Apr. 403 Rogues who
are lying 'heel-fast in gaol. 01569 KINGESMYLL Man's
Est. ix. (1580) 45 Wee are but *heele hurted, but he shall

be wounded in the head. 1794 W. FF.LTON Carriages (1801)

II. 123 A "heel-leather to shelter the legs behind. 1880

Turner fy Co.'s Catal. Tools (Sheffield! 66 Common brown
Skate Straps, with 'heel loops. 1859 DICKENS Haunted Ho.
vin. 48 There ensued such toe-and-heeling .. and double-

shuffling, and 'heel-sliding, c 1740 FIELDING Ess. Cotiv.

Wks. (1840) 640 Three dancing-masters, .the 'heel sophists.

1881 CAULFEILD & SAWARD Diet. Needlework 306/2 Place

together the pin holding the 'heel stitches and those hold-

ing the foot stitches.

20. Special combinations : a. in Shoemaking

(see sense 5), as heel-blank (also blank keel), a

set of '
lifts

'
built up into a heel for attachment to

a shoe; heel-block, a block used in fastening

a blank heel or a '
lift

'
to a shoe ; heel-cutter, a

tool for cutting out the ' lifts
' which form the heel

of a boot or shoe; heel-fastener (see quot.) ;

heel-iron = HEEL-PLATE 2
; heel-lift, one of the

pieces of leather, etc., of which the heel of a shoe

is built up ; heel-maker, one who makes the heels

of shoes ; heel-quarters, the part of the shoe

round the heel, the counter ; heel-seat, the part
of the sole to which the blank heel is attached ;

heel-shave, a tool like a spoke-shave, used to shape
the heel ; heel-tip = HEEL-PLATE 2 (Simmonds

HEEL.

Diet. Trade 1858) : heel-trimmer, a machine for

trimming and shaping the edges of the '

lifts' or

heel-blank.
1600 DEKKER Gentle Craft Wks. 1873 I. 23 Hoe, boy,

bring him an '

heele-blocke, heers a new-journeyman [shoe-

maker], a 1666 A. BROMF. On Death Josias SJwtc 32 He
was no whirligig lect'rer of times, That from a heel-block to

a pulpit climbs. 1888 renton <$ Son's Shoe Mercery Catal.,

*HcelFastener,a'Mtla.\ Plate for placing between the Sock
and Innersole and attaching firmly all round the Seat of

Shoe to Wood Heel. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mfch. 1094/2 The
'heel-lifts are cut to graduated size, and merely require

beveling after attachment. 1660 Chas. II Esc.Jr. Worcester
in Hart. Misc. (1744-6) IV. 423/1 A Captain of the Rump,
one Broadway, formerly a 'Heel-maker. 17*3 Loud. Gaz.

girls. .with slipper:. , ,
--- rr

along the dirty streets. 1885 Harper's Mag. Jan. 284/2 The
crude heel is pressed upon the ' *heel seat

'

of the shoe.

b. Nautical (see sense 7 c}, as heel-brace,
' a

piece of iron-work applicable to the lower part of

a rudder, in case of casualty to the lower pintles
*

(Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.) ; heel-chain, a chain

for holding out the jib-boom ; heel-jigger, a jigger
or light tackle fastened to the heel of a spar to as-

sist in running it in and out ; heel-knee,
' the com-

pass-piece which connects the keel with the stern-

post
'

(Smyth) ; heel-lashing,
' the rope which

secures the inner part of a studding-sail-boom to

the yard ; also, that which secures the jib-boom
'

(Smyth); heel-tackles,
' the luff purchases for the

heels of each sheer previous to taking in masts, or

otherwise using them' (Smyth).
1847 A. C. KEY Ream. H. M. S. Gorgon 24 The upper

purchase was hauled taut, and heel tackles clapped on.

c >86o H. STUART Seaman's Catech. 74 The heel of the jib-

boom has a sheave for the heel rope to reeve through, a score

for the heel chain.

c. In other uses : heel-cap, a cap or protective

covering for the heel of a shoe or stocking ;
whence

heel-cap v. trans., to put a heel-cap on (a shoe or

stocking) ; heel-clip, a part of a sandal used when
a horse has cast a shoe ; heel-dog, one that comes

or keeps to heel ; a retriever ; heel-fly,
' a bot-fly,

Hypoderma lineata, that attacks the heels of cattle

in Texas' (Funk); heel-joint (OrttM.), the joint

between the crus or leg and the tarsometatarsus or

shank of a bird, the suffrage ; fheel-lifter, a run-

away; heel-pad, (a] a pad in the heel of a boot ;

(b) see quot. ; heel-ring, the ring securing the blade

of a plough (Halliwell 1847-78); that by which the

blade of a scythe is fixed on the snathe ;
heel-

string, the Tendo Achillis (Syd. Sac. Lex.) ; heel-

tool (see quot.) ; heel-tree, the swingle-tree of a

harrow (Halliw.); heel-way adv., backward on the

scent (see sense 24 c) ; heel-wedge, (a) a wedge
used to fasten the coulter ; (*) a wedge used to

tighten the heel-ring of a scythe (Halliw.).
1813 W. BEATTIE Fruits Time Parings 34 [He] 'heel-

caps his hose. 1859 J. BROWN Rao , F. 8 His heavy
shoes . . heel-capt and toe-capt. 1831 YOUATT Horse (1848)

429 The 'heel clips are two clips at the heels of the side bars.

1887 Field LXX. 569/3 Any man. .would with ease dispose
of twenty

' *heel
'

dogs ere he was asked for one ' Hold up
'

one. 1889 FARMER Americanisms, "Htel Fly, an insect

pest which infests cattle on Western ranches. 1583 STOCKF.R

Hist. Civ. Warres Lowe C. l. 132 b, Amongest the lustie

*heele lifters, .a good manie. .were driuen to returne. 1874
CODES Gloss, in Baird, etc. Hist. N. A. Birds III. 543
*
Heel-fad, pterna, tuber .. The posterior portion of pelma,

immediately under the foot-joint, and frequently prominent.

(But luel-pad should not be used in this connection, since the

heel (calcancns) is at the top of the tarsus, and not at the

bottom, where the Ac^A/orf lies.) 1894 Westm.Gaz. 12 July 3/3

The knees are squeezed in a vice., and heel-pads inserted in

cutting edge and an angular base or heel. 1873 N. r Q. 4'h

Ser. XII. 198/1 There is a sporting phrase, to 'run 'heel-

way ', when, after a check, hounds take up the scent in the

wrong direction, running hack towards the start. 1523
FITZHERB. Husb. 4 In the settyng of the culture : and with

the dryuinge of his syde wedges, forewedge and *helewedge.

Heel (h*1), sb* [A later form of HIELD, after

HEEL v.%] Naut. An act of heeling or inclining

to one side ;
the amount of such inclination on the

part of a ship.
1760 C. JOHNSTON Chrysal (1822) II. 252 When the ship

takes a heel. 1819 BYRON Juan n. li, She gave a heel, and

then a lurch to port. i86z Standard 24 Apr., An average of

2 deg. of deviation for each degree of heel ! i88 W. H.
WHITE Naval Archil, (ed. 2) 151 The Devastation, .was

made to reach a heel exceeding 7 degrees, by four hundred

men running eighteen times across her deck.

Heel (hH), v.i [f.
HEEL j<M]

1. intr. To move the heel, tap or touch the

ground with it in a rhythmical manner in dancing ;

also trans, to perform (a dance) with the heels.

Also to heel it.

1606 SHAKS. Tr. f, Cr. iv. iv. 88, I cannot sing, Nor heele

the high Lauolt. 1818 Examiner 679/1 Our English Sailor

again toed and heeled, almost as neatly as life. 1845 MRS.

S. C. HALL Whiteboy iv. 30 [He] performed a most charac-

teristic and animated jig in the dust, covering the buckle

heeling and toeing whirling his whip. 1863 RUSSKLL

Diary North ,-
South I. 273 The men [negroes) .. shuffled
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and cut and heeled and buckled to each other with an over-

whelming solemnity.
2. trans. To furnish with a heel or heel-piece ;

to add or put a heel to.

1605 ROWLANDS Hell's Broke Loose 18 Hendrick the

Botcher, cease from heeling Hose. 1612 WEBSTER White
Devil i. ii, For want of means. .1 have been fain to heel my
tutor's stockings. 1888 CORNEV GRAIN Autobiog. 14 One
Gibson, who soled and heeled shoes in the world.

b. To arm (a game-cock) with a gaff or spur ;

hence (U.S. slang), to furnish or arm (a person)
with something, esp. with a weapon : see HEELED 2.

1755 JOHNSON, To heelt v.a., to arm a cock. 1881 LD.
DUNRAVEN in 19/7* Cent. Nov. 688 We ain't mnch ' heeled '

for chairs. Note, A bird is said to be heeled when his spurs
are put on and he is ready for the fight.

3. To catch or take by the heel (nonce-use'} ;
to

fasten or secure by the heels.

11638 MEDE Wks. (1672)1.226 My brother may well be
called an Heeler, for he hath heeled me these two times.

Now., to come behind a man and take him by the heel was
foul play. 1887 N. )'. Evening Post 14 Jan. (Cent.), One
would heel him (rope him [a calf] by the hind feetl, while the

other roped him about the neck. 1889 FARMER American'
isms s.v., In cowboy vernacular to heel is to lariat or secure
an animal by the hind leg,

4. To follow at the heels of, chase by running at

the heels ; also absol. to follow at a person's heels.

18. . Sportsman's Gaz, 448 (Cent.) See that he [the collie]
. . is staunch on point and charge, heels properly. 1889
BOLDREWOOD Robbery under Arms (1890) 12 The old dog
had been heeling him up too, for he was bleeding up to the
hocks. 1893 J. A. BARRY S. Brown's Bnnyip^ etc. 197
Cattle-dogs were heeling his horses.

5. a. To urge on with the heel.
1886 R. F. BUKTON Arab. Nts. I. 386 So he made towards

his steed and mounted and heeled him on. Notet Arab[ic],
'kicked' him, i.e. with the sharp corner of the shovel-

stirrup.

b. Football, (intr. or absol.) To pass the ball

out at the back of the scrimmage with the heels,
so that it may be picked up.
1892 Stratford-on-Avon Herald 18 Nov. 2/2 First get

master}* in the scrums, and then you will heel out properly.
1893 Daily News 14 Dec. 2/6 Oxford were well content to

only hold the scrummage, and heeled out quickly.
c. Golf, (trans.) To strike (the ball) with the

' heel
'

of the club.

1857 Chambers' Inform. II. 695/1 When standing too

near, the ball is often ' heeled
', or struck with that part of

the club-head nearest the shaft. 1880 A. LANG Ballades
Blue China, Golf4 Ye may heel her and send her agee.
6. Shipbuilding, (intr.) To rest with the heel or

lower end on something,
c 1850 Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 147 The stern-timber. . heels

upon the end of the . . transom. 1869 SIR E. J. REED Skip-
build, v. 88 The pillars heeling on the floors and lowest tie

plate are
3^

inches in diameter.

Heel (nfl), v* Chiefly Naut. [A corruption
of earlier &MW, HIELD v., due perh. in part to the

final d being regarded as the pa. t. suffix. But cf.

MDu. and Du. hellen for earlier *helden, in OS.

-heldion^ LG. hellen, in MLG. helden, fallen, and
ON. halla, hella, Sw. halla (

= Da. luelde) , in which
also the dental is merged in prec. /.]

1. intr. Of a ship: To incline or lean to one side,
as when canted by the wind or unevenly loaded.

Also of other things (quot. 1887).
[1530 see HIELD v. i.] c 1575 J. HOOKKR LifeSirP.Carciv

( T 857> 33 (MS. reading) The Mary Rose beganne to heele
that is to say leane on the one syde. Ibid., The sayde Mary
Rose thus heelynge more and more was drowned. 1659
SOMNER Saxon Diet. s.v. Hylding^ As we say, the ship
heeles, when it lies or leanes to one side. 1682 WHELER
jfonrn. Greece in. 286 The Wind abated nothing of its force . .

making the Vessel often heel. 1782 COWPER Royal George 7

Eight nundred of the brave .. Had made the vessel heel.

1854 H. MILLER Sck. <$ Sc/tiit. (1858) 15 Our cargo is shift-

ing. .1 could hear the coals rattle below ; and see how stiffly

we heel to the larboard. 1887 Times (weekly ed.) 14 Oct. 18/2
The balloon then heeled over, and . . there was a large rent in

the silk near the escape valve.

fig. 1858 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. VHI. iii. II. 308 Grumkow
himself, .is now heeling towards England. 1865 Ibid. xvin.
ii. VII, 119 The Austrian Battle . . has heeled fairly down-
wards, and is in an ominous way.
2. trans. To cause ^a ship) to heel ; to lay (her)
on her side ; t to careen. Also absol.

1667 PEPYS Diary 30 June, The Dutch did heele 'the
Charles' to get her down. 1684 W. HACKE Coll. Voy.
(1699) 8 Here we heeled our Ships and scraped them. 1697
UAMPIER Voy. I. 363 At the S.E. end of the Island weheel'd
and scrubb'd also. 1771-84 COOK Voy. (1790) V. 1872 The
commodore was determined to heel the ship in our present
station. 1853 KANE Grinnell Exp. xlix. (1856) 461 The
Rescue was heeled over considerably by the floes.

Hence Hee'ling vbl. sb. also attrib., as in heeling
error (see quot. i 93).
1668 WILKINS Real Char. 283 When it doth lean too much

on one side : or doth turn too much on each side . . Heeling . .

Rolling. 1785 FRANKLIN Lett. Wks. 1840 VI. 477 In heel-

ing they are not so subject to take in water as our boats.

1893 Standard 1 5 Mar. 3/5 The error of the compass caused

by the heeling of the vessel . . Comparatively few compasses
are properly adjusted for heeling error.

Heel, heele, obs. forms of HEAL, HELE z/.
2

Heel-ball, sb.

1. The ball or under part of the heel.

1796 S. DINSMOOR in Morse Amer. Geog. I. 667 One of
these tracks was very large . . the proximate breadth behind
the toes seven inches, the diameter of the heel-ball five.

VOL. V.

; 2. A polishing substance, composed principally
i of hard wax and lamp-black, used by shoemakers

to give a shining black surface to the sole-edges
of new boots and shoes

; used also for taking rub-

bings of monumental brasses, etc.

1822 R. G. WALLACE Fifteen Years hid. 142 Heel balls,

shirts, and nankeen for the use of the soldiers. 1843 Few
Words to Churchiv. (Camb. Camden Soc.) i. n There is a
way of taking copies of them [brasses] by laying thin paper
upon them, and rubbing it over with black lead, or with
what is called heel-ball, 1861 Sat. Rev. 22 June 647 What
the upholsterers call Mining paper', and what the shoe-

makers call
' heelball ', form the weapons of a brass-rubber.

Hence Heel-ball v. t to polish with heel-ball.

1851 MAYHEW Lond. Labour I. 369 The old shoes are to

be cobbled up, and the cracks heel-balled over. iSyoDaity
News 10 Nov., The Prussian troops have heel-balled the

eagie on their helmets.

Heel-bone. The bone of the heel
;
the cal-

caneum or os calds.

1598 FLORIO, Calce ..the heelebone of a mans leg. 1741
MONRO Anat. Bones (ed. 3* 297 The internal Side of the

Heel-bone is hollowed. 1836-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. II. 339/2.

Heeld(e, var. HIELD v.

Heeled (h/ Id), ///. a. [f.
HEEL sb.\ v.* + -ED.]

1. Furnished with a heel or heel-like projection ;

esp. in comb.
,
as hng-heeled.

1562 J. HEYWOOD Epigr. (1867) 134 A hart in a heelde

hose, can neuer do weele. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India fy /'.

245 Persian Boots (which are fow-heel'd and good cordovan

Leather). 1704 Lond. Gaz. No. 4034/4 A short Negro Man,
long Heel'd. 1711

(

J. DISTAFF' Ckar.DmSacfavtretffo 3

A pair of Red-heel'd Shooes. 1854 WOODWARD Molhtsca

(1856) 299 Foot large, heeled.

2. Provided, equipped ; armed, esp. with a re-

volver. U.S. slang.
1883 Leisure Hour 282/2 The ratio of 'heeled

'

citizens

increased .. the meekest-looking individual having one

[revolver]. 1887 A. A. HAYAS in Jesuit's Ring 227 You
fellows would want to go well heeled.

3. Golf. Struck or given with the * heel
'

of a club.

1890 HUTCHINSON Golf'63 The tendency of the 'heeled*
ball to fly to the right. 1891 Field j Mar. 349/1 A heeled

tee stroke at this point is sure to lie in tufty grass.

Heeler (hrlai). [f.
HEEL v. 1 or sb.* + -ER *.]

1. One who puts heels on shoes
; cf. soler.

1665 Canterbury Marriage Licences, George Robinson of

Canterbury, heeler. 1884 L. GRONLUND Co-oper. Commiv.
viii. 179 The ' heelers

'

among the operatives in a shoe-

factory.

b. (See quot. : cf. HEEL v. 2 b).

1831 JOHNSON Sportsman's Cycl. t Heeler, is the person
who affixes the spur to the heel of a game cock.

2. A fighting cock, that uses his spurs or ' heels '.

1688 R. HOLME Armoury ii. 252/1 A Heeler, or a Bloody-
heel Cock, .strikes or wounds much with his spurs. 1815

Sporting Mag. XLVI. 24 Mark them for steady fighters,

good heelers, .and deep game.
3. One who has light heels ; a quick runner.
1828 Craven DiaL

t Heeler, a quick runner, active.

4. One who catches by the heels ; one who trips

up, undermines, or supplants.
^1638 [see HEEL f. 1

3]. 1850 J. T. WHEELER Anal. O.
Test. Hist. 14 Jacob signifying a heeler or one who heels

or strikes up his adversary.
5. One who follows at the heels of a leader or

' boss
'

; an unscrupulous or disreputable follower

of a professional politician. U.S.

aitiyj N. Y. Herald in Bartlett Diet. Amer. (1877) s. v.,

The politician, who has been a heeler about the capital.
1888 BRYCE Amer. Comnnv. II. in. Ixiii. 451 By degrees he
rises to sit on the central committee, having . . surrounded
himself with a band of adherents, who are called his

'heelers', and whose loyalty, .secured by the hope of 'some-

thing good', gives weight to his words.

Heeling, M. sb.^ [f.
HEEL z.' + -ING ]

.]

1. The action of HEEL v. 1
,
in various senses.

[1691 J. WILSON Belphegor iv. iii, One cobbling of old

shoes; another heeling of stockings.] 1859 GEO. ELIOT
A. Beds n. 186 * She'llknownothin' o' narrowin' an' heelin',

I warrand.' 1896 Daily News 21 Feb. 3/5 There was none
of the fashionable heeling-out for your Yorkshire forward.

2. concr. a. The heel-piece of a stocking, b.

Naut. The (square) lower end of a mast or spar ;

the heel.

1591 SPENSER M. Hubberd IIT, His hose broken high aboue
the heeling. 1794 Rigging and Seamanship I. 29 The
heeling is to be square. 1823 CRABB Tcchnol. Diet, , Heeling^
the square part left at the lower end of a mast.

3. attrib.) as heeling-machine, a machine for

attaching the heel to a boot or shoe.

1880 Times 21 Sept. 4/4 There are other varieties ofheeling

machines, which also attach the heel with one stroke1
.

Hee'ling, vbl. sb.~ \ see under HEKL v.-

HeelleSB (Iirl|les), a. [f.
HEEL st>.

1

+-LESS.]
a. Having no heel. b. Not using the heel.

1841 Taifs Mag. VIII. 61 Heelless stockings and ragged
jerkin. 1857 Chamb. Jml. VIII. i Villagers In heelless

boots. 1866 Cornh. Mag. Mar. 309 The red man.. steps on
ahead with that easy, light-toed, heelless step which has
taken these mountain men up many a smoke-wreathed hill.

Heel-piece, sb.

1. The piece forming or covering the heel. a. The

part of a shoe, etc. which forms its heel ;
a piece

added to the heel.

1709 Brit. Apollo II. No. 65. 2/2 A pair of Heel-pieces.

1733 SWIFT OH Poetry 173 Like a Heel-piece to support
A Cripple with one Foot too short. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet.

Trade 192/1 Heeling. .putting new heel-pieces to boots.

b. Armour for the heel ; that part of the sol-

leret which bore the spur.
1828 WEBSTER, citing CHESTERFIELD.
c. The piece forming the heel ofa mast or the like.

1794 Rigging fy Seamanship I. 27 The heel-piece . . coaks
on to the heel of the lower tree, and the head-piece to the

upper tree.

2. Jig. The end-piece ;
the conclusion.

1761 LLOYD Cobbler Tessington's Let. 16 And then it

griev'd me sore to look Just at the heel-piece of his book.

1786 Francis, Fhilanthr. III. 176 That great furnisher of
theatric heel-pieces.

Hence Heel-piece v. trans, to put a heel-piece on.

1712 ARBUTHNOT John Bull in. vii, Some blamed Mr?.
Bull for new heelpiecing of her shoes. 1826 Miss MITFORO
Village Ser. n.

(1865) 442, I don't think he has had so much
as a job of heel-piecing to do since [etc.].

Heel-plate.
1. The plate on the butt-end of a gun-stock.
1847 Infantry Man. (1854) 34 Bring the firelock . . to the

shoulder, pressing the centre part of the heel-plate, .into the
hollow of it. 1881 GREENER Gun 257 The heel-plates are
either of buffalo horn or ebonite.

2. A metal plate protecting the heel of a shoe.

Heel-post, a. The post to which a door or

gate is fastened, b. Ship-building. The post which

supports a propeller shaft at the outer end, nearest

the screw ^Webster 1 864). c. The outer post which

supports a stall-partition in a stable.

1846 London's Encycl. Cott. Archit. Gloss., Heel-posts^ to
which the stalls of a stable are attached. 1875 KNIGHT
Diet. Mech, t Heel-post ..(-2) That stile of a gate to which
the hinges are attached. (3) The post to which a door or

gate is hung. (4) The quoin-post of a
lock-gate. 1893

Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. Mar. 38 Additional security may be

given to the heel-post, .by nailing on to it slabs of timber.

Heel-rope, sb. A rope attached to the heel of

anything : spec. a. A rope rove through a sheave

at the heel of the bowsprit or jib-boom, in order

to haul it out ; a rope temporarily attached to the

heel of a rudder to move or secure it, b. A rope

by which the heels of a horse are fastened so as to

prevent kicking.
1794 Rigging $ Seamanship I. 172 Heel-rope is to haul

out the bowsprits of cutters, etc. 1854 H. H. WILSON tr.

Rig-veda II. 115 The halter and the heel-ropes of the fleet

courser. 1869 SIR E. J. REED Shipbitild. xiii. 251 Heel-

ropes are usually fitted to large iron rudders. i$86Army fy

NavyCo-o/>. Soc. Price Zw/Sept.iszs Heel Ropes. V Shape,
with Leather Leg Strap. 1893 W. T. WAUN S. Sea Is-

landers 173, I.. rove a heel rope to the main-top-mast.
Hence Keel-rope v., to fasten with a heel-rope.

1890 R. KIPLING in Fortn. Rev. XLVII. 357 Even the
stalaon too long heel-roped, forgets how to fight.

Hee'1-tap, sb.

1. One of the thicknesses or '
lifts

'

of leather (or
other material) of which a shoe-heel is made.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 324/2 A false quarter shooe

..hath one of the Heel Taps cut off. 1797 WOLCOTT (P.

Pindar) Gut at Last Wks. 1812 III. 494 With heeltaps,

toe-caps, soles for worn out fame, c 1850 Nat. Encycl. I.

240 The imports of Herat . . lemon-juice, and ivory heel-taps.

2. The liquor left at the bottom of a glass after

drinking ; also, the fag-end of a bottle. Heel-tap

glass, one without shank or foot.

1780 BANNATVNE Mirror No. 76 f 13 Having, it seems,
left a little more than was proper in the bottom of his glass,
he was saluted with a call of ' No heeltaps !

'

1830-36 [see

DAYLIGHT 3]. 1840 DICKENS Old C. Shop Ixii,
' Toss it off,

don't leave any heeltap.' 1859 L. OLIPHANT Earl Eights
Miss, to China I. 203 Obliging us to turn over our glasses
each time as a security against heel-taps.
attrib. 1897 Pall Mall Mag. June 158 Old heel-tap

glasses with toasts engraved round the rim.

b. fig. The last or end part of anything.
1894 BLACKMORE Perlycross 75 Her heart was full again,

and the heel-tap of a sob would have been behind her words.

Hence Heel-tap v. trans., to add a piece of lea-

ther to the heel of (a shoe). Also_/Sj.

1763 Brit. Mag. IV. 38 A great club who sit till break of

day to heel-tap the nation ; which, they say, is also run out

at the toes.

Heelthe, obs. form of HEALTH.
Heel-way. Erroneous rendering Giheh-'wa)es in

' The Grave
'

: see quot. a 1200 s. v. HELEWOU.
1838 LONGF. The Grave ii, The heel-ways are low, The

side-ways unhigh.

HeemantiC (hr,ema;'ntik), a. Heb. Gram. In

7 hem-, hseem-. [f. Heb. VJjUCWn hetmantiv a

mnemonic term containing all the letters in ques-

tion.] Applied to those Hebrew letters which are

used in the formation of derivative words and

inflexional forms.

11638 MEDE Wks. (1672) i. 281 Gog .. signifies the very
same with Magog, for Mem is but an Hemantick letter.

a 1646 J. GREGORY Assyr. Mon. Posthuma (1650) 189 Gir

signifying in the Persian tongue an arrow, to which if wee
add the Hemantick letter Tau, we have the word entire

Tiger or Tigris. 1674 BOYLE Grounds Corpttsc. Philos. 40
Haemantic letters. 1681 H. MORE Exp. Dan. 137 The
Hemantik n being prefixt.

Heeme, var. EME, Obs., uncle.

Heende, obs. f. END sb. ; var. HEND a. Obs.

CI440 CAPGRAVK Life St. Kath. Prol. 177 Of her lyffe &
also of her heende.

Heeng, obs. pa. t. of HANG v.

Heenge, obs. form of HINGE sb.

25



HEEB.

Heep(e, obs. forms of HEAP, HIP.

Heer(hi^j). Sc. Alsohier. [Origin obscure :

connexion with ON. herfa skein has been suggested.]

A measure of linen or woollen yarn containing two

cuts,
' the sixth part of a hesp or hank of yarn, or

the twenty-fourth part of a spyndle
'

(Jamiesonl.
!777 |. ANDERSON Obscrv. Nat. Industry in Fanners'

Mag. \i%$f>) Jan. 44 It was so coarse that they could not

undertake to draw above '

forty heeres
'

from a pound of it.

1793 Statist. Ace. Scot!., Forfarsh. IV. 19 (Jam.) A woman
could spin at an average only 3^ hiers in a day. A hier is

240 threads, or rounds of the reel, each. .91 inches long.

Heerce, obs. form of HEARSE sb.

Heerd e, obs. forms of HERD rf. 1 and -.

Heerdes, obs. form of HARDS, KURDS.

Heer(e, var. HERE sb. Obs., host ; obs. ff. HAIII,
HAIRE sbs., HERE adv., HIGHER a.

Heerin(g, -(r)jmg, dial, and obs. ff. HERRING.

Heern, Heerse, obs. ff. HERON, HEARSK.

Heest, Sc. and north, form of HIGHEST a.

Heet(e, obs. forms of HBAT, HIGHT v.

Heeze, lieize (hfz\ v. Sf. and north. Forms: 4-6
heis. hese. 6 heiss, heise, 6-9 hease, 8-9 heeze,

9 heize. [orig. identical with hysse, hyse, hyce,

early forms of HOISE v. ; cf. Icel. hisa, Da. hisse,

heise, LG. hiesen, hissen, Dn. hijsehen ;
Fr. hisser.]

trans. To hoist, raise, elevate, push or pull up :

generally with the notion of exertion. Alsoy??.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Theodcra 217 Na heis [bu] |>e for

riches. 1513 DOUGLAS JEneis v. xiy. 6 Than all sammyn,
with handis, feit, and kneis, Did heis thar sail]. Ibid. ix.

viii. 112 All sammyn . . Hesit togidder abuf thar hedis hie.

1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 41 The marynals began to heis vp the

sail, cryand, heisau, heisau. 1589 R. BRUCE Serm. (1843)
166 To have our hearts heased and our minds lifted vp to
the heavens. 1721 RAMSAY Anslu. Bourchet 19 Up to the
stars I'm heez'd. 1780 J. MAYNE Siller Gun m. 135 Heeze
up his carcass on a chair. 1893 Northumbld. Gloss., Heeze,
. . to hoist, to elevate.

Heeze, lieize, sb. Sc. [f. HEEZE
.] The

act of hoisting or raising ;
a lift.

1513 DOUGLAS /Eneis in. ii. 120 With mony heis and how.
Ibid. in. viii. in With mony heis and hailL 1790 SHIRRF.FS
Poems 77 (Jam.) I'll gie the match a heeze.

"
a 1832 SCOTT

in Lockhart xvi, As Scott has confessed,
' the popularity of

Marmion gave him such a heeze he had for a moment almost
lost his footing '.

Hence Hee zy, in same sense.

1719 RAMSAY Answ. Hamilton's \st Ep. iii, When Hamil-
ton . . Lends me a heezy. 1815 SCOTT <7w)- M. xiii, If he had
stuck by the way, I would have lent him a heezie. 1824
MACTAGGART Gallovid. Rncycl., Heezie, a mighty lift.

Hef, hefe, heffe, obs. ff. HEAP, HEAVE v.

Hefd, hefed, -et, obs. forms of HEAD.
Hefen, heffne, obs. forms of HEAVEN.
Heffarth, -forth, hef(fe)ker, heffour, -fre,

obs. forms of HEIFER.

Hefful, dial, form of HICKWALL.
Heft (heft), si. [A late deriv. of HEAVE v. ;

app. analogical : cf. weave, weft, thieve, theft,

etc., also heft pa. pple.
= heaved. In sense I

,
there

was perh. immediate association with heavy.']
I. 1. Weight, heaviness, ponderousness. dial.

and U.S.

1558 PHAER SEneid vu. S iij b, A swarme of bees beset the
bowes. .and fast with feete in cluster clung, .and on the top
with heft they hung. 1567 TURBERV. in Chalmers Eng.
Poets II. 583/1 Or never crusht his head with Helmets
heft. 1598 GRENEWEY Tacitus' Ann^. xv. xiii. 240 Weigh-
ing downe with the heft of her bodie. 1655 MRQ. WOR-
CESTER Cent. /z>. 56 That all the Weights. .shall be per-
petually . . equal in number and heft to the one side as
the other. 1848 LOWELL Biglow P. Ser. I. iv. 135 Con-
stitoounts air hendy to help a man in, But arterwards don't

weigh the heft of a pin. 1867 Pennsyhi. School Jrnl. No.
16107 The books have a heft, a feeling of weight and
solidity, that the book fancier especially prizes. 1879 Miss
JACKSON Shropsh. WordJik., Heft,., a heavy weight. A
dead lieft is a weight that cannot be moved.

fig. 1878 MRS. STOWE Poganuc P. iii. 24 Come to a ser-

mon wal, ain't no gret heft in't.

t b. Force (of falling blows). Obs.

1659 W. CHAMBERLAYNE Pharcnnidav, v. (1820) 98 Each
nimble stroke, quick .. fell ; yet with a heft So full of danger,
most behind them left Their bloody marks.

f 2. fig. Stress, pressure of circumstances ;

'

need,

emergency
'

(Nares). Obs.

1586 Mirr. Mag., K. Forrc-x v, Far apart from vs we
wisedome left : Forsooke each other at the greatest heft.

3. The bulk, mass, or main part. U.S. colloq.
1816 PICKERING Vocab. 104 A part of the crop of corn was

good, but the heft of it was bad. 1849 N. Y. Herald 5 Feb.

(Bartlett), He'sto his shop the heft of his time. 1884 Har-
fer's Mag. Oct. 740/1 The heft of Mr. Lane's means was
placed in the boat and the house.

II. 1 4. A heave, a strain; a heavjng effort. Obs.
1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. n. i. 45 He cracks his gorge, his

sides, With violent Hefts.

6. The act of lifting ;
a lift. dial.

1881 BLACKMORE Christovicll iii, The sturdy parson seized
the bigger of the two ash staves, and. .gave the stuck wheel
such a powerful heft, that the whole cart rattled. 1888
1
P. GUSHING

'

Blacksm. ofVoe I. Prol. 12 Giving a sudden
mighty heft that was intended to do the work. 189$ K-
Anglian Gloss., Heft, or lli/t, a lift or a push.

Heft, Z'. 1 V<z/.and U.S. colloq. [app. f. HEFT st>.]

1. To lift, lift up ; to remove by lifting.

194

a 1661 FULLER Worthies (1840) III. 106 Hence hefted over
into Flanders. 1789 DAVIDSON Seasons 3 tjatn.t The eagle
. -to the beetling cliffhe hefts his prey. 18580. W. HOLMES
Aut. Breakf.-t. xii. (1883) 260 The Governor hefted the

crowns. 1882 JEFFERIES Bevis III. xvi. 254 With this con-
siderate ease Bevis was to

'
heft

*

his gun to the shoulder.

2. To lift for the purpose of trying the weight.
1816 PICKERING Vocab. 104 To heft^ . . to lift any thingj

in

order to judge of its weight, is not in the dictionaries.

18x8 WEBSTER s.v. Heft n., We sometimes hear it used as

_ _ ,.'lycro$&& He. .'hefted it
'

(that is to say,

poised it carefully to judge the weight, as one does a letter

for the post).

fig. 1878 MRS. STOWK Poganitc /*. iii. 24 Come to heft

him, tho', he don't weigh much 'longside o* Parson Ctishing.

3. intr. To weigh, have weight.
1851 S. JUDD Margaret (1871) 141, I remember the great

hog up in Dunwich, that hefted nigh twenty score.

Heft, v* Chiefly Sc. [prob. a. ON. hefta to

bind, fetter, hold back, restrain, f. haft handcuff,

fetter; cf. Ger. heften to make fast : see HAFT .*

and 3.] To restrain, retain (milk or urine).

1808-25 JAMIESON, To heft^ to confine nature, to restrain.

A cow's milk is said to be heftit, when it is not drawn off

for some time. .. One is said lo be heftit, when
t
in con-

sequence of long retention, the bladder is painfully distended.

1842 H. STEPHENS Bk. of Farm (1849) 522/2 The
impro-

priety of hefting or holding the milk in cows until the udder
is distended.

Heft, var. of HAFT sb^ and 2, v\ and 3.

Heft, obs. pa. t. and pple. of HEAVE.

Hefty (he-fti),o. <#<*/. and [

1. Weighty, heavy ; hard, grievous.
186? F. H. LUDI.OW Fleeing to Tarshish

167,
I reckon I

could forgive him . . but I'm afeard it 'd come hefty on me.

1875 My Opinions $ Betsey Bobbett's 372, I never looked
well in the saddle any way, being so hefty.

2. Violent. [Cf. Ger. he/tig.]
1886 MRS. F.H. BURNETT /'// /.//.^nMrl/irvyxi. (1887)

222 A hefty un she was a regular tiger-cat.

3. Easy to lift or handle.

1885 American IX. 232 It should be hefty, light and of a
form that can be easily held in the band.

Heg, obs. form of HAG, HEDGE, HIGH.

Hegberry, dial, form of HAGBERUY.
Hege, obs. form of HAY, HEDGE, HEY, HIGH.

Hegelian (h/grlian, h^g^'lian), a. and s/>. [f.

the name of the German philosopher Georg \Vil-

helm Friediich Hegel (1770-1831).]
A. adj. Of, pertaining to, or connected with

Hegel or his philosophy.
1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 99/1 The thought.. independent of

its subject matter, or, in the Hegelian terminology, of all

its contents. 1845 MAURICE Mor. $ Met. Philos. in F.ncycl.

Metrop. 11.671 Something which should be a substitute for

the Hegelian system. 1875 JOWF.TT Plato led. 2) I. xviii,

The Kantian and Hegelian philosophies.
B. s/>. One who holds the philosophical system

of Hegel.
1864 in WEBSTER. 1881 Nation (N. Y.) No. 834. 443 All

these facts, .are mostly admitted by Hegelians.

Hege'liaiiisui. [f. prec. + -ISM,] The philo-

sophical system of Hegel.
A system of Absolute Idealism fas distinguished from the

Subjective Idealism of Kant), in which pure being is regarded
as pure thought, the universe as its development, and

philosophy as its dialectical explication.
1860 MANSEI, Proleg. Log. ix. 299 note, [Michelet] pro-

fesses to discover in Aristotle's Metaphysics an anticipation
of Hegelianism. 1865 Sat. Rev. 12 Aug. 214 For this spice
of Hegelianism, or identification of opposites, the British

mind, it might be thought, was hardly prepared.
So Hegele'se, the language or jargon of Hegel ;

Hege-lianize v. trans. y to render Hegelian ;
He~-

gelism = HEGELIANISM ; He-gelizez>. intr., to do
like Hegel.
1856 Mem. F. Perthes II. xxv. 376 It Hegelized and

Straussized too much. 1864 WEBSTER, Hegelism. 1881

Nation (N. Y.) No. 834. 443 Hegelism is .. essentially

passive, receptive, feminine. 1887 LOWELL Democr., etc.

169 When the obvious meaning of Shakespeare has been
rewritten into Hegelese. 1887 A. SETH in Mind Jan. 94
The Hegelianising of Kant may be best illustrated from the

section on the ' Deduction of the Categories '.

f Hegemo'niac. Obs. HKGKMOHio fd.

1656 STANLEY Hist. Philos. vni. (1701) 318/2 Profit is a

part of Virtuous, as being the Hegemoniack thereof. Ibid.

A virtuous man being the whole, in respect of his Hege-
moniack, which is profit, is not different from profit.

Hegemonic (hedgftnp-nik, h/g-), a.and sb, [ad.
Gr. TjytpoviKus capable of command, leading, au-

thoritative, j)yftoviic6v, neut. used subst., authori-

tative principle, f. jycp&v leader, chief.]
A. adj. Ruling, supreme.
Hegemonic functions,

' the functions of the highest value
in the animal economy* (Syd. Soc. Lex.),
1656 STANLEY Hist. Philos. vni. (1701) 332/2 TheSupream

or Hegemonick part of the Soul. 1800 J. JOHNSTONE On
Madness 2 (T.) All maniacks have a predominant idea,
which . . is hegemonick in most of their propositions. 1893HUXLEY Evoi. fy Ethics 26 The one supreme hegemonic
faculty . . the pure reason.

B. sb. The ruling or supreme part, the master-

principle.
1678 CUDWORTH Intel!. Syst. 3 In animals, the members

are not determined by themselves, but by that which is the

Hegemonick in every one. 1837 WHEWELL Hist. Induct.

HEH.
Sc. (1857) III. 354 Who placed the hegemonic or master-

principle of the soul, in the heart. [1848 J. H. XI;\VMAN
/*ttss <y Cain 177 Spirit, or the principle of religious faith

or obedience, should be the master principle, the hecie-

monicon.J

Hegemo'nical, a.
[f.

as prec. + -AL.] =prcc.
ft 1619 F'OTHERHY Athcoin. i. xi. 5 (1622) 120 The most

Prince-like and Hegemonical part of his soule. 1678 CUP-
WORTH Intell. Syst. 859 Mind - hath a natural imperium and
dominion over alt it being the most hegemonical thing.

Hegemony (htdge'mAii, he-d^zmDni, lw"; or

with g hard}, [ad. (jr. fiyfpovia, i. j/yfuuv leader.

Cf. Y. ht'ge'Mome.~\ Leadership, predominance,

preponderance ; esp. the leadership or predominant
authority of one state of a confederacy or union

over the others : originally used in reference to the

states of ancient Greece, whence transferred to the

German states, and in other modern applications.
1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 29 Keeping our selues free from

blame in this Aegenlonie or SufTeraigntie of things growing
vpon y"' earth. 1847 LF.WES Hist. Fftilos. 11867) I. 278

Philip . . claimed for Macedon the hegemony of Greece.

1847 GROTF. Greece n. xliv. (18621 IV. 16 The headship, or

hegemony, was in the hands ofAthens. 1860 '1'jtnes 5 May
9/2 No doubt it is a glorious ambition which drives Prussia

to assert her claim to the leadership, or as that land of pro-
fessors phrases it, the '

hegemony
'

of the Germanic Con-
federation. 1887 LFCKV Kng. in \ZthC. VI. 41 A universal

Republic under the guidance and hegemony of France.

Hegge, obs. form of HAG, HEDGE.

Heggle, dial, form of HAGGLE.

Hegh, int. Variant of HEH, HECH, HEIGH.
1722 DF. FOE Col. Jack (18401 59 Hegh, hegh, hegh, the

rogues, .have got away my bag ! 1816 SCOTT Antia. xxvi,

Hegh, sirs, can this be you, Jenny?
Hegh, he;, obs. forms of HIGH a.

Hegh, obs. form of HEY, HIE.

Heght, he5t(e, he^pe, obs. forms of HEIGHT.

Heght, he5t(e, obs. forms of HIGHT v.

Hejthen, obs. form of HEATHEN.
II Hegira, hejira (he-djira, erron. hdgarra\

Also 7 hegire, hegyra, hegeira. [a. med.L.

hegira (F. hfgire, Sp. kegira, It. egir<i), ad. Arab.

sj&j* hijrah departure from one's country and

friends, spec, iiss^ll al hijrat the flight of Mo-
hammed from Mecca to Medina ; f. hajara to

separate, go away. The more correct form, directly
from Arabic, is HIJRAH.]
1. The flight of Mohammed from Mecca to

Medina in 622 A.D., from which the Mohammedan
chronological era is reckoned ; hence, this era.

The era is reckoned to begin with i6th July 622, though
the actual date of Mohammed's flight is now believed to

have been nearly a month earlier. As the era is reckoned

by lunar years of 354 and 355 days, it progresses more
rapidly than the Christian era, founded upon the solar year.

1500 L. LLOYD Consent of Time 7O9iStanf.) Neither the
Arabians of their Hegyra. 1600 J. PORY tr. Leo's Africa
n. 381 From this flight the Mahumetans fetch the origSnall
of their Hegeira. 1681 L. ADDISON Disc. Tanger 15 The
last Month of the 1073 year of the Hegira. 1788 MARSDEN
in Phil. Trans. LXXVIII. 414 The era of the Mahometans,
called by them the Hejera, or Departure. 1800 Asiatic
Ann. Reg. i. 121/1 These transactions occurred in the 38th
year of the Hejira.
2. transf. Any exodus or departure.
1753 H. WALI-OLE Corr. (1837) I. 205, I perceived how far

I was got back from the London hegira. 1850 W. IRVI_NG
in Life q Lett. (1864) IV. 77, I am sorry to find my hegira
from town caused you so much regret and uneasiness.

Hence Hegiric, hejiric a., pertaining to the

Mohammedan era.

1827 G. S. FABER Calendar of Profh. (1844) II. 296 The
Hejiric Year 699.

Heglar, obs. var. of HIGGLES.

Hegtaper, obs. form of HAG-TAPEE.
1587 MASCALL Govt. Cattle (1627) 236 The iuyce of heg-

taper called Foxegloue, put into his eare.

Hegumen (h/gia-mdn). [ad. med.L. hegfi-

menus, a. Gr. jyovptvos chief of an abbey, abbot,

pr. pple. of $y(Ta0cu to lead, command, used

subst. Also in Greek form. Cf. F. hegoumine
(Littre Suppl.).] In the Greek Ch. : The head of

any religious community ; spec, the head of a

monastery of the second class, corresponding to

the abbot of a second-class convent ; also, the

second person in authority in a large monastery,

corresponding to a prior in the West.
1662 J. DAVIES tr. Oleariits' Voy. Ambass. In. (1669) 104

(Stanf.) They have Archimandrites, .Kelaris, and

Igiiitienfs, who are their Abbots, Priors, and Guardians.

177* J. G. KING Gr. Ch. in Russia 376 The probationer
takes up the scissars. .and delivers them .. to the hegumen.
1810 T. S. HUGHES Trav. Sicily II. v. 113 (Stanf.) The
hegumenos, or prior, in full robes. 1850 NEALE Eastern Ch.

I. 887 The catechetical discourse .. is read by the Hegumen
orKccIesiarch, the brethren standing.

Heh (he], int. [Cf. Fr. ht and HE int.^] An
exclamation used to express emotion, as sorrow

or surprise, or to attract attention.

1475 Bk. Noblesse 41 Heh alias! thei did crie t and woo be
the tyme they saide. 1719 RAMSAY Ansiv. to Hamilton
10 July iii, Ha heh ! thought I, I cannasay But I may cock

my nose the day. 1714 Gentle Sheph. \. ii, Heh ! lass,

how can ye loe that rattle-skull? 1806 MRS. OPIE Black
Pelisse (1846) 186, I suppose it was that very money which
she gave. .Heh ! was it not so, Julia ?



HEIFER.

Heh, obs. form of HIGH. He-haw, -n, var. of
HEE-HAW. Hehte, Heicht, obs. ff. HIGHT v.,

HEIGHT. Heiar, -ast, obs. ff. HIGHER, -EST.

Heicht, var. HICHT Sc. Heid(e, Sc. ff. HEAD.
Heiduc, var. HEYDUCK. Heie, obs. f. HIGH,
HIE. Heif, obs. Sc. f. HEAVE.
Heifer (he'f.34). Forms: o. i heahfore, hea-

for, heahfru, 4 hayfre, (? heyffer), 5 heyfre,
hayfare, ;hawgherj, 5-6 heyghfer, 6 heighfer,
hayfer, -farre, heyffer, heyfar, haifer, -ir, hafir,
6-8 heyfer, 7 heifar, 6- heifer. 0. 5 hekfore,
-fere, hekefeer, hefker, 6 heffeker, effker,

hec(k)fare,-forde,-forthe, -furthe, hek-, heke-,
heokefar, 7 heckfer, heiofar, 9 dial, heifker.

y. 5 heffre, 6 heffour, effer, heffarth, -orth.

[OE. heahfore (prob. heahfore), heahfru, -fre, of
obscure etymology ; not found outside English.
As to the form, htaJifore might perh. mean '

high-farer ',

i.e. high-goer or high-stepper (-fire unstressed form at -fare,
fern, of -Jara, ^.faran to fare, go). But the applicability of
such a name is not apparent ; and the form hfahfru, 'fre,
remains without satisfactory explanation. The difficulties of
form and sense are increased by connecting, as some sug-
gest, -fare, -/ru, with OE./fnrr, OHG./ar(r,/arr0 bull.)

1. A young cow, that lias not had a calf.
a. 900 tr. Bxda's Hist. iv. iv. (1800) 272 In Scyttisc

Xenemned Inisbofinde, )>a;t is ealond hwitre heahfore. fxooo
X,\.mKLm. iii. i Bringe unwemme fear o|>be heafre. ciooo

Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 120/29 Aimicuta, net vacciila,
heahfore. Ibid. 120/35 A Itilium, faet heahfore. c 1000
Ags. I'oc. Ibid. 274/20 Antile, heahfru. 11337 in Pal.
Songs (Camdenl 239 With lowe lacede shon Of an hayfre
hude. 1387 TREVISA Higden IV. 451 An hoyffer [? heyffer;
v.rr. heyfre, heffre]. .enyed a lomb \vitula agnum peperit}.
14 . . yac. in Wr.-Wiilcker 624/14 Hayfare, iuuenca.
< 1483 CAXTON Dialogues (E. E. T. S.) 10/17 Flessh of
inoton or of lambe Of an hawgher or of a calfe. 1526
TINDALE Heb. ix. 13 The asshes off an heyfer. 1548 Will
of J. flume (Somerset Ho.), A blake bulloke otherwyse

1577 B. GOOGE lltresbach's Hush. ill. (1586) 131 b, Oxen,
Kim:, and Hayfarres. 1587 HARRISON England m. i. (1878)
II. 2 For the steere and heighfer. 1697 DRVDEN Virg. Ceorg.
iv. 781 Four fair Heifars yet in Yoke untry'd. 1767 A.
YOUNG F*rnui>l Lett. People 232 Two steers, or heifers,
may be kept and fatted in the place of one cow. 1863 P.
BARRY Dockyard Econ. 121 The Greek philosophers sat on
their stools chewing the facts in much the same fashion as
heifers chew their grass.
0. 1407 in Kennett Par. Antif. (1818) II. 212 De debili

vitulo cujusdam hekfore vendito. cn*s Found. St. Bartliolo-
mew's (E. E. T. S.) 41 A yonge hefker alone leuyng, Lay yn
thryssheholde. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 234/1 Hekfere, beeste
. Juvenca. 1510 Jr<//<j/7><jr/iw(Somerset Ho.), Yong mete
callid Heffekers. 1519 Ace. Melyngham Coll. (B. M. Add.
MS. 27404), For xx kien and for xx heckforthes. 1570 Bury
Wills (Camden) 156 One blacke heckforde of two yeares

Hekfar from the droue. 1606 in Maddison Line. Wills
Ser. II. 23 To my sister Harrington one heckfer. 1x1825
FORBY l/oc. E. Anglia, Heifker, a heifer. This is the
pronunciation of the word, whatever may be its orthography.
y. 1387 Heffre [see in a]. 1525 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) V.

210 A heffour in calf. 1551 HULOET s.v. Yonge, Yonge cowe
or heffarth, innijc.

b. To plough with one's heifer: derived from
the story of Samson (Judges xiv. i8\
1560 BIBLE (Genev.) yin/f. xiv. 18 If ye had not plowed

with my heiffer, ye had not founde out my ridle. 1655 SIR E.
NICHOLAS in N. Papers (Camden > II. 172 If he doe not, wee
will plough with his heifer as well as with others. 1663 J.
SPENCER

Prodigies^ 11665} *5 Some few which had their own
heifer to plough withal. 1677 GILPIN Demoiiol. (1867) 63.

O. fig. Wife.
1609 B. JONSON Sit. Worn. 11. v, Her, whom I shall choose

for my heicfar.

2. Comb. ,vs, heifer calf, yearling; f heifer-bud,
a weaned she-calf of the first year.
1507 Will of Waller (Somerset Ho.), Juvencasvoc. hefler-

buddes. 1865 H. H. DIXON Field q Fern vii. 133 Deacon
Milne bought the heifer yearling, [bid. 140 The brothers
only sell a few heifer calves.

Hence Heiferhood, the state or age of a heifer.
1886 A II Year Round 14 Aug. 36 The cows never get a run

after they have once grown out of heiferhood.

Heigh (h^, to), int.
(si,.}. [Cf. also HE */.',

HECH, HEGH, HEH, HEY.] An exclamation used
as a call of encouragement.
'599 B. JONSON Ev. Man out ofHum. n. i, They'll leap

from one thing to another, heigh ! dance and do tricks in
their discourse. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. i. i. 6 Heigh my hearts,
cheerely, cheerely my harts. 1611 Wint. T. iv. iii. 2
When Daffodils begin to peere, With heigh the Doxy ouer
the dale. 1750 WKSI.EY Wks. (1872) IX. 75 Now, heigh for
the Romans f 1871 J. MILLKK Sotigs Italy (1878) 116 Heigh
boot and heigh horse, and away with a will.

b. As an expression of inquiry: cf. eht
1848 THACKEKAY l-'an. Fair (1878) II. xvi. 173 Heigh ha?

Run him through the body. Marry somebody else, hay?
B. sb. Used as a name for the exclamation.
'S73-8o I!ARET Ah. H 369 An Heigh, or shrill sound,

extenttts Sonus. 1575 LANEHAM Let. (1871) 61 What, .with

my Spanish sospires, my French heighes. 1595 Enq. Tripe-
tvt/e (1881) 146 Shall he run vp and downe the town, with
friskes, and heighs, and fillops, and trickes.

Heigh, obs. form of HAY, HIE v., HIGH a.

Heighday, -go-mad, -pass, -presto, etc. :

see HEY-.
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Heighfer, obs. form of HEIFEK.
Heigh-ho (h^-ho), int. (si,., v.}. Forms : 6
heyhow, -hough, heihow, heigh hoe, heigh-
how, 7 hey ho, heyho, hai-ho, 6- heigh ho, 7-

I

heigho, heigh-ho, [f. HEIGH, HEY int. + Ho.]An exclamation usually expressing yawning,
sighing, languor, weariness, disappointment.
a 1553 UIIALL Royster D. n. i. (Arb.) 33 Ah for these long

nights, heyhow, when will it be day? 1590 SHAKS. Mids.
N. iv. i. 209 Hey ho, Peter Quince? 1599 Much Ado n.
i. 332, I may sit in a corner and cry, heigh ho for a husband.
1609 BUTTER Man m Moon in Brit. Biltl. (1812) II. 89

, Heigh-ho how he sigheth, and beateth his brest. 1633
MASSINGKR Guardian v. ii, We'll talk of that anon. Heigh
ho I (Falls asleep.) 1776 Maiden Aunt III. 151 Heigh,
ho ! Be merciful on that trying occasion. 1801 MAK.

H. BEEVER'.Daily LifeFarm 40 Heigh-ho 1 this dreary day !

B. sb. An utterance of lieigh-ho!\ a loud or
audible sigh.
1c 1600 Distracted Emp. m. i. in Bullen O. PI. III. 208

Dreames sonnetts to the tune of syghes and heyhos. a 1616
BEAUM. & FL. Bonduca i. ii, Ay me's I and hearty hey hoes !

Are sallads fit for soldiers. 1795 Fate
o/Sedley I. 149, 1 bid

her farewell as a lover, and left her with a low bow and
an heigho.

C. v. To utter heigh-ho !, to sigh audibly.
1824 GALT Rotlielan 'ill. 241 She began to sob, and

wipe her dry eyes, and heighho. 1852 M. W. SAVAGE R.
Mcdlicott I. ii It was just the sort of house which youthful
couples . . heigh-ho'd for as they passed. 1868 ATKINSON
(.'leveland Gloss., Heigh how, to yawn, as when weary.

Heijre, variant of HALHE, Obs.

Height li-'it'. highth (h.iifO, sb. Forms:
a. i hlehjjo, hghpu, h6ahjm, hyhS ; 3-4 hejpe,
3-5 heijpe, 4-5 heijthe, heyjthCe, (5 hekpe,
heyeth, heth, 5-6 heygth, heyth(e), 6-9
heighth, (6 heyghth, heighthe , hyghth,hyethe,
6-7 heith, 6-8 heigth, 9 Glouc. dial, heoth) ;

also 3-4 hihpe, hijpe, 7-9 highth (9 W. Sam.
dial. 'uyth). /}. 4-5 hejt(e, height(e, (heyt),
Sc. heyoht; 4-5 heght, heyjte, heyhte, (Sc.

heoht) ; 4-6 heyght, Sc. heicht, 5 heghte,
heihte, heyjte, heyghte, 4- height (5-6
heighte, heyght) ; also 3-5 hijt, (4-5 -te), 3-9
bight, (4 hiht, hithte, hit, 4-5 hyjt(e, 4-6 Sc.

i hyoht, 4-7 Sc. hieht, 5 highte, hyghte, 5-6
hyght). [OE. hlehfo (also later hlahjiu}

= OLG.
*hShitha (MDu. hogede, hochte, hoochle, Du. hoogte,
MLG. hogede, LG. ftiigte), OHG. hohida (MHG.
hoehede), Goth, hauhijia, f. hauh- HIGH + abstr.

ending -ij>a: see -TH. From the ijth c. the final

j

-th after -), -gh varied with / (cf. drought, drouth}.

|

In ME. the forms in -t were predominant in the
I north, and since 1500 have increasingly prevailed
in the literary language ; though heighth, highth
were abundant in southern writers till the iSthc.,
and are still affected by some. The stem-vowel
has generally been e, ey, ei, though forms in *

\

occur from I3th c., esp. in northern writers, hicht

being the typical Sc. form from I4th c. ; in Eng.
hight is found from I5thc., and was very common
in i6th and I7th c. ; AigfitAwas also very common

|

in 1 7th c. and was the form used by Milton. The
hei- forms come lineally down from OE. (Anglian
JMfo'. ; the hi- forms are due in the main to later

assimilation to HIGH. Current usage is a com-
promise, retaining the spelling height (which has
been by far the most frequent written form since

j

1500), with the pronunciation of hight.']
I. The quality of being high.

1. Distance or measurement from the base up-
wards

; altitude ; stature (of the human body) ;

the elevation of an object above the ground or any
recognized level (e.g. the sea).
a. c 1290 ^". Eng. Leg. I. 266/190 Fram }K eorbe heo was op

i-houe be hei5be of fet breo. 1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R.
xvn. xviii. (14951 613 A shrub that neuer growyth passynge
the heyeth and quantyte of two cubytes. 1511 \st Eng.
Bk. Amer. (Arb.) Introd. 33/2 This people ben .xx. Cubettes
of heythe. 1548 HALL Citron., Hen. VIII, 77 The same
Trees were, .in heighth from the foote to the toppe .xxxiiii.

foote of assise. 1570 DEE Matli. Prtf., Poure in water,
handsomly, to the neith of your shorter line. 1673 RAY
Jonrn. Low C. 76 Stakes or Poles of about a mans highth.
1756 BURKE Subl

: ff B. II. x, The Medium betwixt an exces-
sive length or heighth and a short or broken quantity. 1809
ROLAND Fencing 22 It depends on the person's heighth.
1890 <.:iouc. Gloss., Hccth, height.

ft. a vy&CnrsorM. i4igOf a nellen heght baiware. llnd.

1677 (Gott.) Fiftene [elne] on. .heit. 1382 WYCLIF Gen. xi. 4
A citee and a towr, whos hei?t [1388 hijnessej full! ateyne
vnto heuene. a 1400-50 Alexander p. 282 All be housez of
bat Cy te were of one hight. 1591 SHAKS. Tivo Gent. IV. iv.

160, I know she is about my height. 1664 POWER Exp.
Pliilos. 108 So the same Cylinder of 29 inches is raised by a
Column of the height of the whole Atmospheere itself. 1868
LOCKYER Elem. Asiron. ix. (1879' 323 The average height
of the tide round the islands in the Atlantic and Pacific
Oceans is about 3! fee_t.

k- fig- (Often in reference to Eph. iii. 18.)
1526 I'ilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 220 b, What is the

length, the brede, the heyght & depnes of y trosse of

HEIGHT.

Chryst. 1667 MILTON /'. L. vm. 413 To attaine The hightli
and depth of thy Eternal wayes. 1672 HP. PATRICK /Vz'.

C'An 11676) 258 O the heighth, the depth, the breadth of thy
love in Christ Jesus. 1850 HAKE Mission Conif. Pref. 9
The progressive unfolding of the truth, in its world-em-
bracing highth and depth and breadth and fulness.

2. The quality of being comparatively high ;

great or considerable altitude or elevation.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1380 (GtittJ Cedir [es] a tre of hit [v.rr.

heght, he^t], widuten make. 1553 EDEN Treat. Netw Ind.
(Arb.) 22 The sea in certalne chanels is of such heiglh and
depth, that no anker may come to the bottome therof. 1563
W. FULKE Meteors (1640) i Those bodies . . named of their

height Meteors. 1634 SIR T. HEKBERT Trav. 107 But the
height did not so amate us, as the danger cjf descending.
1796 H. HUNTEK tr. St.-Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1790) III. 39
1 he height and the tumult of those tides of Cook's great
Kiver.

3. The elevation of a heavenly body, the pole,
etc., above the horizon

;
^ ALTITUDE 5.

1551 ROBINSON tr. Mere's Utop. n. (Arb.) 165 The suble-
uation or height of the pole in that region. 1559 W.
CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse 89 A Table of the sonnes
height, for every degree of the signes in the Zodiake. 1726
tr. Gregory'& A stron. 1. 352 From the Altitudes and Azimuths
observed, and the Height of the Pole.

1 4. The diameter of a bullet
; the bore of a gun.

1588 E. YORK Ord. Marshall in Stffttfs Surv. (1754) II. v.
xxxi. 570/1 Some men . . brought hither the name o/ the
Height of the Bullet for the Piece. 1590 SIR J. SMYTH
Disc. Weapons 18 b, Bullets for the field being smaller and
lower.. than the heighths of the peeces by a bore. 1669
STURMv Mariner's Mag. v. 49 How by knowing the weight
of one Bullet, to find the weight of another Bullet, the height
being given. 1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Caliber^ in Gunnery the

height of the bore in any peice of Ordnance.

t 5. Geog. LATITUDE. Obs.

(Cf. the expression high, latitude?)

1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's l
r
oy. \\. vi. 35 Cituated

betweene the lies of Samos and Lesbos, about the height of
Erithase. 1604 E. G. tr. D'Acosta's Hist. Indies 16 The
ignorant suppose this Crosse to be the southerne Pole, for
that they see the Navigators take their heigth thereby.
1622 PEACHAM Compl. Gent, 208 Spain lyeth..m the same
height and parallel with the Azores Islands. 1694 Ace. Sev.
Late Ifoy. Introd. (1711) 6 They sailed, .until they came to
the height of 15 degrees of South Latitude.

fb. More generally: Position (at sea) in the

parallel of, alongside of, and, hence, ^some place.

(F. d la hauteur de.} Obs.

1604 E. G. tr. LfAcosta's Hist. Ittdies 58 Vasco de Gama,
who_ in the heigth of Mosambique, met with certaine
Mariners. 1673 Lottd. Gaz. No. 751/4 Growing extreamly
leaky at the height of the Isle of Wight, they were forced

yesterday to run her on shear. 1711 Ibid. No. 4911/2 Six. .

Men of War are cruising off the Hight of Lisbon. 1733HANWAY Trav. (1762) I. vii. Ixxxvi. 403 The 2oth we reached
the height of Gotland.

f6. High pitch (of the voice or of a musical note).
1597 MORLEY Introd. Mus. 3 Shewing the heigth and

lownes of euery note. 1697 DRYDEN virg. Past. v. 24
Such is his Voice, .in sweetness and in height.

t 7. Exalted rank, estate, or degree. Obs*

1375 HARBOUR Bruce i. 608 God of mycht Preserwyt him
till hyer hycht. 41400-50 Alexander 3584 To put away
oure_ pouerte & pas to ?oure hi^tes. c 1600 SHAKS. Sonn.
xxxii, Exceeded by the hight of happier men. 1699 BURNET
39 Art. ii. (1700) 46 To be next to God, seems to be the
utmost heigth, to which even the Diabolical Pride could
aspire, a 1718 PENN Life Wks. 1726 I. 160 Such by crying
down all Heighth, raise themselves up higher than ever.

8. High degree of any quality. Obs. or arch.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 276 Suffered to seeth gently and

leisurely to the height or consistence of honey. 1629 DAVE-
NANT/|/&?Z'/I in. Fiv, It works with hight, like new Mighty
wine! as if 'twould split the Caske. 1659 STANLEY Hist.
Phiios. III. in. 22 Heighth of ambition causeth many men to

go astray. 1662 COKAINE Ovid\. ii, I am Become enamour'd
on her to that height, That I must marry her or I shall die !

1762 Gcnti. Mag. 142 To such a heighth is licentiousness
risen. 1770 GILPIN fc^V (1789) 84A gentleman, .raised these
mines to their greatest height. 1823 J. BADCOC
Amusent. 138 The fusion is to be raised to the te

height.
9. Haughtiness ; hauteur. Orig. Sc. Obs. Also

sometimes in good sense : Loftiness of mind, mag-
nanimity, arch.
c 1450 HOLLAND /fmvlai 965 For my hicht I am hurt, and

harnut in haist. 1533 HELLBNDEN Livy m. 11822) 255 Thay
war instruckit with sa prideful counsel, that thay couth nocht
dissimill thare hicht. 1596 DALRYMI-LE tr. Leslie's Hist.
Scot. vm. 63 This man . . of hicht and pryde contemned al

creature. 1630 CROMWELL Let. 2 Apr. in Carlylc Let. cxxx,
A very resolute answer, and full of height. 1653 DOROTHY
OSBORNE Lett. vii. 1888) 50 The worst of my faults was a

height .. that was . . the humour of my family. 1662 STIL-

LINGFL. Orig. Sacr. Ded. 4 If there be any such thing in

the World as a true height and magnanimity of spirit. 1820
LAMB Elia Ser. \.Christ'sHosp. 35 Yrs.Ago^With something
of the old Roman height about him.

II. Semi-concrete senses.

10. A high point or position.
1563 W. FULKE Meteors (1640) 33 b, It .. negligently

letteth them fall from a great height. 1667 MILTON P. L.
i. 92 Into what Pit thou seest From what highth fal'n.

1697 DHYDF.N Virg. Georg. m. 434 They take their Flight
Thro' Plains, and mount the Hills unequal height. 1839
G. BIRD Nat. Pliilos. 78 A mass of water, .falling from
a given height. 1849 HARE Par. Serm. II. ^68 Mounting
from strength to strength, from highth, to a higher highth !

1893 Bookman]\yMz 85/2 There are critics who reach classical

heights and metaphysical depths which he does not attempt.
11. The highest part ^/"anything; the top, summit.
a. a 1000 Cydnions Genesis 321 Heoldon englas forSheof-

onrices heh8e. 1388 WYCLIF Dan. xi. 45 He schal sette

his tabernacle.. on the noble hil and hooli ; and he schal
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HEIGHT.

com til to the hci?the [1382 hec?) therof.
.

c 1440 I'romp.
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f 18. On or upon height. Obs.com til to the hei?the [1383 heej] therot. 1:1440 n-amf. T 1O. or upon neigni. uos.

Pan:. 233/2 Heythe 0'. heyght, /'jwoa heighte \.. oilmen, a Qn high, aloft (of position or direction).
cacumcn, siiHimitas, tmomtat. 1317 TORKINGTON rtfgr. a ^ cnrstr M. 15620

'
Blij.ce him', bai said, 'bat wons

(1884) 3 We went vnto the hyethe and tope of thys. on hfght '. 1340-70 Alex, f, Dind. 12, pe tres. .spronngen

M-^.*"^I.S'/r*?ftftSl

Jte!*JS2 onhifbe, ci4l5A'AW/5rar37AnKl , 1E.hayMomu,,ison
(188.1) 30 We went vnto the hyethe and tope of thys..

Moimte. 1548 HALL Citron., Hen. V, 65 b, On the top and

heigth of the same was set a great E^le of golde. 1667

MILTON P. L. u. 190 He from heav'ns highth All these our

motions vain, sees and derides.

ft. <:i37S Sc. Leg. Saints, Jacobus tiintor 167 And
stabliste hym one f-e maste heycht Of (H: tempil. 1486

Surtas Misc. (18881 55 On the hight of Ouse brigge. a 1533

LD. BERKEKS Hnon cxxxi. 483 And so came to the heyght
of the mountayne. a 1649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Poems \\ k>.

(1711) 15 Phcebus mounting the meridian's hight. 1711-14

he

p. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce ix. 508 In-to the takyn that he

was set In to the hicht of cheuelry. c 1475 Raitf Coil-

$ear 496 Quhill half the haill day may the hicht haue.

1631 f. HAVWARD tr. BiondFs Erontetta 66 God .. grant
your Majestic the height of felicity. 1697 DAMPIER I'oy.

I. 414 The height of the Storm is commonly over when

f

48 A young lady dressed up to the height of the present
fashion. 1841 MACAULAY Let. to Napier in Trevelyan Life

(18761 II. ix. 130 He was in the height of his popularity.

III. Concrete senses. Something that is high.

f 13. The regions above ;
the heavens. Obs.

a goo CYNEWULF Elene 1087 Fseder felniihu^,
wereda

wealdenS. .halijof hieh3o. a loop Gvthlac 796 in Exeter

Bk., On eorSan ecan lifes hames in heahbu. a 1000 Christ

Like sunbeams on the golden Height Of some tall temple

playing bright.

fg. 1667 MILTON P. L. IX. 510 Her who bore Scipio the
!

highth of Rome.
12. The highest point, the utmost degree (of some-

|

thing immaterial) ; extremity; summit; zenith.

a. a 1050 Liber Scintill. \. (1880) 4 Mas soSes Jebedes ys !

hyhS soore lufe. c 1491 Clutst. Godiics Cliyld. 61 He that

wyll come to the heyth of contemplacion. .euermore he
j

must areyse his herte vpwarde. 1611 B. JONSON Catiline I

in. iv, The heighth of wickednesse. 1697 DAMPIER Voy. I.

370 Now was the heighth of the Easterly Monsoon. 1704
inB. Church Hist. Philips H'ardSM II. 164 Carrying the

Remainder into Captivity in the heighth of Winter. 1714
SWIFT Pres. St. Affairs Wks. 1755 II. I. 210 Those who
professed the heighth of what is called the church principle.

LEONI tr. A IferlCs A nhil. Pref. 8 The heigth of Beauty.

c 1475 KaufCailyar 37 Aiming thay Mont
hicht. 1526 SKtLiuN MaguyJ. 428 To Tybume, where they

hange on hyght. I54 -1 ELYOV linage Gov. ^ 1549) 90 The
crosse. .beyng lifte vp on height.

b. Aloud.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Pftrus 249 He sad on hicht, bat all

mycht heyre :
'

pece be till Jow '. c 1386 CHAUCER h'nt.'s T.

926 He . . spak thise same wordes al on highte. c 1460 Ottcr-

botirne 34 in Percys Reliq., The Skottcs they cryde on

hyght. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. vi. vi. 24 And with reprochfull

words him thus bespake on hight.

1 19. To the height. To the highest or utmost

degree; to the extremity ; to the utmost. Obs.

[1375 BARBOUR Bruce v. 183 Sync he drew him to the

hicht, To stynt bettir his fais mycht.] 1606 SHAKS. Tr. tjr

Cr. v. i. 3 Let vs Feast him to the hight. 1613 Hen.

VIII, I. li. 214 By day and night Hee's Traylor to th

height. 1660 SHARROCK Vegetable* 136 It
js

his interest . .

to improve his ground to the height. 1765 T. HCTCHINSON
Hist. Mass. I. 57 Carrying antinomiamsm to the heighth.

1798 W. CLUBBE Omnium 114 His Colonel . . Goes to the

Serjeant-praises to the height.

V. 2O. Comb., as height-growth, -increaser ;

height-board, f (a) 1 = height-rule \ () 'a stair-

builders' gage for the risers and treads of a stair-

way' (Cent. Dut.); f height-rule, a rule for

measuring the bores of guns.
1672 T. VENN Milit. Discif 1. ill. i. xxi. 51 Furnished with all

necessary things for his Artillery . . viz. . . Rammers, Spunges,
Worms, Tampions, height-board, Auger-bit [etc.]. 169*

Ca.pt. Smitlfs Seaman's Gram. n. lii. 92 A Gunner's

Height-Rule of Wood, or Brass. 1889 Mature 12 Dec. 122

Different species have a different mode of height-growth . .

Scotch pine and beech..make the principal height-growth
during the first period of their life.

t Height, hight, a* Sc. and north, dial. Obs.

Forms : 4-6 heycht, 4-7 hecht, 5-6 hight, 6

heicht, hicht, hycht. [app. a variant form of

heich HIGH.] =HIGH: in various senses.

*375 BARBOUR Bruce in. 707 Sum [schippy.s] wald slyd fra

_ ___ evyhis. 1535
The glory of the heyth, is the fayre and cleare firmament.

1553 GAU Richt r'ay 48 He is passit wp to the heicht and
ledthe presoners with hime. 1615 BEDWELL Mohain. Imp.
i. 29 So is God in the height, and in the earth, by Christ

his word.

14. A high or lofty rising ground ;
an eminence.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce x. 52 Thai had . . The hicht abovyn
thair fayis tane. c 1470 HENRY Wallace v. 781 Syn lychtyt
for to gang Towart a hicht, and led thar hors a quhill.

1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nic/iolay's Voy. i. xii. 13!), Caused

upon a height, .towardes the West, a great castle too be

builded. 1615 W. LAWSON Orch. <y Card. (1626) s The
wind will blow fatnesse from the heights to the hollowes.

17*7 SWIFT Gulliver in. i, I stood upon a height about two
hundred yards from the shore. 1804 W. TENNANT Imt. I

Recreat. ted. 2) II. 390 The country was . . diversified with

heights and swells. 1887 C. RANSOME Short Hist. Eng. VIM.

ii. 349 When morning broke, Montcalm . . saw the British

drawn up on the Heights of Abraham close to Quebec.

f b. = EMINENCE 2 a.

c 1400 Lanfranc's Ciritrg. 150 J?e ligament of be brote is

clepid emanence eibir be hei^be [MS. B. hekbe] ofbe epiglote.

15. Her. (See quot.)
1847 Gloss. Heraldry 134 A flume of feathers strictly

consists of three . . If there be more rows than one they are

termed heights.

IV. Phrases.

16. At (. .) height. At the height (arch.), t At

height (obs.) : at the highest point or degree. (Cf.

12.) Now usually at its height.
1375 BARBOUR Bruce xin. 713 Kyng robert now wes weill

at hycht, 1594 SHAKS. RicA. Ill, i. iii. 41, I feare our

happinesse is at the height. 1684 R. H. School Rccreat.

32 Golden Rain, or Streams of Fire, that will when at

height, descend in the Air like Rain. iTogMRS. D. MANLEY
Secret Mem. (1736) III. 199 Luxury reigns at the height.

1839 MARRYAT Phant. Ship x,,
The gale was. .at its height.

1849 MACAULAY Hist. Ettff. lii. I. 397 Her military glory
was at the height.

f 17. In t. .) height. Obs.

a. In height : on high, aloft.

a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter vii. 8 And for that in heght [in

altum] agayn ga. 1617 MORYSON Itin. in. 109 Plants Kline

Trees . . and likewise plants Vines, which shoote up in

height upon the bodies of those trees.

D. In (Sc. into) height : alond ; openly ;
in an

open or evident manner.
1375 BARBOUR Brucev. 487 Him thoucht nocht speidfull for

to fair Till assale hym into the hicht. c 13* Sc. Leg. Saints,
Machor 1425 Lof god in hicht, & blissis hyme with all jour

mycht. ? a 1500 Chester PI. (E. E. T. S.) 243/350 Why I say
this.. I shall tell you sone in height.

c. In the height : in the highest degree.
1599 SHAKS. Muck Ado iv. i. 303 Is a not approued in the

height a villain-: ?

d. In height, in the (its, etc.) height = 1 6.
1606 SHAKS. Ant. % Cf. in. x. 21 Anthony .. Leaning the

Fight in heighth, flyes after her. i66 STILLINCKL. Orig.
Sacr. i. iv. ii When Learning was in its height in Greece.
1721 DE Foi: Plague (1884) 219, I must.. speak of the

Plague as in its height.

ROLLAND Crt. Venus 111. 291 The words scharp quhilk scho
thocht al to hicht. a 157* KNOX Hist. Ref. Wks. 1846 I.

166 He is heychtar then the heavins. 1610 HOLLAND Cam-
den's Brit. i. 155 The Scots are divided into Hechtlandmen
and Lawlandmen.
Hence f Heightly, heichtlie adv., highly.
a 1575 Ditirn. Occurr. (Bannatyne) 265 Quhairat the lord

Seytoun wes heichtlie movit.

Height, v. Obs. or arch. Forms : a. 5-6

heyghte, 6-9 Sc. hicht, /- height. $. 6 haytlne,

heyth, 7 heighth, t)arch. highth. [f.
HEIGHT j//.]

1. trans. To make high, heighten ;
to raise aloft

or on high. arch.

1515 BARCLAY Egloges ll. (1570) A vj b/2 Strengthing our

bankes and heyghting them agayne, Which were abated

with floudes or great rayne. 1530 PALSGR. 577/1 I haythe,
I lyfte on heythe, je haulce . . Hayth this tester a lytell,

hanlcez ce del vng pen. 1890 L. LEWIS Prov. Gennad. 84

A mightier yet Liveth for us and thee far highthed above.

2. To raise in amount, degree, quality, or condi-

tion ;
to increase, augment ; to elevate, exalt, arch.

15*8 ROY Rede Me (Arb.) 100 Their farmes are heythed so

sore That they are brought vnto beggery. 1572 Satir. Poems

Reform, xxxiii. 245 }e hicht yair maills ; yair pleuchs se

dowbil on yame. i6aj PEACHAM Cotnpl. Gent. ii. 18 Heighth-

ing with skill his Image to the life. 1719 Wodrow Corr.

(1843) II. 439, I am determined, if I get five hundred sub-

scriptions, not to height the price, for all this addition.

1786 Harvest Rig in Chambers Pop. Hum. Scot. Poems

(1862) 60 Weel may the shearers now pretend To height
their fee ! i85-* JAMIESON s.v., Provisions are said to be

hichted, when the price is raised.

1 3. To bring or come to its height. Obs. rare.

1648 Hunting ofFox 14When . . that rebellion [was] ripned,

and heighted a while with successe.

H Erroneously for HIGHT v.?>, to adorn, confused

with this verb.

I49S Wynkyn de Worde's ed. Trevisa's Barth. De P. R.

v. Kvi. 183 Heeres. .ben made to heyghte [MS. Bi'dl. hijte]

the hede. 1861-2 ed. T. Adams' Wks, I. 400 When we are

heighted [ed. 1630 highted] with his righteousness, and

shining with his jewels. Ibid. I. 421.

Hence Heighting vbl. sb., heightening, increase.

1494 FABYAN Chron. vi. clvi. 145 It stondith at no sertente

for heyghtyng and lowyng of theyr Coynes.

Heighted (hailed), a.
[f.

HEIGHT sb. H- -En-.J

Having a (certain) height ; as moderately heighted,

of a moderate height.
189* Temple Bar Mag. Nov. 428 The range of moderately

heighted, delicately varied Carnarvonshire mountains.

Heighten (hai-t'n), v. Forms : a. 6 heythen,

7 highthen, heighthen, 7-8 heigthen. /3. 6-8

highten, 6- heighten, [f. HEIGHT sb. + -EN 5
;

or perh. extended form of HEIGHT v. : see -EN .]

1. trans. To give or add height to ; to make high
or higher ;

to elevate.

1530 PALSGR. 582/2 This balke is heythened two foote.

!577 B- GOOGE Hcresoach's Hush. \. (1586) 42 They may
heyghten it, or let it downe as

they
list. 1617 MORYSON

Itin. II. 169 The ditches . . should bee deepned, and the

trenches highthned. 1763 J. BROWN Poetry ff Mm. vi. 119
The Buskin and Masque .the first hightened the Stature,
as the second inlarged the Visage. 1871 FREEMAN .Yyrui.

HEIGHTENING.

CV/^j. IV. xviii. 125 That church .. had been simply

repaired and heightened.
2. To render high or higher in amount or degree ;

to increase, raise, augment, intensify.

1523 FITZHERB. Sttrv. Prol., That.. the owners therof do
nat heyghten their rentes of their lenauntes. 1639 FULLEK

Holy tt'ar\\. vii. 116471 ;8o Men heightened their looking
for great matters from him. 1643 DENHAM Cooler's //. 48
In whose face Sate Meekoess, heightned with Majestkk
Grace. 1750 JOHNSON Rambler No. i f 14 It heightens
his alacrity to think in how many places he shall hear \vh;it

he is now writing. 1776 ADAM SMITH W, A", i. ix. (i86y> I.

103 It would be necessary to heighten the price. 1853 Sovi.iv

rmitroph. 93 The leaves of wormwood are used in salad to

..heighten the flavour. 1876 T,\n A*<r. Adi', i'hys. AV. vi.

ied. 2) 135 The boiling point of water is heightened by
pressure.

b. To augment in description.
1731 SWIFT Answ. Simile Wks. 1755 IV. 223 Your poet.--,

Chloe's beauty hightnimr, Compare her radiant eye-- tu

lightning. 1867 FREEMAN Xorm. Cony, 1. vi. 526 A story,

somewhat heightened in details.

3. spec. To render (a colour) more luminous : the

opposite of to deepen- Also sometimes, to render

more intense ; to deepen.
1622 PEACHAM Compl. Gent, cxiii. 11634) I27 '^ heighten

or deepen [the shadows] as your body appeareth neerer or

farther. 1665 R. HOOKK Microgr. 69 The Red is diluted.,

and the Blue height tied. 1756 C. LUCAS Ess. Waters I.

129 A pink color.. is heightened to a crimson. 1799 G.

SMITH Laboratory I. 382 Shade them with deep ochre, and

heighten them with masticot and white. 1854 FAIRHOLT
Diet. Terms Art s.v., To heighten a tint is to make it

lighter and more prominent, by means of touches of light

opaque colour, placed upon it.

f4. To exalt in feeling or condition; to elate,

excite. Obs.

1604 Twelve Patriarcfa 83 The single-hearted man .
:
de-

sireth not shift of apparel, nor heightneth himself lonjj
time.

1607 SHAKS. Cor. v. vi. 22, I rais'd him.. who being so

heighten'd, He watered his new Plants with dewes of

Flattery, a 1656 USSHEK Autt.(i6s8) 757 Being heighthened
with this victory he entred the pallace. 1667 MILTON P. L.

ix. 793 Satiate at length, And hlght'nd as with Wine. 1676
MARVELL Mr. Smirke 71 The people of God did glory and

heighten it self in the doing ofgood things. 16930. WALKER
Hist, lllustr. 236 They, .made CaracalTa Augustus, .which

so heightned him, that he continually sought to kill his

Father.

5. intr. To become high or higher; to increase

in height ; to rise. Now rare.

1567 MAI-LET Gr. Forest 32 The Balme tree, .heightneth
neuer aboue two cubites. 1659 D. PELL [mpr. Sea. 507 The
flood hath heightned and carried you off clear. iSsz

J. H. NEWMAN Lett. (1891) I. 208 As we rode up the carriage-

way, the Rock seemed to heighten marvellously.
b. To rise in amount or degree.
1803 [see HEIGHTENING///. a.\ 1860 PUSEY Min. Propk.

238 Obadiah's description heightens as it goes on. 1869
FREEMAN Norm. Cony. III. xi. 9 The public anxiety

heightened at every stage of the disorder.

Heightened (hai-t'nd),///. a. [f.prec. 4- -ED'.]

Raised? elevated, exalted
;
elated

; increased, aug-
mented

;
intensified.

1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. i. 67 Without mentioning
any particular ground for his so heightened Displeasure.

1701 J. WOODWARD Relig. See. iv. 84 Numerous and

heightened enormities, a 1732 T. BOSTON Crook in Lot
(1805) 80 A humbled spirit is better than a heightened con-

dition. 1873 M. ARNOLD Lit. <y Dogma (1876) 38 Holiness
is but a heightened righteousness.

b. Her. (See quot.)
1873 BOUTELL & AVELING Heraldry 159 Heightened,

having a decorative accessory or another charge placed
above or higher in the field.

Heightener (hsit'naa). [f. as prec. + -KR *.]

One who or that which heightens or intensifies.

1656 BP. HALL Rent. H'ks. (1660) 121 This disappoint-
ment is a just heightner of his griefe. 1863 MRS. C. CLARKK
Shaks. C/iar. iii. 65 A heigntener of his dramatic and

poetical effects.

Heightening (hort'nirj), vbl. sb.
[f. as prec.

+ -ING i.] The action of the verb HEIGHTEN.
1. Raising, elevation.

1598-9 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) II. 486 For
the hightning of the greate Tower. 1631 WEEVER AHC.
Fun. Mat. 428 The heighthening of the ground for garden
plots, a 1683 OLDH&M Poems (1697 " 39 (Jod,) You'r low And
must some height'ning on the place bestow.

2. transf,9to&Jig. Augmentation, increase, inten-

sification ; exaggeration. Also with a and//. : An
instance of this; sometimes, a means of augmenting.
1629 DEKKER Land. Tempe Wks. 1873 IV. 119 The Dutch-

mans thunder, and the Spaniards lightning, lo whom the

sulphures breath giues heate and heightning. 1658 Whole

Duty Man iii. 5 (1673) 28 A great heightning of the Sin.

175* MRS. LENNOX Fern. Quix. i. i
;
These native charms

were improved with all the heightenmgs of art. 1818 HAZ-
LITT Eng-. Poets i. (1870) 4 Without the heightenings of the

imagination.
b. spec, in Art: see HEIGHTEN v. 3. With a

and //. : An instance of this ;
concr. the colouring

which produces the heightened effect.

1662 EVELYN Ckalcogr. iv. (R.), Had he performed his

heightenings with more tendernesse, and come sweetly off

with the extremities of his hatchings. ITOOPEPYS in Academy
(1890) 6 Sept. 200/3 TO .. embellish y same with its just

Heighteningsand Shadowings. ib$$tv.Labarte's ArtsMid.

Ages iv. 161 A few heightenings of white and gold.

Heightening, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING ^.]

That heightens (trans, and intr?. : see HEIGHTEN v.

1768 BEATTIE Afinstr. n. xl, To joy each heightening
charm it can impart. 1803 JANE PORTER Thaddeus\\. (1831;



HEILD. 197 HEIR.

1 5 The palatine observed the heightening animation of his

features.

Heighth, hei5f>e, heigth, obs. ff. HEIGHT.

Heih, Hell, obs. forms of HIGH a., HEEL.

Heil(e, obs. f. HAIL a. and v.'2
;
Sc. var. HEAL.

t Heild, v*&. Obs. Also 6 held. [Var. of HELE
y.-, due to phonetic reduction of -Id to -/(of. HEEL
v.-}, and consequent writing of -Id for original -/.]

1. trans. To cover; to shield, protect; to hide.

1508 Di'NBAu Tu<i Mariit Wemen 14, I was heildit with

hawthorne, and with heynd leveis. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis
iv. v. 140 His schulderis heildit with new fallin snaw. Ibid,

x. xiii. 102 Thai cast dartis thikfald tliar lord to held. 1550
LYNDESAY Sy. Met. 378 Ane quaif of gold, to heild his hair.

2. intr, for reft. To take shelter.

1535 STEWART Cron. Stot. II. 598 Ane passage wes that

lyme quhair he micht heild.

Hence f Heilding (heildyne), vbl, sb.^ covering.
15. . Barbour^s Bruce xvn. 598 Stalwart heildyne aboyne

it haid.

Heild : see HEAL, HELE, HIELD, HOLD.

Heilding, variant of HILDLNG, Obs.

Heildom. nonce-wd. [Pseudo-archaic, formed

by Scott from heal, HALE a. + -DOM.] Health.
a 1806 SCOTT CoHin. Sir Tristr. ii, But never thai no nu'ght

. . Bring Tristrem . . To heildom ogayn.

Heilesum, obs. var. of HEALSOME.
Heill, Sc. var. HEAL, HELE v.~ obs. f. HEEL.
Heilnesse: see HKAL.NE.SS.

t Heily, a. Sc. Obs. Also helie, -y, hiely.

fprob. identical with OE. Malic : see HIGHLY a.]

Haughty, proud.
[a 1000 C&dmotfs Gen. 294 His engel. .Spraec healic word

dollice wi3 drihteii shine.] 1500-10 DUNBAR foe/res xxvi. 25
Heilie harlottis on hawtane wyiss Come in with mony
sindrie gyiss. 1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. m. xxix, Roboam
quhilk throw his helie pride, Tint all his leigis hart is. 1513

jEneis ix. x. 13 Rycht proud and hely [1553 hiely] in

his breist and hart. 155* ABP. HAMILTON Catech. (1884)

63 Thai . . that ar in thair wordis prydful, helie, vaine

glorious.

Heily, obs. form of HIGHLY.
Heind, obs. pi. of HAND ; var. HEND a. Obs.

Heinous (h^-nas), a. Forms : 4-8 heynous,
5 -ngous, -nos, heneus, 5-7 haynous(e, 5-9
hainous, 6 h(e)yghnous(e, heighnous, hey-
nouse, hanouse, hainus, 6- heinous, [a. F.

haineux, in OF. ha'inos^ haineus (I2th c. in Hatz.-

Darm.), f. koine hatred, f. ka-ir to hate.]
1. Hateful, odious ; highly criminal or wicked ;

infamous, atrocious : chieflycharacterizing offences,

crimes, sins, and those who commit them.
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus 11. 1568 (1617) So heynous J>at men

myghte on it spete. c 1489 CAXTON Blanchardyn Hv. 215
To kill a man is hainous murder. 1512 Act 4 Hen. K//7,
c. 2 Preamble, Felonies . . don in more heynous open & de-
testable wyse. 1513 MORE Rick. Ill, Wks. 54/1 Worthye
to bee punished as heighnous traitors. 1539 Dyaloge in.

Ibid. 209/2 The more heyghnouse, odiouse, & abhommable
that the crime is, the more slow should we be to beleue it.

1549 CHEKE Hurt Sedit. (1641) 52 Set murther aside, it

is the hainousest fault to a private man. 1553 W. WATRE-
MAN Fardle Facions n. ix. 192 The! compted none offence
more heinous then thefte. 1648 Shorter Catech. Westm.
Assemb.

(1718), Q. 83. Are all Transgressions of the Law
equally hainous? A. Some Sins in themselves, and by
reason of several aggravations, are more hainous in the sight
of God than others. 1667 MILTON P. L. x. i The hainous
and despightfull act Of Satan done in Paradise. 1683 Col.
Rec. Pennsylv. I. 87 A Heynous and Grevious Crime. 1705
STANHOPE Paraphr. II. 436 The Heinousest of Malefac-
tors. 1773 Jnnius Lett. Ixviii. 357 You are guilty of a
heinous aggravation of your offence. 1845 R. JEBB in

Encycl. Metrop. II. 710/1 Heinous offenders, whose crimes
afford proof of an incorrigibly bad disposition. 1869
FREEMAN Norm. Cong. III. xii. 251 A sin of the most
heinous dye.

b. tratisf. from crimes or offences to the accusa-
tion or charge, or view taken of them.
1548 HALL Chron.

t
Hen. VI, 167 b, Against whom .. wer

laied diverse and heinous articles of high treason. 1555 in

Strype Reel. Mem. (1721) III. App. xlvi. 138 Who had. .just
and heynouse matter agaynst theym. 1818 SCOTT Hrt.
Midi, it, Contraband trade, .is not usually looked upon, .in
a very heinous point of view. 1875 STUBBS Const. Hist.\l\.
xviii. 148 The greater and more heinous charges included in
the first bill.

t 2. Grievous, grave, severe. Obs.
1541 R. COPLAND Guydoris Quest. Chirurg., To dense the

blade of taynCKU superfluytees. 1552 LATIMER Scrm. $
Rent. (1845! 54 It shall be a heinous sentence unto them,
when he shall say unto them . .

'

Go, ye cursed, into ever-

lasting fire'. 1645 MILTON Tetrach. (1851)225 These men.,
will suffer the worst and hainousest inconveniences to fol-

low. 1675 BROOKS Gold. Key Wks. 1867 V. 200 That the

sufferings of Christ have been, .very great and heinous.

f 3. Expressing or denoting hatred ; full of hate,
malicious. Obs.

?ai4<x> Morte Arth. 268 [He] said what hytn lykyde,
Hethely in my halle, wyth heyn^ous wordes. a 1547 SURREY
j&neid n. 92 To wreke Their hainous wrath wyth sbedyng
of my bloud. 1578 T. N. tr. Cong. IV, India 264 The heinous
and injurious words which he had heard. 1580 SIDNEY
Arcadia, i. (1590) 49 Which hee . . tooke in so hainous maner.

Heinously [hfrnatli), adv ,
[f. prec. + -LY -.]

1. In a heinous manner or degree ; hatefully,

odiously ; atrociously, infamously.
c 1440 York Myst. xxviii. 294 Euen like a theffe heneusly.

" 15*9 SKELTON Poems agst. Garnesche 144 Your brethc . .

so haynously doth stynke. 1598 HAKLUYT Voy, I. 56 She

answered, that she had rather die, then so haynously trans-

gresse the law. 1670 BAXTER Cure C/i. Div. Pref. in. 5
When God hath been so heinously dishonoured by it.

1 2. Grievously, severely, sorely ; esp. in phr. to

take heinously : to take in ill part, to be grievously
offended at. Obs. b. In late use, as a strong in-

tensive : Very badly, shockingly, dreadfully.
i55z LATIMEK Serm. <$ Rem. (1845) 24 God will plague

and most heinously punish them. 1632 BROMK Northern
-Lasse i. vii. Wks. 1873 III. 19 Tell your Cux howhaiuously
I take it. 1649 MILTON Eikon. 43 Lest the Parlament ..

might have resented too hainously Ins doings. z663Co\VLEY
Cutler Coleman St. iv. vi, I'm hainously mistaken if thou
beest not cheated of it within these three Years. 1709
STEELE Tatter No. 50 f 7 Lest you should think your self

neglected, which I have Reason to believe you would take

heinously ill. 1792 COWFER Let. 10 Mar., I told you. .how

heinously I am unprovided with the means of being so. 1826

SCOTT Woodst. iii, They are heinously impoverished.

Hernousness. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.] The

state or quality of being heinous ; extreme wicked-

ness, infamousness, atrociousness.

1563 Homilies n. Repentance n. (1859) 537 Sorrow and
grief. . for the heinousness of sin. a 1653 GOUGE Comm. Heb
x. 26 The heighnousnesse of Apostacy. 1716 ADUISON Free>
holder No. 20 (1751! 112 To extenuate the Halnousness of
the Rebellion. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) V. 181 The
heinousness of offences is apt to depend on accidental cir-

cumstances.

tHeinsby. Obs. rare. ? =HAYNE sb. l
t mean

wretch, niggard.
1546 J. HEYWOOD Prov. (1867) 31 Men say also, children

and fooles can not ly. And both 'man and child saieth, he
is a heinsby.

Heir (e-j), sb. Forms ; a. 3-4 eir(e, 3-5 eyr,

ayr, 3-7 air, 4 eier, ere, eeyre, 4-5 eyre, 4-6
ayre, aire, are, 5 ayer, 5~6eyer. 0. 4 7heire,

4- heir (also 4 hair, 4-5 heyr, hayre, 4-6 haire,

here, 4-7 heyre, 5 hoir, heyer, 5-7 heier, 6

heyire, hayer, Sc. hear). [ME. eir, eyry etc., a.

OF. eir, heir (central Fr. oir, later hoirj later AFr.

heyr (Britton) = Pr. her: late L. herem (found
beside heredtni) from nom. heres heir.]
1. The person who is entitled by law to succeed

another in the enjoyment of property or rank, upon
the death of the latter ; one who so succeeds ; in

general use, one who receives or is entitled to

receive property of any kind as the legal repre-
sentative of a former owner.
The word is correctly applied to either a male or a female,

although, m the latter sense, HEIRESS has been in general use
since i7th c. In Law a person is not called an heir to

any property until, through the death of its possessor, he
becomes entitled to it (nemo est heres -uruentis). As to
the limitations of the word in Common Law and in the Civil
Law and systems founded thereon, see quots. 1651, 1861,

1876.
CISTX LAY. 23115 pat ^e king of Cisille his dead and eyr

nauep he nanne. 1297 R. GLOUC. 11724) 469 Henri is eldoste

sone, & is eir al so. a 1300 Cursor M. 2565 He Jnn ere [v rr,

ayr(e] sal noght be. c 1300 Beket 24 For the Princes heir heo
was. 13. . E. E. A Hit. P. B. 52 To marie his here dere. Ibid.
666 Sende to Sare a soun & an hayre. c 1330 R. BRUNNE
Chron. 11810) 56 Com Ed ward, Eilred sonne.TRight heyre of

loud, c 1380 Sir Ferumb, 3483 He ys myn ayr after my
ded To broke myn heritage. 1382 WYCLIK Matt. xxi. 38 This
is the eire ; cume ^e, slea we hym. c 1386 CHAUCER Matt of
Law's T. 668 Crist whan him lust may sende me an hair

\_v.rr. heir(e, haire, eyr]. 1417 Surtees Misc. u888 h 12

Thomas Duffeld sonne and ayre unto Richard Duffeld

Esquier. c 1475 Partenay 5554 Disherite shall be your
hoires manyfold. 1475 Bk. Noblesse 2 Dame Maude,
Emperes, soule doughter and heire to.. Henry the first.

c 1510 MORE PICKS Wks. 9/1 The heyre of his landes he
made the poore people of the hospitall of Florence. 1556
LAUDER Tractate 520 The better is gouris, >our Hearis,and

; als jour Successouris. 1582-8 Hist. Jos. y/ (1804) 200 The
I

airei; of the Lord Fleeming . . and utheris that were slauie.

I 1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. ii. 23 The onely haire Of a most
I mighty king. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 133 Fatima,
I daughter and heire of their greatest Prophet Mahomet.
j

1651 G. W. tr. Co^veTs Inst. 128 The Civillians and wee have

j

a different acceptation of the word Heire ; for they call him

[

an Heir whom the Testator nominates in his Will : And
I

we him, who is next of Kin to the party deceased, to whom
! a Fee doth of right belong, after the death of the Ancestor.
a 1693 Lu. DELAMER Wks. (1694) 95 For this word Heir to

the Crown was not heard of till Arbitrary Power began to

put forth. 1712 Lond. Gaz. No. 5009/4 Sarah Lewis.. Heir
to the said Rebecca Warren. 1756-7 tr. Keysler's Trctv.

(1760) III. 53 The heirs of the founder being, by his will,

obliged to have it twice a year carefully cleaned. 1767
BLACKSTONE Comm. n. xiv. 201 An heir . . is he upon whom
the law casts the estate immediately on the death of the

ancestor. Ibid. 208 By law no inheritance can vest, nor can

any person be the actual complete heir of another, till the
ancestor is previously dead .. Before that time the person
who is next in the line of succession is called an heir

apparent, or heir presumptive. x8z8 J. JEKYLL Corr. (1894)
177 The prospect . . of Lady Ellenborough presenting him
with a heir or a heiress. 1841 ELPHINSTONE Hist. Ind.
I. 20 On failure of heirs, the property of others escheats
to the King. 1861 W. BELL Diet. Laiu Scotl. s.v,, The
term heir does not mean merely the heir-at-law; it means
alio the heir by destination ; nor does it mean the heir in

heritage only ; it is likewise applied to the person who suc-
ceeds to the moveable estate. 1876 DIGBY Real Prop. x.

385 note, The word '

heir
'

in English law has a sense far

more limited than the word '

haeres
'

in Roman law. The
'heir' is the person on whom the real estate of a deceased
intestate devolves. He is opposed to the devisee who is

the person to whom real property is left by will, and to

the executor or administrator who succeed to the personal
estate.

b. With qualifications :

Heir-at-law, tht; person who succeeds another by right
of blood in the enjoyment of his property ; in English law
confined to one who has such a right in real property, and

distinguished from executors or administrators. Heir of
blood; see quot. 1658. Heir of the body, an heir who is

a direct descendant : see BODY 12 b. Heir in capite '. the
heir to land held directly of the sovereign. Heir ofconquest
(Sc. Law) : the heir of an ancestor who acquired the estate

in question by purchase and not by succession (see CON-
QUEST sb. 6). Heir by custom : one who succeeds by virtue
of a particular or local custom, e..g. Borough English, under
which the youngest son succeeds his father. Heir by

by will, the testator's heir or devisee, and has no other right
or interest than the will gives him' (Wharton Law Lex.}.
Heir ofentail Heir in tail. Heirfemale : an heiress ; also
an heir (male or female) whose rights are derived through
a female or females. Heir general Heir-at-luiu: used to
include heirs female as well as heirs male. Heir of inheri-
tance : see quot. 1658 s.v. heir ofblood. Heir of in-ventory
iSc. Law)^ Beneficiary heir (see below). Heir ofline (Sc.

Law) = Heir-at-Law. Heir male : an heir who is a inale,
and who traces his descent from the ancestor in question
wholly through males. Heir portioner (Sc. Law) : sec

quots. Heir of provision = Heir by destination. Heir
presumptive ; he who, if the ancestor should die immediately,
would be his heir, but whose right of inheritance may be
defeated by the contingency of some nearer heir being born.
Heir special', (a) =Heir by custom ; (6) one to whom an
estate passes by virtue of letters patent or a deed of entaiJ.

Heir in tail ^Sc. of entail, of taitye) '. the person who
succeeds or is entitled to succeed to an entailed estate by
virtue of the deed of entail ; tenant in tail in remainder.
See also HEIR-APPARENT.
Bencjiciary heir (Sc. Law) : an apparent heir in heritage

who enters upon his predecessor's estate subject to a formal

inventory being made, in order to avoid liability for debts

beyond the amount stated in such inventory. Collateral
lieir : see COLLATERAL a. 4. Conventional heir : one who
is entitled by virtue of a contract. Forced heir (Civ. Law) :

a person who cannot be disinherited. Last heir : see quot.
1607. Right heir=heir-at-law.
17*9 JACOB Law Diet. s.v. Discent, If he devise Lands

to one who is *Heir at Law, the Devise is void, and he
shall take by Discent. 1858 BRIGHT Sp. Reform 27 Oct.,
If a man received landed property .. as heir-at-law
it paid no legacy duty. 1853 BouvieSs Law Diet. s.v.,

Beneficiary neirs are those who have accepted the suc-

cession, under the benefit of an inventory regularly made.
1658 PHILLIPS,

*Heire ofBlood in Common Law, is he who
succeedeth by right of blood in any mans Lands or Tene-
ments in fee, but heir of Inheritance is he that cannot
be defeated of his inheritance upon any displeasure. 1439
E. E. Wills (1882) 125 And if he die wtthouten *heire of
his body, then to Rauf his brother, and his issue, a 1626-

1788 [see BODY sb. 12 b]. 1883 Whartotfs Law Lex. (ed. 7)
s. v, Tail

t An estate granted to a man and the heirs of his

body should descend to the issue. 1839 KEIGHTLEY Hist.

Eng. I. 131 The *heir *in capite', on coming of age was
bound to take Knighthood or pay a fine to the King. z86z
W. BELL Diet. Law Scotl. 806/2 An *heir of entail in

possession was empowered to disentail the estate, c 1575
Balfour's Practices (17 54) 227 Ane *air mail or female may
enter to his blanch landis at ony time. 1611 COTGR., Hoir
de gttenouille, an inheritrix, heire female, daughter and heire.

a 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. xw, 113 Having lately fallen

to Heirs Females. 1491 Act 7 Hen. t^/f, c. 15 She was
*heire generall to John Mountagu late Erie of Salesbury.
c 1575 Balfour's Practicks (.1754) 232 The gounger brother-

german. .sould beservitandretourit air general or universal
to him, and not the elder, a 1715 BUHNET Own Time 1. 458
In England, Spain and Sweeden, the heir general did
succeed : whereas it was only the heir male in France and
Germany. 1791 BOSWELL Johnson Jan. an. 1776, My father

had declared a predilection for heirs-general, that is, males
and females indiscriminately. 1873 DIXON Two Queens IV.
xix. v. 31 All parties in the suit, .should know which lands
were settled on the heirs male, which on the heirs general.
1607 COWELL Intcrpr, (1672), *Last heyre. . Is he to whom
Land comes by Escheat, for want of lawful Heirs, that is,

the Lord of whom they held in some cases, but in others
the King, c 1575 Balfour's Practicks (1754) 325 The 'airis

of line, .sould be first warnit and discussiu.befoir the airis

of talkie. 1888 Miss LEE Imperf. Gentl. I. 59 John Scuda-

niorc, heir of line of that Sir Alan Scudamore . .who married

Joan. 1375 BAKBOUK Bruce xx. 130 3 if it fell that hia sone

davy Deit but [ = without] *air male of his body Gottyn. 1463
Bury Wills (Camden) 24 To him and to his eyris male. 1697
Lu'i'ikiiLL BriefR el. (1857) IV* 172 He cutting of the entail

from the heirs males. 1814 SCOTT IVav. Ixiv, From a romantic
idea of not prejudicing this young man's right as heir-male.

1655 in 'L. Boyd Ztoil's Flowers (1855) App. 29/2 The *Airs

oyd. i&*portioners of umquhile Mr. Zacharie Boy.
Inst. Law Scon. 834 Each heir-portioner has an equal
interest in the succession, iii so far as it is divisable. 1628

LE GKYS tr. Barclay's Argent's 334 The souldier . . with
a new oath bound himselfe to the *presumptiue heir. 1683
Brit. Spec. 272 Apparent ior according to the new-coyned
Distinction, Presumptive) Heir of the Crown is His Royal
Highness James [etc.], 1875 STUBBS Const. Hist. III.

xviii. 202 The duke of Clarence, the heir-presumptive to the

throne. [; 1180 GLANVILL ix. i, Recipere homagiuin recti

heredis.] c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 56 Hardeknoute's

broker on his moder side, *Right heyre of J?e lond. 1411 in

E, E. Wills (1882) 20 And for defawte of issue of J>e forseyd
William, y wille bat be remaynder be to my ryte heirs.

1628 COKE On Lift. 8 b, For the benefit and safety of right
heires. 1872 Spectator 21 Sept. 1203 Laissez-faire manage-
ment, supineness because of the interest of the *heir-in-tail.

ci575 Balfonr's Practicks (1754) 325 The *airis of taitye
may be callit and persewit in supplement. 1683 Sc. Acts
Jas. //, c. 26 It shall not be Lawfull to the Airs of Tailjie
to sell annatye or Dispone the said Lands.
2. transf. One who possesses, or is entitled at

some future time to possess, any gift, endowment,
or quality in succession to another. The idea of

succession is very often lost, so that the word fre-
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quently means little more than one to whom some-

thing (<t-g. joy, punishment, etc.) is morally due.
ti 1300 Cursor Mitndi 23555 For bai ar 2*^ a' wit[h] crist,

1426 AUDELAV Poetnsiz Ayres of heven blys. 1548-9 (Mar.)
/>'. Com. Prayer, Priv. Baft., By the lauer of regeneracion
in Baptismc, made the childe of God, and heire of euer-

lastyng life. 1602 SHAKS. Ham, in. i. 63 The Heart-ake,
and ihe thousand Naturall shockes That Flesh is heyre too.

1703 POPE Tkebais 31 Thou, great Heir of all thy father's

fame. 1820 BYRON' Mar. Fal. \\. ii. 314 Such examples
will find heirs. 1836 I. GILBERT Ckr. Atonem. i. (1852? 19
Before the first born of the human race became the heir of
failure and of its bitter fruits. 1842 TENNYSON Locksley
Halt 178, 1 the heir of all the ages, in the foremost files of
time. 1873 HAMERTON Intcll. Life vn. v. 1.1876) 250 Heirs
of a nobility of spirit.

t 3. fig. That which is begotten ; offspring ; pro-
duct Obs.

1413 Pilgr. Sewle (Caxton) i. xv. (1859) 12, I am adredde
lest cnaryte be dede, withouten heyer, or yssue of hir seed.

'593 SHAKS. / 'en. $ ,-irf.Ded., Dedicating my unpolishd lines

to your Lordship. . But if the first heire of myinuention proue
deformed, I shall be sorry it had so noble a God-Father.

Heir, v. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To inherit ; to

be heir to (a thing or person) ; to acquire by inherit-

ance or succession.

6-1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 13483 Jtey wonne
be londes bat we now heyre. (Ti6n CHAPMAN Iliad v. 161
Not one son more To heir his goods. 1639 G. DANIEL
f-\\lns. xl. 49 His Children shall but heir him; vnto them
Shall be noe Sons. 1703 POPE Tkebais 544 Two fair daugh-
ters heir'd his state and throne. 18x3 SCOTT Tricrm. n.

xvii, She is the loveliest maid, beside, That ever heir'd a
crown. 1867 J. B. ROSE Mneid^ Pygmalion, her brother,
heired the throne.

Jff. c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad To Rdr. 149 No tongue hath
the Muse's utterance heir'd. 1715-20 POPE Hunt xvi. 223
The son confess'd his father's heavenly race, And heir'd his
mother's swiftness in the chase.

Heir, -e, obs. ff. HAIR, HAIRE, HER sb., HERE
sb., HERE adv. t HIGHER.

tHeirage. Sc. Obs. In 5 herage. Inherit-

ance, succession.

1478 Act. Dom. Cone. 15 (Jam.) Ony accioun that outher
of thaim has again other for herage of landis.

Heir apparent. Formerly also apparent
heir. [See APPARENT a. 4.] The heir (of one still

alive) whose right is indefeasible, provided he out-
lives his ancestor, at whose death he is heir-at-law.

1375, 1494-1711 [see APPARENT a. 4). 1530 PALSGR. 230/1
Heyre apparaunt, monsieur. 1555 BRADFORD in Strype
Eccl. Mem. (1^21) III. App. xlv. 131 Thoughe theQuene. .

disheryt the right heyres apparant. 16x4 SELDEN Titles
Hon. 1 68 A designation, .of the next Apparant Heire or
successor. 1765 BLACKSTONE Comm. i. iv. 223 The prince
of Wales, or heir apparent to the crown. 1844 WILLIAMS
Real Prop. (1877) 96 A man may have an heir apparent, or
an heir presumptive, but until his decease he has no heir.

attrib. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. /y, 11. ii. 46 Go hang thy
selfe in thine owne heire-apparant-Garters.
Hence Heir-appa'rency, Heir-appa rentish ;-.,

Heir-appa'rentship nonce-wds.
1858 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. vn. iv. II. 284 Cannot you

renounce the Heir-Apparentship, then? 1882 H. C. MERI-
VALE F&uctt ofB. i. iv, To keep him out of his elder's heir-

apparentish influence.

Heirby, obs. Sc. form of HEREBY otto.

Heird(e, obs. forms of HERD sb.

Heirdom (e>icUm). [f.
HEIR sb. + -DOM.]

Succession by right of blood
;
the state or dignity

of an heir ; inheritance ; an inheritance.

1597-8 BP. HALLJTa/. iv. iii, Or if. .Thy wealthy heirdom
thou haue buried. 5645 Sacred Decretal 13 [We] wisely
converted the purchase of their blood., even to the heirdome
of Sir Johns. 1790 BURKE Fr. Rev. 30 Whether the heir

per capita gave way when the heirdom per stirpes took

Rlace,
or the Catholic heir when the Protestant was pre-

:rred. 1831 Crayonsfr. Commons 103 That Duke, the fore-

most uf his peers Who draws his heirdom from a thousand

years. 1841 LONCK. Childr. Lord's Supper 125 To the
heirdom of heaven be ye welcome.

Heireftir, obs Sc. form of HEREAFTER adv.

Heiress ie>res .
[f. HEIR sb. -t- -ESS. Intro-

duced app. in I7th c.] A female heir. Alsoy^f.
1659 B. HARRIS ParivaFs Iron Age 14 The Heiress of the

house of York. Ibid. 84 His first wife was the Princesse,
who was heiresse to Sexan. 1690 EVELYN Diary 20 Dec.,
One Johnson, a knight, was executed at Tyburn for being
an accomplice with Campbell, .in stealing a young heiress.

1749 FIELDING Tom Jones xiv. v, [He] would have had us
consider ourselves as highly as if we had been the richest
heiresses. 1769 BLACKSTONE Comm. iv. xv. 208 Their forcible
abduction and marriage; which is vulgarly called stealing
an heiress. 1878 B. TAYLOR Deukalion i. iii, Heiress of gifts
interpreted as woe.

b. Comb., as heiress-hunting, -portioner, etc.
1861 W. BELL Diet. Law Scotl. s.v. Executors, Heiresses-

portioners who succeed ab intestate to equal portions.. of
the heritable estate, 1886 BARJNC-GOULD Crt. Royal I. vii.
in He must go about the country heiress-hunting.
Hence Hei resshood, -ship (nonce-wds.} t the

state or position of an heiress.
i86a T. A. TROLLOPE Marietta I. 78 This heiress-ship was

known to be a very important matter. 1884 MRS. HOCSTOUN
Caught in Snare II. viii. 98 The fact of her heiresshood.
1889 MRS. OLIPHANT Poor Gtntl. III. vi. 109 Mab with her
heiress-ship had been thrown at his head.
Heiretrice : see HERETRIX.
Heirfoir,-fra, obs. Sc. ff. HEREFORE, -FROM adv.

Heirie, heyre, var. of AIRE sb. and v. Obs. =
E ; esp. a swan's breeding-place.

(1150 Ci'ncker Bk.ofSelby^ia'Aa^. Rec. Soc.) I. 267 Unam
haeram cignorum . . in stagno suo, vi*. duos cignos haei ai ias

veteres cum sequela sua.] 155* ll'ill o/CtayntoHdc i Somer-
set Ho.), The swannes heyres& Singnetts. c 1560 Orderfor
Siuatts in A rch. lust. Lincoln (1850) 306 Such ground where
any swan shall heiry. Ibiil. 309 If any Heirie be leyed with
one Swan. Ibid., When they do heire.

Heiriff, dial. var. of HAIRIF.

HeirleSS ^ules), a.
[f.

HEIE sb. + -LES.S.]

\\ithout an heir. a. Of persons : Having no one
to succeed in the enjoyment of property or title.

c 1425 WvNTOl'N Craft. IV. ii. 20 Mony by rycht lyne deyd
ayrles. 1845 COSTELLO Valley of Meuse 119 Albert of

Moha, heirless and broken in spirit. 1893 T. A. COOK Old
Tourainc I. no The heirless Duke of Orleans.

b. Of things : Having no one to inherit them on
the death of the present possessor.
1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. v. i. 10 Heire-lesse it hath made

my Kingdome. 1739 G. OGLE Gualt/i. <y Grt's. 54 To feast

on Heirless Crowns with eager Views. 1881 PALGRAVE Vis.

Eng. 233 Mine, an heirless sceptre : His, an exile life !

Heirloom (eVjlttm). Forms: see HEIK, LOOM;
also 6 hare-, earlome (ayrlime). [f.

HKIK sb. +
LOOM tool, utensil.] A chattel that, under a will,

settlement, or localcustom, follows the devolution of

real estate. Hence, Any piece-of personal property
that has been in a family for several generations.
[1424 E. E. Wills 11882) 56, I wull he haue my grete

maser pe which I call }ele, for be terme of his life, and so
from heir to heyr lome], 1472 Wolley Charter (B. M.) ix.

49 In allowance and recompenceof all the heirlomes and of
all other goodes that he demaunded of in the right of . . his

father. 1513 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) V. 39, I will that my best

standyng maser .. and my best salt . . remayne evermore for

heyerlomys to the heire male. 1516 Lane. Wills i.Chetham
Soc,) I. 21 That my son Thomas have all heyr lomes that
of right after the custome and usage of the shyre of Chester

belongeth tohymtohave. i&Q/oid. 11.251 One standinge
cuppe of silver. . wheare upon ys graven this word earlome.

1569 W,ills Hi Inv. N. C. (Surtees 1835) 309 That the stand-

inge bed in y* perler wto a trendell bed and a longsetle
shall remayne styll vnto him as ayrlimes. 1628 COKE On
Litt. 18 b, In some places chattels as heirlcomes (as the
best bed, table, pot, pan, cart, and other dead chattels

moveable) may go to the heire. 1765 BLACKSTONE Comm.
H. xxviii. 427 Heir-looms are such goods and personal
chatties, as, contrary to the nature of chatties, shall go by
special custom to the heir along with the inheritance. 1777
SHERIDAN Sch. Scand. in. iii, Learning that had run in the

family like an heirloom ! c 1820 S. ROGERS Italy, Ginevra
240 Alone it hangs Over a mouldering heir-loom its com-
panion, An oaken-chest half eaten by the worms. 1872
JENKINSON Guide Eng. Z.o*(iS79) 126 A glass cup, called
..'The Luck of Muncaster 1

.. is carefully preserved as a
precious heirloom, and a harbinger of the family's fortunes.

b. fig. Anything inherited from a line of ances-

tors, or handed down from generation to genera-
tion.

1611 DRAYTON Poly*>H. xi. (R.), He [Edward the Con-
fessor) . . obtain'd by earnest pray'r. This tumour by a king
might cured be alone : Which he an heir-loom left unto the

English throne. 1834 L. RITCHIE Wand, by Seine 187 The
name of a town, a village, or hamlet, is an heir-loom
inherited from our ancestors. 1875 STUBBS Const, Hist.
III. xxi. 592 Political wisdom is the heirloom of no one
class of society.

Heirof, obs. Sc. form of HEREOF adv.

Heirship (e>jjip). [f. HEIR sb. + -SHIP.]
1. The state, condition, or rights of an heir; right

of inheritance ; inheritance.

1478 [see 2]. c 1575 Balfours Practicks^ (1754) 231 Gif he
hes takin or ressavit airschip of ony movabill gudis pertening
to his predecessour. 1691 Wool* Atli. Oxott. I. 224 He came
into England, purposely to resign up his Heirship of his Es-
tate at Sherburn. 1757 W. THOMPSON R. N. Adiioc. 56
They are reported to have been . . driven from their . . legal

Heirship. i884CH!TTY in Lain Rep. 26 Ch. Div. 546 The only
heirship there referred to was Ihe heirship to the Earldom.

b. fg. (Cf. heritage^
1697 C. LESLIE Snake in Grass led. 2) 210 To set up their

Heirship to any Kingdom they please : when their King
(the Son of God) Commands them. 18x6 BYRON Parisina.

xiii, I could not claim The lawful heirship of thy name.

1833 MEDWIN in Fraser's Mag. VII. 33 What is the lot of
man But misery? 'tis the heirship of his birth.

1 2. Heirship movables, goods (Sc. Law), the best

of certain kinds of movable goods (such as furniture,

horses, cows, farming utensils, etc.), belonging to

his predecessor, which the heir was entitled to

take besides the heritable estate. Obs. (The right
was abolished in 1868 by Act 31-2 Viet. c. 101.)
1478 Act. Dom. Cone. 15 Oam.) Ony accioun. .for herage

of landis, or movable gudis of areschip pertening to ane are.

c 1575 Balfour's Practices (1754) 2^6 Ane bastard may not
be ane air, nor crave airschip gudis. a 1646 SIR T. HOPE
Minor Practices (1734) 538. 1838 Erskine's Inst. Law
Scotland 834 The heirship.movabTes fall also to the eldest

[heir-portioner] alone. 1861 W. BELL Diet. Law ScM. 421

Heirship Moveaoles are the moveables to which the heir in

heritage is entitled, in order that he may not succeed to
a house and land completely dismantled.

Heirship, var. of HEBSHIP 06s., devastation.

Heise, variant of HEEZE ., to hoist. Heist,
obs. Sc. f. HEST. Heisugge, obs. f. HAY-
SUCK. Heit, obs. Sc. f. HATE, HEAT, HOT ; see

HIGHT v. Heith, obs. f. HEIGHT. Heithen,
heipen, obs. ff. HEATHEN, HETHEN. Heithing,
Heithorne, obs. ff. HETHINO, HAWTHOHN.
Heive, -en, obs. ff. HKAVK, HEAVEN, HAVEX.
Heivol, obs. f. HIGHFDL a. Heixt e, obs. 0.

HIGHEST. Heize: see HELZK. Hejalap : see

JALAP.

Hejira, \ariant of HEGIKA.

Hek, heke, obs. forms of HECK.
t Heke '. Obs. rare- 1

. A horse (of some kindl.
.11400 Iforte Arthur 2284 Hekes and hakkenays and

horses of armes.

t Heke 2
. Obs. rare-'. [Cf. HACK sb.^ 2 and .'

2 a.] A chilblain.

c 1450 Alphita (Anecd. Oxon.) 144 Quod fit in talo [hjyeme
maxime propter frigus et dicitur pernio a pernicie, anglice
hckc uel motile.

Hek^ejfar, -feer, etc., obs. forms of HEIFER.

Hekel, -ill, -elare, obs. ff. HECKLE, HECKLER.
fHekemose. Obs. [Cf. heckymal, hackmM

dial, names of the Titmouse.] A bird : prob. the
Titmouse.
14. . Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 585/1 Frondator, an hekemose.

[Ibid. 640/28 h'icfrondator, tytmase. 702/3 Hicfrondator,
a sterkyng.J
Hekk- : see HECK-.

Hekst, obs. f. HIGHEST, superL of HIGH a.

Hel, obs. form of HEAL, HELE, HELL.
Heland, obs. form of HIGHLAND.
t Helas, int. Obs. [a. F. hllas, the later form

of ha las, a las ALAS.] An exclamation expressing
grief, sorrow, etc. ; alas !

1484 CAXTON fables ofsEsop in. xix, Helas for god & for

pyte I praye yow that ye wylle hyde me. 1529 SKELTON
Col. Cloute 1022 Helas, I say, helas ! Howe may this come
to passe. 16x0 HOLLAND Camdens Brit. i. 300 But if of
Edward King (helas < our Hector wailes the death. 1753
LADY LUXBOROUGH Let. to Sh&istone 24 June, Hela;!

Lady Plymouth, Lady Archer, &c. are in the neighbour-
hood, and I in my chimney-corner.

Helbpw(e, obs. forms of ELBOW.
c 1325 Gloss. W. de Biblesvi. in Wright Voc. 147 Helbowes,

amdes. c 1475 Wr. -Wulcker 749/6 Hie cubitus, a helbowe.

HelcO-, combining form of Gr. cA/cos
'

festering
wound, ulcer ', used to form technical terms with
sense '

ulcer
'

: as in He Icoid a., resembling an
ulcer (Mayne Expos. Lex. 1854). Helcology,
the doctrine of, or a treatise on ulcers (Mayne).
||
Helco ma, an old term for ulceration (Syd. Sfff.

Lex.). Helcophtha'lmia. -my, ophthalmia with
ulceration (Mayne). He-lcoplasty [Gr. irXaor-ds

formed], the operation of grafting on an nicer a

piece of healthy skin from another part or person
^Dunglison Mtd. Diet.}. \\

Helco-sis [Gr. fAKoxm],
ulceration. Helcotic (helkptik) a. [Gr. ibjaoriKos

ulcerating], of or belonging to ulceration (Mayne).
1876 Wagner's Gen. PathoL 283 The doctrine of ulcers

belongs for the most part to special surgery, where helcology
has attained to great perfection.

f He'lctic, a. Obs. [ad. Gr. AKTI*OJ fit for

drawing, f. tAxros, verbal adj. of "t\mai to draw,
drag.] That serves to draw, drawing.
16$ W. BURTON Itin. Anton. 54 Who with I know not

what Helktique Instruments, .have removed Cataractonium
out of Yorkshire.

t Heicysm. Obs. rare
-

". [a. L. helcysma, a.

Gr. \Kvapa silver dross.]
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Heicysm, the froth and filth of

silver ; the dross and scum of that metal.

Held Jieid), ppl. a. [pa. pple. of HOLD v.']

Kept in, restrained, detained.
1820 KEATS Lamia i. 300 While, like held breath, the stars

drew in their panting fires, a 1850 RossETT! Dante q Circ.
n. U874) 287 Still whispering under my held breath. 1891
Pall Mall G. 2 Feb. 2/1 The coda with its held notes for
the bass clarinet and bassoon deserves close attention.

t Held, helde, st. Obs. [Late OE. helde fern.,

allegiance, fealty: cf. OE. hyUfa, hyld favour, grace,
loyalty, allegiance -^ OS. huldi, OHG. huUt (Ger.

"

huld), Goth, type *hulfei, f. hutys, OHG., OS.,
OE. hold gracious, kind.]
1. Grace, favour, kindness.
a 1000 Cxdmon's Gen. 301 Hyld ha;fde his ferlorene.

CII7S Lamb. Horn. 69 God..5efe us mihte |>urh his held
bet ure leue beo ure sceld. n 1310 in Wright Lyric P. x. 37
Y-here thou me nou, hendest in helde.

2. Loyalty to the liege lord, allegiance.
a looo Laws ofEdgar iv. c. 12 (Schmid) For eowrum hyl-

dum, | ze me symble cyddon. cnoo O. E. Chron. an.

1097 He pair on ^zes cynges Willelmes heldan to cynge
sesette. 1297 K. GLOUC. (1724) 285 Understonde be bet

efsone, and hold me byn helde. a 1300 Floriz fr Bl. 397 pat
he be bere al be helde bat man schal to his louerd jelde.

Held, obi. erron. form of YIELD v.

t Eelde. Herb. Obs. An old name of Tansy.
ciooo Sa-r Lecchd. II. 86 Genim .. heldan & betonican

eolonan. c looo /ELFRIC Voc. in Wr.-WCilcker 133/33 Tana-
ceta, helde. c 1265 Barnes ofPlants in Wr.-Wiilcker 556/17
Tanesetuni, i. tant'sic, i. helde.

Helde, obs. form of HEALD, HIELD, HILD.

Holder, adv. Obs. exc. dial. [ME. = ON. comp.
heldr (Sw. heller, Da. heller).~\ More ;

rather.

13. . C^a7f.<yC7r.A/.43oAnd nawjxr faltered ne fel be freke

neuer be helder. a 1400-50 Alexander 1016 My couatyng
is elder [v. r. helder] Je sadnes of slike men ban swyftnes of

childir. Ibid. 4657 pat gome is gods gud frend & god
neuire be hildire. 1674 RAY N. C. Words 25 Heldar,
rather, before. 1-1840 in Almondbury <y ffmldtnf. Gloss.

S.V., [One of ' some masons setting a flag '] It's elder slack

yet. 1857, 1874 (see ELDER adv. ].



HELDEST.

t He'ldest, adv. Obs. [superl. ofllELDEB, ON.
heht.~\ Most, foremost, soonest.

(11400-50 Alexander 1855 (Dubl. MS.' In howre-selfe to

sitte all-bar heldest [i'.r. heist]. Ibid. 2509 When we hope

all j>e heldest [v.r. althire-hisest] to herye hym with armes.

Heldest, -ast, obs. forms of ELDEST.

c 375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Kychflas 104 His heldast douch-

tyre. a 1400-50 Alexander 2319 Heldest child.

Helding, obs. form of HILDING.

Hele, v.i (str.) Obs. Forms: i helan (2nd

sing, hilest, 3rd sing. hilj>), 2-3 heole(n, 2-4

hele (2nd sing, hilest), (3 hale), 4 hel. Pa. t. i

heel.pl. haelon, 4 hal. Pa. pple. i holen(Bosw.),

3 iholen, 4 holn, hole, ihole. [Com. Tent,

str. vb. of ablaut series hel-, hal-, hnl- (hoi-) : OE.

helan, hifl. hmlon, holen^OVns. hela, OS., OHG.
helan ,MLG., MDu., Du. helen, MHG. fieln,Ger.

hehleii} to hide, conceal, cover up ; Aryan root kel-

in L. celdre to hide, oc-cul-fre to hide, Gr. KaK-itnr-
\

(iv to hide. (See note below.) The present stem
|

of this strong vb. blended in ME. with that of the

derivative OE. helian (see next\ so that the strong

inflexions did not survive the I4th c. Weak inflex-

ions occur beside the strong in MDu. helen, and

alone in MLG., mod.Ger., and Du.]
trans. To hide, conceal ;

to keep secret.

(835 Yest- Psalter xxxix. n [xl.] 10 Ne hel ic mildheort-

nisse Sine.. from ^esomnunge micelre. f 893 K. ALFRED
Oros. vi. xxxiii. 2 He hit hsel swibe fseste wi3 his brooor.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 57 Ne bu najest for to stele ne nan befbe

for to heole. a 1300 Moral Ode 161 in Trin. Coll. Horn.

225 Al sal bar ben j>anne cu5 bat men lujen her and halen.

a 1335 Ancr. R. 146 3if bi god dede were iholen. ^1330
Hali Meid. 47 3if bu wel hiles te under godes wenges.
a 1300 Cursor M. 28135 Ic ha bam holn al wit my pride.

1340 Ayenb. 26 pe kueades bet were y-hole and yroted ine be

herte. 13.. A. Alis. 4203 My coppe thow hast y-stole.

And undur thy barm hole.

[Note. The Teutonic ablaut-series hel; hal-, hgl, nul-

(hol-\ has an extensive family of derivatives :

I. From e grade : OE. helan, HELE v.', HELE si>. ;

HELM '.

II. From a grade (with umlaut): "haljan, OE. Italian,

HELE vl; Goth. Italia, OE. h(l(l\ HELL sb.

III. From u(o) grade: OE. hulii, HULL 'husk'; OE. hoi,

Sc. holl, HOWE ' hollow
'

; OE. hoi, HOLE ; HOLLOW a. , sb., v.

IV. From u grade (with umlaut) : Goth, huljan, OE.

^hyllan, ON. hylja, ME. hyll, hule, hile, HILL .]

Hele, heal (hfl), v? (w&.) Obs. exc. dial.

Forms : I helian, 2-4 helie(n, 2-5 hele, 4-5

heyle, Sc. heile, 4-7 hell(e, 5 heele, Sc. heill,

6-9 heal, 7 heale, 8- heel, 9 hele. Pa. t. I -ode,

2-4 -ede, 3-5 -ed, 4 helled, heild, Sc. helit,

heylyt, 4-5 helet;e, 6-9 healed. Pa. pple. 3

ihaeled, iheoled, 3-5 (i)heled, -id, -yd, yheled,

4 Sc. helit, 5 -ud, -ut, 6-9 healed. [OE. helian,

a later form of helian (Sievers, ed. 2, 400. 2)
=

OS. bi-helljan, OHG. bi-hellen :-*haljan, f. ablaut

stem hal- of helan : see prec. etym. and note.]

fl. trans. To hide, conceal ;
to keep secret. Obs.

cy}$ Canons Edgar 47 in Thorpe Anc. Laws II. 254

Dset aenig xehadod man his sceare ne heli^e. c 1000 ,/ELFRIC

Gen. xxxvui. 15 Heo helode hire nebb. c 1300 Trin. Coll.

Horn. 197 pat heued hat he helede. 01335 Alter. R. 410

Mei ich .. helien Abraham bing bet ich benche uorto

donne? 1375 BARBOUR Bruce iv. 373 Syne [thai] it helit

weill eneuch. c 1440 Gesta Rom. xxxiii. 129 (Harl. MS.)
Hele the cors of this dede man Jn some prive place of thin

he

synne. 1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xviii. 35 Heill nor

conceill, reset nane of thay lownis. ?!.. Bold Burnel s

Dan. ix. in Child Ballads n. Hi. (1884) 453/2 Although
I would heal it neer sae well, Our God above does see.

fb. absol. or intr. To practise concealment,

keep a secret, keep silence. Obs.

13.. Guy Warw. (A.) 351 No longer hele y nille, Al that

sobe tellen y wille. c 1400 Rom. Rose 2522 To hele wel is

no folye. c 1450 Erie Tolous 1034 The abbot seyde . . that

he wolde hele, And ellys he were wode.

2. To cover, cover in. Still in local use, esp. in

senses (a) to cover (roots, seeds, etc.) with earth ;

(K) to cover with slates or tiles, to roof.

a. c 1300 Trin. Coll. Horn. 195 Anes kinnes neddres is be

mid hire lichame heleS hire heued bane he beS of harme

offered. Ibid. 107 pat heued bat he helede wio be deules

eginge. c 1105 LAY. 18405 Heo Iesge3 i bissen felden

Ihseled [1:1375 iheled] in heore telden. 1375 BARBOUR
Bruce ix. 128 Snaw had helit all the land. 1400 Three

Kings Cologne 52 Derkenes schulle heele be erbe. 1497

!fitf<j/'.0j<,&3OT(SomersetHo.), A Matynsbookehelidwith

purpill veluet. 1573 BOSSEWELL Amiorie n. 42 When his

[the lion's] necke and shoulders be healed with heare and

mayne. 1635 USSHER Ansvi. Jesuit 287 In this Countrie,

with them that retaine the ancient language . . to hell the

dead, is as much as to cover the dead. 1674 RAY S. ft E.

C. Words, Heal, to cover ; Suss. As, 'to heal the fire
'

;

'
to heal a house

'

;

'

to heal a person in bed '. 1773 W. TAD-

MAN in R. Dosde Mem. Agric. (1782) III. 102 [It] destroys

the small weeds, lets in the earth, and heels the seeds. 1861

Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XXII. II. 275 At the time ofearlhmg the

potatoes by the double mould-plough, turnip seed is sown,
and thus ' heled '. 1883 Gardeners Citron. 4 Mar. 295 Lay
or ' heel them in

'

sufficiently deep to cover the naked por-

tion of the stems.
b. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) II. 17 Brent tyletohele

wib hous and cherches. 1393 LANGL. /'. /'/. C. vin. 237

Alle be houses beb heled . . With no lede, bote with loue.

1458 Yattoii Churchm. Ace. (Som. Rec. Soc.) 100 It. for a

199

Plomer to hely the batylmente for the styple. 1674 [see

prec.]. 1703 T. N. City If C. Purchaser 275 They Rip, and

Heal, and Counter-lath, for 31. per Square. 1894 [see next).

Hence Heled///. a., covered, roofed.

1-1400 Three Kiiifs Cologne 23 A strete bat ban was i

clepede be couerid or be helid strete. 1578 LYTI: Dodoens

i. xxxii. 46 Olde tyled, or stone healed nouses. 1894 II''.

Sussex County Times 5 May 4/2 For Sale, a Block of Four

Freehold Brick-built Slate-healed Modern Cottages.

Hele,'/'. Obs. exc. dial. [f. HELED., in various
|

senses.] fa.? Concealment. (OE.) 1 1>. A
hiding-phce (obs.). C. Cover (dial.).

a 1000 Insl. Polity xii. in Thorpe Anc. Lams II. 320 Hi

..mid yfelan helan eanne men beswicao. 13.. K. Alls.

4950 Ac from her frendes hy stelen An gon to wode and

maken hem helen, And crepen thereinne. 1894 BI.ACKMORF.

rrrlycnas III. 106 The man . . had gone home . keeping

under hele with his oilskins on.

Hele, obs. f. HALE a., HEAL sb. and v., 1 1 EEL *.'

Helegug, obs. form of ELIGUG.

Heleles : see HEALLKSS.

t Helena (he-l/ha). Obs. [a. L. Helena, a. Gr.

'EXe'i/j; female proper name. The Greek Ilelene

was the sister of Castor and Pollux, the name given

to double meteors at sea ;
but there was pern, asso-

ciation also with Gr. i\lvr) torch.] A meteoric

light seen about the masts of ships: cf. CORPOSANT.

,563 W. FULKE Meteors (1640) n b, Seen on the land, is

called . . Ignisfatuus . . That which is scene on the Sea, if it

be but one, is named Helena, if it be two, it is called Castor

and Pollux. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 18 But if theyappeare
two and two together, they bring comfort with them, .as by
whose comming, they say, that dreadfull, cursed, and

threatning meteor called Helena is chased and driuen away.

Helend e, var. HEAI.END Obs., Saviour.

Helen-flower. An anglicized form of Helen-

iuin, a genus of composite plants.

1884 MILLER Plant-n., Helenium.. Dark purple Helen-

flower. .Autumn Helen-flower or Sneezewort.

Helenge, var. ELENGE a. dial., lonely.

Helenin (he'lfriin. Chem. [f. botanical name

Helen-ium + -IN.] A colourless crystalline sub-

stance (C 6
H 8O) obtained from the root of elecam-

pane (Inula Heleniuni).
1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 498 When the root

of elecampane is distilled, the helenin passes with the water

under the form of a yellowish oil. 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex.

s.v., According to Valenzuela, helenin is very useful in

bronchitis.

Hence He'lenene, a yellow oily hydrocarbon ob-

tained by distilling helenin with phosphoric anhy-

dride (Watts Diet. Chem. 1865).

Helepole (he-l/po'il). Ancient Hist. [a. F. hile-

pole, ad. late L. keltpolis
= Gr. jAt'iroXis city-taking,

used as fern. sb. = a besieging engine, f. IA- to take

+ jrciAis city.] An ancient besieging engine, a kind

of movable tower.

[1569 J. SANFORD tr. Agrippa's Van. Artes 33 b, Ye

engins called . . tolleons, Walking toures, Heliopolins.J 1770

LANGHORNE Plutarch (1879) II. 950/1 His engines, called

helepoles, were a pleasing spectacle to the very towns which

he besieged. 1845 Encycl. Metrop. XIV. 793 The move-

able towers employed by the ancients in their sieges, and

which they called Helepoles.

Heler, healer (hrlaa). Obs. exc. dial. Also

8-9 heeler, [f.
HELE z>.

2
]

1. a. One who covers up or conceals, b. A thing

that covers ;
a cover, covering, coverlet.

1398 TRF.VISA Earth. De P. R. v. vi. (1495), The eye
lyddes that ben the helers and couerars of the eyen. Ibid.

v. viii, A byrde in stede of an eye lydde hath an heler to

couere and kepe the syghte. 1879 Miss JACKSON Shropsh.

Word-bk. s.v., A proverbial saying heard in the neighbour-

hood of Stoddesden: 'The heler's as bad as the heaver'.

1888 ELWORTHY IV. Somerset Word-bk. 334 Heler, a horse-

cloth ; coverlet.
' Better nit put the haler 'pon th' 'oss '.

Ibid. 335
' The heler's so bad as the stealer.'

2. A slater or tiler : -HKLLIKB.

1674 RAV J
1

. <J- E. C. Words s.v. Heal, In the West he

that covers a House with slates is called a Healer or

Hellier. 1703 T. N. City t C. Purchaser 82 Squares of . .

Tyling in the Healers, or Bricklayer's Work.

3. The upper half of a drain tile, when made in

two semicylindrical parts (the under part being the
'

gutter tile ').

1846 J. BAXTER Litr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) 1. 231, 1300 tiles

with heelers, at 51. per 100.

t Heleth. Obs. Forms: 1-3 heelep, hele)), 3

halep ;
also 7 pseudo-arch, health. [OE. hxleti,

htfeti
= OSax. htfip, late OHG. hejid, Ger. held

hero.] A warrior, hero, man.

Beowulf (Z.) 191 Ne mihte snotor hasleS, wean onwendan.

CI305 LAY. 1779 pa heleSes weren blioe. Ibid. 11989

HseleS. [1613 DRAYTON Paly-fib, viii, They under false

pretence of amity and chear, The British Peers invite, the

German healths to view At Stonehenge.]

Helewei, -wi, var. of HALEWEI Obs.

t Helewou, -wow, -wogh, helowe-wall.
Obs. [f. HELE, covering + OE. wag, ME. wo), wow,

WOUGH, wall.] An end-wall ; (? also
- roof-wall\

a 1300 Grave 17 in Thorpe Anal. 153 De hele-wa^es beoS

laae, sid-wa^es unheje. Ic 1305 LAY. 25887 He nom bare

halle wah [CI375 hilewob) and helden hme to grunde.]

^11300 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1875) 90 Side walles hit

hedde to, ac non helewou ber nas ; hit was opun at eiter

ende, to go in al bat wolde. c 1335 Femiua ( MS. Trin. Coll.

Cambr. B. 14. 39 If. 122 b) Et pluis pur lever le meisere

and more to rere uppe the helewoghes. 1435 in Kennett

HELICAL.

Par. Antiq. II. 25 Et in solutis eidem dominae pro qupdam
helowe wall unius domus apud Curtlyngton annuatim ii.

den. 1695 Ibid. Gloss., Ilelfuie-waU, the hell-wall or end

wall that covers and defends the rest of the building.

Helf, Heli, obs. forms of HALF sb., HOLT.

Heliac (hrliisck), a. [ad. late L. heliac-tis, a.

Gr. r/XiaxJ!, f. fjAios the sun. Cf. F. htliaque]
1. Pertaining to the sun, solar.

1808 J. BARLOW Columb. it. 431 Quito bow'd ; and all the

heliac zone Felt the same sceptre, and confirm'd the throne.

2. = HELIACAL i.

constellations.

Heliacal (hflsi-akal), a. [f. as prec. + -At.]

1. Astron. Said of the rising of a star when it

first emerges from the sun's rays and becomes visi-

ble before sunrise, or of its setting when it is last

visible after sunset before beinglost in the sun's rays.

1607 A. BREWER Lingua in. vi, Setting of stars, chronic,

and heliacal. 1631 WIDDOWES Nat. Philos. (ed. 2) 6 Appa-
rent rising is called Heli[a]cal which is of stars getting out

of the sun beames : and so if the star get into the sun heames

at setting. 1738 NEWTON Chronol. Amendedi^, Hy observ-

ing the Heliacal Risings and Setting of the stars, they
found the length of the Solar year. 1834 Nat. Philos.,

Astron. vii. 169/2 (U. K. S.) The Egyptian rural year was

determined by the heliacal rising of Sirius.

t b. Heliacal year, the year reckoned from the

heliacal rising of Sirius, the canicular year ; great

heliacalyear, the canicular cycle : see CANICULAR 3.

1663 STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr.\. vi. i In 1461 years, which

was the great Heliacall year, it returns to the same be-

ginning.
2. Relating to or produced by the sun, solar, rare.

1801 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mae. XII. 224 That the

headaches and other symptoms of heliacal injury might not

ensue. 1871 BLACKIE Four Phases i. 21 Then the whole of

your lofty heliacal philosophy is only a blaze of lies.

Heliacally (hflai-akali), adv. [f. prec. + -LT 2.]

In the way ofneliacal rising or setting : see prec. I.

1589 FLEMING Virg. Georg. i. 8 note, Cosmically not heliac-

ally: forthese two, rising and settingare ascribed to the stars.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. iv. xiii. 222 From ihe rising

of this [the dog-] starre, not cosmically, that is, with the Sun,

but Heliacally, that is, its emersion from the rayes of the

Sunne, the Ancients computed their canicular dayes. 1834

Nat. Philos., Astron. vii. 169/2 (U. K.S.) The age of Hesiod

may be determined by the fact that he mentions that

Arcturus rose heliacally sixty days after the winter solstice.

Helisean (hfli|-an), a. [f.
Gr. 'HAiai'o + -AN.]

Belonging to the Helixa, a public hall in ancient

Athens, in which was held the chief law-court, be-

fore which were tried all offences liable to public

prosecution.
1807 ROBINSON Archzol. Grzca i. xxv. 106 Carry him

to be tried at the Helisean court. 1830 tr. Aristoph.,

Wasps no When you eat the paunch procured by an

Heliaean old stager.

Helianthaceous (\uUiten$f-m), a. Sol. [f.

mod.L. HELIANTH-US + -ACEOUS.] Allied to the

genus Helianthus of composite plants.

Helianthoid (h*li|Ee
-

nJ>oid), a. and sb. Zool.

[f.
mod.L. HcKanthaidea, neut. pi. of Helianthoid-

es ; f. Hclianthtis : see next and -oil).]

A. adj. a. Resembling the Helianthus (Mayne

Expos. Lex. 1854). b. Belonging to the Helian-

thoidea, an order of Actinozoa, comprising the sea-

anemones. B. sb. One of the Helianthoidea. Also

Helianthoi'dean a. and sb.

n Helianthus (h'riiiwnjiife). Bot. [mod.L., f.

Gr. TjAi-os sun + ai<0os flower.] The botanical genus

including the common sunflower (N.O. Compositte).

1776MARTYN Rousseau's Bot. xxvi. 400 Jerusalem artichoke

is also a species of Helianthus. 1804 J. GRAHAME Sabbath

(1839) 9/2 Like helianthus, borne on downy wings To distant

realms. 1834 MRS. SOMERVILLE Connect. Phys. Sc. xx

^.. calp Hu __ _ .

helianthus turns her dial-like face to the sun.

Hence Helia'ntMca., of or belonging to Helian-

thus, as in helianthic acid, obtained from sunflower

seeds. Helia-ntlilii, an aniline dye of orange

yellow colour.

Heliast (hTH|Mt). Gr. Antiq. [ad. Gr. qAia-

O-TIJS, f. r)Aiafo-9cu to sit in the court 'HXiaia.] One

of the qualified citizens of ancient Athens chosen

to sit as judges in the Helian court ;
a dicast.

1807 ROBINSON Archaol. Grxca i. xxxv. 127 Set in the

stocks five days and as many nights, if the heliasts so

a. [ad. Gr. ,
f. i

elia

iv. (1739) 10 They
ee prec.] Of or pertaining to the Heliasts.

1647 N. BACON Disc. Gmit. Eng. i. iv. (1739) 1

executed their Commission in Circuits, like unto the

Athenian Heliastick or Subdial Court. 1807 ROBINSON

A rchxol. Gneca i. xxxy. 125 The heliastic court alone was

to pass sentence upon him.

Helical (he-likal), a. [f.
L. helix, helic-em (see

HELIX) + -AL.] Belonging to or having the form

of a helix ; screw-shaped ; spiral.

1613 M. RIDLEY Magn. Bodies 27 A Helicall and Spirall



HELICALLY.
vertue to move on the Cilinder of her Axis in Spiral! line-.

1641 WILKISS Mat!i. Alagick I. i.\. 16481 57 A helicall

revolution about a Cylinder. 1789 Trans. Soc. Arts 1.217
The mean helical angles of Archimedean or Water Screws.

1884 F. J. BRITTEN H'atck ft Clockni. 16 For marine
chronometers helical springs, in which both ends curve in-

ward-, are universally used.

Helically Ihe'likili), tutv. [f. prec. + -LY
-.]

In a helical manner, spirally.

1664 EVFI.YX Sylva. (1776) 543 Such as we sometimes find

so helically twisted. 1676 Phil. Trans. XI. 594 Tum'd
helically like a Snail-shell. 1878 THURSTON Growth Steam-
fng. 74 Flues helically traversing the masonry setting.

Helicarnpana, obs. form of ELECAMPANE.
II Helice (he-list). Obs. [a. L. Helice, Gr. tAiVr,

lit.
'

winding ', from its revolution round the pole ;

mod.F. ffilife.] A
poetical appellation of the

constellation Ursa Major.
1506 FITZ-GEFFRAV Sir F. Drake (1881) 33 The Cynosure

of the purest thought, Faire Helice, by whom the heart is

taught. 1631 WIDDOWES Nat. Fhilos. (ed. 2! 8 Helice the

greater Beare hath 27 Starres.

Heliced (hf-list), a. rare. [f. HELIX, pi. helices,
in F. helice + -ED 2.] Adorned with helices.

1875 LEWIS & STREET in Encycl. Brit. II. 411/2 Ter-
minates in a foliated and heliced acroterium.

Helices (he-lisfz), pi. of HELIX.

Helichryse (he-likrais). =next.
1893 SYMONDS / the Key of Blue 10 While curling through

lush grass one spies Tendrils of honeyed helichryse.

II Heliclirysum (helikrai-Aa). Also -os, -on.

[L., heKchrysum, also helichrysos= Gt. fKixpvaos,
!. ?Ai spiral + \pi>aos gold.]
1. A creeping plant with yellow flowers, so called

by the ancients : variously identified as Gnaphalium
staechas and Tanacctum aunt/urn.

1551 TURNER Herbal \. C ij a, The ryght Elichryson
groweth in Italy . . and it may be called in englysh, flour

amor, or yelowe flour amor. 1850 LEITCH Mailers Anc.
Art 208. 335 A carved cup . . surrounded at the rim with
a wreath of ivy and helichrysos, beneath with acanthos.

2. Bot. A large genus of composite plants, having
mostly yellow flowers, of persistent character,
whence called Everlastings or Immortelles.
1664 EVELYN Kal. Hort. (1729) 227 [Plants] least patient

of cold . . Balsanntm, Helicnryson. i88a Garden j i Feb.
91/1 Hetichrysums are not very particular as to soil.

Heliciform (he-lisif/jm), a. [ad. mod.L. heli-

ciform-is, f. helix HELIX . see -FOKM.] Having the
form of the snail's shell ; spirally wound (Mayne
Expos. Lex. 1854).
Helicin (he-lisin). Chem. [mod. f. L. helix

spiral, also a kind of willow + -IN.]
1. The glycoside of salicylic acid.

1859 FOWNES Man. Chem. MI,. 1865WATTS Z>;V/.C;5. III.

139. 1873 Fon'nes' Chem. (ed. n) 642 Helicin, Cis HieOv,
is a white, crystalline, slightly bitter substance, produced by
the action of very dilute nitric acid upon salicin.

2. An oily substance extracted from snails.

1854 MAYNE Expos. Lex.) Helicin, name given by Oscar
Figuier for a peculiar substance which he discovered in the

garden snail. 1861 HULME tr. Moquin-Tandon 11. in. ii. 85
An oil with a sulphurous odour.. to which he has given the
name of Helicine.

Helicine he-lisain, -in), a. Anat.
[f. as prec.

-r -IXE.] a. Spiral, coiled ; applied to certain

small arteries of the penis and clitoris, b. Per-

taining to the helix of the ear.

1833 DUNGLISON cited in WORCESTER. 1836-9 TODD Cycl.
Aftaf. II. 446/1 Passage of the blood from these helicine
arteries.

Helicinian (helisi-nian , a. and sb. Zoo/, [f.

mod.L. Helicina
(f.

helix
,
+ -IAN.]

A. adj. -Spiral ; said of a shell. B. sb. One of
the Helicina, a family of Gastropods in De Ferus-
sac's classification.

1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 106/2 Helicit/x, The fifth order [of

gastropods) contains two families : ist The Helicinians . .

2nd The Turbicinians.

Helicite (he-lisait). GeoL [f. L. helix, hehc-
HELIX + -ITE.] A fossil snail-shell.
1828 in WEBSTER. 1851 TH. Ross Hutnboldt's Trav. II.

xvi. 7 The same little helicites..are found in layers of three
orfour feet thick as far inland as Turmero.

Helicograph. ,he-lik0gruf). [f. helico-, com-

bining form of Gr. A< HELIX + -GRAPH.]
1851 Diet. Archit, s.v., An instrument, .for describing the

volutes and scroll work found in Grecian architecture, and
called the screw helicograph.

Helicogyrate (-d.^io-r^t), a. Bot. [f. as prec.
-

GYRATK.J Surrounded by an obliquely placed
ring, as some spore-cases. Also said of the ferns.

1857 BERKELEY Cryfitog. Bot. 505 Fee . . includes the

helicogyrate ferns also in the general denomination of Poly-
podiaceas. 1866 Treat. Bot., Helicogyrate, having a ring
or gyrus carried obliquely round it ; as in the spore-cases
of Trichotnanes.

Helicoid the-likoid', a. and sb. Also 7 -oeid.

[mod. ad. Gr. iAucoetS^f of winding or spiral form,
f. ?Ai HELIX + (Uos shape : see -om. Cf. F. MK-
coide (1704 in Hatz.-Parm.).]
A. adj.

1. Having the form of a helix; screw-shaped;
spiral. Chiefly in Zool. of shells, and in Bot. of
forms of inflorescence, etc. Helicoid parabola, in
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1 Ccom. a spiral curve formed by twisting the common

I

parabola so that its axis becomes a circle, the ordi-

I

nates still remaining perpendicular to the axis and
1

in the same plane with it.

1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn., Helicoid Parabola^ or the
Parabolick Spiral, is a Curve which arises from the Suppo-
sition of the Axis of the common Apollonian Parabola's
being bent round into the Periphery of a Circle. 1796 HUTTON
Math. Diet., Helicoid Parabola, or the Parabolic Spiral.
1835 LINDLEY Introd. Bot. (1848) 1. 324 The cyme . . is helicoid
or scorpioid. 1849 DANA Geol. App. i. (j 850 <

721 The fusiform
helicoid cavity. 1875 BENNETT & DYER Sac/is' Bot. 521 The
Unilateral Helicoid Cyme is a sympodial cyme in which
the median plane of each of the successive axes, .is always
situated on the same side.

2. Zool. Belonging to or resembling the IIelicid&t

gastropodous molluscs including the snail.

1876 tr. Beneden's Anitn. Parasites 37 Molluscs . . with a
helicoid shell, similar to that of a small natica.

B. sb. t 1. Something of a helicoid or spiral
form. Obs. rare.

1699 GARTH Disfftu. 80 Shells, Some Helicoeids, some
Conical appear, These Miters emulate. Those, Turbans are.

2. Geom. fa. = Helicoid parabola: see A. i.

Obs. b, A warped surface generated by a moving
straight line which always passes through or touches
a fixed helix.

1842 BRANDE Diet. Sc., etc. 547/1 [This] spiral "curve . . is

the helicoid. 1855 DAVIES & PECK Math. Diet., Helicoid,
a warped surface, which may be generated by a straight
line moving in such a manner that each point of it shall
have a uniform motion in the direction of a fixed straight
line, and at the same time a uniform angular motion about it.

Helicoidal (helikoi-dal), a. [f. as prec. + -AT,.]
= HELICOII> a. i.

1864 in WEBSTER. 1881 Brit. Assoc. Rep. 405 The forma-
tion of the right and left-handed helicoidal crystals.

He'11coldly, adv. [f. HELICOID a. + -LY 2
.]

In a helicoid manner, spirally.
1849 DANA Geol. App. i. (1850) 720 A fusiform chamber

helicoidly divided.

Helicometry (helikp'metri). Geom. [f.helico-,
comb, form of Gr. Ai HELIX + -METBY.] The
measurement of spirals.
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), H~eUcomctry, or Helicosofhy,

a Mathematical Art, which teaches how to measure or draw
all Spiral Lines upon a Plain, and shews their respective
Properties. 1811 Encycl. Landin. s.v.

HELIOCENTRIC.

1. The action of covering; covering up, conceal-

ing ; the covering in of a house, rooting with slate,

tiles, or the like.

a. laoo Lofsitng in Cott. Horn. 207 Ki his spotlunge and
bufettunge and his heliunge. a 13x5 Ancr. R. 150 pe
heliunge is |>e god dedes lif, & halt hit ine strencoe. 1357
Lay Folks Catech. 222 All wrangwise takyng ..hiding or

helyng of othir men godes. 1451 Chnrchw. Ace. Yatton
(18901 94 For helyng of Synt Jamys ys Chapell. 1554 Ibid.
166 The tyler for y hellyng of y Church. 1609 SKKNK Reg.
Maj. 6 Fraudfull heiling and concealing of treasure. 1669
WORLIDGE Syst. Agric. u68il 237 Healing with Lead or flat

Helicon (he-likfm). [L.
In sense 2 b there seems to be association with

HELIX.]
1. (With capital H.) Name of a mountain in

Bceotia, sacred to the Muses, in which rose the

fountains of Aganippe and Hippocrene ; by i6th and

I7thc. writers often confused with these. Hence
used allusively in reference to poetic inspiration.
a 1529 SKELTON Agst. Garnesche 99, I gaue hym drynke

of the sugryd welle Of EUconys waters
crystallyne. 1567

HARMAN Caveat (1869' 28 Eloquence haue I none ; I neuer
was acquaynted with the muses

;
I neuer tasted of Helycon.

1579 SPENSER Shepk. Cal. Apr. 42 You Virgins, that on
Parnasse dwell, Whence fioweth Helicon, the learned well.

1600 title England's Helicon [ed. 2 . . or the Muses Harmony. ]

1631 MILTON Epit. AFchess Winchester 56 Here be tears of

perfect moan Wept for thee in Helicon. 1651 RANDOLPH,
etc. Hey for Honesty v. Wks, (1875) 481 Poor shallow
scoundrels . . that never drank any Helicon above a penny
a quart. 1892 Bookman Nov. 57/1 Any question of his

precise place in England's Helicon.

2. a. An ancient acoustical instrument consisting
of strings stretched over a resonance-box and cap-
able of being adjusted to different lengths, b. A
large brass wind-instrument of a spiral form.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Helicon, a form of wind-instru-
ment of metal, resembling a French-horn, but having keys
and valves.

Heliconian (heliktf
u
'nian)j a. [In sense i, f.

L. Heliconi-iis Gr. 'EXi/towo?, f. *'EXiicwv (see prec.
and -IAN). In sense 2, f. mod.L. Helieonia, a genus
of butterflies.]
1. Pertaining to Helicon, or to the Muses.

1557 GRIMALD in Tottell's Misc. (Arb.) 107 Th Heliconian

Nymphs. 1500 SPENSER F. Q. \\. xii. 31 Th' Heliconian
maides. 1635 j. TAYLOR i,

Water P. i Life T. Parr Wks. (1872)

17 He . . ne er did taste the Heliconian cup. 1779 COWPER
Let. to y. Hill 14 Nov., Your approbation of my last Heli-

conian present encourages me to send you another. 1868
TENNYSON Lucretius 224 Shutting reasons up in rhythm, Or
Heliconian honey in living words, To make a truth less harsh.

2. Entom. Belonging to the genus Heliconia^ or

family ffeliconiidse of butterflies. Also Heliconr-

deons, Heliconine, He'liconoid adjs.
1826 KIRBY&SP. Entomol. i'i8a8) III. xxxv.645 In several

of the Heliconian butterflies the greater part of both wings
is transparent. 1867 A. R. WALLACE Nat. Select, iii. (1871)

85 Every species of Napeogenes mimics some other Heli-
conideous butterfly. 1887 in Fortn. Rri>. Sept. 355 The
immense variety of the Heliconoid butterflies.

t HelicO'SOphy. Obs. [f. helico-, comb, form
of Gr. ?A* HELIX, after philosophy] That part of

geometry which treats of spirals.
1570 DEE Math. Pref. 34 Helicosophie, is nere Sister to

Trochilike. 1696 PHILLIPS, Helicosophy, a mathematical
Art which demonstrates the designing of all spiral Lines.

Helie, -y, var. HEILY, HIGHLY a. Obs.

Heliug, healing, vbl. sb. Also 6- helling.
Nowdiae. [f. HELE v. 1 and 2 + -ING 1.]

2. concr. A covering ; a cover, roofing.
13.. A". Alis. 6188 Above, and byneothe, is heore heolyng.

"375 BARBOUR Bnice v. u The heling of thar hevede That
vikkit vyntir had thame revede. 1387 TREVISA Higden
(Rolls) II. 283 Sche hidde hir armes and hir ^yghes wiji

dyuers helynges. Ibid. III. 273 pe helynge [of the palace]
Hche to pe firmament. 1498 U 'ill of M'ltytnwr (Somerset
Ho.), My portouse w* a rede helyng. 1543 Will of J. Alors

(Ibid.), Fetherbedde, a bolster. .twoo blankettes a Helyng
a matres. 1674 RAY A" C. Words 24 A Bed-Healing
(Derb.}, a coverlet : it is also called absolutely a Hylling in

many places. 1703 T. N. City fy C. Purchaser 169 Of the

weight of this sort of Healing. 1838 MRS. BRAY Trad.
Devonsh. I. 306 Slaters with us. .are called helliers and the
slate roof of a house is termed the helling. 1853 -^'

"5* Q-
ist Ser. VIII. 44/2 Another Devonianism. The Cover of a
book is called its healing.

tb. Clothing. Obs.

138* in Wyclifs Sel. Wks. III. 519 Ynowj for liflode and
hehng. (-1400 Apol. Loll. 43 Fode & heling hauing, wij>
hem I schal be content.

3. Comb., as heling-coster, -net, -stone,

1447 E. E. Wills (1882) 131 All my ..helyng Costurs of

hallys. 1558-9 Act i EHz.Q. 17 i No person, .shall use

any Heling Nett or Trymle Bote. i6oa CAREW Cornwall
6b, For covering of houses there are three sorts of SJate,
which from that use take the name of Healing'Stones.
Hello (hrlw), colloq. abbrev. of HELIOGRAPH sb.

and v.

1893 R. KIPLING Many Ittvent. 30, I used to put my
signaller under arrest to prevent him reading the helio-

orders. 1897 Daily Neivs 4 Sept. 5/4 Messages had to be
helio'd under a hot fire at short range.

Hello-, combining form of Gr. 1j\io$ sun, occur-

ring in various scientific and other terms, most of

which are entered in their alphabetical places ;

others of rarer occurrence are placed here. Helio-
a'rkite a. [cf. ABKITE], relating to the sun and
Noah's ark, as objects of worship. ||

Heliocome-tes

[mod.L., f. Gr. KOpfjTijs comet], an appearance of

rays of light extending from the sun like a comet's

tail. Helio-dsemo-nic a., relating to the sun and
dsemons. Helio-ele'ctric a., relating to electric

force emanating from the sun. Hello-engTa'ving
1

= HELIOGRAVURE. Helio-fug-al a. [after centri-

fugal \ cf. F. heliophuge], tending away from the

sun. Helio -later [Gr. -Aar/wjs worshipping], a

worshipper of the sun ; so Helio latrons a., wor-

shipping the sun ; Heliolatry [Gr. Aarpeta wor-

ship], sun-worship. Helio log-ist, one versed in

heliology ; Helio'log-y, the science of the sun's

energy and action. Helio philons a. [<u'Ao? lov-

ing], fond of or attracted by sunlight. Heliopho'-
bia [Gr. -<po&ia fear], dread of or shrinking from

sunlight, photophobia; so Heliophobe [Gr. -<f>o0os

fearing], one affected with heliophobia ;
Hello*

pho-bic a., fearing or shunning sunlight.
1804 Edin. Rev. III. 314 Seats of the *Helio-arkite super-

stition. 1838 MRS. BRAY Trad. Devomh. I. 148 The
ceremonies of the Helioarkite procession. 1737-51 CHAMBERS
Cycl. t

*Heliocometes, comet of the sun
; a phsenomenon

sometimes observed at the setting of the sun ; thus denomi-
nated by Sturmius and Pylen . . in regard it seems to make a
comet of the sun, being a large tail, or column of light,
fixed or hung to that luminary, and dragging after it at his

setting. 1866 Cornh. Mag. Mar. 293 Notions about an
arkite idolatry and a *Helio-daemonic worship. 1884
Nature 8 May 47/2 The *helio-electric theory of the pertur-
bations of terrestrial magnetism. 1886 Set. Amer. 24 July
49/2 The *helio-engraving by etching was brought to a high
degree of completion by Klic, of Vienna, in 1883. 1885
CLKRKE Pop, Hist. Astron. 387 The

'

*heliofugal
'

power by
which Comets' tails are developed. i8a8 WEBSTER,

*Helio-
later. Ibid.,

*
Heliolatry. 1890 GLADSTONE Impreg. Rock

11892) 66 According to *helio!ogists, the process does not

*

Heliophobia, the fear of the sun's rays on the retina, such
as occurs in albinism. 1886 I. RATTFAY in Trans. R. SK.
Edin.XXX II. 598 A heliophobic spore mayoften find enough
of shade among the rhuoids of other pre-existing weeds.

Heliocentric (hfliose-ntrik), a. (s/>., [f.

HELIO- : see CENTRIC. Cf. F. httiocentriqiie.

Opposed in both senses to GEOCENTBIC.]
1. Referred to the sun as centre ; considered as

viewed from the centre of the snn : as the helio-

centric latitude, longitude, place, etc. of a planet,

i.e. that in which it would appear to an observer

placed at the centre of the sun.

1685 Phil. Trans. XV. 1217 It was necessary .. to make a

Table of 7! 's Heliocentrick places, to which the Parallaxes

being applied, give the Geocentrick. 1703 GREGORY Ibid.

XXIII. 1318 Finding the Heliocenirick anil Geocentric



HELIOCENTRICAL.

places of a Comet. 1786 Ibid. LXXVI. 429, I have here

given its heliocentric and geocentric longitudes and lati-

tudes. 1833 HEKSCHEL Astron. v. 210 When we speak of

the heliocentric longitudes and latitudes of objects, we

suppose the spectator situated in the sun.

2. Having, or taking, the sun ascentre : as the helio-

centric \vt Copernican) system ofastronomy. (See B.)

1834 Nat. rliilos. III. Gloss, s.v. Geocentric (U'. K. S.),

The moon's orhit is Geocentric ; but the orbits of the other

planets, and of the earth itself, are Heliocentric. 1892

WKSTCOTT Gospel of Li/f 12 The heliocentric view of our

system . . is more religious and, in the fullest sense, more

scriptural than the geocentric view which it displaced.

fig. 1871 R. H. HUTTON Ess. II. 285 It [poetry of the

Old Testament] is what one might call a ^heliocentric,
as

distinguished from a geocentric, representation of life,

t B. sb. One who lakes the sun as a centre. Obs.

1667 A. NOWEL in Josselyn Voy. Nem Eng. 11674) 48

This assertion is not expugned by Geocentricks . . nor

oppugned by Heliocentricks.

Hence He:lioce-ntricism,the heliocentric theory ;

Heaiooentri-city, heliocentric quality.

1865 F. HALL in H. H. Wilson tr. Vishnu Pardna II. 242

note, The heliocentricism taught in this passage, .is remark-

able. 1878 N. Amer. Rev. CXXVI. 163 Ourreaders who are

ignorant of astronomy may as well refuse to acknowledge
the heliocentricity of things. 1885 W. W. ROBERTS Pontif.

Decrees Introd. 21 The Pope said in effect that heliocen-

tricism was a heresy.

Helioce-ntrical, a. rare. [f. as prec. + -AL.]
= HELIOCENTUIC. Hence Helioce'ntricaUy adv.,

as viewed from the centre of the sun.

1686 GOAD Celest. Bodies n. i. 122, I have reason to believe

the Planetary motions to be Heliocentrical. 1726 tr.

Gregory's Astron. I. 471 The Earth, .when it is in Conjunc-
tion with any other Planet Heliocentrically.

Heliochrome ^hHi0kr0
u
m). [f.

HELIO- + Gr.

Xpiiilta colour.] A photograph representing an ob-

ject in its natural colours. (Not yet (1897) obtained

in a permanent forni by any process.) So Helio-

chro-raic a., pertaining to heliochromy. Helio-

chro'moscope, a device for superposing three

specially prepared photographs of an object so as

to produce an image in the natural colours. Helio-

chro'motype = HELIOCHKOME. Heliochromy,
the production of images of objects in the natural

colours by a photographic process.

1853 R. HUNT Man. Photogr. xii. 176 The name of

*Hehochromes has been given to these naturally coloured

photographs, .the colours soon faded. 1855 LACAN Pref.
Niipce tie St. Victor's Researches 17 His *heliochromic

investigations. 1891 Daily Nevis 4 May 5/5 To reproduce
them [the natural colours] to the eyes it is sufficient _to

superpose the three images, one with red light, one with

green, and one with blue violet. This is accomplished in

. . a device called a *heliochromoscope about the size of a

hand stereoscope. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., 'Heliochro-

inotype, a sun-picture in the natural colors : long desired,

partially obtained, but always fugitive so far. 1835 tr.

Niepce de St. Victor's Researches 43
*
Heliochromy. 1891

Daily Nevus
5 May 6/5 Mr. Fred. E. Ives, of Philadelphia,

gave an exhibition .. of his 'composite heliochromy', the

name of his process of coloured photography.

Heliochryse (hrliokrais). [ad. L. heliochry-

sos, -on, a variant form in Pliny for helichrysos, -on

(see HELICHRYSUM), app. taken by later writers

as derived from Gr. rfAios sun + \pvofa gold.] Poetic

name for some bright yellow flower : ? a sunflower

or marigold. (See also HELICHRYSE.)
1593 B. BARNES Parthenophil Sonn. xcvi. in Arb. Gamer

V. 394 To whom, for need, Parthenophe did lend At
Nature's suit, rich Heliochrise, which shined In her fair

hair. IHd. Madr. xxiii. Ibid. 404 In his hand, a wreath of

Heliochrise He brought, to beautify those tresses. 1689 T.

PLUNKET Char. Gd. Commatuler 55 The Heliochryse. .His

Golden Leaves expandeth out of love To Phoebus.

Hello-daemonic, -electric, etc. : see HELIO-.

Heliogram (hf-liogrsem). [f.
HELIOGRAPH 4,

after telegram.} A message transmitted by a helio-

graph (see next, sense 4).
1881 Nature XXIV. 176 The sight of those who receive

the heliogram gets. .soon fatigued. 1897 LD. ROBERTS 41

Yrs. India II. li. 225 Brigadier-General Massy was informed

in reply to his heliogram, that [etc.].

Heliograph (hf-liograf), sb. [f.
HELIO- +

-GRAM, Gr. -y/xupos writing, writer.]

1. Name given to an engraving obtained by a pro-

cess in which a specially prepared plate is acted on

chemically by exposure to light. Also attrib.

The name was originally given to the process invented by
Niepce de St. Victor in 1826.

1853 R. HUNT Man. Photogr. i. 12 Niepce .. had also

succeeded in rendering his Heliographs, when once formed,

impervious to the further effects of the solar rays. 1875 tr.

VogeCs Chem. Light i. n Copper plate impressions of this

kind have been found amongst the papers left behind hy

Niepce, which he called 'heliographs', .as far back 351826.

This method .. is still in use .. especially in the printing ot

paper money. 1896 Daily News 18 Dec. 7/6 Miniature

paintings by Fouquet. .copied by the heliograph process.

fb. A photograph (Webster, 1864). Obs.

2. An apparatus for taking photographs of the sun

1848 Jrnl. X. Agric. Soc. IX. II. 326 This latter instru

ment includes a heliograph and nelmlograph, worked bj

one and the same clock-movement. 1865 Header 9 Sept

391/3 The Kew heliograph, in charge of Mr. De La Rue
continues to be worked by a qualified assistant.

3. An instrument for measuring the intensity o

sunlight.
VOL. V.
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1831 R. HUNT Photogr. 210 The number of lines marked
|

on the paper .. will furnish a comparative measure ot the

intensity of solar light, .and may be registered as so many
degrees of the Heliograph, the name Mr. Jordan has given
his instrument.

4. An apparatus for signalling by means of a

movable mirror which reflects flashes of sunlight

to a distance. Cf. HELIOTROPE 4. Also attrib.

1877 ATKINSON Ganofs Physics (ed. 8) 509 Aland's

Heliograph. The reflection of light from mirrors has been

lately applied by Mance in signalling at great distances l>y

means of the sun's light. 1880 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 461 The ,

author claims to have contrived a heliograph, or sun- '

telegraph, by which the rays of the sun can be directed on

any given point with greater ease than by those at present
:

in use. 1880 Times g Oct. 5/4 On the zyth of August, about

9 a.m., a flash was seen in the far distance. In a moment
our heliograph was on, and we found, to our great delight,

it was from General Roberts. 1897 Daily News 18 Sept. 5
j

They hope to secure heliograph connection with General
|

Blood's force shortly.

Heliograph, v. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To communicate by heliograph : see

prec. 4. Also with obj. clause and absol.

1880 Standard 24 Apr. 5/5 General Stewart heliographed

an account of the battle to Brigadier Ross. 1888A thenzum

kjan.
10/2 There were all the means for heliographing at

orti. 1893 R. KIPLING Many Invent. 29 We used to

heliograph to them.

2. To photograph by heliography.
1883 R. HALDANE Workshop Receipts Ser. it. 192/1 When
he cloth tracings have to be heliographed, raw sienna is

Iso added to the ink.

Heliographer (hlty-gil&i). [f. prec. + -ER :

cf. photographer.} One who practises heliography ;

one who makes or works a heliograph: see the

'arious senses of these words.

1875 tr. VogeVs Chem. Light xix. 281 The failure of

leliographers, lithographers, and photographers who tried

o work by combining the two arts.

Heliographic (,hJliogrDe-fik\ a. [f. HELIO- H-

GRAPHIC. Ct. F. hSliographique.]
1. Pertaining to the description of the sun.

with the ecliptic. iCf. geographic.)

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey) s.v. Charts, Heliograplnck

Charts, Descriptions of the Sun's Body, and of its Macvlx,
or Spots. 1879 NEWCOMB & HOLDEN Astron. 289 The

neliographic latitude of the spot, or its angular distance

From the solar equator.

2. f a. Belonging to photography ; photographic.
1840 Proc. A mer. Phil. Soc. 1. 181 Dr. Patterson exhibited

some specimens of the Heliographic Art (Daguerreotype!.

1855 tr. Niepce de St. Victor's Researches i. 44 The heho-

graphic images coloured by its light.

b. Belonging to photographic engraving : see

HELIOGRAPH i, HELIOGRAPHY 3.

1851 R. HUNT Photography ix. 107 Producing a better

effect than was given by the Heliographic process in several

hours. 1855 LACAN Pref. Niipce de St. Victor's Researches

21 The remarkable works which heliographic engraving has

produced. 1858 Photogr. Notes III. 260/2 The heliographic

image formed by the sensitive varnish acted on by the light.

1873 tr. Vogets Chem. Light \. 12 Printed off from helio-

graphic plates.

3. Pertaining to or obtained by the signalling ap-

paratus called a heliograph (see HELIOGRAPH 4).

graphic apparatus which is now available.

So Heliogr.vphical a. = HELlOGltAPHIC ;
Helio-

gra-phically acfv., by means of a HELIOGRAPH

(sense 4 in quot.).
1884 Sat. Rev. 26 Jan. 120 How the relieving force first

came heliographically into communication with Candahar.

Heliography (h/li^-grafi). [f. HELIO- +

-GHAPHY. Cf. F. Wiograpnit.]
1. The description of the sun. (Cf. geography.}
1730-6 BAILEY (folio), Heliography, a Description of the

Sun. 1798 C. PALMER (title) A Treatise on the Sublime

Science of Heliography satisfactorily demonstrating our

great orb of light, the sun, to be absolutely no other than a

body of let ! 1867-77 G. F. CHAMBERS Astron. vn. vii. 712

So much useful work has been done in heliography.

f 2. The process or art of obtaining permanent

images of objects by the chemical action of light

on prepared surfaces ; photography. Obs.

1840 Penny Cycl. XVIII. 113 s.v. Photogenic Drawings,
Such apparatus is named after its inventor the Daguerro-

type, and the process itself either photogeny, photography,
or heliography (sun-drawing). 1840 (title) Handbook of

Heliography.
3. Name of a process of engraving m which a

specially prepared plate is acted upon chemically

by exposure to light.
1843 Athenxum 22 Feb. 202 The process by which these

the combination of photography with copper-plate printing.

1880 Daily News 2 Dec. 5/2 Heliography, It seems, makes

no impression on the paper as types do.

4. The system of signalling by means of the

HELIOGRAPH (sense 4).

1887 Advance iChicagoi 10 Nov. 718 Heliography is a

sort of telegraphic system of communication by means of

flashes of sunlight reflected from mirrors.

HELIOSTAT.

Heliogravure (hfliogre'-viuj). [a. F. helio-

gravure, f. HtLKi- +gravure engraving.] A pro-

cess of engraving by means oi the action oi light

on a sensitized surface ; an engraved plate, or an

engraving, thus obtained ; photogravure. Also

attrib.

1879 FURNIVALL Ni-ui Shaks. Soc. Rep. 7 A heliogravure

reproduction by M. Dujardin, of Virtue's engraving. 1881

Atheuxum 16 Apr. 521/2 The medium of reproduction . . is

besides somewhat antiquated in these days of autotype and

heliogravure. 1883 Pall Mall G. 29 Nov., Phototype,

heliogravure, woodcuts, photo and chromo lithography,

have been each used according to need.

Helioid (hrliioid), a. [f.
Gr. fjAios sun + -oil).]

1886 Syd. Soc. Lex., Helioid, resembling the sun. Applied
to a body lhat is round, and has its circumference radiated

with hair-like points.

Heliolater, -logy, etc. : see HELIO-.

Heliolite (hrliobit). Min. [a. F. heliolite

(1797), f. HKLIO- + -LITE.] Sun-stone, a variety

of orthoclase containing albite or oligoclase.

Heliometer (.hilip-mftaj). [ad. F. hiliomiire

(1747 in Hatz.-Darm.), f. HELIO- + Gr. fiirpov

measure, -METER.]
1. An astronomical instrument originally devised

for measuring the diameter of the sun ; now much
used in determining the angular distance between

two stars.

It consists of a telescope, having the object-glass divided

into two parts, each of which can be made to slide past the

other and thus superpose the two images produced.

1733 SHORT in Phil. Trans. XLVIII. 165 M. Bouguer
had read . .in the year 1748, a memoir, in which he describes

an heliometer; which is an instrument, consisting of two

objective glasses, for measuring the diameters of the planets.

1836 Penny Cycl. V. 269 An invention of his in 1748, which

he calls the HtUmuttr,taA which is in fact the first doable

object glass micrometer, and was properly
so called. 1893

SIR R. BALL Story a/Suit 334 The heliometer of six inches

aperture at the Yale Observatory.

f 2. Name given to a complex form of portable

sun-dial, used for ascertaining solar time, latitude,

length of day, times of sunrise and sunset, etc. Obs.

1873 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.

Heliometric (.hzliome-trik), a. [f. prec. + -1C :

cf. F. hcliomttrique.'] Pertaining to, or obtained

or made by, the heliometer ; relating to measure-

ment of the sun. Also Hellome'trical a. ;
hence

Heliome-trically adv.

1881 Athetuemn 4 June 753/2 Heliometric observations of

Mars. i88a Standard 9 Dec. 5/4 At Harvard more than

eight hundred heliometncal measurements were made. 1883

Science I. 94 (They) do not maintain a steady contact

together when heliometrically observed. 1886 C. A. YOUNG
Recent Adv. in Solar Astron. in Pop. Sci. Mo. XXX. 25

The publication of the photographic and heliometric results

is waited for with much interest.

Heliophilous, -phobia, etc. : see HELIO-.

Heliopore (hrliopooj). [ad. mod.L. ffeliopora,

f. Gr. 7j\iot sun + Trdpoi pore: see MADREPORE.]
A coral of the genus Heliopora ;

a sun coral.

Helioscope (hflioskcup). [a. F. helioscope (1671
in Hatz.-Darm.), f. HELIO- + -SCOPE.] An appa-

ratus for observing the sun without injury to the

eye, or a telescope fitted with such an apparatus ;

the intensity of the light being reduced by smoked

or coloured glass, by reflectors, or by other means.

1673 Phil. Trans. X. 441 A Description of Helioscopes

and some other instruments. 1761 SHORT Ibid. LII. r?8 A
reflecting telescope of 18 inches focus, with a helioscope

adapted to it. 1869 PHIPSON tr. Gnilieinin's Sun (1870) 85

What are called helioscopes, which are merely composed of

two prisms, or two pieces of glass cut wedge-shaped, one

white and transparent and the other black or coloured.

So Heliosco-pic a., belonging to the helioscope,

or to observation of the sun ; Helio-scopy, the use

of the helioscope, observation of the sun.

1869 HF.RSCHEL Astron. iii. (ed. 101 75 Helioscopy. 1881

C. A. YOUNG Sun 65 Other forms of helioscopic eyepiece.

H Heliosis (hfli^'d*). [mod.L., a. Gr. fydaou

i exposure to the sun, f. fi\tovaScu to be exposed to

the sun, also to suffer sunstroke, f. TJA.IOS sun.]

1. Med. a. = INSOLATION, b. Sunstroke.

1834 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Heliosis, the warming of the

body in the sun's rays ;
insolation. 1881 O.UAIN Diet.

Med., Heliosis .. is also employed as a synonym for the

sunstroke.

2. Bot. (See quot.)
1866 Treas. Bot., Heliosis, a term applied to the spots

produced upon leaves by the concentration of the rays of the

sun through inequalities of the glass of conservatories, or

through drops of water resting upon them.

[Heliospherical, in recent Diets., app. an error

for HELISPHERICAL.]
Heliostat (hrliostset). Alscheliostata, -state,

[a. mod.L. heliostata, F. hiliostat (1764 in Hatz.-

Darm.), f. HELIO- + O-TCLTOS standing.]

An apparatus consisting of a mirror turned by
clockwork so as to reflect the light of the sun in

a fixed direction. (Also applied to a simpler appa-
ratus worked by hand, properly a porte-lumiire.~)

is a plane metallick Speculum, supported by a Stand, the

26



HEL1OSTATIC.

other is a Clock which directs the Speculum, c 1790 IMISON

Sch. Arll.iTi The Heliostata to take off the inconveniences

which arise from the motion of the earth, in making experi-

ments on the solar light. 1803 Yorxc in />*'/. Traits. XCIV.
,

16 For performing this experiment with very great accuracy,

a heliostate would be necessary. 1841 Proc. Amer. Phil.
\

Soc. II. 97 A simple form of the Heliostat, or instrument for

throwing a stationary beam of light into a darkened room.

Hence Heliosta'tic a., pertaining to a heliostat.

1881 Nature 29 Sept. 514 Phenomena developed by helio-

static star-disks.

Heliothid tulip-bid), st. and a. Entom. [f.

mod.L. Heliothidx ,
i. generic name Heliolhis.']

A. sb. A moth of the family Heliothidx. B.

adj. Belonging to or having the character of the

Heliothidx.

1884 Science n July 44/2 Even Agrotis takes a distinct

heliothid tendency in the tuberculate front and heavily

armed fore-tibia of the western species.

Heliotrope (hHurtroup). Forms: a. I elio-

tropus, 4 elitropium, -ius, eliotropia, 6 hely-

tropium, heliotropion, -ius, 6-7 -ium ; see also

HELIOTROPIAN sb. 0. 6- heliotrope. [Formerly
in Lat form heliotropium, etc., a. Gr. i)\wrpoiriov

(also ijAioTpoiros) a plant which turns its flowers and
j

leaves to the sun, heliotrope ;
also a green stone

streaked with red, bloodstone, and a kind of sun-

dial ;
f. 7/A.ios sun + -T/TOJTOS turning, rplitnv to turn.

In current form, a. F. heliotrope (ifithc. in Hatz.-

Darm.).]
1. A name given to plants of which the flowers

turn so as to follow the sun ;
in early times ap-

plied to the sunflower, marigold, etc. ; now, a plant

of the genus Heliotropium (N.O. Ehrctiaccx or

Boraginacese], comprising herbs or shrubs with

small clustered purple flowers; esp. H. Peru-

vianum, commonly cultivated for its fragrance.
. c icoo Sax. Leechd. 1 . 254 Dec* wyrt be man eliotropus

and oorum naman sijilhweorfa nemneS. i398TREvisA Barth.

De P. R. xvn. liv. (1495) 635 Elitropium is a drye herbe and

it beeryth and tornyth the leyf abowtewyth the meuynge of

the sonne. 1549 Compl. Scot, vu 57 Siklyik, ther is ane eirb

callit helytropium, the quhilk the vulgaris callis soucye; it hes

the leyuis appin as lang as the soune is in our heraispere, and

it closis the leyuis, quhen the soune passis vndir our orizon.

c 1590 GREENE Fr. Bacon xyi. 58 Apollo's heliotropion then

shall stoop And Venus hyacinth shall vail her top. 1603 B.

JONSON Kings Coronation Entertain. Wks. (Rtldg.) 528/2

Her chaplet [was] of Heliotropium, or turnsole.

^. a i6a6 BACON Wks. (1857) III. 832 Flowers ofheliotrope.

1643 G. DANIEL Poems Wks. 1878 II. 32 The Heliotrope

may live with the last Sun. 1664 EVELYN Kal. Hort. (1729)

215 Star-wort, Heliotrop, French Marigold. 1796 H. HUNTER
tr. St. -Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) II. 89 The French or

Peruvian heliotrope. 1861 WHYTE MELVILLE Good for
Nothing II. 169 The sweet heliotrope exhaled her dying

fragrance ere she sank to decay.
attrib. 1676 MAKVELL Mr. Smirke Itis, As the Helio-

trope Flower that keeps its ground, but wrests its Neck in

turning after the warm Sun.

b. fig. (Also allrib)
1603 B JONSON Sejanus iv. v, Good Heliotrope !. Is this

your honest man ? Let him be yours so still ; he is my
knave. 1600 Addr. Yng. Gentry Eng. 99 With free expan-

sions, and heliotrope conversions to that Eternal light.

1746-7 HERVEY Medit. (1818) 149 Let us all be heliotropes

iif I may use the expression) to the Sun of Righteousness.

C. Applied, with qualifying words, to other

plants, as False or Summer Heliotrope, Tour-

nefortia heliotropioides ; "Winter Heliotrope,

Nardosmia \Petasitcs, or Tussilagd)fragrans.
1866 Treat. Bot. 777 Nardosmin, a name under which

the Winter Heliotrope . .and some allied Northern species of

Tussilago, have been separated generically. 1884 MILLER

Plant-n., Summer Heliotrope.

d. A shade of purple like that of the flowers of

the heliotrope. Also attrib.

1881 World 21 June 18/1 A white cotton with violet sprig
and bonnet of heliotrope. 1886 Truth XXI, It is lined

with heliotrope satin. 1887 Daily News 5 July 5/5 A
costume of that peculiar mauve known as heliotrope.

e. A scent imitating that of the heliotrope.

1863 Public Ofinion 7 Jan. 20 Many scents, however, are

imitations heliotrope, for instance, having no relation to

that flower.

2. Mtn. A green variety of quartz, with spots or

veins of red jasper ; also called BLOODSTONE ; an-

ciently credited with various 'virtues', as that of

stanching blood, rendering the wearer invisible,

etc. (As to the origin of the name see quot. 1601.)
a. 1390 GOWER Con/. III. 112 There sitten five stones

mo. .Jaspis and elitropius. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R.
xvi. xl. (1495) 566 Eliotrofia is a precyous stone and is

grene and spronge wyth red dropes and veynes of colour of

blood. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 627 The pretious stone

Heliotropium. .is a deepe green in maner of a leeke..

garnished with veins of bloud : the reason of the name
Heliotropium is this, For that if it be throwne into a pale
of water, it changeth the raies of the Sun by way of reuer-

beration into a bloudie colour.. Magitians. .say, that if a
man carrie it about him . . he shall goe inuisible.

0. 1587 GOLDING tr. Solinus* Polyhistor (1590) Sijb
(Stanf.i, The precious stone called Heliotrope. 1740 tr.

Barba's Metals 120 The Heliotrope in his fine green Sub-
stance hath Veins of the purest Blood. 1814 GARY Dante's

Inf. XXIV. 91 Nor hope had they of crevice where to hide, Or
heliotrope to charm them out of view. 1884 F. J. BRITTEN
ll'atch ff Clmkm. 215 Chrysoprase, Heliotrope, and Jasper
are forms of silica either amorphous, translucent, or opaque.
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3. An ancient kind of sun-dial.

1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles \. \. vii. 36 Phenicians. .communi-

cated the knowlege of the Heliotrope taken from Ahaz'i

dial. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp., Heliotrope, Heliotropium,

among the autients, an instrument or machine, for shewing ,

when the sun arrived at the tropics and the sequinoctial

line. 1789 WHITE Selborne xliv, Two heliotropes ; the one

for the winter, and the other for the summer solstice. 1875

KNIGHT Diet. Meek., Heliotrope. .The ancient Greek polos
>

or heliotrophion was a basin in the middle of which was a

perpendicular staff or finger, whose shadow indicated on

lines the twelve parts of the day.

4. An apparatus with a movable mirror for re-

flecting the rays of the sun, used for signalling and

other purposes, esp. in geodesic operations: cf.

HELIOGRAPH sb. 4.
1821 Gcntl. Mag. u. 358 The inventor of the Heliotrope

.had full proof of the great advantage to be derived from

it. 1858 Merc. Marine Mag. V. 145 Of all signals, the

heliotrope a movable mirror, placed so as to be directed

by a telescope is the most perfect.

Heliotroper (b.Hurtr0"pai). [f. prec. + -ER.]

One who manages a HELIOTROPE (sense 4).

1864 in WEBSTER. 1883 Times 31 July 10, I was doing
service as a heliotroper all alone on the top of Arc Dome.

1887 J. T. WALKER in Encycl. Brit. XXI 1. 698/2 Heliotropers

were also employed, .to flash instructions to the signallers.

t Heliotro'pian, sb. Obs. Also heli-, belli-.

[A corruption of heliotrofion, HELIOTROPE v
sense i),

frequent about 1600.] 1. = HELIOTROPE I.

1590 GREENE Never too late (1600) 48 As the yron follows

the Adamant . . and the Helitropian the beames of the sun.

1624 HEYWOOD Gunaik. I. 35 The gods . . changed her into

anHeliotropian, which is called the Suns flower, which

still inclines to what part soever he makes his progresse.

1649 LOVELACE Poems 147 The noble Heliotropian Now
turnes to her, and knowes no Sun.

2. = HELIOTROPE 2.

1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trail, (ed. 2) 22 With Agats, Heli-

tropians, Jasper.

Heliotro'pian, a. rare. Also 7 erron. hell-,

[f.
L. heliotropium HELIOTROPE + -AN.] Pertain-

ing to or of the nature of the heliotrope (i and 2).

1640 HOWELL Dodona's Gr. (1645) 5 Most of her Plants

have the Heliotropian quality of the Marigold and Tulip,

who follow the motion of the Sunne. 1670 \VALTON Lives

I. 55 He caused, .figures thus drawn to be ingraven very
small in Helitropian Stones.

Heliotropic (hniotrp-pik), a. Bot. [f. Gr.

fJAios sun + -rpoTTos turning + -1C ; or ad. F. hlho-

tropique.] Bending or turning in a particular

direction under the influence of light ; pertaining

to or marked by heliotropism. Said of, or in re-

ference to, growing parts of plants, which may be

positively heliotropic, i.e. bend towards the light

(the most usual case), or negatively heliotropic

(APHELIOTROPIC), i.e. bend away from it, or DIA-

HELIOTROPIC, q.v.
1873 BENNETT & DYER Sachs' Bot. 676 The fact of helio-

tropic curvature towards the side which receives the most

light. Ibid. 677 There are a much smaller number which

bend in the opposite direction, i.e. become concave on the

shaded side. In order to distinguish between them the

former are termed positively, the latter Mgativtly helio-

tropic. 1880 C. & F. DARWIN Mmem. PI. 418 Heliotropic

movements are determined by the direction of the light.

So Heliotro-pical a. (rare-") =prec. ; hence

Heliotro-pically adv.

1875 BENNETT & DYER tr. Sacks' Bot. 676 The observation

that leaves, some roots, Fungi .. etc., curve heliotropicalljt

indicates that their growth is retarded by light. 1891

Athenxum 27 June 832/3 The action of light and gravita-

tion on the protoplasm of heliotropically and geotropically

curving cells and hyphae.

Heliotropism (hnip'tropiz'm). Bot. [mod.
f. Gr. ^Xios sun -r -roams turning : see -ISM. In

F. htliotropisme (1832, De Candolle, Physiol.

Vtgtt. II. 844), mod.L. and Ger. heliotropismus.]

The property, exhibited by growing parts of plants,

of bending or turning in a particular manner under

the influence of light. The most usual case (to

which some restrict the term) is that of bending
towards the light (positive heliotropism} ;

that of

bending away from it is distinguished as negative

heliotropism or APHELIOTHOPISM ;
that of taking a

direction at right angles to it, as transverse helio-

tropism or DlAHELIOTBOPISM.

1834 MAYHE Expos. Lex., Heliotropismtu, term for that

faculty by which certain plants constantly turn their flowers

to the sun : heliotropism. 1875 BENNETT & DYER Sac/is

Bot. 677 Both positive and negative heliotropism occur not

only in organs containing chlorophyll, but also in those that

are colourless. Ibid. 775 The positive heliotropism of twin-

ing internodes is generally feeble. 1880 Nature XXI. 438

The Electric Light . . produced heliotropism in plants ex-

posed to it. 1880 C. & F. DARWIN Mmem. PI. 5 Authors

speak of positive and negative heliotropism. .but it is much
more convenient to confine the word heliotropism to bending
towards the light.

Helio'tropy. rare. [f.
HEUO- + Gr. -rpoma

turning. Cf. K hffiotropie] =prec.
1883 Nat. Ed-uc. XXIV. No. 6. 6 The author applies the

name selenotropy to these motions, as contrasted with helio-

tropy produced by the sun.

Heliotype (hflistoip). [f.
HELIO- + Gr. Timos

impression, print, TYPE.] A picture obtained by

printing from a film of gelatine which has been

sensitized with bichromate of potash and exposed

HELIX.

to light under a negative ; also, the process by
which such a picture is produced. Also attril>.

1870 Echo 4 Nov., A rt.. presents its readers with four

splendid heliotype pictures. 1874 ABNEY Instr. 1'hotogr.

xlii. (1886) 297 In the heliotype process a film of gelatine is

prepared on a glass plate, from which it is stripped when

dry, and printed in the ordinary manner. Ibid. 303 The

great secret of producing a good heliotype is to have first-

rate rollers at command. 1883 R. HALDANE U'orkshop

Receipt* Ser. 11. 188/2 The most important of the many
modifications of the collotype process is the 'heliotype'
invented by Ernest Edwards.

So He-liotype*///. a., produced by the heliotype

process ; Heliotypic (-ti-pik) a., of or belonging
to the heliotype process ; He'liotypy (-taipi;, the

heliotype process.
1883 'fisheries Exhib. Catal. 327 Heliotyped Drawings.

Heliozoan ru~liO|Z0"'an), a. and sb. Zool. [t.

mod.L. ffeliozoa sb. pi., f. Gr. rj\ios sun + fyoy

animal.] A. adj. Belonging to the Heliozoa or

sun-animalcnies, a group of marine Radiolarians.

B. sb. One of the Heliozoa.

HeliozO'lC, a. [f.
as

prec.
+ -1C.]

= prec. A.

88i CARPENTKR Micros, xii. ted. 6) 595 So does the

Heliozoic type seem to culminate in the marine Rndiolana.

HeiispheTie.ff. rare-", -next (Webster 1828).

Helispherical thelisfe-rikal), a. [irreg. f.

HELIX -r SPHERICAL.] Winding spirally upon a

sphere.
Helispherical line: the line traced upon the terrestrial

sphere by a ship sailing constantly towards the^same point

of the compass (other than the four cardinal points), which

winds spirally round the pole, continually approaching but

never reaching it ;
otherwise called the loxodromic curzv

or rhumb-line.
a 1646 I. GREGORY Posthum. (1650' 285 (T.) They are heh-

spherical lines, as they call them. 1659 MOXON Tutor

Astron. I. (1686) 9 The Rhumbs are neither circles nor

straight Lines, but Helispherical or Soiral lines. 1796
BUTTON Math. Diet., Helispherical line is the Rhumb line

in Navigation.

Helium ;brlii>m). Chem. [mod.L., f. Gr. TJAIOS

sun, with the termination already used in selenium,

tellurium, etc.] One of the chemical elements, a

transparent gas, first actually obtained by Prof.

Ramsay in 1895, its existence in the sun's atmo-

sphere having been inferred by Lockyer in 1868

from a certain line (D3) in the spectrum of the

solar prominences. (Cf. CORONIUM.) Symbol He.

1878 NEWCOMB Pop. Astron. in. ii. 266 This hydrogen is

always mixed with another substance, provisionally called

helium. 1884 Longm. Mag. Apr. 599 The orange-yellow
tint of helium. 1895 Daily News 28 Mar. 7/7 As he had

anticipated, argon was given offand not nitrogen, but mixed

with it he found what appeared to be another gas. This

gas is no other than the hypothetical Helium, whose exis-

tence has only been inferred up to the present from a line

D 3 in the solar spectrum. 1897 LOCKYER Sail's Place m
Nat. iv, The Discovery of Helium.

Helix ,he-liks, hz-liks). PI. helices (he-lisfz),

helixes, [a. L. helix, a. Gr. ?*.< anything of spiral

form.]
1. Anything of a spiral or coiled form, whether

in one plane (like a watch-spring), or advancing
around an axis (like a corkscrew), but more usually

applied to the latter ;
a coil, a spiral, as an electro-

magnetic coil of wire, the thread of a screw, a ten-

dril, etc. In Geom., the curve formed by a straight

line traced on a plane when the plane is wrapped
round a cylinder ;

more generally, a curve on any

developable surface (e.g. a cone) which becomes a

straight line when the surface is unrolled into a

plane ; distinguished from spiral, which is applied

only to plane curves.

1643 SIR T. BROWNE Relig. Med. i. 17 The lives . . of

men . . and the whole world, run not upon a Helix that still

enlargeth, but on a Circle. 1664 POWER Exf. Philos. i. 8

[The butterfly's tongue) being drawn up into an Helix, and

retracted into the mouth. 1791 T. TAYLOR Proclus I. 134

The helix . . is described about a sphere or a cone. 18x6

HENRY Elem. Chem. I. 195 A copper wire, by being rolled

round a solid rod, was twisted into a spiral so as to form

a helix. 1837 BREWSTER Magnet. 156 An electro-magnetic

helix enclosing a bar-magnet. 1854!. SCOFFERN in Orr's

Circ. Sc., Chem. 195 Take a flat helix of . . wire, c 1860

FARADAY Forces Nat. 189 Three wheels of magnets and two

sets of helices. i88j VINES Sachs' Bot. 866 The tendrils. .

form a spiral . . or . . a helix narrowing conically upwards.

2. Arch., etc. A spiral ornament, a volute ; spec.

applied to the eight smaller volutes under the

abacus of the Corinthian capital.
1563 SHUTE Archil. D iij b.Helices, the which . . haue but

halfe the height of the other great Helices, or Volutas.

1664 EVELYN tr. Frearfs Archit. 128 At the extreams of

the leaves do issue the Caules, and Codds breaking from

the Helices. 1789 P. SMYTH tr. AUrich's Archit. (1818) 98

The greater one, under the horn of the abacus, is called th

volute ; the smaller one, under the flower, the helix. 1857

BIRCH AM. Pottery (1858) II. 5 The development of the

helix or ornament of the antefixae is very remarkable.

3. Anat. The curved fold or prominence which

forms the rim of the external ear.

1693 BLANCARD Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Helix, the Exterior

brim of the Ear, so called from its Winding. 1705 Phil.

Trans. XXV. 1979 The Prominence called Helix ends in

the Lobe of the Ear, which it constitutes. 1873 DARWIN

in Life f, Lett. III. 324-5 The leaf on one side looks just

like the helix of a human ear.



HELIXOID.

4. Zool. A genus of molluscs with spiral shells,

of which the common snail (Helix fiorteiisis) is a

typical example.

iv 04 The Helices do not live to a venerable age.

Helixoid (he-liksoid). Geoni. [f. prec. (sense

I +-OID.] -IlKLICOII) Sl>. 3.

1876 Catal. Sci. App. S. Kens. 106 The developable

heli.xoid . . is the surface swept out by the right line tangents

of the helix.

Helk, obs. form of HULK.

Hell (hel), sl>. Forms: 1-7 hel, i- hell, 2-6

helle. [OE. fyl(l, obi. cases helle, str. fern. = OFris.
]

helle, hille. OS. hellja, hella, MDu. helle, Du. hel},

OHG. htUa (MHG. helle, mod.G. hb'lle), ON. hel,

gen. heljar, Goth, halja. :-OTeut. *halj& str. fern.,
;

lit. 'the coverer up or hider ', f. hel-, hal-, hul- to

hide, conceal, HELE. In ON. also the proper

name of the goddess of the infernal regions,
' the

j

ogress Hel, the Proserpine of Scandinavian my-
j

thology
'

(Vigfusson).]
1. The abode of the dead ; the place of departed

spirits ;
the infernal regions or ' lower world

'

re-

garded as a place of existence after death ;
the

grave ;
HADES, a. In Jewish and Christian use.

*

In the Bible of 1611, translating Heb. VlNtt skill (31

times) which is also rendered the grave (31 times), the pit

(3 times) ; in N. T. rendering Gr. ?S>is HADES (10 times),

as well as yitvva. GEHENNA (12 times) ;
once (2 Pet. n. 4)

'cast downe to hel' represents roprapuirai pa. pple., put
(

in Tartarus.' In the Revised Version, in O. T., hell has ,

been retained in the prophetical books, with Sheol in

the magin ; elsewhere Sheol is substituted in the text, t

with grave in the margin (exc. in Deut. xxxii. 22, Ps. Iv. 15,

Ixxxvi. 13, where fit is retained in the text, with Sheol in

the margin) ; in N. T., HADES has everywhere been put for
|

Gr. a8>)5, and ^//reserved for veen/a.

c 825 Vesp. Psalter liv. 16 [Iv. 15] Cyme deao ofer hie and

astiien hie in helle lif;$ende. c 1000 MLFKK Cm. xxxvu.

35 Ic fare to minum sunu to helle. a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter

xv 10 pou sail noght leue my saule in hell. 1382 WYCLIF '

Gen. xlii. 38 ?e shulen lede doun myn hoore heeris with

sorwe to helle. 1502 Ord. Crysten Men i. vii. (W. de W.

1506) 68 For before that he styed up in to the heuyns he

dyscended in to the belles. 1529 MORE Suppl. Soulys Wks.

320/2 Descendit ad inferna : that is to say he dlscended

down beneth into the lowe places. In stede of which low

places y english toung hath euer vsed thys word hel. 1535

COVEROALE Job xiv. 13 O that thou woldest kepe me, and

hyde me in the hell, vntill thy wrath were stilled. Acts

ii. 3I His soule was not left in hell [1881 R. V. Hades].

1649 JER. TAYLOR Ct. Exemp. in. Ad 16. 170 Our Lord

descended into hell., that is into the state of separation and

common receptacle of spirits, a 1748 WATTS Improv. Mind

2, I will explain the word hell to signify the state of

HAMILTON Rew. f, Punishm. iii. (1853) 113 The real con-

ception of hell, is that which is unseen, the invisible state.

b. In Greek and Latin mythology.
c 1384 CHAUCER H. Fame i. 441 Cybile And Eneas . . To

helle went for to see His ffader Anchyses. a 1529 SKELTON

P.i
beet

Orpheus 67 Returning from drear Hell.

C. In Scandinavian mythology.

isMAXMuLLEOSs (1880) II. xxv. 287 To Northern

nations Hell was a cold place, a dreary region of snow and

frost.

2. The infernal regions regarded as a place ot

torment ;
the abode of devils and condemned

spirits; the place or state of punishment of the

wicked after death.

In N. T. rendering yeWa GEHENNA : see note to i.

c 888 K. J&.PRED Boeth. xv, Swa byrnende swa pat lyr

on bsre helle, seo is on bam munte Se ^Etne hatte. c 1020

Rule St. Benet (Logeman) 36 Na mid ee helle ac mid

cristes lufan. ^1175 Lamb. Horn. 61 From hwonne be

engles a-dun fellen in to be bosternesse hellen. <i 1225

Ancr. R. 150 penne nis hit to nout so god ase to be fure of

helle. 1297 R. GLOUC. (1724* 506 Thoujtes he adde inowe,

Leste the deuelen of helle al quic to helle him drowe. a 1300

Cursor M. 478 Lucifer, .bat formast fell, thoru his ouergart

in to hell, c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) viii. 29 pe entreez

and be jates of hell. 1522 SKELTON Why not to Court 590

As ferce and as cruell As the fynd of hell. 1667 MILTON

P. L. x. 230 Within the Gates of Hell sate Sin and Death.

1731 POPE Ep. Burlington 148 Who never mentions Hel! to

ears polite. 1827 POLLOK Course T. v, Leagues, though

holy termed, first made In Hell. 1836 R. A. VAUGHAN

Mystics (1860) II. 16 Not fully God's is he who cannot live,

Even in hell, and find in hell no hell.

3. a. Represented as a living being : chiefly as a

poetical personification.
c 1000 Nicodemus xxvi, Seo hell )>a swfte grymme and

swy3e ejeslice andswarode. a 1300 Cursor M. 18025 Helle

5af to satan vnswere. 1382 WYCLIF fsa. v. 14 Therfore

helle spredde abrod his soule, and openede his [i6tA c. tiers.

her] mouth with oute any terme.

b. The powers or inhabitants of hell; the wicked

spirits ; also, the kingdom or power of hell.

1297 R. GLOUC. (1724) 322 Heuene & helle & ech byng
mot nede hys heste do. 1559 Mirr. Mag., Clifford x, Hel

haleth tirauntes downe to death ainayne. 1593 h
,

H* K
,

!

;-

j l/lll, VI, iv. viii. 63 In despight of the diutU and hell,

203

haue through the verie middest of you. 1667 MILTON /'. L.

vi. 867 Hell heard th' unsufierable noise, Hell saw Heav'n

ruining from Heav'n and would have fled Affrighted. 1845
S. AUSTIN Ranke's Hist. Kef. III. 193 He had fought

against Satan and hell.

C. A hellful, an infernal company, a devilish

assembly.
1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///, i. iii. 227 Some tormenting Dreame

Affrights thee with a Hell of ougly Deuills. 1508 SYLVESTER
Du Kartas II. i. n. Imposture^. Tis that old Python which

. .doth fire A hell of Furies in his fell desire. 1652 Bp. HALL

Myst. Godl. \ 13 There is now a hell of the spirits of error

broken loose into the world.

4. Something regarded as resembling hell ; a. A
place or state of wickedness, suffering, or misery.

(In quot. 1586 applied to a person.)

1374 CHAUCER Anel. * Arc. 166 The helle Which
suffereth faire Anelyda. a 1420 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Pnnc.

1034, I am right siker it hathe ben an helle, You for to

herken me thus jangle and clappe. ISSS J- PHILPOT in

Foxe A. fr M. (1631) III. xi. 541/2 Afterward [he] felt such

a hell in his conscience, that bee could scarce reframe from

destroying himselfe. 1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary i. (1625)

42 He was called the hell of the world, the plague of the

common-weale. 1597 SHAKS. Lover's Compl. 288 what

a hell of witchcraft lies In the small orb of one particular

tear ! Cl6oo Sonn. cxx, You've pass'd a hell of time.

1667 MILTON /'. L. iv. 78 In the lowest deep a lower deep

Still threatning to devour me opens wide, 'lo which the

Hell I suffer seems a Heav'n. 1719 YOUNG Bustns i. i,

I fear no farther hell than that I feel. 1833 CHALMERS

Const. Mm (1835) I. ii. 133 They kindle a hell in the heart

of the unhappy owner. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. ui.

(1871) I. 207 The prisons were hells on earth. 1867 SMYTH

Sailor's Word-bk., Hell-afloat, a vessel with a bad name

for tyranny.
b. A place of turmoil and wild discord.

1818 BYRON Ch. Har. iv. Ixix, The hell of waters ! where

they howl and hiss, And boil in endless torture,

t C. A yawning depth, an abyss. Obs.

c 1620 Z. BOYD Zion's Flowers (1855) 148 The tossed ship

from Hells goes to the skye.

d. A hell ofa, an infernal : cf. a devil of

a (DEVIL 14).
1810 Morn. Post 26 June in Spirit Pub. Jrnls. (1811) XIV.

278 They all knew what a bell of a row had been kicked up.

f5. A part of a building, etc., which for its

darkness or discomfort, or for a similar reason, was

compared to hell ; the name of a part of the old law

courts at Westminster, app. used at one time as

a record office; also, a place of confinement for

debtors ; hence, a sponging-house. Obs.

1321-3 Ely Sacrist's Roll\n Stewart ^(1868)275 Camera

in Tnrmnaria qua: vocatur Helle. 1474 CAXTON Chesse in.

iii (1860) 3 Men of the lawe . . that longe to the courtes of

the chaunserye, kynges benche, comyn-place, cheker, res-

sayt, and helle, and the bagge berars of the same. 1590

SHAKS. Com. Err. iv. ii. 40 One that before the Judgment
carries poore soules to hel. 1598 FLORIO, Sccrcta, ..also

the name of a place in Venice where all their secret records

and ancient euidences be kept, as hell is in Westminster hall.

1628 R. S. Counter-Rat xxi, Aske any how such newes I tell,

Of Wood-streets hole, or Poultries Hell, a 1661 FULLER

Worthies n. (1662) 236 There is no redemption from Hell.

There is a place partly under, partly by the Exchequer

chamber, commonly called Hell, .formerly this place was

appointed a prison for the King's debtors, who never were

freed thence, untill they had paid their uttermost due

demanded of them.

6. The name for the 'den
'

to which captives are

carried in the games Barley-break and Prisoner's

Base.

1557, 1608 [see BARLEY-BREAK]. 1580 SIDNEY A rcadia i.

l (i6V7) 87 The two that in mid place, Hell called, were, Must

striue with waiting foot, and watching eye To catch of

them, and them to Hell to beare, That they, as well as

they, Hell may supplye. 1641 SUCKLING (R.), Love,

Reason, Hate, did once bespeak Three mates to play at

barley-break . . Love coupled last, and so it fell That Love

and Folly were in hell. 1835 Penny Cycl._
III. 466/2 s. v.

Barley- Break, When all had been taken in turn, the last

couple was said lo be m hell, and the game ended.

7. A place under a tailor's shop-board, in which

shreds or pieces of cloth, cut off in the process of

cutting out clothes, are thrown, and looked upon

as perquisites. (So Ger. holle : see Grimm.) Also

sometimes applied to a place where refuse type is

I thrown by printers.
1502 GREENE Upst. Courtier (1871) 30 He can cast large

shreds of such rich stuff into hell, under his shopboard.

1606 DAY lie o/ Guls i. iii. u88i) 15 Like a laylers hell;

it eates up part of euery mans due. 1704 SWIFT / . JW>

iii. (1709) 57 The Taylor's Hell is the Type of a Lritic s

Common-place-book. 1805 Spirit Pub. Jrnls. (1806)i IX.

245 note, Hell, a place so termed by the knights of the

needle, wherein they stow their cabbage.

8 A gaming-house ;
a gambling-booth. (

= t>.

enfer, Mercier Tableau de Paris 1783, cxcviii.)

1794 Storting Mag. III. 130 A noted gambling-house in

Dame-street, Dublin . . known by the name of Hell. 1812

SIR R. WILSON Diary I. 38 Then to the conversazione,

which is no other than a great gambling hall, or hell in

classical terms. .8.3 BYRON yuan xi. xxix, Don Juan..

Pursued his path, and drove past some hotels, St. James s

Palace and St. James's Hells
'

! 1870 STEINMETZ Gaming
TaHe I. v. 102. 1882 STEVENSON New Arab. Nts. I. 107

I

The proprietor of a hell.

9. In imprecations, wishes of evil, and expressions

of impatience or irritation : used similarly to devil

\ (DEVIL 14-20). See also 4d.
1596 SHAKS. Mtrch. V. ill. " *i Let Fortune goe to hel

for it not I. i6jaDK\ULxAU/orLffvc n. i, Hell, death I

HELL.

this eunuch pandar ruins you, You will not see her ? 1691

A". Arthur n. ii, By hell, she sings them back, in my
despite. 1816

'

Quiz
' Grand Master\\. 142 Gentlemen, you

may go to H 11. 1836 M. SCOTT Cruise Midge I. xiii. 72 So,

good men, go to hell all of you. 1836 MAKRYAT Midsh.

Easy xviii, What the hell are you making such a howling
about? 1842 J. WILSON s*., Streams (1856) 39 Not, at

least, for mine no hell and furies ! not for mine !

10. 1'hrases and Proverbs. (Cf. DEVIL.)

1590 SIR J. SMYTH Disc. Weapons Proeme iijb, They
verifie the olde Proverb, which is, That such as were never

but in Hell, doo thinke that there is no other Heaven. 1600

S. NICHOLSON Acalastus (1876) 38 Before my hell of foule

mishap breake loose. 1617 MORYSON Itin. III. S3 England, .is

said to be the Hell of Horses, the Purgatory of Servants, and

the Paradise ofWeomen. 1632 HAUSTED/?ivallFriends v. x,

Fye, fye, Hell is broke loose upon me. a 1633 G. HERBERT

Jac. Prud. (Chandos) 363 Hell is full of good meanings and

wishings. 1640 H. MILL Night's Search i. 8 He sets out

sin (most lively) black as hell. 1678 DRVDEN (Edipus H. i,

Since hell's broke loose, why should not you be mad ? I77S

JOHNSON in BoswM (1887) II. 360 Sir, Hell is paved with

good intentions. 1780 COWPER Progr. Err. 609 He that

will be cheated to the last, Delusions strong as Hell shall

bind him fast. 1784 Task v. 862 Fables false as hell . .

lure down to death The uninformed and heedless souls of

men. i8n WELLINGTON in Gurw. Desp. VIII. 235 Unless

the design has been altered . .we shall have the Emperor in

Spain and hell to pay before much time
elapses.

1821

BYRON Pis. Judgm. Iviii, Their, .cries.. realised the phrase
of ' hell broke loose '. 1832-4 Dr. QUINCEY Czsars Wks.
1862 IX. 135 Lord Bacon played Hell and Tommy when

casually raised to the supreme seat in the council. 1879

MCCARTHY Donna Quixote xxxii, I've played hell-and-

tommy already with the lot of them. 1892 R. KIPLING

Barrack-r. Ballads, Shittin' a day ii, When we rode Hell-

for-leather Both squadrons together. 1855 THACKERAY New-
coiucs I. xxix, I tried every place. .and played like hell.

11. attrib. and Comb. a. Simple attrib., as hell-

babe, -bond, -bound, -cauldron, -deed, -fiend, -flame,

-fain, -pot, -powers, -shout, -spell, -torment, -worm.

In OE. and early ME. combinations, such as helle bealu,

helle deofol, helle fyr, helle is the genitive,
'

of hell '. OE.

where I can loc ts screecng e-ae. 17
P. L. n. 644 *Hell bounds high reaching to the horrid

Roof. 1740 E. BAYNARD Health (ed. 6) 46 Some little

Hell-Cub. 1546 Supplic. Poore Comm. (E. E. T. S.) 90

Thys more then "hell darkenesse. 1652 BENLOWES Theoph.

x Ixxviii. 189 Thou.. with *hell-deeds souls to hell dost

sink. 1678 W. DILLINGHAM Serm, Funer. Lady Alston 25

So fall down like a Log into "Hell-flames. 1601 SHAKS.

Alts Well\\. iii. 245, I would it were "hell panics for thy

sake, a 1711 KEN Preparatives Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 47

Hell-Pow'rs the Voice shall quiv'ring hear. 1834 L.

RITCHIE Wand, by Seine 206 There was also the "hell-

sauce, composed of pepper. 1813 PLUNKETT in Ho. Coin.

25 Feb., Assailed by the 'Hell-shout of No Popery . 1605

SYLVESTER Du Bartas in. iii. HI. Law 752 Think st . . with

thy *Hel-spels thus To crosse our Counsels, a 1603 A. W.
in Farr S.P. Eliz. (1845) II. 452 Me.. He. .Brought from

hell-torments to the ioyes of heauen.

b. Objective and obj. genitive, as hell-confound-

name. . \j\ lieu-tut iiuuiiuiii u*jy^ j_ *
o

HAYWARD Serm. 21 To rescue hell-deserving sinners. 1859

Art TamingHorses ix. 151 The '

pals
'

of fighting men and

hell-keepers. 1816 SCOTT Old Mart, xh, A' thae hell-rakers

o' dragoons wad be at his whistle in a moment 1606 SYL-

VESTER Du Bartas n. iv. I. Trophies 674 Whose .

raking, Nature-shaking Spell.

C. Instrumental and locative, as hell-assisted,

-begotten, -breived, -engendered, -enkindled, -girt,

.governed, -hatched, -haunted, -hired, -instructed,

-kindled, -sprung, -spun, -taught, etc., adjs.

ai7ii KEN Hymnotheo Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 3?8 The

Brute . . His "Hell-assisted Inchantation slights. 1751

SMOLLETT Per. Pic. (1779) I- xi. 94 A "hell-begotten brat

1667 MILTON P.L. n. 697 And recknst thou thyself with

Spirits of Heav'n, He!l-doom'd. 1581 SIDNEY
' Astr. *

Stella xlviii, Let not mine eyes be *hel_dr.v
n Iron, that

light 1594 SHAKS. Rich. III. I. 11. 67 This good Kings

blood, Which his'Hell-gouern'darme hath butchered 1000

ROWLANDS Lett. Humours Blood 3 For ther s no habile

hell-hatched sinne, That we delight not to be clothed in.

1691 DKYDF.N K. Arthurs, i, Bound to the fate of tm

'hell-haunted grove. 1647 TRAPP Marrow Gd. Auth. in

Comm Et. 610 Hell was long since said by one to be pa\ed

with the shaven crowns of those hell-sprung ocusts 1797

College 33 Foul myst'ry drew Around her hell-spun eb.

d Similative, 'like or as hell', as hell-black,

-dark -deep, -hoed, -red; also hell-like, adjs.

1605 SHAKS. Lear HI. vii. 60 With such a storrne as his
1605 SHAKS. ear HI. v.

bare head, In Hell-blacke-night mdur d. 1598 HAKLHI

Voy (N ) To guide the ship in the *helle-darke night. 159*

SYLVESTER Triumph Faith %.%^*^o '

ike he Ethiopian. .563 B. GOOC-E Eglogs (Arb ) 83 From

whence these *Helliketorments spryng. 1625 J. PHILLIPS
-

se e .

en 39 That fearefull and hell-like torment in

?
a

Special combs.: hell-box, a term for a box for

holding damaged or broken type ; hell-broth, a

decoction of infernal character or prepared lor ai

infernal purpose ; t hell-cart, an early nick-name

for a hackney carriage : see quots. ; heU-deviJ,

Satan ; also
' the hellgrammite-fly

'

(Funk) ;
hell-

driver U.S., a grebe; hell-dog = HELL-HOUND ;

hell-door, the gate or entrance of hell ;
a place

that may lead to hell
;

hell-driver, (<*) slang,
-



HELL.

a coachman (Diet. Cant. Crew, a 1700" ; (/>)

[7.S., the hellgrammite : hell-god, a god of the

infernal regions, an infernal deity (so hell-god-

dess) ; hell-hag, a diabolical or vile woman,
a hell-cat ; t hell-hated a., hated or abhorred
as hell ; hell-hole, -house, the hole or man-
sion of hell, an infernal hole or house ; hell-kite,
a kite of hell, a person of hellish cruelty; hell-

matter, the broken or battered type in the '
hell-

box '

; f hell-moth, a term applied to a pro-
stitute ; hell-mouth, the mouth or jaws of hell

;

hell-pit, the pit or abyss of hell, the bottomless

pit ; hell-receptacle = hell-box ; hell-wain, a

phantom wagon seen in the sky at night (Halli-
well ; f hell-ware, the inhabitants of hell.

1605 SHAKS. Mod*, iv. i. IQ For a Charme of powrefull
trouble. Like a *Hell-broth, boyle and bubble. 1861
LOWELL Wks. (1890) V. 86 The caldron where the hell-broth
of anarchy was brewing. 1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.i A
Tkicft 52 Wks. n. 121/1 Then upstart "Helcart-Coaches
were to seeke, A man could scarce pee twenty in a weeke.
1634 Withals' Did. 417/1 Rhedx meritorix, coaches that
bee hyred for money. Herein doe the Women that bee
called Meritorix, such Hyrelings..ride. .and therefore they
cal them Helcarts, such Coaches that be so employed. 1654
GAYTON Pleas. Notes n. i. 36 The Ladies in the Hell Carts
screem'd out for their Hector. 1839-40 W. IRVING li'ol-

fert's R. 11855) 179 He could live underwater like that
notable species of wild-duck, commonly called the *hell-

diver. 1/1225 Aticr. R. 290 Sweng hem a^ean . . bene
*helle dogge. a 1618 SYLVESTER Panthea tnvoc. iii. in
Wks. 1880 II. 343/2 Make these pure Hell Dogs in their
Dens to couch. 1814 SOUTHEY Roderick in. Poet. Wks.
1838 IX. 31 This hell-dog tum'd aside Toward his home.
a 1000 Gutklac 559 in Exeter Bk., Wuldres cempan halig
husul-beam a:t *hel-dore. a 1200 Moral Ode 182 in Trin.
Coll. Horn. 225 Brec5 nafre eft crist helle dure. 1681 OTWAY
Soldier's Fort. iv. i, Ay, that's Hell-door, and my Damna-
tion's in the Inside, r 888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxxv. 6Da
bjohte

he [Orfeus] baet he wolde ^esecan *helle godu. a 1618
SYLVESTER Maidens Blush 52 Much to know is given Unto
that Hell-God, by the God of Heaven. 1655 Bp. J.
RICHARDSON On O. T. 281 (T.i A corroding disease it [envy]
is ; an *hel-hag that feeds upon its marrow, bones and
strongest parts. 1817 COLERIDGE Sibyl. Leaves (1862) 265
It roused the Hell-Hag. 1605 SHAKS. Lear \. iii, 147
Backe do I tosse these Treasons to thy head, With the
*hell hated Lye ore-whelme thy heart. 13.. E.E.Allit.P.
B. 223 Hurled in-to *helle-hole. 1882 M. ARNOLD Irish
Ess. ji Our '

Hell-holes', as Cobbett calls our manufactur-
ing towns. 1896 Tablet 28 Mar. 490 Vice and cruelty. .

made of old Goa the hell-hole of India, a 1000 Guthlac
677 in E-rclcr Bk., In 'helle hus. 1659 D. PELL Imfr. Sea
491 In ships which are meer Hell-houses of swearing and
prophaneness. 1605 SHAKS. Ulacb. iv. iii. 217 All my pretty
ones?. .Oh *Hell-Kite ! All? What, All my pretty Chick-
ens? 1849 JA.MKS Woodman viii, There is no knowing
what such hell kites may do. 18. . MARK TWAIN Printer
ix.V. J'. San i Farmer Amir.), I put the good type in his
case and the broken ones among the *hell-matter. 1602
ROWLANDS Greene's Ghost 4 Is there not one appointed for
the apprehending of such "hell-moths [harlots and curti-

zans], that eat a man out of bodie and soule ? a 1175 Cott.
Horn. 239 Wat sceol se wrecce don be . . ise}<5 . . under him
*hclle muS open. 1546 COVERDAI.E Lord's Suffer Wks.
1844 I. 453 But after this detestable opinion was invented,
this unhappy custom proceedeth out of it, as out of an hell-

mouth 1623 MIDDLETON More Dissemblers iv. ii, Hell-
mouth be with thee ! c 1200 ORMIN 10215 Forr "helle pitt
niss nzfre full. 1553 T. WILSON Rhet. (1580) 170 Pro-

curyng his passe porte to poste it to hell pitt, there to be
punished. 1876 J. GOULD Letter-press Printer 156

*Hell
receptacle, the receptacle for broken or battered letters

;
the

old metal box ; the shoe. 1584 R. SCOT Discvv. II 'itchcr. vn.
xv. 11886)122 They have so fraied us with bull beggers ..

the man in the oke, the *hell waine, the fier drake . .and such
other bugs, that we are afraid of our own shadowes. c 1000
JLFRIC Horn. II. 362 Ealle Jesceafta, heofonwara, eor?-

wara, *helwara, onbua8 . . Sam Hajlendum Criste. c 1200
Trix. Coll. Horn. 53 Biforen alle heueneware and heroeware,
and ec helleware.

Hell, v. 1 Obs. exc. dial. [A by-form of ME.
held, HIELD v. : cf. HEEL from hield; prob. im-

mediately a. ON. hella, Sw. hallt, Da. hxldc, to

pour, cognate with HIELD z>.] To pour, trans.
and inlr.

a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter Prol. 3 pai drope swetnes in

mannys saule and hellis delite in baire thoghtis. IHd. x.\i.

13 As water .i. am belt. IHd. Ixviii. 29 Hell on bairn bi

wreth. a 1400-50 Alcxamicr 3813 As all be watir of pe
werd ware in baire wambs hellid. 1483 Cat/i. A ail. 182/1
To Helle in, jnfutuicrc. .To Helle oute,y</rre, effundere.
1821 Harvest 17 in Borrtnvdale Let. 9 Gash the sickle went
into me hand : Down hell'd the bluid. 1826 Craven Dial.,
Helle, to pour out. [So in Northumberland, Lonsdale,
Swaledale Glossaries.]

tHell,z>.2 nonce-wd. [f. HELLJ*.] trans. To
place in or as in hell, to cause to have their hell.
a 1650 T. ADAMS Pract. Wks. (1861) I. 231 (D.) The dead

in sin are hell'd here by the tormenting anguish of an unap-
peasable conscience.

Hell, v? [a. Ger. hellen in same sense (see
Grimm), f. hell clear.] trans. To add lustre to,
to burnish (gold or silver).
1790 G. SMITH Laboratory I. 99 To Hell Gold, or Gilt

Work. Take two ounces of tartar, two ounces of sulphur
..and it will give it a fine lustre. IKd. 91 Unwrought
gold and silver .. undergo several operations, and are
heightened by gilding wax, colouring and helling.

Hell, obs. form of HELE vt, to conceal, cover.
He 'll bjl), colloq. contraction of he will.

Halla'dian, a. and si. rare. [f. Gr. 'EXXoS-.
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stem of 'EAAas Hellas, Greece + -IAN.] a. adj.= HELLENIC, b. sb. A Hellene or Greek.
i8zi in Encycl. Londin.

Helladic helardik\ a. [ad. Gr. 'EAAaJi/t-ds

of or from Greece : see -ic.] Of or pertaining to

Hellas or Greece ; Grecian, as opposed to Asiatic.
1801 FUSELI in Lcct. Paint, ii. (1848) 387 The Helladic

and the Ionian schools. 1850 LEITCH Mullcr's Ant. Art
\ 139. nsZeuxis, Parrhasius and their followers, under the

general name of the Asiatic school, were opposed to the
' Grecian (Helladic* school.

Hellarne, obs. form of ELDER sb. '

Hellbender (he-lbe^ndai). U.S. [f. HELL sb.

+ BENDER, one who or that which bends.]
1. The menopome or American salamander, an

ugly and repulsive amphibian, from one to two feet

in length, of which two species (Rlenopoma allegha-

niensis, AI. horrida) are found in the Ohio and

Mississippi valleys.
1812 B. S. BARTON (title) Memoir concerning an Animal

of the Class Reptilia or Amphibia, which is known by the
name of Alligator and Hellbender. 1863 WOOD lllnstr.

i
Nat. Hist. III. 185 A large array of names, among which
are Tweeg, Hellbender, Mud Devil, and Ground Puppy.
1893 LELAND Mem. II. 179 That extraordinary fish lizard.,

known as the hell-bender from its extreme ugliness.
2. A protracted and reckless debauch or drunken

frolic. 1889 FARMER Americanisms.

Hell-born, a. Born of or in hell ; of infernal

origin.
1593 SHAKS. Lncr. 1519 That jealousy itself could notmis-

tri^t. . Or blot with hell-born sin such saintlike forms. 1667
MILTON P. L. ii. 687 Retire, or taste thy folly, and learn by
proof, Hell-born, not to contend with

Spirits of Heav'n.

1752 YOUNG Brothers iv. i, Hell-bom impostor ! 1851
GLADSTONE Glean, IV. ix. 7 The hell-born spirit of revenge.

He'll-bred, a. Bred or engendered in hell.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. xi. 40 What outrage and what cries
. .The hell-bred beast [the dragon] threw forth unto the
skies. 1640 BROME Sparagns Card. n. v. Wks. 1873 HI-
149 Oh thou hel-bred Rascall thou. a 1711 KEN Hymns
Festiti. Poet. Wks. 1721 1. 300 His very Temper seem'd on
fire With Hell-bred Ire.

HELLENE.
bore (of the ancients), V. album; Swamp Helle-
bore, (". viride, also called American or Green
Hellebore, c. Winter Hellebore, the Winter
Aconite, Kranthis hyemalis.

He'll - cat. [f-
HELL sb. + CAT : possibly sug-

gested by Heccat, HECATE.] An evil or spiteful
woman ; a furious vixen

;
a witch.

a 1605 MIDDLETON Witch \\. ii, The whorson old hellcat
would nave given me the brain of a cat. 1632 CHAPMAN &
SHIRLEY Ball in. ii, We cannot be too bitter, she's a hell-

cat. 1837 MARRYAT Dog-fiend II. i. (L.), A hell-cat, who
hates me as she does the devil.

b. Applied to a man : see quots.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Hell-cat, a very Lewd

Rakehelly Fellow. 1845 DISRAELI Sybil vi. vi, The Hell-

cats[Chartist agitators] as they call themselves, halt at every
town, and offer fifty pounds for a live policeman.

Helleboraster (he-1/borarsta.i). [inod.L., f.

hellebor-us hellebore + -ASTER.] The Fetid Helle-
bore or Bear's foot {Helleborus fetidus).
1663-4 E. BROWNE in Sir T. Brtrtvne's Wks. (18481 III.

402, I saw Helleboraster in flower. 1823 Mechanics'1

Mag.
No. ii. 175 To try helleboraster, milk-thistle, henbane, etc.

Hellebore (he-Uboj). Forms : 5 el(l ebre
'

(-bur, -byr, eleure), 6-7 el(l)ebor(e, 6-8 helle-

bor, (7 helebore, -bour), 6- hellebore. Also in

I
L. form helleborus, -um. [ad. L. elleborus, in

I4th c. F. ellebore (Oresme ,
a. Gr. i\\ifiopoi, more

rarely AA-. (The native L. equivalent was uera-

truing The initial h has been restored in Botanical

Latin and in Eng. after the prevailing Gr. form.]
1. A name given by the ancients to certain plants

having poisonous and medicinal properties, and

esp. reputed as specifics for mental disease ; iden-

tilied with species of Helleborus and Veratrum ;

now, in botany, applied to the species oiHelleborus,

vN.O. Ranuncnlacex), including the Christmas
Rose and its congeners : a. the plant ; b. the drug.
c 1420 Pallad. on Hitsb. I. 1044 This wermot, and eleure

\eleborus\. f 1440 Prornp. Parv. 138/1 Elebre, herbe (A".f

J'. elebyr', elel'orus. 1361 T. NORTON Cafoin's Inst. iv.

xix. (1634) 730 margin, Anticyra where groweth Hellebor,
a good purgation for phrenticke heads. 1718 QfiNCY Cow//.

! Dhf>. 30 Plants, which abound less with Rosin, such as
Hellebore. 1882 Garden 28 Jan. 56/2 Hellebores, -are at

present almost the only occupants in flower in outdoor

gardens.
b. c 1400 I.anfranc's Cirurg. 83 Sle [worms] wib be ius of

calamynte . . eiber wib decoccioun of elebre. IS^MARSTON
Sea. Villanie I. i. 172 As methodist Musus kild with Helle-
bore. 1652 I!r. HALL Invisible World II. i, These errors are

more fit for hellebore than for theological conviction. 1692

j

E. WALKER Epictetus' Mor. xxxviii, As whether. .Hellebore

i

can purge a Mad-man's Head. 1830 SCOTT Dcmonol.\\\. 204
j

Wretches fitter for a course of hellebore than for the stake.

1884 TENNYSON Becket IV. ii. 165 Such strong hate-philtre as

may madden him madden Against his priest beyond all

hellebore.

2. With qualifying word, denoting, a. species of

the genus Helleborus : Black Hellebore, (a) of

the ancients, H. officinalis (6) of some modems,
the Christinas Rose, H. iiiger; Green Hellebore,
also called Bastard or \\ild Black H., H. viridis

;

Stinking or Fetid Hellebore, H. fetidus; Ori-

ental or Bast Indian Hellebore, //. orientalis.

b. of the genus Veratrum (N.O. RIelanthaces),
sometimes called false Hellebore : White Helle-

calle this herbe Veratrum. .and therof is two manere of

kyndes : whyte and blacke.J 1578 LYTE Dodoens III. xxiv.

348 White Ellebor vnprepared, and taken out of time and
place, .is very hurtfull to the body. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. ll.

vii. 52 Dead sleeping Poppy, and black Hellebore. 1747
WHBLKV /v/w. Physic (1762) 34 In the fit, blow Powder of
White Hellebore up the nose. 1778 G. WHITE Sclkorne
Let. xli. 11875) 249 Hettebents /atidus, slinking hellebore,
bear's foot, or setterwort . . women give the leaves pow-
dered to children troubled with worms. Hcllci'orus vi> itfii,

green hellebore. 1858 Ho<jc;
l-'tf. Kiagit. 737 White Helle-

bore (i'eratriitu attitrii}, a native of the Alps and Pyre-
nees, is a violent emetic and cathartic. 1875 H. C. Woou
Therap. Ii8_79) 53^ Hlack Hellebore has been used by some
as a purgative emmenagogue, but is now very rarely if ever

employed.
3. attrib. and Comb., as hellebore-root.

1792 OSBALDISTON Krit. Sfortstn. s.v. Herttes, They put
into a horse's counter a piece of hellebore-root. 1878 tr.

Ziemssai't Cycl. Mcd. XVII. 742 Hellebore-poisoning.,
results from the joint action of the two active principles con-
tained in the plant.

Hence Hellebora'ceous a., botanically related
or akin to the hellebores (Syd. Sac. Lex. 1886) ;

He'Ueborateff., mixed or prepared with hellebore;
Hellebore-lit, Helletao resin, Hellebore-tin,
and Helle'borin, chemical principles derived from
hellebore : Hellebo'ric a. . of or pertaining to helle-

bore ; f Helleboro-se a., 'full ofhellebore' (Bailey
vol. II. 1727) ; Hellebo rous a., of the nature of
hellebore

; f Hellebory (elebory) = HELLEBOHE.
1587 MASCALL Govt. Cattle (1627) 35 Take the roots of

white elebory, otherwise called neesing powder. 1609 Br.
W. BARLOW Attsw. Nameless Cath. 4 An Eleborous purge
to make him disgorge the gall of his bitternesse. 1633 HART
Diet Diseased in. xi. 272 His helleborate medicines. 1811
BYRON Hintsfr. Hor. 473 Tuns of helleboric juice. 1872
WATTS Diet. Chem. VI. 695 Helleborin, Cs H Oe, and
Helleboreln, Cae HU Ors, two glucosides existing in the
roots of Helleborus niger and H. viridis . . Helleborin . .

occurs but . . sparingly in black, more abundantly in green
hellebore . . Helleboreln is much more abundant in black
than in green hellebore, but occurs in considerably larger
quantity than hejleborin, even in the latter . . By boiling with
dilute acids, it is resolved into helleboretin, Ci4 HSO Os,
which separates as a dark violet-blue precipitate, and glucose
. . [Helleborin] is resolved by boiling with dilute acids, or
more completely with a concentrated solution of zinc chlor-

ide, into glucose and helleboresin, Cs.i H38 Oi. 1876 HAR-
LEY Mat. Aled. led. 6) 7^68

The activity of the root is due to
two glucosides, helleborin, and helleborein.

Helleborine (he-Uborain). Sot. [mod. ad.

Gr. tAAe/Sopt'wj a plant like hellebore : see -IKE :

cf. F. elleborine.] An orchidaceous plant of the

genus Epipactis (formerly called Serapias t or

of the closely-allied genus Cephalanthera.
1597 GERARDE Herbal u. cvi. i. 357 Helleborine is like

vnto white Hellebore, and for that cause we haue giuen it

the name of Helleborine. 1778 LIGHTFOOT Fl. Scot. (1789)
I. 527 Serapias lungifolia Lin.. Marsh Helleborine. 1778
G. WHITE Selborne (18531 II. xl. 266, Serapias latijolia,
helleborine. Mod. The helleborines have mostly dull-

coloured flowers ; three or four species are found in Britain.

attrib. 1748 Phil. Trans. XLV. 159 The most elegant
Flower of all the helleborine Tribe.

Helleborism (he-Uboriz'm). Med. [mod. ad.

Gr. A\f(3opi<T^o! a curing by hellebore, f. tAAt-

eopifav to HELLEBORIZE.] a. The treatment of
diseases (esp. insanity) by hellebore, b. ' The
symptoms produced by the charging of the system
by hellebore, or by its too free administration

'

(Syd. Soc. Lex. 1886). c. A purgative made from
hellebore.
1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. n. v. i. iii, That famous Helle-

borisme of Montanus, which he so often repeats in his con-
sultations and counsells. 1640 CHILMEAD tr. Ferrand's
Erotomania 169 (T.) In vain should the physician attempt,
with all his medicines and heileborisms, the cure of those
that are sick with love. 1883 J. B. WOOD Addr. Hahne-
)nann$ His public thesis, on the Helleborism of the Ancients.

He'lleborize, V. [mod. ad. (Jr. (\\eftopif-dv
to dose with hellebore : see -IZE.] trans. To treat

or dose with hellebore, as for madness.
a 1856 .SIR W. HAMILTON lOgilvie), I am represented . . as

one who would be helleborised as a madman for harbouring
the absurdity.

t He'llen, a. Obs. rare.
[f.

HELL sb. + -ES 4.]
Of or belonging to hell ; infernal, hellish.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 150 pis world, .is al bisetof helle muchares
IMSS. T., C. hellene mucheres]. c 1230 Hali Meid. 41 Pat
teamed hire in boredom of (TC laoe vnwiht, be hellene schucke.

13 .. E.F.. A Hit. /'. C. 306 Out of be hole bou me hcrde, of
hellen wonibe I calde, and bou knew myn vncler steuen.

Hellene (heU-n, he-lih). Also 7-8 Helleu.

[a. Gr. "EXAr/f a Greek. The pi. occurs first in

Homer, as the name of a Thcssalian tribe of which
Hellen was chief; in the historical period it was
the name applied to themselves by all Greeks.]
A Greek : a. An ancient Gieek, of genuine Grecian

race. b. A subject of the modern kingdom of

Greece or Hellas.
1662 STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr. in. iv. 12 Although the



HELLENEDOM.
mine of Hellen.-. at la-t spread its self over all the people of

Greece, yet it was at first peculiar to that part of Thessaly

called Pthiotis. 1833 THIKLVVALL Greece I. 379 A general

coivress of the Hellenes. 1896 Wkitaktl't A Im. 550/2

George, second son of the present King of Denmark . . elected

King of the Hellenes.. 1863.

Heuce Helle-nedom, the Grecian realm or world ;

t Helle nish a, = HELLENISTIC.

1659-60 JEK. TAYLOR in Evelyn's Diary (1852) III. 128 The

word is used by the Hellenish Jews to signify any place of

spiritual and immaterial pleasure. 1891 Q. A'\July 188

Athens, even in the first Christian centuries the Capital of

Hellenedom.

Hellenian (heb'nian), a. and sb. rare. [I. Or.

*EA\r/M-os HELLENIC -v- AN.]

A. adj. Grecian ;
HELLENIC.

1813 T. BUSHY Lucretius V. 917 The Chaldean Magi ..

whose pride To vanquish the Hellenian doctrine tried.

1830 tr. Aristoph., Knights 100 Hellenian Jove, thine is

the.prize of victory !

B. sb. = HELLENE, in the Homeric sense.

<- 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad '1843) I. 11.69 In Hellade where live

the lovely dames, The Myrmidons, Helenians, and Achives,

rob'd of fames.

Hellenic (helrnik, -e'nik), a. (si." [ad. L. net-
;

Knicus, a. Gr. 'EAAr;>/iK-os : see HELLENE and -HJ.J

Of or pertaining to the Hellenes or Greeks, ancient
|

or modern ; Greek, Grecian.

1644 MILTON Anop.(fa\i.) 42 So great an injury they then

heldit to be depriv'd of Hellenick learning. 1835 THIRLWALL

Greece 1. 63 Before the name and dominion of the Pelasgians

had given way to that of the Hellenic race. 1879 I ARRAR '

St Paul ii. 30 The glamour of Hellenic grace. 1897 Daily

.Vnus 22 Feb. 9/ 1 The Hellenic regular troops round Canea.

B. sb. a. The Greek language, b. pi. ^ ntmgs
on Greek subjects.

1847 LANUOR (title) Hellenics. 1855 (title) Xenophon s

Hellenics, or Grecian History. 1870 ANDERSON Missions

A liter. Bd. III. i. it They repaired to the Greek College

in Scio, for the purpose of studying the Modern Hellenic.

Hence Kelle-niclze ?/.,
to make Greek, to graecize.

1854 BADHAM Halirut. 467 Resolved . . to hellemcize the

Hellenism (he-leniz'm). [a. Gr. 'E^\i)vian-us

imitation of the Greeks, use of a pure Greek idiom,

f. 'E\\i)i>iftv to HELLENIZE: see -ISM.]

1. A peculiarity of the Greek language ; esp. a

phrase, idiom, or construction used or formed in

the Greek manner.

1609 HOLLAND Amm. Marcell. Annot. Ciija, Yee must

admit here a Synecdoche, the plurall for the singular, a usuall

figure in Hellenistne. 1614 SELDEN Titles Hon. 108 That

age, about Alexius his time, generally afiected Hellemsme

and such words of Greeke as they could get them. 1646

GREGORY An Order Comm., Oriens 79 This was but an

Hebraisme intheold, and but an Hellemsmein the newTesta-

ment. 1711 ADDISON Sfect. No. 285 T 9 Virgil is full of the

Greek Forms of Speech, which the Critickscall Hellenisms.

1771 MACPHERSON Introd. Hist. Gt. Brit. 244 Their lan-

guage, though tinctured with Hellenisms, is radically dif-

ferent from the Greek. 1841 D'ISRAELI\ Amen. Lit. (1867)

128 When Greek was first studied . . it planted many a

hellenism in our English.

2. Conformity to Hellenic speech and ideas;

imitation or adoption of Greek characteristics, e.g.

by the Jews of the Dispersion, by the later Romans,

etc. ; the principle of hellenizing.
1862 MERIVALE Rom. Emp. (1865) VII. Iv. 34 The Hellen.

111 me IlrSl lllSliUl.C, VUG Wllk/ vto-' -o

mode of life . . Now this Hellenism expressed many shades

of difference, and therefore the exact meaning of the word

Hellenist varies with the circumstances under which it is

used. Ibid. 130 That detestation which had once burned in

the Jewish heart against Hellenism.

3. The national character or spint of the Greeks ;

Grecian culture.

1865 GROTE Plato Pref. 12 New foreign centres of rhetoric

and literature Asiatic and Alexandrian Hellenism were

fostered into importance by regal encouragement. 1869

SWINBURNE Ess. f, Stud. .1875) 188 Their exquisite Hellenism

of spirit. 1876 GLADSTONE Homeric Synchr. 197 A Poet

with the intense Hellenism and Autochthonism of Homer.

1881 Daily News i Feb. 3/3 Hellenism uhey say) has edu-

cated us and prepared us for the enjoyment of liberty.

b. Applied by Matthew Arnold to that form of

culture, or ideal of life, of which the ancient Greek

is taken as the type: see quot. 1869, and cf.

HEBHAISM.
1869 M. ARNOLD Cult. $ A narchyiv. (1875) 136 To get rid

of one's ignorance, to see things as they are, and by seeing

them as they are to see them in their beauty, is the simple

and attractive ideal which Hellenism holds out before human
nature ; and from the simplicity and charm of this ideal,

Hellenism, and human life in the hands of Hellenism, .are

full of what we call sweetness and light. Ibid. 143 As the

great movement of Christianity was a triumph of Hebraism

and man's moral impulses, so the great movement which

goes by the name of the Renascence, was an up-nsing and

re-instatement of man's intellectual impulses and of

Hellenism. 1869 Contcmf. Rev. XI. 150 Mr. Arnold treats

of the great rival forces Hebraism and Hellenism which

between them divide the world.

4. Greek nationality ;
the Hellenic race or 'world

as a political entity.

1883 SEELEY Expans. Etig. 239 The Macedonians, through

their close relationship with the Greeks, brought all

Hellenism in their train. 1886 Munch. Exam. 29 Jan. 4/7

The Government believes it to be its duty to safeguard

Hellenism, whose future is menaced. 1897 Daily Neivs

22 Feb. 9/1, 1 shall have the whole of Hellenism on my side.
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Hellenist (he'lenist). [ad. Gr. '1
, ,-

a follower of the Greeks in language, etc., one who

Hellenizes, f. 'E\\tjnffiv to HELLENIZE : see -1ST.]

1. One who used the Greek language, though not
,

a native Greek. Applied esp. to those Jews of the

Dispersion who used the Greek language and were
j

more or less affected by Greek influences.

1613 PUKCHAS Pilgrimage (1614' 137 The Hebrewes and

Hellenists often disagreed. 1653 HAMMOND Annot. Acts

vi. i (R.) These Jews understood Greek, and used the Greek

Bible, and therefore are called Hellenists. 1879 FARRAR

St. Paul vii. 125 It is to these Greek-speaking Jews that
;

the term Hellenist, .properly applies.. It means one who
;

'Grasses' in language or mode of life. . It is therefore ...the
|

..antithesis., to strict 'Hebrews'. 1881 N. T. (R. V.lActs

vi. i There arose a murmuring of the Grecian Jews [marg. \

Hellenists] against the Hebrews.
attrib. 1789 GIBBON Autobiog. (1896) 141 The corrupt

dialect of the Hellenist Jews.

2. One skilled in the Greek language and htera- I

tnre ;
a Greek scholar.

1680 DALGARNO Didascolocophus 126 (T.) But if all this do

not satisfy the critical Hellenist, then I must add [etc.].

1837 HALLAM Hist. Lit. i. 111.83 In Italy.. there were still

professors of it [Greek) in the university; but no one Hel-

lenist distinguishes this [i7th] century. 1880 Contemp. A '.

XXXVII. 479 An Oxford Hellenist <as we venture to call

any person with considerable knowledge of Greek).

3. One of the Byzantine Greeks who contributed

to the revival of classical learning in Europe in the

1 5th century. In mod. Diets.

Hellenistic (heleni-stik\ a. [f. prec. + -1C.]

Of or pertaining to the Hellenists ; using the Greek

language and following Greek modes of thought

or life. a. Applied to the modified form of the

Greek language, with many foreign elements, cur-

rent in Egypt, Syria, and other countries, after the

time of Alexander the Great.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Hellenistical, or Hellenistick,

belonging to Greece. 1727-5.' CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., bal-

masius rejects the common opinion of the learned touching

the Hellenistic language. 1827 G. S. FABEK Exfiatory
Sacr. in Through the Hellenistic use of a well-known

Hebrew idiom. 1837-9 HALLAM Hist. Lit. 11855) II. 373

He [Salmasius] says . . in the last age (i.e. prior to 1643)

the very name of Hellenistic was unknown to scholars. 1881

WESTCOTT & HORT Grk. N. T. Introd. 398 The term

Hellenistic was coined to denote the language of Greek-

speaking Jews. .

b. Of or pertaining to the ancient Greeks of this

later age, when the true Hellenic characteristics

were modified by foreign elements ; belonging to

the school of Greek art after the time of Alexander.

1874 MAHAFFY Soc. Life Greece x. 207 Menander, whose

essentially refined and social temper belonged more properly

to the Platonic than the Hellenistic age. _

Hence Helleni'sticism, the Hellenistic condition

or stage of history.
1807 Daily Chron. 24 May, This change in the world s

history, the change from Hellenism to Hellemsticism, is

regarded by the essayist as an almost unmixed blessing.

Hellenistical (heleni-stikal), a. [f.
as prec.

+ -AL.I = HELLENISTIC.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Hellenistical, pertaining to

i
Greece, or the Grecians. 1661 FELL Life Hammond (K.),

! Into the importance of the hellenistical dialect he had made

the exactest search. 1770 Monthly Rev. 94 This is a

merely hellenistical sense of the word.
.

Hence Helleni'sticaUy adv., in a Hellenistic

manner ;
in Hellenistic Greek.

1646 J. GREGORY Notes % Obs. 59 Shakar . . is often ren-

derVd by the LXX i8i'a, which therefore may beare the

same signification Hellenistically in this place. 1819 G. b.

FABER Dispensations (1823) I. 348 It bears such a sense

Hellenistically.

Hellenization (he'lenaiz^i'Jan). [f.
next +

j
-ATION.] The action of hellenizing or condition

!
of being hellenized ;

the giving of a Greek character

to anything.
1873 A. W. WARD tr. Curtius' Hist. Greece n. 111. I. 44

i In Sicily also the Hellenisation of the coast hud made pro-

gress. 1881 A Ihoizum 8 Oct. 465/3 The gradual Hellenl-
1

zation of the Byzantine Empire in the language, customs,

and the national character.
(

Hellenize (he-lenaiz), V. [mod. ad. Gr. EAAr;-

'-* to speak Greek, to make Greek, f.'EXAiji'

HELLENE.]
1. intr. To use the Greek language ;

to adopt

Greek or Hellenistic habits
;
to become, or live as,

a Greek or Hellenist.

1613 [see HELLENIZING vbl. sb. below]. 1646 SIR T.

BROWNE Pseud. Ep. IV. i. 279 Such [of the Jews] as did

I Hellenize and dispersedly dwell out of Palestine with the

Greeks. 1653 HAMMOND Annot. Acts vi. i (R.) So saitn

. Phavorinus . . to hellenize is to speak Greek, and to have

skill in the Greek learning. 1806 Eain. Ret: VII. 493 In

Alexandria . . the Egyptian superstitions, .condescended t(

hellenize a little. 1879 FARRAR St. Paul 11. 27 I here had

been. . Hellenistic Jews who Hellemsed in matters far more

serious than the language which they spoke.

b nonce-use. To adopt Hellenism (sense 3 b!.

1869 M. ARNOLD Cult, f. Anarchy Pref. (1875) 47 Now
and for us, it is a time to Hellenise, and to praise knowing ,

for we have Hebraised too much, and have over-valued doing.

2. trans. To make Greek or Hellenistic in form

or character.

1799 W. TAYLOK in Robberds Mem. I. 290 Perhaps 1

-.hall one day have to hellenize the jargon. 1845 tilaclntl.

HELL-GATE.

Mag LVII. 514 To Anglicize Pindar is not the adventure.

It is to Hellenize an English reader. a 1873 LYTTON

Pansaaias 274 Why should not Asia be Hellenized I

Hence Hellenized///. a.
;
He'llenizinff vbl. sb.

and ///. a.
; Ke'llenizer, one who affects the Greek

language and ways.
1613 PUKCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 137 The Hellenists were

so called of hellenizing or vsing the Greeke tongue in their

Synagogues. 1844 W. KAY in Fleury's Reel. Hut. III.^
note Ptlasius is only a Hellenized form of Morgan. 184

TRENCH Mirac. v. (1862) 177 There were numbers of hellen-

izing Jews just in these parts. 1854 KKIGHTLEY MyUul.
Greece f, Italy (ed. 3) 462 Some of the Hellemsers said she

was Minerva. 1861 J. G. SHEPI-ARO Fall Rome vi. 28

Leontius, the candidate for the throne selected by II

Heathenizers, or Hellenizers, for the names have the same

import. 1869 Contemp. Rev. XI. 151 Mr. Arnold, a Hel-

lenizer by every instinct of his nature.

11 Heller (he'lar). Also 6-7 haller. [Ger.

heller, in MHG. haller, haller. 'usually assumed

to be named from the imperial city Schtatibisch-

Hall, where it was first coined' (Kluge).]
A small coin formerly current in Germany, worth

half a pfennig ;
also a coin = fa of a crown (^ of

a penny) in the new Austrian monetary system.

575 Brief Disc. Troubl. Franckford (1642) 154 The

summe which they gave growed to so much as thirtcene,

not Sailers but Hallers or Pennings. 1617 MORYSON Itin.

I. 287iStanf.) At Nurnberg.. two haller make one pfenning.

1841 MOTLEY Con: 1.1889) I. iv. 102 The sister gave two

hellers a day to the workmen. 1895 Baedeker's Eastern

Alts Introd. n The new Austrian monetary unit is the

Crown (Krone)= 100 Heller. These new coins, however, are

still comparatively rare.

Hellespont (,he'lesp?nt). [ad. Gr. EAAjjoiroi/-

TOS ; explained as sea (iroVTos) of Helle ("EAA.?;),

daughter of Athamas, said to have been drowned

in it.] The ancient name for the Strait of the Dar-

danelles ; hence, in allusion to the story of Leander,

something that separates lovers.

1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. I. i.-22 & 26 Val. Some shallow

Storie of deepe loue, How yong Leander crost the Helles-

pont ..You are ouer-bootes in loue, And yet you neuer sworn

the Hellespont. 1657 Lust's Domin. n. lii. in Hazl. Dodslfy

XIV. 123 Your wife.. She's the Hellespont divides my love

and me. ,. f
Hence Hellespo-ntlac, Hellespo-ntine adjs., of,

pertaining to, or situated on the Hellespont.

1649 STANLEY Europa, etc. 29 Because the Hellespontiack

power they slight. 1840 THIRLWALL Greece VII. Ivn. 225

Arridaeus was appointed to the Hellespontine Phrygia.

Hell-fire, hell fire. [Orig. two words, helle

being genitive case ;
in later use usually hyphened.

In N. T. versions rendering Gr. yiivva roi irvpos

lit. gehenna (or hell) of fire, i.e. fiery hell.]

1. The fire of hell.

a 1000 Boelh. Metr. viii. 101 Etne .. bact mon helle fyr

hateS wide, c 1000 Ags. Cost. Matt, xviii. 9 Asend on

helle fyr [1381 WYCLIF, fijr of helle; 1526 T.INDALE, hell

fyre; 1581 Rliem. hel of fire]. a 1225 Aticr. A. 150

IwurS, buten ende, helle fures fode. a. 1300 Cursor M.

1804 Itot Jee in hell fire for brin. 1526 TINDALE Malt. v.

22 In daunger of hell fyre. a t6oo HOOKER bed. Pol v.

App. i 34 Devils were not ordained of God for hell-fire,

but hell-fire for them. 1860 EMERSON Cond. Life, Pate

Wks. (Bohn) II. 316 Neither.. hell-fire, nor ichor..can get

rid of this limp band.

2. A member of a Hell-fire club.

1720 in Malcolm Mann. I, Cust. Lond. (1808) 149 .The
Hell- Fires . . fly at Divinity. The third person of the T rim'V

is what they peculiarly attack . . calling for a Holy-Ghost-

pye at the Tavern. .
, c

3. attrib. Hell-fire club, name given to clubs ot

reckless or abandoned young men, chiefly about the

beginning of the eighteenth century. (See N. & Q.

12 May 1860, 27 Aug. 1892, etc.)

1721 (title) The Hell Fire Club, kept by a Society of

Blasphemers. I75S Connoisseur No. 54 \he Mohocks, and

the members of the Hell-Fire-Club, the heroes <*'
generation, .struck out mighty good jokes from a 1 kinds oi

Violence and blasphemy. 1821 DE QUINCEY Kichter \V ks

(1863) XIII. 124 When a member of the Hell-fire club, he

actually tied a poor man to the spit, and, having spitted

him, proceeded to roast him. 1825 R. CHAMBERS FraJ.

EdM. II. 259. 1881 Haydn's Diet. Dates, Hell-fire clubs,

three of these associations were suppressed 1721.

4. advb. In profane use :

' Damned .

,760 C. JOHNSTON ChrysalWi) " '

j-

2 The weather

in summer is Jell-fire hot, in winter hill-fire cold. Now
what sense can the very Devil himself . . make of such con-

tradictions ?

Hell-fired, a.

1.
' Set on fire of hell

'

(Jas. 111. 6).

a 1711 KEN CkristopHil Poet. Wks. 1721 1. 447 Blasphem d

by ev'ry Hell-fir'd Tongue.
2 As an intensive: 'Damned'. Cf. ALL-FIKED.

1736 W. TOLDERVY Two Orphans III. 157 Sir . . he is a

h 11-fir'd good creature.

He'llful. [f.
HELL sl>. + -FUL.] As many as

hell could hold.

1637 RUTHERFORD Lett. (.862) I. 218 Christ hath, .casten

the knot so fast that the fingers of the devils and hell-fulls

of sins cannot loose it. 1884 J. PARKER Apast. Life III. 15

A host an army, a whole, .hellful of human nature.

"Hell-gate, //. hell-gates. [Orig. two

words.! The portal or entrance of hell.

cW/bmC Horn. I. 228 Ure Hzlend Crist tobnec

helle jatu. c 1160 Halton Gosf. Matt xvi. 18 He le 3ate

ne maten on-5ean ba. c 1320 Cast. Lore 1341 Helle-5ates

he al to-breek. <ri4<So Tmnulty Mytt. (Surtees) 3'4 Oure



HELLGRAMMITE.
porter at helle gate Is haldcn so strate. 1590 SPENSEH P. Q.
ll. vii. 25. 1616 SHIRLEY Brothers n. i, Booth*, that day
and night Arc open, like hell-gates, to feed. 1667 MILTON
P. L. n. 746 The Portress of Hell Gate.

He'llgrammite, helgramite. l'-S. The
larva of a neuropterous insect, Corydaluscormdus.
the hellgrammite fly, allied to the May-fly, used

as a favourite bait for the black bass.

1884 J. S KINGSLEY Stand. Nat. Hist. II. 156 They are

much sought after as fish-bait, having a very tough integu-

ment, so that one larva suffices to catch several fish ; and

they are called by fishermen '
crawlers ',

' dobsons ', and
sometimes, we hope rarely,

'

hellgrammites '.

Hellhoffite. Chem. [from the name of the

inventor Ilellhoff ] An explosive, a solution of a

nitrated organic combination (naphthaline, phenol,
benzene, etc. , in fuming nitric acid.

1885 Times 'weekly ed.) 28 Aug. 9/4 A new explosive . .

hellhomte .. invented by HellholT and Gruson. Ibid., A
quantity of hellhofrtte poured into a bowl could not be ex.

ploded by a lighted match. 1895 CLNUILL & TH. Diet.

Exflos. Pref. 42.

t Hellhood. Obs. The state or personality
of an infernal being ; usually as an ironical title.

16*5 FLETCHER & SHIRLEY Nt. Walker n. ii, We might
have done some fine thing To have made thy hel-hood

laugh. 1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Natty Land Ships
Wks. i. 92/1 To sacrifice themselues. .and all that they
csteeme dearest vnto them, to his infernatl Hell-hood.

He'll-hound. [Orig. two words, helle in

genitive case.]
1. Hound or dog of hell ; esp. in Greek and Latin

mythology, Cerberus, the watch-dog of Hades.
<:888 K. ALFRED Bottli. xxxv. 6 pa sceolde cuman (were

helle hund, ba;s nama..waes Ceruerus. 1006 Charter in

Cod. Dipl. III. 350 Sy he toren of hellehundes toSum on
'iam egeslicum hellewitum. -1340-70 Alex. <y Dind. 702 5e

ben to be helle-hond holliche Mike, Tri-cerberus be tenfulof
(

wham i tolde haue. c 1440 Jacob's WelKE.. E. T. S.) 167 ,

Pe helle-huntere, wyth his helle-houndys, com ny. 1667
BliLTON P. L. x. 630 My Hell-hounds to lick up the draff

,

and filth Which man's polluting Sin with taint nath shed
On what was pure. 1821 SHELLEY Promcth. Unb. i. 408 But

;

hark, the hell-hounds clamour.

2. A fiend ;
a fiendish person : as a term of execra-

tion.

c 1410 Metr. LifcSt. JfatA. (Halliw.) 10 Thou false cursyd
Sarasyn . . Helle hounde, thou fowle wyghte. a 15*9 SKELTON
P. Sfarrmve 89 From that hell hounde, That lyeth in

cheynes bounde. 1532 MOKE Confut. Tindale Wks. 446/1
Neither Luther, Tyrioa!, nor Huskin, nor all yc hel houndes
that y deuyl hath in hys kenell. 1633 T. STAFFORD Pac.
Hib. i. ii. (1810) 39 Tyrone with his Hell-hounds being not

hell-hounds of savage war. 1879 BROWNING Ivan
vitcli 208 Hellhounds, we baulk you !

3. atlrib. and Comb.
17x9 DE FOE Crusoe n. ix, Villains ! hell-hound dogs !

1790 Bystander 46 Of the hell-hound breed. 1811 W.
IAYLOR in Monthly Mag. XXXII. 117 To account and
apologise for the hell-hound-hearted mangling fury.

He'llicat, a. and sb. Sc. [app. a fanciful

alteration by Scott of halokit (HALOK) ; perh. with

some notion of hell-cat.']

A.. at//. Lightheaded, giddy,extravagant; rompish.
1815 SCOTT Guy flf. xxxii, I dare sae now it had been on

some hellicat errand or other. 1816 -i ntiq, xxxix, I want
to see what that hellicate quean Jenny Rintherout's doing.
1894 CROCKETT Raiders (ed. 3) 32 That hellicat . . lassie,
who had called me a sheep.
B. sb. A wicked creature : cf. HELL-CAT.

1816 SCOTT El. Dwarf'ix, Let us but get puir Grace out o'

that auld heliicat's clutches. 1893 STEVENSON Catriona 268
It's highly possible the helticat would try and gar me to

marry her when he turned up.

t He-llick, a. Obs. rare. [OE. had hel-lic hell-

ish, infernal, f. hel + -lie -LIKE. It is not clear

whether the 1 6th c. use was a revival of the OE.]
Of or belonging to hell ; hellish, infernal.

c looo JLFRIC Horn. I. 380 Da hellican fynd. Ibid. II. 78
Scyldis he waes to hellicere susle. 1581 I. STUDLEY tr.

Seneca's Hippolytits 67 b, Who when the nellicke hound
From Tartares griesly gates in chaynes he dragd above the

ground. Jbid. 73 The Hellick Tyrant knoweshis perfect tale,
j

Hellier (he'lya-i) . Now dial. Also 5-6 helyer,
helier, 5, 9 hillyer. [ME. helyer, i. HELE v.,

to cover : cf. sa-itiyer, etc.] A slater 8r tiler.

'1450 T. WALSINGHAM Hist. Angl. an. 1381 in Camden
Aitglica, Hibernica, etc. (16021 252 Ductor. .dictus Walterus
Helier, vel Tyler. Ibid. 265 Walterus Tyler vel vt quidam
dicunt Walterus Helyer. 1467 Ordin. Worcester in Eng.
Gilds (1870) 398 Tylers called hillyers. 1562 A ct 5 Eliz. c. 4
8 30 The Art . . of a Smith . . Bricklayer, Tyler, Slater, Helier,
Tyle-maker. 1615 USSHER Ansvi. Jesuit 287 He that
covereth the house with tile or slate, is from thence com-
monly called a hellier. 1669 S. COLEPRESS in Phil. Trans.
IV. 1009 The most experienced Helliers (or Coverors with
Slat). IMS Land. Gaz. No. 6400/8 Francis Budd, late of
Horwood, Hellier. 1888 ELWORTHY W. Somerset Word-
bk., Hellier, a slater ; one who hela roofs . . A thatcher is

never called a hellier. [Hence the surnames Hellier,
Helyar, Hillyer., Hilliard, Helyard.}
Hellier, obs. form of HALYARD.
Helling, dial, form of HELING, covering, roof.

Hellish (he-lij), a. (adv.) [f. HELL sb. + -isu.]
1. Of, belonging or pertaining to hell or the in-

fernal regions ; infernal.

1530 PALSGK. 315/1 Hellysshe, belongyng to helle, tar-

tarityut, iit/trnal. 1590 Si-tNstH /'. Q. i. ii. i Who, all in

206

raLje..gan threaten hellish paine. 1687 Death's I'is. Pref.

'17131 ii The Fury and Hldeousness of that HellUh Prince.

1727 DE FOK Syst. Magic i. ii. (1840 48 The last is truly
called diabolical and hellish magic,

b. Belonging to Hades.
1579 SPENSER S/teph. Cal. Oct. 30 His inusicks might the

hellish hound did tame, a 1704 T. BKOWN Praise Drunken-
ness ^yks. 1730 I. 37 In vain does Hercules boast of all his

victories, of his Hydra, .and the hellish Cerberus.

2. Of the nature or character of hell and infernal

things; befitting or worthy of hell; diabolical,

fiendish.

1569 Comment. Boner in Skeltotts IVks. (1843' I. Introd.

125 Romishe derision, And hellishe deuision. 1604 SHAKS.
Oth. v. ii. 368 To you, Lord Gouernor, Remaines the Censure
ofthis hellish villaine. 171* STEELE S/>ect. No. 402 M, I sit

down and describe my present Disposition with so hellish

an Aspect. 1798 COLERIDGE Anc. Rlar. n. iii, I had done
a hellish thing, And it would work 'em woe. 1826 SCOTT
IVoodst. xii,- But we heard hellish noises.

b. As an intensive : cf. infernal',
devilish.

LT&Courier \nSpirit. Pub. Jrnls. (1799) II. 307 Why did

you ride at such a hellish rate ?

B. adv. Infernally ; execrably. Sometimes
a mere coarse intensive : cf. devilish,

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 481 A mouth O hellish

wide. 1768 FOOTE Devilon Two Sticks i. Wks. 1799 II. 251
You make a little free with our condition . . as, hellish dull,
damn'd clever, hellish cold. 1792 CHARLOTTE SMITH Des-
mond II. 37 You 've got a hellish clever trotting mare.

Hellishly (he-lijli), adv. [f. prec. + -

In a hellish manner ; infernally, devilishly ;
exe-

crably. Sometimes merely intensive.
t 1580 J. JEFFERE Bugbears i. ii. 50 in Arckrv Stiui.

Neu. Spr. (1897) XCVIII. 308 Amedeus is so hellishely
bent on the muck of this world. 1631 R- H. Arraignm,
Whole Creature xiii. 3. 218 The Divell ., horribly yea
hellishly disquieting them. 1754 RICHARDSON Grandison
1 1810) VI. xxxi. 221 If he had not interposed so hellishly as
he did. , I had been the husband of Miss Byron in two hours.

1778 Learning at a Loss I 152 A dark Chesnut . . gets on

hellishly, a remarkable Gift of going.

Heliishuess (he^lijnes). [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
The quality of being hellish

;
infernal or damnable

nature or disposition.
1608 MACHIN Dumb Knt. iv. in Hazl. Dodsley X. 182,

I was.. star-crossed with some hag's hellishness. 1648 GAG
West Ind. xiv. 82 Outward seeming and frothy sanctity,
and inward hellisbnesse. 1826 in Cobbett Rnr. Rides (1885)
II. 192 Enough to convince any one of the hellishness of
this system ! 1854 DUFF in G. Smith Life xxL 11881) 342
Such utter absolute hellishness I never saw surpassed.

Hellite (he-bit), [f. HELL sb. + -ITE.]
1. An inhabitant of hell.

1866 D. FORBES Hindustani Diet 45s.v. i

il^cl,
The poet

Sa'dl says that 'to those in heaven A'raf would seem hell,

but the hellites would call A'raf paradise'.

2. The proprietor of a
'
hell

'

or gaming-house.
i84 Times 9 Oct. in Westm. Rev, (1829) XI. 319 The

hellites at all the 'hells', .resort to every species of cheating.
1838 JAS. GRANT Sk. Land. 355 In all the gaming-houses of

any note, there are unprincipled reckless persons in the pay
ofthe hellites. 1870 A. STEINMETZ (?;/ Table IL iv. 93.

Hell-kettle. A deep black gulf or abyss ;

a name locally applied to holes or pools popularly

supposed to be bottomless.

1577 HARRISON England i. xxiv. 11881) in. 164 What the
foolish people dreame of the hell kettles, it is not worthie
the rehearsall .. There are certeine pits, or rather three

little pooles, a mile from Darlington, .which the people call

the kettles of hell, or the diuels kettles. 1634 Relat. Short

Survey (in Longstaffe Darlington\ The three . . deepe pitu
called Hell Kettles, we left boyling by Darlington. 1698
FRYER Ace. E. India. <5-

P. 250An huge Casm, or Hell-Kettle

was left where the Mountain had emptied its self

fHe'Uness. Obs. nonce-wa. [f. HELL sb. +

-NESS, after HIGHNESS.] A title for a person of

diabolical character :
= HELLHOOD.

1605 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iii. iv. Captaines 1007
There's not a king among ten thousand kings But. .gildeth
those that glorifie his Folly, That sooth and smooth, and
call his Hell-ness holy.

Hello (helJ*), int. and sb. [var. of HALLO, q.v.]
An exclamation to call attention ; also expressing
some degree of surprise, as on meeting any one un-

expectedly. A. as int.

1883 Breadwinners 241 Hello, Andy ! you asleep. 1888

BLACK Adv. House-boal xxiii, Hello here's more about
evolution.

B. as sb.

1897 MARY KINGSLEY W. Africa 45 The amount of
' Helios

* ' Are you theres?
' and '

Speak louder, pleases' . .

that must at such times be poured out and wasted .. before

the break [in telephonic connexion] is realised.

Comb. 1895 Critic 6 Apr. 263/2 The awful nuisance ofthe

central [telephone] office, and. .what is familiarly known as

the
'

hello-girl '.

Hence Hello v., to shout hello !

1895 Critic 6 Apr. 263/2 There will be no helloing girl to

ask you every minute,
' Have you finished?

*

while you are

straining your ears to hear what the person you are talking
to is saying.

t Hellua'tion. Obs. rare * [ad. L. hellua-

tidn-em (kfl-), n. of action f. kelluarl to gorman-
dize (see next).]

' A devouring gluttony
'

(Blount

Glossogr. 1656).
t Hellue, v. Obs. rare . In <5 helue. fad.

L. helhidri ',//#), helluo (ste next).] To gor-

mandize, guzzle.
1570 LtviNS Manip. 59/11 Helu. .f0tittiret dtglutirt.

HELM.

Helluo (he-litt|<7 ;
. Also 7 helluoh. [L.

helluo. heluo a gormandizer.]
1. A glutton, gormandizer; transf. and Jig. a

greedy devourer.

1583 STVBRES Ariat. Abus. i. 11879) I02
I*".

6 insaciablest

Helluo, the deuouringest glutton, or the greediest cormorant
that is. 1631 R. H. Arraignm. Whole Creature v. 32

, They eate like gurmundizing Helluohs. 1678 CUDWORTH
I Intell. Syst. \. iv. 425 Thereby making him to be a Helluo

J

and Devourer of Gods, a 1734 NORTH Exam. in. vi. 63
(1740) 470 To let an Helluo loose upon the Revenue, which
should be too hard for all Retrenchment. 1822 T. TAYLOR
Aptilcius vin. 184 In this ludicrous way the crier treated
that helluo.

2. Zool. A genus of beetles belonging to the

family Carybidx.

t He'llUQUS, a. [irreg. f. prec.] Gluttonous.

1641 J. JOHNSON Acad. Love 2 Shee, making me the

i

cadaver of her love to feed her helluous gorge.
Hence Hellno'sity, gluttony.
1799 Public Characters 101 So voracious and insatiable is

his helluosity. 1830 Fraser's Mag. 1.748 The helluoshy of

'. my reading, and omnivorous voracity with which I digest . .

,
all manner of languages.

Hellward (he-lvvgid), adv. and adj. [f. HELL
sb. + -WARD : orig. to hellward^]
A. adv. Towards hell : a. Downward, towards

'

the centre of the earth, b. Towards the place of

final punishment.
1377 LANGI.. P. PI. B.xvni. 114 Awenche. .Cam walkynge

in )*e wey, to-helle-ward she Ipked. 1:1440 Jacob's Well
(E. E.T. S.) 170 pe depthe of bi skete of contricyoun muste
be depe in sorwe downward, to helle-warde. 1623 LISLI-;

AZlfric on O. $ N. Test. Pref. FS We are hoisted sometime
to heaven with a billow of presumption, and dung downe
againe with abysse of despaire to helward. 1675 HOBBKS
Odyssey (1677) I25 Then of the ram and ewe let out the blood
Into the pit ; their heads to hell-ward place. i6 W.
BROOME Ep. to Elijah Fenton 97 Trees . . Root hell-ward,
and thence flourish to the skies. 1789 BURNS Ode in Mem.
Mrs. Oswald, Doom'd to share thy fiery fate, She, tardy,
hell-ward plies. 1831 CARLVLE Sart. Res. in. iii, Magician
and Wizard to lead us hellward.

B. adj. Directed or conducting to hell.

1829 MOIR in Blackw. Mag. XXV. 632 Still man thinks

that hellward paths can e'er lead up to Heaven.

Hell-weed, hellweed. A name given to

certain plants, noxious as weeds, and difficult to

eradicate: a. the species of Dodder (Cuseuta)

parasitic on cultivated plants ; b. Hedge Bindweed,
Convolvulus sepium ; C. Ranunculus arvensis.

1640 PARKINSON Theat. Bot. 10 Cttscuta as it is generally
called . . is called of the Country people Hell-weede, because

they know not how to destroy it. 1670 [see DITVIL'S-GUTS].

1829 GLOVER Hist. Derby I. 109 Cuscnta europsea, greater

dodder, hell weed or devil's guts. 1879 PRIOR Plant-*.*

Hell-weed^ dodder, so called from the trouble and ruin it

causes in flax fields.

t He'Uy, a. (adv.) Obs. [f. HELL sb. + -Y

(or ? -LY)?| Of or belonging to hell ;
of the nature

of hell ; hellish, infernal, devilish.

153* MORE Cotifnt. Tindate Wks. 423/2, I call heartely

fight. 1563 BALDWIN in Mirr. Mag., How Collingbourne
was Executed (1815) II. 366 Helley haunts, & ranke per-

nicious ylles. 1583 STANYHURST &neis iv. (.Arb.) 103 His
rod . . by which from the helly Bocardo Touzt tost souls he
freeth. 1613 Ace. Angltsea (Halliw.) 39 Authority con-

ferr'd upon him to keep this helly trade.

B. adv. Hellishly, infernally.
1600 TOURNEUR Trans/. Metamorph. Iviii, With poyson

hellie blacke. a 176* LADY M. W. MONTAGU Poems
(1785^ 53 No rake helly gay, Or laughing, because he has

nothing to say.

Helm (.helm), sl>. 1 Forms: J- helm; also 3

heelrn, healm, 4-7 helme, 6 healme. [Com.
Tent. : OE. helm str. masc. = OFris., OS. (LG.,

MDu., Du.), OHG. (MHG., Ger.) helm, ON.

hjalmr (Sw., Da. hjelni], Goth, hilms : OTeut.
*helmo-z : pre-Teut. *kclmo-s, f. root kel- to cover,

conceal (see HELE v.\ OF. he/me ;mod.F. heattme)

masc., It. eltnO) $\>,yelwo, are from OHG. Senses

7 and 8 are prob. from Norse.]

I. 1. That part of the armour which covers the

head
;
a helmet. Now poet, and arch.

c 725 Corpus Gloss. 422 Cassiur/t, helm. 1 1000 ^LFHIC
Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 143/27 Crista, helmes camb. a 1175
Cott. Horn. 243 ^a beo5 sceold helm and brenie. c 1*05
LAY. 25813 Hselm [^1275 healm] an his hafde. ^1375 Sc*

Leg. Saints, Cristofore 549 J?ane gert be kinge ane helme

tak. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 6sb/2 A helme of brasse on

his heed, a 1533 Li>. BERSERS Huon Uv. 182 There was

brought him a good harneis, helme, sheld, & spere. 1667
MILTON P. L. vi. 840 O're Shields and Helmes, and helmed
heads he rode. 1715-20 POPE Iliad v. 5 High on his helm

celestial lightnings play. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. II.

in. 345 Methought I had a helm upon my head Wrought
all of gold.
fig. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 193 Habbeo rihte bileue to

brunie, and hope to helme. 138* WYCLIF /**. lix. 17 The
helm of helthe in his lied.

b. Her. =HKLMET 2.

1864 BOUTELL Her. Hist. $ Pop. xiv. 165 A large helm

-r.rmounted by the lion crest.

f 2. transf. Put for a man in armour. Obs.

a 1400-50 Alexander 5498 Ser Bedwyn be bald with many
briat helmes. 1470-85 HAUntY Arthur vi. vi, The kyng
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of Northgaty's with eyght score helmes. 1548 HALL
Chron., Hen- l^, 47 In the Vaward wer eight thousands
Heahnes of Knightes and Esquiers and foure thousande
Archers.

j- 3. Christ's crown of thorns. Obs,
c 1000 ^ELFRIC Hont. II. 252 Mid byrnenum helme his

heafod befengon. ^1175 Lamb. Hotn. 147 Ure helende ..

hefde uppen his hefde bornene helm, a 1400 Leg. Rood
(1871) 142 porw-out his helm be harde hat pe bornes in-to

his flesch gan crepe.

II. 4. The crown, top, or summit of anything;
in OE. esp. the leafy top of a tree. Obs. exc. dial.

c 888 K. /EI.FREU Roeth. xxxiv. 10 He onginj> of Sam
wyrtrumum and swa upweardes grewb..o|> Sone helm.
c 1000 /ELFRIC Hont. II. 150 His orf Iseswode mid treo-

wenum helme. a noo Voc. m Wr.-Wulcker 243!$$ Frondea
robora, ^e^ufe beamas net helmas. 1893 Northumbld.
Gloss., Hthn, the top (crestl or head of a thing.

' Helm o'

the hill
'

. . a considerable eminence on the old post road a
few miles south of Felton.

f 5. The head or cap of an alembic or retort.

1594 PLAT Jewell-ho. 11. 5 Those glasses which they cafl

bodies, .fitted to their helmes. 1610 B. JONSON Alch. n. i,

She'D mount you up, like quick-silver Over the helm. 1686
PLOT Staffbrdsh. 102 That its oil or sulphur came over the
/Helm upon the first heat, 17-18 J. CHAMBERLAYNE Relig,
Philos. 11730) II. xviii. 7 Distil it with a glowing Iron

Pot, upon which there is an Iron Helm or Head.

III. f6. A covering. Only in OE.) Obs.
a 1000 Riddles iv. 64 (Gr.) Under lyfte helm.

7. A roofed shelter for cattle, etc. ; ashed, north.

1501 Searchers Verdicts in Snrtees Misc. (1888) 22 For
his kid helme upon be tenement or ground. 1641 BEST
Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 58 The Create Helme in the Stag-
garth helde 43 [loades], the Helme in the Foregarth heltle

23. 1674-91 RAY N. C. Words 36 An Helm, a Hovel.

1855 ROBINSON U'hitby Gloss., Helm, a hovel, an open shed
for cattle in a field, 1863 MRS. TOOGOOD Yorksh. Dial.,
Helm, a cart or cattle shed.

8. (Also helm-cloud^] The local name in Cum-
berland and Westmorland of a clond which forms
over a mountain top before or during a storm ; esp.
that which accompanies the helm-wind (also occas.

called the helm} ,
a violent wind which in certain

circumstances rushes down the escarpment of the

Pennines near Cross Fell, when a helm-cloud lies

over the summit. Helm bar, a roll of cloud sus-

pended in the air to the leeward of the helm-cloud.

1777 NICOLSON & BURN Hist. VVestm. $ Cumb. I. 7 It

is called a Helm-wind. Ibid.) A rolling cloud, .hovers over
the mountain tops . . When this cloud appears, the country

people say the helm is up . . This helm . . continues in its

station, although a violent roaring hurricane comes tumbling
down the mountain. 1787 J. CLARKE Surv. Lakes Introd.

x!, A black streak of cloud, .continually fed from the white

one, which is the real Helm : this is called the Helm-bar,
from its being supposed to bar or obstruct the winds that
burst upon the vallies beneath as soon as it wholly vanishes.

Ibid., Such is the Helm-Wind generated in that enormous
cloud, which, like a helmet, covers the summit of Cross-fell.
1801 COLERIDGE Poems II. 159 Ancient Skiddaw . . Thus
spake from out his helm of cloud. 1885Nature z$/\ Whenever
the helm-wind was blowing, therewas an easterly wind. 1886

Jrnl. R. Meteor. Soc. 2 On certain occasions, when the
wind is from some Easterly point, the Helm suddenly
forms . . Small portions of thin vaporous clouds are seen

travelling from the Helm Cloud to the Bar. 1888 Encycl.
Brit. XXIV. 515/2 Here for weeks at a time prevails a kind
of cyclone, revolving on a horizontal axis parallel to the

escarpment, the 'helm-wind'. 1888-9 J. G- GOODCHILD in

Trans. Cnmb. $ Westm. Assoc. XIV. 44 The Helm Wind
descends with greatest force in the neighbourhood of the

highest elevation of the Escarpment, being strongest along a
zone extending a few miles on each side of Cross Fell, and
gradually diminishing in force in proportion to the distance
on either side.

IV. 9. attrib. and Comb,, as helm-bearing,
-decked^ -mover; helm-bar, helm-cloud, helm-
wind (see sense 8) ; helm-guard,

* a chain

attaching the helm to the girdle or to the mamme-
liere' (Cent. Diet.}.
a noo Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 243/40 Frondigeris coronis,

helmberendum wuldorbeajum. ci6xi CHAPMAN Iliad n.

725 Helm-deck'd Hector. Ibid. vi. 277 The great helm-
mover thus received the authoress of his kind.

Helm (helm), j.2 Forms : i helma, 4-7
helme, (7 helmne, 8 Sc. hellim), 6- helm. [OE.
helma wk. masc., corresp. in stem to ON. hjalm str.

fern. With sense 3, cf. MHG. helm handle.]
1. The handle or tiller, in large ships the wheel,

by which the rudder is managed ; sometimes ex-
tended so as to include the whole steering gear.
c 725 Corpus Gl. 4 Cfavus, helma. c 1050 Voc. in Wr..

Wulcker 182/6. ^1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls)
12060 Roberes, helmes, right for to stande. c 1440 Promp.
Pan/. 235/1 Helme, or be rothere of aschyp. c 1515 Cocke
Loretts B. (Percy) 12 Some stered at the helme behynde,
Some whysteled after the wynde, 1634 SIR T. HERBERT
Trav. 5 Many times the ships will feele no helme. 1656
BLOUNT Glossogr, t Helme of the Rudder of a ship, is a
handle of wood, put on the Rudder for a man to govern the
same, and direct the ship. 1669 STURMY Mariner's Mag. i.

17 The Helmne is hard a weather, mind at Helmne what is

said to you carefully. 1757 GRAY Bard n. ii, In gallant
trim the gilded Vessel goes ; Youth on the prow, and
Pleasure at the helm, a 1796 BURNS (Song), When Guil-
ford good our Pilot stood, An 1

did our hellim thraw, man.
1816 H. N. COLERIDGE West Indies 76 There was no one
on deck but the man at the helm and himself.

b. Use or turning of the helm, space through
which the helm is turned.

1892 Pall Mall G. 23 Feb. 7/1 Many of the witnesses

disagree as to the amount of helm which was given to the

ship. 1894 7'iuifs 17 Mar. 5/4 Very little helm, three or
four spokes either to port or starboard, would have done it.

c. Phrases. Down with the helm, J)own helm t

the order to place the helm so as to bring the
rudder to windward. Up with the helm, Up helm,
the order to place the helm so as to bring the
rudder to leeward. See also ALKE, AMIDSHIPS,
BEAR v. 37, EASE v. 9, FEEL v. 12, OVER, PORT,
STARKOARD, \YKATHKK.
1769 FAI.CONKR Diet. Marine (1789) s.v. Amidships,..

Put the helm amidships, i.e. in the middle. 1833 M. SCOTT
Tom Cringle xv. (1859) 380 Down with the helm and let her
come round, said I. 1840 WILLIS in Longfellow's Life
(1891) I. 371 So I up helm for my sister's house in Brighton.

1859 GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi .-I It. II. xc. 66 See if he does
not up helm, and make the best run of it he can. 1875
BEDFORD Sailor's Pocket Bk. vi. (ed. 2) 215 If caught in a
hard sudden squall, down helm at once..A tendency to

carry lee helm should be counteracted at once. 1880 Boy's
ffivn Bk. -$i6Heli>iS;a-lee, the call of the helmsman when his

helm is hard down in tacking.
2. a. Jig. That by which affairs, etc., are guided.
:888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxxv. 4 Mid bam helman and

mid baem sliorrobre his godnesse, a 1529 SKEI.TON Boivge
ofCrt. 250 Holde up the helme, loke up, and lete God stere.

1607 SHAKS. Cor. \. \. 79 You slander The Helmes o' th State.

c 1645 HOWELL Lett. v. i. xxxi. 1.1754) 226 Bishop Laud ..

sits at the Helm of the Church. 1679 Establ. Test 2 'Tis

dangerous meddling with the Helm of State. 1770 LANG-
HORNE Plutarch (1879) I. 216/1 Fabius came to the helm,
when Rome experienced the worst . . turn of fortune. 1840
ARNOLD Hist. Rome II. 33 The elderly men, who generally
held the tribuneship, now abandoned the helm in despair.

b. transf. Any part which is used like a helm.
1660 MRQ. WORCESTER Cent. fnv. Exact Def. 15 The

[Water-commanding] Engine consisteth of the following
Particulars . . 5. A Helm or Stern with Bitt and Reins,
wherewith any Child may guide, order, and controul the
whole Operation. 1860 G. H. K. Vac. Tour 162 Salmon, .

give a series of sharp sculling strokes with their broad
helms, which sends them sheer out of the water.

f 3. A handle, helve. Obs.
c 1430 Syr Gener. 3729 Like mattokes wer here wepens

wroght, With long helmes of yren stoute. 1589 NASHE
Martins Months Minde 45 Let them once cut a helme for

their hatchet, but of a braunch of you, and they will cut
downe all the wood handsmooth. 1615 CHAPMAN Odyss.
v. 312 A great axe .. In which a fair well-polish'd helm
was put.

4, attrib. and Comb., as helm circle, the smallest

circle in which a ship can be turned
; helm-coat :

see COAT sb. 8 ; helm-man = HELMSMAN
q.v. ;

helm-port (see quot.) ; f helm-stock, the tiller

(cf. Du. helmstok}.
1884 West. Morn, News 2 Aug. 8/1 The diameter of the

*helm circle of the Defence is .. 500 yards. 6 1850 Rudim.
Na-vig. (Weale) 124 *Helm-port, that hole in the counter

through which the head of the rudder passes. Helm Port
transom, the piece of timber placed athwart the inside of
the counter timbers at the height of the helm-port. 1513
DOUGLAS ^Etteis v. xiv. 62 Our burd hym kest amyde the
flowand se, Rycht all togiddir with the *helmstok of tre.

Helm, sb$ dial. Also 6 helme, S healm, 9
dial, h) ellum, elam, elm. [app. related to

HADLM, OE. healm, but the phonology is not clear.

In sense 2, Du. and LG. have also helm, in

Holstein halm, in Heligoland hattem ; some Du.
dialects have helm, helietn^ hellim in the general
sense of halm, straw.
It has been suggested that helm might be a special

southern development of OE. healm HAULM.]
1. The stalk of corn ; the stalks collectively,

straw
; esp. as made up in bundles or laid straight

for thatching. (In this sense perh. confused with
YELM q.v.)

1437 [see helm-bole in 3]. 1578 LVTE Dodoens iv. viii. 461
Barley hath helme or strawe, lyke wheaten strawe. 1669
WORLIDGE Syst. Agric. (1681) 238 The best . .is called Helm,
that is, long and stiff Wheat-straw (with the Ears cut off)
bound up m bundles unbruised. 1674 RAY S. Sf E. C.
Words 68 Haulm or Helm, stubble gathered after the corn
is inned. a 1722 LISLE Hitsb. Gloss. (E. D. S.), Helm,
halm, or straw prepared for thatching. (1862 J R. WISE
New Forest (1863) 282 [In the New Forest] three elams
make a bundle .. [In Wiltshire] the measurement is some-
what different, five elams forming a bundle. 1866 BLACK-
MORE Cradock Nowell xxxiii, The wind . . brought an

' elam '

of thatch to shelter her.]

b. = HAULM sb. a.

1888 ELWORTHV IV. Somerset Word-bk., Helium, the
stalk of beans, pease, vetches, potatoes, clover, etc... Not.,
straw of any kind . . A coarse kind of stalk is implied.
2. A name for the Bent-grass of the sandhills.

? Obs. or alien.

1640 PARKINSON Theat. Bot. 1200 The Italians, and
Spaniards call it Sparto .. The Dutch Halm. And we in

English, Helme, and Matweede, 1897 Contemp. Rev. June
863 Swarms of rabbits He out in the

' helm ', buckthorn
bushes and little dwarf pine copses [in Holland].
3. Comb., as helm-sheaf; helm-bote (in quot.

-bought), the right of cutting helm in a common
field for thatching.
1437 Ckurchiu. Ace. (Som. Rec. Soc. vol. 4) 178 Uno

hommi locato pro le stubel vocato helmebought falcando
hoc pro dicta domo pistrine cooperienda. 1563-87 FOXE
A.

j-
M. 11684) HI- 855 Good store of Helme-sheaves.

Helm, z'.
1 [OE. helmian, f. HELM j.i] trans.

To fiirnish or cover with a helm. (Chiefly poet. )

a xooo Andreas 1307 Gr.) Niht helmade. .beor^as steape,
c IOOO^LFRIC Gram, xliii. iZ.) 256 Galea, helm. Galeatns,

jehelmod. ^1374 CHAUCER Troyhtsw. 544(593* Marts be

god Jiat helmyd is of stel. 1525 LD. BERNERS Proiss. 11812)

II. clxviii. 472 Anone, they were agayne helmed, and ran

togider. 1691 DRYDEN Arthur \. \. (R. SupJ, Now again
you helm your hoary head. 1795 SOUTH EV y<?an of Arc
vir. 498 Then from the bank He sprung, and helm'd his

head, a 1839 PRAED Poems (1864) II. 366 Now saddle my
steed and helm my head,

Helm, z*.-
[f. HELM j/>.-] trans. To guide

with or as with a helm
; to steer. Chiefly^.

1603 SHAKS. Meas. jfor M. in. ii. 151 The busmesse he
hath helmed, must, -giue him a better proclamation. 1607
MARSTON tt 'hat you will H. i. C iij b, Fate helmeth all.

1808 J. BARLOW Columb. i. 613 The steerman gaily liehits

his course along. 1884 TENNYSON Becket \. iii, No forsworn

Archbishop Shall helm the Church. 1890 RIDHR HAGGARD &
LANG World's Desire 41 He helmed the ship towards these.
intr. or absoL 1666 Lond. Gaz. No. 31/4 The Conquerors

. .helmed a weather, and stood for the Southward Cape.

Helm, 7'.
; - dial. [.Hxiafj.3; but see YELM v.]

trans. To lay (straw) in order for thatching.
t
a 1722 LISLE Husb, (1752) 236 Straw is heaped up together

in order to be helmed. 1762 FORSTER in Phil. Trans. LII.

475, I had a woman, .helming of straw, i.e. laying it straight,
for the thatcher.

He'lmage. rare. [f. HELM z/.
2 + -AGE.] Guid-

ance, direction, management. 1864 in WEBSTER.

Helm-bar, -cloud ; see HELM sb.i 8.

Helmed (helmd), ///. a. [f. HELM &.i or sbl
-t- -ED.] Wearing a helm ; helmeted.

1205 LAV. 26744 Ihelmede beines. 1382 WVCLIF Ezek.
xxxviii. 5 Men of Persis . . alle sheeldid and helmyd. 1583
STANVHURST JEneis i. (Arb.) 33 In coach runs helmed
Achilles. 1629 MILTON Nativity 1 12 The helmed Cherubim,
And sworded Seraphim. 1883 OMAN in Academy No. 577.

371/3 The helmed Aphrodite of Corinth.

Helmet (he-lmet), sb. Forms : 5- helmet,
(6 helmctte, healmet, Sc. hewmet, hewmond,
heumont, 7 helmit). [a. obs. F. healmet, helmet,
dim. of helme (see HEAUHB and HELM jtf. 1

).]
1. A defensive cover for the head ;

a piece of

armour, usually made of, or strengthened with,

metal, which covers the head wholly or in part.
It has varied greatly in shape and material at different

periods ; the name is still given to the stiff hat of domed or
conical form, made of metal or strengthened with bars of

metal, worn by many troops.
1470-85 MALORY Arthur vi. ix, [He] gate hym by the

Bauowre ofhis helmet, and plucked hym doune on his knees.

*S*3 DOUGLAS sEneis ix. vii. 194 Mesapus rich hewmet
[ed. 1553 hewmond] schynand brycht. 1563 WINSET lVks.

(1890) II. 6 For a waippm and a werklume, For a speir or a

spade, a heumont or a hemmir. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. xi.

22 Upon his head he wore an Helmet light, Made of a dead
mans skull, that seemd a ghastly sight. 1789 BELSHAM
Ess. I. vii. 139 Virtue is . . a Minerva, armed with helmet,
spear, and shield. 1858 LARDNER Hand-bk. Nat. Phil. 374
The helmet and cuirass worn by cavalry is a cooler dress
than might be imagined, the polished metal being a good
reflector of heat.

J*f* *&9 HAWES Past. Pleas, xxvn. Hi, The helmet
mekenes, and the shelde good fayth. 15*6 TINDALE Eph.
vi. 17 Take the helmet off heelth.

f b. transf. Put for a man in armour. Obs.
c 1500 Melusine xxiv. 189 Men of armes, to the nombre of

foure thousand helmets. Ibid. xxx. 225 A houndred helmets
of Hongery. .

valyaunt knightes & good men of werre.

c. Extended to other (non-military) defensive or

protective kinds of head-gear, such as those worn

by policemen, firemen, and divers, and the felt or

pith hat worn in hot climates.

1842 BRANDE Diet. Sc., etc., s.v, Divitif, A helmet of thin

sheet copper, which covers the head of the diver. [1858 cf.

helmet-maker in 9.] 1882 OGILVIE s.v., Helmets of white

felt, with folds of linen wrapped round them, are worn in

India and other hot climates as a protection against the sun.
The name helmet is also given to a kind of hat worn by
policemen. 1885 Times 20 Feb. 6/1 Officers and men were
attired in red serge tunics.. sun helmets and puggarees.
2. A representation of a helmet ; esp. in Her.
The figure of a helmet placed above the escutcheon
in an achievement and supporting the crest.

1610 GUILLIM Heraldry iv. xv. (1611) 231 The bearing of

Helmets after these seueral manners. 1617 MORYSOK Itin.
ni. 263 They take to themselves coates of Armes .. yet not
with open Helmets, as Gentlemen beare them, but with
closed Helmets, after the manner used by the Citizens in

Germany. 1847 Gloss. Heraldry s.v., Helmets of different

forms are placea above shields of arms to denote the rank of
the bearers.

3. The upper part of a retort
;

HELM s&* 5.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelkonei's Bk. Physicke 25/1 Distifle

therout a water, with a glasse helmet as we are used to dis-

tille the stronge waters. 1660 BOYLE Neiv Exp. Phys, Mech.
viii. 64 We took a Glass Helmet or Alembick. .such as

Chymists use in Distillations. 1683 PETTUS Fleta Min. i.

(1686) 121 Put in it fifty pounds of Quicksilver .. and place
an Helmet upon it. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet, Trade, Helmet,. .

the upper part of a retort.

4. A kind of fancy pigeon : see quot. 1735.
1676 COTTON Walton'sA ngler iv. 76 Of the tame [pigeons]

:y are called Helmets, irom tneir heads being c_
with a plumage which is distinct in colour from the body,
and appears somewhat like a helmet to cover the head.

1833 R. MUDIE Feathered Tribes Brit. Isles (1841) I. 74.

57 (in full helmet-shell.}. The shell of a mollusc
of the genus Cassis.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Snpp., Cassis larvis, the smooth
helmet shell, a name given by Rumphius, though very im-

properly, to the genus of shells called dolia and conchsc
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globosfe. 1756 P. BROWNE Jamaica {1789* 408 The .. real

Conques come next after the Helmets. 1776 DA COSTA
Conchol. 290 A Helmet, Cassis. 1863 WOOD Ilhistr. 4\'af.

Hist. III. 381 Cameos .. that are cut from the Horned
Helmet-shell are white.

<j. A collector's name for a fossil echinoderm,
Galerites albogalerus ; cf. helmet-stone in 9.

1887 H. IJ. WOODWARD Geol. (ed. 2) 405.

7. Bot. The arched upper part of the corolla (or

calyx) in some flowers, esp. labiates and orchids
;

the galea.

1793 MAKTYN Lang. Bot^ Helmet, Galea. The upper lip
of a rmgent corolla. 1862 DARWIN Fertil. Orchids \\. (1885)

59 The whole upper part of the helmet answers to the minute
oval bit of membrane to which the caudicle of Orchis is

attached. 1866 Treas. Bot. I. 335/2 s.v. Coryanthes^ At the
foot of the column are two fleshy feet, from whose toe per-
petually distils a clear honey-like fluid, which drops into the
hollow of the helmet.

8. An appendage of the stipes of the maxilla of

some insects, as the cockronch
;
the galea.

i8a8 STARK Elem. Nat. Hist. II. 313 A corneous and den-
tated portion., covered by another piece of a membranous
consistence, and arched, called the^a/^/i or helmet.

9. atfrib. and Comb., as helmet-bonnet, -cone,

-crown, -feather,-hat t -head,-maker,-shape\ helmet-

shaped, -strewn, -tubed adjs. ; helmet-beetle, a

beetle of the family Cassididx, having a dilated

thorax forming a kind of helmet covering the head ;

helmet-bird, a bird of the genus Corythaix, a

turakoo ; f helmet-cherry, a kind of cherry : cf.

HEALME; helmet-cockatoo, Callocephalon galea-
tum,

i an iron-grey bird with a bright red head
'

(Newton) ; helmet-crab, a species of King-crab,
Limulus longispinus ; helmet-flower, a name for

Monkshood or Aconite, and for orchids of the

genus Coryanthes; helmet-hornbill, a species of

Hornbill, Biiceros galeatus ; helmet-quail, a quail
of the American genus Lophortyx, having an

elegant curved crest ; helmet-shell : see sense 5 ;

helmet-stone : see sense 6.

1794 W. ROBERTS Looker-on No. 87 P 6 Still see my *hel-

met bonnet unimpaired. 1816 PBISC. WAKEFIELD Nat. Hist.
Ins. iv. 35 The larvae of the genus Cassida or *Helmet
Beetle. 1611 COTCR., Heauhne, .. the *Helmet cherrie,
Heart-cherrie. 1777 WARTON Poems 70 (Jod.) Wearing in

death his *helmet-crown. 1833 TENNYSON Lady of Shalott
iii, The helmet and the *helmet-feather Burn'd like one burn-

ing flame together. 1597 GERARDE Herbal (1633) 972 Blew
*Helmet-floure, or Monks-hood. 1609 PARKINSON Paradisi
xxvi. 216 The poisonfull Helmet flower. 1893-6 NEWTON
Diet. Birds 434X116 *Helmet- Hornbill, a native ofSumatra
and Borneo. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade^

*Helmet-maker^
a maker of defensive coverings for the head, worn by soldiers,

firemen, etc. 1813 SCOTT Trierm. u. viii, Steel from spur
to *h elmet-plume. 1776 WITHERING Brit. Plants (1796) I.

283 Melampyrum. .Upper Up *helmet-shaped, compressed.
1835 LINDLEY Introd. Bot. (1848) I. 335 If the corolla is very
irregular with one petal very large and helmet-shaped, it is

sometimes called cassideous. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp.,
Galea, . . a genus of. . sea hedgehogs, whose shape is that of a

large elevated helmet. -This genus, when fossile, is called in

English the "helmet stone. 1703 MARTYN Lang. Bot. t

"Helmet-tubed Petal, Galeato-tubulahtm jetalittn.

Hence He'lmetful, as much as a helmet will

hold ;
Helmetless a., having no helmet.

1863 WHYTE MELVILLE Gladiators in. xx. (1864) 416 He
would give all his share of spoil for a helmetful of water.

1891 R. KIPLING Light thatfailed ii, A helmetless soldier

was firing over Dick's head.

He'lmet, v. [f. HELMET s&.] trans. To fur-

nish with a helmet.
a 1661 FULLER Worthies (1840) I. 165 Helmeted on their

heads and crested like a lark. 1807 WORDSW. White Doe
v, 137, I helmeted a brow though white, And took a place
in all men's sight. 1889 Spectator 9 Nov. 637/2 Rock-

panoplied giants.. helmeted with eternal snow.

Helmet-crest.
1. (Also helmet crest.} The crest of a helmet.

1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xxxin. viii, Upon his first head
in his helmet crest. 1676 HOBBES Iliad (1677) 244 Lycon
him hit upon the helmet-crest. 1814 SCOTT Ld. ofIsles \\\.

vi, The honoured pledge you gave .. shall wave upon my
helmet-crest.

2. A crested humming-bird of the genus Oxypogon.
1863 WOOD Illustr. Nat. Hist. II. 241 The Helmet-

cresis are very curious birds, and are at once known by the

singular pointed plume which crowns the top of the head.

Helmeted i^he'lmeted),///. a. [f. HELMET sb.

or v. -t- -ED.] Wearing a helmet. In Bot. helmet-

shaped, galeate.
155* HULOET, Helmeted, galeatus. i6ia Tivo Noble K.

I. i, Unto the helmeted Bellonause them. 1831 DON Gard.
Diet. Gloss., Gateate, helmeted. 1862 J. GRANT Capt. of
Guard vii, They knelt .. on the green sward, bowing all

their helmeted heads.

t HelmetieT, helmettier. Obs. rare, [see

-IER.] A soldier wearing a helmet.
1600 HOLLAND Livy XLIV. xxxiu. 1191 He ordained that

the helmettiers or morioners \_galeatos\ should stand upon
their feet, having their shields upright before them.

Helminth (he-lminbj. [ad. Gr. e\f*iv$, i\ntv0-

(comb. form e\fuv&o-') maw-worm, intestinal worm;
in mod.F. hehninthe.~\
1. A worm, esp. an intestinal worm.
1859 DANA Crust, i. 6 Certain Vermes, as the Helminths.

1867 J. HOGG Microsc. n. iii. 565 The Fluke belongs to the
order Trentatoda^ which signifies that they are internal

parasites, suctorial worms or helminths. 1887 F. J. BELL
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in Kef. iSrit. Assoc. 770 (title'' A Note on the Relations of
Helminth Parasites to Grouse Disease.

2. Min. A variety of chlorite occurring in felspar
and quartz. 1861 in RRISTO\V Gloss. Mining.

Helminthagogue (helmi-n]>agf>g\ a. and sb.

Med. [f. Gr. (\/uve- (see prec.) + a-yatyvs drawing
forth.]

A., adj. 'Having power to expel intestinalworms'

(Syd. Soc. Lex. 1886); anthelmintic.

1854 in MAVNF. Expos. Lex,
B. J*. A medicine for expelling intestinal worms.

'

1704 in J. HARRIS Le.r. Techn. 1706 PHILLIF'S >ed.

Kersey), flelminthcigogiies, or Hclminthicks, Medicines
that drive out Worms, or cause them to be voided.

So Helminthagogic i^-agfdgik), a. = piec. A.

S7
BAILEY vol. II, Helminthagogick, expelling Worms.

elminthiasis (helmin)>3i'asis). J'ath. [mod-
L., f. Gr. i\iiiv8ia.v to suffer from worms, f. lA/upfl-

HELMINTH : see -ASIS.] A diseased condition

characterized by the presence ofworms in the body.
1811 in HOOPER Med. Diet. 1865 Pop. Sc. Rw. IV. 165 I

Introducing this parasite (B^lharzia
hxtnatoHa} and its

j

terrible helminthiasis into this country. 1876 tr. Wagners '

Gen. Pathol. irg The disposition to helminthiasis.

Helminthic (helmrn)>ik), a. and sb. [f. Gr.

(\iuv- HELMINTH + -ic.] A. adj. Pertaining to a !

helminth or intestinal worm.
1755 JOHNSON, Heltninthick, relating to worms. 1822-34

Goods Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 278 An hepatic disease, which
|

gradually changed to violent helminthic symptoms in the !

stomach.

B. sb. = HELMINTHAGOGUE sb.

1704 in J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. 1706 in PHILLIPS.

Helmrnthite. Geol. [f.
as prec. + -ITE.]

'

Applied to those long sinuous tracks so common
on the surfaces of many flaggy sandstones, and ;

which are usually considered as worm-trails' (Page
Hand-bk. Geol. Terms 1859).
Helminthoid (helmi-n)>oid), a. [f. as prec. i

+ -DID.] Resembling or of the nature of a hel-

minth
;
vermiform.

1854 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1864 W. AITKEN Sc. ft

Pract. Med. (ed. 3) I. 807 Helminthoid Entozoa which
have been discovered infesting the human body.

Helmi'ntholite. [f. Gr. i\/uv0o- HELMINTH
+ -LITE.] f 1- Palivont. (See quot.) Obs.

1846 WORCESTER cites HAMILTON. i88a OGILVIE, Hel-
\

mintholite, a fossil worm, with or without shell.

2. Min. (See quot.)
1865-72 WATTS Diet. Chan. III. 141 HelmintholUe, a

variety of limestone, generally of a dark colour, and dis-

tinguished by the beautiful red and green iridiscence of

the fossil shells which it contains. It is found in Carinthia,
at Halle in the Tyrol, and other localities, and is made into

a variety of ornamental articles.

Helniriith.oli.th. Path. [f.
as prec. + Gr. ,

\W-os stone.]
' A calcareous concretion produced

from an intestinal worm or other entozoon
'

(Syd. 1

Soc. Lex. 1886).

HelmintholOgy (helmin^-lodji). [f. as prec.
+ -LOGY.] That branch of zoology, or of medical

science, which treats of helminths.

1819 in Pantologia. 1823-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4)
\

I. 265 note, Persons unacquainted with helminthplogy.
1864 T. S. COBBOLD (title) Entozoa : an Introduction to

the Study of Helminthology, with reference more particu-

larly to the Internal Parasites of Man.
So Helmintholo-g-ic, Helmintholo gical adjs.,

'

pertaining to helminthology ; Helmintlio'log'ist,
one versed in helminthology.
1822 J. FLEMING Philos. Zool. II. 416 (L.) Few parts of

either England or Scotland have been surveyed by the eye
of the helminthologist. 1828 WEBSTER, Helmintltologic,

Helminthological. 1862 T. S. COBBOLD in liitell. Observer
No. i. 25 Our recent helminthological discoveries. 1876
Beneden's A aim. Parasites Introd., All helminthologists,
with few exceptions, looked upon worms in the interior of

the body as formed without parents in the same organs
which they occupy.

HelminthottS (helmi-nhas), a. [f.
HELMINTH

+ -ous.] Infested with intestinal worms ; predis-

posed to helminthic diseases.

1854 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Helminthodes, . . helminthous. I

1861 HULME tr. Moquin- Tandon II. VII. 332 Improper
|

nourishment greatly favours the appearance of the Hel-
mintha. . . It appears also that the nature of the constitution

(' helminthous 'J has great influence.

Helmless (he-lmles),a.i [f. HELM rf.t+ -LESS.]
Without a helm or helmet.
1600 FAIRFAX Tasso in. xxvi, Clorinda. .helmlesse to the

forrestward gan hie. 1814 BYRON Lara n. xvi, The cloven

cuirass, and the helmless head.

He-lmless, a-2 [f.
HELM sb? + -LESS.] With-

out a helm or steering gear ; rudderless. Also^^.
1824 BYRON Def. Transj. I. i. 116 The desert-ship, The

belmless dromedary. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. iv, My
will is bondsman to the dark ; I sit within a helmless bark.

He-lmlet. nonce-wd. [f.
HELM sbl + -LET.]

A small helm or helmet
1883 SWINBURNE Les Casouettes xi. in Eng. fllitstr. Mag.

Oct. 18 No touch may loosen the black braced helmlets For
the wild elves' heads of the wild waves wrought.

Helmsman (he'lmzmsen). Also 7 helmeman.

[f.
HELM sb:- + MAN.] The man at the helm who

steers the ship ;
a steersman. Alsoy?.

1622 R. HAWKINS F<y. i'. Sea (1847! 84 A good helme man

HELOT.

may be overcome with an imagination, and so mis-take one

poynt for another. 1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Gram. ii.

12 The Rudder is so turned to and fro as the Helmesimm
pleaseth. 1798 COLKHIDGE Anc. Mar. v. xi, The helmsman
steered, the ship moved on. 1860 Mere. Marine Mag.\l\.
147 The helmsman, and others of the watch.

Hence He'lmsmanship. the function of a helms-

man. Also He'lmswoman, He Imsgirl nonce-

wits., a woman or girl who steers.

1890 World 13 Aug. 28/2 The Squadron . . encouraged
amateur helmsmanship. 1870 Daily News 17 May, A
helms-girl at the stern in a pilot jacket and straw hat.

tHe-lmster. Obs. rare- '. [irreg. f. HELM s/'.
2
]

The helm, tiller.

1594 Knack to Knffiu a Knave in Hazl. Dodslcy VI. 571
\Vhile I am master of the bark, I mean to keep the helmster
in my hand.

Helmstok : see HELM sb.- 4.
Helm-wind : see HELM rf.i 8.

t Helo, a. Obs. or dial. Forms : 7 helo(e,

helaw, 7-9 halo, hala, 8-9 healo. [Etymology
unknown.] Bashful, modest, shamefaced.
161 1 COTGR. s.v. Coiffi, 11 est fit! tout coiffe t

. . hee is verie

maidenlie, shamefacde, heloe. Ibid., Honteitx, shamefast,

bashfull, helo, modest. 1674 RAY A'' C. \l'onis 25 //</<>< or

Helaii', bashful, a word of common use. 1688 SHAP\\ t i.i.

Syr. Alsatialll. (17201 *fl Haek.. . Kiss her, I say. Lolp. lam
so hala ;

I am ashamed, c 1746 J. COLLIER (Tim Bobbin)
Lane. Dial. (18621 87 Healo, bashful. 1828 Craven Dial.,

Halo, Healo, bashful, modest.

Helobions (h;"liJu-bias\ a. rare-", [f. mod.L.
helobius (i. Gr. tAos marsh 4- -#ios living) + -ous.J

Living in marshes ; palustrine.
[1854 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Helobiits.\ 1889 in Cent. Diet.

Helocerons ;hzl^'ser3s\ a. Enlom. [f Gr.

^Xot nail + /te'pas horn + -Ol'S.] Having club-shaped
antennae ; clavicorn.

1854 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Helocents, . .applied by Dumeril
to a Family.. of the Coleoptera, comprehending those in

which the antennx represent an oblong mass composed of

lannn.T,which seem perforated by a central axis
; helocerous.

Heloderm (hrladsim). Zool. [ad. mod.L. he-

loderma, f. Gr. ijAos nail + Sippa skin.] A large
and repulsive-looking venomous lizard of the genus
Heloderma, having its skin studded with warts or

tubercles like heads of nails. There are two species,

found in Mexico and Arizona.
1882 Proc. Zool. Soc. 632 Sir Joseph Fayrer made the

subjoined remarks .. I was present when the Heloderm bit

two Guinea-pigs in the hind leg. 1895 Westm. Gaz. 17

Aug. 3/3 Mr. Tyrrell does not think the heloderm's poison-
ous bite would kill a man unless in exceptional cases.

Hence Helode'riu.-itoid a., having the form or

character of a heloderm ;
Helode'rmatous a.,

having a warty skin like a heloderm.

II Helodes thn<?-d/z), a. and s/>. Med. [mod.
L., a. Gr. Aoi5?;s marshy, f. fXos marsh.]
A. adj. Marshy, marsh-

; (of fevers) produced by
marsh miasma. B. sb. A fever so produced ; a

marsh-fever.

1730-6 BAILEY (folio), Helodes, a particular kind of Fever,

accompanied with colliquative Sweats, the Tongue being

dry and hard. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. S-upp.,
Helodes.. In

medicine, .used as a characteristic epithet in certain fevers.

1811 HOOPER Med. Diet. 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex., Heloiles..

Also, a term for marsh fever.

Helodont (hf ]0d(mt), a. Palieont. [f. Gr. ^Aos
nail i- oSovr- tooth.] Having teeth shaped like a
nail or spike ; (of a tooth) of this shape.
1886 I. W. DAVIS in Geol. Mag. (N.S.) III. 151 A number

of small helodont teeth are scattered over some of the pieces
of limestone.

II Helosis (hflj"-sis). Path. [mod.L., f. Gr.

i'!\-tiv to roll.] (See qnots.)
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Helosis, a turning back of the

Eye-lid. 1811 HOOPER Med. Diet., Helosis, an eversion or

turning up of the eyelids. 1874 in DUNGLISON.

Helot (he'lffr, hf Ifft). Forms : 6 Hylote, 6-7

Ilot(e, 7 El(y)ot, 7- Helot, 9 helot, [ad. L.

HelStes, a. Gr, ErXoirer (pi. of EZXws), also Hllotw

{Ilotsi, Livy), a. Gr. ETAamti (pi. of EUcurijs) ;
tra-

ditionally taken as deriv. of EAos Helos, a town
in Laconia whose inhabitants were enslaved. (The

capital H is now usual only in the original histori-

cal sense
;
so in the derivatives.)]

Gr. Anliq. (Helot) One of a class of serfs in

ancient Sparta, intermediate in status between the

ordinary slaves and the free Spartan citizens.

Drunken Helot : in allusion to the statement (Plutarch

Lycure. xxviii), that Helots were_,
on certain occasions,

compelled to appear in a state of intoxication, in order lo

excite in the Spartan youth repugnance to drunken habits.

"579 GOSSON Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 48 If Lycurgus .. take

counsel of Apollo . . he shalbe charged to leaue those

precepts to the white liuered Hylotes. 1586 T. B. La
Primaitd. Fr. Acad. i. (1589) 104 Well, if yee thinke it good,
divide the rest amongst the Hots. 1630 BRATHWAIT Eng.
Gentium. (1641) 100 Like those base Elyots slaved to ebriety.

a 1653 G. DANIEL Idyll iii. 166 The Rest Like drunken

Helots, either Act the Jest Their Rigours shall impose.

1779 JOHNSON in Bosivell i Apr., In that respect he would
be like the drunken Helot. 1846 GROTE Greece n. vi. (1886)

11.291 The Helots, .were Coloni or serfs bound to the soil,

who tilled it for the benefit of Spartan proprietors.

b. transf. (helot) A serf, a bondsman.

t'579 GOSSON Sclt. Abuse (Arb.) 48, I coulde wishe it in

England, that there were greater preferment for the valiant
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Spnitanes, then the sottishe Hylotes.] 1823 HVUON .-/^- of
Bronze vi, Slaves of the east, or helots of the west. 1862

D. WILSON /';r//. Man II. xxiv. 404 The Saxon helot of
the Conquest grew into the sturdy English freeman. 1877
FARRAR Days of Yonth ii. 17 God's heroes may be the

world's helots.

C. Comb., as helot-like adj.
a 1873 LYTTON Pnnsanias 84 The rigid and helot-like

^avery to which the native Bithynians were subjected.

He'lotage. [f. prec. -i- -AGE.] = HELOTISM.
1831 CARLYLE Sart. Rfs. ill. iv. heading.

Helotism. (he-l^tiz'm, hr-). [f.
as prec. + -ISM.]

The condition of a Helot or helot
;
the system of

serfage which prevailed in Sparta ; a system under
which a class of the community are treated as a per-

manently inferior order.

1823 Black-.v. Mag. XIV. 533 Lamenting over the Helotism
of Ireland. 1845 M CC'ULLOCH Taxation \. iii. (1852! 105
Providing, .for the exaltation of a few individuals by the
irremediable helotism of the great majority. 1846 GROTE
Greicin.m. (1840)!!. 591 The subsequent state of Helotism
into which they were reduced.

Helotize (he-Vtaiz, hr--), v.
[f.

as prec. + -IZE.]
/nnis. To reduce to the condition of a Helot.

1846 GROTE Greece u. vi. (1862) II. 140 Helotising the
inhabitants. (11873 LYTTON Ptiusanias 11875) 106 Those
Calling chains of custom and of country which helotize

affection, genius, nature herself.

Helotry Jie'Vui, hr-). [f. as prec. + -Kv.]
1. Helots or serfs collectively ;

a class of helots.

1829 SOUTHEV Sir T. More (1831) I. 174 Down to the

poorest hovel in which his helotry are stalled. 1829 MACAU- i

LAY ss., Southey (1887) 126 The helotry of Mammon are

not, in our day, so easily enforced to content themselves as
the peasantry of that happy period. 1835 Tait's Mag. II.

521 The priesthood have been called in to supply to a
trampled helotry.. the want of natural leaders.

2. The condition of Helots ; serfdom
; slavery.

1873 SYMONDS Grk. Poets xii. 400 Who can forget'the i

stories of Spartan Helotry? 1882 Go". Words 748 The
ancient system of slavery and helotry.

Help (help), v. Pa. t. helped (helpt), arch.

holp (h<7ulp) ; pa. pple. helped, arch, holpen
;hou'lpen, -p'n). Forms: I helpan, 2-4 helpen,
3-7 helpe, 4- help. (Also 3 halp-, healp-,
heolp-, elp, 6 healp(e.

A Pa. t. and pple. : see

below. [Com. Teut. str. vb. : OE. helpan, healp \

(hulpon), holpen = OFris. helpa, OS. helpan (Du.,
LG. helpen), OHG. helfan (Ger. helfen-, ON.
hjdlpa (Sw. hjelpa, Da. hjelpe}, Goth, hilpan, halp \

(hulpum),hrtlpans:QTeu\..a\Aa\\tseriesh.elp-,halp-, ;

Inilp- (kolp-). The expected pre-Teut. form is
j

*kell>- : a root kelp- in same sense appears in Lith.

sztlpti to help. Of the strong inflexions, the nor-
mal ME. pa. t. sing, was halp; the pi. was holpen
(with o of pa. pple.), later holp(e, which ^1500
was extended also to the sing., and continued
in frequent use till I7th c.

; it is now a rare

archaism. The pa. pple. holpen, kept alive by
biblical and liturgical use, is still employed by
poets and archatsts ; from I4th to i^th c. it occurs
shortened to holp(e. The weak inflexion helpedj-,
found from c 1300, and has gradually become the
usual form. For other points see the Forms below.]
A. Illustrations of Forms of Pa. t. and Pa. pple.

1. Strongpast tense, a. 1st and yd sing. a. I

healp, 2-3 help, 5 huelp. 0. 3-5 halp. 7. 6-7
holpe, 6-9 holp.
a. c8j7 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. v. 45 He. .his healp.

c "75 Lamb. Horn. 79 A preost .. him nawiht ne help.
a 1300 Floriz fy Bl. 761 Ho him rodde and help, c 1410 Chron.
F-ng. 558 in Ritson Metr. Kom. He huelp hire brother.

^
ft. c 1200 ORMIN 1342 Hemm itt hallp. c 1305 Judas 108

in E. E. P. (1862) no He halp menie man. 1470-85 MALORY
Arthur n. xiii, Her blood halpe not the lady. 1480 CAXTON
Chron. Eng. xiii. 15 His yongest doughter halp hym.

y. 1521 LD. BEKNERS Froiss. I. ccxx. 283 The kyng of

Cypre holpe them. 1559 Mirr. Mag., Wai ivicke xvii, I fyke
wyse hym refused : And holpe vp Henry. 1571 CAMPION Hist,
fret. xv. (1633)48 Who.. holpe the Saxons. 1859 TENNYSON
Guinevere 45 Lancelot holp To raise the Prince.

b. 2nd sing. 1-3 hulpe, (3 holpe). Subj. 1-3
hulpe.
c looo Ags. />j.(Th.) lxx[i]. 20 Donne Su .. hulpe min. c 1200

ORMIN 12033 But iff batt Godd himm hullpe bier, c 1205
LAY. 8931 pu me hulpe \c 1275 holpe).

c. plural, a. I hulpon. 0. 3-4 holpen. f.

4-7 holpe, 6-7 holp, (4 hylpe). 8. 4 halp. f.

5 heelp.
o, 3, -y. a icoo Christ 1353 in Exeter Bk., fft hyra hulpon.
nooo Shrine 162/16 iBosw.l Ba steortas hulpan ealle Saes
hxfdes. <- izy>Gen. f Ex. 3382 Hise benes hem holpen wel.

(1320 R. BRUNNE Medit. 922 Anone runne to alle .. and
hylpe. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. vi. 108 To erie bis halue acre

holpyn hym manye. 1382 WYCLIF i Esdrasx. 15 Mosollam,
and Sebethai, Leuitus, holpen hem. 1600 HOLLAND Livy vn.
x. 255 Then his feeres and companions holpe to arme the

younge Gentleman. 1605 Loud. Prodigal i. i, These hands
of mine holp to wind him. S. 13. . Guy Warw. (A.) 2217
No his tvifold armes halp him nou?t. , 1483 CAXTON
Gold. Leg. 130/1 All men. .heelp them.

2. Strong pa. pple. o. 1-9 holpen, (4-5 -yn(e).
P. 4-7 holpe, (4 hulpe\ 6-7 holp.
c 1200 ORMIN 6201 E3jber birrb burrh oberr beon Hollpenn.

c 1340 HAMTOLE Prose Tr. (18661 28 Nede for to be lukede
to and holpyne by be. 1382 WYCLIF Ps. lxxxv[i], 17 Thou
Lord hast holpe me. c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 1984

VOL. V.

Au'adne, He shal ben holpyn. 1526 TINDALK Lnkc i. 54
He. .hath holpen his servaunt Israhel. 1581 RICH /-Vzrrzc.

Milit. Prof. 11846) 14 We have .. holpe them at many a
pinche. 1607 TOPSELL Fonr-f. Beasts (1658* 120 The Hound
must be holp.. with the voyce.. of the Hunter. i676HoBBES
Iliaui i. 378 If you have holpen Jove with word or deed.

1856 MRS. BKOWNIHG Aur. Leigh 24, I who was Entreated
thus and holpen.

3. Weak pa . t. and pple. a. 3 -helped, 4-5 -id,

-yd, -et, -it, -ytl, 6-9 helpt. (3. 6-
-
holpt.

0. a 1300 Cursor .!/. 20184 Freindes..me helped. (11300
E. E. Psalter xxvii[i]. 7 In him hoped mi liert, and helped
[7'.;-. hulpen] am I. 1676 HOBBES Ilicui. \. 553, 1 would have
helpt you once.

ft. 1583 STAHnnrar/&**& n. (ArbJ 52 Downe Menelaus
is holpt. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f Beasts (16581 22 By drink-

ing asses milk they be holpt.

B. Signification.
1. trans. To furnish (a person, etc.) with what is

serviceable to his efforts or his needs ;
to aid, as-

sist. a. To add one's own action or effort to that

of (another) so as to make it more effectual ; to

further the action or purpose of. (See also 5 b).
In OE. construed with genitive or dative (as if to be a

helper of, helpful fo\ of which the former became obs. and
the latter ceased to be distinguishable from the accusative.

^897 K. /ELFRED Gregory's Past. \. 44 He nyle . . helpan
Sees folces mid 5a;m be he [God] his healp. a 1000 Hymns
vii. 44 (Or.) Du monejum helpst. < 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.)
Ixx. 20 [Ixxi. 21] Donne. .5u hulpe min. a 1035 Laws Cmtt
it. c. 68 [69] tSchmid) Helpan aa ham raSost, be helpes betst

behofa5. a 1067 Charter F.aihi'eard'vn Cod. Difl. IV. 206
Code geuSe mine saule to helpene. c 1205 LAY. 9263 And
be eorl Aruiragus Mid a;3ele help his broker. 1382 WYCLIF
Rez>. xii. 16 The erthe helpide the womman, 1480 CAXTON
Chron. Eng. ccxxxviii. 265 He worshyped halp and mayn-
tened holy chirche and hir mynystres. 1484 Fables of
sEsofi in. vi, Fortune helpeth bothe the good and euylle
folke. iS77^7 HOLIN'SHED Chron. I. 4/2 They faine . . that

Jupiter holpe his sonne Hercules, by throwing downe stones

from heauen in this battell. 1700 GREGORY in Collect.

(O. H. S.^ 1 322 Machines for the helping and enlarging
the sight (as telescopes). 1865 RUSK IN Sesame 30 note,
A nation in its youth may be helped by laws, as a weak
child by backboards.

b. To supply or relieve the wants or necessities

of; to succour.

t'95o Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xx. 30 Milsa us vel help usig
sunu dauides. c 1000 ^LFRIC Horn. II. 442 We sceolon
earmra manna helpan. ^1175 Lamb. HOIH. 79 J?er com a

prost bi be weie and him nawiht ne help, c 1200 Trin.
Coll. Horn, 9 Help be hauelease. c 1205 LAY. 28394 Heo
him heolpen At he^ere neoden. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Come.
3567 pe saules, ^>at til purgatory wendes, May be helped
thurgh help

of frendes. 1578 TIMME Calnine on Gen. 276
Who would haue suffered him rather to perish with hunger
an hundred times than that they would haue holpen him in

his need. 1601 SHAKS. Jul. C. i. ii. iii Helpe me Cassius,
or I sinke. 1733 POPE Hor. Sat, 11. i. 137 To help who
want, to forward'who excel.

c. In sitbj.prcs.) in invocations and oaths: esp.
in So help me God, the customary formula in a

solemn oath
;
and in God help him (them, etc.),

often a parenthetical exclamation of pity for the

helpless condition of the person spoken of.

c 1175 Lamb, ffont. 33 Ah swa me helpe drihten, be like

mon J?e wule fulien alle his sunne lustes . . ne kimeS he
nefre inne heoueneriche. c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 2528 And he
Sat Sise lettres wrot, God him helpe weli mot, And ber^e is

sowle fro sorje & grot Of helle pine, c 1369 CHAUCER
Dethe Blaunche 550, I wolde as wys god helpe me soo
Amende hyt yif I kan or may. 1508 DUNBAR Tua Mariit
Weinen 159, I hait him with my hert, sa help me our Lord !

1603 SHAKS. Macb. iv. ii. 59 Now God helpe thee, poore
Monkie. 1617 MORYSON Itin, in. TOO, I N. N. sweare. .that

I will . . and give my Voice . . as God helpe me, [etc.]. 1847
TENNYSON Princ. HI. 67, I never knew my father, but she

says (God help her) she was wedded to a fool. 1868 Act 31-2
Viet. c. 72 2, I . . do swear that I will be faithful and bear
true allegiance to Her Majesty Queen Victoria, her heirs

and successors> according to law So help me God.
d. absoL or intr. To afford aid or assistance

;

often in imper. as a cry for assistance.

(See note to i as to OE. constr.)

rtiS Aner. R. 320 Cause is, hwi bu hit dudest, oSer

hulpe bertp. ("1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 44 Help
knyghtes, if }e may, I may no ferrer go. 1375 BARBOUR
Bruce n. 416 Schir philip..gan cry :

'

Help, help ! I have
the new maid king !' ci4*o Chron. I'Hod. 447 Dan Benna

< loop .Vrt.r. I.cechd. II. 134 \Vi}> fefre eft hylpS syncliijo
marudie to drincanne. t 1205 LAY. 16181 Heo rohten, bat
heo inoh hafden, beh hit Intel hulpe. a 1300 Cursor Af.

20271 Lat be weping, it helps noght. c 1386 CHAUCER
"

T. 1962 What helpeth it to tarien forth the da>- ?

halp ry;t well berto. IS^COGAN Haven Health (1636) 176
Yet the goodnesse of the pasture helpeth much to the good-
nesse of the milke. 1591 Tionb. Raigiie K. John 11611) 19
Help hands, I haue no lands, Honor is my desire. 1611 BIBLE
2 Sam. xiv. 4 Shee fell on her face to the ground, and did

obeysance, and said, Helpe, O king. 1811 HYRON Hintsfr.
Hor. 817 Help, Christians, as ye hope for grace !

1 2. trans. To benefit, do good to ; to be of nse

or service to, to profit. Obs. (exc. as implied in i.)
f 1000 fnst. Polity in Thorpe Anc. Laws II. 332 ponne

helpe ge wel bam be ge laeraS, jif hi eowrum larum fylisean
willaS. a 1200 Moral Ode 297 Ne mai Heom nober helpen
her i-bede ne almesse. <: 1340 Cursor M. 1439 (Fairf.) Ne
mujt ham help na hali-hede, Attyn to hel ^ai most nede.

1470 HENRY Wallace in. 237 Bot loss our men, it helpis
ws rycht nocht. 1535 COVERUALE i Mace. ii. 13 What
helpeth it vs then to Tyue? 1581 PETTIE Guazztfs Civ Conv.
i. (1586) 2 b, To consider the things that helpe him, and the

things that hurt him. 1582 N. T. (Rhem.) Matt. xxv. 9
margin^ We shal not be holpen by other mens deserts at
the day of Judgement. 1648 GAGE West Ind. vi. 17 Iron,

Knives, or such things which may help them in iheir Wars.

f b. absol. or intr. To be of use or service ;
to

avail. Often ^n&i-impersonal. Obs. (exc. as im-

plied in i d.)

Mustard, and Juice of Scurvy Grass, help in a cold Scurvy.
[1756 HCRKE SnbL fy />. n. iv, In reality, a great clearness

helps but little towards affecting the passions.]
3. refl. To put forth needed effort in one's own

behalf; todoof oneself what is needed
; toextiicate

oneself from a difficulty.
a 1225 Leg. Kath. 2103 Ha ne mahen nowSer Helpen ham

seoluen, Ne heom bat ham seruicS. t 1275 LAY. 30390 For
niping worbe be mon bat nele him seolue heolpe. a 1300
Cursor M. 16255 ^ bou wil noght help bi-self, men haldes
be for quede. 1551 T. WILSON Logikc (1560) 74 b, God
will helpe them . . if thei helpe theimselves. 1597 SHAKS.
2 Hen. ll'i in- ii- 247 She is old, and cannot helpe her selfe.

1860 EMERSON Cond, Life, Fate (1861) 14 He helps himself on
each emergency by copying or duplicating his own structure,
just so far as the need is. 1873 F. W. ROBINSON Little
Kate Kirby I. iv. 45, I don't think that I shall require your
assistance, or that I shall be unable to help myself. 1881
S. R. GARDINER Introd. Rng. Hist. viii. 3. 153 He [Crom-
well] had no pleasure in ruling by force. But he could not

fielp himself.

j-b. with of or with'. To make use of, avail

oneself of. Obs. (
= F. se servir de).

1489 CAXTON Faytes ofA. n. xx. 133 We have holpen us
of'the saynges of the boke of Vegece. c 1489 Sonnes of
Aymon xxiv. 528, I byleve that this devyll helpeth himself

wyth som devilry. 1581 PETTIE Guano's Civ. Couv. n.

Os86) sob, I judge them mervailpus unfortunate that cannot

helpe themselves with those qualities they are indued withall,
at such time. 1628 DIGBY Ifoy. Medit. 64 Through. .a
dishonest desire to helpe himselfe of my being there.

c. with to : see 7, 8

4. trans. To make (an action, process, condition,

etc.) more effectual ; to assist in bringing about ; to

further, promote. See help forward, help on, in 5.

1559 Mirr Mag.* Hen. 7-Y, xiv, The other sinne, through
humours holpe, which god doth highly hate, a 1626 BACON
Syh>a | 364 If you make the Earth narrower at the bottome
than at the Top. .it will helpe the Experiment. 1667 MILTON
P. L. vi. 656 Thir armor help'd thir harm. 1700 S. L. tr.

Fryke's I'oy, E India 355 We were forced to Eat Bacon
..Raw, and afterwards help the Digestion of it with Indian

Brandy. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. \\. 6. 90 The troubles of
the time helped here as elsewhere the progress of the town.

5. With infin. or clause :

a. With infin, alone. ^This may either arise

through ellipsis of the object in b, or may be a use
of sense 4 with inf. obj.)
In this and b the infinitive has normally to, which however

from i6th c. is often omitted : this is now dial, or vulgar.
c7$ Lamb. Horn. 37 To seke gan, and ba deden helpen

to buriene. c 1320 R. BRUNNE Medit. 922 And hylpe bai

precyus body to bere. 1387 TRR\'IS\ ffrgdcn (Rolls) VI. 135
Theodorus. .halp to putte Wilfridus out of his bisshopricke.
(1410 LOVE Bonavent. Mirr. \. 104 (Glbbs MS.), I halp to

burye hym. 1548 UDALL Erasnt. Par. Luke 6 b, To helpe
garnishe his mother tongue. 1598 BARCKLEY Felic. Man
(1631) 220 He proved so good a scholler that it holpe to work
the destruction of his owne soule and many others, c 1611
CHAPMAN ///Wxm. iR.), Many helpfull men That. .would
then Helpe beare his mighty seven-fold shield. 1625 BURCF.S
Pcrs. Tithes 18 Yet is hee still, .bound to help maintaine his

Minister, if he be in want. 1735 POPE Ep. Arbuthnot 248
He help'd to bury whom he helpM to starve. 1853 LYNCH
Self-hnprov, iii. 58 All the leaves that helped nourish it. 1862
TYNDALL Mountaineer, vi. 55 Such thoughts had a dynamic
value, and helped to lift me over the rocks.

b. With obj. and inf. To aid or assist (a person
to do something). (See sense i.)
c 1200 ORMIN 1342 Forr hemm itt hallp biforenn Godd To

clennsenn hemm off sinne. a 1300 Cursor M. 28363 Or
help ober men tp sing. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. vn. 99 To
heren pis half-Acre helpen him ful monye. 1:1430 LYIX;.

Compl, Bl> Knt. xxvi, But who shal helpe me now for to

compleyne. a 1539 COVERDAI.E Remains 118461 575, I wyll
helpe synners turne to the. 1662 J. DAVIES tr. Otearius

I'oy. A mbass. 400 The Envoy help'd him to put it on. 1607
DAMPIER Voy, \. 214 Every Ships company made [canoas] for

themselves, but we all helped each other to launch them. 1852
M. ARNOLD Etnfedocles on Etna \. i, I would fain stay and

help thee tend him. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xi. III. 49
The hereditary enemies of his house had helped him to mount
a throne.

t c. With obj. d. : To procure or assist in pro-

curing (that something should be done\ Obs.

c 1410 HOCCLEVE Mother of God 1 36 Helpith me bat I

may my lyf amende, c 1440 Gcsta Rom. i- i (Harl. MS.),
I woll wite, if bou cowde helpe bat he were ded by ony
Crafte. 15.. March. 4- Son 49 in Hazl, E. P. P. I. 136 Be

yowre bettur avyse, Helpe y had a gode maystyr to lechc

me marchandyse.
6. Klliptically with adverbs or prepositions : =

to help to proceed, go, come, or *

get
'

(away, down>

forward, in, off, on, out, up, etc.
; /o, into, out oft

etc.). See also 7.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 103 Aris, louerd. and elp me up.
c 1300 Cursor M. 25390 (Cott. Galba) Askinges seuyn bat

helpes vs to be blis of heuyn. 1393 LANGL. P. PL C. in.

38 Trewe charite That most helpep men to heuene. 1535
COVERDALE Alatt. x. 2i Chyldren shall aryse aguynst their

fathers & mothers & shall helpe them to deeth. 1586
HOLINSHED Chron., frel. III. 89/2 It was holpen forward

by Thomas Canon. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. n. iii. 209 Why
dost not comfort me and helpe me out, From this vn-
hallow'd and blood-stained Hole? 1598 Merry U', ni.iii.

149 Helpe mee away. 1611 Cynib. v. iv. 179 A Hangman
27
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to helpe him to bed. a 1635 NAUNTON Fragtn. Reg. (Arb.)

54 To help on his Catastrophe. 1781 COWPER Charity 522
Strange ! how the frequent interjected dash, Quickens a

market, and helps off the trash. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus
x. 8 Had it helped me to

profit
or to money. 1886 Miss

FOTHERGILL Borderland xxix. (1887) 337, I am thankful to

be helped forward a bit. 1886 G. T. STOKES Celtic Ch. (1888)

349 You can all do something to help on that work.

b. \Vith adverb (or adverbial phrase) followed

by with : =to help a person) to put, take, or get

something (on, off, tip, down, etc.) ; esp. in refer-

ence to clothing, e.g. to help a person on (or off}
with his coat to help him to get it on (or off).
c 1300 Havelok ooi pan men haueden holpen him doun

With be birbene of his croun. 1553 T. WILSON Rhet. (1580)

170 Helpe me of with my bootes and my spurres. 1570
Durham Depos. (Surtees) 166 He .. helpt the said Holmes
on with his mess clothes. 1698 WANLEV in Lett. Lit. Men
(Camden) 258, I did all in my power .. to help her off with
above ^400 worth of her books. 1886 F. W. ROBINSON
Court. Mary Smith vi. iv, If you will help me on with my
coat. Mod. Help me up the hill with this load.

C. Help out or through : to afford assistance in

completing something; to eke out, supplement.
Also ahsol.

1618 BOLTON Florus i. Hi. (1636) loHorathis. .helping out
his valour with his wit. a 163* FAIRFAX (J,\ Boldest hearts

good fortune helpeth out. 1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 50.
p 6 She . . helps out his Verse, and furnishes him with

Rhymes. 171* DE FOE Plague (1756) 125 They have given
me a Bag of Bread too, and a Salt Fish and some Flesh ;

so all helps out. 172* WOLLASTON Relig. Nat. ix. 194 To
expect omnipotence should interpose to help out a bad
cause. 1815 SCOTT Guy M. xliv, 1 will sit wi' you .. and
help ye

out wi' your bottle. 1874 MRS. WALFORD Mr.
Smith xxx. (1876) 261, I looked to you, and you wouldn't

say a word to help me out.

7. Help (a person) to (also ^witK] : to help him
to attain to, to aid in obtaining; hence, to furnish,

provide, or present with. Help oneself to : to pro-
vide oneself with, take for oneself; euphem. to ap-

propriate (something not one's own), to steal. Also

simply to help oneself. Cf. next.
c 1380 WVCLIF Wks. (1880) 78 Goddis lawe helpej> hem not

her-to. 1458 in Turner Dom. Archil. III. 43 Gentil Jeffrey,
That clothed many a pore man to bed and to rige. And hathe

holpe to rentis to holde up this waye. 1535 COVERDALE
i Mace. viii. 13 Whom they wolde helpe to their kyngdomes.
1568 GRAFTOK Chroit., Hen. VIII^ an. 19 (R.), The emperor's
dominions had holpen them with corne. 1585 T. WASHING-
TON tr. Nicholay's Voy. n. i. 31 b, Desiring him too helpe
him with a barrell of fresh water, for that theirs began to
stinke. 1601 SHAKS. Twel. N. iv. ii. 87 Helpe me to a
Candle, and pen, inke, and paper. 1674 tr. Scheffer's Lap-
land 142, I have not met with any one that could help me
to the exact shape of them. 1708 SWIFT Sacram. Test
Wks. 1755 II. i. 127, I will help you to enough of them,
1868 Every Boys

1 Ann. viii. (Rtldg.> 138 Not quite as bad
as the ants, who walked in and helped themselves. 1883
E. BLACKWELL Booth iv. 31 They helped themselves freely
to the furniture of an uninhabited house.

8. To serve (a person) with food at a meal.
Const, to.

1688 MIECK French Diet. s.v. Help, Shall 1 help you to a
piece of Veal? 1711 ADDISON Spect. No, 119 F 4 He will

not help himself at Dinner 'till I am served. 1741 RICHARD-
SON Pamela II. no So I carv'd it in a Trice, and helped
the Ladies. 1762 GOLDSM. Cit. If', xxxiii, I begged to be

helped from a
piece

of beef. i8a8 SCOTT F. M. Perth vi,

He did not help himself to any food. 1881 C. GIBBON
Heart's Proa. xi. (1884) 171 Maurice.. helped himself to a

bumper of sherry.
ftbsol. 1888 BESANT Fifty Years Ago vii. 121 The host sat

behind the haunch of mutton, and 'helped' with zeal.

b. transf. To serve, distribute (Jood) at a meal.

1805 EMILY CLARK Banks of Douro II. 191 A goose ..

which [she] carved and helped to every person that chose to

have any of it. 1829 MARRYAT F. Mildmay iv, My father
. .was in the very midst of helping his soup. 1876 BESANT
& RICE Gold, Butterfly II. 53 There's a fate in it . . it is

helped, and must be eaten. 1889 J. K. JEROME 3 Men in
Boat 221, I want a spoon to help the gravy with.

9. To succour in some distress or misfortune (cf.

I b) ; hence, to deliver, save, set free, relieve (from,
of") ; spec, to relieve or cure of a disease, or of some
evil condition. Obs. or arch.
a i2s A ncr. R. no He ne help him suluen in his muchele

pine, a 1300 Cursor M. 5727 (Gtitt . i He helpid bairn of bair

wa. c 1386 CHAUCER Merch. T. 1126, I haue yow holpe on
bothe youre eyen blynde. Frankl. T. 577 Thanke yow
lord and lady myn Venus That me han holpen fro my cares
colde. c 1420 Pallad. on Hnsb. vn. 6 This helpith whete
From auntys and fro mys. 1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach^s
Husb. i. {1586} 15 To use such remedies . . as have holpen
others of like diseases. 1579 LYLY Eitphues (Arb.) 100 Doth
not Tryacle as well poysonas helpe, if it be taken out oftime?

1394 PLAT Jewell-ho. in. 59 To helpe beere that beginneth
to soure. 1683 SALMON Doron Med in. 647 Some have been

helpt of blindness by the use thereof. 1832 TENNYSON
Mariana in South iii. Mother, give me grace To help me
of my weary load. 1870 yictint i, Help us from famine
And plague and strife !

10. To relieve or cure (a malady, etc.) ; to re-

medy, amend. Obs. or arch.

cyytLindisf. Gasp. Markix. 24 Ic Xelefo, helpun-jeleafful-
nise minne. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P.R. iv. iii. (1495) 83
The Tysyk and Etyk and other suche euylles may vneth be
holpe bysocour of medycynes. ^1410 HOCCLEVE Mother of
God 33 Helpe my distress*. 1412-20 LYDG. Chron. Troy i.

vi, All her ill was holpe and remedyed. 1576 BAKER Jewell
ofHealth 130 b, This helpeth poysoning and comforteth al
the members. 1594 PLAT Jewetl-ho. in. 72 How to helpe
smoking Chimnies. 1633 Treat. Hid. Secrets cv, This
soveraigne water helpeth the Toothache. 1733 POPE Ess.

Man in. 51 He only knows, And helps, another creature's
wants and woes. 1842 TENNYSON Lockslcy Hall 105 But
the jingling of the guinea helps the hurt that Honour feels.

b. To mend, repair. Obs. or dial.

1518 Churchw. Ace. St. Michael Spnrriergate, York, For
helpyng ye sacrynbell at Mary Mawdland alter. 1527 Il>id. t

Paid for helpyng of Sir Herry surples. 1847-78 HALLIWELL,
Help, to mend, or repair.

11. To remedy, obviate, prevent, cause to be

otherwise. (With can t cannot^ or some equivalent.)
In earlier use usually in passive

'
it cannot be helped ',

later in active with personal subject
'
I cannot help it

' = I

cannot do anything to remedy or prevent it.

1589 COGAN Haven Health 11636) 175 But this last incon-

venience may bee holpen, as he teacheth afterward. 1591
SHAKS. Two Gent. HI. i. 241 Cease to lament for that thou
canst not helpe. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. ii. 7 De-
ficient they are no doubt . . but the deficience cannot be

holpen. 1659 D. PELL Impr. Sea 401 If so bee that ships
bee cast away . . it cannot bee helped. 1668 PEPYS Diary
18 June, One thing there is.. which I fear will touch me;
but I shall help it, I hope. 1711 STEELE Spect. No. 43 F 3
If other People are not of our Opinion, we can't help that.

1865 TROLLOPE Belton Est. viii. 87 How can I help it that

I am not a man and able to work for my bread ? 1890
BESANT Demoniac v. 60 You do not believe. Well, we can-
not help that.

b. To prevent oneself from, avoid, refrain from,

forbear; to do otherwise than. (With raw, cannot.}

Usually with vbl. sb. ^rarely infn\ or it ~ doing it.

(For quot. 1894 : cf. BUT C. 7'b.)

1697 in W. S. Perry Hist. Coll. Amer. Col. Ch. I. 39, I was
very unwilling to take a Scotch Schoolmaster if I could
have holpen it. 1711 STEELE Spect, No. 155 F 2, I . .cannot

help hearing the improper Discourses. 1741 CHESTERF. Lett.

(1792) I. Ixxvii. 213 He could not help thinking in verse,
whether he would or not. 1757 MRS. E. GRIFFITH Lett.

Henry <$ Frances (1767) I. 187, I can't help frequently to
haunt and revisit these dear scenes. 1772 H. WALPOLE Last
Jrnls. (1859) I. 38, I thought he should not offend the King
if he could help it. 1808 COBBETT Pol. Reg. XIII. 528 No
man can help being a coward or a fool. 1862 CARLYLE
Fredk. Gt. x. iii. III. 238 Not one of us could help laughing.
1865 KINGSLEY fftrew. II. xvi. 276 He could not help to

weep and sigh, but yet himself he would not forget. 1883
Manch. Guard, as Oct. 5/6 A few such blunders as these
could scarcely have been helped. 1894 HALL CAINE Manxm.
i. ix. 43 She could not help but plague the lad.

c. Often erron. with negative omitted (can in-

stead of cannot").
1862 WHATI-LY in Gd. Words Aug. 496 In colloquial lan-

guage it is common to hear persons say,
'
I won't do so-and-

so more than I can help ', meaning, more than I can not

help. 1864 J. H. NEWMAN Apol. 25 Your name shall occur

again as little as I can help, in the course of these pages.
1879 SPURGEON Senn. XXV. 250, I did not trouble myself
more than I could help. 1885 EDNA LYALL In Golden Days
III. xv. 316, I do not believe we shall be at the court more
than can be helped.

Help (help), sb. Forms: i help, helpe, 2-

help > (2-7helpe,4heelpe, hilp, hylp, 5 (?)holp,
6 healpe). [OE. help = OFris. helpe, OS. helpa

(MDu. and MLG. helpe, kelp}, OHG. helfa, hilfa

(MHG. helfe, hilfe\ ON. hjalp (Sw., Da. hjelp} :-
OTeut. *helpd str. fern. ; f. stem oihelpan to HELP.
In OE. the sb. was also str. masc. or neut. (gen.

helpes] and weak fern. (ace. helpari). The conti-

nental langs. have also a form from the ablaut-

grade hulp~, OHG. hulfa, MG. hulfe, OLG. kulpa,
MDu. hulpe, hulp, Du. hulp, Ger. hulfe.~]

1. The action of helping ; the supplementing of

action or resources by what makes them more effi-

cient
; aid, assistance, succour.

Beowulf (Z.) 1552 Nemne him heaSo-byrne helpe
fcefremede. 971 Blickl. Horn. 105 Hwa him to hsele and
to helpe and to feorhnere on has world astaj. c wfeLamb.
Hont. 13 ^e me benne clepiao and helpes me biddao. a 1225

Juliana^ 33 Habbe ich bin anes help, a 1300 Cursor M.
122 Al bis werld, or bis bok blin, Wit cristes help I sal ouer-
rin. r 1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 28 pou art goon out in

heelpe oTbi folk, f 1380 Sir Fernmb. 1030 Wip (>e hilp of

god almi}!. Ibid. 3208 Hylp on hem nys none. 1477 EARL
RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes 7 By whiche ye atteyne helpe of
the holy gost. 1513 DOUGLAS SEneis vin. ix. heatiing^
Evander sendis his son .. in help of Eneas. 1634 SIR T.
HERBERT Trav. 88 Calling out for helpe. 171* ADDISON
Spect. No. 281 F4 By the help of our Glasses [we] discern'd
in it Millions of little Scars. 1779 JOHNSON L. /*., Pope
Wks. IV. 91 He . . neither went to bed nor rose without

help. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. E. ii. I. 208 To learn that the

princes of the House of Stuart needed his help, and were
willing to purchase that help by unbounded subserviency.

b. With a and plural. An act of helping, an aid.

(Now rare, or merged in sense 2.)
a 1300 Cursor M. 23759 His heloes and vr wittes eke.

ci40o Dtstr. Troy 7166 All the Troiens .. Helit bere hurt
men burgh helpis of leches. 1549 COVERDALE, etc. Erasm.
Par. fas. 37 Let vs distruste oure owne helpes and the

hetpes of this worlde. 1707 Curios, in Husb. $ Card. 27
The Helps we have receiv d from the Microscope. 1773
BURKE Corr. (1844) II. 72,

I am perfectly sensible of the

greatness of the difficulties, and the weakness and fewness
of the helps. 1883 STEVENSON Treas. Isl. n. xii, I'll ask

you, later on, to give us a help.

t C. At help : in the quarter for helping, in (our,

etc.) favour.
1601 SHAKS. Ham. iv. iii. 46 The Barke is readie, and the

winde at helpe.

2. transf. Any thing or person that affords help ;

a source or means of assistance ; an aid.

-893 K. ALFRED Oros. iii. ii[ij. i (Sweet) ico Crist is

eaSmodegra help and ofermodisra fiell. ci3o HaliMeid.

13 Ha is us swiSe god freond and help. 1340 HAMPOLE TV.
Consc. 3586 Four maners of helpes er general . . pat es to say,

prayer and fastyng, And almus dede and messyns. 1388
WYCLIF Gen. ii. 18 It is not good that a man be aloone ; make
we to hym an help lijk to hym self. 1577 B. GOOGE Herts-
bacJis Husb. n. 11586' 53 Some require stales and helpes to

clime by, as Hoppes. Lupines, and Pease. 1586 T. B. La
Primaud. Fr. Acad. i. (1589) 453 To give him [Adam] a
wife for a faithfull companion . . and a helpe like unto him-
selfe. 1611 BIBLE /*.?. xlvi. i God is our refuge and
strength: a very present helpe in trouble. 1611 Acts
xxvii. 17 They vsed helps, vnder-girding the ship. 1657 M.
LAWRENCE Use 4- Pract. Faith 73 He looks at a meet help
as a portion promised from God. 1722 DE FOE Relig,
Coiirtsh. (1840) 187 A husband will be a sorry help to a
wife, if he is not a help in the religious part of her life. 1843
G. BUCKLE in Fleury's Eccl. Hist. II. 80 note, Their busi-

ness is.. only to be a decent help to their own sex. 1874
BLACKIE Self-Cult, i Books are no doubt very useful helps
to knowledge.

3. A person, or company of persons, whose office

it is to render help, t a. gen. Assistant ; adjutant.
c 1250 Gen. 41 Ex, 3409 And ta^te him . . Vnder him helpes

oSere don. 1533 BELLENDEN Livy v. (1822) 475 To put all

thare gudis and cariage togidder under ane helpe.

*t*b. An ally; //. allies, auxiliary troops. Obs.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 10803 F r hope bat he hade of a helpe

sone. c 1450 Merlin 113 Fro hens-forth thei hym deffien

and his helpes. c 1489 CAXTON Blanchardyn Hi. 197 Wold
Subyon or not, & all his helpes, the noble lady, .was taken

pute of his power. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI^ n. i. 178 Now
if the helpe of Norfolke, and my selfe. .Will but amount to

fiue and twenty thousand.

C. A person employed to give assistance in

household or other manual work ;
in U.S. t

a hired

labourer or servant, esp. a domestic servant.
In U. S. app. originally a person giving temporary or

occasional assistance : cf. J. R. LOWELL Among my Books
Series i. (1870) 251.

Lady /if//', a ladyengaged as assistant and companion to
the mistress of a house. Mother's help> a young woman
employed to help in the nursery, but in a position reckoned

superior to that of a nurse-maid.

1645 Mass. Col. Rec. II. 139 (Bartlett) Such of his ser-

vants and helps as have been employed about y* attendance
of y court. 1824 Examiner 200/2 The hiring of ' a help ',

angUc^ a servant, a word rejected in America. 1830 GALT
Law-Tie T. vn. iii. (1849) 322 At this moment, .the help, or
maiden servant, came. 1861 THACKERAY Four Georges i.

(1862) 38 Fourteen postillions, nineteen hostlers, thirteen

helps. 1883 New Eng. Jml. Educ. XVII. 54 The Boston
4

help
'
reads Dante while she prepares the succulent pork

and beans. Mod. Advertisements. Wanted, Lady Help.
Wanted, Two superior domestic helps to undertake the
duties of cook and housemaid. Wanted, young girl, as
useful help. Mother's Help wanted immediately, to assist

with two children and housework.

d. The labour of hired persons ; collect, the body
of servants belonging to a farm or household. U.S.
1817 J. BRADBURY Trav. Amer. 318 Ask one of them the

reason, he replies,
*
I want help '. 1850 LYELL -2nd Visit

U. S. 1 1. 303 The lady's sister . . was obliged to milk the cow
.. such was the scarcity of '

help '. 1888 BRYCE Amer.
Commiv. III. xciv. 316 How simply the rooms are furnished,
and how little

'

help
'

. . is kept. 1896 HOWELLS Impr. <$ Exp.
204 We were seven hundred and fifty at table, and the

help who served us were three hundred and fifty.

f 4. Avail, boot, good, use. Obs. rare.

1562 PILKINGTON Wks. (Parker Soc.) 30 There is no help
to be disobedient and strive against him, for he will have
the victory.

f 5. Relief, cure, remedy. Obs. exc. as in b.
riooo Sax. Leechd. II. 262 if bas fultumas ne syn

helpe, laet blod bonne, c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saintst Petnis 44
Sindry obir, at war leile, Throw his schadow gat helpe and
heile. 1581 PETTIE Guazzo^s Civ. Conv. i. (1586) 3 Not
Aesculapius himself., can .. give you the least helpe .. so

long as [etc.]. 1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. in. ii. 223 What's
gone, and what's past helpe Should be past greefe. 1674 tr.

Scheffer** Lapland 8 Thir only help against these [winds]
is to convey themselves into dens and caves.

b. Means of obviating or avoiding something;
in phr. there is no helpfor zV=it cannot be helped
(see HELP v. n).
1581 PETTIE Guazzo's Civ. Conv. i. (1586) 26 There is no

helpe in it, but you must settle your selfe to like ofsuch men
with their imperfections. 1669 HOLDER Speech (J.), There
is no help for it, but he must be taught accordingly to

comply with that faulty way of writing. 1863 MRS. CARLYLE
Lett. III. 162 It is their way and there is no help for it.

1887 FRITH Autobiog. II. v. 112, I was really sorry to dispel
my old friend's illusion ; but there was no help for it.

6. A portion of food served
;
a 'helping \

1809 MALKIN tr. Gil Bias x. iii, Between every succeeding
help my servants, .filled our large glasses, .with wine. 1873
Miss THACKERAY Wks. (1891) I. 124 He asked her for a
second help of cold pie at luncheon.

7. attrib. and Comb.^ as help-giver; -work ; fhelp-
ale [see ALE 3], a rustic festival or merry-making
in celebration of the completion ofsome work (e.g.

haymaking) done with the help of neighbours (0k7).
1577-87 HOLINSHED Chron. (1807) I. 233 The superfluous

numbers of idle wakes, guilds, fraternities, church-ales,

*helpe-ales, and soule-ales. 1643 WITHER Campo Mvsm 42
Yea, baser then our Countrey Help-Ales are. 1675 R.
FANE Let. 19 Apr. (MS.), Going to every feast and help ale

within five miles round. c 1586 C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps.
LXXI. iii, O my God, my sole *help-giver. 1853 BROWNING
Saul vii, Then I played the *help-tune of our reapers.

1883 Harper's Mag. Jan. 207/1 John Chinaman is in force

here, as everywhere, for all *help-work.

Helpable (he-lpab'l), a. rare. [f. HELP v. +
-ABLE* Capable of being helped or aided. Hence

Helpabi'lity, capacity of being helped.



HELPEND.

1887 E. GOSSE in Daily .\'civsio Mar. 3/3 The first thing

to be done was to distinguish the helpable from the unh<:lp-

able author. 1891 Charity Organis. Rev. Aug. 334 The

main question was helpability. Ibid., lo use the refuges

for helpable cases.

Help-ale : see HELP sb. 7.

t He'lpend. Obs. Also 4 -inde. [Substantival

form of OK. pres. pple. of HELP z>.] A helper.

071 Blickl. Horn. 105 Ealra gasta Nergend, and ealra

saula Helpend. 13.. Guy Want*. (A.) 556 'God', he

seyd,
' be mine helpinde !

'

Helper (he'lpai). [f.
HELP v. + -EK '.]

1. One who (or that which) helps or assists ;

an'auxiliary. (Also with adverbs, as Mptr-eff.)
a 1300 E. E. Psalter xxix. u [xxx. 10] Laverd mi helper

made es he. 1382 WYCLIF Gen. ii. 20 To Adam forsothe

was not foundunan helper like hym. 1494 FABYAN Lhron.

1 xcix. '

R.), Wherfore the kynge sayd after in game, that

seynt Martyn was a good helper at nede. 1598 BARRET

Thcor Warns iv. iii. no He hath all the officers of the

regiment for helpers. 1601 SHAKS. Alts Well n. iv. 21 It

hath fated her to be my motiue And helper to a husband.

1670-98 LASSBLS I'ov. Italy I. 104 Gilding, mosaic work,

and such like helper's off of bare walls. 1824 L. MURRAY

Eng. Gram. (ed. 5) I. 145 Must is sometimes called in for

a helper, and denotes necessity : as,
' We must speak the

truth
'

1850 LYTE Hymn, 'Abide with me' i, When other

helpers fail, and comforts flee, Help of the helpless, O abide

with me. . r
2. A person employed to assist in some kind ot

work ; an assistant ; spec, a groom's assistant in a

stable.

1686 N. Cox Gentl. Recreat. v. (ed. 3) 94 You must have

two or three Helpers, and. .see that they, .rub him dry all

over 1731 Gentl. Mag. in Hone Even-day Bk, (1827) II.

955 One of the helpers in the king's stables. 1837 DICK ENS

Pickw. ix, Two sleepy helpers put the wrong harness on

the wrong horses. 1851 GREENWELL Coal-trade Terms

Northumb. <fr Durh., Heifer uf, a lad employed to assist

the barrowman out of a dip place. 1892 Labour Com-

mission Gloss., Heifers, the persons in the blast furnace

industry who help the keeper to mould the beds, run the

metal in, and generally assist at the front of the furnace.

b. An assistant minister : among the early

Methodists, and in Scottish churches. Now colloq.

1780 WESLEY in Four C. Eng. Lett. 232 You seem not well

to have considered the Rules of a Helper, or the rise of

Methodism. 179" - * ('872) VIII. 39 9- 2 5- What

is the office of a Helper 1 A. In the absence of a Minister,

to feed and guide the flock. 1840 MRS. OLIPHANT Marg.
Maitland xii, On that particular Sabbath I can scarce say

I got much more from Mr. Wallace himself, the helper.

3. Hop-srowing. (See quot.)

1750 W. ELLIS Mod. Husb. IV. iii. 60 (E. D. S.) The
common number of [hop] poles to each hill are three, but ..

some add a fourth, called a heifer : this heifer is a larger

pole than the rest.

Hence He'lper v. trans. (Hop-growing), to sup-

port with a '

helper
'

(see 3) ; He'lperess (nonce-

wJ.}, a female helper ; Helpership, the office or

position of a helper.
1881 WHITEHEAD Hots 35 The plants are 'helpered' by

short, slight pieces of old poles up which the bines are

trained to go. 1886 H. F. LESTER Under two Fig Trees 196

[To] act as a sort of lay helperess. 1893 W. WALLACE Scot/

Yesterday 178 His successor in the 'helpership' had no

objection to his
'

Veesiting '.

t Helpfellow. Obs. A companion who render

help' anelpmate.
1549 COVERDALE Erosnt. Par. i Thess. iii. 4 A tried mini!

ter of God and a helpe felowe of our office. 1571 GOLDIN
Calvin on Ps. Ixxiii. 25 As helpfelowes unto God.

Helpful (he-lpful), a. [f.
HELP sb. + -FUL.]

Full of help ; having the quality of rendering or

affording help ; useful, serviceable, profitable, a.

of persons ; b. of things.
c 1340 Cursor M. 14395 (Trin.)

Her owne lord ful of blis

pat so helpful [earlier MSS. helpand] was to his. 1382

WYCLIF i Mace. ii.2i God be helpful to us. ci6n CHAPMAN
Iliad xm. (R.), But Aiax Telemonius, had many helpfull

men. 1706 BURKE Corr. IV. 404 My friend and kinsman,

Nagle, who has indeed been very helpful to me. 1858 MRS.

CARLYLE Lett. II. 353 Charlotte is much kinder and help-

fuller than Anne was.

b. 1382 WYCLIF i Mace. iv. 56 Helpful thmgis of hery-

ingis. c 1450 Cm. Myst. (Shaks. Soc. 1 77, I holde it helpfful

that on of us with jow be had. 1599 MINSHEU St. Gran:.

21 Called Verbum auxiliarium, a helpfull verbe. 1602

SHAKS. Ham. n. ii. 39 Heauens make our presence and our

practises Pleasant and helpfull to him. a I779WAKBUKTON
Wks. IX. iii. (R.), A pursuit or an abhorrence of what is

helpful or hurtful. 1883 Congregalionalist Sept. 729 One
of the ablest, helpfullest books on the subject.

Helpfully (he-lpfuli), adv. [f. prec. + -LY *.]

In a helpful manner ; so as to help.

1832 Fraser's Mag. VI. 271 Two maidens caught her

helpfully in their arms. 1868 GEO. ELIOT Sf. Gifsy v. 358

Grave white-turbaned Moors Move helpfully.

Helpfulness (he Ipfulnes). [f. as prec. +

-NESS.] The quality or condition of being helpful.

1643 MILTON Divorce n. xvii. (1851) 107 A disability of

future helpfulnesse, or loyalty, or loving agreement, a 1791

WESLEY Husb. f, Wives iii. i Wks. 1811 IX. 62 The Effects

of Nuptial Love are three, Pleasingness, Faithfulness, Help-
fulness. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. n. 43Q In a spirit of mutual

helpfulness, encouragement, and goodwill.

Helping (he-lpig),
vbl. sb. [-TNO '.]

1. The action of the verb HELP ; help, aid, assis-

tance, succour.
c uog LAY. 23748 pe he?e heueneliche king stonde me an

helping, a 1300 Cursor M. 5304 (G6tU Thanck him of his

gret helping. 1382 WYCLIF i Cor. xii. 28 Aftirward vertues,

211

ftirward graces of heelingis, helpingis. 1523 LD. BERNE:,S

l-'roiss. I. ccxxxix. 347 tHe] wolde make . . greatlcr warrc

hen euer he had done before, with the helpynge of the

oastarde Henry. 1616 SUUI-L. & MAKKII. Country Farme
i" But such sweet Apples, .stand not in need of hauing

any sowre Apples mixt wilh them, to the helping of them

o make good Cider. 1846 TKENCH Mirac. xlll. (1862) 241

['he law of all true helping,

f b. Use, service, function. Obs.

1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 26 per ben |>re helpingis of be

irteiics. 1548-77 VICARY Aiiat. ii. (1888) 18 The Bone.,

lath diuers formes . .for the diuersitie of helpings.

f 2. A means of help, an aid ;
an ally. Obs.

13. . Guy Warw. (A.) 3242 JJer-fore
ne wonde pou no-bing

NouM for him no his helping. 1380 Sir l-erun,b. 1283

?ou for me schalt don a byng. .And ther-to.ben myn help-

vug 1555 I- SAUNDL-RS in Coverdale Lett. Mart. (1504)

205 Yea howe all thynges haue bene holpynges vnto vs.

3. The action of serving food at a meal ; cotter.

a portion of food served at one time (
= HELP sb. 61.

1824 LAMB Ella Ser. n. Caft. Jackson, Carving could I

not lessen, nor helping diminish it. 1865 TROLLOPE bclton
\

Est. xxiv. 286 There was some little trouble as to the help-

ing of the fish. 1883 BESANT All tu Card. Fair u. i,

A pretty fair slice, a large helping. 1893 Q- [CoucH Delect

Duchy 286 Holding out his plate for a second helping of

the pasty.

Helping, ppl- [f-
as Prec - +- G '!

-]

helps; rendering assistance; helpful; auxiliary.

(Chiefly in phr. a helping hand.)
a 1300 Cursor M. 29303 pe sext [case of cursing] es paa

men . . pat helpand es to sarazines Gain cristen men. 1389

Eng Gilds (1870) 5 pe forsaide bretherhede shul be helpyng

a^e'ins b rebelle & vnboxhum. c 1450 tr. De
. ''!"_'"'"'"'

1,1. xlv. 115 It is sone amendid, whan it pleasib
J>e

to put

to an helping honde. 159 Kecorde s,etc., Gr. Aries (1640)

370 When time shall falTfit . . you shall not want my he ping

nand. 1705 STANHOPE Parafhr. I. 58 All lend their helping

hand. 1824 L. MURRAY Eng. Grain, (ed. i) I. too, Auxiliary

or helping Verbs, are those by the help of which the English

verbs are principally conjugated. 1883 S. C. HALL Keiro-

st>ect II. 31 Ready to hold out a helping hand to those

whose struggles for fame were just beginning. 1892 DAVID-

SON Heb. Gr. 50 The helping vowel between the stem and

the suffix seems in all cases traceable to l or a.

Hence He'lpingly adv. rare.

1611 COTGR., Subsidiairement, subsidiarily, helpingly.

1884 Harfer's Mag. Jan. 263/1 Saints. .who. .watch over

and guard helpingly sinful men on earth.

Helpless (he-lples) ,
a. [f.

HELP si. + -LESS.]

1. Destitute of help ; having no assistance from

others ; needy. (Of persons, their condition, etc.)

c H7S Lamb. Horn. 129 Drihten alesde fcene wrechan. .be

wes al helples. cizoo Vices t, Virtues (1888) 23 Bat ou

naked ware and helpleas. c 1460 Tmvnele} Myst. (Surtees)

182 I will not leyf you all helples, as men withoutten freynd.

igoo SHAKS. Com. Err. i. i. 158 Hopelesse and helpelesse

doth Egeon wend. 1694 KETTLEWELL Cauif. Persecuted 141

Helper of the Helpless . .be thou my Fortress. 1715-20 POPE

Ilitidvi 5 I3 AwidowI,anhelDlessorpr,anhe. 1841 ELPHIN-

STONE Hist. Itui. 1. 379 Even to their families when they have

left them in a helpless condition,

fb. Destitute (of}. Obs.

1362 I.ANGL. P. PI. A. VIII. 83 Olde men and
hpre,

bat

helples beob of strengpe. a 1700 DRYDEN ij.), Helpless of

all that human wants require.

2. Having no resources in oneself ;
unable to help

oneself ; shiftless. (The ordinary current sense.)

1620 QUARLES Div. Poems, Jonah, This naked portraiture

before thine Eye Is wretched, helplesse man, man born to

die. i6 DRYDEN Ann. Idiral'. cxxx, One dire shot.. Close

by the board the Prince's main-mast bore.. All three now

helpless by each other lie. 1807 CRABBE Par. Keg. i. 655
,.* ,,",,-.. TVi ttoiniMa infanta. iaC<

epess espa. ....-._---
as alder Lies, new-fell'd in a ditch.

3. Affording no help; unavailing, unprofitable.

(The opposite of helpful.) Now rare.

1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. n. i. 39 Thou.. With vrging helpe-

lesse patience would releeue me. 159' "** * Aii.to^

As those poor birds that helpless berries saw. 1732: POPE

Ess Man n. 154 A sharp accuser, but a helpless friend

1858 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. VH. ii. II. 242 Incondite dateles;

helpless Prussian Books.

+ 4. Admitting no remedy ; that cannot be helped

1500 SPENSER F. Q. i. iv. 49 Helplesse hap it booteth no

to inone. Ibid. vil. 39 Such helpless harmes yts bette

hidden keep.

Helplessly (he-lplesli),
adv. [f. prec. +-LY2.

In a helpless manner; without help or remedy

without being able to help oneself.

1504 KYD Sf. Trag. in. H j a, But if he be thus helplesl>

{later edd. haplesly] distract. 1755 in JOHNSON. 185.

DICKENS Lett. (1880) I. 404 They all stood looking at i

helplessly. 1875 STUBBS Const. Hist. II. xiv. 71 The king

was helplessly in debt.

Helplessness (he-lplesnes). [f. as prec. +

-NESS.] The state or condition of being helpless

want of aid or resource ; inability to help oneself.

1731 BAILEY vol. II, Helplessness, destituteness of help

1742 WARBURTON Note Pofe's Ess. Man HI. 225 (Jod.) Fron

their helplessness in distress. 1779-81 JOHNSON L. P., MMo
Wks II. 167 The mind sinks under them in passive helpless-

ness. 1863 GEO. ELIOT Romola n. ii, He was in one of his

most wretched moments of conscious helplessness.

t Helply, a. Obs. Also 3-5 -"<*> 4-6 Sc

-lyk(e, 6 Sf. -like. [f.
HELP sb. + -tv i.] Afford-

ing help ; helpful, serviceable.

aTisoo Sarmun \.mE. E. P. (1862? i Soch wirkes to wirche

pat helplich to ure soules be. c 1350 Med. MS. in A rchxol.

XXX. 396 It is helply to the body ageyn venym and

poysoun.c 1380 WYCLIF Sei Wks. 1. 37 Ood be helplich

HELTER-SKELTER.
to me bat am synful. 1413 /''Xf. Sowle iCaxton 1483) iv.

xxxii 81 The armes of a man ben the moost helpely mem.

b'crs

'

c 1500 Auckinleck Chron. (Asloan MS.) 56 Ane ncht

cud man and helplyk to the place. 1533 BELLENUEN Livy

I. (1822) 36 The favour of Goddis apperit to thame sa sup-

portabill and helplie in all thair besines. 1553 Q. KENNEDY

in Wodr. Soc. Misc. (1844) 148 Helplyke to men.

Helpmate (he-lpm^t). [f.
HELP st. orv. +

MATE ; prob. influenced in origin by next.J A

companion who is a help, or who renders help ; an

assistant, coadjutor, partner, consort. Chiefly ap-

plied to a wife or husband.

1715 M. DAVIES At/ten. Erit. I. 278 The Jesuits .. notable

Helpmates to the Monks in that kind of Forgery. >7J*
DE FOE Relig. Courtsh. II. i. (1840) 187 A woman is to be

a helpmate, and a man is to be the same. 1766 PENNANT

Zool. (1776) I. 57 In Minorca the ass and the hog are com-

mon help-mates, and are yoked together in order to turn up
the land. 1815 SCOTT Guy M. xliv, She next addressed her

amiable help-mate. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iii, A wait-

ing woman was generally considered as the most suitable

helpmate for a parson.

Helpmeet (he'lpmft). [A compound absurdly

ormed by taking the two words help meet in Gen.

i. 18, 20 ('an help meet for him', i.e. a help

HELP sl>. 2) suitable for him 1 as one word.

Already in the i?th c. the Scripture phrase is found with

he two words improperly hyphened ; which led the way to

he use of helf-meet, helpmeet, without 'for him'. But its

ecognition as a ' word '

is chiefly of the igth c. : it is un-

cnown to Johnson, Todd, Richardson, and to Webster 1832.

n the i?th c. they used more grammatically meet help,

neet-helf : cf. sweet heart, sweetheart.}

A fitting or suitable helper ; a helpmate : usually

applied to a wife or husband.

[1382 WYCLIF Gen. ii. 18 Make we to hym help like hym
1388 an help lijk to hym silf). Ibid. 20 an helper like hym.

,535 COVERD. ibid, an helpe, to beare him company. 1611

BIBLE ibid. I will make him an helpe meet for him (marg.

Hebr. as before him). 1885 (R.V.) an help meet for (or

answering to) him.]

1673 DRYDEN Marr. a la M. iv. i, If ever woman was a

help-meet for man, my Spouse is so. 1696 FeUhams
Resolves, etc. On Eccl. 322 An help-meet for man [ed. 1661

an help meet for man.) 1718 EntertainerVlo. 15^6 Socrates

had the like Number of Helpmeets ; and Athenajus concludes

it was no Scandal in those Times. 1739 R. BULL tr. Dede-

kiniis' Grobianus 174 Or on your Help-meet let the Blame

recoil. 1766 FORDYCE Serm. Yng. Worn. (1767) I. iv. 142

What, .if, hoping to find a help meet, we should wed our

ruin? 1805 E. DE ACTON Nnns of Desert I. 22 Much more

passed on this subject between Selwyn and his helpmeet.

1849 CLOUGH Amours de Voy. \.
yii. 150 But for Adam there

is not found an help-meet for him. 1863 MRS. C. CLARKE

Shaks. Char. i. 31 His piteous anguish to his help-meet
in

crime' Oh, full of scorpions is my mind, dear wife ! 1870

FREEMAN Nortn. Cona. (ed. 21 I. App. 716 No help-meet for

him is found. 1873 SMILES Huguenots Fr. n. n. (1881; 363

A true helpmeet for him, young, beautiful, rich, and withal

virtuous. 1881 LADY HERBERT Edith 19 Mrs. Murray was

the model of all that is contained in the old-fashioned word

of 'help-meet' to her husband.
, n .

trans/. 1879 Cassetfs Techn. Educ. IV. 249/2 Gutta

percha . . has . . sufficient specialities to render it a valuable

help-meet to its elder brother [caoutchouc].

He-lpship. nonce-wd. The function or position

of a 'help' (see HELP sb. 3 c).

1715 M. DAVIES A then. Brit. I. 297 Botal, Helpship. 1849

CARLYLE Misc. (1872) VII. 93 The state ofAmerican helpship.

t He'lpster. Obs. rare. [f.
HBLP-EB : see

-STEB.] A female helper.
a 1400 Prymer (1891) 113 Codes moder marye .. be to me

synful wrechche a meeke helpestre in alle bynges.

f He-lp-tire. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

HELP a.] Some-

thing that helps one who is tired.

c 1611 CHAPMAN Hind v. 253 My powers are yet entire

And scorn the help-tire of a horse.

Helpworthy (he-lpww&i), a. rare. vV orthy

or deserving of help.
1889 MACKAY-SMITH in Harper's Mag. Jan. 213/2 Our

preaching, .fails in helpfulness to helpworthy people,

f He-lpy, a. Obs. rare. [f.
HELP sb. + -Y

;
if not

an error for helply] Helpful.
c 1440 Gesta Rom. xcii. 420 (Add. MS.)

'

Blessyd be goa ,

he saide,
' and bis helpy lady '. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Laare

78 Yf yecalle vponthys moste helpy name Marye.. the tenae

flyeth a waye fro hym.

Helre(n, obs. forms of ELDEK sb.i

Helsum, obs. form of HEALSOMB a.

Helt, obs. 3 sing. pres. and pa. t. and pple. of

HIELD v. Helt(e, obs. forms of HILT.

Helter, -ir, -yr, obs. forms of HALTEB sb.

Helter-skelter (he-ltaJiske-ltai),
adv. adj.,

sb ,
and v. colloq. [A jingling expression vaguely

imitating the hurried clatter of feet rapidly and

irregularly moved, or of many running feet.

In its form it resembles hurry-scurry ; but the latter is a

iincle upon the intelligible hurry, while no satisfactory

explanation of helter (other than its echoic suggestiveness)

has been offered. Cf. also harum-scarum.}

A., adv. In disordered haste
; confusedly, tumult-

uously, pell-mell.

1593 NASHE 4 Lett. Confut. 27 Helter skelter, feare no

colours, course him, trounce him. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. it',

v iii. 98 Helter-skelter haue I rode to thee, and tydings do

I bring. 1598 FLORIO, Alia rin/usa, pelmell, helterskelter.

1668 R. L'EsTRANGE Vis. Quev. (1708) 210 All running helter-

skelter, to and again, like mad. a 1704 T. BROWN Declam.

Adverbs Wks. 1730 I. 40 Neither diligently enough, nc

carefully.. but helter skelter, slap-dash, confusedly. 7*

BAKER Nile Tribut. xvii. 294 Away we all went, heltei

skelter, through the dry grass.



HELVE.

B. attrib. or adj. Characterized by disorderly

haste or headlong confusion.

1785 Span. Rivals 25 Tis a hcller-skelter journey we

have taken. 1798 COLERIDGE Poems, Mad Ox xv. 89 T his

helter-skelter crowd. 1842 S. LOVER Handy Andy in, A wild

helter-skelter sort of fellow. 1894 A Ition Citizen \M ichlgan)

200 Something can be done on Ihe harem-scarem heller-

skelter plan.

C. sb. A helter-skelter run or flight.

1713 C'TFSS WIS-CHF.LSEA Misc. Poems 57 Dosl think ..

Thai when he proffers Aid and Shelter, Will rudely fall to

Heller-Skeller? 1851 LONGF. Gold. Leg. v. Foot of Alps,
Such a heller-skeller of prayers and sins 1. 1887 T. A. TROL-

LOPE What I remember I. xiii. 266 The helter-skelter thai

ensued, .furnished Paris with laughter for days afterwards.

fD. vb. trans. To throw away or off, in dis-

ordered haste. Obs.

1600 Look About You xvii. in Hazl. Dodsley VII. 436

Here are two crack'd groats To helter-skeller al some

vaulting house. 1782 MRS. E. BLOWER Geo. Bateman III.

116 He has helter-skeltered offhis horseman's coat, palmer's

weeds, or what not.

Helter-skelteriness. rare. [f. *helter-skelte>y

+ -NESS.] Random hastiness.

<i 1849 POE Marginalia Introd., While the picluresqueness
of the numerous pencil-sketches arrested my attention, their

helter-skelteriness of commentary amused me.

Helthe, obs. form of HEALTH.

Helue, -uation : see HELLUE, -DATION.

Helve (,helv),j*. Forms: I hielf, helfe, 3 Orm.

hellfe, 4-5 hilve, 6 healve, 4- helve. [OE. kit_lfe

(hylfe, helfe) masc. or neut. :-*hattljo-, corresp. in

stem to MDu. kelfn., helve n. and fern., MLG. helf,

helve n., OHG. halb, halp masc., MHG. halp, pi.

helbe : OTeut. type *halti- neut., from a root which

appears
also in HALTER.]

1. A handle of a weapon or tool, as an ax, chisel,

hammer, etc.

^897 K. ALFRED Gregory's
Past. xxi. 166 jif . . sio zcs

oonne awint of Sam hielfe. <r 1000 M.LFRK V oc. in Wr.-

Wulcker 142/21 Manubrium, hasfl and helfe. ioo ORMIN

9948 pall bulaxess hellfe. c 1380 Sir Fertimb. 4655 A mayl
of Ire .. be hilues lengbe was viii fet. 1497 Naval Ace.

Hen. I'll (1896) 117 Halberdes with blak helves. 1574 R.

SCOT Hop GarJ. (1578) 27 Made with a rounde hole to

receive a helue like to the helue of a Mattock. 159* BARRET

Tlieor. Warres v. iii. 134 These iron tooles are to haue

handles, and healues. 1609 F. GREVIL Mustapha in. ii,

Vile Caine! that (like the Axe- do'st goe aboul, To cut

thy selfe an helve to weare thee out, 1785 H. MARSHALL m
Darlington Mem. 1849) 544 By twisling a wilhe of Hickory
round Ihe slone, they make a helve, and so cut and bruised

the bark round the irees. 1831 J. HOLLAND Mann/. Metal
I. 85 The shaft or helve is nine feel in lenglh.

b. Phrases. To throw the helve after the hatthet:

after losing or risking so much, to risk all that is

left ;
to go the whole length regardless of loss or

damage. Also, by confusion, to throw the hatchet

after the helve. To put the ax in the helve : see

Ax ji.1 5.

1546 J.
HEYWOOD Prtv. (1867) 80 Here I sende thaxe after

Ihe helue awaie. 1577-87 HOLINSHED Chron. (1807-8) IV.

338 Ralher ihrow the helve after the hatchel, and leave

your ruines lo be repared by your prince, a 1610 HEALEY

Theophrastus (1636) 59 Wei come on, halchcl after helve,

212

velian miles. 1591 SYLVESTER Ivry 375 Th' Helvetian Bands

alone, Loth to disgrace their ancient valour known, c 1645
HOWELL Lett. (1650} I. 345 Some embracing the Waldensian

..and some the Helvetian confession. 1841 Penny Cycl.

XXIII. 427/2 The 2tsl legion .. appropriated to Its own
use certain moneys destined to pay the Helvetian garrison.

;

B. sb. a. One of the ancient Helvetii. b. An
inhabitant of Helvetia or Switzerland ; a Swiss.

1593 Bacchus Bountie in Hurl. Misc. (18091 II. 308 He
came from Friburgum, an Helvetian. 1841 Penny Cycl.
XXIII. 427/2 The Helvetians appear for the first time in

history about 1 10 B. c.

Helvetic fhelve-tik), a. and sb. [ad. L. //</-

vilic-us, {.Jhlvetia (see prec.). Cf. F . tfcivtttque .]

A. adj. Helvetian, Swiss.

1708 Land. Gaz. No. 4359/2 The whole Helvetick Body
think fit to stand upon their Guard on this Occasion. 1711

C. M. Lett, to Carat 71 The Church of Geneva and the

He even loose Ihis too. 1685 COTTON tr. Montaigne (1711)

222 I abandon myself through despair . . and as the saying

is, throw the Helve after the Hatchel. 1834 SCOTT St.

Konau's xxvi, Monsieur Martigny will be too much heart-

broken to make further fight, but will e'en throw helve after

hatchet.

2. (Also helve-hammer.} A tilt-hammer, the helve

of which oscillates on bearings, so that it is raised

by a cam carried by a revolving shaft, and falls by
its own weight.
1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Helve-hammer. 1879 Cos-

sell's Techn. Educ. I. 410 Before the introduction of Nas-

mylh's patent, the only assistance which steam had given
to human labour in forging was the helve or tilt-hammer . .

It is . . a lever of the first order. 1881 RAYMOND Mining
Class., Helve, a lift-hammer for forging blooms. 1894

Harper s Mag. Jan. 422 The helve-hammer and the trip-

hammer are essentially the same each consists of a heavy
head attached to a beam mounted on gudgeons, which is

lifted at . . intervals by a cam carried by a revolving shaft.

Helve, v. Now rare. [f. prec. sb.] trans.

To furnish or fit with a helve.

c 1440 Promp. Pa.ru. 235/1 Helvyn, or heftyn, tnanubrio.

1542 MS. Ace. St. Johiis Hasp., Canterb., For helving the

maltokW. 1633 T. JAMES Voy. 66 The 2 hatchets to be

new helu'd. 1861 LOWELL P.-t,-S. Retell. Prose Wks. 1890
V. 78 To edge it with plan and helve it with direction.

Helve, obs. form of HALF sb.

t HelvenaC, a. Obs. [ad. L. helvenacus pale

yellow, yellowish, f. helvus light bay.] Applied
to a kind of grape (obs. F. helvenaque Cotgr.).
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 154 The wines made of the

Heluenake grapes. r

Helvendel, var. of HALFBNDBAL, Obs.

Helver (he'lvai). [f. HELVE.] 'In mining,
the handle or helve of a tool' (Annandale).
Helvetian (helvrpan), a. and sb. [f.

Helvetia

(sc. terrdj ancient name of Switzerland, f. L. Hel-

vilius pertaining to the Helvetii, a people of the

ancient Gallia Lugdunensis. Cf. F. Helvltien]
A. adj. a. Pertaining to the ancient Helvetii.

b. Pertaining to Helvetia or Switzerland ;
Swiss.

1559 W. CUNNINGHAM Costnogr. Glasse 57 margin, Hel-

(18761 V. ii. 351 The German body votes by states ; so does

the Helvetic; so does the Belgic.

B. sb. A Swiss Protestant ;
a Zwinglian.

Helvi'dian. [f. Helvidius, who lived in Rome
in the fourth century.] One of a sect who denied

the perpetual virginity of the mother of Jesus.

1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s-v., The Helvidians are called,

by the Greeks, Antidicomarianites.

Helvin, -ine :he-lvin). Min. [mod. (Werner,

1817) f. L helvus light bay + -IN.] A honey-yellow
or greenish silicate of glucinum and manganese,

occurring in regular tetrahedral crystals.

1818 T. THOMSON Ann. Philos. XII. 311 Helvin .. was

discovered in.. Saxony. 1849 J. NICOL Min. 234 Helvine

occurs at Schwarzenberg . . in beds in gneiss. 1865-72

WATTS Diet. Ckcm. III. 141 Helvin affords the only known

example of a native compound of a silicate with a sulphide.

t Helvine, a. Obs. Also 7 erron. helvian.

[ad. L. helvin-us yellowish (helvinum mnum
Pliny) f. helvus light bay.] Applied to some kind

of wine : cf. HELVENAC.
icoi HOLLAND Pliny 1. 411 The Eugenian Vines, and the

smaller Heluine. 1623 COCKERAM, Heluian wine. Claret

Helvite (he-lvait). Min. [f.
as HELVIK + -ITE.]

= HELVIN.
1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5) 264 Helvite. 1877 WATTS Fcrnmes'

C/iem. (ed. 121 I. 394 This somewhat rare metal [beryllium]

occurs as a silicate . . in beryl, emerald, euclase, leucophane,

helvite, and several varieties of gadolinite.

Hely, obs. form of HIGHLY, HOLT.

Helynge, var. ELENGE a. Obs., tedious, dreary.

Hem '.hem), sb^ Also 4 hemm, heran, 4-5

herae, 4-7 hemme, 6 hembe. [OE. hem(tn,

recorded in one vocabulary, and not found in the

other older Teutonic langs. ;
but NFris. has heam

'

hem, edge, border ', and Kris, a dim. hdmel. App.
from the same root as HAM sb.-, and NorthGer.

hamm enclosure ;
the radical sense being

' border '.]

1. The border or edging of a piece of cloth or

article of apparel. In earlier times including a

fringe or other marginal trimming.
ciooo /ELFRIC Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 125,13 Liinbus,

stemning, K<r/hem. .11300 Cursor M. 21136 Qua rm moghl
litest on his hemm [ Trin. who myjte furste louche his hem).

13. . Guy Warm. (A) 3664 Men mi}! wade ouer be scho hem
I n be bfod bat of hem kem. c 1380 WYCLIF Serin. Sel. Wks.

I. 59 If y louche be hemn of k cote of Jesus. 1381 Deut.

xxll. 12 Litil cordis in the hemmes thow shall make bl foure

corners of thi mantil. Matt, xxiii. 5 Thei alargen her

filaleries..and magnyfie hemmys. 1483 Cath. Angl. 182/2

Hem \A. hemmes i. fimbria, limbus. limbulus, lacima, ora.
^ f. __. T //'- D ~ ~ ' '

dge ol _- -

all maner of. '. lewelles. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU 3 Ages iii. 85

The country was chalky, and whitened Ihe hems of her pelll-

coats. 1846 TRENCH Mirac. vii. (1862) 194 This hem, or blue

fringe on the borders of the garment, was put there by divine

command.

t b. By extension : the skirt of a tunic or gown.
c 1105 LAY. 4995 Heo nom hire on anne curtel . . Hire hern

heo up i taeh. c 1175 Luue Ron 167 in O. E. Misc. 98 pe

hwile >u hyne [mayden-hod] witest vnder bine hemme pu
ert swetlure ban eny spis. 14.. tfma. in Wr.-Wiilcker

679/8 Hoc gremium, a heme.

2. spec, (in current use). A border made on a

piece of cloth by doubling or turning in the edge

itself, and sewing it down, so as to strengthen it or

prevent ravelling, as in a handkerchief or a table-

cloth ;
a piece of hemming.

1665 HOOKE Microgr. 141 The upper side of the leaf, lhal

by a kind of hem or doubling of the leaf appears on this

side 1758 J. S. Le Dran's Observ. Surg. 1 1771) 201, I took

the Hem of a Piece of. . Linen. 1758 JOHNSON Idler No. 13

f 10 Molly asked me the other day whether Ireland was in

France, and was ordered by her mother to mend her hem.

1841 Father Oswald 145, I . . wear Spectacles . . only when

I am doing open hem by candlelight. 1877 BRYANT Poems,

Song of Sower v, By whom the busy thread, Along the

garment's even hem And winding seam is led.

1 3. The edge, border, rim, margin of anything.
c noo Triii. Coll. Horn. 25 Swo dijeliche [he] hit al dihle

bal on elche feinge is hem onsene. 13. . E. E. A Hit. P. A.

1000 lasper hyjt be fyrsl gemme . . He glenle grene in be

lowesl hemme. ? a 1400 Morte A rtli. 1648 Hovande one be

hye waye by be holte hemmes. 1607 SHAKS. Tiuion v. iv.

HEM
66 Timon is dead, Kntumb'd vpon the very hemme o' th'

Sea. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk .y Sclv. 82 Imagine we now
two Angels . . over against each other, in the hem or rim of

the world.

fig. 1649 G. DANIEL Trinarch., Hen. II'. ccclxxxvu, The
Refractions of his Spirit Gild Only the Hemme of Life.

1878 BROWNING La Saisiaz 39 Knowledge stands on my
experience : all outside its narrow hem, fr ree surmise may
sport and welcome !

4. In technical uses : t a- A socket at the head

of a still or the end of a length of pipe, etc., which

serves to receive the end of a tube or pipe. Obs.

b. The partition which divides the hearth from

the fireplace in a reverberatory furnace ; the fire-

bridge. C. The outer edye of a millstone, d.

Archit. See quot. 1823.
1559 MOFWYNG Evanym. 5 ; A blynde limbek is thai which

hath no nose nor beake, nor limbe or hembe. 1693 ^"-

POOLEY in Phil. Trims. XVII. 676 A Hearth . .divided from

Ihe Oven il self by a Hem or Partition made open al the

top. 1710 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. s.v. Hem, The Ovens
wherein. .Caiamine is baked, have, .a Partition open at the

Top, by which the Flame passes over, and so . . bakes the

Caiamine. This partilion is called Ihe Hem. 1713 J.

JAMES tr. Le Blond's Gardening 195 The Joint [of a pipe]

which is made with a Hem, or Collar is secured with Mas-

tick and Hemp. i8p Tram. SK. Arts XX. 275 Each
millstone is.. eleven inches thick in the hem, and thirteen

at the eye. 1813 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 586 Hem,
the projecting and spiral parts of the Ionic capilal.

Hem (h'm, hemj, int. and sb.- Also 6-7 hemme.
8 hemm, 9 h'm. [A vocalized representation of

the sound made in clearing the throat with a slight

effort, consisting in a guttural or glottal aspiration

followed by nasal murmur with the lips closed,

more closely represented by hm or Km. In spon-

taneous utterance, the actual sound is used ; but, in

reading, even the interjection is usually pronounced

hem, as the sb. and vb. regularly are. See also

AHEM, HUM.]
A. int. An interjectional utterance like a slight

half cough, used to attract attention, give warning,

or express doubt or hesitation. Also used to re-

present the slight clearing of the throat of a hesi-

tating or non-plussed speaker.
1526 SKELTON Magnyf. 213 Hem, syr, yet beware of Had

I wysle ! a 1536 Calisto t, Melib. B j b, Now forward now
mume now hem. 1550 CROW LEY Efigr. 260 When he mette

his frendes, lhan woulde he saye bul, hem. 1551 HULOET,

Hemme, a nole of blamynge, disdeynynge, manieylynge,

shewynge, or of tacilurnilye. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. i. m.

20 Cel. Hem them away. Ros. I would try if I could cry

hem, and haue him. 1614 BEAUM. & FL. Wit at i>e-c.

Wcat. i. ii, Oldc. Sed quod est libi nomen ? . . Pris. Hem,
hem. Witty. He's dry; he hems; On quickly. 1763 C.

JOHNSTON Reverie II. 151 Hem ! ahem ! In the first place,

said he, clearing his voice. 1855 DICKENS Dorrit I. vin,

Gardens are hem are not accessible to me.

B. sb. The utterance of this sound ;
the sound

itself as a fact.

1547 BOORDE Brev. Health Ixxi. 20 After every sygh
make an hem, or cough after it, and use myrth and mery

company. 1658 SIR R. TEMPLE in $th Rep. Hist. MSS.
Coinm. 172/1 My friend heard them all give a general

hemme after Goffe's speech in token of satisfaction. 1679

JONES in Trials Green, etc. Murder Sir E. Godfrey 10

Whenever a man should come before and make an hem, tt

should be a sign to Berry to open the Gate. 1711 ADDISON

Sped. No. 269 T 3 My friend . . is not a little pleased with

any one who takes notice of the strenglh which he still

exerts in his morning hemms. 1824 Miss FERRIF.R Inker.

vii, Lord R.'s air, looks, manners, hems, all portented a

story. 1848 C. BRONTE y. Eyre xviii, I heard a hem close

at my elbow.

t Hem, 'em (em), pers. pron., yd pi., dat.-ace.

Forms: see below, [i. Originally OE. Aim, Atom,

heom, dat. pi. in all genders of HE, = OFris. him

(hiani), MDu. hem, him, horn, dat.
; hem, him, ace.

(Cf. Goth., OHG., OS. im in same sense.) 2. In

loth c. him, heom began in north midl. dial, to be

substituted for the ace. pi. Hi, hia, etc. ; by 1 1 50 the

dative had quite supplanted the accusative in midl.

dial., and was encroaching on it in south., and by

1350 hem had supplanted hi in south, also, the

dative and accusative being thus identified under the

hrmhem. (Cf. the history ofHIM, ME." 3. Inioth

c. we see// dat. pi. of the demonstrative THAT,

THE, sometimes used in the north instead of him.

heom (perhaps as more emphatic); by 1200 we

fa&lcifm,ptym (from ON./> = OE. pxm,pdm)
beside hemm in Ormin (north midl.) ; and paim,

thaim, was the regular northern ME. form. In

Itjth c. theym and hem are both used by Caxton,

as more and less emphatic. After 1500 them is

the standard form, hem (usually written '/) sur-

viving only as a subordinate weak form, chiefly

colloquial, in which capacity it is still used in the

south (see 'EM). In the 13th c. hem was some-

times combined as -/ with another pronoun, as

hem = he 'em, him ~ lit hem ;
and in i4th c. was

appended to vbs. as sendem, identical with modem

send 'em. In some s.w. dialects, them has not yet

displaced hem, 'em ;
but in the north no trace of

hem has been left for 700 years, bee also HEMEN.]



HEM.

A. Forms.
a. i him, hiom, 1-4 heom, hym, 3-4 him. 0. >

2-5 hom. 7. 2-5 ham, (3-4 jam). 8. 2-7 hem,

V3 Orm. hemm, 6-7 'hem), t. 3-4 huem. f.

1-7 am, z-r, -em, J- em, 'em (urn).
a (-825 Vetp. Psalter cvi(i). 5 Sawul heara in him

asprong. (1900 O. F.. Citron, an. 866 Hie him frib namon

[Land MS. hi heom wiS friS Renamon]. c 1000 Psalms

(Cott ) 1 57 (Gr ) pset bio cerrende Criste herdon and hioni

lif mid J* langsum begeton. L 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xxii.

20 Da andswarode se haelend hym \Lindisf. him, httsh-.v.

to heom, Hatt. heom]. c 1000 Nicodemus xn, Da com

he to hym \>x< basr hi5 heora gesomnunga. harfdon and cwa*
to hym. Hucomesehyder? a 1050 O. t.. Chron. (MS. C.

an 1016 Hi gislas him betwynan sealdon [Laud MS. (1123

heom betweonan]. Ibid. an. 1020 Mane^a bisceopas mid

heom. l50 Owl ff Night. 1517 Mid heom bu boldest,

and heom biwerest. 1258 Pnclam. Hen. Ill, Alle ober be

moare dael of heom. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Citron. H ace (R<

i47oCoryneus..meintened hym [z'.r. bam] in pes & were.

c 1340 Cursor M. 2734 (Trin.) Abraham led him \?'.rr. (>am,

bairn ham] inwey. Ibid. 16810 (Laud) They comyn as he

hym [v.rr. bam, bairn, hem) bad. c 1380 Sir Feritmb. 4995

pus barouns by-gunne hym banne to doute.

0. CII75 Lamb. Hom. 77 pet hwile ne studed hom
nawiht. c 1205 LAY. 21177 Nu fusen we hom to \c 1275 to

heom]. c 1440 in Househ. Ord. (1790) 425 Take raw }olkes

of eyren and bete hom wel. Ic 1475 Hunt. Hare 82 Sum
of hom had no taylys.

y. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 44 Ic ham ?eue reste. c 1275

LAY. 1989 Neb him he jam [c 1105 heom] lende. c 1315

SHORIHAM 135 Manye of ham. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 2650

Somme of Jam. c 1425 Seven Sag. (P.) 310 Saye that I

ham gretyng sende.

S. a 1131 l>. E. Chron. an. 1 123 pa bed se cyng heom fxt
hi scoldon cesen hem aerce biscop. c 1*00 ORMIN 150 lit

turrnebb hemm till sinne. c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 379 A
Cook they hadde with hem. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 11 If

money or sum ober )nng be ?euen lo hem. 1579 SPENSER

Shcph. Cal. May 27 Tho lo Ihe greene Wood iheyspeeden
hem all. 1598 B. JONSON Ev. Man. in Hnm. Prol.,

Except we make 'hem such. 1616-61 HOLYDAY Persius

323 To stuff Thy swelling cheeks, to break 'hem with a

puff. 1661 MARVELL Corr. xxix. Wks. 1872-5 II. 70 Ihe

mayor and alderman or any six of hem.

e. c 1300 Prm'. Hending xxxv. in Salomon ff S., etc. (1848)

279 Of bi soule huem ys ebe. a 1310 in Wright Lyric /'.

106 Me knelede huem by-fore, a 1327 Pol. Songs (Camden)

237 The devel huem afretye ! 01400 Gcste K. Horn 54 in

Ritson Metr. Rom. (Matz.), Huem wes ful wo.

j. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Hom. 57 Er banne he hem forlete,

and shewe cm his prest. c 1275 LAY. 11549 IW king am
[c 1205 heom] axede read, c 1340 Cursor M. 5758 (Fairf.),

3098 per n:

1430 Two Cookery-bts. 20 Take Rys, and wasshem clene.

1605 CHAPMAN All Fooles Plays 1873 I. 136 Goe Dame,
conduct-am in. 1685 in Bagford Ball. (1878) App., They
having Money, she'd ease 'urn. 1691 WASHINGTON Milton s

Def. Pop. M's. Wks. 1738 I. 485 You have deserved well of

'em. 1711 J. GREENWOOD Eng. Gram. 67 Q. Have all

Languages the Articles? A. No : For the Latin is with-

out 'em. 1832 TENNYSON Death ofOld Year ii, The New-

year will take 'em away. 1863 BARNES Dorset Dial. 22

'Da seem to em, that we be under em.'

B. Signification.

1. Dative: (To) them. (Lat. its, Ger. ihnen.)
a 85$ O. E. Chron. an. 755 pa cuaedon hie bzt him [Laud
MS. heom] nznig maej leofra nsere bonne hiera hlaford.

,11154 Ibid. (Laud MS.) an. 1140 M(K be mare he laf

heom, be waerse hi waeron him. a 1200 iforal Ode 388 Wel
hem is. c 1340 Cursor M. 26 (Fairf.) pe binges bat ham likes

best. 1387 THEVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 235 Hem semede bat

(>e legges were to feble. c 1420 Chron. I 'Had. 359 Forjeeve
hem >at gret mysdede. Ibid. 005 He forjaff hit horn. 1460

CAPGRAVE Chron. 122 He acorded with them to pay hem

jerely x thousand pound. 1599 [see 'EM].

b. Governed by prep. Them. (With many

prepositions the dative is original, but in others it

answers to an OE. accusative, as in 2, with which

it is now classed as a simple objective.)
c 900 Juliana 81 in Exeter Bk., Ic are set him jefre finde.

a 1175 Cott. Horn. 219 pa be-com gpdes grama ofer ham
alle. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 121 Mildheorte is ure louerd

.. to3enes heom. 1300 Harrow. Hell 132 Moni of hem.

c 1340 Cursor M. 8n8(Trin.) He helde hem to hem for to kis.

1417 E. E. Wills (1882) 27 Atte be value of xx.li. amonge
hame. 1426 AUDELAY Poems i Fore horn that here serven

the fynd. 1485 CAXTON fan's t; V. 12 For eylher of hem

mayntened. 1661 [see A. 4]. 1672-1750 [see 'EM].

2. Accusative. Them. (L. eos, eas, ea, Ger. sit.)

C075 Rmlm). Gosp. Matt. ii. 8 Sendende heom [Ags. G.

hi, Hatt. hye] to bethlem. Ibid. xx. 32 And cliopade heom

\Lindisf. ceijde hia ; Ags. (7. clypode hix; Hatt. clypede

hyo]. a 1131 O. E. Ckron. an. 1124 And brohton hem to Jwne

kinge. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 17 Hit is rtht bet me hem spille.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 8 Eueriche mon ham mot nede holden.

1:1340 Cursor M. 3968 (Fairf.) He dalt ham [?'. rr. bam,

balm, hem) in twyn. flJ94 P. PI- Crede 96 Let hem
forb pasen. 1430 Two Cookery-bks. i. 37 Take Perys,

& se|ie ham, & Pike ham & stampe ham, & draw hem borw

a straynoure. 1477 Paston Lett. No. 807 III. 211 Ye chal

not leke wel be them whan ye see hem. 1605 MARSTON,
etc. Easlui. Ha in. ii, They goe forth on holydayes and

gather 'hem by the Sea-shore. 1702-1868 [see 'EM].

3. Reflexive and Reciprocal Pron. (Jat. and ace)

wzoen]. a 1175 Colt. Horn. 225 pa cweSen hi betwxe ham
bat hi woldan. ci2ooORMiN 13736 ben babe hemm hidden.

^1380 WYCLIF Set. Wks. III. 121 Men bat ben ypocntis

hyen horn in holynes. c 1430 freemasonry ^ A cownsel

logeder they cowlhe hem take, c 1450 Merlin 149 Yef thel

sholde hem arme. 1579 [see A. &].

213

Hence, fHcms (i.e. them's: so MDu. hems -

hare, haer) = their, their own. Obs. rare.

ci4io LOVE Bonarent. Mirr. Iviii. If. 113 (Gibbs MS.) To

putte awey fro here hertes alle manere..of mysbeleue to

bobe hems [v. rr. thayre, theyrs] and oure grete profyle.

Hem, v. 1 Also 5 hemne, 5-7 hemme, hemm,

7 hemb. [f.
HEM i*. 1 Not known before ijth c.

Sense 3 is usually taken to be the same word, though

this is not certain. Quot. 1583 approaches the

sense of Ger. hemmcn.]
1. trans. To edge or border (a garment or cloth) ;

to decorate with a border, fringe, or the like.

CI440 Promp Part'. 235/2 Hemmyn garmentys, limbo,

fimbrio. 14.: Voc. in Wr..Wiilcker 599/25 Oran, to hemny.

1486 Bk. St. Altans, Her. D j a, Here folowis an odir cros

hemytorborderil. ciaa/'ilfi: T. I 7sin Thynne sAnimadv.

U865) App. i. 82 Wilh a blak fryng hetnyd al about. 1548

UDALL Erasm. Par. Luke vi. lR.), Walkyng vp and downe

in hys habile garded or hemmed with hys brode phylac-

teries. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. H. iii. 26 All the skirt about

Was hemd with golden fringe. 1666 J. DAVIES Hist.

Curibby Isles 114 The ends of the sleeves . . and the bottom

of it are hemm'd in with a very thin black skin.

2. To turn in and sew down the edge of (a piece

of stuff), intr. To do the particular kind of sew-

ing which is used in this operation.

1530 PALSGR. 583/1 , 1 hemme a shyrte or a smocke . . Hemme
my kercher, I praye you. 1758 JOHNSON Idler No. 15 F 2

She is . . hemming a towel. 1775 in Bomxtt 14 Apr., A
man would not submit to learn to hem a ruffle, of his wile,

or his wife's maid, a 1845 HOOD I'm not a single Man iv,

One used to stitch a collar then, Another hemmed a frill.

1875 Plain Needlework 13 These pieces should be hemmed
on each side, thus making twelve yards of hemming.
intr. 1867 TROLLOPE Citron. Barset I. xxnl. 194 [She] sat

hemming diligently at certain articles of clothing."

fig 1663 J. SPENCER Prodigies (1665) 202 The contexture

of this Discourse wilL.be the less subject to ravel out, if

I hem it with the Speechof our learned .. Annotalor.

3. To confine or bound by an environment of any

kind; to enclose, shut in, limit, restrain, imprison.

Now rarely without advb. extension, most usually

in, also about, round, up ;
hem out, to shut out.

1538 LELAND Itin. HI. 23 A Creeke of Salt Water.,

hemmith in a peace of Mr. Reskymer's Parke. 1580 SIDNEY

Ps v. v, Thy work it is such men safe in to hemm With

kindest care. 1583 STANYHURSY SEncis, etc. (Arb.) 135

The northern frostye gale hemd the riuer. 1594 MARLOWE
& NASHE Dido 11. i, His band of Myrmidons . . which

hemm'd me about. 1640 G. SANDYS C/irisfs Pass. ill.

259 Late hemb'd with Auditors whose store Incutnbred the

too-narrow Shore. 1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 979 Th Angelic

Squadron, .began to hemm him round Wilh ported Spears.

1697 DRYDEN sEneid^\\. 55 On ev'ryside^.
hemmd with

w
fn

the 'wall intcT'which I had hemmed him back. 1876 R. F.

BURTON Gorilla L. I. 166 The tall black trees which hem
in the village. 1878 Bosw. SMITH Carthage 133 The Cartha-

ginians were ..hemmed up in the north-western corner of the

island.

Hem, v.* [f.
HEM int.]

1. intr. To titter the sound described under HEM
int. ;

to give a short sharp cough as a signal, etc. ;

to clear the throat ;
to stammer or hesitate in

speech; to express disapproval of a speaker by
factitious coughing.
1470-85 (see HEMMING vU. sb.-]. 1530 PALSGR. 583/1,

I hemme, I coughe, je tousse. Whan you here me hemme,
than come. 1553 T. WILSON R/iet. 62 Hackyng and

hemmyng as though our wittes and our senses were a woll

gatheryng. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. iv. v. 5 She speaks much

of her father . . and hems and beats her heart, a 1612

HARINGTON Efigr. n. xxv. (R.), His tongue so vainly did

and idly chatter, The people nought but hem, and cough,

and spatter. 1679 Trials Green, etc. Murder Sir E. Godfrey

19 Some body hem'd, and that was the Sign. 1710 ADDISON

Taller No. 155 f 2, I heard some body at a Distance hem-

ming after me. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (18111 I. 103,

I arose ; the man hemming up_
for a speech,_ rising, and

beginning to set his splay feet, .in an approaching posture.

1848 C. BRONTE J. Eyre xx, Jane, if any one is about,

come to the foot of the stairs and hem.

b. In combination, as hem and hawk, hem and

haw, hem and ha. Cf. hum and haw, HUM v.

1580 BABINGTON Exp. Lord's Prayer (1596) 61 Wee gape

and we yawne, we hem and we hawke. 1604 [see HA p.l

1786 MAD. D'ARBLAV Lett. 16 Oct., I hemmed and hawed

but the Queen slopped reading. 1833 MARRYAT P.

Simple Ixi, You would have done better, to have hemmed
or hawed, so as to let your officers know that you were

present. 1855 THACKERAY Neit'comes II. 285 The old

Colonel., hems and hahs, and repeats himself a good deal.

t 2. trans. To utter or read out or over with fre-

quent hems or coughs. Hem in : to throw in or

interject with a hem. Obs.

"553 T. WILSON Rhet. 117 b, Some coughes at euery

woorde. Some hemmes it out. 1567 R. EDWARDS Damon *t

Pythias in Hazl. DodsleylV. 69 Then follow me, and hem
inaword now and then, a 1693 URQUHART Rabelais m.xv.

128 Their Matines were hem'd over only with three Lessons.

3. To remove, clear away with a hem or cough.

Also fig.
1600 SHAKS. A.y.L.i. iii. 19 Kos. These burs are in my

heart. Cel. Hem Ihem away. 1800 MRS. HERVE.Y Mourtray
Fain. 1 1 1. 201 Emma . .tried in vain to hem away a rising sigh.

Hence He'mming ///. a.

HEMERALOPIA.

Hem, Sc. var. HAMI; -.

1808-18 JAMIESON, Hem, a horse-collar. I847-* H. MILLER

First Impr. v. 73 Not a piece of hem-mounting or trace-

chain, not a cart-axle or wheel-rim, was secure.

Hema-, HematO-, variant spelling ot fc

H.KMATU-, q.v. : common in U.S., less frequent in

Great Britain, exc. in the commercial spelling of

Hematite (see HEMATITE).

Hemantick, -ik, obs. forms of HEEMANTIC.

Hematist, obs. var. of AMETHYST.

1638 SIR T. HEKBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 108 Calcedons, Hema-

lists. Pearl.

Hemble: see HEMEL.
t Heme, s6 Obs. rare. [perh. a deriv. of OE.

ham HOME ; cf. next.] ? A man ;
? a householder.

01150 Owl f, Night. 1115 For children gromes heme and

bine Hi bencheb alle of bire pine, n 1327 Pol. Songs (CmMM
156 An heme in an herygoud with honginde sleven.

t Heme, a. Obs. rare. [? f. Mm HOME.] ? Fit-

ting, suitable, agreeable.
a. 1310 in Wright Lyric P. viii. 32 In rude were roo with

hem roune, That he mihte henten ase him were heme.

So He-mely adv., 1 fittingly, fitly.

13. . Gaiv. f; Gr. Knt. 1852 While he

halched aboute.

hit hade hemely

Hemel, hemmel (he-m'l). north, dial. Also

8-9 hemble. [Etymol. uncertain : possibly a dim.

formation from root of HAM sb* (Cf. also HELM

j*.i 7.)] A cow-shed ;
a close for cattle, partly

covered.

1717 in N. Riding Rec.VU. 284 A messuage or dwelling

house with a stable, a barn, a hemble or cowhouse, on the

backside of the said messuage. 1806 R. KERR Agric. Srv.

Berwick 503 (Jam.) Sheds are named hemmels.

BROCKETT, Hemmel, a shed or covering for cattle. 1850

Jrnl R. Agric. Soc. XI. I. 30 Cattle hemels . . arc highly

favourable to health.

Hemelytrum : see HEMIELYTBUM.

t Hemen, hymen, -yn, pron. Obs. exc. dial.

[A form of the 3rd person pronoun dative-accusa-

tive plural, found in s.w. before 1400 (many in-

stances in Sir Ferumbras). It appears to have

been formed from the dat-acc. pi. HEM, hym

(perh. for its clearer differentiation from 3 sing,

mnsc. him, hyni), by addition of the southern pi.

ending -en (-yn) ; cf. the double plurals children,

brethr-en, ky-en, kyne, also of southern origin;

and the analogous mod.Ger. dat. pi. ihn-en, from

MHG. in, OHG. im, in, differentiated from the

ace. sing, ihn by the same suffix. Already in I4th

c. the metre shows that it was often reduced in

pronunciation and combination to 'men, myn,

which, with the spelling min, mun, is still charac-

teristic of Devonshire dialect.]
= THEM.

1. Dative. To them.

1:1380 Sir Ferumb. 1395 Ryche garnymentz forb sche

drow, & by-tok hymen [= 'men] for to were. Ibid. 1963 So

bow schalt hemen alle schewe, bat bay bub al mys-wenl.

b. after preposition. Them.
c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 1567 A cryede to hymen wel an hej, &

bus he hymen grelte. Ibid. 1672 Euerech of hymen ban

tok an bed. Ibid. 1749 Wilh hymen schalt bou al byng

fynde bat bov hast to ous y-said. 1866
' N. HOGG Poems

Ser. n. 6 An zlayp'd way bothe aw-min under tha close.

2. Accusative. Them.
1380 Sir Fernmb. 3542 To holde hymen [='men] bo

with-inne. Ibid. 4239 pan clepede he hemen bat were most

worthyest. Ibid. 4261 Ylcfte hymen murye, & in god aray.

1746 Exmoor Scolding 270 (E. D. S.) If e'er tha comst to

Hewn only to zey men. Ibid. 419 Twonty Nobles a Year

and a Puss to put min in. 1866
' N. HOGG' Poems Ser"

3 Ma spurrit . . Zeth ' Doant put mm inta rime. Ibid. o

Hur'd car'd min upstairs.

3. refl. Themselves, to themselves.

c 1380 Sir Fentmt. 2476 pe amerel & is host . . armede

hymen ecchon. Ibid. 3022 Ac hymen duste doun on be fon.

||
Hemera. Obs. PI. -

;
in 6 erron. hsemerae,

7 heemere. = EPHEMERA i (q.v.).

c 1590 GREENE Fr. Bacon x. 124 The flies haemerae. .take

life with the sun and die with the dew. 1614 Scon. V euus

(1876)21 As the flies Ha=mere we do see To leaue their

breath their life being scarce begunne.

Hemeragie, obs. form of H.WIORKHAGY.

|| Hemeralopia (he:meral0"-pia);
Path. [mod.

L., a. Gr. type *%nifpa\airia, f. ^fpaX<ui^, f. ijiiff-a.

day + dA.a-6's blind + dty eye : cf. NYCTALOPIA. (In

mod.F. hemtralopie.} The Gr. fi^oaKa^ appears
in Galen as the contrary of vvKrd\<af/, i.e. o TI/S

TOKTOS dAaos that is blind by night.]

'Day-blindness'; a visual defect in which the

eyes see indistinctly, or not at all, by daylight, but

tolerably well by night or artificial light. (But

used by many in the sense of '

night-blindness ',

NYCTALOPIA.)
'

Day-blindness
'

is the etymological meaning of the word,

and the sense in which rntipaf.aal/, as the contrary of

n)ToiAcui(>, was used by Galen. But, as NYCTALOPIA was, from

an early date, taken by some in the opposite sense, these

Henry Power, all or most modern authors . . have used the

1606 Choice, Chance, elc. in Brit. Bibl. (1812) II. 559 note, term m the sense of nigkt-Mindness. The Royal College

Madehimwithahemmingsigh.ilfauouredlysingthe ballad. '

of Physicians of London have reverted to the true meaning

Hem, obs. by-form of HOME; var. HIM pron. of the word in their "Nomenclature of Diseases V>j>d.
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Sac. Lex.). But the Medical Dictionary of F. P. Foster,

New York, 1891, continues the non-etymological sense of

'day-vision, ni^ht-blindness'.
The word was rightly used

by Pare* in i6th c. : (Euvres xv. 3 (Littre> Le contraire

est quand on voit mieux de nuit que de jour, et se pent dire

hemeralopia en grec, ceil de chat en francois.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kerseyl, Heweriilopia, a Facuity when
one sees clearer in the Night than in the Day. 1814 R. W.
BAMPFIELD in Afed. Chirurg. Trans. V. 32 (title) A Prac-

tical Essay on Hemeralopia, or Night Blindness, commonly
called Nyctalopia. 18x1-34 Gooifs Study Med. (ed. 4) III.

14^
The confusion which has taken place among earlier

writers in distinguishing the disease by two directly oppo-
site terms, nyctalopia and hemeralopia. Ibid. 145 It

[hemeralopiaj is the luscitas of Beer ; the day-blindness
of various other writers. 1858 COPLAND Diet. Pract. Med.
II. 896 One terming night-blindness nyctalopia, and another

hemeralopia, while day-blindness has been equally desig-
nated by both terms. 1878 ir.Ziemsscr:'s Cycl. Med. XVII.
205 Hemeralopia and scurvy have been very frequently
found existing in the same person.
Hence Hemeralopic a., affected with or subject

to hemeralopia.
1878 tr. Ziemssett's Cycl. Med. XVII. 205 Usually the

scurvy is developed first, the patients subsequently becoming
hemeralopic. 1880 Ltbr. Univ. Kmmtl. (N. Y.) X. 757
[He] was the first of the family known to be hemeralopic;
his children . . were all affected with night-blindness.

Hemerine (he-merain), a. Med. [ad. Gr.

rjn(pa>-6t, f. finipa day.] Of or belonging to a

day ; daily ; applied to a fever = quotidian.
1854 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1886 in Syd, Soc. Lex.

Hemerobaptist he merobae-ptist). Eccl. [ad.
eccl . L. Himerobaptista , pi. -se, a. Gr. I)/MpoBa UTIIJTCU

(Eusebius , f. fnnipa day + Paimarys BAPTIST.]
A Jewish sect which practised daily baptism as a

spiritual means of cleansing from sin ; also an early
obscure Christian sect who followed the same

practice. Also attrib.

1577 HANMER Anc. Eccl. Hist. (1585) 556 The Hemero-
baptists were lewes in all points. 1580 FULKE Kffen.,elc.
314 A great number of the old heresies, in which the papists
consent with the ancient hereticks ; the Valentinians, in their

cross;, .the hemerobaptists, in their holy water. 1600 O. E.
Reply to Libel ll. iil. 46 The Hemerobaptistes for these
continual washings . . are by Epiphanius numbred in the

catalogue of Jewish heretickes. 1717-51 CHAMBERS Cycl.
s.v. 1895 itkSM.Xec.(fl.V.) Nov. 167/1 The interesting
little community of the Sabeans, the descendants of the
Hcmero-baptists of the first centuries. 1807 Expositor Aug.
14^5

The spread of Hemerobaptist principles had developed
widely after the destruction of the temple and the Jewish
polity.

So Hemeroba'ptism. f Hemerobaptiza'tion.
the practice of daily baptism.
1653 R. BAILIE Dissivas. Vind. (1655) 81 This, .was enough

for any Hemerobaptization, and more. 1897 Expositor Aug.
147 There appear to be no clear intimation!, of Hemero-
baptism in the Ignatian epistles.

Hemerobian (hemerJu-bian), a . and sb. Zool.

[f. mod.L. ffemerobi-us, a genus of neuropterous in-

sects, a. Gr. f/n(pufSios, f. r)/it'pa day + -/3ios living.]
A. adj. Pertaining to the genus Hemerobius or

the family HemerobiidK of neuropterous insects.

B. sb. An insect of this genus or family ; a day-fly.
1842 BRANDE Diet. Sei., etc., Hemerobians.

II Hemeroca'llis. [Gr. tfUfmcaMSi a kind
of lily that blooms but for a day, f. f/nepa day +
KOA.AOS beauty.] The Day Lily, a genus of Lilia-

ceous plants chiefly natives of temperate Asia and
Eastern Europe.
a 1656 BP. HALL Wks. (1837-9) VIII. 183 (D. i The hemero-

callis is the least esteemed, because one day ends its beauty.
1664 EVELYN Kal. Hort. 1 1729) 205 May. . Flowers in Prime
. . yellow Hemerocallis, striped Jacinth, early Bulbous Iris.

t Hemerology (hemer^lod.?!). Obs. rare-".

[ad. L. hemerologium, a. Gr. f//tipo\6ytoy, f. fli^ipa

day + \6yos account.] (See qnots.)
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Hemerologe (heinerologium), a

Kalendar or Register declaring what is done every day,
a Day-book. 1658 PHILLIPS, Hemerology, a Calender, or
Book wherein are registered the passages of every day.
Hem-fell, v. = KELL . 6.

1880 Plain Hints 20 Two hems crossing each other (which
is the case if gathers are hemmed in and hem-felled), must
result in a twisted appearance of the belt.

Hemi- (he-mi-, hrmi-), prefix, [a. Gr. IJ/H-,

combining element, from earlier *<rfi/u- = L. semi-,
Skr. sdmi-, OTeut. *sdmi-, OE. sam-, all meaning
' half- '. Several Gr. words containing this element
were in use as technical terms in later L., e.g.

hemicydium, hemlna, kemisphieriitm, himistich-
ium. In the modern langs. they are very numer-

ous, not only in terms adopted or adapted from
Gr. (directly or through L.), but in new formations,
scientific or technical, from Greek( or on Greek
analogies. Words formed from Latin have the

corresponding prefix SEMI- ; but there are instances
of hybridism in the use of both prefixes.]
Half-

; one half, the half, pertaining to or affect-

ing one half
; esp. in Anat., Biol, and Path. Per-

taining to one of the two halves (right and left) of
the body, or of any of its symmetrical organs.

b. In Crystallography, denoting that a crystal
has only half the number of faces which belong to
the corresponding holobedral or perfect form ;

hemisymmetrical ;
as hemi forms. /lemi-icositelra-

hedron, -octahedron (hence -octahedral adj.), -scale-

nohedron, -triioctahedron, HEMIHEDUOK, etc. (See
also HEMIDOME, -PRISM, -PVUAMID.)

c. In Chemistry, formerly applied to binary

compounds in which the combining proportion of

the electro-negative or chlorous radical, was sup-

posed to be one half that of the electro-positive or

basylous radical, as in ' hemichloride of copper',
Cu2Cl (now Cu"Cl or Cu.,CU, cuprous chloride;,
1 hemioxide of copper', Cu4(/\now Cu 2O, cuprous
oxide). These were called hemi-comfounds. So

hemi-hydrate, a compound of one molecule of

hydroxyl (HO) with two molecules of an element
or radical. Now frequently used to form the name
of a derivative body, in which some constituent is

present in half the proportion, or in a smaller pro-

portion, than in other members of the group, as in

hemibromhydrin, 2C3H 8
O3 -f HBr 4H 2O (com-

pared with monobromhydrin, CSH 8OS + HBr
jH

2O), or which forms one of the two substances
|

into which a body may be split up, as in hemi-

albumin, hemicollin.

The following are compounds of hemi- in less

general use ; words of greater importance follow

in their alphabetic places.

||
Hemiable psia Path, [see ABLEPSY] = HEMI-

ANOPSIA. Hemialbu-min Cheat., a. substance

thought to be one of the two original constituents

of ordinary albumin ; it is converted on diges-
tion into Hemia'lbumose, which is probably an
antecedent of hemipeptone. \, Hernia Igia Path.,
unilateral pain. Hemia'mb, -iambus Pros., an
iambic dimeter catalectic.

||
Hemianjestlie sia

Path. [ANAESTHESIA], loss of sensation in one side

of the body ; hence Hemiancesthe'sic a.
\\
Herni-

analge'sia I'ath. [ANALGESIA], insensibility to

pain on one side of the body (Quoin's Diet. Med.,

1883). Hemiana tropons a. Bot. [ANATKOPOUS],
half-anatropons;

= HEHITBOPOUS. Hemiata xy
Path. [ATAXY a], ataxy of a limb on one side

of the body. Hernia trophy Path. [ATKOPHY],
atrophy of one side of the body or an organ.
Hemica talepsy Path., catalepsy affecting one side

of the body. Hemice ntral a. Anal., of or per-

taining to the hemicenlrum, one of the pair of

lateral elements which compose the centrum of a
vertebra. Hemicepha lie a. Anat., of or pertain-

ing to the hemicephalum or sinciput (Mayne Expos
Lex. 1854). Hemice'rebral a. Anat., of or per-

taining to a hemicerebrum, i. e. either of the two
CEREBRAL hemispheres. Hemicho relate a. Biol.,

partly or imperfectly chordate, as the anomalous

genus Balanoglossus ; sb., a hemichordate animal.

||
Hemichore'a Path., chorea affecting one side of

the body. Hemico llin Chem. [COLLIN], a pep-
tone-like body formed along with semiglutin, when
a solution of gelatin is boiled for a long time.

Hemicrystalline a., half or incompletely cry-
stalline. He'mide mise'miqua ver Mus., a note

of half the length of a demisemiquaver, also the

symbol for this note, resembling a quaver, but with
four hooks. Hemidiape nte Anc. Mus. [DlA-
PENTE], a diminished or imperfect fifth. Hemi-
di'tone Anc. Mus. [DITONE], a minor third.

He'niidraclim (he'inidram) f/i/uSpaxnov'], an an-

cient Greek coin, a half-drachma. Hemi-ellrptic,
-ioal adjs., half-elliptic ;

'

applied to the recess of

the vestibule of the external ear'. Hemi-ence-
pha-lic a. Anat., of or pertaining to a hemien-

cephalon, or lateral half of the ENCEPHALON or

brain. Hemi-e'pilepsy Path., an epilepsy pro-

ducing convulsions on one side of the body only.
Hemifa'cial a. Anat., of or pertaining to one
side of the face. Henii'g-amous a. Bat. [ydpos

marriage], said of grasses, having one of the two
florets of a spicule neuter, and the other unisexual.

Hemigeo'iueter Entom., a caterpillar of the Noc-

tuidce, which in its mode of progression resembles

the true geometer caterpillars. Hemiglyph
(he'miglif) Arch., the half-glyph or -groove at the

edge of the triglyph in the Doric entablature.

Hemi'gnathous a. Ornith. [yaOos jaw], having
one mandible much shorter than the other, as in

the genus Hemignathus of sun-birds. Hemiholo-
he dral a. Cryst., having half the number of

planes in all the octants ; sometimes said of the

parallel hemihedral forms of the isometric system.
Hemihydrate Chem. : see c above. Hemimel-
litlo Chem., a crystalline tri-basic acid CgHgOj :

see c above, and MELLITIC. Hemili gnlate a.

Bot., half-ligulate : said of the irregular corolla
!

of a composite flower, when it has only one lip of
j

the limb. Hemio'bole, -obo'lioii Numism.

0VA.IOI'], an ancient Greek coin, half an obol.

Hemioctahe dron. Cryst., a tetrahedron consi-

dered as to its relation to the octahedron : see

b above ; hence Hemioctahe'dral a. Hemiolo'-

gamous Hot. : see quot. He'mione Zool. [ad. L.

hemionus, Gr. lyya/oyos, f. ovos ass], the dziggetai.

Hemio-rthotype a. Cryst. [OBTHOTYPE] = mono-
clinic. Hemipa'lmate a. Biol. [PALMATE],
half- or partially webbed, semipalmate (Mayne,
1854). || Hemiparaple'gia Path. [TrapaTTATj-y/a

stroke on one side], paralysis of one lower limb.

II Hemlpa'resis Path, [irapecns slackening],, paresis
or impairment of muscular strength affecting one

side of the body ; hence Hernipare tic a. Hemi-
pe-ptone Chem., a variety of peptone derived from
hemialbumose t>y a continuance of the digestive

process : see Hemialbunnn. Hemipe 'talons a.

Bot., applied to a state intermediate between

monopetalous and polypetalous, in. which the

petals have partly coalesced. He miphrase AIus.,
a half-phrase, usually occupying only one measure.

Hemipi'nic a. Chem., in h. acid, a dibasic cry-
stalline acid, C10H10O6 ,

formed by the decomposi-
tion of Opianic acid, 2C 10H10O6

. Hemipi'nnate
a. Bot., half or partly pinnate. He'miplane
Geom., half a plane. Hemipro'tein Chem. : see

quot. 1878 under Hemialbumin. Hemirha'm-
phine a. Ichth., (a fish) having the upper jaw
very short in comparison with the lower, as in the

genus llemirhamphus, or half-bills. Hemise'ptal
a. Anat., of or pertaining to a hemiseptum, or

lateral half of a septum or partition, as those in the

heart and brain. He'misome Biol. \awp.a body],
one half of the body of an animal. He mispasm
Path., a spasm affecting one side only of the body.
Hemi'trichons a. Bot. [rptx- hair], half clothed

with hairs (7'reas. Bot. 1866). Heinitri'glypli

Arch., a half triglyph (Gwilt Arch.). He'mitype,
a half-type, that which is hemitypic. Hemitypic
a. Zool., partially typical of a given group, of an
intermediate type.

1876 tr. P. Scjifitzeiiberger's Ferment. 145 The hemipro-
teidin or *hemialbumin formed by the action of boiling
dilute sulphuric acid on albumin. 1878 KINGZETT A nim.
Cltem. 365 When albumin is boiled with dilute sulphuric
acid for a few hours it gives two kinds of syntonin, one of
which he names hemiprotein .. the other he terms hemial-
bumin. 1883 FOSTER Phys. App. (ed. 4) 719 The *hemi-
albumose-.was. .isolated by Meissner ; it is apparently the

body called by him A-peptone. 1844 BECK & FELTON tr.

Munk's Metres 272 Many Anacreontic poems which are

written in *hemiambs. 1878 A. HAMILTON Ncrv. Vis.
100 *Hemianaesthesia is quite marked. 1880 BASTIAN
Brain xxv. 547 In many cases of Hemi-ansesthesia, the

viscera remain at least as tender as ever under firm

pressure. 1857 HKNFREY Bot. I. ii. 130 Another condition
is . . the amptiitropous or helerotropoits, or *fieinianatro-

potts, intermediate between orthotropous and anatropous.
1866 Treas. Bot. 570/2 Hemianatropous, an ovule which is

anatropal, with half the raphe free. 1886 W. R. GOWERS
Man. Dis. Nerv. Syst. I. 299 *Hemiatrophy of the Tongue.
1885 A tlunseum 28 Nov. 704/2 A species of Balanoglossus
obtained . . at Herm, Channel Islands, being the first

recorded instance of the occurrence of this *hemichordate
in any part of the British seas. 1881 PRITCHARD tr. Eder's
Emuls. Photogr. 44 Semi-glutin, by standing, reduces
silver nitrate without precipitating it, while *hemi-colline
causes a flaky precipitate of the same. 1863 WATTS Diet.

Chem. I. 669 *Hemi-Compounds . . are often called di-com-

pounds. 1894 Atken&nm 19 Sept. 391/1 He. .describes the

principal igneous rocks in groups under the three heads,

Holocrystalline, *HemicrystalIine, and Highly Glassy
Rocks. 1853 SHELTON Rector St. Bardolph's ii. 22 Many
a *hemi-demi-semi-quaver. 1823 CRABB Techtwl. Diet.,
*
Hemidiapente, an imperfect fifth. 1774 BURNEY Hist.

Mus. I. 30 (Jod.) The chromatick proceeded by two succes-

sive semitones and a *hemiditone, or minor third. 1841
H. H. WILSON Ariana Antigua 268 *Hemidrachm. Head
of king, with fillet, to the right. 1836-9 TODD Cycl. Anat.
II. 530 The hemispherical and *hemi-elliptical depres-
sions are separated by a ridge or pyramidal eminence.

1837 Penny Cycl. VIII. 200/1 Let us suppose two diagonal
lines to be drawn through opposite angles, and crossing
each other on the faces of the Cube. It may be observed . .

that the solid angles at the extremities of all these diagonals
are truncated to produce the octahedron ; but it sometimes

happens that the solid angles at the extremities of only
one of those diagonals on one plane, and a transverse

diagonal on a parallel plane, are truncated, producing a four

instead of an eight-sided secondary figure ; these are termed
*/i*nri forms, from their presenting only half the number of

planes which might be expected from the symmetry of the

primary crystal. 1842 BRANDE Diet. Set'., etc., 'Hemi-

gaino'ns. 1816 KIRBY & Sp. Entomol. (1828) II. xxii. 286

Other *hemigeometers . . have only six prolegs. 1895 STORY-

MASKELYNE Crystallogr. 180 The *hemi-icositetrahedron,
or tetrahedrid pyramidion .. called also the trigonal dodeca-

hedron, or twelve-icoscelohedron. 1873 Ffnvnes' Ckum.^ (ed.

1 1) 833 Mellophanic acid undergoes similar transformations,

resulting in the formation of "Hemimellitic and Phthalic

acids. 1877 WATTS Ibid. led. 12) II. 554 Hemimellitic acid

. . crystallises in colourless needles somewhat sparingly
soluble in water. 1837 DANA Mia. i. (1844) 40 The resulting
form is a tetrahedron or *hemt-octahedron. 1868 Ibid.

Introd. (ed. 5) 27 Monoclinic System . . The octahedral

planes are all hemioctabedral. 184* BRANDE Dict.^ Sei.,

etc., *Ht>miolo%ainous, a term employed in speaking of

grasses when in the same spikelet one of two florets is
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neuter, and the other hermaphrodite, as in several species of

Panicum. 1883 FOSTER Phyi. App. (ed. 4) 7-8 In..norma

peptic and tryptic digestion . . "hemipeptone [is preceded]

by a hemi-albumose. ,873 f""f <-%':
(ej

y
"\ W

'Hemipinic Acid is also produced by oxidation of opianii.

acid and of narcotine. 1892 G. B. HALSTED blrm. Synth.

Geom. 5 Any straight line in a plane cuts it into two parts

called 'hemiplanes. 1876 tr. P. SchutzcntcrseSs Ferment.

6s *Hemi.protein is also soluble in dilute alkalis, and pre-

cipitated by acids. 1895 STORY-MASKELYNE Crystallogr.

$271 Of the "hemiscalenohedron, instances are met with on

certain crystals of phenakite, dioptase, and ilmenite 1871

SIR T. WATSON Led. Princ. f, Pract. Phys. (ed. 5) I. *-
484 The phenomena of *hemispasm-of convulsions limited

to the limbs of one side, a 1883 C. H. FAGGE Princ

t Pract. Med. (1886) I. 534 Hemispasm the 'mobile

counterpart
'

of hemiplegia.

II Hemiano-psia. Path. [mod.L., f. HEMI- +

Gr. a.v- priv. + i^is sight.] Half-blindness, being a

lo=s of perception of one half the field of vision.

1885 STIRLING tr. Landois' Hum. Phys. II. 786 When it

is spoken of as paralysis of one-half of the retina, the term

htmiotia is applied to it ; when, with reference to the field

of vision, the term hemianopsia is used. 1891 J. HUTCHIN

SON in Archives Si,rg. II. 303 Persisting vertical hemia-

nopsia. 1893 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 18 Nov. 1107/1 Ihere was

. . complete blindness of one eye and diminished vision, but

no hemianopsia of the other.

Hemibranch (he-mibnrrjk). Zool. [f.
HEMI- +

Gr Ppafxta gills-]
a. An incomplete gill. b. A

fish of the order Hemibranchii, having the branchial

apparatus incomplete. Hence Hemibrancblate

(-bTserjki,A) a., half-piled; si'., a hemibranch.

1880 Lib-. Unto. Knowl. (N. Y.) VII. 43' The hemi-

branchiates .. have imperfect gills or branchiae. 1891

Nature 17 Sept. 483/2 The spiracular gill of Elasinobranchs

should be described as the hyoid hemibranch, and theoper-

cular gillofthe higher fishes as the first branchial hemibranch.

tHe-micade. Obs. rare-", [ad. L. hemica-

dinni Gr. ly/w/fdSioi',
f. Kabos cadtts, CADE.]

* A
half Hogshead' (Blount Glossogr. 1656).

He-micarp. Bot. [f.
HEMI- + Gr.

micros
fruit.J

A half-fruit ;
one of the two carpels which consti-

tute the fruit of the UmbelliferK.

1854 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1870 BENTLEY But. 312

Each half-fruit is termed a hemicarp or mencarp.

Hemicentral, -cerebral, etc. : see HEMI-

He-micircle. Obs. or arch. [f.
HEMI- + CIR-

CLE si:.] A half circle, semicircle.

a ,618 I. DAVIES Extasie 25 Wks. (Grosart) I. 89 Her

Browes two hemi-circles did enclose Of Rubies. 1625 IN.

CARPENTER Geag. Del. i. v. (1635) 106 Euery oblique Horiron

will diuide the Equatour into two equall hemicircles. 1875

J. H. BENNET Winter Medit. ii. xi. (ed. 5) 358 A hemi-

circle of the majestic granite mountains

So Hemici-rcular a., semicircular.

i6s6 Bi OUNT Glossogr., Hemicircnlar, halfe round. 1805

LUNN How to visit Italy 92 Two grand hemi-circular

colonnades,

t Hemicrane. Obs. Also 6 -oran, 7 -cram,

-cranie, -y. [a. obs. F. hemicraine (Cotgr.), ad.

L. hemicrania, a. Gr. fautfarta, f. T)/U- HEMI- +

Kfaviov skull. Hemicranie is an adaptation of the

L.1 = next.

c\Vf> LLOYD Treas. Health (1585) Civ, Hyera hermetis

purgeTh the bemicran. Ibid. Dj, Oyle of fystikes healeth

The hemicrane and watchynges. 1600 VALGHAN Direct.

Health <i63 3) 87 Here-hence springs the Head-ache, .which

last we call the Hemicrany or Megrim, possessing but the

one side of the Head. 1651 BAXTER Inf. #<*/>/
'35 Cephal.

algies, Hemicranies, Phthises. 1657 Physical Diet., Heml-

crania, or hemicrane, a kind of head-ach, when but one side

of the head is grieved.

|| Hemicrania (hemikr^-nial. Path. [L. :

see prec.] 1. Headache confined to one side of

the head ; megrim.
1657 [see prec.]. 1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. f, Mm. 151

The bones help the Hemicrania. a 180! W. HEBERDEN

Com,,,, xvii. (1806) 93 The hemicrania, or pain of one half

of the head. 187. GEO. ELIOT m J. W. Cross Life III.

157, I am. .struggling with hemicrania and malaise.

2! ' Also a term used in Teratology to denote

imperfect development or total defect of one side

of the brain and its coverings
'

(Syd. Sac. Lex.).

Hemicra-nic, a. [ad. L. hemicranic-us^Gr.

AuiKoai'iKoj.] Pertaining or subject to hemicrania.

16*6 BLOUNT Glossogr., Hemicranick. ., subject to the

sickrYess called Megrim or Hemicrain. 1834 m MAYNE.

Hemicycle (he-misaik'l). Also 7 -oicle. [a.

F Umicyck (1557 in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. hemi-

cyclium, a. Gr. i}//nJA<oy, f. r),u- HEMI + Xos

circle.] A half circle, semicircle ; a semicircular

structure, as an orchestra or apse-like recess.

1607 B JONSON King's Coron. Entertain. Wks. (Rtldg.)

Ml/a Upon the right hand of her . . in a hemicycle was

seated Esychia, or Quiet. .638 SIR T. HERBERT 7 rav. (ed

2) 170 The scaberd of his sword was red. .the blade formed

like a hemi-cicle. c 1790 COWPER Notes P. L. i. 616 Thus

forming themselves into a hemicycle or half moon figure,

that all might hear him. 1861 BERESF. HOPE Eng.Calhedr.

igM C. 155 Earlier and larger churches seem to have been

contented with the single hemicycle.

HemicycliC (hemisi-klik),
a. Bot [ad. F.

hemicyclique (Littre), ad. Gr. ^IKWKA-IK-OS, i. /-
fata** (see prec.X] Applied to flowers which

have the parts arranged spirally in such a manner

that the transition from one series to another (e.g.

from petals to stamens) occurs at the completion

215

of a turn of the spiral ;
also to those which have

some parts arranged spirally (acyclic) and others in

whorls (cyclic}.

1873 BENNETT & DYER tr. Sachs' Rot. 533 In hemicychc

flowers those members at least which are arranged in whorls

may possibly be distributed symmetrically.

Hemicylrndrical, a. Having the form of

half a cylinder, divided in the direction of its axis.

i8S4 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1880 Libr. Univ. Knmil.

(N Y I V 771 The articular surface of the condyles ishemi

cylindrical' 1883 BUCHAN & STEWART in Kncyel. Brit.Wl.

7.62/2 By means of a hemicylindrical lens.

Hemida-ctyl, a. and sb. Zool. [f.
HEMI-

Gr. 6atf7-vA.es finger.]

A. adj. Having an oval disk at the base of the

toes as in the saurian genus Hemidactyhis (Web-

ster 1864). B. sb. A saurian of this genus; a

gecko. Hence Hemida-ctylous a. = A. (Mayne

,803 WOOD Nat. Hist. III. 7" The Spotted Gecko, or

Spotted Hemidactyle, a rather pretty species ofOecko.

Hemidemisemiquaver, etc. : see HEMI-.

Hemidome ;he-midjm). Cryst, [f.
HEMI-

+ DOME sb. 5 b.] A pair of parallel and equal

faces, parallel to the orthodiagonal in the mono-

clinic (or monosymmetrical) system (in which two

such pairs constitute a dome). Hence Hemido-

ma-tic a., of or pertaining to a hemidome.

1868 DANA Min. Introd. (ed. 5) *7 Monoclinic System ..

The domes parallel totheorthodiagonal_are hemidomes,the

planes in front at top being unlike in inclination those in

front below, each being a hemidome. 1879 RUTLEY StuJy

jKSf* 88 When the light falls obliquely either on the

basal plane, .or the hemidome of a monoclimc felspar.

Also crron. hemelytrum. [mod.L., f. Or. ijjti-

H EMI- + tAtiT/wc ElYTRBM, sheath.]

The fore wing of an insect, which is coriaceous

at the base and membranous at the end, as in

the Hemiptera and Heteroftera.
1816 KlRBY & SP. Entomol. (1828) IV. xlvn. 387 Wings

covered by Hemelytra or Tegmina 1870 NICHOLSON ZooL

2,0 In some of the Hemiptera . . the apices [of the anterior

wings) remain membranous, and to these the term heme-

lytrl\ applied. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Am,,,. Life

L, The fore wings may be converted into wing covers as

in the hemi-elytra of Dermaptera and elytra of Coleoptera.

Hence Heml-elytral a., pertaining to or of the

nature of a hemielytrum.

Hemigamous, -gnathous: see HEMI-.

Hemihedral (hemihfdral, -he-dral), a. Cryst.

Also hemiedral. [f.
HEMI- c + Gr. ttpa seat base

+ -Ai ] Of a crystal: Having half the number of

planes required by the highest degree of symmetry

belonging to its system ; thus, a tetrahedron is the

hemihedral form corresponding to the holohedral

octahedron.

.837 [see HEMIHEDRON]. 1839-47 TODD Cycl. Anal. III.

806/7 Triple phosphate, .generally occurs in hemihedral six-

has dissimilar 'faces at the two ends of the same axis of

symmetry, the form to which those faces belong is calle.

hemihedral.

Hence Hemihe'drally adv.

Heiniliedron (hemihi-dtfn, -he-drffn). Cryst.

ff HEMI- c + Gr. etipa after hexahedron, etc. Cf. r .

Mmildrt.} A form or crystal of a hemihedral type

,837 DANA Min. ii. 19 This species of hemihedral Crysta

has been called the inclined hemhedron 1895 STORY-

MASKELYNE Crystallogr. 137 A form of the hemi.sym-

metrical kind will be termed a semiform or a hemihedron.

Hid. 176 Holo-systematic haplohedral forms; or holo-

tesseral hemihedra. . .. ./,

So Hemiie-drism, HemlHe'dry [cf. F. himied-

rie], the property or quality of crystallization
in

hemihedral forms.

1817 DANA Min. ii. 19 The first species of nemihednsm

gives rise to solids, whose opposite planes are not .parallel

7m., Examples of the first kind of hermhednsm, in which

half the angles of the cube are modified. 1864-71 WATTS

DictChem. H. M3 This kind of hemihedry is strikingly

exhibited in apatite. 1883 Nature i Feb. 317/1 Some re-

marks on hemihedry in crystals.

Hemi'logOUS, a. Chem. [f. HEMI- + ana-lo-

gous.~\ (See quot.)
1865-71 WATTS Diet. Chem. III. 141 Hemilogous Series,

a name applied by Shiel . . to series of organic compounds,

the terms of which differ from one another by CH.

Hemimetabola (heimiimftse-lxna),
S6.fl.

Entom. [mod.L. neut. pi. (sc. insecta], (. Gr. ^i-

HEMI- + fTapo\os changeable.] A division of

Insects comprising those which undergo incomplete

metamorphosis. .

1870 NICHOLSON Zool. (1880) 341 J'^cts
are divided into

sections, called respectively A metatola,
He,nimetabola,^A

Holomelabola. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON'"'< Me

508 In the Hemi-mttaMa, the larva may differ notably

from the adult in the structure of the antennae, eyes, mouth-

parts.. as well as in the absence of wings.

HEMIPLEGIA.

Hence Hemimetabo lie, Hemimeta'bolous adjs.,

of the nature of the Ilemimetabola; undergoing

incomplete metamorphosis. Hemimeta'boly, in-

complete metamorphosis.
1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life Introd. 113 The adult insect,

whilst gaining certain organs which the larva does not

possess such as wings, loses certain others, which the larva

does possess, such as the provisional structures making up

the 'mask
'

of the Libellulidx . . Such insects are called

' Hemimetabolous '. 1875 BLAKE /.ool. 281 In the hemi-

metabolic insects there is a metamorphosis, which consists

Hemimetamo'rphic, a. Biol. [f.
HEMI- +

METAMOBPHIC.] = HEMIMF.TABOLIC. Hence He-

mimetamo-rpliosis, incomplete or partial meta-

morphosis ; hemimetaboly.
1880 DAY Fishes C,t. Brit. I. Introd. 91 In some pelagic

forms Hemimetamorphosis may occur, or very considerable
1

alterations in their growth and development.

Hemimorphic hemiimpufik), a. Cryst. [f.

HEMI- + Gr. popipTi shape + -ic.] Of a crystal :

Having unlike planes or modifications at the

ends of the same axis. So Hemimo rph, a hemi-

morphic crystal. HemimoTphism, the property

of being hemimorphic. Hemimo-rphite Min.,

Kenngott's name (1853) for hydrous silicate of zinc,

the crystals of which are hemimorphic. Hemi-

mo-rphons a. = HEMIMORPHIC. He-mimorphy
= HEMIMOKPHISM.
1864 WEBSTER, Hemimorphic. 1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5) 407

Calamine..Orthorhombic; hemimorphic-hemihedral. 1878

LAWRENCE tr. Colta's Socks Class. 32 Tourmaline is

Rhombohedral, eminently hemi-morphous. 1879 ROTLEV

Study Rocks x. 138 The crystals when heated and freely

suspended, exhibit polar electricity, a phenomenon which

usually accompanies hemimorphism. 1886 Syd. !>oc. Lex.,

Hemimorphy. 1895 STORY-MASKELYNE Crys/allagr.Ji
140

Hemimorphism is the term for a particular case of haplo-

hedral mero-symmetry. One-half or, it may be, one-fourth

of the faces of the original form are present in the hemi-

morphic form : but these all lie on one side of a systematic

plane the symmetral character of which is in abeyance.

Ibid. 272 Hemimorphous forms are not rare in the Hex-

agonal system, but they occur most often as hemimorphs ot

hemisymmetrical types of crystal.

II Hemina (h/msi-na). Also (anglicized or as F.)

7 hemine, 8 emine, (esmine). [L. hemina, a. Gr.

ijiuva, f. fiiu- half-. Cf. F. emine, hemine ' a mea-

sure that containes three Possons ;
and comes to, in

weight, about seuen and a halfe of our modeme

ounces
'

(Cotgr.).] A liquid measure (orig. ancient

Sicilian) of about half a pint ; also, a measure for

corn (see above, and quot. 1756).
1601 HOLLAND Pliny xx. xix, Five heads of the Poppy

being sodden in three hemines of wine. 1661 LOVELL Hist.

Anim. * Min. 3 The Ephemera feaver is cured by 3 drops

taken from an Asses eare. .in two hemina's of water. 1743

A. BUTLER Lives Saints (1836) I. 377 note, The hemina ot

wine allowed by St. Bennet. 1756 R. ROLT D,ct. Trade if-

Comm., Hemina, Emine, or Esmine, is a great corn measure

. . At Marseilles the hemina of corn weighs 75 Ib. . . and in

Barbary it is computed equal to 9 bushels.

Homing, var. of HEMMING sb. Obs.

Hemioctahedron, etc. : see HEMI-

|| Hemiolia (hemi^-lia). Mus. Obs. exc. Hist.

Also 6 hemiola, 7 hemiolion, hemolios, S

hemiolius. [med.L. hemiolia, a. Gr. r)//io\m

(sc. 8id<TTO<ri$ interval, in Plato), fem. ofT^IOA.OS
' in

the ratio of one and a half to one', f. T)/- HEMI-

+ o\os whole.] In medieval music, a. A perfect

fifth, so called because produced by shortening a

string to two-thirds of its length, b. Three notes

in the place of two ; a triplet.

1597 MORLEY Introd. Mus. 30 That proportion which the

munitions falselie termed Hemiola, when in deede it is

nothing else but a round Tripla. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch s

Mar. 1358 (Stanf.) The proportion of the Musicke or bym-

phonie Diatessaron, is Epitritos or Sesqmtertiall, that is to

sav the whole and a third part over : of Diapente, Hemolio

or Sesquialterall . . the whole and halfe as much more. 1651

J. F[REAKE] Agrippa's Occ. Philos.182 Harmony contains

three consents in tune, Diapason, Hemiolion, Diatessaron,

,727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. 1880 in Grove Diet. Mus. I. 7*7.

II Hemio-pia, Hemio-psia. Path. Also

(anglicized) hemiopy, -opsy. [mod.L., t. H.EMI-

Gr. M, im- eye, fyx sight.] =HEMIANOPSIA._ _

1811 HOOPER Med. Diet., Hemiofsia,
a defect of vision,

in which the person sees the half, tut not the whole of an

object. 1831 BREWSTER Neivton (1855) I.?.
23. The curious

disease of hemiopsy, or amaurosis dimidiata, ,n which the

patient sees with each eye only half of an object, being blind

to the other half. 1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 114/2 Hemippia

,854 MAYNE Expos. Lex Hemiofy ""&-*"*%[*
hemiopsy. 1864-70 T. HOLMES & HULKE Sjrtt. Surf. (1883

II. viii. 77 Transient hemiopsia is often an initial symptom

HemTpalmate, -phrase, etc. : see HEMI-.

Hemiple-Ctic, a. Path. [f.
HEMI- + Gr.

ir\r;KTiK-oV of a striking kind.] =HEMIPLEGIC.

,891 in F. P. FOSTER Med. Diet.

|| Hemiplegia (hemiph'-dsia). Path. [Late

L., a. Gr. T)/imAri-Yi'a (rare, for TJ/uirAr/fia), l.fnu-

HEMI- + 77X1777; stroke, f. stem of TrXrjffffeii' to strike.]

Paralysis of one side of the body ; usually caused

by a lesion in the opposite side of the brain.

,600 HOLLAND Pliny XLI. xvi. , 105 The Consul! . . fell downe
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in a fit of Apoplexie : which turned into an Hemiplegia or

dead palsey all the one side of his bodie. 1754 CHESTEKF.
in World No. 92 P 5 Though they have not yet lost one
half of themselves by a hemiplegia. a 1754 MEAD IVks, 481

(Jod.) On '.iisseaion of the bodies of apoplecticlcs who had
been seized with an hemiplegia, he always found the cau^e

of the disease in the opposite side of the brain. 1876 tr.

Wagner's Gttt. Pathoi. 291 In old Hemiplegias the epi-
dermis is often dry, rough, and scaly.

Hence Hemiple'glac a., affected with or subject
to hemiplegia ;

sb.y one so affected. Hemiple-g-iau
a. = prec.
1781 W. HEBERDEN Comm. Ixix. (1806) 352 In one hemi-

plegiac the motion of the parts began to return. 1835-6
TODD Cycl. Anat. I. 805/1 In hemiplegiac subjects. 1842
SYU. SMITH Lett. Locking in Railiv. Wles. 1859 II. 324/1
Most absurd . . is this hemiplegian law an act . . to protect
one side of the body and not the other.

Hemiplegic (hemiple'dgik, -pi/"-), fl. Path.

[f. prec. H- -ic.J Pertaining to or characterized by
hemiplegia ; affected with or subject to hemiplegia.
1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) III. 478 Hemiplegic

palsy. Ibid. 480 The jaundice affecting the hemiplegic side
nlone. 1861 T. J. GRAHAM Pract. Med. 602 The convulsion
is hemiplegic. 1878 Smithsonian Inst. Rep. 419 note, A
hemiplegic person has the will to move the paralysed limbs,
but not the power.

Hemiplegy (he'mipledji). rare. Also hemi-
plege. [ad. late L. hemiplegia (see above). In

TtM&S.htmiplegie, 1752).]
= HEMIPLEGIA.

1755 in JOHNSON. 1802 Med. Jrtil. VIII. 312 To ascertain,
whether in hemiplegies the primitive cause continues to act
in the brain. 1864 Gd. Words 723/1 A twist or a hemiplege
of the reasoning faculty.

t He'miplexy. Obs. [ad. mod.L. hemiplexia^
a. Gr. %fttir\ijia a stroke on one side, f. %(*i- HKHI-
+ vkrj-Yfj stroke.]

= HEMIPLEGIA.
1576 BAKER Jewell ofHealth 161 b, It prevayleth against

the palsie of the members, left after an Apoplexie, or Hemi-
plexie. 1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr.^ Hemiplexy.

Hemipod, -pode (be*miffd-pM)i [ad. mod.
L. hemipodius (Temminck's generic name), f. Gr
iy/- HEMI- + jTovy, iro8-os foot.] A member of the

genus Hemipodius^ or Tnrnfx, of three-toed quail-
like birds ; a bush-quail, ortygan.
186* Trans. Zool. Soc. V. 149 Certain border-groups, .the

Sand-Grouse, the Hemipodes, and the Tinamous. 1886

Encycl. Brit. XX. 147 One species, T\urtiix\ sylvattca,
inhabits Barbary and southern Spain, and under the name
of Andalucian Hemipode has been included., among British
Birds as a reputed straggler. 1893 NEWTON Diet. Birds,

ffernipode,
a recognized English rendering of Temminck's

generic name Hemipodins 11815). -forasmall group of birds
some of which Anglo-Indians often call

'

Bustard-Quails' or
'

Button-Quails'.
So Hemipo diine <z., allied to the Hemipodes.
1862 Trans. Zool Soc. V. 189 The Galline, Columbine, or

Hemipodiine types.

Hemiprism (he'mipriz'm). Cryst. [HEMI-.]
A pair of parallel faces, parallel to the vertical

axis of the crystal in the triclinic system (in which
two such pairs constitute a prism).
1864 DANA in Webster, Hemiprism, a form, in the mono-

clinic and triclinic systems of crystallization, that comprises
but one face of a prism and its opposite. 188* A. H. GREEN
Phys. Gtol. i"ed. 3) 70 The prisms will be Hemiprisms.
Hence Hemiprisma tic a., of the nature of a

hemiprism.
1837 DANA Mm. (1844) 324 Hemi-prismatic Kouphone-

Spar. 1879 RUTLEY Study Rocks x. 87 In both systems
there are hemiprismatic cleavages.

Hemipter (h/mi-ptw). [ad. F. htmiptere, f.

L. hemiptera : see next.] One of the Hemiptera.
1828 WEBSTER s.v., The hemipters form an order of insects

with the upper wings usually half crustaceous and half

membranaceous, and incumbent on each other. 1863 DANA
Man. Geol. 420 Hemipters have the outer wings coriaceous
for about half their length only,

II Hemiptera hrmi-ptera
>

),j/;.//. Entom. Rarely
in sing. Hemipteron. [mod.L., neut. pi. of

hemipteruSj f. hemi-* ij/w- HEMI- + irrcpov wing, in

reference to the structure of the wings.] A large
order of Insects, comprising a wide variety of dif-

ferent kinds, characterized by a suctorial mouth,
and in the largest group (the HETEROPTBBA), by
wings coriaceous at the base and membranous at

the tip. Also called Rhynchota. Well-known
examples are bugs, lice, and plant-lice.
1816 KIRBY & SP. Entom&L, Hemiptera. 1814 McMuR-

TRIE Cwier's Anim. Kingd. 403 These Hemiptera, also
called pseudo-aphides.. live on the trees and plants from
which they derive their nourishment. 1885 H. O. FORBES
East. Archipelago viii. 251 A singular case of ants milking
a winded Hemipteron, which of course could not be kept in

captivity.

Hence Hemi'pteral a., hemipterous. Hemi-
pterana^'., hemipterous; j.,one of \^QHemiptera.
Hemi-pterist, a student or collector ofHemiptera.
1828 WEBSTER, Hemipteral. 1865 DOUGLAS & SCOTT Brit.

Hemiptera 6 The instruments of capture used by the
Coleoptenst will be those wanted by the Hemipterist. 1877HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Anim. vii. 424 The absence of palps . .

suggesting that the Hemipteran mouth is the extreme term
of a series of modifications. 1876 Pop. Set. Monthly Aug 512

i hat temble microscopic hemipteran, the chinch-bug.
Hemipterous ^hrtni-pteras), a. Entom.

[f.
HEMIPTERA *- -ous.] Pertaining to or character-
istic of the Hemiptera.

1816 KIKBV & Sp. F.ntonwl. (1843) ! 257 The hemipterous
order of insects. 1880 Athen&nm 30 Oct. 574/1 Specimens
of. .an Hemipterous insect supposed to be damaging the

hops yrown near Canterbury.

Hemipyramid. Cryst. [HEMI-.] A figure

consisting of two pairs of parallel faces intersecting
all three axes in the monosymmetric system 'in

which four such pairs constitute a pyramid;.
Hence Hemipyra'midal a., of or pertaining to a

hemipyramid.
1854 MAVXE Expos. Lex., Hemipyramidal . . Hemirhom-

bohedral.

Hemirhamphine, etc. : see HEMI-.

Hemisect, v. [f.
HEMI- + L. sect-^ ppl. stem

of secare to cut.] trans. To bisect, esp. longitu-

dinally, or into the right and left halves. So Hemi-
se-ction, the action or process of thus bisecting.
1878 FOSTER Phys. in. v. 3. 487 In the frog, after hemi-

section of the cord below the brachial plexus. 1885 Science
ii Sept. 223/1 A hemisected skeleton showing the variation

in size of the neural and hamal cavities. 1895 Athtnzewm
30 Mar. 412/1 The Changes in Movement and Sensation

produced by Hemisection of the Spinal Cord in the Cat.

Hemisphe'ral, a, rare. [f. next + -AL.] Of
or pertaining lo a hemisphere.
1839 BAILEY Festits xxix. (1854) 475 The great galactic

line of life Which parts the hemispheral palm of Heaven.

Hemisphere (he'raisfioi). Forms: a. 4-5
! herny-, hemi-, -sperie, -ye, 4-6 emy-, emi-,

(eme)sperie,-ry,6hemispherie,-ye. 0. 5h
N

emy-
spere, 6 emispere, hernispher, 6-7 -sphsere,

7-8 hemisphear(e, 6- hemisphere. [In form

|
hemispheric, etc., ad. late L. hemisph&rium, a. Gr.

$tuff<paiptov t f. j)fu- HEMT- + a<fKupa SPHERE ; in
'

form hemisphere*, through OF. emispere^ -sphere

\ (i3-i4thc.), mod.F. hemisphere.]
1. generally. A half sphere ;

one of the halves of

a sphere or globe formed by a plane passing through
the centre.

1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's Voy. n. xviii. 51 Al
, made of very cleare glasse . . in forme of a rounde Hemi-
1

sphere. 1664 POWER Exp. Philos. I. n In one of our
Critical Observations, I could see more then a hemisphere
of the eye at once. 1706 HUTTOM Diet. Math, s.v., The
centre of gravity x>f a Hemisphere, is five-eighths of the
radius distant from tne vertex. 1837 M. DONOVAN Dow.
Econ. ll. 331 A hemisphere of the cocoa-nut shell is used
as a lamp to burn its own oil. 1895 STORY-MASKKLYNE
Crystalhgr. 325 The sphere of projection is divided into

hemispheres by a single symmetral plane.
b. Magdeburg hemispheres*, a contrivance in-

vented by Otto von Guericke of Magdeburg to

demonstrate the pressure of the air

It consists of two strong hollow nicely-fitting brass hemi-

spheres, each of which is furnished with a handle, and one
with a cock to be adjusted to an air-pump. When they are

fitted together and the air has been exhausted, great force

is required to separate them.

1815 in HUTTON Math. Diet. 1858 LARDNER Hand-bk.
Nat. Phil. 179 Two of the strongest men will be unable to

tear the hemispheres asunder, provided they are ofa moderate

magnitude, owing to the amount of the pressure with which
they are held together.
2. spec* Half of the celestial sphere ; in early

quots., esp. that half of the heavens seen above
the horizon, the sky above us

;
in Astron.^ usually,

one of the halves into which the celestial globe is

\

divided by the equinoctial or by the ecliptic. (The
earliest sense in Eng.)
a. c 1374 CHAUCER TroyIns in. 1390 (1439) (Harl. MS.)

Ther god. .pe for thyn haste. .So fast ay to our hemysperie
[v. rr. emesperie, hemy-spere] bynde ! 1391 Astrol. \.

18 The cercle hat deuydeth the two Emysperies, Jt is,

the partie of the heuene a-boue the Erthe & the partie
be-nethe. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xx. 90 We schuld hafe
sene all be roundeness of }>e firmament, |?at es to say bathe
be emisperies, t>e vppermare and J>e nedermare. 1412-20
LYDG. Chron. Troy I- v, With the bright ties of his beames
merye For to reioyse all our Hemisperle. 1509 HAWES

i Past. Pleas, i. x, When cleare Dyana..Gan for to ryse,

|
lightyng our emispery.

ft. [Cf. quot. c
1374 in a.] a 1532 ? LYDG. Goodly Balade

\
27 (Skeat, Chaucerian Pieces 406) The rude night, that . .

|

shadoweth our emispere [rime derej. 1549 Compt. Scot. vi.
1 38Thesternis& planetis. .durst nocht be sene in oure hemi-

\ spere. 1604 R. CAWDREY Table Alph. y Hemisphere, halfe of

the compasse of heauen, that we see. 1607 J DAVIES Snmma
Totalis D ij b, Fal'n to rest beneath our Hemyspheare.
1725 BRADLEY Fain. Diet. s. v. Shepherd, The Sun keeps
on the Left Hand of the Hemisp'hear. 189* R. S. BALL In

Starry Realms xxi. 304 The number of stars in the

northern hemisphere alone is upwards of three hundred
thousand. We may assume that the southern hemisphere
has an equally numerous star-population.

3. One of the halves of the terrestrial globe, esp.
as divided by the equator (Northern and Southern

hemispheres}. Also the halves containing Europe,
Asia, and Africa {Eastern hemisphere\ and Ame-

l rica (Western hemisphere}^ respectively.
a. 1551 RECORDS Cast. Knywl. (1556) 280 No generall

; eclipse, whiche should extende to all the worlde, namely
i

for that hemispherye. 1555 EDEN Decades (Arb.) 51 Neyther
! dydde any., trauerse the F.quinoctial line lo thinferiour

, hemispheric or halfe globe of the earthe and sea. 1561
Arte Namg i. xiv. 14 b, Also called y Hemisphery.

ft- I559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse 125 A Card,
\ for halfe the face of th Earth whiche.. wyll conveniently

serve for our Hemisphere. 1624 DONNE Semi. xvii. 167
The Western Hemisphere the land of Gold and Treasure;

The Eastern Hemisphere the Land of Spices and Perfumes.

1633 (.1. HEKIJKKT Temple, Sacriftte vii, These drops..
A Balsome are for both the Hemispheres. 1646 i>in T.
BHOWNE Pseud. E. vi. vii. 312 The ancient Cosmographei s

doe place the division of the East and Westerne Hemi-
sphere, that is the first ternie of longitude in the Canary
or fortunate Islands. 1753 Adventurer No. 99 Fq When
Columbus had engaged king Ferdinand in the discovery
of the other hemisphere. 1833 HKRSCHKI, A strew. (1858)
186 Ii is a fact.. that London occupies nearly the center
of the terrestrial hemisphere.

b. Hemisphere of vision. If. of illumination.
1812 WOOUH<JI:SE Astron

:
xxiii. 241 The illuminated hemi-

sphere, called, for distinction, the Hemisphere of Illumina-
tion. Ibid. 242 The hemisphere which he sees, called the

Hemisphere of V
T
i$ion.

4. A map or projection of half the terrestrial

globe or the celestial globe.
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey) s. v., The Maps or Prints of tin-

Heavens pasted on Boards or Cloth are also sometimes
call'd Hemispheres^ but more commonly Planispheres. 1858
HAWTHC-RNE /->. fy It. Jrnls. {1872! I. 25 There was a map
a hemisphere of the world which his father had drawn.

5. Anat. Each of the halves of the cerebrum of

the brain. (See CEREBRAL.)
1804 ABERNKTIIY Sitrg. Obs. 188 Inflammation operating

' "

f chiefly on the left hemisphere of the brain. 1831
R. KNOX Cloqvet's Anat. 400 This surface of the brain has
been regarded, .as formed of several distinct regions, which
they have named Lobes, and which occupy the base of the

hemispheres. 1846 OWEN Comp. Anat. I'eriehr. viii. 181
notet Influenced by the inapplicability of the term "hemi-

spheres
'

to parts which are more commonly spheres or

spheroids. 1873 MIVART Elan. Anat. ix. 366 A very deep
fissure running from before backwards, and dividing the
visible part of the brain into two lateral halves termed Tumf-
spheres:
6. transf. andy?^. A realm or region of action,

life, or thought ;
= *

sphere '. In earlier quots.

directlyy-t^. from 2.

1503 HAWES Examp. I'irt. xiv. (Arb.) 66 It may well glad
thyn emyspery. 1608 D. T. Ess. Pol. <V Mor. 38 b, When
..the starre of merit shal appear within the compasse of
their Hemisphere, and offer presents. 1699 GARTH Disptns.
n. 16 To guild, by turns, the Galltck Hemisphear. 1856
DOVE Logic Chr. Faith v. i. 2. 265 To surmise the possi-

bility, as beyond the hemisphere of my knowledge. 1863
MRS. C. CLARKE Shaks. Char. iii. 75 He is a cheering. .

gleam coming across the dark hemisphere of treachery,
mistrust, and unkindness.

He'misphered, a. rare.
[f. prec. + -ED 2.]

1. Formed as a hemisphere.
1665 HOOKE Aficrogr. 178 The eyes of Crabs .. are Hemi-

spher'd, almost in the same manner as these of Flies. 1839
BAILEY Festns ix. (1854) 106 The hemisphered abysses here.

2. Having a cerebral hemisphere (of such a kind\
1871 HUXLEY in Darwin Desc. Man vii. (1883) 203 The

Lemurine, short hemisphered, brain.

Hemisphe*ric, a. [f. HEMISPHERE + -ic. Cf.

F. hemisphtrique (i6th c.).l

1. =HEMISPHKRICAL i : chiefly in technical use.

1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay"s Voy. n. xxi. 58 Great
bodies of building round and strongly set up vawtwise in

form of the Hemispherike. a 17*8 WOODWARD Fossils
(J.),A pyrites, placed in the cavity of another ofan hemispherick

figure, in much the same manner as an acorn in its cup.

1774 G. WHITE in Phil. Trans. LXIV. 197 In about ten
or twelve days is formed an hemispheric nest. 1859 TH.
Ross Humboldt's Trav. I. vi. 239 Mimosas, with hemi-

spheric tops, 1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 355.

2. ~ HEMISPHERICAL 2.

1889 TALMAGE in Voice (N. Y.) 28 Feb., Corrupt legisla-

tion, which at times makes our State and National capitals
a hemispheric stench. 1896 VVestnt. Gaz. 16 Jan. 5/2 The
Olney doctrine of the Hemispheric Sovereignty of the
United States.

Hemispherical (beumfe-rikal;, a.
[f. as

prec. + -AL.]
1. Of or pertaining to a hemisphere ; of the form

of or resembling a hemisphere.
1624 WOTTON A rchit. in Reliq. (1672) 32 Hemispherical

Vaults., be., the securest. 1685 BOYLE Ejects of Mot. ix.

114 A hollow vessel .. of an almost Hemispherical figure.

1794 MARTYN Rousseau's Bot. xvi. 194 The capsule is.,

covered with a hemispherical lid. 1831 BREWSTER Optics
xxxix. 325, I have proposed to use a hemispherical lens.

1879 CasseWs Techn. Educ. I. 186 The seeds . . are hemi-

spherical, with one side convex and the other flat.

2. Of or belonging to one hemisphere of the

earth ; extending over a hemisphere.
187* O. W. HOLMES Poet Breakf.-t. x. 334, I suppose we

are getting over our hemispherical provincialism. 1884
i U. S. Senator) in Pall Mall G. 7 June 1/2 The American
idea is hemispherical rather than continental.

Hence Hemisphe rically adv., with a hemi-

spherical form.

1846 DANA Zooph. (1848) 524 Hemispherically shrubby-
cespitose.

Hemisphe'rico-, combining form of HEMI-
SPHERIC a., joined adverbially with adjectives, as

Hemispherico-conical, -conoid aJjs., conical,

etc. but with an approach to the hemispheric form.

1831 DON Card. Diet. Gloss., Htmispherico<onical> a

shape between a globe and a cone. 1851 LEIGHTON Brit*

Lichens 23 The slightly raised hemispherico-conoid black

apex onli visible.

TTttTMJgphftivMfl i hemisiTg'roid). [f. HEMI- +

SPHEROID, or f. HEMISPHERE + -OID. Cf. F. himi-

sphgro'ide (1732 in Hatz,-Darm.).] The half of

a spheroid ; a figure approaching a hemisphere.
17*7-5* CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Hetnispheroidalt

The cacao

opens, when yellow and ripe, into two large hem{spheroids.



HEMISPHEBOIDAL.

his pontons, .was an oblong hemispheroid.

He:mispheroi-dal, "
[f prec. + -*i] Hav-

ing the form of a hemispheroid.
1717-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. 1881 G. MACDONALD Mary

Marston \. ii. 21 A large hemispheroidal carbuncle.

t HemispheTUle. 06s. A half spherule ;
a

small hemispherical lens.

1606 W. S. GRAY in /'Ail. Trans. XIX. 281, I was wont

to Grind them [glasses] and Polish them on a brass Plane,

and so reduce them to Hemispherules. 1736 AMORY 7.

Runcle (1770! II. 81 They have them [microscopes] of all

Hnds, of one and more hemispherules.

Hemistich, (he-mistik). Pros. Also 7 herm-

stique, -estique, 7-8 hemistiok, 8 -estich ; 78
in L. form hemistichium. [ad. late L. hemistich-

iiim, ad. Gr. fiparix'ov, i. TJIU- HEMI- + O-TI'XOS row,

line, verse. Cf. F. htmistichc (i6th c. in Hatz.-

Darm.), h(mistique in Cotgr.] The half or section

of a line of verse, as divided by the ceesura or the

like
; also, a line of less than the usual length.

1575 LANEHAM Let. 11871) 40 In the skro vndergrauen . .

iz thear a proper woord, an hemistich!, well squaring with

al the rest . . Lac, Casens infans. 1609 Don & CLEAVER

Fxfos Prov. ix. t*s
.r. 88 The first hemistich, or formei

part of the verse. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. lit. iv. i. 11,

According to that hemistichium of Petronius, front in

orbc deos fecit tiuwr. 1633-56 COWLEY DarfOtil L M
Note, I am far from their opinion, who think that Virgil

himself intended to have filled up these broken Hemestiques.

1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 39 P 5, I do not dislike the

Speeches in our English Tragedy that close with an Hemi-

stick or Half Verse. 1837-9
HALLAM Hist. Lit. (.847) II.

169 The occasional hemistich and redundant syllables break

the monotony of the measure.

Hence He-mistichal a., pertaining to a hemistich.

1824 Wartoris Hist. Eng. Poetry 11840) I. 15 note. The

reader will observe the constant return of the hemistichal

point, which I have been careful to preserve.

Hernisy mmetry. Cryst. [HEMI-D.] Same

as HICMIHEDRISM. Hence Hemlsymme'trical a.,

hemihedral.
1881 THUDICHUM Ann. Chem. Med. II, Hemisymmetry in

the Chemical Constitution of Gelatin. 1895 STORY-MASKK-

LYNE Crystallogr. 271 A few forms exhibit, in the defalca-

tion of their alternate faces, the gyroidal hemi-symmetry,
which however, must be held really to dominate the struc-

ture of the entire crystal. IhU. 280 Hemi-symmetncal

crystals afford abundant example* of twin-structure.

Hemisystema-tic, a. Cryst. [HEMI- b.j

(See qtiot.)

1878 GURNEY Crystallogr. 54 A hemisystematic form.

1805 STORY-MASKELYNE Crystallogr. 139 A heim-system-

atic form is a form in which only half the origin-planes or

normals are extant, the correlative half being absent.

He-mitery. Path. [ad. mod.L. hetmteria, 1- .

hemitirie, f. HEMI- + Gr. -repas monster.] A general

term for a malformation that does not amount to

monstrosity.
1870 tr. De Qualrefages' Hum. Spec. 252 With man, as

with animals, varieties have appeared at times which may
be classed among hemitery.

t He-mitone. Mta. 06s. [a.d.L./iemitomum,
ad. Gr. fjiuruviov, (. HEMI- + roVos TONE.] Half-

tone, SEMITONE.

1694 Phil. Trans. XVIII. 71 In the Chromatick the

Degrees were Hemitones and Trihemitones. 1760 STILES

Ibid. LI. 724 But, should we admit more tones than these,

as they do, who augment their excesses by hemitones, the

mesesoftwo tones must . . be applied to the place ofone sound.

Hemitriehous, -triglyph, etc. : see HEMI-.

t Hemitritse-an, a. 06s. Med. [f. late L.

himitrite-us, ad. Gr. ^UT/XT<UOS (Hippocrates)

semi-tertian, f. i?/*- HEMI- + TOITCUOS on the third

day, lasting three days, f. TptTos third : see -AN.

Cf. F. himitritie]
Semi-tertian : said of an intermittent fever that

combines the symptoms of a quotidian and a tertian

fever, consisting of a paroxysm occurring every day

with a second stronger one every other day.

1631 ) F[REAKE] Africa's Occ. Philos. 374 It will cure

the Hemitritean Feaver. 1637 G. STARKEY Hllmmfl
Vind. 259, 1 leave out the names of Feavers Hemitritean.

Hemitropal (h/mi tn7pal), a.
[f.

as next +

-AL.] HEMITROPOUS 2.

1864 in WORCESTER (citing A. GRAY). 1866 Treat. But.

581/1 Hemitropal, a slight modification of the anatropal

ovule, in which the axis of the nucleus is more curved.

Heniitrope Khe-mitr0"p), a. and s6. Crytt.

[ad. F. hemitrope (1801 Haiiy), f. HEMI- + Gr.

-Tooiros turning.] A. adj.
= HEMITBOPIO.

1805-17 R. JAMESON Char. Miu. (ed. 3) 225 Hemitrope ..

that is, one-half turned round, when it is composed of two

halves of one and the same crystal, of which the one-half

appears to be turned upon the other one-half of the circum-

ference. Example, Twin-crystal of felspar. 18*3 H. J.

BROOKE Introd. Crystallogr. 89 A hemitrope crystal . . re-

sembling one of the varieties of the common spmelle. 1893

STORY-MASKELYNE Crystallogr. 159 In hemitrope

position, .one pair of the faces forms a re-entrant angle.

B. sb. A hemitropic crystal.

1805 17 R JAMESON Char. Mia. (ed. 3) 176 Hauy ha;

given to these reversed crystals the name hemi-tropes, denot-

ing one half reversed. 1895 STORY-MASKELYNE OyJteW^
S 157 Repetition of the twinning on similar twin-faces may
indeed occur. .Such crystals are triple, quadruple, &c. hemi

tropes (or triplings, fourlings, &c.).
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So He'mitropism, Hemi'tropy, hernitropic

crystallization.
1843 Encycl. Mctrop. IV. 578 A variety of cases of hemi-

tropism. 1879 RUTI.EY Study Rocks x. 92 Due to hemi-

tropy or a naif revolution of one of the halves of the
|

crystal. 1895 STOKY-MASKELYNE Crystallogr. 163 It

results from the law of hemitropy
that each pair of.corre-

sponding faces on the two crystals lies in one zone with the I

twin-plane and that the faces make equal angles with it.

Hemitropic (hemitrjvpik), a. Cryst. [f. as

prec. + -1C.] Said of a composite or twin crystal :

see quots.
1886 F. W. RUDLER in Geol. Mag. III. 267 The edges of

the hemitropic lamella; are too blurred to allow the exact

angles to be taken. 1895 STORY.MASKELYNE Cryitailtfr.

154 Two crystals are said to be hemitropic or twinned

when, presenting identical forms, they are united together

in such a way that, if we conceive one of them as being

turned through half a revolution round a particular line

which win be termed the twin-axis, .corresponding faces

and edges in the two crystals would become parallel, llint.

6 159 In the case of two hemitropic diplohedral crystals, the

twin plane becomes in a crystallographic sense a plane of

symmetry to the twin-structure; but . . each crystal in the

hemitropic group retains its individuality, notwithstanding

the mutual interpenetration of the crystals.

Hemrtropous, [f-
as Prec - + -ous.]

1. Cryst.
= HEMITROPIC (Mayne Expos. Lex.),

2. Bot. Said of an ovule having a form interme-

diate between the anatropous and orthotropous, so

that the hilum lies halfway between the base and

the apex.
1860 in WORCESTER (citing A. GRAY).

Hemitype, -typic : see HEMI-.

Hemlock (he-ml?k). Forms: a. I hymlice,

hymlic, hemlic, 3 hemeluo.5 hem(e)lok, 6 hem-

lake, 6-7 hemlocke, 7 hemloc, hemblook, 6-

hemlock. 0. 5 humlok(e, humblok, homeluk,

-lok, 6 humlocke, homlo(k)ke, -lock(e, 5-9

(dial.) humlock. [OE. hymlice weak fern., hym-

lic, hemlic, str. masc. ;
of obscure origin : no cog-

nate word is found in the other langs. .

The form hym- is app. the original, that in hem- being

Kentish. The later hum-, horn-, probably come from hym- \

the ordinary form in mod. Sc. is Immlo'.}

1. The common name of Conium maculatum,

a poisonous umbelliferous plant, having a stout

branched stem with purplish spots, finely divided

leaves, and small white flowers ;
it is used medici-

nally as a powerful sedative, b. Also in rural use

applied to the large Umbelliferie generally: in

south of Scotland esp. to Angelica sylvestris, and

to Heracleum Sfhondylium,
'

Hairy Humlo' '.

It is not clear how far back these uses go. The OE.

hymlice was a medicinal plant (prob. Conium) ; but in M li-

the plant is chiefly referred to as a weed ; the definite refer-

ences to it as poisonous appear to begin with the i6th c.

herbalists. , ,

a 700 Epinal Gloss. 185 Cicuta, hyrnbhca: [a 800 Erfurt

Huymblica;]. 1:723 Corpus Class. 463 Cicuta, hymlice.

c 1000 ^ELFRIC Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 136/1 Cicuta, hemlic.

ciooo Sax. Leechd. II. iSDotohymlican and eoforbrotan.

Ibid. II. 74 Nim weax & hemlic, letrifula. IM. III. 50

Wyll in buteran nyoSerweardne hymlic. c 1263 Voc. in

Wr -Wiilcker 558/3 Herba iaucticia, i. herbe beneit, i.

hemeluc. c 1400 MAONDEV. (Roxb.) xiv. 65 It es gude to

sawe in humbloks and nettles and swilk o|>er wedes. 14. .

/ -oc. in Wr.-Wulcker 571/34 Cecuta, hemlok. c 1423 Voc.

ibid. 645/21 Hie tipus, homelok. c 1430 A Iphita 40/1 C icuta

. . angl. hemelok uel hornwistel. 1483 Cat/,. Angl. 191/2

An Hurnlok, cicuta, harba bcnld,cta, mtubui. a 1500

Songs * Carols (1847) 10 (Matz.) Whan brome wyllappelles

here, And humloke hony in feere, Than sek rest in, lond.

1349 COVERDAI.E, etc. Erasm.rar. Jos. m. (R.I,
What is

it elles than the poison of humlocke myxed with wyne?
ii TURNER Herbal i. K iv, In sum places men vse to eate

th? yong stalkes of homlokkes in sallattes. 1373 TUSSER

llusb. xxxiii. (1878) 74 Thy garden twifallow, Stroy hem-

lock and mallow. 1578 LYTE Dadoms III. xxiv. 452 Hem-

locke is very euyl, dangerous, hurtful, and venemous. 1397

GERARDE Herbal 904 (Britten & H.> The leaues shoote

foorth of the ioints and branches like unto wilde Homlocks.

1399 SHAKS. Hen. I ', v. ii. 44 Her fallow Leas. The Dar-

nelf. Hemlock, and ranke Femetary, Doth root vpon. 1603

_ Macb. IV. i. 25 Roote of Hemlocke, digg'd l' th darke.

1635 SWAN Spec. M. vi. 4 1 1643) 266 Hemlock .. is meat to

storks, and poyson to men. 1699 GARTH D,sfens a (1700)

14 Baneful Hemlock, and cold Aconite. 1758 J. G. COOPER

Atal. Aristippus (R.), Deadly hemlock's pois'nous weed.

<:i8oo Yng. Tamlane Iv. in Scott Minstr. Scot. Bord.,

Their oaten pipes blew wondrous shrill, The hemlock small

blew clear ; And louder notes from hemlock large, And bog-

reed, struck the ear.

b. With qualifying words, applied to various

other umbelliferous plants with finely-divided

leaves, as Bastard Hemlock, Anthriscus sylves-

tris (Syd. Soc. Lex.) ;
Lesser H., Fool's Parsley,

^Ethusa Cynafium ;
Mountain H., Levisttcum

officinale (Miller Plcmt-n. ; Water H., various

species of Cicuta and {Enanthe.

1764 CROKER, etc. DM. Arts_ f, Sc., Cicuta-Acjuatica,

long-leaved water hemlock, a poisonous plant . . growing in

many meadows and watery places. 1788 J. LEE Introa.

Bot. (ed. 4) 273 Cicuta, Water Hemlock 1794 MARTYN

Ro,,sseau
f
s liot.^n. 231 The waters afford other .poisonous

herbs as Water Hemlock. 1796 WITHER.NG Brit. Plants

(ed. 3) II. 305 Fool's Parsley, or Ctceley, Lesser Hemlock.

2 A North American tree, Abies canadensis,

more fully Hemlock Fir, //. Spruce,
' so called

HEMMING.

from the resemblance of its branches in tenuity

and position to the leaves of the common hemlock '.

1776 C. CARROLL Jrnl. Miss. Canada in P.. Mayer Mem.

(1845) 49 Several rocky islands appear in the lake [George,

NY], covered with a species of cedar here called hemlock.

1830 LYELL Print. Ceol. xiv. 11847) 197 Forests of spruce-

fir and hemlock, a kind of fir somewhat resembling our yen-

in foliage. 1841-4 EMERSON Ess., Nature Wks. iBohn) I.

224 The stems of pines, hemlocks, and oaks, almost gleam
like iron on the .excited eye. 1847 LONCF. El: Prel i The

murmuring pines and the hemlocks, Bearded with moss,

and in garments sreen, indistinct in the twilight. 1836

BRYANT Poems, Ca'.ttrskill Falls iv, The long dark boughs
of the hemlock fir. 1892 Garden 27 Aug. 200 One came

upon finely-developed specimens of the Hemlock Spruce . .

the Indian Cedar .. and such-like ornamental trees.

b. Ground Hemlock : a Canadian species or

variety of Yew (Trens. Bot. 1866).

3. A poisonous potion obtained from the common
hemlock. (Believed to have been the poison by
which Socrates was put to death.)
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 235 The . . law of the Athenians,

wherby malefactors, .were forced to drink that odious potion

of Hemlock. 1626 BACON Sylva % 643 The Death that is

most without Paine, hath beene noted to be, vpon the Taking
of the Potion ofHemlock. 1810 KEATS Ode to Nightingale

2 A drowsy numbness pains My sense, as though of hemlock

I had drunk. 1874 BLACKIF. Self-Cull. 21 Plato was twenty-

nine years old when Socrates drank the hemlock.

4. attrib. and Comb., as hemlock draught,

-drinker ;
hemlock-like adj. ; (sense 2) hemlock

forest, lumber, etc. ; also hemlock chervil, Tori-

lis Anthriscus ;
hemlock dropwort : see DKOP-

WORT 2 ;
hemlock parsley, a North American

umbelliferous plant resembling hemlock, but not

poisonous; there are two species Conioselinum

Canactense and C. Fisckeri; hemlock pitch, the

resinous exudation of the Hemlock spruce ;
hem-

lock stork's-bill, Erotlium cicutarium ;
hem-

lock tree = sense 2.

1761 WATSON in Phil. Trans. LII. 91 This plant is called,

by Mr. Ray, Small "hemlock-chervil with rough seeds.

1849 RUSKIN Sezi. Lamps v. 3. r38 Architecture . . being

especially dependent .. on the warmth of the true life, is

also peculiarly sensible of the "hemlock cold of the false.

1507-8 BP. HALL Sat. iv. (1824) 38 Socrates his poison'd

hemlock draught. 18*4 BYRON Def. Trails/, i. l. 228 Be

air, thou 'hemlock-drinker ! 1856 OLMSTED Slave Stales

is<; An agreeable resinous odor, resembling that of a hem-

lock forest. 1862 Chambers' Encycl. V. 306 A .liquid,

having . . a penetrating "hemlock-like odour. Ibtd., Two
priests ate "hemlock-root by mistake ; they became raving

mad. 1813 HOGG Witch of Fife vii, Mine [steed] was made

of ane "humloke schaw, An a stout stallion was he. 1861 Miss

PRATT Flmver. PI. II. 45 Erodium ciculamim ("Hemlock

Stork's-bill).

Hemmed (hemd),///. a. [f.
HEM zU + -ED.]

Furnished with a hem or border ;
sewed with a

hem. Hemmed in : shut in, confined, imprisoned.

1460 Towneley Myst. (Surtees) 311 With thare hemrnyd

shoyn, Alle this must be done. 1730 A. GORDON Maffei s

Amphith. 339 The young Men . . wore a hemmd Gown.

1824 SCOTT Kedgauntlet Let. xii, I ken him by his hemmed

cravat. 1804 Westm. Can. 27 June 7/1 With a mere

hemmed-in Sierra Leone (and Egypt) to represent its once

wide dominions.

Hemmel : see HEMEL.

Hemmer (he-mai). [f.
HEM o.l + -KB i.J One

who hems ;
in earlier times, one who makes or

trims borders of garments.
1481 Cat/i. Angl. 182/2 An Hemmer, limbator 1398

FLORIO, Orlatrice, a seame-stresse, a welter, a hemmer.

1832 Miss MrrrORD Recoil. I. 301 The hemmer of flounces

.. seemed flurried and fatigued.

b An ' attachment
'

to a sewing-machine lor

doing hemming (Knight Diet. Mech. 1875).

i He-nuning, sb. Obs. [a. ON. hemingr

Uiomungr) 'the skin of the shanks of a hide', f.

Afm shank.] The skin or hide of a deer s shank ;

a rough shoe or brogue made from this.

cioso Class, in Wr.-Wulcker 468/31 Pero, hemming i. ruh

sco c 1320 Sir Trisir. 476 pe hemmges swljje on est He

schar and layd bi side, c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. viii. xxix.

274 4t sa gret myschef he wes, That hys Knychtis weryd

Rewylynys Of Hydis, or of Hart Hemmynys.

Hemming (he-mirj), vbl. sbl [f.
HEM v l +

-ING i
] The action of the vb. HEM l

;
the making

or providing of a firm neat border to any article

of clothing, upholstery, or the like ;
that which is

hemmed ; a fringe, the border of a garment

German hemming, a substitute for top-sewing (Caulfeild

- ^award Diet Needlework 1882).

aSTfi E. Psalter xliv. .4 [xiv. 13] Doghtres of kinges

In
3

g?iteVand gilted hemminges. 150. Privy Purse Exf
>Y," of York (?83o) 7 Payed for the hemmyng of a kertelle

of the Quenes of damaske iiijrf. 1330 PALSCR. 230/2 Hem-

myng or hemme of a garment ourelevre 1642 FULLER

Holft, Prof. St. I. ix. 23 Many favours which God giveth

us ravell out for want of hemming. 1888 Illustr. Land

#m 14 Apr. 384/1 The exquisitely fine hemming and

siitchine shown at Lord Aberdeen s house.

Hemming, vbl. st,.* [f.
HEM .* + -ING i.]

The action of the verb HEM "
; coughing, clearing

of the throat.

1470-83 MALORY Arthur xi. viii, She coughed soo lowde

that syre launcelot awaked and he knew her hemynge.

,553 BECON Reliqueso/Romc (1563) 263 b, It might chaunce

to be cast out by spitting or hemmyng. 1609 Ev. Woman
in Hum. ii. i. in Bullen O. PI. IV, Hem, hem. A pox on
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HEMO-.

your hemmings, do you think we care for your hemmings?
1786 MAD. D'ARBLAV Diary 6 Oct., At length a prodigious

hemming showed the preparation in the Colonel for a speech.

1896 in Sir. A. Otway Pref. to Autobiog. Ld. Clarence

Paget 5 With his
'

hemming
' and '

hawing ', and other

tokens of oratorical imperfection.

Hemmir, obs. Sc. form of HAMMER.

Hernmorhoid(e, obs. forms of H.EMOKRHOID.

Hemo-, variant spelling of H.EMO-, usual in

U.S., and not unfrequent in Great Britain in words

of more general use, as hemorrhage, hemorrhoid.

Hemp (hemp ,
sb. Forms: i heenep, henep,

4- hemp, ;4-7 hempe, 6 hemppe). [OE. hpiep,

hxnep = OLG. *hanap, *hanip, MDu. and Du.

hennep, LG. hemp, OHG. hanaf, -if, -uf (MHG.
hantf, Ger. hanf), ON. hampr (Sw. hampa, Da.

hamp) : OTeut. *hanpi-z, "hanapi-z, cogn. with

Gr. xanafiis, L. cannabis : cf. also Lith. kanapis,
OSlav. konoplja, Fers. kanab. The word is perh. not

Aryan, but adopted in Greek, Germanic, etc. from

some common source.]
L An annual herbaceous plant,

Cannabis saliva,

N.O. Urticacese, a native of Western and Central

Asia, cultivated for its valuable fibre.

It is a dioecious plant, of which the female is more vigorous
and long-lived than the male, whence the sexes were popu-

larly mistaken, and the female called Carl or Winter H.,
the male Fimbte (i.e. female), Barren, or Summer H. : see

CARL HEMP and FIMBLE.

(The quotations from the Saxon Leecktioms appear to

refer to some wild British
plant, perh. the Wild Hetnp of 5.)

,i 1000 Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker Vac. 198/12 Cannabum,
hsenep. Ibid. 198/15 Cannabin, hamep. c 1000 Sax. Lcechd.
I. 16 Herba chamepitys ban is henep [v.r. haenep]. Ibid.

228 Decs wyrt be man cannane silfatica, & obrum naman

henep nemneb. 11325 [implied in HEMPSEED]. 1440

Promp. Parv. 235/2 Hempe, canabwn. 1523 FITZHERB.
Husb. S 146 In Marche is tyme to spwe flaxe & hempe.
1551 TURNER Herbal i. Hj b, Hempe. .is profitable for many
thynges. .and specially to make stronge^cables, and roopes

grasse. 1794 M/
a five parted calyx in the flowers which bear stamens, but

in the pistilliferous ones it is one-leaved, entire and gaping
on the side. 1883 Harper's Mag. Oct. 715/2 Land that

will grow hemp will grow anything.
b. 1523, etc. [see CARL HEMP]. 1577, etc. [see FIMBLE).

1507 GERARDE Herbal H. ccxxxviii. (1633) 709 The male is

called Charle Hempe and Winter Hempe. The female
Barren Hempe, and Sommer Hempe. 1757 CHAMBERS

Cycl. Supp. s,v., The male Hemp, or summer Hemp, which
bears no seeds, and is called by the farmers Fimble-hemp,
will have its stalks turn white in July. Ibid., The remain,

ing plants, which are the female Hemp, called by the farmer

Karlc-hemp, are to be left till Michaelmas.

2. The cortical fibre of this plant, used for mak-

ing cordage, and woven into stout fabrics.

CI3OO Havelok 782 Hemp to maken of gode lines And
stronge ropes to his netes. ? a 1366 CHAUCER Rom. Rose

1233 A sukkenye, That not of hempe ne [? hempene] heerdis

was. 1404 Nottingham Rec. II. 22, xlv. slrykes de hempe,
iiij</. 1550 CROWLEY Epigr. 1139 Newe halters of hemppe.
1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 105 Long, deepe prams, sowed

together with hempe and cord. 1662-3 PEPYS Diary
1 8 Feb., Casting up . . accounts of 500 tons of hemp brought
from Riga. 1722 SEWEL His.'. Quakers VII. (1795) II. 10

Committed to Bridewell and required to beat hemp. 1881

Daily \cws 18 Apr. 2/8 Tows and hemps move off very freely.

3. In allusion to a rope for hanging.
t Stretchhcmp, a person worthy of the gallows, t To wag

hemp, to be hanged.
1532 MORE Confut. Tindale Wks. 715/1 To mocke the

sacrament the blessed body of god, and ful like a stretch

bempe, call it but cake bred. Ibid., Tindall . . feareth not

l,like one y* would at length wagge hempe in the winde) to

mocke at all such miracles. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, in. vi. 45
Let not Hempe his Wind-pipe suffocate. 1654 WHITLOCK
Zootomia 60 Of no small use to purge a Common-wealth,
without the expence of Hemp. 1849 JAMES Woodman,

up rather than listen to any
solations.

b. (See quot.) Cf. HEMPY sb.

1785 GROSE Diet. Vulg. T. s.v., Young hemp, an appella-
tion for a graceless boy.

4. A narcotic drug obtained from the resinous

exudation of the Indian hemp ; bhang ;
hashish.

1870 YEATS Nat. Hist. Comm. 195 Hemp is employed in

other forms besides churrus as a narcotic. 1893 Nation.

(N. Y.) Q Feb. 108/1 Its votaries have taken to opium and
hemp, the latter of which Sir Lepel GrhTm says is far more

injurious than tobacco.

5. With qualifying words, applied to numerous
other plants yielding a useful fibre, or otherwise

resembling hemp : as African Hemp, (a)
= bow-

string hemp (a); (6) Sparmannia africana (Miller
Plant-names\ American False H^, Datisca hirta

(Miller Ibid.). Bastard H., name given to the

British plants Hemp-nettle and Hemp Agrimony
(Britten & Holland). Bengal H., Bombay H.,
Madras H., Crotalaria juncea (Miller). Bow-
string H., (a) a plant of the genus Sanseviera,

esp. .S
1

. guinecnsis, a liliaceous plant of tropical
Africa, the leaf-fibres of which are used by the

natives for bowstrings and for making ropes ; (6)
in India, S. Roxburghiana ; also Calatropis gigan-
tea (N.O. Asclepiadaceee). Brown Indian H.,

218

Hibiscus cannaliinus (Miller). Canada or Indian
H., Apocyniim cannabiituin, a N. American peren-
nial (J. Smith Diet. Eton. /"/.). Cretan H., Da-
tisca cannabina (Miller). Holy H., an old name
for Galeopsis Ladanuin (Miller). Indian H., a

tropical variety ofCommon Hemp, Cannabis Indica.

Jute or Plant H., Corthoris capsularis (Encycl.

Brit.). Kentucky H., Urtica (Lafortea] Cana-
densis and U. cannabina (Miller). Manilla H.,
the fibre of Musa textilis, of the Banana family.
Mountain H., Hyoseyamus insanus (Syd. Soc.

Lex.). Nettle H. = HKMI'-XETTI,E. PeruvianH.,
Bonapartea juncea. Queensland H., the tropical

weed Sida rhombifolia (N.O. Sfatpacts), called

also Paddy or Native Lucerne, and Jelly Leaf.

Eamie H., Bahmeria nivta. Sisal H., the fibre

of species of Agave, esp. A. Sisalana. Virginian

H., 'Willow H., Acnida cannabina, an amariui-

taceous marsh plant, native of eastern U.S. 'Water

H., a name given to Eupatorium cannabinum and

Bidens tripartita, in U.S. to Acnida cannabina.

'Wild S..,Eupatorium cannabinum i,Gerarde),and

Galeopsis Tetrahit (Britten & Holland).
1597 GERARDE Herbal n. ccxxviii. 573 This wilde Herape

called Cannabis spuria, and also Cannabina Spuria, or

bastarde Hempe. Itid., In English wilde hempe, Nettle

hempe, bastard hempe. Ibid. u. ccxxix. 574 The bastarde

or wilde Hempes, especially those of the water, are called

commonly Hepatorinm Cannabinnm . . in English, water

Hempe, bastard and water Agrimonie. 1611 COTGR., Chanure
sauvage. Bastard Hempe, wild Hempe, Nettle Hempe.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. 72/2 The bastard Hemp is with

several Burs, or hairy Knobs at a distance on the stalk.
, , . . ,_ .-, n, -_ r.tsmium cannakino

extensively cultivated in . . India, on account of the valuable

fibre yielded by its inner bark, which is known by the

names of Sunn-hemp, Bombay Hemp, Madras Hemp,
Brown Hemp, etc. Ibid. 1015/2 The Bowstring Hemps
..are stemless perennial plants. 1897 MORRIS Austral

Engl. 195 Queensland Hemp. . . is not endemic in Australia.

6. attrib. and Comb.
a. attrib. Of hemp; made of hemp, hempen.

a 1400-50 Alexander 2224 Oure pepill . . Halis vp hemp
cordis. 1549 Privy Council Acts II. 349/1 Hemp ropes,
m1

weight. imAcc. Bk. W. Wray in Antiquary XXXII.
243 A p(air] of hempe shetes. 1630 B. JONSON New Inn
I. lii, He may, perhaps, take a degree at Tiburne . . And so

goe forth a Laureat in hempe circle ! 1661-3 PEPYS Diary
24 Feb., Capln. Cocke and I upon his hemp accounts till 9
at night. 1668 T. THOMPSON Eng. Rogue n. !, You have
no remedy against a hemp halter I hope. 1873 R. F.

MARTIN tr. Havrcz Winding Mach. 32 The wires. .in each

strand must be twisted round a hemp core. 1893 Daily
Neius 2 Mar. 5/4

I nquiry . . into the trade in all preparations
of hemp drugs in Bengal.

b. Comb., as hemp-close, -cock, -garth, -hammer,

-harvest, -harvester, -heckle, -knocker, -plant, -plot,

ridge, -seller, -smoker, -spinner, -stalk, -top ; hemp-
leaved, -like, -packed, -producing adjs. ; hemp-
beater, a person employed in beating the rotted

stems ofhemp, so as to detach the fibre; an instru-

ment used in doing this ; hemp-brake, an instru-

ment for bruising or breaking hemp ; hemp-bush,
an Australian Malvaceous plant, PlagiantHus pul-
chellus, yielding a hemp-like fibre; hemp-cake, the

residue of crushed hempseed, after extraction of the

oil; hemp-dike, -dub, -pit (dial.}, a small pond
for steeping greenhemp; hemp-hards, -hurds : see

HABDS; hemp-hatcheler, -heckler = HEMP-
DRESSEB ; hemp-oil, the oil pressed out of hemp-
seed ; hemp-palm, a palm, Chamserops excelsa, of

China and Japan, the fibres of which are made into

cordage; fhemp-roll (see quot .) ; hemp-sick a. (cf.

HEMPEN I b, quot 1 785) ; hempwort, any plant of

theHemp family; hemp-yard, a pieceof groundon

which hemp is grown, a hemp-garth or hemp-close.

1615 E. S. Brit. Suss in Arb. Gamer III. 653 Will con-

vert .. our vagabonds .. into lusty "hempbeaters. 1713
VANBR. Prov. Wife \i. iii, That fist of her s will make an

admirable hemp-beater [in Bridewell]. 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex.

s.v., Hempbeaters, carders, and spinners . . suffer from dust

arising from the material. 1873 BOUTELL & AVELING

Heraldry Gloss., *Hemp-brake or Hackle, an instrument

for bruising hemp. 1878 Ure's Diet. Arts IV. 364 "Hemp |

cake is chiefly used for adulterating linseed cake. 1698
FROGEE Voy. 58 The Fields . . are like those of our "Hemp- I

Closes. 1669 WORLIDGE Syst. Agric. xii. 1.1681) 250 Stick

them on the tops of 'Hemp-cocks or Wheat-sheaves. 1877

-89 N. W. Line. Gloss., 'Hemp-croft, -garth, -yard, the

gardens attached to old cottages commonly went by _one
of these names, as they were in former days used mainly
for growing hemp. 1878 Cumterld. Glass. 'Hemp dub, a

small pond used for steeping green hemp. 1617 Merton Keg.
II. 296 Unum "Hempegarth simul cum libertate commumi.

1663 MS. Indent. ofBarlby (Yorksh.), An orchard, a hemp-

garth, two gardens. 1637 NABBES Microcosm. y,The shrieks

of tormented ghosts [are] nothing to the noise of 'hemp-
hammers. 1707 MORTIMER Huso. \. xi. 120 Tis a very

great help to the Poor ; the '

Hemp-harvest coming after

the other Harvest. 17*4-7 RAMSAY Tea-t. Misc., Bob of
Dumblane, Lend me your braw *hemp heckle. 1579 LANG-

HAM Card. Health (1633) 300 Apply it with "Hempe-hurds
to the heate of the Liuer and stomach. 1586 Praise ofMus.

HEMPLAND.
76 That petie and counterfait Musick which . . 'hemp-
knockers [make] w< their beelels. 1744 "Hemp-leaved [see

sense 5]. 1712 tr. Poniet's Hist. Drugs I. 158 The burnt Oil

they make use of in "Hemp-Oil. 1839 R. S. ROBINSON
Naut. Steam Eng. 39 This kind . . keeps steam-tight with

far less friction than the 'hemp-packed piston. 16. . Add.
MS. 31028 If. 7 'N. W. Line. Gloss.) Drowned in a "hempe
pitt near a little sink of hempe. 1832 G. A. HF.RKLOTS tr.

Cast. Moosultit. Intiia Gloss., Gnnja. .the leaves or young
leaf-buds of the 'hemp plant. 1678 BUTLER Hud. in. ii.

43 Like Thieves that m a *Hemp-plot lie Secur'd against
the Hue and Cry. 1824 MACTAGGART Galloi'id. Encycl.,

*llemp-rtggs, ridges of fat land whereon hemp was sown
in the oluen time. 1696 J. F. Merchant's Ware-ho. 23
The next . . Linnen, is called "Hemp Roles, it is always
brought into England brown, and is a strong coarse Linnen
..and. .when whited very good for Sheets for Poor People.

1785 Life Miss Davis 5 He . . was convicted and hanged . .

ami her 'hemp-sick husband laid in the earth. 1875 KNIGHT
Diet. Alech. 1099/2 "Hemp-stalks are beaten to remove the

bark and cellular pith from the fiber. 1853-5 Casseltt Pop.
Educ. IV. 29/1 Cannabinaceae or "Hempworts. 1378 Dur-
ham MS. Cell. Roll, In plumbo empto pro uno aqueducto
in le "Hempyard. 1725 BRADLEV Earn. Diet. s.v. Hemp,
Pigeons dung is good for Hemp Yards.

Hence Hemp v. trans, (rare}, to halter, to hang.
a 1659 CLEVELAND Lenten Litany n. i,

That if it please
thee to assist Our Agitators and their List, And Hemp them
with a gentle twist.

Hemp-a'grimony. Herb. A book-name for

Eupatorium cannabinum, a composite plant with

dull red flowers; also extended to other species.

b. Water Hemp-agrimony, a book-name for BiJens

or Bur-Marigold.
1778 LIGHTFOOT Flora Scot. (1789) 461 Bidens, Water-

hemp-agrimony, or Bur-marygold. Ibid. 464 Eupatorium
cannabinvin. Hemp-agrimony, Dutch-agrimony. 1893 E. H.
BARKER Wanti. by South. Waters 268 Hemp-agrimony
made the bees sing a drowsy song.

He'inp-dresser. One who hackles hemp.
a 1659 CLEVELAND Times 81 No zealous Hemp-dresser yet

dipp'd me in The Laver of Adoption from my Sin. 1723
Land. Gaz. No. 6171/10 Benjamin Bellamy. . Hempdresser.

b. //. The name of a kind of country-dance.
1756 AMORY J. Buncle (1770) II. 25 We . . had the hemp-

dressers one night, which is, you know . . the most difficult,

and laborious of all the country dances. 1827 in Hone
Every-day Bk. II. 122, 1 have ' footed it

'

away in Sir Roger
de Coverley, the hemp-dressers, &c.

Hempen (.he-mpen), .(**.) Also4-5 hempyn(e,
pene, (6-7 hempton, 7hemton),6-8 hemping.

[f.
HEMP sb. + -EN*. Not recorded in OE. ; but cf.

OHG. hanaftn (Ger. hanfen), LG. hempen]
1. Made of hemp ;

of or pertaining to hemp.
Hempen homespun, homespun cloth made of hemp ; hence,

one clad in such cloth, one of rustic and coarse manners.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce x. 360 He gert sym of the ledows . .

Ofhempyn rapis ledderis ma. 1398 TREVISA Earth. De P.

R. xix. Ixii. (1495) 898 The weke is made of hempen threde.

c 1440 [see HEMPY a. i). 1535 LATIMER Serm. Insxrr. in

North (1844) 29 It is no knot of an hempton girdle. 1558
PHAER SEneid v. 552 But [he] hyt the hemping corde, and
of the knot the bands he brast. 1590 SHAKS. Midi. N.
in. i. 79 What hempen home-spuns naue we swaggering
here ? 1651 Miller of Mans/. 8 Good browne hempton
sheetes. 1669 WORLIDGE Syst. Agric. (1681) 44 A very great
succour to the poor, the Hempen Harvest coming after

other Harvests. 1703 Wakes Colne, Essex, Overseers' Ace.

(MS.), 6 yards of hempinge cloth for two shifts for Suzan
Beets. 1776 ADAM SMITH W. N. I. x. n. (1869) I. 128

Weavers of linen and hempen cloth. 1887 BOWEN Virg.
n. 236 Hempen cords cast over its neck.

g- *7S COTTON Poet. Wks. (1765) 297 Coarse hempen
rash U sooner read Than Poems of a finer Thread.

b. In humorous phrases and locutions, referring

to the hangman's halter.

a 1420 HOCCLEVE De Keg. Princ. 454 Ware hem of

hempyn lane ! For stelthe is meeded with a chokelewe bane.

a 1529 SKELTON Agit. Garnesche 162 Stop a tyd, and be welle

ware Ye be nat cawte in an hempen snare. 1593 SHAKS.
2 Hen. VI, iv. viL 95 Ye shall haue a hempen Caudle then,
and the help of hatchet. 1594 NASHE Unfort. Trav. 67, I

. . scapde dauncing in a hempen circle. 1606 DEKKER Sev.

Sinnes vii. (Arb.) 44 Lamentable hempen Tragedies acted at

Tiburne. 1632 RANDOLPH Jealous Lovers (!N.\ Shall not

we be suspected for the murder, And choke with a hempen
squincey 1 a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crem,Henipen-ividdmv,
one whose Husband was Hang'd. 1785G ROSE Diet. Vulg. T.

S.V., A man who was hanged is said to have died of a

hempen fever. 1837 SIR F. B. HEAD Narrative viii. (1839)

208 What could they be worth to him but a hempen neck-

cloth?

2. Resembling hemp.
1651 J. F[REAKF] Agrippa's Occ. Philos. ico It makes

a Hempen colour. 1772-84 COOK l-'oy. IX. iv. iii. iR.)

Made of the bark of a pine-tree beat into a hempen state.

B. sb. Hempen cloth.

1777 ROBERTSON Hiit. Amer. (1783) I. 255 They found

Balboa . . wearing coarse hempen used only by the meanest

peasants.

t He-mpenly, a. nonce-wd. [f. prec. + -LY
.]

Relating to or connected with hemp.
1609 PAULE Life Abp. Whitgift 40 A choise broker for

such souterly wares, and in regard of his hempenly trade,

a fit person to cherish up Martins birds.

Hemph, obs. var. HOMPH int. Hempie : see

HEMPY. Hemping : see HEMPEN.

Hempland. Land appropriated to the growth
of hemp ; a piece of land formerly so applied.

1526 MS. Ace. St. John's Hasp., Canterb., Rec.. for

ferme of hempland iiijrf. 1670 EACHARD Cant. Clergy 93

A couple of apple-trees, a brood of ducklings, a hempland,
and as much pasture as is just able to summer a cow. 1735

N. Riding Rec. IX. 131 The other closes and parcells of

fi
Tra



HEMPLING.
ground called Hemplands. 1846 E. SFUROKNS E. Anglieut
'II 'ants i E. D. S.S fightle, the little man's little field : called

in Suffolk a ktmflandi without respect to the produce.

t Hempling, a. Obs. Also6-lynne. [f.
HEMP :

cf. hemping HEMPEN.] Of hemp, hempen.
1493 Chnrchw. Ace. IValberswickt Suffolk (Nichols 1707)

190 Two hempnling toweles. 1594 in Archxol. XLVlfl.
1^6 Item v hemplynne square clothes.

He'lllp-nettle. Herb. A name for the genus
Galeopsis (N. O. LMatm)9 *S& esp. the common
species G. Tetrakit\ cf. Nettle-hemp in HEMP 5.
1801 WITHERING Brit. Plaftts (ed. 4). 1861 S. THOMSON
Wild Fl. in. (ed. 4) 251 Another lipped flower is the ..

hemp-nettle. 1863 BARING-GOULD Icelatui 242 In the grass
grew the common hempnettle.

Hempseed (he-mps/'d). The seed of hemp.
A caittile oflumpseed =

'

hempen caudle
'

(HEMPEN i b).

c 1325 Gloss. W, de Biblesw. in Wright Voc. 156 Cauoj's,

hempseed. c 1532 DEWES Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 915 Hempe
sede, cambnise. 1588 Marprel. Efist. (Art.) 17 He hath

prooued you to haue deserued a cawdell of Hempseed.
1694 Phil. Trans. XVI 1 1. 36 Of a grey colour, and a convex

figure, like the half of an Hempseed. 1714 GAY S
,

. .

Week Thursday 31 This hempseed with my virgin hand
I sow, Who shall my true-love be, the crop shall mow. 1838
T. THOMSON Cftem. Org, Bodies 429 Oil of Hempseed is

obtained by expression from the seeds of. . hemp.
b. A gallows-bird.

1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. /K, n. i. 64 Do, do thou Rogue: Do
thou Hempseed.

c. attrib., as hempseed bird, a bird fed on

hempseed; hempseed calculus (Path.}) name
given by Wollaston to some varieties of the mul-

berry-calculus.
1611 CORYAT Crudities 15 Many gold Finches, with

other birds which are such as our hempseede birds in Eng-
land. 1864-70'!'. HOLMES & HULKE Syst. Surg. (1883) III.

237 The dumb-bell crystals often unite into a mass and form
the nucleus of a concretion called the hemp-seed calculus,
Ibid. 246 The smalt, smooth, globular

*

hemp-seed calculus '.

He*mpstretch. nonce-wd. A person hanged.
Cf. stretch-hemp^ HEMP 3.
a 1843 SOUTHEY Comm.'pl. Bk. I. 369 One of the men who

were hanging, .asked him.. to cut the rope. He did so,
and Hempstretch fell on his feet.

He'iupstring. ///. String or cord made of

hemp. Hence trans/., one who deserves the halter.

1566 GASCOIGNE Supposes iv. it, If I come neere you,
hempstring, I will teache you to sing sol fa. 1606 CHAPMAN
Mons. D'Olive Plays 1873 I. 241 A perfect yong hempstring.
Van. Peace, least he overheare you ! 1885 HOWELLS S,

Lapliam I. i. 40 He cut the heavy hemp-string with his

penknife.

t He*mptery. Obs. Also hemptre, -teren.

[? for hempery^ hempry.'] Hempen fabric.

1570 Bury IVills (Catnden) 156, I beqwethe to my dawgh-
ter Jone . . one payer ofshetes of hempteren . . to my dawghter
Anne.. one payer of sheets of hemptery..to John Kanam
mysonne . . one payer of shetes of hemptre.

Hempton, obs. form of HEMPEN.

t He'mp-tree. Obs. An old name of the Chaste

Tree, Vitex Agnus-castus.
*$&

r

V\}KE'&NattK$ofHerbes G viij b, Vitex is., a tree and
hath leaues lyke Hemp. . Wherfore it may be called in

engiishe Hemp tree, or Chast-tree, or Agnus tree. 1597
GERARDE Herbal 11633) 1388. 1611 COTGR., Anterine^
Agnus castus. .chast or hernpe tree.

fl. Some kind of sea-weed
; ? = DULSE. Obs.

1620 MARKHAM Farew. Httsb. iii. 28 You shall gather from
the bottoms of the Rocks (where the seydge of the Sea

continually beateth) a certaine blacke weede, which they
call Hemp-weede, hauing great broad leaues.

2. = HEMP-AGRIMONY, and other species of u~

patoriuiti.
1796 WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 3) HI. 707 Enpaiorinm

cannabinuvi). .Hemp Agrimony, Dutch Agrimony, Water
Agrimony, Water Hemp, Common Hempweed. i86a AN-
STED Channel Isl. 11865) '77 The hemp-weed or hemp-
agrimony, a common plant enough. 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex.

s.v., Aromatic hempweed, Eitpatorium aroniaticunt.
Round-leaved Hempweed, Eupatorium rotundifolium.

Hempy, kempie (he-mpi), a. and sb.
[f.
HEMP

sb. + -Y.J
A. adj. \. Made of, like, or of the nature of

hemp ; hempen ; having or producing hemp.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 235/2 Hempyne, or hempy . . , cana-

bens. 1572 J. JONES Batlies Buckslotte 10 b, Such [euill

ayre] as commeth of Hempy grounds, as in Holland. 1611

COTGR., Chanureux^ Hempen, Hempie, of Hempe. c 1645
HOVVELL Lett. n. 54 'Twixt the rind and the Tree there is a
Cotton, or hempy kind of Moss, which they wear for their

Clothing.
2. Sc. and north. Worthy of the hangman's

halter ; usually jocular, meaning merely Mischiev-

ous, giddy, often in scrapes.
18x6 SCOTT Old Mart, xlii, I was a daft hempie lassie

then, and little thought what was to come o't. 1825
BROCKETT, Hempy, mischievous having the qualities likely
to suffer by cat o' nine tails, or by the halter. Applied
jocularly to giddy young people of both sexes. 1885
RUNCIMAN Skippers fy Sh. \ 10 Noted as the most '

hempy
'

boy in the. .district.

B. sb. One who deserves to be hanged ; one for

whom hemp grows. Usually jocular : A mis-

chievous giddy boy or girl.

1718 RAMSAY Christ's Kirk in. xviii, He had gather'd
seven or aught Wild hempies stout and strang. 1818 SCOTT
Hrt. Midi. 1,

* Where did you get the book, ye little hem-

pie ?' said Mrs. Butler. 1864 J. HARDY in Proc. Bcnv.
Nat. Club 181 This hempie of a bird has taken to colonis-

219

ing. 1893 CROCKKTT S/ici-it Minister (1894) 259 She had
been a big-boned

*

hempie
'

at the Kirkland School.

Hemrod, -roid, obs. ff. HSMOBBHOBD, ESIEROD.

Hemselve(n, -self(e, themselves : see SELF.

He'm-stitch, v . [f. HEM rf.i + STITCH V.]
trans. To hem with an ornamental stitch of a

particular kind, giving the effect of a row of stitch-

ing (see quot. 1882) ; to ornament with this stitch.

1839 M RS. PAPENDIEK Crt. Q. Charlotte (1887) I. i. 28 The
tucks and hems being hem-stitched with Valenciennes lace.

1852 MRS. STOWE Uncle Tom's C. xv, A hemstitched

pocket-handkerchief. 1874 MRS. H. WOOD Mast. Grey.
lan<is xvii. 196 Half-a-dozen handkerchiefs .. that Mrs.
Ca>tlemaine had given to her to hem-stitch. Ibid. xxii. 254
Diligently pursuing the hem-stitching of the handkerchief.
1882 CAULFEILD & SAWARD Diet. Needlework, Hem-stitch,
a term in needlework, designating the mode of producing
a delicate kind of open-work, by drawing together certain
threads in the material of the stuff, to be sewn in small
successive clusters.

Hence He'm-stitch sb., ornamental needlework
of this kind.

1853 MRS. BROWNING Let. Dec. in Pall Mull G. (1802)

15 Aug. 2/3 You give the facts, as facts, without using
them as the confirmatory hemstitch of a preconceived
theory. 1874 MRS. H. WOOD Mast. Greylands xix. 220
The work is really beautiful : it is the broad hem-stitch . .

four or five rows of it.

Hemton, obs. form of HEMPEN.
t Hemule, hemuse. Venery. Obs. [A word

of uncertain form. The Bk. of St. Albans has

hemule; the 16-iyth c. and later writers (whose
information seems to be entirely derived from the

Hk. of St. Albans) have hemuse : an / and a '

long
s' are easily confused in I5th c. writing. No ety-

mology is known.] A roebuck of the third year.
1486 Bk. St. A loans Eivb, The Roobucke .. The first

yere . . is a kyde . . The thirde yere an hemule loke ye hym
call. 1576 TURBERV. l>

f
enerie 143 The fawne of a Rowe is

called the first yeare a kidde : the second a gyrle : the

third yeare an hemuse. 1598 MANWOOD Lames Forest iv.

5 (1615) 44/2 A Roe is called. .The third yeere, a Hemuse.
1660 HOWELL Parly Beasts 62 (D.) Those pretty fawns,

prickets, sorrells, hemuses, and girls, whereof som are mine.

Hemward, toward them : see HEM pron. and

-WAKD.
Hen (hen), sb. Forms : I hen(n, hn(n, 2-5

henn, 3-7 henne, (5 hene), 3- hen. [OE. ht_nn
str. f.

, corresp. toOLG. *hetina (MDu. henne, Du.

hen], OHG. hejina (Ger. henne) : WGer. */ia>mja,
deriv. olhano, OE. hana cock.]
1. The female of the common domestic or barn-

door fowl, the male of which is the COCK.
As in the domestic state the females greatly exceed in

number the cocks kept, and their economic importance is

more prominent, the word hens is also used in some con-

nexions as - ' domestic fowls
'

without regard to sex.

950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt.xxiii. 37 Suae henne somnijas
cicceno hire under feoYum. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Ibid., Swa
seo henn hyre cicenu under hyre fyheru ^egaderaS. c 1000

Sax. Leecfid. II. 40 WiJ> Jxm ilcan genim haenne rysele.
c 1050 Byrhtferth's Handboc in An^lia VIII. 309 Oft seo

brodixe henn ^eah heo sarlice deceive, a 1215 Ancr. R.
66 pe hen hwon heo hauecS ileid, ne con buten kakelen.

c 1308 Pol. Songs (Camden) 199 Gees no hen nad ic no?t.

1340 Aycno. 38 pe little byeues bat steleb . . hire capons,

hennen, frut of hire gardins. 1390 GOWER Conf. III. 280

As a cock among the hennes. c 1430 Tteo Cookery-bks.

14 Take Conynge, Hen, or Mawlard, 1577 B. GOOGE
Hcresback's Hush. iv. (1586) 170 b, Fesantes . . are better

to bee brought up under a Henne. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny
x. Ivi. (R.), A man shall know a good and kindly hen

by her comb, when it is streight and upright. 1774 GOLDSM.
Nat. Hist. ill. in. ii. (RA A common hen, ifmoderately fed,

will lay above a hundred eggs from the beginning of spring
to the latter end of autumn. 1847 TENNYSON Princ.v.jiB
*
Boys !

'

shriek'd the old king, but vainlier than a hen To
her false daughters in the pool.

b. Proverbial and other expressions.
1508 DUNBAR Tua tnariit Wemm 269 That hurtis jow

nought worth a hen. 1553 T. WILSON Rhet. (1580) 223,
I knewe a Prieste that was as nice as a Nonnes Henne, when
he would sale Masse. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny Ep. to Vespas.,
As the proverb goeth, looke to drinke there or else no where
a good draught of hens milke. 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. W. xii,

I'll warrant we'll never see him sell his hen of a rainy day.

2. \Vith qualifying words : f Hfn of grease, fat

hen: see GREASE, t Hen of Guinea : the Guinea

hen. f Our Lady's hen : a name formerly given
to the wren and the lark. PharaoKs hen : the

Egyptian vulture (Neophron Percnopterus). Port

Egmotit hen : the Great Skua of the Falkland Isles.

Sea hen : a name of the Uria Troile, Foolish Guil-

lemot (Pennant Brit. Zool. 1768 II. 410).
1552 HULOKT, Hennes of Genny, mtltagrida, 1604 DRAY-

TON Owl Wks. (1793) 565/2 The Hedge Sparrow, and her

compeer the Wren. (Which simple people call our Lady's-

Hen). c 1878 Helps Study Bible 185 Gier Eagle (Lev. xi.

181, the 'Egyptian vulture' or 'Pharaoh's hen 1

. 1878
LECKY Eng. in M/i C. II. v. 28 The lark was known as

Our Lady's hen.

3. The female of various other birds ;
in a wider

sense, of any bird = hen-bird. See also 7.

fci3i5 in Rel. Ant. I. 168 Partriche, fesant henne ant

fesant cocke. c 1420, c 1473 [see COCK sb. l
<j\ 1540 HYRDE tr.

I 'ives' fustr. Chr. H'mi. n. vii. i R.), I my selfe . . haue scene

the cocke swan kill his hen, because she followed another

cocke. 1577 B. GOOGE Ileresbach's Htisb. iv. 11586) 167

Turky Cockes..the Hennes may compare with either the

goose, or the Pehen. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. iv. i. 151 More

HEN.
iealous. .then a Barbary cocke-pidgeon ouer his hn. 1766
PENNANT Zool. (1776) I. 267 The hen [of the blackcock]
lays seldom more than six or seven eggs. 1879 J. A. TAYLOR
Mount, ff Moor 219 An old blackcock crowing on a birch-

tree with a dozen hens below it.

b. Forming the second element in the name of

female birds of various species, as GUINEA HEN,
GHEY-HEX, HEATH-HEN, MOOB-HEN, PEA-HEN,
WATER-HEN, etc. q.v.
In some of these the name of the male is in .cock, as hcatk-

cock, peacock, etc.

4. A female fish or crustacean.
a 1855 G. JOHNSTON Fis/ies Bermicksh. (in Yarrelll, The

Cock and Hen Paidle spawn toward the end of March and
in April. At that season the Hen . . deposits her spawn
among the rocks. 1895 H'atui. Gaz. 31 May 5/3 A splendid
salmon. .The fish (a hen) was taken with a net.

5. Jig. Of persons, a. Used for wife, woman,
female, humorous or low colloq. b. A hen-hearted

person of either sex.

c 1626 Dick of Devon, iv. iii. in Bullen O. PL II. 79 One of
the soldiers . . sayes th'are dainty Hennes. 1632 BROME
North. Lass i. v. Wks. 1873 III. 10 Are you the Cock-
bawd to the Hen was here? 1685 Ro.ib. Ball. '18911 VII.

474 She is the Cock and I am the Hen. 1785 GROSE Did.
/ 'nig. T., Hen, a woman, A cock and hen club ; a club

composed of men and women, c 1880 G. MEREDITH Old
Chartist in Daily Nevis (1897) 21 Sept. 6/1 But if I go and
say to my old hen : I'll mend the gentry's boots, and keep
discreet. 1897 MARY KINGSLEY W. Africa 650 The Krumen
are silly hens not to go and wipe out Liberia on shore.

6. A kind of bivalve shell-fish, Venus mercenaria.

Also locally, A fresh-water mussel. Cf. HEN-CLAM
1603 OWEN Pembrokesh. (1892) 126 Perywinkles, hens and

diuerse other shell fish [still in local use (Editor's note)].

1623 WHITBOURNE Newfoundland G Lobsters, Crafish, Mus-
kels, Hens, and other varieties of Shelfish. 1686 J. DUNTON
Lett.fr. New-Eng, (18671 J ?8 Their black Money, .is made
of the shell of a Fish, which the English call Hens, but the

Indians Poquauhock. 1864 THOREAU Cape Cod v. 11894)
loo The sea-clam, or hen, was not easily obtained.

7. atlrib. in sense of ' female
'

: a. of birds.

c looo Sax. Leechd. I. 92 Nim bonne ba corn and jewurp
to sumum henfujule. 1154 O. E. Chron. an. 1 131 pasr jefter

. . . . 97 bo
after we got a hen sparrow. 1760 EDWARDS in Phil. Trans.
LI. 835 The whole upper side nearly resembles that of a

hen-pheasant. 1773 BARRINGTON in /'/*//. Trans. LXlll..

264 It is for the same reason that no hen-bird sings. 1818

KEATS Endym. m. 1020 The hen-dove shall not hatch Her
ready eggs.

b. of fishes, Crustacea, etc.

1865 J. G. BERTRAM Harvest ofSea xiii. (1873) 266 There
are the cock and hen lobster. 1886 R. C. LESLIE Sea-

painter's Log 21 The hen crab is known from the male by
ner much wider waistcoat.

8. Comb. , as hen-court, -dam,-hutch, -keep, -killer,

-loft, -trough ; hen-feathered, -footed, -tailed, hen-

like adjs. ; hen-balk, a hen-roost ;
hen-blind-

ness, nyctalopia ;
hen-corn (see quots.) ; hen-

driver, the hen-harrier; hen- fish, f (a) a kind of

shell-fish : see sense 6
; (6) a local name of the

bib or pout ; hen-flesh, the roughness of the skin

arising from chilliness or shivering, goose-flesh ;

hen-frigate,
' a ship wherein the captain's wife in-

terfered in the duty or regulations
'

(Smyth Sailor's

Word-bk. 1867): cf. HEN-PECKED b; then-
harm, the hen-harrier; hen-party, a gathering

consisting only of women ; hen-plant, a name for

two common species of Plantain (Plan/ago lanceo-

lata, P. major) ; t hen's bill, an old name of

Sainfoin (Gerarde Herbal 1597, Index).
1674-91 RAY N. C. Words 135 "Hen bamks, a Hen Roost,

from the Bawks ofwhich it consists. 1893 Norlhitmb. Gloss.,

Hen-book, -balk, -book, a hen roost. 1822-34 Good's Stu<1y
filed, (ed. 4) III. 148 Hens .. cannot see to pick up small

grains in the dusk of the evening, and so employ this time

in going to roost ; on which account the disease is sometimes

called 'hen-blindness. 1790 Trans. Soc. Enc. Arts, etc. VIII.

but hen corn '. 1853 MRS - CARLYLE Lett. II. 244 A perfectly

empty *hen-court. 1678 T. JONES Heart fy Right Sov. 201

No more than duck-chickens [hear] their *hen-dam, recall-

ing them from their connatural element. 1674 N. Cox
Genii. Kecreal. (1677) 161 Of inferiour sort are these . .The

Forked Kite and bold Buzzard, The
*

Hen-driver, &c. 1868

DARWIN Anim. f, PI. I. 253 This bird, .has begot both 'hen-

feathered and male-feathered offspring. 1603 OWEN tr. Hor.

Sat. II. iv. in Pembrokesh. (1802) 125 *Henfishe best are in

Lucrina Lake. 1835-59 Yarrelfs Brit. Fishes (ed. 3) I. 541

The Bib or Pout.Tis brought to Belfast Market, .under the

name of Henfish. c 1425 Vac. in Wr.-Wulcker 662/3 Caro

gallinacia, 'heneflesch. 1854 Miss BAKER Northampton
Gloss., Hen-flesh. 1892 D. JORDAN ['Son of the Marshes ']

Within Hour Land. (ed. 2) 153 They know all the fowl, web-

footed and "hen-footed. 1785 GROSE Vulg. T. s.v., *Hen

frigate, .a sea phrase, .applied to a ship, the captain ofwhich

had his wife on board,supposed to command him. 1611 COTGR.,
Ian le blanc, a *Hen-harme, or white Kite. 1826 CARLYLE
Lett. (1888) I. 41 All the farm-produce that he should need,

horse-keep and *hen-keep [etc.]. 1611 COTGB. s.v. Advcn-

turier. An idle . . rogue ; a hedge-creeper, *henne-killer.

1868 DARWIN Anim, % PL I. 252 Several of these *hen-like

sub-breeds having been long propagated. 1888 Harper's
Alaff. Jan. 191 Wings outspread after a protective, hen-like

fashion. 1592 NASHE P. Penilesst (1842) 68 Hauing no
roome for his *hen-loft but the tester of his bed. 1887 W.

28-a



HEN.

WESTALL Her two Millions xxvii, It was a *' hen party
'

to

which his wife had gone. 1897 IVestnt. Gaz. 3 Aug. 2/1

Eulogistic accounts of his *hen-run and his kitchen-garden.
1868 DARWIN A Him. $ PI. I. 252 A *hen-tailed sub-breed

of Humburghs was recently much esteemed. 1701 J. CUN-
NINGHAM in Phil. Trails. XXIII. 1207 A small frame about

3 or 4 foot long not much larger than a *Hen-trough.

t Hoilt henne, adv. Obs. Forms: a. i *hio-

nane, heonane, -one, 2-3 heoneiie, 3 hinene,
hennene, hinne, heonne, honne, 3-4 hunne,
3-5 henno, (4 hanne). 0. I *hiuan, hionan,
heonan, -on, -un, 2 *heonen, (honen, henon),
2-3 henen, (3 heiiuen, heonnen, honnen, hun-
nen). 7. I (-hina), hiona, heona, 2-3 heone,

4-5 hene, hen. 5. 4-6 HYUK, q.v. [OE, *hionane,
/*/<?;/ = OS. and OHG. hinana^ hinan

t MDu.
henen, MHG. hinnen^ hinne ^ Ger. hinnen ; cf. also

OHG. hina, MHG. hint, hin t Ger. kin, MLG. hen,
MDu. hene, hin, Du. heen

;
adverbial formations

from root hi- ( this ', ofHE pron. The various OE.

types gave a greatnumber of forms in ME. , all which
are now obsolete, leaving only the later extended
form hennc-s> hen-s, HENCE, and the Sc. HYNE.]
= HENCE : of place, time, or inference.
a. a iooo C<ed>non*s Gen. 791 Nu bu hie grimman meant

heonane ^ehyran. ctoooAgs. Gosp. Matt. xvii. 2oGyf..
ge cwsedon to ^issum munte far heonone [Lindisf. G.

heona, Ruskw. G. heonan, Hatton G. heonen]. c \vj$Lamb.
Y. 7122 UncuSeHorn, ii We moten heonene feren. c .

leoden. .beo3 idriuen hennene. Ibid. 19119 penne ma^en we
. .heonene [c 1175 hinne] iwenden. <z 1225 Leg. Katk. 1393
Ear we faren henne. a 1250 Owl ^ Night. 66 Alle ho the
driveth honne. c taoo S, Eng. Leg. I. 226/238 f>at is hunne
meni a myle. 7^/^236/584 'Wend heonne', heo seiden.

x97 R. GLOUC. (1724) 476 Wende we henne anon, a 1300
St. Michael 98 in Treat. Science 11841) 134 More. .Thanhit
beo hunne to the mone. 13. . Sir Bfues (A.) 1237 Beues t

bow most hanne To Brademond. c 1374 CHAUCER TroyIns
iv. 1218 (1246) pat day is not fer henne. 1 1440 Partonope
173 But two yere henne and one half a yere.
0. c 8>5 Vesp. Psalter xcii[i]. 2 Hionan from weorulde.

c iooo Ags. Gosp. Matt. ix. 24 GaS heonun [Hatton G. GaS
heonen]. c isoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 161 SeSen hie henen
wenden. c 1*05 LAV. 5822 tyt we hennen [c 1375 hinne]
fare? Jus. Ibid. 5968 Heonnen [c 1*75 hinene] he wule bujen
in to Bruttzine.

y. [flSoo Leiden Gloss. 255 in O. E. Texts 117 Citra t

bihina.] ^950 Lintiisf. Gosp. Luke iv. 9 Asend <5eh heona
aduna [Rushiv. G. hiona of dune]. 1-1340 Cursor M. j8o8c
i Fairf.) Do now go hen fro me sathon. Ibid. 20388 (Fairf.),
I was fairer hen. .ferre out in anofrer lond. c 1386 CHAUCER
Reeve's '!'. 113, I pray yow spede vs heythen [Camb. hene]
that ye may. 1426 AUDELAY Poems 9 And bryng thi lyf to

good endyng, here and hen.

Hence f Hen-, henneforth, -forthward(s, for-

ward adv., henceforth, henceforward, f Hen(en)-
sith sb., departure hence, death, f Henward,
heoneward adv., away from here, hence.
c iooo ^ELFRIC Gen. viii. 21 Nelle ic nateshwon awirxean

Ja eor^an heonon forb for mannum. a 1175 Cott. Hont.

225 Ic nelle henon for5 mancyn mid watere adrenche.
a 112$ Leg. A"rtM.2099 Him we kenniS. . heonne for3wardes.

13. . Guy IVariv. (A.) 593 Henne forward ne rechey me Of
mi liif whare it be. '1380 WYCLIF Serin. Sel. Wks. I. 170
To be hise frendis from hennefor^. 138* Phil. iii. i

Henne forthward, my bntheren, haue }e ioye in the Lord.

14.. Tutidales I'is. 2292 Fro syn henforward thou the

absteyne. 1:1410 LOVE Bonavent. Mirr. xliii. If. 93 (Gihbs
MS.) Now henne forwiirde be plesede and welwylled to hem
for my loue.

a iooo Cod. Exon. iTh.) 450 Heofona hyrde, eefter

heonan sihe, godum dsdum. 1200 Trin. Coll, Hotn. 185
Sorehful is ure hider cume, and sorilich ure henen si5.

971 Blickl. Horn. 115 pxt )>sos world is scyndende and
heononweard. (11225 Leg. Kath. 1915 Me longecS heonne-
ward. a 1125 After, R. 98 Aris up ; hie J?e heoneward.

t He'liad. 0/>s. [ad. Or. evas, t^d5- unit, f. tv

one.] A unit, monad (in the Platonic philosophy).
1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. \. iv. 36. 556 One Goodness,

Many Goodnesses,and one Vnityor Henade,Many Henades.
Ibid. 626 That there must be a single Monad or Henad,
standing alone by itself. 1792 J. TAYLOR tr. Proclus II. 267
There must be an order of Hsnades prior to that of intellects.

Hence t Hena'dical a., relating to a henad.
1678 CUDWORTH Int.S, 556 Henadical (or Monadical) Gods.

Hen and Chickens. (Beside the literal

sense, this has the following transferred uses.)
1. A name for the Pleiades.

[1535 COVERD. Job ix. 9 note, Some call these seuen
starres, the clock henne with hir chekens.] 1613 PURCHAS
Pilgrimage (1614) 68 That Constellation, called by the

vulgar, the Hen and chickens, and of the learned Pleiades.

2. A name for several plants, a. Hen-and-
Chicken(s Daisy : a cultivated variety or mon-
strous form of the daisy, in which smaller flower-
heads grow from the edge of the main flower-head.
1794 MARTYN Rousstaifs Bot. xv. 163 The main flower is

surrounded by a set of very small ones . . as in the Hen and
Chicken Daisy. 1861 DF.LAMER Fl. Gare?. 81 Proliferous or
Hen-and-Chicken Daisies. 1884 V. STUART Egypt 164 The

cunpus compound daisy called Hen-and-chickens.
D. A name for a variety of Polyanthus ; also for

a species of Honseleek {Sempervivum globiferum ;

also (locally) for Ground Ivy, London Pride, Co-
lumbine, Hird's-foot Trefoil, and Daffodil. (See
Britten & Holland Plant-n.\
He'natrice. nonce-ivd. A humorous feminine

of COCKATRICE.
a 1843 SOUTHEY Doctor cc. (1847) VI. 366 It is affirmed
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that there is no female Basilisk, that is, no Henatrice, the
Cock laying only male eggs.

Henbane (he*nlv
l

n). Also 3 hennebone, 4
henebon, 5 henneban^e, henban, (^hen^n)es-

bane), 6 henbayne. [f.
HEN sb. + BANE. Cf.

HENBELL.]
1. The common name of the annual plant Hyos-

cyamus ntger, a native of Europe and northern Asia,

growing on waste ground, having dull yellow flowers

streaked with purple, viscid stem and leaves, un-

pleasant smell, and narcotic and poisonous proper-
ties

;
also extended to the genus as a whole.

1265 / Vc.inWr.-Wiilcker 559/9lusquiamm . .i. hennebone.

1398 TRKVISA Barth. DC P. K. xvn. Ixxxvii. (Tollem. MS.),
Aristotel . . seyej? bat J>e seed of hen bane is poyson. 14..
R el. Ant. I. 55 For the goute..tak leves of the henbane.

1578 LYTE Dodoens in. xxiii. 448 Of Henbane are three

kindes. .that is, the blacke, the yellowe, and the white.

1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Praise Hempsmi Wks. in. 68/2
No cockle, darnell, henbane, tare or nettle Neere where it

is can prosper spring or settle. 1796 COLERIDGE To Friend
writing no more Poetry 33 In the outskirts, where pollutions

grow, Pick the rank henbane. 1871 OLIVER Elem. Bot. n.

213 Henbane .a viscid weed of waste places about villages,
with dingy, purple-veined, yellow flowers.

2. The drug extracted from this plant.
1840 DICKENS Barn. Rudee ix, The prospect of finding any-

body out in anything would have kept Miss Miggs awake
under the influence of henbane. 1859 MRS. CARLYLE Lett,
III. 3 The henbane I took in despair last night.

3. attrib. and Comb,
1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xn. xxxiii. (1495) 433 The

sperrowe etyth veneraous thynges wyth note growinge
henban seed. 1687 DRYDEN Hindfy P, in. 1081 Henbane
juice to swell them till they burst. 1866 S<rwerby*s E. Bot.
VI. 108 The baneful effects of the Henbane exhalations.

t He'nbell. Obs. In 1-5 henne-belle. [f.

HEN sb. + BELL sb.^ ; from the bell-shaped calyx.]
Earlier name of HENBANE.
(iooo ^ELFRIC Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 134/5 Simphontaca^

henne-belle. t iooo Sax. Leec/td. I, 94 >eoswyrt pe. .sume
men henne-belle hata'5. a iytoS/oane MS. 5. 6/2 Cassialago^
$imphoniaca> insquiamus . . A[nglice] hennebelle. 1597
GERARDE Herbal App. to Table.

f Henbilt. Obs. A kind of fishing net (or the

cable belonging to it).

1630 Ord. Preserv. Brood Fish Thames in Descr. Thames
(1758) 74 That every Trinck Cable be no more than twenty
Fathom long at the most ; or any Henbilt above twenty-two
Fathom long.

Henbit (he'nbit). [f. HEN sb. + BIT sb.- : app.
a 1 6th c. transl. of the Low German name : see

quot. 1578-] Name given to two common weeds,

f a. Ivy-leaved Speedwell {Veronica hederifolia) ;

also distinguished as Small Henbit. Obs.

1578 \srrv,Dodotftu\. xxxv. 51 The fourth kinde [of Chick-
weed] (called of the base Almaignes Hoenderbeeti that is to

say Henbit, hath many rounde and hearie stemmes. 1597
GERARDE Herbal n. clxxxii, 3. 492 luie Chickweede or
small Henbit. 1713 T)E.RH\Ml'/i)>s.-Tfa0t. (J.),

In a scarcity
in Silesia a rumour was spread of its raining millet-seed ;

but it was found to be only the seeds of the ivy-leaved
speedwell, or small henhit.

b. A species of Dead-nettle (Lamium amplexi-
caule] , with irregularly cut or inciso- crcnate leaves ;

formerly distinguished as Greater Henbit. Also
Henbit Nettle, H. Dead-nettle.

1597 GERARDE Herbal n. clxxxii. 492 The great Henbit
hath feeble stalkes leaning towarde the grounde, whereon
do growe. .leaues like those of the dead Nettell. 1778
l,iGHTvooi Flora Scot. (1789) I. 309 Laminm amplexicaiile
..Great Henbit.. In cultivated ground, frequent. 1861 S.

THOMSON Wild Ft. in. (ed. 4) 229 The example given.. is

the. .henbit, or dead-nettle.

Hence (hens), adv. Forms: 3-4 heonnes,
3-5 heunes, (3 hinnes, hunnes, 4 hennus,
henys, 4-5 hennys, -is) ; 4-6 hens, (5 hense,
henes, -us, 6 Sf. henss, ynce) ; 6- hence. [ME.
kennesj etc., f. the earlier henne, HEN adv.

t
with

adverbial genitive suffix -es, -s, as in -ward> -wards,
etc. The spelling hence is phonetic, to retain the

breath sound denoted in the earlier spelling by j,

as in once, twice, mice, pence, defence, etc.]
I. Of place. 1. (Away' from here, from this

place ; to a distance.
c 1275 LAY. 1581 Are we hinnes \c iao$ heonne] wende.

c 1290 .V. Eng. Leg. I. 41/231 Ich it wolle hennes lede.

c 1300 Beket 998 Gohunnes. c 1330 K. BRUNNE Chron. Wace
16562 To Cornewaille |>ey fledden hennes. 138* WYCLIF
Gen. xlii. 15 3e shulen not goon hens, to the tyme that 5oure
leest brother come, c 1400 Sowdone Bab. 1922 Elles come
we nevere hennys oute. 1:1440 York Myst. xxii. 3 High
you hense. 1559 Mirr. Mag.^ Dk. Suffolk xii. In wit and
learning matcheles hence to Grece. c 1560 A. SCOTT Poems
(S. T. S.) xx. <J7 Thairfoir go hens in haist. 1591 SHAKS.
Two Gent. i. ii. 60 How churlishly, I chid Lucetta hence.

1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 214 Hence our journey led us
homewards in five dayes sayle.

1808 SCOTT A/arm, vi,

xxiii, Hence might they see the full array of either host.

b. At a distance from here ; away.
c 1330 Assump. Virg. 328 (B. M. MS.), I was fer hens atte

my prechinge. 1393 LANGL. P. PL C. vi. 80 Lyf-holynesse
and loue, han ben longe hennes. 1562 I. HEYWOOD Prov.

ff Epigr. (1867) 177 Ye haue tarid longe hence. 1595 SPEN-
SER Col. Clout 22 Whilest thou wast hence. 1611 SHAKS.
Wint. T. iv. Hi. 86, I haue a Kinsman not past three

quarters of a mile hence.

C. with redundant/?w (^fro).
c 1340 Cursor M. 1264 (Trin.) }>i gate Fro hennes to para-

HENCE.
dis sate. 1388 WYCLIFOK. xlii. 15 3e schulen not go fro

hennus. 1477 KARL RIVERS (.Caxton) Dictes 146 Socrates
\v.is .. boren in a ferre Contre from hens. 1526 TINU.ALI-;

Lukc\v. 10 Cast thy silfe doune from hens. 1593 SHAKS.
Rich. //, in. iii. 6 Richard, not farre from hence, hath hid
his head. 1704 ADDISON Italy Wks. 1804 V. 149 We sailed

from hence directly for Genoa. 1792 T. JEFFERSON Writ.

(1859) III. 489 It being impossible to prescribe them from
hence. 1820 W. IRVING Sketch Bk. 1. 171 From hence I

was conducted up a staircase to a suite of apartments.
2. with ellipsis of vb. of motion, chiefly as a com-
mand : Hence ! go hence, depart. Hence ivith :

go away with, take away.
1573-80 BARET Ah>. H 392 Hence, away, apage te. 1583

STANYHURST sEneis \\. i Arb.t 66 Let vs hence. 1593 SHAKS.
l^en. $ Ad. 382, I pray you hence, and leave me here alone.

1610 Temp. \. ii. 474 Hence : hang not on my garments.
1611 Wint. T. n. iii. 67 Hence with her, put o'dore.

1637 MILTON Lycidas 18 Hence with denial vain and coy
excuse. 1769 GRAY Odefor Music 12 Hence, away, 'tis holy

ground ! 1855 BROWNING Gram. Funeral 112 Hence with
fife's pale lure !

3. spec. From this world, from this life.

c 1315 SHOREHAM 83 That no fend ous ne schende Nou,
ne wanne the tyme comthe Thet we scholle hennes wende.
c 1450 Lay Folks Mass Bk. i MS. F. ) 121 And for the saules
that hennes be past. 1583 STUBBES A not. Abu*, n. 11882)
86 When God shall call them hence to himself. 1611 BIBLE
Ps. xxxix. 13 Before I goe hence, and be no more. 1875
JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 443 They go from hence into the
other world.

tb. Elsewhere (than in this world) ;
in the next

world. Obs.

1426 AUDELAY Poems n Hit schal be ponysched here or

henus evere trespasse. 1595 SHAKS. John iv. ii. 89 This
must be answer'd either heere or hence. 1602 Ham.
in. ii. 232 Both heere, and hence, pursue me lasting strife,

If once a Widdow, euer I be Wife.

II. Of time.

4. From this time onward, henceforward, hence-

forth. Also withy>w (^fro"). arch. oxApoet.
c 1380 WYCLIF Sena. Sel. Wks. II. 17 From hens bigan

Jesus to preche. c 1384 CHAUCER H. Fame in. 19$ Fro
hennes in to domes day. 1588 SHAKS. L,. L. L. v. ii. 826
Hence euer then, my heart is in thy brest. 1604 Oth. in.

iii. 379 From hence He loue no Friend, sith Loue breeds
such offence. 1633 P. FLETCHER Purple Isi. xn. Ixxxviii,
Hence mayst thou freely play. 1818 SHELLEY Rev. Islam
ix. xvi, That the rule of men was over now, And hence, the

subject world to woman's will must bow.

fb. ^At some time in the past reckoned) from
now

; in quot. 1393 = since, ago. Obs. rare.

1393 LANGL. P. PL C. vi. 35 Whanne ich song was. . meny
?er hennes. 1610 BP. HALL Recoil. Treat. (1614) 738 But
you leape backe. .from hence to the Apostles times.

C. (At some time in the future) from now.
1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. in. i. 122 lie meet you at that place

some houre hence. 1x1735 ARBUTHNOT (J.I, Let not posterity
a thousand years hence look for truth in the voluminous
annals of pedants. 1885 Mtinch. Exam. 12 Oct. 5/1 We
have to . . think of what our position will be five years hence.

III. Of issue, result, consequence, etc.

5. From this, as a source or origin.
1597 SHAKS. Lover's Compl. no Controversy hence a

Siestion
takes, Whether the horse by him became his deed,

r he his manage by the well-doing steed, a 1641 SUCK-
LING Love's World 15 Poems (1648) n My Flora was my
Sun. .All other faces borrowed hence Their light and grace.

1667 MILTON P.L. vn. 366 Hence [from the sun] the Morn-
ing Planet guilds his horns.

b. From (t of} hence : from this world.

1382 WYCLIF John xviii. 36 Now forsothe my kyngdom is

not of hennis [TINDALE and 1611 from hence].

6. (As a result) from this fact or circumstance.

Also with jftv;;/.
1608 D. T. Ess. Pol. ff Mor. 107 Hence proceeded that

pleasant Motto of the Grecian Court i/an. 1613 PURCHAS
Pilgrimage (1614) 62 Hence it is, saith R. Moses, that the
Law of Moses forbiddeth these rites. 17*5 POPE Odyss. xn.

252 Learn courage hence ! 1771 GOLUSM. Hist. Eng. II. 280
From hence he has been accused, by historians, of avarice.

1884 W. C. SMITH Kildrostan 46 You have fallen out, and
hence your thoughts are sad.

7. (As an inference) from this fact or circum-
stance ; from these premisses or data ; for this

reason ; therefore.

1586 YOUNG Guazzo's Civ. Conv. iv. 226 From hence, saide

Lord John, we may know, that if [etc. ]. 1660 BARKOW Euclid

(1714) 27 Coroll. Hence, All right-lined figures of the same
species nave the sum of their angles equal. 1695 Enq. Anc.
Const. Eng. 77, I grant it ; but what do you infer from
hence? 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) III. 253 From
hence, therefore, we may conclude, that the size in these

animals is not sufficient to make a distinction among them.

1840 LARDNER Geoin. 210 Hence, the surface of the entire

sphere is equal to the surface of the entire cylinder. 1864
BOWEN Logic vi. 167 Rule. Both Contraries may be false,

but both cannot be true. Hence, to posit A is to sublate E ;

to posit E is to sublate A. Mod. It is so with men generally,
and hence we assume it to be so with you.

IV. 8. Comb. a. with sb., as kence-depar-
tu>et -going \ b. with pa. pple., as hence-broughtt

-got) etc. ; hence-meant, intended, purposed, or

planned from this place. Obs. or arch.

a. 1611 SHAKS. Cymb. in. ii. 65 From our hence-going,
And our returne. Wint. T. i. ii. 450 My people did expect

my hence departure Two dayes ngoe.
b. 1589 WARNER Alb. Eng. vi. xxxiii, As if by miracle

preseru d by Forraines long From hence-ment Treasons.

1602 Ibid. xiu. Ixxix, Much have we done, hence-outed.

1610 HEALEY St. Aug. Citie ofGod 122 Even building the

Capitoll up with hence-got spoiles. a 1649 DRUMM. OF
HAWTH. Poems Wks. (1711) 37 That Rhine with hence-

brought beams his bosom warms.



HENCE.

t Hence, v. Obs. rare. [f. prec.] a. trans. To
order hence or away. b. ititr. To go hence, depart.

1580 SIDNEY Arcadia '1622) 95 With that his dog he

henc'd his flocke he curst. 1614 SYLVESTER Panarctiis 1281

Here-with the Angell henc't, and bent his flight Tow'rds

Our Sad Citie.

f Hence-along, adv. Obs. [See ALONG a.1
]

'

Along of or because of this ;
for this reason.

1592 NASHE in Smith's IVks. (1866-7) I- '7 Hence-along

did it proceed that thou wast such a plausible pulpit man.

Henceforth lhe'M|f5J>, hensfoM)> ,
adv. [f.

HE.NCK adv. + FORTH adv.'] From this time forth ;

from now onwards.
c 1350 Will. Pakrne 1050 }e may mete eft dernli hennes-

forb eche day. c 1386 CHAUCER Sqr.'s T. 650 But hennes

forth I wol my proces holde. 1590 SPENSER F.Q.li. l. 17

Or why should ever I henceforth desyre To see faire heavens

face? 1664 BUTLER Hud. n. iii. 1165 I'll make him hence-

forth to beware And tempt my fury, if he dare. 1719 YOUNC,

Biisiris iv. i. (1757) 59 Henceforth let no man trust the first

false step Of guilt. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. viii. 2. 478
A power had at last risen up in the Commons with which

the Monarchy was henceforth to reckon.

b. \\ithfrom (^fro). arch.

<ri38o WYCLIE Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 35 Make covenaunt wib

him to leve oure synne from hennsforb. c 1450 Merlin 22

They haue fro henes-forth loste ther trauayle. 1516 TINDALE

2 Tim. iv. 8 From hence forth is layde vppe for me a croune

of rightewesnes. 1595 SHAKS. JO/M I. i. 159 From hence-

forth beare his name Whose forme thou bearest. 1676

HOBBES Iliad i. 72 And to destroy us from henceforth for-

bear.

t He'ncefortho'n, adv. Obs. [f.
as prec. +

FORTH ON.] Henceforth, henceforward.

c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAymon ii. 59 Ye shall now here

& vnderstande from the hensfourthon a terryble and a

pyetous songe. Ibid. xiv. 350 We shall have peas in Fraunce

fromhens forthon. c 1500 Meliaine i. 17 From hens fourthon

I wil bigynne & shew the trouth of thystory.

t Hence-forthward, adv. Obs. rare. = next.

CI3QI CHAUCER Astral. I. i From hennes-forthward,

I wol clepe the heyhte of any thing bat is taken by thy rewle,

the altitude.

Heucefo'rward, adit. [f.
HENCE adv. + FOB-

WARD.] From this time forward ;
henceforth.

1388 WYCLIF Phil. iii. i Hennus forward, my britheren,

haue se ioye in the Lord, a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 50
Ye aught hennys forward kepe you welle from falling in

suche perille. 1591 SHAKS. Rom. $ Jul. IV. 11. 22 Hence-

forward I am euer rul'd by you. 1699 BENTLEY Phal. 128

Hence-forward he will not make so many awkward Jests

upon Lexicons and Dictionaries. 1790 BURKE Fr. Rev. 4

Henceforward we must consider them as a kind of privi-

leged persons. 1877 MRS. OLIPHANT Makers Fbr.\.tt

They were friends henceforward as long as Guido s life

lasted.

b. with/row (t/*V> arch.

1471 Presentm. Juries in Surlees Misc. 1888) 25 If he do

so from hensforward. IS4-S BRINKLOW Lament. (1874) 90

Bestow them therfore from hence forwarde vppon the trew

image of Christe. 1685 J. SCOTT Ckr. Life n. vi. (R.\ Let

us from hence-forward beware of them. 1845 STODDART in

F.ncycl. Metrop. I. 42/1 From henceforward for 1500 verses

. .we hear nothing further of this second person.

t Hencefo-rwards, adv. Obs. [f.
as prec.

+ FORWARDS.] =prec.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 7304 Yhe, sir, from hens forewardis. 1643

in Caryl Sacr. Cavt. 28 He may lie enabled to overcome

that temptation from henceforwards. c 1705 VANBRUGH

Mistake n. Wks. (Rtldg.) 444/2 Henceforwards al your

interest shall be mine, a ^CHESTERE. (Mason), My letters

will henceforwards be principally calculated for that Men
dian.

f Hence-from, adv. Obs. rare. [An inversion

of from hence: cf. herefrtm, hitherto.] From

this (place, source, or fact).

1666 J. SMITH Old Age (1676) 131 Hence-from all the

spirits of a man are enlivened. Ibid. 183, 1 find no Translator

to vary hencefrom but some few into Vulgar Tongues.

Hench, Sc. form of HAUNCH sbJ- and w.3

Bench-boy. Obs. Also hinch-boy. [f.

hench- in HENCHMAN + BOY.] A page of honour,

a boy attendant.
I n the 1 7th c. they ran on foot beside the mayor, sheriffs, etc.

1611 MIDDLETON & DEKKERRoariiigGirlu. i, You d have

it for a hench-boy, you shall. 1616 B. JONSON Masque
Christmas Wks. (Rtldg.) 602/1 He said grace as prettily as

any of the sheriff's hinch-boys, forsooth. 1636 DAVENANT
Witts in Dodsley O. PI. (1780) VIII. 420, I will match my

Mayor's horse, make jockeys Of his hench-boys, andLord Mayors ors, ,

run 'em through Cheapside. 1661 K. W. Can/. Charact.,

Univ. Beadle 1 1860) 70 Much of kin to those hinch-boys, who

on my lord mayor's day at London, were wont to run before

my lady marice in velvet caps, a 1683 OLDHAM Poet. ttks.

(1686) 64 When in Solemn State he pleas'd to ride, Poor

Scepter'd Slaves ran Henchboys by his side.

Hencher, Sc. form of HAUNCHER.

Henchman .he-nfmsen). PI. -men. Forms :

a. 4 (hengestmannus), henxst-, 4-5 henxt-, 4-7

henx-, hensman, 5 henxe-, heyns-, heynce-, 5-6

hense-, 6 hence-, henxceman. ft. 5-6henche-,
6 hensh(e-, 6-7,9 henchman. 1- 5 hansemane,

f pi.) ansohamen, 6 hauns-, hansh-, haunch-, 8

hanchman. [A compound of the word which

appears in OE. as hengest, hengst (in Layarnon

hxngest: see HENOEST), OHG. hengtst, MHO.

hengest, Ger. hengst, OFris. hengst, MLG. hengest,

hingest, hinxt, MDu. henxt, heynst, hensl, LG.

and mod.Fris. hiugst, Du. hengst 'male horse

(at different periods, and in the various langs.
-
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'stallion', 'gelding', and ' horse
'

generally) +

MAN ; but it is not clear how or whence the com-

pound made its appearance in the I4thc.
The latinized ht'ti^cstinanniis in 1360, suggests immediate

formation from OE. hengest ;
but there is the difficulty

that no trace of the latter appears after c 1205 lexc. as an

element of proper names, where OE. Hengestes became

lliux; I/inks-, Hinckes- in accordance with the normal

phonetic change of OE. eng to later ing}. On the other

hand though hengest was also MLG., and hen.tt, 1,,-yiist,

hemt the MDu. forms, and Hans Wynsele in quot. 1377

was evidently of
' Dutch

'

or German nativity, no example

of the compound hengestman, or henxtman, is found in

these languages. (Mod.G. hcngstnumn, 'groom of a

stallion', is recent and technical!) As to the original

sense, the Promp. Pan. renders keynumann.by^rned.L,.
xcrolmsta ; a contemporary L.-E. glossary, Wr.-Wuk.-ker

586/21, has 'pj-rW/<z,sompturman' (cf. also 582/11 rale-

rarius, a sompterhors ; falerator, a sompterman ). Gerolo-

cista (in Du Cange also gerulasista) was app. a
deny,

of L.

ferulus 'carrier, porter ,
also

'

sumpter-horse : cf. tramp.

Pan: ' Male horse [OF. male. F. mallt trunk], ftrujus,
somarhts

'

;

' somer hors, gernlus, somarms, summariHS.

These equivalents seem to point to the sense attendant on

a sumpter-horse'; peril, the original meaning was simply
' attendant on a horse ',

'

groom ', which might rise to be an

honourable title, as in the current
' Groom-in-waiting ,

Groom-of-the-chamber': cf. also the history of marshal,

originally
' horse-servant ', 'groom'. The '

hengestmanni,

Mustard and Garleke', of 1360, the
'
harlottez and hanse-

mene' in Morte Arthur, and the 'henxmen and lackies

of P Holland . i b>, were apparently
of the rank of ordinary

grooms ; but in connexion with the English court, the word

came to connote a position of honour, and the royal hencn-

men of the is-i6th c. were usually young men of rank. In its

historical sense, the word appears to have become obs. by

1650 vsee sense i) ; for the modern use see sense: 2. (bee.the

discussion of this word in AT. * Q. 7th s. II, HI,.8th s III,

etc. ; also Skeat, Studenfs Pastime, several articles.)]

1. a. ? A groom, b. A squire, or page of honour to

a prince or great man, who walked or rode beside

him in processions, progresses, marches, etc. ; also,

one who, on occasion, fulfilled the same office to

a queen or princess. In later i6th c. use, app.=

HENCH-BOY. Obs. (exc. Hist.) since ifth c.

Henry. Earl of Derby, afterwards Henry IV, had in his

retinue, In his Expedition to Prussia and Palestine 1392-3,
' two henxmen ', to whom there are many references in the

Accounts (edited by Miss L. Toulmin Smith for Camd. hoc.),

cited in quot. 1392. In 1402, two 'henxtmen accompanied

Henry's daughter Blaunche from Cologne to the parts of

Almaine, whither she went as a bride. From the i 4th cent ,

henxmen or henchmen formed part of the regular household

or suite of EnBlish kings and queens, their number rising

from three under Henry VI to seven under Edward IV and

Richard III, under the command of the Master of the Horse.

At the coronation of Richard III in 1483, his queen had

also five henchmen riding on 'womens sadelles . In 15-

i6th c. nobles and knights also had their henchmen, usually

three The royal henchmen or 'chyldren of honor were

abolished by Queen Elizabeth in 1565 (see quot.); and the

word, though still frequent in transferred and analogical

uses c 1600, app. became obs. in English use by 1650. iCf.

also HENCH-BOY, which continued in practical use to c- 1675.)

1360 Issue Roll 224 (34 Ed. Ill Easter) Memb. 20 Mustardo

Garlek' et duobussociis suis hengestmanms domini Regis. .

cuilibet eorum, vj. *. viij. d. per breve de private- sigillo.

H77-8o Roll of Liveries by Ward r. Keeper, 1-3 Rich II,

rnemb 23 (Accts. Excheq. Q. R., Bundle 400 No. 4) Hans

Wynsele, henxstman domini regis pro vestura et apparat

suis I39 Earl Derby's Expedition (Camden) 163 Diuersis

hom'inibus pro tribus equis ab ipsis conductis pro equitacione

domini et ij henksmen apud Dansk. Ibid. 280 Pro panno. .

empto ibidem pro ij
henksmen .. Item pro factura ij gounarum

pro dictis hensmen. 1 a. 1400 Morte Arlh. (Thornton MS.

c 1425) 2662 Tak heede to bis hansemane, bat he no home

blawe. Ibid. 2743 pat es fully to fewe to feghte with theme

alle, ffore harlottez and hansemene salle helpe bott littille.

1401 Roll of Expenses for P'cess Blaunche (Q. R., Bundle

404 No u) Alberto Blike et Petro Stake, henxtmen domlne

euntibus cum domina de Colonia versus partes Alman .

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 233 2 Heyncemann(//. henchemanne),

nrolocista. duorum generum. c 1450 HOLLAND, Howlat

648 Robyn Redbrest nocht ran, Bot raid as a hensman.

1463 Mam. f, Honseh. Ext. (Roxb.) 234 Payd
ffpr

. . ly.

bowys for the heynsmen of my lorddys of Norfolke, ij. s.

1461-4 Rolls Parlt. V. 505/2 Provided also, that Hensli-

men Herawdes, Purcyvauntes, Swerdeberers to Mayers,

Mes'syngers and Mynstrelles . . be not comprised in this

Acte [regulating apparel]. 1480 Wardr Ace. Ed. IV

(1830) 167 John Cheyne Sqmer for the Body of oure said

Souverain Lorde the King and Maister of his Henxmen

for th' apparaile of the saide Maister and vij of the Kinges

Henxemen ayenst the feste of Midsomer. 1481-^0
Howard

Honseh. Bks. (Roxb.) 431 Item, for makyng of
ij. gownes of

tawney for the said anschamen, price ij. s. vnj.rf. >43
Wardr Accts. Coronation Rich. Ill (Grose Ant,,/. Reper-

tory 1779, II. 254) To vij of our sayde Souverain Lorde the

Kyngs henxemen, that is to wit, The Lorde Morley, Thomas

Dane [etc.] for theire apparail agenst the day of the grete

solempnitee..viij doubletts. Ibid. 258 1o v henxemen of

our saide Souverain Lady the Queue, ryding in the said v

womens sadelles covered in crymysyn cloth of gold. 1488

Ld. Treas.Acc.Scotl. in Pitcairn Crim. frials I. 114 tor

liverayis to viij Hensemen of be Kingis. olgoo Homer f,

jUrt/xxxvi And every Knight had after him ndinge Three

henchemen on him awaitinge. 1530 PALSGE. 230/2 Henchman.

Paige dhonnevr, emfant dhonnevr. I53 LELAND Itin . IV. 17

Yufwith now being yn the Courte a late a haunchman hath

marled the Heir Generale of the Eldest House of the Oxen-

bridges. 1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Mark xi. If. 180 1 he

solemne pornpe, passing the pompe of any worldly prince of

such as go before the Bfshop, of his hensemen, of 1 rumpettes

of sundry tunes [etc.]. 1548 HALL Chron., Ldw.IV, 190 b, bo

nere pursued, that certain of his henxmen or folowers wer

taken [1568 GRAFTON Henchmen and folowersj. /*'- Hfn-

(V/7 The chyldren of honor called the Henchemen,

which'e were freshely disguised, and daunced a morice before

HEN-CLAM.

the king iSSS EDEN Decades 256 Clement Adams scole

mayster to the Queens henshemen. 1565 F. ALEN Let. to

I- arl Shmosbmy ii Dec. in Lodge lllustr. Hut. (1791) I.

358 Her highnes hath of late, whereat some doo moche mar-

vel dissolved the auncient office of the henchemen. 1578 in

Nichols Progr.Q. 7/3.11823) II. isSThereattendeduponhnn
three henchmen in white and greene. 1587 foamoCaifll.
Holins/u-d III. 1949/2 Behind him rode sir John Dudleie

maister of hir horsses, leading hir spare horsse trapped in

rich tissue downe to the ground ;
after them followed henx-

men and pages of honor. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. A. n. I. 121,

I do but beg a little changeling boy, To be my Henchman.

1601 ? MAKSTON Pasqiiil f, Kath. I. 337 Profound toung d

Master Puffe, hee that hath a perpetuitie of complement,
hee whose phrases are as neatly deckt as my Lord Maiors hens-

men. 1607 COWELL Interfr., Henchman or Heinsman, is

a German word . . It is vsed with vs for one that runneth

on foote attending vpon a man of honour or worship. (So in

Blount 1656.) 1616 J. BULLOKAR Eng. Expos., Henchman,
a page of honour, neere attendant to a Prince, or other great

personage, a 1618 RALEIGH Rem. (1644) "7 Nobles to attend

the Court ; which was well imitated by our Train of Hench-

men, if they were of the Nobler sort.

b. transf. (Rendering L. minister, agaso, ac-

cenuis, anniger, ministralor.)
1600 HOLLAND Li-vy XLIII. v. 1159 To send presents . .two

bard horses with their henxmen and lackies [afasmliusj.

1601 Pliny II. 540 Prince Clytus .. hasting to a battell,

calling vnto his squire or heuxman for his helmet. 1606

Sneton. 238 He served Caius as his henxman at a chariot

running.

C. fig.

1594 J. DICKENSON A risbas (1878) 34 Rough Boreas winters

Hench-man.. scourged the plaines withatroupe of tempests.

01592 GREENE Orpharion, Orpheus
1

Song Wks. (Rtldg.)

316/2 Of Hesper, henchman to the day and night.

2. The personal attendant,
'

right-hand man ', or

chief gillie of a Highland chief ; hence, generally,

a trusty follower or attendant who stands by the

side of his chief or leader, and supports him in

every case of need.

This sense begins app. with Burt, who spells hanchman,

and explains it as derived from hanch, i. e. HAUNCH J hence

Scott (who edited Burt) has hanchman in Waverley, but

elsewhere, in the same sense, uses henchman, thus identify-

ing Burl's and his own ' hanchman
' with the obsolete fcng.

' henchman '

; the rest of the world has taken the word from

Scott. It does not appear whence or how Burt got the

word there is no term corresponding to
' haunch-man m

Gaelic (Burt himself, a few sentences on, calls the same

individual simply gilly\ and it is uncertain whether he

himself invented the term, or really found the obs. Eng.

henchman retained in a modified sense in some part of the

Highlands. In any case, association between henchman

and hatinchman was very natural : Itaanch in Scotch is

pronounced hainch, hench (see HAUNCH *.', K.J), haunch-

man ', if it existed, would be pronounced hainchman or

henchman, and the Eng. 'henchman', if in any way

known, would be there naturally taken as = man at the

bench or haunch '. . _,

CI730 BURT Lett. N. Scotl. (1754) U. xxi. 157 The

Foster-brother, having the same Education as the young

Chief, may besides that . . become his Hanchman .. Ihis

Officer is a Sort of Secretary, and is to be ready upon all

Occasions, to venture his Life in Defence of his Master ;

and at Drinking-bouts he stands behind his Seat, at his

Haunch, from whence his Title is derived, and watches the

Conversation. /Ma., A Youth who. was Hanchma,, not

understanding one Word of English, imagm d his Chief was

insulted, and thereupon drew his Pistol ..and snapd it at

the Officer's Head. 1814 SCOTT Wav. xvi, He counted upon

his fingers the several officers of his chief 's retinue- there is

his lianchman or right-hand man ; then his bardh or poet ,

then his bladier or orator, . . then \fe, gilly-more or armour-

bearer, .then his gilly-casflvich [etc.].

1810 SCOTT Lady of L. II. xxxv, Mahse, what ho !

his henchman came. iSa* BYRON Juan XL xm, And roar d

out .Unto his nearest follower or henchman. 1831 SCOTT

Cast Dang, ii, I have been his henchman, and can vouch

for it. 1835 LYTTON Riaai ". i, A page, who . . was the

especial henchman of the Lord of the Castle. 1855 MA-

CAOLAY Hist. Eng. xiii. III. 335 The henchman was an

excellent orderly : the hereditary piper and his sons formed

the band : and the clan became at once a regiment. .863

Corn/:. Mag. July 119 One Jacobus Battus, a faithfu

brother-scholar, and henchman. 1883 S. C. HALL Retrospect

II. 272 He could still make a good cast over the river, .and

aided by his henchman land a salmon.

fig. 1811 SCOTT Fan,. Lett. 14 Aug. (1894) I. 227, I have

the Tweed for my henchman for about a mile.

b. A stout political supporter or partisan ; esf.

in U. S. 'A mercenary adherent ;
a venal follower ;

one who holds himself at the bidding of another

i8 'Morn.' Herald 2 Sept. in Spirit Metro*. Consen.

Press u84o) II. 446 Such Liberals as Lord John Russell,

and his henchman, Mr. Hawes. 1867 GOLDW SMITH Ihree

Eng. Statesmen (1882) .96 Horsley, the .leading political

bishop of the day, and a sort of ecclesiastical henchman of

Pitt 1875 N.Amer. Rev. CXX. 127 A henchman of his,

who had a place on the police force, being arraigned before

the Commissioners. 1880 St. James' Gaz. ii Oct., The

excuses made for him by the scribes who are his henchmen.

1884 Sal Rev. 14 June 768/2 It is contended by the Govern-

ment henchmen that there is . . a strong Romanist and

Nationalist.. party in Ulster. 1891 Boston (Mass.) Jml.

28 Nov. 2/3 These charges are the result of a conspiracy

among Hill's henchmen in Syracuse.

Henchwoman. nonce-wd. [after HENCHMAN.]
A female attendant, a waiting-woman.
1889 Mod. Society 24 Aug. 1031/2 She told her faithful

bench-woman and scribe to tear up the letter.

Hen-Clam. [
f- HEN sb. 6 + CLAM.] The name

given on the Atlantic coast of North America to

two large species of clam, Mactra (or Sfisula) so-



HEN-COOP.

iidissima and M. avalis. On the Pacific coast, the

name is transferred to Pachyderma crassatelloidfs.

1884-5 J- S. KINGSLEV Stand. Nat. Hist. I. 278 Klactra

tolidistima and the closely allied M. walis are known along
our northern coasts as hen-clam, sea-clam, and surf-clam.

Hen-COOp (he
-

nikp). A coop or pen of basket-

work, wire-work, or the like, in which poultry are

kept.
1697-1703 DAMPIER Voy. 1676 IR.) With provision chests,

hen-coops and parrot cages, our ships were full of lumber.

1831 TRELAWNEV Adv. Younger Son (1890) 49 Grill a hen-

coop full of fowls. 1859 GEO. ELIOT A . Bede i. xv, She

stooped down to put the soaked bread under the hen-coop.

Hencote. Now dial. [f.
HEN sb. + COTE sA. 1

]

A place for keeping fowls ; a hen-house.
c 1425 For. in Wr.-Wulcker 670/35 Hoc gallinarinm, hene-

cote. 1865 B. BRIERLEY Irkdale I. 129 Exploring some
secret recess of the hencote. 1893 Morn. Post 23 Oct. 3/2

People . . asserted their right to a common by formally

destroying a hencote and shippon, which the owner . .

declined to remove.

t Hen-cub, -cubb. Obs. [See CUB rf.2]
=

HEN-COOP.
1699 T. DICKENSON yrnL Trav. 4 Some ofwhich [Sea- Birds)

were, oy force of Wind, blown into and under our Hen-
Cubbs.

f Hend, hende, a. and adv. Obs. Forms :

(i sehende
1

), 3-6 hende, (3 ende), 4 heind, 4-5
heende,hind(e,4-6 hend, hynd(e, 5-6heynd(e.
[app. an aphetic fonn of OE. gehendc adj. (and

adv.), near, convenient, lit. at hand, handy, corresp.
to OHG., MHG. ge/tende, gehcnte:-ViGer. type

*gahandja-z, f. hand- HAND. Cf. also ON. -hpidr,
-handed (in comb.).] A. adj.
L Near, at hand. (In ME. only predicative, and

thus not easily distinguishable from the adverb;
see B. i, where all the quots. are

placed.)
[c looo JELFRIC Horn. I. 456 fa ferdon hi to jehendre byriz,

baer oaer o8er deofol waJsgewurSod. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Mark
i. 38 Fare we on xehende tunas. So c 1160 Hatton. Gosp.}

2 Ready to hand, convenient, handy, rare

[^893 K. ALFRED Oros. in. vii. 6 11883) 116 pact hie bacr

^ehendaste waeren on gehwelc lond bonan to winnane.J

1508 DUNBAR Tua Mariit Wemen 14, I was heildit with

hawthorne, and with heynd leveis. 1513 DOUGLAS Mneis
v. xii. 113 Follow the counsale is tnaist ganand and hend,
That agit Nautes gaif the, thi trew frend. Ibid. vn. iii. 40
For to remane heyr is oure cuntre heynd.
3. Ready or skilful with the hand, dexterous;

expert, skilful, clever.

1205 LAY. 18707 An aid man swuoe hende .. muche
wisdom wes mid him. c 1300 Havelok 2628 Roberd saw
bat dint so hende. 13.. Guy Warw. (A.> 173 He was hende
and wele y-taujt, Gij to lern forjat he nau?t. 1494 FABYAN
Chron. 6 Thorough that connynge and parfyte meinorye
Of thynges taken whan I was yonge and hynde. 1508
DUNBAR Gold. Targe 191 Dame Hamelynes. -That hardy
was, and hende in archery, a 1550 Christis Kirke Gr. x,

Ane hasty hensure, callit Hary, Quha wes ane archer heynd.

4. Pleasant in dealing with others ; courteous,

gracious ; kind, gentle,
' nice '. (Of persons ; less

commonly of speech, action, etc.).

A conventional epithet of praise, very frequent in Middle

English poetry.

CI205 LAY. 14357 Rouwenne be hende sat bi ban kinge.
c 1250 Hymn to God 25 in Trin. Coll. Horn. 259 pat bred of

hele & of Hf, ihesu cr^t be hende. a 1300 Cursor M. 967

O-mang bine ober werkes hend [v. r. hende] O bi winning

giue me be tend. Ibid. 2337 For he was theufut bath and
hind [f '. rr. hende, hend] Vr lauerd him hild his priue freind.

c 1386 CHACCER Friar's Prol. 22 A sire ye sholde be hende
And curteys as a man of youre estaat. c 1400 Dcstr. Troy
475 So hardy, so hynd in hall for to se. c 1450 St. Cuthbert

(Surtees) 4448 pou base a hende hert. c 1450 Mironr
Saluncioun 4655 One thi hoegest mercy Jhesu curtays &.

heende. c 1460 Totuneley Myst. (Surteesl 53 So is his

mercy heynd [rime feynd]. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis Pref.

436, I say na mair, bot gentill redaris hend, Lat all my
faltis with this offence pas by. 1522 World ff Child in

Hazl. Dodsley I. 250 Now I am dubbed a knight hend.

1616 BULLOKAR Eng. Expos., Hend lobs.
, gentle, a 1765 Sir

I'atvline xxxvi. in Child Ballads in, 'But away, away!'
iayd the hend soldan,

' Thou tarryest mee here all day !

5. Pleasing to the sight ; comely, fair,
' nice '.

c 1205 LAY. 3559 Metes and drinches, and hende claoes.

c 1305 Judas Isc. 39 in E. E. P. (1862) 108 po he sej hit

fair and hende : he let hit nemne ludas. Hit nis nojt al

?kl
bat is fair, f 1350 Med. MS. in Archzol. XXX. 371

on it growyth comely hende Be twyn veye as men wend.

14.. Stac. Rome 366 in Pol. Rel. ti L. Poems 126 In bat

mynsier bat ys so hende. c 1450 HOLLAND Houtilat 893
The farest foule of the firth, and hendest of hewes.

6. absol. or as sb. Gentle, courteous, or gracious
one or ones (see 4) ; applied conventionally, chiefly

to ladies or persons of noble rank. (Cf. similar use

oi bright, fair, etc.)

01300 Cursor .!/. 18751 Til his disciplis badd Vat heind

[?'. r. hende] Fra iursalem bai suld noght weind. c 1400
Destr. Troy 3851 For the helpe of these hende, & hertely
of other. Ibid. 8380 In a halle bat was hoge, bere be hend
lay. c 1475 Rauj Coilyar 970 His wyfe wald he nocht

forget .. He send efter that hende. 1508 DUNBAR Tua
Mariit Wenten 32 Alkin hewis under hewm, that ony heynd
knew, a 1549 Murning frlaidin 57 in Lanehatn's Let. (1871)
Introd. 151 In hy eftir that heynd I jeyd, And in myarmes
could hir bent.

B. adv.

1. Near, at hand. (When used after the verb to

be, or similarly, this may be considered a predica-
tive adjective : see A. i .)

222

[c 1000 /ELFRIC Cfft. xix. 20 Nu ys her jehende an gehwsede
burh.] <: 1250 Gen. .y Ex. 3370 Amalec, ysmaeles sune,
was 5or hende rafadim wune. c 1300 //<i7'f'/<> 359 Rabe
he sende After prestes fer an hende. c 1330 R. BKUNSE
Chn'ti. ll'acc (Rolls' 8844 He scorned bem on his langage,
' So fer for stones to make passage . . Ffor bey no stones

hender fond'. <r 1380 Sir frtrtttnb. 3616
' Ihesu lord* ..

'

bat syttest on by maieste. And seest bobe fer & hende '.

I 1456 Paston Lett. No. 284 I. 390 Devyle seyd ye were
hender the londes at the begyiming of your sute thanne ye
be now. ? 1507 Coiiuiiunyc, (W, de W.) B iij, That houndes
of hell come me not hende.

2. Courteously, kindly; gently. (Sometimes used

merely for the sake of rime or alliteration.)
c 1340 Cursor M. 9134 (Trin. 1 Of Salomon now we ende

pat regned fourty wyntur hende. c 1350 Will. Palerne

2713 Of bis hert and bis himle hende now listenes. a 1400-

50 Alexander 212 Hot will }e herken hende, now sail Je
here. ^1450 HOLLAND Ho-.ulat 477 He gart hallowe the

hart, and syne couth it hyng, About his hals full hende, and
on his awne hart.

tHend, v. 06s. [perh. shortened from OE.

gehpuian to handle, take hold of, f. HAND ; perh.

directly from the corresp. ON. hyida (Sw. hdtida,

Da. hende) ; cf. OFris. hyida in same sense.] traits.

To lay hold of, seize ; to tike ;
to grasp, hold.

(1275 LAY. 21365 And Colgrim 5am hende [c iao$ hente]
and fulde be Bruttus. 13 . . Coer de .4033 They . . toke the

temple of Apolyn. They felde it down, and hende Mahoun.
c 1460 in Pol. Rel. # L. Poems 192 That bondis of helle

can me nat hende. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. v. xi. 27 As if that

it she would in peeces rend, Or reave out of the hand that

did it hend.

Hend(e, obs. pi. of HAND ; obs. f. END ; obs.

Sc. t HIND a.

Hendeca-, before a vowel hendec- ; some-

times erron. endeca-. Combining form of Gr.

tvSfxa eleven, occurring in scientific or technical

words, as Hendecachord (hende'kakpjd) Mus.

[after tetrachord, AexacAorcf], a series or scale of

eleven notes ; hence HendecachoTdal a., relating

to such a scale. Hendecaoo'lio a. Pros., con-

sisting of eleven cola (see COLON a
i). Hende-

cagynousvhendJkse-dginas)^ Bot. [see -GYNOUS],

having eleven pistils. Hendecahe'dron Geom.

[Gr. (Spa seat, base], a solid figure contained by
eleven faces. Hendeca'ndrous a. Bot. [see -AK-

DBOHS], having eleven stamens. Hendecaphyl-
lous (-fi'lss) a. Bot., (of a leaf) consisting of eleven

leaflets. He'ndecarchy (-aiki) [after heptarchy},

government by eleven persons. Kendecasemlc

(-srmik) a. Pros. [cf. DISEMIC], of the value of

eleven morae or units of time.

1760 STILES in Phil. Trans. LI. 771 Two other supposi-

tions, viz. that either the *hendecachord or disdtapason was
here meant. 1843-3 Smitlis Diet. Gr. ff Rom. Antiq. 646
A 'hendecachordal system, consisting of three tetrachords.

1847 CRAIG,
*
Endecagynoits. lbid. t *Endefaphyllous. 1663

Flagellum, or O. Cronnvelt (1672) 164 England being now
cantoned under this *Hendecbarchy.

Hendecagon (hende-kagjfa). Also erron. en-,

[f. Gr. tvStita- (see prec.) + -yaivov, f. -ywia angle.]

a. Geom. A plane figure having eleven sides and

eleven angles, fb. tortif. A fort with eleven

bastions (obs.').

1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Tei.hn., Endecagmt, a plane Figure in

Geometry of eleven Sides and Angles. Ibid., Hendecagon.
Ibid., Hendecagon, in Fortification, 'tis taken (or a Place

defended by n Bastions.

Hence Hendecagonal (hend/kse'gonal) a., of the

form of, or relating to, a hendecagon.

HendecasyllalriC (he ndf-.hende'kasiloe-bik),

a. and sb. Pros. Also erron. en-, [f.
as next : see

also SYLLABIC.]
A. aiij. Of a ' verse

'
or line of poetry : Consist-

ing of eleven syllables.

1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Sapphic and Phaleucic verses

are, hendecasyllaba, or hendecasyllabic. 1819-20 R. WATT
Bibliogr. Brit. 1. 136 f, Spanish poetry owes to him [Boscan]
the introduction of the hendecasyllabic verse. 1824 Eiiin.

Rev. XL. 448 Specimensof the Italian Endecasyllabic verse.

1845 EncycL Metrop. XXV. 818 Amand Daniel invented

the Hendecasyllabic metre, which was chosen by Dante for

his earlier compositions.
B. sb. A hendecasyllabic verse. (Usually in//.)

1836 LAXDOR Peru, ft Asp. Wks. 1846 II. 373 How greatly
more noble and more sonorous are those hendecas> llabics

commencing the Scollion on Harmodius and Aristogiton.

1873 WAGNER tr. Ttujfets Hist. Rom. Lit. II. 128 Martial

. -frequently uses hendecasyllabics and choliambics.

Hendecasyllable (hemdA, hende^kasi-lab'l).

Pros. Also erron. en-, [f.
L. hendecasyllabus, a.

Gr. ><5f/ta<rii,Ua/3-oj, after SYLLABLE.] A ' verse
'

or line of eleven syllables ;
-- prec. B.

174* MKLMOTH Pliny iv. xiv. (R.', I design to give these

trifles the title of hendecasyllables. 1775 TYRWHITT Ess.

Versif. Chaucer III. 7 note in Chaucer's Wks., As the

French Alexandrin may be composed of twelve or thirteen

syllables, and the Italian Hendecasyllable of ten, eleven,

or even twelve. 1823 tr. Sisinondfs Lit. Ettr. (1846* I. viiL

264 The verses, thus interlinked, are all endecasyllables. 1871
R. ELLIS Catullus Pref. xiii, Had Sir Philip Sidney written

. .every hendecasyllable like
' Where sweet graces erect the

stately banner '.

t He'ndelaik. Obs. north, dial. [f. hende,
HEND a. + -LAIK suffix ON. -leikr action, func-

tion.] Courtesy, civility.

HEN-EGG
c 1300 Htivetck 2793 And brouthen hire, bat . . ne hauede

per, Of hende-leik, fer ne ner. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 860

Harlotez with his hendelayk he hoped to chast. a 1400-50
Alexander 2715 (Ashrn.), I haue herd of bi hendlaike [DitU.

hynlake]. Ibid. 2718 (Dubl.) Qwat bounte bou scbewys,
What curtasy and hyndlake \Askm. kyndlaike].

Hendely, Hendeness: see HENDLY, -NESS.

t Henden, adv. Obs. Also enden. [f. hende,
HEND adj. and adv., with advb. suffix as in aboven,

etc.] Near ;
=-- HEND adv. \ .

tizoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 167 Ne mihte no man for stenche

cumen him enden. 6-1250 Gen. <$ Ex. 3361 It was a stede

henden Sor-bi.

II Hendiadys (hendai-adis). Gram. [Late or

med.L. hendiadys, i. the Gr. phrase IP Sid Svoiv
' one by means of two '.

The Gr. phrase is app. not found in Gr. grammarians, but

is frequent in Servius on Virgil ; in late MSS. of Servius, it

appears latinized asendyadis, endyadys ;Papias(i2-i3th c.)

has endiadis.]

A figure of speech in which a single complex idea

is expressed by two words connected by a conjunc-
tion ; e.g. by two substantives with and instead of

an adjective and substantive.

1586 A. DAY Eng . Secretary n. (1625) 83 Hendiadis, when
one thing of it selie intire, is diversly laid open, as to say,

On iron and bit he champt, for on the iron bit he champt.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Pocsie ill. xvi. (Arb.) 188 Another
manner of speach when ye will seeme to make two of one . .

which therefore we call the figure of Twynnes, the Greekes
Endiadis. 1621 T. BEDFORD Sinne unto Death 21 Whether
we. .make it an Endiadis, with Bullinger [etc.]. 1871 Publ.

Sch. Lat. Gram. n. v. 215 Hendiadys. 1887 CLARK &
WRIGHT Hamlet 123 Lain and heraldry, a kind of hen-

diadys, meaning
' heraldic law ', 'jus fetiale '.

Hendir, obs. Sc. form of HINDEB.

t He'ndly, a. Obs. [f.
HEND a. + -LY '.]

=
HEND a. 4.
c 1205 LAY. 8169 I-saeh he enne hendlicne mon. Ibid. 25942
Mid hendeliche worden. 1450 Golagros ff Gam. 358 It

hynderis neuer for to be heyncUy of speche.

t He'ndly, hendely, hendily, adv. Obs.

Forms: see HENDC., HENDY. [f.
HEND a., HENDY

a. + -LY 2
.]

1. Courteously, kindly, gently, gracionsly.
1205 LAY. 1227 Heo..hendiliche hire bond on his heued

leide. a 1300 Floriz <y BI. 334 Ansuare him wel hendeliche.

a 1300 Cursor M. 7396 And hailsed hendli [v.rr. hendly,

hendely] bat prophete. c 1380 WYCLIF-$Vr. Sel. Wks. 11.53
Crist heendly reprovede Jewis. 1393 LANGU P. PI. C. iv.

30 Mede hendiliche by-hyht hem (.e same. .',11400 Morte
Arth. 15 Herkynes me heyndly and holdys }ow stylle.

<r 1420 Chron. I'ilod. 285 Mekelyche and hendiyche, as y jow
sayde. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. xlix. 33 Conan Meridok
thanked him hendly.
2. Finely, neatly, gracefully ; nicely.

1340-70 Alisaunder 187 Hondes hendely wrought, help-

lien, sweete. a 1400-50 Alexander 883 Heraudis on he}e
hors hendly a-rayed.

tHe'ndness, lieiideiiess, hendiuess.
Obs. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] Courtesy, gentleness.

^1300 Thrush $ Night. 101 in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 54 Hole
hendinese and curteysi. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xx. 144

And helde holynesse a iape and hendenesse a wastour LC.

xxni. 145 hendynesse). 1393 Ibid. C. in. Si Mede ys

y-maried more for hure richesse pan for holynesse ober

hendenesse. a 1510 DOUGLAS A". Hart I. xv, Conning,

Kyndnes, Heyndnes, and Honestie.

t-He'ndship. Obs. [f.
HEND a. + -SHIP.]

Courtesy, kindness.
c 1300 St. Margarete 189 Maide for bin hendeschipe bu

haue merci of me. 1340-70 Alex, fy Dind. 277 Habel, for

bin hendschipe haue vs exkused.

He'ii-dwale. Obs. [f.
HEN sb. + DWALE

si.2 2.]
= HENBANE.

c nyiAlphita (Anecd. Oxon.) ytCaniculata,iusquiamus
. .henbane uel hennedwole. .Ibid. 84 Hennedewole.

t Hendy, a. Obs. Also 3 hendi. [f.
HEND a.

+ -Y. (OE. had -hendi in list-hendig skilful-

handed.)] = HEND a. (with various shades of

meaning).
c 1205 LAY. 4833 An oSer stret he makede swioe hendi.

<zi22< Ancr. K. 186 peonne beo ?e his hendi children bet

i cusseS be jerden j>et
he haueS ou mid iSrosschen. c 1275

1 XI Pains oj Hell 289 in O. E. Misc. 155 He is curteys and

hendy. c 1375 Sir Beues (E.) (1886) 181/1 When losyan

sawj bat hendy kny}t, In here herte sche wax full ly?t.

b. absol. or as sb.

a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. v. 27 He haveth me to hede

I

this nendy a-non.

t Hene, v. Obs. [OE. hxnan, i. hdn stone,

HONE.] trans. To stone.

c looo Ags. Gosp. John x. 32-3 For hwylcum baera weorca,

wylle *e me hznan?. .Ne hsEne we be for godum weorce.

c 1160 Hatton G. ibid., For hwilcen )>are weorken wille c

mesuenen?..Ne hene we be for gpden weorkan. (11300

Leg. Rood (1871) 40 Our giwes him ladde wibboute be

loun, and henede [. r. stened] him wib stones.

Henebon, obs. form of HENBANE.

Hen -egg. Forms: see Euo. [In OE. two

words, wittt henne in genitive ;
later treated as a

compound ;
in mod.Eng. hen's egg is more com-

monly used.] The egg of a hen.

c looo Sax. LeccM. II. 38 Hasnne acges jeolotan. 13. .

I

Coer de L. 2841 For an hen .Men gaff off penys fiften schil-

lings. For an hen-ay penes unlevene. 1387 'I REVISA Ihgden
(Rolls) VI. 75 Oon hen ey. 1620 VENNKR Via Recta v 83

Neither must this be vnderstood of all kmdes of Eggcs, but

of Hen-Egges onely. 1641 FRENCH Distill. I. (16511 39 lake

Hen-egs boyled hard. [1660 BOYLE New Exf. Phys. Mech.



HENEQTJEN.
\Vks 1772 I. 57 We likewise conveyed hens eggs into the

receiver.] 1763 WKSLEY Jrnl. 2 Nov. (1827) Hi. 15 Some

of the hail-stones were larger than hen-eggs. 1837 M.

DONOVAN Dam. Econ. II. 149 The albumen of a duck-egg

coagulates with less heat than that of the hen-egg.

Henen, obs. var. of HEN, hence.

Henequen (he'nfkcn). Also -quin, henne-

quen. [ad. Sp. jeniquen,geniquen, from the native

name.] The fibrous product known as Sisal hemp,

obtained from the leaves of species of Agave, esp.

Afave IxtH of Yucatan ; also, the plant itself.

1880 Libr. Univ. Knvml. (N. Y.I IX. 777 The hennequen

plant, .from which is prepared Sisal hemp. 1884 F. A. OBER

Trim. Mexico 28 iStanf.) The road passes ^through
the

henequen plantations. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 758 Ine

chief cultivated plants [in Yucatan) are maize, thesugarcane

. .and especially henequen . . It is. . used chiefly for the manu-

facture of coarse sackcloth, cordage, and hammocks.

Henes, obs. form of HENCE, HIGHNESS.

Henforth, -forward : see HEN adv.

Heng, ME. inflexion of HANG v.

Heilge, hange (hendj, htendj). Now dial.

[An early form of HINGE sb. q.v., f. hang vb.]

The '

pluck
'

i heart, liver, etc.) of an animal.

1469 Honsch, Ord. (1750! 96 Every sheepe to be brought

in whoole, except the hedde and the henge. 1787 GROSE

Provinc. Gloss., Ifanje, or Hange, the head, heart, liver

and lights of any animal, called in Somersetshire the purte-

nance. 1888 ELWORTHY W. Somerset Word-bk., limige,

the pluck, i. e. the liver, lungs, and heart of any animal.

In dressing sheep, the head is usually left attached by the

windpipe ; this is always called a 'sheep's head and hange .

Henge, obs. f. HINGE ;
obs. inflexion of HANG v.

t He ugest, Obs. Also i hencgest, hengst,

2 hsengest. [OE. hyigest, %;*/ = OFris. hengst,

hingst, hangst, MDu. henghest, henxt, etc. (Du.

fie>igst},OV.G. h$ngist (mod.G. hengst], LG. (Sw.,

Da.) hingst. (See also HENCHMAN.) The sense has

varied in different langs. and at different periods,

as stallion, gelding, and horse generally.] A male

horse ; usually a gelding.
(Also the proper name of the reputed founder of the Saxon

or Jutish kingdom of Kent ; and in various place-names, as

OE. Hengestesbrtc, Hcngestesgeat, Hengesteshiajod, Hen** r tr-r t, LJ; /. . . / u;,il>tc\i'
gestesige, now Hin-vbrook, Hinxgate, Hinxhead, Hin

Ill U.f.. *..... ,^~. x , Jt" * "' '- ----~

horsa, and \vi. tame hencgestas. c 1205 LAY. 3540 Icn

bi-tzche be anne haengest, godna and strongna.

Hcngle, obs. form of HINGLE, hinge.

Hengwite, var. HANGWITE, Obs.

He'n-ha:rrier. Ornith. Also 6-7 -harrow(er.

[f.
HEN sb. + HAIIKIER : in reference to its preying

on poultry.] A European bird of prey, Circus

cyaneus, also called Blue Hawk, Blue Kite.

The female is known as the Ring-tailed Hawk.

1565-73 COOPER Thesaurus, /?fe/arii,akindeofhaukes

called an henne harroer. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury 11.236/1

A Henharrow, or Henharrier, is the Male of a Ring. tail.

1691 RAY Collect. Words Pref. (E. D. S.) 3 There is a sort

of puttock called a hen-harrier, from chasing, preying upon,

and destroying of poultry. 1774 G. WHITE Selborne xl. zoi

Hen-harriers breed on the ground, and seem never to settle

on trees. 1849 MAUNDER Treas. Nat. Hist. 309/1 The Hen-

Harrier feeds on birds and reptiles.

He -n-hawk. Ornith. A name given in U.S.

to various species of hawks or buzzards, esp. to

the Red-tailed and Red-shouldered hawks, Bvteo

borealis and B. lineatus. Blue hen-hawk, the adult

American goshawk.
1855 LONGF. Hiam. xiv. 116 Crane and hen-hawk, And the

cormorant. 1860 BARTLETT Diet. A mer.. Hen-hawk (Falco

lineatus), the popular name of the Red-shouldered Hawk
of naturalists. 1884 ROE Nat. Ser. Story iv, The American

goshawk is the dreaded blue hen hawk of New England.

He'n-heart. One who has the heart of a hen ;

a chicken-heart, coward.
c 1440 York Myst. xxxiii. 198 A ! henne-harte !

He'n-hea:rted, a. Timorous or cowardly;

faint-hearted, chicken-hearted, pusillanimous.

1522 SKELTON Why not to Court 164 They kepe them in

theyr holdes, Lyke henherted cokoldes. 1638 H. RIDER

tr Horace's Epodes xvi, The hen-hearted and despairing

wretch. 1708 MOTTEUX Rabelais iv. Ixvi. (1737) 272 The

Hen-hearted Rascal is so cowardly. 1815 SCOTT Guy M.

xxviii, Are you turned hen-hearted, Jack ?

He-nhood. nonce-wd. The conditirn of a hen.

1820 SOVJTHEY Filer. Compost. Poet. Wks. VII. 265 From

which two milk-white chicken To Cock and Henhood grew.

He'n-house. A small house or shed in which

poultry are shut up for the night.

1512-13 Durham MS. Cell. Roll, Eidem pro . . bordyng
lez henhowse. 1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach s Huso. iv. (1586)

162 b, Let the front of your Henne house stande alwaies

towardes the East. 1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Country Farms

17 Your Henne-house, and roomes for other Fowles, fashioned

foure-square like a tower. 1740 MRS. DELANY Life f, Corr.

(1861) II. 120 You'll find me as errant a country Joan as ever

frequented a hen-house or dairy. 1887 ADELINE SERGEANT

Jacobfs Wife III. vi. 85 A little deserted building which

had once been used as a hen-house.

Henism (he-niz'm). [f.
Gr. efs, iv- one + -ISM.]

The doctrine that there is but one kind of substance,

whether mind or matter; = MONISM. Cf. DUALISM.

1881 MAX MULI.ER Kant's Pure Reason I. 187 We have

seen how the unreconciled and irreconcilable elements in

the Cartesian dualism ended in leading by a double road to

223

rlenism, according to which either matter or mind .. had

:he right to existence alone conceded to it. 1882 Mind
Apr. 281 One would enter a mild protest against the new

term, Henism.

Henlean(he'nb',an),a. Anat. [f. Henle, a Ger-

man anatomist and pathologist(i8o9-S5) : SCO-AX.]

In Henlean membrane, the elastic fcnestrated mem-
brane forming the outer layer of the innermost coat

of an artery. 1886 in Syd. Sac. Lex.

Henmost, Sc. form of HINDMOST.

Hen-mould, local. A kind of soil or earth :

see quot.
1712 MORTON Northampt. i. I. 55. 37 Hen-mould ..is of

a much like Constitution to the Moory-Land above described.

'Tis a black, hollow, spungy, and mouldering Earth, which

is usually found . . at and nigh the Bottoms of Hills. 1753

CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp,, Hen-mould Soil.

Henna (.he'na).
Also 7 hena, hauna, hina,

8-9 hinna(h, 9 hennah. [a. Arab. *l!a. henna c.

See also ALCANNA.] The Egyptian Privet, Lceta-

sonia inermis (NO. Lythracese); the shoots and

leaves of this plant used, esp. by eastern nations,

as a dye for parts of the body, or made into a cos-

metic with catechu.

1600 J PORY tr Leo's Africa I. 22 They have no oyle of

olives, but of another kmde which they call Hena . . m
colour it is as beautifull as gold. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage

(1614) 637 Their women .. with a certaine colour in their

hand called Hanna, which will staine. 1678 J. PHILLIPS tr_

ravcrniers Trail. (1684) I. i. 44 (Stanf.) Another sort o

Water with which they dye their Hands and Nails red,

which they squeeze out of a certaine Root call'd Hina.

1748 Phil. Trans. XLV 570 Called Henna, or Alhenna,

and, by Corruption, Alkanna. 1791 NEWTE Tour Eng.r
Scotl. 50 A large quantity of the herb hinna is sent by the

bride-groom to the house of the bride. 1872 BAKER A lie

Tribal, i. 3 The henna grows in considerable quantities on

the left bank of the river.

b. attrib. and Comb., as hennei-seenled adj.

1841 LANE Arab. Nts. I. iii. 137 (StanO Sprigs of the

henna-tree. 1858 CARPENTER Veg. Phys. 369 The Henna-

juice, .is a very permanent brown dye. 1885 BIBLE (R. V.)

Song Sol. i. 14 My beloved is unto me as a cluster of henna-

flowers.

Henne, obs. form of HEN so., adv.

He'nnery. [t HEN sb. + -ERY.] An establish-

ment or place for rearing poultry ;
a place where

hens are kept : cf. rookery.

1859 All Year Round No. 32. 125 Why not establish

extensive henneries, hatch by steam? 1877 E. G. SQUIER

Peru (1878) 45 Sometimes the roofs are used as grand

henneries. 1884 ROE Nat. Ser. Story vi, I was soon cover-

ing the hennery with my gun.

Hennes, obs. form of HENCE.

|| Hennin (he-nin). Hist. [a. obs. F. hennin

(see Godefroi).] A head-dress worn by women in

France in the 1 5th century, of high and conical

shape, with a muslin veil depending from it.

1852 JAMES Agnes Sorrel I. 51 An elderly woman in an

extravagantly high hennin . . the head dress of the times.

1885 Mag. ofArt Sept. 480/1 Ladies' head-dresses grew so

prodigious as to bear comparison with the hennins of the

Fifteenth Century.

He-nnish, a. rare. [f.
HEN sb. + -ISH.] Of or

pertaining to a hen.

1505 SOUTHWELL St. Peter's Campl. 12 Well might a Cocke

correct me with a crowe, Whom hennish cackling first did

ouer-throwe.

Hennus, -ys, obs. forms of HENCE,

Henuy (held), a. and sb. [f.
HEN sb. 4- -T.]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to a hen ;
hen -like ;

having the plumage or figure of a hen : said of the

males of some breeds of fowls.

1885 Encycl. Brit. XIX. 644 There is a tendency towards

the assumption of the female plumage by the males, and

distinct breeds of
'

henny
' Game [fowls) are known.

B. sb. A hen-like male fowl.

1868 DARWIN Anim. $ PI. I. 252 Males in certain sub-

breeds have lost some of their secondary masculine cha-

racters, and from their close resemblance in plumage to the

females, are often called hennies. 1884 St. James Gaz.

27 Nov. 5/2 Some males are known as ' hennies .

|| Henopoeia. Obs. [a. Gr. type *(vonmta, f.

evoirmiiv, f. ffs, Iv- one + iroitiv to make.] A figure

of speech by which a number of things are con-

sidered as one.

1685 H. MORE fUustr.js The whole succession . . being

looked upon but as one Beast, by a Prophetick Henopoeia

whatever befell any particular King is referred to the Beast.

So f Henopoe-tio, t Henopoe'tical, adjs. \
(jr.

type *ei/oiroi7;T!Kos], involving henopoeia ; unifying.

1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq;., etc. 219 Henopoetick Types of a

Multitude collected into one Government. Ibid. 322 1 o him

that considers how Collective and Henopoetical.as I may so

speak, the Prophetick Types are.
,

Henotheism (he'n0)|izm). [f. Gr. its, iv-s

one + ei-6s god + -ISM.] The belief in one god
as the deity of the individual, family, or tribe, with-

out asserting that he is the only God : considered

as a stage of religious belief between polytheism

and monotheism. See quots.
i860 MAX Miiu-ER Semitic Monotheism in Sel.Ess. (1881

II. 415 The latter form of faith, the belief m One God, is

properly called monotheism, whereas the term of heno-

the'sm would best express the faith in a single god. 1879

P. I.E PAGE RKNOUF Led. Orig. Relig. 217 The nature of

Henotheism as distinct from Monotheism was explained in

HEN'S-FOOT.

last year's lectures as a phase of religious thought in which

the individual gods invoked are not conceived as limited by

the power of others. 1880 GLADSTONE in u)tli Cent. No. 38.

721 Henotheism, the affirmative belief in one God, without

the sharply-defined exclusive line which makes it a belief

in Him as the only God. 1886 TIELE in Encycl. hrit. XX.

367/1 From this primitive naturism sprang .. henothrisri/,

not the henotheism of Max Miiller, or of Hartmann, or of

Asmus, but a practical henotheism, i.e. the adoration of

one God above others as the specific tribal god or as the

lord over a particular people, a national or relative mono-

theism.

So He'notheist, one who worships according to

henotheism. Henothei'stlc a.

1880 GLADSTONE in igtA Cent. No. 38. 721 The region of

ideas, in which . . Iris had been born, was the henotheistic

region. 1882 MAX MULLER India 182 If the Veda had

taught us nothing else but this henotheistic phase. 1884

Athenxum 22 Nov. 653/2 The Moquis would probably be

claimed as ' Henotheists
'

by the person who believes in

' Henotheism '. 1897 Edin. Rev. July 225 The worshipper
of one out of a number of gods; the Henotheist of Prof.

Max Miiller.

Henotic (henftik), a. [a. Gr. !vamos serving

to unite, f. tvaiaii unification, f. iv one. Cf. K.

hcnotique.] Tending to make one ; unifying ;
re-

conciling, harmonizing.
1878 GLADSTONE Glean. (1879) III. 226 Nor, I believe, has

any country produced a greater number of Henotic writers ;

the theological peacemakers, who . . have striven . . to close

the breaches of Christendom.

He'n-peck, v. colloq. [A back-formation from

HEN-PECKED in its participial use.] trans. Of a

wife : To domineer over or rule (the husband).
1688 Loyal Litany m. in yd Collect. Poems (1689) 30/2

From being Henpeck'd worse at home . . Libera nos 1753

MURPHY Gray's Inn Jrnl. No. 52 P3 An uxorious Gentle-

man, who is sometimes a little Henpecked by his Wife.

1810 BYRON Juan \. xxii, But-oh 1 ye lords of ladies intel-

lectual . . have they not hen-peck'd you all ? 1852 THACKERAY

Esmond I. vii, That my lady was jealous and henpecked

my lord.

He-n-peck, sb. rare [f. prec.]

VI. A wife who domineers over her husband. Obs.

<ri8oi T. SELVYN Warn, to Batchelors ix. (MSA Their

Mac Tabs and their Henpecks may prate as they please.

2. = Hen-pecking, the domineering of a wile.

1833 CARLYLE Diderot in Misc. Ess. (1888) V. 23 Dying of

heartbreak coupled with henpeck.

So He-n-pe^ckery, the state or condition of being

henpecked.
1838 DICKENS O. Twist xxxvil, He had fallen . . to the

lowest depth of the most snubbed hen-peckery.

Hen-pecked (he-n,pekt), ///. a. colloq. [lit.

pecked by a hen or hens: alluding to the plucking

of some of the feathers of the domestic cock by his

hens.] Domineered over by, or subject to the rule

a 1680 BUTLER Kent. (1759) " t4 The henpect Man
rides behind his Wife, and lets her wear the Spurs and

govern the Reins. 1690 DRVDEN Amphitryon n. u, Was
ever poor deity so hen-pecked as I am 1 1697 Yfrf.

Past. in. 49 A Step-dame too I have, a cursed She Who
rules my hen-peck'd Sire and orders me. 1712 STEELE Sftet.

No. 479 F 5 Socrates, who is by all Accounts the undoubted

Head of the Sect of the Hen-peck'd. 1820 W. IRVING Sketch

Bk. I. 59 An obedient henpecked husband.

b. transf. Cf. hen-frigate in HEN sb. 8.

1695 CONGREVE Love for L. iv. xiii, I believe he that

marries you will go to Sea in a Hen-peck'd Fngat.

Hen-plant : see HEN sb. 8.

Henrician (henrifan), a. and sb. EccL Hist.

[ad. med.L. Henrician-us ,
f. HenrTcus Henry.]

A. adj. 1. Pertaining to Henry VIII of England

or the ecclesiastical measures of his reign.

1893 R W DIXON Hist. Ch. Eng.xi. III. 39 Tne chlef

articles of the Henrician settlement of religion.

2 Of or pertaining to the Henncians (B. I).

1894 Dublin Km Apr. 317 Many of the citizens had em-

braced the Henrician heresy. _ .

B. sb. 1. One of the followers (in Switzerland

and 'Southern France) of Henry of Lausanne, a

religious and moral reformer of the 1 2th century.

K70 FULKE Heskins' Parl. 115 Petrobrusians, and Hen-

ricians, that denied the body of Christe to be consecrated,

and giuen by the priestes, as it was by Chr.ste him selfe.

1889 S- J. BALES St. Bernard \. 61 The zeal of Bernard ..

wai exercised chiefly against the heresy of the Henncians.

2 A supporter of the opinion and practice ol the

Emperor Henry IV of Germany, in opposition to

Pope Gregory VII.

1874 J H. BLUNT Diet. Sects (1886) 183/2 note.

Hen-roost, [f.
HEN sb. + ROOST sb.] A place

where domestic fowls roost at night.

,11100 Gere/a in Anglia IX. 262 If. eac henna hrost

!6n COTGR., Poulailler, a Henne-house, or Henne-roost.

1620 I. WILKINSON Coroners i, Sherifes 120 Walkers by

niu'ht to steale. . Hennes from Henrouse or any other thing.

nu ADDISON Sped. No. 130 P i If a Man prosecutes them

[Gipsies] with Severity, his Hen-roost is sure to pay for it.

1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xviii. IV. 150 A boy who had

robbed a henroost. .

Henry: see GOOD HENKY. Henry-sophister:
see HARRY-SOPH. Hen's-bill : see HEN sb. 8.

Hensfe, henna, obs. forms of HENCE.

Hen's-foot. Also 6 henfoote, 7 hens-feet.

[From the supposed resemblance of the divided

leaves to a hen's claws.] Name given totwo different
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plants: fa. [tr.L.f*sg*t&MCtus{Plwy}.] The

Climbing Fumitory, Corydalis daviadata. Obs.

1578 LYTE Dodocns \. xv. 24 Called. .Hedge Fumeterre,
ana Hennes foote. . . Henfoote or hedge Fumeterre. 1601

HOLLAND Pliny II. 236 The first Capnos, which in Latine is

commonly called Pedes Gatiinacei, i. hens feet.

b. [L./////.] Bur-parsley, Caucalis daucoides.

I597 GERARDK Herbal n. ccccxliii. (1633) 1023 In English
bastard Parsley or Hennes foot. 1776-96 WITHERING Brit,

riants (ed. 3) II. 289 Tordylinm Ant/triscns. .. Hedge
Parsley or Hens-foot. .. Horses are extremely fond of it.

Henslovian (hensl0u*vian). Rot. [f. Henslotv,
an English botanist (1796-1861).] In Henslovian

membrane, the cuticle of plants, discovered by Hen-
slow (Treas. Hot. 1866).

Hensman, obs. form of HENCHMAN.
t Hensour. Sc. Obs. Also 6 hensure. [Origin
unknown : see conjectures in Jamieson. The form
of the word suggests OFr. derivation.]

(

Perhaps a

giddy young fellow' (Jam.) ; perh. = henchman.
(The sense was app. obscure to Henry Charters in 1602.)

15.. Christs K. on Gr. x, Ane haisty hensure callit Hary
Quha wes ane archer heynd. 1535 LYNIJESAY Satyre of
Thrie Estattis iBann. MS. > 2651 Thir juglars, jestouns
and ydill hensouris Thir cariouris and thir quynte sensouris

[E. E. T. S. 2605 from ed. 1602, Thir lugglars, lestars, and
idill cuitchours, Thir carriers, and thir quintacensours].

t Kent, 2*. Obs. exc. arch, or dial. Forms : i

hentan, 3-6 hente(n, 4-9 hent ; 4-5 hint, 5

hynt(e. Pa. t. 3-6 hente, 4-9 hent ; 4-6 hint,
hynt. Pa. pple. 3-4 yhent, 3-7 hent, 4-5 hente,

5 ihent ; 4-0 hint, 5 hynt, hyntyd, 6 Sc. hyntit.

[OE. hentan ^also tekentan), of obscure formation.
It is probably related to Gothic /tinfian to seize. Its re-

semblance, both in form and sense to HEND v. is also

noteworthy. But in both cases the phonological relations

are difficult.]

1. trans. To lay hold of, seize, grasp ; to take or

hold in one's hand
;
to catch, arch.

(In OE. intrans. with genitive or prep.)
a 1000 Laws Ed-ward <$ Guthmm \'\. 6 (Schmid) Beo

he bonne utlah, and his hente mid hearme aelc bara be riht

wille, c iwx> Trin. Coll. Horn. 209 De sinfulle haueo
7

leid

grune me to henten. XM? R. GLOUC. (1724) 185 3yf he
nadde wyb be selde somdel be dunt yhent Syker he hym
adde aslawe. 111300 Cursor M. 3841 Abute hir hals ban
he hir hent [v.r. hint]. Ibid. 21624 A wessel . . Sett vnder
bat Hcure to hint, c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 41 Alle

about bei robbed, & toYbat bei mot hent. 14.. HOCCLEVE
A/in. Poems (1892) 71 pat in the feendes net we be nat

hent. c 1450 Merlin 101 He hente the swerde be the
hikes and drough it oute. 1530 PALSGR. 583/1, I hente, I

take by vyolence or to catche, je happf. This terme is nat

utterly comen. 1536 BELLENDF.N Cron. Scot. II. 355 Scho
hint his hors be the

renyeis. 1579 SPENSER Shepk. Cal.

Feb. 195 His harmefull Hatchet he hent in hand. 1611

SIIAKS. IVint. T. iv. iii. 133 log-on, log-on, the foot-path

way, And merrily hent the Stile-a. 1651 W. CARTWRIGHT
Ordinary v. iv. in Hazl. Dodsley XII. 311 Hent him, for

dern love hent him. [1885 BURTON Arab. Nts. (1887) III.

77 Then he hent in hand two stones.]
absol. ?(? 1500 Chester PL (E. E. T. S.) vii. 263 Hent on !

and hould that thou hase ! 1566 DRANT Horace A iii, When
hande nil houlde or hente.

2. To lay hold of and take away, lift, or move
in some way ;

to snatch, carry off ; to take (away,

off, out, up, etc.), put (on}.
a 1300 Cursor M. 13236 pis bodi vte of erth bai hint [?>. r.

hent]. 13.. Gaiv. $ Gr. Knt. 983 pe lorde. .Hent hejly of

his hode, and on a spere henged. r 1400 Rowland <$ O.

1194 Ane Actone one he hent. c 1440 York Myst. xxiii.

77 I^ord god !. .bat. .wolde . . hendly hente me oute of hell.

1579 SPENSER Sht-ph. Cal. Nov. 169 Dido nis dead, but into

heauen hent. 1589 PEELE Tale of Troy Wks. (Rtldg.)

553/2 Her heart was from her body hent. 1647 H. MOKE
Song ofSoul in. in. vii, For a time into high heaven hent.

b. Jig. To lift up, pluck up .heart). (Cf. also 5.)
( 1400 Destr. TV^y 9739 Therfore hent vp your hert & your

high wille. CIMOSt. Ctttlibert (Surtees) 4484 Right so bi

frendes als faste Heuy hertis sail hente.

3. a. To get at with a blow ; to strike, hit.

c 1250 Gen. <$ Ex. 2715 Moyses . . hente 5e cherl wiS hise

wond, And he fel dun in dedes bond. 13. . Coer de L. 6783
That other he hint upon the hood.

b. To get to, arrive at, reach, occupy.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Ckron. 11810) 39 Tuo outlandes kynges

on bis lond hauens hent. c 1440 Bone Flor. 139 The furste

hauyn that ever they hente. c 1475 Partenay 5272 When
of lusignen the faire Cite hent. 1603 SHAKS. Meas.forM.
iv. vL 14 The generous, and grauest Citizens Hauehent the

gates.

4. To seize, affect (as an influence or condition .

1390 GOWER Con/. I. 141 The vanite of pride him hente.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 1730 Therwithalle such colde me hente.
a 1547 SURREY in Tottell's Misc. tArb.i 8 There might I se

how Ver had euery blossom hent. 1613-16 W. BROWNE
Brit. Past. n. i, Men, whose watchfull eyes no slumber hent.

5. To get, take, receive, obtain, gain, meet with ;

to experience, suffer,
* catch

'

(^narrn, etc. ) ;
to

*

take
'

(courage, etc.) ; to apprehend, perceive.
1207 R. GLOUC, (1724) 204 Uerste he was sore adrad. .And

nabeles he hente herte. 11330 Ofuel 1195 {>ou ne sschalt
hente no vileinie, Of no man of king charles lond. c 1386
CHAUCER Prol. 301 Al bat he myghte of his freendes hente,
On bookes and his lernynge he it spente. c 1450 Miroitr
Saluacioun 2412 Of some man., the Baptisme of watere he
hent. c 1460 Tovmcley Myst. (Surtees) 122 So that I no
harmes hent. 1591 GREENE Maiden's Dr. 1, Then thought
I straight such friends are seldom hent.

b. To hent upon (or in) hand : to take in hand,
undertake. To hent ons way : to take one's way.

c 1400 J^estr. Trf>y 7969 To hent vppon hand soche a hegh
charge. 1486 Bk. St. Albans E vij b, Ayen the water his

way eeuen iff he hent. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. HI. vii. 61
Great labour fondly hast thou hent in hand.
6. intr. To take one's way, go. pseudo-archaism.
1579 Poor Knt.'s Pal. G iv, To seas he hent, whose wash-

inge waves did cause him to returne. 1714 Orig. Canto
.Y/v,Ytvr xlvi, Strait without Word or Answer forth he hent.

7. dial. (See quots.) [perh. not this word.]
1677 [see HENTING 2]. a ijzz LISLE Hush. (1757) Gloss.

(E. D. S.}, ////*, to lay up ; to put together. 1794 T. DAVIS
Agric. H'ilts in ArchaeoL RK>. (i8S8> Mar., A barn pro-
cess, well hinted well secured. 1828 Craven Diat. t Hent t

to plow up the bottom of the furrow.

t Hent, sf>. Obs. Also 6 hint. [f. HENT v.]
1. The act of seizing; a clutch, grasp.
1500 -ao DUNBAR Poetns xxxiii. 88 Scho was so cleverous of

hir clink. .Scho held thame at ane hint.

2. Jig. That which is grasped or conceived in the

mind ; conception, intention, design.
1600 HOLLAND Lvoy xxv. xiv. 557 So [they] put the

Consul! out of his hent [consilia dncis disjecit].

TI It is doubtful whether in the following we have sense i

or 2, or whether hent is for hint in its Shaksperian sense.

i6oa SHAKS. Ham. m. iii. 88 Vp Sword, and know thou a
more horrid hent When he is drunke asleepe : or in his Rage.

t Hent, prep, and conj.adv. Obs. [?f. HxiT OfTO.

hence + To, corresp. to OFris. hent, MUG. kin

ze, hinz. LG. hento, hente.~\ Till, until.

A. prep, (also hent to. hento.}

1426 AUDELAY Poetns 14 He kepis not to restore That he

takys amys to no maner mon, Hent his endyng. Ibid. 74
Thenke theron and thenke not erke, Hent to the last

endyng. 1573 Durham Depos. (Surtees) 252 The brother

did put him of warke hento suche tyme as he brought
answear from that wyfe.

B. conj. adv.

14.. Cast. Love(H3\.) 1479 [Thei] nere never i-wyst ne
holden Hent [early MS. er] he himselvyn come wolde.

1426 AUDELAY Poems 15 We were put in paradise to have
wele withoutyn woo, Hent we had unblest brokyn the com-
maundmentis of our kyng.

Hent, obs. form of HINT.

t Henter. Obs. [f. HENT v. + -ER '.] One who
seizes, a grasper.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. \. pr. iii. 7 (Camb. MS.) Rauy-

neres and henteres of fowleste thinges.

Henting, vbl. sb. [f. as prec. + -ING!.]
1. The action of the verb HENT

; laying hold ,

seizing ; grasp, apprehension.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 58/1 Cahchynge, or hentynge..,

apprehencio. 1471 RIPLEY Comp. Alch. ix. iv, in Ashm.
(1652) 174 These of our Secretts have som hentyng. 1508
DUNBAR Flytingiv. Kennedic 8 Hell sould nochthyd thair

harnis fra harinis hynting.
2. Agric. (See quot.) [perh. a different word.]
1677 PLOT Oxfordsh. 246 Tneyhave also a way of sowing

in the Chiltern Country, which is called sowing Hentings,
which is done before the Plough, the Corn being cast in a

straight line just where the plough must come, and is pre-

sently ploughed in. 1733 'i'^i.^ Horse-Hoeing Husb. (ed. 2)

xi. 116 They call the Top of a Ridge, a Veering ; they call

the two Furrows that are turn'd from each other at the

Bottom, between two Ridges, a Henting, i.e. an K siding.

Henus, obs. form of HENCE.

Henware (he-nwe-u). Sc. Also hens-ware,

[app. f. HEN sb. + WAKE sb.] The edible seaweed
Alaria esculenta, also called badderlocks.

1808-18 JAMIESON, Hens-ware, Henware. 1865 GOSSE
Land fy ^^(1874) 63 The henware .. a large plant, much
resembling the oar-weed, but of paler colour.

He-nwife. Chiefly Sc.

1. A woman who has charge of fowls ; sometimes

applied contemptuously to a man.
a iy)oCoIkelbie Smv 844 He. .chairgeit sone his hen-wyfe

to do hir cure And mak thame fruct ; than to set them [eggs]
scho fure. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poetns v. 24 Scho .. wes our

Ladyis hen wtf : And held Sanct Petir at stryfe, Ay quhill
scho wes in hevin. 1816 SCOTT Old Mart, ii, A half-witted

lad . . who had a kind of charge of the poultry under the old

h

1897 Pali Malt Mag.
\ 2. Menus' hen-wife, a bawd. Obs.

1513 DOUGLAS s*Eneis iv. Prol. 188 With Venus henvifis

quhat wyse may I flite ?

fHe'nwile. Sc. Obs. [app. f. HEN sb. + WILE.]
A petty or contemptible wile or stratagem.
rti66a R. BAILLIE Lett. (1775) II. 80 (Jam.) Their old

unhappy and unprofitable way of hen-wiles. 1697 CLELANIJ
Poems 55 (Jam ) Seeks out raw shifts, and poor hen wiles.

1738 P. WALKER Life Peden Pref. (ed. 3 23 Jurants sitting
at the Head . . as if they were to communicate, using that

Hen-wyle to get the Tables full.

Henwoodite (he-nwudait). Min. [f. the name
of W. J. flenwood, of Penzance (1805-1875) ;

see

-ITE.] A hydrous phosphate of aluminium and

copper, of bright blue colour, found in Cornwall.

1878 in Ure's Diet. Arts IV. (Supp.). 1887 DANA Man.
Min. 220.

Henys, obs. form of HENCE.

t Heo, dial, hoo, pers. pron.> yd sing, fern.,
nom. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : see below. [OE.
///, hio, hto> fern, of HE; = OFris. hiu. In

Goth., OS., and OHG., the fern, of the parallel

pronominal stem t-s, i-r
r
was lost and supplied

by a form sf, siu
j
Ger. ste. A like substitution

took place later in Kris, and Eng. ; in the latter,

the northern and e. midl. dialects about the 1 2th c.

exchanged hio
t heo, hyo t }ho, )he for the forms,

northern sco, scho, s/io
t
e. midl. scw

t sje, sche, SHE.
Uut keo in various forms survived in the south and
w. midl. asa literary word till the 15th c., and is still

vernacular from Lancashire to Devon and Sussex,
under the forms hoo

t
huh (the latter often mistaken

for the objective her] y iih, #.]
The original feminine pronoun corresponding to

/ie ; the place of which is now taken by SHE. Used
of women, and of animals or things grammatically
feminine.

a. i hiu, hiuu, hio, h6o, 2 hio, 2-5 heo, 2 hyo ;

2-3 }ho, 3 ;eo, 50, joe.
855 O. /-:. Chron. (Parker MS.) an. 718 Hio wses for-

gifen Norban hymbra cyninge. ^O10 Ibid. an. 910 Heo
geher^ade swiSe micel on baem noro here. ^950 Lindisf.
Gosp. Matt. xv. 27 SoS hiu cweci [(^975 Ritshw. G., & hiu

cweb; c 1000 Afs. C., Sa cwaeS heo; cn6o Hatton G.,
5a cwaeS hyoj. ^959 Mark x. 6 Hee and hiuu. c 975
Rush. Gosp. Matt. ix. 24 Hio slepeb^ [Ags. G., heo stepo ;

Hatton G.. hyo sleepfl]. c 1175 Lamb. Horn, m Heo hi

werna5 wi6 drunkenesse. c 1205 LAV. 182 He wes king
and heo quen. c 1300 Beket 24 The Princes heir heo was.
c 1330 King of Tars 76 To god heo made hire

preyers. 1362
LANGL. P. PI. A. n. 5

' Loke on \>e lufthond , quod heo.
c 1450 MYRC 396 That heo a-vow no maner bl'nge.
c 1200 ORMIN 2037 pe laffdi^ Mar^e jho barr child Wibbu-

tenn weddedd macche. ^1275 LAV. 1149 5eo was cwene
[fi2o5 heo wes quen] of alle wodes. 1*97 R. GLOUC.

(1724) 436 Jo^ was worjjy to be ycluped, Mold \>e god queue
Vor al pe godenesse, [>at joe dude her to Engelond. a 1300
Fall 4- Passion 81 in E. E. P. (1862) 15 Al hir ioi was ago,
bo jo him sei dei in rode .. bat del,neuer such nas ber none
. .as ?ho makid an seint Jon.

^3. i bias, i hie, 2-3 hie, 3-4 Jhe, }e, hye.
f 975 Ritshw. Gosp, Matt. xv. 23 Forlet hia: forbon be

hiae cse^eb after us. a loop Csedition's Gen. 822 J>a spracc
Eue eft, idesa scienost, wifa wlitejost, hie WEES ^eweorc
godes. c xaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 161 Hie is be heuenliches

kinges dohter. c 1*50 Gen. fy Ex. 2626 >he kepte it wel in

fostre wune, 5he knew it for hire owen sune. c 1250 Old
Kent Senn. m O. E. Misc. 29 Hye spac to bo serganz J>et

seruede of bo wyne. a 1275 Prov. JElfred 292 Ibid. 121

Swo hie ne bochte. a 1300 Fallfy Passion 82 in E. E. P.
(1862) 15 For to wep je nad no mo hot iiii bitter teris of
blode. r 1325 Lai le Freine 114 That hye nil, no hye ne
schal. c 1330 Florice fy BI. (1857) 572 51ie said anon right

)he had i-waked al this night.

7. I hi, 2-4 hi, 4-5 hy.
a 1000 Crist 559 in Exeter Bk. t Hafa5 nu se halga helie

bireafod ealtes b*s gafoles be hi jear-da^um . . unryhte
swealj. a 1x75 Cott. Horn. 223 Hi is selra hbbinde moder.
Ibid. 227 HL.warS mid cylde. a 1*50 Owl fy Night. 32 Me
hi halt loblich and fule. 1340 Ayenb. 26 peruore is hy
dorter of prede. Ibid. 28 Hi ys contrarious to be holy
goste. c 1460 Laitnfal 352 Sche hadd hym aryse anoon ;

Hy seyde to hym, Syr gantyl knyght.

8. 2-5 he, 4 hey, 5 hee.

^1175 Lamb. Horn. 103 pa oSer sunne [is] forliger .. bet

is ihaten fornicatio. He buleS bene mon. rzsoo Trin.
Coll. Horn. 159 LusteSnuwich maiden, .and hwat hehatte,
and hware he was fet. a 1300 St. Michael 203 in Treat.

Science^ etc. (1841) 136 The sonne. .sent a-doun hire hete. .

and of fersch water he draweth up the breth. c 1380
WYCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 413 Crist askid bo womman watir to

drinke, and jitte he was an alien, for he was a Samaritan.
a 1400 Pol. Rel. fy L. Poems 229 Hey endetz shameliche

Hey draweb dredfulliche. c 1400 Chron. Vilod. 1119 And
thongede hurr* hey^elyche . .

J>at
hee had delyveryd hym.

a 1450 Le Morte A rth. 584 Ther-for he dude on a Russet
cote. .And made heore self bo a Nonne.

6. 3-4 ha, a.

ciaog LAY. 28210 pa wile a [the queen] beo<5 aliue. a 1*25

Leg. Kath. 136 pus hwil ha [v. r. a] wLste hire. 1387
TREVISA MS. Cott. Vesp. D. vii. 29 b. He . . prayede hys
wyf bat hue wolde helpe . . bote a dude be contrary.

f. 2-5 ho, 3-5 hoe.

cii7j>
Lamb. Horn. 77 pe sunne streonb J>e lome bet ho

spret tn to al bis wide worlde. <ri05 LAY. 42 He hoe

[hoc] ?ef ^re aoelen yEHenor. 1x9^ R. GLOUC. 11724) 13
Ho wende from al hire kyn. 13. . Gaiv. $ Gr. Knt. 1001

pe olde auncian wyf hejest ho syttez. c 1420 Sir Amadacc
i.Camden) Ixvi, Ho kissutte hur lord, c 1410 Ckron. Vilod.

376 In yche werk b* hoe wrouit.

rj. 4-5 hue.
1307 Elegy Edw. /, iv, Ich biquethe myn herte aryht

..Over the see that hue be diht. 1340-70 Alex. <$ Dind.

562 While hue liuede alse. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C n. 10

Ich was aferd of hure face, thaun nue faire were.

0. 5-9 hoo.
a 1440 Sir Degrev. 686 Natheles hoo was wel paid.

1674 RAY A^ C. Words 26 Hoot he, in the Northwest parts
of England most frequently used for she. c 1815 Lancash.
Ballads $ Songs 169 Hoo says hoo can tell when hoo's hurt.

1867 E. WAUGH Oivd Blanket 72 Th' mistress said hoo

thought hoo'd suit 'em.

b. Opposed to he : female, feminine.

c 950-1000 : see HE 7. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 337 Ay
bou meng with be malez be mete ho-bestez.

He-oak: see HE/TWZ. 8 b. Heold, obs. pa. t.

of HOLD v. Heole, variant of HELK z/.
1 Obs.

Heom, var. HEM pron., Obs. (
= them) ; obs. f.

HOME. Heonene, heonne(n, Heonnes, obs.

ff. HEN adv., HENCE. Heore, obs. forms

of HER pron. Heou, heovv, obs. ff. HUE.

Heoven, obs. inf. and pa. t of HEAVE ; obs. f.

HEAVEN.

Hep, variant form of HIP sb* t the fruit of the

rose-tree.

Hep, obs. form of HEAP, HIP sb.*



HEPAR.

|| Hepar (hrpaj). Chem. and Afed. [med.L., I

a. Gr. TJirap liver, in reference lo its colour.]

1. An old name for a metallic sulphide, having a

reddish-brown or liver colour. Also, for compounds

of sulphur with other substances. Cf. HEPATULK.

1706 KIRWAN Elan. Min. led. 2) II. 321 Molybdenous Acid

takes Sulphur from its Hepars. 1799 Cfol. Kss. 397

(llavtber is found, .frequently in the state of a hepar. 1800

HENRY Epit. Chfia. (1808) 149 [Sulphurets] have, for the

most part a reddish brown or liver colour ; and hence were

formerly called hcpars, or livers of sulphur.

2. Also more fully, liepar sulphuris or hepar

sulphur : a. (//. s. kalinuni] Old name for potassa

sulfhurata. b. (H. s. calcareunf) The name com-

monly given in homoeopathy to calcium sulphide.

a. 1603 SALMON Bates" Disp. (1715! 436/1 Le Febure

makes this Hepar Sulphuris thus : Be Of the best Sulphur in

line Pouder Jiv. Salt of Tartar very dry, as much: Mix

them together, .till all be reduced to a Mass, which is called

the Liver of Sulphur. 1742 nil. 7><zj. XLII. 73 lhat

sort of Hefar. formed by the Union of the Caustic Salt with

the Sulphur of the Ashes of the Glass- wort. tint unities

Chem. (ed. n) 327 Liver of sulphur, or hepar sulphuris, is

a name given to a brownish substance, made by fusing

together . . potassium carbonate and sulphur.

6 1866 A ilshants HandyJk. Hamaof. Pratt. 22 Hepar

Sulphuris, Sulphuret of Lime, Proto-Sulphuret of Calcium,

or Liver of Sulphur, is prepared by trituration. 1885 Pail

Mall G. 26 Feb. 6 2 Patti, I am told, puts a great deal of

dependence upon hepar-sulphur. 1887 Homaop. World n
Nov. 503 If the patient has been already dosed with Mer-

cury, Hepar is the remedy.

Hepat-, before a vowel = HEPATO-, comb, form

of Or. VV> ^mir - liver : as in Hepatalgia, pain

affecting the liver, neuralgia of the liver (Hooper
Med. Diet. 1811); hence Hepatalgic a., of or

belonging to hepatalgia (Mayne Expos. Lex. 1854).

Hepatemphra-xis [Gr. e^pofis stoppage], ob-

struction of the liver (Craig 1847) ;
hence Kepa-

tamphra-ctlc a. (Mayne 1854).

f Hepata-rian, a. 06s. rare.- [f. L. liepa-

tari-us, f. hepat- : see prec. and -AN.] Of or per-

taining to the liver, hepatical (Blount Glossogr.

1656).

Hepatic (h/pse-tik),
a. and sb. Also 4-8 ep-.

[ad. L. hepatic-its, a. Gr. ^mmm* of or belonging

to the liver.]

A. adj. 1. Of or pertaining to the liver,

e. g. Hepatic artery, ducts, plexus, vein ; Hepatic apoplexy,

colic, disorder, disease,flux.

isi A. M. tr. Gabelhouer's Bk. Physicke 178/1 Phleboto-
,

raise?, in his right Arme, the Hepaticke or Livervayn. 1621

BURTON Auat. Mel. I. i. in. iv, Melancholy, which Lauren- I

tius subdivides into three parts . . Hepatick, Splenatick,

Meseriack. 1719 QUINCY Phys. Diet., Hepatick Flux is a

bilious Looseness, occasioned by overflowing ot Cooler, i

1742 EAMES in Phil. Trans. XLII. 32 A Discharge of Bile
|

. .'tis but thin and diluted, and such as in other Animals is
,

usually called Hepatic Bile. 1773 Gentl. Mag. XLIII. 604

His lordship's bilious and hepatic complaints.
1806 Mea.

Jrnl. XV. 577 The hepatic artery being very small, com.

paratively with the size of the liver. 1827 ABERNETHV

Surf Wks I 60 Hepatic disorder may disturb the sen-

soriSm. 1831 R. KNOX Cloqucl's Anal. 479 The original

filaments . follow the pyloric artery, to cast themselves into

the hepatic plexus. 1866 HUXLEV Phys. v. (1872) 118 Ihe

hepatic duct, which conveys away the bile brought to it . .

from the liver. 1877 Encycl. Brit. VI. 140 Hepatic colic . .

where a biliary calculus or gall stone passes down from the

gall bladder into the intestine,

t 2. Affected with liver complaint. Obs.

IMS TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xvn. viii. (Tollem. MS.),

Licoure bat it is sodde inne helpep and socoure|> frer.etik

men, and epatik.

3. Acting on the liver, good for the liver.

1671 SALMON Syn. Med. in. xxii. Mountain-mint ..is

Pectoral and Hepatick. 1819 REES Cycl. s.v. lobelia. We
have cordial, stomachic, .and hepatic tablets.

4. Liver-coloured, dark brownish-red ; as in He-

patic aloes, hepatic lanager.
Hepatic cinnabar, cinnabar mixed with idnolite, carbon,

and earthy matter. Hepatic pyrites, decomposed liver-

brown tessular crystals of iron pyrites i Bristow Glou. Mm.).

c 1420 Pa/lad, on Huso. XL 361 With aloes tweyne vncis

epatike. 1589 COCAN Haven Health (1636) 92 Take . . of

Aloes Epaticke, of white Sugar-Candie, of each the weight

of two pence. 1796 KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) II. 38

Compact Brown Iron Stone or Hepatic Iron Ore. 1811

A. T. THOMSON Land. Disp. (1818) 21 The Cape aloes have

a . . more disagreeable odour than the Socotrine and Hepatic.

5. Of or pertaining to a hepar ; sulphurous,

t Hepatic air or gas, sulphuretted hydrogen.
1651 BIGGS NeatDisf.Trfi This balsamick hepatick salt.

1786 Phil. Trans. LXXVI. 118 Hepatic Air is that species

of permanently elastic fluid which is obtained from com-
i

binations of sulphur with various substances, as alkalies,

earths, metals, etc. 1788 Itid. LXXVIII. 384 If nitrous air

be mixed with hepatic air volatile alkali will be formed.

1789 Itid. LXXX. 67 Upon applying heat to the sulphur

thus blackened, I have perceived an hepatic smell. 1794 O-

ADAMS Nat. f, K*p. 1'hilos. I. xii. 5 Inflammable air

possesses the property of dissolving sulphur, in which case it

contracts a very fetid smell, and forms hepatic air. Ibid. 497

Hepatic gas. 1800 tr. l.agrange's Chem. II. 365 djl
exhales

a hepatic odour capable of altering the splendor of silver,

t 6 Hepatic moss, a liverwort : see HEPATICA 2.

1824 Gvemux Flora. Edin. Introd. 15 Hepatica:, Liver-

wort? Hepatic Mosses. Most of the plants of this order

have a considerable affinity with the true mosses.
_

B. s/>. A medicine that acts on the liver ami in-

creases the secretion of bile.
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1486 Bk. St. Altans C vb, Yeue hir epatike with the flesh

of a chycon. 1671 SALMON Syn. Med. in. xv. 358 You must

use cooling Hepaticks. 1707 FLOVER Physic, false- Watch.

419 The Bitters are Hepatics. 1886 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Hepatica ih/pse'tika). Bot. [med.L., fern.

(quasi herba hepatica of hepatic-its : see prec.]

1. A subgenus or section of the genus Anemone;

esp. the common spring-flowering Anemone (Hepa-

tica') triloba, a native of continental Europe, culti-

vated in Britain, the three-lobed leaves of which

were fancied to resemble the liver.

1578 LVTF. Dodoens I. xl. 58 The leaues of Hepatica are

broade, and diuided into three paries.. Amongst the leaues

groweth fayre azured or blew floures, euery one growing

vpon a single stemme. Ibid. 59 [I>1 may be called in Eng-

lish Hepatica, N oble Agrimome, or Three leafe Lyuerwurte.

1664 EVELYN Kal. Hort. (1720) 192 January ..Flowers in

Prime Hepatica, Primroses, Laurus-tinus. 1803 J . ABF.R-

CROMBIK Ev. Man Ovm Card. 688/1 Hepaticas, single white,

single blue, single red, Double red, Double Blue. 1882

Ganin n Mar. 155/1 The fine single blue American

Hepatica. .is a stronger and more vigorous species.

2. The old name in the herbalists for Common
Liverwort, Marchantia polymorpha, a lichen-like

plant which creeps over wet rocks and damp ground,

rooting from the lower surface of the leaf. Hence

pi. Hepaticte, a group of Cryptogams allied t the

Mosses, containing plants which haveno operculum,

and as a rule possess elaters ;
of which the Common

Liverwort is an example.
The group was proposed and named by the French botanist

Adanson (Families des Plantes, 1763).

1548 TURNER Names ofHertes 48 Lichen is called in englise

Liuerwurte, in duch Steinliberkraut, in french Hepatique,

the Poticaries cal it Hepatica. 1578 LVTE Dodoens in. Ixx.

411 This herbe is called in Greeke Aew?.: in Latme

Lichen: in Shoppes Hepatica.. m Enghshe Liuerwurt and

Stone Liuerwort. 1796 WITHERING Brit. Plants led. 3) I.

340 The Cryptogamia Class, .may be divided into the follow-

ing orders or assemblages : i. Miscellanea: ; 2. Fi ices ; 3.

Musci; 4. Hepatica:; 5. Algae ;.
6 Fungi. Itid. 363

Hepatica:.. Female fructifications inclosed in a veil which

splits open at the top, and discharges the capsule. 1867 J.

HOGG Microsc. n. i. 308 The little group of Hepaticac or

Liverworts which is intermediate between Lichens and

Mosses. 1880 C. R. MARKHAM Perm. Bark 273 His vast

collection of mosses and hepatica: from the valley of tl

Amazons. ..

tHepa-tical, a. Obs. [f.
as HEPATIC + -AL.]

= HEPATIC a. I.

i6n COTGR., Hepatiquc, hepaticall. 1651 BEDELL in

i Fuller's Abel Redw. 74 He dropt into an Hepaticall flux.

1732 ARBUTHNOT Rules of Diet 323 They degenerate into

Hepatical Fevers. Itid. 342 The hepatical Artery and the

Vena Porta, carry the Blood into the Liver.

~B.sl>. = HEPATIC B.

1671 SALMON Syn. Med. HI. xv. 357 Hepaticals are such

Medicines as are dedicated to the Liver.

HepatiCO'logist. A botanist who devotes

his attention to the Jfepaticse or Liverworts.

1895 Naturalist 1 1 1 Work . . performed by the distinguished

hepaticologist, Dr. Richard Spruce.

Hepa-ticous, a. [f. as HEPATIC + -ous.] a.

Of a fiver colour, b. Lobed like the liver.

1886 Syd. Soc. Lex.

t Hepatite '

(he-patsit).
Obs. Also 4 epetite.

[ad. L. hepatitis, a. Gr. inarms.] An early name

for a precious stone (hepatitis gemma Pliny) said

to resemble the liver in some respect.

c 1305 Land Cokayne 94 in E. E. P. (1862) 158 Chalcedun

and epetite. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 630 Some [stones]

there be which bear the names of certain members of the

body ; as for example, Hepatites, of the liuer. 1706 PHILLIPS,

Hepatites, a precious Stone of the shape of the Liver.

Hepatite 2
. Min. [Named by Karsten, 1800

(Hepatit), from the older name lapis hepaticus.}

A name applied to varieties of Barytes emitting

a fetid, sulphurous, or hepatic odour when rubbed

or heated ;
liver-stone.

1802-3 tr. Pallas' Trim. 11812) I. 145 They form cavities

filled up with a dun hepatite of the spatli kind. 1816 K.

TAMFSON Syst. Min. (ed. 2) II. 288 It is named hepatite from

the disagreeable sulphureous odour it exhales when rubbed.

|| Hepatitis (hep&tsitis). Path. [a. Gr. I)ITOTITIS

adj., ofor pertaining to the liver: see -ITIS.] 'In-

flammation of the substance of the liver' (S. S.Lex.}

1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., The hepatitis bears a near

resemblance to the pleurisy. 1788 J. C. SMVTH in /1/W.

Commun. II. 173 Phrenitis, Pleuntis, Hepatitis, Nephritis.

1819 B E O'MEARA Expos. Trans. St. Helena 28 Hepa-

titis, with its usual train of distressing symptoms, followed.

Hepatization (,hep5tsiz?fon). [f. HEPATIZE.]

tl. Chem. Impregnation with sulphuretted hy-
1

drogen. (See HEPATIC 5.) Obs.

I7& KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) II. 455 These [expedients]

were Torrefaction, Sulphurization, Hepatization.

2. Path. Consolidation of the lung tissue, so tna

it becomes solid and friable somewhat like liver,

being first of a red and afterwards of a grey colour.

Applied also to the state of any texture which has

been converted into a liver-like substance (Mayne

Expos. Lex. i8-;4).

.822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) H.
'.3

I" "'e se
?
ond

stage [of Pneumonia] or that of hepatisation the crepitous

feel is entirely lost. 1862 H. W. FULLER D,s. Lungs 249

The third [stage] that of grey hepatization, or diffused sup-

puration of the pulmonary tissue. 1866 A. FLINT / rinc.

Med. (1880) 161 In the second stage, usually called the stage

HEPHJESTUS.

! of red hepatization.. The solidified lung is of a brownish-red

color, non-crepitant, and presents an appearance not unlike

that of the liver, whence the name hepati/ation.
'

Hepatize ^^^^^^;, - L
- -

, /

liver + -UK : corresp. in form to Gr. ^uaTif-fiy to

be like the liver, to be liver-coloured.] Hence

Hepatized (he'pataizd), ///. a.

trans. t a. Chem. To impregnate with sulphur-

etted hydrogen. Obs. b. Path. To convert (the

lungs) by engorgement and effusion into a substance

resembling liver.

1786 Phil. Trans. LXXVI. 142 Hepatised water in a well

closed vessel effects a solution of iron in a few days. 1822

34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 377 Some form of hepatised

ammonia being employed. Itid. II. 134 Sometimes the

hepatised portions are exactly circumscribed by a lobule.

Hepato-, repr. Gr. ijTraro-, combining form of

fjirap liver; as in Hepatocele (he'patOisfl) [Gr.

KJ)\IJ tumour], hernia of the liver. Hepato-colio

(-kp'lik a. [Gr. KoAoi/ COLON ^.relating to the liver

and the colon (Syd. Soc. Lex.}. Hepatocystio

(-si-stik) a. [see CYST], pertaining to the liver and

the gall-bladder,
or uniting the two (Mayne Expos.

Lex. 1854). Hcpatoduodenal (-drnal) a., per-

taining to the liver and the duodenum. Hepato-

enteric (he-pat0iente-rik) a., pertaining jointly to

the liver.and the intestine. Hepatogastrio (,-gse'S-

trik) a.,' pertaining to both the liver and the

stomach (Craig 1847). Hepatogenie (-dse'nik),

Hepatogenous (hepatfdsftiss) adjs. [see -GE.Nj,

originating from the liver. Hepato graphy [see

-GKAPHY], the description of the liver, its attach-

ments and functions (.Dunglison). He'patolith

[Gr. Ai'0os stone], a gall-stone (Syd. Soc. Lex.) ;

hence Hepatoli'thio a., of the nature of a gall-

stone. Hepatolithiasis (-lijrai-asis),
the formation

of stone-like concretions in the liver (Craig 1847).

Kepato-logy [see -LOGY], that part of medical

science which treats of the liver (Dunglison 1833-

46) ;
hence Hepatolegist, a student of hepatology ;

Hepatolo-glcal a., of or belonging to hepatology

(Mayne). Hepatopancreas (he'patoipse'nkrz'ises)

Biol., Klaus's name for the glandular organ, called

the liver in Invertebrates, in reference to its two-

fold functions of secretion and digestion. Hepato'-

pathy [Gr. iraflos suffering], disease of the liver

(Mayne). Hepato-po-rtal a. [see PORTAL], of or

pertaining to the hepatic portal system, as distin-

gnished from reniportal. Hepato-remal a. [see

RENAL], relating to the liver and kidneys. Hepa-

torrhce-a [Gr. fata a flow], a flow or discharge

from the liver. Hepato'seopy [Gr. -axoma in-

spection], inspection of the liver; divination by

inspection of the liver of an animal. Hepato'-

tomy [Gr. -ropia cutting], dissection of the liver

(Mayne). He:pato-nmbi'lical a. [L. umbilicus

navel], connecting the liver and the navel.

1811 HOOPER Med. Diet.,
"
Hepatocele, an hernia in which

a portion of the liver protrudes through the abdominal

parietes. 1738 AMYAND in Phil. Trans XL. 322 'Hepatl

cystic Ducts 1766 HUNTER Ibid. LVI. 309 The hepato.

cystic ducts.. enter the gall-bladder at ? anterior end or

fundus. .880 J. W. LEGG Bile 80 bchiff . . tied all the

structures in the hepato-duodenal ligament, save the hepa-

tic artery. 1876 tr. Wagner** Gen. Pathoi. 551 Hepato-

genie Icterus in the duodenum. 1886 -SW. Sat. Lex.,

Hepatogenic icterus, jaundice produced by the absorption

of bile already formed in the liver. 1875 H. C. WOOD

Therap. (1879) 109 That the icterus is not really hepato-

zenous, but haemic in origin. 1897 ALLBUTT Syst. Med.

II 400 True hepatogenous jaundice, with bile P'grnent in

the urine and decolouration of the fasces. 1854 MAVXK

Erpos. Lex., Hcpatolithiciis, ofor belonging to a hepato.

lith 'hepatolithic 1888 Sri. Amer. LVIII. 98 Dr. Harky,

the F.nglish 'hepatologist and nephrologist. 1884 bEDGWlCk

tr Clans' 7.ool.\. sg In the Invertebrata the secretions of

many glands, which are generally called 'liver', but which

would be more appropriately termed "hepatopancreas. 1886

SW Soc Lex., *Hrpato-renal ligament, a reflection of the

peritoneum extending from the transverse fissure of the liver

to the kidney. 1727-51 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Dmnatwn,

Hepatoscopy, or the consideration of the liver.

He-patoid, a. [ad. Gr. f,vaToit5v liver-shaped :

see HEPATO- and -om.] 'Like to the liver in

colour or in function
'

(Syd. Soc. Lex.
J886).

tHepe Obs. rare. [Identical
with MHG.,

MLG hepe, early mod.Du. fieefe, Vu.'hcep sickle-

shaped pruning-knife or bill; other forms of which

are MHG., MLG. heppe, mod.Ger. hcppe.hrppe,

OHG. habba, kappa, liej>pa :-*happja s-OTent.

*hal>jdn, (. pre-Teut. root hop-, whence prob. Gr.

Kom's chopper, cleaver, broad curved knife. As

there is no cognate word in OE ., its appearance

in Gower, and this app. in a proverbial phrase (cf.

'

by hook or by crook
'

under HOOK), is not easy

to account for.] A curved pruning-knife.

1390 GOWER Con/. II. 223 So what with hepe and what

with crok(e) They make her maister often winne.

Hepe, obs. form of HEAP, HIP.

|| HephffiStns (htf'-sts). Romanized spelling

of Gr.'H^mo-Tos the god of fire, identified by the
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HEPHTHEMIMEB.
Romans with Vulcan. Hence Hephse-stian a.,

of, or belonging to, or made by Hephaestus. He-

phaa-stic a., relating to fire ; also, relating to the

forge or use of the smith's hammer.

1658 PHILLIPS, Hephxstian mountains, certain burning

mountains in Lycia. 1854 KEICHTLEY Mylhal. Anc. Greece

* Italy ied. 3) 434 Arrayed in Hephacstian armour. 1869

Lancet I. 427 Cases of hemiplegia among Sheffield smiths

were described . . as due to the
^

use of the hammer, and

termed, .'hephaestic hemiplegia'.

Heph.themi.mer (hefh/rni-maiV Anc. Pros.

[ad. late L. hcphthemimeres (-is) (Diomedes, Ser-

vius), a. Gr. l^flr/ju^f/njs
'

containing seven halves ',

f. iirr(a- seven + i)iu- half+^('p0! Part > -PfP1 s 'Par
'

tite. So mod.F. hephthtmimere. Also commonly
used in the Latin form ;

sometimes contracted heph-

themim.] A group or catalectic colon of seven

half-feet ;
the part of a hexameter line preceding

the caesura when this occurs in the middle of the

fourth foot, as in
'

Inferretque deos Latio genus unde Latinum '.

Hence Hephthemi 'moral a., of or pertaining to

a hephthemimeris, as in hephthemimeral ciesura:

see the example above.

poetry, _- -

that is, of seven half feet. 1871 Public Sch. Lai. Gram.
226. 464-5 Next in power to the penthemimeral is the

hephthemimeral or semiseptenarian caesura. Ibid., In this

verse, Quid faciat I laetas
\ segetes \ quo sidere terrain . .

the principal pause is at the hephthemimeris. Ibid. % 232.

470 Trochaic Hephthemimer.

Hepper. A local name of a smolt, or young
salmon of the second year.
1861 Act 24 4- 25 Viet. c. 109 4 All migratory fish of the

genus salmon, whether known by the names
^
hereinafter

mentioned, that is to say, salmon, .pink, last spring, hepper,
last brood, gravelling, .or by any other local name. 1885 I'

1

.

DAY Fitket C,t. Brit. II. 69 From one to two years old

before it. .has gone to the sea it is known as a. .skegger,

gravelling, hepper. .in Wales.

Hepta-, before a vowel Hept-, combining form

of Gr. 7rTa seven, occurring as the first element of

many compounds in Greek, some of which have

descended through Latin into the modern langs.,

while many more have been taken directly from

Greek, or formed on Greek analogies. Normally.

hepta- is combined with elements of Greek origin,

but in some instances (chiefly on account of the

inconvenience of L. scpteni) it is combined with

L. or other elements, as heptangular, heptavaleat.
In Chem. it indicates the presence of seven atoms

of an element, as heptacarbon (see below), hepla-

chloride, heploxide, heptachlorotoluene, etc.

Heptaoa-psnlar a. Bot. [L. capsula CAPSDLE],

having seven capsules, cells, or cavities (Bailey
1 730-6). Heptaca'rbon a. Chem., containing seven

carbon atoms, as in heptacarbon compounds, series :

cf. HEPTANE, f Heptace (he-ptasz) Ctyst. [Gr.

ax-ff point], a summit of a polyhedron formed by
the concurrence of seven faces Kirkman). Hep-
tachronons (heptse'kronas) a. [late L. heptachro-

nus, a. Gr. lirraxpovos, f. xpovos time], in ancient

prosody = heptasemic. Heptaco'lio a. [Gr. tirra-

muA-os of seven verses or members, f. KUI^OV COLON],
in ancient prosody : of seven cola or members, as

'aheptacolic period'. Hepta-compound, Chem.,

a compound containing seven atoms of any element

or radical ; esp. a heptacarbon compound. Eepta-
hexaue-dral a. Cryst., having seven ranges of

six faces each. Heptanydrate, Chem., a com-

pound containing seven molecules of water (7H.2O\
Ii Heptameron [Gr. 4irTar)/ p-os, neut. -ov, of seven

days, f. fi^ipa day], a seven days' work
;

title of

a collection of stories, represented Rafter the pattern
of the Decameron of Boccaccio to have been

told on seven successive days, made by Queen
Margaret of Navarre, a 1549. Hepta'meter Pros.

[late L. heptametrutn, a. Gr. (irTa^fTpov, f. ptrpov

measure], a verse consisting of seven feet or mea-

sures ;
cf. heptapody. Heptame'trical a., con-

sisting of seven feet or measures. Hepta'ng~ular

a., having seven angles. Heptape-talous a. Bot.,

having seven petals, f Hepta'phony [f. Gr. jrr<S-

<paiv-ot seven-voiced, having a sevenfold echo], the

union of seven sounds (Blount Clossogr. 1656).

Heptaphy lions a. Bot. [Gr. tir-ratyv\\-os seven-

leaved], having seven leaves or calyx sepals (Web-
ster 1838). Heptapodic (-pp-dik) a. Pros. [Gr.
-iroSoj -footed], consisting of or containing seven

metrical feet ; so Hepta'pody, a measure or verse

consisting of seven feet. Heptasemic (-srmik)
a. [late L. heptasem-os, a. Gr. lirrimj/i-os of seven

times], in ancient prosody: containing seven units

of time or morse. Heptasepalons (-se'pab-i
a. Bot., having seven sepals. Keptaspe'rmous
a. Bot. [Gr. anipiai seed], bearing seven seeds.
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Heptastich (he'ptaslik) Pros. [Gr. <TTI'XOS line],

sb., a group of seven lines of verse ; a., seven lines

long. Heptasticho-.is (-se'stikas) a. Bot., having
seven leaves in the spiral row. Heptastrophic

(-str^-fik)
a. Pros. [Gr. orpocfr) turning, STROPHE],

consisting of seven strophes or stanzas, f Hepta-
te-chnist [Gr. ^txyr

} art]> a professor of the Seven

Arts (cf. ART 7), a Master of Arts. Heptato'mic
a. Chem. [ATOMIC], containing or equivalent to

seven atoms. Heptatonio \-\fnik) a. A/us. [Gr.

iirraTov-us seven-toned], consisting of seven notes.

Keptavalent v-arvalent) a. Chem. [L. valent-cm

having power or value], combining with or capable
of replacing seven atoms of hydrogen or other

univalent element or radical.

1866 ODLING Anim. Chem. 100 "Heplacarbon compounds
such as the benzoic residue of hippuric acid. 1880 // '. . ( .

Millet's Elem. Chem. in. <ed. 5) 317 A small quantity of. .

"heptachlorotoluene. 1866 ODLING A aim. Chem. 66*Hepta-
compounds, including oil of bitter almonds, and the benzoic,

salicic, and gallic acids. 1805-17 R. JAMESON Char. Min.

(ed. 31 204 A crystal is *hepta-hexahedral, when its surface

consists of seven ranges of planes, disposed six and six

above each other. 1874 GLTHRIE in Proc. Phys. Sac. 1,0ml.
I. 67 On cooling such a solution . . the 'heptahydrate crys-

tallines out. 17*7-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., *Heptameron . . is

a title . .

HEPTANE.

He'ptaglot, it. and si. [f.
Gr. iirra HEPTA-

+ -yXuTTd tongue, -y\ojTTos -tongued : cf. POLY-

GLOT.] a. adj. Using or written in seven languages.

b. s/i. A book in seven languages.
1684 N. S. Crit. Enq. Edit. B,U,- xxvii. 245 They are

indeed much inferiour to the Parisian Heptaglots in the

largeness and goodness of the Paper. 1885 Encyil. Brit.

XIX. 417 It was in connexion with this polyglot! that E.

Castle produced his famous Heptnglott Lexicon.

So f Heptaglotto-logy. bs. (See quot.
s

1618 E. RIVE (title) An Heptaglottologie, that is, a

Treatise concerning Seven Languages.

Heptagon ,he ptag^n). [ad. Gr. Hrwywrov,
neut. of (vrdyaivos seven-cornered. Cf. F. fuptagvne

1542 in Hatz.-Darm. .]

1. Gcom, A plane figure having seven angles and

seven sides.

1570 BILLINCSLEY Euclid i. xxxii. 42 In an heptagon, from

cey use as a e . . e e

Valois . . is a very ingenious piece, in the manner of Boccace's

Decameron. 1894 H. H.GiBBS(////<?)ColloquyonCurrency:
a Heptameron. 1814 SOUTHEY in Q. Rev. XII. 84 It revived

*
a epameron. 114 O . . .

the old long verse, which he calls the *hept.imetrical seven-

footed line. 1706 PHILLIPS ied. Kersey), *Heptangular
Figure is that which consists of seven Angles. 1751 SIR J.

HILL Hist. Anim. 203 (Jd-) The middle of the body
heptangular. 1775 J. JENKINSON Brit. Flouts Gloss.,

"Heptaphyllous. 1870 BENTLEY Bot. 216 'Heptasepalous.

i88j-3in Sc\x&Encycl.Kelig. Krurwl. III. 1945 Of 'hepta-
stichs there is only one example [Prov. xxiii. 6-8). From
this heptastich. .we see that the proverb of two lines_can

expand itself to the dimensions of seven and eight lines.

1891 DRIVER Introd. Lit. O. Test. (1892) 375 Several penta-

rruiessors 01 me ocvcii i^iuci.ti a*Mh ww x*i*u~ . ...

Kef. Brit. Assoc. 573 Fluorine mon-and *heptatomic. 1890
Atkaueum 4 Jan. 24/1 A "heptatonic scale [in Java], con- i

sisting of semitones, three-quarter tones, and minor thirds.

1893 Ibid. 23 Dec. 890/3 A certain series of notes . . chosen !

to form the chromatic, heptatonic, pentatonic, or whatever

sequential basis may_ be required. 1869 ROSCOE Elem. Chem. i

235 This substance is Manganese "Heptoxide.

Heptachord (he-ptikpid), a. and
sb.^

Mus. 1

[ad. Gr. tirraxopo'-os seven-stringed, f. 4irr<S seven i

+ xopSr; string, CHORD. Cf. F. heplacorde.]

t A. adj. Seven-stringed. Obs.

1717-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., In the antient poetry. Hep-
tachord verses were those sung or played on seven chords ;

that is, in seven different notes, or tones ; and probably on

an instrument with seven strings.

B. sb. a. A musical instrument of seven strings.

b. A series of seven notes, formed of two conjunct

tetrachords. C. The interval of a seventh.

1765 CROKER, etc. Diet. Art! f, Sc., Heptachord, .. was

applied to the lyre, when it had but seven strings. 1775

ASH, Heptachord, a musical instrument of seven strings,

a poetical composition played or sung on seven chords or

notes. 1774 BURNEY Hist. Mus. I. 35 Forming then the

whole system of the octachord, or heptachord. Ibid. 205
If these two strings were tuned fourths to each other, they
would furnish that series of sounds which the ancients

called a heptachord, consisting of two conjunct tetrachords.

1861 T. L. PEACOCK Gryll Gr. xxii. 197 If ..these two

heptachords should harmonize into a double octave.

Heptad (he'ptsed). [ad. Gr. iirrds, iirraS-, the

number seven collectively.]
1. The sum or number of seven ;

a group of

seven.
i6o STANLEY Hist. Philos. IX. (1701) 383/2 The Heptad

was so called, qu. trtrrrat oe&ao-fjiov aftos worthy of venera-

tion. 1797 Monthly Mag. III. 521 The heptad of wandering
animals. 1850 J. BROWN Disc. Our Lord (18521 I. iv. 351

This prayer contains a sacred heptad of petitions.

b. spec. A group of seven days, a week ;
= HEB-

DOMAD.
1876 tr. Keilfy Delitzsch's Ezek. II. 336 A feast of heptads

of flays or weeks of days. 1881 BLACKIE Lay Serm. 11. 83

The months are divided into heptads.

2. Chem. An atom or molecule whose equivalence
is seven atoms of hydrogen, i. e. which can be com-

bined with, substituted for, or replaced by seven

atoms of hydrogen.
3. Mus. A scheme of seven tones in the duo-

denal system of analysis, containing all the notes

from which consonant triads may be formed with

the tonic.

1874 A. J. ELLIS in Proc. K. Soc. XXIII. n The Har.
inonic Heptad or Unit ofChord-relationship . .The heptad
also contains all triads, consisting of three tones, iwo of

which are consonant with C but dissonant with each other.

Heptadecad (heptade-kad). Mus. [f.
HEPTA-

+ DECAD.] A scheme of twenty-four tones formed

by the combination of seven decads, in the duodenal

system of analysis.

1874 A. J. ELLIS in Proc. R.Soc. XXIII. 14 The Har-
monic Heptadecad or Unit of Modulation (or Decollation)

consists of seven interwoven decads, which are constructed

on the seven tones of a heptad as tonics, and contains

i 24 tones.

required to inscribe in the conic a heptagon.

"b. Fortif. A place strengthened with seven bas-

tions for its defence.

1706 in PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey).

2. attrib. or adj.
= HEPTAGONAL.

1775 R. PITNA.M in Romans Florida 335 It (a fort] was
built of a heptagon figure, with one side fronting the nver.

Heptagonal (heptre-gonal) ,
a. (/*.) [f.

H EPTA-

GOX + -AL : cf. F. heptagonale (1633 in Hatz.-

Darm.).] Having seven angles and seven sides.

Heptagonal numbers, the series of POLYGONAL numbers

i, 7, 18, 34, 55, 81, etc. formed by continuous summation of

the arithmetical series i, 6, n, 16, 21, 26, etc.

1613 SELDEN in Drayton's Poly-olb. xi. (R.), In a circle

describe an heptagonal and equilateral figure, from whose

every side shall fall equilateral triangles. 1690 LEYBOURN

Curs. Moth. 279 It is called a Heptagonal Pyramide. 1796

HUTTON Math. Diet. s.v., One property . . of these Hepta-

gonal numbers is, that if any one of them be multiplied by

40, and to the product add 9, the sum will be a square
numlier. 1818 STARK Elem. Nat. Hist. I. 398 Body hepta-

gonal. yellowish brown, variegated with narrow transverse

deep brown bars. 1853 RUSKIN Stanes (",. II. iii. 14. 37

We have therefore, externally a heptagonal apse.

b. sb. A heptagonal number.

1796 HUTTON Math. Diet, s.v., The Heptagonals are

formed by adding continually the terms of the arithmetical*.

II Heptagynia (heptadgi-niaj. Bot. [mod.L.
Linnseus 1735), f. HEPTA- -t Gr. -jvvrj woman, wife,

female, taken in the sense of female organ, pistil.]

An order in the Linnsean Sexual System, compris-

ing plants having seven pistils.
So He'ptagyu,

a plant of this order. Heptagynian, Hepta-

frynions adjs. , of or pertaining to this order.

Hepta'gynous a.
, having seven pistils.

1788 J. LEE Introd. Bot. (ed. 4) 103 Heptandria . . Order

IV. HcJ>iagynia, containing such plants as have seven

Styles. Of this Order there is but one Genus, viz. Septas.

1828 WEBSTER, Heptagyn, Heptagynian. 1854 MAYNK

Expos. Lex.,Heptagymous. 1804 WEBSTER, Heptagyiwus.

Heptahedron (-hrdr^n, -he-dr^n). Also hep-

taedron. [f.
HEPTA- + Gr. (Spa seat, base.] A

solid figure having seven faces. So Heptahe'dral,

f Heptahe'drical adjs., seven-sided, seven-faced.

1658 PHILLIPS, Heptahedricol, having seven sides. 1696

Ibid., Hcptaedricat Figure, or Heptaedrou. 1758 BORLASE

Cornwall ii. 5 17. 141 A heptahedral cuspis of brass<oloured

Mundic. 1804 WATT in Phil. Trans. XCIV. 310 note,

Hexaedral and pentaedral prisms are most abundant ; then

the tetraedral, the triedral, heptaedral, and oclaedral.

He-ptal, a. [irreg. f. Gr. iirrd seven + -AL.]

= HEBDOMADAL.
1857 DUNOLISON Med. Diet. 208 Cycle, Hebdotnadal or

Heptal. A period of seven days, or years, which according

to some, either in its multiple or sub-multiple, governs an

immense number of phenomena of animal life.

Heptamerous (heptoe-merss', a.
[f.

HKPTA-

l
+ Gr. nipos part + -ous.] Consisting of seven

i members or parts. So Hepta'merede (see quot.).

<ii790 ADAM SMITH Ess. Imitat. Arfs(T.}, The
hepta-

merede of M. Sauveur could express an interval so small as

the seventh part of what is called a comma. 1864 WEBSTER

(citing ASA GRAY', Heptamerous.

ii Hepta'ndria. Bot. [mod.L.(Linnsusi735),
!

f. Gr. type *<(irTa><!pos, mod.L. heptandr-us, f.

HEPTA- + mSp- stem of dwjp man, male : cf. DIAN-

DEIA.] The seventh class in the Sexual System of
1

Linnaeus, containing plants having seven stamens.

So Hepta-nder, a member of the class Heptandria

(Webster 1828). Hepta'ndrian a., of or belong-

ing to Heptandria (Webster i828\ Hepta-ndrous

a., having seven stamens.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., Heptandria . . of this class

are the horse-chesnut, etc. 1794 MARTYN Rousseau s

Bot. ix 88 The flowers of the class heptandna should have

seven stamens. 1870 BENTLEY Bot. 246 A flower having

seven stamens is Heptandrous.

Heptane (he-pt?n). Chem. [f. HKPT(A- +

-ANE, formative of the names of paraffins.]
The

paraffin of the heptacarbon series, having the for-

mula C7H16 .

' Of these hydrocarbons nine are pos-

sible and four are known
'

(Fownef Chem. 1877).

1877 WATTS Fownes" Chem. (ed. 12) II. 49 formal hep-

M/, CHj-lCHsls-CHs, is contained in Pennsylvania!!

petroleum, and in the light oils of Boghead and Cannel coal.



HEPTANESIAN.
1880 W A. Miller's Klein. Clum.M. 5) 196 Of the heptylene

\

from normal heptane . . somewhat less than one half combines

with cold hydrochloric acid, producing :i heptylic chloride.

So Heptene ^he'ptm) [see -EXE], the define ol

the heptacarbon series (C7H 14), also called He-p-

tylene, homologous and polymeric with elhene

vC.2H4 ) ;
it is known to exist in three isomeric

forms. Heptine (he-plain) [see -INK], the hydro-

carbon of the same series (C7H 12), homologous
with acetylene tfr ethine. Hepto'ic a., applied to

;

fatty acids, aldehydes, etc. belonging to the hepta-

carbon series, as heptoic acid, C 7
IIHO.,. Heptyl

(he-ptir [see-YL], the hydrocarbon radical (C7H]5),

of heptylic or renanthylic alcohol and its deriva-

tives ;
hence Heptylic a. ; He-ptylamrne (see

j

AMINE).
1877 WATTS Fmuncs' Chan. (ed. 12.1 II. 59 "ffefttHf, or

Hcftyle>ie..*\sa called ananthylene .. occurs in the light

oils from Boghead and Cannel tar. 1880 W. A. 11liters

Elan Cliem. ted. 6) 196 When the isomeric paraffins, normal

heptene, ethyl isoamyl ..are treated with chlorine, mono-

chlorinated paraffins are produced. 1877 WATTS Fawnes

Chcni. (ed. 12) II. 64 *Heptine, or cenanthidene, is formed

by the action of potash on cenanthidene dibromide. Ibid.

205 Of these acids, one only is accurately known, viz. Nor-

mat *HtfMc or (Enanthylk acid. 1865-78 Diet. Chem.

(1882! III. 144 Chloride of "heptyl (CvH.sCI) u a colour-

less liquid having an agreeable fruity odour, and burning

with a smoky green-bordered flame. Ibid. 145 Preparation
of Heptylic alcohol from Castor-oil. Ibid. 147When distilled

with caustic potash, it yields *heptylamine (CvHirN) as a

light oily liquid, having an ammoniacal aromatic odour.

UUL 148 'Heptylene is a colourless mobile liquid, having a

peculiar alliaceous odour. 1873 Famines' Chem. (ed. i

Ionian Isles.] Of or pertaining to the Ionian Isles.

1881 Encycl. Brit. XIII. 205/2 Since 1863 the whole

Heptanesian territory has been incorporated with the king-

dom of Greece.

Heptarch. ,hc-ptaak). [f. HWA- + Gr. -apx*

ruling, ruler : cf. next and tetrarch.] A ruler of

one of seven divisions of a country ; one of the

rulers of the Heptarchy.
1821 Black. Mug. XII. 410 Ere yet the bloody Hep-

tarch bad controll'd, Or yet Northumbria knew the Saxon s

power. 1853 LANDOR Popery xi. 33.

fb. A seventh king: with reference to Kev.

xvii. Q-T.I. 06s.

1679 HARBY Key SerifI. 11. 27 The Secular successive

Heptarch of the Apostacy of Antichrist.

So Hepta'rchal, Hepta-rcbic, Kapta rchioal

adjs., of or pertaining to a heptarchy, esp. to the

Anglo-Saxon Heptarchy, t He'ptarclxist = HEPT-

AKCH.
1782 WARTON Hist. Kiddington (1781) 48 In 752. the Saxon

heptarchists, Cuthred and Ethelbald, fought a desperate

battle at Beorgford, or Burford. Ibid. 69 The Saxons prac-

tised this mode of fixing the several extents of their hept-

archic empire. 1854 FroicS, Mag. XLIX. 152 We should

return to the heptarchical regime of local self-government.

1859 C. BARKER Assoc. Prim. i. 7 Many of the heptarchal

kings . . exchanging the crown for the cowl. 1874 STUBBS

Const. Hist. I. vii. 171 The heptarchic king was as much

stronger than the tribal king, as the king of united England
was stronger than the heptarchic king.

Heptarchy (he-ptaiki). [ad. mod.L. kept-

archia, f. Gr. iirra HEPTA- + -apxia sovereignty,

empire, after tetrarchy] A government by seven

rulers ; an aggregate of seven districts or petty

kingdoms, each under its own ruler; spec, the

seven kingdoms reckoned to have been established

by the Angles and Saxons in Britain.

The term appears to have been introduced by i6th c.

historians, in accordance with their notion that there were

seven Angle and Saxon kingdoms so related that one of their

itself there seemsalwaysto nave oeen amuuiuui; V^.MU^..J

The correctness and propriety of the designation have been

often called in question, but its practical convenience has

Seserved
it in use. See, besides the authors quoted,

ALLAM Middle Ages (18781 II. viii. .. 270, 354-6 ; SIR }

MACKINTOSH England (1846) I. ii. 31 ; Penny Cycl.\li. 4 ;

FREEMAN Norm. Cent;. I. ii. 22 ; STUBBS Const. Hist. tug.
I. vii. 169 ; EDITH THOMPSON Hist. Eng. it. 2.

1576 LAMBARDE Peramb. Kent i The exposition of this

Map of the English Heplarchie, or seauen Kingdomes.
Ibid. 5. [1586 CAMDEN Britannia 48 (marg. Monarchia

semper in Anglorum Heptarchia) Postquam enim in Briton-

mx possessione pedem firmassent, in septem regna

distribuerunt, Heptarchiamque constituerunt . . tamen . . ut

Monarchiam in ipsa Heptarchia semper fuisse yldeatur.

(See quot. 1610.)] 1592 STOW Annalcs of Eng. 63 Vntill

the time that this Heptarchie, or Gouernement of seuen,

was reduced to a Monarchic, or regiment of one. 1602

WARNER Alb. Eng. Epit. (1612) 360 The Saxon Heptarch.a

or their seuen Kingdomes. 1610 HOLLAND Camdens
Brit. 135 After that these nations above said, had now gotten

sure footing in the possession of Britain, they diuided it into

seuen kingdomes, and established an Heptarchie. 1614 i

SELDEN Titles Htm. 30 In that Heptarchie of our Saxons,

vsually six of the Kings were but as
subjects

to the supreme

Sid S T. HERBERT Trial. ied.2>3o8 Almeyda in despight

of her united Heptarchy landed here [Cey on] Anno Dom.

1506. 1641 MILTON Reform. II. (1851' 53 Hee ought to sus-

pect a Hierarchy to bee as dangerous and derogatory frc

his Crown as a Tetrarchy or a Heptarchy. 1700 DRYDEN

Palamon * Arcite tit. 291 The next returning planetary

hour Of Mars, who shared the heptarchy of power. 1774

\

227

WARTON Hist. Eng. Poetry (1775) I. 5 The inhabitants of

Cornwall ..remained partly in a state of independence

during the Saxon heptarchy. 1709-1805 S. TURNER Angh-
Sa.r. 11836) I. in. v. 195 Ceawlin .. changed the baxon

octarchy into a temporary heptarchy. 1812 CANNING Sf. Ha.

Cflmui. 3 Feb. (Hansard ser. I. XXI. 530) Repeal the Union !

Restore the Heptarchy as soon ! the measure itself is simply

impossible. 1834 PEEL Ibid. 25 Apr. (ser. in. XXIII. 69).

.85. KKLLY tr. Cambreiisis Eversns 111. 301 In England
there was a heptarchy, but in Ireland a pentarchy. 1885

fall Mall G. 29 June 12 Australia is now only waning for

an Enabling BUI in order to form a Federal Council, the

inevitable germ of an Australian heptarchy.

HeptasyllabiC (heptasilze-biki,
a. (si.)

(
[f.

Gr. 7rra<TUA.A.a0-os of seven syllables (f. kirra

HEPTA- + <\Aa/3ij SYLLABLE) + -if.] Containing

or consisting of seven syllables, b. sb. A verse or

metrical line of seven syllables.
a 1771 GRAY Corr. (.843) 256 With HeptasyllabiCi mixed

at pleasure. 1883 SIR P. PURRING Hard hnats 7S What is

admitted in adecasyllabic line, must be admitted in ahepta-

syllabic. 1889 SWINBURNE B. Jonson 56 His use of the

sweet and simple heptasyllabic metre.

So Heptasyllable (rare), a word or metrical line

of seven syllables.
1758 BORLASE Cornwall 206 It is the Trochaic Hepta.

syllable, otherwise called the Trochaic Diameter Catalectic.

Heptateuch (he-ptatik). [ad. Gr. ^Tarfuxos,

f. ITTTO. seven + reCxs a book.] A volume consisting

of seven books; a name sometimes given to the

first seven books of the Bible, treated as a section

having some historical unity; on the analogy of

Pentateuch, the recognized name of the first five

books.
1678 Lively Oraf. iv. XXL 291 Let her learn . . the Hepta-

teuch, or books of Moses, Joshua, and Judges. 1727-41

CHAMBERS Cycl., Heptateuch, in matters of literature, a

volume, or work consisting of seven books. 1798 W. 1 AYLOR

in Monthly Rev. XXVII. 217 The Anglo-Saxon Hepta-

teuch published by Thwaites, at Oxford, in 1698. 1819

SOUTHEY in O. Kev. XXII. 71 Some one was to readaloud,

from the Collations ofCassian, the lives of the Fathers, or

some other edifying book, but not the Heptateuch, nor the

other historical books of the Old Testament.
_

Heptene, Heptine,Heptoic, Heptyl, -ylic,

etc. Chem. : see under HEPTANE.

Heptoxide : see HEPTA-. Hep-tree : see Hip2.

t Her, here, sb. poetic. 06s. Forms : i hearra,

herra, hserra, 3 herre, hserre, north, and Sc. 4-5

her, 5-6 here, (5 heere, hery, 6 hair, heir, heyr).

[OE. herra, hearra, corresp. to OFris. hera, OS.

him (MDu. herre,her(r)e, Du. heer}, OHG. herro

(MHG. herre, herre, Ger. herr}, ON. karri, herra

(Sw., Da. herre}. In OHG. and OS., a subst. use

of the comparative degree her(o)ro of the adj. hfr

'old', hence 'venerable, august', mod.Ger. hehr

sublime, elevated, august, holy', identical with

OE. Mr hoary, grey, ON. hdrr :-OTeut. *hatro-

prob. 'hoary with age, venerable ; supposed to

have been first used as a form of address to supe-

riors : cf. the Romanic use ofL. senior, in ll.signore,

Sp sei'ior. F. seigneur 'lord', orig. 'older, elder .

Both in OE. and ON. adopted from OLG. ;
in

OE. found orig. in the parts of the
' Cffidmon

poems which are transliterated from an OS.

original ;
also in later OE. and ME. poetry, and in

Sc. to i6th c. Apparently only in poetical use.]

Lord, chief, master ;
man of high position or rank ;

sometimes more generally
= Man.

a 1000 Czdmon's Gen. 521 pe sende waldend god bin

hearra baes helpe of heofonrice. ItU. 678 Nu bzbbe 1C his

her on handa, herra se goda; jife ic hit be 5eorne.

c 1067 Poem in O. E. Chron. (MS. C.) an. IO66 Se in alls

tid hyrde holdlice hxrran sinum. c 1205 LAY. 5420 * or bu

*rt tire haerre. 1297 R. GI.OUC. (1724) 102 pis lond ictl

habbe here so fre. bat to non herre y schal abuye. it 1400-50

Aletaitder 1920 All be hathils & be heris & be hi3e maistris.

c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 10146 Antenour in angur angardly stroke,

Vnhorset the here, hade hym to ground, c 1470 HENRY

Wallace vii. 41 Arnwlff. .Off South hantoun,,that huge hie

her and lord. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems IXXXL 29, I sa ane

heir in bed oppressit ]y. 1513
DOUGLAS SEncis v. vi. 8

Thiddir the heir [/Eneas] with mony thowsand gan liy.

Ibid xii 70 Ane of the eldest herys stude about, Clep.t

Nautes. 1530 LYNDESAY Test. Pap. 338 Thov arte hot kyng

of bone, Frome tyme thyne hereis hartis bene from ye gone.

Hence t Here-man, lord, master.

a 1400-50 Alexander 4938 A I A ! happy haly here man.

Her (h3J, hli), pers. fron., yd sing, fent., dat.-

accus. Forms: 1-5 hire, (i hir), 2-5 hyre, (3

heore), 3-5 here, (5 heer), 3-6 hir, 4-? hure,

5 hurre, 5-6 hyr, 5-8 (dial.} hur, (6 hare,

harre), 4- her. [OE. hire, dative case of /no, HE
' she ', cogn. with OFris. hiri, MDu. hare, haer,

here, Du. haar ; cf. also the parallel OS. iru, OH&.

iru, ira (mod.G. ihr}, Goth. izai. The dative began

in loth c. to be used instead of the original ac-

cusative hie, hi, MI, hy, and now as indirect and

direct objective represents both cases, as in we

met her and gave her the book to take with her .J

1. The female being in question: the objective

case of SHE.
a. Dative or indirect object,

a .000 Elene 963 (Z.) Code francode . . ba:s hire se willa

HER.

Selamp. c 1000 Afs. Gosf. Matt. xiy. 7 pa behet he mid

Sbe hyre \Lindirf. hir. Rushm. hire, Halton
;

hire] to

syllenne. !*&. K. Chr,,n. .an. 1140 ! 8 [Hi] brohten

hire into Oxcnford, and iauen hire be burch. a 1175 CM
c? i ,.,..i.i.. \*\:n. Kaf fnHpi; siune sceolde ueoi

mre into uxeiiioru, aiiu leiucu uu<. y- ~.*. fr \

Horn. 227 Se aengel cydde hyre bat godes sune sceotde beon

Beamed of hire ,'.205 LAY. 3998 P* dexde [sune] heore

was leouere, be quike here wes leooere. 1297 K. OLOUC.

(1724) 30 pe fader.. bad hire vnderstonde, lo whom heo

wolde y marled be. .340-70 Alex. * Dim/562 Hure was

lecherie luf. .362 LAL. P. PI. A. n. i Yit kneled I on

my knees and died hire of grace. .' .420 Chron. Vilod. 395

Hurre was lever to her' maytoynesse and masse. .567 Satir.

Poems Reform, iii. 74 Full weill was hir that day that sho

was fre. .642 ROGERS Naaman 498 To goe and doe as her

listeth. 17.2-14 PorE Rape Lock IV. 130 Give her t

hair 'he spoke, and rapp'd his box. .847 IENNVSON Prtn-

cess IV. 77 O Swallow, .tell her, tell her, what I tell to thee.

1870 ROSSETTI Blessed Damozel, Her seemed she scarce

had been a day One of Gods choristers.

b. Governed by preposition.
c .000 Ags. Gosp. John xx. 16 Da cw5 se haelend to hyre

\LiKditf. hir, Hatton hire], maria. 0.075 O. E. Chron.

iMS. C.) an. 1035 [He] let niman of hyre ealle ba betstan

gajrsuma . . be Cnut cing ahte. c .300 Beket 25 Of hire he

hadde lute blisse. 1:1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) .07

With hir went many a knyght. 0400 Rom. Rose 2459t r went many a nyg. .

If thou myght Atteyne of hire to have a sight, c .400

Destr. Troy 1.006 When he neighed hur negh. 1550

Chron Gr. Friars iCamden) 70 He had ii childerne by

harre. Ibid. 72 The fayryst lady that she hade wyth hare. .

was stolne away from hare. 1634 MILTON Camus 264 I

speak to her And she shall be my queen. 1712-14 Poru

Kate Lock n. 6 But ev'ry eye was fix'd on her alone. .864

TENNYSON Enoch Arden 474 And others laugh d at her and

Philip too.

c. Accusative or direct object.

1-075 Kus/iw. Gosp. Matt. i. 25 And ne groette hire

\Asrs.G he ne grette hi]. Ibid. xxii. 28 Alle hjefdun hire

\Lindisf. Sa ilca, Ags. hi3 , Hatton hy]. a 1.31 O. E. Chron.

an .127 He. .sende hire sioSen to Normandi ; and mid hire

ferde hire broSer Rotbert eorl of Gleucestre. a .154 Ibid.

an. . .40 F 8 pe king . . besact hire in be tur ;
and me \xi hire

dun on niht of be tur mid rapes, c .275 LAY. . 146 pe deou.

hire (c .205 heo] louede. .297 R. GLOUC. (.724) .2 Y Jeue here

betobiwyf. cilflaApol. Loll. 39 If aniof prestis..leuib not

heerM he holdi>. c 1400 Destr. Troy .0976 He gird hir to

ground, and greuit hir yll. 155* Chron. Gr. Friars (Cam-

3en) 72 Dyvers lordes and ladys browte hare on hare way.

162. QUARLES Div. Poems, Estlur v, He observed her; He
sent for. .dainty Myrrh. .735 Po;5J;** '37 .ffend
her, and she knows not to forgive ; Oblige her, and she 11

hate you while you live. 1842 TENNYSON Day Dream,

Arrival iv, He stoops to kiss her on his knee.

2. For names of things grammatically feminine,

or (in later use
1

) feminine by personification.

c82? Vest Psalterxxin. . EarOe..and alle Oa eardiaO in

hire, c .000 ^LFRIC Manual of Asiron. (Wrt.) .8 ftere

lyfte xecynd is bast heo sycS alcne waitan up to hyre.

/..75 Lamb. Horn. .9 Al bet be licome luueS, bet ba saule

heteS, and wa is hire ber fore, c .290 S. Eng. Leg. I.

3.2/449 Al so be sonne, bat heo mouwe schyne a-boute eche

on/For alle habbez lijjt of hire, and with-oute hire noujt

on e 1320 Cast. Lwe 96 pe eorbe . . And al tat euere in

hire bi-lyb. c 1394 P. PI. Crede 668 And syben be sely soule

slen & senden hyre to helle 1 a.400-50 Alexander ,308

Bretens doun all pe bild . . Drenches hire in be hije see fc

drawis hire on hepis. 1538 STARKEY England i. in. 78 Our

mother the ground . . wyl suffycyently nurysch . al bestys,

fyschys, and foulys, wych are brede and brought vp apon

hvr IS98W. PHlLtPsiw^or<-(i864U877heyprayllke-
wise to the New Moone . . and salute her with great Deuotlon.

.738 POPE Epil. Sat. I. 143-4 Vice is undone, if she forgets

her Birth . . 'tis the Fall degrades her to a Whore ;
Let

Greatness own her, and she's mean no more. "827 K- EBLL

Car. Y., .S\V. Simon % Jude i,
The widowed Church is fain

to rove. .Make haste and take her home.

b. Represented as used by Welsh or Gaelic

speakers for he, him, or for the speaker himself.

i6 Hundr. Merry T. xcii. (.8661 .50 By cottcs blut and

heFnayle.quod the welchman, if her [a cockjbe not ynough

now her wyll be ynough anone for her hath a good fyre

vnder her. .657 H. CKOWCH Welsh Trav. 3 Bid her and

other such like men. 1671 Welsh 'Irav. 3. in Hazl. LP.P.

out Hur surely there nacl made an cnu, oui """"v> "

other doubt. .828 SCOTT F. M. Perth xxxm, N o offence

meant '.said the Highlander; 'but her own self comes to

buv an armour.'
' Her own selfs bare shanks may trot

hence with her', answered Henry 1893 STEVENSON

Catrinia. .63 It will be made by a bogle and her wanting

ta heid upon his body. . ,

3 Reflexive:- herself; to herself. (Now/flrfg.)
c looo VELFRIC Gen. xxi. 16 Heo . . san hire feorran. Ibid.

.vxxviii. 23 Ha:bbe hire bait heo hafab c .200 OKMIN 2655

^ho ras hire upp. c .200 Trin. Coll. Hom.^^ brohte

Pat child mid hire in to be temple, c 1220 bestiary 24. Be

mire . . resteS hire seldum. .34 Aytnt. 260 Hy hyre sseweb

ine alle be obre bojes. e .374 CHAUCER Comfl.Ma> s 56 He

preyede her to haste her for his sake, c .420 Chron. Mod
,6s And badde her hey3e, and make hurr all redy. 1.6.1

IlM,LE Gen. xxi. .6 She went and sate her downe ouet
.against

him. .662 GEHBIER Princ. 8 She. .had no tune to shift her.

.666-7 DRYDEN Ann. Mirab. ccxcvi, Like some shepherdess

Who sate to bathe her by a river's side. .858 KINOSLEY

Sappho 20 Then peevishly she flung her on her face.

4. For the nominative ; esp. in predicate after be,

etc = she. (Considered incorrect : cf. HIM, MB.)

.608 VANBRUOH Prm>. Wife iv. iv, But if it prove her, all

thatV Woman in me shall be imploy'd to destroy her. .840-.

DICKENS Humphrey's Clack, There was him and her a

sitting by the lire. Hod. dial, andcolloo. I am sure it was

her that told me. No ! it could not be her. Which is her !

Her with the hat. Is that her coming ?

5. ffere>ie = Sc. her lane: see ONE, LONE.

6. quasi-*/'. : cf. SHE.

.646 CRASHAW Poems .37 Now, if time knows That her,
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HER.

whose radiant brows Weave them a garland of my vows.

1860 WHIITIER in ll'csttn. Cttz. (1895) 2 Jan. 8/2,
'
I have

lost him. But I can never lose a her; the women are

more pertinacious than the men '.

Her 1*1
, hoi), pass, pron., yd sing. fern.

Forms: I hiere, hyre, (hyra), 1-5 hire, 3-5

byre, hure, hyr, (3-4 yr), 4-5 hur, (5 hurre.

here), 4-6 hir, 6 hare, (are , 4- her. [OE.
hiere, hire, genitive of hio, HEO ' she ', cognate
with OFris. hiri, MDu. hare, Du. haar. (Analo-
gous to OS. ira, iro, iru, ire ; OHG. ira, iro, MHG.
ire, ir, Ger. ihr ; Goth, iztis.) In OE. used both
as an objective and possessive genitive : the former
use became obs. in ME., and hire remained a pos-
sessive genitive, indistinguishable in use from a

possessive adj., and is thus included in the same
class with my, thy, his. our, your, their. Like

these, it lias developed an absolute form HERS1
,
for

which HEKN' was also used in late ME., and still

exists in some dialects.]
1. as gen. case of pers. pron. : Of her ; of the

feminine being or thing in question.
a 900 O. E. Ckron. (Parker MS.) an. 878 Him to com

bacr onsen Sumor sete alle..ond Hamtun scir se dael se
biere behinpn sje was. a.m$ St. Marker. 2 Ha iherde on
euch half hire, hu me droh to deade cristes icorne. a 1310
in Wright Lyric P. 113 Y wolde netnne hyre to day, ant y
dorste hire mumie.

2. Pass. adj. pron. (orig. pass, gen.) : Of or be-

longing to her ; that woman's, that female's ; also

refl. of or belonging to herself, her own.
a ooo O. E. Ckron. (Parker MS.) an. 8B8 Hire lie lib act

Panan. c 1000 Ibid. (MS. D.) an. 917 teer waeron eac ofslae-

ene hyre bxzna feower. a lloo Ibid. (Laud MS.) an. 1036

Mold yr name was. 136* I.ANGL. P. PI. A. i. 10 Ich was
a-ferd of hire Face. 138* WYCLIF Luke ii. 51 His modir
kepte to gidere allc these wordis, beringe to gidere in hir
herte. c 1420 Ckron. Vilod. 298 JKs hard hayre he wered
hurre body nexst. cmoGesta Rom. i. 3 (Harl. MS.) My
wif . . wolle hyde his body by hire beddys syde. 1400 CAX-
TON Eneydos vi. 27 She drewe theym to her part. 1556
Ckron. Gr. Friars (Camden) 72 Shee went hare wayes.
Ibid. 86 The qwenes grace came . . are owne persone, with
hare cepter in hare honde. 1569 J. ROGERS Gl. Godly Lone
181 As ritch as hir husband. 1712-14 POPE Rape Lock \.

19 Belinda still her downy pillow prest Her guardian Sylph

prolong'd
the balmy rest. 1808 SCOTT Marm. n. iii, Her

hopes, her fears, her joys, were all Bounded within the
cloister wall. Mod. Her sister offered her services.

fb. Used of things whose names were gram-
matically feminine, e.g. sun, soul, book, shire, love.

Obs. c. Of things personified or spoken of as

female ; esp. the earth, the moon, countries, cities,

ships, the Church, a university, a school, the arts,

sciences, passions, virtues, vices.

cftas I'esp. Psalter ciii[i]. 19 Sunne oncneow setgong
hire [fiooo Ags. Ps. (Th.), Sunne hire setlgang sweotule
healde5]. 138* etc. [see CHL'RCH so. 8]. 14x3 Pilgr. Sowle
(Caxton 1483) iv. vii. 61 Thenne ganne this fayre grene
appel tree to shaken hyr leues. c 1489 CAXTON Soitucs of
Ayinon i. 21 A ryver. .1 beleve verely that in al christen-
dome is not her lyke. 1503 in Arnolds* Chron. (1811) 223
That the chartur aforsald in alle & euerych her articles.

1534 TISDALE Luke xiv. 34 Salt is good but yf salt have
loste hyr saltnes what shall be seasoned ther with ? 1535
COVERDALE 2 Chron. v. 7 The prestes broughte the Arke . .

vnto hir place. 1559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse
142 In whose mynde knoweledge have once builded her
Howre. Ibid. 149 "1 he moone is xviij. duies old, the time of
hir shining is x. houres. Ibid. 205 Englande, and hir

principall cities. 1586 T. B. La Primaiid. Fr. Acaii, i.

(1589) 612 There is nothing more common than the Sun,
which imparteth of hir light to all the celestial! bodies.
1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. in. iii. 93 The Shippe bearing the
Moone with her maine Mast. 1649 BLITHE Eiig. Iiuprov.
Impr. (1653) 9 The Earth, .and the principall causes of her
Barrenness. 1700 BRYDEN Palawan ff Arc. n. 595 The
ruined house that falls And intercepts her lord betwixt the
walls. x8ai SHELLEY Epipsych. 376 The Moon will veil her
horn In thy last smiles. 1893 Pall Mall G. 7 Oct. 1/3
England . . has tried her best to head him off.

d. Ofanimals regarded as feminine, irrespectively
of sex ; e. g. a cat, hare, rabbit, mouse, etc.

r 1220 Bestiary 242 De mire . . fecheS hire fode. 1386
CHAUCER A'nt.'s T. 634 The bisy larke messager of day
Salueth in hir song the morwe gray, a 1400-50 A lexatuier

412 [With] be wose of J?e wede hire wengis anoyntis. 1535
COVERDALF. Proi'. vi. 6 Go to the Emmet (thou slogarde) con-
sidre hir wayes. 1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts (16581 210 The
Weasil . . hangeth fast upon her throat, and will not lose her
hold, run the Hare never so fast. Ibid. 398 If a male Mouse
be flead all over, or her tail cut off; or if her leg be bound
to a post in the house, or a bell be hung about her neck, and
so turned going, she will drive away all her fellows. 1641
ROGERS Naaman 97 The Bezor. .knowing by instinct what
it is she is hunted for (not her skin, but her stone).

8. After a sb., a substitute for the genitive in-

flexion. Cf. the similar use of His, THEIR.
(-893 K. ./ELFRED Oros. l. i. 8 9 Nilus seo ea hire jewielme

is neh bzm clife. 1:1435 Chaucer's Wifft T. iMS. Camb.
Gg. 4. 27) heading. Here begynnyt[h] the wyf of bathe hire
tale. 1546 State Pafers(i^o) I. 889 Elizabeth Holland her
howse, newlie made in Suffolk. 1579 LYI.Y Euphues (Arb.)
94 Curio . . haunted Lucilla hir company. 1655 FULLER
Ch. Hist. vili. i 5 Presuming on the Queen her private
practice. 1650 H. L'ESTRANGE Alliance Dh>. Off. 455 The
Excellency of our Church her burial office. [1873 F.
HALL .Mod. Eng. 355 note. In England, to this day, the

228

... write, in their Hiblcs. Prayer-books, and elsewhere,
'John Crane his l>ook ',

' Either Hodges her book
', etc.]

t4. absol. = HEU3 '

(
= Ger. t/er, <//V, das ihri^~ .

c 1200 Trin. Coil. /Av. 49 Dime . . fedeS briddes t?eh hie
ne ben noht hire, a 1225 Ancr, R. 46 Al is hire bet holi
chirche rede5 ober singe5.

t Her, poss. pron., yd pi. Obs. Forms: see

below. [OE. hiera
9 him ; hyra, hiora, hiara, heora,

gen. pi., in all genders, of HK
; cognate with OFris.

hiara, hira, M I )u. hare (haerre, haer], hore, heur,
I >u. haar; parallel in inflexion to OS. iro, ira, ire,

era, OHG. iro (MHG. ire, ir, Ger. ihr, ihrer),
Goth. i*2, iz$. In ME. (like the gen. sing, his,

hire}, treated as a possessive adj., though with

fewer traces of inflexion than his. It also developed
the absolute forms heoren, heren, HEKN -, and hires,

heres, HERS 2
(now both obs.\ Already in Ormin,

the use of heore, here, was encroached upon by that

oij>egrc from Old Norse, which, in the form thair,
the northern texts of Cursor Mundi, Hampole, etc.

have exclusively ; Chaucer and other southern and
south-midland writers retained her; Caxton, like

Ormin, had both her and their
;
but their appears

to have prevailed before 1500, and her has long
disappeared even from the dialects which retain the

cognate dat.-accus. hem, V/.]
A. Forms.

a. i hiera, hira, hiora. hiara, heara. 1-2 hyra,
heora, 2 hera.

c&ss O. E. Chron. (Parker MS.) an. 449 On hiera dagum
Hengest and Horsa. .gesohton Bretene. r 898 Ibid, an. 894
Hiora cyning waes Aewundod. Ibid, an. 896 pa Deniscan ha:f-

dpn hira wif befaest. 950 Durham /?*Va/<Surtees') 48 In
hiara gimersvnge gifeaiga. c 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. vi. 5

Onfengon raearde heara [Rvshw. heora lean, Ags. hyra
inede, Htitton heore mede]. c 1000 Ags. Gosf. Matt. iv. 6

Hij be on hyra handum beron. anoo O. . Chron. an.

1090 [Hi] agefon hera castelas him to hearme. a 1131 Ibid.

an. 1125 Heora liman, ^act waes here elces riht hand and
heora stanen bene3an. c 1160 Hatton Gosp. Matt. iv. 6 On
heora hande. c 1105 LAY. 420 He heora monredne mid
monscipe onfeng.

3. 1-5 heore, here, 3-3 hore, 2-4 hare, 3-5
hire, hure, (3 huere, 4-5 hyre).
rtiioo O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 979 Heore redas

syndon nahtlice onjean Codes xebeaht. 11131 Ibid. an.
1 123 F 2 Hi . . wseron sefre to^a;nes muneces and here re^ol.
a 1175 Cott. Horn. 225 |?ine breo sunes . . and hare )>reo wif.

4:1175 Lamb. Horn. 75 Hore loking, hore blawing, hore

smelling, heore feling wes al iattret. cizoo ORMIN Ded. 86
Ace nohht burrh skill, ace all )>urrh nij>, & all fyurrh be35re
sinne ; & unnc birrb biddenn Godd tatt he Forrgife hemni
here sinne. Ibid. 407, & shulenn habbenn heore Izn Forr
heore rihhtwisnesse. ciaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 155 Hure
riht time |?enne man fasten shal. c xao$ LAY. 22843 P11

wifmen. .kerue3 of hire neose [c 1275 hure nose]. ^1225
Ancr. R. 70 Hit is hore meister. 1x1300 Geste K. Horn 9
in Ritson Metr. Rom. II. 91 Huere sone hihte Honi.
a 1300 Assumft. Virg. (Camb. MS.) 713 Bo^e here feet &
here handes Where bounde with stronge bandes. 1340
Ayenb. 35 Ham bet habbeb onwor(> to lene of hire hand ac
hi dob lene hare sergons ojr o)?re men of hire pans. 1362
LANGL. P. PI. A. Prol. 41 Til heor Bagges and heore Banes
weren bratful I-crommet c 1380 Sir Fernmb. 2277 Hure
helmes bay duden oppon hure nod. c 1385 CHAUCER L. G,
W. 138 (Fairf.) This was hire [v. rr. here, her, hir, theyr,
thair] song, 'the foweler we deffye '- 1387 TKEVISA Higdtn
(Morris Spec. E. E. 3381 Chyldern in scoles. .bub compelled
for to leve here oune longage, & for to construe here lessons
& here bingis a Freynsch. c 1420 Chron. Vilod. 69 Ye
Danys. .chesen hure place Ry5t at hure owne wyll. Ibid.

871 Ry}t at hurre wyll. Ibid. 1059 Herre song bey lafton
and songon nomore. 1426 AUDELAY Poems 17 The lust

of hore lycam. c 1440 Gesta Rom. '\\. 6 (Harl. MS.)
Whenne the seruauntis lilrde hire lord crye. 1482 Monk
of Evesktun (Arb.) 15 Lyke as they deserue here in this

world by here lyuyng.

&*. (?) Inflected forms.
?ot 1123 O. E. Chron. an. 1101 For heoran ajenan mycelan

unjetrj'\v5an. Ibid. an. 1119 pa twejen cyngas in nan

Normandije mid heoran folcan coman togaedere. c 1175
Lamb. Horn. 101 Heo sette5 heoran handan ofer iful^ede
men.

7. 2-4 heor, 2-5 her, har, (3 ar), 3-5 hor, hur,

(5 hurr), 4-5 hir, hyr.
a 1154 O. E. Chron. an. 1135 J>a tocan ba oSre and helden

her castles agenes him. f&ta. an. 1140 ^7 [Hi] treuthes

faeston 5aet her nouber sculde besuiken other, a 1175 Cott.

Horn. 227 Har npn neste wat o3er cwe8. Ibid., pa.. com se

deofel to har anlicnes.se. r 1200 Trin. Coll. Hont. 141 Hur
eiSer alinn'd be se. c 1250 Meid Maregrcte xiii, De sergaunz
deden ar ernde. c 1*75 St. Patrick's Pnrg. 168 in

Horstm. Altengl. Leg. '1875) ^'f ^ll wolt leue on hor lore,

1297 R. GLOUC. (1724^ 308 Hii, bat my3te ofscapye, sone
her red nome. ^1330 R.BRUSNK Chron. Ir'ace (Rolls) 5046
He . . loude ascried pern on har cry. c 1340 HAMPOLE Prose
7V. (1866) 24 Of hem silfe and of hir sugettis. 136* LANGL.
P. PI. A. i, 97 Dauid . . Dude hem swere on heor swerd to
serue treube euere. c 1380 WYCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 153 To
spoyle hor tenauntis and hor ncghtboris. 1386 CHAUCER
Prol. 32, I was of hir [v. rr. here, her] felaweshipe anon.
c 1420 Citron. Viiod, 12 To wex be Bretones for hurr synne.
c 1460 Laitnfal 232 Har kerteles wer of Inde sandel. 1480
CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccxlt. 11482) 270 Hyr armure .. and
al was whyte hertes with crounes aboute hyr nekkes. 1485

St. Wcnefr. 3 Her fader & moder cam & sawe how her

doughter was biheded.

B. Signification and uses.

1. Genitive case of Pers. and Rtfl. pron. : Of them
(\. ,. eorunt] : ofthemselves. (In quot. 01225 with of.]
c 825 VJE/. Psalter v. 10 (9] Foroon nis in mu3e heara

HERACLITISM.
aodfestou ; heorie lieara idel is. ayO. E. Chron. (Parker
MS. an. 875 ."Eifred cyning. .hiera an ^efeng, ond ba obrtt

j

stfliemde. Ibid. an. 895 pa bur.sware hie ^^flicnidon, ond

j

hira moni/s hund ofslojon. 1(1131 Ibid. an. 1123 P4 paeh
hit waere here un^>ancas. <- 1200 ORMIS 471 Whillc here

;
hhollOe serrfenn firrst. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Ifoi. 121 Ure

i

drihten. .lokede gif here ani understoden. Ibid. 213 pesse
wise bis\vike5 her aifter ofter. a 1225 Ancr. K. 176 $if
nouSer of hore nere sec.

2. Possessive adj. pron. (orig. possess, genitive} ;

\ Belonging to them ; their ; also refl. belonging to

i themselves, their own (L. suns}.
917 O.F.. Chron. (Parker MS. an. 017 And ahreddon . . eac

1 lura hor.sa and hira w;epna micelne dael. aitoo Ibid.
i I,;iud MS.) an. 1016 ? y Swa heora gewuna waes. a 1121
Ibid. (Laud MS.) an. 1119 Mantra .. mid heora castelan.
n 1175 Cott. Hotn. 221

J>al
ece fcr be ham ^earcod was fer

hare prede. c 1200 Trin, Coll. Horn. 35 Ure helende com
to Helen men of heore symoundcii. 1382 WYCLII- Matt. vi.

5 Trewly y say to $ou, the! Han resseyued her meede.
t 1386 CHACCER Prol. n So priketh hem nature in hir

corages. 1482 MARC. PASTON in Pastoti Lett. No. 865 III.

293 They withholde her catell and hem selfe bothe from the
: court e.

b. Construction with All, both : her atler, her

i bother, her beyre, etc. : see ALL 1). 4, BOTH 4b,
i Bo a. c.

3. After a so., as substitute for genitive inflexion.

^893 K. ALFRED Oros. i. i. 4 Affrica and Asia hiera

landjemircu onginna5 of Alexandria.

4. Absolutely. Afterwards expressed by HEKS -,

and now by THEIHS. (F. le /ear, Ger. der ihrige].
c 897 K. ALFRED Greg. Past. xliv. 319 Da Se hiera mild-

heortlice sella8. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. v. 10 Hyra [ffatt.

heora] ys heofonan rice, a 1225 Ancr. K. 78 [He] foluwede
ham, ase hore, hwuder so heo euer wolden. 1340 Ayenb. 144

pe kingdom of heuene is hare.

Her, obs. form of HAIH, HEKE, I-JIE, HIGHER.
Heraclean (herakh'an), a.

[1".
L. Heracle-us,

|

also -cltus, a. Gr.
f

H/>a*Xios, f. "HpaX^s (see HEK-
I CULES) : see -AN.] Pertaining to Heracles. Hera-

|

clean stone (lapis Heracletis, \iOos 'HpaAm) : the

j

magnet, so called from its great attractive power.
1883 G. CHRYSTAL in Encycl. Brit, XV. 219/1 This name

j
[magnet] is said by Plato to have been given to it by Euri-

I

pides, and he adds that most call it the Heraclean stone.

1885 RUSKIN Pleas. Eng. 157 All ordinary architectural lion

sculpture is derived from the Heraclean.

Heracleid, -id (he-rakUid, -id). Also Hera-
klide. [ad. Gr. 'H/>a/cAct57?? (pi. -at), L. Heradidts

(pi. -), a descendant of 'Hparc\rjs or Hercules.]
One of the descendants of Heracles from whom the

Dorian aristocracy of the Peloponnesus claimed
descent. (Chiefly in//.)
1835 THIRLWALL Greece vii. I. 273 heading, Return of the

Heracleids. 0x873 LYTTON fansanias 203 The heart of
the Heracleid beats under the robe of the Mede. 1892
Athenaeum 16 July 92/1 An ode composed by a Theban in

honour of a Heracleid.

b. A *

strong man
1

, humorous nonce-use.

1871 M. COLLINS Mrq. 4- Merck. II. i. 17 The Heraklide
showed symptoms of becoming confidential.

Hence Heraclerdan a.-, of or pertaining to a

Heracleid.
1821 BYRON yuan in. Isles ofGreece xiii, And there, per-

haps,
some seed is sown, The Heracleidan blood might own.

Heracleonite (herae-kl^nait). Eccl. Hist.
Also -akl-. [f. pers. name Heracleon + -ITE.] One
of a sect of Gnostics founded by Heracleon in the

second century.
a 155$ PHILPOT Exam. $ Writ, (1842) 424 They do follow

the old superstition ofthe Heracleonites. 1727-51 CHAMBERS
Cycl. s-v., The Heracleonites, after the example of their

master, annulled all the antient prophecies; holding, that
St. John was really the voice that proclaimed and pointed
out the Messiah. 1882-3 SCHAFF Encycl. Relig. Knowl. I.

789 Irenaeus simply says that the Heraklconites, a Gnostic
sect, anointed the dying with a mixture of oil and water.

Heraclitean (ne.TiklaiU'-an), a. (sb.} [f. L.

HeracRti-u$i Gr. 'HpaK^firftos, pertaining to Hera-
clitu5 + -AN.] Of, pertaining to, or of the style of

Ileraclitus of Ephesus, a Greek philosopher of the

5th century B.C. (called the (

weeping philosopher '),

or his physical or other theories.

1864 Raider No. 105. 824/1 Full of their Heraclitean fire.

I87SJOWKTT Plato (^.2) I 426 Beginning with the mysteries
and the Heracleitean alternation of oppusites.

b. sb. A disciple of Heraclitus.
1882 R. ADAMSON in Encycl. Brit. XIV. 784/2 The ex-

treme Heraclileans, as Cratylus, rejected the proposition,
or combination of words, as expressing a unity and per-
manence not to be found in things.
Hence Heraclite'anism.
1885 PATER Marttts I. 133 Heracliteanism had grown to

be almost identical with the famous doctrine of the sophist
Protagoras.

Heraclitic (heriklitik), a. and sb. [f. Hira-
ditus (see prec.) + -ic.] a. adj.

= HERACLITEAN.
b. sb. A follower of Heraclitus. So Heracli ti-

cal a. ; He-raclitism = HEKACLiTEANiSM.
1678 CtDuoRTH Intell. Syst. \. iii. 28. 133 That even the

Zenonian and Heraclitick Deity it self, was no other than
such aplastick nature. Ibid. iv. 31. 387 Singular and Sen-
sible Things, which, as the Heracliticks rightly affirmed,
do indeed all flow. <zi688 Etern. Morali-y \\ ii. 1(1731'
45 The true meaning of the Heraclilical Philosophy was
plainly this, That there is no other being in the World
besides Individual liody or Matter. ijtA Chambers' Cycl. t

Hcraclitism . . the philosophy of Heiaclitus . . The funda-
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iii<-iit.il doctrine., was, that fire is the principle of all things.

i38i R. \DAMSOK in Encycl. Brit. XIV. 784/2 The Elcatic

doctrine that only unity has real being, the Heraclltic

counter-doctrine that only in change, in the many, is truth

lo be found.

Herald (he-raid), sb. Forms : (3 hyraudus),

4-5 heraud, -e, herowd, -e, herode, ,4 herrod,

herhaud), 5 herrowd, heroud, herewde, her-

rold, har(r)awd, -e, harood, -ud, -ott, -owed,

harrote, harrold, 5-6 herawde, herrald(e, har-

ralde, harhalde, 5-7 herault, harrot, 5-8 her-

auld, -e, 6 her(e ;hault, herehaut, herehaught(e,

haraude,-aulde,-ald, -rald,-olde, -rolde,-rould,

harhodde, harad, -at, -et, -rat, -ratt, -oite, 6-7

harolde, heralde, 7 heralt, -aute, -old, haralt ;

(5_6) 7- herald. [ME. heraud, herault, etc., re-

presenting OK. heraut, herault, med.L. haraldus,

heraldus, It. araldo, Sp. haraldo, heraldo, OSp.

farattte ;
a word of uncertain origin, generally con-

jectured to be from Teutonic. IMez suggested as

a possible source an OGer. *hariwald, +he_riwald,
' wielder

'

or ' commander of an army ', citing the

proper names Chariovaldus ,
OS. Hariolt, ON.

Haraldr; but this seems to fail to explain the

sense. Others have suggested a possible derivation

from OHG. haren, heren to cry, call, which suits

the sense better, but involves other difficulties. See

Markel, German, elem. infranzosisch (1887) 62.]

1. An officer having the special duty of making

royal or state proclamations, and of bearing cere-

monial messages between princes or sovereign

powers. Also, b, employed in the tourney to make

proclamations, convey challenges, and marshal the

combatants. Hence, e, having the function of

arranging public processions, funerals, and other

state ceremonials ; of regulating the use of armorial

bearings (cf. DISCLAIM v. 7) ; of settling questions

of precedence in processions or at court ; and, in

process of time, of recording the names and pedi-

grees of those entitled to armorial bearings : see

Heralds' College in f.

13 . Guy Warm. (A.) 3323 At an herhaud ban asked he,

TDisarmedfolk,whatniayQ>is)be?' 13. .

- He
1 tl la ttniicu iui*., ua,. in**/ ij"jj -*---- ,

comaunded hastely Herodes for to make cry, And every mail

l^HAUGER A HI. s 1 1075 f" ucivnvi L f.. v-, - -

on a skaffold made a hoc. . . And when he sawh (>e pepul of

noyse al stille Thus schewid he t>e mighty dukes wille.

? a 1400 Morte Artli. 3013 An hawrawde hyes before,
the

best of the lordes. a 1400-50 Alexander 883 Heraudis

\Dubl. Harraldes] on he?e hors hendly a-rayed. c I4S

Eug. Chron. (1856) 46 He . . sente heroudis to the toull

[Roucnl and bad thaym yelde it to the kyng of Englond.

c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAymon ix. 203 T hus departed tr

herawde from the oost of Charlemagne. 1513 DOUGLAS

AZneis v v. 3 With ane harraldis lowde voce. 1565 in Turner

Select. Kcc. Ox/. 316 Wyne for the Queries Haroldes. Ibid.,

The Quenes harrodes. 1565-73 COOPER Thesaurus, Ladu-

ceator an ambassadour or harold sent to intreat of peace.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 15/46 An herald for peace, caduceator

1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, iv. vii. 59 Take a Trumpet Herald,

Ride thou vnto the Horsemen on yond hill. 1604 R. CAW-

DREY Table Alph., Herault, kings messenger. 1656 BLOUNT

Glossogr., Harold, Heralt or Herald. 1667 MILTON P. L.

ii 118 The sounding Alchymie By Haralds voice explain d.

a 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Ret. xvi. 5 245 His Majesty., sent

it likewise by Garter, Herauld and King at Armes. 17*7-51

CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., In the army, drums and trumpets have

succeeded to the function of heralds, being sent by the

eensrals on the same errands ; and . . enjoying the same

fights and privileges. i838THiRLWALL Greece xm. II. 161 A
herald came to demand an armistice. 1875 JOWKTT Plait

(ed. z) III. izi Need we hire the herald, or shall I proclaim

b 1377 LANGL. /'. PI. B. xvill. 16 Faith., cryde a I fill

JtmUlfa doth an Heraude of armes whan [auntrous]

cometh to iustes. ^1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 159 By >>ere

Cote Armures and by Tiir gere The heraudes knewe hem

best in special, a 1440 Sir Eglam. 1109 At morne when

day sprange, Gentyl men to haruds thrange. a 145 1-e

Morte ArtA. 341 Heraudis he dyd go and Ride Another

turnamente for to Crye. 1485 CAXTON Paris * r. (1868) 7

[He] sente his heraulds . . to announce that the jousts shold

be halden. c 1560 A. SCOTT Poems (S.T.S.) ii. 63 The har-

raldes cryd,
' God schaw the rycht,' Syne bad thame go to-

gidder. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. II, i. in. 6 (Stage din) ^nter

King, .and others. Then Mowbray in Armor, and Harrold.

Hid. 25 Tucket. Enter Hereford, and Harold. 1820 SCOTT

Ivanhoe viii, The Prince, .gave signal to the heralds to pro-

claim the laws of the tournament.

O <: 1384 CHAUCER H. Fame in. 321 Pursevantes and her-

auldes That crien ryche folkes laudes . . Had on him throwen

a vesture Whiche that men clepen a cote armure. a 1500 Sir

Penes (1'ynson) 3453 Euery syde Armes were hanged fayre

and wyde, Herodes gan the armes escrye. 1530 PALSCR.

4s6/2 He can blase armes as well as any herault. .in Eng-

lande. 1562 LEIGH A nnorie Pref. (1597) A ij, They . . are

named ancient Herehaughtes, who haue made distinction be-

tweene the gentle and the vngentle. 1572 N. ROSCARROCKE

Preiiu,. Vma la Bosseioclt's Armarie, Ye perfft skil Of

Herehauts art. 1592 NASHE P. PemU-^^A. 2) 27 a, Buying

Armes of the Herald, who giues them 'he Lyon w,thout

tongue, tayle, or tallents. 159' GHEENE Ufst. ^"J*"-
llarl. Misc. (Malh.) II. 2,7 The herralde to blason the.r de-

scente from an old house. I59 B. JONSON f.v. Man,n
Hum. i. iii, The first red herring that was broil d in Adam

and Eve's kitchen, doe I fetch my pediCT from by the

Harrots bookes. 1663 Woon T. ,/t (O. H. S.) I. 48 ' Burial

of Archbp. Juxoll) Persons that came to attend the corps,

229

wherof Garter King at armes waa one and four more

heralds. 1687 DRVDKN Hind, fy f. ill. 156 Do you not know
that for a little coin Heralds can foist a name into the line ?

1766 ENTICK London IV. 26 The six heralds are Windsor,

Chester, Lancaster, York, Richmond, and Somerset, who
take place according to seniority in office. 1844 DISRAKI.I

Com'tigsly iv. iv, The heralds they pay to paint their

carriages.

f d. Formerly called, with reference to some

functions of the office, herald of (at) arms.

1377 [see b]. CI435 Terr. J'orhtgal 2465 Harroldys of

armes cryed on night, The prynce and that other knyght
No more juste shall thay. f 153 LD. BEKNERS A rlh. Lyt.

Bryt. (1814) 34 Than was it cried by an haraude of armes,

yi eche of them should do theyr best. 1556 Chrni. Gr.

Friars (Camdenl 50 There was made a proclamacyon with

dyvers harhoddes of armes and pursevanttes in their cote

armeres. 1569 Nottingham KfC. IV. 134 Gevyn to the

haret of armes. .xxs. 1646 Bp. MAXWELL Bunt. Isiach. in

Fluid* (1708) II. 296 The Lords of the Council .. sent a

Gentleman . . with an Herald at Arms, to . . dissolve their

Meeting. 1717-51 CHAMBERS Cyct. s.v., Heralds, or heralds

at arms.

re. King herald, Lyon herald: ancient names

of Garter king-of-arms and Lyon king-of-arms : see

KlNG-OF-ARMS.
\c 1.76 in Spelman Gloss. (1664) s.v. Heraldus, Petrus Rex

1 Hyraudorum citra aquam de Trent ex parte bpreali.
13-

Statuta Armortim Stat. Realm (1810) I. 231 E qe nul Roy
des Haraunz lie Menestrals portent privez armez.] c 1460

I. RUSSELL Bk. Nurture 1035 A herrowd of Armes as
I *__, ._ 1 >_,,,.,,;-, H ,, 1-! in ... liarrnWM must I1U11C

Scot. VII. 140 me ivmg 01 ocoiis .. 1.1 "
. j ^.L

harrat King of armes to the Jnglis King. Ibid. 142 The

king, .his lettres delyuiris to lyon Harratt, wrytne in vene

sour and proud wordes. .

f. Heralds" College, or College ofArms: a royal

corporation, founded 1483, consisting of the Earl

Marshal, kings-of-arms, heralds, and pursuivants,

exercising jurisdiction in matters armorial, and now

recording proved pedigrees, and granting armorial

bearings. Heralds' Office, the office of this corpora-

tion.

1588 THVNNE Let. Ld. Btirgkley in Animadv. Introd. 91

The whoole colledge of hereaudes. a 1655 in Cotgrave

Treat. Wit f, Lang., Her. 126 He is at the Heralds Office

yondir. What, Has he purchased Arms then? a 1661

FULLER Worthies 11840) I. 153 If it *as hl assigned and

not hereditary coat, it will be long enough ere therald s

office grant another. 1709 STEELE Toller No. n F 4, I shall

give you my Genealogy, as a Kinsman of ours has sent it

me from the Heralds-Office. 1869 ROGERS Hist. Cleanings

I 32 A parvenu pays the Heralds' College for a pedigree.

2. trans/. snAjig. a. One who proclaims or an-

nounces the message of another; a messenger,

envoy. Hence, a frequent title of newspapers, as

The Morning Herald, Glasgow Herald, etc.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xvi. 247 t*>s taml [Abraham] ben

hisheraudehereandinhelle. 1467 SIR J.PASTON in Pastm

Lett. No. 570 II. 301, I alweys schall be your herault bothe

her, if sche com hydder, and at home when I kome horn.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 97 Their Herald is a pretty

knauish Page: That well by heart hath con'd his embas-

saee 1613 I. STEPHENS Satyr. Ka. 201 His tongue, the

Herald of his imagination, is a busie Officer. 1641 J. JACKSON

True Evtute. T. in. 230, I finde our very enemies Prophets

to foretell, and Heraulds to declare it, for us. 1781 COWRR
Charity 136 A herald of God's love to pagan lands. 1836

EMERSON Nature, Beaut? Wks. (Bohn) II. 14? Beauty in

nature is not ultimate. It is the herald of inward and eternal

'b/A person (or thing) that precedes and an-

nounces the approach of another; a forerunner,

precursor.
1592 SHAKS. Rom. f, Jul. in. v. 6 It was the Larke the

Herauld of the Morne. c 1600 - i. i, Only herauld

to the gaudy spring. 1759 DILWORTH Ptfe 76 One of the

most active heralds to his rising fame. 1802 WORDSW. /

the small Celandine viii, Herald of a mighty band. Of a

joyous train ensuing. 1878 HUXLEY Pliysiogr. 197 Earth-

quakes are often the heralds of volcanic eruptions. 1894

H. DRUMMOND Ascent Man 295 The Flower, botamcally, is

the herald of the Fruit.lie neraio. oi me rruu.

3. One skilled in heraldry ;
a heraldist.

1821 SCOTT Keailm. xii,
' With neck reguardant,' said the

herald. 1880 WARREN Book-plates IM. 126 A print-collector,

an ex-librist, and a herald.

4. (In full, Herald-moth). Name of one of the

noctuid moths, Gonoplera libatrix.

1832 J. RENNIE Butterfl. f, Moths 82 The Herald, .appears

in April and end of July. 1843 DUNCAN m/fat.
Libr. XL.

2-1 The Herald-moth .. is .. found plentifully in October,

whence Aurelians have called it the Herald, from an idea

that its appearance gave indication of the approach oi

5. attrib. and Comb., as herald angel, star, etc. ;

herald-vouched adj. ;
herald-crab = heraldic crab ;

herald-moth : see sense 4 ; herald-painter (see

quot. 1688).
1646 G. DANIEL Poems Wks. 1878 I. 45, }T

nel
'>?

er boast,

nor Skorne, a faire discent, Noble, and Herald-vouched

Ancient. 1671 MILTON P. K. ll. 279 Now the herald lark

Left his ground-nest, high towering to descry The Morns

approach. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury HI. 147/2 A Herald

Painter is such as Paints Coats of Arms on Escochions,

Shields Tables, Penons, Standarts, and such like. 1720

POPE Dune. ll. 18 The Queen, to glad her sons, proclaims

By herald Hawkers, high heroic Games. 1753 WHITFIEI.D

Hymn, Hark, the herald Angels sing Glory to the new-

born King. 1771 GRAY Corr. N. XickMs (,843)127 Jean

Froissart, son of Thomas, by profession a herald painter

1808 SCOTT Mnrm. IV. xiv, The Herald-bard [Sir David

HERALDRY.

Lynday, Lyon-King and poet] .850 TENNYSON I^Um
xxxviii, The herald melodies of spring. 1878 B. IAYLOR

1-lcitkalion iv. i. i j? No herald star announced my birth.

Hence He'raldess, a female herald, t He-raldet,

a petty herald. He-raldship, the office or dignity

of a herald.

1881 J. M. RODWELL Isa. 98 Zion, heraldess of joy, get

thee up into a high mountain. 1890 G. A. SMITH Isaiah

II. v. 85 The verses from Behold your (,</, to the end

of the Prologue are the song of the heraldess. i65 1..

JOSSON Staple ofN. iv. i, /'//. Her grace s herald ? A lm.

No herald yet, a heraldet. 1613 SELUEN Hlus.tr. Draylon s

Poly-alt, iii, [Woden], being by name president of ways,

and by his office of heraldship Pacifex, i.e. Peacemaker.

He'rald, v. Forms : see sb. ; also 4-5 hiraude,

hyraude. [a. OF. heraitder, heiaulder, hirauder,

{. heraut, hiraut HERALD s/>.]

1. trans. To proclaim, to announce, as at hand

or drawing nigh ;
to usher in, introduce,

i- 1384 CHAUCER H. Fameni. 486 His clarioun With which

he wonde is to hiraude (v. rr. herawde, heraude, hyrande]
Hem that me list preised be. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. I. in. 102

Wee are sent, To giue thee from our Royall Master thanks,

Onely to harrold thee into his sight, Not pay thee. 1631

R H -J rraignm. Whole Creature xv. 3. 261 She must

be .. Heralded, proclaimed, Trumpetted, as the onely Para-

gon of her Sexe. 1810 SOUTHEY Kchama vii. v, The Orient

.Kindles as it receives the rising ray, And heralding his

way, Proclaims the presence of the Power divine. 1855

LONGF. Hiaiu. ix. 126 And the heron. .Heralded the hero s

coming. 1869 PHILLIPS I'esuv. iii. 46 Six months of con-

tinued earthquakes . . heralded the eruption. 1886 F. W.
ROBINSON Courting Mary Smith II. 292 The new young

day which the chimes of Coalsby had heralded in a few

minutes ago.

f2. intr. To act as herald. Oos. rare-".

1530 PALSGR. 583/1, I herawde, I expresse the offyce of

an herawde, je haraude.

Hence He-raiding vlil. sb. and ///. a.

1814 CARY Dante, Paradise xxvl. 42 [St John) who chief

proclaim'st E'en at the outset of thy heralding . . the mystery

of heaven. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. I. xxvii. 211 The tempest

. . I heard its heralding roar in the gullies of the mountains.

Herald, corrupt form of HAUELD.

Heraldic (heras-ldik) ,
a. [f.

HEBALD sb., prob.

after F. htraldique (isth c. in Hatz.-Darm.).]

1. Of or pertaining to heraldry. Also/jf.
1772 WARTON Life Sir T. Pope 199 (T.) Heraldic surcoats

of arms. i?74
- Hitt. Eng. Poetry I. 336 The pompous

circumstances of which these heraldic narratives consisted,

and the minute prolixity with which they were displayed.

1847 Gloss. Heraldry 10 The distinction between the heraldic

antelope and the natural. 1887 Miss BRADDON Like f, Dn-

like i, Rich in the heraldic history of aristocratic alliances.

2. Heraldic crab : a Japanese crab, Hueitia keral-

dica, one of the Maiadse : see quot.

1863 WOOD Nat. Hist. III. 568 The Heraldic Crab, so

called because the shape of its carapace presents a fanciful

resemblance to the shield and mantle employed by heraldic

painters in depicting coat armour.

Hera-ldical, a. [f.asprec. -r -AL.]
= HERALDIC.

1610 GUILLIM Heraldry in. xvi. (1660) 201 Whose great

study and travell in this Heraldicall Art, hath . . been suffi-

ciently manifest. 1814 D'IsRAELl Quarrels Anth. (1867)

491 High notions of the importance of heraldical studies.

Hera-ldically, adv. [f.
wee. + -w .]

In a

heraldic manner ; according to the rules of heraldry.

1807 G. CHALMERS Caledonia I. 11. vi. 209 note. The

armorial bearings of Scotland, most heraldically displayed.

1879 J. C. Cox Ch. Derbysh. IV. 236 The church was

heraldically visited.. by Sir William IJugdale.

Heraldist (he'raldist). [f.
HERALD sb. + -IST.J

1 One who is versed in heraldry.

1814 D'IsRAELl Quarrels Auth. (1867) 492 [The] excesses

of his pen . . show the insensibility of the mere heraldist to

the nobler genius of the historian. 1896 Bookseller s Catal. ,

The result of.. most painstaking labour of the celebratec

i Heratdist and Archaeologist.

t He'raldize, v. Obs. [f.
HERALD sb. + -IZE.]

|

trans. To emblazon.

,630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Qnarrel tetw. Tmoer IIill .V

Tyburn, These arms for thee my muse hath heraldized.

i4oSTERNE5OTK. IlI. 339Theopportunity. .ofraisingafor-

, tune, and heraldizing a name. 1784 Ne^v Spectator III. 5/1.

He'rald-like, a. and adv. Like or after the

manner of a herald.

c 1470 HENRY Wallace vm. 1653 In Scotland sone he

cummyn is onon, Bot harrold lyk he sekis his presens. 1625

K. LONG tr. Barclay'sArgenis Iv. ll. 238 Acertaine sou dier

. .attired Herald-like. 1770 ARMSTRONG Mitc.ll. : 79OW
According to nice heraldlike ceremony, the son .. ought to

take the wall of the father.

He-raldrist. rare. [f.
HERALDRY + -IST : ct.

svmmetrist.'} One who is versed in heraldry.

1875 M. A. LOWER Eng. Surnames ted. 4) I. v. 89 Ih

late celebrated heraldrist, Nicholas John Philipson of New-

castle-upon-Tyne.

Heraldry (be-raldri\
Forms : see HERALD.

[f.
HERALD sb. + -BY : cf. poetry, pedantry]

1. The art or science of a herald ; now, esp. the

art or science of blazoning armorial bearings and

of settling the right of persons to bear arms or cer-

tain bearings; in connexion with which it deals with

the tracing and recording of pedigrees, and deciding

of questions of precedence.
Canting Heraldry, that which deals with canting arms :

see CANTING///, a? 5.

1572 BOSSEWELL Armorie Ded., Such one was ot late

specially in this kinde of Herehaultry a very fruteful and

worthy writer, master Gerard Leigh. 1663 GERBIER Counsel
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E viij a, The Antiquity and Origins of Herauldry. a 1668

DENHAM Progr. Learn, 183 'Twas no false heraldry when
Madness drew Her pedigree from those who too much knew.

1769 Junitis Lett. xii. 49 You may look back.. to an illus-

trious pedigree, in which heraldry has not left a single good
quality upon record- 1830 MACAU LAY Ess., Byron (1887)
1 60 Is poetry, like heraldry, mere matter of arbitrary regu-
lation? 187* RVSKIN Eagle's N. 47 The most brilliant,

and . .most practically effective of the arts Heraldry.
Jig. 1641

' SMKCTYMNUL'S
'

I'ntti, An$u>. vi. 88 As for

the Herauldry in blazoning Aerius for an heretick . . We
referre to former answeres. a 1651 J. SMITH Sel. Disc, iv,

70 All those discourses which have been written of the soul's

heraldry, will not blazon it so well to us as itself will do.
Ibid. ix. 410 Titles of worldly honour in heaven's heraldry
are but only iitnli nominates. 1823 in Joanna Baillii-'s

Collect. Poems 263 Watt, who in heraldry of science ranks
With those to whom men owe high meed of thanks.

fb. Heraldic practice or regulation. Obs.
i6oa SHAKS. Ham. i. i. 87 Hamlet . . Did slay this Fortin-

bras : who by a Seal'd Compact, Well ratified by Law, and
Heraldric, Did forfeite (with bis life} all those his Lands.

t c. Heraldic title, rank, or precedence. Hence,
* An old and obsolete abuse of buying and selling

precedence in the paper of causes for hearing
( IVhartorfs Law Lex. 1885). Obs.
1601 SHAKS. A/fs Well \\. iii. 280 You are more sawcie

with Lordes and honorable personages, then the Commission
of your birth and vertue giues you Heraldry, a 1734 NORTH
Lives I. 435 Nothing sat heavier upon bis spirits than a
great arrear of business.. for he knew well that from thence
there sprang up a trade in the register's office, called

heraldry, that is, buying and selling precedence in the paper
of causes.

2. A heraldic emblazonment or device ; a collec-

tion ofheraldicdevices; armorial bearings; heraldic

symbolism. Alsoyf^.
1593 SHAKS, Lucr. 64 This Herauldry in Lucrece face was

scene, Argued by Beauties red and Vertues white. i6oa
Hatn. ii. ii. 478 Pyrrhus . . Hath now this dread and

blacke Complexion smear'd With Heraldry more dismall.
( 1708 SWIFT Baucis <y Philemon 93 The ballads . . high in

order plac'd, describe The heraldry of ev'ry tribe. 1795
SOUTHEY Joan of Arc vm. 37 Known by the buckler's

blazon'd heraldry, Salisbury lay dead. 1870 F. R. WILSON
Ch. Lindisf. 76 A series of panels filled alternately with

heraldryand figures. 1889 Century Mag. Dec. 337/2 Nature
boon covers the work of man in wood or stone with a carpet
of moss and her own heraldry of lichens.

3. The office of herald or official messenger.
1594 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. i. xv. i The law of Heraldry in

war is positive. 1834 LYTTON Pilgr. Rhine xix, Fulfilling
the heraldry of God, to each Star he appointed the duty
and the charge. 1835 Rienzi in. i, I trust my next

heraldry will be to a more friendly court.

4. The action of announcing and ushering in

with pomp and ceremony ; heraldic pomp.
1630 MILTON Circumcision 10 He who with all Heaven's

heraldry whilere Entered the world, now bleeds to give us
ease. 1800 COLERIDGE Christabel n, He would proclaim it

far and wide, With trump and solemn heraldry. 1840 MILL
Diss. *f Disc. 11875) ! 427 A writer . . announced, with all

the pomp and heraldry of triumphant genius, a discovery.

tHe-raldy. Obs. [(.HEBALDJ^. + -T. With

quots. 1390, 1747 cf. OF. heraudie cassock, long

cloak.] = HERALDRY i, 2.

1390 GOWER Conf. I. 173 f Fairf. MS.) Yet wole he [detrac-
tion] iangle noght forthi, As he which hath the heraldic Of
hem that usen for to lye. 1615 J- STEPHENS Satyr. Ess. 355
He hath Heraldy enough to place every man by his Armes.

1651 CLEVELAND Poems 5 She Makes pearl and planets
humble

herauldy. 1738 Sri*ART in Phil. Trans. XL. 51
Red, expressed by the lines thus Ij|| as in Heraldy. 1747

\y. HOKSLKY Fool No. 73 P 7 With his Bib under his Chin,
his motly Coat, like a Heraldy on his Shoulders.

Heralt, obs. form of HERALD sb.

Herand(e, obs. forms of ERRAND.

Herapathite (he-rapaj>3it). Chem. [f. Hera-

path ^
an English analyst (1795-1868).] lodo-sul-

phate of quinine in its crystalline form.

1865-7* WATTS Diet. Chem. III. 149. 1875 H. C. WOOD
Tkerap. (1879) Gi Crystals of Herapathite separate, in the
form of right-angled quadrate rhombic leaves. x886 Encycl,
Brit. XX. 185 Herapathite . . possesses optical properties
similar to those of tourmaline.

Heraud, -aught, -ault, -aut, etc., obs. ff.

HERALD, etc.

Herb (hab), sb. Forms : 3-6 erbe, 3-7 herbe,
4 eerbe, 6 earbe, heerb, Sc. hairb, 6-7 hearbe,
6- herb ; also 5-6 yerbe, 9 dial. yerb,yarb, yirb.

[In ME. usually erbe, a. QY.erbe (nth c. inLittre ,

mod.K. herbe (^ It. erba, Sp.yer&a, Pg. hervd}:
L. herba grass, green crops, herbage, herb. In OF.
and ME. occasionally spelt with k after Lat. ; re-

gularly so since c 1475, but the h was mute until

the 1 9th c., and is still so treated by many : see H
vthe letter).]
1. A plant of which the stem do?s not become
woody and persistent (as in a shrtib or a tree), but
remains more or less soft and succulent, and dies

down to the ground (or entirely) after flowering.
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GRAY Struct, Bot. iii. 3. 50 Herbs arc plants in which the

stem does not become woodyand persistent, but dies annually
or after flowering, down to the ground.

2. spec. Applied to plants of which the leaves, or

stem and leaves, are used for food or medicine, or

in some way for their scent or flavour.

c 1190 S. Eng. Leg, I. 18 598 A fair herbe, bat men cleopez
letuse. .In hire mouth heopulte t>aiof a lef. c isSoWvcLlF
Serin. Sel. Wks. I. 28 Erbis of vertue bat growen in hem.
c 1386 CHAUCER Can. yearn, Prol. f; T. 246 And herbts [v.r.

erbisj koude I telle eek many oon As Egremoyne Valerian

and lunarie And other swiche if that me liste tarie. c 1489
CAXTOS Sonnet ofAymon xvi. 371 He toke an erbe, and
robbed Charlemagnes noose & his lippes wyth it. 1577 B.

GOOGE HeresbacRs Hlisb. 1. (15861 38 b, Flaxe and Hempe
..be not to be received in the number of Corne nor Pulse,
Fodder nor Hearbes. 1633 G. HERBERT Temple, Sunday vi,

Those Who want herbs for their wound. 1725 WAI rs Logic
1. vi. 3 If the leaves are of chief use to us, we call them
herbs : as sage, mint, thyme. 1802 Mat. Jrnl. VIII. 530

Fumigations with aromatic substances, woods, herbs, and
resins. 1839 E. D. CLARKE Trav. Russia 55/1 Broth, made
with fish and wild herbs.

3. foiled. Herbage. Alsoyff-. (quot. 1677).
1381 WVCLII. Heb. vi. 7 The erthe drynkynge reyn .. and

bryngynge forth couenable eerbe. 1535 COVERDALE Ps.

xxxvi[t]. 2 Cut downe like y grasse, and . . wythered euen
as y grene herbe. 1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles iv. 208 Rich
men . -are deservedly stiled the Herbe of Drones, which they
devour. 17*5 POPE Odyss, v. 597 On the flow'ry herb .. he

lay. 1850 TEI
was dry.

lay. 1850 TENNYSON In. Mem. xcv, Underfoot the herb

(Rolls) I. 257 Hilles and woodes . . habundante in yerbes
and pastures and mony wilde bestes. 1516 TINDALE Matt.
xiii. 32 When it is growne it is the greatest amonge yerbes.
.11631 DONNE Efiigr. 11652' 92 An Hearb thon [Tobacco]
art. but useless. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Kcb. in. $ 64 Strew-
ing Mower* and Herbs in the ways as they pass'd. 1880

4. The leafy part of a (herbaceous) plant ; esp.
as distinct from the root.

i66a J. DAVIES tr. Olearius' Voy. Attibass. 314 The herb
and seed of Werme. 1799 Aled. jfrnl. I. 26 The herb and
flowers of the arnica are. .most conveniently given in simple
infusion.

t b. In the herb : green, not yet ripe. Obs. ^Cf.

in the blade, in leaf; F. en herbe].

1651 SPARKE Prim. Devot. (1663! 365 Since our haruest is

but in the hearb.

t5. = HERBA, q.v. Obs.

6. General Combs., as herb-bed, -eater, -flower,

-garden, -gatherer, -juice, -locust, -market, -plot,

-seller, etc. ; herb-eating, -like adjs.
1858 GLENNY Card. Every-day Bk. 78/2 You get fine

healthy young plants.. to form a good *herb-bed. 1515
Cocke Loretfs B. (Percy Soc.t 5 Patrycke peuysshe *heerb-

eter. 1651-3 JER. TAYLOR Serni./or Yearn, x. (R.), His
little garden made for . . the feasting of a few Pythagorean
herb-eaters. i7a6SwiFT ft cannot rain, etc. Wks. 1755 III.

I. 135 The new sect of herb-eaters [vegetarians]. 1731
ARBUTHNOT Aliments 215

:

Herb-eating Animals. 1583
STANYHURST i^Eneis i. (Arb.) 4_o Senting delicat *herbflowrs.

1535 COVERDALE i Kings xxi. 2 Geue me thy vynyarde,
I wyll make me an *herbgarden therof. 1570 LEVINS

Manip. 34 'i i *Herbe-garth, herbarium, olearinm. 1551
HULOET, *Herbe gatherer, herbariits. 1885 TUER OldLond.
Cries 32 The simplers, or herb-gatherers . . supplied the

herb-shops in Covent Garden. 1578 LYTE Dodoens in. xxvi.

351 Flowers . . of a greene or herbelike colour. 1658
ROWLAND Movfefs Theat. Ins. 997 Either the Bruchus, or

the little "Herb-locust, Grashopper, or Kricket. 1551
HCLOET, *Herbe market, lachanopolium. 1715 LEONI
Palladia's Archit. (1742) II. 82 The Herb-Market, now
called Montanara. 1611 FLORIO, Herbaio.. s.n *hearbe-plot
where hearbes grow. 1530 PALSGR. 230/2 *Herbe sellar.

1782 S. PECGE Cur. Misc. 45 At Coronations the ground is

strewed with flowers by a person, .called the *Herbstrewer.

7. Special Combs.: therb-bane, name invented

by Parkinson for the parasitic genus Orobanche or

broom-rape ; herb beer, a beverage prepared from

herbs ; herb-tea, herb-water, a medicinal infu-

sion of herbs. See also HERB-MAN, -WIFE, -WOMAN.

1640 PARKINSON Theat. Bot. 1362 Orobanche . .Kill herbe
or *herbe bane. 1891 Daily News 28 Nov.

5^/5
The pro-

prietor insists that his *herb beer is . . a medicine . . In the

end ' herb beer
' was declared to be a refreshment. 1744

BERKELEY Sirit 75 When .. 'herb-teas shall be found to

have little .. effect. 1841 EMERSON Lect., Conservative
Wks. (Bohn) II. 274 Swallowing pills and herb-tea. 1886

MRS. HUNGERFORD Lady Branksjnere II. xxxiii. 230, 1 hope
..you took the "herb-water I prescribed.

b. In various names of plants, as herb St. Bar-

bara (t herb St. Barbe, herb Barbara), a name for

Winter-cress, Barbarea ;
herb carpenter, Prun-

ella vulgaris^ Carpenter's herb (CARPENTER sb. 5)

(Britten & Holl.) ; herb of the cross, a name for

Vervaia, Verbena officinalis (see quot.) ; t herb
fluellin = FLUELLIN ; herb frankincense, an aro-

matic umbelliferous plant, Laserpitium latifolium

(Miller Plant-n.~) ; herb of friendship, a species
of Stonecrop, Sedum Anacampseros (Miller) ;

herb Gerard, Gontweed,^^B/<*?KOT Pidagraria;
herb-Henry [med.L. ma/us Henricus, Ger. baser

HeinricK\, Dog's Mercury; fherb impious [tr.

L. herba impia], old name of Filago gertnanica

(see quot.) ; herb-lily, a florist's name for plants
of the genus Alsirameria (N.O. Amaryllidacese),

nativesofSouthAmerica; herb-Louisa, theLemon-
scented Verbena, Aloysia citriodora (Miller) ; herb

Margaret,
' the daisy, Bellis perennis

'

(Prior) ;

herb of St. Martin, Sauvagesia erecta, a native

j

of tropical America and the West Indies ; herb

Mary, St. Mary's herb = COSTMAHV ; t herb
] paralysy, an old name for the cowslip ; t herb

|

Peter,
' the cowslip, from its resemblance to St.

HERBACEOUS.

Peter's badge, a bunch ofkeys' (Prior; ; herb-royal

[K. herbe royale\ southernwood ;
herb Sophia, a

name for SisymMutn Sophia ; t herb terrible, an

old name for the shrubDaphne Tartonraira ; t herb
of vine, an old name for Squinancywort, Asperula

cynanchica; t herb "William, a name for Hishop's-

wted, Ammi ma/us; fherb willow, name given

by Turner to the Yellow Loosestrife (Lysiniachia

vitlgaris} ; extended by Gerarde to the Purple
Loosestrife (Lythrum Salicaria], and various

species of Willow-herb (Eptlobiuni). See also

Herb ALOE, //. BENNET, H. ISIFOIL, H. CHRISTO-

PHER, //. FIVELEAF, H. GIT, H. MASTIC, //.

PATIENCE, H. ^REPENTANCE, //. SUUINANTIC, H.

TREFOIL, //. TRINITY, H. TBUELOVE, //. Two-
I'EscE, under ALOE, etc. ;

also HERB-GKACE, HERB
IVE, HERB JOHN, HEHB PARIS, HERB ROBERT.

1578 LYTE Dodoens v. Ixi. 626 *Herbe S. Barbe is a good
herbe for salade. 1597 GERARDE Herbal 11. viii. 5. 188

Winter Cresses, or herbe Saint Barbara. 1889 THISELTON
DYER Folklore PI. xix. 259 In Brittany, vervain is popularly
termed the "herb of the cross.' 1578 LYTE Dcriocns i.

xvii. 26 Paules Betony, *Herbe Fluellyn, or Speedewell.

1678 LITTLETON Lat, Diet., *Herb-frankincense, Lihinotis.

1578 LYTE Dodoens n. cix. 300 Now called Herba Gerardi
. .that is to say, *Herbe Gerarde. 1640 PARKINSON Theat.
Bot. 943 Wee in English Goutewort or herbe Gerard after

the Brabanders, and of some in our Land Aisweede, or Axe-
weede. 18*7 T. FORSTER Encycl. Nat. Phen. 101 Herb
Gerard, .so called from St. Gerard, who is celebrated April

23d, and who used to be invoked against the gout . 1607 Tor-
SELL Fonr-f. Beasts (1658) 60 Black Hellebore, Aconitum,
or Wolf-bane . . *herb Henry, and others. 1597 GERARDK
Herbal n. cxcv.

9. 518 Those flowers .. that come after

growe higher, as children seeking to. .ouertop their parents
. .for which cause it hath beene called Herba Impia, that

is, the Wicked Herbe, or "Herbe Impious. 1866 Treas.
Bot. 1026/1 S\aitvagesia] erecta, the *Herb of St. Martin. .

has been used in Brazil for complaints in the eyes, in Peru
for disorders of the bowels, and in the West Indies as a
diuretic. 1881 J. SMITH Diet. Econ. Plants, Herb of St.

Martin ., Its leaves are . . eaten as spinach. l6o7TorstLL
Ftwr-f. Beasts (1658) 68 The priest, .put thereunto frankin-

cense, "herbmary, and fire. 1516 Crete llcrball \xx\\,
' Herbe

paralysy that some call artetyke . . is principally good for

palsy artetyke and gowty folke. 155* COPLAND Bk, Prop.
Herbes, Cnstofer female . . hath leues lyke *Herbe Peter,

but they be nat in all so whyte. 1597 GERARDE Herbal
(1633) Suppl., Herbe Peter, Cowslip. 1530 PALSGR. 230/2
'Herbe royal!. 1597 GEHARDE Herbal \\. cxxxiii. i. 408
"Herbe terrible is a smalt shrub two or three cubits high.
1668 WILKINS Real Char. 112 Smooth hard dry leaves;

bearing a blew flower like that of Scabious . . Herb terrible.

1519 Grete Herballccx, *Herbe or grasse of vyne is other-

wise called herbe squynantyke. 1597 GERARDE Iferbal(if)3y

1037 Of some, *Herbe-William, Bull-wort, and Bishops-
weed. 1614 MARKHAM Cheap Husb. i. Ameos, Comin royal,
is a Herb of some called Bulvjort Bishops-weed, or Herb-
william. 1548 TURNER Names ofHerbes E ij, Lysimachia
is of two sortes. The one . . hath a yealowe ftoure . . it may be
called in englishe..*herbe Wylowe. 1601 HOLLAND /Y/y II.

268 Herb Willow giueth the hair ofthe head a yellow colour.

Herb, v. rare. [f. prec.] a. To herb it : to

crop herbage, to graze, b. intr. To gather herbs.

1660 HOWELL Parly ofBeasts 113, I [a boar] am going to

herb it among that tuft of Trees. 1884 Harper's Rlag. Oct.

788^ Been herbin' again ?

II Herba. Obs. Also 6 yerua. [Ital. herba,

Pg. herva grass. Called panni d'herba by the

Venetian merchant Cesare Fedcrici in 1563.] A
sort of grass-cloth imported formerly from India.

1585 R. FITCH in Hakluyt Voy. II. 389 In this place
[Orixa] is.. great store of cloth which is made of grasse,
which they call Yerua, it is like a silke. a 1692 SIR H.
POLLEXFEN Disc. Trade (1697) 98 Muslins, Persian Silk*,

Herba Taffaties, Herba Longees, Japan Ware. 1701 Loud.

other goods for exportation. 18x3 MiLBURNOnVw/. Comtn.
11.221 Piece-goods form the staple commodity of Bengal ..

The following are the kinds imported .. with the number of

pieces allotted to a ton . . Herba Taffaties 800.

Herbaceous (haab^'Jas), a. [f.
L. kerbace-us

grassy, f. herba HERB : see -ACEous. Cf. F. herbaci

(i6th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. Of the nature of a herb. a. Applied to plants
which do not develop wood in the stem or branches,

but die down every year, after flowering (opp. to

arborescent} ; also to the soft succulent stems of

such plants (opp. to ligneous),
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. n. vi. 97 Ginger is the root

of neither tree nor shrub, but of an herbaceous plant. 1758
BORLASE .Vat. Hist. Cornwall 254 The Alcyonium is of a
middle nature betwixt the herbaceous and horny sub-

marines. 1794 MARTYN Rousseau's Bot. xxv. 347 The stem
is simple, herbaceous, and procumbent. 1859 DARWIN
Orig. Spec. ix. (1878) 245 Two plants, one being woody
and the other herbaceous. 1887 Pall Mall C. 6 Nov. 13/2
Horticulturists generally apply the term herbaceous in a

more limited sense- that is, to those plants which die down
annually, as the paeony and Michaelmas daisy.

b. Of the texture and colour of an ordinary leaf
;

applied esp. to green flowers or floral organs.
1794 MARTYN Rousseau's Bot. xv. 168 The flowers [of

Lady's Mantle] . . having no corolla . . are only green, or

what botanists call herbaceous. 1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora

307 Polygoneae.. sepals 3-6, pctaloid or herbaceous.

t 2. Composed of or containing herbs. Obs. rare.

17*5 BRADLEY Fatn. Diet. s.v. Sallet, One of the most

agreeable of all the boil'd Herbaceous dishes.



HERBACEOTTSLY.

f 3. Feeding on herbs, herbivorous. Obs. rare.

1713 DERHAM Pkys.-Tluol. iv. xi. (1786) I. 257 The her-
!

baceous eaters, for instance, are many, and devour mu. h.

Ibid. ([.), Their teeth are fitted to their food., the herbaceous
,

to gathering and comminution of vegetables.

Hence Herba'ceously ach., in a herbaceous

manner; in quot., With a flavouring of herbs.

1887 RI-SKIN rrxterita II. iv. 112 To have caught a chub

in the Avon, and learned how to cook it spicily and her-

baceously .. would have been a better result.

Herbagage, -gerie, -ry, var. HARBERGAGE,

-GEBY, Obs.

Herbage (hS'iWdj). Also 4-6 erbage, 5-6

(sense 3) arbage. [a. F. herbage, earlier erbage

(1 2th c. in Littre), ad. med.L. herbaticum ' herba

in pratis succisa', f. herba HERB : see -AGE.]

1. Herbs collectively; herbaceous growth or vege-

tation ; usually applied to grass and other low-

growing plants covering a large extent of ground,

esp. as used for pasture.

1300 GOWF.R Ccnf. I. 326 She. .let her wimpel falle Nigh
to the wel upon therbage. 1419 Surtics Misc. (1888) 14

The whilke sail kytte the herbage that grewys apon the

mote. 1555 EDEN Decades 188 To renewe the herbage for

kyne and other beastes. 1651 HOBBES Leviath. \. xiv. 68

He that selleth Land, is understood to transferre the Herb-

age, and whatsoever growes upon it. 1727 A. HAMILTON

New Ace. E. Ind. II. xxxiii. u A pretty good Garden, that

furnishes the Governor's Table with Herbage and traits.

1845 DARWIN foy. Nat. vi. (1870) 118 From a coarse herb.

age we passed on to a carpet of fine green verdure. 1856

SIR B. BRODIE Psychol. Ing. I. i. 4 Steep and lofty chalk

hills, covered by a scanty herbage.

fb. Cookery. ? Herbs for garnishing a dish. 06s.

1494 FABVAN Chron. (1559) II. 402/2 Brawne and mustarde

..Pyke in erbage.

2. The green succulent parts of herbaceous plants;

the stem and leaves : = HERB 4.

1701 GREW Cosmo. Sacra IV. vii. iR.), Which compre-

hended, with the herbage of plants, their roots, and fruits.

1830 LINOLKV Nat. Syst. Bat. 17 A wholesome food ;
such

,

as the herbage of the Water-cress, the cabbage [etc.]. 1871

OLIVER Elttu. Bat. H. 212 The herbage of Boragmea: is

often very coarse and hispid.

3. Law. The natural herbage or pasture of any
land as a species of property distinct from the laml

itself; hence ' a liberty that a man hath to feede

his catell in another mans ground, as in the forest.'

(Cowell Interpr. 1607.)
1450 in Arnolde Chron. (1811) 180 Graunts made .. of

estate of enheritaunce terme off lyf or terme of yeres or att
j

wylle, of ony herbage or pannage. 1490 Plumfton <-r>rr. ,

(Camden) 94 Sir, afor the arbage, dout yt not ; for sir Henry

Wentforth, nor yet none other, can have it. 1535 Act 27

Hen. VIII, c. 6 5 Tharbage of which parke . . is common to
]

the tenauntes, and inhabitantes of the towneshippes nexte

adioynynge. 1611 COTCR., Droict d"herbage, herbage ; or

the libertie some haue to graze their cattell in other men s

woods. 1647 HAWARD Crown Rev. 46 The Herbage and

Pannage: Fee ii.o.o. inSPhil.Svrv.S.Irel. 307 Herbage
would nave acted as a premium upon tillage, by being a tax

upon pasturage. 1818 CRUISE Digest ted. 2) I. 302 The

herbage or vesture of land may be granted by copy. In a

modern case it was resolved, that a person might hold the

prima tonstim of land by copy, while another might have

the soil, and every other beneficial enjoyment of it, as

freehold.

4. attrib., as herbage crop, plant.
1816 LOUDON Encycl. Agric. (1831) Gloss. 1244 Herbage

plants, forage plants, such as clover and other plants culti-

vated chiefly for the herb, to be used either green or mad

11 . .

plants, forage plants, such as clover and

vated chiefly for the herb, to be used eit

into hay. 1875 WILSON & THORNTON in Encycl. Brit. I.

370/2 Herbage and forage crops . . grown expressly for the

sake of the cattle food yielded by their leaves and stems.

Hence He'rbatred a., covered or overgrown with

herbage; fHe'rfcager, an animal that feeds on

herbage; fHerba-gious a. [
= F. herbageux

(Cotgr.)], abounding in herbage.
1717-46 THOMSON Summer 475 Or stream full-flowing,

that his swelling sides Laves, as he floats along the herbaged

brink. 1863 Pilgrim. Prairies I. 265 In the more thickly

herbaged bottoms. 1599 NASHK Lenten Stuffe 25 What

an aduantageable creature shee [the cow] is beyonde all tl

foure footed rablement of herbagers and grasse champers.

1631 LITHGOW Trav. 506 Now having seene . . Herbagious
fields.

Herbal (haubaT , sb. [perh. repr. a med. or

early mod.L. *herbale or *herbalis (sc. liber), f. her-

bdlis adj. (see next) ; cf. med.L. nominate name-

book, manuale hand-book, also dmrnal, missal,

ordinal, ritual, etc., as names of books.]

1. A book containing the names and descriptions

of herbs, or of plants in general, with their proper-

ties and virtues; a treatise on plants. Obs. exc. Hist.

1518 (title} The Crete Herbal. 1551 TURNER (title) A
new Herbal! ; wherin are conteyned the names of Herbes in

Greke, Latin, Englysh, Duch, Frenche, and in the Potecanes

and Herbaries Latin. 1578 LYTE Dodoens Ded., Hauing

newly translated into English this Herball or Historic of

Plantes. 1599 H. BUTTES Dyets drie Dinner Fiij, Two
kinds of Sage, not named in our Herbals. 1618 Ann.

Harber-Surg. Land. (iSpol 540 To George Peren, Barber-

Surgeon, my yearball knowne by the name of Gerard s

yearball 1700 Med. 7ml. I. 21 1 Herbarium Mauritianum.
-' The Mauritian Herbal

'

: by P. R. Willemet . .The herbal

before us is the fruit of a journey to India. i86j WRIGHT
Bacon's Ess. Pref. 23 Consulting the old herbals of Lyte,

Gerarde, and Parkinson.

t 2. A collection of herbs or plants ; esf. a col

lection of botanical specimens; -HERBARIUM i.
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1580 HOLI.YBAND Treas. Fr. Tang, Vn Herbier. an

Herball. 1594 PLAT Jnvell-ho. u. 33 He may .. lay it

being drie in his herball. 1665 PKPVS Diary 5 Nov.,
Leaves. .of several plants, kept dry ; which preserve colour,

however, and look very finely, better than any herball. 171*
S 1 1 I.I.K S/>ect. No. 455 P 2 To collect in voluminous Herbals

all the several Leaves of some one Tree. 1847 EMKRSON
Poems (1857) 171 Who saw what ferns and palms were pressed
. .In the safe herbal of the coal?

fb. (See quot.) nonce-use.

1606 CHAPMAN Gent/. Usher Plays 1873 I. 278 These

verdant herbals cleeped Broome Do pierce and enter euerie

Ladies roome.

Herbal (h3bB), a. [f.
L. herbal-is (in med.L.) :

cf. obs. F. herbal (opposed to mineral) Godef.]

1. Belonging to, consisting of. or made from herbs.

1611 tr. Benvenulo's Passenger iN.), Calling of me to that

herball dinner and leane repast. 1766 G. CANNING Anti-

Lucretius IV. 267 All the herbal fragrance of the tield.

1895 ll'estm. Gas. 4 Sept. 5/1 A specific herbal remedy for

the treatment of this disease.

1 2. Of the nature of a herb, herbaceous. Obs.

a i68a SIR T. BROWNE Tracts 28 The least of herbal Plants,

which arise unto such a proportion.

t He-rbalism. 0/>s. rare. [f. as next + -ISM.]

The science of herbs or plants ; botany.

1664 POWER Exp. Philos. 47 The old quarrel in Herbalism,

which is the least of Seeds. 1716 M. DAVIES A then. Brit.

III. Orig. Physick 46 Those Pieces of Herbalism and

Tillage, writ by Cato, Varro, Columella.

Herbalist (ha-abalist). [f.
HERBAL sb. (or Us

source) + -IST.]

1. One versed in the knowledge ofherbs or plants ;

a collector of or writer on plants ; a botanist. Now
used of the early botanical writers.

1594 DEE Diary (Camden) 50 M' Gherardt, the chirurgeon

and herbalist. 1601 CORNWALLYES Ets. II. Iii. (1631) 331, 1

am no herbalist, not curious about flowers and weeds. 1671

Mcde's Wks. Life 5 He was a curious Florist, an accurate

Herbalist, thoroughly vers'd in the Book of Nature. 1758

BORLASE Nat. Hist. Cornwall 233 It is the Erynemm
marinnm of Herbalists. 1840 . NEWMAN Brit. Ferns

(1844) 29> We lcarn from the herbalists that this plant was

much in vogue as a medicine.

2. A dealer in medicinal herbs or simples ;
one

who prepares or administers herbal remedies.

1592 GREENE Ufst. Courtier in Hart. Misc. (Malh.) II.

218, I thought them to be some herbalistes, or some apothe-

caries. 1611 FLORIO, Herbaio, a Simpler, an Herbalist.

1814 SCOTT Wav. Ixv, He left an old man, a herbalist, who

was supposed to understand a little of medicine, to attend

Waverley. 1851 lllustr. Catal. Gt. Exkit. 197 These

bunches are afterwards hung up in the herbalists' shops.

He'rbalize, v. arch. [f.
as prec. -r -IZE.]

intr. To collect (medicinal) herbs. Hence Her-

balizing vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1695 SIBBALD Autobiog. 11834) I3'i I went and herbahzed

in the downes and woods with the gardner of the medicine

garden. 1767 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 89/1 At the herbalizmg

feast of the company of apothecaries Mr. Latham recom-

mended the Lamium Album or white nettle to the notice of

his brethren. 1769 Lloyd's Evening Post 12-14 July 45

Yesterday the Apothecaries Company held their Herbaliz-

ing feast, at the Assembly-house on lilackheath. 1801

CHARLOTTE SMITH Sattt. Wand. II. 93 Of the fruits of her

herbalizing. 1835 Gentl. Mag. July 3 The Bnseis of the

tent, with her handmaids, was sent to herbahze on the banks

of the river for some fresh and cooling diaphoretic.

Herbar(e, obs. var. ARBOUR : see HKRBER.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. u. ix. 46 The roofe hereof was arched

over head, And deckt with flowers and herbars daintily.

t Herba-rian. Obs. [f. L. herbaria (sc. ars)

botany, or herbdri-jis botanist + -AN.] One skilled

in the knowledge of herbs, a herbalist.

1577 HARRISON England in. ii. (1878) u. 14 As Pena the

French herbarian hath also noted in the verie end of his

herball. 1578 LYTE Dodoens Ded., This Herball . . by the

trauayle of sundry skylfull Herbarians into diuers other

languages translated. 1578 BANISTER Hist. Man v. 82 A
little pulse or grayne, called of the Herbarians Faseoli.

t He-rbarism. Obs. [f.
as next + -ISM.] The

knowledge of herbs ;
= HERBALISM.

1597 GERARDE Herbal I. xxiv. 6 (1633) 35 Curious in

herbarisme. 1640 PARKINSON Tkeat. Bot. 204 The pro-

fessers of Herbarisme or Herbarists there. 1834 SOUTHEY

Doctor I. 240 The very pith and marrow of herbansm.

t Herbarist. Obs. Also 6-7 herberist. See

also HEHBOHIST. [f.
L. herbaria HEBBAHY, botany

+ -1ST.] One skilled in herbs ;
a herbalist.

I

-. .

1577 HARRISON England u. xx. (1878) L 329 Carolus

Clisius, the noble herbarist. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage

(1614) 505 Gerard, with other Herbarists. 1640 (title]

Theatrum Botanicum : The Theater of Plants, . . by John
Parkinson Apothecarye of London, and the Kings Herbarist.

1713 DERHAM Phys.-Theol. x. i. 454 T'heir seed hath been

discovered by the industry of the ingenious Herbarist, Mr.

Sam Doody 1794 MARTYN Rousseau's Bot. vui. 77 The

science which distinguishes the true botanist from the mere

herbarist or nomenclator.

Herbarium i.ha.ibeoTi&n). [Late L. (Cassio-

dorus 550) : the neuter of an adj., f. herba HERB,

which gave also herbarius botanist, herbaria (sc.

ars) botany, both in Pliny. See -ABIUM.] A col-

lection of dried plants systematically arranged ;
a

hortus sifcus. Also, a book or case contrived for

keeping such a collection ;
the room or building in

which it is kept.
[1700-19 TOURNEFORT Instit. rei Herb. I. 671 Herbarium

sive Hortum siccum appellant collectionem plantarum

exsiccatarum qua: in codicibus vel capsis assrvamur. 1751

LiNN^i's 1'hilos. Botan., Herbarium praestat omni icom,

HERBERIE.

necessarium omni Botanico.J 177* WITHERING Brit Plants

(1706) I 35 An Approved Method of Preparing Plants for

an Herbarium. 1794 MARTYN Rousseau's Bet. viu. 77 A
luirtns sicciis, or herbarium, by which Latin terms we (

a collection of dried plants. 1863 BURKF.LEY ant. MfHIt

x. 41 No plants lire so easy to prepare for the herbarium a-.

fig. 1870 LOWELL Among my Bks. Ser. i. (1873) 333

Relegated to that herbarium of Billingsgate gathered by

the elder Disraeli. 1883 MRS. HOLMDKN tr. Pnuaufs
Study Orif. 321 Language is a tissue of metaphors . . an

herbarium'in which the plants are withered.

He'rbarize, v. arch. [f.
as HBBBAMST+-IZE :

cf. botanize.] =HERBALIZE, HERBORIZK. Hence

He'rbariziiig, Herbariza'tion.

1670 I.ex Talionis 24 Having a laudable Custom once a

Year, .logo a Herbarizing. 1734 I. SOAME /<<!/. Hamfstea.i
Water 27 (R.) The Apothecaries Company very seldom miss

coining to Hampstead every spring, and here have their

herbanzing feast. 1768 MILLER Gnrd.Dict.(e&. 8), Herbai i <<',

to go abroad in the fields in quest of different or new herbs

or plants. 1794 MARTYN Rousseau's Bot. vi. 60 To enable

you, after some months herbarization, to render the air, port,

or habit of each plant familiar to you. 1845 A. WHITE in

Life Jas. Hamilton (1870) 257 Excuse the familiarity of one

who has herbarized.

Herbarwe, -barow, etc., obs. ff. HARBOUB.

Herbary (hsubari), sb. [Strictly, three different

words : ad. L. herbarius botanist, herbalist ;
herba-

rium, in late L. sense ' collection of dried plants ',

F. herbier, and med.L. sense,
' collection of living

herbs, place where herbs abound ', OF. erbier ;
L.

herbaria VOF. herberie, erberie 1 3th c. in Godef.)

botany. See HERBARIUM.]
I. f 1. One skilled in herbs, a herbalist. Obs.

1548 TURNER Names of Herbes i The commune names

that Herbaries and Apotecaries use. 1565-73 Cooreit

Thesaurus, Cucunlis silvestris, . . called of harbanes

Asininns. 1568 TURNER Herbal m. 80 The Herbaries of

cure time saye that they are hole and dry.

II. 2. A collection of dried plants, a herbarium.

1591 PERCIVALL Sf. Diet., Erbolnrio, an herbarie, her-

barium. 1810 E. D. CLARKE Trav. Russia (1839) 68/t

Books filled with plants for our herbary.

3. A place where herbs are grown ;
a garden ol

herbs or vegetables.
1634 JACKSON Creed VH. Christs Ansiu. 87 Wks. VI.

478 The sweetest flowers that grow either in the prophetical

or evangelical herbary. 1774 WARTON Hist. Eng. Poetry

xxviii. (1840) 11.413 note, An Herbary, for furnishing do-

mestic medicines, always made a part of our ancient gardens.

1796 C. MARSHALL Garden, iii. (1813) 41 Let not pot herbs

be forgot, but provide a general herbary in that part ot the

garden which is most contiguous to the kitchen.

4. A treatise on herbs ;
a herbal, .nonce-use.)

1897 DOWDEN Fr. Lit. i. iii. 40 The earliest versified

Bestiary, which is also a Volucrary. a Herbary, and a

Lapidary.

III. f5. The science of herbs ; botany, rare.

1617 HAKEWIU. Apol. in. viii. 5 i (16301 246 The two

legges of Physicke are Anatomic and Herbarie.

t He-rbary, a. Obs. [ad. L. herbaria (ars) :

see HERBARIUM.] Relating to herbs; botanical.

Herbary art, botany.
1657 W. COLES Adam in Eden To Rdr., This Herbary

Art hath since groaned under the defects of many unworthy

Herbegage, -gery, -ger(e. -geour : see

HABBEHGAGE, -GEBY, HABBINGER.

Herbegi, obs. or erron. f. herberi, HABBOURY.
a 1300 Signs bef. Judgem. 167 in E. E. Poems (1862) 12

Louerd 3if vs ur herbegi, a;e to helle, let us neuer go.

f Herbelade. Cookery. Obs. Also hebolace,

(h)erbeblade, hayrblad. [cf. It. herbolata
' a

kinde of tarte made of yoong herbes : greene sauce
'

(Florio)=OF. herbolee 'medicine prepared with

herbes
'

(Godef.^. Cf. also med.L. lierbolasta
'

pani-

ficium herbis fartum & conditmn
'

(Du Cange).]

A kind of pork-sausage mixed with herbs and baked

in a crust.

frrwo Farm of Cury 13 Hebolace. Take Oynons and

erbes and hewe hem small and do berto gode broth, and

aray it as bu didest caboch. c 1430 Two Cookery-Ms 54

Herbelade. Take Buttes of Porke [etc.]. < 1450 IHa. 7

Take a litul of be broth bat be porke was soden yn, and

drawe hit borgh a streynour, and caste to the erbeblade,

and yef hit7boyle. 14.. Noble Bk. Cookry (1882) 58 To

mak hairblad opyne.

Herbengar, -er, obs. forms of HARBINGER.

Herber e, -eir, -our, common ME. forms of

ARBOUR, esp. in its earlier senses, Green plot, herb-

or flower-garden, orchard.

Herberie, -age, obs. ff. HABBOUR, -AGE.

Herberewe, -rejen, obs. ff.HARBODR.si. and v.

Herbergage : see HARBERGAGE.

Herberger(e, -geour, -jour, etc., obs. ff.

HARBINGER. Herbergery : see HABBERGERY.

Herbergh, -berj, -berw(e, etc., ME. forms

of HARBOUR rf. 1 and v . Herberi, -y(e, obs. var.

HABBOUBY sb., HARBRY v.

t Herberie, erberie. Obs. rare. [a. OF.

erberie, herberie, a collection of herbs, a herb-

market,
' herbes ; increase, provision, or store of

herbes
'

(Cotgr.), f. herbe HERB : see -EBY.] Herbs

collectively,
' store

'

of herbs ; herbage.
a 1400 Pittill of Susan 8 Of erbus and of erberi [?'. r.



HERBESCENT.

erbage], so auenauntliche I-diht. Ibid, ii Of Erberi and

Alees, Ofalle Maner of trees.

Herberough, -rowe, -berrowe, -beruh :

see HARBUI'B sb. and v.

Herbescent ha.ibe-sent), a. [f. L. herba

HERB + -ESCE.NT.] Growing like a herb ;
becom-

ing or tending to become herbaceous.

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Hcrbeseent, growing to an herb. 1886

Syd. Soc. Le.r., Herbescent, growing into a herb or in the

form of one.

Herb Eve : see HEIIB IVE.

Herb-grace, herb of grace. Also herb-

a-graos. and corruptly herbgrass, herby-grass.

[app. of English origin : supposed to have arisen

like the synonym, Herb of Repentance, out of the

formal coincidence of the name Rue with Ri'E v.

and sb. repent, repentance. See quots. 1592-3,
1602. (But Parkinson, Theatr. Bot. 134 says

' from

the many good properties wherunto it serveth '.)

Notwithstanding Turner, not known in French.]

1. An old name for the herb Rue, Kuta graveo-
lens. (Now Obs. or dial.)

1548 TURNER .Vames o/Herbes, Kuta is called . . in englishe
and frenche, Rue and herbe grace, in dutch, Ruten. 1577
B. GOOGE Heresbath's Hitsb. in. (1586) 122 b, Take of Gar.
like heades, seven ounces, of hearbegrace three handfuls.

1592 GREENE Upst. Courtier (1871) 4 Some of them smiled
and said

' rue was called herb grace
'

w_hich though they
scorned in their youth, they might wear in their age, and it

was never too late to say miserere. 1593 SHAKS. Kick. II,
ill. iv. 105 He set a Banke of Rew, sowre Herbe of Grace :

Rue, eu'n for ruth, heere shortly shall be scene, In the re-

membrance of a Weeping Queene. 1602 Ham. iv. v. 182

Ther's Rew for you, and heere's some for me. Wee may call

it Herbe-Grace a Sundaies. c 16x0 ROWLANDS Terrible

Battell 24 Angellica is but a rotten root, Hearbe-grace in

scorne, I trample vnder-foot. 1665 R. HOOKE Microgr. 141
The surface of Rue, or Herbgrass, is polish 'd. 1679 G. R.
tr. Boyatuau's Theat. World i. 27 Rue, or as we call it,

Herb of Grace. 1701 C. WOLLEY Jrnl. A". York (1860) 44
The vertue of Rue or Herb-a-grace. 1865 Cornh. Mag.
July 39 Shakspeare's

' herb o' grace
'

is sadly corrupted, and

hardly recognizable under the form '

herby-grass '.

2. In general sense : a herb of virtue or valuable

properties.
1866 Treas. Sot. s.v. I'erbena, Vervein has ever been

held to be 'an herb of grace', and so highly was it

esteemed, [etc.].

3. (Herb ofgrace.) fig.
1601 SHAKS. Alls Well \\. v. 18 Indeed sir she was the

sweete Margerom of the sallet, or rather the hearbe of grace.

1875 TENNYSON Q. Mary in. iv, Mercy, that herb-of-grace,
Flowers now but seldom.

He^rbicarni-vorous, a. [f. herbi-, combining
f. L. herba HERB + carnivorous.]

'

Living on both

vegetable and animal food
'

(Syd. Soc. Lex.'''.

HerbicolouS (haibi'k^lss), a. [f. L. herba

grass + -cola inhabiting + -ous.] Growing on her-

baceous plants, as a fungus.
[1863 BERKELEY Ontl. Brit. Fungology. Gloss. Herbicolx.]

1886 Syd. Soc. Lex., Herbicolous, living on herbs.

Herbid (hs-Jbid}, a. rare. '>. Obs. [ad. L. her-

biJ-us,i. herba: see-H). In obs. F. herbiife (Go&zf.].]

Grassy, grass-like.
1657 TOMLINSON Renou's Disp. 349 It beares an herbid

and patulous umbel!. 1727 BAILEY vol. II, Herbid, full of

grass or herbs.

Herbiferous (haabi'feras), a. [f. L. herbifer

grass-bearing + -ous.j Bearing or producing herbs.

1656 BLOUNT /<?<*., Herbiferous, bringing forth hearbs

or grass. 1731-52 in MILLER Card. Diet. 1830 Weslm.
Rev. XIII. 208 Modern artists have none of the herbiferous

taste of the Greeks.

Herbigage, -bige, -binge, -binger: see

HARBEBGACE. -BINGE, -BINGER.

tHeTbisb., a. Obs.
[f.

HERB -i- -ISH.] Re-

sembling a herb; greenish.
1562 TURNER Herbal 11.

T_O b, Out of the which come furth

floures, without of an herbishe color. 1578 LYTE Dodoens
vi. xxiv. 688 Small white or yellowish knoppes, the whiche
doo open into flowers of an herbish colour.

t Herbist. Obs. [f.
HERB + -IST, after F. her-

biste.~\
= HERBALIST.

1611 COTGR., Herbiste, an Herbist, or Herballist .. that

vnderstands the nature, and temper ofhearbes. 1656 BLOUNT
Glossogr., Herbalist or Herbist.

t He'rbister. Sc. Obs. [f.
as prec. + -ER : cf.

barrister, chorisler."\
=

prec.
1623 Kings ofScot, in Harl. Misc. (Main.) III. 463 A good

medicinar and herbister.

fHerblve. Obs. Also herb Ivy, herb Eve.

[a. OF. kerbe ive, f. ive, Ajuga Chamxpitys ; sup-

posed by Darmesteter to be a fern, deriv. of //'yew.]
a. A name for Ground Pine, Ajuga ChamKpitys.

b. Buck's-hom Plantain, Plantago Coronopus. C.

Buck's-hom or Swine's Cress, Sentbiera Coronopus.
[<rii6$ Koc. Plants in Wr.-Wulcker 558/21 Ostragium,

\. herbyue, i. lipewurt.) c 1386 CHAUCER Nun's Pr. T. 146 Of
herbe yue growyng in oure yeerd ther mery is. o 1387 Sinon.
Bartkol. (Anecd. Oxon.) 17 Cortiu cervi, L herbive. 1548
TURNER Names o/Herbes, Coronofui . . is called in Cam-
bryge, herbe lue.. it groweth muche aboute Shene aboue
London. ijS' Herbal i. M ij, Coronopus . . is called in

Englyshe herbe lue or Crowfoote
plant[ay]ne. 1578 LYTE

Dodoens i. xviii. 28 Called in English . .Ground Pyne, Herbe
lue, Forget me not, and field Cypres. 1591 PERCIVALL Sp.
Diet., Yva, ground pine, herbe luie. 1597 GF.RARDE Herbal
u. xcvi. 2. 347 Buckes home is called, .of many herbe luie.

232

or herbe Eue. i6n COTGR., Ive arthritique, Hearbe lue,

ground Pine, field Cyprus, Forget-me-not.

i! Herbivora (hwbrvoi-a) ,
sb. pi. Zool. [neut.

pi. (sc. animalia^ of L. herbivonts herb-eating.]
A general name for animals, csp. mammals, that

feed on herbage or plants, spec. The name of a

division of Marsupials, including; the kangaroos ;

and of a division of Cetacea.

1830 LVEI.I. 7V/;/<-. Gcol. I. 152 They serve to attest the

contiguity of land inhabited by large herbirora. 1890 A. K.
WALLACK Dariviirism 18 There will also be carnivora

destroying the herhivora.

Herbivore (haubivuaiX [a. F. herbivore (1748
in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. herkivor-us HERBIVOROUS.]

1 A herbivorous animal
;
one of the Herbivora.

1854 OWES Skel.
j-

Teeth in Circ. Sc., Organ. Nat. I. 254
! The herbivore, .is, in Australia, a leaping animal. 1879 H.
I SPENCER Data of Ethics ii. 17 That the carnivore may live

j

herbivores must die.

Herbivority (hSibiv^'rfti). rare. [f.
mod.L.

< herbivor-n$ + -
i)TY.] Herbivorous nature.

1859 R. OVVKN in EncycL Brit. XVII. 159/2 The form of
' the molar teeth of one jaw is recognisable, but the herbi-

|

verity of the fossil is not thereby determined.

Herbivorous ChwW*roi9s)f a. [f.
mod.L.

,

herbivor-us htrb-eating + -ous.] Herb-eating;
!

applied to those animals that feed naturally on
I herbage or the leaves of plants.

1661 LOVFLL //ist.Anint. fy Min. Introd., Birds, which are

..herbivorous, eating grasse or plants. 1794 HINTER in

Phil. Trait*. LXXXIV, 409 If the bouts were those of car-

nivorous animals and herbivorous. 1848 CARPENTER Aniin.

Phys. 33 The large herbivorous quadrupeds, such as the ox.

1860 tr. Ifartu'iz's Sea $ Wond. xiii. 240 The sea-snails are

either predaceous or herbivorous.

t Herb John. Obs. [transl. med.L. herba

Johannis, F. herbe de Saint-Jean, in sense I.]

1. St. John's-wort, Hypericnm perforatum.
[c 6$ I'oc, Plants in Wr.-Wulcker 557/18 }'*$, herbe

Johan, uelderude.J 1440 Promp. Farv. 140/2 Erbe Ion,
or Seynt lonys wortejperj

r
or'at'a^fuga deinonmttjypcricon,

c 1460 J. RUSSELL Bk. Nurture 092 Walle wort, herbe lohn,

Sentory, rybbewort, & camamelle.

2. App. a name for some tasteless herb of neutral

qualities; hence applied, in proverbial phrases, to

something inert or indifferent.

[Cotgrave has : Herbe de S. /fan, thin-leaued Mugwort ;

some also call Clarie so.)

1614 T. ADAMS Dcinfs Banquet 307 Balme, with the desti-

tution of Gods blessing, doth as much good, as a branch of
hearbe-Iohn in our Pottage. x6ao BF. HALL Hon. Mar.

John in the pot, that does neither much good nor hurt. 1679
Hist. Jetzer 33 The Bishop of Lausanne, being a Fleg- i

matick and heavy piece, moved slowly, and was herb John
j

in the whole proceeding.

HerbleSS (h5ub.es), a. [f.
HERB sb. +-LESS.]

|

Destitute of herbs or herbage.
1682 TATE Abs. $ Ackit. H. 1108 His bed the herbless

j

ground. 1817 BYRON Manfred u. ii, Where the birds dare
not build, nor insect's wing Flit o'er the herbless granite. ;

1847 MARY Howirr Ballads 84 An herbless waste of stone.

Herblet (haublet). [f. as prec. + -LET. Cf. r

obs. F. herbelette.] A little herb.
1611 SHAKS. Cymb. iv. ii. 287 You were as Flowres, now

wither'd : euen so These Herbelets shall, which we vponyou
strew. 1814 CARY Dante Piirg. xxix. 86 The flowers And
the fresh herblets. 1842 G. TURNBULL in Proc. Benv. Nat.
Club II. No. 10. 7 The forget-me-not, the ranunculus, and
other semi-aquatic herblets,

t He'rbling. Obs. [f. as prec. -t- -LING. Cf.

shrubling.] =
prec,

156* TI/RNER Herbal u. 34 Lepidium yc Pliny describeth

is no herblyng but a long and a great herbe.

Herb-man. A man who deals in herbs.

1580 HOLLYBAND Treos. Fr. Tong, f^n rerdnrier on
vtrdurie're, an hearbe man or woman which furnisheth a

house with hearbes, bowes, and like greene things. 1598
FLORIO, Herbaio, an herbe man, a simpler, an herbarist.

Herb of grace: see HERB-GRACE.

Herbor>, -bourse, -bor;, -borough,
-borow, -borwe, etc., ME. ff. HARBOUR sb.\ v.

Herborgerie, -borgere, -borous, -bory:
see HARBERGERT, -BINGER, -BOBOCS, -BRY.

Herborist (hsuborist). fa. F. herboriste (1545
in Hatz.-Darm., who also cite herboliste 1530),
'derived from kerbe by confusion with the radical

of L. arbor* '^Daxmesteter^ : cf. the more etymo-

logical synonyms HERBALIST, HERBARIST, also the

history of ARBOUR j.] One skilled in herbs, a

herbalist.

1578 LYTE Dodoens HI. Ivii. 398 Some Herboristes of
Fraunce do cal it Solanum lignosutn. 1601 CHESTER Love's

Mart., Dial. Ixxiv, For so our Herborists haue truly told.

1698 M. LISTEK Journ. Paris (i6oxj) 61 All the most curious

Herborists in Europe. x8ai J. E. SMITH in Mem. (1832) I.

503801110 of our best herborists.

He:rboriza*tion. [n. of action f. HERBORIZE :

so F. herborisation?\
1. The action of herborizing ;

a botanizing ex-

cursion.

1698 Phil. Trans. XX.
38.5

The Book, .is divided into Six
|

HerDerivations, each of which contains the Plants he met ,

with in the Course of the Walk. 1816 J. SCOTT I 'is. Paris
j

(ed. 5) 302 Jussieu .. announced excursions in the fields, or
j

herborization*, and appointed his rende/vous near one of
j

HERB ROBERT.
the barriers at eight o'clock. 1852 TH. Ross Huml>oliif $

Tra-: I. xv. 490 We made a long herborizalion in a thick

forast

\ 2. P>y confusion for ARROKIZATION.

1778 .\~iit Hist, in Ann. Reg. no. i Agates and jaspers con-

taining curious spots, shades, and herborizations. 1785
MATY in AVn- R t~'u-iv Oct. 269 Mr. Uaubenton gives an
account of three different kinds of herborizations.. amongst
which are those found on agats.

Herborize (.hauboraiz
1

, v. [a. F. herborisf-r

ifn i in Cotgr.1
' derived from herbe by confusion

with the radical of L. arbor tree: cf. arboriser'

(I larmesteter). Cf. the more etymological herbor-

ize, herbalize.]
1. intr. To tend herbs or plants ; to garden, rare.

1664 URQUHART Rabelais i. xxiii. 109 Little Mattocks,
Pickaxes. . Pruning-knives, and other instruments requisite
for herborising [1653 gardning].
2. To gather herbs ; to botanize.

1749 STACK in Phil. Trans. XLVI. 52 They herborized

together in Catalonia. 1825 tr. C'tess De Genlis' Afem. \ .

38, I went with my little companion to herborize in the

woods. 1865 l\tll Mall G. No. 134. TI/I To herborize on
the slopes of Parnassus.

Hence He'rborizer, one who herborizes ;
He'r-

borizing 'M. sb. and ppl. a.

1789 COXE Trar. Sivitz. I. ix. 91 Haller, whom he accom-

panied in his herborising excursions. 1853 Eraser's Afa?.
XLVII. Herborizing never ceased.. to be the scholar's

chief delight. 1882 SALA in Illnstr. Lotici. AVii 1^ 16 Sept.

295, I am not as Jean Jaques was, a ' herboriser ', I only
study

'

pot herbs '.

Herborized, ppl. a. [see HEKMOMZATION 2.]

Used by confusion for arborized : see ARBORIZE.

1788 tr. Ftntrcroy's Nat. Hist, t; Chfm. I. 275 M. Dau-
benton has shewn, .that herborized stones contain very fine

mosses.

Herbose (h5ib(5irs), a. [ad. L. herbos-us, {.

herba : see -OSE.] Abounding in herbs or herbage.
1721 BAILEY, Herbose, Grassy, full of Grass or Herbs.

a 1763 BYROM Crit. Rent., Hor. Odes ill. xviii. in Chalmers

Eng. Poets XV. 239 Now in December, if we reason close,

Are fields poetically call'd hciboset 1869 tr. Pouchefs
Universe (1871) 42 In the Phoenician traditions, where they
speak of a herbose or gelatinous sea, situated beyond the

Pillars of Hercules.

Hence Herbo-sity, rare.

1731-52 MILLER Card. Diet., ffertositftgnsslnKS, abund-
ance of herbs.

Herbour, obs. var. ARBOUR ; see HERBEK.

Herbour, -bourgh, -bourough, -bowr(e,
obs. ff. HARBOUR s6. and v.

1486 Bk. St. Albans Fvij b, Ye shall say thus: An hert

Herbourghith.
HerbOTlS (hS-jbss), a. [ad. L. herbos-its: see

prec. and cf. F. herbeux, -case.] Belonging to or

of the nature of a herb ; herbaceous.

1712 ff. Mare's Enthus. Tri. Schol. 52, 1 had usually sweet

Herbous Scents in my Nostrils. 1725 BRADLEY Fatn.

Diet. s. v. Jujube, The Flowers are pale and herbous, con-

sisting of five Leaves, standing Rosewise. 1893 Scrijmfr's

Mag. X1II.324/1 Tall, herbous vegetation.

Herb Paris, [ad. med.L. herba parts ;
in

Fr. herbe & Paris, parisette. The origin of the

name is obscure ; some explain parts as the genitive
of L. par

'

equal, a mate, a pair ', in reference to the

regularity of its leaves and flowers (see quot. 1 864) ;

others refer it to the Trojan Paris.]

A general book-name for Pan's quadrifolia (N.O.

Trilliaceie), also called True-love, a dictyogenous

plant found in moist woods, bearing a single green-
ish flower at the top of the stem, and just beneath

it four large ovate leaves in the form of a cross.

[1558 MATTHIOLUS in Dioscaridem 539 Plantain quam
herbariorum vulgus Herbam Paris appellat. 1568 TURNER
Herbal i. 10 (not in ed. 1551) Y same herbe is called of y
Barbaras writers Herba. parish
1578 LYTE Dodoeits in. Ixxvij. 425 Herbe Paris hath a smoth

round stalke . . vppon the whiche growe foure leaues. 1597
GERARDE Herbal u. Ixxxv. 7. 329 Herbe Paris, .is proued
to represse the force of poison. 1864 PRIOR Plant-n. (1870)
in Herb Paris, incorrectly so spelt, .being. .Herba faris,
Herb of a pair, of a betrothed couple, in reference to its

four leaves being set upon the stalk like a trulove-knot, the

emblem of an engagement, whence its synonym, Herb Trtt-

love. a 1888 MARY HOWITT Antobiag. (1880) 1. 41 In other

spots nourished . . the rare four-leaved Hert Paris, bearing
its berry-like flower at the central angles of its four leaves.

Herbreoure, var. of HERBKYOCR, Oi'S.

Herbri, var. HABBOURY sb. and HARBKY v., Obs.

Kerb Robert, [ad. med.L. herba Koberti.
The name has been variously supposed to refer to Robert

Duke of Normandy, to St. Robert, and to St. Rupert.]
The English name for a common wild species of

Crane's-bill or Geranium (G. Kobertianunf}, with

divided leaves and light reddish purple flowers.

C1265 I'm:. Plants in Wr.-Wulcker 558/6 Htrba Rooer.'i,

herbe Robert, chareuille. 1483 Cat/:. Angl. 183 2 Herbe

Robert, herba Roberti. 1561 TURNER Herbal II. 136. 1578
LYTE Dodoens l . xxxii. 47 The fourth kinde [of GeraniumJ
is called, .in English Herbe Robert. 1579 LANGHAM Card.
Health (1633) 311 Herbe Robert .. stauncheth bloud of

greene wounds brused and applyed. 1747 WESLEY Prim.

Physic (1762) 77 Drink Decoction of Herb Roliert. 1826 K.

DIGBY Broad&t. Hon. (1846 II. 364 The herb Robert blooms
about the 291(1 of April, the day o( St. Robert founder of

the Carthusians.

Herbrough, obs. form of HARBOUR sb. and v.

Herbry, var. HAKBOUBY sb. and HARBRY ;.. Obs.



HEBBRYAGE.

t He'rbryage. ?< Ofis. [f. herbry, HAUBOURY
sli. or HAHBUV v. -t- -AGE.] Entertainment, lodging.

1:1470 HENRY Wallace iv. 118 Bot he was than ?eit still at

herbryage.

tHerbryour. Sc. 06s. Also herbre-, her-

brey-, herbri-. [f. herbry, herbery, HARBOURY :

cf. HARBINGER and HABBOURKR.] One sent on

before to secure lodgings for an army or company ;

in pi. an advance company sent to procure lodgings

or a camping-ground ;
= herbcrger, HARBINGER 2.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce xvi. 46^ The dowglass with thame

ferfl That had thar herbreouris [E. herbryouris] all slayne.

IHd. xvni. 334 Thai . . saw thair herbreouris then Lum

reboytit on that mancir.

t He-rbulent, a. Obs. rare -. [f.
L. lurba : ct.

tiirbiikntus, f. turba.]
= HEKBOSE.

1656 BI.OUNT Glossogr., Herbulent (herlulentiis), full of

grass or hearbs.

Herbure, -burgh(e, -burh(e, etc., obs. ff.

HARBOUR s/>.
1 and v. Herburgage, -burger :

see HARBKRGAGE, HARBINGER.

He-rb-wife. -next.

1583 HOLLYBAND Camfo di Fior in There is a certeme

herbe-wife, Of whom if you do buye. 1631 Act Lam.

Cumuli Lond. i Oyster wiues, Herbe wiues. Tripe wiues,

and the like. 1825 JAMIESON, Yirb-wife, an old woman, who

pretends to be acquainted with the medicinal qualities of

herbs. 1891 C. CREIGHTON Epidemics Brit. 483 Herb-wives

and gardeners also prospered.

He'rb-woman. A woman who sells herbs.

1608 SIIAKS. Per. iv. vi. 92 Why, your herb-woman ; she

that sets seeds and roots of shame and iniquity. 1642

Ordin. ,$ Declar. Lords ft Com., Lords Day 5 Any Fruit-

erers or Hearbe-women. 1730 CHESTERF. Lett. (1792) III.

ccxxix. 40 Even the herb-women at Athens were correct

judges of it. 1853 HICKIE tr. Aristoph. .1872) II. 472

Euripides the son of the herb-woman.

Herby fhaubi), a. [f.
HERB sb. + -Y.]

1. Full of or abounding in herbs ; grassy.

1552 HULOET, Herby, or full of herbs, or hauynge herbes,

herhidus. 1611 COTGR., Herbagcux, grassie, hearbie. c l6

CHAPMAN Iliad v. 39 An berby seat on broad Scamander s

shore. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 729 Columbus..

After many dayes . . incountred with that Herbie bea. 1889

C. EDWARDES Sardinia 210 The herby slope.

2. Of the nature of a herb, herbaceous ; pertain-

ing to or characteristic of herbs.

1552 HULOET, Herby, or perlaynynge to herbes, Iterbarius.

1578 LYTE Dodoens in. xxxvi. 367 The flowers .. of a white

greene or herby colour. 157? LANGHAM Card. Health (1633)

189 Maudlinwort, or the herby part of the wilde Dasy. iffl
ICO iVlaUulinwort|W UIHM*WJ |ww ....,..... j,

R. HOLME A rmmiry 11.73/2 The Bean Caper is an herby, not

a wooddy stalk. 1784 TWAMLEY Dairying 114 The stem is

herbaceous or of a herby nature. 1884 i. HARDY Wessex

'Tales 'fnttrtoters (iBSg) 171 The herby breath of cows.

Herbygage, -bynger, -byrje : see HARBER-

GAQE, -BINGER, -BOUR.

Here, Herce, obs. forms of HARK, HEARSE.

Hereofamy (haikp-gami). Bot. Also herk-.

[f. Gr. (pitvs fence, barrier +
ya^os, -ya/Ma marriage.]

The prevention of self-fertilization in flowers by

means of structural obstacles. So Heroogu'mic,

Herco gamons adjs., unable to be self-fertilized:

see quot. 1880.

1880 GRAY Struct. Bal.(ed.6< I. 4U/ Hercogamous (-;),

Said of hermaphrodite flowers when some structural obstacle

prevents autogamy. 1883 D. W. THOMPSON tr. Mailer's

Fertil. Flowers 20 Axell considers that a further advance is

gamy, .may be looked upon in this sense.

t HerCOtectO'niC, a. Obs. rare~\ [f. Gr.

fpiios wall, barrier + rfXTonicii TECTONIC.] Of or

pertaining to the construction of walls or fortifica-

tions.

1672 SlRS. MORJLAND (title) The Count of Pagan's Method

of Delineating . . Fortifications . . Reduced to English

Measure, and converted into Hercotectonick- Lines.

t Hercula'nean, a.' Obs. rare. [f.
L. Ifercu-

lane-us, f. Hercules see -AX.]
= HERCULEAN ; in

quot., humorously,
'

very strong'.

1604 DEKKER ist Pt. Honest Wh. Wks. 1873 II. 28 Here's

most Herculanian tobacco.

Herculanean (h5ukiy'-nian), a.2 [f.
L.

Herculdnt-us belonging to Herculdneum -t- -AN.]

Of or pertaining to Hercnlaneum, a town in Cam-

pania, which was buried with Pompeii in the erup-

tion of Vesuvius in 79 A.D., and has in modern

times been partly excavated.

1780 COWPRR Progr. Err. 398 Models of Herculanean

pots and pans. 1819 WORDSW. September 1819, ix, O ye,

who patiently explore The wreck of Herculanean lore.

Herculean (hajkizHian), a. [f.
L. Hercule-us,

f. Hercules (see below) + -AN. Cf. F. Hercullen^
1. Of or pertaining to Hercules.

Herculean pillars, straits : see HERCULES i c.

1610 Chester's Tri. (Chetham Soc.) Particulars a Bearing
Herculian Clubbes in their hands. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrim,

age (1614) 233 The Arabike tongue ..It is now the most

universall in the world . . from the Herculean Pillars to the

Molluccas. ci645 HOWELL Lett, xlviii. (1754) 354 You
have knocked him down with a kind of Herculean Club.

I678CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. iii. 33. 141 That the Mediter-

ranean Sea forced open that passage of the Herculean

Straits. 1803 BEDDOES Hygeia ix. 17 It [epilepsy] was like-

wise called the Herculean complaint, an appellation which

medical etymologists are puzzled to explain.
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2. Like Hercules, esp. in strength, courage, or la-

bours; prodigiously powerful or vigorous; gigantic.

1596 NASHF. Safroti Walden 1 16 The more than Herculean

furyhewasin. 1667 MILTON />... ix. 1060 The Danite strong,
j

Herculean Samson. 1791 BOSWELL Johnson an. 1750 (1831)

I. 201 Addison's style. -though comparatively weak, when

opposed to Johnson's Herculean vigour. 1814 BYRON Cor-

sair i. ix, Robust but not Herculean to the sight No giant

frame sets forth his common height. 1891 Spectator 18 Sept.,

His labours in the cause of science were herculean.

b. transf. Of things : Strong, powerful, violent.

1602 MARSTON An/oiiio's Kr.: n. iii. Wks. 1856 I. too Let

mine out-woe me : mine's Hurculean woe. 1664 POWER Exp.
r/iilos. 135 The first (which is the mam and Herculean-

Argument i. 1747 WESLEY Prim. Physic 11762) p. xxv, I he

four Herculean Medicines, Opium, The Bark Steel, and

most of the Preparations of Quicksilver. Herculean indeed !

Far too strong for common Men to grapple with.

3. Of a labour or task ; Difficult or hard to ac-

complish as Hercules' labours were ; requiring the

strength of a Hercules ; excessive, immense.

1617 MORYSON Itin. To Rdr. F v. The adding of these

severall values in each dales journy, had been an Herculean

labour. 1732 BERKELEY A Iciphr. i. i Acquiring true know-

ledge, that Herculean labour. 1873 SCRIVENER Led. Text

N. Test. 13 An herculean task, to which not one life but

many must needs be devoted.

Hercules (hS-&ilfc). [L., ad. Gr. Hoaxes

(-KXV). f. "Hpa, Hera, wife of Zeus + KA.OS glory,

renown, lit. 'having or showing the glory of Hera'.]

1. A celebrated hero of Greek and Roman mytho-

logy, who after death was ranked among the gods

and received divine honours. He is represented as

possessed of prodigious strength, whereby he was

enabled to perform twelve extraordinary tasks or

'labours' imposed upon him by Hera, to which, and

to his club, there are many allusions in literature.

In Greek and Latin his name is used in exclamations

and asseverations.

c 1360 CHAUCER Dtthe Blaunche 1058 Thogh I had hadde

. al the strengthe of Ercules. I5S' T. WILSON Logike

(1580) 74 b, A tale of one, whose carte stode fast in the mire,

whiche man. .cried to Hercules for helpe. 1581 PETTIE tr.

Guazzo's Civ. Com. i. (1586) 21 A travel and charge farre

greater than the twelve labors of Hercules, a 1592 GREENE

George a Greene Wks. (Rtldg.) 259/1
' Not Hercules against

two' the proverb is. 1678 DRVDEN All for Love 11. i, O
Hercules ! Why should a Man like this. .Be all the care of

heav'n ? Ibid., By Hercules, the Writing of Octavms !

b. A representation of Hercules or a strong man.

1638 F. JUNIUS Paint. Ancients 164 [He] was taken with

nothTng so much as with a little Hercules standing upon the

table. 1753 HANWAY Trav. (1762) I. vn. xclii. 427 I he arms

of the house of Brandenburg, supported by two herculeses.

c. Pillars of Hercules, Hercules' Pillars : the

rocks Calpe (now Gibraltar) and Abyla (Ceuta\

on either side of the Strait of Gibraltar, thought

by the ancients to be the supports of the western

boundary of the world, and to have been set up by

Hercules ;
so Straits of Hercules. Hence fig., an

ultimate limit, the ne plus ultra.

1187 TREVISA Higden .Rolls) I. 298 To be see Gaditanus,

bere Hercules his pileres stondeb. 1581 PETTI E G-uazzos

Civ. Com>. n. (1586" 87 We must laie before us the noble de-

vise of Charles the fifth, to wit, the pillers of Hercules, and

to dispose ourselves to goe beyond them. 1644 MILTON

Areof\(\A.) 64 A parochial! Minister, who has his reward,

and IS at his Hercules pillars in a warm benefice. 1835

MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xviii, The Mediterranean squadron. .

was vainly struggling to pass the pillars of Hercules.

2. One who resembles Hercules in strength ;
a

man of prodigious strength ;
a big man

1567 Trial! Treas. (1850) Where is now that vahaunt

HeTculest For all his bragges, he is nowe runne away.

1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1832) II. 561 Others there are

who7an be satisfied with nothing less than heroism in self-

denial ; they must be . . Herculeses to subdue all monsters.

1858 GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. I. xlu. 163 The tea-

kettle was brought in by a black Hercules.

3. A fanciful name given to powerful machines :

a A heavy weight used like the ram or '

monkey

in a pile-driving
machine, b. A kind of machine

for cleansing the streets.

1704 Rigging * Seamanship I. 80 The Hercules is used

for^ttinf straight the shank, welding . the arms to the

shank, of large anchors. It consists of a weight of about

JoSlbV faced with steel, and a long iron shank. MoEmA
Brit XI. 425/1 The ' Hercules ', a ponderous mass of iron

attached to a vertical guide rod, which was lifted originally

by a gang of men with ropes, but afterwards by steam

powerfand allowed to fall by its own weight 1890 Daily

News\ Feb. 3/3 This new contrivance is called the Her-

culls' machinV-an apt name for the Augaan stab e of

i London . This new Hercules can scrape thoroughly clean

! hi sixty minutes, half a mile in length by nearly thirty feet

in width of the dirtiest street space in London

4. Entom. (In full, Hercules Beetle*. A gigantic

lamellicorn beetle, Dynastes for Megasoma) Her-

cules, about five inches in length.

1816 PRISC. WAKEFIELD Nat. Hist. Insects iv. =>8 Tl

largest of this genus is called the Hercules, and is a Native

of louth America. .840 SWAINSON Nat. H,st. /'*<>
Turn to . . the Hercules beetle . . it cannot for a moment be

doubted that this gigantic insect is completely arboreal.

6 Bot. = Hercules' club. .

1756 P. BROWNE Jamaica (1789) 189 Zanthoxylum. . Prickly

Yellow-wood, or yellow Hercules.

6 Astron. A name of one of the northern con-

stellations, figured as a man kneeling on his right

HERD.

knee ;
known to the earlier Greek and Roman

writers as tifvvaat^v, geminixns, ingenic(ti)liis,

the
' kneeler'.

1674 MOXON Tutor Astron. (ed. 3) 212 Engonasis. .some

will have it to be Hercules, that mighty Conqueror. 1727-

41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., The stars in the constellation Her-

cules, in Ptolemy's catalogue, are 29. 1838 Penny Cycl.

XII. 148 Hercules, one of the old constellations, called

ei'YOnio-ii- by Aratus, Hyginus, and Ptolemy, and described

by the first as
' a figure like that of a man in sorrow '. [H y-

ginus Poet. Astron. IB.C. io.) IMS En Gonasm. Hone Era-

tosthenes Herculem dicit.]

7. Comb. Hercules-like adj. ;
Hercules' all-

heal, a perennial umbelliferous plant, Opopanax
Chironium ; Hercules braid (see quot.) ;

Her-

cules knot, a kind of knot, attributed to Hercules,

very difficult to undo ; Hercules powder, a power-
ful explosive used in mining operations.
1597 GERARDE Herbal 850 'Hercules Alheale or Wound-

wort. 1882 CAULFEILD & SAWARD Diet. Needlework, *Hcr-

cnles Braid, a thick corded worsted braid, which is em-

ployed for trimmings. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 305 As for

greene wounds, it is wonderfull how soon they will be healed,

in case they be bound vp and tied with a "Hercules knot.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ef. v. xxi. 265 The true lovers

knot.. had perhaps its originall from Nodus Herculanus,
or that which was called Hercules his knot. 1593 Bacchus'

Rountie in Hart. jl/zKr.dSog) II. 304 All the other gods and

goddesses, "Hercules-like, are cloyed with such cholencke

clubbes. 1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss.,*Hercules powder.
i88a COPP Ainer. Mining Code 101 The principal explosives

used in miningare . . rend-rock, Hercules . .and other powders.

Hercules' club. [From the club which Her-

cules is represented as bearing ;
see prec., sense I.]

a. The name of a plant, Xanthoxylon Clava-Her-

culis; also, Aralia spinosa (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1886).

b. A kind of firework. C.
' A slick of unusual

size and formidable appearance
'

(Brewer).
1688 Land. Gaz. No. 2362/3 Rockets . . Reporters, Hercules

Club.. with all manner of other Fire-works were discharged.

1882 j. SMITH Diet. Econ. Plants, Hercules' Club . . of the

Bean Caper family.. Its wood is yellow, and is a useful

timber.

Herculite. [f.
HERCUL-ES + -ITE.] A kind

of explosive : see quot.
1892 Pall Mall G. i Sept. 7/1 Hereulite, a new French

explosive, is a yellowish-grey powder, composed of sawdust,
1

camphor, nitrate of potash, and several substances that are

kept secret.

Hercyniail (hajsi-nian), a. [f.
L. Hercyma

(sc. silvd)
- Gr. 'EpKimos Spvpis the Hercynian

; forest (see below and -AN).] Applied by and after

the ancient writers to the wooded mountain-system

of Middle Germany, or to portions of it ; esp. in

more recent times to the Erzgebirge, whence

Hercynian gneiss.
1508 GRENEWEY Tacitus' Descr. Germanic iv. 266 Ine

Hercynian forrest doth containe the Catti, and is the bounds

of their territory. 1630 X. Johnson's Kingd. t, Cotnnnv.

276 Bohemia.. is incompassed with great Mountaines and

the Hercynian woods. 1885 GKIKIE Text Bk. Geo/.led. 2)

641 Grey gneiss, containing white or grey felspar, and abun-

dant dark magnesia-mica, .(termed the Hercynian gneiss).

Hercynite (haMsinait). Mill. Also heroin-,

hyrcin-. [Named (1839) Hercynit, f. L. Hercy-

nia (see prec.).]
Aluminate of iron, found in black

octahedral crystals in the Bohemian Forest.

1849! NICOL.MW. 251 Hercynite. 1887 DANA Man. Mm.
I 215 Hercynite, a spinel affording on analysis alumina and
:

iron protoxide, with only 2-9 per cent, of magnesia.

Herd (haid), so. 1 Forms: I heord, hiord,

2-3 heorde, (3 hierde), 3- herd ;
also 3-5 bird,

4 hyrde, 4-6 herde, 5-6 heerd, 6-7 heard. [Com.

Tent. : OE. heord str. fem. = OLG. *herda ;MLG.

herde') OHG. herto ^MHG. hert(e, Ger. herde},

ON. kit* (Sw., Da *>/), Got*
^
*":-

..
.

troop, OSlav. creda herd, flock.]

1 A company of domestic animals of one kind,

kept together under the charge of one or more

persons. (The notion of a keeper is now little

present, and the sense is scarcely distinct from 2.)

liooo Aes Voc in Wr.-Wulcker 274/18 Arimentum,

Word Cl^ej Ags Gosf. Matt. xxvi. 31 purh
Ijjes

hyrdes

.

e ,xo.
n-k^wTbreedlr has a herd of *orthorn,

b As contrasted with flock (see FLOCK. M 3),

esp 'in the phrase herds and flocks,
herd is re-

stricted to cattle or bovine domestic animals.
nat

Serm i 16 Heards and nocKes 01 came aim >.ieepe pens...

161 1 BIBLE Lev. xxvii. Concerning the tithe ' he he l
.

or of the flock. 1740 C. PITT Mnetd in. (R.), Our flocks

to slaughter, and our herds destroy. 18730. KOBINSON

WakiV) Multitudinous as our flocks and herds have beco-

fc fie. A spiritual
flock : cf. FLOCK rf. 1

4. Oft.
c 1000 Inst. Polity in Thorpe A nc. Laws II. 304

t>f
' SV

rihtwis hyrde ofer cristene heorde. c 1175 Lamo.tlom.
oU



HEBD. 234 HEBDESS.

95 Erest he seal hine seolfne wio" sunnan isteoran and
|

seod3an his heorde. 1612 Two Noble K. i. iv. The impar- :

tial gods, who from the mounted heavens View us their

mortal herd, behold who err.

2. A company of animals of any kind, feeding or

travelling in company; a school (of whales, por-

poises, etc.).
c 1205 LAY. 305 Heo funden ane heorde of heorten. ^1250

Gen. fy Ex. 2988 And gnattes hird Sor 5icke up-wond. c 1385
CHAUCER L. G. W. 1212 Dido, The hirde of hertis Is I-founde

a-non. c 1440 Promp. Part'. 236/2 Heerde, or flok of

beestys, what so euyr they be, polio, c 1470 in Hors, Sh?/>,-

$ G. etc. (Caxton 1479, Roxb. repr.) 30 An Herde of swannys
An Herde of cranys, An Herde of wrennys, An Herde of alle

dere. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. HI. vii. i An Hynd forth singled
from the heard. 1675 TEONGE Diary (\%2$) 7 The porpuses
com in heards on boath syds the ship. 1697 DRYDF.X

;

sEtteid vii. 21 Herds of howling wolves that stun the I

sailors ears. 1735 SOMERVILLE Chase in. 324 The grisly
|

Boar is singled from his Herd. 1839 T. BEALE Sperm Whale <

20 The groups, herds, or ' schools , which are formed by the
|

sperm whale, are of two kinds, c 1847 in Knowledge (1883) i

188/2 Herds of the Actinia bellis in prime condition. 1860
TYNDALL Glac. \. xvi. u8 We came upon the tracks of a herd i

of Chamois. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed.2) III. 682 Herds of

elephants. 1897 Daily News 15 July 5/5 We have ascer-

tained that the seal herd is not in danger of extinction.

b. To break herd : to break away from or leave

the herd ; hence, to take an independent course.

1768 Woman ofHonor 1. 151 They dare not break herd,
afraid of the ridicule of idiots for not resembling them.

3. A large company of people ; a multitude,
host. Now always in a disparaging sense : cf. b.

a 1400 St. Alexius (Vernon MS.) 182 Sittinge inachirche-

^erde Among pore men an herde. 1486 Bk. St. A leans F vj,

An Herde of harlottys. 1647 CLAKENDON Hist. Reb. vi.

7 He retirM in the noonday, and in the face ofthat Rebel-
lious Herd from Wells to Somerton. a 1700 DRYDEN (J.),

Where one Cato shines, Count a degenerate herd of Catilines.

1818 JAS. MILL Brit. India II. iv. ix. 290 A herd of para-
sites and sycophants, a 1856 H. MILLER Cruise Betsey n.

ii. (1858) 247 Herds of ragged children playing in the lanes.

b. The herd: the multitude, the common people,
the rabble. Often qualified by common, vulgar, etc.

1601 SHAKS. jfui. C. i. ii. 266 When he percem'd the
common Heard was glad he refus'd the Crowne. 1665 GLAN-
VILL Scepsis Sci. p. vii, For the good opinion of the rash and
inconsiderate Herd of mankind. 1698 Christ Exalted 63
Will you now run with the Herd, and cry, God made
Millions to damn them? 1807 CKABBE Par, Reg. \. 30 Fear,
shame, and want the thoughtless herd pursue. 1835 THIRL-
WALL Greece I. vi, The legitimate chief was distinguished
from the vulgar herd . . by his robust frame. 1894 GLADSTONE
tr. Horace's Odes in. ii. 30 Neglected, Jove oft smites good
men Mixed with the guilty herd.

C. Of things : A great number, a mass.
1618 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Wks. (1872) Introd. 18 Seeing

the herd of hireling coaches are more than the wherries on
the Thames. 1751 HARRIS Hermes Wks. (1841) 143 We are
now to descend to the common herd of attributives, such as
black and white.

4. attrib. and Comb., as herd-breed, -bull, -driver,

-flock, -stall, -swarm ; herd-abandoned adj.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xvm. xiv. (1495) 774 The
hyrde dryuer rulyth the oxen to drawe euyn. 1583 STANY-
HURST /Eneis \. (Arb.) 31 Clustred in heerdswarme Feaze

away thee droane bees with sting, from maunger or hiuecot.

Ibid. 35 From their region with prede too gather an heard-
flock. 1607 TofSELL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 183 To provide
Goats for herd-breed and profit. 1831 SHELLEY Adonais
xxxiii, A herd-abandoned deer. A 1839 MILMAN DeboraJt's

Hymn Wks. 1839 II. 357 Why satt'st thou idle, Reuben,
'mid thy herd-stalls?

Hence Herdlike a. ; Herdwise adv., like a herd.

1871 B. TAYLOR Faust (1875) I. xxi. 189 Herd-wise hieing
Through the moss and through the heather.

Herd, sbJ* Forms: 1-2 hierde, I hiorde,

hyrde, 1-3 heorde, r-6 hirde, 3-5 hurde, 3-6
herde, 4-5 hyrde, hierde, heirde, (herthe), 4-6
heerde

; 4-6 hyrd, 4-6 (Sc. -9) hird, (4 hered,

5 hirid, 3erd, 6 hierd, heird, hurd, heard) ; 4
herd. [Com. Teut. : OE. hirde, hierde, etc. =OS.
hirdi, herdi (MDu. hirde, herde, MLG. herde},
OHG. hirti (MHG. and mod.Ger. hirte}, ON.
hirdir (Sw. herde, Da. hyrde), Goth, hairdeis i-~

OTeut. *herdjo-z, f. herdd- HERD j^. 1
]

1. A keeper of a herd or flock of domestic ani-

mals ; a herdsman. Now usually with word pre-

fixed, as cowherd, swineherd, but in Scotland and
north of England still a common word for shepherd.

7*5 Corpus Gloss. 313 Bobulcits, hriShiorde. c 897 K.
ALFRED Gregory's Past. xvii. 109 Ure ealdan faedras wseron

ceapes hierdas. ciooo Ags. Gosp. Matt. xxv. 32 Swa swa
se hyrde [Lindisf, & Rushw. hiorde; Hatton heorde]
asyndrab Sa seep fram tyccenum. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 97
Amos het a reoSer heorde. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 35 pe
engel cudde be herdes . . bat be helende was berinne iboren.
c 1250 Gen. ff Ex. 456 He was hirde wittere and wal. a 1300
Cursor M. 1059 (Cott.) pis abel was a hird for fee. Ibid.

19488 iGott.) Sua dos be heirdes bat. er gode. c 1386
CHAUCER C. T. Prol. 603 Ther nas baifHf ne hierde [v. r.

herde] nor oother hyne That he [ne] knew his sleighte and
his couyne. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. x. 267 HoowT hurde !

wher is byn hounde ? c 1460 Towneley Myst. (Surtees) 91
Herkyn, hyrdes. awake ! 1401 CAXTON Vitas Pair. (W. de
W. 1495) n. 227 b/2 He founde a heerde or keper of Camels.
1513 DOUGLAS Mntis in. Prol. 7 Hornyt Lady, pail!
Cynthia, nocht brycht . . That slepand kist the hird Endy-
mione. 1563-87 FOXE A. $ M. (1684) III. 571 Mr. Tyrels
Servant . . being his Herd at a Farm of his. 1591 Troub.
Raigne K. John n. (1611) 90 As sheep without their heird.

iS9 Mem.StGiles\ Durh. (Surtees) i7Paid more to the hurd
for mendinge certayn gapes in the more dyke. 1596 SPENSER

F. Q. vi. ix. 4 Whereas the Heardes were keeping of their

neat. 1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk 11842) 451 When I was a

young lad I wes a herd, and keeped the Sisters of the
Sheines's sheep. 1755 Mem. Cat>t. P. Drake I. x. 74 The
Herd sounding a Horn along the Streets, the Swine run
from all Parts of the Town, to join and follow him. 1806

Gazetteer Scotl. (ed. 2) 384 They are obliged to employ
herds to their cattle. 1815 BROCKETT, Herd, a keeper of

cattle. 1876 L. MORRIS Epic Hades (1878) 26 Unpolluted
meads, where never herd Drives his white flock.

f 2. fig. A spiritual shepherd, a pastor. In ME.
often applied to Christ. Obs.

971 Bliekl. Horn. 191 pane ic do, Crist bu goda hyrde.
c ioo Vices $ Virtues (1888) 43 De gastliche hierdes, oe
sculen boSe lokin and stieren. c laoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 41
Ure louerd ihesu crist is alre herdene herde. *: 1200 ORMIN
6841 Forr Crist iss. . Hirde, batt uss fedebb. a 1300 Cursor
M. 19384 pat hirdes war o crist scepe. c 1380 WYCLIF Sel.

Whs. III. 363 Crist was be beste herd and so he puttide his

lyf for his sheep. "1440 Gesta Rom. xxiv. 92 <Harl. MS.)
Neuertheles then be hurde, scil. a prechour, comyth often

tyme. 1549-62 STERNHOLD & H. Ps. Ixxx, Thou Herde
that Israeli doost keepe.

t 3. transf. A keeper, guardian. Obs.

pi
h

_________ hyrdas to. a icoo Cxdmon's Genesis 1007 (Gr.)
Ne ic hyrde WEES broker mines, a 1000 Boetk. Metr. xiii.

61 Hire ajenes huses hirde. Ibid. xxvi. 16 piodd aldor

. .rices hirde. ciooo ^ELFRIC Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 163/42

Paedagogus, cilda hyrde net lareow. a 1250 Prov. JElfred
in O. E. Misc. 102 Ealured englene hurde [z'.r. herde]

Englene durlyng. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng, ccxxiii,
Therle of Fyffe a fyers man and a sterne herd. 1570
Satir. Poems Reform, xxil 61 Keip weill thy taill, gude
Phillip, I am hird The to award from buffettis.

4. Curling. A guard-stone.
1789 DAVIDSON Seasons 166 (Jam.) Gib o* the Glen, a noble

herd Behind the winner laid. Ibid., But miss'd his aim,
and 'gainst the herd, Dang frae his clint a flaw.

5. Comb., as f herd-flock, a company of

shepherds ; herd-girl, -laddie, -lassie, -maid,

-maiden, a girl, etc. who assists, or acts as, a herd ;

herd's purse = SHEPHERD'S-PURSE; f herd-work

(werch), see quot 1706. Also HERD-BOY, -MAN,etc.
ci2oo ORMIN 3372 All batt *hirdeflocc hemm sahh And

herrde whatt te^j sungenn. a 1856 H, MILLER Cruise

Betsey ii. viii. (1858) 352 Where she had plucked berries, a
little *herd-girl, on the banks of the Auldgrande. 1865
H. H. DIXON Field $ Fern vi. 174 He was with the Doctor
at thirteen, and then became a *herd laddie. 1889 Cham-
bers' Encycl. IV. 87/1 For many years James Wyllie (the
' herd-laddie ') was the acknowledged [Draughts] Champion
of the world. 1587 Lyrics, etc. in Arb. Garner II. 76, I sit

and watch a *herd-maid gay. 1x66 Resist. Eccl. Christi
Cant. MS. (Cowell), Pro opere quod Anglice *Herdwerch
dicitur. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Herdwerch, or Heerd-
werch (Sax.), Herdsmen's Work or Labours, formerly done

by Shepherds, Herdsmen, and other inferiour Tenants at

the Will of their Lord.

Herd (hgjd), w.i Also (4 herdeye), 6-7 heard.

[f.
HEED jtf]

1. intr. To go in a herd ; to form a herd or herds.

Said also contemptuously of men : to congregate or

live together as beasts. Constr. together',
with.

1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xiv. 148 Maules drowen hem to
maules . . And femeles to femeles herdeyed [v.rr. herdyede,
herdeiede, herdyyng, herdede] and drow. 1580 SIDNEY
Arcadia I. (1500) 31 They are but sheep which alwaies
heard together. 1660 R. COKE Justice Vind. 12 Like
swine feeding, eating and promiscuously herding together.
1662 J. DAVIES Mandelslo's Trav. 127 Females, which ..

suffer themselves to be led up and down, till some of the
wild Elephants herd with them. 1701 ROWE A tub. Step-
Moth. ii. ii, Stoop to the meanest Arts which catch the

Vulgar? Herd with 'em, fawn upon 'em, and caress 'em?

1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) III. 108 These animals are
in general fond of herding and grazing in company. 1886
EMILY LAWLESS Hurrish

y. 57 It was a palace in comparison
with the foul hovel in which he and his brother had herded

together.

b. Of things : To come together, assemble ; to

be assembled or associated, rare.

1704 SWIFT T. Tub Wks. 1760 I. 100 AH its properties
and adjuncts will herd under this short definition. 1886
R. C. LESLIE Sea-painter's Log 71 Away towards the north
and west.. they [clouds] appear to be herding together.

2. To join oneself to any band or company; to

become one of any faction or party ; to associate

as one of the ( common herd
'

or crowd, to go in

company with.
? a 1400 Morte Arth. 1010 Ffor-thy hurdez he here, to

owttraye hys pople. 1651 DAVENANT Gondibert ii. i. xvi,
Here greedy Creditors their Debtors chace, Who scape by
herding in th' indebted Throng. 1697 DRYDEN dEneid xi.

1 188 The wretch . . spurring forward, herds among his Friends.

1715-20 POPE Iliad xi, 463 Hector .. Remounts his car, and
herds amidst the crowd. 1789 MAD. D'ASBLAY Diary 13 Jan.,
'Tis now a cause of humanity . . and I will not herd with
those who think otherwise. 185$ THACKERAY Neiucomes I.

joo Ethel herded not with the children of her own age.
3. trans. To place in or among a herd ; to asso-

ciate.

1592 Nobody * Someb. in Simpson Sck. Shaks. (1878) I.

310 ITie stag is bearded ; come, my Lord, Shall we to horse,
and single him againe f x6xi B. JONSON Catiline \. Wks.
(Rtldg.) 276/1 The rest

;
However great we are, honest, and

valiant, Are hearded with the vulgar, a 1631 DONNE Lett.

(1651) 43, I can allow myself to be .. appliable to my com-
pany, but not . . to herd myself in every troup. 1691 SWIFT
Athenian Soc, 81 Wks. 1841 I. 509 '2 Our good brethren..
Must e'en all herd us with their kindred fools.

4. To collect into a herd. Alsoyf^. To amass.

1615 TOMKIS Albumazar in. v. in Hazl. Dodsley^\. 366

In all the years of my yeomanry, I could never yoke two
crowns, and now I have herded ten fair twenty-shilling
ieces. 1850 B. TAYLOR Eldorado xi. (1862) 106 Our mules
ad scattered far and wide . . and several hours elapsed

before they could be herded and got into traveling order.

Hence He'rded ///. a., gathered or placed in a
herd

; He'rding vbl. sb., association in herds, con-

gregation ; also comb., as herding-place ;
He'rd-

ing ppl. a., gathering in herds, gregarious.
1666 DRYDEN Ann. Mirab. cclviti, The most in 6elds like

herded beasts lie down. 1711 SHAFTESB. Charac. (1737) I.

no If eating and drinking be natural, herding is so too.

CX740 FIELDING Ess.Cotmcrs. (R.), The tamer and gentler,
the herding and flocking parts of the creation. 1805 PRISC.
WAKEFIELD Dom. Recreat. xiii. (1806) 195 Man, who is a

herding, and not a solitary animal. 1847 MARY HOWITT
Ballads 235 Among the herded deer. 1860 Merc. Marine
Mag. VII. 211 The herding places of vast numbers of

mphibious animals.

Herd, T'.- Also 5-6 hurd, bird. [f.
HERD j.-]

1. trans. To take care of or tend (sheep or cattle).

1400 ApoL Loll. 106 pe patriarkis. .herdid bestis. 1768
Ross Helenore 14 (Jam.) When they were able now to herd
the ewes. 1816 SCOTT Antiq. iv, The very least boy that

can herd a cow. 1892 E. REEVES Homeward Bound 283
Cattle, sheep, goats, .are all herded by boys or women.
fig. 1887 SWINBURNE Locrine iv. ii. 293 God, who herds

the stars of heaven As sheep within his sheepfold.
b. To lead or conduct as a shepherd, rare.

1883 Eng. Illnstr. Mag. Nov. 72/1 It is also very pictur-

esque to see. .the girls, .herding the geese and ducks home-
ward at sundown.

c. intr. To act as a herd, to tend cattle or sheep.
1768 Ross Helenore 31 (Jam.), I had nause to gang Unto

the glen to herd this mony a lang. 1848 Eraser's Mag.
XXXVIII. 315 It was long before I was hearted to herd

again in the woods by myself.

f2. fig. (trout.) To keep safe, shelter, harbour.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter xlix. [1.] 19 J>i tunge herded swike-

domes ma. Ibid. Ivii. 3 [IviiL 2] Un-rightwUnes herdes

youre
hand. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. III. 469 And [= ifj

he hurdit sic schrewis Within Ingland quhilk wes his mortall
fa. c 1560 A. SCOTT Poems xv. 21 My lady, lord, thow gaif
me for to bird, Within myne armes I nureiss on the nycht.
Hence Hoarding vbl. sb., the tending of sheep and

cattle.

1733 P. LINDSAY Interest Scot. 37 In the Summer we must
be at the Expence of Herding, to save our Grass from being
destroyed by our Neighbours Beasts. 1802 FINLATER Agric.
Surv. Peebles 195 (Jam.) The principles of herding are, to
allocate to each particular flock, separate walks upon the
farm for each season of the year. 1871 Daily News 27 Feb.,

Single whales often broke away, .and required a good deal
of herding to prevent their escape into the sound. 1883
GILMOUR Mongols xviii. 215 The Mongols have much soli-

tary travelling and herding.

Herd, obs. f. heard, pa. t. and pple. of HEAR v.

He'rd-book. [f. HERD jA.i + BOOK.] A book

containing the pedigree and other
particulars

of a

breed of cattle or pigs : corresponding to the stud-

book for horses, and \htflock-book for sheep.
1822 COATES (title} The General Short-Horned Herd-

Book, containing the Pedigrees of Short-Homed Bulls,

Cows, etc. of the Improved Durham Breed. 1865 H. H.
DIXON Field ff Fern 86 In 1822, the very year that England
began her Shorthorn Herd-Book. 1881 SHELDON Dairy
Fanning 3/1 Long and respectable pedigrees in their

owners' herd-books.

Herd-boy, [orig. f. HEBD sb2 + BOY ; but in

later use app. understood as from HERD sb\
whence the bad form herd*s-boyt and prob, sense 2.

See HERDSMAN.]
1. A boy who acts as a herd or assists a herd.

1709 WORDSW. Danish Boy 19 Nor piping shepherd shall

he be, Nor
herd-boy of the wood. 1825 J. BANIM Tales

O'ffara Font., Fetcn,T}\t herdsboy's whistle faintly echoed.
1860 G. H. K. Vac. Tour. 162 Ossian began life as a herd-

boy in Glen Shin.

2. A man or *

boy
'

engaged in tending a herd of

cattle, a cow-boy. U.S. and colonial Eng.
1878 J. MACDONALD Foodfront Far West vi 45 The herd-

boys men on horseback go through the ranges and gather
the cattle into 'pens'. 1896 Westm. Gaz. 25 June 5/1 Cattle
have been captured and fourteen herdboys killed. The de-
fenders have formed a laager.

Herdel(l, obs. forms of HURDLE.
Herden, variant of HARDEN, HURDEN.
Herd(e}s, obs. forms of HARDS, KURDS.
Herder (haudoj). Chiefly U.S. Also 7 hoarder.

[f. HERD z>.2 + -ER 1. Cf. mod.Du. and LG. herder,
also OFris. herdere : OTeut. type *kerdarjo-z.'\
One who herds; a herdsman. Alsoy^.
1635 T. ODELL Isaac's Pilgr. title-p., The strife that Isaack

had with his heard-men .. shadowing out the strife which
Christ our Lord had with his hearders. 1846 WORCESTER
cites Monthly Rev. 1877 BLACK Green Past, xiii, He was
an imperious master with his herders. 1879 Scribner's Mag.
XIX. 770/2 The herder, or 'cow-boy', dominates the town.

Herderite (ha-idarait). Min. [Named (1828)
after Baron S. A.W. von Herder.] A fluo-phosphate
of glucinum and calcium, found in brilliant trans-

parent crystals.
1828 Phil. Mag. Sr. n. IV. i, I propose the name of

Herderite for the species. 1861 BRISTOW Gloss. Min. t

Herderite, a very rare mineral, resembling Asparagus-stone
. . Colour several shades of yellowish- and greenish-white.

Herdess (ha-ides). [f. HERD st>.
z + -ESS.] A

female herd ;
a shepherdess.

c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus \. 653 An hierdesse, Whech that

clepyde was senome Wrot in a compleynt of hire heuynesse,



HEBDFUL.

iSSoSiDNEY^mzrfiVi Ixix. in Poems 1873 II. 15= She is the

heardesse faire that shines in darke. 1613-16 W. BROWNE
lirit. Past. n. iii, The lonely Heardesse of the Dell.

t He'rdfnl, o. Obs. rare. [f. HEKD^. I
-T-FUL.]

Rich in herds of cattle.

1618 CHAPMAN Hesiod l. 15 With Labour Men become

Herd-full and rich.

Herd-grass, herd's-grass. U.S. [f. HERD
s/i.l + GRASS.] A name for various grasses grown
for hay or pasture ; esp. Timothy, Phleumpratense,
and Redtop, Agrostis vulgaris.

1747 FRANKLIN Lett. Wks. 1887 II. 81, I sowed nearly

thirty acres with herd-grass and clover. 1787 M. CUTLER
in Life yrnls. ft Corr. (1888) I. 288 They begin, however, to

sow some quantity of herd's-grass seed, which they call

Timothy. 1834 Low Pract. Afric. (18471 521 It [Phleum

pratense\ is called herd-grass in America, and is greatly

valued there as an herbage and forage plant. 1856 OI.MSTED

Slave States 41 Herd's-grass (red-top), sometimes taking

the place of the clover, or being grown with it for hay.

i- Herd-groom. Obs. [f. HERD s/>.
2 + GROOM.]

A shepherd-lad ; a herdsman, shepherd.

1:1384 CHAUCER H. Fame HI. 135 As ban thise lytel herde

gromes That kepen bestis in the bromes. c 1440 Compleynt

418 in Temple Glas (E. E. T. S.) 64 On bankys hy a-mong
the bromys, Wher as these lytylle herdegromys Floutyn al

the longe day. 1579 SPENSER Sheph. Cal. Feb. 35 So

loytring Hue you little heardgroomes, Keeping your beastes

in the budded broomes. 1619 DRAYTON Past. ix. (R.), But

he forsakes the herd-groom and his flocks, Nor of his bagpipe
takes at all no keep. 1633 P. FLETCHER Purple Isl. vu. Ixvin,

Upon his shield that cruel herd-groom played.

Herdic(h5udik). U.S. Alsoherdiek. [Named
from the inventor, Peter Herdic of Pennsylvania.]

A two- or sometimes four-wheeled cab or carriage

having a low-hung body with the entrance at the

back and seats at the sides. Also herdic-phaeton.
1882 T. S. HUDSON Scamper thro' A liter. 74 Taking a her-

dick (small one-horse 'bus named after the inventor) we drove

to the White House. 1883 E. M. BACON Diet. Boston,

Mass. 207 The herdic-phaeton, or herdics as they are univer-

sally called, .of recent introduction (in 1881). 1884 Bostoti

Herald 6 Oct. 1/6 Inquiry among the herdic drivers of this

city yesterday failed to elicit any information.

Herdie, obs. form of HURDLE.

He'rdless, a. rare. [OE. hierde-, hyrde-Uas,

f. hierde HERD sb.1 + -llas, -LESS.] Without a herd

or shepherd.
c icoo jriLFRic Horn. I. 382 Ne beo3 hi hyrdelease (wnne

hi Se habbaS. 1320 R. BRUNNE Medit. 452 fey renne

aboute as herdles shepe. 1509 BARCLAY Shyp of Folys (1874)

I. 46 As a herdles flocke strayth in Jepardy.

tHe'rdman. Obs. Forms: see HERD ti.*

[f.
HERD sb.- + MAN.] A man who herds cattle,

sheep, or other animals ;
a herdsman.

c 1000 /ELFRIC Gen. xiii. 7 purh bone intingan sacu betwux

Abrames hyrdemannum and Lothes. c 1250 Gen. ft Ex.

2395 He weren hirde-men. a 1300 Cursor M. 28396 Myn
hird-men and als ober maa Hafi baire seruis halden fra.

c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxiv. uofU ware made hird-

men and kepers of bestez. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 236/2

Heerd mann, pastor, agaso. 1523 FITZHERB. Husb. 123

The herdman wyll haue for euery beest .u. d. a quarter.

1535 COVERDALE Isa. xl. 1 1 He shal fede his flock like an

hirdman. 1559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse 66 Plow-

men, Heardmen, and Shepehards. 1611 BIBLE Gen. xui. 7

There was a strife betweene the heardmen of Abrams

cattell, and the heardmen of Lots cattell. 1635-56 COWLEY
Davideis in. 217 In vain the Herdman calls him back.

b. fig. and transf. esp. A spiritual pastor.
c 1320 Cast. Love 587 penne nis ber such an herde-mon non

Ne non so mi;tful lord as he is on. c 1477 CAXTON Jason

71 b We wyll that thou be our pastour or herdman. 1553

Primer in Liturg. * Doc. Edw. VI (1844) 457 Shepherd,
and Herdman of our souls.

t He'rdness. Obs. [OE. hierd-, hyrdnys, f.

hierde, hirde HERD ^. 2
-H-NESS.]

1. Guard, keeping, custody. Only OE.
ciooo ./ELFRIC Gen. xlii. 17 He betashte hij ba bri dasas

to hirdnysse. Exod. xxu. 7 Jif hwa befaest his feoh to

hyrdnysse. .
,

2. A collective term for herds or flocks; stock .

c njo Gen. ff Ex. 1664 Laban bi-tajte him, siSen to sen,

His hirdenesse Sat it wel ben. Ibid. 2771 Movses was

numen an sel In Se deserd depe sumdel, for te loken hird-

"He-rdship. Obs. or dial. [f.
HERD sb? + -SHIP. ]

a. The office or charge of a keeper of cattle, b.

The herd of beasts under his charge.
1601 DEACON & WALKER Spirits # Divels 19 Could the

motions of men craue leaue, and enter into a whole heard-

ship of Swine?

Herdsman (haudz^sen). [app. an alteration

of the earlier HERDMAN (after craftsman, kinsman,

etc.), introduced when HERD 2 went out of English

use, so that the word was referred to HERD !, as

= man of a herd. The word is not vernacular in

the north, where HERD " remains in use.]

1. A keeper of domestic animals which go m
herds, esp. of cattle.

1603 KNOLLES/to/. rr*j(i62i)-i3 3 Who yet with their

wives and children, as heardsraen .. wander up and downe

the countrey. 1658 BRAMHALL Consecr. Bps. vu. 168 An

heardsman in Turky hath as much right to order his heard,

as an heardman in Christendome. 1784 COWPER Tut i.

168 Our favourite elms. That screen the herdsman s solitary

hut. 1845 MAURICE Mor. t, Met. Philos. m Encycl. Metrop,

631/1 Plain simple herdsmen and warriors.

2. A name in Orkney for the Common Skua.

1885 SWAINSON Brit. Birds 210 Common Skua . . Herdsman

235

(Orkney Isles) : Because it is believed to protect the young
lambs from the attacks of the eagle.

So He'rdsmaiden (for Herd-maiden'), He'rds-

woman, a maiden or woman who tends cattle.

1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xviii, Her juvenile exercise as a
herdswoman had put

*
life and mettle

'

in her heels. 1829

J. STERLING Ess. etc. (1848) I. 25 The popular prediction . .

was now to be fulfilled by her daughter, the poor herds-

maiden. 1896 Westm. Gaz. 24 Oct, 1/3 The home of the

herdswomen, who. .tend the cattle in the heights.

Herdwick (ha-.idwik). [f. HERD sb.- + WICK :

cf. bailiwick, bailiffwick.']

1 1. The tract of land under the charge of a ' herd
'

or shepherd employed by the owner or lord of the

manor : see quot. 1537 ; a pasture-ground, a sheep-

farm. Obs.

[c 1086 Domesday, Gloc. If. 162 a. In Wales sunt in hard-

vices Lamecare & poteschivet & Dinan.] 1 c 1150 in Dugdale
Man. Angl. (1661) 39/2 (Grant for foundation of a cell at

Bredoti), viginti sohdos de Molendino de Crakemero. .et

quadraginta solidos in soca de Stapelfordia ; et unam Herde-

wicam in Hethcote, juxta Hertedona, in Pecco. 1537 Certif.

Reven. Furness Abbey in Beck Ann. Furnes. (1844) App. 64

Pastures with Agistament and brusyng.. occupied to thuse

of the said late Monastery for the sustentacyon of thercatell,

and., devyded into sundry herdwyks and shepe cots. 1537

SIR J. LAMPLUGH ibid., note, Erleghecote haythe always

beyn a hyrdewyke or pasture ground for the schepe of

thabbottes of Furnes .. and euer in theyr possessyon; and

who soeuer inhabytyd therapone haythe always beyn the

Abbottes hyrde, and remouable at theyr pleasures, and not

tenauntes by ony custome. 1564 Decree in West Antiq.

Furness (1774) App. ix, Those parcells following, that is to

say, the herdwick called Waterside Parke..the herdwick

called Lawson Park, .the herdwick called Plumers.

2. (In full Herdwick sheep) : A hardy breed of

mountain sheep in Cumberland and Westmorland.

Supposed to have originated on the herdwicks of the

Abbey of Furness. They still usually belong to the land-

lord of a fell-side farm, along with which they are leased to

the tenant.

1837 Penny Cycl. VIII. 223/2 A peculiar breed of sheep,

called Herdwicks, from their being farmed out to herds at

a yearly sum, is met with on the mountains, at the head of

the Duddon and Esk rivers. 1868 A. CRAIG GIBSON Jet

r the Geologist in Folk-Sp. Cumbld. (1880) 2 Yan wad ha

sworn he was summut akin tul a Herdwick tip. 1878

Cumberland Gloss., Herdwicks, the mountain sheep of the

west of Cumberland.. let out in herds or flocks with i he

arms. 1887 HALL CAINE Son of Hagar I. u, Auld Mr.

Ritson's, them herdwicks.

tHere, so. Obs. Forms: 1-5 here, 3 hsere,

4 her, 4-5 heere. [Com. Teut. : OE. htre masc.,

gen. herges, herites, h$res
= OFris. here, luri, OS.

heri m. and n. (MDu. here, Du. heir, heer n., LG.

her n.), OHG. hari, heri (MLG. here, Ger. heer)

n., ON. herr m., gen. herjar (Sw. har, Da. hxr),

Goth, harjis m.:-OTeut. *harjo-z, *harja (in

proper names of Roman age chario-} = OPruss.

karjiz host. App. a deriv. (adj.) from a radical

har-, pre-Teut. kar-, kor-, in sense
' war : cf.

OSlav. kara contention, strife, Lith. karas war.

Hence HARRY ., HARBOUR, HERIOT sbs.]

An armed host, an army. Also, more generally :

A host ;
a multitude, a great company.

In the O. E. Chron. the usual word applied to the ' host

of the Danish invaders.

(855 O. E. Chron. (Parker MS.l an. 837 J>y ilcan scare

xefeaht >Ebelhelm dux wib Deniscne here. 11890 Ibid. an.

872 Her for se here to Lunden byrig from Readingum.
ciooo Acs. Gosp. Matt. xxii. 7 Da se cymng. .sende hys

here, c 1200 ORMIN 3889 An here off Godess enngless.

CIK LAY. 3830 Morgan ledde muchele hxre. c 1300

Cursor M. 21840 (Edin.) Be ur scheld eke and ure spere

Bituixin us and helles here \Cott. her, other MSS,\iKn\
13.. K. A Us. 5265 Tygres, olyfaunz, and beres Comen

flynge with grete heres. .11400-50 Alexander 4800 So

hard bai hampird oure heere & herid cure cries. 1450-70

Golagros ft Caw. 1147 The tothir knightis maid care of

Arthuris here. [1872 ROBERTSON Hist. Ess. 137 Over 35

men (or 3 X 12) constituted a Here by Im s laws.)

b. attrib. and Comb., as here-burne, a coat of

mail ; here-dring, a warrior ; here-feng, booty ;

here-gang, an invasion by an army ; here-gume,

here-kempe, a warrior ; here-marke, a standard,

ensign ;
here-scrud (-shroud), here-weeds, ar-

mour, martial accoutrements ; (all only OE. and

early ME.). Also herefare, a military expedition

(in i ;th c. legal antiquaries). See also HEREGELD,
HERETOGA, HEREYELD.
Beowulf (Z.) 1443 Scolde *here-byrne hondum ^e-broden.

c 1205 LAY. 23966 pe helm an his haeuede, and his hereburne.

Ibid. 8601 ?if here is s:l "heredring. Ibid. 11716 Heo
funden *herre-feng inoh. 10. . tr. Bxda's Hist. i. xi. [xw.]

(MS. B), To wiSscufanne swa reSum "heregange. c 1205

LAY. 18194 In ban hire-?eonge inne Walisc londe. a 1250

Owl * Night. 1191 Ich wot of hunger, of hergonge.

.-1330 Arth. $ Merl. 4094 Here is comand to this lond

Gret hunger, and here gong, c 1205 LAY. 14534. Pus

comen..haeSene here-gumen. Hid. 28284 Sixti busende

here-kempen harde. Ibid. 27469 Feollen *here-ma:rken

[CI275 hire markes). Ibid. 28546 Heo. .heuen here-marken.

Ibid. 5069 Leie a-dun bin hsre-scrud. Beowulf (Z.) 1897

Sas-seap naca hladen *here-wa:dum. a 1400-50 A lexander

1010 Al to heuy to be hildid in any here wedis.

1626 SPELMAN Glass., Herefare, proftctio militant. 1670

BI.OUNT Lam Diet., Herefare. 1672 Cornells Interpr. s.v.

Subsidy, Burgbole, Brigbote, Herefare, Heregeld, etc.

t Here, a. Obs. [OE. hlore, hyre : cf. ON.

hyrr sweet, smiling, mild; also OS. and OHG.

HEBE.

tmhiuri dreadful, MHG. gehiure gentle.] Gentle,

mild, pleasant.
Beomnlf(Z.) 1372 Nis baet heoru stow, aiooo Cxdmons

Cm. (Gr.) 1467 09 baet heo [culufre] rumgal restestowe

fajiere funde and (>a fotum stop on beam hyre. 1205

LAY. 25867 pa saeide bat wif here [^1275 ore], 6-1420 iir

Amaitas (Weber) 16 And how they were guode & here.

Here (hi<M), adv. Forms : I her, 2-5 her, 4-7

heer(e, 2- here ; also (i hter, 2 heren, hur),

3-5 hier, 4 hir(e, Kent, hyer, 4-6 Sc. heyr, 4-7

Sc. heir(e, 5 hiere, 6-7 hear(e. [Com. Teut. :

OE. Mr = OFris. Mr, OS. ht-r, Mr (MDu., Du.

hier), OHG. hiar, hear, hier (MHG., mod.G.

hier), ON. her (Sw. har, Da. her), Goth, her:

app. from the pronominal stem hi-
'

this
*

(see HE) ;

the nature of the formation is obscure.]

1. In this place ;
in the place (country, region,

etc.) where the person speaking is, or places himself.

c 825 Vesp. Psalter cxxxi[i.] 14 Her eardung . . ic xeceas hie.

1:950 Limits/. Gosp. Matt. xiv. 17 Nabbas we her buta fif

hfafum. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt, xxviii. 6 Nys he her, he

aras . . swa swa he saede [1382 WYCLIF, He is not here,

sothli he roos, as he seide]. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 83 Here

he is and honen he nis. 111225 Ancr. R. 236 Ertu, cwe9

he, ;et her 1 a 1300 Cursor M. 3296 Mi hernes dun heir did

i lai 1382 WYCLIF i Kings xix. 9 What dost thow here,

Helyas? (-1386 CHAUCER Friar's T. 272 Heere wynnc I

no thyng vp-on cariage. 1470 HENRY Wallace i. 305

Thi modyr and thow rycht heir with me sail bide. 1481

CAXTON Reynard (Arb.) 6, I here hier that reygnart is sore

complayned on. 1581 PETTIE Guazzo's Civ. Conv. i. (1586

i b, Let him be heere for the space of sixe dales. 1617

MORYSON /till. II. 186 We here in the Campe . . have not

had much to doe. 1662 CHAS. II in Julia Cartwnght
Henrietta of Orleans (1894) 121, I am doing all I can

to gett him a rich wife heere. 1670 LADY M. BERTIE

in 12/A Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. Arm. v. 22 All heare are

well. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iii. I. 289 That load which

pressed most heavily on . . the great continental states was

here scarcely felt.

b. With ellipsis of f am (or we are), in answer

to a call or summons, or to attract attention ; esp.

in answer to a roll-call :
= Present, adsum.

c 970 ABBO Hist. S. Eadmundi in Surius Vitas SS. (1618)

IV. 443 Patria lingua dicens : Her, her, her ; quod interpre-

tatum Latinus sermo exprimit, Hie, hie, hie. c 1000 .*,LFRIC

Saints' Lives (E. E. T. S.) II. 324 Hwaer eart bu nu gefera 1

And him and-wyrde baet heafod, Her, her, her. 1:1330 R.

BRUNNE Chron. (1810)22 Up and doune in befelde bel souht

it aboute. .Tille be hede him selfsaid, here, here, here, c 1485

Digoy Myst. (1882) ill. 726 Here, lord, here ! qwat wol je (

1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. i. ii. 45 Quin. Francis I1 lute the

Bellowes-mender. Flu. Heere, Peter Quince. 1610 'lemp.

I. i. 2 Master. Bote-swaine. Bates. Heere, Master. 1837

DICKENS Pick, xxxiv,
' Answer to your names, gentlemen,

that you may be sworn ',
said the gentleman in black.

' Richard Upwitch '.

' Here ', said the green-grocer.

c. Placed after the name of a person or thing to

whose presence attention is called :
= Who or which

is here, whom you see here.

1596 SHAKS. Merch. V. m. iv. 29 Onely attended by
Nerrissa heere. 1634 [see d]. 1673 DRYDEN Amboyna II.

i In the mean time, bear my worthy friend here company.

1751 tr. Female Foundling II. 4 My Daughter here wants

Linen. Mod. ' My brother, here, is ready to give informa-

tion.
1

d. Used for the sake of emphasis after a sb.

qualified by this, these, or after these demonstra-

tives themselves when used absolutely ; dialtctally

or vulgarly appended to this, these, when used ad-

iectively. (Cf. F. ce livre-ci, ceci, cehii-ci.)

ci46o Tomneley Myst. (Surtees) 137 The best wyse that

we may hast vs outt of this here. 1556 Aurtlw [ Isa!>.

(1608) Hviij, Now what experience will we have greter

than this heare? 1609 HOLLAND Amm. Marcell. xxu. xv.

213 note. But this here seemeth to be venomous. 1634

MILTON Camus 672 And first behold this cordial julep here.

1762 FOOTE Orators II. Wks. 1799 I. 210, I should be glad

to know how my client can be tried in this here manner.

1766 GOLDSM. Vic. W. xx, Are you, cried he, the bearer of

this here letter? 1778 Miss BURNEY Evelina (1791) II.

xxxvii. 243, I wou'dn't wish for better sport than to swing

her round this here pond ! 1838 DICKENS O. Twist xxxi,
' Now, with regard to this here robbery, master ,

said

Blathers.
' What are the circumstances ?' 1872 Piincli 31

Aug. 92/2
'
It is no use a trying on these here games with us .

2. In weakened sense, more or less directly indi-

cating something present to the sight or the mind.

Chiefly with verb to be (sometimes with ellipsis).

Here is calls attention to what the speaker has,

brings, offers, or discovers ;
= there is here, see or

behold here. (F. void.)
c 1460 Tomneley Myst. (Surtees) 66 And therto here my

hani 1596 SHAKS. i Hat. IV, v. iii. 33 There's Honour

for you : here's no vanity. 1603 Meas.for M.\. u. 107

Heere's a change indeed in the Commonwealth. 1616

Marlowe's Faustus\VVs. (Rtldg.) 126/2 What s here? an

ambush to betray my life ! 1632 MASSINGER City Ma>iam

i i Here's no gross flattery ! Will she swallow this ? 1741

RICHARDSON Pamela I. 136 O frightful, thought I ; here s

an avowal of the matter at once. 1884 W. C. SMITH A-
drostan 65 Here is half the summer past, and still I m at

the chimney nook. 1889 MRS. ALEXANDER Crooked Path

vi I says, 'here's your tea, sir', but he made no answer.

b. fferfs to (elliptical for Here's a health to), a

formula used in drinking healths.

1592 SHAKS. Rom. <fr jful, v. iii. up Heere's to my Loue.

jSS3 WALTON Angler xi. 209 Well then, here's to you Con-

don ; and now for my Song. 1738 SWIFT Polite Convers.

143 Come, Madam ; here's a Health to our Friends, and

hang the rest of our Kin. 1777 SHERIDAN Sell. Siami. ill.

80 -a



HEBE.

(Sang), Here's to the maiden of blushing fifteen, Now to the

widow of fifty. . Let the toast pass, drink to the lass. 1822

SCOTT Pirate xiv, Drink about, Master Yellowley. .Here s

to you, Master Yellowley.

3. Of a point or period of time : To be here, to
]

be present, to have arrived.

1891 E. PEACOCK .V. Brendan I. 13 The Easter recess will

be here in a day or two.

4. In this world ;
in this life ;

on earth. Also

here below (+ beneath, down). Cf. F. id has.

971 Klickl. Horn. 35J>a hwile be we lifjab her on worlde.

c 1000 Eccles. Inst. in Thorpe Anc. Lait'sl I. 394 Her jehyrS :

Drihten ba pe hine bidda8. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 9 pet me
heronbisseliueforhissaulebidde. a m$Ancr.R .94- 34o

Ayenb. 233 Holy cherche bet is hier benebe. 1382 WYCLIF
Heb. xiii. 14 Sothli we ban not here a citee dwellinge

[TINDALE For here have we no continuynge citiej. 1393
LANGL. P. PI. C. vn. 238 Thow wolt hongy heye ber-fore her

ober in helle. 1500-20 DCNBAR Poems Ix. 7 Wnto wardlie

prince heir downe. 157* J' SANFORD Card. Picas. 138

Among us heere beneth. 1602 SHAKS. Hani. in. ii. 232 Both I

heere, and hence, pursue me lasting strife. 1632 J. HAY-
,

WARD tr. Biondts Eromena 81 Experience teacheth us, that

the influence of. .planets are true . . here below, which none

can denie. 1766 GOLDSM. Hermit viii, Man wants but little

here below, Nor wants that little long. 1824 MONTGOMERY

Hymn, 'Friend after friend departs ', There is no union

here of hearts, That finds not here an end.

5. At this point or period in action, speech, or

thought; at thisjuncture; in this passage (of some-
|

thing written) : freq. referring to what immediately

precedes or follows.

871-89 Charter ofMlfred'm O. E. Texts 452 Hersindon
oWa manna naman awritene 8e 8eosse wisan xeweoton

sindon. a goo O.E. Chron. (Parker MS.) an. 871 Hercuom
se here to Readingum. c 1200 ORMIN 241 Her endenn twa

i

Goddspelless buss, a 1300 Cursor M. 1627 heading. Her

bigins at noe be lele pe tober werld right for to del. c 1400 ;

Apol. Loll. 52 An O\KI poynt is her putt. I55 T. WILSON

Lofike (1580) 79 b, Here Zenophon saied never a woorde.

1644 MILTON Areop. (Arb.) 33 Examples, which to set heer

would be superfluous. 1662 Bk. Com. Prayer, Morn. Pr.

Rubric, In Quires and Places where they sing, here followeth
j

the Anthem. 1793 BEDDOES Calculus, etc. 212 Here are

some experiments and reasons, upon which their theory of
j

respiration is founded. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) III. 296
Here Adeimantus interposed a question.

6. In the matter before us or in question ; in this

case ; in this particular.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 81 Her me ah to understonden for-whi

hit seiS alf quic and noht alf ded. c 1386 CHAUCER Merck.
T. 86 Hcere may ye se and heer-by may ye preue That wyf
is mannes helpe and his confort. 1586 YOUNG Guazzo's Civ.

Conv, iv. 205 b, And here Ladie Caterine and Cavallero had

the honour. 1592 SHAKS. Ram. ff Jul. u. iii. 41 Here I hit

it right. Our Romeo hath not beene in bed to nighL 1614
Bp. HALL Recoil. Treat, locjg Here was his sin ; An over-

;

reaching of his commission. 1709 STEELE Tatler No. 76 P4
Here can then be no Injustice, where no one is injured.

1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) V. 575 Certainly there is as much
reason to adjudge the heir in by descent here, as there is to

adjudge an heir in by descent where a recovery was had

against the ancestor. 1878 MORLEY Crit. Misc. Ser. I.

Carlyleiy) Here more than anywhere else you need to give
the tools to him who can handle them._
7. \\ ith verbs of coming and bringing : To or to-

wards this place ; now, in ordinary use, taking the

place of HITHER. Look here : see LOOK.

Beowulf (Z.) 376 Is his eaforan nu heard her cumen.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 5 He is ibjesced be be her cumet on
drihtenes nome. c 1305 St. Switliin 9 in E. E. P. (1862) 43
Sibbe hit was pat seint berin her bi weste wende. 1508
DUNBAR Flyting w. Kemudie 218 Heir cumis our awin

queir Clerk 1 1583 HOLLYBAND Campo di Fior 127 See
\

them, Looke here, Here they be. 1603 SHAKS. Meas.for
M. v. i. 384 Returne him here againe. 1770 GOLDSM. Des.

yill. 96, I still had hopes . . Here to return and die at home
at last. 1814 BYRON Corsair i. xvii, Call Pedro here 1 1824
L. MURRAY Eng. Gram. (ed. 5) I. 292 The adverbs lure,

there, where, are often improperly applied to verbs signify-
'

ing motion, instead of the adverbs hither, thither, whither'.

as
' He came here hastily

'

. . should be,
' He came hiilier '.

j

Mod. Bring them here at once.

b. Hence, by extension, after belong
= to this

place, colloq.
Mod. I'm a stranger, I don't belong here.

8. Used elliptically in calling an attendant, etc.

(Cf. Goth, hiri ! come here !) Hence, to call at-

tention to or introduce a command : = Gr. eryt, L.

age, K. liens, tents.

[1576 J. SANFORD Card. Pleas. 52 She reaching him foorth

to him, added moreover. Holde heere, for I will give him
to ihee.] 1632 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondis Eromena 18 Here,
take these hundred crownes. 1738 SWIFT Polite Convers.

211 Here, take away the Tea-table, and bring up Candles.

1873 BLACK Pr. Thule xi, Here, come out to the fresh air.

Mod. John ! here ! qui:k.

9. Here and there, a. In this place and in

that
;
in various places ;

in some scattered places ;

at intervals of space : sometimes - now and then.

Also, in same sense, with notion, of constant or

very frequent recurrence, every (t ever} here and
there. (So, formerly, t here andyonder?)
a 1300 Cursor M. 11981 lesus preched hir and bar. c 1350

Will. Palerne 3821 But William as a wod man was euer
here & bere. 6-1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) ix. 112 A lytlille

Village, and Houses a brood here and there. 1412-20
LYDG. Chron. Troy lit. xxvii, He shulde on peces hewen be
a sonder Upon the playne dismembred here & yonder. 1513
MORF. Kick. Ill (1883) 43 Yet began there, here and there

about, some ruaner of muttering amonge the people. 1535
COVKKDALE i Pet. L i Peter an Apostle of lesu Chnst,
to them that dwell here and there as straungers thorow

236

out Pontus, Galacia, Capadocia. IS*7 R - HOVENDEN
in Collect. iO. H. S.) I. 217 They be dispersed here and

there in hedgerowis. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. i. i. 97 Young
Forlinhras..Hath in the skirts of Norway, heere and there,

Shark'd vp a List of Landlesse Resolutes. 17" AD-

CISON Xfcct. No. 50 p 6 Able to understand but here and

there a Word of what they said. 1845 Load. Jrnl. I. 189

Every here and there arc seen dark pits and vaulted

caverns. 1874 MICKLETHWAITE Mod. Par. Churches 326

A good picture may here and there be found in our

churches. 1879 F. HALL in Xatim (N.Y.) XXIX. 391/2

Her style U a curious medley, every here and there, of the

ambitious and the slovenly.

b. To this place and to that : hither and thither ;

in various directions
;
to and fro.

1297 R. GLOUC. (1724) 378 pe kyng hem sende her and her

aboute in Engelond. 1340 .^. 66 Ase pe

and euerie corner sought. 1646 F. HAWKINS Youth s bchur.

(1663! 24 Be attentive, turning not thine eyes here and there.

1879 F. POLLOK Sport Brit. Buriuah I. 78 The brute, .was

caught, and taken here and there for sale,

fO. This way and that way; with shifts or

evasions. Obs. Also attrib. ? Shifting, evasive.

thoji

canting, whining, here and there Villain.

d. Hence Here-aud-thereian {humorous nonce-

wd.'}, one who moves about from place to place.

1701 GIBBER Love makes Mait iv. iv, I am a kind of a

what d'ye call 'urn a Sort of a Here-and-thereian ; I am

Stranger no where.

10. Here . . . there. In one place ... in an-

other place ;
- L. hie . . . illic, alibi . . . alibi.

c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxii. 101 pai er few, here a hare

and ]>are a hare. 1535 COVERDALE i Kings xviii. 4, I hyd
an hundreth of the Lordes prophetes,

here fiftye, and there

fiftye in the caues. 1579 E. K. in Spenser's Sheph. Cal.

Ep. Ded. i Borrowing here of the french, there of the

Italian, euery where of the Latine. 1658 W. SANDERSON

Craphicc 12 Here, barrells flote, there packs, not yet

through-wet.
11. Here, there, and everywhere. In every

place, indicated or not indicated. (Also formerly
here and everywhere ; here, there, all where)
ci59<> MARLOWE Faust, iv. 67 That I may be here and

there and everywhere. 1604 SHAKS. Oth, i. i. 138 An ex-

trauagant, and wheeling Sranger, Of here, and euery where.

1606 Tr. fr Cr. v. v. 26. 1633 LITHGOW Trav. 327 Like

yong maides, and youths together, Run here and there,

alwhere, and none know whether. 1790 J. B. MORETON
Matin. W. hid. 97 [He] must go round the corn field and

cane pieces . . he must be here and there and everywhere.

1879 F. POLLOK Sport Brit. Bitrjtuih I. 16 We were soon

scattered here, there, and everywhere.

12. Neither here nor there. Of no account

either one way or the other ;
of no matter or conse-

quence ; unimportant.
1583 GOLDING Calvin on Deut. xcii. 570 True it is that our

so dooing is neither here nor there (as they say) in respect

of God. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. iv. iii. 59 'Tis neyther heere,

nor there. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones ix. vi, But if he does,

that is neither here nor there. 1819 BYRON Juan i. li, But

what I say b neither here nor there. 1844 DICKENS Mart.
Cliuz. xiv. You'll find him a little too much for your

gravity. However, that's neither here nor there.

13. Here goes 1 An exclamation declaring one's

resolution orresignation to perform some act, usually

of a bold or rash character, colloq.

I'm resigned : Here goes ! roared the goblin.

14. Here we .you) are. Here is what we (you)
want, colloq.

1850 SMEDLEY F. Fairlcigh vi, Hum ! ha ! now let's see,

here we are the
'
G-i-a-o-u-r

'

that's a nice word to talk

about.

15. Here was formerly often placed before vbl.

sbs. and nouns of action. This is now rare.

criaoo Triit. Coll. Horn. 125 pe eruedliche herbiwist and
be wunderliche heoen siS of ure louerd. Ibid. 185 Hure
her wunenge is swide reulich. 1377 LANCL. P. PI. B. xiv.

141 It semeth noujt bat ?e shulle Haue heuene in jowre
here beyng and heuene her after. 1586 A. DAY Eiig.

Secretary u. (1625) 60 To continue my here-being to some

profitable purpose. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. iv. iii. 148 Which
often since my heere remaine in England, I haue seene

him do.

16. Here- in combination with adverbs and pre-

positions.
[These originated, as in the other Teutonic tangs., in the

juxtaposition of here and another adv. qualifying the same
verb. Thus, in HEREBEFORE, ist quot. hxr beforan=- here

(in this document), before (i.e. at an earlier place). Cf.

hereinbefore, liereinafter^
in which herein is similarly used.

But as many advs. were identical in form with prepositions,
and there was little or no practical difference between '

here,
at an earlier place

' and ' before or at an earlier place than

this', the adv. came to be felt as a
prep, governing lure

(=this place) ; and, on the analogy of this, new combina-
tions were freely formed of here (there, where) with pre-

positions which had never been adverbs, as lierefor, hereto,

hereon, farewith.]

a. with adverbs: as here-above, here-beneath,

here-within, here-without; hereforth, forward in

this direction or this way ; here-next, next to this,

immediately after this. Also HEREAWAY, HEBE-

HEBEAFTEB.

UNDER, etc. b. with prepositions
= this, this place,

this matter, etc. : as hereabove, here-among, here-

beside, hereinto, here-within, here-without; fhere-
afore -- HEBEBEFOEE; + hereintil (Sc.), herein;

f hermid, herewith ; f hereover, in addition to

this ; f hertojeines, against this, on the other

hand. Also HEREABOUT, HEREWITH, etc., etc.

871-89 Charter of sElfred'm O.E. Texts 452 pas sewriotu

J>e *herbeufan awreotene stonda'5. 1646 F. HAWKINS
Youth's Behav. (1663) 32 As hath been said here above.

1893 C. E. NORTON Dante's Par. xxviii. 185 He who saw it

hereabove disclosed it to him. 1814 SOUTHEY Bk. ofdi.

(1841) 224, I have told you *hereafore. 1640 E. DACRES tr.

Klachiavcts Prince 180 To the end bee might be able

*here-among to undertake greater mailers, c 1400 Ywaine

ft Gam. 320 *Her bisyde es a well. 1530 PALSGR. 819/1

Here bysyde, icyfres. c 1305 St. Christopher 94 in E. E. P.

(1862) 62 pat child him bad
p^ar

charite bat he him ouer

bere ; 5e com *herforb, qua|> Cristofre, y nuste wher bu were.

c 1386 CHAUCER Wife's T. 144 Heer forth ne lith no wey.

1489 Sc. Acts Jos. IV, c. 14 Officiaris bat beis necligenl
herintill. c 1575 Balfour's Practices (1754) 40 The Schiret

. -is on na wayis Judge competent heirintill. 1594 HOOKI.H

Eccl. Pol. I. i. 3 Our first entrance *hercinto. i6oz CAREW
Cornwall (1811) 188 A near friend .. looked hereinto with an

indifferent and unprejudicating eye. f laos LAY. 5355 "Her
mid we sculled heom bicharren. a 1300 Cursor M. 141

(Gott.) *Here neist sal be siben teld Hu Joseph was bath

boght and seld. Ibid. 26138 (Cott.), I salle be tel here nest

to ciuam bou sal be shriue. 1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R.

II. li. (1495) 27 "Here ouer angels kinde passyth a bodily

kynde in subtilte of his essencia. a 1225 Ancr. R. 268 He
eft sei3 riht *her to jeines ne let tu . . |>ine meiden no gult to

ajues. c 1200 Trin. Coll. HOIII. 115 5ie niaisterlinges *her-

wio-innen openeS giure gaten. a 1533 LD. BERNERS Htton

civ. 593 We haue .. chaumbers garnysshed and ordeyned
as ye haue sene herewith-in. 1530 PALSGR. 819/1 *Here

without, icy dchors.

B. as sb. (nonce-uses) :
= This place ; also, the

present ; the present life.

1605 SHAKS. Lear i. i. 264 Thou loosest here a better

where to finde. 1829 CARLYLE Mac. (1857) II. 76 With
Him it is a universal Here and Now. 1855 I.ONGF. Hiaw.
Introd. 113 Full of all the tender pathos Of the Here and

the Hereafter. 1857-8 SEARS Athan. 19 [Motion] requires
a here and a there.

Here, obs. f. HAIK, HEAR, EAR ;
var. HAIKE,

HEI; sb., Hts.pron.fers. and /to.
Hereabout v hi.irabau-t), adv.

[f.
HERE adv.

16 + ABOUT.]
(1. About or concerning this (thing, etc.). Obs.

a IMS Ancr, K. 46 Scheawea ofte ine scrifte ower ?eme-
leaste her abuten. c 1386 CHAUCER Miller's T. 376 Go now
thy wey and speed thee heer aboute. 1583 HOLLYBAND

Cainpo di Fior 343 We may remember that, which this

maister hath tolde us hereabout. 1644 HUNTON Vind.

Treat. Monarchy vi. 49 Reade what I have said here-about.

2. About or near this place ; somewhere in this

neighbourhood.
a 1300 A". Horn 343 3ef horn were her abutc. . Wib him }e

wolden pleie. c 1400 Warres of Jewcs in Warton Hist.

Eng. Poetry x. (1840) II. 106 Prophecie, they sayde, Which
man her aboute [boiled] the laste. 1592 SHAKS. Rom. A>

Jul. v. iii. 43 lie hide me here about. 1653
WALTON

Angler ii. 47 There is not a likely place for a Trout here-

about. 1856 R. A. VAUGHAN Mystics (1860) I. 234, I think

it must lie somewhere hereabout 1875 TENNYSON Q. Mary
in. v, There haunt some Papist ruffians hereabout.

b. About this point of action, time, etc.

1675 S. SEWALL Diary 31 July I. n Herabout I waked.

Hereabou'ts, adv. [f. prec. + adverbial -.r.]

1. =prec. 2.

1592 SHAKS. Rom. fy Jul. v. i. 58 And here abouts dwells.

1617 MORYSON ItiH. II. 130, I thmke it fittest to stay here-

abouts a while. 1732 FIELDING Mock Doctor iv. Wks.

1882 IX. 256 Is there no physician hereabouts famous for

curing dumbness 1 1862 TROLLOPE Orley F. i,
The land

hereabouts ceases to be fertile.

f 2. = prec. i . Obs. rare.

1584 R SCOT Discern. Witchcr. xvi. iii. (1886) 400 He re-

ceiued some trouble himselfe hereabouts. 1649 ROBERTS
Clams BiH. 381 The dissenting Opinions of learned writers

heareabouts.

t Here a days, adv. Sc. Obs. Nowadays.
1572 Satir. Poems Reform, xxx. 186 Quhilk will be found

na fault now heir a dayls.

Hereafter (hi^ra-ftsi), adv. (a., st.) [OE.

hiraffter, f. hir HERE adv. 16 + AFTEK : cf. Da.

herefter, Sw. hdrefter.]
1. After, in this writing, book, or place; in the

sequel ; after this in order or position ; sometimes

^next in order, immediately after.

cya tr. Bzda's Hist. in. xxii. [xxx.] (1890) 250 Swa swa
we eft hera:fter secsab. c 1050 ByrhtfcrtKs Handboc ill

Anglia VIII. 317/37 Henefter we wyllaS bisne circul

amearkian. a 1225 Ancr. R. 112 Lo hwuch on asaumple
her efter. a 1300 Cursor M. 27380, I sal bam recken siben

on rau, Wit bair springes her efter neist, Quen , ha laid be

office o preist. c 1315 SIIOREHAM 164 Ase ich her after telle

may 1390 GOWER Con/. III. 128 Of other sterres how they

fare, I thenke here after to declare. 1308 DUNBAR (title}

The flyting of Dunbar and Kennedie heir efter followis.

1601 CHESTER Love's Martvr 165 tfor 169) Hereafter folovv

diverse Poeticall Essaies. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) V.

233 In consequence of the statute 32 Hen. VIII. c. 28

which will be stated hereafter.

2. After this in time ;
at a future time

;
in time

to come.
1154 O. E. Chron. an. 1135 Men. .saxien 9[at] micellmig

sculde cumen her efter. c 1175 1-amo. Horn. 43 Herefler

iseh paul hwer .iii. deoflen ledden an meiden. a 1300

Cursor M. 6568 (Gott.) Here efter it sal sare rew jou.



HEBEAFTERWABD.
1388 WVCLIF Gal. vi. 17 Heraftir no man be heuy to me,
for Y bere in my bocH the tokenes of oure Lorde Jhesu Crist.

c 1477 CAXTON Jason 42, [I] wolde that I were there, where
I shall be v honderd yere here after. 1483 l-'itlgaria abs
Terentio 16 b, I am so gladd that no thynge ereaftyr may
make me sory. 1576 FLEMING Panojil. J-'.pist. 68 So would
I have you thinke mee to be, at this present, and for ever
hereafter to remaine. 1596 SHAKS. Merck. /". n. vi. 20
More of this hereafter. 171* HEARNE Collect. (O. H. S.)

III. 497, I shall send the rest hereafter. 1875 JOWETT Plato
ied. 2) V. 180 We cannot . . anticipate the details which will

hereafter be needed.

3. In a future state ;
in the world to come.

[1340-70 Alex, ff Dind. 363 We hopen haue be lif bat
come schal her aftur.] 1618 BJ*. HALL Serin, vii. Wks. 1837
V. 102 To learn so to be happy here, that it [a Christian's

heart] may be more happy hereafter. 1736 BI/TLER Anal.
i. ii. Wks. 1874 I. 40 The general doctrine of religion, that
God will reward and punish men for their actions hereafter.

1858 GLADSTONE Homer III. 515 What we are as men here

depends very much on our conception of what we are here-
after to be.

t 4. After or in accordance with this. Obs. rare.

^1380 WYCLIF.S>/. Wks. III. 358 ;if it were a trewe sen-

tence, God myjte move men hereafter.

B. as adj. To come, future. Now rare.

1591 SHAKS. i Hen. VI, n. ii. 10 That hereafter Ages may
behold What mine happened in reuenge of him. 1709
MRS. MANLEY Secret Mem. (1736) 3 May his Hereafter
Torments be never ending! 1799 ANNA SEWARD Lett. (1811)
V. 269 Claims . . to hereafter compensation. 1881 F. E.
WARREN Celtic Liturgy 103 Requesting the prayers of their

hereafter readers.

C. sb. 1. Time to come ; the future ; futurity.
1546 J. HEYWOOD Prav. (1867) 67 An auditour of a raeane

wit, Maie soone accompt, though hereafter come not yit.

1663 J. SPENCER Prodigies (1665) 408 Distrustful fears in
reference to hereafter. 1689 W. SHERLOCK Death iii. 6
( 1731) 143 The Reason . . will serve for all hereafters, but will

never serve for any Time present. 1807-8 SYD. SMITH
Plymlejfs Lett, iii. Wks. 1859 " I 45/z Leave hereafter to
the spirit and the wisdom of hereafter. 1883 in J. G. Butler
Bible-Work II. 768 To read the story of our own hereafter.

2. A future life ; the world to come.
1702 ROWE TamerL i. i. 405 Wretches that are doubtful

of Hereafter. 1713 ADDISON Cato v. i, *Tis heaven it self,
that points out an Hereafter. 1744 WESLEY Wks. (1872)
VIII. 26 What, if there be an hereafter, ajudgment to come?
1855 LONGF. Hia-w. vi. 65 For he sang of. .life undying
. .In the land of the Hereafter.

t Herea'fterward, adv. Obs. Also -wards,

[f. HEKK adv. 16 + AFTERWARD adv.'] Hereafter.
a. 1300 Cursor M. 15375 Her efterward yeit sal yee se.

c 1386 CHAUCER Friar's T. 217 Thou shall herafterwards

my brother deere Come there thee nedeth nat ofme to leere.

14.. Vac. in Wr.-Wulcker 589/12 Iinpostentm, hereafter-
warde. 1530 WHYTFORD Wcrke for Housek. D iij, Shal
cause the persones . . hereafterwarde to bless you & pray
for you. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk

<$
Sel-u. 201 Not one age

only, but ages time out of mind, and hereafterward.

t Kere-again, adv. Obs. [f. HERE adv. 16 +
AGAIN prep. Cf. Ger. hiergegen.}

~ next.
c izoo Vices ff Virtues 105 Hier a}ean sxde 3e profiete

{etc.]. a 1300 Cursor M. 798 Her egain \v.rr. here agayne,
ageyn] mai naman sai. Ibid. 17034 And es naman. .bat agh
sai her again, c 1386 CHAUCER Knt's T. 2181 (Harl.) And
here agayn no creature . . avayleb for to stryue. 1393
LANGL. P. PI. C. xx. 109 If kynde witt carpe her-ajen.

t Here-against, adv. Obs. [f.
HERE adv. 16

+ AGAINST.] Against this ;
in opposition, contra-

distinction, or contrast to this ; in comparison with
this.

a 1225 Attcr. J?. 94 Euerich worldlich gledunge isunwurS
her ajemes. f 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 2181 'Ellesm.) And
here agayns no creature on lyue Of no degree auailleth for

to stryue. c 1430 Piter. LyfManhode \. IxxiL (1869^ 42 The
witt of heeringe ooraiche enfoormeth the vnderstondinge
more than thilke of taaste doth heer ayens. 1583 GOLDING
Calvin on Dent. xcvi. 503 Now hereagainst a man might
reply; I had leauer [etc.]. 1614 RALEIGH Hist. Worldv,
ii. 3 (1634) 587 Such as would speak here-against.

Hereanent, adv. Chiefly Se. arch. [f. HERE
adv. 16 + ABBOT jJ*V&l Concerning this.

a 1225 Juliana 12 Nulich heronont buhen be nawiht.
c 1575 Balfour's Practices (1754) 278 To compeir within
ane schort day in the Kingis court, to answer heiranent.

1591 in De Foe Mem. Ch. Scot. Add. 58 The Lawes of the
Realme. . and Constitution of our Kirk are clear hereanent.

1643 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Declarai., etc. Wks. (1711) 211
The declaration of the commissioners of the general As-
sembly made hereanent.

Hereat (hiorart , adv. [f. HERE adv. 16 + AT.]
1 1. At this place ; here. Obs.
c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 8421 Lengys here at a litill, lystyn my

wordes. 1647 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. \. xxv. (1739) 43
All Free-holders were bound to present themselves nereat.
a 1630 Turke fy Go-win 109 in Furniv. Percy Folio \. 94,
I wold not longer be hereate.

2. At this
;
as a result of this.

a 1557 Diurn. Occurr. (Bannatyne) n Heirat was mony
hurt with hagbuttis. 1586 YOUNG Guazzo^s Civ. Conv. iv.

204 b, Heereat the Ladies objected. 1639 FULLER Holy War
n. i. (1647) 44 All admired hereat. 1674 N. Cox Gentl.
Recreat. (1677) 64 Hereat the young flyaway for fear. 1860
RAWLINSON & WILKINSON Herodotus ix. Ixxvii. IV. 449
Greatly distressed hereat, they declared themselves to de-
serve a fine as laggards. 1877 BRYANT Poems, Sella 149
Hereat broke in the mother.

Hereaway (hl9*raw^:), ado. Now dial, and
U.S. [f. HERE adv. 16 + AWAY adv.]
1. Away in this direction ; in this quarter or

neighbourhood, hereabouts.
14.. l^oc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 590/41 fstac, herawey. 1483

CatA, Angl. 184/1 Heraway (A. hereaway), hoc, istac. 1613

237

PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1864) 95 Minnagara, which Ortelius
in his Map placeth here-away. a 1718 PENN in Pa. Hist.
Sac. Mem. I. 203 The above was read, .to the most eminent
of Friends hereaway. 1855 WHITHER Lines on Fugit.
Slave Act\\, Hereaway The fell lycanthrope finds no prey.
1894 CROCKETT Lilac Sunbonnet n This is the first time
you have been hereaway ?

t b. In this present life. Sc. Obs.
i66i RUTHERFORD Lett. (1765) n. ii. (Jam.), That light is

not hereaway in any clay-body.
2. To this quarter or neighbourhood ; hither.

Hereaway thereaway (Sc.\ hither and thither, to
and fro in every direction.

1549 COVERDALK, etc. Erasm. Par. Phil. 2 The more they
are holden vnderand turmoyled hereawayeandthereawaye,
so muche more they come forwarde. 1598 R. BERNARD tr.

Terence 94 Follow me in this way, or hereaway. 1793
BURNS Wandering Willie^ Hereawa, thereawa, wandering
Willie, Hereawa, thereawa, haud awa hame ! Mod. Sc.

They were all running hereaway thereaway.

He'reaways. Now dial. -
prec.

16x3 PURCHAS Pilgrimage n. x. (1614) 162 Here-awaies
lived a people called 'Dogzijm

1

, which others called Pagans.
Ibid. v. xiv. 520 It should be sought here-a-waies, or found
nowhere. 1869 in LonsdaU Gloss. 1877 N. W. Line.
Gloss, s.v., I hevn't seen him hereaways sin' June.

t Herebefore. Obs. Forms : see BEFORE.

[OE. heir beforan, f. Mr HERE adv. 16 + BEFORE
adv. : cf. MDu. kierbevoren, MLG. hirbevoren.]
1. Earlier in this document ; herein before.

805-31 Charter ofOswul/'m O. E. Texts 444 Deara saula
5e haer beforan hiora namon auuritene siondon. 1340 Ayenb.
59 Ase we zede hyerbeuore. 1395 E. E. Wills (1882) 8 That
this be parfourned as hit is writen herbefore.

2. Before this time ; before now ; in time past.
c laoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 63 Beten for bat we hauen agilt

her bifpren. c 1310 Cast. Love 1329 Alle he ladde herbifore
after his wille. c 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 726 As I ful ofte
haue seyd thee heer biforn. 1486 Surtees Misc. (1888) 53
Kinges herbefor resorting unto the citie. 1577 B. GOOGE
Heresback'sffitsb. i. (1586)8 Our fathers herebefore observed
the same. 1613 W. BROWNE Skeph. Pipe i. (R.), Some privy
thing now causeth this richesse, As did the ring herebefore
I gesse.

Hereberje, -boroghe, etc., obs. ff. HARBOUR.

[Herebode, -bote: see List of Spurious
Words]
Hereby (hi^ibai', hlubai),rt^. [f. HEBEH<&.
+ BY prep. Cf. MDu. hierbi, MLG. hirbi* Du.

hierbijt MHG. hierbt, Ger. hierbei. The stress

shifts with the position of the word ; cf.
( I he'reby

promise ',
* I promise hereby '.]

T" 1. (hereby'} By or near this place ;
in this

neighbourhood ; close by. Obs.
t 1250 Gen. 4- Ex. 3572 Quat losue to moysi,

' Ic wene he

listen dun her-bi '. c 1440 York J\fyst. xv. 13 Or he be borne
in burgh hereby, a 1533 LD. BERNERS Huon Ixiii. 218
Sende fyrst to an abbay that is here by. 1588 SHAKS.
L. L. L. iv. i. 9 Hereby vpon the edge of yonder Coppice.
1631 WEEVER Anc. FUJI. Mon. 588 Hereby was a religious
House for preaching Friers. 1655 J. JENNINGS tr. Elise 30
A Tenants daughter of mine, a Gentleman here by.

tb. Past this place. Obs.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 6300, I wole nomore of this thing seyne,

If I may passen me herby. c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) i v. 277
The pepill that passis here-by.

t 2. In connexion with this. Obs.
c 1230 Hali Meid. 23 Loke benne her bi hwa se of hire

meidenhad HhteS in to wedlac. a 1*50 Owl $ Night. 127
Her-bi men seggeb a bispel.

3. By, through, or from this fact or circumstance ;

as a result of this ; by this means.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Medit. 67 Here by bou mayst lere pat

of o dysshe bey etyn yn fere, c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.)
x. 39 Hereby schuld it seme bat haly writte ware no?! trewe.

1526 TINDALE i Jo/ut ii. 3 And herby we knowe that we
have knowen him. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. I/I, \. iv. 94, I will

not reason what is meant heereby. 1665 HOOKE Microgr.
Table 247 A multitude of Phaenomena explicable hereby.
1756 C. LUCAS Ess. Waters III. 105 Hereby, we detect the
errors of those who evaporate ..waters. 1843 BETHUNE
Sc. Fireside Stor. ii, I hereby promise to mend the whole
in the most scientific manner. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2)

I. 157 Hereby you may know that I am right.

t Hereda*tion. Obs. rare- 1
. [f. L.

type
*heredare (f. hered-eni heir) : cf. exhereddre to dis-

inherit.] The action of inheriting ;
inheritance.

1606 BIRNIE Kirk-Buriatlxix.. (1833) F ij b, The lewes doe
comprise all titular rights vnder one of three : acquisition,
like Abrahams ^in the conqueis of the caue, Gen. 23)

Heredation, like Isaacs (succeeding thereto) lucrifaction,
like lacobs.

Heredipety (her/drpfti). [f.
L. hcredipet-a

legacy-hunter (T. heredium legacy +petere to seek)
+ -Y (as in colloquy, etc.).] Legacy-himting.
1855 MILMAN Lat. Chr. \. ii. (1864) I. 91 Heredipety or

legacy hunting is inveighed against, in the clergy especially,
as by the older Satirists. Ibid. in. v. II. 29 Already heredi-

pety, seeking inheritances by undue means, is branded as an
ecclesiastical vice.

So Heredi petous a., legacy-hunting.
1866 F. HALL in Lyruiesay's Monarche 245 marg., To the

parrot came the magpie, heredipetous, and the raven and
the kite, ready to help heavenward.

Hereditability (h#e:ditabrliti). [f. next +

-ITY.] HERITABILITY.
a 1837 SIR E. BRVDGES (cited in Worcester, 1846). 1885

Pop. Sci. Monthly XXVI. 107 After the hercditability of
the

royal office has been accepted. 1895 Ibid. July 394
Teratoiogical abnormities resemble neuropathies . . in their

origin and the characteristics of their hereditability.

HEEEDITARINESS.

Hereditable (h/re-ditab'l), a. [a. obs. F.

hfrtditable, ad. L. type *hereditabili$> f. hereditare

to inherit, f. hcres t hercd-em heir.]
1. Of things : That may be inherited ; subject to

i inheritance ;
heritable.

1494 FABVAN Chron. \\\. 675 A prouerbe amonge the

Frenshemen..(Principibus obsequi hereditarium non essel

the whiche is to meane, the seruyce of prynces is not here-

dytable. 1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes iv. v. 197 Dropsies,
Gowts .. and most diseases are as ha;reditable from our

Parents, as their estates. 1690 LOCKE Govt. \. ix. 103
Adam . . being neither monarch, nor his imaginary monarchy
hereditable. 1841 ELPHINSTONE Hist. Ind, I. 125 These
people, .are admitted . . to have a hereditable and transfer-
able interest in it. 187* Contemp. Rev. XX. 399.

*t" 2. Of persons : Capable of inheriting ; having
a right of inheritance ;

= HERITABLE 3, Obs.

1643 PRVNNE Sov. Power Part. \. (ed. 2) 97 Declaring
some of his issues legitimate and hereditable to the Crowne,
others not. 1655 M. CARTER Hon. Rediv. (1660.1 87 The
making any men hereditable.

Here'ditably, adv. [f. prec. + -LY^.] By
way of inheritance

; heritably.
1495 Act n Hen. Vlf, c. 34 Preamble, The furst begoten

sonnes of hym and of hys heires . . in the realme of Englond
hereditably to succede. f 1630 RISDON Surv. Devon (1714)
II. 343 Which Land from that Family is Hereditably de-
scended to Devia. *zx8>o TOOKE Ritss. Encycl. (Webster
1828), The one-house-owners belong hereditably to no
private persons.

t Here-dital, a. Obs. [a. obs. F. htrtdital

(i5th c. in Godefroi), ad. med.L. hereditdl-i$
y

f.

hereditas HEREDITY.] = HEREDITARY.
1490 CAXTON Eneydos xix. 72 The successyon is vnto hym

due of ryghte heredytalle and by veraye destynacy after my
deth. 1574 J. JONES Nat. Beginning Grow. Things 13 As
not only hereditall sicknesses doth shew, but also deformed
persons doth proue. *

Hereditament (hertdi-tament, hfre'dita-).

Also 7 hwr-. [ad. med.L. hereditamentum^ f.

late L. hereditdre to inherit, f. hered-em heir.]
L Law. Any kind of property that can be in-

herited ; any thing, corporeal or incorporeal, that in

the absence oftestamentary disposition descended to

the heir at common law, and now (Act 60 & 6 1 Viet,

c. 65) to the * real representative
'

;
real property.

1475 Statute in Campbell Lives Chancellors (1857) I. xxii.

320! he seid John [Fortescue] shuld.. forfeit to you, soureyn
lord and your heires, all the castelles, maneres . . seruices,

fees, advousons, hereditamentes and possessions. 1483
Pliunpton Corr. xci, Rents, services, reversions, & here-

di[ta]ments. 1494 FABVAN Chron. vn. 650 [A] parlyament, at
the whiche y1 duke of Alensone was iuged to lose his hede,
& his heredytamentys to be forfaytyd vnto y Kynge. 1^71
Act 13 Eliz. c. 10. 2 Tythes tenements or other heredita-
ments. 1628 COKE On Lift. 6 a, Haereditament is the

largest word in all in that kind, for whatsoever may be
inherited is an haereditament,be it corporeal or incorporeal,
real or personal or mixt. 1765 BLACKSTONE Cotum. II. iii.

13 An incorporeal hereditament is a right issuing out of a

thing corporate .. or concerning, or annexed to, or exercis-
able within, the same. 183* AUSTIN Jurispr. (1870) I. xiii.

372 A corporeal hereditament is the thing itself which is the

subject of the right, an incorporeal hereditament is not the

subject of the right but the right itself. 1855 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. xv. III. 540 The representation of Westmore-
land was almost as much one of the hereditaments of the
Lowther family as Lowther Hall.

fig'
X79S J- S. HOBART in J, Jay's Corr. 11893) 'V. 196

This power ought to be exercised by the spiritual or the civil

rulers solely : it is an hereditament of which they cannot be
seized as tenants in common. 1847 BUSHNELL Ckr. Nurt.
vii. (1861) 178 A kind of hereditament in the family.
2. Heirship, inheritance.

1509-10 Act i Hen. VIII> c. 19 Preamble, The. .Kyng. .

restored and habled your said Suppliant . . in name state

degree blode and Hereditament. 1844 MARY HENNELL
Social Syst. 50 The natural head of the community was the

family father ; then the son ; and this natural hereditament
continued as long as the direct line was maintained.

t Here'ditance. Obs. rare -1
.

[f.
late L. here-

dit-are (see prec.) f -ANCE.] Inheritance, heirship.
1641 EARL MONM. tr. Biondi's ffisf. Civ.

li^arres^ Eng. \.

i.-v. 107 In successions, hereditance, and last wills and
Testaments.

Hereditariau (h/redite>rian). [f.
L. heredi-

tdri-tis HEREDITARY + -AN.] One who holds the

biological doctrine of heredity.
1881 J. OWEN Even, with Sceptics I. v. 446 The modern

hereditarian regards himself as the offspring, mentally as
well as physically, of a long succession of ancestors going
back as far as the anthropoid ape . 1896 E. A. FAY in A mer.
Ann. ZV<z/Junez33 Some ofthe most eminent hereditarians
believe that acquired characteristics are never transmitted.

Here'ditarily, adv. [f. HEREDITARY a. +
-LY 2

.] In a hereditary manner ; by way of (an)
inheritance.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. Ded. 2, With her Realmes
and Dominions, the best parts and gifts that were in her be
likewise hereditarily descended upon your roiall person.
1638 T. WHITAKER Blood of Grape 50 Children, which
are hereditarily subject to the stone. 1796 RUSSELL in Phil.
TVwwj. LXXXVIJ. 26 The collyria they apply are secret

compositions, which pass hereditarily from father to son.

1807 KNIGHT Ibid. XCVII. 241 The acquired habits of the

parents being transferred hereditarily to the offspring.

Here'ditariness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The
quality of being hereditary ; capability of being in-

herited, or transmitted from parent to offspring.
1640 FULLER Joseplt's Coat vii. (1867) 181 First, for the

hereditariness of it [a leprosy], it is a successive disease



HEBEDITABIOUS.

1683 Brit. Spec. 243 The unalterable Hereditariness of the

Monarchy. 1861 DARWIN in Life <5-
Lett. (1887) II. 372

His paper about hereditariness beats everything. 1887
SMILES Life ^ Lab. 188 The hereditariness of family features

appeared..in the configuration of the head.

t Heredita'rious, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. here-

ditari-tts (see next) + -ous.]
= HEREDITARY.

1587 R. THORNE in Hakluyt (1580) 257 Some sicknesses

are hereditarious, and comme from the father to the sonne.

Hereditary (hfrexlitari), a. Also erron. 7

hser-. [ad. L. hereditari-us, f. kereditds HERE-
PITY. Cf. F. ktrlditaire (i:>-i6th c.). The L.

fares, kered-crn, and its derivatives were till recently
often written hser-, a spelling formerly also frequent
in the English representatives of the family.]
1. Law and Hist. Descending by inheritance from

generation to generation ;
that has been or may be

transmitted according to definite rules of descent ;

legally vesting, upon the death of the holder, in

the person designated by the law as his heir.

Hereditary countries (of the Austrian German emperors) :

those which were the original inheritance of the Archdukes
of Austria,, or were subsequently acquired by marriage, i.e.

Upper and Lower Austria, Moravia, Styria, Carmthia,
Carniola, Bohemia, Silesia.

1601 DENT Pathw. Heaven (1831) 4 [We] haue inherited

his foul corruptions, as it were by hereditary right, c 1610
SIR J. MELVU. Mem. (1735) 63 He lost the Kingdom of

Denmark, pretending to make it hereditary, whereas it was
elective. 1635-56 COWLEY Davideis in. note 33 There was
always some naereditary Bowl with which they made their

Libations to the Gods, and entertained Strangers. 1675
Lond. Gas. No. 1049/2 From Vienna they write, that . .

great preparations were making in all the Hereditary
Countreys. 1735 POPE Odyss. i. 242 To revisit your im-

perial dome, An old hereditary guest, I come. 1759
ROBERTSON Hist. Sc^f. I. i. 42 All new grants of hereditary
offices were prohibited. x86a STANLEY Jew. Ck, \. vii. 134
An hereditary priesthood . . in the family of Aaron,

2. Transmitted in a line of progeny ; passing na-

turally from parents to offspring, a. esp. in Biol. 9

Pathol.j etc., of physical and mental characteristics,

diseases, instincts, etc., that are or may be trans-

mitted from generation to generation.
1597 MORLEY Introd. Mns. 163 The fault which like vnto

a hereditarie lepresie in a mans bodie is uncurable. 1699
'MISAURUS' Hon. of Gout in Hart. Misc. (1809) II. 46,
I have heard you confess that yours is an hereditary gout.
1826 PRICHARD Phys. Hist. Mankind (ed. 2) ix. i. 3 II. 537
All original or connate peculiarities of body are hereditary.
Ibid. 544 Now it appears that such spontaneous tendencies
are alone hereditary. i86a D. WILSON Preh. MOJI II. xxiii.

369 The hereditary instincts of forest life. 1875 BENNETT &
DYER tr. Sac/is' Bot. 825Two different sets of hereditary char-

acters are combined in a hybrid, and there is hence a strong
tendency towards the formation of new characters which
may be more or less hereditary.

b. in Theology.
1577 tr. Kullinger's Decades (1592) 495 We shoulde seeme

thereby to affirme, that sinne is ex traduce or hereditarie.

1592 DAVIKS Immort. Soul viii. xvi, This Sin of Kind, not

personal, But real, and hereditary was. 1615 G. SANDYS
Trav. 64 Branded, .by God for. .their owne wicked assum-

ing of hereditary holinesse.

C. In general sense : Coming to one from one's

precursors in national or physical life ; identical

with or similar to what was possessed by one's

parents, so that it might be conceived as having
been bequeathed by or inherited from them.
1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. * Comtrnv. (1603) 47 It hath

been their hereditarie practise, to stande upon their guard,
to prevent their enemies. 1644 NYE Gunnery Ded., The
Patronage of Arts being hereditary to your noble Ancestors.

175* YOUNG Brothers \. i, Long burnt a fixt hereditary hate,
Between the crowns of Macedon and Thrace. 01856 H.
MILLER Cruise Betsey n.

xy. (18801 483 His actual beliefs

appeared to be very considerably at variance with his

hereditary creed.

3. Of persons: Holding their position by inheri-

tance.

1651 HOBBES Leviat/t. n. xix. 98 If he have Right to

appoint his Successor, he is no more Elective but Hereditary.

1697 DRYDEN &neid Ded., That Romulus was no hereditary
prince. i8ia BYRON Ch. Har. n. Ixxvi, Hereditary bonds-
men ! know ye not Who would be free themselves must
strike the blow? 1857 BUCKLE Civiliz. I. ix. 561 The great
possessors of land were now being organized into an heredi-

tary aristocracy.

4. Of, pertaining to, or relating to inheritance.

1790 BURKE Fr. Rev. 30 It was still a line of hereditary
descent ; still an hereditary descent in the same blood,
though an hereditary descent qualified with protestantism.
1848 W. H. KELLY tr. L. Blattc's Hist. Ten Y. I. 507 In
whatever way the peerage be considered, said the enemies
of the hereditary principle, the law of descent will be found
to be useless. 1879 KHORY Princ. Med. 4 Abnormal struc-
tures are the most obvious instances of hereditary trans-
mission.

Hereditation (hfredit^-Jan), Biol. [n. of
action f. late L. hereditare to inherit (in Vulgate),
in med.L. also to invest with an inheritance : cf.

ijth c. F. (h}treditation succession, inheritance.]
The action or operation of heredity.
1883 Artier. Jrnl. Med. Sc. Jan. 74 Hereditation as a cause

a wrestling against flesh and blood. 1896 Expositor Dec.
416 We preserve hereditary good ; we originate good here-
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Hereditism (hfre-ditiz'm). [f. HEREDITY +

-ISM.] The principle or doctrine of the hereditary
transmission of characteristics, etc.

1884 Edin. Rev. July 229 Mr. Gallon, the apostle of

hereditism. 1890 Nature 9 Oct. 580 The doctrine of here*

ditism. 1897 Gcnealog. Mag. Oct. 341 Evidence that

hereditism is not confined to flocks and herds.

So Here ditist, one who holds the doctrine that

all individuality is determined by inheritance.

1895 Daily News 23 Jan. 6/5 The new theory of the

hereditists, headed by Professor Lombroso, to the effect that

genius is merely one of the manifestations of brain di-sease.

Herediti'vity. Bid. rare. [f. *hereditive

(f. HEREDITY + -IVE) + -ITT.] (See quot.)
i8j LANKESTER tr. HaccMs Hist. Crcat. I. viii. 176

Hereditivity is the power of transmission, the capability of

organisms to transfer their peculiarities to their descendants

by propagation.

Heredity (hfre-diti). [a. F. hirfditi (nth c.

in Littre) the quality of being heir, heritage, ad. L.

hereditat-em heirship, inheritance, f. hires, hired-

em heir : see -ITY.]

f 1. Hereditary succession ; inheritance ; concr.

that which is inherited ;
an inheritance. Obs.

1540 tr. PoL Vcrg. Eng. Hist. (Camden) I. 252 This
Richard was a manne. .well worthie the princelie hereditee

of his father which hee soberlie governed. Ibid. 294 His

promise . . made to the duke concerninge the hereditee of the

kingdom.
2. Law. Hereditary character, quality, or condi- i

tion ; the fact of being hereditary or heritable.

1784 LAFAYETTE in Sparks Corr. Amer. Rev. (1853) IV.
61 If it is found that the heredity endangers the true

principles of democracy, I am. .ready, .to renounce it. 1882

Athnueum 30 Dec. 896/2 The heredity and independence
of the fiefs can be shown to have commenced in . . the tenth

century.

3. Biol. The property of organic beings, in virtue

of which offspring inherit the nature and charac-

teristics of parents and ancestors generally ; the

tendency of like to beget like. (Often spoken of

as a law of nature.)
1863 H. SPENCER Pritu. Biol. 80 Some naturalists seem

to entertain a vague belief, that the law of Heredity applies i

only to main characters of structure, and not to details.

Ibid. 82 Some of the best illustrations of functional heredity
are furnished by the mental characteristics of the human
race. 1869 F. GALTON Hered. Genius 334, I was desirous
of obtaining facts bearing on heredity from China. 1889
POULTON tr. Weisruatin's Ess. Heredity 72 The word here- I

dity in its common acceptation, means mat property of an
j

organism by which its peculiar nature is transmitted to its

descendants. attrib. 1894 Daily News 12 July 6/2
Heredity philosophers should be interested in the portraits
of Mr. Edison's parents.

Here-dring, -fare, -feng : see HEBE sb.

t Herefor, -fore, adv. Obs. exc. Sc. [f.
HEKE

adv. 16 + FOB prep. : cf. therefore ; Du. hiervoor,
\

Ger. hierfiir, Da. herfor.]
1. For this : instead or in consideration of this,

with a view to this. Still in occas. Sc. use, written

here/or.
111300 Cursor M. 17506 (Gott.) pir guiftes her for [Colt.

bar-for] giue we 511. c 1380 WYCLIF Scl. Wks. III. 343 He
was tan?! to strive not herfore. 1549 CHALONER Eras-
mus on Folly S ij a, Herefore baue I obteined the mercy
of god. Mod. Sc. For the sum of twenty pounds, being the

consideration herefor given.

f 2. For this reason, on this account, therefore.

c 1200 Vices <$ Virtues 5 Hierfore ic am neoer and unmihti.

gospel of Mathew seys |>at Crist bad vs pray
thus. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. li. 35 Saynt albone suffred

his martirdome before that saynt edmond was martryd and
herfor saynt albone is callyd the fyrst martir of Englond.
1581 PETTIE Gitazzos Cir. Cottv. I. (1586) 2, I will not

heerefore commende you so much. <rx6zo A. HUME Brit.

Tongue (1865) 13 Heerfoer, for distinctiones of both sound
and symbol, I wald commend the symbol and name of i and
u to the voual sound. 1697 DALLAS Stiles I. 84 Herefore
I beseech your Lordships, that ye would, .ordain the said

Director.. to grant. .Precepts.

HerefrO'm, adv. Now rare. Also 6 Sc. heir-

fra. [f. as prec. + F'BOM prep, Cf. Da. kerfra.~\
1. From this place ; hence. Also, from this state

or condition.

1596 DALEYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. 1. 33 The boundes
. trajeclus] heirfra till Irland is only xvi.

myles. 1679
BROWN Life of Faith (18241 II. viii. 222 Shall we never
redeemed herefrom? 1839 J. ROGERS Antipopopr. xii. 6.

278 Power to deliver hereto, and to deliver herefrom. 1870
MORRIS Earthly Par. IV. 247 Over the mountain-passes
that men see Herefrom, a town there is.

2. From this thing, fact, or circumstance ; from
this source.

1504 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. n. Ep. to Rdr. 3 The
profile and commodity that issueth herefrom is great. 1602

CAREW Cornwall^. (1811) 248 Others. .may (perhaps) take
some light herefrom lo do the like. 176* Phil. Trans. LII.

472 Herefrom, possibly, the . . proportional distances of the
fixed stars may be essayed at.

t Eere*ft, adv. Sc. Obs. [f.
as prec. + EFT oak.]

Hereafter.
c 1470 HENRY Wallace IX. 1007 Gud lordschip I sail gyff

the hereft. Ibid. 1212 Tithandis offhym ye sail se son hereft.

Heregeld (he-regeld). Obs. exc. Hist. Forms :
j

I heresield, -slid, -syld, -seld, -seold, 7- here-

geld, -gild. [OE. /ifrefield, f, hye host, the
,

HERELY.

(Danish) army + field, &yld, $ild payment, tribute,

tax = OS. geld, OHG. gelt, ON. gjald, Goth, gild,

tribute, payment. The OE. word did not survive

into ME., exc. in Scotland, where it regularly came
down in the forms HEREYELU, herield, etc. But

legal antiquaries and historical writers, from the

I fib c., have written of the Old English tax

under the form heregeld, -gild. Cf. DANEGELD.]
0. E. Hist. The tribute paid to the Danish host;

the tax collected to subsidize the Danes
; Danegeld.

1018 Charter of Cnut in Thorpe Dipl. Angl. (1865) 307
Swa fela sy5e swa menn ^yldafi here^yld ooSe to scip^ylde

[Orig. Lat. Utquotiens populus universus persolvit censum
Dams, vel ad naves], c 1050 O. . Chron. (Laud MS.) anno

1040 Her wzs (>et heregeold [MS. f. herejild] Jelxst ba;t

wajron xxi busend punda and xcix punda. Ibid. (MS. D.)
an. 1052 On ban ylcan scare alede Eadward cyng bat

herejyld hset jEbelred cyng a:r astealde . . biet syld jedrehte
ealle Engla beode on swa langum fyrste. 12.. Charter
Eadw. Conf. (later copy) in Kemble Cod. Dipl. IV. 224 Ic

ki5e ihu . . Sat seynt Eadmund inland is scotfre fram here-

geld and fram ilk o5er gouel.
1626 SPELMAN Gloss. 347 Heregeld, Pecunia, seu tributum

alendo exercitui collatum. 1652 NEEDHAM tr. Selden's

Mare Cl. 267 There intervened 39 years from the beginning
of this Tribute (which they call Heregild, that is, a Military
or Naval Tribute) to that abolishing of it by King Edward.

1672 Cornell's Interpr. , Heregeld is a Tribute or Tax levyed
for the Maintenance of an Army. 1877 FREEMAN Norm.
Cottq. II. vii. 123 (ed. 3) The war-tax or heregeld was no

longer exacted. Ibid. 124 note, The heregcldis a tax for the

maintenance of the here or standing army as distinguished
from \\xfyrd or militia.

Hereh.au(gh.)t(e, -hault, obs. ff. HEBALD.

t Here-hence, adv. Obs. or dial. Also 6, 9
dial, herenoe. [f.

HERE adv. 16 + HENCE: cf.

THEBEHENCE, dial, therence ; also Da. herhen,
Ger. hierhin '

this way, in this direction '.]

1. From this source ; from this fact or circum-

stance ;
as a result of this.

1526 TINDALE Jos. iv. i From whence commeth warre and

fightynge amonge you ? come they not here hence ? even

off youre volupteousnes. 1578 TIMME Caliiine on Gen. 19;
Herehence flow good works. 1591 R. TUKNBULL Expos.

Jos, 53 Herence is it that God saith by his Prophet, I will

loue thee freely. 1695 KENNETT Par. Antiq. App. 693
Another observation 1 gather herehence.

2. From this point forward ; from henceforth.

IS94 KYD Sp. 'frag, in Hazl. Dodsley V. 13 Here-hence
the fight was eagerly renew'd. 1616 CHAPMAN Hytnnc to

Hermes 59 But Hermes herehence having his content Cared
for no more.

3. Away from here ; hence.

1669 STURMY Mariner's Mag. 1. 20 We will have him before

we go here-hence. 1847 HALLIWELL, Herence, hence. West.

Herein (hlrrn), adv. [orig. h{r inne, f. hir

HEBE adv. 16 -t- innan, inne, adv., subseq. IN,

adv. xc&prep. Cf. MDu. hierinne, -in, Du. hierin,

MHG. hier inne, Ger. hierinne, -in, Du. herind(e,

heri, Sw. hdrinne, -in, han.]
1. Here within, in here ;

in this place ; in this

passage, book, etc. ; also, into this place.
a. c 1000 ^ELFRIC Horn. II. 312 Se ylca is herinne 3e jiu

xr ahredde Sa^elyfedan cnihtas. a mtAitcr. R. 29oAme
dogge . . hwat wultu nu herinne ? c 1450 Merlin. 138 He
resteth in my chamber here-ynne.
^. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 113J>e king of blisse wile faren

herin. a 1300 Cursor M, 18434 Til adam .. Be comen wit

his folk here-in. 1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary i. (1625) 136

Of which this letter heerein inclosed shall beare sufficient

testimony. 1673 RAY Jmtrn. Lorn C. 286 Heerin were

many vaulted or arched walks hewn out of the Rock. 1865
WOOD Homes without H. i. 20 The animal. .scoops out a

burrow. . Herein it lies asleep all day.

2. In this thing, matter, or case ; in this fact,

circumstance, or condition ; in this particular.
a. a 12*5 Ancr. R. 12 Herinne is religiun, & nout i|>e

wide hod. c 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 2215 Wher moost

sorwe is her Inne Ther wol we first amenden and bigynne.

herein be pleasour. 1526 TINDALE ?/< xv. 8 Heare in is

my father glorified. 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. in. i. 86

Heerein you warre against your reputation. 1710 BERKE-

LEY Princ. Hunt. Knowl. 59 Herein consists the know-

ledge of nature. 1897 LEADAM in Eng. Hist. Rev. Jan. 153

He insists strongly that the king can be sued, herein oppos-

ing Bracton.

f 3. quasi-rf. This place. Obs.

c 1440 Ipomydon 1877, I am, he said, lorde of hereinne.

Herein above, herein after, herein before =

above, after, before, in this document, statute, etc.

(cf. HEHE adv. 16), are often written as one word.

1590 WKUUK Trao. (Arb.)22 The citty oflerusalem, where

part of the olde Temple is yet standing . . as herein after shall

be shewed. 1687 Pennsylit. Archives I. 101 All and singular

Ration. Jiuiic. Evid. (1827) III. 404 The several species

of makeshift evidence heremabove brought to view. 1863

KINGLAKE Crimea (1876) I. xv. 350 In the way hereinafter

prescribed. 1875 POSTE Gaius n. 115 The requisitions

hereinbefore explained.

Hereintil, Hereinto, Heremid : see HKKK
adv. 1 6.

+ Herely, heirly, and adv. Sc. Obs.

[perh.
= OE. kerUt,MrUc noble, ? praiseworthy,



HERENACH.

Boeth. Metr. ix. 18 (Gr.).] a. adj. 1 Noble, stately.

b adv. f Nobly, gloriously, splendidly.

r 1450 HOLLAND Hmvlat 411 Part of the feld Was siluer,

set with ane hert, heirlie and hie. Ibid. 846 All thus thir

hathillisin hall heirly remanit, With all welthis at wiss,

and worshipe to vale. 898 Thus was the Howlat in herde

herely at hicht, Flour of all fowlis, throw feddens so fair.

Heremeit, -mit, -myt(e, obs. ff. HERMIT.

|| Herenach. (he-renax). Anglo-Irish. Also 7

herenagh, herinach, 9 erenaeh. [Corruption

of Irish airchinneach, Olr. airchinnich chief man,

principal, prince, leader, f. ar-, air- over + ccnn,

ceann head ; cogn. with Welsh arbennig (:-Proto-

Celtic *{f)arei-qennikos, Stokes).]

In the ancient Irish Church, A lay superintendent

of church lands; the hereditary warden of the

i6o7 DAVIES ist Let. to Earl Salisb. '. 1787) 250 For the

Herinach, there are few parishes of any compass in extent

where there is not an Herinach. Ibid. 251 The founder

gave the land to some clerk not being in orders and to his

heirs for ever, with this intent ; that he should keep the

church clean and well repaired, keep hospitality and glue

alms to the poor for the soul's health of the founder. 1 his

man and his heirs had the name of Erenach. 1609 in

Reeves Eccl. Antio. (1847) 209 The Corbe. .hath sometime

under him several! herenaghes. 1727 Cornells InterJ, .,

Herenach, an Archdeacon. 1848-51 O DONOVAN 1-our

Masters^. 601 note, Irish A irchinneac^^
the hereditaryMasters^. 01 noe, rs ,

.

warden of the church, usually anglicised Erenach or

Herenagh. 1864 McLAUCHLAN Early Scot. C/I. xx (1885)

292 The lands were usually farmed to a certain individual or

family of the kin who were called herenachs.

Hence He'renaoliy, the office of a herenach.

1609 in Reeves Eccl. Antiq. (1847) > B"1 hold their

herenaghie free for ever.

Hereness (M'-mes). rare. [f.
HERE adv. +

-NESS.] The fact or condition of being here.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk t, Selv. n The herenesses and

therenesses of ghosts. Ibid. 45 A thing is only there, to me,

in behalf of my being here, and not there; for when I am

there, the thing is clothed with hereness. 1891: E. B. BAX

Outlooks fr. New Standp. iii. 167 But the thisness, the

hereness and newness is the illogical and irrational element

[f.
HERE adv. 16 + OF prep. :

cf. Da. Aeraf, Svr. Mraf.']

1. Of this ; concerning this.

c 1050 ByrhtfcrtKs Handboc in Anglia VIII. 317/30 Pehe

sum bing herof underjyte. c 1175 Lamb. Horn.
8;

Her of

seidseint lohan .. in apocalipsi. a 1225 Ancr. A. 64 We
schulen bauh sone her efter speken herof more, c 1386

CHAUCER Frankl. T. 691 What sholde I mo ensamples heer

of sayn ? 1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. in. vin. (1405) 54

To pursyewTthe distynccyon herof. ISS' T. WILSON

Logike Ep. (1580) A iij, The Printer hereof -.provoked me

first hereunto. 1617 MORYSON Itin. n. 206 The Spaniards,

departed .. on Tuesday the j6 hereof. i66i FULLER

Worthies, Cambridge (1840) 223 The twigs hereof are

jhysic [etc.], i?" STEELE Sfect. No. 140 F 2 Upon the

Receipt hereof. 1870 MYERS Poems (1875) 47 Thinking

hereof I wot not.

1 2. From this ;
from here. Obs.

CIKO Trin. Coll. Horn. 131 Seint iohan .. com into bis

wreche woreld. .her-offe at his ende wurbhche wende. 1297

R. GLOUC. (1724) 265 As bys kyng herof awoc. c 1380

WYCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 360 What preest shulde not be paied

herof? 1489 CAXTON Fayfa ofA. m. vi. 177 A more harde

questyon^dependethhereof. 1568 GRAFTONCAwK.il. 86

Hereof., began the first occasion of the order of the Garter.

1587 GOLDING De Mornay Pref. 3 What will reasonable

insue hereof?

Hereon (hiorp-n), adv. Now rare. [f.
HEBB

ph
R

r i
- -

adv. 16 + ON prep. Cf. MDu. hierane, -aen, MHG.
"

'an]and Ger. hiera, _

fl. Herein. Obs.

c 1000 in Cod. Dipl. (Kembto V. 248 Mane^a oSre freolsas

heron xewriten synd. 1481 CAXTON Reynard (Arb.) 6 Yf

courtoys had ony parte hieron. 1565-73 COOPER Thesaurus

s.v. Cardo, Hereon consisteth the whole matter.

2. a. Of position : On this place, etc. t ". Ut

motion : To this place (ofo.).

c 1205 LAT. 1948 pis lond was ihaten Albion, pa Brutus

cum her on. c 1315 SHORF.HAM 3 This . . laddre is charite . .

Her-on Jhesus stawe uppe . . for to teche ous steyje.

3. On this subject, matter, etc. ; on this basis.

<:.175 Lamb. Horn. 23 Her on ic wille liggen a tet ic beo

ealdr" -11225 Ancr. R. 262 ?if heo bencheS wel heron.

c 1180 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 438 penke we heronne ny?t &
day 1562 COOPER Aasw. Priv. Masse (1850) 72 Hereon I

conclude the priest is not bound to minister. 1664 POWER

Ext> Philos. 61, I will not say, that our discourse hereon,

shall' pass for .. authentick Truth. 1701
GREW Cosm . Sacra

vi. viii. Index.With the Perfection of Will . . And of Happi-

ness grounded hereon.

4. On (the occurrence of) this; = HEREUPON 2.

1602 CAREW Cornwall (1811) 3'5 Hereon... ourFoyens

took heart at grass. 1855 SINGLETON Virgil I. 272 Hereon

the Ithacan, with vast ado, Calchas the seer drags forth.

Hereout (hwatrt), adv. In 3 herut, 4 here

ute Ff. HERE adv. 16 + OUT adv. Cf. MDu. foo

rute, -nut, Du. hieruit, MLG. hirflt, Ger. hieraus,

-auszen. Da. herud, Sw. Aarnt.]

1. Out of this place. (Of motion and position.)

a 1225 Ancr R. 290 Ame dogge go herut. a 1300 Cursor

M 2033 CCottO Pi fader slepand . Liggus here-oute, com se

g Ibid. 2567 (Gott.) Pu cum here vte. c 1425Sn
Sap (P ) 1451 Here-out I hym herde, And cam out to

clefyn hym tnne. ,' SPENSER Vis. Bella, .46 A Bird

Hereout .. did (lie. .599 A. M. tr. Gabelhoue, sBk.

Physicke 49/1 Distille heerout a water. 1839 J. ROGERS

239

Antipopopr. xii. iii. 273 The sinner, .being in purgatory, or

the priest . . bringing him hereout.

t 2. From this source ; hence. Obs.

1541 COVERDALE Old Faith ii. Wks. (Parker Soc.) I. 79

Hereout also bring they the doctrine of repentance, a 1568

Hope Faithf. xxv. (1574) 177 Hereout now it followeth,

that the soules are passible.

Here-ri'ght, adv. 01>s. exc. dial. In 5 her

rfcjt. [f.
HERE adv. 16 + RIGHT adv.'] Here on

the spot ; straightway, immediately.
f 1380 Sir Femmb. 2738 Her ri}t ich be diffye. 1633 FORD

'TisPityu vi Pray read it me here-right. 1888 ELWORTHY

W Somerset Word-bk., s.v. No ! let's settle it here-right.

1893 Willsh. Gloss., Here-right, (i) Of time : on the spot,

immediately .. (2) Of place: this very spot.

+ Here-sian. [f. as HERESY + AN.] A heretic.

1675-83 EVELYN Hist. Relig. (1850) II. 182 ote,That grand

heresian, Simon Magus.
Heresiarch (hWiiik, hm'siiaik). Also

7 heer-. [ad. late L. hsresiarcha, ad. Gr. aipt-

<Tiapx';s leader of a school, chief of a sect, f. aiptats

HERESY + -apx7/' ruler. Cf. F. hlrisiarque (i6thc.

in Littre), perh. the immediate source.] A leader

or founder of a heresy. Also trans/.

1624 BP. HALL Wks. Ded. to Jas. I, It was a madde conceit

of that old Heresiarch. 1640 - Chr. Modcr. (Ward) 29/1 It

is one thing to be a heretic, another thing to be an hsresi-

arch 1685 BOYLE Eng. Notion Nat. p. xlll, I was not

ingae'd in this Controversie, by any Ambition of appearing

in Print an Heresiarch in Philosophy, by being the Author

of a strange Doctrine. 1762-71 H. WALTOLE Vertnes

Amcd. Paint. (1786) III. 2 Jargon and austerities are the

weapons that best serve the purposes of heresiarcs and in-

novators. 1868 MILMAN St. Paul's iv. 78 The later strife

between Courtenay as Archbishop and Wycliffe as principal

sTf'neresiarcliy, ^ founding of a heresy ; in

quot. erron. a chief or arch-heresy.

1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2.) 255 The rest of the

Boole consists of Heresiarchyes against our blessed Saviour.

f Heresia-stic, a. Obs. rare, [irreg. f. HERESY

(or its source), after ecclesiastic, enthusiastic.]

Prone to heresy ; heretical.

1663 GERBIER Counsel B iij b, I would go without being

inrolted among Heresiastick Seekers.

Here-simach (-msek). rare.
[f._Gr.

"-

HERESY + -pax * fighting : cf. Gr. alpeaic

One who fights against heresy.

1824 THIRLWALL 29 Nov. in Lett. (1881) I. 81 More of the

spirit of charity than commonly breathed through the dis-

putations of the old Ha:resimach [Tertullian].

Heresiography (he'reswgrafi). [mod. f. Gr.

aiWis HERESY + -(O)GHAPHY; d.Christianography,

an earlier formation of Pagitt's. So mod.l- . hire-

siographie.] A description of, or treatise on, heresy

or heresies. (The title of a work by E. Pagitt.)

So Heresio-graplier, one who treats of heresies.

1645 PAGITT (title) Heresiography : or A description of the

Hereticks and Sectaries of these latter Times. Ibid. B iv b,

These sad considerations made me . .write an Heresiography.

1822 SOUTHEY in Q. Rev. XXVIII. 10 [Their] names have

escaped the notice of our English heresiographers.

HeresiolOgist (he:resi,?-16d3 ist). [f.
as prec.

+ -(O)LOGIST.] One who treats of heresy or here-

sies. So Heresio-loger in same sense ;
Heresio'-

logy, the study of, or a treatise on, heresies.

1710 W. HUME Sacr. Success. 164 You may hear of 's

fame . . from the antient Heresiologists. 1856 Lit. Church-

man II. 47/1 Heresiologies .. printed early in tbe sixteenth

ntury 1874 J. H. BLUNT Diet. Sects 184 For obtaining

a complete acquaintance with heresiology. 1875 LIGHTFOOT

ComrnXol. 285 Heresiologers distinguished four mam forms
wv 205 nt resiuiu^cia

u3>i6 ".-.

of heresy in the pre-christian world. 1882-3 bcHAFF.*

Relig. Knmvl. li 976/1 The principal heresiologists of the

early church are Justin Martyr. .Tertullian. .Clement.

Heresy (he-resi).
Forms: 3-5 eresie, 3-8

heresie, 4-5 eresye, 4-6 (h)erysy(e, hensie,

heresye, (5 erreisye, 6 (h)eryse, er(r)ysse, -ee,

-ye, hearesye, Sc. arrosie), 6-7 hajresie, 4-

heresy. [a. OF. eresie, heresie (i2th c.), mod.*.

heresie, ad. L. type *heresia (whence also It. eresta,

Pa Aeresia),foi L. hsresis school of thought, philo-

sophical sect, in eccl. writers, theological heresy,

a. Gr. ai'ptais taking, choosing, choice, course taken,

course of action or thought,
' school of thought,

philosophic principle or set of principles, Phl}so-

phical or religious sect ;
f. eif*u> to take, middle

voice alptiaSai to take for oneself, choose.

The Gr. word occurs several times in N.T., viz. Acts v. 17,

xv ; xxiv s, xxvi. 5, xxviii. 22, where Eng. versions from

SJale render 'sect' (i.e. of the Sadducees Pharisees,

Nazarenes or Christians, considered as sects of the Jews)

Acts xxiv. 14, where all versions from Wyclif to 1611 have

'

heresy ', R.V.
' a sect (or heresy)

'

; in i Cor. xi. 19 Wyclif,

Genev., Rhem., and 1611 have 'heresies ,Tind. and Cranm.
1 sectes ',

R. V. ' heresies (or factions) ;
in Gal. v. 20,W ycl..1 sectes ',

R. . ereses or acons . . ,.,
Tind., Cranm., Rhem. have ' sectes ', Genev. and 1611 here-

sies ', R. V. heresies (or parties)
'

;
in 2 Peter u. i Wyclif,

Tind., Cranm., Rhem. have ' sectes ', Genev. and 1611

sies' R.V. 'heresies (OT- sects)'. The earlier sense-develop-

ment from '

religious sect, party, or faction
'

to doctrine at

variance with the catholic faith ', lies outside English.)

1. Theological or religious opinion or doc

maintained in opposition,
or held to be contrary,

to the ' catholic
'
or orthodox doctnne of the Chris-

tian Church, or, by extension, to that of any church,

creed, or religious system, considered as orthodox.

HEEETIC.

01225 Ancr. R. 82 Eresie, God beo iSoncked, ne rixleS

nout in Engelond. .290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 279/36 Swuch

manere fals bi-leue : Men cleopeden
heresie c .380 WVcUF

SL-TH,. Sel. Wks. I. 35 A5ens bis eresie shulde trewe preesti:

crye fast. .388 -Acts xxiv. J4 Aftir the secte which thei

seien eresie, so y serue to God the fadir. 1494 FABYAN

Chrm. IV. Ixix. 48 He fyll into the heresy called Aryannys

heresy 1535 STEWART Crm. Scot. II. 300 Fuill arrosie . .

That he leTS fra kirkmen of the Britis 1563 WINJET
Four

Scoir Thre Quest. Wks. 1888 I. 71 All hsresie that euir hes

bene in the Kirk. 1596 DRAYTON Leg. iv. 909 What late

was Truth, now turn'd to Heresie. 1689 tr. Locke s ist Let.

on Toleration 61 Use, which is the Supream Law in the

matter of Language, has determined that Heresie relates

to Errors in Faith, and Schism to those in Worshipor IJis-

cipline. a 1694 TILLOTSON Serm. I. xxxiv. (R.), Deluded

people ! that do not consider that the greatest heresie in the

world is a wicked life. 1855 MILMAN Lot. Chr. in. v. 11864)

II. 2 Heresy, or dissent from the dominant religion . . had

been introduced into the criminal jurisdiction. 1862 STAN-

LEY jew. Ch. (1877) I. ix. 186 There are always theologians

keen-sighted to see heresy in the simplest orthodoxy. 1885

Catholic Diet, s.v., Such Protestants as are in good faith

and sincerely desirous of knowing the truth are not heretics

in the formal sense . . Their heresy is material only;, e.

their tenets are in themselves heretical, but they are not

formal heretics : ;'. e. they do not incur the guilt of heresy.

b. with a and //. An instance of this ; a hereti-

cal opinion or doctrine. (For N. T. use, see note

to etymology.)
lB R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 9671 pan ys a wykkede

erysye 1:1340 HAMPOLE Prose Tr. (1866) 17 Errours and

hervsyes. 1479 Eng . Gilds (1870) 417 Heresies and errours,

clepid openly lolladries. 1556 Citron. Gr. Friars (Camden)

20 Pecocke that was byshoppe of Chechester . . was apeched

of dyvers poynttes of eryses. i$57 N. T. (Genev.) 2 Pet. u. i

There shalbe false teachers among you : which pryuely shal

brynge in damnable heresies [WvcL. sectes of perdicioun,

TIND , CRANM. damnable sectes, R. V. destructive heresies

(or sects of perdition)), euen denying the Lord, that hath

boght them. 1611 BIBLE Transl. Pref. 3 The Scripture . .

is .a Physions-shop . . of preseruatiues against poisoned
here-

sies. 1852 Miss YONGE Cameos (1877) IV. xn. 143 Cardinal

Farnese declared there were seven heresies in it.

2. By extension, Opinion or doctrine in philoso-

phy, politics, science, art, etc., at variance with

those generally accepted as authoritative. Also

with a and pi.
c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. Prol. 330 (Fairf.) That is an

heretye ageyns my lawe. 1559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr.

Glasse 66 Bycause I will not have you to erre with Poetes

I will take the more diligence to drive this Hereeie out

of your heade. 1616 B. JONSON Devil an Ass n. i, Against

the received heresy That England bears no dukes. 1711

SWIFT Examiner No. 40 I- 5 All the heresies in politics

profusely scattered by the partizans
of the late administra-

tion 1843 Miss MITFORD in L'Estrange Life (1870) III. x.

176, I prefer Bristol to Bath, .which I suppose, is a great

heresy. 1877 E. R. CONDER Bos. Faith v. 200 The doc-

trines of Evolution .. which it is intellectual heresy . . to

q
jT In" sense of Gr. aipicris (see etym.) : Opinion

or doctrine characterizing particular individuals or

parties ;
a school of thought ;

a sect.

1182 WYCLIF i Car. xi. 19 It bihoueth heresies for to be.

,387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) III. 359 Aristotle gadrede

meny disciples into his heresie [in suam hsresim}. i6n

BIBLE i Cor. xi. 19 For there must bee also heresies [TIN-

DALE, CRANMER, sectes ; R. V. margin, factions] among you.

1679 HOBBES Behemoth (1840) 174 Heresy is a word which,

when it is used without passion, signifies a private opinion.

So the different sects of the old philosophers, Academians,

Peripatetics, Epicureans, Stoics, &c., were called heresies.

fsro W. GRAHAM Lect. Efh. 230 The word heresies was

the common name for the different philosophical sects, as

the Stoics, the Epicureans [etc.].

4 attrib.a.n&Comb., as heresy-ferret, -hunt, -hunt-

ing, -monger, -mmgering; heresy-stained adj

,814 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. LXXIII. 533 Mad.

Genlis, and other heresy ferrets, are here censured. 1872

SPURGEON Treas. Dav. Ps. Ixxiii. .5 If the consciences of

heresy-mongers were not seared. 1882 J. PARKER Apost.

Life I 140 One of the earliest instances . of heresy-hunting.

1891 FROUDE Divorce of Cath. 186 Mores chancellorship

had been distinguished by heresy-prosecutions. 1894 Westm

Gaz. 2 Apr. 2/1 The heresy hunt of Mr. Smith, .was one of

the most protracted and determined of modern times.

Heretable, -tage, obs. ff. HERITABLE, -TAGE.

tHerethrou-gli, adv. Obs. [LWxBMafo.it
+ THROUGH prep. : cf. Du. hierdoor, Ger. hier-

durch] Through this; by this means; hereby.

rim ORM.N 12710 Herburrh maj? mann sen fu,11[we 1.

c .450 tr. De Imitalione in. Ix. (1893) MI Here buruj it

happenib bat. . I se clerly what I owe to do. 159* DALRYMPLE

tr Trie's Hist. Scot. x. 287 Quha wan the gret Jre. of al

the Douglasses heirthrouch. 1602 CAREW Cornwall 4 a,

Her Highnesse shipping should heerethrough be defrauded

He
e

reti
P
c'he-retik),rf.(a.)

Forms: 4 eretik(e,

4-6 heretyk(e, 4-7 -ike, 6-7 heretique, -ioke,

6-8 -iok, 7- heretic ;
also 5 heretyo, eretyke,

c-6 herretyk, herytik(e, heretyok(e, erytyke,

6 eret-, erytyoke, heretyque, herytyke, -yoke,U Broli'. Oi J> ujr w^oj ** i^v rf
- 7 v -u -i -

heeretik, -iok(e, 7 -ique. [a. F. Mritique (i4th

c.) ad. eccl. L. hxretic-us, a. Gr. aipcn/tos able to

choose, f. alpi-faOai to choose; subseq. in eccl.

writers (after aip<ris) heretical, heretic. OF. had

the popularly formed herege, also herite (see EBEGE,

ERITE). To French derivation is due the position

of the stress, as differing from words immed. from

Gr. or L. such as asce-tic, theoretic : cf. ca-tholic.]

1. One who maintains theological or religious



HERETICAL.

opinions at variance with the
' catholic' or orthodox

doctrine of the Christian Church, or, by extension,

that of any church or religious system, considered

as orthodox. Also trans/, with reference to non-

Christian religions.
rio R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 320 J>e kyng said & did

crie, J* pape was heretike. a 1340 HAMPOI.E Psalter x. i

Heretikes & fats brej?er. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xvi. 73

If I be ane heretyc .. f>an es all heresy >at here es writen.

1556 Ckron. Gr. Friars (Camden) n Thys yere was . . an

Heretikes they call vs by the same right that they call

themselues Catholikes, both being wrong. 1638 SIR T.

Logic i. iv. 8 When a papist uses the word heretics, he

generally means the protestants. a 1856 H. MILLKR Test.

Rocks ix. (18571 357 Every form of faith has its heretics.

1874 GREEN Short Hist. vii. 8. $30 The League rejected

Henry's claims as those of a heretic,

2. By extension, One who maintains opinions

upon any subject at variance with those generally
received or considered authoritative.

1599 SHAKS. Muck Ado i. i. 236 Thou wast euer an
obstinate heretique in the despight of Beautie. c 16*0 A.

HUME Brit. Tongue I. vii. 8 My antagonist . . began that

I was becum an heretik, and the doctour sparing how,
ansuered that I denyed quho to be spelled with a w, but

with qu.
3. Comb.j as heretic-burning, -hunting, -taker.

1563-87 FOXE A. ff M. (1861) VII. i. 47 Pashur was. .the

chief heretic-taker. 1895 J. j. RAVEN Hist. Suffolk 163

Gardiner and Bonner . . were heretic-hunting and heretic-

burning.
B. atlrib. or adj.

= HERETICAL, rare.

1381 WVCLIF Titus iil 10 Schonye thou a man heretyk

[1388 eretikj aftir oon and the secunde coreccioun. 1606

Wks. (Globe) 189 That they may be dispensed with in their

obedience to an heretic prince. 1830 Morn. Herald, in

Spirit Metrof. Conscrv. Press (1840) II. 391 He must con-

sider it heretic and sinful to
' search the Scriptures '. 1860

MOTLEY Netherl. x. II. 63 To deprive the heretic Queen . .

both of throne and life.

Hence t Hereticly (-ykely) adv., as a heretic.

1538 WRIOTHESLEY Chron. (1875) I. 90 Foure persons of

the Anabaptlstes heretykely bare fagottes the same daye at

Paules Crosse.

Heretical (h/re*tikal), a. [ad. med.L. hsere~

ttcal-is, f. hxretic-us HERETIC : see -AL.] Of or

pertaining to heresy or heretics ; of the nature of

heresy.
1532 MORE Ctmfut. Tindale Wks. 346/2 Al that in the

while both bought and solde of those hereticall bokes. 1540
Act 32 Hen. 111* c. 26 Diuerse heriticall erroniouse and

dangerouse opinions and doctrines. 1566 in Peacock Eng.
Ch. Furniture (1866) 104 Masse bookes . . appertayninge to

the hereticall service. 1601 FULBECKE Pandcctes 40 They
[the Turks] and the Persians, the one seeming hxreticall to

the other, are in continuall warre. 1651 HOBBES Leviath,
in. xlii. 318 To prove that Christians are not to tolerate ..

Heretical Kings. 170* C. MATHER Magit. Chr. iv. iv.

(1852) 71 To bring heterodox, and it may be heretical per-
sons into their communion. 1861 STANLEY East, Ch. vii.

(1869) 246 No one likes to be called
'
heretical ', but neither

is it a term of unmixed eulogy to be called
' orthodox '.

Hence Here-ticaUy adv., in a heretical manner.

Here-ticalness, heretical quality or character.

1661 BAXTER Mor. Prognost. IL xxx. 54 If any Minister

Preach or Pray.
. Heretically, to the Danger of the Peoples

Souls. 1681 H. MORE Exp. Dan. App. ii. 291 Multitudes

who, because of their supposed Hereticalness, lay dead, use-

less and unactive. 1701 STRYPE Aylmer (R.), He ignorantly
and heretically held against the bishop, that the soul ofman
was of the substance of God.

t Heretica'ster. Obs. rare 1
, [f.

HERETIC:
see -ASTEB.] A petty or contemptible heretic.

a 1711 KEN Hymns Evang. Poet. Wks. 1721 1. 10 A Rem-
nant who the Gaps of Schism shall close . . Hereticasters

anathematize.

Hereticate (h/re-tikv't), v. [f. med.L. hxreti-

cdt-, ppl. stem of hserelicdre,i. hmretic-us HERETIC.]
1. trans. To pronounce heretical.

1629 BP. HALL Answ. Urban's Inurb. 9 The Pope hath not

power (that I may vse his owne word) to hereticate any
Proposition. 170* C. MATHER Magn. Chr. vii. iii. (1852)

512 Arbitrary and hereticating anathemas. 1873 F. HALL
Mod. Eng. 19 note, Let no one be minded, on the score of

my neoterism, to hereticate me, as threatening to abet some
new-fangled form of religious heterodoxy.
2. To make a heretic of : applied (by opponents)

to the ceremony of death-bed inauguration (Conso-

lamentuni) reported to have been practised by the

Albigenses in the I2th c.

1731 S. CHANDLER tr. LimborcKs Hist. Inquis. I. i. viii.

54
' Tis reported of Petrus Sancii, that being called to here-

ticate a certain sick Woman, she was not then hereticated ;

because he did not think it proper upon Account of her not

being weak enough. And afterwards. . Petrus Sancii did not
hereticate her, because she recovered. 1832 S. R. MAITLAND
Albigenus 4- Wnld. xn. 459 Could Peter Auterius really
believe that he saved the souls ofthose whom he hereticated ?

1883 Sat. Rev. 31 Mar. 404/1.

Hence Heretica-tion [med.L. hsereticatio\, the
action of hereticating (in both senses) ; esp. that

attributed to the Albigenses. Here'ticator, one
who hereticates or denounces heresy.

240

i68s BAXTER Paraphr. N. T. Heb. i. Annot., The Hereti-
cators will quarrel with it. 1731 S. CHANDLER tr. Litnl-orch's

Hist. Inqiiis. 1. I. viii. 53 Others [Albigenses] only enter'd

into a Covenant with these perfect ones, .that at the End of

Life they would be received into their Sect. This Recep-
tion is often called Heretication . . This Admission .. was
called Spiritual Baptism, The Consolation, The Reception,
and Good End. 1832 S. R. MAITLAND AUtigenst* <y Walti.

ix. 232 note, Their absolution was general, and performed
by the imposition of hands, in the ceremony tfkerelicatiim.

1880 Guardian 21 Apr. 520 The right of excommunication
was instanced in the heretication of the Artemonites, a sort

of premature Arians. 1883 Sat. Rev. 31 Mar. 404/1 They
[Albigensians] adopted . . a ceremony of imposition of hands,

variously designated consolmttentiitii, or ' heretication ',
fol-

lowed by the Endnra or fasting to death.

Here-ticide. [enon. f. HERETIC + -CIDE 2."J

The putting of a heretic to death.

1702 C. MATHER Magn. Chr. vn. iv. (1852) 525 Nor do I

look upon hereticide as an evangelical way for the ex-

tinguishing of heresies.

Here'ticize, v. [f.
HERETIC + -IZE.] trans. To

pronounce heretical.

1830 PUSEV Hist. Enq. II. 194 [It) was forthwith arbi-

trarily cried down, hereticized, and destroyed. Ibid. 310 The
j

despised and hereticized Pietists.

Here-till, adv. Sc. [f. HEBE adv. 16 + TILL:

cf. Da. hertil, Sw. hartil] = HEBETO.
1375 BARBOUR Bruce xm. 241 Quhen her-till all assentit

war. Ibid. xx. 144 Heir-till thair Athis can thai ma.

Hereto (hi'itr?-), adv. [f.
HERE adv. 16 + To

prep. Cf. MDn., Du. hiertoe, Ger. liierzu.]

t 1. To this place, hither. Obs.

c xzos LAV. 25321 Her to he wule leden kinges. 1598 R.
BERNARD tr. Teretice, Andria i. i. (1629) 9/2 Being hereto

driuen through very pouerty.
2. To this matter, subject, etc. ; with reference to

or in regard to this point.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 33 Ne penche }e herto. a i**sAncr.

R. 388 Herto ualleS a tale, c 1386 CHAUCER Melib. p 325
Heer-to accordeth Seint Paul the Apostle, c 1470 HENRY
Wallace x. 1125 Will ye her to accord? 15*5 TINDALE
2 Cor. viii. 10 And I geve counsell hereto. 1683 NORRIS
Hitrocles 9 Agreeable hereto are the words of the Oracle.

3. (Annexed) to this document, etc.

1550 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse 152 An open sheet,

whiche must here to be annexid. 1806 Act 59-60 Viet. c. 13
i The acts enumerated in the schedule hereto.

1 4. In addition to this. Obs.

1577-87 HOLINSHED Chron. I. 45/2 Hauing no skill in warre-

like discipline, and heereto being naked without furniture of

armour.

1 5. Up to this time, hitherto. Obs.

1559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse 39 For the better

understanding such thinges asnerto are spoken. 1582 N.
LICHEFIKLD tr. Castanhtda's Conq. E. hid. Ixxix. 159 b,

Heereto he had bene a friend to the King of Calicut. 1607
SHAKS. Cor. n. ii. 64 If he remember a kinder value of the

People, fhen he hath hereto priz'd them at.

f Hence Heiretofcefcrre, adv. Obs. Heretofore.

1667 CHAMBERLAYNE St. Gt. Brit. I. Introd. (1684) 3 To
endeavour the restauration of what was heretobefore better

and the abolition of what is worse.

t He-retochy. Obs. rare. [f. heretoch HERE-

TOGA, after county, duchy, etc.] The territory ruled

by a heretoga.
1577-67 HARRISON England \. vii, in Holinshed 16 Kent

..was made an earledome or Heretoch ie .. Athelstone his

sonne, being the first Earle or Heretoch of the same. Ibid.,

Northumberland . . was onlie governed by earls as Here-

toches, as an Heretochy.

Heretofore (hijti<f5'.i), adv. (a., it.} Also

4-5 heretoforn'e. [f.
HEKE adv. 16 + TOFORE,

OE. t6foran; cf. MDu. hicrtevoren, Ger. hierzuvor.\
A. adv. Before this time

; before now
;
in time

past ; formerly.
1350 Will. Palerne 1816 For here-to-fore of hardnesse

hadestow neuer. 1387-8 T. USK Test. Love in. viii. (Slceat)

1. 113 Will of rightfulnesse is the ilke same rightfulnesse as

here toforne is shewed, c 1430 Hyinns I'irg-. 87 Where ben
bese worbi bat were heere-to-fom ? 1555 EDEN Decades 214
The lyke hath not heretofore byn knowen. a 1680 BUTLER
Rent. (1759) I. 126 The Pagans heretofore Did their own
Handyworks adore. 173* BERKELEY Alcifkr. n. n The
political writings of such as have heretofore passed for wise

men. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. ll. iii. 244, I tried the methods
heretofore pursued.

B. adj. Former, previous.
1491 Art 7 Hen. VII, c. 22 3 Annuyties graunted. .by. .

Piers Courteney somtyme Bisshoppe of Excestre or by any
othre heretofom Bisshoppe there. 1656-7 R. VENNING
Mercies Memorial 17 Heretofore-mercies are grounds to

look for hereafter-mercies. 1839 MRS. PAPENDIEK Crt.
<J-

Priti. LifcQ. Cliarlotte (iXl,i\ II. xv. 94 But he felt the loss,

for them, of his heretofore allowances, a 1864 HAWTHORNE
Anter. Note-Bks. (1879) 1. 22 In his heretofore voyages.

C. sb. Time past ; the past.
1824 GALT Rothelan vl. vi, The same sort of being that he

has been in the heretofore. 1876 J. MARTINEAU Hours Th.

(1877) 230 The relation ot his Now to a heretofore and a
hereafter.

Heretofo'retime, adv. rare. [f. prec. after

afore-, before-time.] =prec.
1481 CAXTON Reynard (Arb.) 67, I haue yet here to fore

tyme gyuen to you many a good counseyl and prouffytable.
1866 N EALE Sequences ft Hymns 1 58 Though by the way we
pass, we have not passed heretoforetime.

Heretoga (he-ret^ga), heretoch, -togh.
Forms: I heretosa, 2 heretoehe, 3 here-,

haereto^e. Hist. 6-9 heretoch. 8-9 -togh, -toga.

[OE. kereto&a
= OFris. Hp-toga, -liga, OS. hfritogo

HEREWITH

(MDn. hertoge, -loch, -tick, Dn. herlog), OHG.
kp-isogo (MHG. hertoge, G. herzog., OX. hertogi

(Sw. hertig, Ua. he: tug}; f. heri. here HERE s/'.

army + O K. -toga, OLG. -toga, OHG. -'Ogf agent-

noun, f. weak grade tug-, tog- of *teuhan, OK.
*teohan, iion to lend : see TEE v. (cognate with L.

due-ere, dux). The Hist, forms heretoch, -togh re-

present med.L. heretochius.]
O.E. Hist. The leader of an army; the com-

mander of the militia of a shire or district. As
it was rendered by L. iftix, and was the same word
as Ger. herzog, it was taken by i/th and 1 8th c.

writers as Duke.
r 900 tr. B&da's Hist. i. xii. [xv.] (1890) 52 Waeron Sa

arrest heora latteowas and hereto^an twe^en ^ebroora Hen-

gest and Horsa. c 1000 ^LFRIC Xutn. xiii. i Aloises se

mxra heretoga. a llj^Cott. Horn. 243 Se t?e geS into fihte

wi5-ute heretoehe. c 1205 LAY. 10268 Seuarus wes heor.i

hsera-to^e. 1577-87 [see HERETOCHY]. 1641 in Harl. Misc.

(Malh.) V. 48 Lieutenants of counties (anciently known by
the name of Heretoch). 1643 HERLE Answer to Feme
24 The ancient Governours of the Militia of the Realme,
both by sea and land ca.l'd Heretochs, which Lambard
likens to the High Constables of France. 1761 HUME Hist.

Eng. I. App. i. 92 note, The heretoghs or dukes, and the

sheriffs, were chosen by the freeholders in the folkmote.

1765 BLACKSTONE Count. I. 408 In the time of our Saxon
ancestors . . the military force of this kingdom was in the

hands of the dukes or heretochs. 1848 LYTTON Harold vi.

vi, If thou wert as frank in the grim land of thy heretogh.

1874 STUBBS Canst. Hist. I. iv. 66 In A. n. 449, under two

heretogas, Hengist and Horsa, the strangers came.

Heretrix : see HERITRIX.

Herennder ^hlrzvndsi), adv. [f. HERE adv.

16 + UNDER prep. Cf. Du. hieronder, Ger. hier-

unter, Da. henmder, Sw. harunder^ Under this.

1. Subsequently (mentioned or set down) in this

document, book, etc.

1415 E. E. Wills (1882* 65 pis here-vnder writen ys my
last will. 1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. I. (15891 lot

The effects heerunder mentioned of this first vertue. 1693

Vestry Bks. (Surtees) 257 Wee whose names are hereunder

written. 1893 CROCKETT Stickit Ministern\ The result is

appended hereunder.

2. Under or beneath this surface or appearance.
1639 T. BRUGIS tr. Camus' Mor. Kela-t. 201 There must

needs lie hereunder some falsity and deceipt.

3. Under this title, heading, etc.

1586 A DAY Eng. Secretary I. (1625) 95 Whatsoever con-

taineth any speciall request, is hereundar included.

4. Under the authority of this (statute or the like).

1880 Mississippi Code 1114 No indictment hereunder
shall be quashed for want of form.

Hereunto (hiront;<', -'nt\ adv. [f.
HERE

adv. 1 6 + \3fttoprep.'] Unto or to this place; to

this thing, matter, subject, etc. ; to this document.

1509 FISHER Fun. Serin. C'tess AV<rAirfWks. (1876) 299
Herevnto his ryghtwysnes also sholde enclyne hym. 1577
B. GOOCE Heresbach's Husb. i. (1586) 12 b, Hereunto is also

ioyned my Larder. 1596 Vestry Bks. (Surtees) 40 In witnes

whereof they have hearunto set their hands. 1630 WADS-
WORTH 1'ilgr. iii. 18 All the schooles are not admitted here

vnto. 1711 ADDISON Stect. No. 126 P 2 We whose Names
are hereunto subscribed. 1803 Med. Jrul. IX. 253 Adjoin-

ing hereunto on the east, is a ward, eighty feet front.

Hereupon (hircpp
-

n), aJv, [f.
HERE adv. 16

+ UPON prep]
1. Upon this thing, point, subject, or matter.

CH75 Lamb. Horn. 49 Her uppon heo bencheS muchele

mare fen uppon godalmihtin. 1591 SPENSER M. Hitbberd

123 It behoues..to resolue first herevpon. a 1636 BACON
XeivAti. (1631) 2 Consulting hereupon amongst our Selves.

1651 HOBBES Leviath. in. xxxvi. 226 Hereupon a question

may be asked.

2. Immediately following upon this (in time or

consequence).
ci34o Cursor M. 4945 iFairf.) Her a-pon bai stale my

binge, c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 1643 Hypsip., And her-

upon, at night theymette y-fere. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II.

73 Hereupon the kinges messengers were put in prison.

1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. x. i What other effect could

hereupon ensue. 1706 tr. Dupin's Eccl. Hist. i6M C. 1 1.

in. xviii. 261 Hereupon there was a great murmur. 1863
FR. A. KEMBLE Rtsid. in Georgia 34, I hereupon had to

explain to them [etc.J.

Herewde, obs. form of HEBALD.

Herewith (hiiwi'S), adv. [f.
HERE adv. 16 +

WITH prep. Cf. Da. herved]
1. With this; along with or together with this.

1017-23 in Earle Land Charters 236 pis waes gedon be

byssa witena^ewytnessae J>e herwiS nyoan awritene standaS.

1380 WYCLIF Last Age Ch. p. xxxii, Her wib acordib

Carnosencis. 15*8 GARDINER in Pocock Rec. Ref. I. xlviii.

93 The abstracts whereof we send unto your highness here-

with. 1641 SIR E. NICHOLAS in A7
. Pafers (Camden) 34

You shal receave hearewith a pacquett from his Majestic.

'755 G- WASHINGTON Lett. Writ 1889 I. 145, I herewith

send you a small map of the back country.

t2. At the same time with this ; upon this; with

these words, etc. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 24479 (Cott) Her-wit come me son

succur. c 1340 Ibid. 11895 (Triii.) Herwib bei let be heed

doun And vp be feet of bat feloun. 154* J- HEYWOOD Prov.

(1867) 61 Well (quoth she) till soone, fare ye well .. Out at

doores went she herewith.

3. By means of this ; hereby.

in Barrows Parl. Relig. I. 698 Herewith we worship thee.



HEBEWITHAL.

Herewithal (hwv/\'<S
-

\\ adv. arch. ff. HERE
adv. 16 + WITHAL.] = HEREWITH.
c 1384 CHAUCER //. l-'amc in. 516 Henvithal ther come

anoon Another huge companye. 1501 Plumpton Corr.

iCamden) 154, I copied them, as your worship shall see,

& receive herewithall closed. IS*5 ABP. SANDYS Serm.

(Parker Soc.) 201 The eyes even of the wise are blinded

herewithal. 1642 FULLER Holy , Prof. St. in. xiii. 184

Herewithall Doctour Whitaker was much delighted. 1701

GKEW Costa. Sacra iv. (L.), Professing that herewithal he

owed, and offered up himself body and soul, unto God.

t HeTCWOrd. Obs. [OE., f. stem of herian to

praise + WORD.] Word of praise ; praise, renown,

qlory.
a MOO O. E. Chrcm. (MS. F.) an. 1009 (Earle) 142 note, Da

wolde Brihtric ^eearnian him here word. cilttLamo.tlpm.

117 penne he bijeteS hereword Sere mide. c 1205 LAV. 11917

Heo hxfde al bat hawe-word [c 1275 here-word] of ban

maidenen of |)is serd. n 1125 Alter, /?. 148 peo bet forleosed

& aspilleS al hore god buruh wilnunge of hereword.

t He'reworth, a. Obs. In 3 herewurft. [See

prec.] Worthy of praise ; to be praised.
a 1225 Juliana 33 Herewuroe healent.

tHe-reyeld, herield. OldSc. Law. Forms: :

6 hereseld, -^eild, (herrejelda), herield, hyr-

ald, -eild, 7 herrezeld(e, 9 herezeld, (erron.

herizeld). [The same word as OE. herezeld,

HEREGELD, used in Scotland in sense of HERIOT.]

The render to the superior of the best living ani-
j

raal of a deceased vassal ;
at an early date com-

muted for a fixed money payment, and now practi-

cally obsolete: see quot. 1861 ; corresponding to

Eng. HKKIOT.
a 1500 Leg. Quat. Burg. Scot. c. 17 In burgh sail nocht be

herde bludewy t na?it stokisdynt na merchet na here?elde [nee

merchet nee herieth] nanane suilk maner of thyng. [1308 m
D Black Hist. Brechin (1867 i II. 31 A horse as the Herjeld ot

. .John Carnegy his father.) 1535 LYNDESAY Satyre 1986 Our

gude gray meir was baittand on the feild And our Land s

laird tuik hir, for his hyreild. c IS Balfours Practicts

d754) 200 Na herejeld sould be paid. 1597 SKF.NE De Verb.

Sign HerreyUa, is the best aucht, oxe, kowe, or vther

beast quhilk ane husband-man .. hes in his possession, the

time of his decease, quhilk aucht and suld be given to his

Landis-lorde. 1693 STAIR lust. led. 2) n. in 80 The

Herezeld was found due to the La[dy] I.iferenter, though

the Defunct had the Room in Steelbow. 1861 W. BELL Diet.

Law Scotl. s.v., This exaction has been long unknown m
practice. .Sometimes, in striking a composition, the value of

the herezeld is stated against the vassal in money at a low

conversion.
attrit. 1535 lammKrSf&H 3904 From thme-furth thay

sail want than- hyrald-hors. 1552 Monarch* 4734 Than

ciimis the Landis Lorde, perfors, And cleiks tyll hym ane

herield hors.

Hereye-sterday. Sc. ? Obs. [app. a corruption

of ereyestenlay, OE. *Krgystrandsg, f. ERE before

+YESTERDAY : cf. Du. eergisteren, OHG. ergestern,

Ger. ehegestern, in same sense.] The day before

yesterday.
a i6 R. BAILUE Lett. (1775) " 73 (Jam.) Always here-

yesterday, when we were at the very end of it.

Herfest(e, obs. forms of HARVEST.

Hergulutier, var. AHGOLETIER, HARGULATER.

Herhaud, -hault, obs. ff. HERALD sb.

Hericano, obs. form of HCRRICANE.

tHe-ricide. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. L. (K)erus master

+ -CIDB 2 .]
The murder of a lord or master.

1627-77 FELTHAM Resolves n. xlvi. 250 That punish

Treachery, Perfidiousness, and Hericide with smart and

'g
Herie, herier, heriful: see HERT v. Obs., to

praise. Herield, -ijeld, var. HEREYELD, Obs.

Herif, obs. form of HAIBIF.

tHe-rigaut. Obs. Also 4 herygoud, (8

herigald). [a.
OF. herigaut, hergatit, hargaut,

pi. -gaus (14* c. in Godefroi), med.L. herigaldus^

An upper garment or cloak worn bymen and women

in the isth and 14th centuries.

1207 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 11301 Man! on .. hor armes awei

caste & chaungede horn vor herigaus [v.r. hergaus]. c 1325

in Pol. Songs (Camden) 156 An heme in a herygoud with

honginde sleWn. 13.. E. E.Allit. P. B 148 Hopes bou I

be a harlot bi erigaut to prayse? [1727 ComelCs Interpr.,

Herigalds, a Sort of garment so called]

Herile (he-rail), a. rare. [ad. L. (K)eril-is,

i (Perils master.] Of or pertaining to a master.

1644 H. PARKER Jus Pop. 36 The power of Masters or

Lords from the Greek we terme Despoticall, from the Latine

Herile. 1656 STANLEY Hist. Philos. vi. (1701) 5/ A he

Government of a Family. . is partly Paternal, partly Nuptial,

partly Herile, partly Acquisitive. [1837-9 HALLAM Hat.
V
LU jLg.,) jv 177 In the sixth book we have disquisitions

on matrimony, .on paternal, and on herile power.]

So t Heri-lity [ad. med.L. (h)enhtas\, master-

ship '(Blount Glossogr. 1656).

Herinacious, var. of ERINACEOUS.

1790 BRUCE Trav. V. 143 Long fierinacious hairs which,

like small thorns, grow about his back.

Hering, obs. form of HERRING.

Eeriot (he-rtft).
Forms: I hereseatu, here-

seatwa, -we, 3-4 teriet, 6 her(r^iotte, haryotte,

(aryott), 6-7 har(r)iot, 7 herriott, 7-8 hernot,

L, 7- heriot. [OE. herepatwa, -we, f. here

HERE sb. army, host + geatwa, geatwe trappings,

equipments, ornaments, armour.]

VOL. V.

241

1 1. Military equipments. (Only in OE.)
i 888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxxvii. i Mid gyldenum hylt

sweordum, and mid mani^fealdum hereseatwum jehyrste.

C993 B.ittle of Malrion 48 Hi willaS eow to gafole garas

syllan, xttrene ord and ealda swurd, oa herejeatu oe eow

a2t hilde ne deah.

2. Eng. Law. A feudal service, originally con-

sisting of weapons, horses, and other military

equipments, restored to a lord on the death of his

tenant ; afterwards a render of the best live beast

or dead chattel of a deceased tenant due by legal

custom to the lord of whom he held ;
the corre-

sponding payment in Sc. Law was the HEREYELD.

At an early period this render was commuted in many
cases for a fixed money payment. The heriot is now an

incident ofmanorial tenures only. In some exceptional cases,

it is also due on a change of tenants, and even on the entry

of a new lord. Suit heriot : see quot. 1882.

<-95o DM. Angl. Mm Sax. (Th.) 499 And bam cmge
linrTe hsere*eatwa, feower sweord, and feower spzra, and

rnaeouc sy. coric OMU* uvu, ^
feower unxesadelode, and feower helmas and feower byrnan

and ehta spera and eall swa feala scylda and feower swurd

and twa hund mancus goldes. Ibid. c. 78 [79] Se man e on

bam fyrdunge a;tforan his hlaforde fealle..beon a here-

xeata forxyfene. c 1190 S. Eng. Leg. I. 445/480 On of is

pouere Men wende ofTf-dawe, ind fs beste best to henet

men brouste him, ase it was lawe. 1343 in Kennett Par.

Antiq. (1818) II. 83 Juliana Hardy, .diem clausit extremam,

et accidit domino nova heriota ii. boves pret. xvi s. c 1500

in W. Denton En*. iStA Cent. (1888) 319 note. Now yowr

farmer takes in & lettes at hys wylle with owt fyne or aryott

to yowe. 1523 FITZBERB. Surv. xu. (1539) =9 There be two

maner of herVfottes. 1611 COTCR. s.v. Ample, ForaHenot

whereof the Landlord takes his deceased tenants best horse.

,641 BROME Jovial Crew i. Wks. 1873 III. 356 What

Hariots have you tane from forlorne Widows? 1647 FULLER

Gd Tk. in Worse T. (1841) 128 There accrueth to the land-

lord a fine and heriot from his tenant taking a farther estate

in his lease. 1767 BLACKSTONE Comm I I.vi. (1809) 97 Heriots

.. are a render of the best beast or other good (as the custom

may be) to the lord on the death of the tenant. 1861 PEAR-

SON.Early * Mid. Afes Eng. 426 The heriot conveyed the

acknowledgement of former vassalage, and, from analogy,

one was claimed by the church at the death of every
believer.

1874 STUBBS Const. Hist. I. ii. 24 note, The warhorse and

spear were the gift of the frinceps and the origin of the later

heriot. Ibid. ix. 261 The change of the heriot to.the relief

implies a suspension of ownership, and carries with it the

custom of livery of seisin. 1875 MAINE Hat. Inst. vi. 162

The Heriot of English Copyhold tenure . .has been explained

as an acknowledgment of the Lord's ownership of the

cattle with which he anciently
stocked the land of his vil-

leins. 1882 A. BROWN Semen's Copyholds vi. i (ed 6) 213

A heriot reserved on lease, or mit heriot, partakes strictly

of the nature of rent, so that the lord cannot seize, but must

either distrain .. or bring an action.

b. transf. Applied to analogous payments in

other countries.

1642 FULLER Holy * Prof. St. v. jcviit. 430 The petty-Land-

lordTof the times, to whom rich fines and henots would

accrue upon every exchange . . took part with Andromcus.

c 1645 HOWELL Lett. I. i. xxxviii, He is contented with a

white Mule, and Purse of Pistols about the neck, which

he receives evry yeer for a herriot or homage. 1705 BOS-

MAN Guinea 448 The eldest Son is sole Heir, but is obliged

to present a Slave by way of Herriot to the King.

/i&rflHUcKET Al*. Williams II. (1692)228 His body was

interred, .in Llangeday, the heriot which every son ofAdam

must pay to the Lord of the Mannor of the whole Earth.

?68o CROWNE Mis. Civ. War n. 19 Cruelly sworn; But yet

such oaths are heriots, which widows To custom always pay,

when a life falls.

3. atlrib. and Comb., as heriot-land ;
neriot

custom, heriot service (see quot. 1767).

,002 in Earle Land Charters (1888) 220 Da* hereSeatland

at Suttune. 1531 Dial, on Lams Eng. n. ix. (1638) 75 For

heriot service thl Lord shall distraine. a 1676 HALE A not.

Laiu xxvii. (1739) 7i This Acquisition bx Act in Law may
be 4. By Custom as in the Case of Heriot Custom. 1767

BLACKSTONE Comm. H.xxviii. (1799) 4*2 Heriot-service, and

heriot-custom. The former are . . due upon a special reser-

vadon in a grant or lease of lands, and therefore amount

to little more than a mere rent: the latter arise upon.no

special reservation whatsoever, but depend merely upon im-

memorial ur.age and custom. 1896 Daily News 4.Nov 6/6

Ir. the Court ff Appeal yesterday. .Sir Thomas claimed
^

hat

either by heriot custom or heriot service he was entitled to

a heriot of the best beast of the deceased tenant.

Hence t He'riotage Obs. (see quot.).

,611 COTGR., Droict de meilleur Cattel, heriotage ; the

best chatell a tenant hath when he dies, due vnto his Land-

10

Heriotal>le (heTiftab'l), a. [See -ABLE.]

Subject or liable to the payment of heriots.

1598 KITCHIN Courts Leet (1675) **>.
The Husband and

Wiffand their Son purchase Lands lovntly Harriotable

,607 NORDEN Surv. Dial. 102 It behoveth the Lord t,

know, who be the tenants, .belonging to an heriotable te

ment, because every part continueth henotable 1777

NICOLSON & BURN Hist. Westm J Cumt L, 74e
tenants are chiefly customary and heriotable. pj
Coming of Friars v. 225 Richard . . protested that his land

was not heriotable.

Herisipelas, obs. form of ERYSIPELAS.

Herisson (he-item), h. F. *^f%
hcricon, -ichon (i2th c. in Littre)i :-late L. *hen-

cionem URCHIN, augmentative of henctus, eriaus.\

fl. A hedgehog, urchin. Obs.

HERITABLY.

Poems (t7o6> II. 26 (Jam.) The Houlet and the Herison Out

of the airt Septentrion Come with ane feirfull voce.

||
2. /&rf# A barrier, consisting of a revolving

beam, armed with iron spikes.

1704 in I. HARRIS Zr. Teclm 1727-41.CHAMBERS Cycl.

sv Herissons are frequently placed before gates. 1853

STOCO.UELER Mi/it. Encycl., Herisson, a formidable hedge

or chevaux-de-frise, made of one stout beam fenced by a

number of iron spikes . . which being fixed upon a pivot, re-

volves in every direction upon being touched, always pre-

senting a front of pikes.

3.
' A sort of wooden horse set with spikes or

points, formerly used as a military punishment, the

culprit being mounted upon it
'

( Cent. Diet.*".

tHerit.z'. Obs. AlsoGheryt. [n. OF. heriter

( 1 2th c. in Littre) :-L. hereditare.] trans.fo inherit.

rtiS33 La BERNERS CM. Bk. M.Avrel. (1546) Ffiij, He
that lyueth, heryteth death. 1649 ROBERTS Clams Bibl. 155

And make, .them herit Glory's throne.

t He-rit, sb. Obs. [? f. prec.] Inheritance.

c 1475 Partftiay 38 In riches herite was not in be best, But

of good lyuync was in-dede and set.

Heritabi'lity. [f.next + -lTV.] The quality

of being heritable, or capable of being inherited.

1832 Eraser's Mag. V. 45 This tax, thus securing the

heritability of offices, was not perpetual. 1882 A. GRAY in

Proc. Amer. Acad. Arts XVII. 449 The importance of

heritability, which is an essential part of Darwinism, would

seem to have had a significant illustration m the persori of

its great expounder. 1890 Advance (Chicago) 15 May, Did

you ever think about the heritability of such qualities?

Heritable (he-ritab'l),
a. (sb.) Also 4- 8 here-.

[a. F. heritable (1206 in Godef.), f. Writer: see

HERIT .]

1 Capable of being inherited, inheritable ; in if.

and Civil Law, said esp. of property, or rights per-

taining thereto, that pass by inheritance to heirs-

at-law, as distinguished from movable property or

rights, which do not so descend.

Heritage jurisdictions, grants of criminal jurisdiction

bestowed on some of the Scottish nobility with a view to the

more easy and prompt administration of justice. Abol

I7A7

3 Sc LeTs^nls; Mackor 92 He gaf of heretable

rycht To godis seruice al bat ton. 1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss.

1 xiv. 14 The kyng. .dyd gyue hym cccc. markis sterlyngis

of rent heritable, to hold of hym in fee.
.
163. LITHGOW

Tra-i,. 62 Ithaca.. was the heretable Kmgdome of the

worthy Ulysses. 1687 Royal Proclam. in Lond. Gat. No.

2221/4 No Law, Custom or Constitution .. can .. Restrain

Us from conferring Heretable Rights and Priviledges upon

them. ,689 Proc. Convent. Est. Scotl. > Somers Tracts

II. 387 Imposing them where there were heritable Office*

and Jurisdiction! .746-7 Act Gto. II, c 43 S' All

Heretable Jurisdictions of Justiciary, and all Regalities

and Heretalle Baillieries .. shall be. .. abrogated, taken

away and totally dissolved and extinguished. 1766 w.

GORDONGCT.CwnW-A". 463 Inventoryof the moyeibleand
heretable estate. 1832 AUSTIN y*r3r..(1870) I.

*Ji
rights descendible to heirs as distinguished from those de-

scendible to executors or administrators are in the law of

Scotland denoted by the appropriate term heritable 1848

MILL Pol. Earn. lift 7 Other examples of property which

ought not to .have been created, are properties in public

trusts; such as., the heritable jurisdictions.

b. Sc. Law. Pertaining to or connected witn

heritable property. .

Heritable bond, a bond for a sum of money, to which is

joined for the creditor's further security, a conveyance of

land or of heritage, to be held by the creditor in security of

he debt HerHable security, security either constituted by

nfeftment in favour of the creditor,
or depending on the

force of a condition qualifying the right of property (B

cwnBalfour's Practicks (1754) 221 The executouris may

not be callit. .to warrand ony heritabill infeftment or dis-

positioun maid be the deid befoir his
deceis^

*

Enrote in Ann. Reg. 134/2 The value of what, in that.part

of the Island, is called heritable security. Mod. (Title of

Company, Edin.), Heritable Securities and Mortgage In-

vestment Association Limited.

2. Naturally transmissible or transmitted Irom

parent to offspring ; hereditary.

1570 BUCHANAN Ane Admonit. Wks (1892) 32 Arrogance,

crueltie, dissimulation, and heretabill tressoun. '$7'Goi

S^-fcfcSs^w??^*
S^^^^^/CnerUa^
gease

m
e^^am ^ 'capable of inheriting or taking

by 'descent ; succeeding by right <rf'?!2^m'nM
lffif*^^i^3??

Sfficers whoT had fought against the prince were only sus-

pended. not deposed. .

B sb i>l {Sc. Law}. Heritable possessions ,

lands and other property that passes to the heir-

C RANKEN Hist France I. 278 The peaceable pos-

ses?on of .herifables or immovables. ,888). WimAMsin

Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 574/1 Except where ***"?
vitious intromission in movables, and in gestio fro herede

and some other cases in heritables.

Heritably (he-ritabli), adv. [f. prec. + -Li ^.]

By way of inheritance, by right of inheritance or

succession ; by heritable property.
31



HERITAGE.

1523 LD. BERNERS Frets*. I. cccxlviii, The erle of Flaun-
ders shulde heretably haue the sayd profyte. 1577-95 fitter.

Isles Scotl. in Skene Celtic Scotl. (1880) III. App. 434 It

pertetnts heretablie to ane Barren callit the Laird of Challow.

1619 StR J. SEMPILL Sacrilege Handl. 37 An action heretably
descended. 1737 7 Chmnbt-rlayne's St. Gt. Brit, \\. \\. iv.

376 This office of Chamberlainry was possessed heritably of

fate by the Dukes of Lenox. 1842 ALISON Europe (1849-50!
XIV. xcv. 54. 132 The mass of mortgages or debts heritably
secured in France on the land is eleven milliards of francs.

Heritage (he-ritAi^), sb. Also 3-5 eri-, 4-6
ery-, hery-, 5-6 heretage (4 hary-, 6 haeretage,

heri-, heiritagie). [a. OF. erttage, heritage (
- Pr.

heretatge, OSp. tredage, It. ereditaggio, med.L.

hereditagiutri), f. hMter : see HERIT v. and -AGE.]
1. That which has been or may be inherited ; any

property, and esp. land, which devolves by right of

inheritance.
a 1225 Leg. Kath. 83* I he heritage and i be herd ^et com

ofhire burde. 1297 R- GLOUC. (1724* 523 Richard is brother

Underueng the eritage, vor he nadde eir non other . . The
erldom of Penbroc, & al is other eritage. 1382 WYCLIP
i Kings xxi. 3 Merciful be to me the Lord, that I ?yue
not the heritage of my fadres to thee. c 1440 Generydes
4642 My fader hath geve hym half his eritage. 1596
DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 17 In the same
heritage like hes rychteouslie from age to age succeidet till

vther. 1608 SHAKS./Vr.n. L 129 iGlobe) It was. .part of my
heritage, Which my dead father did bequeath to me. 1810
SCOTT Lady ofL. I. xxix, Lord of a barren heritage. 1841
W. SPALDINC Italy <$ //. Isl. II. 134 In early life he attended
his father in a duel about a heritage.

b. spec. Sc. Law. Land and similar property
which devolves by law upon the heir and not on
executors or administrators; heritable estate, realty.
As distinguished from conquest : land inherited and not

purchased.
1508 DUNBAR Tua mariit Wemen 344 Mi euidentis of

heritagis. c 1575 Balfour*s Practicks (1754) 224 All conquest
sould ascend anes, and thairefter may na mair ascend ; bot
sould descend as heritage. 1845 W. BURGE in Encycl.
Metrop. 848/1 Where a middle brother or sister (or their

issue) dies leaving younger or elder brothers or uncles. The
younger brother (or uncle) and his issue take the heritages ;

the elder and his issue, the conquest. 1874 Act 37 ff 38 Viet.

c- 94 37 The distinction between fees of conquest and fees

of heritage is hereby abolished.

C. transf. and fig. The (

portion
'
allotted to or

reserved for any one ; e. g. that of the righteous or

the wicked in the world to come.
a 1225 A ncr. R. 302 To . . bruken buten ende be eritage of

heouene. c 1230 Halt Meid. 25 pu schuldest J>in herte

heouen ^iderward as tin heritage is. a 1340 HAMPOLE
rsalter xxiv. 14 It sail haf hale heritage in blisse. 1390
GOWER Con/. II. 364 Which hath his heritage in helle. 1738
WESLEY Ps. XLVII. iv, God our Heritage snail prove, Give
us all a Lot of Love, a 1843 A. CUNNINGHAM Wet Sheet $
Flowing Sea, The hollow oak our palace is, Our heritage
the sea.

1 2. The fact of inheriting ; inheritance, heredi-

tary succession. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 609 [God] gaf it him als in heritage.

ci330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 14203 He left hit til

Iweyn in herytage. *"*375 Sc, Leg. Saints, Clement 640
pat Ihesu cristis patronag succed should be harytage. c 1400
MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) Pref. 2 pis es |>e land Jat es hight til vs
in heritage. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 242 0/2 These ben the

thynges that I leue to yowtopossede by ryghtfull herytage.
1556 A-urelio * Isab. 11608) Kviij, This goode that they
have lefte me be heritagie.

3. Anything given or received to be a proper and

legally held possession.
1:1380 WYCLIF Wks. (t88ol 348 If ..H kynge .. worschipid

)>ee myche & hi^t bee greet eritage to be at hijs retenu &
fierue hym treuly. 138* Ps. cxxvi[i.] 3 Lo ! the eritage
of the Lord the sones. 161 1 BIBLE ibid. , Loe, children are an

heritage of the Lord.

b. The people chosen by God as his peculiar pos-
session ; the ancient Israelites

;
the Church of God.

a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xxvii. 12 Make safe H folke lord

& blesse bin heritage. 1381 WYCLIF Micah vii. 18 That. .

berist ouer the synne of the relikis of thin eritage. 1549
Bk. Com. Prayer^ Te Deurn, O Lorde . . blesse thyne heri-

tage. 1611 BIBLE i Pet. v. 3 Neither as being lords over God's
heritage. 1612 T. TAYLOR Comm. Titus iii. 7 That people
were more peculiarly called the lines and heritage of the
Lord. 1881 N. T. Eph. L n In whom also we were made
a heritage.

4. That which comes from the circumstances of

birth ; an inherited lot or portion ; the condition or

state transmitted from ancestors.
a x6ai BEAUM. & Fu Thierry $ Tkeodoret v. i, The

people's charity was your heritage, and I would see which
of you deserves his birthright. 1639 S. Du VERGER tr.

Camus' Admir. Events 46 The only glory of obeying her
as their mother was the fairest lot in their heritage. 18x4
BYRON Lara i. ii, Lord of himself ; that heritage of woe.
tii9n MAURICE Friendship Bks. i. (1874) 22 To earn bread
by the sweat of the brow Is the common heritage of the sons
of Adam.

t 5. Heirs collectively ; lineage. Qbs.
1390 GOWER Con/. II. ^4 They graunten him a lusty mede

. .To him and to his heritage.

t Heiritage, v. Obs. rare. [a. OF. (Ji}erita-

gitr, ~ger (in both senses), f. (fi)eritage : see prec.]
1. trans. To inherit.

i38 WYCLIF Ps. xxxvi[il. n The debonere forsothe shuln
eritagen the erthe. Ecclus. iv. 14 Who holden it, shuln
eritagen [1388 enherite] lif.

2. To give for an inheritance.

138* WYCLIP Ecclvs. xvii. 9 The lawe of lif he eritagede
them [1388 He enheritide hem with the lawe of lijf ].
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t Heri'tagely, adv. Obs. rare~ l
. [f. HERI-

TAGE sb. + -LY -.J By inheritance, as a heritage.
rio R. BRVNNE Chroti. (1810) 251 pe whilk I hold, &

salleporgh right Clayme to hald, at alle my myght, Heri-
tagelik of |>e, & of J>in heires Jrat after |>e be.

Heritance (he-ritans). arch. [a. OF. heri-

tage, f. htriter to inherit : see HERIT v,] Inheri-

tance ; heirship. Also^Sg:
1423 tr. Secreta Secret., Przv. Prrv. (E. E. T. S.) 159 Esau,

for a lytill Potage solde the ryghtof his herytaunce. c 1489
CAXTON Sonnes of Aymon xix. 404 A prysoner, by whom
I shall have peas, and all myn herytaunce agayne. 1566
DRANT IVtuL Hierem. in Farr S, P. Eliz. (1845) II. 417
Our heritaunce is cut of quyte. a 1635 NAUNTON Frctgm.
Reg. iArb.) 23 Our Common-Law, which is the heritance of
the Kingdome. xSoi SOUTHEY Thalaba i. (D.), These were

my heritance, O God! thy gifts were these. 1896 Miss
MACLEOD Sin-Eater Ded., The beauty of the world, the

pathos of life, the gloom, the spiritual glamour.. the heri-

lance of the Gael.

Heritor (he'rit^i). Forms: 5 heritor, 5-6
heryter, 6 hery-, here-, heritour, 7-8 heretor,
6- heritor. [ME., a. AF. heriter^Qft. heritur,
earlier eretier, eritier = t. (Ji}eretiert Sp. heredero

: late L. hereditdri-nm (from hereditdrius adj.

HEREDITARY), which took the place of hered-em

heir. In i6th c. erroneously conformed to agent-
nouns in -our, -or: of. BACHELOR, and see -OR.]
1. One who inherits; an heir or heiress, a. bylaw.
1475 Bk. Noblesse (1860) 4 King Edward the thrid, first

henter to the said Royaume of Fraunce. 1525 LD. BERNERS
Froiss. II. xxiv, Hys cosyn germaine, the vicount of

Chateau Bein, who is the heryter. Ibid, xliii. (R.), They
sholde take his doughter . . who was as then but fyue yeres
of age, for herytoure of y8 royalme of Portyngale. c 1575

Batfowi*s Praclicks (1754) 230 The heritouris and airis may
be followit at the ^eiris end. 1879 T. P. O'CONNOR Ld.
Beaconsjield 74 The heritor of the Duke's title and land.

b. by nature or acquisition.
c 1554 Interl. Youth in Hazl. Dodsley II. 8 And thou shall

be an heritor of bliss. 1823 New Monthly Mag. VII. 327
The fierce heritors of his renown. 1877 FARRAR Days of
Youth xiii. 123 Our days are heritors ot days gone by.

2. Sc. Law. The proprietor of a heritable sub-

ject ;

* in connexion with parochial law, the term

is confined to such proprietors of land or houses

as are liable in payment of public burdens
'

(Bell
Diet, /.aw Scotl.}.
Heritor's court, the court of a subject superior held

within the bounds of his own fee and heritage.

1597 MONIPENNY Chroii. in Somers Tracts (1816) III. 305
An iland, which is not divided by any haven or port of the

sea, but by the severall lordships of the heritours thereof.

1637 RUTHERFORD Lett. (1862) I. 217 O that Christ were
restored to be a freeholder and a landed heritor in Scotland.

1693 Apol. Clergy Scot. 17 Their Parliament lodged the

power of Election in the Heretors and Elders of each
Parish. 165(7

DALLAS Stiles 736 A Heretor of Salmoml-

fishing within the Territory of the Burgh. 1746-7 Act 20
Ceo. //, c. 50 21 No tenant . . liable to perform any services

whatsoever to his heretor or landlord. 1834 Brit. Hnsb. I.

iv. 83 In Scotland no law exists by which repair [of a road]
can be enforced ; provided the heritors of a parish can show
that their statute labour has been expended.

HeTitreSS. [f- prec. + -ESS. (Herytes in 1533
prob. an error.)] An heiress, an inheritress.

a 1533 LD. BERNERS Huon clxtii. 642, I
wyll neuer consent

that a newe found damoysell should be herytes of suche
a realme. 1847 Blackw. Mag. LXI. 752 She was the sole

heritress of her father's thousands. 1889 Univ. Rev. Jan.
91 Stern rustic heritress Of Cato and Fabricms.

Heritrix, lieretrix (he'ritriks). Also 7here-
trice, (erron. heiretrice, heirtrix). [A fern, of

HERITOR formed in imitation of feminities in L.

-trix and F. -trice, from masculines in L. -tor, F.

-feur.] A female heir or heritor
;
an heiress.

c 1575 Balfmtr's Practicks (1754) 232 Ane heretrix being
in ward and keiping of hir over-lord, may be disherishit, and
foirfalt hir heritage. 1609 SKENE Re%. Maj. 38 The
Warde and Manage of Wemen Heretrices. Ibid., Na
woman being ane heretrice of land, may be lawfullie maried,
without consent of her over-lord. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt.

Brit. ix. viii. 8 Isabel!, Heiretrice of Ailmar Earle of

Angoulisme. 1654 tr. Scuderys Curia Pol. Contents,

Marriage of the Princess an Heretrix to the Crown. 1875
W. M-ILWRAITH Guide Wigtownshire 90 Elizabeth Ken-

nedy, heretrix of the said croft.

Herk, herke, -ien, obs. forms of HARK v.

Herken, -in, obs. forms of HEARKEN.

Herl, sb* Also 4-6 herle. [Cognate with

MLG. aerie t fiar/e, LG. harl fibre, filament, hair

of flax or hemp : see HARL.]
1 1. A fibre or filament ; a hair. Obs. rare.

13.. Goto, ff Gr. Knt. 190 J>e mane of bat mayn hors ..

Ay a herle of Je here, an o^er of golde.

2. A barb or fibre of the shaft of a feather, esp.
of the peacock or ostrich, used in making artificial

dies for angling. Also HARL, q.v.
a 1450 Fysskynge tv. angle (1883) 35 The body of grene wull

& lappydabowte wyth the herle of the pecoks tayle. 1611

MARKHAM Countr. Content, i. xiii. (1668* 68 The herle of a
Peacocks tayl. 1799 G. SMITH Laboratory II. 205 Pea-

cock's herl alone, or interchanged with ostrich hen. 1867
F. FRANCIS Angling 263 Tie on peacock or ostrich herl at

the same place. 1884 Longm. Mag. June 179.

b. An artificial fly, of which a peacock herl is

the distinctive feature.

1799 G. SMITH Laboratory II. 301 Dark-blue-herU The
body, black rabbit's scut.

HERMANDAD.
Herle. Sc. A local name of the heron.

1508 DI'NBAR Tua mariit ll'cmen 382, I thoght my self

a papingay, and him a plukit herle. 1825-80 JAMIESON s.v.,

Herle is still the common name in Angus.
Herling, harling. local. The name, on the

Scottish shore of the Solway Firth, for the fish

Salmo allnis.

1684 R. SmAiDtf&tin Illustr. in. vi. 24 Trachurus. rlunu
esse suspicor, qui Dumfrisiensibus nostris tfirltng dicitur.

1791 Statist. Ace. Scot.
t Ho?ywood\. 19 (Jam.) The Cluden

abounds in fine burn trouts, some salmon, some sea trout,
and herlings. 1793 Ibi<i. t Dumfries V. 132 (Jam.) The
river Nith produces salmon, trouts, flounders, pike, eels, and

ling or Hirling of the Scotch side of the Solway Frith, the

\Vhiting of the English side. 1861 Act 24 <$- 25 Viet. c. 109
4 All migratory fish of the genus salmon, whether known

by the names . . yellow fin, sprod, herllng, whiting .. or by
any other local name. 1880-4 DAY Brit. Pishes II. 85.

b. Comb.
t
as herling-house, -net, etc.

1834 JARDINE in /Vtwr. Benu. Nat. Club I. No. 2. 51 They
are caught, .by the stake-nets of small mesh, or, as they are

called, nerling-houses. 1893 Scot. Leader 10 July 4 Ten
men were arrested . . on a charge of poaching, nerling and
small-meshed herling nets being found in their possession.

Herlot, obs. form of HARLOT.

Herlys, obs. form of ABLES.
1487 Churchw. Ace. Wigtoft> Line. (Nichols I797)87joh.

Writh, on herlys for on worke xii '.

tHermCO^.), DHm(h5*imi). [L. Herma,
pi. -set a latinized form of Simut, a. Or. 'Ep^^s

Mercury, applied also at Athens to 'any four-

cornered pillar surmounted by a head or bust \]
A statue composed of a head, usually that of

the god Hermes, placed on the top of a quadran-

gular pillar, of the proportions of the human body :

such statues were exceedingly numerous in ancient

Athens, where they were used as boundary-marks,
mile-stones, sign-posts, pillars, pilasters, etc.

1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 450 By throwing down
and mangling of the Herms (to say, the images of Mer-
cury). Ibid. 11631) 496 Three Hermes of stone (which are
foure square pillars) vpon the tops of which they set vp
heads of Mercuric. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 401
(Stanf.)They portraied those Hermes, that is to say, the

statues of Mercuric, in yeeres, without either hands or feet.

1638 F. JUNIUS Paint, ofAncients 165 Hermse were stone
statues of Mercury. 1796 Ho\.cn.ofrStoJberg's Trav.(ijg-j)
II. Ivii. 332 Aspasia, as a Herma : which means only the
head on a pillar, that, from its base, gradually extends
itself. 1850 GROTE Greece VII. 227 The mutilation of the

Hermae, one of the most extraordinary events in all Grecian

history. 1850 LEITCH Mailer's Ane. Art 345. 412 The
isolated statue was historically developed from the pillar ;

the Herma remained as an intermediate step, inasmuch as
it placed a human head on a pillar having the proportions of

the human form.

Hennsean (ha-imfan\ a* [f. L. fiermae-us, a.

Gr. 'Epfuuot of or pertaining to Hermes + -AN.]
Of Hermes ; applied to ancient statues consisting of

a block or pillar surmounted by a head: see prec.
1813 J. C. HOBHOUSE Joitrn. 663 It was a small many-

breasted figure, hermsean in the lower extremities, or, with
the legs and feet not cut out. 1816 J. DALLAWAY Stat. ff

Sculpt. 7 In a short time artists arose who ventured to

engraft a head upon these blocks, and to distinguish by
features the one from the other, .that description of statue

was called
'

terminal ', or
' Hermsean '.

Hennaic(h3Jm^'ik), a. (so.) [ad. Gr. 'E/>fuu-ds
of or like HERMES.]
1. Of or belonging to Hermes Trismegistus ;

=

HERMETIC a. i.

1678 CUDWORTH Intelf. Syst. i. iv. 18. 320 All the
Hermaic or Trismegistic books that are now extant. 1744
BERKELEY Siris 287 Speculations contained in the Her-
maic writings. 1872 \V. MATHEWS Getting on in World ix.

(1873) 132 To distinguish between the 'me' and the 'non-
me' with more than Hermaic subtlety.

b. asj. (//.) The writings attributed to Hermes

Trismegistns.
1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. iv. 18. 325 Those Books

which Porpnyrius saith he met withal, (namely the Her-

maicks,and those Writings of Chaeremon).
2. =HERM^AN.
1810 T. MITCHELL Aristoph. I. p. xxviii, He compared

them to the Hermaic statues, so common in their streets.

1876 A. WILDER in R. P. Knight Symbol. Lang. Ane. Art
Qtnote, Four-square, like the Hermaic pillars.

Hermaical, a. [f. as prec. + -AL.] =prec. i.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst, i. iv. 18. 319 The least part of

the Hermaical Institutions. Ibid. 324 The Books called

Hermes's or Hermaical.

II Hermandad (ermanda-d). [Sp- = brother-

hood, fraternity, f. hermarto brother : cf. l^frater-

nitas.'} In Spain, originally the name of popular
combinations formed chiefly to resist the exactions

and robberies of the nobles, to which were subse-

quently given general police functions ; in 1 476 was
formed the Santa Hermandad or Holy Brother-

hood, a voluntary organization embracing the

whole country, which was afterwards reorganized
as a regular national police.
I760-7J tr. Juan $ Ulloa's fay. (ed. 3)

I. 98 The officers

and soldiers of the garrisons, the alcades in office and of the

hermandad, and the town clerk. 1838 PRESCOTT Ferd. $
fs. (1846) II. xiv. 40 To this end, the principal cities and
communities of Aragon had recently adopted the institution



HERMAPHRODEITY.
of the hermandad. 1845 FORD Handbk. Spain \. 41 (Stanf.)
The Miquelites are the modern '

Hermandad', the brother-
hood which formed the rural police of Spain.
t Hermaphrode-ity. Obs. rare- 1

, [irreg. f.

HERMAPHRODITE, after such words as corporeity^
The state of being hermaphrodite.
1610 B. JONSON Alcli. ii. iii, The one [sulphur] . . Supply-

ing the place of male, The other [mercury] of the female, in
all mettalls. Some doe beleeue hermaphrodeitie That both
doe act, and suffer.

Hermaphrodism (hajma:-fr<Jdiz'm). Biol.

[a. V. hermaphrodisme (1781 in Hatz.-Darm.),
irreg. f. hermaphrodile : see -ISM.] = HERMAPHRO-
DITISM.
1828 WEBSTER cites Diet. Nat. Hist. 1835-6 TODO Cycl.

Anal. I. 700 The Conchifera. .possess what has been called
sufficient hermaphrodism. 1877 HUXLEY Anat. 1m'. A Him.
1. 67 There is some reason to suspect that hermaphrodism
was the primitive condition of the sexual apparatus.

Herma-phrodisy. rare- 1
, [ad. med. L. herma-

phrodisia (obs. F. hermaphrodisie, hermofrodi-
sie), {. Gr. IpucuppoSlros, after cuppoStata, deriv. of

"ArppoStTTj."] Hermaphrodite state or quality.
1807 SIR R. WILSON Jrnl. 8 July in Life (1862) II. viii.

295 1 he revolting hermaphrodisy of the ' blue stocking '.

Hermaphrodital (-dartal), a. rare. [f. as
next + -AL.] = HERMAPHRODITIC.
1823 Examiner 59/2 There is . . in this popular artist's

male figures a certain lack either of masculine proportion
or energy, a look hermaphrodital. 1831 Fraser's Mag. IV.
367 The animal magnetists . . supposed it possible to restore
for a time man and woman to an hermaphrodital state.

Hermaphrodite (hajmarfitfdsit), si. and a.
Also (erron.) 5-6 hermofrodite. [ad. L. herma-
phroditus, a. Gr. ipfuuppo&iros, orig. proper name of

'Ep/ui(pp65iTos son of Hermes (Mercury) and Aphro-
dite (Venus), who, according to the myth, grew to-

gether with the nymph Salmacis, while bathing in
her fountain, and thus combined male and female

characters.]
A. s6. I. A human being, or one of the higher

animals, in which parts characteristic of both sexes
are to some extent(really or apparently) combined.
(Formerlysupposed to occur normally in some races ofmen

and beasts ; but now regarded only as a monstrosity.)
[1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xvm. li. (1495) 811 In

harmofroditus is founde bothe sexus male and female : but
alway vnperfyte.J c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 5 Cap. ix Of
hermofrodite, bat is to seye, pat hath be schappe of man &
womman. 1576 GASCOIGNE Steele Gl. (Arb.) 50, I am in
dede a dame, Or at the least, a right Hermaphrodite. 1600
HOLLAND Livy xxxi. xii. 780 Another likewise was found of
sixteene yeeres of age, a very Hermaphrodite of doubtful!
sex between both. 1628 COKE On Litt. 3 a, An herma-
phrodite may purchase according to that sexe which pre-
vaileth. 1667 Phil. Trans. II. 624 An Exact Narrative of
an Hermaphrodite now in London. 1756 WESLEY Wks.
(1872) IX. 474 Indeed, we are not told here, that angels are
hermaphrodites. 1874 VAN BUREN Dis. Genit. Org. 38
The monstrosity known as hermaphrodite does exist, but is

excessively rare.

b. An effeminate man or virile woman, c. A
catamite.

'594 Mirr. Policy (1599) H iij, Sardanapalus. .burnt him-
self, by which act he dehuered his subjects from a monstrous
Hermophrodite who was neither true man, nor true woman,
being in sexe a man, & in heart a woman, a 1649 DRUMM.
or HAWTH. Jos. I, Wks. (1711) 9 The womanish decking
of the persons of some few hermaphrodites. 1716 ADDISON
Drummer iv. i, He is one of your Hermaphrodites, as they
call them.

2. Zool. An animal in which the male and female
sexual organs are (normally^ present in the same
individual, as in various molluscs and worms.
1717-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Divers of the insect and

reptile kind are also hermaphrodites ; particularly, worms,
snails, etc. 1742 H. BAKER Microsc. li. xxi. 180 Lice are
not Hermaphrodites, as has erroneously been imagined.
1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec. iv. 100 On the land there are some
hermaphrodites, as land-mollusca and earth-worms. 1888
ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life Introd. 25 Some
hermaphrodites, however, are self-impregnating, such as
Cestoda, and Trematoda.
3. Bot. A plant or flower in which the stamens
and pistils (or equivalent organs) are present in the
same flower, as in the majority of flowering plants.
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., The latest botanists, .make

a division of plants, which they call hermaphrodites ; as
having .the stamina and pistil in the same flower. 1806 J.
GALPINE Brit. Bot. 365 Tussilago . . female flowers numerous :

hermaphrodites very few. 1861 DARWIN Fertil. Orchids
Introd. i No Hermaphrodite fertilizes itself for a perpe-
tuity of generations.

4. fig. A person or thing in which any two op-
posite attributes or qualities are combined.
1659 W. CHAMBERLAYNK Pharotmida i. i. (1820) 14 'Twos

the short journey twixt the day and night, The calm fresh

evening, time's hermaphrodite. 1687 Good Advice 38 Henry
the Eighth, was a kind of Hermopbrodite in Religion, or in
the Language of the times, a Trimer, a 1711 KEN Edmund
Poet. Wks. 1721 1 1. 116 He acts the Hermophradite ofGood
and III, But God detests his double Tongue and Will. 1784
New Spectator No. 4. 2/2 In the new comedy I mean
dramatic hermaphrodite of Reparation. 1827 HARE
Guesses Ser. I. u873) 10 A race of moral hermaphrodites.

b. Naut. A sailing vessel that combines the

characters of two kinds of craft
;
now esp. one that

is square-rigged like a brig forward, and schooner-

rigged aft. Also called hermaphrodite brig: see B. 4.
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1794 Rigging f, Seamanship I. 220 An Hermaphrodite is
a vessel so constructed as to be, occasionally, a snow, and
sometimes a brig. It has therefore two mainsails ; a boom
mainsail, when a brig ; and a square mainsail when a snow.
1831 TRELAWNY Adv. Younger Son I. 177 She was riggedas a hermaphrodite. 1833 M. SCOTT Tom Cringle v. (1859)
109 A very taught-riggcd hermaphrodite, or brig forward
and schooner aft.

B. adj. 1. Of men or beasts : Having parts
belonging to both sexes (really or apparently) com-
bined in the same individual.

1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 263 Nero did shew
certain Hermaphrodite Mares, wherewithal his Chariot was
drawn. 1774 GOLDSM. Mat. Hist. IV. 18 Their hermaphro-
dite natures. 1816 G. S. FABER Orig. Pagan Idolatry II.

487 That astronomical hermaphrodite deity.
2. Zool. a. Of an animal: Having the male and

female generative organs present in the same indi-
vidual, b. Applied to organs which combine the
characters of both sexes.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s.v., The common earth-worms
easily shew their Hermaphrodite nature. 1797 M. BAILLIE
Mart. Anat. (1807) 186 This worm is hermaphrodite. 1870
ROLLESTON Anim. Life Introd. 38 The generative glands
of all Vertebrata appear to be hermaphrodite at certain
periods^ of foeta! life. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim.
Life 113 (Edible Snail) The hermaphrodite gland or ovo-
testis is lodged [etc.]. Ibid., From the gland a convoluted
hermaphrodite duct passes.
3. Bot. a. Of a flower : Containing both stamens

and pistils, b. Of a plant : Bearing both stamens
and pistils in every flower.

17^9 E. BANCROFT Guiana 31 Numerous monopetalous
hermaphrodite flowers. 1778 LIGHTKOOT Flora Scot. (1789)
I. 460 Common Carline Thistle .. the florets are all herma-
phrodite. 1854 HOOKER Himal. Jmls. I. vi. 157 This plant
is occasionally hermaphrodite in Sikkim. 1877 DARWIN
Forms ofFl. Introd. i Linnaeus, .divided them into herma-
phrodite, monoecious, dioecious, and polygamous species.
4. transf. and_/%. a. Consisting of, or combining

the characteristics of, both sexes, b. More generally,
combining two opposite qualities or attributes.
1593 NASHE Strange Newes B iv b, With these two Her-

mophrodite phrases, being halfe Latin and halfe English.
1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 602 What could that
Hermaphrodite-armie doe, wherein were five and twenty
thousand armed women ? 1651 HOBBES Gavt. fg Soc. Preff,
Hermaphrodite opinions of moral! Philosophers, partly right
and comely, partly brutall and wilde. a 1661 FULLER Wor-
thies, Line. II. (1602) 154 Epicoene, and Hermaphrodite Con-
vents, wherein Monks and Nuns lived together. 1807-8 W.
IRVING Salmag. (1824)358, 1 beg of you., to discourage this

hermaphrodite mode ofdress. 1834 Brit. Huso. 1. 158 The
Hermaphrodite waggon is formed by uniting two carts,
corresponding with the fore and hind parts of a waggon, by
bolting them together. 1840 R. H. DANA Bef. Mast ix. 22
A small hermaphrodite brig. 1882 FARRAH Early Chr. II.

350 It was only by inventing elaborate series of herma-
phrodite pairs of sons or emanations that they could imagine
any communication of God's will to man.
Hence Hexma-phxodited/a. pple., united in one

person. (nonce-wd.)
ci*43 A. BROME Death Jos. Shute 47 Divinity and art

were so united, As if in him both were hermaphrodited.

Hermaphroditic (-drtik), a. [mod. f. Gr.

iplMuppuSir-os HERMAPHRODITES -ic.] Belonging
to or of the nature of a hermaphrodite (lit. and
fig.) ; combining male and female characteristics.

1625 B. JONSON Staple ofN. I. i, Looke on me, and with
all thine eyes, Male, female, yea hermaphroditicke eyes.
1761 STILES in Phil. Trans. LV. 264 If the flowers of these
plants be hermaphroditic. 1862 Intell. Observ. No. i. 31
Nearly all the flukes are hermaphroditic.

b. In a more general sense : Combining any two
opposite attributes or qualities.
1881 SWINBURNE Misc. (1886) 222 The detestable as well as

debateable land of pseudo-poetic rhapsody in hermaphro-
ditic prose.

Hermapkrodi-tical, a. [f. as prec. + -AL.]=
prec.

1605 TIMME Quersit. li. iii. 112 Ye have also scene in the
aforesaid salt a hermaphroditicall nature male and female,
fixed and volatil. 1713 GAY Guardian No. 149 p 15 The

. .

rible to an abnormal condition.

Hence Hermnplirodi tically adv.
1682 SIR T. BROWNE Chr. Mar. \. 31 Unite not the Vices

of both Sexes in one ; be not. .Hermaphroditically Vitious.

1836-9 TODD Cycl. Altai. II. 736/2 Both twins were herma-
phroditically formed in their sexual organs.

Herma'phrodi:tish, a. rare.
[f. HERMA-

PHRODITE + -ISH.]
= HERMAPHRODITIC.

1764 T. BRYDGES Homer Tra-aest. (1797) I. 325 To them
the Amazons succeed, A strange hermaphroditish breed.

1858 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. in. vi. 1. 178 A monstrous, frightful,
hermaphroditish, neither secular nor spiritual constitution.

Hermaphroditism ( hsjmse-frtfdaitiz'm ).

Biol.
[f. HERMAPHRODITE + -ISM.] The condition

of a hermaphrodite; coexistence or combination

(real or apparent) of male and female organs in the
same individual organism, or in the same flower.
1808 REECE Med. Diet. s.v. Vagina (Jod.), This appear-

ance constitutes a species of hermaphrpditism. 1828 STARK
Elem. Nat. Hist, I. 381 Among the oviparous fishes, herma-
phroditism was long considered as a rare and accidental
circumstance. 1876 DARWIN Cross-Fertil. x. 410 The rela-

tionship between hermaphroditism and fertilisation by means
of insects is likewise to a certain extent intelligible. 1888

HERMES.
ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life Introd. 25 The testis

may ripen at a different time to the ovary, a phenomenon
known as successive hermaphroditism.

Herma'phrpdifrize, v. rare. [f. as prec. +

-IZE.] trans. To make a hermaphrodite of; fig.
to render effeminate.

159* E. GILPIN Skial. (1878) 4 Such as Hermaphroditize
these poore times With wicked scald iests, extreame gul-
lene. 1620 E. BLOUNT Hone Subsec. 426 These mens minds
be truly Hermaphroditized.
Her-mele : see hair-meal s.v. HAIR si>. 10.

Herrueline, obs. form of EHMELIM.
Hemieneut (haum/nit). rare. [mod. f. Gr.

epWfvTris interpreter, agent-n. f. kpp.r)vtv-tiv to

interpret, f. Ip^iji/tvs interpreter, considered to be a
derivative of 'Ep/njj Hermes in his character of

tutelary deity of speech, writing, and traffic.]An interpreter; spec, one of those employed in
the early Church to interpret the service to wor-
shippers who used a different language.
In mod. Diets.

Hermeneutic (haam/hi^rtik), a. [ad. Gr.
fpWtvriKos, {. epyuiji/euTTjs : see prec.] Belonging
to or concerned with interpretation ; esp. as dis-

tinguished from exegesis or practical exposition.
1807 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. V. 507 In his apprentice-

ship to the hermeneutic muse. 1884 D. HUNTER tr. Reuss'
Hist. Canon v. 90 The hermeneutic method of the profound
and hidden meaning.

Hermenetrtical, a. [as prec. + -AL.] =
prec.

1798 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. XXVII. 510 Aggravated
with uncandid hermeneutical dexterity. 1837 HALLAM Hist.
Lit. ii. 111. 67 The Lutherans extol Gerhard, and especially
Glass, author of the Philologia Sacra, in hermeneutical
theology. l86i./?<W-2i May6soThe edition [ofShakspere]
being chiefly hermeneutical, the publishers are preparing
an exegetical commentary as a companion to it.

Hence Hermenerrtically adv., according to the

principles of interpretation.
1828 WEBSTER cites M. STUART.

Hermeneu'tics. [f. HERMENEUTIC a. : see
-ics. Also in form hermeneutic. Cf. Gr. ep^t;-

vfvTt/c/i (sc. T^x>"7), L. hermeneutica, F. I'hermf-

neutique.] The art or science of interpretation, esp.
of Scripture. Commonly distinguished from exe-

gesis or practical exposition.
1737 WATERLAND Eucharist (ed. 2) 315 Taking such

liberties with sacred Writ, as are by no means allowable
upon any known rules of just and sober hermeneuticks.
1839 LONOF. Hyperion iv. vii, Here. . I kept my papers and
my great work on Biblical Hermeneutics. 1843 S. DAVID-
SON Sacr. Hermeneut. i. (L.), The meaning of all language,
written or spoken, is developed by the application of general
laws, usually termed Hermeneutics. 1871 TYLOR Prim.
Cult. I. 287 No legend . . is safe from the henneneutics of a
thorough-going mythologic theorist.

Hermeneu-tist. rare. [f. Gr. fp^vevr--fis
HEKMENEUT + -IST.]

' One versed in hermeneutics ;

an interpreter' (Ogilvie 1882).

Hermes (haum/z). [L. Hermes, Gr. 'Epjwjs.]
1. In Greek mythology, a deity, the son of Zeus
and Maia, represented as the messenger of the gods,
the god of science, commerce, eloquence, and many
of the arts of life ; commonly figured as a youth,
with the caduceus or rod, petasus or brimmed hat,
and talaria or winged shoes. Identified by the
Romans with Mercury. Hence b. A statue of
Hermes = HERMA.
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Athens abounded more than

any other place in hermes's.

t 2. Used for the metal Mercury. Obs.

16*7 MILTON P. L. m. 603 Though by thir powerful Art
they binde Volatil Hermes, and call up unbound In various
shapes old Proteus from the Sea.

3. Hermes
V>-isme^istus(Gi.'EpiajsTplsntyiaTos,

L. Hermes ter-maximus, Hermes thrice-greatest),
the name given by the Neo-platonists and the de-
votees of mysticism and alchemy to the Egyptian
god Thoth, regarded as more or less identified with
the Grecian Hermes, and as the author of all mys-
terious doctrines, and especially of the secrets of

alchemy. Hence hermetic, hermetically, and the

following expressions :

fa. Hermes' seal: = Hermetic seal : see HER-
METIC A. 2 b. Obs.

1605 TIMME Quersit. HI. 192 Hermes scale . . take the red
hote tonges, and therewith wring or nippe the

toppe close

together ; whereby it shall be so closed as if it had no vent
before. 1641 FRENCH Distill, v. (1651) 119 Closed up. .in a

glazen womb sealed with Hermes scales. 1662 J. CHANDLER
Van Helmonfs Oriat. 75 Let the neck be shut with a
Hermes Seal, by the melting of the glasse in the same place.

1756 ROLT/JK/. Trades*. Hermetical Seal, Withapairof
pincers twisting it close together, which is called putting
on Hermes's seal.

fb. Hermes'fire: = CORPOSANT; also, a will-

o'-the-wisp. Also St. Hermes'fire (? by confusion
with St. Elmo'sfire). Obs.
1611 COTOR., Ardans, S. Hermes fires; the flittering, or

going fiers . . or flames, which be seen by night, and neere
vnto waters. 1658 tr. Bergerac's Katyr. Char. xii. 45,
I send St. Hermes fire (Jack in a lanthorn) to the marches.
is SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) ii The Greeks call'd
them Castor and Pollux . . which some call Hermes fire ;

Saint Elmo others.
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HERMESIAN.

Hermesian (h*mu-sian), a. and sb. [f. proper
name Hermes ,see below) + -IAN.]

A. adj. Pertaining to Georg Hermes (i7"5~

1831), a Roman Catholic priest, and professor of

theology at Bonn, who propounded doctrines on

the relation of reason to faith, which were after-

wards condemned by the Pope. B. sli. A follower

of Georg Hermes. Hence Herme'sianism, the
(

doctrine of Georg Hermes.
1868 Chambers' Encycl. Supp. s.v. Hermes, The Her-

mesian method of investigation . . discards . . all principle of

authority. 1882-3 SCHAFF Encycl. Relig. Knowl. II. 980
A strong re-action set in against the Hermesians . . In a

short time the movement died out, or was suppressed. 1885

Catholic DUt. s.v., Hermesiaiiism is now extinct.

Hermet, -ett, obs. forms of HERMIT.

Hermetic (haime'tikl, a. and sb. [ad. med.
]

or mod.L. hermetic-us, irreg. f. Hermes ( Trisme-

gistus) : see HEBMES 3. (Apparently formed in i

imitation of magnes, magnetic-US.)]
A. adj. 1. Pertaining to Hermes Trismegistus,

and the philosophical, theosophical, and other writ-

ings ascribed to him : see HEBMES 3.

1676 NEWTON in Rigaud Corr. Sri. Men (1841) II. 397
If there should be any verity in the Hermetic writers. 1678
CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. iv. 18. 321 There may very well

be some Hermetic or Trismegistic books genuine, though all

of them be not such. 1791 T. TAYLOR Proclus II. 29 His

familiarity with the Hermetic Pan.

2. Hence, Relating to or dealing with occult

science, esp. alchemy ; magical ; alchemical. Her-

metic art, philosophy, science : names for alchemy
or chemistry.
a 1637 B. JONSON Underwoods Ixii. 77 With the Chimera

of the Rosie Crosse, Their Charmes, their Characters, Her-

metticke Rings. 1641 FRENCH Distill, v. (1651) 160, I ex-
I

tracted thence three drams of pure nitrous Hermetick Salt.

1651 BIGGS New Disp. 765 But warm'd at the Hermetick fire.

i6j ASHMOLE Theat. Chem. Prol. 5 A Particular account

of the Hermetique Science. 1663 BUTLER Hud. \. ii. 225 By
his side a pouch he wore, Replete with strange hermetic

powder. 171* STEELE Sped. No. 426 T 2 Basilius Valen-

tinus was a person who had arrived at the utmost Perfection

in the Hermetick Art. 1790 BURKE Fr. Rev. 338 As the

dream of the philosopher's stone induces dupes, under the

more plausible delusion of the hermetic art, to neglect all

rational means of improving their fortunes. 1839 Fraser's

Mag. XIX. 447 The hermetic or philosophical fire . . U a

perfectly invisible and universal essence.

b. Hermetic seal, sealing : air-tight closure of a

vessel, esp. a glass vessel, by fusion, soldering, or

welding ;
also applied in Surg. to a method of

dressing wounds (see quot. 1886). Also fig.

Hence hermetic for '

hermetically sealed '.

1663 JER. TAYLOR Fun. Serin. Ld. Primate Wks. 1831 IV.

53 Not nature, but grace and glory, with an hermetic seal,

give us a new signature. 1705 C. PURSHALL Mech. Macro-
cosm 140 Boyle has observed Water to Dilate, and contract

it self., by an Hermetic Glass Bubble. 1815 BENTHAM
Indie, resp. Ld. Eldon 47 The same hand . .has. .as if by an
hermetic seal, closed all such crannies. 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex.,

Hermetic sealing.. Also, a mode oftreatment of penetrating
wounds of the chest or abdomen by closing them externally
with collodion and scraps of lint.

3. Pertaining to the god Hermes, b. Of or

pertaining to a Henna : as a hermetic column =

HEBMES I b. In mod. Diets.

^1 Erron. for HEBMITIC, q.v.
B. sb. 1. One skilled in hermetic art or science ;

an alchemist or chemist.

1684 tr. Bonefs Merc. Compit. ix. 319 Prepared Vitriol . .

alone to several Hermeticks may seem sufficient to furnish

an Apothecaries shop.
2. //. Hermetic philosophy ; alchemy.
1865 tr. Hugo's Hunchback of Notre Dame ll. vii. 95

Hermetics, that sophia of all sophias.

Herme'tical, a. [f. as prec. + -AL.]
1. =HEBMBTIC a. i, 2.

1605 TIMME Quersit. i. xi.
4^6

The Hermeticall Philoso-

phers deny that there is a quintessence, because there are

not fower elements. 1659 HOWELL Vocab. To Rdr., Here
he shall know the dark terms of Chymistry or the Her-

metical Art. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn., Hermetical

Physick, is that Hypothesis . . which refers the Cause of all

Diseases to Salt, Sulphur and Mercury. 1837 SIR F. PAL-

GRAVE Merch. ft Friar Ded. (1844) ii He composed a

treatise on Alchemical Science . . It has been thrice published
. .by. .collectors of hermetical mysteries.

2. = HEBMETIC a. 2 b.

1664 BOYLE Wks. (1772) II. 489 (title) Discourse, con-

taining some new Observations about the Deficiencies

of Weather-Glasses, together with some Considerations

touching the New or Hermetical Thermometers. 1727-41
CHAMBERS Cycl., Hermetical Seal, a manner of stopping
or closing glass vessels . . by heating the neck of the vessel

. . and then, with a pair of pinchers twisting it close

together. 1821-34 Good's Study Med. (ed, 4) II. 645 Air
will here indeed find its way . . unless opposed by an her-
metical seal Ibid. 111. 289 note, Sir David Barry recom-
mends the hermetical sealing of the vessels.

H Erron. used for HEBMITICAL, q.v.

Hermetically (hwrne-tikali), adv. [f. prec.
-t- -LY -.] In a hermetical manner.
1. Used to denote a method of sealing or closing

a tube or vessel by fusing it at the opening, or by
soldering or welding ; hence, by any mode which
renders it absolutely air-tight. See HERMETIC a. 2 b.

1605 TIMME Quersit. n. v. 123 A smal cappe or cover, with
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his receiver, strongly and well luted, hermetically closed
|

rounde about. 1691 BENTLEY Boyle Lcct. iv. 134 When he :

suffer'd those things to putrefie in Hermetically sealed
|

S
'asses . . no living thing was ever produced there. 1799
. SMITH Laboratory I. 132 Hermetically closed up to pre-

vent any water coming to them. 1877 W. THOMSON Voy.

Challenger I. i. 24 The receiver is now hermetically sealed

at the upper contraction.

b. Surg. Used of a method of dressing gunshot
wounds ;

see HEBMETIC a. 2 b quot. 1886.

1870 T. HOLMES Syst. Surg. (ed. 2) II. 203 A plan of

treating gun-shot wounds of the chest by hermetically seal-

ing their external orifices, was introduced during the late

war in America.. The record of the results.. are sufficiently

ample towarrantan unqualified condemnation ofthepractice.

c. Jig. Closely, tightly ; absolutely (closed).

1698 FRYER Ace. E. India f, P. 40 Were not the Mouth
of that Grand Impostor Hermetically sealed up, where

Christianity is spread. 1780 COWPER Let. 2 July, If you
trust me with a secret, I am hermetically sealed. 1855

PRESCOTT Philip II, Pref. (1857 1 4 The Archives which have

held the secrets of the Spanish monarchy hermetically sealed

for ages. 1883 H. DRUMMOND Nat. Law in Spir. W. (ed. 2)

71 The passage from the Natural World to the Spiritual

World is hermetically sealed on the Natural Side.

t 2. By the method of alchemy. Obs.

1664 J. WILSON Cheats in. i, Jol. Pray, sir, proceed ; and

disclose this son of gold. Mop. Hermetically, I shall.

Hermetico-, combining form of HERMETIC a.

(sense i\ as in Hermetico-poetioal a., dealing

with Hermetic philosophy in poetical form.

1678 (title} Ripley Reviv'd : or an Exposition upon Sir

George Ripley's Hermetico-Poetical Works.

Hermetist (ha-jm/tist). [f. as HERMETIC +

-1ST.] A Hermetic philosopher.
1837-48 HARE Guesses Ser. n. (1867) 467 The Cabbalists

and Hermetists who assumed the Universality of Sensation.

1877 H - P- BLAVATSKY Isis Pref. 21 What the Hindu
initiates and the Hermetists taught before him.

Hermid, herewith : see HEBE adv. 16.

Hermin, -yn, obs. forms of EBMINE.

Hermit (ha-Jmit), sb. Forms : a. 3 armite,

4-5 ermyt(e, 4-6 armyte, armet, 4-7 ermite,

7 ermit. /3. 4-6 hermyte, 4-8 -mite, (5 -mett),

6- hermit. 7. 3-7 heremite, 4-5 -myt(e, 6 Sc.

-meit, 6-7 -mit. See also EBEMJTE. [ME. her-

mite, ermite, a. OF. (h}ermitc, L. eremita (med.L.
also heremlta), ad. Gr. Ipij/u'rip, f. ipr/iiia desert.

Beside the forms immed. from French, ME.had here-

ffw'teafter med.L.; mod.Eng. hasalso EREMITE, q.v.]

1. One who from religious motives has retired into

solitary life ; esp. one of the early Christian recluses.

See EREMITE i.

a. c 1205 LAY. 18800 Sone be armite \f 1275 heremite]

com in. a. 1300 Cursor M. 8135 (Gott.) An armyte [v.rr.

heremite, ermyte] bar bai fand at hame In bat montayn, was

halt and lame, c 1300 St. Brandan 610 The ermite that

was so old ajen hem com gon. c 1440 Promp, Parv. 141/2

Ermyte. .keremila. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 704 Into

that yle. . Ane halie armet duelland war tha dais. 1611 BUR-

TON Anat. Mel. i. ii. I. ii, S. Hierome in the life of Paul the

Ermite tells a story. 1651 JER. TAYLOR Holy Dying i. 3

(17271 21 To be spent in the cottage of a frugal person, or to

feed an Ermit.

P. a 1300 Cursor M. 17900 (Gott.) A man come ban

widuten lite, pat semed wele haue bene hermite [v. rr.

eremite, eremyte, Ermyte]. 1361 LANGL. P. PI. A. Prol. 3

In Habile of an Hermite [B. Heremite, C. Ermite] vn-holy

of werkes. 1:1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) vii. 24 A haly hermit

mette. .a beste forschapen. 1481 CAXTON Myrr. i. v. 22 The
other gaf it [their tresour] away and . . wente as hermytes.

1588 SHAKS. L.L.L.iv. iii. 242 A withered Hermite, fiuescore

winters worne, Might shake off fiftie, looking in her eye.

1703 MAUNDRELL fount. Jems. (1732) So Hermits retiring

hither for Penance and Mortification. 1847 EMERSON Repr.
\ Men, Goethe Wks. I. 384 There is much to be said by the

I hermit or monk in defence of his life of thought and prayer.

y. c i7S LAY. 18804 P* 11 heremite he iseh come, c 1375
i Sc. Leg. Saints, Magdalena 812 A preste.. pat fled ff

warld as heremyt. 1497 Bp. ALCOCK MOHS Perfect. D iij b,
1

An heremyte cam to saynt Anthony. 1500-10 DUNBAR
Poems xxv. 9 O ! ?e heremeitis and hankersaidilis, That

takis your pennance at your tablis. 1600 J. PORY tr. Leo's

Africa n. 154 The rule of heremites, the professors, .whereof

inhabite woods and solitarie places.

b. transf. Ajperson living in solitude.

_________ ______
(
____ _______ __ ________

who have lived' in cities have been hermits still. 1849
ROBERTSON Serin. Ser. i. viii. (1866) 138 A solitary man
who. .led a hermit's life, .for hermit. .he was.

2. In senses immediately derived from i. a. In

the formal designation of certain monastic orders :

e.g. Hermits of St. Augustine: see EREMITE 2.

1577-87 [see EREMITE]. 1706 tr. Dupin's Eccl. Hist. \6t/i

C. II. iv. xi. 449 The Augustinians produced one [new
branch] that of the Hermites of St Augustin.

b. A quasi-religious mendicant ;
a vagabond ;

in Gypsy slang, a highwayman.
1495 Act ii Hen. VII, c. 2 3 Every vagabounde here-

myte or begger able to labre. 1368 GRAFTON Chron. II. 118

Peter Wakefielde . . an Hermite, an idle gadder about, and
a pratlyng marchant. 1840 LONGF. Sp. Stud. in. v, And
you, by the pole with the hermit's head upon it.

t C. A beadsman. Also^f^. Obs.

1588 SHAKS. Tit. A.m. ii. 41 As perfect As begging Her-
mits in their holy prayers. 1605 Macb. i. vi. 20 For
those [honours] of old, and the late Dignities, Heap'd vp to

them, we rest your Ermites. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury in.

190/2 Begging Heremits first began to propagate here in

England.

HERMITAGE.

3. Applied to various animals of solitary habits,

as the hermit-crab, the hermit-bird ; see 4 b.

1661 WALTON Angler i. (ed. 3) 33 There is a fish called a

Hermit, that at a certain age gets into a dead fishes shell,

and like a Hermite dwells there alone. 1677 N. Cox Gentl.

Retreat, iv. (ed. 2) 5. 186* WOOD Nat. Hist. II. 239 All

the Hermits build a very curious and beautiful nest. Ibi<i.

(1865) III. 603 Iftwo Hermits be removed from their houses,

and put into a rock pool . . the combats which take place. .

are as fierce and determined as any.

4. attrib. and Comb., as hermit-seat ; hermtt-

fancied, -haunted 3.$\s.; hermit-like adj. and adv.,

like a hermit.
c 1500 Melusiiie Ivii. 336 He dide doo make many hermyte

habytes. 1709 WATTS Horx Lyr. 11. To Discontented,

Sylvia . . Flies to the woods ; a hermit saint ! 17*7-46
THOMSON Summer 15 Come Inspiration ! from thy hermit

seat, By mortal seldom found. 1785 BURNS Vision I. xx,

Near many a hermit-fancy'd cove, a 1800 COWPER Snail,

Hermit-like, his life he leads. 1852 H AWTHORNE Blitliedale

Rom. xxiv, Within which lurked the hermit-frog. 1878

Prodigal Son iv. in Simpson Sch. Sliats. II. 109 Many
ither nerinitlike fools.

b. In names of various animals of solitary habits :

hermit-bird, (a) a humming-bird of genus Phal-

thornis; (i) a South American Halcyonide bird of

geimsMonasa, a nun-bird ;
hermit-crab , f hermit-

flsh, hermit-lobster, a crab of the family Pagu-
ridse, which has the habit of taking up its abode in

a cast-off molluscan shell for the sake of protecting

its soft shell-less hinder parts ; hermit-crow, a

name of the chough ; hermit-thrush, a migratory

thrush, Turdus solitarius, common in most parts

of North America, and celebrated for its song ;

hermit-warbler, the western warbler, Dendr&ca

occidentalis, of the Pacific slope of North America.

1837 SWAINSON Nat. Hist. Birds 154 The *hermit birds. .

frequently rise up perpendicularly in the air, make a swoop,
and return again to their former station. 1755 MORTIMKR in

Phil. Traits. XXXIX. 115 The Hermit-Crabs are gener-

ally found in great Plenty under these Trees. 1863 WOOD
Nat. Hist. III. 603 Like all its race, the Hermit-crab

inhabits the shell of some mollusc. 1591 SYLVESTER DM
Bartas i. v. 401 The "Hermit-fish . . that builds him a de-

fence 'Gainst Weather's rigour and Warr's insolence. 1850

JOHNSTON Concha!. 81 The other tribe are the soldier or

hermit lobsters (Paguri). 1840 SWAINSON Nat. Hist. Insects

106 *Hermit moths . . extraordinary moths hitherto found

only in New Holland. 1831 in Fauna Bar. Amer. II.

185 The food of the *Hermit Thrush consists chiefly of

berries. 1884 ROE Nat. Ser. Story vii, The chief musician

of the American forests, the hermit-thrush.

Hence He-rmit, He'rmitize libs, intr., to live

as a hermit. He'rmitism, He'nnitry, the mode of

life of a hermit.
1610 G. FLETCHER Christ's Tri. after Death xlvi, When

with us hermiting in lowe degree, He wasn't his flocks in

Jordan's spotlesse tide. 1896 Daily News 25 Apr. 5/1
Hermitism

'

is a rule of life for the middle-aged in India.

1815 HONE Evcry-day Bk. I. 286 He starved and hermitized

at Hessleborough. 1844 W. H. MAXWELL Sports 4 Adv.

Scot!, xii. (1855) 117 On this isolated, .isle, the . . Duke was

left to hermitize. i88a H. C. MERIVALE Penal ofB. n. vi,

Hermitry must be such a bore if persevered in, the essence

of life being variety.

Hermitage (haumitedg). Forms : 3-4 er-

mitage, 4-5 er-, her-, heremytage, 5 armitage,

(6 heremet-, 7 heremitage), 4- hermitage. See

also EBEMITAGE. [a. OF. hermitage = Pr. ermi-

tatge, It. eremitaggio, med.L. (K)er(e)mitagium, f.

L. eremita, med.L. heremlta : see prec. and -AGE.]

1. The habitation of a hermit.

c 1190 S. Eng. Leg. 1. 138/1 131 To be Ermitage ofSempling-
ham. a. 1300 Cursor M. 8161 Right vnto bat hermitage,

Iv. rr. emu-, ermy-, hermytage] pe king com to and his

barnage. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 13989 Til

heremytages and til abbeyes, per men holy bodies leyes.

CI400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xi. 46 pare er also many kirkes

and chapelles and hermytages. a 1500 Chaucer's Dreme

330 Ech seven yeres mote of usage. Visile the hevenly

armitage. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's Voy. HI. xix.

106 They doe not dwell in Hermitages solitarily. 1632

MILTON Penseroso 168 May at last my weary age Find out

the peaceful hermitage, The hairy gown and mossy cell.

1669 WOODHEAD St. Teresa u. xxxiii. 220 It being only
an Heremitage. 1756 NUGENT Gr. Tour IV. 265 Near the

city [Nants] is a famous hermitage, situated on a rock.

1831 G. DOWNES Lett. Cont. Countries I. 124 The other

contains a habitation (formerly, I believe, a hermitage'.

b. transf. A solitary or secluded dwelling-place.
1648 BOYLE Seraph. Love (1700) 159 My urgent Occasions

will recall me to morrow Morning to my own Western
Mindes

nope ot seeing yo- ... rf
--

hermitage. 1817 POLLOK Course T.v, Vesper looked forth

From out her western hermitage, and smiled.

C. The condition of a hermit, rare.

1581 N. T. (Rhem.) Luke xxi. i marg., Solitarinesse or

heremitage . . is a goodly thing. 1893 P. WHITE Hist. Clare

10 [There he] lived his lonely life of nermitage.

2. Name of a French wine produced from vine-

yards on a hill near Valence : so called from a ruin

on the summit supposed to have been a hermit's cell.

1680 SHADWELL Woman Capt. i. 5 (Stanf.) Vin de Bon,
Vin Celt'stint, and Hermitage, and all the Wines upon the

fruitful Rhone. 1709 ADDISON Taller No. 131 F 7 Two
more [drops] of the same Kind heightened it into a perfect

Languedoc : From thence it passed into a florid Hermitage,

1756 NUGENT Gr. Tour IV. 36 Hermitage for those who can
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bear a strong wine, at three livres a bottle. 1815 M. BIRK-

BECK 'Joum. France^ We approach Tournon, from whence
comes the famous Hermitage wine. 1822 Magic Lantern 9,

I thought his white hermitage better than his claret.

Hermitan, obs. form of HABMATTAN.
1688 J. HILLIER Lett.fr. Cape Corse in Misc. dn: (1708)

III. 365 We had a dry North and North-Easterly Wind,
uill'd an Hermiian, and it overcame the Sea-Brize.

Hermitary, sb. rare, [ad. med.L. heremltdr-

ium, f. (Ji}eremita HEKMIT: see -ARY i B. 2. (Cf.

OF. hertniterie.}] A hermit's cell ; a hermitage.
1754 Hou'dl's Lett, n. Jxxvii. 406 Monasteries, Hermitaries

\edti. 1655, 1713 Hermitages], . .and other religious Houses.

Hermitary, a. rare, [ad. med.L. (Ji}eremf-

ttiri-ns, f. \li)eremita HERMIT: see -AKY 1
. Also

EKEMITAKY, q.v.] Of or pertaining to a hermit.

\\ify\Hereinytarye\ see EREMITARV.] 1633 Costlie Whore
v. i. m Bullen O. PI. IV, A hermetary life is better then a

kingdonie, So my Valentia beare me company.
Hermitess (haumites). A female hermit.

1633 A. H. rarthen. Sacra, 38 The Violet is truly the

Hermitesse of flowers. 1708 MOTTEUX Rabelais iv. Ixiv,

Spiritual Actresses, kind Hermiteases, Women that have
a plaguy deal of Religion. 1797 COLKRIDGE Christabel
i. Concl., Like a youthful hermitess, Beauteous in a wilder-

ness. 1836 Miss MITFORD in Gd. Words June (1895) 382 A
young creature, .living in London like a hermitess.

Hermitic (hwmHik), a. In 7-8 erron. her-

metic. [Altered, after hermit, from earlier (h}ere-

mitic, a. OF. heremttique \ cf. EREMITIC.] =next.
[1483 Heremytyke : see EREMITIC.] 1691 tr. Emtlianne's

Obs. Journ. Naples 228 The Heremetick State. 1790 W.
WRIGHTE Grotesque Archit. 3 An hermetic retreat, to be

composed of roots and irregular branches of trees. 1893
Scribner's Mag. XIII. 344/2 Mallarme has withdrawn into

a hermitic seclusion.

Hermi'tical, a. See also EREMITICAL, [f.
as

prec. + -AL.] Of or pertaining to a hermit.

1586 D. ROWLAND tr. Jean de Luna's Lazarillo (1672)
U iva, Some notion of the Hermiticall life. 1615 T. ADAMS
Black Dei'il 26 The melancholly man. .lives an Hermitical,

solitary life. 1715 BENTLEY.?. x. 350 Instead of the old

Hermitical Poverty they had drain'd the Riches of King-
doms. 1882-3 A. F. MITCHELL in Schaff Encycl. Relig.
Knowl, I. 580 [The Culdees] seem at times [in ;th century]
to have formed '

hermiticai establishments'.

Hence Hermi'tically adv.

184* J. MACKINTOSH Let* in Life (1854) 47 Hermitically
inclined I fancied myself.

He'rmitish., a. rare. [f. HERMIT sb. + -ISH :

cf. EKEMITISH.] Like, or like that of, a hermit,
iSiz BENTHAM Wks, (1838-43) X. 471 A hermit's life, not

much less hermitish than yours.

t Hermitress. Obs. [a. obs. F. kermitresse

(Godef., Cotgr.), irreg. f. hermite HERMIT, after

words etymologically in
-tresse^

= HERMITESS.
1611 COTGR., Hemtitresse, an Hermitresse ; a woman Her-

mite. 1616 DRUMM. OF HAVVTH. Sonn. 50 Among these

pines, Sweet hermitress, she did alone repair. 1823 Blackw.

Mag. XIV. 221 He allows Hazlitt unrelentingly to parade
such words as * Heremitress '.

Hermitship (hS-jmitJlp). [f. HERMIT +

-SHIP.] The condition or mode of life of a hermit.
i8a LYTTON Falkland 7 Your jests at my hermitship and

hermitage. 1843 CARLYLE Let. 27 Oct. m Pall Mall G.

(1891) 23 May 3/2 Emerson does not yet go into vegetables,
into rural Hermitship ; and we hope never will.

Hermo-, combining form of HERMES, as in

Hermoglyphic, Hermo'glyphist [cf. Gr. />/*o-

y\v<piKos pertaining to a statuary, f. pf*oy\v<ptv$
a carver of Hermae, a statuary] (see quots.). Her-
mokopid [ad. Gr, ippoKOTri&rjs], a mutilator of

Hermse : in quot. used attrib.

1623 COCKERAM, Hermogliphicke^ a grauer of Images.
1820 T, MITCHELL Aristoph. I. p. cxvi, Sophroniscus is

somewhere mentioned by Lucian as an hermoglyphist ; a
person, whose business it was to engrave inscriptions on
marble, or rather on the Hermaic statues. 1849 GROTE
Greece n. Iviii. (1862) V. 173 The facts disclosed indicated
the band of Hermokopid conspirators to be numerous.

He'rmodact, shortened form of next.

1678 SALMON Lotid. Di$p. 47/2 Colchicum. .is of the nature
of the Hermodact. 1693 Bates' Disp. (1713) 631/1 Pouder
of Hermodacts compound.

Hermodactyl (hSjnKTdae-ktil). Obs. exz.Hist.

Also 4 ermodattile, 5 hermodactule, 6 -ill, 6-8

-il(e, 8 -yle. [ad. med.L. hermodactylus , a. Gr.

ppo5aKTv\os lit. Hermes' finger.]
1. A bulbous root, probably that of a species of

Colchicum^ formerly imported from the East and
used in medicine. Also, the plant itself.

ciyp Med, MS. in Archseol. XXX. 380 Medelyd w*

rosalgere And ermodattilis of on 5ere. c 1400 Lanfranc's
Ciriirg. 236 Also take . . hermodactulis wip sugre & coold
watir. c 1550 LLOYD Treas. Health (1585) Q vi, A plaster
made of the rote of walwort and Hermodactiles stampte
wyth Hogges grese. 1616 J. BULLOKAR Eng. Expos.)
tferniodactilest \\li[e roots white, and round, soldeby Apothe-
caries, etc. 1681 tr. Willis* Rent, Med. Wks. Vocab.,
Hertnodactils, or mercuries finger, white and red. 1727
BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s.v. Head ach^ [To clear the Brain]

you may take two Drams of Hermodactil, with some Betony
and Pimpernel-Leaves. 1847 E. J. SEYMOUR Severe Dis. I.

90 It was found.. that this plant existed in Greek physic
under the name of hermodactyls.
2. Applied by Lyte to the Meadow Saffron, Col-

chicum autumnale ; and later to the Snake's-head

Iris, Iris tuberosa (Hemnodactylus tuberosus}^which
was supposed to be the source of the drug.

245

1578 LYTE Dodoens HI. xxxv. 366 Of Hermodactil or Mede
Saffron.

^ 1664 EVELYN Kal. Hort, (1729) 199 March..
Flowers in Prime, or yet lasting, Chelidonium small with
double Flowers, Hervtodactyls, Tuberous Iris. lytiSMiLUcu
Card. Diet. (ed. 8), Hertnodactylns, . . by some botanic
writers .. supposed the true Hermodactyl, but what has
been long used in Europe for that is the root ofa Colchicum.

Hermyn, obs. form of ERMINE.

Hern, him (,h9Jn), sb. Chiefly Sc. (in form

kirn, hynt] or dial, after 1500. Forms: 1-6, 9
dial* hyrne, 3-5 (also 9 </&/.) hurne, herne, 3-6
hirne, (3 huyrne, 4 huir(e)ne, heorne, 5 hierne,
hyerne, heerne, h(e)yron, heryn), 5-6 hyrn,
5-8 him. [OE. hyrne wk. fern. OFris. herne*

ON. hyrna (Da. hjorne] corner, angle, nook:
OTeut. *hurnj6n- t

f. stem of HORN sb.'] A corner,

nook, hiding-place.
(-897 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. xxii. 168 Ahoh hie ..on

Sa feower hyrnan Sasre earce. c 1000 Ags. Gos/>, Matt. vi. 5
Standende on $e-somnungum and strata hyrnum. c 1200

ORMIN 1677 Ice se^de batt itt [batt wa?herifft] wass paer

henngedd i batt hirne. c 1290 Beket 691 in S, Eng, Leg, 1. 126

PO i-sai} he bis holi man In one huyrne [v.r. hurne] stonde.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 7343 pat he ne ssolde abbe, .an herne
to wite him Inne. a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter cxvii. 21 pe
stane bat be edifiand reprouyd here it is made in heuyd of

hyrne. 1362 LANGL. P. PJ. A. n. 209 And alle fledden for

fere and nowen in-to huirnes [C. in. 249 hernes]. c 1386
CHAUCER Can. Yeoin. Prol. 105 Lurkynge in hernes [v.r.

hirnes] and in lanes blynde. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls)
1. 9 Laborintus, Dedalus hous, hap many halkes and hurnes.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 8390 In foure hyernes of the house.
c 1430 Chron. Vilod. \. 3577 pe sexsten . . sey hem in an

hyron. Ibid. \. 3986 Stondyng in an heyron here, c 1450
Mironr Saluacioun 2101 My teching was noght in hirnes

nor pryuitie. ^1485 E. E. Misc. (Warton Club' 43 Ever I

rene fro herne to herne. 1513 DOUGLAS /Eneis in. iv. 8 Out
of the quiet hyrnis the rowt wpstartis Of thai birdis. 1590
R. BRUCE Serin. Sacratn. (1843) 109 The maist secret hirne

of the conscience, c 1640 J. SMYTH Lives Berkeleys (1883)
I.

33
The barrony . . with all the hernesse, that is the

Nookes and Corners thereof. 1776 C. KEITH Fanner's Ha
in Chambers Pop. Hum. Scot. Poems (1862) 32 To ilka him
he taks his route. 1895 E. Anglian Gloss,, Hyrne, a corner,
the portion of the village situated in an angle or corner.

b. Comb, f hirn-stone, corner-stone.

c 1000 ^ELFRIC Horn. iTh.) I. 106 He is se hyrn-stan be

xefejS pa twejen weallas togsedere. ciaoo ORMIN 13358
Crist iss ec batt hirnestan patt bindebb twe^enn washess.

Hern, herne, arch, and dial* forms of HERON

(q.y.), frequent in literary use.

Hern, obs. pi. of EAR sb.*

a iyx)CursorM. 8080 Lang and side pair brues wern,And
hinged all a-bout pair hern [v.rr. eres, ern, eren].

Hern, poss. pron.^ Obs. exc. south and midl*

dial. Also 4 hiren, 5 huron. [f. HER poss. pronl.
apparently by form-association with the ME. pairs

mi, min* thi
t
thin (where the derivative form arose

not by adding, but by dropping n). Cf. ffisn, oum,
youm*. theirn.']

= HERS.

2 Kings viii. 6 Restore thou to hir alle thingis bat ben
hern [1382 byres], c 1420 Chron. Vilod. 1. 2628 Alle his

clothus and huron weron wete also. 1590 CHAPMAN Hum.
Day's Mirth Dram. Wks. 1873 I- 98 What shall I do at

the sight of her and hern? a 1843 HOOD Hngg'ms %- Dug-
gins. How often I should stand and turn, To get a pat from
hands like hern. 1876 BESANT & RICE Gold. Butterfly xvi.

135 It won't fall on his head, but on hern.

t Hern, poss. pron.* Obs. Forms : 4 heoren,
heren, hiren, 5 hern. [f. HER poss* pron? ;

formed as prec.]
= THEIRS.

c 1340 Ayenb. 38 Hi . . bebencheb hou hi mo^e habbe of

hiren. 13.. Minor Poems fr. Vernon MS. xxxii. 1145-9
Heoren Is pe loye euerlastonde . .

'

Blesset beo be pore in spirit

ay, ffbr heoren is be kyndom per as dwelleb God and Mon '.

c 1340 Cursor M, 6155 (Trin.i Lafte bei not bat heren was
Sheepe ne cow ox ne as. c 1449 PECOCK Repr. v. i. 479 The
vnwisdom of hem schal be knowe to alle men, as hern was.

Hemant (haunant). (See quots.)
1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Hernant-seeds, a commercial

name for the seeds of the Hernandia ovigera^ imported into

Liverpool from India for tanning purposes. 1866 Treas.

Bot, 585/2 Hernant seeds, .used for dyeing.

Herne, obs. form of IRON.

Herner, hernery : see HERONER, HERONRY.

Hernesew(e, -shaw, obs. ff. HERONSEW,

t He'rnet Obs* rare~ l
* [f. HERN, HERON +

-ET.] A young heron.

16x5 SIR R. BOYLE Diary fi886) I. 72 Paying me . . a

cowple of fatt capons, 2 hernetts.

II Hernia (ha'iniaX Path* PI. hernise,hernias.
Also 4-5 hirnia, -ya, hyrnya, 6 (Anglicized}

herny, -ie. [L.
=

rupture. Cf. F. hernie.}
A tumour formed by the displacement and result-

ing protrusion of a part of an organ through an

aperture, natural or accidental, in the walls of its

containing cavity ; rupture.
c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. p 349 Horrible swollen membres

that semeth lik the maladie of Hirnia. ^1400 Lanfranc's
Cimrg. 273 If hernia be watri, his is be signe berof. 1547
BOORDE Hrev. Health clxxvi. 62 b, There be thre kindes

named .. a wateryshe herny, a wyndy hernye, a fleshely

herny. 1578 LYTE Dodoens i. Ix. 87 Hernies, Ruptures, or

burstings. 1605 B. JONSON Volppne 111. v, That I had
Nestor's hernia thou wouldst think. 1727-51 CHAMBKKS

Cycl. s.v., Hernia's are often occasioned by blows, violent

concussions, over-stretching in vomiting [etc.]. 1878 T.

HERO.
BRYANT Pract. Sitrg. \. 644 Abdominal hernia or rupture

signifies the protrusion of any viscus through an opening
in the parietes of the abdominal cavity.

b. ailrib., as hernia knife, truss.

1878 T. BRYANT Pract. Surg. I. 663 With a hernia knife,

..or herniotome, the stricture should then be divided.

Hernial (haunial), a.
[(. prec. + -AL.] Of

or pertaining to hernia ; chiefly in hernial sac.

1736 AMYAND in Phil. Trans. XXXIX. 330 The Abscess
formed in the Hernial Bag occasionajjy. 1811 HOOPER
iMcd. Diet. s.v. Hernia, When the hernial contents, .admit
of being readily put back into the abdomenj it is termed a
reducible hernia. 1878 T. BRYANT /Vat/. .Vrg-. I. 645 A
hernial tumour., is composed of a sac with its contents and
the soft parts covering it.

Herniary (hsumari), a.
[f.

as prec. + -AUT.]
Of or pertaining to hernia or its surgical treatment.

1751 STACK in Phil. Trans. XLV1I. 325 A rupture with
a double herniary sack. 1770 Monthly Rev. 19 Mr. Arnaud
may indeed be considered a herniary surgeon. 1876

BAR-
THOLOW Mat. Med. (1879) 313 Herniary protrusion and
adhesion of the iris are prevented by dilating the pupil.

Herniated (haunw'ted), a.
[f.
HERNIA + -ATE :!

+ -ED 1.] Affected with hernia.

1879 St. George's Hasp. Rep. IX. 345 The herniated por-
tion affected but a small part of the testis at its lower part.

1885 Lancet 26 Sept. 566 The herniated bowel.

Hemio-, comb, form of HEKNIA, as in Hernio -

logy, that part of pathology which treats of hernia,
a treatise on hernia. He^rnioilaparo'tomy [Gr.

\a-nafa. the flank + -roiua cutting], 'the division of

the abdominal walls in order to reach a strangu-
lated hernia which has been returned en masse, so

that the constricting part may be divided' (Syd.
Soc. Lex.). Herniopirncture, 'the puncture of

a hernia by means of a capillary trocar to diminish

its size and so facilitate its reduction
'

(ibid.}.

Heraiotome(h3Mni(fto
u
m). Surg. [f.

HERNIO-
+ Gr. -TO/JIOS cutting.] A knife used in herniotomy.
1878 [see HERNIA bj. 187^ St. Georges Hasp. Rep. IX.

368 The stricture having been divided with herniotome.

HemiotOIttyChainifrWmi). Surg. [f.
as prec.

+ Gr. -To/u'a cutting.] The operation of cutting
for strangulated hernia. So Hernio'tomist, one

who practises herniotomy.
1811 in HOOPER Diet. Med. 1878 T. BRYANT Pract. Surg.

I. 670 Herniotomy or Kelotomy is to be performed. 1885
Lancet 26 Sept. 566 Herniotomy was performed, the sac

being opened. 1897 W. ANDERSON Jti. A rderne 7 Litho-

tomtsts, herniotomists, oculists, and others.

t He'rniOTlS, a. Obs. [ad. med.L. htmiosus,
f. hernia.] Affected with hernia.

1398 TREVISA Earth. DeP. R. VH. Iv. (1495) 270 Hernyous
men that ben soo broke. 1623 COCKERAM, Herniotts, a. .

broken person. [<r 1648 LD. HERBERT Life Wks. (1886) 192
He was burst in the body as we call it, or herniosus.]

Hernsew, -shaw, -shew : see HEBOKSEW.
Hero (hl-'Ttf), sl>. PI. heroes (hi

-

n7z).
Forms : 6-7 heros, heroe, 6-8 heroe, 7- hero ;

//. 4-7 heroes, 7- heroes (7 hero's). [Ultimately
ad. L. hero-s, pi. kero-es, a. Gr. fffta-s, pi. rjpai-ts.

In early use the L. or Gr. singular herds and pi.

hero--es appear unchanged (cf. F. heros sing, from

I4th c.) ; beside them is also found a sing, he'ro-ii

like obs. F. heroe (Cotgr.), It. eroe, Sp. heroe ; this

became later he-roe, and finally hero. The pi. heroes

is now disyllabic.]
1. Antiq. A name given (as in Homer) to men

ofsuperhuman strength, courage, or ability, favoured

by the gods ; at a later time regarded as interme-

diate between gods and men, and immortal.
The later notion included men of renown supposed to be

deified on account of great and noble deeds, for which they
were also venerated generally or locally ; also demigods,
said to be the offspring of a god or goddess and a _human
being ; the two classes being to a great extent coincident.

Verse of heroes, the hexameter.

1387 TREVISA lligdcn (Rolls) II. 401 [Sibylla Erythraa]
wroot moche of Criste, and bat openliche, as in pis vers of

heroes. 1555 EDEN Decades To Rdr. (Arb.) 49 Goddes
made of men whom the antiquitie cauled Heroes. 1591

SPENSEK Virg. Gnat 480 And you beside the honourable

band Of great Heroes doo in order stand. Ibid. 593 Here

manie other like Heroes bee. i6i3-i6~W.BsovKE.erit. Past.

II. iv, So by Heroes were we led of yore. 1615 CHAPMAN

Odyss. iv. 420 And what, my young Ulyssean heroe, Pro-

voked thee on the broad back of the sea, To visit Lace-

daemon the divine? 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. i. ii. i. n.

(1651) 45 Plato, .made nine kinds of [spirits]. .4 Arch-Angels,

5 Angels, 6 Devils, 7 Heroes. i6i G. SANDYS Ovid's Met.

IV (1626) 83 Whom when the Heros saw to hard rocks

chaind. . He would haue thought her marble. 1631 HEYWOOD
isl Pt. Iron Age i. i. Wks. 1874 III. 266 Great Laomedon
Denied the Heroe, both the meede propos'd. 1681 H. MORE
Kxf. Dan. ii. 57 The Vision of that Divine Heros on the

white Horse. 1684 T. BURNET Th. Earth n. 220 Mighty
men of old, or hero's. . 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. in. 56

Resembling Heroes, whose Etherial Root Is Jove himself.

1711 ADDISON Spat. No. 417 F 6 Homer is in his Province,

when he is describing . .a Heroe or a God. 1763 J._
BROWN

Poetry ft Mus. iv. 42 A Chief sings some great Action of a

God or Heroe. 1791 COWPER Iliad iv. 225 The Hero seek-

ing earnest on all sides Machaon. 1840 T'HiRLWALi^CTm
1^

VII. 199 He continued . . to receive marks of public reve-

rence approaching to the worship of a hero.

2. A man distinguished by extraordinary valour

and martial achievements
;
one who does brave or

noble deeds ; an illustrious warrior.



HEKO. 246 HEROIC.

1586 WARNER Alb. Ettf. in. xvi. 63 After silence short,
The Brutaine Heros vailed, and did answere in this sort.

1600 W. WATSON Dccacordon ix. v. 11602) 305 All the

heroeces, nobles and gentles of these northern Isles. 1601

SHAKS, All's Well n. i. 40 Nobles, Heroes; my sword
and yours are kinne. 1684 Scanderbeg Rfiia*. vi. 155 He
i> Master of all the Gallantry of Antient Hero's. 1727-46
THOMSON Sununer^ 1501 Raleigh . . whose breast with all

7"he sage, the patriot, and the hero burn'd. 1747 MOKKLL
yoshtHi Chorus, See, the conquering hero comes. 1862

Sat, Kcr. 13 Sept. 302 The hero must, to give meaning to a

meaningless phrase, fight for an idea . . 'i nere is very little

room for heroes in wars carried on to settle successions, to

rectify frontiers, or to maintain the balance of power. 1883
EDNA LYALL In Golden Days I. v. 160 For already Sydney
had become his hero of heroes.

3. A man who exhibits extraordinary bravery,

firmness, fortitude, or greatness of soul, in any
course of action, or in connexion with any pursuit,

work, or enterprise ; a man admired and venerated

for his achievements and noble qualities.
1661 GLANVILL Van. Dogmatizing xxiv. 240 The sole

Instances of those illustrious Heroes, Cartes, Gassendus,
Galilaeo, Tycho [etc.] will strike dead the opinion of the

worlds decay. 1676 DRYDEN Aurengz. i. i, Who would not
be the hero of an age? 1707 Land. Gaz. No. 4343/1 Some
other Protestant Hero like your Majesty. 1764 FOOTE
Patron n. Wks. 1799 I. 340 No man is a hero to his valet
de chambre. 1768 JOHNSON Pref. to Skaks. Wks. IX. 245
"Shakespeare has no heroes ; his scenes are occupied only by
men, who act and speak as the reader thinks that he should
himself have spoken or acted on the same occasion. 1853
MAURICE Propk. # Kings iii. 44 David no doubt became a
hero in the eyes of the men and the virgins of Israel.

4. The man who forms the subject of an epic ;

the chief male personage in a poem, play, or slory ;

he inwhom the interest of the storyor plot is centred.

1697 DKYDEN Virg., Life (1721) I. 62 His Heroe falls into
an . . ill-tim'd Deliberation. 1711 STEELE Spect. No. 11^5
The Youth, who is the Hero of my Story. 1770 JUKI-US
Lett, xxxviii. 188 The pomp of a mock tragedy, where
. .even the sufferings of the hero are calculated for derision.

1841 ELPHISSTONE Hist. Ind. I. iv. 175 The great Hindu
heroic poem, the

' Maha Bharat
',
of which Crtshna is, in

fact, the hero. 1866 TROLLOPE Clavcrings xxviii, Perhaps
no terms have been so injurious to the profession of the
novelist as those two words, hero and heroine. In spite of
the latitude which is allowed to the writer in putting his

own interpretation upon these words, something heroic is

still expected ; whereas, ifhe attempt to paint from Nature,
how little that is heroic should he describe !

5. attrib. and Comb. a. appositive, as hero-chi!dt

-horseman^ -king, -leader, -martyr, -saint, ~son
t

-soul, -woman; b. attributive, as hero-air , -apart-
nienti -dust, -form, -race, -saga ;

c. objective, as

kero-mtrser \ d. similalive, as hero-like adj.; e.

Hero-errant [after knight-errant], a hero wan-

dering in quest of adventures. Also HERO-WORSHIP.
1756-7 tr. Keysler^s Trav. (1760) IV. 306 In the ''hero-

apartment, as it is called, besides the old Saxon warriors . .

are to be seen the portraits of all the generals employed by
king Augustus, 1871 TYLOR Print, Cult. II. Index 417
"Hero-children suckled by beasts. 1814 BYRON Ode to

Napoleon xii, *Hero dust Is vile as vulgar clay. 1768-74
TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1852) II. 147 If Persia be subdued, our
*hero-errant must seek adventures at the Ganges. 1776
MICKLE ir.Catttoens" Lusiad 327 That *hero-form the Lusian
standard rears. x86a RAWLINSON Anc, Mott. I. iii. 68 The
*hero-founder Nimrod. 1840 ARNOLD Hist. Rome II. 266
Alexander's genuine successor, the *hero-king of the race of
Achilles. 1670 DRYDEN Grenada (Jod.i, Thence *herolike

with torches by my side, .my love I'll guide. 1706 WATTS
Hory Lyr. n. To W. Blackburn v, But there's a heavenly art

t' elude the grave, And with the *hero race immortal kindred
claim. 1863 W. PHILLIPS Speeches xiii. 291, I thought
I could hear our *hero-saint saying,

'
I give my sword to

the slave*. 1870 BRYANT Iliad I. i. 6 Then the *hero-son
of Atreus rose. 1860 GKO. ELIOT in Life (1885) II. 244 An
almost unique presentation of a *hero-woraan.

Hence (chiefly nonce-wds.), Hero v. tratts., to

make a hero of; to honour as a hero. Ke*ro-

archy [after hierarchy], rule or government of

heroes. Ke'rohead, -hood, -ship, the state, posi-

tion, or character of s. hero. Hero'latry [after

idolatry], hero-worship. He'roless a., without a

hero. Heroo'gony [cf. theogony], generation of i

heroes. Keroolo'gical a.
y pertaining to the history

of heroes. Heroologist, one who writes or dis-

courses of heroes. Heroo'logy (also hero 1

logy) ,
a

history of or treatise on heroes. Hero-theism [Gr.
0c'os god] : see quot.
1883 MRS. MITCHELL Hist. Anc. Sculpt. 212 Statues. .not

of gods, but *heroed mortals. 1840 CARLYLE Heroes i. 1 1858)

193 All dignities of rank, on which human association rests,
are what we may call a*Heroarchy (Government of Heroes).
1895 AtJienaeum 31 Aug. 284/3 The dim past, before the

Olympian divinities had come southwards to absorb their

predecessors and degrade . . their godhead to *herohead.

1843 CARLYLE Post ft Pr. n. vii, All hb *herohood and in-

sight. 1864 SKEAT Uhlatufs Poems 71, i was not nourished
For lofty hero-hood. 1806 Edin. Rev. VII. 487 The dis-

tinction between *herolatry and theolatry, or the sacred
rites of heroes and the sacred rites of Gods, was perfectly
well known in Greece. i88a Athenaeum g Sept. 329/3 The
history of Ireland is also almost if we may use the term
"heroless. 1880 J. DAVIES in Encycl. Brit. XI. 777/2 A
brief and abruptly terminated *heroogony, or generation of
heroes by immortal sires from mortal mothers. 1678 CUD-
WORTH Intell. Syst. i. iv. 32. 510 Eusebius. .was of opinion
that those poetick fables were at first only historical and
*herological. 1774 WARTON Hist. Eng. Poetry xlviL III.
io

(
s Holland the

*heroplouist. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst.
i. iv. f 14. 257 A certain Mixture of Physiology and "Hero-

logy or History blended together. 1880 I. S. STALLYBRASS
tr. Grimm's Tent. Mythoi. xv. I. 366 We may conclude
that all the Teutonic races had a pretty fully developed
Heroology. 1784 COWPER Task iv. 644 His three years of

*heroship expired. 1801 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. XI.
646 *Herotheistn, or the worship of deified men.

Herocane, obs. form of HUKKICANB.
Herocism : see HKUOISM.
Herodian (h/r^'dian), a. and st>. 1 [ad. L.

Herodidn-uSy a. Gk. 'Hpaj$iav~6$ of or pertaining to

Herod, subst. pi. followers of Herod : see -IAN.]
A. adj. 1. Of or pertaining to Herod, king of

Judaea (B.C. 38-4), or to members of his family
of the same name ; built by Herod. Herodian
disease : phthiriasis or other loathsome skin disease,

like that of which Herod Agrippa died(Actsxii. 23).
1633 EARL MANCH. Al Mondo (1636) 153 We may not wash

our hands of crying, and from bloudy sins, and hug in our
bosomes beloved, and Herodian sinnes, sinnes of higher
tincture. 1650 WELDON Crt, Jos. /, 13 He dyed oppor-
tunely., to leave a mark of ignominy on himselfe by that

Herodian disease. 1861 Sat. Rev. 21 Dec. 644 For the
Herodian period of Jerusalem the chief, or rather only,

authority is Josephus.
2. Blustering, grandiose, magniloquent ; after the

style attributed to Herod in the miracle-plays.

(Cf. OUT-HEBOD.)
1886 F. YORK POWELL in Academy 15 May 337/2 The plain

sensible style of this book is pleasantly in contrast with the
Herodian vein of many local histories.

B. sb. pi. A Jewish party, mainly political, who
were partisans of the Herodian or Idamaean dynasty
(chiefly under Herod Antipas, B.C. 4-A.D. 39), and
lax in their adherence to Judaism. Hence transf.
as a term of reproach.
[(looo Ags, Go$p. Mark xii. 13 Sume of phariseum and

herudianum,] 138* WYCLIK Mia., Summe of the Farisees
and Erodians. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 56 Prelats not preching
are raber pilats than prelatis, . . herodians of Heroud, not

heyris of Crist, a 1591 H. SMITH Serm. 451 They jumpe
with Caesar, like the Herodians. 1737-41 CHAMBERS Cycl.
s.v., F. Hardouin will have the Herodians and Sadduces to
have been the same thing. 1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 163/1
The Herodians are not mentioned either by Philo or oy
Josephus in his enumeration of the Jewish sects.

Herodian (hertfu'dian), sb.- [In sense i, irreg.
f. Gr. C/KU&-OS heron, heronshaw + -AN. In sense 2,
f. mod.L. herodi-uS) repr. Gr. ipuStus.]

f 1. A heron. Obs.

1609 BIBLE (Douay) Lev. xi. 19 The herodian, and the
charadrion according to his kind.

2. Ornitk. One of an order of birds, Herodii or

HerodiotteSj comprising the herons, storks, ibises,

and spoonbills.

t He'roess. Obs. Also 7 heroisse. [f. HERO
-(-ESS. Cf. rare Gr. ^fMutaaa.] = HEROINE.
1612 R. SHELDON Serm. St. Martins 48 That Heroisse

[Q. Elizabeth] being departed. 1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. xi.

445 All th' heroesses in Pluto's house. 1694 tr. Milton's
Lett. State 4 July an. 1654, A Heroess so matchless in all

degrees of Praise and masculine Renown. 1715 tr. Ctess

D^Auttoy^s Wks. 6, I then forgot all that Romances had
taught me concerning the Disdain and Pride of their

Hroesses.

Herohead, -hood: see HERO.

Heroic (h/f<7"'ik), a. and sb. [ad. L. heroic-us^
Gr. fifxutKos pertaining to heroes, f. tfpcas HEKO. Cf.

K. htroique (i5th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).]
A. adj. 1. Of or pertaining to a hero or heroes ;

characteristic of, or suitable to the character of a

hero
;
of a bravery, virtue, or nobleness of char-

acter, exalted above that of ordinary men. a. Of
actions, qualities, etc.

1549 Compl, Scot. 2 3our heroyque vertu is of mair ad-

miratione, nor vas of Valeria the dochtir of the prudent
consul publicola. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. v. i. i But evermore
some of the vertuous race Rose up, inspired with heroicke
heat. 163^ SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 75 Requested, .his death

might be given him, by such a Heroicke hand as his, rather

then perish by the rascall multitude. 1671 MaTOH&UMEfMi
1711 Samson hath quit himself Like Samson, and heroicly
hath finish 'd A life heroic. 1713 STEELE Guardian No. 20

P 4 There is something sublime and heroick in true meek-
ness and humility. 1802 WORDSW. Sonn.,

' Milton .' thou
s/touldst be living*i The heroic wealth of hall and bower.

1834 L. RITCHIE Wand, by Seine 153 The choir of the

cathedral, .is rich in heroic dust. 1849 MACAULAY Hist.

Eng. ii. 1. 167 The heroic death of his father.

D. Of persons, etc. : Of the nature of a hero.

1591 SHAKS. i Hen.
Iff,

n. v. 78 Whereas hee, From lohn
of Gaunt doth bring his Pedigree, Being but fourth of that

Heroick Lyne. 1615 J. STEPHENS Satyr. Ess. 84 To exceed
the patteme of heroicke

Ancestry. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT
Trav. (ed. 2) 67 The Oceans turn back, leaving their heroick

Captaine Godgee slaine in the field. 1657 ^- LICON Barba-
does 105 So noble and heroick a Bird. 1790 BURKE Fr.
Rev. Wks. V. 36 This would be to act over again the scene
of the criminals condemned to the gallies, and their heroick

deliverer. 1878 MORLEY Crit, Misc. Ser. i. Carlyle 196 The
distinction between the truly heroic ruler of the btamp of

Cromwell, and the arbitrary enthusiast for external order,
like Frederick.

2. Of or pertaining to the heroes of antiquity.
Heroic age or time : that during which the ancient

heroes existed ; the period of Grecian history pre-

ceding the return from Troy.
1667 MILTON P. L. i. 577 The Giant brood Of Phlegra with

th' Heroic Race . . That fought at Theb's and Ilium. 1669
GALE Crt. Gentiles i. in. ii. 27 The ancient Mythologie,

conteining fabulous narrations of the ancient Heroic times.

1697 DRYDEN ^Encid vi. 88 1 Here found they Teucer's old
heroic race. 1835 THIRLWALL Greece I. v. 123 The period
included between the first appearance of the Hellenes in

Thessaly, and the return of the Greeks from Troy, is com-
monly known by the name of the heroic age, or ages. 1850
LLITCH Mutter's Anc. Art 410. 553 The heroic-ideal is

expressed with highest force in Hercules .. pre-eminently
an Hellenic national hero. 1869 RAWLINSON Anc. Hist. 124
The simple hereditary monarchy of the heroic times.

3. Relating to or describing the deeds of heroes ;

of a poem or poetry = epic ; so heroic poet.
1581 SIDNEY Apol. Poetrie tArb.) 28 The most notable [de-

nominations of poesie] bee the Heroick, Lirick, Tragick
[etc.J. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie i. xi. (Arb.) 40 Such
therefore as gaue themselues to write long histories of the
noble gests of kings and great Princes entermedHng the

dealings of the gods, halfe gods or Heroes .. they called
Poets Heroick, whereof Homer was chief and most auncient

among the Greeks, Virgill among the Latines. 1667 MILTON
P. L,. ix. 25 This Subject for Heroic Song. 1693 DRYDEN
Jwenal Ded. 116971 26 An Heroique Poem is certainly the

greatest Work of Human Nature. 1777 SIR W. JONES Ess.

Poetry E. Nations 185 In comparing Homer with the heroick

poets who have succeeded him. 1838 ARNOLD Hist. Rome
i 1,1846) I. vi. loo The old heroic lays of Rome.

b. Of verse or metre : Used in heroic poetry.
In Greek and Latin poetry it was the hexameter

;

in English, German, and Italian, the iambic of five

feet or ten syllables; in French, the Alexandrine
of twelve syllables.
1617 MORYSON Itin. i. 91 Andrew Morosini, who wrote the

History of his time in Heroique Verse. 1693 DRYDEN
JttveuaZ'Ded. (1697) 88 The English Verse, which we call

Heroique, consists of no more than Ten Syllables. 1817
COLERIDGE Biog. Lit. 267 In English we could commonly
render one Greek heroic line in a line and a half of our com-
mon heroic metre. 1861 F. HALL in Jrnl. Amer. Orient.
Soc. VII. 23 The third hemistich of the heroic measure.

C. Of the style or language used in heroic poetry;

magniloquent, grand ; hence, high-flown, exagge-
rated.

1591 SPENSER Teares Muses 431 Whose living praises in

heroick style, It is my chiefe profession to compyle. 1665
BOYLE Occas. Refl. Pref. (1845) 21 The Style ofhis Georgicks,
as well Noble (if not strictly Heroick.1 as that of his ^Eneids.
1735 POPE Prol. Sat. 109 One dedicates in high heroic prose,
And ridicules beyond a hundred foes. 1888 F. M. PEARD
His Cousin Betty I. v. 106 John's prowess was painted in

heroic colours. 1897 We&tw. Gaz. 26 Aug. 3/1 \V e publish
this, .because it expresses in inflamed and heroic language
a theory which.. is becoming quite undeservedly popular
among a certain class of politicians.

4. Having recourse to bold, daring, or extreme
measures ; boldly experimental ; attempting great

things.
1664 POWER Exp. Philos. 191 Tis a Nobl resolution to

begin there where all the world has ended ; and an Heroick
attempt to solve those difficulties. 1836 GULLY Magendie's
Fortnul. 117 Dr. Andrew Buchanan .. has .. shown how
iodine may be given in most heroic doses without producing
any of the disagreeable effects . . on the digestive mucous
membrane. 1880 MCCARTHY Own Times IV. Iviii. 257 The
country was in a temper to try heroic remedie*. 1887
GOLDW. SMITH in Times (weekly ed.) o Dec. 7/2 Common-
place reforms, which heroic legislation has overlooked.

5. In statuary : Of a size between life and colossal.

1794 T. TAYLOR Pansanias III. 76 But in Haliartus there
is. .an heroic monument of Cecrops, the son of Pandion.

6. humorously. Unusually large or powerful.
1850 L. HUNT Aittobiog. II. xvii. 240 The men shaved

themselves elaborately, cultivating heroic whiskers. 1875
HAMERTON Intell. Life i. Hi. 20 His usual allowance was
sixteen cups (of tea], all of heroic strength.

7. C0//>.(parasynth.),as heroic-built, -minded*&\* t

1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 485 Her Husband.. of limb Heroic

built, though of terrestrial mould. 1678 BUTLER Hud. in.

i. 1372 Condemned to whipping, but declin'd it, By being
more heroic-minded.

B. sb. f 1. A man of heroic nature, a hero ; esp.

a personage of the heroic age, a demigod, b.

Applied to a cavalier or royalist. Obs,

1613 JACKSON Creed i. xi. 3 Many other, particular cir-

cumstances of his [Homer's) gods assisting the ancient
heroics. 1625 Ibid. v. xxi. 4 Offering of sacrifices to the
ancient heroics of Greece. 1667 WATERHOUSE Fire Lond.

143 O Lord . . raise up the spirit of the Nehemiahs and such
other Heroicks. i68a MRS. BEHN Round-heads i. i, Gill.

Heavens, Madam, I'll warrant they were Heroicks. Lady
L. Heroicks ! Gill. Cavaliers, Madam, of the Royal Party.

2. Heroic verse : chiefly in plural.
1596 NASHE Saffron Walden 4 When he was but yet

a fresh-man in Cambridge, he.. sent his accounts to his

father in those ioulting Heroicks [Hexameters]. 1693
DRYDEN Juvenal Ded. 11697) 82, I wou'd prefer the Verse
of Ten Syllables, which we call the English Hroique, to

that of Eight. 1737 POPE Hor. Epist. n. ii. 82 When this

Heroicks only deigns to praise, Sharp Satire that, and that

Pindaric lays. 1779-81 JOHNSON L. P. t P&tWk*. IV. 118

In heroicks, that may be admitted which ennobles, though
it does not illustrate. 1807 SOUTHEY Espriellas Lett. I. 3
Some new Cervantes . . to write a mock heroic. 1814 L.

HUNT Feast Poetsy etc. Pref. (1815) i$ The various and

legitimate harmony of the English heroic.

b. //. Sarcastically applied to high-flown or

bombastic language, or sentiments thereby ex-

pressed,
ITOO FARQUHAR Const. Couple v. i, This is the first whore

in heroics that I have met with. 1754 RICHARDSON Grandi-
son (1781 > I. xiv. 82 Miss Barnevelt took a

tilt_in
heroics.

1847 TENNYSON Prittc. Concl, 64 In mock heroics stranger
than our own. x86a

* SHIRLEY
'

A'w^ar Crit. vii. 308 Women,
it is said, can write powerfully, but they cannot write

moderately. They are always in hysterics or heroics. 1879



HEROIC.
FROUDE Catsar viii. 83 He [Ca.-s.ir] had no sentimental

passion about him ; no nyronic mock heroics.

t 8. A heroic poet. Obs.
a 1680 BUTLER Kem. (1759) I. 172 Virgil .. To whom th'

Heroics ever since Have sworn Allegiance as their Prince.

Hence t Hero-ic v. nonce-wd., in to heroic it, to

write in heroic verse; Hero-icism, Heroi'city,
Hero'icness, heroic character or quality

= HERO-
ISM; Kero-icize v. trans., to make heroic; to

exalt to the position of a hero; Heroicly adv.
= HEROICALLY.
1599 NASHE Lenten Stujffe 23 Homer of rats and frogs

hath heroiqut it. 1648 VV. MOUNTAGCE Devout Ess. I. xiv.

S 3. 190 There is more happynesse in the one, but more
Heroicknesse in the other. 1648 EARL WESTMORELAND
Otia Sacra (1879) Z48 Things to whet, not try Thine own
Heroicism by. 1671 MILTON Samson 1710 And heroicly
hath finished A life heroic, on his enemies Fully revenged.
1673 Ran. Humours Town 59 You throw away your

ose o ma. p. x, [ wor] which treats of heroic virtue
and what constitutes its heroicity. 1897 Folk-Lore Mar. 49
At times, as in the case of Arthur . . it has become wholly
heroicised, and the semi-divine child has to conform to the
heroic standard.

Keroical (hft*-DdU), a. [f. as prec. -I- -AL.]
fl- = HEROIC a. I. Obs. or arch.

1555 EDEN Decades To Rdr. (Arb.) 50 The heroical factes
of the Spaniardes of these days deserue so greate prayse.
1643 PRYNNE Sov. Power Parl. Ded. A ij b, One person of
the exquisitest judgement, Heroicallest Spirit. 1700 DRYDEN
FatlrsDed. Wks. (Globe) 400 Though you have courage in
a heroical degree. 1748 HARTLEY Observ. Man n. iii. 319
The Bulk ofMankind are at a Loss to believe the Possibility
of very heroical, generous, pious Actions. 1803 E. HAY
Inrurr. Wexf. Introd. 19 He manifested a most heroical
disposition at the battles of Ross and Fooks's Mill. 1814
MRS. J. WEST Alicia, tie Lacy I. 83 She would imitate such
heroical subjection of personal desires.

fb. Of persons: = HKROIC<Z. I b. Ots.orarck.
1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, n. iv. 59 His Mountaine Sire. .Saw

his Heroicall Seed, and smil'd to see him Mangle the Worke
of Nature. 1617 MORYSON Ititt. in. 16 That Heroicall
Woman, Elizabeth late Oueene of England. 1654 TRAPP
Camtn. Ps. ii. 4 Luther, that Heroical Reformer, was Ex-
communicated by the Pope. 1743 in Entick London (1766)
417 To the memory of this most heroical person. 1824
LANDOR /mag. Conv. (1826) I. 390 Mezentius, the most
heroical of all the characters in that poem.
t o. Grand, magnificent. Obs.

"577 HARRISON England IL v. (1877) i. 116 Magnificent
apparell both of stuffe and fashion exquisite and heroicall.

1604 R. CAWDREY Table Alph., Heroifatl, beseeming a
noble man, or magnificent. 1683 EVELYN Diary 16 June,
Verrio's invention is admirable, his ordnance full and flow-
ing, antique and heroical.

2. = HEROIC a. 2.

1553 EDEN Treat. Newc Ind. Ded. (Arb.) 5 Howe ex-
cellently the Poet Homere had set forth his heroical factes.

1691 WASHINGTON tr. Milton's Def.Pof. M.'sWks. 1738 1. 519The fourth sort he makes of such as reigned in the Heroical
days. 1859 K.INCSLEV Misc. (1860) I. i When we read the
history of heroical times and heroical men. 1871 R. ELLIS
Catullus Ixviii. 92 Altar of heroes Troy, Troy of heroical
acts.

3. = HEROIC a. 3.

1514 BARCLAY Cyt. t, Uplondyshm. (Percy Soc.) p. Ixvii,
They count them poetes hye & heroicall. 1581 SIDNEY
Afol. Poetrie (Arb.) 28 Xenophon. .made therein [in Cyro-
fxdia\ an absolute heroicall Poem. 1863 MRS. C. CLARKE
Sliaks. Char. xvii. 416 This division of the play the
heroical is conceived in the very highest spirit of chivalry.

t b. = HEROIC a. 3 b. Obs.

1546 LANGLEY Pol. Verg. De Invent, i. viii. 173, Heroical
meter is so called of the yahaunt dedes of armes of noble
men that be contained in it. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist.
377 To write in heroicall Verses. 1590 HAKLUYT Voy. II.
i. 30 He. .handled the same Argument in Heroicall verse.
4. = HEROIC a. 5.

1770 J. BARETTI Journ. Land, to Genoa II. Iv. 287 These
statues are of that size that sculptors call heroical. 1840
THACKERAY Paris Sk.-bk. (1872) 249 We have set up in our
hearts a grand image of him endowed with wit..and enor-
mous heroical stature.

Heroically (.hft-cu-ikali), adv. [f. prec. + -L\-2.]
1. In a heroic manner

; after the way of heroes ;

with exalted bravery and fortitude.
a 1586 SIDNEY (I.), Not heroically in killing his tyrannical

cousin. 1691-8 NORRIS Pract. Disc. (1711) III. 238 They
represent it. .as something heroically excellent, the top and
height of the Christian profession. 1743 H. WALPOI E Lett
H. Mann (1834) I. Ixxxi. 285, I will bear this misfortune
as heroically as I can. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xx.
11889) H.445 The Jacobites. .represented him..asamartyrwho had heroically laid down his life for the banished King
and the persecuted Church.

2. In the manner of heroic poetry.
1595 SPENSER Col. Clout 447 Whose Muse .. Doth like

himselfe Heroically sound. 1664 DRYDEN Rival Ladies
Ded., Some . . if they were to write in blank verse, Sir, I ask
yonr pardon, would think it sounded more heroically to
write, Sir, Iyour pardon ask.

3. With ' heroic
'

medical or surgical treatment.
1889 J. M. DUNCAN Lect. Dis. Worn. xiii. (ed. 4) 94 She was

i\xprotlgte of all the Ladies Bountiful in the neighbourhood,
so that the doctors were afraid to treat her heroically.

Hero'icalness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] Heroic
character or quality.

Oilvie. 168 Ansvt. 2

ness of his

.

21648 DIGBY icited by Ogilvie). 1689 Ansvt. 2 Papers
38 The Heroicalness of his Temper, and Nobleness of his
Soul. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) V. viii. 121 In
violent pain, that with all your heroicalness would make you
mad.
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Heroi-cp-mic, a. [f. Gr. ^xu-s HERO +
COMIC.] That combines the heroic with the comic ;

of the nature of a burlesque on the heroic. So
Hcroi-comical n.

I7IZ-I4 Poi'E (title) The Rape of the Lock. An Heroi-
comical Poem. 1756 J. WAKTOX Ess. Pope (1782) I. iv. 211
An heroi-comic poem may therefore he justly esteemed as
the most excellent kind of satire. 1816 SINGKR Hist. Cards
241 The Heroi-comic Poem of II Malmantik Kacouistato.
1850 W. IRVING Goldsmith x. 135 As to the heroi-comical
poem . . it appears to have perished.

Heroid (WMHd); [ad. L. Ileroides, the title

of the Epistles of Ovid, according to Priscian, a. Gr.

fycaiSis, plur. of rjpiois heroine.] A poem in epis-

tolary form, expressive of the sentiments of some
hero or heroine : from the Heroides of Ovid, which
take the form of letters to heroes from their wives
or sweethearts.

.

T795 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. XVI. 166 The most
important pieces in the first volume . . are Heroids, or
heroic epistles ; a form of composition probably invented
by Ovid.

Heroify ;h/r^i-if3i\ v.
[f. L. htrd-em HEHO

+ -FY: cf. deify."] To make a hero of; to exalt
to the position of a hero. Hence Heroified ///. a.

1813 L. HUNT in Examiner 14 Sept. 577/1 Lord Welling-
ton was heroified in a similar manner. 1846 GROTE Greece
(1854) I. 552 Representing both gods and heroes as having
been mere earthborn men . . deified or heroified after death
as a recompense for services or striking exploits. 1882
WALDSTEIN Pythag. Khcgion 13 That [statue] of a heroified

pugilist, Euthymos.
t Heroinal, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. heroina +

-AL.] Of or pertaining to a heroine.

1653 URQUHART Jevtel Wks. (1834) 242 Her mellifluent and
heroinal breast.

Heroine iheTO,in), s&^(a.).
Also 7 heroina,

8 heroin, [ad. L. heroina, -ine, a. Gr. f/pojfoij,

fern, of ijpas HERO: see -INE. Cf. F. hirmne (i6th
c.). The Lat. form was also in Eng. use in 1 7th c.]A female hero.

1. In ancient mythology, a female intermediate
between a woman and a goddess ; a demi-goddess.
a 1659 CLEVELAND Mt. Ida v, Next Pallas that brave

Heroina came. 1735 POPE Odyss. xi. Argt., He sees the
shades of the ancient heroines. 1835 THIRLWALL Greece I.

v. 149 Medea seems, .to have descended, -from the rank of
a goddess into that of a heroine.

2. A woman distinguished by exalted courage,
fortitude, or noble achievements.
1661 EVELYN Chalcogr. 61 A Sardonix which he cut,

representing the head of that famous Heroine [Queen
Elizabeth]. 1697 tr- C'tess D'A unoy's Trav. (1706) 85 To
distinguish herself from among the Heroina's of the most
famous Ages. 170* Land. Gaz. No. 3796/12 Providence . .

raised an English Heroine to dissipate the Designs of an
Universal Monarchy. 1732 LEDIARD Sethos II. x. 475 The
greatest heroins have but one life. 1859 MASSON Milton I.

667 Over Scotland . . there were Presbyterian heroines very
many, and Presbyterian furies not a few.

3. The principal female character in a poem,
story, or play ; the woman in whom the interest of
the piece centres.

1715 J. RICHARDSON Ess. Paint. 106 The other Saints
have regard only to the Heroine of the Picture. 1782 V.
KNOX Ess. cxxi. (R.), They . . forget the hero and the
heroine, the poet and the poem. 1847 TENNYSON Prim:
Prol. 217

' Take Lilia, then, for heroine '

clamour'd he,
' And

make her some great Princess, six feet high '.

4. attrib. or as adj. Heroine-like, heroic.
\vaLond. Gaz. No. 3810/4 A Soul truly Greatand Heroine.
6. Comb,, as heroine-like.

l&HSoinethingO(td\. 168 Without screaming, or fainting,
or practising any other of the heroine-like graces.
Hence He'roine v. nonce-wd., in to heroine it,

to act or play the heroine
; He'roineshlp, He ro-

inism, the condition or position of a heroine
;

He'rolnize v. trans., to make into a heroine.
1759 STERNE Tr. Shandy (rtca) I. xviii. 71 She could not

heroine it into so violent . . an extreme as one in her situa-
tion might have wished. 1778 Hist. Eliza Warwick II. 29A noble effort of heroinism. 1815 E. S. BARRETT Heroine
III. 174, I therefore heroinized and Heloised myself as
much as possible. 1818 Black. Mag. III. 290 The heroine-
ship of the book has passed to one of the daughters of Lady
Juliana. 1887 Graphic 16 Apr. 414 Both qualifications for
heroinism are combined by Rhona Lascelles. 1894 MRS. H.
WARD Marcella I. xi. 210 Her sense of heroineship.
Heroism (he-ni|iz'm). [ad. F. hinfisme (i7th

c.), f. htros HERO.] The action and qualities of
a hero ; exalted courage, intrepidity, or boldness ;

heroic conduct.

[i667WATERHOusE^VrZ.rf. 158 A staine to their Honour,
and an abatement to their Herocisme.]
1717 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to Sarah Chiswell

i Apr., Admire the heroism in the heart of your friend. 1789
BENTHAM Princ. Legisl. xii. 27 note, Acts of heroism are
in the very essence ofthem but rare : for if they werecommon
they would not be acts of heroism. 1817 HARE Guesses (1859)
289 Heroism is active genius ; genius, contemplative heroism.
Heroism is the self-devotion of genius manifesting itself in
action. 1875 EMERSON Lett. $ Soc. Aims, Greatness Wks.
(Bohn) HI. 270 Noway has been found for making heroism
easy, even for the scholar.

b. with//. A heroic action or trait.

1859 GEO. ELIOT A. Bede i. v. 94 To call forth many evil

tempers from the selfish, and many heroisms from the sym-
pathetic. 1891 Daily Nni's 18 June 5/2 The Sepoy revolt,
the history of which is rich in heroisms of women.

HERON.

Heroi'Stic a. Of heroi/,ing character.
1881 Nation iN.Y.t 18 Aug. 141 (Cent.) Agreeably, .to the

heroistic account of her, not only was she not called Ursula,
hut [etc.].

Heroize (hlo-r^aiz), v. [f. HERO + -IZE.]
1. trans. To make a hero of

;
to treat or repre-

sent as a hero.

1738 WEDDELL I'oy. / Thames 52 He was glad to escape
the Trouble of heroizing them. 1883

' H. A. PAGE' I'ers
de Societe 132 Did Mr. Elliott bear in mind how he was
heroised in Edinburgh ?

b. spec. To exalt into a mythological hero.

185(1
W. M. RAMSAY in Athenaeum 15 Aug. 233/2 A

heroized representation of the chiefwho was buried beneath
the tumulus, 1894 Q. Re-j. July 138 The deceased seated
on thrones as heroised ancestors in Hades. 1897 Kdin.
Rev. Apr. 450 Ancestor worship, .regards the dead man as
heroised or even deified.

2. To make or render heroic.
1886 West. Daily Press 15 Dec. 3 The Laureate should

heroise the nation which he represents, and inspire it with
noble and radiant thoughts.
3. intr. To play the hero.

1875 BROWNING Aristoph. Apol. 2369 Heroize And
speechify and sing-song.

Hence He'roized///. a. \ He-roizing-z 1

/'/. $h. and

///. a. ; Heroiza'tiou, exaltation to the position
of a hero.

1840 TaiPs Mag. VII. 521 No. .heroization of aprobably
crazy or worthless individual. 1860 A. S. WINDSOR Ethica
ii. 105 Heroizing is the radical vice of the day. 1891-7
[see HEROIZE v. i b].

Heroless, -logical, -legist : see under HERO.
Heromancy, ohs. form of AEROMANCV.
1546 LANGLEY Pol. I'erg, De Invent, i. xviii. 33 a, Hero-

mancie that is a kinde of propheciyng by the Ayre.

Heron, hern (he-ran, ham). Forms: a. 4
heiroun, 4-5 heroun, 4-6 heyron, -one, -oun,
-un(e, (5haron),6heeron,(herron), 6~7hearon,
4- heron. 0. 4-7 herne, (5 heern), 5-7 hearne,
7 hearn, 5- hern. [ME. heiroun, heyron^ a. OF.
hairon (I2th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), mod.F. hfym
Pr. atgron, Fr. dial, tgron, Sp. airon, It. aghirone
: late pop.L. *hagiron-em> deriv. of *hagir-its (Sp.
agro), ad. OHG. *haiger, heiger a heron.
The form hem is archaic, poet.^ and dial. ; but the word

is often so pronounced, even when spelt heron.
A diminutive from the Romanic form appears in F. aigrette,
OHG. htiger appears to be a by-form of *hreiger (MHG.
reieer^ Ger. reiher, MDu. reigher^ Du. r^r)cogn. with
OE. hrdgra (:-*hraigro>i-) > heron.]
1. The name of a large natural group of long-

necked long-legged wading birds, belonging to

thegenns^rata or family Ardeidw especially and

primarily, the Common or Grey Heron of Europe,
A. einerea.
a. 130* Regist. Whethamstede (Rolls) II. App. D. 330

[Pro] heyruns et botors..xxii.$. 1340 Ayenb. 193 Me ret of
be heyrone bet he dra^ uorb his uader and his moder huanne
hi byeb ealde. c 1386 CHAUCER Frankl. T. 469 Thise
ffauconers . . That with hir haukes han the heron {v.rr.

heyroun, herowne, heroun] slayn. 14*0 Liber Cocornm
(1862) 29 f>o heroun is rested. .And eton with gynger as his

kynde is. 14. . Nam. in Wr.-Wiilcker 702/33 Hec ardia, a

harpn. 1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. \. ccccvi. (R.), They toke
their horses, .and went into the feldes and founde plentie of
heerons to flye at. 1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 39 The herrons
gaif ane vyild skrech. 1555 EDEN Decades To Rdr. (Arb.)

53 Isopes frogges to whom. . lupiter sent a hearon to picke
them in the hedes. 1666 J. DAVIES Hist. Caribby Ids 87
A kind of Herons of an admirable whiteness, about the big-
ness of a Pigeon. 1789 WORDSW. Even. Walk 285 And
heron, as resounds the trodden shore, Shoots upward, darting
his long neck before. 1839 STONEHOUSE Axholme 65 The
common heron may still be seen standing motionless, near
ditches and pools of water.

/3. 13.. Coer de L. 2272 The pavylon with the golden
herne. (71440 Anc. Cookery in Househ. Ord. (1790) 439
Craunes and Herns shall be armed with larde. c 1440
Pronip. Parv. 237/1 Heern, byrde [v. rr. heryn, herne],
ardea. 1330 PALSGR. 231/1 Herne a foule herou. 1604
DRAYTON Uivle 71 The Herne, by soaring shewes tempes-
tuous showres. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. m. iii. n. i. (1651)
609 As an Hearn when she fishes, still and prying on all sides.

1726-46 THOMSON Winter 146 Loud shrieks the soaring hern.

1850 TENNYSON In Mem. ci, The brook shall babble down
the plain . . And flood the haunts of hern and crake. 1855

Brook 23, I come from haunts of coot and hern.

b. With defining epithet, applied to other species
of the genus Ardea and allied genera.
1577 HOLINSHED Chron., Scot. vi. (1808) V. 10 A great

store of soland geese (not vnlike to those which Plinie calleth

water eagtes, or (as we saie) sea herons). i6n COTGR.,
Aigrette, a fowle very like a Heron, but White; a criell

Heron, or dwarfe Heron. 1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia v.

171 Many sorts of Fowles, as the gray and white Hearne.

1678 RAY Willughbys Ornith. 279 Lesser Ash-coloured
Heron. A name for Night Heron, Nycticorax Gardeni.
1839 STONEHOUSE Axholme 65 The egret and the night
heron are, I believe, entirely extinct. 1845 YARRELL Hist.
Birds (ed. a) II. 519 The Great White Heron (Ardea alba)
can only be considered as an accidental visiter. Ibid. 531
The Squacco Heron feeds on small fishes, mollusca, and in-

sects. 1893 NEWTON Diet. Birds 416 Schlegel retained all

in the genus A rdea^ dividing it into eight sections, the names
of which may perhaps be Englished Great Herons, Small
Herons, Egrets, Semi-egrets, Rail-like Herons, Little Bit-

terns, Bitterns, and Night-Herons. Ibid. 418 Large as is the
common Heron ofEurope, it is exceeded in size by the Great
Blue Heron of America, Ardea herodias .. The Purple
Heron, A. purpurea^ as a well-known European species ..

also deserves mention here. Ibid. 419 nofe, Ardea ralloides



HERONER.
..is the

'

Squacco-Heron
'

of modern British authors the

distinctive name, given
'

Sguacco
'

by Willughby and Kay
from Aldrovandus, having been misspelt by Latham.

2. uttrib. and Comb., as heron-crest, -plume;
heron- (hern-^hawking; heron-like, -topped adjs. ;

also heron-bluter, Sc. name of the snipe (Jam.) ;

heron- (hern)-dog, a dog used in heron-hawking.
1817 MOORE Lalla R., I'eilcd Proph. iii, Chiefs of th

1

Uzbek race, Waving their *heron crests with martial grace.

a 1613 OVERBURY Nrwcs, Coitnlrey Newcs Wks. (1856) 174

That a courtier never attaines his selfe-knowledge, but by

report. That his best embleme is a *hearne-dog. 1709
Lond. Gaz. No. 4539/1 Their Majesties came to this Place,

to see the Diversion of "Hern-hawking. 1766 PENNANT
Zool. (1776) I. 422 Heron-hawking being so favourite a

diversion of our ancestors. 1611 COTGR., Haironnier, of or

lielonging to, a heron ; also, 'heron-like. 1895 Pop. Sci.

Monthly Apr. 772 These heronlike falcons are distributed

over the greater part of Africa. 1808 SCOTT Marm. iv. vii,

His cap. .was graced With the proud 'heron-plume.

t He'roner. Obs. Also 4 heroneer, 6 -eyr,

hearoner, 7 herner. [a. F. hironnier (OF. also

haironnicr) adj., in faucon hironnier, f. hairon,

hiron, HEROS. Treated in Eng. as a sb. in appo-
sition to/alf<m, and thence used alone.] A falcon

trained to fly at the heron ; also, falcon heroner.

c 1374 CHAUCKR Troylus iv. 385 (413) Ech for his vertu

holden is for dere, Bobe heroner, and faukon for ryuere.
c 1385 L. G. U'. U2o Dido, Ne gentil hawtein faucoun

heroner. 1575 TURBERV. Fanlconrie 29 The facon gentle. .

is a very good hearoner. 1599 THYNNE Animadv. (1865) 39
But this

' heroner ', is an especiall hawke. -ofmoore accompte
then other hawkes are, because the flighte of the Herone ys
moore daungerous then of other fowles. 1611 COTGR.,
Fatilcon haironnier. a herner, a faulcon made onely to the

heron.

Heronry, hernery (he-renri, hs-jnari). [f.

HERON, HERN + -RY.] A place where herons breed.

. 1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Country Farme 671 To pro-

uide therefore for a Heronrie or place to breed herons in.

1621-3 in Simpkinson Washington! (1860) App. 41 Cutting
the greate tree in the heronrow. 1789 G. WHITE Selbome
xxiii. 11853) <M Se"d rae wor<* whether the heronry con-

sists of a whole grove or wood, or only a few trees. 187*

JENKINSON Guide Eng. Lakes (1870) 25 It contains two or

three wooded islets, upon one of which was a heronry.

(3. 1603-4 Act i Jos. I, c. 27 6 So that hee or they shall

not shoote in anye . . Gunne, within sixe hundreth paces of

any Hemerie. 1786 W. GILPIN LakesCumbld. (1808) II. xix.

76 The screams of a hernery (the wildest notes in nature).

Heron's-biH. ? Obs. A book-name applied

by I.yte to the British species of Erodium and

Geranium ; usually called Stork's-bill and Crane's-

bill.

1578 LYTE Dodoens I. xxxii. 45 There is found in. this

contrey diuers sortes of herbes, whose seedes be long and

sharpe like to a Hearons beake or byl, the which for the self

same cause, are all comprehended under the name and
kindes of Hearons bill. 1611 COTGR. s.v. Aiguille, Storkes

bil, Cranes bill, Hearons bill, Pinkneedle. 1864 PRIOR

Plant-n., Heron's Bill, from the shape of the seed vessel.

He-ronsew, -shew, -shaw. Now some-
|

what arch, or dial. Forms: a. 4-6, 9 dial, heron- I

sew, -e ,also 5 heroun-, heiroun-, heyroun-,

heryn-sew(e, heronseu, 6 herensew, 8 herren-

sue, 8-9 heronsue, -seugh, corrupt, herrin-, her-

ringsue). /3. 5- hernsew, fs-o hernesew, -e,

6 hearnsew, 7 hernseu, 9 dial, hernser, -sey,

harnsa, -ser, -sey). 7. 6-9 heronshew, (6-

hearonshew, 7 heronshoe, -showe, 9 dial.

-sheugh,-shuf). S. 5-7hernshew,herneshewe,
(6 hernshoe, hearnsheaw, 7 hearneshoe, 9 dial.

herrinshouw\ f. 7- heronshaw. f. 6- hern-

shaw, (6 hearne-, 6-7 herne-, 7 hirnshaw(e).

[ME. heronsew, etc., a. OF. heronceau (Palsgr.),

earlier heroncel, pi. -faux (Godef.), dim. of heron.

The ending -sew for F. -ceau has in some dialects come
down as -site, -sey, -ser; but it also passed in i6th c. into

shew, afterwards popularly made into -shoe, -sho^t', and
-sliavi. In the last of these forms it was erroneously taken

by Cotgr. for shaiv = wood. In coast dialects heron- or

hern- is now frequently corrupted to herrin', herring, the

shoals of which fish are said to be followed by herons.]

lit. A little or young heron ; but in current use

= HERON.
a. c 1386 CHAUCER Syr.'s T. 60, I wol nat tellen . . of hir

swannes nor of hir heronsewes \v.r. heirounsewis]. 1409
Durham MS. Cell. Roll, In

iij
herounseus emp., xv d.

1542 BOORDE Dyetary xv. (1870) 270 A yonge herensew is

lyghter of dygestyon than a crane. 1764 T. BRYDGES Homer
Travest. (1797) II. 381 When to their view Appeared a long-

legged heron-sue. 1785 HUTTON Bran New \Vark
^30

Niwer did bullet, hen-ensue, or miredrum, mak sic a noise

before. 1796 W. MARSHALL E. Yorksh. (ed. 2) Gloss.,

Herritiscw. 1825 BROCK K.TT, Heronseiv, Heronseugh. 1855
ROBINSON Whitoy Gloss. s.v., 'As thin as a herring-sue',
a tall lanky person. 1870 E. PEACOCK Ralj'Skirl. II. in
We got . .two butterbumps and a heronsew.
p. 1440 Anc. Cookery in Househ. Ord. (1790) 450 Pygge

rosted. .and hernesewes. 1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 88 The
heron or hearnsew is called Ardea for mounting aloft. 1633
SWAN Spec. M. viii. 2 1 1643) 392 The Heron or Hernsew
is a fowl that liveth about waters, a 1825 FORBY Voc. E.

Anglia, Harnsey, a heron. 1885 SWAINSON Names Birds

144 Harnser (Suffolk) . . Hernsew, Heronseugh (Yorkshire).

y. 1563 B. GOOGE Eglogs viii. (Arb.) 68 The Hearonshew
mountes aboue the clouds, Ye Crowes ech other do cry ; All

this showes rayn. 1613 MARKHAM Eng. Husbandman 1. 1.

iii. (1635) 12 If Hernes or Heronshoes cry much in their

flying. 1620 VENNF.R Via Recta iii. 64 The young Heron-
showes are with some accounted a very dainty dish. 1805
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SCOTT Last Minslr. vi. vi, Capon, heron-shew, and crane.

1893 Xorthninbld. Gloss., Heronsheugh, heronseugh, heron-

shuf, heronsyueff, heerinseugh, a heron.

5. 1575 E. HAKE AYtt't-j out pfPtni'IfsChurchyd. Dijb,
Both Capon, Swan, and Hernshoe good. 1575 LANEIIAM
Let. (1871) 8 \Vyre cagez..in them. Hue Bitters. Curluz,

Shoouelarz, Hear[n]sheawz . . and such like deinty Byrds.

1613-16 W. BROWNE tint. fast. II. v, Upon whose tops the
,

Herneshew bred her young.
t . 1678 RAY H'illughby's Ornith. 277 The common Heron

or Heronshaw. Thence 1768 in PENNANT Zool. II. 339.

f. 1530 PALSGR. 187 Hcronceav, an hernshawe. 1593
NASHE Christ's T. 91 a, A Hearneshaw <a whole afternoone

together) sate on the top of S. Peters Church in Cornehill.

1396 SPENSER F. Q. VI. vii. 9 As when a cast of Faulcons !

make their flight At an Hemeshaw, that lyes aloft on wing.

1617 MORYSON Itin. in. i46The Hands. . the English call Silly I

. .all abound with Conies, Cranes, Swannes, Hirnshawes, and I

other Sea birdes. 1867 CARLYLE Ketiiin. (1881) II. 147 The :

only time I ever saw a hernshaw (' herrin'-shouw
' the

Annandalers call it) actually fishing.

fb. Criel-Heronshaw = CRYAL heron, the

Egret or Lesser White Heron. Obs.

1655 MOUFET& BENNET Health's Imprmi. (1746! 176 All i

the Heronshaws, namely, the black, white, Criel-Heronshaw,
and the Mire-dromble.

C. Phrase. To know a hawkfrom a lieronshaw.

Conjectural emendation of the Shaksperian
'

I know a
Hawke from a Handsaw ', proposed by Hanmer (1744), who,

being a Suffolk man, founded this on the East Anglian
dialectal harnsey, hamsa, hartiser (see ). Hence in later

writers : see HANDSAW.
1766 PENNANT Zool. (1812) II. 11 Not to know the Hawk

from the Heronshaw, was an old proverb taken originally

from this diversion [heron-hawking] ; but, in course of time,

served to express great ignorance in any science. 1838
GEN. P.THOMPSON Exert. (1842) IV. 315 What claim I have

to your attention as one that knows a hawk from a herring-

sue, it is for yourselves to settle. 1865 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt.

xxl. v. X. 94 The clever Elliot, who knew a hawk from a

hernshaw, never floundered into that platitude.

1J Erroneously explained by Cotgr. from SHAW a

wood ;
whence in Kersey and later Dictionaries

;

but app. never really so used.

1611 COTGR., Hairoriniere, a herons neast, or ayrie; a p

herneshaw, or shaw of wood, wherein herons breed. 1706 i

PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Hern-sham or hernery, a Place

where Herns breed. 1755 JOHNSON, Heronry, Hermisliaiv,
a place where herons breed. 1826 J. THOMSON Etymons
Eng. Words, Hernshcau, a heronry. [So in later Diets.)

Heroogony, -ologist, -ology, -ship,
-theism : see under HERO. Heros, obs. f. HERO. !

Heroun, -e, obs. forms of HERON.

HeTO-WO:rship. The worship or adoration

of heroes : a. of the deified heroes of antiquity and

mythology ; b. of heroic men generally.

1774 BURNEY Hist. Mus. I. 207 (Jod.l To the adoration

of these [sun, moon, and stars] succeeded hero-worship in

the deification of dead kings and legislators. 1796 W.
TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. II. 778 Can it then be really true

that hero-worship is a rational sort of idolatry ? c 1820

S. ROGERS Italy, Meillerie 62 Records of the past That

prompt to hero-worship. 1840 CARLYLE (title') On Heroes,

Hero-worship and the heroic in History.

So He-ro-wo:rsMp v. (nonce-ivd?) trans., to

worship as a hero ; HeTo-wp rshipper.
1857 HUGHES Tom Brown II. viii, He marched down to

the School-house, a hero-worshipper, who would have

satisfied the soul of Thomas Carlyle himself. 1865 MRS.
CARLYLE Lett. III. 278, I have seldom seen a foolisher

hero-worshipper. 1884 EDNA LYALL We Tioo xxii. (1889)

184 Tell him. .that you hero-worship Sir Michael Cunning-
ham, the statesman of the age.

II Herpes (haupz'z). Also 7 hirpes, 8 harpes.

[L., a. Gr. ?pin;s (tpirtrr-) shingles, lit. a creeping,

f. tpireiv to creep.]
1. A disease of the skin (or sometimes of a mucous

membrane) characterized by the appearance of

patches of distinct vesicles. (Applied widely to a

number of cutaneous affections.)

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. vn. Ixi. (1495) 277 This

euyfl is callyd Herpes. Itid. Ixiii. 278 Suche a scabbe

highte Herpes Cingula. 1562 TURNER Herbal n. in The
herbe fyue leue . . stayeth and holdeth back crepinge sores

called Herpetas. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 391 Any sore

that runneth on still and corrode as it goeth. [margin] Which
also is called Herpes : as the shingles, wilde fire, and wolfe.

1643 J. STEER tr. Exptr. Chyrurg. v. 14 Hirpes or wild fire

had invaded his whole legge. 1771 MACKENZIE in Phil.

Trans. LXII. 17 A gentleman's son.. with a herpes round

the neck, which had proved extremely obstinate. 1842
T. H. BURGESS Man. Dis. Skin 81 The formation of

vesicles in groups upon an inflamed base, is always sufficient

to distinguish herpes from other vesicular affections.

2. Entom. A genus of Coleoptera of the family

Curculionidai (weevils'
1
.

Herpetic (haipe-tik), a. 1
[f. Gr. tpmrr- (see

prec.) + -10. Cf. F. herpttiqtie.^ Pertaining to or

of the nature of herpes ;
affected with herpes.

1783 J. C. SMYTH in Med. Commun. I. 193 Herpetic spots

and blotches. 1804 Med. Jrnl. XII. 97 Those herpetic

affections which so frequently appear among the children

of the poor. 1865 LIVINGSTONE Zambesi xix. 375 We saw

the herpetic eruptions round their mouths.

So Herpe'tical a., of the nature of herpes.

1767 A. CAMPBELL Lexiph. (1774) 38 A pruriginous, her-

petic.il, and incurable eruption of pustules.

Herpe'tic, a. 2 nonce-wd. [f. Gr. tpweT-&V reptile

+ -1C.] Crawling, reptilian.
1848 LOWELL Biglow P. Ser. i. Poems 1890 II. 63 An

abject and herpetic Public Opinion is the Pope, the Anti-

Christ, for us to protest against.

HERRING.

Herpetiform (hsip? tifjaim), a. Path. [ad.

mod.L. hcrpftiform-is, f. herpes, herpet- HERPES.]

Presenting the form or appearance of herpes.
1854 in MAVNK Expos. Lex. 1894 M. MORRIS Dis. Skin

vi. 102 The vesicles are arranged in herpetiform groups.

Herpetism (ha-jp/tirm). Path. [a. F. herpf-

tisme, 1 L. herpet- HERPES : see -ISM.] A consti-

tutional tendency to herpes or similar diseases.

1836 in THOMAS Med. Diet. 1891 W. A. JAMIESON Dis.

Skin x. led. 3) 144 French authors speak much of herpetism.

Herpetography 1
(hiipetjrgran). [f.

Gr. ipiri-

TUV creeping thing, reptile, f. t/nrfiv to creep, crawl

+ -URAPHY.] ^See quot.)
1736 BAILEY (folio) Pref., Herpetography . . a Description

of creeping Things. 1886 in Syd. See. Le.r.

Herpeto'graphy-. [f-
Gr. ipnijr- HERPES

+ -GKAPHY.] A description of the disease herpes.
1854 in MAYNE Expos. Lex.
Hence Herpetogra'phical a.

1854 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Hcrpetographicus . . of or

belonging to herpetography : herpetographical.

He'rpetoid, a. Zool. [f. Gr. ipiriTuv creeping

thing, reptile + -onx] Keptiliform ; sauroid.

1889 Cent. Diet, s.v., The archaeopteryx is a herpetoid bird.

Herpetology 1
(hajpet^-lodji). [f.

as HEKI-E-

TOGRAPHT !
: see -LOGY. Cf. F. herpttologie] That

part of zoology which treats of reptiles.

1814 WATT Bibl. Brit. III. Subjects, Herpetology. 1828

STARK Elan. Xat. Hist. I. 333 Reptiles, This department
of Natural History is frequently treated of under the

feneral
title of Herpetology. 1865 Sat. Rev. 7 Jan. 30/2

ndian reptiles, .omitted in general works on Herpetology.
Hence He rpetolo'glc, He^rpetolo gical adjs.,

pertainingtoherpetology; He^rpetolo-gicallya^i'.,
in relation to herpetology ; Herpeto'logist, one

versed in herpetology.
ito&\\T.usTr.*,f{erpetologie,Herpctological,HerpeMogist.

1835 KIRBY Hat. 4r I"st. Anim. II. xxiii. 442 The dragon
of modern Herpetologists. 1850 H. MILLEK footer. Creai.

v. (1874) 80 One of the links with the Saurians which esta-

blish its herpetological relationship. 1883 A thensfitrrt 24
Feb. 250 The most distinguished herpetologistinthis country.
1886 Eifin. Rev. Apr. 320 Dr. Giinther considers that herpeto-

logically Egypt must be included in the Palaearctic region.

Herpeto'logy -. [f. as HERPETOGBAPHY * +

-LOGY.] That part of pathology which treats of

herpes ;
a description of herpes.

1857 DUNGLISON Med. Diet. 460 Herpetography . . a

description of the different forms of herpes, as Herpetology,

Herpetologia, is a treatise on the same. 1893 J. HUTCHIN-
SON Archh'esSurg. V. No. 17. 88 No. clxviii [of Catechism
of Surgery] (tille* Herpetology.

HerpetO'tomy. [f. Gr. (pverov reptile +

-TO/U'O cutting.J The dissection of reptiles ;
the

anatomy of reptiles. So Herpeto'tomist, a dis-

sector of reptiles.
In mod. Diets.

Herple, variant of HIRPLE v.

Eerpolhode (h5-jp^lhnd). Geom. [f. Gr.

ipn-eiv to creep + iroAos pole -r uoos way, path.]

A plane curve described by the point of contact of

an ellipsoid with a fixed plane, the centre of the

ellipsoid being fixed while the ellipsoid rolls upon
the plane.
1868 E. J. ROUTH Rigid Dynam. 329 The point

of con-

tact of the ellipsoid with the plane on which it rolls traces

out two curves, one on the surface of the ellipsoid, and one

on the plane. .the second, .is called the herpolliode.

Herrald(e, obs. forms of HERALD sb.

Herre, obs. f. HAIR ; var. HARRE, HER sb.. Obs.

Herre3eld(a, -jelde, var. HEREYELD, Obs.

Herrie, Sc. form of HARRY -a.

He'rriment . Sc. [f. herry, Sc. form of HARRY
v. + -MENT.] Harrying, ravaging, devastation.

1786 BURNS Brigs Ayr 171 The herryment and ruin of

the country. 1836 Tail's Mag. III. 426 It was. .the scene

of continual spreaths, liftings, reavings, and herriments.

Herring (he-rig). Forms: a. I heering, -inc.

-ingc, -inog, 1-7 hering, 4-6 heryng(e, 5-6

heeryng, 6 hearyng(e, 6-7 (8-9 dial.") hearing,

(5 heirreng, hearrynge, 6 heyring, 7 heerring) ;

J3. 5herryng(e, 6-7 herringe, 6- herring. [OE.

hiring, hiring - OFris. hlreng, EFris. hdring,-ink,
MLG. harink, herink, LG. hering, MDu. harinc,

herinc, Du. haring, OHG. h&ring, MHG. latrine,

G. hdring; hering. The Romanic names, F. hareng,
It. aringa, etc. are from OHG.
(The ulterior derivation of the WGer. Mring is uncertain :

one conjecture is, ad. L. hdlec, changed by popular etymo-

logy iDiez). Kluge thinks the OHG. and MHG. variant

with short vowel, hering, was influenced by popular asso-

ciation with OHG. hfri
'
host,' as if

' the fish that comes in

hosts'; but the shortening of the e in later Eng. (rare

before i6th c.) appears to be merely phonetic. The vowel

is still long in various dialects.)]

1. A well-known sea fish, Clupea harengus, in-

habiting the North Atlantic Ocean, and coming
near the coast at certain seasons in enormous shoals

to spawn. It is an important article of food, and

is the object of extensive fisheries on the British,

Dutch, and Norwegian coasts. Also applied to

other species of Clupea.
Battle of (the\ Herrings (F. tataille drs harengs\

popular name of the battle at Rpuvrai, 12 Feb. 1429, fought
in defence of a convoy of provisions : see quot. 1548.



HERRING.
C IOOO
and

. ayoo Epinal Gloss. 910 Sardinas, heringas. t

V^LFRIC Colloquy in Wr.-Wiilcker 94/13 Hainncgas ..

leaxas, mereswyn and stirian. a noo Ags. l''oc. ibid. 319/13
Taricnst

nel allec t haerinc. 12.. Charter of/Elfwig (dated

1060-66) in Cod. Dipt. IV. 172, vi, merswin and .xxx. bu-

senda haeryngys selce eare. c 1300 Havclok 758 Keling he

tok, and tumberel, Hering, and the makerei. a 1400 Eng.
Giliis( 1870) 354 Euerych sellere ofherynge in be ten te. r 1440

Protnp. Air?'. 237/1 Heerynge, fisshe. 1477 in SnrlecsMtsc.

(1888)27 Heirreng for iiij a penny. 1512 Nottingham Rcc,

III. 340 He sold his heyring at his plesure. 1535 Act 27
Hen. /''///, c. 3 Fisher men .. vse commonly to conducte
and conuey their hearing sprottes and other fyshe to ..

Kyngstone. 1548 HALL Chron. t
Hen. l^f, 106 This conflict

(because the most part of the cariage was heryng and lenten

stuflfe) the Frenchmen cal, the . . battail of herynges. 1617
MORVSON Itin. n. 206 Two hearings every fish day. 1624
CAPT. SMITH Virginia i. 10 All Herings in abundance,
c 1790 LADY NAIRNE Song

'

Caller Herring Who'll buy my
caller herrin' [Sc . ha'irin'J ? They're no brought here without
brave darin

'

[other rimes farm', despairing. 1828 Craven

Dial.) ffeerbtgi Hearing.
ft. 1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xvm. xxi. (1495) 781

It is sayd that the camelion lyueth oonly by ayre . . the

herryng by water. 1472 Surtees Misc. (1888) 23 Feche &
herrynge. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 136/19 Herring, halec. 1665
Snrv. Ajf. NetherI. in Our Fish, especially our Herring,
being, .of general use for food throughout Europe. 17*0 DE
FOE Capt. Singleton xiii. (1840) 231 The majority, .were for

Pacific.

b. With qualifications, expressing the condition

of the fish, or the way in which it is cured.

Black herring, a kind of cured herring. Kippered h.,
-~ KIPPER, q.v. Mazy h., the highest brand of herring,
which are full of roe. Red h., a herring having a red

colour from being cured by smoking ; also fig. \ see RED
HERRING. Round shore-h., herring salted just as they
come from the water. Split h.. gutted herring cured and
packed for the market. White h. (a) fresh herring ; (b)

herring salted but not smoked. White-salted h., herring
cured according to the French method by gutting and

packing in a thick brine, in which they stand until they are

finally packed in fresh lime and salt. (See also BLOATED
///. A', CORVED, CRUX, FULL a. i e, GREEN <I.,SHOTTEN a.)

c 1430 Liber Cocorum (1862) 54 Cover by white heryng . .

bn cover red heryng and set abufe. 1469 Househ.
Ord. (1790) 102 White herringes a laste, that is to say xij

barrelles. 1538 BALE Thre Laiues 1566 They loue no pese

porrege nor yet reade hearynges in lent. 1605 SHAKS. Lear
in. vi. 32 Hopdance cries in Tom's belly for two white

herring. 1617 MORVSON Itin. in. 148 The English export
into Italy great quantity of red Herrings. 172* Lond. Gaz.
No. 6040/1 Salt used in the curing and making of White-

Herrings. 1831 SIR J. SINCLAIR Corr. II. 397, I begged
him to give orders to send me some barrels of red herrings,

caught and cured in Scotland. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal.

72 Cured fish of various kinds Black Herrings, Red Her-

rings, Kippers, Bloaters. 1888 Argosy 278 Fresh or white

herrings, as they are called on the Norfolk coast, should be
broiled.

C. Applied, with qualifications, to other fishes

of the family Clupeidw, or resembling them.
Branch herring, the alewife, Cfapea vernalis. Cali-

fornia h., a species inhabiting the North Pacific, C. mira-
bilis. Crake h., the scad. Fall h., C. mediocris. Fresh-
water h., the pollan, a variety of whitefish found in the

loughs of Ireland, Corcgonus pollan. Garvie h. : see

GARVIE. Lake h., the cisco, Coregonus hoyi, which
abounds in Lake Ontario. Ohio h., the skipjack, Clupea
chrysochloris. Rock h., a species of shad, A losa Jixta.
Round h., Etrumeus sadina. Toothed h., the mooneye,
Hyodon clodalus. Also King of the herrings, Ckimxra
monstrosa\ also a species of ribbon-fish, Regalecus glesne.
Mother or Queen ofthe herrings, the alhse-shad, A losa

vu/faris.
1686 RAY & WILLUGHBY Hist. Pise. ix. ix. 9 Clupea . .

Angl. A Shad, the Mother of the Herrings. 1836 YARRELL
Brit. Fishes II. 364 Northern Chimasra. King of the Her-

rings . . is generally taken when in pursuit of shoals of

Herrings. 1861 COUCH Brit. Fishes II. 138 Crake Herring,
Scad (North of Ireland) Trichitnts vulgaris. 1865 Ibid.

IV. 292 An attempt to obtain examples of the Pollan in

Ireland was met with the reply that no fish was known by
that name, although . . it was discovered that the Fresh-
water Herring was familiarly known to every one.

2. Proverbial phrases. \Neither (no] barrel better

herring, never a barrel the (a) better h. : i.e. never

one better than another, nothing to choose between
them : see BABBEL 4. Neitherfish, flesh, nor good
red h. : see FISH sb^ 4 c. Dead as a h. : see

DEAD a. 32 b. / like not barrel or h.\ I dislike

the whole of it. Every h. should hang by its oivn

head', every one should stand on his own merits.

Also thick as herrings (i.e. in shoals) ; like her-

rings in- a barrel ;
as thin as a herring.

1546 J. HEYWOOD Prov. (1867) 84 A foule olde riche

widowe, whether wed would ye, Or a yonge fayre mayde,
beyng poore as ye be? In neither barrel! better hearyng
(quoth nee). 1583 STANYHURST ALneis n. (Arb.) 45 For a
ful reckning, I lyk not barrel or hearing. 1674 tr. Mar-
tiniere's Voy. N. Countries 127 There was never a Barrel

better Herring, one as rich and ill favoured as the other.

1795 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Pindariana Wks. 1812 IV. 234
Virtues thick as Herrings in their souls. 1818 SCOTT Rob
Roy xxvi,

*

Na, na ! let every herring hing by its ain head.*

1824 CARLYLE in Froude Life (1882) I. 262 It is the law
in Yarmouth that every herring hang by its own bead.

1891 N. GOULD Double Event 117 (Farmer) People jammed
inside like herrings in a barrel.

3. attrib. and Comb. a. General combs. : as

herring-barrel^ -boat, -curer, -fisher, -fishery, -fleet,

fry, -harvest, -lugger, -monger, -net, -pie, -scale,

-season, -spaivn t -time, -tub', herring-sized adj.

VOL. V.
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1420 Inv. in Line. Chapt. Ace. Bk. A. 2. 30. If. 69, 2d
*heryngbarclle$. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 466 And
the Mast was one Cane as bigge as a H erring- Barrel I. 1818
SCOTT Rob Roy xxvii, He wadna for a' the herring-barrels in

Glasgow [etc.], a 1856 H. MILLKH Cruise Betsey vi. (1858)

99 A fleet of ""herring-boats lay moored beside them. 1615
E. S. Brit. Buss in Arb. Garner III. 625 The charge of one
hundred Last of ^herring casks or barrels. 1858 SIMMONDS
Diet, Trade,*Herriitg-citrnr, a gutter and salter of herrings.
1765 J. BROWN C/ir. Jrnl. (1814) 206 No *herring-drove,
but a storm approacheth. 1704 Lond. Gaz. No. 4058/5 The
Sorlings went off to the *Herrmg-Fishers. 1615 E. S. Brit.
Buss in Arb. Garner HI. 625 Upon conference with some
experienced jn this *herring fishery. 1838 Penny Cycl. X.
286/2 The principal herring-fishery off the coast of Norfolk
and Suffolk commences in September and ends in the

beginning of December. 1889 EDNA LYALL Hardy Norse-
man iv. 39 We shall have the *herring-fleet back from
Iceland before many days. 1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet.,

Anchova, *hering frie, halecnla. 1865 H. H. DIXON Field

<$ Fern iv. 65 Even the mild porpoise, .is busy chasing the

herring-fry. 1599 NASHE Lenten Stuffe 54 Backe returned

the Caterer . . and powred downe the "herring merchant his

hundred ducats. 1614 Eng. ivay to Wealth in Ilarl. Misc.

(Malh.) III. 242 The *herring-mongers of Yarmouth. 1535
Aberdeen Reg. V. 15 (Jam.) Ane "harein nett. 16x5 E. S.

Brit. Buss in Arb. Gamer III. 625 The particulars of her

herring-nets, and of the warropes and other ropes, cords,
and lines. 1599 NASHE Lenten Stuffe 71 Euery yeare about

Lent-tide, the sherifes ofNorwich take certayne "herring pies
. .and send them as a homage. 1778 Eng. Gazetteer (ed. 2)

s.v.Nonuich, The sheriffs are obliged by their charter to

present the King with 12 herring-pies yearly. 1039 in Earle

Land-charters 297 And hasfde hit him wel neh twelf monao
and twegen *hseringc timan.

b. Special combs. : herring-brook ~ HERRING-
POND ; herring-cooper : see quot. ; herring-
drift : see DRIFT nb; herring-gull, a species
of gnll, Lams argentatus, which follows herring-
shoals and preys upon them ; herring-gutted

a., having a narrow, thin body like a herring;

f herring-hang, a building in which herrings
are hung to cure; herring-hog (dial.), the gram-
pus ; herring-king = King of the herrings (see

i c) ; herring-man, a man engaged in the her-

ring-fishery ; herring-pike, a fish of the group
Clupesoces ; herring-salmon, a name of N. Ame-
rican species of Coregonus ; herring-silver (see

quot.) ; herring-wife, a woman who sells her-

rings; herring-work, herring-bone work (Ogil-

vie).
1810 Naval Chron. XXIV. 451 Unknown on this side the

*herring-brook. 1892 Labour Commission Gloss.,
*Herring

Coopers, who make the casks in which herrings are packed.
1851 lllustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. II. 514 *Herring-drift, 18 feet

deep, ii fathoms long. 1857 Chambers' Inform. I. 709/1
Arctic gulls, whose plumage differs from that of the her-

ring-gull. 1892 Daily News 13 Dec. 4/8 The herring-gull
the pirate of the sea. 1726 ARBUTHNOT Diss. Dumpling

9 Meagre,
*
Herring-gutted Wretches. 1811 Sporting Mag.

38 Lank-jawed, herring-gutted plebeans. 1682 J. COLLINS
Salt $ Fishery 106 They are hanged up in the Herring-
Hangs, or Red-Herring Houses, c 1640 J. SMYTH Hundred

scholes of Herrings. 1884 DAY in Fisheries Exhib. Lit. II.

165 The genus Chimaera . . as it makes raids upon the Her-

rings, it is called the
'

*Herring King', a 1568 ASCHAM
Scholem. (Arb.) 152 Not much vnlike the fisher men of Rye,
and *Hering men of Yarmouth. 1653 AMES Agst. Cerem,
Pref. 28 Its a hard world, when heernng men revile fisher-

men. 1836 RICHARDSON Fishes 180 The *Herring salmon
forms its [the namaycush's] principal food in Lake Huron.

1706 PHILLIPS *
Herring-silver, Money formerly paid as an

Equivalent for the Custom of giving a certain Quantity of

Herrings for the Provision of a Religious House. 1611

COTGR., Harengiere, a *Herring-wife ; a woman that cries,

or sells Herrings.

Hence Herring v. trans., to manure with herring.
1880 GOODE & ATWATER Hist. Menhaden 240 (Cent.) In

Maine they talk of land that has been herringed to death.

Herring-bone, sb. (a.)
1. The bone of a herring.
165* Season. Exp. Netfieri. 8. I was pleased to hear so

rich a Towne. .could be Founded on Herring-Bones. 1857
Chambers* Infornt. I.

709/^2
The popular saying of being

founded on herring-bones is as applicable to the thriving
town of Wick, as Amsterdam.

2. attrib. or adj. Resembling in appearance the

bones of a herring, a. Sewing. Herring-bone
stitch, a kind of stitch in which the threads are

set obliquely at equal angles on opposite sides of

a line, or crossing each other : hence herring-bone

scam, thread. Also absol. = herring-bone stitch, etc.

1659 TORRIANO, A-spina pesce .. the hearing-bone stitch.

1767 GOOCH Treat. Wounds I. 453 That kind of stitch

called by sempstresses the herring-bone or a flat seam.
1866 R. CHAMBERS Ess. Ser. i. 198 Causes your clothes to

be . . embroidered in the herring-bone fashion. 1880 Plain
Hints 24 Herring-bone, called ' cat's teeth

'
in the West of

England, is the name of the stitch used for flannel work.

b. Arch. Applied to a kind of masonry and of

paving in which the stones or tiles are set obliquely
in alternate rows so as to form a zigzag pattern :

as herring-bone ashlar, balk, bond, work, etc.

1703 MOXON Mech. Exerc. 238 They make a good Pave-

ment, and. .[it] looks handsomly, especially if laid Herring-
bone fashion. 1836 PARKER Gloss. A rchit. s.v., The interior,

or backing, of Roman walls is often of irregular herring-
bone work, 1848 Rickman"s Archit. App. 36 Rude and
wide jointed rag-work, with some herring-bone. 1853

HERS.

Archxol. XXXV. 384 The walls to this room were 3 feet

thick, with herring-bone masonry. 1865 LUBBOCK Prek.
Times v. (1869) 157 Urns .. decorated by. .incised patterns
in which the chevron or herring-bone constantly recurs.

c. Weaving and Clothmaking. Applied to stuffs

in which a zigzag pattern (as in b) is worked :

as herring-bone twill, weaving. Also absol. A
stuff having a herring-bone pattern.
1860 All Year Round No.

53. 63 Barragons and fustians,

herringbones, thicksets, .dimities and velveteens, for which
Bolton was famous. 1882 CAULFKILD SAWARD Diet.

Needlework, HerriHgbone-tivill, a name by which a soft

slight dress material is known. 1887 Cassell *s Pant. Mag,
Oct. 697/1 With an interwoven corded stripe, with chevron
or herring-bone weaving between.

d. Carpentry. Herring-bone bridging, so

absol. herring-bone,
'

strutting- pieces between thin

joists, diagonally from the top of one to the bottom
of another, to prevent lateral deflection' (Knight
Diet. Mech. 1875).

He'rring-bone, v.
[f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To work with a herring-bone stitch.

Also absol. or intr.

1787 MRS. TRIMMER Econ. Charity 79 Plain linen Caps,
with binders herring-boned with coloured Cruel. 1873 Miss
BROUGHTON Nancy II. 101 She has been teaching me how
to herring-bone. 1880 Plain Hints 25 The raw edge should
be herring-boned down about four or six threads deep.
2. trans. To mark with a herring-bone pattern.
1887 T. HARDY Woodlanders III. v. 101 A sanded floor,

herring-boned with a broom. Ibid. xv. 307 The herring-
boned sand of the floor.

Herring-buss. Obs. exc. Hist. [a. Du. har-

ing-buis: see Buss
sb.^~\ A two- or three-masted

vessel used in the herring-fishery.
1615 E. S. Brit. Buss in Arb. Garner III. 636 To seek

out the said Herring Busses, and to buy of them their her-

rings. 1691 Lond. Gaz. No. 2684/3, 7 or 8 French Frigats
and Privateers . . fell in with our Herring-Busses. 1776
ADAM SMITH VV. N. iv. v. (1869) II. 93 The tonnage bounty
upon the herring-buss fishery. 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. II.

v, The common fleet of herring-busses and whalers.

t Herring-cob. Obs. [SeeCosrf.iS.] The
head of a herring ; fig. a stupid head : cf. CODS-
HEAD. (In Diets, from Littleton onward, erroneously
given as ' a young herring '.)

1594, 1632 [see COB so.1 8]. 1678 LITTLETON Lai. Diet.
s.v. Cob, A herring-cob, Halecitla. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed.

Kersey), Herring-cob, a young Herring. 1719 D'URFEY
Pit to Purge Melanch., The rubbish and outcast of your
herringcobs invention.

Herringer (he-rirjai). [f. HEBBING + -EB.]
a. One who goes herring-fishing, b. A boat used
in herring-fishing.
1857 KINGSLEY Two Y. Ago xiv, A lot of long-shore

merchant-skippers and herringers, who went about calling
themselves captains. 1887 Pall Mall G. 2 May 11/2 We
are not going to ride to a mile and a half of netting, like a

herringer of the Minch.

Herring-pond, humorous. The sea or ocean,

esp. the North Atlantic ocean.
1686 J. DUNTON Lett.fr. New-Eg. (1867) 19 I'le send an

account of the wonders I meet on the Great Herring-Pond.
1689 in Harl. Misc. (1746) VIII. 603/1 My sometime
Friends and Allies on the other Side the Herring-pond. 1729
GAY Polly \. Wks. (1772) 146 How little are our Customs
known on this side the herring pond. 1824 New Monthly
Mag. X. 498 We hired a boat to cross the herring pond
Which intersects great Britain and fair France. 1861 MRS.
H. WOOD E. Lynne i. ii. (1888) 157 I'd send them over
the herring-pond if I could.

II Herrnhuter (he'rnhtttsr). Also 8 Herren-,
Hern-, 8-9 -butter, [f. Herrnhut (lit. the Lord's

keeping), the name of their first German settlement

on the estate of Count von Zinzendorf in Saxony.
See quot. 1753.] One of the sect of ' United
Brethren

'

or Moravians.

1748 Whitehall Evening-Post No. 449 An Edict is pub-
lished against the Moravian Brethren, or . . Herrenhutters.

[1753 Scots Mag. May 212/1 Between this wood and the

town or village is an hill called Huttibcrg, i. e. Tov-'nguard
Hill. This gave occasion to the colonists to call themselves
Hutk des Herrn, and afterwards Herrnhuth, i.e. the guard
or protection of the Lord.] 1834 MARY HOWITT Sk. Nat.

Hist., Swallow iv, Thou hast heard the lowing heifers On
some good Herrnhuter's farm [in S. Africa]. 1879 BARING-
GOULD Germany II. 189 His spiritual songs . . now stand in

the hymn-book of the Herrnhuters.

Hence He'rrnrmtism,HerrnhTrtenism.Herrn-
htrtianism, Moravianism.

1753 Scots Mag. May 212/1 Herrnhutism does indeed ..

appear to be .. essentially evil. 1879 BARING-GOULD Ger-

many II. 188 Pietism of mystic tendency culminated in

Count.. Zinzendorf .. and Herrnhutenism. 1882-3 SCHAFF

Encycl. Relig. Knowl. II. 1604 Mysticism entered into

various combinations with Pietism, Herrnhutianism [etc.].

Herrod, -old, -owd, obs. ff. HERALD sb.

Herry, -ye, Sc. forms of HABKY v.

Herrylle, obs. form of EABL.

Hers (hajz), pass, pron.1 Forms: 3-5 hirs,

hiris, 4-5 hires, 5 heres, -is, heerys, hyres, 5-6
hyrs, 5- hers. [In form, a double possessive,
f. poss. pron. hire, HEB, thus hires, her's, hers (cf.

ours, yours, theirs], app. by association with the

possessive case in such phrases as
' a friend of

John's', whence 'a friend of Act's', formerly 'a
friend of her (hire) *. Of northern origin ; the

midland and southern equivalent being HERN'.]



HERS.

The absolute form of the possessive pronoun HER,
used when no noun follows :

= Her one, her ones ;

that or those pertaining to her. (
= F. le sien, la

sienne, les siens, Ger. der, die, das ihrige.)

13.. Cursor M. 8608 (Gott.) Fra hir fere scho stal hir

barn. And laid bi hir hirs [ Trin. And leide hiren J>ere] so

for-fam. Ibid. 20016 (Cott.) Hirs [v.rr. hiris, hiren] am i wit

all bat i can. 138* WVCLIF Job_ xxxix. 16 She is maad hard

to hir sones, as thoj thei be not hiris. c 1386 CHAUCER Miller's

T. 221 Ffor this was his desir and hire [Petw. MS. hers]

also. Man of Law's T. 129, I moot been hires {v.rr.

hers, hirs], I may noon oother chese. c 1430 Life St. Kath.

(1884) i To oure lordys wurschip and his holy moders and

hyres. 1548 HALL Chron., Edw. IV, 2r9 [She] registered
her selfe and hers, as persones there privileged. 1592 SHAKS.
Rom. fy Jul. n. iii. 59 As mine on hers, so hers is set on
mine. 1621 LADY M. WROTH Urania 464 Shee was forced

to confesse her's was the fault. 1841 MIALL in Nonconf. I.

257 They must be hers of her own right.

b. Of hers= belonging to her.

1478 J. PASTON in Paston Lett. No. 812 III. 219 Aftyr the

dyssease of a steppe modyr of hyrs. 1482 Monk ofEvcshant
(Arb.) 70 A . . neybur of herys [printed herns]. 1483 CAXTON
Gold. Leg. 321 b/2 This lady..buryed them secretely in

a felde of heerys. c 1630 RISDON Surv. Devon 293 (1810)

302 These her eleemosinary acts of hers are almost vanished.

Mod. She mentioned the matter to a friend of hers.

t c. Formerly used for the first of two posses-
sives followed by a substantive, as hers and my
father, now herfather and mine.

1611 SHAKS. Cymb. v. v. 186 Hers and mine Adultery.

1707 in Lond. Gaz. No.43s6/2 Her Majesty, .is very sensible

of their Zeal for Her's and the Publics Service.

f Hers, pass, pron* Obs. Also 4 heoris, 4-5
heres, heris. [Formed in same way as prec.
on HEB '

their
'

; supplanted by THEIRS before

1500. A southern equivalent was HERN 1
'. The

earlier form was here, hire, etc.]
= THEIRS.

c 1340 Cursor M. 2507 (Trin.) pei helde heres [v.rr. pairs,

baires] was be lond, For bei hadde be ouer bond. Ibid.

22578 And bo to hores [v.r. heris] vche a burne. c 1380
WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 300 Pore men. .hat hauen greet neede
for hem & heoris. c 1380 Antccrist in Todd Three Treat.

WfctifdBSi} 133 Crist forsoke his wille ;
bei seken hers be

it rijt or wronge. c 1449 PECOCK Refr. 397 If Y . . cpnsente
not for me and my Successours in my name and heris for to

fulfille [etc.].

Hers(e, Sc. forms of HOARSE.
Hersale, obs. var. of HIRSEL, flock.

fHersail. Obs. nonce-wd. A Spenserian short-

ening of REHEARSAL. Cf. HEBSINO.
1590 SPENSER F. Q. in. xi. 18 With this sad hersall of his

heavy stresse The warlike Damzell was empassiond sore.

Herschel (ha-ajel). Astron. A name proposed
(and to some extent used) for the planet now
called Uranus, after its discoverer, Sir William
Herschel in 1781.
1819 Pantologia, Herschel, the name by which several

astronomers call the primary planet discovered by Dr. Her-
schell in March 1781. 1878 NEWCOMB Pop. Astron. 355
Herschel proposed to call the new planet Georgium Sidus
. .Lalande thought the most appropriate name of the planet
was that of its discoverer, and therefore proposed to call it

Herschel.

Herschelian (ha-ife'lian), a. (sl>.) [f. proper
name Herschel + -IAN.]
Of or pertaining to the astronomer Sir William

Herschel (1738-1822), or his son Sir John Her-

schel (1792-1871). Herschelian (telescope), a form
of reflecting telescope having a concave mirror

slightly inclined to the axis. Herschelian rays, the

ultra-red heat rays of the spectrum, the existence

of which was first proved by Sir W. Herschel.

1792 Phil. Trans. LXXXII. 310, I looked at the planet
with an Herschellean four and seven-feet reflector. 1837
GORING & PRITCHARD Microgr. 155 The Newtonian and
Herschelian telescopes having very small angles ofaperture,
will admit of concave metals with spherical figures. 1838
Proc. Atner. Phil. Soc. I. 58 A seven feet Herschelian.

So Hersche'lic a. prec.
1874 FISKE Cosmic Philos. \. I. 19 Beyond the red . . lie

the so-called Herschellic rays, of least refrangibility.

Herschelite (hS-jfebit). Min. [Named 1825
after Sir John Herschel : see -ITE.] A hydrous
silicate of aluminium, calcium, and sodium, now
considered a variety of chabazite.

1825 T. THOMSON Ann. Philos. Ser. n. X. 262 Dr. Wollas-
ton . . has examined chemically a small quantity of Her-
schelite. 1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5) 437 Herschelite . .

accompanies phillipsite in a lava at Aci Castello.

Herse (hajs), sb. Also 5 hierche, 6 hersse,6-7
hearse, [a. F. herse (i2th c. in Littre) harrow:
L. hirpex, hirpic-em, large rake used as a harrow.

The same word which, in a different group of senses,
has now the form HEARSE.]
T ! A harrow, for agricultural use. Also b. A
harrow used for a cheval-de-frise,' and laid in the

way or in breaches with the points upward to ob-
struct the enemy. Obs.

[1454 in Rogers Agric. ff Prices III. 555/r, 2 new hercise
sive canill @ /8.] 1480 CAXTON Ovid's Met. xin. xv, He
kembyd his heer wt an hierche in stede of a combe. 1727-
41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Herse is also a harrow, which the

besieged, for want of chevaux de frise, lay either in the

way, or in breaches, with the points up, to incommode the
march as well of the horse, as the infantry.

c. A portcullis grated and spiked. Hist.

1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn., Herse, in Fortification, is a

250

Lattice in the form of a Harrow, and beset with many Iron

Spikes. It is usually hung . . that the herse may fall, and
stop up the Passage, .or other Entrance of a Fortress. 1841
A rchxalvgia XXIX. 62 The. .absence of the Herse is very
unusual, and can only be explained, under the supposition
that there was one at the porch of entrance, now fallen.

d. ffer. A charge representing a portcullis or a

harrow.
1525 LD. BERNERS Froiss. II. clxxi. [clxvii.] 501 The

deuyse in y9 Standerde was a Herse golde, standyng on
a bed goules.

f 2. Mil. A form of battle array. Cf. HARROW
j<M 3. Obs.
The actual arrangement is much controverted.

1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. cxxx. 156 The archers.. stode
in maner of a herse, and the men of armes in the botome of

the batayle. Ibid. clx. 195 Men of armes afote and archers

afore them, in maner of a herse. 1581 STYWARD Mart.

Discipl. i. 92 To place the like number in an hearse or

square Battaile. Ibid. 93 Sometime by reason
^
of the

ground it is necessarie to bring such a number into an
hearse or twofolde battaile which male be more auailable

then the quadrant battaile. 1590 SIR J. SMYTH Disc, cone,

Weapons 30-33. 1635 BARRIFFE Mil. Discip. xciv. (1643)

300 The Hearse Battell . . is when the depth doth manifold
exceed the length, thrice at the least. 1884 R. F. BURTON
Bk. of the Sword 245 The Phalanx or oblong herse was
irresistible during the compact advance, 1897 Eng. Hist.

Rev. July 432, etc.

3. A frame on which skins are dried : see quot.
1875 Urfs Diet. Arts III. 513 They [skins] must be

set to dry in such a way as to prevent their puckering, and
to render them easily worked. The small manufacturers
make use of hoops for this purpose, but the greater employ
a Jterse, or stout wooden frame.

Hence Hersed a., drawn up in the military form-

ation called a herse.

1793 SOUTHEY JoanofArcu. 88 From hishersed bowmen
how the arrows flew Thick as the snow-flakes.

t Herse, v. Obs. rare. [f. OE. type *hersian,

related to herian HERY, as HALSE z>. 1 is to

HAIL #.2] trans. To glorify or extol.

a 1400-50 A lexander 2200 Mast hije ae ere hersid & herid

of aoure strenthe. Ibid. 2498 pe hisere I here him enhansed
& hersude his name.

Herself (haise-lf), pron. [OE. hire se/f, selfre,

i.hire HER, dat.~acc. per$. pron. + SELF. Se/fwsLS
in OE. an adj. which could be inflected in concord

with any case of the pronoun ; e.g. hto self, hire

selfre y
hie selfe \ the dative form is the source of

the modern use. For the history of the construc-

tions see SELF.]
I. Emphatic use. - Very her, very she, that very

woman, etc, = L. ipsa.
1. As dative and (later) general objective.
cizoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 219 [Ysaie] nemnede hire cun to

more and hire su[l)f to gerde. a 1400-50 Alexander 347

pan suld he say to hire-selfe sadly Jrire wordis. 1559 W.
CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse i Men did more earnestly . .

seke Vertu for hir selfe. Mod. She was told that it was
meant for herself.

2. Standing in apposition with the nominative

pronoun, or with a sb. in nominative or objective.
c \\']ft Latnb. Horn. 157 Heo wer5 hire solfwaschen of hire

fule sunnen. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. v. iv. 98 And lulia

her selfe did glue it me. 160.7 DRYUEN Virg. Georg. in. 60

Envy her self at last. .Shall give her Hands. i762GotDSM.
Cit. W. xviii. F 10 He . . went in pursuit of Hansi herself.

1838 THIRLWALL Greece V. 43 Sparta herself forming the

first. 1864 BRYCE Holy Rom. Etnp. vi. (1875) 78 The Saracen
wasted the Mediterranean coasts, and sacked Rome herself.

Mod. I heard it from a lady who herself was present.

3. Taking the place of the nominative pronoun.
a 1300 Cursor M. 10822 (Gott.) Of hat elide hir self was in

\Cott. bat sco was in} a 1400-50 Alexander 266 Sone as

hire selfe it sawe. c 1400 Destr. Troy 4642 Hir seluyn is

wrothe, And has wroght vs bis wedur. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///,
i. i. 81 The Jealous ore-worne Widdow, and her selfe. .Are

mighty Gossips. 1808 T. JEFFERSON Writ. (1830) IV. 112

A determination . . that herself and her allies will demand
from Great Britain no renunciation of her maritime prin-

ciples. 1814 BYRON Lara \\. xxv, Herself would, .seat her
down upon some linden's root.

b. Used alone in predicate after be, become t e\.c. y

and in adverbial extensions = by herself. To be

herself: to be in her normal condition of mind
and body, to be in full possession of her faculties :

see SELF.
c 13*0 R. BRUNNE Medit. 453 Oure lady wente here seluyn

alone, c 1430 Syr Tryam. 408 There sche travaylyd of a

chylde, Hyrselfe allone, withowtyn moo. 1636 MASSINGER
Gt. Dk. Flor. iv. ii, Being herself, then, She must exceed
his praise, a 1700 DRYDEN (J-), The more she looks, the more
her fears increase At nearer sight ; and she's herself the less.

C. By Welsh or Gaelic speakers (or in ridi-

cule of their speech) herself, her own self {her
nain set'} is used in the same way as HER pers.

pron. 2 b.

c 1707 in Scot. Antiq. (1898) XII. 105 Her nane sell does
not well farstand tese Nice Points. 1814 SCOTT WON. xxix,
It was either ta muckle Sunday hersell, or ta little govern-
ment Sunday. 1828 [see HER/^W. pron. 2 b].

II. Reflexive use. ^L.sibi,se\ Ger. sick.

4. Dative, and objective with preposition.
971 Blickl. Horn. 5 Heo hsefde hire sylfre jeworht baet

mseste wite. c 1130 Halt Meid. 5 Ha naue5 nawt freo of
hire seluen. a 1300 Cursor M. 19790 Bi hir self sco salt vp-
right. 1490 CAXTON Eneydos xvii. 67 As a woman disperate
and from nerselfe. 1531 TINDALE Exp. i John (1537) 7 1 ne

scripture abydeth pure in herselfe. 1690 Land. Gaz. No.
2581/4 Much inclined to talk to her self. 1864 TENNYSON

HEB-WABD.

Aylmer's F. 304 Made her . . Swerve from her duty to her-

self and us.

5. Accusative or direct object.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. \. pr. i. 2 (Camb. MS.) She con-

streynede and shronk hyr semen. 1390 GOWER Conf. II. 30
She about her white swere It did, and henge hir selven
there. 1490 CAXTON Eneydos xvi. 62 She hath habandonned
hersilfe. .to receyue the false eneas. 1513 DOUGLAS SEneis
iv. Prol. 256 Syne for disdene alace ! her selfin slew. 1598
GRENEWEV Tacitus' Ann. I. xiv. (1622) 27 He had been
taken by the enemy, if the first legion had not opposed her
selfe. 1796 H. HUNTER tr. St. Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799)
III. 216 She supported herself .. with a greatness of soul

altogether incredible. i864TENNVSON Aylmer's F. 303 You
have . . Perplext her, made her half forget herself.

III. From the I4th c. probably, as in the

corresponding his self, there has been a tendency
to treat her as the possessive pronoun, and self as

sb., whence such expressions as her very self, her

\

own self, her good, dear, sweet self, and the like.

i See MYSELF, SELF.
(The formal identity of her personal pron. and her posses-

sive (cf. c 1200 in i) conceals the difference which is manifest

in the parallel himself, his very self.)

Hership (hSuJip). Sc. arch, or Hist. Forms :

4-7 heir-, 5-6 her-, 6 hir-, hayr-, hear- (heirst-),

heiri-, herry-, 6-7 hair-, -schip(e, -sehyp(e,

(-soheip), 6- hership. [f. HEBE army, host, or

stem of OE. hergan, ON. herja, to HARRY + -SHIP :

cf. ON. herskap-r
'

warfare, harrying,' which may
be the actual source.]
1. Harrying, pillage, plundering, devastation

;
a

warlike incursion, or foray ; harrying of cattle.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce ix. 298 [The king] heryit thame on sic

maneir, That, .neir fifty ?heir, Men menyt the heirschip of
bouchane. 1470 HENRY Wallace vin. 942 On Inglismen
full gret herschipe thai maid. 1549 Compl. Scot. i. 23 Maist
extreme violent spul^ee ande hairschip of ther mouabil gudis.

1572 Compl. Inhab. Elsdon in Northumb. Gloss, s. v. Har,
Night reffes and hearships by the thiefes of Easte and West

Tiyidall. 1609 SKENE Reg. Ma;., Slat. Robt. Ill, 60 The
paine of slavchter, reif, destructions and heirshippis . . It is

statute that na man vse any . . heirschippis, birning, Reif,

slauchter, in time to come. 1814 Scorr Wav. xv, The com-

mitting of divers thefts, reifs, and herships, upon the honest
men of the Low Country. 1818 Hrt. Midi. xlii. note,

Her'ship, a Scottish word which may be said to be now
obsolete; because, fortunately, the practice of 'plundering
by armed force

',
which is its meaning, does not require to

be commonly spoken of.

2. A harried condition ; hence, ruin, distress,

famine, caused by robbery with violence or the like.

1536 BELLENDEN Cron. Scot. xi. xi. (Jam.), The landwart

pepyll be thir waris war brocht to sic pouerte and heirschip,
that thair land was left vnsawin and vnlabourit. 1556 LAUDER
Tractate 109 Bryngand thame to pouertie, To hounger,
hirscheip, and rewyne. 1609 SKENE Reg. Maj., Stat. Will.

8 Trubland Gods people with skarsnes, povertie, and outer

hairschip.

3. Booty, plunder ; esp. cattle forcibly driven off.

1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. (1858) I. 117 All the heirschip,
tane wes of befoir, To euerilk steid tha gart agane restoir.

1768 Ross Helenore 46 (Jam.) The track at last he found,
Of the ca'd hership on the mossy ground.

II Hersillon. Obs. [F. hersillon, f. /terse.']

1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn., Hersillon, in Fortification,

is a Plank stuck with Iron Spikes, for the same use as the

Herse. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Hersillon, a Plank Ten
or Twelve Foot long stuck full of Nails, with the points up.

Hersing. Obs., shortened f. REHEARSING.
c 1410 Anturs ofArth. Ii, With-outun any hersing [other

MSS. more lettynge], There dijte was thayre sajtenyng.

t Hersoun, v. Obs. rare. [app. for hersen, ex-

tended form of HERSE v. : cf. halson, HALSEN v.

similarly formed.] trans. To glorify, do honour to.

a 1400-50 A lexander 1600 Bowes hym downe . . And her-

souns bat haly name bat he byheld written.

Hersute, obs. form of HIRSUTE.

Hert(e, obs. ff. HABT, HEART, HDBT.

Hert, obs. f. art, inflection of BE v.

a 1300 Cursor M. 20219 Sun bou hert [v. r. ert] of heuen

king.

Herte-bren, obs. form of HEARTBURN.

t Herten, a. Obs. [f. ME. hert, HART + -EN
.]

Made of the skin of a hart.

13. . Horn Childe xxix. in Ritson Metr. Rom. (1802) III.

293 Therwith herten gloves to, Swiche was the maner tho.

Hertfordshire (hautffljdjaj). Formerly
Hart-. [Name of an Eng. county.] In phrase

Hertfordshire kindness : see quots.
111661 FULLER Worthies (1811) I. 427 'Hartfordshire

kindness.' This is generally taken in a good and grateful

sense, for the mutual return of favours received, a 1700
B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Hartfordshire-kindness, Drinking
to the same Man again. 1738 SWIFT Pol. Convert, ii.

Lord Sm. Tom, my service to you. Net'. My Lord, this

moment I did myself the honour to drink to your Lordship.
Lord Sm. Why, then, that's Hertfordshire kindness. 1787
GROSE Prav. Gloss., Hartfordshire kindness. That is, any
one drinking back to his right-hand man ; i.e. the person
who immediately before drank to him.

Herth(e, obs. ff. HEARTH, EAETH. Hertpeny,
-ston, obs. ff. HEARTH-PENNY, -STONE. Herto-

Jeines, in opposition to this : see HERE adv. 16.

Herust, heruest, -vist, obs. ff. HARVEST.
Her-ward, originally to her-ward, towards her :

see -WARD.
c 1477 CAXTON Jason 113 b, To redresse Jason and Argos

to herward. 1580 SIDNEY Arcadia (1622) 68 But the Lion. .



HEBY.

bent his race to her-ward. 16*1 LADY M. WROTH Urariia

108 Amphilanthus . . was then looking from her-ward, care-

lesse of her.

t He'ry, v. Obs. Forms : a. I hgrian, hserian,

h?rsan, 2-4 herien, 3 hserien, heryhe, 3-5
herye, 4 herije, (heyre), 4-6 herie, herry, 4-7
hery. /3. [i here)), herede], 3 hseren, huren,
heoren, 4 here. [OE. hqrian, hserian: WGer.

*harjan, *hyjan, Goth, hasjan to praise, glorify,

extol : cf. OHG. hartn, OS. hardn to cry, shout.

In OE., hyian (Afrgatt, A^rtgatt) was conjugated,

pres. herie (herigf, herge), herest, heret, heriaJS,

pa. herede, pa. pple. hered\ thence in ME. arose

two types, hery, heriest, herie}, heriede, etc., and

here, herest, heref, herede, etc.
;

the latter coin-

cided in form to some extent with HEAK, with

which it was app. sometimes confused: see the

quots. from Layamon.]
trans. To praise, glorify, exalt, honour, worship.
a. 735 Czitmott's Hymn i in O. E. Texts 149 Nu

scylun hergan hefaenricaes uard [later vers. in Bzda's
Hist. iv. xxv, Nu sculon herigean heofonrices weard].
t8as Vesp. Psalter cl. a HaergaS hine in maehtum his.

c 893 K. ^ELFRED Ores. in. vii. 8 Ic nat . . for hwy e |>a tida

swelcra broca swa wel hergeaS. c 1000 ^ELFRIC Horn. II. 560
Ne hera 3u nffinne man on his life, c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 97
Disses dei^es hehnesse is to heriane. c 1205 LAY. 6234
We wulleS J?ine men beon Jrine mon-scipe herien. a 1300
E. E. Psalter cxlvii. 12 Heryhe bou bi God. 1382 WYCLIF
Wisd. xi. 16 Summe errende herieden [1388 worschipiden]
doumbe edderes. c 1386 CHAUCER Clerk's T. 560 God they
thanke and herye. 1388 WYCLIF Ps. cxlviii. 3 Sunne and
moone, herie je hym ; alle sterns and li?!, herie je hym.
c 1450 Mirour Saluaciowi 3130 Nowe honoures it king
and prince & heries the gloriouse name. 1579 SPENSER

Skeph. Cal. Nov. 10 Nor Pan to herye, nor with love to

playe. 1590 F. Q. n. xii. 13 For Apolloes temple highly
herried. 1622 DRAYTON Poly-olt. xxiv. (1748) 364 And
Thanet. .even to this age doth hery Her Mildred.

ft. cSyj K. ALFRED Greg. Past, xlviii. 373 Dast 3aet. .mon
hereS. 971 Blick. Horn. 13 Heo Drihten herede. c 1175
Lamb. Horn. 5 pus ha hine hereden. c laoo Trin. Coll.

Hotn. 167 He herede him ouer alle men. c 1205 LAY. 2389
He wolde . . his godd hure Ic ia herie]. Ibid. 13900 pawe . . heoreS heom mid mihte. Ibid. 16281 God ion wulle

hceren [c 1275 herie]. c 1250 Hymn in Trin. Coll. Horn.

258 Iherd sebeo bin holi nome. 13. . Ga-w. fy Gr. Knl. 1634

J>e
lorde forto here, c 1400 St. Alexius (Trin.) 250 He

herede god, and made him glad.
Hence fHe'ried (tared) ppl. a., praised, glori-

fied, exalted. Also t He'ryer (OE. hfrgere), wor-

shipper, f He'ryful a., praiseworthy.
a 950 Durham Ritual (Surtees) 124 Dastte . . cSv haabbe

herxeras [laudatores], c 1380 WYCLIF Serm. Sel. Wks. II.

94 If ony be heriere of God hem he heereb. 1382 2 Kings
x. IQ That he distruye alle the heryeris [1388 worschipers]
of Baal. 1382 Dan. iii. 25 Blessid art thou, Lord God
of our fadris, and heryful [1388 worthi to be heried] or
worthi to bepreyside. a 1400-50 Alexander idyj pehered
haly name. 1583 STANYHURST s35>tfis ii. lArb.) 54 With
Gods herried order kendled.

Hery, obs. form of EEBIE.

Heryeano, obs. form of HURRICANE.

t He'rying, vbl. sb. Obs. Forms : a. I herung,
ing, 2 -unge, -inge. 0. 2 herijinge, 3 heriung,

3-4 heriing, 4 herying(e, -yng, 4-5 heriyng(e, 5

hereynge. [OE. herung, hering, f. he_rian HEBY v.

+ -ING 1.] Praising, praise ; glorification. With
a (and //.) A song of praise.
*. c8o7 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. Ivi. 435 On 3a:re

heringe oa;s eadgan weres. c 1000 ./ELFRIC Horn. I. 60 For
manna herunge. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 5 Biuoren him

' "

jhelilichesungun bisne lofsong he : to heringe.
FT- I .

ft." c 1175 Lamb. "Horn. 5 Him to luue and heri3inge.
a 1223 Ancr. R. 148 A windes puf of wordes hereword ; of

monnes heriunge. 1382 WYCLIF Matt. xxvi. 30 An ympne,
or heriynge, seid, thei wenten out in to the mount of Olyuete.
c 1420 Chron. Vilod. St. 617 To monnes hele and his hereynge.

Herytes, Obs. : see HEKITRESS.

Herywater, var. HABRY-WATEB, Obs.

Hes, pers. pron. her, them : see HISE.

Hes, var. Es Obs., carrion ; north, f. has (see

HAVE v.~) ; obs. f. is (see BE v.}.

c 1300 Cursor M. 19422 (Edin.)
'

Quebir hes bis . . sobe

obir nan.'

Hesitance (he-zitans). [f.
L. Amsitantia (see

next and -ANCE).] Hesitation.
1601 Bp. W. BARLOW Defence 44 Yet there may be, in faith,

. . haesitance and wavering. 1836 H. ROGERS J. f/trwe iii.

(1863) 55, I know not how any could preach consistently,
and without hesitance and regret. 1849 D. G. MITCHELL
Bath Snmm. (1852) 167.

Hesitancy (he'zitansi). Also 7 bees-, [ad. L.

hsesitdntia stammering, f. pres. ppl. olhxsilare to

HESITATE : see -ANCY.] The quality or condition

of hesitating ; indecision, vacillation ; an instance

of this.

1617 J. HALES Serm. i It brought, .a preservation against
all doubt and hesitancy. 1656 HEYLIN Surv. France 155

Without the least demure or haesitancie. 1768-74 TUCKER
LI. Nat. (1852) 1.69 Such hesitancies as these are weeds of

the richest soils. 1886 MRS. LYNN LINTON P. Carew I. xii.

219 That perpetual hesitancy which belongs to people whose

intelligence and temperament are at variance.

Hesitant (he-zitant), a. [ad. L. hxsitant-em,

pres. pple. of huesitdre to HESITATE. Cf. F. h(si-

tant.] Hesitating ; irresolute, undecided ;
stam-

mering.
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1647 TRAPP Comment, z Cor. v. 6 Not haesitant, or halting,
as Hadrian the Emperour was. 1651 BAXTER Inf. Bapt. 278
Are you not here hesitant also ? 1683 KENNETT tr. Ernsm.
on Folly (1709) i6The delivery of Achilles was rough, harsh,
and hesitant. 1856 R. A. VAUGHAN Mystics (1860) I. in. i.

52 The hesitant and conflicting conjectures of Philo.

He'sitantly, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.] In a hesi-

tant manner ; hesitatingly.
1660 BOYLE New Exf. Phys. Mcch. Pref. 4 Rather doubt-

fully, or hesitantly, then resolvedly. 1688 Final Causes
Nat. Things ii. 78 We may rationally believe more, and
speak less hesitantly. 1883 ffar/er's Mag:. Nov. 953/1 He
added, hesitantly :

' I'm afraid it bodes no good.'

Hesitate (he'ziW't), v. [f. L. hassitdt-, ppl.
stem of hxsitare to stick fast, stammer in speech,
be undecided, freq. of hzerere (pa. pple. Axs-um) to

stick, adhere, hold fast. Cf. F. hdsiter^
1. intr. To hold back in doubt or indecision ; to

show, or speak with, indecision ; to find difficulty

in deciding ;
to scruple.

1623 COCKERAM, Hesitate, to doubt. 1709 SHAFTESB.
Moralist n. i. in Charac. (1711) II. 237 It must needs
become a Sceptick above all Men to hesitate in Matters of

Exchange. 1771 GOLDSM. Hist. Eug. II. 343 The citizens

of London hesitated on the demand. iSzg'THiRl.wALL Greece
VI. 149. 1848 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. II. in. n. iii. 179 note,
He may pause, but he must not hesitate.

b. with in/in, or clause. (Rarely with vbl. sb.}

I7SSWARBURTON Strm. xviii. Wks. 1811 X. 3 [They] could

never hesitate a moment to conclude [etc.]. 1761 EARL
HARCOURT in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. IV. 440 There was
no room to hesitate one moment whether I was to accept
such a.. distinction. 1763 SCRAFTON Indostan iii. (1770) 69
Admiral Watson, apprehensive he might be reflected on . .

hesitated signing. 1802 MILNE in Med. Jml. (1804) XII.

452, I have, .never hesitated to inoculate every person that

has been brought to me.

t O. To be uncertain, be in doubt that. Obs.

1807 T. THOMSON Chem. (ed. 3) II. 193 It was no longer

possible to hesitate that this acid was composed of carbon
and oxygen.
2. To stammer or falter in speech.
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), To Hesitate, to stammer or

falter, to hum and haw.

3. trans. To express or say with hesitation.

1735 POPE Prol. Sat. 204 Willing to wound, and yet afraid

to strike, Just hint a fault, and hesitate dislike. 1794
GODWIN Cal. Williams i. 6, 1 hesitated a confused and irreso-

lute answer. 1827 SCOTT Napoleon xxxviii, He humbly
hesitated, that he could not safely honour it [a bill]. 1886

LOWELL Orat. Harvard 8 Nov. Wks. 1890 VI. 160, I choose
rather to hesitate my opinion than to assert it roundly.

He'sitater. Also -tor. [f. prec. + -EB '
;

the form in -or follows L. analogies.] One who
hesitates, wavers, or is irresolute ;

a waverer.

1852 LYTTON My Novel xn. xxv,
'

Hear, hear ', from the

hundred and fifty hesitators. 1881 Q. Rev. July 8 Con-
science made him not a coward but a hesitater.

Hesitating (he-zit^tin,), ppl. a. [f. HESITATE
v. + -ING -.] That hesitates : see the verb.

1622 BACON Hen. VII, Wks. 1825 III. 494 In speech he
was slow, and in some measure hesitating. 1712 Land. Gaz.
No. 5001/3 Somewhat hesitating in his speech. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vii. II. 208 After this . . James made
his first hesitating and ungracious advances towards the

Puritans. 1897 Cavalry Tactics xiv. So The bolder the

better ; hesitating cavalry are defeated cavalry.

Hence He'sitatinglyacfo., in a hesitating manner;
He-sitatingness, hesitating manner or quality.
1800 MRS. HERVEY Mourtray Fant. IV. 194

'

Nothing
serious is the matter, upon my honour ', answered he, hesi-

tatingly. 1890 Spectator 25 Jan., The hesitatingness of the

one European, and the decisiveness of the other.

Hesitation (hezit^-jan). Also 7-8 hses-. [ad.

L. hxsitdtion-em, n. of action i. hsesitdre to HESI-

TATE. Cf. F. hesitation (c 1400 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. The action of hesitating ;

a pausing or de-

laying in deciding or acting, due to irresolution ;

the condition of doubt in relation to action.

1622 BACON Hen. Vll, Wks. 1825 III. 297 He did sadly
and constantly, without hesitation or varying, .stand to that

he had said. 1683 KENNETT tr. Erasnr. oit Folly 90 With-

out the least demur or haesitation. 1759 ROBERTSON Hist.

Scot. I. v. 378 She rejected it without hesitation. 1875

JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) IV. 33 We have no hesitation in deter-

mining what is right and wrong.
b. with //. An instance of this.

1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth Pref., The Difficulties

and Haesitations of every one.

2. Embarrassed halting in utterance ; stammering.
1709 STEELE Tatler No. 5 F 2, I heard him send his Man

of an Errand Yesterday without any Manner of Hesitation.

1720 SWIFT Wks. (1778) X. 15 Many clergymen . . write in

so diminutive a manner, .that they are hardly able to go on
without perpetual hesitations or extemporary expletives.

t Hesitations, a. Obs. rare. [f.
as prec. +

-ous.J Characterized by hesitation.

1657 EARLMONM. tr. Partita's Polit. Disc. 194 If a power-
ful and vain-glorious Prince . . would make use of haesita-

tious counsels, [etc.].

Hesitative (he-zite'tiv), a. [f. L. hsesitdt-,

pa. ppl. stem of hsesitdre to HESITATE : see -IVE.]

Shewing, or given to, hesitation.

1795 Montford Castle II. 1 50 He stood hesitative and con -

fused. iMjCARLYLE/'mr*. . xvm. xiv. VIII. 86 Forfour

days more, he hung about the place, minatory, hesitative ;

but attempted nothing feasible. 1882 MOZLEY Kemin. Oriel

I. 152 His hesitative manner of speaking.
Hence He'sitatively adv.,\n a hesitating manner.
1881 R. A. KING Lne the Debt xix,

'

I think I'd try giving

HESPERID-.

her notice again, first ', hesitatively suggested his feeble

fellow-bachelor.

Hesitatory (he-ziU'tari), a. [f.
as prec. : sec

-ORY.] = HESITATIVE.
a 1734 NORTH Exam. (1740) 596 Being, .cautelous, and not

soon determined, but hesitatory at unusual Occurrences in

his Office. 1849 CARLYLE Reminisc. Irish Jonrn. 2 July
(1882) 31 Voice thin, creaky, querulous-hesitatory.

f He-situde. Obs. rare . In 7 hees-. [f.

L. hses-i ppl. stem of hxrere to stick + -TUDE.]
1623 COCKERAM n, Doubtfulnes, Hssitude.

Hesp, Sc. and north, form of HASP sb.

1824 SCOTT Redgauntlet Let. xi, A tangled hesp to wind.

Hespe, obs. form of Asp 1
.

c 1425 Wr.-Wiilcker 646/36 Hec tremulus, a hespetre.

Hesper (he-spai). poet. [ad. L. HESPER-US,
q.v.j The evening star

;
= HESPEEUS.

1623 COCKEFAM, Hesper, the euening starre. 1656 STANLEY
Hist. Philos. v. (1701) 178/1 A Phospher 'mongst the Living,
late wert thou, But Shm'st among the Dead a Hesper now.
1761 BEATTIE Pastoral x. 124 Lo beamy Hesper gilds the
western sky. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. cxxj, Sad Hesper
o'er the buried sun And ready, thou, to die with him.

Hesper-, stem of HESPERUS, used in the same
sense as HESPEKID-, as the radical part of several

chemical terms, as Hespe ric, Heap ere "tic, Hes-
peri'nic, Hesperi'sic adjs., denominating acids.

Hespere'tin, -e'tol : see quots.
1881 WATTS Diet. Chem. VIII. 1029 Hesperetic acid,

CioHioO^, is likewise formed by the action of alkalis on

hesperidin. Ibid. 1028 Hesperidin is a glucoside, and
is resolved by dilute acids into glucose and hesperetin

CieHi^Oe- 886 Syd. Soc. Lex., Hesperetol Ca HI O Qo, a

yellowish oil that stiffens in a crystalline manner, obtained

by the dry distillation of lime hesperetmate. Ibid., Hcs-

perinic acid, Cp He Os, . . obtained by the action of nitric

acid on Hesperidene. 1889 Mum & MORLEY Watts* Diet.

Chem. II. 684 Hesperic acid, Ca2 H28 O?, an acid which

may be extracted by alcohol from orange peel in water, a

product of the decomposition of hesperidin.

Hesperian (hespie-rian), a. and sb. [f. L.

Hesperi-tis, Gr. taircptos of or situated towards the

west, western, L. Ifesperi-a, Gr. 'Effircpia (poetical)
the land of the west, applied by the Greeks to

Italy, by the Romans to Spain or regions beyond;
f. HESPERUS the evening star : see -AN.]
A. adj. 1. Western, of or pertaining to the land

of the west, or where the sun sets. poet.
a. 1547 SURREY JEneid iv. 463 My dear son, Whom I de-

fraud of the Hisperian crown. 1667 MILTON P. L. i. 520
Who with Saturn old Fled over Adria to th' Hesperian
Fields. 1679 Establ. Test 4 This Hesperian Garden of

England, a 1708 J. PHILIPS Poems (1776) 75 (Jod.) Th'
utmost bound Hesperian, Calpe, by Alcides fixt. 1818 SHEL-
LEY Rev. Islam vii. xiii, The gathering waves rent the

Hesperian gate Of mountains. 1855 MILMAN Lat. Chr. iv.

v. (1864) II. 285 When Ireland is described as a kind of

Hesperian Elysium of peace and piety.

2. Of or pertaining to the HESPERIDES. poet.
1622 MASSINGER & DEKKER Virg. Mart, iv. iii. D.'s Wks.

1873 IV. 73 Bury in Oblivion your fain'd Hesperian Or-
chards. 1634 MILTON Comus 393 But Beauty like the fair

Hesperian tree Laden with blooming gold, had need the

guard Of dragon-watch. 1667 P. L. in. 568 Happy lies,

Like those Hesperian Gardens fam'd of old. 1708 J. PHILIPS

Cyder \. 33 <Jd\) Whose breath Nurtures the orange and
the citron groves, Hesperian fruits. 1830 MACAULAY Moore's

Byron. Ess. (1887) 159 The forests shining with Hesperian
fruit and with the plumage of gorgeous birds.

3. Entom. Of or pertaining to the family of

butterflies called Hesperidss or Skippers.
1840 SWAINSON & SHUCKARD Nat. Hist. Insects 65 The

enormous head of the Hesperian caterpillars. Ibid.^ The

Hesperian butterflies being the last of the Papiliones.

B. sb. 1. An inhabitant of a western land.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 148 And fiue daies sailing from it,

appeare the desarts of the Kthyopian Hesperians. a 1812

J. BARLOW, cited in WEBSTER (1828).

2. A Hesperian butterfly ;
a Skipper.

Hesperic : see HESPER-.

Hesperid (he'sperid). [ad. L. Hesperid-es :

see below.] One of the HESPEKIDES (nymphs).
1878 P. ROBINSON In my Ind. Card. n. 105 The damsels

of the land . . stand about in a rural manner, much as did

the Hesperids.

Hesperid-, Gr. !<Tirf/>i8- stem of 'E<rirfpi8-fs

Hesperides, forming technical terms of Botany and

Chemistry, in the sense
' of or derived from the

orange and its congeners
'

: see HESPERIDES 2.

Hence a. Bot. Hespe'ridate, Hesperi deous

adjs.j of the structure of the orange ;
of the orange

kind. || Hesperi'dium, a fruit of the structure of

the orange, a many-celled superior indehiscent

fruit, pulpy within and covered by a separable
rind. b. Chem. Hespe'ridene, Hespe ricliii,

Kespe'ridine, chemical products obtained from

the hesperideous fruits. See also HESPER-.
a. 1876 HARLEY Mat. Med. (ed.6)696 Fruit *hesperidate,

with a hard rind. 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
*Hespcrideous, of,

or belonging to, or having, an arrangement of parts, as in

the orange. 1866 Treas. Bot. 586/1
*
Hesperidium. 1873

BENNETT & DYER tr. Sachs' Bot. 539 Closely resembling
the berry is the fruit of the various species of Citrus, some-
times called Hesperidium, the pericarp of which consists

of a leathery outer layer and a pithy inner layer. 1880

GRAY Struct, Bot. vii. 2. 299 The Hesperidium (orange,

lemon, and lime).. is a mere variety of the berry.
b. 1875 WATTS Diet. Chem. VII. 644 *Hesperidene> the
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terpene of essential oil of orange-peel. 1886 Syd. Stv.

Lex., Hesferidtnc, CioHi6 . .the oil of Seville orange. 1838
T. THOMSON C/ttm. Org. Bodies 764 Of *Hespcridin. This
substance was discovered by M. Lebreton, in 1828, in the

bl
[of lemon] . . a bitter principle

een found.

II Hesperides (hespe-ridfz), sb. //. [L. Hes-

perides, a. Gr. 'EairepiSfs, pi. of tawfpls
' western ',

' a daughter of the west
'

or ' land of the sunset ', f.

(ffvepos evening, the evening star : see HESPEBUS.]
L Gr. Myth. The nymphs (variously reckoned

as three, four, and seven), daughters of Hesperus,
who were fabled to guard, with the aid of a watch-
ful dragon, the garden in which golden apples

grew in the Isles of the Blest, at the western ex-

tremity of the earth.

1656 BLOUNT Glossoer., Hesperides, the daughters of

Hesperus. .They had Gardens, that bore golden fruit. 1671
MILTON P. R. n. 357 Nymphs of Diana1

s train. .And ladies

of the Hesperides, that seem'd Fairer than feign'd of old.

1860 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. V. ix. x. 8. 507 The Hesperides
. . are four. Their names are, ^gl^, Brightness ; Erytheia,
Blushing ; Hestia, the (spirit of the) Hearth ; Arethusa,
the Ministering.
b. trans/. (In quot. 1608 as sing.)
1608 SHAKS. Per. \. i. 27 Before thee stands this fair

Hesperides, With golden fruit, but dangerous to be touch'd.
1860 C. SANGSTER Hesperus, etc. 85 Some souls are the

Hesperides Heaven sends to guard the golden age.
c. Hence, the garden watched by these nymphs ;

also, the ' Fortunate Islands
'

or
'
Isles of the Blest

'

(of MaKapcw vijaoi), beyond the Pillars of Hercules,
at the western extremity of the ancient world, in

which the garden was supposed to be situated.
c 1590 GREENE Fr. Bacon ix. 82 The fearful dragon held

his seat That watch'd the garden call'd Hesperides. 1634
SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 7 lies of Cape de Verde . . some
thinke, these were the Hesperides, so famous for the Garden
of golden Apples. 18*6 J. MONTGOMERY Voy. round
World S3 The West Indies I behold, Like th' Hesperides of

old, Trees of life with fruits of gold !

2. Bot. The name given by Endlicher to one of

his classes of plants, containing the orange family
(Auranliacesf) and some related orders.
The name Hesperidex was given by Linnaeus to one of his

natural
orderSj containing the genus Citrus arid some others.

Based on an identification of the orange, citron, etc. with
the golden apples of the mythical Hesperides.
1857 HENFREY Bot. 211 Endlicher's System .. Cl[ass] 51.

Hesperides [containing] HumiriaceEe. Olacineae, Auranti-

acez, Meliaceae, and Cedrelaceas. 1866 Treas. Bot. 586/1.

Hesperi-dian, -ean, a. Of or pertaining to the

gardens of the Hesperides.
1850 LEITCH tr. C. O. Mailer's Anc. Art fed. 2) 621 A

Hesperidian tree enwreathed by a serpent (symbol of a
blessedness veiled in darkness and terrors^. 1885 PATER

Marias^ II. 52 Some vanished or delusive golden fleece, or

Hesperidean fruit-trees.

Hesperidin, -ine, -ium : see HESPEBID-.

Hesperinic, -isic : see HESPEK-.

II Hesperis (he-speris). Bot. [L. hesperis, Gr.

tairfpis of evening or the west (see HESPERLDES) ;

also as sb.
' the night-scented gilly-flower '.]

A
genus of cruciferous plants including the Rockets
and Dame's Violet.

1664 EVELYN Kal. Hart. (1729' 205 May. .Flowers in

Prime, or yet lasting . . Cowslips, Hesperis, Antirrhinum
[etc.]. 1882 OUIDA Maremma I. 115 The fragrant hesperis
of the shore.

II Hesperornis (hesperp-Jnis). Palsont. [f. Gr.

(<rirfp-os western + opm bird.] The name of a

genus of fossil birds of the western hemisphere.
1871 O. C. MARSH Lett. 29 Nov. in Amer. Jrnl. Sci,

fy
Art (1872) Jan. 57, I shall fully describe this unique fossil

under the name Hesperornis rcgalis. 1881 LUBBOCK in

Nature No. 618. 406 The Hesperornis, described by Marsh
in 1872 as a carnivorous swimming ostrich ; provided with
teeth ; which he considers a character inherited from some
reptilian ancestor. 1884 G. ALLEN in Longm. Mag. Jan.
290 Still more reptilian in some particulars is the hesperornis.

II Hesperus (he-sperra). [L. Hesperus, a. Gr.

iairfpos adj. of the evening, western
; sb. the even-

ing star.] The evening star.

c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. i. metr. v. 22 (Camb. MS.) pe cue
sterre hesperus. c 1470 HENRYSON Tale ofDog 28 Quhen
Hesperus to schaw his face began. 1559 W. CUNNINGHAM
Cosmogr. Glasse 51 The Spnne is gone to rest, and Hesperus
do shewe in the West verie bright. 1667 MILTON P. L. IX.

49 The Sun was sunk, and after him the Star Of Hesperus,
whose Office is to bring Twilight upon the Earth. 1813
SHELLEY Q. Mob i. 259 Some shed a mild and silver beam
Like

Hesperus o'er the western sea.

Hespine, var. form of ESPYNE Obs.

Hess, Sc. f. hoase, HOARSE a.

Hessian (he-sian), a. and .</>.!
[f. Hesse, a

grand duchy of Germany + -IAN.]
A. adj. Of or pertaining to Hesse in Germany.
Hessian bellows, a kind of bellows with the fan inside

to furnish the blast ; Hessian bit,
' a peculiar kind of

jointed bit for bridles
'

(Ogilvie) ; Hessian boot, a kind
of high boot, with tassels in front at the top, first worn by
the Hessian troops, and fashionable early in the iqth cen-
tury; Hessian crucible (see quot. 1874); Hessian fly,
a fly or midge (Cecidomyia destructor), of which the larva
is very destructive to wheat ; so named, because it was erro-

neously supposed to have been carried into America by the
Hessian troops, during the War of Independence.
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1677 PLOT Oxfordsh. 250 He hath discovered also the

mystery of the Hessian wares. 1705 Phil. Trans. XXV.
1992 A Furnace, to which the Hessian Bellows will be very
useful. 1787 M. CUTLER in Life Jrnls. $ Corr. (1888) I.

246 Here I saw the Hessian fly, as it is called, which has
done immense injury to wheat. 1807 T. THOMSON Chem.
(ed. 3) II. 92 Their method of proceeding was to appljr a
violent heat to the earths, which were surrounded with
charcoal in a Hessian crucible. 1816 KIRBV SP. EntomoL
(1856) 26 In 1788 an alarm was excited in this country by
the probability ofimporting, in cargoes of wheat from North
America, the insect known by the name of the Hessian fly.

1833 MARRYAT P. Simple i. (1863) 5
A man . . dressed in blue

cotton-net pantaloons and Hessian boots. 1874 KNIGHT
Diet, MecJt. 652/1 Hessian crucibles are made of the best

fire-clay
and coarse sand . . They are used in this country

[United StatesJ in all experiments where fluxes are needed.

1890 Miss ORMEROD Injttr, Insects (ed. 2) 79 The year 1886

was memorable, agriculturally, for the appearance of the

Hessian Fly as a pest of the Wheat and Barley in Great
Britain. 1807 SIR A. WEST in ip/A Cent. Apr. 640 In the

early days of Her Majesty's reign . . Hessian boots were com-
mon : the last man to wear them was Mr. Stephenson,
a Commissioner of Excise . . who wore them to the day of his

death in 1858.

B. sb. 1. A native of Hesse in Germany; a

soldier of or from that country.
1873 C. GIBBON For the AYntfxt, Everything depended on

the whim of the dragoons and Hessians.

2. In U.S., A military or political hireling, a

mercenary.
From the employment of Hessian troops by the British

government in the American War of Independence. During
the War of Secession, it was again used in the South as a term
of oblocjuy for the Federal soldiers.

1877 in BARTLETT Diet. Arner.

3. (hessians.) Short for Hessian boots (see A).
1806 LAMB Mr. H i. Wks. 578 Blank Dr. to Zedkiel

Spanish for one pair of best hessians. 1888 Daily Tel,
i Tune 5/z Plain blue surtout, the buckskins and hessians..
of Wellington at Waterloo.

4. A strong coarse cloth, made of a mixture of

hemp and jute, employed for the packing of bales

(Diet. Needlework 1882).
1881 YOUNG Every Man his own Mechanic 366 A piece of

strong canvas or hessian should be tacked to the edges of
the board. 1891 Times 28 Sept. 3/5 The demand for hes-
sians has fallen off a little.

Hessian (he'sian), sb2 Math. [Named after

Dr. Otto Hesse of Konigsberg, who showed (in

1844) the importance of this covariant] The
Jacobian of the first derivatives of a function.

1856 CAYLEY in Phil. Tratts. CXLVI. 636 The Hessian
is the determinant formed with the second differential co-
efficients or derived functions of the quantic with respect to
the several facients. 1880 R. F. SCOTT Theory Determin,
143 Jacobians and Hessians belong to that class of functions
known as covariants. 1895 ELLIOTT AlgebraofQuantics 14.

Hessite (he-sait). Min. [Named 1843, after

G. H. Hess, of St. Petersburg : see -ITE.] Telluride
of silver, occurring in grey, sectile masses.

1849 J. NICOL Man. Min. 477 Hessite .. occurs massive
and granular. 1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5) 51.

Hest (hest), j. arch* Forms: a. i liees, 2 hes,

2-3 haes, 3 heas, 3-4 has. . hesn. 7. 2-6

heste, 3- best, (3 haste, 3, 5-7 heast, 4-5 heest(e,
5-6heaste, 6 Sc. heist). [OE.& fern, (inflected

hsese] was the regular repr. of OTeut. *hatt-ti-,
abstr. sb. from haitan * to call upon by name

',

OE. hdtan : see HIGHT v. ; thence early ME. kses

(has), heat, hes (infl. -e), altered to heste, hest, by
assimilation to sbs. in ME. -te : OE. -/, as ishefle,

wiste, OE. ffsceaft, wist, from sci$ppan t wesan.
The early pi. of this was hcsten. In 1 2th c., there
was also a deriv. in -, hesn, inflected kesne."]
1. Bidding, command, injunction, behest, arch,
a. c loop ^ELFRIC Grain, xxxiii. (Z.) 210 On Sisum and

swylcum is ^ebed antj na naes _ QeHi xx jv_ I0 ge his
hlafordes hsese. a izoo Moral Ode 292 Nout of godes bode
ne of godes hese \v.r. hease]. Ibid. 345 Pe narewei is godes
hes [v.r. has], c izoo ORMIN 3537 purrh J>att Kaseress hsese.

. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 139 To techen pe folke godes hesne
to done, pe lewede godes hesne for to neren. a 1175 Cott.
Horn. 229 He jestilde windes mid his hesne.

y. c 1175 Lamb. Horn, q pa ilke pa haldet cristes heste.

ai225 Ancr. R. 8 peos..beo5 Godes hesten. a 1225 Leg'.
Kath. 48 [He] sende heast bode, se wide se be Jond was.

1377 LANGL. P. PL B. n. 82 Vnboxome and bolde to breke
be ten hestes. c 1449 PECOCK Repr. 465 Teching the doc-
trines and the heestis of men. 1609 SIR R. SHIRLEY in

Harl. Misc. (Malh.) III. 93 Perform those beasts, which
the great Persian . .hath imposed upon thy integrity. 1610
SUAKS. Temp, in. 1.43 O my Father, I haue broke your best
to say so. 1633 T. ADAMS Exp. 2 Peter ii. n They stand
round about the Lord . . and execute his imposed bests like

ready servants. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xv, Christian or

heathen, you shall swear to do my hest. 1858 CARLVLE
Fredk. Gt. v. vi. II. 110 Standing like a hackney-coach . .

at the hest of a discerning public and its shilling.

f 2. Vow, promise. Cf. HEHEST. Obs.
a izoo Moral Ode 242 pa be gode biheten heste andnolden

hit ileste. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 6453 pis
ys be heste [v.r. hete] pat y be hight. c 1350 Leg. Rood
(1871) 74 To be land of hest pat bam was hight. c 1400 Rom.
Rose 4477 Whanne heest and deede . . varie, They doon
a gret contrarie. a 1420 HOCCLF.VE DC Reg. rrinc. 2243
Fy ! what ? a lorde breke his heste or bonde ? 1513 DOUGLAS
SEneis n. xi. (x.J 84 Thi mocleris heist on na wis nedis the
dout. iij67TuRBF.RV. tr. Ovid's

P.p. (1576) 141 She thought it

best To stand unto her former plighted hest. \y& Life Sir
T. More in Wordsw. Eccl. Biog. (1853) H. 46 To thee sweet
Rose, by hest is this homage more than dewe.

HET.

1 3. Will, purpose, determination. Obs.

(App. arising from an imperfect comprehension of sense i.)

1500-10 DI-NBAR Poems xxxii. 30 He . . handlit hir as he
had

he_st. 1583 STANYHURST j&ncis n. (Arb.) 64 In one heast
hee stieflye remayned. Ps. i. 2 (Arb.) 126 But in the

sound law of the lord His mynd, or heast is resiaunt. 1845
CARLYLE Cromtvtlt vl. uSyi) IV. 80 Swallowing in silence

as his hest was.

t Hest, v. Obs. [f. HEST sb. Cf. BEHEST v.}
1. trans. To promise.
14.. Cast. Love (Halliw.) 411 Tho thu to him thy hest

hestyst [earlierMS. hijtest], Thorgh sothe then delh to him
thou hettyst. c 1450 Ccn 1

. ATyst. (Shaks. Soc.) 92 Ther
hested I, as myn hert thought, To serve my God with

hertyly love.

2. To bid, command.
1583 STANYHURST ^Etieis IV. (Arb.) 106 He persisting too

doo what luppiter heasted, Sturd not an eye.
3. catachr. To grant (a wish).
1583 STANYHURST ^Sneis iv. (Arb.) 98 Thy long wish is

hested [babes, iota quod ttiente petisti\.

Hence He sting vbl. sb., purpose, design. (Cf.
HEST sb. 3.)

1583 STANYHURST ditieis n. (Arb.) 45 This guest ful slylye
did offer Hym self for captiue, thearby too coompas his

heasting.

Hest, obs. form of EAST.
c *37S Sc " Leg. Saints, Tliomas 441 In hest ynde.

t He-stcorn. Obs. [f. HEST sb. + CORN.] (See

quot. 1848.)
a 1537 in Dugdale Monast. Angl. (1661) II. 367/2 Quasdam

avenas.vulgariter dictas Hestcorne, percipiendas de dominiis
& Ecclesiis in illis partibus, quas Ministri dictae Ecclesia;,

usque in prsesens percipiunt padfice& quiete. 1848 WHARTON
Law Lex., t/est-corn, vowed or devoted corn.

t He'stern, a. Obs. [ad. L. hestem-us] Of
yesterday, yester-.
1577-87 HOLINSHED Ckron.i Irel. H v/a (N.) Exploytes

that were enterprised but hestern day. 1708 MOTTEUX
^o^f/aw(i737) V.232 Those who supervis'd it noct Hestern.

Hesternal (hesta-jnal), a. [f. L. hestern-us

(see prec.) + -AL.] Of yesterday; of yesterday's

standing or date.

1649 BP. HALL Confirm. (1651) 67 Some hesternall teachers
that refuse and disallow of it. 1789 M. MADAN tr. Persius
Sat. iii. 106 (1795) 93 But him The hestemal Romans [Qtti.
rites Aesterrii], with cover'd head, sustained. 1837 LYTTON
Pelham Ivii (D.), In enervating slumbers from the hesternal

dissipation or debauch.

Hesthogenous (hes^-dgfoss), a. Ornith,

[Badly formed from Gr. iafljjs dress, clothing +

-/f1-175 born, produced + -OD8.] Of birds : Hatched
with a clothing of down

; ptilopsedic : opposed to

gymnogenous.
1850 NEWMAN in Zoologist VIII. 2780 Hesthogenous Birds.

In these, immediately the shell is broken the chick makes
its appearance in a state of adolescence rather than infancy.
1885 A. NEWTON mEmycl. Brit. XVIII. 31 Hesthogenous
a word so vicious in formation as to be incapable of amend*

ment, but intended to signify those [birds] that were hatched
with a clothing of down.

Hestre, var. ESTRE, Obs.

Hestunye, obs. form of ASTONT v.

c 1415 Found. St. Bartholomew's (E. E. T. S.) 21 The ser-

uantes so yn soule he-stunyid and with grete feer affrayed.

Hesy, obs. form of EASY.

Hesychast (he-siksest). Eccl. Hist. [ad. med.
L. hcsychasta, ad. eccl. Gr. ?iavxaaT*l* quietist,

hermit, f. favxafav to be still, keep quiet, f. Ijavxos

still, quiet.] One of a school of qnietists which
arose among the monks of Mount Athos in the

J4th century. Also attrib. So Hesychasm (he'si-

kaez'm), the doctrine or practice of Hesychasts.
1835 WADDINGTON Hist. Church (ed. 2) III. 214 These

enthusiasts were originally called Hesychasts, or, in Latin,
Quietists. 1874 J. H. BLVNT Diet. Sects s.v., The well-
known Light Theory of Dionysius was adopted by the

Hesychasts . . The Hesychast notion seems to have been a
perversion of Dionysius spiritual perception into a sensuous
perception. 1880 Encycl. Brit. XI. 782 In the time of

Justinian the word Hesychast was applied to monks in

general simply as descriptive of the quiet and contemplative
character of their pursuits. Ibid., About the year 1337 this

Hesychasm . . attracted the attention of the learned and
versatile Barlaam.

Hesychastic (hesikoe-stik), a. [ad. Gr. fiav-

Xa<7Ti/f-ds, f. ^(7txCf'" or f/avXaaTfo (see prec.).]
1. Appeasing, quieting. In ancient Greek music

applied to a style of melody which tends to appease
the mind.

1694 W. HOLDER Harmony (1731) 151 The First of these

[Keys] is call'd by the Greeks Diastaltic, Dilating ; the
Second, Systaltic, Contracting; the Last, Hesychiastic,
Appeasing.
2. Eccl. Hist. Pertaining to the Hesychasts.
1880 E>Kjcl. Brit. XI. 782/2 The supposed reward of

Hesychastic contemplation.

Het (het , ///. a. Now dial. [In I, pa. pple.
of HEAT v. (cf. lead, led, etc.) ;

in 2, app. the same
word substituted for earlier Sc. hait, hate : OE.
hat, HOT. (But, possibly, shortened from hate.')}
1. participle. Heated. Now dial.

1375 BAKBOUR Bruce iv. 113 He tuk a culter hat glowand
That het wes in a fyre bymand. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints,

Petrus6ys For |>ai sa Increly ware hete. IS^TORKINGTON
Pilgr. (1884) 36 The watir was hett to wassh the ffete. 1570
LEVINS Manif. 86/17 Hette, cale/actus. 1862 LOWELL
Biglow P. Poems 1890 II. 260 Don't you git het. 1893
ZINCKE IVherslead 261 In East Anglia, an ironing-fiat and



HETJEBA.

a kettle of water are not heated, but '/*/', Modt Sc. 'Cauld
kail het ower again '.

2. adj. Hot. Sc. and north dial.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Sattrts, Bertholometts 35 Bundyne . . With
het chenseis, as fyre brynnand. 1313 DOUGLAS sEneis xn.
v. 84 Of the hevy birding sa mait and het. 1535 STEWART
Cron. Scot. (1858) I. 15 The hetter weir oft syis the sonner

peis. 1597 MONTGOMERIE Ckerne $ Slae 1253 He hit the

yron c^uhyle it was het. 1786 BURNS Earnest Cry xx, But
gie him 't het, my hearty cocks ! 1814 SCOTT Wav. xxx,
I'll put this het gad down her throat.

Het: see HATE ^.', HEAT sb. and v., HIGHT.

II Hetsera (hm*-ra), hetaira (h^tarra). PI.

hetffiras (-n), hetairai (-rai). [Gr. Iro^o, fern,

of rafpo? companion.] (In ancient Greece, and
hence transf.) A female companion or paramour,
a mistress, a concubine ;

a courtesan, harlot.
* In Attic mostly opposed to a, lawful iyife t and so with

various shades of meaning, from a concubine (\v\\o might be
a wife in all but the legal qualification of citizenship) down
to a courtesan'* (Liddell & Scott).
1820 W. TOOKE tr. Lucian I. 727 note, Finding no word in

the dictionaries that completely answers to the greek hetsere,
as the term courtesan . . I thought it, all things well con-

sidered, best to employ the word hetaere as a grecian
technical term. 1850 LEITCH tr. C. O. Mflller's Anc. Art
363 A present to a hetaira. 1861 Illustr. Times 6 July 10

Certain naughty ones, who used to be called
' hetEene ', and

are now known as 'hprsebreakers '. 1868 TENNYSON Lucre-
tius 52 Girls, Hetairai, curious in their art, Hired animalisms.

1874 MAHAFFY Soc. Life Greece vii. 200 There is no evidence
of a society of cultivated hetairai at Athens in Pericles' day.
1885 E. PEACOCK in A cad. 31 Oct. 287/1 The ketairae about
the court (of Chas. IIJ. z888 LOWELL Heartsease < Rue
54 Mime and hetaera getting equal weight With him whose
toils heroic saved the State.

Hence Hetae'ric a., of or belonging to hetEerse.

1868 Temple Bar Mag. Nov. 568 Faithful to the lady of
his original choice usually of the hetKric class.

II Hetaerio (h/"ti'ri(7). Bot. Also erron. etserio.

[mod.L., irreg. f. Gr. ircupos associate.] A fruit

consisting of a collection of indehiscent carpels,
either dry or succulent, upon a common receptacle ;

as that of the buttercup, strawberry, raspberry, etc.

1866 Treas. Bot. 471/2 Etzerio. .such a kind of aggregate
fruit as that of \^K Ranunculus or strawberry. 1870 BENT-
LEY Bot. 308 In the Raspberry and Bramble we have a kind
of etaerio formed of a number of little drupes, or drupels.

Hetzerism (hftie-riz'm), hetairism (h^tar-

riz'm). [a. Gr. rcupr/i(k, f. ircu/u^tu' to be a

courtesan, f. traipa HETJEBA : see -ISM.]
1. Open concubinage.

_
1860 Sat. Rev. 4 001.^417^2 It is said that hetaerism, with

its Phrynes and Aspasias, is so far becoming a recognised
institution. i86j Pall Mall G. 9 Sept. 9/2 Beginning to

recognize the existence of hetaerism, not only as a fact, but
as a thing to be talked about in drawing-rooms.
2. Anthropol. Applied by Sir J. Lubbock to a

supposed primitive form of the sexual relations :

communal marriage in a tribe.

1870 LUBBOCK Orig. Civiliz. Hi. 67 The primitive condition
of man socially was one of pure Hetairism . . or, as we may
for convenience call it, Communal marriage where every
man and woman . . were . . equally married to one another.

1876 H. SPENCER^/VWW, Social. (1877) I. 662 Thought by
several writers to imply that the primitive condition was one
of unqualified hetairism.

Hence Hetairist, -istic a.

1876 Athen&utn n Nov. 627/1.

Hetserocracy (hetirp-krasi), hetair-. [f.

Gr. kratpos companion, fellow, or kraipa HET^RA
+ -CRACY.] a. The rule of fellows (of a college).
b. The rule of courtesans.

x845
<
MozLBYA WAiteEss. 1878 II. xooThe 'hetairocracy'

of Oriel Common Room stuck in his mind. 1860 HOOK
Lives Abps. I. vi. 346 The government . . had become what
has been aptly styled an Hetaerocracy, and was in the
hands of women, illustrious by their birth, but the licen-
tiousness of whose lives surpasses belief.

Heteery (httl-ri). Gr. Hist. [ad. Gr. traipsta,

-to, companionship.] An oligarchical club in

ancient Athens for political and judicial purposes.
1849 GROTE Greece n. H. VI. 392 These clubs, or Hetseries,

must without doubt have played a most important part in
the practical working of Athenian politics. Ibid. 393 notet

Having thus organised the hetaeries, and brought them into

cooperation for his revolutionary objects.

f Hetch. Obs. rare
~

. Also heach, heche.
A shortened form of hetchel, HATCHBL.
1598 FLORIO, Petting,, .a combe to dresse flaxe or hempe,

called a heche, or ahatchell. 1611 Ibid. (ed. 2), Pettinc, . . a
hetch or hatchell to dresse flax. 1611 COTGR., Seran, a
hatchell, or heach

;
the yron combe whereon flax is dressed.

Hetch(e, obs. forms of HATCH sb.^ and #.*

Hetchel, early form of HATCHEL sb. and v.

f Hetchill. Obs. by-form of HUCKLE : perh.
influenced by o/Vr^-bone.
1601 HOLLAND riiny II. 313 A suftumigation made with

the fat taken from the hetchill peece or loines.

t Hete. Obs. [By-form of HOTE, HIGHT sb.\
conformed to the verbal inflexion hete of HIGHT v. :

cf. BEHETE sb.] Command, promise.
a, 1300 Cursor M. 6872 (Gott.) As gocld had hight him in

his hete. Ibid. 11897 pai haf lialden him Jar hete [Cott.
haite] par-in ^ai hang him be (?e fete. 13 . . Gaw. 4- Gr.
Knt. 1525 ?e bat ar so cortays & coynt of your hetes.
c 1394 /'. PI. Crede 345 Lere me to som man . . that . . halt
Godes hetes {Royal MS. hestys]. c 1420 Sir Atnadas
(Weber) 440 Weyte thou be large of pey and hete.

253

Hete : see EAT, HATE, HEAT, HIGHT, HOT,
HOTE.

tHetefaste, adv. 06s. Also 3 heteueste,
-feste. [app. f. OE. h$te haired, etc. (cf. hgeUce
violently, vehemently) +fyste firmly, FAST.] Firmly,
securely, fast.

rt 1225 Juliana. 36 Bind him hetefeste \v. r. heteueste].
a 1225 St. Marker, jo His twa honden to his . . cneon hete-

ueste ibunden. a 1225 After. R. 34 (MS. Cott.) HaldeS him
hetefeste. Ibid. 378 Ure Louerd was . . ine a stonene f>ruh
biclused heteueste.

Hetelich, -like, obs. ff. HATELY, HOTLY advs.

Heter-, the form of the combining element
HETERO- used before vowels.

t Heter, better, a. Obs. Forms: 3-5 heter,

better, hatter, 5 hatir, hetire, hetur, hattir,

hettur, hitter, hittur. [Cf. MLG. hetter
; app.

a deriv. of hatian to HATE, cf. htfe sb. hate.]

Rough ; fierce, violent, cruel ;
severe ; keen, eager.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. C. 373 Heter hayrez (>ay hent hat

asperly bited. 1380 WYCUF Sel. Wks. II. 406 pe sunne
mai be derkkid heter bi fumes ^at shal cleer be erbe.

a 1400-50 Alexander 520 And hent sail [he] a full hetire

deth. Ibid. 702 Behald ouer bi hede and se my hatter

werdis. 1674-91 RAY N. C. Words, Hetter, eager, earnest,
keen.

t Heteric (he'terik), a. Obs. [f.
Gr. (Tfp-os

other, different + -ic. ] Applied by some phonetists
to non-phonetic spelling, in which different symbols
are used for the same sound, and different sounds ex-

pressed by the same symbol, as in current English.
So Heterically adv., Hetericism, Hetericist.

1848 A. J. ELLIS Plea Phonetic Spelling (ed. 2), Hetericism
is a bar to education. 1849 Fraser's Mag. XL. 418 This

they call Phonetic spelling ; the old system is branded as
the Heteric. Ibid. 410 Mr. Ellis is particularly severe on
such a piece of hetencism. Ibid'. 423 The hetericist still

faithful to his allegiance. Ibid. 424 Does Mr. Ellis intend
that people should begin by writing one word in a thousand

phonetically, and the rest heterically ?

Heterize (he-tereiz), v. nonce-wd. [f. Gr.

ifrtp-os other, different + -IZE.] trans. To make
different

;
to turn into another form. Hence

Heteriza'tion, turning into a different form.
1865 J. H. STIRLING Seer. Hegel 1. 126 The universe is but

a materialisation, but an externalisation, but a heterisation
of certain thoughts. Ibid. 128 Externalised, materialised,
or, better, heterised thoughts (i.e.) thoughts in another form
or mode. 1883 R. 1J. MUKHARJI tr. Renaris Phil. Dial,

79 note, Matter is the heterization of thought.

tHe'terly, he"tterly, utv. (adj^ Obs.

Forms: see HETEB; also 5 haterlynge. [f. HETER
+ -LY 2

, -LY 1.] Roughly, fiercely, violently,

cruelly, severely, sternly, keenly, eagerly.
a 1225 Leg. Kath. 2108 pe king . . Biheold hire heterliche,

And btgon to breatin hire, a 1225 Ancr. R. 290 Hot him
ut hetterliche be fule kur dogge. c 1385 CHAUCERL.G.W.
638 Cleopatra, And heterly they hurtelyn al atonys. c 1400
Destr. Troy 5826 He hit hym so hetturly on hegh on the
shild. a 1400-50 A lexandtr 5322 Hitterly on ilk side his
heued he declines, a 1461 How Gd. Wiftaught hir Dau.
28 in Hazl. E. P. P. 1. 182 Mekely hym answere, and noght
to haterlynge.

B. adj. HETEB. rare.

c\lfx> Destr. Troy 5781 Nestor., hard hastid to helpe
with heturly wille.

Hetero- (hetero), before a vowel heter-, com-

bining form of Gr. trepos the other of two, other,
different ; a formative of many scientific and other

terms, often in opposition to homo-, sometimes to

auto-, honiceo-, tso-, ortho-, syn-. The more im-

portant of these, with their derivatives, will be
found in their alphabetical places ; others, of less

importance or frequency, are entered here. He'-
teracanth (-akrenb) a. Ichth. [Gr. axavfa thorn,

spine], having the spines of the dorsal and anal
fins alternately broader on one side than the other ;

opp. to homacanth. Heteracmy (-avkmi) Bot.

[Gr. d/t/iij point, culmination, ACME], the ripening
of the stamens and pistils of a flower at different

times, including protcrandty and proterogyny; opp.
to syttacmy. Heteradenic (-ade'nik) a. Anal.

[Gr. dSrjv gland], of glandular structure, but occur-

ring in a part normally devoid of glands (Ogilvie,

1882). Heterandrons (-Ee'ndres) a. Bot. [see

-ANDKOUS], having stamens or anthers of different

forms (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1886). )- He-terarchy,
the rule of an alien. Heteratomic (-atfmik) a,,

consisting of atoms of different kinds; opp. to

homatomic.
||
Heteranxesis (-gksrsis) Bot. [Gr.

au^ijo-is growth], growth at unequal rates, irregular
or unsymmetrical growth. He^terobio-graphy
nonce-wet., biography written by another person;
opp. to autobiography ;

so He terolnogra/pliical
a. Heteroblastic (-blos-stik) a. Biol. [Gr. /3Aa-

ar6s germ], arising from cells of a different kind
;

opp. to homoblastic. Heterobranchiate (-brce'rj-

kii*t) a. Zool. [Gr. flpafx"* gills], having gills
of diversified forms; applied in various classifi-

cations to a division of fishes, Crustacea, gastro-

pods, etc. Heteroca-rpian, -ca-rpons adjs. Bot.

HETER.O-.

[Gr. Kappas fruit], producing fruit of different

kinds
;
so Heteroca'rpism (see quot.). Hetero-

cellular (-se'lirflai) a. Biol., composed of cells of

different kinds (as most organisms) ; opp. to iso-

cellular. Heterocephalous (-se'fabs) a. Bot.

[Gr. Kpa\Tj head], applied to a composite plant

bearing flower-heads of different kinds, male and

female. Heterochiral (-kaiTal) a. [Gr. \dp
hand], of identical form but with lateral inversion,

as the right and left hands; opp. to homochiral;
hence Heteroohi rally adv. f Heteroctre--
sious (erron. -oresious) a. Obs. [Gr. xp5<"s use],

relating to different commodities or uses ; opp. to

homochresious. Heterochromous (-kr<Ju'm9s) a.

[Gr. \puiiia. colour], of different colours, as the

florets of some Coinfositss, e.g. the daisy and asters.

Heterocliue (-klain) a. Bot. [Gr. K\ivi] bed : cf.

DICLINOUS], having male and female flower-heads

on separate receptacles, heterocephalous. He'-

terocyst (-sist) Biol. [Gr. Kuans bladder, CYST], a

cell of exceptional structure or form found in certain

algae and fungi. Heterodactyl (-darktil), -da'c-

tylous adjs. Zool. [Gr. SOKTUXOS finger or toe],

having the toes, or one of them, irregular or ab-

normal, as certain families of birds (Ogilvie, 1882).
Heterodermatons (-daMmatss) a. Zool. [Gr.

Sipfta skin], having the skin or integument of

different structure in different parts, as certain fishes

and serpents; opp. to homodermatous. Hetero-

do-g-matize v. nonce-wd. [see DOGMATIZE], inlr.

to hold or pronounce an opinion different from
that generally held. Heteroecions (-fpas) a. Bot.

[Gr. oixia house], applied to fungi which at different

stages of development are parasitic on different

plants; opp. to autacious. Hetercecism (-rsiz'm),
the condition of being hetercecious ; hence He-
terceci'smal a. = heterczcious, Heteroepy (-<Ju-/pi)

nonce-wd. [after orthoepy], pronunciation differing
from the standard

;
so Heteroepic (-0|C'pik) a.,

involving heteroepy. Heterogangliate (-gse'rj.

glift) a. Zool., having the ganglia of the nervous

system unsymmetrically arranged, as most mol-
luscs ; opp. to homogangliate. Heterogiiathoiis

(-p'gnabss) a. Zool. [Gr. fvaBos jaw],
'

having dif-

ferently-shaped jaws
'

(Syd. Soc. Lex.~}. Hetero-

gyual (-p'dginal), Heterogynous (-p'dginas) adjs.
Zool. [Gr. -YW/I woman, female], applied to species
of animals in which the females are of two kinds,

perfect or fertile, and imperfect or
' neuter ',

as in

bees, ants, etc. f Heteroki'nesy (also -ohinesie)
Otis. [ad. Gr. frepoKivrjaia], motion caused by an
external agent ; opp. to aittokinesy. HeterolobouB

(-frWbss) a. [Gr. X6/3os lobe], having unequal lobes.

Heteromalons (-fmalss) a. Bot. [Gr. o/ioA<5s even,

level], applied to mosses which have the leaves or

branches turned in different directions : opp. to

homomaloiis. Heteromastigate (-mse'stig/t) a.

Biol. [Gr. jJL&anf whip], having flagella of different

kinds, as an infusorian : opp. to isomastigate.
Heteromaton (-p'matffa) nonce-tvd. [after AUTO-

MATON], a thing that is moved by something else.

Heteronemeous (-m'm/os), Heteronemous
(-nrmss) adjs. Sot. [Gr. vfj^a thread, filament]

(seequots.). Heteropetalous (-pe'tabs) a. Bot.,
'

having dissimilar or unequal petals
'

(Mayne
Expos. Lex.~). Heterophthaliny (-^f]>a;'lmi) [Gr.

v<pOa\/ios eye], the condition in which the eyes are

different in colour or direction. Eeterophyadic
(-faiire'dik) a. Bot. [late Gr. <pvas, <pva$- shoot,

sucker], producing two kinds of stems, one bearing
the fructification, the other the vegetative branches,
as in the genus Equisetttm. Heteropo'lar n.

[POLAR], having polar correspondence to some-

thing different from itself
; having dissimilar

poles, as in the figures called Slauraxonia hetero-

polo. (Ewycl. Brit. XVI. 843). Heteroproral
(-proo'ral) a. Zool. [L. prora prow], having un-

equal or dissimilar prors;, as a pterocymba in

sponges ; opp. to homoproral. Heteropsycholo'-
gical a. (see quot.). Hetero ptics nonce-wd. [see

OPTICS] (see quot.). Heterorhizal (-rsi'zal) a.

Bot. [Gr. /5/fo root], applied to the roots of crypto-

gamous plants (see quot.). Heterosomatons
(-Stf'inatas) a. Zool. [Gr. ampa body], having a

body deviating from the normal type ; said esp. of
flat fishes, which have the two sides of the body
asymmetrical; so He'terosome (-s"m), a flat-

fish; Heteroso juous a. = helerosomatous. He-
terosoteric (-s^te-rik) a. [Gr. aarrtjpia salvation],

relating to salvation by another. Hetarosporons
(-p'sporas) a. Bot. [Gr. awupos seed], producing two
different kinds of spores ; opp. to homosporous or

isosporous. Heterostanral (-stg'ral) a. [Gr.
oravpus cross], having an irregular polygon as the
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base of the pyramid; said of a heteropolar staur-

axonial figure ; opp. to homostaural. Hetero-

stemonons (-stf-mJnas) a. Bot. [Gr. arfipwv warp,

thread, taken in sense
' stamen '],

l

having dissimi-

a temperature

roundings, as plants and cold-blooded animals ;

opp. to homaothermal or homothermous (Syd. Soc.

Lex. 1886). Hetero-tonous a. [Gr. TOCOS tone],

having different or unlike tones. Hence Hetero 1-

tonously adv. Heterotrichal (-p*trikal\ He-
tero trichous adjs. BioL [Gr. Qpit, rptx~ hair],

belonging to the order Heterotrieha of ciliate in-

fusorians, in which the cilia of the oral region differ

in size and arrangement from those of the rest of

the body ;
also said of these cilia. Heterotrophy

(-ptnJn) Bot. [Gr. -Tptxpia nourishment], an abnor-

mal mode of nutrition observed by Frank in some

plants, as those of the N.O. Cupuliferx, which have

no root-hairs, their function being discharged by a

fungus which closely surrounds the roots. He-

terozonaI(-zJu -nal) a. Cryst. ,
said of faces (or poles)

of a crystallographic system which lie in different

zones (or zone-circles) : opp. to tautozonal.

1880 GUNTHER Fishes 41 If the spines are asymmetrical,
alternately broader on one side than on the other, the fish is

called *heteracanth. 1870 Nature 1 1. 482 The phenomena of

Protandry and Protogyny forming together that of *Heter-

acmy. a 1656 BP. HALL Serm. Christ 4- Caesar Wks. 1837 V.

281 Next to Anarchy is *Heterarchy. 1886 VINES Pkysiol.
Plants xvi. 376 Spontaneous variations in the relative rate of

growth of opposite sides of the organ, or to express it in a

single word, .spontaneous *keterauxesis. 1884 J. W. HALES
Notts 4- Ess. Skaks. 7 We see no reason to take the words
in any non-natural or *heterobiographical sense. 18*5 New
Monthly Mag. XIV. 78 That superior charm . .which auto-

biography possesses (if we must speak Greek) over *hetero-

biography. 1888 Sat. Rev. 20 Oct. 450/1 Heterobiography
..a word required for the process of having your biography
written for you by some other person without your per-

mission, and to your own amazement. 1888 H. GADOW in

Nature 13 Dec. 150/2 This new cartilage is either hoino-

blastic or *heteroblastic. 1854 MAYNE Expos. Lex.^ *Hetero-
branchiate. 1881 LUBBOCK in Proc. R. Inst. IX. 625

*Heterocarpism, if I may terra it so, or the power of pro-

ducing two kinds of reproductive bodies. 1880 GRAY Bot.

Text-bk. Gloss., *Heteracarpous, producing more than one

right-h;

produce different mechanick workes, warres and commodi-
ties. So miming and shipping are two Heterocresious

inuentlons, because the worke of the one is meale or flower,
j

and the worke of the other is carriage or transportage. 1842 i

BRANDE Diet. Set., etc., *Htterochromenis. 1850 HOOKER !

& ARNOTT Brit. Flora (ed. 5) 197 When the ray is of a
different colour from the disk, they are heterochromous (as

in Bellis). 1880 GRAY Bot. Ttxt-bk. Gloss., *Heterocline,

nearly same as Heterocephalous, on separate receptacles.

1875 BENNETT & DYER Sachs' Bot. 215 Thus the whole
unite into a single curved Nostoc-filament. Individual cells,

apparently without any definite law, become *heterocysts.
i88a VINES Sacks' Bot. 245 It is only in the higher forms
that a few larger cells of a different colour termed Hetero-

cysts are intercalated among the otherwise similar cells of

a filament. 1854 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Those in which the

external toe is versatile : *heterodactylous. 1885 KINGSLEY
Stand. Nat. Hist. IV. 369 While in the woodpeckers the

first and fourth [toes] are directed backwards, in the

trogons the first and second take that position ; hence

they are said to be heterodactylous. 1651 BIGGS New
Disf. F 52 Physitians, who have *heterodogmati2

f

d, and
deviated from the ancient beaten path of clear reason
and experience. i88a VINES Sachs* Bot. 332 In others the
various reproductive forms are developed upon different

hosts, for example, the aecidium-fruits of <-Ecidium Ber-
beridis occur only on the leaves of Berberis vulgarts^ whilst
the uredospores and the teleutospores are formed only upon
Grasses . . Such forms as these are said to be *heteroecious

(metceciousl, to distinguish them from those., which inhabit
the same host throughout their whole life lautcecious).

1875 BENNETT & DYER Sachs Bot. 246 Pucdnia graminis
. . shows, .the *heteroecism which occurs also in some other

Fungi. 1887 Athenxum 6 Aug. 184/3 De Bary discovered
and demonstrated the wonderful fact of hetero^cism, showing
that a fungus on the wheat produces an entirely different

fungus on the barberry. 1884 Ibid. 29 Mar. 414/1 He
demonstrates it to be a true *hetercecismal uredine. 1873

_M. COLLINS Sq. Silckester I. i. 21 The proper way to begin
is to teach them a *heteroepic abracadabra. 1838 Fraser's

Mag. XVII. 742 His vile and barbarous Scotch orthoepy,
or rather *heteroepy. 1839-47 TODD Cycl. Anat. III. 365/1
The *heteroganghate type of the nervous system, .is estab-
lished in the Mollusks. 1855 OWEN Invertebr. Anim. (ed. 2)

470 The scattered centres of the nervous system, disposed
according to the HeterogangHate type qf that dominant
system oforgans. 1854 MAYNE Expos. Le, y Heterogynus. .

*neterogjTious. 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex.^ Heterogynous^ applied
to those insects, such as ants, in which each species com-
prises males, females, and neuters, 1678 CUDWOHTH Intell.

Syst. i. i. 38. 47 Body hath no other Action belonging to
it but that of Local Motion, which Local Motion as such, is

Essentially *Heterokinesie. Ibid. \. v. 668 Plato rightly
determined that cogitation, which is self-activity or auto-
chineste, was, in order of nature, before the local motion of
body, which is heterochinesie. 1854 MAYNE Expos. Lex.,
Heterolobus, having unequal lobes . . *heterolobous. 18 . .

HARE Guesses (1850) 182 Is not man the only automaton
upon earth ? The things usually called so are in fact *heterc-
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tnatons. 1854 MAYNE E.rpos. Lex., Hetcronetncns (Bet.)

applied by Fries to nemeous. .vegetables in which the

sporidia are lengthened by germination into filaments which
unite to produce a heterogeneous body, as happens in the

fungi and mosses : *heteronemeous. [Ibiti., Hetcrontmits

(#<?/.), having unequal filaments, as those of the stamens of

the Epacris /utcroncma.} 1886 Syd. Sec. LCJC., *Hetcro-

nemous, applied to those plants the stamens of which are

unequal in the length of their filaments. 1854 MAYNE
Expos. Lex., HetcropktHalmia, term for the eyes being of

different colour from each other : *heterophthalmy. 1886

Syd. Sac. Lex., tieterophtlialmy, the condition in which
the eyes are of a different colour, or are different in direc-

tion. 1887 SOLLAS in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 418 (Sponges] The

prows may be similar (homoproral) or dissimilar (*hetero-

proral). 1889 J. MARTINEAU Types Elk. Tlu. II. i. ii. 65
The chief "heteropsychological theories of ethics . . are all

founded on an attempted identification of the moral senti-

ments with some other function of our nature. 1711

Spectator No. 250 f 7 This Irregularity in Vision .. must
be put in the Class of "Heteropticks. 1874 R. BROWS
Man. Bat. 135 In ferns and Equisetaceae the root and stem

are strikingly different . . the root springs from any part of

the spore, and hence to the roots of this great division has

been given the name "Heterorhizal. 1854 MAYNE Expos.
Lex. S.Y., Those [fishes] in which the right and the left sides

of the body are dissimilar : *heterosomatous. 1894 A. B.

BRUCE St. Paul's Concept. Chris1.403 The doctrine of Jesus
was autosoteric, that of Paul was *hetero-soteric. 1873
BENNETT & DYER Sacks' Bat. 805 In Phanerogams the

embryo-sac corresponds to the large, the pollen-grain to the

small spore of *heterosporous Vascular Cryptograms. 1881

Nature XXIV. 474 Professor Williamson divides coals into

Isosporous and Heterosporous coals. Ibid. 607 They
further consider that some of his Calamariae . . were hetero-

sporous. 1886 A thenzum 10 Apr. 491/2 Mr. Bennett has

made use of the term Megasporangia in describing the

heterosporous vascular cryptogams. 1823-34 Good's Study
Med. led. 4) III. 194 The same sound .. is consequently

heard, not homotonously, or in like tones, but *hetero-

tonously, or in separate and unlike. 1885 E. R. LANKESTER
in Encycl. Brit. XIX. 863/1 "Heterotrichal band circular.

Ibid., The *heterotrichous band.

Heterocerc (he'terosaik), sb. and a. Ichthyol.

Also -cerque. [f. HETEKO- + Gr. itipx-os tail.]

a. sb. A heteroccrcal fish. b. adj.
= next.

1876 PACE Text-bk. Geol. ix. 184 All the fishes of the palae-
ozoic periods being heterocercs. 1882 OGILVIE, Heterocerc.

Heterocercal (-sa-ikal), a. [f. as prec. + -AL.]

Having the lobes of the tail unequal. Opp. to

homocercal.

1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 191/1 Heterocercal, the term chosen

by M. Agassiz..to express a peculiar form of the tails of

fishes . . The tail is . . unequally bilobate, as in the shark.

. . The peculiarity of the Heterocercal fishes is that the

vertebral column runs along the upper caudal lobe. 1851
RICHARDSON Gaol. (1855) 133 The heterocercal character of

the tail.

Hence Heterocerca'lity, He-terocorcy (-sajsi),

the condition of being heterocercal.

1884 Science 3 Oct. 341/2 Whenever heterocercality mani-
fests itself, there is degeneration of the caudal end of the

chordal axis.

Heterocerous (heter^seras), a. Entom. [f.

mod.L. Heterocera neut. pi., f. HETERO- + Gr. xlpas

horn.] Belonging to the sub-order of lepidop-
terous insects Heterocera (Moths) ; so called from

the diversified forms of the antennae, which are not

clubbed as in the Rhopalocera (Butterflies).
1881 Atkemeum 19 Feb. 268/2 New Genera and Species of

Heterocerous Lepidoptera from Japan.

Heterochronic (-krfnik), a. Biol. and Path.

[f.
HETERO- + Gr. XP"VOS time, \fovne6s of or con-

cerning time.] a. '

Occurring at different times ;

irregular ; intermittent : applied to the pulse
'

(Mayne Expos. Lex. 1854). b. Occurring or de-

veloped at an abnormal time. So || Heterochro-
nla (-kiw-nial, Heterochronlsm (-p'knJhiz'm),

Hetero'clirony, the occurrence of a process, or

development of a tissue, organ, or organic form,
at an abnormal time

;
Heterochroni stic. Hete-

ro'chronous adjs.
= HETEROCHRONIC.

1854 MAYNE, Helerochronicus, Heterockronus . .hetero-

chronic : heterochronous : applied to the pulse. 1876 tr.

Wagner's Gen. Pathol. 5 We may . . designate the general
morbid processes as Heterochronic and Heterotopic. l^bid.

355 They are developed at a time when their presence is an

abnormality (Heterochronia). 1876 H. SPENCER Princ.

Social. (1877) I. 502 Entire organs which, during the serial

genesis of the type, came comparatively late, come in the

evolving individual comparatively soon. This Prof. Haeckel
has called heterochrony. 1879 tr. Haeckefs Evol. Man I.

i. 13 Kenogenetic
'

displacements in time ', or
* Hetero-chron-

isms '. Ibid., By heterotopy the sequence in position is

vitiated ; by heterochrony the sequence in time is vitiated.

t Hetero'dital, a. Obs. [i. L. heteroclit-ns

(see next) + -AL.]
= next i.

1592 G. HARVEY Pierce's Super. 75 As good forbear an

irregular foole as beare a foole hetero-clitall. 1646 SIR T.

BROWNE Pseud. Ep. Vll. xix. 385 Sinnes heteroclitall, and
such as want either name or president. "673-4 GREW Anat.
Trunks I. ii. 8 If there be any Heteroclital Plants, wherein

they are found otherwise,

Heteroclite (he-teroklait), a. and s/>. [a. F.

hitiroclite (i6th c. in sense 2, I4th c. ctroclite). a.

L. keteroclit-us, a. Gr. Tpo*XiTos, irregularly in-

flected, f. trifo- HETERO- + -KAITOS, verbal adj. from

KAtr-co' to bend, inflect.] A. adj.

1. Gram. Irregularly or anomalously declined or

inflected : chiefly of nouns.

HETERODOX.
1636 RLOUNT Glossofr., Heteroclite, that is declined other-

wise than common Nouns are. 1741 WATTS Improv. Mind
I. vii. i The heteroclite nouns of the Latin tongue.
2. fig. Deviating from the ordinary rule or stand-

ard
; irregular, exceptional, abnormal, anomalous,

eccentric. Said of persons and things. (Very
common in i;th and iSth centuries; now rare.)

1598 FLORIO, Bischizzoso ceruello, a fantastical!, heteroclite

wit. 1600 Hosp. Incur. Fooles 94 Heteroclite, reuerse,
thwart and headstrong Fooles. 1638 FEATLY Strict, in

Lyndom. i. 170 Who will not attribute more to the uniforme

practise of the primitive Church, then to the heteroclyte

practise of later Churches ? 1688 BOYLE Final Causes Nat.

Things IV. 194 This heteroclite animal [the bat], a 1763
SHESSTONE Wks. # Lett. (1768) II. 225 Mortification, .may
lie given him by fools or heteroclite characters. 1867
Chambers' Encycl. IX. 265 From its peculiar characters,
which led Pallas to call it Tetraoparadoxus, it has received

the somewhat pedantic name of Heteroclite Grouse. 1893
F. HALL in Nation <N. Y.) LVII. 229/3 Nor need I dilate

on the heteroclite addression,fallacion, reminiscion.

B. sb. [absol. use of A.]
1. Gram. A word irregularly inflected ; esf. a

noun which deviates from the regular declension.

1580 HOLLYBAND Trfas. Fr. Tong, Examples of all the

conjugations declyned at length through all moodes and

tenses, with the Hiteroclites. 1612 BRINSI.EY Pos. Parts

(1669) 07 What mean you by Htteroclits ? Nouns, -declined

otherwise than the ordinary manner. 1760 (title) Lily's
Rules Construed ; whereunto are added T. Robinson's
Heteroclites. 1870 MARCH Ags. Gram. 100 Nouns. .[that]

vary in Case-endings (Heteroclites^.

2. fig. A thing or person that deviates from the

ordinary rule
;
an '

anomaly '. (Very common in

1 7th c. ; now rare or Obs.)
1603 BACON Adv. Learn, n. i. 3. 8 A substantiall and

seuere Collection of the Heteroclites, or Irregulars of Nature
. . I find not. c 1645 HOWELL Lett. iv. xxv. (1655) I. 83 Ther
are strange Heteroclites in Religion now adaies. 1767 H.
BROOKE/W</(?"<*' (1792) II. xii. 189 Our Parliamentwould
affect to be an heteroclite to all other parliaments. 1780
T. DAVIES Life Garrick II. xl. 141 The doctor was a perfect

Heteroclite, an inexplicable existence in creation.

So t Heterocll-ttc, t Heterocli'tical, f He-
tero'clitous adjs.

= HETEROCLITE a.

1632 BURTON Anat. Mel. n. iv. i. iv. (ed. 4) 377 Loathsome
and fulsome filthy potions, Heterocliticall pills, .horse medi-

cines. 1648 PETTY Adv. toHartlib 23 Parrot-like repeating
heteroclitous nouns and verbs. 1636 EARL MONM. Advt.Jr.
Parnass. 449 Employing.. for souldiers, those heteroclitick

dispositions, who by reason of their restless natures, 'twas

thought were likely to do worse. 1885 Pall MallG. 13 Jan.
5/i Every portion of Marlowe's work is stamped with mutiny
and revolt, with love for unblessed speculation and interest

in heteroclitical offence.

Heterodont (he'terud^nt), a. and sb. Zool.

[mod. f. HETEB- + Gr. &5ovs, oSovT- tooth. In

mod.F. heUrodon.]
A. adj. Having teeth of different kinds or forms

(incisors, canines, and molars), as most mammals.
Also said of the teeth. Opp. to homoiiont.

1877 TURNER in Encycl. Brit. VII. 252/2
In the majority

of the Mammalia, the teeth in the same jaw vary in size, form,

and structure, and they are therefore called Heterodont.

1886 Atkenxum p Oct. 471/1 Existing toothed whales have

what appears to be a homodpnt and not a heterodont denti-

tion, but a heterodont dentition has been observed in the

foetus of an existing whate.

B. sb. 1. A heterodont animal.

2. A snake of the N. American genus Heterodon.

Heterodox (he-ter<Jdf>ks), a. and sb. [ad. Gr.

trepoSof-os of another opinion, holding opinions
other than the right, f. irtpo- HETEKO- + Sofa

opinion.]
A. adj. 1. Of doctrines, opinions, etc. : Not in

accordance with established doctrines or opinions,
or those generally recognized as right or ' orthodox ':

a. orig. in religion and theology.
1637-30 Row Hist. A"i>/t(i842) 354 Christ's local! descend-

ing to hell, and divers others heterodoxe doctrines. 1651
BAXTER Inf. Bapt. 294, I shall first shew you the Heterodox

Opinion, And then that which I take to be the Orthodox. 1686

R. PARR Life ofUsher 15 Articles. . Heterodox to the Doc-
trine and Articles of the Church of England. 1823 MACAULAY
Milton Ess. (1887) 2 Some of the heterodox opinions which
he avows . . particularly his Arianism.

Hence b. generally.
1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 210 That the name of any other

Author, or Philosophy, seemeth Heterodoxe without exami-
nation. 1700 T. BROWN tr. Fresny's A niitscm. Ser. ft Com. 24
Some call it Over-witting those they deal with, but that's

generally denied as a Heterodox Definition. 1859 W. COL-
LINS Q. ofHearts (18751 6 The Major held some strangely
heterodox opinions on the modern education of girls.

2. Of persons: Holding opinions not in accord

with some acknowledged standard : a. in theology;
b. in other matters of belief or opinion.
1637 G. STARKEY Helmont's Vind. 18 Whosoever should

dare to swarve from these [Galen and Aristotle], .being looked

upon as Heterodox, was the object of scorn and derision.

1723 J. ATKINS Voy. Guinea (1735) 20 The Eastern Sages
. . teach the Heterodox a Lesson of Humility. 1842 PUSEY
Crisis Eng. Ch. 96 We cannot treat the Orthodox Greek

Church, at once as orthodox and heterodox. 1873 STUBBS

Const. Hist. III. xviii. 177 Admissions which recommended
him to neither the orthodox nor the heterodox.

f B. sb. Obs. 1. An opinion not in accord with

that which is generally accepted as true or correct ;

a heterodox opinion.
1619 Salcaxjuafs Let. fr. Syn. of Dart in Hales' Rein.
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(1673) 524 Upon Tuesday . . the Canons of the first and
second Article .. were approved, except the last of the

second Article . . and the second heterodox in that same
Article. Ibid., On Thursday morning . . it was reasoned

whether that last heterodox should be retained. 1646 SIR

T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep, ii. iii. 66 Not onely a simple Hetero-

dox, but a very hard Paradox, it will seeme, and of great

absurdity unto obstinate eares. 1691 W. NICHOLLS Answ.
Naked Gospel 105 These and many more are the Hetero-

doxes of his Books.

2. A heterodox person, rare.

1647 TRAPP Comnt. Matt. vii. 18 Heretics, then, and hetero-

doxes are not good honest men, as the vulgar counts them.

Hence Heterodoxly adv., in a heterodox way;
He'terodoxness, heterodox quality or character.

1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq., Apol. 501 What Error or

Heterodoxness in avowing H perfectly Celestial and ^Ethe-

real ? Ibid. 523 The speaking of two persons thus in Christ

.. seemed to administer some scruple of Heterodoxness to

some. 1674 C. ELLIS Vanity of Scoffing 9 A thing so

heterodoxly yet so magisterially asserted. 1698 R. FER-
GUSON Vieiu Eccles. 10 These who have either unthink-

ingly, or Heterodoxly imbibed his notions.

t He'terodoxal, a. Obs. [f. as prec. + -AL.]
Of heterodox character ;

heterodox.

1645 HOWELL Lett. iv. xv. (1754) 466 This new Piece of

Philosophy .. tho' heterodoxal and cross-grained to the old

Philosophers. 1661 Sir Harry Vane's Politicks ii Most of
those Hearers . . grew most Hetrodoxall Rabbles. 1674
HICKMAN Quinquart. Hist. (ed. 2) 217 Dr. Reynolds calls

the Lambeth Articles Orthodoxal : no one intimated that

they were Heterodoxal.

t Heterodo'xical, (?. Obs. =prec.
1651 BIGGS New Disp. F 214 Not only simply heterodoxi-

call, but a very rough-hewed paradoxicall asseveration.
1821 Sporting Mag. IX. 23 In ..other parts .. similar
heterodoxical passages may be found.

t Heterodo'xous, a. Obs. =
prec.

1650 B. Discolliminium 28, I could demonstrate it to be

Heterogeneous, Heterodoxous, Incongrous.

Heterodoxy (he-ter^dpksi). [ad. Gr. krepo-
8oia error of opinion, f. r/x58o-os HETERODOX.]
1. The quality or character of being heterodox

;

deviation from what is considered to be orthodox.
1659 J. ARROWSMITH Chain Princ. 317 That preamble,

which the daring Heterodoxie of some modern writers put
me upon. 1673 MARVELL Reh. TransP. II. 32 No Man's
Shooe wrings him the more because of the Heterodoxy, or
the tipling of his Shooe-maker. 1837 CARLYLE/V. Rev. II.

iv. ii, Does the reader inquire.. what the difference between
Orthodoxy or My-doxy and Heterodoxy or Thy-doxy might
here be? 1869 RAWLINSON Anc. Hist. 519 The establish-

ment of Christianity as the State Religion . . turned the atten-
tion of the rulers.. to minute questions of heterodoxy and
orthodoxy.
2. With a and //. An opinion or doctrine at

variance with that generally received as true or

right ; a heterodox opinion.
1652-62 HEYLIN Cosmogr. To Rdr. (1674) A ij b/i The

Anarchy and licentiousness of Heterodoxies and confused

Opinions. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. i. 31. 39 Another
heterodoxy of his, concerning the resurrection. 1755 CARTE
Hist. Eng. IV. 201 Charging him with Popery, Arminianism,
and other heterodoxies. 1870 L'ESTRANGE Miss Mitford I.

vi. 197, I know that I have great poetical authorities against
me in this heterodoxy.

Heterodromons (heteVdn&nas), a. [f. mod.
L. heterodrom-uS) f. Gr. krepo- HETEBO- + -Spo^os

running + -ous. In mod.F. h&rodrome.']
Running in different directions : opp. to homo-

dromaus. f a. Meek. Applied to levers of the first

order, in which the power and the weight move in

opposite directions (ods.*). b. Bot. Turning in

opposite directions on the main stem and on a

branch, as the generating spiral of a phyllotaxis.
1710 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. (ed. 2) II. s.v., The Wheel,

Windlass, Capstand, Crane, &c. are perpetual Heterodrom-
ous Leavers. [1717-51 CHAMBERS Cycl., Heterodroimts
Vectis, in mechanics, a lever wherein the fulcrum, or point
of suspension, is between the weight and the power.] 1870
BENTLEV Bot. (ed. 2) iii. 3. 140 The successive leaves form
a spiral round the axis . . In the majority of cases, the direc-
tion in both the stem and branches is the same, and it is

then said to be homodromous ; but instances . .occur in which
the direction is different, when it is called heterodromous.
1874 R. BROWN Man. Bot. 190.
So Hetero-dromy Bot^heterodromous condition.
1886 Syd. Soc. Lex., Heterodromy, term applied . . when

the axial shoot of the stem coils from right to left, whilst
that of the branch twists from left to right, or vice versa.

Heterogamous (heteVgamss), a.
[f. Gr.

trepo- HETEEO- -t- "ycf/^-o? marriage + -OUS : in

mod.F. htttrogame (De Candolle).]
1. Bot. Variously applied to conditions in which

stamens and pistils are not regularly present in each
flower or floret.

Applied a. orig. by De Candolle to plants having flowers
monoecious, dioecious, or polygamous ; b. by Lessing to

composites whose capitula or flower-heads contain florets

differing in sex ; c.byTrinius to grasses in which the arrange-
ment of the sexes is different in different spikelets.

1842 in BRANDE. 1866 Treas. Bot., Heterogamous, when
in a capitulum the florets of the ray are either neuter or

female, and those of the disk male, 1872 OLIVER Elein. Bot.
H. 196 If all the florets of a flower-head {capitulum) be per-
fect, the flower-heads are homogamous (Dandelion) ; ifpart
of them be imperfect, the heads are heterogamous (Daisy).

2. BioL Characterized by the alternation of dif-

ferently organized generations, as of a partheno-
genetic and a sexual generation.
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1897 ALLBUTT Syst. Meet. II. 1031 Certain species [of

Nemathelminthes] possess what is known as the *
free rhab-

tlitis form' and are heterogamous.
3. Of or pertaining to irregular marriage.
i86a M. HOPKINS Hawaii 159 Besides these he may have

had other heterogamous connexions.

Heterogamy (heterp'gami). ff. as prec. + Y.]
The quality or condition of being heterogamous.
1. Bot. Mediate or indirect fertilization of plants.
1874 R. BKOWN Man. Bot. ix. 418 These circuitous methods

of fertilisation may be called Heterogamy, or
' crooked

fertilisation/ in contradistinction to the typical and ortho-

dox method, which may be styled Orthogamy, or direct

(' straight ') fertilisation.

2. BioL The succession of differently organized

generations of animals or plants, as where sexual

generation alternates with parthenogenesis.
1884 A. SEDGWICK tr. Clans' Zool. I. 543 Chermes affords

an example of heterogamy in that two different oviparous

generations follow one another : a slender and winged sum-
mer generation, and an apterous generation which is found
in autumn and spring and lives through the winter. 1886

ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life Introd. 31 Alternation

of Generations . . whether in the form known as metagenesis,
i. e. the alternation of asexual and sexual individuals, or as

heterogamy, i.e. the alternation of parthenogenetic and
sexual races. Ibid. 508 [In Insects] Alternation of Genera-
tions is coupled with parthenogenesis, and is known in this

case as Heterogamy. 1889 GEDDES & THOMSON Evol. Sex
xv. 207 A sexless fern-plant forms special reproductive cells

(spores), which develop parthenogenetically into a sexual

prothallus, from the fertilised egg-cell of which the fern-

plant arises . . [this] is called by zoologists, in reference to

flukes for instance, heterogamy.

Heterogene (he'tenWgih), a. ? Obs. [ad. Gr.

cTfpoytvJjs of different kinds, f. ^rt/jo- HETERO- +

ffvos t ytve- kind: cf. F. htttrogcne (i7th c. in

Hatz.-Darm.).] = HETEROGENEOUS.
1541 R. COPLAND Guydon's Quest. Chirurg,, Therfore they

be called [he]therogenes that is to say ofdyuers natures. 1610

B. JONSON Alch. u. v, Know you the sapor pontick? sapor
stipstick ? Or, what is homogene, or heterogene ? 1663
BUTLER Hud. I. iii. 1318 A strange Chimera of Beasts and
Men Made up of pieces Heterogene. 1709-29 V. MANDEV
Syst. Math.) Geom. 143 Homogene Figures, are of the same
kind, as to the number of Sides : Heterogene the contrary.
1740 E. BAYNARD Health (ed. 6) 42 From a Het'rogen
med'cine, The strife is intestine. 1822 Blackw. Mag. XI. 10
The diction, similes, and metaphors, .are somewhat motley
and heterogene. 1830 B'NESS BUNSEN in Hare Life I. ix.

3g4_A soil and nature foreign and heterogene.

Heterogeneal (he:ter<3c!3f-mal), a. and sb.

Now rare. Also 7 erron. -ial(l. [f. Scholastic L.

heterogene-us (f. Gr. tTfpoyevrjs, tTtpoywe- : see

HETEKOGENE) -f- -AL.]
A. adj.

= HETEROGENEOUS.
1605 TIMME Quersit. i. xi. 48 Separated from the others,

which are heterogeniall, or of another kinde. 1631 JORDEN
Nat. Bathes ii, (1669) 9 Such water as is free from any
heterogeneal mixture. 1660 R. COKE P<nuer <$ Sitbj. 108
A Parliament is a politick body, compounded of hetero-

genial or dissimilar parts, viz. the King, the Lords, spiritual
and temporal, in one distinct house, and of a house of
Commons another distinct house. 1674 S. JEAKE Arith.

(16061 5 Numbers Heterogeneal are mixt Numbers ofWhole
and Broken, Abstract and Contract. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex.
Techn., Heterogeneal Nouns in Grammar, are such as have
one Gender in the Singular . . and another in the Plural.

Ibid.) HeterogenealSurds, are such as have different Radical

Signs: As yaa: and Vbb. 1805 E. DAVES Wks. 299
An heterogeneal color, orange, for instance, .viewed through
a prism,, will disappear, being resolved into the two homo-

geneal colors, .red and yellow. 1861 TULLOCH Eng. Purit.
u. 304 A system which admitted of such tyrannical action
. .was a heterogeneal thing.
B. sb. A heterogeneous person or substance.

1651 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. \\. iii. (1739) 16 By con-

gregating Homogeneals, and severing Heterogeneals. a 1655
VINES Lord^s Supp. (1677) 260 Whether this mixture of

heterogeneals do not pollute the ordinances.

Hence Heterog-e'nealness, heterogeneity.

t Heteroge*nean, a. Obs. [f.as prec. + -AN.]
= HETEROGENEOUS.
a 1601 NASHE Quaternio (1632'* 44 All the parts both homo-

genean and heterogenean of the dead corps. 1607 TOPSELL
Four-f. Beasts (1658) 385 Corpus heterogenes, in terra
coalescens '. A Hetrogenean body encreasing in the earth.

1635 SWAN Spec. M. v. 2. (1643) 170 When they consist
of Heterogenean parts, or parts of a divers kind.

Heterogeneity (neit&vidgftrfti). [ad. med.
L. heterogeneitas (etherogtneitas 14th c.), f. hetero-

gene-us : see next and -ITY. Cf. F. heterogeneity

(1641 in Hatz.-Darm.).] The quality or condition

of being heterogeneous : a. Difference or diversity
in kind from other things ;

b. Composition from
diverse elements or parts; multifarious composition.
1641 FRENCH Distill, v. (1651) 109 In the artificiall processe

of manifesting the heterogeneity of water. 1674 JEAKE
Arith. (1696) 304 To multiply Simple Surdes observe their

Homogeniety or Heterogeniety. 1779 RAMSDEN in Phil.
Trans. LXIX. 421 The advantage, .of not being disturbed

by the heterogeneity of light. 1784 HARTLEY Observ. Man
u. ii. in As to the Chinese .. its great Heterogeneity in

respect of other Languages. 1862 H. SPENCER First Princ.
II. xvji. 145 (1875) 396 Evolution is an integration of matter

..during which the matter passes from an indefinite, inco-

herent homogeneity, to a definite, coherent heterogeneity.
1868 GLADSTONE Juv.Mundiv'u.. (1870)194 In the members
of the Olympian court itselfwe discern every kind of hetero-

geneity.
C. With a and //. A heterogeneous element or

constituent.

HETEBOGENESIS.

1651 BIGGS New Disp. F 19 In their crudities, heterogeme-
ties & impurities. 1796 KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 414

Mica, iron ore, and other heterogeneities are more frequent
in it. 1837 CARLVLE Fr. Rev. I. iv. iv, So many hetero-

geneities cast together into the fermenting-vat.

d. Law of Heterogeneity (Logic) : see quot.
1864 BOWEN Logic iv. 91 About the second principle, the

Law of Heterogeneity, there is no dispute. According to

this law, things the most similar must, in some respects, be

dissimilar or heterogeneous ; and, consequently, any Con-

cept, however large its Intension may be, may stiH have
that Intension increased, without thereby descending to

individuals.

Heterogeneous (heteWdgrnMs), a. [f. Scho-

lastic L. heierogene-iis (see HETEROGENEAL) +
-ous.] The opposite 1 homogeneous.
The earlier word, and the more usual, esp. in technical

expressions, till c 1725, was heterogeneal.

1. Of one body in respect of another, or of various

bodies in respect of each other : Diverse in kind or

nature, of completely different characters ; incon-

gruous ; foreign.
1624 F. WHITE Reply to Fisher 243 The question . . is

heterrogeneous to this disputation. 1660 GOUGE Chr. Direct.
ii. (1831) 21 Labour .. to drive out all wandering hetero-

geneous thoughts that come to disturb thee. 1665 HOOKE
M\

' ~

Th.
GULIERS Fires Impr. 35 Its heat proceeds from a mixture of

heterogeneous Bodies. 1743 Land. 4- Country Brew. u.

(ed. 2) 112 Which is perfectly heterogeneous to the true

Management of the Hop. 1809-10 COLERIDGE Friend(\%yj)
III. 199 Things utterly heterogeneous can have no inter-

communion. 1850 J. H. NEWMAN Diffic. Anglic. 58 The
National Church is absolutely heterogeneous to the Apos-
tolical or Anglo-Catholic party of 1833. 1862 MILL Utilit,

16 Pain is always heterogeneous with pleasure. 1866 LIDDON

Bampton Lect. ii. (1875) 44 A large collection of hetero-

geneous writings. 1876 MOZLEV Univ. Serm. viii. 180 We
do not suppose that the two worlds, visible and invisible,

are absolutely different and heterogeneous in fundamental
structure.

b. loosely. Extraordinary, anomalous, abnormal.

1757 [see HETEROGENOUS]. 1768 W. DONALDSON Life $

Adv. Sir B. Sapskull I. 58 Men of fashion are strange
heterogeneous monsters. 1785 MRS. A. M. BENNETT Juvenile
Indiscret, (1786) V. 242 Lady Belvoir and her two daughters
are actual characters, however heterogeneous some people
may think them.

2. Of a body in respect of its elements : Com-

posed of diverse elements or constituents
;
consist-

ing of parts of different kinds; not homogeneous.
1630 PRYNNE Anti'Armin, 182 The members of a haetero-

genious body . . are discrepant and various in themselues.

1639 FULLER Holy War v. xix. (1647) 261 The armie will be

very heterogeneous, patched up of different people. 1649
A. Ross Life in Mahomet Alcoran 405 He . . found at his

doore an Heterogeneous Beast, called Elborach, half Asse,
half Mule, but much swifter then either. 1701 DE FOE
True-born Eng. I. 280 Thus from a Mixture of all Kinds

began, That Het'rogeneous Thing, An Englishman. 1796
H. BROUGHAM in Phil. Trans. LXXXV1. 245 All sorts

of light .. simple and homogeneous, or heterogeneous and

compounded. 1814 SCOTT Wav. Ii, This heterogeneous
mass of wild and desperate men. 1865 GROTE Plato II.

xx'i. 52 Good is of a character exceedingly diversified and

heterogeneous. 1867 RAWLINSON Anc. Mon. IV. vii. 419
In so vast and heterogeneous an Empire as the Persian.

3. Math. a. Of different kinds, so as to be in-

commensurable, b. Of different dimensions or

degrees ; non-homogeneous. Heterogeneous Surds :

see quot. 1796. (The later nomenclature is that of

like and unlike surds.}
1656 HOBBES Six Less. Wks. 1845 VII. 199 Of these two

sorts ofangles the quantities are heterogeneous. 1660 BARROW
Euclid v. xvi. Schol.

, Heterogeneous quantities are not com-

pared together. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Heterogeneous
Surds. 1796 HUTTON Math. Diet., Heterogeneous Quanti-
ties., are those which cannot have proportion, or be com-

pared together as to greater and less. .As lines, surfaces, and
solids in geometry. Heterogeneous Surds, are such as have

different radical signs ; as *Ja andy 2
; or -y/io and ^20.

4. In various connexions :

Heterogeneous attraction, attraction between atoms dif-

ferent in kind, chemical attraction; also that between the

different kinds of electricity and magnetism. Heterogeneous
bodies,

' such as have their parts of unequal density
'

t.Hutton
Math. Diet. 1796). Heterogeneous nouns, nouns ofdifferent

genders in the singular and plural. Heterogeneous numbers,
'mixed numbers consisting ofintegersand fractions* (Hutton).

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Heterogeneous bodies are

such, whose gravities in different parts are not proportion-
able to the bulk thereof. Ibid., HeterogeneousNouns, Hetero-
geneous Numbers. 1826-34 Good's Bk. Nat. (ed. 3) I. 93
The heterogeneous attraction, or that between the two dif-

ferent substances, is stronger than the common force of

gravity.
Hence Heteroge-neouslyWy., in a heterogeneous

manner ; Heteroge'iieousness, the quality or con-

dition of being heterogeneous; heterogeneity.
1653 H. MORE

Connect.
Cabbal. (1662) 129 The Hetero-

geneousness of the Exposition of the First Day's Creation.

1768 JOHNSON Gen. Obs. Shaks., 3 Hen. VI, Dissimilitude
of style, and heterogeneousness ofsentiment, may sufficiently
show that a work does not really belong to the reputed
author. 1775 Journ. to West. Isl, Ostig in Sky Wks. X.
439 The rooms are very heterogeneously filled. 1836-9 TODD
Cycl. Anal. II. 105 The heterogeneousness of two fluids.

1864 PUSF.Y Lect. Dan. vii. 435 Unauthentic tradition is

wont to connect things heterogeneously.

Heterogenesis (he^er^id^e-n/sis).
Biol. [f.

Gr. trtpo- HETERO- + yfava birth, generation.]



HETEROGENETIC.

f 1. Abnormal or irregular organic develop-
ment : see quot. Obs. (So F. ktttrogdntsie.)

1854 MAYNE Expos. Lex., ffeterogenesis, name given by
Brescnet to a Class of organic deviations comprehending
those in which there exists a relative anomaly, whether from
the situation or from the colour of organs, the number or the

situation of the fetuses belonging to the same gestation,
the situation or the number of organs in particular.

j-2. Applied to sexual reproduction from two
different germs, male and female. Obs.

1858 CARPENTER I'eg. Phys. 308 The process by which
new individuals are produced is called Heterogenesis. In this

process, two different cells are concerned.. germ-cells and

sperm-cells.

3. The birth or origination of a living being other-

wise than from a parent of the same kind.

1864 Q. Jrnl. Sc. Jan. 17 Heterogenesis is a term employed
to express the creation or birth of living beings in an ab-
normal manner. Ibid., At present the evidence which we
possess, .is rather adverse to the doctrine of 'heterogenesis'
in any form. 1870 HUXLEY in Brit.Assoc. Rep. p. Ixxvii.The

living parent was supposed
to give rise to offspring which

passed through a totally different series of states from those
exhibited by the parent, and did not return into the cycle of
the parent ; this is what ought to be called Heterogenesis,
the offspring being altogether, and permanently, unlike the

parent.
b. esp. The generation of animals or vegetables

of low organization from inorganic matter ; abio-

genesis \ spontaneous generation.
1878 TVNDALL in igM Cent. III. 23 The notion of hetero.

genesis or spontaneous generation.
C. Alternation of generations.
1863 H. SPENCER Biol. 1. n. vii. 211 Where propagation is

carried on by heterogenesis, or is characterized by unlike-

ness of the successive generations, there is always asexual

genesis with occasionally-recurring sexual genesis. 1875
tr. Schmidt's Dese* $ Danu. 169 When the species is

composed of a regular alternation of variously constituted

generations and individuals. This particular sort of rever-

sion is termed Alternate Generation, or Heterogenesis.

Heterogene-fcic, a. [f. prec. : cf. genetic.']

1. Biol. Of or pertaining to, or characterized by,

heterogenesis or heterogeny.
1874 Contemp. Rev. XXIII. 709 All the related hetero-

genetic phenomena. 1897 A.LLBUTT Syst. Meet. II. 1041 Giles

holds that A. duodenale may become sexually mature while

outside the body and in the free state ;
in other words, that

it is heterogenetic.

2. Philos. Relating to external origination.
1887 WHITTAKER in Mind XII. 289 Prof. Wundt calls his

own theory of the will
'

the autogenetic theory ', opposing it

to "the ordinary or heterogenetic theory'.

Hetero'genist. [f. HETEROGENY + -IST : cf.

mod.K. htTrogni$teI\ An upholder of the hypo-
thesis of heterogeny or spontaneous generation.
1871 TYNDALL Fragm. Sc. (1879) II. xiii. 304 The English

heterogenist was far bolder. 1878 in igtk Cent. Mar. 501
While no discovery of the age would bear comparison with

this
' new birth of living particles ',

it is a mere commonplace
occurrence to our fortunate heterogenist.

f Hetero'genize, v. Obs. rare. [f. Gr.

yfvrjs HETEROGENE + -IZE.] intr. To act in a man-
ner heterogeneous or foreign to his own character.

1592 G. HARVEY Pierces Super, no Never Artist so licen-

tiously heterogenised or so extravagantly exceeded his pre-
scribed limits as Ambition or Covetice.

f Hetercrgenous, a. Obs. A less correct form

of HETEROGENEOUS.
1695 ALINGHAM Geottu Epit. 62 Heterogenous Quantities

cannot be compared alternately. 1757 MRS. GRIFFITH Lett.

Henry ff Frances (1767) 1 1. 260, 1 am afraid I shall carry but

a very heterogenous dress along with me. iSia Examiner
n May 303/1 Of the most opposite and heterogenous kind.

Heterogeny (heterp'dg/ni). [mod. f. Gr. type

*Tfpo7ci/cta t abstr. sb. from frcpoyerf)* HETEEO-

GENE; or, in 3, from HETERO- -f- -yfvfia birth.]

f I. 1. Heterogeneousness. Obs.

1647 Husbandman's Plea agst. Tithes 67 There is no hetro-

geny or disparitie in the matter.

2. concr. A heterogeneous assemblage, rare.

1838 HAWTHORNE ^w/^r. Note-bks. (1883) 158 Sometimes he
would put up a heterogeny of articles in a lot. .and knock
them ail down, perhaps for ninepence.

II. 3. Biol. Production of living beings from
substances organic or inorganic without germs or

ovules ; spontaneous generation.
1863 DARWIN in Life <V Lett. (1887) III. 20, I have written

a letter, .to say, under the cloak of attacking Heterogeny,
a word in my own defence. 1871 Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc.

XII. 313 No better case has ever been made out for hetero-

geny than by Charlton Bastian. 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex. t

Heterogeny, . . also the production of a living being from the

substance of a living being of some other kind ; as in the

supposed development of maggots from the substance of

putrefying flesh.

Heterogone (he-ter^g(jn), a. Bot. [f. Gr.

(Ttpo- HETERO- + yov-os offspring, race, -70^05

generating.] =HETEROGONODS i.

1877 GRAY in Amer. Jrnl. Sc. Ser. HI. XIII. 82, I pro-
pose the.. term of heterogone (or heterogonous) for these
flowers. 1880 Bot. Text-bk. \. 235 The nature of hetero-

gone dimorphism may well be understood from a single
example. The most familiar one is that of Houstonia.

Heterogonous (-fgJhoi), a. [f. as prec. +
-COS.]
1. Bot. Having incongruous reproductive organs ;

applied by Asa Gray to flowers in which cross-

256

fertilization is secured by the stamens and pistils

being dimorphic or trimorphic.
1877 tsee HETEROGONE]. 88o GRAY Struct. Bot. vi. 4.

225 They may be classed into those without and those with

dimorphism of stamens and pistils, or, in other words, those

with Homogenous and those with Heterogonous flowers.

1880 fiflt. Ttxt-bk. \. 236 Heterogonous trimorphism is

known in certain species . . ; and the complication may have
certain conceivable advantages over dimorphism.

2. Biol. Exhibiting irregular reproduction ; pro-

ducing offspring dissimilar to the parent.
1883 Syd. Soc, Lex., Digenesis, heffrogoncns, the form of

digenesis in which the buds produce animals differing in

appearance from their progenitors. 1886 Ibid.^Hetero-
gallons^ being of, or produced by, irregular generation.

So Hetero gonism, Hetero-gony, the condition

of being heterogonous (in either sense).

1870 ROLLESTON Anitn. Life Introd. 126 A series of phe-
nomena . . which has been spoken of as '

Digenesis with

Heterogony.' 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex., Heterogonism, the pro-

duction of dissimilar offspring from similar parentage, as in

Gymnoblasti where dissimilar gonosomes may arise from

similar trophosomes.

Heterography (-pg&K). [f. Gr. IT^O- HE-
TEKO- + -fpafia. writing. Opposed to orthography]
1. Spelling that differs from that which is correct

according to current usage ;

'
incorrect

'

spelling.

1783 S. PAKR Wks. (18281 VII. 390 Neoteric affectations of

Archaism and Heterography. 1831 Black. Mag. XXX.
667 His orthography, or rather heterography, has been a

subject of keen animadversion ; and he has been charged
with misspelling his own name. 1876 BLACKMORE Cripps

xlv, I corrected his heterography.

2. Irregular or inconsistent spelling (as the current

spelling of English).
1847 DE QUINCEY in Tail's Mag. XIV. 163 All climates

alike groan under heterography.

So Hetero'ETrapher, one who practises hetero-

graphy ; Heterogra'phic a., pertaining to or char-

acterized by heterography.
1864 Realm 20 Apr. 7 Mr. Landor . . records, in hetero-

graphic hexameters, Person's opinion. 1865 H. B. WHEATLEY
in Philol. Soc. Trans, (title) Notes on some English Hetero-

graphers. 1883 H. P. SMITH Gloss. Terms % Phrases,

Heterographic, using the same combinations of written

letters to express different sounds, as English spelling does.

HeteroideOHS(heteroi'dz'as),a. rare. [f. Gr.

hfpo- HETEUO- + (TSos form + -CDS.] (See quot)
1866 Treas. Sat. 587/1 Heteroideous, diversified in form.

t HeterO'logal, a. Math. Obs. [f.
as next +

-AL.] Applied to those terms in two or more ratios

or fractions which do not correspond, as the antece-

dent or numerator of one, and the consequent or

denominator of the other : opp. to homologal.

1674 JEAKE A rith. (1696) 48 The new Fraction . . will not be

in its least terms, unless such Heterologal terms be first

abbreviated to their lowest.

Heterologous (-/rlogss),
a. [f. Gr. Irtpo-

HETEBO- + Ao-y-os ratio, relation, etc. + -ous.]

Having a different relation, or consisting of dif-

ferent elements ;
not corresponding: opp. to HOMO-

LOGOUS, spec. a. Path. Of a different formation

from that of the normal tissue of the part.

1812-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) II. 578 nate. One of the

heterologous formations, as they are termed by Professor

Carswell. 1864 W. T. Fox Skin Dis. 25 New formations

are homologous (epidermic, pigmentary, dermic), or hetero-

logous (pseudoplasms, neoplasms). 1878 T. BRYANT Pmct.

Surf. I. 96 The same kind of tumour may be, under certain

circumstances, homologous, and under other circumstances

heterologous.

b. Chem. (See quot. 1886.)
1880 Libr. Univ. Knmil. (N. Y.) VI. 609 His Prfcit de

Chimie Organique, in which he [Gerhardt] sketches the idea

of
'

Homologous and Heterologous Series.' 1886 Syd. Soc.

Lex., H\eterologous\ series, Gerhardt's term for bodies de-

rived from each other by definite chemical metamorphoses,
in contradistinction to Homologous series.

Heterology (-p-lodgi). [f. as prec. + -T
;
in

sense 2, f. Gr. irtpo- + -\oyta discourse.]

1. The condition of being heterologous : opp. to

HOMOLOGT.
1854 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1871 T. H. GREEN Introd.

Pathol. (1873) 105 Any deviation from the type of the parent

tissue constitutes heterology. 1878 T. BRYANT Pract.

Surf. (1879) I. 96 Tissues normal in themselves appear
under the form of a tumour, sometimes in regions where this

tissue normally exists, sometimes in places where it does

not exist in the normal state of things. In the first case

I speak of it as hotnology, in the second as heterology.

2. nonce-use. Vocabulary of different names.

1851 C. W. H[OSKINS] Talpa 28 Let the old drainer christen

it, for my heterology is exhausted.

Hetero/meran. Entom. [f. mod.L. Hetero-

mera neut. pi. (Latreille, f. Gr. Irepo- HETERO- +

ftipoi part).] A beetle belonging to the Hetero-

mera, a division of Coleoptera in which the two

anterior pairs of legs have five tarsal joints, but

the third pair only four.

1841 BRANDE Diet. Sci., etc., Heteromerans, Heteromera.

Heteroinerous (heter^-meras^, a. [f. Gr.

(Tipo- HETERO- + n<pos part + -ous.] Having or

consisting of parts differing in character, number,
or other respect.
1. Entom. Having legs differing in the number

HETERONOMOUS.
of their tarsal joints ; spec, belonging to the division

Heteromera of coleopterous insects (see prec.).
1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. III. 683 The term heteromerous

properly belongs to all insects in which the different pairs of

tarsi vary ititer se in the number of their joints. 1845 DAR-
WIN l*'oy. Nat. v. (1873) 98 Numerous Lamellicorn and
Heteromerous insects.

2. Bot. a. Applied to lichens in which the

gonidia are arranged in one or more distinct layers
within the thallus : opp.lo/iomtromervus. b. Ap-
plied to flowers in which the members differ in num-
ber in the different whorls : opp. to isomeroits.

1875 BENNETT & DYER Sacks' Bot. 265 The gonidia are

crowded into one layer, by which the hyphal tissue is at the

same time separated according to circumstances into an
outer and inner or an upper and under layer ; the thallus-

tissue is then stratified, and such Lichens are termed Hetero-

merous. 1882 VINES Sachs' Bot. 601 When the number of

members is the same in each whorl [of a flower] they are said

to be isotnerous, when this is not the case heteromerous.

3. Chem. Unrelated as to chemical composition,
as in certain cases of isomorphism.
1864 in WEBSTER.

Heteromorphic (heterom^ufik), a. [f. Gr.

irepo- HETEKO- + popipfi form + -1C.]

1. Of different or dissimilar forms, spec. a.

Enlom. Existing in different forms at different

stages of life : said of insects which undergo com-

plete metamorphosis (Heteromorpha).
1864 in WEBSTER. 1874 LUBBOCK Orig. If Met. fns. i. 6

The Homomorphic insects do not pass through such striking

changes of form as the Heteromorphic.
b. Bot. Applied to flowers or plants which

occur in forms differing in the relative length of

the stamens and pistils (including dimorphic and

trimorphic}.
1874 in R. BROWN Mail. Bot. Gloss. 1877 DARWIN Forms
fj-'l. i. 24, 1

plants, .these two terms ceased to be applicable.

2. Deviating in form from the standard or type ;

of abnormal form : =HETEBOMORPHOUS i.

In mod. Diets.

Heteromorpliism (-mpufiz'm). [f.
as prec.

+ -ISM.] The condition or property of being

heteromorphic ; diversity of form.

1839 Fraser's Mag. XX. 699 The various portraits of her

majesty astonish by their perplexing poly- or heteroinorph-
ism. 1865-72 WATTS Diet. Chem. III. 150 Hetcromorph-_

Flowers ii. 36 Nor are these . . the only cases of Hetero-

morphism now known. 1881 Jrnl. Bot. X. 86 All we have

to suppose is a peculiar heteromorphism.

Heteromorpliite (-m^jfait). Mitt. [f. as

prec. + -ITE.] A variety of JAMESONITE.
1865-72 WATTS DM. Chem. III. 151 Heteromorphite,

Feather ore, a sulphantimonite of lead . . which_ occurs in

capillary forms resembling a cobweb ; also massive. 1868

DANA Min. (ed. 5) 91.

Heteromo'rphous, a. [f.
as prec. + -CDS.]

1. Of abnormal or irregular form.

1835-6 TODD Cycl. Anat. I. 139/2 Various animals . . from

exhibiting no uniform or regular shape, have been entitled

. .heteromorphous. 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex., Heteromorphous,

differing in form, shape, or external appearance, as com-

pared with the normal.

2. Entom. = HETEROMORPHIC i.

1855 OWEN Invertebr. Anim. 437 The differences of the

larvae which are distinguished by the entomological terms,

Heteromorphous, Homomorphous, Capitate, &c,, essentially

depend upon their quitting the egg to enter into active life

at different periods of development

He'teromo:rpliy. [f. as prec. + -Y : after

Gr. sbs. in -^op^i'a.]
= HETEBOMOBPHISM.

1874 R. BROWN Man. Bot. 600 Deviations from ordinary

forms, comprising. . heteromorphy (deformities, polymorphy,
alteration of colours).

Heteronomic (-n?-mik), a. [f. Gr. krfpo-
HETEBO- + voftos law + -1C : cf. Gr. voiuxos of or

pertaining to law.] Showing a different law or

mode of operation.
1.

' Of unlike or opposite polarity : applied to

contact of parts of the human body in experiments
on animal magnetism : opp. to isonomic.

18.. Amer. Jrnl. Psychol. I. 502 (Cent.) Heteronomic

[contact] is hyperasthesic and increases it [muscular

energy].
2. Optics. Affected by spherical aberration so as

not to converge to one focus ; divergent.
1889 A nthony's Photogr. Bull. II. 167 The diminution of

the astigmatism of the heteronomic pencils.

Heteronomous (-p-nomss), a. [f.
as prec. +

-ous.]
1. Subject to different laws, involving different

principles.
1824 Dr. QUINCEY Templars' Dial. Wks. IV. 254 If two

inconsistent principles of valuation be employed, then the

table will be vicious because heteronomous \erron. 'Ony-

mous].
2. Biol. Having different laws or modes of

growth ; applied to parts or members differentiated

from the same primitive type.
1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life Introd. 104 Arthropoda.



HETERONOMY.
Animals consisting of a series of more or less heteronomous 1

segments. Ibid. 78 The development of wings and the dif- <

ferentiation of the body into three great heteronomous divi- !

sions, the head, the thorax, and the abdomen. 1878 BELL i

Gegenbaur's Conip, Anat. 238 The limitation of the number
'

of the appendages .. concurrently with the greater develop- !

ment of heteronomous metameres.

3. Subject to an external law : opp. to autono-

mous.

1894 Forum (U. S.) July 572 Man has been .. a thrall,

owning obedience to a law conceived to be external . . and
;

other than the expression of his own nature. In a word he .

has been heteronomous.

Heteronomy (-frnomi). ff. as prec. + -Y : I

after Gr. derivatives in -vo/ua.]

1. Presence of a different law or principle: see

quot. 1824.
18*4 DE QUINCEY Templars* Dial. Wks. IV. 205 He has

certainly not vitiated the purity of this principle by the

usual heteronomy (if you will allow me a learned word)
i.e., by the introduction of the other and opposite law.

1828-30 W. TAYLOR Hist. Sun'. Germ. Poetry III. 12 rwte,

Heteroclitical phraseology is the first step to Heteronomy
of apperception, and insanity is nothing more.

2. Moral Philos. Subjection to the rule of another

being or power (e.g. of the will to the passions);

subjection to external law. Opp. to autonomy.
1855 Miss COBBE Ess. Intuit* Mor. 146 It would not be

Free Self-legislation (autonomy^ but (heteronomy) subser-

vience of the Pure Will to a lower faculty. 1888 J. MAR-
TINEAU Study Relig, II, HI. ii. 282 So far as they obtain

sway over him, he is under a heteronomy.
3. BioL The condition of being heteronomous;

differentiation from a common primitive type.

1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life 115 The degree to which

heteronomy or differentiation is carried out in the various

regions of the body [in Copepoda\.

Heteronym (he'lewium). [f. as next, after

synonym.]
1. A word having the same spelling as another,

but a different sound and meaning : opp. to homo-

nym and synonym. 1889 in Cent. Diet.

2. A name of a thing in one language which is

a translation of the name in another language.
1885 B. G. WILDER Jour. Nerv. Dis. xii. (Cent.), Verna-

cular names which are more or less precise translations of

Latin names, or of names in any other language, may be
called heteronyms.

HeteronymoUS (heter^nimas), a. [f. Gr.

fTpajvvfAo$ (f.
HETERO- + uvopa name)-f -ous.]

1. Having different names, as a pair of correla-

tives, e.g. husband, wife : opp. to synonymous.
1734 WATTS Ontology vii, Synonymous Relatives or of the

same Name..Heteronymous or of a different Name. 1829

JAS. MILL Hum. Mind (1869) II. xiv. 22 The second class

[of relative terms] were called by the ancient logicians
:

heteronymous ; we may call them more intelligibly, double-
worded relatives,

2. Optics. Applied to the two images of one
!

object seen in looking at a point beyond it, when
the left image is that seen by the right eye and

j

vice versd : opp. to homonymous.
1881 LE CONTE Monoc. Vision 95 When we look at the

farther finger, the nearer one is so doubled that the left

image belongs to the right eye and the right image to the '

left eye.. the images are said to be heteronymous, i. e., of a \

different name. Ibid. 245 Phenomena illustrating the heter-

onymous Shifting of the two Fields of View.

3. (

Pertaining to, of the nature of, or having a

heteronym
*

(Cent. Diet.).
Hence Hetero-nymously adv. (see 2).
x88x LE CONTE Monoc. Vision 120 When we look at the

farther finger, the nearer one is doubled heteronymously ;

'

when we look at the nearer finger, the farther one is doubled

homonymously.

Heteroousian, heterousian (he:ter0,cnr-

sian, heterau'sian, -w'sian), a. and sb. Theol. Also

9 heterusian.
[f.

Gr. \repoovatos, trepovoios, f.

Tpo- HETERO- + ovaia, essence, substance. Opp.
to komoousian and komoiousian.]
A. adj. Of different essence or substance.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. iv. 36. 612 The Homoou-
sian Trinity of the orthodox went exactly in the middle,
betwixt that Monoousian Trinity of Sabellius . . and that

other Heteroousian Trinity of Arms. 1790 PORSON Lett, to

Arch. Travis ix. 221 The word one is applied, i. to things
homousian . . 2. to things heterousian, where there is a same-
ness of persons, but a difference of natures.

B. sb. One who held the Father and the Son to

be different in essence or substance
;
an Arian.

1874 J. H. BLUNT Diet. Sectst Heteronsians%
a name given

to the extreme Arians.

So Heteroou'siast 'heterou'siast,heterxvsia.st'
=B. ; Heterootrsions (heterovrsious) a. = A.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. \. iv. 36. 570 Neither a

Trinity of Words only . . nor yet a Jumbled Confusion of

1
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like those of chemistry and physiology, owe their existence
to a breach of the principle of the Composition of Causes,
it does not follow that those peculiar, or, as they might be
termed, heteropathic laws, are not capable of composition
with one another. 1870 JEVONS Eient. Logic xxix. 252 It

is distinguished by Mr. Mill from cases of the heterogeneous
or as he says the heteropathic intermixture of effects.

Heteropatliy (-p pajri). [f. Gr. |T/>O- HETEKO-
+ -Traflfia, f. vaSos suffering.]
1. Med. = ALLOPATHY : opp. to honiKopatliy.
1847 CRAIG, Heteropatliy, the method of attempting to

remove one disease by inducing a different one.

2. Path. (See qnot.)
1886 Syd. Soc. Lex., Heteropathy . . Berthold's term for

the form of idiosyncrasy in which the organic susceptibility
behaves itself in a different fashion to the normal in the

presence of any irritation.

3. Antipathy or aversion excited by suffering :

opp. to sympathy, (nonce-use. \

1874 Miss COBBE in Tkeol. Rev. Jan. 74 At the sight of

pain animals generally feel an impulse to destroy rather

than to help. This emotion will be indicated by the term

Heteropathy. i88x Duties Worn. iv. 118 It is astonish-

ing and horrible to witness how the deep-seated frightful
human passion, which I have elsewhere named Heteropathy,
develops itself in such circumstances.

II Heterophasia (-f^'zia). Path. [f. Gr. erepo-
HETEBO- + -<paata, i. <pd<ns speech,]

= HETEKO-
PHEMY (as a result of mental disease).

1877 GOL'LBURN Bateman^s Darwinism 115 Perversion of

language to which the name of Heterophasia has been

given. 1882 tr. Ribot's Dis. Alein. 152 Sometimes the

patient retains an extensive vocabulary of vocal ,. signs,
but cannot use it correctly (cases ofheterophasia).
Hence He'terophaslac,

' one who is affected with

heterophasia
'

(Cent. Diet.}.

He'terophemy (-f/mi). [f. Gr. trtpo- HE-
TERO- + -ipr/pta, {. <prini, <pTJtus voice, speech.] The

saying or writing of one word or phrase when an-

other is meant.

1875 R. G. WHITE in Galaxy Nov. 693 The assertion

made is most often not merely something that the speaker
or writer does not mean to say, but its very reverse, or
at least something notably at variance with his purpose.
For this reason I have called it heterophemy, which means
merely the speaking otherwise. 1885 --Stud. Shaks. 33 As
to the writing twice of Verona instead of Milan, it seems

plainly a mere case of heterophemy. 1894 Nation (N. Y.)
22 Mar. 212/2 We are forced in charity to credit the bishop
with a kind of heterophemy '.

So Heterophe-mlsm, an instance or result of

heterophemy. Heterophemist, one who says

something else than he means to say (whence
Heterophemi sticnO. Heterophe inize v. /in;:.

to say something different from what one means
to say.
1875 R. G. WHITE in Galaxy XX. 697 (Cent.) Henry

Ward Beecher appears among the
heterophemists

. . He
heterophemizes in a very striking manner. laid. 698 (Cent,)

Examples in which creditor is used for debtor perhaps the

most common of all heterophemisms.

Heterophyllous (-fi-las), a. [f. Gr. knpo-
HETERO- + <t>

v\.\-ov leaf+ -ous. In F. hiterophylle^\
1. Bot. Bearing leaves of different forms upon the

same plant.
1828 WEBSTER cites Jrnl. Sci. 1871-* H. MACMILLAN

True Vine iii. no Examples of heterophyllous and dimor-

phic plants, in which there is a very considerable difference

in form in the same organs, not only at different times, but
even simultaneously. 1883 VINES Sachs' Bot. 467 The leaves

of the heterophyllous species which have them arranged in

four rows, possess stomata on their inner surface.

2. Zool. Belonging to the group Heterophylli of

cephalopods.

He"teroph.y:lly. Bot. [f. as prec. + -Y: in

mod.F. hetirophyllie] The condition of being

heterophyllous.
1874 in R. BROWN Man. Bot. Gloss. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XX.

619/1 (Rodrijpiez) Variability of species ancf heterophylly
are characteristic of the flora to quite an unusual degree.

Arian parly. . His adherents were called Anomceans, Heter-

usiiists, or Exukontians.

Heteropathic (-pce-fik), a. [f.
as next + -10.]

1. Med. ^ALLOPATHIC.
1830 Edin. Rev. L. 513 First stands the homiiopathic . .

Then the allopathic or heteropathic . . the . . method which

hopes to cure disease by exciting some dissimilar affection.

2. Of different operation ; differing in their effect.

1843 M"-t- Logic 1. in. vi. 403 Though there be laws which,

VOL. V.

I Heteroplasia (he'terfpl^-zia). Path. Also

anglicized as heteroplasy (-(vplasi). [f. Gr. Irepo-
HETERO- -urAdxm moulding, formation : F. htte.ro-

plasie^\ The formation of a tissue different from

the normal tissue of the part in which it occurs.

1854 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Heteroplasia, Heteroplasrs,
terms for abnormal organic formation : heteroplasy. 1876
tr. Wagner s Gen. Patkol. 354 The so-called Heteroplasia,

Heteroiogous new-formations, that is to say, tissues which
bear little resemblance to normal tissues.

He'teroplasm. Path. [f. as prec. + Gr.

n\aapa anything moulded, a figure : F. hitcro-

plasme.] A tissue formed in a part where it does

not normally occur.

1878 R. DRUITT Surf. Vade M. (ed. ri) 84 As Virchow

showed, there is no such thing as heteroplasm. 1886 Syd.
Soc. Lex., Heteroplasm, Burdach's term for a morbid tissue

foreign to the economy.

Heteroplastic (-pl-stik), a. [f. as prec. -r

Gr. irXaffTi/cos fit for moulding : F. hitiroplastique^
1. Path. Of or belonging to heteroplasia ;

of the

nature of a heteroplasm.
1854 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1876 tr. Wagner's Gen.

Pat'iol. 270 Tubercle, carcinoma, and other heteroplastic
new-formations.

2. BioL Dissimilar in formation or structure, as

the different tissues of the body.

HETEROSTATIC.

Heteroplastide (-pise-staid). Biol. [f. as

prec. -r Gr. irAaoros moulded, formed + -IDE.]

An organism composed of tissues of different kinds,

as most animals and plants : opp. to homoplas-
tide.

1889 VINES in Nature 24 Oct. 621 Death is .. a character-

istic feature of differentiated multicellular organisms (hetero-

plastides).
Ibid. 622 How the mortal heteroplastides can

nave been evolved from the immortal monoplastides or

homoplastides.

Heteropod (he'teWppd , a. and s/>. Zool. [f.

next.] a. adj. Of or belonging to the Heteropoda.
b. sb. One of the Heteropoda.
1835 KIRBY Hab. ff hist. Anim. I. ix. 301 The animal of

the Heteropods having a proboscis and only two tentacles.

1882 GEIKIE Text Bk. Geol. (1885) 649 The heteropod genus
so characteristic of Palaeozoic time, Bcllerophon.

II Heteropoda (heterp-pWa", sb. pi. Zool.

[mod.L., f. Gr. iripo- HETERO- + TTOVI, iroS- foot.]
a. A group of Crustacea including forms with 14

feet, some of which are adapted for swimming.
b. An order or subclass of Gastropods, having the

foot modified into a swimming organ. C. A group
of Echinoderms.
1835 Penny Cycl. III. 24 2. 1838 Ibid. XI. 92/2 Forskal

places all the Heteropoda of Cuvier under his genus Ptero-

trachea. 1872 NICHOLSON Palxont. 245 Both families of the

Heteropoda are represented by fossil forms. 1878 BELL

Gegenlianr's Camp. Anat. 324 The foot of the Heteropoda
is differentiated into a more independent organ.

HenceHetero-podan = HETEBOPOD^.; Hetero--

podous a. = HETEROPOD a.

1833 Penny Cycl. III. 24/2 A genus of the heteropodous
mollusca of Lamarck.

Heteropter (heter^-ptai). Entom. One of the

Heteroptera. 1864 in WEBSTER.

II Heteroptera (heterp-ptera), sb. pi. Entom.

[mod.L., f. Gr. irfpo- HETERO- + irrtpov wing.]
A suborder of HEMIPTERA, comprising those insects

whose wings consist of dissimilar parts, being cori-

aceous at the base and membranous at the tip ;
the

true bugs. Opp. to HOMOPTEBA.
1826 KIRBY & Si>. Entomol. xlvii. (1828) IV. 385 He de-

nominated the first of the sections Heteroptera. 1874 LUB-
BOCK Orig. % Met. Ins. i. 25 The Heteroptera cannot exactly
be said either to sting or bite.

Hence Hetero-pteran = HETEROPTER ; Hetero--

pterous a., belonging to or having the characters

of the Heteroptera.
1842 BRANDE Diet. Sci. etc., Heteroptcrans, Heteroptera,

the name of a section of Hemipterans, comprehending those

in which the hemelytra terminate abruptly by a membranous

appendage. 1895 Naturalist 213 Mr. Mason recorcjed 13^2

out of about 420 heteropterous hemiptera known to inhabit

the British Islands.

Heterosciau (heterp-Jian), sb. and a. [f.
med.

L. heterosci-us (usually in nom. pi. used subst.), a.

Gr. IrsyxWios diversely-shadowed (f. f-ripo- HE-
TERO- + CJKIO. shadow) + -AN.]
A. sb. A name applied to the people of the two

temperate zones in reference to the fact that, in the

two zones, noon-shadows always fall in opposite
directions. (Cf. Amphiscian, Periscian.) Usually

i in //. ;
the Lat.

pi.
heteroscii is also frequent.

'

Heteroscii, in strictness, and according to the origin and
reason of the word, is a term of relation, and denotes those

inhabitants which, during the whole year, have their noon-

tide shadows projected different ways from each
_

other.

Thus, we. .are heteroscii with regard to those who inhabit

the southern temperate zone : and they are heteroscii with

! respect to us.' (Chambers Cycl.)

1.1559 w - CUNNINGHAM Comugr, Glasse 68 Of the diver-

sitie of shadowes, ther ar .iij. divers distinct habitations of

people found, . . Amphiscii, Heteroscii, Periscii, and we
want apt English termes for them.] 1616 BULLOKAR Etig.

Expos., Heteroscians, any people dwelling vnder a temper-
ate zone: so called because their shadowes at noone bend

still but one way. 1651 URQUHART Jciucl Wks. (1834) 259
Which to withhold from them, whether Periscians, Hetros-

cians, or Amphiscians, would prove very absurd. [1796

HUTTON Mat/i. Diet. I. 596 Heteroscii, in Geography, are

such inhabitants of the eartli as have their shadows at noon

projected always the same way with regard to themselves,

or always contrary ways with respect to each other.]

B. adj. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of

noon-shadows in the temperate zones.

a 1646 J. GREGORY Posthuma, Terrcst. Globe (1650) 300

Of Oxford the Sign-Regent is Capricorn, the Noon-shadows

are Heteioscian.

II Heterosis (hetenra-sis). Khet. [Late Gr.

I
(Ttptac/K alteration, f. trepos different.] 'A figure

j

of speech by which one form of a noun, verb, or

j
pronoun, and the like, is used for another

'

(Web-
ster, 1864).

Heterostatic (-stse-tik), a. Electr. [f. HE-
TERO- + STATIC.] Applied to electrostatic instru-

ments in which there is electrification independent

j

of that to be tested.

1867 SIR W. THOMSON in Rep. Brit. Assoc. 501 The electric

system here described is heterostatic, there being an indepen-
dent electrification besides that whose difference of potential
is to be measured. 1881 MAXWELL Electr. < Magn. I. 309
This method of using an auxiliary electrification besides the

electrification to be measured is called the Heterostatic

method in opposition to the Idiostatic method, in which the

whole effect is produced by the electrification to be measured.

33



HETEROSTBOPHE.

Heterostrophic (-strjrfik), a. [f. Gr. ertpo-
HETERO- + -arpo<t>-os turning + -ic: cf. Gr. arpo-

</>ycos.]

1. Turning or winding in another direction ; spec.

in Conch, applied to univalve shells in which the

usual direction of the spire is reversed, as in a
' reversed

'

whelk.

2. Gr. and Lat. Pros. '

Consisting of two systems
of different metrical form : as, a heterostrophic

song or choric passage
'

(Cent. Dict.~).
So Hetero-stropnons a. =

prec. I
;

Hetero--

strophe, Hetero'strophy, the condition of being
heterostrophic.
1854 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Heterostrophus (Conchol.\

applied to a spirivalve shell in which the terminal border
is to the left side of the animal, as in the Physa hetero-

strofka : heterostrophous. 1884 Cassell's Encycl. Diet.,
Hetcrostrophe, the reversal of the direction in which the

spire of a shell turns.

Heterostyled (he-tero,st3ild), a. Bot. [f.

HETEBO- + STYLE + -ED z
.] Having the styles or

pistils of different individual plants of different

lengths relatively to their stamens
;

the same as

heteromorphic or heterogonous .

1876 DARWIN in Life $ Lett.
(1892) 311 The nature of

heterostyled plants may be illustrated in the primrose. 1877
Amer. jrnl.Sc. Ser. III. 82 Mr. Darwin's term [dimorphism}
has the disadvantage of not indicating what parts of the
blossom are dimorphic . . This has been supplied by Hilde-
brand, in Germany, who has introduced [Bot. Zeit. 1871]
the term heterostyled and the counterpart homostyled.
So Heterosty -lism, He'terostyly, the condition

of having the styles of different lengths relatively
to the stamens ; heteromorphism, heterogony.
Heterostylons a. = HETEROSTYLED.
1875 BENNETT & DYER Sacks' Bot. in. vi. 809 Another

contrivance for the mutual fertilisation of different indivi-
duals of plants with hermaphrodite flowers, Dimorphism
(or Heterostylism) . . In one individual the flowers all have
a long style and short filaments, while in another individual
all the flowers have a short style and long filaments. 1876
DARWIN in Life % Lett. (1892) 53 This account was pub-
lished before I had discovered the meaning of heterostylism.
1887 WARD tr. Sachs' Phys. Plants 792 The same principle
is also employed in the case of heterostylous flowers. 1887
GOEBEL Morfhol. Plants 405 A further method for securing
the mutual fertilisation of different plants of the same
species is heterogony (heterostyly).

Heterotactons (-tse-ktas), a. [f. Gr. ttipo-
HETERO- + Taxr-6s ordered, arranged + -CDS.]
Characterized by heterotaxy. a. Anat. and Bot.

Having organs abnormally placed or arranged.
b. Geol. Without regularity of stratification.
a 1889 G. K. GILBERT in Worcester's Supfl., Heterotac-

tous mountain mass.

Heterotaxy (-toeksi). [f. Gr. krepo- HETEBO-
+ -rafia, f. TO is arrangement.]
1. Anat. and Bot. Aberrant or abnormal disposi-

tion of organs or parts.
i8tt MAYNE Ex

fas. Lex., Heterotaxia, applied by
Gepffroy Saint-Hiiaire to those complex anomalies, which,
while they are of anatomical importance, do not hinder the

performance of any function, and are not apparent extern-

ally : heterotaxy. 1882 Card. Chron. XVIII. 78, I believe
this case might be reported .. as partial heterotaxy. 1897
Brit. Med. Jrnl. 28 Aug. 34 The anomaly known as hetero-

taxy, or transpositio mscerutn totalis.

2. Geol. Want of uniformity in stratification

(Worcester Suppl. 1889).
Heterotomic (-tjrmik), a. Bot.

[f.
Gr. /-

HETERO- + -TO/JOS cut + -ic : cf. Gr. TO/UKO> of or
for cutting.] =next, sense I.

1886 Syd. Soc. Lex., Heterotomic, . .applied to a calyx or
a corolla in which the alternate divisions are dissimilar.

Heterotomous (-p-t6m3s),a. [as prec. + -ous.]
1. Bot. Applied to a perianth having unequal or

dissimilar divisions. 1847 in CRAIG.

2. Min. Having cleavage different from the or-

dinary. 1864 in WEBSTER.

Heterotopy (heteVWpi). Phys. [ad. mod.L.

helerotopia talso in Engl. use), f. Gr. trfpo- HE-
TERO- + -roirio, f. T<$jros place.] Displacement in

position, misplacement : a. Path. The occurrence
of a tumour in a part where the elements of which
it is composed do not normally exist, b. Biol.

(See quot. 1879.)
1876 tr. Wagner's Gen. Pathol. 355 Tumors are abnormal

only because they occur in a locality in which their elements
do not normally exist (Heterotopia). 1879 tr. Haeckefs
Evol. Man I. i. 12 The kenogenetic vitiations of the original
palingenetic incidents of evolution depend in great measure
on a gradually occurring displacement of the phenomena. .

by adaptation to the changed conditions of embryonic exist-
ence. This displacement may affect cither the place or the
time of the phenomena. If the former,'it is called Hetero-
topy; if the latter, Heterochrony. Ibid. 13 Displacement
of position, or heterotopy, especially affects the cells or ele-

mentary parts which compose the organs ; but it also affects
the organs themselves.
Hence Heteroto-plo, Hetero'topous adjs., of,

pertaining to, or of the nature of heterotopy;
Hetero'toplsm = HETEBOTOPT.
1878 BELL Gegenbaur>s Comf. Anat. 45 The different

position occupied by visual organs forbids us to suppose that
they have had a common hereditary origin, and is in favour
of these heterotopic organs having been independently dif-
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ferentiated from an indifferent apparatus. 1879 tr. HacckeCs
Evol. Man I, i. 13 An analogous heterotopism affects the

primitive kidneys in the higher Vertebrates.

Heterotropal (-(rtr-rpal), a. Sot. [f. Gr.

lifpoYpoir-os turning another way (f. irepo- HETERO-
+ -rpoiros turning) + -AL.] = HETEROTROPOUS.
1842 BRANDE Diet. Sci. etc., Heterotropal, a term applied

to the embryo of a seed when the former lies across the
latter ; that is to say, neither pointing to its base nor apex.
1866 Treas. Bat. 588/1 Heterotropal, Tying parallel with the
hilum. A term applied only to the embryo.

Heterotropic (-tr^-pik), a. Physics, [f. as

prec. + -1C : cf. Gr. rpowmot of or pertaining to

turning.] = ANISOTROPIC, ^EoLOTROPic.
1885 WATSON & BURBURY Math. Th. Electr. $ Magn. I.

203 These ratios . . have a determinate value at every point
in a heterotropic medium, but may vary from point to point,

Heterotropous (-(tr^pas), a. Bot. [f.
as prec.

+ -ous.]
= HEMITBOPOUS 2.

1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 200. Embryo supposed by
Von Martius to be heterotropous (that is, to have its radicle

not turned towards the hilum). Ibid. 229 In Rhinanthaceae
it must be antitropousor heterotropous. 1857 HENFREY-/W.
Bot. 240 Another condition [of the ovule] is more rarely met
with, the ampkitropoits or heterotropous or hentianatropotts,
intermediate between orthotropous and anatropous.

Heterousian, etc. : see HETEROOUSIAN.

Hetfull, obs. f. HEATPUL a., passionate.
c 1470 HENRY Wallace II. 91 A hetfull man the stwart

was of blude.

Heth^e, hep, obs. forms of HEATH, HEIGHT.

t Hethe, v. Obs. rare. Also 3 Orm. hseponn.
[a. ON. AseSa to mock, scoff at, f. hdS scoffing,

mocking.] To mock, scorn.
c laoo ORMIN 13682 And alle ba batt . . habenn upponn obre

menn burrh here modijnesse. a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. x.

37 Y-here thou me nou, hendest in helde, Navy the none
harmes to hethe.

t He'thely, a. and adv. Ot>s. Forms : 3

hmjjelij, heythlik, hethli, 4 hepeliche, hetheli,
-y. [a. ON. hxSiligr adj., ludicrous, contemptible,
hseOiliga scornfully, mockingly, f. AdS : see prec.]
A. adj. Ludicrous, to be held in derision.

c 1350 Sir Tristr. 2897 To wiue on our kinde Hebeliche
holdep he.

B. adv. Scornfully, derisively, contemptuously ;

esp. in early ME. phrase hetheli leten to think

scornfully of, to scorn : see LET v.

cuoo ORMIN 7408 pa batt Izetenn ha-beli; OffGodess halljhe
lare. Ibid. 13272^311 he ne let nohht hebeli*j Hissgunngre
forr to foll?henn. a 1300 Cursor M. 2606 (Cott.) Agar was
.. heythlik lete of hir lauedj. Ibid. 14669 (G6tt.) Hethli
[ Trin. scornefuly] bai bihuted him. c 13*5 Metr. Horn. 43
Forthi he schroudes his bodi And lates of pouer men hetheli.
?fl 1400 Morte Arth. 268 His senatour has sommonde me,
and said what hym lykyde, Hethely in my halle, wyth
heynaous wordes.

t Hethen, adv. Obs. Forms : 3 heffien, 3-5
hejjen, hethen, (3 heoUen, hepenn, 4 heden,
heifen, -in, heythen, ejjen, hi)>en, 4-5 hethin,
-yn, -ene, 5 hethinne, -un, hithinne). [Early
ME., a. ON. heSan (Sw. hdden, Da. heden), t. root
of HE pron.] = HENCE.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 185 HeSen to fare to siker wuni-

enge. c laoo ORMIN 15570 Gab till, and beret>b hebenn ut
Whattlike bise bingess. c 1*50 Gen. ff Ex. 1644 Hu fer ist

heSen to laban ? a 1300 Cursor M. 7578 (Cott.\ I red be-
time bou hethen [Fair/, heythen] Me. 13. . Ibid. 8229 iGott.)
' Sal nan

',
he said,

(

bairn heden [CW/.heben] stir '. c 1330
R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 26 After nyen and tuenty 5ere be
dede him hiben nam. c 1394 P. PI. Crede 408

' Fare well. .

for y mot heben fpnden. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees)
2542 pat sho was likly hethin to pas. f a 1500 Chester PI.
(Shaks. Soc.) II. 56 Or I hethen wyn This cote shalbe myne.

b. \Vith/r07.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter cxiii. [cxv.] 18 Fra hethen, and in to

werld bat isse. a 1300 Cursor M. 22678 Right vn[t]o be
abime fra heben. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 6007 And swa
sely may be alle bas, pat fra hethen in charite* gas.
Hence f Hethenforth, -forthward, -forward

advs. = HENCEFORTH, etc. t Hethensith, depar-
ture, decease. + Hethenward adv., away from

here, hence.
c iioo Trin. Coll. Horn. 65 Do5 giwer lichame he3enforS

to hersumiende clennesse. a 1300 E. E. Psaltercxii[i]. 2 Fra
heben forth into werld bat isse. 1340 Cursor M. 11695
(Fairf.) Fra now heyben forwarde. c 1410 N. LOVE Ilona-

vent. Mirr. 1. 105 (Gibbs MS.), I schal neuer heben forth-

warde fele oght of hem.
c 1300 Trin. Coll. Horn. 125 pe wunderliche heSen siS of

ure louerd seint iohan baptiste. Ibid. 141 Hwu wunderlich
was his hider-cume..and hwu siker his he5ensi5.
c 1200 ORMIN 5490 Ajs hemm langebj? hepennwarrd, And

upp till heoffness blisse. 01400-50 Alexander 734 Hy be
hethen-ward [Dnbl. hyneward], bou hathill.

Hethen, hepen, hertSen, obs. ff. HEATHEN.
Hethenesse, hejjenea, -inesse, obs. ff. HEA-
THENESSE. Hether, -most, obs. ff. HITHER, etc.

t Hether, corrupt f. HELDER adv., rather.

(1550 LATIMER Serm. (1562) 245 b, I will hether spend the
time in exhorting you. .then curiously to recite [etc.].

t Hething, vbl. sb. Obs. Forms: 3 Orm.

hsepinng, 3-4 heping, 4 -yng, hethinge, eth-

ynge, 3-6 hething, (Sc. 5 heithing, -ding, hey-
den, -din, bathing), [a. ON. having scoffing,

mocking, derision, f. Aseta HETHE v.] Scoffing,
derision, mockery ; scorn, contempt ; dishonour.
c 1200 ORMIN 240 patt ice ne beo mang wimmannkinn Till

HBUGH.
haibinng butenn chilldre. a 1300 CursorM. 15881 pe feluns

logh him til hething. 1*1386 CHAUCER Reeve's T. 190 Alias,

quod lohn, the day that I was born; Now are we dryve til

hethyng and til scorn. 1*1450 HENRYSON Mor. Fab. 10 At
the last shee saide halfe in hathing. c 1460 Tmvneley Myst.
(Surtees) 236 Both on ernest and on hethyng. la 1500 Pcblcs
to I'lay xi, Ane young man stert upon his feit, And he began
to lauche For heydin. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. I II. 265 The
Scottis men.. Bot scprne and hething send to him agane.
< 1540 I'ilgr. T. 388 in Thynne Animadv. 88 Abjuryd, and
to hething scornyd.

b. An object or cause of scorn or derision.
a 1300 Cursor J\T. 15412 Hald yee it na hething. a 1340
HAMPOLE Psalter xxxvii. 7 Comm., Swa makis he me his

hethynge. c 1460 Tovmelcy Myst. (Surtees) 174 What,
dewille, wille he be there ? This hold I great hethyng.
Hence f He'thing-ful a. , scornful, contemptuous.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 3953 Bourdfull among buernes, blithe

of his wordis, Hethyngfull to hathels, but it harmyt not.

Hethinne, var. HETHEN adv., Obs. Hethnes,
nesse, obs. ff. HEATHENESSE. Hethnical : see

HEATHENIC. Hethon, -un, -yn, var. ff. HEA-
THEN, HETHEN.

Hetien, heting, -ynge, obs. ff. HATE v.,

HIGHT v., -ING. Hetique, obs. f. HECTIC.

Hetire, var. HETEB a., Obs.

I! Hetman (he-tman). Also 8 hettman, 9
attaman. [Polish hetman captain, commander

Boh. hejtman, Little Russ. hetman (Russ. ata-

man). Believed to be derived from Ger. haupt-
mann captain, app. through early mod.G. lieubt-

mann and Boh. heitman."]
A captain or military commander in Poland and

countries formerly united or subject to it ; whence
still retained as a title among the Cossacks.
Under the suzerainty of Poland, 1592-1654, 'the hetman

of the Cossacks 1 was a semi-independent prince or viceroy.
His title and authority were at first continued after the

acceptance of Russian suzerainty by the Cossacks in 1654 ;

but the power and privileges of the office were gradually
curtailed and abolished. At present the title

' Hetman (ata-

man) of all the Cossacks '

is an appanage of the Cesarevitch,
who is represented by a ( hetman by delegation ', for each
ofthe territorial divisions. Subordinate Cossack chiefs have
also the title (ataman}.

1710 WHITWORTH Ace. Russia (1758) 19 Every town is

like a little common-wealth, and has it's own Hetman, or

Captain, chosen yearly. 1753 HANWAY Trav. (1762) I. vl.

jxxxii. 374 His brother , . is now Hetman of the Cossacks
in the Ukraine . . This is a kind of vice-royalty, and is. .the
most lucrative of any employment in the empire. 1799
W. TOOKE View Russian Emp. I. 400 This submission [to

Russia] took place in the year 1654 under the hetman
Bogdan Chmelnitzki. Ibid. 403 The insignia of the hetman
are, the truncheon, the national standard, the horse-tail,
kettle-drums, and the national signet. 1818 BYRON Mazeppa
iii, The Ukraine's hetman, calm and bold. 1837 Penny
Cycl. VIII. 79/1 In 1592, Stephen Bathory, the king of

[Poland] . . appointed an Attaman or Hetman as chief over
them [Cossacks]. 1894 Daily Nevis 23 Oct. 5/3 The Czar's

Body Regiment of Cossacks . . received a congratulatory
telegram from the Czar . .

-
1 drink with your hetman (the

Cezarewitch) the health of the regiment '.

Hence Ke'tmanate, He'tmanship.
1879 Encycl. Brit. X. 6/1 During the hetmanate it had

fortifications of which traces are still extant. 1881 A the-

nseum 30 July 147/1 Kostomarof . . has completed an exten-
sive monograph upon the Hetmanship of Mazeppa.

Hett(e, obs. ff. HEAT si>., HEAT v. (inf. and

pa.
t. and pple.), HET. Hetten : see HIGHT v.

Hotter, Hetur, var. HETEB a., Obs. Hettrand,
-rent, -ret, obs. Sc. ff. HATRED.

Heu, obs. form of HEW, HOB.

Heuch, hooch. (hx), M- dial. An exclama-
tion of excitement ;

the cry of a dancer of the High-
land fling. Hence Hetich v. intr., to utter this cry.
1871 C. GIBBON Lack ofGold xxx, They flung about with

might and main, and deafening
' hoochs

'

that would have
served for a war dance. 1896 J. LUMSDEN Poetns 43 Lads
and lasses lap and skirled Cried ' Heuch !

'

like warlocks
driven Clean gyte. Ibid. 137 They danced, they snappit,
an' heuched awa1

.

Heuch, var. of HEUGH, obs. Sc. pa. t. of HEW.
Heue, obs. f. HEAVE, HEW, HIVE. Heued, obs. f.

HEAD. Heuene.obs. f. EVEN adv., HEAVEN. Heu-
frasy, obs. f. EUPHRASY. Heug, obs. f. HUGE.
Heu-ga-se, phrase. The view-halloo in otter-

hunting ; used interjectionally and as sb.

1837 Sporting Mag. XX. 104 Mr. Treby's Harriers . . un-
hovered an otter.

' Heu gase ! heu gase 1

'

was vociferated
from the lungs of many a tough one. 1828 Ibid. XXI. 306
The heugase, heugase {the view screech of the otter-hunter)
is heard poured forth with joyful yell. [Heu gase 1 The cry
is still used in North Wales and Shropshire. .It is certainly
the present customary cry with the Hawkstone Otter
Hounds. F. T. Elworthy.]

Heugh, bench (hiwx). *b. Sc. and north, dial.

Forms : 4 hogh, 5 hough, 5-6 hewoh, (5 huwe,
6 hew, hewohe, heuohe, huche), 5- heuoh, 7-
heugh, (9 dial, heuf). [Sc. (and north Eng.) repr.
of ME. hogh, OE. h6h, i. ablaut grade hanh- of

HANG v. (cf. Gotii.faurahak curtain). Cf. HOE si. 1
,

How so.* ; also, for form, CLEUCH, CLOUGH ; and,
for later phonology, Sc. bench, bew --- BOUGH.]
1. A precipitous or hanging descent

;
a craggy

or rugged steep ; a precipice, cliff, or scaur
; most

commonly, one overhanging a river or the sea.

a 1300 Cursor M. 15826 (GOtt.i And rugged him vnrekinli



HEUGH.
bath ouer fail and hogh \Cott. ogh, Fairf. scogh, 7V/.

slow,e ; r<;/ wogh). IHd. 22202 (Colt.) Ouer hogh to lepe

his hals to brek Uo &>., altered in others], c 1425 WYN-

TOUN OOT. Vll. iv. 93 The Kyng. .Oure a Hewch gert cast

hym downe, Doggis til ete his caryowne. /*,,/. viil.xxxviii.

02 Sum flede downe oure )>e Hwe. C14SO *"liert
.

(Surteesi 5549 Him thoght bat abouen bat hough he and

his men lay
sure ynogh. 1513 DOUGLAS &ne,s I. iv. 13

To se the hewis on ather hand is wondir. 1549 <-o,fl.

Scot vi. 39 Vndir ane hingand heuch I herd mony hurlis

of stannirs ande stanis that tumlit doune. 159?
,

MoNT
:

GOMERIE Cherrie * Sloe 37 Euery blome on branch* and

bewch. .hang their heidis out ouir the hewch. 1609 SICKH

tr Quon. Attach, c. 48 10 (Jam.) Gif an wylde or head

strang horse caries ane man.. over ane craig, or heuch.

,,1796 BURNS Sang, 'Simmers a Pleasant
'/'"".

.
lh <=

waieY rins o'er the heugh. 1815 SCOTT GuyM. xxvi, From

the top of a heue-k or broken banMhe] enjoyed the scene

much more to his satisfaction. 1876 IVhitby Gloss., Hmf,
or Heugh, a steep hill-side. 1894 CROCKETT Raiders & Ihe

most part of us were out on the heuchs, looking to seaward.

2. A glen or ravine with steep overhanging braes

or sides ; a clench.

ci45o HENRYSON Mor. Fat. 27 Then was hee blyth, and

in ane heuch him hid. 1549 Comfl. Scat, vu 4 Al. .cryit. .

as it hed bene ecco in ane hou heuch. imSlewartsJ rial

203 At the foot of the heugh (or deep hollow place) of Corry-

nakeigh in Koalifnacoan, he heard a whistle. 1801 LEYUEN

Gloss, to Comfl. Scat.

3. The steep face of a quarry or other excavation

(quarry heugK) ; an excavation for coal, originally

open : a coal-pit ; fig. a pit.

1502 [see COAL-HEUGH]. 159* Early Rec. Mix. Scot.(i%7>

65 That his gracis subjectis micht hawe a secuntie to tak thair

hewis. 1785 BURNS A ddr. to Dell iii, Tho' yon lowm heugh s

thy hame, Thou travels far. 1808-35 in JAMIESON.

4. Comb, heughman, a miner, collier.

1819 W. TENNANT Papistry Storm'd (1827) n The Dysart

heughmen left their places O' darkness now, and wash t

their faces.

Heugh. int. Also 7 heuk. An exclamation

of surprise ;
hollo ! (Cf. HEWGH, WHEW.)

1668 ETHEKEDGE She Would ifShe Could n. ii, Heuk 1 sly

girl and madcap, to 'em, to 'em, to 'em, boys, alou ! IBS>

W. ANDERSON Expos. Popery (1878) 128 Heugh ! Cardinal !

revealed at last 1 1890 W. A. WALLACE Only a Sister' 176

Heugh ! What a fellow I am ! I never asked her what she

was doing here !

Heui, Heuid, Heuine, obs. ft. HEAVY, HEAD,
HEAVEN. Heuk, var. HEUGH int., HUKE Obs.

Henlaudite (hitt-lamdait). Min. [Named
1822 after H. Heuland, an English mineralogist:

see -UK.] A mineral of the Zeolite group ;
a hy-

drated silicate of aluminium and calcium, found in

crystals of various colours with pearly lustre.

1822 Edin. Phil. Jrnl. VI. 1 12 The Stilbite and the Heulan-

dite. 1852 BROOKE & MILLER Phillips' Min. 439 Heulan-

dite belongs to the anorthic system. 1868DANA MM. (ed. 5)

445 Heulandite occurs principally in amygdaloidal rocks.

Heumat, -met, -mont, obs. Sc. ff. HELMET.

Heureka, the proper spelling of EUREKA,
' I

have found (it)', q.v.
1806 I. GRAHAME Birds Scot. 28 The Syracusan's voice did

not exclaim The grand Heureka with more rapturous joy.

Heuretic (hiure'tik), sb. rare. [ad. Gr. ivpi-

Ttnus inventive, ingenious, f. (vpiaicfiv to find.] The

branch of logic which treats of the art of discovery

or invention.

1838 SIR W. HAMILTON Logic App. (1866) II. 230 That

which treats of those conditions of knowledge which

lie in the nature, not of thought itself, but of that which we

think about . . has been called Heuretic, in so far as it

expounds the rules of Invention or Discovery.

Heuristic (hiuitstik), a. (sl>.) [irreg. f. Gr.

tiipion-dv (stem dipt-) to find, app. after words in

islie from vbs. in -if*"', -IZE; cf. Ger. heuristik,

-isc/i.] Serving to find out or discover.

1860 WHEWELL in Todhunter's Ace. W.'s Whs. (1876) II.

418 If you will not let me treat the Art of Discovery as a

kind of Logic, I must take a new name for it, Heuristic, for

example. 1877 E. CAIRO Philos. Kant n. xix. 662 The ideas

of reason are heuristic not ostensive : they enable us to ask

a question, not to give the answer. 1890 J. F. SMITH tr.

ffridtrtri Devel. Theol.n. i. 321 Its proper place as an

heuristic principle in practical sociology.

B. sb. HEURETIC.
1860 ABP. THOMSON Laws Th. 35 (ed. 5) 56 Logic may

be regarded as Heuristic, or the Art of Discovering truth.

Heurt(e, var. HURT, roundel.

Heurtleberry, variant of HURTLEBERRY.

Heve, obs. inf. -and pa. t. of HEAVE, obs. f. HIVE

sb. Heved, obs. pa. t. and pple. of HEAVE ;
obs.

f. HKAD.
Eeveene (h-v|in). Chem. [f. Hevea name

of the S. American genus of plants yielding caout-

chouc + -ENE.] An oily hydrocarbon, C4H4 , of

amber-yellow colour ; the least volatile product of

the dry distillation of caoutchouc and gutta-percha.

1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 701 Heveene is an

oily body. 1855 7 W. A. MlLLER.fiYww.Ctox. (1867) III. 656.

t Heveld-bed. Obs. rare. [With heveld cf.

MHG. hevelte vault of the sky, hemelte vault of an

arch, vaulted roof, OHG. himilizi, himilze, celling,

canopy.] ?A canopied bed, a tent-bed.

ci*y>Hali Meid. 21 Pat wedlakes heueld bed nawt ham

ne ihente.

tHeven, vl Obs. Forms: I hafenian, 4

heuenen. [OE. Aa/enia>t**OHG. he_binSn, htfe-

259

non, early MHG. hebenon :-OTeut. type *habino-

jan, hatatiSjan, f. *hdbano-, pa. pple. of *hafjan to

take, take up, lift : see HEAVE.] trans. To raise,

lift up, exalt. /*'/. sn&Jig.
Beowulf (Z.) 1574 Wxpen hafenade, heard be hiltum.

l> Gam. ft Gr. Knt. 349 Such an askyng is heuened so

hyje in your sale. 13. . E. E. Allit. f. B. 24 As he heuened

aat happez & hyjt hem her medez. Ibid. 506 Bot Noe . .

heuened vp an auter & hal?ed hit fayre. Ibid. 920 Owra

fader hatz. .hijly heuened bi hele fro hem bat am combred.

t Heveu, z>.2 Obs. Also 4 heuin, heyuen.

[a. ON. fiefna(Dz.Aev>ie,S\vJia>>itia).]
a. trans.

To avenge, b. intr. To take vengeance.

nijoo Cursor M. 4326 Reu his res ban sal he sare, Or

heuen [v. r. venge] his harm wit foli mare. Ibid. 11802 His

wranges godd on him sal heuen. c 1400 Destr. Troy 2083

But pou put be, priam, to so proude aunter, ffor to heuyn on

bi harme in a hegh yre.

Hence fHevening [ON. liefnmg], vengeance,

judgement, punishment.
1303 R. BKUNNE Handl. Syntie 9763 But God, that for-

jeteth nobyng, He sente barfore
gretj:_heuenyng.

Heven, -in, -yn, obs. ff. HEAVE v., HAVEN,

HEAVEN. Hevese, obs. f. EAVES. Hevi, -vy,

obs. ff. HEAVY. Hevid, -od, obs. ff. HEAD.

Hevior, var. of HAVIEE, gelded deer.

Hew (hi),. Pa. t. hewed (hiad) ; pa. pple.

hewn (hi/in), hewed. Forms: i hSawan, 3 heeu-

wen, 3-5 hewen, (5 -yn), 3-6 hewe, (6-7 heaw),

4- hew. Pa. t. and pple. : see below. [AC om. Tcut.

vb. ; originally reduplicated. OE. hitman = Ol ris.

hawa, howa, OS. hauuan, hauwan (MLG. houwen,

howen, hoggen, MDu. hauwm, houwen, Du.

houwen) ;
OHG. hauwan (MHG. houwen, Ger.

haueri), ON. hoggoa (Sw. httgga, Da..hugge\

Goth, "haggwan (not recorded) ;
Pa. t., UE.M0W,

pi Adowon = OS. heu, pi. heuwun (MDu. hieu(w],

Uau), houwen), OHG. Ao, *i, pi. Awzw<,
/&7w<r (MHG. Ai, -to, pi- , Aif,
Ger. hieb, -en), ON. 4#> pi. hjoggum ;

Pa. pple.,

OE. (te}heawen = OS. gihouwan (MDu. f4l-
), OHG. gihouwan (MHG. gehouwen, Ger.

gehauen), ON. hogg(v)inn ;
OTeut. type */jw-,

pa. t. &;/&-, pple. hauwan- :-pre-Teut. **-,
*&>;- : cf. OSlav. kova, kovati, to forge, Lith. kduju

(kauti) to strike, forge, kmh battle. The original

reduplicated pret. appeared in OE. as Mow. InM t.,

this fell together with the pres. stem hiaw-, under

the form hew. But a weak pa. t. hewede appeared

in the I4thc., and by 1500 superseded the strong

form. A weak pa. pple. hewed also occurs from the

I4th c., but has never been so common as the strong

hewen, hewn. (The weak pa. t. and pple. found in

MHG., MLG., and MDu. are from the parallel

weak vb. OHG. houwdn: some refer the weak

tenses in Eng. to a wk. OE. *heawian.) Derivatives

from the same root are HAGV. 1
, HAG rf.3, sb*,

HAY 5.l]

A. Illustration of Forms of Pa. t. and Pa. pple.

1. Pa. t. a. strong. 1-3 heow, 3 heuw, heou,

heu, 3-6 hew, -e, (4 heew(e, 4-5 hewj, huj, 5

hue, heuch).
a ooo Judith 304 Linde heowon. c 1205 LAY. 7480 Hard-

licheheo heowen. Ibid. 9796 Heo. .hardliche heuwen.

c 1300 Havelok 2729 He grop be swerd. . And hew on haue-

lok, ful god won. a 1330 Otuel 456 E'ter hu3 P Per [
ast

.

e -

1-182 WYCLIF i Sam. xi. 7 Either oxe he hewj into gobetis.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 7681 [He] hue hym to dethe. c 1420

Anturs ofArth. xlvi, On helmis thai heuen. 1430-40 LYDG.

Bochasm. viii. (1554) 80 a, They his right [hand] hugh of by

ye wrist. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur x. xxx, Thus they . . hewe

on helmes and hawberkes.

0. weak. 4- hewed, (4 heud, hewid(e, 5-0

Sc. hewit, 6-8 hewd\
a 1300 Cursor M. 2497 iGott.) Sua lang bai heud [Colt, heu,

Trin. hew] on helm and schild. c 1400 VwaitU f, Gam. 641

(Matz ) Al to petes thai hewed thair sheldes. c 1470 HF.NKY

Wallace v. 845 He . . Hewyt on hard with dyntis. IS3S

COVERD. Isa. xxxviii. 12 He hewed me of. 1715 [see B. 4 cj.

2. Pa. pple. a. strong, i h6awen, 3-7 hewen,

(3 Orm. heewenn, heuen, heun,4 hewun,hewe,

6heawen,hewin,6-7 -yn,7hewghen); 7- hewn.
c 1200 ORMIN [see B. 4 b]. a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xxxix.

no He hath hewe.. a burthen of brere. 13.. Gaw.fr Gr.

Knt. 210 pe grayn. .of golde hewen. 1388 WYCLIF Gen. vi.

14 Trees hewun and planed, a 1533 LD. BERNERS Huon
xlvi. 153, 1 had rather be hewyn al to peaces. 1615 W. LAW-

SON Orch. f, Card. (1626) 10 This forme which I have . . rough

hewen. 1756-7 tr. Keysle>>s Trav. (1760) III. in An oratory

hewn out of the rock. 1853 [see B. a].

0. weak. 4- hewed, (4-5 hewyt, 5-6 .V. -it,

6-7 hewde, 7 hued).
1340 HAMPOI.E Pr. Cause. 371 Lymmes . . bat er hewed 1

be body. 1382 WYCLIF Gen. xxii. 3 Whanne he had hewid

his wode. 1563, 1634 [see B. 7].

B. Signification.

1. intr. 1. To strike, or deal blows, with a cut-

ting weapon. .

In later use often an absolute or elliptical use of some of

the special trans, senses.

can Battle ofMaldon 324 Swa he on 8am folce fyrmest

eode, heow and hynde o 8<Et he on hilde secranc. c 1205

LAY. 28031 He bigon to hewene hardliche swioe. e 1300

HEW.

[see A. i a], c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 3341 Ech on oer gan to

hewen. c 1400 S!AUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxi. 94 Men hewez with

a hacchet about, be fote of be tree. 1500-20, DUNHAR Poems

fxiii. 14 Masouns,lyandvpon the land, And sch.p-wnchus

hewand vpone the strand. 1605 SYLVESTER Du BarUU H.

iii i 313 Then with their swords about them keenly heaw.

1607 ROWLANDS Guy, Earl Warw. 42 Guy hews upon him

witf, his blade. 1697 DRYDEN Mneid n. 659 He hews apace

the double bars at length Yeild to his axe. 1828 SCOTT F, t.

Perth xxxiv, The front lines, hewing at each other with

their long swords. 1829 SOUTHEY Sir T. More I. 285 He
hewed among the Moors to the right and left.

CI430 LYDC. Chichev. f, Bye. in Dodsley 0. P. XII. 334

For alweys atte the countre taile Theyr tunge clappitn &
doth hewe. 1710 ADDISON Whig Exam. No. 2 T 9 Hack-

ing and hewing in Satyr.
c. Proverb.

c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 91 pat hewis ouer his

heued, be chip falles in his ine. 1387-* T. USK Test. Love

I. ix. (Skeat) I. 20 He that heweth to hie, with cluppes he

maie lese his sight. 1546 J. HEYWOOD Prov. (1867! 67 But

this prouerbe precheth to men haute or hye, Hewe not t

hye, lest the chips fall in thine iye. 1597 MONTGOMERY
Cherrie f; Slae 183 To late I knaw, quha hewis to me, Ine

spail sail fall into his eie.

H. trans. 2. To strike forcibly with a cutting

tool ;
to cut with swinging strokes of a sharp in-

strument, as an ax or sword ;
to chop, hack, gash.

975 O E. Chron. (Parker MS.) an. 937 Ymbe Brunnan

burh bord weal clufan, heowan heabohnde hamora lafan.

coo* Battle ofMaldon 181 Da hine heowon hitoene scealcas.

ciiSo ^ELFRIC On O. * N. Test. (Gr.) 18/22 lohannes

ba heow ba;t hors mid bam spuran. 1205 LAY. 30406 lo-

gadere gunnen resen beines riche. .heouwen heje helmes,

Kanden ba brunies. 13. . Guy Wanu. (A.) 305 He wald

anon mine heued ofsmite . . Ober hewe me wib swerdes kene.

1450-70 Colagros * Caw. 702 Helmys of hard steill thai

hatterit and heuch. 1576 FLEMING Panofl. Efist. 159 lo

bee hackt and hewen in the fielde with the edged weapons.

1506 SPENSER F. Q. vi. i. 37 They hew'd their helmes, and

pBue asunder brake. 1784 COWPER Tirocinium 303 T he

bench . . Though mangled, hacked, and hewed, not yet de-

stroyed. 1853 KINGSLF.Y Hypatia xiu, His casque and

armour, .were hewn and battered by a hundred blows.

3. To cut with blows so as to shape, smooth,

trim, reduce in size, or the like ;
to shape with

cutting blows of ax, hammer and chisel, etc. Now
often with extension defining the result in shape or

size. Rough Aew: see KOUOH-HEW .

<rooo tr. Bxdas Hist. iv. xiv. [xi.] (1890) 296 Da heowon

heo bone stan, swa swy3e swa heo meahton. c 1205 LAY.

16069 Men bat cuSen haeuwen stane. 1398 TREVISA bnrth.

DeP. R. xvn. clxii. (MS. Bodl.), Tables & hordes araied

and hewe and planed, is* filer.
t'er/.('S3']

i4*Thefree

mason setteth his prentyse first longe tyme to lerne to hewe

stones. 1573-80 BARET Alv. H 413 To cut out grossely : to

hew rough. 1617 MORYSON Itin. n. 297 His successours . .

should pollish the stones which he had onely rough hewed.
i._i.t> c1 i . '. R nn iA VVhun a mdp andSI1OU1U DOlllSn lue iiunca ITUM^I ~ """

,,r, j J

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. I. i. 29. 36 When a rude and

Unpolish'd Stone is hewen into a beautiful Statue. 1719 De

fo^Crusoe i. iv, If I wanted a board, I had. .to cut down a

tree . . and hew it flat on either side with my axe. 1825 J.

NICHOLSON Ofa-at. Mechanic 104 The breast is dressed

smooth, and hewn to an exact arch of a circle. 1850 1 RES-

corr Peru II. 145 The mountain was hewn into steps. 1851

Illustr. Catal. Gl. Kxhio. 964 On account of the great size

they had to be hewn down considerably before they could

be sawed. Mod. Masons hewing stones for the building.

4 To cut with an ax or the like so as to throw or

bring down ;
to fell or cut wood either for destruc-

tion or use ;
to cut coal from the seam.

c 1000 Laws ofjElfred c. 12 (Schmid) Gif mon oSres wudu

bameS ooSe heaweS unaliefedne. a 1310 [see A. art

CI340 Cursor M. 1724 (Fairf.) Now . . sir noe . . hew be

tinTbre bat sulde berto. 1388 WYCLIF Josh. ix. 21 That

the! hewe trees and here watris in to the vsis of al the

multitude. 1512 Act 4 Hen. VIII, c. i 4 To cutte and

to hew heth in any mannes Grounde. 1611 BIBLE i A tags

v. 6 Command thou, that they hew me Cedar trees out of

Lebanon. 1794 MRS. RAUCLIFFE Myst. Udolfho xv, Even

the groves of mulberry-trees had been hewn by the enemy

to light fires. 1845 S. AUSTIN Kanke's Hist. Re/. II. 218

The liberty of the chase, of fishing, and of hewing wood.

1865 Hurst yohnian VH. 418 We each took a pick; and hewed

a small portion [of coal]. 1893 NFASHAM If. C. Sketches

28 Seven men hewed 86 score at i->,d. per score.

b. esp. with down, to the ground, and the like.

Also to hew up, to cut up by the root.

;IK ORMIN 9285 lllc an treo .. Shall bi be grand beon

ha=wenn upp. CI2OO -S\ Eng. Leg. I. 245/160 And hewe

a^doun bat treo. Ji3OO Cursor M. SSo7 Son be tre was

heun \Gott. heuen, Fairf. hewen] dun. I4>3 ''tlgr Stub

iCaxton 1483) IV. iii. 59 A grete tre was hewen doune for to be

made a beme. 1526 TINDALE Luke ii.. 9 Euery tree therfore

which bringeth n^Tforth good frute shalbe hewen doune and

caste in to the fyre. M tPowEti&X'
tfl*'"""

W*}
caused Ihe woodes to be hewen downe. 1862 STANLEY Jew

Ch (1877) I. xv. 301 Like a common woodcutter, he hewed

down a bough, and threw it over his shoulder.

c. To cut down or bring lo the ground, etc. (a

man or beast) with blows of the sword or battle-

ax : to slay with cutting blows.

c 1400 Song Roland 274, I shall bet hys men and hew hym
to ground. Ibid. 748 He hewethe doun hethyn men full

many 1640 tr. Verdere's Romant of Rom. III. 214 The

Gyants. .cut and hewed down all before them. 1715-20 POPE

Iliad vi. 10 And hewd the enormous giant to the ground.

1724 R. FALCONER Voy. (1769) 25 You must, .hew them [wild

Ho"s] down with your Cutlasses. 1847 MRS. A. KERR Hist.

Servia. 176 The defenders fled into the streets, where they

were hewn down by the swords of their enemies.

5. To sever (a part from the whole) by a cutting

blow ; now with away, off, out, from, or similar

extension.
83 -a



HEW.
ciooo Ags. Gasp. Matt. xxi. 8 Sume heowun |a;ra treowa

hosas and strewodun on bone wej. 1320 Scufa Sag. (W. '

592 The gardiner..Hewawai the bough. 1340 [see A. >H
a 1400-50 Alexanticr 3433 pan bad he bernes haim to bynd
. .& hewe of baire hedis. c 1489 CAXTON Blancliardvn xliil.

165 He smote & hewe bothe legges & armes from the

bodyes. 1589 WARNER Alb. Eng. v. xxvii. <t6i2> 137 Many
Spurres hewen off the heeles. 1615 CROOKE Body ofMan
410 Hewen out of the deepe quarries. 1849 FREEMAN
Archil, l. ]. v. 91 The fragment of rock left when the rest is

hewn away. 1855 KISGSLEY Heroes, Theseus n. 226 The
man who. .hews off their hands and feet.

fig. c 1440 1 'ork Myst. xxx. 209 pis fiarlott bat has hewed
owre hartis fro oure brestis. 1526 TINDALE Rom. xi. 22 Els

thou shall be hewen of.

0. To divide with cutting blows ; to chop into

pieces. Obs. exc. as in b.

1382 WVCLIF Job xl. 25 Frendis shul hewen \\~ulg. conci-

dent ; 1388 kerne] hym, marchaundis shul deuyden hym 'i

1390 GOWER Conf. II. 263 She .. hew the flesshe, as doth a

COKe. c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 6 Pyke owt be bonys, an ban

hewe it, an grynd it smal in a morter. 1483 CAXTON Gold.

Leg.ifn a/2 They hewe the cordes of the shyppe and anone

the shyppe began to breke by the force of the see.

b. esp. with asunder, in or to pieces, small, or

other extension, expressing the resulting state.

13. . Coer de L. 1305 The Duke Renaud was hewe smale

Al to pesys. 1382 WYCLIF i Sam. xv. 33 Samuel hewide

hym into gobbetis before the Lord, c 1400 MAUNDEV.
iRoxb.) xxxiv. 153 pe prestez .. hewez be body all in smale

pecez. 1400 Melayne 1332, I sail, by mygbtfull god,..
Hewe thi bakke in twoo. 1470 HENRY Wallace in. 391
Harnes and hedis he hew in sonderys fast. 1568 GRAFTON
Chron. II. 339 They cut of his armes and legges, and then

hewed his body all to peeces. 1611 BIBLE i Sam. xi. 7 He
tooke a yoke of oxen and hewed them in pieces, a 1661

FI-LLER Worthies, Essex (1840) I. 528 Thomas Barret, .was
from thense hayled forth, and lamentably hewyn a-pieces.

1773 83 HOOLE Orl. Fur. xv. (R.), Him in a hundred parts

Astolpho hews. 1841 JAMES Brigand iv, They think that

we are hewed into mince-meat.

7. To make, form, or produce by hewing (with

obj. expressing the product).
To hew one's way, to make a way for oneself by hewing

down obstacles. To hew out, to excavate a hollow passage,
etc. by hewing.
a lioo Gerefa in Anglia IX. 262 Wm^eard settan,dician,

deprheje heawan. a 1300 Cursor M. 6643 (Cott.)
' Heu be

suilk tables ', he said
' Als i be forwit had puruaid '. 1377

LANGL. P. PI. B. xvll. 244 Ac hew fyre at a flynte. 1382
WYCLIF Isa. xxii. 16 Thou heewe out to thee beer a

sepulchre. 1481 CAXTON Reyuard lArb. t n Theron was
hewen in grete letters in this wyse [etc-]. 1563 Homilies n.

Agst. Per. IdoL in. (1640) 46 Carved, graven, hewde or

otherwise formed. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trap. 25 Their

Canoes or Boats are hued out of one tree. 1697 DRYDF.N
.tlneid ix. 433 While I . .hew a passage through the sleeping
foe. 1705 ADDISON Italy Wks. 1811 II. 179 A long valley that

seems hewn out on purpose to give its waters a passage.
1860 TYNDALL Glac. i. xi. 78, I hewed sixty steps upon this

slope. 1871 L. STEPHEN Playgr. Eur. xiii. (1894) 328 The
ingenious natives have hewed a tunnel into the ice.

fig. 158*5 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. i. Ep. Ded., This
Platonical Academic and schoole of moral philosophy . .

hewen out of the choicest timber of all countries. 1648
Eikon Bos, xiii. (1687) 674 Nor is it so proper to hew out

religious Reformations by the Sword. 1822 R. G. WALLACE
15 Yrs. India 78 He determined to hew a way for himself to

distinction through the ranks.

f 8. Of a horse or man : To strike (one foot

against the other) : cf. CUT v. 27. Obs. or dial.

1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1658) 319 When a horse trots

so narrow that he hews one leg upon another. 1617 MAKK.
HAM Caval. III. 74 You may make him ouerreach, or hew one

foote ouer another. 1630. T. DE GREY Compl. Horsem. 177

By hewing one legge against the other. 1828 Craven Dial.,

Hew, to knock one ancle against another.

Hence Hewed ppl. a., cut or hacked ;
hewn or

dressed, as stone. Hewing///, a., that hews.

1551 BIBLE i Kings v\, 36 (R.) Wyth thre rowes of hewed
stone, c 1570 TUKBERV. To Rayling Route Sycofh. (R. ', To
yeelde his hewed head to bloes. 1576-1600 EDWARDES
Paratlise Dainty Devices in Brit. Biol. (1812) III. 19 Hew-
ing axe y oke doth waste. 1632 SHERWOOD, Hewed or

hewen, hiicht.

t Hew, sb. Obs. [f. HEW v.] An act of hew-

ing ;
a swinging stroke with an ax or other sharp-

edged instrument ; hacking, slaughter ;
a cut or

gash produced by hewing.
1596 SPENSER F. Q. vi. viii. 49 Of whom he makes such

hauocke and such hew, That swarmes of damned soules to

hell he sends. 1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer's Bk. Pkysicke
Contents, AH manner of woundes .. ether through hewes or

thrustes, throughe shottes, or falles. 1618 J. TAYLOR (Water
P.) Mcrry.Wherry-Ferry Voy. Wks. (1872) 32 And if that

King did strike so many blows, As hacks and hews upon
one pillar shows.

Hew, obs. form of EWE, HUE, YEW.
c 1475 Pict. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 758 Hec verlnca, a hew

. . llec crna, a hewlambe.

Hewable (hi-ab'l), a. rare. [f.
HEW v. +

-ABLE.] Capable of being hewn.
1863 A. C. RAMSAY Phys. Geog. 139 Building stones, .of a

hewame kind. Ibid. iv. (18781 46 Quartz-rock, which is no
longer hewable, like ordinary sandstone.

Hewar, var. HCEE, Obs. Hewch.obs.f. HEUGH.
t Hewe. Obs. Also I //. hiwan, 2 //. hiwun,
2-3 heowe. 4 hewen. [OE. hiwan pi. (of *Ai'wa'j,
members of a household, domestics, ME. hiwen,
heowen, hewen, heowes and hewes pi. ; also (later)
hewe sing. ON. hjil, lijun, OHG. hiwun, liiun,
man and wife, members of the household, domes-

tics, MDu. Iniweii domestics (OHG. sing, hlwo
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husband, litiva wife) ;
deriv. of Iihv-, Goth, lieiwa-

huuschold (in heiwafranja, Mk. xiv. 14. oixoSt-

OTTOTJJS, master of the household,
'

good-man of

the house'. Cf. UEWEN, HIDE sl>.-, HIND si.-.

Hinn).
The Teut. hiwa- is thought by some to be coradicate with

L. civis citizen.]

A domestic, a servant.
looo O. . C/iron. (Laud MS.) an. 757 Hine of sloson

his hiwan. c looo Ags. Gosf. Mark v. 19 Ga to binum huse
|

to binum hiwum [c 1160 Hatton G. heowen]. a 1175 Colt.
\

Htuti. 225 Ga inn se<5en mid bine hiwun. a 1310 in Wright i

Lyric P. xlii. 114 Mury hit ys in hyre tour, wyth hatheles
j

ant wyth heowes. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. v. 559 He ne with-

halt non hewe [A. VI. 42 non hyne] his hire pat he ne hath

it at euen. [bid. xiv. 3, I have an houswyf hewen and
children, c 1386 CHAUCER Mfrch. T. 541 O seruaunt tray-

tour, false hooinly hewe. 1390 GOWER Conf. 1. 173 This fals

envious hewe. .torneth preismg into blame.

Hewe, obs. f. HEAVE v. ; erron. f. HOVE v.

Hewel, -ell : see HICKWALL.

t Hewen. Ol>s. In i hiwen. 3 hewenn. [OE.
hlwen neut., deriv. of hiw- family: see HEWE.]
Family, household.
riooo .^LLFKIC Gen. xlii. 33 NimaS baling be epwre hi-

wenu beburfon. ciioo ORM1N594. Ibid. Cx>8 patt hird wass
i batt time ^ehatenn Ytamaress hus, and Ytamaress heweoil.

Hewer (hi-ar. [f.
HEW v. + -EH'.] One who

hews. a. One who cuts wood or stone ; spec, one

who shapes and dresses stone for building. Cf.

HABDHEWEB. b. Jn Lumbering,
' One who uses

a heavy broad-ax in squaring timber' (Cent.

Diet.).
1382 WVCLIF i Esdras iii. 7 Thei 3eue money to heweris of

stonus, and to leieris. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 238,2 Hewar,
secator. 1530 PAI.SGR. 231/1 Hewer of stones, taillerr tie

pierres. 1671 H. M. tr. Coiloq. Erasmus^ 208 The hewers
down of timber. 1789 BURNS To Capt. Riddel, Our friends

the Reviewers, those chippers and hewers. 1891 Labour
Commission Gloss., Hewers, those who follow^that branch
of the masonry trade which consists in the cutting or dress-

ing of the stone previous to its being placed on the walls.

C. In a colliery, the man who cuts the coal from

the seam.

1708 J. C. Compl. Collier (1845) 35 To agree with your
Hewers of Coals or Miners, by the Score of Corves. 1867 in

W. W. Smyth Coal
fy Coal-mining 232 The hewer that

keeps his safety lamp in the best order. 1885 Law Times
LXXIX. 176/1 The plaintiff. . a coal hewer or miner.

d. Hewers of wood and drawers of water:

labourers of the lowest kind
; drudges. (From

Joshua ix. 21.)

[c looo ^ELFRIC Dent. xxix. n Buton wuduheawerum and
bam be waiter berab. 1382 WYCLIF Deut. xxix. 1 1 Out taak
the hewers of trees, and hem that beren watris.] 1535 COVER-
DALE Josh. ix. 21 Let them lyue, that they maye be hewers
of wodd and bearers of water for the whole congregacion.

1755 Man No. 25. 2 Even hewers of wood and drawers of

water are men in a lower degree. 1840 DICKENS Barn.

Rudge xxvi, Being but a hewer ofwood and drawer of water,
she is rheumatic.

Hewer, variant of HUEK ; obs. f. EWER 2
.

1 1461 in f. Lett. No. 429 II. 75, ij.basanes and ij. hewers.

Hewtfag (hiw'gseg). U.S. [Of recent origin.
It has Men suggested that it is

'

prob. based on gewgaw,
a Jew's harp '.J

A toy musical instrument for children, consisting
of a wooden tube with a hole near one end, and

the other closed by a piece of parchment, the

vibration of which produces a wailing sound.

(Humorously referred to as a sound of jubilation.)

1858 S. BOWLES in Merriam Life (1885) I. 205 To-day
Hanscombe sends a letter

'

all about it ', setting it out with

the accompanying 'sound of hew-gag'. 1880 Voice (N.Y.)
21 Nov., When a leading paper, .sounds the hewgag, other

papers, .take up the cry, and repeat it.

Hewgh, int. An imitation of the sound of

whistling ;
= HEUGH, \\"HEW.

1605 SHAKS. Lear iv. vi. 93 O well flowne Bird : i' th' clout,

i' th' clout : Hewgh. Giue the word.

Hewhall, hew-hole : see HICKWALL.

Hewin, obs. form of HEAVEN sb.

Hewing (hi?7 in), vbl. sb. [f.
HEW v. + -ING 1.]

The action of the verb HEW, in various senses.

c 1440 Promp. Part'. 239/1 Hewynge (or hakkynge), scccio.

1497 Naval Ace. Hen. Yll (1896) 324 For hewyng &
sawyng of an Ankere Stoke viijrf. 1^73 in Willis & Clark

Cambridge (1886) I. 174 Item for hewing, marking, felling

. . and carriage. 1639 T. DE GREY Compl. Horseman 41
How cometh the farcin .. by enter-firing, and hewing, and

j
lastly by spur-galling. 1670 EACHARD Cant. Clergy 67 He
falls to hacking and hewing, as if he would make all fly into

shivers. 1863 MARY HOWITT F. Bremcr's Greece Il.xii. 30
Blocks of marble in progress of hewing.

b. Comb., as hewing-knife, -pick, -stone, etc.

1404 Durham MS. Sacr. Roll, j hewyng knyffe. 1611

COTC.R., Marteline, a small hewing picke. 1854 H. MILLER
Sch. <y Schm. (1858) 269 [He] brought his hewing stone ..

from one of the quarries of Moray.

Hewk(e, var. HUKE Obs., a cloak.

Hewles, obs. f. HUELESS. Hewmat, -met,
-mond, -mont, obs. Sc. ff. HELMET.

Hewn (hiwn\ ppl. a. [pa. pple. of HEW z/.]

1. Fashioned by hewing with a chisel, ax, or

other tool ;
made by or resulting from hewing.

13. . Gaiu. tf Gr. Knt. 789 Harde hewen ston. 1600 J. PORY
tr. Leo's Africa n. 168 Made of smoothe and hewen stones.

1713 BERKELEY Guardian No. ;<>- Small inequalities in

HEXA-.

the .-.in face of the hewn stone. 1854 RONALDS S; RILHAIU^ON
( 'hem. Tcc/inal. (ed. 2) I. 63 The hewn logs are arranged
with their sharp edges towards the stake, n 1856 H. MILLKK
Cruise Bclsey x. (1858) 165 Having seen similar marking
on the hewn-work of ancient castles. 1864 PUSEY Lect.

Daniel viii. 485 From the hewn stump, which has vitality,

a strong tree will shoot forth.

2. Excavated or hollowed out by hewing.
1382 WYCLIF Lute xxiii. 53 He .. puttide him in a graue

hewun. 1526 TIXDALE Ibid., He .. layed it in an heawen
touinbe.

tHewster 1
. Obs. [f.

HEW v. + -STEB.] One
who hews or hacks.

1587 TURBERV. Trag. T. vm. (1837) 214 Those hewsters

drave the horses back.

tHewster-. Obs. [f. hew, HUE j*.l + -STEK.]
A colourer, a dyer.
1600 Chester PI., Banes (. E. T. S.) 8 And then you, diers

and hewsters, Antechrist bringe out.

t Hewt. Obs. [prob. : OE. hieivet hewing,

cutting (Gregory's fast, xxxvi. 253), and thus cor-

responding in sense to OF. copeiz, COPSE.] ? A
copse ; a grove.
1575 TURBERV. Veneric 75 He muste take good heede that

he come not too earely into the springs and hewtes where
he thinketh that the harte dolh feede. [So 1677 in N. Cox
Gentl. Recreat. 71 ; 1725 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s.v. /fart.]

Ibid. 82 Now the huntsman should go to seeke an harte in

small groues or hewts. 1583 STANYHUFST /Ends n. <Arb.)

66 A tumb to Troytowne and mouldy tempil aneereth

VowdtothegodlyCeres; aciperbythechurche seatabydetb
.. From diuerse comers to that hewt wee wyl make asem-

blye. 1616 BULLOKAK, Henvle, a little copse or groue. 1688

R. HOLME Armoury n. 188/1 Hewts, or Springs [are] the

places where the Deer feeds ; taken for the small Groves or

Copyes; and the Springs the greater Groves.

Hewy.obs. Sc. f. HEAVY. Hewyd, obs. f.HuEi).

Hewyn, obs. form of EVEN sb.

CI475 Pict. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 801/14 Hie espcrcs, hew-

ynsterre. Ibid. 42 Hoc crepnscvhun . .a hewyntyde. Ibid.

44//OC vcsperum, a hewynsongtyde.

Hewyn, -yne, -ynn, obs. forms of HEAVEN.

Hex- (heks), Gr. <? six, not used in comb, in

Greek, exc. as standing for efo- HEXA- before

a vowel, but used as a combining element in

modern formations, chielly in Chem. (where HEXA-
is more regular), in sense

'

containing six atoms or

molecules of the radical or substance
'

; as hex-

benzoate, hexbromiJe, hexdecyl (= HEXADECYL),

hexfluoi'ide , hexhydric adj. (containing six hydroxyl

molecules).
1873 Fownes' Chem. (ed. n) 00 Chromium forms a hex-

fluonde. Ibid. 561 A crystalline mass, consisting of quin-
tone hexbromide. Ibid. 629 With benzoic acid, it forms a

dibenzoate and hexbenzoate. Ibid. 803 Quinone treated

with chlorine yields, as final product, hexchlorobenzene.

1877 Ibid. led. 12) II. 160 Hexdecyl or Cetyl Alcohol. 1878
KINGZETT Anim.Chem. 402 Hexhydric alcohol of the general
formula C?tH2"-t(OH)6.

Hexa- (heksa), before a vowel hex-, combining
form of Gr. iff six, freely used in Greek, and forming
the initial element in various modern technical

words, some adopted from Greek, others formed

from Greek elements or on Greek analogies. In

Chem. it indicates the presence of six atoms of some

element, as in hexacarbon, hexacompound (see be-

low) , hexabromide, hexachloriJe, etc. Hexabasic

(-b,?i'sik) a. Chem., having six atoms of a base, or

of replaceable hydrogen. He'xacanth, Hexaca n
tliotis adjs. Biol. [Gr. anavBa thorn], having six

spines, rays, or hooks. Hexaca psular a. Bot.,

having six capsules. Hexaca rbon <;. Client., con-

taining six atoms of carbon : cf. HEXAKE. ||
Hex.

ace (he'ksasf) Cryst. [Gr. d/nj point], the summit
of a polyhedron formed by the concurrence of six

j

faces. Hexaceto- Chem., in combination, con-

taining six molecules of acetic acid or acetyl.

Hexachaetous (heksak~'t3s) a. Entom. [Gr. \airri

long loose flowing hair], pertaining to the llexa-

chsetse, a division of the brachycerous Diptera, con-

taining those two-winged flies which have a pro-
boscis composed of six pieces. Hexa chronous
a. Pros. [Gr. XP VO! time], consisting of six morre;

hexasemic. Hexaco lie a. Pros. [Gr. KUI\OV

COLON-], consisting of six cola. Hexa-compound,
a chemical compound of the hexacarbon series :

see HEXANE. Hexacora llan, -co ralline Zool.

a. [CORAL], pertaining to the Hexacoralla, a

chief division of the Coralligena or corals in which

the fundamental number of intermesenteric cham-
bers of the body cavity and of the tentacles is six

;

ti., one of these corals. Hexa'ctiae, Hexa'cti-

nal, -acti-nal a. Zool. [(Jr. axra, axriv-os ray],

having six rays, as a sponge-spicnle. Hexacti'nlan

a. Zool. [as prec.], pertaining to the Hexaclinix,

a group of Actiniaria having septa in pairs, in

number six or a multiple of six. Hexacy clic a.

Bot. [Gr. KVK\OS circle], applied to flowers having
six divisions of the floral cycle. Hexadacty lie a

.,

Hexada ctylons a. Anat. [Gr. &dinv\-os finger,

toe], having six fingers or six toes ; so Hexa-
da ctylism, hexadactylous condition. He'xa-



HEXA-.

drachm fiuiiiism. [DKACHM], a coin of the value ol

six drachmas. He-xafoil [FoiL rf.>], a pattern hav-

ing six leaf-like divisions or lobes. He'xaglot a.

[Gr. i\airra tongue], written or composed in six

languages. Hexa-i'cosane C/iei.,one of the higher

paraffins, CMHM . Hexa'ldehyde Chem. - C.u-uoic

or HEXYL aldehyde, C 6 H,,O. Hexa-logy [see

-LOGY], a treatise on six subjects. Hexane mous

a Zool [Gi.i^tlii^],naYMU threads (see

uiiotA Hexapa-rttte a. [L. partitas divided],

divided into six parts. Hexape'taloid a. hot.

[see PETAL and -DID], having six divisions which

have the appearance of petals ; so Hexapetaloi'-

deous a. (see qnots.). Hexape'talous a. hot.

[PETAL], having six petals. Hexapfcyllous a.

Hot. [Gr. <j>wAAox leaf], applied to a calyx having

six sepals or to a leaf consisting of six leaflets.

Hexapro-style a. Arch. [PROSTYLE], having a

portico of six columns in front : cf. HEXASTYLE.

Hexa-pterous a. [Gr. mp^y wing], provided with

six wings or wing-like appendages. He-xaptote

[Gr. TTTCUTOS, from TITWUIS case],
' a noun declined

with six cases
'

(Phillips 1658). He xarchy [Gr.

-ap\ia rule], a gronp of six states. Hexasemic

-s/'rnik) a. Pros. [Gr. (jfapMt], containing six

units of time or morse. Hexase'palous a. Bat.

[SKPAL], having six sepals. Hexaspe-rmonsa. Sot.

[Gr. a-nippa seed], six-seeded (Mayne Expos. Lex.

1854). Hexaste-monous a. Bot. [Gr. O-TW<W

stamen], having six stamens (Mayne). Hexaster

(-ie-stsi
i Zool. [Gr. dar^p star], in sponges, a star

or stellate spicule with six (usually equal) rays.

Hexasterophorous (-uesterfj-foras)
a. Zool. [Gr.

-<popos bearing], provided with hexasters, as the

tribe Hexasterophora of silicious sponges.
Hexa'-

sticliouB a. Bot. [cf. HEXASTICH], arranged in six

rows (Mayne 1854). Hexastigm [Gr. arty^a

prick, mark], a figure determined by six points :

cf HEXAGRAM. Hexasylla'bic a. [Gr. IfatruA.-

\a0os: see SYLLABIC], consisting of six syllables.

Haxatetrahe'dron = HEXAKISTETRAHEDRON.
1878 KINGZETT /<. Chem. 101 Stadeler .. constructed

upon them the theory of bilirubin as a *hexabasic acid.

1880 W. A. Miller's Elem. Chem. in. i. (ed. 6) 300 The

"hexabromide C6H 6Br6 can readily be obtained. 1870 Rot.-

LESTON Anim. Life 251 The . . "hexacanth embryo . . has

become greatly distended. 1897 ALLBUTT Syst. Med. II.

1008 The embryo of the cestodes is provided with six hook-

lets (hence the term ' hexacanth \ 1854 MAYNE Expos.

Lex., Hexacanthus . . having six rays .. six-rayed: *hexa-

canthou*. 177S ASH, *Hexatapsitlar, having six seed

vessels. 1866 ODLING Anim. Chen,. 109 "Hexacarbon com-

pounds such as amido-caproic acid or leucme. 1886 Syit.

Soc Lex.. *Hexacetodextrin, a substance obtained when

starch is heated to 160 C. with acetic anhydride. 1880

CLEMINSHAW IfnrtJ Atom. The. 233 The
vhexachloride of

ruthenium is unknown. i866ODi.mc Anim. Ckv.66Hexa-
compounds, including caproic acid, leucme, and grape sugar.

1877 HUXLEY Anal. Inv. Anim. 165 Another tabulate coral,

p'cillofora. is a true "Hexacorallan. 1887 Enact Br,t.

XXII 417 Modifications of the triaxon -hexactme type.

1877 Atkcnziim i Dc. 703/1 Of "hexactinian corals. 1875 j

BENNETT & DYER Sachs' Bot. 554 Polycarpae. Flowers

pentacyclic or "hexacyclic. 1880 PROCTOR Rough Ways 213

The descendants of four grandparents of whom one only

was 'hexadactylic. MWH*m*,*lItXai*cMHn, having

six toes. 1807 ROBINSON A rchseol. Grzca v. xxvi. 548 Penta-

drachms and *hexadrachms. i86a 5. Kens. Spec. Lxhib.

vi s8 A vertical central stem rising from a wide *hexafoil-

shaped base. rtgsA thenzum 13 Apr. 480/3A small medieval

paten.. sunk inhexafoil. M*-3ScHmEHcycl.Relir.knim>l.
Ill 2200 The *hexaglot edition of the Psalter published at

Rostock, .643. 18$ W. A. MILLER C/um. (ed. 4) III. 3*5

'Hexaglycenc bromhydrin. 1889 Watts' Diet. Chem,
*Hera-lcosane . . a soft waxy substance found among the

products of the distillation of cerotic acid. 1880 Miller's

Elcm. Chem. III. 751 Normal primary *hexaldehyde .. ob-

tained by the distillation of a mixture of calcic normal

hexylate and calcic formate. 1881 A thensenm 22 Jan. 134/3

Mr Scott's "hexalogy closes with what we may call a satmc

chapter on cubic determinants. 1854 MAYNE Expos. Lex.,

Uexanenms . . Having six threads . . six-armed : *hexane-

mous. 1819 Pantologia,
*
Htxafetaloid carol, in botany,

divided so near to the base as to have the appearance of

a six-petalled corol, but in reality one-petalled, as in aga-

panthus. 1845 LINDLEY Sell. Bot.\\a.. 11858) 129 Flowers

hexapetaloid, irregular. 1830 Nat. Syst. Bot. 252 Some

of them have both the calyx and corolla equally formed,

and coloured so as to be undistinguishable, unless by the

manner in which those parts originate: these constitute

the "hexapetaloideous form. 1717 BAILEY vol. II, *Hexa-

tetalous, composed of 6 leaves, as the Filix, Puhatilla,

etc 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Stiff, s.v. Hemerocallis, The

flower is liexapetalous. 1775 ASH, *Hexaphyllons. 1875

Fncycl Brit. II. 411 The propylaeum . . as applied to the

Acropolis . . consists of a Doric *hexaprostyle portico in-

ternally. 1854 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Hexafterus (Bot.;,

provided with six wings, as the capsule of the FriMtanm

imperialis. (En/omol.), applied to the Phalxna hexaplera,

because the male seems to have a third pair of small

wings . . six-winged : "hexapterous. i79O-i8S & 1 URNER

Anglo-Sax. (1836) I. m. vii. so6 [Elhelfnth] converted the

Saxon States in England into an 'hexarchy. 1888 K H.

HILL G. Canning xxiii. 217 The Concert of Europe . . a

despotic hexarchy of States. 1870 BENTLEY hot. 216 A poly-

sepalous calyx may consist of two or more parts . . nexa-

sepalous of six. 1863 'Hexastigm [see HEXAGRAM 2]. 1896

Acaiiemy 28 Mar. 261/3 To render the Alcaic metre, .by two

decasyllabic, one hexasyllabic, and one octosyllabic lino.
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Hexachord ^n;'ksakjud% Afus. [ad. late Gr.

jfaxopS-os, f. efa- HEXA- -I- xPsn string, CHORD.

Cf. F. hexacorde.~\

1. A diatonic series or scale of six notes, having

a semitone between the third and fourth.

Adopted instead of the ancient TETKACHORD as the unit of

analysis, in the scheme attributed to Guidod'Arezzo (nth c.),

in which all recognized notes were distributed among seven

hexachords i see GAMUT.

1730 PEI'USCH Treat. Harmony 76 It is by Canons and

Fugues that we may be sensible of the Error of those, that

reject the Hexachords as Useless. 1854 BuEHNAN in tire.

Si- Ic 1865) I. 289/2 A plaintive melody, consisting of an

ascending and descending scale of the hexachord. 1880

W. S. RKKSTRO in Grove Diet, .lltis. I. 735 We look down

upon his [Guido's] Hexachords from the perfection of the

Octave. He looked up to them from the shortcomings of

the Tetrachord.

t 2. The interval of a sixth. Obs.

1694 W. HOLDER Harmony viii. (1731) 146 Hexachord,

major and minor. 1727-4" CHAMBERS Cycl., atxac*anf,m
the antient music, a concord commonly called, by tl

moderns, a :v/A..The hexachord is two-fold, greater and

lesser. . ,

3.
' A musical instrument with six strings

(Simmonds Diet. Trade 1858).

Hexactinellid (tokssdrthie-Hd),
a. and sb.

Zool. [f.
mod.L. Hexactinellidx ((.

Gr. < six +

dT<! (dKT.V) ray + L. dim. -ell-) : see -ii).]

A. adj. Of or belonging to the Hexactmellicly,

a family of siliceous sponges.
1865 DAWSON in Relics Prim. Life viii. (1897) 20. Spicules

of sponees, some simple and others hexactmelhd. 1879

NICHOLSON Palxont. (ed. 2) I. 147 At the present day we
:

find an abundance of Hexactinellid sponges.

B. sb. A sponge of this family.

1870 NICHOLSON Palxont. I. 147 I" the Tertiary period

comparatively few Hexactinellids make their appearance.

So Hexactlne'lline a. = prec. A. (Cent. D.~)

Hexad (he'ksaed). [ad. Gr. i{ds, -aS- a group

of six, f. <? six.]

1. The number six (in the Pythagorean System) ;

i a series of six numbers.
,660 STANLEY Hist. Philos. ix. x. (1687) 528/1 The Pytha-

goreans held the number Six to be perfect . . I he names of

the Hexad are these.

2. A group of six.

1879 G. SALMON Higher Plane Carres vi. (ed. 3) 234 The

following two groups of hexads of bitangents. Ibid., These

1008 and 5040 hexads have been studied by Hesse as bitan-
'

gents whose twelve points of contact lie on a proper cubic.

3. Chem. An element or radical that has the

I combining power of six units, i.e. of six atoms of

hydrogen. Chiefly attrib. or adj.

1869 ROSCOE Elcm. Chem. 187 Six molecules of water in

1 which half of the hydrogen is replaced by a hexad group.

1877 IV A, Miller's Elem. Chem. i. (ed. 5) 34 Hexads or

Elements, each atom of which in combining may represent

six atoms of Hydrogen.
Hence Hexa'dio a., of the nature of a hexad

1873 Fm'mes' Cheat, (ed. n) 251 Sulphur has. .lately been

shown to form certain organic compounds in which it is

tetradic, and others in which it appears to be hexadic.

Hexadecane (he-ksad/k^'n).
Chem. [mod.

f Gr. Ifo- HEXA- + 8<a ten (for Gr. i/cnaiS(Ka six-

teen) + -ANE.] The paraffin of the J 6- carbon

series, also called CETANE. So Hexadeco-io a.

Hexade-cyl, the radical C 16H,3 , also called CETYL.

187* WATTS Diet. Chem. VI, Hexadecyl. OtoW.A.
Miller's Elem. Chem. ill. i. ied. 6) 163 Hexadecane Deriva-

tive^. 1889 Watts' Diet. Chem., Hexadecok Acid.

II Hexaemeron (heksl|Pmftyn).
Also hexa-

meron. [Late L. hexaemeron (the title of a
.

work by Ambrose) = Gr. v, neut. of f(aij-

pip of or in six days, f. ff six + i);'pa day;

I<j7;/pof was the title of a work by Basil.] The

six days of the creation ;
a history of the creation,

as contained in Genesis ; or a treatise thereon, as

the works of Basil the Great and Ambrose.

,11593 HARRISON MS. Chronol. II. title (in Descr. Engl.

1877 i App. I. p. xlvii), The hexameron or worke done in

those sixe daies wherein the worlde was created. 1651 BIGGS

NemDisp Pref.n His hebdomadal work of the Hexameron

Fabrick. 1696 WHISTON Th. Earth HI. 11722) 259 In the

first Constitution of the Expansum or Firmament on tn

2 Day of the Hexameron there would be Clouds. 1851

C. WORDSWORTH Occas. Serin. Ser. in. 19 Let us not allow

our souls to dwell in a sabbath-less Hexameron of earthly

care and toil. 1886 W. R. SMITH m Encycl. bnt. XXI.

125/2 The older account of the creation in Gen. 11.. .does not

recognize the hexaemeron, and it is doubtful whether the

original sketch of Gen. L distributed creation over six days.

Hence Hexaemerlc (heksaime-rik) a., pertaining

to the six days of the creation.

1895 Athenxum 19 Oct. 535/2 The hexaemeric work of

creation.

HexagOU (he-ksag^n). [ad. late L. hexagon-

urn, a. Gr. ((ajaiv-ov, neut. sing, of ((dyaivns six-

cornered, f. t( six + --voii-os, f. stem of foma angle.

Cf. F. hexagone.}
1. Geoin. A plane figure having six sides and six

angles. (Loosely said of bodies of hexagonal

section.)
1570 BILLINGSLEY Euclid iv. xvi. 124 We may in a Hexa-

gon geuen either describe or circumscribe a circle. [1571

HEXAGRAM.
Dic..:i.s Pantom. in. viii. R j a, By the rules giuen in Plani-

metia yee shall finde the area ol the lesser Hexagonum.l
1601 R \v Creation l. tR.i, The space about any point may
befilled up either by six equilateral triangles, or four squares,

or three hexagons. .788 RtwAct. I'owersm. 11. (R.\ Bees

.. make their cells regular hexagons. 1860 FARRAR Ong.

Lang. i. 13 The waxen hexagon of the bee.

b. attrib. or adj.
- HEXAGONAL.

17-uBr POCOCKE 7Vz<. (1889) II. 72 Two hexagon towers.

Ostttbutr. Catal. Gt. Exhif. 765 Hexagon and octagon

Gothic fonts.

2. Fortif. A fort with six bastions.

1669 STURMY Mariner's Mag. 5 Let the Fort be an Hexa-

gon, that is, of six Bastions. 1727-41 in CHAMBERS Cycl.

Hence He'xagonize v. [cf. Gr. fa<|wt-Ji
trans, to make into a hexagon, to render hexa-

gonal.
1885 J. M. COWPER OurParish Sks. II. 42 Some, .church-

warden . . seems to have endeavoured to
'

hexagomse the

font by chipping off some of its corners.

Hexagonal (heksse-gonal), a. (sb.) Also 7

erron. exagonal. [f.
HEXAGON + -AL.]

1. Of or pertaining to a hexagon ;
of the shape of

a hexagon ; having six sides and six angles.

1571 DIGGES Pantom. iv. v. V iij b, The Diameter of the

circle described within a Pentagonum is equall to the sides

hexagonal! and decagonal! of the comprehending circle.

i64 POWER Exf. Philos. i. 49 PPP>' Seei
?
s ar like an

Hony-Comb on the Surface, with regular Sides and Angles

making all of them pentagonal and hexagonal areola s. 1801

TVNUALL Mountaineer, viii. 67 Nature, prodigal of beauty,

rains down her hexagonal ice-stars year by year.

b. Hexagonal numbers, the series of POLYGONAL

numbers I, 6, 15, 28, 45, 66, 91, etc., formed by

continuous summation of the arithmetical series I,

(If 'any one of these be multiplied by 32 and 4 added to

the product the result will be a square number.)

1717-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Polygonal number. 1796

HLTTON Math. Diet. I. 468/2 If that common difference . .

be 4 the series will be hexagonal numbers or hexagons.

2. Of solids : Whose section is a hexagon ;
con-

structed on a hexagon as base.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep.\\. i. 53 As for the figure of

crystal!.. it is for the most part hexagonall or six cornerd.

1774 GOI.DSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) VIII. 101 Each cell is like

that of the bee, hexagonal. 1794 SULLIVAN \'um A at. I.

447 Quartz..When crystallized in hexagonal pyramids.. is

called mountain crystal. 1871 TYNDALL Fragin. Sc. (1879)

1 xii 357 When silica crystallises,
we have formed these

hexagonal prisms capped at the ends by pyramids. _

3. Cryst. Denominating one oi the principal

systems of crystallization,
which is referred to three

lateral axes, normally inclined to each other at 60,

and a vertical axis at right angles to these and

differing from them in length. Also, Of or be-

longing to this system.
1837 DANA JI/<. ii. (1844) 35 Hexagonal System. The ver-

tical solid angles of the rhombohedron are formed by the

meeting of three equal planes. 1878 GURNEY Crystallogr.

A The line of intersection of six symmetral planes is an

axis of hexagonal symmetry. 1893 STORY-MASKELYNE

Crystallogr. Index, Hexagonal axes.

B. sb. A hexagonal number.

1796 HUTTON Math. Diet. II. 258/2 The angles . . of the

hexagonals [are] six.

Hence Hexa'gonally adv., in a hexagonal man-

ner
;
in the form of a hexagon ; according to the

hexagonal system of crystallization. Hexa'gonal-

ize v. trans., to form into hexagons.

1717 BAILEY vol. II, Hexagonally. 1704 G. ADAMS Nat.
t*.

*
, _- TT I _-, Ifc mlrtmm ar* flut. and from ItS

a rlonally prismatic crystal 01 wimc iciu. ./ - ------ ----

2 Apr 454 With a small hexagonalized map in his pocket,

the traveller . . could always tell his distance to a nicety.

t HexagO'nial, a. Obs. rare. [f.
late L. hexa-

gdnium HEXAGON + -AL.]
= HEXAGONAL.

1600 C BUTLER Fern. Mon. (1634) 104 Each hexagomal

bottom of one side, answereth three third parts of the hexa-

sonial Bases of three contiguous Cells on the other side.

Bees . .

sona ases o tree conguo .

1678 CumvoRTH Mill. Syst. i. iii. 37- "5,8
The Bees . .

in framing their combs and hexagomal cells. 1775 ASH,

Exagonial.
So t Hexatro-nian a. Obs. = prec.
i8 R HAYDOCK tr. Lomazzo I. in Their ouale . . tem-

ples; as also their circular, pentagonian, hexagoman, octo-

gonian, square, and crosse ones.

t Hexago-nical, a. Obs. rare. [f.
HEXAGON

.+ -1C + -AL.]
= H EXAGONAL.

1657 S. PURCHAS Pol. Flying-Ins. 71 Each hexagomcal

bottome of one side, answereth to three third parts of the

hexagonical basis of three contiguous cells on the other side.

1679 M. RUSDEN Disc. Bees 9 Their several Combs, and

hexagonical Cells.

HexagonOUS (heksargonas), a. Sot. [t.

HEXAGON + -ons.] Having six edges ; hexagonal

in section. (Often written 6-gonous.}

1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 350 Stratiotes aloides .. Fruit ..

flagon-shaped, 6-gonous, green.

t Hexagony. Obs. rare-1
, [ad. late L. hexa-

gonium (Ambrose), by-form of hexagonum HEXA-

GON.] A hexagonal structure, as the cell of a bee.

1655 BRAMHALL Disc. agst. Hoboes in. Wks. 1844 lV.
p
52

When I read in St. Ambrose of their [bees ] hexagomes or

sexangular cells.

Hexagram (he-ksagrsem). [f.
HEXA- + Gr.

ypafiim line, letter.]

1. A figure formed by two intersecting equilateral



HEXAGYN.

triangles, each side of the one being parallel to a

side of the other, and the six angular points coin-

ciding with those of a hexagon.
1871 B. TAYLOR Faust (1875) I. 256 Paracelsus ascribes a

similar degree of virtue to the hexagram.
2. Geom. A figure of six lines.

The term is spec, applied to : (a\ Pascal's mystic hexa-

gram, which is formed by lines joining six points on a conic,

and has the property that the intersections of the first and
fourth, the second and fifth, and the third and sixth of these

lines lie on one straight line ; (b) Brianchon's hexagram,
which is a six-sided figure circumscribed about a conic, and
has the property that the three lines joining opposite angles
intersect in one point.

1863 R. TOWN-SEND Mod. Geom. I. 145 In a hexastigm or

hexagram every triangle determined by three points or lines

is said to be the opposite of that determined by the remain- 1

ing three. 1885 Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 338 He [Pascal] \

established the famous theorem that the intersections of the i

three pairs of opposite sides ofa hexagon inscribed in a conic
|

are collinear. This proposition, which he called the mystic
hexagram, he made the keystone of his theory.

3. In Chinese literature, one of the sixty-four I

figures, consisting each of six parallel (whole or

divided) lines, which form the basis of the ' Yih-

king
'
or ' book of changes '.

1881 R. K. DOUGLAS China xix. 359 Following each hexa-

gram occur a few sentences of the original text. 1882

Atlicmum 2 Sept. 296/3 The 'Vi King', or 'Book of

Changes ', consists of sixty-four hexagrams, the component
parts of which are whole or divided lines, placed one over
the other in a certain fanciful order, and called by a name
which in its turn suggests an explanation found in the text.

II Hexagynia (heksad3i'nia). Bot. [mod. Bot.

L., f. HEXA- + Gv. -VIOTJ woman, female, taken in

sense of ' female organ, pistil '.]
In the Sexual

System of Linnaeus, an order of plants having six

pistils. Hence He'xagyn, a plant of this order.

Hexagr nian. Hexag^ynious aJjs., belonging to

this order. Hexagynous (heksze'djjinas) a., having
six pistils.

1778 LIGHTFOOT Flora Scot. 211 Enneandria, Hexagynia,
Kutomus. 1818 WEBSTER, Hexagyn . . Hexagynian. 1854
MAVNE Expos. Lex., Hexagynious.

Hexahedral ^heksahrdral, -he'dral), a. Geom.
and Cryst. Also hexaedral. [f.

next + -AL.]
Of the form of a hexahedron ; having six faces.

1800 tr. Laffrange'sChem. I. 381 A salt crystallized in long
hexaedral laminae. 1805-17 R. JAMESON Char. Min. (ed. 3)

206 Amphi-hexahedral [crystal], i.e. hexahedral in two senses,
because by viewing the planes in two different directions, we
obtain two six-sided surfaces. 1811 PINKERTON Petrol. I.

325 Steatite, crystallised in hexahedral prisms. 1828 STARK
Elem. Nat. Hist. II. 483 The Hexahedral or tessular form.

So f Hexahe'drical a. (in same sense).
1666 BOYLE Orig. Formes ff Qual., Like the Chrystals of

Salt-petre..long and Hexaedncal. 1669 Contn. Neja
Exp. i. (1682) 103 If a Hexahedrical Bit be employed it will

make the Cavity almost as cylindrical as can be desired.

Hexahedron (heksahfdrffn, -he'drjh). Geom.
and Cryst. Also 6-7 hexaedron, 7-8 -urn. [neut.

sing, of Gr. ifafSpos, f. f( six + iSpa seat, base.

Cf. F. hexaiidre.} A solid figure having six faces ;

esp. the regular hexahedron or cube.

1571 DIGGES Pantom. iv. Def. xiv. T ij a, Hexaedron or

Cvbvs is a solide figure, enclosed with sixe equal! squares.
1677 PLOT Oxforash. 122 Sal Armoniac [snooting] into

Hexaedrums. 1690 LEYBOURN Curs. Math. 299 The Side of
the Hexaedron. 1895 STORY-MASKELYNE Crystallogr. 168
The square hexahedron or crystallographic cube.

Hexakis-, Gr. ((axis six times, forming an
initial element in some crystallographical terms.

He xakisoctalie'dron, a solid figure contained

by forty-eight scalene triangles. He xakistetra-

he-drou, a solid figure contained by twenty-four
scalene triangles, being the hemihedral form of the

hexakisoctahedron.

1851 Ittustr. Caial. Gt. Exhib. 121 Two trapezohedrons
joined together produce the hexakisoctohedron. 1878 GUR-
NEY Crystallogr. 90 This forra may be called indifferently
the hexakisoctahedron or the octakishexahedron. 1895
STORY-MASKELYNE Crystallogr. 187 The forty-eight
scalenohedron or hexakisoctahedron occurs as a self-existent

form only in the diamond. Ibid. 189 Of the hexakistetra-

hedron . . the minerals blende and fahlore offer the prominent
examples.

Hexa'meral, a.
[f.

as next -t- -AL.] Consist-

ing of six parts or divisions.

1879 NICHOLSON Palxont. (ed. 2) I. 182 A 'hexameraP
arrangement of the septa.

Hexamerons (heksse'meras), a. [f. H^XA- +
Gr. pip-as part + -ous.] a. Bot. Having the parts
of the flower-whorl six in number. (Often written

6-merous.} b. Zool. Having the radiating parts
or organs six in nnmber, as an actinoid zoophyte.
1857 HENFREY Elem. Bot. 405 Melantha&x.. Herbs with

..regular 6-merous and 6-androus flowers. 1877 HUXLEY
Ana.!. Inv. Anim. iii. 159 The finally hexamerous Antho-
zoon passes through a tetramerous and an octomerous stage.
1880 GRAY Struct. Bot. vi. 2. 176 In Monocotyledons, so-
called hexamerous blossoms are really trimerous, the sixes

being double sets of three.

Hexameter (heksae-mnaa), a. and sb. Also

(4 exametron(e, -oun, -ytron), 6-7 hexametre,
exameter. [a. L. hexameter adj. and (sc. versus)
sb., ad. Gr. ifdnfrp-os, f. i(a- HEXA- + pirpov
measure, metre. Cf. F. hexametre (i^u),]
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A. adj. (Now only as altrib. use of sb.)

1. Pros. Consisting of six metrical feet ; esp. of the

form of the dactylic hexameter.

1546 LANGLEY Pol. Verg. De Invent, i. viii. 16 a, A songe
of Exameter Verses. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. iSgTheheroick
or hexametre verse we acknowledge to haue come first from

the Oracle of Pythius Apollo. 1611 FLORIO, Hesamctro, an
exameter verse. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Some of the

French and English poets have attempted to compose in

hexameter verses, but without success. 1756-8* J. WARTON
Ess. Pope (Mason), In hexameter and pentameter verse.

b. Composing or writing hexameters.

1837 SYD. SMITH Lei. to Singleton Wks. 1859 II. 289/1
A vast receptacle for hexameter and pentameter boys.

f 2. humorously of an insect : Having six feet.

1651 J. TAYLOR (Water P.I Journ. Wales (1859) it Em-
brodered all over with such hexameter poudred ermins (or

vermin) as are called lice in England.
B. sb. A '

verse' or line of six metrical feet
; esp.

the dactylic hexameter (calalectic), which in the

typical form consists of five dactyls and a trochee,

or
v
in Latin poets) more commonly a spondee ;

for any or all of the first four dactyls spondees

may be substituted, but in the fifth foot a spondee
is admitted only for special effect.

In English and German hexameters, stress is substituted

for length in the first syllable of each foot ; but it is often

sought to combine with this an observance of quantity.

1386 CHAUCER Monk's T. 91 They ben versified com-

munely Of vj. feet which men clepen Exametron [v.rr.

exametroun, examytron, exametrone]. 1579 E. K. Gloss.

Sfenser's Sheph. Cal. May, Emblem, These Lmblemes make
one whole Hexametre. c 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650) II. Iv. 77
These 6 notes, Ut, Re, Mi, Fa, Sol, La, . . are all compre-
hended in this Exameter,

' Ut Retevet Miserum Fatuin

Solitosque Laborts '. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 88 F 10

We have already tried and rejected the hexameter of the

ancients, a 1834 COLERIDGE Ovidian Elegiac Metre Wks.

1877 II. 344 In the hexameter rises the fountain's silvery

column, In the pentameter aye falling in melody back.

Note Poet. Wks. (1893) 614/2 The following verse from the

Psalms is a rare instance of a perfect hexameter . . in the

English language : God came
| up with a I shout : our

|

Lord with the ] sound of a
| trumpet. 1868 TENNYSON

Lucretius ii Fancy-borne perhaps upon the rise And long
roll ofthe Hexameter. 1870 SWINBURNE Ess. ff Stud. (1875)

272 The feeble and tuneless form ofmetre called hexameters
in English.

b. Comb.
1599 NASHE Lenten Stuffs 4 Such a nigling Hexameter-

founder as he [Homer] was.

Hexa'metral, a. [f. prec. + -AL.] Of or per-

taining to the hexameter.
1818 J. C. HOBHOUSE Hist. Illust. (ed. i 376 He could

not employ the hexametral structure. Ibid. 442 [Italian]

heroic verses have not the advantage of the hexametral

length.

Hexanietric (heksame-trik), a. [f. prec. + -ic.]

Of or pertaining to a hexameter ; consisting of six

metrical feet ; composed iu hexameters.

1785 WARTON Pref. to Milton's Smaller Poems (T.), That
Ovid among the I -atin poets was Milton's favourite, appears
not only from his elegiac but his hexametric poetry. 1867
SWINBURNE Ess. ft Stud. (1875) 164 The verses are faultless,

are English, are hexametric.

So Hexame'trical a. = prec.
1774 WARTON Hist. Eng. Poetry lix. (1840) III. 370 His

version of Naogeorgus's hexametrical poem. 1861 Sat. Rev.

27 Apr. 423/1 The intricacies of the hexametrical caesura.

Hexametrist (heksoe-mftrist). [f. as prec. +

-IST.] One who composes or writes hexameters.

'797 w- TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. III. 338 That the Eng-
lish dialect .. will be found inferior to the German for the

purposes of the hexametrist. 1855 MILMAN Lat. Chr. VI.

434 Claudian, and even . . Merobaudes, stand higher in purity,
as in life and

poetry,
than all the Christian hexametnsts.

Hexa'nietraze, v. [f. as prec. + -IZE.] a.

intr. To compose or write hexameters, b. trans.

To put in hexametrical form ; to celebrate in hexa-

meters.

1797 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. III. 338 If. .to bexa-
metrize should become an amusement of our

poets. 1799
SOUTHEY in Robberds Mem. W. Taylor I. 301 A little prac-
tice has enabled me to hexametrize with facility. 1851
Fraser's Hag. XLIII. 249 The poet stands by hexametenz-

inghis success.

Hexametro-, stem of Gr. tfaiurpos HEXA-
METER used as formative element and comb, form,

as in Hexametro -grapher [see -GRAPHER], a

writer of hexameters, a hexametrist. Hexame-
troma'nia, a mania for writing hexameters.

1865 Loud. Rev. 24 June 672/2 Homer is the quintain of

most hexametrographers. 1865 Sat. Kev.g Dec. 736 Distaste

for the new hexametro-mania had predisposed English in-

stincts to enjoy a wholesome native metre, by way of an-

tidote.

II Hexandria (heksae-ndria). Bot. [mod.L.

(Linnaeus 1735), f. Gr. (f six + dvop-, stem of atnjp

man, male, in sense of ' male organ, stamen
'.]

A
class of plants in the Sexual System of Linnreus

having six (equal) stamens.

I753CHAMBERS Cycl.S-upp., Hexandria, in botany .. Plants

of this class are garlic, hyacinth, etc. 1754 MARTYN Rous-
seau's Bot. ix. 88 The sixth class, hexandria, whose beautiful

flowers have six stamens.

Hence Hexa'nder, a plant of the class Hexan-
dria. Hexa'ndrian, -ions adjs., of or pertaining
to that class. Hza-ndrio ( Hexa-ndrous adjs.,

having six (equal) stamens.

HEXAPOD.
1828 WEBSTER, Hexamier, in botany, a plant having six

stamens. Hexamlrian, having six stamens. 1830 LINDLEY
Nat. Syst. Bot. 228 There is a tendency . . to become pen-
tandrous, or even hexandrous. 1854 MAYNE Expos. Lex.,
Hexandrious, or hexandrous. 1871 OLIVER Elem. Hot. i. v.

51 Daffodil has., stamens epiphyllous, hexandrous. 1886

Syd. Soc. Lex.
t
Hexandric . . Hexandrious.

Hexane (he-ks^m). Chem. [f.
Gr. e( six +

-ANE.] The paraffin of the hexacarbon series,

C 6H I4 ; of this there are five forms. So Hexene

(he'ksfn), the olefine of the hexacarbon series

(C 6H,,j), also called hexylene, homologous and

polymeric with ethene ; it exists in numerous

metameric forms. Hexine (he-ksain), the hydro-
carbon C 6

H
lo

of the same series. Hexoic acid,
C 6H 12Oj, the same as caproic acid. Hexo-ylene,
one of the isomeric forms of hexine.

1877 WATTS Fmimcs' Chem. (ed. 12) 11.48 Normal "Hexane
or Dipropyl occurs in the light oils of Boghead and
Cannel coal, and abundantly in Pennsylvania!! petroleum.

1897 REMSON Theoret. Chem. (ed. 5) 208 Five hexanes are

possible according to the theory, and all of them are known
. . Normal hexane is formed when normal propyliodide is

heated with sodium. 1877 WATTS Fownef Chem. (ed. 12)

1 1. 59
*Hexene or Hexylene, CeHis. Two hydrocarbons of

this composition have been obtained, one from secondary,
the other from tertiary, hexyl alcohol. Ibid. 177 Hexene

GlycoIs,C6Hi2(OH)s. Ibid. 64 "Hexines, CcHio. Hcxoyletie.
1886 Syd. Soc. Lex., Hexine C6Hio . . a mobile liquid ob-

tained by Berthelot by acting on allyl iodide with sodium. .

also called Diallyl. 1877 WATTS Fmunes' Chem. (ed. 12) II.

294 "Hexoic or Caproic acids, CnHuOj .. There are eight

possible forms of these acids, analogous to the eight pentyl
alcohols. 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex.,*Hexoyleiu, CeHio, Caven-
tou's term for the hexine of petroleum oil formed in the pre-

paration of hexylic alcohol.

t He'xangle. Obs. [A hybrid formation f.

HEX(A- + ANGLE.] = HEXAGON. Also attrib. =
HEXAGONAL.
1657 S. PURCHAS Pol. Flying-Ins. Ded. 3 The febrick of

her hexangle Combs. Ibid. 69 The wise Bee is not ignorant. .

of Geometrical inventions, all her cells are hexangles.

Hexangular (heksse-ngirilaj), a. [f.

after angular.] Having six angles ; hexagonal.

,

1871 TYNDALL f'ragm. Sc. (1879) II. v. 66 In strict accord-

ance with this hexangular type.

Hence Hexa'ngrOarly adv.

1727 in BAILEY vol. II.

He'xaped. Also erron. hexi-, hexoped. [A
hybrid formation f. HEX(A- + L. pes, fed- foot.]

1 1. A measure of six feet. Obs. rare-".

1613 COCKERAM, Hexapede, a fathome.

2. A creature with six feet, a hexapod. (In quot.

1865, humorously, a six-wheeled locomotive.)
1828 WEBSTER, Hexaped, an animal having six feet. (Ray,

and Johnson after him, write this hexapod; but it is better

to pursue uniformity, as in quadruped, centiped.) 1863

E. BURRITT Walk Land's End ^ The terrible hexiped of

the fiery eyes.

pie.

work,,
six (HEXA-) + -irXoos -fold.]

A sixfold text in parallel arrangement, as that

made by Origen of the Old Testament, and that of

the New published by Bagster.
[1608 WILLET (title) Hexapla in Genesin : that is, sixfold

commentarie vpon Genesis.] 1613 PURCHAS PiJrrimagt

(1614) 179 Of all these Origen compounded his Hexapla.

1684 N. S. Crit. Enq. Edit. Bible xviii. 178 He maintains

that the Tetraples and Hexaples of Origen were not so

call'd from the four or six Columns, but that they were

call'd Tetraples, because they contain'd a fourfold Version ;

Hexaples because they comprehended six Versions. 1841

(.title) The English Hexapla, exhibiting the six important
English translations of the New Testament Scriptures.

1842 BRANDE Diet. Sci. etc., Hexaple, the combination of

six versions of the Old Testament by Origen is so called :

viz. , the Septuagint, Aquila, Theodotion, Symmachus, one

found at Jericho, and another at Nicopolis.

Hence He'xaplar, Hexapla rian, Hexapla'ric

adjs., of the form or character of a hexapla.
1828 WEBSTER, Hexaplar, sextuple. 1845 S. DAVIDSON

in Kilto's Cycl. Bibl. Lit. II. 733/1 His [Origen's] recension

is called the Hexaplarian text. 1881-3 '" Schaff Encycl.

Relig. Knowl. III. 2286 The hexaplar version of sundry

portions of the Old Testament, made by Paul of Telle,

A.D. 616. 1894 Atlienxum 26 May 681/2 The papyrus [of

Ezekiel] . . contains Hexaplaric critical signs.

Hexapod (he-ksappd , sb. and a. fad. Gr. f(a-

*o5- six-footed, f. tf six (HEXA-) + vovs foot.]

A. s6. An animal having six feet, an insect ; in

early use, chiefly applied to insect larvse.

1668 WILKINS Real Char. 125 Strait Beetle producing

hexapod. 1691 RAY Creation 11. (1704' 354 The Hexapods
from which the greater sort of Beetles come. 1764 / Mil

Trails. LIV. 65 Their first appearance is an hexapode (an

ill-shapen grub) with six feet. 1816 KIRBY & SP. Enlomol.

(1843) 1. 70 Larva? which in this tribe are usually Hexapods.

1875 A. SWINBOURNE Picture Logic xiv. 94 A flea, madam,

may be denned as an apterous hexapod.

B. adj. Having six feet ; belonging to the class

HexafoJa or Insecta, hexapodons.
1856-8 W. CLARK Van derHoeven's Zool. I. 308 Diptera.

Hexapod Insects with two wings, and two poisers. 1880

BASTIAN Brain 100 The thoracic legs of hexapod Insects.

Hence Hexa podal, Hexa-podous adjs., having



HEXAFODY.

six feet, belonging to the class Hexafoda. Hexa--

podan a. and sb. = llEXAPOl) a. and sb.

1830 R. KKOX Blclard's Anal. 24 The Insecta, or hexa-

nodal articulate animals, have, .six articulated feet. 1836-9

TODD Cycl.Anat. II. 854/1 Insects. .maybe characterized as

a class of hexapodous.. animals.

Hexapody (.heksje-p^di). Pros. [ad. Gr. type

NfairoSia, f. ffanoo- of six feet, f. ?f six (HEXA-)

+ ITOUS, iro8- foot. Cf. dipody, monopoJy.} A line

or
' verse

*

consisting of six feet.

1844 BECK & FELTON tr. Munk's Metres 16 A series of one

foot is called a monopody . . of six, a hexapody. 1868 JEBB

Ajax Introd. 62 In Period I, each of the two verses is a

hexapody 1879 I. W. WHITE tr. Schmidt's Rhythmic Class.

I.anr. 64 The hexapody commonly called
' Alexandrine

Verse', most used by the French in their tragedies. 1891

Harpers Mag. Mar. 570/2 Hundreds [of folk-songs] in

Hungarian music consisting of dipodies, tetrapodies, tn-

podies, pentapodies, and hexapodies.

Hexarch, erron. form of EXABCH.

Hexastich. (he-ksastik). Also 6-7 hexasti-

chon, 7 exasticke, 7-8 hexastiok. [ad. mod.L.

hexastichon, a. Gr. ffaarixov, neut. of Ifaonxca
' of six rows, of six verses ', f. Ifa- HEXA- -I- a

written epigrams. 1611 DRAYTON Poly-olb. i. Notes 19 His

request to Diana in a Hexastich. 1661 J. BARCRAVE Pofe
Alex. VII (1867) 23 He gave me this insuing hexastichon.

1749 AMES Tyfog. Antiq. (1785) 301 Then follows a distich,

and an hexastich by the expositor. 1800 MALONE Dryden
(R.), Dryden . . furnished Tonson with a well-known hexa-

stick, which has ever since generally accompanied the en-

graved portraits of Milton. 1891 [see Heptastich s.v. HEPTA-J.

Hence HexasWoMo a., of six metrical lines.

1890 Athenxum 22 Nov. 700/3 There are hexastichic

strophes throughout Prov. xxx.

Hexastyle (he-ksastsil), a. and sb.
AJso

8

erron. heetastyle. [ad. Gr. ffaani\-os, f. f six

(HEXA-) + OTWAOS pillar.
Cf. F. hexastyle.']

A. adj. Having six columns ; applied to a por-

tico or to the facade of a temple.
1748 De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. II. 301 (D.) One of the largest

..heetastyle porticoes in the kingdom. 1817 Gent1. Mag.
XCVII. n. 607/1 The hexastyle temple at Psestum. 1831

W. WIIKINS in Philol. Museum I. 541 We have two ex-

amples of hexastyle peripteral temples.

B. sb. A portico or fa9ade having six columns.

1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. I, Hexastyle, an Ancient

Building which had six Columns in the Face before, and

six also behind. 1717-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., The temple

of Honour and Virtue at Rome.. was a hexastyle. 1866

FELTON Anc. H Mod. Gr. II. viii. 140 Behind the Doric

hexastyle was a magnificent hall 60 feet broad.

Hence Hexastylar a. = HEXASTYLE a.

Hexateuch (he-ksati;7k). [mod. f. Gr. six

(HEXA-) + TSXOS book, after pentateuch. In Ger.

(Wellhausen) 1876.] The first six books of the

Old Testament, the Pentateuch with the book of

Joshua.
1878 COLENSO (title) Wellhausen on the composition of

the Hexateuch critically examined. 1881-3 SCHAFF Encycl.

Relig. Kno-ail. II. 1149 A fabulous history of the events of

the Hexateuch. 1885/1 thenxum 14 Nov. 631/3 The Penta-

teuch, or rather the Hexateuch, now called the five books

of Moses and the book of Joshua. 1891 DRIVER tntrod. Lit.

O. T. 109 Our analysis of the Hexateuch is completed.

Hence Hexaterrclial a., pertaining to the hexa-

teuch.

1889 Yale Univ. Catal. 108 Hexateuchal Analysis. 1891

HUXLEY in Times u Feb. 14/4
That component of the

Hexateuchal compilation to which Genesis i ii. 4 belongs.

Hexatomic (heksaVmik), a. Chem. [f.
HEXA-

+ ATOMIC.] Containing or consisting of six atoms

of some substance ; having six replaceable hydro-

gen atoms ; also = HEXAVALENT.
i*73 J- P- COOKE New Chem. 290 No definite pentatomic

hydrate is known, but of hexatomic hydrates there are

several noteworthy examples. 1877 WATTS Fmimes' Chem.

(ed. 12) II. 187 Hexatomic Alcohols and Ethers: this class

of compounds includes most of the saccharine substances

found in plants. 1879 A cadetny 27 Dec. 467 Iron, manganese,

chromium, and aluminium being regarded as hexatomic.

Hexavalent (heksre'valent), a. Chem. [f.

HEXA- + L. valent-em having power or value.]

Combining with or capable of replacing six atoms

of hydrogen or other univalent element or radical.

(Syd. Soc. Lex. 1886.)

Hexeity, obs. form of HJECCEITY.

Hexene, Hexine, Chem. : see under HEXANE.

Hexiology vheksip-lodgi). erron. hexicology.

[f. Gr. ?fu habit + -(O)LOGY.] That branch

of science which treats of the development and

behaviour of a living creature as affected by its

environment. Hence Hexiolo'gical a., of or per-

taining to hexiology.
1880 MIVART in Contemp. Rev. Apr. 606 The inter-relations

of living creatures, as enemies, as rivals, and as involuntary

helpers, constitute a third department of Hexicology. 1881

Cat 494 The science of Hexicology is the study of all

these more or less complex relations.

Hexiradiate (hekshv'-dift), a. [irreg. f. Gr.

tf six + L. radidtus rayed, RADIATE.] Having six

rays, as the spicules of a glass-sponge ;
sexradiate.

i88t CARPENTER Microsc. xiii. (ed. 6) 608 Framework..
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fundamentally consisting of an arrangement of six -rayed

spicules. .hence the group is distinguished as hexiradiate.

Hexist, obs. form of HIGHEST.

Hexoctalie'dron. Geom. and Cryst. [f.

HEX(A)- + OCTAHEDKON.] f a. The critical form of

the CvRO-octahedron, b. = HEXAKISOCTAHEDRON.

1570 BILLINGSLEY Euclid App. 459 An Exoctohedron
_is

a

solide figure contained of sixe equall squares, and eight

equilater and equall triangles. 1837 DANA Min. i. (1844)39

Hexoctahedron . . Here for each face of the octahedron, is

substituted a low six-sided pyramid.

Hexode (he-ksod), a. Electr. Telegr. [f.
Gr.

iff
six )- Ms way, path.] lit. Of six ways: applied

to a mode of multiplex telegraphy, whereby six

messages can be transmitted simultaneously.

1894 PREECE in Times 27 Jan. 4/3 The multiplex system

of working of Mr. Delany, by which, with ' hexode work-

ing, six messages could be transmitted simultaneously.

Hexoie acid.Hexoylene: see under HEXANE.

Hexpa-rtite, a. [Hybrid formation, f. Gr. tf

six + L. partlt-us divided.] Consisting of six

divisions; sexpartite, sextipartite.

1841-76 GWILT Archie. 1499 ff. Hexpartite vaulting,

where the ribs spring from the angles, and two others from

a shaft placed in the middle of each long side, thus making

six divisions . . Examples of hexpartite vaulting are scarce in

England.

Hext, obs. form of HIGHEST.

Hexyl (he-ksil). Chem. [f. Gr. i( six + BA?;,

-YL, substance.] The hydrocarbon radical C 6H 13 .

It may exist in various forms, of which normal

hexyl is also called caproyl. attrib. as in hexyl

alcohol, aldehyde ; comb, as in hexy-lamine.
1869 ROSCOE Elem. Chem. 333 Hexyl and heptyl alcohols

are found in certain fermented liquors. 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex.,

Hexylamine C6Hi SNH2 . An oily liquid obtained by treat-

ing hexyl chloride with an alcoholic solution of ammonia.

Hence He-xylene, an earlier name of HEXENE.

Hexy lie a., of or pertaining to hexyl, as hexylic

acid, aldehyde, etc.

1873 Fomnes' them. (ed. ii) 606 Hexylene hydrate is pro-

duced from mannite, a saccharine body. 1873 J. P. COOKE

New Chem. (1875) 314 Our common kerosene is chiefly

a mixture of hexylic and heptylic hydride. 1880 Miller's

Elem. Chem. in. i. (ed. 6) 452 A mixture of this alcohol

with primary hexylic alcohol is obtained from normal hexane.

Hey (W, he), inf. (**.) Forms : 3-4 hei, 4-8

hay, 7 haye, 5- hey. [ME. hei: cf. Du. and

Ger. hei, Sw. hej, in sense I. Cf. also HEIGH.]
1. A call to attract attention ; also, an exclama-

tion expressing exultation, incitement, surprise,

etc. ;
sometimes used in the burden of a song with

no definite meaning ; sometimes as an interrogative

n 1225 Leg. Kath. 579 Hei ! hwuch wis read of se icudd

keiser ! c 1305 St. Kath. 137 in E. E. P. (1862) 93 Hei

traitours, quap bemperour, beo je icome herto 7 13 .. Cam.

f, Gr. Knt. 1445 Ande bay halowed hyghe ful h and

hay! hay I cryed. 14.. Christm. Carol 3 (Matz.) Hey, hey,

hey, hey.The borrys hed is armyd gay. a 1519 SKELTON E.

Riimmyng 168 Hey, dogge,hay, Haue these hogges away !

1610 SHAKS. Temp. iv. i. 256 Hey Mmntaine, hey. 1711
wet
tson

avw u...~*. - ~...f , ...I. *;,v iicj J"l/< ", -.,

W. ROGERS Voy. 42 Our Musick play'd, Hey Boys up go i

and all manner of noisy paltry Tunes. 1745 in Rit_...

Scat. Songs (1794) II- 84 (Jam.) Hey, Johny Coup, are ye

waking yet 1 1794 SAeriifail's Duenna II. ill, Well, and you
were astonished at her beauty, hey ? 1801 MAR. EDGEWORTH
Moral T. (1816) I. 232 Hey, Solomon, my friend? 1861

DICKENS Gt. Exfect.xv, You are looking round for Estella?

Hey?
b. Hey for : an utterance of applause or

exultant appreciation of some person or thing (cf.

Hurrahfor!}, or of some place which one resolves

to reach.

1689 PRIOR Ep. to F. Shepherd, Then hey for praise and

panegyric. 1837 LYTTON E. Maltrav. 30 We must make a

dash at the spoons and forks, and then hey for the money.

1863 KINGSLEY Water-Bab, ii. (1864) 89 Then hey for boot

and horse, lad, And round the world away. 1881 JAS. GRANT
Cameronians I. iii. 42 Breakfast at nine, and then hey for

the covers t

C. as sb. A cry of '

hey I

'

13. . Gaiu. $ Gr. Knt. 1158 fe hindez were halden in, with

hay & war. 1513 DOUGLAS Atneis HI. viii. 36 And halsing

gan the land with hey and haill. a 1617 MIDDI.ETON Micro-

cynicon Wks. (Dyce) V. 489 With nailed shoes, and whip-
staff in his hand, Who with a hey and ree the beasts com-

mand. 1790 A. WILSON Wks. (1876) II. ico Our hechs an
1

heys are by.

2. In combination with various interjections or

other words. (See also next and HEY-DAY.)
1519 Four Elements in Hazl. Dollslcy I. 20 Sing, frisky

jolly, with hey troly lolly, For I see well it is but a folly

For to have a sad mind. n. 1519 SKELTON Agst. Comely

Coystrmime 30 Rumbyl downe, tumbyll downe, hey go,

now, now ! a 1346 COVERDALE Goostly Psalmes, Unto

Christen Rdr., They shuld be better occupied, then with

hey nony nony, hey troly loly, & soch lyke fantasies.

c 1560 T. PRESTON Camtyscsin Hazl. Dodsley IV. 236 They
can play a new dance called Hey-diddle-diddlc. 1561 PHAER
^Eneid ix. Aaij, Here is our enemy lo, heylagh, loud

clamours than they throw. 1564 Guiil t, Godly ball. 204

Hay trix, tryme go trix, vnder the grene wod tre. 159?
SHAKS. Much Ado n. iii. 71 Conuertmg all your sounds of

woe, Into hey nony nony. 1601 Narcissus (1803) 74 The

world, hey dery diddle, goes round without a fiddle. 1600

Choice, Chance etc. (1881) 19 The ploughman .. putting vp
into, .the market, with haye Ree, and luho to his horse. 1641

HROME JoviallCrnu in. Wks. 1873 III. 47 Then, hay tosse

and laugh all night. 1671 VILI.IEKS (Dk. Buckhm.)./?M<raa/

HEY-DAY.

v (Arb.) uo Hey down, dery down. 1695 CONGREVE Love

forL. iv. xiii, Hey toss! What's the matter now? 1709

STF.ELE Taller No. 2 F 2 Hey ! Hoop ! d ye hear my damn d

obstrep'rous Spouse? 17" SWIFT /*. (1778) XI II. 380

Hey dazy, will you never have done? 1867 JEAN NGELOW

pJms WaMings of Blackbirds iv, With a wild swee

cry of pleasure, And a ' Hey down derry, let s be merry 1

little girl and boy !

'

3 In phrases, sometimes treated as words.

a. f Hey go-bet. The int. hey followed by the

phrase go bet (see BET adv?], which was app.,

among other things, a call in hunting, and the

name of a song and dance ;
used by Nashe as sb.,

V'one to whom "hey go bet" is said', perh. a

person ready at one's bidding. Obs.

1:1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 1213 Dido, The heerde of hertes

founden ys anoon With hay goo bet, prik thou, lat goon,

lat goon, a 1550 Frere $ Boye 300 in Hazl. E. P. P. 111.

73 Ye hath made me daunce, maugre my hede Amonge the

thornes, hey go bette. 1589 NASHE Martins Months Mindc
ii Those whom he counteth his enemies (the worst better

than the best of his hey gobetts) Hunting Song in

Hallhuell, But when my lips are very well wet, Then I can

sing with the, Heigh, go bet !

b. Hey-sfo-mad. A phrase expressive of bois-

terous excitement ;
sometimes used as adj. dial.

1759 STERNE Tr. Shandy I. 2 Away they go cluttering

like hey-go mad. 1818 Craven Dial., Heigh-go-mad, to be

highly enraged. 1854 DICKENS Hard T. H.VI, Yo was

hey-go-mad about her, but an hour sin. 1888 Sheffield

Gloss., Heigh-go-mad, said of a person who betrays exces-

sively high spirits.

c. Hey-pass. An exclamation of jugglers com-

manding an article to move : often joined with re-

pass. Hence as a name for the command, and an

appellation of a juggler. 1 Obs.

c 1590 MARLOWE Faust, xi. 58 Do you hear ? you heypass,

where's your master? 1593 NASHE Lenten Stuffe 31

Whereof the onely Circes Heypasse and Repasse was that

it drewe a thousand ships to Troy to fetch her backe with a

pestilence. 1641 MILTON Animadv. (1851) 210 You wanted

but Hey-passe to have made your transition like a mysticall

man of Sturbridge. 1717 GAY Fables xiii. 35 (Jod.) Heigh !

pass ! 'tis gone, a 1834 LAMB Lett. xvii. lo Wordsw. 161

Autumn hath foregone its moralities; they are 'hey-pass

repass ',
as in a show-box.

d. Hey presto. A phrase of command by con-

jurors and jugglers : hence transf. used to connote

an instantaneous or magical transformation, or

some surprisingly sudden performance ;
also sb. as

a name for the command.
1731 FIELDING Lottery in. Wks. 1882 VIII. 481 The ham-

mer goes down, Hey Presto ! be gone ! And up comes the

twenty pound. 1761 GARRICK Efil. to Hecuba, Hey !

Presto ! I'm in Greece a maiden slain - Now ! stranger

still! a maid, in Drury-Lane! 1877 MRS. ALEXANDER

igic

_ maid, in Drury-Lane! 1873 MRS. ALE

Wooing o"t II. 55 Like some magician come to lift everyone

out of the Slough of Despond, with a sort of
' Hey Presto !

out 01 tne oiougn ui ucjijjuiiu, wivu ji* v -~, - --

1877 SPURGEON Sena. XXIII. 677 Heigh, presto f the thing

is done. 1891 A. LYNCH Mod. Authors 133 The melo-

dramatic situations, the surprises, hi-prestos, climaxes.

Hey, obs. form of EYE, HAY, HE pron., HEO

tron., Hi pron., HIE, HIGH.

Hey-day, heyday (WN), int. Forms:

6-7 heyda, (6 hoighdagh, hoy day, 6-7 hoyda,

hoyday, 7 hoida), 6-8 hey day, (7 hay da, ha

day, 8 heigh-day), 7- hey-day, 8- heyday.

See also HIGH-DAY, [app. a compound of HEY

int. ; the second element is of doubtful origin, but

at length identified with day. The early heyda

agrees in form, but less in sense, with Ger. hei'da,

heida- = hey there ! : cf. also Ger. hei-di, heidi-.]

An exclamation denoting frolicsomeness, gaiety,

surprise, wonder, etc.

1526 SKELTON Magnyf. 757 Courtly Abusyon, Rutty bully,

ioly rutterkyn, heyda ! 1551 HULOET, Heyda or hey, euax.

a 1553 UDALL Royster D. HI. iii. (Arb.) 48 Hoighdagh, if

faire fine mistresse Custance sawe you now. 1598 B.

TONSON Ev. Man in Hum. iv. ii, Hoyday, here is stuffe !

1607 HEYWOOD Fayre Mayde Wks. 1874 II. n Hoida ; come

up. 1621 B. JONSON Masque Augures, Hey-da ! what Hans

Flutterkin is this? what Dutchman doe's build or frame

castles in the aire ? 1671 VILLIERS (Dk. Buckhm.) Rehearsal

n iv (Arb.) 61 Hey day, hey day ! I know not what to do,

nor what to say. 1709 STEELE Taller No. 171 ! 3. I g "

further than, Say you so, Sir? Indeed! Heyday! 1741

RICHARDSON Pamela. (1824) I. 67 Hey-day, why so nimble,

and whither so fast? said she. 1780 WESLEY Hks. '1872)

X 164 Heigh-day ! What has this to do here? 1844 DICKENS

Mart. Chuz. vii, Heyday ! Pray, what does he want with

me? 1855 KINGSLEY Heroes, Theseus n. 11856) 184 Hey-

day, we are all masters here.

Hey-day, heyday (Mi"dJ), sb. (a.) Also 6

hayday, 8 hay day. [Of uncertain origin;

perh. connected with prec. The second element

does not seem to have been the word day, though
in later use often identified with it : see sense 2.]

1. State of exaltation or excitement of the spirits

or passions.
c 1590 Sir Thomas More (1844) 41 To be greate. .when the

thred of hayday is once spoun, A bottom great woond vpp

greatly vndoun. 1601 SHAKS. Ham. in. iv. 69 At your age,

The hey-day in the blood is tame, it's humble. 1633 FORD
'Tis Pity iv. iii, Must your hot itch and plurisy of lust, The

heyday of your luxury, be fed Up to a surfeit ? 1783 BUR-

GOYNE Ld. ofManor i. i. (D.), A merry peak puts my spirits

quite in a hey-day. 1794 SOUTHEY Wat Tyler \. i, Ay, we
were young, No cares had quell'd the heyday of the blood.

1867 EMERSON May-Day etc. Wks. (Bohn) III. 423 Checked
in these souls the turbulent heyday.



HEYDUCK.
2. The stage or period when excited feeling is at '

its height; the height, zenith, or acme of anything
which excites the feelings; the flush or full bloom,
or stage of fullest vigour, of youth, enjoyment,

prosperity, or the like. Often associated with day,
and taken as the most flourishing or exalted time.

1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic. (1779) II. Ixviii. 221 Our imperious
youth.. was now in the heyday of his blood. 1768 STERNE
Sent. Journ. (1775) 86 (Hotel at f*an's\ I was interrupted
in the hey-day of this soliloquy, with a voice. Ibid. 135

(slfaria, Moulines) To travel it through the sweetest part of
France in the hey-day of the vintage. 1807-8 W. IRVING

Salmag. (1824) 143 In the good old times that saw my aunt
in the hey-day ofyouth. 18x4 SCOTT St. Kenan's iii, In his

heyday he had a small estate, which he had spent like a

gentleman. 1831 LYTTON Godolfhin 38 In the flush and hey-

world's prime. 1877 MRS, OLIPHANT Makers Flor. xiv. 346
He was no more than thirty-six, in the hey-day ofhis powers.

b. attrib. Of or pertaining to the hey-day of

youth ; erron. belonging to a festive or gala day.
1739 GIBBER Apol. \. 14 All the hey-day expences of a

modish Man of Fortune. 1792 Fortn. Ramble viii. 44 A man
with his hayday dress, .is passing over the bridge.

Hey-day guise, hey-de-gay : see HAT s6.* 2.
\

II Heydnck (hai-duk, h?-dz>k). Forms : 7

heyducjue, 7 -duke, -duck, 9 heyduo, heiduo,
-duck, haiduk, hayduk. [a. Boh., Pol., Serv.,

j

Roman, hajduk, Magyar hajdti pi. hajdtilt, in
'

Bulg. hajdutin, mod.Gr. \a'ivTovT^y
- chaidoutes, ,

Turkish J J^ haiitiid robber, brigand.]

A term app. meaning originally 'robber, marauder,

brigand
'

(a sense still retained in Servia and ad-

jacent countries), which in Hungary became the

name of a special body of foot-soldiers (to whom
the rank of nobility and a territory were given in

1605), and in Poland of the liveried personal fol-

lowers or attendants of the nobles.

16x5 J. STEPHENS Satyr. Ess. 87 Like the Hungarian Hey-
ducks their wrath is prone to mischief, and their amity is

worth nothing. 1684 ScanderbegRediv. iv. 54 First Marched
five Companies of Heyduques. 1685 Land. Gaz. No. 2072/1
The Heydukes of Cattaro had made an incursion towards

Goza, and had destroyed all that Country. 1719 Slice's

Weekly Jrnl. (Exeter) 16 May 3 A Dwarf. .is to attend on
his Royal Highness in the Dress of a Heyduke. 1772 A nn.

Rtg. 82" Two Heyducks who were behind: the coach, bravely
exposed their lives to save the King [of Poland]. 1832
Blackw. Mag. XXXII. 13 The richly costumed heydukes
and chasseurs of the Hungarian lords. 1847 MRS. A. KERR
Hist. Servia 49 Such as refused to appear before the Kadi
. .fled into the forests and turned Heyit-ucs or robbers. 1858
CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. vi. iii. II. 158 Carried by two shining

particoloured creatures, heyducs so-called, . . in a sublime

sedan. 1889 AthenaNim 15 June 768/1 One of that extinct

species of servants, the heyducs, holds the horse of the fat

monarch.

Heye, obs. f. AWE, HIE. Heyer, -eer, var.

HAIRE. Obs. Heyeth : see HEIGHT. Heyf^
Heyfar, -fer, etc., obs. ff. HEAVE, HEIFER.

Heygh, heyj, obs. ff. HIGH. Heygth, heyjte,
heyjthe: see HEIGHT.

Heyghne, heyne, obs. ff. HAIN v.2 , to raise.

c 1475 Crobhouse Reg. (1889) 61 She heyned the stepul and
new rofyd it. 1550 LEVER Serm. (Arb.) 34 By takyng of

fynes, heyghnyng of rentes. 1635 RUTTER Sheph. Holiday

(N.), And on the turfie table with the best Of lambs in all

their flocke shall heyne the feast.

Hey-ho, hey ho (h^'-h^r), int. Forms: 5-6
hay ho(e, hey(e how(e, 6 heigho, 7 heigh ho,

heigh-ho, hi ho, 6- hey ho. An utterance, app.
of nautical origin, and marking the rhythm of

moverotnt in heaving or hauling (cf. HEAVE HO,

hale and how, HALE so.* i); often used in the

burdens of songs, with various emotional expres-

sion, according to intonation. In some later quots.

blending with HEIGH-HO.
1471 RIPLEV Camp. Alch. in Ashm. (1652) 157 Hay hoe,

careaway, lat the cup go rounde. ?r 1475 Syr. lowe Degre
in Ritson Metr. Rom. III. 179 Your maryners shall synge
arowe Hey how and nimby lowe. 15.. Peebles to Play v,

With hey and how rohumbelow, The young folk were full

bauld. a 1550 Frere t, Boye 50 in Hazl. E.P.P. III. 62 The
lytell boye . . Of no man had he no care, But sung, hey howe,
awaye the mare, And made ioye ynough. 1579 SPENSER

Sheph. Cal. Aug. 54 It fell vpon a holly cue, hey ho hollidaye.
Ibid. 78 As the bonilasse passed bye, hey ho bonilasse.

1592 G. HARVEY New Letter 16 Let him be the Falanta

downe diddle of Ryme, the Hay ho halliday of Prose. 1600

SHAKS. A. Y. L. it. vii. 180 Heigh ho, sing heigh ho, vnto
the greene holly. 1605 Lear in. ii. 75 With heigh-ho, the
Winde and the Raine. a 1614 Eng. Helicon in Brit. Bibl.
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var. HEND a., Obs. Heyne: see HEYGHNE.
Heynne, var. HYNE adv. Obs., hence.

t Heyr. Obs. (See quot)
1669 WORLIDGE Syst. Agric. (1681) 327 Heyrs, young

Timber-trees that are usually left for Standils in the felling
of Copses. 1726 Diet. Rust. (ed. 3).

Heyr, -e, obs. ff. HAIR, HAIRE, HEIR, HER sb.

t Heyrat' t. Obs. An American quadruped ;

app. the Kinkajou (Cercoleptes caitdivolvulus).
1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 84 We may hereunto

add the beast which is bred in America, called Heyratt,
spoken of by Theuetus : which name signifieth a beast of

Hony. .for it will climb the trees, and coming to the caves

of Bees . . take out the Hony with their nails. . . It is about
the bigness of a Cat, and of a Chesse-nut colour. 1677 G.
CHARLETON Exercit. Anim. (ed. 2) 18 Heyrat. 1688 R.
HOLME Armoury 11. 183/1 The Heyrat a beast in America,
as big as a Cat . . a great climber of Trees.

Heyron(e, -oun, -un(e, obs. ff. HERON. Hey-
soge, heysugge, obs. ff. HAYSL-GGE. Heyt,
obs. f. EAT, H.MT, HEAT, HEIGHT; obs. Sc. f.

HATE, HOT. Heyte, obs. f. AIT '. Heyth, obs.

f. HEATH, HEIGHT. Heyjjen, obs. f. HEATHKN ;

var. HETHEN. Heyty-titey, obs. var. HIGHTY-

TIOHTY. Heyuen, obs. f. HEAVEN. Heyved,
heywit, obs. pa. pple. of HEAVE. Heyward,
obs. f. HAYWARD.
t Hi, ty, pen. pron., yd sing. fern. ace. Obs.

Forms : I hia, hea, hise, his, (hio), 1-2 hie, 1-3

heo, 1-4 hi, hy, 2 hye, hyo, 2-3 ha, hoe. [OE.
hia, hie, etc., ace. of hiu, hio, HEO, fern, of HE,

corresp. to OFris. hia ; cf. Goth, ija, the form cor-

resp. to which was already lost in OHG. and OS.,
and supplied by sia, mod.Ger. sie, from stem si-, SE.

In late OE. the originally distinct nom. and ace.

began to be confounded under the forms hie, hi,

hig, hio, heo ; and in later times, though heo was
the typical nom. and hi, hy the ace., the two cases

were hardly distinct. Following the example of

me, thee, us, and_yo, and like the other OE. accu-

satives of the 3rd pers., hia began in the loth c.,

in north-midl. dial., to be supplanted by the dative

hire, HER. In the east-midl. dial, of the OE.
Chronicle, this substitution was fully established by
1 125 ;

but the original ace. hi, hy remained longer
in the west and south, being found in Layamon
after 1200, and in Shoreham (Kentish) in the first

quarter of the I4thc. During its obsolescence, an-

other ace. form, hes, His, made its appearance in

the south.]
= HEB (ace.) ; also refl. herself. Used of females,

and with nouns grammatically feminine : cf. HEO.
^825 I 'esp. Psalter xxxix. 15 Da oe soecaS sawle mineoaet

hie afirren hie. 835 Kentish Charter in O. E. Texts 447

jif min wiif donne hia nylle mid clennisse swas fcehaldan.
a 900 Martyrology Ibid. 178 Se casere hio heht gemartyrian.

(T925O..CAro.an.9i9iHe]beset ba burj and him cirdon

to msest ealle
Jwi

burxware be hie zr budon. cojo Lindisf.

Gosp. Matt t. 19, & nalde hea gebrenge . . ah he walde

deixlice forleitta hea [c 975 R"shw. G., & ne walde hie . .

wolde dejullice forleten hio]. Ibid. ix. 18 Onsett [bin] bond
ofer hia . . b361 hiu lifige {Rush-w. xesette hond bin ofer heo,
& heo leofab : c xooo Ags. G., Sete pine hand uppan hig, and
heo lyfaS ; c xx6o Hatton G., Sete bine hand up on hyo, and

hye lefeS]. COJO Lindisf. G. Matt. xiv. 4 Ne is jelefed oe to

habbanne hia [Rushlu. hire]. Ibid. xv. 23 Forlet hia, for-

Son [hiu) cliopas
aefter usis [Rushw. Forlet hiae, forbon be

hiae caegeb aefter us], c xooo Sax. Leechd. I. i7oGifhe hy
[peoniam] mid him hafao. irxooo Ags. Gosp. Matt. xiv. 4

Nys be alyfed hi [y.r. hig] to wife to haebbenne [c 1160

Hatton G., hy to wife to haebbennej. Ibid. xv. 23 Forlaet

big, forSam heo clypao aefter us [c 1160 Hatton G., Forlaet

hyo, forpan hyo clypaS aefter us], a 1050 O. E. Chron.

(MS. C) an. 1037 Baldwine eorl hi [^Elfxyfe] oaer wel under-

feng, and his b&' jeheold. Ibid. (Laud MS.) an. 1048 r 4
Se cyng .. betaehte hy his swyster to Hwerwillon. a noo
Ibid. (Laud MS.) an. 1075 Se cyng hi let bryngan to West-

mynstre..and lae^de hi wi3 Eadward kyng hire hlaforde.

Ibid. an. noo Se arcebiscop Ansealm hi him bewaeddade and
siooan to cwene jehalsode. a 1x75 Cott. Horn. 223 Adam hi

nemnede eua. c 1175 Lamb. Hotn. 3 UnbindeS heo [beasse]
and leadeS heo to me. a 1200 Moral Ode 215 pa be godes
milce seche3 he iwis mei ha ifniden. c 1205 LAV. 42 He hoe

[be boc] jef bare jeoelen >Elienor. Ibid. 158 He heo wolde
habben. Ibid. 3186 Ich heo \c 1275 hire

;
i.e. Cordelia] wulle

be biwiten & senden ha [c 1275 hire] be in ane scipe. a 1250
Owl ff Night. 29 pe nihtegale hi ise? And hi biheold and

overse}. Ibid. 939 And sat sum del and heo bibohte. c 1275
Passion our Lord 435 in O. E. Misc. 49 pe rode . . He ber

heo on his schuldre. c 13x5 SHOREHAM 102 Senne hys [/.,-.

is] swete and lyketh,* Wanne a man hi deth. Ibid. 136
To healde hy [be erthe) op hyt nys no ned.

) Hi, hjr, pers. pron., yd pi. nom. and ace. Obs.

(1812) III. 188, Iknowe a sirnrJlecountriehinde, Heigh hoe, ! Forms: see below. [OE. hise, hie, etc., the ori-

sillie swaine. 1659 Pat. Ballads (Percy Soc.) III. 147 Sing,
j ,,jnal plural, nom. and ace., in all genders, of he,

h, ho, W,J. Len-Juall, who shall our geperall >?. ,848
JjjJ ^ H)J corresp tQ O j,rjs ^ . cf Goth
nom. pi. eis, *ij6s, ija, ace. ins, ijfs, ija, the forms

coiTesp. to which were already lost in OS. and OHG.
and supplied by sia, and sie, sio, siu, mod.Ger. sie,

from stem si-, SE. Since OE. times, a like fate has

befallen this pronominal form in Eng. Already
in loth c. the northern dial, occasionally used, as

equivalent lo hia, the demonstrative pa, tha, plural
of the, that ; before 1 200, the cognate form Jiejj,

THEY, adopted from Norse, had quite superseded

DICKEHS Dombey v, [He] whistled 'With a hey ho chevy !

all through.

Heyhoe: see HICKWALL. Heyhove, Heyhte,
Heykylle, obs. ff. HAYHOVE, HEIGHT, HECKLE,

j

Heyl, -e, obs. ff. AIL, HAIL, HEAL, HELE.

Heylander, obs. f. HIGHLANDER. Heyld, obs.

f. HIBLD v. Heyler: see HILLER. Heylis,
'

obs. f. HALSE sb. Heylle, var. HAIL sb.-, Obs. >

Heyn(e, var. HAIN, .HIKE, HYNE, HOINE.

Heynd, var. EBDE Obs., a duck. Heynd, -e,
:

HI.

hi, hia, nominative, in north-midl. (Ormin) ; the

corresponding northern form was pai, thai. By
1300, /', thei, they, had become the slandard

Nominative form in midland English generally ;

though her, hem, were retained in the possessive
and objective till the 15th c. Before 1400, thei,

thai are seen side by side with hi, hy, even in s.w. ;

and before 1500, hi, already confounded in form

with its sing, he, hee, disappeared from literature ;

although in the reduced form ct it still lingers in

s.w. dialect. The Accusative hi was lost sooner

than the nominative ;
in the loth c., in north-midl.

dial., it began, like the other accusatives hine, and
hi sing, fern., and on the analogy of the original
accusative pronouns of the first and second persons,
to be supplanted by its own dative heom, hem (see
HEM fron.*} ; in the east-midl. dial, of the OE.

Chronicle,hem had quite superseded hi before 1125;
but in the west the ace. was used by Layamon alter

1 200, and in Kentish it was still Shoreham's form

c 1315. When u disappeared in the south, it gave

place, as in the fern, sing., to a form hes, His, q.v. ;

elsewhere it was succeeded by HEM, which itself in

course of time was displaced by THEM. Thus, they,

them are the present sense-equivalents of hi nom.

and ace.]

I_ 1. Nominative case. =THEY.
a. i hire, hia, (hea), hie, 2 hye, 2-3 hie.

803-31 Kentish Charter in O. E. Texts 444 &c ic bebeode
minum asfterfylgendum . . oaet hiae simle ymb xii monaS . .

jexeorwien ten nund hlafa. c 825 I'esp. Psalter xxi. r8 Hie
soolice sceawedun and jelocadon me. c 855 O. K. Citron.

an. 755 pa cuasdon hie baet hie hie baes ne onmunden. <'8o7

K. -ALFRED Gregory's Past. xlvi. 354 Donne hit tocymSSast
hie hit sprecan sculon. 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt, xxiii. 5

paette hia siegesene [^975 Rushiu.G., past hix sia; gessence].

^975 O- E- Chron. an. 951 pact hie woldan eal baet he wolde.

c 1x60 Hatton G. Matt. ix. 24 Hye teldan hine. c 1200

Trin. Coll. Horn. 51 Efter ban be hie weren wuniende in

ierusalem . . bo hie forleten godes lore, c 1250 Kent. Serin.

in O. E. Misc. 33 Hie answerden and seyde, Lord [etc.],

0. I hio, heo, 2 hio. hyo, 2-4 heo.

871-89 Surrey Charier in O. E. Texts 452 ponne axeofen
hio ba ilcan elmessan to cristes cirican. a 900 CYNEWULF
Elene 166 (Gr.) Hio him andsware aenixe ne meahton axifan.

(937 O. E. Chron. an. 937 pa;t heo [MSS. A., B. hie, C., D.

hi] beaduweorca beteran wurdun. 971 Blickl. Horn. 199
Heo naefre swylc wundor ne xesawon. Ibid. 249 Hio waeron

Xefeonde mycle xefean. ciooo .fljLFRic Gen. iii. 7 Hix
oncneowon pa baet his nacode waeron. c 1160 Hatton Gosp.
Matt. x. i past hyo adrifen hyo ut [Ags. G. his-.hi^].
a 1175 Cott. Hotn. 223 Nare hio blinde Jescapene. c 1205
LAY. 183 He wes king and heo quen, & kine-lond heo welden.

1258 Proclam. Hen. Ill, pe treowbe ha" heo vs ojen.

1375 Joseph Arim. 282 penne bet se^en Ihesu crist in bat
like foorme, bat heo se^en him . . whon heo furst comen.

y. I hi, hy, his, 2-4 hi (i, y), 3-4 hii, 4

c 887 O. E. Chron. an. 887 And hi cuaedon Jwet hie past . .

i

healdan sceoldan. 971 Blickl. Horn. 123 pa hy pa up on

bone heofon aefter urum Drihtne locodan. c 993 Battle oj
Maldon 19 ByrhtnoS. . taehte hu hi sceoldon standan. a 1000

I O. E. Chron. an. 993 And hy bone ealdorman bar ofsloson.

i c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. ix. 24 Hi [v.r. his] tasldon hyne. Ibiti.

j 32 His brohton him dumbne man. 1x54 O. E. Chron. an.

1137 Hi hadden him manred maked & athes suoren. a 1175
' Cott. Horn. 219 To chiesen }ief y wolden hare sceappinde

lufie. Ibid. 313 I mu?on jecnowen eijoer god and euyl.

!
Ibid. 225 pa cweoen hi betwxe ham bat hi woldan wercen

!
ane burch. c 1205 LAY. 2230, I funden [c 1275 hii funde] ba

i breo maidenes. c 1275 Ibid. s6ro Hii [c 1205 heo) verde to

one borwe. Ibid. 10314 Hii fiowen for)? rihtes, bat i comen
i tobanPeutes. 1297 R. GLOUC. (1724)369 Hii rerdeabbeyes
' & prioryes vor her synnes. c 1313 SHOKEHAM 47 Ere hy
i thys ordre have, Me schel hy wel assaye Of that hy redeth

j

that hy wel Ham conne aneye. a 1327 Pol. Songs (Camden)
'

214 To the kyng Edward hii fasten huere fay. lyutAyenl'.
16 Hi byeb heaued of alle kueade . . be hy dyadliche, be hy

! uenial. 1377 LANCL. P. PI. B. 1. 189 Aren no menauarouser

i
ban hij Whan pei ben auaunced. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 1014

i Sory wer pey for hi ne mi3t hure pniwesse fulfille pore.

! Ibid. 2380 Y not how bay schul ascape ben, ^at hy ne gob to

dede. c 1380 WVCLIF Stl. ll'ks. III. no Hy kepeb here

reule.

o. 2-5 he, (4 hey), ? hee.

01175 Cott. Horn. 219 Hi wolde mid modinesse beon
betere ponne he ^esceapen were. ^1175 Lamb. Horn. 91 pa
bet lond hefden he hit sealden. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 129
For bat be he ne wuneS noht on hem, ne he on him. c 1220

Bestiary 351 Alle he [hertes] arn off one mode. 1297 R.

GLOUC. (1724) 16 To wyte, we^er he[=they] wolde pes, ober

heo nolde non. c 1300 Harelok 152 He wrungen hondes,
and wepen sore, c 1325 Song Passion 24 in O. . Misc. 198
Ne cuben hey him nout cnowe. c 1394 P. PI. Ciede 471 But

ober cures of Cristen bei coveten noujt to haue, But pere as

wynnynge lijb he lokeb none oher. c 14x0 Chron. Eng.
(Ritsoni 33 Schep he heden ase hors gret. c 1430 Hymns
yirg. 59 To the child her seruice profren he [rime vanyte],
c 1450 LOSELICH Grail xlii. 76 And whanne they syen he

Wolde not so. .Of here vyandes thanne joven hee.

f . 2-4 ho.

CII75 Lamb. Horn. 79 A mon .. fol imong poues, ho him

bireueden and ho him ferwundeden. a 1200 Moral Ode 98
NabbeS hi nabing forjeten of al b" ho isejen. Ibid. 100 Al

ho habbeS in hore write bet we misduden here. Ibid. 105 Hwi
weren ho brjeten, to whon were ho iborene ? a 1250 Owl $
Night. 66 And alle heo [Coil. MS. ho] be drivel heonne.

1:1250 Meid Maregrete xx, Ho leiden honden hire upon.
c 1275 Sinners Beware 136 O. E. Misc. 76 peos playdurs ..

Ho schule. . In helle habben teone. ?<: 1375 Pol. Krl. 4r L.

Poems 239 For esye he comun al, esye ho ssuln wende.



HI.

f. 2-4 ha, 4 a.

f 1175 Lamb. Honi. 5 J>us ha hine hereden. c 1205 LAY. 5365
Ha [c 1275 hii] ieopen on heore feire hors. a 1225 Ancr. R.
44 Ower graces . . alse ha beo5 iwriten ou. c 1325 /\v/
Times Ethv. //(Percy) xliv, Loke that ha fare wel Hors &
eke man. 1387 TREVISA Higdeit \. lix.tin Morris Spec. 340)
[>e kynges of Engelond wone(> alwey fer fram bat contray
..& ;ef a gob to be norb contray, a goj wi|> gret help &
strengthe.

ij. 3-4 buy, 4 hui, hue.
ei90 S. nif. />. I. 10/315 )>e croiz. .deope under eorbe

huy caste, 1290 St. Brandnn 669 in -S
1

. Eng. Leg. I. 238
An ester cue huy come. 01300 A". Ham (Kitsonl 1486
Hue gurden huem with suerde, Hue eoden . . Towart the
castele. a 1327 Pal. Songs (Camden) 214 That hue ne
shulden a^eyn him go. a 1350 Childh. Jesus 50 Ne dwelden
huy nou}t after ful longue Huy token with heom hat neod
was. c 1375 Pol. Rel. K, L. Poems (1866) 230 pe jates of
parais . . A}em hui beob noube open.

II. 2. Accusative case. =THEM.
c 825 Vesp. Psalter xvi. 13 Aris, dryhten, forecym hie and

forcer hie. 0835 " E- cliron ' an. 787 Se jerefa basrto rad,
and hie wolde dnfan to }>Ees cyninges tune. ^950 Lindisf.
Gasp. Matt. x. I paette hia fordrife 3a ilco and hea Je^eme
all un-haelo. Ibid. 26 _Ne for3on ondredes je hia vel 8a.
c 975 Rnshw. Gosp. ibid., Ne for^on ondreda|> eow hise.
c 975 O. E. Ckron. an. 964 And [Eadgar cyng] sette hy mid
munecan. c xooo Ags . Gosp. Matt. xx. 25 pa clypode se
hajlend his to him \c 1160 Hatton G., pa clypede se hjelend

hyo to hym]. Ibid, xxiii. 5 Ealle heora weorc hi?5 do3 baet
menn hi jeseon. c nfio Hatton G. ibid., Ealle heore were
hyo do& baet men hyo ?;eseon. a 1175 CW/. Horn. 227 He hi
ledde ofer se mid dreie fote. c 1x75 Lamb. Horn. 21 pah
ure an heofde idon eower alre sunne and he walde gan to
scrifte and bi-reusien ha and forleten ha a mare. Ibid. 23 pu
scoldest heo biwiten al swa clenliche swa Crist ha be bitahte.
r 1200 Trin.Coll. Horn. 51 pe king, .sende hie in to babilonie
to bralshipe . . and bat lond folc hem ouersette mid felefelde

pine, c nog LAY. 309 To his sune he heo [<r 1275 ham] draf.
a 1230 Oml $ Night. 1518 Overswithe bu hi herest. c 1250
Kent. Serm. in O. E. Misc. 33 Ha sente hi into his wyn-
yarde. c 1315 Shoreham 14 He with-stent hi alle. Ibid. 16
The foend fondeth hy so.

3. Reflexive and Reciprocal. Themselves ; each
other.
c 825 Vesp. Psalter Ixxii. 27 Da afirraS hie from 3e for-

weoroa6. ^855 O. E. Ckron. an. 540 And steorran hie
aetievvdon. ciooo Ibid. (MS. D.) an. 025 JEbelstan . . and
Sihtric. . heo jesamnodon setTame weorobige. CIOOO^LFRIC
Exod. xviii. 7 His gretton hi^ jesybsumum wordum. c 1000

Ags. Gosp. Matt. ii. n Hi [v.r. hig] aoenedon hi [v.r. his],
& hi to him jebaedon. <rn6o Hatton Gosp. ibid., Hyo
abeneden hyo, & hyo to hym ^ebseden.

~B.\pron,, occasional variant of HE, HEO.
Hi (hai\ int. [A parallel form to HEY.] An

exclamation used to call attention.
? c 1475 Hunt. Hare 136 The! cryed,

'

Hy, hy !

'

all at ones
'

Kyll ! kyll ! for kockes bownes !' 1747 Gentl. Mag. 39 Hold,
hold, 'tis a double ; hark hey ! bowler hye ! If a thousand
gainsay it, a thousand shall lye. 1847 ALB. SMITH Chr.
Tadpole xxx. (1879) 2^7

' Hi 1

'

cried the brigand, giving the
mule a bang with the butt-end of his musket. 'Hi!' 1886
FENN This Man's Wife ii. ii, It was not a thrilling word . .

it was only a summons an arrest. Hi! 1894 In A Ipine
Valley 1.47 Here, hi ! have a cigar ? 1897 Daily Nnvs 2 Oct.
3/3 A good lunch, and then hiT for the Crystal Palace.

Hiacinth, obs. form of HYACINTH.
Hiant (hsi-ant), a. rare. [ad. L. hidnt-em, pr.

pple. of hia-re to gape.] Gaping ; having a wide

aperture. (Chiefly in Nat. Hist.}
1800 HUHDIS Fav. Village 17 E'er he pours into the dis-

tant deep, Through the wide fauces of yon hiant cliffs. 1848
HAKDY in Proc. Berw. Nat. Club II. No. 6. 335 Maxilla:
rather broad, .the lobes hiant.

Hiar, obs. form of HIGHER.
Hiate (haiv't), v. rare. [f.

L. hidt-, ppl. stem
of hiare to gape.] intr. To gape ; to cause a
hiatus. Hence Hla-ting- ppl. a. So Hia'tion,

gaping.
1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. in. xxi. 162 The continual!

hiation, or holding open its mouth [on the part of the
chameleon], which men observing conceive the intention
thereof to receive the aliment of air. 1876 R. ELLIS Cotnm.
Catullus (1889) p. xiv, Latin, .to which the hiating vowels
i I are comparatively strange.

Hiatus (h3i|<~'-t/"s). PL hiatus, hiatuses,
[a. L. hiatus gaping, gap, opening, f. hiare to gape.]
1. A break in the continuity of a material object ;

a gaping chasm; an opening or aperture. Now rare.
1563 W. FULKE Meteors (1640) 17 b, These holes called

Hiatus, differ from wide gapings, in nothing, but that they
be lesse, and therefore seeme. .deepe pits or holes, and not.,
gaping. 1599 BrougUon's Let. xiii. 44 Hades was below,
and Abraham's bosome was aboue, and betweene them both
a great huge Hiatus. 1675 R. BURTHOGGE Causa Dei 319
He saw two Openings or Hiatus in the Earth. 1695 WOOD-
WARD Nat. Hist. Earth in. i. 117 The Water of this orb
communicates with that of the Ocean, by means of certain
Hiatus's or Chasmes passing betwixt it and the bottom of
the Ocean. 1737 FRANKLIN Lett. Wks. 1840 VI. 5 Those
hiatuses at the bottom of the sea, whereby the abyss below
opens into it and communicates with it. 1885 Manch. Exam.
22 June 5/3 One side of the mountain was rent into a large
hiatus about 200 yards square.

II
b. Anat. An opening or foramen.

1886 Syd. Soc. Lex., Hiatus Fallopii, a foramen situated
on the upper surface of the petrous portion

of the temporal
bone leading to the aqueduct of Falfopius.

c. humorously. A rent or hole in a garment.
1761 STERNE Tr. Shandy IV. xxvii, The hiatus in Phuta-

torius's breeches was sufficiently wide to receive the chesnut.

2. A gap or interruption of continuity in a

chronological or other series ;
a lacuna which de-
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stroys the
completeness

of a sentence, account, writ-

ing, etc.
; a missing link in a chain of events, etc.

1613 JACKSON Creed ii. xix. 6 To forewarne the Header
of the hiatus

jn
our aduersaries collections. 1655 FULLER

Ck. Hist. n. iii. 17 A Dunce-Monk, being to make his

Epitaph, .at Night left the Verse thus gaping, Hie stint in
fossa Berlx ossa, till he had consulted with his Pillow, to
fill up the Hiatus. 1676 W. HUBBARD Happiness of P. 57When there are such Chasmaes and hiatus's in the superiour
or_inferiour parts of a state, they are sad Omens, portending
mine. 1797 Monthly Mag. III. 264 It was printed in
the usual Greek characters, with all the hiatus filled up by
conjecture. 1844 H. ROGERS Ess. I. ii. 59 In 1671.. there is

another hiatus in his correspondence. It extends over three

years. 1874 CARPENTER Ment. Phys. i. i. i A Material
Instrument, whose function it is to bridge over the hiatus
between the individual Consciousness and the External
World.

b. Logic. A step wanting in a chain of proof ;

a gap in reasoning or evidence.
a 1850 CALHOUN Wks. (1874) II. 269 Where is that hiatus

. .between the premises and the conclusion ?

3. Cram, and Pros. The break between two
vowels coining together without an intervening
consonant in successive words or syllables.
The break or interval of silence is necessary in order that

the two
_

vowels may be separately heard, when there is no
intervening consonant to mark the division between them.
1706 Poi'E Let. to U'alsk 22 Oct., The Hiatus which has

the worst effect, is, when one Word ends with the same
Vowel that begins the following. 1875 LOWELL Spenser
Prose Wks. 1890 IV. 309 note, He [Milton] also shuns a hiatus
which does not seem to have been generally displeasing to

Spenser's ear. Mod. The article an has been reduced to a,
except before vowels, where hiatus would result.

t Hibber-gibber. Obs. [Reduplicated deri-

vative of GIBBER.] A confused repetition or babble
of talking; gibberish.
1592 G. HARVEY Picrce's Super. 24 One madde knaue with

his awke hibber-gibber is able to put down twenty of your
smugged artificiall men thai simper it so nicely.

Hibernacle (hai'bsjn/k'l). Also hy-. [ad.
L. hibernacul-nm : see below. So in mod.F.] A
winter retreat

;
a hibernaculum.

iy>8 MOTTEUX Rabelais (1737) V. 231 The Legions on
their Hybernacles think. 1791 E. DARWIN Bat. Card. n.

17 note. What is in common language called a bulbous

root, is by Linneus termed the Hybernacle or winter-lodge,
of the young plant. 1822 Blacrrw, Mag. XI. 736 All the
other snug and airless depositories and hybernacles of life

in the city of cities.

Hiberna'cular, a. [f. L. hibernacul-um (see

next) + -AH.] Of or pertaining to a hibernacle.

1834 SF.LBY in Proc. Berw. Nat. Club I. No. 2. 35 Those
insect tribes, .had. .quitted their hybemacular retreats.

II Hibernacnlum (t&itaiiue'kiwlfta). Also

hy-. PI. -a. [L. hibernaculum
winter residence,

usually in pi. htbernacula winter hqts of soldiery,
winter quarters, f. hibern-us wintry : see -CULE.]

( 1. A greenhouse for wintering plants. Obs.

1699 EVELYN A cetaria Plan, OfOrangeries . . Hybernacula,
Stoves, and Conservatories.

2. Zool. The winter quarters or place of retire-

ment of a hibernating animal.

1789 G. WHITE Seliornc xxvii. (1853) 108 Hedgehogs make
a deep and warm hybernaculum with leaves and moss. 1816
KIRBY & SP. Entomol.

(1843)
" 348 '' sha" seek out

appropriate hybernacula or winter quarters and in them fall

into a profound sleep. 1866 TATE Brit. Mollusks iv. 135
This it lines with leaves, retires to its hybernaculum and
closes the aperture of the shell.

3. Bot. A part of a plant adapted to protect an

embryonic organ during the winter, as a bulb or

special bud.

1760 JAS. LEE Introd. Bot. (1788) Gloss. 418 Hyberna.
eulum, Winter-lodge, the Part of a Plant that incloses and
secures the Embryo from external Injuries. 1794 MARTYN
Rousseau's Bot. i. 25 note, He [Linnaaus] names them Hy-
bernacula, winter germs or buds, into which the whole plant
retires during the winter season. 1860 TYAS Wild Fl. 31
[Butterwort] There are formed small round leafy buds or

hybernacula, about half an inch in diameter.

4. Zool. a. An encysted winter-bud ofa polyzoan,
which germinates in the following spring.
1885 E. R. LANKESTER in Encycl. Brit. XIX. 433/1 The

only approach to a differentiation of the polypides in Palu-
dicella is in the arrest of growth of some of the buds of a

colony in autumn, which, instead of advancing to maturity,
become conical and invested with a dark-coloured cuticle.

They are termed hybernacula.
b. The epiphragm or false operculum of a snail.

1888 HUXLEY & MARTIN Elem. Biol. 273 It is no uncom-
mon thing to find, during the warm season, individuals

[snails] to the exterior of whose shells there adhere one or
more (often a great number) of. .hybernacula, cast off by
their fellows on emerging from the dormant state. 1888
ROLLESTON & JACKSON A nitn. Life 108 When the snail hiber-
nates it closes the aperture of its shell by a whitish disc, the
hibernaculum or epiphragma.
Hibernal (hsiba-jnal), a. Also hy-. [ad. L.

hlbernal-is wintry, f. hibermts wintry.]
1. Of, pertaining to, or proper to winter

; appear-
ing in winter.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. iv. xiii. 223 [The dog-star]
should rather manifest its warming power in the winter,
when it remaines conjoyned with the Sun in its Hybernall
conversion. 1799 Spirit Pub. Jrnls. (1800) III. 129 To sleep
away the hibernal months. 1819 MONTGOMERY Reign of
Spring in Greenland, etc. (ed. 2) 211 They meet the pafe
hybernal sun. 1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 365 Lfucojum
ystivum ; leaves hibernal.

HIBERNIAN.

2. Jig. Pertaining to the winter of life ; late.

a 1626 BP. ANDREVVES Serm. (1856) I. 356 We have lost our

regard so even ofjudgements and all, as neither vernal nor
hibernal repentance we bring forth.

Hibernailt (hsrbo-mant), a. Nat. Hist. [ad.
L. h~tbernant-em

y pr. pple. of hiberndre (see next).
So in F.] Hibernating.
1836-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. 11.766/1 In the hibernant. .con-

dition. 1842 M. HALL Gulst. Led. 15 The deep and long-
continued sleep of the hibernant animal.

Hibernate (hai-bam^t), v. Also hy-. [f.
L.

hibernal-^ ppl. stem of hiberna-re to winter, f. hi-

berna winter quarters, kibernus wintry.]
1. intr. To winter; to spend the winter in some

special state suited to resist it ; said esp. of animals
that pass the winter in a state of torpor, transf.
Of persons : To winter in a milder locality.
a 1802 E. DARWIN cited in WEBSTER (1828). 1816 KIRBY
& SP. Entomol. (1843) II. 349 It is probable that some insects
of almost every order hybernate in the egg state. 1827
Butterfly Collector's Vade-bt. 115 This species hybernates
in the perfect state and sometimes survives the winter. 1865
Pall flfall G. 4 Oct. 10 There are now positively no places
on the shores of the Mediterranean where invalids can
hybernate cheaply and comfortably.
2. Jig. a. Of persons : To remain in a torpid or

inactive state. D. Of things : To lie dormant.
1829 SOUTMEY Sir T. More I. 39 Inclination would lead

me to hibernate during half the year. 1862 M. HOPKINS
Hawaii 305 The unsettled questions are hybernating, prob-
ably to bud and burgeon again at some future season. 1864
LOWELL Fireside Trav. 04 The public institution in which
he hibernated (so to speak) during the other three hundred
and sixty-four days of the year.
Hence Hibernating- vbl. sb. and ppL a.

; Hi'-
berna tor, an animal that hibernates.

1836-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. 11.766/2 In the sleep ofthe hiber-

nating animal, the respiration is. .impaired. 1870 HOOKRR
Stud. Flora, 395 Propagated by budding from marginal
clefts, and by autumnal hybernating bulbils. 1883 Sitnday
Mag. 674 The Faurde is really one of the hibernators, like
our own hedgehog. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON A nitn. Life
262 '

Hibernating gland ', a gland found in many Rodentia,
Chiroptera, and Insectivora.

Hibernation (haibajn^-fan). Alsohy-. [ad.L.
hibernation-em, n. of action f. hiberndre : see prec.]
1. The action of wintering, or passing the winter,

esp. in some suitable place or condition.

1664 EVELYN Kal. Hart., New Conseru. (R.), The several

plants that were to pass their hibernation in the green-house.
1687-1700 SIR P. RYCAUT Contn. Knolles* Hist. Turks 1462
(L.) The next day. .the vizier [marched] to Diarbechir, for
his hybernation. 1808 SOUTHEY Let. 13 Sept. in C. C.
Southey Lifefy Corr. III. xiv. 160, 1 am . . laying in health
and exercise for the next season ofhybernation. 1897 Westtn.
Gaz. 8 Apr. 1/3 My experiences may be of use next season
to those who are in doubt about their next year's quarters
for hibernation.

2. Nat. Hist. The dormant condition into which

many animals and plants pass when the tempera-
ture falls below certain limits ; esp. the winter

sleep of some warm-blooded animals, as the dor-

mouse, hedgehog, badger, bear, bat, etc.

ai8o> E. DARWIN cited in WEBSTER (1828). 1816 KIRBY
& SP. Entomol. (1843) II. 340 Their hybernation m these cir-

cumstances has little or nothing analogous to that of larger
animals. 1847 CARPENTER Zool. 221 This state of hyber-
nation . . is better displayed in the Dormouse, than in any other
warm-blooded animal of our own country, except the Bats.

1856 QQW Logic Ckr. Faith, iv.ii. 5. 221 [A plant] prepares
itself for the period of hybernation. 1860 MAURY Phys.

Geog. Sea vi. 325 The great serpents and reptiles have
buried themselves for hibernation.

3. fig. Any condition or period of dormancy or

suspended activity.

1829 DARWIN In Life fy Lett. (1887) 1. 176, I know scarcely

any one that walks, and this . . has reduced me to a sort of

hybernation. iB6$PallMallG. 3 Aug. 1/1 With the revival

of the Guild of Literature revive a number of questions
which during its hybernation were put upon one side. 1879
Cassetfs Techn. Educ. IV. 394/1 The long interval of half
a century seems to be the period of hybernation during
which the telescopic mind rests from its labours.

Hibernatory (hsibaMnatari). [f. L. hiberndre

(see HIBERNATE) : after conservatory^ A place
for keeping plants in during the winter.

1852 Beck's Florist Oct. 225 This frame is to be employed
for . . propagating plants from cuttings, and lastly, to be
used as a hybernatory.

Hibernian (haiba'inian), a. and sb. Also hy-.

[f.
L. Hibemia, a corrupted form of fverna (/-

uerna, luverna, lubernd] = Gr. 'Iftpvr}, 'Itpvrj
=

OCeltic *Iveriu (ace. *Iverionem, abl. *Iverione\
whence Ir. riu, ace. Eirinn, Erinn Erin, later

Mir. nom. and ace. Eri (whence OE. Yra-, Iraland}
Ireland. See -AN.]
A. adj. Of or belonging to Ireland ; Irish.

1632 LITHGOW Trav. x. 436 The conscionable carriage of the

Hybernian Clergy. 1711 POPE Let. to J. C. 15 June, What
he observes at the Bottom of Page 2oth . . was objected to

by yourself. .'Tis right Hibernian, and I confess it what the

English call a Bull in the Expression. 1775 BRYDONK Sicily
xxiii. (1809) 227, I suppose your Hibernian squabbles.,
would soon have an end. 1881 F. HALL in Nation (N. V.)
19 The truly Hibernian predicament of being notoriously
unknown. 1882 CAULFEILD & SAWARD Diet. Needlework^
Hibernian embroidery, .with Satin and Buttonhole Stitches

upon velvet, silk, or net foundations, with coloured silks or
filoselles.

84



HIBEKNIANISM.

B. sb. A native of Ireland : an Irishman.

1709 STEELE Taller No. 35 P 2 The Native Hibernians,
who are reckoned not much unlike the ancient Becotians.

r

1834 MEDWIN Angler in Wales II. 288 This was not lost on

the shrewd quick-eared Hibernian.

Hence Hibe'rnianism, Irish character or nation-
|

ality ;
an Irish characteristic, trait, or idiom. Hi-

be'ruianly adv., in a Hibernian manner.

1833 Frascr's .Ifag. VIII. 620 He altered the family name
from Macowen . . to Owenson, and thereby destroyed its

Hibemianism. 1873 Harper's Mag. 485 New scenes new
sea landscapes as Mrs. Trollope Hibernianly calls them.

;

1884 A. A. PUTNAM 10 Yrs. Police Judge xii. 81 A prevailing
'

disposition of the constabulary to let Hibemianism revel i

and rollic on the anniversary of its patron saint. 1894 F.

HALL in .V<x/;<wi(N. Y.) LIX.g/i Acolloquial Hibemianism.

Hibernically (haiba'jnikali), adv. [f. med.

or mod.L. Hibernic-us Irish (f. Hibernid) + -AL + I

-LY2; after L. Hibernice.'] In an Irish manner;
j

esp. in reference to speech : With something of

an Irish bull, with an obvious contradiction or ludi-

crous inconsistency in terms.

iZiSBIackw. Mag. XVIII. 727 Hibernically speaking, we
have but one mode of complimentary reverence for the

great 1880 Times 28 Dec. 10/1 To make known to us

something of what might be called, hibernically, solar

geology.

Hibemican (haibs'jnikanl, a. rare~'. [f.
as

prec. + -AN : after Anglican.'] Of or pertaining to

Ireland, or, esp., the Irish Church.

i88j R. W. DIXON Hist. Ch. Eng. III. 405 The other Hi-
bernican prelates held their peace.

Hibernicism (haibS'inisiz'm). [f.
as prec. +

-ISM : cf. Anglicism, Scotticism, etc.]

1. An idiom or expression characteristic of or

currently attributed to Irish speech ; esp. an Irish

bull (see BULL sb.* t).

1758 Monthly Rev. 342 As it stands, it reads somewhat like

an Hibernicism. 1779 Sylph I. 240 That is the greatest
trifle (to use a Hibernicism) of all. 1841 J. T. HEWLETT
Parish Clerk I, 107 Mrs. Bowling had always, to use an

Hibernicism,
'

enjoyed
'

very delicate health. 1879 Temple
Bar Mag. Jan. 5 They would, to use a Hibernicism, only
have noticed it if it had left on.

2. The condition of being Irish ; Irish nationality.

1807 SYD. SMITH Wks. (1859) I. Bi/2 The defendant has

pleaded that the deceased was an Irishman . . and upon the

proof of Hibernicism, acquittal followed of course.

Hibernicize (hsiba-jnisaiz), v. [f.
as prec. +

-IZE.] trans. To make or render Irish in form or

character.
1811 H. & J. SMITH Rej.Addr. (1839)40 note. This causes

him . . to . . Hibernicise the rest of the poem. 1831 Fraser's

Mag. III. 67 He has Hibernicized the whole realm of faery.

1891 Athenxum 12 Sept. 350/2 Several of the Anglo-Norman
families settled in Ireland became so thoroughly Hiber.
nicized that they assumed surnames with the prefix Mac.

Hibernize (hai-barnsiz), v. rare. [f. L. type
*Hibern-us Irish (f. Hibernia] + -IZE.]

1. trans. = HIBEBNICIZE.

1771 MACPHERSON Introd. Hist. Gt. Brit. 66 The proper
terms . . being Latin words hibemized. 1836 E. HOWARD R.
Reefer xxxv, Not yet having sufficiently Hibernised my
taste to luxuriate on Raleigh's root.

2. intr. To act as an Irishman.

1779 GIBBON Misc. Wks. (1814) II. 234 If you do not Hiber-

nize, you might at least Bentinckize.

Hence Hiberniza'tion, a making Irish.

1844 G. S. FABER Eight Diss. (1845) II. 268 This word
likewise escapes Sir William's hibernisation. 1894 Forutn
(U.S.) Apr. 103 The usual Hibernization of the police force

and the city departments promptly followed.

Biiberno-, formative element f. L. type *Hi-
bern-us Hibernian, Irish, as in Hiberno-Celtic,
Celtic of Ireland.
1828 WEBSTER, Hiberno-Celtic, the native language of the

Irish.

HibernO'logy. [f. L. type *Hibern-us Irish

+ -(O)LOGY.] The study of Irish antiquities and

history. Hence Hiberno'loglst, a student of or

authority on Hibernology.
a 1869 LD. STRANGFORD in Lett. <$ Papers (1878) 231 (D.)
We may fairly contrast his Hibernology with that of the

Hibernologists of the present generation.

Hibe-rnophobe. nonce-wd. One who has a
dread of or antipathy to the Irish.

1889 Temple Bar Mag. Dec. 533 It was long enough to
demonstrate even to Protestant Hibernophobes that his

system was the right one.

II Hibiscus (hibi-skfc;). Bot. [Lat., a. Gr.
IfliffKos some malvaceous plant (identified by Dios-
corides with dXfloia).] A large genus of malvace-
ous plants (herbs, shrubs, and trees), mostly from

tropical countries ; the Rose-mallows.
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Hibiscum, or Hibiscus, the

Herb Marshmallows, of known Venue against the Stone
and Gravel. 179! W. BARTRAM Carolina 104 The orange
flowered Hibiscus is also conspicuously beautiful. 1857
LIVINGSTONE Trav. iii. 72 Nets made of the fine strong fibres
of the hibiscus which grows abundantly in all moist places.
attrib. 1875 Miss BIRD Hawaii 134 Hats made from cane-

tops, and trimmed with hibiscus blossoms.

ELibrid(e, obs. forms of HYBBID.
Hie (hik), int. An imitation of the sound of a

hiccup, esp. as an interruption in the speech of a
drunken person.
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1898 ranch 29 Jan. 41/2 What's (hie) Cuba to him, or he

to (hie) Cuba ?

II Hicatee, hiccatee (hikatr). Also 7 hecatee.

[app. ad. native name.] A fresh-water tortoise,

Chrysemis rugosa, found in the Antilles.

1697 DAMHER / ~oy. I. 102 There are 3 or 4 sorts of these

Creatures in the West Indes. One is called by the Spaniards,
Hecatee. 1756 P. BROWNE Jamaica. (1789) 466 The Hicatee,
or Land Turtle. This species is a native of the main-land,
but frequently imported to Jamaica.

Hiccius doccius hi-kfios d<rkjis). Also 7

Hixius Doxius, Hictius Dootius, Hiccius-

Docksius, 8 hiceius-doxius, hicksius doxius,
hixious doxious, hiccius-doctius. [Conjec-
tured to be a corruption of the Lat. phrase hicce

est docttis
'
this or here is the learned man ', if not

merely a nonsense formula simulating Latin.]

A formula used by jugglers in performing their

feats ; hence, a cant word for a juggler ; one that

plays fast and loose
'

(J.). Also attrib. or as adj.

1676 SHADWELL Virtuoso n. 22, I shall stand here till

one of 'em has whipt away my Mistris about business,

with a Hixius Doxius. 1678 Quacks Acad. 5 All the use

you are to make of such Terms, is the same Juglers do of

Hictius Doctius and Presto. 1678 BUTLER Hud. in. iii. 580
An Old dull Sot ; wh' had told the Clock . . At Westminster,
and Hickses Hall, And Hiccius-Docksius play'd in all. 1690

D\DEKAmfhit. v. i, Here is nothing, and here is nothing;
and then hiccius doccius, and they are both here again.
a 1734 NORTH Exam. i. iiu (1740) 211 The Author with his

Hiccius-doxius Dexterity, can slur this on one Side, by a
Word or two. 1794 Sporting Hag. III. 163 Our jugglers
hixious doxious Shall distance all the Greeks.

Hiccory, variant of HICKORY.

Hiccup (hi-kp), sb. Forms : a. 6 hicke up,

hikup, 0-7 hickop, 7 hiokhop, hecup, 7-8

hiccop, 7-9 hickup, hiok-up, 7- hiccup ; (I. 7

hiccough. See also HICKET, HICKOCK. \Hickop,

hiccup, appears, from its date, to be a variation of

the earlier hickock, HICKET q.v. Hiccough was a

later spelling, app. under the erroneous impression
that the second syllable was cough, which has not

affected the received pronunciation, and ought to

be abandoned as a mere error.]
An involuntary spasm of the respiratory organs,

consisting in a quick inspiratory movement of the

diaphragm checked suddenly by closure of the

glottis, and accompanied by a characteristic sound.

Also, the affection consisting in a succession of such

spasms.
a. 1580 HOLLYBAKD Treas. Fr. Tong, Le hoonet, the hickop,

vexing. 1581 MULCASTER Positions x. (1887) 57 For the

hikup. 1611 BURTON Anat. Mel. m. ii. vi. ii. (1651) 553 By
some false accusation, as tney do to such as have the nick-

hop, to make them forget it. 1635 BRATHWAIT Arcad. Pr.

124 In the afternoone I am ever taken with a dry hecup.
1671 SALMON Syn. Med. in. xvii. 375 If the Hiccup come
after taking it. 17*7 BRADLEY Fam. Diet, s v., You must
in the very instant that the Hickup seizes the Party pull his

Ring-Finger, and it will go off. 1893 BARING-GOULD Cheap-
Jack Z. II. 190 Constitutional and chronic fits of hiccups.
ft. 1626 BACON Sylva 686 It hath beene obserued by the

Ancients, that Sneezing doth cease the Hiccough. 1744
BIRCH Life Boyle in Boyle's Wks. I. 83 (R.) Some are freed

from the hiccough, by being told of some feigned ill news
or even of some other things, that but excites a great atten-

tion of mind. 179476 E. DARWIN Zoott. I. 33 Seized with
most violent convulsions of her limbs, with outrageous hic-

cough. 1876 FOSTER Phys. m it (1879) 356 Hiccough.

fb. transf. A spasmodic affection of some other

organ. Obs.

1634 HEYWOOD & BROHE Lane. Witches i. H's. Wks. 1874
IV. 184 O my hart has got the hickup, and all lookes greene
about me.

Hence Hiccupy a., marked by hiccups.
1895 Du MAURIER Trilby 165 He sang with a very cracked

and hiccupy voice.

Hiccup (hi-k#p), v. [f. prec. sb.]

1. intr. To make the sound of a hiccup ;
to be

affected with hiccup.
a. 1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tong, Hoqueter, to hickop.

1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Comfit, xvi. 564 A Boy ten years old,

Hickuped day and night for Sdayes. 1798 ELLIS in Anti-

Jacobin xiii. (1852) 58 He spoke; and to the left and

right, Norfolk hiccupp'd with delight. 1851 R. S. SURTEES

Spongers Sp. 70*rliv. 315 He hiccuped and spluttered at

almost every word.

0. 1748 HARTLEY Observ. Man I. i. 97 Sneezing, Hic-

coughing, Vomiting. 1844 DICKENS Mart. Chitz. xxv, As if

a passing fairy had hiccoughed.
2. trans. To utter or bring out with interruption

of hiccups, as a drunken person.
1788 DIBDIN Musical Tor vi. 20 Convivial lords, .hiccup

out non nobis domine. 1851 THACKERAY Eng. Huiti.i. 11876)

155 [They] hiccupped Church and State with fervour. 1855
MACAULAY Hist. Eng-.xix. IV. 222 An idle word hiccoughed
out when they were drunk.

Hence Hrecuping vbl. so.
and^>//.

a.

1748 [see i 8]. 1803 BEDDOES Hygcta ix. 23 Sobbing and

hiccuping . . accompany epileptic fits. 1859 Sat. Rev. VII.

426/2 The dull apologies, the hiccuping excuses.

Hich, Sc. form of HIGH ; obs. var. of HITCH.

T" Hichcock. Obs. [app. f. some sense of HITCH
v. + COCK sb. ; or related to HICK sb.'1]

' A sim-

pleton* (Nares).
1607 Peele's Jests Wks. (Rtldg.) 6i8/r Among whom this

hichcock missed his rapier ; at which all the company were
in a maze.

HICKOCK.

Hichcoke, hichecock, var. HICKOCK Obs.

Hichel(l, obs. ff. hetchel, var. HATCHEL.

Hicht, obs. Sc. f. HKIGHT sb. and a., HIGHT.

t Hi'dlty, a. Sc. 06s. [app. f. hicht HEIGHT
+ -Y : cf. mighty.} High, lofty ; fig. haughty.
1513 DOUGLAS sEneis vn. viii. 21 Wythin tha

hychty
boundis Turnus rycht Lay styll at rest amyddis the dirk

nycht. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. III. 121 So hichtie than
into his niynd wes he. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Lt-sliSs Hist.

Scot. ix. 214 Hichtie hardines and corageous spirit.

Hence t Hi chtiness, haughtiness.
1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. i. 96 Of this cumis

thair pryd and hichtines, and hosting of thair nobilitie.

II Hie jacet ,hik dy'-set). [Lat.
= ' here lies'.]

The first two words of a Latin epitaph ; hence, an

epitaph or monumental inscription.
1601 SHAKS. A H's Wcll\\\ . vi. 66, 1 would haue that dnimme

or another, or hie iacet, 1654 WHITLOCK Zoototnia 416 Many
. . that, as to their dust, and Monuments, want a hiejacft.

1859 TKNNYSON I'ivien 751 Among the knightly brasses of

the graves, And by the cold Hie Jacets of the dead. 1885
A. DOBSON At Sign ofLyre 55 ^tanf.) He let his human-
nature rust Write his Hie Jacet in the dust.

1 Hick, sb. 1 Obs. [A familiar by-form of the

personal name Kichard: cf. Dick, and Hob = Robei t,

Hodge = Roger.] An ignorant countryman ;
a silly

fellow, booby.
1565 HARDING in Jewel Def. Apol. (1611) 529 Be it that

Hicke, Hob, and Hans, of your Sects haue impudentlie ac-

cused him. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Hick, any Per-

son ofwhom any Prey can be made . . ; also a silly Country
Fellow. 170* STEELE Grief A-la-Mode iv. i, Richard

Bumpkin! Ha! A perfect Country Hick. 1713 Acad.

Compl. 204 (N. s. v. Hyckc-scorner), That not one hick

spares. Ibid., That can bulk any hick.

Hick, sb.- rare. Also hie. [See HICKET.]
1. a. A hiccup, b. A hesitation in speech.
1607 R. C. tr. Estienne's World Wonders I. xiv. 70 To

pronounce them with their right accents . . without either

hicke or hem. 1796 PEGGE Anonym. (1809) 218 Hiccup
The orthography of this word is

very
unsettled ; some writ-

ing as here ; others, Hiccough, Hick, Hichoc, voA.fiicktt.

puirtil

2. Comb, fhick-yex, hiccup.
1618 HOBBES Thucyd. (1822) 99 Most of them had all the

hickeyexe which brought with it a strong convulsion.

Hick, v. rare. Also hie. [f. prec. sb.] intr.

To hiccup. Hence Hi-ckingly adv., in the manner
of a hiccup ;

with short spasmodic efforts.

1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 294 He would cough,,
and cannot but hickingly, as though he had eaten small

bones. 1825 JAMIESON, Hick, .to hiccup.

Hickell, obs. form of HECKLE sb.

Hickery-pickery, vulgar perversion of HIEBA
FICBA.
1816 SCOTT Old Mort. viii, The leddy cured me wi' some

hickery-pickery. 1887 J. SERVICE Life Dr. Duguid&o How
to use hykerie pykerie and rue.

t Hicket, it. Obs. Forms : 6 hiokot, hyckot,

6-7 hicket, 7 hi(c)quet, hickett, hycket. [One
of the earlier forms of hiccup, the other being

hickock, both app. with a dim. formative -et, -ock.

The echoic stem hick appears also in MDu. hick,

Du. hik, LG. hick, Da. kik, Sw. hicka hiccup,
MDn. hicken, Du. hikken, Da. hicke, Sw. hicka

to hiccup ;
also Bret, hok, hik (Littre), F. hoquet

(i5th c.), Walloon hike!li, med.L. hoquelus (,Du

Cange), hiccup, F. hoqueter (lath c. in Hatz.-

Darm.) to hiccup. The Eng. hicket corresponds
in formation to the Fr., and is identical with the

Walloon. Assuming this to be the earliest form,
we have the series hicket, hickot, hickock, hickop,

hiccup (hiccough).] Early form of HICCCPJ*.

1544 PHAER Regim. Lyfe (1553) E viij a, It is good to cast

colde water in the face of him that hath the hicket. 1545
RAYNOLD Byrth Mankynde in. iii. (1634) 173 Against Vexing
or the Hyckot. 1584 R. SCOT Discern. Witcher. XH. xiii.

(1886) 195 The hickot is cured with sudden feare or strange
newes. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 442 Proceeding from ex-

cessiueyexing or hicquets. 1684 R. JOHNSON Man. Physick
Hi. iv. 153 The causes of the Hicket are either internal or

external.

b. - HICCDP sb. b.

156* BULLEYN Bk. SiiiipUs 54 b, When the hart is weake
or in a great hicket.

t Hicket, v. Obs. Also 6 hickot. [f. prec.

Cf. F. lioqueter, Walloon hikeler.] Early form of

HICCUP v.

1584 R. SCOT Discov. Witchcr. xl. xy. (1886) 164 Some will

hold fast their left thombe in their right hand when they
hickot. 1634 T. JOHNSON Farcy's Chirurg. xxu. xxxvii.

(1678) 520 Repletion helps that hicketting that proceeds from

inanition.

Hickis taper, variant of HAG-TAPEB.

Hick-joint. Masonry. (See quot.)

1876 GWILT Archil. Gloss., Hick-joint Pointing, that

species of pointing in which, after the joints are raked out,

a portion of superior mortar is inserted between the courses,

and made perfectly smooth with the surface.

Hickle, dial. f. HECKLE ; var. HICKWALL.

Hicklety-picklety : see HIGGLEDY-PIGGLEDY.

t Hickock, it. Obs. Forms : a. 6 hyekoek,

7 hickook, hiokeook, hic(c ock, hick-hock,

(hick-hoe). /3. 6 hitchcook, hytchcoke, ;hitoh



HICKOCK.

cough), hichcoke, -koke, hioheoook^e. [A

parallel form to HICKET, the difference being either

that of two diminutive suffixes, or merely phonetic,
as in the later hickop, hiccup. The explanation of

the variant form in hich-, hitch-, is not clear ; it is

perh. to be sought in the dial, equivalence of ch

and k."\
An earlier form of HICCUP sl>.

a. 1538 BALE Thre Lawes 524 Thre syppes are for the

hyckock And vi more for the chyckock. 1612 WOODALL
Sure. Mate Wks. (1653' 190 Against vomiting, and the

Hickcock. 1660 HOWELL t'arly Beasts 78 (D.) Go to the

stomack, it hath . . singultus or the hicock. 1670 COVEL

Diary (Hakluyt Soc.) 140 A jerky motion like those who
have a strong Hickock. 1678 HEXHAM Dutch Diet., Hick,

the Hick-hock.

0. 1551 TURNER Herbal i. C j, The brothe . . dryueth awaye
the hycthcoke. Ibid. Cvj b, DylL.swageth y hichkoke.

1562 Il'id. ii. 54 Mynt..stancheth perbrekyng and the hitch

cough. 1398 FLORID, Singhiozzi, yeaxings, hichecocks.

t Hickock, v. 06s. Forms : see prec. [f. prec.]

An early form of HICCUP V.

1598 FLORID, Singhiozzare, to sob, to throb . . to yexe, to

hichecocke. i6n COTGR., Sanglolter, to yex or hickock.

Hickol, dial, form of HICKWALL.

Hickory (hi-kari). Forms: 7 hiquery, 7-9

hickory, 8 -erie, -ary, heckany, 8- hlccory,

hickory. [Shortened from pohickery, recorded as

the native Virginian name in 1 7th c.]

1. A North American tree of the genus Carya,

closely allied to the walnut, with tough heavy

wood, and bearing drupes (mostly with a hard

woody rind or hnsk) inclosing
' nuts ', the kernels

of which in several species are edible. Also

hickory-tree.
There are about a dozen species, all natives of N. America,

the commonest in the Eastern U. S. being the Shell-bark,

Scaly-bark, or Shag-bark H. (C. alba"} ; others are the Peccan

or Illinois-nut H.(C.olivseformis), common in the Ohio and

Mississippi valleys, the Bitter-nut or Swamp H. (C. amara),

and the Pig-nut, Hog-nut, or Broom H. (C. forcina).

[1653 J. FERRAK Reformed Virginia. Silk Worm iCent.),

Popler, Plum, Crab, Oake, and Apple tree, Yea, Cherry, and

tree called Pohickery.] 1682 T. A. Carolina 7 The Wild

Wallnut, or Hiquery Tree. 1737 WESLEY Wks. (1872) I. 62

Many hickary-trees which bear a bad kind ofwalnut. 1748
Phil. Trans. XLV. 543 Hiccory, the most common Tree in

their Woods. 1807 P. GASS Jrnl. 14 Here the soil is good,
with cotton wood, sycamore, hickory, oak, and white walnut.

1840 BRYANT Fountain 23 The hoary trunks Of oak, and

plane, and hickory, o'er thee held A mighty canopy. Ibid.

75 Indian maidens . . That gather from the nestling heaps
of leaves The hickory's white nuts.

b. In Australia, transf. to various trees whose

wood is similarly used to that of the American

tree ; the Native Hickory of N. S. Wales is Acacia

leprosa and A. Melanoxylon, of Tasmania Eriosle-

mon squameus (Morris).
1884 BOLDREWOOD Melb. Mem. v. 35 The beautiful um-

brageous blackwood [Acacia Melanoxylon], or native hick-

ory, one of the handsomest trees in Australia.

2. The wood of the American hickory.

1676 T. GLOVER in Phil. Trans. XI. 628 There is also

another sort of Timber called Hickery, that is harder than

any Oak. 1771 SMOLLETT Humfh. Cl. 11815) ?34 Her ear-

rings consisted of two pieces of hickery, of the size and shape
ofdrumsticks. 1879 Casselts Techn. Educ. IV. 160/1 Hickory
is very tough ana elastic.

b. A rod, stick, or the like, made of this wood.

1805 D. WEBSTER Let. 4 May in Priv. Cor. (1857) I. 206,

I have only to take my hickory and walk, a 1813 A. WILSON
Foresters Poet. Wks. (1846) 220 Grant this, ye powers ! to

dominies distrest, Their sharp-tailed hickories will do the

rest. 1857 WM. BOYD Oakw. Old n, Let him sport his hound
and hickory.

c. Old Hickory, a nickname of Andrew Jackson,
President of U.S. 1829-37.
3. The nut of the American hickory.
1866 Treat. Bat. 228/2 These nuts [those of Carya alba]

stand second in point of flavour among the hickories. 1882

Garden n Nov. 433/3 The Hickory b a fine nut.

4. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib. Adapted
to the growth of hickory ;

made or consisting of the

wood of hickory ; resembling this wood, very hard

or tough (also^f.).
1741 P. TAILFER, etc. Narr. Georgia 97 The Proportion

of Pine Barren to either good Swamp or Oak and Hickory
Land, is at least six to one. 1800 Med. jfrul. III. 119 The

sparks which were discharged from an hiccory fire. 1829
W. IRVING in Life ft Lett. (1864) II. 369 As to the old general

[Jackson], with all his hickory characteristics, I suspect he

has good stuff in him [see 2 c]. 1850 LYELL md Visit U. S.

II. 22 The soil of the
'

hiccory grounds
'
is derived from the

disintegration of granitic rocks.

b. Comb, hickory-aoacia= Native Hickory of

N. S. Wales, I b ; hickory-elm, an American elm

(Ulmiis racemosa) ; hickory-eucalyptus, an Aus-

tralian tree, Eucalyptus punctata, with very hard

tough wood ; hiokory-girdler (also hickory twig

girdler), a longicorn beetle, Oncideres cingulatus,

of the United States ; hickory-horned a., having

very tough or hard horns ; applied to a kind of

caterpillar (see quot.) ; hickory-nut, the nut of

the hickory ; hickory-pine, N. American species

of pine, Pinus Balfouriana, var. aristala, and P.

ptingens; hickory-shirt (U.S.), 'a coarse and

durable shirt worn by laborers, made of heavy
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twilled cotton with a narrow blue stripe or a check
'

(Cent. Diet.); hickory-tree (see i).

1816 KIRBY & SP. Entomal. xxi. (1828) II. 235 This cater-

pillar (Ccracampa regalis) is called in Virginia the 'hickory-

horned devil. 1683 PENN Let. 5 July in Gentlem. M<iff.

(1834) CIV. i. 42 Here is a 'hickery nut tree, mighty large,

and more tough then our ash. 1802 W. FORSYTH L tilt. Fruit

Trees xxi. (1824) 298 The Hickery Nut from North America.

1886 Pop. Sci. Monthly XXX. 71 (Cent.) The shell-barks,

the hickory-nuts par excellence. 1889 FARMER Diet.

Ainer. s.v.. Colloquially hickory has been employed as a

nickname for persons and objects partaking of the qualities

of the wood ofthis tree.. so *hickory shirts for their strength.

1891 B. HARTE Fam. Tasajara I. 16 Fumbling in the breast

pocket of his hickory shirt. 1882 Garden 27 May 370/2 T he

Hickory twig girdler .. gnawing deep grooves round the

shoots and small branches.

t Hicksctvrner. Obs. [See HICK rf.1] The

name of a character in an allegorical interlude of

the same title printed by Wynkyn de \Vorde, re-

presented as a travelled libertine who scoffs at

religion ; hence, a scoffer in general.

CI530 Hickscorner in Hazl. Dodsley I. 160 Freewill.

Yea, but where is Hickscorner now? 1542 UDALL Eraslil.

Apoph. Pref. ***j, Zeno .. vsed to call Socrates the scoffer,

or the Hicke scorner of the citee of Athenes. isfiT* BEI;O
^

Snpplic. Prayers, etc. (Parker Soc.) 232 The papists deck

themselves like hickscorner in game-players' garments. 1581

J. DELL Haddon's A rim'. Osor. 12 b, Here you play hick-

scorner concernyng the reformation of our maners. 1622

AILESBVRY Serin. (1623) 49 Methinkes I foresee the Hie-

scorners of this age knocking at Heauengate.

Hicksite (hi-ksait). [f. proper name Hicks +

-ITE.] A member of a seceding body of American

Quakers, founded by Elias Hicks in 1827, and

holding Socinian doctrines. Also attrib.

1839 MARRYAT Diary Amer. Ser. i. III. 95 The Friends. .

have been separated into Orthodox and Hicksite. 1874

WIIITTIER Anti-Slavery Convent. Prose Wks. 1889 III. 178

A lew spectators, mostly of the Hicksite division of Friends,

were present, in broad brims and plain bonnets.

Hickup, obs. form of HICCUP.

Hickwall (hi-kwl). local. Forms : a. 5 hygh-

whele, 6 highwale, hueholl, hewhall, 6-7

hewel(l, 7- hew-hole. /3. 7 highaw(e, heighaw,

heyhoe,hiho, 7-8 high-hoe, 9haihow; gheigh-
hold. (Cf. HIGH-HOLE, HECCO.) 7. 6 heohe-

wall, 6- hiokwall ; also 6 hicwaw, 7 hicway,

7-8 hickway. (Cf. WITWALL.) S. 9 hickle,

hickol, heckle, ickwell, ickle, eokle, eaole,

eaqual, ecall, eikle, eekle. (Cf. YDCKLE.) t . 8

hufil, 9 hefful. (Cf. YAFFLE.) [A word of com-

paratively late appearance in writing, of which the

original form and derivation are difficult to deter-

mine amid the variety of spellings in which it

is found from the i6th c. onwards. It is prob-

able that all these go back to imitations of the

'loud laughing note' of the bird, of which the

early form hygh-ivhele (?
= hxwel) may be an

imitation (already perhaps modified so as to make

it articulate). Closely allied to this are the series

hueholl, hewhole, and heighaw, high-hoe, high-

hole, accommodated by popular etymology to the

habits of the bird. The series hickwall, hicwaw,

hickivay may easily have arisen from an earlier

(htt'xwel), by the hardening ofgh to k (as in heah-

fore, heyg/ifer, hekfer, heckfer (HEIFER), and the

words /text, next), although the second element

takes the appearance of being = OE. wag, ME.

wagh, and mod. wall, and the first has been ex-

plained as a derivative form of hack vb., quasi
' thatwhichhackswalls'. From^V^a/awDrayton's

hecco, and the modern hickle, ickfe series, are ob-

vious phonetic descendants. Finally, hefful, hiifil,

show / for earlier gk (x"), and thus attach them-

selves likewise to (hfi'xwel). There is perh. some

attraction between some of these forms and the

names YUCKLE, YAFFLE, which appear to repre-

sent an earlier *youchel, *yawchel, parallel to (h'x~

wel) ;
and there may have been similar mutual

influence between hickwall and WITWALL, the

latter prob. orig.
= ME. wodewale, WOODWALE.]

The Green Woodpecker.
a. 14.. MS. Anindel 249 If. 90 Hygh-whele, pictu.

1532 DEWES Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. on The high-wale,

Icspec. 1562 TURNER Herbal n. 25 Like vnto y ende of

the tonge of an hueholl or wodspike. 1570 LEVINS Manip.

13/41 Hewhall, vino. Ibid. 56/13 Hewell, bird, vireo. 01678
MARVELL Appleton House 558 Yet that worm triumphs not

long But serves to feed the hewel's young. 1678 RAY Wil-

lughby's Ornith. 135 The green Woodpecker, or Woodspite,
called also the Rain-fowl, High-hoe, and Hew-hole. I797~

1804 BEWICK Brit. Birds (1847) I. 276 heading, The Green

Woodpecker . . Hew-hole.
P. 1611 COTCR., Epiche, a Speight. . Wood-pecker, or Hi-

ghaw. Ibid., Prinard, a Heighaw, or Wood-pecker. 1674

RAY Collect. Words 84 (Halliw.) Ileyhoe, the green wood-

pecker. 1678 [see a). 1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. xm.

308/2 Woodspite, Hickwall, Witwall, Hiho, Red Sparrow.

1879 Miss JACKSON Shropsh. IVord-bk., Haihow, .. the

Green Woodpecker. Bridgnorth.

Y. 1546 LANGLEY Pot. Verg. De Invent. \. xvu. 30 b, The

Hechewal, if a wedge be driuen into the whole of her nest. .

compelteth it to fall out with an berbe that she knoweth.

1573-80 BARET Alv. H 416 An Hickwall, or witwall, vtrn

HIDATED.

1580 HOLLVIIAND Treas. 1-r. Tong, birde called :

called a wood hacker, a wood wall, a wood pecker, a tree

iobber, a hickway. 1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim.
ft

*

Introd., The woodpecker . . nutjobber .. witwal, hickwall ..

creeper. 1708 MOTTEUX Rabelais IV. Ixll. (1737* 254 I his

same Herb your Hickways, alias Woodpeckers use. 1824

CARY tr. Aristopli. Birds MI. i. 109 Those carpenter fowls,

the hickwalls, Who with their beaks did hack the gates

out workmanly. 1890 Gloticeslers/t. Glass., Hick-wall, the

green woodpecker.
S. 1876 .V. Waruncksh. Gloss. , Hickle, the green woodpecker.

1870 ittiss JACKSON Sknfsli. H'ord-tk., Ecall, .. the Green

Woodpecker. 1882 II M/'orvj. Gloss., F.ac/e, theWood pecker.

1885 SWAINSON Prov. Names Birds 99 Green Woodpecker. .

Eccle (Oxfordshire^. Icwell (Northants). Eaqual or Ecall

(Salop). YuckeUWilts). Yockel (Salop). T&pGloitctstersh.

Gloss., Heckle, the green woodpecker (Heref.).

. 1788W. MARSHALL Yorks. Gloss., Htifil,. .woodpecker.
1828 Craven Dial., Hefful, a wood-pecker, a heigh-hold.

Hicra picra, vulgar perversion of HIERA PICRA .

1857 Sat. Kit: III. 239/2 A drug known by a familiar

name, kicra picra.

Hiewaw, Hicway, var. of HICKWALL.

Hid Jiid), ///. a. Forms : see under HIDE v.

Hidden, concealed, secret.

am$Ancr. R. 172 Semei bitocneS be utwarde ancre

nout Hester be ihudde. 1:1380 WYCLIF Wks. 11880)299
Pharisees . . bat ben hud monumentis. 1382 i Cor. iv. 5

?e hid thingis of derknessis. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xxvi.

45 Hid malyce and dispyte. a.1598 ROLLOCK Sernt. Wks.

Wodrow Soc.) I. 379 He will seirche . . to the hiddest hirnes

unbudded rose.

fb. In phr. In hid (kiddis), a literal transl. of

L. in occulto, in abscondito. Obs.

a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xxvi. 9 He hild me . . in the hid

[L i<ito>W!V<>lofhistabernakile. c 1380 WYCLIF Sena.

Sel. Wks. II. 104 No man doib oujt in hiddis and jit he

castib to be in apert. 6 1400 Apol. Loll. 104 fingis bat bei

don in hid.

Hidage (hai-dedg). Obs. exc. Hist. [ad. med.

Anglo-L. hldagium, f. hlda HIDE rf.2 : see -AGE.]

1. A tax payable to the royal exchequer, assessed

at a certain quota for each hide of land.

a 1195 Charter Hen. I in Wetheral Reg. (1897) 29 Terra;

. . quiete de placitis..et geldis et danegeldis et hidagus et

assisis. 1425 in Kennett Par. Antiq. II. 249 Cum hidagio

hoc anno. 1480 CAXTON Dear. Brit. 21 Hidage, taillage for

hydes of londe. 1607 COWELL Interpr., Hidage. 1613-18

DANIEL Coll. Hist. Eng. 136 (D.) All the king's supplies

of the Norman State here was Hydage. 1765 BLACKSTONE

COIMII. I. viii. 310 Of the same nature with scutages upon

knights-fees were the assessments of hydage upon all other

lands, and of talliage upon cities and burghs.

2. The assessed value or measurement of lands,

on which this tax was levied ; cf. HIDATION.

1862 Collect. Archseol. I. 12 In many cases the manors are

found to have retained their reputed hidage. 1883 F.

SEKBOHM Eng. Vill. Comnmn. 38 The estimate thus given

of the hidage of a manor.

Ii Hidalgo (hidaj-lgo). Also 7 huydalgo.

[Sp. hidalgo, OSp. and Pg. fidalgo, formerly also

hijo dalgo (pi. hijos dalgd), i. e. hijo (Jillio)
de algo,

son of something,
' the sonne of a man of some

worth' (Minsheu). See Diez; and cf. FIDALGO.]

In Spain : One of the lower nobility; a gentleman

by birth.

No one who was not a hidalgo was formerly entitled to

the appellative Don.

1594 CAREW ffuar/e's Exam. Wits (1616) 220 These haue

large liberties and exemptions, as in Spaine those Gentlemen

who are called Hidalgos. 1630 R. Johnson's Kinzd. t,

Comnmi. 267 The Dons of Spaine, the Monsiers of France

. . the Hidalgos of Portugal . . and the younger Brethren in

England, make a very poore company. 1638 SIR T. HER-

BERT Trail, (ed. 2) 116 Beaten offby fifty Huydalgoes. 1808

SCOTT Let. to T. Scott 20 June in Lock/tart, There may be

some hidalgo amongst the mountains of Asturias with all

the spirit of the Cid. 1819 BYRON Juan i. ix, A true Hidalgo,

free from every stain Of Moor or Hebrew blood. 1855 MIL-

MAN Lat. Chr. ix. vii. (1864) V. 314 An outburst of reproba-

tion, .from all the nobles and hidalgos of the kingdom.

b. transf. One like a hidalgo.
1826 H. N. COLERIDGE West Indies 81 In order to. .defeat

those ingenious hidalgos the monkeys. 1867 Miss YONGE

Six Cushions xi. 90 [He] was a ready-made hidalgo, as he

well knew.

C. attrib.

1838 LYTTON Calderon vi, Those hidalgo titles of which

iur father is so proud.
1866 R. CHAMBERS Ess. Ser. it. 82

ne old hidalgo idea.

Hence Hida'lgoisli a., resembling or character-

istic of a hidalgo. Hida'lgoisin (hidalgisni), the

practice or manners of a hidalgo.

1847 DISRAELI Tancred n. xvi, A hat a little too hidalgoish,

but quite new. 1887 Westm. Rev. 1045 Petty princedom
and effeminate hidalgpism. 1887 A. MOREL-PATIO in Encycl.

Brit. XXII. 358/1 His [Cervantes'] main purpose was . . to

show by an example pushed to absurdity the danger of

hidalgism, of all those deplorable prejudices of pure blood

and noble race .. which .. were destined to bring Spam to

Hi'dated, ffl. a. [f. med.L. type htddt-us, f.

hlda HIDE 2
.]

Made or measured according to

hides.
84-2

youi
The



HIDATION.

1889 Atkcn,tutn =8 Sept. 421/1 An elaborate hidated sur- !

vey. .identified as belonging to the reign of Stephen. 1898
Ibid. 12 Feb. an The German hidated village is not a
creation of the State.

Hidation (hsid^-Jan). The fixing of the num-
ber of hides ; mensuration or assessment by hides.

1878 R. W. EYTON Key to Domesday 3 The older system
[of mensuration in Domesday] . . in that its basis was the

Saxon hide, we may venture to call the System of Hidation.
1880 Academy 2 Oct. 234 There are frequent instances of a
low hidation in Saxon times being increased . . by the Con-

queror's officers.

Hiddelles, var. HIDELS Obs.

Hidden (hi-d'n),//>/. a. [See HIDE .]

1. Concealed, secret, occult, etc. : see HIDE v.

a 1547 SURREY ' Good Ladies, ye that* etc. in Tottel Misc.

(Arb.) 19 That vnneath may I finde Some hidden place. 1582
N. T. (Rhem.) i Cor. iv. 5 Who . . wil lighten the hidden

things of darkenes. 1615-6 PURCHAS Pilgrims II. 1139 We
entered into a very fair nook, and in the hidnest corner of it.

17x2 W. ROGERS Voy. 179 Discovering part of the hidden
1 reasure. 1817 COLERIDGE SibylL Leaves Poems (1862) 87
A noise like of a hidden brook In the leafy month of June.
1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 267 Hidden meanings or remote
allusions.

2. Mus. Applied to the consecutive fifths or

octaves suggested between two parts when they
move in similar motion to the interval of a fifth or

octave.

1869 OfSELEV Counterp. ii. 8 These imaginary octaves or

fifths are called
' hidden consecutives '. 1889 E. PBOUT

Harmony iv. 102 If two parts go by similar motion to

octaves or perfect fifths, such progressions are called
' hidden'

octaves or fifths. . . These octaves and fifths, being passed
over, instead of sounded, are said to be hidden.

3. Comb., as hidden-veined, -working adjs.

1870 BENTLEV Bat. 144 In succulent plants, the leaves are

termed hidden-veined.

Hiddeuite (hrdenait). Min. [Named iSSi,
after W. E. Hidden^ A variety of spodumene,
found in transparent emerald-green crystals, and
sometimes cut as a gem.
1881 Amer. Jml. Sc. Ser. m. XXI. 130. 1881 Atheweum

16 Apr. 530/3 Dr. Lawrence Smith has proposed the name
of Hiddenite' for the new mineral discovered by Dr. Hid-
den in North Carolina, which is known in the gem market
as

'

lithia-emerald '.

Hiddenly (hi-d'nli\ adv. [f. HIDDEN ///. a.

+ -LY -.] In a hidden manner ; so as not to be
evident to the sight or understanding ; secretly.
1580 HOLLVBAND Treas. Fr. Tong, En cachetU, priuily,

closely, hiddenly. 1642 T. GOODWIN Heart^ of Christ in
Heaven 74 This marriage of Adam was ordained hiddenly,
to represent and signifie Christs marriage with his Church.

17*1 R. KEITH tr. T. a Keinpis' SoliL Soul xiii. 207 Why
therefore is it that thou withdrawest thy self sometimes so

hiddenly from the Soul? 1846 TRENCH Mirac. vii. (1862)

197 note, The figure of all those who would do good hiddenly.

Hiddenniost (hi-d'nmonst), a. [f. as prec. +
-MOST ; after inmost, etc.] Most hidden or secret.

1891 E. C STEDMAN in Century Mag. Apr., Describe, ex-

press, interpret, the hiddenmost nature of man.

Hiddenness (hi-d'n,nes). [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
The condition or state of being hidden ; secrecy.
c 1380 WYCLIF Agst. Begging Friars xliii. Sel. Wks. III.

397 He spake opunly to bo world, and in hyddenesse nobing.
1631 GOUGE Cod's Arrows iv. v. 380 The Philistines use it

. . for the hiddennesse or secrecy of a cause. 175* LAW
Spirit o/Lffve it. (1816) 27 Had not the Christ of God laid

in a state of biddeness in every son of man. 1885 PATER
Marius I. 95 The hiddenness of perfect things.

Hidder, -ir, var. of HEDEB; Sc. ff. HITHER.

Hiddill, -Us, var. HIDEL, -ELS. Hiddlin' : see

HIDUN-GS. Hiddoues, -owus, obs. ff. HIDEOUS.

f Hiddy, a. [?var. of HEADY a.] Lofty, towering.
163* VICARS j&neid n. 39 The hiddie [arduus] horse

standing within our town, Hath armed men disgorg'd.

Hiddy-giddy (hi-di,gi-di), a. and adv. Sc.

[A riming jingle: cf. HEADY a. 2 b, and GIDDY.]
A. adj. Giddy, whirling. B. adv. In a giddy whirl ;

in confusion ; topsy-turvy.
1450-70 HOLLAND ffowlai 821 In came twa flyrand fulis

..and ?eid hiddy giddy. 1535 LYNDESAY Satyre 4151
It gart my heid rin hiddie giddie. 1629 MAXWELL tr.

Herodian (1635) 2^5 He fell to his hiddygiddy veneration
of his country Deity, .with antique dances. 1810 W. TEN-
NAST Papistry Stornt'd (1827) 205 The Main-kirk rang wi*

slaps and smites : Pell-mell, thwack ! hiddie-giddie !

Hide (haid), J*.l Forms : I hyd, 3 hude ('),
huide, 3-4 hid, 3-8 hyde, 4 hidd, 4-5 huyde,
4-6 hyd, 6 hydd, 4- hide. [OE. hyd str. fern. -
OFris. AOJ, OS. Me (MDu. hut, huut (d\ Du.

huid), OHG., MHG. hut, Ger. haul, ON. hM,
Goth. *hfys :-OTeut. *hii$i-z :-pre-Teut *killi's:

cf. L. cults, Gr. KUTOJ.]
1. The skin of an animal, raw or dressed : more

particularly applied to the skins of
tjhe larger beasts

and such as may be tanned into leather.
aeooO. E. Chron. an. 891 Se bat waes jeworht of briddan

healfre hyde he hi on foron. c izoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 190
Pe neddre..cnepeo nedlinge burehnerewe hole, and bileueo
hire hude baften hire, c 1210 Bestiary m^EKmtx oe neddre
is of his hid naked, c MSO Mali Meid. 37 Seo3 be cat at be
niche te hund at te huide. 1197 R. GLOUC. (1724) 116 po
carf he a bole hyde smale al to a fong. c 1400 Rom. Rose
7315 Teren the wolf out of his hide. 1467 in Eng. Gilds 396
That they do not shave flesh, skynnes, or huydes but above
the Brugge. 1495-7 N"*. Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 229 For
ham an Oxe hyde all Redie coryed and Tanned. 1579

268

SPENSER SAf/Jt. Cat. Sept. 223 Fast by the hyde the Wolfe
Lowder caught. 1674 tr. Schemer's Lapland 140 They put
on a garment made of hides. 1^27 SWIFT Desire <$ Possess.

57 Strip his Hyde, and pick his Bones, Regardless of his

dying Groans. 1768 J. BYRON Narr. Patagonia (1778) 51
An ox's hide, used on board for sifting powder, and called

a gunner's hide. 1853 C. MORFIT Tanning, etc. 146 Hides
. . comprise the skins of oxen, horses, cows, bulls, and

buffaloes, and are employed for thick sole leather.

b. In collocation with hair, esp. in phr. (/)
hide and hair: wholly, entirely ; neither hide nor

hair : nothing whatever. (So Du. hnid en haar.)
c I3jo[see 2], c 13756*:. Leg. Saints, Adrian$it\ Wnuenv

myt m hyd ore hare. 1450-70 HOLLAND Howlat 950 This
Howlat hidowis of hair and of hyde. c 1575 Balfour's
Practicks (1754) 523 He sail exhibite the samm. .cattel, in

hyde and hair, at ane certane day and place. 1857 HOL-
LAND Bay Path. xxv. 303, I havn't seen hide nor hair of the

piece ever since.

2. The human skin. (Since iyth c. contemptuous
or jocular.)
a 1000 Laws ofSElfred c. 70 (Schmid) Gif mon oSrurn rib

forslea binnan ^ehalre hyde, geselled x scill. to bote ; gif
sio hyd sie tobrocen . .

jesejle
xv scilL to bote. a 1300

Cursor M. 3661 pou wat mi hid es smith and bar, And esau
es rugh wit bar. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wact (Rolls)

14904 He sey neuere er, So faire childre of huyde ne her.

c 1460 Towneley Myst. (Surtees) 224 Alle rent is thi hyde.
1536 BELLENDEN Cron. Scot. (1821) I. p. Hi, He wes fairer

oFvisage and hide, than wes ony lady of the warld. 1645
MILTON Colast. Wks. (1851) 372 Who could have beleevd so

much insolence durst vent it self from out the hide of a
varlet? 1781 COWPER E.rfost. 486 He found thee savage. .

Taught thee to clothe thy piiik'd and painted hide. 1842
ORDERSON Creol. x. 106 One who. .tanned the hide of a poor
pigmy, a 1873 LYTTON Pausanias 138 The poor fellow

meant only to save his own hide.

f b. In alliterative collocation with hue (colour,

complexion, countenance). Obs.
c 1330 King of Tars (Ritson) 752 Hit hedde bothe lymes

and face . . Huyde and heuh, bon and fel, And even lyme.
c 1400 Rowland <$ 0. 1230 Full fayre of hewe & hyde. c 1420
Awntyrs off Arth. 108 (Douce MS.) But on hide ne on

huwe, no heling hit hadde. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. III.

305 His awin deir sone..Of hyde and hew baith plesand
wes and fair, a 1549 Murntng Maidin xii. in Lanehanfs
Let. (1871) Introd. 151 Ye ar so haill of hew and hyd.
1825-80 JAMIESON s. v. Hyd,

'
It's sae dirty, it'll never come

to hyd or hew.' Loth.

3. As a material for clothing, shoes, etc.

a 1300 Cursor M. 935 God mad bam kyrtels ban of hide.
Ibid. 2250 J?ar-for most Jai bam hide Bath wit hors and
camel hide. 18*7 D. JOHNSON Ind. Field Sports 232 Pieces
of cane bound round with . . slips of raw hide. 1860 LONGF.

Wayside Inn, K. Otafxix. x, Eric severed the cables of hide.

1865 KINGSLEY Herew. x, They wore short jackets of hide,

4. A whip made of a beast's hide. Cf. COW-
HIDE 3.

1851 MAYNE REID Scalp Hunt, xxiii, Pork and pipe-clay,
accompanied with a too liberal allowance of the

'

hide '.

6. attrib. and Comb., as hide-beating^ -curing,

-dresser, -ing, -factory, -fair, -knob, -merchant,

-net, -plate, -seller
-, -thong, -whip', hide-blown a.,

bloated ; hide-drogher [DBOGHER], a coasting
vessel trading in hides ; the master of such a vessel ;

hence hide-droghing, trading with such a vessel ;

hide-factor, a dealer in hides who supplies tanners;

hide-handler, a machine or vat in which hides

are treated with the liquor used in tanning them ;

hide-mill, a machine for softening dried hides ;

hide-money (transl. of Gr. fapiutrticvv) ; .see quot.;
hide-rope, a rope made of plaited cowhide (Knight
Diet, Meek.} ; hide-scraper, -stretcher, -worker,
appliances used in preparing hides for leather.
1660 R. COKE Power $ Subj. 150 Beat his hide, or make

him to fear a *
hide-beating. 1834 SIR H. TAYLOR ist Pt.

Artevelde L Hi. (D.), Slothful, *nide-blown, gormandizing
niggards. 1890 Daily News 24 Mar. 6/5 A Free Trade
demonstration of the tanners and *hide-dressers..in Paris..
A thousand men who used to be employed in tanning and
*htde dressing. 1841 EMERSON Lect., Man the Reformer
Wks. (Bohn) II. 239 It is the sailor, the *

hide-drogher, the
butcher. i88> Harper's Mag. Dec. 602 The beach where
Dana once loaded his hides in his

' hide drogher '. 1840 R. H.
DANA Be/. Mast xv. 41 A large ship.. as rusty and worn as
two years' '*hide-droghing* could make her. 1894 Daily
News i May 8/3 *Hide fairs were things common enough
in many districts of rural England in old days. 1853
PRATT in C. Morfit Tanning, etc. 321 Three *hide-mills,
for softening the dry Spanish hides. 1846 GROTE Greece
H. vi. (1849) II. 475 note, The *hide-money (fopixariKor)

arising from the numerous victims offered at public sacri-

fices at Athens, is accounted for as a special item of the

public revenue. 1836-48 B. D. WALSH Aristoph., Knights
I . i, There succeeds a thievish, loud *hide-seller. 1851 MAYNE
REID Scalp Hunt, Ii, Raw *hide-thongs were looped about
our wrists and ankles. 1885 Harpers Mag. Jan. 274/2 A
blunted piece of iron, known as a ' *hide-worker

'

. . easily
removes the hair after the hide is taken from the water where
it was 'dumped' after the liming.

Hide, sb? Obs. exc. Hist. Forms : i hisid,

hisd, hid, h^d, 1-9 hyde, i- hide. [OE. hid
str. fern., earlier higid, app. from *h{wid, deriv,

of hlw-t hi&-, household, family : cf. HEWE. The
suffix is obscure.
In the Latin text of Beda, and elsewhere, expressed by

fatnilia, for which in the OE. transl. Jtfavisc and hhvscipe,
derivatives of kfw* family, interchange with hfd\
1. A measure of land in Old English times, con-

tinued also for some time after the Norman Con-

quest, varying in extentwith the nature of theground,

HIDE.

etc. : primarily, the amount considered adequate for

the support of one free family with its dependants ;

at an early date defined as being as much land as

could be tilled with one plough in a year. See

CARUCATE.
The question of the extent of the hide has been much con-

troverted. The general conclusion appears to be that it

was normally = 120 acres ; but the size of the acre itself

varied. See Maitland, Domesday and Beyond.
848 in Earle Land Carters (i888j 122 Ego berchtwulf

cyning sile forSrede minum Segne ni^en hi^ida lond in

wudotune. 869 in Birch Cartular. Sax. (1885) 524 Eac
wudulondall hit is gemaene barafif & tuentij bijda. fooo tr.

Bseda's Hist. iv. xviii. [xvi] 11890) 306 Is bses ilcan ealondcs

jemet sefter Ongolcynnes eahte twelf hund hida [Est
autent mensura ejusdcm insults [Vectse\ Juxta xstima-
tioncm A nglorum, mille ditcentarumfamiliarum], a 1000

Laws of /Ethelred in Schmid Gesetze 242 And sceote man
aeghwilce hide paenij oSoe psenises weorS, and bring* man
bast to cirican. c 1000 Wergilde c. 2 7 Ibid. App. vii. 396
Gif Wilisc man jebeo, beet he haebbe hiwisc landes [Laws
of Ine c. 12 Gif Wylisc mon heebbe hide londes] and

. _ _._e_i f. . *i__- i u:* !.:_ ;?j

CXX !

Antiq. (1818) I. 88 Idem Rotbertus tenet Bernecestre .. Ibi

sunt 15 hidae et dim. Terra 22 car. a noo O. E. Chron.

an. 1008 Her bebead se cyng bxt man sceolde ofer call

Angel cynn scypu feastlice wircean bet is bonne [of] bryjn.
hund hidum, and of jc. hidan ;cnne sceg5, and of .viii.

hidum helm and byrnan. Ibid. an. 1086 Naesan hid landes

innan Engls lande beet he nyste hwa heo hacfde. [^1154
HENRY OF HUNTINGDON vi. 360 (Du Cange) Hida Anglice
vocatur terra unius aratri culturje sufficitns per annum.
c 1175 Dialog, de Scacc. i. xvii, Quid Hida. .secundum vul-

garem opinionem. Ruricol^e melius hoc nprunt ; verum
sicut ab ipsis accepimus, hida a primitiva institutione ex

centum acris constat.] c 1*90 S. Eng. Leg, I. 52/185 An
hondret hidene of guod lond with hire he 5af per. 1297
R. GLOUC. (1724) 434 Of ech hyde of Engelond bre ssyf-

lynges he nom J. 13.. K. A Us. 458 Whan corne ripeb in

heruest tyde Mery it is in feld & hyde. 1494 FABYAN
Chron. vii. ccxxii. 246 So an hyde of lande conteyneth
.xx. acres. 1593 NORDEN S$ec. Brit., M*sex i. 5 The vsuall

account of lande at this day in Englande Is by acres, yardes,

carewes, hydes, knightes fees, cantreds, baronies and coun-

ties. 1614 SELDEN Titles Hon. 273 By their account cxciL

acres made a Hyde. 1788 R. KELHAM Domesday Bk. (L.),

The just value of a hide, that might fit the whole kingdom
.. was ever of an uncertain quantity. 1895 POLLOCK &
MAITLAND Eng. Law I. 347 In the north of England this

unit appears as the carucate . . In the south the bide appears
in place of the carucate, and the hide is generally regarded
as made up of four, but it may well be of six virgates. 1897
MAITLAND Domesday <$ Beyond 510 They know but one
tenemental unit. It is the hiitnsc^ the terra uniusfamiliae,
the terra unitts manentis

t
the manse, the hide.

b. Hide and Gaine [Qlf.gaigne, gaingnt arable

land,
*
terre labourable* (Godefroy)].

These words appear to be given originally as synonyms of

arable land. But later compilers took them as a phrase.

1347 in Fitzherb. Ahridg. tit. Admeasurement F 8 fol. 15
La terre a qe le comen est claim app[endant] fuit auncient
terre hide & geign. 1628 COKE On Liti. 85 b, And the

Common Law giueth errable land (which anciently is called

Hyde & gaine) the preheminencie and precedence before

meadowes [etc.]. 1658 PHILLIPS, Hide and Gain, arable

Land, or the same as gainage. 1708 Termes de la Ley 383
Hide and Gayne did anciently signifie arrable Land.

2. nonce-use. (Associated with HIDE j^. 1

)
As

much land as could be measured by a thong cut out

of a hide. (In quot. referring to the story of Dido's

purchase of the site of Carthage, Virg. JEn. I.
.^68.)

1594 MARLOWE & NASHE Dido iv. ii, She crav'd a hide of

ground to build a town.

Hide, sb [f. HIDE/.I]
tl. 1. (In ME. use.) The action or an act of

hiding ; concealment. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 10771 Quen ioseph sagh na hide ne

dught, Nedings forth his wand he broght. Ibid. 26115 O
mans hert an opening wide, bat man can scheu wit-vten

hide, a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. viii. 31 A stythye stunte
hire sturne stryf, that ys in beovene hert in hyde.
H. 2. (In modern use.) A hiding-place; a cache.

1649 T. WODENOTE Hermes Theol. viii. 13 Hunted by an
Orthodox Divine.. who can easily ferret them out of all

their hides and holds. 186* 'MANHATTAN* Marion I. 20

[He] would. .go early to his hide, and conceal himself, with
the barrels of his duck gun loaded with buck-shot. 1884
Public Opinion 5 Sept. 301/1 A nice little 'hide', contain-

ing not only the articles he was m search of, but also other
stolen property.

Hide (haid), v. 1 Pa. t. hid; pa. pple. hid,
hidden ^hi-d'n). Forms: i hdan,(3r</ '#. h^t),
hidan, 3-4 hude ('), (^rd sing, hitt, hut, hit\
3-5 huide, huyde, 3- hide, (4-5 hid(d, hyd, 6

hyed). Pa. t. a. i hydde, hidde, 2-4 hudde,
3-6 hidde, etc., (5 hude), 4- hid. 0. 5 hidded,
5-7 hided. Pa. pple. a. I h/ded, hidd, 2-4
ihud(de, 4-5 yhud(de, -hid(de, -hyd, (y)hed(de,
i-hid, -hydd, hud, 4-6 hidd c, etc., 4- hid.*1

. 6 hyden, 6- hidden. [OE. hydan = MDu.
hfiden (Jiuyden, htieden], MLG. h&den to hide,
LG. {ver]huen : OTeut. *hiMjan t variously re-

ferred to the root of OE. hydt
HIDE sb^ t and to a

Ere-Teut.

*keudh-t -kudh-, seen in Gr. ictvOcar to

ide, cover up, conceal. The late pa. \>\>\c. hidden
is after strong vbs., e. g. ride, ridden.]
1. trans. To put or keep out of sight ; to conceal

intentionally from the view or notice of others ; to

conceal from discovery, to secrete.



HIDE.

cSo? K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. xxvi. 184 Swse se laxe

hvthis isern wiS Sone mon be he sniSan wile, c 1132 O. A.

Ckrat an. 963 [He] fand ba hidde in ba ealde wealle writes

bet Headda abb heafde a:r Rewriton. a 1200 Moral Oae *

\1 to muchel ich habbe ispent, to htel ihud m horde, c 1250

Gat tr Fr 352 Do gunen he same sridcn, And limes in

kue's hiden. a 1300 Cursor M. 3677 (Colt.) Wit a rngh

skin sco hidd his hals. c 1340 Hid. 910 (Trin.i POU wommon
shall haue euer bi heed hud. 1486 Bk. St. Albans E iv b,

in moore or in moos he hidyth hem fast. 1490 CAXTON

Eneydos xxiv. 89 She hidded the swerde. 1600 J. PORY tr.

Leo's 4frica n. 32, I had no leisure to hide away my coine

from ihem. 1646 FULLER Wounded Consc. (1841) 539
Oi

English proverb saith, he that hath hid can find. 1770

Junius Lett, xxxvi. 177 Retire, then . .and hide your blushes

from the world. 1873 EMERSON Lett. * Soc. Aims, Eloq.

Wks (Bohni III. 190 Mothers hid their sons, and wives

their' husbands . . lest they should be led by his eloquence

to join the monastery.

t b. To conceal so as to shield or protect. Obs.

a. noo E. E. Psalter xxx. 21 [xxxi. 20] .Matz.) pou salt am
hide Fra fordrovinges of men. 1382 WYCLIF Ps. xxvi[i]. 5

He hidde me in his tabernacle in the day of euelis. 1535

COVERDALE Ps. lxiii[i]. 2 Hyde me from the gathermge

together of y frowarde. 1614 Bp. HALL Recoil. Treat. 422

Many . . having nothing but a cote of thatch to hide them

from heauen.

c. To hide one's face: (a) in Biblical language,

to turn away or withdraw one's eyes, take no heed.

(Also to hide one's ear, oneself.') (b) =d (b).

1382 WYCLIF "Job xiii. 24 Whi thi face thou hidist, and

demest me thin enemy? 1560 BIBLE (Genev.) Ps. xxx. 7

Thou didest hide thy face, and I was troubled. Isa. i. 15

When you shal stretch out your hands, I wil hide mine eyes

from you. 1611 BIBLE Lam. iii. 56 Hide not thine ear at

my breathing, at my cry. 1780 COWPER 1 aUf T- V* When
Avarice starves (and never hides his face) Two or three

millions of the human race.
_

d. To hide one's head: (a) to protect one s head,

to shelter oneself, take shelter ; (*) to keep out of

siiiht, keep from shame or discomfiture.

c 1400 Afiol. Loll. 40 Pore He was, for He had not were

to hied His heuid. a 1529 SKELTON Howe the douty Duke

185 Crepe into your caues Your heedes for to hyde. 1503

WT FULKE Meteors (1640) 57 Some Rivers there be, that hide

their heads under the Earth, and .. far off, breake out

aeaine. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. ii. 18 But yet I warne thee

now.. hide thy head. 1593 SHAKS Rick II, in. iu.6

Richard, not farre from hence, hath hid his head. 1667,

1840 [see DIMINISHED 2]. 1778 A. HAMILTON Wks. (1886)

VII. 539, I believe it fa faction] unmasked its batteries too

soon, and begins to hide its head.

t e. All hid: the signal cry in hide-and-seek ;

hence, an early name of the game itself. Obs.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. iv. iii. 78 All hid, all hid an old

infant play. 1602 DEKKER Satirom. (N.), Cries all hid, as

boys do. 1607 ToURNEURtfiw. Trag. m.v. Wks. 1878 1 1.

82 A lady can At such all-hid beguile a wiser man. 1632

SHERWOOD, All hidde, jeu, oit vn se caclu four estre trouve

des attires. , f

2. refl.
and intr. a. refl. To put or keep oneself

out of sight, or to conceal oneself.

897 K. ALFRED Gregorys Past. xv. 88 Ge fleoS, & hydaS

eov? c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) ciii. 21 Hi on holum hydab hi

georne. c 1200 ORMIN 13736 pe33 babe hemm hiddenn sone

anan. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 3410 pey
nadde no tome for to He, Ne place to huyden hem priue,

ci386 CHAUCER Sqr.'s T. 504 Right as a serpent hit hym
wider floures Til he may seen his tyme for to byte 1489

CAXTON Faytes ofA. n. iii. 94 Tbey hided hem self within

the thykke busshes. 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. IV isb,

Lurkyng and hidyng him selfe in privy places. 1639 1.

BRUGIS Tr. Camuf Mor. Relat. 255 The blade hides it selfe

in the handle. 1879 F. POLLOK Start Brit. Burmah I. 116

Tigers have a wonderful knack of hiding themselves.

b intr. To conceal oneself. Also with up.

Hiiicfox and all after: a cry formerly uttered in the

game of hide-and-seek, when one player hides and the rest

St

?i33o"R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 8864 On heb and

hilles to hyde in hulk, c 1340 Cursor M. 16742 (Inn.) pe

Fist bigar, to hyde. c ,4 Chrou. Vilod st. 808 Where ever

he satte, stode, or hude. 1602 SHAKS. Hain. iv. 11. 32 Hide

Fox, and all after [cf. HIDE-AND-SEEK i]. 1774 GOLDSM.

Nat. Hist. ( I776) VIII. 199 The recesses in which she ulti-

mately hides. 1872 J. E. TAYLOR Half Hours in Green

Lanes (1877) 108 The slightest sound would cause them to

hide up.

3. trans. To keep (a fact or matter) from the

knowledge or observation of others ; to keep close

or secret.

c 1200 Tnn. Coll. Horn. 199 We hudeJS liSere sinnen on us.

11300 Cursor M. 1107 pis ded had euer i-wis ben hldd, If

;od him-self ne had it kydd. 1382 WYCLIF
Prae-J-

H
VVise men hiden kunnyng. c 1430 Life St. Kath. (1884) 61

The place of hir sepulture was hydde from knowleche of

cristen puple an hundert ?eere and thrytty. a 1533 L.D.

BERNERS Hum Ixxxiii. 261 He coude haue no power to

hyde or couer the trouth. 1690 Gt. Scatkierbeg 92 1

Sultan . being defeated, hided Ariamssa's condition. 1771

MRS. GRIFFITH tr. Via**, Shipwreck 130 Protect my
mother; hide from her the condition I am reduced to. 1837

CARLYLE fr. Rev. II. iv. vii, He that has a secret should

not only hide it, but hide that he has it to hide.

4. To keep from view (without implication of

intention) ;
to prevent from being seen ;

to obstruct

the view of; to cover up. ... ,
,r hM c 1The

CH74 CHAUCER Boelh. in. metr. viil. 64 (Camb. Mb.) Ihe

cauernes of the see I-hyd in nodes 1398 IREVISA Barlt.

DeP R v ii (1495) 103 Heer well dysposyd.. hydyth and

iefendytk the hed^V.+^o PaUad. on Huso. ,v 487 Vndir

cloude yhid the mone. 1J77 B. GOOOE Heresbach wfc

I (1586) 45 Where the Grasse would so soone growe, as It

woJde hide a staffe in a day. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. L u. 86

The luy which had hid my princely Trunck. 1709 BERKE-

go
Wi

269

LEY Th. Vision 79 His thumb, with which he might hide

a tower, or hinder its being seen. 1810 VINCE Elem.A strmi.

xxi 229 A few seconds before the sun was totally hid. 1856

KANE Ant. Exfl. I. v. 48 Littleton Island is before us,

hiding Cape Hatherton.

Hide, -
3

[f-
HIDE j*.i]

1 trans. To remove the hide from ; to flay. rare.

i7C7 W THOMPSON R. N. Advoc. 41 They are neither

sufficiently blooded, nor dressed in any tolerable manner

more than hiding. , .

2. To beat the hide or skin of; to flog, thrash.

(See also HIDING -obi. rf.-) slang or colloq.

,8 BROCKETT, Hide, to beat.
'

I'll hide your jacket.

!82| FORBY Voc. E. Anglia, Hide, to thresh ;
to curry the

hide
5

,873 BUCKLAND Log-bk. .69 The cause of my being

hided and flogged so often at school.

t Hide, .' Obs. rare. [f.
HIDE rf.2] trans.

To fix the number of hides in (a piece of land).

1610 HOLLAND Camam't Brit. I. 400 The land belonging

to this towne was never hided.

Hide-all, a. That hides or covers up every-

'

i83f'COTTLE Remifi. (1847) 48 [He] refused to wear the

hide-all sable gown. ,

Hide-and-peep. A child's game : hiding th

face and peeping out again ; bo-peep.
1812 W. STEPHENSON Gatcshead Local Poems 27 Some

children play'd at hide and peep, Beneath their mothers

apron.

Hide-and-seek. Also 9 hide-and-go-seek.

1. A children's game, in which one or more of

the players hide, and the rest, at a given signal, sci

out to find them.
The earlier name was All hid: see HIDE .

' i e:, but

hide-and-seek must have been well known before 1672 . cf. 2.

17.6% SwiKT Gulliver*, iii, The boys and girls would

venture to come and play at hide-and-seek in my hair. 1735

PECCE Keuticitms, Hide-and-fox [cf. HIDE t'.l bVlud-

and-seek. 1838 DICKENS O. Twist v, The ragged boys.,

played a noisy game at hide and-seek among the tombstones.

1861 HUGHES Tom Brown at Oxf. xvu, The children.,

play hide-and-seek, and look for nests in the gorse-bushes.

2. transf. and fig. Applied to action m which

one person or thing evades or appears to evade

another. Also attrib.

1672 DRYDEN Marr. A la Mode ill. ii, 'Sdeath, I begin to

be weary of this hide and seek. 1706 FARQUHAR Recruit.

Officer ii. i, Our armies did nothing but play at prison bars,

and hide and seek with the enemy. 1828 CHR. WORDSW.

K. C/ias. I, Icon Basiliki 31 All these hide-and-seek

devices, all this idle child's play. 1861 SALA Dutch I ut.

xviii. 288 The treacherous sun . . has been playing a game
of hide-and-seek with me all day. 1870 Miss BRIDCMAN

R Lynne I. xvii. 298 Rose . . could not have put her

thoughts in any consecutive words they seemed to be

playing at hide-and-go-seek in her mind.

So Hide and seel v., to play at hide-and-seek.

1810 TENNYSON Mertnaid iii, We would run to and fro,

and hide and seek, On the broad sea-wolds in the crimson

shells. 1847 Prim. n. 435 Some hid and sought In the

orange thickets.

Hideaway (hai-d^w?), sb. and a.

A. sl>. One who hides himself away ;
a fugitive.

(Cf. runaway, stowaway.}
1871 Echo 5 Jan., The hideaways were soon killed or

"
G. ALLEN in Col. Clout's Calendar

taken prisoners. 1883 v. *i.i.&n ... -" -

33 Compelled the hide-aways to reveal themselves.

B. ailj.
That hides or is hidden away.

1876 MRS. WHITNEY Sights % Ins. xvii. '77 Still little

hideaway nooks. 1891 ATKINSON Last Giant-Killers 3 In

those deep hide-away valleys or dales.

HideTrind (hai-dbaind),
v. [f.

HIDE 16? +

BIND v., after hide-bound] trans. To render

hidebound ;
to confine, constrict.

1642 ROGERS Naaman 149 Selfe hath hidebound thee and

straSd Aee in thine owne bowells. .840 DE QUINCEY

Style i. Wks. XI. 177 Some scaly leprosy or elephantiasis,

barking and hide-binding the fine natural pulses of the

elastic flesh.

t Hidebinding. Obs. [f.
HIDE j*. + BINDING

vbl sb. 2.1 The disease HIDEBOUND : see next, B.

1748 tr. Rcnatus" Distemt. Horses 241 What the Country

People call Hide-Binding is a mischievous Plague to Cattle

of the Ox-kind.

Hidebound (hsi-dbaund), a. (sb.} [fc HUMI

sl/.i in locative relation + BOUND ///. a.-: cf.

tongue-tied.]
I. 1. Of cattle: Having the skin clinging closely

to the back and ribs so that it cannot be loosened

or raised with the fingers, as a result of bad feeding

and consequent emaciation. .

.359 [see B.]. 1600 HOLLAND Lhy xxi. xl. 415 Iheir

horTes, no other than lame jades and poor hide-bound hlld-

ings. 1681 OTWAY Soldier's Fort. v. i, I had rather my
Ox should graze in a Field of my own, than live hide-bound

upon the common. 1876 T. HARDY Etktlttrt* (1877) 362

A hide-bound bull is going to be killed.

2. Of human beings : Having the skin tight anfl

incapable of extension.

1599 Broughton's Let. v. 17 An Archilochus leane and

hidebound with hart-fretting enuie. 1624 QUARLES Div.

Poems, yoo (1717) T96 My bones are hide-bound. 1708

MOTTEUX Ratelais iv. Iii. (1737!I *9 This did not make

me . . Hide-bound and Costive. 1895 W. WRIGHT PMntJira

f, Zenobia iii. 21 They [the children] Sad not the hide-bound,

hunger-pinched appearance of the children of
Yabrpud.

fig. ai6.3 OVL-RBURY A Wife (1638) 113 And till he eat

a schooleman, he is hide-bound. 01641 SUCKLINC- /'

(1646) 8 His Muse was hydebound. 1863 MRS. GASKELL

HIDELESS.

Sylvia's L. I. 55 Always ease an uneasy heart, and never

let it eet hidebound. . . ,

3. Of trees, etc. : Having the bark so closely ad-

herent and unyielding as to impede growth
1626 BACON Sylva 545 If Trees be Hide-bouiid, hey

wax lesse Fruitful!, and gather Mosse. 1727 r''"
;
'""?

Like stunted hide-bound Trees, that just have got Sufficient

sap at once to bear and rot. 1827 STEUART Planters G.

dfes) 27 No part of it appears stunted or hidebound.

fig! a.66i FULLER Worthies (1840) III. 36 Hitherto the

English pale had been hide-bound in the growth thereof,

having not gained one foot of ground m more than two

hundred years. . .

4. transf. an&Jig. Of persons, their minds, etc. .

Restricted in view or scope ;
narrow ; cramped ;

hence, bigoted, obstinately set in opinion.

1603 H. CROSSE Vertues Coimaw. (1878, 82 [To] intrinsi-

cate Into the maior of the matter, with such hide-bound

reasons. 1644 MILTON Areop. (Arb.) 57 To blot or alter

what precisely accords not with the hidebound humor which

he calls his judgement. 1678 BUTLER Hud. in. i. 21 And

still the harsher and hide-bounder The Damsels prove,

become the fonder. 1724 R. WELTON Sutst. Chr. Faith 27

No narrow hide-bound mind that can only_
love and seek

its own self. 1886 STEVENSON Dr. Jckyll iii. (ed. 2) 31 An

excellent fellow . . but a hide-bound pedant for all that,

t b. Close-fisted, stingy, niggardly. Obs.

1507-8 BP. HALL Sat. v. iv, The neighbours praisen Vilho s

hidebound son. 1616 BEAUM. & FL. Scornf.Lady in. u.

There's nothing in that hide-bound usurer. 1683 Situation

ofParadise 73 (T.) Cares and sleepless nights tormented

with continual lashings a hidebound miser.

II. 5. Having an edging or binding of hide.

i8<;8 W ELLIS 3 Vis. Madagascar xii. 336 The hard-

wooded and hidebound shields of the attacking party

afforded no protection.

t B. sb. The diseases affecting cattle and trees,

described above in i, 3. Obs.

1SS9 COOPER Thesaurus, Coriago, the sickenesse of cattal

wiS? they are clounge, that th?.r skynnes dooe cleve fast

to their bodies, hydelounde. 1607 TorsELL Four-f. Beasts

(1658) 61 Oxen are also much troubled with a disease called

he Hide-bound. 1639 T. DE GREY Comtl. Horsem. 132.

1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Hide-tound is a disease whereunt,

Trees . . by the cleaving of the Bark, are subject 1727

BRADLEY Fam. Diet., Hide-Bound, a Disease in Horses

vrten the Skin sticks so fast to their Backs and Ribs, that

you cannot pull it from the Flesh with your Hands.

T Hidebounded, a. Obs. = HIDEBOUND a. 4 b.

,633 MASSINGER Guardian i. i, They are Hide-bounded

money-mongers. _ _

Hided (hai-ded), a. [f.
HIDE

^.1 ,+ -p ^]
1 Having a hide (esp. of a specified kind).

?rti4oo Morte Arth. 1001 He has a kyrtille one.. It_es

hydede alle with hare, c 1440 York Myst.xw.v, I am full

tendirly hydid. 1576 NEWTON Lemmas Comflex. (1633) 09

Rough skinned, or thick leathery hided, such as. .are tne

Bever and the Otter. 1830 Blackw. Mag. XXVIII. 237

These are flesh and blood, hided and hairy.

2. Made of twisted hide.

1807 Naval Chron. XXIII. 189 To which was fastened

a

tHidTgeid,-giidi. O.E.L. obs. roE.

Mdyeld, -^hide-payment: see HIDE so.-] A tax

paid on every hide of land ; hidage.

a 1087 in DM. Angl. Mm Sax. (Th.) 439 WiSutan bam

hidxelde be nan man wiSutan Code anurn atellan ne ma*.

,67! BLOUNT Law Diet. s.v. Hidage, That lax which

nl also called Hyde-gyld. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey),

[d. O.E. Law. Obs.

lur.. ayaziaa, w, .. -v~ Hil-E ib.\ skin : see

Schmid Gesetze der Angels., Glossar 615.] A fine

paid in lieu of a flogging.
a 1000 Lams of Eadvuard * Guthrnm c. 7 i (Schmid)

peowman bolie his hyde o33e hyd-syldes. 1708 fertncs de

la Ley 391 Hydegild, is a price or ransom to be paid for the

saving ofhis Skin from being beaten. v -j-i ,

t Hi'del Obs. Forms : 4-7 hidel, 4 mdil, 5

hydle hydell, hedeU, 6 hidelle, hidle, hydel,

hiddill. [f. HIDELS, -s being mistaken for the

plural inflexion: cf. burial, riddle^ Hiding-

place; = HIDELS. In hidel, in concealment, in

secret ;
but hidel, without any concealment, openly.

a i*x> E. E. Psalter xxvi[i]. 5 He hiled me in hidel of his

tetde ai a 134 H AMI-OLE Psalter Cant. 511 Him M de-

orin htdell for youre querell and title. !53-4 Act 19

Hen VII c 36 Preamble, Sir Edward kepith hym in sucfi

hTdeiles and o'her places fraunchesed . ,8 DUN
I;

AB

y^
Kennedy 53, I callit my Lord my held, but hiddill. i594

IAS VI Let in J. Melvill Diary (Wodrow boc.) 3?o
The

retreat ofouV rebeVs to corners and hiddilles. 1607 CowELL

Interfr,
Hidel seemeth to signine a place of protection,

mdeiand (h3i-d,!Knd). Hist. [f.
HIDE rf.* +

,577ARisoN -.- :

made a law that everie man holding 310 hidelands, should

find a ship. 1656 J. HARRINGTON Oceana (1700) 65 Ihe

proportion of a Hide Land, otherwise called Caruca, or

a Plow Land, is difficult to be understood, because it was

not certain. 1864 SIR F. PALCRAVE Norm. * Eng. IV. 61

A 'hyde land' or its synonyms being applied to sixty,

eighty, an hundred, an hundred and twelve, or an hundred

"Hideiess (hsi-dlcs), a. [f.
HIDE sbl + -LESS.]

Without a hide or skin.

1854 H. H. WILSON tr. Rig-veda II. 109 From a hideless

[cow] you have formed a living one.



HIDELING.

Hideling (h5i-dlirj>, a. and sb. dial. [In A.

app. a derived use of HIDLINGS, the ending being
confused with that of ppl. adjs. and vbl. sbs. in

-ing. In B. the suffix is identified with that in

changeling; see -LING.]
A. adj. Given to hiding or concealment.

1864 T. BelFs Brit. Quadrup, 143
From their obscure

and hideling habits, the Shrews are difficult of observation.

1867 DIMOCK in GiraLL Catnbr. (Rolls) V. 57 margin,
Hares more hideling in their habits.

B. sb. A person or thing given to hiding itself.

1894 Blackw. Mag. Oct. 511/2 You would get a sight of
that hideling the landrail.

t Hidel-like, adv* Obs. [f. HIDEL + -LIKE =
ON. -tiga, advb. suffix.] Secretly.
c 1*50 Gen. fy Ex. 2882 Du art min Sral, Sat hideMike min

lond vt-stal.

t Ei'dels. Obs. Forms: i hydels, 3 hudles,

4 hyd-, hidd-, huydels, hiddils, hyddillis,

hydlis, 4-5 hidles , -lis, -els, -ils, 5 hid-, hydeles,
5-6 hydles, 6 hiddelles. [OE. hydels, f. hyd-an
to HIDE + -ELS: cf. RIDDLE.] Hiding-place.
-975 Rnshw. Gosp. Mark xi. 17 Cofa vel hydels Seafana.

a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter ix. 30 He sittis in waitis with the
riche in hidels that he sla the innocente. 1387 TREVISA
Hieden (Rolls) I. 109 Saturnus hid hymself in (t lond . .

and cleped be lond Latium, bat is Saturnus huydels. Ibid*

V. 117 [Herculeus] brak out of his hydels. ^1450 tr. Dt
Imitatione in. xv. 83 Where is be lurkynge hidels of glory
& worship? [1570 LEVINS Manip. 116/17 Hydles, latcbrge.\

b. In hidels^ in a hiding-place; hence, in hiding,
in secret.

a 1000 Laws ofAtheistan c. 4 6 in Thorpe Laws I. 226

Gif hit on hydelse funden
sy.

c xos LAY. 1817 Heo . . ibon

wilderne an hudlese wuneden. a 1300 Cursor M. 7953 pe
sin bat bou in hiddels did. 138* WVCLIF Matt. vi. 4 That
thi altnes be in hidlis, and thi fadir that seeth in hidlis

[1388 hiddils], shal 5elde to thee. 1481 CAXTON Godefroy
c.xxx. 194 Many..cam and solde it in the toun by nyght
in hydles. 1517 in Plead. Duchy Letncast. (1896) I. 70, [60

others, who remained] in Hiddelles [near the said tenement].

f Hi'de-money. Obs. HIDBGELD.
1563-87 FOXE A.

<5-
M. (1596) 186/2 The Kings officers

gathered of euerie one hide monie through the realme.

Hideosity (hid/Vsiti). [f. HIDEOUS + -rrv,

after curiosity, etc. ME. had hidottste^ OF. hideu-

seU."\ Hideousness; concr. an embodiment of

hideousness, a very ugly object.

1856 Illustr. Lond. News n Oct. 359/1 Trafalgar-square,
that place of monstrosities and hideosities. 1884 Jaunt in

Junk xv. 243 Mere grotesque hideosity of carving. 1897
United Serv. Mag. 277^ Laying bare, in spite of its repul-
sive hideosity. .the whited sepulchre.

Hideous (hi-diss), a. (ailv.} Forms: 4-5
hidous(e, (hid-, hyd-, -os^e, -ows(e, -owes,
-oys, -us, -ws, hedous, -oes, -eows, hiddowus,
hudous, idous, ydous, Sc. hid-, hyd-, -wis(e,

-wys(s, hidowis, hydvouss), 4-6 hydous(e, 5-8
hidious, 6 hiduous, hiddoues, hydeous, -ious,

-youse, hedious, idyous, Sc. hiddows, -dowis,

heiddyous, 6- hideous. [ME. hidous^ a. AF.
hidous = OF. hidos, -eus t

earlier nth c.) hisdos,

f. hisdCy hide horror, fear. The alteration of -ous

to -eons belongs to i6th c. : cf. courteous, despi-

teous, piteous, and see -ous.
(As to origin of the Fr. word, see Diez, Littre, Brachet.

Some think hisdos immediately represented L. *kispiddsus
(formerly attributed to Catullus), f. hi$pidtts rough, shaggy,
bristly, and that the sb. hisde was a back-formation from
the adj. But this presents numerous difficulties.)]

1. Frightful, dreadful, terrible, horrible ; hence,

horribly ugly or unpleasing, repulsive, revolting.
In the original sense the notion was that of causing
dread or horror

'

;
this has gradually passed into

that of '

revolting to the senses or feelings *.

a 1300 [implied in HIDEOUSLY]. 1303 R. BRUNNE Handl.
Synne 10216 Of bat syjt he gan him grys for bat sy^t was
hydous And dreful and perylous. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc.

4772 It sal be hydus til mans heryng. (1380 Sir Fentmb.
4435 Pe Sarsyn was an hudous man, By-twyne ys to browen
was a span fargeliche of brede. 1388 WYCLIF Wisd, x. 16
He stood a^ens hidouse [1382 grisful] kyng_is.

c 1470 HENRY
Wallace vi. 258 Aferd thai war with hidwis noyis and dyne.
1513 BRADSHAW St. \Verburge\\. 864 Wofully crucial with

peynes hiduous. 1667 MILTON P. L. I. 46 Hurld headlong
..With hideous mine and combustion down To bottomless

perdition. 17*8 POPE Dune. ML 166 Silence, ye
Wolves !

while Ralph to Cynthia howls, And makes Night hideous.

i774GoLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) IV. 253 Resembling a baboon
in size, strength of body, and an hideous wrinkled visage.

1783 WATSON Philip III (1830* 235 More than a hundred
thousand men, women, and children, suffered death in its

most hideous forms. 1853 KINGSLEY Hypatia ix, Lanes and
alleys hideous with filth and poverty. 1896 DK. ARGYLE
Philos. Belief Pref. 13 The hideous noises made by the
rude machinery of the first steamboat.

b. Terrific on account of size ; tremendously
or monstrously large ; hnge, immenste. ? Obs.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron, (1810) 326 pe kyng did mak right

^are an hidous engyn. f 1440 Gesta Rom. xxx. no (Harl.
MS.) He saw at the fote of the tree an hidowse pitte, ande
ane orible dragone bere in. c 1440 Promp, Pan>. 239/2
Hydows(A".hiddowus..), ttttmants, immensns, 1513 DOUG-
LAS JEntis in. vi. 137 Als grete, wele nere, As bene ane
heiddyous huddoun, or a quhale. 1596 SPENSER F. Q.
v. xh. 15 Of stature huge and hideous he was, Like to
a Giant for his monstrous hight. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT
Trav. 7 This hidious Cataract [waterspout), as I conceive,
is exhaled by the Suns powerful! Attract. 1700 S. L. tr.

270

Frykes Voy> E. tnd. 105 The Elephant . . tumbled down
backwards into the River, with a most hideous plunge. 1796
MORSE Amer. Geog. II. 146 The great precipice below, which
hangs over the sea, is so hideous.

2. Terrible, distressing, or revolting to the moral
sense ; abominable, detestable ; odious.
c 1330 R. BRUNNK Chron. H'ace (Rolls' 14268 perfore be

bataille was merueillous, & be slaughter more hydous. 1382
WYCLIF Jer. xi. 15 Doth many hidous giltus [1388 greet
trespassis], c 1475 MYRC 679 iDouce MS.) Thou shalt pro-
nounce this idous thing With crosse & candell and bell

knylling. 1605 SHAKS. Leari.i. 153 In thy best considera-
tion checke This hideous rashnesse. 1692 DRYDF.N St.

EitrmtonCs Ess, 351 We shall find them composed of
a hideous Melancholy that makes up all Man-haters. 1863
GEO. ELIOT Romola n. iv, Hard speech between those who
have loved is hideous in the memory.
3. absol. A frightful person or object.
c 1420 Awntyrs of Arth. 131 Who bat myghte |?at hedows

see. . How hir cholle chatirede, hyr chaftis and hir chynne !

t B. cuiv. = HIDEOUSLY. Obs.

1667 MILTON P. L. vi. 206 Nor less hideous joyn'd The
horrid shock. 1705 BOSNIAN Guinea 273 Here are. .Snakes ;

some whereof are hideous great.

Hideously (hi-diasli), adv. Forms : see prec.

[f. prec. + -LY -.] In a hideous manner : see the

adj. The sense ranges from *

horribly, dreadfully,

fearfully \ in earlier use, to (

revoltingly
'

in later.

It is sometimes misused as an intensive, intended

to be stronger than '

awfully, terribly, dreadfully ',

when these have become too familiar.

a 1300 Cursor M. 16767+ 88 Ful hidously ben con it [be

erthe] quake. 1340 Ayenb. 2 J>e i!ke bet zuerej? hidousliche
be god ober by his haljen. 1382 WYCLIF Num. xxii. 27 The
asse . . felle down vndir the feet of the sitter, the which more

hydowsly wrooth, bette with a staf the sides of hir. c 1386
CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 843 The brighte swerdes wente to and
fro So hidously. c 1400 Destr. Troy 7522 Paris . . Hurt hym
so hidously, bat he his horse leuyt. c 1440 Partonope 2394
Alle aboute the lystes wyde He hym chased so hidously.

1591 SPENSER Tears ofMuses 553 Heaps of huge words up-
hoorded hideously, With horrid sound though naving little

sence. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 15 Both men and women
hidiously cut and slash their flesh in sundry formes. 1650
FULLER Pisgah i. vi. 15 The word desert sounds hideously
to English eares. 1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. I. 142 Those
that are wounded show vast fury, roar hideously. 1882
Miss BRADDON Mt. Royal II. ix. 173 There is a calmness
about your life which makes me hideously envious.

Hideousness (hrdiasnes). [as prec. + -NESS.]
1. objectively. The quality of being hideous :

dreadfulness ; horrible repulsiveness. (See the adj.)

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 9487 J>e hydusnes Of payne and
sorrow bat in helle es. c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 378
Warnyngis of hydousnes & penile of bis synne. 1530
PALSGR. 231/1 Hydiousnesse, hidensett. 1599 SHAKS. Muck
Ado v. i. 96 Fashion-monging boyes, That. .Goe antiquely,
and show outward hidiousnesse. 163^ T. ADAMS Exp.
2 Peter ii. 10 He that hath wounded this lion at the heart,
shall never fear the . . hideousness of his roaring. 1796
MORSE Amer. Geo$. II. 114 That natural wonder at Castle-

ton, which is from its hideousness named the Devil's Arse.

i88 Law Times LXXIX. 132/2 Unsavory scandals . . ex-

hibited in all their native hideousness.

j- 2. subjectively. Horror, terror, dread. Obs.

1388 WYCLIF Gen. xv. 12 Whanne the sunne was gon doun,
drede felde on Abram, and a greet hidousenesse [1382 grisy-

nes] and derk asaylide him. Job iv. 15 The heiris of

my fleisch hadden hidousnesse. Ezek. xxxii. 10 The

kyngis . . shulen drede with greet hidousnesse on thee [1384
with ful myche orrour shulen be agast vpon thee].

t Hrdeousship. Obs. [f.
HIDEOUS + -SHIP :

cf. hardship* worship^ Horror, dread.

1430 PUgr. Lyf Manhode n. cxxix. (1869^ 124 Gret

hidousshipe and gret drede ye doon me.

Hider (hai-dsi). [f.
HIDE z>.i + -BB 1

.] One
who hides (in various senses of the vb.).
c 1374 CHAUCKR Boettt. v.

pr.
i. 117 (Camb. MS.) The hidere

of the gold. 14. . Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 575/19 Contittator,
an hydere. 1540 COVERDALE Con/nt. Standish Wks. II. 366
An hider of the scriptures from the unlearned. 1631 Star
Chamb. Cases (Caraden) 86 Woe to hiders of corne. 1845
FORD Handbk. Spain \. 5 Many a treasure is thus lost from
the accidental death of the hider. 1869 W. C. HAZLITT Eng.
Prov. 204 Hiders are good finders.

Hider, obs. form of HITHER.

Hiding .hsi-dinj, vbl. sb. 1
[f. HIDE v. 1 + -ING!.]

1. The action of the vb. HiDE 1
,

lit. and fig. ;

the condition of being hidden ;
concealment.

(Often in phr. in hiding, Sc. under hiding.}
a-Lxt$Ancr. R. 174 Ibisse worde, Hester, beoS hudunge
& heinesse boSe iueied togederes. c 1*90 Beket 1355 in S.

Eng. Leg. I. 145 In huydmge ase bei it were, c 1400 Rom.
Rose 6712 Sothjjastnesse

wole none hidyngis. 1560 BIBLE

(Genev.) Hob. iii. 4 There was the hiding ofhis power. 1656
BP. HALL Occas. Medit. (1851) 47 If our light be seen, it

matters not for our hiding. 1814 SCOTT Wav. Ixxii, A
gentleman who was '

in hiding' after the battle of Culloden.

1834 H. MILLER Scenes $ Leg. viii. (1857) 116 When under

hiding, word was brought him that she lay sick of a fever.

1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. x. II. 612 The Popish priests,

indeed, were in exile, in hiding, or in prison. 1890 BESANT
Demoniac ii. 27 A man.. who has to go away into hiding
every month or so.

2. Something that hides ; a means of conceal-

ment ; a hiding-place.
138* WYCLIF Heb. ix. 3 Aftir the veil, or hydyng, the

secunde tabernacle, c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhodc in. xlvii.

(1869) 160, I .. seche hydinges and corneres. 1611 BIBLE
Deut. xxxii. 38 Let them rise up. .and be your protection

[niarg. an hiding for you]. 1859 G. W. DASENT Talcs fr.
Norse 94 Then he rode off with it to the hiding, where he

kept the other two.

HIDOUS.

f 3. Something hidden
; pi. secrets. Obs, rare.

rt 1325 Prose Psalter xliii. 23 [xliv. 21] He knewe be

hitlynges of be hert.

4. attrib. and Comb., as hiding-hole ; f hiding-
cloth, a curtain or veil. Also HIDING-PLACE.
c 1*75 Passion Our Lord 480 in O. E. Misc. 50 pat huding-

cloj> to-delde in be temple a to. 1611 COTGR., Cache,.. a.

hiding hoje. hidden corner, c 1731 SWIFT Storm 69 Else
some hiding hole he seeks. 1852 MRS. STOWE Uncle
Tom's C. xviii, The more drawers and closets there were, the
more hiding-holes could Dinah make.

Hi'ding, vbl. sb.- slang or colloq. [f. HIDE #.2 ]
A flogging, thrashing, beating.
1809 Sporting 3Iag. XXXIV. 95 As complete a hiding as

the greatest glutton . . would wish to take. 1817 SCOTT
Search after Happiness xiii, Some tumours. .Gave indica-

tion of a recent hiding. xSaa BEWICK Mem. 118 Giving
him a severe beating, or, what was called, a

'

hideing '.

Hi*ding, ///. a. ff. HIDE z/.i + -ING 2.] That
hides : see the verb.

1483 Catk. Angl. 185/2 Hydynge, occultans, abscottdens.

1705 ELIZ. WEST Mem. (1865) 222 Not altogether a hiding
God. 1874 J. P. HOPPS Princ. Relig. xiii. (1878) 42 Freed
from most of these hiding veils.

Hence f Hi'dingly adv., secretly, privily.

1382 WYCLIF 2 Sam. xii. 12 Forsothe thou didist hidyngli.
w'isd. xviii. 9 Hidendly [1388 priueli] forsothe the rijtwis

childer of goode men sacrifieden.

Hiding-place, [f.
HIDING vbl.sbJ] A place

in which one hides or conceals oneself.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 239/2 Hydynge place, latibuhtm . .

latel+ra. 1560 BIBLE iGenev.) Isa. xxxii. 2 That man shalbe

as an hiding place from the winde. 1611 Ps. cxix. 114
Thou art my hiding place and my shield. 1774 GOLDS.M.
Nat. Hist. (1790) VII. 278 (Jod.t They seldom therefore

seek for hiding-places before the fall of the leaf. 1855
MACAULAV Hist. Eng. xvi. III. 641 The Protestants every
where came forth from their hidingplaces.

Hidir, obs. form of HITHER.

Hidle, Hidles, -is, var. HIDEL, HIDELS, Obs.

Hidlings, adv. and sb. Sc. and north, dial.

Also erron. -lands = -lins. [f. HID///, a. + -LINU,

-LINGS, adverbial formative : cf. hackling^ -s, etc.]

A. adv. In hidden wise, secretly.
a i5 After. R. 280 He mei hine unmunlunge aworpen

[w.r.hodlingescasten]. 1808-18 InjAMiEsoN. ^1851 JOANNA
UAILLIE (Ogilvie), An' she's to come to you here, hidlings, as

it war. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Midlands, secretly.

b. More usually inhidlings (as if sb.) : in secret,

secretly.
1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Prh>. Przv. (E.E.T.S.) 171 The

hardy or the manfull in hidlynges he nendeynyth [=n'en-

deynythj not any-thynge to do. 1563 WIN}ET Wks. (1890)
II. 33 It is a grete temptatioun. .the samin man..suld m-
bring in hidlmgis pestilent errouris. 1725 RAMSAY Gentle

Skeph. H. i, And skulk in hidlings on the hether braes.

1801 in Ferguson & Nanson Munic. Rec. Carlisle (1887!

259 To sell in open market, or in hidlings. 1887 HALL CAINE
Deemster xxiii. 146 It's been a quarrel and maybe a fight..
and he's been in hidlins.

B. app. taken as slhpl. a. Hiding-places, secret

places, b. Secret or clandestine operations.

1507 MoNTGOMERiEC&?rr;V<J- 57*1^764 Thairls noboundis,
bot I half bene, Nor hidlingis fra me hid. 1813 W. BEATTIE
Tales 36 (Jam.) The hills look white, the woods look blue,

Nae hiddlms for a hungry ewe, They're sae beset wi1

drift.

1833 ELIZA LOGAN St. Johnstoun III. 19 ijam.), 1 dinnaken
what a' this hidlings is about. 1846-60 R. EC.-WARBURTON
Hunt. Songs (1883) LIX. xiv. 166 One was shunted into hid-

lands, T'other laid upon the shelf.

Hidlings, a. Sc. and north, dial. Also 9 hidd-
lin*. [The same word as prec. used as adj., and

then often with final -s dropped : cf. DARKLING.]
Hidden, secret, underhand, clandestine.

a 1810 TANNAHILL Poems (1846) 75 He ne'er kept up a
hidlins plack, To spend ahint a comrade's back. 1818 Miss
FERRIER Marriage II. 127, I wud nae count mysel married

i' the hiddlins way they gang aboot it noo. 1804 Inker.

Ixxxiv, Carrying on this hiddlin' coortship. 1887 J. SERVICE

Life Dr. Dugitid\. 31 His hiddlin' kind of ways.

t Hi'dly, adv. Obs. = HIDDENLY.
1382 WYCLIF Jer. xxxyii.

16 Sedechie..askide hym in his

hous hidli [1388 priuyli). 1549 LATIMER s/A Sertn. bef.
Ediv. ^V(Arb.) 151 It was. .hidfye and couertly done.

t Hi'dness. Obs. [cf. OE. gehydnes security.]

Secrecy, HIDDENNESS.
c 1330 R. BRL-NNEC//r^. (1810) 77 Saynt Cutberte's clerkes

in hidnes euer aede. a 1598 ROLLOCK Serm. Wks. 1849 I.

366 They use to be commended fra their secrecie and hidnes.

Ibid, 373 This is ane mervellous hidnes.

Hidos(e, hidous, etc., obs. ff. HIDEOUS.

t Hidour. Obs. In 4 hidor, 4-5 hydour, 5

hydoure. [a. OF. hideur, hidor, in 1 2th c. hisdur^
f. hisde horror, fear (see HIDEOUS) + -eur, L. -drew,
as in terreur^ horreur^ and Eng. dreadour^\ a.

Horror, terror, dread, b. Hideousness, terribleness.

c 13x5 SHOREHAM 33 Thou a3test habbe more hydour Of
thyne o^ene unryste. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. C. 367 Such a

hidor hem hent and a hatel drede. 1433 tr. Secreta Secret^
Priv. Priv, (E.E.T. S.) 216 Olyfantes . . benne horribill

hugely, and berryth grete hydoure. 1480 CAXTON Chron.

Eng. clxxxvi, He opened his mouth toward Wales and made
it quake thurgh the hydour of his mouth.

fHidouS, v. Obs. rare. Also 4 hydowse.

[f. hidous HIDEOUS. OF. had hisder, hider to feel

terror ; also hidusable frightful, terrible, as if from

avb. hiduser.] a. intr. To feel terror, b. trans.

To feel terror at, dread, abhor.
c ijSo WVCLIF Sel. Wks. I. 269 A man kyndeli



HIDOUSTY.
derknesse and is gladid hi li?t. IHd. III. 54 pou, to take
mankynde for to delyuere it, hidousist not be virgyns wombe.
1382 Dan. vii. 15 My spirit hidouside.

t Hidousty. Obs. [a. OF. *hidosete, hidtttsete

(Palsgr.), f. hidcux, -ens : see -TY.] Hideousness.
c 1420 \Vycl!fs 2 Mace. vi. 12 (Gloss to dreden not) Nether

haue hidoustee [n MSS. either haue not hidouste],
Hidro-: see HYDRO-.
Hidrotic (hidrp-tik), a. and sb. Med. [ad.
mjd.L. hidrctic-us, a. Gr. ISpamx-us, f. iSpcus, -S/ros

sweat. Cf. F. hidrotique.~\
A., adj. Of or pertaining to sweat; causing sweat;

sudorific
; diaphoretic.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., Carduus benedictus..
angefica, etc. are of the number of hidrotics, or hidrotic
medicines. 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex., Hidrotic acid . . believed
formerly to exist in sweat. H. fever, Blundell's term for those
cases of puerperal fever in which profuse perspiration is a
marked symptom.
B. sb. A medicinal agent causing perspiration.

1703 ARBUTHNOT Coins (T.), He seems to have been the
first who divided purges into hydroticks and purgers of bile.

Hidur, obs. form of HITHEK.
Hidus,hiduous, hidwis, etc. , obs. ff. HIDEOUS.
t Hi'dy, a. Obs. rare. In 6 hydie. [f. HIDE

i/'. 1 T -Y.J Of or pertaining to hides.

iSS* HULOET, Hydie, or of a hyde or skynne, pelliceits.

Hie (ttai), v. Now arch, or poet. Pa. t. and
pple. hied; pr. pple. hying. Forms: a. i

hisian, 2 hihjen, Orm. hijhenn, 3 hihe, 3-5
hije, highe, 4 hijie, (hee;e), 4-5 hy}(e, hyghe,
hei3(e, hey}e, heyghe, heje, 4-7 heighe, 4-8
high, 5 hyhe, 5-6 hygh. /3. 3-8 hye, 4 hii, 4-5
hij,(heij),4-7hy,65<r.he,3-hie. Pa.t. ihfsode,
3-4 hijede, etc., 3-5 hiede, hyede, 4- hied, (4-7
hyde, 5 hiet, hide, hit, etc.). [OE. hly'an (and
">higian) to strive, be intent or eager, pant; cf.

MDu. htgen, Du. hijgen to pant, breathe with diffi-

culty, MLG. htgen, htchen, Ger. heichen]
1 1. intr. To strive, exert oneself, pant. Obs.
c888 K. ^LFREB Boeth, xxx. i Hijab ealle nuegne 3a

he wold. .^efon. c 897 Gregory's Past. xxii. i69Hesceal
simle hijian 8aet he weorbe. .jeedniwad. 971 Blickl. Hom.
29 pa be he sesyhb to Gode higian. ci2oo ORMIN 2723
Forrbi birrb uss hishenn her To cwemenn Crist o life. 21225
Ancr. R. 92 >e schulen gostliche iseon be blissen of heuene,
uor to ontenden our heorte to hien touward heom.
2. To hasten, speed, go quickly.
CH7S Lamb. Hom. 105 pider we sculen hihjen. cues

LAY. 2317 Alle heo hijeden to. 1297 R. GLOUC. (1724) 544
So quic so he mijte hie. a 1300 Cursor M. 21278 pe queles
ar draun diuerse wise, be first it gas, be tober it hise [v. r.

hyes]. 1:1320 R. BRUNNE Medit. 623 She ran ban burgh
hem, and hastyly hyde. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 33 Hya not
to heuen in hatere to-torne. 1382 WYCLIF Gen. xviii. 6
Abraham hyede (1388 hastide] into the tabernacle, c 1400
Destr. Troy 3893 [Was) neuer hatfull to hym to hygh into
batell. CI420 Chron. Vilod. St. 474 Aryse up my collour

my frend, and heyje. c tUftGata Rom. Ixi. 254 (Harl. MS.)
They sesyd ofwepyng, and hijd to the castell. 1563 B. GOOGE
Eglogs, etc. (Arb.) 115 Into the Hall with haste he hyes.
1592 SHAKS. Rom. $ Jnl. in. ii. 138 Hie to your Chamber,
lie find Romeo To comfort you. 1659 R. BROUGH Pres.
Schism 519 We must hie away as we love our souls. 1667
MILTON P. L. n. 1055 Thither .. Accurst, and in a cursed
hour, he [Satan] hies. 1714 GAY Sheph. Week Prol. 37 I'le

hye with Glee To Court. 1787 MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary
2 Feb., He shook his head at me.. and hied downstairs.
1840 DICKENS Barn. Rudge v, The locksmith . . hied with all

speed [to Southwark]. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus Ixiii. 19
Thither hie ye thither away To the Phrygian home.
fb. To hasten, make haste, use diligence or

dispatch (to do something, or that something be
done) ; to betake oneself quickly (to something).
c 1250 Meid Maregrete Ixiii, To don ham to debe he hiede

bileue. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 1584 To henge be harlotes
he hejed ful ofte. c 1425 Seven Sag. (P.) 1916 Hye that thay
were dyght. 1:1450 MYRC 98 Teche the mydwyf that scho
hye For to vndo hyre wyth a knyf. 1664 Flodden F. viii.

73 To handy stroaks they hyed apace.
t O. To advance or come on quickly, hasten on ;

to '

get on ', make progress ; to speed, prosper.
13. . Sir Beues (A.) 1485 Of bat feste nel ich namor telle,

For to hiie wib our spelle. c 1340 Cursor M. 4700 (Trin )

So N wo bigon vp hye. 1398 TKEVISA Earth. De P. R. v.
iii. (Tollem. MS.). He wexep feble. .and elde hyeb wel faste.
c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. III. 1075 Wherof sum fruit wol
targe and sum wol hie. c 1460 Tcmineley Myst. (Surtees) 95

O sir destruction hies,

t d. To hie it. Obs.

1619 BP. J. WILLIAMS Serin. Apparell (1620) n To heighe
it abroad, to visit and to see.

3. refl.
= sense 2.

The refl. pron. was orig. a dative, as in OE. hi eodon heom
they went them, hi fleofi him they flee them, heo sxt hire
she sat her.

c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 258/59 Leoue sire, hi^e be hom.
c 1300 Cursor M. 19771 (Edin.) And bad to bairn he suld
him hii, Bot no;t bai talde him resun qui. c 1400 Destr.
Troy 3245 [pai] hit hom into hauyn, as hom hap shope.
1587 GOLDING De Mornny xix. (1617) 335 We must hye vs
thither, 1599 SHAKS. Pass. Pilgr. xii, O, sweet shepherd,
hie thee, For methinks thou stay st too long. 1641 \IlLTON

Reform, n. (1851) 59 Certainly wee ought to hie us from
evill like a torrent. 1713 WARDER True Amazons (ed. 2) 174
The Bees .. high them home as fast as they can. 1854
PATMORE Angel in Ho. I. II. ix. (1879) 225 The foolish hie
them post haste through.
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t b. = sense 2 b. 0!>s.

a 1300 Cursor M. 15772 pat bou sal do, bar-to nu hij bou
)>e. c 1489 CAXTON Sonncs o/

'

Aynion xxvi. 559 Now, lordes,

to. = sense 2 c. Obs.

1331 ELYOT Gov. i. viii, That I haue well hyed me, to
make of a noble man a mason or peynter. 1583 GOLDIXG
Calvin on Dent. cv. 704 When men come before a judge
they thinke they haue hyed them well, if they may deceiue
him.

\ 4. trans. To cause to hasten ; to hasten, urge
on, bring quickly ;

to drive away. Obs.

1320 K. BKUNNE Mcdit. 573 pey hye hym, and ho gob
withoutyn any stryfe. 1382 WYCLIF Esther ii. 9 He shulde
hejen the wymmen enournyng. c 1430 Syr Gcncr. (Roxb.)
7326 Than gan he fast mercy crye, But [Clarionas] wold his
delh hie. c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc. i 65 Anon

m hy

in Hazl. Dodsley III. 204 A man is well hied to trust to thee.

5. with advb. accusative ; usually to hie one's way.
n 1300 Cursor M. 5000 iCott.) And hijd bam )>ar wai \GStt.

hied bairn in bair way] ful suith. 1810 SCOTT Lady ofL. i.

x, On the hunter hied his way. 1853 G. JOHNSTON Nat.
Hist. E. Bord. I. 18 It hies its way down the valley.

t Hie, hy, sb. Obs. Forms : 3 hih, hi3, 4 hi,

hii, hij, hije, hyje, hiy, (hey(e, hegh), 4-5 hie,
high(e, 4-6 hy, hye, 5 hygh. [i. HIE v. : cf.

haste vb. and sb. Obs. in Eng. bef. 1500, in Sc.
soon after 1600.] Haste, speed. Chiefly in phr.
in hie, in haste, with haste, quickly, soon : often
added merely for rime's sake.
c 1200 ORMIN 2686 Itt seftb bat Sannte Marje for Wibb

mikell hih batt wejje. c 1275 XI Pains Hell 269 in O. E,
Misc. 230 Aftur schal Mihel lede him in hh To paradys to
obur holi. a 1300 Cursor M. 1275 Quedir bat I sal haue it

in hij \y.rr. hye, hey ; rime merci]. a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter

GOMERIE Misc. Poems lii. 46 The quhilk but dowt wil be my
deid In hy.

Hence f Hiefnl a., speedy, hasty, quick, prompt.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 302 Schrift schal beon..ofte imaked,

hihful, edmod.

Hie, high, int. Sc. and north, dial. [Cf. Hi
int.} The call to a horse to turn to the left: the

opposite of hup.
1825 JAMIESON, Hie Wo, a phrase addressed to horses

when the driver wishes them to incline to the left, Roxb.
1851 H. STEPHENS Bk. farm (ed. 2) I. 160/1 (Language to
horses) To come towards you. Hie is used in all the border
counties of England and Scotland ; Hie here, come ather,
are common in the midland counties of Scotland. 1863
MORTON Cycl. Agric. Gloss. (E. D. S.) 148 To right, Hupp;
To left, Hie.

Hence Hie v.2 trans, to direct a horse to the
left (by this call).

1851 H. STEPHENS Bk. Farm (ed. 2) I. 181/2 Hupping
the horses constantly from you, until about half the division
is ploughed, and then hieing them towards you. Ibid.
I. 177/2 By hieing the horses towards him.

Hie: see HE, HEO, Hi prons. Hie, obs. f.

HIGH a. and v. Hied, obs. f. HIDE v.

II Hielaman (hrlaman). Australia. Also
hiele-, heela-. [Corruption of native Australian
name elimang, e-lee-mong, hilaman.] The narrow
shield of (he Australian aborigines, made of bark
or wood (Morris Austral Eng.).
[1798 D. COLLINS Ace. N. S. Wales 612 E-lee-mong, shield

made of bark.] 1839 T. L. MITCHELL 3 Exp. E. Austral.
II. 349 There is much originality in the shield or hieleman
of these people. 1852 MUNDY Antipodes iv. (1855) I02 'J'he

hieleman or shield is a piece of wood, about two and a half
feet long, tapering to the ends, with a bevelled face not more
than four inches wide at the broadest part. 1873 J. B.
STEPHENS Black Gin etc. 26 No faint far hearing of the
waddies hanging, Of club and heelaman together clanging.

b. Comb. Hielaman-tree, the Bats-wing Coral,
Erythrina vespertilio, used by the Australian

aborigines for making their shields (Morris).
Hieland, obs. and Sc. var. HIGHLAND.
Hield, heeld, heald (hfId), v. Obs. or dial.

Forms: I hieldan, hyldan, heldan, (1-4 3rd s.

hylt, helt 1

, 2-5 helde(n, 3 healden, hselden,
4 heyld, (heill), 4-5 held, heelde, hilde, 4-6
heild, hield(e, hylde, 5-7 heeld, 9 dial, heald.
See also HEEL v.2 , HELL .i Pa. t. I hylde,
3 heolde, hteld(e, halde, 4 held(e, helte, hild(e,
5 (9 Sc.) helt; also held-, heilded(e, etc.

Pa. pple. i hylded, 4 helded, held, etc. [OE.
hieldan, late WS. hyldan, Kentish hejdan, Angl.
hsehian= OS. -heldian (a/"-/*ji#<ztodecline), MDu.,
MLG. helden, Du. helien to slope, overhang, OHG.
hejdan (\haldja>i), MHG. helden to incline, lean,
:-OTent. type *halpjan, f.

*halfo-,
OHG. hold, OE.

heald, ON. hallr inclined, sloping, bent to one side.]
I. Intransitive uses.

1. To bend downwards or to one side ; to lean,
incline, slope. Obs. or dial. (See also HEEL v. 2 I.)

HIELD.
c 888 K. /ALFRED Boeth. xxxiii. 4 Heo ne helt on nane

healfe. c 1205 LAY. 29642 Austin a cneowe heolde Adun to
bere uolde. a 1300 Cursor M. 24407 pan lete he dun his

heued heild. c 1440 HYLTON Scala Per/. (W. de W. 1494)
il. xxv, A cyte sette vpon an hylle heldinge to the southe.

lifi^Ctitk.Angl. 180/2 To Helde . . to bowe. 1501 DOUGLAS
Pat. Hon. III. ix, This gudely carvell . . Now sank scho
low, now hie to heuin vpheildit. 1530 PALSGR. 585/1,
I hylde, I leane on the one syde, as a bote or shyp or any
other vessell. /Hii., Sytte fast . . for the bote begynnelh
to hylde. 1559 MOKWYNG Evonym. 351 Let it be laid in
a dish bidding toward the one

syde. 1617 CAPT. SMITH
Seaman's Gram. xi. 53 We say a Ship doth heeld on Star-
boord or Larboord, that is, to that side shee doth leane
most. 1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4), HeeU\sa ed. 1696 ; ed. Kersey
1706 heel}, a term in Navigation, a Ship heelds . . that is,
leans most to that side. 1825 BROCKETT, Heald, to incline,
to bend laterally.

t b. To bow, submit. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor Itr. 22235 All folk to rome suld heild, And

truage als til hefd yeild. 13. . CoerdeL.ni Ifever Istope
or held, I hope never to be scheld ! a 1400-50 Alexander
1622 Nouthire haylsid I him ne hildid him nouthire.

t 2. To sink, droop, decline, fall ; to come or go
down (lit. and_/jf.). Obs.

ci*>5 LAY. 3915 SuSSen he adun halde. Ibid. 16478 Heo
smiten a ban ha:aene baet heo adun helden. a 1300 E. E.
Psalter ci. 12 [cii. n] Mine daies als schadwe helded bai.
c 1340 Cursor M. 6431 (Fairf.) Be be sunne be-gan to helde
Wib israel was left be felde. a 1400-50 A Icxander 3201 Doun
he hildis all to-hewyn baire handls be-twene. c 1430 Syr
Gener. 4444 Ismael so Generides smet .. That Generides
began to_helde ; Welnigh he had goon to ground.
1 3. To bend one s course, turn in a particular

direction
; to take one's way ; to go or come. Obs.

c 1205 LAY. 6115 He to scipe wende And fram ban londe

bay helden to home.

1 4. To turn away or aside (lit. and Jig.}. Obs.
c 1205 LAY. 8878 A-weiward he halde, and nolde hit iheren.

a 1300 E. E. Psallcr xiii[i]. 3 Alle helded j>ai samen ai.
c 1325 AMr. Horn. 83 Scho heldid sone to synfull layke.a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xiii. 4 All thai heldid, to gidere
thai ere made vnprofitabile.

6. To incline to; to be of the party of, take up
with, favour. Obs. or dial.

0:1300 Cursor M. 17462 All bat wit him heilded or held.
Ibid. 19805 par was a man heldand to right, Cornelius to
nam he hight. c 1325 Metr. Horn. 80 If thou will to my
langynge helde. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce vi. 353 It [valour]
wald till hardyment hald [v.rr. heyld, heill] haly, With-thi
away war the foly. 1828 Craven Dial., Heald, to be favour-
able to,

' he healds au to yan side '.

II. Transitive uses.

t 6. To cause to take a downward or sloping
position ; to incline, bow, bend down. Obs.
Beo7vulf(Z.) 687 Hylde hine ba heaf>o-deor. ciooo Ags.

Gosp. Luke xxiv. 5 pa hij adredon, and hyra andwlitan on
eorban hyldun. a 1300 E. E. Psalter xvi[ij. 6 Helde bine
ere to me. 01340 HAMPOLE Psalter xvii. n He heldid
heuens and he Tightid down. c 1440 Promf. Parv. 234/2
Heldyn, or bowyn, inclino,Jiecto, dejiecto.
7. To pour out (liquor) by sloping or tilting the

vessel that contains it ; hence gen. to pour, shed

(lit. and Jig.). Obs. or dial. See also HELL v. 1

CI200 Trin.Coll. Horn. 213 To drinken..bat he sholde
spelien wrecche men, oSer raoer helden hit ut bene men
bermide fordrenchen. a 1225 .-)-. R. 428 Me schal helden
eoli and win beoSe ine wunden. a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter
xxi. 13 As watere i am helt. 1382 WYCLIF Lam. ii. 4 [He]
heeldide [1388 schedde] out as fyr his indignacioun. c 1449
PECOCK Refr. in. viii. 323 In this dai venom is hildid into the
chirche of God. 1674 RAY N. C. Words 24 To HeaU, as
when you pour out of a Pot. 1807 J. STK.GG Poems u Some
they helt it [drink] down sea fast, They suin cud hardly stan.

Hence Hielded///. a., inclined, tilted ; Hie'ld-
ing vbl. sb., sloping, declension, pouring out

;

Hie-lding///. a., leaning, inclining (lit. nnAJig.).
<z 1300 E. E. Psalter Ixi. 4 [Ixii. 3] Als a heldeand wagh

mai be, And astanewalldoune-put. 01340 HAMPOLE Psalter
xiii. 4 With that heldynge thai ere made vnprofitabile.
f '375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Clemens 397 pe mone..In heldyne
was of Martis house, c 1430 Hymns Virg. 23 pat y be no
bing hildande To loue uerrih be worldis wele. c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 234/2 Heldynge, or bowynge . . inclinacio. 1627-47
FELTHAM Resolves n. xxxvi. 367 Pleasure . . is at best but a
hilded vessell.

t Hield, heeld, heald, sb. Obs. Forms:
1-5 helde, 2 hulde (\ 4-5 held, 6 heild, 9
heald. [OE. *hiejde, hylde, htfde, wk. fern. f.

hitfdan: see HIELD v. But in later use perh.
formed anew from the vb. stem.]
1. A slope, incline, declivity.
943 Charter in Kemble Cod. Dipl. III. 4:8 Donne and-

lang fcere die o3 oses clifes nor5 hyldan. a 1000 Ags. l^oc.
in Wr.-Wiilcker 205/36 Clinium, i. discensum, helde, burh-
steal. a 1200 Moral Ode 343 Hi muwen lihtliche gon, mid
Sere nuoer hulde.. in-to ane bare felde. (1250 Hymn to
God 22 in Triii. Coll. Horn. App. 258 In heldes and in hulle.

13. . Guy Warw. i A.) 3442 pe narwe pabe bi-tven the held.
c 1420 Pallad. oil Huso. vm. 22 Neepis loueth beldis. 1513
DOUGLAS jEneis vn. Prol. 48 Montayne toppis sleikit wytfi
snaw our heildis.

b. On held: in a bent or stooping posture.
c 1460 Tmuneley Myst. (Surtees) 154 So I hobylle alle on

held I hat unethes may I walk for eld.

helde

2. fig. Inclination
; declension, decline.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 1520 As vchon hade hym in .. ..

he haled of be cuppe. 1599 NASHE Lenten Stuffe Ep. Ded.
(1871) 14 His purse is on the heild.

3. Naut. = HEEL sb*



HIELD.

1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bt., Heald, the heel ova of a

grounded ship.

Hield, obs. pa. t. of HOLD v.

Hielding, see HIELD v. ;
var. HILDING.

Hielmite (hye-lmait\ Alin. [Named 1860

(Hjelmif), after the Swedish chemist P. J. Hjelin

(1746-1813).] A black stanno-tantalate of iron

and other bases, found as a massive mineral.

1861 Amcr. Jrnl. Sc. Ser. in. XXXI. 362 Hjelmite. .a new
tantalate found at Kararfshol, in Sweden. 1868 DANA Mitt.

(ed. 5) 519 Hielmite.

Hiely, var. HEILY a. Sc., Ol>s., haughty.
Hiemal (Twi-ftnar, a. Now rare. Also hy-.

[ad. L. hiemalis, f. hiem-t winter. Cf. F. hitmal.]
Of or belonging to winter ; winter-.

Hiemal line (quot. 1635^, the tropic of Capricorn, at which
the sun arrives at the winter solstice.

cisoo A. SCOTT Poems (S.T.S.) xiv. 18 Or sound of lark

aboif )?e revenous fowlis, And somersday the nichtis hie-

maill. 1594 BLUNDEVIL Exerc. in. I. xi. (ed. 7) 296 Some

: Hyemal lines. 1694 Wi
MACOTT Script. Herb, z Awaking and germinating from

their Hyemal repose. 1888 Scat. Leader 16 May 4 The first

minister, .delighted in the hyemal sport.

Hiemate (har/m^t), v. rare. Also hy-. [f.

L. hiemdt-, ppl. stem oihieinare to winter, f. hiem-s

winter.] intr. To winter, hibernate.

1623 COCKERAM, Hyemate, to winter at a place, a 1770
C. SMART Hop Card. (R. Supp.). Whistling Eurus comes,
With all his world of insects, in thy lands To hyemate. 1799
B. S. BARTON (cited in Cent. Diet.).

t Hiema-tical, a. Obs. rare
-

*. [irreg. f. L.

hiem-s + -ATIC + -At.]
= HIEMAL.

1631 Celestina xiv. 159 O yee hyematicall and winterly
months !

f Hiema'tion. Obs. rare. Also hy-. [ad. L,

hiemdtidn-em, n. of action f. kiemare to HISMATE.]
The spending of the winter, wintering.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Hyemation, a wintering. 1664

EVELYN Sylva xx. (1776) 413 Setting it in cases in our Con-
servatories of Hyemation. 1691 Let. to Pepys Aug. in

P.V Diary (1889) IX. 365, I hope, however, to get home . .

about the end of October to my hyemation in Dover-street.

HHiems(h3i-emz). Obs. Also5yemps,6hiemps.
[L.

=
winter.] Winter; esp. in poet, personification.

c 1450 LYDG. Secrees 1456 Yemps endith the ende of Feb-

ruarye. 1568 T. HOWELL A rb. A mitie (1879) 24 Now Hiemps
heapes the dyke with snow and shewes her frostie face. 1605

TryallChcv. ii. ii. in Bullen O. PI. III. 293 Where frosty

Hyems with an ycie Mace Strikes dead all living things.

Hiena, obs. form of HYAENA.

Hiend, Hienes(se, obs. ff. HIND, HIGHNESS.

Hier, obs. form of HIRE sb. and v.

Hieracite (hai-erassit). Eccl. Hist. [ad. med.

L. Hierdcitse followers of Hierax (see below).] A
follower of Hierax, an Egyptian ascetic (^300 A.D.),

who denied the resurrection of the body, and taught
that celibacy is required forChristian perfection,etc.

1585-7 T. ROGERS 39 Art. (1607) 154 The Hieracites, who
have a phantasy, that no children departing this life before

they come unto years of discretion and knowledge shall be

saved. 1745 A. BUTLER Lives Saints (1836) I. 70 A subtle

heretic of the sect of the Hieracites.

II Hieracinm (hsier^-J'^m). Bot. [Lat., a. Gr.

lepaxtov name of a plant, f. ipof hawk.] A large

genus of Composite plants, mostly with yellow
flowers ; called in Eng., Hawkweed.
1664 EVELYN Kal. Hort. (1729) 209 June . . Flowers in

Prime .. Geranium .. Hieracium. 1741 Compl. Fam.-Piece
n. iii. 361 Columbines, and Hieraciums. a 1806 CHARLOTTE
SMITH Flora's Horologe vi, See Hieracium's various tribe.

Hiera'CO-, combining form of Gr. tfpaf , -axos,

hawk, as in Hieracoso'phic a. [Gr. acxpia

skill], pertaining to the management of hawks.

Hieracosphinx (hsiere'-kflsnnks) Egypt. Antiq.,
a hawk-headed sphinx.
1716 M. DAVIES Athen. Brit. in. Diss. Physick 2 Modem

Practitioners . . understand as little of them, as they do of

the Geoponick, Hieracosophic, or Cynogetic Physicks.

II Hiera picra ^hai-era pi'kra). Pharmacy.

[med.L., Gr. lipd (fern, of itpfa sacred), a name

given tomanymedicines in theGreek pharmacopoeia
+ mxpa, fem. of mnp6s bitter. The form in quot. 1400
is from OF. gerapigre.'] A purgative drug com-

posed of aloes and canella bark, sometimes mixed

with honey and other ingredients. Also corruptly

hickery-pickery, hicra picra, higry-pigry, which see.

e Gi

pulul. ,

Phisicke to purge Choler out of the Stomacke. 1677 WOOD
Life (O.H.S.) II. 378, 6 pills of Hiera picra. 1754 MRS.
DELANY Life $ Corr. (1861) III. 268 He takes nervous

draughts and hiera picra. 1896 Daily News i^Dec.^/d
Charged . . with unlawfully conveying a packet of hiera picra,
a powerful drug, into Holloway Gaol.

b. Jig. (with allusion to the etymology.)
a 1639 S. WARD Serm. (1862) 76 > D.) There is too much of

this bitter zeal, of this Hierapicra in all our books of contro-
versies.

Hierarch (hsi-enuk), a. and sb. Also 5 ier-

arch. [ad. med.L. hierarcha, a. Gr. IfpApxi*
steward or president of sacred rites, high priest,
f. Itpvs sacred + -apxts, -<VXOS> ruling, ruler.]
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t A. adj. Having rule in holy things, or among
the holy ones : applied to certain orders of angels.

Obs. (Cf. HIERARCHY i.)

1486 Bk. St. Albitiu, //-. Aiva, Of thorderis of angelis
v. be ierarch and iiii. tron[ly].

B. sb. 1. One who has rule or authority in holy

things ; an ecclesiastical ruler or potentate ; a chief

priest ;
a chief prelate, an archbishop.

1574 Life jotA Abp. Canterb. To Rdr. D ij b, The two
HierarchesofTCanterburie and Yorke. 1640 BAST\vicK/.prrt

Bps- iii. C iij, And those Diverse, he makes to be Prelates,

or Hierarchs. 1641 MILTON Ch. Gmit. v. (1851) 115 Their

great Hierarch the Pope. 1841 G. WADDINGTON Hist. Kef.
III. xxxviii. 127 Nothing was farther from the thoughts of

its hierarchs than any serious purpose of self-amendment.

1879 FARRAR St. Paul I. 105 twte. On the first summons of

Peter and John before the Hierarchs.

2. Applied to an archangel ; also to Christ, as

commander of the celestial HIERARCHY.

1667 MILTON P. L. v. 468 To whom the winged Hierarch

[Raphael] repli'd. Ibid. xi. 220 The Princely Hierarch, In

thir bright stand there left his Powers, to seise Possession of

the Garden. 1855 MILMAN Lat. Chr. V. 233 Subject to the

Hierarch of the Celestial Hierarchy.

Hierarchal (haiera-ikal), a. [f. prec. + -AL.]

Of or belonging to a hierarch or a hierarchy.

1641
' SMECTYMNUUS ' Viud. Attsw. 5 13. 150 Enemies to

the Hierarchall preeminency. 1773 J. Ross Fratricide i.

660 i MS.) Eve When first created, .uprising from the sound

Of hierarchal harmony! 1814 SOUTHEY Bk. of Ch. (1841)

171 An hierarchal government, like that of the Lamas, or

the Dairis of Japan.
Hierarchic .haieia-jkik), a. [ad. Gr. ifpap-

X'tos, f. itpapx1!* HIEEABCH : see -1C. Cf. F. hit'r-

archique.~\ Of or belonging to a hierarchy.
1681 Ess. Peace % Truth Ch, 30 To enforce Humane

Rites and Ceremonies, and stablish Hierarchick Policy in

the Church. 1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. II. 64 An empire,
of which Upsala\vas for many centuries the political and
hierarchic seat. 1853 Tail's Mag. XX. 388 All the hier-

archic and aristocratic traditions and prejudices of Europe.
1879 FARRAR St. Paul 1. 106 The hierarchic clique, which

. .governed the body which still called itself the Sanhedrin.

Hierarchical, a.
[f.

as prec. + -AL.]

1 1. Belonging to the angelic hierarchy. Obs.

1471 RIPLEY Camp. Alch. Pref. in Ashm. (1652) 121 Of

Hierarchycall Jubylestes the gratulant gloryfycation.

2. Belonging to a priestly hierarchy, or body of

ecclesiastical rulers.

1561 T. NORTON Calvin's Inst. iv. vii. (1634) 548 In the

Councell, where principally the image of the Hierarchicall

order ought to be scene ? 1691 WASHINGTON tr. Milton's

Def. Pop. Pref. (1851) 16 An Hierarchical Tyranny, under

a Cloak of Religion. 1735-8 BOLINGBROKE On Parties 14

The Excesses of Hierarchical and Monarchical Power . .

intirely occasion'd the Miseries, which follow'd. 1871 R. H.

HOTTON Ess. I. 393 The principle
of Church development

was exchanged for a principle of hierarchical encroachment.

3. Belonging or according to a regular gradation

of orders, classes, or ranks : see HIERABCHY 4.

1831 tr. Sismondfs Ital. Rep. iii. 56 The nobles were

not united by the hierarchical connection of the feudal

system. 1864 H. SPENCER Illustr. Univ. Progr. 180 The
mutual influence of the sciences has been quite independent
ofany supposed hierarchical order. 1897 CAPT. F. N. MAUDE
Volunt. i>. Compuls. Service^ Kalkreuth. .stood by..refus

ing to move, because he had received no orders from his

hierarchical chief.

Hierarchically, adv. [f. prec. + -LY z.] In

the manner of a hierarchy; from a hierarchical

point of view ; in a graduated order.

16*4 GATAKER Transuist. 97 Religiously and hierarchically

(that is as becommeth an Hierarch or a Bishop'. 1831

SOUTHEY in Q. Rev. XLV. 441 To specialize particular

banks, and to connect them hierarchically one with the

other. i88-3 SCHAFF Encycl. Relig. Knovil. III. 1874

Hierarchically the country [Portugal) is divided into four

provinces.

Hi'erarchism. [f. HIERABCH (or HIERABCHY)
+ -ISM.] Hierarchical practice and principles ;

hierarchical system.
1846 WORCESTER cites KELLY. 185* BUNSF.N HipfoMus

II. n. ii. (18541 II. 141 She establishes Catholic hierarchism

without its hierarchical independence in reference to the

State. 1855 MILMAN Lat. Chr. xiv. viii. VI. 565 The more

dominant hierarchism of the West is manifest in the oppug-

nancy between Greek and Latin Church architecture.

Hierarchist (hai-eraikist). [f.
as prec. +

-1ST.] An adherent or supporter of a hierarchy.

1640 BP. HALL Efite. I. xi. 42 The AchilUean argument of

the Hierarchists. 1644 JESSOP Angel ofEph. 43 That argu-

ment which is used by our Hierarchists for the mamtamance
of their Episcopall Monarchic. 1881-3 SCHAFF Encycl.

Relig. Knmul. I. 535 His little church at Norwich was

persecuted by puritans as well as by hierarchists.

Hi'erarchize, v. nonce-wd. [f.
as prec. +

-IZE.] trans. To arrange in a hierarchy or grada-

tion of orders.

1884 Pall MallG. i Mar. 4/1 The millions of population

thatit contains seem to a Frenchman new to England so

strangely hierarchised that he is at first bewildered. 1897

Daily News 23 Dec. 5/6 A rustic people that was never

hierarchised. ,

Hierarchy (hsi-eraiki).
forms: a. 4-6 ler-

archie, -y{e, gerarohie, -y(e, 5 iherarohye, 5-6

jerarehy(e, (6 Sc. oherarohy, ierarohe). 0. 6-7

hierarohie, 7- hierarchy. [ME., a. OF. ur-,

jerarchie (I4th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), gerarchie (isth

c. in Littre) = It. gerarchia, ad. late L. ierarchia

for hierarchia, a. Gr. Upapx^ the Power or rule of

HIERATIC.

a IcpapXV (HIERARCH , episcopate. The initial

Gr. i-, treated consonantal!}- in late L., gave/, g,

in the Romanic langs., and so in ME. The later Ii

forms, like mod.F. hierarchic, are directly ad. L.

hierarchia.']
1. Each of the three divisions of angels, every one

comprising three orders, in the system of Dionysius
the Areopagite : see note s.v. CHERUB. Also, the

collective body of angels, the angelic host.

o. r 1380 WYCLIF /. Sel. Wks. II. 338 per ben bree

24 b/i Saint denys in the boolce of gerarchye of holy angellii

in the vii chapytre saith. Ibid, 2533/1 Me semed y' all the

Jerarchyes lyft her up. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xlviii. 57

The blisfull sonne of cherarchy. 1528 LYNDESAY Dreme
524 Thir ordouris nyne thay ar full plesandlye Deuydit in

to lerarcheis three.

ft. 1531 ELYOT Ctrl'. \. i, Ministres, whom . . he hath con-

stituted to be in diuers degrees called hierarches. 1574

DONNE Poems (16501 255. 1667 MILTON P. L. VIL 192

So sang the Hierarchies, a 1711 KEN Hjinnarhmi Poet.

Wks. 1721 II. 3 Thy Boundless Glories in Eternal Light,

Angelick Hierarchies to Hymn excite. 1860 PUSEY Mitt.

Proph. 515 A subordinate order in the heavenly Hierarchy.

b. transf. of other beings : see quots.

1398 TRF.VISA Earth. De P. R. n. vii. (1495) 33 Saynt

Denys spekyth of thre Iherarchyes, the fyrste is aboue heuen

and stondeth in thre persones [i e. the Trinity], the second

in heuen and stondeth in holy angels. The thyrde vnder

heuen and stondyth in prelates. 1450-1530 Myrr. our

Ladye 274 Trina fell, the thre ierarchyes of heuen, the

sonne, the starres, the mone. 1651 BP. HALL Invis. World
III. iii, [Lucifer] . . ceaseth not still to oppose his hierarchy

to the celestial. i8o KEATS Ode to Psyche 25 Loveliest

vision far Of all Olympus' faded hierarchy !

2. Rule or dominion in holy things ; priestly rule

or government ;
a system of ecclesiastical rule.

1563-87 FOXE A.t, M. (1684) III. 469 He speaketh of the

Ecclesiastical Hierarchy or Regiment. 1581 J. BELL Hod-
don's Answ. Osor. 216 The principal! staves and proude

pillers of this lerarchy. 1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 509 To
reforme Hierarchy by Anarchy, a Remedy worse then the

Disease. 1674 HICKMAN Qitinqitart. Hist. (ed. 2) 62 Vehe-

ment maintainers of Hierarchy and Ceremonies. 1841 GAL-
LKNGA Italy, PastqPr. (1848) 1. 116 An unlimited centrali-

sation of ecclesiastical hierarchy. 1851 HT. MARTJNEAU
Hist. Peace IV. x. (1877) III. 75 A scheme of a hierarchy
which might easily become a despotism,

t b. gen. Rule, dominion. Obs.

1390 GOWER Con/. III. 145 All the londe aboute, Which
slant under his [the king's] gerarchie.

8. concr. The collective body of ecclesiastical

rulers ;
an organized body of priests or clergy in

Others

mysius,

who, in naming the Hierarchs, maketh mention of none but

of Deacons, Priests, and Bishops. 1660 R. COKE Power

the Mitre's sacred Power. 1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits,

Relig. Wks. (Bohn) II. 102 When the hierarchy is afraid

of science, and education, .there is nothing left but to quit.

4. A body of persons or things ranked in grades,

orders, or classes, one above another; spec, in

Natural Science and Logic, a system or series of

terms of successive rank (as classes, orders, genera,

species, etc.), used in classification.

1643 MILTON Divorce viii. (1851) 41 There is a certain scale

of duties, there b a certain Hierarchy of upper and lower

commands. 1781 GIBBON Decl. t, F. II. 36 Those who, in

the Imperial hierarchy, were distinguished by the title of

Respectable, formed an intermediate class between the illus-

trious praefects and the honourable magistrates of the pro-

vinces. 1864 BURTON Scot Abr. I. ii. 96 All the world

knows how difficult it is . . to transfer any person from one

social hierarchy into his exact place in another. 1864 BOWEN

Logic iv. 69 We have in each case a hierarchy of Concepts.

1875 MANNING Mission H. Ghost xiii. 375 There is a Hier-

archy of Being, and God is the Lord of all ; and this Hier-

archy of Being is also a Hierarchy of Intelligence.

Hieratic (haierse-tik), a. [ad. L. hieralic-us,

a. Gr. 'upaniefo priestly, sacerdotal, devoted to

sacred purposes, f. *l(p5r-os vbl. adj. from {epao/icu

to be a priest.]

1. Pertaining to or used by the priestly class;

used in connexion with sacred subjects, spec. a.

Applied to a style of ancient Egyptian writing

(called IfpariKa by Clement of Alexandria, c A.D.

200), which consisted of abridged forms of hiero-

glyphics.
1669 GALE Cri. Gentiles i. i. xi. 64 Hieratic [letters], used

by those who write of Sacreds. 1771 W. JONES Zool. hth.

69 The next in order was the hieratic, or the writing used

by the religious scribes and priests. 1850 LEITCH tr. C. O.

Mallet's Anc. Art (ed. 2) 216 The hieratic character ..

seems to have arisen in the transference of hieroglyphics,

particularly the phonetic portion of them, to papyrus, by
the abbreviation and simplification of signs. 1850 GLAD-

STO!

Egypt
NE Homer II. ii. 165 Some other country having, like

ypt, an hieratic and also a demotic tongue. i86a RAW-
LINSON/(. Mon. I. iv. 81 This mode of writing., has been

called without much reason
' the hieratic . 1883 SAYCE

Fresh Light fr. Anc. Mon. 86 It was from the hieratic

forms of the Egyptian letters that the Phoenician letters



HIERATICA.

were derived. 1886 LOWELL Oral. Harvard 8 Nov. Wks.

VI. 147 The teaching, .of Hebrew, as the hieratic language.

b. Hieratic paper :
= HIERATICA.

1656 [see HIERATIC.M.]. 1855 Housch. M'ords XII. 67

The old hieratic paper soon lost its prestige.

C. Applied to a style of art (esp. Egyptian or

Greek), in which earlier types or methods, fixed

by religious tradition, are conventionally adhered

to. Also^.
1841 W. SPALPINO Italy S, It. 1st. I. 176 Art in all its

stages, from the rudest of the archaic or hieratic paintings
to the finest design and finish of the Macedonian times.

1846 C. MAITLAND Ch. Catacombs 240 The intaglios of

Kamai, almost the best hieratic work in existence. 1877
A. B. EDWARDS Uf Nile xxii. 710 Sculptured in what is

called the hieratic attitude ; that is, with the left arm down
and pressed close to the body.

d. Appropriate to sacred persons or duties.

1866 J. MARTINEAU Ess. 1.14 It speaks., with hieratic

grandeur. 1885 PATER Maritis I. 32 A sort of hieratic

beauty and orderliness in the conduct of life. 1893 Nation

9 Feb. 101/3 They have a sort of hieratic calm and peace.

2. gen. Priestly, sacerdotal.

1859 S. SHARPS Hist. Egypt xvi. 6 II. 199 Learned in the

ten books, called hieratic, relating to the laws, the gods, the

management of the temples, and the revenue. 1871 MORLEY
Crit. Misc. 343 note, The essentially hieratic monarchies.

1885 W. H. PAVNF. tr. Compayre's Hist. Pedagogy 15 It

[education in the East] was administered by the hieratic

class. 1893 in Barrows Parl. Relig. I. 663 The Law and

the Prophets.. constituted.. the hieratic Hebrew books.

II Hieratica (haierse'tika). [L. hieratica (sc.

charta or papyrus), fem. of hieralicus (see prec.).]

Papyrus of the finest quality, in ancient Egypt ap-

propriated to sacred writings.
Now, a trade name of a special quality of paper.

1832 GELL Pompeiana II. 184 There was the hieratica. .

and common waste paper.

Hiera'tical, a. [f.
as HIEBATIC + -AL.]

=
HIERATIC.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Hieratical, sacred, holy, destined

to things sacred. As Hieratick Paper, fine Paper, Dedi-

cated onely to Religious Books. 1685 H. MORE Illustr. 324

The Hieratical power, riding this beast. 1859 W. H.GREGORY

Egypt I. 206 Several hieratical papyri which we possess are

dated from the Rameseum. 1884 Harper's Mag. May
836/1 Animals, .painted.. with a hieratical rigidity.

Hiera'tico-, combining form of Gr. itpariito-s

HIEBATIC, as in Hiera'ticopoli-tical a., combining

priestly and political characters.

1685 H. MORE Illustr. 325 The secular or Civil part of the

Hieraticopolitical Head of the Beast.

Hierce, hlerche, obs. ff. HEARSE s6., HEESE.

Hierd(e, obs. f. HEED sb.i and 2
. Hierer,

Hierling, obs. ff. HIBER, HIRELING.

Hiero-, before a vowel hier-, combining form

of Gr. lepAs sacred, holy. See the following words.

Hierocracy (haierp-krasi). [See -CEAOT.]

1. The rule of priests or religious dignitaries ;

government by priests or ecclesiastics: = HIER-

ARCHY 2.

1794 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. XV. 184 Under the

hierocracy of Palestine, and in the feudal ages of Europe.
1801 T. JEFFERSON Writ. (1830) III. 469 Vermont will

emerge next, because least . . under the yoke of hierocracy.

1852 GLADSTONE Glean. IV. viii. 146. 1892 A. B. BRUCE

Apologetics \\. viii. 280 The age of the hierocracy, when

priests and scribes bore rule, not only failed to produce new

prophets, but became incapable of appreciating the old ones.

2. concr. A body of ruling priests or ecclesias-

tics :
= HIERARCHY 3.

1828 SOUTHEY in Q. Km. XXXVIII. 579 It is this hier.

archy, or hierocracy, who .. are to become the efficient and

ruling instruments for tranquilizing Ireland.

Hierocratic (,b,3ierO|kne-tik), a. [f. as prec. :

see -1C.] Of or pertaining to a hierocracy.

1851 MRS. BROWNING Casa Guidi Wind. i. 994 By hiero-

cratic empire, more or less Irresponsible to men. 1880

CONDER Hand-lik. to Bible i. vi. 126 The rule and govern-
ment of the Hebrew people, .were, .hierocratic.

Hierocra'tical, a. [f. as prec. + -AL.]
=
prec.

1799 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 420 [Their] constitution was
hierocratical.

Hierodule (hsi-erodiwl). Gr. Antiq., etc. [ad.

late L. hierodiil-us, a. Gr. l(/>6Sov\os (masc. and

fem.), f. tfpov (neut. of Jfpos used subst.) temple +

SoSXoj slave. The L. pi. hierodiili, and a fem. pi.

hierodiilse, occur in Eng. writers.]

A slave (of either sex) dwelling in a temple, and

dedicated to the service of a god.
Esp. applied to the public courtesans or votaries of

Aphrodite at Corinth,' Liddell & Scott.

1835 THIRLWALL Greece I. v. 138 Sent to Delphi with a

company ofother hierodules. 1850 LEITCH tr. C. O. Mallet's

Anc. Art (ed. 2) 422 An ivory Aphrodite is celebrated by
her hierodulae in myrtle bowers. 1893 Nation (N. Y.)

27 Apr. 316/2 The Amazons -that is, the warrior priestesses,

or hierodules, of the Cappadocian Hittites.

So Hierodu-lic a., belonging to a hierodule.

1885 BLACK tr. Wellhausen's Proleg. Hist. Israel IV. i.

123 Captives were employed to do hierodulic services.

Hierogamy (hsieVgami). [f.
HIERO- -f- Gr.

-70/110 marriage.] A, sacred marriage.
1882 MARY LOCKWOOD tr. Lenormant's Begin. Hist. App.

I. Hi. 550 The hierogamy of Zeus and Europa was annually

celebrated at Gortyna in Crete.

Hieroglyph (hai-eroglif),
sb. Also 6 giero-

glife [Back-formation from HIEROGLYPHIC: cf.
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F. hifroglyphe (15/6 in Hatz.-Parm.). The Gr.

i<po-yAii<fos meant ' a carver of hieroglyphics
'

: cf.

sense 3. With the gi- form, cf. F. gitrogliphiqm

(Cotgr.) and It., and see HIEKAUCHY.]
1. A hieroglyphic character

;
a figure of some

object, ns a tree, animal, etc., standing for a word

(or, afterwards, in some cases, a syllabic or sound),

and forming an element of a species of writing

found on ancient Egyptian monuments and records;

thence extended to such figures similarly used in

the writing of other races. Also, a writing con-

sisting of characters of this kind.

hieroglyph ol ... ^^,~...,. j . ^ D

Hieroglyphs are a true Sacred Writing. 1859 GVLLICK

TIMES Paint. 35 The hieroglyphs were generally coloured

on the great monuments. 1876 BIRCH Egypt q The hiero-

glyphs in the name of Ptolemy were fuller forms of the

demotic signs used in the same name.

b. attrib. Inscribed with hieroglyphs.

1853 J. CUMMING Scripture Read. Gen. xli. 358 From

lieroglyph monuments of Egypt.
2. trans/, andyf?

1

. A figure, device, or sign having

some hidden meaning; a secret or enigmatical

symbol ; an emblem.
1646 BUCK Rich. lit, 115 (R.) A quaint device sent unto

her in a rich jewel, fashioned much after the manner of the

trivial hieroglyphs, used in France, called Rebus de Picardy.

1798 W. TAYLOR in Monthly flag. VI. 552 Secret symbols
and hieroglyphs, which described the concealed doctrines.

1871 SWINBURNE Songs be/. Sunrise, Pilgrims 27 For on

your brows is written a mortal sentence, An hieroglyph of

sorrow, a fiery sign. 1876 G. F. CHAMBERS Astron. 890 One
of the signs or hieroglyphs in the centre of the Table.

b. humorously. A piece of writing difficult to

decipher.
1875 L. MORRIS Frederic vi. in Songs Ttvo IV. Ser. ill.

(1878) 419 His writing Was so clear, and skilful, and fine,

That I set him the task to decipher The hieroglyphs which

are mine.

3. One who makes hieroglyphic inscriptions, rare.

1863 J. G. MURPHY Comm. Gen. xli. 8 The hieroglyphs,

who belonged to the priestly caste, and whose primary
business was to make hieroglyphic and other inscriptions.

Hieroglyph, v. [f. as prec.] trans. To re-

present by a hieroglyph ; to write in hieroglyphs.
1622 MABBE tr. Aleman's Guzman cTAlf. \. 138 And there-

fore the Egyptians, when they would Hierpgliffe
a King, and

by some mysticall Cyphers expresse his vigilancie, they did

put a Scepter in his hand, with an eye on the top of it. 1867

DE MORGAN in Athenxum 20 July 71/1 The bricks are

indeed alive, and the evidence is hieroglyphed upon them :

but how are we to read it ?

Hi-eroglyphed (-glift), a. [f.
HIEROGLYPH

sb. or.] a. Written in hieroglyphs, b. Inscribed

with hieroglyphs.
1877 A. B. EDWARDS Up Nile iv. 84 The first hieroglyphed

sarcophagus we had yet seen. 1881 Academy No. 457. 104

note. These hieroglyphed names are phonetically spelled.

Hiero'glypher. rare. [?f. Gr.

carver of hieroglyphics + -EB.] One who writes

in hieroglyphs.
1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 573 note, Christopher was

first so painted of some Egyptian or Hieroglypher.

Hieroglyphic (haieroigli'fik), a. and sb. Also

6-7 hy-, -gli-, -f-, -i(o)que, -ik(e, -iok ; 7 gie-.

[ad. F. hiiroglyphique (1529 in Hatz.-Darm.) or

late L. hisro'glyphicus, a. Gr. I(pcrj\v<piic6s, f. lepos

sacred + y^v^rj carving (cf. -y\v<t>ix6s). The adj.

was used subst. by Plutarch, rd ItfVfiaQuA (sc.

7po^ioTa) letters, writing, whence hieroglyphics.']

A., adj.
1. Of the nature of an Egyptian or similar hiero-

glyph (sense i
) ;

written in or consisting of hiero-

glyphics.
1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's Voy. n. xvi. 50 A fair

obelisquie . . 50 cubits high beset with letters Hieroglificque.

1662 STILLINGFL. Orig. Sacr. i. ii. n Translated into

Hieroglyphick Characters. 1726 DE FOE Hist. Devil II.

vi. (1840) 248 In the old writings of the Egyptians, I mean

their hieroglyphic writing. 1837 MAX MULLER Chips (1880)

I. x. 261 The Chinese . . was in its origin a hieroglyphic

system. 1879 LUBBOCK Addr. Pol. ff Educ. x. 186 The
Rosetta stone, .containing an inscription in three characters,

hieroglyphic, enchorial, and Greek.

2. trans/, zntifig. Of the nature of a hieroglyph

(sense 2) ; having a hidden meaning ; symbolical,

emblematic.
1647 COWLEV Mistr., Smtlm, So that all fair Species be

Hieroglyphick marks of Thee. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey),

Hieroglyphick Marks (in Palmestry, those winding Lines

and Wrinkles in the Hand, by which the Professours of

that vain Science pretend to foretell strange Things. 1878
C. STANFORD Symb.Christm. 175 It locked in hieroglyphic

language the truth.

3. Containing or inscribed with hieroglyphs.

1663 COWLEY Verses Sev. Occas., Complaint i, A wondrous

Hieroglyphick Robe she wore. 1675 COLES (title) Nolens

Volens. .together with the Youths' Hieroglyphick Bible.

4. humorously. Difficult to decipher.

1856 OLMSTED Slave States i A hieroglyphic scrawl.

B. sb.

1. orig. in pi. =Gr. rd Jf/wyAwpi/ni. The char-

acters or mode of writing used by the ancient

Egyptians (or by transference, other peoples), con-

HIEKOGLYPHICAL.

sisting of figures of objects directly or figuratively

representing words (picture-writing), or, in certam

circumstances, syllables or letters. The sing, is

rarely used : see HIEROGLYPH.
1586 FKBNE Blaz. Centric 149 The same that the auncient

Ilieroglyphiques weare with the jEgiptians. 1611 COTGR.,

iiicro^iiphif/nc, gierogliphicall; of, or belonging to, Giero-

fliphfckes.
1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614^

811 The
ndians of .. Mexico, shewed unto a Jesuit their Kookes ..

which in figures and Hieroglyphickes represented things

after their manner. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 'ed. 2)

338 They [Chinese] use not letters but Characters, or Hyero-
gliphicks, of which they have above _4oooo. 1712 W. ROGERS

Voy. 319 The antient Mexicans . . in those pretended His-

tories, preserv'd by fanciful Hieroglyphicks. 1758 J. KEN-
NEDY Curios. Wilton-Ho. 47 The Statue of Isis . . There are

a great Multitude of Hieroglyphicks quite round the Bottom.

1845 MAURICE Mor. q- Met. Philos. in Encycl. Metrop. II.

558/1 The invention of a system of hieroglyphics. 1851
LAYARD Pop. Ace. Discov. Nineveh x. 246 Between the

figures is a cartouche, containing a name in hieroglyphics.

2. A picture standing for a word or notion, esp.

one symbolizing something which it does not

directly figure (like many of the Egyptian hiero-

glyphs) ; hence, a figure, device, or sign, having
some hidden meaning ; a secret or enigmatical

symbol, an emblem ; a hieroglyph.
1596 H. CLAPHAM Briefe Bible i. 19 Commending onely

vnto them Hicrogliphiks, or holy preaching signes. 1599
H. BUTTES Dyets^ drie Dinner E, Palme, .an Hieroglyphick
or Embleme of victory and conquest. 1634 PEACHAM Gentl.

Exerc. ii, i. 107 Flax was the Hieroglyphicke of Fate

among the Aegyptians. i638QuARLES(r!V&)Hieroglyphikes
of the Life of Man. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 45
A silken string circles both their bodies as the Hyerogliphic
or bond of Wedlock. 1688 J. OGILVY tr. Mngaillan's Hist.

China 70 It is the nature of Hieroglyphicks not to be the

natural figures of the things which they signifie, but only
to represent them. 1758 JOHNSON Idler No. 34 f 6 Water

is the proper hieroglyphick of easy prattle, a 1806 HORSLEY
Serm. (1811) 134 The Levitical rites were nothing less

than the gospel itself in hieroglyphics. 1809 W. IRVING

Knickerb. (1861) 262 He was the first to imprint New-year
cakes with the mysterious hieroglyphics of the Cock and

Breeches. 1891 WILSON in Colleges Oxford 245 The gro-

tesque figures or
'

hieroglyphics
'

in the Cloister Quadrangle

[Magd. Coll.] were painted . .in honour of his coming.

b. pi. humorously. Characters or writing difficult

to make out. Cf. HIEROGLYPH sb. 2 b.

a 1734 NORTH Lives I. 365 Petitions signed with number-

less hands and frightful hieroglyphics. 1862 Sat. Rev.

8 Feb. 155 Inability to decipher the hieroglyphics of Brad-

shaw. 1874 L. STEPHEN Hours in Library (1892) I. ii. 64

Some ladies . . cross their writing till the page becomes a

chequer-work of unintelligible hieroglyphics.

t Hieroglyphic, . Obs. [f. prec.]

1. trans. To represent by, or as by, a hierogly-

phic ; to symbolize.
1615 T. ADAMS Blacke Devill 36 Perhaps he meanes to

hieroglyphicke unto us what wondrous engines silver tooles

are in Rome. 1650 T. BAYLY Herba Parielis 15 By Cupid
. was hieroglyphic! the love that was between her and her

husband. 1633 E. CHISF.NHALE Calk. Hist. 125 It was

made like a Nut, and did thereby Hierogliphick its short

continuance. 1715 M. DAVIES Athen. Brit. I. 282 As for

Winefrid's Life being Hieroglyphick'd on the windows of

Holywell Church.

2. To interpret or express, as a hieroglyphic.

1615 SIR E. HOBY Curry-combe iii. 112 He doth Hierogli-

phick my name of I. R. in English, Latin, and Hebrew,

making mee in the one lack Roague, in the other Iscarioth

de Rubigine, and Ishmael Rabshacheh in the third.

Hieroglyphical (hsier^gli-fikal), a. [f. as

prec. + -AL.]
1. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of hierogly-

phics ;
like the Egyptian picture-writing.

1605 J. DOVE Con/ut. Atheism 50 These letters were but

Hyeroglyphicall, like to the letters of the Egiptians, not

Abcdarye letters, but shapes and Images of beastes. 1611

Gierogliphicall [see HIEROGLYPHIC B. i], 1613 PURCHAS Pil-

grimage (1614) 55 Obeliskes with hierogliphicall inscriptions,

carried from Hieropolis . . to Rome. 1748 HARTLEY Observ.

Man i. iii. 307 Hieroglyphical Writing in all its Varieties.

1836 MACGILLIVRAV tr. HumMdt's Trav. xxiv. 360 The
Aztec manuscripts or hieroglyphical pictures preserved in

the house of the viceroys.

b. Relating to, or dealing with, hieroglyphics.
1811 LAMB Guy Faux Misc. Wks. (1871) 372 By the most

hieroglyphical Egyptian. 1862 Sat. Rev. 8 Feb. 165 The

hieroglyphical readings of Champollion and his successors.

2. Symbolical, emblematic ;
= HIEROGLYPHIC a. 2.

1581 MULCASTF.R Positions xxxix. (1887) 188 The nyne
Muses. .painted vpon the wall.. would serue him for places

of memorie, or for hieroglyphicall partitions. 1614 RALEIGH

Hist. World in. v. 4 (R.) To this challenge the Scythian

returned an hieroglyphical answer ; sending a bird, a mouse,

a frog, and five arrows. 1672 in Willis & Clark Cambridge

(1886) II. 497 Gilding y' diall . . and y Hieroglyphical

Triangle. 1689 Land. Gaz. No. 2501/3 (Ld. Mayors Shew)

The Rich Adornments of the Pageants, and Hieroglyphical

Representations. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 64 r> i A good
Courtier's Habit and Behaviour is hieroglyphical on these

Occasions. 1840 HOOD Kilmansegg, First Step v, Cards

like that hieroglyphical call To a geographical Fancy Ball

On the recent [Mulready] Post Office covers.

3. Difficult to decipher or make sense of; cf.

HIEROGLYPHIC a. 4.

1613-16 W. BROWNE Brit. Past. I. v, My blubbring pen
:er sable teares lets fall, In characters right HyrogliphicalL

I. xxi. 238 A particular method of handling .. which_nas
its effect at the intended distance, and is altogether hiero-

35



HIEROGLYPHICALLY.

eiyphical and unintelligible at any other. 1885 La-.v Times

ii Apr. 421/1 Notes often disjointed, sometimes hierogly-

phical . . as jotted down at the heating.

Hieroglyphically, adv. [f. prec. + -LY -.]

In a hieroglyphical manner.

1. In, by, or with hieroglyphics or picture-writing.

ISO* R HARVEY Philaa. 57 They writ their Chronicle

hieroglyphically. 1708 Brit. Apollo No. 88. i/i Atittbis

Hieroglyphically represented with a Head like a lion's.

1775 ADAIK Amtr. Ind. 319 Promise.. to send the. .snake's

head, in the time appointed by our sticks hieroglyphically

painted. 1882-3 SCHAFF Encycl. Relig. Knnul. I. 703 The

native name was Kerne represented hieroglyphically with

the ideographic character of the crocodile-tail

2. Symbolically,emblematically; metaphorically.
1624 MASSINGER Par!. Love v. i, That celestial fire Which

hieroglyphicaily is described In this his bow, his quiver,

and his torch. 1642 CUDWORTH Serm. i Cor. xv. 57 in Disc.

Lord's Stiff. (1670: 210 The Death of Christ . . Hieroglyphic-

ally instructed us that we ought to take up our Cross like-

wise, and follow our crucified Lord and Saviour. 1831
CARLYLE Sart. Res. H. x, Receiving as literally authentic

what was but hieroglyphically so.

Hieroglyphicize, v. rare-1
. [f. HIERO-

GLYPHIC + -IZE] =HlEROGI,YPHIZE.

1716 M. DAVIES Alhen. Brit. III. Dissert. Pallas A ngli-

cafl4Under the name of Musick..is Hyeroglyphisiz'd the

Protestant practical Harmony.

Hieroglyphist ihsiierc'glifist). [f.
asIIiERo-

GLYPH-ER -t- -1ST.] A writer of hieroglyphs j one

versed in hieroglyphs.
a 1829 SIR H. DAVY cited in Worcester (1846). 1857

GLIDDON cited in Webster (1864). 1876 G. MEREDITH
Beaach. Career II. ix. 152 Trying at condensation, as the

hieroglyphists put an animal for a paragraph.

Hiero'glyphize, v- rar'
~ *

[f- ^ prec.
+

-IZE.] trans. To write or express by hierogly-

phics ;
= HIEROGLYPH v.

1662 EVELYN Chalcogr. iii. (1769) 42 Mexico . . where they

hieroglyphiz'd both their thoughts, histories, and inventions,

to posterity, not much unlike to the Egyptians.

t Hiero-glyphy, v. Obs. rare. [f. HIEROGLYPH:

perh. associated with -FY.]
=

prec.

1762 FOOTE Orators I. i. (1767) 24 Not enigmatically

hieroglyphied [1799 -glyfied], but plainly, .pourtray'd.

Hierogram (hai'erograem). [f. HIEKO- + -GRAM.

Cf. F. hiirogramme.] A sacred symbol ;
a hiero-

glyph (lit. Kn&fig.}.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Hierograms (from the Gr.\ sacred

Letters or writings. 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. n. x, Facts

are engraved Hierograms for which the fewest have the

key. 1873 L. WALLACE Fair God i. vii. 33 In square marble

panels., were hierograms and sculptured pictures of men.

Hierogra'uimate, -at. [f. Gr. Ifpoypan/ia-

rtvs sacred scribe, one of a lower order of the

Egyptian priesthood, f. Itp&t sacred + ypanfaaTivs

clerk, scribe.] A writer of sacred records, spec, of

hieroglyphics.
[1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. \. iv. 18. 323 Then succeeds

the Hierogrammateus or Sacred Scribe . . to whom it be-

longeth to be thoroughly acquainted with the Hierogly-

phicks.] 1864 Athenxum No. I937
t

- 785/3 The learned

nierogrammates of the colleges of Thebes and Memphis.
1876 J. ELLIS Caesar in Egypt 66 Well-versed In mystic
records of Egyptus' land, And Hierogrammat of linguistic
skill.

Hierogramma'tic, a.
[f.

HIEROGRAM on

Gr. analogies : cf. grammalic.] Of the nature of a

hierogram, relating to or consisting of hierograms.
So Hierogramma tical a. ; Hiexoffxa'mmatist
= HlEROGRAMMATE.
01641 Bp. MouNTAGU/4f/f ff Mon. 167 Symbolicall Philo-

sophic, by figures and resemblances declaring their meaning,
which is styled Hieroglyphicall. or Hierogrammaticall, and

by Clemens, Mysticall Theologie. 1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles

in. 66 Melampos, the Hierogrammatist. 1740 WARBURTON
Drv. Legal, w.iv. Wks. i8n IV. 143 The hierogrammatic, or

sacerdotal . . he [Porphyry] comprized . . under the generic
term of epistolic. Ibid. 157 Another alphabetic character for

their sacred use . . called hicrogrammatical. 1801 J. HAGF.R

Babyl. Inscript. 37 The Chaldeans, .had a hierogrammatic
or hieroglyphic writing. 1831 M. RUSSELL Hist. Egypt v.

(1853) 155 The Hierogrammatist or Sacred Scribe.

Hierograph (hai-erograf ). [f. Gr. I<p6s sacred

4- -7/xt^os written (see -GRAPH). Cf. eccl. Gr. (TO)

hpAypcupa representations of holy things.] A sacred

inscription or symbol ; a hieroglyph.
1835 Blackui. Mag. XXXVII. 860 We have deciphered

their hierographs. 1854 J. D. BURNS Vis. Proph. 116 He
saw, in radiant signatures inscribed One hierograph.
So Hiero grapher [eccl: Gr. iepoypdtpos], a. sacred

scribe ; Hierogra phic [late L. hierographicus,
Gr. lipoypatlnKui], Hierogra phical aiijs., of the

nature of, or relating to, sacred writing or symbols ;

in quot. 1658= hieratic.

1605 J. DOVE Confitt, Atheism 19 His name is engrauen
there m in hierographicall letters. 1658 OWEN Consid.
Walton's Biblia Polyglotta 262 Clemens tells us of three
sorts of Characters among the ^Egyptians ; one for things
of common use, another, Hierographick, used by the Priests
in their sacred Writings, and the other Hieroglyphick.
1730-6 BAILEY (folio), Hierographcr, a Writer of Divine
Things. 1784 ASTLE Orig. f, Progr. Writ. iii. (T.), Partly
written in symbolic, and partly in these hierographic cha-
racters. Ibid.

t
These [characters] were properly what the

ancients call hierographicnl.

Hierography (haieVgrafi). [ad. eccl. Gr.

lepoypcupia description of holy things, the Scrip-
tures, f. Up6s sacred 4- -ypacpia writing, -GBAPHY.]
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1. A description of sacred things ;
a description

of religions.

HIERURGY.

_

with describing special religions .hierography .

(2. Sacred writing ; writing by hierograms. Ot>s.

1731 Hist. Litteraria II. 551 They . . lost the knowledge
of their Hierography, or emblematical way of writing.

Hiero'latry. [See HIERO- and -LATHY.] Wor-

ship of holy beings or saints : hagiolatry.
c 1814 COLERIDGE in Rem. (1836) III. 71 To have traced the

progress of the Christolatry . . with the same historical dis-

tinctness . . that the Protestants have that of hierolatry

against the Romanists. 1861 Macm. Mng.\. 127 Manolatry,

hierolatry. . amongst educated French Roman Catholics, ot

the male sex at least, may now be said to be nowhere.

Hierology (haierjrlodji). [f.
HIERO + -LOGY.

Cf. late Gr. itpoAo-via sacred or mystical language,

benediction. In mod.L. hierologia, F. HfreUgtt.]

fl. 'A discourse on sacred things' (Webster

1828). Obs.

t 2. Hieroglyphic lore ;
the study of Egyptian

records. Obs.

41848 M. RUSSELL Hist. Egypt xi. (1853) 452 The later

discoveries in hierology. 1859 W. H. GREGORY Egypt \. 36

It is the pride of modern hierology . . to have brought to

light some annals of a monarch [Sesortesen] whose exist-

ence and name were omitted by all historians.

3. Sacred literature or lore ; the literature em-

bodying the religious beliefs of a country or people ;

e.g. of the Egyptians, Greeks, Jews, etc.

1854 EMERSON Lett, f, Soc. Aims, Quot. % Orig. Wks.

(Bohn) III. 214 The new researches .. have opened to us th<

s Order,

1879 19/4 Cent. Sept. 486 The conjectured relation between

the Nuk-pu-nk of Egyptian hierology and the
'
I am that

I am ' of the Hebrew legislator.

4. The history of religions as a branch of study.

1883 Contemp. Rev. Aug. 204 Zoroastrianism . . is of the

highest value to hierology.

5. =HAGIOLOGY.
1890 E. VENABLES in Rep. Line. Archil. Soc. 265 St.

Edmund King and Martyr . . the St. Sebastian of English

hierology.

So Hierolo'tfic, Hierolo'gical adjs., belonging

to hierology ; Hiero'logist, one versed in hiero-

logy.
1839 Fraser's Mag. XX. 204 Our living hierologists . .

have laboured conjecturally to fill up the vague outline of

Herodotus, a 1848 M. RUSSELL Hist. Egypt xiii. (1853) 504

Samuel Birch .. one of the ablest of modern hierologists.

1864 WEBSTER, Hierologic, Hierological.

t Hieromachy (haier<rmaki). Obs. rare. [f.

Gr. Ifp6-s sacred (HiERO-) + -/iX'a fighting.] A
conflict of ecclesiastics.

1574 Life jotA Abp. Canterb. To Rdr. D ij b, The ambi-

tious and tragicall Hieromachie betwene the two Hierarches

offCanterburye and Yorke for the papacie in England.

Hreromancy. [ad. mod.L. hieromantia (a.

mod.Gr. ItpoiiavTiia), f. Gr. Ifpo- HIERO- + iunTtla

divination : see -MANCY.]
1. Divination from the observation of objects

offered in religious sacrifices, or from sacred things.

[1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sufp., Hieromantia.] 1775 ASH,

Hieromancy.
2. Jugglery with sacred things, nonce-use.

1811 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. LXIV. 168 He has

known how to attach to his mystic hieromancy, both the

unthinking and the designing erudition of the clerical order.

Hieroma'rtyr. Gr. Ch. [f.
HIEHO- + MAR-

TYR. Cf. Gr. ifponaprvs.] In the Greek Calendar,

a martyr who was in holy orders.

1864 WEBSTER, Hieromartyr, a martyr who is also a priest

|] Hieromnemon (haier^mnf'mpn). [Gr. Upo-

livfifiwi' adj. ('
mindful of sacred things ')

and sb., f

Ifpos sacred + nvjjfuav mindful.] A sacred recorder.

1. Gr.Antiq. The title of one of the two deputies

sent by each constituent tribe to the Amphictyonic

council, whose office was more particularly con-

cerned with religious matters.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. 1822 T. MITCHELL Aristoph
II. 76.

2. (See quot.)
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Hieromnemon, an officer in the

antient Greek church ;
whose principal function was, to

stand behind the patriarch at the sacraments, ceremonies

etc. and shew him the prayers, psalms, etc. he was to

rehearse.

Hieromonach (haieiY>mjrnak). Gr. Ch. [ad

Gr.ipojtci)'axosholymonk(see HIERO- and MONK).'
A monk who is also a priest ;

a '

regular
'

as op

posed to a ' secular" cleric.

[1782 BURKE Penal Lams agst. Irish Cath. Wks. VI. 28

Those who wish to address them [clergy of the Greek Ch.

with civility always call them hierotttonachi.} 1882-

SCHAFF Encycl. Relig. Knowl. III. 2082 One hieromonacl

(monk-priest), two secular priests.

Hieronymian (haieroni'mian). a. and sb.
[l

Hieronymus Jerome, a celebrated father of the

Church in the jth c. : see -IAN.] a. adj. Of or

belonging to St. Jerome, the author of the Latin

Vulgate translation of the Bible, b. sb. =
HIERONYMITE sb.

1656 BLOVNT Glosscfr., Hienmimians, a Religious Ol ,

that had their beginning of St. Hierome . There were also

certain Hermites called Hieronimians of the foundation ot

one Charles Granel of Florence. 1884 A thcnxum 19 Apr.

5o:/2 To determine . . the basis of its readings, whether the

old Latin or the Hifronymian Vulgate.

Hieronymic, a. [f. as prec. + -ic.]
= prec. a.

1889 HorrTn Academy 19 Jan. 42/1 Ceolfrid's Bible was

o be Vulgate, Hieronymic in text, A.ugustmian in canon.

Hierbnymite ;haier? -nimait), sb. and a. Eccl.

Hist. [f.
as prec. + -ITE.] a. sb. A hermit of any

of the various orders of St. Jerome, b. adj. Be-

onging to any of these orders.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Hieronymites, or Hermits of S.

erom. 1843 PRESCOTT Mexico 11. i. (1864) 7 1 his efra-

irdinary commission of three Hieronymlte friars and an

minent jurist. Ibid. 74 He previously solicited authority

or this from the Hieronymite commission in St. Domingo.

Hieropathic (haieropre-fik), a. notice- wd.

irreg. f. Gr. Itpvs sacred + irriflos feeling, emotion,

affection -r -ic.] Consisting in love of the clergy.

1844 SIR I. STEPHEN Eccl. Ring., ffilaetrana(rtj& soThat

hieVopathic affection so familiarly known among ourselves,

of which the female spirit is the seat, and the ministers o

religion the objects.

Hierophancy (hai-erofsensi). [ad. Gr. ifpo-

oiai'Ti'a, f. iepoipavTTis : see next and -ANCY.] The

unction of a hierophant ; capacity of expounding

sacred mysteries.
1851 S. JUDD Margaret in. (1871) 379 The hierophancy

that exists in all soul's needed only to be awakened.

Hierophant (Jiai-erafsent). [ad. late L. hiero-

f/iantfs, -phaiita, a. Gr. ifpo<pavr^, f. ifpcis
sacred

+ Qaivtiv bring to light, make known, reveal. Cf.

F. hiirophante (1535 in Hatz.-Darm.).]

1. Antiq. An official expounder of sacred my-
steries or religious ceremonies, esp. in ancient

Greece ;
an initiating or presiding priest.

1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. n. xii. 244 The Crafts of their

Heathenish Priests and Hierophants. 1774 BURNEY Hist.

Mus. (1789) I. 332 Eminent at Athens, as hierophant in the

Eleusinian mysteries. 1776 R. CHANDLER Trav., Greece

(1825) II. 223 The chief priest, hierophant, or mystagogue,
was taken from the Eumolpidz. i88a WHITTIFR quest, of

Life 5, 1 listen to the sibyl's chant, The voice of priest and

hierophant.
2. gen. An expounder of sacred mysteries ; the

minister of any 'revelation' ; the interpreter of

any esoteric principle.
111822 SHELLEY Def. Poetry Pr. Wks. 1888 II. 38 Poets

are the hierophants of an unapprehended inspiration. 1843

J. MARTINEAU Chr. Life (1867) 105 The hierophant and

interpreter of the godlike in the soul. 1856 R. A. VAUGHAS

Mystics (1860) I. 6 A doubt as to whether 'able editors

were, after all, the great, divinely accredited hierophants of

the species. .

Hieroplia'lltic, a. [ad. Gr. IfpocbavTiKos, f.

tepo<pAvTTis : see prec.] Of or belonging to a hiero-

phant or hierophants ; resembling or of the char-

acter of a hierophant.
1775 in ASH. 1816 Edin. Rev. XXVI. 182 The hiero-

phantic race is not wholly extinct. 1849 GROTE Greece u.

xliii. V. 284 Gelo thus belonged to an ancient and distin-

guished hierophantic family. 1879 MRS. LYNN LINTON

Under which Lord f III. xi. 254 He, grand, calm, hand-

some, hierophantic, solemnly exhorted all men to constancy

and courage. _

Hierophobia (haierof<?"-bia).
nonce-wJ. [f.

HIERO-, after hydrophobia^ Fear or horror of

sacred things or persons.
1816 SOUTHEY in Q. Ren. XV. 310 AH Bey has the hiero-

phobia upon him, or philosophers' disease.
_

HierosCOpy (haierp'sk^pi). [ad. Gr. iipoaKOTrta,

{. Upd sacrifices, victims + -anemia view (-SCOPY).

Cf. F. hifroscopie (Littr<).]
=HlEROHANCY I.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Hierosco/'y, a kind of divination,

performed by considering the victim, and observing every

thing that occurs during the course of the sacrifice.

Hierosolyiuitan (haierosp-limaitan), a. and

sb. [ad. late L. Hierosolymltan-us (Augustine),

f. Hierosolyma - Gr. 'Itpoao^vpa the city of Jeru-

salem.] a. adj. Belonging to Jerusalem, b. so.

A native or inhabitant of Jerusalem.
1538 BALE Cod's Promises in Dodsley O. PI. (1780) I. 32

Ten of the twelve trybes became Samarytanes. And the

other two were Hierosolymytanes. 1721 BAILEY, Hiero-

solomitan [ed. 1731 Hiensolomite], belonging to Jerusalem.

1872 O. SHIPLEY Gloss. Eccl. Terms 44 The Armenian

Liturgy is a division of the Caesarean family of liturgies,

itself a branch of the Hierosolymitan.

So Hierosolymite (haierflsp-limait) , ft. and a.

[ad. Gr.'Ie/>o<7oXivuT7;s native of Jerusalem.] =prec.
c 1550 CHEKE Mark i. 5 Al y contree of Judai, and y hiero-

solymites cam vnto him. 1731 [see prec.]. 1863 Reaiier

iSJuly 53/3 All works of purely hierosolymlte origin.

Hierpe : see HEARTH sb. z

Hiernrgy (hai-erDjd.^i). Also 8 -ourgy. [ad.

Gr. tfpovpyta religious service, f. lepovpyvs sacri-

ficing priest, f. Itpd (neut. pi. of Itpos) sacrifices +

-epyta working, f. epy-ov work : see -URGY.] A
sacred performance ; a religious observance or rite.

1678 CUDWOHTH Intell. Syst. I. iv. 18. 342 Both in their

Doctrine and their Priestly Hierurgies. a 1740 WATF.RLAND

Wks. VIII. 333 (R.) All priests from him . . consummating
the spiritual hierourgy according to the laws of the church.

Hence Hieru'rgical a., relating to sacred rites.

1725-44 LEWIS Pecocke 268 The mystical and hierurgical

rights of the priesthood.



HIGGLE.

Hiet, obs. pa. t. of HIE v. Hiew, obs. f. Hi'E.

Hifalutin, var. HIGHFALUTIN. Higgis taper,
var. HAG-TAPEK.

Higgle (hi'g'l), v. Also 8 hlgle. [app. re-

lated to HAGGLE, with the vowel-modification
which often expresses less noisy or lighter action.]
1. intf. To cavil or dispute as to terms

; to
stickle ; esp. to strive for petty advantages in bar-

gaining ; to chaffer. Cf. HAGGLE 2.

1633 T. ADAMS Exp. z Peter ii. 12 Either he higgles with
some hollow reservation, or lispeth with some faltering

equivocation. 1655 FULLER Cli. Hist. vi. i. 278 We will not
higgle with so frank a chapman for a few months under or
over. 1672 SHAUWELL Miser i. Wks. 1720 III. 13 He has
been higling with a fellow, above half an hour this morning,
about five Coney-skins he sold him. 1800 MAE. F.DGKWORTII
The Will (1832) 99 He would not. .stand to higgle with me
for the price of a horse. 1875 JOWETT Plata (ed. 2) IV. 380
He is a disputant, and higgles over an argument.
2. To carry on the trade of a HIGGLER (sense 2) ;

' to go selling provisions from door to door
'

(J.).
1790, etc. [see HIGGLING vbl. sb. 2].

D. trans. To bny and fatten np for the market.
local. (Cf. HIGGLER 2 b.)
a 1825 FORBY Vac. E. Anglia s.v., The poor often talk of

'

higgling up a pig '; i. e. buying and fattening it up.
c. (See quot.)

1866 G. A. SALA in N. I, Q. jrd Ser. IX. 318/2 When A
knowing or hoping that figs will be soon inquired for, buys
up all the figs in the market he higgles ; but when A keeps
a grocer s shop and asks B eightpence for a pound of figs andB offers him sixpence, then B haggles.

Higgledy-piggledy (hi-g'ldi pi-g'ldi), adv.
sb. a. Forms : 6-8 higle- -pigle-, 7- higgle-
-piggle-, hiokle- -pickle- ;

6 -di, -die, 6-7 -de,
-tee, 7- -dy, 8 -te, 9 -ty. [A riming compound
of obscure origin.
Mainly an example of '

vocal gesture ', the odd conforma-
tion of the word answering to the thing described

; whether
founded on fig, with some reference to the disorderly and
utterly irregular fashion in which a herd of these animals
huddle together, is uncertain, though examples show that
such an association has often been present to persons using
it. If the collateral HIGLV-PIGLY were the original form,
the sequence fig, fifty, higly-figly would be not unlikely.]
A. adv. Without any order of position or direc-

tion ; in huddled or jumbled confusion and dis-

order ; with heads and tails in any or every direc-
tion. Usually contemptuous.

^-~ 1674 tr - Martiniere's Voy.
N. Countries 34 They ly higgledy pigglcdy, master, mistress,
children, men and maid-servants altogether. ci682 HICKER-
INGILL Black Non-Conf. xvii. Wks. 1716 II. 137 Rashly,
hand over-head, Hickfetee-Pickletee. a 1700 B. E. Diet.
Cant. Crew, Higglede-figgledy, all together, as Hoggs and
Piggs he. 1718 MOTTEUX Qnix. (1733) III. 39 Not [to] set
down at random, higgle-de-piggledy, whatever comes into
his Noddle. 1792 GIBBON Misc. Wks. (1814) I. 366 The
officers . . lying higgledy piggledy on the ground with the
common men. 1838 HAWTHORNE Amer. Note-bks. (1883) 187
Pigs, on a march, do not subject themselves to any leader
among themselves, but pass on, higgledy-piggledy, without
regard to age or sex. 1849 DARWIN in Life ff Lett. (1887) I.

375, I will write higglety-pigglety just as subjects occur.
1883 STEVENSON Silverado Sf. (1886) 60 Our belongings,
piled higgledy-piggledy, and upside down, about the floor.

B. st. A confusion
;
a disorderly jumble.

soder'd together with a feign 'd Sanctimony. 1859 DARWIN
in Life $ Lett. (1887) II. 241 Herschel says my book '

is the
law of higgledy-piggledy'. 1880 E. TURING Let. H. D.
Harper-in Daily News (1897) 12 Feb. 6/3 Higgledy-piggledy
has been solemnly dethroned.

C. adj. Void of order or regular plan; confused,
jumbled; topsy-turvy.
1832 W. IRVING in Life I, Lett. (1864) II. 483 Robert the

Devil is brought out in a higgledy-piggledy manner at
various theatres. 1866 Sat. Rev. 2 June 647/1 Our principle
of arrangement was the great higgledy-piggledy plan. 1890
Daily News 8 Jan. 3/1 In a higgledy-piggledy world like this
it is impossible to make very nice distinctions between good
luck and good work.

Higgle-haggle, v. [Reduplicated, combining
HIGGLE and HAGGLE : cf. gibble-gabble, tittle-tattle,

etc.] intr. To higgle or haggle with much alter-

nation or '

coming and going '.

1839-41 S. WARREN Ten Thousand a. Ycarll. vi. 145 After
some little higgle-haggling he bought it. 1883 LOWE Bis-
marck I. ix. 633 This higgle-haggling was more than
Bismarck uould bear, and he lost his temper.

Higgler (hi-glsj). Also 7 heglar, (8 hicklar),
7-9 bigler. [f.

HIGGLE v. + -ER '.]

1. One who higgles or chaffers in bargaining ;

= HAGGLER 2.

App. the source of sense 2, as in the corresponding senses
of HAGGLER. See Pegge Anecd. Eng. Lang. 264.

2. An itinerant dealer ; esp. a carrier or huckster

who buys up poultry and dairy produce, and sup-

plies in exchange petty commodities from the shops
in town; = HAGGLER 3, CADGER i, 2.

1637 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Carriers' Costiwgr. in Arb.
Garner I. 237 There doth come from Great Marlow in

Buckinghamshire some higglers or demi-carriers. 1647 LILLY
Chr. Astral, cxlix. 633 Hucksters, Heglars that buy and
sell and forestall the Markets. 1722 DE FOE Plague (1756)
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167 Higlers, and such People as went to and from London
with Provisions. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) III. Ix.

335 An honest higler. .goes to town constantly on Mondays,
Wednesdays, and Fridays. 1798 in Strand Mag. (1897)
Aug. 216 Dressed in a drab jacket and had the appearance
of being a hicklar. 1813 SporfinfJtfaf.XT-.il. 314 A person
keeping a higler's cart. 1891 T. HARDY Tess II. 262 He was
a foot-higgler now, having been obliged to sell his .. horse,
and he travelled with a basket on his arm.

b. One who buys poultry to fatten for the market.
1840 renny Cycl. XVIII. 476/2 Speckled colours are most

generally seen with the higgler. 1846 J. BAXTER Lil*r.
rract. Agric. (ed. 4! 1 1. 220 The following niL-lhod of fatten-

ing fowls has been kindly furnished us by one of the first

higglers in Sussex.

t C. A horse used by a higgler. Obs.

1719 D'URFKY Pills IV. 13 On Pads, Hawkers, Hunters,
on Higlers and Racers.

Higglery (hi-gbri). [f. prec. + -Y.] A hig-
gler's business or ware.

1769 De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. (ed. 7) II. 149 The Butter-

market, with all the Sorts of Higglery Goods.

Hvggling, vbl. sb. [f. HIGGLE v. + -ING i.]
1. The action of the vb. HIGGLE

; close bargain-
ing, chaffering ; stickling as to terms.

1700 T. BROWN tr. Fresny's A i/tusent. Ser. $ Com. 78 There
is much Higling and Wrangling for t'other Ten Pound.
1776 ADAM SMITH W.

N_.
i. v. (1869) I. 32 It is adjusted

by the higgling and bargaining of the market. 1860 MOTLE
Xetlierl. \ 1868) I. vi. 329 Saguntum was perishing while the

higgling went on at Rome.
2. The occupation of a HIGGLER (senses 2, ab\
1790 I. B. MORETON Mann. )K. Ind. 85 That sort of traffic

called higling. 183* Boston Herald 23 May 3/3 [One] who
keeps what is called a higgling team. 1882 Athemgitm
26 Aug. 271/2 Students of peculiar manners, .will be glad to
obtain the capital paper oil Sussex higgling.

Hi'ggling, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -INO 2
.]

That

higgles ; cavilling, wrangling.
1678 OTWAY Friendship in F. Epil. 21 For shame leave off

this higling way of Wit, Railing abroad, and roaring in the
Pit. 1691 SHADWELL Scowrers iv. i, This morning I beat

twenty higling-women. 1815 Sporting Jlftif.
XLV. 225 The

higgling disposition of the French. 1830 in Cobbett Rur.
Rides (1885) II. 308 A sort of higgling merchant.

tHigh, hi?, st>.1 Otis. Forms: i hyse, 3

hu;e, hui;e, huie, hije, Orm. hi;. [OE. hy%e= OS. hugi (MLG. hoge, hoge, MDu. hoge, hoghe,

hoghe, Du. heug}, OHG. hugi, hugu (MHG. hiige),
ON. hygr (Sw. hSg, Da. Au), Goth, hugs :-OTeut.

*hugi-z thought, understanding, mind ; an impor-
tant word in the older Teut. langs., but early obs.

in ME.
; also lost in mod.G.

To the Teutonic root hug- belong also HICHT s.*and f. 2
,

HIGHTLE v., HICHTLV, Ho .
3 to care, HOE si.3 care, How,

HOWE z<. and s&. care, with many words in the cognate langs.]

Thought, intention, determination, purpose.
a woo Seafarer 96 (Cod. Exon. 82 b) Ne mzg him bonne

. .mid hy^epencan. it 1000 Cxdmon's Daniel 117 NEGS him
bliSe hl^e. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 119 pat he haue
milce of us and gife us hi}e and mihte, to forleten and
bireusen and beten ure sinnes. c iaooORM!N2777 Att..sob-
fasst hi3 & hope onn himm. c iao5 LAY. 2337 Mid soofasten

hui}e. IHd. 3033 Cordoille. .nom hire leaf fulne huie, bat
heo lijen nolden. Ibid. 4910 Mid soSfeste hu3e.

High (hsi), a. and sb* Compared HIGHER,
HIGHEST, q.v. Forms : a. I h6ah (h^a-, hfias-),

h6h, 2 heah, (hah-, haoh-, ha;-), 2-3 heh, 2-4
heih, 2-5 he;, 3 hseh, hse;-, heDh;-, Orm. hejh,
3-4 hei;, 3-5 hey, hei, 4hey;,hei3h,hee3, heij,

4-5 hegh, -e, heygh, heye, 4-6 heigh, Sc. heyoh,
he, hee, 5- Sc. heich, (6 heoh). 0. 3-5 hy;, hi;,
4 hih, hi, hy, 4-5 hyh, hie;, 4-6 hygh, hy,
hye, hie, 5- high (5 hyhe, y;e, 5-6 hyghe,
highe, 6 hiegh, Se. 6 hieoh, hyech, 6- hich,
8- hie). [Com. Teut. : OE. Mali, Ma-, Ma^-= OFris. hAch, h&g (WFrics. kaeg, heag, heeg},
ODu. hoh (MDu. hooch, hog-e, Du. hoog], OS.
h6h (MLG. hoch, hog-e, ho, LG. hoog], OHG. Mh
(MHG., mod.G. hocli), ON. hd-r (earlier hfy-r
from *hatthar}, (Sw. hog, Da. hfi;, Goth, hauh-s :

OTeut. *hauho-z : pre-Tent. *l;otikos : cf. Lith.

kaukas swelling, boil, kattkaras height, hill. OE.
heah, /iifA, regularly gave ME. hegh, heygh (h^xy)>
whence later hee (still in Sc.) ;

but in I4th c. this

was narrowed to hi), high (hfx ), whence hie, hy:
cf. the parallel phonetic history of DIE v., EYE.
As with these words, Chaucer used both heigh (hey)

riming with seigh saw, and hy, hye riming with

Emelye, etc. The final guttural began to be lost

in the I4th c., as shown by the spellings he, hee,

hey, hi, hii, hy(e; mod.Eng. retains the late ME.
spelling high, with the pronunciation (hsi).]
A. adj. (Opposed, in most senses, to low.}
I. Literal senses.

1. Of great or considerable upward extent or

magnitude ; extending far upward ;

'

long upwards
'

(J.) ; lofty, tall.

1:825 Vcsp. Fsnltcrm\[i\. 18 Muntas heae. c 900 tr. Bxda's
Hist. in. xii. [xiv.] (1890) 194 On bodie heah. 971 Blickl.
Horn. 27 Upon swibe hea dune, c 1000 ./ELFRIC Ham. I. 166

Uppan Sam scylfe ;es hea^an temples, c 1175 1.atnb. Horn.
93 Areran .. anne stepel swa hehne. 1*97 R. Gi.ouc. 11724)
174 pe heye hulle. a 1300 Cursor .If. 11666 Scho bihild a
tre was hei [v.rr. hey, hy, hegh]. c 1300 Havelok 1071 He

HIGH.

was strong man and hey. 1382 WYCLIF Matt, iv. 8 A ful

hee} hi!!, c 1386 CHAUCER I'rankl, T, 463 Ther saugh he
liertes with liir liornes hye \v,rr. highe, hihe, hy}e, hee].
c 1394 /'. PI. Crafe 208 Halles full hy}e, and houses full

noble, a 1400-50 Alexander 700 To Ji>e hight of ^e hye
dyke. Ibid. 4863 He clynterand torres. c 1470 HENRY
// 'allace v. 300 In heich haddyr Wallace and thai can twyn.
1483 Cat/t. Augl. 180/1 Heghe,iM^<'/>^. 1535 COVERDALE
Dent, ii. 10 Strange people and hye of stature. 1590
SPBHSKB /'". Q. i. i. 8 The trees so straight anil hy. 1698
FRYKR Ace. E, India $ P. 150 Clad in Black Gowns, .with

high round Caps flat at top. 1821 SHELLEY Epipsychid. 396
The walls are high, the gates are strong.

b. Rising considerably from a surface. High
relief', see RELIEF.
ciooo Sajv. Leechd. II. 96 Glf Jws dol^es ofrns synd to

hea. 1827 G- HIGGINS Celtic Druids 216 Worked in high-
relief. 1859 JEI>HSON Brittany viii. 122 The relief is not so
high or bold.

2. Having a (specified) upward dimension or
extent.

a. 1000 in Shrine (Cokayne) 88 Gyldenu onlicnes twelf elna
heah. a. 1175 Caff. Horn. 225 pritti

fedme heah. <r 1340
Cursor M. 1419 (Trin.) An ellen hy3e J>ei wore. 1547
WRIOTHESLEY Chron. (1875) I. 181 A rych herse . . of nyne
stones heigh. 1596 DAI.RYMI>LE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 35
Sevin, or viii. cubites hich. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV^ in. ii.

34 When hee was a Crack, not thus high. 1633 T. JAMES
Voy. 43 The snow was .. halfe legge high. 1726 SWIFT
Gulliver I. vi, The common size of the natives is somewhat
under six inches high. 1858 HOGG Veg. Kingd. 747 The
Cahbage Palm. .is. .a lofty tree 170 to 200 feet high.
3. Situated far above the ground or some base ;

far up ; having a lofty position. Formerly with
names of countries, and still of districts, denoting
the upper (or inland) part, as High Asia, High
Furness (cf. High DUTCH, High GERMAN).
c 1000 ./ELFRIC Horn. I. 170 SeSe xebi^de J*me heagan

hepfenlican bigels. a itt$Ancr. R. 166 pe heouene is swuSe
heih. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Cause. 3204 Hey Paraydise, J>at
blisful place. 1400 MAUNDF.V. Pref. (Roxb.) 3 Egipte
[>e hie and (?e lawe. 1450-70 Golagros $ Gaw. 252 Al thai
that ar wrocht vndir the hie hevin. 1535 COVERDALE Tobit
iii. 10 At this voyce wente Sara in to an hye chamber of hir
house. 1700 S. L. tr. Fryke's Voy. E. Ind. 75 Their Sconces
lying so high, that they had a great command of us. 1776
R. CHANDLER Trav. Greece (1825) II. 2 The sharp end is very
often high in the air. 1789 BURNS ' Willie bre-w'd\ The
moon . . That's blinkin' in the lift sae hie. 1836 A. & J.
TAYLOR Rhymes Nursery, The Star i, Up above the world
so high, Like a diamond in the sky. 1859 TENNYSON
Guinevere 25 [He] Climb'd to the high top of the garden-
wall. 1869 W. W. HUNTER (title) A Comparative Dictionary
of the Non-Aryan Languages of India and High Asia.

b. Situated at a specified distance above some
level

; (so far) up.
1662 J. STBYPE in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 178 A very

handsome [Chamber], and one pair of stairs high. 1722 DE
FOE Plague 1 1884) 72 She lay in the Garret four Story high.
1839 R. S. ROBINSON Naitt. Steam Eng. 5 The limit of

atmospheric air, supposed to be forty-five miles high.
4. Of physical actions : Extending to or from a

height ; performed at a height.
With noun of action, and akin to the adv., the stages of

development being to letiphight high leafing a high leap.
1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV^ i. ii. 43 Now, in as low an ebb as

the foot of the Ladder, and by and by in as high a flow as
the ridge of the Gallowes. 1601 AlFs Well n. iii. 299
Which should sustaine the bound and high curuet OfM arses
fierie steed. 1625 BACON Ess.* Dispatch (Arb.) 243 It is not
the large Stride, or High Lift, that makes the Speed. 1711
SHAFTESB. Charac. (1737) II. 381 You might well expect the
fate of Icarus, for your high-soaring. 1891 H. S. CONSTABLE
Horses, Sport $ War so High action will cause splints,

speedy-cuts, and other unsound nesses. 1897 RANJITSINHJI
Cricket iv. 156 It . . enables the batsman to make a forcing-
stroke along the ground instead of a risky high-drive.

b. Of a vowel-sound : Produced with the tongue
or some part of it in a high or raised

position.
1876 SWEET Handbk. Phonetics 1 1 The vertical movements

of the tongue produce various degrees of '

height ',
or distance

from the palate . . From among the infinite degrees of height
three are selected,

'

high ',

' mid ', and ' low '. (t) is a high,
(ar) a low vowel, while (e) as in

*

say
'

is a mid vowel.

II. Figurative senses.

5. Of exalted rank, station, dignity, position,
or estimation. (Of persons or their attributes;

also, with emphatic force, in high God, high heaven?)
c82$ Vesp. Psalter Ixxxvin. 28 [Ixxxix. 27] Ic. .settu bine

heane fore cyningum eoi5an. Ibid, xcviiifi]. 2 Dryhten in
Sion micel and heh ofer alle folc. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 19
He wes. .heh ouer heouene and ouer eor5a. cizoo ORMIN
17393 Patt he^he ma^stre Nicodem. r 1205 LAY. 21972
And bus Jjer cleopede Howel hashes cunnes. a, 1300 Cursor
M, 7945 (Cott.) Of he drightin stod be nan au. ci\q*Ibid.
17300 (Trin.) Ouer \>o iewes .. As her prince an hy man.
1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 1465 Now er we heghe, now er
we lawe. c 1380 WYCLIF i5W. Wks. III. 199 Grete richessis
and heije statis. c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAymon Prol. 3
Princes and lordes of hie estate. 15. . in Dunbar's Poems
(1893) 328 Befoir that hich grand Roy. 1581 MULCASTER
Positions xxxvii. (1887) 153 In any cither hie or low
kinde of life. 1603 SHAKS. Meas. for M. n. ii. 121 Man,
proud man, Drest in a little briefe authoritie . . Plaies such
phantastique tricks before high heauen, As makes the
Angels weepe. 1613 MIDDLETON Triumphs Truth Wks.
(Bullen) VII. 260 Like one of high blood that hath married
base. 1713 STEELE Englishm. No. 54. 344 Sir Francis Wal-
singbam was .. high in the Queen's Favour. 1727 DE FOE
Protest. Monast. 6 He had . . always liv'd in what we call

high Life. 1759 TOWNLEY (title) High Life Below Stairs.
1859 TENNYSON Guinevere 560 Hereafter. .Wetwomaymeet
before high God. 1895 DOUGLAS in Bookman Oct. 22/2 The
high position France had attained in 1684.

b. The Most High : the Supreme Being ; God.
35-a



HIGH.

1611 BIBLE Ps. Ixxiii. 1 1 How doth God know ? and is there

knowledge in the most High ? [1382 WYCLIF in hei}te ; 1388
an hei5e ; 1535 COVERIJ. the most hytst]. 1667 MlLTOM
P. L. vi. 906 A despite don against the most High- 1755
Man No. 28. 6 Revelation represents the Most-High to us
as the most beneficent fountain of joy.
6. Of exalted quality, character, or style ;

of

lofty, elevated, or superior kind; high-class. (Hence
frequently in titles : see 20.)

rd97 K. /ELFRED Gregory's Past. Ivi. 433 Bllton Sone
hean foreSonc and 5a gesccadwisnesse "dara godena monna.
Ibid. Ixiii. 459 Sio hea lar is betere manegum monnum
to helanne. c 1175 Lamb. Ham, 17 pa ^et he aef us
ane heje jefe. 1:1230 Hali Meld. 13 Ibe he^e bhsse of
hetiene, c 1380 WYCMK Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 16 pei clepen it

hey rigi-wisnenesse. 1485 CAXTON St. Wenefr. i A man of

hye merite. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixxxviii. 3 Of high
rcnoun, riches and royal tie. 1569 J. ROCF.RS Gl, Godly LOM
183 Surely it is an highe and pure love. 17x5-30 POPE Iliad
u. 404 Where now are all your high resolves at last ? 1757
FOOTF. Author i, Wks. 1799 I. 135 His peculiarities require
infinite labour and high finishing. 1802 WORDSW. Sonn.,
' O Friend ( I kttoiv not,' Plain living and high thinking
are no more. 1808 SCOTT Mann. m. xiii, High minds, of
native pride and force, Most deeply feel thy pangs, Remorse !

1817 SHELLEY Hymn Intell. Beauty v, Hopes of high talk
with the departed dead. 1856 K.INGSLEY Plays ^ Purit. 31
They railed in their ignorance, .at high art and all art. 1870
BLAINE Encycl. Knr. Sports |6o The account given is not
in unison with our notions of high play.

b. Of great consequence; important, weighty,
grave, serious.

cizooOKMiN Ded. 66 Heh wikenn alls itt semebb. 13..
Gaw. fy Gr. Knt. 1051 A heje ernde and a hasty me hade
fro bo wonez. c 1500 Three Kings' Sons 81 Wise ynough to

conduyte an hy matier. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. i.

ii. 5 A high and capitall errour. 1685-6 KARL SUNDERLAND
13 Feb. in Macaulay Hist. Eng.v. (1871) 1. 320 note. Making
a composition, .for the high Misdemeanour they have been
guilty of. 1699 BENTLEY Phal. 213 The accusation is a very
high one. 1730 in Swift's Lett. (1768) IV. 249 Of very high
consequence to the whole kingdom. 1815 SCOTT Ld. ofIsles

yi. iv, When tidings of high weight were borne To that lone
island's shore. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vi. II. 136 On
pain of his high displeasure. 1863 H. Cox Instit. i. vii. ST
Accused of high crimes and misdemeanours against the state.

C. Advanced, abstruse, difficult to comprehend
(now only in particular collocations); f difficult

to perform, arduous (0&s.).

1382 WYCLIF Prov. xxiv. 7 Ful hee^ to the fool is wisdam.
1471 RIPLEY Comp. Alch. i. xiii. in Ashin. (1652) 132 When
they such hygh thyngs don take in hond, Whych they in
noe wyse understpnde. a 1533 LD. BEKNERS Gold, Bk. M.
Aurel. (1546) D ij, So high sentences, as he wrot. a 1568
ASCHAM Scholetn. i. (Arb.) 32 Neuer passe farre forward in
hie and hard sciences. 1611 BIBLE Ps. cxxxix. 6 Such
knowledge is too wonderfull for me : it is high, I cannot
attaine vnto it. i<S67 MILTON P. L. ix. 602 Speculations
high or deep. Mod. A branch of High Mathematics.
7. Chief, principal, main ; special. (In OE.

usually in combination, as htahbitrh chief town,

htahsynn capital sin, etc.: see 19.) Now only
in particular collocations : see HIGH ROAD, etc.

a 1300 Cursor M. 10428 For bair hei fest sake. . 1380
WYCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 341 He was not clepid .. hi} disciple
of Crist, c 1400 Destr. Troy 8738 Full solenly besyde the

high aulter. 1490 CAXTON Eneydos xxii. 84 We wryte. -the

hyghe festes wyth rede lettres of coloure of purpre. c 1553
CHANCELOUR Bk. Emp. Russia in Hakluyt (1886) III. 40
A place.. where the hie market is holden on Saint Nicholas
day. 1622 CALLIS Stat. Sewers (1647) 88 There is no dif-

ference touching repairs of the High streams and the high-
ways in my opinion. 1667 PRIMATT City $ C. Build. 72
Houses which front high and Principal Streets.

8. Rich in flavour or quality ; luxurious. (Of
food or drink (pbs*\ or of feeding.)
c 1384 in Wyclifs Wks. (1880^ 157 To drynke hei;e wynes.

1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. II7
,

i. i. 10 Like a Horse Full of high
Feeding. 1616 in J. Russell Haigs vi. (1881! 138 It was
over high meat for my weak stomach to digest. 1626
BACON Syha 48 Almonds that are not of so high a taste as
Flesh. 1723 SWIFT Stella at Wood-Park 21 Prouder than
the devil With feeding high and treatment civil. 1732 LAW
Serious C. vi. (ed. 2) 83 High eating and drinking, fine
cloaths and fine houses. 1883 F. M. CRAWFORD Mr. Isaacs
2 Patient under blows and abstemious under high-feeding.
9. Of meat, esp. game : Tending towards decom-

position ; slightly tainted : usually as a desirable

condition.
1816 Sporting Mag. XLVIII. 258 The first place to ascer-

tain if they [partridges] are beginning to be high, is the in-

side of their bills. 1825 C. M.WESTMACOTT Eng. Spy 1 1. 1 12
The fish is rather high. 1879 F. POLLOK Sport Brit.
Burmah I. 168 Alligators and crocodiles .. prefer their food
very high.

fig. 1870 LOWELL Study Wind. 161 A jest or a proverb
(if a little high he liked them none the worse).

10. Of qualities, conditions, and actions, physical
or other : Of great amount, degree, force, or value

;

great, intense, extreme ; strong, forcible, violent.
Often in reference to a vertical graduated scale on which

the magnitude or intensity of some action records itself by
upward extension, or is marked by the position of lines, etc.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 976 |?e wenches, .folded . .Trynande

poverte." 1534 MORE On the Passion Introd.' Wks7 127371
What state .. hath not high cause to tremble and quake?

f ..i high request. 1607
SHAKS. Ttinon iv. in. 433 Till the high Feauor seeth your
blood to froth. 1608 D. T. Ess. Pol. $ flfor. 69 To sel their

Hues at as high a rate as possibly they can. 1634 SIR T.

276

HERBERT Tray. 5 Wee had the winde high and large. 1674
MAKTINIERE I'oy. N. Countries 61 Even their Crowes are

white, to as high a degree as our Swans. 1691 LOCKE
Lower. Interest Wks. 1727 11. 72 The Exchange is High.
1693 WOOD Life (O. H. S.) III. 438 Earl of Westmorland
also died, as 'tis reported,with high drinking. 171*.-\DUISON

.S/aY. No. 418 r 8 Flowers with richer Scents and higher
Colours. 1714 Fr. Jik. of R.itcs 3 When any high Duties
were imposed upon the French Trade in England. i?aa
DE FOE Plague (1884) 118 The Plague was so high, as that

there dy'd 4000 a Week. 1780 M. MADAN Persiits (1795)

44 note, Who think it a high joke. 1804 W. TENNANT ///.

Ke-fr&it. (ed. 2} I. 65 Rent in Calcutta still continues high.
1820 SCORESIIY Ace. Arctic Reg. I. 350 note, The tempera-
ture in London was as high as 93, 5. 1842 S. LOVKR Handy
Andy i. 9 Who . . had got the horse into a good high trot.

1897 ALLBUTT Syst. Meet. II. 958 An essential constituent of

several of the high explosives.

fb. Of the voice: Raised, elevated, loud. Qbs,

(-1205, a 12*5 [see HIGHER A. i/3, HIGHEST A. ijB]. c 1*50
Gen, iff Ex. 2780 God sente an steuene, bri3t and he? ;

'

Moyses, nioyses, do of Sin s[h]on '. 13 .. Gatv. <y Gr. A'nf.

1165 Hunterez with hy^e home hasted hem after. ^1400
Rowland $ O. 835 And vp he keste ane heghe cry- 1S6
Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 92 b, With hygh & clamorous
wordes or speche, 1565 in Liturg. Serv.

Cj.
Eliz. (Parker

Soc.) 521 After the Psalm the prayer following shall be said

by the minister alone, with a high voice. 1646 F. HAWKINS
Youth's Behav. i. (1663* 15 Shew no sign ofcholer, nor speak
to him with too high an accent. 1776 TrialofNundoc. 77/1
Nor did he read it in so high a voice, that I should hear it.

C. Geog. Of latitude : Denoted by a high num-
ber ; at a great distance from the equator,
1748 A nson's Voy, H. v. 182 Very high latitudes not far

from the polar circle. 1788 WESLEY IVks. (1872) VI. 282

Many other provinces in America, even as high as New-
foundland and Nova-Scotia. 18*3 SCORESBV Whale Fishery
31 This kind of fog, peculiar to high latitudes. 1857 LD.
DUFFERIN (title) Letters from High Latitudes.

fd. With defining words, denoting the propor-
tion of precious metal to alloy : = FINE a, 2 b.

1594 PLAT Jeioell-ho. lit. 85 The golde being 24 Carols

high, & the siluer 12 ounces fine.

e. High-priced, expensive, costly, dear.

1727 SWIFT To Earl of Oxford Wks. 1755 III. n. 47,
I suppose now stocks are high. 1823 BYRON Age ofBronze
xiv, But bread was high, the farmer paid his way. 1889
A. C. GUNTER That Frenchman xvii, This palace alone is

worth a fortune, situated . . in the fashionable quarter of
St. Petersburg, where land is very high.

f. Played for large stakes.
1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth xiii, You are playing a high

game, look you play it fairly. 1889 Law Rep. Weekly
Notes 21/2 A notice cautioning members against high play.

11. Of time or a season : Well advanced ; fully

come, complete. (In high noon, high day, the

notion that the sun is high in the heavens is often

present.)
c 1275 Passion Our Lord 657 in O. E. Misc. 56 At bon

heye yndarne . . ber hi were to-gadere. a 1300 Floriz <y Bl.

151 Bibat hit was middai hij Floriz was be brigge ni}. c 1350
Will. Palerne 2066, I sei} hire nou?t sej> hie} midni^t. 1362
LANGL. P. PI. A.

yii. 105 At hei} prime perkyn lette pe plou^
stonde. 1393 Ibid. C. xix. 139 Til plenitndo temporis hih

tyme a-prochede. 1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. ccxxxii. 322

Tyle it was past hye none. 1546 J. HEYWOOD Prov. (1867) 41
We will dyne fyrst..it is noone hy. 1581 LAMBARDE Eiren.
i. vii. (1588) 36 It was .. high time to make a contrary law.
x6xs BIDLE Kent, xiii. n Now it is high time to awake out
of sleepe. 1655 H. VAUGHAN Silex Scint. i. Regenerat. i,

It was high-spring, and all the way Primrosed, and hung
with shade. 1693 G. POOLEY in Phil. Trans. XVII. 673
Sometimes the Courses, Seams or Rakes . . are perpen-
dicular, which they call the High time of the Day, or
Twelve a Clock. 1713 STF.KLE Engliskm. No. 42. 273 It is

high Time for every Englishman to exert himself in Behalf
of his Country. 1828 J. R. BEST Italy as it is 228 The high
bathing season of Leghorn. 1860 Miss MULOCK Domestic
Stories (1862) 100 It was high summer, too, on the earth.

12. * Far advanced into antiquity* (J.) ;
of early

date, ancient. In phr. high antiquity is blended

the notion of ascending
*

up the stream of time *.

1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. <$ Commiu. (1603) 28 Of no higher
times, then when they first began. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE
Pseud. Ep. v.xxii. 330 The nominal observation of the several

dayes of the week . . is very high, and as old as the ancient

Egyptians. 1774 WARTON Hist. Eng. Poetry (1775) I. 3
Poems of high antiquity. 1793 HELY tr. O*Flaherty'sOgygia
Addr. 6 Too high a date. 1875 SCRIVENER Lect, Text N.
Test. 17 A genuine semblance of high antiquity.

13. Of or in reference to musical sounds : Pro-

duced or characterized by relatively rapid vibra-

tions
; acute in pitch ;

shrill.

1390 GOWER Conf. III. 90 Now highe notes and now lowe,
As by the gamme a man may knowe. 1573-80 BARET Alv.
H 369 An Heigh, or shrill sound, extentus sonns. 1597
MORLKY Introd. Mtts, 166 Songs which are made for the

high key. 1674 PLAYFORD Skill Mus. n. 93 Raise your
Treble or smallest string as high as conveniently it will

bear without breaking. 1705 S. SEWALL /?/<*ry 28 Dec. 11879)
II. 151, I. .went into a Key much too high. 1875 BLASKRNA
Theory Sound iv, Kvery ear .. distinguishes a high note
from a low one . . The low notes are characterised by the
small number, the hi^h notes by the large number of their

vibrations per second.

14. Showing pride, self-exaltation, resentment, or

the like; haughty, pretentious, arrogant, overbear-

ing ; wrathful, angry. Of words, actions, feelings,

etc. : hence (now only dial^ of persons. In high
words now often blended with sense 10 b.

(1205 LAY. 1503 He^e word he spekeS J>a:t alle heo wullet

quellen Quic bat heo lindeS. 1197 R- GLOUC. (1724) 442
yoru som heye herte her wax a lute stryf liytuene be Erl of

Aungeo, & be emperesse hys wyf. 1375 BAKBOL'R Bruce vi.

HIGH.
116 His hert, that wes stout and he, Consalit hym allane to

byde. c 1450 tr. DC Imitations i. i. 2 High wordes niakib

not a man holy & 1-1:51 wise. 1523 LD. BERNEKS Froiss. I.

ccxx.xi. 313 A man of hye mynde, right cruell, and full of

yuell condycions. 1-1560 A. SCOTT Poems (S. T. S.) xxvii.

31 Quhen scho growis heich, I draw on dreich, To vesy and
behald the end. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. vi. 166 The
Soldiery, .grew very high, and would obey no Orders, .but
of their own making. 1648 MILTON Tenure Kings ^1650) 13
No Prince not drunk with high mind would arrogate so

unreasonably above human condition. 1660-1 PEPVS Diary
20 Mar., Indeed the Bishops are so high, that very few do
love them. 1710 STEELE Tatler No. 231 f 2 (She] had from
her Infancy discovered so imperious a Temper (usually
called a High Spirit) that [etc.]. 1781 Cowi'FR Truth 93
High in demand, though lowly in pretence. 1806 R. CUM-
BKKLANIJ Mem. (1807) II. 156 The wild woman, .was at high
words with the witches. 1849 MACAUI.AY Hist. Eng. ix. II.

404 Many who talked in high language about sacrificing
their lives and fortunes for their country,

f b. Zealous, eager,
' keen '. Ol>s.

1662 J. BARGRAVE Pope Alex. VII (1867) 10 He is high for

the House of Austria, and would be flayed alive for the

King of Spain. 1692 LUTTRELL Brief R el. 11857) *H- *>"

The house of lords were high on the lord Huntington and

Marlboroughs commitment. 1704 [see HIGH-CHURCHMAN].
1706-9 M. TINDALL Rights of Christ. Ch. iv. 144 Our first

Reformers were as Low for Church, as they were High for

Religion.
15. Extreme in opinion (esp. religious or politi-

cal) ; carrying an opinion or doctrine to an extreme.

1675 BROOKS Gold. Key Wks. 1867 V. 14 To prove, against
the Socinians and the high atheists of the day . . that there

is a hell, a place of torment. 1829 I. TAYLOR Enthns. iv.

(1867) 77 A . . plunge from the pinnacle of high belief, into

the bottomless gulf of universal scepticism. 1885 H. O.
WAKEMAN Hist. Retig. Enq. xi. 119 As men grasped high
Sacramental doctrine more and more, a 1890 CHURCH Ox-

ford Movem. XVL (1891) 295 It was a high Anglican sermon.
A/od. A high Calvinist, a high Ritualist, a high Tory.

b. spec.
= HIGH CHURCH, A.

1706-9 M. TINDALL Rights ofChrist, Ch. iv. 145 'Tis no
wonder the Highfliers treat 'em [i6th c. Reformers] so, since

in all their Notions concerning the Power of the Clergy
1

, they
are too High for the Reformation. 1710 ADDISON Tatler
No. 220 r 3 The present Constitution of our Church, as

divided into High and Low. a 1734 NORTH Exam. n. v.

49 (1740) 345 Conformable Loyal Gentlemen, whom we
will cry down for High Men, that is Adherents to Popery.
1827 WORDSW. Sachwerel 9 High and Low, Watch-words
of Party, on all tongues are rife ;

As if a Church , . must
owe To opposites and fierce extremes her life.

16. Emotionally exalted ; elated, merry, hilar-

ious : chiefly in phr. high spirits.

1738 SWIFT Pol, Convtrsat. 26 You would not have one be

always on the high Grin. 1768 J . BYRON Narr. Patagonia^
Ace. Wager (1778) 48 The men were in high spirits from
the prospect they had of getting off in the long-boat. 1782
MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary 12 Aug., Daddy Crisp .. as usual,

high in glee and kindness at the meeting. 1849 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. iv. I. 435 When his health was good and his

spirits high, he was a scoffer. 1897 MAX PEMBERTON in

Windsor Mag. Jan. 269/1 I've had a high old time hunting
up six dozen of 53.

b. Excited with drink, intoxicated, slang.
1627 MAY Lucatt x. 496 He's high with wine. 1639 MAS-

SINGER Unnat. Combat m. ii, When we are at the banquet,
And high in our cups. 1846 J. TAYLOR UppcrCanada 106,
I met three gentlemen . . and they were all high. 1892
Nation (N. Y.) 28 July 66/3, I was told that Governor ajid

legislators would get high on whiskey illegally sold on the

evening of the very day when they had passed a stringent
amendment to the [Maine] law.

III. 17. Phrases, a. High and dry : said of

a vessel cast or drawn up on shore out of the

water ; hence fig. out of the current of events or

progress,
* stranded* (sometimes with allusion to

senses 5, 14, or 15, and to DRY a. sense 17).
High-and'dry church, a nickname for the old High

Church party, as distinguished from that which originated
with the igth c. Oxford movement.
1822 R. G. WALLACE 15 I'rs. Intl. 48 Another surf sent

Ensign George True high and dry on the beach. 1851
lllnstr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 359 Pry dock . . for laying up ships
of war out of commission, or ships

*
in ordinary ', high and

dry. 1857 TROLLOPE Barchester T. 39 (Hoppe) That party
which is now scandalously called the high-and-dry church.

1864 J. H. NEWMAN Apol. 282 Principles .. which went

beyond that particular defence which high-and-dry men
thought perfection. 1891 Spectator 10 Oct. 487 The high-

and-dry aristocrats who looked on him as a tradesman.

b. With (,t*w > through} a high hand: with

imperious or absolute exercise of power; imperi-

ously. So to take the high, hand, etc.

1383 WYCLIF Num. xxxiii. 3 Therfor thei goon forth . . in

an hi; hoond [1535 COVERDALE, thorow an hye hande ;

1611 with an high hand]. 1596 Be. W. BARLOW Three Serin.

ii. 92 Much more will hee scourge them that sinne with an
hie hand. 1622 MABUE tr. A lemaris Guzman dAlf. ii. 7

Carrying . . all a kinde of high hand over their wiues. 1676
ALLEN Address Nonconf. 171 In truth he had with a high
hand forbidden it. 1808 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Desp. IV. 96
An army that, to be successful and carry things with a high

hand, ought to be able to move. 1837 CARLYLE />. Rev. III.

iv. ii, The dominant party carrying it with a high hand.

1883 STEVENSON Silverado Sq. 71, I took the high hand
in despair, said there must be no more talk of T. coming back.

c. On the high horse: see HOUSE.
d. High and low. (people) of all conditions.

c 1200 Moral Ode 164 in Trin. Coll. Horn., par sullen ef-

ningesben to be heie and to be lose. ? a 1366 CHAUCER A' oin.

Rose 1252 Curtesye, I'^at prelsed was of lowe & hye. 1535
COVERDALE Ps. xlviii[i]. 2 Hye & lowe, riche & poore, one
with another. 1598 SHAKS. Merry W. u. i. 117 He wooes
both high and low, both rich and poor, both yong and old.

1781 CowriiK^^e' 312 That all might mark knight, mental,



HIGH.

high, and low. 1894 GLADSTONE Horace Odes 111. i. 15 One
lot for high and low to draw.

fe. In high and low: in all parts; in all points
or respects ; wholly, entirely. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 27038 Alle bis werld on lagh and hci Es

nackind forwit cristis ei. c 1386 CHAUCKR Pral. 816 And we
wol reuled been at his deuys In heigh and lough. 1428
Surtees Misc. (1888) 5 In hegh and lawe he submyt hym to

y grace and awarde of y> Mayr and Counsell.

f- High and mighty : (a) formerly used as an
epithet of dignity ; (6) colloq. Imperious, arrogant ;

affecting airs of superiority. Hence High-and-
mightiness : the quality of being

'

high and mighty' ;

also as a title of dignity or a mock title; also
erron. for High mightiness : see MIGHTINESS.
1400 in Kllis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. I. 3 Right heigh and

myghty Prynce, my goode and gracious Lorde. 1419 Ibid.

65 Moste hy and moste my^ty Prynce. 1423 in \$fh Rtp.
Hist. MSS. Comm. App. VIM. 33 Ane he and myclity lord,
George of Dunbare, Erl of the March. 1548 HALL Chron.,
Edw. /K229 Right high and mightie prince, ri-ht puyssaunt
and noble kyng. 1559 Bk. Com. Prayer, Prayer Queen, O
Lord our heuenly father, high and mighty, King of Kynges.
1654 WHtTLocKZoalamiaS) Book-learned Physitians, against

Diary Nov. in C. Papers ( 1884), Lord Grey, in his high and
mighty way, was proceeding to make light of all this. 1853
THACKERAY Newcomes I. 229 Some of those bankers are as
high and mighty as the oldest families. 1876 Fam. Herald
30 Dec. 129/2, I feel certain his serene high-and-mightiness
has never ridden in a hay-waggon in his life. 1896 Westm.
Gaz. 13 June 2/2 This high-and-mightiness is not calculated
to endear the Under-Secretary to the Press in general.

g. High priori: a burlesque alteration of A
PRIORI, connoting lofty or unfounded assumption.
*74 POPE Dune. IV. 471 We nobly take the high Priori

Road. 1831 MILL Logic iii. (ed. 3)
I. 209, I am unable to

see why we should be . . constrained to travel the
'

high
priori road

'

by the arbitrary fiat of logicians.

h. On the high ropes (colloq.) : in an elated,
disdainful or enraged mood.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew s.v. Rope, Upon the High-

ropes, Cock-a-hoop. iToyHEARNECW^rA 24Feb. (O. H S)
I. 336 Hei ! day ! What in the High-Rope ! a high-Flyer& a 1 antivi ! 1708 MOTTEUX Rabelais v. xviii, He was
upon the High-Rope and began to rail at them like mad.
1773 GOLUSM. Stoops to Conf. II. Wks. (Globe) 653/2 All upon
the high rope 1 His uncle a colonel I 1838 DICKENS Nich.
Nick, xxxi, I went there the night before last, but she was
quite on the high ropes about something.
18. On high (rarely upon, ofhigh) [orig. an high,

also reduced to A-HIGH : cf. alow, alotui, afar,
anear; when the full form was retained, an was
at length changed to on : see AN prep.~].

a. In or to a height, above, aloft ; spec, up to
or in heaven.
c 1200 Vices Sf Virtues 95 Be faste hope hafS hire stede up

an heih. CI2OO Trin. Coll. Horn, in Ure helende be was
bis dai heued on hegh. a 1300 Cursor M. 708 All thinges . .

On hei, on lau, on land, on see. c 1386 CHAUCER Fratikl. T.
121 Hire to disporte vp on the bank an \v.r. on] heigh. 1480
CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccxliii. (1482) 284 There hyr heedes
were set vpon high. 1333 COVERDALE fsa. xl. 25 Lift vp
youre eyes an hie, and considre. 1611 BIBLE Ps. cxiii. 5 The
Ix>rd our God, who dwelleth on high. 1687 DRYDEN Song
St. Cecilia's Dayb\ The trumpet shall be heard on high,
The dead shall live, the living die. 1834 MEDWIN Angler
in Wales II. 305 From boats below, and roofs on high. 1870
L'ESTRANGE Miss Mitford I. 131 That heart-breathed sigh
Which for thy life ascends on high.

tb. With a 'high' or raised voice; loudly;
aloud. (Also ofhigh.) Obs.
c 1290 Beket 1288 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 143 And bi-gan to

telle is tale on heij [MS. Harl. 2277 anhej]. (-1330 R.
BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 139 Whan bis was set & stabled, &
pes cried on hii. a 1430 Kttt. de la Tour (1868) 40^6 herde
. . iangle, and horde of highe. 1319 Iuteri. 4 Klein, in Hazl.
Dodsley I. 23 If we call any thing on high, The taverner
will answer. 1639 D. PELL Impr. Sea 313 Some of the
prisoners have been heard to shout on high.
t c. fig. To an intense or high degree, t <!

? Openly, publicly. Obs.

'393 LANGL. P. PI. C. VH. 124 Til ich, wratth, waxe an
hyh and walke with hem bothe. c 1420 Chron. Vilod. 744
Suche on he was alle his leuyng.

e. From on high ^rarely from high) : from
a high place or position ; spec, from heaven.
c 1380 Sir Fervmb. 2327 pc Amyral bat was so riche, ys

falle doun fram an he3. 1326 TINDALE John iii. 31 He that
commeth from an hye is aboue all. 1331 _ Exp. i John
(1537) 6 He which euer crepeth..can not fall from an hygh.
1611 BIBLE Luke i. 78 The dayspring from on high hath
visited us. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. 111.681 Their Flock's
Father (forc'd from high to leap) Swims down the Stream.
1742 GIIAY Eton Coll. viii, Ambition this shall tempt to rise,
Then whirl the wretch from high. 1819 HEBER Hymn ' Front
GrecnltintVs icy mountains '

iii, We, whose souls are lighted
With wisdom from on high.

IV. Combinations and special collocations.
19. In OE. htah was very often combined with a

subst.
(
= Skr. karmadhiiraya compounds), instead

of standing in grammatical concord with it
; several

of these combinations or compounds came into

ME., where they were often written divisim, and
were thus recognizable only by the uninflected
form of the adj. ; when adjective inflexions were
lost, there was nothing to distinguish these from
the ordinary use of the adj. before a sb.
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Among these may be mentioned the following:
a. in lit. sense '

lofty ', as hiah-bcorg high moun-
tain

; htah-clif high cliff; heah-dior high deer,
stag; hiah-JIM high flood, high tide, deluge;
hteh-loiiJ HIGHLAND

; heah-sS high or deep
SKA

; /ite/i-setl (.SETTLK) high seat, throne, seat of
honour; hcah-weofod high altar (\\'EVED) : the
last three passing into b. High in degree, rank,
or dignity, excellent, main, chief, as htah-burh
chief town; heah-crxft excellent art or skill;

hcah-freols high festival
; heah-msesse high MASS ;

/itfiiA- iiama great or exalted name ; htah-slrxt
HIGH STREET

; heah-synn mortal sin, cardinal sin
;

hiah-tid HIGH TIDE.
c888 K. ALFRED Boeth. i, par is Creca heah bur* and

heora
cynestol. (1930 DnrAaiii Ritual (Surlees) 5 Gisseji

folce minvm hehsynna hiara. ^95o Lindisf. Gosp. John
xix. 13 Se groefa . . gebrohte bute oone h&lend sett fore
Oaem heh-sedle. a 1000 Cxdi/ion's Dan. 699 To bcere heah-
byrix bxt hie Babilone abrecan mihton. c looo Ecglvrkt's
Confess. Pref. in Thorpe Ags. Laws II. 132 (l)osw.) Bebeorh
oe wio oa enhta heah^vnna. ,11100 O. E. Ckron. (Laud
MS.) an. 1086 Swa swiSe he lufode (?a hea deor swilce he
wiere heora fa=der. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 91. In his heor3-
liche he} settle, c 1200 ORMIN 4172 Itt iss aj3 heh messeda;?.

c. esp. in names of offices and dignities, with
sense

'

chief, principal, highest, head, arch-', some-
times passing into the absolute sense, 'of high
rank or dignity, exalted, lofty' : e.g. htah-biscop
high bishop, archbishop, pontiff; htah-boda (ME.
hehbode) archangel ; hiali-cyning high king, chief

king ; htah-diacon archdeacon
;

hiah-taldor chief
elder or ruler ; htah-ealdormann chief alderman
or ruler; hlah-engel (ME. heh-engel) archangel;
hiahftvder (ME. hehfader) high father, great father,

patriarch; hiah-^erifa high REEVE
; hiah-god high

God, the Most High; htah-lxce high leech, emi-
nent physician ; h^ah-sacerd chief priest ;

heah-

peien high thane, chief minister ; etc.

Beowulf tZ.) 1019 pset wa:s hilde-setl heah cyninges. 971
Blickl. Horn. 25 Mid heahfaderum & apostolum. Ibid. 147
Micahel se heahengel se wxs ealra engla ealderman. c 1000
Laws ofWihtrxd Pref. (Schmid), Birhtwald Bretone heah-
biscop. c 1000 Lams of jEtkelstan Pref. (ibid.i, Mid
Xebeahte _Wulfhelmes mines heh-bisceopes. c looo Ags. Ps.
(Th.) lvi[i]. a Heonan ic cleopije to heah Code, c 1030
ByrhtfertKs HanJboc in Anglia. VIII. 310/27 Se heah
engel gabriel. a 1175 Coil. Horn. 219 Angel; (boden) arch-
angeh (hahboden). Ibid. 239 per he sit . . mid his apostlen
mid |>e hajefaderen. c xaoo Trin. Coll. How. 125 Ure
drihten sende his he3 engel gabriel to . . zacharie. c x*oo

PRMIN 17107 patt kinedom batt Godd Hehfaderr rixlebb
mne. 13.. SirBcues (A.) 1873 Hi} dekne ich wile make
\K. 1349 LATIMER znd Serai, kef. Edw. VI, To Rdr.
(Arb.i 46 The office of the high bishoppe. 1331 ROBINSON
tr. Mare's Utop. ED. to Giles (Arb.) 24 Sente thether by the
hieghe Byshoppe. 1890 J. HKALY Insula Sanctorum 559
It^was to this lonely but sweet retreat that Ireland's last

High-king retired to die.

20. On the analogy of the preceding (190), fre-

quently used with later official titles, implying the

supreme officer or dignitary, or the officer who
fulfils the function to the prince or state.

(Usually written as two words, but sometimes hyphened)
e. g. High. Admiral, Bailiff, Chamberlain, Chancellor,
Commissioner, Constable, Justice, Marsiiall, Master,
Mightiness, Reeve, Slierijf, Steward, Treasurer, etc. See
these words.
a 1300 Cnrsor M. 4617 Stiward. .Sal bou be made, and hei

lustis. Ibid. 5008 par vs tok be hei baili. Hid. 10341 loseph
..bat of egypti was hei Stiward. 13.. K. Alis. 270 Oo
inadame, he seide, Olympyas, Hei}e maister in Egipte j was.
156 TINDALE Acts xxiii. 19 The hye captayne toke hym by
the hond and went a parte with hym out of the waye. 1583
M. Riding Rec. (1894) 254 From the Queues majestic or
from her Lord Hye Admyrall. 1589 Hay any Work 27 The
offices of our L. high Chancellor, high Treasurer, and high
Steward of Englande. 1662 WOOD Life 10 Nov. (O. H. S.)
I. 461 To be high-sherriff of Oxfordshire. 1747 Gentl. Mag.
510/1 Whereby his majesty's pacifick dispositions had been
made manifest to their High Mightinesses. 1803 N. NICHOLLS
Corr. w. Gray (1843) 33 The contest for the high stewardship
at Cambridge, between Lord Hardwick and Lord Sandwich.
1824 WATT Bitl. Brit. II. 4 Civb, Townley, James. .High
Master of the Merchant-Taylor's School. 1843 S. AUSTIN
Ranke's Hist. Kef. I. 497 The hands of the high chamber-
lain, William of Croi, Lord of Chievres.
21. In other collocations with specialized sense :

high Change, the time of greatest activity on
'Change, or the Exchange itself at such a time
(cf. ii); high cross, a cross set on a pedestal in
a market-place or in the centre of a town or vil-

lage ; f high game, a form of cheating at cards
;

high go (colloq,), a bout of merriment, a frolic, a
'

spree
'

; f high-head, a high head-dress, such as
those fashionable in England in the i8th c. ;

thigh-law (Thieves' Cant), highway robbery;
hence thigh-lawyer, a highwayman; thigh
Mall, the time of greatest resort in the Mall (cf.

n) ; high place, in Scripture, a place of worship
or sacrifice (usually idolatrous) on a hill or high
ground ; the altar and other appointments for such

worship; high table, a table raised above the
rest at a public dinner

; spec, in colleges, the table
at which the president and fellows sit

; high tea,
a tea at which meat is served.

HIGH.

1711 ADLMSON Sfect. No. 69 p i, I look upon "High-Change
to be a great Council, in which all considerable Nations have
their Representatives. 1851 MAVHEW Loud. Labour II. 45
(Hoppe) The Old Clothes Exchange, like other places known
by the name . . has its daily season of '

high Change '. 1596
*Hie crosse [see CROSS sb. 7 b]. 1609 in Digby Myst. (1882)

p. xix, The pentice at yL'

highe crosse. 1697 Loud. Gaz. No.
333o/3 A great Bonfire at the High-Cross. 1674 COTTON
Compl. Gamesters Singer Hist. Cards (1816)343 One most
egregious piece of roguery, .playing the 'high-game at putt.
1823 New Monthly Mag. XVI. 355 Our volatile 'liigli.go's
were troublesome enough to every body. 1840 R. H. DANA
Bef. Mast xxvii. 92 The last night they . . were getting into
a high-go, when the captain called us off. 1698 FARyUHAK
Love and Bottle I. Wks. (Rtldg.) 488/1 She wore .. a silk
manteau and "high-head. 1791 WESLEY ll'ks. (1872) VIII.
307 Give no ticket to any that wear calashes, high-heads,
or enormous bonnets. 1591 GREENE Disc. Coosnage (1859) 33
There be also other Lawes, as *

High Law, Sacking-Law,
Fig-ing Law, Cheting Lawe. Itid. 41 'High Lawiers,
Versers, Nips, Conny-catchers. 1676 ETHEKI;L>GE Man ofMode in. iii, 'Tis now but *high Mall, madam. 1743 FIELD-
ING Wedding-Day in. i. Wks. 1882 X. 368, I have seen him
walking at high Mall. 1388 WYCI.II.- A'um. xxii. 41 Balaach
ledde Balaam to the *hi3e placis (1382 hye thinyis)
of Baal. 1611 BIBLE Lev. xxvi. 30, I will destroy your
high places, and cut downe your images. 1662 STILLINGFL.
Orig. Slier. 11. iv. 3 Naioth in Raniah, where was a high
place whither the people came to sacrifice. 13.. A". Alis.
1084 Forth goth Alisaundre . . Ryght to theo *neygh table.

[1431 cited from Oxford in Rogers Agric. <y /V. III. 550/3.]
1711 HEARNE Collect. (O. H. S.) III. 237 The Dean then
went up to the Steps at the High-Table. 1886 WILLIS
& CLARK Cambridge I. 116 A dais in parquet-work for the
high table. Mod. He dines at the High Table. 1856
E. G. K. BROWNE Tractar. Movem. (1861) 337 At one of the

'High Teas' of S. Barnabas. 1884 Girfs Own Paper
May 427/2 For people who are not in the habit of giving
dinner-parties, .high tea is a capital institution.

b. With agent-noun, denoting one who does
(what is expressed)

'

high
'

(see HIGH adv.) : as

high-attainer, -bidder (see BIDDEB 4 and HIGHEST
A. 2), -feeder, -jumper; high-liver, (a) one who
lives luxuriously ; (/>) one who professes a higher
spiritual life than the ordinary. Also HIGH-
BLOWER, etc.

1634 TRAPP Comm. Job iv. 13 So do the Enthusiasts, and
*high-attainers. 1897 ALLBUTT Sytt. Med. II. 860 When
the patient has been a "high feeder. 1896 Wcstm. Gaz.
8 Apr. 8/1 A man became a mile-runner, a *high-jumper, a

22. a. With nouns, forming attrib. phrases; un-
limited in number : as high-action, -caste, -class,

-grade, -level, -pressure, -speed, -temperature, etc.
1862 BEVERIUGE Hist. India vi. ii. II. 587 The *high-caste

Brahmins. 1864 A. M<KAY Hist. Kilmarnock (1880) 168

or 7 June 787 Two or three *high-gn
\fX6Lond. Gaz. No. 2140/4 White Stockings .. *high-heel
Shooes. a 1890 W. B. SCOTT Autobiog. Notes (1802) I. 197
The 'High-Level Bridge, .over the Tyne. 1875 J. C. Cox
Ch. Derbysh. I. 193 The *high-pitch roof of the nave. 1824
R. STUART Hist, Steam Engine 67 To supersede the 'high-
pressure engines. 1846 Mus. GORE Eng. Char. (1852) 14
The high-pressure power of modern education. 1891 Daily
News 9 Feb. 2/7 About the middle of last week a large high-
pressure system spread over the United Kingdom from the
southward. 1599 SHAKS. Mitch Ado v. i. 123 We are *high
proofe melancholjy. 1880 WARREN Book-plates iii. 21 The
prominent or *high relief portions. 1873 J. RICHARDS
Wood-working Factories 63 'High-speed loose pulleys.
1692 Let. in Sclect.fr. Harl. Misc. (1793) 488 This was
then thought consistent enough with the *hlgh-tory loyalty.

b. Parasynthetic combs., unlimited in number :

as high-angled, -arched, -backed, -bodiced, -boned,

-broivcd, -coloured, -complexioned, -couraged,
-crowned, -fated, -Jlavoured, -forehcadcd, -horned,

lineagtd, -motived, -notioned, -pooped, -priced,

-principled, -roofed, -shoiddered, -souled, -thoughted,
-towered, -vaulted, -walled, -wilted, -zoned, etc. ;

high-blooded, of higli blood, race, or descent
;

t high-horsed, mounted on the high horse :

see HOKSE
; high-kilted, wearing the kilt or

petticoat high, or tucked up ; fig. indecorous ;

high-lived, pertaining to high life, frequent-
ing high society ; high-necked, having a high
neck

; spec, of a dress, high in the neck ; high-
nosed, having a high or long nose

; fig. having
a keen scent ; t high-palmed, bearing the
'

palms' of the antlers aloft ; having lofty antlers;
t high-sighted, having the sight directed aloft,

supercilious. Also HIGH-HANDED, -HEARTED, etc.

225 (Jod.) His high-arch'd neck he proudly rears. 1684
Lond. Gaz. No. 1949/4 A thick short Gelding somewhat 'high
Back'd. 1838 DICKENS O. Twist xxix, The high-backed
oaken chair. 1632 MASSINGER & FIELD Fatal Dowry 11. ii,
Where heavenly virtue in 'high-blooded veins Is lodged.
1826 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. n. (1863) 450 A high-blooded
greyhound. 1664 PEPYS/Warv^S Feb., Hislady a very "high-
carriaged, but comely big woman. 1351 T. WILSON Logike
(1580) 52 b, A man maie be *high coloured ..and yet not
blacke. 1799 Med. Jrnl. I. 143 Urine high-coloured. 1612
DRAYTON Poly-olb. xiii. 221 The'high-complection'd Leame.
1399 MASSINOER, etc. Old Law v. i, Your hat is too "high-
crowned. 1868 Q. VICTORIA Life Highl. 46 Welshwomen



HIGH.

in their curious high-crowned . . hats. 1748 MRS. DM ANY

7,f^.J-CVrr.u86i)Tl.49i The raspberries were particularly

"high-flavoured, a 1635 NAJTXTON Fragin. R c\. CAffcJli
Of a sweet aspect,

but *h!gh-foreheaded. 156* PHAER
x"*/V/ix. Cc iij, *Hyheaded. .like two great okesby Padus
banks. 1613 T. MILLKS tr. Afexia's Treas. Ant. <V MwL
Times 714/1 Willing to be dismounted from their *high
horsed frenzies. 1824 SCOTT Redgauntlet Let. v, Who . .

had been carried home, in compassion, by some *high-
kilted fishwife. *i 1830 SCOTT in A. Cunningham Bums
(1847) 184 In one or two passages of the 'Jolly Beggars', the
Muse has slightly trespassed on decorum, where, in the

language of Scottish song,
'

High kilted was she As she gaed
owre the lea \ 1840 HOOD Kttinanseggi First Stept iv,

To daz/Ie the world with her precious limb, Nay, to go
a little high-kilted. 176* GOLUSM. Cit. W. Ixxi, All pre-
tensions to high-life or "high-lived company. 1844 WILT. is

Lady Jane i. 530 *High-neck'd gowns. 1870 BRYANT Hind
II. xvn. 185 To lead away the high-necked steeds, a 1635
NAUNTON Fragttt. Reg. (Arb.* 15 Well-favoured, but *high
nosed. 1658 OSBORN Adt\ Son 116731 2J8 Our high-nosed

Hypocritical Zealots that pretend to smell ranck Idolatry in

all Professions but their own. 1612 DRAVTON Poly-olh. vii.

108 The goodly Hcards of*high-palm'd Harts. 1835 WILLIS

Pencilling* II. xxxix. 14 *High-peaked saddle. 1749 FIELD-
ING Tom Jones xn. ix, The honesty of this, .boy was some-
what high - that is, somewhat *high-priced. 1791-1823
D'lsRABLi Cur. Lit., Libraries, Rare and high-priced.
1714 SWIFT Pres. St. Affairs Wks. 1765 III. 293 The
political creed of all the *high-principled men I have.. met
with, a 1633 AUSTIN Mcdit. (1635) 267 Like our Churches,
'highroofedwithin but with a., low Gate. 1871 BRYANT
Odyss. v. 54 His high-roofed palace. 1697 Lond. Gaz.
No. 3313 '4 A tall thin Man, ''high Shoulder'd. 1837 THACK-
ERAY RavensTuing vi, The little high-shouldered vulgar
thing ! 1601 SHAKS. Jul. C. n. i. 118 Let *high-sighted
Tyranny range on. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela (1824)1. xv.
255 My *high-soul'd.. master, 1596 B. GRIFFIN Fidessa i.

(1815) 9 *High-thoughted (like to her) with bountie laden.
1860 AIRS. BROWNING K. Emanuel entering Florence^ High-
thoughted souls. 4x1631 DRAYTON Wks. III. 827 (Jpd.)
Amongst the *high-topt hills. Ibid. I. 24 (Jod.) *Hih-
tow'red Harfleur. 1671 MILTON P. R. in. 260 Huge cities

and high-towered. 1607 SHAKS. Tinum iv. iii. 109 Some
"high-Vic'd City. 1611 COTGR., Haultmure, *high-walled.
1588 SHAKS. Tit. A.\\. iv. 35 *High witted Tamora. 1777-8
POTTER AZschylus (1779) II. 321 (Jod.) Hail Queen of
Persia's *high-zon'd dames supreme I

B. sb. [Absolute uses of the adj.]
L A high place or region ; a height, eminence.

Obs. exc. Sc. (chiefly in heighs {kicks} and howes.

heights and hollows).
13.. Gaw. $ Gr. Knt. 1152 Hijtd to ^e hyse. 1382

WYCUF i Sam. x. 13 Forsothe he ceside to prophecie, and
cam to the hei^ [1388 an hi) place ; L. ad cxcelsnin}. 1581
J. BELL Hatldon's Answ. Osor. 416 b, There must be a thyrd
place . . in the highe betwixt heaven and hell I supp_ose.
17*1 RAMSAY To Ld. DaUwusic 52 She. -scours o'er neighs
and hows a' day. a 1822 SIR A. BOSWKI.L Sheldon Haughs
in Chambers /Vy*. Hum. Scot. Poems 168 Frae heighs and
hows, frae hames and ha's. 1875 W. M C!LWRAITH Guide
Wigtownshire 24 We enter Kirkcoman parish amoug heighs
and howes.

f 2. Height, altitude ; fig. highest pitch, acme.
c 1450 TV.-O Cookery-bks. u. 75 Rered more J>en an enche

of hegh. 1557 PAYNEL Barclay's Jitgurth Ay, Increased
to the high of theyr perfection.
3. Cards. The ace or highest trump out.

High (hsi), adv. Compared HIGHER, HIGHEST,

q.v. forms ; l he~ah, hage, 2-3 he^e, he^he,
heie, etc., 3- hech, etc. : see HIGH a. [OK./^A,
later htye, cf. OS. and OHG. hoho, MHG. Mhe,
hd ; thence early ME. h)e, by loss of final -e, hfy,

blending in form with the adj.]
I. L At or to a great distance or extent upward ;

in or into a high position ; far up ; aloft.

c 1000 --ELFRIC Gram, xxxviii. (Z.) 233 Heage flyhj se

earn, c xaoo ORMIN 6057 Forr rn maj^ flejhenn i |>e Hflt

Full hejhe towarrd heoffne. a xaa$ Ancr. R. 110 Ant
tauh heo vleon heic. c 1250 Gen. 4- Ex. 3380 He, ana aaron,
and hur ben gon; Hej up to a dune, a 1300 Cursor M. 2086
He sittes wit drightin hei o loft, c 1394 /'. PI. Crcde 494

Wp wor}>c }ou wyjtes . . pat J?e toumbes of profetes tildeb vp
hei^e. c

1470
HENRY Wallace ix. 996 To God a vow I male

beforn ..to hyng the heych to morn. 1550 Mirr. Mag., O.
Glendour i, The fall of such as clymbe to hye. 1587 Ibid.,
Blatiud xxiii, Fly not so high for feare you fall so lowe.

1667 MILTON P. L. n. i High on a Throne of Royal State. .

Satan exalted sat. 1813 HOGG Queen's Wake 175 They
seted her hiche on ane purpil swerde. 1860 TYNDALL Glac.
i. xv. joo Their direction changed high up the pass.

b. Horsemanship. With 'high action', lifting
the feet far up from the ground.
1686 Lond. Gaz. No. 2164/4 Trots well, but gallops some*

what high. 1701 Ibid. No. 3703/4 Saddle-Nag, .trots high.
2. fig. In or to a high position, degree, estima-

tion, amount, price, etc. ; to a great extent, greatly ;

forcibly; strongly.
a x**5 Ancr. R. 352 Heie stod he |>et spec o Jnsse wise !

c 1340 Cursor M. 7304 (Trin.) For joure nchesse to heje 36
rise, a 1400-50 A lexander 2200 Mast hi;e ?e ere hersid and
herid of joure strenthe. 1567 Satir, Poems Reform, vi. 24
Thocht he war neuer exalted so hie. 1641 FRKNCH Distill.
v.

(1651) 113 Rectifie the Spirit as high as you can. 1652
SIR b. NICHOLAS in .V. Papers (Camden) 284 [He] hath
bid very high for it. 1667 MILTON /'. L. in. 146 Both Heav'n
and Earth shall high extoll Thy praises. 1691 tr. Etmli-
annet Frauds Romish Monks 407 Not in a condition to

spend as high as others. 1724 DE FOK Mem. Cavalier
(1840) 135 The king, .drove things too high. 1849 MACAULAY
Hist. ttf. vi. II. 65 Lewb consented to go as high as
twenty five thousand crowns. 1871 FREEMAN Norm. Cong.
IV. xvii. 62 Every, .heart beat high with joy at the news.
t b. Loudly, aloud. Obs.

a IMS Atur. R. 153 A sopaxe . . remS and jeied lude and

278

hcic \Kt he berc5. 1375 HARBOUR Brn.c iv, 416 The cry
tuivs hydwisly and hee. (71400-50 Ah-.Viindcr 948 Scho
li.iMis out hire hede, and he}e to him callis. c 1480, CAXTON
Sonttfs of Aytnon iv. 121 [This] she sayd soo highe that

her children vnderslode it. 1519 Interl. 4 Elctn. in Hazl.

Dodsley I. 33 What haste hast thou, That thou speakest so

high? a 1648 LD. HERBERT Life (1886) 207 You must do
me the honour to speak high, for I am deaf.

c. Richly, luxuriously ; to excess.

1628 Bi-. J. WILLIAMS Serin, at Westm. 6 Apr. 8 It

is a luscious kind of meate, and feedes very high. 1667
PKPYS Diary 29 July, Where it seems people do drink high.

1691 WOOD Ath. O.ron. II. 721 After his return he lived

high .. without any visible income. 1697 DKYUKN t't'ty.

Georg. m. 319 When once he's broken, feed him full and

hijjh. 1737 BRACKEN Farriery Impr. (1757) II. 103 If you
feed a young Horse high, he should have Exercise.

3. Geog. In or into a high latitude on the earth's

surface
;

far from the equator.
1662 J. DAVIKS tr. Mandclslos Trav. 10 They put the

Caspian Sea too high, and consequently allow Persia a

greater breadth from North to South, than it really hath.

1720 DE FOE Capt, Singleton \, (1840) n Having been . . as

high as the Cape of Good Hope. 1853 KANE Grinnell A'.r/.

iii. (1856)30 Our expedition met it asnigh as Storoe Island,
in latitude 71.
4. In reference to time : t a. Far on, late (0Ar.).

b. Far back, early.
15*3 LD. BEKNERS Froiss. I. xc. 112 That yere [Easter] fell

so nye that it was nere to thentring of May. 1613 PURCH AS

Pilgrimage^ 1614) 266 The moneth Rama/an . .is their Lent ;

falling sometime high, sometime low. 1662 EVELYN Ch.il-

cogr, 26 For we shall not here ascend so high as Prome-
theus. 17*4 A. COLLINS Gr. Chr. Relig. 208 Not the least

ground to date the Samaritan Pentateuch so high as the

times of Jeroboam. 1774 [see HIGHER B. jyj.

5. In reference to musical sounds : At or to a

high pitch, shrilly.
1601 SHAKS. "fwel. N*. ii. iii. 42 Your true loues coming,

That can sing both high and low. Mod, The melody goes
very high. I can't sing as high as that.

1 6. Proudly, haughtily, overbearingly ;
arro-

gantly, presumptuously ; with lofty ambition or

profession; abstrusely (quot. 1667); with indig-
nation or anger. Obs.

1/1400 Destr. Troy 1967, I shuld tere out \>\ tunge .. for

chateryng so high. 1579 GOSSON Sch. Abuse (fab.) 39 Nor
the rich suffred to loke too hye. 1659 Burtotfs Diary
^1828) III, 433 He. -did talk very high, how he would have
a French cook, and a master of his horse. 1667 MILTON
P. L. ii. 558 Others .. reason 'd high Of Providence, Fore-

knowledge, Will, and Fate. 1765 T. HUTCHINSON Hist.
Jfass. 1. 1. 105 The other threatened as high. 1844 WARD-
LAW Lect. Prov. (1860) I. 393 He resents it, as a reflection
on his penetration. He takes it short and high.

II. Phrases.

7. High and low. fa. Wholly, entirely (obs.) :

see HIGH a. i 7 e ; b. up and down, here and there
;

in every place or part.
>375 BARUOUR Bruce x. 471 He saw The castell tvnt. bath

was. .a search high and low. 1895 Academy 12 Oct. 294/2
Although the publishers have searched high and low, they
have not [etc.].

8. To play high : a. to play for stakes of large
amount ; b. to play a card of high value.

1796 JANE AUSTEN Pride fy Prej. viii. 31 Suspecting them
to be playing high. 1885 PROCTOR Whist U. 33 By playing
high second hand you waste a good card.

9. To nttt high : lit. said of the sea when there

is a strong current with a high tide, or with high
waves

;
hence fg. of feelings or conditions, mani-

festing themselves forcibly.
1711 ADDISON sped. No. 125 Fi When the Feuds ran high

between the Round-heads and Cavaliers. 1714 SWIFT/V..SY.
Affairs Wks. 1755 II. i. 202 The tide runs high against the
court and ministry. 1717 tr. Freziers Way. 14 The Sea ran
too high to send Boats. 1763 WATSON \nPkil. Trans. LIII.
1 1 At times . . her fever ran very high. 1836 MARHYAT Midsh.
Easy xviii, The sea runs high, and the boat may be dashed
to pieces on the rocks. 1849 MACAULAY AOV/. Eng. ix. II.

416 The disputes . . had repeatedly run so high that blood-
shed had seemed to be inevitable. 1893 EARL DUNMORE
Pamirs II. 28 Party spirit ran high.

III. Combinations.

10. a. In syntactic comb, with pres. or pa. pple.
of any verb which can be qualified in the active or

passive by high or highly ; e.g. to aim kigk, hence

high-aiming, high-aimed; ^>Q high-aspiring-bended^

-blazing^ -blest, -blonm, -braced, -built^ -climbing,
-dressed, -dried, -emhowed, -fed, -flushed, -gazing,

-heaped, -judging, -mounted, -ing, -placed, -prized,

-raised, -reared, -seasoned, -seated, -soaring, -swell-

ing, ^swollen, -throned, -thundering, -towering,
-timed, -working, etc.; f high-cargued, -carved
Naut. (see CABGUED, CARVED); high-descended,
of lofty or noble descent ; high-finished, of high
finish, highly elaborated

; highly refined or accom-

plished ; high-grown, (a) grown or increased to
a height ; () overgrown with tall vegetation ;

high-strung, strung to a high tension or pitch ;

fig. in a high state of vigour or of sensitiveness.

1766 CKASHAW tr. Marino (T.), Thy *high-aim'd hopes.
1597-8 Bi 1

. HALL Sat. i. iii. (T.\ Some uprear'd,*high-aspir-
ing swain. 1645 RUTHERFORD Tryal $ Tri. Faith vi. (1845)
71 Broken as a too *high-bended bow. 1667 MILTON P. L.
xi. 145 God "high-blest. 1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIII t in. ii. 361

HIGH-BINDER.

My *high-blowne Pride At length broke vmler me. 1671
MILTON Samson 1069 Haughty, as is his pile *high-bm!t
and proud. 1880 TENNYSON Revenge ix, Ship after ship . .

their high-built galleons. i53oTiNiMLE Doctr. Treat. (1848)

505 Here must a mark be set to those unquiet, busy, and

*high-climbing spirits. 1667 MILTON P. L. lit. 546 The
brow of some high-climbing Hill. 1606 SvLvtsTKR Du
Hartas 11. iv. n. Magnif. 368

*
High-descended Queen. 1779

POTTER JEschylns (ed. 2) I. 52 (Jod.> No prejudice of high-
descended ancestry. 1756 FOOTK Engl.fr, Paris i. Wks.

1799 I. 98 Two pound of "high-dried Glasgow [snuff]. 1632
MILTON Penseroso 157 To .. love the *high-embowed roof.

1628 FORD Lover's Mel. \\. ii, Like *high-fed jaeds .. In

antick trappings. 1770 I.ANGHORNE Plutarch (1879) I.

193/2 A *
high-finished picture of Pericles. 1605 SHAKS.

L.ear iv. iv. 7 Search euery Acre in the *high-growne field.

Ibid, H. iv. 231 *High-judging loue. 1877 BLACK Green
Fast, i, On the northern side of this *hii*h-lying park.

1605 SHAKS. Macb. iv. i. 98 *High plac'd Macbeth. 1725
POPE Odyss. x. 102 Cliffs, *high-pointing to the skies. 1645

QUARLES Sol. Recant, xii. 35 His *hi$jh priz'd benefit*.

1610 HOLLAND Camdens Brit. \. 290 *High-raised mounts.

1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill,, v. iii. 242 *High rear'd Bulwarkes.

1588 Tit. A. iv. iv. 64 With a power Of *high re-

solued men. 1684 OTWAV Atheist m. i, The *high-season'd
Dish. 1752 BERKELEY Th. Tar-water Wks. III. 504 High-
seasoned food and strong liquors. 1667 MILTON P. L. vn. 585
Heav'n's *high-seated top. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. <$ Cr. iv. iv. 126

Farre '
high soaring o're thy praises. 1398 TR tvisA Barth . De

P. R. xiv. xxxii. (1495) 479 The moost *hyghe strowtyng
partyes of cragges ben callyd Scopuli. 1748 THOMSON Cast.

Indol. n. Iviii, *High-strung health. 1872 J. G. MURPHY
Comni. Lev. x. Introd., High-strung enthusiasm, c 1590
GREENE Fr. Bacon ix. 190 Beauty's "high-swelling pride.

1594 SHAKS. Rich. IIf, n. ii. 117 Your *high-swolne hates.

1813 SCOTT Trienn. in. xiii, The water's hjgh-swoln tide.

1875 LONGF. Pandora u, Commissioned by
v

high-thundering
Zeus. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. vi. ii. 32 Ne is there hauke . .

Whether *high towring, or accoasting low.

b. With an adj.
= Highly, to a great degree.

(The hyphen shows that high qualifies the following adj.,
not the sb.)

1601 SHAKS. Tivel, ^.V. I. i. 15 So full of shapes is fancie,
That it alone is high fantastical!. 1663 BOYI.K Colours (J.),

A high-red tincture. 1713-20 POPE Iliad xvm. 433 High-
eminent amid the works divine. 1865 Union Rev. III. 266

They use such high-learned words.

c. Occasionally hyphened to a verb to make the

construction clear.

1632 SIR T. HAWKINS tr. Mathicifs Unhappy Prosp. 240
Shee stirred and high-reared her creast. 1788 COWPER
Mom. Dream i, The billows high-lifted the boat.

t High, v. Obs. Forms: i he"an, 3 hseh^en,
hehen, (Orm.} hejhenn, 3-4hei(en, 3-5 heje(n,
4-6 hie, hegh(e, hey, etc. (see HIGH a.), 4-7
high. [OE. Man, f. hfah HIGH a. ; cf. also Goth.

hauhjan, OHG. hdhjan, hdhtn, MHG. hochen to

raise, exalt. See also HAIN, HEYGHNE.]
1. trans. To make high or higher (lit. and fg^ ;

to raise, lift up, elevate, exalt, extol.

4:900 tr. Bzda's Hut. n. iv. (1890) 106 He ongon hean and
miclian [^a cirican]. c isoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 25 Swo bat
we on alle ure banke be heien. Ibid. 57 Hejen his sete on
heuene. c 1200 ORMIN 9204 Nu sket shall illc an dale beon
Allhe5hedd uppand filledd. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Come. 4125
He sal heghe himself to be Aboven pe haly trinite. c 1440
HYLTON Scala Per/. (W. de W. 1494) i. xviii, Who so liieth

himself he shalbe lowed and who so lowyth himself he shalbe

hyed. 1494 FABVAN Chron. an. 1465 (.1553) 216 b, Syluer
that . . was hyghed to xl. d. an vunce. 1523 FITZHERB.
Surv. xi. 1,1539) 25 High no man for no hate.

2. intr. To become high or higher (lit. and_/?f.) ;

to rise, mount up, ascend.
c xaoo ORMIN 6017 God man risebj* a?5 uppwarrd. .annd

he^Hebb SM Biforenn Godess ehne. a \v*$Ancr. R. 72 Ase
^ewulleS pa,theo[bouhtes]climben&hientouward heouene.

1390 GOWER Conf. III. 295 Now it higheth, now it loweth,
Now slant upright, now overthroweth. 1556 BURROUGH in

Hakluyt Voy, <i886) III. 126 It .. hyeth two fadome and
a halfe water. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny xvm. xviii, The river

Nilus higheth apace untill he be risen to his ful heigth.

1633 T. JAMES Voy, 35 The tydes doe high about some
6 Foot.

High, int. Variant of HEY, Hi.
1800 WEEMS Washington ji.

(18x0) 15 'High ! why not

my son ?
'

1830 GALT Lawrie T. vi. iii. (1849) 260 She made
no reply, but only a high-madam-ho signification that she
recognised me.

High, obs. form of HIE.

Highaw(e : see HICKWALL.

Highball. A game, a species of poker, played
with calls and a bottle-shaped receptacle.
1894 J. N. MASKELYNE Sharps <V Flats xi. 261-266. 1894

Westm. Gaz. 23 Apr. 3/1 Methods of cheating with dice, at

highball, poker, roulette.

Hi'gh-binder. U.S. slang, [f. HIGH a. 14 :

cf. BENDER 5, HELLBENDER.]
1. A rowdy ; one of a gang which commits

outrages on persons and property.
1806 Weekly Inspector -z-j Dec. last p., An association call-

ing themselves '

High-Binders.' 1806 A^. Y. Evening Past
26 Dec. 2 A desperate association of lawless and unprin-
cipled vagabonds, calling themselves* High-binders', .during
the last winter, produced several riots, 1860 BARTLETT Diet.

Amer,) High-bindert a riotous fellow. New York slang.

2. One of a secret society or gang said to exist

among the Chinese in California and other parts
of the United States for the purpose of blackmailing
and even of assassination.

1887 Amer. Missionary Aug. 235 The High-Binders were

already on his track, and he scarcely feels safe even in Oak-
land. 1888 Pub. Opinion {N. Y.) 15 Dec. 193 The power of
the Highbinder is the only one which the average Chinaman



HIGH-BLOWER.
understands and fears, and his conduct is regulated by it to
a greater extent than by the laws of the country in which he
lives. 1892 Boston (Mass.* Jml. lo Dec. 12/1 The Italian
Mafia is a dangerous enemy to law and order, like the
Chinese 'highbinders' of California.

3. A political conspirator.
1890 C. L. NORTON Political Atner., Highbinders . . ap-

plied, .to political conspirators and the like.

High-blower. A horse that makes a ' blow-

ing
'

noise by Happing the nostrils at each expira-
tion in galloping ; also sometimes euphemistically
applied to a ' roarer '. So High-blowing' vbl. st>.

and///, a.

1831 YOUATT Horse xii. (1847) 254 Eclipse was a 'high-
blower '. 1856 H. H. DIXON Past ff Paddock ii. 35 The high-
blowing Humphrey Clinker [race-horse so named]. Ibid.
iii. 55 A roarer or, politely speaking . .

' a high blower '.

1881 SIR F. FITZWYGRAM Horses $ Stables m. xxiii. (ed. 2)

300 High Blowers. The noise, which some horses make by
flapping the al<e of their nostrils, has occasionally been
mistaken by inexperienced people for roaring. 1891
M. H. HAVES Veterinary Notes xi. (ed. 4) 304 Highblowing
is not a disease, but is simply produced by the flapping of
the horse's nostrils when he expels air quickly from his lungs.

Hi'gh-bom, a. Born in a high rank of society;
of noble birth.
a 1300 Cursor M. 14236 Lazar was a heie-born man. 1728

POPE Dune. \, 297 High-born Howard, more majestic sire.

1780 E. PF.RRONET Hymn, 'All hail the Power' ii, Let

beautiful snow came down.

High-borne, a. rare. [See BORNE.] Borne
on high ; exalted, lofty, of high bearing.

. . -

of many a Knight From tawnie Spain.

t High-boy. Obs.

1. One who lives
'

high
'

; a '
fast

'

man, libertine,

gallant ; cf. roaring boy.
1668 R. L'ESTRANGE Vis. Qticv. (1708) 104 Many Huffs

and High-boys, a 1680 BROOKS Wks. (1867) VI. 68 A high
boy, or one that was strong to drink among others, or to
drink down others !

2. A partisan making high claims for his party ;

Cf. HlGH-FLYEB 3.
1648 SYMMONS Vind. Chas. I 117 These High-boyes say

plainly that all such who are not of their opinion are perfect
Malignants. 1715 MRS. CENTLIVRE Gotham Election Wks.
1760-1 I. 177 Sir Rog. I am amaz'd to find you in the In-
terest of the High-Boys. .Aid. Our Parson says that's only
the Whig's Cant.

Hrgh-bred, a.

1. Of high breed, stock, or descent
; high-born.

1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk f, Sehi. 50 The soul is too high
bred to give us any rational accounts of the awarings of
sense. 1760 R. HEBER Horse Matches ix. 146 The high
bred chesnut horse. 1820 SCOTT Abbot xxiv, The high-bred
descendant of an ancient baron.
2. Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of high
breeding or bringing-up ; characterized by highly
refined manners.
1796 SF.WARD Anecrl. II. 306 (Jod.) Prior was a very high-

bred man, and made himself peculiarly agreeable to
Louis XI V. by this talent. 1816 Remarks Eng. Mann. 103A model of suavity and high-bred manners. 1875 LOWELL
Wks. (1890) IV. 309 He caught the grand manner and high-
bred ways of the society he frequented.

High Church, a. and sb. [app. deduced from
High-Churchman (see next) and used attrib. as in

High Church party, and then substantively.]
A. adj. or altrib. phrase. Of, belonging to, or

characteristic of High-Churchmen (see next) ; of
or belonging to the principles and practices of

High-Churchmen : see B.
1704 DE FOE Storm xxiv, They say this was a High-Church Storm, Sent out the Nation to Reform. 1705 HEARNE

Collect. 4 July (O. H. S.) 1. 1 The latter has promis'd to come
over to the High Church Party. 1705-15 BURNET Ovm
Tune vi. (1823) IV. 249 Those men, who began now [anno
1704) to be called the high church party, had all along
expressed a coldness, if not an opposition to the present
settlement. 1710 Let. to New Memb. Parlt. in Select, /r.
Hart. Misc. (1793) 565 Any manner of persons, either high-
church, low, or no church. 1726 AMHERST Terra Fil. iii.

13 Maintaining the same principles with our Jacobite high-
church priests. 1730 SWIFT Vind. Lit. Carteret Wks. 1761
III. ro 4 Whether it contained any Tory or high-church
principles. 1744 N. TINDAL Rafin's Hist. Eng. III. 523Those of the Clergy who began now [1700-2] to be called

827HALLAM Const. Hist. (1876) III. xvi. 250 The nonjuri'ng and
high-church factions among the clergy produced few eminent

Diet. Eng. Hist. 265/2 A movement which had its seat at
Oxford, and was begun by Newman, Keble, Pusey, and
Hurrell Froude, revived the old High Church party. 1800
T. F TOUT Hist. Eng. III. x. vi. 233 By the end of 1837
the High Church revival had become general. 1895 OMAN
Hist. Eng. xli. 679 To the new High-Church party we owe
much good work in neglected parishes, and a restoration of
decency and order in public worship. Mod. colloq. The
women of the family are very High-Church.
B. sb. [orig. short for H. C. party, ff. C. prin-

ciples] The party or principles of the High-
Churchmen (see next).
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1702 LADY PYE in i$tli Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. iv.

26, I never saw so short a sorrow as was here [about King
William's death] . . and the High Church are elevated
hereabouts. 1704 [C. LESLIE] Wolf Strift 5 They [the
Low-Church] profess themselves ready to joyn with the
DisMntftn in Confederacy against the High-Church. 1706-9
M. TINDALL Rights of Christ. C/inrck Pref., Nothing is

more disputed at present than who is the best Church-
man, both High and Low Church laying claim to it.

1709 Refl. SathcTert'U's Strut. 24 This is the true Spirit of

High-Church; they wou'd have the Mitre overtop the
Crown. 1710 Ans-.u. Sathr-'erelfs Srnti. 6 Several of the

High Church are for a Union between the Church of Eng-
land and the Church of Rome. 1710 ADDISON Tatlcr No.
220 F 9 The Terms High-Church and Low-Church, as com-
monly used, do not so much denote a Principle, as they
distinguish a Party. 1710 in Hpwell State Trials XV. 554
I'll lead you on, boys ; huzza! high church and Sacheverell !

1726 AMHF.RST Terrx Fil. Pref. n To convince the world
how strenuous they were in the cause of high-church and
the pretender. 1835 Record 24 Jan. 4/3 The order which
resists Reformation is the High Church.

Hence High-Church v. trans, (nonce-wd.), to

render High Church in doctrine and practice.
High-Clm rcuism, t Hiffh-Chtrrchship, High
Church principles, doctrine, or practice. Hiffli-

Chnrchist, -ite, an adherent to High Church

principles.
1720 GORDON & TRENCHARD Indep. ll'hig No. 42 r 5 Italy

. . (that Seat of High-Churchship). 1823 S. PARR Wks.
(1828) VII, 272 An amusing .. picture of generosity, whim,
domination, and high churchism. x846MAcFARLANE Cabinet
Hist. Eng. XV. 128 Thehigh-churchisni oftheQueen [Anne]
naturally grew higher with sickness and danger. 1848
CLOOGH Lett. $ Rein. (1865) n8 A belongs, I see, to the
new High Churchites. 1863 OUIDA Held in Bondage (1870)
roi Sliltified County Queens, with daughters long on hand,
had taken refuge in High-Churching their village. 1868

Episcopalian (N.Y.I 8 July, Another High-Churchist ..

used language inappropriate to be placed on record.

High-Chtrrchman. [orig. high Churchman :

cf. good Churchman, strict Churchman, etc.]
A Churchman or member of the Church of Eng-

land holding opinions which give a high place to

the authority and claims of the Episcopate and
the priesthood, the saving grace of the sacraments,

and, generally, to those points of doctrine, disci-

pline, and ritual, by which the Anglican Church
is distinguished from the Calvinistic churches of
the Continent, and the Protestant Nonconformist
churches in England.
a. Originally applied in the I7th and early i8th c. to

those who, holding a de jute Episcopacy, opposed a com-
prehension or toleration of differences in church polity, and
demanded the strict enforcement of the laws against
Dissenters, and the passing of such additional measures as
the Occasional Conformity Bill. With these were then
associated the doctrine of the divine right of kings (of the
House of Stuart), and the duty of non-resistance on the part
of subjects. The appellation was, in fact, practically synony-mous with Tory, and was at first a hostile nickname,
equivalent to the earlier High-flyer, High-flying or High-
flown Churchman (q.v.); after the invention of the anti-
thetic Lon'-Chitrchman, it began to be accepted as relatively
appreciatory. b. In recent times, since 1833, the name
has been increasingly appropriated to the adherents of the
Oxford Movement led by John Henry Newman, and (after-

wards) by Edward Bouvene Pusey. The ecclesiastical prin-
ciples of these are more or less analogous to those of the
1 old High-Churchmen ', but exhibit (at least in their extreme
form) a much closer approximation to those of the pre-
Reformation Church, c. The name is occasionally applied
to those who hold (except as to episcopacy) somewhat
analogous opinions in the established Church of Scotland,
and perhaps in some other religious communities.
1687 Gd. Advice 43 Against the will of the high Church-

men. 1702 Reasons Addr. Maj. to invite Electras etc. 9

Trnie, to own the name of an High.Church-Man. No man
thinks it a Disparagement to be High, that is Zealous in

any good thing. 1705 EVELYN Diary Oct. (18891 II.

389. 1708 (title) The Character of a High-Church-Man.
Ibid. 7 A High-Church Clergyman is a Holy-man in his
Conversation. 1709 SACHEVERELL Serin. 5 Nov. 19 Have
they not

lately Villainously Divided us with Knavish Dis-
tinctions of High, and Low-Church Men ? 1741-3 WESLEY
Extract ofjinl 11749)99 Neither should I have wonder'd,
if . . the zealous high-churchmen had rose, and cut all that
were call'd Methodists in pieces. 1791 BOSWEU. Johnson
I.

8_
He was a zealous high-churchman and royalist, and

retained his attachment to the unfortunate house of Stuart.

1835 HOOK Ch. Diet., High Churchman. This is the nick-
name given to those . . who regard the Church, not as the
creature and engine of State policy, but as the institution
of our Lord. 1890 T. F. TOUT Hist. Eng. HI. x. vi. 234
The Bennett judgment .. in 1870 definitely permitted the
teaching of the most distinctive doctrine of the new High
Churchmen.

Hence High-Clni rchmanship, the doctrine or

practice of High-Churchmen, High-Churchism ;

adherence to the High Church party; also High-
Chu rchmanism.
1829 J. R. BEST Pers. f, Lit. Mem. 198 High-church-

manism, a religion differing much more from low-church-
manism than from popery. 1874 GLADSTONE in Contcinp.
Rev. Oct. 672 It was thought to be like a sign of the double
superlative in High Churchmanship. 1882 ABP. TAIT in
Macm. Mag. XLVI. 417 So powerfully had the early teach-
ing of Newman represented English High Churchmanship
as the best barrier against the Church of Rome.

High cockalorum : see COCKALORUM.

HIGHER.

High court. A supreme court; applied to

various bodies having judicial functions, as High
Court of CHANCERY, High COMMISSION Court, ff.

C. of JUSTICE, H. C. of PARLIAMENT : see these

words. Without qualification High Court now
means '

High Court of Justice '. (Also attrib.)
1450, 1597, 1662 [see COURT sl>. 10], 1530 PALSCR. 231/1

Hye cv\\*\.e,covr sovueraigne. 1701 [see CHANCERY 2]. 1896
Ch. Times 13 Nov. 521/1 That the High Court would grant
an injunction against the trustees. 1897 Westin. Gaz.
13 Apr. 2/1 It is difficult to grasp any plausible reason for
the continued refusal . . to give to County Courts equal juris-
diction to that enjoyed by the High Court. It is urged
that the judges would not be equal to discharging the duties
of a High Court judge.

High-crested, . Having a high crest (in
various senses); in quot. 1618^. Carrying the
head high ; elated

; proud.
1618 HOLTON Floras iv. ix. 307 The miserable overthrow of

Crassus made the Parthians higher crested. 1833 BROWNING
Pauline 324 A high-crested chief, Sailing with troops of
friends to Tenedos. 1861 L. L. NOBLE Icebergs 173 The
rolling away of the high-crested seas.

t b. Having a high ridge. [See CREST so.'1

9.]
[1545 ASCHAM Toxoph. (Arb.) 138 A certayne kynde of

[arrow] heades whyche men call hie rigged, creased, or
shouldred heades [i.e. high.ridged, -crested, or -shouldered].]
1678 PHILLIPS (cd. 4), High-crested (1706 or High-rigged}
(A Term in Archery). See Shoulder-head.

High day, hi-gh-day, hi-ghday, sb. [In
I. from HIOH a. ; in II. for hey-day.}

I. 1. A day of high celebration
;
a solemn or

festal day.
ci2oo Trin. Coll. Horn. 215 Eche heje dai [be hodede

sholde] fede mid godes worde be hungrie soule. c 1400
Yivaine ff Gaw. 52 Thai saw tham never so On high dayes
to chamber go. 1526 TINDALE John xix. 31 That saboth

daye was an hye day. 1535 COVERDALF. Barnch i. 14 Se that

ye rede this boke . . vpon the hye dayes, and at tyme con-
uenient. 1712 W. ROGERS Voy. 42 The Day kept for the

, Conception of the Virgin Mary, and a high Day of Proces-
sion. 1865 M. ARNOLD Ess. Crit. iii. 105 Here, the summer
has, even on its highdays and holidays, something mournful.
1883 T. HARDY in Longm. Mag. I. 570 Never used but at

high-days, holidays and family feasts.

1 2. Full day, when the sun is high in the sky.
Also attrib. as high-day noon. Obs.

1583 HOLLYBAND Campo di Fior 5, I will open both these
windowes, that . . ye may . . see, that it is highe day. 1647
H. MORE Song of Soul l. m. xxvii, The Sun of righteous-
nesse at high-day noon.

II. 3. Perverted form of HEY-DAY sb. 2.

1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. II. 50 (D.) In the high-day of

nith
and exultation, a 1791 WESLEY Wks. (1830) XIII. 221

o nothing rashly the highday ofmy blood is over. 1862
MERIVALE Rom. Emf. (1865) IV. xxxix. 398 The land-
owners of Rome, in the highday of her insolent adolescence.

III. 4. attrib. a. Of or befitting a high day.
b. Pertaining to the hey-day of youth.
1596 SHAKS. Merch. V. ii. ix. 98 Thou spend 'st such high-

day wit in praising him. a 1625 FLETCHER Mad Lover i. i,

Look to your wives, Your young trim wives, your high-day
wives, Your marchpanes.
t High-day, int. Obs. Erroneous form of

HEY-DAY, arising from confusion with prec.
1610 SHAKS. Temp. n. ii. 190 Freedome, high-day, high-

day [mod. ed. hey-day] freedome. 1687 T. BROWN Saints
in Uproar Wks. 1730 I. 80 High-day ! who have we got
here ? 1708 MOTTEUX Rabelais v. xiv, High-day ! Prithee.
. . would'st thou have a man tell thee more than he knows ?

Highe, obs. form of HIE v. and sb.

Higher (hai-ai), a. (sbl) and adv. Forms : a.

i hlerra, hiera, hir(r)a, hyr(r)a ; hra ; h6rra,
hfiarra, 2-5 herre, 5 heer, her, bar, 5-6 harre.
/3. i hfehra, h6ahra, 2 heahere, 3 hsehjere,
(Orm.) hehhre, 3-4 he3er(e, heier, 4 hegher,
-ur, heyer(e, 4-6 Sc. hear(e, 5 hei5er, he^are,
heiar, heyar, 6 Sc, hecher. 7. 4-6 hier(e, hyer,
Sc. hyear(e, 5 hijere, hiar, 6 hyar, Sc. hiear,

[

6- higher. S. dial. 9 hicker. [OE. : WS. hlerra,
hiera (Anglian hera, htrra, whence ME. herre,

heer, her, etc.), corresp. to OHG. Uhiro, Goth.

hauhiza, f. hauhs, OE. hCah HIGH a.
; subseq.

conformed to the positive, as hiehra, hiahra,
whence ME. he)er, hegher, later higher: see HIGH.]
A. adj. 1. The comparative of HIGH a. in its

various senses, q.v.
a. c&yj K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. Pref. 6 To hierran

[v.r. hieran] hade. Ibid. Hi. 409 Se m^5had is hirraSonne
se jesinscipe. 4:900 O. E. Chron. an. 897 Eac hieran [MSS.
B. ff C, hearran] bonne ba o5ru. a xooo Czdmon's Dan.
491 Weai'5 him hyrra hyje . . bonne jemet wjere. c xooo
Phoenix 28 in Exeter Bk., Herra. .bonne senij bara beorga.
c 1205 LAY. 22758 [>e an hine talde ha;h, |>e o5er muche
herre. 13. . Gaw. ff Gr. Knt. 333 Herre ben ani in be hous
by be hede & more, c 1400 Destr. Troy 3924 Hogerofhert
& of her wille. c 1450 MYRC 1527 The herre that a mon ys in

degre.
/3. a 1000 Czdmon's Gen. 274 Hu he him strenglicran stol

geworhte, heahran on heofonum. a 1175 Cott. Horn. 243We
scule bien . . imeaded mid heahere mede. r 1200 Vices ff
Virtues 115 Dat godes milce bie aure heier and moreSanne
his rihte dom. c 1200 ORMIN 6297 All an oberr lif Annd
hehhre lif annd bettre. c 1205 LAY. 7740 Mid haehjere stefne.
a 1300 Cursor M. 7331 Saul . was hegher [v. rr. heyer, hejerj
t>an ani man. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Marcus 5 [>ai ware of
heare degre. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 8 Crist is . . heiar wib out
comparisoun ban ani pope. 121400-50 Alexander 2097
Neuire |ie heaare of a hawe, 1581 Satir. Poems Reform.
xliv. 269 Ane hear place.



HIGHER.

y. 13.. Cursor M. 15056 (GOtt.) Comen of (rat hei dauid

kin, Ofhier [Caff, heier] nane can neuen. 1375 '.ARBOUR

Bruce I. 608 God of mycht Preserwyt him till hyer nycht.

1400 M \UXDF.V. (1839) viii. 92 Mount Syon ..is a lytllle

hiere than the other syde of the cytee. 1508 KRXNEDIE

Reform St. Andros Wks. (1892) 15 Doctor .. in the hyear

faculteis. 1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach's Husk. \\. 11586) 52

You must make the spaces betwixt hier. 1765 A. DICKSOK

Treat Agric. (ed. 2) 135 Exposed to overflowings from

higher ground. 1814 CHALMERS EvU. Chr. Revel, vu. 195

Geology gives a higher antiquity to the world. 1876 l.ur

KK. A ill: Phys. Sc. i. (ed. 2) 20 The energy of the universe

is continually passing from higher to lower forms.

S. 1876 Whitby Gloss., Hicker, higher. .' 1 want t' hlcker

yan o' them ', the top one of the lot.

t b. Used in sense of highest. Obs.

tyyoAyrnb, 122 prt stages of uolke. .huer-ofbeon ishesere,

be oj>er men, be bridde lo?est.

2. spec. Superior to the common or ordinary sort ;

passing or lying beyond the ordinary limits ; as in

the higher classes, the higher education ofwomen,

higher mathematics. Higher criticism: see CRITI-

CISM 2 b. So higher critic, one versed in higher
criticism.

1836, 1881 (see CRITICISM abj, 1897 RnmCL HARRIS in

Contemp. Rff. Sept. 342 He is a '

higher critic
'

occupied
with the genesis of all Gospels out of their primitive deposit.

8. Phrases, fa. To have the higher hand: to

have the superiority ;
to gain the victory or mas-

tery, b. With a higher hand : see HIGH a. 1 7 b.

c lago Cm. IT Ex. 3392 Israel Hadde hejere hond. c 1386

CHAUCER Prof. 399 If fat he faught and hadde the hyer bond.

c 1400 Destr. i'ray 7075 That holly the herhond hade at his

wille. 1963-81 FOXE A. I, M. (1684) II. 425 It will shortly

have the higher hand of all clouds. 1880 MRS. LYNN LINTON

Rebel ofFam. ii, He .. carried things with a higher hand
than once she would have thought possible.

4. Comb., forming comparatives to the combina-

tions of HIGH a. (see HIGH a. IV).
1618 BOLTON Fiona (1636) 307 Higher crested. i876GRANT

Burgh Sch. Scotl. n. xiii. 348 note, On the rolls of the higher-
class public schools.

5. quasi-rf. a. One higher; a superior, a better.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 198 Inobedience ; bet is, bet child bet ne

buh3 nout his eldre. .meiden, hire dame ; euerich lowure his

herre. 1840 MILL Dia. * Disc. (1875) I. 401 His reliance is

upon reverence for a Higher above them.

(fa. Superior position ; the better (of). Obs.

a 1400-50 Alexander 2364 Alexander with his armee. .Has

happend jit ai hedire-to be herre [v.r. hyer) of his faes.

B. adv. 1. The comparative of HIGH adv. in

its various senses, q.v.
o. -900 tr. BardoSs Hist. in. vi. [viii.] (1890) 174 Heo

wolden bone stan.. hear and xerisenlicor in baere ilcanstowe

Xesettan. r 1350 Will. Palcrne 529 Min hert is so hauteyn
bat herre he wold, c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. lit. 445 Putte

hit on ayein. And more a litel herre vppon hit wrote, la 1500
Chester PI. (E. E. T. S. ) vii. 425 All heaven might not have

gone bar. 1589 R. ROBINSON Gold. Mirr. (Chetham Soc.) 48
How can Dame Fortune mount more harre 1

ft and >. a 1300 Cursor M. 2232 A toure. .bat may reche

heghur [v.rr. heier, he^er] ban heuen. 138* WYCLIF Luke
xiv. 10 Frend, sti}e hi}ere. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R.

in. xvii. (1495) 63 Suche foules Seen hyer in the ayre. 1508
DUNBAR Tua Mariit Wemen 160 With that sprang vp hir

spreit be a span hecher. a 1533 LD. BERNERS Huon Ixxxiii.

262 Speke out hyer that ye may the better be herde. 1570
Satir. Poems Reform, xii. 128 Be Hanniballis, and heis}our
hartis sum hear. i7isLEom Palladia's A rchit. (1742) I. 84,

I . .mention'd it alittle higher. 1774 J. BRVANT Mythol. II.

03 Sesostris. .whose aira extends higher, than the Canon of

Eusebius reaches. 1841 C. WHITEHEAD R. Savage (1845)

II. ix. 298 He thought higher of human nature than he

chose to acknowledge. 1860 TVNDALL Glac. I. xi. 74 Higher
up the sky was violet.

2. Comb., forming comparatives to the combina-

tions of HIGH adv.

1598 GRENEWEY Tacitus' Ann. i. iv. 7 A higher aspiring
mind. 1703 T. N. City tt C. Purchaser 6) A Hall, .higher

pitch'd. 1741 YOUNG Nt. Tk. n. 54 Time nigher aim'd, still

nearer the great Mark. 1866 G. MACDONAI.D Ann. Q.

Neighb. xxxiii. (1878) 586 She's higher-born than you.

t Higher, s/>.2 Obs. In 5 heyere. [f.
HIGH

V. + -ER. ]
] One who raises or exalts.

1399 LANGL. Rich. Redeles n. 145 pe hende Egle, be

heyere of hem all. Hid. in. 74.

Higher, v. rare. [f. prec. adj. : cf. lower vb.]
1. trans. To make higher, raise (lit. and fig.}.

The opposite of to louver.

1715 in N. * Q. ?th Ser. (1889) VII. 57/2 The major ..

desired him to higher all sails. 1831 Blacxw. Mag. XXIX.
980 Our high opinion . . has not been lowered . . It has

pardon the expression been highered. 1861 MAYHEVV Lend.

a&wrIII.i6o(Hoppe)WhenIhigheredtheropeinmyyard.
2. intr. To become higher, rise, mount, ascend.

187* TENNYSON Gareth 20 To sweep In ever-highering
eagle-circles up To the great Sun of Glory.

Highermost (hai-ajm^st), a. (adv.) rare. [(.

HIGHER a. + -MOST: cf. lowermost, uppermost,
uttermost, etc.]

= HIGHEST.
1629 T. ADAMS Shot Wks. 245 The purest things are placed

highermost. 1730 A. GORDON MaffefsA mphith. 315 Those
highermost Rounds or Enclosures which appear no more.

1872 LOXGF. Dn>. Trag. i. ii. 41 The bright triumphant host
Of all the highermost Archangels.

Highest (hai-est), a. (so.) and adv. Forms :

a. I hfehst, hyhst, h<h.st, h6st. hSahst. 1-3

hihst, 2-3 hehst, 3 heist, heest. hest, hachst,
heext, heixt, 3-6 hext, 6 hekst (4 hciiat . P.
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i hfsest, hgasest, -ost, he"ahest, 2-4 hei}est,

3 (Or;//.) he^hesst, behest, 3-4 hejest, -ist, 3-5

heiest, 4-5 heghest, heyest, 5 heghist, heijest,

heiast, 5-6 Sc. heast, 6 heighest, St. heychast,
heest. 7. 4-5 nicest, 4-6 hiest, hyest, (4-5 Sf.

hyeast}, 5 hieghst, 5-6 Sf. hieast, 6 hyghest, 6-

highest. 8. 4-5 heier(e'st, heirest. 6 hierest.

[OK. hlehsl, hyhst, hehst, and heahst, heagost,

corresp. to OHG. hShist, Goth, hauhist-, f. hatih-,

OE. heah HIGH. From OE. hihst, heahst, by

hardening of h before s. came ME. hext (like next),

which survived to i6th c., bnt at length yielded

to the disyllabic forms conformed to the positive,

represented by OE. Magest, ME. hejest, and mod.

highest. The forms heirest, hierest, were formed

on the comparative ; cf. nearest, also highermost'.J

A. adj. 1. The superlative of HIGH a. in its

various senses, q.v.
<. r8s I'esf. fsa/terix. 3[a]Ic. .singunoman SinumSu

hehsta. (-897 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. xvi. 103 Deh Se

hi selfe wilnien SKS heahstan. (-950 Lindisf. Goif. Matt,

xxiii. ii Se Se heist is. Markv. 7 Sunu godes Oaes heista

\_Ktisfnn. hcstaj. a loaoGiithlac i6Sehyhstaealra cyninga

cyning. c 1000 in Narrat. Angl. Censer. (1861) 37 Seo is

ealra duna maest and hisest. a 1050 O. E. Citron. (Parker

MS.)an. 1031 Whenne (>Kt flod byb ealra hehst. mttftlMO.
(Laud MS.l an. not pis ba mid a5e ^efestnodan .xll. ba

hihste of zjSre healfe. c 1205 LAV. 2325 pa hehste of

ban hirde. IHd. 13240 pe haehste mon of Brutlond. lotd.

24587 Hsext cniht on londe. a 1225 Juliana 63 In to be

heste heouene. a 1225 Ancr. R. 140 Wei neih heixt bine

wiSuten God one. 1-1230 Hali Meid. 41 Fram \t hehste

heuene in to belle grunde. c ngoBcket 1314 in S. Eng. Leg.

I. 144 pe hexte of be londe. c 1305 St. Christofher jo in

E. E. P. (1862) 60 pe hexiste |>at an vr|>e was. (-1460

I RUSSELL Bk. Nurture 32 When bale is hext ban bole is

next. 1589 R. ROBINSON Gold, Mirr. (Chetham Soc.) 47

When raging flouds of surging seas be hext . . The present

fall, by Nature is the next.

ft. ctooo Ags. Ps. (Th.l cxvii[i). 21 [22] Se jeworden is

hwommona heajost. c uoo Vices t; Virtues 35 Karitas is

heirest and betst of oese brie, c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 197

Mannes heued is he-jest lime, c 1200 ORMIN 2146, I stall

j>ser hejhesst iss inn heoffne. a 1225 "Juliana 69 Wia heheste

steucne. a 1300 Cursor M. 1837 pe heiest fell \?>.rr. heyest,

newest), c 1350 Will. Paterae 2907 Vp to be heijest tour.

c 1380 WYCLIF Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 138 pe heieste proprete.
c 1440 Gesta Rom. xci. 419 (Add. MS.) She is heghiste of all

Criatures. c 1470 HENRY Wallace vi. 588 He had the heast

stait 1530 LYNDESAY Test. Pafyngo 164 On the heychast

lytill tender twyste. 1553 GAU Richt Vay 39 The sone of

the heest God.

y. 13. . Cursor M. 10592 Sco was won to be heist [. r.

hiest] stride, c 1430 Hymns Virg. 92 This noon hete of be

someris day, Whanne fe sunne moost hiBest is. 1559 Mirr.

Mag., Salisbury xxxvi, Whan helth and welth is hyest.

1634 PEACHAM Grntl. F.xerc. xxiii. 80You must deepen your
colours so that the Orpiment may be the highest. 1736

BUTLER Anal. n. vi. 309 Doubtful, in the highest suppos-
able degree. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi xyiii, Screaming

at the

highest pitch of her cracked and mistuned voice. 1860

TYNDALL Glac. i. xviii. 128 The highest point of the moun-

tain. 1871 FREEMAN Norm. Concj.
IV. xvii. 70 The results

of this change have been of the highest moment.
S. c 1380 WYCLIF Stl. Wks. II. 265 (Bodley MS. 788)

Preching and ober speche is be heirest dede of man, whan
bat it is wel done. Ibid. II. 365 But whan he is heirest, as

smoke ban he shal vanishe awey. Ibid. III. 341 Heierste

viker of Crist. Ibid. II. 231, 281, etc. 1569 SIR T. HAW-
KINS in SirR. Hawkins 1

Voy. (1878) 74 In the hierest place.

2. With agent-nouns: see HIGH a. 21 b.

1702 [see BIDDER 4). 1706 ESTCOURT Fair Examp. l. 10

You may keep company with the highest Flyer of 'em all.

1717 tr. Frezier's Voy. 109 Sold to the highest Bidder.

B. al'sol. or as si.

1. absol. The Highest (in some Bible versions,

the Most Highest) : the Supreme Being, God.
c 825 Vesp. Psalter xlv(i]. 7 [6] Salde stefne his se hesta.

cgao tr. Bxda's Hist. iv. iii. (1891) 268 Se hehsta seleB his

stefne. 971 Blickl. Horn. 7 pies Hehstan maiden be

ymbscinef. a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xvii. 15 pe heghest

gaf his voice. 1535 COVERDALE Ps. lxxii[i] ii Is there

knowlege in the most hyest ? 2 Esdras vii. 62, I knowe

Lorde, that the Hyest is mercyfull. a 1628 SIR J. BEAUMONT

Epiphany in Fair .?. P. Jos. 1 (1848) 143 Since vnder this

low roofe the Highest lay. 18. . WHITTIER Ezekiel iv, In

sudden whirlwind. .The Spirit of the Highest came.

t 2. The highest part, top, summit. (In quot.

1484, the deepest or innermost part, depth. ^ Obs.

1484 CAXTON hables ofSEsop in. i, He retorned ageyn in

to the hyest of the woode. 1523 LD. BERNERS Fnist. I. Iv.

76 He come to the hyest of the hyll. 1563 SHITE Archil.

Djb, Deuide the hanging line from the highest of the

Abacus. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 59 At the highest of

this Palace, is cut. .the Images of a King.

3. Highest position or pitch : usually with at.

a 1225 St. Marher. 14 From be heste in heouene to be

laheste in helle. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 73 b,

Whan the sonne is in the hyest. 1577 B. GOOGE Hcresbach s

Ilusb. II. (15861 59 After the Sunne hath beene at the highest.

1688 S. PENTON Guardian's Instr. A vj b, At this time,

when Writing, both as to Substance, .and Ornament of

Language, Is at highest.

4. That which is highest (in^ff. sense).
1861 TENNYSON Guinevere 654 We needs must love the

highest when we see it. 1867 FROUDE ShortStud. (1876) I.

116 Such a man . . is decent and respectable, but the highest

is not in him, and the highest will not come out of him.

b. In the highest, in Biblical use, transl. L. in

excelsis, Gr. iv tyicnois
= in the loftiest places, in

the heavens; but in mod. use sometimes taken to

mean ' in the highest degree '.

HIGH-FLYER.

1526 TINDALF. Matt. xxi. 9 Hosianna in the hyest. 1582

N. T. (Rhem.) Luke ii. 14 Glorie in the highest to God
[\Vvi L., in the hijist thingis ; TIND., an hye; CRANM., on

hye ; Genet', in the hye heauens]. 1611 BIBLE ibid., Glory
to God in the highest. 1897 Sat. Jfn: 12 June 651/2 To

praise in the highest
' The Cloister and the Hearth

'

is to

echo Sir Walter Besant.

C. adv. 1. The superlative of HIGH adv. in its

various senses, q.v.
c looo Mfnofagitim no On bam gim astiho* on heofenas up

hyhst. a 1300 Cursor M. 439 He..sette him heist [f.r.

heyest) in his hall, r 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Johannes 495

pocht be eyrne fle heyeste. c 1400 Rom. R_ose 4363 She
canne . . whirle adown, and overturne Who sittith hieghst.

1530 PALSGR. Introd. 16 The frenche men judgyng a worde
to be most parfaytly herde, whan his last end is sounded

hyghest, use generally to gyve theyr accent upon the last

syllable onely. 1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xxii. 46 Quha
heichest clymmis the soner may thay slyde. 1657 R. Licos

Jinrbadoes (1673) 6 Trying which of them can leap highest.

1727 SWIFT Gulliver in. iii, The king when he is highest

provoked. 1849 MACAI LAY Hist. Eng. x. 1 1. 645 At the very
moment at which their disputes ran highest.

2. Comb., forming superlatives to combinations of

HIGH adv.

(Now usually expressed by most, as 'most high-sounding'.)

1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. II. i. 8 And ouer-lookes the highest

piering hills.

Highfalutin, -ing (h3ifal/7-tin), sb. and a.

orig. U.S. slang. Also -ten, hifalutin. [f. HIGH
a. : the origin of the second element is unknown ;

it was perh. a whimsical pronunciation offluting,
or a grandiose equivalent offlying orflown]
A. sb. Absurdly pompous speech or writing ;

bombast.
1848 L. COOMBS Sf. in AVlti York 29 Sept. iBartlett), A

regular built fourth-of-July . . Jefferson speech, making

gestures to suit the highfalutens. 1864 LOWELL Rebellion

Prose Wks. 1890 V. 133 It is a curious jumble of American

sense and Southern highfaluting. 1885 Century Mag. Jan.

347/2 Nothing like short meter for taking the hifalutin out

of stuff. 1889 Times 13 Apr. 11/2 'The misery of the Irish

people '. .is merely a bit of high falutin.

B. adj. Absurdly pompous or bombastic in style.

1857 T- H. GLADSTONE Kansas 43 (Bartlett) No high-

faluten airs here, you know. 1862 B. TAYLOR Home $ Abr.

Ser. II. 396 Those who endeavour to be sublime are often

simply highfalutin. 1870 LOWELL Study Wind. 36 A good
human bit of writing . . not so highfaluting (let me dare the

odious word !) as the modem style.

Hence Highfalutina-tton, writing or speaking
in a highfalutin style.

1894 HOLE More Mem. 178 Don't think me bumptious or

given to hifalutination.

Hi'gh-flown, a. [f.
HIGH adv. + FLOWN pa.

pple. of FLY z.]

1 1. Soaring high ; carrying things to a high

pitch ; elevated ;
elated. In quot. a 1656, Intoxi-

cated, 'elevated'. Obs.

1647 N. BACON Disc. Gmt. Eng. I. Hi. (1739) 93 As vet oppres-

sion was not so high-flown, a 1656 USSHER Ann. vi. (1658

112 The king, being somewhat high flowen with drink, a 1668

DENHAM Prudence 42 Nor high-flown hopes to Reason s lure

descend. 1702 STEELE Funeral n. i. 35 We . . have nothing

at all, of all this High-Flown Fury. 1842 C. BRONTE in

Mrs. Gaskell Life xi. (1857) I. 257 In a high-flown humour,
he forbade me to use either dictionary or grammar.

2. Of sentiments, language, style, etc. : Extra-

vagant, hyperbolical ;
bombastic.

1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 324 In his high-flown

conceits. 1672-5 COMBER Comp. Temple (1702) 38 He is.,

noted for his high flown style. 1781 GIBBON Decl. $ F. III.

77 Such are the high-flown expressions of Prudentius. 1874

L. STEPHEN Hours in Library (1892) II. v. 156 Sentiments,

which are occasionally too high-flown and overstrained.

1888 BRYCE Amer.Comtmu. I. xiv. 192 A piece of elaborate

and highflown declamation.

f 3. Of persons : Extreme in opinion or party

feeling, esp. in support of claims of authority in

church or state. Cf. High-flyer 3. Obs.

1672WOOD Life (O.H.S.) 1. 146 He was a high-flone Cavalier.

1681 LUTTRELL Brief'Ret. (1857) I. 124 The former [party)

are called by the latter, lories, tantivies . . high flown church-

men, &c. 1705 HICKERINGILL Pritst-cr. n. viii. 86 You see,

old Highflown Beau ! of whom they learnt.

Hi'gh-flyer , -flier, [f.
HIGH adv. -t- FLVER.]

1. lit. One who or that which flies high, as a

person, a bird, a balloon, or the like ; also, a swing

set in a frame.

1589 R. HARVEY PI. Perc. (1590) 15 Men haue great desire

to be compted high fliers and deepe swimmers. 1698 Vv.

CHII.COT Evil Thoughts vi. (1851) 61 These highflyers, when

they are in their altitudes, suddenly their waxen wings melt,

and down they fall headlong. 1855 BROWNING Grammar.
Funeral 135 All ye highfliers of the feathered race, Swallows

and curlews ! 1886 T. HARDY Mayor of Casterbr. ill, Im-

provements . . in the roundabouts and highfliers.

b. Popular name of the Purple Emperor butter-

fly, and of the genus Ypsipetes of moths.

1773 WILKES Eng. Moths t, Butterfl. pi. 120 The Purple

HigVfflier, or Emperor of the Woods.
_
1869 E. NEWMAN

Brit. Butterfl. * Moths 152 Ruddy Highflyer. Ibid. 153

May Highflyer .. July Highflyer.

2. One who soars high in his aims, ambitions,

notions, etc.

1663 PF.PYS Diary 27 May, He . . would have me . . to look

him out a widow. .A woman sober, and no high-flyer, as he

calls it 1694 CROWNE Married Beau II. Dram. Wks. 1874

IV. 278 Oh ! pshaw, our hearts are seldom such high flyers.

1858 R. S. SURTEES Ask Mamma i. i He had all the airy

dreaminess of an hereditary highflyer.



HIGH-PLYING.

3. One who has lofty or '

high-flown
'

notions on

some question of polity, esp. ecclesiastical, spec.

a. In late r7th and early iSth c., One who made

or supported lofty claims on behalf of the authority

of the Church ;
a High-Churchman ;

a Tory. Cf.

HIGH-FLOWN 3, HIGH-FLYING a. 3. b. In Scotland

in end of i8th and beginning of igth c., An Evan-

gelical, as opposed to a Moderate.
1680 Hn. Ca-.'alifr 9 The honest Divines of the Church

of England who for their Conscience and Obedience are

Branded for High-flyers. 1609 H. CHANDLER Effort agst.

Bigotry (1709' 19 The High-Myers, .talk and act as if they

thought the Kingdom of God was nothing eke but Circum-

stance and Ceremony. 1718 Kntcrtainer A iij b, 1 am afraid

St. Peter and St. Paul will scarce escape being censured for

Tories and High-Flyers. 1730 SWIFT Vind. Lit. Carteret

Wks. 1841 II. 113/1, I am told that she openly professes

herself to be a highflyer. 1803 T. JEFFERSON Writ. (Ford)

VII 1. 222 A schism was taking place in Pennsylvania between

the moderates and high-flyers. 1814 D'ISRAELI Quarrels
Auth. (1867) 395 From a sullen sectarian

^

[he] turned a

flaming highflyer for the 'supreme dominion' of the Church.

1830 Westm. Rev. XIII. 78 The serious effusions of the

clerical high-flyers. 1856 MASSON Edino. Sk. (1892) 172

The small minority of Evangelicals, or 'High-fliers ,
as

they were called, corresponded to the proscribed Liberals

in secular politics. 1807 Q. Rev. Oct. 486 When he [Sir

W. Scott] wrote, the fierce ecclesiastical conflict between

Moderates and '

high flyers
' was still raging.

f 4. A fast stage-coach. Obs.

1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, i, Mail-coach races against mail-

coach, and high-flier against high-flier, through the most
remote districts of Britain. 1868 DICKENS Umomm. Trav.

xxii. (Farmer), The old room on the ground floor where the

passengers of the High-flyers used to dine.

6. slang, a. Apretentiousorfashionablestrumpet ;

a ' swell
'

beggar, one of the ' swell mob '

;
a beg-

ging-letter writer, t b. A frequenter of the gallery

of a theatre (obs.). f C. An exaggerated statement ;

a ' cram
'

(obs.).

a 1700 B. E. Did. Cant. Crew, High Flyers, Impudent,
Forward, Loose, Light Women ; also bold Adventurers.

my poor head with, all the while we were at it the soft

things he said [etc.]. 1821 EGAN Tom $ Jerry v. (Farmer),

As you have your high-flyers at Almack's. 1851 MAYHF.W
Land. Labour I. 250 Pursuing the course of a '

high-flyer
'

(genteel beggar). 1859 A utotiog. BeggarBoy i7The highflyer

turns up his genteel proboscis at the common cadger.

High-flying, sb.

1. Ht. Flying to a great height ; lofty flight.

1653 H. COGAN tr. Pinto's Trav. xlv. 176 In the high

flying of Falcons and Vultures.

2. Aiming high ; lofty pretension.
1681 DRYDEM Epil. to Lee's P'cess Cleves 6 Never was man

worse thought on for high-flying.

3. The principles of high-flyers (sense 3).

1730 SWIFT Vind. Ld. Carteret Wks.
184,1

II. us/" T
read pamphlets against religion and high-flying.

Hi-gh-flying, a.

1. /;/. That flies high, as a bird.

1622 MABBE tr. Aleman's Guzman d"Alf. II. 39 Who wing
their thoughts with such high-flying feathers. 1810 WORDSW.

Sunn., 'A Roman Master', Birds, high-flying in the element.

f b. trans/. Swift. (Cf. HIGH-FLYER 4.) Obs.

c 1710 Banhiry Apes (ed. 3) 3 A Messenger (on a High-

flying Sorrel Horse).

2. Soaring high in notions, aims, ambitions, etc.

1581 SIDNEY Afal. Poetrie (Arb.) 23 That high flying

liberty of conceit proper to the Poet, a 1649 DRUMM. OF

HAWTH. Hisl. Jos. V, Wks. (1711) 82 A man in the prime
of his youth, of high-flying thoughts by his alliance with

the king of England. 1691 tr. Sallust 245 With their lofty

strains and high flying Language. 1793 BEDDOES Calculus

p. vi, My hopes of the future improvement of medicine too

high-flying. 1878 SPURCEON Serin. XXIV. 629 Little duties

are almost too insignificant for such high-flying spiritual

professors.

3. Making or upholding lofty claims for authority
in church or state ; holding the principles of the

HIGH-FLYERS.
1695 Enq. Anc. Const. Eng. 32 Some

high-flying
Gentle,

men, who if they could would make us all slaves to the

King's absolute will. 1709 Refl. Sacheverell's Serin. 24
The High-flying Faction may call themselves Churchmen
as long as they please. 1751 CARLYLE in Ramsay Retain.

iii. (1870) 64 Webster leader of the high-flying party. 1772

H. WALPOLE Last Jrnls. (1859) I. 40 Not indeed that high-

flying Church under Bancroft and Laud, but the mild

Church under Tillotson. 1792 T. JEFFERSON Writ. (1830)

IV. 463 Gouverneur Morris, a high-flying monarchy man.

1897 A. BIRRELL in Indep. ft Nonconf. Jubilee No., A great

mortification to the high-flying Anglican who cannot bring

himself to believe that there can be two Churches within

the same realm at one and the same time.

b. Extreme
; making high claims for something.

1876 DARWIN in Life t, Lett. (1887) III. 186 How horrified

some high-flying aesthetic men will be.

t Hi'ghful, a. Obs. In 3 hey-, heiuol, heijful.

[f. ME. he) HIGH + -FUL.] High ; Jig. haughty,

proud.
1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 4011 pis wus a prout mandement
& an heiuol dede. Ibid. 7729 Sturne he was boru out al,

& heiuol & prout.

High, gate, hrgh-gate. Now chiefly Sc.

[See GATE sb.2]
= HIGHWAY, HIGH STREET. Hence

frequent in street- and place-names, esp. in the North.

1340 Cursor M. 16166 (Trin.) To heroudes bo he him
sent : euen |>e hcje gate. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce VHI. 164

VOL. V.

281

And saw the hye-gat lyand wass Apon a fair feld evin nnd

dry. c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes ojAymon xxii. 486 Reynawde,
that was vpon the hyghe gate of Ardeyn. 1533 HEI.LENDFN

Livy v. (1822) 457 Than fled the hie gate to Rome. 1629 T.
ADAMS Soldier's //07*<w>-Wks. (1630) 1084 Then should many
worthy spirits get vp the High-gate of preferment, 1721
KELLY Scot. Pro-.'. 273 i Jam.) Out the high-gate is ay fair play.

Hi'gli-lia iided, . Acting or done with a high
hand (see HIGH a. 1 7 b), or in an overbearing or

arbitrary manner.

1631 WEEVF.R Anc. Fim. Mott. 49 For this high-handed
offence, their foresaid king is still plagued in hell. 1743 in

Doran ' Mann '

fy Manners 1 1876) I. vi. 164 Not . . any the

worse for their high-handed proceedings. 1788 T. JEFFER-
SON ll'rit. (1859) II. 382 Some act of high-handed authority.

1870 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. ^ed. 2) II. App. 548 An act of

high-handed violence.

Hence High-handedness, high-handed, over-

bearing, or arbitrary action or behaviour.

1874 MAHAFFY Soc. Life Greece v. 144 Thus he censures

high-handedness even in the gods. 1891 Leeds Mercury
13 Aug. 4/5 Against wrong or highhandedness Lowell was

ready to strike whenever or wherever he saw it.

Hrgli-hea rted, a. Courageous, high-spirited ;

in early use sometimes, Haughty, arrogant.

1398 TREVISA Barlh. De P. R. xv. Ixviii. (1495) 514 In

olde tyme men of Grecia were wroth and hyghe herted to

men that wolde do wronge to theyr neyghbours. a 1450
Knt. de la Tour (1868) 10 The yongest is most curteys and

humble, and is not so highe herted as that other. 1601

CHESTER Love's Mart. (1878) 65 His enemie, High-harted
Lucius. 1650 STAPYLTON Strada's L<rm C. Warns II. 47

The more high-hearted grew the Prince of Orange. 1856

LEVER Martins of Cro' M. 129 A fine, high-hearted, manly
class they were.

Hence Hlgrh-hea-rtedness.
1613 LADY ELIZ. CAREW Mariam IV. viii. Chorus, High

hartednes doth sometimes teach to bow.

t Hrghhede. Obs. rare. In 3 hishede. [f.

HIGH a. + -hede, -HEAD.] Height, highness.
a 1300 Florin <y Bl. 327 Bihold of be tur be hijhede And

wib pi fot met be brede.

Hi'gh-heeled, . Having high heels: used

of boots or shoes ;
hence transf. of their wearers.

1642 HOWELL For. Trail. (Arb.) 31 The one goes high-

heeled, the other low and flat. 16*4 PEPYS Diary 15 Aug.,
He wears pretty high-heeled shoes, but not very high. 1878
BROWNING Poets of Croisic cxxxviii, Quick turn-about On
high-heeled shoe. 1882 Macm. Mag. XLV. 395 Becurled

and bewigged damsels, laced and high-heeled.

High-hoe : see HICKWALL.

Hi'gh-ho Ider. U.S. [Of same origin as next;

altered by popular etymology.] = next.

1884 E. P. ROE in Harper's Mag. Mar. 622/r The pigeon-
hawk . . is about the size of our common flicker, or high-
holder.

Hi'gh-hole. U.S. [A variant, due to popular

etymology, of hyghwhele, hightvale, hewhole, early

forms of HICKWALL, q.v. ;
cf. Eng. dial, hey-hoe,

high-hoe, etc.] The Golden-winged Woodpecker,
or Flicker, of North America, Colaptes auratus.

1860 BURTLETT Diet. Amer. (ed. 3), Clape .. the Golden-

winged Woodpecker . . elsewhere called High-hole, Yucker,

Flicker, Wake-up, and Pigeon Woodpecker. 1884 Century

Mag. Dec. 222/2 The high-hole appears to drum more

promiscuously than does downy [woodpecker].
1888 Ad-

vance 5 Apr. 209 The piercing note of the '

high-hole '.

t Hi'ghing, vtl. sb. Obs. [f.
HIGH v. + -ING i.]

Raising aloft, exaltation, elevation.

a izi$Ancr. R. 174 Hesteres nome & hire heiunge preoueS
so3 bet ich sigge. cisSoWYCLiF Scrm. Sel. Wks. I. in
(>e heyng of Crist. 1449 PECOCK Repr. H. x. 201 In the

Feeste of the Crossis Hijing.

Highish (hai-ij), a. [f. HIGH . + -ISH.] Some-

whatmgh (in various senses).

1815 COBBETT Rur. Rides 472 Mounting a highish hill.

1818 LAMB Lett. (1888) II. 206 A friend nameless, but highish
in office. 1884 Q. VICTORIA More Leaves 56 On a highish

point called after me ' The Queen's View '.

Highland (hai-lsend), sb. and a. Also 5-9 hie-

land, 6 heland, hiland, -end, (helland, he-

leand), 7 hyland, (hayelonde). [f.
HIGH a. +

LAND.] A. sb.

1. High or elevated land ;
a lofty headland or

cliff, b. The mountainous or elevated part of any

country ;
occas. also in the names of geographical

districts, as the Hudson Highlands. (Peril, ex-

tended from 2.)
a looo Cxdmon's E*od. 385 Heahlond sti^on..on Seone

beorj. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. j86 Towards Sun-set

wee see the Coast or high land of Erin John, a 1687 PETTY

Pol. Arith. iv. (1691) 80 Wet Weather being propitious to

High-lands, which drowneth the Low. 1726 SHF.LVOCKE

Voy. round World (1757) 192 The Sierra, or highland of

Motapa. 1748 Anson's I'ay. n. v. 173 He was . . to cruise

off the highland of Valparaiso. 1833 TENNYSON Hespcrides,
Beneath a highland leaning down a weight Of cliffs. 1839
THIRLWALI. Greece Hi. VI. 309 He then advanced toward the

highlands of Nura. 1871 B. TAYLOR Faust I. ii. 44 Where
over crags and pinyhighlands The poisingeagle slowly soars.

2. spec. (Now always //., Sc. pronunc. hflants.)

The mountainous district of Scotland which lies

north and west of a line drawn from the Firth of

Clyde through Crieff to Blairgowrie and thence north

and north-west to Nairn on the Moray Firth
;
the

territory formerly occupied by the Celtic clans.

c 1425 [implied in HIGHLANDMAN]. 1329 LYNDF.SAY Compl.

384 And, in this realme, hes maid sic ordour, Baith throw

the heland and the bordour. .11687 PETTY Pol. Arilh. iv.

HIGH-LOW.

(1691) 70 The Land and Housing in Ireland, and the High-
Lands of Scotland, c 1730 HURT Lett. N. Scotl. (1818) I. 37

The Kirk, .distinguishes the Lowlands from the Highlands

by the language generally spoken. 1840 Penny Cycl.XVll.

507/2 Dunkeld . . by the beauty of its situation and its con-

venience as the point of entrance upon the Highlands. 1867

Q. VICTORIA (title) Leaves from the Journal of Our Life in

the Highlands.
B. at/rib, or adj. 1. Of, pertaining to, or inha-

biting high rand or a mountainous district.

1595 DUNCAN App. Etymol. (E.D.S.), Mmitanus, hieland.

1637 Boston Rec. 11877) II. 19 The little marsh, .with a little

hiil of upland ground . . compast on three sydes with highland

ground. 1781 GIDEON Dec!. $ F. III. Ixv. 626 The highland
robbers were subdued or extirpated. 1853 KANE Grinnell

Exp. xxiv. (18 i6) 109 Merely the highland clouds over the

mountains. 1861 Miss PRATT Flower. PI. III. 274 Highland
Cudweed. 1897 Westm. Gaz. 31 Aug. 7/1 The Fen agri-

culturists have stood the depression much better than their

high-land neighbours.
2. spec. Of, belonging to, or characteristic of the

Highlands of Scotland.

Highland dress, the kilt and accompanying costume worn

by the Highland clansmen and soldiers. Highland regi-

ment, in the British Army, a regiment originally composed
of Highlanders, or raised in the Highlands, and retaining
more or less of the Highland dress.

c 1425 [see HIGHLANDMAN]. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xxvi.

109 Than cryd Mahoun for a Heleand padsane. 1610 HOL-
LAND Cainden's Brit. I. 107 A number of hideous high-land
Scots. 1648 MILTON Ooserv, Art. Peace Wks. 1738 I. 359
A generation of Highland Thieves and Red-shanks. 1828

SCOTT F. M. Perth iv, Two. .seemed to me. .to have High- .

land plaids about them. 1882 PEBODY Eng. Journalism xxi.

158 Upon the shores of highland lochs.

Highlander (hai'l&ndaj). [f. prec. + -En 1
1.]

1. An inhabitant of a high or mountainous land.

1632 LITHGOW Trav. in. 81 High-landers of Candy. 1681

COTTON Wond. Peak 45 More natural to your Peak High-
lander. 1856 STANLEY Sinai f, Pal. ix. 329 The Israelite

highlanders of the neighbouring heights.

2. spec. A native of the Highlands of Scotland.

Also, a soldier of a Highland regiment.
1642 HOWELL For. Trav. (Arb.) 50 The Epirotiq.ues in

Greece, the Heylanders in Scotland. 1769 De Foe's Tour
Gt. Brit. (ed. 7) IV. 236 The Natives of Inverness do not

call themselves Highlanders, because they speak English.

1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xiii. III. 335 The Highlander.,
was. .morally and physically well qualified for war. 1893
imtaker's Aim. 205 Royal Highlanders. Ibid. 206 Sea-

forth Highlanders.
3. Highlanders: playing cards ofthe third quality,

so called from the device on the wrapper.
1842 Bradshaw's Jrnl. 16 Apr. in Philol. Soc. Trans.

(1867) 63 The best cards are called Moguls, the others

Harrys and Highlanders. 1866 in Stationer If Fancy Trades

Register i Sept. Itid., The different qualities of cards are

distinguished as Moguls, Harrys, Highlanders, and Merry
Andrews.

4. A kind of artificial fly for fishing.

1867 F. FRANCIS Angling x. (1880) 366 The Highlander

may be found useful at times.

Hi'ghlandish, a. rare. [See -ISH.] Of the

nature of high land ; like the Scottish Highlands.
1632 LITHGOW Trav. x. 499 The high-landish mountaines

overcled with Firre-trees. 1754 A. DRUMMOND Trav. Ger-

many etc. 10 (T.) The country round is altogether so high-
landish.

Hi'ghlaudiuan. = HIGHLANDER.
^1425 WYNTOUN Cron. ix. xiv. 1543 The Scottis Hieland-

men, Ware neire the wattyr off He then. 1596 DALRYMPLE

tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. ix. 241 Quhen sum hilend men.. be

brocht til obedience. i6o9SKENE Keg. Maj. 13+ Hieland-

ten, the inhabitants of the Hielands, & Jles of this Realme.

1835
iii, A troop of our bold Highlandmen.

Hi'ghlandry. [f.
HIGHLAND + -EY, as in

Irishry, Wehhry^ Highlanders collectively.
a 1771 SMOLLETT cited in Ogilvie.

f High-lone, adv. Obs. [An alteration of

alone, of obscure origin. High prob. expresses

degree or intensity; cf. LONE.] Quite alone,

without support.
1597 SHAKS. Rom. t, Jul. i. iii. 37 (>.) Then she could

not stand high lone. 1602 MARSTON A ntonio's Rev. iv. iv,

And when it [an infant] once goes high-lone, takes it back.

1602 MIDDLETON Biirt n. ii, When I could not stand a' high
lone without I held a thing. 1760 G. WASHINGTON Diary

13 Mar. (MS.), The Mares, .so poor were they, and so much
abusd had they been . . that they were scarce able to go high-

lone, -much less to assist in the business of the Plantations.

High-low (h3i'l<). [f- HIGH a. + Low a.
;
in

contrast to '

top
'

boots and ' low
'

shoes respect-

ively.] (Usually pi.) A boot laced or otherwise

fastened up in front and reaching up over the

ankle.
1801 BLOOMFIELD Rural T. (1802) 8, I won the High-lows

out and out. ai8*s FORBY Voc. E. Anglia, Highlmvs, a

covering for the foot and ancle, too high to be called a shoe,

and too law for a boot. 1830 COBBETT Rur. Rides I. 73

From the sole six inches upwards is a high-low. 1851 Ann.

Reg. 38 He was lacing up his high-lows in the washhouse.

attrib. 1836 MARRYAT Japhct xxxix, He was dressed in

highlow boots, worsted stockings. 1858 O. W. HOLMES
A ut. Breakf.-t. 185 The dandies . . have split their waistbands

and taken to high-low shoes.

Hence Hi'gh-lowed a., wearing high-lows: cf.

HIGH-SHOD.
1839 John Butt 28 July in Spirit Metrop. Consent. Press

(1840) II. 251 The high-lowed ploughboy of Yorkshire.
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HIGHLY.

+ Highly, a. Obs. Forms : I hfialic, 3 hen-

liche, 4 he^liche, hi^lioh, Sc. hyly, 5 St. hiely.

See also HEILY. [OE. hcallc, (. htah HIGH a. +

-lit = -LT'.]
1. High, lofty, exalted.

lln quots. a 1400, 1450-7 Pern - an adv->

c 1000 ^ELFRIC Gen. xiv. 20 Gebletsod ys se nealica God.

c 1000 Horn. II. 160 On healicum muntum. [a 1400 Pistill

ofSusan 6 (MS. I.) Halles and herbergages, hyly on hyht.

1450 70 Golagros $ Cam. 183 He had that heynd to ane hall,

hTely on hight.]

2. Noble, splendid.
ciooo /ELFRIC Ham. II. 86 Nan gereord nis sa healic

swa Ebreisc. c tooo Saints' Lives, Oswald (E. E. T. S.)

184 Leoht..swilce healic sunnbeam. 13.. Gain, ff Gr. Knt.

183 Wyth his hijlich here, bat of his bed reches.

3. Of high degree ; intense, profound.
ciooo jELFRic Horn. II. 506 Mid healicum gedwylde.

c 1205 LAY. 10291 pat Seuarus in his hirede Haefde hehliche

griS. 1340 Ayenb. 264 Yef ber by hejliche clom.

Highly (hai'li), adv. Forms : see HIGH a.

[OE. kSlUt, f. heah HIGH + -lUe = -LY 2.]

1. lit. In a high place or situation ; aloft, on

high ; so as to be high or lofty.
c looo ./ELFRIC Horn. II. 254 [He] asette Sis

sjwrit.
.bufon

Cristes heafde, healice to tacne. [bid. 318 SeSe on heofo-

num is healice sittende. c 1205 LAY. 8088 pe king hafde his

kine-helm Hashliche on hzfde. 13. . Gmu. t, Gr. Knl. 983
t>e lorde . . Kent he}ly of his hode, and on a spere henged.

1583 STANYHURST SEneis \. (Arb.) 19 King Aeolus, highly
In castel settled. 1597 A. M. tr. GuilUineav's Fr. Chirvrg.

46 b/2 That the membre be collocated softlye, smoothly and

highlye.

2. In or to a high position or rank.

C9oo tr. Bxda's Hist. v. xvii. [xix.] (1890) 458 Healice ba

cyncean waes reccende. c 1440 Gesta Rom. xxxii. 122 i Harl.

MS.) He shulde wedde hir, & be hiliche avauncyd. 1548
HALL Chrm., Hen. V, 34 b, Knowyng hym to be highly in

the kynges favor. 1583 GOLDING Calvin on Deut. Ixiii. 380

Yet the wickeddest sorte will needes be hi?hliest exalted.

1704 EARL OF CROMARTY Sp. Parl. Scott, n July, She is one

of the Heads and highly situate. 1855 MACAULAY Hist.

Eng. xiv. III. 495 A much greater proportion of the opu-

lent, of the highly descended, and of the highly educated,

t b. Supremely, principally ; specially. Obs.

1340 Ayenb. 5 ff ilke bet de|> his hope hejliche ine ssepK
rene;eb dyadliche.

3. In or to a high degree, amount, extent, or con-

dition ; greatly, intensely, extremely, very, much.
With such verbs as commend, esteem, extol, honour,fraise,

value, the sense is coloured so as to run into 3 b or 4 b.

971 Blickl. Horn. 33 He wolde baet his lof e healicor

weoxe. 0200 Trin. Coll. Horn, 3 Here cumeo ure king,

wule we. .him. .heiliche wur3ie. 1375
HARBOUR Bruce\. 577

For his leawte. .rewardyt and that hely. c moGesta Rom.
xvi. 54 (Harl. MS.) When the Emperoure herd this he was

hily meved in all his bowels. 1493 Festival/ (W. de W.
1515) 49 Than this mayster . . thanked god hyghly. 1535
COVERDALE Ps. xlvii. i Create is y Lorde & hyelie to be

praysed. 1648 BOYLE Seraph. Lave (1660) 62 Rare Musick,
which, .the knowingst Artists still do highliest value. 1711
ADDISON Sped. No. 106 p 6 It renders his Conversation

282 HIGH PRIEST.

opportunity,
be highly amusing.

b. At a high rate or price.
a 1225 Leg. Kath. 568 And wip kinewurSe jeouesjjelden

ou

hehliche ower jong hider. a 1300 Cursor M. 15224^ (Gott.)
His

auen lauerd bairn for to selle, als heili als he might. 1362
LANGL. P. PI. A. vn. 300 Bote he beo heihliche I-huret efles

wol he chide. 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. V, 56 b, Other were

sore fined and highly raunsomed. Mod. His services are

perhaps too highly paid.

t o. With elevated voice ; loudly, aloud. Obs.

c 1205 LAY. 822 Heihliche he cleopede. c 1375 Sc. Leg.

Saints, Laurentius 708 Hely scho sa[ikl, bat al mycht
heyre. ? a 1400 Morte A rth. 1286 They herde . . Homez of

olyfantez fulle helych blawene. a 1533 LD. BERNERS Htion

Lxxxiii. 262, I began to stryue with mybrother so hyely that

Gybouars myght here me.

4. With high quality of action ;
in high style ;

with stateliness or majesty ; solemnly ; nobly, ex-

cellently. ? Obs.

1154 O. E. Chron. an. 1137 7 [Hi] bebyried him hejlice
in be minstre. a 1225 Juliana 76 And don hire bodibrin in

stanene bruh hehliche. a 1300 Cursor M. 22767 pus heili,

hot wel heiliker, Sal cum to deme be demester. 13. . Gaiu.

If Gr. Knt. 755 Sum herber, ber hejly I myjt here masse.

c 1477 CAXTON Jason 47 b, Ye haue seruid me hyely and
well, a 1533 LD. BERNERS Huon clxxii. 684 The quene went

forth hyely acompanyed. 1662 J. DAVIES tr. Mantielslo's

Trav. 8 The Dutch entertain'd me very highly.

b. With honour, honourably; with high ap-

proval, appreciation, or praise ; now chiefly with

think, speak, or the like.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 190 Heie monnes messager, me schal hei-

liche underuongen. c 1350 Will. Pa/erne 1798 Hijliche bei

heriede god of bat hap fallen, c 1477 CAXTON Jason 5 b,

Hercules him self . . welcomed them hyely. 1548 HALL
Chron., Hen. V, 34 b, These Ambassadours were highly
received of the Emperor Sygismond. 1642 ROGERS Naaman
387 When we thinke the highliest of ourselves. 1657 BAXTER
Agst. Quakers 10 Can they yet think highlier of themselves
or speak highlier of themselves, then this ? 1849 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. vi. II. 119 He spoke highly of them to Barillon.

f C. Solemnly, seriously, earnestly. Obs.
c 1350 Will. Paleme 2336 Do_ now, god, |>i grace, And late

me haue al be harm, hei^eliche i beseche. a 1440Sir Degrev.
1585 The stywarde heyle hath swornne. c 1440 Gcsta Rtmi.
i. 2 (Harl. MS.) per met wib him a clerke, the which hielie

beheld him. 1513 MORE Rick. Ill (1883) 53 Euery man
laughed, .to here it then so sodainly so highly taken.

< 825 Vrsp. Psalter cxlviii. i HergaS dryhten of heofenum

herjaS hinc in heanissum. c 1000 Ags. Gasp. Matt. iv. 5
erja

. .

And asette hine ofer bais temples heahnesse. a 1340 HAM-
POLE Psalter xciv. 4 pe heahnessis of hilles ere his. 1450-

Myrr. our Ladye 190 Of whose sede, the hycnesse of

d. To a high degree of artistic quality or finish ;

with perfect workmanship ; elaborately.

1715 J. RICHARDSON Theory Paint. 156 Twould be loss of
;

Time to a Painter to finish such things highly. 1802 PALF.Y 1MO Myrr. mr Ladye 190 Of whose secte, me nyenesse 01

Nat. T/icol. xxvii. 11819) 479 Tne hi"ges 'n lne wings of an
goddes mounte flowreth with fayre blossomes. 1491 CAXTON

earwig.. arc as highly wrought as if the Creator had nothing , (,';tas pa tr. n. W. de W. 1495) 2413/1 In the hyghenesse
else to finish. 1842 MACAUI.AVZ.C/. in Trevelyan Li/e(iBj6>
II. ix. no They are not expected to be highly finished.

5. Proudly, haughtily, arrogantly; ambitiously;
with indignation or anger. ? Obs.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 56 Nu comeS forS a feble mon, & halt him

bauh heihliche. 1375 BARBOUR Smc,- vni. 143 Schir amer

spak sa hely. 01450 Knt. de la Tour (18681 21 Whanne
p . .

the! wille speke highely, lete hem be, and go from hem.

1513 MORE in Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 789 He tooke it so

highly, that thereof ensued much trouble and great blood-

shed. 156* J. HF.YWOOD Prov. 4 Efigr. u867 ) 216 In thy

walke, walke not to hyly. 1633 Bp. HALL Hard Texts 128

Why shouldest thou take it so highly as to undertake a war
,

hereupon? 1793 Gouv. MORRIS in Sparks Life , H r,l.

(1832) II. 272 The Councilhere talk sohlghly toGreat Britain

that you, who know mankind, will conclude them to be afraid.

6. Like other adverbs, highly is now generally

hyphened to a ppl. adj., when this is used attrib.

1711 SHAFTESB. Charac. (1737) I. 259 The highly-rated

burlesque poem. 1725 POPF. Oayts. IV. 425 O highly-favoured

delegate of Jove ! 1833 LVELL Princ. Gcol. HI.p vni, The

highly-inclined strata. 1860 RVSKIN Mod. Paint. V. vni.

ii. 171 A handsomer and highlier-furbished edifice. 1875

JOWRTT />// IV. 3 Two or three highly-wrought passages.

Hi-ghman, high. man. [f.
HIGH a. + MAN :

cf. also low ;aw!] '"Usually //. Dice loaded so as to

turn up high numbers. Cf. HIGH-BUNNER.

1598 FLORIO, Pise, false dice, high men or low men. 1621

MABBE tr. Alenian's Guzman d'Alf. H. 341 There did I

learne . . to make false Dice, as your High-men and your
Low-men, a 1643 W- CARTWRIGHT Ordinary n. iii. in Hazl.

Dodsley XII. 243 Your high And low men are but trifles ;

your pois'd dye, That's ballasted with quicksilver or gold.

1863 SALA Capt. Dangerous II. vii. 226 Gambling bullies..

throwing their Highmen.

Hi'gh-me:ttled, a. Of high mettle ; high-

spirited, high-conraged.
a 1626 BACON Q. Eliz. Mor. & Hist. Wks. (1860) 488 In a

military and high-mettled nation. 1667 DRYDEN Sir Martin
Mar-All v. iii. Love's an high mettled hawk that beats the

air. 1714 SWIFT Petit, to Parlt. in Davey's Catal. (1895)

32 A chaise drawn by two high mettled horses. 1838 PRES-

COTT Ferd. I; Is. I. x, The high-mettled young cavaliers.

Hence Hvg-h-mettle -v. to render high-mettled.
1837 CAMPBELL L ines on Camp Hill v, The captors of Eng-

land's domains, That ennobled her breed And high-mettled
the blood of her veins.

Hi'gh-mi nded, a.

1. Having or characterized by a haughty, proud,
or arrogant spirit, arch.

ctsn in Lett. S, Papers Rich. Ill f, Hen. I'// (1861-3)

I. 239 The lady Luce was a proude hij myndyd woman,
and lovyth not the kyngis grace. 1526 TINDALE Rom. xi.

20 Be not hye minded, but feare. 1530 PALSGR. 315/2

Hyemyneded, org-ueilleux, fiers. 1535 COVERDALE Ps.

cxxx[i). i Lord, I am not hye mynded, I haue no proude
lokes. 1623 BINGHAM Xenoplwn no To humble these high-
minded men. a 1716 BLACKALL Wks. (1723) I. 9 Poor in

Spirit may very properly denote one that is free from Pride,

one that is not high-minded. 1865 KINGSLEY Herftv. xv, Be
not rash. Be not high-minded.
2. Having a morally lofty character ;

character-

ized by high principles ; magnanimous.
1556 Aurelio t, Isat. (1608) D iij, Eche of them confessede

with a hey myndede courragie the faute to be his. r 1590
GREENE Fr. Bacon ix. 105 Martial Plantagenet, Henry's

high-minded son. 1832 W. IRVING Alhambra I. 292 These
cavaliers are evidently well-bred, and high-minded youths.
1881 H. MORLEY Eng. Lit. Q. Viet. iii. (Tauchn.) 77 What
little there was of highminded statesmanship was often lost

among lowthoughted cares of a political life.

Hence Highmrndedly adv. , Highmrndedness.

of heuen he had seen a douue.

2. Loftiness of rank, position, or character; high

rank, condition, or quality ; dignity, majesty.
c 1175 Lamb. Hoin. 97 Disses deises hehnesse is to heriane.

1297 R. GLOUC. (1724) 428 God hym jef bre bynges, as

rycnesse, And wysdom, & maystrye, & bys was gret hey-

nesse. r 1380 WYCLIF Sena. Sel. Wks. I. 42 Pus siche false

presumpcioun of heynes of state, c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882)

111. 2092 My lord of gret hynesse. 1553 GAU Riclit I' ay 49

CAMPBELL Theodoric 385 She bore her fate high-mindedly
and well. 1884 W. S. LILLY in Conlemf. Rev. Feb. 256

High-mindedness, he says, is the crown of all virtue, and
the high-minded man occupies himself with honour, and lays

claim to it, and takes pleasure in it.

Hi'ghmost, a. Obs. or dial. [f.
HIGH a. : see

-MOSTJ = HIGHEST.
1592 SHAKS. Rom. $ Jul. n. v. 9 Now is the Sun vpon the

highmost hill Of this daies iourney. 1688 R. HOLME
Armoury in. 431/1 The first and highmost is an Instrument

called a Spatha. 1828 Craven Dial., Heiglimost, highest.

Highness (hai-nes), sb. Forms : see HIGH a.

[OE. Manes, -nis ; later, heahnes, f. hcah HIOH :

see -NESS. OS. and OHG. hohnessa.']

1. The quality or condition of being high ;
lofti-

ness, tallness, altitude. Now rare in lit. sense, the

usual word being HEIGHT.
c 897 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. li. 397 Sio heanes Sonne

Sara munta. riojo Byrhtferth's Handboc in AngliaV\\\,
i for baere

'

ene, bet sr.

_ 1340 Cursor M. 11672 (1 rin.) pe heje
tre. 1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. v. xiii. (1495) 119 That
it passe not dewe maner in lengthe, brede and hyghnesse.

1585 T.WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's Vrty. iv.xxiii. 139 A mount
of great highnesse and sharpnesse. 1652 F. KIRKMAN Clerio

ff Lozia 108 Pattins, which render our highness and stature

both alike. 1859 H. T. ELMS Hong Kong to Manilla 124

They had all his highness of bone and lowness of flesh.

t b. concr. Something that is high ;
a high

place, region, or part ; a height; top, summit. Obs.

.

He is set in greit power and henes. 1646 T. WHITAKER
Uzziak 20 Uzziah . . doted upon his highnesse. Mod. The

highness of his character atones for the lowness of his rank.

b. With possessive se.g. the King's Highness;

His, Her, Your Highness), as a title of dignity or

honour given to princes. [Cf. GRACE, MAJESTT.]
'

His, Her, Your, (etc.) Highness
' was formerly the title

beth ; but in his reign 'Majesty
' became the official style.

'

Highness
' was borne by the Lord Protector Cromwell and

his wife. In present usage, 'all sons and daughters,
brothers and sisters, uncles and aunts of- the Sovereign are

regarded as of the " Blood Royal ", and designated
"
Royal

Highness", which is bestowed also upon grandchildren, if
- - ' ' ind

1898).
'

Highness
'

is also given to the chief Indian Feuda-

tory Princes. 'Imperial' and 'Royal Highness' are ap-
.. 3 . .

'
,. . , T . . . i ]-n i r it:-- ~f

_ jkes,
'

Highn
other princes (chiefly German) : see SERENE.

[1173 FOLIOT in Mat. Hist. Becket (Rolls) VII. 555 Veslra,

domme, celsitudini scribere tardavi.) 1402 PR. OF WALES
Let. to Hen. IV (Nat. MSS. I. No. 36) More can I not

write to yowr hynesse at this tyme. c 1460 FORTESCUE

Abs. If Lint. Mon. vi. (1885) 118 His creauncers shul . . de-

fame his highnes off mysgouernance. 1509 HAWES Past.

Pleas. (Percy Soc.> 2 Your noble grace and excellent

Cymb. i. iii. 38 The Queene (Madam) Desires your High.
nesse Company. 1611 BIBLE Dcd. la Jas. IT 6 The Lord

of Heauen and earth blesse your Maiestie with many and

happy dayes, that, as his Heauenly hand hath enriched your

Highnesse with many singular, and extraordinary Graces ;

SWIFT Pres. St. Aff. Wks. 1765111.296 His electoral high-
ness should declare himselfentirely satisfied. 1833 HT. MAR-

getting rid of him. 1854 THACKERAY Rose $ Ring vii, T
first lord-in-waiting, entered and said,

'

Royal Highnesses !

Their Majesties expect you in the Pink Throne-room '.

f 3. Haughtiness, pride ; overbearingness. Obs.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 143 Heinesse of oregel be hie

hadde. a 1340 HAMPOLF. Psalter xxi. 21 Fra be heghncs of

iwes & all proud men. c 1394A PI. Credc 542 Wi[> proude
wordes . . Bobe wib ' bou leyest, and bou lext

'

in heynesse

..w highness of his hand bring i _

4. Greatness of degree, amount, force, etc. ; high

degree.
1659 B. HARRIS Farivafs Iron Age 322 Through the high-

nesse of the wind, and strength of the stream. 1884 Manch.
Exam. 10 July 5/1 Responsible for the highness ofthe rates.

Hence {nonce-wets.) Highness v. trans., to ad-

dress with the title 'Highness' ; Hi'ghnesshood,
-hip {rare}, the rank or personality of one who
has the title of Highness.
1658 COKAINE Trappolin in. i. Dram. Wks. (1874) 154

ffora. I will obey your Highness. Tra. Highness me no

ness her [Mrs. Fitzherbert] in her domestic circle, but they
Madam her prodigiously. 1844 Blackm. Mag. LV. 199 A
king has descended from his throne, and a prince from royal

highnesshood, to reward the virtues of the fair
partners

to

whom theyareunable to impart the rights ofthe blood-royal.

Hi-gh.-pitch.ed, .

1. Ot high pitch acoustically.
1748 J. MASON F.locnt. 7 A Habit of reading in a high-

pitched Key. 1889 'J. S. WINTER' Mrs. Bob (1891) 10

Julia had a very high-pitched voice.

2. Of lofty tone or character.

1593 SHAKS. Lucr. 41 His high-pitch'd thoughts. 1875
M'LAREN Seri/i. Ser. n. i. 2 The language .. seems much too

pitched emotions.

3. Highly inclined to the horizon ; steep.

1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 427 After the decline of

the Roman Empire, high-pitched roofs were very generally
introduced. 1877 J. C. Cox Clt. Derbysh. II. 81 Traces of

the high-pitched roof.

High priest, hi-gh-priest. [See HIGH a. 7.]

1. A chief priest ; esp. the Jewish chief priest.



HIGH-PRIESTESS.

(1760) II. 399 The emperor Augustus CiEsar, high-priest, &c.

having conquered Egypt, and united it to the Roman state,

consecrated this obelisk to the sun. 1877 P. THOMSON in

Queen's Printers' Aids to Bible 148 To found and establish

the Asmonxan dynasty of native high-priest-princes.

b. Applied to Christ as maker of the Atonement.

1526 TINDALE Heb. iv. 14 [v. i] Seynge then thatt we have

a grette hye prest whych hath entred heven . . lett vs kepe
oure profession. 1718 WATTS Hymn, With joy we meditate

the grace Of our High Priest above. 1833 CRUSE Eusel'ius

x. iv. 412 Our first and great High Priest.

2. transf. and/^. A hierophant; the head of

any
' cult '.

1767 Junius Lett. ii. (1804) I. 17 Just indignation against

this Junius, this high-priest of envy, malice, and all un-

charitableness. 1831 BREWSTEK Ncwloii (1855) II. xvi. 118

The h\h priest of science found himself the inmate of a

collegef 1878 N. Amer. Rev. CXXVII. 106 Ricardo, the

high-priest of the bullionists.

High-prie'StesS. A chief priestess, fdsojig.

i645TAGiTT llercsiogr. (1647! 114 The high Priestesse^
of

the new religion. 1647 R - STAPYLTON Juvenal

grove's high-priestesse, heaven's true messenger. I

MULOCK Th. ab. IVoin. 244.

High-prie'Sthood. [f.HiuH PRIEST -t- -HOOD.]

The office of high priest. Also_/ff.

"535 COVERDALE i Mace. vii. 21 Thus Alcimus defended

his hie presthode. 1640 BASTWICK Lord Bps. viii. I ij, He
denyes Christs Highpriesthood in heaven. 1841-4 EMERSON
Ess. Ser. I. xi. (1876) 272 The high-priesthood of the pure
reason. 1885 Athemcuw 21 Mar. 373/3 During the high-

priesthood of John Hyrcanus.

High-prie'Stly, a. [f.asprec. + -LYl.] Per-

taining to or characteristic of a high priest.

1849 Sidonia Sore. II. 183 Even in that glorious high-

priestly prayer of His. 1874 H. R. REYNOLDS John Baft.

f. 5. 41 Authority . .concentrated in high-priestly hands.

Hi'gh-reaxhing, a. a. lit. That reaches high

or aloft, b. fig. Aspiring, ambitious.

This
Miss

appeer Hell bounds high reaching to the horrid Roof.] 1827

KEBLE Chr. Y., Whitsun Monday xii, Heroes and Kings,

obey the charm, Withdraw the proud high-reaching arm.

1847 DISRAELI Tancred u. ix, A being formed for high-

reaching exploits.

Hi'gh-ridged, a. Also 6-8 -rigged. Having
a hign ridge or ridges.

1545 ASCHAM Toxoph. (Arb.) 138 A certayne kynde of

[arrow] heades whyche men call hie rigged, creased, or

shouldred heades. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), High-crested,
or High-rigged, a Term in Archery. 1747 tr. Mem. Nutre-

bian Court I. 13 A narrow, high-ridged nose.

Hi'gh-rigged, a. Naut. Having high rigging.

17057. PHILLIPS Hist. Inland Navig. 318 Detriment done

to the locks and banks by high-rigeed vessels.

High road, hi'gh-roa:d. [After HIGHWAY.]
A chief or main road ; a highway.
1700 STEELE Taller No. 144 r 2 [We] do not share alike in

the Division of Her Majesty's High-Road. 1763 JOHNSON
in Boswell 6 July, The noblest prospect which a Scotchman

ever sees, is the high road that leads him to England. _
1817

COLERIDGE Bios?. Lit. 187 Words which he hears in the

market, wake, high-road, or ploughfield. 1881 BESANT &
RICE Chapl. ofFleet i. iii, The lane led on to the high-road.

b. fig.

1793 HOLCROFT Lavater"s Physiog. III. xii. 64, I . . will

travel in the high-road of certainty, and confine myself to

what is visible. 1839 40 THACKERAY Catherine v, I was on

the high road to fortune.

f Hrgh-ru:ixner. Obs. A false die loaded so

as to run on the high numbers; cf. HIGHMAN.
So Hi'gh-rrMminjr///. a.

1668 DRYDEN Evening's Love in. i, The high-running
dice. 1670 COTTON Espemon n. v. 235 False Dice .. the

high, and the low runners. 1721 J. DENNIS ^Lett.
II. 407

(N.) The rhetorical author . . makes use of his tropes and

figures, which are his high and low runners, to cheat us.

Hi'gh-se:t, a.

1. Set in a high or lofty position.
1382 WYCLIF Job xxxix. 28 In stones he dwellith, and in

heje sett scarri flintis he bideth. 1765 A. DICKSON Treat.

Agric. (ed. 2) 194 If the wrest is high set, the earth of the

furrow will not touch the hinder part of the mold-board.

2. Set in a high key ; high-pitched. Also fig.

<n63i DRAYTON Wks. III. 1027 (Jod.) Thy high-set song.

1698 NORRIS Pract. Disc. IV. 54 His Spiritual and high-set
Ear. 1742 RICHARDSON Pamela III. 335 Like well-tuned

Instruments: But .. too high-set for me. 1784 R. BAGE
Barhain Dffivns I. 54 Mr. and Mrs. Hunt seemed at present
too high set for the dull conversation of business.

) Hi'ghship. Obs. In 3 heih-, hehschipe.

[See -SHIP.] Elevation ; high dignity ;
altitude.

ttlzz$Ancr. R. ioo Vt of mine heihschipe. c 1230 Halt
Meid. 5 pe hehschipe of meidenhad. a 1240 Ureisun in

Cott. Ham. 189 pu hauest..ti muchele heh-schipe.

t Hi'gh-Shod, -shoed, a. Obs. Wearing high
shoes

; hence, rustic, boorish. (See next.)

1656 J. HARRINGTON Oceana (1771) 152 (Jod.) Your high-

shod prerogative and those same slouching fellows, your
tribuns. 1693 DRYDEN Persius (1697) 47^ The high-shoo'd

Ploughman. 111716 SOUTH Serin. 11717) IV. 497 Who.,

rejoice as much in their homely Dame, and ragged Children,

together with their High-shoed Companions, as those who
can. .domineer over Kingdoms.

tHi'gh-shoe. 06s.

1. One who wears high shoes, as rustics did m the

1 7th c.
; hence, a rustic, countryman, plain man.
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[1603 BRETON Packet Lett. Wks. (1879) 49 (Countryman's
Let. to Sweetheart) If my high shooes come home on

Saturday, He see thee on Sunday.) 1650-66 WHARTON
Poems Wks. (1683) 340 The Wary-High-Shooc, who so

Idoliz'd The Covenant, that equally he priz'd It with his

Bible. 1651 CLEVKI.AND Rebel Scot Poems 34 What all

those wild Collegiates had cost The honest High-shoes.

1679 Otserv. last Dutch Wars 4 Our Justices, .in the more

weighty points of the Law, would be baffled upon the Bench

by every High-shooe. 1695 /;'./. Am. Const, ling. 45

Whereby we of the high shoos, would be made as capable

ofjudging. .as the best gentleman of you all.

2. //. High shoon used attrib. = Rustic, boorish.

High-shoon-maii, a rustic, an agricultural labourer.

1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 251 As if there were no medium

between High-shoon Language, and that of the Buskin and

Stage. 1664 EVELYN Pomona Pref. 11729) 50 This Improve-

ment would be generally obstructed by the Tenant and

Hih-shoon-men. 1676 MARVELL Mr. SrnirklJ* He came

with two Reprobates of his own Heresy into a little . . bhire

of Italy and . . seduced three most simple high-shoon Bishops.

Hi'gh-sou nding,
1. Emitting a high or loud sound; highly sonorous.

1560 BIBLE (Genev.) Ps. cl. 5 Praise ye him with high

sounding cymbals. 1717 FENTON Poems 212 (Jod.) When
his highsounding lyre his valour rais'd. 1784 COWPER lasH

y. 681 Ah, tinkling cymbal and high-sounding brass, Smitten

in vain \ ,

2. Having an imposing or pretentious sound.

1784 DK LOLME Eng. Const. I. ii. (ed. 4) 33 Vested with more

high-sounding prerogatives, a 1862 BUCKLE Cn'ite. (1869)

III. iii. 131 They had high-sounding titles. 1877 E. K.

CONDER Bos. Faith iv. 145 What real meaning is there in

the highsounding phrase, so often repeated,
' Knowledge of

things in themselves
'

?

Hi:gh-spi'rited, a. Possessing or marked by
a lofty, courageous, or bold spirit ;

mettlesome.

a 1631 DRAYTON Wks. I. 113 (Jod.) A lady's sleeve high-

spirited Hastings wore. 1660 MILTON Free CMMMR Wks.

(1851) 451 Of all Governments a Commonwealth aims most

to make the People flourishing, vertuous, noble and high-

spirited. 1777 ROBERTSON Hist. Amer. (1783) II. 216 Too

high-spirited to be passive instruments in his hand. 1816

KEATINGE Trav. (1817) II. 13 Three hundred high-spirited

stallions. 1887 JESSOPP Arcady iv. no She was an auda-

cious, high-spirited little woman.
Hence HifrhspiTitedness.
1647 TRAPP Comm. i Cor. xiv. 36 Take heed lest God for

your arrogancy and high spiritedness lay you low enough.

Hi'gh-ste:pper. A horse which lifts its feet

high from the ground in walking and trotting ;

transf. a person of stately walk or bearing. So

Hi-gh-ste'pping a.

1860 MRS. RIDDELL Too Much Alone xxix, [The beauty]

which makes a woman be called, when young and in good

action, 'showy' and 'a high-stepper'.
1880 OUIDA Moths

II. 54 She drove, .very high-stepping English horses. 1886
' MAXWELL GRAY

'

Silence Dean Maitlandl. i. 9 A dog-cart,

drawn by a high-stepping chesnut. Ibid. 10 Sending the

high-stepper flying along the level down-road like the wind,

t Hi'gh-sto:mached, a. Obs. or arch. [See

STOMACH.] Of high courage or spirit; high-

spirited, haughty.
1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VI, no A man very wel borne. .

but no better borne then high stomacked. a 1592 H. SMITH

Wks. (1867) II. 237 These nought-fearing fellows, these high-

stomached men, which desire danger. 1593 SHAKS. R ich. II,

i. i. 18 High stomackd are they both, and full of ire. 1786

tr. Beckford's Vathek (1868) 103 In this deputation were

some high-stomached sheiks, who .. scrupled not to speak

their opinion. 1894 CHARLES T. C. JAMES Miss Precocity

II. ii. 24 He said she was '

high-stomached'. Very remark,

able way of putting it., wasn't it?

Hi-gh-strai:ned, a. Highly strained ;
forced.

1659 T). PELL Impr. Sea Ded. A iij b, The Age wee live

in is all for novelties, and high-strained Jigs of Mustek.

1682 SIR T. BROWNE Chr. Mar. 109 The high strain d para-

doxes of old philosophy. 1748 HARTLEY Observ. Man. \. iv.

449 The high-strained Encomiums, .paid to Learning.

High Street. [See STREET.] In OE., and

often down to 1 7th c., A highway, a main road,

whether in country or town ; now, very generally,

the proper name (Hi'gh Street) of that street of a

town which is built upon a great highway, and is

(or was originally) the principal
one in the town.

In OE. times often applied to one of the Roman Roads or

' Streets
'

;
it remains as the name of one of these, and of

the mountain over which it passes in Westmorland.

tc looo Charter of'Oswald, Kemble Cod. Dipl. III. 246 To
Saere heahstrate. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 89 pat burh folc

hihlen be he?e strete. a 1300 Cursor M. 8071 (Gott.) pal

went ham forth be hie strete \Cott. be mikel stret]. 1377

LANGL. P. PI. B. xn. 105 Rijt as sy;le serueth a man to se

be heighe strete. 1535 COVERDALE Job xxin. ii My fete

kepe his path, his hye strete haue I holden. 1548 HALL C/iron.

K. Edw. IV, 210 Broughte.. through the hygh streates

of London, too the cathedrall church of sainct Paule. 1563

W. FULKE Meteors (1640) 38 b, The milke way. .is the high

street in Heaven that goeth streight to Jupiters palace.

1606 N. Riding Rec. (1883) I. 36 Yarme Bridge being a

common and most necessarle passage, .and being His Ma '

high streete. 1671 MILTON Sainstm 1599 The morning

trumpets festival proclaimed Through each high street.

1726 LEONI Albcrti's Archil. I. 69/2 Hig> Streets., are

designed for some certain purpose, especially any public

one ; as, for instance, those which lead to some Temple, or

to the Course for Races, or to the Place of Justice. 1849

MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vii. II. 208 The Catholics were al-

lowed . . to carry the host in procession anywhere except in

the high streets of royal burghs. 1896 Oxford Sights ff

Scenes 185 High Street being called
' the High . The usage

is similar with other well-known streets in Oxford.

t Hight, st. 1 Obs. Forms : 3-4 hiht, 3-5

hijt (-e), 3-6 night, ^ hit) ;
Se. 4-5 hioht i-6

HIGHT.

hecht, (5 heycht, height, heght). [f. HlGHT

v.l : a northern form (instead of the original OE.

hat, ME. HOTE) ; after ijth c. only Sc. Cf. BE-

HIGHT
S/>.~)

1. A command, order.

a 1300 Cursor M. 19330 (Edin.) We . . jiu forbede bur? be

hiite of bissophede, bat }ie in name of bat ihesu Be no^te
to

preche sa bald, c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Petrus 335 Cristls

hecht for to fulfill, pan paul to Rome com petir till.

2. A promise ; a vow.
a 1300 Cursor M. 785 pis hight . . was ful fals and fikcl.

' '375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Machor 1162 His hicht bat he mad
to me. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 4 Aftir his hijt and couenaund.

c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. vm. xviii. 12 In bat Heycht he wes

noucht lele. c 1470 HARDING Chron. CLXXIV. xi, He hight

the Kyng. .& held nothing his hight. 1535 STEWART Cron.

Scot. 111. 23 Oft syis fair hechtis makis fuillis fane. 1609

SKENE Keg. Maj. 30 Ane donation is vnderstand, to be ane

hecht or hair promise, rather then ane trew or effectuall

gift. 1808-25 JAMIESON, Hecht, heycht . . this word is still

used, Lothian. [1862 HISLOP Prov. Scotl. 59 Fair hechts

mak fools fain.] ,

f Hight, highth, sb.% Obs. Forms : I hiSO,

3 hihSe, 4 hihte, (hithte), 5 hy}t. [OE. Aitf, f.

hlpan to HIE, with suffix -th later -i after gh ;
cf.

HEIGHT.] Exertion, impetuosity, haste.

c 1050 Gloss, in Zsch. fur deutsches Alterth. XXXI. 14

Acutis nisibus, mid scearpum hi^Sum. a ixi^Ancr. K. 324

Schrift schal beon on hihSe imaked. a 1225 Juliana 77

pe reue . . leup for hihSe wi5 lut men into a bat. a 1310 in

Wright Lyric P. no For non hithte that he hath ne sytht

me hym ner shake, c 1450 MYRC 559 Wheber pe wordes were

seyde a-ryst, And not turnet in bat hyjt.

t Hight, sb? Obs. Forms: i hyht, (hiht),

2 huht (), 3 Orm. hihht, hi;t(e. [OE. hyht

:_OTeut. *huhti- from root hug- of hycgan to

think, hope. Cf. HIGH j*.1] Hope, glad expecta-

tion ; gladness, joy.

971 Blickl. Horn. 165 De biS bonne hyht and s^fea. 1 1000

Ags. Ps. (Th.) cxiii. 20 [cxv. ii] Hio hyht heora habban on

Drihten. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 97 [He] jifS heom forjifnesse

and huht and heore jeomerinde mod iliocgaS. c uooOOH
3816 Hihht & hope o Drihhtin God. a 1250 Owl* #>''<

272 Hit is min hi^te, hit is mi wune. Ibid. 1101 An hadde

sobbe blisse and hijte.

Hight, tt.* and a., var. of HEIGHT sb. and a.

Hight, v- 1 arch. Forms : see below. [A Com.

Teut. vb. ; orig. reduplicated : OE. hdt-an, pa. t.

heht, contr. hit, pi. hehton, Mton, pa. pple. hdten

= OFris. hela, OS. hetan (MLG. he-ten, MDu.

heeten, heiten, Du. keeten), OHG. heiifpn, (MHG.
heizfn, Ger. heiszen), ON, heita .(Sw. heta, Da.

hede), Goth, hailan, pa. t. haihait, pi. -urn, pa.

ppl. haitans, to call by name, to name, call to

come or do something, bid, command. Of this

vb. the Old Teutonic medio-passive voice, Goth.

haitada, pi. haitanda (pres. t), remained in OE.

as hdtte, pi. hatton (pres. and pa. t.), being the

only tface of this vrtce in English. In the other

Teutonic langs. the passive form had been lost, or

rather blended with that of the active, but the sense

remained, as one of the uses of the verb, which was

thus both 'to call' and 'to be called'. In ME.
the same fate befell the passive form, so that here

also the active hoten, hight, came to be both ' to

call
' and ' to be called ', the latter being the chief

use in later times. In addition to this curious

confusion, the active forms themselves suffered a

remarkable series of changes, resulting finally in

the entire 'loss of the present stem, and the substi-

tution of that of the pa. t. The original pres. hate

and pa. pple. hdten regularly became in ME. hSte,

hSte(n (.to <M45o), northern hate', hate(>i. The

redupl. pa. t. heht (GotK. haihait = *hehaif) gave

ME. hejt, hiht, hight ; the contracted hit gave ME.

het, h'eei, hete (to c 1470). Thus, the normal ME.

inflexion was hole, hit or hight, hote(n ;
but this

was, from an early date, disturbed by the influence

of '

levelling', and of various assumed analogies.

From c 1 200 the anomalous pa. t. heht often took,

like the weak vbs., final '-e, the loss of which, how-

ever in isthc., again made the form hight. About

1 300, the pres. t. took (in midl. dial.) the vowel of

the past, and became hete, heet(e, which survived

to the T6th c. Farther north, the pres. assumed

the form of the redupl. pa. t., and became hight-,

hicht, hecht, sdU'extant in Sc. in sense
'

promise .

Both forrns of the pa. t. hit and hight also passed

over into the pa. pple., where hight is still a well-

known archaism. Dialectally, or by individual

writers, this is extended as highted. There are

various other anomalies ;
for which see the Forms

below. The only parts of the vb. which remain

in literary use are the pa. pple. hight 'called',

and the kindred pa. t. hight
' was called ', both con-

scious archaisms unknown to ordinary prose. In

the dialects other forms and senses survive.]

A. Illustration of Forms.
1. Present stem. o. i hit-, 2-5 hat-, 3-5 hot-,

(3 hoat-, 5 hoot-).
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HIGHT.

c897 K. .KLFRED Gregory's Past. Pref. 3 Alfred kyning
hate5 erctan \VserferS biscep. Ibid. Iviii. 443 Dryhten hwat
hscut 5u me don ? c xooo Ags. Gos/>. Matt. xiv. 28 Hat me
cuman to >e {Limits/. G. haat meh jecumse to 5eJ. c 1050

don bin god on-^em his uuel. c 1200 i nn. Loll, tioin. 201

Alle bileflfulle ich hote Jms waken, a. 1225 Ancr. R. 186 So

hat owr ueder ou. 1258 Eng. Proclam. Hen. //A 1. 6 \Ve

willen and hoaten t>set alle vre treowe heom healden dead-

liche ifoan. 13*0 R. BRUNNE Medit. 240 Thys y jow
hote. 14.. Wyclifs Dent, xxili. 23 marg^ Of him that

hootith, and fulfillith it not. ^1440 Protnp. Parv. 240/2

Hotyn or make beheste, promitto. c 1475 Assembl. Ladies

689 Now good, tell on, I hate you, by saynt Jame.
0. ? 3, 4-6 hete, 5-6 heete, (? 3, 4-5 heitX

a. 1300 Cursor M. 5427 Heit [Fairf. hete] me truli, wit

couenand. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Ckron. tiSio) 148 His help I

3ow hete. c 1386 CHAUCER Man of Law's T. 236 But oon
auow to grete god I heete [T. r. hete]. c 1460 Towneky
Myst. (Surtees) 72 Oylle of mercy I can hym heyt. Ibid. 74
A child to here thou me hetys. How shuld it be? 1549-62
STERNHOLD& H. Ps. cxix. 76 As thou to me thy seruant hetest.

7. 3-4 hiht, hi;t, 4- hight, (4 hite, hyte, 4-5
hyght, 5 hi;te) ; Sc. 4- hicht, hecht, (4-5 hycht,

5-6 heght, 6 heycht).
a 1300 Cursor M. 5431 (Cott.) Truli now i fe hight [GStl.

hite]. Ibid. 24890 lEdin.) pu sal nu hiht and vow me
her. a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter Pro!. 21 Hyghtand iov til

ryghtwismen. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce xn. 318, I hecht heir,

in my lawte. c 1450 St. Cnthbert (Surtees) 5782 Here I

hight amendement. c 1560 A- SCOTT Poems (S. T. S.) iii. 34
And hecht thame giftis, howbeid ?e gif thame nocht. 1565
GOLDING Ovid's Met. vii. 11593' 169 And as for leach, was
none that helpe could hight. 1674 RAY N. C. Words 25 To
Hight (Cumb. i, to promise or vow. 1789 BURNS 5 Cat-lines

xi, He wadna hecht them courtly gifts . . But he wad hecht
an honest heart. 1872 BLACKIE Lays Highl. 3 Molaise ..

Hights me go, and I obey.
2. Past tense, a. str. i heht, 3 hie;t, (heitt),

4 hejt, heycht, hijt, 4-5 hight ; also weak 2-3

hehte, 3 haehte, hahte, heette, heitte, 3-4 hihte,

3-5 hi^te, 4-5 highte, hyghte, 5 hejte, heghte ;

undetermined 6- hight, (hyght), Sc. hecht,

(heght).
a 1000 Andreas 365 (Gr.) He heht englas him to cuman.

c 1175 La>nb. Horn. 121 Summe . . hehten hine aredan.

a 1200 Moral Ode 268 Al bet be labe gast hechte to. c 1250
Afeid. Maregrete yiii,

E heilt hem aquelle. Ibid. lv, OU-
brius heitte be mai ut of prisun don. c 1250 Gen. ty Ex. 218

And hiejt him ded he sulde ben. a 1300 Cursor M. 15660
Has (ou nu al forgeten bat bou hight. c 1300 Harrow.

Hell-zy. That I hihte the In the old lawe, thou dudest me.

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. in. 9 As be kyng hihte. 1375 BAR-
BOUR Bruce x. 962 He his man hecht for till be. 1375 Sc.

Leg. Saints, Symon $ Judas 122 He heycht to mend his

stat. c 1380 WYCLIF Serm. SeL Wks. 1. 101 pat he hi3t hem
graciously, c 1440 York Myst. xliv. 49 He highte vs fro

harme for to hyde, ^1440 Gesta. Rom. Ixv. 284 J>e porter

hi3te for to do it. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 8180 Wele
he hight, bot euyl did he. 1460 CAPGRAVE Ckron. 265 Not-

withstanding that the kyng hite him this, he vas exiled.

1557 Tottelfs Misc. (Arb.) 249 Hopefull youth that hlgth
me health. 1578 Ps. Ii. in Scot. Poems i6tA C. II. 114 Thou
heght to Abraham anone, Isack his eldest son. 1793 BURNS
Meg o" tfu Mill 9 The Miller he hecht her a heart leal and

loving. [1841 hight : see B. 5 )3 c. J

0. sir. i he"t, 2-4 het, 4-5 heet, hett
;
also 3

heitt, ($weak} y 3 heitte, 4 hete, 4-5 hette.

1-900 tr. Bxda*s Hist. in. xii. [xiv.] (1890) 194 paes be hine
slean het. a. 1000 Catdmon^s Gen. 2613 (Gr.) He het his

naman Adam, f 1x75 Lamb. Horn. 7 pe witeja het bet we
sculde maiden his stipes, c 1290 Beket 806 in S.

njS"' Leg.
1. 129 Heo heten him don heom sikernesse. c 1330 R. BRUNNE
Ckron, (1810) 275 pre days trewe be Inglis him hete. 13..

Guy ll^arw. (A.) 204 To him he
cleped Gij, And him hete

and comandi. 13.. Gaw. <$ Gr. Knt. 448 Loke, Gawan,
bou be graybe to go as bou hettez. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B.

xx. 271 Enuye. .heet freres to go to scole. 1393 Ibid. C. n.

17 He het be elementes to helpe jow alle tymes. c 1430
Syr Tryam. 1043 When thou haste done that thou hett.

1460 Lybeaus Disc. 206 Kyng Artour . . Hette of the table

rounde Four the bestc knyghtes. . Arme Lybeaus.

7. erron. 6 hote.

1579 SPENSER Shepk. Cal. July 164 A shepheard trewe,

yet not so true, as he that earst I hote.

3. Pa. pple. a. i (se)hdten, 2-3 (je-, i-)haten,

3-4 haten, 4-5 hate
;

2-6 ($e-, y-, i-)hoten,

(y-, i-)hote.
cSSS K. ALFRED Boetk. i. i Da wxs sum consul . . Hoe-

tius waes haten. ^975 Rus/tw. Go$. Matt, xxvii. t6 Monn
be waes haten barrabas [ffatt. G. ;ehaten]. 1x54 r>. E.
Chron. an. 1132 An prior of S' Neod, Martin was %ehaten.
c 1175 Cott. Horn. 219 Heo was jehoten leoht berinde.

ex 175 Lamb. Horn. 97 He is ihate on grekisc paraclitus.
c 1200 ORMIN 5200 He wass hatenn Helyseow. c 1205 LAY.

3156 pe kinge of Bruttaine be Leir is haten. c 1250 Meid.

Maregrete i, 0e vie of one meidan was hoten Maregrete.
1297 R. GLOUC. (1724) 80 A lordyng of be Romaynes bat

y note was Galle. a 1300 K. Horn 201 Horn ihc am inote.

a 1300 Cursor M. 14503 His nam was haten caiphas. Ibid.

19465 pat ilk bat ban was hate saul. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A.
i. 61 A wiht bat wrong is I-hote. 1375 Sc. Lee. Saints,
Johannes^ pat hatine wes deme drusiane. ci386CHAUCER
Reeve's T. 21 His name was hoote [v.r. hoten] deynous
Symkyn. 1390 GOWER Conf. I. 55 A lord, whiche Phorceus
Was hote. c 1400 Solomon's Bk. Wisd. 156 He was yhote
lonas. 1513 DOUGLAS SEneis MI. i. 25 Our frlendlie goddis,
Penates hait [rime estait]. a 1643 W. CARTWRIGHT Ordinary
HI. i. in Hazl. Dodsley XII. 255 Aldersgate Is hoten so
from one that Aldrick hight.

0. 3-5 hatten (-in), 4-5 hatte. Chiefly north.
[T from the passive form hatte1 or shortened from haten.}
aiyjo Cursor M. 9545 (Cott.) pe tober was hatten soth-

fastnes. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce xiv. 376 Thomas of dwn
hattyn wess he. 1387 TREVISA Higden i, Rolls < I. 97 pe tour is
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i-cleped and hatte Babel, a 1400 Kclig. Piccts/r. TJiornton
MS. (1867) ii The secunde dedely synne es hattene enuy.
t 1450 St. CutJibert 6827 His name was hattyn cuthrede,

7. 4 heiten, heit, hete, hett(e, 4-5 (9 dial.)

het.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1524 (Cott.) Sco was heiten [v.r. cald(e]

noeina. Ibid. 14783 tGutt.) Ouber es he prophete, Or crist

himself to man es hete. c 1340 Ibid. 2658 (Trin.) As I bifore

haue hette {r.rr. hight, hejt, hith] to be. Ibid. 12820 (Trin.)

t>at longe was hett [v.rr. hight, hi}C] now comen es. 5:1460
Towncley Myit. iSurtees) 39 So have I het. 1855 WALGII
Lam.. Life (1857) 65 A lawm, fause owd felly, het an elder.

3. ? 3, 4- hight, (4 hejt, hiht, hith, hite,

4-5 hijt, -e, hyjt, yhight, yhyjt, ihight, 4-6
hyght, j height, Sc. 4- hicht, hecht, 7 heght).
a 1300 Cursor .I/. 1276 (Cott.) pe oile me was hight [Z'.rr.

hejt, het] omercL Ibid. 25oo(G6tt.) As it was hite bifpr bas

dais. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Ctmsc. 107 [God] has hight him yit

bar to )>e blise of heven. c 1374 CHAUCER Trayha v. 540 O
nous of housses, whilom best yhight ! c 1386 Frankl. T.

595 Wei ye wool what ye ban hight [v.rr. hy}t, hist, hiht].

a 1400 Pistill ofSvsaii 14 He bed a wif hi}t Susan, c 1475

Rauf Cail)iar 449, I sail hald that I haue hecht. 1513
DOUGLAS sfenfis I. i. io Thair was ane anciant ciete hecht

Cartage. 1563 in B. Gooee's Eglogs etc. (Arb.) 81 Happye I

(Googe) he maye be hyght. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. it. ix. 59 i

An auncient booke, hight Briton moniments. a 1605 MONT- I

GOMERiE/Vy/Hi^si Wee haue heght to Mahoun, for hand-

sell, this hair. 1664 BUTLER Hud. n. iii. 106 A cunning man,

hight Sidrophel. 1812 BYRON Ck. Har. \. iii, Chilcle Harold
was he hight. 1863 BARING-GOULD Iceland 1 16 A glen which
. . has been hight the Vale of Shadows.

(. 4 *hehted, (hethede), 6-7 highted, Sc.

8-9 heohted.
c 1300 Havelok 551 Hwan be swike him hauede hethede,

pat he shulde him forth lede. 1583 STANYHUHST ALntis
in. (Arb.) 77 For those plats Strophades in languadge
Greekish ar highted. x6oa FULBECKE Pandectes 83 bo
Arsaces . . was . . highted a lawfull king, a 1833 J. BALLAN-
TYNE in IVhistlc-Binku (Scot. Songs) Ser. I. 33 Mony big
loons hae hechted to wyle her awa.

4. Passive : see B. 5.

B. Signification.
I. trans. \ 1. To command, bid

;
to order, or-

dain. Constr. with person and thing, or pers. and

inf. or clause ; also with thing only, and absol. Obs.

a 900 Charter (Th.) 47 (Bosw.) [He] heht Szt he cuome to

him. c 1000 JLFRIC Horn. I. 394 We dydon swa swa 5u
us hete. Grant, xxi. (Z.) 125 Mid 6am gemete we hataS

oSre menn don sum Sing. Ibid., Gehwa hset ooerne, na

hyne sylfne. c 1175 Lamb. Hani. 31 penne be preost nine

hat ajefen ba ehte. c zaoo Tn'ft. Coll. Horn. 211 He ne
wile don bat god him het .. and doS bat be deuel het.

c 1175 LAY. 31552 We beol> icome ase pou hauest i-hote.

a 1300 Vox $ Wolfif, in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 59 Be stille, ich

hole, a Codes nome ! c 1300 Beket 2039 (Percy) We holej>
be ek in his half bat bu assoilli also pe Bischop [etc.).

c 1350 Will. Palcrnt 1082 [He] het hem alle hije fcider as

harde as bei mijt. 1362 LANGL. P. Pi. A. I. 17 He hihte

be eorbe to seruen ow vchone. Ibid. in. q Corteisliche be

Clerk bo as be kyng hihte, Tok be Mayden hi be Middel.

1377 Ibid. B. H. 218 He was . . Ouer al yhowted and yhote
trusse. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 411 Jif t prince of

be lond hole, Briddes syngep wi(> mery note. 1447 BOKEN-
HAM Seyntys Introd. (Roxb.) 5 Lete hem be hete Thedyr
to here and there to lete The same thyng. 14.. Stac.

Rome 804 in Pol. Rel. I, L. Poems 141 He hett also that

men shouide to chyrche goo. 1872 [see A. i y].

tb. To bid come, call, summon. (Only in OE.
and arch, in Spenser.) Obs.
a 1000 Daniel 532 Da WEES to 3am dome Daniel haten.

1591 SPENSER Daphn. n Ne let the Sacred Sisters here be

bight, Though they of sorrowe heavilie can sing.

2. To promise, to TOW; to pledge oneself.

(Constr. as in I.) Obs. exc. Sc.

a 900 CYNEWULF Juliana 53 Gifbu to saemran gode . . ha;ts5

haeben-weoh. c 1200 pRMiN4Q22 patt tatt ice het Drihhtin.

c ijos LAY. 23384 3et icn wulle haten mare, c 1*50 Gen. Sf

Ex. 4098 De lond hoten sal hem ben giuen. a 1300 Cursor
M. 5429 (Gott,) Hite me treuli bu bi selue Sal me wid min
eldns delue. 1340 Cursor M. 3886 (Fairf.) Pou sal haue
rachel as I be hijt. c\yi$Sc. Leg. Saints, Baftista 1022

Bath gold and fe Hechtand hyme in-to plente. c 1380
WYCLIF Stl. Wlu. III. 30 We bat hoten grete avowis to

voiden . . siiknessis. c 1386 CHAUCER Man o/Law'i T. 236
Oon auow to grete god I heete. c 1400 MAUNDEV. Pref.

(Roxb.) 2 pis es be land bat es hight til vs in heritage.

1-1460 Tovjtuley Myst. (Surtees) 44 That he may fle Esaw,
That us bothe hetes bale to brew. 1470 HARDING Chron.
CLXVUI. vi, Ever y kyng Edward hight men greate _hyre
Hym for to take. 1577-87 HARRISON England i. vii. in

Holinskedi^ He was so desperatelie wounded, that no man
hight him life. 1724 RAMSAY Tea-t. Misc. (1733) II. 182

Rob my eem hecht me a stock. 1829 in Chambers Scott.

Songs 40 Hope aye hechts his safe return.

f3. parenthetical. To assure (one that it is as

one says) : cf.
' I promise yon.' 06s.

13. . E. E. A Hit. P. A. 402 Maysterful mod & hy?e pryde
I hete be arn

heterly
hated here, c 1350 Will. Palerne 1 123

So harde bei hi^ed pan, i hole be for sobe. 1375 BAKBOUK
Bruce vn. 156 The kyng, that hungry wes, I hicht. c 1420
Pallad. on ffusb. in. 936 Also this y yow hete I preued
haue. 1501 DOUGLAS Pal. Hon. i. xxxiii, Baith aixtree and

quheillis of gold, I hole. 1515 Scot. Field 257 in Chethain
Misc. (1856) II, I will wyndeyou to wreke,wees, I you heete.

4. To call, to name. (Now only in pa. pple.}
arch.

1:893 K. ALFRED Oros. \. i. $ 17 Da deor hi hatab hranas.

c 1175 Latttb. Horn. 77 pu scald . . here knaue child, and
baten hit helend. triaos LAY. 2857 To hire he hefde loue,
and Uefdi heo hehte. a 1225 Juliana 55 Sathanas bat tu

leuest upon & ti feader hatest. c 1350 Will. Palerne 405

pat menskful mayde Melior was hoten. f 1450 St. Cuthbert

(Surtees) 477 A bischop hight Eugenius. c 1460 Tovjneley

Myst. (Surtees) 145 Emanuelle is hete His name for to lere.

HIGHT.

1580 SIDNEY Ps. xxiv.vi, Even He the King of glory hight.

1583 STANYHURST sE/teis I. (Arb.) 26 Thee Romans of his

owne name, Romulus, highting. 160$ VERSTEGAN Dec.

Intelt. (1634) 83 The nether Saxons are hight now Friesians.

1807-8 W. IRVING Salmag. (1824) 83 A little pest, hight

Tommy Moore. 1845 HOOD Recipe Civiliz. 39 Look at the

polish 'd nations hight The civilized.

II. intr. : in origin media-passive.
5. To call oneself, be called, have or bear the

name. (Now qnly in the archaic pa. t. hight.]

a. Orig. in forms repr. the OTeut. passive, Goth,

pres. t. haitada, -anda. Pres. and pa. t. I hatte,

pi. -on, 2-5 hatte, pi. -en, 4-5 hette, halt, hat,

hett. The forms with e were prob. influenced by
those in /3 (b).
c 897 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. Iviii. 445 On foem bocum

Se hatton Apocalipsin. c 1000 Ags. Gasp. Matt. xiii. 55 Hu
ne hatte hys modor Maria? 1:1200 Trin. Colt. Ham. 13 pe
six werkes of brihtnesse hatten bus. Ibid. 89 Bethfagc . .

hatte be brop. a 1300 Cjirsor .T/. 3948
' Tel me nam ', he

said, 'quat es bin?
'

' lacob i halt
'

[v.rr. hate, het]. Ibid.

14218 Thomas bat hette didimus. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron.

(1810) 22 Oxen hate be toun, ber be body felle. 1377 LANGL.
P. PI. B. xvi. 15 Herte hatte be [hjerber bat it in groweth.

1398 TKEVISA Barlk. De P. R. in. i. (Tollem. MS.), A man
hat [1535 hight, 1582 is called] antrapos in Grew. (1430
Chev. Assigne 232 Betryce she hette. c 1450 St. CiitUcrt

(Surtees) 377 Hardebrechins be cite hatte. c 1460 Ttnvneley

Alyst. (Surtees) 8 A good yoman my master hat.

(/>) Extended to infinitive ;
and sometimes in

indicative with person-endings.
c 1250 Gen. $ Ex, 813 Dat bur3e .. atteS cariatharbe.

a 1300 Cursor M. 3948 (Cott.) lacob ya, Sal bou na langer
hetten [v.rr. hat, be cald] sua. c 1340 Ibid. 2650(7"rin.) And
seide bou hettest now abrahame. c 1380 WYCLIF Serin. Sel.

Wks. I. 365 Zacarie . .tolde what be chud shulde hatte. c 1400
Destr. Troy 4257 Not Delphon but Doels sum demyt hit to

het. c 1460 Touinclfy Myst. (Surtees) 74 Codes son shalle

he hat [rime that].

0. Already in OE. the passive infinitive had to

be supplied by the active hatan, ME. hdten,
north, hate ; and from an early date in ME., the

passive forms began to yield to the corresponding
active ones : (a) in Pres. t. I hatan, 3-5 h6te(n,
north. 3-5 hate, (4-6 hait). (By Spenser also erro-

neously in pa. t.) (*) in Pa. t. het, hete ; later also

in pres. t. (c} in Pa. t. highte (etc.), later hight
(the only part still in archaic use), (el) From I4th
to 1 8th c. hight was extended to the pres. t. (some-
times with person-endings), and to the infinitive.

a. a 1000 Cxdmon's Gen. 344 Se hehsta hatan sceolde

Satan siooan. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 127 pis child shal

hoten godes prophete. a 1300 Cursor M. 4752 (Cott. I In be

flum bat hait be nile. Ibid. 2650 (Gott.) And said he suld

hate [v.rr. hatte, hat] abraham. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. III. 31
P'ilita dei he hoteb. ?a 1400 Arthur 613 Now hyt hoote))

Glastyngbury. cisix \st Eng. Bk. A rner. (Arb.) Introd. 28/1
Oon aforemontayen and hooth caput viride. 1513 DOUGLAS
JEneis i. Prol. 244 That in the text of Virgill . . Hait

Deiphebe. Ibid. ii. 58 Quhilkis, eist, south, and waist

wyndis hait {v.r. hate] with ws. 1379 SPENSER Shepk. Col.

Sept. 194 Lowder (for so his dog hote). 1590 f. Q. i. xi. 29
It rightly hot The well of life.

b. a 1x75 Cott. Horn. 227 His sune hete arfaxat. a 1300
K. Horn 9 Godhild het his quen. 1387 TREVISA Higden
(Rolls) I. 115 In bat mount was be litel strete of

prepstes,
j>at heet Be[th]phage. c 1425 Eng. Cong. Irel. (E.E.T.S.) i

[An] heighe man in Irland, J>at
het dermod Macmorgh.

1470 85 MALORY Arthur vn. ii, What heteth your lady and
where dwelleth she?
O. a 1225 Juliana 5 Hire fleschliche feader affrican hehte.

citgo S. Eng. Leg. I. 67/6 pat heijte Maximian. 01300
Cursor M. 633 (Cott.) par for hight [v.r. he}t] SCO virago.
a 1300 Ibid. 2594 (Gott.) Sare. .had. .an hand womman bat

agar hite. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 9426 Sire

Bertel ben hat pat on, pat ober heyghte sire lordon. c 1386
CHAUCER ProL 719 At this gentil hostelrye That highte
[v.rr. hyjte, hiht] the Tabara. 1480 CAXTON Descr. Brit.

13 Bathe highte sommetyme Athamannus Cyte. 1513 BRAD-
SHAW St. Werburge I. 314 The quene of eest-Englande saynt

Heryswith she hyght. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. (1858) I. 6

In Grece..duelt ane king, the quhijk hecht ^Ealus. 1663
BUTLER Hud. i. i. 152 In School-Divinity as able As he that

hight Irrefragable. 1714 GAY Sheph. Week n. 20 A Lass
that Cic'ly hight, had won his Heart. 1841 LONGF. ChiUr.
LorcTs Supper 48 Father he hight and he was in the parish.

d. c 1340 Cursor M. 3946 (Fairf.) Tel me man quat bou
._ . ___ J r*__ . . _ T ^-* ttf T) I Tl . 1,: .1......

strate noght worth a myte. c 1430 Syr Gener. 1665
' What

dooth he hight ', she seid,
' Madame ?

'

c 1440 York Myst.
xxvi. 225 What hytist thou ? 15*3 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I.

clxiii. 201 Sir, sayde he, I hyght lohan of Helenes, but what
is your name ? a 1536 Catisto $ Mel. in Hazl. Dodsley I. 56
Seni. What hight she? Col. Melibaea is her name. 1600

FAIRFAX Tasso i. Argt. i He sends them to the fort that

Sion hights. a 1610 HEALEY Cebes (1636) 122 Shee that

teareth her hayre, hight Sorrow. 1641 PRYNNE Antip. 154

Hightest thou Vrse? Have thou Gods curse, a 1643 W.
CARTWRICHT Ordinary n. ii. in Hazl. DodsleyTill. 241 How
highteth she, say you ?

II III. 6. Used by Spenser as &pseudo-archaism
in various senses not otherwise exemplified : a.

to direct; b. to commit; C. to name, designate,

mention ;
d. to mean, purport.

'579 SPENSER Sheph. Cal. July 164 A shepherd trewe, yet
not so true As he that earst I hote. Ibid. Sept. 172 Say it

inlrons bright.. Every of which was to a damzell hight.

<id.\. xi. 8 But the sad steele seizd not, where it was bight,Ibid.



HIOHT.

Uppon the childe, but somewhat short did fall. //W. vi. vii.

31 She could or save or spill whom she would hight.

Hence t Hi ghtinjr (heting, betting, hoting,

hechting), vtl. sb. 06s., bidding or promising;

contr. a promise, a vow.

a noo Cursor M. 785 (Gott.) pis heting . . was bath fals

.and fikil. Ibid. 792 (Gott.) Sum of
)>e hoting was gam sau.

,1 iwo HAMPOLE Psalter xxiv. 11 pal ere witnes of his hight-

vn c 1380 WYCLIF Set. Wks. III. 33 God is trewe in his

heetvnee c 1440 York Myst. xlviii. 201 My hetyng haly

schall f fulfill
4

a .too Knt. * Wife ,7 in Had. E. P. t

II 18 This kny}t . . thoujt to fulfyl his hettynge. a 1575

Diurn. Occurr. (1833) 300 He promittit in hechtmg to caus

the toun men doe or die.

t Hight, v.'* Obs. In i hyhtan, 3 hqten.

[OE. hyhtan, f. fiyht HIGHT rf.3] intr. To hope,

anticipate something with hope or joy ;
to rejoice,

j

exult.
c 1000 Afs. Ps. (Th.) lxxxiii[i]. 2 Heorte mm and ftesc

hyhtaSxeorne, on bone lifjendan leofan Drihten. Ibid. xc[i).

14 He hyhte to me. a. 1.50 CHvl t, Night. 437 Ech wi3t is

glad for mine binge.. And hi?tet> ajen mine kume.

t Hight, v.z 06s. Forms: 2-3 hihten, huih-

ten, 4-5 hijteCu, 5 hyght, heyghte, 7 hight.

[Early ME. huihten, hihten, of doubtful origin.

Perh., like prec., a deriv. of hyhl, HIGHT st?, in sense 'to

make joyous or delightful
'

: cf. HIGHTLE ., HIGHTLY.)

trans. To beautify, adorn, embellish, set off.

cixx Triii. Call. Horn. 71 We shule .. noht mid faire

worde hihten bo ateliche sinnes. Ibid. So fat burh folc

hihten be he?e strete and bihengen it mid palmes. Ibid. 195

Alle bos wennen huihten his wurSshipe. 1340-70 Alex. %
Dind. 728 pe hauler of he[r]cules alle ?e hihten. c 1374

CHAUCER Boetk. I. metr. iL 4 (Camb. MS.) The lusty howres

of the fyrst somer seson bat hyhteth \y.r. hijtep] and

aparaileth the Erthe with rosene flowres. 1387 TREVISA

Higden (Rollsi I. 217 An hous i-made wel nyh al of gold

and i-hijt wib precious stones. 1398 Earth. De P.R. a.

v (1400 31 By theyr presence al that is in heuen and in erthe

is wonderfully hyghted. 1633 T. ADAMS Exf. 2 Peter iii. 12

His land shall be husbanded, his house highted, his gar-

ments brushed.

Hence Hifrhttng vbl. sb.
; Hlgrhter, an adorner

or embellisher.

1387 TBEVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 7 Faire florischers and

hijteres of wordes and of metre. laid. II. 313 By cause of

be more hijtinge and fairenesse [causa ornattts dignioris\.

Hight v.*, obs. var. of HEIGHT v.

High-taper. [Altered from higtaper (Lyte,

Gerarde, Cotgrave), earlier higgis taper, hickis

taper (Turner).]
= HAG-TAPER, q.v.

1605 TIMME Quersit. in. 179 Take of. .hightaper, and of

feme, of each one pound and a halfe. 1861 Miss PRATT

Flower. PI. IV. 135.

Highten, etc., obs. form of HEIGHTEN v., etc.

Highth, obs. or dial. var. of HEIGHT sb., a.,

v. ; var. f. HIGHT si.'1
, Obs., haste.

High-tide. [OE. hiahtU, f. HIGH a. + TIDE.

Only in OE. and early ME. ; in mod. Eng. ad. Ger.

hochzeit.] A high time, high day, festival.

a 1000 Laws of jEthelredv. c. 14 (Schmid) To aeghwilces

apostoles heahtide. c iajo Gen. $ Ex. 1507 At he? tide and

at gestning. 1837 CAKLYLE Fr. Rev. II. I. x, A ' Feast of

Pikes, t'ite ties Fifties ', notablest among the hightides of the

year 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. 1 1. ill. 194 Unto the town,

Where for the high-tide folk were dight. 1884 SYMONDS
Shaks. Predec. viii. 315 To attend her high-tides, was the

privilege and pleasure of a congregated nation.

High tide : see TIDE.

Highting, vbl. s6. : see under HIGHT v.

tHightle, v. 06s. [deriv. of HIGHT v.3,

with dim. and freq. suffix -LE.] trans. To adorn,

ornament ;
= HIGHT z>.3

13. . . E. Attil. P. B. 1290 pe hous & be anournementes

he hy?tled togeder. a 1400-50 Alexander 1541 (Ashm.) pan
[he] him hijtild his hede & had on a Mitre. Ibm. 4540 He
has a halt on his hede histild o floures. Ibid. 4969 As it

ware hijtild in bat hill with handis of aungels.

( Hightly, i- and adv. Obs. Forms: I hyhtlic,

3-3 hihtlich, 4 hi;tli. [OE. hyhtlic 'giving or

having cause for hope or joy', f. hyht HIGUT rf.3]

A. adj. Joyous, exultant ; delightful, pleasant ;

'

in OE., also, hopeful.
rtiooo Andreas 104 (Gr.) Kama hyhtlicost. a 1000 Cxit-

mon's Gen. 146 Hyhtlic heofontimber. Ibid. 1605 Hyhtlic

heor^werod heafodmaja. c laoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 213 pe
lichame be sholde ben be soule hihtliche bure, makea hire

to ateliche quartern*.

B. adv. 1 Pleasantly, becomingly.
13. . Gaty. >f Gr. Knt. 1612 He . . hatz out be hastlettez,

as nistly bisemez.

Hi'gh-toned, a. [f. high lone + -ED 2.]

1. High in pitch (vocal or musical).

1779-81 JOHN-SON L. P., Swift Wks. III. 405 His voice

was sharp and high-toned rather than harmonious.

2. High-strung, tense.

1804 ANNA SEWARD Mem. Darmin 49 His high-toned ex-

pectations. 1814 T. JEFFERSON Writ. (1830) IV. 236 His

temper was naturally irritable and high-toned.

3. Having a high moral tone ; high-principled ;

expressing lofty sentiments ; having dignified or

superior manners.

1814 SCOTT Ld. of Isles n. viii, In whose high-toned im-

partial mind Degrees of mortal rank and state Seem object!

of indifferent weight. 1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits, Univ.

Wks. (Bohn) II. 92 It is contended . . that the public senti-

ment within each of those schools is high-toned and manly.

1886 SWINBURNE in igtA Cent. Jan. 150 The rough and ready

hand of Rowley may be traced, not indeed in the more high-

285

toned passages, but in many of the most animated scenes of

The Spanish. Gipsy.
b. U. S. colloq. Excellent, tasteful, of superior

quality.

Highty-tighty (hartiitsi-ti), inl., a., and sb.

[A variant of HOITY-TOITY, q.v., app. sometimes

associated in idea with high, height, or with tight,

and modified in use accordingly. The pronunc.

of oi as i, as in tie, bile = oil, boil, was formerly

prevalent.]
A. int. An ejaculation expressing contemptnons

surprise or anger : see HOITY-TOITY.

1747 W. HORSLEY Fool II. 168 Heyty titey, very fine truly.

1844 DICKENS Marl. Chuz. xlvi, 'Why, highly tighty, sir !

cried Mrs. Gamp, 'is these your manners? 1866 Lornlt.

Mag. May 565
'

Highty-tighty; what a much ado about

nothing !

'

said the old lady.

B. adj. Petulant, huffy ; supercilious.

1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair xviii,
'

La, William, don t be so

highty-tighty with us. We're not men. We can't fight you ,

Miss Jane said. 1855 XfOKomes xlii, You know very
well

what I mean, sir ! Don't try to turn me off in that highty-

tighty way.
C. f J*. (See qnots.) Obs. (or dial. )

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Hightetily, a Ramp or

HI&BY PIGRY.

464 From Westminster-Hall to the Temple each day The

River of Thames 'twas made a High-way. .837\V. IRVING

Capt. Bomcvllle I. 79 The Platte has become a highway fo

the fur traders. 1868 G. DUFF Pal. Sum. 220 The great

sea on the west, the natural highway of commerce.

b. Any track well-beaten or regularly traversed

by animals or things.

1570 TOMSON Calvin's Serin. Tim. 253/2 Poore ignorant

men runne thus like Cranes, and . .goe the beastes high way,

(as the prouerbe is). i6aa T. SCOTT Belg. Pismire 17 You

may obserue the pathes and high-wayes betwixt one nest

and another, is track't and beaten plame with their little

feet. 1855 BAIN Senses * Int. in. i. i 28 The Concurrence

of Sensations in one common stream of consciousness, in

the same cerebral highway. 1866 B. TAYLOR Poems, Passing

the Sirens 179 But mark the burning highway of the sun.

3. fig. A course of conduct leading directly to

some end or result.

1598 F. MERES tr. Lewes' Sinner's Guide Title-p., Brought
into the Highway of Euerlasting Happinesse. 1625 BURGES

surface of the water is highest ; the time when the

tide is at the full.

ia6 CAPT. SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen 17 It flows quarter

floud, high water, or a still water. 1656 tr. Hobbes Elem.

PUlat (1839) 439 In twenty-four hours and almost fifty-two

minutes ; which is., the time between the high-water of one

day and the high-water of the day following. 1719 DE FOE

CrvsoeM. xi,Put out to sea. .at high-water. 1860 AU Year

Roumi No. 69. 449 High water is never so high, and low

water is never so low, at quadratures as at syzygies.

Hence Hlgh-wa-ter mark. a. lit. The mark

left by the tide at high water, the line or level then

touched; esp. the highest line ever so touched.

Also, by extension, the highest line touched by
a flooded river or lake.

1553 BRENDE Q. Curtius F vj, The worclce did growe from

the bottome of the Sea . . but not yet broughte to the hyghe

water marcke. i66 BACON Sylva 2 Betweene the Low
water and High water Marke. 1748 Ansoit's Voy..11. yui.

2ig They, .lay their eggs, .in the sand, just above the high-

water mark. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 180 The standard

taken is neither high-water mark nor low-water mark, but

the mean level between the two. 1891 J. D. HOOD Wattr-

spouts Yorksh. Wolds 48 Traces of the high-water-mark line

apparent throughout the village.

b. Jig. The highest point of intensity, excellence,

prosperity, or the like, attained.

1814 EARL OF DUDLEY Lett. 13 June (1840) 43 The high-

water mark of English faction is very much below the ebb

of French violence. 1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits, Personal

Wks. (Bohn) II. 132 The Ode on Immortality is the high-

water-mark which the intellect has reached in this age. 1890

Spectator 31 May 766 He [Defoe] nearly touches the high-

water mark of English prose.

Highway (harw*?':). Forms: see HIGH a. and

WAY. [f.
HIGH a. 7, 19 + WAY. In OE. a true

compound; but in i5-i?th c. often two words.

Often antithetic to BY-WAY.]
1. A public road open to all passengers, a high

road ; esp. a main or principal road forming the

direct or ordinary route between one town or city

and another, as distinguished from a local, branch,

or cross road, leading to smaller places off the mam
road, or connecting two main roads. The Kings

Highway: see quot. 1895.

859 in Earle Land Chart. 130 Circumcincta ab oriente

cyniges heiwej a meritie stret to scufeling forde. c 1200

Trin. Coll. Horn. 131 He nolde noht turnen ut of be heje-

weie c 1315 Poem times Edm. II (Percy Soc.) Ivu, 1 hel

"Oth out of the hy-way. c 1400 Three Kings Cologne 0886)

55 There was also bisyde bis hille a hije-weye, and to bis

hueweyewere .iij. weyes metyng to-gydir. 1450-1530 Myrr.

our Ladyc 140 There ys a dyfference bytwyxte an hyghe

waye and a bypathe, for the hyghe waye ys large and com-

mune to all. 1604 F. HERING Modest De/. 22 lo make the

Point as plaine as the Kings high-way. i66a Vestry bks.

(Surtees) 109 Chosen Overseers for the hy wayes for this

present yeare. 1796 MORSE Amur. Ceag. I. 452 The state

[Connecticut] is chequered with innumerable roads or nigli

ways crossing each other in every direction. 1813 Examiner

26 Apr. 260/1 The Coroner's Jury brought m a verdict of

self-murder, and the poor creature's body was barbarously

mangled by a stake, and buried in the highway. 1851

HELPS Comp. Solit. i. (1874) 5 To make a road for himself

. . instead of using the King's highway. 1895 POLLOCK &
MAITLAND Hist. Eng. Law I. 22 The two

phrases]
the

king's peace
1 and 'the king's highway ] are, indeed, in-

timately connected; they come from the tune when the

king's protection was not universal but particular, when the

king's peace was not for all men or all places, and the king s

highway was in a special manner protected by it.

b. To take (to) the highway, to become a high-

wayman, footpad, etc.

be on the highway to ruin.

b. The ordinary or direct course (of conduct,

thought, speech, etc.).

a 1637 B. JONSON Discov., Oman Studiorum Wks. (Rtldg.)

748/2 He never forced his language, nor went out of the

highway of speaking, but for some great necessity or ap-

parent profit. 1871 E. F. BURR AdFidem vi. 90 To march

.. in an orderly way, along the highways of thought.

4. atlrib. and Comb., as Highway Board, hedge,

passage, side, theory ;
b. frequenting or plying one's

trade on the highway, as high-way robber, slander,

thief, woman ;
e. used to run on the highway, as

highway dog, nag, etc. ;
d. highway rate, tax,

one imposed for the maintenance of highways.
1611 MARKHAM Countr. Content. I. i. (1668) 10 A couple

of good "high-way dogs, that is to say, Hounds . . that . .

will hunt as well upon a dry, hard high-way as upon

the freshest mould. 1680 OTWAY Cains Manns i;.'>
Some Beggar's rotten Rags., left dangling on a High-

way Hedge. 1621 MABBE tr. Alemans Guzman d A I/.

n 75 He bestowed his blessing vpon mee, and with it a

good "high-way-Nag. 1621 QUARLES Div. Poems, Esther,

Making a 'Highway-passage through the Mam. 1840 Hoou

Knt. fDragon viii. He collected . . *Highway-rates on the

roads. 1690 Lond. Gaz. No. 2607/2 Any 'Highway Robbers,

House-Breakers, or Murderers. 1638 SIR 1. HERBERT rav.

(ed 2) 87 Unexpected onsets of the Coolies and "high-way

roagues. 1669 WORLIDGE Syst. Agric. (1681) 174 Any poor

highway.] ..

2. trans/, a. The ordinary or main route, or line

of communication followed, by land or water.

c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xv. 70 In be desertes of Araby

by be hie way toward Egipte. 1684 Roxb. Ball. (1885) V.

>e cursse Did grccit iujr ** *"** -.> ~-- o-.--

vs your'pursse. 1897 Daily .Vena 13 Sept. 7/5 The Colonial

railway policy has been almost entirely dominated by what

is called the "highway theory. '6'8 BOLTON Flams u. xvn.

(1636) 146 From huntsman turning 'highway theefe.

Highwayman (hsi-w^maen). [f. prec. : for-

merly as three words or two, without or with

hyphens. In some districts with chief stress on way.]

1. One who frequents the highway for the purpose

of robbing passengers ; esp. one who does this on

horseback, as distinguished from a.foot-pad.

1649 Thomassm Tracts (Brit. Mus.) DXXXIU. xxxi. 20

This last session there suffered 28, most of them high way
men i6o BENTLEY Boyle Lect. 34 Tis like the friendship

of pickpockets and highwaymen, that are said to observe

strict justice among themselves. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat.

(lira) II. 553 The charms of riot and debauchery make

highwaymen and housebreakers. I78z COWPER CUttn 2 37

They raised the hue and cry :-' Stop thief ! stopi thief !-

a highwayman!' 1789-1840 [see FOOT-PAD]. I^MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. iii. I. 382 It was necessary to the success and

even to the safety of the highwayman that he should be a

bold and skilful rider.

Kg 1694 Ace. Sev. Lair Voy. n. (1711) 25 We take. .Guns

and Lances, to resist the Highway-men the Bears.

2. local. A surveyor of highways. (In use in

north Lincolnshire and elsewhere.)

1888 FREEMAN in W. R. W. Stephens Life (1895) II. 379

E r officio guardians and highwaymen I count for a mistake.

Hence Highway-manhood, the condition of a

highwayman (see FOOTPADDERY quot. 1861).

Hrgh-wrought, a.

1. Agitated or excited to a high degree.

1604 SHAKS. Oth. n. i. 2 It is a high wrought Flood. 1701

ROWE Tamcrl. v. i,
The high-wrought Tempest in my Soul

1814 SCOTT Wav. xxvii, The present high-wrought state

his feelings. . .

2. Wrought with exquisite art or skill ; accu-

rately finished, nobly laboured' (J.).

1728 POPE Dune. u. 187 Thou triumph st, Victor of the

hieh-wrought day, And the pleas'd dame, soft smiling,

lead'st away. 1838 LYTTON Alice v. vi, She understood not

his high-wrought scruples.

Higiene, obs. form of HYGIENE.

Higle, etc., obs. form of HIGGLE, etc.

Hitrly-pigly< aliv - = HIGGLEDY-PIGGLEDY.

i664*aomirt<z Mode (N.), Just as neighbors higly pig-

lie, Let their beasts graze, but then can quickhe .. bpv em

from ev'ry one's i'th town. 1675 F. Rons' Arckxal. Atticx

vi. n. ii. (ed. 8) 274 They sit higly pigly, and every one takes

where he likes.

Higra, higre, obs. forms of EAGRE.

Higry pigry, vulg. perversion of HIERA PICRA.

1773 GRAVES Spiritual Quixote viii. xix, Madam Wild-

goose would send him some Higry pigry, which would stop

it at once. TT

Higt : see HIGHT v. Hig-taper, var. HAG-



HIJBA.

TAPER. Hih(e, obs. f. HIE sb. and v . Hihful :

see HLEFLT, under HIE sb. Hiho : see HICKWALL.

Hiht, hihf>e, obs. ff. HEIGHT. Hii, obs. f. Hi

pnn., HIGH a. Hy, obs. f. HIE v., HIGH a.

|| Hijra, hijrall (hi'djraX More accurate

form of HEGIBA. Hence
|| Hijri (Hegiree) a.,

of the Hijra.
1839 Penny Cycl. XV. 299/1 This retreat happened on the

i6th of July, 622, and has been adopted as the Mohammedan
aera called Hejra. 1849 SIR H. M. ELLIOTT Bibl. Index
Histor. Moham. hid. I. 48 During the first four Centuries

ofthe Hijri Era. i886SiELEY.SV*0r/ Hist. Napoleon I, i. 16

With this Hijra [flight of the Buonapartes from Corsica to

France, 1793] the first period of Napoleon comes to an end.

Hil, obs. form of ILL, ISLE, HILL.

f Hilaire, a. Obs. rare. In 6 hylair. [ad. L.

hilaris, hilarus cheerful, merry. Cf. OF. hilaire,

hylaire, prob. the proximate source.] Gay, cheerful.

1560 ROLLAND Crt. Venus I. 157 With hylair vult, and

1864 in WEBSTER. 1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 239 Seeds
. . with often a pencil of silky hairs at the hilar end.

t Hi'larate, v. Obs. rare-". [f.L.Ailardt-

ppl. stem of hilarare, (. hilar-us, hilar-is, cheerful,

gay.] 'To make merry' (Cockeram 1623).

Hilarious (hile'ri3s), a. [A recent formation,

f. L. hilari-s + -O08 : cf. capaci-ous, atroci-ous, etc.]

1. Cheerful, cheery ; gladsome.
18*3 SCOTT Pereril xlvi, In answer to my hilarious exhor-

tations to confidence. 1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits, Univ.
Wks. (Bonn) II. 94 Cheery and hilarious tone. 1885 -V.

Amer. Rev. Apr. 335 As .. hilarious as Anacreon.

2. Boisterously joyous or merry ; rollicking.

1835-40 T. M. WILSON Tales Bard. (1857) I. 53 Neither
cared the hilarious damsel for the reverend turrets of Inner-

kepple. 1871 L. STEPHEN Playgr. Europe viii. (1894) 186

They may take it for granted . . that we were hilarious,

excited [etc.]. 1875 H. C. WOOD Tkerap. (1879) 277 Others
will become hilarious, erotic, or pugnacious.
Hence Hila'riously adv. ; HUa'riousness.
1863 Athenxttm 5 Dec, The conclusion was hilariously

arrived at that the new Order should be named accordingly.
1866 MRS. STOWE Lit. Foxes 25 The holidays passed away
hilariously. 1885 Truth 28 May 851/2 The fresh charm,
hilariousness, and blush of spring.

Hilarity (hilae-riti). [ad. F. hilarite ( 1 4-1 Jth
c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. hilaritas, -iat-etn, f.

hilaris, -us - Gr. l\apos cheerful, gay : see -ITY.]
1. Cheerfulness, gladsomeness ;

calm joy.
1568 SKEYNE The Pest 11860) 25 Temperat hilaritie and

blythnes are maist commendable. 1670 CLARENDON Con-

tempi. Ps. Tracts (1727) 594 That joy. .which extends the

heart to such an hilarity in the eyes, and in the countenance
..that it cannot be concealed. 1776 JOHNSON 12 Apr. in

Boswell, No, Sir ; wine gives not light, gay, ideal hilarity ;

but tumultuous, noisy, clamorous merriment. 1829 SOUTHEY
Sir T. More II. 148 The pleasure which they partake con-

duces . . to health and present hilarity.

2. Boisterous joy ; merriment.

1840 THACKERAY Paris Sk.-bk. (1872) 30 The coarse and

vulgar hilarity. 1853 DE QUINCEY Autobiog. Sk. Wks. I.

202 Festal music . . is the most remote of any from vulgar
hilarity. 1894 Amer. Missionary Nov. 378 The incompar-
able hilarity of the dusky cotton-pickers.

t Hi'larous, a. Obs. rare
~

'.
[f.

L. hilar-us

(see prec.) + -ous.]
= HILARIOUS.

1659 D. PELL Impr. Sea^zo Archimedes. . when hee found
the resolution of the. -question, which transported him into

such an hilarous fit of mirthsomness.

Hilary (hrlari). [f. Hilarius, name of a doctor

of the church, bishop of Poitiers (died 367), whose
festival in the Fjiglish Calendar is on Jan. 13.]

Name of a term or session of the High Court of

Justice in England ; and also of one of the uni-

versity terms at Oxford and Dublin.
At Oxford now more generally called Lent term.

[14. . Customs of Malton in Surtees Misc. (1888) 59 Y
grett cowrtt next eftyr Sayntt Hyllare day.] 1577-87
HARRISON England i. ix. in Holinshed 1. 181/2 Hilarie term

bcginneth the three and twentith daie of Januarie (if it be
not sundaie) otherwise the next daie after, and is finished

the twelfe of Februarie, it hata foure returnes. 1669 STUKMY
Mariner's Alag. II. 101 There are four times of the Year

appointed for the Determining of Causes..Two of these

Terms (viz.i Hillary Term, and Michaelmas Term, are at a
constant time of the Year : but Easter Term and Trinity
Term are sooner or later, as those Feasts happen. 1812
M. A. TAYLOR Par/. Deb. 6 Mayin Examiner it May 295/2
In Hilary Term, 1812, five decrees only were pronounced.
1875 Act 38 & 39 Viet. c. 77. Sched., O. Ixi. r. i The Hilary
sittings shall commence on the nth ofJanuary and terminate
on the Wednesday before Easter.

t b. humorous. To keep Hilary term : to main-
tain hilarity, be cheerful or merry. Obs.

1629 T. ADAMS Heaven made sure Wks. 905 When God
speakes peace to the Soule. . It giues end to all iarres. .and
makes a man keepe Hillary terme all his life.

Hence Hilary-mass, the feast of Saint Hilary;
Hilary-tide, the time, term, or season immediately
following this day.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 284 At Saynt Hillarimesse

at Westmynster salle be. 1875 STUBBS Const. Hist. II. xv.
262 These stated sessions were held by Edward I at Hilary-
tide, Easter, and Michaelmas.

Hilasmic (Mlae-zmik), a. rare.
[f. Gr.

propitiation + -1C.] Propitiatory.

286

1893 C/i.
ff.

Rev. XXXVII. 186 Hilasmic rites for the pur-

gation of sin.

Hilch (hilj), v. Sc. intr. To limp, to halt.

Hence Hilching ///. a. : Hilch sb., a limp.
1784 BURNS Ep. to Davis xi, My spaviet Pegasus will limp

. .And then he'll hilch, and stilt, andjimp. 1785 Hallmvecn

xx, He swoor 'twas hilchin Jean M pCra\v. 1824 MACTAG-
GART Gallovid. Encycl., Hilch, a singular halt.

t Hild, v. Obs. Forms: I hyldan, 3-6 hild-,

4 huld-(), 4-5 hyld-, 5 held-, (5 hilt). Pa. t.

i hylde, 3-5 hilde, 4-5 hildide. Pa. pple.

3 i-huld, 4 y-huld, huld, i-hylde, 5 y-hillid,

5-6 hyl^e), 6 hild e), hylded, 6-7 hilded, (7

hileded). [OE. hyldan (:-*/ttMjan\ f. hold car-

case ; cf. ON. hylda to slash (Vigfusson).] trans.

a. To flay, skin. b. To strip off (the skin).
a 1000 Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 223/1 Discoriat, hyldeb.

< 1000 ^iLFKlc Lev. iii. 6 And hyldon ba ofTrunga and ceor-

fon to sticcon. c 1275 LAY. 20958 pat folk hii a-slowe f>e

cherleshii hilden [(1205 ulojenj. 1:1290 S. Eng. Leg. I.

471/321 3uvt hadde ich leouere ich were i-huld. 1350
1. Palerne 2587 Hastili hulde we be hides of bise bestes.

lo Sir Ferumb. 1639 Al quike y rede ban let hem hylde

be'glotouns alle & some. 1382 WYCLIF Micah iii. 3 Whiche
eeten fleshe ofmy peple and hildiden the skyn of hem fro

aboue. 1440 Anc. Cookery in Househ. Ord. (1790) 458
Take conynges or hares, hilt and wassh horn, c 1440 Gesta
Rom. xxxiv. 133 (Harl. MS.) To the secounde [tormentor]
he comaundid to helde him qwyke. 1346 J. HEYWOOD
Prm, (1867) 36, I will as soone be hylt, As waite againe for

the mooneshine in the water. 1647 TRAPP Comm. Matt. vi.

2 Till half their hides be hilded off. 1654 Comm. Job
xxxvii. 8 Till half hileded by the Countreymen.
Hence Hilding vbl. sb.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) II. 359 pe sleynge and be

hildynge of a Icon. 1319 HOBMAN Vulg. 80 b, Membraan,
bycause it was pulled of by hyldynge.

Hild, -e, obs. inf., pa. t. and pa. pple. ofHIELD v.

Hild, -e, obs. pa. t. and pa. pple. of HOLD v.

Hildebra'ndic, a. [f. Hildebrand + -ic.]

Of, pertaining to, or resembling the policy of

Hildebrand, who as Gregory VII was Pope 1073-

85, and was distinguished by his unbending asser-

tion of the power of the papacy and hierarchy,
and of the celibacy of the clergy. So Hrlde-
brandine a., Hi'ldebrandism, -1st.

1837 HALLAM Hist. Lit. ii. in. 8 Extravagances of "Hil-

debrandic principles. 1659 GAUDEN Tears Ck. Eng. 566

They sought by *Hildebrandine arts to exalt themselves

above all that is called God in civil Magistracy. 1855

^ ^5 Against the 'Hlldebrandism
ofRome and the monasticism ofChristendom. 1893 Westm.
Gaz. 14 Apr. 7/2 Erastianism. -is the control of the Church

by the State ;
but an equal evil is Hildebrandism, the con-

trol of the State by the Church. 1680 G. HICKES Spirit of
Popery Pref. 4 Our Covenanting *Hildebrandists . . would
set their feet on the Necks of Christian Princes.

t Hilden, obs. form of hill-den, a mountain cave.

1583 STANYHURST Mneis i. (Arb.) 22 He [.("Bolus] maystreth
monsterus hitdens, Youre kennels, good syrs.

Hilder, -or, obs. forms of ELDER, sb^, the tree.

Hildinjf (hi'ldirj). Obs. or arch. Also 6 held-,

hield-, 6-7 hyld-, 7 hiled-, 7-8 heild-. [A late

word, of obscure etymology : perh. f. HIELD hyld
vb., to bend downwards, bow, also to fall, sink,

and to decline, turn waywardly aside + -ISO. It

is not clear whether the application was first to a

horse or to a human being.]

f 1. A worthless or vicious beast, esp. a horse ;

a sorry hack, a jade. Obs.

1589 R. HARVEY PI. Perc. 11590) 18 Least standjng long
still in the open faire, they fall to downeright halting, and
so be disclosed for arrant heldings. 1600 HOLLAND Livy
XXI. xl. 415 Their horses, no other than lame jades and poor
hidebound hildings. 1719 D'URFEY Pills IV. 16 A Run-

away Beast that will not be held in. .a very Heilding.

2. A contemptible, worthless person of either sex ;

a good-for-nothing, arch. a. Applied to a man.
1601 SHAKS. All's Well HI. vi. 4 If your Lordshippe finde

him not a Hilding, hold me no more in your respect. 1611

Cymb. ii. iii. 128 A base Slaue, A Hilding for a Liuorie,
a Squires Cloth. 1611 COTGR., Caguemaille, a filthie snudge,
. . miserable scrape-good, couetous hylding. 1679 DRYDEN
Tr. $ Cr. III. ii, Away, away, you naughty hildings. 1843
LYTTON Last Bar. i.v, There's Master Bancroft, of the Oak,
will not trust us a penny, the seely hilding.

b. Applied to a woman : A jade ;
a baggage.

1592 SHAKS. Rom. fy Jill, in. v. 169 Out on her, Hilding.
1631 Celestina. xn. 142 She is a crafty Hileding, and I will

not give her time to invent some one villainous tricke or
other. 1681 DRVDEN Sp. Fryar n. iii, How the Gipsey
answers me ! Oh, 'tis a most notorious Hilding ! 1713
ROWE y. Shore iv. (1766) 135 This idle Toy, this Hilding
[Jane Shore] scorns my power.
3. attrib. (in apposition) passing into adj.
1583 BKETON Hunted Hart in Heliconia (1815) 1. 139 Shee

then takes of those hylding curres againe. 1596 SPENSER
F. Q. vi. v. 25 Thinking to take them from that hylding
hound. 1597 SHAKS. z Hen. IV, i. i. 57 Some hielding
Fellow, that had stolne The Horse he rode on. 1613 MARK-
HAM Eng. Husbandman II. II. vii. (1635) 89 Those orts may be

given to other heilding, and hungry Cattell. 1820 SCOTT
Ivanhoe xxvii, Some hilding fellow he must be, who dared
not stay to assert his claim.

Hile, obs. f. HILL v.\ Hileded, erron. pa. t.

HILD v. Obs. Hileg(e, variant of HYLEG, Obs.

tHiler. Obs. [f. HILL^.' +-EB 1
.]
A protector.

HILL.

a 1340 HA.MI-OLE Psalter xvii. 3 My hilere and horn of my
hcle. Ibid. 33 Hilere he is of all hopand in him.

f Hilet. Obs. [perh. f. root of HILL v. 1 to

cover, etc. ; but cf. HOLET.] A tent, a tabernacle.

1382 WYCLIF l Kings xx. 12 Benadab .. drank, and the

kyngis, in hiletis [Vulg. in umbraculis ; COVERD. in the

pauylion]. Ibid. 16 Benadab forsothe drank drunken in his
_

hilet [1388 schadewyng place]. Isa. i. 8 Forsaken . . as

an hylet in a place of goordes [Vulg. tugurium ; 1388 an

hulke in a place where gourdis wexen]. Ecclus. xxxiv.

10 Coueryng of brennyng, and the hilet [1388 a schadewyng
place] of the mydday [Vulg. umbraculum meridian!}.

Hill (hil), sb. Forms: I hyll, 2-4 hul, 3-5

hull(e, 3-7 hil, 4-5 hel vl, 4-6 hyl, hyll(e, 4-7

hille, 1,6 yll). 3- hill. [OE. hyll str. masc. and

fern. = LG. hull, Fris. Jiel, MDu. hille, hil, hul:-

OTent. *hulni-z, pre-Teut. *kitlni-s; cf. Lith.

kilnus high, kaliias hill, L. collis hill, celstts lofty,

culmen top, from ablaut-stem kel-, kol-, k'l-.~\

1. A natural elevation of the earth's surface rising

more or less steeply above the level of the sur-

rounding land. Formerly the general term, in-

cluding what are now called mountains ;
after the

introduction of the latter word, gradually restricted

to heights of less elevation ;
but the discrimination

is largely a matter of local usage, and of the more

or less mountainous character of the district,

heights which in one locality are called mountains

being in another reckoned merely as hills. A more

rounded and less rugged outline is also usually

connoted by the name.
In Great Britain heights under 2,000 feet are generally

called hills ;

' mountain
'

being confined to the greater ele-

vations of the Lake District, of North Wales, and of the

Scottish Highlands ; but, in India, ranges of 5,000 and even

10,000 feet are commonly called
'

hills ', in contrast with the

Himalaya Mountains, many peaks of which rise beyond
20,000 feet. The pi. hills is often applied to a region of

hills or highland ; esp. to the highlands of northern and
interior India.

riooo ^CLFRIC Horn. I. 576 Hi huntiaS hi of selcere dune
and of aelcere hylle. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 129 Uppan ban
hulle synai. < 1200 ORMIN 12055 patt hill batt uass swa
wunnderr heh. a 1225 Ana: K. 178 Euer so be hul is more
& herre, so Rewind is more heron, a 1300 Cursor M. 13690
Mont oliuet it es an hill pat iesus banted mikel till. 1340
Ayenb. 5 Ine be helle of Synay. 13 ..E. E. A Hit. P. A. 787
On be hyl of Syon. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. ProL 5 In a Mayes
Morwnynge on Maluerne hulles Me bi-fel a ferly. c 1400
MAUNDEV. (1839) iii. 16 There is a grete Hille that men
clepen Olympus. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 423 There
be hilles in Snawdonia of a grete altitude . . whiche hilles

men of that cuntre calle Eriri, that soundethe in Englishe
the hilles of snawe. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. lix. 43 Fast

besyde salysbury upon an hull. 1559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cos-

mogr. Glasse 177 Aetna, the burning hil. 1630 R. jfohnson's

Kingd. $ Commw. 69 Yea, in the ridge of their highest
hils (rnountaines indeed I cannot terme them) you shall find

pooles. 1645 BOATE Irel. Nat. Hist. (1652) 81 Whereas . .

other Languages . . have two severall words for to signifie
those observable heights. .The English language useth one
and the same word for both, calling hils as well the one as
the other . . but that sometimes the word small or great is

added. Now because this . . would cause some confusion . .

that hath made us restrain it to one of the sorts, and to call

hils only the lesser sort. 1784 COWPER Task n. 91 The hills

move lightly, and the mountains smoke, For He has touched
them. 1842 TENNYSON Day Dream, Departure i, O'er the

hills, and far away Beyond their utmost purple rim. 1879
F. POLLOK Sport Brit. Burmah I. 09 All inhabited hills

varying from 1,500 ft. to 4,000. Ibid. II. 74 Men who came
from the Nepaul hills, whose home was . . at an elevation

certainly not less than 10,000 feet. 1881 J. F. T. KEANE
Six Montlis Meccak i The foot-hills of the approach to a

range of mountains. 1888 R. KIPLING (title} Plain Tales
from the Hills.

b. Often contrasted with dale, plain. (In this

use hill (fccurs in the sing, without article.)
c 1380 SirFentmb. 3997 Prykynge ouer hulle & pleyn,Til

he cam to Charlemeyn. c 1440 Gesta Rom. xxxiv. 134
(Harl. MS.) Then the sonne. .toke hir with him, and Ronne
to-gedir ouer hillis and dalis, til tyme that thei come to the

castell. c 1580 J. JEFFERE Bugbears in. iii. in Archiv
Stud. Neu. Spr. (1897) XCVI1I, Ylls, wodes and dales.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. ii. 8 But every hil and dale, each wood
and plaine. 1630 K. Johnsons Kingd. <$

Cotnnrw. 639When
it is Summer in the Hils, it is Winter in the plaines. 1667
MILTON P. L. VTII. 262 About me round I saw Hill, Dale,
and shadie Woods. 1850 TENNYSON / Mem. Ixxix, And
hill and wood and field did print The same sweet forms in

either mind.

c. After up, down, used without the article : see

DOWN, DOWNHILL, etc.

1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 777 Half way up Hill. 1879 F.

POLLOK Sport Brit. Burmah II. 195 He had gone down
hill. Ibid. 11.207, I followed .. up hill and down dale,

but never saw him more.

d. Proverbs and sayings, f To get the hill, to get

vantage-ground (obs.).
c 1305 St. Lucy 126 in E. E. P. (1863) 105 Euere heo lai

stille as an hul. 1647 TRAPP Comm. Ram. vii. 19 Corrup-

tion, edg'd with a temptation, gets as it were the hill, and
the winde, and, upon such advantages, too oft prevaileth.

1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 292 A good Cause and Miscarriage
meet oftner than Hills. 1819 Metropolis I. 58 Why, he's as

old as the Hills. 1844 DICKENS Mart. CAuz. xxxv. All this

time, Martin was cursing Mr. Pecksniff up hill and down
dale. 1857 TRENCH Proverbs i. (ed. 4) 21 Do in hill as you
would do in hall. 1892 BOWEN in Law Times Rep. LXVI1I.

127/2 The law of estoppel by deed is as old as the hills.

2. fig. Something of enormous mass ; something
not easily mounted or overcome.



HILL.

CI440 Jacob's WelU. E. T. S.) 6 R5-?t so, bis watyr &
bis flood of be gret curs flowyth hyje in-to be hylles of

prowde & ryche folk. 1644 MILTON Son,:, to Virtuous

Young Lady, With those . . That labour up the hill of

heavenly Truth. 1738 WESLEY Hymn,
' The Voice ofmy

Beloved' i, O'er Hills of Guilt and Seas of Grief, He leaps.

1851 WILLMOTT P/ens. Lit. 21 (1857) 135 The hill of know-

ledge and fame was rapidly climbed.

3. A heap or mound of earth, sand, or other

material, raised or formed by human or other

agency. Cf. also ANT-, DUNG-, MOLE-HILL, etc.

1297 [see ANT-HILL i). c 1320 [see DUNG HILL i]. c 1340

Cursor M. 23221 (Fairf.) If a hille of fire ware made &
borou chaunce bou in hit slade. c 1450 Merlin xviii. 288

Ther was hilles of dede men and horse hem beforn. 1587

MASCALL Govt. Cattle (1662) 283 Monies . . spoyle any faire
I

meddow . . in casting up hils. Ibid. 289 Casting a great

hill as big as two barrowfuls. 1590 SPENSER F. Q.ii. vn.

6 He rose for to remove aside Those pretious hils [of gold]

from straungers envious sight. 1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia

313 Looking down on the world as an Ant-hill. 1784 COWPER
Task iv. 346 The wain . . appears a moving hill of snow. 1834

H. MILLER Scenes <$ Leg. xix. (1857) 282 She clutched her

hands into a hill of dried weed. 1887 Kent Gloss., Hill, a

heap of potatoes or mangold wurzel.

b. A heap formed round a plant by banking up
or hoeing (see HILL v.'2 a).

1571 MASCALL Plant, f, Graff. (1592) 83 Then againe cast

vp the earth about your hills, and cleansing them from all

weedes so let them rest till your Poles may be set therein.

1577 B. GOOGE HeresbacKs Hvsb. n. (1586) 62 b, When the

Hoppes..are cutte downe close to the grounde, and the hils

being againe raised, are covered with dpung. 1799 G.

WASHINGTON Writ. (1893) XIV. 232 No. 2. . is to be.
.planted

with potatoes ; whether in Hills, or Drills, may be con-

sidered. a 1817 T. DWIGHT Trav. New Eng. etc. (1821)

I. 108 The earth is raised to the height of from four to six

inches, around the corn, and is denominated a hill ; whence

every planting is called a hill of corn. 184*) Jrnl. R. Agric.
Soc. IX. n. 538 The general mode of planting hops is to

place the hills at equal distances. 1887 Blackw. Mag. June

815/2 In Virginia . . a labourer is required for every 20,000

hills of tobacco.

c. The rising ground on which ruffs assemble

at the breeding season ;
an assemblage of ruffs.

1768 PENNANT Zool. (1770) IV. 22 When a fowler discovers

one of these hills, he places his net over night. 1859 FOLK-

ARD Wild-f(nvler lix. (1875) 294 During the breeding season

they [ruffs] frequent drier grounds, and assemble on small

hillocks. .An experienced fenmansoon finds out their blood-

stained hills. Ibid. 295 Frequently taking the whole hill

at a single fold of the net 1875
' STONEHENGE

'

Brit. Sports
I. ix. i A' hill

'
of ruffs.

4. attrib. and Comb. a. Of or pertaining to a hill

or hills, as hill-cop, -country, -crest, -face, -foot,

-ground, -line, -pasture, -range, -ridge, -slope, etc.

b. Of or pertaining to the hill-country of India,

as hill-appointment, -station, etc. c. For a hill

or hill-country, as hill-chair, -gun. d. Inhabit-

ing or frequenting hills, situated or held on a hill,

as hill-bamboo, -convent, -fair, -fastness, -grass,

-horse, -hotise, -kid, -pony, -priest, -temple, -lent,

-town. Also HILL-FORT, etc.

1896 Westm. Gaz. 30 Dec. 3/2 There were only two *hill

appointments possible at the time. 1827 D. JOHNSON Ind.

Field Sports 232 The best kind of shafts are *hi!l bamboos
which have no hollow. 1861 in Hare 2 Noble Lives (1893)

III. 175 About eleven she set off again in her 'hill-chair.

1878 SYMONDS Many Moods, Riviera it How well In this

"hill-convent glides for them the day ! 13. . E. E.Allit. P.

A. 790 pe apostel hem segh . . Arayed to fe weddyng in bat

. . igtownslure 20 me cnurcn ot cargi
attended by people from the hill-country around. 1883

Longm. Mag. Nov. 71 The sportsman . . has gone up the *hill-

face. 1851 MAYHEW Lond. Labour 1 . 329 A *hill fair (that

is where the fair is held upon a hill away from a town).

ai88i ROSSETTI House of Life v. Tender as dawn's first

hill-fire. 1650 TRAPP Comm. Exod. xx. 18 From the 'hill-

foot where they stood and trembled. 1891 S. C. SCRIVENER
Our Fields % Cities 12 The river winds along the hill-foot.

1577 B. GOOGE HeresbacKs Husb. I. (1586) 17 b, It is to be

learned, what is best for the *hill ground, what for the

valley. 1799 J. ROBERTSON Agric. Perth. 310 He keeps also

fewer *hill-horses, a small species, of which at one time

there were vast herds in the highlands. 1816 SCOTT Tales

My Landlord Introd, What resembled hares were in fact

*hill-kids. 1873 W. CORY Lett, t, Jrnls. (1897) 343 The
crests of the "hill'line are crowned with the domes of the

mosques. 1799 J. ROBERTSON Agric. Perth 525 All the ten-

ants have a proportionable share of *hill-pasture. 1881 J. T.

FOWLER in Academy 29 Oct. 334 The *hill-priests and the

hedge-priests of the Northern diocese. 1844 MRS. BROWNING

Rhyme Duch. May iv, I could see the low *hill-ranges. 1845

STOCQUELER Handbk. Brit. Itidia (1854) 265 A promontory,
or long *hiU-ridge projecting into a basin. 1874 WHITTIER
Voices Freedom, Palestine 29 Lo, Bethlehem's *hill-site

before me is seen. 1879 F. POLLOK Sport Brit. Burmah I.

42 Now that European troops are being gradually concen-

trated on *hill stations. 1827 G. HIGGINS Celtic Druids 231

It may be correctly described as a *hill-temple. 1743
BULKEI.EY & CUMMINS Voy. S. Seas 89 The Carpenter went

up to the 'Hill Tent, so called from its situation. 1887
W. S. PRATT in W. Gladden Parish Prob. 433 Even the

most humble, untaught player in a struggling "hill-town

may fulfill, .all the higher duties of his office.

e. Objective, instrumental, and locative, as hill-

climber, -climbing; hill-crowning, -girdled, -girt,

-surrounded adjs.

1897 Daily News 25 May 5/4 A gentleman . . cyclist and

champion hill-climber. 1861 MRS. NORTON Lady La G.

n. 147 When wild 'hill-climbing wooed her spirit higher.

,< 1758 DYER Poems (1761) 175 (Jod.) Whose *hill-crowmng
walls Shine, like the rising Moon thro' wat'ry mists. 1860

287

All Year Round No. 47. 492/2 A green, nestling, 'hill-girt

Devonshire valley. 1881 JEFFFRIES Wood I\lagic II. vi. 152

The "hill-surrounded plain.

f. Spec, combs. : hill-ant, a species that forms

ant-hills ; hill-berry, the Deerberry or Winter-

green, Gaultheria frocuinbens, of N. America ;

hill-bird, (a the fieldfare, Turdiis pilaris (Swain-
son Prov. Names Birds 1885) ; (*) the upland

plover or Bartramian sandpiper, Bartramia

longicauda, of North America ; ( hill-chapel, a

high-place for worship ; t hill-digger, one who

digs into barrows or tumuli ; so f hill-digging ;

hill-fever, a kind of remittent fever prevalent in

the hill country of India ; hill-folk, -people, in-

habitants or frequenters of the hills, hillmen ; spec,

(a) the Cameronians ; (b) the elves or fairies of the

hills ; cf. HILLMAN ; hill-fox, an Indian species of

fox inhabiting the hills (Canis Hinialaicus} ; hill-

gooseberry, a Chinese myrtaceous plant (see

quot.) ; hill - king, a king of the mountain-

elves ; hill-margosa, hill-mustard (see qnpts.) ;

hill-oat, a species of wild oat, Avena strigosa ;

hill - partridge, a gallinaceous bird of India,

Galloperdix lunulatus; hill-shading, the lines

of shading on a map to represent hills ; hill-star,
' a humming-bird of the genus Oreotrochilus

'

(Cent Diet.) ; hill-stead, a place on a hill ;
hill-

tit, a bird of the family Liotrichidx ; hill-wren,

a bird of the genus Pnoepyga.
1747 GOULD Eng. Ants 2 The 'Hill Ants I so denominate

from their usual Place of Residence, the sunny Banks or

Sides of Hills. 1535 COVERDALE Eeek. vi. 4 The cities

shalbe desolate, y *hillchapels laved waist : youre aulters

destroyed. 1522 W. STAPLETON in Dawson Turner Trial

by Jury etc. (1846) 54 Smith, .examining the same Goodred

upon 'hill digging . . If he wolde not confesse to them that

he was an "hill-digger, he wold thrust his dagar throwe his

chekes. 1847 Norfolk Archfol. I. 53-4. 1887 A. JESSOPP
in \<)th Cent. Jan. 56 The hill diggers of the fifteenth cen-

tury did their work most effectually. 1804 C. B. BROWN
tr. Volney"s View Soil U. S. 234 In Bengal . . there are

woody eminences, infested . . with what U there called the

hill fever. 1814 SCOTT Wav. xxxvi, He spared nobody
but the scattered remnant of *hill-folk, as he called them.

1816 Old Mart, iv, The stranger . . being, in all prob-

ability, one of the hill-folk, or refractory presbytenans. 1838

Penny Cycl. X. 393/1 The Canis Himalaicus, Hill Fox of

the Europeans in the Doon, in Kumaon. 1859 LANG Wand.
India 311 During this day's march we shot .. a hill fox, a

deer, and a wild dog. 1880 C. R. MARKHAM Peruv. Bark

292 The pretty pink-flowered Rhodotnyrtus iomentosa, the

berries of which are called
'

*hill-gooseberries '. 1884 CHILD

Ballads n. xli. 361/2 The etin of the Scottish story is in

Norse and German a dwarf-king, elf-king, "hill-king, or

even a merman. 1866 Treas. Bot. 731/1 M\elia\Azcdarach.

vulgarly known as the Pride of India. .Bead-tree, or Hlll

Margosa, is widely diffused over the globe. 1895 Oracle

Encycl. I. 539/1 Oriental Bunias, sometimes called
'
'hill-

mustard ',
was introduced into Britain about one hundred

years ago for the sake of its leaves, which are used for feed-

ing cattle. 01847 MRS. SHERWOOD Lady ofManor V. xxix.

65 Anecdotes told by the old Indians of the hill-people.

1879 F. POLLOK Sfort Brit. Burmah I. 3 Formerly gold
was worked for by Shans and other hill people. 1878
HUXLEY Physiogr. 12 Commonly effected by a system of

hill-shading. 1637 Boston Records 11877) " l8 James
Pennyman shall have the 'Hilsteade and the marsh ground
under it. 1885 H. O. FORBES Nat. Wand. E. Archip. 207,

I stalked a pretty little brown 'hill-wren (.Pnoepyga pusilla).

Hill, f.'.
1 Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 3-4 hule, hile,

4-5 hyl(e, 4-6 hil, hill(e, 5-6 hyll(e, 4- hill.

[ME. hitlen (it), hilen, hyllen, hillen, corresp. to an

OE. type *hyllan : cf.OS. bi-hullean, OHG. hullan

(MHG., mod.G. hiillen), ON. hylja (hulda, hulit,

Da. hylle), Goth, huljan, f. hul-, weak grade of

helan : see HELE v. It is probable that the ME.
word was from Norse.]
1. trans. To cover, cover up; protect. Nowrfz'a/.

it 1240 IVohunge in Cott. Horn. 279 Hwer wiS bat blisfule

blodi bodi bu mihtes hule and huide. c 1250 Gen. <$
Ex. 102

It mai ben hoten heuene-Rof ; It hileS al Sis werldes drof.

a 1300 Cursor M. 6802 (Cott.) He has nober on bak ne bed

Clath til hil [v.rr. hile, hule] him. a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter

xvi. 10 Vndire be shadow of bi wenges nil me. 1362 LANGL.

P. PI. A. vi. 80 Alle be houses beo|> I-hulet [v.rr. helid ; R.

hiled, ihyled, belied ; (.'. heled]. .Wi> no led bole wib loue.

1496 Dives tf Paup. (W. de W.I IV. xxiii. 189/2 Her here

wexe soo moche that it hylled and hydde all her bodye.

1530 PALSGR. 585/1 You must hyll you wel nowe anyghtcs.

1565 GOI.DING Ovid's Met. I. (1593) 12 Go hil your heads.

1606 J. RAYNOLDS Dolarney's Prim. (1880) 88 So should the

earth, his breathlesse body hill. ^1746 J. COLLIER (Tim
Bobbin) View Lane. Dial. Wks. (1862) 68 A floose of hay. .

?uite
hill'd us booath. 1854 Miss BAKER Northampt. Gloss.

. 323 Have you hilled the child up? 1868 B. BRIERLEY

Ab-o'-tK Yale on Times tf Things (1870) 121 Th' owd lad

wur liillin' hissel up nicely.

b. intr. Of fish : To deposit or cover their

spawn.
1758 Dcscr. Thames 29 A noted Place for Roach, Dace,

and other small Fish, coming in Spawning Time to_Hill,
as

it is called, otherwise laying their Spawn there in great

Quantities.

c. See HILL v.~ 2.

f2. To cover from sight ; to hide, conceal. Obs.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 388 Herto ualleS a tale, and on iwrien

[v.r. hulet] uorbisne. 1388 WYCLIF Prov. x. 12 Charite

hilith alle synnes. ri4io LOVE Bonavent. Mirr. xiv. (Pyn-

son) E v, Our defautes and trespasses we hyll and hyde.

HILLING.

(-1440 CAPGRAVF. Life St. Katli. iv. 1379 Wype awey bat

blyndenesse whiche hath hilled jour sight.

3. Comb, t hilback, the covering of the back,

i. e. clothing (ot>s.).

'573 TUSSER Husb. x. (1878) 23 As interest or vsurie plaieth

the dreuil, So hilback and filbellie biteth as euil.

Hence Hilled///, a., covered, armed.

r 1330 R. BRUNNE Citron. (1810) 224 He sped him bider in

haslc, with hilled hors of pris.

Hill, .- [f.
HILL sb.}

I. trans. 1. To form into a hill or heap; to

heap up ; spec, to throw up (soil) into a mound or

ridge for planting purposes.
1581 Act 23 Eliz. c. 10 4 Before . . such Corn or Grain

shall be shocked, cocked, hilled or copped. 1799 A. YOUHG

Agric. Line. xii. 266 Mr. Lloyd is much against hilling of

manure. 1851 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XII. II. 350 It [lime] is

fetched from the chalk hills, .and 'hilled
'

for 2 or 3 weeks
before used, the heap being covered over with earth. 1884

Chcsh. Gloss. s.v., I put some manure in and hilled the soil

atop of it. 1887 Blackm. Mag. June 822/1 The tobacco-land

is hilled up, but scarcely half of it as yet planted.

b. fig. To heap up, amass.
a 1618 SYLVESTER Spectacles xl, When hoord on hoord,

when heap on heap he hilleth. 1627-47 FELTHAM Resolves

i. xxxii. 109 When a man shall exhaust his very vitality for

the hilling up of fatall gold. 1660 Character Italy 12

Another trick, .that helpeth to hill up his fatal riches.

2. Agric. To cover and bank up the roots of

(growing plants) with a heap of soil
;
to earth up.

(Also absol.) [This seems to have been orig. a

use of HILL vl to cover (cf. HELE v? 2 a), which

has become associated with HILL sb. 3 b, and so

with this verb, the forms being identical.]

1577 B. GOOGE Hercsbach's Husb. II. (1586) 62 b, Set in

grounde well covered with, .moulde, and afterwarde hilled,

and so suffered to remaine al Winter. 1601 HOLLAND I'liny

I. 523 The skill and feat of baring the roots of trees, and

also of hilling or banking them about. 1612 CAPT. SMITH

Map Virginia 16 When it (corn) is growne midle high, they
hill it about like a hop-yard. 1773 Hist. Brit. Dam. N.

Amer. vi. iii. 123 The (tobacco] plants are set at three or

four feet intervals or distances : they are hilled, and kept

continually weeded. 1775 ROMANS Florida 175 The horse

hoe to do the laborious work of the hoe in hilling corn up.

1707 A. YOUNG Agric. Suffolk 89 At Midsummer they hill

them [hops]. 1861 Jrnl. R. Agric. Sue. XXII. II. 305

Hilling, or earthing-up the plant.

3. To surround with hills.

i6ia W. PARKES Curtaine-Dr. (1876) 25 Pleasant valleys

hil'd on euery side.

4. To cover with hills or heaps.
1808 J. BARLOW Colmub. vn. 750 Shocks, ranged in rows,

hill high the burden'd lands.

II. intr. t 5. To ascend, rise in or on a slope.

1538 LELAND Itin. I. 105 Gumming to highe ground and

somewhat in sight by hilling I passid a Mile. Ibid.\ll. 16

The Soyle of the Ground . . is on mayne slaty Roke, and

especially the pane of the Towne hilling toward the Castell.

6. To assemble on rising ground, as ruffs. See

HILL sb. 3 c.

the" Reeves, which resort to them. 1859 FOI.KARD Wild-

fmaler lix. (1875) 294 During spring, when the ruffs hill.

Ibid. 295 Taking ruffs when not hilled.

Hill, obs. form of ILL, ISLE.

t Hilla, Hillir, int. 0&r. =
a 1400-50 Alexander 1066 'A! hilla, haile', quod Alex-

ander & him a narawe hent. 1513 DOUGLAS JEneis in. vi.

192 ?a, thocht thi fallowis cry out, hillir haill !

Hill-altar. An altar on a hill or height.

1539 BIBLE (Great) 2 Kings xxiii. 5 Ministers of Baal . . to

burne incence in the hylaulters [1611 high places]. 1585

ABP. SANDYS Serin. (Parker Soc.) 217 Sacrificing on their

hill-altars. 1602 J. RHODES in Farr S. P. Eliz. (1845) II. 285

As he did [break] the hill-altars And groues of all idolaters.

Hiller, -ern, -or, obs. ff. ELDER sb, the tree.

Hi'llet. rare. [f. HILL sb. + -ET.] A hillock.

1538 LELAND Itin. II. 54 Conscending a Hillet even ther by.

"577 HARRISON England I. xxiv. (1881) ill. 165 Neither will

1 speake of the little billets scene in manie places of our lie,

they are nothing else but Tumuli or graues of former

times. 1695 Phil. Trans. XIX. 46 The three first Hillets,

viz. the nearest to the Hole, are quite barren.

Hill-fort. A fort constructed on a hill.

1833 M. SCOTT Tom Cringle xvi. (1859) 434 A sudden flash

and a jet of white smoke puffed out from the hill fort above

the town. 1862 BEVERIDGE Hist. India III. vn. iii. 84 The
hill-fort of Wusota.

b. esp. A hill-top fortification of prehistoric age.

1851 D. WILSON Pre/i. Ann. (1863) II. in. iii. 90 The simple

circular hill-forts wherein we trace the mere rudimentary

efforts of a people in the infancy of the arts. 1871 FREEMAN

Hist. Ess. Ser. I. viii. 219 That class of towns which, out of

Gaulish hill-forts grew into Roman and medizval cities.

HUlibaloo, hilliebalow, var. of HULLABALOO.

Hilliness (hi-lines). [f.
HILLY a. + -NESS.]

The quality or state of being hilly.

1629 MAXWELL tr. Herodian (1635) 332 By reason of the

hillinesse and roughnesse of the countrie. 1649 BLITHE^WJ?;.
Imprm>. Impr. (1653) 121 Reducing the Hilliness to Plainess.

1887 H ISSEY //o/iV/ayoa Road 238 Some., maythink that I

have exaggerated the hilliness of Sussex.

Hilling, iibl.sbl Nowrf*a/. [f.HiLt.w.i-t-iNG
1
.]

1. Covering, hiding, protection.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter lx[i]. 5 [4] Be for-hild in hilinge of bi

wenges I mon. 1388 WYCLIF ibid., Keuered in the hilyng
of thi wengis. 1:1440 Promp. Parv. 240/1 Hyllynge, or

happynge. 1580 LUPTON Sivqila 28 Caring for nothing, but

for the hilling and filling of their owne backe and bellie.



HILLING.

2. (oner. A covering; e.g. clothing, a bed-quilt,

a roof, the cover of a book ; cf. HELING 2. (In

ME. freq. in phr. food and hilling?)

c 1325 Gloss W. de Biblesw. in Wright Voc. 170 Cfle e

tecte, hiling ofhous. c 1380 WVCLIF Sel. Wks. III. 427 When
we haue fode and hyllynge [I. 203 hilinge]. 1388 Prw.
xxi. 27 That thou take awei hilyng [1381 coueryng] fro tin

bed. c 1440 Promp. Fart'. 229/2 Hatte, hed hillynge. 1496

Dives it Paup. (W. de W.) v. vii. 204/1 Hylynge lyfelode, and

helpe of frendes. 1510 Lane. Wills 1 1857) 1 1. 9 My best bed

1657

hillings from many seeds. 1888 Sheffield Gloss., Hilling,
the quilt of a bed, a bed rug.

3. Comb, hilling-stone, stone used for roofing.
1660 Act 12 Chas. II, c. 4 Sched. n, Stones vocat' Hilling

stone the thowsand iijs. iiijrf. 1721 C. KING Brit. Merck.

I. 355 Copperas, Bread, Hilling-stones and Calve-skins.

1811 Self Instructor 422 Slate and hilling stones.

Hi'liing, vbl. sbt [f.
HILL vl + -ING '

.] The
action of forming hills or heaps ; esp. the earthing-

up of plants ; cf. HILL v.'-* 2.

1617-47 [see HILL v* i b]. 1773 Hist. Brit. Dom. N.
Amer. \\. ii. 211 Horse-hoeings, as also hoeing and hilling

by hand. 1796 J. ADAMS Diary 12 July Wks. 1851 III. 416

Ploughing for hilling among the corn.

Hillir : see HILLA.

tHi'llish, a. rare. [f. HILL sb. + -ISH.] Of the

nature of a hill, hill-like, hilly ; pertaining to a hill.

1583 STANVHURST JEneis I. (Arb.) 19 Thee father almighty
. . Mewed vp theese reuelers coupt in strong dungeon hillish

[cf. HILDEN). 1609 HEYWOOD Brit. Troy VI. xxv, The
wounded Whale casts from his hillish lawes Riuers of

Waters, mixt with purple gore. 1631 MARKHAM Weald of
Kent n. i. (1668) 6 It is not so hillish and sliding as theWeald.

Hill-man, liillmaii.
1. a. One who frequents the hills; spec, applied

to the Scottish Covenanters (cf. CAMERONIAN and

Hill-folK). b. An inhabitant of a hill-country, a

mountaineer: applied to the hill-tribes of India, etc.

India 6 A sort of sedan-chair carried by four hill men. 1893
Archsfol. LIV. 269 The pinch of poverty often drove the

bravest of the hillmen to raid the cattle of the lowlands.

1897 Daily News 27 Nov. 5/7 The hillmen offered a stub-

born resistance to the advance along its whole length.

2. One of the hill -folk (b) ;
an elf or troll.

1881 CHILD Ballads i. vii. 90/2 A supernatural being, a
demon or a hillman, seeks to entice away a mortal maid.

1884 Ibid. u. xli. 366/2 The hill-man, in several Norwegian
copies, carries off the lady on horseback.

3. spec. a. (See quot. 1851.) b. A miner, a

slate quanyman [cf. Ger. bergmann]. c. A hill-

climber.

1851 MAVHEW Lond. Labour (1861) II. 172 The labourers

. .paid by the foreman or forewoman of the dust-heap, com-

monly called hill-man or hill-woman. 1865 J. T. F. TURNER
Slate Quarries 13 The cleavers, or hillmen, build rough
walls as a partial protection from the inclemency of the

weather, a 1885 SHAIRP in W. Knight Life (1888) 74 Some
of our party were very good hillmen. One day five or six

set out on a race from our door, .to the top of Fairfield.

Hillo, hilloa (brio, hilou-), int. (rf.) [Cf.
HALLO ; see also HILLA.] A call used to hail a

distant or occupied person; now, more often, to

express surprise at an unexpected meeting.
1601 SHAKS. Ham. I. v. 115 Hor. Illo, ho, ho, my Lord !

Ham. Hillo, ho. ho, boy ; come bird, come. 1751 SMOLLETT
Per. Pic. (1779) I. ii. 12 The publican .. rebellowed in the

same tone . .

' Hilloah '. 1826 DISRAELI Vhi. Grey vi. ii,
*
Hilloa, within 1' shouted Essper. 1873 BLACK Pr. Thule

xix,
'

Hillo, Lavender !

'

he said, in a tone of surprise.

b. sb. As a name for this call.

1823 BYRON Island it. xviii, And then a pause, and then a
hoarse ' Hillo !

'

Hillock (hi'Uk), sb.
[f.

HILL sb. + -OCK.]
1. A little hill.

1382 WVCLIF Jer. vi.6 Delueth aboute Jerusalem an erthe

hilloc. 1529 MORE Comf. agsl. Trib. i. Wks. 1143/2 Where as
with a verye fieble fayth & a faynte, we shall be scant hable
to remoue a lyttle hillocke. 1665 MANLEY Grotius* Low C.
JVarres 521 The Ground easily swelling into little Hillocks.

1732 LEDIARD Sethos II. vn. 18 Upon. .the plain.. were a
few verdant hillocks. 1884 Q. VICTORIA More Leaves 271
We got out and scrambled up a high hillock off the road.

2. A small mound or heap of earth, stones, or

the like.

1382 WYCLIF Gen. xxxi. 51 Loo ! this hillok [1388 heep]
and the stoon that I haue rerid bitwixe me and thee, witnes
shal be ; this hilloc and the stoon ben into witnessyng.
1538 LELAND Itin. III. 129 The Partition of the Shire a Mile
and more by Northe West from Simon's Bathe at the Towres.
These Towres be round Hillokkesof Yerth sette for Limites.

1701 W. BARTRAM Carolina 126, I beheld a great number of
hillocks or small pyramids, resembling hay-cocks, . . I knew
them to be the nests of the crocodile. 1875 LyelFs Priuc.
Geol. (ed. 12) II. in. xlvii. 553 Just as the African sand-
winds, .raise a small hillock over the carcass of every dead
camel exposed on the surface of the desert.

f 3. A hump, bump, protuberance, or prominence
on any surface. Obs.
c 1520 ANDREW Noble Lyfe d j, The Kamell is a lothly

beste, and hathe an hyllocke vpon his backe. 1665 HOOKE
Microgr. 35 At the upper part of the drop . . there usually
was made some one or more little Hillocks or Prominences.
1668 CULPEPPER & COLE Barthol. Anat. L ii. 3 To tell mens
Fortunes from the Lines and Hillocks in their Hands.
Hence Hi'llock v. trans., to raise into a hillock,

to heap up ;
HiUocked (hHakt) ///. a.
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1791 COWPF.R Odyss. v. 589 The suffVing Chief, .occupying
soon The middle space hillock'd it high with leaves. 1804

J. GRAHAME Sabbath (1839) 19/1 Fill up the furrows 'tween

the hillock'd graves. 1867 F. M. LUDLOIV Little Brother

91 On the pathless field of the hillocked sea.

Hillocky (hi-laki), a. [f. prec. + -T.] Abound-

ing in or characterized by hillocks.

1727 BAILEY vol. II, f/illocky, full of Hillocks or little

Hills. 1831 J. WILSON in Blac/au. Mag. XXIX. 288. 1882

Miss BRADDON Kit. Royal II. x. 229 They crossed a bit of

hillocky common.

t Hillous, a. Obs. rare, [irreg. f. HILL sb. +

-ous.] Hilly.
1550 Decree Chanc. Lancashire in T. Baines Hist. Lane.

(1870) II. 46 The way. .is very foul, painful and hillous.

Hill-side. The lateral slope of a hill.

1 a 1400 A rl/mr 369 He went ouer to be hulle syde. 1509
HAWES Past. Pleas, xxvn. Ixiv, We lyght adowne, under

an hyll syde. 1644 MILTON Ednc. Wks. (1847) 99/2, I shall

. . conduct you to a hill-fide, where 1 will point you out the

right path of a virtuous and noble Education. 1810 SCOTT

LadyofL. v. x.The next [breath of wind] but swept a lone

hill-side Where heath and fern were waving wide.

attrib. 1839 W. COLLINS Q. ofHearts 1 1875) 4 Assembled

together in our hill-side retreat. 1890 Daily News 20 Dec.

5/6 The name ' Hillside men '
. . applied to the Fenians.

Hence Hillsi der.

1898 Daily News 22 Mar. 3/5 To object to any money
being given to a poor hillsider.

Hill-top. The top or summit of a hill.

1530 PAI.SGR. 231/1 Hyll toppe, crespe or creste tie moii-

taigne. 1535 COVERDALE Jer, xxxi. 39 The hill toppe of

t>. 1667 MILTON P. L. vni. 520 The amorous Bird ofGareb . _________ - . ......

Night Sung'Spousal, and bid baste the Eevning Starr On
his Hill top, to light the bridal Lamp. 1784 COWPER Task

i. 222 'Tis perched upon the green hill top. 1873 JOWETT
Plato (ed. 2) I. 497 The sun is still upon the hill-tops.

attrib. 1893 GRANT WHITE in Westm. Gaz. 7 June 2/1

The healthy antique principle of hill-top habitation. 1897

Daily News 3 June 5/6 The lighting of the hill-top bonfires.

Hrllward, adv. and adj. [f.
HILL sb. + -WARD.]

A. adv. Towards the hill.

(In quot. 1570, phrase
' down the hill

'

with postposition.)

(c 1570 Pride ff Lowl. (1841) 9 Mee thought I had espied
A thing come downe the hilward toward me.]

B. adj. That faces towards a hill.

1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. III. IV. 296 A house . . whose
hillward side Is midst the vines.

Hi'll-woiuail. A woman who lives on a hill

or belongs to a hill-tribe j also, a forewoman in a

dust-yard : cf. HILL-MAN I a, 3 a.

1851 MAYHEW Lond. Labour (1861) II. 173/2 The perqui-
sites of the hill-man or hill-woman, are rags, bones, pieces
of old metal, etc. 1895 SIR W. HUNTER Old Missionary iv.

109 An aged grey-haired hillwoman.

t Hi'llwort. Obs. [f. HILL sb. + WOBT.] An
old name of Pennyroyal (or ? of Wild Thyme).
c 1000 ^LLFRIC Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 133/34 Samum, hyl-

wurt. Ibid. 137/2 Pollegia^ hylwyrt. c 1265 Vac, Plants

ibid. 555/1 Puleginm, puliol, hulwurt. 14. . Voc. ibid.

605/48 Pulegium, hullewort. 1528 PAYNELL Salertie's

Kegim. X iij, Hyll worte.. taken with wyne purgelh blacke

coler. 1507 GERARDE Herbal ^.ff., Hilwort is Puliol moun-

(hi'li), a. [f. HILL sb. + -T.]

1. Characterized by hills ; abounding in hills.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 333 pe lond is..wib-ynne

hilly and sondy. 1523 FITZHERB. Husb. 6 Oxen wyl plowe
. .vpon hylly grounde, where as horses wyl! stande still.

1625 N. CARPENTER Geog. Del. II. x. (1635) 173 Some plaine
countries neere the . . Pole may be colder then some hilly

Regions neere the jEquatour. 1738 WESLEY Ps. cxxv. ii, As
round Jerusalem The Hilly Bulwarks rise. 1872 BLACK Adv.
Phaeton xxx, The hillier regions of Dumfriesshire.

Jig. 1635 J. HAVWARD tr. Biondis Banish'd Virg. 22 Her

dainty hands, .delicately hilly, and lasciviously dimpled.

2. Of the nature of a hill
;
elevated ; steep.

1390 GOWER Con/. I. 25 The ston which fro the hully stage
He syh doun falle on |>at ymage. 1563 W. FULKE Meteors

(1640) 57 b, Rivers . . are swift . . because they run downe from

an hilly place. 1577-87 HARRISON England I. xii. in Holin-

shed 1. 60/1 First of all vpon the east side of the hauen a great
hillie point called Downesend. 1622 FLETCHER Prophetess
v. ii, Better to have liv'd Poor and obscure, and never scal'd

the top Of hilly empire. 1768 J. BYRON Ace. Wager in Narr.
Pataronia (1778) 23 A bay formed by hilly promontories.

b Hill-like.

1658 SIR T. BROWNE Hydriot. Introd. i Graves of Giants

under hilly and heavy coverings. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg.
n. 481 A hilly Heap of Stones.

f 3. Belonging to the hills ; hill-dwelling. Obs.

1632 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondfs Eromena 168 Foure moun-
taine Swaines or hillie-men. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India q P.

i7j;Though these Hilly People are of a rougher Temper.

Hillyer, var. of HELLIER, tiler.

II Hilsa, hilsah (hi-lsa). E. Ind. [Hindi

hilsa.]
' A rich and savoury fish of the shad kind

(Clupea t/is/ia)
' found in the Indian Seas, which

ascends the Ganges and other rivers to spawn.

(Yule.)
1810 T. WILLIAMSON E. Ind. Vade M. II. 154 (Y.. The

hilsah (or sable-fish) seems to be midway between a mackerel

and a salmon. 1879 F. POLLOK Sport Brit. Burmah I. 4

The most delicious fish, such as the pomfret, hilsa, mango.

Hilt (hilt), sb. Also i hilte, 1-5 hylt, 1-6

hylte, hilte, (3 Lay. heolte, helte), 4 hult, 5 Sc.

belt. [OE. hilt str. n. and m., = MDu. helt, hilt

m., ON. hjalt str. n.
;
also hilte wk. fern., corresp.

to OS. hilta (MLG. hilte, MDu. helte, hilte) f.,

OHG. heha (MHG. helzf) wk. f. The former ap-

pears to represent an OTeut. *heltos hiltiz, neuter

HILUM.

j-stem; the latter OTeut. *hiltj$n-; of uncertain

origin ; not connected with hold vb. (Thence OF.

helt, helte, later heut, lieu, heute, It. elso, elsa hilt

of sword or dagger.)]
1. The handle of a sword or dagger.
Becmmlf (Z.) 1660 Ic bat hilt )>anan feondum istferede.

riooo ^ELFRIC Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 142/15 Capitlitrn, hilte.

c 1205 LAY. 1559 pa brae ^at sweord . . Riht bi bere hilte.

13. . Ga-w.ff Gr. Knt. 1594 Hit hym vp to ^ehult. 14. . .*>

Beties(O 4313 pe hylte was a charbocle ston. 1530 PALSGR.

531/2 Hylle of a swerde, poignee. 1590 SIR J. SMYTH Disc.

Weapons 4 Long heavie Daggers also, with great brauling
Ale-house hilts. 1642 FULLER Holy f, Prof. St. II. xix. 127
He that hath the hilt in his hand in the morning, may have
the point at his throat ere night. 1692 SIR W. HOPF. Fenc-

ing Master 2 The Hilt is divided into three parts, the

Pomell, the Handle, and the Shell. 1847 JAMES J. Marston
Hall viii, The Duke .. laid his hand upon the hilt of his

sword.

T b. Formerly often in plural, with same sense.

Beoivulf (Z.) 1615 pa hilt somod since fage. aiwSal.
$ Sat.

44^6
Ofer 5a byrjena blicaS Sa hiltas. c 1000 ^ELFRIC

Judg. iit. 22 pa hiltan eodon into bam innobe. c 1400 Me-

layi:e 116 Gaffe hym b hiltis in his hande. c 1450 Merlin

103 Arthur toke the swerde be the hiltes, and . . yaf it to the

Archebisshopp. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, II. i. 68 lie run him

vp to the hilts, as I am a soldier. 1632 I. HAYWARD tr.

Biondfs Erouiena 20 In whose belly, she .. buried the

Poyniard up to the hilts. 1753 L. M. tr. Dit Bosctfs Ac-

conipl. H'oin. II. 205 The sword . . bent to the very hilts.

t c. By extension, a sword-stick or foil. Obs.

1609 B. JONSON Case is alt. n. iv, Let's to some exercise

or other, my hearts. Fetch the hilts. Fellow Juniper, wilt

thou play ?

2. The handle or haft of any other weapon or tool.

1573-80 BARF.T Alv. H 454 The Hilt, or handle of any
toole or weapon, manvbrivm. 1848 LYTTON Harold n. I,

Before each guest was a knife, with the hilt adorned by
precious stones. 1863 KINGLAKE Crimea (1876) I. xiv. 275

Unnecessary, .to shew even the hilt of his pistol.

3. Phrases, f By these hilts : a form of assevera-

tion. f Loose in the hilts : unreliable, conjugally
unfaithful. Up to the hilt (t hilts) : completely,

thoroughly, to the furthest degree possible.
1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, n. iv. 230 Seuen, by these Hilts,

or I am a Villaine else. 1632 CHAPMAN & SHIRLEY Ball iv.

iii, 'Tis not, I fear To fight with him, by these hilts ! 1650
HOWELL Cotgrave's Diet. Ep. Ded., In French Cocu is

taken for one whose wife is loose in the hilts. 1682 VILLIERS

(Dk. Buckhm.) Chances Wks. (1714) 136 It's no matter,
she's loose i' th' Hilts, by Heaven. 1687 R. L'ESTRANCE
Answ. Diss. 45 He is All, Politiques here, up to the Hilts.

1823 BYRON Juan xi. Ivii, A modern Ancient Pistol by
the hilts 1 1862 Lond. Ken. 16 Aug. 135 The original state-

ments . . have been proved if we may say so up to the

very hilt. 1883 J. PAYN Thicker than Water m. (1884) 18

The estate was mortgaged up to the hilt.

4. Comb, hilt-guard, the part which protects
the hand when holding the hilt.

1874 BOUTELL Arms fy Ami. v. So At the two extremities

of its massive rectangular hilt-guard, the Roman sword

commonly displays . . the head of a lion or . . an eagle.

Hence Ei'ltless a., without a hilt.

ciooo Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 142/34 Ensis, hiltleas sweord.

Hilt, v. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To furnish or fit

with a hilt
; to provide a hilt for.

1813 SCOTT Trierm. in. xxvii, All the ore he deign'd
to hoard Inlays his helm, and hilts his sword. 1822

Nigel xxvii, A long-bladed knife, hilted with buck's-horn.

1874^
BOUTELL Arms fy Arm. ii. 17 Not a very secure mode

of hilling a sword.

Hence Hi'lting
1

vbl. sb., concr. material for hilts.

1897 Daily News 25 Jan. 9/5 Prices of hilling are high,

I
especially bone.

Hilt, var. of HILD v. Obs., to flay ; obs. or dial.

f. held, pa. t. of HOLD v.

Hi'lted, a. [f. HILT sb. and v. + -ED.] Fur-

nished with or possessing a hilt
;

in Her., having
a hilt of. a different tincture from the blade.

Beowulf (Z.) 2987 Heard swyrd hilted. 1002 Will of
Wulfric in Kemble Cod. Dipl. VI. 147 Twa seolfor hilted

sweord. 1636 DAVENANT Platan. Lovers Wks. (1673) 410
A brace of massie hilted Rogues. 1766 PORNY Heraldry
(1787) loo Ruby, two Swords m Saltier Pearl, pomeled and
hilted Topaz. 1850 BLACKIE s&schylus I. 95, I can also

hold a hilted dagger.

II
Hilum (hsi'lcm). [L. hilum little thing,

trifle
; according to Festus, thought to have orig.

meant ' that which adheres to a bean
'

; hence in

mod. Bot. use (see 2).]

f 1. Something very minute. Obs.

1659 D. PELL Imfr. Sea 44 Unhewn Sailors, that have no
more than a meer hilum of goodness in them.

2. Bot. The point of attachment of a seed to its

seed-vessel ; the scar on the ripe seed.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp,, Hilvrn
}

a word used by
botanists to express the blackish spol in beans, commonly
called by us ihe eye of ihe bean. 1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst.
Bot. 115 Seeds .. with a smooth shining coat, and a broad

pale hilum. 1880 GRAY Struct. Bot. vi. 8. 277 In the

simplest form of ovule, hilum and chalaza are one.

b. A similar mark on a starch-granule. C. 'The

aperture in the extine of a pollen grain
'

(Syd. Soc.

.

1867 J. HOGG Microsc. II. i. 341 Most of the granules [of

starch] have a circular spot, termed the hilum, around which

a large number of curved lines arrange themselves.

3. a. Anat. = HILUS. '

Applied also to certain

small apertures and depressions
'

(Syd. Soc. Lex.}.

b. Path. ' A term for a small flattened staphy-



HILUS.

loma of the iris from corneal perforation, in con-

sequence of its likeness to the hilum of the garden

bean' (Sy<i.
Soc. Lex.\

c. A little opening in the statoblast of a sponge.

1887 SOLLAS in EncycL Brit. XXII. 424 (Sponges) On one

side of the capsule is a hilum which leads into the interior.

II Hilus (hai-lps). Anal. [mod.Lat, altered from

HILDM.] The point at which any one of the

viscera has its junction with the vascular system;

a notch or fissure where a vessel enters an organ.

1840 G. V. EI.LIS Anal. 528 The spleen . . is convex exter-

nally towards the ribs, and flat or slightly concave internally ;

and this surface, turned to the stomach, is marked by a

fissure or hilus in which the vessels enter. 1881 MIVART

Cat 233 This tube . . emerges from a fissure in the concave

surface called the hilus of the kidney.

Hilve, obs. f. HELVE. Hily, obs. f. HIGHLY.

Him (him, enclitic -im), ptrs. pron., yd sing,

masc. (and t neat.), dat.-acctis. Forms: i-him;
also 1-6 hym (rarely 2-4 heom, 4-5 hem, hime,

horn, 5 ham, 5-6 hyme). [OE. him, dat. sing.,

masc. and neuter, of HE, IT ; cognate with OFris.

him ' MDu. kerne, hem, hint, Du. hem), and parallel

in inflexion to OS. and OHG. imu, imo (MLG.
ime, erne, MHG. im(e, Ger. ihm), Goth. imma.

In loth c. (as in the parallel her, hem), the dative

appears to have begun to be used for the accus.

hine in north-midl. dialect ; by 1150 him had sup-

planted hine in north and midl., and before 1400
had become the general literary form, though some

south-western writers of the 1 5th c. retained hin,

hen, which, in the form en, un, 'n, is still cur-

rent in southern dialect speech : see HIN. (So

in late OFris. him took the place of hine, hin;

and in MDu., the dat. heme, hem, him, intruded

upon the orig. accus. hin, hen
;
and mod.Du. has

only the dat.-acc. hem.) But while him thus be-

came both dative and accusative in the masculine,

in the neuter the accusative kit, it survived, and at

length superseded the dative, as in the modern

'give it a push'. Thus, from being originally

dative masc. and neuter, him is now dat. and ace.

masculine, having received extension in case, re-

striction in gender. Cf. the mod.Ger. restriction

of ihm to living beings.]
I. 1. As proper masculine pronoun of the third

person sing., dative and accusative (objective in-

direct and direct) of HE. Also as antecedent pron.

followed by relative or prepositional phrase (cf.

HE 4). Used of persons and animals of male sex.

a. Dative or indirect object
= to him. (

= L. ei,

illi, Ger. ihm.)
855 O. E. Chron., Him ba Carl Francna cyning his dohtor

jeaf him to cuene. 971 Blickl. Horn, iii Eall. .pact him.,

waes. .leofost to a^enne. t- 1000 Gosp. Nicod. vi, Se Haslend

hym andswarode and cwa:b. a 1175 Cott. Ham. 221 Uton
wircanjiim jemace him to fultume. c 1205 LAY. 143 pe king

heuede ane douter, be him was swipe deore. 1297 R, GLOUC

(1724) 31 Pe kyng of France . .bad hire fader graunt hym be

gode Cordeillc. a 1300 Cursor M. 1360 (G8tt.) pis es be oyle

Bat was hight hime [v.r. hyme]. c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W.
Prol. 368 Him repenteth outrely of

this, c 1400 Deslr. Troy

1854 Iff yesendhompatsemlyVatlsew fore. 1509 BARCLAY

Shyp of Folys (i$n) I. 56 Wei is hym that wyth pacience
can indure. 1577 B. GOOGE HeresbacKs tfusb. i. (1586) 8 b,

[To] cary and transport such thinges as him listeth. 1671

MILTON P. R. n. 266 Him thought, he by the brook of

Cherith stood. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1852) II. 433

Ten acres of land which are worth him five pounds a year.

1852 TENNYSON Ode Wellington vi. 13 O give him welcome,
this is he Worthy of our gorgeous rites.

b. Governed by a preposition.
"855 O. E. Chron. an. 838 Herebryht aldormon .. ond

monije mid him. c 1020 Rule St. Benet (Logeman) 29

ponne ic beo unjewemmed toforan heom. a 1175 Cott.

Horn. 237 per cumeS be hali engles him to. c 1300 Cursor
M. 22498 (Edin.) pom dred of hem was don on rod. 1340

Ayenb. 62 He he)) zuich a lac ine him. 1362 LANGL. P. PI.

A. i. 99 Holden with hem and with heore [S. wib him & with

hirj. c 1386 CHAUCER Man of Lam's T. 460 Fflemere of

feendes out of hym and here. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W.
1531) 3 And wolde not gyue to hym the due honour. 1552
LYNDESAY Monarche 4734 The Landis Lord . . cleiks tyll

him ane herield hors. 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650) II. 116

From him whom I trust God defend me. 1710 HEARNE
Collect. 28 Mar. (O. H.S.) II. 368 We have. .a folio Edition

of him. 1856 Sat. Rev. II. 274/1 We have little to add to

the knowledge of him which readers, .already possess.

f c. Absolute conslr. After I,, ablative absolute :

now expressed by nominative.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Mark v. 35 Him ba ;r.yt sprecendum hi

comon. cn6o HattonGosp. ibid., Hym pa }yt spraecenden
hio comen. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xiii. 280 Hym willynge
bat alle men wende he were bat he is nou^te. 1382 WYCLIF

John viii. 30 Him spekinge thes thingis, many men bileued-

en in to him.

d. Accusative or direct object. (
= L. cum, ilium,

Ger. ihn, OE. hine.)
(The loth c. instances were probably felt as dative.)

(c975 Rushiu. Gasp. Matt. xvii. 5 Him ^e ^eherao [Lmdisf.,

Halt., hine ; Ags. G., hyne]. Ibid. xvin. 32 pa secasjde

him dryhten his {L., H., hine; Ags. G., hyne.] c 1132 O. E.

Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 654 Him luuede al peode. Ibid, an,

1114 paet he sceolde him teden to Cantwarabyrij and Wat-

son him to biscop. c 1154 Ibid. an. 1 140 F n He helde him for

fader and he him for sune. c \\i$Lamb. Horn. 59 pe lauerd
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bet him wrohte. f 1250 Gen. .$ Ex. 209 God bar him in-to I

paradis. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce ix. 465 He held euir agane :

the king, And hatit hyme atour all thing, f 1430 Two
Cwkery-[>ks. 18 Take a Capoun, and make hem clene, &
sethe hym in Water. 1548 HALL Chron., Edit'. IV, 222 b,

Shyppes, for to transport hym and hys over the sea into .

Fraunce. 1597 SIIAKS. 2 Hen. IV, n. iii. 32 And him, O
wondrous ! him, O Miracle of Men ! Him did you leaue . .

vn-seconded by you. 1832 MRS. STOWF. Uncle Tom's C. v.

32 What has he done that masV should sell him ?

t e. Redundant before sb. Obs. rare.

c 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 475 For lalousie and fere of hym
Arcite. Merch. T. 124 She goddes peple kept And slow

hym Olofernus whil he slepte.

2. Formerly put also for other than male beings,

f a. Him was in OE. the dative of the neuter

hit, IT, as well as of HE. This use came down to I

the 1 7th c. esp. with a preposition ;
later use sub-

stitutes it.

c 1175 Lamb. Ham. 83 OH haueo huppen him hhtnesse and

softnesse. 1297 R. GLOUC. (1724) 43 pe see gob al abouten

hym [Ireland] eke as ich vnderstonde. Ibid. 49 per nes in

al be world swerd hym yliche. c 1325 Lai le frrcmc 210

A litel maiden-childe. .And a pel him about, c 1400 MAUN-

DEV. i. (Roxb.) 4 It takes in to him xl ober ryuers. c 1425

Craft Nombrynee (E. E. T. S) 26 pou schalt wnte be digitte

ouer be hede of >e neber figure . . and sett be articulle next

hym toward be lyft side. 1559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr.

Glasse 41 The Fire conteyneth in him the Aere. 1612

BRINSLEY Lud. Lit. viii. (1627)93 Construe first the Nomi-

native Case : and if there be an Adiectiue or Participle with

him, then I must English them next

b. Him occurs also as accusative for things (in

ME.) grammatically masculine, or (in later use)

spoken of with the masc. pronoun. Still common
in southern dial. In standard Eng. now only with

things personified as masculine : cf. HE 2.

c 1420 Chron. Vilod. st. 486 Lord God ! y betake my soule

to be ; Bryng hym to by joy. 1526 TINDAI.E Matt. xvin. 9 Yff

. . thy fote geve the an occasion of evyll, cut hym of and cast

hym from the. i Cor. ix. 27, I tame my body and brynge

hym into subieccion. 1545 ASCHAM Toxoph. (Arb.) 119

Take hede yat youre bowe stande not to nere a stone wall,

for that wyll make hym moyste and weke. 1558 WARDE tr.

Alexis' Seer. (1568) 25 b, This herbe .. If you cannot get

him alwayes greene, ye maye kepe him drie. 1639 in C. Kerry
Ch. St. Lawrence, Reading (1883) 54 For moovmg the pulpit

and setting him lower. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 48 1'he Sun

was sunk, and after him the Starr Of Hesperus. Mod,
t j. 'f\ \v:. *..,.. U.,,1 ..tiHiTMMirl htc mantll* nlinllt him. JlJOa

ng, sir ; it s two years since lie wtu uwua > CIIIV.L~. *..w..

putting him on the trolly just here, and taking him to the

foundry '.

3. For the nominative : esp. after than, as, and

in predicate after be.

Common in colloquial lang. from end of i6th c. Dialect-

ally the use of him for he extends to all constructions in

which French uses lui for il. The construction than him

is sometimes a reminiscence of the Latin ablative.

c 1381 CHAUCER Parl. Fonles 623 Hym that she chesith he

shal hire ban a swithe. c 1515 Cocke Lorelfs B. 4 Here is

gylys logeler of ayebery And hym sougelder of lothebery.

1605 SHAKS. Macb. v. viii. 34 And damn'd be him, that

first cries hold, enough. 1610 Temp. v. i. 15 The King,
His Brother, and yours, abide all three distracted . . but

chiefly Him that you term'd Sir, the good old Lord Gonzallo.

1698 VANBRUGH Prov. Wife n. i, But sure it can't be him.

"759 JOHNSON Dissert. Grk. Comedy Wks. 1816 III. 20

No man had ever more discernment than him, in finding

out the ridiculous. 1764 WESLEY Jrnl. 5 Feb., Why then

does not Jacob speak as plain as him? 1768-74 TUCKER

Lt. Nat. (1852) II. 137 What anybody else can do better or

worse than him. 1797 BURKE Regie. Peace iii. Wks. VIII.

310 Is it him ? 1840 BARHAM Infold. Leg., Jackdaw, Heed-

less of grammar, they all cried,
' That's him !

'

1893

Northumbld. Gloss. s.v., Him an' me's gannin .

II. 4. Reflexive
= himself, to himself. (

= L.

sibi, se, Ger. sich.)

a. Dative with trans, vb., or objective with prep.

(Still in current use, when not ambiguous.)
c 8SS O. E. Chron. an. 853 He . . hiene him to biscep suna

nam. c 1000 ^ELFRIC Gen. vi. 2 Codes beam . . namon him

wif. a 1175 Cott. Horn. 227 He wolde of bise cynne him

moder jeceosen. c 1205 LAY. 6356 pes Damus on his deie

ane chiuese him ichscs. c 1250 Gen. tr Ex. 437 He made
him manije fon. ? 1370 Robt. Cicyle 55 The aungelle before

hym made hym to stande. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. v. IV. 4 Let

euery Souldier hew him downe a Bough, And bear t before

him. 1716 ADDISON Freeholder No. 4 r (Seager) By this

means he reconciled to him the minds of his subjects. Mod.

He put the thought from him. He will take it with him in

the carriage.

b. Formerly much used with intrans. verbs of

motion or posture (including be), sometimes also

with trans, verbs, app. in the sense
'
for

'

or ' as to

himself ; where, according to modern notions, it

' is superfluous. Obs. (or rare archaism.)

cyjiBaitleofMaldon u Eac him wolde Eadric his ealdre
1

jelsestan. c 1000 J^LFRIC Gen. xviii. 8 Abraham stod him

under bam treowe. Deut. xxiv. 5 Beo him act ham.
1

ci7S Lamb. Ham. 27 pe unclene gast be gea him of pan
sunfulle mon. c 1200 ORMIN 229 Zacarije for himm ham.

c I20g LAY. 532 pe king him com riden. Ibid. 25555 Pa pe

king him awoc. a 1225 St. Marker. 4 He . . ferde him soofcn

into antioche. 111300 Cursor M. 5235 (Giitt.) Joseph
had

him sonis tuin. c 1300 Havelok 286 Quanne the Erl godncn
; him herde Of bat mayden, hw wel she ferde. c 1340 Cursor

l M. 4055 (Fairf.l loseph him saghe a nijt in squeuen. IMA
14333 (Fairf.) Ihesus him loked vn-to be lift. 1:1380 Sir

^rKrf.5o45paras>atschrynhymwas. ciVaCatVK.ribd,
St. 865 pis tempest obeyeth hym no more me to, bhipmon,

pen hit dothe to be. 1630 MILTON Passion 21 Then lies

him meekly down fast by his brethren's side.

HIMSELF.

c. Accusative or direct object, arch, and poetic.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 109 Pe aide mei him witan iwis bone

deS. <:i27S LAY. 30574 Brian him \c 1205 hine] bi-bohte

c 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 551 He chaunged his array And

cladde hym as a poure laborer, c 1450 LYDG. Seems 1153

So shulde a kyng . . Shewe hym gracyous to hihe andJowe

degre c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAymon xxn. 482 Richarde

the duke of normandy. . recomendeth hym humbly to you.

1549 Compl. Scot. n8 Quhou he suld vse hym touart his

rnaister. 1620 Frier Rush 6 Rush went forth to sport him.

1813 BYRON GY<*rC8 He who hath bent him o'er the dead.

1820 KEATS St. Agnes xiii, He found him in a little moon-

light room. _

5. quasi-**. Male person, man. Cf. HE o.

1880 TROLLOPE Duke's Childr. (Tauchn.) I. 94 That other

him is the person she loves. 1884 GILBERT Orig. Playsit^
'Mr. F. shall introduce him.'

'
It ain't a him, it s a her.

1898 Daily News 14 Mar. 4/7 The chances against her
'

getting him ', and her disinclination to wed any other him .

6. Him one, alone, by himself, alone : see ONE,
ALONE. Him self: see HIMSELF, SELF.

Himalayan (hima-layan, incorrectly hima-

l^i-an), a. [f. Himalaya (Skr. f. hima snow + alaya

dwelling, abode) + -AN. The second pronuncia-

tion, though incorrect, is still frequent.]

1. Of or pertaining to the Himalayas, a system of

mountains forming the northern boundary of India,

and containing the highest summits in the world.

Hence, in names of species of plants and animals

native to this region.
Himalayan Pine, or Neoza Pine, Finns Gerardtana, a

pine of the N. W. Himalayas, each cone of which yields

about 100 edible seeds or nuts; called also the Nepal nut-

pine. H. Primrose, Primula sikkimcnsis. H. Rhubarb,
Rheum nobile, and other species.
1866 Treas. Bot. 979/1 Himalayan Rhubarb. 1878 R. N.

CUST Mod. Langs. E. Ind. 119 At this point..! leave th

Western Himalayan branch and enter the Eastern. 1882

Garden n Mar. 171/1 This lovely Himalayan Primrose.

2. fig. Like a vast mountain in weight and bulk ;

enormous, gigantic.

1878 N. Amer. Rev. CXXVI. 500 The North, as the

wealthy section, would be called to bear this Himalayan

II Hima'ntopus. Ornith. [L., a. Gr. \i>iunt>-

TTOVS the stilt, f. i>as, l^avr-, thong, strap + irous

foot.] A genus of wading-birds ;
the stilts.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Stiff., Himantofms. .the name of a

water bird, very remarkable for the length and slenderness

of its legs. 1789 G. WHITE Selborne n. xlviii. 11853) 293

The flamingo, .bears no manner of proportion to the himan-

topus. 1875 DARWIN in Life ^ Lett. (1887) II. 97 The

Himantopus . . is very variable in the length of its legs.

II Himation (himae-tifto). [Gr. Ift&rwr.] The

outer garment worn by the ancient Greeks: 'an

oblong piece of cloth thrown over the left shoulder,

and fastened either over or under the right'

(Liddell & Scott).
. Malleis ne.

reception o e

marrages, ourneys. . I 337 (ed. 2) 399 The
was a large square garment, generally drawn round Irom

the left arm which held it fast, across the back, and then

over the right arm, or else through beneath it towards the

left arm. 18159 W. Smith's Diet. Gr. 4 Rom. Antiq. (ed.

2) 1173/1 It was the usual practice among the Greeks to

wear an Himation, or outer garment, over the Chiton.

1879 GEO. ELIOT Theo. Such il. 32 Clad in the majestic

folds of the himation.

Himme, hlmne, obs. ff. HEM v.2
,
HYMN.

t Hinip, v. Obs. or dial. Also 6 hymp(e.

[Found first in i6th c. ;
identical with Ger. dial.

humpen, hiimpcn, himpen, Da. dial, hompen to

hobble.] intr. To limp, to hobble.

1533 MORE Confut. Barnes vm. Wks. 766/1 If. .the good

wyfeof the bottell of Botolphs warfe, that, .halteth both in

body and soule . .would hympe forth among them and say,

l by saint Halkin father Barns [etc.]. 1542 UDALL Erasm.
i Atoph. 180 Lame of one leg, and himping all his dayes.
i Ibid. 206 The deformitee and disfigure of hympmg on the

one legge.. did still remain. 155" HULOF.T, Hympe, loke in

halt a 1825 FORBY Voc. E. Atigliit, Hinip, to limp.

Hence f Himp-halt [cf. OE. lemp-halt (Corpus
i Gl.), laempihalt (Epinal), 'lurdns'], one who walks

j

with a limp. (In quot. as a nickname.)

J533 MORE Confnt. Barnes vm. Wks. 770/1 At that worde

woulde hympe halt his hostes hoppe foorth agame, and say

mary syr that it were in dede for me.

fHimple (himp'l), . Obs.mdial. [Inform
a dim. or freq. of prec. : identical with MHG.

humpelen, himpelen, Ger. hnmpeln, humpeln,

mod.Du. hompelen to hobble, dial. Eng. homple,

Sc. HDMPLE; cf. MDu. humpelare a limper.]

= HlMP V.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., To Hinifle, to halt, used in the

North of England. 1658 PHILLIPS, Himfle, an old Saxon

word, signifying to halt, or go lame. 1721 in BAILEY.

Himself (himse-lf), pron. Forms : see SELF.

[f.
HIM dat.-acc. pers. pron. + SELF. Self was

orig. an adj. which could be inflected in conco'rd

with any case of the pron. For the
earlier^

con-

structions see SELF.]
I. Emphatic use. = Very him, very he, that very

man, etc. = L. ipse.

1. As emphatic dative and (later) objective.

(The OE. accusative was hine se/finf.)

r 893 K. jELFRED Oros. v. xiii. 2 [Antonius] forlet Octa-
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HIMSELF.

uianuses swostor and him selfum onbead Rewin & openne
feondscipe. ^"807 Gregory's Past. xvi. ico He waes on

himselfum mid 9ass hal^an gastes masjene swi5e healice up-

abrojden. 1535 COVEKDALK i Mace. viii. 7 They toke him
self alyue.
2. Standing in apposition with the nominative

pronoun, or with a sb. in nominative or objective.

{Originally hint and self were unconnected syntactically.

self being a nominative, in apposition to the subject, while

him was a dative as in HIM 4b ; but the juxtaposition of

the two words resulted in the attraction of se/fto him.)

cSgj K. /ELFRED Gregorys Past. xiv. 90 Da scylde be se

him self ser nyste. c xooo Gospel Nicod. xxxiv, Pilatus . .

hym sylf awrat ealle ba byng. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 35 He
heo dude him seolf. c woo ORMIN Ded. 195 He wollde ben

himm sellf i waterr fuilhtnedd. 1297 R. GLOUC. (1724) 377
He was ryche hym sulf. a 1300 Cursor M. 173 lesu crist

him selue [v.rr. him-self, him seluen] ches til him apostels
tuelue. c 1300 Bekct 274 And of the beste him silve he

at, swithe scars and lute, r 1400 Destr. Troy 1236 The
souerayn hym seluon was surly enarmyt. 1513 MORE in

Grafton Chron. ^1568) II. 758 Sanctified by saint Peter

himselfe. -11535 Ediv. V (1641) 5 A proud appetite of
the duke himselfe. 1581 PETTIE Gnazzo's Civ. Conv. n.

(1586) 74 They will make Heraclitus himselfe laugh at it.

1596 SHAKS. Aferch. V. in. i. 82 A third cannot be matcht,
vnlesse the diuell himselfe turne lew. 1776 TrialofNnndo-
comar 36/2 Did your brother write his letters himself, or you
for him? 1869 J. MARTINEAU Ess. I. 50 Not Wolsey him-

self could find more magnificent pleas.

3. With the nominative pronoun omitted, and

himself taking its place, arch.

(= OE. he self, he selfa.)
c 1000 Sec. Laws of Canute c. 30 3 (Schmid) Nime fife

and beo he [v.r. him] sylfa syxta. Ibid. 7 Nime him fif..

and beo him sylf sixta. c xsoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 121 Alse him
self sei5. i97 R. GLOUC. (1724) 12 Mony was J>e gode body

|>at hym self slou |>at day. 1388 WYCLIF Hab. i. 13 A more
lust man than hymsilf [1381 than hym]. 1535 STEWART Cron.
Scot. (1858) 1. 6 Siclike as him sell. 1619 Crt. $ Times Jos. I
(1849) II- I2 Sir Edward Villiers told him himself was the

man. 1719 J. RICHARDSON Art Critic. 188 But Himself is

seen throughout most apparently. 1864 TENNYSON Aylmers
F. 596 The dagger which himself Gave Edith.

b. Used alone in predicate after bet become, etc.,

and in adverbial extensions by himself. To be

himself: to be in his normal condition of mind and

body : see SELF.

1526 TINDALE *John vi. 1 5 Therfore departed he agayne into

a mountayne hym silfe a lone. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. n.

iii. 24, I am the dogge : no, the dogge is himselfe, and I am
the dogge : oh, the dogge is me, and I am my selfe. 1690
LOCKE Hum. Und. n. xxvii. (1695) 186 When we say such
an one is not himself, or is besides himself . . as if .. the self

same Person was no longer in that Man. 1700 GIBBER
Shaks's Rich. Iff, v. iii, Richard's himself again, a 1716
SOUTH (J J, For one man to see another so much himself as to

sigh his griefs, and groan his pains, so sing his joys [etc.].

1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. I. iv. iv, He will not be Thou, but
must and will be Himself. x86a Land. Rev. 50 Aug. 188 He
would soon be himself again, i860 LIDDON Bampt. Lect.

i. i (1875) 5 His most startling revelation was Himself.

II. Reflexive use. =L. sibi, se', Ger. sick.

4. Dative, and objective with preposition. ^Him-
selfward, toward himself (see -WARD).
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Mark iii. 24 Gif his rice on him sylfum bi5

to-dasled. "1175 Lamb. Horn. 61 Efre mid him solue to

wunen. c 1250 Gen. 4- Ex. 1338 God him 3or bi hjm-seluen
swor. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 60 God is al rijtfulnes in himseluen.

1534 TINDALE Luke xv. 17 Then he came to him selfe and

sayde [etc.]. 1549 COVERDALE, etc. Erasm. Par. Rom. 34 Let
no man idely hue to himselfwarde. 1562 J. HEYWOOD Prov.

<jr Epigr. (1867) 141 Euery man for him self, and god for vs

all. xoo7 SHAKS, Cor. v. ii. m He that hath a will to die by
himselfe, feares it not from another.

iTOjO
S. L. tr. Fryke's

Voy. East Ind. 10 If he designs to have it to himself again.

1795 MACNEILL Will fy Jean n. ix, Will. .Had some battles

wi' himsel. 1809-10 COLERIDGE /"></ (1865) 48 Charlemagne
. .created for himself the means of which he availed himself.

Mod. He gave himself a treat.

6. Accusative or direct object.
c xi75 Lamb. Horn. 75 Ne na mon nah him solue wernen

henne. cxaoo Vices $ Virtues in 0at he sceawede him
selu. a x5 Ancr. R. 56 Dauid . .forget him suluen. a 1300
Cursor M. 1608 Quen he to pin him-selfen did For Tiis

chosllnges on rod-tre. r 1410 LOVE Bonaitent. Mirr. xxxiv.
66 (Gibbs MS.) Makynge hym selfen god. 1582 N. LICHE-
FiELDtr. Castanheda'sCong. E. Ind.\\\. 17 b, Perswadedthe

Captaine general!, not to trouble himselfe with the want of
the other Pilot. 1605 Lonti. Prodigal i. i, The sea. .borrows
of all the small currents in the world to increase himself.

1635 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondis Banish'd Virg. 22 He could

hardly, .beleeve himselfe; opening therefore his eyes better.

a 1703 BURKITT On N. T. Mark xii. 34 Every man may, yea,

ought to love himself, 1864 TENNYSON Aylmer's F. 544
[He] bad him with good heart sustain himself.

III. 6. quasi-;.
1622 BACON Hen. Vflt 89 Your King, whom he desires to

make another Himselfe. 1816 KEATINGE Trav. (1817) I. 320
Neither did he mix with the crowd of populace : indeed he
had much the appearance of being a himself, at least to the

aggregation about him.

J.V. From the I4th c. there has been a tendency
to treat self as a sb. (= person, personality), and
substitute the possessive his for him. This is

prevalent in the dialects, but in standard English
has place only where an adj., etc. intervenes, as his

own, very, good, true, self. See SELF.
13.. Cursor Mundi 15626 (G3tt.) His hali self all suett.

CX340 Ibid. 1726 (Fairf.) Noe . . wro5t his-self [Cott. he
sell, G6tt. himself] in bat labour, ci-^o IHd. 3408 (Fairf.)

pat
we may vt\\> his-seluen wone [other texts him-self,

him seluen]. 1406 HOCCLEVE La male regie 435 Who . .

his owne self forgetith. 1508 FISHER 7 Penit. Ps. cii.

Wks. (1876) 285 Also what domage his selfe sholde endure.

290

1562 TURNER Herbal n. 40 b, Matthiolus . . erreth . . much
more hys selfe. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 573 A Summer
parlour for pleasure, that Callistus. .built for his owne selfe.

1653 Cloria fy Narcissus I. in Although he were on
horseback and his selfe on foot. 18*6 DISRAELI Vh-. Grey
iv. i, 'Is not that Lord Lowersdale ?

' * His very self.' 1832
W. STEPHENSON GatesheadLocalPoems 48 He hang'dhis-sd.
1838 DICKENS Nich. Nic&.xxx'iv, Gorging his-self with vitiles.

Himward, -wards, orig. to him-ward(st to-

wards him : see -WARD.
1563 Ord. Pub. Fast in Liturg, Scrv. Q. Eliz. (Parker Soc. )

479 To turn his ire to himward, who had chiefly offended.

1577-87 HOLINSHED Chron. I. 113/2 God's high favour ex-

tended to himwards. 1888 MRS. LYNN LINTON Long Xight
II. n. xli. 173 She was only dumbly conscious. .of Anthony
Harford and her ever-increasing difficulties himward.

Himyarite (hrmyarait), sb. Also Ham-,
Hhim-. [f. name of Himyar^ a traditional king of

Yemen in Southern Arabia + -ITE.] One of an

ancient people of Southern Arabia (formerly called

HOMEBITES). Also ottrih. = Himyari'tic a., of or

pertaining to the Him yarites, their civilization, etc. ;

commonly applied to the language of this ancient

people (a distinct dialect ofArabic akin toEthiopic),
and to its alphabet, and the inscriptions preserved
in it. So Himya'ric a.

1842 [see HOMEKITE). 1843 J. NICHOLSON in Kitto's Cycl.
Hibl. Lit. \. 668/2 The Himjarite alphabet. 1854 Pop. Bibl.

Educ. I. i8q/i Although the old Hamyaritic characters had
somewhat degenerated in form, yet they were still in use, in

the first century ofChristianity. 1864 E. DEUTSCH in Reader
IV. 664/2 Osiander, the great Himyantic scholar. 1864WEB-
STER, Himyaric. 1881 Atltenxutn 29 Jan. 168/3 A paper 'On
a
Himyarite Tetradrachm of the Second Century B.C.'.

II Hin (hin), sb. Also 4 hyn. [ad. Heb.
J*n

htn^\ A Hebrew measure of capacity for liquids,

containing a little over a gallon.
138* WVcLiF Exod. xxx. 24 Oyle of the olyues, the mesure

of hyn, that is, of two pownd. 1535 COVERDALE Ibid., An
Hin of oyle olyue. Lev. xix. 36 A true Epha, a true
Hin shalbe amonge you. 1660 FULLER Mixt Contempt.
(1841) 177 Some have had a hin, others a homer, others an
ephah of afflictions. 1864 R. S. HAWKER Quest Sangraal
i The Sangraal. .That held, like Christ's own heart, an Hin
of blood ! 1875 R. CONDEK in Trans. Soc. Bibl. Arch. IV.

122-3 The log or twelfth part of the kin, contains 24 cubic
inches, the hin, 288 (or 1-0198 gallons).

t Hin, bine, pers. pron. , ^rd sing, tnasc., accus.

Obs. exc. dial. Forms: i hiene, 1-2 hyne, 1-4
hine, 2-5 hin, 4-5 hyn, hen ; 8-9 s. w. dial, en,
un, 'n. [OE. hine, hiene, accusative of HE ;

cognate w. OFris. hine (hint, hin}, MDu. hin,
hen

;
and parallel in inflexion to OS. and Goth.

ina
t
OHG. in, inan (MLG, ine, ene, MHG. in,

Ger. ihri}. In English, as in Frisian and Dutch,
this original accusative has been superseded by the
dative him. Already before 1000, traces are found
of the dative form used instead of the ace., and
before 1150 hine was obsolete in the north and
midlands. Hine was used in Kentish (beside hint]
in 1340, but appears rarely in literature after 1400,

though still, in the reduced form en, tin,
'

(an, *n),
the ordinary form of the accusative in s.w. dialects,
as * we zeed 'n gwayn ', we saw him going. (See
Barnes Dorset Gram. (1863) 20, Elworthy W.
Somerset Gram. (1877) 36.)] =HiM, direct objec-
tive. Also reflexive.

cl$$p.E.Chron. (Parker MS.J
an. 787 Hiene mon ofslo^.

898 Ibid. an. 894 Hi hine ne menton ferian. c xooo Gosp.
Nicodemus v, Gelaede hyne in to me. 1126 O. E. Chron.
(Laud MS.), He sende him to Walingeforde . . and let hine
don on harde bande. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 19 We hine sculde
luuian. Ibid. 23 pa man J>e beoS in fre castel and hin jemeS.
c 1205 LAV. 584 Mid him he hine laedde. Ibid. 26371 Let
hine halden France [c 1275 let him holde]. a 1225 Ancr. R.
86 J?e uorme .. preiseS hine biuoren himsulf, & makeS hine
. .get betere ben he beo. c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 3004 Flexes kin
sal hin ouergon. c 1250 O. Kent. Serm. in O. E. Misc.
26 Hi wolden gon for to hyne anuri. Ibid. 27 Al swo hi
hedden ifonden ure louerd, swo hin anurede. 1340 Ayenb.
16 Lijtbere Je angel.. him wolde emni to god, |>et hine zp
uayr an zuo guod hedde y-mad. c 1450 LONELICH Grail
xxxviii. 374, I saw hyn fyhten as I vndirstond. 1746 Ex-
moor Scold. (E. D. S. ) 208 Whan tha hadst cort en by the
heend Legs o'en. Ibid. 256 Tha wud'st ha' borst en to

Shivers, nif chad net a-vung en. a 1754 FIELDING Fathers
m. i, I would a brought un to town, but the dogs would not

spare un. 1785 SARAH FIELDING Ophelia, II. iv, Theycalled
the dead halloo, and cried out '

To*un, boys, to-un !

'

1856
Punch Jan. 37 Each feller I met, 'Didst thee zee un?'
did cry.

b. Rarely (by confusion) for the dative.
ii27 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.), Se kyng of France . . isef

hine pone eorldom, and fet land folc him wi5 toe.

Hina, obs. form of HENNA.
Hinch, v. Obs. exc. dial. [Usually associated

with pinch, or crinch, both implying compression,
and perh. formed after them. Cf. also HUNCH

z>.]

1. As a riming synonym of PINCH v. a. intr.
J559 AVLMF.R Harb. Faithf. Subj, Pja, These Romaines

..being.. brought to the last cast by the long and daun-

gerpus warres of Hanibal and the Frenche, did.. bring in

their mony and goodes, without hinching or pinching, to
reliefe the charges of their common welth. 1600 HEVWOOD
ist Pt. Ed-w. IV, iv. iv. Wks. 1874 I. 73 What haue you
saued now. .by your hinching and your pinching? not the
worth of a blacke pudding. 1622 MABBE tr. Aleman's
Guzman D*Alf. I. 217 Stand not a hinching and a crinching
with him. 1847 HALLIWKLL, Hinch, to be miserly. Line.

HIND.

b. trans.

1590 GREENE Ncrer too late (1600) 102 A doubt whether it

were Loue, or some other furie worse then Loue, that thus

hincht him and pincht him.

2. intr. ? To spurn.
1626 W. FENNER Hidden Manna, (1652) B v a, The more

it is wilful ; it hinches and winches, and snuffes against it.

1631 J. SPEED Love's Rev. To Rdr., Whereat if any kick

or hinch, Were he not gauld, he should not winch.

Hinch, north, dial. f. HAUNCH ^.1, HAUNCH z>. 3

Hinch-boy, -man : see HENCH-BOY, -MAN.

t Hinch.-pi.nch. Obs. or dial. [app. a modi-
fied reduplication of PINCH, to express some kind

of alternate action : see HINCH. (App. uncon-

nected with obs. Du. hinckc-pinck lame, limping.)]
The name of some rustic game.
1603 HARSNET Pop. Impost. 33 Fitting complement for

Hynch pynch and Laugh not, Coale under Candlesticke :

Frier Rush and Two-penny-hoe. Ibid. 134 The bowle of
Curds and Creame . . set out for Robin Good-fellow, the

Frier, and Sisie the Dairy-maide to meet at hinch-pinch and

laugh not, when the Goodwife was abed. 1611 COTGR.,
Pinse morille t the game called Hinch pinch and laugh not.

[Cf.
the following : 1893 Northumbld. Gloss. , Hinchy-

pinchy, a game in which the play is begun gently, and

gradually increased in intensity. Boy: *Aa'lI play ye at

hinchy-pinchy '. Strikes gently his companion, who returns
the blow, until it becomes a fight. The term is also em-

ployed in games of leaping, where the first player gives an

easy leap, and each succeeding player exceeds the leap of
his predecessor. Dr. R. J. Lloyd says :

'

Liverpool children
have a rime, used in play, "Hinchy-binchy, barley straw,

Forty pinches is the law
"

'.J

Hinck, var. HINK.
Hind (haind), sb Forms: i- hind; also

1-3 hynd, 3-7 hinde, 4-6 hynde, (5 hyynde).
0. 6 hyne, hine. [OE. hind str. fern. = ON.
Hindi cf.OLG.*/izti(ta (MDu., Du. ftdn&),OHG.
hinta (MHG., Ger. hinde), wk. fern., for which
some suggest derivation fromGoth. hinfan to catch ;

others would connect it with Gr. xc/uir young
deer, pricket.]
1. The female of the deer, esp. of the red deer ;

spec, a female deer in and after its third year.
a goo Kent. Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 59/15 Dam

c xooo /ELFRIC Gloss. Ibid. 119/13 Certta, hind.
Chron. an. 1086 He laedde laja . . baet swa hwa swa sloge
heort o3Se hinde

Jiait
nine man sceolde blendian. c 1205

LAY. 30568 No mihten heo deor iwine Nouber heort no
hinde. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 1365 He
broughte a coppe wyb milk & wyn pat milked was ofa whit

hynde. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. cxiii. 94 He wold gone
in to deuenshyre for to hunte for the hert & for the hynde.
1551 BIBLE 2 Sam. xxii. 34 God . . maketh my fete as

swyfte as an hyndes. 1596 DALRVMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist.
Scot. I. 39 Hart and hine, dae and Rae. 1687 DRYDEN
Hindfy A 1. 1 A milk-white Hind, immortal and unchang'd,
Fed on the lawns. 1740 SOMERVILLE Hobbinol n. 122 Swift
as the Hind, That, by the Huntsman's Voice alarm'd, had
fled. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus bdii. 72 Be with hind that
haunts the covert, or in hursts that house the boar.

2. (In full hind-fish.} One of various fishes of the

family Serranidw and genus Epinephalus,
1734 MORTIMER In Phil Trans. XXXVIII. 317 The Hind

..is esteemed a good Fish to eat. 1885 LADYBRASSEY The
Trades 408 The delicious little hind-fish (^Epinephalus
guttatus}, spotted like a Japanese deer oradappled fawn.

3. Comh.^ hind-hunting^ hind-like^ hind-spotted

adjs. ; f hind-fawn = HIND-CALF ; hind's foot

(tr. F. pied
'

de bicke), a kind of crossbow ; f hind*a

tongue = HART'S-TONGUE ; f hind-wolf, ? a lynx.
1538 TURNER Libellns Bij, Hemionitis. .uidi et herbam..

quam uulgus appellabat Hyndes tonge. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny
VMI. xix, The Hind-wolfe, which some call Chaiis, and the
Gaules were wont to name Rhaphius (resembling in some
sort a wplfe with leopard's spots), were showed first in the
solemnitie of the games and plaies exhibited by Cn. Pompeius
the Great. 1622 WITHER Prayer Habak. in Fair S. P. Jas. I
(1848) 212 Who my feet so guides, that I, Hinde-like, pace
my places high. 1647 W. BROWNE tr. Gomberville's Polex-
ander n. iv. 206 A Hynde spotted Fawnes skin. 1648-60
HEXHAM Dutch Diet., Een Ree-kalf^ a Hinde-foane. 1874
BOUTELL Amis fy Armour viii. 141 Of these cross-bows, or

arblasts, there were three varieties, severally named the
hind's foot, the lever, and the rolling purchase.
Hind (haind\ sb? Forms: a. gen. pi. i hina,

(higna), 3 hine
;
nom. pi. 1-4 hine, 3-4 hyne ; 3

hinen, 4hynen; sing. 3-7 (8-9</z'0/.)hine,hyne.
3. 5 heynde, 6 hynd, (hijnde), 6-7 hynde, (7

hiend), 6- hind. [Early ME. hine sing., from
earlier OE. (north midl.) and ME. hine pi. ; app.
developed from hind, higna genitive pi. of higan^
hiwan, in ONorthumb. higu^ hlgp,

* members of a

family or household, domestics
'

(see HEWEl : cf.

hlgnaf&der (Lindisf. G\,} t h{nafmdtrt hine/Rder,
fader /dgna, -hine (Rnshw. Gl.) = L. 'paterfami-
lias '. For the later change of hine to hind, cf.

ASTOUND, SOUND.]
f 1. As pi. Household servants, domestics, ser-

vants. Obs.

C975 Rnshw. Gosp. Matt. x. 25 Nu hie fseder heora [Lin-
disf. G. fjeder hiorades ; Ags. G. hiredes fjeder] belzebub
nemdun hu micle mae hiwae vel hine [Lindisf. G. gehuse] his?

Ibid. 36 Fiondas monnes higu z/f/hine t>el hiwen [Lindisf.
G. husa; Ags. G. ^ehusan] his. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 51
Hise wiSerfulle hine J>o ben deules on helle. c 1300 Ha&ehk
620 Louerd, we aren bof>e )>ine, pine cherles, ^ine hine.

c 1300 Cursor M. 29462 (Cott. Galba) If pou haue hine ..

l>ai may \>e serue to terme day. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. A. 1210



HIND.

He gef vus to be his homly hyne. c 1380 Sir Ferumt. 5730

pat he. .to helle tok bo be way And delyuerede bar is hyne.

2. As sing. A servant ; esp., in later use, a farm

servant, an agricultural labourer.

f a. hine, pi. hinen, nines.

c 1305 LAY. 368 We habbea seoue busund . . wi5 outenwifmen

children & hinen [<r 1275 hine]. c 1230 llali -lAVrf. 7 De5

hire in to drecchunge to dihten bus & hinen. a 1240 Urcisun

in Cott. Horn. 197 Ich am . . Sin owune hine. c 1250 Gen.

>! Ex. 3776 Wid wifes, and childre, and hmes km. c 1340

Cursor M. 23320 (Trin.) pe rijtwis men shul se bo pynes

Vpon oure lordes lij>er hynes. c 1380 WYCLIF Serm. Sel. Wks.

I. 140 He is an hyred hyne. a 1400 in Eng. Gilds (1870)

557 pat euerych of hern habbe fowre hynen stalworthe.

c 1460 Tmuneley Myst. xx. 386 Lord, shuld thou weshe feytt

myne ? Thou art my Lord, and I thy hyne. 1600 HOLLAND

Livy xxvi. xxxv. 610 Their servants and hmes, such as

should husband and till their grounds [servos agri cultores}.

ci6<o WALLER Answ. Suckling's Verses 33, I need not

plough, since what the stooping hine Gets of my pregnant

land must all be mine.

/}. hind, pi. hinds.

1520 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) V. no To every servaunte,

hynde and made viij
j

. c 1550 CHEKE Mark i. 20 Zebedai

yeer fayer in ye boot with his hijndes, fi jiired
servants.

1594 PLAT Jewell-ho. 1. 15 The labouring Hinde, when hee

carryeth his dungue to the feelde. 11639 T. CAREW To

Saxham 42 Both from the Master, and the Hinde. 1703

ROWE Ulyss. n. i,
The labours of the toiling hind. 1784

COWPER Task III. 747 Laborious hinds That had survived

the father, served the son. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. ill.

I. 375 It was necessary that a body of sturdy hinds should

be on each side of his coach, in order to prop it.

b. spec. In Scotland and some parts of northern

England: A married and skilled farm-workman,
for whom a cottage is provided on the farmland
sometimes a cow ;

he has the charge of a pair of

horses, and a responsible part in the working of the

farm. An average-sized farm has two hinds' houses

besides the farm-house.
He bears to the farmer the same relation that a skilled

journeyman holds to a master tradesman, and ranks above

the farm-servants and labourers. In former times he fur-

nished a female field-worker from his own family, or by
himself hiring one, to perform stated work : see BONDAGER.

1596 in H. Scott F'asti i. (1871) 277 [He had] two men and

one woman servant and a hynd. 1744 HARRIS 'Ihree

Treat III. I. (1765) 151 A comfortable Cottage and Raiment

suitable to an industrious Hind. 1805 FORSYTH Beauties

Scot I. I. 506 There arc three different classes of servants

employed in the husbandry of this county [Haddington-

shire], viz. the Avail, the cottager, and the unmarried

ploughman . . Of these the hynd holds the first rank. 1853

G. JOHNSTON Nat. Hist. E. Hard. I. 45 The wives of the

hinds or married ploughmen. 1893 Northumbld. Gloss, s.v.,

A stipulation is often made . . that the hind must furnish a

female field-worker at a stipulated price per day, with extra

wage in harvest. This extra hand is called a *

bondager .

c. A bailiff or steward on a farm (in some parts

of England).
1495 Act ii Hen. yff,c.2z No chief Hyne or a Carter or

chief Shepeherd above xx s. by the yere. 1585 Vestry Bks.

(Surtees) 19 Given the same day to the hinde of Shadforthe

for kepinge of twoe gimmers which we bought. 1771

SMOLLETT Humph, Cl. (1815) 41, I am persuaded, that my
hind, Roger Williams, or any man of equal strength, would

be able to push his foot through the strongest part of their

walls. 1775 F. GREGOR tr. Fortescue's De Laud. Leg.xx.ix.

05 They don't want the attendance of the Hind. [Note] In

some Parts of England he is called Bailiff. 1807 VANCOUVER

Agric. Devon (18131 %S Converted into the residence of the

hind or bailiff of the estate. 1813 Trewman's Exeter

Flying-Post 21 Oct. 4 Wants a Situation as Hind or Bailiff,

a Young Man. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Hind (i) a farm

bailiff.. (2) one entrusted with the charge of cattle. 1878

Cumbld. Gloss., Hine,..a manager of an off-lying farm.

3. transf. A rustic, a boor.

c 1570 Pride fr Lowl. (1841) 17 For of the hyndes or of the

paysauntre I fear I should not have indifferents. 1599 B.

TONSON Ev. Man out of Hum. i. ii, Why should such a

prick-ear'd Hine as this, Be rich ? 1645 MILTON Colast.

Wks. (1851) 364 A Country Hinde somtimes ambitious to

shew his betters that hee is not so simple as you take him.

ci75o SHENSTONE Elegies vii. 29, I bade low hinds the

tow'ring ardour share. 1821 JOANNA BAILLIE Metr. Leg.,

Malcolm's Heir xvi, Like the son of a base-born hind,

f 4. A lad, boy, stripling ; hence, more gener-

ally, Person, fellow,
'

chap '. Obs.

1297 R.GLOUC. (1724) 485 Ther was mani a wilde hine,

that prest was ther to, & wende in to the Gywerie, &
woundede & to drowe. 13.. Sir Benes (A.) 497 ?if ?e seb

schipes of painim londe, Sellej) to hem bis ilche hyne. 1375

BARBOUR Bruce XI. 217 Valtir, steward of Scotland, syne,

That than wes bot ane berdlass hyne. c 1386 CHAUCER

Pard. T. 360 Bothe man and womman child and hyne and

page. CI450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 1420 He excused him,

bat nobil heyn [
= hyne] And saide his duellyng was ferr

beyn [
= thyne]. 1513 DOUGLAS /Eneis \. xiii. i All the

peple, euery hyne. ? a 1550 Frere $ Boy 12 in Ritson A tic.

Pop. Poetry 35 A sone . . That was a good sturdy ladds, And
an happy hyne.

5. Comb., as t hine-folc ; hind-boy, -man, etc.

c 1*50 Gen. $ Ex. 3655 Here hine-folc oe was hem mide.

1572 Satir. Poems Reform, xxxiii. 294 My Commounis, with

my hynd jeinen. 1581 Hid. xliii. 190 The hirdis and hinde

men in their labels lay. 1603 FLORID Montatgnt (1634) 189

A certain swaine or hyne-boy of hers. 1615 MARKHAM Eng.
Hmscw (1660) 187 Brown bread.. for your hmde-servants.

Hind (haind), a. (?b?~) Also north. 4- hint, 1

hin. [The OTeut. affinities of this word, and the

related hinder, hindmost, hindermore, hindermost,

hindward, are certain, but the particular history

of the ME. words, and their mutual relations, are

somewhat obscure. The older words were' V'>
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Gothic hindana. prep.
' on that side of, beyond,

behind
' = OHG. hintana, Ger. hinten, adv.

' be-

hind' OE. himlan adv. 'from behind, at the

back, in the rear
'

; (2) Goth, hindar prep. 'on

that side of, beyond, behind
' =OHG. hintar, Ger.

liinter prep., in same senses = OE. hinder adv.
' on the further side, behind, back, down '

;
this is

held to be the ace. neuter of a comparative adj. in

-</ar=Skr. -taram, Gr. -Tfpov, the root being hin-,

prob. identical with that of HEN, HENNE, HENCE ;

OHG.hadlheadj.asapositive,//ar0(Ger.;HH/i;;-<.')
'
hind, hinder', compared hintaroro, hintarSst, Ger.

hiliterst
' hindmost '; ON. had hindri comp. (rare),

hiitetr stiperl. ;
this adj. was not in OE. ; (3) Goth.

hindumists superl. 'hindmost, uttermost', app. f.

*hitiduma = OE. hindema (rare)
' hindmost '. OE.

had also (4) hindan-weard adv. ' towards the

farther end ', and hindeweard adj.
' turned back-

ward
'

;
also (5) the important adv. and prep, be-

hindan, ME. bi-hinden, bi-hinde, BEHIND, the most

permanent member of the OE. group, and (with

the possible exception of 4) the only one whose

survival into ME. is proved. In ME. there arose

numerous new forms, viz. before 1300 hinder adj.,

before 1350 hind adj. and adv., f 1375-1400 hin-

dermore, hindermost, hindmost. Since hind- was

not an etymological element, it must have origin-

ated from the shortening of some form with a suffix,

perh. from ME. be-hind, orig. be-hind-an. In that

case, hind-er (if hind goes back before 1300) may
have arisen as its normally-formed comparative ;

if, however, hinder was historically descended from

OE. hinder adv. (of which there is no evidence

and no strong probability), and taken as a com-

parative, hind might be inferred from it as its

positive degree. Hindermore, hindermost were

evidently formed on hinder, and hindmost on

hind; the current conjecture that the last was a

double superlative formed on the long obsolete

OE. hindema is historically untenable. In all these

words the original short i is preserved in Sc. and

north. Eng. : cf. Sc. hint, ahint, Ain'mest.']

A. adj. Situated behind, in the rear, or at the

back ; posterior. Usually opposed to fore, in

things existing in pairs front and back, as the limbs

of quadrupeds, the wheels of a wagon, etc.

Often hyphened to its sb., esp. when forming a specific

name of a part, as in hind-spring of a carriage. See C. a.

13. . SirBeues (A.) 3562 Wib his hint [v.rr. hynder, hinder]

fot he [the horse] him smot. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 35 'In

like sort, they that haue many feet : vnlesse it be the hm
feet of all. 1601 Househ. Ord. (1790) 287 The hind knuckles

. . of all the muttons and veales. 1670 NARBOROUCH Jrnl.

in Ace. Sev. Late Voy. \. (1711) 31 The Male is smooth all

over his hind parts. 1767 Byron's Voy. r. World (1776! 27

A negro butcher . .cuts the hamstrings of his hind legs. 1770

G. WHITE Selborne xxviii. 79 The fore-hoofs were upright

and shapely, the hind flat and splayed. 1779 T. MOORE
View Soc. Fr. (1789) I. xxxiv. 300 The lower and hind part

of the body. 1812 IMISON Sc. t, Art I. 103 [It] also presses

the fore-wheels deeper into the ground than the hind wheels.

1849 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. II. 93 The infatuated little beast

dances round him on its hind legs. 1881 FITZWYGRAM

Horses (ed. 2) 879 If the fore legs are weak, they may
suffer from excessive propulsion communicated to them

by powerful hind quarters. 1891 C. T. C. JAMES Rom.

Rigmarole 27 In the hind pocket of his tunic.

b. Hence, applied to the back part of (any-

thing) : = ' back of the '. Cf. HIND-HEAD.

1870 ROLLESTON A nim. Li/em He divides [the body] into

a fore-body:.. a hind-body. 1894 R. B. SHARPS Handbk.

Birds Ct. Brit. (1896) 10 The greyish shade which pervades
the hind neck.

B. as sb. Short for hind quarter, hind side (see

C. a), etc.

1892 Daily fffivs 30 May 9/4 Refrigerated beef-quarters,

of which there were 850 hinds.

C. Combinations, a. Of the adj. : see A.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 217 One of their hin-feet. a 1632

BROME Love-sick Court v. ii. Wks. 1873 II. 158 Like burs or

bryars Stuck in the hintllocks of our fleecy sheep, a 1687

COTTON Poet. Wks. (1765) 85 By Hindlock seizing fast Oc-

casion. 1725 BRADLEY Fain. Diet. s.v. Saddle, The Saddle

.will be faulty if the Hind-Bow be not exactly the Shape
and Circumference of the Body. 1797 Sporting Mag. X. 296

The hind-train [of a horse consists] of the rump, the tail,

the haunches and the hind-less. 1822 LAMB EliaSei.l.

Dist. Corresp., They would show as fair a pair of hind-

shifters as the expertest loco-motor in the colony. 1840

MARRYAT Olla Podr. (Rtldg.) 293 The hind-spring of your

carriage. 1855 OWEN Skel. ff Teeth 23 The
' ventral [fins],

answering to the hind-limbs. 1862 H. MARRYAT Year in

Sweden II. 297 She set them hindside before. 1867 SMYTH
Sailor s Word-bk. , Hind-castle, a word formerly used for the

poop, as being opposed to fore-castle. 1878 BELL Gegcn-
baur's Comp. Anat. p. xiv, The hind-gut of the Vertebrate

is endodermal in origin. 1884 ROE Nat. Ser. Story ix,

A hind-quarter of lamb. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON
Anim. Life 344 The hind-brain is constricted into two

lobes the cerebellum in front, and the medulla oblongata
behind. 1894 G. ARMATAGE Horse ii. 14 'Ihe Spanish
horse.. has the good head and neck of that breed [the

Barb], but coupled with a weak and drooping hind-quarter.

b. Of the sb. : hind-afore, hind-first, hind-

side-foremost.
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HINDER.

1864 MRS. H. WOOD Shadow Ashlyd. 1 1878) 399 Her

woollen shawl . . had turned hind-afore. 1881 Oxfordsh.

Gloss. Suppl. s.v., Turn 'indfust, I tell tha.

c. quasi-arfw. in comb.
1668 ETHEREDGE S/u -would if she could in. in, Never hat

took the fore-cock and the hindcock at one motion so natur-

ally. 1871 Figure Training 102 No plan will ever. .give

such elegance to the figure as the hmd-lacmg. 1872 J . O.

MURPHY Comm. Lev. xiii. 40 Hind-bald .. in contradistinc-

tion to the baldness mentioned in the next verse [fore-bald].

t Hind, v. Obs. In 5 hynde. [app. shortened

from HINDER v.~\
trans. To hinder.

1426 Af DELAY Poems 32 Both the father and the mpder
hyndyd thay schal be. c 1460 G. ASHBY Poems (E. E. 1 . a.)

57/329 pat he hynde you nat by his greuance.

tHind, adv. Obs. rare. [app. short for behind:

but cf. OE. hindan.] = BEHIND.
t- 1340 Cursor M. 1846 (Fairf.) Crete perel was be-fore and

hinde [Cott. and other MSS. bihind].

b. Hind ami forth, hynt an(l]/or/A, hind end

foremost, backside foremost.

13.. K. Alls. (Bodley MS.) 4710 Hynt anforb [Weber

Hyndeforth] hij seten, saunz faile . . And hadden in her

honde be tail. Ibid. 5200 Hynd antfor); [Weber and forth]

he tourneb his pas Whan he goob on any cas.

Hi'ndberry. Obs. exc. north, dial. Forms :

see HIND sl>. 1 and BEBBY sl>.\ AUo 8-9 nine-

berry. [OE. hintlberie, corresp. to OHG. hint-

peri (MHG. hintbere, Ger. himbeere), Du. hinne-

besie (Kilian), hennebezie, Da. hindbser, Sw. hind-

bar: see HIND sbl and BEUBY sa. 1 So called as

growing in woods, and assumed to be eaten by

hinds.] The raspberry.
a 700 Epinal Gloss. 60 Acinum, hind berie [Erfurt hin-

berxen] ci*sCorpus Gloss. 59 Acinum, hindberiae. ciooo

Sax. Leechd. II. 266 Genim hmdheoloban leaf and hind her-

lean. 1548 TURNER Names ofHerbes F vij b, Raspeses or

hyndberies, in duch hyndberen. 1703 THORESBY Lit. to

Ray Gloss. (E. D. S.\ Hineberrys, raspberrys. 1813 HOGG

Queen's Wake, Kitmeny i, The scarlet hypp and the hmd-

berrye. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Hindberry, the wild rasp-

berry. 1878 Cumbld. Gloss., Raspberries or hine-bernes.

Hind-calf. [OE. /itfidcea/f=OUG. hintcalb,

MHG. hintkalp, MDu. hindencalf, hindecalf

(Kilian) : see HIND sbl and CALF.] The young
of a hind ; a fawn.

0900 Kent. Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 58/38 Cerua carissima

et gratissimus hinnulus, eala Su liofeste hind and jecwe-

mest hindcealf. c 1000 ^ELFRIC Gloss, ibid. 119/17 Hinnulus,

hindcealf. 1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xvm. xxin. (1495)

r8i Capriolus is lyke to an Enulus an hynde calfe. 1551

"URNER Herbal i. B ij a. 1598 MANWOOD La-wes Forest iv.

ii 5 (1615) 42/1 The first yere, you shal cal him [ihe Hart] a

Hind calfe or a calfe. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 3*1 T>c
rennet of a Fawne or Hind-calfe. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist.

(1862) I. n. v. 324. 1891 C. WISE Rockingham Cast. 152.

Hind-castle : see CASTLE 7, HIND a. C. a.

t Hi-nd-deck. Obs. Also hindeck(e. [See

HIND a.] The deck at the stern of early ships (see

DECK s/>. 2); poop-deck, poop. (Cf. FORE-DECK.)
1600 HOLLAND Livy 614 (R.) To defend and keepe the

poupe and hind-decke. 1:1620 Z. BOYD Zion's Flowers

(1855) 10 At foredeck some, at hindeck some must stand.

1637 GILLESPIE Eng. Pop. Ceretn. Ep. Biij, The foredecke

and hindecke of all our Opposities probations. 1697 POTTER

Antiq. Greece in. xvi. (1715) 134 The Misen-sail, which ..

hung in the Hind-deck.

Hinde, var. HEND a. Hindee : see HINDI.

t Hinder, sb. Chiefly Sc. Obs. [f. HINDEB v.]

Hindrance, obstruction, impediment, detriment.

c 1200 Trill. Coll. Horn. 213 pere teldeS be werse be grune
of hindre bat is of bipeching. 1481 CAXTON Reynard (Arb.)

63 The moste hyndre that ye shal haue. 1568 MARY Q.

SCOTS Let. Jan. in H. Campbell Love-lett. App. 31 Doing
all the hinder and evill that }e may to the said rebellis.

1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 167 A great hinder

of the work of God.

Hinder (hai-ndai), o.l Forms: 3- hinder,

(3-4 hin-, hyndore, 4-5 bender, 4-6 hynder,

-ir, 5 -ur, -yr). [See HIND a. (In Sc. and north.

Eng. with short '.)]

1. Situated behind, at the back, or in the rear ;

posterior. (Notwithstanding its comparative form,

it does not differ in sense from hind, but is more

frequently used. Cf. yon, yonder.'] Hinder gate,

postern gate.
Formerly, like hintl, often hyphened to its sb. : cf. 4-

c 1200 St. Brandan 642 in S. Eng. Lag. I. 237 So bat on Is

hindore [Percy Soc. 638 hynder] fet An Otur bare cam

gon. Bi-twene is forbere fet he brou?te a fuyr-Ire ant a

ston. cr&oSir Fertimb. 3707 Now ne dar he nobyng drede

Of bat hyndere falurede, bat comeb after gon. c 14 Lan-

franc's Cirurg. ur pat be hyndere [B. hyndore] partie be

pleyn c 1400 Ron:. Rose 5850 False-Semblant and Abstm-

aunce. .Shulle at the hynder gate assayle. 1535 COVERDALE

Josh viii. i2Hesct them in the hynder watch betwene Bethel

and Hai. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. in. vi. 32 Till they agayn
returne backe by the hinder gate. 1616 SURFL. & M ARKH.

Country Farme 691 The Bore goeth wider with his hinder

legs than the Sow, and commonly setteth his hinder steps

vpon the edges of his foresteps on the out-side. 1712 ADDI-

SON Sped. No. 265 F 5 As I was standing in the hinder Part

of the Box. 1875 H. C. WOOD Therap. (1879) 325 The fore

feet lose their reflex activity before the hinder.

2. Of time. a. Last past,
' last

'

;
as in this

hinder day yesterday, this hinder night last night,

yesternight, b. Last, as in HINDER END. Sc.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce x. 551 Quhen I wes joung
this hendir

day. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixxxi. i This hinder nycht

halff-sleiping as I lay. a 1549 Murning Maidin 2 in Lane-

37-2
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\.

HINDER.
'tain's Let. (1871) Introd. 150 This hinder day I went alone.

17*5 RAMSAY Gtnt. Shepk. \. i, I dream'd a dreary dream
this hinder night, a 1774 FERGUSSON Poems (.1789) H. 67

(Jam.) Quhllk happen'd on the hinder night.

f 8. Latter (^s opp. \.oformer}. Obs.

1551 T. WILSON Logike (1580) 20 b, When the former part

(whereof any thing is rehearsed) and the hinder pait t whiche

is rehearsed of trie former) are chaunged. 1669 BUNVAN

Holy Citie 257 By the former Sea, the People of the Jews
..and by hinder Sea, the People of the Gentiles.

f4. C0/rz.: seei. Hinder-fallings, excrements.

1530 PALSGR. 231/2 Hynderparte of the necke . . Hynder-
parte of the heed, /bid., Hynderwarde, garde de derriere.

1561 HOLLVBUSH Horn, Apoth. 38 b, Take the beanes or

hinderfallinges of Goates, 1611 COTGR., Les gardes d"nn

sanglier, the deaw-clawes or hinder-clawes of a wild Bore.

1697 DAMPIER Voy. I. 89 [Seals] throw their bodies forward,
drawing their hinder-parts after them. 1699 Ibid. II. i. 74
The hinderpart or Stern.

t Binder, a.- Obs. [app. deduced from OE.
hinder- adv. (see HIND a.) in comb., as in hhuUr-

%ap not straightforward, crafty, guileful, hinder-h6c

snare, artifice, hinder-scipe knavery: cf.also MHG.
kinderlistj Ger. hinterlist trickery behind any one*s

back to his injury. In kinder-word^ perh. in comb.]
Deceitful, crafty, insidious.
c xaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 59 Mid his hinder worde bicherde

him. c 1205 LAY. 10489 Carrais hine biSohte of ane hindere

[c 1375 luber] crsefte. c 1*90 St. Michaelt&& in S. Eng. Leg.
\. 319 Hynderful [altered hinder] and of bost I-novj.

Kinder (hi-ndai), v. Forms: i hindrian,
3-6 hindre, 4-6 hyndre, hendre, hynder, 5

hindire, hunder, 5-6 hindur, hyndur, 5- hin-
der. [OE. hindrian = OLG. *hindardn (MDu.,
WLG.hinderen}, OHG. hintardn (Ger. hindern),
ON. hindra: OTeut *hindar6jan^ t,*hindar adv.:

see HIND a. lit. To put or keep back : cf. the

parallel FCBTHER v. to put forward, alsoBACKEN v.]

f 1. trans. To do harm to ; to injure, impair,

damage. Obs.
c xooo fnst. Polity 2 in Thorpe Laws II. 306 (Bosw/i A he

sceal haeftendom hindrian. a nooO. E. Chron. i Laud MS.)
an. 1003 Donne se hcretoga wacaS bonne bi5 call se here
swi5e ^ehindred. c 1100 Trin. Coll. Horn. 193 ]>e man
hindreS his ajene soule. 1483 Cath. Angl. 186/1 To Hynder,
derogare^ incomniodare. 1535 COVERDALE Luke xiii. 7 Cut
it downe, why hyndreth it the grounde ? 1561 HOLLYBUSH
Horn. Apoth. jo a, If any chylde weare Peony sede about

hys body, no euell sprete can hinder him. 1639 in T. Lech-
ford Note-Bk. (1885) 80 The Plaintiffe. .is otherwise hindred
and damnifyed to the summe of twenty pounds.

fb. To speak to the injury of; to vilify, dis-

parage, slander, belittle. Obs.
^ 1375 XI Pains of Hell 102 in O. E. Misc. 226 Bacbyters

of men, pat in word and dede . . Hyndren heor euen cristen
bat Ji may. c 14x1 LYDG. Compl. Bl. Knt. xxx, Hindred. .

to his lady grace With false tonges. 1355 W. WATREMAM
Fardle Factons 333 To hindre and empaire the name, and
memorialle of the deade. 1573-80 BARET Alv. H 462 To
hinder ones good name, and speake ill of him.

2. To keep back, delay, or stop in action; to

put obstacles in the way of; to impede, deter,

obstruct, prevent.
1400 Destr. Troy 5612 [That] may hast vs to harme, &

hindur our spede. 1413 PUgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483) HI. iv.

53 That was very wrong hyndering the trewe quarell and
fortherynge the false, c 1450 Merlin 23 The prophetes hadden
hyndred here purpos. x$j6 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 6
Not able . . to helpe hym any thynge in this his iourney . .

but rather to hynder and let hym. 1614 BP. HALL Recoil.
Treat.

t Holy Obs. \. 31. 200 These are not qualities to
hinder our love, but our familiaritie. 1715 DE FOE Fain.
Instruct, i. i. 11841) I. 32 Thou shalt go to Church every
day, and not be hindered. 4x804 w- GILPIN Serin. III.

vii. (R.), The difficulty of the task should not hinder the

attempt. 1874 GREEN Snort Hist. i. 2. 15 Strife between
these two kingdoms .. long hindered the full conquest of
Northern Britain.

b. Const. To kinder a personfront or in doing
something ; also (obs. or rare] c. of, for, to do a

thing, that, that net, bitt that he should do a thing.
b. CI440 Gesta Rom. xxiii. 75 (Harl. MS.) A clowde, so

derk. .bat hit hundrid, & hit assundrid, & departid him fro
all be people. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 279 Demaunding
of me, what should hinder me . . from the use of such feli-

citie. 1666-7 PEPYS Diary 12 Feb., These pleasures do
hinder me in my business. 1694 Ace. Sev. Late Voy. n.

(1711)131 This doth hinder the Ship very
much in its sailing.

1769 Junius Lett. i. 6 Petitions have been hindered from
reaching the throne. 1873 HOLLAND A. Bonnie, xii. 205
What's to hinder other people from liking one another?
C. c 1380 WYCLIF Set. Wks, III. 431 It semeb bat privat

religiose ben hyndred bi her ordris to kepe Cristis lawe.

1535 COVERDALE Acts viii. 36 What hyndereth me to be

baptysed? 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 329 They hindered
them nothing at all of their purpose. 1577-87 HOLINSHED
Scot. Chron. (1805) II. 206 They would hinder .. that no
great armie should be made out of France against them.
x6oo^HOLLAND Li-vy xxv. xxvii. 569 Marcellus. .determined
to hinder Bomilcar for arriving at Saracose. x6xx in Picton
L'pool Munic.Rec.(i%&$ I. 170 Mr. Rose did persyst .. in

hindering_the towne of a certen walle. 1690. LOCKE Hunt.
Und. in. iv. 15 That hinders not but that they are gener-
ally less doubtful. 1738 FIELDING Mutrtii. i. Wks. 1882
IX. 307 The death of my mother, whose jointure no one can
hinder me of. 1741 MONRO Anat. Nerves (ed. 3) 31 Their
Liquor will be hindred to flow. x843 CARLYLE Past 4- Pr.
i. H, He does hinder that it become , . a part of it. 1862
F. HAU. Hindu Pkilos. Syst. 144 Good works, they say,
hinder the soul of emancipation.
t d. To hinder time : to spend time, and so re-

tard matters. Obs. rare.

292

i7ia W. ROGERS I'oy. 12 Not willing to liindcr Time to

carry her into any Harbour to examine, .we let her go.

3. absol. or intr. To delay or frustrate action ; to

be an obstacle or impediment.
c 1386 CHAI'CKK Melib. r 230 Cassidorie seith that it is a

manere sleighte to hyndre whan he sheweth to doon a thyng
openly and werketh priuely the contrarie. 1450-70 Golagtos
fy Gaw. 358 It hynderis neuer for to be heyndly of speche.
1611 BRISSLEY Lud. Lit. 82 They will doe them so falsly, as
will oft more hinder then further. 1652 NEF.DHAM tr. Selderi's

Mare Cl. 41 Nor doth it hinder at all, that in their Assig-
nations or Distributions wee so often finde this Particle

usque ad Mare, ij9oLett.fr. Land. Jml. (1721) 38 But
Fate and all the Politicks of those Times hinder'd. 1828

CARLYLE Misc., Burns (1872) II. 14 It is not the dark place
that hinders, but the dim eye.

Hence Hindered ///. a.

c 1440 Promp. Parv.z^o/z Hundryd, or harmyd, danipni-
ficatus. 1644 DIGBY Nat. Bodies \. (1645) 366 A hindered
water. 1876 T. HARDY Ethetterta (1890' 193 Amid the
shouts of the hindered drivers.

Hinder end, hi:nder-e'nd. Sc. and north,

dial. [f. HINDER a. 1 + ENDJ^. In Sc. and north,

dial, the two ends of a thing are spoken of as the

fore-end and the kinder-end (with short i)J\

1. The latter end ;
the opposite of the fore-end

or beginning ; spec, the end of life, ultima dies,

*S*3 FITZHERB. Husb. 148 Yf thou spende it in ya
begyn-

nyiige of the yere & shal want in y* hynder ende. 1585

JAS. I Ess.Poesie(Arb,} 21 In the hinder end of this booke.

1598 D. FERGUSON Colt. Scot. Prov. (1785) n (Jam.) False-

hood made ne'er a fair hinder-end. 17*3 DE FOE Col. Jack
(1840) 124 The devil will have you at the hinder end of the

bargain. 1877 N. IV. Line. Gloss. s.v., 1 was born at th'

hinderend o' th
1

year. Mod. Sc. Poor man ! he's near his

hinder-end.

2. The rear or posterior end ; the back of any-

thing. (In Sc. usually hint-end?)
1816 SCOTT Old Mort. viii, Ye preached us .. out o' this

new city o' refuge afore our hinder end was weel hafted in

it. 1877 N. W. Line. Gloss., Th' pickin' furk's i' th
1

hin-

derend o' th' barn.

3. (Usually //.) The part of anything (e.g. of

corn) which remains after all selecting and sifting

operations have been used ; leavings. (Also attrib.j
as kinder-etui barley.) Also^/SJf.
1825 BROCKETT, Hinder-ends, refuse of corn such as re-

mains after it is winnowed. 1825-80 JAMIESON s.v., 5. The
hinder-end o'

1 aw tradet the worst business to which one can
betake one's self. 6. The hinder-end o* aw Jb&t the worst
of people. 1842 C. NEVILE New Tariff"15 Pigs, .fed upon
hinder-end barley. 1877 N. W.'. Line. Gloss. s.v., We send
forends to market..and chickens gets th1

hinderends.

Hinderer (hrndara-i), sb. [f. HINDER v. +
-EB !.] One who (or that which) hinders; fan
injurer (obs.} ; an impeder, obstructor.

1387-8 T. USK Test. Love I. vi. (Skeat) 1. 128 We. .oppres-
sion of these olde hindrers shal againe surmounten. *549
LATIMER \st Serm. bef. Edw. I^f (Arb.) 40 These grasiers,

inclosers, and rente-rearers are hinderers ofthe kings honour.
1602 Life T. Cromwell HI. i. 97 I'll be no hinderer to so good
an act. 1641 MILTON Reform, i. Wks. (1847)4/2, 1 shalTdis-

tinguish such as I esteem to be the hinderers of reformation
into three sorts, Antiquitarians . . 2. Libertines. 3. Politi-

cians. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) I. 437 Is the body, if in-

vited to share in the enquiry, a hinderer or a helper?
f Hrnderer, a. Obs. In 4 hind(e)rere, 5

hynderour. [f. HINDER a. 1 + -ER 3
: cf. OHG.

'

htntardro.]
= HINDER a. (In quot. 1340 as sb.

1

(transl. L. posteriord]
= hinder parts.)

a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter Ixxvii. 72 He smate his enmys
in the hyndirere. 1388 WYCUF Gen. xvi. 13 Y seij the hyn-
derere [1383 the hyndirmore,yuIg./</>rwra] thingis of him.

i Kings xxi. 21 Y schal kitte awey thin hyndrere thingis
[1382 hyndirmoris). 14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 604/22 Pos-
terior, hy[n]derour.

t Hi'nderest, a. Obs. [f. as prec. + -EST : cf.

OHG. hintarost, MHG., Ger. hintir$ty MDu. hin-

derste.] Hindmost.
c 1386 CHAUCER Prof. 622 Euere he rood the hyndreste

[v.rr. hynderest, hinderest] of oure route, c 1450 Merlin
xxiv. 446 Thei kepte hem-self all-ther hinderest for to diffende
the other, .that myght no faster go.
t Hi-nderfru, a. Obs. rare.

[f. HINDER .2 +

-FUL.] Iniquitous, impious. Hence t Hinderful-

wiSerfulle inannisshe be fondeS me hinderfulliche.
'

c izoo
[see HINDER a?]. 1569 Cat. St. Papers, Foreign (1874) 54
To purge the seas.. of such wicked and hinderful people.

t Hi'nderhede. Obs. In 4 hyndirhede. [f.

HINDER a. 1 + -hede, -HEAD.] Posteriority.
c 1380 WYCUF Sel. Wks. III. 78 pere ben two furberhedis

and two hyndirhedis also.

Hindering (hi-ndarirj), vU. sb. [f. HINDER v.

+ -ING '.] The action of the vb. HINDER : f a.

Detriment, damage, disparagement (obs.). b. Ob-
struction, impediment, hindrance.
^1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Andrew 973 pat mycht be hend-

nnge to myn fame. And lattinge als to gore end name. 1390
GowEsCon/. II. 64 Which shall be to the double shame, Most
for the hindringe of thy name, c 1450 Cm. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.)
234 Je do yourself r>-ght grett hyndrynge And short }oure
lyffor }e beware. 1450-1530 Myrr. cur Lndye 241 Leste the

deceyte of the enmy..had come vnto her to the hendrynge
of her sowle.

Hrndering, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING
-'.]

That hinders, impedes, or obstructs. Hence Hi n-

deringly adv., so as to obstruct or prevent.

HIND-HEAD.

1300 GOWER Coil/. I. 310 How hindring is a wofull peine
To him, that love wold atteigne. 1646 H. LAWRENCE Comm.

Angels 136 The objections, .are extreamely hindering. 18*5
Blackw. Mag. XVII I. 295 Causes, which, .bear impulsively,
or hinderingly, upon every action. 1868 Gto. ELIOT Sp.

Gipsy 304 And slays all hindering men.

Hinderland (hi-ndsjlsend\ [f.
HINDER <z.i

+ LAND. In sense i, prob. from some locality.]

1 1. A kind of cloth imported from some conti-

nental country : perh. from inland Germany. Obs.

1465 Alann. <y Househ. Exp. (Roxb.) 316 My mastyr bout
. . a pece of Hynderlond, prise the elle j. d. ob. x8ia J.
SMVTH Pratt, of Customs (1821) 134 Hinderlands, Brown,
under 22$ inches in breadth, in a British-built Ship.

2. (//.) = HiNDERLlNG 2 2 (for which hinderlans

is a misprint in edd. of Scott" .

1818 [see HiNDERUSG 2
2). 1891 STEVENSON & L. OSBOURNE

Wrecker vi, 'Set down upon your hinderlands', cried my
grandfather, almost savagely.

tHi'nderling 1
. 06s. [f. OE. hinder adv.

(see HIND o. or HINDER a.- + -LING]. Abase,
mean, degenerate person.
c 1200 pRMIN 486 And halde be forr hinnderrlinng, And forr

well swibe unnwresste. .. Laws Ed-w. Con/, c. 35 i

ill Schmid Gesetze 516 Sumtna ira commotus, unus vocat
alterum hinderling, i. e. ab omni honestate dejectum. 1387
TKEVISA lligden (Rolls) VII. log Wherefore Westsexmen
have)? in proverbe of hije despite hynderlyng whiche sowneb
i-cast doun fro honeste.

Hi'nderling -. [f. HINDER a. 1 + -LING 2
.]

1 1. The backward direction : only in the OE.
advb. phrase on hinderling backward. Obs.
c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) Iv. 8 [Ivi. q] ponne on hinderling

hweorfaS mine feondas fa:cne. Ibid. Ixix. [Ixx.] 3 Hi on

hinderlincg hweorfaS and cyrraS.
2. sb. pi. (also -/ins). Posteriors, buttocks. Se.

18x8 SCOTT Rob Roy xxiii, We downa bide the coercion of

gude braid-claith about our hinderlins (so MS. and Standard
ed. 1896; ed. i and subseq. edd. read hinderlans}. 1831
prater's Mag. III. 18 A jacket, .hung like a French coatee
over his hinderlings. 1834 M. Scorr Cruise Midge iv.

(1863) 62 Wha will assure ye that they shall not kittle your
hinderlins ?

tJ. (?) One who is behind or in the rear. Obs.

1619 W. SCLATER Exp. i Thess. (1630) 562 Our hinderlingb
haply may ouertake and out-strip vs in holy practice.

tHi'nderly, a. tfadv.) Obs. [f.
HINDEBO.'

+ -LT -.] Backward, behindhand.
1564 in Camden Misc. (1893-5) IX. 40 Wheras the cuntry

is to miche hinderly in all good thinges perteining to reli-

gion. 1659 HAMMOND On Ps. cx.ii. 10 Paraphr. 572 Whilst
themselves, .doe yet sensibly decay and grow hinderly.

Hrndermate. nona-wd. [f. HINDERS. + MATE,
after helpmate.] A companion who is a hindrance.
a 1843 SOUTHEY Comtn.-pl. Bk. IV. 441 There are hinder-

mates as well as helpmates in marriage.

i Hi'ndermore, a. (sb.) Obs. In 4 hyndir-
more, Sc. hendirmar.

[f. HINDER o. 1 + MOBE
adv. : see HIND a. Cf. furthermore.'] More to the

rear.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce vii. 509 Quhen thai that war hendir-
mar Saw that the formast left the stede, Thai tumit soyn
the bak and fled.

b. as sl>. The hinder part ; the hind-quarters.
1382 WYCUF i Kings xvi. 3, 1 shal kitte of the hyndirmore

of Baasa, and the hyndirmores of the hows of hym.
Hindermost (harndajmoast), a. arch. [f.

HINDER a. 1 + -MOST: see HIND a. Cf. innermost,

uppermost, uttermost.]
= HINDMOST.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. in. xxii. (1495) 70 The
tresour of mynde is the hyndermest place of the brayne.
c 1400 Melaync 1277 Oure Cristen knyghtis with baire speres
The Hyndirmaste fro baire blonkes beres. c 1450 Merlin 286
These.. were hyndermeste in the route. 1541 R. COPLAND
Guydon's Quest. Chintrg., The formost is the byggest. The
myddlemost the least, & the hyndermost is meane. 1719
DE FOE Crusoe n. xi, The stern of the hindermost boat.

1783 Ainsivarth's Lot. Diet. (Morell) i. s.v., The hinder-
most dog may catch the hare. [1814 W. TAYLOR in Monthly
Rev. LXXIV. 305 It is not legitimate to combine both
forms of inflection, and to say or to write hindermost.^

Hindersome (hrndaasimi), a. Now Sc. and
north, dial. [f. HINDER v. + -SOME.] Tending to

}
hinder; f injurious, harmful (obs.) ; obstructive.

1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tong, Injurieux, hurtful],

j

hinde^ome. 1581 PETTIE Guazzo's Civ. Conv. II. (1586)

54 b, Toothsome to the taste, but hindersome to health.

1663 GERBIER Counsel 42 Needlesse apd hindersome to the

hording of a Roome. 1881 Alloa Advertiser No. i6r7. 2/1
I The weather continues as unsettled and as hindersome for

I farming operations as [etc. J. 1893 Northumbld. Gloss. s.v.,

i Thebad weather's very hindersome for the harvist.

tHinderveap, a. Obs. In i -s6ap, -s6p,

3 -jeep. [OE. hindergiap, f. HINDER a.2 + i/Sap

crooked, deceitful.] Cunning, deceitful.

< loop ALI-RIC Colloq. in Wr.-Wulcker 101 On sprzcum
glzwlice hindersepe,- in loquelis asttttit

lursttti. c 1050

Supp. sElfric's Vac. ibid. 168/11 Uersutus, hinderjeap.
c 1200 ORMIN 6646 patt mann iss fox and hinnderr3<ep and
full off ille wiless.

Hi'nd-head. Obs. or arch. [f.
HIND a. +

HEAD.] The back of the head ;
the occiput.

1666 Despauterii Gramm. Inst. I. (Jam.), Sinciput, the

forehead. Occiput, the hindhead. 1689 BURNET Tracts I.

87 They christen . . pouring the Water on the Hind-head.
1816 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. III. 487 The occiput, or hind-

head is that part of the face that either forms an angle
with the vertex posteriorly or slopes downwards from it.

1865 KINGSLEV Herew. II. vii. 114 An angry savage smote
him on the hind head full with a stone axe.



HINDHEAL.

t Hi'ndheal. Obs.
[f.

HIND s/>.
1 + HEAL sb. ;

cf. OE. hindhxle}:c.~\ A
plant : see quots.

\c 1050 Notnina Herbanitn in Wr.-Wiilcker 295/24 Am*
['rosin, hyndhzlebe. Ibid. 323/17 HindheolaS.]
c 1365 Voc. rlants in Wr.-Wulcker 556/23 Ambrosia. . .

hindehele. a. 1500 Gl. Harl. 3388 in Sax. Leechd. II. 393

Eufatoriuni lilifagus, ambrosia maior, wylde sauge, hynd-
hale. a 1500 Gl. Sloane 5 If. 15 (ibid.) Euperatorium, am-

brose, is an erbe that som men callit> wilde sauge ober wode
inerche ober hyndale. 1597 GEKARDE Herbal App., Hynd-
hee'e is Ambrosia.

II Hindi (hi-ndf), a. and sb. Also Hindee. [a.

Urdu
(_jJ^ hindi, i. Ai hind, India. The

corresponding Persian is ijjJ^A hindwi, IiinJuT,

hinduvl, formerly used by Eng. writers in the

same sense.]
A. adj. Of or belonging to Northern India or

its language.
1825 W. T. ADAM Stewart's Hist. Atiecd. (heading*,

Anglo-Hindawee. 1826 W. BOWLEY (title) The New Testa-

ment, .altered. .into the Hinduee language. 1851 F. HALL
in Benares Mag.~V. 22 note, The pandits draw no other dis-

tinction between the words Hindi and //zW/<Ythan that

the first is used by the well-informed (who sometimes employ
Hindvt, also), and the second, by villagers. . . The form
Hindai'f is confined to the Muhammadans. 1878 R. N.
CUST Mod. Langs. E. Ind. 49 The real and original Ver-

nacular of the Hindi people.

B. sb. 1. The great Aryan vernacular language
of Northern India, spoken (with numerous dialects)

from the frontiers of Bengal to those of the Panjab
and Sindh, and from the Himalaya Mountains to

the Nerbndda.
It comes into contact on the N.W. and W. with PanjabT,

Sindhi, and Gujarat], on the S. with Marathi, on the S.E.
with Oriya* on the E. with Bengali, sister Aryan languages,
and on the N. with Nepali (which some make merely a

dialect of Hindi). Cf. HINDUSTANI.
1800 Asiat. Ann. Reg., Ace. Bks. 6/1 Even when they

write in Hinduvi. 1801 COLEBROOKE in Asiat. Res. VII.
220 The language which forms the ground-work of modern
Hindustani, and . . is known by the appellation of Hindi or

Hindevi. 1804 W. TENNANT Ind. Recr. II. 199 A manuscript
in the Hindivi. 1807 W. T. ADAM (title) Arithmetic in

Hindui. 1831 (title) Fables in Hinduwee. 1857 MONIER
WILLIAMS Sanskrit Gram. Introd. 22 Out of them [patois
modifications of Sanskrit] arose Hindi (termed Hindustani or

Urdu, when mixed with Persian and Arabic words), Marathi,
and Gujarathi. 1878 R. N. CUST Mod. Langs. E. Ind. 46 The
Language- Field of Hindi is stated to comprise 248,000 square
miles, and the number of the Hindi-speaking population. .

cannot fall short of eighty millions. Ibid. 50 The result of

this first attempt to take stock of the dialects of Hindi, repre-
sented actually by books or Vocabularies, is that there are

.. in all fifty-eight varieties. 1886 YULE Anglo-lnd. Gloss.

s.v. Hindee, The earliest literary work in Hindi is the great

poem of Chand Bardai (c. 1200) which records the deeds of

Prithiraja, the last Hindu sovereign of Delhi.

2. A native of Northern India, rare.

a. 1853 ELLIOT Hist. Ind. (1867-77) HI- 539 (v-> Whatever
live Hindii fell into the King's hands was pounded into bits

under the feet of elephants. The Musalmans, who were
Hindis (country born), had their lives spared.

t Hi'ncllongs, adv. Obs. rare, [for *hindlings,
{. HIND a. (adv.) : cf. headlings, headlong] In a
backward direction.

1668 CULPEPPER & COLE Barthol. Anat. m. ix. 149 It goes
hindlongs to the Ear.

tHrndmore, a. Obs. [f. HIND a. + MOBE,
under the influence of the earlier hindmost.']
HINDEE a.1

1632 HOLLAND tr. Cyrupxdia i. viii. 48 Commanding the

Caporalls to bring forward the hindmore band.

Hindmost (b.3i
-

ndm0st), a. Forms: 4-6 hen-,

5 hynd-, 6 hyn-, 6-9 bin-, 6- hind- ; 4 -mast,
6 -mest, 9 Sc. -maist, 5- -most. [app. f. HIND a.

-(--MOST: seeHlNDa. ThesimilaritytoGoth.Az</-
mist, and the analogy of ME. firmest, FOREMOST,
have given rise to the conjecture that this is a double

superlative, f. OE. hindema + -EST ;
but the OE.

word is known only once in Beowulf, and there is

a chasm of 500 or 600 years between this and Bar-

bour's henmast. Mod.Sc. uses hinmest of time and

succession, hintmest of fixed position.]
1. Furthest behind or in the rear

;
last in posi-

tion
;
last come to ; most remote.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce viii. 245 Gif the formast egirly Be
met . . The henmast sail abasit be. Ibid. xn. 268 To meit
thame that first sail assemtnyll So stoutly that the henmast

trymmyll. 1535 COVERDALE i Mace. iv. 15 The hynmost of
them were slayne. 1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot.

1. 43 This [Dunesbe] is the last and hindmest hil in Scotland.

ti 1635 CORBET Iter Bor. (R.), They curse the formost, we the

hindmost. 1723 Pres. St. Russia I. 167 To the hindmost
Recesses of Siberia. 1852 Miss YONGE Cameos II. iv. 43
The hindmost declared they would not stop till they were
even with the front. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. \. vi. 42 The
ridges, .have their hindmost angles wasted off.

b. Proverbial phrase, the devil (Satan, hell) take

the hindmost.
1611 BEAUM. & FL. Philaster v. iii, They run all away,

and cry,
' the devil take the hindmost '. 1663 BUTLER Hud.

I. ii. 633 Each Man swore to do his best . . And bid the Devil
take the himno^t . 1728 POPK Dune. II. 60 'So take the

hindmost, Hell', (he said) 'and run'. 1811 BYRON Hints

fr. Hor. 712 If Satan take the hindmost, who'd be last?

1890 Spectator 13 Sept. 331/1 A good example of the devil-

take-the-hindmost attitude.

2. Last in order, succession, or time. (Chiefly .5V.)

1 a 1500 (MS. 1592) Chester PI. VH. 596 Though I come the
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hyndmoste [J/.V. 1607 hyndermost] of all. 15. . Abcrd.Reg.
(Jam.), To pa the henmest penny of the said fiftene . 1326
TINDALE i Cor. iv. 9 My thynketh that god hath shewed vs
which are apostles for the hynmost off all. 1567 Gudc $
Godlie B. 186 We salbe cruellest on the hindmest day.
IS93 SHAKS. z Hen. VI, in. i. 2 'Tis not his wont to be the
hindmost man. 1596 DALHYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. x.

326 Thair hindmest hand tha set not to the wark. 1889
BARRIE Windtnv tit Thrums 98 For the hinmost years o' his

life. Ibid. 152 The henmost time I saw him.

Hindoo: see HINDU.

Hindrance (hi-ndrans), sb. Forms : 5-6 hin-

deraunee, 6 hyndera(u)nce, hindraunce, 6-9
hinderanoe, 6- hindrance. [f.

HINDER v. +

-ANCE, after words of F. origin such as resistance.]
The action or fact of hindering.

1 1. Injury, damage, hurt, disadvantage. Obs.

1436 Littl Ens. Policy in Pol. Songs (Rolls) II. 176^0
cure losse and hinderaunce. (1460 SIR R. Ros La Belle

Dame sans Mercie 602 Thus hurtes ben of dyvers businesse

Which love hath put to right gret hinderaunce. 1529
MORE Com/, agst. Trib. II. Wks. 1183/2 That he should
neuer . . do any other beast anye harme or hynderaunce.
1590 SIR J. SMYTH in Lett. Lit. Sim iCamden) 56 The
book . . is now forbidden to be soulde, greatly to the hindrance
of the pore printer. 1597 MORLEY Inlrod. Mits. 158 Nothing
may be either added or taken away without great hinder-

ance to the other parts.

2. Obstruction, prevention of progress or action.

1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 47 b, Which ben great
let & hynderaunce to the same. 1576 FLEMING Panopl.
Episl. 49 Notwithstanding their impediments, provided for

my hinderaunce. 1631 BAXTER Inf. Baft. 248 Full liberty

to speak without hinderance. 1690 LOCKE Hunt. Und. ill.

xi. 4 Reason to doubt whether language, .has contributed

more to the improvement or hinderance of knowledge. 1856
LEVER Martins ofCro'M. 193 To follow their own wayward
fancies, without let or hinderance. 1879 F. POLLOK Sport
Brit. Burmah II. 5 We went about freely; there was not

the slightest hindrance.

b. with a and //. An instance or cause of this
;

an impediment, obstacle.

1376 FLEMING Patiopl. Epist. 288 Younge children, whose

age is a hinderaunce. 1614 RALEIGH Hist. Worldiw. (1634)

32 The Temple, .having received so many hinderances from
the first foundation to the second of Darius. 1739 tr.

DuhamersHusb. in. xii. (1762) 405 With no hinderances or

obstructions. 1877 SPARROW Serm. iv. 56 They become.,
hindrances rather than helps in the matter of religion.

Hence tHindrance v. trans., to put a hindrance

in the way of, to hinder. Hi'ndranceful ., full

of hindrances or obstacles ; obstructive.

1664 M. CASAUBON (title ed. 2) Of the Necessity of Refor-

mation, .and what (visibly) hath most hindranced it. 1889
FR. A. KEMBLE Far Away <$ Long Ago iii. 31 The helpful
or hindranceful damsel who condescended . . to endure the

condition of servant.

Hind-sight, hrndsight.
1. (hind-sight) The backsight of a rifle.

1851 MAYNE REID Scalp Hunt, xxi, When you squint

through her hind-sights. 1889 FARMER Americanisms.

2. (hindsight) Seeing what has happened, and

what ought to have been done, after the event ;

perception gained by looking backward : opp. to

foresight.
1883 Jrnl. Educ. XVII. 264 That a school-man so preter-

naturally gifted with '

hind-sight
'
should have been so de-

fective in
'

fore-sight '. 1895 A. T. MAHAN in Century Mai;.

Aug. 631/2 Open to the proverbial retort that hindsight is

always better than foresight.

tHrndsome.rt. Obs. rare. [f.HiND<z.i-t--soME.]
Situated behind ; hind-.

1634 T. JOHNSON Parey's Chirurg. m. viii. (1678) 60 The
two hindsom-muscles serving for respiration.

Hindu, Hindoo (hrndK, hind'), sb. and a.

[a. Pers. j-U* hindu, Urdu hindii, adj. and sb.,

Indian; f. Pers. .AiA hind, India, Zend lieiidu,

Achaemenian hifld"u Skr. sindhu river, spec, the

Indus, hence the region of the Indus, Sindh ;

gradually extended by Persians, Greeks, and Arabs,
to northern India as a whole.]
A. sb. An Aryan of Northern India (Hindustan),

who retains the native religion (Hinduism), as dis-

tinguished from those who have embraced Moham-
medanism; hence, any one who professes Hinduism ;

applied by Europeans in a wider sense, in accord-

ance with the wider application of Hindustan.
1661 J. DAVIES tr. Mnndtlslo's Trav. 74 The King of Cam-

baya, who was a Hindou, or Indian, that is, a Pagan. 1665
Sir T. Roe's Voy. E. Ind. in P. delta Vnlle's Trait. E. Ind.

374 The Inhabitants in general of Indostan were all anciently

Gentiles, called in general Hindoes. 1698 FRYER Ace. E.
India <$ P. 113 At the House of an Hindu. 1804 W.
TENNANT Ind. Recreat. (ed. 2) I. p. xviii, Intelligent natives

of India, both Mussulmans and Hindoos. 1853 MAX MULLER
C/iifs (1880) I. iii. 64 The Hindu was the last to leave the

central borne of the Aryan family.
B. adj. Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of

the Hindus or their religion ;
Indian.

1698 FRYER Ace. E. India $ P. 80 According to the Hindu
Custom. 1799 COLEBROOKE in Life (1873) 432 In the ver-

nacular dialects, or even in the Hindu language [i. e. San-

skrit). 1804 W. TENNANT Ind. Recreat. (ed. 2) I. 36 They
have in a great measure apostatised from the Hindoo system.

1838 J. B. NORTON Topics 30 All the Hindoo and Mahom-
medan troops in the king's army bound themselves by an

oath to defend their sovereign.
Hence Hinduio, Hindooio (hind/Hk)a. = prec. B.

1889 R. B. ANDERSON tr. Rydbergs Teut. Mythol. 6 The

HINDWIN.
Hindooic Aryans were possessors only of Kabulistan and
Pendschab. 1893 Mission. //m*/</(Boston) May 199 A thing
which., not all my pundit-ship or Hinduichastrashipcan give.

Hinduism, Hindooism (hind,iz'm). [f.

HINDU -t- -ISM.] The polytheistic religion of the

Hindus, a development of the ancient Brahmanism
with many later accretions.

1829 Bengalee 46 Almost a convert to their goodly habits

and observances of Hindooism. 1858 MAX MLLLER Chips
(1880) II..\xvii. 304 Hinduism is a decrepit religion, and has
not many years to live. 1878 A. BURNELL in Academy 604/2
The result of contact with foreigners has always been a
revival of Hinduism.

Hinduize, Hindooize (hi-nd//^), v. [f.

as prec. + -IZE.] trans. To render Hindu in charac-

ter,

296 The Hindoos have Hindooised the Mahommedans in

India. i86a BKVEHILJGE Hist. India II. iv.vi. 190 Extolled

by hindooised Europeans. 1871 TVLOK Prim, Cult. I. 45
Lower in culture than some Hinduized nations who have
retained their original Dravidian speech, the Tamils for

instance.

Hindustani, Hindoostanee (hind^sta-m),
a. and sb. Also Hindustanee, -sthanij Hindo-

stanee, -stani, -staunee. [a. Urdu ^Ix-^JJA

hindiistarii) Pers.
jjb-jJJ.4 Hindustani adj., of

or pertaining to Hindustan, lit.
* the country of the

Hindus* (f. jJ-^A
hindu + (jl^ -stan place,

country) : see HINDU.
To natives, Hindustan is

'

India north of the Nerbudda,
exclusive of Bengal and Behar

', or, virtually, the region
covered by Hindi and its dialects. But from early times,

foreigners, Mohammedan and European, have extended it to

include the whole of the peninsula
' from the Himalaya to

the Bridge (i. e. Adam's Bridget', and this is the general

geographical use.]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to Hindustan (in the

stricter sense), or its people or language, e$p. the

language described in B. 2.

1800 Asiat, Ann, Reg^Suppl. Chron. ui/i Grammar and

Dictionary of the Hindustanee language, the universal

colloquial language throughout India. 1804 W. TENNANT
Ind. Recreat. (ed. 2) I. 246 Trial by ordeal . . still keeps it*,

place in the Hindostanee code. Ibid. II'. 392 The Hindoo-
stanee and the Persian characters are both used. 1817 D.

JOHNSON Ind. Field Sports 210 Fifty people were at a notch,
or Hindostanee dance. 1879 F. POLLOK Sport Brit. Burtnah
I. 50 Even the Hindoostani mahout forgot about ha-lal-ing,
and was glad to partake.

B. sb. 1. A native of Hindustan
;
a Hindu or

Mohammedan of Upper India.

Mahout with him.

2. The language of the Mohammedan conquerors
of Hindustan, being a form of Hindi with a large
admixture of Arabic, Persian, and other foreign
elements ; also called Urdu, i. e. zaban-i-uraii

language of the camp, sc. of the Mogul conquerors.
It now forms a kind of linguafranca over all India,

varying greatly in its vocabulary according to the

locality and local language.
Formerly called Indostan^ Indostans (cf. Scofs). By earlier

writers sometimes applied to Hindi itself.

[1616 TERRY Voy. E. Ind., Coryat (Y.), [Coryate] got a

great mastery in the Indostan or more vulgar language.

1772 HADLEV Gramni. Indostan Lang. Pref. n iY.) Aeon-
fused mixture of Persian, Indostans, and Bengals.] 1808

W. TENNANT Ind. Recreat. (ed. 2) III. 61 The Hindostanee,
a kind of lingua franka . , is the spoken language of India,

and has become the key to all communication with the

natives. 1815 ELPHINSTONE Ace. Canbul 11842) II. 85 The
western tribes .. understand Persian much move generally
than the Eastern ones do Hindostaunee. 1878 R. N. CUST
Mod. Langs. E. Ind. 47 Hindustani or Urdu is not a terri-

torial Dialect, but a Lingua-franca. .. It can scarcely be

said correctly, that It is the common Language of any one

District, though freely spoken by many classes.

So Hindoosta'nish a.

x8n SHELLEY Zf/. to E. I/itc/tenerinLi/el. n In the true

style of Hindoostanish devotion.

Hindward (hoi ndwgid), a. rare. [A recent

formation from HIND a. + -WARD: cf. forewani.
Cf. OE. hinderweard turned backward.]
1. Towards the rear ; backward ; posterior.

1797 COLERIDGE Sonn. On Ruined House 12 Thro' those

brogues, still tatter'd and betorn, His hmdward charms

gleam an unearthly white.

2. Backward in development or progress.
1868 GLADSTONE yz-. Mundi\m. 5 (1869) 258 This in-

active and hindward deity.

Hi'iidward, adv. [cf. OE. hindatrweard adv.
' toward the farther end '.]

Backward
;
towards the

rear or hinder part.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter xxxix. 15 [xl. 14] pai tome hind-ward,

and schoned J?ai be. 1382 WYCLIF/'J. Ixix. 4[Ixx. 3] Be thci

turned awei hindward, and waxe thei ashamed, c 1400
Destr. Troy 8553 He had hym of horse, hyndward anon.

18.. WALKER (Cent.), The thorax has two furrows, which

converge slightly hindward.

t Hi-ndwin. Obs. rare. [f. HIND a. : the rest

uncertain.] The fundament or anus.
a 1300 CursorM. 22395 All be filthes of his maugh sal brist

vte at his hindwin [z'.r. fondament] for dred he sal haf.



HINEHEDB.

Hiue, obs. or dial, form of HIND st>.1 and H;

var. of HIN pron., HYNK adv., hence.

t Hrnehede. Obs. [f. hint, HIND sb.- -t- -hede,

-HEAD (,OE. type *hiyui bad}.] a. Family,

household ; company. D. ? Service.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter xxi[i]. 28 [27] All hinehedes [Vulg.

fatnar} of genge fol right. Ibid. ciii[i]. 14 Forth-ledand . .

gresse to hinehede [Vulg. serri/uti] of men swa, pat (>ou

oute-lede fra erthe brede. Ibid. cvi[i], 40 [41] He set als

schepe hine-hede [Vulg. at OJYSfamilias].

Hinene, var. HEX adv., hence.

II Hing (hirj). Also 6 hinge, 7 hingh. [Hindi

king :-Skr. /'.] The drug asafetida.

1586 R. FITCH in Hakluyt J"<y. (15991 II. 252 One hundred
and fourescore boates laden with Salt, Opium, Hinge, Lead,

Carpets [etc.]. 1662 J. DAVIES Mandelsh's Trav. 84 The
Hingh, which our Dragsters and Apothecaries call Assa-

fixtida, comes for the most part from Persia. 1698 FRYER
Ace. E. India <J-

P. 114 The Natives eat Hing, a sort of

liquid Asm Fcetida, whereby they smell odiously. 1857
BELLEW Jrnl. Pol. Mission (1862) 270 (Y.) The assafoetida,

called kattg or king by the natives, grows wild in the sandy
. .plains, .of Afghanistan.

Hing, obs. and dial. f. HANG
;

obs. pa. t. of

HANG ; obs. f. HINGE.

Hinge (hinds), ** Forms : 4 heng, heeng,

4-8 hing, 5-6 henge, hyng, 6 ynge, 6-7 hindge,

7 hendge, 6- hinge. [ME. heng, heeng: OE.

type *hyicg, a deriv. of HANG v. : cf. early mod.

Du. henghe, henghene,
'

hinge, handle (of a pot) ,

hook' (Kilian), MLG. henge, LG. henge, heng,

hinge of a door or the like. The palatalization of

the^- is not distinctly evidenced before 1590 : but it

appears to be now current in all dialects.]

1. The movable joint or mechanism by which a

gate or door is hung upon the side-post, so as to

be opened or shut by being turned upon it.

c 1380 Sir Fcrumb. 2181 So harde he bot..J>at \K henges
bol>e barste, & be stapel bar-with out strong. 1383 WYCLIF
Prov. xxvi. 14 As a dore is turned in his heeng ; so a

sloj man in his litle bed. 1466 Mann. If Househ. Exp.
(Roxb.) 323 To the iren mongyr for neyles, hokes, and

henges, iiij.j. viij.rf. 1494-5 in Willis & Clark Cambridge
II. 15 Gilbarto Smyth pro pare de hyngis et hukys xviijrf.

1573-80 BARET/4&. H 464 The Hinge, or hingell of agate:
the hooke whereon a dore hangeth. 1592 GREENE Art
Canny Catch, in. 12 He getteth the doore off the hindges.
1616 R. C Times' Whistle etc. (1871) 120 Even as the hinges
doe the dore vpholde. 1634 in Harper's Mag. (1884) Dec.

i2/2Toflingeupalledoorcsoutofhendges. I76 FALCONER

Shipwr. in. 229 On brazen hinges turn'd the silver doors.

xSao KEATS St. Agues xli, The door upon its hinges groans.

b. The similar mechanism to provide for the

turning or moving in a quarter or half revolution

of a lid, valve, etc., or of two movable parts upon
each other.

1562 Child Marriages 131 She had lost the key of a chest,
& desired hym to pufi out the nayles of the hindges. a 1602

W. PERKINS Cases Consc. (1619) 144 The frame of a great

amphitheater, the two parts whereof were supported onely
by two hinges, 1715 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Bassettc-Table

!3

This snuff-box on the hinge see brilliants shine. 1825
. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 266 The hinge of the valve

rf a pump]. 1874 BOUTELL Arms <$
Ann. iii. 45 Guards

for the face.. attached to the cap on each side by hinges to

give free movement.
C. Of bellows : see quot.
1852 SEIDEL Organ 37 The other ends of the bellows

(where they open widest', called the hinges, are provided
with double or triple leathering.

2. A natural movable joint : spec. a. that of a
bivalve shell

; b. the cardo or basal part of the

maxilla in insects.

1702 J. PETIVER in Phil. Trans. XXIII. 1566 This Shell

is sometimes near 2 inches long, the hing of which is i and \.

1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) VII. 12 The Bivalve, con-

sisting of two pieces, united by a hinge, like an oyster. 1851
RICHARDSON Geat. viii. 242 The hinge is the point of the
dorsal margin at which bivalve shells are united. 1862
DARWIN Fertil. Orchids iii. 99 So flexible., is the hinge that

the weight of. .a fly. .depresses the distal portion.

3. transf. The axis of the earth ; the two poles
about which the earth revolves, and, by extension,
the four cardinal points. (See CARDINAL a. 4.)
a 1300 Cursor M. 22754 He to brin sal se..bath land and

see and all thinges, bat ani werlds hald wit hinges, c 1586
C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps, LXXXIX. iv, The heav'n, the earth . .

The unseene hinge of North and South sustaineth. 1603
B. JONSON Sejantts v. vi, Shake off the loosned Glob from
her long Hing. 1629 MILTON Nativity 122 The Creator .. the

well-balanced World on hinges hung. 1671 P. R. iv. 413
The winds . . rushed abroad From the four hinges of the

world. 1695 WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth I. (1723) 57 The
prime Hinge whereon the whole Frame of Nature moves.

1697 CREECH Manilius H. xxxiii. 80 Observe the four fixt

Hinges of the Sky.
4. Jig. That on which something is conceived to

hang or be supported and to turn ; a pivot, prop.
a. generally.
1604 SHAKS. Oth. HI. iii. 365 That the probation beare no

Hindge, nor Loope, To hange a doubt on. 1621 BURTON
Anat. Mel. l. iL III. i. (1651) 92 Perturbations.. are.. causes
of Melancholy, turning it out of the hinges of his health.

1726 SWIFT Gulliver i. vi, We usually call reward and pun-
ishment the two hinges upon which all government turns.

1781 COWPER Truth 207 Say, on what hinge does his obedi-
ence move? 1884 GLADSTONE in Standard 29 Feb. 2/5
Because the borough franchise as it exists in England . . is the

hinge of the whole Bill.
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b. The cardinal point of a discussion or con-

troversy (cf. CAKDINAL a. i); the central principle
of a thesis.

1638 CHILLINGW. Relig. Prot. i. iv. 53. 221 The hinge
whereon your whole discourse turnes. 1687 R. L/ESTRANGK
Answ. Dits. 8 The Roman-Catholique-infallibility, and the
Dissenters liberty are the Two Hinges of the Controversic
here in Debate. 1769 ynnius Lett. xvi. 71 This is not the

hinge on which the debate turns. 1853 MARSDEN Early
Pitril. 224 The nature of the sacraments, .was the hinge of

the whole controversy with Rome.
C. A turning-point, critical point, crisis.

1727 in li'odrow Corr. (.1843) III. 303 So it stands till to-

morrow ; when, may the Lord direct ! for this is the very
hinge of the present cause. 1775 BUKKF. Corr. (1844) II. 50
The hinge between war and peace is, indeed, a dangerous
juncture to ministers. i886SpURGEON Treas. Dav. Ps. cxxix.

4 Here is the hinge of the condition; this makes the turning

point of Israel's distress. 1887 BOWEN Virg. sEneid i. 672,
I tremble when Juno welcomes the guest ; Ne'er, at the

hinge of an hour so great, will she slumber or rest.

5. Phrase. Off the hinges, f out of (the] hinges :

unhinged; out of order; in (or into) disorder,

physical or moral. Cf. out ofharre t HARBE 3.
1611 COTGR., Hallebrene'i sad, crest-fallen, heauie-Iooldng,

j drooping ; off the hindges, cleane out of heart. 1630 LEN-
I NARD tr. Ckarroris Wisd. i. xiv. 15 (1670) 58 The wildest

l

and best Poets do love sometimes to play the fool, and to

leap out of the hinges. 1:1645 HOUELL Lett. (1650) m. 86
All businesses here are off the hinges. 1708 MOTTEUX
Rabelais iv. xix. (1737) 80We are., out of Tune, and off the

Hinges. 1828 Craven Dial., Hinges,
' To be off t' hinges.'

To be out of health.

II. 6. dial. The 'pluck' (heart, liver, and

lungs) of a beast. Also HENGE, hange.
1469 [see HENGE). 1787 GROSE Prow. Gloss., Hinge, the

liver and pluck ofa sheep for dog's meat. West, iSasBRirroN
Beauties Wiltsh. III. Gloss. (E.D.S.), Hinge, the heart, liver,

and lungs ofa sheep or pig. 1890 Gloucestersh. Gloss. , Hinge,
or Inge. 1893 Wiltsk. Gloss., Hinge, Henge.

III. 7. attrib.a.w\Comh.)ZS,kinge-band9 -maker,

-question ; hinge-likew.\ hinge-way'jadv.; hinge-
area (Conch.) : see quot. 1872 ; hinge-bound a.

s

havingthemovement ofthe hinge obstructed; hinge-
joint (Aftat.\ a joint whose movement can only
be in one plane (e.g. that of the elbow or knee) ;

a GINGLYMUS ; double hinge-joint'(see quot. 1886) ;

hinge-knife, a clasp knife, opening and shutting
with a hinge or joint ; hinge-line {Conch.) : see

quot. 1888 ; hinge-pin, a pin or pintle which
fastens together the parts of a hinge ; hinge-tooth

(Conch.), one of the teeth or projections on one
valve of a bivalve mollusc which fit into corre-

sponding indentations in the other valve.

1872 NICHOLSON Palseont. 200 The beaks of the dorsal and
ventral valves are separated from one another by a narrower
or wider space, which is termed the *

*hinge-area '. 1842
Meek. Mag. XXXVI. 303 They [sluice doors] were fre-

quently *hmge-bound and clogged up. 1802 PALEY Nat.
Tkeol. viiL (1830) 64 The head rests immediately upon the

uppermost part of the vertebrae,and is united to itbya*hinge-
joint; upon which joint the head plays freely forward and
backward. 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex., Hinge-joint, double, one in

which the articulating surfaces of each bone are concave in

one direction and convex in the direction at right angles, as
in the carpo-metacarpal joint of the thumb. 1897 MARY
KINGSLEY W. Africa 330 *Hinge-knives are apt to close

on your own fingers, a 1832 BENTHAM Deontology (1834)
1. 141 But do they turn on these four *hinge-like virtues? 1849
MURCHISON Siluria ix. 192 The species have generally a
roundish outline, with one valve convex.. and the *hinge-
line straight. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 124
Each valve [of the shell] presents a short straight margin,
the hinge-line, along which it is united to its fellow. 1725
Land. Gaz. No. 6388/7 Oliver Wolfe, . . *Hinge-maker. 1881

GREENER Gun 215 The distance from the face of the breach-

action to the *hinge-pin has been considerably shortened.

1858 Prince-ton A*/.Jan. 139These are *hinge-questions upon
which Mr. Brownson observes a prudent retinency. 1851-6
WOODWARD Mollusca, 57 The genera of bivalves have been
characterised by the numberand positionoftheir *hinge-teeth.

Hinge, ^- [f- HINGE sb.]
1. trans. To bend (anything) as a hinge.
1607 SHAKS. Timon iv. iii. 211 Be thou a Flatterer now. .

hindge thy knee. 1864 SALA in Daily Tel. 23 Nov., The
wealthiest, .city in America bows the neck, and hinges the

knee, and crooks to the control of this man.
2. To attach or hang with or as with a hinge.
1758-65 GOLDSM. Ess., Eng. Clergy Wks. (Globe) 293/2

The vulgar . . whose behaviour . . is totally hinged upon
their hopes and fears. 1804 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. II.

365 The laws, which hinge gaming transactions on a mere

principle of honor. 1879 M. PATTISON Milton vi. 70 Hooker's
elaborate sentence., is composed of parts so hinged.

3. intr. To hang and turn on, as a door on its post.

1719 SPOTSWOOD in W. S. Perry Hist. Coll. A mer. Col. Ch.
I. 206 The law you hinge on. 1795 BURKE Corr. (1844) IV.

317 Their adversaries endeavoured to give this colour to the

contest,and to make it hinge on this principle. i835THiRL-
WALL Greece I. iii. 75 The point on which the decision must

finally hinge. 1886 Bookseller Jan. 4/1 The destinies of the

Empire are found to hinge on some Asiatic question.

Hence Hinging vol. sb. (also attrib.).

1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 591 Some informa-

tion on the subject of hinging in general. 1846 RL SKIN Mod.
Paint. I. n. i. vii. 27 Peculiar and hinging points on which
the rest are based.

Hinged (hind^d), a. [f. HINGE sb. + -ED 2
.]

Having a hinge or hinges ; turning on hinges.
a 1672 FLATMAN Poents, To Orinda (1674) 2 Distinguish 't

only from the common Croud, By an hing'd Coffin or a
Holland Shroud. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life

HINNY.
I 159 note. In certain species of Micropteryx . . there is a

hinged and toothed mandible.

Hingeless (hi-ndgles), a.
[f.

HINGE sb. +

-LESS.] Without a hinge or hinges.
1614 SYLVESTER Lift. Bartas 264 'Tis a wondrous thing

\
to see that mighty Mound, Hingeless and Axless, turn so

swiftly round. 1854 WOODWARD Mollusca n. 235 Craniadae :

shell orbicular, calcareous, hingeless. x88z Century Mag.
Apr. 912/2 Hingeless doors and shutters.

Hinger, -ing, obs. Sc. ff. of HANGER, -ING.

Hingle (hi'rjg'l), liengle ihe-rjg'l). Obs. exc.

dial. Forms: 4 heengle, 4-6 hengle, 5 bengel,
ylA -ylle, 6 hengil, hingil, hyngel, -yll, 6-7
(9 dial.) hingel, 7 -ell, 9 dial, hingle ; also /3. 6"

hanggell. [WE,.he>tgle : OE. type*/*?/, corresp.
to MDu., MLG., MHG. hengd, Ger. hangtl:

I *//af?/0-, agent-n. f. stem of HANG v. : cf. HINGE.]
A hinge : esp. that part of the hinge which is

;

attached to the gate or door, and turns upon
the crook or pintle fixed on the post.
Also dial, that part by which anything is hung.
c 1315 Gloss. W. dc

Bibles^v.
in Wright Voc. 170 Vertevelts,

hengles. 1382 WYCUF AV/:. iii. 13 Thei . . setten his }ate

leuis, and lokis, and henglis. Isa. vi. 4 To-moued
ben the thresholdes of the heenglis fro the vois of the

criende. 1481-90 HowardHouseh. Bks. (Roxb.> 211 Apeyer
of hokys, and the hengelis for a dore. 1487 Church. Ace.

Wigtoft (Nichols 1797), Paid for hokes and hengles unto
the skolehouse dore. 1553 BECON Reliques ofRome (1563)

258 The Apostolike See . . is the heade and the hanggell
(Cardo) of all other sees. For as the doore is gouerned by
the hanggell : so are all churches gouerned and ruled by the

authoritye of that see. 1594 BLUNDEVIL Exerc. vni. led. 7)

749 Upon which two Poles, otherwise called the hookes or

hengils of the World, the heavens doe turne round about the

earth. 1639 MS. Ace. Stockton, Norfolk (N.), Item, for the

hingels ofthosedoores. a 1825 FORBY Voc.E.Anglia,Hingtc
(i) a small hinge, (2) asnare ofwire ; movingeasily,and closing
like a hinge. [1886 5. W. Line. Gloss., Hingle, the handle
of a pot or bucket, by which it hangs.]

Hingle, dial, form of INGLE.

t Hink, it.1 Sc. Obs. [prob. from HINK v.

Some would
identify;

it with OE. inca doubt, question,

scruple. But the prefixing of a non-etymological h is against
Scottish practice.]

Faltering, hesitation, misgiving.
c 16x4 J. MELVILLA utobiog.^^} 423 But the doing of it . .

was a grait hink in my hart, and wrought sear remorse. 1668

M. BRUCE Serin, in Kirkton's Hist. Ch. Scot. vii. (1817) 273,
I have ay a hink in my heart about the Covenant. 1678
Hist. Indulgence Ep. in G. Hickes Spirit ofPopery (1680)

74 They can. .hold up their face, and affirm, without hinck
or hesitation, that [etc.], 1709 M. BRUCE Soul-Confirm,
8 (Jam.) He conies to . . a full assurance that he can say, We
are sure we have not a hink in our hearts about it.

f Hink, sb.1 Obs. local. See quots.
'744-So W. ELLIS Mod. Husbandm. IV. HI. 42 Here

[Sandwich, Kent] they cut their drilled field-pease with
what they call Hooks and Hincks. 1887 Kent Gloss.,

Hink, a hook at the end of a stick, used for drawing and

lifting back the peas, whilst they were being cut with the

pea-hook. The pea-hook and hink always went together.

t Hink, v. Sc. Obs. [perh. a. ONorse hinka to

limp, hobble: cf. MHG., MLG., MDu. hinken to

limp, halt.] intr. 1 To halt ;
to falter.

c 1450 HENRYSON in Bannatyne MS. 133 (Jam.) Thy helth

sail hynk, and tak a hurt but hone. 1697 CLELAND_ Poems

105 (Jam.) Any that saw his strange deport, Perceiv'd his

maw to hink and jarr.

Hinkling, obs. var. of INKLING.

Hinmaist, -meat, dial. ff. HINDMOST. Hin-
na(h, var. HENNA. Hinne, var. HEN adv. Obs.

fHrnniate, v. Obs. rare-", [irreg. f. L.

hinnl-re -t- -ATE.] 'To neigh' (Cockeram 1623).

Hinnible (hi-nib'l), a. [f. late L. hinmbilis,

{. hinnlre to neigh.] Able to neigh or whinny.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Hinnible, that can neigh as a

horse, apt to neigh. 1719 D'URFEY Pills (1872) III. 316
Achilles . . Was taught by the Centaur's rational parts the

Hinnible to bestride. 1860 MANSEL Proleg. Log. vi. 204
If he [the logician] is bound to know, as a matter of fact,

that men are rational and horses hinnible.

Hinny (hi'ni), si. [f.
L. hinnus (in same

sense) : cf. Gr. twos, yiwos.] The offspring of a

she-ass by a stallion.

1688 R. HOLME Armoury 11. 155/2 An Hinnus is less than

a Mule . . called also an Hinnulus or little Hinne. 1859
DARWIN Orig. Spec. ix. (1873) 261 Both the mule and the

hinny resemble more closely the ass than the horse. 1662

Ht'XLEY Lect. Wrkg. Men 91 It is a very rare thing to see

a Hinny in this Country. 1890 O. CRAWFURD Round
Calendar Portugal 308 He loads a little swift-pacing ass

or hinny mule with his wares.

Hinny (hi'ni), v. Also 5 henny, hyney, 6

hynny. [In I5th c. henny, ad. F. hennir to

neigh ; in current form conformed to L. htnnire.]
intr. To neigh as a horse, to whinny. Hence

Hinnying vbl. sb. and ///. a.

c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gav. Lordsh. (E. E. T. S.) 89
Alle (>e hors of byn ost shal noght cesse to henny to >>ou

doo awey |?e stoon. Ibid. 97 Hyneyinge of hors, chaterynge
of bryddes. 1530 PALSGR. 585/1 Me thynketh this horse

hynnyeth for yonder mare. 1684 tr. Sonet's Merc. Compit.
xvi. 577 The Child loved a Foal . . the hinnying whereof

when he heard [etc.]. 1880 Macm. Mag. Jan. 217/2 The

sturdy colt that hinnied and snickered round its mother.

fig. 1614 B. JONSON Earth. Fairv. iii, Take no part with

the wicked, young gallant ;
he neigheth and hinnieth ; all

is but hinnying sophistry.



HINT. 295 HIP.

Hinny, hinnie, Sc. and north, form of HONEY.
Hint (hint), sb* Also 7 hent. [app. a deriv.

of HENT v. to lay hold of, seize, grasp ; cf. HENT
sb. The general notion appears to be something
that is or may be seized or taken advantage of.]

fl. An occasion; an opportunity. (In quot.
1621, ? something to lay hold of, a 'handle'.) Qhs.

1604 SHAKS. Oth. i. Hi. 142 Wherein of Antars vast, and
Desarts idle.. It was my hint to speake. 1610 Temp.
it. i. 3 Our hint of woe Is common. z6n Cyntb. v. v. 172
Hearing vs praise our Loues of Italy . . This Posthumus . .

tooke his hint, And .. he began His Mistris picture. 1621

W. SCLATKR Tytkes 199 Gaue euer man hent to his Argu-
ment from the matter of Abrahams Tithing? 1750 JOHNSON
Rambler No. 14 f 15 To watch the hints which conversa-
tion offers for the display of their particular attainments.

1768 Ross Helenore 102 (jam.) For fear I lost the hint.

1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xvhi, It is my hint to speak.

t b. Time, occasion (of action); moment (Sc.).
a 1670 HACKET Abp. Williams \\. (1692) 57 What colour

and tincture you give them in that hint, you shall know
them by it for many years after. 1768 Ross Helenore 98
(Jam. And in a hint he claspt her hard and fast.

2. A slight indication intended to be caught by
the intelligent ; a suggestion or implication con-

veyed in an indirect or covert manner.
1604 SHAKS. Oth. i. iii. 166 Vpon this hint I spake. 1609

B. JONSON Si'l. Worn. iv. i, The least hint given him of his

wife now will make him raile desperatly. 1657 R. LIGON
Barbadoes (1673) 82, I will give you some little hints of her

shape and manner of growth. 1699 BURNET 39 Art. xxxi.

(1700) 352 Here are not general Words, ambiguous Expres-
sions, or remote Hints, but a Thread of a full and clear

Discourse. 1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 31 F i He had taken
the Hint of it from several Performances which he had seen

upon our Stage. 1759 JOHNSON Idler No. 46 F 4 She loves
a sharp girl that can take a hint. 1849 MACAULAY Hist.

Eng. vi. II. 150 The king eagerly caught at the hint. 1850
TENNYSON In Mem. xlv. And I perceived no touch of

change, No hint of death in all his frame.

3. Comb, (noncc-wds.'}
1671 GLANVILL Disc. M. Stubbe 34 Put these Passages into

your Hint-box, or into your Snuff-box, if you think fit.

a 1680 BUTLER Rent. (1759) II. 294 The Hint-Keeper of
Gresham College is the only competent Judge to decide the

Controversy.

Hint (hint), v. [f. HINT s6.
t
sense 2.]

1. trans. To give a hint of; to suggest or indi-

cate slightly, so that one's meaning may be caught

by the intelligent, a. with simple obj.

1648 Hunting ofFox 13 It will not be amisse to hint both
unto you. 1655 J. JANE in Nicholas Papers (Camden) III.

228 The reason I formerly hinted to you. 1665 HOOKE
Microgr. 209 Which . . may hint us the reason of that so
much admired appearance, .in mother of Pearl-shells. 1725
DE FOE Voy, round World (1840) 241 The Doctor hinted
it to me. 1790 PALEY fforx Paul. Rom. i. 10 Nothing is

yet said or hinted concerning the place. 1849 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. iii. I. 387 Gates .. had hinted a suspicion that
the Jesuits were at the bottom of the scheme.

b. with obj. clause.

1665 HOOKE Microgr. 157 To hint that it is not safe to

conclude any thing to be positively this or that. 1743 JOHN-
SON Let, to Cave Aug. in Boswell, As you hinted to me that

you had many calls for money. 1832 G. DOWNES Lett. Cont.
Countries 1. 174 It was hinted to the elderly Frenchman
that their nocturnal departure boded no good.
2. intr. Hint at : to make a slight, but intelli-

gible suggestion of; = i a.

1697 ADDISON Pref. Drydens Georg. (1721) 204 Agriculture
ought to be some way hinted at throughout the whole
Poem. 1735 LD. HARDWICKE in W. Selwyn Law^ Nisi Prius
(1817)11.986, I never heard such a justification in an action
for a Hbel even hinted at. 1885 HAWTHORNE Fr. <$ ft. Jrnls.
II. 218 The spectator's imagination completes what the
artist merely hints at,

t<5. To give a hint to (a person). Ohs. rare.

1658 SIR T. BROWNE Hydriot. Ep. Ded. A iij, We were
hinted by the occasion, not catched the opportunity to
write of old things, or intrude upon the Antiquary.
3. qusi$i-trans. {nonce-uses.) To send

off,
do away,

by a hint.

1829 MARRYAT F. Mildmay ii, I was therefore 'hinted
off

1

. 1830 Eraser's Mag. II. 182 He hints away every
merit poor old Sherry could claim.

Hence Hinted ppl. a. (whence Hintedly adv.} ;

Hinting vbL sb. and ///. a. (whence Hintingly
adv.}.
1820 L. HUNT Indicator No. 15 (1822) I. 115 The more

obscure and awful hintings of the world unknown, ft 1845
HOOD Lamia i. 53 If my brows, Or any hinting feature,
show dislike. 1846 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. I. n. 11. v. 10 She
always tells a story, however hintedly and vaguely. 1851
THACKERAY Eng. Hum. iv. (1858) 191 There is a peculiar,

hinted, pathetic sweetness and melody. 1892 CasselFs Fam.
Mag. Aug. 536/1 '[It] might as well stand m my bedroom',
Aston hintingly said.

Hint : see HENT v. and sb. , HIND a.

Hinter (hi-nta-i). [f.
HINT v. + -EH*.] One

who or that which hints or gives a hint.

a 1659 CLEVELAND Lond. Lady 19 The hinter at each turn
of Covent Garden, .the robust Church warden Of Lincoln's

Inn back-corner. 1765 Ckron. in Ann. Reg. 145/1 The
hinter of it intitled to parliamentary reward. 1838 SOUTHEY
Lett. (1856) IV. 544 Three poems, all designed as hinters . .

Requiring them to mend their speed.

11 Hinterland (hi-ntajls&nd). [a. Ger. hinter-

land, f. hinter- behind + land land.] The district

behind that lying along the coast (or along the

shore of a river) ; the * back country *.

1890 Spectator 19 July, The delimitation of the Hinterland

behind Tunis and Algiers. 1891 Daily News 12 June 5/2
Lord Salisbury even recognises . . the very modern doctrine
of the Hinterland, which he expounds as meaning that
' those who possess the coast also possess the plain which
is watered by the rivers that run to the coast'. 1897
MARY KINGSLEY W. Africa 408 The inhabitants of the
shores and hinterland of Corisco Bay are. .savages.

Hip (hip), ji Forms: i hype, 3 heppe, 3-4
hupe, 4-5 hepe, 4-7 blppe, 5 hype, 5-6 hyppe,
6-7 hyp, 4- hip. [OE. hype masc. = OLG. *hitpi

(MDu. hope, hope^ ht'pe, hnepe, Du. heup fern.},

OHG. &#f, pi. httffi (MHG. knf, pi. htiffc, Ger.

hiifte fern.), Goth, hups, pi. /*/ :-OTeut.

*/;/*-, pre-Teut. *kubis.'\

1. The projecting part of the body on each side

formed by the lateral expansions of the pelvis and

upper part of the thigh-bone, in men and quadru-

peds ;
the haunch. Also used for the hip-joint.

971 Blickl. Horn, ii Anra jehwylc haefde sweord ofer his

hype, c 1000 ^ELFRIC Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 159/43 Cinnes,

hypas. a 1235 A tier. fi. 280 He iseih hu ueole \>e grimme

upoi_ ___.._. _

hoond vndir myn hip [Vulg. femur}, c 1386 CHAUCER Pro?.

472 A foot mantel aboute hir hipes [v. rr. hypes, hepis,

hippes, hupes] large, c 1475 Pict. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker

750/8 Hie lunibus, a hepe. c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAymon
x. 267 Wounded hym sore vpon his hippe. 1581 MULCASTER
Positions vi. (1887) 48 Daunsing .. strengtheneth weake
hippes, fainting legges. -i6$pft\]i.\fER.AntkropotHC(. xxi.233

They were lame, and their Hyps contracted and crampt.
1753 HOGARTH Anal. Beauty x. 60 To be held fast to the
out-side of the hip. 1882 OUIDA Maremma I. no Her hands
lightly resting on her hips.

fig' 1879 J- BURROUGHS Locusts $ W. Honey 127 A little

trout -lake which the mountain carried high on his hip.

f b. A projecting part of female dress, covering
the hip. Obs.

1710 STEELE Tatter No. 245 F 2 [She] carried off the

following Goods. .Two Pair of Hips of the newest Fashion.

c. Zool. The first joint of the leg in the Arthro-

poda : =CoxA 2.

1834 [see COXA 2]. 1834 M cMuRTRiE Clatter's AHim.
Kingd. 307 Their legs . . are composed of seven joints, of
which the two first form the hip, the third the thigh, the
fourth and fifth the tibia, and the two others the tarsus.

2. Phrases, a. Down in the hip(s\ said of a

horse when the haunch-bone is injured ;
hencefig,)

out of sorts, out of spirits. (Cf. also HIP sb$)
1729 SWIFT Grand Question Debated 178 The Doctor was

plaguily down in the hips. 1865 YOUATT Horse xvii. (1872)

382 The horse is then said to be down in the hip.

b. On or upon the hip (usually, to take, get, have
one on the hip, phrases taken from wrestling) : at

a disadvantage ;
in a position in which one is likely

to be overthrown or overcome.
c 1460 Towneley Myst. (Surtees) 90, 1 shrew you so smart,

And me on my hyppys, bot if Igart Abate. 1587 GOLDING
De Mornay i. 9 If these. .be but taken on the hip, they fall

to quaking, they crie out vnto heauen. 1591 HARINGTON
Orl. Fur. XLVI. cxvii. 4 To get the Pagan on the hippe :

And hauing caught him right, he doth him lift, By nimble

sleight. 1596 SHAKS. Merck. V. iv. i. 334 Now infidell

I haue thee on the hip. 1602 WARNER Alb. Eng, x. lix.

(1612) 260 When Dauid seem'd, in common sence, alreadie
on the hip. 1655 GURNALL Chr, in Ann. i. 4 (1669) 63/2
Sometimes the Christian hath his Enemy on the hip, yea,
on the ground, a 1700 B. E . Diet. Cant. Crew, s.v., Ufon the

Hip, at an Advantage, in Wrestling or Business. 1865
TROLLOPE Belton Est. xvii. 199 Feeling that she had the

culprit on the hip.

tc. Tofetch over the hips \ see quots. Obs.

1586 HOOKER Girald. Irel. in Holinshed II. 89/1 The lord

Thomas being iustice or vicedeputie. .fetcht both the Alens
so roundlie ouer the hips . . as they were the more egerlie

spurd to compasse his confusion. 1624 SANDERSON 12 Serm.
(1637) 184 Could any of you take it well at your neighbours
hand, should hee .. fetch you over the hippe upon a branch
of some blinde, uncouth, and pretermitted Statute?

d. Hip and thigh \ with overwhelming blows
or slaughter ; unsparingly. Usually with smite or

the like. (Of Biblical origin.)
1560 BIBLE (Genev.) Judg. xv. 8 He smote them hippe and

thigh with a mighty plague, a 1641 BP. MOUNTAGU Acts
ff Mon. (1642) 115 Destroy all opposition whatsoever, Hip
and Thigh . . Root and Branch. 1832 TENNYSON Dream Fair
Worn. 238 Moreover it is written that my race Hew'd
Ammon, hip and thigh, from Aroer On Arnon unto Minneth.

1863 WHYTE MELVILLE Gladiators I. 255 To smite the
heathen hip-and-thigh with the edge of the sword.
attrib, 1833 SOUTHEY in Q. Rei>. XLVII. 502 A hip-and-

thigh reformer . . has replied to Lord Nugent.
3. Arch. a. A projecting inclined edge on a roof,

extending from the ridge or apex to the eaves, and

having a slope on each side
;
the rafter at this edge,

the hip-rafter : see also attrib. uses in 4 c.

1690 LEYBOURN Curs. Math. 901 The Bricklayer some,
times will require to have running measure for Hyps and
Valleys. 1703 MOXON Mech. Exerc. 240 Here at London,
the Vallies are commonly tiled with Plain Tiles, and the

Hips with Ridge. .Tiles. 1828 HUTTON Course Math. II.

87 When the angle bends inwards, it is called a valley ; but
when outwards, it is called a hip. 1887 Hoinceop. World
i Nov. 511 The ridges, hips, and fmials are of terra cotta.

b. A spandrel : see quot.
1726 LEONI A Iberti s A rchit. I. 55/2 The vacuities ,. left

between the back, .of the Arch, and the upright of the Wall
it is lurn'd from, call'd by Workmen, the Hips of the Arch.

4. attrib. and Comb. a. attrib. Reaching up to

the hips. (See also hip-bath in b.)

1883 Pall Mall G. 6 Apr. 7/1 Two indiarubber hip fishing

stockings.
b. Comb, in sense i, as hip-ache ; hip-deep adj. ;

hip-bath, a bath in which a person can sit immersed

up to the hips ; hip-belt, antiquary's name for a

belt worn diagonally about the left hip and the

right side of the waist, a part of mediaeval armour
;

hip-disease, a disease of the hip-joint, character-

ized by inflammation, fungous growth, and caries

of the bones; f hip-evil = hip-disease ; f^P"
halt a.j lame in the hip, limping; f hip-hap, a

covering for the hips ; hip-lock, in Wrestling,
a close grip in which one contestant places a hip
or leg in front of the other, and attempts to swing
him over this to the ground ; hip-pain, pain in

the hip-joint, HIP-GOUT
; hip-pocket, a pocket in

a pair of trousers, just behind the hip ; hip-
revolver, one carried in the hip-pocket; hip-

strap, a strap lying on the horse's hips, and

supporting the breeching in a carriage- harness.

Also HIP-BONE, etc.

1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 47 Even the *hip-
bath, however, though it mitigates the pain, occasionally
does nothing more. 1860 Ilhistr. Lond. News 26 May
503/1 Hip baths and sponge baths, of the best designs. 1874
BOUTELL Arms fy Ann. x. 197 From the *

hip-belt was
suspended, on the left side, the long sword. Ibid. 203
In some few instances, however, the hip-belt appears worn
over the taces. 1897 Pall Mall Mag. Dec. 507 My carriers

. .were *hip-deep in the grass. 1879 St. George's Hosp. Rep.
IX. 329 Her ri^ht lower limb was wasted and shortened

r
from old *hip-clisease. 178* W. HEBERDEN Contnt. xxi.

(1806) 107 The *hip-evil evidently belongs to the scrofula.

1390 GOWER Con/. II. 159 Therto he was *hippe-halt. a 1600
Turn. Tottenham 218 Some come hyp halt, and some

trippand. 421625 FLETCHER Loves Cure n. ii, A pox o1

this

filthy fardingale, this *hip-hape 1 1888 Century Mag.
July 373/2 The Tartar . . caught him around the body,
and, with a *hip-lock and a tremendous heave, threw him
over his head. 1737 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s.v. Elm t An
admirable Remedy for the Sciatica, or *Hip-pain. 1887
Pall Mall G. 16 July 7/1 Drawing his own six-shooter from
his *hip-pocket. 1898 DOYLE Trag. Korosko iv. 109 I've

got a little *hip revolver which they have not discovered.

1794 W. FELTON Carriages (1801) II. Gloss., *Hip Straps,
a part of the harness, which lies on the hips of the horse, and
buckles to the breeching tugs, which it supports.

C. Comb, in sense 3, as hip-knob, a knob or

ornament surmounting the hip of a roof; hip-

mould, -moulding, (a] the mould or templet by
which the hip of a roof is set out ; (b) the ' back

*

or outer angle of the hip (Chambers Cycl. 1727-
41); hip-pole, a pole supporting the hip-rafter;

hip-rafter, the rafter extending along the hip of

a roof; hip-tile, a tile of special shape used at

the hip of a roof; hip-truss, a combination of

timbers supporting the hip-rafter. Also HIP-ROOF.
1849 Ecclesioloeist IX. 71 A barge-board, having a cross,

with sunken trefoiled panels for a *hip-knob. 1703 MOXON
Mech. Exerc.\*> Back or*Hip-molding^ the backward Hips
or Valley-Rafters in the way of an Angle for the back part
of a Building. 178* Phil. Trans. LXXII. 367 This *hip-

pole was supported, at its proper distance from the *hip-

rafter, by an iron-strap, or holdfast. 1703 MOXON Mech.
Exerc. 240 *Hip Tiles, which are used sometimes for.. Hips
of Rooffs. 1842-76 GWILT Archit. 1836 Ridge roof and

hip tiles are formed cylindrically, to cover the ridges of

houses. 1879 Casscll's Techn. Educ. IV. 284/2 The true

shape of the *hip-truss.

Hip (hip), hep (hep), j.
2 Forms : a. i he"ope,

hiope, 4-5 hepe, 4-6 heppe, 5 heepe, 7 hepp.
6- hep. 0. 5 hipe, 6 hipp, 6- hip. [OE. Mope,

hiope wk. fern., from same root as OS. hiopo, OHG.
hiu/O) hiafo, MHG. hiefe wk. masc., thorn-bush,
bramble : OTent. types *heupdn-, *heupon-. The

regular mod. repr. of OE. heope, ME. hepe, would
be hepe or keep ; hep and kip appear to be due re-

spectively to ME. and mod.Eng. shortening of e.]

The fruit of the wild rose, or of roses in general.
a. ^725 Corpus Gloss. 1858 Sr'cotrtoros, heopan. c 1000

Sax. Leechd. II. 96 Genim brer J>e hiopan on weaxajj.
ciooo ^ELFRIC Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 133/36 Bntunus

t

heope. 13.. A". Alts. 4983 Hawen, hepen, slon, andrabben.

^1350 Will. Palerne 1811 Hawes, hepus, & hakernes & t>e

hasel-notes. 13,86 CHAUCER Sir Thopas 36 Sweete as is

the Brembul flour That bereth the rede hepe \v. rr. heepe,

heppe, hipe]. 1483 Cath. Angl. 183 '2 An Heppe, cornnm.

1486 Bk. St. Albans Eva, Hawys and heeppes and other

thyngs ynow. 1562 TURNER Herbal n. 119 Let them, .take

hede that make tartes of Heppes. 1565 GOLDING Ovid"3

Met. i. (1593) 4 Men themselves . . Did live by respis, heps
and haws. 1626 BACON Syha 633 It may bee Heps and
Brier-Berries would doe the like. 1648 SANDERSON Serm.
II. 247 Hepps and haws grow in every hedge. 1794
MARTYN Ro?isseau^s Bot. v. 52 The hep which is the fruit

of it [rose], 1861 S. THOMSON Wild' Fl. HI. (ed. 4! 265 Let
us take the rose hep. 1883 Century Mag. XXVI. 354 Con-
tent to gather the heps and sow the seed.

ft. 14.. [see a. quot. 1386]. 1581 RICHE Farew. Mil.

Prof. Diij, Hippes, Hawes, and Slowes. 1591 SPENSER
M. Hiibberd 948 Eating hipps, and drinking watry fome.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 361 A red berry like to the hips of
an Eglantine. 17x1 ADDISON Spect. No. 69 P 5 That no
Fruit grows Originally among us, besides Hips and Haws,
Acorns and Pig-Nuts. 1784 COWPER Task i. 120, I fed

on scarlet hips and stony haws. 1840 HOOD Kilmansegg^
Courtship xix, Pretty Cis . . Who blushes as red as haws
and hips, a 1861 MRS. BROWNING De Frofwtdis ix, The
little red hip on the tree.



HOOD Sniffing a Birthday xiv, No flummery then from

lips, No thi

SRAY Pendei
health : hip, hip, hurray !

'

HIP.

b. Comb., as hep- or hip-berry, -bramble, -briar,

-rose, -stone, -thorn, -tree.

riooo Sax. Lcechd. II. 266 Heopbremles leaf. 111387

Sinon. Barlk. 36 J?M<x /<.. heppe-brer. ci^ftAlphita i

157 s. v. Rubus, hepebrembel. 1483 Catli. Angl. 183/2 An '

Heppe tre (A. Hepe tre>, eornus. 1513 DOUGLAS jKneis

in. i. 46 Ouhar hepthorne buskis on the top grew hie. 1770

WAIIKO in Phil. Trans. LXI. 379 Almost as frequent as
j

the common hep-tree. 1797 W. JOHNSTON tr. Bcckmanris
j

Invent. I. 215 The wax almost resembles the hip-stone. 1829

GLOVER Hist. Derby I. 176 Red dog rose or hep tree.

Hip (hip), sb? Also//, hipps. [A variant of

HTP, abbreviation of hypochondria. The spelling

withy is more usual in the sb. ; but prevails in

the vb. and derivatives.] Morbid depression of

spirits ; the
' blues '.

1710 Tatler No. 230 ? 5 Will Hazzard has got the Hipps.

having lost to the Tune of Five Hundr'd Pound. 1725 BAILEY

Erasm. Colloy. (1877) 130(0.) When he is neither in a passion,

nor in the hipps [solticitHS\ nor in liquor. 1762 C. JOHNSTON
Reverie (1763) I- 229 That, .sentimental strain gives me the

hip. c 1800 R. CUMBERLAND John de Lancaster (1809) 1. 256
You have caught the hip of your hypochondriac wife.

t Hip, .' Obs. or dial. Forms: 3-4 huppe,

4 hupe, (pa. t. 3 hupte, 4 hipte), 4-5 hyppe,

hippe, 7- hip. [ME. hiippe, hyppe: OE. type

*//y//a
= OHG. *hupfcn, MHG. and Ger. hiipfen,

Goth, type *huppjan. This word is not found in

the early stage of any of the langs. : cf. OE. hoppian,
ON. hoppa to HOP.]
1. intr. To hop ; now north, to hop on one foot.

A bird is said to
'

hop
'

on two feet, a man to '

hip
'

on one.

n 1250 Owl $ Night. 1636 J>e nihtegale . . hupte uppon on ,

blowe ris. c 1300 St. Brandan 500 He hipte him amidde
the see out of the schip biside. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc.

1539 Some gas hypand als a ka. 13 . Gaw . $ Gr. Knt. 1459

p hede hypped a^ayn, were-so-euer hit hitte. 1377 LANCL.

P. PI. B. xv. 557 fat hippe [v.r. huppe] aboute in Engelonde
to halwe mennes auteres. r 1400 Harl. MS. 4196 If. 93
(Glass. Hampole's Pr. Consc. 301), It [be foule] hipped bifore

him in be gate. 1825 BROCKETT, ////*, to hitch or hop on one

foot, Hip-stlp-and-jump, a youthful gambol.

fig. c 1570 Schort Somme ist Bk. Discipl. 75 Reideris sal

. . not hip from place to place.

1 2. To walk lame, limp, hobble. Obs.

c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode in. xxx. (18691 '5 2 Boistows

j am. and haltinge, and wronge. To the birfy j go hippinge.
c 1440 Bone Flor. 1993 He came thedur wyth an evyll,

Hyppyng on two stavys. 1-1440 Promp. Pan. 241/1

Hyppynge, or haltynge, claudicacio.

3. To pass over, miss,
'

skip
'

;
= OVSBHIP. dial.

1804 TARRAS Poems 28 (Jam.) Rather let's ilk daintie sip ;

An' ev'ry adverse bliffert hip. 1828 Craven Dial., Hip, to

pass by, to skip over.

Hip, v.2 [f.
HIP rf.i]

1. trans. To dislocate or injure the hip of; to

lame in the hip. See HIPPED a.' 3.

1610 MARKHAM Masterp. \. xii. 33 If a horse go stiffe, it is

a signe either of wrinchmg, hipping, stifling or foundring
either in body or legs.

2. To give a cross-buttock in wrestling ;
to throw

one's adversary over the hip. Cf. HIPE.

1675 COTTON Scoffer Scoft 70 And a prime Wrestler as e're

tript,
Ere gave the Cornish Hug, or Hipt.

0. To form with a hip or sloping edge, as a roof.

(See also HIPPED a.i 2.)

1669 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (.886) II. 557 The roofe

. .to be made after the best manner hipt of. 1776 G. SEMPLE

Building in Water 13 The front of each Pier is hip'd of.

1851 TURNER Dom. Archit. I. vii. 346 A very steep tiled

roof, hipped all ways.

Hip, v-?' colloq. [f.
HIP sb? : perh. back-forma-

tion from HIPPED a.2] trans. To affect with
|

hypochondria ;
to render low-spirited.

1842 MRS. BROWNING Grk. Chr. Poets etc. 94 Take courage !

I rather would hearten than hip thee ! 1843 LEFEVRE Life
\

Trar. Phys. I. I. iii. 62 That my constant attendance upon
my patient had hipped me. 1886 F. W. ROBINSON Fair
Maid III. in. iii. 27 The place hips me to death.

Hip, int. (sb.*) Also hep.
1.

' An exclamation or calling to one ; the same
as the Latin eho, heus !

'

(J.).

1752 AINSWORTH Lat. Diet. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat.

(1852) 1.34 Perhaps Dr. Hartley, .may give me a hip, and call 1

out,
'

Prithee, friend, do not think to slip so easily by me '.

2. An exclamation used (usually repeated thrice) ;

to introduce a united cheer ;
hence as sb.

1827 HONE Every.day Bk. 12 To toss off the glass, and
huzza after the

'

hip 1

hip
! hip '.

'

of the toast giver, a 184$

flowery lips, So three times three and hip-hip-hips ! 1849
THACKERAY Pendennis xvi,

* Here's Mrs. Smirke's good
, ,

Hence Hip v.* intr., to shout 'hip' ; trans., to

greet with 'hip'. Also hip-(liip-)liurra]i v.

1818 MOOREMem. (1853) II. 157 They hipped and hurraed
me. 1832 Examiner 609/2 One set of men '

hip hurrah
'

and rattle decanter stoppers. 1871 CARLYLE in Mrs.
Carlyle's Lett. 1. 116 In the course of the installation dinner,
at some high point of the hep-hep hurrahing.

Hip-bone. [Hip rf. 1
] The bone of the

hip;
i.e. either the ilium, or the ischium, or the os tn-

nominatum as a whole, or the upper part of the

thigh-bone.
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cinirg. 23 J)e schuldre boones & be hipe

boones [B. hepe bonys]. c 1475 Pict. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker
750/10 Clvnis, a hepebone. 1668 CULPEPPER & COLE Barthol.
Anat. Man. iv. xvi. 351 Os Ischion or the Hip-hone is the
third part. 1684 WOOD Life 24 Sept. (O. H. S.) III. 109

296

Bridge-bone . . that bone that holds the two hipp-bones
together at the bottom of the belly. 1695 Bp. PATRICK
Camm. Gen. 459 That Sinew ior Tendon) which fastens the

Hip-bone in its socket.

Hipe (haip), v. Wrestling, [peril, a ileriv. of

Hip rf.l : but the phonology is obscure.] To
throw (an antagonist) in a particular manner : see

quot. 1870. Hence Hipe si'., a throw of this kind.

18. . LITT 11 'rcstliana in Elaine Encycl. Rur. Sports 463
I nside striking . . is quite a different mode from what we have
termed hipeing. .To guard against an inside stroke, or hipe,
the defendant should, if possible, keep himself on the

railed hipeing. 1883 Standard 24 Afar. 3/7 Wannop took

the first fall by the outside hipe. Ibid., Lowden hiped

J. Wannop.
Hiper-, obs. var. of HTPEH-.

t Hip-frog. Obs. rare. [f.
HIP v.l] A frog

that hops.
1611 CORYAT Crudities 357, 1 noted marvellous abundance

of little hip-frogges.

Hip-girdle. [Hir rf.i]

1. Anat. The pelvic girdle or arch, consisting of

the ilium, ischium, and pubis.
2. =

flip-belt : see HIP rf.l 4b.

Hip-gout, [f. HIP s/i.i + GOCT.] = SCIATICA.

1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. i. in. furies 540 The Flix,

the Hip-Gout, and the Watty-Tumour. 1657 w - COLES
Aiinm in Eden xxxviii, The same easeth the pains of the

Sciatica or Hipgout. 1891 A. RANKF.N Hist. France I. 476
A remedy for the sciatica, or hip gout.

Hip-hop, adv. [f.
HIP a. 1 + HOP v. ; or re-

duplication of Iwp, with alternation of lighter and

heavier vowel : cf. drip-drop, tip-top : see DIB t.2]

With hopping movement ;
with successive hops.

1671 VILLIERS (Dk. Buckhm.) Rehearsalm. ii. (Arb.) 87 To
go off hip hop, hip hop, upon this occasion, is a thousand
tiroes better than any conclusion in the world, I gad. a 1739
CONGREVE (J.), Thus while he strives to please, he's forc'd

to do't, Like Volscius hip-hop in a single boot. 1819 W.
TENNANT Papistry Storm d (1827) 182 Loupin' hip-hop frae

spire to spire.

Hipil, obs. form of HIPPLE, little heap.

Hip-joint. [Hip rf.i] The joint of the hip,
the articulation of the head of the thigh-bone with

the ilium.

1794 E. FORD (title) Observations on the Disease of the

Hip Joint. 1802 PALEY Nat. Theol. xxvii. (1830) 372 The
ligament within the socket of the hip joint. 1842 E. WILSON
Anat. VadcM. 123 The movements of the hip-joint are very
extensive. 1879 F. POLLOK Sport Brit. Burmah I. 63
A young bull, -got the shot, .in the hip-joint, and fell,

b. Hip-joint disease = hip-disease (Hip 1 4 b).

1854 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Hip-Joint Disease, common
term for the disease Coxalgia. 1876 Clin. Soc. Tram. IX.

150 She was the subject of hip-joint disease.

Hipless (hi-ples), a. rare. [f.
HIP rf.1 + -LESS.]

Destitute of hips.
1870 Miss BROUGHTON Red as Rose I. vi. 122 Their little,

bustless.waistless hipless figures. 1897 Westm. Gaz. 25 June
10/1 You won't get efficient motherhood from these hipless,

rushing women.

t Hi-plings, adv. Obs. [f. HIP rf. 1 + -LINGS :

cf. hfadlings.} With the hips foremost.

n 1649 WINTHROP New Eng. (1825) I. 261 It was a woman
child, stillborn, .it came hiplings till she turned it.

Hipo- : obs. spelling of HYPO-.

Hipocras, obs, form of HIPPOCKAS.

Hipparch. (hi'piuk). Gr. Antiq. [ad. Gr. fir-

irapxos, f. i'lriroj horse + -apxos ruling, ruler.] Com-
mander of the horse ;

the title of officers appointed
to command the cavalry in ancient Greece.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. , Hipparch, the Master ofthe horses.

1832 J. C. HARE in Philol. Museum I. Donate, Callistratus,

the son of Empedus, the hipparch. 1847 GROTE Greece n.

xxxi. IV. 182 There were now created, .two hipparchs, for

the supreme command of the horsemen.

So Hipparchy [ad. Gr. iinrapx'o. the office of a

tmapxos], the rule or control of horses.

1631 BRATHWAIT Whimzies, Ostler 70 He speakes in his

ostne (the chiefe seate of his hypparchie) like a frog in a well.

II Hipparion (hipeVrifto). Palseont. [mod.L.,
ad. Gr. tTrirapiov pony.] An extinct genus of quad-

rupeds of small size, of Miocene and Pliocene age,

regarded as ancestrally related to the horse.

1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec. vii. (1878) 201 The differences

between the extinct three-toed Hipparion and the horse.

1877 LE CONTE Elem. Geology in. (1879) 509 The Proto-

hippus of the United States and allied Hipparion of Europe,
an animal still more horse like, .in structure and size.

Hipped, Mpt (hipt), a. 1
[f. HIP J*.1 and .z

+ -ED.J
1. Having hips: esp. in comb., as large-hipped.

1508 DUNBAR Flyting TV. Kennedie 179 Hippit as ane

harrow. 1597 A. M. tr. Gaillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. sob/2
To be hipped and legged, or have a payere of goode and
stedfast suites vnder them. 1611 COTGR., Hanchv, .. great

hipt. 1854 H. H. WILSON H.Rig-vcda II. 289 Wide-hipped
Sinivali. .grant us, goddess, progeny.
2. Arch. Of a roof: Having hips (see HIP rf.l 3).

1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 129 A hiped roof, over a

rectangular plan. 1870 F. R. WILSON Ck. Lindisf. 50 The
tower is covered with a hipped, slated roof.

3. Having the hip injured or dislocated ; lamed
in the hip ; hip-shot.
1565-73 COOPER Thesaurus, Delumbata gvadrupide, the

HIPPO.

beast being hipped. 1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 315
The Horse is said to be hipt, when the hip-bone is removed

out of his right place . . It cometh most commonly by some

great stripe or strain. 1709 Lend. Gaz. No. 4601/4 All black,

wilh liis further Hip hipped. 1799 [see HIP-SHOT i].

Hipped (hipt), a.'* colloq. Also 8 hip'd,hipt.

[Altered spelling of HTPT, hypp'd, i. HIP sb?,

orig. HIT.] Affected with hypochondria ;
mor-

bidly depressed or low-spirited.
1710 [see HYPT). 1712 STEELE Sped. No. 284 T 4, I have

been to the last Degree hipped since I saw you. 1833
LONGF. Ontrc-mer Prose Wks. 1886 I. 120 What with his

lad habits and his domestic grievances, he became com-

pletely hipped. 1887 SMILES Life fy
Labour 446 When he

. . had nothing to do, he became hipped, then ill, and then

was told that he was dying.

Hippelaph ;hi-prlsef). Zool. [ad. mod.L.

hippelaphus, a. Gr. ijnr<A.a<pos (Aristotle), f. finros

horse + (Aacpos deer.] A large kind of deer, the

rusa deer of India (Cervus or J\usa hippelaphus'}.
1828 WEBSTER, Hippelaph, an animal of the deer kind.

Hippen: see HIPPING.

Hipper, var. of HEPPEB, a young salmon.

Eippian, a. rare. [f.
Gr. 1-mros horse + -IAN.]

= HiPPic.

1803 G. S. FABER Myst. Caln'rill. 303 note, Winged horses

are assigned to Jupiter, as being an arkite or hippian deity.

Hippiatric (hipise-trik), a. and sb. rare. [ad.

Gr. ijrmaT/x/tdr, f. iVjriaT/xis veterinary- surgeon, f.

ijriros horse + larp&s healer, physician.]
A. adj. Relating to the treatment of diseases

of horses. B. sb. a. One who treats diseases of

horses, b. //. The treatment of diseases of horses,

farriery ; a treatise on this.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. in. ii. 108 Absyrtusa Greek
Author . . who in his Hippiat[rjicks, obscurely assigneth the

gall a place in the liver. 1674 JEAKE Arith. (1696) 63 The
Weights among the Greeks are differently to be taken ; as

they are Attick, Physical, Hippiatrick, Indigenital, or

Exotick. Ibid. 94 The Hippiatricks had a..Litra of 12

[Ounces]. 1829 Sforting Mag. XXIV. 154 This great
master of hippiatncs . . gives the preference to horses that

turn out their toes.

So Hippia trical a. - HIPPIATBIC A. ; Hippia'-

trist, one who practises, or writes on, hippiatry ;

Hippia'try (-^-tri)
= HIPPIATRICS

(see
B. b above).

1653 URQUHART Rabelais i. xxxvi, (Which is a wonderful

thing in Hippiatrie), the said horse was thoroughly cured
of a ringbone which he had in that foot. 1674 JEAKE Arith.

(1696) 93 Graecian Hippiatrical Measures. 1895 igth Cent.

Mar. 444 Greek and Roman hippiatrists are equally divided

on this point.

Hippie (hi-pik), a. rare. [ad. Gr. Ixmicos, f.

iiriros horse. Cf. F. hippiquc] Pertaining to horses,

esp. to horse-racing.
1846 H. TORRENS Rem. Milit. Lit. fy Hist. I. 101 note,

A curious instance of the enduring nature of the hippie

principle among original nomads. 1871 DailyNous 25 Aug.,
The hippie events of that cockney watering-place. 1885
Soc. Lend. 119 The other great hippie festivals of the year
at Doncaster, at Stockbridge, and at Chester.

Hipping *
(hi'pi")' north, dial. Also -in, -en.

[f. HIP z>.' + -ING l.] //. Stepping-stones (by which

one '

hips' or leaps across a stream).

1703 THORESBY Let. to Ray Gloss. (E. D. S.), Hipfins,
stoppings ; large stones set in a shallow water at a step's dis-

tance from each other, to pass over by. 1828 Craven Dial.,

fjippins, stepping stones, over a river or brook.

b. So Hipping-stones, stepping-stones.
1781 J. HUTTON Tour to Caves Gloss., Hippen-stcmes. 1850

Tales ofKirkbeck Ser. n. 120 The beck where they usually
crossed by the hipping-stones.

Hipping (hi-pin), hippen (hi'p'n). Sc. and

north, dial. [f. HIP sbl + -ING *.] A napkin wrapt
about the hips of an infant

his hippings. 1825 BROCKETT, Hippings, cloths for infants.

1893 Northumbld. Gloss., Hippin, a napkin for the hips of

an infant. Also often applied to the curtain of a theatre.

Hippish (hi-pif), a. colloq. [f. HIP sb? + -I8H.

More etymologically HTPPISH q.v.] Somewhat

hypochondriacal ; low-spirited.
1706 HEARNE Collect. (O. H. S.) I. 303 He is an Hippish

Man, and of Low Church as to Principles. 1814 MAD.
D'ARBLAY Wanderer III. 79 Staying within doors gives
one a hippish turn. 1870 DISRAELI Lothair xxii.

Hence Hippishness (Ash, 1775).

Hippie (hi'p'l). Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 4
huple, hypil, hipil, -y 11, heepil, 5 heple, hupple,

9 dial, hippie, [dim. of HEAP : OE. type *hiepel,

*hypel : cf. Ger. hdufel, MHG. hiufel.} A little

heap, f Hipyllmelum = *hipplemeal, in heaps, by

heaps : see -MEAL.

1382 WYCI.IF i Chron. xxxi. 9 Why the heepils schulden so

lyen. Isa. xvii. i Damasch shal . . be as an hypil [1388

beep] of stones. Wisd. xviii. 23 Whan forsothe now

hipyllmelum the! hadden fallen dead, either vp on other.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xvii. Ixxii. (Tollem. MS.)

[Hay is] gadered and made of heples into cockes. 1480

CAXTON Descr. Brit. i. xxii. (1527) iflb, Hepes and hupples
of stones and of grauell. 1788 W. MARSHALL Ycrksh.

Gloss. (E.D. S.), Hippies, cocklets, or small bundles of hay
set up to dry.

i (hi-p). Colloq. abbrev. HIPPOPOTAMUS.
1872 BAKER Nile Trihit.il 30 The hippo had been hauled

to shore by ropes. 1893 SELOUS Trav. S. E. Africa 65 Our



HIPPO-.

guide now wished me to remain here that I might look for

the hippos.
b. attrib. and Comb.

1884 GORDON Kharleam Jrnls. 25 Sept. (1885) 98 Cassim

gavehim a wipe over the head with his Hippo whip. 1897

HINDE Congo Arabs 40 My first experience of hippo-

shooting.

Hippo, obs. f. HYPO, abbrev. of hypochondria.

Hippo- (hipo), before a vowel hipp-, combin-

ing form of Gr. 'ITTTTO-S horse, in words of Greek

derivation, most of which will be found in their

alphabetical places; the following are of rare

occurrence, chiefly nonce-ivds. : Hippa'nthropy

[cf. I'oanthropy}, a form of madness in which

a man believes himself to be a horse. Hippo-
drama'tio a., of dramatic nature or character

in connexion with a circus. Hippojfastro'-

nomy, the art of cooking and eating horseflesh.

Hippo'ffony [Gr. -yovia a begetting ; cf. cosmo-

gony],
'

pedigree or origin of a horse
'

(Davies).

Hippo-machy (-maki) [Gr. -/iax<a fighting], a

fight on horseback. Hippomani'acally adv., like

a mad horse. Hippo-Homy [after economy}, the

management of horses. Hipponoso'logy, Kip-

popatho'logry,
' the doctrine of the diseases of the

horse
'

(Syd. Soc. Lex.) ; hence Hipponosolo-gi-

cal, Hippopatholo-glcal adjs. ; Hi'ppophil(e

(-fil) [Gr. <t>t\os loving], a lover of horses. Hip-

popho-bia [Gr. -cpo#a fear, after hydrophobia,

etc.], fear of or aversion to horses. Hippo-aandal

(see quots.). Hipposteology, the description of

the bones of the horse.

1854 MAYNE Expos. Lex. , Hippanthropia. . "hippanthropy.
1886 Syd. Soc. Lex., Hippanthropy. 1811 KEEGAN (title)

New Dialogues, in French and English . . with familiar

conversations on .. the Opera, Singing, *Hippodramatic
Performances [etc.]. 1879 SALA Paris herself Again I.

xvii. 291 The grandest of hippodramatic spectacles.
_

1800

All Year Round No. 74. 575 Our French friends la

experiments in "hippogastronomy. 1838 SOUTHEY Doctor

cxliv. V. 88 There was nothing supernatural in Nobs. His

*hippogony . . would upon his theory have been in the

course of nature. 1623 COCKERAM,
*
Hippomachie, a rusting

on horsebacke. 1658 PHILLIPS, Hippomachie, a fighting on

hors-back. 1876 G. MEREDITH Beauch. Career III. xiv.

246 As if . . an insane young chorister or canon were gallop-

ing straight on end *hippomaniacally through the Psalms.

1618 M. BARET (title) An "Hipponomie, or the Vineyard of

Horsemanship. 1854 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Hipponoso-

logicus . . 'hipponosological. Ibid., Hipponosologia . . hip-

ponosology. Ibid., //i>/0/<iM^r:'M..*hippopathological.
1834 W. PERCIVALL (title) "Hippopathology : a Systematic

Treatise on the Disorders and Lameness of the Horse.

1852 Prater's Mag. XLV. 535 That sympathy with the

horses . . felt . . by the English *hippophile. 1841 LONGF.

in Life (1891) I. 404 You know he has the 'hippophobia.

1886 Times i Feb. 6/4 Known in society for his extra-

ordinary hatred of horses. This aversion amounted to a

real hippophobia. 1886 Pall Mall G. 5 Feb. 4/1 Major

Brucy-Clarke introduced a *hippo-sandal a sort of iron-

soled boot to resist the wear and tear of civilized roads

which was fastened by straps and buckles on the outside

of the hoof. 1897 Archxol. Jrnl. LIV. 309 Chancellor

Ferguson, F.S.A., exhibited a hippo-sandal . . showing it to

be undoubtedly a horse-shoe, and probably used to protect

a broken or injured hoof. . . Two other hippo-sandals of

neo-archaic date were also exhibited . . Both are formed to

enlarge the surface of the tread, so as to prevent the horse

sinking into the soft mosses. 1847 CRAIG,
*
Hipposteohgy.

Hippocamp (hi-poksemp). [ad. late L. hippo-

campus (see below).]
= HIPPOCAMPUS i.

1613-16W. BROWNE Brit. Past. ii. i. (R.), Fair silver-footed

Thetis . . Guiding from rockes her chariot's hyppocamps.

1851 C. NEWTON In Ruskin Stones Ven. I . App. xxi. 402 1 he

sea-monsters whodraw these chariots are called Hippocamps,

composed of the tail of a fish and the fore-part of a horse.

Hippocampal (hipokse'mpal), a. Anat. [f.

HIPPOCAMPUS + -AL.] Belonging to the hippo-

campus in the brain : see HIPPOCAMPUS 3.

1839-47 TODD Cycl. Anat. III. 294/2 The hippocampal
commissure of the Wombat. 1881 MIVART Cat 269 The
anterior end of the hippocampal gyrus.

Hippocampus (hipokse'mpi>s). PI.
-1.^

[a.

late L. hippocampus, a. Gr. iinroKapiTos, f. iinro-s

horse + na/tiros sea-monster.]
1. Mythol. A sea-horse, having two fore-feet, and

the body ending in a dolphin's or fish's tail, repre-

sented as drawing the car of Neptune and other

sea-deities.

1606 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Let. Wks. (1711) 232 Stately

pageants . . that of Cheapside was of Neptune on a hippo-

campus, with his Tritons and Naereides. 1840 HOOD Kil

manseff, Marriage xxviii, Hearty as hippocampus.

2. Jchthyol. A genus of small fishes, having a

head shaped somewhat like that of a horse ; the

1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 353 The fishe called Hippo

campus, is a present and sovereigne remedie, against the

byting of a madde dogge. 1863 Miss SEWELL Chr. Name
II. 279 The quaint little horny hippocampus.

3. Anal. Each of two elongated eminences (kip

pocampus major and minor) on the floor of eacl

lateral ventricle of the brain
;
so called from thei

supposed resemblance to the fish (sense 2).

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Hippocampa . . in Anatomy
the Processes or Channels of the upper or foremost Ventricle

of the Brain. 1863 Sat. Rev. 606/2 A purely unscientifi

VOL. V.
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>erson. .capable of going to his grave without the remotest

otion whether he had a hippocampus or not, if Mr. Owen
nd Mr. Huxley had never discussed the subject.

Hippocaust (hi-pokgst). [f.
Gr. i'Triro-s horse:

fter HOLOCAUST; rendering Skr. afwamedha.] The

turning of a horse in sacrifice.

1858 F. HALL in Jrnl. Asiat. Soc. Bengal 249 Not. .even

y a hundred hippocausts. 1866 in H. H. U'ilson's tr.

/ishnu Parana III. 198 note. Or offers a hippocaust accom-

anied by remuneration, agreeably to rule.

Hippocentaur (bjpoBe-ntfi). fad.
L. hifpo-

entani-us, a. Gr. iiritontvTavpos (f.
17771-0-5 horse +

tivravpos CENTAUK), horse-centaur, opp. to l\6vo-

vivTavpos fish-centaur.] A fabulous creature com-

>ining the forms of a man and a horse ;
a centaur.

[1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xvni. Ixxix. (1495) 832

pocentaurus is a beest wonderly shape, in whom is acountyd
he kynde of man and of an horse.) IS33 i-LYOT.'Cast.

Helthe (1539) 37 a, He afBrmeth, that he did se an Hippo-

entaure. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 157 In Thessahe there

was borne a monster called an Hippocentaure. 1674

DSYDEN State Innoc. Apol., But how are poetical fictions,

low are hippocentaurs and chimeras . . to be imaged ?

880 MUIRHEAD Gains HI. 97 If one stipulate for some-

hing that can have no existence, such as a hippocentaur,

he stipulation is equally useless.

Hence Hippocentau'rio a., of the nature of a

lippocentaur.
1614 JACKSON Creed in. v. 15 A monstrous Hippocen-

aurique combination.

Hippocras (hi-pokras). Obs. exc. Hist, or arch.

Forms: 4-6 ypocras,(5 ypoorate), 6-7 ipooras,

hipoeras, 6-7 (9 arch.) ippooras, hypocras, 7-

tiippoeras, -crass, (6 ypo-, ipo-, hypo-, -crass(e,

-erase, -orace, -craze, 7ippocrass(e, hyppocras).

[a. OF. ipocras, ypocras (01400), forms of the

proper name Hippocrates ; in sense i, after the

med.L. name, vinum Hippocraticum
' wine of

Hippocrates ', app. given to it because it was fil-

tered through
'

Hippocrates' sleeve
'

or '

bag
'

: see

next. See Skeat Chaucer V. 361.
c 1369 CHAUCER Dethe Blaunche 571 Ne hele me may noo

physicien, Noght ypocras, ne Galyen.]

1. A cordial drink made of wine flavoured with

spices, formerly much in vogue.
^1386 CHAUCER Merch. T. 365 He drynketh Ypocras

Clarree and Vernage Of spices hoote tencreessen his corage.

1466 Mann, f, Househ. Exf. (Roxb.) 377 The same day my
mastyr paid fore ypocras to the Ryalle x. d. 1513 DOUGLAS

i. xi. 67 The quene . . Bad fill it full of the riche

fill with ipocras and drinke carouse. 1613 in Crt. 4- Times

Jos. I (1849) I. 285 The king and queen were both present,

and tasted wafers and hippocrass, as at ordinary weddings.

1709 STRYPE Ann. Re/. I.xv. 196 After the christening were

brought wafers, comfits . . and hypocras and muscadine

wine. 1843 LYTTON Last Bar. iv. vi, Now there appeared
the attendants, with hippocras, syrups, and comfits.

f 2. Hippocras bag. A conical bag of cotton,

linen, or flannel, used as a filter or strainer. Obs.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny 1 1. 153 The wholesomest wines . . be

such as haue run through a strainer or Ipocras bag, and

thereby lost some part of their strength. 1641 FRENCH
Distill, v. (1651) 123 When you would have this or any
other Liquor to be very clear, you may use the triple Hy-

pocras bag. 1674 JOSSELYN Voy. New Enf. 190 Put them

in an Hippocras bag and let it drain out ofit self.

Hippocrates (hipp-kratfz). Name of a famous

ancient Greek physician born about 460 B.C.

t Hippocrates' bag, Hippocrates' sleeve [tr.

L. manica Hippocratis\*=f*fx. 2. Obs.

1616 BACON Syhia 6 Passing it [Ippocrasse] through a

Wollen Bagge, which they call Hippocrates Sleeue. 1696

PHILLIPS (ed. 5), Hippocrates Bag, a Bag made of white

Cotton, like a Sugar Loaf, pointed at Bottom. 1775 ROMANS
Florida. 137 It is then put into bags of the form of Hippo-
crates's sleave to drain it from all superfluous humidity.

Hippocratic (hipokros'tik), a. [ad. med.L

Hippocratic-us, f. Hippocrates : see prec.]

1. Of or belonging to Hippocrates ; following the

method, or made according to the receipt of Hippo-
crates, t Hippocratic wine, spiced wine, hippocras.
ci620 BACON Wks. (1857) HI. 831 Astringents.. Hippo-

cratic wines. 1869 E. A. PARKES Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3:

508 The Hippocratic rule, that the amount of food anc

exercise must be balanced. 1874 MAHAFFY Soc. Life Greece

ix. 279 These enquiries belong to the history of medicine,

and must be based on the Hippocratic writings.

2. Applied to the shrunken and livid aspect o:

the countenance immediately before death, or ir

a case of exhaustion threatening death : so called

because described by Hippocrates.
1713 SPREGNELL The Plague in Phil. Trans. XXVIII. 120

Succeeded by .. Lethargy, a dismal Hippocratic Face

staring Eyes. 1770 HANLY Ibid. LXI. 132 With a sharp

pinched-up nose, hippocratic countenance. 1881 Century

Mag. XXIII. 300/1 The lines of the face hippocratic.

fig. 1843 CARLYI.E Past 4- Pr. in. viii, A terrible Hippo
cratic look reveals itself. 1880 Internal. Rev. VIII. 372

The absolutist regime there shows a Hippocratic visage.

So Hippocratian (-kr^'-jan), Hippocra'tica:

adjs.
=

prec. Hippo'oratism, the doctrine o

Hippocrates. Hippo-oratize v. intr., to follow o

imitate Hippocrates.
a 1849 POE Loss Breath Wks. 1864 IV. 307 The 'Hippo

cratian pathology. 1876 W. STEPHENS Mem. Chicheste

HIPPOGRIFF.

90 Half of the wine was to be hypocratian. 1625 HART
Anat. Ur. I. ii. 32 With an *Hippocraticall face, deaths

rustic messenger. 1799 Med. Jrnl. I. 363 A physician
. .

*
i __. J. J 1 _1 .., .O.Q Trti-,7n

3 He 'Hippo

Hippocrene (hi-pokrm). In 7 erron. Hypo-.
ad. L. Hippocrene, Gr. '\-ntioKfr\VT\

for "IWTTOD KpriviJ
'

fountain of the horse ', so called because it was

abled to have been produced by a stroke of Pega-
sus' hoof. Cf. F. Hippocrene (i6th c. in Littre).]

Name of a fountain on Mount Helicon, sacred

.o the Muses ;
hence used allusively in reference

:o poetic or literary inspiration.

1634 HABINGTON Castara (Arb.)64 My sacke will .. inspire

so high a rage, That Hypocrene shall henceforth Poets

acke. 1638-48 G. DANIEL Eclog iii. 260 And Hypocrene it

selfe is but a Tale To countenance dull Soules who drinke

not Ale. 1693 CONGREVE in DrytUltt Persiits (1697) 400
This Hippocrene, which from a Rock did flow. 1820 KEATS
Ode to Nightingale 16 O for a beaker. . Full of the true, the

blushful Hippocrene. 1841 LONGF. Gullet of Life ii, Mad-

dening draughts of Hippocrene.

Hence Hippocre'nian a., pertaining to Hippo-
rene.

a. 1679 EARL OF ORRERY Guzman i, There's no more Hy-
pocrinian Moisture in my Brain.

Hippocrepian (hipokn-pian), a. (sb.) Zool.

and Bot. [f.
HIPPO- + Gr. pr;iris shoe -t- -(I)AK.]

Resembling a horseshoe : spec, applied to the

lophophore of certain polyzoans, and so to these

polyzoans themselves, b. as sb. A hippocrepian

polyzoan.
1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inf. Anim. viii. 461 The lophophore

resembles that of the hippocrepian Phylactolaemata in being

produced into two arms fringed with a double series of

tentacula. 1888 DAWSON Geol. Hist. Plants iii. 94 Traces

of the hippocrepian mark characteristic of Protopteris.

Hippocre-piform, a. Bot. [f.
as prec. +

-FORM.] Shaped like a horse-shoe.

1864 WEBSTER cites GRAY.

t Hippodame. Obs. [ad. Gr. iirnoSafws horse-

tamer, but in sense I, app. confused with hippotamt,

HIPPOPOTAMUS.]
1. erron. used by Spenser for HIPPOCAMP.

2. A horse-tamer.

1623 COCKERAM, Hippodame, a Horse breaker.

Hence Hippo'damist, a horse-tamer; Hippo'-
damons a., horse-taming, horse-breaking.

1841 S. WARREN Ten Thons. a Year\\. x. 293 The present

famous hippodamist at Windsor, by touching a nerve in the

mouth of a horse, reduces him to helpless docility. 1894

Athenxum i Sept. 284/3 The hippodamous gentry who re-

ceive more or less attention from him. [See HIPPOLOGICAL.]

Hippodrome (hi-p^dn^m), sb. [a. F. hippo-

drome (I3th c. in Hatz.-Darm., in io\m ypodrome),
or ad. L. ^/(Mfottni^Gr.iinroSpo/josrace-coursefor
chariots, f. iVno-s horse + SpApos race, course.]

1. In Gr. and Rom. Antiq. A course or circus

for horse-races and chariot-races. Sometimes used

as a high-sounding name for a modern circus.

[1540 THOMAS Hist. Italic (1561) 36 b (Stanf.), There is a

faire grene aunciently
called Hippodrome.] 1585 T. WASH-

INGTON tr. Nicholays Voy. II. xvi. 50 Of the noble anti-

quities . . found at Constantinople, are the Hippodrome.

1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 34 The swift hoofe beats the dustie

Hippodrome. 1781 GIBBON Dec/. <J-
F. II. xh. 518 The

glorious procession entered the gate of the hippodrome. 1855

MILMAN Lat. Chr. iv. viii. (1864) II. 380 Dragged amid the

shouts of the rabble round the Hippodrome and then put to

death. 1886 Pall Mall G. 14 Dec. 6/1
'

Olympia
'

is to be

open on Boxing Day, [with) . . the famous Hippodrome which

has just arrived from Paris.

2. U.S. Sporting slang. A fraudulent race, or other

athletic contest, in which it is arranged beforehand

which of the contestants shall win. (Cent. Diet.}

Hence Hi'ppodrome v. ([7.S. Sporting slang), to

conduct races or other contests in which the result

is prearranged by collusion (see 2 above). Hip-

podro mic, and erron. Hippodroma'tic (confused

with hippodramatic : see HIPPO-) adjs., of or be-

longing to a hippodrome or circus. Hippo'dro-

mist, a trainer or rider of a horse in a circus.*"*
., > r> V Tl--f i

ex"t'ent"melod'ram"atic''an'd'hippodromic. 1886 Daily News

14 Dec 3/1 The *hippodromists confess that they have to

get their clever ponies from Scotland and Wales.

Hippogriff, -gryph (hi-p"grtf)- ta - F - MP-

pogrijfe (T.(A\i c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. It. ippogrifo

(Ariosto), f. Gr. ITTTTO-S horse + It. grifo, late L.

gryphus GRIFFIN.] A fabulous creature, like a

griffin, but with body and hind-quarters resembling

those of a horse.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Hippogryph, a kind of feigned

beast, in part horse, in part Griffin, a 1659 CLEVELAND

Poems, Chym. Magic 2 Tell us no more of Icarus, Of Hypo-

. ----------- ..

African magician, .sends him to wander through the air on

a hippogrif. 1856 J. H. NEWMAN Callista 222 She thinks

38
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herself a Christian, when she is just as much a hippogriff, or

a chimaera.

b. transf. andyff.
1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. I. iv. iv, Woe the day when they

mounted thee . . on that wild Hippogryff of a Democracy ;

which . . no yet known Astolpho couhl have ridden ! 1864
VAMBERY Tra~',Centr.Asia 146, I was obliged, however, to

tug a long time at the reins, before I could induce my long,
eared hippogriff to change his headlong career.

Also t Hippogri'fflc, -g-rrffiu, -on, -gryphon.
1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes HI. xi. 147 Or Pacolets, or

Bradamants, or Hippo-gryphon. 1656 EARL MONM. Ad~'t.

fr. Parttass. 368 Poets in their writings had mentioned
Tritons, ..Sirins, Hypogrirnks, Phenixes. 1798 W. TAYLOR
in Monthly^ Rei'. XXVI. 247 Ariosto, whose hippogriffon so
few have since been able to govern. 1848 C. C. CLIFFORD
Aristopk., Frogs 31 Not hippogrimns, sir, nor yet stag-goats.

Hippoid (hi-poid). Zool. [f. Gr. imo-s horse t
-DID : cf. anthropoid.] An animal resembling, or

allied to, the horse.
1880 HUXLEY in Times 25 Dec. 4/1 \frimdfacie probabi-

lity that this primordial hippoid had a low form of brain.

Hippolith (hrpolib). [ad. med.L. hippolithus,
{. Gr. iiro-i horse + Xi'flos stone: cf. F. hippolithe.]
A concretion or calculus found in the stomach or

intestines of a horse.

[1661 LOVELL Hist. A nim. Q Min. 81 The stone found in the
stomack, called hippolithus.} 1828 WEBSTER cites QUINCV.

Hippology .hipp-lodai). rare. [f. HIPPO- +

-(O)LOUY.] The study of horses. So Hippolo'gi-
cal a., relating to hippology ; Hippo legist, one
versed in hippology.
1854 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Hippologia. .hippology. 1885

tr. Helm's Wand. PI. f, Anim. 424 The celebrated traveller
and hippologist. 1887 F. H. Hum (titlt) Bibliographical
Record of Hippology, or Works on Horses and Equitation.
i&HAtkemrum i Sept. 285/1 [Capt. Hayes] an author of re-

nown in the field of hippodamous and hippological literature.

II Hippomanes (hip^-manfz). [Gr. iiriro/japc';

(see below), neut. of iiriro^anji, f. fjnro-s horse +
IULV-, root of fiatvfaOai to be mad. In mod.F. hip-

pomane.] a. 'A small black fleshy substance said

to occur on the forehead of a new-born foal '. b.
'A mucous humour that runs from mares a-horsing

'

(Liddell and Scott). (Both reputed aphrodisiacs.)
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 222 These foles verily, by report,

haue growing on their forehead . . a little black thing of the

bignesse of a fig, called Hippomaties. a. 1661 HOLYDAY
Juvenal 130 Caesonia the wife of Caligula . . whom she
drench'dwith the love-cup made of the hippomanes,a tender
peice of flesh taken from the brow of a young foal. 1697
DRYDEN Virg. Georg. in. 443. 1756 Gentl. Mag. XXVI.
170 The Hippomanes has been distinguished under two
species ; the one a liquor distilling from a mare, during the
time of her heat. 1831 TYTLER Hist. Scot. (1864) IV. 201
Poison was compounded, according to the declaration of the

wizard, of adders' skins, toads
1

skins, and the hippomanes in

the head of a young foal.

t Hipponesse. Obs. rare. A name of some

fur-bearing animal.

1619 MIDDLETON Love fy Antiq. 19 The names of those

Beasts, bearing Furr, and now in vse . . Martin, Badger,
Beare, Luzerne, Budge, Otter, Hipponesse, and Hare.

Hippopliagy (hip^-fadji). [f. Gr. Iinro-s +
-(payta eating.] The practice of eating horseflesh.
1828 WEBSTER cites Q. Rev. 1860 MRS. P. BYRNE Under-

curr. Overlooked II, 115 [Denmark] is perhaps the only
country where prisoners are condemned to hippophagy.
1892 County Gentlent. XXX. 103 Hippophagy has long been
a recognized cult at Paris.

So Hippo'pha jfism = prec. ; Hippo 'phagist, an
eater of horseflesh ; Hippopnaglstical a., relat-

ing to hippophagy; Hippo phagous a., eating
horseflesh.
1828 WEBSTER, Hippophagoits, feeding on horses, as the

Tartars. 1856 Sat. Rev. II. 485/2 It is. .of little use that
historians and travellers tell of hippophagists. 1869 BAR-
ING-GOULD Orig. Relig. Belief\\t The hippophagism of the
Tartar and ancient Norseman sprang up from the necessi-
ties of a nomad life. 1881 Graphic 10 Sept. 286 Sausage-
makers of hippophagistical tendencies.

Hippopotamic (hi p^pfltarmik, -pp-tamik), a.

[f. HIPPOPOTAM-CS + -ic.] Belonging to, like, or

suggesting a hippopotamus ; huge, unwieldy.
1785 J. DOUGLAS Antiq. Earth 9 These hippopotamic

remains being discovered petrified. 1865 LIVINCSTOM-:
Zambesi xvi. 326 They stare with peculiar stolid looks of

hippopotamic surprise. 1884 I'u'tck 15 Nov. 240/1 Rather
hippopotamic in his humour.
So Hippopota-mian, Hippopo-tamine a<lp.-

prec. ; Hippopo'tamid Zool., an animal of the

family Hippopoiamidx ; Hippopotaruoid a., re-

sembling a hippopotamus.
1864 Realm 6 Apr. 2 Ladies of such hippopotamian pro-

portions. 1866 E. C. RYE Brit. Beetles 56 The heavy hip-
poUimM Zairus gitcus. 1871 HUXLEY Anat. Vert. Anim.
viii. 375 Merycopotamus.. appears to have been a Hippo-
potamid. 1883 Nature XXVII. 247 About thirty years is
the

extreme limit of Hippopotamine existence.

Hippopotamus (hipopptamfe). PI. -muses,
-mi. Forms : a. 4 ypotame, -tamos, -tanos,
-tanus, 5 ypotam, ipotayne, (//. ypotamy),
6-7 hippotame, (6 hyppotame, hippotamon .

ft. 6-7 hippopotame, (7 hippopotom, -potamy,
hyppopotamus), 7- hippopotamus, (8-9 -os).
[a. late L. hippopotamus, a. late Gr. Jiriroirora/jos

(Galen), f. iWo-s horse + irora^oi river. (The earlier
Gr. writers used u itriros u irora/uof the riverine
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horse.) The earlier Eng. forms were a. OF. ypo-
tame (i3th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. med.L. ypota-
mus, corruption of hippopotamus. The mod.Fr.
is hippopotame^
A pachydermatous quadruped, the African river-

horse, Hippopotamus amphibius, a very large beast

with a thick heavy hairless body, large muzzle and

tusks, and short legs, inhabiting the African rivers,

lakes, and estuaries.
a. 13. . K. Alh. 5166 Ypotamos comen flyngynge. .Crete

\

bestes and griselich. Ibid. 5184 Ypotame a wonder beest is

More than an olifaunt, I wis. Ibid. 6554 He sleth ypotanos,
and kokadrill. 1340-70 Alex, fy Ditto, 157 Dredful dra-

i gonus. . Addrus and ypotamus, and obure ille wormus. 1398
I

TREVISA Earth. De f. K. xm. xxvi. (1495) 460 Some fysshe
i

seke theyr meete oonly in water and some by nyghte vpon
;

the londe, as Ypotanus, the water horse, c 1400 MAUNDEV.
(1839) xxvi. 268 In that Contree ben many Ipotaynes {Roxe.
ypotams]. 1563 HYLL A rt Garden. (1593) 26 The hide of
the riuer Horse, named Hippotamon. 1572 BOSSEWELL
Armorie u. 65 b, The water Horsse of the Sea is called an

Hyppotame. 1658 W. SANDERSON Graphice 22 Monsters,
Chimeraes, Hippotames, and others such, which Heraulds
undertake to bestow upon Gentlemens Buryings.

ft. 1563 WARDE tr. A lexis" Seer. II. 28 b (Stanf. ^ A skin . .

of a Hippopotame. 1600 J. PORY tr. Leo's Africa \. 39 The
Hippopotamus or water-horse is somewhat tawnie. 1601

HOLLAND Pliny 1.91 (Stanf.) The river Bambotus full of Cro-
codiles and Hippopotames. 1605 DANIEL Philotas in Farr
.9. P. Jos. I (1848) 274 Me thought a mighty hippopotamus,
From Nilus floting, thrusts into the maine. 1630 J. TAYLOR
(Water P.) Praise Hempsetd Wks. in. 63/1 The Ibis, Croco-

dile, a Cat, a Dog,The Hippopotamy, beetles, or a frog. 1774
GOLDSM.Nat. Hist. IV. x. 292 The hippopotamos is an animal
as large, and not less formidable than the Rhinoceros. 1833
LYELL Princ. Geol. III. 221 The tusks of hippopotamuses
often appear on the surface. 1865 LIVINGSTONE Zambesi iii.

81 A considerable body of bitter water containing leeches. .

crocodiles and
hippopotami.

attrib. 1875 MASKELL Ivories 14 The handle of a mirror
in hippopotamus ivory. 1897 Daily News 6 Dec. 3/3 A hun-
dred lashes with the hippopotamus hide whip.

Hippotomy (hipp-tomi). rare. [f.
HIPPO- +

Gr. -TOIUO cutting.]
' The anatomy or dissection

of the horse' (Mayne Expos. Lex. 1854). So
Hippoto'mical a., pertaining to hippotomy ;

Hippo tomist, one versed in hippotomy.
1737 BRACKEN Farriery Impr. (1756) I. 203 Divided by-

two Necks (as they are termed by Hippotomists). 1847-9
TODD Cycl. Anat. IV. 716/1 Called by hippotomists the
os qitadratum. 1854 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Hippotomical.

Hippurate (hipiuT<?t). Chem. [f.
HIPPUR-IC

+ -ATE *.] A salt of hippuric acid.

1854 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1857 G. BIRD Urin. Deposits
(ed. 5) 206 Delicate feathers of hippurate of ammonia.

II Hippuria (hipiu-ria). Path. [mod.L., f.

HIPPUB-IC, HIPPDR-ATE.]
' Bouchardat's term for

the presence in excess of hippuric acid or hippu-
rates in the urine

'

(Syd. Soc. Lex.}.
1857 G. BIRD Urin. Deposits (ed. 5) no When an abnor-

mally large proportion ofthis acid is present, as . . in hippuria.

Hippuric (hipiu-rik), a. [f. Gr. finr-os horse
+ ovp-ov urine + -1C.] Chem. In Hippuric acid,
an acid (C9H9NO3) found in the urine of horses
and other herbivora.

1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 46 Of Hippuric Acid.
Rouelle was the first person who discovered the existence of
benzole acid in the urine of the horse. 1846 G. E. DAY tr.

Simoti's Anim. Chem. II. 117 Hippuric acid is regarded by
Liebig as an invariable constituent ofordinary human urine.

Hippurid (hipiuVrid). Bot.
[f. mod.L. Hippu-

ridese (Link), f. Hippuris name ofa genus of plants,
a. Gr. finroiv>i9, f. i'mro-s horse + oiipd tail.] A plant
of N.O. Hippuridese or Haloragacese, of which the

typical genus is Hippuris or Mare's-tail.

Hippurite (hi-piureit). Palaeont. [ad. mod.L.

Hippurites, f. Gr. ftntovpos horse-tailed (cf. prec.),

subst., a sea-fish (Coryphxna hippurtis), and a kind
of insect.]
1. A fossil bivalve mollusc of the genus Hippu-

rites or family Hippuritidx.
[1814 J. PARKINSON in Geol. Trans. II. 277 Observations

on the Specimens of Hippurites from Sicily.] 1842 H. MILLER
O. R. Sandst. viii. (ed. 2) 187 An entirely new field among the

hippurites, sphaerulites, and nummulites of the same forma-
tions. 1851-6 WOODWARD Motlnsca 40 The hippurite is

distinguished by a cancellated texture.

b. attrib. or adj.
= HlPPURiTlc.

1863 LYELL Antiq. Man x. (ed. 3) 174 These caves are
situated in rocks of hippurite limestone.

2. 'A kind of fossil cup-coral, Cyathophyllum
ceratites of Goldfuss

'

(Cent. Diet.}.
Hence Hippuri tic a., pertaining to, or contain-

ing, hippnrites (sense i).

Hippy, a. colloq. [f. HIP rf.3]
= HIPPISH.

1891 Temple Bar Mag. Aug. 478 [She] led him such an
awful life, No wonder he was hippy.

Hip-roof. Arch.
[f.

HIPJ*.I 3.] A roof having
hips or sloping edges (see HIP sb.\ 3), the ends

being inclined as well as the sides
; a hipped roof.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., A hip-roof has rafters as
long, and with the angles at the foot, etc., at ihe ends of

buildings, as it has at the sides. 1772 Phil. Trans. LXIII.
43 A lofty building, with a pointed hip-roof. 1886 BVNNER
A. Surriage xxvi. 291 A wooden structure, .with a hip roof.

Hence Kip-roofed a., having a hip-roof.
a 1834 W. WIRT Let. in J. P. Kennedy Life (1860) II. vii.

116 A small, red, hip-roofed, one-storied old house.

HIRCOCEBVUS.

Hip-shot, a. (sb.} Also hip-shotten. [f. Hip
sli. 1 + shot, pa. pple. of SHOOT v.}
1. Having a dislocated hip-joint ; having the hip

out of joint.

1639 T. DE GREY Compl. Horstm. 240 How doe you cure
a horse that is hip-shot? 1799 Sporting Mag. XIV". 185 To
be hipped or hipshot is to have one hip lower than the other.

1877 Ohio State Jrnl. 16 May, A hipshot, windbroken horse.

2. Jig. Lame, clumsy; disabled, 'out of joint'.
1642 MILTON Apol. Smect. iv. 86 He has not spirit enough

left him so far to look to his syntax, as to avoid nonsense . .

This hipshot grammarian. 1661 NEEDHAM Hist. Eng. Reb.

70 Reformation, thou stalking horse of our hip-shotten state.

B. sb. Dislocation of the hip-joint.
c 1720 W. GIBSON Farrier's Dispens. xiv. (1734) 277 For a

Hip-shot, or Dislocation. 1737 BKADLKY Fain. Diet., Hip-
Shot . .befals these Animals many Ways, sometimes by the
Wrench or Stroak of another Horse, and at other Times by
a Slip, Strain, Sliding or Falling.

EEipt, var. of HIPPED.

Hipwort (hi-pwy.it). [f. HIP si.i
;

so called

from the resemblance of the hollow round leaf to

the socket of the hip-joint ; cf. COTYLEDON a.]
A name for Navelwort, Cotyledon Umbilicus.

*597 GERARDE Herbal \\. cxliii. 3. 424 Nauelwoort is

called .. in English Pennywoort, Wall Pennywoort, Ladies

nauell, and Hipwoort. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Hip.
-Mart, a kind of Herb. 1863 PRIOR Planl-n.

Hir, obs. ME. form of HEB/^OH.
Hirable: see HIKEABLE. Hiraude, obs. f.

HERALD v. Hirawen, obs. f. IHRASI.

Hircarra, -ah,h.urcaru ht)jka-ra;. E.Ind.
Forms : 8 ircara, hurcurrah, hircar, harear, 8-9
hircarra(h, -cara, 9 harcar(r)ah, halcarrah,
hurkorah, hurkaru. [Hindi, Urdu, etc. harkara

messenger, courier.] An East Indian spy, messenger,
or courier.

1747 Exf. Paymaster Fort St. David (MS.) Jan. (Y.

Suppl.), Given to the Ircaras for bringing news of the En-
gagement . . 4. 3. o. 1748 in J. Long Unpito. Kef. (1869) 4
(Y.) They were as far as Sundra Col, when first descried by
their Hurcurrahs. 1757 in E. Ives Voy. to India 11773) 161

(Y.) Hircars or spies. 1761 M. WHITE in J. Long Unpvb.
Rec. (1869) 260 (Y.) The head harear returned, and told me
this as well as several other secrets very useful to me. 1773
Gentl. Mag. XLIII. 89/2 As the hircarrah came in a private
manner, disguised, the President refused him an audience.

1803 WELLINGTON in Owen Wellesley's Desp. 786 We de-

pended for our intelligence of the enemy's position on the
common hircarrahs of the country. 1827 D. JOHNSON Ind.
Field Sports led. 2) 37, I. .took with me an Harcarrah, two
guns, .and a spear. 1834 Baboo I. vii. 118 (Stanf.) A Hur-
karu announced Nuwab Yoosuf Ulee Khan Buhadoor.
1862 BEVERIDCE Hist. India II. vi. v. 690 Two friendly
letters, the first brought by a camel-man, and the latter by
hircarrahs.

Hirchen, -on, -oun, obs. forms of URCHIN.
Hircic (hausik), a. Chem. [f. L. hirc-us he-

goat + -1C.] Of or pertaining to a goat. Hircic

acid, a liquid fatty substance believed by its dis-

coverer to be the odorous principle of mutton suet :

now held to be a mixture of fatty acids.

1836-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. II. 233/1 A colourless volatile

oil which. .Chevreul terms. . hircic acid. 1846 G. E. DAY tr.

Simon's Anim. Chem. II. 65 Goat's milk is a very rich

white fluid . . with a peculiar disagreeable odour arising
from the hircic acid which is present in the butter.

Hircin (hausin). Chem. [f. as prec. + -IN.]
A peculiar substance existing in the fat of the goat
(and, in a less degree, in that of the sheep) on which
its strong odour depends.
1836-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. II. 233/1 A distinct fattymatter

. .which Chevreul has called hircin. 1849 BRANDS Diet.
Set. etc, Hircine.. when saponified, .produces hircic acid.

c 1865 LETHEBY in Circ. Sc. I. 94/1 Tallow, .contains a few
other fats, as hircine, butyrine, etc.

Hircine (ha'Jsain), a. and sb. [ad. L. hircinus

(hirqumus} of a goat ; having a goatish smell.]
A. adj. Of, belonging to, or resembling a goat ;

spec. b. Having a goatish smell
; C. Lustful.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Hircine, goatish, of a Goat. 1794
MARTYN Rousseau's Bot. xxiv. 338 The whole plant has a

strong hircine smell. 1802 SIR J. E. SMITH in Mem. (1832)
II. 152 Orchis latifolia has, occasionally, a very disagree-
able hircine scent. 1822 SOUTHEY Vis. Jjtdgem. v, And
beyond the limits of ether Drove the hircine host obscene.

1859-63 WOOD Illustr. Nat. Hist. 1. 656 Goat-like in aspect,
and very hircine in many of its habits. 1881 RUSKIN in

iqth Cent. Oct. 520 Satyricor hircine conditions of thought.
B. sb. Min. A fossil amorphous resin which

burns with a strong animal odour. Also called

Hircite (Dana Min. (1868) 747).
Hircinous (ha-jsinss), a. Bot. and Zool. [f.

L. hircin-us + -ous.] Having a hircine odour.
1866 Treas. Bot. 592/2 Hircinoits, smelling like a goat,

II HircocervuS (h5ikos5'jvys). [med.L., f.

hircus he-goat + cervus stag: cf. F. hircocerf.]
A fabulous creature, half goat, half stag.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xvm. c. (MS. Bodl.),

Tragelaphus is icleped Ircoceruus also and hab J>at name

tragelaphus of tragos bat is a gotte bucke & elephos bat is

an herte. 1661 K. W. Con/. Charac., Informer (1860) 47
Hees a clubfooted .. large lugg'd eagle ey'd hircpcervus
{printed -rous], a meere chimera, one of the devils best

boys. 1701 NORRIS Ideal World i. iii. 150 An Hirco-cervus

or any other fictitious being is true and real with respect to

the simple essences or natures. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey).

1839-41 HOWITT fit. Rem. Places 11882) 201 A large paint-

ing on the wall, a hircocervus or man animal.



HIBCOSE.

fHirco-se, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. hircas-us

goat-like, f. hircus.]
'
Goatish, smelling like a

goat, rammish' (Bailey, vol. II. 1727).

Hircosity (hwk<rstti). [f.
L. hircos-us + -ITY.]

Goatishness, lewdness.

1873 SVMONDS Grk. Poets viii. 245 About the audacious

scene . . there is no Aretine hircosity. It is merely comic.

t Hircula-tion. Obs. rare-". [?f.
L. hirculus

little goat.] (See quote.)

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Himilatwn, a disease in the Vine,

when it bears no fruit at all. 1727 BAILEY vol. II, Htrcuta-

tion (with Gardiners), a Disease in Vines, when they run
j

out into Branches and Wood, and bear no Fruit.

t Hird, hired. Obs. Forms : i hired, hiered,

htfred, h6ored, h<5orod, 2-3 hired, 2-4 bird,

(3 (Orm.} also hirrd), 3-4 hyrd, 4 hyrt, 4-5

herd(e. [OE. hired, hird-es household, family,

shortened from *hharsed (cf., in same sense, hiw-

rsden fern.)
= OHG., M IIG. htrdt marriage, setting

up of a household (mod.Ger. lieirat, also luuraf),

from *hturat, *htwrat, Goth, type *heiwar,-ds;

f. htwan members of a household, Goth, heitaa-

household- + -raid, condition, state, -BED.]

1. A household, family ;
a company of servants

or retainers, a retinue; a king's court; also, a

monastic household.
c888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxxvi. i On sumes cyninges

hiredc. c 893 Oros. vi. xxx. 7 Lucinius behead bset nan

cristen mon ne come on his hierede. cgy> Limits/. Gosf.

Matt. xxiv. 45 Bejn . . oone jesette hlaferd his ofer hiorod

his. C07S Ruslw. Gosp. Matt. xiii. 27 Cumende . . to fseder

bas heoredes. c 1000 /LFRIC Ham. I. 314 Se habja hyred.

ciooo Ags. Cost. Matt. x. 25 Gyf hi bas hiredes feder

belzebub clypedon [<:n6o Hatton G., bas hyrdes fajder).

1045 Will Thurstan in Thorpe Chart. 574 Se hird on

Seynt Eadmundsbiri. a noo Ags. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 308

Familia, hiwrzden oSSe hired, aiioo O. E. Chron. an.

1085 Se cyng..heold ba:r his liired .v. dajas. c 1175 /./*.

Horn. 89 Dat halie hired cristes apostles, c 1200 ORMIN

10926 patt Cristess hirrd, Crisstene folk. Ibid. 15890 Hemm
drifebb Crist ut off hiss hird. c 1205 LAY. 6152 ForSi-wende

bat hired swa bs king hajhte. c 1250 Gat. * Ex. 1001 O
is hird euerilc wapman wur8 circumcis. c 1330 Will. Palcrne

1120 He .. dede him on gate holly wib al his herde bat he

a-sembled. a. 1440 Sir Degrev. 1088 Ffolke frouschen in

fere, In herd ys not to hyde.

2. Comb, (only in OE. and early ME.) : hired-

child, child of the house ; hirdonave, hirdoniht,

hirdswain,a household attendant, retainer, menial;

hirdfolc, household servants, followers ; hired-

gome, man of the court; hirdifere, attendants;

299

porary use of anything. (In OK., esp. for money
lent ; usury, interest.) To be or have on hire, to

let ($put, :et) to hire, i.e. at the service of another

in consideration of payment made by him.

c 1000 ^El.KRlc Dent, xxiii. 19 Ne laene bine breber nan

bins to hire. Lai. xxv. 37 Ne syle bu f>in feoh to hyre.

ciooo F.Cfbcrlifs I'cuil. in. Proem. aiyxCi<rsorM.6jrf
Elles noght . . I lete to hire for ani mede. c 1386 CHAUCER

Pro! 507 He sette nat his benefice to hyre [v.rr. hire,

huyre]. 1413 Pilgr. Somle (Caxton 1483) ill. v. 53 Longe
tvme haue ye putte youre tonges to hyre, ye witnessers of

falshede. 1483 Cath. Angl. 186/2 To let to Hire, heare.

I49S-7 Naval Ace. Hen. VII 11896) 186 Payed to Richard

Yoksale of Portesmouth ffor the hyre of hys bote. 1497

Ibid 250 Ffreight & hyre of a crayer. 1526 TINDALE Mark

xii. i A certayne man planted a vyne yarde..and lett it out

to hyre to husbandemen. 1583 HOLLYBAND Campo difior

01 Of him that in. .streate keepeth horses to hier. IS7 ''

JAMES in Collect. <O. H. S.) 1. 199 Bote hyre from Lambeth.

1699 DAMPIER Voy. II. i. 13 The hire is pretty reasonable

both for the Vessels, and the Men. 1717 fe.**"5JJ;
*
SB'

ioq Paying him the King's Duty, and the Hire of the Mill.

1870 W 111. BAKER New Timothy 161 (Cent.) Io keep ones

conscience, too, on hire, as that drunken Isham . . at the

livery-stable does a horse. Mod. Bicycles on hire.

2 Payment contracted to be made for personal

bissen hunde. Ibid. 5664 i"; tiiu-i ua.....*. .... --- --

c looo .SLFRIC Ham. I. 374 Das caseres Sexnas and hired-

cnihtas. c 1205 LAY. 4316 Anne hird-cmht he hauede. Itid.

6463 pa hahte he al his *hird-folc faren to are burje. Ibid.

12289 Aure aelcne *hired-gume feire heo ignetten. Ibid.

6631 per he hundede on comelan \Vi6 his *hird-iferen. Ibid.

14481 Mid haueken & mid hunden *hired-pla:ie luuien.

Ibid. 5662 pet he..neaue nenne *herd-swein.

Hird, -e, obs. ff. HERD rf.1 and 2, HERD v?,

obs-pa. t. HIRE.

tHirdman,liiredman. Oil. Also4hered-,
hirde-. [f.

HIRD + MAN.] A member of a house-

hold ; a domestic, a household servant ; a retainer.

C093 Battle of RIaldon 261 Ongunnon oa hiredmenn

heanflice feohlan. ciooo /ELFRIC Gen. 1. 7 Pharaones

yldestan hiredmen. c 1205 LAY. 2350 Ah he nom his enne

hired mon [c 1275 hired man] be he wel trowede on. 1130

/fall Meid. 31 Habbe monie under l>e hirdmen in halle.

civa Will. Palerne 2139 Loke bat hirde-men wel kepe \x

comune passage. 13. . Gam. t, Cr. Knt. 302 Alle be hered-

men in halle, )>e hy? & be loje. c 1425 Thomas of Erceld.

(1875) 697 Of swilke an hird mane wolde j here pat couth me

telle of swilke ferly.

Hirds, obs. form of HARDS, KURDS.

Hrrdum-diTdum. Sc. and north, dial. [Re-

dupl. of DIRDUM.] Uproar, tumultuous noise.

1724 Muirland Willie in Ramsay Tea-t. Misc. (1729) 18

Sick Hirdum, Dirdum, and sick Dm Wi' he o er her and

she o'er him. 1869 Lonsdalc Gloss., Hirdiim-dirdum, an

uproar.

Hirdy-girdy, sb. and adv. Sc. and north, dial.

[Cf. prec., and KIDDY-GIDDY.]

f A. sb. Uproar, confusion, disorder. Obs.

a 1500 Colkelbie Sow \. 184 (Jam.) Wi sic a din and a

dirdy A garray and hirdy-girdy, The fulis all afferd wer.

1686 G. STUART Joco-ser. Disc. 44 What Hirdy-girdy this

ye keep I canna get a wink of sleep. 1893 Northuiiibld.

Gloss. , Hirdy-girdy, a disorderly noise, a disturbance. (Obs.)

B. adv. In or into disorder, in confusion.

16. . in Glanvill Sadducismus (1726) 399 They all ran

hirdie-girdic. 1819 W. TENNANT Papistry Storm'd (1827)

TO Sac to the cross o' Anster ran Hirdie-girdie, woman and

man. 1824 SCOTT Ret/gauntlet Let. xi, He ventured back

into the parlour, where a' was gaun hirdie-girdie.

Hire (hsii) ,
sb. Forms : i hyr, hir, 3-4 huire,

3-5 huyre, hure, 4 hir, hijre, 4-5 here, 4-7 hyre,

5 huyr, hyr, 6 hyire, 6-7 hier, hyer, 3-
^

hire.

[OE. Ayr str. fern., corresp. to OFns. litre (WlTis.

\itrt),GLG.*h&ria ;MLG.,MDu. hfire, LG. hure,

Mr, Du. huur ;
Ger. heuer, Da. hyre, Sw. hyra,

all from LG.) :-OTeut. type *h&rja-, not known

in OHG., ON., or Gothic.]
1. Payment contracted to be made for the tem-

service ; wages.
u Ancr. R. 208 Etholden oSres hure, ouer his nhte

terme, nis hit strong reflac? c 1290 i'. Eng. Leg. I. 285/242

He scholde him paye is huyre. 13. . Sir Beues (A.) 2972

And of be meistri icham sure, 3if he wile ?ilde mm hure.

1381 WYCLIK Luke x. 7 Forsothe a workman is worthi his

hyre. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 2833/2 They . . sayd they

wold brynge hym thyder without ony freyght or huyr 150*

Priii. Purse Exp. Eliz. of York (1830) 76
For the scole hyer

of the same Edward, .every quarter vlij d. 1583 HOLLYBAND

Camto di Fior 61 What aske you for your hyer ?. .1 will

contente myself with a small hier. 1796 MORSE Amer. Geog.

I. 277 Their testimony against preaching for hire. 1882

OUIDA Maremma I. 4 They had other thoughts besides

those of their hire and wages.

3. fig. Reward, recompense, payment (for work

or service of any kind).
a nas Ancr. R. 428 Hore hure schal beon be eche blisse

of heouene. <z 1300 Cursor M. 23192 Sathanas . . sal casten

be .. in a stincand slang o fire ;
bar sal be yolden him his

hire. 1382 WYCLIF Rom. vi. 22 Treuli the hyns
of synne,

deeth. 1481 CAXTON Reynard (Arb.) 30 Our lorde god snal

ones rewarde them their hyre. c 1560 A. SCOTT Poems

(S. T. S.) xxxii. 10 Schorl plesour, lang displesour ; Kepen-

tence is the hyre. 1608 D. T. Ess. Pol.S, Mor. 2 b.Some. .

that thinke the very disturbance of things established, a

sufficient hyre to set them on worke. 1841 JAMES Brigand
iv And make her hand the hire of this Savoyard.

4. The action of hiring or fact of being hired.

1615 J. STEPHENS Satyr. Ess. 189 The dispersed hire of

acquaintance to extoll things indifferent. 1835 LYTTON

Rietui i. iv, Ay, it is the duty of thy hire. 1863 MRS. L.

CLARKE Shots. Char. xiv. 357 A savage hire, and the

wages he receives are as dispiteous. Mod. To arrange for

the hire of a horse. .

5. attrib. and Comb., as hire-payer, -wage ;
hire-

system, a system by which a hired article becomes,

by virtue of a stipulated number of payments, the

property of the hirer ; so hire-purchase. Also

HlREGANG, -MAN, -WOMAN.

1483 Cath. Angl. 186/2 An Hire payer, merceiianus.

1548 UOALL Erasm. Par. Luke xvi. 134 b, To digge in the

field for hire wages from daie to daye. 1896 Daily Netus

24 Ian. 7/2Mr.Moore..waslheinventorofthenowwidely
adopted hire-purchase syslem. 1898 Westm. Go*, n Jan.

i 2/1 Could not the hire-purchase system be worked ?

Hire (hai'i), Forms : I hyrian, hyran, 3

hure(n, 3-4 huyre, 4-7 hyre, 6 hiare, hyer, 6-7

hier, 4- hire. [OE. Adrian, corresp. to OPris.

hcra, OLG. *hi1rian (MLG., MDu. Mren, LG.

hiiren, Du. huren, Ger. heuern, Da. hyre, Sw.

hyra, from LG.), f. the sb. : see HIRE rf.]

1. trans. To engage the services of (a person) for

a stipulated reward ; to employ for wages.
c 1000 ^ELFRIC Horn. II. 72 SeSe . . wolde hyrian wyrhtan

into his winzearde. c 1000 Ags. Gosf. Matt. xx. 7 Us nan

mann ne hyrode (c 6o Hatton G. herde]. a 1225 Ancr.R.

126 Vorte huren mid ham, ase me deS mid garsume beo bet

wel vihteS. c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 80 pe bisshop

. . Hired ilk a man. c 1440 Promp. Pan. 241/2 Hyryn, con-

duco. 1535 COVERDALE Prov. xxvi. io Who so hyretn a

foole, hyreth soch one as wyl take no hede. 1570 B. OOOCE

Pop. Kingd. in. 43 b, They also hier folkes to say the

Psalters speedily. 1663 COWLEY Vents *t Ess., Ode on

Harvey iii, As if he hir'd the workers by the day. 1742

PITT Sp. Ho. Com. io Dec. in Anecd. f, Sp. Earl Chatham

(1707) I. v. 116 They have already been informed there was

no necessity for hiring auxiliary troops. 1872 RAYMOND
Statist. Mines $ Mining 182 Chinamen are in the country

and can be hired cheaply. .

b. transf. To engage or induce to do something

by a payment or reward ;
to bribe.

c 1400 Gamelyn 786 He was fast aboute bothe day and

other, For to hyre the quest to hangen his brother. 1529

MORE Dyaloge in.Wks. 246/1 A man could not hyre a Jewe
to sit down vpon his byble of the olde testament. 1631

GOUGE God's Arrows ill. xciii. 357 Coffin ..was hired by

English runagates in the Low Countries to kill the Queene.

l6m DRYDEN Virg. ^ncid 11. 42 Thymoites first ( tis doubt-

ful whether hired, Or so the Trojan destiny required) Moved

that the ramparts might be broken down. 1849 MACAULAY

Hist. Eng. vi. II. 159 A popish priest was hired with the

promise of the mitre of Waterford to preach at Saint James s

against the Act of Settlement.

2. To procure the temporary use of (any thing)

for stipulated payment.
t

-

1205 LAY. 30441 pa scipen heo gunnen hure mid ahten

HIRELING.

swide deore. c 1290 liekct 1161 in S. Eng. Leg.\. 139 [He]

huyrde him a mere, For an Enghchs penl, with an haltre,

bis holi man to bere. c 1450 Bk. Cvrlasye 375 m "* **

310 For cariage be porter hors schalle hyre. 1583 HOLLY-

BAND Campo:iiFior 327 He had hired a house in Colme-

streate. 159 SHAKS. Com. Err. iv. i 95 A ship you sent mee

too, to hie"waftage. 1718 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Ut. to

Abbe Conti 31 July, I hired an ass . . that I might go some

miles into the country. 1863 Miss BRADDON Eleanor s I ut.

(1878) I. iii. 24 He hired a villa by the Lake of Como.

3. To grant the temporary use of for stipulated

payment ;
to let out on hire ; to lease.

1382 WYCLIF Mark xii. i A man plauntide avynejerd. .and

hirede it to erthe tilieris. 1484 CAXTON FabUs of Alfonce

(1889) 3 [He] demaunded of the poure yong man that he

wold hyre to hym a parte of his hows. 1589 G. FI.ETCHKR

in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 8p That no man should hier

owl horse or boat to anie Englishman. 1611 BIBLE i Sain.

ii. 5 They that were full, haue hired out themselues for

bread. 1662 WOOD Life (O. H. S.) I. 462 Having skill in

gardning and manuring [he] hired himselfe to gent, there for

that imployment. 1721 Diixbury Rec. (1893) 238 That the

said money should be hired out at five pounds per cent, to

such persons as shall give sufficient security for the same.

1842 TENNYSON Dora 36 He left his father's house, And hired

himself to work within the fields.

b. intr. (for re/I.) To hire out, to engage one-

self as a servant for payment. U.S. and Colonial.

1856 OLMSTED Slave States 83 Poor white girls never hired

out to do servants' work. 1884 Harper's Mag. May 882/1

They hire out to. .farmers.

Hire, early form of HER pron.

Hireable (haie-rab'l), a. Also hirable. [f.

HIRE v. + -ABLE.] Capable of being hired ;
ob-

tainable for hire.

1864 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. xn. xi. IV. 259 Four pretty

Sovereignties. Three, or Two, of these hlreable by gold, it

is to be hoped. 1868 Daily Tel. 31 July 5/4 Prices of all

purchasable or hirable things are high.

Hired (haijd),///. a. [f.
HIRE v. + -ED*.]

Engaged or employed for payment; let out on

hire ; mercenary. Also with adverbs, as hired out.

c 1230 Hali Meid. 29 Eni driuel ibe hus oSer eni ihured

hine 1382 WYCLIF Luke xv. 19 Make me as oon of thi

hyrid men [1388 thin hirid men). 1388 John x. 13 The

hirid hyne fleeth, for he is an hirid hyne. c 1440 Promp.
Parv 241/2 Hyryd man, or servawnte, condnctius. 1583

HOLLYBAND Campo di Fior 271, I have a hiered horse. 1597

DANIEL Civ. Wars vi. lix, With mercenane breath And

hyred tongue. 17" STEELE Spect. No. 155 T i Travelling

together in the same hired Coach. 1789 GIBBON Autobiog.

(1806)127 An independent stranger in a hired lodging. 1808

SCOTT Life Dryden iv, To have recourse to hired bravoes to

avenge his personal quarrel. 1863 KINGLAKE Crimea (1876)

I i 9 He., has a crowd of hired courtiers at his side.

b. In U.S. the terms hired man, woman, girl,

people, are commonly applied to free men or women

engaged as servants (the latter word being formerly

used to include slaves).

1639 Plymouth Col. Rec. (1855) I. 122 Roberte Eldred, the

hyred servant of Nicholas Sympkins for the terme of three

yeares. 17.4 tr. Joutel's La Salle't Jrnl. 2 Hired People

and Workmen of all Sorts, requisite for making of a bet-

tlement. 1715 Laws of Maryland (1765) c. 44 S K
Person whatsoever, shall trade, .with any Servant, whether

hired, or indented, or Slave .. without Leave or License.

1737 Plymouth (Mass.) Town Rec. 18 May (1892) II. 3"
A?fired man with me on a fishing voyage. 1751 FRANKLIN

Obs Increase Mankind Wks. 1887 II. 227 Slaves may be

kept as long as a man pleases .. while hired men are con-

tinually leaving their masters (often in the midst oflm busi-

ness) 1792 tr J. P. Brissofs New Trat,. U. S. 400 They

[Quakers] have no slaves ; they employ negroes as hired

servants. 18.8 J. FLINT Lett. Amer. (1822) 9 Master is not

a word in the vocabulary
of hired people. AX a Dutch one

of similar import, is substituted. The former is used by

Negroes, and is by free people considered as synonymous

with slave-keeper l8*> Ibid. 264 These I must call Ame-

ricanisms Hired Girl for Servant Girl. Hired Man for

er?an?Man 1842 J. F. WATSON A nn Philad. (.857) I. '?6

Now all hired girls appear abroad in the same style of dress

as their ladies 1877 BARTLETT Diet. Amer. (ed. 4), Hired

man, a man-servant. Hired woman ,a servant-girl. Many
servants dislike to be called such,and think it more respectable

to say
'

help' or
' hired woman '. 1893f/atim (N. Y.) 19 Jan-

43/1 Where are the farms on which there is no place for the

'hiredman'or' hired girl
'

?

Hired, Hiredman : see HIBD, HIHDMAN.

Hiree (hswi-). [See -EE.] One who is hired.

1811 Sporting Mag. XXXVII. 75 Would .. either hirer or

hiree disgrace themselves so much 7

I Hiregang. Sc. Obs. Also 6 hyre-. [f.HiBE

sb. + GANG sb.f Hire, lease.

ier DOUGLAS JEneis xn. ix. 5" His fader eyrit and sew

anfp
3
eice of feild, That he in hyregang held to be his be.W.

UtVtRte Mag. Sig. Scot. 1513-1546. 324/1 Proficuum [xxvi]

lib") a mense^Julfi .515 P 17 annos viz. cujuslibet bovis

annuatim^xtenden. in le hiregang et labonbus ad 6 firlotas

f

Hireless (hsi.-jles),
& U- HIRE sb. + -LESS.]

Without hire or pay, unhired.

1651 DAVENANT Gondibert vi. Ixvi, This famd Philosopher

is Nature's Spie, And hireless gives th intelligence to Art.

1706 COLERIDGE Sonn. Erskine, An hireless Priest before th

insulted shrine. 1817- Bug. Lit. 8t Preaching by the way

in most of the great towns, as an hireless volunteer, in a blue

coat and white waistcoat.
, / ,

Hireling (haiulU)), sb. and a. [OE. hyrhng
1

(rare), f. hyr HIRE + -LING. Not known m ME.,

i and app. formed anew in i6th c.]

A. sb. \. One who serves for hire or wages ; a

I hired servant; a mercenary (soldier). (Now usually

somewhat contemptuous : cf. 2.)
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HIRELINGSHIP.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Mark i. 20 Hi heora fasder zebedeo on

scipe forlelon mid hyrlingum [cn6o Hatton G. hyrlmgen].

'535 COVERDALE Tobit v. ii Axest thou after the kynred of

an hyrelinge ? 1547 J . H ARRISON Ex/tort. Scottcs G j b, To
bee as common hirelynges to a forrein nacion. 1582 N. T.

(Rhem.) John x. 13 'Ihe hireling fleeth because he is a

hireling [WYCLIF hirid hyne ; TINDALE heyred servaunt].

1632 LITHGOW Trati. ix. 380, 1 dispatched my Dragoman, and

and idleness had induced to enlist.

b. A hired horse, nonce-use.

1893 SIR G. CHESNEY Lesters III. ii. xxi. 23 Lionel on his

hireling was the only one up with the hounds at the last.

2. One who makes reward or material remunera-

tion the motive of his actions; a mercenary.

(Opprobrious.)
1574 tr. Marlorats Apocalips 32 Least in sted of faithful!

shepherds, they set hyrelings or rather wolues ouer the

flocke of Christe. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn, i. ii. 5 As an

hireling, that loves the work for the wages. 1667 MILTON
P. L. iv. 193 So since into his Church lewd Hirelings climbe.

1721 POPE Ep. to Earl of Oxford 36 No hireling she, no

prostitute to praise. 1821 BYRON Sardan. n. i, Baser Hire-

lings, who live by lies on good men's lives. 1849 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. iv. I. 456 James, .had now, in becoming King of

England, become also a hireling and vassal of Lewis.

B. adj. Characteristic of or pertaining to a hire-

ling ; serving for hire or wages ; to be had for hire ;

mercenary. (Usually opprobrious.)
1587 GOLDING De Mornay xxxii. 510 What find we in al

the writings of the Heathen but a Hierling yertue 1 1614
RALEIGH Hist. World i. ix. i (R.) The factious and hire-

ling historians of all ages. 1681 DRYDEN Abs. S, AMI. 922
The plot by hireling witnesses improv'd. 1720 Lett. fr.
Land. Jrnl. (17211 47 Here are also hireling Chairs. 1738

JOHNSON London^,* Some hireling senators. 1843 MACAU-
LAY Ivry iv, With all the hireling chivalry of GueTders and

Almayne. 1894 Law Times XCVII. 384/1 [To] earn for

itself the name of a profession of hireling subornees of per-

jury.
Hence HiTelingship, the condition of a hireling.

1827 POLLOK Let. in Life (1841) 357 Wherever you send

him during the above specified hirelmgship.

Hireman (haU-imaen). Obs. or dial. [OE.

hyrmann, f, HIRE sb. + MAN.] A hired man, hired

servant ; retainer.

cyjc Rush. Gosp. Mark i. 20 Forlet fzder his zebedeus

in scipe mi6 bxm hyremonnum. aiioo Gere/a in Anglitt
IX. 260 Symle he sceal his hyrmen scyrpan mid manunge.
12. . Fragm, ^El/ric's Grant, in Wr.-Wulcker 552/20 Mer-

cennarius, hurmon. a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xv. 50 Alse

ys hirmon halt in hous. 17.. Hireman Ckiel in Child

Ballads (1861) VIII. 234 He .. has put on the hireman's

coat, To keip him frae the cold. 1792 Statist. Ace. Scotl.,

Forfars. IV. 15 (Jam.) The wages of a hireman, that is,

a man-servant hired for the half year., now are^3, or ^3 los.

t Hiren (haia-ren). Obs. [A corruption of the

female name Irene, F. Irene."] The name of a

female character in Peele's play of ' The Turkish

Mahamet and Hyrin the fair Greek' (a 1 594) ; used

allusively by Shakspere and early i;th century
writers as meaning

' a seductive woman', a harlot.

1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, ii. iv. 173 Downe : downe Dogges,
downe Fates : haue wee not Hiren here ? 1598 SYLVESTER
Du Bartas u. i. in. 35 Of charming Sin the deep inchaunting

Syrens, The snares of vertue, valour-softning Hyrens. 1605

CHAPMAN, etc. East. Hoe in O. PI. IV. 218 (N.) 'Sfoot,

lend me some money. Hast thou not Hyren here ? 1615
T. ADAMS Spir. Navigator Wks. (1630) 402 There be Sirens

in the sea of this world. Sirens ? Hirens
t
as they are now

called . . What a number of these Sirens, Hirens, Cockatrices,
..in plaine English, Harlots, swimme amongst vs.

Hiren, obs. form of HERN, hers.

Hirer (hsi^raj). [f.
HIRE v. + -ER 1.]

1. One who engages the services of a person or

obtains the use of a thing for payment.
a 1500 in \mo\deCAroa. (1811) 72 If the said hirer in gret

duelle not in any parte therof but lete it out ageyn. 1592
WEST ist Ft. Symbol, i. 25 B, The lessee or hierer. 1767
BLACKSTONE Comm. II. xxx. 453 By this mutual contract

the hirer, or borrower, gains a temporary property in the

thing hired. 1885 Law Rep. 14 Q. Bench Div. 892 The
relation . . between hirers and letters of private carriages.

2. One who lets out something on hire. Obs.

or Se. (esp. in coach-hirer, carriage-hirer).
1591 PERCIVALI, Sp. Diet., Arrendador, a lettor, a hirer.

1598 FLORIO, Nolatore, a hyrer, a hackney man. 1755

JOHNSON, Hirer 2. In Scotland it denotes one who keeps
small horses to let 1766 BEATTIE Ep. to Hon. C. B. 27
Tis wondrous hard, To act the Hirer, yet preserve the Bard.

t HiTe-woman. Sc. 1 Obs. [Cf. HIHEMAN.]
A hired woman, a woman-servant.

1552 ABP. HAMILTON Catech. (1884) 112 Thow^all nocht
cowet thi nychtbouris house, nor his croft or his land, nor

his servand, nor his hyir woman.

Hirie-harie, variant of HIRRIE-HAHRIE.

Hi'ring, v&l. sb. [f. HIRE v. + -ING i.]

1. The action of the vb. HIRE ; engaging a person
or thing for hire ; letting out on hire.

c 1400 Three Kinges Cologne 24 pe lordys of be grounde
haue . . grete toll of hyryng of pes beestes. 1675 in Willis

& Clark Cambridge (1886) III. 42 The hireing
1 of workmen

. . may be intrusted . . to the Vicechancellour. 1767 BLACK-
STONE Comm. II. xxx. 453 Hiring is always for a price, or

stipend, or additional recompence; borrowing is merely

gratuitous. 1868 Pall Mall G. 12 Dec. 3 Hiring is an

agreement for the continuous performance of certain tasks

for current wages.
2. local. (See qnot. 1825.) (Also Statute hiring.}
1825 BROCKETT, Hiring, a fair or market at which country
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servants are hired. 1826 in Hone Evcry-day Bk. II. 668

The '

hirings' for farmers' servants half yearly at Whitsun-

tide and Martinmas. 1885 R. BUCHANAN Annan Water v,

A couple of female farm servants had come in to the spring
'

hiring '.

3. attrib., as hiring-agreetnent', -time, etc. ;
hir-

ing-fair = 2
; t hiring mail, a man to be hired.

c 1425 Eng. Cong. Irel. 22 We come nat yn-to thys land

as hyryng men. 1883 T. HARDY in Longm. Mag. July 257

Attending a wet hinng-fair at Candlemas, in search of a

new master. 1892 Antiouary Jan. 14 The annual agricul-

tural hiring-time in any district. 1897 Daily News 15 Oct.

8/7 The largest hiring fair in Berkshire was held at Newbury
yesterday.

Hirk, Hirkful, obs. ff. IRK, IKKFUL. Hirkle,
obs. f. HUHKLE v. Hirling, var. of HERLING.

Hirmon, obs. f. HIREMAN. Hirn(e, obs. ff.

HKKN sb., corner.

Hirondelle hirpnde-l). Ofe.exc.in.fiimc&dy.
Forms : 7 arrondell, arundell, 8 hyrondell, 9

hirondelle. [a. F. hirondelle] A swallow.

ci6oo Bunts Pilgr. in J. Watson Coll. Poems (1706) n.

62 (Jam.) The Arrondell, so swift of flight. 1661 MORGAN

Sph Gentry i. v. 58 More swift, than Bird hight Arundell.

1880 G. T. CLARK in Encycl. Brit. XI. 701/1 The Swallow,
or hirondelle, forms the very early coat of the Arundells.

Hirple (hs'Jp'l), . Chiefly Sc. and north, dial.

[Origin unknown. (Its coincidence in sound and

sense with Gr. epv-eiv is noticeable.)]

intr. To move with a gait between walking
and crawling ; to walk lamely, to drag a limb, to

hobble. In early use said of the hare.

CM50 HENRYSON Mar. Fab. 32 The hard-back Hurtchen,
and the hirpland Hair, a 1605 MONTGOMERY Cherrie cj-

Slac (2nd version) 30 in Poems (1887) 286, I saw the hur-

cheon and the hare In hidlings hirpling
heir and thair.

1768 Ross Helenore 44 Gam.) To Colm's house . . He, tired

and weary, hirpled down the brae. 1781 _J.
HUTTON Tour

to time.

a mile to hear the minister, but he will hirple ten if he hears

of a ship embayed. 1866 J. PAYN Mirk Abbey II. 96 An
old man and his wife.. came hirpling out.

Jig. 1792 BURNS On Birth Posth. Child ii, November

hirples o er the lea Chill on thy lovely form. 1893 CROCKETT
Stickit Minister 17 It [the speech] ran or rather hirpled
somewhat as follows.

Hence Hirpling///. a.
; Hirple si>., a crawling

or limping gait.
1821 SCOTT Pirate xxxii, They will be waiting for him,

hirpling, useless body. 1821-30 LD. COCKBURN Mem. ii.

(1856) 119 With a slow stealthy step something between

a walk and a hirple. 1830 GALT Lavirie T. VH. i (1849)

363 Whose gallop was never better than a hirple.

t Hirpled, -ild, ppl. a. Obs. Also 4 harplid.

[Origin obscure : cf. ON. herpa cramp, contraction,

herpa-st to be contracted as with cramp. See also

the forms of HDRKLE .] Contracted, wrinkled.

a 1300 Cursor M. 8085 pair armes hari wit hirpild [v.rr.

harpTid, rungilt] hid.

t Hirquita-lliency. Obs. nonce-tad, [f. L.

hirquitalll-re (of infants) to acquire a strong voice

(f.
hircus he-goat) + -ENCY.]

1652 URQUHART Jewel 125 To speak of her hirquitalliency.

Hirrawem, obs. form of IHKAM.

Hirrie-harrie (hrriihse'ri), int. (s/>.)
Sc. Also

6 hiry hary, 9 hirie-harie. An utterance ex-

pressive of rapid and tumultuous movement.
CI520 in Duntar's Poems (1893) 314 Hiry, hary, hubbil-

schow ! Se je not quha is cum now? 1808-80 JAMIESON,
Hirrie-harrie, i. An outcry after a thief. 2. A broil, a

tumult. 1819 W. TENNANT Papistry Stormed (1827) 86

Then, hirie-harie ! folks did rusch.

Hirrient (hi'rient), a. and sb. rare. [f. L.

hirrient-em, pr. pple. of hirrire to snarl.] a.

adj.
'

Snarling
'

;
trilled. b. sl>. A trilled sound.

(Cf. litera canina, Lat. name for r.)

1832 J. K[ENRICK] in Philol. Museum I. 618 The peculiar
barbarism of the Ktipes, which consisted in the frequent use

of the hirrient p. 1860 FARRAR Orig. Lang. ii. 51 In the

hirrients and the gutturals, the burr and roughness of the

Northern tongues.

t Hirse (hws). Obs. Also 6 erron. hirst, [a.

Ger. hirse, MHG. ftirse, Airs, OHG. hirst, hirso
;

orig. a High German word, which in later times has

spread into LG. and Scand. (Da. hirse, Sw. Airs),

as well as Eng., where app. introduced by the i6thc.

herbalists. See Kluge.] Millet.

[1562 TURNER Herbal n. 57 Milium is named in Greke

kegchros & piston, in Duche hirsz, in Frenche du Millet.]

1578 LVTE Dodoens iv. ix. 463 This plant [Milium] is called

in . . English Mill, Millet, and Hirse. 1579-8 NORTH
Plutarch (1676) 77 A Vessell or Pan wherein they did fry

millet or hirse. 1589 FLEMING Virg. Georg. I. 8 For Millet

or for Hirst comes yearly care and paine. 1611 COTGR.,

Millet, Millet, Mill, Hirse. 1658 PHILLIPS, Hyrse, a kind

of plant otherwise call'd Millet.

Hirsel (ha-Jsel), sb. Sc. and north, dial.

Forms : 4 hirsill, hyreael, hersale, -, hyrsale,

8- hirsel, (8 hirdsell, hirsle, 9 her-, hirsell).

[ad. ON. hirzla from hirSsla custody, safe-keeping,

f. AirSa to herd, tend (sheep, etc.) ;
but the north.

Eng. and Sc. word has always been concrete, and

intimately connected in sense with hird, HERD 2
.]

1. The flock of sheep under the charge of a shep-
herd ; the entire stock of sheep on one farm.

HIRSUTENESS.

1366 Durham Halm. Rails (Surtees) 55 Ordiuatum est . .

quod quilibet eorum teneat hirsill' etquod custodian! porcos

citra . ne quis eorum teneat porcos absq.ue hirsill . 1378

Itiit. 148 Quilibet teneat hirsill cum porcis. 1728 RAMSAY

Robert Ricky $ S. 4 Tenting his hirsle on the moorland

green. 1737 Sc. Prov. (1776) 10 (Jam.) Ae scabbed sheep

will smit the hale hirdsell. 1853 G. JOHNSTON Nat. Hist.

E. Bard. I. 95 A hirsel of sheep animates the moor above.

1893 Nprthumbld. Gloss., Hirsel, the general sheep stock

belonging to a hill stock-farmer.

b. Jig. A spiritual flock, a church.

wono sal se BOI a nyroe ot ii uyicsci LJ^. w***. ^*i..^-.-

VILLE Autobiog. 26, 1 had an easy hirsel and never wearied.

2. transf. A company or number to look after ;

a ' lot
'

of persons or things of one kind.

1:1425 WYNTOUN Cron. vm. xi. 33 Thai thowcht for-thi

mare honeste .. to sla thame [prisoners] in nielle, Than
swilke ane hyrsalle for till hald. 1808-80 JAMIESON s. v.,

It is common to speak ofa hirsell of folk, a hirsell of bairns,

etc. 1818 HOGG lirouaiie oj B. I. i6o(Jam.) Ye'rejust tell-

ing a hirsel o' eendown lees, a 1845 Hodgson MS. in ftortk-

iimbld. Gloss, s. v., A great hirsel of wood or of corn stacks.

Hence Hirsel v. (&. and north.} trans, to arrange

in hirsels, form a hirsel of.

'794-5 Statist. Ace. Scotl., Dumfries XIII. 573 Gam.)
In these [farms] there is room to hirsel or keep separate

different kinds of sheep. 1802 C. FINLATHR Agric. i>urv.

Peebles 195 (Jam.) The principles of hirseling are, to class

into separate flocks such sheep as are endowed with differ-

ent abilities. 1805 A. SCOTT Poems 14 (Jam.) When a' the

rout gat hirsel'd right.

Hirsle (ha-os'l), v. Sc. and north, dial. Forms :

6 hirsill, hirssill, 8-9 hirsle, 9 -sell, -sel.

[Possibly from an earlier hristle ; cf. ON. Arista to shake,

Da. ryste to shake, stir, rustle.]

1. intr. To move or slide with grazing or friction.

Also To hirstle one's way.
1513 DOUGLAS Aineis in. x. 87 On blind stanis and rolkis

hirssillit we. 1756 MRS. CALDERWOOD Journey (1842) 159

A very droll machine . . just the body of a coach hirsleing

on its bare doup, and drawn by one horse yoked with ropes.

1815 SCOTT Guy M. xlv, So he sat himsell doun and hir-

selled doun into the glen. 1825-80 JAMIESON s.v., One
hirsills doun a hill when .. he to prevent giddiness, moves

downwards sitting. 1893 Northvmbld. Gloss., s.v.
' Hirsel

alang 'move along the seat. Mod. Sc. Hirsle yont !

2. trans. To move (something) with much friction

or effort.

1711 RAMSAY Elegy Maggy Johnsloun 62, I hirsl'd up my
dizzy pow, Frae 'mang the corn. 1895 CROCKETT Men oj

Mosshags 152 We are nirsled over moss and moor ,. as the

devil drives.

t Hirst. Sc. Obs. [Origin unknown.] A
threshold

;
or perh., in early use, a hinge.

1513 DOUGLAS JEneis I. vii. 57 The brasin durris iargis on

the marble hirst. Ibid. vi. ix. 87 Thai wareit pprtis, jargand
on the hirst \stridentes cardine] Warpit wp braid, ll'id.

vn. xi. 33 Wythin that girgand hirst \stridentia linnna} also

suld he Pronunce the new weyrs, battale, and melle. [1819

HOGG Lenachan's Fare, ii. in Jacob.Songs (1887) 227 But

if serf or Saxon came, He crossed Murich's hirst nae mair.]

Hirst, obs. form of HURST.

Hirsute (ha-jsiat), a. Also 7 hersute. [ad.

L. hirsutus rough, shaggy, bristly, f. *hirsus, by-

form of hirtus in same sense. Cf. F. hirsute]

1. Having rough or shaggy hair ; hairy, shaggy.
1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. i. ii. in. xiv. (1651) 125 A nigged

attire, hirsute head, horrid beard. 1681 H. MORE Exp. Dan.
80 That hirsute or long-haired Goat. 1825 SCOTT Talism.

iii, The wild and hirsute appearance of the individual. 1855

MOTLEY Dutch Rep. HI. vi. (1866) 463 Wearing his hair and

beard unshorn . . this hirsute and savage corsair seemed an

embodiment of vengeance.
2. Hot. and Zool. Covered with long and stiffish

hairs.

1626 BACON Syhia 616 There are . . Bulbous Roots, Fibrous

Roots, and Hirsute Roots. 1668 WILKINS Real Char. 125

Caterpillars .. those that are hirsute . . Palmer worm, Bear

worm. 1776-96 WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 3) 11. 424 The
stems more or less hirsute. 1856-8 W. CLARK Van der

Hoeven's Zool. I. 404 Caterpillars.. sometimes pilose or hir-

sute. 1870 HOOKER Stud. Flora 122 Styles free or nearly

so, hirsute.

3. Of or pertaining to hair ; of the nature of or

consisting of hair.

1823 BYRON Juan ix. liii, The usual hirsute seasons which

destroy, With beard and whiskers . . the fond Parisian aspect
which upset old Troy. 1840 H. AINSWORTH Tomer Land.

(1864) 208 The giant clapped his hand to his chin too

late, however, to save a particle of his hirsute honours.

1882 MAY CROMMELIN Brown-Eyes xi. (1884) 92 A broad

though kindly face, totally devoid of hirsute ornament.

4. transf. xn&Jig. Rongh, shaggy ;
untiimmed.

1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. HI. ii. vi. iii. (1651) 558 Dressed

in some old hirsute attires out of fashion, a 1849 H. COLE-

RIDGE Poems (1850) II. 106 Garden-plots hirsute and weedy.

b. Of manners or style : Rough, unpolished.

1658 WOOD Life 5 Apr. (O.H.S.) I. 243 He look'd elderly

and was cynical and hirsute in his behavior. 1854 GILULLAN

Life Blair B.'s. Wks. (1854) 125 The tone and style of his

poem, -are somewhat hirsute and unpolished.

So Hirsu-ted a. ra = prec. 2.

1707 SLOANE Jamaica I. 113 Having neither hirsuted,

spotted, nor undulated leaves.

Hi'rsuteness. [f. prec. + -NESS.] The state

or quality of being hirsute ;
hairiness.

1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. i. iii. in. i. (1651) 208 Baldness

comes from excess of driness, hirsuteness from a dry tem-

perature. 1864 H. SPENCER Illustr. Univ. Progr. 62 Red

republicanism has always been distinguished by its hirsute-

ness.



HIRSUTIES.

II Hirsuties (hajsi-ti,fz). [L., f. hirsiit-us

HIRSUTE.] a. Bot. and Entom. Hairiness ; a thick

covering of hair. b. (See quot. 1854-67 .)

1847 JOHNSTON in Proc. Berui. Nat. Club III. No. 5- ?*9

Body ovate . . clothed with a white appressed hirsuties.

18*4-07 C. A. HARRIS Did. JIM. Terminal., Hirsuties,

hairiness. The growth of hair in unusual situations, or in

greater abundance than usual.

Hirsute- (haisittto-), comb, form of L. hirsutus

HIRSUTE, prefixed to adjs. of colour, etc., as hir-

suto-atrous, with black hairs ; hirsuto-rufous, etc.

Hirt, obs. f. HEABT v., HCBT v. and sb. Hir-

tle Hirtleberry, var. HUBTLE, HURTLEBERRY.

t Hirudinal (hira-dmal), a. Otis. [f. L. hirtldo,

hirudin-em leech + -AL.] Of or pertaining to a

leech. So Hinrdinid, a member ofthe Hirudimdai

or Leech family. Hirudi'nean, a member of the

Hirudinea or order of annelids containing the

leeches. Hirirdlnicn-ltnre, the artificial pro-

pagation of leeches, t Hiru-dinous a., leech-like,

blood-sucking (fig.).

1651 BIGGS New Disp. f 192 Exhausted l>y..hirudmall

blood-suckings. 1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes iv. 11.181 Such

an hirudinous and exacting Lady as Dulcmea. 1835 KIRBY

Hat. ft-
Inst. A Him. I. xii. 334 His fourth Order [of Inver-

tebrate Animals] he names Hirudineans. 1861 HULME tr.

Moquin-Tandon 11. III. iv. 147 Hirudiniculture has for some

years been an important branch of commerce. 1865 Reader

30 Sept. 368/1 Pisciculture, hirudi[ni]culture, pearlcultuve.

Hirundine (hinrndsin), a. [f. L. hirundo

swallow + -INE.] Of or pertaining to a swallow.

1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. n. ii, Swallows, .swashing to and

fro with, .activity almost super-hirundine.

t Hiru-ndinous, a. Obs. rare . [f.
L. hir-

undo, -inem + -OUS.] Of or pertaining to a swallow

(Blount Glossogr. 1656).

His (hiz, -iz), pass, pron., yd sing. masc. and

t neut. [OE. his (hys), genitive of personal pron.

HE and hit, IT. The cognate langs. have only

the parallel forms without h, Goth, and OS. is,

OHG. is, es, in later stages supplanted by the

originally reflexive sin, sein, ztn, zijn. In OE., on

the contrary, the refl. possessive sin was already

obsolescent, and usually replaced by his, hire, Inra.

About the nth c., the genitive his began, after the

earlier analogy of mhi, fin, tire, eower, to be

treated as an adj. (with pi. hise, occurring till the

1 5th c.). Like the other possessive pronouns also,

his tended to develop absolute derivative forms, of

which hisis, hysen (like hiris, hiren), occur in ME.

The former did not take root (see next word), and

the latter is only dialectal (see Hisu).]

A. Forms.
1. Sing. I- his; 1-6 hys, (2-7 is, 3 ys, hise,

3-4 hiss, hesse, 4 hes, heys, hisse, hijs, hus,

4-5 hese, 5 hyse, heis, 6 ys), 6-7 'a.

a8- His [see B. fossim], aiooo Hymns. 11. n (Or.)

Se by8 eadij se . . a hys willan wyrcS. c 1200 ORMIN 84 He
senndenss sone hiss word, hiss witt, Hiss Sune,hiss mahht,

hiss kinde. <:i250 Gen.
t,

Ex. 1713 A modi stiward he

Sor fond Betende a man wid hise wond. Ibid. 2851 He bar

hise jerde forS in is hond. 1197 R. GLOUC. (1724) 59 He let

a mone|> of be jer clepye aftur ys owne name. <r 1300 C *f*rt

on Cross 5 in E. . P. (1862) 20 Bihold to is brest nakid,

and is blodi side. (11300 Cursor M. 62 (Gott.) Hijs fal is

neist at hand. Ibid. 12685 (Cott.) Hes knes war bolnd sua.

Ibid. 17890 (Gott.) All-might! godd es fader hiss. 13..

E. E. Psatlercxlvm. 8 (Matz.) Blaste of stormes, bat makes

worde hisse [verkum ejus]. c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 347

He..tristibnottohijstreuthe. c i$oSirFerumb. 881 Attes

nauel be dent a-stod. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xix. 267 Thus

haue ich beo hus heraude. 1556 CA ran. Gr. Fnars (Camden)

68 He was dyschargyd ys byschopryge and all hys londes.

citat MARLOWE Jew ofMalta iv. ui, Look how his brains

drop out on 's nose. 1609 SIR R. SHIRLEY in Harl. Misc.

(Malh.) III. 88 Man can receiue is birth but from one place.

1611 SHAKS. Cymb. v. v. 294, I cut off 's head. 1647 WARD

Simp. Cobler 85 He . . must lift up 's head.

1 2. Plural. 2-5 hise, 5 hese. Obs.

a noo O. F.. Chron. an. 1070 Abbot Turolde. .wzs cumen

..mid ealle hise Frencisce menn. aiiy. Ibid, an. 1123 be

kyng. bed hise biscopes, and hise abbates, and hise bei^nes

ealle j>et hi scolden cumen to his jewitene mot. Ibid. an.

1124 He sende..tohisecasteles. <ri2oo Trin. Coll. Horn.

93 pe holie procession be he wile maken a domes dal mid

hise chosene. c noo ORMIN 14343 To shajwenn hise mahh-

tess..burrh hiss goddcunnde kinde. a 1225 Leg. ***'

406 An of hise [v.r. his] men. 1158 Prodam. Hen. Ill,

Henr' ..Send igretinge to alle hise holde iterde and ilea-

wede. c 1380 WYCLIF Serm. Sel. Wks. II. i Men shulden

trowe bi hise wordis bat bei ben sobe. c 1400 Des.tr. fray

6892 Henex, with hese men.

B. Signification.

1 1. as gen. case oipers.pron. : a. masc. Of him ;

of the male being or thing in question, L. ejus ;

b neut. of it ;
c. refl. of himself, of itself, L. sui.

c9y) K. ALFRED Gregorys Past. Iviii. 443 Hwajt
mason

we his nu don ? a 1000 Cxdmmfs Gen. 616 (Gr )
Nu bu his

[i.e. baes leohtes] hrinan meaht. c 1000 Sax. Leechd. \. 74

Gedrinc his . . breo ful fulle. a 1300 Cursor M. 3874 Blsld

lya al night he lai, His vnwitand. Ibid. 4305 And, maugre

his, he dos him lute, c 1340 IKd. 4373 (Fairf.) His hit ware

no resoun Tille our lorde do suche tresoun. c 1400MAUNDEV.

(Roxb.) iv. .2 pe dragoun ..bare him maugree his til a

cragg of be see. .

2. Pass. adj. pron. masc. (ong. pass, gen., and

301

then, like L. ejus, often following its sb.). a. Re-

ferring to a person : Of or belonging to him, that

man's, the male being's ;
also reft, of or belonging

to himself, his own (L. suits).

This includes the simple possessive relation as in his

money, his lands', the subjective genitive as his defence

of his doings', and the objective genitive as in 'his defeat,

his murder, his murderer '. No special provision exists in

the language for the'distinction of the latter two, except by

context (cf. 'his dismissal of the envoys was blamed; he

received his (own) dismissal soon after ') ; but in some cases

the objective genitive is expressed penphrastically by a/

him(K.Z. 'his defence, I mean your defence of him, was

well conducted
1

). But the periphrastic form occurs also

for the possessive genitive, as for the life ol him .

a 8 E. Chron. an. 787 On his da^um cuomon zrest

Hi sapu. c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) xxxix. [xl.]I 4 Se wer be his

to-hopa byS to swylcum Drihtne. c 1000 ^LFRIC Gen. vii.

7 Hwset ba Noe code into bam arce and his b" suna and

his wif and his suna wif. a 1123 O.E. Citron, an. i.oi Se

cvne . . sende his brooer. c 1250 Gen. * Ex. 1737 WiS is

wiuls he take3 red. 1382 WYCLIF Matt. i. 25 He. .clepide

his name Jhesus. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 241/2 Hyse, or hys,

. 1477 MARC. PASTON in P. Lett No. 809 III. 215 The

Holy Trenyte have yow in Hese kepyng. 1605 SHAKS.

Macb. ,. vil ,5 His Host, Who should against h.s Mur-

therer shut the doore. 1643 ANGIER Lane. Vail. AcHor

36 Which God forbid for his Christs sake. 1671 MILION

P R i 02 Man he seems In all his lineaments, though

in' his face The glimpses of his Father's glory shine. 1714

ROWE Jane Shore in. i, His bold defence of me. 1832

TENNYSON To J. S. 49 His memory long will live alone In all

our hearts. 1835-7 SOUTHEY in Cmftt'* Wks. III. 220

Cowper manifested no pleasure at his sight. 1847 GROTF.

Grceccn. xlv. (1862) IV. 79 His friends retained his panoply.

b. Also used with objects which are not one s

property, but which one ought to have, or has

specially to deal with (e. g. to kill his man, to gam
his blue) ,

or which are the common possession of

a class, in which every one is assumed to have his

share (e.g. he knows his Bible, his Homer, his

Hudibras, he has forgotten his Greek, his arith-

metic, etc.).

1700 STEELE Taller Wo. 39 ' 3 A good Marks-man will

e sure to hit his Man at 20 Yards Distance. 1827 LD. ELDONbe sure to nu nis man at -^u i *wus j_ru9t.i><~v~ -/
in S. Walpole Hist. Eng. I. 158 A sportsman was thought

nothing of unless he could kill his thousand birds; a day.

1861 KINGSLEY Water-Bab, iii. 132 He knows his Bewick.

187! H. SMART Race/or Wife vi, He'd like to see him well

through
'
his smalls ', to begin with. 1882-4 [see BLUE rf. 9).

1884 FREEMAN Methods Hist. Study (1886) 33 The historian

olTeutonic nations .. cannot afford wholly to shut up his

Tacitus, his Strabo, and his Caesar.

c. In reference to inferior animals his (or her)

now varies with its, according to the nominative

pronoun used : see HE, IT.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xvii. 27 Nimbone aerestan fisc, and

hysmubXeopena[A'sAa/.Ontynmu5his].
c UK Bestiary

1 De leun slant on hille, And he man hunten here, OSer

Sun his nese smel. Ibid. 58 His [an eagle's] bee is al to-

wrong, a 1250 Owl I, Night. 779 Ne mai his [a horse s]

strenthe hit ishilde. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 794 Set me be-tor

be on is [the horse's] bak. 1535 COVERU. Lev. xi. 29 IIb

Wesell, the Mouse, the Tode, euery one with his kynde.

1621 COCKERAM in. G vj, It hath cruell teeth and scaly

bact, with very sharpe clawes on his feete. 1653 WALTON

Angler xi. 196 The Barbell is so called, .from or by reason

of his beard, or wattles at his mouth, his mouth being under

his nose or chaps. 1697 DCTDEN Virg. Georg. in. 418 The

fearful Stag dares for his Hind engage. 1733 POPE Ess.

Man in. 32 Is it for thee the lark ascends and sings 1 Joy

tunes his voice, joy elevates his wings. 1820 KEATS St.

Agnes i, The owl, for all his feathers, was a-cold.

t Examples of his for hir, her, are app. errors,

scribal or typographical.
cmo R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 248 That ilk ?ere the

quene died in Lindseie, At Westminster, I wene, his [i.e. her]

body did thei leie. 1577 HELLOWES tr. Gueuaras Chron.

115 Secretly he gaue poyson vnto his wife Sabma, whereby

she finished his life.

3. Referring to neuter nouns or things inanimate.

Here are to be distinguished four groups :
.

a. Names of inanimate things of masculine gender ui
[Ot.

b. Nouns of neuter gender in OE. Both these had his in

OE., resulting in ME. in a general use of his (c) for all

names of inanimate things, exc. in those instances where

her was used, either traditionally from OE., or under the in-

fluence of translation (the sb. being fern, in Latin, etc.), or

by personification. In this use, his was often exchanged

for tliereoj in ifith c., and was gradually superseded by ITS

from c 1600 onwards, though the historical his lingered in

some writers till late in the i?th c. d. In modern use, esp.

since 1700, the use of his with things implies personification.

a. c looo Treat. Astron. in Sax. Leechd. III. 248 pis is

ba:s monan gear, ac his monaS is mare. Ibid. 274 Se>ridda

heafod wind hatte zephirus. .burh his blzO acuciaS ealle

eorftlice bkedu. _.
b. ciooo Treat. Astron. in Sax. Leechd. III. 246 ^EIc

Szra twelf tacna hylt his monaS. c 1000 ^ELFRIC Gen. i. n
^)ppelba;re treow waestm wircende sefter his cmne.

O. c izso Gen. <$ Ex. 327 Is fruit sired mannes mood, I o

witen booen iwel and good, c 1325 Prase Psalter cm[i].

19 pe sonne knewe hys going doun. 1382 WYCLIF Matt. vi.

34 It sufficith to the day his malice, c 1386 CHAUCER Prof.
i Aprille with hise shoures soote. 1405 Bidding Prayerjin
Lay Folks Mass Bk. 65 That the erthe may bring forthe his

fruyt. c 1449 PECOCK Repr. I. ii. 10 It longith not to Holl

Scripture, neither it is his office. 1523 Lo- BERNERS fratss.

I. ccx. 251 Euery batayle had his vawarde. 1526 TINDALE

John iii. 8 And thou nearest his sounde [IS39 'Great Bible),

the sounde therof]. 1561 DAUS tr. Bullinger on Apoc.

(1573) 47 b, It seemeth to haue kept his olde wonte. 156.3

HomiHes n. Whitsunday i. (1859) 454 This feast hath his

name, to be called Pentecost. 1611 BIBLE Exod. xxxix. 33

The tent, and all his furniture, his laches, his boards, his

HIS.

barres, and his pillars, and his sockets. 1612 BRINSLEY Lud.

I it 01 The Preposition must be ioined with his case. 1634

W WOOD New Eng. Prosf. (1865) 41 Boston is two miles

North-east from Roxberry : His situation is very p easant.

1644 NYE Gunnery Contents, How to renew and make good

any sort of Gun-powder that hath lost his strength. 1670

I SMITH Eng. Improv. Reviv'd 225 Goutwort. .easeth the

pains of the Gout, and. .had not his Name for nothing.

d. 1667 MILTON P. L. x. 652 The Sun Had first his

precept so to move. 1723 POPE Odyss. XI. 195 The wide

sea with all his billows raves. Ibid. xvll. 688 The sun

obliquely shot his dewy ray. 1808 J. BARLOW Calumb. i. 437

Saw proud Potosi lift his glittering head. 1818 JAS. MILL

Brit India II. v. v. 530 Famine now raged in all his horrors.

4. After a sb., used instead of the genitive in-

flexion. Cf. the similar use of HER, THEIR.

Chiefly with proper nouns, but also with others.

Found already in OE., but most prevalent from 1:1400 to

1750; sometimes identified with the genitive inflexion ,

-is, -ys, esp. in i6-;7th c., when it was chiefly (but not ex-

clusively) used with names ending in -s, or when the

inflexional genitive would have been awkward. Archaically

retained in Book-keeping and for some other technical pur-

P S

IOOO Ags. Ps. (Th.) xcviii[i]. 6 pa Code his naman neode

cisdan. c 1000 >LFRIC Num. xiii. 29 We jesawon Enac

his cynryn. c 1275 LAY. 29589 Amang be king his cmhtes.

Ibid. 11296 )>o was in Norweie his er)>. Imd. 19630 Ine

Winchestre his toun. c 1380 Sir Ferumb.^3130 pay kenien

atte laste to Amyral ys pauyloun. 1387 TREVISA auwn
(Rolls) III. 203 To fore Noe is flood. 1420 Chron. Vilod.

5044To by-reue holy chirche his possessione. 14*0 AUDELAY

Poems Ii To forsake syr Sathanas his werkus everychon.

a 1460 Gregory's Chron. in Hist. Coll. Citizen Land.

(Camden) 203 Beyng at Wynchester in Wycham ys college.

iset ROBINSON tr. More's Utop. Ep., The twoo principal!

secretaries to the kyng his moste excellente maiestie. c ISSS

HARPSF.ELD Divorce Hen. VIII (Camden) 178 Since Christ

his birth. 1568 R. FRANCK North. Mem. (1821) 31 J*
patience, Moses his meekness, Abraham s faith. 1579 E. K.

Gloss. Spenser's Shcph. Cal. Jan. 60 Julia, themperor

Augustus his daughter. 1383 STUBBES Anat. Alms. n.

(1882) 3 When Pharao the king of Egypt his sinne was ripe.

1504 T. B. La Primand. Fr. Acad. n. 425 Epicures and

Atheists . . who place Nature in God his stead. 1599 THYNNE

Animadv. (1875) 64 Wordes are curteyled for the verse his

cause. 1648 GAGE West Ind. i. (1655) = Fit mates for the

Horseleech his two daughters, crying, Give, give. i66a Bk.

Com Prayer. Pr.for all Conditions ofMen, And this we beg

for Jesus Christ hfs sake. 1667 PEPYS Diary Aug-., Do hear

Mr. Cowly mightily lamented his death, by Dr. Ward, .as

the best poet of our nation. 1671 H. M. tr. Colloq. hrasm.

377 Whether of the two his death seemed to be more

Christian? 1712 ADDISON Spect. No. 409 F 7 In examining

jEneas his Voyage by the Map. 1746 Rep. Cond. Sir J.

Cote 13 The Orders contained in
' the Marquis his letter .

1767 H. WALPOLE Historic Doubts etc. (1768) 66 King

Edward the Fourth his death. 1843 CAFLYLF. Past , Pr.

iv. i, It were better for you .. to keep out of Pandarus his

neighbourhood. . ,

II Sometimes an erroneous expansion ot s.

1607 HARINGTON in Park Nug. Antiq. (1804) II. 238 Mrs.

Sands his maid.

5. His one, Sc. his lane, for earlier him one : see

ONE, LONE. His own : see OWN. His self: see

HIMSELF IV. and SELF.. .

Hence His v. trans, nonce-wd., to use his of, to

qualify with his.

1621 BP. MOUNTAGU Diatribz i. 167 Yet Colossus was no

man nor woman that you His it. [Referring to Selden s

'

upon a Colossus his backe '.]

His (hiz), absolute puss. pron. [The 3rd pers.

sing. masc. member of the series mine, thine, his,

hers, its, ours, yours, theirs, formed or differentiated

in various ways from the adjective possessives my,

thy, his, her, its, our, your, their. In OE. and

early ME., no such distinction existed ;
the simple

possessive prons. min, pin, lire, (ower, and the

genitive cases hir, hire, hira (with ME. fejjre),

were used in both constructions. The differentia-

tion app. began about 1300, but was not complete

till much later. In min, fin (mine, thine} the ori-

ginal forms remained when used absolutely ;
when

followed by a sb., they were gradually reduced to

mi, thi, now my, thy. In her, our, your, their, an

absolute pron. was formed by the addition of -is,

-es, -s, -s (see HERS, etc.) In his, which already

ended in s, although a form HISIS was tried in

ME., the additional -is, -es, -'s, did not take root,

and the absolute his (
= le sien, il sue, der seinige),

(although it may perhaps be considered as standing

for hiss, his\ as in possessives like/(W, Moses },

remains identical in form with the simple or adjec-

tive possessive. The more recent its, also ending

in s, has followed the example of his. For another

type of the absolute pronoun see HISN.]

The absolute form of prec., used when no noun

follows :
= His one, his ones.oows = , .

c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) xcix. 2 [c. 3] We his syndon. CIIM
ott Horn. 231 pa cweS se hlaford to his. a 1225 Leg. KatA.

IM2 As he het hise. 1197 R. GLOUC. (1724) 451 He. .ladde

ost gret ynou a?e be kyng & hys. a 1300 Cursor M. 1058

For bi was he wit his for-Torn. Ibid. 6479 pi neghbur wijf

aerne noght at haue, Ne aght of his. c 1300 Beket 1578 And

strivede for holi churche a}en the King and his. ^33 K -

BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 57 Edward him granted . . Pat neuer

be Dangilde for n non of hise, Suld be chalenged for man

ofDane! lond. 1388
WYCLIF Job xxxix. j6 He: [the ostnche]

is maad hard to hise briddis, as if thei ben not hise 11382 bhe

. . hir . . hiris]. 1460 CAPGRAVE Chron. (Rolls) 146 Philip



HIS.

sold hi prisoneres : Richard hung his. a 1533 LD. BERNERS
ffuon Iv. 185 All ydomages that thou hast done him k his.

1611 BIBLE Song Sol. ii. 16 My beloued is mine, and I am his.

1784 COWPER Task v. 343 He is ours ..We are his. 1817

SCOTT Napoleon Introd. Wks. 1870 IX. 49 Blood . . shed . .

without command of his. 1864 TENNYSON En. Ard. 756

(He] saw the babe, Hers, yet not his, upon the father's knee,

t His, Mse, pers. pron., yd sing. fern. ace.

Obs. Forms : 3 hes, es, 3-4 his, is, as, 4 hys,

y, hise, hyse. [This and the next are identical

in form, and are intimately associated in their his-

tory, as well as in the obscurity of their origin.

They appear together in south and s.e. of England
before 1200, and continue in use there for about

300 years. They each take the place of an OE.

hi, hy ace. (Hi 1 and 2
), when this was being dis-

placed elsewhere by the dative Jire and hem] ; they
each answer to OS. sia, sea, sit, OFris. se, MDu.
si, se, MLG. se, OHG. sia, sit, MHG. tie, si, si,

Ger. sit
' her

' and ' them ', to which they appear to

be in some way related. They are also enclitically

combined as -es, -s, with a vb. or another pronoun :

form, often enclitic, and then in OFris. reduced to -s in com-
bination with the vb., e.g. bundea-s, bifuchten-s (for bun-

den + se, etc.), suggests a like origin for these ME.
pronouns. He would find the earliest extant form in the

enclitic -sofcalde-s, setle-s, he-s, me-s, etc., which he takes

to represent, as in OFris., an earlier se, an unemphatic form

from the pronominal base se, seo
', this, after its origin was

forgotten, is conjectured to have been expanded, as a

separate word, to es, is, hes, his, on the analogy of such

combinations as madimmade him, torndem=tomde hem.
The form hise of the Ayenbite might be explained as simi-

larly developed from the enclitic -se. But it is doubtful

whether the chronology of the forms, as preserved to us, sup-

ports this development.]
= HER, it ; reft, herself. (See also As, Es from.)
a ixx> Moral Ode 55 (Trin. Coll. Horn.) Se be aihte wile

holde wel be while hes mu;e wealden Jieue hes for godes
luue banne doS hes wel ihealden. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn.

159 An cdie meiden . . he hes fette horn, c 1100 Vices ft

Virtues 107 He is isali Se hes [temperantia] halt. 1297 R.

GLOUC. (Rolls) 6595 He.. is kinges croune nom &setteis vpe
be rode heued. a 1300 Fragnt. Pop. Sc. (Wright) 363 pulke
sonle nymeb his in, and bileveb i-wis In be childes brayn an

hej. c 1315 SHOREHAM 77 Tha? he by hyre ne ligge nou3t
Other halt hys ine hys house. Ibid. 136 The erthe hys hevy
. .Ho halt ys op. 1340 Ayenb. 179 Ase de|> be cat mid be

mous banne he his he|? ynome ; and huanne he heb mid hire

longe yplayd, banne he his etb. Ibid. IQI pe prest his [i. e.

a cow] nom blejieliche, and hise zente to be obren.

tHis, Mse, pers. pron., yd pi. ace. Obs.

Forms : 2-3 hes, 3 es, 2-4 his, 3-4 is, hys, ys,

aa, 4 hise. [See prec. This took the place of

OE. hi, hy plural, and was equivalent in sense to

ME. kern.} =THEM. (See also Aa, Es prons.)
a 1x75 Colt. Horn. 237 Eter gate me his scyft, and ber me

hi to jesceodeS. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 55 pa bodes he beodeS

per inne, Bute weo hes halden, we doS sunne, and uwilc

mon hes undernim to halden wel. c xaoo Vices % Virtues

23 Nu Surh godes grace bu hes hafst forsaken, c 1100 Trin.

Coll. Horn. 145 Hie his fet lauede..and wipede his ber after

mid hire faire here, c laoo Moral Ode 259 Ibid. 228 pe
waren swo lease men, bat mes ne mihte leuen. trxzjo

Bestiary 786 Alle wes ojen to hauen in mode, c 1150 Gen.

4- Ex. 135 He settes in oe firmament. Ibid. 943 Vndelt hes

leide quor-so hes tok. Ibid. 1700 Bala two childre bar bi

him, Rachel caldes dan, neptalim. Ibid.ijo2 Lia calde is Gad
and asser. Ibid. 3025 Moyses askes up-nam. And warpes vt

til heuene-ward. cityoOlaKent.Serm.mO. E.Misc. 34 pu
his makest velaghes to us. 1197 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 9163 pe
bones hii here . . And yburede ys bere vayre ynou. c 1300
Havclok 1174 He ys hire yaf, and she as tok. c 13x5 SHORE*
HAM 92 In ston ich wot that he hys wrot. 1340 Ayenb. 71

pe dyab hise heb and neuremo his nele be yelde. Ibid. 100

He his byat and his chasteb. 13.. K. Alis. 4088 Dane
hyght. .Remuwe his tentis. . And setten his bysyde Estrage.

His, obs. spelling of is : see BE v.

Huh (Up, 0.1&& [Echoic : cf. Hiss. With
sense 2 cf. also MDu. hissen, hisscen, in Kilian also

hisschen, to hound on a dog, to instigate, MLG.
hissen, hilsen, Dn. hitsen.]
1. intr. A by-form of Hiss.

1388 WYCLIF 2 Chron. xxix. 8 [The Lord] gaf hem in to

stiryng, and in to oerischyng, and in to hisshing [1382

whistlyng, Vulg. in sibilum]. 1398 TREVISA Barlh. De P.

R. xui. xxvi. 1495) 458 The grekes tell that this fisshe .

conceyuyth of the serpent, and therfore fisshars calle it

wyth hysshynge and whystlyng. 1530 TINDALE Num. Prol.

Wks. (Parker Soc.) I. 432 So manifestly proved that they
cannot once hish against it.

2. To make a hissing noise to hound on a dog.
1860 GEO. ELIOT Mill on Fl. v. ii, I might hish at him

by th'hour together, before he'd fly at a real gentlewoman
like you.

Hish, sb. [Echoic.] The rushing or whishing
noise made by a scythe cutting grass, etc.

1893 M. GRAY Last Sentence III. in. xviii. 251 The hish

offalling swathes. Ibid. 252
'
Hish, hish !

' went the scythes.
Hence Hish v.- intr., to make this sound.

1893 M. GRAY Last Sentence III. ill. xiv. 188 The gar-
dener's scythe hishing through the grass.

Hisingerite (hi-singarsit). Min. [Named
1828 after W. Hisinger, a Swedish chemist: see

-ITE. (The name had been previously proposed
for gillingite.)~\ A hydrons silicate of iron of
somewhat uncertain composition.
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1823 H. J. BROOKE Introd. Crystallogr. 469 Hisingerit
[ ritU>igitc\. 1868 DANA Mitt. (ed. 5) 490 Cleve's analysis
makes the

jicotiolite
. .essentially hisingerite.

f Hi'sis, absolute pass. pron. Obs. [f.
His

pass, pron., in the same way as llir-is, hir-es,

hers, Ouris, oures, ours, etc. were formed from her,

our, etc. As the simple possessive itself ended in s,

it appears to have been generally felt to be unneces-

sary to add another -is or *j.] =next.
< 1380 WVCLIK Three Treatises (Todd 1851) i. 59 Pat be

pope may do no symonye for alle beneficis ben hisis [Bodley
.US. hi.-*ej.

Hisn, his'n (hrz'n), absolute pass. pron. dial.

Also 5 hysene, 6 hizzen. [f.
His pass, pron.,

analogous to kern, ourn,yourn, theirn, apparently

by form-association with My, mine, Thy, thine,

earlier ml, min, tht, thin, in which the - distin-

guishes the absolute from the adjective form . These
forms in - are midland and southern.] = His absol.

poss. pron.
c 1410 LOVE Bonavettt. Mirr. Ixii. 119 (Gibbs MS.) Bote

bat was oure ioye and nojt hysene. 1575 LANEHAM Lett.

(1871* 15 With humbl subiection of him and hizzen. 1748
RICHARDSON Clarissa xxxii. I. 219 [Anthony Harlow, a

gentleman of family and fortune, writes] When you are hisn.

tt 1845 Hoou Huggins $ Duegins, I often wish my lot was
hisn. {Provincial Adage, 'Him as prigs what isn't hisn,

When he's cotch'd he goes to prison.
1

]

Hisop, obs. form of HYSSOP.

( Hispanian (hispi'nian), a. Obs. rare. [f.

L. Hispania, in i6th c. Eng. Hispanie Spain.]
Of or belonging to Spain, Spanish.
[1580 in Picton L'pool Mimic. Rec. (1883) I. 42 Trading

[to) Hispanie and Portingale.] 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.,

Hispanian, of or belonging to Spain, born in Spain.

Hispanic (hispaa'nik), a. rare. [f. L. Hispa-
nic-us Spanish ($. Hispanid): see -ic.] Pertaining
to Spain or its people ; esp. pertaining to ancient

Spain. So f Hispa'nlcal a. (obs.} ; Hispa'nically

adv., in the Spanish manner
; Hispanicism (his-

parnisiz'm), a Spanish idiom or mode of expression ;

Hispa'nicize v. trans., to render Spanish.
1584 R. SCOT Discov. Witchcr. in. vii. (1886) 38 marg.,

Coofession compulsorie ; as by Hispanicall inquisition.

1632 LITHGOW Trav. I. 19 In this Hispanicall proverbe.

1831 Fraser's Mag. III. 613 A gentleman so Hispanically
cognominated. 1836 MACAULAY Ess., Temple (1887) 460
A style .. superficially deformed, indeed, by Gallicisms and

Hispanicisms. 1878 H. A. WEBSTER in Encycl. Brit. VI.

i5/2 Others [tribes] have been in large measure Hispani-
cized both in language and in habits. 1889 Sat. Rev. 12 Jan.
27/2 The Hispanicisms and generally uncultivated character

of the style.

Hispaniolate (hispae'ni#l't), v. rare. [f. Sp.

espanolar to make Spanish, f. espanol Spanish, f.

Espana : L. Hispania Spain : see -ATE 3.] trans.

To make Spanish, imbue with Spanish notions.

1860 MOTLEY Netherl. xxxiii. (1860) III. 454 The His-

paniolated counsellors of Duke John.

Hispa'niolize,
"

[f. as prec. + -IZE.] =prec.
1583 STOCKER Hist. Civ. Warres Lowe C. i. a ij a, Certaine

other Hispaniolized low Countrey men. 1600 O. E. Repl. to

Libel Pref. 10 This rinegued English, and Hispaniolized

fugitiue. 1619 in Crt. <$ Times Jos. f (1849) II. 192 A privy
councillor, .wished that fenestration were the reward of such
that had their tongues so Hispaniojised. 1813 SOUTHEY in

Q. Rev. XXIX 191 The favour with which Tie had been
received at Madrid . .had completely hispaniolized him.

Hispanize (hrspanaiz), v. [f. L. Hispanus
Spanish, Spaniard + -IZE.] trans. =prec.
1600 W. WATSON Decacordon (1602) 239, I was informed by

an Hyspanized politicians meanes. i6ia T. JAMES Jesuit's

Dinunf. 50 [Parsons] a Zoilus, a Timon, an hispanized Ca-

meleon, like Proteus, wretched seed of Cain, and sonne of

Belial!. 1814 New Monthly Mag. XI. 190 He selected . .that

only which was adapted for representation in Spain, hispan-

izing (if we may be allowed the term) whatever he found it

convenient to transport with him.

Hispa'llO-, combining form of L. Hispan-us
Spanish, prefixed to another gentile adj., which it

either qualifies or is coupled with
;
as in Hispano-

Oallloau, belonging in common to Spain and Gaul

(or France) ; so Hispano-German, Hispano-
Italian. Hispano-Moresqne, belonging to the

Moors of Spain, Spanish-Moorish.
18x4 Westm. Rev. II. 449 Spain, Austria, the Hispano-

Italian States. 1845 S. AUSTIN Ranke's Hist. Ref. III. 12

The Hispano-German army had conquered Rome. 1897
Westrn.Gaz. 24 Dec. 3/2 Hispano-Moresque [ware] is treated

at greater length.

Hispid (hi-spid), a. [ad. L. hispid-its in same
sense. Cf. F. hispide (l4th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).]

Rough with stiff hair or bristles ; shaggy; bristly:

in Bot. and Invert. Zool. Clothed with short stiff

hairs or bristles ; rough with minute spines.

1646 H. MORE in J. Halts Poems To yng. Authour, John
of the wilderness? the hairy child? The hispid Thisbite? or

what satyr wild? 1648 HERRICK Helper., To J. Weare 24
Sooner the in-side of thy hand shall grow Hisped, and
hairie. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s.v. Leaf, Hispid Leaf
. .one whose surface is covered with more thick and rigid

hairs than the pilose leaf. 1835 KIRBY Hob. fy Inst. Anim.
I. xi. 323 The Hispid Worms of Lamarck. 1871 OLIVER
Elem. Bot. II. 212 The herbage of Boraginea: is often very
coarse and hispid. 1877 COUES & ALLEN N. Amer. Ro~
dentia. 31 Pelage hispid, from abundance of large bristly
hairs. fig. 1848 J. HAMILTON Happy Home ii. (1871) 37
The harsh and hispid law.

HISS.

Hence Hisprdity; Hi'spidly adv.
1660 H. MORE Myst. Godl. in. vi. 5 The hispidity, or

hairiness of skin. 1854 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Hispiditas. .

hispidity. 1870 HOOKER Stud. Floraz-& Shcep's-mt . . his-

pidly pubescent.

Hispi'dulate, a. [f. as next : see -ATE 2
.]
=

next. 1854 in MAYNE Expos. Lex.

Hispidulous (hispi dibs), a. [f. L. type

*hispidul-us (cf. aciJultts') + -ous.] Slightly hispid.

1854 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1870 HOOKEK Stud. Flora

198 Leaves hispidulous lanceolate entire or distantly lobed.

Hiss v
h's)> v - [A word imitating or exemplifying

the sound to which it is applied ; app. not recorded

before the close of the I4th c., and not known in

the earlier stage of any Teutonic lang. (An alleged
OE. hysian is an error.) Kilian has in early mod.

Flem. (i 599)
'

hisschen, hissen, sibilare, Aug. hisse \
but this word is not in MDu. nor in mod.Du., where
'

to hiss
'

is sissen, Ger. sischen. Cf. HISH, Hizz.]
1. intr. To make the sharp spirant sound emitted

by certain animals, as geese and serpents, or caused

(e.g.) by the escape of steam through a narrow

aperture, or uttered in the pronunciation of '
s '.

(L. sibilare.}

1388 WYCLIF /so. v. 26 He schal hisse [138* whistlen] to

hym fro the endisof erthe. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xviii. 196

pei speken nought, but bei hissen, as serpentes don. c 1440

Jacob's Well (E.E.T.S.) 107 As a chylde, pat dare nojt passe,

for be goos hysseth at him. c 1532 DEWES Introd. Fr. in

Palsgr. 917 The serpentes bysses. 01637 B ' JONSON Eng.
Gr<z/.\Vks. iRtldg.) 774/2 Sis a most easy and gentle letter,

and softly hisseth against the teeth in the prolation. 1656

BP. HALL Occas. Medit. (1851) 54 Hark how that iron,

quenched in the water, hisseth. 1715-10 POPE Iliad i. 68 He
twang'd his deadly bow, And hissing fly the fenther'd fates

below. 1843 LEVER J. Hititon xl, The little tea-kettle was

hissing on the hob. 1871 BAKER Nile Tribiit. xxi. 362 A few

drops of water thrown on the surface will hiss and evaporate
as though cast upon molten metal.

2. Of a person : To make this sound as an ex-

pression of disapproval or derision. (Usually const.

at, with indirect passive.)
1388 WYCLIF Jer. xix. 8 Ech that passith bi it, schal

wondre, and hisse [1382 whistlen] on al the veniaunce

thereof. 1535 COVERDALE Lam. ii. 15 Hissinge and wag-

ginge their heades vpon the doughler lerusalem. c 1566 J.

ALDAY tr. Boaystuau's TJieat. World I vj, ^Subject,
as in a

?laye

to be hissed at, and chased awaye with shame. 1649
ER. TAYLOR Gt. Exemp. in. Ad 15. 105 Thou art disgraced

Those who had nissed when the subject was introduced.

3. trans. To express disapproval of (a person or

thing) by making this sound.

1599 MASSTON Sco. Villanie i. iv. 190 Would not some

freshman .. Hisse and deride such blockish foolery ? 1615

J. STEPHENS Satyr. Ess. 292When hee heares his play hissed.

1710 PRIOR Prol. to
' T/ie Orphan

'

4 Hireling actors . .

Whom you may clap or hiss for half-a-crown. 1833 LAMB
Etta (1860) 274 They have hissed me.

4. To drive or send away with or by means of

hissing. Chiefly with advbs., as to hiss out, away,
down.
1519 HORMAN Vulg. 137 He was hyssed out of the place.

iJ48UDALL.raJOT. Par. Luke Pref. 12 Thepoetesdoe hisse

the olde goddes out of place. 1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas

i. iv. 459 He. . Is to be hist from learned Disputations. 1641

FULLER Holy ft Prof. St. iv. xi. 290 They had rather be

hiss'd down then not come upon the stage. 1655 GURNALL
Chr. in Anx. xix. 11669) 240/2 Thus faith hisseth Satan

away with this his argument. 1779 JOHNSON Lett, to Mrs.

Thrale 28 Oct., I always hissed away the charge. 1895 R.

H. SHERARD in Bookman Oct. 17/2 The first performance of
1 Faust ', which was hissed off the stage on that occasion.

5. To utter or express by hissing or with a hiss,

esp. as expressive of intense anger or hate.

1775 JOHNSON Tax. no Tyr. 78 One of the threats hississed

he hissed.

Hence Hissed (hist) ///. a. Kisser, one who
hisses.

11440 Gesta Rom. xxxv. 137 (Harl. MS.) In that obere

side is an hisser or a siblatour, and he hissithe so swetlye.

1589 NASHE Pref. to Greene's Mettaphon (Arb.) 13 Whose
heroicall poetry . . recalled to life what euer hissed led.

1616 histed] Barbarisme hath been buried this C. yeere.

1662 J. CHANDLER Van Helmonts Oriat. 164 He uncom-

pelled, runs back to hissed-out elementary distemperatures.

1819 Sparling Mag. IV. 20 A rhapsody addressed to the

clappers, hisscrs and damners, attending the theatres. Mod.
' S

'

is a hissed consonant.

Hiss (his), sb. Also 6 hys, hysse. [f. Hissz>.]

1. A sharp continuous spirant sound such as is

emitted by geese and serpents, and in the pro-

nunciation of '

s '.

.larme. .ib MJiiiciiuica uui". * - ~- > ,

o disturbe the Campe. 1667 MILTON P. L. 1.768 Brusht

with the hiss of russling wings. 1791 COWPER Iliad xvi. 435

The hiss of flying shafts. 1871 L. STEPHEN Playgr. Europe

iii (1804) 80 A layer [of snow) . . slid smoothly down . .with a

low ominous hiss. 1887
BOWEN Virg. fneU v. 278 Some

snake, .throat lifted to dart Hiss upon hiss.

to. Phonetics. A consonant pronounced with a

hiss ; a sibilant. Also attrib.



HISSA.

1890 SWEET rrimer SpokenEng. 10 Buzzes (voiced hisses)

when final begin with voice and end in whisper. 1892

Short Hist. Eng. Grammar 305 Words .. ending in a

hiss-consonant.

2. This sound uttered in disapproval or scorn.

IM DEKKER Satim-Mastix To Rdr. A iv b, To beholde

this short Comedy of Errors, and where the greatest enter,

to give them instead of a hisse, a gentle correction. 1667

MII.TON P. L, x. 508 A dismal universal hiss, the sound Of

public scorn. 1711 POPE Temp. Fame 405 Scornful hisses

run thro
1

all the crowd. 1875 JOWETT Plata (ed. 2) III. 7

The applauses and hisses of the theatre.

t Hissa, int. Obs. [Cf. heisau, under HEEZE

v., quot. 1549. Also Sp. hiza,
'

hoise, as mariners

hoise vp s'aile' (Minsheu); Pg. ifa inter]'., a term

used by seamen in hauling a rope : see HOISE.]
A cry used on ship-board in hauling or hoisting.

1:1450 rilgr. Sea I'oy. 13 in Slot. Rome etc. 37 With
' howe ! hissa !

'

then they [the sailors] cry,
' What, howe,

mate ! thow stondyst to ny, Thy felow may nat hale the by '.

Hissation, humorous for hissing: see -ATION.

His-self (dial, kissel, hisseii) : see HIMSELF IV.

Hissiness (hi-sines). [f.
an assumed adj. *hissy

+ -NESS.] Hissing manner or character.

1818 Black. Mai;. XXIII. 398 Mr. Hunt, .to the prating

pertness of the parrot .. adds the hissiness of the bill-point-

"Mssillg (hi-sirj),
-obi. sb. [f. Hiss v. + -ING!.]

1. The action of the verb Hiss ; the production

of a sibilant sound ; sibilation. With a and //. An
instance of this ; a hiss.

1388 WYCLIF Judges v. 16 That thou here the hissyngis of

flockis. 1535 COVERDALE i Kings xix. 12 After the fyre

came there a styll softe hyssinge [1388 WYCLIF issyng]. 1656

tr. Hobbes" Elem. Plulos. (1839) 489 The breath blown with

violence from the mouth makes a hissing, because in going
out it rakes the superficies of the lips, whose reaction

against the force of the breath is not sensible. 1711 ADDISON

Sped. No. 135 F 7 That hissing in our Language, which is

taken so much notice of by Foreigners. 1810 SHELLEY

Zastrozzi xiii, The wind . .whispered in low hissings among
the withered shrubs.

2. The utterance of a hiss or hisses as a sign of

disapproval or detestation.

1381 WYCUF Micah vi. 16 Y shulde jeue thee in to per-

dicioun, and men dwellynge in it in to hissyng. IJ97 Mlrj-

DLETON Wisdom of Solomon vii. 15, I rather look for clap-

ping than for hissing, a 1719 ADDISON Playhouse (R.>,

Thundering claps and dreadful hissings nse.

8. concr. An occasion or object of expressed

opprobrium, arch.

1388 WYCLIF Jer. li. 37 Babiloyne schal be. .the dwellyng
of dragouns, wondryng and hissyng [1381 whistling]. 1360

BIBLE (Genev.) Jer. xix. 8, I wil make this citie desolate

and an hissing. 1873 H. ROGERS Orif. Bible i. 51 That the

jews would at last become a hissing and a by-word among
the nations.

4. Comb, hissing-stock (after laughing-stock),

an object of expressed opprobrium or scorn.

1648 Petit. Eastern Ass. 4 To make our selves an hissing-

stocke to Papists.

Hi'ssing, ///. a. [f.
Hiss v. + -ING 2.] That

hisses (in the senses of the verb).
a 1547 SURREY /#< n. (R.), Whoes waltring tongs did

lick their hissing mouthes. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. 1. 11. 9 For

her he hated as the hissing snake. 1697 DRYDEN Virg.

Georg. iv. 250 Others to quench the hissing Mass prepare.

1784 COWPKR Task iv. 38 While the bubbling and loud-

hissing urn Throws up a steamy column. 1834 Blacku'.

Mag. XXXVI. 484/2 The hissing iron became of a dull red.

D. Of sounds : Sibilant, sibilated.

1697 DRYDEN /Eneid xi. 820 He drowned One hissing

letter in a softer sound. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela (1824) I.

xxix. 289 Methinks there is such a hissing sound in the word

sister, that I cannot abide it. 1855 BAIN Senses # /*
15 The hissing sound of s, the burring of the r, the hum of

the m, are well marked modes of producing variety of effect.

e. advb. in phr. hissing hot.

17^1 Contemplative Man I. 50 He sent them both hissing

hot into the other World.

Hence Hi'ssingly adv.

1611 COTGR., Si/tantement, hissingly, with a whistling

Hist (hist), int. [A natural exclamation (also

more exactly written 'st !) enjoining silence (which

seems to be suggested by the abrupt stoppage of

the sibilant by the mute). Cf. IST, ST, WHISHT.]
1. A sibilant exclamation used to enjoin silence,

or call on people to listen.

1617 MINSHEU Ductor, Hist, nota silentij. 1681 OTWAY
Soldier's Fort. v. i, Didst thou hear nothing ? Hist, hark !

1767-74 THORNTON tr. Plautus' Discov. (R.), Hist ! silence !

be of good heart. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. III. iv. 203
' Hist ',

said the old man,
'

there he is '.

2. A similar sound made to urge on a dog or

other animal. Hist-a-boy, an exclamation used to

incite or urge on. U.S.

1841 EMERSON Addr., ConservativcWks. (Bohn) II. 276 He
must cry

'

Hist-a-boy
'

and urge the game on. 1860 Coiul.

Life, Illusions ibid. 443 To . . cry Hist-a-boy I to every good

dog. [Cf. Sc. hist-a-cat I , 'st-a-cat I , used in hounding a dog

after a cat.]

Hist (hist), v. Novr poetic, [f.
HIST */.]

I. fl. trans. To summon with the exclamation

hist!'; to summon in silence or without noise. Obs.

i6w MILTON Penseroso 55 The cherub Contemplation ;

And the mute Silence hist along, 'Less Philomel will deign

a song. 1647 H. MORE Song ofSoul l. II. Ivn, Which he to

me with earnest countenance show d Histing me nearer.

1778 R. LOWTH Trans/. Isa. v. 26 He will hist every one of
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them from the ends of the earth. Ibid. vii. 1 8 Jehovah shall

hist the fly .. And the bee . . And they shall come.

2. intr. To be silent.

1867 J. CONINGTON Virg. ,'Encid\. 237 (ed. 2) Then should

some man of worth appear Whose stainless virtue all revere,

They hush, they hist [ed. i list] ; his clear voice rules Their

rebel wills, their anger cools.

II. 3. trans. To incite or urge on with the ex-

clamation '

hist'; hence, generally, to incite.

1604 MIDDLETON Father HtMarcTs Tales Wks. 1886 VIII.

106 Lest they should be out, or faint, or cold, Their innocent

clients hist them on with gold.

HistiC (hi-stik), a. [f.
Gr. iaros tissue -r

Of or pertaining to tissues. (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1886.)

Hi'Stin. [f.
as prec. + -IN.] A name for fibrin.

1886 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Histioid (hi-stioid), a. Phys. and Path. [f.

Gr. ia-rlov, dim. of ioros web, tissue + -OID.]
=

HISTOID.
1854 JONES & SIF.V. Pathol. Anat. (1874) 134 Those new

growths which resemble the simple tissues of the body may
be called Simple Histioid Tumours. 1876 tr. Wagturt
Gen. Pathol. 355 Virchow calls tumors which are composed

of only one tissue, tissue-like, or Histioid.

Histiology (histi^-lod^i). [f.
as prec. + -LOGY.

Cf. F. histiologie^
= HISTOLOGY.

1857 in DL-NGLISON Med. Lex. 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex., Histio-

logy, Valentin's term for a description of the tissues.

Hence Histiolo-gical ft. = HISTOLOGICAI,.

1857 in DUNGLISON Med. Lex.

HistO-, combining form of Gr. laro-s web, tissue,

occurring with sense
'
tissue

'

in various biological

terms, as Hi'stoblaat [Gr. /3Xa<rros cell], the

primary element or unit of a tissue (Syd. Sor. Lex.

1886). Histoche mical a., relating to Histo-

che-mistry, the chemistry of organic tissues.

Histodia-lysiB [see DIALYSIS],
' term for a reso-

lution of an organic texture
'

(Mayne Expos. Lex.

1854) ; hence Histodialytic a.,
' of or belonging

to histodialysis' (ibid.~). Histogra-pMc, -ical

adjs., belonging to Histo-graphy, description of

the tissues (Craig 1847). Histohas -matin Chem.

[see H/EMATIN], name for a kind of colouring

matter occurring in animal tissues. Histo'lysis

[Gr. Xvr/is loosening], disintegration or dissolution

of organic tissue ;
hence Histolytic a., belonging

to histolysis. Hlstomorpholo'glcal a., relating

to Histomorpho-logry, the morphology of the

tissues. Histomorpho'tic a. [Gr. ^O/X/>CUTIKO$,
f.

ftofxfiufiv to form, shape], relating to the formation

of tissue. Histo-nomy [Gr. -vo/ua arrangement],

the subject of the formation and arrangement of

organic tissues (Craig 1847). Histo;phyly [<>

0uXr) tribe], the history of tissues within the limits

of a particular tribe of organisms. Histophy 'sics,

the subject of physics as related to the tissues.

Hi'Stophysiolo'gical a., relating to Histophy -

Biology, the physiology of the tissues (Syd. Soc.

Lex. 1886). Histotomy [Gr. -TOfua
^

cutting],
' the dissection of the organic tissues

'

(Mayne

1854). Histotro-phic a. [Gr. roocfnj nourishment],

relating to the formation and nourishment of the

tissues. Hi-stozyme [Gr. fw leaven], Schmiede-

berg's term for a substance that causes fermentation

in the tissues.

1874 A. J. BARKER tr. Prey's Histol. t, Histochem. 48 The

chemical constitution of the animal cell . . a field of "histo-

chemical inquiry of which little is known. 1861 If. Syd.

Soc.Year-bk.i Histology and 'Histo-chemistry of man. 1886

Syd Soc. Lex.,"'Histographic,ot or belongingto holography.

1854 MAvmExpos. Lex., Histographicns, "Histographical.

1885 C. A. MACMUNN in Proc. R. Soc. Nov. 248 Observa-

tions made on the spectra of the organs and tissues . . have

brought to light the presence of a series of animal colouring

matters. The name *histohaematins is proposed for all these.

1857 DUNGLISON Med. Lex., "Histolysis. 1886 Syd. Soc.

Lex, Histolysis.. Af. retrograde metamorphosis of the

tissues. 1868 J. H. BENNETT Clin. Lect.W.s) 118 The suc-

cessive formation of histogenetic and 'histolytic molecules.

1885 W. ROBERTS Treat. Urin. Dis. ill. iv. (ed. 4) 484 The

blood and tissues are..charged with the primary histolyticpro-

ducts. i883Gou;i in Alien, f, Nenrol. July 387 Other *histo-

morphological particulars. 1857 Blackm. Mag. LXXXII. 16

Is there, .in albumen a mysterious *histomorphotic power
in virtue ofwhich it transmutes itself from the liquid into the

solid condition? 1879 tr. Haeckefs Ei-ol. Man 1. 1. 24 Inbal

historyof cells.. "histophyly. i8w ./,.. ...-...-. vvvy
365 On the *histophysics of the red blood-corpuscles. Ibia.,

HISTORIAN.

1834 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1859 TODD Cycl. Anat. V.

no/! Phenomena of a histogenetic nature. 1875 HUXLEY

in Encycl. Brit. II. 50/1 Histogenetic elements ; that is.,

cells which by their metamorphoses, give rise to tissues.

Hence Histogene'tically adv., in relation to

histogenesis ;
from a histogenetic point of view.

ittSEiuycl. Brit. XVIII. 4002 Histogenetically, they [con-

nective tissues] are the remains of that . . embryonic tissue

from which the blood-channels themselves were made.

Histogeny (hirtfdgfei). [f. as prec. + -Q

= HISTOGENESIS.

1847 CRAIG, Histogeny, the formation of an organic tissue.

1854 in MAVSE Expos. Lex. 1879 tr. Haeckcl's Evol. Man
I. 1/24 Germ-history of the cells, etc. (Histogeny). Ibid.

iii. 62 Histogeny, or the Science of the Evolution of Tissues,

as first elaborated by Remak and by Kolliker.

Histoid (hrstoid), a. Phys. and Path. [f.Gr.

{<rros web -l- -OID.] Like or of the nature of tissue,

esp. connective tissue : spec, said of tumours.

1872 PKASI.EE Ovar. Tiimonrs 25 A variety of histoid

tumor.

Histoire, early form of HISTORY.

HistolOgiC (-V'djjik), a. =next.

1855 H. SPENCER Princ. Psychol. (1870) I. I. ii. 25 Nerve-

tubes, -and nerve-cells, .are the histologic elements ofwhich

the nervous system is built up.

Histolo'gical, a. [f.
HISTOLOGY + -ic + -AL.]

Belonging to histology ; relating to organic tissues.

1844-4 OWEN Lect. Comp. Anat. vi. 135 The cartila-

ginous or intermediate histological change between the

primitive membranous and ultimate osseous stage. 1863

H. SPENCER Princ. Biol. 60 In the hydra the histological

differentiation that has been established is extremely slight.

1879 Casselfs Teclm. Edvc. IV. 123/1 The skins, skeletons,

spirit and histological preparations, .should be amalgamated
into one series.

Hence Histolo-gioally adv., in relation to histo-

logy.
1859 TODD Cycl. A nat. V. 372/2 The mat.ters thus excreted

may be divided histologically into two chief constituents.

Histo'logist. [f. next + -1ST.] One versed

in histology.
1859 J. TOMES DentalSvrg. 289 Few subjects have engaged

the attention of histologists more frequently, .than the de-

velopment of dentine. 1881 E. R. LANKESTER in Nature

No. 628. 25 The medical histologist and physiologist has

learnt that, .he must not confine himself, .to. .the chick.

Histology (htatfBdjl). [f.
Gr. Iar6i web +

-LOGY. Cf. t. histologie^ The science of organic

tissues; that branch of anatomy, or of biology,

which is concerned with the minute structure of

the tissues of animals and plants.

1847 CRAIG, Histology, the doctrine of the organic tissues.

1858 CARPENTER Veg. Phys. I 39 These parts are called the

tissues of plants, and a knowledge of their nature is called the

science of vegetable histology. 1885 H. W. ACLAND in Pall

Mall G. 9 Mar. 6/2 The assistant . . appointed . . for histology,

that is to say, minute microscopical demonstrations.

T Historial, a. (sb.) Obs. [a. F. historial (1291

in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. late L. historialis (Sidonius

c 475)i {- historia HISTORY.] Belonging to or of

the nature of history ; historical, historic.

1381 WYCLIF 2fr'W< Gent Prol. Proph.,The stories of Moises

lawe . . and of othere historial bookis schulen be wel lokid.

"Histophysiological researches on the extension of the nerves

in the muscles. 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex., "tUstapkysiology.

a 1889 DUNGLISON Med. Lex. s.v. Plastic, Agents hygieni-

cal or curative which take part in such formations [of

oreanized tissue], may be termed 'histotrophic or construc-

tive. 1876 Med. News OJ. S.) LII. 54* That injections

of "histozyme into the blood of dogs produced high fever

HistOgenesis (histuidge-nesis).
Biol. L t.

HISTO- + Gr. -/{veais birth, production.]
The pro-

duction or development of organic tissues.

1854 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1880 Libr. Univ. Knowl.

VII. 554 Schwann is often called the founder of the science

of histogenesis. 1881 Athenxam 20 Oct. 566/1 The histo-

genesis of man and the higher vertebrata.

Histogenetic (-d3/ne-tik), a. [f.
as prec. : see

GENETIC.] Having the quality of producing tissue ;

relating to the formation of tissues.

ItUTI r uy. **> l* y *v * iii n -t r o
the great siege . . of Rhodes. 1649 ROBERTS Clams Bibl. 382

Direct historiall Narrations.

B. sb. History, record.

1595 B. BARNES in Farr 5
1

. P. Eliz. (1845) I. 42 That his-

toriall Of my sinnes numberlesse in deepe seas cast.

Historian (histoa-rian), sb. (a.) Also 6 -ien.

| [a. F. historien (in OF. also adj.), f. L. historia

I
HISTORY : see -AN.]

1. A writer or author of a history ; esp. one who

produces a work of history in the higher sense, as

distinguished from the simple annalist or chronicler

of events, or from the mere compiler of a historical

narrative.

are . . uuici MUUUB "- -3 o----- .* , ,

lies. 1663 COWLF.Y Verses Sev. Occas., Royal Soc. jx,
And

i
ne'r did Fortune better yet Th' Historian to the Story fit.

ifoVHuiusLett.xn. 55 It istbeHistonan s office to punish,

though he cannot correct. 1873 FREEMAN Hist. Ess ber. 11.

ix -?8 Gibbon is before all things the historian ofthe transi-

tion from the Roman world to the world of modern Europe.

,874 GREEN Short HM. i. 4. 38 Baeda was at once: the

M.-umes.J IS a genuine UMUHMM*,UW "-"j 1 V,
'

_>

like the writers who preceded him. 1884 FREEMAN Methods

Hist. Study (1886) 33 The man [Polybios] who looked at his

own age with the eyes of an historian of all ages.

t 2. One who relates a narrative or tale ;
a story-

teller ;
in quot. 1603 rendering Gr. ntpwirt*

' local

guide, cicerone'. Obs.

S jrlll-f. *ly4 VJUl .Jv-w".J."e ;

positours shewed us the place, where sometimes stood the

obelisks of iron. 1667 MILTON P. L. vm. 7 What thanks

sufficient..have I to render thee, Divine Hystonan.

3. One versed in history, rare.

f 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1655) IV. xi. 29 Not to bean Historian,



gu
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HISTORIANESS.

that is, not to know what Forren Nations and our Forefathers

did,
' Hoc est semper esse Piter *, as Cicero hath it. 1665

KYKLVN Corr. 21 June, What your Lordship's curiosity will

desire to dip Into, to emerge a complete historian.

t B. adj. Relating to or founded on history ;

historical. Obs. rare.

1631 LITHGOW Trav. Author to Bk. B iv b, Go lively

charg'd with stout Historian Faith, And trample downe
base Crittickes in the Dust.

Hence Histo'rianess, a female historian, rare.

1837 AVw Monthly Mag. XLIX. 597 Mrs. Macauley, the
,

historianess, married his brother, a 1839 L, E. LANDON in i

L. Blanchard Life (1855) I. 48 She is a great historianess, a
most charming delightful woman.

Historia'ster. rare, [f. L. historia HISTORY i

+ -ASTER.] A petty or contemptible historian.

1887 Blackw. Mag. Nov. 715 An '

historiaster
'

(as distin-

uished from an historian). 1894 Westm. Gaz. 23 Apr, 3/2
ur modern hi'storiasters neglect this.

Historiated (histoVrfc'ted), ///. a. [f. med.
L. historidt'Us, pa. pple. of historian (see HISTORY ,

.) + -ED.] Decorated with figures of men or ani-

mals (or, sometimes, flowers: see FLORIATED), as !

illuminated or ornamental initial letters, etc.

1886 Athenseum 20, May 716/2 Ornamented with initial
i

letters historiated with figures. 1895 M. R. JAMES Abbey \

St. Edmund^ 131 At Amiens four portions ofa like historiated

screen remain.

Historic (histp'rik), a. (st>.) [ad. L. historic-us

adj. (and sb.
*

historian'), a. Gr. f<rro/x-or, f. iffropia

HISTORY. Cf. F, historique (1480 in Hatz.-Dann.),
-in OF. also ' historian '.]

1. Of or belonging to history ; of the nature of

history ;
historical ; esp. of the nature of history

as opposed to fiction or legend.
1669 GALE Crt. Gentiles i. n. viii. in Evident from sacred

Historic Observation. 1700 PRIOR Carmen Seculare 15
With equal Justice and Historic Care, Their Laws, their

Toils, their Arms with his compare. 1847 TENNYSON Princ.
Prol. 30 A hoard of tales that dealt with knights, Half-

legend, half-historic. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. Pref., To make
myself better acquainted .. with the historic aspect of the

auestion.
1871 FREEMAN Hist. Ess. Ser. i. i. 9 The sort of

ifficulty against which simple historic truth has to struggle.

1873H . ROGERS Orig. Bible i. (1875) 36 The miracles imputed
to the historic Christ.

2. esp. Forming an important part or item of

history ;
noted or celebrated in history ; having an

interest or importance due to connexion with
historical events. (The prevailing current sense.)
a 1794 GIBBON Autobiog. $ Corr. (1869) 22 My first intro-

duction to the historic scenes, which have since engaged so

many years of my life. 1851 D. WILSON Preh. Ann. (1863)
II. iv. ii. 240 That historic ground and the moss-grown
sculptures with which it is paved. 1876 FREEMAN Norm.
Conq. (ed. 3) I. v. 321 A Norman castle and a Norman
minster rose and fell on that historic spot.

3. Conveying or dealing with history ; recording

past events; = HISTORICAL (which is the usual

prose equivalent) .

1675 OGILBY Brit. 28 That Eminent Piece of Historick

Poetry, Poly-olbion. 1725 POPE Odyss, i . 306 Then grateful
Greece with streaming eyes wou'd raise Historic Marbles,
to record his praise. i76a-7i H. WALPOLE Vertue 's Anecd.
Paint. (1786) III. 12 John Freeman, An historic painter,
was a rival of Fuller. 1809 W. IRVING Knickerb. iv.i. (1849)

199 The true subjects for the historic pen. 1849 LINGARD
Hist. Eng. Prelim. Notice (1855) 9 The stately and dignified
march of the historic muse. 1871 FREEMAN Hist. Ess. Ser. i.

xi. 314 The possession of real historic power.
4. Applied, in Latin and Greek Grammar, to those

tenses of the verb which are used in narration of

past events (opposed to/r*V#ryor/r?/a/); also,

in Latin, to the infinitive mood when used instead of

the indicative ; and, generally, to the present tense,
when used instead of the past in vivid narration.
The term historic tenses has been variously used ; they

answer partly to the secondary tenses of some grammarians.
1845 JELF Kuh)tcr>$ Greek Gr. (1851) II. 52 The relative

tenses are divided into Principal (Present, Perfect, and
Future) and Historic Tenses (Imperfect, Pluperfect, and
Future exactum). 1871 Public Sch. Lat. Primer 38
Tenses are Primary or Historic. The Present and Futures
are Primary Tenses ; the Imperfect and Pluperfect are
Historic. The Perfect is Primary when Present-Past (/ have
loved}, but Historic when Simple Past (f loved). Ibid. 117
note, The Infinitive used predicatively for a Finite Verb,
and called the Historic Infinitive. 1879 ROBY Lat. Gram.
1457 The Present tense expresses. .An action in past time,

but rhetorically assumed to be present. This is frequent in

vivid narrations. (Historic present.)
B. sb. rare, f L A historian. Obs.

1611 BROUGHTON Require Agreem. 25 Eusebius, being the
common historique for the Church, telleth the common

Tiion
for his time.

ellipt. A historic work, picture, subject, etc.

1830 H. ANGELO./?W/W. 1. 203 He had tried all branchesand
attempted all styles ; histories, landscape, familiar subjects.

Historical (hist^-rikal), a. (sb.} [f. L. historic-

us (see prec.) + -AL.]
L Of or pertaining to history ; of the nature or

character of history, constituting historytj following
or in accordance with history.
1561 DAU3 tr. Bullinger on Apoc. (1573) 101 b, The cor-

porall [restoryng of Israel] may be called hysterical!, and
was performed by Cyrus. 1507 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. v. Ixviii.
2 Setting downe with histoncall breuitie what was spoken. ,

16x4 RALEIGH Hist. World m. ii. 3 (R.) The bulk and
;

gross of his narration was founded upon mere historical i

truth. 1743 J. MORRIS Strm. iii. 86 Historical and moral I

304

evidence is not indeed of the same nature with mathematical
demonstration. 1816 KEATINGE Trav. (1817) I. 300 It is not
consistent with historical dignity, .to notice such a trifle as
a massacre of. .unbelievers. 1884 (title) A New English
Dictionary on Historical Principles.

t). spec. Of, pertaining to, of the nature of

history as opposed to fiction or legend.
1843 KNIGHT S/taks. \. x. 137 The notion .. that nothing

ought to be presented upon the stage but what was an
historical fact. 1871 FREEMAN Hist. Ess. Ser. i. i. 29 The
fact that his [Roland'sJ famous legendary death is a very
easy perversion of his historical death. 1875 J. S. STUART-
GLENNIE in EncycL Brit. II. 651/2 The scepticism . . as to

the existence of an historical Arthur. 1877 DOWDEN Primer
Skaks. vi. S 15. 97 This historical Oldcastle is better known
as Lord Cobham.
2. Relating to or concerned with history or his-

torical events.

t Historical faith', that concerned only with historical

facts; intellectual belief or assent, as distinct from faith that
is practically operative on conduct : cf. FAITH 3 b,

c 1513 Bradshaw's St. Werbnrge Ball, to Author :8 Sith

thou gaue to vs a floure most riall Redolent in cronicles

with historicall syght. ^1530 TJNDALE Wks. 267 (R.) The
historicall fayth hangeth of the truth and honestie of the

teller, or of the common fame and consent of many. 1531
Expos, i John (1537) 12 The fyrst .. is called an hystoricall

fayth and belefe. c 1645 HOWELLZ.*//, (1655) II. x. 18. 339
The Prince of darknesse himself and all the cacodasmons by
an historicall faith believe ther is a God. a 1699 W. BATES
Div. Medit. ix. (R.), So many have an historical knowledge,
yet because they are not united to Christ, they receive no
benefit. 1865 MOZLEY Mirac. \. 2 By the historical imagina-
tion I mean the habit ofrealizing past time, of putting history
before ourselves in such a light that the persons and events
. . are seen as once-living persons and once-present events.

}
b. transf. Characterized by

' historical faith *.

1649 J. ECCLISTON tr. Behmen's Ep. 29 There may be many
honest hearts among them

;
but many of them are onely

Historicall, and Titular, a 1718 PENN Life Wks. 1726 1. 156
The Carnal, Fleshly, and Historical Christian of the Out-
ward Courts.

C. Historical Method^ a method of investigation
in which the history of the object is studied.

1843 MILL Logic II. vi. x. (1856) 498 Of the Inverse Deduc-
tive, or Historical Method. Ibid. 517 His [Comte's] work
is hitherto the only known example of the study of social

phenomena according to this conception of the Historical
Method. 1889 FOWLER Induct. Log. (ed. 5) 204 A very im-

portant application of the Method ofConcomitant Variations
is what is now commonly known as the Historical Method.

1891 EDGEWORTH m Econ. Jrnl. 1. 633 The historical method
..defined by .. Prof. Ashley as 'direct observation, and
generalization from facts past or present '.

3. Dealing with history, treating of history, as a

historical treatise or writer; using history as its

basis, as a historical play, novel, etc.

1390 SPENSER F. Q. Pref., The Methode ofa Poet historical

is not such, as of an Historiographer. 1615 J. STEPHENS
Satyr. Ess. 135 Considering our negligence of historicall

Poems. 1780 VON TROIL Iceland p. viii, The grossest errors

that ever disgraced the historical page. 1827 LYTTON Pelham
ii, She had read all the historical romances of the day. 1871
FROUDE in Devon. Assoc. Trans. IV. 38 The most perfect

English history which exists is to be found . . in the historical

plays of Shakespeare. 1876 STOPF. BROOKE Printer Eng.
Lit. vii. 124. 130 In ..such tales as Kenihuorth and
Quentin Durward, he [Scott] created the Historical Novel.
Ibid, 125. 133 In our own day, a critical historical school
has arisen, of which Mr. Freeman and Professor Stubbs are
the leaders. 1881 Athenaeum 30 July 147/1 The veteran
historical writer Kostomarof. x886 FREEMAN Methods Hist.

Study Pref. 4 It is against this state of things . . that a his-

torical Professor at Oxford has to fight. Mod. The author
of numerous historical works.

b. Of an artist or work of art : Representing
history ; depicting or describing historical events.

1658 W. SANDERSON Graphics 32 Three sorts of Painting ;

Prospective (or Landskip,) Historicall, and Life. 1715 J.
RICHARDSON Theory Paint. 56 Every Historical Picture is

a Representation of one single point of Time. 1768 W.
GILPIN Ess. Prints 92 The best of his historical prints.

1873 RUSKIN Eagle's N. 210 The function of historical

painting . . is to record of man what has been best in his acts
and way of life, and fairest in his form.

4. Celebrated or noted in history;
= HISTORIC 2

(which is now the usual word).
1834 MEDWIN Angler in Wales I. 25 It has become an

historical fact . . that ' Childe Harold
'

and the ' Bard of

Memory' met at Pisa. 1845 M. PATTISON Ess. (1889) I. 10
It is the old historical lands of Europe that the lover of his-

tory longs to explore. 1857 Miss YONGE Landmarks Hist.*
Mod. v. in. (1865) 388 [Fleury] was seventy-three years old,

feeble, and cautious, dreading, as he said,
' a historical

administration*. 1858 LONGF. M. Standish Notes 132
This historical and gallant little ship [the May Flower]
returned to England in the month of April, 1621.

5. Gram. = HISTORIC a. 4.

1867 W. SMITH tr. Curtius* Gr. Gram. (ed. 2) 225 Two
classes of Tenses : A. Principal, viz. : r. Present : 2. Per-
fect : 3. Future. B. Historical, viz : i. Imperfect : 2

Pluperfect : 3. Aorist, Ibid. 487 By a lively apprehension
a past action may be represented as present, hence the use,

very frequent in Greek, of the Historical Present, which fre-

quently alternates with past tenses.

6. Biol. Relating to the life-historyof an organism
or race of organisms.
1875 BENNETT & DYER tr. Sachs" Bot. \\\. iv. 695 The in-

ternal and external conditions of growth may therefore be

distinguished as the historical and the physical ; but those

properties of a plant which have been obtained historically
are generally termed hereditary. Ibid. 697 So far as the
definition given above of historical properties concerns the
inherited specific peculiarities of plants, the term is not

metaphorical from the point of view of the Theory of

Descent, but must be taken in its literal signification.

HISTORIFY.

B. sb.
(ellipt.'} A historical statement, work, etc.

1666 WALLIS in Phil. Trans. I. 286 Granting his [Vossius']
Historicals to be all true. 1894 Daily News 28 Nov. 5/4
Historical show signs of a rise, and politicals signs of a
headlong fall.

Historically (histp-rikali), adv.
[f. prec. +

-LY 2.] In a historical manner
;

in the way of

history ; according to, or in relation to, history.
1550 BALE Apol. 21 (R.) Now wyll I shewe hystorycallye

the forme and fashyon of that popysh vowinge. 1591

HARI_NGTON Orl. Fur. 11634) 15 note, Rather in Fabulous
and in Allegoricall sence, then plainelie and historical lie.

16^3 O. WALKER Educ. (1677) 51 Let him every night at his

going to bed recollect historically what he hath done and
said that day. 1790 BURKE Fr. Rev. 187 The fact is so his-

torically ; and it agrees well with the speculation. 1878
GLADSTONE Prim. Homer 6 When we use the word Homer,
we do not mean a person historically known to us, like Pope
or Milton.
Comb. 1879 GAIRDNER Early Chron. Eng. vii. 319 The

most historically-minded of English poets.

Histo'ricalness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.] The
quality of being historical ; historical character.

1664 H. MORE Myst. fnig. t Apol. 489 Correspondent to
the rest of the Historicalness of the Creation. 1883-3
SCHAFF Encycl. Relig. Knowl. II. 1294 Its historicalness
was defended by De 1'Isle.

Historica-ster. [f. L. historic-us HISTORIC
+ -ASTEB.] = HlSTORIASTER.
1861 F. HALL in Jrnl* Asiatic Soc. Bengal 204 note,

However reluctantly we receive the word of such as

Sagaravarman, or his hist oricaster.

t Historrcian. Obs.
[f.

as HISTORIC + -IAN.

Cf. rhetorician.'} A writer of history, HISTORIAN.
1536 BELLENDEN Cron. Scot. (1821) I.

p. xxii, The Romane
historicianis and Ptolome..callit the hail ile, Britane. 1564
HAWARD Entropius m. 25 As Fabius the historician dooth
report. 1637 GILLESFIE Eng. Pop. Cerent, i.vi. 19 A learned

Historician, observeth of the auncient Councels, that there
were in them reasonings, colloquies, discussions.

Historicity (histori-siti). [f. L. historic-us,
HISTORIC + -ITT.]. Historic quality or character

(opposed to legendary orfictitious : see HISTORIC i).
1880 J. FENTON Early Hebrew Life 9 These stories are of

doubtful historicity. 1884 FARRAR in Contemp. Rev. Mar.
446 Turning from the question of the genuineness of the

gospel to its historicity.

Historicize (histfrrisaiz), v. f f. as prec. + -IZE.]
1. trans. To make, or represent as, historic.

1846 GROTE Greece i. iv. (18621 1. 77 Here again he histori-

cises various features of the old legend.
2. intr. To recount historical events, (nonce-use',

after moralize.)
1887 St. James's Gaz. 24 Dec. 7/2 The author, .moralizes

and historicizes, so to say.

Hence Histo'ricizing vbl. sb. and///, a.

1846 GROTE Greece i.'v. (1869) 1 . 96 Another statement, formed
in more historicising times. 1888 RHYS Hibbert Lect. 651
The historicizing of the myth.

Histo'rico-, combining form of Gr. cVropi/co-s

HISTORIC, HISTORICAL: =
historically . . ., histo-

rical and . . ., as in historico-cabbalistical, -critical,

-dogmatical}, -ethical, -geographical^philosophical^

-physical^ -prophetic, -religious adjs.
a 1652 J. SMITH Sel. Disc. vi. 290 A historico-cabbalistical

treatise of R. Abraham Ben Dior. 1738 tr. Strahlenberg
(title) Historico-Geographical Description of the North and
Eastern Parts of Europe and Asia. 1746 BERKELEY Let.
to Prior 3 July Wks. 1871 IV. ^09 Desiring that I would
become a member of the Historico-physical Society. 1846
TRENCH Mirac. (1862) 81 The last assault upon the miracles
is that which may be not unfitly termed the historico-

critical. 1864 J. H. NEWMAN Apol. 155 This historico-dog-
matic work employed me for years. 1881 Athenyum 8 Oct.

465/3 Somewhat inclined to indulge in historico-philosophical

thoughts, or, to use his own words, in historionomical ideas.

Historied (hi-storid), a. rare. [f. HISTORT
sb. and v. + -ED.]
1. Adorned with figures representing historical

incidents : see HISTORY v. 2.

2, Having a history (esp. of a specified kind) ;

recorded or celebrated in history, storied.

1818 TODD, ffistoried, recorded in history ; containing

history. See Storied. 1849 M. ARNOLD Resignation, He
sees, in some great-historied land, A ruler of the people
stand. i86i T. WINTHROP Cecil D. xvii. (Cent.), Richly
historied Italy.

t Histo'rier. Obs. Also 6 -ar. [ad. OF. kis~

torieur (i5th c. in Godef.), f. historier HISTORY z>.]

A historian.

CI44Q PECOCK Repr. iii.xiii. 366 Sittjen historiers dwelling
in thilke same cuntre. .kouthen knowe better thetreuthe of

the deede than othere men. 1490 CAXTON Eneydos vi. 24

Wrytynges and dyctes of olde and auncyente cronycles or

historyers. 1523 SKELTON GarL Laurel 351 Aulus Gellius,
that noble historiar. 1581 MARBECK Bk. ofNotes 924 Which
al writers, Poets, historiers, cosmographers. .do confesse.

II Historiette (histoeriie-t). Also8-etto. [F.,

f. histoire HISTORY + -etfo 9
dim. suffix (after Tu.nis-

toria\ Cf. It. istorietta.'\ A short history or story ;

an anecdote.

little historiette in your father's letter. 1839 New Monthly
Mag. LVII. 351, I. .wrote.. what I conceived was a very

original and amusing historiette.

Historify (histp-rifai), v. [f. L. historia

HISTORY + -FT.]



HISTORIOGNOMER.

1. trans. To relate the history of
;
to record or

celebrate in history.
c 1586 CTESS PEMBROKE Ps. LXXVI. ii, Thy conquest meete

to be historified. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vi. vi. 295

The third time, .wherein matters have been more truly histo-

rified, and may therefore be beleeved. 1823 LAMB Elia

Ser n Tombs in Abbey, That Church which you have so

worthily historified. 1884 A. A. PUTNAM 10 Years Police

Judge v. 28 In one of the years of the ten which this

volume historifies.

2. absol. To write history ; to narrate, relate.

1614 EARL STIRLING Domes-day n. (R.), I must historifie,

and not divine. 1635 HEYWOOD Hierarch. 11. 75 As th

author doth of him historifie. 1802 SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) I.

201, I have been historifying successfully.

t 3. trans. To decorate with figures : cf. HISTO-

BIATBD. Obs.

1633 WOTTON in Reliq. Wotton. (1672) 465 Some fine his-

torified Table Cloth for a Banquet.

t Historicrgnomer. Obs. rare. [f.
Gr. laropia.

HISTORY, app. after pkysiognomer.~\ One learned

in history.

305

1593 R. HARVEY Philad. 13 In the best 1

that I could make out of the best Historiognomers.

best historicall Methode
istoriognomers.

[a. F. historiographstHisto-riograph. Obs. .

(I4th c. in Littre), ad. late L. histortographus, a.

Gr. laToptoypaipos,
f. iaropta HISTORY + -ypa<t>os

writing, writer.] =next.

1474 CAXTON Chesse 23 Poule the
_
historiagraph of the

the Historiograph, .of this new kind of History, a 1734 NORTH
Exam. n. v. 132 (1740) 397 One might expect from an His-

toriograph a plain, honest, and full Narration of the Fact.

Hence Historio'trraplial a., of the nature of a

historiograph, or historian ;
historical.

1841 G. S. FABER Prtrvinc. Lett. (1844) I. 229 We may cite

Mr. Palmer himself as our historiographal witness.

Historiographer (histoarip-gTafsj). (Also 6

-graphier.) [f. prec. or late L. historiograph-us +

-EB. Cl.Of.historiographeur.']
1. A writer or compiler of a history ; a chronicler

or historian.

1494 FABYAN Chron. vi. cxciv. 199 Henricus, the histo[rio]-

grapher. 1542 UDALL Erasm. Apoph. itob, Valerius Maxi-

mus, and the other Historiographiers. 1669 GALE Crt.

Gentiles l. Introd. 7 Pieces of Mythologie .. so commun

among the ancient Poets, and Historiographers. 1728

MORGAN Algiers II. iv. 290 Why should these circumstances

be mentioned by a Historiographer of such gravity? a 1834

LAMB Ode to Treadmill (L.), Inspire my spirit, spirit of

Defoe.. Historiographer of deathless Crusoe.

2. spec. An official historian appointed in con-

nexion with a court, or some public institution.

1555 EDEN Decades 144 lohannes Aiora is broker to . . the

kynges historiographer. 1691 WOOD Ath. Oxon. II. 265

James Howell . . was made the Kings Historiographer,

being the first in England that bore that title. 1796 MORSE

trans/. 1865 M. ARNOLD Ess. Crit. v. (1875) 206 Scott

became the historiographer royal of feudalism. 1871 L.

STEPHEN Playgr. Europe yiii. (1894) 173, I felt myself at

liberty
to accompany my friends in the humble character of

historiographer.

3. One who describes or gives a systematic ac-

count of some natural object or objects (cf. HISTORY

sb. 5) ; a writer of natural history.

1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1676) i The Historiographers
which do set forth the Description of the Earth in Figure.

1600 J. PORY tr. Leo's Africa II. 339 The Historiographers
afnrme that this kinde of wilde horses ranging up and

downe the Arabian deserts [etc.]. 1635 SWAN Spec. M. iv. 2

(1643) 67 Their tops are above the clouds . . (as Historic-

aphers do report it). 1816 KIRBY & Sp. Entomol. (1843)

.. 41 The great historiographer of ants is M. P. Huber.

Hence Historic-graphership, the office of his-

toriographer.
1814 W. TAYLOR in Robberds Mem. II. 419, 1 am heartily

glad you [Southey] got the laureateship, and wish you had

also the historiographership. 1881 SAINTSBURY Dryden iii

67 The late holder of the historiographership.

Historiographic (histo:riOigrse-fik), a. [f

HISTORIOGRAPHY -t- -ic, after Gr. ltrTopio-/pa<t>iKus.

Pertaining to the writing of history, or to thi

delineation of historic scenes.

fl

city [Winchester] was now past.

Historiogra-phical, a. [See-AL.] =prec.

1630 I. TAYLOR (Water P.) Taylor's Trav. Wks. HI. 7

Dedicated To the Cosmographicall, Geographical! . . Histo-

riographicall, Calligraphicall Relater and Writer .. Sir

Thomas Coriat. 1716 M. DAVIES Alhen. Brit. II. 178 The

t'other gentile English couple of Historiographical Scholars

[Fuller and Strype]. 1891 DRIVER Introd. Lit. O. T. (1892)

18 note, Expressions such as might be used by any writer ot

the best historiographical style.

Hence Historiogra-pliically adv.

1878 BESANT & RICE Cello's Arli. III. i. 8 The historic-

graphically gifted Ferdinand had found fresh and worthy

subjects for his pen.

Historiography (historip-grah). [ad. t.r.

VOL. V.

id, f. laropia. HISTORY -f -ypa^i'a writ-

he writing of history ; written history.
i5ou j. SANFORD tr. Agrippa's fan. Artes 14 b, Many,
hat impudently and shamefully avaunt themselves to pro-

ess Historiographie. 1597 BRETON ll'it's Trenchmour
Wks. (1879) 13 (L>.) Haue you not beene a little red in his-

oriographie. 1797 Monthly Mag. III. 269 An important
work beginning with the historiography of the first

ounders of the school of Florence. 1858 J. H. NEWMAN
Hist. Sk. (1873) III. iv. xi. 419 Monastic historiography.,

jroceeded from the motive of religious duty.

Historiology (hlto>ritf-lfidai). [f.
as prec. +

LOGY.] The knowledge or study of history.

1616 BULLOKAK, Historialogy, the knowledge and telling

3! old Histories. 1682 BUNYAN Holy War Introd. lines,

Tis strange to me that they . . that do excel Their equals

n historiology Speak not of Mansoul's wars, but let them

ie Dead like old Fables. 1813 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev.

^XX. 285 Erudition has been divided by a German professor

nto glossology, bibliology, and historiology.

Hence Historiolo'gical a., pertaining to his-

toriology.
1716 M. DAViES/lMw. Brit.il. 175 Where that eminent

Prelate Umpires all Historiological Emulosities with amic-

able equity. ,

Historio-nomer. nonce-wd. [f.
Gr. laropia.

HISTORY, after astronomer.] One versed in the

principles which regulate the course of history.

So Historiono'mical a.

1854 LOWELL Jrnl. in Italy Prose Wks. 1890 I. 191 By
and by, perhaps, . . historionomers will have measured accu-

rately the sidereal years of races. 1881 [see HISTORICO-].

tHisto'rions.fl. Obs. rare. [z.Of.historieux,
ad. L. type *historiosus, f. historia HISTORY : see

-oca.] = HISTORICAL.

1523 SKELTON Carl. Laurel 345 There Titus Lyyius
hymselfe doth auaunce, With decades histonous, whiche

that he mengeth. a 1529 P. Sparowe 749 A thousand

new and old Of these historious tales.

Historize (hi-storaiz), v. Now rare or Obs.

[f.
HISTOR-Y sb. -t- -IZE : cf. botanize, etc.]

1. trans. To tell the history of; to narrate or

relate as history. ? Obs.

1599 SANDYS Europx Spec. (1632) 8 Euen those Legends
of Saints and tales at which children . . smile,

are there

solemnly historized in their Cathedrall Pulpits. 1:1645

HOWELL Lett. n. Ixiii. (1655) 89 Sir W. Rawleigh..whose

Fame shall contend in longevity . . with that great World

which he Historiseth so gallantly. 1657-83 EVELYN Hist.

Relie. (1850) II. 220 note.

1 2. To represent, display. Obs. rare.

1645 EVELYN Diary 6 May, A long and spacious walk,

full of fountaines, under which is historized the whole

Ovidian Metamorphosis in rarely sculptur'd mezzo relievo.

3. intr. or absol. To compose history or narra-

tive, to act the historian.

1632 [see HISTORIZING below]. 1640 HOWELL Dodona's

Gr. Introd. Verses,While Druyd-like . . Under their blooming
shade I historize. 1838 B. CORNEY Controversy?* You have

. .attempted to histonze, to ratiocinate, to sentimentalize.

Hence Hi'storizing vbl. sb. and///, a.

1632 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondts Eromena To Rdr. A iv,

I mean an historicall way of Poetizing, or Poetical! manner

of historizing, or displaying of the fained . . adventures and

actions of persons reall. 1647 TORSHELL Design to Har-

monize Bible in Phenix (1721) I. 106 An Harmonious his-

torizing of the Psalms. 1652 GAULE Magastrom. 103 In

use among the historizing or exemplarizing astrologers.

History (hi-stori), sb. Also 4 histoire, 5 hys-

torye, 5-6 historye, 6-7 historic, [ad. L. his-

loria narrative of past events, account, tale, story,

a. Gr. Iffropia a learning or knowing by inquiry,

an account of one's inquiries, narrative, history, f.

IffTcap, iarop- knowing, learned, wise man, judge,

:*[i5raip, f. fto-, IS- to know. (The form histoire

was from F.) Cf.STOBY, anaphetic form of history]

t L A relation of incidents (in early use, either

true or imaginary ;
later only of those professedly

true) ;
a narrative, tale, story. Obs. (exc. as applied

to a story or tale so long and full of detail, as to

resemble a history in sense 2.)

1390 GOWER Conf. III. 48, I finde in a boke compiled To
this matere an olde histoire, The which comth now to my
memoire. 1484 CAXTON Fables ofMsop vi. xiii, The car-

penter told thystory to his felawes. 1551 T. WILSON Logike

11580) 77 Wee read a notable historic of a yong childe in

Rome, called Papirius. 1563 W. FULKE Meteors (1640)

25 b Which may be verified by an History that Plutarchus

in the life of .. Flaminius reporteth. 1631 LITHGOW Trav.

vi 248 Heere Dives the rich Glutton dwelt, .this I suspend
. . for all hold it to bee a Parable, and not a History. 1700

T. BROWN tr. Fresny's A musem. Ser. ff Com. 119 A Mounte-

bank on the Stage . . gave them a History of his Cures.

1834 MEDWIN Angler in Wales II. 183 Byron had some

excellent pairs of pistols, about most of which there were

histories.

2. spec. A written narrative constituting a con-

tinuous methodical record, in order of time, of im-

portant or public events, esp. those connected with

a particular country, people, individual, etc.

Chronicles, Annals, are simpler or more rudimentary forms

of history, in which the events of each year, or other limited

period, are recorded before passing on to those of the next

year or period, the year or period being the primary divi-

sion ;
whereas in a history, strictly so called, each movement,

action, or chain of events is dealt with as a whole, and pur-

sued to its natural termination, or to a convenient halting-

point, without regard to these divisions of time.

Drtim-nnd-trumpet history, a contemptuous term for a

history that gives undue prominence to battles and wars.

HISTORY.

1485 CAXTON Paris f>- 1'. (1868) 206 The brave deeds which

our ancestors accomplished. I have undertaken to draw the

history for you. 1JS7 Mare's Wks. (title) The history of King
Richard the thirde. .563 WINJET Whs. (1890) II. 49 Quhow
worschipful weshe..the historiis declaris, quhilkis schawis

that the mother of Alexander the Empriour calllt him in hir

cumpanie. 1577 HOLINSHED (title) The Historic of Scot-

land ; containing the Beginning, Increase, Proceedings,

Continuance, Acts, and Gouerment of the Scottish Nation,

from the original thereof to the yeere 1571. 1685 BAXTER

Paraphr.N. T., Matt. i. i, I begin this History of Christ, with

the Genealogy or Catalogue of his Ancestors. 1688 SHADWELL

Sgr. Alsatia 11. Wks. 1720 IV. 44 How can there be a true

History, when we see no Man living is able to write truly

the History of the last Week? 1753 W. SMITH Thucyd. i.

(R.), Thucydides, an Athenian, hath compiled the history of

the war between the Peloponnesians and the Athenians.

1803 Meit. Jrnl. X. 517 Some important dates and circum-

stances towards the history of the Influenza. 1821 Miss R.

MANGNALL Hist. $ Misc. Quest. Pref. 5 Opportunities of

perusing the best English, Grecian, and Roman histories.

1823 MRS. MARKHAM [Eliz. Penrose] Hist. Eng. Advt. 3 In

putting a History of England into the hands of their chil-

dren. 1857 BUCKLE Civiliz. I. xiii. 711 Mezeray..was also

the first who saw that a history, to be of real value, must be

a history, not only of kings, but of nations, a 1872 MAURICK

Friendship Bks. vi. (1874) 177 They profess to be Histories

that is, records of the actual growth and unfolding of a

particular nation. 1874 STUBBS (title) The Constitutional

History of England in its Origin and Development. 1874

GREEN Short Hist. Pref. 5 Whatever the worth of the

present work may be, I have striven throughout that it

should never sink into a ' drum and trumpet history '.

3. (Without a or pi.} That branch of knowledge
which deals with past events, as recorded in writ-

ings or otherwise ascertained ; the formal record

of the past, esp. of human affairs or actions ;
the

study of the formation and growth of communities

and nations.

In this sense often divided, Tor practical convenience, into

Ancient and Modern, or A ticient, Mediaeval, and Modern

History. These have no very definite chronological limits ;

but Ancient History is usually reckoned as ending with the

fall of the Western Roman Empire in A.D. 476. Mediaeval,

when separated from Modern History, is usually brought
down to the period of the Oceanic discoveries in the isthc.
' Ancient History

'
is also humorously used in the sense of

matters which are out of date, or which no longer form

part of practical politics '.

The Muse o/ History, Clio, one of the Nine Muses, repre-

sented as the patroness of History ;
also often put for a

personification of History.

1482 CAXTON lligden's Polychronicon Proem, Some sothly

techyth to lye, but historye representynge
the thynges lyke

unto the wordes embraceth al utylyte and proufnte. 1611

SHAKS. Cymo. i. vi. 70 To think that man who knowes By
History, Report, or his owne proofe What woman is. .will s

free houres languish : For assured bondage ? 1615 N.

CARPENTER Ceog. Del. n. vii. (1635) 126 Where History is

vncertaine, reasonable coniecture must challenge precedency.

1651 HOBBES Levialh. I. ix. 40 The Register of Knowledge
of Fact is called History. 1735 BOLINGBROKE Lett. Study
Hist. ii. (1752) 14, I have read somewhere . . that history is

philosophy teaching by examples. 1798 JANE AUSTEN

Northang. Abb. (1870) I. xiv. 85, I can read poetry and

plays.. But history, real solemn history, I cannot be inter-

ested in. 1816 KEATINGE Trav. (1817) I. 241 We hardly find

in classical history any parallel. 1828 MACAULAY Ess.,

Hallam f i History, at least in its state of ideal perfection,

is a compound of poetry and philosophy. 1837 CARLYLF.

Fr. Rev. I. vii. v, If fame were not an accident, and History

a distillation of Rumour. 1838 MACAULAY Ess., Temple

(1865) II. 8/2 There is a vile phrase of which bad historians

are exceedingly fond,
' the dignity of history '. 1855 BAIN

Senas $ hit. in. i. 76 The successions of events and trans-

actions in human life, remembered and related, make His-

tory. 1865 M. ARNOLD Ess. Crit. ii. 75 The huge Mississippi

of falsehood called history. 1876 STOPF. BROOKE Eng. Lit.

vii 131 History.. was raised into the rank of literature in

the latter half of the eighteenth century by three men

[Hume, Robertson, Gibbon]. 1886 FREEMAN Meth. Hist.

Study lii. 117, 1 should be most inclined, .to say that history

is the science of man in his character as a political being.

b. 1595 Auncient Histories [see ANCIENT 30]. 1735

BOLINGBROKE Lett. Study Hist. ii. (1752) 36 Modern history

shews the causes, when experience presents the effects

alone : and ancient history enables us to guess at the effects,

when experience presents the causes alone. 1773 MRS.

CHAPONE Improv. Mind x. (1827) 99, I only mean to warn

you against mixing ancient history with modern. 1818

HALLAM Mid. Ages (1878) I. Pref. 4 The subversion of thci

western empire is manifestly the natural termination of

ancient history. 1853 Miss YONGE Landmarks Hist. Mid.

Ages i. I. (1868) i It is in effect impossible to draw any
decided line between the periods of Ancient and Mediaeval

history. We have chosen to commence the latter frorn the

Battle of Tours [A.D. 732]. 1884 FREEMAN Meth. Hist.

Study (1886) 20, I need not tell you . . that I acknowledge no

such distinction as that which is implied in the words
' ancient

' and ' modern
'

history, . . I have never been able

to find out by my own wit when ' ancient history ends and

when ' modern
'

history begins. Ibid. 12 Each tune that I

was appointed Examiner, I had to learn my trade afresh ;

my experience from the former time had already become a

matter of ancient history.

1768 BEATTIE Minstr. ii. xxxni, The Muse of History

unrolls her page. 1848 LOWELL Fable for Critics 916

Already for each I see History preparing the statue and

niche. 1892 EDITH THOMPSON York S, Lane. 137 History

can hardly be said to know aught of the fate of his two

young nephews.
4. transf. f a. A series of events (of which the

story is or may be told). 06s.

1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay (title) Navigations.
Peregrinations, and Voyages made into Turkic . .with diuers

faire and memorable histories happened in our times. 1608

TOPSELL Serpents (1658)601 As may appear by this succeed-

ing discourse, of a true history done in England, in the house

of a worshipful Gentleman. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thevenot J

39



HISTORY.

Trav. I. 186 Many Figures in Bass-Relief, representing

several sacred Histories.

b. The whole train of events connected with a

particular country, society, person, thing, etc., and

forming the subject of his or its history (in sense 2) ;

course of existence or life, career. Also in pregnant

sense, An eventful career; a course of existence

worthy of record. (See also LIFE-HISTORY.)
[1608 SHAKS. Per. \\ i. 119 If I should tell my history, it

would seem Like lies disdain'd in the reporting.] 1654
WHITLOCK Zootomia 200 For every one. .to turn overanew
leafe in his own History, and amend his own Erratas. 1715

J. RICHARDSON Theory Paint. 98 If there be any thing par-
ticular in the History of the Person which is proper to be

Express'd. 1852 LYNCH Brief Medit. in Lett, to Sctit-

tered etc. 255 Every man has a moral history. 1860 GEO.
ELIOT Mill on Fl. VI. iii, The happiest women, like the

happiest nations, have no history. 1872 YEATS GnnvtA
Comm. 93 Travelling by sea was a task for which their pre-
vious history had not prepared them. 1875 JOWETT Plato

(ed. 2) IV. 272 Our idea of space, like our other ideas, has a

history, 1895 'PERONNE' Veil of Liberty x. 209, I know
what it is to love and to be parted. I, too, have a history.

O. (Without a or //.) The aggregate of past
events in general ; the course of events or human
affairs.

1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 306 Take a turn in the Temple
of History, and there meet with instructive Lectures of

Providence. 1845 MILL Ess. II. 221 It was Lessingby whom
the course of history was styled

' the education of the human
race '. 1871 SMILES Charac. i. 22 History . . is but con-

tinuous humanity influenced by men of character. 1874
MOTLEY Bamcveld I.vii-3ii The great tragi-comedy which
we call human history.

6. A systematic account (without reference to

time) of a set of natural phenomena, as those con-

nected with a country, some division of nature or

group of natural objects, a species of animals or

plants, etc. Now rare, exc. in NATURAL HISTORY.

[In this sense following the similar use of ioropwi by
Aristotle and other Greek writers, and of historia by Pliny.]

1567 J. MAPLET (title) A Greene Forest, or a natural His-

tone, wherein may bee scene the most sufferaigne Verities

in all the whole kinde of Stones and Mettals; of Brute

Beastes, Fowles, Fishes [etc.]. 1600 J. PORY tr. La (title)

A Geographical Historic of Africa. 1608 TOPSEU. (title) The
History of Serpents. 1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 270 Aris-

totle in his Bootes ofthe Historyand Generation ofcreatures,
doth [etc.]. 1676 RAY Corr. (1848) 122 In the '

History of the

Fero Islands
'

I find no more species of birds than what
I have already inserted. 1774 GOLDSM. (title) History of the

Earth and Animated Nature. 1790 BEILBY (title) General

History of British Quadrupeds. 1797 (title) History of

British Birds. 18^ MEDWIN Angler in IVates I. 30 The
mayfly. .1 am curious to know something of the history of

this little creature.

6. fa. A story represented dramatically, a drama.

Obs. b. spec. A drama representing historical

events, a historical play.
1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. Induct, ii. 144 Your Honors

Players . . Are come to play a pleasant Comedie . . It is a

kinde of history. 1598 (title) The History of Henrie the

Fovrth. 1600 A. y. L. u. vii. 164 Last Scene of all,

That ends this strange euentfull historie. 1602 Ham. n.

ii. 416 The best Actors in the world, either for Tragedie,
Comedie, Historie, Pastorall. 1623 (title) Mr. William

Shakespeares Comedies, Histories, and Tragedies. 1864
KIRK Chas. Bold I. ii. iii. 525 She was entertained with
1 Histories'a kind of dramatic representation. 1877 DOW-
DEN Primer Shaks. vi. 15. 97 Both parts of Henry IY
consist of a comedy and a history fused together.

f7. A pictorial representation of an event or

series of incidents ;
in 1 8th c. a historical picture.

1514 BARCLAY Cyt. $ Uplondyshm. (Percy Soc.) p. Ixx, All

the walles within of fynest golde, With olde histpryes &
pictures manifoldc. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's

Voy. n. xvi. 50 b, A great colomne, in ye which are carved

Ivory cut "into Histories after a rare manner. 1715 J.
RICHARDSON Theory Paint. 138 When a Painter intends to

make a History. 1776 SIR J.
REYNOLDS Disc. vii. (1876) 422

A landscape of Claude Lorraine may be preferred to a history

by Luca Giordano.

IT 8. Eccl. =L. historia, litnrgically applied (a)

to a series of lessons from Scripture, named from

the first words of the Respond to the first lesson
;

(b) to the general order of a particular Office.

Misunderstood and erroneously explained in Rock Ch. of
Fathers IV. xii. 124 : see Proctor & Wordsworth Samni
Breviary, Index to Fasc. I, II.

9. attrib. and Comb., as history-monger, -profes-

sor, -wise, -writer ; ) history faith,
' historical

'

faith (see HISTORICAL 2) ; history-maker, (a) a

writer of a history ; (t) one who ' makes history',
i.e. performs important actions which shape the

course of history; so history-making a.
;

his-

tory-painter, one who paints
'
histories' (sense 7) ;

so history-painting, history-piece.
1531 TINDALE Expos, ff Notes (1849) 154 Let this therefore

be an undoubted article of thy faith : not of a "history faith,
as thou believest a gest of Alexander. 1895 LD. WOLSELEY
Decl. Sf F. Napoleon i. 3 The sayings, doings, aspirations,
even the villanies of this great *history-maker. 1845 W.
CORY Lett, t, Jrnls. (1897) 37, 1 could get a sure living
as a journeyman "history-monger. 1658 W. SANDERSON
Grapkice 18 Excellent "History Painters. 1711 SHAFTESB.
Charac. (1737) III. 387 In a real history-painter, the same
knowledg, the same study, and views, are requir'd, as in

a real poet. 1686 AGLIONBY Painting Illustr. Explan.
Terms, *History-Painting is an Assembling of many Figures
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in one Piece, to Represent any Action of Life, whether True
or Fabulous, accompanied with all its Ornaments of Land-

skip and Perspective. 1713 BERKELEY Guardian No. 49 F 8

As I can not go to the price of history painting, 1 have pur-
chased at easy rates several beautifully designed pieces of

landskip and perspective. 1706 Art ofPainting (1744) 345
He painted several "history-pieces. 1773 JOHNSON in Bos-

well 30 Apr., Robertson paints minds as Sir Joshua paints
faces in a history-piece. 1701 WALLIS in Collect. (O. H. S.I

I. 329 An "history-professor. 1571 GOLDING Cah'in on /'s.

ix. 4 He sheweth in "historywise, that his enemies were
overthrowen. 1587 De Mornay\\\\. 97 lustine the "His-

torywriter witnesseth, that the Kings . . afore Minus . . were
but particular Judges of Controuersies. 1770 ARMSTRONG
Misc. II. 179 (Jod.) Superior in candour and impartiality to

many at least of our modern history-writers.

f History, v. Obs. [ad. F. historier (i4th c.

in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. med.L. historiare (in both

senses), f. historia HISTORY.]
1. trans. To relate in a history or narrative ;

to

record, narrate, recount.

1475 Bk. Noblesse (1860) 13 As in the .39. chapitre of the

Actis of the said King Philip more plainly is historied.

1502 Ord. Cryslen Men Epil. (W. de W. 1526) 426 Newely
hystoryed and translated out of Frensshe into Englysshe.

1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, iv. i. 203 And keepe no Tell-tale to

his Memorie, That may repeat, and Historie his losse, To
new remembrance.

2. To inscribe or adorn with ' histories
' or his-

torical scenes.

1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's Voy. II. xvi. 50 b, A
great Colomne of Marble historied after the maner of those

of Antonin and Adrian . . at Rome. 1670-98 LASSELS Voy.

Italy I. 127 These doors are all of brass historied into

figures containing the remarkable histories of both the

Testaments. Ibid. 148 Its three brazen doors are historied

with a fine basso relievo.

Histotomy, -trophic, -zyme : see HISTO-.

II Histrio (hi'strio). [a. L. histrio, histrion-em

stage-player. (In Holland only as L.)]
= next.

[1600 HOLLAND Livy 250 (R.) Heerevpon our owne countrie

actors and artificiall professours of this feate were called

Histriones, of Hister, a Tuscane word, which signifieth a

player or dauncer.J 1658 PHILLIPS, Histrio, a Player of

Farces, a Buffoon. 1850 CARLYLE Latter-d. Pamph. iv. 6
'

Begone, ye imbecile hypocrites, histrios not heroes 1

'

1887 ,

Pall Mall G. 6 July 1/2 A poor histrio, a stagey pedant.

Histrion (hi-stri^n). Also 6 erron. -an, -en.

[a. F. histrion (1570 in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. his-

trion-em : see prec.] A stage-player, actor. (Now
usually contemptuous.)
cisft6 J. ALDAYtr. Boaysttiau's Theat. World Siv, His-

trians that we have scene in our time flie on a rope in ye
ayre. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie i. xiv. (Arb.) 48 Roscius
..the best Histrien or buffon that was in his dayes to be
found. 1603 FLORIO Montaigne n. xxxyii. (1632) 426 Let
her leave this care to Mimikes, to Histrions, and to Rhe-
toricke Masters. 1862 MERIVALE Rom. Emp. (1865) VI. Hi.

295 It was found necessary to expel the histrions, or panto*
mimic dancers. 1889 Evening News 6 Nov. 2/6 When it

is the fashion for histrions to air themselves in print.

t Histrio'nian, a. Obs. rare. [-IAN.] =next.

1609 R. BARNERD Faitkf. Sheph. 85 This is a forewearing
of the spirits, and too Histrionian like.

Histrionic (histrip-nik), a. and sb. fad. late

L. histrionic-us, f. histrion-em ; cf. F. histrionique

(i769inLittre).l
A. adj. 1. Of or belonging to stage-players, or

to play-acting ;
theatrical ; dramatic.

1759 DILWORTH Pope 91 The favourite passion of the his-

trionic tribe. 1774 WARTON Hist. Eng. Poetry Hi. III. 285
In consequence of his love and his knowledge of the his-

trionick art, he taught the choristers over which he presided
to act plays. 1867 Corn/i. Mag. Jan. 31 He can also boast

decent histrionic talents.

2. Theatrical in character or style,
'

stagey
'

; also

Jig.
'

acting a part ', hypocritical, deceitful.

1648 J. BEAUMONT Psyche xx. (R.), The crisp'd, perfum'd,

belac'd, befooled Wights, Jetting in histrionick pride I

saw. 1679 HOBBES Behemoth (1840) 363 The Presbyterian

preachers .. by a long practised histrionic faculty, preached

up the rebellion powerfully. 1784 COWPER Task n. 563 Fop-
pish airs And histrionic mumm'ry, that let down The pulpit
to the level of the stage. 1889 Globe 7 Mar., Yesterday's
histrionic proceedings.
3. Path. Histrionic paralysis (see quot.). Jfis-

trionic spasm, spasm of the facial muscles.

1886 Syd. Soc. Lex., Histrionic spasm. 1893 Ibid., Paraly-
sis, histrionic. Bell's facial palsy, so named because the

power of facial expression is lost.

B. sb. 1. A stage-player, actor. Alsoyf^.
1859 SALA Tm. round Clock (1861) 256 Costumes . . ready

for the histrionics who are to wear them. 1860 All Year
Rnd. No. 75. 595 Commend me . . to this matchless histrionic !

2. //. Play-acting, theatricals ;
theatrical arts ;

acting (of a part), pretence.

1864 Sat. Rev. XVII. 515/1 We have theatres in London
. . not worse than the special Stratford histrionics. 1882

A .W. WARD Dickens i. ii He loved the theatre and every-

thing which savoured of histrionics. 1890 Times 10 Mar. 9/1
As a matter ofcommon decorum or of satisfactory histrionics.

Histrio'nical, a. [f. as prec. + -AL.]
1. =prec. adj. i.

_ _
_rr

1801 STRI/TT Sports fy Past. in. iii. 3 In the Saxon canons
. .A. D. oco, it is ordered that no priest shall . . exercise the

inimical or histrionical art.

2. =prec. adj. 2.

1560 BFCON Nm Catech. Wks. 1844 II. 300 It was become

deadly sin to minister the holy communion without these
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sccnii:al, histrionical, and hickscorner-like garments, a 1626
Bp. ANDREWES Serm. (18561 I. 414 This scenical, theatrical,
histrionical godliness. ^1670 HACKET Abp. Williams i.

(1692) 102 They [the Inquisition] are so histrionical in their

ceremonies, as if they made a sport of barbarousness, that

they
cite the dead men three several days to appear.

Histrio'nically, adv. [f. prec. + -LV 2.] In

a histrionic manner ; in relation to, or in the style

of, actors or acting ; theatrically.
1647 TRAPP Mcllif. Theol. in Comm. Ep. 637 They did all

theatrically, histrionicallyj hypocritically. 1657 W. MORICE
Coena quasi Kou-i) Def. xix. 337 To translate the Stage into

the Church, making some Histrionically to personate that

which they are not. 1864 Realm 25 May 7 Signor Graziani
. .is now a very fair Valentine considered histrionically.

Histrionicism (histripTiisiz'm). [f. HISTRIO-
NIC + -ISM.] Histrionic action ;

= next.

1870 Daily A'eivs 13 Dec., His vanity, his half-conscious

histrionicism . . have been the subject of good-humoured
laughter. 1873 BLACK Pr. Tkule vi. 89 How could this girl

have taught herself, in the solitude of a savage island, a

species of histrionicism which women in London circles

strove for
years

to acquire ?

Histrionism (hrstrifiniz'm). [f. HISTRION or

L. histrio, -onem + -ISM.] Theatrical practice, ac-

tion, or style ;

'

acting '.

1682 SmT. BROWNE Chr. Mor. in. 24 When personations
shall cease, and Histrionism of happiness be over. 1835
Fraser^s Mag. XII. 540 Something to wash down his lord-

ship's dose of histrionism. 1862 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. ix. iv.

III. ir3 The Cathedral Church, where high Prince Bishops
delivered palliums, did histrionisms.

Hi'Strionize, v. rare- 1
, [f. as prec. + -ISM.]

intr. To act, as a stage-player ;
to play a part.

(In quot., to histrionize it.)

1652 URQUHART Jewel Wks. (1834) 229 During the five

hours space that, .he was pleased to histrionize it, he shewed
himself so natural a representative that [etc.].

Hit (hit), v. Pa. t. and pa. pple. hit. Forms :

i hyttan, 3-6 hitte, hytte, 4 hutte, hete, 4-5
hyt, 4-7 hitt, 5 {yd sing.} hit, 4- hit. fa. t.

i hytte, 3-4 hutte, 3-5 hitte, (4 hite), 4- hit,

(4-5 hitt, 5 hyt(te, 6-7 hot, 6-9 St. and north.

hat, 7 hatt). Pa. pple. 4 y-hyt, 5 hyt, yhytte, 5-
hit, (dial. 5 St. hittin, 6- hitten, hutten, 6 hot).

[Late OE. hyttan = ON. hitta to hit upon, light

upon, meet with, Sw. hitta, Da. hitte to hit, find.

App. from Norse : cf. Branch II
; but the senses under I

seem to have been developed at an early date in Eng. from
the notion 'get at, reach'.]

I. To get at or reach with a blow, to strike.

1. trans. To reach or get at with a blow or a

missile ; to give a blow to (something aimed at) ;

to strike with aim or intent. When the success of

the actor is the prominent notion, its opposite is to

miss ;
when the effect upon the object is prominent,

the meaning tends to be ' to strike sensibly, so as to

be felt
'

; cf. sense 8.

c 1205 LAY. 26060 pe eotend smat after biliue & noht hine

ne hutte. Ibid. 27680 He..J>ene admiral hitte mid smarten
ane dunte. 13.. A". Alts. 2155 Ac Alisaundre hutte him,
certe, Thorugn livre, and longe, and heorte. c 1350 Will.

Palerne 3621 No man bat he hit mujth him withstonde.

1387 TREVISA Higden VI. xxix, Atte laste Harold was yhyt
wyp an arewe & loste hys on ye. 1413 Pilgr. Sowle

(Caxton 1483) v. x. 101 Pacyence hitte Ire in the helme
that it flewe a feld. 1460 Lybeaiis Disc. 273 Was he never

yhytte ? 1484 CAXTON Fables of jEsop iv. ix, Thow shalt

hytte hym with thy swerd and kylle hym. 1530 PALSGR.

585/2, I hytte a thyng that I throwe at. 1553 T. WILSON
Rhet. (1580) 3 Phavorinus the Philosopher.. did hit a yong

Sym said he sett nocfit by hiss forss, J

be hittin. 1584 R. SCOT Discov. Witchcr. xu. xv. (1886)
206 A viper smitten or hot with a reed is astonied. 1601

SHAKS. Tivcl. N. n. v. 51 O for a stone-bow to hit him in

the eye. a 1605 MONTGOMERIE Misc. Poems xxxiii. 17 He
shot and hat me on the breist. 1743 Bronghton's Rules

Boxing^ in Blaine Encycl. Rur. Sforts 1221 No person
is to hit his adversary when he is down. 1828 Craven
Dial., Hat, praet. of hit. 1879 F. POLLOK Sport Brit.

Burmah I. 193, 1 had hit the tigress hard as she sprang up.

1885 Law Times 9 May 29/2 The plaintiff. . fired at him, but

did not hit him.

Jig. 1611 MIDDLETON & D. Roaring G. Epil., Some dis-

praised The haire . . Some hit her o're the lippes, mislik'd

their colour.

b. Cricket, (a) To strike (the ball) with the bat :

hence with the bowler as object. (6) To hit off,

to make up (a number of runs) by hitting.

1857 HUGHES Tom Brown n. viii, When you or Raggles
hit a ball hard away for six. 1883 Daily Tel. 15 May 2/7

Dr. Grace hit Hill square for 4. 1884 Pall Mall G. 14 Aug.

9/1 Mr. Hornby hit each bowler twice for 4. 1888 Daily

of one wicket. 1892 loiit. i Sept. 4/5 Yoi

remaining . . hit off 56 of these for the loss of two batsmen.

2. absol. or intr. To give a blow or blows ; to

strike with something in hand or with a missile.

la-upeMorteArth. 1149 Arthur, .hittez ever in the hulke

up to (>e hiltez. 1581 MULCASTER Positions xxxvni. (1887)

178 Who so shootes at the like, in hope to hit, may sooner

misse. 1669 STURMY Mariner's Mag. v. 57 Take aim to the

Mark you would shoot to, and that is the way to hit. 1700
S. L. tr. Fryke's Voy. E. Ind. 25 Throw a Dart or long

Stick, with which they'll hit within the compass of a far-

thing a mighty distance. 1850 S. G. OSBORNE Gleanings
112 There were . . lads . . hitting at stones with hammers.

1870 ELAINE Encycl. Rur. Sports 4038 (Boxing) He was
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..an excellent Stopper', hitting with his right and stop-

ping with his left.

3. trans. Of a missile or moving body : To come

upon with forcible impact ; to strike.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Cristofore 581 Sowne ane erow

in be ee hyme hit. 1628 DIGBY Voy. Medit. (1868) 77 He. .

shott 7 peeces att my pinnace, all which halt her. 1694

A. DE LA PRYME Diary (Surtees) 40 In at the window . . [it]

was flung . . and had like to have hitten Mr. Walker on the

head. 1700 S. L. tr. Fryke's Voy. E. hid. 354 With an

Elligar . . that sticks in the Fish it hits. 1828 SCOTT F. M.
Perth xi, My pellet. .1 trust, it did not hit your eye.

fig- 'S'3 DOUGLAS &neis v. iii. 90 The meikle hlllis

Bemys agane, hit with the brute so schill is. 1847 TENNYSON
Princ. v. 44 The sun, that now. .hit the Northern hills.

<t. absol. or intr. To come with forcible impact

(against, upon, etc.).

(.1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xiii. 58 pe whilk brand efter- ,

wardes hitt on be erthe and stakk still perin. 1530 PALSGR.

585/2, I went darkeling and dyd hytte agaynst a doore.

1659 B. HARRIS ParivaCs Iron Age 137 When we en-
i

deavour to shun one . . Sand-bank, we hit against another.

11704 LOCKE (J.), Ifbodiesbeextensionalone.howcanthey !

move and hit one against another? 1860 TYNDALL Glac. \.

xxv. 190 The little snow granules hit spitefully against the

skin. Mod. The shot hit in front of the head high up.

5. trans. To deliver (a blow, stroke, etc.).

ta 1400 Morte ArtA. 3687 Archers of Inglande .. Hittis

thourghe be harde stele fulle hertly dynnttis. c 1400 Destr.

Troy 5937 He . . Hit on his hede a full hard dynt. 1460

Lybeaits Disc. 1631 Ayder yn other scheld hytte Strokes

grymly greete. 1879 F. POLLOK Sport Brit. B. 1. 122, 1 lifted

the stick and pretended to hit at it a back-handed blow.

6. With two objectives. To hit any one a blow :

to strike him with a blow, to give him a blow.

1597 T. BEARD Theatre God's Judgem. I. xxi. (1631) 122

17*3 C. JOHNSTON Reverie I. 135 Hitting him a plump in

the bread-basket. 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. f. It. Jrnls. II. 23

Hitting the poor Venus another, .blow.

7. trans. To knock (a part of the body) against
or on something.
1639 T. BRUGIS tr. Camus' Mor. Relnt. 249 [He] hit his

nose so hard against the ground, that he lay quite stund

with the fall. 1665 HOOKE Microgr. 178 _It
would swim to

and fro . . but would often hit itself against the rocks or

stones. Mod. In the dark he hit his foot against the step.

8. fig. To affect the conscience, feelings, comfort,

prosperity, etc. of (any one) in a way analogous to

physical hitting; to affect sensibly, painfully, or

injuriously ; to smite, wound, hurt. To hit home :

cf. HOME adv. 5.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, George i to Sad sorow sa cane hyme
hit. 1513 DOUGLAS Mntis iv. xi. 22 Now art thou hit with

frawart weirdis vnkynd. 1553 T. WILSON Rhet. (1580) 138

A merie man can want no matter to hitte hym home, c 1565

LINDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (1728) 234 (Jam.) The
chancellour.. hearing the grose and ruid speach .. thought
he hat thame ovir near. 1620 SANDERSON Serm. (1681) I.

142 Christ hitteth him home, and presseth upon his par-

ticular corruption. 1678 R. BARCLAY Apol. Quakers x. 17.

307 This Objection hitteth not us at all. 1735 POPE Donne
Sat. iv. 232 Dear Countess ! you have charms all hearts to

hit ! 1861 BRIGHT Sf. India 19 Mar., The noble Lord felt

himself hit. 1888 EsvcKAiwr. Commw. II. xliii. 134 There

is always a desire to hit companies.

b. To be hard (sometimes heavily, badly) hit :

to be severely or deeply affected by something ;

esp. to be seriously smitten by some adversity. (Cf.

sense i, quot. 1879.)
1854 LEVER Dodd Fain. Abr, xiv. no, I got hit hard at

the Brussels races, lost twelve hundred at icartl. 1888

BRYCE Anur. Commw. III. xc. 229 Stocks had now fallen,

and everybody was hard hit. 1891 N. GOULD Daub. Event

3 A friend of his had been hit heavily over a certain race.

1893 L'pool Daily Post i Jan., Liverpool was badly hit last

year by the fall in cotton.

9. To cast, throw. Obs. exc. dial.

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. v. 172 penne Clement be Cobelere

caste of his cloke, And Hikke be
pstiler

hutte his hod aftur.

1862 H. KINOSLEY Ravenslue xiii. (D.j, Everything past use

was hit, as they say in Berkshire, out into the street.

10. Backgammon. To 'take up' (a man). To

hit a blot : to throw a number which enables the

player to take up an unguarded man, that is, one

left single and alone on any point in his adversary's

tables. Hence jig. to discover a failing or a weak

point. (See BLOT so*)
1599 PORTER Angry Worn. Abingd. in Hazl. Dodsley\ll.

276 Mrs. Gonr. LOOK ye, mistress, now I hit ye. Mrs. Bar.

Why, ay, you never use to miss a blot, Especially when it

stands so fair to hit. .1 hot your man. 1691 T. H[ALE] Ace.

New Invent, p. xxxviii, And he there hits a blot in the

Papal Tenets that was never hit before. 1778 C. JONES
HoyU's Games Intpr. 175 Suppose I leave two Blots, either

of which cannot be hit but by double Dice. 1870 HARDY &
WARE Mod. Hoyle 144 If you are obliged to leave a blot,

by having recourse to the Calculations for hitting it, you will

find the chances for and against you. .Never fail spreading

your men, either to take a new point in your table, or to

hit a man your adversary may happen to enter. 1889 Spec-

tator 14 Dec. 832 Mr. Morley has hit a blot in our policy.

II. To come upon, light upon, meet with, get

at, attain to, reach one's aim, succeed, and the like.

This is the ON. sense ; but with the exception of the

single late OE. instance in n, its exemplification in Eng-
lish as a whole is later.

11. trans. To come upon, light upon, meet with,

get at, reach, find, esp. something aimed at. a.

with material object.
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,i 1075 OE. Chron. (MS. D.) an. 1066 Da com Harold, .on

unwser on ba Normenn, and hytte hi be^eondan Eoforwic,
xt Steinford-brygge. 1527 R. THORNE in HakluyL Voy. (1589)

256 Sayling Northwarde . . we shall hitte those Islandes.

c 1532 DEWES Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 908 To hitte or ouer-
j

take, attaindrc. 1621 T. WILLIAMSON tr. Goitlart's Wise
I 'ieitlard 25 So farre out of the way. . that they can hardly
hit the right way againe to the. .citie of God. 1704 ADDI-
SON ItatydjT.3) 56 The Entrance is so difficult to hit. 1738
SWIFT Pel. Conversnt. ii. 138 Egad, I can't hit the Joint.

1797 CAPT. TROUBRIDGE 25 July in Nicolas Nelson's Disf.
(1845) II. 426 note. From the darkness of the night I did

not immediately hit the Mole, the spot appointed to land

at. 1853 MRS. CAKLYLE Lett. II. 195 As soon as I knew
where to hit you with a letter.

b. with immaterial object.

'555 EDEN Decades 309 To consyder howe they hytte the

truthe sumtyme. 1581 PETTIK Giiazzo's Civ. Conv. n.

(1586) 68 You have hit my meaning right. 1685 LADY
RUSSELL Lett. I. xxi. 57, I cannot hit the names of the

rest. 1782 PRIESTLEY Corrupt. Chr. I. II. 272 Other persons
.. were able .. to hit the happy medium. 1866 G. MAC-
DONALD Ann. Q. Neigllb. iii. (1878) 37, I never could hit his

way of talking to his parishioners.

12. intr. With upon, on (t of), in same sense as

ii. (With indirect passive.}
a 1300 Cursor M. 7152, I wat noght hu he on bam hitte.

c 1375 iV. Leg. Saints, Clement 836 Bot one bat place

mycht nane of bame hyt. 1553 T. WILSON Rhet. (1580) ,

146 In readyng .. he hit at length upon himself and the
|

More. 1568 V. SKINNER tr. Montana*' Inquis. 17 a, So he
j

can hit of the matter. 1609 B. JONSON Sil. Worn. tv. ii,

No, but I could hit of some things that thou wilt miss.

1705 BOSMAN Guinea. 34 The Means which they chiefly hit

upon, and practised. 1715 YANBRUGH Country Ho. n. Wks.
j

(Rtldg.) 464/1 Sure I shall hit of some way to get rid of this

crew. 1764 REID Inquiry vi. 12 Like other facts, they are
|

not to be hit upon by a happy conjecture. 1807 P. GASS

Jrnl. 132 We . . crossed a large mountain and hit on the

creek and small valley, which were wished for by our guide.

1874 SAYCE Contpar. Philol. ii. 69 Hypothesis after hypo-

thesis, until the right one is at length hit upon.

1 13. intr. To attain the object aimed at or end

intended ; to ' hit the mark '. Of events, etc. : To
come to the desired end ; to succeed ; to come off

as intended. 06s. or dial.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 2071 Thow se not bat sothely said ys
of olde, And ofte happes to hit, qwo so hede tas. 159*
SHAKS. Merck. V. ill. ii. 270 Hath all his ventures faird,

what not one hit? i68 SEDLEY Mulb. Card. Prol., The
cruel critic and malicious wit, Who think themselves undone

if a play hit. 1744-50 W. ELLIS Mod. Husbandm. II. n.

127 (E. D. S.') Thispirky wheat is often sown after turneps
..and generally hits well. 1841 AKERMAN Wilts. Gloss.

(E. D. S.) s.v., The apples hit well t'year.

14. trans. To attain to an exact imitation or re-

presentation of; to imitate exactly or to a nicety.

Cf. hit off, 240.
1602 Narcissus (1893) 484 Harke how Jumball hitts it

[a cry] right. 1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. v. i. 127 Your Fathers

Image is so hit in you. 1623 B. JONSON in Shakspere's
Wks. To Rdr., O, could he but haue drawne his wit As
well in brasse, as he hath hit His face, c 1633 MILTON
A rcades 77 If my inferior hand or voice could hit Inimitable

sounds. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 418 f 3 It is pleasant to

look on the Picture of any Face, where the Resemblance is

hit. 1808 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) One more Peep at R. Acad.
Wks. 1812 V. 356 How dares thy hand, that cannot hit The
features of a poor Tom tit, Attempt the Eagle's fury in its

flight? 1842 MOTLEY Corr. (1889) I. iv. 119 One of the most

difficult things in painting is to hit the exact colour of the

human face.

15. To fall in with exactly ;
to suit, fit, be agree-

able to.

c 1580 SIDNEY Ps. XL. iv, [I] sought with deedes thy will

to hitt. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 506 The dry marie, sorteth

well with a moist soile ; and the fatty, hitteth that which is

dry and lean. 1631 MILTON Penseroso 14 Hail, divinest

Melancholy, Whose saintly visage is too bright To hit the

sense of human sight. 1692 BENTLEY Boyle Lect. ix. 327

All the Characters must hit and correspond one to another.

1766 GOLDSM. Vic. W. xvi, We did not immediately recollect

an historical subject to hit us. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem.
XLVII, What vaster dream can hit the mood Of Loye^on
earth? 1884 CHURCH Bacon i. 20 In the hope . . of hitting

her taste on some lucky occasion.

t!6. intr. To fall in suitably or exactly; to co-

incide ; to square with, agree with. Obs.

1607 SHAKS. Timon in. i. 6 A Guift I warrant. Why this

hits right : I dreampt of a Silucr Bason and Ewre to night.

1699 BENTLEY Phal. xi. 274 Plutarch . . would never balk a

good story though it did not exactly hit with Chronology.

1719 DE FOE Crusoe ii. i, The Scheme hit so exactly with

my Temper. 1721 Col. Jack ( 1 840) 1 33 Was there nothing
in his case that hit with your own ?

17. intr. To agree together. Obs. or dial.

1605 SHAKS. Lear i. i. 308 Pray you let vs sit [Qos. hit]

together. 1758 T. NEVILE Imit. Hor. Ep. i. xviu. 131

Believe me, contraries will never hit ; The fop avoid the

clown, the dunce the wit. 1828 Craven Dial., Hit, to

agree. 1876 Whitby Gloss, s. v.,
' We hit about it ', agreed.

. .

' Hae ye hitten on yet ? ', come to an agreement.

III. To aim, direct one's aim or course.

1 18. intr. To aim, seek, strive. Obs. rare.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 132 pe wyj..Hittez to haue ay
more & more.

19. intr. To direct one's course, be directed ; to

pass, turn
;

to ' strike
'

out, in, in a particular

direction. ? Now dial.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. C. 380 Of a hepe of askes he hitte in

be myddez. a 1400-50 Alexander 445 He sail hit with his

hede in-to be heghe est. c 1400 Destr. Troy 4671 pai comyn
to the cost . . and berc hyt into hauyn. Ibid. 7242 Achilles

also afterward rose, Hit on his horse, hurlit into fight.

HIT.

? a 1500 ChesterPI. x. 275 Into Egypte till we hitte (E.E.T.S.

hyttl The Angel will us leade. 1664 POWER Exp. Pltilos.

119 The Atoms of Fire, or Heat, which penetrate into the

Bladder ;
. .Why could they not hit out, as well as in, through

the same pores ? 1713 POPE Guardian No. 40 adfin., Both

Spenser and Philips have hit into the same road with this

old West Country Bard of ours. 1895 T. HARDY in Harper's
Mag. Mar. 568 I've seen her hit in and steer down the long
slide on yonder pond.
IV. Phrases.

2O. To hit it. a. To hit the mark ; to guess the

right thing ;
to make a correct conjecture.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. iv. i. 127 Thou canst not hit it my
good man. 1591 FLORIO wd Fruites 25 G. That is stake-

money under the line, is it not so? T. Yea sir, you hitt it

right. 1738 SWIFT Pol. Conversat. iii. 199 Guess again. . .A
Girl then. . . You have hit it. 1890 BOLDREWOOD Col. Re-

former (1891) 134 You've just hit it there.

b. (Now usually to hit it
off'.)

To agree.
1634 STRAKFORD Lett. \. 299 Would to God our master

could hit it with that crown ! 1668 SEDLEY Mulb. Card. \.

i. Wks. 1722 Il.g You and I shall never hit it. 1780 MAD.
D'ARBLAY Early Diary (1889) II. 291 How do you and the

great Mrs. Montague hit it off? 1844 ALB. SMITH Adv.
Mr. Ledbury xxii. (1886) 66 The respective wives of these

gentlemen never hit it exactly. 1861 HUGHES Tom Brown
at Oxf. xi, Tom did not venture to inquire for a day or two
how the two hit it off together.

C. To attain exactly to the point wanted; to

strike the scent in hunting (also hit it off).

1704 STEELE Lying Lover i. (1747) 16 Not ev'ry open-
handed Fellow hits it neither. 1710 PRIDEAUX Orig. Tithes

ii. 52 To look through every circumstance necessary to be

considered in the adjusting of this point so as exactly to hit

it. 18 . . Rec. N. Devon Staghounds 65 (W. Som. Word-bk.)
The hounds then hit it up the river. Ibid. 68 The hounds
came to a check, and could never hit it off again.

21. To hit the mark, the nail, the needle, the pin,
the nail upon the head, usually_/?.
c 1450 Cm. Mysl. (Shaks. Soc.) 138 Now be myn trowthe

ae bytte the pynne. 1530 Proper Dyaloge (1863)^15
Thou

hyttest the nayle upon the head For that is the thinge that

they dreed. 1580 SIDNEY Arcadia (1622) 305 Indeede she

had hit the needle in that deuise. 1597 MORLEY Introd.

Mus. 75 That we commonly call hitting the eight on the

face, when we come to an eight, and skip vp from it agayne
to another perfect concord. 31613 OVBRBURY Charac.,
Amorist Wks. (1856) 57 To keep Cupid from hitting the

blacke. 1680 H. MORE Apocal. Apoc. 54 This Bow-man
hat the mark, when the Emperour Constantine turned

Christian. 1866 MRS. GASKELL Wives t, Dau. (Tauchn.) I.

69 He was rash, .hitting the nail on the head sometimes.

b. To hit one in the teeth : to reproach one (with
a. thing), throw it in one's teeth (see TOOTH).
22. Hit or miss : Whether one hits or misses ;

at random, at haphazard, happy-go-lucky. (Cf.

KITTY-MISSY.) Also attrib. and subst.

1606 SHAKS. Tr. $ Cr. I. iii. 384 But hit or misse, Our

proiects life this shape of sence assumes. 1654 WHITLOCK
Zootomia 115 Whose practise in Physick is nothing but the

Countrey dance, call'd Hit or Misse. 1705 HICKERINGILL

Priest-cr. I. (1721) 14 Do we all march towards Heaven hit

or miss, and by guess? 1873 OUIDA Pascarel II. 42 It is

not the happy-go-lucky hit-or-miss sort of thing that you

may fancy.

V. With adverbs in specialized senses.

23. Hit in. t . trans. To thrust in, push in

with a stroke. Obs.
a 1400-50 Alexander 512 pan wendis par-out a litill worm
& wald it eft enter, And or scho hit in hire hede a hard

deth suffirs.

b. intr. To strike in : see 19.

24. Hit off. a. trans. To produce or throw off

With success.

1700 CONGREVE Way of World in. xiii, We hit off a little

wit now and then, but no animosity. 1822 MARY A. KELTY

Osmond I. 87 You used to be rather au fait at hitting off

a sonnet.

b. To succeed in attaining or getting at or upon.

(Said esp. of striking the scent in hunting.)

1678 DRYDEN Limberham iv. i, You have hit it off it seems.

01698 TEMPLE (J.), What prince soever can hit
off^this

great secret, need know no more. 1749 FIELDING Tan
Jonesx. vi, It happens to this sort of men, as to bad hounds,

who never hit off a fault themselves. 1815 Sporting Mag.
XLV. 299 The hounds again hit off the scent. 1879 F. POL-

LOK Sport Brit. Burutali 1. 69 We started at daybreak . .

and soon hit off a trail.

c. To describe, represent, or reproduce success-

fully or to a nicety.

1737 WATERLAND Eucharist 81 He has very well hit off

the Sense. 1831 MACAULAY in Life ^ Lett. (1883) I. 233,

I never saw a character so thoroughly hit off. 1871 OMILES

Charac. x. (1876) 275 Sometimes he hits off an individual

trait by an anecdote.

d. See also senses i b and 20 b, c.

25. Hit out. t * trans. To knock out. Obs.

1303 LANCL. P. PI. C. xxi. 386 And ho so hitteb out a

mannes eye ober elles has for-teb. 1704!. PITTS Ace. Ma-

hotnetans<&, I have hit out the Devils Eyes already.

f b. To bring out, come out with. Obs. rare.

1579 E. K. Ep. Ded. Spenser's Sheph. Col., He mought
needes in singing hit out some of theyr tunes.

C. To strike out, elicit.

1838 KEBLE Occas. Pap. f, Rev. (1877) 31 [She] hit out

the spark which has now become such an orb of poetical

fame.

d. intr. To strike out with the fist. Also/^. to

deal heavy blows at, to attack vigorously.

1856 READE // is never too late xv No ! give me a chap
that hits out straight from the shoulder. 1873 Punch
10 May 190/1 Mr. Torrens hit out at Mr. Lowe, a 1895
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HIT.

LD. C. E. PAGET AutoHcg. vi. (1896) 188 A member [of

Parliament] should hit out seldom but hit hard.

VI. 26. Comb, hit-wicket (Cricket), the act

of hitting the wicket with the bat or a part of the

person, by which the batsman is
' out'.

1773 in Q- Kev- No- 3 l6- 4*9 'We find '

'
hit w:cket

'

[sc?
red

for the first time in a match between Hambledon and Eng-
land in 1773]. 1850

' BAT '

Cricket Man. 47 The hitter is

given out as ' hit wicket '. 1897 RANJITSINHJI Cricket xix,

The umpire at the bowler's end is the proper person to be

appealed to . . in all cases except those of stumping, hit-

wicket, and run out.

Hit, sb. Also 5 hete, 6-8 hitt.
[f.

HIT .]

1. A blow given to something aimed at ;
a stroke

(at cricket, billiards, etc.) ; the collision or impact
of one body with another.

Hit off(\n Hockey*, the first stroke, which begins the game.
c 1450 Cov. Myst. iShaks. Soc.) 185 To hym wyl I go, and

aeve nym suche an hete That alle the lechis of the londe

his lyf xul nevyr restore. 1598 FLORIO, Colpo, a blow, a

stroke, a hit. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. v. ii. 292 A hit, a very

palpable hit. 1681 COTTON Wond. Peak 32 How deep. . By
tumbling down stones . . Till the first hit strikes the astomsht

ear, Like Thunder under-ground. 1810 Sporting Mag.
XXXVI. 195 The navigator could plant but few hits. 1811

Ikid. XXXVII. 02 He. .can only be denied by a hit down.

1850
' BAT '

Cricket Man. ifs Whatever byes result from the

hit, go to the hit. 1879 F. POLIOK Sport Brit. Burmah I. 229
We . . made some very disgraceful misses, and again some

very pretty hits. 1893 Westm.Gaz. 22 Feb. 11/2 The annual

encounter. .at hockey. .Hit off will be at half-past two.

2. A stroke of sarcasm, censure, rebuke, etc.

c 1668 Roxt. Ball. (1802) VII. 381 Tis Wit for Wit, and
Hit for Hit. 1673 [R. LEIGH] Transp. Reh. 139 His snip-

snap wit, hit for hit. 1800 Sporting Mag. XV. 265 We have

received a number of hits about the soup or broth shops.

1873 HELPS Anim. 4 Mast. iv. (1875) 102 In Hudibras there

is a sly hit at the sayings of the philosophers.

3. A stroke of good luck which one hits upon or

meets with ; a fortunate chance.

1666 PEPYS Diary i June, To lament the losse of the oppor-

tunity of the last yeare, which., all might have been such a

hit as will never come again in this age. 1684 T. BURNET
Th. Earth i. 204 A lucky hit indeed, for chance to frame a

world ! 1704 CHURCHILL Collect. Voy. III. 9/1 One of these

Hits is enough to Enrich a Family. 1875 WHITNEY Life

Lang. vii. 120 Such words, .which only by a lucky hit gain
life and a career.

b. To look to (or mind] one's hits : to look to

one's chances.

1699 BENTLEV Phal. 190 He should have minded his hits

better, when he was minded to act the Tyrant, a 1700 B. E.

Diet. Cant. Crew s. v. Eye, To have an Eye to the main

Chance, or look to your Hits. 1760 C. JOHNSTON Chrysal
(1822) II. 248 If I mind my hits this trip, I shall be as rich

as the best of them. 1840 MRS. F. TROLLOPE Widow Mar-
ried xxiii, You had better mind your hits between mamma
and me.

4. A successful stroke made in action or per-

formance of any kind.

1815 W. H. IRELAND Scritbleomania 157 note, One of Mr.

Lane's most fortunate hits. 1819 Blackw. Mag. XXV. 399
Mr. Peel seems to have made a hit in the chief character of

Shiel's play. 1847 ALB. SMITH Chr. Tadpole xxiv. (1879)

217 His general effect, .was pronounced to be a hit.

b. A saying that goes to the point ;
a striking

and effective expression ; a telling phrase.

1836 T. HOOK G. Gumey (1850) I. i. 18 He suggested the

introduction of two or three jokes
'
hits ',

I recollect be

called them into the speeches of that personage. 1884 Nan-

conf. $ Indep. 25 Sept. 929/2 The noble speaker had made
the hit of the evening. 188$ Law Times LXXX. lo/r One
of his happiest hits is to brand wire pullers as the chiffon-

niers of politics.

C. A successful guess.
1852 GLADSTONE Glean. IV. i. 139 A knack of lucky con-

jecture . . resembling that which solves conundrums, often

seems to be more successful in its hits than comprehensive
mental grasp or the closest logical continuity.

d. Hit off, the act of hitting off (HIT v. 24 c) ;

a clever representation or imitation.

1830 J. BADCOCK in Foote's Wks.
p. xi, The plaudits

which would accompany a successful hit-off of the subject
under treatment.

6. Backgammon, a. A game won by a player
after his opponent has thrown off one or more men
from the board, as distinguished from a gammon or

a backgammon: see quot. 1888. b. The act of

hitting a ' blot
'

: see HIT v. 10.

1766 GOLDSM. Vic. W. ii, Backgammon, at which my old

friend and I sometimes took a twopenny hit. 1778 C. JONES
Hoylfs Games Impr. 171 Two of your Adversary's Men in

your Tables are better, for a Hit, than any greater Number,
provided your Game is forwardest. 1856 LEVEK Martini

ofCro' M. 1 8 A hardly-contested
'
hit

'

of backgammon was

being fought out. 1888 Casseirs Bk. Sports q Past. 385
There are three different kinds of wins, viz., the kit, the

gammon, and the backgammon. The player who has played
all his men round into his own inner table, and by fortunate

throws of the dice has borne all his men, wins the hit.

6. An abundant crop of fruit (i.e. one that turns

out a success), west. dial.
1800 Trans. Soc. Arts XVIII. 303 What in the Cider-

countries is called a hitt. This . . superabundance of fruit,

is very destructive to the trees ; for so great a crop weakens
them very much. 1890 Gloucestersh. Gloss., Hit, an abun-
dant crop of fruit.

Hit, obs. f. HIGHT v., HEIGHT
; obs. and dial.

f. IT.

Hitch (hitj), v. Forms : 5-6 hyche, hytche,
hich, 6- hitch. [In Promp. Parv., 1440, hytche-n ;

in 1 6- 1 7th c. also without /;, see ITCH v.- ; app. iden-
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tical in sense with early ME. ICCHE-N. If these are

in origin the same word, it is equally difficult to

explain the loss of A in the one, and its addition in

the other form. In some uses hitch is equivalent in

sense to Sc. and north, hatch, with which, if the h

is original, it may be radically cognate. No re-

lated word appears in the cognate langs. The con-

nexion of branches I and II is also uncertain.

(There does not appear to be any ground for connecting it

with hick- in hicket, hiccup.')}

I. To move jerkily.

1. trans. To move (anything) as with a jerk, or

in an abrupt or discontinuous manner ;
to shift (a

thing) a little away or aside.

1:1440 Promt. Para. 239/2 Hytchyn, or remevyn (Jf.

hychyn, P. hytchen, J., W. hythenl, amoveo, moveo,rc-
moveo a 1529 SKELTON E. Rummyng 401 Another than

dyd hyche her, And brought a pottel pycher. 1639 FULLER

Holy War I. xxiii. (1840) 38 Jerusalem, .hath somewhat

altered her situation, having hitched herself more north-

westward. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk f, Stlv. 122 That the

spring of the Watch . . should by its bear or elasticity hitch u
forwards. 1849 C. BRONTE Shirley ix, Hitching his chair

nearer the fire. 1884 GILMOUR Mongols 256 Hitching him-

self round .. looking at me.

b. esp. To raise or lift with a jerk. Usually

with up. Orig. nautical.

DICKENS Mut. Fr. u. i, She hitched this chin up. 1869

BLACKMORE Lorna D. iii, She. .hitched her dress.

2. fig. To move or lift as by a jerk into some

position ; spec, to put (as by an effort) into a story,

into verse, or the like ; to insert or mention in a

literary work, esp. by way of exposure or ridicule.

Sometimes app. associated with sense 5.

1749 FIELDING Tom Jones vin. i, Hitch him in distich.

and hitched into a newspaper, the world would say I was

not to be trusted with a secret. 1788 V. KNOX Winter Even.
I. 11. xiii. 196 The most exalted persons, .cruelly hitched in

a rhyme, and thrown out to the vulgar. 1805 W. TAYLOR in

Ann. Rev. III. 58 Our endowed free schools .. keep down
the price of education..and they hitch into genteel life a

number oryoung men, who are lost to industry. 1889 SERJ.

ROBINSON Bench $ Bar 305 A few words hitched in here re-

garding barristers' clerks may not be thought out of place.

b. intr. for passive.
'733 POPE Htr. Sat. H. i. 78 Whoe'er offends, at some un-

lucky time Slides into verse, and hitches in a rhyme, Sacred

to Ridicule his whole life long. 01797 MASON Dean tf

Squire (R.), I ask his pardon. At the time He chanc'd to

hitch into my rhyme. 1805 FOSTER Ess. iv. v. 185 note,

Names that may more commodiously hitch into verse.

3. intr. To shift one's position a little ; to move
with a jerk or succession of jerks.

1629 T. ADAMS Semi. Kev.vi.i6 Wks. 758 When . . the place
of their hope became an Hand, loe now they hitch vp higher
to the toppes of the tallest trees. 1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. u.

ii. 52 To ease themselves a little, by hitching into another

place. 18. . W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev., The Belgz .. were

hitching westward to make room for the Goths. 1865
CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. xvui. xii. VIII. 35 Slow Fermor..

began hitching southward, southward gradually to Posen.

b. To jerk the body up and down
;
to HOTCH.

1510-20 Compl. too late maryed (i86s) 8 Mo gallantes. .ren

After a wentche, and lepe and hytche, Than dogges do

about a faroweiye bytche. 1571 Satir. Poems Reform, xxix.

15 Quhat mervell than thochte chaist forett . . Hichit on t>e

hure so oppinly ?

4. To walk unevenly or lamely ;
to hobble ;

also

(dial.} to hop.
1513 DOUGLAS Mneis iv. xi. 114 The tother . . Hichit on

furth with slaw pace lyke ane trat. a 1605 MONTGOMERIE

Flytingw. Polwart 395 Fra the how to the bight, some

hobles, some hatches R error for hitches ; rimes' witches ',

' bitches '] ; With their mouthes to the moone, murgeons

they maid. 1758 JOHNSON, Hobble, to walk lamely or

awkwardly upon one leg more than the other ; to hitch.

1787 GKOSE Prov. Gloss., Hitch, to move or walk. Norf.

1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. I. v. v, Surely also Punishment,
this day, hitches (if she still hitch) after Crime, with frightful

shoes-of-swiftness ! 1868 ATKINSON Cleveland Glass., Hitch,
to move a short distance in any direction ; to hop. 1874
MRS. WHITNEY We Girls x. 214 She began to hitch along ;

for walk she wouldn't, and she didn't.

II. To fasten by something that catches.

5. trans. To catch as with a loop, noose, or

hook ;
to fasten, esp. in a temporary way (and

: against force acting in one direction). Also^.
1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Gratn.m. 30 Hitch, is to

catch hold of any thing with a rope to hold it fast, or with

a hooke, as hitch the fish-hooke to the Anchors flooke, or

the Tackles into the Garnets of the Slings. 1716 LF.ONI

Albert!* Archil. II. 14/1 Little knobs . against which the

ropes were hitched, to prevent their slipping. 1806-7 J-

BKRESFORD Miseries Hum. Life (18261 in. xxxiii, Hitching

your knife in the gritty flaws of a black-lead pencil. 1824
Miss MITFORD Village Ser. i. (1863) 75 Hitching our shawls

in a bramble. 1835 W. IRVING Tour Prairies xix. 162 The
hunter . . hitches the running noose of the lariat over his [the

wild horse's] head by means of the forked stick. iS^Keful.
$ Ord. Army 351 The tackle is to be hitched on, and the

horse run up quickly. 1852 OWEN Invertebr. A nim. xiv.

(1855) 303 Sometimes the crab hitches one of its claws into

some crack or fissure. 1864 RUSKIN A rrowi ofChace u88o)

HITCH.

I. 262 A stone under a glacier may be hitched or suspended
in the ice itself for long spaces. 1870 GORDON Bush Ball.,

Wolfft Hound 35, I hitched my mare to a tree. 1872 ELLA-

COMBE Ch. Bells Devon, Bells Ch. ii. 217 Bells are sometimes

chimed by. .hitching the rope round the flight or tail of the

clapper. 1893 Q. [Cpl'CH] Delect. Duchy 286 He. .hitched

this hat upon a peg in the wall.

b. fig. To catch, arrest (attention, etc.). rare.

a 1764 LLOYD Ruff. Poet Wks. 1774 I. 171 As gaudy signs,

which hang before The tavern or the alehouse door, Hitch

every passer's observation. 1822 HAZLITT Table-t. Ser. u.

xvi. (1869) 317 As if the mind were equally hitched in diffi-

culties and distracted with doubts.

C. with up : To harness, yoke ; atsol.
' To har-

ness a horse to a vehicle, make ready for driving
'

(Cent. Diet.}. U.S. So hitch to. Austral.

1870 EMERSON Soc.lfSolit.,Cimliz. ii.Wks. (Bonn) III. ii

Now that is the wisdom of a man . . to hitch his waggon to

a star. 1870 E. E. HALE Ten Times One iv. (Cent.), He
would hitch up at once and drive over to Elyria. 1880

EARL DUNRAVEN in igtA Cent. Oct. 606 There was nothing
for us to do but hitch up our teams and drive back to settle-

ments. 1890 BOLDREWOOD Col. Reformer (1891) 127 The
three leaders was hitched to, and away we went.

d. To hitch horses together, also short, to hitch :

to agree, get on well together, act in harmony.
U.S. colloq.

1837-40 HALIBURTON Clockm. (1862) 117 They [man and

wife] don't hitch their horses together well at all. 1842

MRS. CLAVERS Forest Life I. 116 (Bartlett), I ..have come
to drive a spell for this old fellow, but I guess we shan't hitch

long, a 1860 M'Clintock Tales (Bartlett), After he poked
his fist in my face, one election, we never hitched horses

together. 1862 LOWELL Biglcmi P. Poems 1890 II. 283 An'

so we fin'lly made it up, concluded to hitch horses.

6. pass. To be yoked ; fig. to be married. U.S.

1857 HOLLAND Bay Path xv. 172 Now and then a feller

gets hitched to a hedge-hog [of a wife], 1862 A. WARD His

Bk. x, If you mean gettin hitched, I'm in !

6. intr. To become fastened or caught, esp. by

hooking on ;
to be caught or stopped by some

obstruction ; to catch on something. Msofig.
1578 LYTE Dodoens iv. xxx. 487 The leaues .. ende with

clasping tendrelles, whereby it hitcheth fast and taketh sure

hold. 1633 T. JAMES Voy. 25 The Anker hitcht againe, and

upon the chopping of a Sea, threw the men from the Cap-

stang. 1793 SMEATON Edystone L. f 167 note. We have

had instances of the boat's gunnel hitching under a stone in

the tackle. 1855 W. IRVING Tour Prairies xx, The lariat

hitched on one of his ears, and he shook it off. 1897 MARY
KINGSLEY W. Africa 583 My descent being arrested by a

collection of brushwood and rubbish . .which had hitched far

down in the shaft.

fig. 1781 COWPER Conversation 108 Set your opinion at

whatever pitch, Knots and impediments make something
hitch. 1828 Scorr Jrnl. 18 Feb., Despatched all my sheriff

processes, save one, which hitches for want of some papers.

1864 BAGEHOT in Nat. Rev. Nov. 31 Their traits were indis-

tinct ; we forgot them, for they hitched on to nothing, and

we could not classify them. 1891 Newcastle Daily Jrnl.

23 Mar, 5/4 They want marriage, .to be dissolved when one

party tires of the other or desires to hitch on elsewhere.

7. Of a horse : To strike the feet together in going ;

to interfere. (Perh. related to 4. Cf. HITCH sb. 3.)

1686 Lond. Got. No. 2128/4 Stolen . . A brown Gelding . .

all his paces, and hitches a little in his pace. 1706 PHILLIPS

(ed. Kersey), To Hitch, . . to knock the Legs in going as a

Horse does.

Hence Hitching ziiil. sb. (also attrib. as in hitch-

ing-bar, -clamp, -post, -strap, -weight, i.e. one used

in tethering a horse) ; Hitching ///. a.

c 1440 Promp. Parti. 239/2 Hytchinge, or remevynge (v.rr.

hichyngc, hyhchynge), amocio, remocio. 1678 BUNYAN
Welcome to Jesus in PUgr. (Virtue) 379 The desire of his

mind is not to be judged by the slow pace of the dull beast

he rides, as by his hitching, kicking, and spurring. 1832

Examiner 790/1 Nothing lets down a smart hit so lament-

ably as a hitching verse or hobbling rhyme. 1882 NARES
Seamanship (ed. 6) 130 The sail is.. laced to the yard with

hitching turns. 1884 Harper's Mae. Dec. 96/2 Every avail-

able hitching-post [for horses] in sight was taken.

Hitch (hitj), sb. [f. prec. vb.]

1. A short abrupt movement, pull, or push; a

jerk.
1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk If Selv. 122 Some minute or minutes

more to bear on towards a second hitch. 1835 MARRYAT

Jac. Faithf. xii, Ben . . gives his trousers one hitch, and calls

for a quartern. 1847 ANSTED Anc. World xvi. 401 One
more great movement of elevation, .acting by successive and

repeated hitches, each of small amount. 1862 CARLYLE
Fredk. Gt. ix. xi. III. 186 Noailles. .manoeuvres him, hitch

after hitch, out of Italy.

b. colloq. A little lift or push up ;

'

temporary
assistance ; help through a difficulty

'

(Ogilvie).

2. Mining. A slight fault or dislocation of strata.

1708 J. C. Compl. Collier (1845) 39 Sometimes a Pit may
happen to haue a Hitch or Dipping of the Thill or Bottom of

the way. 1789 BRAND Hist. Newcastle II. 679 note, A hitch

is only a dike or fissure of a smaller degree. 1837 Penny
Cycl. VII. 283/1 The dykes, if not large, are locally called

troubles, slips, or hitches.
,

3. A limp, a hobble ;
an interference in a horse s

pace. Cf. HITCH v. J.

1664 ETHEREDGE Com. Rev. i. iii, 1 will as soon undertake

to reclaim a horse from a hitch he has learned in his pace.

1682 Lond. Gaz. No. 1748/4 A bay Mare, .and hath a hitch

in her Pace. 1704 STEELE Lying Lover i. i.With a pert Jirk

forward, and little Hitch in my Gate like a Scholastick

Beau. 1750 CHESTERF. Lett. (1774) III. 4? There is still a

considerable hitch or hobble in your enunciation.

4. dial. The act of hopping; a hop : cf. HOP so.' 3.

'799 J- JEFFERSON Let. to J. Boucher 24 Jan. (MS.), I re-

member, when a boy, the playing at
'

hitch, step and jump .

1807 J. STAGG Poems n Hitch step an' loup some try'd.



HITCHER.

6. The action of catching or fastening in a tem-

porary way, as on a hook, etc.

1828 in WEBSTER.

\ contrivance for fastening something, a catch.

1881' RAYMOND Mining Gloss., Hitch . . 2. A hole cut in the

sidfrock* when this is solid enough, to hold the cap of a set

of timbers, permitting the leg to be dispensed with.

b (Chiefly Naut.) Applied to a noose or knot

of various kinds, by which a rope is caught round

or temporarily made fast to some object, bee

hitch, HALF-HITCH, etc.

slitftry hitch', so away we went, c 1860 H. ART

Roman's Cattd i What is an admiralty hitch used for?"
ma
float s fastene cwt wo a .

Mae. XXXVI. 202/2 An expert packer, versed in the mys-

ferifs of the 'diamond hitch' the only arrangement of the

ropes that will insure a load staying in ^VMt. 1894

PHILLIPPS-WOLLEY Gold in Cariboo 61 The diamond hitch

had no mysteries for him, the loops flew out and settled to an

inch where he wanted them to.

7 fig. An accidental or temporary stoppage, such

as is caused by something suddenly getting caught

or entangled ;
an impediment, obstruction.

1748 H. WALPOLE Lett. H. Mann (1834) II. clxxxvn. 229

There seems to be some hitch in Legge s Embassy. I be-

hasty. .794 LD. _MALMESBVRY
m

lieve we were overhasty. *7 ^^- ".
-^

Ref. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 577 1 here was some hitch

in the execution of our treaty. 1821 J. W. CHOKER Diary

3 June in C. Papers (1884), There may be some hitch in the

arrangement. 1872 BACEHOT. Physics f, Pol. (1876) 172

When any hitch has arisen in the moral system of the

human world. 1885 Manch. Exam. 15 May 5/3 A hitch

has occurred in regard to the Afghan boundary arrangement.

Hitchcock, var. of HICKOCK Obs., hiccup.

Hitohel, obs. and dial, form of HATCHEL.

Hitcher i hi-tjsj). [f. HITCH v. + -EB '
.] One

who or that which hitches.

1. A hook for catching hold ;
a boat-hook.

1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Wks. i. 64/2 One of them

tooke a Hitcher or long Boate-hooke, and hitched in the

sicke mans Breeches, drawing him backward. '77/'*V
Ouarll (1816) 6 Having taken the hitcher of the boat, he

groped along for sure Tooting. .857 P. COLQUHOUN Cm*
Oarlmaris Guide 17 The boat should be brought in by the

2. Coal-mining. A 'hanger-on'. (See quot. 1891.)

1800 Daily Nfius 7 Feb. 5/6 It has surprised everybody to

findthat John Beard, the hitcher in the pit, should have

escaped so marvellously. 1891 Labour Commission Gloss.,

Hitchers, the men who put the trams of coal on the carriage

at the pit bottom.

Hrtch-pin. [f.
HITCH v. + PIN.] In a piano-

forte, The pin to which each string is attached at

its fixed end, opposite to the tuning- or wrest-pm.

Also attrib., as hitchpin-bloch.
1878 A I. HIPKINS in Grove Diet. Mus. I. 468 A hitchpin.

block for the attachment of the other ends of the strings.

1881 Ibid. III. 194 The merit of Hans Ruckers. .was his.,

boldly attaching the strings to hitchpms on the soundboard.

Hitchy (hi-tfi), a. rare. [f.
HITCH sb. or v. +

-Y.l Characterized by hitches or hitching ; jerky.

Hence Hitohily adv., Hitchiness.

1872 HOWELLS Wedd. yourn. (1884) 4 Things go more

hitchily the first year than ever they do afterwards. Ibid.

47 The great object is not to have any hltchmess.

Hite : see HIGHT v.

Hithe, hythe (hsvS). [OE. hyS fem.:-OTeut.

type *h(lpja- : not found in any of the other Tent,

langs.] A port or haven ; esp. a small haven or

landing-place on a river. Now obsolete except

in historical use, and in place-names,
as Hythe,

Rotherhithe, Lambeth (orig. Lamb-hithe) Hythe

Bridge at Oxford, Bablock Hithe on the Thames

above Oxford. _

C72S Corfus Gloss. 643 Deconfagione, statione, hy9ae.

<tiooo Boeth. Metr. xxi. 13 (Gr.) Baet is sio an hyS. a 1000

Prose Life St. Guthlac xi. (1848) 54 Comon her bry men

to b=re hySe. c 1000 Ags. Ps. cvi. 29 [evil. 30) And he hi on

hxlo hybe seladde. c 1440 Promt. Parv. 242/1 Hybe,

where bootys ryve to londe, or stonde, stacio. 1538 BALE

Thre Lames 1345 In an oyster bote, a little beyonde quene

hythe. 1723 Banff Burgh Rec. in Cramond Ann. Banff

(1801) II. 2io[The shipmasters crave] ane further reparation

to K made one Gutherie's Hyth. 1790 PENNANT London

471 (R ) When the hithe fell into the hands of King Stephen,

he bestowed it on William de Ypres. 1853 M. ARNOLD

Scholar-Gipsy viii, Crossing the stripling Thames at Bab- ,

lock-hithe. 1886 WILLIS & CLARK Cambridge I. Introd. 11

The different hythes or landing-places along the
Driver-bank.

1807 F. W. MAITLAND Domesday $ beyond 189 Hythes out-

side the walls.

Hipen, var. HETHEN adv. Obs., hence.

Hither (hi-Sai), adv. and adj. Forms: a. 1-5

hider, 3-6 hyder, 4 huder, 4-5 hidir, -ur, 5

hydir, -ur, -yr, 4-6 bidder, -ir, hydder, -ir, -yr ;

4 hiber, 5-6 hyther, 5- hither. 0. 3 hidere,

4-5 hidre. y. 4-5 heder, -ir(e, -ur, -yr, 6

hedder ; 4 hejSer, 4-5 hethir, 5-7 hether. [Ut.

hider corresp. to ON. heSra, Goth, hidre ;
f. de-

monstr. stem hi- (see HE, HERE) + suffix appearing

also in L. ei-trd on this side. Not known in WGer.

exc. in OE. ; but it has been suggested that Ob.

herod, OHG. herot, in same sense, are of similar

809

origin. For the later change of rf to th (S), cf. note

to FATHER.] A. adv.

1. With verbs of motion (or cognate nouns) : 1 o

or towards this place. t,Now only literary; in ordin-

ary speech supplanted by HEKE q.v., sense 7).

cm Corpus Gl. 1158 fltac, hider. C 8aS Vp. Ps. Ixxii.

,o. <rioco /ELFRIC Gram, xxxviii (Z.) 223 Hue, hider.

a nil O. E. Chron. an. 1101 pe mid unfnSe hider to lande

fundode. c 1205 LAY. 26733 We beoS hidere (c iz?S hider]

icumen. a 1300 Cursor M. 10315 Nu am i hidir to be send.

n88 WYCLIF Jo/m xx. 27 Putte hider thin bond. ,1440

Gencrydfs 168 Of my comyng heder. CI45 39

Kringe hethir the clerkes
I|SO

CROWLEY Last Jrumt.,93

Com? hither unto me. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y.L n. v. 5 Vnder

the greene wood tree, who loues to lye with mee . . Lome

hUher come hither, come hither .67. M.LTON
Spnson

,445 My inducement hither. 1766 GRAY in Corr. '"'Nicholls

(1843) 63 Till my return hither yesterday. i^ MACAUIAY

Hist.Eng. v. I. 557 Hither .. came news that the frigates

had forced a passage.

tb. (Of the direction of feeling.) Obs. rare.

'579 J. STUBBES GafingGulfE. vj, That false Scot prelate

Rosse, mortall enemy hether.

fc. With redundant to or unto (north, till).

(Cf. from hence.} Obs.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 7746 Swa many myle, Fra heven

tylfc hyder. 1382 WYCLIF Job xxxvul. n Vnto hider thou

shall come, and no ferthere gon.

2. To or on this side (of}, rare.

1864 CARLYLE: Freak. Gt. xn. ix. IV. 209 At Steinberg ..

some twenty miles hither of Olmiitz.

1 3. Up to this point (of time, or of discourse,

etc.1 ;
till now, thus far, hitherto. Also with re-

dundant to (north, till). Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 581 Now haf i sceud yow til hider \Mtt.

hiber
3
] how [etc.]. "1400 MAUNL-EV (,839' v. 44 From hat

tyme hidre, the Sowdan clepethe him self Calyffee. I4

EDW. IV in Paston Lett. No. 552 H. ate Silhen the Con-

quest hither. 1607 TOPSELL Fmr-f. Beasts (.658) 267

Hither of causes and sickness in general. Now it is also

meet that we speak . . of signes whereby sickness is known.

f 4. To this end, aim, or result ; to this subject,

class, or category ;
hereto. Obs.

,538 STARKF.Y England i. i. 7 Hyther tendyth a! prudence

and pollycy. is6il)Aus tr. BulKngerm Afoc. Pref. (1573)

12 S John hatfi hyther borrowed all his thinges out of the

Scriptures .. to .. confirme his wntmges by the scripture.

1608 D T Ess. Pol. t, Mor. 118 Hither may that speech . .

be well referred. i94 TILLOTSON Serin. (1743) > v. 137

Hither belong all those texts which [etc.].

5 Phr. Hither and thither. To this place and

that, in this direction and in that (alternately) ;
to

and fro ;
in various directions. [In OE. ;

also with

gen. endings hidres Sidrts.] So hither and yon

(yond). dial, and U.S.

'725 Corpus Gl. 2148 Ultroque citroque, hider ond older

\MS. hide?], c 888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xl. 5 Ac ic ondrade

Ut ic be tede hidres pidres on \K pabas of binum wexe.

- Gregory's Past. ix. 59 B scp..Dnfen h.Jer

ider. cgao tr. Bxda's &*t v. xiu. [xu.] (1890) 428and Older, cooo ir. D&IUI * m^i.. . *" i j ' *~ n

Da ahof ic mine eajan upp & locade hider & xeond. a 1300

Cursor M. 16001 T>ai iesus ledd .. Bath hider & b'der.

1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton) v. i. (1859) 69, I sawe hym. .He

hvder and thyder. 1621 G. SANDYS Ovid's Met. xv. 11626)

308 Hether and thether still the Spirit strayes. 1787 GROSE

Prov. Gloss., Hither and yon, here and there backwards

and forwards. North. 1821 GALT Sir A. Wylie II. 20

(lam) Noo that they're hither and yont frae ane amther.

1871 R. H. HUTTON Ess. (.877) I. 34 A Power, .that moves

us hither and thither through the ordinary Courses of our

B. adj. Situated on this side, or in this direction;

the nearer (of two things, or ends or parts of some-

thing). Alsofig. of time. [Cf. L. ciler, citerior]

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 299 Pere beeb tweye

Spaynes ; be hyder bygynneb from be pleynes and valeys

of Pireneies. .pe aonder Spayne conteyneb be west partye.

1*77-87 HOLINSHEII Chron. III. 942/2 On this hitherside of

the riuer. 1667 MILTON P. L. HI. 722 That Globe, whose

hither side With light . . reflected, shines. 1703 MOXON

Meek. Exerc. 53 Lay. .the Mold flat upon the hither end of

the using File. 1850 MERIVALE Rom. Emp. (1865) II. xix.

^82 In the wildest districts of the Hither Province. 1863

HAWTHORNE Our Old Home .77 On the hither bank a

fisherman was washing his boat. 1871 EARLE Phllol. tng.

Tongue v. 219 A widening divergence separates them at

their hither end. .

b sup. Hitherest : nearest. Obs. exc. dial.

1462 Mann. * Househ. Exp. (Roxb.) 562 My master brake

his hederest ponde at Sprottes. And . . lete nat owte alle

the water. 1876 Whitby Gloss., Hitherest, the nearest.

Hi'ther, v. [Elliptical
use of adv. = come

hither] intr. To move or come hither ; chiefly

in phr. to hither and thither = to go to and fro ;

to move about in various directions.

1856 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. II. 275 Mr. C. always hithers

and thithers in a weary interminable way. 1864 CARLYLE

Fredk Gt. xvi. xi. IV. 436 Confused hithering and thithenng.

1876 Whitty Gloss, s. V., They come hithering frae aM

parts 18.. NewMirrorCS. Y.) III. 9^ (Cent.) An old black

trunk a companion to our hithering and thithenng lo

seven long years.

t Hi'thercome. Obs. Forms : see HITHER.

[OE. hidercyme, f. hider HITHER + cyme COME sb]

The action of coming hither ; advent, arrival.

caoo tr. Sxiia's Hist. i. iv. (1800) 32 Da wes fram Cristes

hidercyme hundteontii and fiftix and six xear 1200

Trin. Coll. Horn. 141 Hwu wunderlich was his hlder-cume.

13.. Guy Warw. (A.) 6216 Hou come bou hider, sir Gij /

pine hider-com wil me harm. ^1440 Bone Flor. 515 God,

and seynt Petur of Rome, Vylde yow yowre hedur-come.

HITHEBWABD.

tHi-thermore.a. Obs. [f.
HITHER adv. or a.

+ MORE : cf. next.] =HiTHEH a.
_

1600 HOLLAND \.\.Anim. Marcell. xvn.xiv. gglhey came,

therefore . . to the hithermore banke of the river. 1610 -

Camden's Brit i. 525 In the hithermore or South part.$* ThiThithermore is called Tullie .. the farthermore

iS

m^th^OSt, a. f Obs. [f.
HITHER adv. or a.

+ -MOST: cf. /undermost, nethermost, uttermost,

etc.] Situated most in this direction ;
nearest.

1563 GOLDING Cusar 80 (R.) The cities of the hythermost

part of Spain. 1677 HALE Prim. Orig. Man. i. vi. 124 1 he

hithermost and concluding extreme. 17" W. ROGERS Voy

App. 56 The hithermost of the Rocks. 1864 CARLYLE 1'redk.

Gt. xn. ix, At Steinberg, his hithermost post.

Hi-thersi-de, hither-side. [Properly two

words, hither side : see HITHER a. Cf. inside, out-

side] This side ;
the nearer side.

1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinshed III. 1967/2 Ouertaking

them three miles on the hitherside of Hardilo sands. 1670

MILTON Hist. Kng. IV. Wks. (1851) 147 All on the hitherside

Humber. 1703 MOXON Jlffca. Exerc. 31 Ihe Hither-side

of the Anvil. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 105 r 8 On the

hitherside of the lunar world. 1876 GEO. LLIOT Dan.Der.

IV lii 52 With a dubious wink on the hither-side of him.

tHithertill, -tills, adv. Sc. and north, dial.

Otis. Forms : see HITHER, [f.
HITHER adv. +

TILL prep. Hithertills\m the adverbial genitive,

like toward-s.~\
= HITHERTO.

o a 1300 Cursor M. 3605 pou has hidir-till GladH don bi

fader will c .340 Ibid. 10281 (Laud), I haue no child heper-

tylle. 1567 P*. li. in Glide f, G. Ballatts (S. T. S.) 129

Mont Syone.. In thrall is hiddertill.

8 isis DOUGLAS ^Eneis v. xi. 1 1 hus, hiddirtillis, warryne

der'enys seir Exercit in wirschep of his fadir deir. 1603

PhiMusxM, Father hithertils I trow, 5= haue nanevther

seine. 1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (1842) 460 Who hithertills

had graciously.. provyded
for him.

Hitherto (hiCa.it/J-, hi-Sartw), adv. (a.) forms:

see HITHEB. [f.
HITHER adv. + To prep.}

A. adv. 1. Up to this time, until now, as yet.

a i22g Leg. Kath. 447 Hwucche men bu hauest ihaued

hiderlo to meistres. a 1300 Cursor M. 4554, I haf soght .

both farr and nerr . . Bot hider-to moght i noght spede. 1482

Monk ofEvesham ( Arb.) 24 Verely wele y was hedir to but

now . . verely euyl y am and fele my selfe. 1526 1 INDALE

John ii. 10 Thou hast kept backe the goode wyne hetherto.

1651 HOBBES Leviath. II. xviii. 93 Except the vulgar be

better taught than they have hetherto been. 1769 ROBr-RT
:

SON Chas. V,
vn. (1805) III. 259 The veil under which he had

hitherto concealed his real sentiments. 1861 M. PATTISON

Ess (1889) I. 46 Objects hitherto unknown to turope.

1 2. Up to this point (in discourse, writing, argu-

ment, etc.) ; thus far. Obs. (or merged in i).

a i25 Ancr. R. 48 Pis is nu 3e uorme dole, bet ich habbt

ispeken hiderto. 1382 WYCLIF Jer. xllx. i Hyderto the

do
P
mes of Moab. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 159 Ml Hyderto

endure the wordes of the sayd Sermon. 1526 Pilf. Pay.

(W. de W. 1531) '43 Thus hytherto we haue shewed [etc.].

1602 SHAKS. Ham. in. ii. 216 Hitherto doth Loue on For-

tune tend. 1762 KAMES Elem. Crit. xviii. (1833) 278 Hitherto

of arranging single words.

3 To this place or point in space ; thus tar. arcn.

fob xxxviii. ii Hither to shall thou come,IC?S ^jOVEKDALK juu AAAVIU. *****" . ,

but no further. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen.lV,m.i. 74 England,

from Trent, and Seuerne, hitherto, By South and bast, is

to my part assign'd. 1694 S. JOHNSON Notes Past. Let. Bf.

Burtiet i. 64 Hitherto shall ye come and no further.

1 4. To this end or purpose ;
to this subject <

division; hereto; = HITHER 4. Obs.

1617 POCKLINGTON Sunday no Saii. 2 Hitherto, if I can

but hold me by my text, I hope not to fall into impertinences.

1656 RIDGLEY Pract. Physick 253 Hitherto belongeth mad

OV

J3. quasi-a*'. [attrib. use of adv. : cf. then]

1787 MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary (1842) III. 303 All his hitherto

offences 1874 J. H. NEWMAN Tracts Theol. f, Eccl. 365

The Wtherto editions. 1883 GREEN Proltg. Ethics HI. 11.

207 The hitherto experience of men.

t Hithertoward, -towards, *. Obs. or

dial. [f. prec. -t- -WARD, -WARDS.] = HITHERTO.

a 1400-50 Alexander 3517 As 1 ?it haue hediretoward

heriedall my faes. !483 Cath. Angl. 185/2 Hydirtoward

hucusque. 1514 in Burton & Rame Hemmgbroiigh 381

The custume .. of our Monasterie hethertowardis usyd.

a !825 FORBY Voc. E. Anglia, Hithertmuard, towards this

time, or place.

Hitherunto 1

, -n'xito, adv. arch. [f.
HITHER

+ UNTO prep] = HITHERTO.

IS 5 F. MARSIN, etc., in Mem. Hen. K//(i8S 8) 235, 1 have

serd the said queen many years, being her grace a little

child hitherunto. 1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (16761 595,
J

hitherunto haue done nothing worthy of my self. 1625 GILL

Sacr Philos. xii. 184 Hitherunto tend those words. 1657

&OMWELL 6>. 21 Apr. in Carlyle, To consider the Provi-

dence of God, how He hath led us hitherunto.

Hitherward (hi-SaiwJd),a,f. arch. Forms:

see HITHER. [OE. hidenveard, f. hider HITHER

+ -weard -WARD. (In OE. also adj.)']

1. Towards this place ;
in this direction ;

hither,

t b Hitherward and thitherward : see HITHER 5.

a iioo O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1085 Menn . . ssdan

baet Cnut cyng of Den-mearcan . . fundade hider-ward. and

wolde ie-winnan bis land. ^1205 LAY. 30780 pe an hine

putte hfderward And be ober hine putte jeondward. 1297

R Guouc. (1724) 516 Vor the barome Vor loue him bro5te

hiderward. 1398 TREVISA Barth. DeP.R. XVI. i. (i495) 552

That reeryth partyes therof hitherwarde and thytherwarde.

c 1450 tr. De Imitatione I. xiii. 14 A ship wiboute gouern-

aunce is stired hiderwarde & biderwarde. sm SHAKS.

q Hen VI, v. i. 3 Marching hitherward. 1667 MILTON P.

L. iv. 794 Some infernal Spirit seen Hitherward bent. 1709



HITHERWARDS.
Lend, Gaz. No. 4561/3 They. .could discern five or iix Sail

more plying hitherward. 1860 HAWTHORNE Mart. Faun I.

xvj, It flows hitherxvard through old subterranean aqueducts.
attrib. 1831 LYTTON Godolph. I,\i, Their hitherward career.

2. On this side (of}. Also/^.
1864 LOWELL Fireside Trav. 51 Submerging them to the

hair's-breadth hitherward of the drowning-point. 1864
CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. xv. xii. IV. 181 Hitherward of Sohr.

f 3. Up to this time ; until now; hitherto. Obs.

1297 R. GLOUC. (1724) 150 For Gyneman was for be Ston-

henge hiderward ?et wro(>. c 1330 R. BRUNNECAwn. (1810)
21 A grete Daneis felde..j?at euer sibeu hiderward Kampe-
dene men kalle. 1x450 Knt. de la Tour (1868* 136 The
mischeef that is befalle sin hedirwarde. 1513 MORE in Graf-
ton Chron. (1568) II. 768 From that time hetherward.

Hi'therwards, adv. arch.
[f. as prec. +

-WARDS.] =prec.
c 1*00 Trin. Coll, Horn. 55 Si5e mid winter com hider-

wardes. c 14.00 MAUJTOEV. (1839) xiv. 154 Fro that tyme
hiderwardes. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV^ iv. i. 89 The Earle
of Westmoreland .. Is marching hither-wards, a 1626 BP. ,

ANDREWES in Spurgeon Treat. Dav. Ps. Ixxxv. ip It is told I

here . . that she [righteousness] but looked down hitherwards
from heaven. 1896 SIR T. MARTIN Virg. ^Stteid vi. 236

j

'Twas thy sad image, That drove me hitherwards to make
my way.
Hithte, obs. form of HEIGHT.
Hittable (hitab'l), a. [f. HIT v. + -ABLE.]

Capable of being hit.

Mod. Cricket-Match Report, He lays on the wood with

power when a hitLable ball comes his way.
Hitter (hi-tai). [f. HIT v. + -EB i.] One who

hits or strikes, as in boxing, cricket, etc. Alsoy^f.
1813 Sporting Mag. XLI. 33 The advantage of being the

more effective hitter. 1824 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. i.

(1863) 172 Your blacksmiths are capital hitters. 1884 Times
weekly ed.) 7 Nov. 8/4 Writers, .equally remarkable as

1

good haters
'
and ' hard hitters '.

Hitter, -ur, var. HETEB a. Obs. y rough, fierce.

Hitting (hrtin), vbl. sb. [f. HIT v. + -ING '.]

The action of HIT v. in various senses ; striking,

impact, collision ; also_/^.
c 1440 Promf. Parv. 242/1 Hyttynge, or towchynge,

foetus. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Tkevenofs Trav. i. 283 There
was no hitting of them, a 1742 BBNTLEY Sertn. ii. (R,), 'Tis

the hitting and collision of them that must make them strike

fire. 1891 J. MORLEY in Daily News 27 Oct. 6/3 A hitting
below the belt, for which I will venture to say you won't
find a parallel in the worst times of our political history.

Hitting,///, a. That bits or strikes; striking

(lit. andy^.)-
1632 SHERWOOD, Violent bitting, heurtant. 1691 tr. Emi-

liantte's Frauds Rotnisk Monks 148 It was not any hitting
or pinching Raillery. 1861 READE Cloister It H.\. 292 Men
will shoot at their enemies with the hittingest arm.

Hittique, obs. form of HECTIC.
1614 MARKHAM Cheap Husb. I. viii. (1668) 48 The Quartan,

the Continual, the Hittique.

Kitty-missy (hi-ti mi-si), adv. (a.) Also 6-7
hittie-missie, hit-I misse-I. [app. from hit he,
miss he, or hit I, miss I: cf. WILLY-NILLY.] Hit
or miss : see HIT v. 22 ; at random, at haphazard.
1553 T. WILSON Rhet. 47 b. Young boyes. .whiche shpwte

in the open and plaine feldes at all aventures hittie missie.

1565 GOLDING Ovid's Met. vm. (1593) 195 The hand of

prince Meleager Plaid hittiemissie. 160* WARNER Alb.

Eng. XHI. Ixxvii. (1612) 319 Howbeit hit-I-misse-I, when was
Speculation \ve_ake,

1611 COTGR., Tombant levant, well or

ill, hittie missie ; here or there, one way or other. 1705
HICKERINGILL Prjest'Cr. iv. (1721)238 Hittee Missee, happy
go lucky, as the blind Man kill'd the Crow, a 1825 FORBY
yoc. E. Anglia, Hitty-missy, at random : hit or miss. 1807
F. HALL in Nation (N.Y.) LXIV. 357/3.
B. adj. Random, haphazard.
1885 Pall Mall G. 28 May 3 This hitty-missy, ready-go-

lucky fashion. 1894 STEAD I/Christ^ came to Chicago 338
The hitty-missy, hugger-mugger fashion.

Hitwaw : see HIOKWAIL.

t Hity-tity. Obs. [Cf. HIGHTY-TIGHTY. : but
there is no obvious connexion of sense.] Bo-peep.
1609 B. TONSON Case is altered iv. iv, If Rachel stand now,

and play hity-tity through the keyhole, to behold the equip-
age of thy person ?

Hiu-lcity. rare. [ad. L. type *hiulcitds, i.

hiulcus gaping, split, cleft, f. hiare to gape.] A
gaping, opening, cleft.

a 1681 WHARTON Edifies \Vks. (1683) 103 That the Moun-
tains of the Earth are not to be compared to the bigness
thereof, the equal roundness of the Shadow tells us : Wherein
we observe no Hiulcity or Cleft, by reason of the Vallies, i

nor yet any part . . extended . . because of the Mountains.

Hive (haiv), si. Forms: I h^f, 2- hive, (4

huive, 4-7 hyve, heve, 5 hyfe). [OE. hyf: \

OTeut. type *kdfi-z; not preserved elsewhere in !

Teutonic; prob. related to ON. htifr hull of a i

ship, and to L. cfipa tub, cask. The form hive is
|

Kentish.]
1. An artificial receptacle for the habitation of a
swarm of bees

; a beehive.

Originally made, in a conical or dome-like form, of straw
or the like, but now often a square box, constructed with
movable compartments or other arrangements for the re-
moval of the honey.
C 7*S Corpus Gloss. 133 Alvearia, hyfi. c 1000 JEimc

j

Glass, m Wr.-Wulcker 123/16 Canistrum, uel aluearium, \

hyf. c 1000 Sax. Leechd. \. 98 Wib oaet beon zt ne fleon, 1

:mm has ylcan wyrte . . and *ehoh hy to Szre hyfc. a 1131
. E. Chron. an. 1127 He wunede eall riht swa drane do<S

on hiue. 13.. Sir Beues(^ 1408 So faste hii gonne aboute i

him scheue Ase don ben aboute be heue. c 1315 Gloss If.
\

310

tie Bibbsu: in Wright Voc. 172 Ruscfa, hyve \Cambr. MS.
huive]. CI440 Jacob's Well iE. E. T. S.) 142 be here
dejytetb myche in hony, and >er-fore he goth to an heve, to
a swarm of been, & lycketh awey here hony. c 1460 Townttey
-Vyst. iSurteesi 286 Honey takyn of a hyfe. 1577 B - GOOGE
Heresl'acKs Husb. \\. (15861 179 Some make their Hives of
Lanterne borne, or Glasse. .that they may viewe the maner
of their working. 1605 CAM DEN Retn, t foetus 7 Out of the
heues came swarmes of Bees. 1741 Compl. Fam. Piece in.

515 Any sort of Hive, whether of Straw, Board, or Glass.
x88x T. W. COWAN Brit. Bec-kprSs Guide Bk. ix. (18891 4^
No hive can be considered complete unless it has some
arrangement for securing pure honey in the comb.
2. fig. A storehouse of sweet things.
1633 G. HERBERT Temple^ Home iv, Must he leave that

nestTThat hive ofsweelnesse. 1670 Devout Commnn. (16881

143 Whose bosom is the hive and centre of all goodness.
1708 S. ROGERS Ep. to a Friend 14 London hails thee to its

splendid mart, Its hives of sweets, and cabinets of art.

3. transf. a. A place swarming with busy occu-

pants.
1634 S. R. Noble Soldier v. iii. in Bullen O. PI. I. 333 Re-

ligious houses are those hyves where Bees Make honey for

mens soules. i647CowLEV Mistr., Wish i,The Crowd, and
Buz, and Murmurings Of this great Hive, the City. 1784
COWPER Tiroc. 458 Our public hives of puerile resort. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. ii. J. 200 A busy and populous hive,
in which new wealth was every day created. 18163 JP- BARRY
Dockyard Econ. 2 A private shipyard is a hive of industry.

b. A place whence swarms of people issue
; the

nursery of a teeming race.

1788 PRIESTLEY Lect. Hist. v. Iviii. 457 They no longer send
forth those swarms of people . . which made them be called
the northern hive. x8i8 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) I. 2 Both the
Danes and Saxons were undoubtedly swarms from the
northern hive. 1835 THIRLWALL Greece I. ii. 54 The hive
whence the Pelasgian people issued.

C. The abode of any gregarious domestic animal.
1641 BAKER Chron. (1660) 31 Hens, Peacocks, Geese, and

DUCKS bred in and accustomed to houses, forsook their
wonted hives, and turned wilde. 1875

' STONEHENGE '

Brit'.

Sports i. i. i. 3 The old hen of each nive or aide. . is always
anxious to retain her old nest

d. spec. A breeding-place for oysters.
1882 Daily Tel. 18 Aug. 5/1 The ostriculturist has designed

what is termed a '

hive
'

made of limed tiles, to which the

spat can readily affix itself.

4. A hiveful of bees, a hived swarm.
c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 154 Foo unto hevys

and enemy is the drane. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, in. ii. 125
The Commons like an angry Hiue of Bees That want their

Leader, scatter vp and downe. 1711 SWIFT Lett. (1767) III.

219 [They] seemed to me to be just like a hive of bees work-
ing and labouring under huge weights of cares.

b. transf. A swarming or teeming multitude.

1832-4 DE QUINCEY Cxsars Wks. 1859 X. 168 Those Gothic,
Vandal, and rrankish hives, who were as yet hidden behind
a cloud of years. 1839 YEOWELL Anc. Brit. Ck. i. (1847) 2
It was here that the great hive of mankind was gathered
together. 1864 TENNYSON Boadicea 19 There the hive of
Roman liars worship a gluttonous emperor-idiot.
6. Something of the shape or structure of a bee-

hive : a. A head-covering of platted straw, b.
A capsule or case containing many cells.

1597 SHAKS. Lovers Compl. 8 Upon her head a platted
hive of straw. 1665 HOOKE Microgr. 155 Microscopical
seeds. .For first, though they grow in a Case or Hive often-
times bigger then one of these . . being not above fa part of
an Inch in Diameter, whereas the Diameter of the Hive of
them oftentimes exceeds two Inches. Ibid. 188 Whether
the seed of certain Bees, sinking to the bottom, might there

naturally form itself that vegetable hive, and take root. 1758
CH. LENNOX Henrietta (1761) I. 73 The shepherdess.. with
a straw hive on her head, and a tatter'd garment on.

t 6. ? A contrivance of wickerwork, resembling
a beehive, used for catching fish. Obs.

1533-4 Act 25 Hen. VllI^ c. 7 No..person.. shal. .take.,
in. .any..net..lepe, hiue, crele..or any other engine. .the

yonge frie . . of any kinde of salmon. 1558 Act i Eliz. c. 17
3 No . . person . . shall . . take Fishe withe any maner of Nett,

Tramell, Keppe.Wore, Hyvy,Crele,or by any other Engyne.
7. attrib, and Comb., as hive-bee, the common

honey-bee; t hive-cot, a beehive ; t hive-dross,
bee-glue, propolis ; hive-evil, a sickness to which
bees are liable ; hive-honey, honey from a hive ;

hive-nest, a structure consisting of an aggregation
of many nests constructed and occupied by a colony
of birds, such as those of the republican grosbeak
andrepublicanswallow; hive-vine, 'the partridge-

berry or squaw-vine, Mitchella rtpens* (Cent. Diet.'].
1816 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. (1843) II. 103 The instincts

that actuate the common *hive-bee. 1859 DARWIN Orig.
Spec. xix. (1860) 411 The admirable architectural powers of
the hive-bee. 1583 STANYHURST &neis i. (Arb.) 31 Lyke
bees . . Feaze away thee droane bees with sting, from maunger,
or *hiuecot. 1658 ROWLAND Moufet's Tkeat. Ins. 916 Pro-

polis the Arabians call Kur. .the English, *Hive-dross. 1706
PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Hive-dross or Bee-glue* a kind of
Wax which Bees make at the Mouth of their Hive, to keep
out the Cold. 1607 TOPSELL Serpents (1658) 650 If they be
too many, they bring a sicknesse called the *Hive-evill.

1653 WALTON Angler vi. 140 Take the stinking oil .. and
*Hive-honey, and annoint your bait therewith.

Hence Ki'velevs a., destitute of a hive. Hi'vc-
ward adv.) towards the hive.

'575 GASCOIGNE Herbs, Fruit Reconciliation Wks. II. 130
Like hiueless Bees they wander here and there. 1847 TENNY-
SON Princess iv. 181, 1. -less from Indian craft Than beelike
instinct hiveward, found at length The garden portals.

Hive (haiv), v. [ HIVE sb.]
1. trans. To gather (bees) into a hive ;

to locate

(a swarm) in a hive.

HO.

1811 COTGK., Ruc/ter, to hiue, make hiues. 1615 W.
LAWSON On/i.

fy
Card. (1626) 2 Your Gardner must . . watch

his Bees, and hive them. 1796 PEGGE Anonym. (1809) 265
Two swarms of Bees from different hives united, and were
hived together. 1844 GOSSE in Zoologist II. 607 A 'gum'
or square box to hive the swarm for domestication.
2. transf. and Jig. To shelter as in a hive ; to

afford shelter to, as a hive does ; to house snugly.
^1586 C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps. LVII. i, Lord.. Hide me, hive

me as thine owne Till those blasts be overblown. 1610 B.

JONSON Alck. III. ii, So hive him In the swan-skin coverlid,
and cambric sheets, Till he work honey and wax. 1811 W.
TAYLOR in Monthly Rev. LXVI 1 . 529 The successive swarms
of sharpers, which that city has hived, are notorious.
3. To hoard or store up, as honey, in the hive.
1580 GOLDING in Bared Alv. To Rdr. Ay a, Of fewer

Tungs the flowers hyued bee, In one sweete iuice to serue
the turne of thee. a 1659 CLEVELAND (J.), He at Fuscara's
sleeve arriv'd Where all delicious sweets are hiv'd. 1816
BYRON Ch. Har. in. cvii, The other, deep and slow, exhaust-
ing thought, And hiving wisdom with each studious year.
i8ai Sttrdan. iv. 1.312 Happier than the bee, Which hives
not but from wholesome flowers. 1868 G. DUFF Pol. Surv. 7
It pleased M. Marc Monnier . .to hive up an enormous mass
of information.

4. intr. To enter the hive, take to the hive, as
bees. b. To live together as bees in a hive ; also

transf. to lodge together.
1596 SHAKS. Merck. V. ii. v. 48 Drones hiue not with me,

Therefore I part with him. 1655 H. VAUGHAN Silex Scint.
i. Man '1858) 128 Where bees at night get home and hive.

1725 POPE Let. to Bloiint ij Sept., We are. .forc'd to. .get
into warmer houses and hive together in cities. 1871 I.

MILLER Songs Italy (1878) 81 Then I should hive within

your hair, And I should bide in glory there.

5. intr. Hive off: To swarm off like bees.

-11856 in Olmsted Slave States ii. (1861) 38 "This way,
gentlemen thisway !

'

. .and the company immediately hived
off to the second establishment. 1864 Cornh. Mag. Nov. 621
These emigrants are part of the swarm which annually hives
off from the west.

Hence Hiving- vbl. sb. (also attrib?; ; Elver, one
who hives (bees).
'577 B. GOOGE Hercsbach's Husb. rv. (1586) 185 b, For

commonly in the tenth yeere after their first hiving, the
whole stocke dieth. 16*7 W. SCLATER Exp. 2 Thess. (1629)
265 The Church of no time may affoord hiuing for drones.

1707-11 MORTIMER Husb. (J.l, Let the hiver drink a cup of

good beer, and wash his hands and face therewith. 1844 Trp.
PER Crock o/G. xxiii,With all her hiding and hiving propensi-
ties. 1876 MRS. WHITNEY Sights ff Ins. v. 25 All my hiving-
up of what I am to gather.

Hives (haivz),j*.//. Also hyves. [Origin un-
certain. Usually connected with HEAVE v., 'be-
cause hives appear above the skin" (Jamieson) ;

but this derivation is difficult phonologically.]
'

Any eruption on the skin, when the disorder is

supposed to proceed from an internal cause
*

(Jam.) ;

applied to red-gum or
Strofhulus, chicken-pox,

nettle-rash
; also, inflammation of the bowels or

Enteritis {Bowel-hives}, and inflammation of the

larynx, croup, or Laryngitis.
c 1300 Roulfs Cursing 47 in Laing Sel. Rent. Pop. Poetry

Scot., Ffluxis, hyviSjOr huttit ill, Hoist, heidwark, or fawin ill.

1715 Bowel-hyve [see BOWEL sb. 6]. 1754-64 SMELLIE Mid.
TWA, A child.. struck out all over the body with small red

eruptions : which in London the nurses call the red-gum,
but in Scotland is termed the hives. 1815 BROCKETT, Hives,
water-blebs, an eruption in the skin. \&6 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
Hives, a popular name for the globular species of Varicella,
or chicken-pox., also, any skin eruption ; also, a synonym of
Urticaria ; also, a name for Croup. 1893 Northumbld. Gloss.,

Hive, an inward feeling of enlargement. There are '

chest

hives', 'bowel hives', etc., descriptive of an inward heaving
or swelling. Hives are not 'usually outward eruptions, but
when so they are commonly called het hives hot heaves or
hot spots.

t Hivie-skivy, ? aJv. Obs. rare- 1
. 1 = Hurry-

scurry, helter-skelter. (Or? si. : see quot.)
1646 BUTCHER Surv. Stamford*. (1717) 76-7 The bull is

turned out of the alderman's house ; and then hivie-skivy,
tag and rag, men, women, and children.. with all the dogs
in the town, promiscuously running after him with their
bull-clubs.

Hizz (hiz), v. Now rare. [Echoic : cf. hiss,

whizz.] intr. To make a hissing or whizzing
noise. Hence Hi-zzing vbl. sb. and///, a.

1583 STANYHURST jEneis etc. (ArbJ 137 Three watrye
clowds shymring toe the craft they rampyred hizing. 1598
BARRET Theor. Warres v. v. 167 To passe amid the bizzing
bullets. 1605 SHAKS. Lear in. vi. 17 To haue a thousand

1716 SOUTH Serin. 11717) VI. 307 Hearing Bullets hizzing
about his Ears. 1876 SMILES Sc. Natur. ix. (ed. 4) no The
otter, polecat, stoat and weasel have a knack of blowing or

hizzing when suddenly come upon.
t Hizzle, v. Obs. In 6 hizle. [f. prec. with

dim. suffix -LE.] intr. prec.
1583 STANYHURST jfcneis HI. 81 A prosperus hizling Of

south blast, puffing on sayles dooth summon vs onward.

Hizzy, Sc. and north, dial, form of HUSSY.

H'm, hm, int. See HEM int., HOM int.

1854 THACKERAY Rose $ Ring x, See it be done, or else,
h'm ! ha ! h'm ! mind thine own eyes !

tHo,*M Obs. Also i h6h, pi. h<5s. [OE. hah,
h6 :*hanho- , not found in the cognate langs., but

recognized as the primitive of which hecl:*h&hil
:*hanhil- is a deriv. : see HEEL ;

also HOE jA.i,

HEUQH, HOUGH sts.] The heel.



HO.

c 1000 /Ei.FRic Gen. iii. 15 Heo tobryt bin heafod and bu

syrwst onxean hyre ho. c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Spelm.) Iv. 6 Hos

mine [I'esf. Ps. helspuran mine, Thorpe haslun mine), c 1000

AFS Gt>sp. John xiii. 18 Se be ytt hlaf myd me ahefb hys

ho \Lind. hel] onjean me. c 1300 St. Margarett'160 He
nede & gan his ouere cheoke ouer hire heued do, & his

nybere cheoke bynejje at hire ho, & forsualj so bis malde.

Ho (Vu
)>

'"'' and s6 -~ Also 4~6 hoo> * hoe>

hoha), 6-7 hoh, 6-9 hoa. [A natural exclama-

tion. Not recorded in OE. ; cf. ON. hi '

int., also

a shepherd's call '.]
A. int.

1. An exclamation expressing, according to into-

nation, surprise, admiration, exultation (often ironi-

cal), triumph, taunting.
a 1300 Cursor M. 12129

' Ho !

'

\GStt. O ho 1] all ban cun

bai cri,
'

Qua herd euer sua gret ferli '. 1599 SHAKS. Much
Ado ii. i. 205 Ho now you strike like the blindman. a 1623

311 HOAR.

hn Combes in Aubrey Lives,
' Hoh !

'

quoth the

cried. 1830 TF.NNYSON Poems, Eng. War Song, Shout for

England ! Ho ! for England ! George for England !

2. An exclamation to attract attention.

1:1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 107 Then hyed I me
to Bclyngsgate ;

And one cryed,
' hoo ! go we hence 1

'575 GASCOIGNE Pr. Pitas. Kenilw. Poems 1869 II. 07 Ho,
Eccho ; Eccho, ho, where art thou, Eccho, where ? 1583

HOLLYBAND Campo di Fior 327 Hoe boye, where is your
maister? 1596 SHAKS. Merck. V. \\. vi. 25 Hoa ! who s

within ? 1611 BIBLE Isa. Iv. \ Ho, euery one that thirsteth,

come ye to the waters. 1678 BUNYAN Pilgr. i. 85 Then said

Christian aloud, Ho, ho, So-ho ; stay and I will be your

Companion. At that Faithful looked behind him. 1788

WESLEY Wks. (1872) VI. 303 Ho ! Art thou one who readest

these words ? 1820 SHELLEY CEdipus 11. ii. 116 Hoa ! hoa !

tallyho I tallyho ! ho ! ho ! Come, let us hunt these ugly

badgers down. 1831 MACAULAY Armada 28 Ho ! gunners,

fire a loud salute : ho ! gallants, draw your blades.
1833

M. SCOTT Tom Cringle (1859) 44 'Ho, the ship, ahoy!
Hillo !

' was the reply. 1864 BALLANTYNE Lifeboat (ed. 2)

99 Ho 1 comrades, look alive, here comes the lifeboat I

b. After the name of a thing or place to which

attention is called : used by boatmen, etc., to call

attention to the place for which they are starting ;

hence, generally, with a sense of destination.

1593 PEELE Chron. Edw. I, Wks. (Rtldg.) 409/1 A cry o/
'

Westward, ho !

'

Q. Elinor.
' Woman, what noise is this

I hear 1
'

Potter's Wife . .
'
It is the watermen that call for

passengers to go westward now.' 1595 SHAKS, John in.

iii. 73 On toward Callice, hoa. 1601 Twel. jV. in. i. 146

Then Westward-hoe : Grace and good disposition attend

your Ladyship. 1747 (title* A Race for Canterbury or Lam.

beth, Ho ! 1855 KiNGSLEY Westiu. Ho! (1874) 9 Thou too

shall forth, and westward ho, beyond thy wildest dreams.

1881 HINDLEY Cries Land. 141 Each night round Temple-
Bar she plies, With Diddle Dumplings, ho !

3. As a call to animals, with various senses.

1878 Cvmbld. Gloss., Ho, . . a word used in guiding horses

to the left ; come hither. Ha Bye, . . stand out of the way.
1881 Oxfordsh. Gloss., Ho 1 la 1 & word used to call sheep
to their food.

4. Repeated, ho ! ho ! or ho ! ho I Ml, it expresses

derision or derisive laughter.
[c 1150 VitaSt.Godrici (Surtees) 354Quibus ille, Ho ! Ho !

Si in veritate tam pulchra fuisses, quam exterius appares.]

1551 HULOET, Ho, ho, a voice of wondringe or disdaimnge,
hui. IJ75 I. STILL Gamut. Curtail n. iii. in Hazl. Dodsley
III. 205 Did not the devil.cry, ho, ho, ho? 1590 SHAKS.

Mids. N. in. ii. 421 Ho, ho, ho ; coward, why com st thou

not? 1617 DRAYTON Nymphidia Wks. 1753 II. 461 Hoh,

ho ! ho 1 Twenty-two did you ever hear o' sich a tale?

6. With other interjections.
See also GEE-^/ HEIGH-HO! HEY-HO! HOLLA /w/ HOLLO

hoi O HO ! OH HO ! So HO ! WA HO ! WHAT HO 1 Wo HO !

Yo HO ! etc.

1791 CH. SMITH Desmond II. 43 Hohoop, hohoop, New-
minster, it is time to go, my lad come, let us be off.

1821 Black. Mag. X. 35/1 Ho, spy! is chiefly a summer

game. Some of the party of boys conceal themselves, anc

when in their hiding-places call out these words to their

companions. 1879 MARZIALS Song, Twickenham Ferry

O-hoi-ye-ho, Ho-ye-ho, who's for the ferry? 1891 Daily
Nevis 26 May 3/2 Five more explosions followed. Each
time the miner, .uttered his warning,' Ho Ho Ho Hoy

1

and each time it felt as if the 1,200 acres of rock shook and

trembled with each successive explosion.

11 6. Cockney for 0, Oh.

1840 DICKENS Barn.Rudge III. 405 'Ho master, ho mim !

cried Miggs. .'Ho what a cutting thing it is'.

B. sb. A cry of 'ho ', in any of the prec. senses

(Some instances may belong to the next.)

c 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 1675 An heraud on a Scaffold

made an Oo [4 MSS. hoo] Til al the noyse of peple wa.

ydo. c 1470 HENRY Wallace ii. 265 Atour the wattir [they

led him with great hoo Till hyr awin hous with outyn pny
hoo. c 1480 Crt. ofLove 270 A messenger, .from the king
which let commaund anon, Through-out the court to make
an ho and cry. 1533 BELLENDEN Livy i. (1822) 50 Quhen
the serjandis had, with thair noyis and hohas, warmt the

Albanis to here the kingis concioun. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L
v. iii. 18 With a hey, and a ho, and a hey nonino.

Ho, int.* and rf.3 Also 4-6 hoo, 6 hoa, 6-7
hoe. [a. OF. ho halt ! stop I]

f A. int. A call to stop or to cease what one i

doing. To say or fry ho : to
stay, cease, check one

self. Obs. (It is often impossible to separate th

interj. from the imperative of Ho #.2)

13.. Gcm>, tf Gr. Knt. 2330 per-fore, hende, now hoo

1386 CHAUCER Knt'.sT. 848 This due., pulled out a swerd ' comes in. Must. A hoaming Sea ! we shall have foul

[408 i

/'III. 540 Em'isso per Nos Silentii Vocabulo consueto,

cilicet, Ho, Ho, Ho (quod est) Cessate. Cessate, Cessate.

1510 BARCLAY Mirr. OW. Manners (i 570) F ij b, The sacke

ithout bottome which neuer can say hoo [rime gape for

100]. 1535 COVERDALE 7V07'. x.xx. 15 There be thre thinges

hat are neuer satisfied, and the fourth saieth neuer hoo.

b. A call to an animal to stop or stand still.

1828 WEBSTER, Ho, a word used by teamsters in stopping

heir teams . . This word is pronounced also lu/io, or hmo.

>teady unless he hears it. IHd. 112 The keeper, .sees the

dog drawing on birds, and immediately up goes his hand

and ' Ho ! 'he shouts.

B. sb. Cessation, halt, pause,intermission; limit.

Withouttn ho, without stopping, straight on ;
w>

ho, no cessation, end, or limit ; out of all ho, out of

all bounds of moderation. Obs. or dial.

CI374 CHAUCER Troylus n. 1034 (1083! pan gan he telle

is wo, But bat was endeles with-outen ho \v.r. hoo].

c 1470 HENRY Wallace vi. 406 To the herrold [he] said syne

with outyn ho. 1525 LD. BERNERS Froiss. 1 1. cxlii. 396 There

is no hoo bytwene them as longe as speares, swordes, axes,

or dagers wyll endure, c 1590 GREENE Fr. Racon xii. 73

He loued the faire maid of Fresingfield once out of all hoe.

1507 R. BRUCE Let. in Wodrow Life (1843) 167 If they

could have keeped any hoe or measure in their crooked

course. 1684 LITTLETON Lat. Diet., To have no ho, mod-urn

tenere nullnm. Ibid., Out of all ho, immodict. 1711 SWIFT

jrnl. to Stella Lett. 1766-8 III. 135 When your tongue

runs, there's no ho with you. iSiS TODD s. v., Mr. Malone

Ho, i"t? A sailor's cry in heaving or hauling :

see HEAVE HO ; also How int.

Ho, v.1 rare. [f.
Ho int.^ : cf. ON. hfa 'to

shout ho ! or hoy !

'

(Vigf.)] intr. To cry
' ho '.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. x. 61 But hoen [i>. rr. heon, howen

howlen] on hym as an hounde and hoten hym go bennes.

1644 QUARLES Shfph. Orac. iv, N. Ho, Shepheard, ho.

pTl prithee leave thy hoing.

t Ho, v.2 06s. Also 5-6 hoo. [f.
Ho int?,

taken as the imperative of a vb.] intr. To cease,

stop, pause.
1390 COWER Conf. III. 103 Till that men comen to the

files
Of paradis, and there ho. a 1400-50 .-I lexander 2835

or-bi hoo with j>i hautes & bine vnhemed wittis. 14.. m
Archxol. LIV. i. 166/184 Here of herbys wul y ho. c 1430

Pol. ReL * L. Poems 195 Whanne bou art tau}t bat bou

schuldist hoo Of sweering. 1500 Maid Emlyn 411 in

Hazl. E. P. P. IV. 96 Naye there do I ho.

Ho (h0), v-* dial. [A recent spelling of the

OE. vb. hopan, ME. hoje, hou'e : see How, HOWE
v. Cf. HOE sb.y\ inlr. To care, be anxious, long.

1787 GROSE Prm. Gloss., Ho. To ho for anything, to

long for any thing. Berks. 1847-78 HAI.LIWELL, Ho ..to

long for anything ; to be careful and anxious. West. 1874

T. HARDY Madding Crowd II. 289 To ho and hanker after

thik woman. 1881 Isle of Wight Gloss., Ho. 1888 Berksh.

Gloss., Ho, to long for ; to care greatly for.

Ho, obs. f. Hsfren., How, WHO; var. HEO, Hi

prons. Obs., O adv., ever
;
see also HOSE.

II Hoactzin, hoatzin (h0u,arktsin,lw'
Also hoazin. [Said to be the native name, derived

from the
' harsh grating hiss ', which is the voice

of the bird.] A remarkable bird, Opisthocomns

hoazin, or 0. cristatus, native of tropical America,
considered to be the type and sole member of a

group named by Huxley Heleromorphx.
1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. A Min. Introd. 5 Birds, which

are .. exoticks, or outlandish, chiefely the American, and

they are terrestriall ; as . . hoactzin . . hoactli, heatototl.

1678 RAY Wilhighby's praith. 389 Its use in Physic recom-

mends the bird Hoactzin, that utters a sound like its name.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Hoactzin, a Bird of the Bigness
of a Hen, which feeds chiefly on Serpents, and is thence

call'd by our Sea-men, the Snake-eater of America. 1889
Athemeum 2 Mar. 284/2 Mr. Sclater exhibited specimens
ofthe eggs and chicks of the hoatzin . .from . . British Guiana.

1893 Westm. Gaz. 27 Nov. 7/1
Dr. liowdler Sharpe . . men-

tioned the hoatzin or reptilian bird, which builds its nest

just above the water line, near lakes and rivers; the chicks

have little claws or hooks on the end of their unfledged

wings, with which they can climb up out of the flood if it

threatens the security of the nest.

Hoage.obs.f. hoja, KHOJA, a teacher. Hoaky,
var. of HOCKEY 1, harvest-home. Hoald, dial. f.

HOLD. Hoaie, obs. f. HOLE, WHOLE. Hoam,
dial. var. of HOME.
t Hoaming, ppl. a. Obs. or dial. Origin and

meaning uncertain.
The word in Dryden (though so in all the early edd, e. g.

1670, 1674, 1600, 1701, etc.) has been conjectured by many
to be a misprint or error, and was altered by Scott

_in
his

2nd. ed. (1821) tofoaming ;
others conjecture coaming far

combing. But hoaming is supported by the Echard quot.

(unless the expression was merely taken from Dryden).

Identity with the reputed Whitby use is for many reasons

doubtful: cf. HOME v. Richardson understands it as 'a

humming or booming sea '. Cf. also LOOM v. (to move).

1670 DRYDEN & DAVENANT Tempest i. i,
Vent. What a Sea

(Heeaming or 1 'amming, aiming homeward).]

Hoan, -e.Hoape.obs. ff. HONE j^.and v., HOPE.

Hoar (.ho^j), a. and sb. Forms : a. I har, 3-5

hor, (,3-4 heor, 4 hoer), 4-5 hoor, 4-7 hore,
6 Si: hoir, 6-7 hoare, (whore), 6- hoar. 0.

north, and Sc, 4-6 har, hare, 5-6 hair, -e, 6 hayr.

7. 3 user, 4-5 heer. [OE. har= OHG. her ' old
',

hence 'venerable, august' (mod.G. hehr august,

stately), ON. har-r hoary, old : OTeut. *!iairo-z,

usually referred to an OTeut. *hai-, pre-Tent. *kri--

to shine.]
A. adj. 1. Grey-haired with age ; venerable.

a. Beowulf'(Z.) 1307 pa WECS frod cyning, har hilde-rinc,

on hreon mode, c 1290 St. Erandan 265 in S. Eng. Leg. I.

226 A fair old man and swibe hor. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B.

xvi. 173 panne mette I with a man . . As hore [v.rr. hoor,

hoer, heor] as an hawethorne. c 1386 CHAUCER Merch, T.

220, I feele me nowhere hoor but on myn heed. 1470-85
MALORY Arthur n. xvii, An old hore gentylman. 1590
SPENSER /*'. Q. I. x. 3 Through wisedome of a matrone grave
and hoar. 1725 POPE Odyss. vm. 112 A countless throng,
Youth and hoar age. 1847 LONGF. Ev. i. Prel. 4 The murmur-

ing pines and the hemlocks . . Stand like harpers hoar, with

beards that rest on their bosoms. 1881 JEFFERIES Wood
Magic II. iv. 108 A very old hare, quite hoar with age.

ft. a 1400-50 A lexander 4996
' Behalds now ', quod bis

hare man. 1560 ROLLAND Crt. V'enns iv. 661, I was sa auld

ane man and hair.

2. Of colour : Grey, greyish white.

a. esp. Ofthe hair, head, or beard : Grey or white

with age.
o. c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 368/66 His herd is long and sid

i-nou;, and sum-del hor a-mong. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 1580

Al for elde ys hor byn her. 1382 [see HOARHEAD]. 1398
TREVISA Earth. De P. R. v. iii. (1495) 108 Thei haue soone

hoore heeres. 1482 Monk of Evesham (Arb.) 33 The heere

of his hed was whore. 1583 STUBBES Anat. Alias, u. (1882)

43 Their old age, their hoare haires, their blindnesse. 1611

BIBLE Isa. xlvi. 4 Euen to hoare haires will I cary you.

1652 T. HODGES Hoary Head Crowned 23 His hoar head

bring thou down to the grave with blood. 1798 COLERIDGE

Anc. Mar. vil. xxiv, Whose beard with age is hoar. 1820

KEATS Isabella xlviii, So she kneeled,with her locks all hoar.

ft. c 1340 Cursor M. 5313 (Fairf.) His berde was side, his

heued hare. 1513 DOUGLAS JEneis IX. x. 52 The steyll

helmys we thrist on hedis hayr.
b. Of the frost which feathers objects with white,

and objects so whitened : see HOAK-FROST.
a. a looo Andreas 1260 (Gr.) Hrim and forst hare hild-

stapan. 1477 NORTON Ord. Alch. v. in Ashm. (1652) 55 As
it sheweth in Ice and Frosts hore. 1583 STANYHURST /Etuis

iv. (Arb.) 103 His beard with froast hoare is hardned. 1596

SPENSER F. Q. iv. xi. 46 Like to the hore Congealed htle

drops which doe the morne adore. 1785 BURNS Vision n.

xiv, When the North his fleecy store Drove thro' the sky,

I saw grim Nature's visage hoar Struck thy young eye.

ft. c 1450 HENRYSON Mor. Fab. 56 Both hill and holt

i hailled with frostes hair. 1513 DOUGLAS SEntis vii. Prol.

! 42 With frostis haire ourfret the feildis standis.

C. Of colour simply.
3900 CYNEWULF Judith 328 Helmas and hupseax hare

1

hyrnan. a 1000 Wanderer 82 in Exeter Bk., Sumne se

i hara wulf deaSe jedalde. a 1000 Boeth. Jlfetr. v. 25 Of
clife harum. 13. . K. A Us. 5031 Hi ben hore al so a wolf.

1552 HULOET, Hore, or whyte graye, camis. 1572 BOSSE-

WELL A rntorie n. 69 b, The Pellicane feruentlye loueth her

byrdes, Yet when they bene haughtie, and beginne to waxe

hore, they smite her in the face. 1727-46 THOMSON Summer
1601 Island of bliss !.. all assaults Baffling, as thy hoar cliffs

1 the loud sea-wave. 1813 J. WILSON Isle of Palms in. 569

\

Folded up with blossoms hoar. 1890 R. BRIDGES Shorter

I Poems i. 9 Her leaves are glaucous green and hoar.

t 3. Used frequently as an attribute of various

objects named in ancient charters as marking a

boundary line. Obs. Hence in many place-names.
See also HOAB-STONE.
The meaning may have been '

grey
'

simply, or with lichen,

and so
'

grey with age ',

'

old, ancient '. Some have conjec-

tured however (see Archseologia XXV. 33) that hoar '

by
i itself expresses a frontier or peninsular station '.

904 in Kemble Cod. Difl. III. 279 Of Sam haran hacsle on

earnhylle middewerde. 999 Ibid. 313 Of 3an haran stane

I
on Sonne haran wiSij. 1005 in Dugdale Monast. Angl.
1 1 1. 1 1 Fram Egceantea to bam haran wibie. a 1079 O. E.

Chron. (MS. D) an. 1066 [He] com him to senes act bsere

haran apuldran. 1208 in Archxol. XXV. 35 Exinde usque
ad Horeapeldre. [Cf. the place-names Hortthornt Down,
Somersetsh., Hore Cross, Staffordsh., Hoar Grounds, Hoar
Park Warwicksh., Hormead, Herts., Horridge, Gloucester-

sh., Harestanes, Hartree, Haremood, Harmood, Scot!., etc.

See Archsologia XXV. 30-60.]

4. Of trees, woods, or the like : Grey from ab-

sence of foliage ; showing the bare grey stems.

In later use a more or less traditional epithet, esp. in the

alliterative phrase holts hoar, which referred perhaps to

the grey lichen with which aged tree-trunks are clad, and

thus combined the notion of old, ancient. When said of

mountains the primary reference is to colour, which in later

use is sometimes lost.

o. 13. . Gam. tf Gr. Knt. 743 Of hore okez ful hoge a hun-

dreth to-geder. a 1400 Isnmbras 167 The floures of the

thorne, Up-one those holtes hore, c 1430 LYDG. Compl, Bl.

Knt. 119 In the parke, and in the holtes hore. 1555 EDEN
Decades 132 The herbes waxe wythered . . and the medowes
become hore. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. \. iii. 10 Under the steepe

foot of a mountaine hore. 1632 MILTON L'Allegro 55 From
the side of some hoar hill, Through the high wood echoing
shrill, a 1650 Flodden F. 214 in Percy Folio I. 327 Under-

neath the holtes so whore.



HOAR.
. a 1400 Sir Perc. 230 Fyftene wynter nnd mare He

duellede in those holtes hare. ^14*5 WVNTOUN Cron. vm.
xxvi, 228 Bat scmyd ane hare Wode for to be. 1513 DOUGLAS
/Entis x. xiv. 142 This Troiane prynce

. . Intil hys stalwart

stelyt scheild, stikand out Lyke a ha>T wod, the dartis bair

about 11540 Murning Maidin 26 And walk among the

holtis hair, Within the woddis wyld.

y. c 1*05 LAY. 16372 Swulc hit weoren an haer wude.
a 1400-50 Alexander 776 pe holtez of be heer wode.

b. Of things : Grey with age, venerable, ancient.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. vii. Argt., Guyon findes Mamon in

a delve Sunning his threasure hore. ^1756 COLLINS
Poj>.

Superstit. Highlands 142 To that hoar pile, which still its

ruin shows. 1768 BEATTIE Minstr. \. xliii, Instructed by
tradition hoar. 1856 H. C. ADAMS First ofJune (1862) 6

To trace legends back to yet more hoar antiquity.

6. White or grey with mould ; mouldy, musty.
Also fig. Obs. exc. dial.

1544 PHAER Regim. Lyff (1560) Sj, Let them so stande,
viii. oayes to putryfye tyll it be hoare, then fry them out.

159* SHAKS. Rom. $ Jnl. n. iv. 141 An old Hare hoare,
and an old Hare hoare is very good meat in Lent. But
a Hare that is hoare is too much for a score, when it hoares
ere it be spent. 1605 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iii. iv.

Captaines 431 But the long Journey, we have gone, hath . .

turn'd our victuals hoar. [' Still in use in Somerset
'

(Halli-
well 1847-78).]

f 6. From the use in hoarfrost (sense 2 b) comes

prob. that of* Cold, nipping' (Jam.). Sc. Obs.

c 1450 HENRYSON in Bannatyne Poems 114 (Jam.) Fra
hair weddir, and frostis, him to hap. 1513 DOUGLAS JEneis
vi. vii. 79 By gousty placis, welsche savorit, mist, and hair.

Ibid. vii. Prol. 130 The mornyng bla, wan and bar.

fb. fig.
'
Keen, biting, severe* (Jam.). Sc. Obs.

a 1605 MONTGOMERIE Misc. Poems iii. 61 Houbeit ?e think

my harrand something har.

f 7.
'

Harsh, ungrateful to the ear* (Jam.). Sc.

c 1450 HENRYSON Test. Cres. 338 Thy voice sa cleir un-

plesand hoir and hace. Ibid. 445 My cleir voice .. Is rawk
as ruik, full hiddeous, hoir, and hace.

8. Comb., chiefly parasynthetic, as hoar-haired,

-locked^ HOAR-BEADED ; also hoar-leprosy, white

leprosy, elephantiasis; hoax-rime = HOAR-FROST;
hoar withy, the White-beam, Pyrus Aria.

<riao5 LAY. 25843 Heor-lockede wif (c 1*75 hor-ilocket].

1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 59 The hayr ryim is ane cald deu,
the quhilk fallis in mysty vapours, and syne it fresis on the
eird. 1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tongt Ckenu, horeheared,

gray beared. 1607 SHAKS. Timon iv. iii. 35 This yellow
Slaue, Will .. blesse th

1

accurst, Make the hoare Leprosie
ador'd. 1879 BRITTEN & H. Plant-n., Hoar Withy, Pyrus
Aria, Hants., from the white under-surface of the leaves.

B. sb. f 1. A grey-haired man. Obs.

Beowul/ (Z.) 2989 Hares hyrste hixe-lace baeron. 13..
K. Alts. 6752 Sey me now, ye olde nore ! (Mony day is

seothe ye weore bore).

2. Hoariness from age.
(But in first quot. perh. for-hore '. see FOR- ro.)

[? 1x1366 CHAUCER Rom. Rose 356 Hir heed for hoor

\Thynne for hore] was whyt as flour.] 1500-90 DE^NBAR
Poems Ixxxv. 59 Quhill store and hore, my jouth devore.

1796 BURKE Let. Noble Ld. 52 His grants are engrafted on
the public law of Europe, covered with the awful hoar of

innumerable ages. 1871 J. G. MURPHY Com. Lev. Introd.,
Now that it is touched with the hoar of a venerable antiquity.

3. A white or hoary coating or appearance ; esp.

hoar-frost, rime.

1567 TURBERV. Epit. ff Sonn. Wks. (1837 1 303 The hilles be
ouerwhelmde with hoare. 1731 Winter's ThoughtvaGentl.
Mag. (1732), The candy'd rhime and scattered hoar. 173*
Gentlftn. Guide to Cattle (ed. 2) o Mornings when we per-
ceive a white Hoar and Cobwebs upon the Grass. 1886

T. HARDY Mayor Casterbridge I. i, The thick hoar of dust
which had accumulated on their shoes and garments.

^ b. Canescent hairiness. Obs.

1551 TURNER Herbal L B vij b, Most gentle, full of hore
and softe, with whyte floures and whit sedes.

fc. Mould. Obs.

1548-67 THOMAS Ital. Dict. t Muffa, the hoare that is scene
in stale breade, 1597-8 BP. HALL Sat. iv. i, His golden fleece

o'ergrown with mouldy hoar. 1686 PLOT Stajfordsk, 15

Interspersed with a white hoar or vinew much like that in

mouldy bread.

d. A fog ; a thick mist. (? Error for HAAR.)
1846 WORCESTER, Hoar.. (2) thick mist. London.

t Hoar, v. Obs. Forms : i haxian, 4-6 hore,

5 hoore, 6-8 hoar. [OE. hdrian t i. ArfrHoARa.j
1. intr. To become hoary or grey-haired.
a xooo Malchus m Shrine (Cockayne) 39 pact ic ba sceolde

wesan ceorl on hariendum heafde. c 1000 ^LFRIC Grant.
xxvi. (Z.) 154 Caneot ic harije. a 1310 in Wright Lyric P.

50 Help me, Lord, er then ich hore. 13.. K. Alis. 1597
His herd schal hore, his folk schal sterve. 1398 TREVISA
Barth. De P. R. v. bcvi. (1495) 184 The heer of the temples
hooryth sooner than the other beer.

b. fig. To grow old ; to become inveterate.

az4jM HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 2808 Correcte it., while
that it is grene, For and it hore, this londe is but loste.

2. To become mouldy.
*S73 Art ofLimning 7 To have your ynke to continue

longe, and not to hore, put therein bay sal te. 1591 [see
HOAB a. sJ. 1750 W. ELLIS Country Housew. 22 If Bread
is kept in too moist a Place too long, it will rope, or hoar,
or mould.

3. trans. To make hoary or white, to whiten. In

quot. 1607, To smite with hoar-leprosy.

hoars her head with Snowes. 1607 Si _,.,

Hoare the Flamen, That scold'st against the quality of
flesh, 1747 Gentl. Mag. 242 HoaKd with stiff'ning frosts.

Hoard (ho'id), sb.^ Forms: a. 1-4 hord, 4-6
horde, 5-7 (8 Sc.) hoord, 6 hoorde, 7- hoard ;

312

/?. north. 4 Sc. hwrde, 4-5 (6 Sf.~) hurd, 4-7
hurde, 7- Sc. huird. [OE. hord= OS. //<w-rf trea-

sure, hidden inmost place, OHG., MHO. hort,

ON. hoJd, Goth, hiizd treasure :-OTeut. *hosdo"\

pre-Tent. *kuzJh6- ; perh. from *kudhto- pplc.,

concealed, hidden ^Kluge). The usual i6-i7th c.

forms hoard, hiirde, Sc.huird, imply an early length-

ening of OE. o to o as in board,ford; hoard is rare

before iSth c.]

1. An accumulation or collection of anything
valuable hidden away or laid by for preservation
or future use

; a stock, store, esp. of money ; a

treasure.

Bemiml/(Z.)?ify Da wses hord rasod onboren bea^a hord.

Ibid. 3012 Ac Jtasr is maSma hord. 937 Poem on /Ethetstan
10 in O. E. Chron.

,
Hi aet campe . .land ealjodon, hord and

hamas. (-975 Ruslt-.u. Goip. Matt. vi. 19 Ne hyde|> eow
hord in eorfre Jer om and moh)>a eta|>. a itaoAg-s. V'oc. in

Wr.-Wiilcker 337/11 Tliesaunis, hord. c IMO OEMIN 6733
Rihht all swa summ hord off gold Mang menn iss horde
deresst. a 1235 Anfr. R. 224 Heo gedereS hord. a 1300
Cursffr M. 22179 F r a^ fc hordes [Gait, hurdes] J>ar

ar hid

Sal hali in his time be kid. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Lait-

rtntius 178 Spere besyly Quhare are ) hurdis \mt has he.

c 1425 WYNTOUN Cron. vn. ix. 103 Na bai of ^>ame made na
hurde. c 1440 Promf. Parv. 246/2 Hoord, tresowre. 1590
SH\KS. Mias. M iv. i. 40 A venturous Fairy, That shall

seeke the Squirrels hoard. x6aQSKF.XERfg.Afaj. Table 65 b,

The frauclfull conceling of ane huird, or thresour. 1695
WOODWARD Nat. Hist. Earth v. (1723) 265 This Hoord ..

that was stowed in the Strata underneath. 1764 GOLDSM.
Trazi. 195 While his lov'd partner, boastful of her hoard,

Displays her cleanly platter on the board. 1851 D. WILSON
Preh. Ann. (1863) II. iv. iii. 262 A large hoard of coins was
discovered. 1859 TENNYSON Enid 352 Our hoard is little,

but our hearts are great.

b. fig. Said of intangible things treasured or

valuable, things concealed or kept secret; now

esp. an amassed stock (of facts, etc.).
a ooo CYNEWULF Crist 1055 in Exeter-tk., Se mxra daej

hreoer-locena hord, heortan jejjohtas ealle setyweo. a 1000

Cxitmon'sGm. 1602 OS (reel breosta hord, gast, ..gangan
sceolde to godes dome, a xooo in Mone 67. 417 Arcana,
hordas, fceryne. a irxx> Psalm (Cotton) 1. 28 (Gr.) His synna
hord selfa ontende. c 1100 ORMIN 12920 Sobfasstnessess hord

patt all mannkinn birrb sekenn. a 1300 Cursor M. 19214 Vte
o bair hali hertes hord Spedli bai speld godds word. 1340

Ayenb. 263 Hous .. in huychen be uader of house woneb, be

hord of uirtues gadereb. 1 14400 AK-RAVF. Z,/y>.SV. Kath. ni.

1503 God sende vs alle, of vnyte be hord. 1635 R. BOLTON

Comf. Ajfl. Consc. iv. 20 A heavenly hoard ofgrace, good
conscience, Gods favour. XT&iGoLDSM. Trail. 58 To see the

hoard of human bliss so small. 1805 WORDSW. Waggoner
iv. 179 A hoard of grievances. 1847-8 H. MILLER First

fmfr. xix. (1857) 339 He accumulates much larger hoards

of facts.

t 2. The place in which anything is hidden,

hoarded, or stored up ;
a repository ; a hiding-

place, store ;
a treasury. Msofig. 06s.

In the phrase in (or on) hoard, the sense fluctuates between
the deposit, the repository in which it is stored up, and the

state or condition of being hoarded (sense 3).

a 1200 Moral Ode 259 pe wreche mon binom his ehte and
leide his on horde. 1158 Proclam. Hen. Ill, We senden

jew bis writ open iseined wib vre seel to halden a manges
?ew mehord \_v.r. ine hord]. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Johannes
42 [He] prechit furth ay goddis word, pat he had plentiusly
ine hurd. c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 316 Widnesse of siche

clobis is an hord to hyde synnes. c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T.

f 747 It is the deueles hoord, ther he hideth hym and resteth.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 11539 A" mV S'd bat I getyn haue,

Kepid in hurd, holdyn full long. 1577 HELLOWES Guevara's
Chron. 297 He was the hoorde of al my profound secretts.

x6xi COTGR., Mnsse, a secret comer, priuie hoord, hiding hole.

1663 GERBEER Counsel 22 If the building cannot suffer the

Chimney to be made even with the upright of the wall, both

sides may be made up to serve for hoards. [1837 KEIGHTLEY
Hist. Eng. I. 29 The Cambrian princes had . . to pay yearly

twenty pounds weight of gold, and two hundred of silver

into the hoard or treasury of the
'

King of London '. 1876
FREEMAN Norm. Cotiq. V. xxiv. 383 The sums which went

into, and which, when it was needed, came out of, the hoard

of the English King. 1883 GREEN Cong. Eng. 403 note. The
' Hoard '

(not yet the '

Exchequer ') in Eadward's time was
settled at Winchester.]

f 3. Hoarding up. 06s.

c 1390 CHAUCER Truth 3 For horde habe hate, and clymb-

yng tykelnesse.

4. Comb., as hoard-burg (mod. archaism, for

OE. hordburg), treasure city; t hoard - house,

treasure-house, treasury (pbs.~) ;
hoard-ward (for

OE. hordweard}, guardian of a hoard, treasurer.

c 1440 Promf. Parv. 502/1 Tresowrye, erarium . . an
hoordhowse. i8o STOPFORD BROOKE E. E. Lit, iii. 75 The
hoard-ward knew the voice of a man. 1895 MORRIS Beou>l/
17 The gem-rich hoard-burg of the heroes.

Hoard, sb? Also 8 hourd, 9 hord. Now
rare or Obs. [app. a modern ad. AngloFr. hurdis

(see HOBDIS, HUKDICE) mistaken for a plural of

*Aurd : see the quot. from Liber Albus. But cf.

also obs. F. hourd scaffold (Cotgr.), in OF. hurl,

hourt, hourd, palisade, of which hourdis, HTJBDIS

was a deriv.]
= HOABDINO sb.

[14x9 Liter Alias (1859) I. 477 Item, qe nulle hurdys, ne

palys, nautre cloysure, soit fait devaunt nulle tenement en
fes hautes rewes ou venelles en la citee (Riley's mare, note

Hoards or palings not to be erected before housesV) 1757
Act 31 Geo. II, c. 17 I 7 No Builder or other Person, shall

erect or set up. .in any of the public Streets, .any Hourd or

Fence. 1810 Hull Imfrov. Act 51 Hords or fences to be

erected where buildings are taken down. 1836 SMART,

HOARDING.
Hoard, . . a fence enclosing a house and materials while
builders are at work. 1838 F. \V. SIMMS Pub, Wks. Gt. Brit.

5 The hoard is to consist of uprights six inches by four
inches scantling.

Hoard (hoeid), v. Forms: a. I hordian, 3

(<9r/w.)hordenn,4horde,4-6 hoorde, (6 whord),
6-7 hourd(e, (hord), 6-7 (8 Sc.} hoord, 7- hoard ;

/3. .SV.and 0r//*.6hurde, 6- hurd. [OE. hordian,
f. hord HOARD sb

^Cf.
Goth, huzdjan, OHG.

gihurten, MHG. gehiirten, MG. gehorden, which

belong to a different conjugation.)]
1. trans. To amass and put away (anything valu-

able) for preservation, security, or future use; to

treasure up : esp. money or wealth.
c 1000 ^ELFRIC Horn. II. 104 HordiaS eowerne goldhord

on heofenum. c 1200 ORMIN 12281 GredijH? to sammnenn
all & hordenn batt tu winnesst. \$t&Pilgr. Perf.(W. de\V.
1S31 ) 98 b, To helpe other with them, and not mordynately
to hoorde & kepe them. 1530 PALSGR. 588/2, I hourde, je
amasse. Declared in

'
I hoorde *. 1535 COVERDALE Prov.

jii. 26 Who so hoordeth vp his corne, shalbe cursed amonge
the people. 1548 UDALL, etc. fLrasin, Par. Matt. v. 36
Whorded and heaped up. la 1550 in Dunbar's Poems (1805*
306 Gif thow hes a benefice, Preiss nevir to hurde the kirkis

gude. 1573 G. HARVEY Letter-bk. tCamden) 8 He did not
wel to hord it up. 1583 STANVHURST sEneis H. (Arb.) 68
Theere Troian treasur is hurded. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 136
The Granaries of Joseph : wherein he hoorded corne. 1635
A. STAFFORD Fern. Glory (1869) 124 Whereof the Rich hide
and hoard up their wealth. 1703 ADDISON Dial. Medals
(1727) 25 Hoording up such pieces of money. 1840 HOOD
Kilinansegg, Moral, Gold ! Gold ! Gold ! Gold ! . . Hoarded,
barter'd, bought and sold. 1878 JKVONS Prim. Pol. Econ.
22 If the rich man actually hoards up his money in the form
of gold or silver, he gets no advantage from it.

b. absol.

r looo ^ELFRIC Horn. I. 66 SeSe hordaS, and nat hwam
he hit xegadaS. a 1300 E. E. Psalter xxxviii. 7 [xxxix. 6)

He hordes, and he wate noght To wham bat he samenes

oghl. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. x. 38 He . . Ne car'd to hoord
for those whom he did breede. 1842 TENNYSON Ulysses 5

A savage race, That hoard, and sleep, and feed, and know
not me. 1860 EMERSON Cotid. Life> Wealth Wks. tBohn)
II. 349 They should own who can administer ;

not they who
hoard and conceal.

2. fig. and transf. To keep in store, cherish,

treasure up, conceal (e.g. in the heart).

1340 Ayenb, 182 J>et greate lost pet god hordeb and wyte|>
to ham pet ouercome^ be aduersetes of bise wordle. <r 1380
WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 321 Crist .. lokyng on be citee. .wepte
per upon for greet synne bat it hoordede, 1596 SPENSER
F. Q, iv. xi. 43 The goodly Barow which doth hoord Great

heapes of salmons in his deepe bosome. 1699 DRYDEN
Ep. to y. Driden 117 You hoard not health for your own
private use ; But on the public spend the rich produce.
1789 BURKE Corr. (1844) III. 119 Revenge will be smothered
and hoarded. i8sx B. CORNWALL Mirandola iv. i, Half of
the ills we hoard within our hearts Are ills because we
hoard them. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. 1. 1. 370.

f 3. intr. in reflexive or passive sense : To lie

treasured up, lie hid. Obs. rare.

1567 TURBERV. Epit. <$ Sonn. Wks. (1837) 300 In common
weales what beares a greater sway Than hidden hate that

hoordes in baughtie brest?

Hoarded (ho^uded), ///. a. [f. HOARD v. +

-ED 1
.] Stored up, treasured up : see the verb.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. iv. ix. 12 Great store of hoorded threa-

sure. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. iv. ii. n Th' hoorded plague a' th'

Gods requit your loue 1 1693 S. HERVEY in Dryden's
Juvenal (1697) 232 Say, Goat. . For whom thy hoorded Bags
in silence sleep ? 1751 GRAY Ode on Spring v. No hive hast

thou of hoarded sweets, a 1859 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xxv.

V. 252 The hoarded ill-humour of six months was at liberty

to explode. 1887 Spectator 21 May 684/1 Modern theories

as to the hoarded wealth of India.

Hoarded, a. [f. HOARD sb.% + -ED 2.] pro-

vided with a hoard or hoarding.
1898 DailyNews 29 Mar. 5/2 The large hoarded enclosure

before the Royal Exchange.

Hoarder (hoeudsj). Forms: i hordere, a

-axe, 4 hordyer, 6 horder, Sc. hurdar, 6-7
hoorder, 7- hoarder,

[f.
HOARD v. + -ER *.]

f 1. The keeper of the hoard or treasure ; a

treasurer ;
a steward. Alsoy?^. Obs.

944 in Kemble Cod. Dipl. IV. 280 Dis forward was makid
with Ordric hordere. r looo ^ELFRIC Horn. II. 178 Da het

he his hordere baet gUesene fact syllan 5am biddendan sub-

diacone. 1131 O. E. Chron. an. 1131 Swa baet he scolde

setten bar prior of Clunni & circeweard, & hordere, & reil-

bein. 1340 Ayenb. 121 pet is J?e hordyer bet loke> be herte.

{1876 FREEMAN Nonn. Cong. V. xxiv. 434 The King's
1 Hoarder

'

was as old as the King's
' hoard .J

2. (in mod. use) One who hoards or stores up,

esp. money. (Also with up?}
1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xxvi. 59 Hud-pykis, hurdaris, and

gadderaris. a 15*9 SKELTON Image Hypocr. Wks. 1843 II.

417/2 And yet ye be questors, And hoorders vppe of

testers. 1551 HULOET, Horder of treasure, abditor. 1594

(title) in N. 4- Q. 3rd Ser. III. i God'sjustice shewed uppon
a cruelle horder of corne. 1691 LOCKE Lower. Interest Wks.

1727 II. 80 Nobody else, but these Hoarders, can get a

Farthing by this proposed change of our Coin. 1845 FORD
Handbk. Spain i. 66 Hoarders-up of unrcvenged grievances.

1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) III. 102 He is mean, saving . . a

skinflint, a hoarder.

Hoarding (hoo-jdin), sb. [f.
HOARD sb?\

1. A temporary fence made of boards inclosing

a building while in course of erection or repair ;

often used for posting bills and advertisements;

hence, any boarding on which bills are posted.
18*3 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. 225 Hoarding, an in-



HOARDING.
closure of wood about a building, while erecting or repair-

ing. 1860 W. COLLINS Worn, ll'/ritc in. xi. 413 A rough
hoarding of boards had been knocked up before the vestry

doorway. 1864 Realin 23 Mar. 6 He rents a hoarding, or

a wall, or the side of a house ; and woe to that man who,

being unauthorised, sticks anything thereupon. 1878 Print.

Trades Jrttl. No. 25. 14 A poster now to be seen on most

of the London street hoardings.

2. Mil. See quot. 1875.
1865 KINGSLEV Hereuj. II. ix. 146 They had thrown up . .

doubtless overhanging hoardings or scaffolds. 1875 PARKER
Gloss. A rchit., Hoard, Hoard, Hoarding, boarding used for

protection. .A term in military architecture for the wooden

gallery, protected by boarding in front, which was thrown
out from the surface of the wall in time of war, to enable

the defenders to protect the foot of the wall.

Hoarding (hOudiij), vbl. sl>. [f. HOARD v,]

1. The action of the verb HOAKD
; esp. the ac-

cumulation and hiding of money. (Also with /.)

'593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. I'f, 11. ii. 48 And happy alwayes was
it for that Sonne Whose Father for his hoording went to

hell, a 1639 W. WHATELEY Prototypes m. xxxix, (1640) 16

Such hoording is no oppression but good husbandry. 1845
FORD Handtk. Spain I. 5 In self defence they are much
addicted to hoarding.
2. concr. (pi.) That which is hoarded; money

laid up.
1715 SOUTH Serm. IV. 450 All a Man's Gettings and

Hoardings up, during_
his Youth. 1870 SPURGEON Treas.

Dav. Ps. xlix. 10 Their hoardings are no longer theirs.

Hoarding, ppl. a. [f-
HOAKD v. + -iNG 2

.]

That hoards : see the verb.

I595 SHAKS. John lit. iii. 8 Shake the bags Of hoording
Abbots. 1641 BROME Joviall Crew i. Wks. 1873 III. 356
The hoarding Usurer. 1827 HOOD Hero /f Leander Ixxii,

And with concealing clay, Like hoarding Avarice locks up
his eyes.

Hoare, obs. form of WHORE.

tHoared (hojd),///. a. Obs. [f. HOARD.]
1. Made or grown hoary.
1557 NORTH Gticitarns Diafl Pr. 120 a/2 My whyte

heares, and hored bearde. 1568 T. HOWF.LL Arb. Auiftif

(1879) 25 Now hored age with stealing steps creepes in.

a 1643 W. CARTWRIGHT Ordinary in. i. in Hazl. Dodsley
XII. 253, I no where hoart yfeel but on mine head [cf.

HOAR a. i, quot. 1386].

2. Grown mouldy.
1496 Dives $ Pft-up. ir. xx, They toke hored brede in

theyr scryppes. 1351 BIBLE (Matthews) Josh. ix. 5 All their

prouysyon of breade was dried vp and hored.

3. Comb., as hoared-headed, hoar-headed.

1590 SHAKS. Hfids. N. n. i. 107 We see The seasons alter ;

hoared headed frosts Fall in the fresh lap ofthe crimson Rose.

HoaT-frost. Formerly, and still often, two
words. [See HOAB a. and FROST sb. 2.] The
white deposit formed by the freezing of dew, frozen

dew, white frost.

c 1190 St. Michael 617 in .5". Eng. Leg. I. 317 J>e hore-forst

\v. r. hor-forst] cometh }wane it is so cold pat it freoseth

a-nygt, And pe Dev freose a-doneward. 1340 Ayenb. 108

The zonne . . wastep pe cloudes and be hore urostes bi pe

moreen. 1533 COVERDALE Ps. cxlvii. 16 He geueth snowe
like woll, & scatereth y* horefrost like ashes. 1644 Z. BOVD
Gard. Zion 60 (Jam.) Sweet Mannah, round, small as the

haire frost. 1730-46 THOMSON A-wtumn 1169 The rigid
hoar-frost melts before his beam. 1880 Miss BRADDON fist
as I am xii, All the trees were fairy-trees wreathed with

hoar-frost. fig. 1852 BADGER Nestorians I. 243 The hoar,

frost of care was prematurely sitting upon his locks.

attrib. 1804 ANNA SEWARD Mem. Darwin 323 A fine

picture of an hoar-frost landscape.
Hence Hoa'r-frosty a.

1845 CARLYLE Cromwell (1871) I. 39 A cold hoarfrosty

morning.
Hoa'rhead. [f. HOAR a. + HEAD s&.] A hoary

head ; hence, an old grey-haired man. Also attrib.

1381 WYCLIF Lev. xix. 32 Before the hoor heed aryse. 1560
BIBLE (Genev.) ibid., Thou shalt rise vp before the horehed.

1574 HELLOWES Gneuara's Fam. Ef. (1577) 125, I do not

beleeue that the wisdome lyeth in horeheads, but in olde

bookes. 1830 TENNYSON Poems 113 The hoarhead winter

paving earth With sheeny white.

Hoar-headed, a. [Parasynthetic f. hoar head

+ -ED 2.] Having the head hoary with age.
1561 T. HOBY tr. Castiglione's Courtyer n. M iv b, Hore-

headed and toothlesse. (11693 UKQUHART Rabelais III.

xxviii. 227, 1 see thee waxing a little hoar-headed. 1880

TENNYSON Battle ofBrunanburh ix, Hoar-headed hero !

Hence Hoar-hea'dedness.
1574 tr. Marlorat's Apocalips 22 Holy and reuerend Hore-

headednesse pretendeth wisedome gotten by long experience.

Hoarhouud, another spelling of HOREHODND.

Hoa'rily, adv. [f. HOART a. + -LY 2
.]

With
a hoary appearance ; with a grey or whitish hue.

1890 W. C. RUSSELL Ocean Trag. II. xxi. 184 Clouds of

foam . . whirling hoarily under the black vapour.

Hoariness (hoe-rines). [f.
HOABT a. + -NESS.]

The quality or state of being hoary : see the adj.

1575-80 BARETV^/T'. H 492 Hoarinesse,whitenesse of haires,

auncientie. Ibid. 494 Hoarienesse, vinewednesse, or mouldi-

nesse, comming of moisture, for lacke of cleansing. 1599

MASSINGER, etc. Old Law in. ii, His white hairs, they'll

betray his hoariness. 1647 TRAPP Comm. Mutt.
x;xvii. 15

Custom without truth is but hoariness or mouldiness of

error. 1705 C. PURSHALL Mich. Macrocosm 37 These
Frosts seldom last long, that come with a Frozen Fog, or

Hoariness. 1829 LOUDON Encycl. Plants 1001 The stem

under the shelter of long grass, is covered with a white

hoariness which is easily rubbed off. 1885 CLODD Myths
ft Dr. ii. i. 144 Legends sacred with the hoariness of time.

t Hoarish (ho'rij), a. Obs. [f. HOAR a. + -ISH.]

Somewhat hoary.
VOL. V.
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1398 TRFVISA Bart'i. Df P. R. xvn. xii. (1495! 610 That
one wormode is grene, that other somdeale norisshe and
Jesse bytter. a 1547 SURREY in Tottelfs Misc. (Arb.) 31
The white and horish heares, the messengers of age.

t Hoa'ruess. Obs.
[f.
HOAR a. 4 -NESS.] The

quality of being hoar or hoary ;
hoariness.

a 900 Kent. Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 76/21 Canicies, harnes.

1382 WYCLIF Prov. xx. 29 The dignete of oldc men hornesse.

1398 TRF.VTSA Bfirlh. DC P. R. xix. iv. (1495) 862 Thenne is

whyte colour gendryd as it faryth in snowe in hoore froste

and in horenes of heere. 14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 570/13
Cnnicies, hoorenesse. c 1450 R. Gloucester's Chron. (1724)

481/2 note (MS. Coll. Arms) A litelle harenesse hathe

chaunged sumwhat his colour. 1563 BULLEYN Def. agst.

Sickness, Compounds 173, It kepeth..the hedde from hore-

nes. 1364 BECON Dem. Holy Script. Prayers, etc. (1844) 607

Having hoarness of manners, authority, gravity, and high

knowledge. 1565-73 COOPER Thesaurus, Mucor, . . hoare-

nesse, such as is on breade or meate long kept.

b. A close growth of white or grey hairs.

1578 LYTF. Dodoens i. v. 10 The leaues. .hauing a certaine

fine horenesse upon them like velueL

Hoarse (hoJs), a. Forms : a. I h&s, 3-4 hos,

4-5 hose, hoos, hoose, (4 hois), 5 hoooe, hoce,

(boost), 8-9 dial, hoast; north, and Sc. 4-5 haase,

hase, 5 hayse, 5-6 Sc. haoe, 6 hays, hais, (hess).

&. 4-5 hors, -e, hoors, 5-6 hoorse, 6 horoe,

(bourse), 6-7 hoaroe, (7 hoars), 6- hoarse
; Sc,

8 hers, 8- hearse, 9 herse, hairce, hairse, dial.

hairsh,hearsh. [A word of which the stem varies,

not only in Eng., but in the other Teut. langs. The
recorded OE. type was hds (ME. /ids, Sc. hase),

corresp. to OHG., MHG., OLG. heis, OS. lies,

MDn. hees, LG. his :-OTeut. *haiso-. But beside

this ME. had Mrs, hoors, now hoarse, Sc. hairse,

hairsh, liearsh. Although written evidence for the

r forms goes back only to c 1400, the correspon-
dence of mod.Eng. hoarse and Sc. hairse implies
the existence ofan unrecorded OE. *hdrs beside hds.

The ON. normal repr. of OTeut. *haiso-z would be *heiss,

instead of which ON. had hdss, app. to be explained as for

*hdrs :~*hairso- (orig. ai before r gave d in ON.). The
OF1. heersch, recorded by Kilian beside heesck, appears to

go back similarly to an OLG. *heirs. For these and other

reasons it is now generally held that *hairso- was the orig.

OTeut. type, and that the r subseq. disappeared at different

times in most of the dialects. The southern Scotch hairsh,

hearsh, appears- to exemplify a frequent Sc. interchange of

rs and rsh, seen e. g. in farce, farsch, scarce, scairsh, Erse,

Ersch, etc.]

1. Rough and deep-sounding, as the voice when
affected with a cold, or the voice of a raven or frog;

harsh and low in pitch ; not clear and smooth like

a pure musical note ; husky, croaking, raucous, a.

Of the voice (of persons or animals).
a. c 1000 jELFRlc Gram. xxx. (Z.) ioo Raucns and rauca,

has. a 1230 Owl fy Night. 504 J>u. .pipest al so dop a mose
Mid cokeringe mid stefne hose, c 1374 CHAUCER Troyltis
iv. 1119 (1147) With brokyn vois, al liois [Campsall MS.,
hoors ; MS. Gg. 4. 27, hors] for shright. c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 248/1 Hoos (K. hors, P. hoorse), rancus. ^1450
HENRYSON Test. Ores. 338 Thy voice . . unplesand, hoir, and
hace. 1468 Medulla in Promp. Parv. 248 note, Raucns,
boost. 1483 Cath. Angl. 177/1 Hase (A. Hayse), raticus.

1876 Mid-Yorksh. Gloss., Hoast, .. hoarse.

/3. c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 59 A wood hound . . if bat

he . . berke, his vois is ful hors. c 1450 Trevisa's Earth. De
P. R. xn. xviii. (MS. Bodl.), An henne. .clokkinge wip an
horse [ed. 1495 hoars] voice. 1384 R. SCOT Discov. Witckcr.

I. ii. (1886) 5 His voice was hoarse and lowe. 1625 DONNE
Anat. World, Progr. Sonl (Song of Sorcerers). She feigns
hoarse barkings, but she biteth not ! 1762 BEATTIE Bat.

Pigmies 4- Cranes 70 He [a frog] . . mourns in hoarsest croaks

his destiny. 1865 DICKENS Mut. Fr. L iii, His voice was
hoarse and coarse.

b. Of other sounds. (Chiefly poetic. )

1513 DOUGLAS JEneis ix. iii. 109 The ryver brayt with hais

[ed. 1710 hers] sovnd. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Past. ix. 52 The
Tides with their hoarse Murmurs. 1699 GARTH Dispens. vi.

72 Where with hoars dinn imprison'd tempests rave. 1738
POPE Dune. n. 233 This Drum, whose hoarse heroic bass

Drowns the loud clarion of the braying Ass. 1883 OUIDA
Wanda II. 40 The hoarse sound of the sea surging amongst
the rocks.

2. transf. Having a hoarse voice or sound, a.

Of persons and animals, or of the vocal organs.
a. a 1000 jELFRic Colloq. in Wr.-Wulcker 90/40 Ic haebbe

sumne cnapan . . pe eac swilce nu has ys for cylde and
hreame. c 1330 King of Tars 599 Ofte he criyede, and ofte

he ros, So longe that he wox al hos. a 1340 HAMPOLE
Psalter Ixviii. 4 Thai vndirstode me noght na mare than

man may do a hase man. c 1400 Ywaine $ Gaw. 3620 So
was he hase and spak ful law. 1313 DOUGLAS /"Eneis m.
Prol. 21 Chyde quhill thair heidis rife, and hais worth hais

[v.r. hace, rimes place, face]. 1535 L.YKDES\\ Satyr? 315 How-
beit that I am hais [v. r. hess] lam content to beir a bais.

/3. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xvti. 324 Til he be blere-nyed or

blynde and hors \v. rr. hoos, hos] in pe throte. 1538 BALE

BrefeCom. John Baptist in Hart. Misc. (Malh.) I. 207, 1 oft

haue bene horce Cryenge for custome. 1593 SHAKS. z Hen.

VI, V. ii. 7 Warwicke is hoarse with calling thee to armes.

1697 DRYDEN Virg. Past. i. 25 The hoarse Raven . . croaking.

1728 POPE Dune. i. 330 The hoarse nation croak'd,
' God save

King Log !

'

1786 BURNS Earnest Cryj Alas ! my roupet
Muse is hearse ! iSzGMiss MITFORD in L'Kstrange./ II.

X.23I Charles Kemble is at present as hoarse as a crow. 1887

J. SERVICE Dr. Ditguid vii. 41 He. .was now as hairse and

roopit as a craw.

fa. Of inanimate things. (Chiefly poetic?)
c 1369 CHAUCER Dethe Blaunche 347 Tassay hys home, and

for to knowe Whether hyt were clere, or horse of sovne.

1370 B. GOOOE Pop. Kingd, iv. (1880) 56 With Bagpipe

HOAR-STONE.
hoarce he hath begonhis Musicke fine. 1667 MILTON P. L.
n. 661 The hoarce Trinacrian shore. 1765 BEATTIE Judge,
Paris cxxxiii, Raves the hoarse storm along the bellowing
main. 1870 DICKENS E. Drood iii, Cloisterhum, with its

hoarse cathedral bell.

3. quasi-fl</z>.
= HOARSELY.

1709 Tatler No. 121 f i He catched Cold, and. .began to

bark very hoarse. 1808 SCOTT Marm. i. Introd. i, Now,
murmuring hoarse. .An angry brook, it sweeps the glade.

4. Comb. a. parasynthetic, as hoarse-throated,

-voiced; b. adverbial, as hoarse-resounding, etc.

1598 FLORIO Ital. Diet. To Rdr. A vj b, An vnluckie, hoarce-

vpist . . night-rauen. a 1719 CONGREVE Hymn to Harmony
vi. (Jod.), Loud trumpets .. And hoarse-resounding drums.
a 1743 SAVAGE Wks. (1775) II. 75 (Jod.) Hoarse-echoing
wails. 1791 COWPER Iliad n. 888 The hoarse-throated war.

1836-48 B. D. WALSH Aristoph., Clouds i. iv, The hoarse-

roaring Ocean's fountains. 1887 BOWEN Virg, SEneid vi.

327 The hoarse-voiced torrents of doom.
Hence t Hoa'rsehead, hoarseness.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 248/2 Hooshede, or hoosnesse (A",

hoshed, P. hoorshede), raucitas.

Hoarse, v.
[f. prec.] a. intr. To be or be-

come hoarse, b. trans. To make hoarse. Obs.

exc. with up (dial, and U>S^}.
i 1000 ,/ELFRIC Gram. xxx. (Z.) 190 Raucio, ic hasi^e,

ransi, raitsum. 1483 Cath. Angl. 177/2 Hase, ravcio. 1629
T. ADAMS Sinner's Passing- Bell Wks. 1861-2 I. 355 When
his voice is hoarsed. 1877 BASttXTT&iet. Amer, led. 4)s.v.,

He's got a bad cold and is all hoarsed up. 1886 S. W. Line.
Gloss, s. v., I'm hoarst on my chest hoarst up.a'most. 1897
Voice (N. Y.) 23 Dec. 5/1 My voice seems good when I

begin, but I very soon * hoarse up '.

Hoarsely (hoeusli), adv. [f.
HOARSE a. +

-LY -.] With a hoarse voice or sound.
a 1529 SKELTON P. Sparoive 419 The woodhacke, that

syngeth chur Horsly, as he had the mur. 1580 SIDNEY
Arcadia in. (1590) 280 His words .. slowly and hoarcely
pronounced. 1610 G. FLETCHER Christ's Tri. over Death
Ivii, The . . waters hoarsely groan, c 1720 TICKELL Imit.

Proph. Nereus 44 While hoarsely he demands the fight.

1821 SHELLEY Prometh. Unb. i. i. 715, I heard the thunder

hoarsely laugh. 1883 MRS. OLIPHANT Ladies Lindores II.
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Sit down ', he said, hoarsely,

' and I will tell you '.

Hoarseil (hoo-jsn), v.
[f.

HOARSE a. + -EN 5
.]

1. trans. To make hoarse.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) V. vii. 79, I shall be

obliged to hoarsen my voice, and roughen my character.

1881 PALGRAVE Vis. Eng.) Tower of Doom ii, Hoarsening
the cry Of those who watch'd. 1886 BARING-GOULD Gold.

Feather i, The sore throat . . hoarsened her voice.

2. intr. To become hoarse ;
to sound hoarsely.

1798 LANDOR Gebir vn. 148 The brazen clarion hoarsens.

1894 HALL CAINE Manxman 435 His voice had hoarsened.

Hence Hoa'rsened ppl. a.

1798 LANDOR Gebir i. 135 To tune afresh the hoarsened
reed. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. v. xl, The last words
had a perceptible irony in their hoarsened tone.

HoarseiieSS (housnes). [f.
as prec. + -NESS.]

The quality or condition of being hoarse.
a. ciooo jELFRic Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 113/1 Rauccdo,

hasnys. 1387 TvxvT&lffigtftn i. vii. (Rolls) I. n My bareyn
speche, hosnes and snochynge. n44o Promp. Parv. 248/2
Hooshede or hoosnesse [1499 Pynson, hoorsnesse]. 1483
Cath, Angl. 177/2 An Hasenes, rancedo t

raucitas.

0. 1495 Trevisa's Bartk. De P.R. v. xxiv. 134 Hoorsnes
of voyce. Ibid. vn. xxvii. 242 Horsnes and lettyng of the

voyce. 1589 COGAN Haven Health ccxvii. (1636) 247 Red
wine . . bindeth the belly and maketh hoarsenesse. 1648

Hunting of Fox 10 They (even to hoarsnesse) cried downe
the Common-Prayer book. 1732 ARBUTHNOT ./?/ ofDiet
i. 247 Figs are useful in Hoarseness and Coughs. 1885
Manch. Exam. 22 Feb. 5/3 Mr. Reeves sang . . without the

slightest trace of hoarseness.

t Hoa*rsy, a, Obs. rare. [f.
HOARSE a. * -T :

cf. hoary.] ~ HOARSE.
1570 LEVINS Manip, 108/25 Horsy, raucus.

Hoar-stone. Forms: i h&r st&n, 3 hor ston,
6-8 hore-, 7 hoore-, 9 hoar-stone, Sc. hair-,

hare stane, [In OE. two words : see HOAR a. and

STONE.]
1. lit. A hoar, i.e. grey or ancient stone (?an an-

cient stone grey with lichen).

Beowulf fZ.) 887 He under harne stan, aej?e1inges beam.
Ibid. 2745 Nu 5u lungre geong hord sceawian under harne
stan. 971 Blickl. Horn. 209 He \>sx jeseah ofer 8aem
wsetere sumne harne stan.

2. spec. a. A stone (ancient or grey with lichen),

frequently mentioned in charters as marking a

boundary line ; an ancient boundary stone, mere-

stone. (See HOAR a. 3.)

847 Charter ofMthehvulf'm O. E. Texts 434 Donon on
Sone healdan weg wi5 huitan stanes, Sonon to Saem beorge
Se mon hateS set Osem holne, Sonon an haran stan. a 1000

in Hemin/s Chartulary (1723) 348 Of gytinges aewylme on
norSdene on bone grenan wej, Kanl on bane haran stan, of

3am haran stane andlang grenan weges on scepe clif. ? c 1195
in Archgeol. (1832) XXV. 55 Unam scilicet suble Harestan.

1298 Ibid., Et sic directe usque le Horeston in Twychenylde
Grene. ? a 1300 Ibid. 58 Ad Haresteines et sic usque ad Depe-
dale. 15<*3 in Hearne Johetnnis Glastoniensis Chron.dfzb}

S3
Inter Donunium de Andresey & Dominium de Stoke seu

reycote, usque ad la Hore Stone, a 1831 W. HAMPER in

Ajrchatol. (1832) XXV. 30 The Hoar-stone is consequently
nothing more than the stone of memorial or land-mark, de-

scribing the boundary of property. 1849 KEMBLE Sax. in

Eng. I. 52 note, Artificial or natural stone posts are implied
by the constantly recurring haran stanas, graejan stanas,

hoary or grey stones. 1851 D. WILSON Preh. Ann. (1863) II.

iv. vii. 375 Hoare-stones, or landmarks of the fifth century.
b. An ancient stone associated with some event or

tradition ;
a stone of memorial ;

a standing stone.
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HOARY.
1666 in Hearne R. Brunne's Chrtm. (1810) 472 A stone of

8 foot high above ground.. It is now called, in the full of

the mouth, hoore-stone, according to the dialect of Sommer-
sett. 1808 SCOTT Martn. iv. xxv. note. The royal standard

is traditionally said to have been displayed from the Hare

Stane, a high stone, now built into the wall, on the left

hand of the high-way leading towards Braid. 18x2 A rckseol.

XVI. 361 The largest stone, at the east end, has been long
known in that County, by the name of the Hoar Stone,

a 1831 W. HAMPER in Archaeol. (1832) XXV. 25 In many
parts of Great Britain are to be seen upright rude Pillars or

massive blocks of stone which in England are called Hoar-
Stones, .in Scotland. .Hare-Stane. 1851 D. WILSON Preh.
./!. 0,2The Hare Stane on the Borough Moor of Edinburgh.
Ibid. (1863) I. v. 137 A hoare-stone or Stone of Memorial.

C. Hence very frequent as a place-name.
See a list in Archsologia (1832) XXV. 52.

Hoary (hoa'ri), a. Also 6-7 hory, (6 hoory,
horie,heorye). [A late formation (i6thc.) from
HOAR a. or sb. + -Y : cf. dusky , haughty, vasty-.]

1. Of the hair, head, or beard : Grey or white
with age.
1530 PALSGR. 315/2 Hoory as a man or beestes heare is,

chaneu, a 1547 SURREY Carelesse man in TotttlPs Misc.

(Arb.) 26 What will she do, when hory heares are powdred
in her hedde ? 1611 BIBLE Lev. xix. 32 Thou shalt rise vp be-

fore the hoary head. 1814 SCOTT Ld. ofIsles iv. xix,Veterans
. .Whose helmets press'd their hoary hair. 1885 R, BUCHANAN
Annan Water i, With hoary bushy eyebrows.

b. Having white or grey hair, grey-haired.
X573~8o BARET Afar. H 486 To waxe Hoarie, or white

headed, incanesco. z68a DRVDF.N Mac Fl. 106 The hoary
prince in majesty appeared. 1738 GLOVER Leonidas i. 55
Her sons, her matrons and her hoary sires. 1868 FREEMAN
Nortn. Cong. II. viii. 186 Men like the hoary sinner .. in-

stinctively saw in him the destined enemy of his kind.

C. Ancient ;
venerable from age, time-honoured.

1609 DEKKER Gull's Horne-bk. (1812) 25 Venerable father
of ancient, and therefore hoary customs. 1630 PRYNNE Anti-
Armin. 238 Hoarie English Antiquities. 1781 COWPER
Expost. 596 Windsor's hoary towers. 1851 ROBERTSON Sertn.
Ser. in. xviii. 332 A hoary and most remote antiquity. 1871
R. ELLIS Catullus Ixiv. i Born on Pelion height, so legend
hoary relateth.

2. Of colour : Grey, greyish white.

1573-80 BARET Ah. H 493 A hoarie frost,

1579 SPENSER Sheph. Cal. Feb. 70 Clothed with cold, and
hoary wyth frost. 1667 MILTON'/*. L. n. 891 The secrets

of the hoarie deep. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. n. 168 With
Ethiops hoary Trees and woolly Wood. 1784 COWPER Task
in. 830 Winter's hoary wing. 1809 HEBER Europe 258 The
hoary poplars wave. 1878 G. MACDONALD Phantasies i. 12

Below lay a sea, still as death and hoary in the moon.

1 3. Mouldy, musty ; corrupt. 06s.
Perh. in some instances confused with hory, filthy.

1530 PALSGR. 315/2 Hoory as meate that is kepte to longe,
Jltury. 1567 tr. Mlfric's Let. to Bp. Wulsine in Brady
Clavis Cal. (1813) I. 280 Some pristes keepe the housell..
all the Yere for Syke Men, But they do greatlye amysse,
by cause it waxeth Heorye. 1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks
(1621) 624 Hoarie,moulded bread. 1693 EVELYN Dela Quint.
Compl. Card. Diet., Musty, Mouldy, or Hoary Dung.
4. Bat. and Entom. Covered with short dense

white or whitish hairs
; canescent.

1597 GERARDE Herbal i. vii. i. 8 Soft and downie, and
somewhat hoarie. 1668 WILKINS Real Char. n. iv. 6, 112
That whose leaves are bigger, and hoary all over. 1796
WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 3} III. 725 Whole plant hoary
with a dense cottony substance. 1870 HOOKKR^"/</. Flora
28 Perennial hoary herbs.

b. Hence used to designate species of plants
and animals so clothed ; often rendering L. canus,

incanus, etc. : as Hoary Alder, Creeper, Mullein,
Stock, etc.

1811 SHAW Zool. VIII. 261 Hoary Creeper, Certhia canes-
cen$..b\\\ stout and black. 18*9 SIR J. RICHARDSON Fauna
Bor.-Amer. 1. 150 Hoary marmot, with long coarse fur, par-
ticularly on the chest and shoulders, where it is hoary. 1841
W. SPALDING Italy fy It. Isl. III. 314 The white willow, and
the common and hoary alder, form thickets.

5. Comb. a. parasynthetic, as hoary-dated, -fea-

thered, -hatred, -headed, -herbaged, -vested, etc. ; b.
with another adj., as hoary-pubescent', etc.

1598 B. JONSON Ev. Man in Hum. iv. viii, This hoarie-
headed letcher, this old goat. 1771 WESLEY Wks. (1872) V.
61 When he is old and hoary-haired. 1797 T. PARK Sonn.
8 Classic Eton's hoary-vested towers. 1831 DOM Card.
Diet. I. xvii, Hoary-pubescent, covered with white down
which is pressed to the surface. Ibid., Hoary-villons,
covered with white villi. 1847 W. E. STEELE Field Bot.

53 Leaves hoary-white beneath. 1859 TENNYSON Enid 295
There musing sat the hoary-headed Earl. 1876 BLACKIE
Songs Relig. <$ Life ii A hoary-dated Patriarch pedigree.

Hoase, obs. form of HOARSE, HOSE.
Hoast (hast), sb. Chiefly north, dial. Forms :

[i hwosta], 4-9 host, 5, 9 dial, boost, (6-9
hoste, hoist), 7-hoast, (haust, 9 hoarst). [The
OE. hw6sfa is not known to have survived in

ME. ; the extant northern word (from I4th c.) was
app. the cognate ON. h6ste cough = OLG. *h6sto

(MLG. hdste, MDu. hoeste, hoest, LG. hoost, hfot,
Du. hoest}, OHG. huosto (MHG. huoste, Ger.

fcoft)t-OTeBt *A7Wto<w-,f.aroot *Awfc- (whence
OE. hwtsan \*hwdsjan to wheeze), pre-Teut
*kwos-

t
kas-

;
cf. Skr. kds to cough.

It is possible that OE. kwdsta may have survived dialec-
tally ; some writers refer to a dial, form, ivhoost, which
would be its representative ; and this, as in iv/w, iohoop t

might become hoost > whence mod. Shropshire Wf/.JA cough. In some Eng. dialects used only of
cattle.

314

[nooo Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 277/27 Tussis, hwosta.] a 1300
Cursor M. 534 Als aand with host in brest is spred. c 1440
Promp. Parv. 248/2 Hoose, or cowghe (other MSS. host . .

hoost), trtssis. 14. . A"j?w. in Wr.-Wiilcker 708/2 Hec tussis,
the host, c 1500 [see HIVES], a 1510 DOUGLAS A". Hart n.

455 Heidwerk, Hoist, and Parlasy, maid grit pay. 1562
Ti RN-ER Herbal\\. 34 Mastik is good .. for an old host or

coughe. a 1605 MONTGOMERIE Flytingw. Pohuart 302 Tlie

hunger, the hart-ill, and the hoist still thee hald. 1622 Course

Conformitie 117 Jam. > He that can swallow a camel, .witii-

ont an hoast. a 1651 CALDKRWOOD Hist. Kirk 11678) 60

(Jam.) From the thirteenth of November .. he became so

feeble with a hoast. 1674 RAY A". C. Words 24 An Haust
or Hoste, a Dry Cough. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. 172/1
The Cough, or Cold, and Shortness of Breath, or Hausts,
an Inward Disease in Cows. 1773 Epitaph in Spectator

(1884) 6 Sept. 1173 Of a cauld and a sair host, He died

upon the Yorkshire coast. 1803 Mcd. JrnL X.2I7 A great
number of cats in Shrewsbury became seized with what is

commonly called the Hoost. 1821 GALT Ann. Parish ii.

lD.), I gave them a sign by a loud hoast. a 1825 FORBY
Voc. E. Anglia, Hoist, a cough. 1863 MRS. GASKELL
Sylvia*s L. xxiv, I'll make him a treacle-posset ; it's

a famous thing for keeping off hoasts. 1879 Miss JACKSON
Shropsh. Word-bit., Hoost [oost], a cough : said of cattle.

1893 Xorthumbld. Gloss.) Hoast, Hoist, a cough.

Hoast, v. Chiefly north, dial. Forms: [i

hwostan], 5-9 host, (6 hoyst, 9 hoist), 8- hoast,

(dial, huist). [OE. hw6stan = OLG. *h&st&n

(MLG. Msten, MDu. hoesten\ OHG. huostdn

(MHG. huosten, Ger. huslen), ON. htsta (Sw.

hosta, Da. hostc], f. the sb. : see prec. The exist-

ing northern word (known only from I5th c.) ap-

pears to be the ON. word. Beside hoast, Sc. has

also the form huist, going back to host.]
1. intr. To cough.
[c 1000 Sa.r. Leechd. II. 258, & hwostaS {MS. hwosaS] ge-

lome. ] c 1440 Promp. Parv. 249/1 Hostyn, or rowhyn, or

cowghyn.. .tussio. 1483 Cath. Angl. 190/1 To Host, tussire.

1619 Life $ Death P. Simsone (1845) 100 He hosted con-

tinually to his death, c 1750 in Ritson Scot. Songs (1794^
II. 250 He hosts and he hirples the weary day lang. 175*
A, MACINNES in Scots Mag. (1753) July 342/2 Allan Breck
came behind him, and boasted, a 1815 FORBY Voc. E.

Anglia t Hoist) to cough. 1885 Queen 31 Jan. in That

hobbling
'

hosting
'

old woman who asks for human charity.
2. trans. To cough up or out. Also fig.

1508 DUN BAR Tua Mariit \Vemen 272 Ane hair hogeart,
that hostit out flewme. 1513 DOUGLAS /Eneis xin. i. 10 The
Latyn pepy11.. hostit owt full cleyr, Deip from thar brest is

the hard sorow smart. 1583 Leg. Bp. St. Androis 146 in

Sat. Poems Ref. xlv, He hosted thair a hude full fra him.

1786 BURNS Willie Chalmers v, And host up some palaver.

Hoast, obs. form of HOST.
Hoastnian (tuw'stmaen). Also 6 host-e, ost-,

7 oast-, 7-8 host-, [f. host, oste, in sense
*

stranger,

guest
'

; the seal of the corporation shows a member
in his robes receiving a stranger with the words
'Welcome my oste '.]

A member of a corporation or merchant-guild in

Newcastle-upon-Tyne, who had originally the

functions of receiving strangers (called
* hosts

'
or

'

oasts ') who came to buy coal and certain other

commodities, and of conducting their purchases,
on which they levied a certain duty ;

in later times,

they controlled the selling and exportation of coal
;

now, theymerely form the premier civic corporation.
1518 Merch. Adv. Newcastle (Surtees) 51 The act for the

ostmen that byes any merchaundyse of ther hosts, or it be

presented to the Master of the Feloship. 1623-4 Act 21

Jos. /, c. 3 12 Any..Priviledge heretofore claymed..by
the auncient Fellowshipp Guild or Fraternitie commonlie
called Hoastmen, for. .the selling, carrying, lading. .vent-

ing or trading of or for any Seacoles, Stonecoales or Pit-

coales forth or out of the Haven and Ryver of Tyne. 1739
Enq. ReasonsAdv. Price Coals 31 The Hostmen or Fitters at

Newcastle are an incorporated Company. 1789 BRAND Hist.
Newcastle 1 1. 269 A society ofostmen or hostmen had existed
as a guild or fraternity in the town of Newcastle upon Tyne
from time immemorial. 1864 Reader 697 "Jack Scott, the

Newcastle hoastman's son, who ran away with Bessy Sur-

tees, and who was afterwards known as Lord Eldon. 1893
Northumbld. Gloss, s. v., The term hoastman has long
ceased to describe the profession of coal-shipper or

* en-

grosser' of the commodities enumerated in the charter of

incorporation. .The Company of Hoastmen remains simply
the premier Incorporated Company of Newcastle, and elec-

tion to its membership is a much coveted honour.

Hoastrie, var. of HOSTRY Obs. Hoat, obs.

form of HOT. Hoatzin : see HOACTZIN.

Hoax (h^aks), v. [Appears shortly before 1 800 ;

supposed to be a contracted form of Hocos v.

This origin suits sense and form, but there is no direct
evidence of connexion, and i8th c. quotations for Hocus v.

are wanting : see that word.]
trans. To deceive or take in by inducing to be-

lieve an amusing or mischievous fabrication or

fiction ; to play upon the credulity of.

1796 GROSE Diet. Vulg. T., Hoaxing, bantering, ridiculing.

Hoaxing a quiz ; joking an odd fellow. University wit.

1800 Gentl. Mag. LXX. 947 HOOJC, Hoxf, or Goaxe^ a word
much in vogue in political circles. It signifies to make any
person the object of ridicule by a species of acclamation.
The word is borrowed from the kennel. 1805 Sporting
Mag: XXVI. 128 He would not be hoaxed any more. 1829
W. LEIGH Let. to G. Townsendfy Either the statesman was
hoaxing you, or the exile the statesman. 1869 TROLLOPS
He knnv etc. xviii. (1878) too The people who bring you
news have probably hoaxed you.
absol, 1884 MRS. WALFORD Baby's Grandmother II. 119
My word ! Bertha, you are hoaxing.

HOB.

Hence Hoaxing vbl. sb. and///, a.

1808 J. P. MALCOLM Mann. 4- Cttst. Loud. 213 Contriving
wonderful stories for the pubtick . . This waggery has re-

cently received the elegant term of hoaxing. 1815 Sixteen
$ Sixty i. iii, Out of my presence, you hoaxing young
rake-hell ! 1834 LYTTON riigr. Rhine xii. 143 You know
. .hoaxing isa fashionable amusement among the great.

Hoax (hJnks
1

,
sb. [f. prec. vb.] An act of

hoaxing ;
a humorous or mischievous deception,

usually taking the form of a fabrication of some-

thing fictitious or erroneous, told in such a manner
as to impose upon the credulity of the victim.
1808 Sporting Mag. XXXII. 104 The hoax was indeed

most successful. 1814 Stock Exch. Laid Open 20 The day
on which the hoax was practised on the Stock Exchange.
1815 Sixteen $ Sixty n. iii. In spite of your hoax of the
Bath Doctor. 1817 Edin. Rev. XXVIII. 382 Having
amused himself with a mystification (or what is in England
vulgarly called a hcax} on the Mayor. 1855 MACAULAY
Hist, Eng. xxi. IV. 613 It is difficult to believe that a
Prince, .would have been scared by so silly a hoax. 1876
HOLLAND Sev. Oaks xiv. 201 A paper which manufactured
hoaxes and vended them for news.

b, concretely. One who is a deception,
* a fraud',

1869 MRS. H. B. STOWE Oldtou'n xxiv. (1870) 263 After

all, the beautiful little hoax had nothing for it but her at-

tractive soul-case.

Hoaxee t.hJnksr). [f- HOAX v. + -EE.] One
who is hoaxed ; the victim of a hoax.

1840 AY: Monthly Mag. LIX. 277 Lynchpynne .. was
enjoying the miseries ofthe hoaxee immensely. 1860 Mactn.

Mag. I. 219 Perhaps a hoax must be a deception supported
by evidence such as the hoaxee thinks he can appreciate,
or wishes to appear to understand.

Hoaxer ^h^-kssj;. [f.
HOAX v. + -ER *.] One

who hoaxes.

1814 Stock Exch. Laid Ofen 20 All the profit the hoaxers

got. 1889 Spectator 16 Nov., Spite of his mercilessness as
a hoaxer . . Sothern was personally a very . . kind-hearted man.

Hoa*xical, a. [f. HOAX sb. + -ic + -AL.] Of
the nature of a hoax.

1819 Blackw. Mag. IV. 564 Its want of unity, and there-

fore use . . its hoaxical hodge-podging.

Hoay, int. : see HOY. Hoazin : see HOACTZIN.

Hob (hpb), sbl Also 4-6 hobbe. [A familiar

by-form of Rob = Robin, Robert : cf. the parallel

Hodget Hick, for Roger, Richard, with H for R
;

also Dobj Dobbin, and Dick with initial D.]
1. A familiar or rustic variation of the Christian

name Robert or Robin. Hence formerly a generic
name for : A rustic, a clown. Cf. HODGE.
c 1325 Pol. Songs (Camden) 216 Now Kyng Hobbe [

= Sire
Robert the Bruytz] in the mures }ongeth, For te come to
toune nout him ne longeth. 1399 LANGL. Rich. Redeles i.

90 O|>er hobbis }e hadden of hurlewaynis kynne. 1549
CHALONER Erasm. on Folly D ij b, The rudest hobbe that
maie be piked from the plough. 1573 TUSSER Husb. ix.

(1878) 17 To raise betimes the lubberhe, both snorting Hob
and Margerie. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. H. iii. 123 To begge of
Hob and Dicke, that does appeare Their needlesse Vouches.
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xxii. (1632) 1115 Hob, Die,
and Hie (meaning the Rustickes). 1682 New News Jr.
Bedlam ii More fitter for the Country Hobs. 1778 Saints

5 And Priests with Hob go Snacks and share the Field. 1825
BROCKETT, Hob. .also a clown ; contracted from Robin.

2. = Robin Goodfellow or Puck; a hobgoblin,

sprite, elf. (See also HOB-THRUSH.)
c 1460 Towneley Myst. (E. E. T. S.) ii. 297 Whi, who is

that hob ouer the wall? we! who was that that piped so

small? 1559 Mirr. Mag.) Owen Glendour viii, Merlyn
fathered by an Hob. c 1580 J. JEFFERE Bugbears in.

iii. in Archiv Stud. Neu. Spr. (1897), Puckes, puckerels,
hob howlard .. and Robin Good-felow. a 16*5 FLETCHER
Mons. Thomas iv. vi, From elves, hobs, and fairies, That
trouble our dairies .. Defend us, good Heaven ! 1627 DRAY-
TON Nymphidia Wks. (1753) 462 Yet much they doubted
there to stay, Lest Hob should hap to find them. 1891
ATKINSON Moorland Par. 65 If there was a '

weight of

work '

craving to be done . . Hob would come unasked, un-
warned to the rescue.

b. Phr. To play hob: to 'play the devil ', work
mischief.

1853 KANE Grinnell Exf. xxvi. (1856) 213. I need not say
that the cold metal played hob with the tinkers.

3. A name for the male ferret. Also hob-ferret.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. 136/1 The male . . Ferret [is]

the Hob. 1883 \V. Wore. Gloss., Hob-ferret, a male ferret.

[In Staffordshire the male of a ferret is called 'the hob',
the female ' the gill'.]

4. attrib. and Comb, f hob-chinch, a rustic,

boor ; Hob Collingwood (see quot.) ; hob-ferret

(see 3) ; hob-lantern (also hobby-lantern} > a Will-

o'-the-wisp ;
hob-like a., rustic, clownish, boorish :

fhoblob, a rustic, clown : see LOB.
1578 WHETSTONE ind Pt. Promos fy Cass. in. ii, Rapax.

What, bytest thou, *hobclunch? John. Yea, that chull and

punch. 1829 BROCKETT,
* Hob Collingwood . . the four of

hearts at whist ; considered by old ladies an unlucky card.

1835-80 JAMIESON, Hob Collinwood. the name given to the

four of Hearts at whist. Teviotd\ate"\. 1847-78 HALHWELL,
Hobby-lantJwm, an ignis fatuus. Also termed a *Hob-
lantern. I'ar. dial. x6n COTGR., Rttde

t
rude .. *hoblike,

lumpish, loblike. 1583 STANYHURST sEneis iv. (Arb.) 99
Foorth with thee rustical *hoblobs. 1599 NASHE Lenten

Stuffe 8 The draffe of the carterly Hoblobs.

Sob, $b-~ [Origin obscure: perhaps more words

than one. Cf. HUB.]
1. (Formerly also hub.} In a fire-place, the part

of the casing having a surface level with the top
of the grate.



HOB.

Iii its simplest form it appears to have been a boss or mass
of clay behind the fire, the * back of the chimney' or
'

grate
'

; afterwards, the brick or stone back and sides of
a grate ; now, usually, the iron-plated sides of a small grate,
on which things may be set to warm.

1511 Nottingham Rec. III. 332 Makyng of an hubbe in

the ketchyn. 1600 SURFLET Countrie Farms \. ML 54
Soot taken off from the hub of the chimney. 1674 RAY
NjC. Words 26 //0/>, the back of the Chimney. 1772 in Brand
Pep. Anti'j. (1813) II. 243 (?/.-, Ordering their cupfuls to be

placed on the Hob of the Grate. 1801 Trans. Soc. Arts
XIX. 325 The hobbs. .project two inches and a half before
the fire-grate, a 1825 FORBY Vac. E. Anglia, Hob, Hub,.
2. The flat ends of a kitchen range, or of a Bath-stove ; not
the back. .Saucepans, tea-kettles, etc. are set upon the hub.
a 1839 PRAED Poems (1864) II. 201 If he puts up his feet on
the hob. 1866 ROGERS Agric. & Prices I. xviii. 421 In the
manor-houses, .and still more in the cottages of the poor,
the fire was made against a hob of clay.

2. A (rounded) peg or pin used as a mark or

target in games ; esp. one of the iron pins used in

quoits. Also, A game in which these are used.

1589 NASHE Martins Months Minde 20 Leauing the
obscurer hobbs that first they began with, to shoote a maine
for the vpshot, at the fairest markes of all. 1676 WYCHEKI.UV
PI, Dealer \. Wks. (Rtldg.) 105/2 To tell your honour the

truth, we were at hob in the hall, and whilst my brother
and I were quarrelling about a cast, he slunk by us. 1801
STRUTT Sports <$ Past. n. ii. 69 Stand at one of the iron
marks and throw an equal number of quoits to the other,
and the nearest of them to the hob are reckoned towards
the game. 1847-78 HALLIWELL, Hob, a small piece of wood
of a cylindrical form, used by boys to set up on end,
to put half-pence on to chuck or pitch at with another half-

penny. 1855
' STONEHENGE ' Brit. Rur. Sports (1859) 5 10

The Game [Quoits] is played by driving two hobs into the

f
round at the distance agreed upon [etc.]. 1883 Alinond-

ury Gloss., Hob, the name of a stone used m various

games, such as 'cots and twys ', for placing the stakes

upon, or in 'duckstone'.

3. (Also htib.}
' A hardened, threaded spindle,

by which a comb or chasing-tool may be cut
'

(Knight Diet. Meek:}.
1873 C. P. B. SHELLEY Workshop Appliances \\\. (1883) 100

Instruments, known as hobs, are also employed in forming
the cutting ends of screw-chasing tools for use in the lathe.

4. The shoe of a sledge.
1788 W. MARSHALL Yorksh. Gloss. (E.D.S.\ Hob, the shoe

or soal [sole] of a sledge. 1852 G. H. ANDREWS Agric.
Engin. HI. 41 A long thick log of wood, which slides upon
the ground as the hob or shoe of a sledge.

5. Short for HOBNAIL. Also dial, koh-prick.
1828 Craven Dial., Hob-prick, a wooden peg driven into

the heels of shoes. 187$ T. HARDY Madding Crowd II. xix.

322 He now wears shining boots with hardly a hob in 'em.

Hob, Z'. 1 local. [Cf. HUB, sod, uneven spot
of ground.] trans. To cut the high tufts of grass
in a pasture, or those left or missed in ordinary

mowing. See quots.

1799 A. YOUNG Agric. Line. 196 Beasts are changed while

hobbing is done ; and the sooner it is hobbed the better.

1863 MORTON Cycl. Agric. II. Gloss. (E. D. S.), Hobbing
(Line.), mowing the high tufts of grass in a pasture. 1888

Sheffield Gloss.
t Hob, to cut pieces ofgrass left untouched in

hedge bottoms, etc., by a mowing machine, or by the ordin-

ary scythe. A farmer will say . .

' Hob the hedge bottoms '.

Hob, v. 2 dial. [Origin unknown.] trans. To
bring up (a young animal) by hand.

1797 A. YOUNG Agric. Sussex 75 When they are a fortnight

old, the calf is hobbed upon skim milk. 1875 PARISH Sussex
Gloss, s. v., Two little pigs which she was nobbing-up.

b. Comb, hob-lamb, a Iamb reared by hand.

1847 in HALLIWELL. 1875 PftRHB&tffffcrG&ffe, Hob-lamb,
a pet lamb, brought up by hand. 1893 in Surrey Gloss.

Hob, v$ dial. [f. HOB sb.- 5.] trans. To fur-

nish with hobnails.

1874 T. HARDY Madding Crowd n. iv. 38, I went into

Griffin's to have my boots hobbed.

Hob, in the phrases hob-a-nob, hob and nob. hob

or nob : see HOB-NOB ; in Hob Monday, Tuesday ,

-tide, corrupt or erron. forms (perh. only scribal) of

hok- or HOCK MONDAY, etc., cf. HOP-.

t Hoball. Obs. Forms : 6 hoball, howball,
hobbel, hobil, 9 hobbil, hob-hald. [perh. f.

HOB j#.l i ; but this does not explain howball.'}
A clown, fool, idiot.

.f 1553 UIJALL Roystcr D. in. iii. (Arb.) 44 Ye are such
a calfe, such an asse, such a blocke, Such a lilburne, such
a hoball \y.r. hobil], such a lobcocke. 1570 LEVINS Manip.
55/34 A Cobbel, dullard, hxbe$t bardus. An Hobbel, idem.

6*1570 Pride ff Lowl. (1841) 48 The worst of them no how-

ball, ne no foole. 1828 Craven Dial,, Hobbil, a fool. 1847-
78 HALLIWELL, Hob-hald^ a foolish clown. North,.

Hobbadehoy, hobbedehoy, etc. : see HOB-
BLEDEHOY.

Hobbed, (h?bd), a. dial. [?f.HoBj2] Hav-

ing a hard inflamed lump.
a 1722 LISLK Husb. (1757) 352 Sometimes a cow's udder

will be hobbed after she has calved.

Hobber-nob, -nobber.
or nob.]

= HOB-NOB.
[Corruption of hob

1800 in Spirit Pub. Jrnls. (1801) IV. 265 They never will

fo
hobber-nob at the fount ! 1829 D. CONWAY Norway 138

uch is the hobbernobbering touching with yours the rim
of the person's glass with whom you drink wine.

Hobbesiail (hjrbzian), a.
[f.

the name of

Thomas Hobbes (1588-1679), an English philo-

sopher : see -IAN.] Of or relating to Hobbes or his

philosophy. Hence Kobbesianism HOBBISM.
1776 G. CAMPBELL Pkilos. Rhet. (1801) I. i. ii. 76 Any
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admirer of the Hobbesian Philosophy, a 1866 j. GROTE
i:..\<iin. I'tiiit. /'/it'/i's. ix. 1,1870) 158 Mr. Mill tries to rise

above his Hobbesianism. 1888 HUXLEY in irjM (V///.

XXIII. 165 The Hobbesian war of each against all was the
normal state of existence.

Hobbet, -it. local, [perh. a phonetic var. of

HOPPET.]
1. A seed-basket : see HOPPET so. 1 i.

2. A local measure = i\ bushels.

1863 MORTON Cycl. Agric. Gloss. iE. D. S.), Hobbet (N.
Wales) of wheat, weighs 168 Ibs. ; of beans, 180; of barley,

147 ; of oats, 105; being -2\ bushels imperial. 1896 Daily
News 8 Oct. 9/5 Potatoes arc rotting in the ground and can
be had for 3$. a hobbet.

Hobbey, obs. form of HOBBY.

tHo'bbian, a. and $l>. Obs. [f. Hobb(es\ see

prec. and -TAN.] A. adj. ^HOBBEKJAN.
1687 Death's Vis. 214 Id 'e make the Sceptic and the

Hobbian Schools Recant their Maxims and Confound their

Rules. 1696 J. EDWARDS Demonstr. Exist. God Ep. Ded.

4 The vanity and inconsistency of the Hobbian creed.

B. sb. =-- HOBBIST.
a 1691 BAXTER CJutrae. Hale in Chdmbers"1

Cycl. Eng.
Lit., The Hobbians and other infidels. 1754 Connoisseur
No. 35 P 13 Bob Booty was a strict Hoboian, and main-

tained, that men were in a natural state of war with each
other. 1857 [see HOBBIST].
Hence Ho-bbianism = HOBBISM.
ci6si H. MORE in R. Ward Life (1710) 287 But the Error

is.. a kind of Theological Hobbianism. 170* C. MATHER
Magn. Chr. n. App. (1852) 218 Any governour that kens

Hobbianism, can easily contrive ways enough to wreak a

spite, where he owes it.

t Hobbididance, hoberdidance. Obs. [The
first element seems to be Hobby or Hobert, perh. in

same sense as HOB si'.'1 2, ^(^i.Hobby-lantcrtt]^\.

perh. associated with HOBBY-HORSE 2
;
the rest

seems to be F. de dame ' of the dance
'

sc. morris.]
The name of a malevolent sprite or fiend, one of

those introduced in the morris-dance.

1603 HARSNET Pop. Impost, x. 49 Frateretto, Fliberdi-

gibbet, Hoberdidance, Tocobatto were foure deuils of the

round, or Morrice. 1605 SHAKS. Lear iv. i. 62 Five fiends

have been in Poor Tom at once ; of lust, as Obidicat ; Hob-
bididance [Q0.

] Hobbididence], prince ofdumbness . . Flibber-

tigibbet of mopping and mowing.
t Hobbinoll, hobinoll. Obs. Also hobbi-

nol, -all, -old, hob inail, hobynoll, hobnol.

[app. f. ffob, Hobby',
or ffobbin (see prec.) app, with

reference to the sense '
nistic

'

of HOB sb. 1 + NOLL
head, pale, noddle (or INoll*^ Oliver): cf. also HO-

BALL.] The name of a shepherd in Spenser's Shep-
herd?s Calendar} hence,A countryman, rustic, boor.

[1579 SPENSER Sheph. Col. Apr. Argt., The speakers herein

be Hobbinoll and Thenott, two shepheardes. 1579 E. K.
Gloss. Ibid. Jan., Hobbinol is a fained country name,
whereby. . seemeth to be hidden the person of some his very
speciall and most familiar freend.] 1600 Itfaides Mftam.
iv. in Bullen O. PI. I, 149 So Hobinoll the plowman calls

his dame. 1636 HEYWOOD Lore's Mistris \\. Wks. 1874 V.

115 This hobinall, this rusticke, this base clowne. ,11652
BKOME Queen fy Cone. iv. v, Wks. 1873 II. 92 Indeed I do
not like . . the countenances of these Hobnols. [1880 Encycl.
Brit. XI. 501/1 To the student of Spenser he [Gabriel Har-

veyj Is familiar . . as the Hobbinol who wrote the poem pre-
fixed to the ' Faerie Queen '.]

Hobbish (hp-bij), a.1 rare. [f. HOB sb. 1 + -ISH.]
Of the nature of a ' hob '

or rustic
;
clownish.

1823 GR. KENNEDY Anna /?aw (1837)91 To associate with
their rude hobbish boys.

fHo'bbish, a* Obs. rare. [f. J-fob&(ts + -IBB."]

HOBBESIAN.
1704 E. WARD Dissent. Hypocr. 1 2 Their Notions Machia-

vihan, Hobbish, Draw Multitudes, because they're Mobbish.

Hobbisni (fyrbiz'm). \i.Hobb(es (see HOBBE-

SIAN) + -ISM.] The philosophy or principles of

Thomas Hobbes.
1691 W. NICHOLLS Answ. Naked Gospel go A mixture of

Platonism, Hobbism, and Sabellianism. 1706 HEARNE Col-

lect. 26 Apr. (O. H. S.) I. 235 Y . . Scheme savours of Hob-
bism. 1874 GKEEN Short Hist. ix. i. 602 ' Hobbism' be-

came, ere he [Thomas Hobbes] died, the popular synonym
for irreligion and immorality.
So Ho'bbist, an advocate or adherent of Hobbism,

a disciple of Hobbes ; attrib. = HOBBESIAN. Hob-
bvstical a. t of, pertaining to, or according to the

Hobbists. Ho bbize v. intr.
t
to philosophize in

the way of Hobbes.
1681 BAXTER Search Schism ii. 19 Swearers and Atheists,

* Hobbists and wicked men are members of their Church.

1756-8:1 J. WARTON Ess. Pope (1806) II. 47 With all the

malignity of a discontented Hobbist. 1857 BUCKLE Civiliz.

I. vii. 357 Every man who ventured to think for himself was
stigmatized as a Hobbist, or as it was sometimes called

a Hobbian. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. ix. i. 602 The Hob-
bist philosophy. 1754 EDWARDS Freed. Willw. vii. 238 He
only acts by an *Hobbistical Fatality. 1696 J.

EDWARDS
Demonstr. Exist. God n. 109 We must not surmise that this

great man began to *Hobbize.

Hobbits, var. HOWITZ Obs.
9
a howitzer.

Hobble (hp'b'l), v. Also 4 hobelen, 4-8 hoble,

5 hobyll, 6 hobbil, -yll. [Recorded from I4th c. ;

app. cognate with Du. hobbelen 'to toss, rock from
side to side, ride on a hobby-horse, halt, stammer,
stutter', which appears in Teuthonista 1475 as a

synonym of iuyntelen t 'hoblen, volutare, volvere',
and is taken as dim. of hobben to toss or rock (as a

boat on the billows) : cf. sense i.

HOBBLE.
Cf. also High Germ. dial. hopj>cln, in Bavaria, to move up

and down like a bad rider on a trotting horse, in Switz. to

iiuike clownish jumps, also, to jolt, as a cart over stones,

iterative of happen to hop, referred by some to an original

*hobbdn* by-form of Vw?//(5tohop(Paul& Br./>V/Vr. IX. 163).

_But both form- and sense-history offer many obscurities;

in particular, it may be doubted whether some of the trans,

senses really belong to the same word.]
1. intr. To move unsteadily up and down in

riding, floating, etc. ; to rise and fall on the surge,
as a boat ; to rock from side to side, to wabble.

13.. Sir Tristr. 1161 Tristremes schip was ;are. .pe hauen
he gan outfare . . Ni3en woukes and mare He hpbled vp
and doun

;
A wind to wil him bare To. .an hauen in irland.

Z375 HARBOUR Srjtce iv. 447 Thai .. held thame thair so

lang hobland, That of thre batis drownyt twa. 1545 ASCHAM
Toxoph, (Arb.) 133 Yf the shafte be lyght, it wyl starte, if

it be heuye, it wil hoble. a 1605 MONTGOMERY Flyting w.
Poliuart 279 On Alhallow euen, When our good nighbours
doe ryd-.Some hobland on ane hempstalke, hoveand to the

hight. 1815-17 COCAN Eth. Quest. Note B (R.), His hoop
. .If it hobbles in its motion, upon perfectly level ground,
it cannot be a perfect circle.

2. To walk with an unsteady rising and falling

gait, as one whose limbs give way under him ; to

walk lamely and with difficulty ; to limp.
1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. i. 113 Out of heuene in-to belle

hobleden faste. c 1394 P. PI. Crede 106 We haunten none
tauernes ne hobelen abouten ; At marketts & myracles we
medleb vs nevere. c 1460 Towneley Myst. (E. E. T. S.)

xvii. 6 Lo ! so I hobyll all on held, That vnethes may I

walk for eld. 1508 DUNBAR Flyting no. Kennedie 212 Upoun
thy botingis hobland hard as home. 1530 PALSGR. 586/1,
I hoble, or halte, or lomber, as a horse dothe. 1601

?MARSTON Pasqnil <- Kath. i. 136 Some old Beldame hob-

bling ore my graue. 1666 Lond. Gaz. 3 Sept., Many
cripples were seen hobbling about not knowing which way
to go. 1738 MORGAN Algiers I. iv. 99 In stony ways the

poor creatures [camels] hobble very much. 1781 MAD.
D'ARBLAY Lett. 15 May, I now hobble about the garden
with a stick. 1871 L. STEPHEN Playgr. Europe xiii, The
..old gentleman, .now hobbles about on rheumatic points.

b. To dance, to bob (with an implication of

clumsiness or imperfection). Also trans.

[Cf. the Germ. dial, equivalents above.]

1535 LYNDESAY Satyre 5624 Menstrell, blaw vp ane brawll
of France ; Let se quha hobbils best. 171* BUDGELL Spect.
No. 301 * i The same Folly . . makes Clodius, who was
a celebrated Dancer at five and twenty, still love to hobble
in a Minuet, tho' he is past Threescore. 1753 FOOTE Eng.
in Paris it. Wks, 1799 I. 48 I'll just hobble over a minuet

by way of exercise. 1762 GOLDSM. Cit. IV. bcxvni, At sixty

[she] shall hobble a rigadoon when she can scarcely hobble
out without a crutch.

3- fig' T proceed irregularly and haltingly in

action or speech ; (of verse) to have an irregular
or halting rhythm, to

*

limp *. Also trans, to utter

haltingly.
I$M SKELTON Why nat to Court 523 His Latyne tonge

dothe hobbyll, He doth but cloute and cobbill In Tullis

faculte. a 1568 ASCHAM Sc/wlem. n. lArb.) 146 Carmen
Exametrum doth rather trotte & hoble, than runne smothly
in our English long. 1645 MILTON Colast. Wks. (1851) 351
His first Argument, all but what hobbles to no purpos is

this. 1717 PRIOR Alma i. 162 While you Pindaric truths

rehearse, She hobbles in alternate verse, c 1802 CANNING
Poet. Wks. (1827) 45 When his speeches hobble vilely, What
4 Hear hims

'

burst from brother Hiley. 1813 HOBHOUSE
Journ. Albania (ed. 2) 1000 The Caimacam . . proceeded to

speak to the Ambassador, but hobbled repeatedly, and was

prompted . . by the Grand Signior. Ibid. 1001 The Caima-
cam. .began hobbling another speech.
4. trans. To embarrass, perplex, foil, nonplus :

in Sc. habble.

1762 GOLDSM. Cit. W\ cxix, I could give no account of

myself (that was the thing that always hobbled me), a 1823
in Byron Juatt xi. xix. note, You'll be hobbled in making
a Clout. 1825 JAMIESON, Habble^ to confuse, or reduce to

a state of perplexity, Roxb. To be liabbled
l
to be perplexed

or nonplussed, to be foiled in any undertaking, ibid.

5. slang. To take into custody, *nab*.
1812 J. H. VAUX Flask Diet., Hobbled, taken up, or in

custody.
6. To cause to hobble or limp. lit. and fig.

1870 LOWELL Study Wind., Chaucer (1886) 243 Sometimes

they thrust in a word or words that hobble the verse. 1897
MARY KINGSLEY W. Africa 109 On his feet are a pair of
ammunition boots that fairly hobble him.

7. To tie or fasten together the legs of (a horse

or other beast) to prevent it from straying, kicking,
etc. [In this sense HOPPLE occurs earlier.]

horses were now hobbled, that is to say, their fore legs were
fettered with cords or leathern straps. 1835 J. P. KENNEDY
Horse Shoe R. xvii. (1860) 206 The horses were hobbled, by
a cord from the fore to the hind foot. 1892 E. REEVES
Homeward Bound 211 Hundreds of cattle lying down,
their fore legs hobbled with rope.

Hence Hobbled///, a. (in sense 7).
1860 DICKENS Uncomm. Trav, xt, What tramp children

do I see here. . making a toy of the hobbled old horse ? 1878
Miss BRADDON Open Verd. xlv. 302 [SheJ had hung upon
him like a log on a hobbled donkey.

Hobble (bfb'l), sb. [f. prec. vb.]
1. The action of hobbling ;

an uneven, clumsy,
infirm gait, with sinking and rising of the body.

*. of utterance.
_

1727 SWIFT Gulliver i. iv, We can plainly discover one of

his heels higher than the other ; which gives him a hobble
in his gait. 1750 CHESTKRK. Lett. (1774) III. 42 There is

still a considerable hitch or hobble in your enunciation.

1871 C. GIBBON Lack ofGold \, His pace was a species of
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hobble. 1874 \V\\j L i A'<7.'. Hist. ^ The walk of the Orang-
outan is little better than an awkward hobble.

2. fig. An awkward or perplexing situation from

which extrication is difficult, dial, and colloq. In

Sc. habble, a difficulty, a perplexity.
1775 ASH, Hobble, . .a kind of blunder. 1776 FOOTE L'apn-

chin ii, Take care what you say 1 you see what a hobble
we had like to have got into. 1799 G. WASHINGTON Lett.

Writ. 1893 XIV. 193, I think you Wise men of the East,
have got yourselves in a hobble. 1807 TANXAHILL Poems
41 (Jam.) Else, like the hero of our fable, We'll oft be

plunged into a babble. 1820 BYRON Blues i. 64 Pray get
out of this hobble as fast as you can. 1866 Sat. Rev. 10
Nov. 575 We had got into such a hobble, there really
seemed no way out of it save by betaking ourselves to

spiritual weapons.
3. A rope, strap, clog, or other apparatus used

for hobbling a horse or other beast (see HOBBLE
v. 7); transf. a fetter; = HOPPLE sb. '

s Usually in//.)
1831 \ou\TTff0rse vii. (1847) J 5$ The Horse must be cast

and secured, and the limb . . removed from the hobbles and
extended. 1842-4 H. STKPHENS Bk. ofFarm (1840) I. 525/1
The hobbles are then placed on the hind fetlocks [of the

cow] to keep the heels down. 1850 SMEDLEY F. Fairlfgh
li. 449 A picturesque donkey, whose fore-feet being fastened

together by . .

'

hobbles ', advanced by a series ofjumps.

Ho'bVle-bush. The North American Way-
faring-tree, Viburnum lantanoidcs, a small shrub
with cymes of white flowers and purple berries.

1844 LOUDON Encycl. Trees $ Shrubs 520. 1858 THOREAO
Maine Iff. ii. (1894) 116 The mountain-ash was now very
handsome, as also the wayfarer's-tree or hobble-bush, with
its ripe purple berries mixed with red.

Hobbledehoy (hjrb'ldfhoio, hobbadelioy
(hp'ba-), hobbeaehoy (hf?*b/-). colloq. Forms:
a. 6 hobledehoye, 8-9 hobble-de-hoy, hob-
blede-, 9 hobbledyhoy ; 8-9 hob(b)letehoy,
hobblety-hoy. 0. 6 hobbard do hoy, habber
de hoy, 7 hab(b)erdehoy, hoberdihoye, hob-
berdy-hoy, hober-de-hoy(e, hubber de hoy,
9 hobberdehoy. y. 7 hobet-a-hoy, hobody-
hoye, 8 hobedihoy, hobby de hoy, 8-9 hobby-
dehoy, 9 hobby-de-hoy, hobide-, hobada-,
hobbydy-,hobbade-, hobbady-, hobbede-, hob-

bedyhoy, hobbety-, hobbity-hoy. [A colloquial
word of unsettled form and uncertain origin. One
instance in koblc- occurs in 1540 ; otherwise kober->

hobber-, are the prevailing forms before 1 700 ; these,
with the forms in hobc.-, hobby-, suggest that the

word is analogous in structureto Hobcrdidance, Hob-
hididancc. and Hobidy-booby, q.v. : cf. also HOBEBD.
Some of the variants are evidently due to the effort

of popular etymology to put some sense into an odd
and absurd-looking word. It is now perh. most

frequently associated with hobble, and taken to have
ludicrous reference to an awkward and clumsy gait.
The word has been often discussed : see Ray, Tamieson,

Forby, Skeat (in Philol. Trans. i885-<6, 302). The form
has naturally suggested a French origin. Jamieson held
that '

koberdehoy has been undoubtedly borrowed from the

French', and suggested, for first part, F. hobereau^ hobreau

hobby (the hawk), also
'

petit gentilhomme campagnard
'

iLittre*), according to Diet. Trtvoux% 'also applied to those
who are apprentices or novices in the world '. But no
confirmatory evidence has been found in French or even in

Anglo-French.]
1. A youth at the age between boyhood and man-

hood, a stripling ; esp. a clumsy or awkward youth.
a. 1540 [see c. below]. 1713 STEELE Consc. Lovers in. i,

I was then a Hobble-de-hoy, and you a pretty little tight
Girl. 1738 SWIFT Pol. Convers. i. Wks. 1766 XI. 158 Why
he's a mere hobbledehoy, neither a man nor a boy. 1821
Black. Mag. X. 571/1 The squire and his good lady, .fol-

lowed by a dozen hoydens and hobbletehoys. 1841 L. HUNT
Seer (18641 n, I was then a little hobble-de-hoy. 1874 L.
STEPHEN Hours in Library (1892! I. v. 172 Her awkward
hobbledehoy of a son offends against the proprieties. 1891
Pall Mall G. 25 June 3/1 There is nowadays an immense
public of hobbledehoys of allages and there are even men
of culture and critical capacity who take a perverse pleasure
in affecting hobbledehoyhood.

/3. 1573 TUSSER Husb. lx. (1878) 138 The first seuen yeers
bring vp as a chUde, The next to learning, for waxing too
wilde. The next keepe vnder sir hobbard de hoy, The next
a man no longer a boy. 1611 J. DAVIES Sea. Folly Wks.
1878 II. 33/2 Peace lowing cow-babe, lubberly-hobberdy-hoy.
1637 B.

RIAN Pisse-Proph. (1679) 48 His Hubber de hoy,
which is his man-boy, or half a man, and half a boy. 1648
HEXHAM Dutch Dicf., Em Jong manneken, a young Boy,
a Habberdehoy, or a Stripling.
y. 1638 FORD Fancies iv. i. Wks. 1869 II. 293 This gelded

hobet-a-hoy is a corrupted pander. 1750 W. ELLIS Mod.
Husbandm. VI. 1. 140 What we call in the Countrya Hobby
de Hoy, between a Man and a Boy. a 1825 FORBY Voc.
E. Anglia, Hobidghoy, a lad approaching to manhood. 1828
Craven Dial., Hobbity-Hoy. 1863 Miss BRADDON Eleanor's
yiO. I. x. 193 A gaunt, long-legged hobadahoy of eighteen.

D. transf. (Inquot. 1702, ?a mongrel or nonde-
script affair.)

1678 T. JONES Heart $ Right Sov. 118 Some ho-body
hoyes, and no right sons of the one church' or of the other.
1702 Secret Mercury 9 Sept. in Hone Every-day Bk. (1826)
1. 1240 Enter a hobletehoy of a dance, and Dogget, in old
woman s petticoats and red waistcoat. x8aa LAMB Elia

;**[
i. Roast Pig, Things between pig and pork those

hobby de hoys. x86i C BONER Forest Creatures 12 They
[young wild boars! are either the babes and sucklings of the
present or the hobberdehoys of the last year.

C. attrib.

1540 PALSGRAVL tr. Fitllonius* Acolastits i. i, Theyr hoble-

dehoye tyme . . the yeres that one is neyther a man nor
a boye. 1848 THACKERAY Bk. ofSnobs 1, Mrs. ChufFs hobba-

dehoy footboy. 1886 JEROME Idle Thoughts (1889) 101 A
man rarely carries his shyness past the hobbledehoy period.
2. Locally applied by children to a large clumsy

top. (Cf. HOBBLER -
2.)

i8ag BROCKETT s.v., Children call a large unmanageable
top, a hobblety-hoy.
Hence Hobbledenoydom, the condition of a

hobbledehoy ; also concr. hobbledehoys collectively.

Hobbledehoy-hood, the age or condition of a

hobbledehoy, adolescence. Hobbledehoylab a.,

like a hobbledehoy. Hobbledehoy-ism, the con-

dition or character of a hobbledehoy.
1876 F. E. TROLLOPE Charming Fellow I . vi. 69 The period

of *hobbledehoydom. 1889 T. A. GUTHRIE Pariah in. vii,

The hobble-de-hoydom of that village . . had assembled. 1836
Biackiv. Mag. XXXIX. 483 Enquiries into the exact period
of Athenian "hobble-de-hoyhood, a 1863 THACKERAY Fatal
B^ots iv, From boyhood until hobbadyhoyhood from four-

teen until seventeen. 1812 G. COLMAN Poet. Vagaries (1814)
12 When Master Daw full fourteen years had told, He grew
as it is termed, *hobbedyhoy-ish. 1874 BURNAND My time
xxvi. 236 In a rude, shy, hobbledehoyish way. 1837 New
Monthly Mag. L. 123 They feel themselves springing into

*hobbledyhoyism. 1864 Homeward Mail z Aug. 665 It is

an unfailing characteristic of hobbledehoyism to dress and
to talk like a man, before thinking and acting as a man.

Hobbler 1
(hjrbtei}. Obs. exc. Hist. Forms ;

4-9 nobler, hobeler, hobiler, 4 hoblur, (4 hob-

iner), 5 hobyler, (Hist. 6 hobellar, hobbiler,
8 hobelar, 9 hobbelar, hobiller, hobelour}, 9
hobbler. [In AngloFr. hobeleor, -lour, also hobe-

ler, hobler (Godef.), in med.L. hobelldrius, kober-

drius (Du Cange), a deriv. of hobi, hobin^ HOBBY
J&1

, app. of irregular formation.]
1. A retainer bound to maintain a hobby for mili-

tary service ; a soldier who rode a hobby, a light
horseman. Obs. exc. Hist.
c 1368 Pol. Songs (Camden) 196 And thos hoblurs, name-

lich, That husbond benimeth en of grund. [iyt$\nCalend,
Rotul. Patent. (1802) 96 De Hobelariis eligendis, apud Beau-
lieu 4 April.] 1375 BARBOUR Bruce xi. 1 10 And fifty thousand
of archerys He nad, forouten the hoblerys. 1480 CAXTON
Chron. Eng. cxcii. 169 The Englysshmen fled bytwene the

hobylers and the grete hoost. 1577-87 HOLINSHED Scot.

Chron. (1805) II. 20 Of such armed men as they called

hoblers set forth by the borrowes and good townes twentie
thousand. 1612 DAVIES Why Ireland etc. (1787) 25 Twenty
hoblers, armed (the Irish horsemen were so called, because

they served on hobbies). 1651 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng.

which were their foot. 1872 E. W. ROBERTSON Hist. Ess.
Introd. 19 Richard de Burgh was ordered to forward from
Ireland 300 Hobelers for service in the Scottish wars.

If Errou. used for hobby.
1828 SCOTT F. M. Perth via, I guess him, by his trotting

hobbler.. to be the follower of some of the southland lords.

Ibid., While he himself remounted his hobbler.

f2. ^See quots.) Obs.

157. LAMBABDE in Strutt Antiq. Eng. (1775) II. 34 The
hobbilers were aunciently suche men as in time of daunger
rode in poste from place to place, to give notice thereof upon
hobbyes, or nagges ',

whereof the name of hobbilers was given

grown almost put of use, they terme still Hoblers, who
presently give intelligence of all occurrents to the Captain
andGovernour of the Isle.

3. Comb. Hobbler-archer, an archer mounted
on a light horse.

[1364 Chron. Will. Thorn in Twysden Scriptores Dectm
(1652) 2140 Pro hoberariis sagittariis inveniendis et suste-

nandis. li>id., Prxdictos hobilariossagittarios.] I786GROSE
Milit. Antiq. (1801) 1. 108 Sometimes archers were mounted
on light horses, whence they were stiled hobiler archers.

Hobbler 2
(h^'blai). [f. HOBBLE v. + -EB 1

.

(But sense 3 may be a distinct word.)]
1. A person that hobbles in his gait.
c 1665 Roxb. Ball. (1888) VI. 498 But now my resolve was

never to trouble her, Or venture my carkis with such a blind

hobbler.

1 2. A child's top that wabbles or spins unsteadily.
Hence (app.) hobkrs hole, hobler-hole, hoblies hole,
? a hole into which such a top was thrown, as a
mark to be aimed at. Obs.

1594 LYLY Moth. Bomb. v. iii, Rather than I'le lead

this life, He throw my fiddle into the leads for a hobler.

1609 ARMIN Maids ofMore-CL (1880! 87 Now Iohn,i'Ie cry
first. And i'le cry lagge. I was in hoblies hole. 1633 B.

JONSON Tale Tub \\\. iv, I had whipp'd 'hem all, like tops
In Lent, and hurl'd 'hem into Hoblers-hole J Or the next
ditch. 1686 W. DE BRITAINE Hum. Prud. xix. 85 Like a

Top, which hath been for a long time scourged, and run

well, yet at last to be lodged up for a Hobler. 1847-78
HALLIWELL, Hobler-hole^ the hinder-hole at a boy's game,

b. transf. A person that vacillates or * wabbles
f

.

1575 GASCOIGNE Glasse Govt. i. i. Poems 1870 II. 22 Shall
I be cast vp for a hobler then ? I am sure I was neuer yet

vntrusty to any of you both.

3. a. An unlicensed pilot, on some parts of the

coast of England : =HOVELLEBI. b. A man who
undertakes the moving or transporting of vessels

in and out of dock; a man employed in towing
vessels by a rope on land, local. C. A casual la-

bourer employed at quays, docks, etc. local.

1838 HOLLOWAY Diet. Prwim.) Hobblers^ men employed

in towing vessels by a rope on the land. Somerset. 1840
MjUtnAT/Vvr TVn-Axxvi, Those pilots who ply in the Chan-
nel are called Hoblers. 1851 in Illnstr. Lend. News (1854)

5 Aug. 118 Occupations of the people, Hobler, lumper. 1867
SMYTH Sailor's Word-bit.^ Hobbler

^
. . an unlicensed pilot..

Also, a man on land employed in towing a vessel by a rope.
1885 Morn. Post Aug., The men were all paid off, and four
hobbler* were engaged to perform the necessary work while
the vessel remained in port. 1886 Life //. S. Brown i. (1887)

5 An Irishman, who was a hobbler on the quay.

Hobbleshaw, -shew, -show : see HUBBLE-
SHOW.

Hobbling (h^-blirj), vbl. sb. [f. HOBBLE v. +
-ING l.] The action of the verb HOBBLE, q.v.
1535 LYNDESAY Satyre 4425 With hobling of ^our hippis.

1754 RICHARDSON Grandison VI. xxviii. 175 The hobbling it

will cause in the reading will make it worse. 1867 GARFIELD
in Century Mag. (1884) Jan. 417/2 That distressful hobbling
which marks the mass of Parliamentary speakers.

Hobbling, ///. a. 1
[f.

as prec. + -ING -.] That
hobbles ; characterized by hobbling : see the verb.

1545 ASCHAM Toxoph. ii. (Arb.) 126 That shafte whiche
one yeare for a man is to lyghte and scuddinge, for the same
selfe man the next yeare may chaunce be to heuy and hob-

blynge. 1615 BEDV.-E.LL/tidf.vAssurat. O iv, A kind ofrude
Poeme, or hobbling kind of rythme. 1676 WYCHERLEY PI.
Dealer \\. Wks. (Rildg.) 118/1 Thou withered, hobbling, dis-

torted cripple. 1717 PRIOR Alma in. 144 In smooth-pac'd
verse, or hobbling prose. 1777 SHERIDAN Sch. Scand. iv. i,

Justice is an old, lame, hobling beldam. 1826 SCOTT Woodst.
xxxviit, A stiff, rheumatic, hobbling gait.

Hence Ho*i>Wingrly adv., with a hobbling pace
or movement ; lamely.
1607 R. C. tr. Estienne's World Wond, 238 They neither

cared for rime nor reason, neither regarded they how hob-

lingly they [their verses] ranne. 1668 H. MORE Div, Dial.
II. 282, 347. 1833 Fraser's Mag. VIII. 64 He .. walks

hobblingly upon three legs.

Hobbling,///. a. a [Related to HOBBLER- 3.]
In Hobbling pilot = HOBBLEB 2

3 a, HOVELLEK i .

So hobbling &?<*/= HOVELLER 2.

1891 Labour Commission Gloss., Hobbling Pilot
',
a pilot

who has the necessary marine knowledge but no licence
from the Board of Trade. 1891 Mattch. Exam. 24 Dec. 8/4
The officer . . hailed a hobbling boat and went ashore.

Hobbly (hp-bli), a. dial. [f. HOBBLE sb. or vb.

+ -Y. Cf. Du. hobhelig knobby, craggy, rugged, een

hobbelige iveg*. rugged road.] Rough, uneven.
a. 1825 FORBY Voc. E. Anglia, Hobbly^ rough ; uneven ; full

of hobbles. 18*5 BROCKETT s-v., A hobbly road.

Hobby (hfvbi), s6. 1 Forms : 4 hobyn, 5-7
hoby, 6 hobye, hobble, 7 hobbey, 6- hobby.
[ME. kobyn, hoby, in OF. hobin, hobi

t haubby,
whence mod.F. aubin, It. ubino.
The OFr. was adopted from English, where the word is app.

native. In all probability it is the by-name Hobin t Hobby t

var. of Robin, Robbie: see HOB sb. 1 According to Bp.
Kennett (1695) Gloss, to Paroch, Antiq. s.v. Hobclers, 'Our
ploughmen to some one of their cart-horses generally give
the name of Hobin, the very word which Phil. Commes
[a 1509] uses, Hist. vi. vii.* Another by-form of the same
name, DOBBIN, has become a generic name for a cart-horse.

Cf. also Dicky^Donkey^ Neddy, Cuddy, names for the ass.]

1. A small or middle-sized horse ;
an ambling or

pacing horse ; a pony. Now Hist.^ arch., or dial.

In early times hobbies are chiefly referred to as of Irish

breed ; in later times, also, as Welsh or Scotch.
X375 BARBOUR Bn<cc xiv. 68 Hobynis, that war stekit thar,

Rent and flang..And kest thame that apon thame raid.

c 1400 Rel. Ant. II. 23 An lyrysch man, Uppone his hoby.
1547 BOORDE Introd. Knowl. iii. (1870) 131, I am an Iryshe
man. .1 can kepe a Hobby. 1602 zttd Pt, Returnfr. Par-
nass. ii. iii. 647, I will, .buy an ambling hobby for my fayre.
Ibid. v. 775 Hath the groome saddled my hunting hobby ?

1611 COTCR., Hobin, a Hobbie ; a little ambfing (and
shorne-maned) horse. 1652-62 HEYLIN Cosmogr. i. (1682) 220
Hobbies, .afterwards became a common name for all Nags
or Geldings. 1688 Lond. Gaz. No. 2340/4 Stolen.. a black
Welsh Hobby, near 13 hand, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant.
Crewt Scotch-hobby, a little sorry, scrubbed, low Horse of
that Country, c 1730 Bi RT Lett. N. Scotl. (1760) II. xvi. 30
The little Highland Hobbies, when they find themselves

bogged, will lie still. 1732 Gentlem. Guide to Cattle (ed. 2)

265 A Turk for the Sire
;
a Scotch Powny, or the Irish Hobby,

for Dam. 1804 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 502/2 Sir William Kemp
Bart. . . was riding on a hobby from which he fell and expired
on the spot. 1852 Miss YONGE Cameos (1877) II. xviii. 193
The chiefs and cavalry, both Irish and Anglo-Irish, Lad
small light horses called hobbies.

f2. = HOBBY-HORSE 2. Obs. or Hist.

1760 TOLLETT in Shales. Plays (1813) XI. 439 Our Hobby
is a spirited horse of pasteboard, in which the master dances
and displays tricks of legerdemain. 1820 SCOTT Abbot xv,

Prance, hobby hiss, dragon, and halloo boys !

3. = HOBBY-HORSE 4. (Inquot. 1860 with play
on sense 5.)

1689 PRIOR Ep. to F. Shepherd go But leap pro libitu
t
and

scout On horse called Hobby, or without. 1748 SHENSTONE
Ode Memory \\\\, Bring the hobby I bestrode, Whenpleas'd,
in many a sportive ring Around the room I jovial rode.

1860 Punch XXXIX. 95 Master John Russell. 'Please,

Pam, find room for this . Master Pam (the big boy of the

school).
'

No, certainly not. You must leave that old hobby
of yours behind*.

f4. A kind of velocipede, introduced in 1818,

on which the rider propelled himself by pushing
the ground with the point of each foot alternately :

= DANDY-HORSE. Obs. exc. Hist.

1819 Caricature in Miss MiUard's Catal. (1895) Jan. 19

The Newe Long Back'd Hobby made to carry three with-

out Kicking. 1819 Morning Chron. 13 May Advt., The

Velocimanipede, or Ladies Hobby . . a Machine to carry

One, Two, or Three Persons.



HOBBY.

5. A favourite occupation or topic, pursued

merely for the amusement or interest that it affords,

and which is compared to the riding of a toy horse

(sense 3) ; an individual pursuit to which a person
is devoted (m the speaker's opinion) out of propor-
tion to its real importance. Formerly HOBBY-
HORSE (sense 6).
1816 SCOTT Antiq. xi, I quarrel with no man's hobby.

1813 Peveril x, The pleasure of being allowed to ride

one s hobby in peace and quiet. 1857 HUGHES Tom Brown
ii. ii, He's on one of his pet hobbies. 1874 SAYCE Compar.
Philol. viii. 312 Transgress the boundaries of scientific

evidence, and incur the charge of riding; a hobby too hard.
1880 L. STEPHEN Pope vi. 139 His [Lord Oxford's] famous

library was one of his special hobbies.

6. attrib, and Comb., as hobby-groom, -monger,
-rider; riding \ f hobby-headed a., explained by
Weber '

shag-headed, as an Irish hobby '.

1737 List Govt. Officers in Chamberlayne
1

s St. Gt, Brit,
n. 241, 3 *Hobby Grooms. 1836 MRS. PAPENDIEK. Crt. Q.
Charlotte 1,1887) H- *94 The Hobby groom was. .sent offto
London. 1613 BEAUM. & FL. Coxcomb n. iii, Oh, you
hobby headed Raskal, Tie have you flead. 1866 WHIFFLE
Char. Sf Charac. Men 45 The *hobby-monger is the only
perfect, .bore. 1883 Times 18 Aug. 9/2 The whole tribe of

crotchet-mongers and *
hobby -riders.

Hence Ho bbyism, pursuit of or devotion to

hobbies (see 5). Ho-bbyist, a person devoted to

a hobby. Ho bbyless a., having no hobby.

317

ix. 955 Ihe per
counsel of some *hobbyist. 1893 Daily News 17 Feb. 3/1
The philatelists or collectors of postage-stamps, like nearly
all other hobbyists, have long had their association. 1870
Sat. Rev. 4 June 730/2 How many

*
hobby less wretches are

still crawling about the world?

Hobby (tyrbi), sb* Forms : 5 hobey(e, 5-7
hoby, 6 hobie, 6-7 hobble, hobbey, 5- hobby.
[a. OK. hobj, hohett med.L. hobetu$

t
dim. of hobe

the same bird
;
other diminutives were OF. hobel,

hobcrt, hoberetj mod.F. kobereait. According to

Darmesteter, perh. derived from OF. hober to move,
stir, bestir oneself : cf. Du. hobben under HOBBLE v.]
A small species of falcon, Falco subbuteo, for-

merly flown at larks and other small birds.
c 1440 Prontp. Part'. 242/1 Hoby, hawfce, alaudarius^

alietus. 1486 Bk. St. A Ibans D iv a, Ther is an Hoby. And
that hauke is for a yong man. 1588 GREENE Pandosto(\fx>-])
28 No bastard Hawke must scare so high as the Hobby.
1642 Fuller A nsw. Feme To Rdr. i Be not like a Larke,
dared into the net by a painted Hobby of pretended Con-
science. 1678 MARVELL Growth Popery 10 As ridiculous. .

as for a Larke to dare the Hobby, 1828 SIR J. S. SEBRIGHT
Obscrv. Hawking 45 The merlin and the hobby both breed
in England.

b. Comb. % as hobby-like adj. or .adv. ; hobby-
bird dial., name for the wryneck (Swainson) ;

hobby-hawk, same as hobby ; hobby-owl dial.)
name for the barn owl (Swainson).
1570 LEVINS Manip. 44/33 An Hobyhauke, alaiidarius.

1628 WITHER Brit. Rememb. Pref. 123 She dares not onely,
Hobby-like, make wing At Dorrs and Butterflyes.

t Hobby, v. Obs. [f. HOBBY sb.*] intr. To
hawk with a hobby.
c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 203 On hobying

whan she lyst to fare. 1526 SKELTON Magnyf. Wks. (Dyce)
I. 276, I wolde hauke why lest my hede dyd warke, So
I myght hobby for suche a lusty larke.

Hobby-horse. [f. HOBBY sbl- + HORSE.]
fl. A kind of horse: = HOBBY j.l i. Obs.
1598 FLOKIO, Vbino, a hobbie horse, such as Ireland

breedeth. 1609 DEKKER GvlCs Horne-hk. v. (1812) 130 At
the doors, with their masters' hobby-horses, to ride to the
new play. 1614 B. JONSON Barth. Fair in. iv. Wks.
(Rtldg.) 321/1 A Carroch. .with four pyed hobbyhorses.
2. In the morris-dance, and on the stage (in

burlesques, pantomimes, etc.), a figure of a horse,
made of wickerwork, or other light material, fur-

nished with a deep housing, and fastened about the
waist of one of the performers, who executed
various antics in imitation of the movements of a
skittish or spirited horse ; also, the name of this

performer in a morris-dance. Hence, Toplay (the)
hobby-horse\ also transf. and^*.
1557 Church. Ace. Si. Mary's in Coates Hist. Reading

(18021 130 Item, payed to the Mynstrels and the Hobby-
horse on May Day 3*. 1569 Nottingham Rec. IV. 132 Gevyn
to tow mynstreles, and to them that did play with y hoby

37/1 'Sblood ! you shall see him turn morrice-dancer, he has
got him bells, a good suit, and a hobby-horse. 1645 MILTON
Colast. Wks. (1851 ) 365 The word Politician is not us'd to his
maw, and therupon he plaies the most notorious hobbihors,
jesting and frisking in the luxury of his nonsense. 1673 DRY-
ve&Epil, Univ. Oxford 14 Your delight Was there to see two
hobby-horses fight. 1820 Scorr Abbot xiv, He performed
the celebrated part of the hobby-horse. 1821 Keniliv.
xxxix, Captain Coxe.. executed, .a gambade, the like where-
of had never been practised by two-legged hobbyhorse.

t b. Prov. The hobby-horse is forgot : a phrase
app. taken from some old ballad. Obs.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. in. i. 30 Brag. But p, but O. Boy.
The Hobbie-horse is forgot. 1600 KEMP Nine Daies l\

T
ond.

B ij b, With hey and ho, through thicke and thin, the hobby
horse quite forgotten. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. in. ii. 142 Else

want with faces, And some other buffoon graces."

"

1609
Old Meg of Herefordsh. for a Mayd Marian in Halliw.
Shaks. \l-ks. 1855 IV. 286 But looke you, who here comus :

John Hunt the hobby-horse, wanting but three ofa hundred,
'twere time for him to forget himselfe, and sing, but O,
nothing, but O, the hobbie-horse is forgotten. a 1625
FLETCHER Women Pleased iv. i, Shall the hobby-horse be

forgot then? 1631 DRUE Dutch, of Suff. Civb (N.), CV.
Answer me, hobbihorse, which way crost he. .? Jen. Who
do you speake to, sir? We have forgot the hobbihorse.

f C. A hobby-horse dance. Obs.

1670-98 LASSEI.S Voy. Italy I. 68 Women like those that
danced anciently the Hobby-horse in Country Mummlngs.
1779 in Brand Pop. Antiq. (1870) I. 285 We are come over
the Mire and Moss ; We dance an Hobby Horse ;

A Dragon
you shall see, And a wild Worm for to flee.

f 3. transf. a. A person who plays ridiculous

antics ; a frivolous or foolish fellow, jester, buffoon.

b. A lustful person ;
a loose woman, prostitute.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. in. i. 31 Cal'st thou my loue Hobbi-
horse ? 1599 Much Ado in. ii. 75, I haue studied eight or
nine wise words to speake to you, which these hobby-horses
must not heare. 1604 Oth. iv. i. 160. 1609 B. JONSON
Sil, Worn. iv. ii. Wks. (Rtldg.) 225/1 What a neighing
Hobby-horse is this! a 1616 BEAUH. FL. Little Fr.
Lawyer v. i, Make 'em tame fools and hobby-horses.

4. A stick with a horse's head which children be-

stride as a toy horse.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie in. xxiv. tArb.) 286 King
Agesilaus hauing a great sort of little children . . tooke a.

little hobby horse of wood and bestrid it to keepe them in

play. 16x4 B. JONSON Barth. fain. Wks. (Rtldg.) 310/2 Did
you all think, .that I had changed it in the fair, for hobby-
horses ? 1632 SHERWOOD, A t,childs) hobbie-horse, baston^ ou
cheval de bois (fun enfant. 1710 Brit. Apollo III. No. 1 15.

2/2 A Parcel of Hobby-Horses, Rattles and Penny-Fiddles.
1758 JOHNSON Idler No. 13 P 3 She saw lady Fondle's eldest
son ride over a carpet with his hobby-horse all mire. 1827
HONE Table-Bk. I. 685 A street seller of hobby-horsestoys
for the children of a hundred years ago.

b. A wooden horse fixed on a *

merry-go-round
'

at a fair. C. A rocking-horse for the nursery.
1741 GRAY Let. Poems (1775^ 114 A Fair here is not a place

where one eats gingerbread or rides upon hobby-horses.
1842 S. C. HALL Ireland II. 340 The merry-go-rounds and
hobby-horses 'crammed'. 1894 T. HARDY Life's Little
Ironies 91 The gyrating personages and hobby-horses.

f 5. = HOBBY sbl 4. Obs. exc. Hist.

1819 Gentl. Mag. Feb., A machine denominated the Pe-
destrian Hobby-horse, invented by a Baron von Drais. .has
been introduced into this country by a tradesman in Long
Acre. 1819 (17 Apr.) Title of Plate Johnson's Pedestrian

Hobby-horse Riding School, at 377 Strand. 1819 The Dandy
fy theHobbyhorse 10 For this good turn The sweep would ride
The hobby horse And Dandy's pride. 1880 Scribners Mag.
Feb. 483 An old farmer, .narrated how he had seen the low
'hobby-horses' of fifty-nine years ago driven on English
roads by thrust of the toes on the ground. 1887 Beutm.
Libr., Cycling 59 The bicycle of the present day is a descen-
dant in the right line of the '

dandy
'

or '

hobby horse
'

of

1819. 1892 [see DANDY-HORSE].
6. A favourite pursuit or pastime ;

= HOBBY sbl

5. Now rare.

1676 HALE Contemfl. i. 201 Almost every person hath
some hobby horse or other wherein he prides himself. 1768
MAD. D'ARBLAY Early Diary 17 July, I never pretend to
be . . above having and indulging a Hobby Horse, a 1791
WESLEY Serm. Ixxxiu, n. 2 Wks. i8it IX. 434 Every one
has (to use the cant term of the day..) his hobby-horse!
Something that pleases the great boy for a few hours. 1817
COLERIDGE Biog. Lit. 43 Metaphysics and psychology have
long been my hobby-horse. 1867 DARWIN in Life $ Lett.

(1887) III. 134, 1 shall not make so much ofmy hobby-horse
as I thought I could.

7. attrib. and Comb., as hobby-horse dance
(see sense 2) ; hobby-horse man, ho'bbyhorse-
man, (a} a man who sells hobby-horses ; (b) a man
who rode a *

hobby-horse
'

or dandy-horse (see 5) ;

(c} a man who * rides a hobby* i^see 6).
1686 PLOT Staffordsh. 434 They had . . a sort of sport . .

call'd the *Hobby-horse dance, from a person that carryed
the image of a horse between his leggs, made of thin boards.

1614 B. JONSON Barth. Fair iv. i, I cannot find my ginger-
bread wife nor my *hobby-horse man, in all the Fair now.
1849 Fraser's Mag. XL. 417 Mr. Ellis really abuses these

privileges of the hobbyhorseman, 1894 Tablet 27 Oct. 663
Taken up by small sectarians and hobbyhorsemen.
Hence Ho-bfcy-horse v. intr., to play the hobby-

horse. Hobby-ho rsical a. (humqrous}, belong-
ing or devoted to a '

hobby-horse
'

or hobby,
crotchety, whimsical

; whence Hobby-ho-rsically
adv. Hobby-ho rsiness, devotion to a *

hobby'.
1636 W. SAMPSON Vow Breaker I iij, Shall the Major put

me besides the hobby-horse? let him *nobby-horse at home.
1830 J. SAVAGE Hist. Carhampton 583 A singular custom,
called

'

Hobby-horsing
1

prevails here [Minehead] on every
first day of May. A number of young men . . having, .made
some grotesque figures.. rudely resembling men, and horses
with long tails, .perambulate the town., perform ing a variety
of antics. 1761 STERNE Tr. Shandy III. xxii, The generous
I tho

1

*bobby-horsical) gallantry ofmy uncle. 1893 BLACKIE in
Westtn. Gaz. 15 Mar. g/s We quarrel a bit he is so hobby-
horsical, you can't avoid it. 1759 STERNE Tr. Shandy II.

v, What he gained *Hobby-Horsically, as a body-servant.
1771 G. BURNS in Burns' Wks. (1845) 184 note, Having
. . become most hobby-horsically attached to the study of
medicine. 1881 Nature XXIV. 161 Practical, and alto-

gether free from *hobby-horsiness.

Hobbyism, -1st, -less: see after HOBBY sb.l

Hobby-lantern = Hob-lantern
y
HOB $bJ 4.

HOB-MAN.

Hobeler, -beller, etc., obs. ff, HOBBLER*.
t Hoberd. [? a. OF. hobert hobby, hawk, or by-

form vi Robert : cf. HOB j^. 1
] A term of reproach.

c 1450 Cov. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 179 Do howlott howtyn
hoberd and heyn. Ibid. 325 5our thrust, sere hoberd, for to

slake, Eyzil and galle here I the take.

Hoberdehoy, obs. var. of HOBBLEDEHOY.

Hobgoblin (h^-bg^blin), sb. (a.) Also 6-8
1 -gobling. [f. HOB sb. { 2 + GOBLIN.]

1. A mischievous, tricksy imp or sprite ; another
name for Puck or Robin Goodfellow ; hence, a

terrifying apparition, a bogy.
1330 PALSGR. 231/2 Hobgoblyng, goblin^ ttrarffi. 1567

DRANT Horace, Art Poetry i,R.), An ould wyfes chat, or tale
Of wiches, buggs, and hobgoblings. 1584 R. SCOT Discov.
Witchcr. vii. ii. u886) 105 Robin goodfellow and Hob gob-
blin were as terrible.. as hags and witches be now. 1590

|

SHAKS. Mids, N. n. i. 40 Those that Hobgoblin call you,
i and sweet Pucke, You do their worke, and they shall haue
! good lucke. 1678 BUNVAN Piigr. i. 81 Now he saw the Hob-
! goblins, and Satyrs, and Dragons of the Pit, but . . after break

of day they came not nigh, a 1704 T. BROWN Praise
J)> unktnness Wks. 1730 I. 34 No hobgobblings or dancing
fairies. 1791 MRS. RADCLIFFE Rom. Forest vii, Stories of

| ghosts and hobgoblins have always been admired and
i

cherished by the vulgar. 1850 W. IRVING Goldsmith i. 20
A huge misshapen hobgoblin used to bestride the house every

! evening with an immense pair of jack-boots.
2. fig. An object which inspires superstitious

dread or apprehension ;
a bogy, bugbear.

1709 STEELE Tatler No. 118 F i Some of the Deceased,
who I thought had been laid quietly in their Graves, are
such Hobgoblins in publick Assemblies. 1833 BENTHAM

! Not Paul 277 Putting an extinguisher upon this hobgoblin
may have the serious good effect, of calming a mass of dis-

I quietude. 1841-4 EMERSON ss., Self-rel. Wks. (Bohn) I.

24 A foolish consistency is the hobgoblin of little minds.
3. humorous. An animal that causes terror.

1770 GRAY in Corr. iv. N. Nicholls (1843) 113 Here is Mr.
, Foljambe, has got a flying hobgoblin from the East Indies.

4. attrib. and adj. Of, pertaining to, or connected
1 with hobgoblins ; like a hobgoblin.

1622 S. WARD Life Faith Death (1627) 72 Phylosophie . .

hath taught them not to feare any such Hobgoblin spirits.
16*8 WITHER Brit. Rememb. in. 737 Those hobgoblin
terrors of the grave. 1679 DRYUEN Trailus Pref. B, His
language is as hobgoblin as his person. 1801 MAR. EDGE-
WORTH Gd. French Governess (1832) 153 The sorrows of

Werter, or some of our fashionable hobgoblin romances.

"875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) 1. 386 Frightening us like children
with hobgoblin terrors.

Hence (nonce-tads^} Hobgo'bliu f. trans. , to

terrify or pursue as a hobgoblin. Hobg-o-blinet,
a little hobgoblin. Hobgo'blinism, belief ia hob-

goblins. Hobgo'blinry, hobgoblin business.

1615 SIR E. HOBY Currycombe iv. 153 Agonies, the feare
whereof the Popes pecuniarie Hobgoblinets . .did afterwards

rayse. 1713 DARRELL Gentlem. Instr. n. xit. (ed. 5) 222 We
have been Hobgoblin'd too long into Religion. 1799 COLE-
RIDGE Lett. (1805) 29 J They believe that he hovers between
i i

'
j _i : i__i LI- _ i_:_ !_*.: *:uheaven and earth, and at times hobgoblins his relations till

they perform it for him. 1836 Blacfcw. Mag. XL. 159 The
lower classes of Welsh were notorious for their faith in these
local hobgoblinisms. 1843 BORROW Bible inSfain xlvii. 271
What do you mean by this foolish hobgoblinry ? 1853 F. W.
NEWMAN Odes ofHorace 56 Some regard this as a piece of

hobgoblinry.

Hobhouchin. Obs. or dial. Also -howchin.
! [f.

HOB j<M + HOUCHIN.] An owl.
i68a N. O. Boileau's Lutrin in. 126 If poor Hobhowchin

'

puts you in this fearing. 1750 W. ELLIS Mod. Husbandm.
\

V. ii. 100 With us the Owl is called Hobhouchin, and makes
a great hooping Noise or cry, many times in the Night.

t Hobidy-booby. Obs. rare. [f. hobi-, hobbi-,

as in hobbe-dehoy^ hobbi-didance : see BOOBY.]
? A scarecrow.

1720 Jlfan's Treach. to Worn. (N.), His legs are distorted

j

so.. that he looks like a hobidy-booby, prop'd up with a
! couple of crooked billets.

Hobie, obs. f. HOBBY. Hobiler, var. of HOB-

|

BLEB i. Hobinoll, var. HOBBINOLL Obs.

Hobits, Hobitzer, var. HOWITZ, HOWITZER.

Ho'b-job, sb. dial, and slang, [? f. HOB sb. 1 i

+ JOB.] orig. A clumsy unskilled job ;
hence

app. a job of unskilled work, an odd job. Hence

Hob-job v., Hob-jobber, Hob-jobbing*.
1857 WRIGHT Prov. Diet., Hob-job, a clumsy job. 1873

B. WAUGH GaolCradle 123
'

Hob-jobbing ',
to use the vividly

|
descriptive phrase of his class in life, through thirteen

months the lad somehow managed to appease, .the cravings
of nature. Ibid.^ Days came in which there was a hoo-

, jobber's famine; no horses to hold, no parcels to carry.
Ibid. 133 Every day not less than seventy thousand boys

;

and girls are actually
'

hob-jobbing about ', utterly helpless,
until they hob-job into gaols, penitentiaries, reformatories,

t Hobie, v. Obs. rare-1
. [? error for hobte, hoby,

HOBBY z>.] intr. To use a trammel-net.

53<> PALSGR. 586, 1 hobie, I tranell for larkes.yV tremaille.

[Cf. DARE v.- 5, quot. a 1556.]

Hobie, obs. f. HOBBLE. Hobleshew, var. of

HUBBLESHOW. Hoblies hole : see HoBBLEB 2 2.

t Hoblin. Obs. noncc-ivd. A factitious variant

oi goblin^ hobgoblin.
1755 T. AMORY Mem. (1769) II. 61 Be they, .hoblins or

goblins, fairies or genii.

Hoblob : see HOB sbJ- 4.

t Ho'b-man. Obs* In Hob-man blind, the same
as hodman- or HOODMAN-/*W, blind-man's-buff.

1599 PORTER Angry Worn. Abingd, in Hazl. Dodsley VII.



HOBNAIL.

364 'Tis Christmas sport Of Hob-man-blind, all blind, all

seek to catch, All miss. 1609 AKMIN Itul. Taylor (1880) 181

The Doctor now at hob-man blinde, Begins to cast about.

1638 HEYWOOD Wise Worn. Hogsdon in. Wks. 1874 V. 310
Why should 1 play at Hob-man blinde?

Hobnail (Vbn^l). sb. [f. HOB J^ + NAIL.]
1. A nail with massive head and short tang, used

for protecting the soles of heavy boots and shoes.

1594 \st Pt. Contention f 1843) 64, 1 beseech God thou maist
fall into some smiths hand and be tum'd to hobnailes. 1598
B. JONSON Ev. Man in Hunt. i. iv. Wks. (Rtldg.) 6/2 All old

iron, and rusty proverbs : a good commodity for some smith
to make hob-nails of. 1607 HEYWOOD Worn, kildew. fCindn.
Wks. 1874 II. 95 They treade heavy where their Hob-nailes
fall, c 1700 BP. KENNETT in Lansd. AfS. 1033 If. 184 [100]

Hob-nail, small short nail, with a round head, used for the
bottom of Plough-Men's shoes. 1804 ABEKNETHY.^?-^. Obs.

50 The sensation as if he was lying on a number of hounails.

2. transf. A man who wears hobnailed shoes;
a rustic, clodhopper, clown. So Hobnails, as

generic proper name.
1645 MILTON Colast. Wks. (1851) 365 No antic hobnaileat

a Morris, but is more hansomly facetious. 1684 OTWAY
Atheist i. i, Thou unconscionable Hobnail. 1705 HICKEKIN-
GILL Priest-cr. i. (1721) 17 Then, replied Hob-nails^ how is

it possible that there could be either Night or Day, when
there was neither Sun, Moon, nor Stars? 1859 THACKERAY
Virgin, I. 353 Troops of hobnails clumping to church.

3. attrib. or adj. Clownish, rustic, boorish.

1624 GEE Foot out ofSnare in Somers Tracts (1810) III.

76 The first question that an hob-nai!e spectator made,
before he would pay his penny . . was, Whether there be
a devil and a foole in the play? 1628 EARLE Microcosm.,
Country Fellow (Arb.) 50 Hee. .has some thriftie Hobnayle
Prouerbes to Clout his discourse. 1658 J. ROBINSON Evdoxa
Pref. 3 Barbarous and hobnail phrases.
4. attrib. and Comb., as hobnail shoe

;
hobnail-

proof %&}. ;
hobnail liver : see quot.

1607 ROWLANDS Dr. Merrie-matt (1609) 4 Their Shooes
were Hob-naile prpofe, soundly bepe^g'd. 1847 BUCKSTONE
Rough Diamond i, How I used to kick you in my hob-nail
shoes! 1882 QUAIN Diet. Med. t Hobnail Liver, a name
given to a cirrhotic liver, when it presents small prominences
on its surface resembling hobnails.

Ho'bnail, v. [f. prec. sb.]
1. trans. To furnish or set with hobnails.

1649 Trae. Massenello 62 I'le..hob-naile my shoos with
a couple ofold thorns.

2. To trample down, as with hobnailed shoes.

1875 TENNYSON Q. Mary u. ii, Your rights and charters

hobnail'd into slush.

Hence Ko'bnailer, a machine for putting hob-
nails into the soles of boots (Labour Commission
Gloss. 1892).

Hobnailed (h^bn ~ild), a.
[f.

as prec. + -ED.]
1. Furnished or set with hobnails ; having the

marks of hobnails.

1603 B. JONSON Satyr Wks. {Rtldg.) 538/2 Come on, clowns
, . bestir your hob-nail'd stumps. 1693 DRVDEN JttvenaCs
Sat. in. 399 Some rogue-soldier, with his hob-nail'd shoes,
Indents his legs behind in bloody rows. 1871 L. STEPHEN
Player. Europe viii. (1894) 175 The vocal music played on
the planks by a pair of sturdy hobnailed boots.

b. Hobnailed liver', a cirrhotic liver, studded
with projections like nail-heads.

*847-<) TODD Cycl. Anat.lV. 711 [The liver] presents what
is termed a hobnailed appearance. 1886 Standard 19 Jan.
3/5 He found a large patch of cirrhosis, commonly known as
hobnailed liver.

2. transf. Rustic, boorish, clownish.

1599 NASHE Lenten Stttffe 62 The hobnaylde houses of
their carterly ancestrie. 1683 KENNETT Erasm. on Folly
(Reeves' 33 The hob-nailed suiter prefers Joan the milkmaid
before any of my lady's daughters. 1839 H. ROGERS Ess. II.

iii. 135 Our national proverbs .. the manual and vade-mecum
of 'Jiobnailed

'

philosophy.

Ho'b-nob, phrase and adv. [In origin app.
a variant of hob nab, hab or nab : see HAB adv."\
1. Phrase Hob, nob : have or have not ; used by
Shakspere app. in the sense

*

give or take*.
1601 SHAKS. T-weL N. HI. iv. 262 His incensement . . is so

implacable, that satisfaction can be none, but by pangs of
death and sepulcher : Hob, nob, is his word : giu 't or take *t.

2. adv. =Hab nab (HAB adv. i) ; hit or miss;
however it may turn out

;
at random.

1660 FISHER Rusticks Alarm Wks. (1679^ 505 [He] quotes
as many of them, as he judges, as to number, may make a

Jury, and so Hob-Nob, as they say, without mattering much
what they are, so they Concord all in one in the bare naming
of the Words. 1787 GROSE Frov. Diet., Hob-nob (sometimes
pronounced hab-nab), at a venture, rashly. 1887 *$". Chesh.
Gloss. s.v., We'n go at it hob-nob at a venture.

3. Hob or nob, hob a nob, hob and nob : (prob.

=give or take, give and take) used by two persons
drinking to each other. To drink hob or nob, hob
a nob, to drink to each other alternately, to take
wine with each other with clinking of glasses.
1756 FOOTE Eng.fr. Paris i. Wks. 1799 1. 106 Then. .they

proceed to demolish the substantials, with, perhaps, an oc-
casional interruption, of '

Here's to you friends',
' Hob or

nob *

t
' Your love and mine '. 176* GOLDSM. Cit. IV. Iviii,

* Hob and nob, Doctor ; which do you choos*, white or red ?
'

177* GRAVES Spir. Quix.\\\\. xxi. (18081 366 Having drank
hob-or-nob with a young lady in whose eyes he wished to ap-
pear a man of consequence. 1815 W. H. InLAMD&r&UfV-
mania 213 With whig or with tory he'll drink hob a nob.
1861 DICKENS Gt. Expect, v,

' Have another glass !

' ' With
you. Hob and nob ', returned the sergeant. 'The top of
mine to the foot of yours the foot of yours to the top of
mine Ring once, ring twice the best tune on the Musical
Glasses 1 Your health.'

318

b. q\\asi~atf/. On intimate terms of good-fellow-

ship, in close companionship.
1851 D. JERROLD S. Giles xv. 149 In those very good, .old

times, hob and nob with the housebreaker. 1859 THACKERAY
Virgin, xlvi, I might be hob-and-nob with you now in your
dungeon. 1871 Daily Nws 17 Nov., To make things
pleasant, .after a pleasant yet practical hob-and-nob fashion.

Herb-nob, v, [At first hob or nob, hob-a-nob,
hob and nob, hob-and-nob ;one or both vbs. in-

flected), from the adv. phrase : see prec. 3.]

1. intr. To drink to each other, drink together.
a. 1763 Brit. Mag. IV. 117 Do I go to hob or nob in

white-wine, I am probably told red is better for my nerves.

1794 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Acad. Process. Wks. 1812 III.

278 Deserts, for common serving-men, the room, And hobs or

nobs with Ladies of the Broom. 1801 M. G. LEWIS Tales

Wond., Giles jollup i, A Doctor so prim and a sempstress
so tight Hob-a-nobb'd in some right marascjuin. 180$ .$"/#?/-

in% Mag. XXVI. 148 Watch the eye of him who wishes to

hob or nob. 1823 W. H. PVNF Wine $ Walnuts (1824) II.

x. 163
'

Here's my hearty service to you, and let us hob and
nob.' 1840 THACKERAY Paris Sk.-bk. (1869) 12 We hobbed
and nobbed with., the celebrated bailiff" of Chancery Lane.

1840 Catherine viii, The gallant Turpin might have hob-
and-nobbed with Mrs. C. 1881 Miss BRADDON Mt. Royal I.

vii. 201, I will hob and nob with her over one glass of toddy.
ft. 18*8 Craven Dial, s.v., I have frequently heard one gen-

tleman, in company, say to another, will you hob-nob with me?
When this challenge was accepted, the glasses were instantly

filled, and then they made the glasses touch or kiss each
other. This gentle striking of the drinking vessels I always
supposed explained the term hob-nob. 1831 J. JEKYLL Corr.

27 Jan. (1894) 267 At a supper he hobnobbed with Lady
Dudley Stuart. 1842 BARHAM Ingol. Leg,, NellCook Moral,
Don't ..Hob-nob in Sack and Malvoisie. 1862 $ALA Ace.
Addr. 1 12 (She] insisted on the Captain hobnobbing with her.

2. To hold familiar intercourse, be on familiar

terms with.
a. 1828 LADY GRANVILLE Lett. Mar. (18941 II. 17 It can-

not be her interest to hob-and-nob with Lord Fitzwilliam.

1844 THACKERAY Little Trap, ii, An honest groom jokes and
Dobs-and-nobs . . with the Kitchen maids. 1881 JESSOPP
Arcady iii. 11887) 66 What a curious joy. .to hob-a-nob for

a season with the pigmies of the Meiocene. 1893 VIZETELLY
Glances Back I. xvi. 303 The chairman . . hobbed and nobbed

unreservedly with his immediate neighbours.

p. 1866 Sat. Rev. 20 Jan. 86/1 Looking at the maid Clara,
I found that she had seated herself at the table, and was

prepared to hobnob it with me. 1871 DIXON Tower III.

xviii. 191 Eliot, now hob-nobbing with the pirate in pre-
tended friendship. 1879 G. MACDONALD P. Fader III. iii.

38 He. .hob-nobbed with Death and Corruption.
Hence Ho'b-no:bbing vbl. sb. ;

also Ho-b-uo bber,
one who hob-nobs ; Ho'b-no^bby a. t characterized

by or characteristic of hob-nobbing or familiar in-

tercourse.
e. 1795 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Sorrows Sunday Wks. 1812

III. 370 May have her tea and rolls and hob and cobbing.
1812 Examiner 25 May 328/2 The joyous hobbing-a-nob of
the lovers. 1830 \yestm. Rev. XIII. 147 A little pleasant
bobbing and nobbing. 1865 G. MERKDLTH R. Fleming xxix.

(1889) 244 The honour of hob-anobbjng with a gentleman.
ft. 1816 Sporting Mag. XLVII. 63 Young ladies. .often

left the solitary glass of wine which they took with the

gentlemen hob-nobber half unfinished. 1853 W. JERDAN
Autobiog. IV. xiii. 232 The toast was drunk with accla-

mation, and then followed hob-nobbing. 1888 E. M.
MARSH Saved as by Fire viii, Diffusing a genial, hobnobby
expression over the severest countenance. 1895 Miss DOWIE
Gallia xi. 123 Upon an omnibus, too, that very hob-nobby
and familiar vehicle.

Ho'b-nob, sb. [f. as prec. As a sb. more usual

in the condensed form.]
1 1. A 'sentiment* or phrase used in hob-nobbing.
1761 (title) The Masque : a new and select collection of the

best English, Scotch, and Irish Songs . . To which is added
a complete collection of the various Toasts, Sentiments, and
Hob-Nobs. 1770 (title) Toasts, Sentiments, Hob-nobs and
Songs : The Company Keeper's Assistant.

2. A drinking to each other or together.
a. 1834 L. RITCHIE Wand, by Seine 71 At the end of the

repast, a general 'cheque*, or liob-or-nob took place. 1888

J. RAMSAY Scotl. i%t/i Cent. II. viii. 132 When hob or nob
was first introduced, on a young gentleman calling for wine
a second time during dinner, George whispered nim,

*

Sir,

you have had a glass already '.

ft. 1825 FOSBROOKE Encycl. Antiq. 537 Pril and wril was
an ancient form of hob nob.

3. A familiar conversation ; a tete-a-tt'te.

1876 BLACK Madcap V. xviii, Sitting on a fence, having a

quiet hobnob among themselves.

Hobnol, var. HOBBINOLL Obs.

Hobo (hJu-tx?). Western U.S. ' An idle shiftless

wandering workman, ranking scarcely above the

tramp* (Funk).
1891 J. FI.VNT in Contemp. Rev. Aug., The tramp's name

for himself and his fellows is Hobo, plural Hoboes. 1892
Pall Mall G. 28 Dec. 3/3 They will be vagrants on the

streets and hobos of the night. 1896 Pop. Sci. Jrnl. L. 254
The tramp, .can scarcely be distinguished from the dyed-in-
the-wool noboe. i8g6Att. Monthly Jan. 58 Bythe'Ambu-
lanter' it is called Gypsyland, by the tramp Hoboland.

Hoboe, hoboy : see HAUTBOY.
Hobson's choice : see CHOICE sb. 2 c.

Hob-thrush, Hob-thrust. Obs. exc. dial.

Also 7- Hob-thurst. [f. HOB sb. 1 + (pern.)

THUBSK, ON./wrj giant, goblin.]
L A goblin : see quots. Now dial.

i59oTARLTON News Purgat. (Shaks. Soc.) 55 One of those

Fatniliares Lares, .as Hob Thrust, Robin Goodfellow and
such like spirites . . famozed in every olde wives chronicle for

their mad merrye prankes. 1611 COTGR., Loup-garou,. .also,

a Hobgoblin, Hob-thrush, Robin-good-fellow. 1713 STEELE

HOCK.
Guardian No. 30 F 4 Our own rustical superstition of hob-

thrushes, fairies, goblins, and witches. 1825 BHOCKETT,
Hobthrrtsi, a local spirit, famous for whimsical pranks.
1867 Murray's Hamibk. Yorksh. 228 Hob Thrush, or
' Hob o' th' Hurst

'

was a woodland and mountain spirit.

1877 Holdcrness Gloss., Hob-thrust, .a good-n;iturecl goblin
who assists hervant-maid:* in their early morning work, but
in a state of nudity.

jb. ?Lycanthropy. Obs. (App. an erron. transl.

of F. loup-garou lycanthrope, through a misunder-

standing of Cotgrave's definition.)
1658 tr. Bergerons Satyr, diar. xi. 47, 1 cure sick Persons

of the Hob-thrush, by giving them a blow with a forke just
between the two eyes.

c. Applied opprobriously to a rustic, dial.

1682 H. MOKE Annot. GlanvilFs Litx O. 91 That any
ignorant rural Hobthurst should call the Spirit of Nature. .

a prodigious Hobgoblin. 1854 BAMFORD Dial. S. Lane. 188

(I,anc. Gloss.i
* Theau great hobthurst.'

2. (In full hob-thrush louse}. A wood-louse, dial.

1828 Craven Dial., Hob-thrush-lonse, Millepes. 1873
Sivalcdale Gloss., Hobthr-ush, a wall-louse.

Hobub, Hoby, obs. forms of HUBBUB, HOBBY.

HOC, hock (MO, sb. Obs. exc. Hist. [a. F. hoc

(1642 in Hatz.-Dann.), app. ad. L. hoc ' this*. (Not
the same as It. oca, F. hoca?j\ Name of an old card

game,
'

in which certain privileged cards give to

the person who plays them the right of attributing
to them whatever value he wishes' (Hatzfeld).
1730-$ BAILEY (folio', Hock, Hoca,..a. Game at Cards.

1838 SOUTHEY Doctor cxlii. V. 46 The Game of Hoc, the

Reverse, the Beast, the Cuckoo and the Comet. 1887 All
Year Round 5 Feb. 66 Hoc was the favourite game of
Cardinal Mazarin, which he introduced from Italy.

Hoc, Hoccamore, obs. ff. HOCK sb.*, HOOK,
HOCKAMORE.

II HOCCO (hp'k0). [Said to be the native name
in Guiana. Used in French by Barrere 1745 and
Brisson 1760.] A name given to several birds of

the family Cracidx or Curassows.

1834 M cMuRTRiE Cuvier's AHim. Kingd. 140 The Hoccos
are large gallinaceae of America, which resemble turkeys,
with a broad, rounded tail, formed of large and stiff quills.

1852 TH. Ross HuinboldCs Trav. II. xviii. 154 The hocco,
with its black plumage and tufted head, moves slowly along
the sausos.

Hoce, obs. f. HOARSE. Hoch, obs. Sc. f.

HOUGH. Hoche, obs. f. HUTCH. Hochepot,
hochpoch, -pot, obs. ff. HOTCHPOT, HOTCHPOTCH.
Hochheimer : see HOCKAMORE.
t Hock (hpk), st>.1 Obs. (exc. in HOLLYHOCK).

[OE. hoc : of unknown origin. (The pi. hockes has
been adopted in Welsh as hocys, kocos.}] A general
name for various malvaceous plants, esp. the Com-
mon and Marsh Mallow and the Hollyhock.
(725 CorpusGloss. 1288 Malva, hocc, cottuc, sv/gearwan

leaf. cioooSa.1-. Lcfchd. II. 330 Hocces leaf wyl on ealoj?.
c 1265 Voe. Names Plants in Wr.-Wulcker 559/3 Mah'a,
.. hoc. 1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xvn. cvii. (Tollem.
MS.), Mama, J>e hocke is a nesche herbe. 1578 LYTE
Dodoensv. .\xiii. 581 Flowers, .in figure lyke to the common
Mallowe or Hocke. 1611 COTGR., Rose d*outre tner, the

garden Mallow, called Hocks, and Holyhocks.

Hock (hf?k), sb? [A southern by-form of hoj,

hock, HOUGH, which it has largely superseded.]
1. The joint in the hinder leg of a quadruped be-

tween the true knee and the fetlock, the angle of

which points backward.

1540 MS. Ace. St. John's Hosp., Canterb., For tar to ye
cowse fote & mendyng a hocke jrf. c 1720 W, GIBSON Far-
rier's Guide i. vi. (1738) 08 The bones of the Hock are in

number the same with those in the Knee. 1854. R. OWEN
SJtel. <fr

Teeth in Circ. Sc., Organ. Nat. I. 234 The heel-bone,
( calcaneum*. . forms what is called the ' hock '. 1897 SIR E.
WOOD Achievem, Cavalry v. 92 Your horses cannot charge
in mud up to their hocks.

2. The knuckle end of a gammon of bacon, the

hock-end.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Hock, the small end of a Gam-
mon of Bacon. 18x5 Snorting Mag. XLVI. 13 A nice hock
of ham which I made John leave for you.
3. attrib. and Comb., as hock action, -bone, -end,

-joint, etc. ; hock-deep adj.

1641 PRYNNE Antip. z Odo apprehends her the second

time, and cuts off her sinewes at the hock bone. 1865 H. H.
DIXON Field^ FernV. i. 7 Sir Walter had forgotten none of

his beautiful hock action. 1868 OUIDA Tricotrin (1877) I. 75
The horses of the wagon . . stood . . hock-deep in grass and
rushes. 1874 M. A. WARD Outl. Zool. 42 The hock-joint,

containing six bones, viz., astragalus, os calcis, cuboid, and
three cuneiform, corresponds to our ankle-joint.

t Hock, sb$ Obs. rare. [Etymology unknown.]
A caterpillar.
c 1420 Fallad. on Huso. I. 882 Brenne heer and ther the

heedles garlek sttlis, The stynke of hit for hockis [contra

campas\ help and hele is. Ibid. 948 And other als seyn
hockis \campas\ forto lese Keste figtre aske on hem.

Hock (hfk), sb.* Also 7 hocke, hoc. [Short-
ened from HOCKAMORE.] The wine called in

German Hochheimer^ produced at Hochheim on

the Main
; hence, commercially extended to other

white German wines.
a 1625 FLETCHER Cfiances v. iii, John . . What wine is it ?

Fred. Hock. 1676 D'URFEY Mad. Fickle i. i. (1677) 4 Jolt,

Here's a glass of excellent old Hock . . Tilb. Old Hock ! what
a Dickins is that ? . . Wine was never good since it has been

corrupted with such barbarous notions. 1355 Mem. Capt.
P. Drake II. iii. 156, 1 requested him to go and take a Whet



HOCK.

of Old Hock before Dinner. 1864 I. TAYLOR Words Q |

Places (1882) 282 II would be curious to trace the progress

of the perversion whereby the wines which in the fifteenth

century used to be correctly designated
' wines of Rhin '

have come to be called Hocks. Hocheim .. lies on the Main

and not on the Rhein.

b. atlrib.. as in hook-bottle, hock-glass, a

bottle, or wine-glass, made of coloured glass, used

for hock or other white wine.

1892 BURTON Mod. Photogr. (ed. 10) 176 Hock bottles . .

from their deep red or orange colour, are useful for various

parts of the work.

Hock, sl>- 5 [? shortened from hok, HOOK.] A
rod, stick, or chain, with a hook at the end.

zero PALSGR. 231/2 Hocke, crocij. 1693 EVELYN De la

Quint Orange Trees xi, As to the Removing and Trans-
|

portino- Cases and Boxes of the Middle and smaller Size, i

every body knows 'tis done by., strong Coul-Staves, which

with good Hocks take hold on the Bottom of the Cases at

both sides. 1886 Daily News 16 Sept. 7/1 Passing a butcher's

shop he caught up a ' hock ', used for handing down joints

of meat, and made several more blows at him.

Hock, s6.0 [perh. related to Hoc.]
' In the

game of faro, the last card remaining in the box

after all the others have been dealt
'

(Cent. Diet. .

Hock, v-1 [f-
HOCK j*.2 : cf. HOUGH v.] trans.

To disable by cutting the tendons of the ham or

hock, in man or beast ;
to hough, hamstring.

1563-87 FOXE A.ffM. (1596) 124/2 Those holie martyrs,

whom
hockt

im the emperor Maximus had put out the right eie, and

kt their left legs. 1658 W. BURTON I/in. Anton. 16 HinocKi [neir icn icgs. aw^u i . *** ...... .....~... - --...

Son . . to escape Severus . . who pursued him, hockt all the

Post horses he left behind him. 1730-6 BAILEY (folio), To

Hock, to cut Beasts in the Hock or Hoof.

Hence Ho-cking vbl. sb.
; Ho'cker, a hougher.

1891 R. KIPLING Barrack-r. Ballads, Cleared v. They
only paid the Moonlighter his cattle-hocking price.

Hock, v* [f.
hock- in HOCK-DAY.] a. intr. To

observe Hocktide. b. trans. To bind or otherwise

beset (persons) in the way practised at Hocktide.

1406 [see below]. 1727 CovielFs Interpr., And in the

Accounts of Magdalen College in Oxford there is yearly an

allowance pro Mulieribits Hockantibus, in some manors of

theirs in Hampshire, where the Men hock the Women on

Monday, and e contra on Tuesday. 1843 Fosbrooke's Encycl.

Antiq. 649 On Monday and Tuesday men and women reci-

procally hocked each other, i. e. stopped the way with ropes,

and pulled the passengers towards them desiring a donation.

Hence Ko'oking' vbl. sb. Also in comb., as hook-

ing-ale, ale brewed for the festival at Hocktide ;

the festival itself, at which collections were made

for parochial purposes.
1406 Proclam. in Letttrbk. I. Guild Hall Lend., If. xlixb

[cf. Riley Mem. Land. 562], Ista
proclamatio

facta fuit die

Veneris proximo ante quindenam Pasche . . Qe null persone

di ceste Citee . . teygne, ou constreyne ascun persone . .

deinz meason ou de hors pur hokkyng lundy ne marsdy

proscheins appelles Hokkedayes. Ibid., Darrestier tiel per-

sone qi qe soyt fesaunt ou usaunt tiell hokkyng. 1466

Mann. $ Househ. Exp. (Roxb.) 211 Item, the same day my
mastyr gaffe the women to the hokkynge .xx.rf. 1484 in

Glasscock Rec. St. Michaets, Bp. Stortford (1882) 26 Item

pd for brewyng of the hokyng ale xvjrf. 1618 in Brand Pop.

Antiq. (1870) I. 159 Gained with hocking at Whitsuntide,

16 IM. 3</. i8s4 TOOLM. SMITH Parish _d8s7) s4 Then
there was the Hocking-Ale, one of great importance ; and

the thorough kindly Bid-Ale.

t Hock-ale. Obs. = hocking-ak: seeprec.

1484 in Glasscock Rec. St. Michael's (1882) 26 Item pd.

for ix b. malte to the hoke ale vjs. \\\]d.

t Hockamore ^hp-kamo^j). Obs. Also 7 hoc-

oamore. [Anglicized form of Hochheimer, from

Hochheim on the Main.] = HOCK s6*

1673 SHADWELL Epsom Wells HI. 40 (Stanf.), I am very

well, and drink much Hockamore. 1747 Gentl. Mag. 28

Suppose, by keeping cyder-royal too long, it should become

unpleasant, and as unfit to bottle as old hockamore.

Hock-cart. Obs. exc. Hist. [Cf. HOCKEY'.]
The cart or wagon which carried home the last

load of the harvest.

1648 HERHICK Hesper. Arfjt.,
I sing of may-poles, hock-

carts, wassails, wakes, Of bride-grooms, brides, and of their

bridall cakes. Ibid., Hock-cart 14 The Harvest Swames,
and Wenches bound For joy, to see the Hock-cart crown'd.

1648 EARL WESTMORELAND Otia Sacra (1879) 175 How the

Hock-Cart with all its gear Should be trick'd up. 1864

Chambers'' Bk. ofDays II. 377/1
The grain last cut was

brought home in its wagon, called the hock-cart, surmounted

by a figure formed of a sheaf with gay dressings.

Hock-day. Now only Hist. Also (2 hoce-

dei), 3 hokedey, 3-4 (7-9 Hist^ hoke-, hoeke-,

4 hokke-, 4-6 hoc-, 5 hok-, -dai, -day.

[Few words have received so much etymological and his-

torical investigation as hock-day, twcktide, hock Tuesday,

hock Monday. But the origin has not yet been ascertained.

Early evidence shows that the first element was originally

disyllabic, hoke- ; but whether the o was long or short is not

determined ; it was evidently short when subsequently spelt

hocke-, hokke-. Hock-day, which is the earliest of the group

(Hock Tuesday appearing next), has not been found before

the i2th c. ;
no trace of it appears in OE. or any Germanic

lang. Skinner's conjecture that hock-tide might be the

MDu. hogetide, hoochtide,
'

high time, festival, wedding ,
is

out of the question, and Lambarde's explanation of hock

as for OE. hocor, 'mockery, scorn, derision' (repeated by

Speed, Blount, Phillips, Bailey, etc.\ is on many grounds
untenable. (H. Grotefend, Handb. Hist. Chronol. (1872)

87/2, cites from a Vienna document,
' der prieff 1st geben

dez mentags nach dem Goychkentag am newnten tag nach

Ostern 1377', where Goychkentag coincides in date with

Hock-day; but it is difficult to see any connexion between

the names.)]
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The second Tuesday after Easter Sunday ; Hock

Tuesday: in former limes an important term-day,

on which rents were paid, and the like, Hock-day
and Michaelmas dividing the rural year into its

summer and winter halves. It was also, from the

1 4th c., and probably earlier, a popular festival,

signalized by the collection of money for parish

purposes by roughly humorous methods: see HOCK-

TIDE, HOCK-MONEY. The plural, hock days, includes

also the preceding day, Hock Monday, which was

similarly celebrated.

The date is sometimes given as the second Monday and

Tuesday after Easter nvtk ;
this appears to originate in

different ways of reckoning the quindena Paschy as the

fortnight following Easter, or the two weeks before anil

after Easier. (Statements going back to the isth or i6tli c.

assert that HockJay commemorated either the massacre of

the Danes on 13 Nov. 1002, or the death of Hardicnut on

8 June, 1042. From the dates of these events it is difficult

to understand how either was associated with Hock-tide.)

c 1175 Caen Cartulary (MS. Paris, Bibl. .Vat., Lai. 5650)

If. 54 b (Du C.), Omnes bubulci . . a Hocedei usque ad Au-

giistum habebunt de bidentibus lac mane diebus Dominica.

1219 Feet ofFines Michaelm. 3 Hen. Ill, File in. No. 30

Quod ipsi homines veniant . . bis in anno . . semel ad Hoke-

dey et iterum ad festum Sancti Martini, a US* Rentalia

Glaston. (Som. Rec. Soc.) 10 A die lune prox. post hocke-

dai. a. 1259 MATT. PARIS Chron. Jlfaj. anno 1255 (Kolli V .

493) De magno parlamento quod fuit in quindena Paschae.

Circa idem tempus scilicet in quindena Paschas, qua; vul-

gariter Hokedai appellatur. Ibid, anno 1258 (V. 676) Ht

post diem Martis, qua vulgariter Hokedai appellatur,

factum est Parlamentum Londini. CI2O Deed Granting

Mtssuage in Glastonbury (penes Rev. W. E. Daniel), Octo

denarios ad duos anni terminos, videlicet ad la Hokedaye

quatuor denarios, et ad festum sci. Michaehs quatuor de-

narios. ci33<> Annal. Loud1

, an. 1269 in C/iron. Earn. It/

II (Rolls) I. 80 Die Martis, qui vocatur Hokkeday. 1309

in Madox Formulari (1702) 225 Die Martis proximo post

quindenam Paschae qui vocatur Hokeday. 1406 [see Hock-

ins; under HOCK v.3 ]. 1450 in Leland Collect. 299 Sic mone-

miis, ut ab hujusmodi ligationibus & ludis inhonestis diebus

hactenus usitatis, vocatis communiter Hoc-dayes, ut priedi-

citur, cessent. 1467 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 385 At the lawday

holdyn at hokday. 1512 Yatton Church. A cc. (Som. Rec.

Soc ) 132 [Reed.] of I. Bek for his taverne of Ale at Hoc-

day xxxvj". viij '. 1677 PLOT Oxfordsh. 202, 1 once thought

they might anciently, as well as now, observe two Hock-

days, one for the women and another for the men . . It is

most certain that now we observe two of them here, on

Monday for the women, which is much the more solemn,

and Tuesday for the men, which is very inconsiderable.

1777 BRAND Pop. Antiq. (1849) I. 185 Hoke Day was . . an

annual festival, said to have been instituted in memory of

the almost total destruction of the Danes in England by
Ethelred in 1002. 1890 KITCHIN Winchester (&<$ 166 Ihere

were usually two assemblies of the commonalty in each year,

one on Hockaday (the Tuesday week after Easter), the

other at Michaelmas.

Hockelty-card. =HOCK sb$ (Cent. Diet.).

Hocker mocker, obs. f. HUGGEK-MUGGER.

Hoekerye, var. of HUCKEBY, Obs.

t Hocket. Obs. Also 4-5 hoket, 7 hocquet.

[a. F. hoquet, in OF. also hocquel shock, sudden

interruption, hitch, hiccup : see Hatz.-Darm.]

1. Hitch, obstacle ; interruption; chicane, trick.

[1276 see HOCKETTOR.] 13. . K.Alis. 7000 Mony hoket is

in amours; Stedfast seldom ben lechoures. c 1460 Tmvtuley

Mytl. xxx. 233 Here I be gesse of many nyce hoket, Of care

and of curstnes, hethyng and hoket. Ibid. 312 Hym thynke

it no hoket his taylle when he Wryngys.
2. = HlCKET, HICCUP.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny xx. xvii, The troublesome yex or

hocquet. Ibid. II. 50 Against the Hocquet or Yex, there

is a notable medicine made with it. 1617 MINSHEU Ductor

s.v. Hocke, It is good to helpe the Hocket or Hicket.

3. Medieval Mas. An interruption of a voice-

part (usually of two or more parts alternately) by

rests, so as to produce a broken or spasmodic

effect ;
used as a contrapuntal device.

[1326 ROBT. DE HANDLO Kegiilx xii. 5 Hoketus.]

1776 HAWKINS Hist. Mus. hii. II. 195 De Handlo . . says,

that Hockets are formed by the combination of notes and

pauses. 1875 STAINER & BARRETT Diet. Mus. Terms,

Hocket, Hoket, Ochttus . . was the same as truncatio (tran-

catio idem est quod hoket). 1880 GROVE Diet. Mus., Hocket,

a term which occurs in old English writers on music, begin-

I
nine with De Handlo (1326), for passages which were trun-

cated or mangled, or a combination of notes and pauses.

Hence t Ho'ckettor Ol>$., a tricker, a sharper.

[1276^^ 4 Ediu.I,Stat.RagemanmStat. Realm 1.44/2

j
Par hoicetours ou barettours \_ii.r. par hokettez ne par

baretz].] 1672-1727 CowelCs Interpr., Hockettor or Hoc-

queleur, is an old French word for a Knight of the Post,

a decayed man, a Basket-carrier.

Hockey '
(hfki), hawkey (hg-ki), horkey.

Also 6 hocky, hooky, 7 hoacky, hoky, 8 hoaky,

9 hockay, hawkie. [Origin and etymological

form unknown : cf. HOCK-CART.]
1. The old name in the eastern counties of Eng-

land for the feast at harvest-home.

IS5S [see 2]. 1600 NASHE Summer's Last Will f, Test.

in Hazl. Dodsley VIII. 49 Hooky, hooky, we have shorn,

And we have bound ; And we have brought Harvest Home
to town. 1676 Poor Robin's Aim. Aug. in N. >t Q- jst

ber.

(1850) I. 457/2 Hoacky is brought Home wilh hallowing

Boys with plum-cake The Cart following. 1806 BLOOM-

FIELD Horkey Advl., The man who. .goes foremost through

the harvest with the scythe or the sickle, is honoured with

the title at Lord, and at Ihe Horkey, or harvest-home feast,

collects what he can. 1811 E. D. CLARKE Trail. Var.

Countries II. 229 />, At the Hawkie, as it is called, or

HOCK MONDAY.

Harvest-Home, 1 have seen a clown dressed in woman's

clothes, having his face painted, his head decorated with

ears of corn. .822 }. GAGE Hist. Hengrave 6 The hockay,

or harvest home . . begins to fall into disuse, n 1823 f ORin

foe. E. Anglia, Hawkey, the feast at harvest home. 1826

G. H. I. in Hone Every-day Bk. II. 1168 This health-

drinking . . finishes the horkey.

2. attrib. and Comb., ^ hockey cry, load, night;

hockey cake, the seed cake distributed at a harvest-

home ; hockey cart = HOCK-CART.

1555 ABP. PARKER Ps. cxxvi. 376 He home returnes : wyth

hocky cry, With sheaues full lade abundantly. 1602 WARNER

All: Eng. xvi. ciii. 80 Tie duly keepe for thy delight Rock-

Monday, and theWake.Hawe Shrouings.Chnstmas-gambols,
with the Hokie and Seed-cake, a i6i3O\'ERBURY Cliaract.,

Franklin Wks. (1856) 150 Rocke Munday. .Christmas Eve,

the hoky, or seed cake, these he yeerely keepes, yet holds

them no reliques of popery. 1712 I'oor Robin .N.), Harvest

is done, therefore, wife, make For harvest men a hoaky
cake. 1731 N. SALMON New Surv. Eng., Hertf. II. 415

Hockey Cake is that which is distributed to the people at

Harvest Home. The Hockey Cart is that which brings

the last Corn, and the Children rejoycing with Boughs
in their Hands, with which the Horses also are attired.

1806 BLOOMFIF.LD Horkey iv, 'Twas Farmer Cheerum s

Horkey night. Ibiil. xiii, Home came the jovial Horkey
load Last of the whole year's crop ; And Grace amongst

the green boughs rode Right plump upon the top. Ibid.

xvi Farmer Cheerum went . . And broach'd the Horkey
beer, a 1825 FORBV Vac. E. Anglla, Haiukey-load, the last

load of the crop, which . . was always led home on the

evening of the hawkey, with much rustic pageantry. 1826

G H I. in Hone Every-day Bk. II. 1166 The last, or

'horkey load' (as it is here [Norfolk] called) is decorated

with flags and streamers.

Hockey 2
(hp-ki).

Also 6 -ie, 9 hawky, -key.

[Origin uncertain ;
but the analogy of many other games

makes it likely that the name originally belonged to the

hooked stick. OF. hoquet 'shepherd's staff, crook', suits

form and sense ;
but connecting links are wanting. 1 he

isolated occurrence of the word in 1527 is very remarkable.

It is not certain that Cowper's
'

sport
' was the same.]

1. An outdoor game of ball played with sticks or

clubs hooked or curved at one end, with which the

players of each side drive the ball towards the goal

at the other end of the ground. Also called bandy

and shinty.
IS27 Galway Stat. in iat!t Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App.

v 402 The horlinge of the litill balle with hockie stickes or

staves. 1785 COWPER Let. 5 Nov., The boys at Olney have

likewisea veryentertaining sport,which commences annually

upon this day [sth Nov.]: they call it Hockey; and it

consists in dashing each other with mud, and the windows

also 1838 W. HOLLOWAV Diet. Provinc., Hawkey, the

name of a game played by several boys on each side with

sticks, called hawkey-bats, and a ball..^.
Sussex. 1842

VIGNE Trait. Kashmir (1844) II. 289 At Shigbur I first saw
k on horseback

rm. 11.703 ny n c, ,

Hurling in Ireland seem to be very much the same out-of-

door sport. 1865 LUBBOCK Preh. Times xiv. (1869) 498 Kane

saw the children in Smith's Sound playing hockey on the ice.

2. ( U.S.) The stick or club used in this game :

cf. bandy, shinty.
1859 JACOB ABBOTT Caleb in Town n. The Haiukies 38

Now a hawkey is a small, round stick, about as long as

a man's cane, with a crook in the lower end, so that a boy

can hit balls and little stones with it, when lying upon tn<

ground. A good hawky is a great prize to a Boston boy.

1866 Harvard Mem. Biog., J. Savage I. 329, I remember

him as yesterday, full of fun and courage, with his hockey

in hand. 1868 Miss ALCOTT Lit. Worn. I. vin. 117 Laurie

lying flat [on the ice] held Amy up by his arm and hockey.

3. attrib. and Comb., as hockey-ball, -bat, -club,

-match, -stick, -tournament.

1838 Hawkey-bat [see i]. 1849 THACKERAY Pendennis

iii A little wretch whom he had cut over the back with

a hockey-stick. .884 Bath Jnl. .6 Feb. 7/2 The festivities

of the week include a hockey tournament. 1889 John Bull

2 Mar. 146/3 Hockey clubs now abound in the neighbour-

hood of London . . while a Hockey Association has drawn up

an admirable code of rules.

Hocking : see HOCK vbsl and *.

+ Hockie, f.1 Obs. [app. deriv. of HOCK sb? ;

or iterative of HOCK 0.1, HOUGH v. But perhaps

only an error of Skinner's, perpetuated
in Diction-

aries.] To hough, to hamstring. Hence Hookler.

1668^1 SKINNEF
*
Etym. Ling Angt., To Hockie, Pofhtes

scuSuffragines Sucddere. /Wrf., Hocklers of Horse, qui

eauis fuffr'azines succidunt. 1678 LITTLETON Lat. Diet

^&ZLl"?Hockle,K hamstring; or cut the Joints towards

the hough. 1755 in JOHNSON. Thence in mod. Diets

Heckle z>" local. ? Obs. To cut up (stubble).

1746 Ctmfl. Farmers.*. Farm, Hockling or cutting up

:S&SwitTB^EtBj5
abcS? 4/. per-acre for reaping wheat, and diet, ,f they set it

"Kocklt'bone, obs. form of HUCKLIBOM.

Hockly (hfkli), sb. [Cf. HOCK rf.6] A term

in the game of faro : see quot. 1850.

quished by some aners. 10 -.

337 ^W, a Certainty, signifies the last card but one, the

chance of which the banker claims,
and may refuse to let

any punter withdraw a card when eight or less remain t

d

?
1

Ho-ckly, a. Obs. rare. Cf. RUCKLE-BACKED.

1707 E. WARD Hud. Rediv. II. v. 22 Next to this hockly

greasy Beast, Stood a young Beau, most nicely drest.

Hock Monday. Obs. exc. Hist. Also 5 hoe,
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hok, 6 hoke, hocke. [f. hock in HOCK-DAT +

MONDAY.] The Monday in HOCKTIDE.

1481-90 Howard Housek. Bks. (Roxb.) 202 Item, to women
on Hoc Monday \}d. 1485 Cimrchw. Ace. St. Mary Hill,

!

Lend, (Nichols 17971 IO2 * or bred and ale to the wyvy_s yn
the parish that gathered on Hokmonday, if. i</. 1516 in

Lysons Envir. Lond. (i8io> I. i. 222 Reed, of the gader-

ynge of the churchwardens wey fifes on Hoke Monday, &s. -$d. \

'555 W. WATREMAN Fardie Potions 11. viii. 160 The kyng !

. .cometh to hunting, . accompaigmed with arable of women, I

in as good ordre as ours ware wonte to be vpon Hocke mou-
I

daie. 1578 Churchiv. Ace. Kingston-jtpon- Thames in Lysons
!

Ent'ir. Lond. (1810) 1. 1. 22q Reod. of the women upon Hoc
'.

Monday, $s - id. 1677 PLOT Oxfordsh. 201. 1826 HONE
Every-day Bk. I. 476 Hock Monday was for the men, and
Hock Tuesday for the women.

Hock money. Obs. exc. Hist. Also 5 hooke, i

5-6 hok, 6 hoke, oke, hoxce. [f. hock- in HOCK-
DAT + MONET.] The money collected by the men
and the women at HOCKTIDE.
Tjfa-SChurch-w.Acc.St.Duftstan's, Canterb., Ress. by vs

the seyde Wardeynes of Hockemoneye at Ester ixy. xd.

1499 in C Coates^M/i^. Reading ?\+ It. rec. of hok money
gaderyd of women xxf. It. rec. of hok money gaderyd of

jmen iiijf. 1515-6 in Archaeol. VII. 251 Received of the
|

men for oke money vs. v'tiitf. Item of the wyffs of oke money
xvf. id, 1556-7 Ibid. 252 For Hoxce money by them received
to the use of the Church, xijs. 18*6 HONE Every-day Bk. ;

I. 476 At Hock-tide.. collections of Hock-money were made I

in various parishes, .until the Reformation.

Hockorn, obs. form of ACORN.
Hocks, var. of Hox v. Obs.

t Ho'ckshln. Obs. or dial. In 4 hokschyne,
7 huckson, 8 huckaheen. [app. repr. OE. h6h-

stnu, pi. hdhsina^ HOUGH-SINEW, with the 6 short-

ened by position, and the second element associated

with shin.] The under side of the thigh ; the hough.
c 1394 P. PI. Crede 426 His hosen ouerhongen his hok-

schynes on eueriche a side. 1648 HERRICK Hesperides>

Beggar to Ma6t Commend a crickets-hip, Or his huckson to

my scrip. 1746 Exmoor Scolding 154 (E.D.S.) Thy Hozen
muxy up 20 vurs thy Gammerels to tha very Hucksheens o'

tha. 1778 Ibid. Gloss., The Hucksheens, the Legs up
to the Hams, or Hocks. 1886 ELWORTHY l\~. Somerset
Word-bk., Huckshins, the hock-shins; under-side of the

thighs just above the bend of the knee.

Hocktide. Obs. exc. Hist. Also 5 hoke-, 6

hok-, 6-7 hoc-, 7 hocks-, hucx-, hocke-, huck-.

[f. hock- in HOCK-DAY + TIDE time, season.]
The time or season of the hock days : Hock
Monday and Tuesday (the second Monday and

Tuesday after Easter-day), on which in pre-Refor-
mation times money was collected for church and

parish purposes, with various festive and sportive

customs; after the Reformation kept for some
time as a festive season with various traditional

customs, some of which survived into the I9th c.

The earlier custom seems to have been the seizing and

binding (by women on Monday, and by men on Tuesday)
of persons of the opposite sex, who released themselves by
a small payment. After this was prohibited (see 1406 in

HOCK v,'2 , 1450 in HOCK-DAY), recourse was had to the plan
of stretching ropes or chains across the streets and ways, to

stop passers for the same purpose. (_See 1777 in HOCK
TUESDAY.)

1484 in Glasscock Rec. St. Michaels, B/>. Stortford (1882)
26 Item pd. for bakyng of the brede at hoketyde \d. 1509
Ckurckw, Acc. Kingston-npon-Thames in Lysons Envir.
Lond. (1810) I. i. 168 Recd for the gaderyng at Hoc-tyde
o 14 o. 1510 Churchiv. Acc. St. Mary's in Peshall Hist.

Oxford 67 Recepts. Recd. atte Hoctyde of the wyfes gader-
ynge, xvs. ijff. 1546 Churchiv. Acc. St. Dunstans, Canterb.,
Recevyd of the wyvys y* they did gether at Hoktyd iijf. ixd.

1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. vni. v. n. 392 The day of his

[Hardicnut's] death is annually celebrated with open pas-
times . . which time is now called Hoctide or Hucktide,
signifying a time of scorning or contempt, which fell vpon
the Danes by his death. 1625 PURCHAS Pilgrims in. 621

margin, Hocktide I haue scene kept with publike feasting
in the street, the women also binding men, or compelling
them to some ransome ; the Tuesday fortnight after Easter.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.^ Hocktyde or Hockstyde^ .. in some
parts of this Nation not yet out of memory, but observed
the week after Easter. 1663 Ckurckw. Acc. St. Peters in
East in Peshall Hist. Oxford 83 Hocktide brought in this

year ^6. 1772-3 Ibid. 83 This parish of St. Peter in the
East gained by the Hocktide and Whitsuntide, anno 1664,
the sum of X4/. 1777 BRAND Pop. Antiq. (1849) I* T ^7-
i8a6 HONE Every-day Bk. I. 476. 1898 L^fiool Echo 19 Apr.
(and Tuesday after Easter) 4/3

'

Kissing Day* at Hunger-
ford. Hungerford is once more celebrating Hock-tide, with
all its quaint customs and ancient ceremonies.

b. attrib.y as hocktide-festival^ -money, -pastime.
c 1505 Church-w, Acc. St. Dunstanst Canterb. t Receyvid

of Hoktyde money for iij yere xxiijj- . viijt/. 1613 WITHER
Abuses Strict (1618) 232 Because that, for the Churches
good. They m defence of Hocktide custome stood. 1636
J. TRUSSELL in A an. Dubrensia (1877) 7 The Hocktide pas-
times are

peclin'd, if not diserted. 1884 SYMONDS Skaks.
Predectss. iv. 176 They were acted, .at hock-tide festivals.

Hock Tuesday. Obs. exc. Hist. Also 5-6
hok;e. The Tuesday in HOCKTIDE ; HOCK-DAT.
Also called binding- Tuesday (dies *Martis liga-

toria} : see BINDING vbl. sb. 6.
c "50 Reg. Salop Abbey No. 179 Unum denarium co-

quinz pratnominati conventus die qui vulgariter dicitur

Hoketysdaypersolvere. Ibid. No. 178 B, In die Hoketisd.iy.
1480 CAXTON Ckron. Eng. ccxliv. (1482) 301 On saynt
Markes day that was that tyme hoketewysday, he toke
hi* leue. 1575 LANEHAM Let. (1871) 36 margin, Hok Tuis-
day by the Couentree men.

1607 COWELL Interpr.* Hoke*
day, otherwise called Hock-Tuesday. 1656 DL-GDALK War*

wicksh. (1730) 240/2 Hither came the Coventre men [in

1375), and acted the antient Play, long since used in that

City, called Hocks tuesday, setting
forth the destruction of

the Danes in King Ethelred's time. 1777 BRAND Pop.
Antiq. (18701 I. 105 note, Hoke Monday was for the men,
and Hock Tuesday for the women. On both days the men
and women, alternately, with great merriment intercepted
the public roads with ropes, and pulled passengers to them,
from whom they exacted money to be laid out in pious uses.

Hocle-bone, obs. f. HUCKLEBONE. Hocour,
-owre, var. HOKER Obs. Hocqueton, Hocton,
obs. var. HAQCETOX, ACTON. Hocster, obs. f.

HUCKSTER.
Hocus fhea-kas'l, sb. Also 7 hocas. [Short for

Hocus focus, HOCCS-POCUS.]
fl. A conjuror, juggler. Obs.

1640 G. H. Witt's Recreat. in Facetix (1817^ II. 237 Epi-

taph. -On Hocas Pocas. Here Hocas lyes with his tricks and
his knocks, Whom death hath made sure as his Juglers box.

1647 CLEVELAND Poems, Retell Scot 36 Before a Scot can

properly be curst, I must (like Hocus) swallow daggers first.

1675 Coffee-Houses I'ind. in Harl. Misc. VI. 473 Our pam-
phlet-monger (that sputters out senseless characters faster,

than any hocus can vomit inkle). 1694 R. L/ESTRAN<;F.

Fables xciv. (171^) 109 These Ordinary Hocusses .. have
been made use of in all ages. 1699 Colloq. Erasm. (1711)

37 Running mad after Buffoons, Fortune-tellers and Hocus's.

f b. transf. A cheat, impostor, pretender. Obs.

ri68s SOUTH Sertn. Willfor DeedSerm. (1715) 411 Just
like that old formal Hocus, who denied a Beggar a Farthing,
and put him off with his Blessing.

2. Jugglery, trickery, deception. Obs. march.
165* GAULE Magastrom. 41, I must not believe there was

any Hocas in this. 1693 R. GOULD Corrupt. Times 3

(Stanf.) A quick Eye may all their Hocus see. 1854 SVD.
DOBELL Balder xxiv. 164 Here . . With neither gold nor

tinsel, cap nor crown, Hocus nor title . . nor conjuring-rod
nor sceptre. .To lie here thus.

3. Drugged liquor: cf. Hocus z*. 2.

In mod. Diets.

4. Comb, as hocus-trick, juggling trick.

c 1680 Roxb. Ball. (1885) V. 505 Three Kingdoms now at

stake do He, And Rooks all Hocus-tricks do try, That ye
may be undone, a 1683 OLDHAM Poet. Wks. (1686) 78 Such
Holy Cheats, such Hocus Tricks, these, For Miracles

amongst the Rabble pass.

Hocus (h^a-kas), v. [f. Hocus sb.

Supposed to be the source of the later HOAX
, though

the want of instances for the i8th c. makes this less certain.

Apparently revived in igth c., perh. under the influence of
hoax. 1

1. trans. To play a trick upon,
' take in ', hoax.

1675 R. HEAD Proteus Rediv. 322 The Mercer cries. Was
ever Man so Hocuss'd ? however, I have enough to maintain
me here, a 1686 NALSON (T.), One of the greatest pieces of

legerdemain, with which these jugglers hocus the vulgar and
incautelous of the present age. 1847 DISRAELI Tanfred vi.

v, There is nothing . . I so revel in as hocussing Guizot and
Aberdeen. 1883 LD. R. GOWER My Remin. I 368 These

people have been hocussed and cheated by the Government.

2. To stupefy with drugs, esp. for a criminal

purpose ; hence, to drug (liquor).

'What do you mean by "hocussing
'

brandy-and-water?'. .

' Puttin' laud'num in it', replied Sam. 1848 THACKERAY
Vatt. Fair Ixiv, It was at her house at Lausanne that he
was hocussed at supper and lost eight hundred pounds to

Major Loader. 18&$]tLS..(jSMn RoyalHighlanders (Rtldg.)

154 By unfair play he had rooked many : he had hocussed
horses. 1887 BESANT The World ivent etc. xviii. 148 You
shall hocus his drink and put him on board.

Hence Ho'cussed ///. a.
, Hcrcussing vbl. sb.

also Ho'cnsser, one who hocusses.

1827-39 DE QUINCEV Murder Postscr. Wks. IV. 107 The
landlord. -they intended to disable by a trick then newly
introduced amongst robbers, and termed hocussing. 1862

MAYHEW Lond, Labour IV. 31 The 'Drummer' plunders

by stupefaction; as the 'hocusser'. 1865 DICKENS Mut.
Fr. ii. xii, I will not say a hocussed wine. 1892 MIDDLETON
Rome II. 53 The bribing of jockeys and the (

hocussing
'

of

horses and their drivers were familiar to the ancient Romans.

Hocus-pOCUS (h<Ja'k3s pJo-kas), sb. (a.,

Also 7 hocas pocas, hokospokos,hokus pokus.

[Appears early in 1 7th c., as the appellation of a

juggler (and, apparently, as the assumed name of

a particular conjuror) derived from the sham
Latin formula employed by him : see below, and
cf. Grimm, Hokuspokus.
The notion that hocus POCUS was a parody of the Latin

words used in the Eucharist, rests merely on a conjecture
thrown out by Tillotson : see below.

1655 ADY Candle in Dark 29, I will speak of one man . .

that went about in King James his time, .who called him-

self, The Kings Majesties most excellent Hocus Pocus, and
so was called, because that at the playing of every Trick, he
used to say. Hocus focus, tontus talontus, vaJe celeriter

ju&eo, a dark composure of words, to btinde the eyes of the

beholders, to make his Trick pass the more currantly with-

out discovery. 1x694 TILLOTSON Serm. xxvi. (1742) 11.237
In all probability those common juggling words of hocus

focus are nothing else but a corruption of hoc est corpus, by
way of ridiculous imitation of the priests of the Church of
Rome in their trick of Transubstantiation.)

fl. A conjuror, juggler. (In I7th c, freq. as

proper name or nickname of a conjuror.) Also

transf. a trickster. Obs.

1624 GEE AVw Shrtds Old Snare 21, I alwayes thought
they had their rudiments from some iugling Hocas Pocas in

a quart pot. 1625 B. JONSON Staple ofN. 11. Wks. (Rtldg. )

388/2 Iniquity came in like Hokos Pokos, in a luglers ierkin,

with false skirts. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 55 A Persian

Hocus-pocus, .performed rare tiickes with hands and feet.

1648 C. WALKER Relat. * Observ. 12 This labyrinth into

which these unpolitick Hocas Pocasses have brought us.

1650 H. MORE Obserz-. Anitna Magica in Enthus. Trt.

11656) 117 He opens as Hokus Pokus do's his fists, where
we see that here is nothing and there is nothing. 1680
HICKERINGILL Meroz 26 He shall now. .play as many tricks

as Hocus Pocus at a fair. 17. . TOLLET in Johnson Shaks.

Plays, i Hen. 7F, v. v. (Jod.), I incline to call him hocus-

pocus, or some juggler, or attendant upon the master of the
: hobbyhorse.

t b. To play hocus-pocus^ to play the juggler, to

juggle. Obs.

1659 Lond. Chantid. ix. in Ha?l. Dodsley XII. 343 Thou
hast played hocus-pocus with me, 1 think. 1737 BENTLEY
Free Thinking 12 lR.^ Our author is playing hocus pocus
in the very similitude he takes from that jugler.

2. Used as a formula of conjuring or magical in-

cantation. (Sometimes with allusion to an as-

sumed derivation from hoc tsi corpus : see etymo-
logy above.)
1633 RANDOLPH Jealous Lffv. i. x, Hocus-pocus, here you

shall have me, and there you shall have me ! 1656 HOBBES
Lib. Necess. $ Chance (18411 384 This term of insufficient
cause.. is not intelligible, but a word devised like hocus

focus, to juggle a difficulty out of sight. 177* FLETCHER
i Logica Genev. 201 The hocus POCUS of a popish priest camiot

turn bread into flesh. 1851 LONGF. Gold, Leg. \. Court-yard,
The Priests, .began to mutter their hocus-pocus. 1886 MAL-
LOCK Old Order Changes 11-47 This man, who only an hour

ago was muttering hocus pocus, in the dress of a mediaeval

conjuror.

3. A juggler's trick ; conjuring, jugglery ; sleight

;

of hand ; a method of bringing something about as
;

if by magic ; trickery, deception.
1647 N. BACON bisc. Govf. Etig. L Ixiv. (1739) 135 Thus

this Statute became like a Hocus Pocus, a thing to still the

people for the present, and serve the King's turn. 1678
MARVELL Growth Popery 28 The same opportunities that

others had of practising the Hocus Pocus of the Face, of

Playing the French Scaramuccie. vSttft.HoUl.XrMWy
in. 447/1 The Art of Leger De Main or Jugling. otherwise

called Hocus Pocus. 1774 Westm. Mag. II. 449 There hath
been a mystery, a hocus-pocus, in all Religions, since the

days of the Egyptians to those of the American Indians.

1842 DICKENS A mer. Notes xii, The vagabond arts of sleight-

of-hand, and hocus-pocus. 1843 W. IRVING in Life <$ Lett.

(1866) III. 300 These insurgent legions . . which, by the
sudden hocus pocus of political affairs, are transformed into

loyal soldiers.

1 4. A bag or *

poke
'

used by jugglers. Obs. rare.

c 1640 [SHIRLEY] Capt. Underwit n. ii. in Bullen O. Pl.\\.

342 His very fingers cryed *give me the gold !

' which . .

he put in his hocas pocas, a little dormer under his right
skirt.

B. 1. attrib. or adj. Juggling ; cheating, tricky.
1668 R. L'ESTRANGE Vis. Quev. (1708) 117 Hocus Pocus

Tricks are call'd Slight of Hand. 1698-1700 E. WARD Lond.

Spy in Ashton Soc. Life Q. Anne (1882) II. 94 By virtue of
this Hocus Pocus Stratagem he had conjur'd all the ill

blood out of my Body. 1773 MACKLIN Lone a la Mode \\.

i, The law is a sort of hocus-pocus science. 1785 Span.
Rivals 9 He looks rather hocus pocus, as a body may say.

1841 E. MIALL in Nonconf. I. 305 A sort of hocus-pocus use
of the word ' church '.

2. as adv.

1815 W. H. IRELAND Scribbleotnania 24 To joke us, Great

Southey performs all his flights Hocus Pocus.

HOCUS-POCUS, v. [f. prec.]
1. intr. To act the conjuror, juggle ; to play

tricks, practise deception.
1687 R. L/ESTRANGE Answ. Diss. 18, I never lov'd the

Hocus-Pocussing of Hoc est Corpus Meuin. a 1704

(J.), This gift of hocus pocussing, and of disguising matters,

is surprizing. 1838 Frasers Mag. XVIII. 157 So Talley-
rand hocus-pocused in politics, .nothing but political leger-
demain. 1855 Miss MANNING Old Chelsea Bun-ho. xiii. 212,
I. .showed them some simple Hocus-pocussing.
2. trans. To play tricks upon ; to transform as if

by jugglery.
1774 tt'estw. Mag. II. 375 But, hocus'd-pocus'd All, with

so much art ! 1808 Miss-led General 30 Before Frederic

was two years old . . he was hocus-pocus'd, alias, metamor-

phosed, into a Bishop. i8oa Nation <N. Y.) 28 Apr. 317/1
So commonly is the law hocus-pocussed by the local boards

before whom the new voters are made.

Hoeus-po'cusly, adv. [f. HOCUS-POCUS a. -t-

-LT ^.] In a *

hocus-pocus* manner; by jugglery.
1791 LACKINGTON Mem. (1792) 107 Many of their hearers

are not only method istically convinced, or alarmed, but are

also hocus pocusly converted.

Hod ih^d"), sb. [Not in evidence before i6th c. :

app. a modification of HOT sbl in same sense : see

esp. quot. 1300 there.]
1. An open receptacle for carrying mortar, and

sometimes bricks or stones, to supply builders

at work ; also the quantity carried in it, a hodful.

Formerly a sort of tray ; now, as in quot. 1688.

573 TUSSER Husb. xvii. (1878) 37 A lath hammer, trowel,

a hod. or a traie. 1611 COTGR., Oiseau . . also, a Hodd ; the

Tray wherein Masons, &c. carrie their Mortar. 1636 MS.
Acc. St. John's Hosp., Canterb., For 4 nodes of lime and

sand, j s. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury HI. 395/2 The Hod is a

kind of three square trough made up at one end and open at

the other, haveing a staffe fixed to its bottom. 1800 B. RUSH
in Med. Jml. III. 185, I have done but little more than

carry the hod to assist in completing part of a fabric. 1848
MRS. JAMESON Sacr. $ Leg. Art 11850) 297 Ascending a
ladder with a hod full of bricks.

2. A receptacle for carrying or holding coal.

Formerly dial, and U.S., but now generally ap-

plied to a pail-shaped coal-scuttle, having one



HOD.

upper edge prolonged in a scoop-like form, for

throwing coal on the fire.

1825, etc. Coal-hod [see COAL 16]. 1854 Miss BAKER
Northampt. Gloss., Ho<1y a trough or scope, made of wood
or metal, for carrying coals or cinders. A coal-hod, or cinder-

hod. 1870 Miss ALCOTT Old-fash, Girtii. 26 Tom, resenting

the insult, had forcibly seated her in the coal-hod. 1884
Tradesman's Price List, French 'Repousse' Coal Hod.
Waterloo Coal Hods.

3. (See qnot.)
1883 GRESLEY Gloss. Coal-Mining* Hodt

a cart or sled for

conveying coals in the stalls of thin seams.

4. attrib, and Comb, (from i), as hod-bearing,

-elevator; -work \ hod-bearer, -carrier^ HODMAX

q.v. ; hod-woman, a woman acting asahod-bearer ;

hod-work, unskilled labour, mere mechanical

drudgery.
1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. n. Hi, Till the Hodman is dis-

charged or reduced to *hod-bearing. 1771 SMOLLETT
Humph. CL 29 May, The "hod-carrier, the low mechanic,
the tapster, the publican. 1866 A. L. PERRY Elem, Pol.

Econ. (18731 95 Why class the brick-maker as a productive
laborer, and refuse the epithet to the hod-earner? 1875
KNIGHT Diet. Meek.,

*
Hod-elevator, a hoisting device to

raise hods loaded with bricks or mortar to the . . building.

1891 R. H. BUSK in N. # Q. 31 Oct. 351/2 Hodmen and
*hodwomen always display the former quality. 1837 CARLYLE
Mirabeau in Misc. Ess. (1888) V. 211 To do *hodwork and
even skilful handiwork.

Hence Ho'dded a, nonce-wd.^ bearing a hod;
Ho'dful, the quantity that a hod will contain.

1801 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. XII. 588 With hodfuls

of allusion to familiar national nature. 1812 H. & J. SMITH

Rej. Addr. 78 Workmen in elder times would mountaladder
With hodded heads.

Hod, v. & [? Onomatopoeic.] intr. To bob

armers gash, in ridin

graith (jaed hoddin by their cotters. 1889 STEVENSON
Master of B. 229 The smoking horses and the nodding
post-boy.

Hod, early ME. f. HAD, -HOOD, condition, etc. ;

dial. f. HOLD; obs. f. HOOD sb. and v.

Hodde, obs. form of HOOD.
Hodden (hjrd'n). Se. Also 8 hoddan, 8-9

hoddin, 9 huddin. [Origin unknown.]
1. Woollen cloth of a coarse quality such as used

to be made by country weavers on their hand-looms.

1793 SINCLAIR in Statist. Ace. ScotL* Forfar IV. 242 Of
the wool, .is manufactured almost every kind of cloth worn
in the parish ; hodden, which is most used for herds cloaks,

and is sold at is. 8< the yard; plaiding [etc.]. ? 1800

Bonnie Lizzie Lindsay xxx. in Child Ballads VIM. ccxxvi.

(1892) 262/2 And make us a bed o green rashes, And covert

wi huddins sae grey. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. III. HI. iv,

Behold how their Peasants, in mere russet and hodden, .dash
at us like a dark whirlwind.

b. attrib. or adj. c. Comb., as hodden-dad adj.
1812 W. TENNANT Anster F. n. xxi, Tenant and laird,

and hedger hodden-clad. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. III.i. vi,

The hodden or russet individuals are Uncustomary.

2. Hodden grey. Grey hodden, made without

dyeing,
*

by mingling one black fleece with a dozen

white ones
'

(Gloss, to Burns, Paterson, 1877). Ap-
plied to the ( cloth worn by the peasantry, which
has the natural colour of the wool (Jam.), Hence
often taken as the typical garb of homely rusticity.
A poetic inversion ofgrey hodden^ used for rime's sake by

Ramsay in a well-known passage, whence also in Burns,
which has thence become a stock phrase, the two words

being often hyphened, as if
' hodden ' were a qualification

of
'

grey ', or 'hodden-grey* were a colour.

1724 RAMSAY Gent. Sheph. v. ii, But Meg, poor Meg !

maun with the shepherds stay, And tak what God will send
in hodden grey. 1795 BURNS A man's a man 10 (Scots

Mag. 1797, 611) What tho' on hamely fare we dine, Wear
hoddan grey and a' that \ed. Curry 1800 though.. hoddin].
1816 Scorr Old Mort. viii, An old woman, .supported by a

stout, stupid-looking fellow, in hodden-grey. 1837 R. NICOLL
Poems (1843) 175 His coat is name-spun hodden-gray. 1851
LONGF. Gold. Leg: i. Court-yard, He went . . Clothed in a
cloak of hodden grey.
attrib. 1820 SCOTT Abbot xvii, From the hodden-grey

coat to the cloak of scarlet and gold. 1843 JAMES Forest

Days I. ii, Plain hodden-grey cloth, of a coarse fabric.

Ejfe
1866 CHR. ROSSETTI Prince's Progr.elc. xvii, And heaven

put off itshodden grey For mother-o'-pearl. 41882 WHITTIER
Gam's. Cape Ann iv, Golden-threaded fancies weaving in a
web of hodden gray.

Ho-dding-spade. local. (See qnot.)
a 1825 FORBY Voc. E. Anglia, Hodding-spade, a sort of

spade principally used in the fens, so shaped as to take up
a considerable portion of earth entire, somewhat like a hod.

1863 MORTON Cycl. Agric. II. Gloss. (E. D. S.).

Hoddy, hoddie (hp-di), a. dial. [?f. ME. Md,
hode state, condition : see HAD rf.] In good con-

dition physically or mentally ; healthy ;
in good

spirits, pleasant, cheerful.

1664 f. WILSON Cheats v. v, O my Child, my Child Thy
father is prettie hoddie again, but this will break his heart

quite. 1674 RAY S. $ E. C. Words 68 Hoddy, well pleasant,
in good tune or humour, c 1700 KENNETT in Land MS. 1033
If. 184 Hoddy, well, in good health.

'

Pretty hoddy.' Kent.

1785 SARAH FIELDING Ophelia II. i, I love a hoddy girl.

niSis FORBY Voc. E. Anglia, Hoddy, pretty well in health

and spirits ; in tolerably good case. 1890 Glnucestersh.

Gloss., Hoddy pretty, pretty well.

t Hoddy-dod, hoddidod. Obs. [The ele-

ment dod is evidently the same as in DODMAN a
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shell-snail ; hoddy-dod, hoddy-doddy, hodman-dod,
aie perhaps in origin nursery reduplications ; but

the element hoddy- appears itself to have come to

be associated with or to mean '

snail
'

(or ? horned),
as in several words that follow.] A shell-snail.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 368 So doth the ashes of shell-

snailesor hoddidods. Ibid. 539 Hoddy-dods or shell-Snailes

sticking hard therto and eating it. 1611 FLORIO, Ctiiocciold

. .also a hoddydod, a shel-snaile, a perwinkie.

Hoddy-doddy, sb. and a. Obs. exc. dial. [See

prec. (In sense 3, with reference to the ' horns 'of

a cuckold ;
cf. sense i . )]

A. sb. 1. A small shell-snail, dial.

f 2. A short and dumpy person : cf. I>. Obs.

a 1553 UOALL Royster D. i. i. (Arb.) n Sometime I hang
on Hankyn Hoddydodies sleeue. 1702 Burlesque R.
L'Estrange's Vis. Qnev. 76 Some thick and short like

Hoddy Doddies. 1713 SWIFT Cook Maid's Let. 10 A person-
able man, and not a spindle-shank'd hoddy-doddy.

t 3. A cuckold ;
a hen-pecked man ; a noodle ;

a simpleton. Obs.

1598 B. JONSON Ev. Man in Hum. iv. viii. Wks. (Rtldg.)

25/1 You, That make your husband such a hoddie-doddie.

1656 S. HOLLAND Zara 162 Where shall I bath this vexed

body, Tormented to a Hoddy-Doddy?
4. dial. (See quot.)
1847-78 HALLIWELL, Hoddy-doddy .. a revolving light.

Devon.

B. adj. 1. Short and dumpy or clumsy.
1824 M iss FERRIER Inlier. Ixxviii, Shoals of hoddy-doddy,

white-haired, blubbered boys and girls. 1854 Miss BAKER
Nortkampt. Gloss. 329 Hoddy-Doddy, disproportionately
stout. A short, lusty, squat looking person is said to be '

all

hoddy-doddy '. .with us it is restricted to females.

2. dial. Confused, in a whirl.

a 1809 J. PALMER Like Master Like Man (1811) I. 159, I

gets up, all hoddy-doddy, and goes out to see what were
matter.

t Hoddy-noddy. Obs. rare. [Reduplicated
from NODDY.] A fool, simpleton, noodle.
1600 O. E. Reply to Libel I. vii. 181 If this hoddy Noddy

thinke otherwise, let him. .bring foorth his proofes.

f Ho'ddypeak. Obs. Forms: 6 body-, hodi-,

hodie-, hoddy-, huddi-, -peke, -peeke, -peak(e,
-peek. [f. hoddy (see HODDY-DOD) +PEAK sb. or

v., but the sense is obscure.] A fool, simpleton,

noodle, blockhead.

1300 in Furniv. Ball. Jr. MSS. I. 254 Who dwelleth here,

wyll no man speke t Is there no fole nor hody-peke? 1549
LATIMF.R yd Serin, lie/. Ediv. VI (Arb.) 84 What ye brain-

sycke fooles, ye hoddy peckes, ye doddye poulles, ye huddes,
do ye beleue hym? are you seduced also? 1554 CHRISTOPHER-
SON Exhort, agst. Rebel. (N.), They counte peace to be

cause of ydelnes, and that it maketh men hodipekes and
cowardes. 1563^87 FoxE/I. # M. (1684) II. 547 O most idiot

huddipeaks and blockish condemners. 1589 NASHE/(<I<.
Absurd. 13 A Paramour, .vnder her husbands, that hoddy-
peekes nose.

I Ho'ddypoll. Obs. In 6 -poule, -peele.

[f. hoddy as m prec. -I- POLL head : cf. DODDTPOLL
in same sense.] A fool, simpleton ;

a cuckold.

1512 SKELTON Why not to Court 670 Moche I wonder, How
suche a hoddypoule So boldely dare controule. 1589
T&t&we. Almondfor Parrat $&, Learne of her .. to make

hodie-peeles of your husbandes, and leade them..vp and
downe the streetes by the homes.

t Hode, var. HADE v. 1 Obs. trans. To ordain,

consecrate ; in quot. 1275, to admit to a religious

order.

[900-1340 see HADE .'] c 1275 LAY. 28474 pare me hire

hodede and munechene makede. c 1425 Eng. Cony. Irel.

Iv. 132 Ihon comyn [was] . . of the clergye . . by on accorde

I-chose ; & of the pope . . theraftyr I-hodet & I-sacred.

Hode, obs. form of HOOD.

f Hodelnesse. Obs. rare. [perh. for hodernesse,

or from the same root as HODER v., hoder-moder.]

Concealment, secrecy.
c 1475 Partenay 5961 His knyghtly entent Stilled ne put

shold be in hodelnesse.

Hode-man, obs. f. HOOD-MAN.

t Hoder, v. Obs. Also 5 hodur. [ME. hoder,

of which a modern form would be hudder, an itera-

tive from same stem as huddle. Cf. LG. hudem
to cherish, shelter, as a hen her chickens, iterative

of MLG. huden to hide, conceal, cover up.]
1. trans. To huddle together.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 273 Scatred er \>\ Scottis,

& hodred in (>er hottes, neuer 1*51 ne the [Pol. Songs 286

Hodred in the hottes, v.rr. hodered, hodird, hoderd].

2. To cover or wrap up tenderly ; to ' cuddle '.

1440 Bone Flor. 112 Sche schall me bothe hodur and

happe, And in hur lovely armes me lappe.

lloder-moder : see HUDDER-MUDDER adv. Obs.

Hodge (hpdg). Also 4 Hogge, 5 Hoge, 6

Hodg. [Abbreviated and altered from Roger, like

Hob from Robert, Hick from Richard^
1. A familiar by-form and abbreviation of the

name Roger ;
used as a typical name for the Eng-

lish agricultural labourer or rustic.

c 1386 CHAUCER Cook's Prol. 12 Euer sibbe I highte hogge
of ware, \lbid. 21 Oure host seyde I graunt it the, Now telle

on, Roger.] 1483 Cath. Angl. 187/1 Hoge, Rogerus, nomen

proprium. 1589 GREENE Menaphon IArb.) 58 These Arca-

dians are giuen to take the benefit of euerie Hodge, a 1700
B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Hodge, a Country Clown, also

Roger. 1794 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Wks. III. 350 No more

HODGE-POKER.
shall Hodge's prong and shovel start. 1826 in Hone Every
dav Bk. II. 1210 You seem to think that with the name I

retain all the characteristics . .of a hodge. 1885 Observer 13

Dec. 5/3 The conduct of Hodge in the recent election.

2. (See quots.) Cf. haggis.
1879 Miss JACKSON Shropsh. IVord-bk., Hodge, the large

paunch in a pig. 1884 Chesh. Gloss., Hodge, the stomach of
a pig, cleaned out and eaten as tripe.

3. Jolly Hodge (also Jolly Roger), the pirate's

flag bearing the Death's Head and Cross-bones.
1822 SCOTT Pirate xl, Up goes the Jolly Hodge, the old

black flag, with the death's-head and hour-glass.

4. Comb., as Hodge-razor, a razor made to sell

to Hodge: see Peter Pindar's Wks. (1794) 1. 151 ;

hence, in Carlyle, anything made to sell ; a sham.
1843 CARLYLE Dr. Francia in Misc. Ess. (1872) VII. 48

Hodge-razors, in all conceivable kinds, were openly
marketed,

' which were never meant to shave, but only to
be sold !

'

Hodgee, -gia, obs. ff. hoja, KHOJA, a teacher.

Hodge-podge (hfdg^da), sb. Forms: 5

hogpoch, 6 hogepotche, 67 hodge-potch, 7

hodg-podge, -poge, (hogg-podg, hodge-bodge),
7-8 hodg-podg, 7- hodge-podge. [A corruption
of HOTCHPOTCH ; prob. assimilated to the familial-

personal name HODGE.]
1. A dish made of a mixture of various kinds of

meat, vegetables, etc., stewed together; a haricot ;

esp. in Sc. - HOTCHPOTCH i.

1622 MABBE tr. Alemarfs Guzman d'Alf. II. 275 A hodge-
podge of boyled mutton, that was nothing but mammockes.

1641 Newsfr. Hell, Rome, etc. in Harl. Misc. (Main.) IV.

398 This covered mess is a gallimawfry ; or, as the Flemings
calls it, a hodge-podge, wherein are sundry meats stewed

together. 1658 PHILLIPS, A Hodge-podge, or Hotch-pot, a

Hackee, or flesh cut to pieces, and sodden together with

Herbs [1706 (ed. Kersey) Also any kind of cold mixture of

Things). 1699 DAMPIER Voy. II. n. 38 The little Pieces of

Beef were like Plums in our Hodg-podg. 1769 MRS. RAFFALD

Eng. Housekpr. (1778) 141 A hodge-podge of Mutton. 1843
I.EFEVRE Life Trav. Phys. III. in. xiv. 285 A basin of sour

pea-soup, as thick as hodgepodge.
2. contemptuous. A clumsymixture of ingredients.
1615 G. SANDYS Trav. I. 65 Hodgpodges made of flower,

milke, and hony. 1673 Charac. Coffee-Ho. in Harl. Misc.

(1810) VI. 467 As you have a hodge-podge of drinks, such

too is your company. 1694 WESTMACOTT Script. Herb. 21

The Oyntment commonly sold in the shops . . generally a

sophisticated hodg-podge. 1803 Med. Jrnl. X. 265 Who
place greater confidence in the unknown hodge podge of a

stone-mason or a gingerbread-baker, than in the skill of an

honest and able regular practitioner.

3. A heterogeneous mass or agglomeration ;
a

medley, farrago, gallimaufrey.
[As to the origin of this sense cf. HOTCHPOT 3.]

1426 AUDELAY Poems 29 Cast ham in a hogpoch togedur
fore to daunce. 1561 DADS tr. Bullinger on Apoc. (1573) 58

Many at this day make an hogepotche of papistrie and the

Gospell. 1579 E. K. Ded. to Spenser's Shcph. Cal., They
haue made our English tongue a gallimaufray or hodge-

podge of al other speches. 1653 WALTON Angler xi. 216

Tis a hodgepodge of business, And mony, and care. 1762
KAMES Elem. Crit. (1763) I. viii. 389 A perfect hodge-podge
of chearful and melancholy representations. 1864 LOWELL
Fireside Trav., Italy 202 He [a horse] treated me to a

hodge-podge of all his several gaits at once.

t b. See quot. and cf. hodge-podge act in 5. Obs.

1793 J. PEARSON Polit. Did. 29 Hodge-Podge, the name
of a bill passed at the end of the Session, to lick up every
little thing forgot through the negligence of the Secretary of

the Treasury, or the hurry of business.

4. quasi-a<&>. In confusion, promifcuously.
1848 LOWELL Fat. Critics 544 Roots, wood, bark, and leaves

. .clapt hodge-podge together, they don't make a tree.

5. attrib. mas adj. Of the composition of hodge-

podge or a heterogeneous mixture ; hodge-podge
act, a name for a legislative act embracing a

number of incongruous matters : cf. also 3 b.

1602 Life T. Cromwell I. ii. 80 Time who doth abuse the

cheated world, And fills it full of hodge-podge bastardy.

1705 HICKERINGILL Priest-cr. n. v. 47 Take warning, that

they make no more Hodge-podge Divinity. 1766 BARRING-

TON Observ. Stat. (1796) 449 Thrown together in that very

strange confusion which hath now obtained the name of a

hodge-podge act. 1796 Rep. Ho. Com. (1803! XIV. 35 note,

Hodge Podge Acts, these have been discontinued of late

years, but the statute book abounds with them. 1842 P.

Parley's Ann. III. 16 What is called a hodge-podge sea

that is, a sea which is met on the cross by a cross wind, with

a cross tide, according to nautical explanation. 1861 Macm.

Mag. May 31 The 23 Geo. III. c. 26 is quoted by the com-

missioners as a specimen of what is familiar to lawyers as a

Hodge-Podge Act. 1878 S. WALPOLE Hist. Eng. II. 66

A hodge-podge committee on penal laws, prisons, Botany

Bay, and forgery.

Hodge-podge, v. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To make a hodge-podge of; to mix up
in disorder.

1769 MRS. RAFFALD Eng. Housekfr. (1778) 137 To hodge

podge a Hare. 1814 MAD. D'ARBLAY Wanderer \. 12 Lest

ft should, .be hodge-podged into a conspiracy. 1883 Sword

fy Trowel Feb. 89/1 A collection of other writers' views

mingled with scraps of hymns, .hodge-podged together.

2. intr. To form a hodge-podge. Hence Hodge-
podging///. a., heterogeneous.
1772 Gentl. Mag. XLH. 191/1 A hodge-podging habit,

'twixt fidler and beau.

f Ho-dge-poker. Obs. Also -pocher. [app.
f. HODGE + POKER, bugbear, the devil.] A bug-
tear or hobgoblin.



HODGEPOT.

1508 FLORIO, Fistolo, a hobgoblin, a has, a sprite, a robin-

eoodfellow, a hodge-pocher. Ibid., Folletlo, . . a hobgoblin,

a robin-goodfellowe, a hodgepoker, an elfc.

t Ho'dgepot. Obs. Also 5 hogge pot, hoge-

potte. [Corruption
of HOTCHPOT: cf. HODGE-

PODGE.]
1. Cookery. = HOTCHPOT i, HODGE-PODGE i.

c 1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 32 Gose in a Hogge pot.

ri43o Two CooteryJiks. 18 A goos in hogepotte. 1550 J.

CoM Eng. .5-
Fr. Heralds 102 (1877) 89 The rest seke theyr

Ivvynges . of herbes, rotes, warmons, hodgepottes, fruyte,

& such other beggery. 1616 BACON Sf. agst. ClessSomerset

(T.), As for mercury water, and other poisons, they might be

fit for tarts, which is a kind of hodgcpot. [1897 Chicago
Rec. 29 May, Samp cooked in Dutch fashion like a hutespot

or hodgepot, with salt beef or pork and potatoes and other

roots, such as carrots and turnips.)

2. Law. = HOTCHPOT 2.

1721 BAILEY, Hodge-pot (in Law\ is the putting to-

gether of Lands of several Tenures, for the more equal

dividing of them.

t Hodge-pudding. 06s. rare. [cf. HODGE-

PODGE.] A pudding made of a medley of ingre-

dients. Also_/ijf.

1508 SHAKS. Merry W. v. v. 159 Ford. What, a hodge-

pudding ? A bag of flax ? Mist. Page. A puft man !

Hodgkin's disease. [So called from Dr.

Thomas Hodgkin (1798-1866), who first described

it.]
A disease marked by enlargement of the

lymphatic glands and spleen, with progressive

anaemia : also called lymphadenoma.
1877 ROBERTS Handbk. Med. (ed. 3) 1 1. 285 Simple Hyper-

trophy constitutes the prominent
anatomical character of

what is known as Hodgkin's disease.

Hodid, obs. form of HOODED.

t Hodiern (hjo-di5in),a. Obs. [ad.L. hodiern-

its, f. hodie to-day.] =next.

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixxxv. 5 Hodiern, modern, sempi-

tern, Angelicall regyne. 1666 BOYLE Hydrost. Paradoxes

Wks. 1772 II. 754 Contrary to the common opinion .. of

divers hodiem mathematicians, a 1770 AKENSIDE Virtuoso

vi-Hodiem and antique rarities.

Hodiernal (hJndiaunal), a.
[f.

as prec. + -AL :

cf. diurnal] Of or belonging to the present day.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Hodiernal, of to day, or at this

time. 1715 M. DAVIES Athen. Brit. I. 191 Monks . . of the

more modern Accuracy, and hodiernal Improvement, a 1879

J. S. BREWER Eng. Stud. (1881) 267 The commonest events

of hodiernal life.

Hodja, var. KHOJA, a Turkish teacher.

Hodman (hp-dmsen). [f.
HOD rf.i i -t- MAN.]

1. A man who carries on his shoulder the hod

supplying builders with mortar (which^he
also pre-

pares), bricks, or stones ; a '

bricklayer's labourer '.

(Now very rarely used in the trade.)

1587 FLEMING Contn. Holinshed III. 1541/2 They were

onlie good dikers and hodmen. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey),

Hod-man, a Labourer that bears a Hod. 1837 CARLYLB

Fr Rev III. I. v, One of them .. said, He was as weary
as a hodman that had been beating plaster. 1848 MILL Pol.

Eco*. i. ii. I 8 (1876) 26 The stupidest hodman, who repeats

from day to day the mechanical act of climbing a ladder.

2. fig. a. One who more or less mechanically

supplies material to a constructive worker, b. A
mechanical worker in literature, a literary hack.

1819 CARLYLE in Froude Life (1882) II. 79 Tn y [political

economists] are the hodmen of the intellectual edifice, who
have got upon the wall, and will insist on building as if they

were the masons. 1849 Miss MULOCK Ogilvies xxv. (1875)

185 A sort of literary hodman. 1887 SIR J. D. HOOKER in

Darwin's Life f, Lett. I. 347 This generous appreciation of

the hod-men of science, and their labours.

3. A term of contempt applied by undergraduates

of Christ Church, Oxford, who were King's Scholars

of Westminster School, to those who were not, and

hence to men of other colleges.

1677 LITTLETON Lot. Diet., A Hodman, in Christchurch

at Oxford. Advena, alienigena (quippe quod Alumni Regii
e Schola Westmonasteriensi eo adsciti se pro Indigems
habeant). 1721 AMHERST Terrx Fil. No. i The men [of

Christ Church] gave themselves airs . . those of other

Colleges were '

squils
' and ' hodmen '.

f Variously misexplained in diets. : see quots.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Hodman, . . a young Scholar

admitted from Westminster-School to be a Student in

Christ's-Church College in Oxford. [Followed by Chambers

(1727), Rees (1819), etc.] 1847-78 HALLIWELL, Hodman,
a nickname for a canon of Christ Church, Oxford.

Hod-man-blind, obs. f. HOODMAN-BLLND.

Hodmandod (h^'dmaendp=d), sb. (a.). [A re-

duplicated variation ofDODMAN, HODDY-DOD ; app.
influenced in form by hodman : it has the dial,

variants hodmadod, hodmedod, hodman Hob, hod-

mandon.]
1. A shell-snail, a dodman.
1*26 BACON Sylva 732 The Crab, the Crafish, the Hod-

mandod or Dodman, the Tortoise, a 1654 WEBSTER Appi-us
ff yirg. in.iv, I aman Ant,aGnat,aworm..a Hodmandod
amongst flies. 1674-91 RAY S. *r E. C. Words 102 A
Hodmandod, a shell-snail. 1766 [ANSTEY] Bath Guide vi.

27 As snug as a Hod'mandod rides in His Shell. 1858
SPURDENS Suppl. Forty in E. Angl. Gloss., Hodman Hot,
a snail-shell. 1803 Wiltsh. Gloss., Hodmedod, a snail.

b. fig. Applied to a deformed person.
1663 KILLIGREW Parson's Wed, v. iv. in Hazl. Dodsley

XIV. 525. 1807 Flowers Lit. 278 His head was thrice

broader than his body, which . . accident had made such a

hodmandod one of the greatest philosophers of this age.

\ 2. An early corruption of the name HOTTENTOT

322

1697 DAMPIER I'oy. (1759! T. 536 The Natural Inhabitants

of the Cape are the Hodmodods, as they are commonly
called, which is a corruption of the word Hottantot. 1710
E. WARD I'ulgiis Brit. in. 40 So Hodmontots, because their

Feasts Chiefly consist of Gutts of Beasts. 1719 Cmvltys
l
r
oy. in Collect. Voy. IV. n. 35 The Hodmandods are born

white, but make themselves black with Sut,

3. Any strange creature ;
a scarecrow, dial.

1881 Isle ofWight Gloss., Hodmandod, any strange animal,

a nondescript. 1888 Berksh. Gloss.. Hodmcdod, a scare-

crow ; usually a figure with a hat on, holding a stick to

represent a gun.
B. adj. Short and clnmsy; = HODDY-DODDT B. I.

1825 BRITTON Beauties Wiltsh. III. Gloss. (E. D. S.),

Hodmandod, hodmedod, short and clumsy. 1893 WMsh.
Glass.

Hodograph Qtf&maf). [I- Gr. &&at way +

-ypaipos (-GRAPH), writing, writer.]

1. Math. A curve, invented by Sir W. R. Hamil-

ton, of which the radius vector represents in mag-
nitude and direction the velocity of a moving par-

ticle. Also attrib.

1846 Proc. R. Irish Acad. III. 347 The Newtonian law

[of attraction] may be characterized as being the Law of

the Circular Hodograph. 1879 THOMSON & TAIT Nat. Phil.

I. I. 37 If from any fixed point, lines be drawn at every

nstant, representing in magnitude and direction the velocity

of a point describing any path in any manner, the extremi-

ties of these lines form a curve which is called the Hodo-

graph. 1883 A. S. HERSCHEL in Nature 15 Mar. 458 The
|

square of the hodograph-radius signifies the square of the

material point's velocity, or its directed actual energy.

2. A machine invented by Prof. Marey, for regis-

tering the paces of a horse, etc. (Commonly, but

unetymologically, spelt odograph?)
1883 Mag. of Art VI. 100 Some years ago one of the

horses in MissThompson's'Roll-Cair was severely attacked,

and proved incorrect by scientific men, odograph in hand.

Hence Hodogra-phic a., of the nature of, or per-

taining to, a hodograph ; Hodotfra'pMcally adv.,

by means of a hodograph.
1846 Proc. R. Irish Acad. III. 345 This hodographic

curve. 1847 Hid. 417 Note by Sir W. R. Hamilton, an-

nouncing a theorem of hodographic isocbronism. Ibid* The
times of hodographically describing the intercepted arcs

will be equal.

Hodometer (hodp-mftaj), odometer, [f.

Gr. b$6s way + nirpov measure ;
cf. F. odometre

(1734 in Hatz.-Darm.), whence the more frequent

spelling without h.]
An instrument for measuring the distance traversed

by a wheeled vehicle, consisting of a clockwork

arrangement attached to the wheel or bearing,

which records the number of revolutions of the

wheel ; also, an instrument for measuring distances

in surveying, consisting of a large light wheel,

having such a recording apparatus in the centre,

and trundled along by a handle. Also applied to

an instrument for measuring distances otherwise

traversed, e.g. a pedometer.
1791 JEFFERSON in Harper's Mag. (1885) Mar. 536/1 Pd.

Leslie for an odometer 10 D[ollars). 1834 Mechanic s Mag.
No. 34. 92 An odometer is a machine by which the steps of a

person who walks, .may be counted. 1848 SIR J. HERSCHEL
Ess. (1857) 318 To each of these cars . . a hodometer, marking
the distances travelled .. was attached. 1885 J. BIGELOW m
Harper's Mag. Mar. 536/1 The number of revolutions of

the wheels of his phaeton . . were registered by the odometer.

1885 Tradesman's Price List, Patent Odometer accurately

registers the distance travelled by Bicycle or Tricycle.

Hodometrical (h^dome-trikal), a. [f.
as prec.

+ Gr. iuTftic6s METBIO + -AL.]
1. Relating to the measurement of a ship's 'way',

i.e. the distance traversed by it.

I730-4 BAILEY (folio), Hodometrical . . is the Method of

Computation of the Measure of the Way of a Ship between

Place and Place . . and what Way she has made. 1753 in

CHAMBERS Cycl. Sntf. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk.,

Hodometrical, [applied to) a method of rinding the longi-

HOE.

of particular places, as The Hoe at Plymouth, The

Hooe near Chipping Camden, Hoo in Kent ,
Bedford-

shire, etc. ; and frequent as a second element in

place-names, as Martinhoe, Morthoe, Pinhoe,

Trentishoe, in Devonshire, Ayn/io, Ivitighoe, Stan-

hoe, Wyvenho, elsewhere.

[OE. lit would normally give lioo (hft), which it has

given in some of these cases. The hoe (h<i
u

) in other

parts, may be derived from the OE. dative Ii6ge, giving

ME. ho)e, hmue, hem', pronounced like grmi, stow. C

this hmue may have been a dialectal form : cf. the

phonology of HOE st.'
1
,
where we have also howe, koto,

hoe. In the north of England, there is sometimes con-

fusion between -Iwe and -lunu from ON. haugr: see

How sb?\

Icjoo Charter d3-i4th C. copy) in Kemble Cod. Dipt.

I 45, xl. terrae illius manentes ubi Hogh nuncupatur

[=Hoo, co. Kent). r8jo Munster Glosses (Kluge Ags.
Leseb. 91 Promontoriuiii, booh. 972 Charter in Kemble

III. 79 Of hrischeale to Sam ho. 988 IHd. 236 Danon to

AelfriSe ho. a 1000 in Cockayne Narrat. Angl. Cotiscr. 24

Da hean hos and dene and garsecg Sone aethiopia we jes-

awon. 14.. Liber Sharlntr. in Spelman Gloss. s.v. Hoga.
Edwinus inuenit quendam collem et hogum petrosum, &
ibi incipiebat zdificare quandam villam, & vocauit illam

Stanhoghiam, qua; postea vocabatur Stanhowe [StanhoeJ.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. x. 10 Thewesterne Hogh, besprmcled
with the gore Of mighty Goemot. 1602 CAKEW Cornwall

(1811) 4 Upon the Hawe at Plymouth is cut out m the

ground the portraiture of two men, with clubs m their

hands, whom they term Gog and Magog. 1612 DRAYTON

Polyolb. \. 13 That loftie place at Plimmoulh call d the Hoe

[rime go]. 1797 POLWHELE Hist. Devmsh. I. 46 The hill

between the town of Plymouth and the sea, that we call the

Haw.
Hoe (h0), s/>. 2 Forms : 3-9 howe, 5 howwe,

6 houe, 7 haw, 7-8 baugb, 7-9 how, hough, 8-

hoe. [a. F. houe ( 1 2th c. in Hatz.-Darm. : houe in

Cotgr.) :-OHG. houivS (in MHG. homve, mod.G.

haue), hoe, mattock, pick-ax, f. hotiwan to HEW.
The spelling hoe (due to the falling together of

-ow, -oe, in pronunciation, ssiaji<rw,jloe) appeared
in 1 8th c., and became the ordinary form c 1755.

How, hough, are still dialectal; the Sc. is howe

(htm, hou), riming with Sc. pron. of grow, knowe,

etc.]
1. An agricultural and gardening tool, consisting

of a thin iron blade fixed transversely at the end

of a long handle ;
used for breaking up or loosen-

ing the surface of the ground, hoeing up weeds,

covering plants with soil, and the like.

[c 1184 Hist, et Cart. Mm. Gloucest. (Rolls) III. 219 Quod
sint in curia, becchiae, howje, civerae, et alia minuta utensilia.]

1375 BARBOUR Bruce xvn. 344 The yngliss host Arrne thame

in hy . . With . . Pykis, howis, and ek staff-slyngis. c 1430

nigr. LyfManhode in. vi. (1869) 139 Of a bisshopes croos

he made his howwe and his pikoyse. Pikoise was be sharpe

tude at sea by dead reckoning.

~l. (Also odometrical.) Belonging to a hodometer.2.

1847 CRAIG, Odometrical. 1882 OGILVIE, Hodometrical,

i. Pertaining to a hodometer. Ibid., Odometrical.

Hodo-metry,odo-metry. [f.
as HODOMETER,

after Gr. -nerpia -METBT.] Measurement, as by a

hodometer, of distances traversed.

1846 WORCESTER, Odometry, the measurement of distances.

Hodone, obs. f. HODDON, a kind of whale.

Ho'dsman, rare var. HODMAN ; in quot.y^.

1863 BATES Nat. Amazon viii. (1864) 228 The little hods-

men soon have as much as they can carry.

Hodur(e, var. HODER v., Obs. ;
obs. f. ODOUR.

fHodymoke. Of>s. rare. 1 Concealment.

c 1450 MYRC 2031 Huyde hyt not in hodymoke, Lete other

mo rede bys boke.

Hoe (h<7"), J*.1 Obs. exc. dial. Forms : I h6h,

h6, (3-6 hogh), 5- howe, 7-8 haw(e, 5- hoe,

hooe, hoo. [OE. h6h, ha, str. masc. (gen. his,

dat. h6%f, h6, pi. h6s~) the same word as the northern

HEUQH (andapp.the same asHorf. 1 heel) :-OTeut.

type *hanho-, from ablaut stem of HANG z>.]

'A projecting ridge of land, a promontory'

(Sweet) ;

'

originally a point of land, formed like

a heel, and stretching into the plain, perhaps even

into the sea' (Kemble) ; a height ending abruptly

or steeply: cf. HEDOH. Now only in the names

ende, and howwe was be krookede ende. 0440 Jacob's

Well lE. E. T. S.) 265 Now schal I telle }ow of be howe

or a pek-ex wherwyth }e muste stubbe out be grauel. 1573
TUSSER Husb. xlvi. (1878) 98 A houe and a parer . . to pare

away grasse and to raise vp the roote. 1606 BRYSKETT

Civ. Life 66 Which to cut downe or roote vp, many
sithes and howes would scarce suffice. 1664 EVELYN Kal.

Hort. Apr. (R.), Remember to weed them .. and a little

after to thin them with a small haugh. 1674 RAY .S.

tf E. C. Words 68 A How: pronounced as mow and

throw : a narrow iron rake without teeth, to cleanse Gardens

from weeds. 1678 ANNE BRADSTREET Poems 6 Ye husband-

men, your coulters made by me, Your houghs, your mat-

tocks 1694 WESTMACOTT Serift. Hero. 182 It may be the

better weeded with a Haw. 1722 DE FOE Col. Jack (1840)

132 With my haugh, or hoe, in my hand. 1753 HANWAY
Trail. (1762) I. vi. Ixxxiv. 382 A gardmer once threw a hough
at him. 1764 GRAINGER Sugar Cane 11. (R.), Let the hoe

uproot Th' infected cane piece. 1884 PAE Eustace 70 Busy
with hoe and rake amongst the flowers.

b. With qualifications, indicating the shape, the

mode of use, etc. In respect of the latter, the chief

distinction is that of draw-hoes (the original type)

and thrust-hoes (as in the Dutch hoe). The name

is also extended, as in horse-hoe, to machines of

various kinds which do the work of several hoes

in stirring up the soil between plants, etc.

Bayonet hoe, a form of draw-hoe, with the blade narrow

and pointed much in the form of a trowel-bayonet (Cent.

Diet.). Dutch hoe, Scuffle hoe, kinds of thrust-hoes.

Spanish hoe, Vernon hoe : see quot. 1855.

1744-46 [see HAND-HOE, HORSE-HOE]. 1744-50w - ELLIS

Mod. Husbandm. IV. i. 16 The Beck-hough, is an instru-

ment differing from the common Pick-axe or Mattock, only

by having its two Ends about four Inches broad. Ibid. 17

This common Hough (the hand-hough) with which we

| hough all our Turneps, etc., and . . the Dutch Hough, to

hough between the close Rows of drilled Wheat, are of

prodigious Value to the Farmer. Ibid. iv. 52 This Dutch

Hoe is . . most conveniently fitted to hoe the Weeds up
between the Drills of Wheat, Barley, etc. 1822 LOUDON

Encycl. Card. (1834) 519 Hoes are of two species, the draw-

hoe and the thrust-hoe, of each of which there are several

varieties . . The Spanish hoe . . Pronged hoes [etc.]. 1834

D. Low Elem. Pract. Agric. (1843) 130 The mattock-hoe

of the countries of the East. 1855 C. MTNTOSH Bk. of

Card. II. 38 The best hoe, when deep-stirring the soil

between drilled crops is performed, is the Spanish hoe . . or

the Vernon hoe.

2. A dentist's excavating instrument, shaped like

a miniature hoe. (Knight Diet. Mech. 1875.)

3. attrib. and Comb., as hoe-handle, -helve, -work ;

hoe-artnedaf\].; t hoe-break = HoRSE-HOE. Also

HOK-PLOTJQH.



HOE.

'744~5 W. ELLIS Mod. Hnsbandm. IV. i. 8 There are

three Sortb of Hough Horse-breaks, actually in use. Ibid. 9
This Hough-break is light in itself. 1764 GRAINGKR Sugar
Caiie i. 288 Might not the plough that rolls on rapid wheels,

Save no small labour to the hoe-arm'd gang? 1817 SCOTT

Let. to Soitthey 9 May, All sort of spade-work and hoe-work.

Hoe, sb.'S Obs. exc. dial. [Later form of OK.

fio$u t
ME. hop, howe, How J*. 1

, q.v. Cf. Ho v.'t]

Care, anxiety, trouble.

1567 TURBKRV. tr. Ovid's Ep. 155 b, Though there bee
a thousand cares that heape my hoe. 1798 CH. SMITH \'tig.

Phtlos. I. 195 Him that, .this gentlewoman is in such a hoe
about. 1875 PARISH Sussex Gloss, s.v., I doant see as you've

any call to putt yourself in no such terrible gurt hoe over it.

Hoe, J#.* local, [a. ON. kd-r (Da. haa) dog-
fish, shark.] The name, in Orkney and Shetland,
of the Picked Dog-fish, SfUaftu acanthias.

rti8o4 G. BARRY Hist. Orkney Isl. (1805) 296 The Piked

Dog-Fish, .known by the name of the hoe, frequently vi*>iis

our coasts. 1836 YARRELL Brit. FisJies II. 400 The Picked

Dog-Fish, .among the Scotch islands, .is called Hoe.

b. Comb, hoe-mother (contracted /i0//ier) t
the

Basking Shark, Selaehus maximits
; hoe-tusk, the

Smooth Houndfish, Mustalus hinnulus.
a 1804 G. BARRY Hist. Orkney Isl. (1805) 296 The Basking

Shark . . has here got the name of the /we-ttwt/u?r, or homer,
that is the mother of the dog-fish. 1809 A. EDMONSTONK
View Zetland Isl. II. 304 Sqitalus Mmtelus .. Hoe-tusk,
Smooth Hound. Frequently met with in the bays.

Hoe, v. Forms : see HOE sb* [f. HOE sb.-*\

1. intr. To use a hoe ; to work with a hoe.

i 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Mantwde in. viii. (1869) 140 He sigh
that folk howweden and doluen aboute the cberche. 1664
EVELYN Kal. Hort. (1729) 199 Weed and haugh betimes.

1831 MARRYAT N. Forster xiv, The slaves . . were at work

hoeing. 1894 R. BRIDGES Feast of Bacchus i. 39 Here
I find you, digging, hoeing.
2. trans. To weed (crops) with a hoe ; to thin

out (plants) with a hoe ; to ( cultivate
'

with a hoe.

1693 EVELYN De la. Quint. Compl. Card. vi. 1 1. 155 Aspara-
gus., must be carefully howed, or cleared of Weeds. 1748
Anson's V"oy. in. ix. 393 Chinese, who had been hoeing rice

in the neighbourhood. 1846 J.
BAXTER Libr. Pract. Agric.

(ed. 4) I. 243 Peas, properly drilled, and carefully hoed. 1858
GLENNY Gard. Every-day Bk. 81/1 Spinach.. is finer when
hoed out to six-inch distances.

3. To break or stir up (the ground) with a hoe,
so as to loosen the surface and destroy weeds ; to

dress with a hoe.

1712 J. JAMES tr. Le Blond's Gardening 44 Walks that. .

would take up too much Time to hough and rake, a 1746
E. HOLDSWORTH Rent. Virgil 121 (Jod.) To hough the land
in the spring time. 1838 GLENNY Card. Every-day Bk.

133/2 Hoe the ground between the young evergreens and
deciduous plants.

4. with adv. To dig up, raise /, take away, cut

down^ cover in, with a hoe.

1699 EVELYN Kal. Hort. (ed. 9) 56 Rake away what you pull
or Haugh up. 1707 SLOANE Jamaica I. p. Ixiv, When the

Potatoes. are full grown, they hough up the roots. 1788
Traits. Soc. Arts VI. 93, 1 ..hoed them in at the last hoeing
about the middle ofMay. 18467. BAXTER Libr. Pract. Agric.
(ed. 4) II. 339 Exposed to the frosts during the winter, from
the earth being hoed away from them. 1885 Gardening 13

June 183 Dig them [sow thistles] in if you can, but in any
case hoe them down. 1886 CasselVs Fam. Mag. May 337
This done, hoe up the soil between the rows.

Hence Hoed (h^ud)///. a. Also Hoe'able a.

1740 TULL Horse-hoeing Husb. xi, (1822) 138 The wheat

..may not be hoeable before the winter is past. 1744-50
W. ELLIS Mod. Husbandm. IV. in. 27 There is no such

Necessity for deep Houghing, lest the houghed Turneps up-
set and grow again.

Hoe, var. HEO, Hi prons. t
Ho. Hoeboy, Hoe-

buck, obs. var. of HAUTBOY, HAWBUCK.
Hoe-cake (hJu-k^k). U.S. [Orig. cake baked

on the broad thin blade of a cotton-field hoe {Cent.

Did.].] Coarse bread, made of Indian meal, water,

and salt, and usually in the form of a thin cake.

1793 J. BARLOW Hasty Pudding I, Some talk of Hoe-cakes,
fair Virginia's pride. 1809 W. IRVING Knickerb. (1861) 138
Great roisters, much given to revel on hoe-cake and bacon.

1885 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. 4 Sept. 2/4 Perhaps Americans
will . . make international the power and elegance of hoe-cake

and baked beans.

Hoe-down. U.S. A noisy, riotous dance ;
=

BREAKDOWN 2.

1860 in BARTLETT Diet. Amer. (ed. 3). 1885 Libr. Mag.
(N. Y.) July i They [negroes] danced their vigorous hoe-

downs, jigs.

Hoeful (luMul). [f. HOE $b? + -FUL.] As
much as can be lifted on a hoe.
1866 LIVINGSTONE Last Jrnls. (1873) I. v. 129 The final

reparation is effected by men digging . . passing each hoe-

ul into the left hand.

Hoeing (hJu'in), vbl. sb. [f. HOE v. + -ING 1
.]

The action of the vb. HOE ; stirring up the ground,

digging, weeding, etc. with a hoe.

1676 WORLIDGE Cyder (1601) 77 They require your care

in hawing. 1699 EVELYN Kal. Hort. (ed. g) 87 Begin the

work of Haughing. 1787 WINTER Syst. Husb. 211 Hoeing
is the breaking or dividing of the soil by plowst or other in-

struments, while the corn or plants are growing thereon.

1842 BRAND Diet. Set. etc. s.v., Hoeing is sometimes per-
formed on surfaces which are without weeds, for the purpose
of stirring the soil.

b. Comb,, as hoeing-instrument ^ -machine, -time.

p
fu

323

Hoe'-plough, sb. ? Obs. = HORSE-HOE.
1733 TULL Hcrsc-hocing Husb. xvi. 112 The Plow, which

is almost the same with the Ho- Plow. 1775 ROMANS Florida
120 In a large field these hoeings are most commodiously
performed by the hoe-plough drawn by one horse.

Hence Hoe-plough v. trans.
,
to hoe with a hoe-

plough ; Hoe-ploughing
1

vbl. sb.

1733 TULL Horse-hoeing Husb. x. 45 You may Ho-plow
them. 1770-4 A. HUNTER Gcorg. Ess. (1803) I. 432 Hoe-
ploughmgs necessary for completing the crop are three.

1790 CASTI.KS in Phil. Trans. LXXX. 356 The land should
then be ploughed or hoe-ploughed twice.

Hoer (hJu-sj). Also 8 hougher. [f. HOE v. +
-EH !.] One who hoes or uses a hoe.

1744-50 W. ELLIS Mod. Husbandm. V. i. 86 Turnips may
be houghed ill, if the hougher stubs them, as we call it, i.e.

if he . . only cut off the heads, and leave the roots in the

ground. 1893 BARJNG-GouU) Ckeo^-Jack Z. II. 117 The
wheat had to be hoed, and the hoers were women.

I! Hoey. [Chinese (Mandarin dial.) hfty (hi),

society, club, guild.] A society of Chinese : esp.
a secret society formed by them in English-speaking
countries or colonies.

1865 Sat. Rev. 25 Mar. 351 The people [Chinese] from

every province form a secret society or
'

hoey \ bound to-

gether by solemn oaths, and imposing the most implicit
obedience on its members, 1883 Spectator 24 Nov. 1504/2
The terrible law making entrance into a Hoey or Secret

Society a crime punishable with death. 1885 Cycl. India

(ed. 3) II. 91 Hoe, a secret society of the Chinese into which
the members are initiated.

Hof, early f. HOVE. Hof, hofen - hove, hoven,

pa. t. and pple. of HEAVE v. Hofe, obs. f. HOOP.

Hoff, obs. Sc. f. HOVE ; dial. f. HOUGH sb. and v.

182$ BROCKETT, Hoff, hough, to throw any thing under
the thigh. 1828 Craven Dial., Hoff^ the hock. In the plural

lwffs t a ludicrous term for the feet

tHo'fleS, <z- Obs. [f. ME.//3/", HoVE^.2 + -/w,

-LESS : cf. ON. hoflauss immoderate.] Immoderate,

excessive; unreasonable; intemperate. Alt hofelxs

(quot. 1200), immoderately.
c iaoo ORMIN 6224 Swa batt jitt nohht att hofelass Ne nede

be33m to swinnkenn. a -oafr Ancr. R. 108 Muchel hofleas

is bet cumen into ancre huse..vorte sechen eise berinne.

c 1330 Hali Meid.43 Sone so bu . . bunche5 hofles & hoker
of ewt bat mon seio be o5er de5 ?ette.

t Hofte. Obs. [app. MDu. hooft) hovet HEAD.]
1526 SKELTON Magnyf. 759 Decke your hofte and cower

a lowce.

t Hofol, a. Obs. [Late form of OE. hogful>
ME. kojful, /W///W/HOWFUL-: cf. HOE sb.$] Careful.

1^65 T. STAPLETON Fortr. Faith 97 b, Euer hofull of his

doings and behauiour.

Hence fHo-folly adv., carefully; t Ho'fulness,

carefulness, care, solicitude.

1565 T. STAPLETON Fortr. Faith 86 b, The army . .kepeth
watche and warde hofullyer. Ibid. 119 b, Wemen seruing
God hofully and chastly. 1566 Ret. Untr. Jewel iv. 64
The hofulnesse of all Churches.

Hog (h?g)> sb. 1 Also 4(?)-6 hogge, 6-9 hogg.

[First exemplified c 1340, but the derivative HOG-
GASTER occurs c 1 175 : origin unknown.
The word may possibly be contained in the OE. place-

names Hocgestdn (Hogston) and Hocgetwistle \ but this is

hardly likely. The conjecture that ME. hog represented
Cornish hoch

t
Welsh h-wch^ swine, is improbable on phonetic

and other grounds. The evidence afforded by the word
itself and by its derivatives hoggaster, hoggerel, hogget
(the first of which, applied to sheep, offers our earliest

example of the word-group), makes it probable that the

word originally had reference to the age or condition of

runs through most of the uses : cf. 2 b, 4, 4 b, 5, isb. In thi

uncertainty, the order of senses followed is merely one of

practical convenience.]
I. 1. A swine reared for slaughter ; spec, a cas-

trated male swine, a barrow-pig or barrow-hog (see
BARROW 2 i b) ; hence, a domestic swine generally.

(Not used in Scotland.)
(The original application may either refer to the age, swine

reared for the purpose of slaughter being seldom allowed to

exceed much more than one year in age, or to the fact that

the males intended for this purpose are usually castrated :

see etym. note.)

1340 Ayenb. 89 Of hare moder be erbe, bet berb and norys-
^ azewel be hogges, ase hy dej be kinges. 13. . K. A l~

-. ith hogges '. 1398 TL

(1495) 837 Hogges bothe male and female haue lykynge
to ete Akernes for it tempreth theyr flesshe, c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 242/1 Hogge, swyne, nefrendis, inaialis. 1474CAXTON
CJtesse 83 Whan he wold haue buryed the body he founde
hit an hogge or a swyne and not a man. 1483 Cath. Angl.
187/1 An Hogge, inaialis, est enim porcns carens tcsticnlis.

1530 PALSGB. 231/2 Hogge, pore, porceau. 1552 HULOET,
Hogge called a barrow hogge or gait, tttaias.^. Hogge ungelt,
vcrres. 1644 EVELYN Diary 30 Sept., A dish of trufles, an
earth nut, found out by an hogg train'd to it. 1707 MOKTIMF.R
Husb. (1708) 186 The Males must be gelt, and the Sows

spay'd ; the spay'd Celts, .they esteem the most profitable,

because of the great Quantity of Fat that they have upon
their Inwards more than the Hogs. 1756^7 tr. Kcysler's
Trav. (1760) I. 433 It is remarkable, that in the Milanese

all the hogs are black. 1846 J. BAXTER Libr. Pract. Agric.

(ed. 4) II. 190 Hogs will thrive very fast when fed on it

[parsnip], and will leave any other food to attack it.

b. Bacon-hog, a hog fattened for making bacon.

1612 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Trav. Wks. (1872) 35 For most

HOG.
of them arc as full of humanity as a bacon-hog. 1860 J.

DONALDSON Brit. Agric. 490 Two lots of bacon hogs may be
fattened during the curing season from October to April.

c. U. S. The flesh of the pig ; pork ;
in allite-

rative phr. hog and hominy , pork and Indian corn.

1860 THORPE Big Bear Arkansas (Bartlett), I can give

you plenty to eat ; for, besides hog and hominy, you can
have bar [l>ear] ham and bar sausages. 1870 Daily News
21 Oct., L'rom abundant hog and hominy down to the last

lean mule.

2. Used as the name of the species, and so includ-

ing the wild boar and sow : = SWINE, b. Formerly
spec, a wild hoar ofthe second year: cf.HoGGASTER.

1483 in Halt C/tron., Kick. /// (1548) 18 The Rat, the
Caite and Lovell our dogge Rule al England vnder the

hogge. [1548 HALL Comment, Meanynge by the hogge,
the- dreadfull wylde bore which was the kinges cogmsaunce.]
1486 Bk. St. Alhans E iij a, The boore . . is . . the secunde
yere an hogge. 1660 HOWELL Lexicon HI, A wild Bore,
the first year a Pigg, the 2. a Hogg, the 3. a Hoggsteer, the

4. a Bore, the 5. a Cingular. 1766 PENNANT Zool. (1768) I.

41 The hog is certainly the most impure and filthy of all

quadrupeds. 1807 T. WILLIAMSON Oriental Field Sports
(1808) I. 34 In grass covers a hog is often started, hunted,
and killed, without being seen till he is dead. 1835 SWAIN-
SON Qitatirup. 224 It is generally supposed .. that the wild

hog, or boar, is the origin of our domestic swine.

3. Applied, with distinguishing epithet, to dif-

ferent species of the family Suidx. See also

GROUND-, RIVER-, SEA-, WATER-HOG.
1732 Gentlcm. Guide to Cattle (ed. 2) 109 The Bantam-

Hogs, and the African Hogs from whence those of Hartford-
shire are derived. 1781-3 W. SMELLIE tr. Bitffoiis Nat.
Hist. (1791) VII, 58 The Babiroussa or Indian Hog. 1788
Chambers' Cycl. s.v., Of this genus are the common hog,
the Guinea hog or Porcits Guineensis, the Mexican musk
hog or Tajacu, the hydrochxris or Capybara, and the

Babyroussa. 1856 KNIGHT Cycl. Nat. Hist. IV. 964 Aelian's

Wart-Hog is a native of the North of Africa. 1860 Cham-
bers' Encytl., Babyroussa .. sometimes called the Horned
Hog. Ibid. s.v., The Bush Hog of South Africa, .is about
two feet six inches high, covered with long bristles.

II. 4. A name given to a sheep of a certain age.
a. In Scotland and many parts of Engl. a young
sheep from the time it ceases to be a lamb till its

first shearing: see quot. 1842-4.
[1350 Bp. HatjZeld*s Surv. (Surtees) 226 Hogs et Jercs.

Et de x hogs et jercs de remanentibus. Summa x.J c 1460
Towneley Myst. xiii. 456 And of fefteyn hogys ffond I bot
cone ewe. 1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 66 ^ouis and lammis..and

mony herueist hog. 1606 Choice, Chance etc. (1881) 17
The Sheepheard he would.. talke of his Rammes and his

Weathers, of his Ewes and his Lambs, his hogs and his

sheerlings. 1674-91 RAY N. C. Words 38 A Hog, a Sheep of
a year old ; used also in Northampton and Leicester shires,
where they also call it a Hoggrel. 1733 Gentlem. Guide to

Cattle (ed. 2} 12, I have seen those of a year old. .which we
call Hogs, or Hoggets, bring Lambs. 1842-4 H. STEPHENS
Bk. ofFarm (1851) 924 After a lamb has been weaned, until

the first fleece is shorn from its back, it receives the name of

hogg. 1867 Gainsborough News 23 Mar., 200 lambed and in-

lamb ewes and gimmers, 200 he hogs, 140 she hogs.
b. With distinguishing epithets as chilver~ or

ewe-hogy tup-hog, wether-hog, etc.

1607 TOPSELL four-/. Beasts (1658) 495 The first year we
call it in English a Lamb, so the second year a Hog, Lam-
hog, or Teg if it be a female, the third year Hoggrils and
Theives. 16x4 MARKHAM Cheap Hnsb. (1623) 106 The first

year a male Lambe is called a weather-Hog and a female
Lambe an Ewe-Hog. 1618-9 N. Riding Rec. II. 190 An
old Malton man presented for stealing a gimmer hogge
value \od. 1794 T. DAVIS Agric. Wilts in Archseol. Rev.

(1888) Mar., Sheep, . . wether-hogs, chilver-hogs from thence

[Christmas] till shear-time. 1866 BRANDE & Cox Diet. Sci.

etc. II. 138 A lamb becomes a teg in its first winter, and
afterwards a hogget ; and on losing its coat a shearhog.
1882 Somerset Co. Gaz. 18 Mar., 12 good ewe and wether

hogs, warranted sound.

c. Short for hog-fleece, -wool.

1854 Miss BAKER Northampt. Gloss., Hog, a yearling

sheep, which has only been shorn once . . Applied equally to

the animal and to the fleece. 1879 CasselFs Techn. Educ.
IV. 259/2 The fleeces shorn from sheep which have not pre-

viously been shorn as lambs, are called hogs or tegs, .'hog'

applies properly to the first shorn fleece of any long-stapled
wool. 1884 York Herald 26 Aug. 7/3 The trade in wool
remains firm.. all hog made from us. to i2s. -$d. per stone.

III. 6. Applied (chiefly in comb.) to various

domestic animals of a year old. See hog-bull, -colt,

in 13 b.

1775 ASH, Hog, a bullock of a year old. a 1893 Wilts.

Arch. Mag. XVII. 303 (Wilts. Gloss.) The word hog is now

applied to any animal of a year old, such as a hog bull,

a chilver hog sheep.

6. Short for hog-fish.

1623 WHITBOURNE Newfoundland g The Sea likewise all

along that Coast, doe plentifully abound in other sorts of

fish, as Whales.. Herring, Hogs, Porposes.

IV. 7. Jig. Applied opprobriously to a person.

a. A coarse, self-indulgent, gluttonous, or filthy

person.
1436 Libel in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 171 Thus arn they

hogges ; and drynkyn wele ataunt ; ffare wel, Fiemynge !

1546 J. HEYWOOD f*rov. (1867) 76 Ye haue bene so^yeraie
a"nog, To my freendis. 1394 SHAKS. Rich. ///, i. iii. 228

Thou eluish mark'd, abortiue rooting Hogge. 1727 GAY
Molly Mog viii, Who follows all ladies of pleasure, In

pleasure is thought but a hog. 1890 BESANT Demoniac ii.

20,
'
I am a hog ! I am a hog !

'

he said . .
'
I made no resist -

ce ; I drank because I was thirsty '.

b. A nickname for the members of St. John's

College, Cambridge.
1690 DE LA PRYME Diary (Surtees) 20 For us Jonians are

called abusively hoggs. 1795 Genii. Mag. LXV. i. 22/1 The
41-2

20,
ance



HOG.

Johnian hogs were originally remarkable, on account of the

squalid figures and low liabits of the students. 1890 C.

WHIBLEV In Cap $ Gown xxvii t Perhaps . . Johnians were

only called
'

Hogs
' because they were fond of good living.

8. slang. A shilling. In U.S., a ten-cent piece.

1673 R. HEAD Canting Acad., Shilling, Bord or Hog.
1735 .Vew Cant. Diet. (Farmer*, Half a Hog, Six-Pence.

1809 MAR. EDGEWORTH Ennui (1815! 74
' A hog to drink my

health?' *Ay, that is a thirteen, plase your honour; all

as one as an English shilling.' 1859 MASTELL Voc., Hog^ a
ten-cent piece. 1875 CsoiKHUHK 3 Courses fy Dessert 412
What's half a crown and a shilling? A bull and a hog.
9. A name given to various contrivances, a.

A sort of broom or scrubbing-brush for cleaning a

ship's bottom.
1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (\-jZtf>, Goret. .ahog, or large

brush to scrub the ship's bottom under water. 1867 SMYTH
Sailor's \Vord-bk., Hog, a kind of rough, flat scrubbing
broom, serving to scrape a ship's bottom under water.

b. Paper-making. A revolving stirrer in a chest

of paper pulp which agitates the pulp so as to

keep it of uniform consistence.

1807 Specif. Cobtfs Patent No. 3084. 2 Agitators or hogs
. .are placed in the said vats to keep the pulp duly suspended.

c. Hop-drying (see quot.)
1848 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. IX. n. 570 It is a very good

precaution . . to have horses or hogs (as these plates, resting
upon open brickwork, are called) over the fires, when there
are three to the same space.
10. Curling. A stone which has not sufficient im-

petus to carry it over the hog-score or distance-line.
a 1772 GRAEME Curling^ His opponent is glad, Yet fears

a sim'lar fate, while ev'ry mouth Cries, Off the hog. 1856
'STONEHENGE' Brit. Sports (1859) 512 Every stone to be
considered a hog which does not clear a square placed upon
the score.

V. 11. Phrases and locutions. Chiefly belong-

ing to sense i.

106 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 24 Cast not your perles
before hogges. 1546 J- HEYWOOD Prov. (1867) 38 Euery
man basteth the fat hog we see, But the leane shall burne er
he basted bee. 1587 MASCALL Gout. Cattle (1627) 270 Where-
fore the common saying is, the hog is neuer good but when
he is in the dish. 1638 CLARKE Phraseol. Puer. 76 Triti-
cum advexi <$ hordeittrt vendo . , I have brought my hogges
to a faire market, c 1645 MILTON Sonn. xii, But this is got
by casting pearls to hogs. 1660 HOWELL Eng. Prov. 5 You
have spun a fair threed, you have brought your hogs to
a fair market. Spoken in derision when a business hath sped
ill. Ibid. 13 A great cry and little wool, quoth the Devil
when he sheard the hogg. 1670 RAY/V^Z/. (1768) n Better

my hog dirty home than no hog at all. Ibid. 196 To make
a nog or a dog of a thing. 1670-1705 [see HALFPENNYWORTH].
1705 HICKERINGILL Priest-cr. i. (1721) 64 He truly setting
the Tail on another Hog, affrighted the good King off the
Bench. 1738 SWIFT Pol. Conversat. n. Wks. 1766 XI. 207
He . . snor a so hard, that we thought he was driving bis hogs
to market. 1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Rand, xli, I should have
remembered the old saying, Every hog his own apple. 1882
Handbk. Prov. 166 What can you expect of a hog but his

bristles ?

b. To go the whole hog : To go all the way, to

do the thing thoroughly (slang) ; hence, in deri-

vative uses.

[Many conjectural explanations have been offered. But
cf. COWPER Hypocrisy Detected (1779) 12 [by J. Newton]
But for one piece they thought it hard From the whole hog
to be debarred ; And set their wit at work to find What joint
the prophet had in mind. Ibid. 22 Thus, Conscience freed
from every clog, Mahometans eat up the hog.]
1830 GALT Lawrie T. n. i. (1849) 43, I reckon Squire

Lawrie may go the whole hog with her. 1837-40 HALIBUR-
TON Clockm. (1862) 21 We never fairly knew what goin the
whole hog was till then. 1839 Titties n Apr., If so, let him
"go the whole hog* in candour. 1840 Boston Advert. 30
June 3/3 Mr. Yorke would have been just the man for the
Boston whole-hoggites '. 1853 Tait's Mag. XX. 414 Stage
morality, moreover, finds in Mr. Burke a whole-hogg de-
fender. 1857 HUGHES Tom Brown \\. ii, Yes, he's a v/hole-

hog man is Tom. 1876 KINGSTON Hist. Brit. Navy 533
Russia has gone the whole hog, and has now produced two
circular monitors.

VI. 12. General comb. a. attributive, as hog~
butcher, -farm, -fat, -grunt, -hunt, -market,
-merchant, -spear, -yard, etc. Also, in sense ' Like
that of a hog, hog-like ', as hog rump, shoulder.
1707 A. VAN LEEUWENHOEK in Phil. Trans. XXVI. 114,

I also caused a *Hog-Butcher to bring me divers Tongues
of Hogs. 1699 DAM PIER Voy. II. 98 There are abundance
of Crawls or *Hog-farms. 1749 FIELDING Tom fanes xvm.
vi, One would have thought that . . I had been the greatest
*hog-merchant in England. 1679 Lond. Gaz. No. 1436/4
Also a bay Mare, with a *hog rump. 1807 T. WILLIAMSON
Oriental Field Sports (1808) I. 40 They [bamboos] serve as
shafts to mount *hog-spears. 1657 W. COLES Adam in
Eden Iviii, In such places as these cattle do commonly dung,
abundance of this plant [henbane] groweth as in *Hog-yards.

b. objective and obj. genitive, as hog-driver,
feeder, -hunter ; hog-farming, -feeding, -hunting,
-raising, -serving, -shearing.
a 1704 T. BROWN in R. L'Estrange tr. Erasm. Colloq.

("7 11 ) 335 Let me die if I wou'd not sooner marry my
daughter to..a *hog-driver. 1551 HULOET, *Hogge feader,
torculator. 1790 SIR M. HUNTER Joum. (1894) 79 At Walla-
jabad we had the finest *hog-hunting that ever was. 1661
K.W. COM/. Ckarac. (1860) 88 She to *hog-se*ving, to hack-
ling, to spinning. 1662 MARTIN Lett. 95 [The] hideous cry
of *Hoggshearing, where . . wee have a great deal of noise,
and no Wool.

c. parasynthetic, as hog-buttocked, -faced, -necked
adjs. ; also HOG-BACKED.
1692 Lotut. Gaz. No. 2730/4 A thin Horse, *Hog But-

tock d. 1640 (title) A certaine Relation of the *Hoi-faced
Gentlewoman called Mistris Tannakin Skinker. 1793 HOL-

324

CROVT Lavaters Physiog. xl. 212 Horses are divided into
..the swan-necked, the stag-necked and the *hog-necked.

d. The possessive case hog*s is also largely used

in quasi-combinations, as hogs bristle, dung, foot,

hair, lard, etc. (hyphened when attrib.).

1693 C. MATHER Wond. In-vis. World^ (1862) 137 Several

Poppets, made up of Rags and
*
Hogs-bristles. 1611 COTGR.,

Onglons de fourceau, *hogs-feet singed, then sodden vntill
'

they be verie tender, then broyled [etc.]. 1819 RKES Cycl.
s. v. Back-Painting, With a*hog's-hair orush. 1688 BOYLE
Wks. (1772) V. 372 Take rue . . with May or other unsalted

1

butter, or else with fresh *hogs-lard. c 1865 LETHEBY in

Circ. Sc. I. 94/2 Hog's-lard is fluid at Si-
3
.

13. Special comb.: a. f hog-babe, a sucking.

pig; hog-cholera, the swine-fever ; hog-cistern,

f hog-loom, a receptacle for pig-wash ; hog-
constable = HOG-REEVE ; hog-feast ;see quot.) ;

hog('s)-flesh, pork; hog('s)-grease, the lard or

fat of a hog ; hence hog-grease vb., to smear

with hog's grease ; t hog-grubber, a mean or

sneaking fellow ; hence hog-gwbbing adj. ; hog-
house, a shed in which swine are kept ; hog-
jobber, a dealer in hogs ; hog-man, a swineherd

;

hog('s)-meat, pork ; hog-pen, -pound, a pig-

sty ; hog-plague, the swine-fever ; hog-potato,
an inferior or small potato used to feed swine

;

hog-ring, a ring or bent wire put into the snout

of a pig to prevent grubbing ; hog-ringer, one
who fastens rings in pigs' snouts ; a kind of pincers
used for the purpose ; t hog-rubber, one who
rubs hogs ; hence, a term of opprobrium ; t hog*s-

face, a person with a face like a hog's ;
a term of

opprobrium; hog-tieda.(seequot.); hog-wallow,
a hollow or ditch in which pigs wallow; also,

spec, in U.S., a natural depression having this ap-

pearance ; hog-ward, a keeper of hogs ;
a swine-

herd
; hog('s)-yoke, a frame of wood put round

a hog's neck to prevent its getting through hedges.
1610 HEALEY St. Aug. Cttie of God 170 Lette him bee

Potina and suckle the *hog-babes. 1881 Chicago Times
16 Apr., Loss of . . hogs in this state from so-called *hog
cholera. 1865 N. ff Q. 3rd Ser. VII. 295 The Huntingdon-
shire *hog-feast is the domestic rejoicing that follows upon
that important event in a cottager's family the killing of a

pig. 15*8 PAYNEL Salerne's Regim. E iv, The beste *hog
fleshe. 16x6 B. JONSON Ev. Man in Hum. \. i, Doe not
conceiue that antipathy betweene vsf and Hogs-den ; as
was betweene lewes, and hogs-flesh. x8*5 SCOTT Talism.
ii, Dried hog's-flesh, the abomination of the Moslemah.
1614 MARKHAM Cheap Husb. \. xlvii. 31 Take Waxe,
*Hogges-grease and Turpentine. 1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes
in. ii. 71 Yet they did Hog-grease his body. 1676 Lond.
Gaz. No. 1073/1, 4 Tierces of Hogsgreace. a 1700 B. E.
Diet. Cant. Crew s. v. Hog^

*
Hog-grubber',

a close-fisted,
. . sneaking Fellow. 1806 FORSYTH Beauties Scotl. IV.
62 Having stables .. milk-house, *hog-house, &c. 1896
Westm. Gaz. 26 Oct. 10/2 Chicago has just built for itself

a new piggery . . In the language of the West it is a
'600,000 dollar hog-house*. 1723 Lond. Gaz. No. 6170^
Thomas Greathead, ..*Hogjobber. 1733 London Mag. \.

278 He lov'd *hog-meat thorough done. 1695 Land. Gaz.
No. 3048/4 A convenient Still-house ready fitted with Stills,

Coppers, *Hogpenns. 1886
Syd^.

Soc. Lex., *Hog plague,
the same, according to Klein, as infectious pneumo-enteritis
..Abo called Swine fever. 1796 STEDMAN Surinam II. xxv.

224, I have here also found a kind of real potatoe . . but

they are only used by the negroes, being inferior to the

*hog-potatoes in Great Britain. 1866 ROGERS Agric. $
Prices I. xxi. 552, 1 find *hog-rings bought on two occasions
in 1360 and 1374. 1693 in G. Sheldon Hist. Deerfield, Mass.
(1895) I. 267 The *hogg ringers shall have 6d. per head for

every hogg ya ring. 1802-25 SYD. SMITH Ess. (Beeton) 215
Because he has served the office of clerk, or sexton, or hog-
ringer. 1614 B. JONSON Bartk, Fair v. Hi. Wks. (Rtldg.)
338/2 Yes good man *Hogrubber, of Pickthatch. 1621 BUB-
TON Anat. Mel. in. ii. iv. i. (1638) 536 The very rusticks and
hog-rubbers . . if once they last of this Loue liquor, are

inspired in an instant, c 1630 Trag. Rick. //, (1870) 60
Heeresafatt horson in his russet

slops,
And yett may spend

300*' bith yeare, The third of which the *hoggsface owes
the kinge. 1894 Harper's Mag. Feb. 356 A cow was soon

caught, .thrown down, and *hog-tied, which means all four
feet together. 1840 Amer. Jrnl. Sc. XXXIX. 212 From
the difference of surface, soil, and exposure, there arises a

great diversity in the size, depth, and general appearance of
the *hog-wallows. 1893 N. .5- Q. 8th Ser. IV. 406 Chapel
Lane, .was a hog-wallow, a fetid ditch, and open receptacle
of sewerage and filth. 1885 GREEN Cong. Eng. 330 The
*hog-ward who drove the swine to the denes in the wood-
land paid his lord 15 pigsat the slaughter time. IS^TUSSEK
Huso. xvii. (1878) 38 note, *Hog yokes, and a twicher, and
ringes for a hog. 16x3 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 387 Weare
a Yoke like a Hogs-yoke. 1707 MORTIMER Husb. (1708) 290
Hog-Yokes and Rings.

b. From senses 4 and 5 : hog-bull, a yearling
bull ; hog-colt, a yearling colt ; hog-fence, pas-
ture fenced off for feeding young sheep or *

hogs
'

during the winter ; hog-fleece, the fleece obtained
from a *

hog
'

; hog-fold, a fold for young sheep
(Lisle Husb. (21722); hog-gap (see quots.); so

hog-hole ; hog-lamb, a castrated wether Lamb;
hog-pox (see quot.) ; hog-sheep = sense 5 ; hog-
wool - sense 5 c.

1794 T. PAVISXjr/<r. Wilts in Archxol. Rev. (1888) Mar.,At
this time it is used in a more extended sense for any animal
of a year old, as a "hog bull, a cbilver hog sheep. 1591
PERCIVALL Sp. Dict. t Potrico, a *hog colt. 1796 W. MAR-
SHALL W. Eng. I. Gloss. (E.D.S.) Hog-colts, yearling colts.

i8o FINDLATER Agric. Surv. Peebles 192 Some better and
lower lying pasture is saved . . for them [lambs], for their

HOG.
Winter's provision ; what is thus hained, is called the *kog
fence. 1865 H. H. DIXON Field $ Fern IV. iv. 61 The weight
of the *hogg fleeces depends so entirely on their keep. 1878
Cumbld. Gloss.,

*

Hog-gap, a covered opening in a wall for

sheep to pass through, 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xxviii, The
bairns' rime says, the warst blast of the borrowing days
couldna kill the three silly poor *hog-lambs. 1842-4 H.
STEPHENS Bk. of Farm (1851) 923 When a male a tup-
lamb, and this last is changed to hogg-lamb when it under-

S>es
emasculation. 1749 \V. ELLIS Slieph. Guide ^24 This

isease, by many Farmers, is called the *Hog-Pox in Sheep,
proceeding from Foulness of Blood, and as some think is

somewhat of the Nature of the Small-Pox in the human
Body. 166? CotHtnio's Diet. 584 They did also pull off the

fleeces of *hog-sheep (whom now a days we shear). 1807
VANCOUVER Agric. Devon (1813) 346 The ewes and lambs,
with the preceding year's hog sheep, are brought down from
the forests in the beginning of November. 1813 SIR J.
CULLUM Hist. Haivstcd Suffolk (ed. 2) 274 Their [Hoggets'J
first fleece is called ^Hog-wool.

C. In names of animals resembling the hog, or

infesting swine, as hog-ape (also hog-faced ape},
the mandrill baboon, Simia porcaria ; f hog-
badger (see quot. 1741) ; hog-beetle, a beetle of

the family Curculionidx ; hog-caterpillar, 'the

larva of a Sphinx-moth, Darapsa myron, so called

from the swollen thoracic joints' (Cent.Dict.^. ; hog-
choke, -choker, U.S. (see quots. 1857, 1885) ; hog-
molly, a name in U.S. of two fishes : (a}

= Hog-
sucker ; (&)

= HOG-FISH 4 ; hog-monkey hog~ape ;

hog-mouse, the shrew-mouse ; hog-mullet = hog~
sucker ; hog-perch, the hog-fish, Percina caprodes ;

hog-rabbit, hog-rat (see quots.) ; hog-sucker, a

North American fish, the Hammer-head, Hypen-
tdium ntgricans ; hog-tapir, the Mexican tapir ;

hog-tick, a tick or louse parasitic on swine, Hama-
topimts suis.

1608 TOFSELL Serpents (1658) 675 The snout is like to the
snout of a *Hog-ape, always gaping. 1793 PENNANT Hist.

Oitadmip. I. 187 Hog-faced Ape, Simia Porcaria. 1611

COTGR., Taisson porckin, the *hog Badger; is footed, and
snowted like a swine. 1741 Contpl. Fatn. Piece n. i. 297
There are two Sorts of Badgers, viz. the Dog-Badger, as

resembling the Dog in his Feet
;
and a Hog-Badger, as

resembling a Hog in his cloven Hoofs. 1836-9 TODD Cycl.
Anat. II. 895/1 A similar change in the form and relative

size of parts of the head occurs in the *hog-beetles. 1857
Harper's Mag. XIV. 442 The refuse fish commonly taken
(in North Carolina) are sturgeon . .*hog-choke, or flounder,

lampreys, and common eels. 1885 KINGSLEY Stand. Nat.
Hist. III. 280 The nearest American relative of the sole . .

Ackirus lineatus. It is a worthless animal, as one of its

popular names *hogchoker suggests. 1744-50 W. ELLIS
Mod. Husbandm. III. ii. 36 But it happened, that good
Part of his Bean-crop was spoiled by *Hog or Shrew-mice.
1845 Encycl. Metroj>. XVI. 793 Ccelogenus Paca. .They are
sometimes called *Hog Rabbits, and are natives of Brazil.

1847 CARPENTER Zool. 147 Connecting the Rats with the
Marmots is a curious animal of larger size, the Capromys or

*Hog-rat, which inhabits Cuba. This is a climbing, not a

burrowing species, .and feeds entirely on vegetable matter.

d. In names of plants devoured by, fit for, or

left to hogs or swine, as hog-apple (see quot.) ;

hog-bed (U.S.), the Ground Pine, Lycopodium
complanatum ; hog('s) -grass, Swine's Cress, Sene-

biera Coronopus (Britten & H.) ; hog('s)-meat,
(a) Aristolochia grandiflora, () Boerhaavia de-

atmbens of Jamaica ; hog-pea, -pease, the com-
mon field-pea; hog-peanut, a twining plant of

U.S., Amphicarpaa moiioica (N.O. Leguminosae),

having purplish flowers and .fleshy, pea-shaped
fruits ; hog's bane, Goosefoot or Sowbane ; hog's

bread, Sowbread, Cyclamen", also = hog-meat b

{Syd. Soc. Lex. 1886); hog's eye (see quots.);
hog's garlic, Attium ursinum (Miller Plant-n.

1884); hog-slip (see quot.); hog's madder, Rag-
wort, Senecio Jacobsea; f hog's snout (see quot.);

hog-succory, a species of Hyoseris ; hog-wort,
Heptalon graveolens (N.O. Euphorbiacex} of U.S.

(Syd. Soc. Lex. 1886).
1865 Chamber? Encycl. VII. 622 Podophyllutn peltatuttt,

. . is common in North America . . and is known as May-

to Aublet the root of Boerhaavia decumbens (called Hog-
meat in Jamaica), is emetic. 1744-50 W. ELLIS Mod. Hvs~
bandm. III. n. 118 How another Farmer lost Crops of

*Hog-peas, by the Slugs . . he had sown his Hog-pea Seed
in the random broad-cast way of sowing them. 1807 VAN-
COUVER Agric. Devon (1813) 183 A few *nog-pease and some
beans, are occasionally cultivated 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
*Hog's bane, the Chenopodium mitrale. 1607 TOPSELL
Four-/. Beasts (1658) 73 The same gall with a little *Hogs-
bread. 1854 MAYNE Expos. Lex. t

*
Hog's Eye, .. common

name for the Hyophthalmus. 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex., Hyoph-
thalmus, the hog's eye plant, supposed to be tixtBuphthal'
mum spinosum, from the likeness of its flowers to a hog's
eye. 1750 G. HUGHES Barbadoes 171 "Hog-slip, this is a
trailing herbaceous vine, cloatbed with sharp-pointed leaves.

1707 MORTIMER Husb. (1708) 188 For the Gargol in Hogs. .

Take Angelica, Rue, Staverwort, or *Hog's-Madder, and
May-weed. 1834 M. G. LEWIS Jrnl. W. Ind. 168 The trees

..were many of them entirely covered with the beautiful

flowers of the *hog's-meat, and other creeping plants. 1559
MORWVNG Evonym. 367 The juice of Hamsig, Plantain, ..

Rostrum porcinum or *Hogges snout.

Hoff, sb2 local. [Origin obscure: it varies locally
with nod^\ A heap of potatoes or turnips covered
with straw and soil ; a *

clamp ',

'

pit '.
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1790-1804 A. YOUNG Ann. Agric. XXXII. 213 The usual

mocfe of preserving potatoes in this country is in hogs, as

they are called. 1857 7ml. R. Agric. Soc, XVIII. i. 108

The potatoes are brought out of the
*

hogs ', or
'

graves ', or

'pits all of which are provincial terms for the same mode
of covering them with straw and earth.

Hog Ovg), ^- l
[f. HOG j.l, in various senses un-

connected with each other.]
I. 1. trans, a. To arch (the back) upward like

that of a hog. b. To cause (a ship, her keel, a

plank, etc.) to droop at the ends and rise in the

centre, as the result of a strain.

1798 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Tales ofHoy Wks. 1812 IV. 417
A very bad world indeed in some parts hogg'd the moment
it was launch'd, a number of rotten timbers. 1802 Naval
Chron. VIII. 257 The Mars, .received some damage, which
has hogged her a little. 1803 WELLINGTON Let. to Lieut.-
Gen. Stuart in Gurw. Desp. (1837) II. 18 note t The ..

draught bullocks always suffer by exposure. They stick in

the mud, hog their backs, droop their heads and die. 1832
Hull Newspaper-,The planks were hogged amidships.
2. intr. To rise arch-wise in the centre, as a ship
when the ends droop or sink.

1818 R. SEPPINGS in Phil. Trans. 3 She hogged, or broke
her sheer .. one foot two inches, f 1850 Rndim. Navig.
(Weale) 124. 1875 Nat. Encycl. XI. 662 In still water there
is usually an excess of weight towards the ends, and an
excess of buoyancy amidships, tending to make the ship
hog, or arch upwards. Ibid., In rough water, there is a
tendency to hog and to sag alternately.

II. 3. trans. To cut (a horse's mane) short, so

that it stands up like the bristles of a hog.
1769 Dublin Mercury 25 Sept. 1/3 A sorrel Horse . . his

mane hogged last May. 1880 W. DAY Race/torse in Train.
vi. 42 Some, perhaps, would wish to plait or shave the tail

and crimp or hog the mane to complete the picture.

III. 4. To make a *hog* of (a lamb) ; to keep
(a lamb) over winter for sale in the following year.
1853 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XIV. n. 298 A good many of

the lambs usually sold fat have been hogged, and kept on
to be sold when fat. Ibid. 300 From the high rates of hold-

ing lambs, many farmers last season hogged the Iambs.

1863 H. H. DIXON Field ft Fern IV. ix. 183 Hundreds of
acres are now let for hogging black-faces off the Grampians.
IV. 5. To appropriate greedily or selfishly.

U.S. slang.
1887 Orange JrnL 16 Apr. (Farmer Amer.) t If the crook

is obstinate enough to hog it all. 1888 Daily Inter-Ocean

13 Mar. (Farmer Aier.) t To hog whatever there was in the
business for themselves. 1896 Columbus (Ohio) Disp. 2 July,
It would give them a chance to say I was hogging every-
thing and giving no one else a chance.

V. 6. To clean a ship's bottom with a '

hog'.
1769 FALCONER Diet, Marine (1789), Goreter, to hog a ves-

sel ; to apply the hog to her bottom. 1862 TOTTEH Naval
Text-bk. 140 To

hog^
a vessel, is to scrub her bottom.

VI. 7. (Curling]
* To play (a stone) with so

little force, that it does not clear the hog-score
'

(Ogilvie). Also^/K*.
1821 Blackiv. Mag. XII. 307 There's no a merchant among

us that's no hogged mair or less.

VII. 8. To carry on the back. dial.

1781 J. BUTTON Tour to Caves Gloss., Hog, to carry on
the back.

Hence Ho'gging vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1771-84 COOK Fey. (1790) V. 1726 Remaining part some-
what resembled the crest of their caps, or that which, in
horses manes, is called hogging. iBizQ, Xev.VHl. 49 The
Tremendous - . was launched without breaking or hogging,
as it is sometimes called, the tenth part of an inch. 1852-61
Archit. Pnbl. Soc. Diet. IV. 64 Hoggin or Hogging^ the term
used by workmen for the curved form given to the cross
section of a roadway.to throw off the surface water. 1884

En$. lllustr. Mag. Oct. 17/2 The
*

hogging
'

of the mane . .

vanes in style from the Arab. 1891 Athenseum 22 Aug. 257/3
Longitudinal strains, or hogging, being . . as often the cause
of leakage in a long, heavily-timbered, carvel-built ship.

Hog, z>.
2

[f. HOG sb*] trans. To store (pota-
toes, etc.) in a heap, covered with straw and earth.

1730 PARSON WALKER Diary 23 (Lane. Gloss.), I put off at

present, being throng hogging up some ofmy potatoes. 1884
Cheshire Gloss,^ Hog, to earth up potatoes in a heap, or to
throw compost into a heap.

Hogan Mpgan, obs. form of HOGEN MOGEN.

Hogarthian (hogaubian), a.
[f. name of Wil-

liam Hogarth, a satirical painter and caricaturist

of the i8th c. + -IAN.] Ofor pertaining to Hogarth,
or characteristic of his style. of painting.
1798 LAMB Lett. (1888) I. 93 Your old description of

cruelty in hell, which was in the true Hogarthian style.
1828 Ibid. II. 203 Tis true broad Hogarthian fun. 1837
CARLYLK Mirabeau in Misc. Ess, (1872) V. 230 In one point
of view there is nothing more Hogarthian comic. 1886
SWINBURNE in igtA Cent. Jan. 141 It [Michaelmas Term] is

an excellent Hogarthian comedy, full of rapid and vivid in-

cident, of pleasant or indignant humour.

Ho-gback, hog-back. Also hog's back.
1. A back like that of a hog.
1661 WALTON Angler i. iv. (ed. 3) 72 Note that a hog back

and a little head to any fish, either Trout, Salmon or other

fish, is a sign that that fish is in season. 1758 Descr. Thames
190 The Bream has a sharp Hogback.
2. Something shaped like a hog's back. a. A

sharply crested hill-ridge, steep on each side and

sloping gradually at each end ; a steep ridge of

upheaval.
1834 SIR W. NAPIER Penius. War xin. ii. (Rtldg.) II. 209
A rugged hill, .joined by a hog's-back ridge to the. .moun-
tain spine. 1862 H. MARRYAT Year in Sweden II. 388 Our
way runs along a hogsback, till we reach the lake of Fur.

18630. T. LOWTH Wand, in West, France 216 There is a

long elevated line of hill, a hog's-back, running from south
to north. 1896 Advance (Chicago) i Oct. 433 The dry
knobs, or hog-backs, where the prairie breaks down to the
streams. [Cf. The Hogs-back^ a hill near Godalming.]

b. Coal-mining. (.See quots.)

1867 W. W. SMYTH Coal <$ Coal-mining 27 Another sort

of thinning is where the floor rises . . sharply, in a '

hog-back
'

or saddle. 1883 GRF.SLEY Gloss. Coal-Mining^ Hog-back^
sharply rising of the floor of a coal seam.

3. A hog-backed tombstone.

1889 R. S. FERGUSON Carlisle iv. 54 The coped tombstones,
commonly called Saxon hogbacks.
4. = HOG-FRAME.
1886 Waterbnry (Conn.) American 2 Apr. (Cent.), The

strength of her hull and the solidity of her hog-back.

Ho'g-backed, a. [f. prec. + -ED -.]

1. Having a back like a hog.
1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes iv. iii. 186 Being you were hog-

back t, you must needs have more of them [bristles] about

yon. 1675 Loud. Gaz. No. 970/4 Likewise one light iron gray
Gelding, with strong limbs, a little Hog-backed. 1758 Descr.
Thames 183 The Pearch is Hog-backed. 1884 West. Daily
Press 26 Jan. 3/2 This elephant is. .hog-backed.
2. Having a rise in the middle like a hog's back.

1852-61 Archit. Pnbl. Soc. Diet. IV. 64 Hog-backed^ the
term used by common work-people for the rise purposely
made in the centre of any very long line, such as the ridge
of a barn roof. i86a RAWUNSON Aftc. Mon. I. i. 229 In form

they [hills] are hog-backed. 1893 C. HODGES in Reliquary
Jan. ii The class of early grave covers, known as 'hog-
backed

'

stones.

Hog-boat, var. of HAG-BOAT.
1872 Daily News 24 Aug., On came the hog-boat full sail,

and with the water spurting up at her bows.

Hog-brace. HOG-FRAME.

Ho'g-chain. A device serving the same pur-

pose as a hog-frame ;

( a chain in the nature of a

tension-rod passing from stem to stern of a vessel,

and over posts nearer amidships ; designed to pre-
vent the vessel from drooping at the ends '.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.

t HO'g-COte. Obs. Also hog's-cote. A hog-
or pigsty.
1401-3 Durham MS. Terr. Roll, Pro reparacione del

Hogcote apud Holme, iiij s. viij d. c 1440 Jacob's Well
(E. E. T. S.) 228, & haue made joure herte an hoggys cote
& a denne of theuys. 1573 TUSSER Husb. xvii. 1,1878) 38 A
stie for a bore, and a hogscote for hog. 1707 MORTIMER
Husb. (J."), Out of a small hogcote sixty or eighty load of

dung hath been raised.

Ho-g-deer.
1. The common name of two small Indian deer,
Axis porcinus and A. maculatus.
1771 PENNANT Synops. Quadrup. 52 Porcine Deer. . called,

from the thickness of their body, Hog Deer. 1843 SIR W.
JARDINE Natur. Libr. XI. 170. 1803 R. LYDEKKER Horns
fy Hoofs 301 The hog-deer differs from the sambar by the
absence of a mane on the neck and throat.

2. The Babiroussa or Indian hog.
1777 MILLER in Phil. Trans. LXVIII. 171 Porcupines,

and the small hog-deer. 1835 KIRBY Hob. $ Inst. Anitn.

(1853) II. 148 The Babiroussa^ or Babee rooso. a name which
signifies Hog-deer, given to this animal probably on account
of its longer legs and slender form.

Hoge, obs f, HODGE. Hoge, Hogge, obs. ff.

HUGE a. Hoje, var. How sb. and v., Obs.

t Hogen, liogan (han-gen), a. and sb. Obs.

[Abbreviation of HOGEN-MOGEN.]
A. adj. 1. High and mighty ; superlatively fine.

a 167* FLATMAN Poems
t Belly God (1674) 119, 'Twas I set

his Mene-Tekell.

2. Dutch.

1710 E. WARD Brit. Hud. xiii. 153 So the proud Hogen
State we see.

B. sb. 1. A Dutchman; //. the Dutch, the
States General.
a 1657 R. LOVEDAY Lett. (1663) 59 The Hogens, I confess,

are anger'd into more
animosity against us. 1672 W. DE

BRITAINE Dutch Usurp. Ded. T The Hogans then my Muse's
Pow'r should feel.

2. Strong drink : see HOGEN MOGEN B. 3.

1737 GAY Molly Mog xiii, Those who toast all the family
royal, In bumpers of Hogan and Nog. 1737 GRAY Let. in

Mason Mem. (1807) I. 158 For your reputation, we keep to
ourselves your not hunting nor drinking hogan.

Hogen Tffogeil (hJu:gen mJu-gen), sb. and a.

Forms : 7 Hoghan Moghan, (Hogin Mogin),
7-8 Hoghen-Moghen , 7-8 Hogan Mogan ,

Hogen Mogen. [A popular corruption or per-
version of the Dutch Hooginogendheiden>

'

High
Mightinesses', the title of the States-General.
Obsolete in all senses, exc. perhaps A 2, B i ; and these are

rare. In transf. senses sometimes with small initial letters.]

A. sb. f 1.
* Their High Mightinesses ', the States-

General of the United Provinces of the Netherlands.
Cf. MIGHTINESS. Obs.
c 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1655) II. xiv. 26 The Hoghen Mog-

hen are very exact in their polemical government. 1657
Londinop. 390 The Hague subsists by the residence of the

Hoghen-Moghen, the Council of State. 1678 BUTLER Hud.
1440, I have sent him for a Token To your Low-Country
Hogen-Mogen. 1685 Mischief Cabals 4 The Hoghen-
Moghen scorn'd to accept of any thing.
2. Hence,The Dutch ; a Dutchman : contemptuous.
167* W. DE BRITAINE Dutch Usurp. 25 The Hogan

Mogans .. did warm their hands at those unhappy flames.

75* J- MACSPARRAN A mer. Dissected'(1753) 19 King Charles
the Second sent Sir Robert Carr. . who soon subdued Hogan
Mogan, and wrested this Country [New York] out of these

Hollanders Hands. 1823 SCOTT Pfvtrttxxti, I have seen

thee wave thy whinyard at the throat of a Hogan-mogan
a Netherlandish weasand.

1 3. transf. Any grandee or high and mighty per-
son: used humorouslyor contemptuouslyof a person
in power or who arrogates or affects authority.
1638 FORD Lady*s Trial \\. i, Guy. Here are lords too, we

take it . . Ful. . .Tag, rag, or other, hogen-mogen, vanden,
Skip-jacks, or choruses. 1649 C. WALKER Hist. Independ.^
White-hall, .where our Hogens Mogens orCouncell of State
sit. 1658-0 Burton's Diary (1828) IV. 222 [He] told Sir
Arthur Haslerigge that it was he that endeavoured to make
himself and Sir Henry Vane the great Hogen Mogens, to
rule the Commonwealth. 1713 DARRELL Gentlem. Instr. in.

iii. 394 The Temple and Gray's-Inn have declar'd me a pub-
lick Enemy to the Hoghen Moghen learn 'd in the Law.
B. attrih. and adj. 1. Dutch, (contemptuous.*}
a 1658 CLKVKLAND Gen. Poems etc. (1677) 99 A kind of

Dutch Hotch-Potch, the Hogan Mogan Committee-man.
a 1704 T. KNOWN ll'fcs. (1760) IV. 122 (D.) Are. .our armies
commanded by hogan-mogan generals that hate our nation ?

1753 SMART in Anderson's Poets XI. 166 A snub-nos'd dog,
to fat inclin'd, Of the true hogan-mogan kind. 1842 United
Service Mag. i. 2 Their hogen-mogen admirers/*? braves

Beiges.

1 2. High and mighty. (Often contemptuous^}
1648 NEKDHAM Mercurius Pragtnat. No. 7 G j b (Stanf.J,

Come creeping to the Hogan Mogan States of Westminster.

1676 BAKER in Rigaud Corr. Set, Men (1841) II. 3 Yet dare
I not arrogate .. that Hogun Mogun title of Magnus
Apollonius. 1705 HicKERiNGiLL Priest-cr. i. xii. (1721) 12

The Hogen Mogen States of Venice.

f3. Strong, heady (of drink): cf. HOGAN sb. 2.

Hogan mogan rug, a strong drink : see RUG. Obs.

1653 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Cert. Trav. of Uncert. Journ.
Wks. (1872) 1 1 There was a high and mighty drink call'd

Rug.. Hogen Mogen Rugs, great influences To provoke
sleep. 1663 DHYDEN Wild Gallant i. ii, I was drunk ;

damnably drunk with ale ; great hogan-mogan bloody ale.

Hogeous, obs. form of HUGEOUS a.

Hoge-, hoggepotte, obs. forms of HODGEPOT.

Hog-fish, [f.
HOG sd.i + FISH. Cf. Ger.

meerschwcin, obs. It. pesceporco, Sp.puerfo marina,

GY.porpeis (:
L. porcum piscem], TOBPOISE.]

f 1. The Porpoise, also called Sea-hog. Obs.
1611 FLORIO, Pesceporco, the Molebout-fish,or Swine-fish,

the Sea-swine, the Porpuis, Hog-fish or Sea-hog. 1686 J.
DUNTON Lett. fr. New~Eng. (1867) 32 These Porpoises, or

Hog-fish, are very swift in their motion. [1850 L. HUNT
Antobiog. I. ii. 55, I did not know that .. porpoise meant
hog-fish. ]

t 2. The West African Manatee. Obs.

1597 HARTWELL Pigafettds Lopez
1

Congo i. iv. in Churchill

I'oy. (1752) VIII. 532 In the river [Congo] another kind of

creature, that hath, as it were, two hands, and a tail

like a target, which is called ambize angulo, that is to say,
a hog-fish. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 697.

3. A fish of the genus Scorpxna, having bristles

on the head, and cirri or tags on the head and body.
1608 TOPSELL Serpents 137 The Crocodiles doe also feare

to meddle with the Sea-hogge or Hog-fish, because of his

bristles all about his head. 1847 CARPENTER Zool. 556
The Scorpxna or Hog-fish has the head flattened side-

ways. 1863 BAIRD Stud. Nat. Hist. 494 Scorpaena scro/a,
the hog-fish, a native of the European seas.. is said to be

very good eating.

4. Also applied to other kinds of fish, esp. the

West Indian Laehnolawms maximus or suitlus,

having 14 dorsal spines, and the hog-molly or log-

perch, Pereina caprodes^ of North American rivers.

1734 MORTIMER in Phil. Trans. XXXVIII. 317 Turdus
flatus) the Hog-Fish . . Suillits^ the

g^reat Hog-Fish. 1756
P. BROWNE Jamaica 445 The Hog-Fish. The two

sjrecies
are generally confounded under the same appellation in the

markets. 1775 ROMANS Florida App. 52 We may with safety
eat of all fish caught on the Florida shore, unless it should
be of the hog-fish taken on the very outer reef. 1840-1
Boston (U. S.) Jrttl. Nat. Hist. III. 346 Etheostoma. .The
most common species found in the Ohio . . called almost

everywhere Hog-fish. 1843 Zoologist I. 191.

Hog-frame. Shipbuilding, etc. A fore-and-

aft frame, usually above deck and forming together
with the frame of the vessel a truss to prevent

hogging, used esp. in light-draught river steamers.

Also called hog-brace^ hogging-frame.
1864 in WEBSTER. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. 1108/1 The

term '

hog-frame
' has been adopted into carpentry and

engineering in some forms of trusses for roofs and bridges.

fioggard, obs. form of HOGHERD or 1 hogward.
1655 tr. De Fare's Francion iv. 3 Our Regent (who had

in him no more humanity than a Hoggard).

I Hcrggaster. Obs. Also 3-4 hogaster; 4

hoggestere, 6 hogstcere, 7 hogsteare, 9 hogsteer

(all in sense i) ; 9 hogster (in sense 2). [med.L.

hogaster-,
dim. from Eng. hog\ also in AFr. form

hogastre. The forms hogsteer, etc., appear to be

due to false etymology.]
1. A boar in its third year; cf. HOG sb. 1 2 b.

c 1420 Venery de Twety in Rel. Ant. 1. 151 The boor frist

he is a pyg as long as he is with his dame . . the
.ijj. yere

he
is callyd an hoggaster. 1486 Bk. St. Albans iij a, And
an hoggestere when he is of yeris .iij. 1583 STANYHURST
/Eneis iv. (Arb.) 100 A sounder of hogsteers, Or thee

brownye lion too stalck fro the mounten he wissheth. 1598
MANWOOD Lawes Forest iv. 5 (1615) 43 The third yeere
he is a Hogsteare. 1831 in JOHNSON Sportsman's Cycl.
2. A young sheep, a hog or hogget.
[1175 Caen Cartulary (MS. Paris, Bibl. Nat., Lat. 5050)



HOGGED.
If. 45 b, Septem viginti ovei matres ..& 60. & 12. inter

eerces & Hogastres, medietatem gerces & medietatem

Hogastres. c 1190 Flcta n. Ixxix, Tertium [ovile] pro

hogastris annatis & juvenibus. 1331-3 in Rogers AfrK.
ff Prices 1.679 Ewes.. Hoggasters. Jercions. . Lambs.] 1706

PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Hoggacius, or Hoggasttr (in old Latin

Records), a young Sheep of the second Year. 1894 WYLIE

Km;. Hen. If, II. 478 The farmers threatened with dis-

traint upon their beasts and hogsters.

Hoggates, var. of HOWGATES Obs., in what way?

Hogged (hfgd), ///. a. [i.
HOG z-.i + -ED 1.]

1. a. Of a ship : Drooping at stem and stern ;

hog-backed, b. Of a road : Raised in the centre.

1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789), A rqut, broken-backed

or hogged ; drooping at the stem and stern. 1867 SMYTH
Sailor s ll'ord-bk., Hogged, a significant word derived from

the animal ; it implies that the two ends of a ship's decks

droop lower than the midship part, consequently, that her

keel and bottom are so strained as to curve upwards. The
term is therefore in opposition to that of sagging. 1896
Brit. Med. Jrnl. 25 July, If the road be '

hogged
'

. . the

wheel slides away from under him [a cyclist], and he falls

sideways without the slightest warning.

2. Of a horse's mane : Cut off short.

1764 G. COLMAN Prose on. Sev. Occ. (1787) II. 258 Hogged
manes and hogged toupees, came in together. 1867 Miss
BROUGHTON Cometh up as a Flower v. 44 A sedate cob,
with a docked tail and hogged mane.

t Hoggener. Obs. local. Also hogner, -ener,

-oner, hodgener. App. the same as HOGGLER, q.v.

1558 Churchw. Ace. St. Thomas. Launceston in Peter

Hist. Launceston etc. (1885) 371 Hoggeners monye. 1588

Ibid. 373 Hodgener bread. x6ao ll'iJ. 377 Hogner bread.

Hogger (hp-gai). Sc. and north, dial. Also 7

hoger, 9 hog(g)ar, Sc. hugger. [Origin obscure.

Compare OF. hoguine armour for the thighs and legs ; but

this would naturally give hoggin in Sc.]

L A coarse stocking without the foot used as a

gaiter. Cf. COCKER rf. 1 2.

1681 GLMW\u.Sadducismus n. 295 He observed .. that he

[the Devil] had Hogers on his Legs without Shoes. 1768
Ross Helenore 137 A pair of grey hoggers well clinked

benew. 1819 BROCKETT, Hoggers, upper stockings without

feet, used as gaiters riding stockings. 1851 GREENWELL
Coal-trade Terms Northumb. >t Durh. 30 Hoggers, stock-

ings without feet, chiefly used by the barrowmen.

2. A short piece of pipe of metal, indiarubber,

etc, used as a connexion. Hence hogger-pipt,-pump.
1851 GREENWELL Coal-trade Terms- Northumb. r Durh.

30 Hogger-pump, the top pump of a set, with a short pipe
cast on to it at right angles near the top. The hogger is

attached to the short pipe. 1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss.,

Hogger-pipe, the upper terminal pipe of the mining pump.
1898 Newcastle Correspt., The name '

hogger' is applied to

rubber connexions for pneumatic brakes between carriages,

as well as to the indiarubber pipe that connects the tender

feed with the engine delivery pipe for feeding the boiler.

Hoggerel, hogrel (h?-garel, hogrel). Forms :

6 hogrell, -ele, hoggerell, 6-8 hogrel, 7 hoggril,

8 hoggeril, 9 -erel, -rel, hogerell. [dim. of HOG
sf>. 1

: cf. cockerel.]

L A young sheep of the second year (cf. HOG rf.l

4) ; with some, a sheep of the third year.

1530 PALSGR. 231/2 Hoggerell, a yong shepe. 1538 [see

HOGGET 2]. a 1547 SURREY Mneid iv. 72 By sacrifice for

grace, with Hogreles of two yeares \bidentes\. 1607 TOPSELL

Four-f. Beasts (1658) 495 The first year we call it in English
a Lamb, so the second year a Hog, Lam-hog, or Teg if it be

a female, the third year Hoggrils and Theives. 1780 A.

YOUNG Tour Irel. I. 364 Generally buy year-old wethers,

hoggerils in May at Ss. to lot. 1839 GLOVER Hist. Derby
I. 214 Three ram hogerells . . were weighed.

f2. = HOGGET i. (See quot, 1786.) Obs.

Hoggery (hp-gari). [f. Hoc sb.i +-ERY.]
1. A place where hogs are kept ;

a hog-yard.
1819 REES Cycl. s. v. Hog Sty, The building of a hoggery.

2. Hogs or swine collectively.

1856 MRS. BROWNING Aur. Leigh vii. 265 Crime and shame
And all their hoggery trample your smooth world, Nor
leave more footmarks than Apollo's kine.

3. Hoggishness, swinishness, brutishness. rare.

1864 in WEBSTER.

Hoggesterf.e, var. HOGGASTER ; obs. f. HUCK-
STER.

Hogget (np'get). Also -it. [f.

1. A young boar of the second year. ? Obs.

[i33-3 in Rogers Agric. >, Prices I. 679 Sows . . Porci ..

Hoggets. 1420 in Annal. Prxntottst. II. 591 iDuC.) De
porcis triginta Ires, de Hogettis centum viginti sex, et

porcellis octoginta novem.] 1786 Chambers' Cycl., Hogget,
or Hogrel, a young boar of the second year.

2. A yearling sheep ; cf. HOG sbl 4.

[1370A/. /?#<? (Surt.) II.i3oEquos. -vaccas..hoggettes
.. mutton'..oves matrices, .agnos.) 1538 ELYOT Diet., Bi-

dentes, shepe with ii. teth, called in some place hogrelles,
or hogattes. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Hogget or Hogrel,
a Country-Word for such a Sheep [Hoggaster]. 1732
Gentlem. Guide to Cattle fed. 2) 32, I have explained . . that
at a Year old they are called Hogs, Hoggets or Hogarels.
1834 D. Low Elem. Pract. Agric. (1843) 793 I" 'en daVs
after shearing, the wether-hoggets, now dinmonts, and such
of the ewe-hoggets, now gimmers, as are not to be retained
on the farm for breeding, may be sold. Ibid. 794 From this

time [weaning] forward the lambs, now termed hogs or

hoggets, are kept separate from the breeding ewes. 1863
MORTON Cycl. Agric. II. Gloss. (E. D. S.), Hogget or Lamb-
*g* a young sheep before the first shearing ; a one-year-old

sheep. 1884 F. J. LLOYD Set. Agric., Careful management
should enable the hoggets to be sold when ten months old,

weighing from So to 90 Ibs. 1886 Daily News 14 June 2/8
(Norwich) Hoggetts in their wool brought 45*. to 55*.

3. A year-old colt. dial.

326

1787 GROSE Prcrj. Gloss., Hoggets, hog-colts, colts of a

year old. Hants.
4. attrib.

1841 Penny Cycl. XXI. 358/1 The hogget wool is ..finer

than the other long wools, and is applicable to many new
and valuable purposes. 1841 BISCHOFF Woollen Manuf.
(1862) II. 154 When the Iamb has not been shorn, the fleece

taken off the succeeding summer is called hogget, or teg
wool.

Hoggett, var. boghead, obs. f. HOGSHEAD.

Hoggie, Sc. dim. of HOG ;
obs. f. hoja, KHOJA.

Ho'ggin. [perh. the same as hogging s.v. HOG

quot. 1852^61.] Screened or sifted gravel.

the stone or 'ballast
'

is" used for the carriage-ways. 1886

Times 22 Ian. 4 A coat of binding material, usually hoggin,
1

1892 Pall Mall G.
"

roarse gravel,
- -jggin, and three feet ot sand.

Hogging vbl. sb. and ppl. a. : see under HOG v.1

Hogging-frame. The same as HOG-FRAME.

1864 in WEBSTER.

Hoggish (hp-gij), a. [f. HOG si.1 + -ISB.J

Of, belonging to, or characteristic of a hog or pig ;

swinish, piggish ; coarsely self-indulgent or glutton-
ous ; filthy ; mean, selfish.

1548 THOMAS Ital. Diet. (1567), Ciacco, an hoggysh or

slouenly man. 155* HULOKT, Hoggish, or of a hogge,

porcarius, porcinus. 1581 PETTIE tr. Guazzo's
Cit'_.

Comt.

M. (1586) 109 b, Those shew themselves most hoggish and

cruel to strangers. 1390 SPENSER F. Q. n. xii. 86 Grylle . . did

him miscall That had from hoggish forme him brought to

naturall. 1610 HOLLAND Camden's Brit. i. 575 Folke would

say of one .. unmanerly after an Hoggish kind, that he was

borne at Hocknorton. 1711 SHAFTESB. Charac. (1714) III.

228 Is not a hoggish Life the neight of some Mens Wishes?

1842 TENNYSON St. Sim. Styl. 174 With colt-like whinny
and with hoggish whine They burst my prayer.

Hence Hoggishly adv. ; Ho-gglshness.
1576 GASCOIGNE Diet Droonkardes (1789) 7 They are all

eyther hoggishly dronke . . or else they become Asses. 1621

MABBE U.Aleman's Guzman d'Alf. II. go This hoggish-
nesse of his, this his vncivill carriage . . did much trouble

me. 1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. Let. to Lewis 28 Apr.,
Well ! there is no nation that drinks so hoggishly as the

English. 1864 LOWELL Fireside Trav. 259 Santo diavolo !

but what hoggishness !

Ho'ggism. nonce-wd. Hoggish condition.

1786 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Bozzi $ Piozzi n. 63 At Corra-

chatachin's, in hoggism sunk, I got with punch, alas ! con-

founded drunk.

f Ho'ggler, hogler. Obs. local. Of uncertain

origin and meaning.
Occurs frequently in Churchwardens' Accts. in the s.w. of

England. Up. Hobhouse, Editor of the Croscombe Accts.,

in which the word occurs constantly, explains it as * A field

labourer of the lowest class '.

1465 Church. Ace. Tintinhttll (Som. Rec. Soc.) 190 Et
de Willelmo Warefull et lohanne Trent de hogelers light

hoc anno . . xxijrf. 1474 Churchw. Ace. Croscombe (ibid.) 3

Comes the Webers and bryng in their stoke xijrf. . .Comes
tokers and bryngs in their stoke xijd. . . Comes Hoglers and

bryngs in there stoke ijj, and more encrece xd. summa ijy. xrf.

1476 Ibid. 4 Comes the Hogglers, and presents in of old and
new . . iiw. xrf. . . and they received ayen for a stoke . . ijj.

Comes the maydens and bryng in of encres cler ix</. 1516
Hid. 34 The maidens, young men, hoglers, tokers, and the

pascafe xxxvijf, \d.

So Ho-ggling (also hokelyng), the practice or

action of the hogglers; also attrib. hoggling-

rnoney, the contribution of the hogglers to the

parish chest; hoggling-light, app. a light (in

the church) maintained by the hogglers : cf. quot.

1465 above.

1498 Churchw. Ace. Pilton (Som. Rec. Soc.) 65 Item

receved of hoglyng money of our lady wardens vjs. 1510
Ibid. 57 Item for Issabell Man for hokelyng lyjghte ijrf.

Ibid. 59 The Dettes that remayneth the said yere : Item
lohn Elyns for hokelyng a yere and a half. 151 1 Ibid. 63
Item lohn Elyns for hoggelyng lyght iji. 1516 Churchw.
Ace. St. Michaets, Bath (ibid.) 229 Venditio et incremen-

tum forin-secum de la Hogeling. 1611 Churchw. Ace.

Cheddar in N. $ Q. 3rd Ser. III. 423 Received for the

Hogling monie, ixl. xiijj. iiijrf. i(a6CAurcAw.Acc. Dursley,
Gloucestersh. in Scott. Antia. (1890) June 40 For hoggling
ioi. yt.

Hoggotton, obs. form of HAQUETON, ACTON.

1516 Sc. Ld. High Treas. Accts. in Pitcaim Crim. Trials

I. 265* note, Blak vellous to be hoggottonnis.

Hog gum. [f. HOG si>.
1 -f Gnu si.']

A kind

of gum or resin obtained from various trees in the

West Indies, etc. Hence Hog-gum tree.

Among the trees said to yield the gum are Moronobea

coccinea, Rhus Metopium, and Clusia ftava of Jamaica,

Hedwigia balsamifera of San Domingo, and, according to

some, Symphonia globulifera of British Guiana.

1756 P. BROWNE Jamaica 177 The Hog-gum tree. This
tree is well known for its medicinal gum, to which the very

hogs are said to have recourse when wounded in the woods.

1858 HOGG Ver. Kingd. 149 Clnsia fiava, the Yellow

Balsam Tree, is a native of Jamaica . . This too yields

a resinous juice, which is sometimes used among the negroes
as a vulnerary, and was considered to be the Hog Gum.
Ibid. 241 Rlhus] metopium yields a great quantity of

gummy resin . . and this it is which is considered by some
the Doctor's Gum, or Hog gum of Jamaica. Ibid. 254

Hedwigia balsamifera is found in the woods and moun-
tains of St. Domingo, and there called Bois de cochon or

Wild Boar's Tree, because, it is said, these animals, when

wounded, strip off the bark and heal their wounds by rub-

bing against the gum which exudes from it, and hence it

HOGMAN.
may be regarded as another source of the Hog Gum. 1866

Treas. Bot., Monmotca ccccinca, the Hog Gum tree, is a

lofty straight-stemmed tree.

Hogh, -e, Ho;, early ff. HEUGH, HOB jfc,

HOOCH. Hoghe, Ho;e, ME. form of Ho v.3, to

care. Hoghefull, var. of HOFUL, careful. Obs.

t Hoghenhine, Hogenhine, Agenhine,
barbarous forms, handed down in the Law books,

of early ME. ojen hine, lit. own domestic vhind),

member of one's own family (see HIM) sb.2 2).

12. . Laws of Edtu. Cottf. c. 23 (Schmid) Habeat eum ad

rectum tanquam de propria familia, quod An^li dicunt

'tuua nicte geste be birdde nicte a?en hine' {Holkham MS.
tuo niht gest be fridde ojen hine ; Havcden, Tvain nithes

Pit
thrid nith hawan man, Lambard, Twa nijht 5est,

d nijht ajen hine.] ctxyi BRACTON in. n. x, Prima nocte

did poterit uncuth, secunda vero gust, tertia nocte hog-

lu-iu'kyne. 1607 COWELL Interpr., Hoghenhine, is he that

commeth guest-wise to a house, and lieth there the third

ni.^ht. After which time he is accounted of his familie in

whose house he lieth. 1619 DALTON Country Just., The

3rd night is called an Hogenhine or Agcnhiiie . . and if he

offend the King's Peace his Oast must be answerable for

him. 1848 WHARTON Law Lex. 662/2 The third night, an

agenhinde, a domestic.

t Hogherd (hp-ghaid). Obs. [f. HOG sb.<- +

HEED sb.-] A swineherd.
c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 149 To .. fle in-to an hogherdis

office. 1381 Pol. Poems (Rolls) I. 269 As it were an hog-

hyerd hyand to toun. 1361 J. HEYWOOD Prov. <$ Epigr.

(1867) 214 Where hogis be parishioners, hogherd must be

best, a 1704 T. BROWN 2 Oxford Schol. Wks. 1730 I. 9
A wonderful encouragement indeed 'tis for a man to turn

Country Parson ! May I rather be a Hogherd.

Ho'ghood. The condition of a hog.
1837 CARLVLE />. Rev. III. i. vii, Many a Circe Island,

with . . temporary conversion into beasthood and hoghood.

Hogi, -gia, obs. ff. hoja, KUOJA, a teacher.

Hog in armour.
1. An awkward or clumsy person, stiff

^and
ill at

ease in his attire. (Hence Thackeray's
' Count

Hogginarmo
'

in Rose and Ring xiii.)

1660 HOWELL Eng. Prov. 19 He looketh like a Hogg in

armour. 1774 Westm. Mag. II. 457, I never see Alderman
on horseback, but he reminds me of an hog in armour ;

and yet a knowledge of dress is what this man has been all

his We aiming to acquire. 1857 TROLLOPE Three Clerks

(1860) 289 But he did not carry his finery like a hog in

armour, as an Englishman so often does when an English-
man stoops to be fine.

b. An unwieldy iron-clad ship.

1865 Examiner n Mar. 146/2 If these vessels are made
as proposed, to combine the greatest speed with the most

efficient armament, they will be far superior to the slugs

with iron skins, and the huge, unwieldy nogs-in-armour.

2. The nine-banded armadillo, Dasypus or Tatu-

sia novemcirKtus, of Central and N. America.

1719 Collect. Voy. IV. iv. 96 Here is.. a little Animal that

is somewhat less than a Land-Turtle, having a jointed shell

on his Back, .the Spaniards call it a Hog in Armour. 1834
Blackui. Mag. XXXVI. 40/2 Why, they have two monkeys
on board, and a kangaroo, and a hog in armour.

Ho'g-liie, a. Like or resembling a hog.
1800 G. SHAW Zool. I. 21 Short-tailed brown Baboon . .

with black naked hog-like face. 1849 St. Nat. Hist.,

Mammalia III. 64 This animal is hog-like in its figure.

Hogling (bp'glirj). [f.
HOG sbl + -LING.]

1. A young or little pig.
a 1440 Sir Kg/am. 548 My lytylle spote hoglyn, Dere

boght thy dethe schalle bee ! 1549 CHALONER Erasm. on

Folly B iv, Slicke and smothe skinned . . lyke hoglyngs of

Acarnania. 1583 STANYHURST SEneis in. (Arb.) 83 A
strange sow . . dug dieting her mylckwhit farroed hoghngs.

2. A young hog (sheep), hoggerel, or hogget.

1890 Scott. Antiq. June 40 'Hogling' is a well-known

term for a lamb, as
'

hog
'

is for a young sheep.

3. 'An apple turn-over' (Halliwell 1847-78).
a 1825 FORBY Hoglin, a homely kind of pastry.

f 4. attrib. or adj. (?) Hoggish, hog-like. Obs.

(Perh. does not belong here.)

c 1645 HOWELL Lett. n. ix. (1655) 1. 78 Yet I am sorry .. that

.. Marquis Spinola should in a hogling way, change his

Master for the time.

Ho'g-louse. [f- HOG sl>.1 (in reference to its

shape) + LOUSE.] The woodlouse, Oniscus asellus.

587 MASCALL Gavt. Cattle (1627) 15 A small red worme,

round, and full of legges, much like a hogge lowse. 1605
B. JONSON Volpone v. ii, He Will crumpe you, like a hog-

louse, with the touch. 1743 T. LORD in Phil. Trans. XLII.

522 Afewofone Sort, which rolled themselves up likeMiile-

pedes, or Hog-lice. 1805 PRISC. WAKEFIELD Dom. Recreat.

l. (1806) 19 Hog-lice are used as medicine.

t Ho'gMiace. Obs. A name given (at Sandwich,

Kent) to the staff of office of that serjeant-at-mace,

who was hog warden ; also to the officer himself.

1791 W. BOYS Hist. Sandwich 689, 1559 The hogmace
to have one yard [of cloth] for his coat. Ibid. 785 The hog-

mace, or sergeant at brazen mace, is first mentioned in 1471.

He bears a stout staff with a brazen head. 1881 JEWITT
in Art Jrnl. 105 In 1452 an overseer of the streets was ap-

pointed
' who is to have a gown and a salary of 201. a year ;

he is to bear the Hog Mace, to wait upon the mayor, &c.

t Ho-gman. Obs. A name given in the House-

hold Kook of Edw. IV to the bread for the king's

horses made from the bran of a bushel of flour.

a 1483 Liber Niger in Housch. Ord. (1790) 69 Office of

Bakehouse hathe a Sergeaunt. .yett myght there be made

alweyes of a busshell xxix loves . . The sergeaunt of thys

office to make continually of every busshell xxvii loves . .

Memorand', that the other twene loves be called under the

name of Hogman, whiche mought be made according to

service to be delyvered for the Kinges horses.



HOGMANAY.

Hogmanay (hfvgmanf
1

-, -n')- Sf- and north.

Eng. Forms : 7 hogmynae, 8 hagmane, -menai,
8-9 hagmena, -menay, (hagmau heigh), hog-
manay, (9 hogmena, -menay, -maney, hang-
anay '',. [Of obscure history, noted only from 1 Jth c.

App. of French origin : see note below.]
The name given in Scotland (and some parts of

the north of England) to the last day of the year,
also called 'Cake-day' ; the gift of an oatmeal cake,
or the like, which children expect, and in some parts
systematically solicit, on that day; the word shouted

by children calling at friends' houses and soliciting
this customary gift.
ciSSo tsee b]. 1693 Scotch Presbyt. Ebq. (1738) 120 It is

ordinary among some Plebeians in the South of Scotland,
to go about from Door to Door upon New-Year's Eve,
crying Hagmane. 1790 Gcntl. Mag. LX. i. 409/1 Concerning
the origin of the expression

' Hagman Heigh '. Ibid., In . .

Scotland, and in the North of England, till very lately, it was
customary for every body to make and receive presents
amongst their friends on the eve of the new year, which
present was called an Hagtnenay. Ibid. n. 616/2 On the
last night of the old year (peculiarly called Hagmcnai).
1792 Caledonian Mercury 2 Jan. (Jam.), The cry of Hog-
manay Trotolay is of usage immemorial in this country.
1805 J. NICOL Poems I. 27 (Jam.) The cottar weanies,
glad an' gay . . Sing at the doors for hogmanay. 1815
BROCKETT s. v. Hagmena, The poor children m New-
castle, in expectation of their hogmena, go about fro

. .

children on coming to the door, cry
'

Hogmanay !

'
which is

m itself a sufficient announcement of their demands. Ibid.

296 Cries appropriate to the morning of Hogmanay . .
' Get

U P> goodwtfe, and shake your feathers, And dinna think
that we are beggars ; For we are bairns come out to play,
Get up and gie's our hogmanay.' 1827 HONE Table-Bk.
I. 7 The Hagtnan Heigh is an old custom observed in
Yorkshire on new year's eve. 1830 SCOTT Jrnl. II. 360 We
spent our Hogmanay pleasantly enough. 1884 St. James's
Gaz. 27 Dec. 6/1 Seasonable mummery . . was reserved for

Hogmanay. 1890 Scott. Antiq. June 40 This is the sort of
thing they used to sing as their '

Hagmena Song
'

in York-
shire. 1893 HESLOP Northumb. Gloss. s.v., In North North-
umberland the hogmanay is a small cake given to children
on Old Year's Day ; or the spice bread and cheese, with
liquor, given away on the same day. 1897 E. W. B. NICHOL-
SON Golspie 100-108.

b. attrib. and Comb., as Hogmanay cake, day,
night, concert, song, etc.

c 1680 in Law Mem. ioi tto/e[Protest of the Gibbites] They
solemnly renounce . . Pasch-Sunday, Hallow-even, Hog-
mynae-night, Valentine's even [etc.]. 1816-41 R. CHAM-
BERS Pop. Rhymes Scot. (1858) 295 A particular individual
. . has frequently resolved two bolls of [oatlmeal into hog-
manay cakes. 1864 BURTON Scot Abr. I. v. 297 The eve
that ushers in the new year is called in Scotland Hogmanay
Night. 1897 Westm. Gaz. 21 Dec. 6/3 On New Year's Eve
there is to be a grand Hogmanay concert for the special
benefit of patriotic Scots in London.

asked with the shout ofaguillanneu/.' Ofthis Godefroy gives
many dialect variants and by-forms, as ang- aguillennen
aguillonen, aguilanleu, haguilennef, haguirenlcu, hagm-
menlo, etc. ; in mod.Fr. dialects it survives as aignilan,
guilant, fuilanneau, in Normandy hoguigneties, hogiii-
nanf, in Guernsey hoginono; it is found in Sp. before 1600
as agmlando, now aguinaldo, handsel, Christmas-box.

UBWMIMM iiguinciiicu ic jour ue i an dernier
,

aller querant aguillenneu le dernier jour de decembre
',comme jeunes gens ont accostume a faire pour querir leur

guillenleu ', which require only to be translated, with the
substitution of hogmanay, to be vernacular Sc. expressions.
Although the phonetic difference between aguillanneu/'and
the Sc. word is great, the Norman form hogninani is much
closer to kagmant, hogmanay, and it cannot be doubted
'?,'

tSth the cust?m and the term are from the French.

_1
he French term is explained byCotgrave, 1611, as 'au-gny.

lan-neu/l
u
to the mistletoe the new year"] the voyce of

country people begging small presents, or new-yeares-gifts,m Christmas : an ancient tearme of reioycing, deriued from
the Druides, who were woont, the first of Januarie, to goevnto the woods, where hauing sacrificed . . they gathered
Misletow (etc.). And according to Souchet i. 16 (in Gode-
froy) With us (in la Beauce) people go on new year's day to
their relatives and friends' houses, to solicit gifts, vulgarly
called / egmlanleu, pour le guy tan ncu/[!oi the mist!

'

the new year], for that on this day they distribute mistl

tletoe

letoe
for handsel and as a form of good augury.' But these ex-
planations, with the reference to the gut or mistletoe, are

Jamieson, is not to be found in the French author from

Hog mane. [See HOG z.l 3.] (Seequots.)
Hence Ho-g-maned a.

1804 CHARLOTTE SMITH Conversations I. 137 Your poney
. . with his new bridle and his hog mane. 1823 CUB!
Technol. Diet., Hogmane, the mane of a horse when cut
short. 1883 Miss BIADDON Phantom Fort. II. 201 A fine
display of hog-maned ponies. 1884 Times (weekly ed.) 29
Aug. 14/2 The hog-maned, crop-tailed little Kerry nag. 1888
rimes 22 Aug. 14/4, I did not bring the strawberry roan . .

here
;
all I brought was one with a hog mane.

Ho'g-money. [From the figure of a hog borne
on the obverse.] The coinage in circulation in the

327

Somers Isles (now Bermudas) in the beginning of
the 1 7th c. It consisted of copper pieces silvered,
of the value of id., $({., 6d., and is.

[1614 CAPT. SMITH Virginia v. 183 They had for a time a
certaine kinde of brasse money with a hogge on the one side,
in memory of the abundance of hogges was found at their
first landing.] 1883 Numism. Chroti. Ser. in. III. 117 The
peculiar currency known as

hog-money, struck for circula-
tion in the plantation of the Somers Isles under the Charter
granted to the Bermuda Company by James I in 1609. 1898
Miss RAWLIN'GS Brit. Coin. 204 It is.. inferred that these
pieces, .date from some time between 1616 and 1624, and if
this inference is correct the hog money has the honour of
being the first coinage of the North American colonies.

tHognel, hognall. Obs. local. In hognel
money, of obscure origin and meaning : cf. /toggling

money, under HOGGLEK.
1546 Itm. Ch. Goods Surrey in Surrey Archxol, Collect.

(1860) IV. 101 Recevid of the hognel money at the ffeast of
the Nativitie of our lord God . . viij/i. xxiijs. vjrf. 1784 in

N. $ Q. 4th Ser. II. 275 Mrs. Wright indebted to Richard
Basset for keeping a mare four weeks for work, $s. 6tf.

t by
the Hognall monney. 1857 Ibid. 2nd Ser. IV. 441 Hognell-
money seems connected with hock-moiviy .

Ho'g-upse. A name given to some N. Ame-
rican species of ugly but harmless snakes of the

genus Heterodon. More fully Hog-nose snake.

1736 MORTIMER in Phil. Trans. XXXIX. 257 Angnis
capite Viperino : The Hog-Nose Snake. 1796 MORSE Amer.
Geog. I. 219 Bluish Green Snake with a stretched out trian-

gular nose, or Hognose Snake, Coluber mycterizans. 1842
DE KAY Zool. N. York in. Reptiles 51-2 The Hog-nosed
Snake, Heterodon platyrhinos. This well known species has
a venomous aspect . . It is also called . . Hog-nose.
So Hog-nosed a., in hog-nosed boa, snake.
1802 SHAW Zoology III. 361 Hog-nosed Boa. Boa Cantor-

trix . .a native of North America. 1842 [see above].

Ho'g-nnt.
1. U.S. The fruit of the Broom Hickory, Carya

porcina ; also the tree.

1829 LOUDON Encycl. Plants 794 The Americans make
very good and durable brooms by slitting into narrow slips
the very tough wood of Juglans glabra, which is called pig
or hog-nut, also broom hickory. 1866 Treas. Bot. 228/2 The
Pig or Hog-nut, or Broom Hickory, C\aryd\ porcina, is a
noble tree seventy or eighty feet high.
2. The Earth-nut or Pig-nut, Buniumjlexuosum.
1771 WARNER Plantse Woodfordienscs 20 Hawk-nut, or

rather Hog-nut. 1879 in PRIOR Plant-n.

tHogO (hti-go). Obs. Also 7 hough goe,
how go, hogow, hogou, huggo, 7-8 hogoe,
hogoo. See also HAUT-GOUT. [prop, hogoo, angli-
cized spelling of F. hautgotit high savouror flavour.]L A high or piquant flavour, a relish : = HAUT-
GOUT i.

1653 WALTON Angler vii. 159 To give the sawce a hogoe,
let the dish (into which you let the Pike fall) be rubed with
it [garhck]. 1657 R. LICON Barbadoes (1673) 79 A greater
Hough goe is not in the world. 1660 M. GRIFFITH Fear
ofGod

<J- King 76 (T.) The hogo of his delicious meats and
dnnks. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury m. 80/1 They .. please
the Pallet with a dellicate Ho-goo.

b. A '

high
'

or putrescent flavour
; an offensive

taste or smell ; a taint ; a stench, stink.

1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes n. iii. 42 His Anne-pits, .gave
a stronger Hogo. 1669 W. SIMPSON Hydrol. Chym. 145 In
sulphur are ferments, hogo's, smells. 1670 Mod. Ace. Scot!
in Harl. Misc. VI. 136 Their meat not affecting their dis.
tempered palates, without having a damnable hogoe. 1744

;5
W. ELLIS Mod. Husbandm. \ V. m. 36 It is mixed, .with

fresh Oil to lessen its Hogo, or stinking Scent, a 1852MOORE Case Libel iv, To keep the sulphurous hogo under.
c- fiS-

i68_s
CROWNE Sir C. Nice iv. 33 Lock up the women till

they r musty, better they shou ci have a Hogo, than their
reputations. 17^ D'URFEY Pills III. 177 That her Honesty
sells for a Hogo of Honour.
2. A highly flavoured dish : = HACT-GOUT 3.
1649 C. WALKER Hist. Independ. n. To Rdr. 3 It must be

a mixture, a Hogo of all Relishes. 1656 Choyce Drollery
34 (N.) Witnesse all who Have ever been at thy ho-go
1730-6 BAILEY (folio), Hone (in Cookery), a Mess so called
from its high savour or relish.

Ho'g-plnm. The fruit of species of Spondias,
esp. 5. lutfa, found in the West Indies and Brazil,
where it is a common food for hogs. Also the tree,
more fully called Hog-plum tree.

I697DAMPIER I'oy. (1729) I. 123 They have abundance of
large Hog-plumb Trees, growing about their Houses. 1725SLOANE Jamaica II. 127 Hog plum. The wood is soft and
used for cork. 1756 P. BROWNE "Jamaica 229 The Hog-Plumb Tree..The fruit.. supplies the principal part of the
food of the wild hogs in the season. 1858 HOGG Veg. Kingd.
247 The Hog-Plums (Spondias) . . of the West Indies and
south America, .produce fruit which is eatable.

b. In North America applied to several other
fruits and the trees that bear them, as the wild-
lime of Florida (Ximenia), the Chickasaw plum
(Pnmus angustifolia), etc.

1889 FARMER Americanisms, Hof plum (Ximenia) a tall
growing bush found in South Florida, the fruit of which is
in size and shape like a plum, and pleasant to the palate.

Hogpoch, -pot, obs. ff. HODGE-PODGE, -POT.

Ho-g-reeve. U.S. [f. HOG rf.i + REEVE.] An
officer charged with the prevention or appraising
of damages by stray swine

;
a field-driver. For-

merly a town officer in New England ; the office is
now merely nominal.
1759 Amherst tfr.(i884) 21/1 Joseph Clark..John Petty

sworn Hog Riffs. 1780 Ibid. 77/2 Voted Israel Dickinson

HOGSHEAD.
. . Benjamin Smith Hogreeves. 1837-40 HALIBURTON Clockm.
(1862) 138, I wonder, says he, if there's are a hogreave here,
because if there be I require a turn ofhis office. 1888 BEYCE
Amer. Commit'. II. n. xlviii. 229 Hog reeves (now usually
called field drivers).

Hogrel, var. of HOGGEHEL.

Hog's bean, ho'g-'bean. Herb. a. The
SeaStarwort,^j/^r Tripolium. b. ' An old name
for Globularia' (Miller Plant-n. 1884). c. A ren-

dering of the word Hyoscyamus.
1597 GERARDE Herbal n. Ixxxviii. 334 About Harwich it

[Aster Tripolium] is called Hogs beanes, for that the swine
doe greatly delight to feede thereon : as also for that the
knobs about the rootes do somwhat resemble the Garden
Beane. 1611 COTGR., Turbit, . . sea Starrewort, blue Daisie or
Camomill, Hogs-beanes. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Hogs-
beans, Hogs-bread, and Hogs-fennel, several sorts of Herbs.
1866 Treas. Rot., Hyoscyamus, this name is the Latinised
version of the ancient Greek name for the common Henbane,
and literally signifies hog-bean.

Hog-SCOre. Curling: Also hog's score,

[f. HOG j*.l 10 + SCORE.] A distance-line drawn
across the rink at about one-sixth of the rink's

length from the tee, which a stone must cross in

order to count in the game. Also^/%-.
1787 BURNS Tarn Samson v, He was the king o' a' the

ing to be allowed by any party till the stone has passed
the hog's score.

Hog's fennel. A name given to some weeds
with fennel-like leaves: a. Sow-fennel, Peace-
danum officinal? ; b. Mayweed, Anthemis Cotula.
1585 HIGINS tr. Jltnitts' Nonunclator 129/2 Libanotis ..

Hogs fenel, or beares roote. 1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet.,
Ervato, maidenweede, hogfenell, peucedannm. 1608 Top-
SELLSerfexts (1658) 618 Of green hogs-fennel take the lowest
branches. 1614 MARKHAM Cluap Hmb. i. (1668) Table Hard
Words, Mayth is a Weed that grows among corn, and is

called of some Hogs-fennel. 1763 WATSON in Phil. Trans.
LIU. 23 He.. directs the patient.. to be rubbed.. with the
juice ofPeucedanum, or hogs-fennel. 1822-34 Good'sStudy
Med. (ed. 4) II. 590 A composition of arsenic, sulphur, hogs-
fetonel..and crows-foot.

Hogshead (hp-gzhed). Forms : 4-6 hogges-
hed, (4 hoogeshed, 5 hoggishede, hoggys hed,
hogges heed, hoggesyde), 6 hoggesheed, hog-
gis heed, hogyshed, 6-7 hoggeshead, 6- hogs-
head, (6 hogs(h)ed, -heed, 7 hogs-head, hogs-
hede) ; also ft. (6 hoggett), 7 boghead, Sc. 6-7
hogheid(d, 7 hodg-head. [f. hog's poss. of Hoo
si.1 + HEAD. The reason of the name is uncertain.
The English word was taken later, in a disguised form,

into most of the Teutonic languages, viz. early mod. Flem.
and Du. oxhooft

' tonneau ou muid de France '

(Plantijn

y,T^,hockslwot,ockshood, OfAsAooa"doTmm, Angl. hogghes-
head (Kilian 1599), mod.Du. okshoo/d, oxhooft (Hexham,
1678), MLG. hukeshovet, LG. okshifd, Ger. oxhoft, Da.
oxehoved, Sw. ox/iufvud. In Sw. and Da. this is equivalent
to

' ox-head
', and the first element in Ger. also takes the

form of ox '

; but in LG. and Du. (where the word for ' ox '

is os, formerly osse\ oxhooft is meaningless as a native
formation, while the early variants hukeshovet, hockshoot,
-hood, more closely approach the English. The OF. hog-uette'

petit tonneau,' cited by Godefroy from a charter of Henry V
of Engl., has app. no standing or origin in Fr. : cf. the Eng.
variant hoghead, Sc. hoggit, huggit in S-ufpl. to Jamieson.\
1. A large cask for liquids, etc. ; spec, one of a

definite capacity, which varied for different liquids
and commodities. See sense 2.

1390 Earl Derby's Exp. (Camden) 23 Clerico panetrie per

v hoggeshedes . . dolium ad ij s. ij d., pipa ad xx a., hoggea!
hedz ad xij a. 1423 Rolls Parlt. IV. 256/1 Tonnes, Pipes,
Tertians, Hoggeshedes of wyn of Gascoign. .shulden be of
certein mesure..the Terciane mi" mi galons, the Hogges-
hede in" in galons. a 1467 GREGORY Chron. 207 They fulle

ungoodely smote owte the heddys of the pypys and hoggys
hedys of wyne, that men wente wete-schode in wyne. 1578
in loth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 428 Marchauntes
shall not . . marke any signe or signes upon anye pipe,
bout, or hogsed. 1674 tr. Scheffer's Lapland x. 44 A
garland .. about as big as the hoop of an hogshead. 1706
PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey) s.v., In Fortification Hogsheads
fill'd with Earth serve to make Breast-works, to cover
the Men. 1781 GIBBON Decl. ff F. III. Ixviii. 716 Innumer-
able fascines, and hogsheads,and trunks of trees, were heaped
on each other. 1868 E. EDWARDS Raleigh I. vi. 97 Some of
his trees were excellently fitted to make hogsheads.

the bung, or doth the Hodghead rent. 1687 WOOD Life
3 Sept. (O. H. S.) III. 228 The conduit . . had a boghead or
vessell of clarret in it.

2. Hence, Such a caskful of liquor ; a liquid mea-
sure containing 63 old wine-gallons (equal to 53j
imperial gallons). Abbreviated hhd.
This content was prescribed by a statute of 1423 : see

quot. m i. The London hogshead of beer contained 54
gallons, that of ale 48 gallons ; elsewhere the hogshead of
ale or beer contained 51 gallons. (' Now seldom used of beer,
but almost invariably of cider.' Encycl. Diet.)

,
H83 A ct ' Kich. Ill, c. 13 Euery hogshead to containe

Ixuj gallons. And euery barrell to containe xxxj gallons andan halfe. 1500 Chron. Calais (Camden) 50 Dyverse sortes
ofwyne, and

ij hogshedys of ypocras. 1510 H. Ld. Clifford's
Househ. Bk. (in Craven Dial. 1828), Itm payd at London
. . to John Browne for a tonne of wyne, y' ys to say v hogs-



HOG-SHIP.

heeds of white and two of clared v. Ii. 1587 HARRISON

England it. vi. (1877) i. 159 Hereof we make three hogg_es-
heads of good beere. 1599 NASHE Lenten Stuffe 47 Haumg
a drop or two of pitty left of the huge hogshead of teares

they spent for Hero and Leander. 1713 STEELE Engliskm.
No. 8. 56, I sell il by the Gallon, as cheap as you can buy it

any where by the Hogshead. 1749 REYNARDSON in rhil.

Trans. XLVI. 65 The liquid Bushel is not 64, but 63

Pounds or Pints ; eight whereof make the Hogshead equal
to 63 Gallons. 1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 54 By
means of pumps a horse can raise 250 hogsheads of water,

10 feet high, in an hour. 1862 ANSTED Channel Isl. iv.

App. A. (ed. 2) 566 The hogshead of cider in Jersey contains

sixty gallons. 1897 tVhitakei's Aim. 424 Of wines imported
in casks the following are the usual measurements. .Hogs-
head of Claret 46; Port, 57; Sherry, 54; Madeira, 46 gallons.

ft. 1499-1500 Durham MS. Burs. Roll, In v doliis et uno

hoggett vim rubij. 1634 in Glasgow Burgh Rec. (Rec. Soc.)

I. 23 Twa hogheidis of wine to the Bischope.

b. Of other commodities : A cask of capacity

varying according to the contents and locality.
In later use varying from jooto 140 gallons; the hogshead

of molasses was in 1749 fixed at 100 gallons.

1491 Vitas Pair. (W. de W. 1495) i. cxxiv. 142 bb, He
sente . . a thousande hogges heedes of beenes & peesen to

make potage wyth. 1569 Irish Act n Eliz. Sess. m. c. 10

in Bolton Slat. Irel. (1621) 336 Shall pay . . for every such

hugshead of beafe fortie shilling sterling. 1745 De Fat's

Eng. Tradesman iii. (1841) I. 20 Two carts loaded with

about 12 hogsheads or casks of molasses. 1776 ADAM SMITH
W. JV. n. v. (1869) I. 378 About ninety-six thousand hogs-
heads of tobacco are annually purchased in Virginia and

Maryland. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade s.\., The hogshead
is at present a large cask used for transporting various

articles ; for sugar ranging from 14 to 18 cwt. in weight.
ft 1588 in Glasgow Burgh Rec. (Rec. Soc.) I. 123 Ane

hogheid of beirT.

fig. 1773 in Boswell Tour to Hebrides 21 Oct., This man
isJust a hogshead ofsense.

3. Applied to a person with allusion to the animal.

Couch a hogshead: see COUCH v. 1 i e.

c 1515 etc. (see COUCH .' i e]. ig86 A. DAY Eng. Secre-

tary i. (1625) no If you delight in a Pigs-nie, you may by
receiving of him be sure of a Hogs-head. 1619 R. HARRIS
Drunkard's Cup 20 Their Parish Priests (as those hogs-
heads terme him). 1645 MILTON Colast. Wks. (1851) 375
His jabberment in Law, the flashiest and the fustiest that

ever corrupted in such an unswill'd hogshead.
4. Humorously applied to the head or lid of a

pig-shaped vessel, used as a drinking cup.
1884 Mag. ofArt Jan. 102 The vessel [a Sussex pig] is

filled with liquor..and the head being taken off and filled,

each guest is invited to
' drink a hog"s-head of beer to the

health of the bride '.

5. attrib., as liogshead stave; also hogshead
weight (see quot).
1600 HYLL Arith, xiii. 66, 112 Poundes weight maketh

i. hundred weight. 5. of those hundreds'., i. Hogshead
weight. 1772 Ann. Reg. 230 That a bounty of six pounds
be allowed for every 1800 such hundred of hogshead staves.

Ho-gship. The personality of a hog.
86o Merc. Marine Mag. VII. 295 Sacrifices were offered

to his hogship [a half-hog deity].

Hog-skiu, liogskin.
1. The skin of a hog ;

leather made of this, pig-
skin ; chiefly attrib.

1705 Lond. Gaz. No. 4178/4 An Hogskin Saddle and curb
Bridle. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Hog-skin Saddle, a

superior
kind of saddle made from tanned hogskin.

2. The skin of a hog used as a wine-bottle.

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Boracho, a But, a Drunkard,
and a Hogskin. 1711 E. WARD Quix. I. 372 Till they had
drank one Hogskin out.

Hog's pudding. Theentrail of a hog variously

stuffed, according to locality, with a mixture of

oatmeal, suet, tripe, etc., or of flour, currants, and

spice.
1614 SELDEN Titles Hon. 72 As ridiculous a denomination,

as Lucanica, signifying a kind of Hogs-pudding. 1712
ADDISON Spect. No. 269 F 8 He had sent a string of Hogs-
puddings . . to every poor Family in the Parish. 1833 HT.
MARTINEAU Brooke Farm vii. 87 Bacon in plenty . . and
hog's-puddings and lard for the children.

Hog-stag. Zool. The male of the HOG-DEER

(sense I).

1781-5 W. SMELLIE tr. Buforis Nat. Hist. (1791) IV. TII.

Hogsteer, -ster : see HOGGASTER.

Ho'gsty. Also hog's sty. A pigsty.
c 1475 Pict. Vac. in Wr.-Wulcker 803/44 Hoc porcatorium,

a hogstye. a 1539 SKELTOM Merie T. xiii. in Shaks. Jest
Bk. 1 1864) II. 25 He wente & charged one of hys bpyes, in an

euenyng . . to sette fyre in one of hys hogges sties. 1669
WOODHEAD St. Teresa u. xvii. 118 He replied, He would
dwell not only there, but even in a Hog-stie. 1797 W.
JOHNSTON tr. Beckmann's Hist. Invent. II. 41 Hog-sties
were erected in the streets, sometimes even under the win-
dows. 1821 Blackut. Mag. IX. 137 Loud was the grumph
and grumble from hog-stye.

Hogton(e, var. of hocton, hocqueton, ACTON.
1535 Aberdeen Reg. V. 15 (Jam.) Hat, bonet, gowne, hog-

ton. 1538 Ibid. 1 6.

Hog-trough (h(>'g|trf). Also hog's trough.
A trough for nogs to feed out of ; a pig-trough.
1530 PALSGR. 231/2 Hogges troughe, auge a pourcettux.

1592 NASHE P. Penilesse (1842) 26 He falls 'like a hog's
trough that is set on one end. 1679 OLDHAM Sat. Jesuits
iv. 4 Once I was common Wood, a shapeless Log . . The
Workman yet in doubt, what course to take, Whether I'd

best a Saint, or Hog-trough make. 1800 COLERIDGE Lett.

(1895) 323 A Scotch Hog-trough.
b. A trough-like hollow - hog-wallow (see HOG

J*.1 13 a).

1807 A. YOUNG Agric. Essex (1813) I. 200, I did not see
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one false furrow, or any tendency to a hog trough upon his

whole farm.

Hog-wash. Also hog's wash. [See WASH
.S/A]

The swill of a brewery or kitchen given to

hogs ; pig's-wash.
c 1440 Jacob's ffW/<E. E. T. S.) 81 pey in be kechyn, for

iape, pouryd on here hefd hoggyswasch. 1611 COTGR., !

La-.-aillfs, Swillings, Hogs-wash, washings for Swine. 1708
MOTTEUX Rabelais v. xv. (1737) 58 Ten Sows . . could swill

Hogwash. 1844 COL. HAWKER Diary (1893) II. 247 Wine
little better than hogwash.

b. Contemptuously applied to weak inferior

liquor or any worthless stuff.

1712 ARBUTHNOT John Bull i. x, Your butler purloins your
liquor, and the brewer sells you hogwash. 1882 B. HARTE Flip
ii, That's the sort ofhog-wash the old man serves out to you.

1883 In Carqninez Woods 155 He had ' had enough of that

sort of hog-wash ladled out to him for genuine liquor '.

Ho'gweed. Herb. A name given to various

herbs of which hogs are fond, or which are thought
fit only for hogs.
1. In England : Cow-parsnip, Heradcum Sphon-

dylium ; Knotgrass, Polygonum aviculare
;
Sow-

thistle, Sonchus ; Coltsfoot, Tussilago Farfara ;

Hedge Parsley, Torilis Anthriscus.

1744-50 W. ELLIS Mod. Husbandm. III. l. 45 Hogweed,
Heracleum Sphondylium. 1771 BURKE Corr. (1844) 1. 260

My experiment of the cultivation of that species of the wild

parsnip which they call hog-weed, did not answer. 1807 A.

YOONG Agric. Essex (1813) II. 87 Hogweed, Polygonum
aviciilare . . this weed is a great plague on the bean stubbles.

1858 HOGG Veg. Kingd. 379 Heracleum sphondylium or

Common Cow Parsnip.. The whole plant is a wholesome
and nourishing food for cattle, and is gathered in Sussex for

fattening hogs, and hence called Hog-weed.
2 In the West Indies, species of Boerhaavia ; in

U.S. Ambrosia artemisiyfolia.
1707 SLOANE Jamaica. I. 210 Hogweed. Hogs feed on this

herb with much delight. 1736 P. BROWNE Jamaica. 123

Hogweed. .is frequently gathered for the hogs, and thought
to be a very fattening and wholesome food for them. 1884
MILLER Plant-n., Hog-weed, American, Ambrosia artemi-

siaefolia, Boerhaavia erecta, and other species.

3. Poisonous Hogweed : see quot.
1858 HOGG Veg. Kingd. 6^A[risfolochia} grandiftora,

a native of the West Indies. .The roots are bitter, .and are

said to be destructive to swine . . hence the plant is called

Poisonous Hog-weed.
Hoh, hoha, obs. ff. Ho, intj and sb.-

Hohl-flute (ha-lflt). [ad. Ger. hohljlb'te, lit.

hollow flute.] An open 8-ft. flute-stop on an

organ, having a soft hollow tone resembling that

of the Stopped Diapason.
\&x>Specif, Organ BanquetingRoom i Whitehall Grove

Diet. Mus. II. 591/1 Great Organ, i. Open Diapason. 2.

Holflute. 1852 SEIDEL Organ 21 In 1515- .an organ in St.

Mary's, at Danzic. .contained, .stop-diapason, flute. .hohl-

flute, gems-horn [etc.]. 1880 E. J. HOPKINS in Grove Diet.

Mus. II. 501/1 'Hoi-flute' was the name which Father

Smith attached to a metal Stopped Diapason with chimneys.

Hoi, int. : see HOT.
Hoicks (hoiks), hoick (hoik), int. (so.) Also

8 hoics, 8- hoix ;
8- hole ; 7 hoika. [Origin un-

known : it has also the form YOICK, -s.] A call

nsed in hunting to incite the hounds. Also trans/.

1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 212 Speaking to his

dogs by name, saying
' Now A !

'

then ' B !

' ' Hoika C !

'

and such like words of art. 1736 FOOTE Eng. fr. Paris n.

Wks. 1799 I. no Hoic a boy, hoic a boy . . Hey boy, hoix,

ing Horses xii. 199 _ _ - -

. . And to a particular hound Hoick, Rector 1 Hoick, Bonny
Lass!

b. so. A cry of
'
hoicks !

*

1797 MRS. A. M. BENNETT Beggar Girl (1813) III. 52
A smacking of whips, coarse laughs, and loud hoic hoics,

with shrill hollos.

Hence Hoicks (hoick) v. a. trans, to incite or

salute with 'hoicks !'; b. intr. to ' hark back".

1762 SMOLLETT Sir L. Greaves Misc. Wks. 1806 V. 88

The fox-hunters..hoicksed the speaker, exclaiming,
' Well

opened, Jowler to 'un again, Sweetlips !

'

1823 SCOTT Fam.
Lett, ii May (1894) II. 172 Come to Abbotsford with him,

and we will hoicks back with you again to Rokeby. 1897

f<rACXIII.i2i/2 Huntsman getting warm,and'Hoic-ing .

Hoida, obs. form of HEY-DAY int.

Hoiden, -on, var. spellings of HOYDEN.

Hoie, hoigh, obs. forms of HOY sb.\

Hoif, Hoige, obs. forms of HOVE, HDGE.

t Hoigh. Obs. [f. hoigh, HOY int. : cf.
' on the

qui viwr.] Excitement ; chiefly in phr. on (o') the

hoigh : eager, excited ; excitedly, riotously.

1576 GOSSON Spec. Humanutn iv. in Sch. Abuse (Arb.)

Notes 77 To set our heartes on hoygh for aye. 1598 R.

BERNARD ti. Terence (1607) 127 There comes running vpon
the hoigh together to meete me, all the hucksters, fish-

mongers, butchers. 1607 MIDDLETON Fam. ofLore in. ii,

Young wenches now are all o' the hoigh. 1641 BROME

Joviall Crew i. Wks. 1873 III. 363, I left the merry Griggs
. . in such a Hoigh younder ! such a frolic !

Hoighce, obs. f. HOISE. Hoighdagh, obs. f.

HEY-DAY int. Hoighty-toighty, var. HOITY-

TOITY. Hoika: see HOICKS. Hoil^e, hoill, obs.

Sc. ff. HOLE, HOLL sb., WHOLB.
i Hoine, hoyne, v. Obs. or dial. [a. OF.

hoigner, hogner (13* c. in Hatz.-Darm.) to

whine : cf. Palsgr.
'

Je hoigne, I whyne as a chylde

HOISE.

dothe, or a dogge '.]
intr. To whine ;

to grunt ;

to murmur, to mutter ;
= HONE v.~

c 1440 York Myst. xxx. 309 Yone lordyngis to lose be Full

longe haue thei hoyned [printed heyned ;
rime enioyned].

a 1529 SKELTON Agst. I'enom. Tongues 4 Hoyning like

hogges, that groynis and wrotes. 1847-78 HALLIWELL, Hoine,
. . to whine. Line.

Hence r Hoinish a., grunting.
1633 T. ADAMS Exp. 2 Peter ii. 14 Worldlings are swine. .

insatiable in devouring, hoinish and grunting.

Hoip, obs. Sc. spelling of HOPE.

Hoir, obs. form of HEIR, HOAR, WHORE.
Hoise (hoizl, v. 06s. exc. dial. Pa. t. and pple.

hoised, hoist. Forms : a. 5 hysse, 6 hyce,
hyse. /3. 5- hoise (6 hoighce, 6-7 hoyse,

hoisse, 7 hoiss). [In !5-l6th c. hysse, hyce,
which corresponds with Icel. /lisa, Norw., Sw.

hissa, Da. hisse, LG. hiesen, kissen (Chytraus 1582,
whence Ger. hissen), Du. hijschen (liet zeyl ophijsen
to hoise the sail, Hexham 1678) ; also F. hisser

(i6th c. hinser, inser, 1611 Cotgr. yser), It. issare

(Diez), Sp. tzar (1599 Minsheu hicar), Pg. ifar.

It is not yet known in which language this nautical

word arose ; the English examples are earlier than

any cited elsewhere. The /3 forms hoighce, lioisse,

hoise, appear to arise from a broad pronunciation
of hyce, hysse, hyse (the mod. repr. of which

appears to be the northern HEEZE) ; they are

earlier than the interchange of oi, i, in oil, lie,

toil, bile, etc. Otherwise, Engl. oi, oy, is usually
of foreign origin, French or Dutch : cf. rejoice,

boil, toy, etc.

It is to be noticed that the word appears early as an inter-

jection, being the actual cry of sailors in hauling
: Eng.

hissa (c 1450), Sc. heisau (Compl. of Scot. 1549), Sp. hiza

(Minsheu 1599!, now iza, Pg. ifa, F. inse ! insc ! (Rabelais

c 1530). These Romanic forms have the appearance of^the
imperative of the vb. hizar, l\ar, inscr

',
but whether this is

historically so, or whether the vb. was subseq. formed from

the cry, is not clear.]

1. trans. To raise aloft by means of a rope or

pulley and tackle, or by other mechanical appli-

ance, a. Orig. nautical, and chiefly to hoist sail
;

often with up.
a. fr 1450 Pilgr. Sea Voy. 13 in Sloe. Rome etc. 37 With

' howe ! hissa I

'

then they [shipmen] cry,
' What howe,

mate 1 thowstondyst to ny, Thy felow may nat hale [= haul]

the by '. Cf. also heisau in HEEZE it. quot. 1549.] 1490
CAXTON Eneydos xxxi. 117 They made the saylles to be

hyssed vppe. 1517 H. WATSON Ship ofFools A ij a, I tourne

and hyse the cordes of the shyppe. 1530 PALSGR. 585/1, I

hyse up the sayle, as shypmen do, je haulce. 1547 SALES-

BURY Welsh Diet., Kadi ancor i vyny, hyce up an ancre.

1549, etc. [see HEEZE].
ft. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas. (1555) 53 Hoyse up thy

sayle. Ibid. 19;
Then their anker they weyed in haste,

And hoyst their sayle. a 1537 Batayle Egyngeconrte.

(printed by J. Skot) A ij b, They hoysed their sayles

sadly a lofte A goodly syght it was to se. 1589 GREENE

Menaphon (Arb.) 58 Eurilochus . . willed his men perforce
to hoyse him a shipboord. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. i. ii. 148

They prepared A rotten carkasse of a Butt . . There they

hoyst vs To cry to th' Sea. 1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 207
We . . hoissed sailes for Sidon. 1715-20 POPE Iliad I. 624
Then launch, and hoise the mast. 1791 COWPER Odyss. xv.

353 They, .straining at the halyards, hoised the sail.

atsol. 1685 Roxb. Ball. (1885) V. 544 We hoised and
hast'ned up into the Straits.

t b. To hoise out (forth) ; to launch, lower

(a boat). Obs.

1599 HAKLUYT Voy. II. 179 To hoise out their skiffe.

1628 World Encamp, by Sir F. Drake 18 A boat being
therefore hoised forth. 1697-9 DAMPIER Voy. an. 1688 (R.)

We hoysed out our boat, and took up some of them.

c. In other than nautical use.

1561 DAUS tr. BuUing^er on Apoc. (1573) 148 b, Hoysing
them horribly vp to a gibet. 1613 PORCHAS Pilgrimage iv.

xvi. 370 Hoising them up and down by the armes with a cord.

1699 DAMPIER Voy. (1729) II. i. 48 There stands a Flag Staff,

purposely for the hoysing up the English Colours. 1710
SWIFT Baucis ff Philemon 57 The kettle to the top was

hoist, And there stood fasten'd to a joist.

2. To raise aloft, lift up : usually with the notion

of exertion ;
cf. HEEZE v.

1548 UDALL Erasm. Par. Luke xxiv. 175 Beyng hoighced

vp vpon the crosse. 1570 B. GOOGE I'op. Kingd. i. 5 b,

From the bottom deepe He hoyseth up the weeping soules,

in blessed ioyes to sleepe. 1645 MILTON Colast. Wks.

(1851) 374 The shame of all honest Atturneys, why doe they
not hoiss him over the barre, and blanket him ? 1690 W.
WALKER Idiomat. Ang^lo-Lat. 36 Hoise this fellow on thy

back, and carry him in. 011763 SHENSTONK Colemira 59
When with nice airs she hoist the pancake round. 1830

J. WILSON Noct. Ambr. Wks. 1855 II. 340 Gin I could get

a cleik o' the bane . . I might hoise it gently up . . and then

pu' it out o' his mouth. 1842 S. LOVER Handy Andy xv.

142
'

Remember,..you won't tell we hoised you.'

b. Hoist with his own petard (Shaks.) : Blown

into the air by his own bomb ; hence, injured or

destroyed by his own device for the ruin of others.

1604 SHAKS. Ham. in. iv. 207 (Qo. 2) Tis the sport to haue

the enginer Hoist with his owne petar. 1826 Scorr Woodst.

xxxiii, 'Tis sport to have the engineer Hoist with his own

petard, as our immortal Shakspeare has it. 1847 DE

with their own petard. 1882 Nature XXVI. 146 The criti-

cism of practical men .. was disarmed; these found them-

selves hoist with their own petard.



HOISE.

f3. To raise in position, degree, or quality ; to

exalt, elevate ; to raise in amount or price. Obs.

1581 W. STAFFORD Exam. Compl. m. (1876) 82 This

rackynge and hoyssing vp of Rentes. 1583 STANYHURST

.Knit's l. (Arb.) 18 Shee pouts, that Ganymed by loue too

skitop is hoysed. 1642 ROGERS Naanutn 488 To bee

hoysed up with such a spirit of freedom. 1679 CROWNK
Ambit. Statesm. v. 80 I've torn my bowels out To hoyse

my self into this Tyrant's favour. 1730 T. BOSTON Mem.
vii. 100, 1 was somewhat hoised above it.

1 4. To Hit and move ;
to remove. Obs.

1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen, /'/, I. i. 169 Wee'l quickly hoyse
Duke Humfrey from his seat. 1671 GREW Ant. Plants \.

iii. App. 7 The Brushes of the Winds would injuriously

hoise them to and fro. f 1750 Rob Riy ii. in Child Ballatis

vii. ccxxv. 248/1 He hoisd her out among his crew, And
rowd her in his plaidie.

f6. intr. (for pass.) To be raised, to rise. Obs.

1565 GOLDING Ch'ia's .Met. II. (1593) 32 The waine for

want of weight . . Did hoise aloft, and scaile, and reele as

though it emptie were. 1570 B. Goor.E Pop. Kingd. 2 a,

And with a worde he hoyseth up, unto the starry raigne.

Hence Hoised ///. a., Hoising vbl. sb. and ///.

a. Hoi-ser, one who or that which hoises. Also

Hoise sb.. a lift, HOIST i.

1568 T. HOWELI. AVnv Sonets (1879) nq With hoysing
waues and windes so hardly tost. 1576 GOSSON Spt\\
Humanum iii. in Sch. Abuse (Arb.) Notes 76 The prime of

youth, whose greene vnmellowde yeares With hoysed head
doth checke the loftie skies. 1611 COTGR., Lcvenr, a rayser
. . hoyser, or heauer vp of. 1615 T. ADAMS While Devill

62 For the hoording of corne and hoysing of markets. 1632

SHERWOOD, A hoismg instrument (to lift vp stones). 1786
BURNS Ordination xiii, They'll gie her on a rape a hoyse.

Hoise, hois(s, obs. Sc. forms of HOSE.

) Hoisen, v. rare. In 6 hoysen. = HOISE i.

1553 EDEN Treat. Newe Ind. (Arb.) 29 Hoyseninge vp his

sayles.

Hoist (hoist), v. Also 6 hoihst, 6-J hoyst.

[orig. a corruption of hoiss, HOISE v.
; perh.

through taking the pa. t. and pple. as the stem :

cf. graff, graft also amidst, whilst, wonst = once.']

1. trans. To raise aloft; to set or put up; to

place on high. (Also with up.)

1548 UDALL Erasm. Par. Luke xxiv. 181 b, His onely
soonne they hoihsted vp and nayled on the crosse. 1573-80
BARET Ala. H 531 Hoist me this fellowe on thy backe

Dromo and carrie him in 1606 SHAKS. Ant. Sf Cl. iv. xii.

34 Let him take thee, And hoist thee vp to the shouting
Plebeians. 1607 HEYWOOD Worn, kilde m. Kindn. Wks. 1874

II. 93 This marriage musicke hoists me from the ground.

1878 HuXLEY/'/irtt'0,f. xii. 186 Beds of dead mussels were.,

hoisted ten feet above high-water mark. 1883 Miss BRAD-

DON Phantom Fort. III. 106 Lesbia mounted lightly to ..

the box-seat ; and Lady Kirkbank was hoisted up after her.

b. esp. A flag, colours, or the like. Here the

sense is often the same as in 2.

1697 [see FLAG sb. 1 2]. 1748 Anson's Voy. i. iv. 40We saw

the two forts hoist their colours. 1836 W. IRVING Astoria

I. 201 The drums beat to arms, the colours were hoisted.

1874 GREEN Short Hist. vii. 6. 406 English vessels hoisted

the flag of the States for a dash at the Spanish traders.

c. spec. To lift up on the back of another in

order to receive a flogging. Cf. HOISTEE b.

c 1719 Lett. fr. Mist's Jrnl. (1722) I. 183, I have been

hoisted many a time for translating a Piece . . for him,

Domine's muscular arm. 1862 MRS. H. WOOD Channings
vii. 55 Seniors have been hoisted afore now.

d. Jig.
1814 CARY Dante, Par. xxl. 124 Modern Shepherds (of

the Church] need . .from behind, Others to hoist them. 1822

W. IRVING Sr-acei. Hall vii. 60 Having been hoisted to the

rank of general.
2. To raise by means of tackle or other me-

chanical appliance. (Also with up.) To hoist down :

to lower. To hoist out (a boat) : to launch,

lower. See HOISE v. i.

1578 T. N. tr. Cong. W. India Pref.
p
But hoysted saile

to search the golden vaine. 1594 tr. Linschoten's Voy. in

Arb. Garner III. 20 They which hoist up the mainyard by
a wheel. 1698 S. SEWALL Diary 14 Apr. (1878) I. 477 A
Lad was kill'd by a hogshead of sugar falling on him as it

was hoisting into a Boat. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe i. xvin, We
saw them iby the help of my glasses) hoist another boat out.

much used by contractors, for hoisting stones.

1 3. To lift and remove, to bear away. Obs.

(-1550 Pryde t At. Worn. 16 in Hazl. E. P. P. IV. 232

But theyr prayse and cloke wyll not serve, But hoyst them

to the devyll of hell. 1599 NASHE Lenten Stuffe 47 She saw

her mistris mounted a cock-horse, and hoysted away to hell

or to heanen. 1761 MORE in Phil. Trans. LI I. 452 The
stream . . had hoisted us far out into the ocean,

f 4. To overtax, surcharge. Obs.

1607 MIDDLETON Michaelmas T. IV. i. Giij b, Tis for your

worships to haue land, that keepe great houses ; I should

be hoysted. 1611 COTGR., Surtaux, an ouer-cessmg, ouer-

rating, hoisting, surcharging, in the Subsidie booke. Ibid.,

Surlaxi, ouer-sessed, hoisted, surcharged.

5. intr. ((or pass.) To be raised, to rise aloft.

1647 H. MORE Song ofSoul m. App. Ivi, Thus dismist th'

Assembly, bad Hoyst up into the Air, fly home through

clammy shade, c 1860 H. STUART Seaman's Catech. a 1

will allow the yard to hoist close up to the block. 1891

N. Y. Weekly Witn. 13 Jan. 7/5 He . . marches .. toward

hosannas that ever hoist and hallelujahs that ever roll.
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Hence Hoi'sted ///. n.

c 1611 CHAPMAX liiaii xvir. 256 Down fell Letheides, and
..the body's hoisted foot. 1897 Daily .\V7CS2I Dec.8/3The
hoisted board ' House Full

'
. . is a common occurrence.

Hoist, si'-
[f.

HOIST v.]

1. An act of hoisting ;
a lift ; a shove up.

1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes iv. xxv. 286 H e is upon his second

hoyst into the Cart. 1674 N. FAIRFAX Bulk $ Sefo. Ep. Ded.,

To be lifted up by the Hoist of breath. 1813 SCOTT Fain.

Lett. 9 .Mar. ^18941 I- ix. 274, I wish you would give the

raw author, .a hoist to notice, by speaking of him now and
thtn. 1894 CROCKETT Ranters 231 As one gets to the edge
of a wall when a comrade gives a hoist up.

2. Something hoisted ; Naut. a number of fiajjs

hoisted together as a signal.

1805 W. PASCO in Daily -\Vri/s (1806) 21 Oct. 5/6 As the

last hoist was handed down Nelson turned to Captain
Blackwood. .with

' Now I can do no more'.

3. A thing by which something is hoisted; a

machine for conveying persons and things from

one level to another, in mines, factories, hotels,

etc. ; an elevator, a lift.

1835 URE/YU/<U. Mann/. 46 The teagle. .or hoist consists

of three principal parts. 1852-61 Arc/tit. PuM. Sof. Did.
IV. 64, Hoist, the name given to the machinery that has

lately been introduced into building operations for the pur-

pose of raising materials to the heights required in the con-

struction. 1869 Athenyum 9 Oct. 466 Lifts and hoists are

vulgar things in common hotels and warehouses for convey-

ing ordinary people, sacks and casks to upper stones.

4. Naiit. a. The middle part of a mast. b. The

perpendicular height of a sail or a flag. C. The
extent to which a sail or yard is hoisted (Cent.

Diet.), d. The fore edge of a staysail.

1764 VEICHT in Phil. Trans. LIV. 288 Each of these parts
of the mast are divided as to length, and have their proper
names . . the middle part, which readies from a little below

the rigging, to that place, where the lowermost part begins
.. is often called the hoist, or hoisting part. 1769 FALCONER
Diet. Marine (1789), Guimiant, . .the hoist or heighth of an

ensign or flag. 1794 Rigging q Seamanship I. 89, Slay-

Iwles, holes made through staysails, at certain distances

along the hoist. 1841-62 TOTTEN Naval Text Bk. 340 The
hoist of a sail or flag is its perpendicular height ; applied to

staysails or headsails, it means the foremost leeches. 1867
SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk. s.v. Leeches, The sails which are

fixed obliquely on the masts have their leeches named from

their situation with regard to the ship's length, as the hoist

or luff, or fore-leech of the inizen, the after-leech ofthe jib, &c.

Hoist-, in combination : hoistaway ( [7.S.), a

mechanical lift or elevator ; hoist-bridge (see

quot.) ; hoist-hole, an opening through which

things are hoisted ;
hoist-man (see quot.) ;

hoist-rope, a rope by which a sail, goods, etc.

are hoisted; hoist-way (f/.S.)
= hoist-hole, the

shaft of a lift or elevator.
1881 WORCESTER Suppl., Elevator, a mechanical contriv-

ance for raising persons and goods from the lower story of

a building to the higher stories, .called also lift and 'hoist-

away. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.,
*
Hoist-bridge, a form of

drawbridge, in which the leaf or platform is raised. 1892
Labour Commission Gloss., 'Hoist Men, men attending
the hydraulic cranes or steam winches used for hoisting the

cargo from deck to quay . . men . . engaged in looking after

the hoists or lifts in the yard. 1794 Rigging f, Seamanship
I. 128 The "hoist-rope is put through the holes in the head-

stick. 1896 Westm. Got. 9 Oct. 5/1 Twelve sorters slid

down a hoist rope through the flames.

Hoist, pa.t. and pple. of HOISE ;
obs. Sc. form

of HOST, var. HOAST.

Hoister (hoi-staj). [f.
HOIST v. + -EB1

.]
One

who or that which hoists, raises, or elevates.

1862 GEN. P. THOMPSON in Bradford Advert, i Nov. 6/1

The bolster of the black flag. 1862 Rep. to Ho. Repr. Free.

Met. U. S. 408 New shaft house . . containing the 4o-horse-

power engine and hoister.

b. The person on whose back a pupil was

hoisted to receive a flogging. (See HOIST v. i c.)

1836 E. HOWARD R. Reefer xiv, The two school men-

servants came in, one.. being the obnoxious hoister.

Hoisting (hoi-stirj), vbl. sb. [f. as prec. +

-ING!.] The action of the verb HOIST: raising,

lifting, elevation, lit. andyf^.
1641 MILTON Reform, n. (1851) 40 He was the subversion

and fall of that Monarchy which was the hoisting of him.

1796 BURKE Regie. Peart i. Wks. VIII. 189 The lowering

or the hoisting of a sail. 1855 MILMAN Lat. Chr. V. 300
The criminal . . at a sign of the Judge was hauled up with

a frightful wrench ; and then violently let fall to the ground.

This was called, in the common phrase, hoisting.

b. attrib. and Comb., as hoisting-apparatus,

-bridge, -crab, -engine, -jack, -line, -machine, -rope,

-stage, -tackle, etc.

1602 Capt. Smith's Seaman's Gram. i. xiv. 64 A hoistinglin

for Pennant. 1751 LABELYE Westm. Br. 84 The Centers

and hoisting Stage were compleated. 1852-61 Archit.

Publ. Soc. Diet. IV. 63, Hoisting bridge . . lately employed
in canal and railway works, where the platform is required

to be raised so as to allow a barge or train to pass under-

neath. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Hoisting-jack,
a con-

trivance by which hand-power is applied to lifting an object

by working a screw or lever. 1876 Engineering XXI. 389

The hoisting rope is led to a drum on the second shaft,

which we shall call the hoisting shaft. 1889 E. MATHESON
Aid Bk. Engin. Entcrp. (ed. 2) 725 An ordinary hoisting-

crab or winch for working by hand.

Hoistings, obs. form of HUSTINGS.

tHoit,z>. Obs. or dial. Also hoyt. [Origin

obscure : senses i and 2 are perh. unconnected.

HOKER.

There seems to be connexion or association of

sense with HOYDEN : see esp. hoiting ppl. a.]

1. intr.
' To indulge in riotous and noisy mirth

'

(Nares) ; to act the hoyden, to romp inelegantly.
ci6tx> DAY Kegg. BednallGr. n. i. (1881) 27 There you'll

be hoyting and kissing the wenches you. 1611 BEAUM. &
FL. Knt. Burn. Pest. i. iii, Hark my Husband he's singing
and hoiting. Ibid. iv. iii, There he. -sings, and hoyts, and
revels among his drunken companions. 1650 FULLER

Pisgait n. iv. vi. up Let none condemn them [girls] for Rigs,
because thus hoiting with boys. 1868 ATKINSON Cleve-

land Gloss., Hoit, to play the fool . . to engage in some
evident absurdity.
2. To move clumsily and with difficulty; to

limp. Sc.

1786 BURNS To Auld Mare vii, Tho' now ye dow but

hoyte and hoble An' wintle like a saumont-coble.

Hence (in sense i) Hoiting vbl. sb. and///, a.

[with the latter, cf. HOYDEN a.]. Also Hoit sb.,

north, dial., a spoilt child, a simpleton, an awk-
ward silly girl, a hoyden.
1594 CAREW Tasso (r88i) 87 Then would (I) hoyting

wanton to a tribe Of loues my body haue abandoned. 1601

DONNE Progr. 6"t7w/xlvii,Us'dto wooe With hoiting gambols
..To make his Mistriss merry. 1612 tr. Bcnven-uto's Pas-

senger (N.), The court is not . . a market-place for boyes,
hoytings, and knaveries. 1649 DAVENANT Love 4- Hon. ill.

Dram. Wks. 1873 III. 141 Young enough, But given too

much to hoyting, and to barley-break. 1676 LADY FANSHAWE
in Mem. (1829) 33, I was that which we graver people call a

hoyting girl. 1687 MRS. BEHN Lucky Chance n. ii, One of

those hoiting Ladies that love nothing like fool and fiddle.

Hoit, obs. Sc. f. HOT a.

Hoity-toity (hoi-ti toi'ti), sb., adj., adv., int.

See also HIGHTY-TIGHTY. [app. a deriv. of HOIT

v., with reduplication ; logically, the adj. ought
to precede the sb. The sense seems in later times

to have gradually been influenced by high, height,

and their family ; this becomes explicit in the

spelling HIGHTY-TIGHTY.] A. sb.

1. Riotous or giddy behaviour ; romping, frolic ;

disturbance,
'

rumpus
'

; flightiness. Also, b. As-

sumption of superiority,
' airs ',

huffiness.

iW8 R. L'EsTRANGE Vis. Q-uev. (1708) 100 The widows
I observ'd. .Chanting and Jigging to every Tune they heard,
and all upon the Hoyty-Toyty, like mad Wenches of

Fifteen. 1784 O'KEEFE Fontainebleau m. iii. (L.), My
mother . . was a fine lady, all upon the hoity-toities, and so,

good for nothing. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. III. vi. ii, If this

Danton were to burst your mesh-work !. .what a hoitytoity
were there, Justice and Culprit changing places. 1875
BROWNING Aristoph. Apol. 2374 After your three bouts At

hoitytoity, great men with long words, And so forth.

2. A giddy or romping girl ;
a hoyden, romp.

dial. Cf. HIGHTY-TIGHTY sb.

Tc
T.,

romping girl.

B. adj. Frolicsome, romping, giddy, flighty.

Also, b. Assuming, haughty, petulant, huffy.

1690 DRYDEN Amphit. n. ii, And that hoighty toighty
business ought, in conscience, to be over. 1713 STEEI.E

Guardian No. 10 r 5 If any hoity-toity things make a

fuss, they are sure to be taken to pieces the next visit.

1769 MRS. BROOKE Emily Montague (1784) I. iv. 16 There

is generally a certain hoity-toity inelegance of form and
manner at seventeen. 1820 KEATS Cap Sf Bells Ixxix, See

what hoity-toity airs she took. 1851 HELPS Comp. Solit.

vii. (1874) 127 A good girl and not hoity-toity. 1896 SIR

W. HARCOURT St. Ho. Com. 13 Feb., It is not to be got rid

of by the use of, if I may use the phrase without offence,

the hoity-toity language of the hon. and gallant member,

f C. adv. In a frolicsome or giddy manner. Obs.

1714 ARBUTHNOT Harmony in Uproar Misc. Wks. 1751

II. 31 All of a sudden we run as mad as ever; and hotty

toity away went we. 1763 BICKERSTAFF Love in Village n.

iii. i8th Air, Hoity, toity, Whisking, frisking.

D. int. An exclamation expressing surprise with

some degree of contempt, esp. at words or actions

considered to show flightiness or undue assumption.

1695 CONGREVE Lo-ve for L. m. x, Hoity toity, what have

I to do with his Dreams or his Divination ? 1749 FIELDING

Tom Jones vn. viii, Hoity toity !.. madam is in her airs,

I protest. 1838 DICKENS Nich. Nick, xxix, Why he don't

I mean to say he's going ! Hoity toity ! Nonsense.' 1883
MRS. ALEXANDER Executor II. 91

'

Hoity toity 1

'

cried Mr.

Harding, a little surprised.
'

Well, you'll think better of it .

Hence Hoity - toi-tyism, Hoity - toitynesa,

flightiness, huffiness, petulance. Hoity-toity v.

intr., to act in a hoity-toity manner, to romp in-

elegantly, to hoyden.
1790 'TOBY TEACH 'EM' Hist. Goody Goosecap 23 Miss

Sally Scramble . . minded nothing but hoity-toitying about,

and had nothing but play in her head. 1820 Miss MITPORD

in L'Estrange Life (1870) II. 106 A person whose hoity-

toityness is depressing beyond conception. 1881 T. WATTS
in Athenaum 3 Sept. 308/2

The talk gets naturally upon
'
lords

'

in general, gentility, nonsense, and '

hoity-toityism

as the canker at the heart of modern civilization.

Hoix, var. spelling of HOICKS.

Hoja(h, var. of KHOJA. Hok, hoke, obs. n".

HOCK, HOOK, OAK. Hoke, var. of HOLK, HOWK
v. ; Hokeday, etc., early ff. HOCKDAY, etc.

t Hoker, sb. Obs. Forms : i hocor, hocer,

2-4 hoker, 4-5 hokir, 5 hooowre, hocour.

[OE. hocor, not found in the cognate langs. ;
the

o is of doubtful length, but prob. short
; possibly
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HOKER.

related to OE. hux, husc 'mockery', root hue-,

hoc-. (Not related to OHG. huoh, MHG. hiich,

huoch '

contempt, scorn, derision ', in which the

second h is Germanic, requiringOE. A.)] Mockery,
derision ; scorn, contempt ; abuse, reviling.

1014 WULFSTAN Sinn, ad Anglos in Ham. xxxiii. (1883)

164 To oft man mid hocere gode daeda hyrweS. cizoo

Trin. Coll. Horn. 163 luele word, hoker and scorn, c 1205
LAV. 29790 Bruttisce clerekes Him seiden hokercs. c 1386
CHAUCER Ree-ji's T. 45 She was as digne as water in a dich

As ful of hoker and of bismare. 14. . Cast. Love (Halliw.v

211 Alle the fendes hadyn hocowre That mon shuld wonyn
in the blessed honowre. 1411-2 HOCCLEVE Dialog. 741 My
wyf mighte haue hokir & greet desdeyn.

b. Comb, hoker-word, mocking word ; gibe.
1014 WULFSTAN Serm. ad Anglos in Horn, xxxiii. (1883)

164 Hocorwyrde dysrze. c 1205 LAY. 19595 [Hi] me atwiten
mid heore hoker worden.

t Eoker, v. Obs. [f.
HOKER st.] trans. To

mock, scorn, revile.

a 1215 Leg. Kath. 458 fu . . ure godes hokerest. c 1275
Passion O-ur Lord 456 in O. E. Misc. 50 He . . gon him
hokeri. f 1425 Eng. Cong, Irel. 140 Thay.-weren shame-

fully receyued, & lothly I-hokred.

b. inlr. To pour scorn (upon].
c 005 LAY. 14705 Ah nes hit nan . . |>at him ne hokerede on.

c 1275 Passion Our Lord 449 in O. E. Misc. 50 J?e princes
and bet o^er volk hokerede him vp-on.

Hence Ho'kering vbl. sb., mockery, scorn.

11225 Ancr. R. 188 J>eo on hokerunge jeieden so lude.

a 1240 Wohunre in Cott. Horn. 281 pe red gerde J>at te was
.. 31 uen be on hokerringe.

Hokerere, var. of OKEREB Obs., nsurer.

t Ho'kerful, a. Obs. [f.
HOKEB sb. + -FUI.]

Scornful. Hence Ho-kerfnlly adv., scornfully.
a 1175 Pnr.i. AZlfredfrjo in O. E. Misc. 137 He wole liben

and hokerful ben. c 1325 Lai le Freine 61 A proude dame
and an envieous, Hokerfultiche missegging.

t Ho'kerly, adv. Obs. [f. as prec. + -LT 2
.]

1. Scornfully, mockingly, contemptuously.
t 1205 LAY. 19412 And laetten swioe hokerliche of Lote

ban eorle. 1297 R. GLOOC. (1724) 417 pe kyng. .wel hoker-

lyche by held be folc Jrat J>ere stod. c 1386 CHAUCER Pars.
T. p 510 Thanne wole he . . aosweren hokerly and angrily.

2. In a way worthy of scorn, contemptibly,

ridiculously.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 140 pis is wunder ouer alle wundres, &

hokerliche wunder. (-1230 Halt Meid. 15 Swa muchel be
hokerlucher him fmncheoto beon ouercumen.

Hoker moker, obs. f. HDGBEB-MUGGEB.
Hoket : see HOOKET.

Hokey, hoaky (h^-ki). In by Hokey, by the

Hokcy, a petty oath, or asseveration.

{ffoakif, in Ayrshire, according to Jamieson. means * a fire

that has been covered up with cinders, when all the fuel has
become red '. This is hardly likely to be the source of the

petty oath, which seems to be substituted for some other

word.]
1825 JAMIESON s. v., Used also as a petty oath, By the

hoakie. 1842 BARHAM Ingot. Leg. Ser. II. Dead Drummer,
What sound mingles too? by the hokey a Drum ! 1842
S. LOVER Handy Andy xi. 101 Hilloa, by the Hokey I have
him! 1867 F. H. LUDLOW Little Brother 64 Then, by
hokey, I'll like you very much indeed, old fellow !

Hokey-pokey (h-ki pu-ki). slang or colloq.
Also hoky-poky. [In sense 1, altered from hocus-

pocus ; in sense 2, perh. of distinct origin.]
1. (Cf. HOCUS-POCUS 2.) Deception, cheatery,
underhand work.
1847-78 HALLIWELL, Hoky-poky, hocus-pocus. North.

1893 FARMER Slang, Hokey-pokey, i. A cheat
;
a swindle ;

nonsense. (From Hocus Pocus.)

2. A cheap kind of ice-cream, sold by street

vendors.

1884 Sunday Mag-. Nov. 715/1
'

Hokey pokey, pokey ho !

'

. .a curiously compounded beverage. 1885 TL'ER Old Land.
Cries 58 Hokey Pokey is of a firmer make and probably
suffer material than the penny ice of the Italians. 1888
Pall Mall G. 25 Sept. 3/2 The correct origin of the term
'

Hokey Pokey, a penny a lump '. [An incident is related
as tending to identify the term with the It. O che poco !

'O how little 11
3. Cf. HOKET, and fokey-hokey in Spurdens .?#>.

to Forby.
1883 Bread-Winners 231 By the great hokey-pokey ! they

couldn't keep it up a minute when their wives came.

Hokster, hokester, obs. ff. HUCKSTER.

Hoky, variant of HocKEY 1
, harvest-home.

Hoi, see HOLE, HOLL, WHOLE. Hola, obs. f.

HOLLA. Holacueur, obs. f. HALALCOB. Ho-
lagogue, etc. : see HOLO-. Holand, -er, obs.

f. HOLLAND, -ER.

Holarctic (holauktik), a. [f. Gr. uXo-j whole

(HoLO-) + ARCTIC.] In the Geographical Dis-
tribution of Animals: Of or pertaining to the
entire northern or arctic region, as the Holarctic

region, or Holarctic family of birds.
Mr. P. Sclater divided the surface of the globe into six

great zoological Regions, two of which, the Palxarctic and
Nearctic, comprised the Old and the New World respec-
tively north of the Tropic of Cancer (nearly). It has since
been proposed to unite these into one region, to which
Prof. A Newton has applied the term Holarctic. It corre-
sponds essentially to Huxley's Arctogxal.
1883 A. HEiLpum in Nature 26 Apr. 606 As regards the

name 'Triarctic', by which I intended to designate the
combined Neoarctic and Palaearctic regions. .1 beg to state
that at the suggestion of Prof. Alfred Newton . . it has been

330

replaced by Holarctic. 1887 NEWTON' in Rep. Brit. Asscc.

733 The great northern or * Holarctic* fauna.

t Holard. Obs. [A by-form of HOLOUE, with

suffix -ARD.] A whoremonger.
c 1460 Twonelty Myst. (E. E. T. S.) xvi. 358 Haue at thy

tabard, harlot and holard ! Thou shalle not be sparde !

Holbard, -beard, -ber(d(e, -bert, obs. ff.

HALBERD. Holbarder etc., obs. ff. HALBERDIER.

Holcodont (hfvlkodpnt), a. Ornith. [f.
Or.

oAo? furrow + oSovr- tooth.]
*

Having teeth dis-

tinctly and separately socketed in a long continuous

groove, as the Odontolcx
'

;Cent. Diet.).

Hold (h0uld), v. Pa. t. held ; pa. pple. held,
arch, holden (hJu-ld'n). Forms : see below. [A
Com. Teut. redupl. str. vb. OE. haldany healdan,

pa. t. heold) pple. halden, healden, corresp. to OFris.

halda, helt
t halden, OS. haldan, held, gihaldan

(MLG. holden, MDu. houden\ OHG. kalten, hialt,

gehaltan (Ger. halten, hielt, gehalten\ ON. kalda>

heltjield-, haldenn,*tf.\i.haldan>haihald, haldans.

The Anglian form haldan remained in the north as

hold, hauld, haud, but regularly gave in midl.

and general Eng. hold \
the WSax. healdan gave

in the south a pres. stem heald, h&ld, hyaldy
held

in ME. The 2nd and 3rd pers. sing, had often

umlaut and contraction in OE. and early ME. The

pa. t. OE. heold
(: redupl. *hchold) became heeld,

held, dial, hicld, hyld^ huld (ii) ; rarely, with weak

ending, hultc, holdede, in ME. The pa. pple. be-

came holden, north, halden (hauden, hadden},
south, keatden, helden ; also, with loss of suffix,

yhaldetyholde, holde, etc. ; in i6th c. holden began
to be displaced by held from the pa. t, and is now
archaic, but preserved by its use in legal and formal

language ; weak forms holded, hoddit, are frequent
from 1 6th c. in dial, or individual use.]

A. Inflexional Forms.
1. Present stem. a. Anglian and north. 1-7 hald,

(4-5 aid), 6-9 Sc. hauld, (6 hawd, 6- baud, had),
9 north. Eng. hod.
0900 O. E. Chron. an. 874 Miercna rice to haldanne.

C95O Lindisf. Gosp. Mark v. 4 Njenij monn maehte hine
halda. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 41 HaldeS broberreddene eow
bitwenen. a 1225 Juliana 47 Hu derst tu halde me ?

a 1300 Cursor M. 4034 Aiber might bam aid. Ibid. 28353,
I bat cuth na mesur hald. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce i. 514 To
hald bat bai forspokyn haid. 1426 AUDELAY Poems 33
And aid houshold oponly. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xlix.

42 Micht non him bawd. Ibid. Ixtx. 27 Quhy wald thow
hald that will away? 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 15
Ane pennyworth to had. 1724 RAMSAY Tea-t. Misc. (1733)
I. 29 Twa good pocks . . The t'ane to had the grots The
ither to had the meal. 1777-1836 J. MAYNE Siller Gun in

Chambers Pop. Hum.Scot. Poems (1862) 122 Nought could
hauld them, 1781 BURNS My Nanit

t O, vii, I'm as blythe
that hauds his pleugh,

0. 3- hold, (5 hoold, old, 5-7 hould).
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 161 Hie sullen weie holden. 1297

R. GLOUC. (1724) 460 Ych hym holde vaste. ciqDe$tr.
Troy 11648 Hold hit onone ! c 1460 FORTESCUE Abs. $
Lim. Mon. v. (1885) 119 We most holde [MS. Digby 145
(1532) houlde] it for vndouted. 1546 J. HEYWOOD Prov.
(1867) 62 Who maie holde that will awaie?

7. WSax. and south. 1-4 heald-, 3 hseld-, 3-5
held-, (4 Kent, hyald-, hye(a)ld-).
971 Blickl. Horn. 13 We ..his bebodu healdan. ciooo

Sax. Leechd. I. 224 Heald hy mid be. c 1200 Trin. Coll.

Horn. 31 Heald #n cunde. a 1275 Prov. dSlfred 620 in
O. E. Misc. 136 J?enne miat \>u \>\ lond mit frendchipe
helden. c 1315 Healde [see B. 23 c]. 1340 Ayenb, 27 Zome
bet me hyelde guode men. Ibid. 145 God of huam we
hyealdeb alle. Ibid. 220 [He] hyalde hit wyle berhuyle hit

ilest. 13. . Coer de L. 2340 Al my lond I will of him held.

b. 2nd sing, i *hieltst, hyltst, 2 alst, 3-4
halst, 4 north. hald(e)s, 3- boldest; 3rd sing, i

hielt, helt, hilt, hylt, 2-4 halt (alt), 4 halth,
north. hald(e)s, 4-5 holt, 3- holdeth, 6- holds.
^897 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past, xxxiii. 220 Se wisa

hilt his sprzce. 970 in Kemble Cod. Dipl. III. 466
Afene stream healt oone nor)? ende. c xooo Sax. Leechd.
II. 198 Sio. .belt ba lendenbraedan. a 1175 Cott. Horn. 233
Hlaford . . be alste [= halst be] hefenen brimsettles. c 1250
Gen. ff Ex, 924 Quo-so his alt him bi a^t. a 1300 Cursor
M. 2655 If pou halds mi techeyng. c 1300 Beket 1614 He
halth me the meste wrecche. ^1315 SHOREHAM 90 5ef
thou hys [hestes] halst man. 1340 Ayenb. 259 Vor huo
bet halt aid man uor child : he hine halt uor fol. c 1386
CHAUCER Sqr?s T. 53 And halt [v.r. holte] his feeste so

solempne. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xxvii. 270 Prestre lohn
holt fulle gret Lond.
2. Pa. t. a. i hiold, 1-4 heold, i-held; 3 hield,

(hel), 3-4 huld, 4 heeld, 4-5 heild, helt, 4-6
hild, hyld, 5 hueld, hold, hyllde.
c 897 K. ALFRED Gregory^ Past. Pref. 4 Ure ieldran <5a

b 5as stowa jer hioldon. c xooo ^LFRIC Horn. I. 46 Judei
..heoldon heora earan. a 113* O. E. Chron. an. 1123 Fela
oSre. .helden here castles him to geanes. cizoo Trin. Coll.
Horn. 165 )u helde mi riht bond, a 1225 Ancr. R. 66 Eue
heold . . longe tale mid te neddre. c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I.

19/13 [The] taper . . bat heo huld in hire bond, a 1300
Cursor M. 408 be seuend o werk he hild [v.rr. held, helde]
him still. Ibid. 6038 Langer his forward heild he noght.
C1375 $c- Leg. Saints, Laurentius 724 Mony feyndis hyld
bare vay. 1382 WYCLIF Eccl. \\. 2 Lajhing I heeld errour.
c 1400 St. Alexius (Cott.) 315 He hyllde his hand so faste.
c 1420 Chron. Vttod. St. 724 Seynt Wultrud hold hurr' ry3t
we] afrayde. c 1450 Merlin 64 Thus hilde the kynge that

HOLD.

SHAKS. Jul. C. v. v. 65, 1 held the Sword. 1841 'Lhxv.Arab.
Nts. I. 93 A thing that thou heldest in thy hand.

0. 5 hulte. 7. 5 holdede.
c 1420 Chron. b'ilod. st. 602 [He] hulte hym styll as he

noujt rou3t. Ibid. 937 His hond . . so hulte he. 1432-50 tr.

Hidden (Rolls) I. 89 The sonne of Mithridatis holdede that
realme by xliij. yere.

3. Pa. pple. a. 1-2 (se)halden, 2-3 ihalden, 4-5
halden, -yn (alden, etc.), 4-6 haldin, (6 Sc. hal-

dine, haulden, 9 Sc. hadden, north, hodden).
c 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. ix. 17 ^Ed-gasdre bi5on geh alden.

(11175 Cott. JJovi. 229 pat naman ne mai bien 3ehalden.
a 1300 Cursor M. 28470, I haue halden. 1413 Pilgr.Sowle
(Caxton) v. xiv. (1859) So The feste..is halden in this wyse.
a 1557 Diu-ni. Occurr. (Bannatyne) n 'l"he Parliament to
be haldin in Edinburgh. 1558 MAITLAND Wynning of
Calice viii. in Sibbald Chron. Scot. Poetry (1802) III. 94
Be ilk man haulden in reverence. 1609 SKENE Reg. Maj. 37
Lands haldin be the heire. Mod. Sc. He's ower fou hadden.

^' 3-4 y-. i-holden, -yn, 3- holden, (4-5 -in,

-yn, -un, olden).
a 1240 Lofsong in Cott. Horn. 205 Vuele i-holden treou5e.

c 1250 Gen. 4- Ex. 2039 Holden harde in prisun. c 1320
Cast. Love 266 That never 5et i-holdyn nes. 1377 LANGL.
P. PI. B. v. 281 Alle. .Ben holden .. to helpe be to restitue.

? .-7 1400 Praier Plowetnan in Harl. Misc. (1810) VI. 112

Ych am y-holden by charite to parte with hym of these

goodes. 1411 Rolls Parlt. III. 650/1 At the last Parlement
. .holden at Westminster]. 1868 LOWELL Under Willows,
Wind-Harp 5 Only caught for the moment and holden.

7. I (se)healden, 3 ihealden, 4-6 helden.
c 1000 [see B. 6]. a 1300 Cursor M. 9504 He. . helden had

bir laghes tuin.

5. 4 ihalde, yholde, yhealde, halde, halt, 4-5
holde, hold, 6 Sc. hald.

CX330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 8242 pou hast halde
ber lond wyb wrong. 1340 Ayenb. 165 pe hestes. .huerto hi

byeb y-hyealde. c 1340 Cursor J\f. 10493 (Trin.), I out of
chirche . , am don & for cursed holde. c 1386 CHAUCER
Wife's T. 168 Seyde he had holde his day. 1393 LANGL. P.
PI. C. iv. 269 For a man yholde. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour
(1868) 32 Ye are moche holde to youre God. 1513 DOUGLAS
^Eneis xn. iv. 9 Ane rych enornament Ofcleyr Phebus, that

was his grandschir hald.

. 6- held, 6 helde, hild.

1303 Act iQffen. VII, c. 24 The Shire-Court.. is held and

kept in the City of Chichester. 1587 GOLDING De Mornay
ix. 125 If he had hildhimselfe to that which he saith. 1590
SHAKS. Com. Err. v. i. 44 How long hath this possession
held the man. 1593 Lucr. 1257 O, let it not be hild

[rimes kill'd, fulfill'd] Poor women s faults. 1621 BURTON
A nat. Mel. 1 1 . iv. n. iii, To be held and chewed in the mouth.

1893 Field ii Feb. 190/3 Their quarry got
' held

*
in a bit of

f. 6-7 holded, 9 dial, hoddit.
1590 L. LLOYD Dial Dates Oct. 31 Which day amongst the

antient Romans was holded a fortunate day for marriage.
1716 B. CHURCH Hist. Philip's War (1867) II. 71 A Court. .

which was holded before I came home.

B. Signification.
In Gothic, haldan is recorded only in the sense * to watch

over, keep charge of, keep, herd, pasture (cattle) '. (Cf. the
derivative BEHOLD=hold in observation.) This is generally
accepted as the original sense in the Teutonic langs. (cf.

Grimm, s.v. Halten, Verwijs & Verdam Middelndl. Wbk.
s.v. Houden), whence have arisen the senses,

'

to rule

(people), guard, defend, keep from getting away or falling,

preserve, reserve, keep possession of, possess, occupy, con-

tain, detain, entertain, retain, maintain, sustain ', in which
it is now used. In some of these hold covers the same con-

ceptual ground as
keep^ (which has superseded it in reference

to cattle), in others it is a stronger synonym Qf6ave. But
its typical current sense is

' to have or keep in one's grasp
'

;

uses into which this notion does not enter, literally or

figuratively, having mostly become obsolete. Hence it is

the English equivalent of L. tenere, F. tenir, and so of

contain, retain, etc., as above. The verb had already a
wide development of sense in OE., as far as we can go back ;

uses akin to the Gothic are here placed as sense i.

I. Transitive senses.

f 1. To keep watch over, keep in charge, herd,
1

keep
'

(sheep, etc.) ; to rule (men). Only in OE.
and early ME. Obs.

971 Blickl. Horn. 45 paere heorde be hi ser Gode healdan
sceoldan. c xooo ^ELFRIC Gen. iv. 9 Sceolde ic minne brobor
healdon? Ibid, xxxvii. 13 pine gebrobru healdaj? seep on
Sichima. c xooo Horn. II. 230 Se 3e hylt Israhel. Ibid.

382 Da weardas heoldon bass cwearternes duru. c 1050
Laws of Cnut i. c. 20 (Schmid) pe he his men rihtlice

healde. a xioo O. E. Chron. an. 1014 Gif he hi rihtHcor
healdan wolde, 11175 Cott. Horn. 219 He halt mid his
mihte hefene and eor8e.

t b. To guard, defend, preserve (from hurt).
c xooo Ags. Ps. (Th.) cxx. 4 Se be sceal healdan nu Israela

folc utan wi5 feondum [qui custodit Israel\. 13 . . Guy
Warw. (A.) 7225 'God', he seyd, 'fader almi3t, pat. .heldest

Daniel fram be lyoun, Saue me fram bis foule dragoun'.
2. To keep from getting away ;

to keep fast, grasp.
Often with advb. extension, as hold fast ',

see also IV.

To hold one's sides : to press the hands against the sides,

as in excessive laughter.
r looo ^ELFRIC Horn. I. no lacob heold bone yldran

broSer Esau be Sam fet. c xaos LAY. 24752 &\c mid his

honde heold his iuere. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. v.

xviii. (1495) 123 Joab helde the chynne of Amasa as though
he wold fcysse hym. xjjso

LYNDESAY Sqr. Meldrum 378 Ane
quaif of gold to hald his hair. 1578 LYTE Dodoens \. IviiL 85
The same decoction, holden and kept in the mouth. 1606
SHAKS. Tr. 9f Cr. v. iii. 59 Lay hold vpon him Priam,
hold him fast. 1632 MILTON L'Allegro 32 Laughter
holding both his sides. 1768 STERNE Sent. Journ. (1778)
I. 43 (In the Street), I continued holding her hand. 1893



HOLD.

Chatnb. *frnl. 3 Sept. 561/2 A.. boy rushed up. .to hold the

rector's horse.

b. Cricket. To catch (a ball) ; implying a dim-

cult or skilful catch.

1882 Daily Tel. 24 June. Hornby drove Giffen hard to

mid-on, where Bannerman held the ball cleverly.

c. Sporting tolloq* To prove a match for, hold

one's own against.
1883 Times 22 Oct. 10/2 It seems likely that she holds all

the horses that ran in the Cesarewitch safe enough. 1891
Sat. Rev. 10 Oct. 412/1 On the more level slope he begins
to hold his pursuer. 1893 Sat. Rev. 25 Mar. 323/1 Oxford
rowed a slower stroke .. than their opponents, and yet

appeared to hold them fairly easily from post to finish.

3. To keep from falling, to sustain or support in

or with the hand, arms, etc, : applicable to any

degree of exertion, from that involved in holding up
(see sense 44) a heavy object, to that which does

not differ from having in the hand, except by the

mere implication of muscular action.

ciooo ^ELKUIC Horn. I. 538 Ealle .. healdende palm-twigu
on heora handum. [Cf. I. 90 Hsebbende heora palm-twigu
on handa.] 1:1290 St. Dunstan 13 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 19
Seint Dunstones moder taper . . bat heo hald on hire hond.
a 1300 Florizfy Bl. 746 His swerd fel of his hond.. Ne mijte
he it holde. c 1320 Seuyn Sag. (W.) 2009 Another ymage
That heldamirourinhishond. : a 1366 CHAUCER Rom. Rose

939 Ten brode arowis hilde he there. 1583 HOLLVBAND Campo
di Fior 25 Hold the basin high as you give water to ones
handes. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's Voy. i. vi. 4b,
Holding in hys hande a long staffe of silver. 16x3 PURCHAS
Pilgrimage (1614) 371 Muttering their prayers, holding a
bundle of small Tameriske-twigs. 1879

' CAVENDISH
' Card

Ess. 191 My partner held good trumps. 1887 Times (weekly
ed.) 2 Sept. 14/3 Holding a brief for the National League.
1887 BOWES rtrf, SEneid n. 674 My wife . . Holds our little

lulus before his father to see. Mod. Hold my book while
I run back. The girl was holding the baby for her mother.

f b. fig. To uphold, support, maintain. Obs.
c xooo Laws j*Ethelredv. c. 35 Utan asnne cyne-hlaford hold-

lice healdan. 1340 Ayenb. 35 pe hege men . . bet hyealdeb
and sosteneb iewes and be caorsins.

C. In pregnant sense : To hold so as to keep in

position, guide, control, or manage, as to hold the

sceptre^ the reins, the plough.
1577 B. GOOGE Heresbactfs Hnsb. i. (1586) 6 He custom-

ably used himselfe to hold the Plow. 1590 SPENSER F. Q.
i. iv. 41 Enraged wight, Whome great griefe made forgett
the raines to hold Of reason's rule. 1621 T. WILLIAMSON tr.

Goulart's Wise Vieillard 49 Even as wee see Pilots . . hold-

ing the Rudder. 1631 GOUGE God's Arrows v. xi. 421 More
fit . . to handle a mattocke then to hold a musket.

yd. To sustain, bear, endure, 'stand* (some
treatment). Obs.

159* GREENE Upst. Courtier (1881) 237 The shoomaker
cares not if his shooes hold the drawing on. 1606 W.
CRAWSHAW Romish Forgeries A ij a, If the matter will not
hold plea, and if my proofe be not substantial]. 1607 SHAKS.
Cort in. ii. Bo Now humble as the ripest Mulberry, That
will not hold the handling. 1664 WALLER Poems, To Sir
T. HigginSt Their small gallies may not hold compare With
our tall ships.

4. To keep (the body, or a member) in a parti-
cular position or attitude ; to *

carry ', sustain, bear.
a 1300 CursorM. 4196 Godd hald ouer him his holi hand !

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) 1. 229 A man sittynge beron. .

halt his ri3t hond as bou3 he spake to be peple. 1545
ASCHAM Toxoph. n. (Arb.) 145 An other holdeth his necke
a wrye. 1592 SHAKS. Rom. fy Jul. v. iii. 4 Holding thy
care close to the hollow ground. 1613 BEAUM. & FL. Cox-
comb v. ii, Be not fearful, for I hold My hands before my
mouth. 1885 DORA RUSSELL On Golden Hinges II. xi. 165
She held herself like a queen. 1890 W. C. RUSSKLL Ocean
Trag. I. iii. 52 She held her face averted. 1892 Longin,
Mag. Jan. 230 She held her head as proudly as ever.

6. To have or keep within it
; to retain (fluid, or

the like), so that it does not run out
; esp. to contain

(with reference to amount or quantity) ; to be

capable of containing, have capacity for,

c xooo ^ELFRIC Horn. II. 56 Da wacter-fatu, sume heoldon

twyfealde gemetu, sume bryfealde. a 1300 Cursor M.
5924 Ne was in hus na vessel fre pat watur hild, o stan ne
tre. 1388 WYCLIF Jer. ii. 13 Cisternes distried, that moun
not holde watris. f 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) v. 54 That yle

[Cyclic] holt in compas aboute CCCL frensche myles. c 1480
Lit. Childr. Lit. Bk. 30 in Babces Bk. 18 Put not thy mete . .

In-to thy Seter that thy salte halte. 1531-2 Act 23 Hen.
K///, c. 4 4 Euery barrell for bere shall conteine and
holde .xxxvi. gallons. 1590 SHAKS. ft/ids . N. v. i. 9 More
diuels then vaste hell can hold. 1720 DE FOE Capt.
Singleton xii. (1840) 206 He stored the sloop as full as she
could hold. 1736 FIELDING Pasquin \. i, I'll make the
house too hot to hold you. 1805 W. SAUNDERS Min. Waters
225 The animal and vegetable matters which it holds in

solution. 1847 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. VIII. i. 66 Peat holds
water like a sponge. 187* BLACK Adv. Phaeton xii, Cannot
the phaeton hold five? Mod. This jug holds two pints.

6. To have or keep as one's own absolutely or

temporarily ; to own, have as property ; to be the

owner, possessor, or tenant of; to be in possession
or enjoyment of.

To have and to hold : see HAVE t>. i c.

11855 O. E. Chron. an. 611 Her Cynegils feng to rice, .and
heold xxxi wintra. 897 [see A. 2]. ciooo Ags. Ps. (Th.)

331

For he haldes be land

ary, Sauoy, Comany [etc.]. 1470-85 M ALOKV A rtkitr
kyng. .haldesgrete and mykill land.

of Hungary, Sauoy, Comany [etc.]. 1

xx. ii, Syr Launcelot holdeth your quene and hath done
'

cxxii[i]. i pu be heofon-hamas healdest and wealdest [habi
fas in caflo]. a 1200 Moral Ode 55 in Trin. Coll. Horn. 221

Se le aihte wile holde wel. c 1200 ORMIN 2225 patt illke

kinessete patt Davfyb king hiss faderr held, c 1330 R.
RKUNNE Chron. (1810) 14 If any Breton were fonden holdand
lond. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. n. 38 Sir Simonye

is of-sent

to asseale be Chartres, pat Fals obur Fauuel byeny_[fyn]
heolden. c 1400 Destr. Troy 13697 Pirrus .. Weddit pat

worthi, & as wif held, c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) i. 4 pe

longe. 1574 tiv LittL-'on's Tenures 15 b, If an house be let

to holde at will. 1651 HOBBF.S Leviath, n. xxvi. 148 By
which he acquireth and holdeth a propriety in land, or

goods. 1810 SCOTT Lady of L. \\. xxxvii, My Sovereign
holds in ward my land. 1844 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc, V. i.

177 Farms are held on a variety of tenure. 1881 GAKDINEK
6 MULLINGER Study E'tg. Hist, i. vii. 135 No man who
taught the contrary was to be allowed to hold a benefice.

b. To possess, have, occupy (a position, office,

quality, etc.).

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 8129 If endlesnes any end moght
hald, pan war it endlesnes improperly cald. c 1400 Apol.
Loll. 5 In dede bei hald not, ne do his office. ci43 LYDG.
Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 174 Wheresoevere thou hpold
residence. 1583 STUBBES Anat. Abus. n. (1882) 104 They
may also lawfully hold superiori tie ouer their brethren. 1631
WEEVEK A tic. Fun. Mon. 242 He might well haue holden

S'ace
with the worthiest. 1757 BEATTIE Wolf% Sheph. 10

ne With whom wit holds the place of reason. 1809
KENDALL Trav. I. v. 40 Their places, therefore, are prac-

tically holden during good behaviour. 18*7 SCOTT Surg.
Dau. i, Doctor Grey (he might hold the title by diploma for

what I know). 1890 T. F. TOUT Hist. Eng. Jr. 1689. 137
Catholics could hold rank up to that of colonel.

C. Const, of w from (the superior from whom
the title to an estate or office is derived). Also _/?-.

< 1205 LAV. 29377 And ajef heom sone al ]ns serd, of him
to heoldenne. c 1290 Beket 2000 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 163 pe
baronie al-so, pat bou halst of him in chef. 1495 Act n
Hen. VII) c. 48 i The same Castelles. -be holden of your
Highnes in Chief as of youre Crowne. 1604 SHAKS. Oth.
i. iii. 118 The Trust, the Office, I do hold of you. 1636
MASSINGER Betskf. Lover iv. iii, I hold my dukedom from

you, as your vassal. 1703 ROWE Ulyss. iv. i, I have learnt

to hold My Life from none, but from the Gods who gave it.

1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) I. 68 It has been contended that

the vrwAfeoduM signifies land holden of a superior lord, by
military or other services.

d. Mil. To keep forcibly against an adversary,
defend ; to keep possession of, occupy.
1154 O. E. Chron. an. 1135 And [he] held Execestre scenes

him. 1573 JT. SANFORD Hours Recreat. (1576) 173 They
tooke and held the Citie with force. 1593 SHAKS. Rich. //,
n. iii. 164 To Bristow Castle, which they say is held By
Bushie, Bagot, and their Complices. 1649 J. TAYLOR (Water
P.) West. Voy. to Mount Wks. (1872) 18 The main Island
is held for the Prince, by one Captain . . called Sir John
Grenville. 1667 MILTON P. L. v. 723 With what Arms We
mean to hold what anciently we claim Of Deitie or Empire.
1867 J. B. ROSE tr. VirgiCs JEneid 40 The foeman holds
the wall. 1869 W. LONGMAN Hist. Edw. Ill, I. xvii. 319
The bridge was held for some time., at last the French fled.

e. To occupy, be in (a place) ; also, in stronger

sense, To remain in, retain possession or occupa-
tion of.

1297 R. GLOUC. i,Rol!s) 7166 He her be croune & huld be

deis mid ober atil also. 13. . K.Alis. 1154 Alisaundre heold
the deys. 11590 GREENE Fr. Bacon be. 124 As if science

held her seat Between the circled arches of thy brows. 1634
MILTON Comits 94 The star, that bids the shepherd fold,

Now the top of heaven doth hold. 1704 J. TRAPvAbra-MutJ
n. i. 456 One who holds the very next Apartment. 1885
MRS. PIRKIS Lady Lovelace II, xxix. 123 For the nonce

lighter questions held his brain. 1892 Illustr. Land. News
7 May 559/3 His first piece, .long held the boards.

f. Jig. Of disease, error, etc, : To have in its

power, possess, affect, occupy.
a 1300 Cursor M. 11829 Ydropsi held him sua in threst.

\qtaProclatn. Hen. V in Rymer Foedera (1710) 017 Our
sayd Father is holden wyth divers Sekeness. 157^7

HANMER
Afic. Eccl. Hist. (1619) 241 The detestable heresie of Arius,
which held their minds of a long time. 1610 SHAKS. Temp.
v. i. 116 Th' affliction of my minde amends, with which
I feare a madnesse held me. 1711 HEARNE Collect. (O.H.S.)
III. 122 A Feaver that held him for about a Fortnight.
1886 SEELEY Short Hist. Napoleon /, iv. i. 118 The
intoxication of the Marengo campaign still held him.

7. To keep, preserve, retain
;
not to lose, let go,

part with, or emit ; to detain ; to arrest, rivet the

attention of.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. ix. 17 Hig do<5 niwe win on
niwe bytta, and a^Ser byb ge-healden {Lindisf. jehalden].
c 1020 Rule St. Belief (Logeman) 98 Him sylfum na
healdende of eallum. 4x225 Attcr. R. 50 pe blake cloS. .

halt his heou betere. 1258 Proclam. Hen. Ill, We senden

gew bis writ . . to halden a manges sew inehord. a 1300
Cursor M. 13409 'Quarfor', said he, 'pus has bou Halden
be god wine to now? 1

1398 TREVISA Barth, De P. R. x.

vii. (1405) 378 Cole rake in asshes holdeth and kepyth fyre.

1486 Bk. St. A Ibans C vy b, If she holde it past the secunde

day after, she shall be hoole. 1577 B. GOOCE Heresback's
Hitsb. i. (1586) 7 b, But I holde you to long with commenda-
tion of that. . I pray you let us goe to dinner. 16x3 PURCHAS
Pilgrimage (1614) 333 Might.. dive in as long as they could
hold their breath. 1861 Temple Bar Mag. III. 335 Constant

changes of scene and method hold the attention. 1885
E. F. BYRRNE Entangled II. i. xxiv. 130 She. .found herself
held by his eyes.

b. With extension or complement : To keep in

a
specified place, state, condition, or relation; to

oblige to adhere to (a promise or the like : cf. 10).
971 Blickl. Horn. 189 pa heht Petrus and Paulus on

bendum healdon. c 1200 Trttt. Coll. Horn. 179 Heald me be
wrache. c 1205 LAY. 1044 3e. .haldeS me inneoende. 41300
Cursor M. 3183 Abraham.. hald still bin arm, And to bi

sun do bou no harm. Ibid. 14405 Pharaon . . bat bam in

seruage held lang. c 1374 CHAUCER A nel. <5- A re. 339 Thus
holditne me my destenye a wrechche. c 1400 Destr. Troy
8083 To hold hym in hope & hert hym the bettur. 1482
Monk of Evesham (Arb.) 26 Beyng holde in a certeyn
stupour and wondyr of mynde. 1545 ASCHAM Toxoph. i.

(Arb.) 83 Suche a rable of shoters. .as wolde holde ys talkyng
whyles tomorowe. 1607 SHAKS. Cor.\\. iii, 202 His gracious

HOLD.

Promise, which you might, .haue held him to. i?54 RICH-

ARDSON Grandison (1820) II. 286 The captain is desirous to

hold you to it. 1872 C. E. MAURICE Stephen Langton iii.

213 John's army was held in check. 189* Temple Bar Mag.
Nov. 360 He was held at bay.

c. reft. To keep oneself ;
to adhere, remain, keep.

c 1230 Halt Msid. 25 Moni halt him til an make. 1297 R.

GLOUC. (1724) 379
'

pe kyng ', he seyde, 'of Engelond halt

hym to hys bedde '. a 1300 Cursor M. 6521 Moyses him hild

awai. Ibid. 10413 Quen bat he heild him fra hame. 1377
LANGL. P. PI. B. xx. 245 Holdeb ?ow in vnyte. c 1475 Rauf
Coilyar 373 For thy, hald ;ow fra the Court, a 1533 LD.
BERNERS Huon Iv. 187 Euery man praysed gretely Huon
that he helde hym selfe so fermely. 1535 COVERDALE Job
xxxvi. 2 Holde the still a litle. 1571 CAMPION Hist. Iret.

n. vii. (1633) 98 Richard held himselfe in Ireland. 1861

Temple Bar Mag. I. 340 They held themselves aloof from
the popular current.

t d. To continue to occupy ;
to remain in (a

place) ; not to move from or leave
;
to

'

keep *. Obs.

1386 CHAUCER Man of Law's T. 623 She halt hire

chambre. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 64 Had they holde
the highe waye. 1513 DOUGLAS sneis in. iii. 84 The
schippis haldand the deip see. <* 1547 SURREY JEneid n.

Poems (1831) 131 Holding alway the chief street of the town.

1795 OSBALDISTON Brit. Sportsm. 477 If it be rainy, then the
hare will hold the highways more than at any other time.

e. Hunting. To keep going ; to lead or drive

(hounds). Cf. 24.

1891 Field 21 Nov. 792/2 We found Mark . . holding the

hounds up the common again. 1891 Ibid. 19 Dec. 954/2
Laurance. -held his hounds across the valley.

8. To keep together, to keep in being, existence,
or operation, to carry on ; to convoke and preside
over (a meeting, assembly, council, or the like) ;

to

go through formally, perform (any proceeding or

function) ; to keep, observe, celebrate (a festival) ;

to carry on, sustain, or have (communication, in-

telligence, conversation) ;
to keep (company , silence,

etc.); to use (language) habitually or constantly;
= HAVE v. 11.

a iioo O. E. Chron. an. 1075 Hi ne dorstan nan gefeoht
healdan wi5 Willelm cyng_e.

Ibid. an. 1085 Her se cyng
bser his corona and heold his hired, c 1200 7'rin. Coll. Horn.

85 Sein[t] nicholas. .bat wune heold to his Hues ende. c 1205
LAY. 4766 Belin in Euerewic huld eorlene busting, a 1225
Ancr. R. 22 Vrom bet, efter Preciosa, holdeS silence, a 1300
Cursor M. 10215 A mikel fest..bat lues held. ciMpIoid.

Trin.) A bridale was bere on I halde. 1375 BARBOUR
3ruce i. 410 The king Eduuard . . Come to strevillyne . . For
till hald thar ane assemble, c 1450 Merlin 2 The fendes helden

a gret conseill. 1483 CAXTON Paris $ V. 8,1 wyl holde you

companye thyder. 11535 MORE Edit). V (1641) 3 The
Parliament holden the thirtieth yeere of King Henry the

Sixth. 1570 SPENSER Sheph. Cal. July 29 To holden chat
with seely shepherds swayne. 1654 tr. Scudery's Curia Pol.

41 Had he held intelligence with the King of Granada.

1726 SWIFT Gulliver \. v, [They] can hold conversation in

both tongues. 1760 BLACKSTONE Comm. IV. xix. 267 Any
county, wherein the assises are held. 1814 CARY Dante^
Par. xxvi. 93, I pray thee hold Converse with me. 1840 J.

QUINCY Hist. Harvard Univ. I. 91 The first meeting of the

Corporation . . was holden on the i3th of the ensuing July.

1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vi. I. 667 Several opulent gentle-
men were accused of holding conventicles.

b. Mus. t (a) To perform (a particular part in

concerted music) ;
= BEAU v. 1 20. Obs. (b} To

sustain (a note, esp. in one part while the other

parts move).
1885

' RITA ' Like Dian's Kiss xxiv. 180 The vocal thunder,

having terminated in a prolonged holding of the low E, is

followed by loud applause. 1889 E. PROUT Harmony xix.

501 A suspension may be very simply defined as a note of

one chord held over another of which it forms no part.

f 9. To keep unbroken or inviolate ;
to observe,

abide by (a command, vow, promise, faith, etc.) ;

the opposite of to break or violate. Obs.

971 Blickl, Horn. 35 We sceolan ba ten bebodu healdan.

Ibid. 45 Gif hi nellaj? healdan Codes awe. 1175 Lamb.
Horn. 89 Ne we ne moten halden moyses e. 1258 Proclam.
Hen. Ill, paet heo stedefaistliche healden and swerien to

healden..bo isetnesses \>sct beon imakede. a 1300 Cursor
M. 10698 Hu Sco moght hir mari and hald hir vou. ? a 1366
CHAUCER Rom. Rose 266 Feith ne trouth holdith she To
freend ne felawe, bad or good, c 1400 Sowdone Bab. 610,
I aske nowe of the To holde covenaunte in this cas. c 1475

Rauf Coilyar 449, I sail hald that I haue hecht. 1598
SHAKS. Merry W. v. v. 260 To Master Broome, you yet
shall hold your word, a x65 FLETCHER Women Pleased

v. i. Wks. (Rtldg.) II. 200/1 Tis fit you hold your word, sir.

1 1O. To oblige, bind, constrain ;
in later use,

chiefly in pa. pple. holden. Obs. or arch.

CX2O5 LAY. 9459 pe to fehte heom scolde halden. 1382
WVCLIF 2 Kings iv. 8 Ther was there a gretc womman,
that heelde hym, that he ete brede. ^1385 CHAUCER
L. G. W. 1443 Hypsip., Thanne were I holde to quyte thy
laboure. ? a 1400 Praier of Ploweman in Harl. Misc.

(iSioj VI. 113 And thus ys my brother y-holde to done
to me. 14.. HOCCLEVE Compl. Virgin 138 Thou art as

moche, or more, holde him to hyde, Than Sem, bat helid his

Fadir Noe. 1582-8 Hist. James VI (1804) 71 His brother
should not be haldin to answere onie farder in that mater.

1794 S. WILLIAMS Vermont 253 They could not view them-
selves as holden. .to submit.

f b. To be holden : to be obliged, under obliga-
tion to (any one), to be BEHOLDEN. Obs. or arch.

<ri35o Will. Palerne 317 To bis man & his meke wif
most y am holde. 1390 GOWEK Conf. III. 374 iMS. Harl.

3490) Whereof to him in speciall above all other I am most
holde. 1485 CAXTON Paris $ V. 34 We be moche holden to

HJU.
1519 Interl. Four Elements in Hazl. Dodsley 1. 15

really am I now holden unto thee. 1666 Piipys Diary
9 Apr., So we. .turned back, being holden to the gentleman.
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HOLD.

C. To hold to bail : to bind or constrain by bail
;

see BAIL so*, esp. the note after sense 6.

1837 DICKENS Pickw, xxv, Pickwick and Tupman he had

already held to bail. 1890 Times (weekly ed.) 28 Feb. 2/3

[He] was wrongfully held to bail to be ofgood behaviour.

11. To keep back from action, hinder, prevent,

restrain ; refl. to restrain oneself, refrain, forbear.

Obs. or arch. exc. in special phrases ; spec. b. To

keep in, refrain from ;speech, noise, etc.) : see also

hold one
1

s TONGUE.
(-897 K. ALFRED Gregory^ Past, xxxiii. 220 Ac se wisa

hilt his sprace and bitt timan. 971 Blickl. Horn. 37 pset
we us healdan. . wij? t>a heafodlican leahtras. a 1300 Cursor
M. 13647 He allan bat dos his will, And halds him fra dedis

ill. 13831 WYCLIF Luke xxiv. 16 Sothli her y3n weren

holdun, lest thei knewen him. 2484 CAXTON Fables of&sop
HI. iii, Who holdeth now me that wyth my foote I breke
not thyn hede ? 1542 UDALL Ereum. Apoph. 288 To suche

poynte that thou maiest not hold vomityng. 1566 GAS-
COIGNE Supposes i. i, Holde thy talking, nourse, and barken
to me. 1642-3 EARL OF NEWCASTLE Dectar. in Rushw.
Hist. Coll. 11721} V. 137 Let them call them what they
will, so they would hold their Fingers from them. 1774
T. JEFFERSON Autobiog. App. Wks. 1859 I. 131 The only
restraining motive which may hold the hand of a tyrant.

1844 DICKENS Mart. Ckuz. xxv, I wish you'd hold your
noise ! 1891 Graphic Christm. No. 20/3 He had reluctantly
held his fire, determined to wait till he could ' mak siccar '.

12. To have or keep in the mind, entertain : a.

(a feeling, etc.) Obs. or arch.
a 1000 Beonwlftf..) 1954 Hio. .heold heah-lufan wi<S haele-

ba brego. c 1205 LAY. 30198 And for J>ere muchele luue

1585 T.

ple of

BIBLE

g
Th

heolde heore aldren. 1579 SPENSER Sfapk. Cal. Jan. 64
She . . of my rurall musick holdeth scorne. 1591 SHAKS.
Two Gent. HI. ii. 17 Protheus, the good conceit I hold of
thee. 1595 John. in. iv. 90 You hold too heynous a re-

spect of greefe. 1637 HEYLIN Answ. Burton Pref. Civa,
If they hold a Reverend esteeme of those who [etc.]. 1802

LEYDEN Mertnaid xiv. That heart . . Can hold no sympathy
with mine. 1846 H. TORRENS Rent. Milit. Lit. I. 39 The
first, .who acknowledged the tactical theory and held great
account of those who practised it.

b. (a belief, opinion, doctrine, etc.) : To accept
and entertain as true

;
to believe.

1340 Ayenb. 134 We fct J>e ri^te byleaue hyealdeb. 1485
AXTON Chas. Gt. 224, I holde the cristen fayth. 1579

GOSSON Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 65 Let me holde the same pro-
position still.

CAXTON Chas. Gt. 224, I holde the cristen fayth. 1579
GOSSON Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 65 Let me holde the same pro-
position still. x6o8TopsELL52^Ar 134 AH the Egyptians
holde opinion, that the Crocodile is a Diuinatour. 1667 EARL
OF CARDIGAN in iztk Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 9
The Church of England holds the three creeds as well as

we. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. Contents i. iii. 36 It

appears, that Aristotle also held the world's animation.

1890 T. F. TOUT Hist. Eng. fr. 1689. 102 Those who held
most strongly the divine right of the people to choose their

own ministers. 1891 Monist II. 162 Justified in holding
this view.

C. With obj. clause: To be of opinion, think,

consider, believe (that}.
<z 1300 Samtun xiii. in E. E. P. (1862! 2 Ihc hold a fole

tat he be. c 1340 Cursor M. 2507 (Trin.} J>ei helde heres

was ^e lond. 1413 Pifgr. Sowle iCaxton} i. v. (1859) 5, I

holde nought that al be trewe that he seyth. 1535 COVER-
DALE Matt. xxii. 23 The Saduces which holde that there is

no resurreccion. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. n. ii. 87 It is held, That
Valour is the chiefest Vertue. 1771 JOHNSON Lett, to Mrs.
Tkrale 7 July, She holds that both Frank and his master
are much improved. 1871 FREEMAN Hist. Ess. Ser. i. i. 15,
I hold, .that the details, .are altogether unhistorical.

d. With obj. and complement or extension : To
think, consider, esteem, regard as. Const, with

simple compl. or (arch.} with as, for, or with infin.

<:i*oo Vices <$ Virtues 63 And halt him seluen for ierSe.

c 1*05 LAY. 8082 Heo heolden hine for haehne godd. a 1225
After. R. 192 HoldeS hit alle blisse uorte uallen in mis-
liche of beos fondunges. a. ij/ooCursorM. 27135 pou haldes

bin aun gilt hot light, c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 141 And to

ben holden digne of reuerence. Reeve's T. 288 When
this lape is laid another day, I sal been halde a daf,
a cokenay. c 1477 CAXTON Jason, 63, I requyre yow that

ye holde me for excused, a 1533 LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk. M.
Aurel. (1546) M viij b, They were holden and reputed as

goddes after their death. 1641 J. JACKSON True EvaHg.
i. in. 202, I hold mine own Religion so good, as it needs
not fetch lustre from the disgrace of another. 1779 J. MOORE
View Soc. Fr. (1789) I. xxiii. 179 The very idea of resist-

ance . . they hold as absurd. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. viii.

II. 364 For their absence the king was held responsible.

\fa&lbid. xii. III. 185 He held the lives of other men as

cheap as his own. 1864 J. H. NEWMAN Apol. 419 If you
would not scruple in holding Paley for an honest man.

e. Of a judge or court : To state as an authori-

tative opinion ; to lay down as a point of law ; to

decide.

1643 tr. Perkins* Prof. Bk. v. 306. 135 It hath been
holden in the time of King Henry the third that [etc,].

1769 BLACKSTONE Comm. IV. iii. 49 It is clearly held, that
one acquitted as principal may be indicted as an accessory
after the fact. 18x8 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) III. 360 The
Master of the Rolls held that the renewed lease was a new
acquisition, which vested in the daughter as a purchaser.
1863 H. Cox Instit. i. vi. 47 The Court, .held that the plea
to its jurisdiction was insufficient.

f. To have in a specified relation to the mind or

thought ; to entertain a specified feeling towards ;

in such phrases as to hold in esteem, contempt,
memory, etc.

For these phrases, transitive verbs may usually be substi-
tuted ; thus to hold in esteem = to esteem ; to hold in con-
tempt= to despise ; to hold in. memory= to remember.
a 1300 Cursor M. 2610 Yone lasce . . Als in despit sco hafdes

me. Ibid. 4245 Putifer . . held Joseph in mensk and are.
<* '533 ITJ. BERNERS Cold. Bk. M. Aurel. {1546} Bivb, In

332

MI hyghe estimation it holdeth the virtuous. _
WASHINGTON tr. Nichola^s Voy. in. xxi. in The temple of

Solomon, .which they holde in great reverence. 1611 BIBLE
Pkil. ii. 29 Hold such in reputation. 1718 Freethinker
No. 64 F 7 Magna Charta . . with Us is justly held in the

reatest Veneration. 1875 JOWETT Plato led. 2) III. 304
_?he wise and mighty one who is to be held in honour.

f 13. To offer as a wager ; to wager, bet,
'

lay '.

c 1460 Towneley Myst. (E.E.T.S.) xvi. 328, I hold here a

grote she lykys me not weyll. 1530 PALSGR. 691/2, I holde

the apenye I tell the where this bell ryngeth. 1594 GREENE
& LODGE Looking Gtasse Wks. i Rildg.) 126/1, 1 hold my cap
to a noble that the Usurer hath given him some gold.

1698 VANBRUGH Prov. Wife ii. i, Const. I'll hold you a

guinea you don't make her tell it you. Sir John. I'll hold

you a guinea I do. 1719 D'URFEY Pills II. 54 I'll hold ye
five Guineas to four. 1768 GOLDSM. Good-n. Man n. Wks.

(Globe) 618/2 I'll hold you a guinea of that, my dear,

t b. To accept as a wager. Obs.

1530 PALSGR. 586/2 Lay downe your monaye, I holde it,

sus bontez vostre argent^ je le tiens. 1591 GREENE Disc.

I ho

pound. I hofd it said" the knight : lay downe the Money.

1114. Billiards. = HOLE v.~\ 6. [A corruption
of hole, by association of holed and hold', cf. 2, 5.]

1869 BLACKLEY Word Gossip 74 A player is continually
said to have held a ball when he drives it into a pocket.

1877 BARTLKTT Diet. Amer. ied. 4} 283 Billiard players say,
I
1 held the ball', instead of I holed it.

II. Intransitive and absolute uses.

15. To do the act of holding; to keep hold; to

maintain one's grasp; to cling. Also with by

(App. by is instrumental : cf.
'^heheld

the pig by the ears
'

with he held by the pig's ears '.)

^1305 St. Dunstan 82 in E. E. P. (1862} 36 J?e deuel
wrickede her and her : and he [Dunstan] huld euere faste.

1549 LATIMER -zndSerm. bef. Ediv. VI (Arb.) 59 He toke

sanctuary, and held by the homes of the aultare. 1551 T.
WILSON Logike (1580) 35 b, Some hold fast upon the saiyng
of sainct Augustine, and build wonders upon that text.

1562 J. HEYWOOD Prov. fy Epigr. (1867) 171 Holde fast

when ye haue it. a 1654 SELDEN Table-T. (Arb.) 22 Do
as if you were going over a Bridge, .hold fast by the Rail.

1796 C. MARSHALL Garden, xiv. (1813} 195 If the plants hold

tight to the pots. 1842 TENNYSON Epic 21 There was no

anchor, none, To hold by.

fb. In the imperative, used in offering or pre-

senting ;
= Here ! take it ! [

= F. tiens, Sc. hae.~]
c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAymon vi 154 Holde here, worthy

knyghte Reynawde, I gyve you my suster to your wyffand
spouse. 1567 HARMAN Caveat 39 Holde, here is a couple
of pence for thee. 1598 SHAKS. Merry W. \. iv. 166 Hold,
there's money for thee. 1605 Macb. \\. i. 4 Hold, take

my Sword.

c. Commerce. To retain goods, etc. ; not to sell.

1890 BOLDREWOOD Col. Reformer (1891) 149 What will you
take for that cattle station . . ? No use holding, you know.

1892 Standard 7 Nov. 6/6 Spinners are holding tenaciously
for full rates.

d. Of a female animal : To retain the seed ; to

conceive. Also to hold to (the male).
16x4 MARKHAM C/ieap Husb. \. Hi. (1668) 34 To know

whether your Mare hold to the Horse or no. 1617 Caval.
i. 40 It is most infallible that she holdeth. 1851 Jrnl. R.

Agric. Soc, XII. i. 64 A disposition in cows to conceive (or
*
hold to the bull ') 1891 Field 28 Nov. 805/2 The chances

are against the mare holding.
16. Of things : To maintain connexion ; to remain

fast or unbroken
;
not to give way or become loose.

c 1398 CHAUCER Fortune 38 Yit halt thin ancre and yit thow
mayst aryue. c 1400 Laiifrauc's Cirurg. 142 And be nose
were kutt al awey but ^at it held faste at hope be eendis . .

of be wounde. 1506 GUYLFORDE Pilgr. (Camden) 65 They
let fall the thyrde ancre, which, thankyd be Almyghty God,
helde fast. 1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. iv. iii. 36 If the sprindge
hold, the Cocke's mine. 1648 Cornu-Copia in Harl. Misc.

(1810) VI. 33 To make glue for the joining of boards .. that

shall hold faster than the boards themselves. 1795 OSBALDIS-
TON Brit. Sportsm. 259 One of them will bold better than
two of the common sort [of nails], 1891 Illustr. Land.
News 31 Jan. 140/3 The helm was perfectly sound, and the

lashings held bravely. 1893 Longm. Mag. Apr. 552 The
lock held.

17. To maintain one's attachment ; to remain

faithful or attached
;
to adhere, keep,

*
stick

'

to ;

to abide by. (Sometimes approaching sense 21.)
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 61 We. .biheten him festliche bat

we wolden cure to him holden. 1300 Ha-velok 1171 And
bat she sholde til him holde. 1390 GOWER Conf. III. 355
For she. . Hath set me for a finatl ende The point, wherto
that I shall holde. 16x1 BIBLE Matt. vi. 24 Hee will holde
to the one, and despise the other. 1677 HALE Prim. Orig.
Man. i. iii, 77 If they hold to their Principles. 1865 Jrnl.
R. Agric. Soc. I. ii. 323 Herefordshire has held stoutly by-

its native breed. 1879 Miss YONGE Cameos Ser. iv. xxviii.

299 The Queen, .held to her purpose.
18. To have capacity or contents ; spec, in Hunt-

ing, said of a covert : To contain game.
1581 MULCASTER Positions xl. (1887) 230, I wishe the

roome . . large to holde, and conuenient to holde handsomely.
1891 Field 21 Nov. 791/2 It [a covert] did not hold to-day,
and we went on to..Bourke's Gorse. 1893 Ibid, n Feb.

190/1 Leslie's Gorse did not hold.

19. To hold property by some tenure, to derive

title to something (of orfrom a superior).
ci37S Luue Ron 102 in O. E. Misc. 96 Henri king of

engelonde, of hym he halt, and to hym buhb. c 1330 R.
BRUNNR Chron. (1810} 42 He com vnto Gaynesburgh, of
Suane forto halde. 1470-85 MALORY A rthur i. vii, He made
alle lordes that helde of the croune to come in. 1550 CROWLEY
Last Trump. 1234 As thou doest hold of thy kyng, so doth

HOLD.

thy tenaunt holde of the. 1647 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng.
I. Iv. (1739) 98 A second sort of men that made the King
uncapable to hold by Conquest, was the Clergy. 1734 tr.

Rollins Anc. Hist. 11827} I. Pref. 9 Not holding of a

superior power. 1868 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. IV. H. 264 Mr.
SUman holds under a 21 years' lease. 1869 W. LONGMAN
Hist. Edw. Ill, I. xi. 206 Men holding by knight's service.

T" b. Of a possession or right : To be held (of or

from}. Obs.

1648 CROMWELL in Carlyle (1871) II. 106 A Lease which
holds of your College. -11654 SELDEN Table-T. (Arb.) 64
Allodium . . signifies Land that holds of nobody ; we have
no such Land in England. 1665 DRYDEN Ind. En>p. i. H,

My crown is absolute, and holds of none.

20. To depend ;
to belong or pertain. Const, of,

\on, at. Now only asy?^; from 19.

-1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode in. Iviii. (1869) 171 It holt not

of hire but of yow ; Helpeth me ! -1477 CAXTON Jason
23 What euyll woldest thou doo if hit helde at no man but
at the. 1485 Paris $ V. 63 It holdeth not on me. 1589
PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesic in. xxiv. [xxv.] i Arb.} 294 Yet are

generally all rare things and such as breede maruell and
admiration somewhat holding of the vndecent. 1664 DRYDEN
Rival Ladies \. in, Julia goes first, Gonsalvo hangs on her,
And Angelina holds upon Gonsalvo, as I on Angelina. 1889
W. S. LILLY Century Revol. 146 No wonder, for gtnius
holds of the noumenal.

21. To hold -with (arch, of, f0, for} : to main-
tain allegiance to

;
to side with, be of the party of ;

mod. colloq. to agree with or approve of. (Cf. 1 7.)

1154 O. E. Chron. an. 1140 F 6 Bat he neure ma mid te

king his brother wolde halden. c 1300 Havelok 2308 He
swore, pat he sholde with him halde Bobe ageynes stille

and bolde. c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. \V. Prol. 458 They
aughte rathere with me for to holde. c 1460 Towneley
Myst. (E. E. T. S.) xiv. 47 Any. .That wyll not hold holly
on me [Herod], And on mahowne. 1485 CAXTON Chas, Gl.

224, I am a paynym, & holde for my god Mahoun. 1549
COVERDALE, etc. Erasin. Par. i Cor. i Therof rose these
sediciouse wordes, I holde of Apollo, I holde of Cephas, I

hold of Paule. 1577 HANMER Anc. Eccl. Hist. (1619) 115
Some there were, that held with both sides. 1786 tr. Beck-

ford's Vathek 1,1868) 4 It was not with the orthodox that he

usually
held. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. I. i. i, These, and

what holds of these may pray, to Beelzebub, or whoever
will hear them. 1893 Cornk. Mag. Nov. 502, I don't hold
with him buying flowers when his children haven't got
enough to eat.

22. To maintain one's position (against an adver-

sary) ; of a place, to be held or occupied ;
to hold

out : cf. 41 j.

a 1x32 O. E, Citron, an 1123 F 7 Se kyng held stranglice
hem to ;$eanes. c 1305 St. Edmund 493 in E. E. P. (1862)

84 pe Couent ek of Canterbury a$en seint Edmund hulde
faste. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 4144 Alle.. pat o-gaynes
Goddes Taghe will halde. 14. . Songs $ Carols i$th C.

(Percy Soc.} 27 Her husbondes agens hem durn not holde.

1533 in Halliwell Lett. Kings Eng. I. 279 As touching
Berwick . . it hath ere this holden against great puissance.
1606 SHAKS. Ant. Cl. in. xiii. 170 Our force by Land
Hath Nobly held. 1640 YORKE Union Hon. 40 Beating
downe such holds as held against him. a. 1713 ELLWOOD
Autobiog. (1765) 3 [He] betook himself to London, that City
then holding for the Parliament.

fig- '77^ Maiden Aunt I. 145 Do you not hold for con-

gruity of soul in friendship, as well as love ?

23. To continue, remain, or 'keep' in a state

or course
;
to last, endure.

c iaoo ORMIN 3253 Uss birr|> beginnenn god to don, &
haldenn a bseronne. 13. . Coer de L. 2419 To another town
he went and held there. 1465 J. PASTON in P. Lett. No.
514 II. 209 If the werr hold. 1573 TUSSER Huso, xxiii.

(1878) 62 The housing of cattel while winter doth hold. 1611

SHAKS. Wint. T. iv. iv. 36 Your resolution cannot hold.

1684 Scanderbeg Rediv. vi. 132 He entred into a Treaty
with the Czar of Muscovy, which held a long time. 1719
DE FOE Crusoe u. iii. (1840} 61 The Battle, they said, held
two Hours. 1754 RICHARDSON Grandison (1781) I. v. 18
The bloom of beauty holds but a very few years. 1856
KANE A ret. Expl. II. xxii. 219, I was only too glad,
however, to see that their appetites held. 1888 ' FLOR.
WARDEN ' Woman*$ Face II. xiii. 55 The frost still held.

b. with compl. or extension,
c 1460 Towneley Myst. xxiii. 193 A, ha ! hold still thore !

1535 COVERDALE 2 Kings v. 9 So Naaman came . . and
helde still at the dore of Eliseus house. Luke vi. 42
Holde styll Brother, I wil plucke ymoate out of thyne eye.
1599 SHAKS. Much Ado i. i. 91, 1 will hold friends with you
Lady. 1703 T. N. City $ C. PurcJtaser 242 Shingles
seldom hold to be all 4 Inches broad. 1863 KINGSLEY
Herew. i, Hold still, horse ! 1873 BURTON Hist. Scot. V.
Ivii. 180 They held at him in this fashion to the very end.

1879 MINTO Defoe x. 161 Editors of journals held aloof
from him. 1890 W. C. RUSSELL Ocean Trag. III. xxvii. 54
The weather held phenomenally silent.

c. To be or remain valid
;
to subsist ; to be in

force ; to apply. Also to holdgood, to hold true.
c 1315 SHOREHAM 64 That treuthynge darf naut healde.

1581 PETTIE Guazztfs Civ. Conv. in. (1586} 127 b, My rule
holdeth not. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, n. iii. 7 Doth the
newes hold of good king Edwards death ? 1596 i Hen.
ft/", i. ii. 34 Thou say'st well, and it holds well too. 1607

Timon v. i. 4 Does the Rumor hold for true, That hee's

so full of Gold? 1674 PLAYFORD SkillMus. in. 4 This Rule
likewise holds, if the Notes descend a second, c 1680
BEVERIDGE Serm. (1729) I. n The same reason holds good
also as to the sacrement ofthe Lord's supper. 1716 ADDISON
Freeholder No. 31 The Logick will hold true of him which
is applied to the great Judge of all the earth. 1825 McCui.-
LOCH Pol. Econ. i. 15 It will hold good in nineteen out of

twenty instances. 1841 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. II. n 192 The
same reason holds with regard to corn. 1871 SMILES
Ckarac. ii. (1876) 33 The saying of the poet holds true in a
large degree. 1892 H. R. MILL Realm Nat. vii. 101 This
law does not hold for gases.

24. To continue to go, keep going, go on
;
move



HOLD.

on, proceed, continue, or make one's way. Now
esp. to hold on one's way or course.

ci45o HOLLAND H&wlat 945 And ilk fowle tuke the flicht

.. Held name to thar hant, and thar herbery. 1450-70

Goletgros <$ Gaw. 126 The heynd knight at his haist held to

the tovne. 1576 GASCOIGNE Pkilomene (Arb.) 114 But if

they hold on head, And scorne to bear my yoke. 1627 J.

CARTER Plaine $ Commend. Expos. 124 It lyeth us in hand
to hold on our way. 1743 J.

MORRIS Serm. vii. 183 He
held on his way from the city. 1793 BURNS Wandering
Willie, Here awa, there awa haud awa hame. 1850 R. G.
GUMMING Hunter's Life S. Afr. (ed. 2) I. 242 We pro-
ceeded in a westerly course, and held up the lovely valley
of Bakatla. 1889 DOYLE Micak Clarke xxxiv. 376 I've held

on my course when better men than you have asked me to

veil topsails. 1891 Field 24 Oct. 633/1 Instead of holding
to Oakhill Wood, the pack bore to the right. 1892 Ibid. 30

Jan. 153/1 The merry chase held forward up the hill.

f 25. To avail, profit, be of use : in interrogative
or negative sentences. Obs.

c\vj< Lamb. Horn. 17 Hwet halt be wredSe seodSan J>us

god almihtin hauetihaten? Ibid. 33 Ne halt nawiht bat

scrift. 1297 R. GLOUC. (1724) 105 pp was t>is lond kyngles,
wat halt yt to telle longe? c 1320 Sir Tristr. 918 What ha!t

it long to striue ? Mi leue y take at te. c 1380 Sir
Fernmb. 1602 What halt hit muche her-of to telle, to

drecchen ous of our lay V

26. To take place, be held ; to occur, prevail.
1461 Paston Lett. No. 420 II. 60 The gayle delyverye

holdeth not this daye. 1393 SHAKS. Rich. If. v. ii. 52 What
newes from Oxford? Hold those lusts & Triumphs? 1643
PRYNNE S0v. Power Par/, i. (ed. 2) 15 The Kstates and
Parliament general! of France . . met and held but twice in

the yeare only. 1892 Field 19 Mar. 404/1 Stormy weather
again holds in north of Scotland.

27. (for reft,} To restrain oneself, refrain, forbear ;

to cease, stop, give over. Often in imper. as an

exclamation : =Stop ! arch.

1589 P. IVE tr. Du Bellay's Instr. Warres 265 If a third
doe crie hould, to the intent to parte them. 1605 SHAKS.
Macb. v. viii. 34 Lay on, Macduffe, And damn'd be him,
that first cries hold, enough, a 1610 HEALEY Theophrastus
(1636) 170 When he heareth any Fidlers, he cannot hold but
he must keepe time. 1632 SIR T. HAWKINS tr. Matkieujs
Vnkappy Prosf>. 121 She could not hold from saying this.

1669 STURMY Mariner's Mag. vii. 19 Hold fast Gunner, do
not fire till we hail them. 1672 VILLIERS (Dk. Buckhm.)
Rehearsal v. i. (Arb.) 117 Well, I can hold no longer, .there's

no induring of him. 1775 SHERIDAN Duenna i. iv, Hold, .a

thought has struck me ! 1818 SHELLEY Rosalind z<y]
'

Hold,
hold !

' He cried,' 1 tell thee 'tis her brother 1*

28. In shooting : To take aim, to aim.
Hold on, to aim directly at the game. Hold ahead, to

aim ahead of it.

1881 GREENER Gun 485 It is a much disputed point amongst
all who use the gun whether the shooter should *hold on '

or ' ahead '.

III. Phrases. (To h. the plough ,
the reins, one's

sides, see 2 and 3 c ; to h. to bail, see io<r. ; to h.

good, h t true, see 23 c. To h. at BAY (j.4 3), to h.

ones BREATH, to h. a CANDLE to, to HAVE andto h.,

to h. the FIELD, to h. ones GROUND, to h. with the

HARE and run with the hounds, to h. ones JAW, to

h. one's NOSE, to h. one's PEACE, to h. (in} PLAY, to

h. SHORT, to h. TACK, to h. ons TONGUE, etc. :

see these words.)
29. Hold (. .) hand.
a. To hold ones hand : to stay or arrest one's

hand in the act of doing something ; hence gen. to

refrain, forbear.
c 1460 Tmvneley Myst. iv. 260, I byd the hold thi hand.

1535 COVERDALE i Ckron. ,\.\i[ij. 15 It is ynough, holde
now thy hande. 1602 Narcissus (1893) 654 Dorastus, hold

thy handes, for I am slaine. 1699 DAMPIER Voy. II. in. 64
Called for an Axe to cut the Mizan Shrouds . . He bad him
hold his hand a little. 1768 Ross Helenore 30 (Jam.) She
hads her hand. 1889 J. S. WINTER Mrs. Bob I. vii. n8She
knew when to hold her hand and when to pile on all her

strength.

t D. To hold hand: (a] to bear a hand, to con-

tribute help or support, co-operate, concur ; (b) to

be on an equality with, to match (quot. 1595)- Obs.

1582-8 Hist. Jos. ^7(1804) 237 The queene of England
directit Sr. Johnne Forester, warden of the middle marches
..to mak sum incursiounes against the borderers on the

syde of Scotland, and she should hald hand upoun hir syde
that they should not escape butt captiuitye or punishment.
'595 SHAKS. John 11. i. 494 She in beautie, education, blood,
Holdes hand with any Princesse of the world. 1616 Rich
Cabinet t N.), Curtesie and charitie doe commonly hold hands
together. 1717 Wodrow Corr. (1843} II. 218, I hope you'll
hold hand to this History of the Sufferings, since you have
it so much at heart.

f C. To hold in hand: to assure (one) ; to main-
tain (that . . .). To pay attention to ; to keep in

expectation or suspense ; see HAND so. 290,6). Obs.

1530 PALSGR. 587/1 He holdeth me in hande that he wyll
ryde out of towne. 1658 W. BUKTON Itin. Anton. 127 They
. .who hold in hand that this Chester . . was so named from
a Gyant the builder thereof.

30. Bold . . head.
a. To hold ones head high : to behave proudly

or arrogantly, b. To hold up one's head (ng.) : to

maintain one's dignity, self-respect, or cheerfulness.

1553 T. WILSON Rhet. (1580) 28 None can holde up their

hedds, or dare shewe their faces . . that are not thought
honest. 1598 SHAKS. Merry IV. i. iv. 30 Do's he not hold

vp his head (as it were ?) and strut in his gate ? 1707 NORKIS
Treat. Humility viii. 339 The proud man holds up his head
too high to see his way. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. x. II.

585 He had never held up his head since the Chancellor had
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been dragged into the justice room in the garb of a collier.

I867TROLLOPE Chron. Barset Il.lvi. 131, I have desired that

they should be able to hold their heads high in the world.

31. Hold one's own. To maintain one's position

against a competitor or an opposing force of any
kind ; to stand one's ground.
4:1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810)71 Sir Harald. . Fulle wele

his awen suld hald, if he had kept his treuth. 1526 Pil^r.
Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 98 Neuer saye Mta < //. . but holde

thyne owne. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. <y Cr. iv. v. 114 Now Aiux
hold thine owne. 1720 DK For, Capt. Singleton xvi. (1840)

274 Our sheet anchor held its own. 1859 RUSKIN Arrows
ofChace (1880) I. 194 Frightful superstitions still hold their

own over two-thirds of the inhabited globe. 1885 TENNYSON
Charge Heavy Brigade ii, But he .. Sway'd his sabre, and
held his own Like an Englishman there and then.

f b. To hold good. Obs. rare.

163* ROWLEY Worn, never vext in. in Contn. Dodslcys
O. PI. 11816) V. 282 Does that news hold his own still, that

our ships are. .on the Downs with such a wealthy frautage?
32. Hold water, a. To stop a boat by holding

the blades of the oars flat against the boat's way.
a 1618 RALEIGH Invent. Shipping 10 The Pomerlanders . .

used a- kind of Boate, with the prowe at both ends, so as

they need not to wend or hold water. 1626 CAPT. SMITH
Accid. Yng. Seamen 30 To row a spell, hold-water, trim

the boate. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789) Ddd, Pull

the starboard oars, and hold water with the larboard oars !

1875
' STOKEHENGK '

Brit. Sforis \\. vm. ii. i. 648 Holding
water is necessary when the boat is to be suddenly stopped.

b. To retain water, not to let water through or

out (sense 5): hence, fig. To be sound, valid, or

tenable ; to bear a test or examination ;
to hold

good when put to the test,

a 1300, 1388 [see B. 5]. 1535 COVERDALE Jer. \\. 13 Vile

and broken pittes, that holde no water. 1622 MABBE tr.

A lemon's Guzman tfAlf. II. 79 This- .will not hold water
nor doe vs that good wee thought. i6i FRENCH Yorksh.

S/>a ii. 32 Let them produce a more rational account of any
other opinion, that will hold water. . better than this of mine
doth. 1755 SMOLLETT Quix. (18031 IV. 251

'

Brothers ', said

he,
'

the demand of Loggerhead will not hold water '. 1889
G. ALLEN Tents of SJiem III. Ii. 251, I think these docu-
ments will hold water.

33. Hold wind. Naut. To keep near the wind
in sailing without making lee-way ; to keep well

to windward : usually to hold a good wind.
'759 in A. Duncan Mariners Chron. (1805) III. 360 To

lie down in the fore-part of the boat, to bring her more by
the head, in order to make her hold a better wind. 1769
FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789), Sourdrc au vent, to hold a

good wind ; to claw or eat to windward. 1839 MARRYAT
Pkant. Ship viii, The vessels . . could hold no wind. 1891

Longm. Mag. Oct. 587 The Duke . . signalled to the whole
fleet to brace round their yards and hold the wind between
the two English divisions.

IV. With adverbs.

34. Hold back. a. trans. To keep back; to

restrain ; to reserve from disclosure ;
to retain.

1535 COVERDALE Job xxvi. 9 He holdeth back his stole,
that it can not be sene. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, n. iii. 66

Many thousand Reasons hold me backe. 1665 DRYDEN hid.

Emp. iv. i, Sure thou bear'st some charnij Or some divinity
holds back mine arm. 1841 R. OASTLER in Fleet Papers I.

xtviii, 379 It is sinful to hold back the truth.

b. intr. (for refl.} To restrain oneself
;
to refrain;

to hesitate.

1576 GASCOICNE Pkilomene (Arb). 117 Hold backe betime,
for feare you catch a foyle. 1844 H. H. WILSON Brit.
India III. 374 Holding back when the Native Government
was anxious to advance. 1890 MKS. H. WOOD HouseHalii-

well II. vii. 162, I have held back from asking you.
35. Hold clown, a. trans. To keep down (lit.

and fig?) ; to keep under, keep in subjection, re-

press, oppress.
1533 BKLLENDEN Livyiv. (1822) 394 The fame and rumoure

thareof was haldin doun arnang the Veanis. 1606 MARSTON
Fawne iv. Wks. 1856 II. 77 The more held down, they
swel. 1840 MARRYAT Poor Jack xix, Confused, and holding
down my head. 1881 N. T. (R.V.) Rom. i, 18 Men who
hold down the truth in unrighteousness. 1883 Daily Nevus
i Feb. 5 Plump English folk, not at all starved or ' hadden
doon ',

as his countrymen say.
b. Mining ( U.S. and Australia]. To holddown

a claim (also absol. to hold down] :

*
to reside on a

section or tract of land long enough to establish a
claim to ownershipunderthe homestead law

'

( C.D.}.
1888 Harper's Mag. July 236/1 A lone and unprotected

female '

holding down a claim . 1893 Eng. Illnstr. Mag.
X. 324/1 In mining slang Pilbarra did not * hold down ', and
the place was ultimately almost deserted.

36. Hold forth, f a. trans. To keep up, main-

tain, continue, go on with. Ohs.

1:1250 Gen. fy Ex. 165 Dis fifte dai held forS his fli;t.

c 1400 Yivaine fy Getw. 2931 Thus thair wai forth gan thai
hald. a 1420 HOCCLEVE De Reg. Princ. 317 He held forthe
his oppynyoun dampnable. a 1547 SURREY sEncid n. 496
Hold fourth the way of health.

f b. intr. To continue one's course ;
to go on,

proceed. Obs.
c i2op Trin. Coll. Horn. 85 lohan baptist . . bicom eremite

and hield forS ^erone. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce xix. 249 Thai
held furth soyn till Ingland. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis ix. vi.

heading, Furth haldis Nysus and EurilHus baith tway.

T~C. trans. To offer, proffer, propound, set forth,
exhibit. ? Obs.

1560 BIBLE (Genev.'i Phil. ii. 16 Holding forthe [Tre\o^T-q]
the worde of life. 1648 Eng. Way to Establ. in Harl.
Misc. (1810) VI. 42 Now Heaven holds forth power and
opportunity far more liberally than ever heretofore. 1704
SWIFT Meek, Of>erat. Spirit Misc. (1711) 277 This Animal,
by whom I take human Nature to be most admirably held

HOLD.
forth in all its Qualities. 1736 LEDIAHD Life Marlborou^h
I. 63 A chappel.. where Mass was publickly held forth every

Day. 1814 Father <y Son \\. i,
The profligacy . . that im-

pelled you to hold forth that language to me.

d. intr. [from Phil. ii. 16 : see prec.] To preach ;

to speak publicly, discourse, harangue. (Usually
somewhat contemptuous.)
[1694 J. WALLIS Def. Chr. Sabb. n. 27 The Phrase of

Holding-forth was taken up by Non conformists about the

year 1642 or 1643, as I remember . . in contradistinction to

the word Preaching.}
1667 DRYDKN Maiden Queen v. i. Lord ! what a misfortune

it was . . that the gentleman could not hold forth to you.
1693 LUTTRELL BriefR el, (1857) III. 324 This week William
Ptim the quaker held fortli at the Bull and Mouth in this

citty. 1709 STEELE Tatter No. 142 p 5 He is able to hold
forth upon Canes longer than upon any one Subject in the
World. 1881 MRS. G. M. CRAIK Sydney II. ix. 262 Netty
was holding forth with the utmost eloquence. 1889 DOYLE
M, Clarke xxii. 222 Nature is a silent preacher which holds
forth upon week days as on Sabbaths.
37. Hold hard. intr. (orig. a sporting phrase) :

To pull hard at the reins in order to stop the horse ;

hence gen. to 'pull up', halt, stop. Usually in

imper. (colloq.)

1761 COLMAN Jealous Wife v. Wks. 1777 I. 130 (Farmer)
Hold hard ! hold hard 1 you are all on a wrong scent. 1829
Sporting Mag. XXIII. 280 But I must 'hold hard' here,
as we say in the field. 1854 WOOD Sk. $ Anecd. Anim.
Life (1855) 407 The 'Hold hard' of the conductor being
sufficient to bring them [horses] to a stop. 1862 Temple
Bar blag. VI. 310 Hold hard, shipmates.

38. Hold in. a. trans. To keep in, confine,
retain ; to restrain, keep in check.

/z 1300 Cursor M. 5527 Wit herd werckes |?ai [Egyptians]
heild |>ain in. c 1300 Pro*>erb$ ofMending x, Wis mon halt
is wordes ynne. 1599 T. M[OUFET] Silkwormes 73 Trie if

thou canst hold in an outward smile. 1611 UIBLE Ps. xxxii.

9 As the horse, or as the mule.. whose mouth must he held
in with bit and bridle, a 1745 Swit-T (J.), My nag., became
such a lover of liberty that I could scarce hold him in.

1888 E. STUART Joan Vellacot I. x. 192 She held in the

ponies, so that they recognized a strong hand.

b. intr. To *

keep in
',
continue in some position

or condition understood or indicated by context ;

to restrain oneself, refrain, keep silence
;

to '

keep
in

J
with.

i 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.l xxxi. 142 If a man..couer Jw
coles beroffwith aschez, J>ai will hald in quikk a twelfmonth.

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV^ n. i. 85 Such as can holde in.

1641 TRAPP Theol. Theol. 229 To hold in with Princes and
great ones. tjozLond. Caz. No. 3838/1 [He] held in pretty
near the French Town of Basse-Terre. 1849 I. A. CARLYLE
tr. Dante's Inferno 268 Alichino held in no longer, and in

opposition to the others said [etc.].

39. Hold off. a. trans. To keep off, away, or

at a distance ; to put off, delay.
c 1420 Pallad. on Huso. i. 98 An hier hil, that wynd that

wold offende Let holde of. 1580 LYLY F.uphues (Arb.) 387
Thou holdest me off with many delayes.

i6oa SHAKS.
Hani. i. iv. 80 Hold offyour hand. 1628 EARLE Microcosm.
(Arb.) 87 A weere Complementa.il Man is one to be held off
still at the same distance you are now. 1725 POPE Let. to

Swift ioDec., Absence does but hold off a Friend, to make
one see him the more truly. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk.^
Hold off, the keeping the hove-in part of a cable or hawser
clear of the capstan.

b. intr. To keep oneself or remain off, away, or

at a distance ; to refrain from action ; to delay.
i6oz SHAKS. Ham. n. ii. 302 If you loue me hold not off.

1790 T. JEFFERSON Writ. (1859) III. 133 Holding off,there-

fore, nearly three months. 1861 Temple Bar Mag. I. 339
The only person who at all held off from joining. 1887
Spectator i Oct. 1301 The storm may hold off 1891
Longm. Mag. Oct. 592 The galleons, .had been observed to
hold off. 1893 Field 15 Apr. 555/1 The rain

' holds off'.

C. nonce-use as adj. (hold-off}. Given to holding
off; distant.

1893 STEVENSON Catriona 286, I saw I must be extremely
hold-off in my relations.

40. Hold on. a. trans. To keep (something)
on

; to retain in its place on something.
a 1529 SKELTON Agst. Gamesche Wks. 1843 I. 118 Why

holde ye on yer cap, syr, then? 1711 HEARNE Collect.

(O. H. S.) III. 106 Henry VIII*'* Charter to Stephen
Tucker for holding on his Hat before the King. Mod.
I can't keep on a bicycle unless somebody holds me on.

*t* b. To continue, keep up, carry on. Obs.

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xx.xiv, 44 Hald on thy intent.

1656 BP. HALL Occas. Medit. (1851) 70 Thus bountiful

house-keepers hold on their set ordinary provision. 1757
MRS. GRIFFITH Lett. Henry <$ Frances (1767) II. 68, I. .am

K
leased to find that you still hold on a correspondence with
er. t 1800 R. CUMBERLAND John de Lancaster (1809) I.

150 In order to hold it [the harangue] on.

c. intr. To keep one's hold or grasp on some-

thing ; to cling on
; also./g'.

1830 N. S. WHEATON Jrnl. 508 The rolling and tossing
of the ship oblige us to

' hold on \ 1861 Temple Bar Mag.
III. 509, I found myself holding on to a piece of plank.
1877 SPURGEON Serin. XXIII. 361 As though he held on

by his teeth.

d. To maintain a course of action or movement
;

to keep on, continue, go on (rarely rejl.\
a 1225 Leg. Kath. 434 He heold on to henen his heaSene

maumez. 1405 Bidding Prayer ii. in Lay Folks Mass Bk.
65 For thaim that first began and langest haldis on. 1513
DOUGLAS sEneis XL iii. 41 Now haldis on. 1630 SANDERSON
Serm. II. 264 If we hold on as we do, in pampering every
man his own flesh. 1667 MILTON P. L. XL 633 But still I see
the tenor of Mans woe Holds on the same. 1725 DE FOE
Voy. round World (1840) 17 The gale held still on. a 1822
SHELLEY There is no work 7 O Man ! hold thee on in



HOLD.

courage of soul. 1889 FROUDE 2 Chiefs Dunboy xv. 218 He
held on till they were less than a mile apart.

e. imper. Stop! wait! (collog^ Cf. 27, 37.
1860 BARTLETT Diet. Amer. 198 'Hold on a minute*,

originally a sea phrase. 1867 SMYTH Sailors Word-bk.^
Hold on a minute, wait or stop. 1883 Bread-Winners 62
' Hold on ', he burst out; 'Don't talk to me that way..
I can't stand it '.

f. In shooting : see 28.

41. Hold out. a. trans. To stretch forth, ex-

tend (the hand or other limb, or something held

in the hand).
1535 COVERDALE Esther iv. n Excepte the kynge holde

ouithe golden cepter vnto him. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, n.

i. 8, I dare not fight, but I will winke and holde out mine
yron. 1761 STERNE Tr. Shandy III. xlii, We want a cava-

lier, said she, holding out both her hands, as if to offer

them. 1848 THACKERAY I'an. Fair v,
' Hold out your hand,

Sir !

' Down came the stump with a heavy thump on the
child's hand. 1879 MCCARTHY Donna Quix. xxxii, Throw-
ing away the pitiful olive-branch of peace he had been pre-

tending to hold out.

f b. To exhibit ; to hold up (44 c). Obs.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrhnage (1614^ 160 They hold out to us
the light of Scripture, themselves walking in darknesse.

1799 MRS. JANE WEST Tale of Times III. 131 She felt the

cruelty of thus holding her out to general ridicule.

C. fig. To offer, proffer, present.
a 1637 B. JONSON (J.), Fortune holds out these to you, as

rewards. 1796 Hist, in Ann. Rtg. 77 The French.. held
out language promissory of equitable conditions. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. v. I. 615 Hopes were held out to

him that his life would be spared. 1890 T, F. TOUT Hist.

Eng.fr. 1689. 46 The inducement held out was the wonder-
ful profits to be won.

d. To represent.
18*9 SIR J . PARKE in Barnew. & Cressw. Rep. X. 140 The

defendant had held himself out to be a partner . . to the

plaintiff. 1878 SIR N. LIXDLEY Partnership (ed. 4) 1.4. 2.

49 A person may hold himself out or permit himself to be
held out as a partner, and yet conceal his name.

e. To keep out, exclude. Now rare. In Cards :

see HOLD-OUT.

1583 STUBBES Anat. Afas. n. (1882) 37 Almost none of
their leather will holde out water. i$oa SHAKS. Rom. fy

Jul. n. ii. 67 Stony limits cannot hold Loue out. 1628
RUTHERFORD Lett. (1862) I. 43 As an enemy holden out at
the posts of our city. 1890 LD. LYTTON Ring Amasis viu

147 He got [the boat] afloat, and found that it would hold
out the water. 1894 [see HOLD-OUT].

f. To keep up, continue or maintain to the end.

1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen, F/t ii. vi. 24 No way to flye, nor

strength to hold out flight. 1599 PORTER Angry IVom.

Abingd. in Hazl. Dodsley VII. 338 'Tis not time of night to

hold out chat With such a scold as thou art. 1618 BOLTON
Floras 330 StifTer in holding out a rebellion. 1893 Field
1 1 Mar. 354/3 The way he holds his stroke out is very good,
t g. To bear or sustain to the end. Obs.

1595 SHAKS. John, iv. Hi. 156 Now happy he, whose cloake
and center can Hold out this tempest. 1736 LEDIARD Life
Marlborough II. 456 The Place was ill-provided to hold
out a Siege. 1771 GOLDSM. Hist. Eng. II. 211.

h. To occupy or defend to the end (against an

adversary).
1769 GOLDSM. Rom. Hist. (1786) II. 13 He had. .conceived

a resolution of holding out the town. 1826 SCOTT Woodst.

ii, I wilt hold out the old house, and it will not be the first

time I have held it against ten times the strength. 1879
Miss YONGE Cameos Ser. iv. xxxiii. 359 The burghers, .who
had held out the city were put to death.

1. With obj. clause : To maintain, rare.

1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair xiii, Holding out that the

lady was a Duchess.

j. intr. To maintain resistance, remain un-

subdued
; to continue, endure, persist, last. (Also

formerly + to hold it out in same sense.)
1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's Voy. i. xix. 23 In

despaire of succour, and not able to holde out any longer.
1595 SHAKS. John v. i. 30 All Kent hath yeelded : nothing
there holds out But Douer Castle. 1680 BURNET RocJiester

(1692) 150 He was not able to hold out long in discourse.

1707 WATTS Hymns \. LXXXVIII. i, And while the lamp holds
out to burn The vilest sinner may return. 1728 NEWTON
Chronol. Amendedvf. 307 Babylon held out, and the next

year was taken. x8oa H. MARTIN Helen o/Glenross IV. 32
Miss Wansbro is so robust, she holds out to dance with all

who ask her. 1802 Med. jrnl. VIII. 212 Her constitution,
shattered by the frequent attacks it endured, could not long
hold out. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xii. III. 234 By no art
could the provisions, .be made to hold out two days more.
i8 SHAKS. Merry W. rv. ii. 141 Well said Brazon-face,

hola it out. 1713 ADDISON Cato n. iii, We ought to hold it

out 'till terms arrive. 1764 GARRICK in Colmans Posth.
Lett. (1820) 253, 1 cannot hold it out so long.

fk. To preach: = holdforth (36d% Obs. rare.

1689 WOOD L ife 28 Feb. III. 299 His old dancing school.,

they nave made a preaching place. Mr. Cornish holds out.

42. Hold over. a. intr. (Law) To remain in

occupation or in office beyond the icgular term.

1647 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. i. Ixii. (1739) 125 If the
Lord fail, he loses his Tenure, and the Tenant might
thenceforth disclaim, and hold over for ever. 1880 A.
BROWN Netv Law Diet. (ed. 2), Holding over, this is the
phrase commonly used to denote that a tenant remains in

possession of lands or houses after the determination of his
term therein.

b. trans. To retain or reserve till a later time ;
to

keep for future consideration or action; to postpone.
i8s DICKENS Bleak House xxviii, I will hold the matter

over with him for any reasonable time. 1861 TempleBar Mae. III. 321 Comes down a telegraphic message
to us to hold over all pur warrants against him. 1865
DICKENS Mut. Fr. i. vii, You needn't be afraid of my
disposing of you. I'll hold you over. That's a promise.
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1885 Matu-h. E.vam. 8 July 5/1 The Sixpenny Telegrams
IU11 is to be held over till next year. 1891 Illustr. Land.
NC'MS 10 Jan. 54/1 Not to sell any sealskins .. but to hold
them over till next winter.

43. Hold together, a. trans. To keep together,
i retain in union or connexion. ///. and _/?.

'i 1225 Leg. Kath. 2268 Porphire & alle hise heolden ham
I

togederes. 1573 J. SASFORD Hours Recreat. Ep. Dcd.
(1576) Avijb, Her Grace, who is the best knot in this

Garden, that holdeth Englishmen together. 1613 PURCHAS
I Pilgrimage (1614) 433 Two men . . held the ends together.

1784 CUUTCR Task u. 687 The sacred band That holds man-
1 kind together. 1850 LYELL -2nd Visit U.S. II. 171 The

roots also of trees, .were very effective formerly in holding
the soil together.

b. intr. To continue in union or connexion ;
to

remain entire ;
to cohere, lit. and fig.

Amis q- Amil. 151 That thai schuld 1

gider at eueri nede. 1362 LASGL. P. Pi. A. r. 55
:n to-gedere.

1330 Amis <s- Amil. 151 That thai schuld frely fond, To
Id togickr at eueri nede. 136* LANGL. P. Pt. A. i. 55

Husbondrle and he holden to-gedere. 1533 HEYWOOD Johan
__ 1 _u_ -ri,_ u

hoi

Tyb Biv, The payle .. is so rotten and olde, That it wyll
not skant together holde. 1691 Woou Ath. Oxon. II. 494
It was then commonly reported that if they hung him, his

body would not hold together because of its rottenness. 1861

Temple Bar Mag. III. 509 There was hope that the ship
would hold together.
44. Holdup, a. trans. To keep raised or erect,

keep from falling, support, sustain. {To hold up
one's head : see 30 b.)

1297 R. GLOUC. (1724) 455 5our ry?t honden holdeb vp to
God .. And byhote|> hym to be stable. 1455 E. CLERE in

FourC. Eng. Lett. 5 Then he hild up his hands and thankid
God therof. 1558 TRAHERON Answ. Priv. Papist Biij (D.),
I yield vnto you this noble victorie, and hold vp my handes.

1651 CLEVELAND Poems 45 Who name but Charles, he
comes aloft for him, But holds up his Malignant leg at

Pym. 1670-98 LASSELS Voy. Italy II. 97 Four great
pillars of Jasper . . hold up the back of this altar. 1854
frill. R. Agric. Sac. XV. x. 49 The river . . is held up in

levels by 34 locks. 1894 Daily Neivs 26 May 2/5 Four men
. . ordering the President . . and the clerks to hold up their

hands under threats of death, seized a sum of 2,500 dollars.

b. fig. To support, sustain, maintain, keep up.
c 1290 Beket 229 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 113 Swybe wet bi-gan

bis Ercedekne holi churche bi-lede, And stifliche heold op
hire ri3te. 1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 6 To holde vp &
meyntene be poyntes. c 1465 Paston Lett. No. 536 II. 254
How that ever ye do, hold up your manship. 1590 SHAKS.
Mids. N. ni. ii. 239 Winke each at other, hold the sweete
iest vp. 1667 PEPYS Diary 28 Jan., He tells me gold holds

up its price still. 1890 T. F. TOUT Hist. Eng.fr. 1689. 147
Austria, whose arms alone held up the petty despots.

C. To offer or present to notice ;
to exhibit, dis-

play ; to present in a particular aspect ;
to put

up as a candidate (quot. 1813).
1602 SHAKS. Hani. in. ii. 24 To hold as 'twer the Mirrour

vp to Nature. 1611 Wint. T. iv. iv. 567 What colour for

my Visitation, shall I Hold vp before him? 1808 MRS.
INCHBALD in Brit. Theatre XIV. 4 To hold up to detesta-

tion vices, now no longer to be tolerated. 1813 W. IRVING
in Life <$ Lett. (1864) I. 293 William was held up for Con-
gress, and . . lost his election. 1860 Temple Bar Mag. I. 30
Bacon . . has been held up to opprobrium. 189* Sat. Rev.
30 Apr. 497/1 [He] held up the Government, .to hatred and
contempt.

d. To let alone, resign, give up (quot. 1529) ; to

keep back, withhold ;
in Cardst to keep in one's

hand, refrain from playing.
a 15*9 SKKLTON Bowge o/Courte 250 Holde vp the helme,

loke vp, and lete God stere. 1535 COVERDALE i Esdras v.

72 The Heithen m the londe. .helde vp the buyldinge from
them.

f 1807 T. JEFFERSON Writ. (1830) IV. 70 We. .hold it

up until we know the result of the instructions of February
the 3rd. 1879 'CAVENDISH' Card Ess. in You may make a

trump by holding up. Ibid. 198 Prone to hold up ace, knave.

e. (U.S.] To stop by force and rob on the high-

way. (From the robbers* practice of commanding
their victims to hold up their hands on pain of being
shot ; Australian to stick #/.)
1887 A. A. HAVES Jesuit's Ring 228 Any man could hold

up a wagon. 1894 Times 22 Oct. 5/4 At noon yesterday
four unmasked men 'held up 'a Texas Pacific train near
that place,

f. inlr. (for reft.) To keep up, not to fall : usually
addressed to a horse.
1860 WHYTE MELVILLE ffolmby House xviii. 266 ' Hold

up !
' exclaimed Humphrey, as the sorrel cleared a high

wall, with a drop into a sandy lane. 1890 DOYLE Firm
Girdlestone xxxiii. 264

' Hold up,
will ye !

' The last remark
was addressed to the horse, which had stumbled.

g. To maintain one's position or state ; to endure,
hold out ; in Hunting, to keep up the pace.
158* N. T. (Rhem.) Acts iv. annot., Let no Catholike man

be scandalized that this heresie holdeth vp for a time.

a 1694 TILLOTSON (J.), Some few stout and obstinate minds,
which, without the assistance of philosophy, could have
held up pretty well of themselves. 1708 OCKLKY Saracens

up , she thought, Ur surely I shall shame my-
self and him '. 1888 MRS. NOTLEY Ptn^er of Hand I. xii.

144 If this wind holds up. .we shall catch the coast . . in six

hours. 1892 Field 23 July 124/1 Having arrived at the

starting point . . Prince is told to
' hold up

'

an order which
he obeys with alacrity.

h. To give in, submit, surrender (obs.) ;
to check

oneself, refrain, 'pull up* (U.S. colloq.\

1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's aitt. Scot. ix. 195 How lang
thair lyfe was in, tha neuer held vp. 1843 MAURY in Mrs.
Corbin Life 1.1888) 46 The doctor said I was destroying
myself with over-much head-work, and . . I have had to hold

up somewhat. 1879 HOWELLS L.Aroostook(i^2) I. xii. 170,
I see your difficulty plainly enough, and I think you re

quite right in proposing to hold up.

HOLD.

i. To keep from raining (when there is a threaten-

ing of rain) ; rarely, to cease raining, clear up.
(Said of the weather, the day ;

also of the rain.)
1601 DEACON & WALKER Spirits <fy Divels 213 They may

then cause it to hold vp, when it should raine, and to raine,
when it should hold vp. 1700 S. SEWALL Diary 17 May
(1879) II. 14 It rains hard. Holds up about 5 p.m. 1798
JANE AI'STKX Xcrikang. Abb. (1833) I. xi. 63 Perhaps, it

[the weather] may hold up. 1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair
xxxiv. 1891 Field 21 Nov. 791/2 The day held up wonder-
fully, in spite of lowering clouds.

Hold, J<M Forms : i heald, 1-3 V4-S north.)
hald, 4-7 holde, 3- hold ; also 4-5 north, halde,
4- Sc. and north, hauld, 6-7 hould(e, 9 Sc.

baud, dial. hod. See also HOLT -.
[f. HOLD v. ;

OE. had heald in senses i and 7, but in other
senses the word is only ME. or later.]

I. The action or fact of holding.
1 1. The action or fact of having in charge, keep-

ing, guarding, possessing, etc. ; keeping, occupa-
tion, possession ; defence, protection, rule. Obs.
a ixoo O. E, Chron. an. 1036 Gecuron Harold to healdes

ealles Engla landes. c 1200 ORMIN 5026 Forr all bin heltpe
& all bin hald Iss uppo Godess are. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints,
Peirus 730 He jalde pe spyrit, ofgod in-to be halde. c 1450
St. Cuthbert (Surteest 68 Alt' yreland rewme was in hys
halde. 1487 Act 4 Hen. l'II

t c. 16 Many Dwelling-places
..have of late time been used to be taken in one Man's
Hold and Hands. 1534 WHITINTON Tnllyes Offices I. (1540)
10 Priuate by nature be no thynges, but eyther by olde

occupyenge and holde. .or els that be got by yictorye. 1586
D. ROWLAND tr. Lazar. de Tonnes (1672) U viij a, They gave
me the hold and possession of the Hermitage.

b. Tenure. Cf. COPYHOLD, FREEHOLD, etc.

a 1645 HABINGTON Surv. Wore, in Wore. Hist. Soc. Proc.
u. 185 For thys parishe .. was as they saye of St. Peter's
houlde. 1774 T. WEST Antig. Furness (1805) 132 For the

fyns and customs of the hold, as well of the said coppyholders
as of the customary tenants. 1876 Whitby Gloss, s.v.,

* He
has his land under a good hod ', on easy terms.

2. The action or an act of keeping in hand, or

grasping by some physical means ; grasp : esp. in

to catch, getj /ay, lose^ seize> take hold (see also

these verbs). Also, an opportunity of holding,
sometimes almost concr., something to hold by.

(The main current sense.)
a 1300 Cursor M. 24451 To climb had i na hald. a 1350
Chilah. Jesus 652 He tolde, How Jesues picher with outen
holde Hangude on be sonne hem. a 1400-50 A lexander
1440 And qua sa leddirs had nane . . Wald gett bam hald
with bair hend & on-Ioft clyme. 1537, etc. [see CATCH v. 45].

1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's Voy. in. x. 86 Wrestlers
. .annointed with oyle . . to the intent to give or to take the
lesse hold the one of the other. 1605 SHAKS. Lear \\

Let go thy hold. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614)

lesse hold the one of the other. 1605 SHAKS. Lear \\. iv. 73
Let go thy hold. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 32 Like
men drowning, that get hold on every twig. 1653 WALTON
Angler ii. 53 Leather-mouth'd fishes, of which a nook does
scarce ever lose his hold, a 1684 LEIGHTON Comni. i Pet.
ii. i As the stepping of children when they begin to go by
hold. 17*4 DE FOE Mem. Ca-ualier (1840) 157 The officers

. .were laid hold on. 1793 SstExroxEe/ysttmeL. 239 note^

Every force exerted to drive the wad out. .tends to make
it take the stronger hold. 1816 SCOTT A ntiq. vii, Take haud
o* my arm, my winsome leddy ! iS^aCARLYLE/*^ <$ Pr. n.

xvi, The. .hand ..suddenly quits hold. 1871 L. STEPHEN
Playgr. Europe iv. (1894) 103 The hold was generally firm
when the fissures were not filled with ice.

b. in Wrestling and Boxing. In holds
,
at grips.

1713 SIR T. PARKYNS Cornish-Hugg Wrestler (1727) 14
A thorough-pac'd Wrestler, Perfect and Quick, in breaking
and taking all Holds. Ibid. 43 Hand-Hold. Ibid. 46 Collar
Hold. Ibid. 50 Under-Hold. Ibid. 56 Upper-Hold. 1870
BLAINE Encycl. Rur. Sports (ed. 3) 463 Some advantage
. .such as catching his heel, mending his hold. 1891 Sports-
man. 8 July 6/3 Then they closed again, and were still in

holds when time was called.

3. fig. A grasp which is not
physical.

a 1300 Cursor M. 9350 It tok neuer in ber hertes hald. 1526
Pilgr. Ptrf. (W. de W. 1531) 241 How lytell hold or surety
man hath by them. 1551 T. WILSON Logike (1580) job, That
constante holde of any thing whiche is in the mynde. 1596
SHAKS. Merck. V. iv. i. 347 Tarry lew, The Law hath yet
another hold on you. a 16*8 PRESTON Effect. Faith (1631)

134 They are small things of no hold. 1667 MILTON P. L.
x. 406 On your joynt vigor now My hold of this new King-
dom all depends. 1785 N. ROBINSON Th. Physick 292 When
the Disease has taken any Hold of the Patient. 1829
LYTTON Devcrcvx i. iv, The Abbe had obtained a wonder-
ful hold over Aubrey. 1865 KINGSLEY Herew. xvii, It was
there where he could most easily keep his hold on the

country. 1894 J. T. FOWLER Adatnnan Introd. 17 Their
old religion had no great hold on the common people.

b. Naut. (See quots.)
1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine^ Hold, in navigation, is

generally understood to signify a particular situation of the

ship with regard to the shore . . Keep a good hold of the

land, .implying to keep near, or in sight of the land. 1846
YOUNG & BRISBANE Nattt. Diet, 177 Keep a good hold of
the land, to keep as near it as can be done with safety.

4. Confinement, custody, imprisonment Chiefly
in phr. in hold (f in holds t at, to hold}, arch.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1 7320-1 J>ai. .bad bam do him up at hald,
In a hald in prisun state, c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810)

120 Maid at be last kyng Steuen scho toke, & led him to

Bristow, & did him ber in hold. 1388 WYCLIF Acts xxii. 4

Byndinge to gidere and drawinge into holdis men and

wymmen. c 1400 Melayne 583 We were taken in to holde.

c 1511 ist Eng. Bk. Amer. (Arb.) Introd. 33/1 They hadde

put in prysone or in holde the great kynge. 1577-87 HOLIK-
SHED Chron. III. 1225/1 The said Storie hauing beene a
while deteined in prison, at the last . . brake foorth of hold.

1658 BRAMHALL Consecr. Bps. v. 120 Father Oldcorne being
in hold for the powder treason. 1879 SALAIR Daily Tel. 26



HOLD.

June, Where ear-cropt Prynne and Bastwick . . lay in cruel

hold for daring to assert the liberty of free writing.

f 5. Retention ;
restraint. Obs.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 74 per is mest neod hold hwon be tunge
is o rune, c 1430 Syr. Getter, 9240 There was noo hold but

to go. 1508 KENNEDIE Flyting w. Ditnbar 491 Na hald

agayn, na hoo is at thy hips. 1680 H. MORE Afecal. Afoe.

225 And this is a good hold to the Church from relapsing

into Heathenism again.

f 6. Contention, struggle, pulling opposite ways ;

opposition,
resistance ; chiefly in hard hold, strong

or tough struggle. Obs.

1523 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. I. 220 Sithens the begyn-

nyng of the Parliamente there hathe bene the grettiste and

soreste hold in the lower Hous for the payemente of ij'. of

the li. that ever was sene . . in any parliamente. 1363

JEWEL Repl. Harding (r6u) 273 As touching Plato, it

seemeth there was hard hold, when a Natural! Philosopher
must stand foorth, to prooue Christs Mysteries. 1577-8?
HOLINSHED Chron. (1807-8) II. 331 There was hard hold

about it in that court. 1580 LVLY Eiiplmes (Arb.) 422

Great holde there hath beene who shoulde proue his loue

best. 1600 HOLLAND Livy XLII. xxiii. 1128. 1618 BOLTON

Floras ii. xvii. (1636) 145 But the hardest hold of all was

with the Lucitanians and Numantines. 1634 E. JOHNSON
IVond. ivrkg. Provid. 106 Great hold and keepe there was

about choice of Magistrates this yeare.

II. concr. That which holds or is held.

f7. That which holds up or supports; a sup-

port, a defence. Obs.

1042 in Kenible Cod. Dipl. IV. 73 Wit synd Sisra landa

hald and mund into 3am haljan mynstre <5a hwile oe unker

mi hope
c \yplbid. --,-,-. . .

f 8. Property held ;
a possession, holding ; spec,

a tenement. Cf. COPYHOLD, FREEHOLD, HOUSE-

HOLD, LEASEHOLD, etc. Obs.

c 1250 Gen. * Ex. 1772 Yuel ist bi-tojen Min swine a-

buten Sin holSe dro^en. 1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne

7016 How he hadde lore a ryche holde, And for auaryce he

hyt solde. (-1500 in Arnolde Chron. Index (1811) 2 That

of ther londes and holdes they haue right. 1533-4 Act 25

Hex. VIII, c. 13 14 No maner person.. shaf receme or

take in ferine..aboue the numbre of two such_e
holdes or

tenementes. 1581 W. STAFFORD Exam. Comfl. ii. (1876) 35.

c 1590 GREENE Fr. Bacon x. n, I am the lands-lord, Keeper,
of thy holds, By copy all thy living lies in me.

9. A place of refuge, shelter, or temporary abode ;

a lurking-place (of animals).
c 1205 LAY. 3861 Buten wuhlc wraecche swa cwic cuahte

to holde. c 1320 Sir Tristr. 2807 pe geaunt hem gan lede,

Til he fond an hald. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 7636

At Jarow stode walks aide, Whare some tyme was an

abbot halde. 1513 DOUGLAS Mneis vin. vi. 55 The aucto-

ritie of god Apollyne, Hes me constrenyt to duell in this

hald. 1611 SHAKS. Cymb. HI. iii. 20 And often . . shall we

finde The sharded-Beetle, in a safer hold Then is the full-

wing'd Eagle. 1688 R. HOLME A rmoury n. 134/2 A Boare

when Lodged . . Coucheth in his Den or Hold. 1787 BEST

Angling (ed. 2) 37 His hold is usually under the roots of

trees, and in hollow banks in the deepest parts of rivers.

1815 SCOTT GuyM. xii, Now they're out of house and hauld.

1867
F. FRANCIS Angling iv. (1880) 104 Reed or rush beds,

. . all of which are favounte holds.

10. A fortified place of defence ; a fort or fort-

ress ; a STRONGHOLD, arch.

(71300 Cursor M. 17342 pai ledd ioseph..To prisun in

a stalworth hald [Laud & Trin, a strong holde]. c 1330

R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 12773 Pe w de by M*i

pat was bitwixt hem & Arthures hold, c-upa Destr.

Troy 0712 All his slid to distroy, and his stith holdis.

1461 Paston Lett. No. 416 II. 52 All the castelles and

holdes in. .Wales ar gyfen and yelden up into the Kynges
hand. 1552 Act 5 ft 6 Edw. VI, c. it 5 Castles, Fort,

resses, Fortilesses or Holds. 1605 VERSTEGAN Dec. MM
v (1628) 128 In seruice in the field, and in Garrisons in the

holdes. 1691 WOOD Ath. Oxon. II. 291 He. .did seemingly

plot with them. -to have the Tower, Windsore Castle, and

other Holds delivered to them. 1800 STUART in Owen
Wellesley's Desp. (1877) 572 When defeated there, it may
be necessary to retire to the interior holds, 1848 LYTTON
Harold mi. i, A rude fortress, .out of the wrecks of some

greater Roman hold.

11. Something which is laid hold of, or by or

with which anything is grasped or laid hold of.

1578 BANISTER Hist. Matt iv. 53 [The muscle] inserted

by the stay of sinewy holdes, to all the ribbes. 1595 SHAKS.

"John in. iv. 138 He that stands vpon a slipp'ry place,

Makes nice of no vilde hold to stay him yp. 1663 J. SPEN-

CER Prodigies (1665) 366 To conclude it a falling Cause
which catcheth at such weak and unfaithful holds. 1848

MARRYAT-#. Savage xxxvi, Sharks, .forming a semi-circle

round me, watched with upturned eyes . . the snapping of the

frail hold that supported me upon the rock. 1876 Whitby
Gloss., Hod, a handle. ' A cannle-hod ', a candle-stick.

b. A thing that holds something ; as, a mortise,

a lock in a river, a receptacle, etc.

1517 TORKINGTON Pitgr. (1884)43 The very hold or morteys

hevyn [ hewn] owt of the stone Rooke wherin the Crosse

stode. 1677 PLOT Ox/ordsh. ix. 46. 234 Locks, or Holds

for water, made to let down flashes. 1885 Manch. Exam.

15 May 5/7 The first-class compartments are converted into
' boots

'

or holds only fit as receptacles for luggage.

t 12. Mus. The sign now called a pause. Obs.

1674 PLAYFORD Skill Mus. I. xi. 36 A Hold.. is placed
over the Note which the Author intends should be held to

a longer Measure than the Note contains. 1876 STAINLR

& BARRETT Diet. Mus. Terms, Hold, an old English
name for the sign of a pause /TV .

13. A prison-cell : =HoLE sb. 2 b.

Hold (ho'ild), st.z Also 7 holt, hould, howld.
|

[Corruption of earlier HOLL, HOLE, prob. by asso-

ciation with HOLD jA.i Cf. also MDn, and Du.
hoi (a 1500) in same sense.]
The interior cavity in a ship or vessel below the

deck (or lower deck), where the cargo is stowed.

[1470-1508 see HOLL so. 2. 1483-1882 see HOLE sb. 6.]

1591 RALEIGH Last Fight Kef. (Arb.) 22 That the shippe
had sixe foote water in hold. 1594 NASHE Unfort. Trav.

73 As a man falls in a shippe from the oreloope into the

hold. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. II7, II. iv. 70 You haue not scene

a Hulke better stufft in the Hold, a 1618 RALEIGH Royal
Navy 25 If many had not been stricken downe into Holt

in many voyages. 1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Gram. ii. 12

The Cooke-roome . . may bee placed , . in the Hould. 1678
PHI
bet

Voy.
down some of my guns into the Hold. 1819 BYRON Jtian
n. xlii, Again blew A gale, and in the fore and after hold

Water appear'd.

b. Comb, hold-beam, -stanchion (see quota.

1867); hold-book, a book containing an account

of the cargo of a vessel ; hold-stringer, a stringer

or shelf-piece for receiving the end of a hold-beam.

1800 Asiat. Ann. Reg., Chron. 67/1 The hold-beams had

shrunk so considerably, that where there was room before

to stand nearly upright,you could now only crawl on hands

and knees. 1803 W. RAMSAY in Naval Chron. IX. 269

That a hold-book be kept to ascertain the stowage. 1867

SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk., Hold-teams, the lowest range
of beams in a merchantman. In a man-of-war they support
the orlop-deck, [bid.. Hold-stanchions, those which sup-

port the hold-beams amidships, and rest on the kelson. 1869

SIR E. REED Shipbnild. viii. 158 The heels of the stanchions

are formed differently in different ships . . to connect them

with the keelsons or hold-stringers. 1874 THEARLF. Naval
Archit. 118 Hold stringers sometimes consist of plates and

angle-irons, and at others, of angle-irons only.

Hold, sfi.S Now only Hist. [a. ON. holdr

(in early MSS. /iaulSr, haulpr), identified by Bugge
with OE. hsleS, Ger. held, in Norse law ' a kind

of higher yeoman, the owner of allodial land ',

poet, a ' man '.]
In OE. times, the title of an

officer of high rank in the Danelaw, corresponding
to the High Reeve amongst the English.
cgta O. E. Chron. an. 005 On Sara Deniscena healfe

wearS ofslaejen . . Ysopa hold & Oscytel hold, c 1000 Wer-

gilds c. 2 4 in Schmid Gesetze 396 Holdes and cyninges

neah-gerefan .1111. busend brymsa, 1614 SELDEN Titles

Hon. 225 Archbishops, Eorles, Bishops, Ealdormen,

Holdes, Hehgerefas, Messethegnes, and Werldthegnes.

1717 Blounfs Law Diet. (ed. 3), Holdes, Bailiffs of a Town
or City. 1872 E. W. ROBERTSON Hist. Ess. 177 In later

times, the Eorl and Hold seem to have answered amongst
the Danish population of Northumbria, to the Ealderman
and Heah-gerefa amongst the Angles.

t Hold, s6* Obs. [OE. hold, cogn. with ON.
hold (Da. huld, Sw. hull), flesh.] A carcase, dead

body, corpse.
c 1000 Ags. Gosf. Matt. xxiv. 28 Swa hwaer swa hold by5,

balder beo5 earnas segaderude. ii . . Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker

551/24 [Cad]auer, lie, uel hold, c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn.

183 Aweilewei bu fule hold bat ich auere was to be iteied.

t Hold, holde, sb.s Obs. [f.
HOLD a. ; OE.

had hyldo in the same sense = OS., OHG. huldt,

Ger. huld, n. of quality from HOLD a.] Allegiance,

fidelity.

13. . K. Alis. 2912 Alle. .swore heom holde, and lewte.

t Hold, a. Obs. Also 3 heold, 4 hoild, hnld,
old. [OE. hold = OFris., OS. hold (MDu. hout,

houd-, Du. hou), OHG. holt (MHG. holt, hold-,

Ger. hold), ON. hollr (Da., Sw. huld), Goth.

hulps, favourably inclined, gracious, merciful : cf.

Goth, wilja-halpei benevolence, and Chilian to be

inclined ; prob. f. same root as HlELD z>.]

1. Gracious, kind, friendly.

Beowulf (Z.) 267 purh holdne hije. ^893 K. ALFRED
Oros. vi. xii, He wearS cristnum monnum. .swibe hold.

a 1175 Cott. Horn. 231 To underjeite wa an alle his cyne
rice him were frend o5er fend, hold ooer fa.

'

c 1250 Gen.

ft Ex. 1389 For kindes luue he was hire hold, a 1300
Cursor M. 13264 Leche to bam was he ful hold \Gott. hoild]

He asked nober siluer ne gold, c 1475 Partenay 2146 And
of Ausoys the noble kyng hold.

2. Loyal, faithful, true. a. Of persons.
a. 1000 Oaths c. i in Schmid Gesetze 404 Ic wille beon N.

hold and getriwe. c 1000 Xi.mic Horn. II. 552 Donne
biS se holda 5eowa geset ofer manesum godum. c 1200

ORMIN 10174 To winnenn ahhte to be King, To beon himm
holde & trowwe. c 1275 Duty Christ 20 in O. E. Misc.

were put into a species of Condemned Hold at the back.

Sir Ferumb. 2592 For heo is trewe & holde.

b. Of things ; esp. in hold(e opes, opes holde, late

OE. hold-dSas, for earlier hyld-dSas, oaths of fealty.
In OE. hyld-, hold-, are in comb., but in later use hold is

treated as ad j .

[a 1000 Oaths c. i in Schmid Gesetze 404 pus man sceal

sweri^ean hyldaSas.] a noo O. E. Chron. an. io8s2 Ealle

hi. .him hold aSas sworon. a 1122 Ibid. an. iris Ealle ba

heafod men..dydon man-rzden and hold-aoas his sunu
Willelme. CI2OO Trin. Coll. Horn. 163011 redinges and

lorspelles, and on holde bedes. 1297 R. GLOUC. (1724) 383

Me suor hym holde obes. a 1300 Cursor M. 21318 All war

j>air warltes old [Gutt. hold], a. 1300 K. Horn 1249 Hi sworen

obes holde.

Ho'ldable, a. [f.
HOLD v. + -ABLE.] Capable

of being held ; tenable.

HOLDER.
a 1649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Fam. Ep. Wks. (1711) 146 A

fortress holdable and impregnable against the greatest as-

saults of his enemies.

Ho'lcl-all. [f.
HOLD v. + ALL.] A portable

case for holding clothes and miscellaneous articles

required by soldiers, marines, travellers, etc.

1851 Ord. $ Regul. R. Engineers xxiv. 119 The Knapsack
is to contain the Great Coat, one Shirt, one pair of Stock-

ings, Cloth and Shoe Brushes, Blacking, and Hold-all com-

plete. 1859 F. A. GRIFFITHS Artil. Man. (1862) 164, i

leather cartouch, i holdall. 1883 C. J. WILLS Land ofLion

<5-
Sun 55 An india-rubber soldier's hold-all. 1895 A thenzuni

17 Aug. 220/1 To spend a fortnight attired in riding habits,

. .with holdalls hanging like wallets over the saddles.

Ho'ld-back. [f. hold back : see HOLD v. 34.]
1. Something that holds one back ;

a hindrance.

1581 PETTIE Guazzo's Civ. Conv. I. (1586) 9 To get the

garland, by breaking in sunder those hookes, and hold-

backs. 1640 HAMMOND Serin., Poor man's 7VM/g'Wks.
1684 IV. 555 The only holdback is the affection and pas-
sionate love, that we bear to our wealth. 1863 MRS.
WHITNEY Faith Gartney xix. (ed. 18) 179 Other families

had similar holdbacks, that is the word, for they were not
absolute insuperabilities.

2. The iron or strap on the shaft of a vehicle to

which the breeching of the harness is attached.

Also hold-back hook.

1864 in WEBSTER. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Much., Hold-back

Hook, a projection on a carriage-shaft, to which the breech-

ing-strap of a horse is connected, to enable the animal to

hold hack the vehicle.

t Holde, hold, adv. Obs. [OE. holde, f.

HOLD a.] Graciously, kindly ; loyally, faithfully.
c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) Ixxifi]. a Heald bine bearfan holde

mid dome, c 1250 Gen. r Ex. 3941 Doj balaac king me
goue hold, His bus ful of siluer and of gold. 13.. Gaw.
Gr. Knt. 2129 Helde bou it neuer so holde.

Holde, v., abbreviated from BEHOLD.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 9390 As he [Belshazzar]

bys hande began to holde Hys herte bygan to tremle and
colde.

tHoldely.flrfz'- \QK.hold/ice,i.'Kowa. + -LT^.]

a. Graciously, kindly, b. Faithfully, loyally.
r loco ./ELFRIC Horn. II. 368 He cwseS eac swiSe holdlice

be us. c 1050 Suppl. /Eyrie's Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 191/12

Affectuosc, uel deuote, holdlice. c 1250 Gen. f, Ex. 1546 He
him bliscede holdelike and wel. 13.. Gaw. * Gr. Knt.

1875 Lays vp be luf-lace, be lady hym rajt, Hid hit ful

holdely, ber he hit eft fonde. Ibid. 2016 His ober harnays,
bat holdely watz keped.

Holden, archaic pa. pple. of HOLD v.

Holder 1
(h^-hlsi). [f.

HOLD v. + -EB!.]

I. One who or that which holds or takes hold.

1. One who holds or grasps.
14. . Nom. in Wr.-Wulcker 687/14 Hie stmarius, a halder.

1552 HULOET, Holder, . . he that holdeth fast. 1610 W.
FOLKINGHAM Art ofSurvey i. viii. 16 Rooks runne flutter-

ing after the share at the verie heeles of the holder. 1756
T. HALE Cmnfl. Body Agric. vi. lix. 331 The Holder may
also make some alteration in the going of the Plow by the

Handles. 1859 DICKENS T. Two Cities ii. i, The holder of

tby
b. with/7'<7.
1857 HUGHES Tom Snmm I. vi, Bigoted holders by estab-

lished forms and customs.

2. One who holds, occupies, possesses, or owns ;

a tenant, occupier, possessor, owner. Often in

Comb., as,freeholder, householder, innholder, loan-

holder, shareholder, etc.

c 1350 in Eng. Gilds 362 After be deth of euerych haldere

in flee, c 1449 PECOCK Refr. (1860) 1. 93 The holders of the

ij
e
opinioun. 1609 HOLLAND Amm. Marcell. xym. v. in

Being now a landed man, and a holder of possessions there.

1838 DE MORGAN Ess. Probab. 218 Suppose that the holder

of the policy wishes to sell his interest. 1856 BOUVIER Law
Diet. (ed. 6) I. 588 The holder of a bill ofexchange is the per-

son who is legally in the possession of it, either by endorse-

ment or delivery, or both. 1869 ARBER I.atimer's Serin,

oe/. Edw. VI Contents 3 The present holder of the farm.

3. A' contrivance for holding, containing, or sup-

porting something. Often preceded by a word

denoting what is held, as bouquet-, cigar-, gas-,

pen-, whip-holder, etc. : see the first element.

1833 J. HOLLAND Manuf. Metal II. 139 The tool for cut-

ting, &c. is fixed in the two holders .. by their screws.

1842-4 H. STEPHENS Bk. Farm (1871) I. 408 If she [the

cow] is known to have a fractious temper, it is better to put

a holder in her nose, c 1865 J. WYLDE in Cm. Sc. I. 63/1

In using small holders, such should be. .emptied of all gas.

1876 G. ROSLYN Geo. Eliot in Derbysh. 50 A small Quaker-

shaped bonnet, .hung on a holder in the wall. 1884 World

29 Oct. 12 Long streamers of the brigade ribbon were tied

round the bouquet-holders.

4. a. A canine tooth.

1672 Land. Gaz. No. 686/4 His [a dog's] Holders break.

1854 OWEN Skel. f, Teeth in Circ. Sc., Organ. Nat. I. 279

Large conical teeth situated behind the incisors, .are called

holders, tearers, laniaries, or more commonly, canine teeth.

b. A prehensile organ in some animals.

1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1862) I. xiv. 233 The insects

have feelers ; and the worms, holders. 1822-34 Good s

Study Med. (ed. 4! I. 271 [Long tape-worm] with a terminal

mouth surrounded by two rows of radiate hooks or holders.

5. With adverbs, as holder-forth, one who 'holds

forth ', a preacher, orator (somewhat contemptuous} ;

holder-on, one who holds on (in quot. one who
shoots direct at the game; see HOLD v. 28);

holder-out, one who holds out : see HOLD v. 41 j ;

holder-up, one who holds up or sustains ;
a sup-
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porter, maintainer; spec, a workman who supports
a rivet with a hand-anvil or sledge-hammer in

riveting.
1661 Trial % James in Howell St. Trials (1816) VI, 71

By this time John James was brought into the meeting-

place, and the Lieutenant, .said to the women, What have

you no better a *ho!der-forth than he? a 1704 T. UROWN
2 Ox/. Schol. Wks. 1730 I. 2, I shall receive a call to be a
Pastor or Holder-forth in some Congregation or other.

,i 1754 FIELDING A'.Tt- Way to Keep Wife \. ii, Thou art a
fine promising holder forth . . and dost begin to preach in a
most orthodox manner. 1881 GREENER Gun 486 A bird

crossing was fired at by one of the '^holders on '. 1643 K.

UDALL Serin. (1645) 21 Constant . ."holders out in righteous-
nesse to the end. c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus\\. 595 (644) Here
comeb . . his brother, "holdere vp of Troye ! 1548 UDALL
Erasm. Par. Luke i. (1551) 225 The sturdy holders vp of
their snoute, he hath cast downe. 1869 SIR E. REED Ship-
build, xvii. 340 Each

'

set
'

of riveters consists of two riveters.
' a holder-iip ',

and one or two boys.

II. That of which hold is taken.

6. The strap by which a carriage window is drawn

up ; also, the strap on the back of a carriage by
which footmen hold.

1794 W. FELTON Carriages (1801) I. 137 By holders and
strings are meant the lace . . for the purpose of holding
by, or drawing up the glasses with. Ibid., Every inside-

holder takes a yard of lace, and every footman-holder a yard
and a half. 1825 T. COSNETT Footman's Direct. 213 Hold
fast with the holders on the left side with your left hand.

Holder 2
. [f.

HOLD sb.~ + -Kit*.] A workman

employed in a ship's hold.

1495 Act ii Hen. VII, c. 22 i An holder by the day ij
d

with mete and drinke. 1800 COLQCHOUX Comm. Thames
iv. 170. Holders are persons who unstow the Cargo during
the discharge. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk., Holders,
the people employed in the hold duties of a ship.

Holdfast ,h<?u-ldfast1, a. and sl>. [f. holdfast:
see HOLD v. 2 + FAST adv.] A. adj.
1. That holds fast, lit. and fig. ; having a firm

hold or grasp ; persistent.

1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 57 The Pine tree is called hold-
fast or pitchie tre. 1593 SHAKS. Lucr. 555 In his hold-fast

foot the weak mouse panteth. 1612 J. "DtcfiEsAfuse'sSacr.

(1878) 12/2 With hold-fast armes of euerlasting loue. 1884
TENNYSON Becket n. ii. Only the golden Leopard printed in

it Such hold-fast claws.

t 2. Tenacious of what one has. Obs.

1560 BECON New Catech, Wks. 1844 II. 399 So hold-fast

and wedded to the world, that whatsoever they can gel,

they so hoard it up.

B. sb. 1. The action or fact of holding fast
;

firm

or sure grasp, lit. and _/,
1578 LYTE Dodoens i. Iviii. 84 The Strawberrie . , creepeth

alongst the ground, and taketh roote and boldefast. 1628
PRYNNE Lovc-lockes 7 They serue . . but to giue the Deuill

holdfast, to draw vs by them into Hell. 1691 T. H[ALE]
Ace, New Invent. 119 The Nature of Ground as to the
hold-fast of Anchors. 1862 C. A. JOHNS Brit. Birds (1874)

29 Secure of its holdfast, it allows its victim no chance of

escape,
2. Something to which one may hold fast or

which affords a secure hold or support. (In some
of the fig. uses perh. to be referred to sense 4.)

1566 T. STAPLETON Ret. Untr. Jewel i. 8 We will trie

farder what sure holdefast he hath to staie him self thereon.
1688 BOYLE Final Causes Nat. Things iv. 187 Nature, .has
furnished the several sorts of teeth with holdfasts, suitable

to the stress, .they may be put to. 1793 SMEATON Edystone
L. 121 We should then have lost the rock as a Holdfast,
and Buttress against the great South-west seas. 1867 F.
FRANCIS Angling vi. (1880) 233 The sedge and alder being
great holdfasts.

3. One that holds fast : j a. A stingy or hard-

fisted person ;
a miser. Obs.

1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 320, 1 may sooner wring
Hercules his clubbe perforce out of his fist, then get mine
owne monie out of the hands of this injurious holdfast.

1660 tr. Amyraldus* Treat, cone. Relig. i. v. 60 A great
Miser and hold-fast. 1706 PmLLiPs(ed. Kersey i, Hold-fast
. .is also commonly taken for a griping covetous Wretch.
b. As name for a dog that holds tenaciously.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, n. iii. 54 Hold-fast is the onely
Dogge. 1752 JOHNSON Rambler No. 197 P 3 When I envied
the finery of any of my neighbours, [my mother] told me
that '

Brag was a good dog, but Holdfast was a better'.

1861 DICKENS Gt. Expect, xviii.

4. Something that holds fast, binds, supports, or

keeps together ; spec, a staple, hook, clamp, or bolt

securing a part of a building or other structure.

1576 TURBERV. Venerie 196 You may take them out alive

with your holdfasts and clampes. 1609 HOLLAND Ati.
Marcell. xiy. xi. 27 The insoluble bond and hold-fast of

necessitie, binding the pride of mortall men. 1620-55 '

JONES Stone-Hen^ (1725) 46 They united .. the Stones to-

gether, by certain Ligatures or Holdfasts. 1703 MOXON
Meek. Exerc. 64 The Hold-fast . . to keep the Work fast

upon the Bench, while you either Saw, Tennant, Mortess,
or sometimes Plain upon it. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey>,
Hold-fast^ an Iron Hook in shape of the Letter S fix'd in
a Wall to support it ; also a Joyner's Tool.

1782
Phil.

Trans. LXXII. 367 This hip-pole was supported . . by an
iron-strap, or holdfast. 1803 Trans. Soc. Arts XXL 349
The pole, .passes through the strong holdfasts in the braces.

1842-67 GWILT Archit. Gloss., Holdfast, a long nail, with
a flat short head for securing objects to a wall. 1877 W.
THOMSON Voy. Challenger I. i. 14 The Microscopes are
secured to the table by brass holdfasts like those in common
use on carpenters' benches.

Hence Ho ldfastnei, tenacity, persistency.
1869 S. BOWLES Our New West 466 A healthy copartner-

ship of American enterprise and enthusiasm, and English
solidity and holdfastness. 1897 Harper's Mag. Apr. 724

The Belgians..combining the vivacity and quick wit of the
Latin races with a sturdy energy and holdfastness.

Holding (hJu-ldirj\ t>bl. sb. [f. HOLD v.]
I. 1. The action of HOLD v., in various senses.

ii 1225 After. K. 176 pet heo beo euer edmod . . mid louh

holdunge of hire suluen. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 5994
Alle wrang haldyngs of gudes sere, c 1440 HYLTON Scala
Per/. (W. de W. 1494) i. Ixxi, In the holdyng ne in Jw
kepyng. c 1470 HF.NRY Wallace vin. 1640 Thow werray
help in

haldyn
off the rycht. 1545 ASCHAM Toxoph. n.

(Arb.) 149 Holdynge must not belonge, for it. . puttethabowe
in ieopardy. 1621 LADY M. WROTH Urania 451 They
would almost in kindnesse hurt, with hard, but kindest

holdings, a 1774 W. PF.ARCE St-rrn. (1778) IV. 31 This is

the unity of tne Christian Church, the holding of Christ
for the head. 1855 MORTON Cycl. Agric. I. 848 To obtain
a holding, they are twisted round the stakes.

b. spec. The tenure or occupation of land.

1420 Searchers Verdicts in Surtees Misc. (1888) 16 A
tenement of Sir John of Langton Knyght in the haldyng of

John Rumby. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. clxii. 145 That
he shold come to parlement for his lande and for his

holdynge in walys. 1609 SKENR Reg. Maj., Stat. Robt.

Iff, 59 To schaw his chartour (or maner of balding to
his overlord). 1774 T. JEFFERSON Aitlobiog, App. Wks.
1859 I. 138 In the earlier ages of the Saxon settlement,
feudal holdings were certainly unknown. 1818 CRUISE

Digest (ed. 2) I. 284 Such a holding now operated as a

tenancy from year to year. 1875 MAINE Hist. fust. iv. 102
That the Irish holdings in

' rundale
'

are not forms of pro-
perty, but modes of occupation.

tc. Consistency. Obs. rare. (Cf. hold together^

HOLD v. 43 bO
1601 SHAKS. A IFa \Vell\v. ii. 27 This ha's no holding To

sweare by him whom I protest to loue That I will worke
against him.

d. With adverbs : see HOLD v. IV.

1581 MULCASTER Positions xv. (1887) 69 The holding in of
the breath. 1606 HOLLAND Sucton. ico The cause of this

holding ofand delay. 1611 BIBLE Jer. vi. u, I am weary with

holding in. a 1680 BUTLER XtM.(ijyjb I. 78 When. .a dull

Sentence, and a moral Fable Do more, than all our Holdings-
forth are able. 1689 EVELYN Diary 25 Aug.; Londonderry
reliev'd after a brave and wonderful! holding out. 1711
MARY ASTELL (title) Quaker's Sermon : or a Holding-
Forth concerning Barabbas.

2. That which holds or lays hold; an attach-

ment ; a means of laying hold or influencing.
1770 BURKE Pres. Discoitt. Wks. 1842 I. 149 This is one

of the principal holdings of that destructive system, which
has endeavoured to unhinge all the virtuous, honourable,
and useful connexions in the kingdom, a 1797 Wks.
(1842) I. Introd. 21 If I have assisted to loosen the foreign
holdings of the citizen, and taught him to look for his

protection to the laws of his country. 1806 R. CUMBERLAND
Mem. (1807) I. 242, I had a holding on Lord Halifax,
founded on my father's merits. 1887 MRS. L. BAXTER Tuscan
Stud. i. i. 40 The block in some manner slipped from the

holdings and fell heavily into the river.

II. That which is held.

3. Land held by legal right, esp. of a superior ;

a tenement.
1640 W. BOSWELL Let. to Land 12 June in Ussher Proph.

(1687) 5 All evil Contrivances here and in France, and in

other Protestant Holdings, a 1810 TANNAHILL/WW, When
John and me were married Our hading was but sma\ 1856
FROUDE Hist. Eng. (1858) I. i. 89 Capitalists were not
allowed to drive the labourers from their holdings.

b. Property held, esp. stocks or shares.

1573 in Gross Gild Merck. (1890) II. 76 The sayde war-
dens., shall have for their paynes double holdinges of all

the bargainee 1872 H. SPENCER Princ. Psychol. (ed. 2)

5*5 II. 584 Documents representing holdings in foreign
government debts. 1891 Daily News 28 Apr. 2/7 As the

pressing sellers have disposed of their holdings, prices are
now sound.

f4. An opinion held, a tenet. Obs.
c 1449 PECOCK Repr. \. i. 5 Thre trowingis holdingis or

opiniouns. 1450-5 Bk. of Faith i. 2 (1688) i To
followe the Determynations and the Holdingis of the
Churche in mater of Feith. 1851 J. HINTON Let. in Miss
Hopkins Life v. (1885) 84 A train of thought that has
almost revolutionised my holdings.

f 5. The burden of a song. Obs.

1598 Servingniaris Comf. C, A song is to be song, the

vndersong or holding whereof is, It is merrie in Haul, when
Beardes wagges all. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. $ Cl. n. vii. 117
Then the Boy shall sing. The holding euery man shall beare

[Printed beate] as loud, As his strong sides can volly.

III. 0. attrib. and Comb. Of or for holding.
!59.3

SHAKS. 3 Hen. K7, v. iv. 4 The Cable broke, the

holding-Anchor lost. 1731 J. TULL Horse-hoeing Husb.
xxii. (1733) 153 This Holding-Screw has a pretty broad
Head. 1898 Daily News 15 Feb. 8/1 The car with its

adjuncts was a marvel of holding capacity.
b. Holding-ground, a bottom in which an

anchor will hold, anchorage ;
also Jig. ; holding-

note (Mzts.'),
( a note sustained in one part while

the others are in motion
'

(Stainer & Barrett).
1740 WOODROOFE in Hanway Trai>. (1762) I. iv. lix. 271

There is three fathoms water, and a good holding ground.
1774 BURNEY Hist. Mits. (1789) I. v. 58 Euclid tells us. .that

sounds may be sustained in the same tone which we call a

holding-note. 1839 MARRYAT Phant. Ship \x\\\, The anchor
. .dragged, from . . bad holding-ground. 1849 GROTE Greece
n. 1. VI. 334 The assembly and the dikastery were Kleon's
theatre and holding-ground.

Holding, ///. a. [f.
as prec. + -ING 2

.]

1. That holds, in various senses (see the verb) ;

retentive ; grasping ; tenacious.
c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsk. (E. E. T. S.^ 70

Nedys J>at he take first a holdynge mete yn be ground of pe
stomake. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 49 He was free and
liberal! to straungers, and heard and holdyng from his

familiers and servauntes. 1681 CHETHAM Angler's I'ade-tn.
iy - T 3 (1689^ 42 It is . . the most holding Bait of all other.

1891 Field 19 Dec. 957/1 Fetlock deep in holding clay.

2. farming. Applied to animals * held
'
or kept

for breeding. Also ellipt. as sb. = holdingpig, etc.

[In origin, attrib. use oi vbl. sb.]
1547 H'ill o/ R. Afcesc Somerset Ho.), My blacke sowe

with v holdinge pigges. 1615 MARKHAM Eng. Hoitsew.
(1660) 177 Holding Swine, which are onely to be preserved
in good flesh. 1851 Jr)il. R. Agric. Sec. XII. n. 348
Pasture, which is grazed by the breeding cattle, or 'holding
stock'. 1853 Ibid. XIV. n. 300 From the high rates of

j
holding lambs, many farmers last season hogged the lambs.

Hence Ho Idingly adv. rare.

fiyj$Gloss. in Ret. Antiq. I. 8 Tenaciter, holdynglyche.
1611 COTGR., Tenacctnent, fasti y, cleauingly, holdingly.
Ho'Id-Out. [See HOLD v. 41 e.j (See quot.

x

1893; in FARMER Slang. 1894 MASKELYNE Sharps <V Flats
'

v. 73 The term ' Holdout
'

is the name given to a mechanical
contrivance, constructed with the object of enabling the

card-sharper to 'hold-out', or conceal one or more cards,
until he finds that they will be useful to him.

Hold-over. [See HOLD z>. 42.] a. An author-

I
ization granted by a bench of magistrates for the

!

transfer of a publican's licence to another person
for the unexpired term till the next annual licensing
session. b. f/.S. A cell for the retention oi"

prisoners awaiting trial. C. One who continues
to hold an office alter his term has expired.
1888 Wine, Sp. $ Beer 8 Mar. 174/1 The license became

void, and being advised not to ask for a hold-over, the

Company now applied to Special Sessions. 1888 Missouri
Republican 24 Feb. (Farmer), Wilson was released from
the hold over, where he has been held since Irwin's death.

1893 Good Governm. (N. Y.) 15 Aug., The obnoxious Re-
publican hold-over still holds over.

Hold-up. U.S. slang. [See HOLD v. 446.]
a. One who robs by

'

holding up
'

a traveller, train,

etc. : see HOLD v. 44 e. b. An instance of '

holding
up*; a robbery committed in this manner.
1885 Harpers Mag. Apr. 695/2 Darkness .. into which

one ventured with grave apprehensions lest a 'hold-up'
might be in waiting for him. 1888 in Farmer Diet. Amer.,
[He] was mortally shot by hold-ups, Tuesday night. 1896
Boston (Mass.) Jml. 29 Dec. a/i The prisoner confessed
to a hold-up. 1897 J/>ia.t6 Jan. 2/5 We are tired of reading
in our papers nothing but hold-ups and killings.

f Holdur, erron. f. HELDEB adv., rather.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 2919 Holdur J>en holynes happen t so

then.

Hole (h<?al), sb. Forms : 1-5 hoi, 4- hole ;

also 5-6 hoole, Sc. hoill, hoil(e, 6 hooll(e,
whole, 6-7 hoale, 8-9 } 'orksh. dial. hoil. [OE. hoi

neut., inflected hol-e, hol-es, hol-u, a hollow place
= OFris., OS., OHO. (MHG., MLG., MDu., Du.)
hoi (Ger. hohl) t orig. neuter of hoi, HOLL a. t hollow.
Also app. repr. OE. holh, HOLLOW s&., in its

inflected forms hol-e
t hol-es, (?) hol-u, which fall

together with the corresp. forms of hoi. (The OE.
hotf, holu, holum, usually referred to hoi, may
equally well belong to holh : see Sievers Ags.
Gram. (ed. 3) 242, Anm. 3, 4; and cf. inflexion

of healh, seal/i, wealh.}
The uninflected hoi retained short o in ME., and was

normally written HOLL (cf. OE. sceal, sniaei, ME. shall,
small) ; but in the inflected forms ho-le, ho-les, etc. (whether
from hoi or holh), the o in open syllable was normally
lengthened, giving ME. and mod. hole, /idles. (In mod.
Eng., short o is further lengthened before //, giving mod. dial.

holt (not distinguishable from hole) ; in Sc. -oil becomes
-aw, -owe, giving how, HOWE,

' hollow '.) OE. holh, like

other words in ~lh, -rh, was susceptible of twofold in-

flexion, (i) with loss ofh, hole, etc., (2) with consonant-ablaut,
hofae, holwe, etc. The former, as said above, fell together
with the inflected forms of hoi ; the latter gave rise to ME.
holwe, holewe, HOLLOW sb. and a. The development may lie

thus shown :

OE hoi \ H
ninfl - h l* MEt Mll

t
mod. (dial.) hdll, Sc. how(e.

1 infl. holwe holwe hollow.
The senses, to a great extent, coincide or overlap ; holl a.

and sb., Sc. how(e, are, in use, the northern equivalents of
hollow; hole sb. has all the senses of holl (howe) sb. and
hollow sb.

,
with a fuller development of its own. In the

i5-i6th c. Sc. spelling hoill, oi is merely the graphic form of
if ;

but in mod. Yorkshire hoil, the oi is diphthongal.]
I. A hollow place, cavity, excavation, etc.

1. A hollow place or cavity in a solid body ; a pit,

cave, den, hiding-place in the earth; a deep place
in a stream, pond, etc.

946 Charter Edmund'in Kemble Cod. Dipl. III. 423 To
bam ealdan hole ; of Sam hole, a 1000 Boeth. Metr. ii.

21 Me bas woruld saeloa . . on bis dimme hoi dysine forfecddon.

c 1000 Ags. /'s. (Th.) ix. 20 [x. 9] And settaS his digollice,
swa swa leo de<5 of his hole, a ia2g Si, Marker. 10 He . .

weneS for tobeoren me in to his balefule hole. cizgoS. Eng.
Leg. I. 85/75 In J>e north-side of )?e toun in one olde rocne
he was. H e lai and darede out of is hole. 13 . . E. E. A Hit.

P. 0.306 Out of be hole Bourne herde. a 1400-50 A lexander

4050 Haue 56 na houses ne na names, ne holis in to bery?
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 243/1 Hoole, or pyt yn an hylic, or other

lyke (S. hole, or eryth), caverna. 14 . . AW/, in Wr.-Wiilcker

722/35 Hec erupta, a hoi in the erthe. 1548 HALL Chron,,
Edw. IV, 191 Whiche . . hid themselfes and lurked in dennes
and wholes. Ibid.^ Hen. (-'///, 134 b, With their swordes

digged holes in the banke to clyme up. 1571 Satir. Poems
Reform, xxvi. 23 Jour fais wist not in what hoil yame to hyde.
a 1605 MONTGOMERIE Sotin. xxii. ii $e sail not half ane hoill

aourheids to hyde. 1653 WALTON Angler \\. 52 Go to the same
hole, where, .you will nnde floting neer the top of the water,
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at least adozen or twenty Chubs. 1657 R. LIGON Barbadoes

(1673)41 Great Rocks. ,so soft, as with your finger you may
bore a hole into it. 1756 T. HALE Compl. Body Husb.
in. xix. 122 Digging a Hole in the Ground. i8a6 SCOTT
Woodst. xxxiv, The head . . dinted a hole in the soil of six

inches in depth. 1883 J, G. WOOD in Sunday Mag. Nov.

676/2 All rivers have some portions deeper than others,
* holes

'

as we call them.

b. An excavation made in the ground for habita-

tion by an animal, as the fox or badger; a burrow.

1:950 Lindisf. Gosp. Luke ix. 58 Foxas holas habbaS

[Ritshw. G. Foxes holo habbas. Ags. G. Foxas habba3
holu. Halt. G. Foxas hfebbed hole]. ci2oo I'icesfy Virtues

101 Hie [naddre] haue5 hire hoi. c 1220 Bestiary 248 Of
corn and of gres [5e mire] hale5 to hire hole. 1375 BAR-

HOUR Bruce xix. 669 The fox . . Lukit about sum hoill to se.

1481 CAXTON Reynard (&&.} 12 Reynart. .wente. .in to his

hole, for maleperduys was ful of hooles, hier one hool and
there an other. 1697 DRYDEN I'irg. Georg. in. 810 The
Viper dead within her Hole is found. 1729 SWIFT Let. to

Bolingbroke 21 Mar., To have done with the world . . if I

could get into a better . . and not die here in a rage, like a

poisoned rat in a hole. 1792 OSBALDISTON Brit. Sportsm. 40
If you intend to dig the badger out of his hole. 1885 Leisure
Hour June 401 A snake-charmer's music inducing a large
cobra to leave its hole.

C. A deep hollow or cavity in the surface of the

body ;
e. g. an eye-socket. Cf. ABM-HOLE.

11-1300 Havelok 1813 pat be rith eye Vt of be hole made he

fleye. 14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 598/4 Nucha, the hole of
the polle. 1483 Cath. AngL 187/2 An Hole in y" nek,

frontinella. c 1532 DEWES Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 903 The
holes under the armes, les esselles. 1638 SANDERSON Serin.

(1681) II. 101 We might have waited till our eyes had sunk
in their holes. 1758 J. S. Le Dran's Observ. Surg, (1771) 50
That Part vulgarly called the Hole of the Neck.

2. transf. fa. A secret place, a hiding-place;
a secret room in which an unlawful occupation is

pursued ;
a place where unlicensed printing was

carried on.

1483 Cath. AngL 187/2 An Hole, latebra, latibulnm. 1660

PEPYS Diary 23 May, At a Catholique house, he was fain

to lie in the priest's hole a good while. 1683 MOXON Mech.
Exerc. 380 Many Printers for Lucre of Gain have gone into

Holes, and then their chief care is to get a Hole Private,
and Workmen Trusty and Cunning to conceal the Hole, and
themselves. 1688 R. HOLME Artnoury HI. 122/1 Holes, in

Printing dialect is a place where privat Printing is used,
viz. the printing of unlicensed Books or other Men's

Coppies.
b. A dungeon or prison-cell ; spec, the name of

one of the worst apartments in the Counter prison
in Wood street, London. Cf. BLACK-HOLE. Obs.

(exc. as a case of c.)

1535 LYNDESAY .Sa/jpv 1017 Wee haue gart bind him with
ane poill, And send him to the theifis hoill. 1607 HEYWOOD
Woman killedwith Kindn, Wks. 1874 II. 125 Heisdeni'de
the freedome of the prison, And in the hole is laide with men
condemn'd. 1607 WENTW. SMITH Puritan in. F, But if ere

wee clutch him againe, the Counter shall charm him. Ra-v.

The hole shall rotte him. 1666 PEPYS Diary 2 July, He
was clapped up in the Hole. 1678, 1722 Condemned hole

[see CONDEMNED 3]. 1822 NARES s.v., We still hear of the

condemned hole in Newgate.
c. A small dingy lodging or abode ; a small or

mean habitation ;
an unpleasant place of abode ;

a term of contempt or depreciation for any place.
1616 W. HAIG Let. 2 Aug. in J. Russell ffafgs vii. (1881)

156 Being innocent, it is a pity to smother me in this loath-

some hole, a 1700 DRYDEN (J.), How much more happy
thou, that art content To live within this little hole, than I

Who after empire, that vain quarry, fly. 1736 LEONI Designs
Pref. 1/2 You expect a stately Palace, where you find

nothing but an ill-contrived Hole. 1836 T. HOOK G.

Gurney III. 127 This house, .to me the horridest hole I ever

was in. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. in. xxv, Grandcourt..

pronounced that resort of fashion a beastly hole, worse than
Baden. 1889 J. S. WINTER Mrs. Bob (1891) 3 Two hundred
a year for a little hole I could not get my piano into.

3. fig. A position from which it is difficult to

escape ;
a fix, scrape, mess.

1760 C. JOHNSTON Chrysal (1764) I. 11. vii. 132, I should
take great pleasure in serving you, and getting you out of

this hole. 1762 SMOLLETT Sir L. Greaves xvi, I should be
in a deadly hole myself, if all my customers should take it in

their heads to drink nothing but water-gruel, a 1825 FORBY
Voc E. Anglia, Hole, a scrape .. A man gets himself
into a hole by taking a wrong step. 1882 OUIDA Under
2 Flags i. (1890) 6 I'm in a hole no end of a hole; and
I thought you d help me.

4. technical, a. A hemispherical cavity into

which a ball or marbles are to be got in various

games ; esp. one of those into which the ball

is driven at golf; hence, a point scored by the

player who drives his ball from one hole to another

with the fewest strokes.

1583 HOLLYBAND Campo dt Fior 129 We will playe at pit
hole for nuttes. We will make a

pitte hole, and there cast

our nuttes. 1808-18 JAMIESON, Golf, goff^ gouf^ a game in

Scotland, in which hooked clubs are used for striking halls,

stuffed very hard with feathers, from one hole to another.

1890 HUTCHINSON Golf (Badm. Libr.) 43 You are playing
a match of, say, eighteen holes, and have reached the

putting-green of the last hole. 1896 PARK Golf 5 The size

of the holes, as fixed by the laws of the game, is four and a

quarter inches in diameter.

b. Billiards, = POCKET.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 262/2 The Holes in the four

corners and sides of the. .Billiard Table. 1725 Cotton's

Compl. Gamester (ed. 5) 151 At the four Corners of the

[Billiard] Table there are Holes, and at each side exactly
in the Middle, one, which are called Hazards. 1778 C.

JONES Hoyle's Games Impr. 10,1 He that stops either Ball,

when running, loses one; and if near the Hole, loses two.

VOL. V.

f c. The narrow closed part or bag at the lower
end of a trawl-net or other fishing net : =CoD^/;.l 5.

1630 in Dcscr. Thames (1758) 72 The third Part, which is

the Hole or Cod, Inch and Quarter wet and dry.
5. local U.S. a. An indentation or opening in

the coast
;
a small bay, a cove.

1639 in Virginia Hist. Mag. (1895) III. 31 Yf the shipps
be p'mitted to goe at pleasure and ride in every hole as is

desired by them. 1748 H. ELLIS Hudson's Bay 149 This

[flag] was to be raised at a good anchoring place called Five-
Fathom Hole. 1807 C. W. JANSON Stranger in Anicr. 390

I Tobacco is. .conveyed then down the river to Hobbs* Hole,
!

where ships in the European trade lie ready to receive them.

b. A grassy valley surrounded by mountains.

6. =HOLL, HOLD (sb.-} of a ship.
1483 Cath. Angt. 187/2 An Hole, .. columbar est nauis.

1678 MARVELL Growth Popery n The Hole of some
Amsterdam Fly-boat. 1769 FALCONER Diet, Marine (1789)
H iij b, The pointers, .are. .fixed across the hole diagonally.
1882 NARES Seamanship (ed. 6) 97 Abaft the main hole.

II. A perforation, and connected senses.

7. An aperture passing through anything ;
a per-

foration, opening.
^725 Corpus Gloss. 1900 Spiramentum^ hoi. e 1200 Trin.

Coll. HOJII. 201 We..cumeo to ^e stone, be haueS fif hole

narewe, bat is. .his holie fif wunden. 1:1290 Beket 1144 in

S. Eng. Leg. I. 139 poru} }>e churche he made an hoi. c 1375
Sc. Leg. Saint ) Ninian 505 Ane aide coble bare he fand,
bat mony hoilis in it had. c 1400 Destr. Troy 13501 Hit

happit hym in hast the hoole for to fynd Of the cave. 14. .

Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 627/12 pe hoole of a prevay, gumphns.
a 1529 SKELTON Merrie T. in Shaks. Jest Bk. (1864) II. 21

What shall those hoales serue for?, .holes to look out to see

thy enemyes. 1674 tr. Martiniere's Voy. North. C. 85
A top the House, .there is a hole or window left for light to

come in. 1687 Lond. Gaz. No. 2218/4 A new fashionable

Suit . .gold frost Buttons, and gold Holes. 1773 Cook's Voy.
in Hawkesworth yoy. II. 332 A musket was fired..which

fortunately struck the boat . . and made two holes in her side.

1896 Times 16 Dec. 5/2 The service bullet was found to

have drilled clean holes, and .. the hole of exit was little, if

any, larger than the hole of entry.

jig. 1611 BIBLE Transl. Pref. i If there be any hole left

8. The orifice of any organ or part of the body.
c 1340 Cursor M. 528 (Trin.) Seuen holes hab mannesheed

euen. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxii. 100 pat hafe in steed of
baire mouth a lytill hole, c 1475 Pict. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker
740/8 Hecarteria, the hole of thethrot. 1486 />'. St.Albans
B j b, The Hoolis in the hawkes beke bene callede the Nares.

1530 PALSGR. 232/1 Hole that swete or heres cometh out at,

pore. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1658) 223 There are

seven crosse ribs in his neck, and seven from his reins to his

hole. 1615 CROOKE Body of Man 611 A Membrane where-
with the hoale of the eare is stopped. 1687 A. LOVELL tr.

Thevenofs Trav. i. 117 The hole of the Nostril full round.

9. fig. A flaw, fault, ground for blame. Usually
in phr. topick a hole or holes in something ; formerly
also tofind (pick, make) a hole in a person*s coat.

1553 T. WILSON Rhet. (1580) 98 The Lawiers lacke no
cases . . Is his Lease long .. Then (q

th he) let me alone with

it, I will find a hole in it. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. V^ in. vi. 88
If I finde a hole in his Coat, I will tell him my minde. 1648
NEEDHAM Pleafor King 2 1 Every ambitious popular person
would be ready to pick holes in their Coates, to bring them
into disfavour of the People. 1682 WOOD Life 10 Feb.

(O. H. S.) III. 4 If they did not appeare, there might some
hole be picked in their charter. 1789 BURNS Capt. Grose's

Peregrin, i, If there's a hole in a' your coats, I rede you
tent it. 1871 Miss MULOCK Fair France i. 4 We do not

go to visit a neighbour, in order to pick holes in him and
his establishment. 1894 Aspects Mod. Oxford 93 Any one
can pick holes in the University system of teaching and
examination.

f 10. a. An old game in which balls were rolled

through little cavities or arches ; called also Pigeon-

hole, Troll-madam, Trunks. Cf. NINE-HOLES.
b. An old game of cards.

1611 COTGR., Trou Madame, the Game called Trunkes, or
the Hole. 1621 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Motto Wks. (1630)

54/2 Ruffe, slam, Trump, noddy, whisk, hole, Sant, New-cut.
1816 Sporting Mag. XLVIII. 178 Another game called

holes was occasionally played.
III. 11. Phrases. To make a hole (in anything) :

to use up, or cause the loss of, a considerable

amount of anything ; to create a loss. A round

peg (or man) in a square hole (and vice versa) :

one whose situation does not fit his special apti-
tudes. To pick a hole or holes in : see sense 9.

To take (something) a hole lower: to take .down,

humiliate, humble. Cf. BUTTON-HOLE i b.

1591 LYLY Endyjn. in. iii, He hath taken his thoughts
a hole lower, and saith . . he will vaile bonet to beautie. 1611

COTGR., ffumilit, humbled . . taken a hole lower. 1617
MORYSON ftin. H. 183 To lay five hundred of your best men
on the earth, which losse will make a great hole in your
Armie. 1625 BURGES Pers. Tithes^ It will make a greater
hole in thy conscience, then it can m thine estate by parting
with it. 1706 MRS. RAY in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 208
Mr. Ray did not leave ^40 a year . . out of which taxes,

repairs, and quit-rent make a great hole. 1887 Spectator
26 Mar. 412/2 An average daily consumption of four glasses
. . makes a hole m the income of the working class, a 1895
LD. C. E. PAGET Autobiog. iii. (1896) 72 The Admiralty
would not rescind their orders, so we were a round man in

a square hole, and vice versA.

IV. 12. attrib. and Comb.^9., nttrib.(sense4a)
hole game , play\ b. objective, as hole-cutter , -dig-

ger, -digging, -picking, -piercing, -stopper ; c. loca-

tive, as hole-breeder
', -builder, -creeping sb. and adj. ;

hole-creeper, a sneaking thief; d. hole-board,

-man, -stitch (see quots.).

1874 KNIGHT Diet. Meek., Compass-board, the *hole-board
of the loom for fancy weaving. It is an upright board of
the loom through which pass the neck-twines. 1889 F. A.
KNIGHT By Leafy Ways 155 The kingfisher, another *hole-
breeder. 1891 Daily News 16 Feb. 5/1 Her eggs . . are

white, like those of most *hole-builders. 1462 in Scrope
ffist. Castle Combe (1852) 323 Communis *holecreppar an-

235 He qualified himself., by 'hole-creeping'
after his neighbours' geese and pigs. 1897 Westm. Gaz.
9 Mar. 8/3 Drillers and ^hole-cutters. 1876 PREECE &
SIVEWRIGHT Telegraphy 188 To guide the ^hole-diggers in
the event of the marks., having been removed. Ibid. 189
^Hole-digging . . for a telegraph pole. 1895 Westm. Gaz.
6 May 7/2 There is all the difference . . between the stroke
and the *hole game [at golf], and at least a score of men
have some chance. 1851 MAYHEW Lond. Labonr(i%6i} II.

447 The *holeman, who goes into the cesspool. 1801 C.
GADSDEN in J. Adams* Wks. (1854) IX. 580 That his public
actions may be judged of . . without any captious *hole-

picking. 1889 LiNSKiLLG^iii. (1895) 13 Besides * *hole
play', which involves playing a succession ofsmall matches
from hole to hole round the links, there is also what is called
1 score play '. 1882 CAULFEILD & SAWARD Diet. Needlework
253/2 *Hole Stitch^ a stitch used in Pillow Lace making, to
form holes or small round spots in the centre of the thick

parts of a pattern. 1794 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Wks. II. 85A neighbouring town. .Begg'd him to be their tinker their
x

hole-stopper.

Hole (h<?l), z>.l Forms : i holian, 3 holien,

4-5 hoole (n, 7 hoale, Sc. hoile (oi=o), 4- hole.

[OE. holian to hollow out, excavate= OHG. hold*?,

Goth, huttn, f. kol-
t
ROLL a.]

I. To make a hole.

1. trans. To hollow out
; to make a hole or

cavity in
;
to perforate, pierce.

c 1000 ^LFRIC Horn. II. 162 Da RebroSra. .gemetton Sone
clud 5a iu swaetende ; and hi oa hwaethweza holodon.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Ckron. Wace (Rolls) 6836 pe wal bey
holede. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 243/1 Holyn, or boryn (P.

hoolen, or make hoolys), cavo^perforo, terebro. 1578 LYTE
Dodoens vi. Iviii. 746 Before they be holed or pearsed. 1648
MARKHAM Honsew. Card. in. x. (1668) 77, I use . . a piece
of wood hoal'd. 1864 Standard 29 Nov. 3/3 She [the ship]
has holed her bottom. 1890 Times 27 Dec. 9/1 Some 80
miles of the route already holed [for telegraph posts].

b. To make holes in (the earth) in agriculture ;

to dibble; to dig trenches for planting sugar-
canes,

1756 P, BROWNE Jamaica 130 You begin to hole and con-
tinue to open the ground gradually. 1842 ORDERSON Creol.
i. 5 Occasionally

*

holing
'

his neighbours' fields. 1890 Jrnl.
Soc. Arts 15 Aug. 827/2 Preliminary to the all-important
progressive step in coffee culture, that of transplanting, is

'holing'.
2. To sink (a shaft), drive (a tunnel) through.
1708 J. C. Compl. Collier (1845) 13 We design to hole our

Pit. 1816 Ckron. in Ann. Reg: 120 The Tunnel, .was, after

thirteen years' incessant labour, holed, .with great accuracy.
1870 Daily News 30 Nov., Next week this shaft will be
holed to the 100 fathom level.

3. Mining. To undercut (the coal) in a seam so

as to release it from the other strata.

1829 GLOVER Hist. Derby I. 58 A set of colliers, called

holers, who begin in the night and hole or undermine all

the bank or face of the coal. 1861 Temple Bar Mag. III.

137 The collier a hundred fathoms down, .holing under the
coal. 1867 W. W. SMYTH Coal $ Coal-Mining,, In break-

ing down or getting the coal, the first operation is to bench,
kirve, or hole it along the bottom of the seam.

4. intr. To make a hole or holes ; to dig. Esp.
in Mining i to make a hole through from one

working to another.

,71225 Ancr. R. 130 J?e mid hore lustes ne holieS nout

aduneward, ase doS be uoxes. 1303 R. BRUNNE HandL
Synne 10736 pys mynur . . wrojt on a day, and holed yn be

hyl. 1708 J. C. Compl. Collier (1845) 46 They frequently
hole, or cut through from one Board to another. 1890
Melbourne Argus 29 May 9/8 From the bottom of the work-

ings they sank 7 ft. . . and holed through to the crosscut.

II. To put or go into a hole.

5. trans. To put into a hole ; to put in prison ;

to plant (sugar-canes) in holes or trenches.
1608 MIDDLETON Mad World iv. v, She could not endure

the sight of a man, forsooth, but run and hole herself pre-

sently. 1618 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Waterman's Suit Wks.

(1872) 14 So their prodigal sons are holed in some loathsome

jail. 1828 Craven Dial., s.v., 'To hole a person ', to send
him to gaol. 1866 Morning Star 27 Sept. 4/5 To work
hard in holing canes or in throwing out trenches.

6. spec, in Golf, Billiards, Bagatelle. To drive

(the ball) into a hole or pocket. Also to hole out.

1803 MARY CHARLTON Wife $ Mistress I. 264 He con-

trived to hole both white and red ball at the next stroke.

1819 REES Cycl. s.v. Billiards, If the striker holes his

adversary's ball, or forces it over the table, or on a cushion

.. he loses two points. 1857 Chambers' Inform. II. 693/2

(Golf) The best club for holing out the ball. 1880 Boy's
Own Bk. 633 Bagatelle. .The object, .is to 'hole

'

the balls.

1883 Standard 16 Nov. 5/2 The number of strokes he

requires to take before '

holeing
'

the ball [at golf]. 1891

Golf Rules No. 35 in Linskill Goif (1895) 45 If the ball

rest against the flag-stick when in the hole, the player
shall be entitled to remove the stick, and, if the ball fall in,

it shall be considered as holed out in the previous stroke.

b. absol. Golf. To drive the ball into a hole.

1867 Cornh. Mag. Apr. 492 The deadly accuracy with
which they approach the hole, and ' hole out ', as it is called.

1886
' STONEHENGE' Brit. Sports 754/2 He who succeeds in

holeing in fewer strokes than his opponent wins that hole.

c. Golf. To drive the ball into (a hole).
1894 Westm. Gaz. 29 Sept. 7/1 Mr. W. T. Griffin holed

the eighth hole of the. .links 100 yards in one.
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HOLE.

7. intr. To go into a hole. Hole tip, to retire

to a hole for hibernation.

1614 B. JONSON B.irth. Fair iv. iv, Let him hole there.

1615 Staple o/N. v. i, Wi
1

your worming braine. .\\ hich

1 shall see you hole with very shortly : A fine round head,
when those two lugs are off, To trundle through a pillory.

1688 SHADWELL Sqr. Alsatia V. i, The rogue is hol'd some-

where. 1818 Cran-n Dial., Holt, to earth as a fox. 1878
Scrifater's Mag. XV. 303/1 The fox . . has run to earth, or,

as we have it,
' has holed '. 1890 L. C. D'OvLE Notches 70

It was getting time for the bears to
'

hole-up '.

f III. 8. intr. To become full of holes. Obs.

1611 COTGR., .5V Troufr, to hole, to grow full of holes.

t Hole, v.'- Ol>s. Forms : I h61ian, 3 holeu.

[OE. Mlian, cogn. with Goth, holdn to treat with

violence ;
cf. OHG. huolan to deceive.] a. trans.

To oppress, b. in/r. To commit oppression.
c 1000 Lamb. Ps. cxviii[i], 121 (Bosw.) Ne sele 6u me

holiendum me [Vulg. calniMniantibus tnf]. c 1200 ORMIN
9510 patt holeb}> o l>e lajhe leod, & rippeSb hemm & raefebh.

Hole, -ful, -ly, -some, etc., the common early

(and etymological) spelling of WHOLE, etc.

Hole : see HOLL a., HELK z/.
1

,
HULL.

Ho'le-and-COTUer, adj. phr. Done or hap-

pening in a ' hole and corner , or place which is

not public ; secret, private, clandestine, under-hand.

of the nation. 1819 STONRHOUSE Ajckolwe 77 Any manu-
facturer of the hole and corner political petitions of the

present day. l86a H. KIMCSLEY Ravenshoe III. 55 Tell

me at once what this hole-and-corner work means. 1878
S WALPOLE Hist. EH*. I. vi. 600 The Queen's friends de-

clared that the King's supporters were ' hole-and-corner
'

men. 1883 BLACK Shandon Bells i.

Hence Hole-aud-co rnerism, hole-and-corner

action ; a system of secret procedure.
1873 Daily Nrws 7 Nov. 5 '4 The real . . conduct of French

politics at the present moment is by hole-and-cornerism.

Holed (hiwld), ///. a. [f. HOLE z>.i or sb. + -m]
Having a hole or holes ; pierced, perforated.

1481 CAXTON Dialogues (E. E. T. S.) 34/10 Everard the

upholster can well stoppe a mantel hooled. 1548-77 VICARY
Anat. ix. (1888) 74 Euery Spondel is holed on euery side.

c 1611 CHAPMAN IHad u. 636 His men yet pleased their

hearts With throwing of the holed stone. 1645 RUTHERFORD
Tryal $ Tri. Faith. (18451 258 His dead, and holed, and
torn body. 1885 Garden 10 Oct. 367/2 Holed peach leaves.

b. Holed-stont, a perforated stone considered to

be a monument of prehistoric times.

1769 BORLASE Antiq. Cornwall (ed. a) 178 The middle
stone., has a large hole., whence it is called the Men an Tol

(in Cornish holed stone). i85i BLIGHT Wetk at Land's
End 19 Holed-stone near Bolleit. 1879 Miss A. W. BUCK-
LAND in Jrnl. Anthrop. Instit. IX. 153, I never heard of
libations being poured through these Cornish holed-stones.

Holeless (liOT-l|les),o. [f.
HOLE sb. + -LESS.]

Without a hole or holes.

1887 Bicyd. News 17 Sept. 387/2 The week's washing . .

hung in spotless but not holeless purity.

Holely, erron. f. HOLEY a.

Holer (hou-lai). [f. HOLE z>.l + -EB i.] One
who makes a hole ; spec, the collier who ' holes

'

or undercuts a coal-seam.

1829 [see HOLE z>.' 3], 1873 Echo 22 Sept. 2/2 The
' Holers ', chiefly boys of about seventeen or eighteen, can
earn from 55. to 6s. per day. 1891 Labour Commission
Gloss., Holer's Day or Stint, the measure of undercutting,
undermining, or curving a length of seam.

Holer, var. of HOLOUR Obs.

tHolet. Obs. [f. HOLE sl>. + -ET. Cf. OE.

grdfet ? little grove, ficcet thicket.]
1. A little hole ; a small cave.
c 1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 322 Siche placis of newe ordris

shulden be fled as fendis holetis. a 1440 Pr. Life Alex.
(MS. Lincoln A. i. 17 If. 30! (Halliw.) Inthirholettezduelle
we alwaye, and in thir caves, c 1491 Cftast, Goddes Chyld.
030 thou edder . . tornynge hyder and thyder by a thousande
noletles and halkes.

2. A hut, cot, tent, tabernacle
;
=HiLET.

1380 WYCLIF Sena. Set. Wks. II. 281 Bishopis of be
olde lawe . . entriden . . in to a litil holet bat was be west

part of be tabernacle, c 1450 St. Ciithbert (Surtees) 1285
Hirdes holetts [Pastoritm tuguria (Bede)] sowe he bare.

Holethnic, Holetroua : see HOLO-.

Holewe, obs. form of HOLLOW.
Holewort (h<5 Iwwt). [Lyte's ad. Ger. liol-

wurz.\ = HoLLOWrt'ORT ; extended by Lyte to

another species of Corydalis.
1578 LYTE Dodoens\\\. ii. 316 The roote whiche is holowe

within is called in Germanic Holwurtz, that is to say in

English Holowe roote, or Holewurt. 1863 [see HOLLOW-
WORT], 1866 Treas. Bol., Holewort, Coryaalis bulbosa.

Holey (Iwu-li), a. Forms : 4-7 holy, hollie,
-y. 5-6 hooly, (6 erron. holely), 7- holey, [f.
HOLE sb. + -T. (The e is retained, to distinguish it

to the eye from HOLY a.)] Full of holes.
1398 TREVISA Barlh. De P. R. vin. xxi. (Bodl. MS.!, The!

[stars] beb rounde in substaunce . . noujt hdlouj nober holly
in be vtter partie. 1551-1 Act 5^6 Edia. vr, c. 6 f 6 Yf
. . Clothe . .

happen . . to be full of holes mylbrack or to be
hollie [Rujffkead holely]. 1578 LYTE Dodoens n. xxv. 177
Leaues . . holy, as though they had bene eaten with Locustes,
Paulmers or JSnayles. 1637 RUTHERFORD Let. to Ld.

Id hollie ancLowdoun 10 Sept., An old ho nd threed-bare garment.
1818 J. BROWN Psyche 127 'Tis just as holey as a crumpet.
1875 JOWETT Plato, Gorfias Introd. II. 287 Fools are
supposed to be carrying water to this vessel in a holey sieve.
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1 b. Holey (eiron. hoty, dollar, a Spanish dollar
|

i out of which a dump had been punched (see DUMP
sb2 h"), formerly current in pans of Australia.

1857 D. BUNCE Austral. Reinin. 59 Our first change for a

pound consisted of two dumps, two holy dollars, one Spanish
dollar, one French coin [etc.]. 1883 Xutnisw. Chron. Ser.

in. III. 119 These coins popularly called
'

holey dollars
'

are

extremely scarce.

Holgh, hol3, holh, obs. ff. HOLLOW.
Holi, holie, obs. ff. HOLY a. Holibut : see

HALIBUT. Holick, obs. form of WHOLLY.

Holidam'e, early form of HALIDOM, still used

in edd. of Shakspere.

Holiday 'hflidc'), sb. Forms: a. I hfcUsdses,

h&li-dseis, 3 halidei, //. helidawes, 4-5 hali-

dai, -dale, -day, -daye, //. halydawes, 4-6
halyday (5 haleday), 5-6 hallidai, -day. 0. 4

j

holidai, 4- holiday ; (also 5-9 holyday, 6 holie,
|

hollie dale, holydaie, holy dale, daye, 6-7

holliday, -e, hollyday, -dale, holy-day, holy
day, 7 holedaye, holidaie). [OE. hMifffafr

(dat. pi. fidligdaMftt) t
found beside the uncom-

pounded htilig dse% in two words (dat. pi. hAlgwn
daguni}. In the combined form OE. d instead of

being rounded to ME. 6, was shortened to a

(cf. HALLOW, HALLOWMAS, HALIBDT, HALIDOM),

giving halidai
j kalliday, used till i6th c. But

the uncombined form was i\i concurrent use, and

became more frequent as the distinction in signifi-

cation between sense I and sense 2 became more

marked, until, in the i6th c., holy day or holy-

day became the usual form in sense I. About
the same time holiday {Jiolliday\ with o short,

being a later combination and shortening of

holy day, rare in late ME., took the place of the

earlier holiday, which however remained in the

northern dialects, where also (esp. in Scotland) the

uncombined form was haly day.
It is thus difficult to divide holiday and holy-day In sense i.

Under this article are included the combined forms haliday t

holiday \ the uncomhined forms, as well as those in which
the vocalization shows that the word was analyzed, are
treated under HOLY-DAY. But the habits of mediaeval
scribes as to the combination or separation of the elements
of compounds were so irregular,

and the treatment of the
matter by modern editors is so uncertain, that many ME.
instances might be placed under either article.]

1. A consecrated day, a religious festival. Now
usually written HOLY-DAT, q.v.
o. ^950 Lindisf. Go$p. Mark iii. 2 HuetSer on haH^da^um

gejemde [Rushw. G. jif he haljes daejes gigemde], a 1035
Laws of Cnut u. c. 45 (Schmld) Be hali-daeijes freolse.

De die dominica et festis observances, a 12x5 Ancr. R.
18 ?if hit is halidei.. siggecS Pater Noster. Ibid. 24 Ine

werkedawes, heihte & twenti Pater Nosters ; ine helidawes,
forti. a 1300 Cursor M. 6473 Hald bou wel \>in halidai.

136* LANGL. P. PI. A. vin. 22 pei holdeb not heore haly-

day [B, halidayes, C. halydaies] as holy churche [5. holi-

cherche, C. holychurche] techejj. c 1386 CHAUCER Miller's

T. 154 This Absolon. .Gooth with a Sencer on the haliday.

1426 AUDELAY Poems 6 In clannes kepe jour haleday.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 222/2 Halyday (/C, halliday),^&r//z'//<zf.
c 1450 MYRC 203 Aske the banns tlire halydawes. 1481
CAXTON Reynard (&x\>.} 28 Goo to chirche, faste and kepe
your halydayes. 1530 PALSGR. 228/2 Halyday, feste.

ft. a 1375 Cursor M. 11929 (Laudi Hyt fille vpon an

holiday put Sabot bight in lewis lay. 1393 LANGL. P. PI.
C. vin. 226 Hold wel byn halyday [MS. M. 218 (a 1400)
halt byn holidaij. c 1475 Pict. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 778/1
Hoc Jestnm, a holyday. 15*6 TINDALE Acts xx. 6 After
the ester holidayes, igSi-a Act 5 4-6 Edw. I'f, c. 3

(title), An Acte for the keping of Hollie daies and Fastinge
dayes. 1661 BP. NICHOLSON Catech. Pref. (1686) 8 En-

joined on the Lord's day, and every holiday to be done by
every rector. 1782 PRIESTLEY Co>Tu]>t. Chr. I. iv. 336
Pagan festivals [were changed] into Christian holidays.

1844 LINGARD Anglo-Sax. Ch. (1858) I. vii. 288 The Sun-

days came round weekly ; other holidays came yearly.

1873 SIR R. PHILLIMORE Eccl. Law 1037 Fish carnages.,
shall be allowed to pass on Sundays or holidays.

2. A day on which ordinary occupations (of an
individual or a community) are suspended ; a day
of exemption or cessation from work ;

a day of

festivity, recreation, or amusement. (In early use

not separable from I.)
a. a 1300 Curst>r Af. 12276 lesus went him for to plai

Wit childir on an halidai. 1478 W. PASTON, Jr. in P. Lett.
No. 824 III. 237 One for the halydays. .and a nothyr for

the workyng days. 1495 Act u Hen. K//, c. 22 3 That
noe artificer, .working but the half day take no wagis but
for the half day, and nothing for y

e
halyday.

ft. 1540 HYRDE tr. Vives
1

Instr. Ckr. Worn. i. v. (R.) On
some working daies doe likewise, . .specially if there bee

any long space betweene the holly-daies. 1577 B. GOOGE
Heresbachs Huso. in. (1586) ii3b, Doo you not knowe
that it is holliday, a day to dance In, and make mery at the
Ale house? 1601 CORNWALLYES Ess. ir. xxvi. (163113 Life

being like a Premises holy day. 1601 SHAKS. ?/. C, 1.1.2
Hence: home you idle Creatures, get you home: Is this

a Holiday? 1781 COWPER Gilpin 8 Though wedded we
have been These twice ten tedious years, yet we No
holiday have seen. 1818 BYROM Ch.Har. rv. cxh, Butcher'd
to make a Roman holiday. 1881 TROLLOPE Ayala's Angel
III. 83 Glomax thought that Tony had been idle, and had
made a holiday of the day from the first.

b. collect, pi. or sing. A time or period of cessa-

tion from work, or of festivity or recreation
;
a

vacation. (See also BLIND MAN'S HOLIDAY.)
. 13.. Gaiv. if Or. Knt. 1049 F.r be halidayez holly

HOLILY.
were halet out of toun. c 1420 Pallad. on Hiisb. i. 176
Necessite nath neuere halyday. 1573 G. HARVEY Letter-
bk. 27 In the hallidais he tooke a iurni into the cimtri.

ft. 1539 TAVERNER Erasm. Prov. (1552) 4 With sluggers
or unhardye persons, it U always holy daye. 1546 J.

HEY-
\VOOD Prov. (1867) 83 Lightly he layde hir vp for hollie dales.

1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. iv. no The Christinas holidays

S'.ving

more leave and license to all kinds of people, a 1652
ROME Queetie's Exch. i. ii. Wks. 1873 III. 469 To make

my rest of lifeall holidayes. 1806-7 J. BERESFORD Missrits
Hum. Life (1826) HI. v, My youngest boy, Tom, now at

home for the holidays. 1825 SOUTHEY in Life 118-19 ' T 53
Dlair spent one summer holidays with his mother Lady
Mary, at Spa. 1863 Miss THACKERAY Elizabeth (1867) 166

Will Dampier. .went year by year to scramble his holiday
away up and down mountain sides.

C. Cessation from work; festivity; recreation.

To make holiday, to cease from work, to take

a day's recreation.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531} 72 We shall. .rest &
make holyday for this tyme. 1592 WARNER All'. L'.ng. vin.

xlii. (16121 204 111 therefore might it boode at her to make
our Holly-day. 1600 DEKKER Gent. Craft Wks. 1873 I.

47 Ham, . . Lets play. Jane. I cannot Hue by keeping
holliday. 1714 ROWE Jane Shore (M,) When my approach
has made a little holy-day. 1886 rail Mall G. 13 Aug.
i/i Men of business seat themselves in the railway carriages,
bent on holiday.

t d. Phr. To speak holiday, to use choice lan-

guage, different from that of ordinary life. Cf.

holiday English, holiday terms in 4. Obs.

1598 SHAKS. Merry \V. in. ii. 69 He writes verses, bee

speakqs holliday, he smels April and May.
3. colloq. Naut. A spot carelessly left unconted

in tarring or painting ;
see also quot. 1882.

1785 GROSE Diet. 1'it/g. T. s. v., A holiday is any part of

a ship's bottom, left uncovered in paying it. 1840 R. H.
DANA Bef. Mast viii. 18 He only thinks of leaving no

holidays (places not tarred*. x88a JAGO Dial. Cornw.^
Holidays^ parts left untouched in dusting.

' Don't leave

any holidays.'

4. attrib. and Comb. a. attrib. or as adj. Of,

belonging to, or used on, a holiday ; befitting a

holiday, festive, gay, sportive ; superior to the

ordinary workaday sort, as holiday clothes, terms,

English. Sometimes (esp. formerly of persons) :

Suited only to a holiday ;
not engaged in, or not

fitted for, serious action ; dainty ; idle, trifling.

Comb, fholidayman, -woman, a man or woman
taking a holiday, an idler or trifler.

c 1440 Jacob's Well (E. E. T. S.) 136 Comoun strumpettes,
hasardourys, & such obere, & halyday-werkerys. Ibid,

106 pou bat hast getyn good be haly-day werkyng, haly-

day cnaffaryng, be false othys, be false dyscey^tes. 1548
UDALL Erasm. Par. Luke x. 105 b, Although they seme as

holidayemenne, to repose theymselfes from all corporall busi-

rogue, runagate [etc. ] . . and these be but holiday-terms. 1598
SHAKS. Merry W. ii. i. 2 What, haue scnp'd Loue-letters in

the holly-day-time of my beauty, and am I now a subject

for them? 1600 A. Y. L. i. iii. 14 They are but burs,,
throwne vpon thee in holiday-foolerie. 1600 SURFLET
Countrie Fanne 837 More fit for holidaie men, milke sops,
and cowards. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. u. ii. 30 Not a holiday-
foole there but would giue a peece of siluer. 1676 WYCHER-
LEY PI. Dealer in. i, Prithee, don't look like one of our

Holyday Captains now-a-days. 1695 Poor Kolitfs Abu.
in Brand Pop. Antig. (1870) II. 353 A Holy-day Wife, all

play and no work. 1701 ADDISON Stv&atruutBWkM, 1721
II. 173 Their holy-day cloaths go from Father to Son, and
are seldom worn out. 1765 FOOTE Commissary u. Wks.
1799 II. 20 Them holiday terms wou'd not pass in my shop.
1820 W. TOOKE tr. Lttcian I. 558 Put on holiday-looks and

pretend to be merry. 1836 EMERSON Mature i. Wks.
(Bohn) II. 143 Nature is not always tricked in holiday
attire. 1838 LYTTON Alice 13, I must give you a holiday
task to learn while I am away.

b. objective, as holiday-keeper , -keeping, -maker,

making ; locative, %& holiday-rejoicing %&).
1807-8 W. IRVING Saltnag. (1824) 369 Holiday-loving

rogues. 1859 Chambers' ff&. of Days 16 May I. 643 The
holyday-maker and his partner. 1800 Daily AVw* 8 Apr.
6/2 The streets were thronged with Holiday keepers. 1896
Ibid. 3 Feb. 8/4 To say nothing of the loss from holiday-
keeping.
Hence Holiday v. intr., to take a holiday; to

go on a pleasure- excursion ; whence Ho'lidayer,
a holiday-maker. Ho*lidayish a., of a character

befitting a holiday, festive. Ho lidayism, the

practice of making holiday, devotion to holidays.
1869 Ctmtemp. Rev. XII. 629 The hero .. meets an artist

..likewise ^holidaying. 1871 CARLYLE mMrs. C.'s Lett. II.

311 Craik fiom Belfast.. was here holidaying. 1887 Pall
Mall G. 29 Dec. 5 The prospective bridegroom holidays in

Scotland for three weeks. 1886 Birmingham Weekly Post

7 Au?. 4/6 We hear . . that many *bolidayers spend their time

in suburban public-houses. 1886 Cd. Words 247 Some more
or less..*hohdayish kind of work. 1886 LKWIS in Pop. Sci.

Monthly XXIX. 708 Under the working of the civil law . .

Sunday has tended and must tend to *holidayism.

Holie, obs. form of HOLY, WHOLLY.

t Holihede. Obs. Forms : see HOLY a, [f.

HOLY a, + -hede, -HEAD.] Holiness.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1439 No moght ban help na hali-heid

[v.rr. hali-hede, halihede, holy hede]. Ibid. 2330 Fild of

troutfh] and haly-hede. 1340 Ayenl. 247 Guode men J>et

ledeb lif of angel an erbe be hire holyhede.

Holihock, obs. form of HOLLYHOCK.

Holily (h^u'lili), adv. Forms : see HOLY a.

[f. HOLYa.+-LY2.]



HOLIMONTH.
1. In a holy manner ;

with sanctity or devoutness.
c izoo OBMIN 15920 Forr all J>att tatt te halili; daffti?-

like hemm ledenn. Ibid. 17282 To spellenn ha^like, and
ec To wirrkenn hall5he tacness. 1340 Ayettb, 74 po JJet . .

loke|> holyliche hare herten. 1382 WYCLIF i Thess, ii. 10
How hoolily, and iustll, and withouten querel. . we weren.

1:1386 CHAUCER Aferch. T. zn And lyue in chastitee ful

holily. c 1450 Mironr Saluacioun 777 Hire sawle with-
inne woke than fulle halily. 15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W.
1531) 58 b, As longe as a persone is holyly occupyed, so

longe he prayeth. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. i.
- "---

in the highest possible Degree. 1894 Athenxitnt 3 Mar.
276/3 With an eloquent impulsiveness becoming their holily
emotional themes.

2. Sacredly, scrupulously, inviolably ; solemnly.
Now rare or Obs.

1374 CHAUCER Boeth. in. pr. -\. 70 (Camb. MS.) See now
how pou mayst proeuen holyly and with-owte corupcion
thisM I haue seyd. 1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm, Par. Matt.
v. (R.I, But I wil haue matrimony obserued more holyly &
vndefyledly among them that professe the new lawe. 1577-
87 HOLINSHED Chron. Scott, (1805) II. 237 If the Scots
would most holilie and handfastlie promise. 1651 Life
Father Sarfii (1676) 41 And those that., had lived intimately
with him, do most holily attest, that they were never able
to observe any such defects in him.

Holimonth (h^limmj>). [Nonce-formation
after holiday.] A month of recreation or abstinence
from work ; a month's holiday.
[(OE. had hdligmdna^ Holy-month, as the name of Sep.

tember (app. of heathen origin) ; but this did not survive.)]
i86a Temple Bar Mag. VI. 189 (heading), The English-

man's Holimonth. Ibid.
194^

On every-days and on holi-

days, in working months and in Holimonths. 1896 Advance
(Chicago) 4 June 822/2 A country holimonth with bicycle
and kodak.

Holin, obs. form of HOLLIN, holly.
Holiness (h^u-Hnes). Forms : see HOLY a.

[OE. hdlignes) -yj( = OHG. heilagnissd}, f. hdlig
HOLY + -NESS.]
1. The quality of being holy ; spiritual perfection

or purity ; sanctity, saintliness ; sacredness.

971 Blickl. Horn. 31 J>a fe him ^eowiaj? on rihtwisnesse
& on halijnesse. c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Spelm.) xcv[i], 6 (Bosw.)
Halixnys on hali^nysse. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 99 Codes gast
wissao efre to halijnesse. c 1230 Hali Meid. 31 Wi5 hali-

nesse of heorte. 1297 R. GLOUC. (1724) 331 pe betere hym
were in holynesse to nyme hyr to wyue. 1x1300 E. E.
Psalter xcvfj]. 6 Helinesses and mikelhed in his helinesse.
f 1386 CHAUCER Man of Law's T. 69 Hir herte is verray
chambre of hoolynesse. a. 1400 Relig. Pieces fr. Tltomton.
MS. 23 Slouthe . . makes mane to yrke in prayere or

halynes. c 1533 DEWES Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 927 By
my holynesse, par ma sainctett. 1651 HOBBES Leviath.
in. xxxv. 220 Of Holinesse there be degrees. 1766 FORDYCE
Serni. Yng. Worn. (1767) II. viii. 8 There rise up to view
nameless beauties in holiness. 1850 LYNCH Theo. Trin.
ii. 28 Holiness is innocence made perfect. 1885 F. TEMPLE
Relat. Relig. fy Sc. ii. 49 Holiness consists in the subjection
of the whole being, .to the authority of conscience. 1896
Daily News 13 Jan. 6/4 One of the most interesting of Mr.
Granger's chapters is that in which he explains primitive
'holiness* as obedience to the public recognition of the

rights of ghosts and gods.

2. With possessive, as a title of the Pope, and

formerly of other high ecclesiastical dignitaries.
A transl. of L. sartcttids, given orig. to all bishops, then

c 600 limited to patriarchs, and since the i4th c. to the Pope.
The same title was also given to the Byzantine Emperors,
and sometimes to other sovereigns; it was addressed by
John of Salisbury to Henry II of England. (See Du
Cange.)
[1169 BECKET Let. to Cdl. Hyacinth in Mat. Hist. Becket

(Rolls) VII. 125 Omnes ad sanctitatis vestrse confugiunt
pedes. 1x70 HEN. II Let. to Poe Alexander Ibid. 419 Si
devotionis mese, pater, erga sanctitatem vestram experimen-
turn quaritis.] 1450 HOLLAND Howlat 75, I will appele to
the Pape - - For happin that his halynace Throw prayer may
purchace To reforme my foule face. 150* HEN. VII in
Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. I. 49 The Popes Holynesse hath
named certeyn Legats to be sent to all Cristen Princis.

1579 FULKE Con/itt. Sanders 559 Your holines is heade of
all holy churches. 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. v. i. no 111 it doth
beseeme your holinesse [a Lady Abbess] To separate the
husband and the wife. 1689 Let.fr. Pope to Pr, Orange in
Harl. Misc. (1808) I. 368 Great Prince, Although the semi-
circle of your Highness be . . elevated above the full orb of
my Holiness. 1756-7 tr. Keysle/s Trav. (1760) III. 285
With the permission of his holiness Clement IX. 1858
CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. m. iv. I. 223,

'
I could help you to

repay it !

' said his Holiness [Pope Leo].

f3. concr. A holy place, sanctuary ; a holy thing,
an object of religious devotion. Obs.

^897 K. ALFRED Gregory*s Past. xv. 93 Inngongende
and utgongendc beforan Gode to Sam halisnessum. 1014

j

WULFSTAN Serm. ad Anglos in Horn, xxxiii. (1883) 158 And
j

halijnessa syndon to gndlease wide, c \\ rj<Lamb. Horn.
27 penne cuineS drihtenes engel and binimeo J>a halinesse
mid him toward heouene nche. a 1300 E. E. Psalter
lxxxii[i]. 12 In eritage Goddes halines hagh we. [1526
TINDALE Heb. ix. i And worldly holynes.]

't*
b. Holy rites ; worship, devotion. Obs.

c 1205 LAY. 1820 Brutus & his dujeSe makeden halinesse

\c 1*75 holynisse]. Ibid. 8049.

4. attrib.) as holiness convention, meeting,
a gathering or meeting for the promotion of holi-

ness (in some religious communities).
1892 Daily News 21 July 6/4 In the evening a holiness

meeting was held.

Holing (hJu-lirj), vbl. sb. [f. HOLEZ/. + -ING!.]
1. The action of making a hole or holes.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. vin. v. (1495) 303 The

man
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KtlK'r . . ncyther maye lie departed by thyrlynge and hoo!

ynge of a nother body, i 1440 data Rom. iv. 10 (Hurl
MS.) Some tyme is suche holiyng and perforacion goode
1807 VANCOUVER Agric. ric-ivn (1813) 126 The holeing
digging, gripping, ditching, hacking, and hand-beating.
attrib. 1846.1. BAXTER l.ibr. f'ra,t. Arric. led. 4) II. 331

Tlie slit or holing-in method of planting is used.
b. The action of undercutting a coal-seam.
1841 Collieries # Coal Trade {ed. 2) 240 When the work

man has been for some time engaged m what is termed
'

holing under '. 1877 Encycl. Brit. VI. 66/2 The pro
of holing in coal is one of the severest kinds of hui
labour.

2. concr. The stuff
underlying

a coal (or other)
seam picked out to undermine it.

1882 Nature 27 July 299 The bottom bed 7 inches thick

together with a bed of soft shale 10 inches thick, serves
as a holing. 1890 Golilfields Victoria 65 Soft black clay
(holing). . i inch.

3. attrib., as holing-ax, -stuff (see quots.).
1819 RUES

Cycl.,Jloleing-stuff,. . the small earth or coals
which is cut or picked out from under the coal in a pit.
1828 WEBSTER, Holing-ax, a narrow ax for cutting holes in

posts. 1829 GLOVER Hist. Derby I. 58 Pecking out the
holeing stuff with a light and sharp tool.

Holinight (hp-linait). [f. HOLY a. + NIGHT.]
1 1. (After HOLIDAY I, HOLY-DAY.) A night

that is kept holy, as the eve of a festival. Obs.
a 1225 Attcr. R. 22 }if hit beo holiniht vor be feste. a 1300

Cursor M. 27994 On fastin dai or hali night.

2. (nonce-use, after HOLIDAY 2.) A night of

festivity or pleasure.
a 1821 KEATS Day is Gone 10 The dusk holiday or holi-

night Of fragrant-curtain'd love. 1884 Century Mag.
XXVIII. 508 {lu-ailing), A Summer Holinight.
Holioke, obs. form of HOLLYHOCK.
Holiship : see HOLYSHIP.
fHolite. Obs. rare- 1

,
[f.

HOLY a. + -TY (if
not an error for ielite, JOLLITY).] Holiness.
14. . Passio Domini in MS. Cantab. Ff. 5. 48. If. 153, I

heuon shal bai wone wl me W'outen pyne w fc holite.

t Hoik, sb. Obs. [OE. Jiolca or?Aolc, deriv. of

liol, HOLL a. : cf. LG. holke, holke small hole, Sw.

hal/t.~\ 1 A hollow, cavity.
cvxoSax. Leechd. 11.148 On bam hokum baes lichoman.

Ibid. 160 On bam holcum j>aere lifre. a 1240 Sawles Warde
251 Ed ehnen, ant ed neauele, ant ed te breoste holke.

3olk,h.owk(h0uk,hauk'),z). Now<#<z/. Forms:

4-6 holk(e, 7-9 hoke, huck, Sc. 7-9 howk, 9
houk. [Northern ME. hoik, cognate with MLG.
holken, LG. holken, holken, to hollow, Sw. halka ; f.

root of HOLL a., with dim. formative -k : cf. talk.']
1. trans. To hollow out by digging ; to exca-

vate ; to dig out or up. With various spec, local

senses : see quots.
13.. E.E.Allit.P.%. 1222, [Helholkkedouthisauenyjen

heterly bobe. 1483 Cath. Angl. 187/2 To Holke,/Warf.
15*3 DOUGLAS <dLneis I. vii. 18 Bonder wther sum the new
bavin holkis. 1552 LYNDESAY Monarche 1702 Sum holkit

claye, sum brynt the tyldc. 1573 SEMPILL in Satir. Poems
Reform, xxxix. 270 Hes scho not helpit to hoik out Jone
Tod? 1686 G. STUART Joco-ser. Disc. 47 Who howks a
hole for any other His sel' fau' in were he my brother.

1780 A. YOUNG Tour Irel. I. 261 They bring up their
children to hoking potatoes. 1798 J. JEFFERSON Let. to J.
Bouchtr 19 Mar. (MS.), Huck, to pick out any thing with
an instrument, as to huck a thorn out of the finger. 1805
Sporting Mag. XXVI. 75 I'll away up to the kirk-yard,
and howk a few graves. 1880 Antrim ft Down Gloss.,
Hoke, to hollow-out anything, such as a toy boat. A dog
hokes out the earth from a rabbit hole. 1891 HALL CAINE
Scapegoat xviii, To howk out her grave with his own hands.

2. intr. To dig, make excavation, turn things up.
1513 DOUGLAS Mneis vi. ix. 139 Vndir his cost holkand

in weill law. 1825 BROCKETT, Howk, to dig, to scoop. 1834
Bloc/cm. Mag. XXXV. 874 He will lie upon his master's

frave,
and . . howk wi' his paws. 1893 CROCKETT Stickit

'linister 118 He was howkm' up in the garret twa efter-

noons last week.

Hence Hoiked, -et, -it ///. a. a. Excavated,
dug out or up ; f b. Sunken, depressed, hollow.

Hoiking vbl. sb. a.n<\ppl. a., excavating, burrowing.
t 1420 Anturs of Arth, 116 (Thornton) Hir eghne ware

holkede fulle holle. a 1500 P. JOHNSTON Thru Deid Powis
iii, Full laithly thus sail ly thy lusty held Holkit and how.
1508 DUNBAR Flyting iv. Kennedie 164 Ffor hiddowis,
haw, and holkit is tnyne ee. 1552 LYNDKSAY Monarche
1528 Holkit Glennis^and hie montanis. 1785 BURNS Addr.
to Deil ix, They . . in kirk-yards renew their leagues, Owre
howkit dead. 1850 W. ALLINGHAM Poems n6 In thy bed of

clay the howking mole Bores no tunnel thorough.
Hoik, obs. form of HULK sb.

Hoiks, sb. pi. Sc. and north, dial. Also 9
howks. [App. plural of HOLK sb.] A disease of
the eyes or face.

1513 DOUGLAS jEneis HI. Prol. 27 Suppose the holkis be
all ourgrowin thi face. 1570 Salir. Poems Reform, xvi. 86,
I thinke the holkis ouergangis ^our ene. a 1843 SOUTHEY
Doctor cxliii. (1848) 357/1 He [horse] had neither the howks,
nor the haws. 1893 Northnmbld. Gloss., Howks or Haaks,
a disease of the eye.

Holl (htfl,) a. Obs. or dial. Forms : 1-5 hoi
Unfl. hole), 4-9 holl, (5 holle, dial. 5-9 hole, 9
howl(e): see also HOWE a. Sc. [OE. hoi hollow=
OFris., OS., OHG. (MLG., MDu., Du., MHG.)
liol (Ger. hoht), ON. holr (Sw. hoi, Da. huul)
hollow, concave ; cf. Goth, hulundi cave, uslmlon
to hollow out; OTeut.stem */mlo-. pre-Teut. *kulo- ;

HOLLA.

perh. related to helan to cover, HELE v. 1
; or with

suffixal -/, from root *ku-, *kaw-, of L. cavus
hollow ; cf. Gr. *t!ap hole, orifice. As shown under
HOLE sb. (q.v.), OE. hoi had o short, retained in

ME., in which the /was normally doubled, while
in hole, which represents the inflected cases, the o
was lengthened. Subsequently, short o before // has
also been lengthened (cf. boll, roll, polf], and in Sc.
has become -ow(e, so that holl is in Sc. how, HOWE.]
1. Hollow, concave

; having avoid space within;
empty.
ciooo Sax. Leechd. I. 306 Das wyrte . . on middan hoi.

/int. 316 And hy beoo innan hole, c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints,
I II SUperis 102 Inaholcowe [

= cove] vndir a stane. c 1400
MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) ix. 35 fai failed in baire hertes and be-
come holle within, c 1440 Promp. Paru. 242/2 Hoi, as

. .'..c.tfgtiwr, tnuttlj. II 1500 LJfgUllWllle S
7Y/jr.84b(MS. St. John's Camb.) in Cath. Angl. 188 note,
Many a willowe is.. hoi with-in and fulle of wormys. 1513
DOUGLAS sEneis v. ii. 85 Of the holl grave law A gret eddir

slydand gan furth thraw. (11825 FORBY Voc. . Anglia,
Holl, adj. hollow. 1847-78 HALLIWELL, Hole. .(5) Hollow ;

deep; concave. North. Metaphorically, hungry, cheerless,
or comfortless. 1874 WAUGH Jannock iv. 30 (Lane. Gloss.)
' He must be varra howle when he's hungry '. . .

' Howie !

'

said Adam, 'why he'll be like a two-legged drum, about
t'middle o' t' forenoon \

2. Deeply excavated or depressed, as a valley or
ditch

; lying in a hollow.
1:897 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past, xxxiii. 217 jif se weobud

ufan hoi nzre. a 1000 Charter of Mthelred in Kemble
Cod. Dipl. V. 124 On oone holan wej. a 1000 Martyrol. i

On anum holum stanscraefe. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce vi. 78 He
saw the brayis hye standand, The vattir holl throu slike
rynand. Ibid. vm. 176 Sa holl & hye the dykis war. c 1420
Anturs ofArth. 116 (Douce) Withe eighen hoiked ful holle
[rimes cholle, polle]. 1691 RAY N. C. Words 37 Hole,
hollow, deep: an hole dish, opposed to shallow. 1828
Craven Dial. s. v. Howl, A howl dish, opposed to shallow
1855 ROBINSON Whitby Gloss., Holl, Holl time or Hollow
time. * The holl of winter ', the depth of winter.

f 3. In specific uses : holbasin, a deep basin ;

holer-ess (only OE. holcerse), Field Gentian ; hoi-
rush (holrysche), a bulrush

; holtile, a concave tile

such as those used for the ridges of a roof; holle-

way, hollow way, an excavated lane
; holwork,

the making of ' holtiles
'

; concr. a quantity of such
tiles. Also HOLLEKE.
c jooo Sax. Leechd. II. 34 Wib wenne on eaon, Jenim ba

holan cersan. 1323 in Rogers Agric. $ Prices II. 436
Holwork. 1362 Ibid. 438 Holtiles. c 1440 Promp. Parv.
244/2 Holrysche, or bulrysche \v.rr. hool ryschyn, hol-
ryschyne], fapirus. 1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 23, I
wille she haue. .the grettere hoi basyn of ii, smale basynes.
1471 Ibid. 242, j peluem laton voc' an hofbasyn, j peluem
laton voc' a

flatbasyn. 1475 Pict. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker
798/20 Hie traco, a hollewey.

Holl, sb. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : i hoi, 1-9
holl, (5 holle, houle, 5-9 howle, 9 dial, houl,
howl). [OE. hoi, late OE. and ME. holl, neuter
of prec. adj. used subst. ; retained chiefly in the
north (pronounced ho\, houl) ; in Sc., holl has

regularly become how, HOWE sb.]
1. A hollow place ; a cave, den

; a HOLE.
c 1050 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 187/1 Lustra, wilddeora holl

and denn. c 1205 LAY. 20864 [P foxj i ban holle wendeS.
1352 Pol. Poems (Rolls) I. 88 In holl gan thai it hide.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 1362 Mony wyues . . Hyd horn in houles
and hyrnys aboute. Ibid, mjni He . . Hid hir in a howle
vnder a hegh towre. c 1470 HENRY Wallace v. 1022 With
a knyff he stekit him to dede ; In a dyrk holl kest him
doun in_that sted. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xxxii. 47 All
the hollis wes stoppit hard, c 1600 NORDEN Spec. Brit.,
Cornw. (1728) 40 A holl or deepe vaute in the grounde,
whereinto the sea floweth at high water.

b. A surface hollow, excavation, or deep de-

pression in the ground ;
a ditch.

1701 71/6'. relating to Suffolk Manors, One little piece of
ground extending beyond the holl of him the su , S. H.
1*1825 FORBY Voc. E. Anglia, Holl, a ditch, particularly
a dry one. 1825 BROCKETT, Howl, a hollow or low place.
' Wherever there's a bill, there's sure to be a howl.' 1855
ROBINSON Whitby Gloss., Holl, a deep hollow valley. 1888
RIDER HAGGARD Col. Quaritch I. vi. 96 To be kicked through
every holl on the place.

1 2. The HOLD of a ship. Cf. HOLE sb. 6. Obs.
c 1470 HENRY Wallace ix. 122 Bathe schip maistir, and

the ster man also, In the holl, but baid, he gert thaim go.
Tl.:j .. o_^ *-v... _*r *!-_ t-_n L ..|- _1 j J?j

Promp. Parv. 243/1 (Pynson & MS. K) Holle [c 1440 hoole
of a schyppe], carina. 1508 KENNEDIE Flyting w. Dunbar
458 Foul brow in holl thow preposit for to pas. 1617 (JApr.
SMITH Seaman's Graitt.vii. 33 When you let anything downe
into the Howie, lowering it by degrees, they say, Amaine.

o' winter \ Sc. how, as ( how o' the nicht ', midnight. 1868
ATKINSON Cleveland Gloss., /rW/, ..the depth of winter ;

iometimes applied also to the ' dead time of night '.

Holl, obs. form of HULL, WHOLE.
Holla (h(rla, rarely hpla-), int. and sb. Also
i-8 hola.. [a. F. hola (isthc. in Littre) 'stop',
cease

',
also a call to excite attention :

' hoe there,

enough, soft soft, no more of that
; also, heare you

me, or come hither
'

(Cotgr.).]
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HOLLA.

1 1. An exclamation meaning Stop ! cease !

Hence to cry holla to give the holla to, to stop
or check by this call. Obs.

1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. ccclxv. 597 Than therle of

Buckyngham sayd, hola, cease, for it is late. 1566 GAS-

COIGNE Supposes in. i, Holla ! no more of this. 1600

SHAKS. A. Y. L. in. ii. 257 Cry holla, to the tongue, I

prethee : itcuruettes vnseasonably. 1622 J. TAYLOR (Water
P.) Farm. Ttnuer Boltlts Wks. (1872) n But holla, holla,

Muse come back, come back. 1630 LENNARD tr. Ckarroti's

Wisd. II. Pref. (1670) 207 No man stays us, or cryes hola

unto it. 1675 HOBBES Oftyss. xxin. 259 Telemachus and the

good servants two, When they had to the dancers said

'Hola!' Unto their beds within the palace go. 1681 COTTON
Wotui. Peak (ed. 4) 86, 1 must give my Muse the Hola, here.

2. A shout to excite attention : cf. HOLLO.
1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 900 Holla, approach. 1599

MINSHEU Span. Dial. 25/2 Hola Page, bring Cards, let v.s

passe away the time. 1668 R. L'EsTRANGE Vis. Quev.
(1708) 63 Hola! Grannum, (quoth I, good lustily in her
Ear. .) what's your pleasure with me? 1756 FOOTE Eng.fr.
Paris ii. Wks. 1799 I. in Hola, SirToby, stole away ! 1855
KINCSLEY Heroes iii. (18561 170 Then Theseus shouted to

him '

Holla, thou valiant pine-bender, hast thou two fir-

trees left for me ?
'

3. A shout of exultation : cf. HOLLO.
1727 SWIFT Worn. Mind 64 So, holla, boys ; God save the

king. ? n 1800 in Hone Every-day Bk. I. 1431 Holla boys !

holla boys ! huzza-a-a !

4. Also holla ho ! [F. hold, ho !]

1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. iv. i. 12 Holla hoa, Curtis. 1796
SCOTT Wild Huntsman xlix, Behind him hound, and horse,
and horn, And,

' Hark away, and holla, ho !
'

1871 B.
TAYLOR Favst (1875) I. v. 84 With open throat sing chorus,
drink and roar ! Up! Holla! Ho!
B. sb. A shout of holla. !

1592 SHAKS. Ven. ff Ad. 284 What recketh he his rider's

angry stir. His flattering
' Holla ', or his '

Stand, I say
'

?

1672 VILLIERS (Dk. Buckhra.) Rehearsal v. i. (Arb.) 115
He's here with a whoop, and gone with a holla [ed. 17x4
holloe]. 1810 Sporting Mag. XXXV. 299 Reynard was
unfortunately lost. .by a false holla from a man. 1833 M.
SCOTT 'Tom Cringle (1859) 9 At the moment I thought I

heard a holla.

Holla, . : see HOLLO v.

Hollabaloo: see HULLABALOO.
Holland (hp-land). [Du. Holland, in earliest

sources Holtlant, f. holt wood + -lant land ; a name
whereby was designated

' locus qnidam silvis et

paludibus inhabitabilis . . ubi videlicet Mosa et

Wai fluvins corrivantur ', i.e. the district about

Dordrecht, the nucleus of the original county of
Holland.
This derivation, which, though it has been impugned,

appears to be finally established (see W. F. Gombault in

Taal en Lelteren VIII. 197, April 1898), separates the name
from that of Holland in South Lincolnshire, the physical
conformation of which has often caused it to be associated
with Dutch Holland. The English name seems to be f. hoi,
HOLL a., sense 2 + LAND ; but there is the difficulty that it

appears in Domesday Book as Holland, a form not easy to
account for.}

I. 1. The name of a province of the Northern

Netherlands, formerly a county or
'

graafschap ',

comitatus, of the German Empire, now usually
extended by Englishmen and other foreigners to

the kingdom of the Netherlands.
701400 Morte Artk. 35 Holaund and Henawde they

helde of hyme bothe. 1436 Libel in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II.

180 But they of Holonde, at Caleyse byene oure felles And
oure wolles. 1449 Paston Lett. No. 68. I. 86 The cheff

schyppys of Duchelond, Holond, Selond, and Flaundrys.
1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. i. 143 He went ambassador
into Holland to the States General. 1655 SIR W. LOWER
tr. De Cerizier's Innoc. Lord^-j All those effeminates, whom
the Cloth of Holland hurteth.

fig. 1866 HOWF.LLS Venet. Life 256 The vegetable and
fruit market where whole Hollands of cabbage and Spains
of onions opened on the view.

b. attrib. esp. in names of products received
from Holland : see quots. Holland-toad, a small
Dutch herring-boat. Holland-cloth : see 2.

1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach's Husb. in. (1586) 147 Next are
commended the Holland Cheese, the Cheese of Normandy,
and the English Cheese. 1614 Eng. Way to Wealth, m
Harl. Misc. (Malh.) III. 237 Vessels of divers fashions.,

go.. for herrings .. and they are called . . Holland-toads.

1684 tr. Bonefs Merc. Comfit. 4 Lime mixed with Holland
soap eats deep enough into the flesh. 1807 VANCOUVER
Agric. Devon (1813) 58 A slate formerly taken up at East
Alwington, and exported under the name of Holland blues.

2. A linen fabric, originally called, from the

province of Holland in the Netherlands, Holland
cloth. When unbleached called brown Holland.
14*7 Wills I; fnv. N. C. (Surtees 1835) 77 Unum super-

pelliciuin novum de holand-cloth. c 1450 Cov. Myst. (Shaks.
Soc.) 241 A shert of feyn Holond. 1502 ARNOLDF. Chron.
(1811) 206 Item a pece Holland or ony other lynnen cloth.

IS4" Nottingham Rec. HI. 220 Thre elnes of Holand cloth.

1551-2 Househ. Ace. f"cess Eliz. in Cantden Misc. II. 31
For vj. ellnesof hollande for towelles. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen.
IV, in. ni. 82 Holland of eight shillings an Ell. 1617
MORYSON /tin. in. i6g Women . . cover* their heads with a
c yfe of fine holland linen cloth. 1661 in J. Russell Haigs
(1881) 470 To bay holen . . to make bands of. 1666 DRVDEN
Ann. Mirat. ccvi, Some . . For folded turbans finest holland

S??,' 5s73
"4 GKEW A "at- Trunks ic. vii. 13 All our fine

Hollands are made of Flax. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey),
Holland or Holland-Cloth, a kind of Linnen Cloth made
in that Country. 1848 DICKENS Domtey iii, Every chan-
delier or lustre, muffled in Holland. 1852 R. S. SURTEES
Sfongtfs Sf. Tour (1893) 134 He had the house put away
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in brown Holland, the carpets rolled up, the pictures
covered, the statues shrouded in muslin. 1884 Times
(weekly ed.) 12 Sept. 7/1 Frocks of neat brown holland
embroidered with scarlet.

b. attrib. or in Comb.: of Holland (cloth).
1554 Bury Wills (Camden) 146 Oon paier of holland

shetes. 1660 in Harl. Misc. (i8nj VII. 198 Six dozen of
i large fine Holland handkerchiefs. 1712 STEELE Sped. No.

518 F 9 An open breast, with an audacious display of the
Holland shirt. 1879 EDNA LYALL Won by Waiting xxvi,

: Looking cool and countrified in their brown holland suits.

3. Lomb. ^in sense 2), as Holland-weaver \ hol-

I

land-lined adj.

1895 Wtstitt. Gaz. 13 Sept. 3/1 Ancient holland-Uned
barouches.

Ho'llander. [f.
HOLLAND + -ER 1

.]
A native

of Holland, a Dutchman ; also a Dutch ship.
1547 BOORDE Introd. Knowl. ix. (1870) 148 And I am a

Holander ; good cloth I do make, 1604 SHAKS. Oth. 11. iii.

80 Your Dane, your Germaine, and your swag-belly'd
Hollander, (.drinke hoa) are nothing to your English. 1708
J. CHAMBERLAYNE St. Gt. Brit. n. i. ii. (1737) 326 There has
been at one Time in Brassay-Sound, 1500 Sail of Hollanders.

1777 FKANKLIS Lett. Wks. 1889 VI. 82 Those supplies were
openly furnished by Hollanders at St. Eustatia. 1835
MACAULAY//M/. Eng. xvii, IV. 3 It was said.. Whenever the

dignity of the English flag . . was concerned, he forgot that
he was a Hollander.

Ho'llandish, a. Now rare. [f.
as prec. +

-ISH.] Of or belonging to Holland (province or

country) ; Dutch.
z6iz CORYAT Crudities 652 The rest of the Zelandish and

Hollandish cities. 1626 in Crt. $ Times Chas. I (1848) I.

133 A Hollandish pirate . . who in a short time hatb taken

130 sail of ships. 1846 WORCESTER cites Ann. Reg.

Hollands (hp-landz), sb. [ad. Du. hollandsch

(ch mute), Hollandish, Dutch, in hollandsch ge-

never, Hollands gin.] A grain spirit manufactured
in Holland : more fully Hollands gin^ formerly
Hollands geneva.
[1714 W. WACSTAFFE Let.fr. Batk 27 By all Means, you

must renounce Holland Geneva, and Brunswick Mum.J 1788
J. MAY Jrnl. $ Lett. (18731 26 A case-bottle .. filled with
Hollands, of which each of us took a sling. 1812 Examiner
23 Nov. 739/1 He. .ordered a glass of Hollands and water.

1832 Veg. Subst. Food 53 The grain spirit .. known .. as
Hollands Geneva. iS6a Chambers' Encycl. IV. 755 The
Dutch . . call the Hollands-gin (which is their national

spirit; giniva. 1894 CROCKETT Raiders (ed. 3) 138 A square
bottle of Hollands.

Ho'llantide, short for All-hollantide, All-

hallowtide : see ALL-HALLOw(a.
1573 TUSSER Husb. xxi. (1878) 55 At Hallontide, slaughter

time entereth in. i8o R, HITCHCOCK Politic Plat in Arb.
Garner\\. 158 Continuing very good until Hollentide. 1607
MIDDLETON Fam. of Love iv. i, At what time wert thou
bound, Club ! at Guttide, Hollantide, or Candletide ? 1731
SWIFT Mem. Creichton Wks. 1763 X. 195 The Hollantide
after I arrived in Ireland. 1795 D. WALKER Agric. Sun 1

.

Herts. 28 From harvest to Hpllandtide. 1870 Dublin Even.
Mail i Nov., Great Hollantide Fair of Drogheda.
t Ho'llbarowe. Obs. [f. HOLL a. + BABROW

j.3] A barrow having a body of the form of a
shallow box.

453-4 Durham MS. Hostill. Roll,\ Holl Barowe. 1480-1
Durham MS. Cell. Roll, Pro factura unius hollbarowe et

ij stanebarowes, vjrf.

Holle, obs. form of HOLL, HULL, WHOLE.
t Ho'lleke. Obs. [OK. holUac, f. hoi, HOLL a.

+ Mac, LEEK ; cf. Ger. hohllauch.] A species of

Allium or onion : according to i6th c. writers, the

Chibol, Cibol, or Welsh onion, Allium fistulo-
sum ; earlier writers appear to apply it to the

Scallion or Shallot (A. ascalonicunt).
c 1000 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 270/29 Duricorium, holleac.

14 .. Nom. Ibid. [710/28 Hec ftinnitla, a scalyone] 710/31
Hec ascolonia, a holleke. 1483 Catk. Angl. 187/2 An hpl-
leke, himila [cf. John de Garlande (c 1225) Dictionarius

(Wright b'ocab. 136), inula Gallice dicitur eschaloigne\.
1548 TURNER Names of Herbes 25 s.v. Cepa, Hole leke.

1551 Herbal \. I ij b, Ye herbe which is called of hym
[Pliny] cepa ftssilts . . is it that we call in englysh holleke,
& the duche men call Sere or Suer, and in fresland Snerley,

Ibid.) The onyons that we cal hollekes ar of this nature,
that if one be set alone that their wil a greate sorte within
a shorte space growe of that same roote. [1611 COTGR.,
CibouUi a Chiboll, or hollow Leeke.J

Hollen, obs. form of HALLAN.
1674-91 RAY N. C. Words 135 The Hollen, is a wall about

2 yards high, used in dwelling houses to secure the family
from the blasts of wind, rushing in when the heck is

open.

Hollen, obs. f. HOLLIN, holly. Holli, holliche,
obs. f. WHOLLY. Hollibut, obs. f. holibut, HALI-
BUT. Hollidamfe, -dome, obs. ff. HALIDOM.
Hollie-. in comb. [

= HoLY with shortened

vowel : cf. holiday, etc.] In hollie point, hollie

stitch : see quots.
i88a CAULFEILD & SAWARD Diet, h'cedfavork, Hollit'

Point, a needle lace much worked in the Middle Ages.
The word is a corruption of Holy Point and was used to
denote Church Laces. Ibid., Hollie Stitch, the Stitch
used in making Hollie Point is a description of Buttonhole,

t Ho'lliglass. Obs. Also6holi-, holyglasse.

[A corruption of hwvleglas, owliglasse, OWLGLASS,
f. Ger. Eulenspiegel.] An Owlglass, a buffoon.

1583 Leg. tip. St. Androis 51 in Satir. Poems Reform.
xlv, Now Holyglass, returning hame, To play the sophist
thought no schame. 1596 BLAKE Serin, in G. Hickesught
Spirit of Popery (j.

, .

Privy-Council were HolH-

HOLLO.

glasses, Cormorants, and men of no Religion, a 1639
SPOTTISWOOD Hist. Ch. Scotl. vi. (1677) 425.

Hollihocke, -oke, etc., obs. ff. HOLLYHOCK.

Hpllili, holleil ',h(?-lin, -en). Now arch, or
dial. Forms : i holen, holejn, 3-6 holin, -yn,
5 holing, holyng(e, 5-6 holyne, 6- hollen 1,6

holine, holene, hollynne, 7 hollyn, hollirage),

7-9 hollin. [OE. holen, holegn, radically related

to OHG. hulis, huls, Ger. and Du. hulst (also,
from OHG., F. houx} ;

the OE. form appears to
be cognate with Welsh celyn, Corn, celin, Bret.

kelen, Ir. cuillcan holly ]
- HOLLY. (Still a com-

mon form in Scotland.)
(7725 Corpus Gloss. 53 Acrifolus, hole^n. c 1000 /ELFRIC

Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker
1^58 38 Acrifolms, holen. c 1325

Gloss. W. de Biblesw. in Wright \
7
oc. 163 La hoits

t

holyn. 1450 Bk. Curtasye 309 in Babees Bk. 311 per
browgt schalle be a holyn kene, fat sett schalle be in erber

grene. 1450 HOLLAND Howlat 48, I sawe ane Howlat
..vndir ane holyne. 1501 Presentm. Juries in Snrtees
Misc. (1888) 30 Thomas Ternour . . has pylled hollynnes in
diverse places, a 1650 Marr. Sir Caw. 55 in Furniv.

Percy Folio I. 109 Betwixt an oke & a greene hollen. 1816
SCOTT A ntiq. xxxiii, Make your merry men gather the thorn,
and the brier, and the green hollin. 1858 KINGSLEY Poems,
Red King 8, I saw thee lie under the hollins green.

b. attrib. and Comb. Hollin cock, hollin
stick : see quots.
c 1000 Sax. Leeckd. II. 78 Wyl on waetere . . holen rinde.

Ibid. 356 jenim holen leafa. 13. . Ga-w. fy Gr. Knt. 206 In
his on honde he hade a holyn bobbe. c 13*5 Gloss. W.
de Biblesw. in Wright Voc. 163 La houce, holin-tree.

1483 Catk. Angl. 187/2 An Holyn bery, hitssnm. 1560
HOLLAND Crt. Yenns \. 88 His Spainje cloik was of the
Holine hew. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 349/2 Hollin
Sticks used by Cordwainers, not that they are made of
Hollin Wood, but a peculiar name so given them, with
them they burnish and polish the upper Leather, and sides of
the Sole Leather ; also by the sharp ends they run Riggets,
and score the Leather with what Devises they please. 1848
Zoologist VI. 2290 The missel thrush, .a

'
hollin cock '.

t Ho'Uness, holness. Obs. [f. HOLL a. +
-NESS. Cf. HOWNESS.] Hollowness, cavity.
1483 Cath. Angl. 188/1 An Hollnes, cauitas. c 1490

Promp. Paru. 244/2 (MS. K) Holnes, concavitas.

Hollo, hollow (h(>'l<0, *** a d s&' [Akin to

holla and hallo.']

A. int. A call to excite attention, also a shout of

encouragement or exultation: = HOLLA 2, 3.
1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. n. i. 25 Hollo, what storme is this?

1589 Pappe w. Hatchet C b, Hollow there, glue me the
beard I wore yesterday. 1697 W. CLELAND Poems, Hollow
my Fancie 79 Hollow my Fancie, hollow, Stay thou at home
with me. tyioAcc. Last Distemp. T. Whiggi. 10 Hollow,
Hollow Boys, replied the staring Populace. 1761 STERNK Tr.

Shandy VII. xiii, Hollo 1 Ho I the whole world's asleep !

bring out the horses. 1796 SCOTT William $ Helen i,

Hollo ! thou felon, follow here. i&i$Sai'oyard n. iii, Holo !

there ! (Enter Servant) Give me a goblet. 1885 BAILLIE-
HAMILTON Mr. Moittenello \. 176 Hollo ! Thornton, is that

you?
B. sb. A shout of hollo ! a loud shout ; esp. a

cry in hunting ; cf. HALLOO sb., HALLOW sb

1598 TOFTE Alba (1880) 79 But when th' acquainted
Hollow he doth heare . . He leaues his flight, and backward
turnes againe. 1670 Caveat to Con-venticlers 4 He was no
soxiner seated, but he gave a lowd Hollow through the
Air. 1697 tr. C^tess D'Aitnoy's Tra-v. (1706) 9 They set

forth lowder Hollows than before, and wished me a good
Journey. 1798 COLERIDGE Ane. Mar. i. xviii, The Albatross

..every day for food or play, Came to the Marinere's
hollo ! i8j3 BYRON Age Bronze xiii, The hounds will

gather to their huntsman's hollo.

attrib. 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. W. xxii, The deep-mouthed
watch-dog, at hollow distance.

Hollo, hollow (lvi<r, holla (h<rla), v.

Forms : 6-9 hollow, holla, 7-9 hollo, holloa

(6 holow, 7 holo, holloe, 8 holloo, 9 holler).

[Connected with HOLLA inf., HOLLO int. ; also

with HALLO inf. and HALLOW z;.
2
]

1. intr. To cry out loud, to shout, vociferate ; to

halloo.

1542 BOORDE Dyetary xxxii. (1870) 295 Vocyferacyon,
holowynge, cryeng. 1599 PORTER Angry Worn. Abingd.
(Percy Soc.) 65 Why, hollow to me, and I will answere
thee. 1643 FULLER Holy <y Prof. St. \\. xix. 122 'Tis mad-
ness to holloe in the ears of sleeping temptation. 1647 H.
JAQ9X. SongofSoul \\. App. Ixvi, Ifone hollowed from highest
Heaven aboven. 1654 H. L'ESTRANGE Chas. I (1655) 19
Houting and ho-lo-ing, not only to the disturbance of that

duty, but scorn of our Religion. 1675 HOBBES Odyss. vi.

286 As far as one that Holla's heard can be. 1737 SWIFT
Gnlliver n. i, I was going to holla after them. 1737
FIELDING Tumble Down Dick iii. Song, Then to some
hollow tree she flies, To hollow, hoot, and howl. 1748
F. SMITH Voy. Disc. I. 24 They Holloed at Times, as they
approached. 1842 GEN. P. THOMPSON Exerc. I. 3 The
more the boys holla'd [1829 hallooed], and called out
'

Whip behind '. 1865 KINGSLEY Herew. iii, Dont holla till

you are out of the wood. 1883 BARING-GOULD John Herring
I.i. 7 Cobbledick.. said, 'Ifyou holler, I'll smash your head .

1885 BOMPAS Life F. Buckland-m They all rushed after me
shouting and holloing.

b. To call to the hounds in hunting.
1612 Tiuo Noble K. n. it, To our Theban hounds .. No

more now must we hollo. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614}

432 As we use here in England to hollow, whoope or shout

at Houndes. 1674 N. Cox Gentl. Recreat. i. (1677) 75

Blowing and hollowing until the Hounds are come in. 1735
SOMERVILLE Chase n. 63 He levels ev'ry Fence, Joins in the

common Cry, and hollows loud. 1884 Punch. 18 Oct., They
hunted an' they hollo'd and they blew their horns also.



HOLLOA.
2. trans, a. with the thing shouted as object.
1593 SHAKS. Rich. I!, iv. i. 54 As many lies As may be

holloa'd in thy treacherous ear. 1596 i Hen. IV, i. iii.

222 And in his eare, He holla Mortimer. 1654 GATAKER
Disc. Apot. 85 The Independents may cry and hollow it up
to the Pygmies on the tops of their Towres. 1701 ROWE
Amb. Step*Moth. v. ii, I will pursue thee And hollow Ven-

geance in thy guilty Ears. 1788 V. KNOX Winter Even. xli.

(R.), The hostlers, .hollo to the three footmen .. Who is it?

who is it? 1855 BROWNING Transcendentalism n Speak
prose and hollo it till Europe hears !

b. To call after (in hunting) ; to call or shout to.

1605 SHAKS. Lear \\\. i. 55 He that first lights on him,
Holla the other. 1607 Cor. i. viii. 7 If I flye Martius,
hollow me like a Hare. 1633 P. FLETCHER Poet. Misc. 59 Th'
unlucky Parrat, and death-boding Owl. .Hollow their mates.

3. With adv. Hollo away, to drive away by
holloing; hollo in, off, to call in or off (dogs, etc.)

by shouting ;
hollo out^ to shout out.

1602 Narcissus (1893) 478 Hollowe in the hind doggs.
a 1621 BEAUM. & FL, Thierry n. H, Let's to horse, And
hollow in the troop. 1648 H ERRICK f/esfer.. Parson
Beanes, Six dayes he hollows so much breath away, That on
the seaventh,he can nor preach, or pray. 1653 FULLER C/t.

Hist. in. iv. 20 Such hounds are easier laid on, then
either rated or hollowed off. 1683 K.ENNETT tr. Erasm. on
Folly in They'I sometimes mutter their words inwardly
and then of a sudden hollow them out. 1748 Anson's
Voy. in. iii. 328 He hollowed out with great extasy, The
skip) the ship.

Hence Holloing vbl. sb. ; also attrib.

1596 SHAKS. Merck. V* v. i. 43 Leaue hollowing man,
heere. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 235 No voice, crie, hollaing
and hputing.. affrighted this kind of fish. 1767 CARTERET
in Pkil. Trans. LX. 21 With a great hollowing noise. 1860
GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. III. cxix. 61 War, after all, is

not settled by hollaing, any more than horse-racing.

Holloa ^V10u-), inf., so., v. A form of HOLLO
leading on to HALLOA, q.v.
A. int. (See quots.)
[17260. ROBERTS Four Years Voy. 30 So I answer'd him,

Ho lo-l 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine^ Holloa, . .an exclama-
tion of answer, to any person, who calls to another to ask
some question, or to give a particular order . . The master. .

calls, Main-top, hoay ! To which they answer, Holloa !

1866 CRAVEN Meg's Diversion n. 40 Holloa ! Meg, frolick-

some Meg, here ! 1867 SMYTH Sailor's lVord-ok. t Holloa*
or kolla, an answer to any person calling from a distance, to
show

they
hear. 1883 MRS. OLIPHANT Ladies Lindores I.
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'

Holloa !

'

he cried,
'

Gone, are they !

'

B. sb. A shout of * holloa !

'

1749 FIELDING Tom Jones vn. iii, The same holloa wnich
attends the departure of a hare, when she is first started.
1861 HUGHES Tom Brown at Oxf. vi, It was an uncommon
bad night for running by holloas.

C. vb. To call
' holloa !

'

;
to shout so as to call

attention, express surprise, etc.

1666 RvMtMGraceAb. r 173 Then would the text cry. .as
if it did holloa after me. 1858 R. S. SvRTEEsAs&Mamwa
Ixiv. 287 He holloaed out to the grooms. 1885 Badm.
Libr., Hunting 144 The result of holloaing immediately a
fox has crossed a ride often is to make him pop back again.

tHollock. Obs. Alsohallocke,hullock,-ok.
[a. Sp. aloqtte (in Minsheu haloque} adj., light red,

sb., a species of wine of fine red colour, a. Arab.

, haluqi) adj. from
Jj^la. haliiq^ an aromatic

of clear red colour (Dozy). (Notwithstanding
the identification by Florio, it is not related to
It. aigleuco, L. aigleucos y Pliny.)] A Spanish wine
of a fine red colour.

1576 GASCOIGNE Diet Droonkardes (1780) 18 We must have
. .Sack, Hollocke, Canaria wine. 1598 in Aberdeen Burgh
Rec. (1844-8) II. 176 Thrie quartis of the best wyne, tovit,
hullok,and wynetent. 1599 MiNSHEU^>a. Dial. 18/2 Wines
.. Hallocke, claret, candie. 1611 FLORIO, Aigliuco vfno,
sweet hollocke wine. 1620 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Praise
Hempseed Wks. (1630)65 Hollock and Tent would be of
small repute. 1660 Act 12 Ckas. II, c. 4 Scked., Sackes,
Canaryes, Malegaes, Maderaes, Romneys, Hollocks,
Bastards, Tents & Allicants.

Hollocore, obs. form of HALALCOR.
Holloo, var. of HALLOO int. and v.

1671 EACHARD Obs. Answ. Cont. Clergy (1705) 4 Claps his

Hands, and cries, Holloo to the Armies that are drawing up.
1709 STEELE Toiler No. 19 r 2 To all that ride mad after

Foxes, that holloo when they see an hare. 1735 SWIFT
Legion Club 67 At the parsons, Tom, holloo, boy.
Hollop, a sailor's corruption of ORLOP.
1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic. Ixxxvi, Several feet of under-

water logging in her hold and hollop.

Hollow (hfrbu), sb. Forms: 1-2 holh, 3 noli,
6- holow, hollow. [OE. holh (cf. OHG. Att/iwa,
hulwa, MHG. Mlwe, pool, puddle, slough) :

OTeut. *holhwo-
t app. radically related to OE. 7w/,

HOLL a., HOLE sb.
} and hole, HOLK, cavity; but

the nature of the formation is obscure. As shown
under HOLE sb. (q.v.), hollow represents an inflex-

ion of holh, */wlw-e, *kolw-es t etc., whence ME.
kolwe, kolewe, holowe, while the inflexional type
*kol-e, *hol-es, etc., fell together with HOLE sb.

OE. hoik was only sb. ; it was perh. from association with
//, which was both adj. and sb., that hoik was also made
an adj. in early ME. : see next word. But the history is

peculiar, for while the sb. came down to 1205, in ME. only
the adjective occurs ; the sb. reappears c 1550, app. formed
anew from the adj. ; from which time both sb. and adj.
have been in common use.]

1. A hollow or concave formation or place, which
has been dug out, or has the form of having so
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been: f a. a hole, cave, den, burrow (obs.} ; fb. a
hole running through the length or thickness of

anything ;
a bore (obs.} ; c. a surface concavity,

more or less deep, an excavation, a depression on

any surface
;
d. an internal cavity (with or with-

out an orifice); a void space.
1:897 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past, xxxiii. 218 Holh wses

beboden 5ast sceolde beon on 5xm weobude uppan, fonSxm
3ast wind ne meahte Sa lac tostencean. Ibid. xxxv. 240
Daer se iii ha:fde his holh. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 23 pah an
castel beo wel bemoned mid monne and mid wepne, and her
beo analpi holh bat an mon mei crepan in. c 1305 LAY.

20848 [The fox] holies [c 1275 holes] him wurcheS.

ft. In modern English.
1560 BIBLH (Genev.) Gen, xxxii. 25 He touched y holow

of his thigh, and the holow of laakobs thigh was losed.

1592 SHAKS. Rom. <$ Jul. m. v. 3 It was the Nightingale,
and not the Larke, That pier'st the fearefull hollow of thine

eare. 1605 Lear n. iii. 2 By the happy hollow of a Tree.
1611 BIBLE Isa. xl. 12 Who hath measured the waters in

the hollow of his hand? 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614)

774 The first Indians, .had one, and some both of their teats

bored thorow, in the hollow wherof . . they wear a Reed.

1658 A. Fox IVurtz' Surg. in. viii. 240 If congealed bloud be
in the body, and that within the hollow of it. 1687 A. LOVELL
tr. T/tevenot 's Trav. 1. 165 We rested in the hollow of a Rock,
where we spent the Night. 1691 RAY Creation n. (1692)
62 The hollow of the Bones, .serves to contain the Marrow.

1703 MOXON Aleck. Exerc, 218 An Hollow on the Tooth [of
a tool] makes a Round upon the Work ; and a Round upon
the Tooth, makes an Hollow on the Work. 1707 Curios, in

Husb. fy Gard. 253 A like Iron Pipe, whose hollow were

very small. ^1850 Rndim. Navig. (Weale) 124 Sometimes
the back sweep which forms the upper part of the top-
timber is called the top-timber hollow. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's

Word-bk., Hollow, the bore of a rocket. 1875 KNIGHT
Diet. Meek,, Hollow, .the empty portion of a bastion.. .The

depression in an anvil-face or fullering. 1884 A. R. PEN-
NINGTON IViclifix. 296 Such places as the hollow of an oak.

1884 BOWER & SCOTT DC Barys Phaner. 201 Completely
closed hollows or cavities.

fig* I^S3 ROBERTSON Serin. Ser. HI. xxi. 271 The empty
hollow of an unsatisfied heart.

2. spec. A depression on the earth's surface ;
a

place or tract below the general level or sur-

rounded by heights ; a valley, a basin.

1553 BRENDE Q. Curtius 170 All the holowes and valeys
there about rebounding with the voice of so many thousandes.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 96 Within the inner compasse and
hollow of Africke. 1649 Providence (R.I.) Rec. (1893) II. 9
His 6 acre Lot .. runneth all along on the brow or top of
that Hollow. 1725 DE FOE Voy. round World (1840) 258
A very narrow but deep hollow. 1846 H. BECKELY Hist. Ver-
mont 55 The vallies and hollows interspersed among the
mountains and hills are generally very fertile. 1878 HUXLEY
Physiogr. 16 The river then does really occupy a hollow, in-

closed on three sides by high ground. 1885 Miss THACKKRAY
Mrs. Dymond 18 Can you make out the sea, Susy? Look,
there it is shining in the hollow.

3. The middle or depth (of night or of winter) :

= Sc. howe.
1865 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. xv. ix. VI. 62 These were Fried-

rich's last general orders, given in the hollow of the night.
4. Short for hollow meat, hollow moulding^

hollow plane, hollow square : see HOLLOW . 7.

1726 NEVE Builder's Diet., Hollow, a Term in Archi-

tecture, by which is meant a Concave Molding, being
about a Quadrant of a Circle ; by some it is called a Case-
ment

t by others an Abacus. 1764 FOOTS Mayor of G. i.

(1783) 13, I learnt to form lines, and hollows, and squares.
18*3 EGAH Grose's Diet. Vnlg. T., Hollow, among epicures,
means poultry. Nothing but hollow for dinner. 1850
HOLTZAPPFFEL Turning II. 492 Concave and convex planes,
called hollows and rounds.

6. Bookbinding. A strip of thick paper or paste-
board, cut to the height and thickness of the book
for which the boards and cloth are intended, and
which acts as a gauge for the guidance of the case-

makers and as a stiffener for the cloth at the back
of the book (Urfs Diet. Arts (1875) I. 421).
Hollow (kfW) t

a. and cutv. Forms : 3 holh,
holeh, holeuh, holu, 3-4 holg, holewe, 3-5
holw(e, 4 holou, -ou3, -ough, 4-5 holow$, 4-6
holow(e, 5 holgh, holuge, 6 hollowe, 6- hollow.

[ME. hoi}, holeh, also holu, inflected holwe, holewe^

identical in form with holh, hoi), pi. holjes, holwes
sb. : see prec. The development of -lw(e, -low from

-Ige, -tg, is normal : tf.follow, hallow, sallow, etc.]
A. adj.

1. Having a hole or cavity inside
; having an

empty space in the interior
; opp. to solid.

a 1250 Owl fy Night. 1113 An hoi? [v.r. holeh] stoc hwar
bu J>e miht hude. c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 202/96 In one
holewe weie onder eorbe. 1397 R. GLOUC. (1724) 251 And
made kynges fourme of bras al holu wybinne. 13. . Gaw.
<y Gr. Knt, 2182 Al watz hoi? in-with, no-bot an olde caue.
c 1350 Will. Palerne 295 Vnder an holw ok. 1387 TREVISA
Higden (Rolls) III. 395 A ?erde of fir holow} wi[> ynne as
a pipe. 1398 Barth. De P. R. vm. xxi. (1495) The
sterres ben rounde, .and ben sadde and sotinde, not holough
notherhooly in the vtter party. 1530 PALSGR. 232/1 Holowe
spere, bourdon. 1577 B. GOOGE HeresbacKs Hnsb. iv.

(1586) 190 b, The juice thrust into a hollow tooth, asswageth
the paine. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 567 This was
hollow, the other solid. Ibid. 833 Blow it thorow hollow
canes. 1674 tr. Scheffer's Lapland 84 In trunks of trees
made hollow either by fire or age. 1748 Anson's Voy. i. iii.

30 Orellana placed his hands hollow to his mouth, and bel-

lowed out the war-cry used by those savages. 18x7 J.
BRADBURY Trav. Amur. 286 note, Although many species
of trees are liable to become hollow, yet none are so per-
fectly hollowed as the gum tree. [1848 LOWELL Biglow P.

HOLLOW.
Ser. i. iv. 15 A marciful Providunce fashioned us holler,
O' purpose thet we might our principles swaller.]

b. Having an empty or vacant space beneath.

1657 R. LIGON Barkadoes (1673) 43, I would raise my
foundation ..three foot above ground; leaving it hollow
underneath for Ventiducts. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Tkevenot's
Trav. i. 124 Alexandria is all hollow under, being an entire

Cistern. 1703 T. N. City $ C. Purchaser 136 They ..dry
and season their Boards.. laying them . . hollow for the Air
to play between them. 1860 TVNDALL Glac. \. iii. 28 The
floor. . was snow, which I knew to be hollow beneath.

t C. Porous or open in texture or composition ;

the opposite of close, compact, or solid. Obs.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. in. xx. (1495) The tonge
towchinge the complexion of the substaunce therof is holpwe
and full of holes. 1733 J. TULL Horse-Hoeing Hitsb. vi. 24
Roots and Plants, which otherwise require the lightest and
hollowest Mould. Ibid.> note, 'Tis easier .. to imitate this
Artificial Dust in hollow than in strong Land.
2. Having a hole, depression, or groove on the

surface; depressed below the surrounding surface,

sunken, indented ; excavated, concave.
c 1205 LAY. 761 Wes ^e wei holh & long, a 1250 Owl $

Night, 643 Mi nest is hols \v.r. holeuh]. ('1385 CHAUCER
L. G. W. 2193 Ariadne, The holwe rokkis answerden hire

a-gayn. c 1440 Promt, Parv. 242/2 Holow, as vessellys . .

cancavits. 1577 B. GOOGE Hcresbach's Husb. i. (1586) 44
Then must the grounde neither lye hollowe, nor in hilles.

1674 tr. Scheffer's Lapland 8 The snows . . continue undis-
solv'd in hollow places between the hills. 1703 MOXON
31cch. Exerc. 150 If any part of the Floor prove hollow,
they lay a Chip . . upon that hollow place, to bare up the
Board. Ibid. 187 The hollow edge of the Hook. 1854
HAWTHORNE Eng. Notf-Bks. (1879) I. 151 Our way to it was
up a hollow lane.

b. Ol the eyes, cheeks, etc.

13.. E. E, A Hit. P. B. 1695 HoUe were his ygen. 1509
HAWES Past. Pleas, xxix. (Percy) 135 Hys eyen holow,
and his nose croked, 1577 B. GOOGE Heresbactfs Hnsb.
in. (1586) 117 A horse when he beginnes to be olde, his

temples waxe hollowe. 17*6 Adv. Capt. K. Boyle 114
With hollow Cheeks, and Eyes black. 1858 MRS. CARLYLE
Lett. II. 358 Bess .. was rather thinner, and her eyes
hollower. 1873 LONGF. Challenge ix, Hollow and haggard
faces Look into the lighted hall.

C. Of the sea : Having the troughs between the

crests of the waves very deep.
I7a6 G. ROBERTS 4 Years Voy. 10 With a very hard Gale

of Wind.. and a very deep hollow Sea. 1748 Anson's Voy.
i. x. 104 The ship laboured very much in a hollow sea. 1805
Naval Chron. XIII. 469 The sea was running very hollow.

1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk,, Hollow Sen, the undulation
of the waves after a gale ; long hollow-jawed sea ; ground-
swell.

3. Empty, vacant, void
; hence, having an empty

stomach, hungry; lean, starved-look ing.
1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. v. 108 So hungri and so holewe.

c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 289 He nas nat right fat, I vndertake.
But looked holwe and ther to sobrely. c 1460 Towneley
Myst. ii. 310, I will fayre on feld ther oure bestis ar, To
looke if may be holgh or full. 1597 SHAKS. a Hen. fl^, i.

iii. 75 His Coffers sound With hollow Pouerty, and Empti-
nesse. 1598 Merry rV, iv. ii. 171 As iealous as Ford,
that searcn'd a hollow Wall-nut for his wiues Lemman.
1858 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. iv. ii. I. 392 That also is gone ;

and the hollow Eternities have swallowed it. 1878 B.
TAYLOR Deukalion i. i. 21 The strains dissolve into the
hollow air. Mod. It must be getting towards dinner-time ;

I'm feeling pretty hollow.

4. transf. Of sound : Wanting body ; not full-

toned ;

;

sepulchral '.

1563 SACKVILLE in Mirr, Mag.. Induct, xliv, With broken
and hollow playnt. 1583 EARL NORTHAMPTON De/enstttive
Ep. Ded., Like young babies, they regarde. .Rattles that
can make a kind of hollow sound. 1633 T. JAMES Voy. 8 It

made a hollow . . noyse, like an ouer-fall of water. 1798 W.
NARES in Anti-yeteobm xxii. (1852) 106 My voice as hollow
as a ghost's. 1881 BKOADHOUSE Mus. Acoustics 175 If only
the uneven partials are present . . the quality of tone is

hollow. 1887 BOWEN Virg. JEncid\\. 546 On the brass of the
buckler it smote with a hollow ring.

5. fig. Of persons and things: Wanting soundness,

solidity, or substance; empty, vain; not answer-

ing inwardly to outward appearance ; insincere,
false.

a 1529 SKELTON Sp. Parrot 595 So many holow hartes, and
so dowbyll faces. 1579 LYLY Euphues (Arb.) 113 Too holy
a profession, for so hollow a person. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI,
in. ii. 66 It is knowne we were but hollow Friends. 1593
Rich. //, I. iv. 9. 1655 FULLER C/t. Hist. iv. iv. 14 The
Kings Army was hollow at the heart. 1769 Junius Lett.

xxix. 131 A false or hollow friendship. 1781 GIBBON
Decl. $ F. II. xlii. 562 Flattering and hollow words.

1832 LANDER Adv. Niger I. v. 209 The governor's preten-
sions are as hollow as they are improbable. 1855 MOTLEY
Dutch Rep. v. iii. (1866) 696 The hollow truce with the

Huguenots in France had- -been again succeeded by war.

6. [f. the adv. : cf. B. 2.] Complete, thorough,
out-and-out, colloq.

1750 COVENTRY Pompey Litt. \. xvi. (1785) 41/1 It was
quite a hollffiv thing\ Goliah won the day. 1761 COLMAN
Jealous Wife v. (D.), So, my lord, you and I are both
distanced ; a hollow thing, damme. 1852 DICKENS Bleak
Ho. Ixiv, Which, in the opinion of my friends, is a hollow

bargain. 1894 Times 31 July n/i The Prince's cutter

steadily left her opponent and gained a very hollow victory.

7. In various collocations, chieny technical :

hollow-adz, -auger, tools with concave instead

of flat face, for curved work (Knight Diet.

Mech^} \
hoHow-bastion (see quot.) ;

hollow fire

(see quot.) ; hollow fowl, meat,
'

poultry,
rabbits, etc., any meat not sold by butchers*

(HalHwell) ; hollow spar [tr. Ger. hohlspat]) a



HOLLOW.
name for CHIASTOLITE (Ure Viet. Chan. 1823);
hollow-stock, name of the plants Leonotis ncpetse-

folia and Malvastrum spicatum (Cent. Diet. ) ;

hollow tower (see quot.) ; hollow-turner, a

mechanic who turns hollow or concave vessels,

funnels, etc. ;
hence hollow-turnery ; f hollow

vein, the vena cava ; hollow-way, a way, road,
or path, through a defile or cutting ; also extended,
as in quot. 1882. Hollow MONTH, MOULD, FLAKE,
SQDABE, HOLLOW-WARE : see these words.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey) s.v. Bastion, *Holloiu or Voided
Bastion, is that which has only a Rampart and a Parapet,
ranging about its Flanks and Faces, so that a void Space is

left towards the Center or Middle. 1881 RAYMOND Mining
Gloss., *Holloiv-Jirc, a kind of hearth with blast, used for

reheating the stamps produced in the South Welsh process
of fining, or the bars of blister-steel in the manufacture of
shear-steel. 1885 T. MOZLEY Remin. Towns, etc. I. 89
People had then to be content with ' "hollow fowl

',
as

poultry, ducks, and rabbits were alike called. 1828 Craven
Dial., *Hollow meat, fowls. 1706 PHILLIPS ted. Kerseyi
s.v. Tower,

*
Hollffiu Tower (in Fortify, a Rounding made

of the remainder of two Brisures, to joyn the Courtin to
the Orillon ; where the Small-Shot are plac'd that they may
not be too much expos'd to the Enemies View. 1887 T.
HARDY Woodlandcrs II. 243 Peeping out she saw .. the
"hollow-turner . . loading his wares wooden bowls, dishes,

r'gots,
spoons, cheese-vats, funnels and so on. Ibid. I. 56

neighbour engaged in the "hollow-turnery trade. 1591
SYLVESTER Du Bnrtas i. vi. 719 Through branching pipes
of the great *Hollow-vein.

i625_
HART Anat. Ur. II. viii.

105 Through the mesaraicke veines into the great porter
veine, and from thence into the great hollow veine. 1761
STERNE Tr. Shandy (1802) III. 147 Acquainted intimately
with every country . . the . . roads, and *hollow-ways which
lead up to them. 1882 D. GARDNER Quatre Bras, etc. 182

note. The term '

hollow-way
'

is employed by English writers
on this battle [Waterloo] . . to designate any means of

passage, from a footpath to a boulevard, which is enclosed
on the sides to a considerable height, whether by walls,
fences, hedges, houses, or embankments.
8. Comb. (parasynthetic),as hollow-backed,-billed,

-cheeked, -footed, -horned, -toned, -jawed, -vaulted,
-voiced adjs. Also HOLLOW-EYED, -HEAKTED.
1523 FITZHERB. Husb. 78 The nyne propertyes of an asse

. .the .vii. to be rounde foted, the .viii. to be holowe foted.

1603 J. DAVIES Microcosm. Wks. 1878 I. 17/2 Breath'd out
with grones, like hollow-voiced windes. 1791 COWPER
Yardley Oak 4 A shattered veteran, hollow-trunked perhaps.
1831 YOUATT Horse 31 (U. K. S.) Some persons prefer a
hollow-backed horse. 1854 OWEN Skel. q Teeth in Circ. Sc.,

Organ. Mat. 1.239 The ruminants. .called hollow-homed.

B. adv.

1. In a hollow manner ;
with a hollow sound or

voice ; insincerely. Obs. exc. in comb, (see 3).
1601 SHAKS. Twel. AT. m iv. 101 Lo, how hollow the

fiend speakes within him. 1607 TOPSELL Fottr-f. Beasts

(1658) 291 Then he will cough more hollow.

2. Thoroughly, completely, out-and-out ; also

(U.S.) all hollow, colloq.
[The origin of this is obscure, and has excited conjecture

from its first appearance in literature.]

1668-71 SKINNER Etymol. Ling. Angl. s. v., He carried it

Hollow, Lnculenter Vicit vet Superavit, .. credo dictum
quasi

' he carried it luholy''. 1762 FOOTE Orators I. Wks.

hollow, as the jockeys say. 1786 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar)
Farevi. Odes xiv. Wks. 1794 I. 185 I'm greatly pIeas'd..To
see the foreigners beat hollow. 1824 W. IRVING T. Trav. II.

39 Her_ blood carried it all hollow. 1839 Times 19 Oct., In
the article of hypocrisy . . as in sheer impudence, Minto has it

hollow. 1851 J. H. NEWMAN Cath. in Eng. 367 Local
opinion would carry it hollow against popular opinion. 1859
GEO. ELIOT A . Bede 47 She beats us younger people hollow.
3. In Comb., qualifying ppl. adjs., to which

hollow is hyphened ; mostly in sense 'with a hollow
sound

', as hollow-bellowing, -blustering, -ringing,
sounding, -whispering, etc. ; also ' with a hollow
foundation ', as hollow-grounded.
1611 SYLVESTER Du Bartas u. iv. v. Decay 537 O feeble

stay ! O hollow-grounded hope ! 1726-46 THOMSON Winter
737 The hollow-sounding plain Shakes from afar. Ibid.

989 Muttering, the winds.. Blow hollow-blust'ring from the
south. 1728-46 Spring t)\% The hollow-whispering breeze,
the plaint of rills. 1864 TENNYSON En. Ard. 599 The hoi-

lower-bellowing ocean.

Hollow (hp-10"), .
1

[f. HOLLOW a.}
1. trans. To render hollow or concave ; to make

a hollow in ; to excavate. Also with out.
c 1450 R. Gloucester's Chron. (r724) 415/1 note (MS. Coll.

Arms) Suche a stroke cam doune . . that hit holwed the
stonene walle to a mannes gretnesse. c 1477 CAXTON Jason
20 b, How well the stone is myned and hollowed by con-
tinuell droppyng of water. 1577 B. GOOGE Hercsbach's
Husb. n. (1586) 55 b, Hollowing it cunninglie with an Aulle
or a Bodking. 1727 Philip Qarll(i&,& 46 A rock hollowed
out like the entrance to a church. 1784 COWPER Task\\.
311 Some lonely elm That age or injury has hollowed deep.
1860 TYNDALL Glaciers i. xviii. 125 The wall of one [fissure]
. .was hollowed out longitudinally.

i

*
*,?*?

TENN*SON Love tf Duty 60 The want that hol-
low'd all the heart.

b. To bend into a hollow or concave shape.
IS98 B. JONSON Ev. Man in Hum. I. iv, Hollow your

body more sir, thus. 1831 TENNYSON Pal. oj Art 109
lollowmg one hand against his ear, To list a foot-fall.

1889 Macm. Mag. Aug. 246/2, I hollowed my hands into
the form of a binocular glass
2. To form by making a hollow (in something) ;

to excavate. Often with out.

342

1648 HERRICK Heifer., The Cruell Maid, Next, hollow
out a tomb to cover Me. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thevenot's
Trav. ii. 19 Who led us into a Grotto hollowed in the Rock.
1796 H. HUNTER tr. St. Pierre's Stud. Nut. (1799) III. 338
Amphitrile..intreated the Nereids to hollow out that little

bay. 1817 C. WOLFE Burial Sir J. Moore v, As we hol-
lowed his narrow bed, And smoothed down his lonely pillow.
3. To make hollow in tone.

1771 NUGENT tr. hist. Fr. Gerund I. 96 Hollowing his

voice, and snuffling with much sedate confidence.

4. intr. To become hollow or concave.
c 1860 CABER Hymn, The Length of Death viii, How

suddenly earth seems to hollow. 1891 Harper's Mag.
280/2 Her cheeks seemed to hollow in, and her chin shook.

Hence Hollowed (hp-Uwl), ppl. a., made hollow,
excavated

; Ho'llowing vbl. sb., a making hollow,
excavation

; also attrib., as in hollowing-iron,

-knife, -machine, etc.

1607 MARKHAM Ca-ual. vi. (16171 64 Make it by a little

hollowing to bear.. from the false quarter. 1613 PURCHAS
Pilgrimage akii^t^ In boats made of a hollowed tree (like
the Indian Canoas). 1641 in T. Lechford Note-bk. (1885) 428
One hollowing iron, .one rabbettingiron. 1697DRYDEN rfrf,
Georg. i. 207 Then first on Seas the hollow'd Alder swam.
1714 ADDISON Spectator No. 584 p 6 The digging of

Trenches, and the hollowing of Trees, for the better Dis-
tribution of Water. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mecft., Hollo-Mins-
knife (Coopering), a drawing-knife for working on concave
surfaces. 1876 Clin. Sac. Trans. IX. 191 When the child
was made to bend the body, this lumbar hollowing did not

disappear. 1884 J. PAYN Lit. Recoil. 217 His hollowed
hand and smiling attentive face. 1889 Daily News 12 Oct.
2/1 Wooden pipes and hollowed trunks of trees.

Hollow, v? : see HOLLO v.

t Ho-llowed, a. Obs. : see quot.
a 1734 R. WODROW Aiuilecta (1842) I. 104 Being of a

hardy frolic temper, or a little hollowed, as we call it.

Ho'llow-eyed,<z. Havingholloweyes; having
the eyes deep sunk in their orbits.
a 1529 SKELTON Vppon Deedman's Hed 1 1 No man may

him hyde From Deth holow eyed. 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err.
v. i. 240 A needy-hollow-ey'd-sharpe-looking-wretch. 1781
COWPER Hope 58 Hollow-eyed abstinence, and lean despair.
1870 P'CESS ALICE Mem. 31 Jan. (1884) 239 Victoria looks
very hollow-eyed, pale and wretched.

Ho'llow-hea'rted, a. Having a hollow heart ;

insincere, false.

1549 COVESDALE, etc. Erasm. Par. Eph. Prol. (R.),
Holowe-herted flatterye and craftye deceauyng. 1648
GAGE West Ind. xii. (1655) 43 Inwardly false and hollow
hearted. 1830 TENNYSON Poems 44 Hollowhearted apathy,
The cruellest form of perfect scorn.

Hence Ho llow-hea'rtedness, insincerity.
'549 COVERDALE, etc. ErastH. Par. i John 44 Except al

holowhartednes be also plucked quite out of ye mind. 1678
J. BROWN Life ofFaith (1824) I. n. 44 The Lord discovereth
the hollow-heartedness of many. 1816 SOUTHEY in Q. Rev.
XV. 539 They are haughty toward strangers, . . suspicious,
and full of hollow-heartedness.

Hollowly (h?-loli), adv. [f. HOLLOW a. + -LT 2.]
In a hollow manner; with a hollow sound; in-

sincerely.
a. 1547 SURREY JEneid n. 70 Wherewith the caves gan

hollowly resound. 1603 SHAKS. Meas.for M. n. iii. 23 He
..try your penitence, if it be sound, Or hollowly put on.

1607 MARKHAM Caval,\i, (1617)63 It may couer all thehoofe
hollowly that it may not touch the soale. 1814 Mermaid
n. i, How strange and hollowly his accents sound ! 1881 J.
HAWTHORNE Fort. Fool l. v, The sound echoed hollowly
through the house.

Hollowness (hp-lcnes). [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
1. The quality or condition of being hollow

;

concavity ; internal emptiness ; sunken condition.
14 . . Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 571/32 Cavitas, holwnehse.

c 1440 Promp. Paru. 244/1 Holownesse of a vessellc . . con-
Camillas. 1545 RAYNOLD Byrth Mankynde 9 b, The . . matrix
. .a strong bladder, hauyng in it but one vniuersal holonesse.
1593 SHAKS. Rich. II, i. ii. 59 Greefe boundeth where it

falls, Not with the emptie hollownes, but weight. 1664
EVELYN Pomona, iii. <R.), Old trees (quite decayed with an
inward hollownessi. a 1822 SHELLEY Mother 4- Son iii. 9
Within her ghastly hollowness of eye.

+ 2. concr. and semi-concr. A hollow formation
or place ; a hollow, cavity, or concavity. Obs.
c
137^4 CHAUCER Troyliis v. 1809 His lighte gost ful blys-

fully is went Vp to e holwghnesse of be seuenbe spere.
1480 CAXTON Descr. Brit. 6 Atte cherdhoke there is a grete
holownes vndererthe. 16x1 MARKHAM Country Content. \.y:ii.

65 The Perch . . abideth most in Creeks and hollpwnesses,
which are about the bank. 1715 MOLYNEUX in Phil. Trans.
XXIX. 375 There are Nine of these Hollownesses and as

many Eminences, undulated as they paint Sea Waves.
3. Of a sound or voice : see HOLLOW a. 4.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. VH. xxvii. (1495) 242
Vf holownesse comyth of drynesse, it is knowen by drye
coughe. 1605 SHAKS. Lear i. i. 156 Whose low sounds
Reuerbe no hollownesse. 1884 MRS. C. PRAED Zero II. 64
Helena was shocked at the hollowness of her voice.

4. Emptiness, vanity ; insincerity, falseness.

1608-33 Bp- HALL Medit. t, Vows (1851) 202 Dissect this

close heart of mine, .and if thou findest any hollowness, fill

it up. 1790 G. WALKER Serin. II. xxi. 118 A thorough
man of the world, who knows it in all its hollownesses. 1886
Manch. Exam. 13 Jan. 5/7 The hollowness of his profes-

Ho-llow-root. Herb. [A i6th c. transl. of G.

holwurtz, hohlwurtz, applied to Aristolochia, also

to Corydalis tuberosa : see Grimm.] a. A name
for Corydalis tuberosa (C. cava), also called hole-

wort and hollowworf) \ extended by Gerarde to

other species of Corydalis. b. erroneously, A name
for Adoxa jMoschatellina.

HOLLY.

1578 LYTE Dodoens in. ii. 316 (Of Holeworte) The roote
whiche is holpwe within is called in Germanic Holwurtz,
that is to say in English Holowe roote, or Holewurt. 1597
GERARDE Herbal n. ccccxlvi. (1633) 1092. 1753 CHAMBERS
Cycl. Supp^. App., Hollow-root, .a name sometimes given to
the .. fumitory. 1788 Chambers" Cycl., Moschatellina,
hollow root, or tuberose moschatel . . a little plant common
under our hedges, in spring. 1884 MILLER rtant-n., Hale-
mort, Hollow-wort, or Hollow-root. Corydalis tubcrosa
and Adoxa Moschatellina.

Htvllow-ware. Bowl- or tube-shaped ware of

earthenware,wood, or metal: now especially thelast.
1682 [see b). 1703 T. N. City q C. Purchaser 274 All

hollow Ware, (as they call Ridge-tylcs, Corner, Gutter, and
Dormar-tylesi. .1744-50 W. ELLIS Mod. Hnsbandm. VII.
n. 79 Maple . . is approved of by the turner for making
hullow-ware. 1880 Statist. Manuf. U. S. 1059 A coarse,
greenish glass, often termed bottle-glass . . It is called in this

country hollow ware. 1891 Daily News 9 Feb. 2/4 Cast-
iron hollow-ware is selling very slowly.

b. attrib. and Comb., as hollow-ware maker,
making, manufacturer, ) pewterer, trade, utensil.
i68a Lond. Gaz. No. 1717/8 Francis Scagood,. .Hollow-

Wear Pewterer, hath Molds and Stocks to Sell. 1881 Por-
celain Works, Worcester 21 The manufacture of soup
tureens, covered dishes, ewers and basins, &c. is called
Hollow Ware Pressing. These objects are all made in
moulds. 1888 A. N. PALMER Hist. Old Nonconf. Wrtxltam
76 A hollow-ware manufacturer at Bewdley.
Hollowwort (hpj'loiwyjt). = HOLLOW-ROOT a.

1863 PRIOR Plant-it., Hollow-wort, or Hole-wort, from its
hollow root, Corydalis tnberosa.

t Htvllowy, hol,o)wy, deriv. or by-forms of
HOLLOW a. and adv.
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 78 (MS. B.), pere ben sixe manere

of bese Vlcus . . Venemy & holwy [MS. A . holow;]. Ibid. 93
pe Ulcus ys foule & stynkynge, be lippes . . alle aboute
areryde & holwy [MS. A . holowe], & bis is be dyfference
bytwene cancre & a foule Ulcus & an hory. 1495 Trevisa's
Barth. De P. R. v. xliii. 160 The reynes ben flesshly poorer
and holowy rounde and coueryd wyth fatnesse.

Holly (hp-Ii). Forms : 2-5 holi, 3-6 holie, 4
holij, 5 hoolly, 5-6 holy, 6 holee, 7- holly.
[Shortened from OE. holcgn, holen : see HOLLIN.]
1. A plant of the genus Ilex

; orig. and esp. the
common European holly, /. Aquifoltum, an ever-

green shrub or small tree with dark-green tough
glossy leaves, having indented edges set with sharp
stiff prickles at the points, and bearing clusters of
small green flowers succeeded by bright red berries ;

much used for decorating houses and churches at

Christmas. The American holly, /. opaca, is an

evergreen tree similar to this, found in the United
States from Massachusetts southward.
ciiso Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 545/23 Ulcia, holi. n 1225

Alter. R. 418 Ne mid holie [MS. T. holin], ne mid breres ne
ne biblodje hire sulf. 14. . Songs * Carols ift/l C. (Percy
Soc.) 84 Here commys holly, that is so gent. 1470-85
MALORY Arthur iv. xxvi, He sawe hym sytte vnder a tree
of hoolly. 1545 ASCHAM Toxoph. n. (Arb.) 127 Peecynge of
a shafte with brasell and holie, or other heauy woodes. 1562

Ludlow_ Churchw. Ace. (Camden) 108 Paid for holy and
evy..iiijrf. i6xoGuiLLiM Heraldry m.vii.(i6n) 108 There
is a kinde of Holly that is void of these prickles, .and there-
fore called free holly. 1805-6 COLERIDGE 3 Graves iv. xxiii,
Lone hollies marked the spot. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem.
xxx, With trembling fingers did we weave The holly round
the Christmas hearth.

2. Applied, with or without denning word, to

other plants (mostly shrubs) resembling the com-
mon holly; e.g. (in mod. Diets.) to the holm-oak,
Querots Ilex ; in Australia to species of Hakea
and Lomatia. Californian Holly, Heteromeles

arbutifolia (Cent. Diet.) ; Cape Holly, Crocoxylon
excelsum ; Ground Holly, Chimaphila umbellata

;

Mountain Holly, Ntmopanthes canadensis
;
New

Zealand Holly, Olearia Hid/alia ( Treas. Hot. and
Miller Plant-n.). See also box holly (Box sb.l 3 b),

KNEE-HOLLY, SEA-HOLLY.
1846 J. L. STOKES Disc. Australia II. iv. 132 Holly..

Hakea.. Sandy Soil, produces gum.
3. attrib. and Comb. a. Of or belonging to the

holly, as holly-bark, -berry, -bough, -bush, -leaf,

-tree, -wood; consisting or made of holly, or its

wood, as holly-hedge, -staff, -wand. b. Special
Combs. : holly-boy, an effigy of a boy made of

holly, which (together with an ivy-girl) figured in

certain village sports in East Kent on Shrove

Tuesday ; holly-fern, Aspidium (or Polystichum)
Lonchitis, so named from its stiff prickly fronds ;

holly-laurel,
' the islay, Primus ilicifolia, of Cali-

fornia" {Cent. Diet.'); holly-leaved a., having
leaves resembling those of the holly ; holly-oak,
the holm-oak or evergreen oak, Quercus Ilex ;

holly-rose, f (<z) an old name for some species of

Cisttts ; (b] a name for 7'urnera nlmifolia, a West
Indian shrub with yellow flowers ; holly-set a., set

with holly ; sb. a hedge made of holly (cf. quickset].
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Bird-lime, Made from *holly-

bark boiled ten or twelve hours. 1818 La Belle Asseniblee
XVII. 85/1 Cambridge hat. .edged with "holly-berry red.

1785 BURNS Vision \. ix, Green, slender, leaf-clad *holly-

boughs. 1779 Gentl. Mag. XLIX. 137 The girls.. were
assembled in a crowd and burning an uncouth emgy, which
they called an *

Holly Boy, and which it seems they had
stolen from the boy.s. 1664 EVELYN Kal. Hort. (1729) 218
Guard it with a Furse or *Holly branch. 1506 in Kerry



HOLLYHOCK. 343 HOLO-.

St. Lawence t Rta<Kltff (l8& 52 It. payed for sysis to the

Nioly bush at Christmas ixrf. 1594 PLAT Jewell-ho. in. 65
'J'o take a Tauerne and get a Hollibush. 1861 Miss PRATT
J-.'iwr. I'l. VI. 192 Rough Alpine Fern, or "Holly Fern.

1728-46 THOMSON Spring 635 Some to the "holly-budge
Nestling repair. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny \. 470 The "Holly
Icaues and all the kindes of Holme be set with sliarpe
pzickes. 1777 COOK 2nd I'oy. IV. iii. tR.l The "holly-leaved
harbary. 1597 GEKARHR Herbal \\l. xxx. 1159 Holme Oke,
Huluer Oke, or "Holly Oke. Ibid. in. iii. 1092 Of "Hollie
Roses, or Cistus, 1700 tr. Cmvley's 6 Bks. Plants iv. 90
Why Roily-Rose, dost thou, of slender frame. And without
scent, assume a Rose's Name? 1664 EVELYN Sylva xxi.

(1812) I. 274 Let every fifth or sixth be a *Hol1y-set ; they
will grow up infallibly with your Quick. 1787 9 WORDSW.
Even. Walk 10 'Mid clustering isles, and "holly-sprinkled
steeps. 1538 TURNER LibeUus Cj a, Angli an *holy tre, &
an Huluar tre ncminant. 1864 SnULBnf, Bet. (ed. 3) II.
222 There are records of Holly trees of great size growing
in some of the counties of England. 1573 TUSSER Husb.
Ixxvii. (1878) 169 Let *holliewand threate. Let fisgig be
beate. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. 41/2 The Hone is . .

'Hollywood converted into stone. 1864 SYMF. Eng. Boi.
(ed. 31 II. 222 To the turner Holly wood is very valuable.

Holly, obs. form of WHOLLY.
Hollybut(t, -dame, obs. var. HALIBOT, -DOM.

Hollyhock (hp-lihpk). Forms : 3 holihoc, 4-7
holihooke, 5 holyhokke, holy hokke, 6 holioke,
hollihoke, holyoke, -ooke, hollyhooke, holly-
oke, 6-7 hollihocke, hollioke, holyhocke, 7
holliook, -oak, holyhook, hollyoak, 7-8 holy-
hock, 8 holyoak, holy-oak, ?9 holly-oak, 7-
holly-hook, 8- hollyhock, [f. HOLY a. + HOCK
sli. i mallow : evidently of hagiological origin ; cf.

the Welsh name hocys bendigaid, which appears to
translate a med. L. *malva benedicta. Another name
was faults Sancti Cutfiberti,

'

Seynt Cutberts-cole
'

:

see Alphita 61 s.v.Euiscus, no s.v. Afa/ua.
The guess that 'the hollyhock was doubtless so called

from being brought from the Holy Land
'

has been offered
in ignorance of the history of the word.]

1 1. orig. The Marsh Mallow, Alth&a officinalis

(in med.L. ilriscum malva, bis malva, OF. vie

mauve, Y.guimauve, Sp. malvavisco). Obs.
c 1x6$ Voc. Names Plants in Wr.-Wulcker 556/24 Althea,

i. ymalue, i. holihoc. a. 1387 Sinon. Barthol. (Anecd. Oxon.)
10 Altea, i. holihocke. Ibid. 43 M'imave, i. holi hocke.
c 1400 Lan/ranc's Ciritrg. 56 Take malowe leues . . & be
rote of holihocke \B. holy hokke]. 4:1440 Promp. Part'.
243/2 Holy hokke, or wylde malowe.., altt'a, malviscus.
c 1465 A lpkita( Anecd. Oxon. ) 4 A Ita malua . .gall,wymalue,
anglice holyhokke. 1538 TURNER

Libeling A ij a, Altheam
aliqui ebiscum, siue ibiscum nominant, omcinsemaluam, bis

maluam, nostrates Holy oke. 1610 MARKHAM Masttrp. II.

clxxiii. 489 An oyntment made of holy-hoxe, or sea-mallowes.
1614 Cheap Husb. n. xxv. 149 Annoint her feet with the
juyce of the Hearb Holyhocke.
2. .Now, The plant Althaea rosea, of the same

genus as the prec., a native of China and southern

Europe, having a very tall and stout stem bearing
numerous large flowers on very short stalks ; many
varieties, with flowers of different tints of red,

purple, yellow, and white, are cultivated in gardens.
1548 TURNER Names of Herbes s. v. Malua, Malua hor-

tensis is of two kindes. The one is called alone in greeke
Malache in englishe Holyoke, and of thys sort is the iagged
mallowe. [He distinguishes it from ' Althea and Hibiscus
. . in englishe marrislie Mallowe '.] 1551 Herbal I.

B viij a, By thys description it is playne that our comon
holyoke is not Althea. 1573 TUSSER Husb. xliii. (1878) 96
Holiokes, red, white and carnations. 1625 B. JONSON
Pan's Anniv. 29 Bright crowne-imperiall, king's-speare
holy-hocks. 1626 BACON Sylva 510 This Experiment of

n. iii. 357 Sow Pinks . . Holyoaks, annual Stocks. 1766
ANSTEY Bath Guide xi. 106 Like a Holy-Hock, noble,

'

, ,

majestic, and tall. 1830 TENNYSON Sang, 'A spirit haunts ',

Heavily hangs the hollyhock, Heavily hangs the tiger-lily.

Jig. 1897 VIOLET HUNT Unkist, Unkindl ii. (ed. 2) 24 It
takes a great bouncing hollyhock of a woman to look well
here, not a white lily, as they call me in town.

b. attrib. and Comb., as hollyhock blossom, root
;

hollyhock-rose, an American species of club-moss,

Selaginella. lepidophylla, also called resurrection-

plant ; hollyhock -tree, a malvaceous tree, Hibis-
cus splendens, found in Australia.
1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Country Farnie 145 The decoction

of hollihocke roots.

Holm, holme 1
(h<?um). Also Sc. howm.

[In sense I, OE. holm sea, ocean, wave (only
in poetic lang.) ; in sense 2, a. ON. holmr islet

in a bay, creek, lake, or river, meadow on the
shore

; corresp. to OS., LG. holm hill.

These are generally held to be the same word ; the sense
'
hill

'

(not recorded in OE., though used by Layamon) being
taken as the original (related to the stem of HILL sb., and
so to L. collis, culmen) ; thence it is supposed arose the
sense '

is_let ', and fig. that of '

billow ',

' wave ',
' sea

'

; but
this last is obscure. (Med.L. holmus,hulmus are from Eng.)]
1 1. 1. The sea, the wave. (Only in OE.)

a \<xn ^Beowulf (Z.) 240 Hider ofer holmas. Ibid. 1593
J>a oe mid hro5-gare on holm wliton. [1892 STOPF. BROOKE
E. E. Lit. iii. 59 The one who is killed swims in the holm.]

II. 2. A small island, an islet
; esp. in a river,

estuary, or lake, or near the mainland.

(Frequent in place-names, as Stf/> Holme in the Severn,
Priestholnt near Anglesea, Rampslwlin and Lingin'On in

Derwentwater, H'illout //0/w/m-ar Carlisle ; but, as a living

word, applied only to the small grassy islets in Orkney and
Shetland, and (as a foreign word) to those of Norway, Ice-

land, etc.)

?no5o O. E. C/trvrr. (MS. C.) an. 902 )?y ilcan Jere \v;r;

ba:t Jfcfeoht set bam Holme Cantwara & J>ara Deniscrn.
rt 1100 ll'iit. ^Laud M.S.) an. 1^25 Her for Cnut cyng to
Denmearcon mid scipon to bam holme aet ea bare hal^an.
c 1440 Protnp. Pan'. 244/1 Holm, of a sonde yn the see (A',
holme of sowude in be see ; Harl. holm or solid of the see\
bi!alassnm, re/ hiflnnts. 1556 W. TO\VRSON in Hakluyt
I'oy. (1589) 112 The 13. claye we came betwext the flat

Holmes and the steepe Holmes. 1693 J. WALLACE Orkney
92 Holm, a little Isle for the most part desart, and only
employed for pasturage. 1706 MAULE Hist. Picts in Misc.
Scot. (1818) I. 103 Some times they stand in little holms in

the midst of lochs. 1839 STONF.HOUSE Axhclnte 261 The
monks of the Priory of Thornholmes . . built a convenient
house on a holme or small island between Owston and
Gulnethorpe. 1846 M'Cui.i.ocH Ace. Brit. Empire (1854)
I. 315 In Orkney . . Some of the islets, or holms, appear
like gigantic pillars, rising perpendicularly from the sea :

these are the resort of vast numbers of sea-fowl. 1886
UURTON Arab. Nts. I. 126 An islet, a mere holm, girt on all

sides by the sea.

||
b. (In Sw. and Da.) A dockyard, shipyard.-

1654 WHITELOCKF. Jrnl. Swcd. Emb. (17721 11.249 White-
locke came to the holme where the ship was to be launched.

3. A piece of flat low-lying ground by a river or

stream, submerged or surrounded in time of flood.
In living use in the south of Scotland {howm} and north

of England, and extending far south in place-names ;
' a flat pasture in Romney Marsh (Kent) is yet called the
Holmes '(Way).
ix. . Nnvminster Cartnl. (Surtees) 229 Item in le Suther-

holme, _duas acras, in le Northerholme, tres rodas .. ab
australi fine del holme usque ad aquilonalem finem ejusdem
holmi. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 243/2 Holm, place . . be-syde a
water, hulmus. 1531 Nottingham Rec. III. 369 For the
holm bytwen the Grey Frere walle and Leen. 1799-1805
WORDSW. Prelude I. 275 O Derwent ! winding among
grassy holms. 1803 Yarrow Uttvis. v,

' Oh ! green,
1

said
I

,

'
are Yarrow's holms '. 1806 Gazetteer Scot 1. (ed. 2) s.v.

Dreg/torn, The holms on the banks of the rivers Annock and
Irvine are_a fine deep loam. 1864 TENNYSON North. Farmer
(O. S.) xiii, Wi 'auf the cows to cauve an' Thornaby holms
to plow ! 1865 LIVINGSTONE Zambesi xiii. 264 On these
holmes herds of buffaloes and waterbucks daily graze.
fill. 4. A hill. Obs. rare.

c 1205 LAY. 20712 Into pan ha?e wude, in to ban hz}e
holme. Ibid. 20861 He [be vox] ulih to ban holme, & his
hoi isecheS.

IV. 5. attrib. and Comb, (in sense 2 or 3).
1744 W. STUKELEY in Mem. (Surtees) III. 173 The Roman

money found here in great abundance ; they call them
Holm-pennys. 1865 H. H. DIXON Field ft Fern V. 308 Half
bred lambs are on the holme land near the river.

Holm 2
(h<Tum). Also 4- holme. [A phonetic

corruption of holn from OE. holen, HOLLIN, holly.]
1. The common holly. Obs. exc. dial.
c 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 2063 Ook, firre, birch, Aspe,

Alder, holm, popeler. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 244/1 Holme,
or holy, ulmus, hussus. 1577 B. QaaGKHeresbach's Husb.
II. (1586) 108 b, Holme, or Holly, is .. continually greene.
1598 STOW Surv. xi. (1603) 98 Nayled full of Holme and
I me. 1598 FLORID, Agrifoglio [also Ag-uifoglio}, the Holly,

elder-trees, and brambles. 1859 All Y. Round No. 36. 225
Still called holme in Devonshire .. in Norfolk it is called
hulver. 1893 Westm. Gaz.' 21 June 3/1 (New Forest) He
'
rattles like a boar in a holme '

. . is still a familiar saying.
2. The HOLM-OAK.
155* COOPER Elyofs Diet. s. v. Ilex, A tree called of some

Holme. 1577 B. GOOGE HeresbacKs Hnsb. i. (1586) 4
Sometime I list to rest me under an old Holme. 1591
SPENSER Virg. Gnat 215 The blacke Holme that loves
the watrie vale; And the sweete Cypresse, signe of deadly
bale. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 495 There is an Holme

Growing
in the Vatican, elder than Rome it selfe. a 1701

EDLEY Virg. Past. Wks. 1722 I. 262 Often from a hollow
Holm the Crow Did on the left the coming Mischief show.
lj*6 LEONI Albertfs ArcJiit. I. 25/2 The Holm, and all
other Sorts of Oaks. 1814 CARY Dante (Chandos) 206
A sturdy holm, Rent from its fibres by a blast.

3. Comb., as holm-berry (dial.), -dish (made of

holly -wood), -wood; holm -cock, -screech,
-thrush, local names of the missel-thrush, from its

feeding on holly-berries. See also HOLM-OAK, -TBEE.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 267 Stakes and posts .. of Holme

wood. 1758 BORLASE Cornwall 244 The . . missel-bird . .

which we call in Cornwall the holm-thrush. 1771 Gcntl.
Mag. XLI. 489 Holm dishes held our rustic cheer. 1885
SWAINSON Prov. Names Birds i Missel Thrush . . Holm
thrush, Holm cock, Holm screech (Cornwall, Devon,
Dorset). 1891 T. HARDY Tea I. 102 Let me put one little
kiss on those holmberry lips.

t Holme, obs. form of HAME 2, HAULM.
cma Promf. Parv. 244/1 Holme, or halm. 1523 FITZHERB.

Hnsb. 15 They must have hombers or collers, holmes
withed about theyr necks. 1552 HULOF.T, Thacke eryge,
holme, or strawe, stipula. 1565-73 COOPER Thesaurus s.v.

Casa, Stratnincz easy, made of holme.

t Holmen, a. Obs. [f. HOLM - + -EN*
; cf.

oakm.] Of holm or holly ; made of holly-wood.
*3 - -A*. Alis. 4945 Her garnement . . of holmen leues.

a 1618 SYLVESTER Maydeifs Blush 541 Hee makes a shift
to cut an holmen pole. Ibid. 1782 The Lad here loads the
Asse with Holmen sprayes.
t Holmes. Obs. Also s holmess, 7 hollmes.
[A corruption of Ulmes (Ulm).] A fustian made at
Ulm in Germany; more fully Holmes fustian.

1474 in Dauney Attc. Scot. Miladies (1838), Item, x. elnes

of blak holmess fustian to the trumpatis doublets. 1547
BOORDE Introd. Knowl. xiv. (1870) 161 A cy te called Ulmes,
where fustyan vlmes is made, that we cal holmes. 1551
ASCHAM Let. Wks. 1865 I. H. 264 This city is enriched by
making of fuschian called in England barburuslie holmes
fuschian. 1624 Naworth Househ. Bks. (Surtees) 213, 3 yards
of white hollmes, iiij

1
. 1633 Ibid. 298, 9 yeardes of holmes

fustian, xij\

II HO'lmgang. [mod. ad. ON. holmgangu,
'

g mg to *ne holm '

(or islet) on which a duel was

fought.] A duel to the death.

1847 I. A. BLACKWELL in Mallet North. Antiq. 288 The
question at issue was decided with sword and battle-axe

by a holmgang. 1865 KINGSLEV Hrrciu. I. iv. 145 Me
happier the Valkyrs shall hail from the holmgang. 1891
RIDER HAGGARD Eric xii. 115 The two who shall stand
:i_;;unst me in holmgang.

Holm-oak (h<7.-m|(MO. [f. HOLM* + OAK.]
The evergreen oak (Quetrus Jlex^, a native of

Italy and other Mediterranean countries
;
so called

from the resemblance of its dark evergreen foliage
to that of the holly.
1597 GERARDE Herbal in. xx.v. 1159 The Ilex . . might be

called Holme Oke, Huluer Oke, or Holly Oke, for difference
from the shrub or hed^e tree Agrijolinm, which is simply
called Holme, Holly, and Huluer. 1599 THYNNE AnimadT.
1 '875) 47 The Cerrus, being the tree wbiche we comonly call
the ' holme oke

'

i as Cooper also expoundeth the Ilex to be that
whiche wee call holme). 1770 LANGHORNE Plutarch (1879)
1. 8/1 JEgeus gave a scarlet sail dyed with the juice of the
flower of a very flourishing holm-oak. 1837 LONGF. Fri.
thioj's Homestead 19 A table of holm-oak, Polished and
white, as of steel.

attrib. 1830 tr. Aristoph. Acharn. 29 The sparks . . leap
aloft from the holm-oak embers.

Holm-tree, [f. HOLMS.]
1. The holly; =-HOLS:* i. Obs. exc. dial.
c 1400 Stnudone Biib. 61 He rested him vndere an holme

tre. 1576 TURBERV. Venerit; 89 Holies of holme trees. 1778
Eng. Gazetteer (ed. 2) s.v. Lydd, Near the sea, is a place
called Holmstone.. which abounds. .with holm-trees. 1887
1'. HARDY Woodlamiers III. 286 They had arranged that
their meeting.. should be at the holm-tree.

2. The holm-oak ; =HoLM ;J 2.

1565 COOPER Thesaurus s. v. Iligneus, A branch of
holme tree. 1606 HOLLAND Sueton. 79 In the Hand Capreje,
the boughes of a very old holmetree. .became fresh againe
at his comming thither. 1802 A'. Brookes' Gazetteer
(ed. 12) s.v. Landes, The holm-tree, of the bark of which
corks are made.

Holn, pa. pple. of HELK z/.l Obs.

llolnes, obs. form of WHOLENESS.
Holo- (hclfl), before a vowel hoi-, combining

form of Gr.oAos 'whole, entire", occurring in various
scientific and technical terms, for the more im-

portant of which see their alphabetical places ;

sometimes opposed to hemi- or mero-. In Crys-

tallography, denoting that a crystal or crystalline
form has the full number of faces (HOLOHEDBAL,
HOLOSYMMETRICAL), or the full number of normals

(HoLOSTSTEMATic), belonging to its system.
f Ho'lagogne Med. Obs. [Gr. aytuyus leading],

sb. a medicine reputed to expel all morbid humours ;

adj. having this property. Holarthri'tic a. [AR-
THRITIC], affected with gout in all the joints.

||
Hole'thnos [Gr. i6vos nation, race], an undivided

primitive stock or race ; hence Hole thnic a. (less

correctly holo-ethnic\ pertaining or relating to a
holethnos. Holetrous (-rtros) a. Zool. [Gr. Tjrfuv

abdomen], ofor pertaining to the Holetra, a division

of Arachnids in which the abdomen is closely joined
to the thorax (Mayne Expos. Lex. 1854). Holo-
ba'ptist, one who baptizes by immersion. Eolo-
branchiate (-bras'ijkift), -ions (-bs) adjs. Ich-

thyol. [Gr. 0payx'a g'"s
]> having complete gills or

branchial apparatus: opp.tohemibranfhiate. Holo-
cephalous (-se'iabs) a. [Gr. /c/iaAr; head], having
an entire or undivided skull, as the group Holo-

cephali of fishes, in which the hyomandibular bone
is continuous with the cranium

;
so Holoce'phal,

a fish belonging to this group. Holochlamydate
(-klaeTnidA), -chlnmyclic (-klami'dik) adjs. Zool.

[Gr. -xKaiivs mantle], having the margin of the

pallium entire, as the suborder Holochlamyda of

gastropods. Ho lochrone (-kr<7in) Math. [Gr.
Xpuvos time] . a curve such that the times of descent
of a heavy particle through different portions of it

are a given function of the arcs described. Holo-
cryptic (-kri-ptik) a. [CuYPrrc], wholly hidden or

secret ; spec, of a cipher incapable of being read

except by those who have the key (Webster 1864).
Holocrystalline a., wholly crystalline in struc-

ture
; opp. to hemicrystalline, Holodactylic a.

Pros., consisting entirely of dactyls except the last

foot, as a hexameter.
|| Holog-a strnla Embryo!.,

the gastrula of a holoblastic ovum (opp. to mero-

gastrula) ; hence Holog-a strular a., of the nature
of a hologastrula. Holog-nathous (holfrgnahas) a.

Zool. [Gr. yvdSos jaw], having the jaw in one piece,
as the section Holognatha of gastropods. Holo-
hemihe-dral a. Cryst., having the full number of
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planes in half the octants ; sometimes said of the

inclined hemihedral forms of the isometric system.
Holohexa '{Tonal a, Crys/., having the full number
of normals belonging to the hexagonal system.
Holopliauerous (-fe'neras

%
a. Entom. [Gr. cpavepui

manifest], whollydiscernible; applied after Latreille

to the metamorphosis of insects when complete

(Craig 1847). Holophytic ^-fvtik) a. Biol. [Gr.

ipurov plant], wholly plant-like ; used in reference-

to the nutrition of certain Protozoa.
|| Holople xia

nonce-wd. [as if mod.L., after apoplexia APO-

PLEXT], general or total paralysis (cf. HEMI-
PLEGIA). Holoptic a. (see quot.). Holorhi-nal a.

Ornith. [Gr. filv- nose], having the nasal bones

slightly or not at all cleft. Holosericeous

(-seri'J'ss) a. Bot. [L. sericum silk], wholly covered
with silky pubescence. Holosiderite (-si'dereit)

[Gr. alSr/pm iron : see -ITE], a meteorite consisting

entirely or almost entirely of iron. Holosiphonate
(-sai'fbn<*t) a. Zoo!., having a completely tubular

siphon, as the order Holosiphona or Dibranchiata
of cephalopods. Kolosponda'ic a. Pros., consist-

ing wholly of spondees, as a hexameter. Holo-
stean (hohrstfan) [Gr. oariov bone] a., entirely

bony ; having a wholly osseous skeleton, as the

group Holostei of ganoid fishes ;
sb. a fish belonging

to this group; so Holo steous a. = prec. Holo-
sterio (-sle'rik) a. [irreg. f. Gr. orepius solid],

wholly solid
; applied to a barometric instrument

in which no liquid is employed, as an aneroid.

Holote sseral, Holotetra'gonal adjs. Cryst.,

having the fall number of normals belonging to

the tesseral, or the tetragonal, system. Holothecal

(-J>rkal) a. Ornith. [Gr. #17107 case, envelope],

having the tarsal envelope entire or undivided.

Holotrichous (holp'trikas) a. Biol. [Gr. 8pi(, rpi\-

hair], belonging to the order Holotricha of in-

fusorians, which have similar cilia all over the

body. Holotrochous (hol/rtnJtkss) a. Biol. [Gr.

rpoxos wheel], belonging to the division Holotrocha
of Rotifers, which have one entire trochal disk.

Holozoic(-z0a'ik) a. Biol. [Gr. (Siov animal],wholly
like an animal in mode of nutrition : said of certain

Protozoa, in opposition to holophytic.
1683 SALMON Doron Med. i. 38 *Holagogues, or Pan-

chymagogues. 1854 MAVNE Expos. Lex., Holagogus, . .

applied to medicines that evacuate or empty ; holagogue.
Ibid., Holarthriticus, of or belonging to Holarthritis ;

*holarthritic. 1876 DOUSE Grimm's L. 7. n note, I shall

venture, for brevity, to call the primitive undivided Indo-

European people the ' Holethnos
'

. . whence the adjective
' *Holethnic '

by correct derivation. 1890 A thenaenm 7 June
733/1 The germ from which the Aryan

' holethnic
'

language
was developed. 01641 Bp. MOUNTAGU Acts ff Mon. (16421

309 These hypocrites were not onely Hemerobaptists, but

Horabaptists, and *Holobaptists, washing . . almost every
houre in the day, if not their whole body, yet some parts
of the body. 1883 Syd. Sue. Lex., *Holobranchiate. 1854
MAYNE Expos. Lex., *Holobranchious. 1886 Athenxum
12 June 782/2 Callorhynchus. . is the southern representative
of the northern '

"holocephalous
' Chimxra. 1884 Q. Jrnl.

Gcol. Soc. XL. 446 The ground mass is *holocrystalline.

1891 Athen&um 19 Sept. 391/1 He. .describes the principal

igneous rocks in groups under the three heads, A. Holo-

crystalline, B. Hemicrystalline, and C, Highly Glassy
Rocks. 1895 STORY-MASKELYNE Crystallogr. 2^5 (Hexa-
gonal system] Holo-systematic haplohedral forms ; or *holo-

hexagonal haplohedra. Ibid. 237 Holohexagonal mero-

symmetry. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 820
In some instances where chlorophyl is present, nutrition

appears to take place as in plants, in other words the Proto-
zoon is *holophytic. But the presence of chlorophyl need
not necessarily lead to holophytic nutrition. iSox SYD.
SMITH in Mem. (1855) I. 46 Why this *holoplexia on sacred
occasions alone ? Why call in the aid of paralysis to piety ?

1893 E. A. BUTLER Household Ins. ix. 186 The eyes of the
males come completely into contact on the forehead . . Flies
whose eyes meet in this way are said to be '

*holoptic
'

(whole-eyed). 1872 COUES Key N. Amer. Birds (1884) 165
A bird having the [nasal] bones . . with moderate forking,
so that the angle of the fork bounding the nostrils behind,
does not reach so far back as the fronto-premaxillary suture,
is termed *hohrhinal. 1892 GADOW Classif. Birds in Proc.
Zool. Soc., 5 fEdicttemidx, Cosmopolitan, Holorhinal. No
basipterygoid processes. 1831 DON Card. Diet. I. p. xvii,
*
Holosericeous, covered all over with silky down. 1881

LUBBOCK Pres. Addr. Brit. Assoc. in Nature No. 618. 409
The whole class of meteorites, consisting of iron generally
alloyed with nickel, which Daubrde terms *Holosiderites.

1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life 264 *Holostean Ganoids. 1870
JV. fy Q. 4th Ser. VI. 414

*Holosteric. .has appeared of late

years, as the distinguishing name of a particular form of

barometer, resembling an aneroid. 1875 KNIGHT Diet.
Meek. s. v., The aneroid of Vidi, and the bent tube of
Bourdon, are examples of Iwlosteric barometers. 1895
STORY - MASKELYNE Crystallogr. 176 Holo- systematic
haplohedral forms ; or *holo-tesseral hemihedra. Ibid.
I 207 Holosystematic haplohedral forms; *holotetragonal
hemihedra. 1871 COUES Key N. Amer. Bitffs (1884) 125 A
booted or 'holothecal tarsus chiefly occurs in the higher
Oscines. 1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Anim. ii. 104 In the
holotncnous Paramoecittm . . there is a very distinct cor-

tical layer. 1885 E. R. LANKESTER in Encyct. Brit. XIX.
861/2 All [the Ciliata] are *holozoic in their nutrition, though
some are said to combine with this saprophytic and holo-
phytic nutrition. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life
820 The food-material consists., of living or dead animals
or plants, and the Protozoon is then said to be holozoic.

Holoblastic (h?lblae-stik),<z. Bisl. [f. HOLO-
+ Gr. ff^aans germ, -BLAST + -ic.J Of an ovum :

Wholly germinal ; undergoing total segmentation
{as in most mammals). Opp. to mcroblaslic.

187* Corns Key N. Amer. Birds (1884) 220 Supposing it

already fertilized, the whole of its contents would develop
into the body of the embryo. It would therefore be holo-

blastic. 1879 tr. HaeckeTs Evol. Man I. 215 Such animal

eggs have long been called holoblastic. .by Rcmak, because
in them the cleavage into cells ex-tends to the whole mass.

So Ho'loblast, a holoblastic ovum (Cent. Dirt?).

Holocaust (hflckgit), sb. [a. F. holotauste

( 1 2th c.), ad. late L. holocaustum, a. Gr. u\ottavarov

neut. of u\<jnavcrTos (by-form of oAo*ai;Tos), f. o\o-s

whole + Kavoros, KO.VTUS burnt.]
1. A sacrifice wholly consumed by fire ; a whole

burnt offering.
c 1250 Gen. ff Ex. 1326 Ysaac was leid Sat auter on, So

men sulden holocaust don. 1526 TINDALE Mark xii. 33
A greater thynge then all holocaustes and sacrifises. 1680
H. MORE Afocal. Apoc. 101 In the latter part thereof

stands the altar of Holocausts. 1732 BERKELEY Alciplir.
v. !) 3 Those Druids would have sacrificed many a holo-

caust of free-thinkers. 1847 GROTE Greece II. xxxii. (1862!
III. 162 A holocaust of the most munificent character.

2. transf. and fig. a. A complete sacrifice or

offering, b. A sacrifice on a large scale.

1497 Bp. ALCOCK Mons Perfect. C iij a, Very true obedyence
is an holocauste of martyrdom made to Cryste. 1648 J.

BEAUMONT Psyche xxiv. cxciv. (R.), The perfect holocaust

of generous love. 1688 in Lond. Gaz. No. 2401 /I We . .

humbly offer our Lives and Fortunes . . which is that true

Holocaust which all true honest-hearted Scotsmen will give
to so good. .a Prince, axyxx KEN Anodynes Poet. Wks.
1721 III. 477 While I thy Holocaust remain. 1868 M. PAT-
TISON Acndern. Ore: v. 139 By another grand holocaust of

fellowships we might perhaps purchase another respite.

C. Complete consumption by fire, or that which
is so consumed ; complete destruction, esp. of a

large number of persons ;
a great slaughter or

massacre.

1671 MILTON Samson 1702 Like that self-begotten bird

In the Arabian woods embost, That no second knows nor

third,And lay erewhile a Holocaust, a 1711 KEN Christophil
Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 442 Shou'd gen'ral Flame this World
consume. .An Holocaust for Fontal Sin. 1833 L. RITCHIE
Wand, by Loire 104 Louis VII . .once made a holocaust of
thirteen hundred persons in a church. 1883 MRS. CROKER
Pretty Miss Neville III. 124 When Major Percival has
made a holocaust of your letters.

Hence Holocaust v. trans., to offer as a holo-

caust. Holocau'stal, Holocan'stic adjs., belong-

ing to or of the nature of a holocaust.

1651 CLEVELAND Poems 52 Where you might have seen
His conscience holocausted to his spleen.

1828 Blackw.

Mag. XXIV. 350 The retainers, ruggin' and rivin
1

at holo-

caustal sheep. 1871 R. B. VAUGHAN St. Thomas ofAquin
II. 920 The first principles of holocaustic sacrifice.

Holograph, (hp-lograf), a. and sb. [a. F. holo-

grapke (also olographe) or ad. late L. Tiolograph-tis,
a. Gr. 6\6ypa<p-os, f. oXo-s whole + -ypcupos written.]
A. adj. Of a deed, letter, or document : Wholly

written by the person in whose name it appears.
1753 Stewarfs Trial 24 Principal holograph letter, by

Allan Stewart . . addressed to Duncan Stewart of Glenbucky.
1754 ERSKINE Princ. Sc. Law (1809) 298 Holograph deeds

(written by the granter himself) are effectual without wit-

nesses. 1897 i$tA Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. vin. 155
These letters are all holograph of the Duke. 1898 Daily
News 26 Jan. 7/6 According to the law of Belgium, a man
might make his testament in two or three different ways,
and one of those was by a holograph will.

B. sb. 1. A letter or other document written

wholly by the person in whose name it appears.
1623 COCKERAM, Holograph, a Testament all written by

the Testators hands, a 1834 LAMB Let. to Manning (L.),

I have got your holograph. 1848 WHARTON La-w Lex.,
Holograph, a deed written entirely by the grantor him-

self, which . . is held by the Scotch law valid without wit-

nesses. 1856 MRS. BROWNING Aur. Leigh I. Poems 1890
VI. 32 A palimpsest, a prophet's holograph Defiled, erased
and covered by a monk's.

2. In holograph : wholly in the author's hand-

writing.
c 1817 HOGG Tales 4 S&. II. 255 Two short codicils in his

own holograph. 1873 BROWNING Red Cott. Nt.-cap iv. 650
Bequeathed, .by testament In holograph.
Hence Holog-ra phic, Hologra'phical adjs.

= A;
Holography, writing wholly by one's own hand.

1636 BLOUNT Glossogr., Holographical, wholly written
with his own hand, from whom it is sent. 1727-41 CHAMBERS
Cycl, s.v. Holograplntm, The Romans did not approve of

holographic testaments. 1802-12 BENTHAM Ration. Jndic.
Ei'id. (1827)11.459 Autography or holography. 1895 Colinii-

bus (Ohio) Disp. I July i Heirs under the holographic will.

Holohedral (hplhf-dral, -he-dral), a. Cryst.

[f. HOLO- + Gr. (Spa seat, base + -AL.] Of a crystal :

Having the full number of planes required by the

highest degree of symmetry belonging to its system.
1837 DANA Min. i. (1844) 38 The holohedral and hemi-

hedral forms may be separately considered. 1855 W. A.
MILLER Chem. 103 Hemihedral forms . . may be derived
from a holohedral form, as the tetrahedron is from the

octahedron.

So Holohe'drism, the condition or quality of

being holohedral, crystallization in holohedral

forms. Holohe-dron [cf. F. holoidre\, a. holo-

hedral crystal or form. (In mod. Diets.)

II Holometabola (hpilomrtse-Mla), sb. pi. En-

torn. [mod.L., nent. pi. (sc. insecla), f. Gr. uAo-

Hoi.o- + /Ta/3oAos changeable.] The insects which

undergo complete metamorphosis. (More usually
called simply Melabola.) Hence Holometabo lie,

Holometa'bolous..'.;/-r., undergoing complete meta-

morphosis. Holometa bolism, Holometa boly,

complete metamorphosis.
1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life Introd. 113 A period of

?uiescence
as '

pupae
'

. . gives the Holometabolous orders of
nsects an advantage as regards their distribution over the

colder regions. 1875 BLAKE Zool. 281 In the 3rd or holo-
metabolic sub-class, the insect passes through 3 stages.

Holometer (hflljvmftaj). [f.
HOLO- + -METER.

CC F. holomctre (1690 Furetiere), ad. mod.L. holo-

inetntm, f. Gr. !>Ko- HOLO- + nfrpov measure.] A
mathematical instrument for making all kinds of

measurements ; a pantometer.
1696 PHILLIPS (ed. 5), Holometer, a Mathematical Instru-

!
ment for the easie measuring of any thing whatever, in-

vented by Abel Tull. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., The
holometer is the same with what is otherwise denominated

I pantometer. 1830 .^ fecit. Meig. XIV. 42 To determine how
I

far the holometer be entitled to supersede the sector in

|

point of expense, accuracy or expedition.

Holomorphic (h^tompufik), a. [f. HOLO- +

Gr. popcp-rj shape, form + -1C.]

1. Ciyst, The same as HOLOHEDRAL or HOLO-

SYMMETRICAL, esp. as distinguished from HEMI-
MORPHIC.

2. Math. Said of a function which is monogenic,
uniform, and continuous.
1880 G. S. CARR Synops. Math. Index 886 Holomorphic

functions. 1893 FORSYTH Theory^ of Functions 15 When
a function is called holomorphic without any limitation, the

usual implication is that the character is preserved over the

whole of the plane which is not at infinity.

So Holomorpliy, ' the character of being holo-

morphic
'

(Cent. Dict^t.

Holophote (hp>'10f<7t). [f.
HOLO- + Gr.

C/>SK,

<ftuT-(5s light. (The adj. holophotal was first formed :

see below.)] An optical apparatus, used in light-

houses, etc., bywhich the whole, or nearly the whole,
of the light from a lamp or other source is made
available for illumination by means of reflective or

refractive media or both.

1859 T. STEVENSON Lightho. Illumination 25 The optical

arrangement which produces this result may be termed a

Holophote. 1862 Rep. Juries Internal. Exhib. xui.zS All

rays coming from the back of the flame are directed through
the holophote. 1882 Athenaeum No. 2828. 21 Mr. J. H. A.

Macdonald, Q.C., the late Solicitor-General for Scotland,
has constructed an 'electric holophote course indicator 1

.

1884 Globe 8 July, It is the Holophote that reflects the red,

white, and blue colours on the cascade, also the
parti-

colours on the fountains themselves.

So Holopho'tal a., of the nature of or belonging
to a holophote ; reflecting or refracting all, or nearly

all, the light. Hence Holopho'tally adv. Holo-

photo meter, rm apparatus for measuring the whole

light emitted from a source.

1850 T. STEVENSON in Trans. Scott. Soc. Arts IV. 5 Such
a light I have called the '

holophotal ', or light of maximum
intensity. 1851 Rep. Juries Gt. Exhib. 531 An arrange-
ment of apparatus has been suggested by Mr. Thomas
Stevenson . . He has . . termed it a holophotal system. 1871
R. L. STEVENSON in Trans. Scott. Soc. Arts VIII. 274
Another mode of holophotally producing the intermittent

light. 1875 BEDFORD Sailor's Pocket Bk. v. (ed. 2) 132 The

power of a reflector is much increased by what is termed the

holophotal arrangement, where an annular lens is placed
in front of the frame, while all the back rays of light,

which are otherwise lost, are thrown back into the flame

by a hemispherical mirror. 1888 Times (weekly ed.)

1 1 May 7^2
The holophotometer . . is a marvellous apparatus,

of great ingenuity, for measuring, by a careful adjustment
of mirrors, the intensity of light all round.

Holophrasis (huUrfiasis). Philol. [f. HOLO-
+ Gr. tppaots speech, PHRASE.] The expression of

a whole phrase or combination of ideas by one word.

1869 FARRAR Fant. Speech iv. (1873) 130 Holophrasis, is

the reduction of whole sentences into words.

Holophrastic (hflofrae'stik), a. Philol. [f.

HOLO- + Gr. c^r>ao"n-os, f. (fpriffii/ to indicate, tell,

express. Cf. F. holophrastiq-ue (Littre).] Of the

nature of holophrasis : expressing a whole phrase
or combination of ideas by a single word.
1860 FARRAR Orig. Lang. viii. 174 Many ancient languages

are holophrastic. 1862 D. WILSON Prth. Man I. i. 12 With
their peculiar holophrastic power of inflecting complex word-

sentences. 1865.1 thenxnm No. 1960.688/1 Holophrastic,

polysynthetic languages. 1875 .WHITNEY Life Lang. x. 209
The holophrastic utterances of a primitive time.

Holorie : see under HOLODE.

Holostomatons ^hpl0|Stf>'mat3s),. Zool. [f.

HoLO- + Gr. ariifia, mo^ar- mouth + -COS.] Hav-

ing the mouth entire ;
as the division Holostomata

of gastropod molluscs, having shells of which the

mouth is not notched or prolonged into a siphon ;

or the group Holostomi of eel-like fishes, which

have all the hones of the mouth fully developed.

1872 NICHOLSON Palaeont. 244 The shells in which the

mouth has this form are termed ' holostomatous '. 1888

ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 107 These two varieties

of aperture are known respectively as
' holostomatous

'

and
'

siphonostomatous '.

So Holostomate (holfrstftn/t), Holo'stomous



HOLOSYMMETRY.

adjs.
=

prec. Holostome (hfbstonm), one of the

Holostomata or of the Holostomi (see above).

1864 WKBSTER, Ifofastotnc, a univalve mollusk having tlie

aperture of the shell entire, or without a terminating canal.

/>,!,!. 1885 KINSLEY Stand. Nat. Hist. I. 338 We will

first consider the holostomate (entire mouthed I forms.

Holosymmetry (hploisrmctri). Cryst. [f.

HOLO- + SYMMETRY.] Same as HOLOHEDRISM
;

opp. to mcrosymmetry. So Kolosynuue'tric,
Holosymme'trical adjs.

= HOLOHEDRAL.
1895 STORV-MASKELVNK Crystallogr. 137 A holo-sym-

metrica! form in any system will be the term applied to a
form in which all the faces required to complete the sym-
metry of the system are present, and are physically as well as

geometrically similar. Ibid. 140 Holo-symmetry, where
a form is at once holo-systematic and diplohedral. Ibid.

267 The hole-symmetrical type of the Hexagonal system.

Holosysteiuatic (hfl0sistem<e'tik), a. Cryst,

[f.
HOLO- + SYSTEMATIC.] Having the full number

of normals required by the complete symmetry of

its system. Opp. to merosystematic.
1878 GURNEV Crystallogr. 54 A holosystematic form is

one in which all the normals required by the Law of Sym-
metry are present. 1893 STORY-MASKEI.YNE Crystallogr.

139.

Holothuriail (ty>10J>iuTian), a. and sb. Zool.

[f. mod.L. generic name Holothfiria, f. holothiiria

(Pliny), a. neuter pi. of Gr. o\oSovptov, a kind of

zoophyte.]
A. adj. Of or pertaining to the genus IMothuria

or division Holothurioidea of Echinoderms : see B.

1878 BELL Gegfnbaur's Comp.Anat. 226 Organs .. formed
on the Holothurian type. 1886 A thenxittn 21 Aug. 242/1
For two years a holothurian industry was maintained on
the coast of Florida, but the export to China was not,

apparently, very profitable.

B. sb. An animal belonging to the division

of Echinoderms, of which llolothuria is the typical

genus ; they have an elongated form, a tough

leathery integument, and a ring of tentacles around
the mouth ;

a sea-slug, sea-cucumber, or trepang.
1842 I'.riANni: Diet. Sci. z\z.,Holothuriitns. 1873 NICHOL-

SON Palseoni. 135 The last order . . is that of the Holothu-
rians or ' Sea-cucumbers '. 1893 Nation (N.Y.) 13 July 34/1
As soon as collected, the holothurians are boiled for a short

time, split open, gutted, and smoked.

So Holothure (hfI0J>iu>i),a holothurian (Webster
1864). Eolothu'rid, Holothn'rioid.a^V. belong-

ing to the Holothtirida or Holothurioidea among
Echinoderms, holothurian

; sbs. a holothurian.

1859 AGASSIZ Ess. Classif. 162 It was not until the present
period, that the highest Echinoderms, the Holothurioids,
assumed a prominent position in their class. 1877 HUXLEY
Anat. Inv. Atiim. ix. 552 The tentacula are developed
around the mouth, the ciliated bands disappear, and the

Holothurid Echinoderm is complete. 1887 Athenaeum
5 Feb. 194 'z No naturalist doubts that the echinids, asterids,
and hofothurids have sprung from a common primitive
form.

Holou(3), -ough, -ow, -ow}, obs. ff. HOLLOW.
t Holour. Obs. Forms : 3 huler, 3-4 holer,

4 holyer, houlloure, 4-5 houlour(e, holour(e,
5 -or, hullour, -owre, -ur, -ar, hulour. [a. OF.
holier, holer, huler (later also houlleur), var. of

Aon'er, hourier, hurier, ad OHG. hnorari, huareri

(MHG. huorer, Ger. hurer), whorer, fornicator.

The first r became / in OF. by dissimilation, as

in peregnnus, pelegrin, PILGRIM.] A fornicator,

whoremonger ;
a debauchee, ribald.

c 1230 Halt Meid. 31 [He] tukeS be to bismere as huler
his hore. 1207 R- GLOUC. (1724) 26 3ef alle lu|jer holers were

y serued so, Me schulde fynde J>e les such spouse bruche
do. 1340 Ayenb. 51 panne he becom^ ribaud holyer and
byef. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Lucy 226 pe presydent gert

hyme bryng Sere houlouris. c 1386 CHAUCER Wife's Prol.

254 Thou seyst that euery holour [v.r. hullur] wol hire

haue. Pars. T. F 783 Thise olde dotardes holours [v.rr.

holors, houlours, hulours]. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 252/2
Hullowre, idem quod Horel. c 1460 Towneley Myst. xxiv.

373 Thise dysars and this hullars, Thise cokkers and thise

hollars, And alle purscuttars.
Hence tHoloury (holorie], fornication.

13 . . Minor Poems fr. Vemon MS. xxxv. 391 J>e |jridde
is clept Holorie.

Holp(e, holpen, obs. or arch. pa. t. and pples.
of HELP v. Holrysche : see HOLL a. Hol-
scipe : see WHOLESHIP.
t Ho-lsom. Naut. Obs. (See quot.)
1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 164/1 Howlsom, is when

a Ship will hull, try and ride well at Anchor, without

rowling and tumbling and labouring much. Hence 1706
PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Holsom. 1727-41 in CHAMBERS Cycl.

1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk.

Holsom(e, obs. form of WHOLESOME.

t Holste. An old name of some bird.

14. . Pict. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 762/25 Hec ialendiola,
a holste.

Holster (h<Msta.i). Also 7 hulster, 8 houl-
ster. [Corresponds to mod.On. holster (1678 in

Hexham) in same sense : cf. also Icel. hulstr case,

sheath, Sw. holster, Da. hylster sheath, holster,
Goth, hulistr veil

;
also OE. heohter hiding-place,

concealment
;

all from ablaut stem hcl-, hul- to

cover. The Ger. holfter, hulfter holster, MHG.
hulfter quiver, OHG. kul(it)ft covering, appear to

be from a different root. The history of mod.
VOL. V.

i',

345

Eng. and Du. holster, before T7th c., does not ap-

pear]
1. A leather case for a pistol fixed to the

pommel of n horseman's saddle or worn on the belt.

1663 BUTLKK I!ud. i. L 391 In tli' Holsters, at his Saddle-
bow Two aged Pistols he did stow. 1677 Land. (,az. No.

1163/4 His furniture was a green velvet Saddle with silver

L.ice, with a pair of Holsters answerable, and Horse
Pistols. 1711 /fife/. No. 4897/3 A.. Pad-Saddle, made fit

for Houlsters. 1816 SCOTT Antiq. xxxiv, The arrival of a

stranger, .and a servant in black, which servant had holsters

on his saddle-bow and a coronet upon the holsters. 1847
TAMKS y. Marslon Hall xl, I felt that my pistols were
Vee in the holsters.

2. attrib. and Comb., as holster-tap^ -case, -pistol;

holster-gall, a gall caused by the chafing of a

holster ; holster-pipe,
* that part of a holster

which projects downward and receives the barrel

of the pistol' (Cent. Diet.}.
1688 Land. Gaz. No. 2407/4 A blew Velvet Saddle with

Silver Twist, and new *Holster-Caps of the same. 1846
Hist. Rec. yd Light Dragoons 39 The holster Caps and
housings having a border of Royal lace. 1840 DICKENS
Barn. Ritdge i, A pair of pistols in a *

holster-case. 1689
Land. Gaz. No. 2509/4 A black Mare.. with a *Hol.ster '

Gall. 1679 Lauderdale Papers iCamden) III. xciv. 162
\

The Troop of Horse, .all of y* had *hulsterpistolls. 1858
CARLVLE Fredk. Gt. v. ii. I. 545 A pair of military boots or
a holster-pistol of superior excellence.

Hence Ho Istered a., bearing holsters.

x8ia BYRON Ch. Har. i. Ii, The holster'd steed beneath
the shed of thatch.

Holt 1
(h^lt). Also 4-7 holte, 5 halte, 6 Sc.

hout, 6-7 hoult. [OE. holt = OFris., OS. holt,

MDu.,Du. ho-ut wood (as material); OHG.,MHG.,
Ger. hoh wood, a wood, ON. holt wood, copse, now
in Icel.

( a rough stony hill or ridge
*

: OTeut.
*hulto- : pre-Teut. *kldo'- : cf. OSlav. klada beam,

|

rafter, stump, timber, Gr. tc\dSos twig, Olr. caill,
'

coill (-// from -Id} wood.]
1 1. Wood, timber. (OE. only, and doubtful.)
a 900 CYNEWULF Julicuta. 577 in Exeter Bk. t He laemen

fet biwyrcan het wundor-crsefie wies womum and wudu-
beamum holte bi[h]lenan.
2. A wood

;
a copse. Now poet, and dial. (Occurs

in many place-names and derived surnames.)
Befftvulf (Z.) 2598 Hy on holt bujon. c 1000 ^ELFRIC

Grain, ix. (Z.) 59 Nemus, holt, c 1205 LAY. 20124 penne
he cume3 of holte. c 1345 Orfiheo 207 Now wol y be, And
wonne there in holtys hore. c 1374 CHAUCER TroyIits in.

302 1351) These holtes and these hayes That han in wynter
dedben and dreye. a 1450 Le MorteArth. 3029 Achapelle
he lette make By-twene two bye holtys hore. 1513
DOUGLAS sEneis vn. Prol. 66 Woddis, forestis, wyth nakyt
bewis blout, Stud strypyt of thair weyd in every hout. 1600
FAIRFAX Tasso in. vi. 7 As the winde in hoults and
shady greaues, A murmur makes, among the boughes and

j

teaues. 1664 EVELYN Sylva (1776) 222 In the fresher bot-

toms and sides of hills, hoults, and in hedge rows. 1695
UP. PATRICK Comni. Gen. 241 A Holt or Grove of Oakes. !

1796 SCOTT Wild Huntsman xxii, The timorous prey
Scours moss and moor, and holt and hill. 1864 TENNYSON i

En.Ard. 676 Narrow breadth to left and right Of withered
holt or tilth or pasturage. 1887 Kent. Gloss.) Holt^ a wood.

b. A plantation, esp. of osiers, local.

1611 COTGR., Islaye,. .a hoult, or plot wherein Oziers, or

twig-withies grow. 1795 Trans. Sac. Arts XIII. 142 What
has been done towards making these plantations or holts?

1813 T. MARTIN Circle Mech. Arts, Basket-making' 67 In
the fens, many holts (as they are provincially called), or

plantations of osiers are raised, a 1825 FORBY Voc. E.
Anglia, Holt, a small grove or plantation. We have goose-
berry-holts, cherry-holts, nut-holts, osier-holts, &c.

3. A wooded hill.

[This sense may have arisen from a misunderstanding of
'

holtis hie* in ME, poems ; but cf. Icel. holt rough hill.]

1567 TURBF.RV. Songs <$ Sonn. (T,), Yee that frequent the

hilles, And highest holtes of all. 1757 DYER Fleece ii. 382
Whose rustic muse O'er heath and craggy holt her wing
display'd. 1825 BROCKETT, Holt, a peaked hill covered
with wood. 1848 LYTTON Harold vn. ii, Let his feet..

climb the green holts of England.

f4. (See quot.1 Obs.
16x1 COTGR., Heulct> a Hoult, or little Isle cut out of the

land of purpose to be ouerflowed euerie tyde by the sea ;

that of the froth thereof, .salt may be made.

5. Comb., as holt side
; f holt-felster, i. e. holt-

feller, a woodcutter
; f holt-wood, a wood.

a 1000 Phtxnix 171 in Exeter Bk., Dear he heanne beam
on holt-wuda wunaS. 13.. Gaiv. fy Gr. Knt, 742 HSje
hillez on vche a halue, & holt wodez vnder. c 1400 Destr.

Troy 1350 The Troiens. .Fleddon in fere, .ouer hilles and
hethes into holte woddes. a 1678 MARVELL Applfton Ho.
538 But most the hewel's wonders are, Who here has the
holtfelster's care.

Holt -. [An unexplained phonetic variant of

HOLD j^.l, which is still so pronounced in the mid-
land (and some southern) counties.]
1. Hold, grasp, grip; support, sustenance, dial.

c 1375 in Pol. Rel. y L. Poems 241 Alas ! belle me hath in

holt in ruyde ; %e deuel in pine for worldes pride, c 1410
\JQ\E.Bonavent. Mirr. lix.(GibbsMS.) If. 114 pe. .strengeste
holt and comforte |?at |>ay myghten haue. 1619 R. HARRIS
Drunkard's Cup 19 Yet would hee not leaue his holte. 1881

Leicester Gloss. s.v., When they'n wanst took holt. Mod.
midL dial. Ketch 'olt on 'im !

t 2. A stronghold ;
= HOLD sb^ 10. Obs.

1586 J. HOOKKR Girald. Irel. in Holinshed II. ii/i

Building a holt or castell vpon a certeine rockie hill.

1600 HOLLAND Livy xxxi. xxx. 791 Our ancestors inhabited
those small holts [castellis]. Ibid. XL. xxii. 1075 They
wasted and destroied their holts.

HOLY.

3. A place of refuge or abode; a lurking-place ;

an animal's lair or den, esp. that of an otter :

= HOLDrf.l Q.

1590 SIR T. COCKAINE Treat. Hunt. D ij b, An Otter
. -before he come to the holt where he lyeth. 1766 PEN-
NANT Zool. (1812) 1. 120 [The otter] forms before it reaches
the top several holts, or lodges. 1885 Badtn. Libr., Hiint-
*'".? 3 r 4 An old otter going for a strong holt. 1890 O.
CRAWHURD Round Catena

1

, in Portugal 24 The others. .

fi uhten the trout from their
'

holts
'

behind stones.

Holus-bolus (h<j-h"s b<?u-]#s), adv. [Of dial,

origin : app. a mock-latinization of ' whole bolus ',

or of an assumed Greek o\os /3SAos
' whole lump '.]

All at a gulp ; all in a lump ;
all at once.

1847-78 HALLIWELL, Holns-bohis, all at once. Line. 1857
HrcHEs Tom Brawn i. i, As we say in the Vale, holus-
bolus just as it comes. 1866 Daily Tel. 6 Feb.

5/3 One
of the sails was rolled up in a lump and thrown into the

hatchway holusboltis. 1868 W. COLLINS Moonst. (1889)
120 She.. making a sudden snatch at the heap of silver,

put it back, holus-bolus, in her pocket. 1802 J. MORLEY
Spetch in Pall Mall G. 22 Aug. 6/3 Swallowing every pro-
posal that is made holus bolus. 1897 Sat. Rev. 20 Mar.
282/2 Mr. Balfour simply decided that the Bill must go
through holus bolus.

Holvir, obs. form of HULVER, holly.

Holw(e, obs. forms of HOLLOW.
t Holwort. Herb. Obs. The name of a plant :

cf. HoLLOWWORT, HULWORT.
ci35o Mcd. MS. 1204 in Archxol. XXX. 386 Y lef is

most like an ho! worte plante.

Holy (hoi'li), a. (sb.) Forms : a. i h&lis, hales,
2-3 halij (Jef. halje, Orm. hall^he), 2-4 (6 Sc.)
hall (3 ali), 4 (5- Sc.) haly, (Sc. 5 haily, 5-6
halye, 6-7 halie). 0. 3-4heli,hely. y. 2-5 holi,

3- holy, (3-6 hole, 3-7 holie, holye, 4 hooli,

hoely, 4-6 hooly, 4-7 holly, 5 oly, 6 wholy).
[OE. hdlig, -eg (in inflexion contracted to halg-),
also Northumb. hstlig (whence northern ME. hely),
OFris. hllech, OS. helag, -eg (MDn. heilech, -egh-,
Du. heilig), OHG. heilag (MHG. heilec, Ger. hei-

lig], ON. heilagr (Svv. helig. Da. heilig) :-OTeut.

type *hailag-os, the sense of which is expressed in

the Gothic of Ulfilas by weihs (but liailag, app.
'

consecrated, dedicated
', is read on a Kunic in-

scription generally held to be Gothic). A deriv.

of the adj. *hailo-, OE. hdl, free from injury, whole,
hale, or of the deriv. sb. *hailoz-, *1iailiz-, in OHG.
heil, ON. heill health, happiness, good luck, in

ON. also omen, auspice : see -Y.

The sense-development from hailo- is not clear, because the

primitive pre-Christian meaning is uncertain, although it is

with some probability assumed to have been '

inviolate,

inviolable, that must be preserved -whole or intact, that
cannot be injured with impunity ', a sense preserved in

ON.
;
hence the adj. would naturally be applied to the

gods, and all things specially pertaining to them ; and, with
the introduction of Christianity, it would be a ready word
to render L. sancttts, sacer. But it might also start from
hail- in the sense '

health, good luck, well-being ', or be con-
nected with the sense '

good omen, auspice, augury ', as if
' of good augury

'

: cf. OHG. heilisdn, OE. hdlsian, to

HALSE, augur, divine, exorcise, etc. The sense arrangement
here is therefore merely provisional ; we cannot in OE. get
behind Christian senses in which holy is equated with L.

sanctus, sacer. \

1. Kept or regarded as inviolate from ordinary
use, and appropriated or set apart for religious use

or observance ; consecrated, dedicated, sacred.

(This sense blends eventually with 3 b.)

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke ii. 23 jElc waepned . . by3 drihtne

halis genemned. c 1050 Hyrhtferth's Handbocm Anglia
VIII. 310 He_ ys halij sunna daeg. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 87
Fram ban halie hesterdei. 13.. CursorM. 17288+ 83 pethrid
day after. . Hald we hely pasche day. 1382 WYCLIF Matt.
vii. 6 Nyl 56 ?eue holy thing to houndis. I526TINDALE Heb.
ix. 2 The candlesticke, and the table, and the shewe breed,
which is called wholy. 1549 COVF.RDALE, etc. Erasm.Par.
Tit. 28 Neyther ought they to thynke any thinge that god
hathe made to the vse of man to be holyar or vnholyar
one than an other. 1559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr.
Glasse 184 Helicon the holy Hill of the Musis. 1608
TOPSEI.I. Serpents (1658) 633 The holy kinde of Asps they
call Thermusis. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 542
What day they begin any great worke they after keepe holy.

1651 HOBEES Lei'iattt. iv. xlv. 360 The word Holy.. im-

plies a new Relation by Appropriation to God. 1713
ADDISON Cato \. ii, The pale trembling Vestal When she
beholds the holy flame expiring. 1836 O. W. HOLMES
Poetry III. 82 All is holy where devotion kneels.

2. As applied to deities, the development of mean-

ing has probably been : Held in religious regard or

veneration, kept reverently sacred from human pro-
fanation or defilement ; hence, Of a character that

evokes human veneration and reverence ; and thus,
in Christian use, Free from all contamination of sin

and evil, morally and spiritually perfect and unsul-

lied, possessing the infinite moral perfection which

Christianity attributes to the Divine character. Cf.

sense 4.
Its earlier application to heathen deities is found in ON.,

but app. not in OE. ; in later use (see b) it renders Latin

sancttts, sacer, so applied.

1:825 Vesp. Psalter xcviii[i], 9 Halij is dryhten god ur.

^950 Lindisf. Gosp.]o\m xvii. n Du halij faeder, gehald
3a on (Vmin noma bsetSu sealdesme. ^1175 Land'. How.
101 Alswa is beo halje brepmnesse an god. 1382 WYCLIF
Lev. xx. 26 5e shulen be noli to me, for V the Lord am holy.
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HOLY.
Acts iv. 30 Signes and wondris for to he maad by the

name of thin hooly sone Jhesu. Rev. iv. 8 Holy, holy,

holy, the Lord God alnujty. 1533 J- HEYWOOD 1'ani. ,\

h'rere, The holy Trynyte Preserve all that nowe here be.

1611 BIBLE Ps. xxii. 3 But thou art holy, O thou that
|

inhabitest the praises of Israel. 1799 W. GILPIN Serin. I.

xxi. iR.), The holy sufferer bowing his head, and crying, It

is finished, gave up the ghost. 182^ HEBER Hymn, Only
Thou art holy, there is none beside Thee [etc.]. 1857
BONAR Hymn, Holy Father ! hear my cry ; Holy Saviour !

bend Thine ear ; Holy Spirit ! come Thou nigh.
b. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. $ Cl. iv. viii. 29 Like holy Phcebus

Carre. 1608 Per. III. iv. 7 Deliver'd, by the holy gods.

1850 BUCKLEY Smart's Horace 265 Swearing by holy Osiris.

3. Hence, a. Of persons : Specially belonging to,
j

commissioned by, or devoted to God (or so re-
|

garded) : e. g. angels, the Virgin Mary, prophets,

apostles, martyrs, saints, popes, bishops, etc.

(-950 Lindisf. Gosfi. Mark viii. 38 [He] cymeS on wuldre
fadores his mid englum halzum. c 1000 /ELFRIC Saints'

Lives (1890) II. 142 Nu cwaeose hal^a Beda. c 1200 Trin.
Colt. Ham. 141 pat holie maiden, ure helendes moder. 1340
Ayenb. 74 Vor al bet cure boleden be holy martires. f 1380
WYCLIF Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 229 J?e pope wole be clepid
' moost hooly fadir '. c 1425 Hampole's Psalter Metr. Pref.

21 A worthy holy man cald Rychard Hampole. 1591 SHAKS.
i Hen. VI, i. iv. 102 The Dolphin, with one loane de Puzel

ioyn'd, A holy Prophetesse, new risen vp. 1636 T. H.
Caussin's Holy Crt. 483 The holly Bishops . . began to

declare the cause of theyr voyage. 1697 DRYDEK Virg.

Georg. in. 737 The Victim Ox.. by the holy Butcher, if he

fell, Th' inspected Entrails cou'd no Fates foretel. 1781
GIBBON Decl. fy F. III.6i On the summit of a lofty mountain,
the holy John had constructed, with his own hands, an
humble cell. 1885 MRS. MACQUOID Louisa III. vii. 115 Ah,
may the Holy Virgin keep her from all evil !

b. Of things ; Pertaining to God or the Divine

Persons ; having their origin or sanction from God,
or partaking of a Divine quality or character.
.1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) xix. [xx.] 6 He hine TehyrS of his

bam halgan heofone. c 1000 Be Domes Daegeu. 36 Halite
dreamas claenre staefne. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 119 Vredrihtne*
halie passiun. c laoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 143 Hali boc nemmeS
bes woreld sae. c 1*50 Gen. ff Ex. 51 Dat heli luue, oat

wise wil. c 1315 SHOREHAM 53 Thourj hys holy dethe
Of sennes he was leche. 1-1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xii. 139
Straungeres fro the holy and verry Beleeve. 1521 FISHER
Wks. (1876) 313 This hooly gospel gracyously offereth ynto
vs foure goodly instruccyons. 1534 ELYOT Doctrinal Princes
t Any booke, holy scripture excepted. a 1700 DRYDEN tr.

Veni Creator 9 Thrice holy fount, thrice holy fire, Our
hearts with heavenly love

inspire.
1860 RAY PALMER

Hymn,
'

Jesns, Thou joy ofloving hearts
'

v, Shed o'er the

world Thy holy light !

c. More generally : Of high and reverend excel-

lence ; formerly said of things highly esteemed for

their qualities or '
virtues '.

1599 H. BUTTES Dyets drie Dinner F iij, Many do much
extol! Sage, calling it an holy Hearbe, averring that it

preventeth all abortument in women. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT
Trav. 37 Paint their faces, and put Rice upon the paint,
a holy remedy for each dayes chances. 1862 BURTON Bk.
Hunter (1863) 399 There is a propensity to believe that
whatever is old must have something holy and mysterious
about it.

4. Conformed to the will of God, entirely devoted
to God : in earlier times often connoting the prac-
tice of asceticism and religions observances

; now
usually : Morally and spiritually unstained

; free

from sinful affection ; of godly character and life ;

sanctified, saintly ; sinless, a. Of persons.
^897 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past, xviii. 134 He wilniarS

oset hie mon haebbe for oa betstan and oa haljestan. ^950
Lindisf. Gosp. Mark vi. 20 Herodes. -wiste hine wer so5fa:st

& halix. c 1200 ORMIN 5394 Rihht xdi^nessess seotTne, batt

hall^he weress foll^henn. a 1300 Cursor M. 10618 par was
na mai of nan oxspring Haher, nober aid na ying. 1382
WYCLIF Tit. i. 8 Sobre, iust, hooly, contynent. 1416
AUDELAY Poems 15 Thro} the prayere of a good prist, an
hole and an hynd, that kepys his ordore. 1508 DUNBAR Tua
Mariit Wemtn 472 ?it, am I haldin a haly wif our all the
haill schyre. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. iv. ii. 41 Holy, faire,
and wise is she. 1842 ARNOLD Stria. Chr. Life (1849) 29
For a moment it must overwhelm the mind of the holiest.

1875 MANNING Mission H. Ghost xvi. 436 A just man fulfils

the law, and gives to every man his due; a holy man is

specially united with God.
b. Of actions, feelings etc.

r 1200 Vices tr Virtues 13 And seSSen mid halije wordes
me wissede. a 1225 Ancr. R. 142 Heo owun to beon of so
holi Hue. c 1320 Cast. Love 814 pe middel bayle . . Bi-tokneJ>
hire

holy chastite. 1426 in Surtees Misc. (r888) 10 For the
werke of the haly charite. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer,
znd Collect at Evensong, O God, from whom all holy
desyres . . do precede. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. m. v. 99 So
holy, and so perfect is my loue. 1781 COWPER Truth 281
A demeanour holy and unspecked. 1813 HURN Hymn,' There is a rh-er deep and broad' iv, With holy joy their
breast expands.
6. In special collocations.

Holy Alliance : an alliance formed in 1815, after the fall
of Napoleon, between the sovereigns of Russia, Austria, and
Prussia, with the professed object of uniting their respective
governments in a Christian brotherhood, t Holy bone [tr.
L. os sacrum : cf. Ger. das heilige oein] : the SACBUM. Holy
brotherhood [tr. Sp. Santa Hermanilad]t =HERMANDAD.
Holy doors : in the Greek Church, the doors in the screen
which separates thealtarand sanctuary from the main body of
the church. * Holy oak : an oak marking a parish boundary,
at which a stoppage was made for the reading of the Gospel
for the day in the 'beating of the bounds' during the
Rogation days; called also gosprl-oak, gospel-tree. HolyOne : a holy person ; used as a title of God or Christ ; one
dedicated to or consecrated by God. Holy seed : the seed
of some species of Artemisia, also called Wormseed. Also
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Holy CHURCH (sense 7), //. CITY (a 0, H. FAMILY (3), //.

FATHER (6 d), //. GRAIL, H. INQUISITION, //. LFAGI'E,
//. OFFICE, //. On,, //. ORDF.K, //. PASSION, //. ROOD, //.

SATURDAY, //. SEK, H. SEPVLCHRE, //. SPIRIT, H. SYNOD,
H. TABLE, H. THURSDAY, H. WAR : see these words. See
also main words below.

1823 T. MOORE (title) Fables of tbe "Holy Alliance. 1849
MACAULAY Hist, Eng. ii. I. 207 Apprehensions.. resembling
those which, in our age, induced the Holy Alliance to

interfere in the internal troubles of Naples and Spain. 1615
CROOKE Body of Men SQQ Ovt of the marrow concluded
within the rackes of the 'Holy-bone doe yssue sixc conjuga-
tions of Nerues, 1634 T. JOHNSON Parry's Chirurg. 574
The fracture of the Holy-bone. 1742 JARVIS Qnix. xxii.

(1897) 101 The fugitives would give notice of the fact to the

*Hply Brotherhood, who . . would sally put in quest of the

delinquents. 1895 STANLEY WEVMAN Ministerof1'rnnce 49
You have been in the hands of the Holy Brotherhood? 1772

J. G. KING Greek C/i. 26 The *holy, royal, or beautiful doors.

1849 BF.RF.SF. HOPE in Ecclfsiologist IX. 10 The chancel is

separated from the nave by a rood screen of oak with holy-
doors traceried in the head. 1648 HERRICK Helper., To
Anthea, Dearest, bury me Under that *holy-oke, or gospel-
tree. 1535 COVFRDALK Jer. Ii. 5 Of the Lorde of hoostes, of

the *holyone of Israel. Mark i. 24, I knowe that thou
art euen y holy one of God. 1560 BIBLE (Genev.) Ps. xvi.

10 Nether wilt thou suffer thine holie one to se corruption.

1667 M ILTON/'. /.. xn. 248 He vouchsafes..The holy One with
mortal Men to dwell. 1860 T. H. GILL Gold. Chain Praise
IV. li, Holy One, who sin abhorrest. . Holy One, our sin who
borest . . Holy One, who takest sorrow When we touch the

thing abhorred t 1597 GERARDE Herbal n. ccccxxxv. 9^2
The seede is called euery where Semen sanctum, *Holie
seede..in English, Wormseed.

b. In names of plants : holy grass, a grass of

genus Hierochloe, esp. Northern H. g., H. borca-

lis (quot. 1842); also, rarely
= holy 'hay \ holy

hay, Sainfoin ; applied both to Onobrychis saliva

and Medicago sativa: see LUCEKSE, SAINFOIN;
t holy hemp,

( an old name for Galeopsis Lada-
num '

(Miller) ; -\ holy herb [transl. Gr, Itpo-

0or6vrj] t
a name in the Herbals for Vervain ;

fholy rope, an old name for Hemp-agrimony
(Ettpatorium cannabinum} ; holy tree, an Indian

tree, Melia Azedarach, also called Pride of India ;

f holy wood, aname of the West Indian Gnaiacum
santtum. See also HOLY GHOST, HOLT THISTLE.
1778 Eng. Gazetteer (ed. 2) s. v. Cambridgeshire% The dry

and barren parts have been greatly improved by sowing that
called saint-foin, and *holy-grass, from its having been first

brought into Europe from Palestine. 1842 C. W. JOHNSON
Farmer's Rncycl. 636 Holy-Grass, Northern (Hierockloe
borealis). .This grass is said to be used at high festivals, for

strewing the churches in Prussia. 1872 SYME Eng, Bot. xi.

(ed. 3) 16 Northern Holy Grass . . This grass, dedicated to
the Virgin Mary on account of its sweetness, is strewn about
Catholic churches on festival days, a 1661 FULLER Worthies

(1840) II. 113 Saint-foin, or *Holy-hay. 1669 WORUDGE
Syst. Agric. (1681) 26 What annually yields its increase
without a renovation of expence in Ploughing and Sowing ;

as we find in the Clover-grass or great Trefoyl, St. Foyn or

Holy-Hay, La Lucern, Ray-grass, c. 1884 MILLER
Plant-n.t Holy Hay, Mfdicagv sativa. 1567 MAPLET Gr.
Forest 64 Veruen, of some after their language is called

*Holy Herbe. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury 11. 114/1 Vervain
of some called Holy Herb, c 1485 MS. Bodl. 536 in Sax.
Leechd. III. Gloss. 332 *Holi roppe. 1597 GERARDE Herbal
App., Holy rope is wild Hemp. 1866 Treas. Bot. 731/1
M\elia\ Azedarach, vulgarly known as the Pride of India,
False Sycamore, *Holy-tree. 1712 tr. Pomelos Hist. Drugs
I.6s*HoIy-Wood grows plentifully m the West-Indies.

B. absoL or as sb.

1. That which is holy ; a holy thing.
950 Lindisf. Go$p. Matt. vii. 6 Nellas se sella halig

hundum. 1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Acts 45 a, That it

was not lawfull to gyue to dogges the holy. 16x3 PURCHAS
Pilgrimage (1614) 827 The Friers went one day with their

conjuring, and conjured holies, the Crosse, Stole, Holy-
water. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell, Syst. \. iv. 16. 292 The only
Inventor of the Natural Holy. 1831 CARLYLE^?*. J?es.i.vt

Clothes, a mystic grove-encircled shrine for the Holy in man.

f 2. A holy place, sanctuary. Obs. (exc. as in 5,)

1381 WYCLIF Ps. lxii[ij. 3 So in holi I aperede to thee.

t 3. A holy person, a saint :
= HALLOW sb. Obs.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Acts 10 Neither wilte thou
suffre thine holy, to see corrupcion. 1622 T. STOUGHTON
Chr. Sacrif. ix. 114 So well pleasing are the Lords holies

vnto him. 1648 HERRICK Hesper., To Mr. S. Soame.
Canonized here, Among which holies, be thou ever known.

f 4. pi. Sacred rites, devotions. Obs.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 279 In their holies they
most use the Arabike by reason of the Alcoran written in

that language. Ibid. 542 Their Temples . . to which they
resort to say and doe their Holies.

6. Holy of holies. [A Hebraism, Q'Bhpn CHp,
qodesh JiaqqSdashim ^

rendered in Exod. xxvi. 34
* most holy place ',

but literally reproduced in LXX
and Vulgate rov aytov rwv ayitov, sanctum sancto-

rum t whence in Wyclif, etc.] a. The * most holy

place ', the inner chamber of the sanctuary in the

Jewish tabernacle and temple, separated by a veil

from the outer chamber or (

holy place '. b. transf.
The inner part of any temple ;

the sanctuary or

bema of a Christian church, esp. in the Greek
Church ; a small recess containing a cross at the

east end of a Nestorian church. C. fig. A place
of special sacredness, an innermost shrine.

[1382 WYCLIF Exod. xxvi. 34 The parti of the tabernacle
that is clepid holi of halowes. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) viii.

85 This Place the lewes callen Sancta Sanctorum ; that is

to seye, holy of halewes.) 1641 MILTON Ch. Govt. I. v, The

HOLY CROSS.

type of Christ in some one particular, as of entering
yearly into the holy of holies .. rested upon the high
priest only. 1725 J. HKNI.F.Y tr. Muntfaitcotfs Antiq.
Italy (ed. 2~\ 56 A Priest . . open'd the Doors of the

Sanctuary, which the Greek call the Holy of Holies. 1778
A//J,'. Gazetteer (ed. 2) s.v. Stonehenge* The space within it

has been called the adytum, or the Holy of Holies. 1876
OUIDA Winter City \\. 155 Self-engrossed, entirely shut in a

Holy-of-Holies of culture and of criticism.

6. sup. Holiest, used absoL a. As a title of God
or Christ
a 1300 Cursor M. 9337 Quen he bat haliest es cumen. 1866

J. H. NEWMAN Hymn, Praise to the Holiest in the height.
to, = Holy of holies : see 5.
1611 BIIU.E He/', x. 19 Hauing therefore .. boldnesse to

i

enter into the holiest by the blood of Jesus.
C. Comb. a. adverbial, with other adjs., as

holy-cruel, -frond, -wise. b. parasynthetic, as
1

holy-minded^ -tempered, -thoitghted adjs. ; hence

holy-mindedness , etc. c. t holy-maker, sanctifier;

i \ holy-making, sanctification.
1601 SHAKS. All's IVell iv. ii. 32 Be not so x

holy cruell :

Loue is holie. c 1546 JOVE in Gardiner Declar. Art. Joye
(1546) 14 b, The only nghtwysnes, wisdome, "holy maker.,
and satisfaction sufficient for al that beleue in hym. 1535

j

COVKRDAI.E 2 Esdras viii. 39, I wil remembre also the pil-

;ramege, the *holymakynge and the rewarde. 1801 W.

i proud, Go people Roche's cell. 1836 J. H. NEWMAN in

j

Lyra Apost. (1849) *&3 Like . .
*
holy-tempered Nazarite. 1593

! SHAKS./,;W. 384*Holy-thoughted Lucrece. 11592 GREENE
i Jos. //'", n. ii, She's ^holy-wise and too precise for me.
i

a 1649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Poems Wks. (1711) 15 Goodness
by thee The holy-wise is thought a fool to be.

t Ho'ly, v. Obs. [f. HOLY a., instead of the

historical HALLOW v.] trans. To make holy,

sanctify, consecrate ; to make a saint of, canonize.

1578 Almanack in Liturg. Serv. Q. Eliz. (Parker Soc.)

446 The Temple of Jerusalem was finished and holied. 1584
R. SCOT Discor. U'itchcr. rv. viii. (1886) 65 \Vritten in

virgine parchment, celebrated and holied by a popish priest.
1622 MASSINGER & DEKKER Virg. Mart. n. it, On ! I hug
thee. Thcoph, Both hug and holy me.

Holy, var. HOLEY
; obs. f. HOLLY, WHOLLY

;

early f. HOOLY a. and adv. Holyander, obs. f.

OLEANDER.

Holy bread. Forms : see HOLY ; also 6-7
hally-, halli-, 7 halle-. The (ordinary leavened)
bread which was blessed after the Eucharist and
distributed to those who had not communicated :

corresponding to the eulogia of the Greek Church
and the Frenchpain blnit. b. In post-Reformation
times, The bread provided for the Eucharist,
a 1300 Sat. People Kildare x. in E. E. P. (1862) 154 Hail

be 5e, prestis..whan ge delib holibrede, ^me me botte a litil.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 838 Ete noght ar bou haue
holy brede. c 1405 Bidding Prayer ii. in Lay Folks Mass
Bk. 65 For thaim that halybred gaf to this kirk to day.
1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Pr., Communion (Rubric), In suche
Chapelles annexed where y people hath not bene accus-
tomed to pay any holy bread, there they must ., make . .

prouision for the bering of the charges of the Communion.
1599 SANDYS Eurofx Spec. (1632) 179 As in their Holy-bread
on Sondayes for them that doe not communicate. i6ooSHAKS.
A. Y. L. in. iv. 15 His kissing is as ful of sanctitie, As the
touch of holy bread. 1619 Vestry Bks. iSurtees) 175 P^ for

holye brede for the whole yeare for the Communion, xviij</.

1782 PRIESTLEY Corrupt. Chr. II. vi. 16 Some churches
substituted what they called eulogies, or holy bread for the
bread of the Lord's Supper. 1866 PEACOCK Eng. Ch.
Furniture 86 note, The holy bread, holy loaf, or Eulogia,
was ordinary leavened bread blessed by the priest after mass,
cut up into small pieces and given to the people.

C. attrib. and Comb., as holy bread cake, cantle,

cloth, loaf, silver, skep.
1552 HCLOET, Holy hreade loofe, strites. 1575-6 Durham

Depos. (Surtees) 278 The said inhibitors every 7 yere paid
hally bread syllver, viz. %d. for every Sonday in the hole

yere. Ibid. 281 Hallybread caike. Ibid., The said clerk
cut off a part of the said caike, cauld the hally breid cantle,
to gyve

to ther next neighbour. 1640 Vestry Bks (Surtees)

103 Item this yeere, 1640, the churchwardens receved of the

parish for holly bread silver but only 35. &/.

t Holychurche, holicherche, halykirk,
etc., ME. ways of writing Holy church, CHURCH 7.
1357 Lay Folks Catcch. 29 The lawe and be lare bat

langes till halikirke. <:i45o Merlin 14 In the mercy and
ordenaunce of god and holicherche.

Holy cross. The cross upon which Jesus
Christ suffered death (see CKOSS sb. 2 and note}.
Hence in derived senses (cf. CROSS sb. 3, 8, and 9).
c 1290, r 1380, 1548-9 [see CROSS sb. 2,9, 3]. 13. . Coerde L.

1304 Thus, thorwgh tresoun of the Eerl Joys, Surry was
lorn and the holy croys. 1470-85 MALORY A rtkurxvii. x,
Thenne he took her by the brydel and sayd, by the holy
crosse ye shalle not escape me. 1583 HOLLVBAND Campo
di Fior 51 Blesse thee with the signe of the holie crosse.

1826 HONE Every-day Bk. I. 1291 A Romish catholic
festival in honour of the holy cross, or, as our ancestors
called it, the holy rood.

b. In the titles of certain religious societies or

communities.

[1426 in Eng. Gilds 11870) 246 notet Willielmus Ryd ware,
magister Glide sancte Crucis de Bermyngeham.J 1547 Rep.
Commissioners ibid. 248 The guilde of tholye Crosse in

brymyncham. 187* O. SHIPLEY Gloss. Eccl. Terms, Holy
Cross, an order of Augustinian canons, suppressed in the

i7th cent. 1884 Casselfs Encycl. Diet., Holy-cross, a society
consisting of clerical members of the ritualistic school of the

English Church. It was founded in 1855.



HOLY-DAY.

c. attrib. Holy Cross day, the festival of the

Exaltation of the Cross, September I4th.
1662 Bk, Com, Prayer, Calendar^ Holy Cross Day. 1687

A. LOVELL tr. Tkevenot's Tray. i. 232 And the four and

twentieth, which is Holy-Cross-Day, according to the

Calender of the Greeks. 1883 R. SINKER in Prayer Bk.
Comment. (S.P.C. K.) 34

'

Holy Cross Day
'

in our Calendar,

or, more strictly speaking, the 'Exaltation of the Cross*

probably celebrates primarily the consecration of the

Church of the Holy Sepulchre at Jerusalem in 33$A.p.;
but its renown is specially due to the victory of Heraclius

over the Persians and his restoration of the Cross to its

shrine at Jerusalem.

Holydam, -dome, var. of HALIDOM.

Holy-day (hJu-liid,?
1

}. Forms : see HOLIDAY.

[OE. h&lis dees, two words, with the adj. subject
to inflexion ;

ME. early and northern haii}, haly
day, midland and southern hooly day, holy day,

holyday. In early times, more usually a com-

pound, OE. hali^dx^ ME. haliday, later HOLI-

DAY, q.v. Since the i6th c. the habit has more and
more prevailed to use the analytical form, whether

written holy day, holy-day >
or holyday^n. the original

sense, and to restrict holiday (h^rlidtf
1

) to the sense
*

day of recreation
'

(although the spelling holiday,
in the sense of holy day, has not become quite

obsolete). See HOLIDAY i.]

A day consecrated or set apart for religious ob-

servance, usually in commemoration of some sacred

person or event ; a religious festival.

a looo Laws of&theired vi. c. 22 (Schmid) Woroldricra
weorca on ham hal^an da^e $eswice man georne. c 1200

ORMIN 4350 Forr Saterrda^? wass hali} da;}. 13 . . E. E.

Allit. P. B. 134 Hit watz not for a haly day honestly

arayed. 1462 in Ellacombe Ch. Bells Devon, Bells Ch. ix.

(1872) 469 Every Sonday and wo!y day. 1552 Bk. Com.

Prayer^ Communion (Rubric), Any holye dayes or fasting
daies. 1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (J.), They kept that day
as one of their solemn holydays for many years after. 1663
BUTLER Hud* i. i. 213 A Sect . . That with more care keep
Holy-day The wrong, than others the right way. 1844
LINGARD Anglo-Sax. Ch. (1858) II. App. A. 331 The days of

St. Augustine and St. Boniface were ordered to be kept as

holydays. 1871 Daily News 7 Apr., Of late years Good

Friday has become . . a general holiday rather than a holy

day. 1876 Miss G. GUMMING / Hebrides (1883) 2 We . .soon

found . . that they were keeping holy-day or holiday, as the

case might be.

attrib. 1549 LATIMER $t?t Serm. bef.
Edw. VI (Arb.) 141

It is a holy daye worcke to vyset the prisoners. 1552 HULOET,
Holy daye euen, or halfe holy Aa.y,pr0/es(us. 1682 N. O.
Boileau's Ltitrin iv. 70 He calls, .for's Holy-day Apparell !

Holyer, var. of HOLOUR Obs,

Holy fire. arch, [trausl. L. sacer ignis
' sacred

fire
'

(Celsus, Vergil) ;
of. Ger. das heilige

Erysipelas, St. Anthony's fire: see FIRE sb. 12.

1398 TREVISA Bartk. De P. R. xvn. xxii. (Bodl. MS.) pe
yuel |>at hatte . . Ignis saluaticus and sacer ignis the holy
fuyre. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f, Beasts (1658) 201 The holy
fire is a disease of Sheep almost incurable, because if any
remedy do but touch them, they fall mad. Ibid. 476 Of the

Holy fire which the Shepheards call the Pox, or the Blisters,

or Saint Anthonies fire. 1813 T. BUSBY Lucretius vi. 764
Observe the Holy-Fire Eat as it creeps, and through the

frame its dire, Its flamy virus lead !

Holy Ghost (h<?u-li g^a*st). [Properly two
words (see HOLY a., GHOST 6), and so always
treated in OE., SQ halga gast, halis gdst, but in

ME. very generally as a combination, haligast,

holigost ; since 1 500 again usually written as two

words, but treated as a proper name or individual

designation, and, as such, taken as a whole in the

transferred and derivative uses,]

1. The Divine Spirit ; the Third Person of the

Godhead, the Holy Spirit.
a. 900 Halsuttcge in Dur/i. Kit. (Surtees) 114 Ic eow hal-

sije on fa;der naman, and on suna naman..and on 5aes

Hainan gastes. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. i. 20 Hyt ys ofbam
halgan gaste. c \\6nHiittonG, Ibid., Hyt is of ban halgen

gaste. 1175 Lamb. Horn. 101 Efter bes hal?a gastes to-

cume. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn, ng pus hie se3en be holi

gost on tungene euene. a iza$ Juliana 2 On his deore-

wurSe sunes nome, ant o bes haligastes. 11250 Gen. <$ Ex.
2428 Ouuor ali gast stille hadde setd . . Quuor iesu crist

wulde ben boren. a. 1300 Cursor Jlf. 19349 Wit haligast he
has us sent. ^13*0 Cast. Love 562 porw God be Holi-

gostesmiht. a 1340 HAMpoLE/^a/^xvii. 13 pe haly gast. .

bat is makere ofhaly writ. 1377 LANGL. P. Pi. B. xn. 141
For be heihe holigoste [v.r. hye holygost] heuene shal to-

cleue. c 1394 P. Pl.Crede 836A man . . pat my;tewib his good
lijf bat Holly Gost fongen. c 1450 tr. De Imitatione in. vi.

70 Pe holigost be comfortour. 1483 Cath. Angl. 171/2 pe
tt.&y%a.*teiConsolatoriparaclitus. igssJoYE^o/. Tindale

(Arb.) 46 The holigost also before y* declaring hym. 1548-9
Bk. Com. Prayer, Ordering Priests* Receiue the holy
goste. i6zi BURTON Anat. Mel. HI. i. i. ii. (1651) 416
The Holy Ghost is the love of the Father and the Son.

16*7 J. COSIN tr. gt/tc. Latin Hymn, Come, Holy Ghost,
our souls inspire, a 1699 STILLINGFL. Serm. III. v. (R.),

He . . bestowed these miraculous gifts of the Holy-Ghost on
the Apostles. 184,2 TKNNVSON St. Sim. Styl. 216 For by the

warning of the Holy Ghost, I prophesy that I shall die to-

night. 1875 MANNING Mission H. Ghost i. i The Spirit of

the Lord is God the Holy Ghost, and the Holy Ghost fills

the whole world.

b. Order of the Holy Ghost, a French order of

Knighthood (ordre du Saint-Esprif], instituted by
Henry III in 1578. So Knight of the Holy Ghost ;

Cross of the Holy Ghost : see quot. 1727-41.
1686 J. SERGEANT Hist. Monast. Con-vent. 98 Thehe Order
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of the Holy Ghost in France was Instituted by Henry the

Third, in memory of his Nativity, Election to the Polonian

Kingdom, and his coming to. .the Crown of France, all

which hapned on Whitsunday. 1696 Loud. Gaz. No. 3241/3
Paris, Dec. 3.. .There is to be a Promotion uf the Knights
of the Holy Ghost very suddenly. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl.

s.v., Before they receive the order of the holy Ghost,
that of S. Michael is conferred, as a necessary step ;

for

which reason their arms are surrounded with a double

collar. Ibid., Cross of the Holy Ghost, consists of a circle

in the middle, and on it the holy Ghost in figure of a dove :

the four arms are drawn narrow from the centre, and

widening to the ends. .This is the cross worn by the Knights
of the order.

2. a. The figure of a dove as a symbol of the

Holy Spirit, b. The cross of the Order of the

Holy Ghost : see I b.

1520 Mem. Ripen (Surtees) III. 180 Pro nova factura

cujusdam nebuliE pro lee Holy Goost. 1558 Will of Jlf.

Ellys (Somerset Ho.), Kynge of golde w' a Holy goste in

y'. 1725 Loud. Gaz. No. 6404/1 His Star and Holy Ghost
were of Diamonds.

3. (Also Holy Gliosfs Koot.} The plant Angelica,

Archangclica offitiiialis. (Erroneously taken as

Angelica sylvestris.)

1879 BRITTLN & HOLLAND Plimt-ii., Holy Ghost, Arch

angelica ojjfieittctlis .

4. altrib., as in Holy Ghost flower, plant, an

orchid, Peristeria data, also called dove-plant, from .

the resemblance of part of the flower to a dove ;

Holy Ghost pear = AVOCADO (from a mistaken

rendering of this as ' advocate ').

1866 Treas. Ilol., Holy Ghost Flower. Feristeria elata.

1882 GarJen 10 June 401/3 The Dove plant, .the beautiful

Holy Ghost flower of the Spaniards. 1885 LADY BRASSEY
Tlie Trades 158 Specimens of the '

Holy Ghost '

orchid,

with the little dove brooding in the centre. 1889 Cent.

Diet., Holy-Ghost /-ear.

Holyhock, holyoak, etc., obs. ff. HOLLYHOCK.

Holy Land, [transl. med.L. (nth c.) terra

sanela, F. terre sainte."]

1. Western Palestine, or, more particularly, Judaea :

so called as being the scene of the life and death of

Jesus Christ, and (with reference to the Crusades)
as containing the Holy Sepulchre ; sometimes, in

later use, as being the scene of the development of

the Jewish and Christian religions.

1197 R. Gi.ouc. (1724) 392 Of so muche folc nyme )>e croys,
ne to t>e holy londe go, Me ne sey no tyme byuore,

ne sut>l?e

nabemo. 1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870)22 We shul preyen..for

ye holy londe and ye holy crosse, yat godd ..bryngitouteof
hethell power, c 1400 MAUNDEV. i Roxb.) Pref. I pe land of

repromission, bat men calles be Haly Land. 1593 SHAKS.

Rich. If, v. vi. 49 lie make a voyage to the Holy-land.
1686 J. SERGEANT Hist. Monast. Convent. 98 To restore the

Possessions of the Christians in the Holy Land. 1758 [see

HOLY I'LACE]. 1803 K. WHITE Gondoline v, And he was

gone to the Holy Land To fight the Saracen.

2. slang. The parish of St. Giles's, London.
1821 The Fancy I. 250 (Farmer) The Holy-land, as St.

Giles's has been termed, in compliment to the superior

purity of its Irish population. 1891 Licensed Viet. Gaz.

3 Apr. 215/1 (ibid.) Whether the Irishmen of the Holy Land
or the Hebrew scum of Petticoat Lane.

Holy loaf. = HOLY BREAD. Also attrib. holy

loaf money.
1499 C/iurclnv. Ace. Croscombe (Som. Rec. Soc.) 24 Paid. .

for tynnyng of the lyght and the holy-lofe xvj
d

. 1548-9

(Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, Communion (Rubric), The Parish-

ioners of euerye Parishe shall offer euery Sonday, at the

tyme of the Offertory, the iuste valour and price of the holy
lofe . . to the use of theyr Pastours and Curates. 1616 in

T. D. Whitaker Hist. Whalley (1801) 149 The parishioners
. . are accustomed to pay an ancient duty called

'

Holy loaf

money'. 1849 ROCK Ch. of Fathers I. 137 This holy loaf

or eulogia was meant to be an emblem of. . brotherly love.

Holyn(e, holyng(e, obs. ff. HOLLIN, holly.

Holy place. A place that is holy ; a sanctuary.

spec. a. The outer chamber of the sanctuary in the

Jewish tabernacle and temple, separated by a veil

from the ' most holy place
'

or '

holy of holies '.

b. //. (See quot. 1856.1
1526 TINDALE Heb. ix. 25 The hye prest entreth in to the

holy place every yeare with straunge bloud. 1611 BIBLE
Exod. xxvi. 33 The Vaile shall diuide vnto you, betweene
the hcly place and the most holy. 1758 (title) Travels

through Egypt, Turkey, Syria, and the Holy Land ;
con-

taining. .A Description.. 4. Of the Holy Land, particularly
of Jerusalem and the Holy Places. 1856 STANLEY Sinai ff

Pul. 431 What are technically called 'the Holy Places'.

By this term are meant not the scenes of sacred events,

taken generally, but such special localities as the Greek or

Latin Church, or both conjointly, have selected as objects of

pilgrimage.

t Ho-Iyship. 06s. = HOLINESS 2.

c 1680 HICKEBINGILL Wits. 1. 63 The King sent his Holiship
all manner of Vessels belonging to a Chamber.

Holy Stone, holy-Stone, sb. [Origin ofname
uncertain ;

in sense 2 perh. for holey stone^
1. A soft sandstone used by sailors for scouring

the decks of ships.
1823 in CKABB Tec/mot. Diet. 1837 Old Commodore I. 64
A wet swab and a dry holy-stone will set all to rights. 1840
R. H. DANA lief. Mast xxii. 66 The decks were . . white as

snow .. from constant use of holystones. 1867 SMYTH
Sailors Wonl-bk., Holy-stone, a sandstone for scrubbing

decks, so called from being originally used for Sunday
cleaning, or obtained by plundering church-yards of their

HOLY WATER.

tombstones, or because the seamen have to go on their

knees to use it. 1890 Spectator 5 Apr., I believe you will

find the correct spelling to be '

holey ', the stones used by

preference being full of holes, like a sponge, and that any
derivations of the name 'holy' were simply inventions to

account for what sounded a remarkable name.

2. A stone with a natural hole in it, used as an

amulet or charm.
1825 BROCKET, Holy-stones, holed-stones. are hung over

the heads of horses as a charm against diseases. 1855
ROBINSON H'/iitty Gloss., Holy-stout, a flint or pebble in its

I

natural state with a hole through it, numbers of which are

found on our coast. They are also called
'

lucky stones '.

Holystone, v. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To scour

with a holystone.
1828 P. CUNNINGHAM N. S. Wales II. 217 Scrubbed,

swabbed, scraped, or dry holystoned. 1830 MARRYAT AVw^-'i
Own li. No sails to set, and no holystoning the deck. 1840
R. H. DANA Bef. Jlast iii. 6 Six days shalt thou labour and
do all thoil art able, And on the seventh holystone the decks
and scrape the cable. 1886 H. W. ELLIOTT Arctic t'rov. 108

Floors scrubbed and sanded likea well holystoned ship'sdeck.

Holy tide, holy-tide. A holy time or

season
;
a day or season of religious observance.

a 1035 Laws of Cnut I. c. 17 2 (Schmid) And beo bam
hal^um tidum, eal swa hit riht is. c~ 1200 Trill. Coll.Hom.

3 >e holie tid bat me clepe'5 aduent. a 1300 Cursor AI.

27210 In halitide or fastim dai. 1613 Bp. CORBET Joitm*
France iii. Poems (1672) 129 Much like John Dory in the

song, Upon a holy tide. 1810 SCOTT Leuiy of L_.
\\. iii, And

now, by holy title and feast, From rules of discipline released.

attrib. i8z8 SCOTT F. M. Perth ii, Now lay by thy work,

lass, for it is holytide eve, and it becomes us to go to the

evening service.

Holy water. Forms : see HOLY and WATEK ;

also 5-6 hally, holli(e. [OE. Mligwxter, a true

compound, whence in ME. halywater ; snbseq.

analyzed as two words.]
1. Water dedicated to holy uses and used for

ritual purification of persons and things ;
water

blessed by a priest and used in various rites and

devotional acts.

c 900 tr. Bxda's Hist. v. iv. (1890) 396 Sumne dzl
{>aes halij-

wjetres. a 1225 Ancr. R. 324 Confiteor, & haliwater, &
beoden, & holie bouhtes. c 1380 WYCLIF Set. Wks. III. 452
Waschen aweywib preieris of a Pater-noster, wibhali watir,

wib pardon. 1382 Num. v. 17 He [the preest] shal take

the holy watre in a britil vessel, c 1440 Promp. Parv. 223/1

Halywater, aqua benedicta. 1570 B. GOOGE Pop. Kingd.
IV. 47 b, Then followeth good sir Blase, who doth a waxen
Candell giue, And holy water to his men. 1602 FULBECKE
Pandectes 77 The Pope's holiwater. a 1714 BURNET Hist.

Ref. an. 1536 (R.) Jests about confession, praying to saints,

holy-water, and the other ceremonies of the church. 1885
Catholic Diet. s.v., Before the High Mass on Sundays the

celebrant sprinkles the people with holy water.

b. Prov. As the devil loves holy water, i. e. not

;

at all, or rather with violent dislike.

1570-6, 1738 [see DEVIL so. 22 hj. 1 c 1600 DistractedEmp.
\

v. i. in Bullen O. PI. III. 242 Faythe I love thec. Yes, as

the devyll does freirs holye water.

t c. fig. in COURT HOLY WATEB, gracious but

j
empty promises, q.v.
2. attrib. and Comb., as holy water basin, bearer,

brush, can, casting, fat (FAT sbl), font, fount, pot,

stonp ; t holy-water clerk, one who carried the

vessel containing holy water : often spoken of with

contempt as holding a mean office ; holy-water

sprinkle, sprinkler, (a) a kind of brush used to

sprinkle holy water, an aspergillum ; (&) a kind of

club armed on all sides with spikes ; (c) a fox's

]

'brush'; t holy-water stick = holy-water sprink-
\ ler (a) ; t holy-water stock, a holy-water stoup

or basin ; t holy-water stone, a stone vessel for

holding holy-water ; t holy-water strinkle, (a)
' = holy'-water sprinkle (a) ; (/>} the plant Horsetail.

11440 Promp. Parv. 223/1
*
Halywater berere, aauaoa-

julus. a 1678 MARVELL Afpleton Ho. 252 Another bolder,

stands at push, With their old *holy-water brush. 1563-87
FOXE A. H M. (1861) VII. I. 47 'Holy-water-casting, pro-

cession - gadding, mattins - mumbling. 1303 R. BKUNNE
Hand!. Synne 11592 An *holywatyr clerk . . bat lytyl hab

lerned yn hys lyue, He ys ordeyned a prest to shryve.

1528 CowLKt'm State Papers II. 141 A symple Irish preste,

a vagabounde, without lernyng, maners, or good quahtye,
not worthy to bee a hally-water clerc. 1660 HOWELL Eng.

\ Prov 10 The Parish-Priest forgetteth that ever he hath
'

been Holy-water Clark. 1464 in Ripon Ch, Acts (Surtees)

i
222 Simul cum le balywater fatt. 1566 in Bug. Ch.

Furniture (Peacock) 37 An holiwater fat of Stone. 1513
'

in Glasscock Rcc. St. Michael's, Bp. Stortford (1882) 33

Pd for mendyng of the *halywater potte nj d. 1:1440

Promp Parv. 223/1 *Haly water spryngelle. .asfersorium.

1614 T. ADAMS Devil's Banquet 17 The Priest must dash

the graue with a holy-water-sprinkle. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed.

Kersey), Holy- Water sprinkle, a Term us'd by Hunters for

the Tail of a Fox. 111887 JEFFERIES Field ft Hedgerow
(1889) 296 The spiked balls of a holywater sprinkle, such as

once used in the wars. 1816 SCOTT Antiq. xxv, Another

churchman in his vestments bore a "holy-water sprinkler.

1846 FAIKHOLT Costume Eng. 288 The Morning-star, a ball

of wood, encircled by bands of iron in which spikes are in-

serted . . was sometimes termed jocularly a '

holy-water

sprinkler ',
the way in which it scattered blood, .suggesting

a similarity to the sprinkling of holy water. 1419 Will of
Maydeston (Somerset Ho.), Vno *holiwaterstykke argent.

1552 HULOET, Holy water sticke or sprincle, aspergillus.

1530 PALSGR. 228/2 *Halywaterstocke, benoistier. 1566 in

Eng. Ch. Furniture (Peacock) 34 One hallywater stock of

stone broken in peces. Ibid. 52 One *hollie water stone

broken in peces and defacid. 1419 Will of Maydeston
(Somerset Ho.), Vno vase argent vocat "holiwaterstop. 1483
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HOLY-WATERED.

Act i Ri<h. Ill, c. .2 2 No Merchant Strange .. shall

bring into this Realm .. Candlesticks, Holy-water Stopp..

1872 O. SHIPLEY Gloss. Eccl. Ter,m, Holy Water Stouf,

the -.tone stoup, stock, vat . . or other receptacle for holy

water placed near the entrance of churches, c 1440 Promfi.

Pan' 223/1 *Haly water . . strencle . . aspersornim. 1538

TURNER Libcllui B ij a, Hippvris, .. Hally water stryncle.

Hence Holy-watered a., sprinkled with holy

water (in quot.yf^.).
1608 TOURNEI-R Rev. Trag. iv. iv. Wks. 1878 II. 124

Farewell, once dryed, now holy-watred Meade !

Holy Week. The week immediately preceding

Easter Sunday, also called Passion Week. (In

modern use only from i8th c., chiefly in reference

to its observance at Rome.)
Clo6o Charter of EaJiufard"mKem\>\e Cod. Dip!. IV.209

Inne Easterne and inne Sa hali wuca. 1710 Lond. Gaz.

No. 4685/1 The Pope . . designs to officiate at some of the

Functions of the Holy Week. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl.,

Holy Week, is the last week of Lent, called also passion

:veek. 1812 BRADY Clavis Cal. (1815) I. 277 The week was

called the 'Great Week '

. . the Holy Week from the extra-

ordinary solemnities practised throughout its continuance ;

and Passion Week. 1885 Catholic Diet. 405 In Holy Week
the Church commemorates Christ's Passion.

Holy well. [See WELL sb. A combined form,

as in holiday, is represented in the proper names

Holywell, Hollywell (hp'liwel), ffaOtwtU.] A well

or spring reputed to possess miraculous healing

properties, as being a channel of divine influence.

854 Charter in Kemble Cod. Dipl. V. 100 Donne upp on

Beaddingbroc on haljan wclle. 1672 PETTY Pol. A nat. 364

They [the Irish] have a great opinion of holy-well's, rocks,

and caves. 1793 in A rchxol. XL 127 The bath near one end

of the church of East Dereham in Norfolk, .was more likely

to have been a holy well. 1846 R. HART Eccl. Rec. (ed. 2)

224 Holy wells are occasionally found in churchyards. 1871

TYLOR Prim. Cult. II. 195 Cornish-folk still drop into the old

holy wells offerings of pins, nails, and rags.

Holyworkfolk : see HALIWEKFOLK.

Holy Writ. [See HOLT a. and WRIT.] Holy

writings collectively ; spec, the Bible or Holy

Scriptures. In earlier times, sometimes including

other writings dealing with sacred subjects.

c<xx> tr. Bieda's Hist. II. xvi. [xx.] (1890) 152 jEfter bon be

hallje writu sprecaS. c 1200 Vices I, Virtues 15 We findeS on

hali write, a 1125 A ncr. R . 98 Ase holi writ sei3, hore speche

spret ase cauncre '. c 1305 St. Kenelm 258 in E. E. P. (1862)

54 5e pope nam bis holi writ, a 1375 Lay Folks Mass Bk.

App. iv. 90 Wip-outen witnesse of holi writ Wisdam weore

hit non. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xii. 136 Thei han Gospelles

and the Prophecyes and the Byble wnten in here Langage,
Wherfore thei conne meche of Holy Wrytt. 1604 SHAKS.

Oth. in. iii. 324 Confirmations strong. As proofes ofholy Writ.

ITOO DRYDEN Cock If Fox 380 Of Daniel you may read in

holy writ. 1714 Pore Wife ofBath 346 And close the sermon,

as beseem'd his wit, With some grave sentence out of wholly

writ. 1805 COLKBROOKE in Asiat. Res. (1808) VIII. 483

Writers on ethics sometimes draw from the Vedas illustra-

tions of moral maxims, and quote from their holy writ

passages at full length, in support of ethical precepts. 1817

COLERIDC.F. Sityl. Leaves (1862) 245 To Nature and to Holy
Writ Alone did God the boy commit.

II Hom (hom). Also homa. [Pers. ^ horn,

Zend, haoma, = Skr. soma] The sacred plant of

the ancient Persians and Parsees ;
also its juice :

originally the same as the SOMA of the Vedas.

1855 BAILEY Mystic 35 And horn sweet herblet of immortal

life Sipped till transmute he stood. 1862 F. H\i.LmParthe:ion

i Nov. 844/1 Under the name of homa, the part which this

liquid [the juice of the sotna, or acid asclepias] plays in the

offerings of the Parsees is almost equally conspicuous. 1870

ROCK Text. Fabr. 238 That tree-like ornament.. seems the

traditionary form of the Persians'
' horn '. 1878 M RS. PALLI-

SER tr. Jacquemari's Hist. Furniture 468 Hom or sacred

palm depicted upon Persian textiles. 1886 Edin. Rev. July

151 A shrub of homa on an enamelled gold vase.

b. attrib. and Comb.
1882 E. W. WEST Pahlavi Texts n. 165 note, This twig

a small fragment of which is pounded with the Horn-twigs
when preparing the H6m-juice.

Horn, obs. f. HOME ;
var. HEM pron., Obs., them.

Homacanth : see HOMO-.

Homage (hp'med3), sb. Also 3-5 omage, 5-6
hommage, (5 erron. homoge, uinage, ymage).

[a. OF. ommage, homage, humage (1 2th c.), mod.F.

hommage (formerly omnage = Pr. homenatge, Sp.

homenage} : late L. hominaticum (in Du Cange),
f. homo, Aomin- man : see -AGE. The (late) OE.

equivalent was mann-rxden : see MANEED.]
1. In Feudal Law, Formal and public acknow-

ledgement of allegiance, wherein a tenant or vassal

declared himself the man of the king or the lord of

whom he held, and bound himself to his service.

Phrases. To do (t make), render homage; to resign

homage, formally to renounce allegiance.
c 1290 Beket 600 in S. Eng. Lef.l.i2$ Homage he scholde

don to him. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 7987 So bat pis Macolom
..Dude king willam omage, & bicom is man al out. 13..

Guy Warva. iA.) 1294 Mine men 56 beb & to me swore,

Omage }e schul me ber-fore. 1:1400 Ywaine <$ Caw. 1952
And evermar to be hir frende, Umage made he to that hende.

348

Hand to hold of him as in Homage. 1843 CARLYLE Past A>

/'>: n. xi, Coming to do homage for his Father's land. 1867

FREEMAN Xorm. Con;. I. iii. 99 Homage was there ; for the

relation of every man to his Lord was a relation of homage.

b. Homage ancestral (see quot. 1595). Homage

feudal, lie.p (see quot. 1856). New homage, homage

by an alienee or his successors, as distinguished ,

from homage ancestral. Plain homage (see quot.

1727-41). Simple homage = feudal homnge.
(.11481 LITTLETON Ten. H. vii. (1516) Biv, Tenure per ;

homage auncestrell.] 1595 Raslell's Expos., Homage
auncestrell, is where a man and his ancestours of time out

of mind, did hold their land of their lord by homage. 1628

COKE On Lilt. loob, I think there is little or no land at all

at this day holden by homage auncestrel. 1727-41 CHAMBERS

Cycl S.V., Plain Homage, or homage of a fee, where no

oath of fidelity is taken. 1851 BURRILL Lam Diet. 575

Simple homage ; that kind of homage which was merely an

acknowledgment of tenure, with a saving of the right! of

other lords. 1856 Bouvier's Law Diet. (ed. 6) I. 588 Homage
was liege and feudal. The former was paid to the king, the

latter to the lord.

C. An act of homage ;
a render or money pay-

ment made as an acknowledgement of vassalage.

l o resigne 10 nym an me nomages ana lealties aewe 10 mm
as kyng. 1597 SKENE De Verb. Sign. s.v., Weemen makis
na homage, bot onely fidelitie . . Homage concernis service

specially in weirfare, to the quhilk weemen ar nocht subject.

1670 MILTON Hist. Eng. I. (1851) 23 He .. gave them that

[ 1431-50 transl. Higdm (Rolls) 1 1 . 89 Tenauntes were wonte

to yelde theire wepens for an homage in the firste commenge '

of newe lordes.] 1599 ?t>.SHZ Lenten Stuffc 71 Euery yeare
<

about Lent-tide, the sherifes ofNorwich take certayneherring

pies . . and send them as a homage, c 1645 HOWELL Lett.
|

xxxviii. (1726) 68 He is contented with a white Mule, and

Purse of Pistoles about the Neck, which he receives every

year for a Herriot or Homage. 1661 in Tighe & Davis Ann.

miiiisor(i^) II. 302 To indeavour to take off the some of

36/1. 6s. charged as a homage dew to his Ma". 1774 T.WEST

Antiq. Furness (1805) 109 Rents, services, homages.

2. A body of persons owning allegiance ; spec. in

Eng. Law, the body oftenants attending a manorial

court, or the jury at such a court.

01300 K. Horn 1497 pe king and his homage Jeuen
Arnoldin trewage. a 1577 SIR T. SMITH Comttfw. Eng. n.

xvii. 65 [In a manor] his tennantes being sworne make a

lurie which is not called the enquest, but the homage. 1620

J. WILKINSON Courts Baron 143 You shall sweare that you
as Foreman of this Homage . . shall duely inquire and true

presentment make. Ibid., Then call the rest of the Homage
and sweare them. 1804 Occurr. in Ann. Keg. 84 Court of

Piedpoudre. Before the steward of Bartholomew fair and

a special homage. Ibid., The homage returned a verdict for

the plaintiff. 1865 Spectator 7 June 9/2 With the consent of

the
'

homage ', i. e,, of his copyholders.

3. fig. Acknowledgement of superiority in respect

of rank, worth, beauty, etc. ; reverence, dutiful

respect, or honour shown.

1390 GOWER Coit/. I. 249 The yonge ladie was forth fet,

To whome the lordes done homage. i4S-7o Golagros $
Gaw 283 Thair gat he nane homage For all his hie parage.

1526 Pilgr. Perf.PN. de W. 1531) 25 b, To do homage and

honour to almyghty god. 1590 SHAKS. Cam. Err. in. li. 43

Your weeping sister is no wife of mine, Nor to her bed no

homage doe I owe. 1671 MILTON P. R. n. 376 All these

are Spirits of air, and woods, and springs, Thy gentle

ministers, who come to pay Thee homage, and acknowledge
Thee their Lord. 1785 BURNS Cottar's Sat. Nt. xviii, The

parent-pair their secret homage pay. 1803 MACKINTOSH Def.

Peltier Wks. 1846 III. 272 They are compelled to pay a

reluctant homage to the justice of English principles. 1823

CHALMERS Serm. I. 417, I offer them the homage of my
respectful Congratulations. 1856 EMERSON >if. Traits,

Wealth Wks. (Bohn) II. 68 There is no country in which so

absolute a homage is paid to wealth.

4. attrib. and Comb., as homage-breaker, -fee,

-gift, -penny ; homage-doing adj. ; homage-jury>

the jury at a manorial court.

C1J86 C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps. LXXII. iv, The lunges of

Tharsis homage guifts shall send. 1623 LISLE JElfric on

0. fr N. Test. Ded. xiv, If after him . . Be under thee such

homage-breakers found. 1650 TRAPP Comm. Numb. xv. 20

Ye shall offer up a cake, As an homage-peny, as acknow-

ledging God, the chief Lord of all. 1686 in Tighe & Davis

Ann. Windsor (1858) II 421 Paid to Sr Thomas Duppa the

homage fee 16 06 8. 1729 JACOB Lam Diet., Homage Jury,
is a Jury in a Court Baron, consisting of Tenants that do

Homage to the Lord of the Fee. 1864 BURTON Scot Abr. I.

1. 19 [He] called this homage-doing King his vassal.

Hcrmage, v. [f. prec. sb., or ad. F. hommager
(Cotgr.), f. hommage (see prec.).]

fl. trans. To render or pay as a token of

homage. Obs.

21592 H. SMITH Wks. (1866) I. 112 Every man must

homage his heart. 1662 COWLEY Civ. War 63 To her great

Neptune homag'd all his streams, And all the wide-stretch'd

ocean was her Thames.

t 2. intr. To pay homage. Obs.

1592 Nobody 4- Someb. 240 in Simpson Sch. Shaks. (1878)

I. 286 Servants homaging And crying Ave . 1636 HEVWOOD
Love's Mistris 11. Wks. 1874 V. 115 To whom Jove some-

times bends. . Mars homageth, and Phebus will submit.

3. trans. To do homage or allegiance to.

1632 LITHCOW Trail. IX. 380 To Court I came, and homag'd
Royall James. 1677 GILPIN Demonol. (1867) 178 How he

was homaged by fowls and fishes. 1773 J. Ross Fratricide

n. 100 (MS.) For him the Universe, .and all Creation ought
To homage without ceasing. 1862 CARI.YI.E Fredk. Gt. ix.

ix. III. 146 Don Carlos . . styles himself
'

King of the two

Sicilies', .whom Naples .. willingly homages as such.

t Hoinagea'ble, a. Obs.
[f.

HOMAGE sb. +
-ABLE. Cf. obs. F. hommageal'le.'] Bound to

render homage.
c 1645 HOWELL Lett. i. n. xv. (1655) 85 He of Holland being

homegeable to none, .was the more potent. Ibid. I. VI. xil.

254 The Dutchy of Bar ; for which he is hommageable to the

Crown of France, as he is to the Emperor for Lorain. 1764

Antiq. in Ana. Reg. 169/1 Great and small homagcable fiefs.

HOMARINE.

t Ho'magely, adv. Obs. rare~ l
. In 5 homage-

liche. [f. as prec. + -LY^.] By way of homage.
<:i4io Citron. I'ilod. st. 210 And b> homagelyche to hym

bey dedon so abey}e.

Homager (hpmedgaa). Also 5 omager(e,

homegere, homyger, 6 homagier. [a. OF. hom-

mager, -ier, f. hommage HOMAGE : see -EK 2
.]

One who owes homage or fealty ;
one who holds

lands by homage.
Crown homager, the crown of a vassal king. Liege

homager'. cf. HOMAGE sb. i b.

lanoo Arthuri^ Kynges..pat were to hym Omager.

.11529 SKELTON Agst. the Scottes 122 Pardy, ye were his

homager And suter to his parlement. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny
I. 69 The Camuni. -did seruice as homagers to them. 1608

D. T. Ess. Pol. ff Mar. 71 They would acknowledge them-

selves, .liege-homagers for it to the Crowne of France. 1610

GI'ILLIM Heraldry iv. i. (166) 269 This Kind of Crown . .

.some have given it the name of a Crown Homager. 1769
De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. (ed. 7^1

IV. 293 The Isle of Man . .

for several Generations, has belonged to Families, who have

been Homagers to the Crown of England for it. 1867

FREEMAN Norm. Cony. I. iv. 231 Before long we find him

again the faithful homager of King Lewis.

b. spec, in Eng. Law, A manorial tenant.

1598 KITCHIN Courts l.eet (1675) 7 Homagers of Court

ought to enquire in this Court. 1:1640 J. SMYTH Lives

Berkeley! (1883) I. 282 All of them homagers to the Castle

of Berkeley. 1714 SCROGCS Courts-leet (ed. 3) 159 The Oath

of a Stranger in the Lord's Court to the Homagers. 1889

}KSSOfTCo>ninfO/ Friars \. 225 The homagers were afraid

to give a verdict against the steward.

c. fig. Cf. HOMAGE sb. 3.

CI400 Rom. Rose 3288 Whanne thou were maad the

omager Of God of Love to hastily. 1606 SHAKS. Ant.ff Cl.

i. L 31 Thou blushest Anthony, and that blood of thine Is

Casars homager. 1673 Lady's Call. l. v.
34. 43 Interest

.should render her an homager to that omnipotent power.

1877 MRS. CHAPMAN in Ht. Martineau's Autobiog. III. 101

The newspapers were zealous heralds and homagers.

t Homagy. Obs. rare 1

, [ad. med.L. homa-

gium, f. F. hommage HOMAGE.] Allegiance ;

rendering of homage.
1610 HOLLAND Camden's Brit. n. Irel. 72 We have given

also unto him for his homagy and service, the Cantred.

Homalogonatons (h^malfligp'natss), a. Or-

nith. [f. mod.L. Homalogonalse (see below), f. Gr.

6iai\6s even, level, ordinary -I- 701-1), yovaT- knee :

see -ous.] Belonging to Garrod's division Honialo-

gonatie of birds, comprising those which have a

rectusfemoris or ambiens muscle in the leg.

1872 COUES Key N. A mer. Birds (1884) 195 Passeres have

no ambiens . . Birds having it are homalogonatous or
*

normally-kneed '.

Homalographic (h^maloigrse-hk), a. (erron.

homolo-.) [f.
Gr. 6/ioAos (see prec.) + GRAPHIC :

cf. F. homalographiqtte.']
1. Geog. Delineating in equal proportion ; applied

to a method of projection in which equal areas on

the earth's surface are represented by equal areas

on the map or chart.

1864 WEBSTER, Homolographic projection. 1866 PROCTOR

Handbk. Stars 22 The problem proposed by Babmet, and

solved by Cauchy, of the homolographic (or, as I prefer
to

call it, the equigraphic) projection of maps ;
that is of the

construction of maps in which all areas shall be correctly

given. in InitU. Observ. No. 54. 429 Tne homolographic

projection of the globe.

2. Anat. (See quot. 1886.)
1886 Syd. Sac. Lex., Homalographic method, Le Gendre s

name for a mode of exhibiting or representing the anatomical

structures by making plane sections, if possible, on a frozen

body. 1889 J. M. DUNCAN Lect. Dis. Worn. xxx. (ed. 4)

250 He has shewn it in a homalographic section made on a

woman recently delivered.

Hcrmaloid. Geom. [f.
Gr. o/ioAos (.see above)

+ -onx] A homaloidal space of any number of

dimensions ; a '
flat '.

1876 CLIFFORD in Prof. Lond. Math. Sac. VII. 67 On the

free motion under no forces of a rigid system in an -fold

homaloid.

Homaloidal (hpmaloi'dal), a. Geom. [f.
as

prec. -f -AL.] Of the nature of a plane ;
flat : see

quots.
1875 PROCTOR Fam. Sci. Stud. (1,882) 21, I personally have

often found relief from the dreary infinities of Homaloidal

space (that is space where straight lines are straight and

planes plane. .) in the consoling thought that, after all, this

other may be the true state of things. 1885 C. L. MORGAN

Strings of Conduct n. iii. 79 The space that we know is

pfactiially homaloidal. It is possible that it may not be

theoretically homaloidal that is to say, it is possible that

the shortest path between two points may not be an abso-

lutely straight line, but a very, very little curved.

I! Homaloptera (hprnalp-pterii), sb.pl. Entom.

[mod.L., f. Gr. c^aA-os (see above) 4- vrfpov wing.J
' -

mo.., . . c- - .

: A division of dipterous insects, in Leach's classifica-

:

tion. Hence Homalo pterous a., belonging to the

Homaloptera.
1817 LEACH Zool. Misc. III. 60 Order ,6 Omaloptera.

1835 KIRBY Hat. f, Inst. Amm. II. xx. 3 '7 "Hx Homalop.

tera (Forest-fly, etc.) called also Pvpipara. 1874 Chambers

Encycl. s.v., All the Homaloptera are parasites.

Ho:jnaloste-rnal, Ornith. [f. as prec. +

L. stern-ton breast-bone + -AL.] Having a flat keel-

less sternum or breast-bone ;
ratite.

Homarine (hp-marein), a. and sb. [f.
mod.L.

Homarus, generic name of the lobster, f. F. homard



HOME.

(formerly homar, a. ON. humarr, Da. hummer)

lobster.] a. adj. Related to or having the charac-

teristics of a lobster, b. s6. A crustacean of the

genus ffomarus ;
a lobster.

1880 HUXLEY Crayfish. 316 Whether a given crustacean

belonged to the Astacine, or to the closely allied Homarine

group. Ibid., Whether the crustacean in question was

a marine Astacine, or a true Homarine.

Homatomic, Homaxonial : see HOMO-.

Homber, obs. var. HAMBARGH.
1411 Nottingham Rec. II. 88 Ad faciendum hombers.

Ibid., Ad artem de hombermaker. 1523 lsee HOLME].

Homblock, obs. form of HEMLOCK.

1578 LYTE Dodoens 11. Ixix. 238 It is good for them that

haue taken excessiuely of the iuyce of Homblocke.

Hombre, var. OMBRE.

Home (hff'im), si. 1 and a. Forms: 1-2 ham,

3-5 (7) horn, (3-4 hoom, 4-5 hoome), 4- home,

(5-7 whome, 6 whom) ;
north, and Sc. 3-5 ham,

4- hame, (5 hem, 5-7 hayme, 6 heme, 6, 9

heame, 7 haim, 9 haam). [Coin. Teut. : OE.

ham = OFris. him, OS. him (MDu., Du. hcem\
OHG. heim (MHG., Ger. heinf), ON. heimr dwel-

ling, world (Sw. hem. Da. hjem ), Goth, hdims fern.,

village. Cf. Lith. kcmas, kaimas, village, home-

stead, OPruss. caymis village; Skr. kSemas safe

dwelling, f. *ksi to dwell secure.

In the earlier stages of Teutonic, the ace. case was used

without a preposition (accusative of direction) like L. domum,
with the sense

'
to one's house, to home '

; and the dat.

( = locative), OHG. heimi, hcime, MHG. heime, OS. kime,
in the sense

'
at home ', L. dona. The former usage survives

in
'

go home ', where HOME is now treated as an adv.]

A. sir. fl. (Only in OE. and early ME.) A vil-

lage or town, a collection of dwellings ;
a vill

with its cottages. Obs.

cgooir. Bxda H. xiv. [xvi.] (1890) 146 He rad betweoh his

hamum o5be be tunum. 901 O. E. Chron. an. 901 jEbelwald

sast binnan baem ham mid baem monnurn be him to
jzebuson,

c 1205 LAY. 19455 pa wes Verolam a swioe kinewurSe horn.

fD. An estate, a possession. Obs.

i 950 Lindisf. Gasp. Matt. xix. 22 Waes forSon hjebbend

monigra homas vel aehta [possessiones], c xooo /LFRIC
Gen. xlvii. 20 pa hi; ciptun ealle hira hamas for bses hun-

gres micelnyssa. c 1205 LAY. 19537 Ne Iseten }e nacuere bas

hzSene, bruken eoure hames.

2. A dwelling-place, house, abode; the fixed

residence of a family or household ;
the seat of

domestic life and interests ; one's own house ; the

dwelling in which one habitually lives, or which

one regards as one's proper abode. Sometimes

including the members of a family collectively;

the home-circle or household.
c 950 Lindisf. Gosp. John xiv. 2 In hus fadores mines hamas

menrga sint {Afs. G. maneja eardungstowa ; Vulg. man-

siones]. 971 Blickl. Horn. 25 Se ham is jefylled mid tieofon-

licum gastum. c toooLaws ofSEthelbirht c. 3 (Schmid)_Gif
cyningaet mannes ham drincaec-. 1175 Lamb. Horn. 49 Riche

men . !>e habbeS feire buses and feire hames. c 1275 in O. E.

Misc. 170 Al hit wolle agon. His lond and his hus and his

horn, a 1300 Cursor M. 5619 Noght fer fra be kinges hame.

1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xn. 46 God is nat in bat bom. c 1440

Prontp. Parv. 244/2 Hoome .. maiicio. c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes

ofAymon xxviii. 588 All the sike . . retourne to theyr home in

goode helthe. 1605 SHAKS. Lear n. i. 126, 1 best thought it

fit To answere from our home, a 1667 COWLEY Elegy in Eng.
Poets (1810) VII. 61 There banish'd Ovid had a lasting home.

(11835 MRS. HEMANS Homes of Eng. i, The stately homes
of England ! How beautiful they stand. 1849 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. iii. I. 351 That attachment which every man
naturally feels for his home. 1871 FREEMAN Norm. Cong.
IV. xvii. 81 [He] returned to the home which, almost alone

among princely homes, supplied a model for lowlier homes to

follow. 1894 H. DRUMMOND Ascent Man 390 Sacred and

happy homes.. are the surest guarantees for the moral

progress of a nation.

D. transf. Applied to the dwelling- or resting-

place of animals or things.
1774 GOLDSM. Nut. Hist. II. v. i. (Squirrel], It continues

for some hours at a distance from home, until the alarm be

past away. 1821 BYRON Heaven fy Earth I. i. 155 Foam,
Which the leviathan hath lash'd From his unfathomable
home. 1864 WOOD (title) Homes without Hands, being a

Description of the Habitations of Animals. 1893 SIR R.

BALL Story of Sun 295 To rend this stone from trie home
where it was originally placed.

C. The usual contents of a house ; a houseful.

1887 Charity Organis. Rev. III. No. 34. 369 The creditor

relies . . on the power of selling up the ( home '. 1888 Times
16 Oct. 3/2 He emigrated to America, leaving his wife and
children with a home of furniture.

3. (Without qualifying word or plural.) The place
of one's dwelling or nurturing, with the conditions,

circumstances, and feelings which naturally and

properly attach to it, and are associated with it.

The absence of the article is prob. connected historically

with the constructions at home, to go home (both in OE.),

front home (^1300); but it appears also to be connected
with the generalized or partly abstract sense, which includes

not merely
'

place
'

but also
'
state ',

and is thus construed like

youth, -wedlock, health, and other nouns of state.

<ri4&> Tovmeley Myst. xiv. 212 In euery place he shall

haue hame. 1546 J. HEYWOOD Prow. 11867) 9 Home is

homely, though it be poore in syght. 1611 COTGR. s.v.

Ponvoir, When all is done home's homelie. 1616 S. WARD
Coalefr. A Uar (1627), True zeale loues to keepe home. 1813
BYRON Corsair in. xviii, Oh ! what can sanctify the joys of

home? 1822 J. H. PAYNE Song, Home, Sweet Home, Be it

ever so humble, there's no place like home. 1858 HAWTHORNE
Fr. $ It. Jrnls. (1872) I. 51 This life of wandering makes a

349

three days' residence in one place seem like home.
_

1882

A. W. WARD Dickens vii. 223 He was most English^in that

love of home to which he was never weary of testifying.

4. Jig. In various connexions, referring to the

grave, or future state : the '

long
'
or

'

last
' home.

shi

he sal cumc til his lang hame. 1535 COVERDALE l:ccl. xn. 5

Man goeth to his longe home. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. i. i. 83

These that I bring vnto their latest home. 1638 SIR T.

HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 204 A deadly flux .. brought that

religious Gentleman . . in the vigour of his age t>
to an

immortall home. 1722 WOLLASTON Relig. Nat. ix. 218

Preparing for our removal hence to our long home. 1833
I. TAYLOR Fanat. iii. 70 Whatever is spurious is marked

already for oblivion, and moves on to its home.

5. A place, region, or state to which one properly

belongs, in which one's affections centre, or where

one finds refuge, rest, or satisfaction.

1548 HM.L Chron., Hen. FsSb, He subdewed Wales .. and

broughte that unruly parte to his olde home and aimciente

degree. 1567 THROCKMORTON Let. to Eliz. 9 Aug. in Tytler
Hist. Scot. (1864) III. 270 They [the Hamiltons] account

but the little king betwixt them and home, who may die. 1589
WARNER Alb. Eng. vi. xxxii. (1612) 160 His Brothers twaine,

his Nephewes twain, and Neeces three did stand Betwix

himselfe and home. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, iv. i. 57

A Randeuous, a Home to flye vnto. 1667 MILTON P. L. x.

1085 Till we end In dust, our final rest and native home.

1873 LYTTON Kenelm Chillingly II. xv, Wherever woman
has a tongue, there Mrs. Grundy has a home. 1884 Contemp.
Rev. Mar. 315 In the Church of England he found a

satisfying home.

6. One's own country, one's native land. Used

by Britons abroad, by inhabitants of the British

colonies, and formerly by those of British descent

in the U. S., for Great Britain = the mother-country,

the ' old country '. (Cf. at home : lib.)

1505 SHAKS. John 11. i. 31 Till then faire boy Will I not

thinke of home, but follow Armes. 1601 A Its Well n. v.

71 That presently you take your way for home. 1755

WASHINGTON Let. to Aug. Washington Apr. (Bartlett), My
command was reduced, under a pretence of an order from

home. 1817 BROUGHAM in Par!. Deb. I. 545 Whether in con-

sequence of orders from home, or of the views entertained by
the local governments. 1837 Lett.fr. Madras (1843) 9Z

Home always means England ; nobody calls India home.

1886 FROUDE Ocea.no. (ed. 2) 78 The Controller .. had many
questions to ask about ' home ' and what was going there.

7. The seat, centre, or native habitat ;
the place

or region where a thing is native, indigenous, or

most common.
1706 PRIOR Ode to Queen 315 Flandria, by plenty made the

home of War. 1871 FREEMAN Norm. Conq. IV. xviii. 125

The return of the Conqueror was ushered in by the destruc-

tion of the ecclesiastical home of the nation. 1874 GREEN
Short Hist. vii. 5. 386 The South and the West still

remained . . the great homes of mining and manufacturing

activity. 1886 POSNETT Comp. Lit. iv. ii. 258 Sicily, then, was

the real home of bucolic poetry.

8. An institution providing refuge or rest for the

destitute, the afflicted, the infirm, etc., or for those

who either have no home of their own, or are

obliged by their vocation to live at a distance from

the home of their family.

1851-61 MAYHEW Land. Labour II. 81 (Hoppe) These

birds are not admitted into the Sailors' Home. 1863 S. Low
Charit. Lond. 31 The Home for Confirmed Invalids. Ibid.

Index 312 Home for Aged Annuitants. 1897 Whitaker's

Aim. 282 Dr. Barnardo's Homes for Orphan Waifs. Ibid.

285 Homes for Working Girls in London.

0. In games : The place in which one is free

from attack ;
the point which one tries to reach ;

the goal.
j855 DICKENS Dorrit vii. 50 The prison children . . whooped

and ran, and played at hide and seek, and made the bars of

the inner gateway
' Home '. 1870 HARDY & WARE Mod.

Hoyle, Backgammon 141 The object of the game is to bring
the men round to your own ' home ', or inner table. 1897

Daily News 18 June 2/3 All the time Watts kept Persimmon
in waiting, and not till the line for home did he let the great
horse go.

10. The accusative retains its original use after

a verb of motion ,
as in to go or come home (

= L. ire,

venire domuni] ;
but as this construction is other-

wise obsolete in the language, home so used is

treated practically as an adverb, and has developed

purely adverbial uses. See HOMK adv.

11. At borne, a. At or in one's own house, or

place of abode. (In OE. often = ' in the house ',

as distinct from outside.)

805-31 Charter in O.E. Texts 444 Of hisna jemenum
godum oaer act ham. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Mark ix. 33 pa hi

act ham [Lituiisf. a:t huse] waeron. Luke ix. 61 Iet me

asryst hit cyban bam 3e set ham [Lindisf. xd ham ;
Rushvj.

aet huse] synt. c 1205 LAY. 2436 pa was Guendoleine at

hame. 13. . Coer de L. 256 At home ne dwellyd never

none, On forfeyture on lyff and londe. 1484 CAXTON Fables

of A IJ'once (1889) n A lytyl catte which she hadde at home.

1504 ATKVNSON tr. De Imitatione i. xx. (1893) 168 To byde
at whome. 1573 J. SANFORD Hours Recrcat. (1576) 220

When the Catte is not at home, the Myce daunce. 1616-

1798 [see CHARITY 9]. a 1631 DONNE Lett. (1651) 44 Natu-

rall and inborn charity, beginning at home. 1712 STEELE

Sped. No. 431 P 3, I had not been long at home with him.

1820 W. IRVING Sketch Bk. I. 39 There is still a little world

of love at home, of which he is the monarch.

fig. i 1440 York Myst. xlviii. 360 ?e herde bem noght,

youre eris Je hidde, Youre helpe to bame was nojt at hame.

1796 BURNEY Mem. Metastasio I. 70 A sure sign that your
head is at home.

HOME.

b. In one's own neighbourhood, town, country,

etc. ;
in one's native land. (Opp. to abroad.'} In

the mother-country, in England. (Cf. sense 6.)

The application has gradually widened from uses in which

it is hardly distinguishable from the prec.

^1386 CHAUCER Prol. 512 He..dwelleth at hoom, and

kepeth wel his folde. 1400 Destr. Troy 9337 Oure
buenies . . bat might haue leuet in hor lond, as lordes at

hame. 1548 HALL Chron., Edvi. 11' 195 b, That he then

myght do at his pleasure, bothe at home and in outward

parties. 1678 WANLEY Wond. Lit. World v. i.
93. 467/2

Unfortunate in his Wars at home and abroad. 1751 in J._F.

Hageman Hist. Princeton (1879) I. 59 The administration

of his Excellency, .has been disadvantageously represented
to the ministry at home. 1873 C. ROBINSON N. S. Wales

105 To all who are struggling to get on at home and yet
can hardly keep their heads above the water.. we say..
come out to this Land of Plenty.

c. At one's ease, as if in one's own home ;
in

one's element. Hence, Unconstrained, unembar-
rassed ;

familiar or conversant with, well versed in.

1513 MORE in Grafton Chron. (1568) II. 811 In his custo-

die, where he might recon himselfe at home. 1528 TIN-

DALE Ansiv. Sir 7'. Mare 57 The mayde was at home also

in heuenly pleasures. 1787' G. GAMBADO' Acad. Horsemen

(1809) 45 Supposing you are now at home enough on

horseback, to ride out alone. 1816 KEATINGE Trav. (1817)
I. 23 The complete manner in which they appear to be at

home at the table. 1860 W. GORDON Dearest Mamma n
Pray make yourselves at home, gentlemen. 1878 Bosw.
SMITH Carthage 376 In politics he does not seem to have

been at home. 1886 RUSKIN Prxterita I. v. 171 More at

home on the hills than in the counting-house.

Hence at-homcish, at-hcmeness : see AT HOME.

d. Conventionally understood as = Accessible to

callers ; prepared to receive visitors. Hence, used

as a formula inviting company to an informal re-

ception. See also AT HOME sb.

1601 SHAKS. Twel. ff. I. v. 117 If it be a suit from the

Count, I am sicke, or not at home. What you will, to

dismisse it. 1710-13 SWIFT fml. to Stella (K. O.), The
Minister is not at home, which I knew to be a lie. 1760

C. JOHNSTON Chrysal II. i. i. 7 Turning to the footman,
'
I thought, sirrah (said she), that I was not to be at home

this evening !

'

Ikid. ii. 10 You know your company is

always welcome. I am always at home to you ! 1782

COWPER Progr. Err. 167 Their answer to the call is Not
at home. 1849 THACKERAY Pendennis xli, The Marchioness

of Steyne would be at home to Mr. Arthur Pendennis upon
a given day. 1806 Westm. Gaz. ^ Sept. 3/2 Mrs. S. is At

home '

first and third Mondays. 1898 Card, Mrs. M . At

Home, Randolph Assembly Rooms, Monday, February 2ist,

9 to 1 1 o'clock. R. S.V. P. Notice, Owing to a recent bereave-

ment Mrs. will not be at home on Thursdays at present.

Hence ' not-at-home ', the intimation or arrange-

ment that one is not accessible to visitors.

1874 T. HARDY Madding Crowd I. ix. 123 Not-at-homes

were hardly naturalized in Weatherbury farm-houses.

12. Prom home. Away from one's house or

place of abode ;
not at home ;

abroad, ^fig. Ill at

ease, out of one's element. (See also quot. 1573.)

Penniless Pilgr. (1883) 27 Her husband being from home.

1737 BRACKEN Farriery Impr. (1757) II. 77 You are never

from Home, if you have such a Horse under you. 1738

JOHNSON London 225 Sign your will, before you sup from

home. 1886 MRS. HUNGERFORD Green Pleasure <$ Grey

Grief \\\. vi. 113 Having run away from home.

13. Nearer home. a. lit. Nearer one's own

dwelling-place or country, b. Jig. In or into

closer relation or connexion with oneself ;
so that

one is more closely touched or intimately affected.

"577 HARRISON England in. ii. (1878) n. 13 Peradventure

we might haue found the same neerer home. 1709 Reft.

Sacheveretfs Serm. 22 The Dr. ought to look nearer home.

1712 ADDISON Sped. No. 415 r 10 In . . China, as in Countries

nearer home. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed.2> III. 167 There are

whole countries too, such as India, or, nearer home, Ireland.

14. attrib. and Comb. a. Simple attrib., apposi-

tive, etc., nshome-aMress, -breeding, -haven, -island,

-lesson, -name, -tree, -woe (tr. Ger. htimwth), -wor-

ship, -wreck. Also, in sense To, for, or towards

home, homeward, as home-breeze, -correspondent,

-letter -longing, -wind: cf. HOME adv. 8 a."
MRS. HUNGERFORD Lady VahvortKs Diamonds

ou will give me his *home address,

home
xxiii. (18 156 If you

Ming 111. ix. 143 Something 1

comfortableness. 1840 LONGF. in Life (1891) 1-359. '"!"=

I shall be a better "home-correspondent than 1 have been

hithertofore. 1852 SUSAN WARNER QtUKhy (1853) I. 219

Without one softening or home-like touch from any home-

feeling within, a 1618 SYLVESTER Paradox agst . Liberttc

725 As hee sees his ship her "home-haven enter safe. 1887

World 21 Sept 15/2 Miss P. . . has opened a "home-hospital

in Weymouth Street. iSajSfeciatorioSept. 1220/2 Home

lessons, also, are longer and more exacting than with us.

1894 H NISBET Bush Girrs Rom. 212 Have you got your

"Some-letter ready? 1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4)

II. 507 "Home-longing, when at a remote distance from

one's friends and country. 1886 lllustr. Lond. News

East

,,.^... j-

^Nov'.'s&j Her *home name is
' the Princess Mary '. 1649

G DANIEL Trinarch., Hen. I', cxvii, Soe farre Dev!ded

. .as hee shall not heare *Home.whineinges. 1855 LONGF.

Hiaw iv. 234 Ruler shall you be.. Of the "home-wind.

892 R. KIPLING Barrack-r. Ballads, Eng. Flag x, The

ast Wind roared.. Me men call the Home-Wind, for I

F. W. ROBINSON Coward
bring the English home. 1870 F.

Conscience i. iii, A *home-wreck an,d a soul cut adrift.



HOME
b. In same sense as B. i .

IS97 DANIEL Civ. Wars vn. Iii, Th' ayde, home-disobedi-

ence would afford. 1602 CAREW Cornwall II. (i8n) 234

Afflictions by home-neighbours. 1621-31 LAUD Scv. Serin.

(1847) 86 He may have leisure from homc-cares. 1641

BROME Jm'iall Crew u. Wks. 1873 III. 381 Such was his

love to keep me a home-Man. 1740 J. CLAKKE Bane.

Youth fed. 3) 204 This is an objection, .against a Home-
Education. 1802 Edin. Jlev. I. 80 The home-group, in

which his infancy was spent. 1853 Miss SHEPPARD Ch.

Auctiesterl. 7 A domestic presence of purity, kindliness, and

home-heartedness. 1856 KANE Arc/. Expl. II. viii. 85

Bonsali and Kane took the entire home-work on themselves

today. 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. II. III. 78 All folk

unto the homestead draw, And noted how a homeman
there Turned round unto the hillside bare. 1878 A". Amcr.
Rev. CXXVII. 354 Some features of home-life in France.

1883 Evang. Ma?. Aug. 349 The dictating of a letter to the

home-circle. 1886 RUSKIN Prxterita I. xi. 371 Both despised

me, as a home-boy, to begin with. 1886 F. W. ROBINSON

Courting Mary Smith II. xx. 101, I was too much of a

home-bird to be satisfied with the change.
c. In same sense as B. 2.

1774 Carton fnclos. Act 3 All the home-steads, home-closes,

and ancient inclosures. 1859 GEO. ELIOT A. Bede I. vi.

The calves are bleating from the home-croft. 1870 MORRIS

Earthly Par. II. III. 486 Over the homefield toward the
\

wall they drew. 1890 BOLDREWOOD Col. Reformer (1891) 353

They were fairly on the sandy home-station track.

d. In same sense as B. 3.

1597 DANIEL Civ. Wars Wks. (1717) 200 The glory lost,

which Home-Broils hinder might. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny
II. 137 Ech region is furnished

sufficiently
with home-

physicke of their owne. 1622 BACON Hen. VII^76 To set

prices by Statute, .vpon our Home-Commodities. 1642
CHAS. I Annv. Declar. both Houses i July 51 For home-

defence of the Kingdome. 1713 in Lond. Gaz. No. 5130/6
Neither do we. .fear any Foreign Rivalship to pur Home-

j

Manufactures. 1766 W. GORDON Gen. Counting-no. 365 |

Whether foreigner or home-trader. 1799 J. ROBERTSON

Agric. Perth 351 The home-market price was raised. 1804

EARL LAUDERD. Pub. Wealth (1819) 153 In the home-trade.

1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk., Home-Service, the Channel

service; any force .. stationed in and about the United

Kingdom. 1889 Spectator 2 Nov., What may be called the

home-missionary spirit.

e. In same sense as B. 4, q.v.
f. In same sense as B. 5.

1638 FORD Fancies i. i, Speak a home-word For my old

bachelor lord. 1694 CROWNE Married Beau Ep., A more

blunt expression . . when they wou'd make a home-proof of

such a transgression. 1723 M'WARD Earnest Contend. 196
i Jam.) Your great confidence makes plain and home-dealing
with you . . necessary. [1711, 1881 Home-truth: see B. 5.]

tg. Of, pertaining to, or concerning oneself;

intimate, private, personal. Obs.

1711 SHAFTESB. Charac. (1737) 1. 170 Such confidence they
had in this home-dialect of soliloquy. 1726 BUTLER Serin.

Rolls x. 195 If this sincere Self-Enjoyment and Home-
Satisfaction be thought desirable.

h. objective and obj. gen., as home-builder,

-lover, -maker, -making, -seeker, HOME-KEEPEK,
-KEEPING ; home-building, -loving adjs.

1884 J. HALL Car. Home 82 The recollection . . will prevent
the young "home-builders from being paralyzed with sur-

prise. 1825 COLERIDGE Aids Re/I. Aph. xxxvi. (1848) I. 86

The 'home-building, wedded, and divorceless swallow.

1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits, Rmlt'Wa. (Bohn) II. 133

Truth in private life, untruth in public, marks these 'home-

loving men. 1876 STOPF. BROOKE Eng. Lit. 8 A home-loving

people. 1886 Pall Mall G. 26 Oct. 5/2 Teaching girls how
to become good housekeepers and 'home-makers.

i. locative, in sense
'
at home ',

with ppl. adjs.,

vbL, sbs.. nouns of action, agent-nouns, as home-

baked, -built, -fed, -formed, -grown, -left, -raised,

-reared, -woven, HOME-BHEWED, -MADE, -SPUN ;

home-abiding; -growing, -sitting, -staying, -tour-

ing, -washing; home-execution, -stay ; home-baker,

-brewer, -dweller, -patient, -stayer, -tarrier, etc.

1886 MARY HOWITT in Gd. Words 545 The "home-abiding

poet Whittier. 1870 IXJWELL Study Wind. 251 The 'home-

baked Saxon loaf. 1490 Canterb. City Rec., Robertus

Dehytyngton, *homebaker. 01631 DRAYTON Wks. II. 586

(Jod.) 'Home-begotten hate. 1676 Rep. Fr. Capers 4 Aug.
in Marvell Gro-Mth Popery (1678) 59 With their own 'home-
built Ships. 1593 Q. ELIZ. tr. Boeth. iv. pr. i. 76 'Home-
dweller in thy country. 1549 COVERDALE, etc. Erasm.
Par. Eph. Prol., By foreign-:, or "homedwelling enemies.
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the Mai-ken men be so *horaebound ? 1853 TALTOURU Cos-

tilian iv. iii, We'll ensure one hour of 'home-fraught comfort

1823 MOORE Fables Holy Alliance, etc. 104 Calm, wedded
affection, that 'home-rooted plant. 1882 H. S. HOLLAND

Life ff Logic (1885) 216 Its dear shores and 'home-sweet
hills. 1897 Daily News 30 Mar. 8/2 Work amongst th
* home-tied and crippled children of London.

B. atlri/>. passing into adj.
These uses do not differ essentially from those treated

under 1 4 ;
but home, being here written separately, functions

as an adjective used attributively; in sense 5 it is even used

predicatively, and qualified by adverbs man, most, so, etc.,

like an ordinary adjective.

1. Of, relating to, or connected with home or

one's home
;

reared, fostered, or carried on at

home; proceeding from home ; domestic,
'

family'.

[i looo Sax. Leechd. II 244 Ham [and] wilda hanma.)

1552 HULOET, Home supper, domiaenium. 1573 TUSSKR
Hiisb. Ivi. (1878) 127 Home wants to supplie. 1641 BROMU

Jmiall Creiu \\. Wks. 1873 111. 380 Home came I In my
home Cloaths again. 1849 THACKF.RAY Pendennis (1871) 624
But this was only a home pastime, and the young school-

boy was not fond of home sports. 1871 SMILES Charac. i.

(1876) 29 Its citizens had no true family or home life. 1883

E. BLACKWELL Booth, ofBlue Ribbon Mavem. viii. 91 Home
comforts [had gonej to make way for home necessities. 1883

MRS. CUDLIP .Mod. HOUSC-M. 84 A room that . . had the real

genuine
' home look

'

about it. 1886 W. J. TUCKER E.

Europe 308 The entire garments worn are home manu-

facture and home tailoring.

2. In the neighbourhood of or surrounding one s

home, or the mansion on an estate. Hence, belong-

ing to head-quarters, principal ;
as home station.

1662 Providence (R.I.) Rec. (1893) III. 17 The high way. .

where John Steere his howse standeth and his home share

of Land. 1699 Boston Rec. (1881) VII. 236 A great White

Oake standing neer by Mr. Benja White's home meadow.

1813 JANE AUSTEN Emma i. xii, Keeping in hand the home
farm at Donwell. 1884 TROLLOPE Small Ho, Allington

(1879) I. 7 An inner gate, leading from the home paddock,

through the gardens. 1886 World 17 Dec. n The home
covers were shot on Friday. 1887 Spectator 9 Apr. 495/1
The two home farms brought in a gross revenue of^250.

b. Home Counties, the counties nearest to Lon-

don : Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Essex ; some-

times with the addition of Hertford and Sussex.

Home Circuit : the assize circuit which has London

as its centre : its area has been repeatedly changed ;

at present (1898) it includes the counties of Hert-

ford, Essex, Sussex, Kent, Surrey, Huntingdon.Cam-

bridge, Norfolk, and Suffolk. (See CIRCUIT sb. 5.)

1737 J. Chambcrlayne's SI. Ct. Brit. II. List Offices 262

Clerk of the Assize of the Home-Circuit. 1837 Penny Cycl.

VII. 195/1 The Home Circuit comprehends the counties of

Hertford, Essex, Kent, Sussex, and Surrey. 1862 TROLLOPE

Orley F. (1868) 67 Mr. Furnival practised at the common
law bar, and early in life had attached himself to the home
circuit. 1883 H. P. SMITH Gloss. Terms etc. 253 Home
Circuit, or South Eastern Circuit, Norfolk, Suffolk, Essex,

Herts, Surrey, Kent, Sussex.

c. Belonging to the county or locality in which

a sporting contest or match takes place. Home-
and-home applied to two matches, one of which

is played at the home or locality of each side.

1886 Times 21 June 10/5 (Cricket, Gentlemen of England
u. Australians) The home fielding did not realize expec-

tation. i889 World No. 632. 9/1 The home crew jumped
away with the lead, but the visitors speedilyjoined company
with them again. 1888 Observer i July 2/4 A draw, greatly

in favour of the home team. 1890 Daily News 10 Dec. 2/4

Somersetshire . . have arranged home-and-home matches

with Surrey, Lancashire, Yorkshire, Kent [etc.].

3. Relating to, fostered, produced, or carried on

in, or proceeding from, one's own countiy or

nation; domestic: opp. \.o foreign.

grown wool. 1602 WARNER Alb. Eng. xn. Ixxvi, Why yot
Should "home-left love forget. 1801 Med. Jrnl. V. 5 A
'home-patient of the Manchester Infirmary. 1827 Lincoln

Cabinet 59 Persons residing in Lincoln . . unable to attend

at the dispensary, shall be deemed home-patients. 1866

Racket's Seer. 1. 103 Everything was either home-made or

'home.raised. 1886 Badminton Lilir., Shooting I. 3
"Home reared birds. 1630 LORD Banian Ep. Ded., In-

forme the 'home-residers with the Manners and Customes
of the People. 1728 SAVAGE Bastard 76 The guilt of

'homeshed blood. 1649 G. DANIEL Trinarch., Hen. V,

ccxciii, Enflame *home-sitters by long Pedigrees Of their

Atcheivments. 1655 GURNALL Car. in A rut. Ded., To have
their Will ready made, and their worldly interests set at

"home stay. 1655 E. WATERHOUSE in E. Terry Voy. to E.
India A vij a, To the gain of homestayes. 1579-80 NORTH
Plutarch 190The 'home-tarriers and house-doves that kept
Rome still. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 7 Apr. 3/2 A recipe,

.for the

home-washing of lace. 1888 Century Mag. XXXV I. 769/1
'Home-woven hats, or knitted caps.

j. dative, instrumental and other relations, as

home-bound, -fraught, -sheltered, -tied adjs. k.

similative, as home-sweet adj.
1882 MAY CROMMELIN Brown-Eyes vi. ( 1884) 69 Why should

HERBERT Trav. 150 They are not very inquisitive about

forreigne affaires, they are content with home occurrents.

1794 T. COXE View U. S. 382 To extend the home market for

our agricultural products. 1842 BISCHOFF Woollen Manu/.

(1862) II. 171, I consider the home trade the safest . . but I

think the foreign trade . . the most extensive. 1866 A. L.

PERRY Elem. Pol. Econ. (1873) 518 A duty, .laid on foreign

hats to encourage the home manufacture. 1885 Munch.

Exam, 29 Tune 5/1 We have reached a crisis in our home

politics. 1886 Globe 25 Mar. 2/4 The home producer com-

plained of foreign goods being carried at a cheaper rate

than his home produce.

b. Treating of domestic affairs ; dealing with

matters concerning one's own country, as contrasted

with foreign countries, or to the mother-country as

distinguished from the colonies. Home Office : in

Great Britain, the department of the '

Secretary of

State for Home Affairs
'

(abbrev. Home Secretary) ;
'

the building in which its business is carried on.

i

St
Colonies, . -

State for the Home Department. 1836 (title) Home and

Colonial School Association. 1844 H. H. WILSON Brit.

India 1 1. 514 The Home authorities earnestly recommended
to the Indian Governments the immediate [etc.]. 1863

S. Low Charit. Land. 255 The societies . . may. . be classed

either under Home Missionary or Foreign Missionary. 1865

DICKENS Mut. Fr. i. iii, A recommendation to the Home
Office to offer a reward for the solution of the mystery.

4. In games : Of, pertaining to, or situated at or

near ' home '

: see A. 9 ; reaching or enabling a

|
player to reach

' home '. (Also hyphened.)

HOME.

1857 Cfiam/vrs' Inform. II. 689/2 Keep on your ground,
and smother these balls by the home-block, rather than risk

your wicket by stepping in to hit them. 1886 MRS. BURNETT
Ld. tauiitleroy vi. 11888) 122 But Mr. Hobbs took me
several times to see base-ball . . Here is the first base and

that's the second, and that's the third, and that's the home-

base. Ibid., Once round the field is a home run and counts

one. 1895 rallMallG. 15 Oct. 9/1 (Golf) In the new order

of things this first hole has become the last or home hole.

1897 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. 6 Jan. 10/1 The horses had thun-

dered down the home stretch with a finish so close as to

cause the judges to wrangle among themselves.

5. That strikes home
;
that comes home to one;

! searching, poignant, pointed ; effective, appro-
! priate; to the point, close, direct. Now chiefly
1 in home question, home truth, which are often

j hyphened: see also HOME-THBUST.
Home was here originally adverbial (hoine-spcaking =

speaking home, home-thrust a thrust home) : see HOME
aitv. 4, 5 ; separation from the vbl. sb. has led to its treatment

as an adj., and its extension to other sbs. as in home truth,

a 1625 FLETCHER Faith/. Shepherdess iv. iv, But why Do I

resolve to grieve.and nottodie? Happy had been the stroke

thou gavest, if home. 1625 Bp. MOUNTAGU App. Cxsar.^4
|

This is plaine and home enough. 1642 JER. TAYLOR Episc.

(1647) 132 An instance may be given, full, and home to this

purpose. 1643 HERLE Answ. Feme 14 The full and home

testimony of Forteskue. 1654 H. L'EsTRANGE Chas. Ai6ss)
45 The Earl of Bristow .. returned so home an answer, as

the House was amply satisfied with it. 1709 STEELE Taller

No. 31 f 9 The other, with a sly serious one, says home

Things enough. 1711 SHAFTESB. Charac. (1737) III. 328
If he has indirectly spoken some home-truth. 1783 MAD.
D 'ARBLAY Diary 9 Dec., This was rather a home stroke to be

sure. \i*$Ibid 16 Dec., It is, I own, a very home question.

1788 H. WALPOLE Remin. in Lett. (1857) I. ix. p. cxlii, That

negociation not succeeding, the Duchess made a more home

push. 1843 LEFKVRE Life Trav. Phys. II. i. xiii. 16 People
who pique themselves upon telling home truths. 1844 ALB.

SMITH Adv. Mr. Ledbury xxv. (1886! 78 This was a very
home question. 1881 MARY A. LEWIS 2 Pretty Girls II

267 What a nice word ' home '

is, and everything connected

with it. .All except home-truths. 1897 SIR H. GOUGH Old
Mem. ii. 95 That curious feeling of victory already won
seems to be the prevailing sentiment in a good home charge.

Home, sb.'t rare. = HOMELYN.
1836 YARRELL Brit. Fishes II 429 The Homelyn Ray,..

The Home, Sand Ray, and Spotted Ray.

Home (htf
u
m), adv. Forms : see HOME so. 1

[Originally the accusative case of HOME sb., in its

primary sense as the case of destination after a

verb of motion : cf. L. ire domum to go home.

But at length treated as a simple adv., and, in senses

4. 5, formerly compared homer, homes1.]
1. To one's home, house, or abode; to one's

dwelling-place, own district, or country.
c looo Ags. Gosp. John vii. 53 And hix cyrdon ealle ham.

c 1070 O. E. Chron. (MS. C.) an. 1049 Se cing lyfde eallon

Myrceon ham. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 53 King chirus . .

let hem . . faren horn in to ierusalem. c 1330 R. BRUNNE
Chron. (1810) 69 Now gos he home, c 1450 Cov. Myst.

30, I krepc hem to my stynkyng stalle. c 1450 How
Gd. Wi/ taught hir Dought. 165 in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 191

Borowed thinge wole home, my leue childe. 1578 Notting-
ham Rec. IV. 181 Or fetche anne wayre whome vpon the

Sabothe Daye. 1651 CLEVELAND Poems 35 God would have

chang'd his doom, Not forc'd him wander, but confin d him

home. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe i. xiii, I lugged the money
home. 1802 MAR. EDGEWORTH Moral T. (1816) I. vi. 37

In their way home. 1831 SIR J. SINCLAIR Corr. 11. 208

The value of the ship and cargo, going out and coming
home. 1840 KINGSLEY Poems, Sands of Dee, O Mary, go
and call the cattle home. 1885 W. C. SMITH Kildrostan 50

I'll see Miss Ina home.

fig. 1581 W. CHARKE in Confer, iv. (1584* A a
ij,

Howso-

euer you labour to auoyde the direct course of disputation

. . I must call you home by and by. 1629 H. BURTON Babel

no Bethel 31 This comes home to my stating of the question.

1686 W. DE BRITAINE Hum. Prud. Ep. Ded., If the World
would spend that time in active Phylosophy . . and come
home to business. 1872 ELLACOMBE Cn. Bells Devon.,
Bells Ch. iii. 225 This is continued till the end of the peal,

when the bells are brought
' home' to their regular places.

b. To the home- or mother-country from a

colony or foreign possession.
1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 523 note, A letter which

was brought home by the last Indian Fleet. 1762 in B.

Peirce Hut. Harvard 11833) 278 The persons who sued for

it will make application home for another [Charter]. 1874

GAIRDNER Lancaster 4- York vii. (18751 >3J
The Regent

Bedford, .wrote home to the government in England.

c. To the place of final rest, to the '

long home ;

to the grave ; to 'the place appointed for all living '.

To go home: to die (common dialectally).

1528 Will ofy. Buckingham, My wiffe to bryng me home
and to pay my dettes. 1816 SCOTT A ntiq. xxxii, But ye are

sure your mother, the Lady Countess, is gane hame? c 1855

HARRIET PARR Hymn,
' Hear my prayer, O heavenly

Father' v, Guide and guard me with Thy blessing, Till

Thine angels bid me home.

d. With ellipsis of go.
1583 STOCKER Hist. Civ. Warns Lowe C. I. 1123, The

fugltiues . . had . . made their reckoning, that they should

home to their houses. 1859 G. MEREDITH R. Amnrfxxi,
' Shall we home ?' Adrian inquired.

2. It sometimes expresses the result ol motion

(which is not expressed by the verb).
= Come

home, arrived at home, at home after absence.

1587 HARRISON England u. xvii. (1877) i. 293 They [ships]

will be there in thirtle or fortie dales, and home againe in

Cornewall in other eight weekes. 1726 Adv. Copt. R. Boyle

149 The Secretary would have me home with him. 1848

EMILY DICKINSON Lett. (1894) I. 72 Only twenty-two weeks

more, and then home again you will be to stay. 1870 t.



HOME.
PEACOCK Ralf Skirl. I. 273 My son will be home soon.
1885 HOUTI.LS -V. Lnfliam II. i. 20 Like people who have
been home from Europe three years.
3. Technical, a. Naut. Towards or into the

ship. Hence, of an anchor, away from its hold,
so as to drag : cf. ANCHOR sb. 6 e.

1603 KNOLI.ES 1/ist. Turks (1621) 724 Her ankars came
home, and she driven upon the flats, was cast away. 1711W. SUTHERLAND Shijtlntild. Assist. 165 Tumbling home.
1748 Ansan's I'oy. in. v. 334 A sudden gust of wind brought
home our anchor. 1813 Sporting Mag. XLII. 238 He was
sorry to inform him that the anchors came home. 1833 T.

b. In games, sport, etc. : To the ' home or goal ;

arrived at the ' home ': see HOME sb. 9.
1778 C. JONES Ifoylcs Games /;;//?-. 185 In order to pre-

vent B from getting his Man home. 1812 Sporting Mag.XXXIX. 184 The ball did not reach half home. 1855
SMEDLEY//. dr.'crdale xliv, I. .beg to enter a horse of mine
. .in order to discover whether Broth-of-a-boy can show him
the way home. 1897 H'hitakcr's Aim. 634/1 G. Martin,
Essex Beagles, was tne first man home.
4. Of physical actions : To the point or mark

aimed at
; to its ultimate position, as far as it

will go ; so as to reach, touch, or penetrate effectu-

ally ; into or in close contact ; closely, directly.
1548 BBADFORD Let. to Trams 12 May in Foxe A. $ M.

(1838) VII. 281 You hit me home, and give me that I look
for. 1586 A. DAY nf. Secretary I. 137 God when he
striketh, smiteth home. 1603 KNOLI.ES Hist. Turks (itei) 8
Resolutely charging them home, put them to flight. 1637-
77 FELTHAM Resolves i. xlv. 72 An arrow, aimed right, is not
the worse for being drawn home. 1669 STURMY Mariner's
Mag. 16 Hawl home the Top-sail Sheets. 1677 EARL OF
ORRERY Art of War 17 Those will charge the homest,

home with the Rammer. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine
s.v., In the stowage of the hold, &c., a cask, bale, or case is

said to be home, when it bears against, or lies close to some
other object, without leaving any interval between. 1801
NELSON in Nicolas Disp. (1846) VII. p. cciv, Time is

precious, .. strike quick and home. 1863 WHYTE MELVILLE
Gladiators xii. (1864) 83 She could see that her thrust had
pierced home. 1872-6 VOYLE Mil. Diet. (ed. 3) s.v., Is the
shot well home t 1897 SIR E. WOOD Achievem. Cavalryx\\.
226 That the squadrons should ride home on the enemy as
far as possible.

b. Naut. Full in (from the sea), full to the shore.

1793 SMEATON Edystone L. 103 Nothing to hinder the
Ground Swells . . from coming home upon the Edystone
Rocks uncontrouled. 1794 LD. HOOD 5 Aug. in Nicolas
Disp. Nelson (1845) 1. 476 note, The wind not blowing home
to the shore with so much violence. 1894 Daily News
6 Sept. 3/1 It is one of those harbours where, as the sailing
book says,

' a swell is apt to come home '

especially with a
north-easterly wind.
5. fig. To the very heart or root of a matter ; into

close and effective contact ; so as to touch, reach,
or affect intimately; closely, directly, effectively,

thoroughly, out and out. To bring a charge liome
to (a person): to fix it upon him, convict him of it.

1542 UDALL Erasm. Apoph. 218 To be paied home ieste
for ieste. c 1586 C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps. LIV, Lord . . pay them
home, who thus against me fight. 1588 J. UDALL Diotrephes
(Arb.) 25 If they happen to speake home now and then.
1611 SHAKS. Cymb. in. v. 92 No farther halting : satisfie me
home, What is become of her? 1641 M. FRANK Serm.,
Christm. i. (1672) 49 To drive that lesson homer. 1650 T.
B. Worcester's Apopk. 43 To bring the similitude a little

homer. 1682 LUTTRELL Brief Rel. (1857) I. 200 He putt
the case very home to the court. 1697 F. SMITH in Lett. Lit.
Men (Camden) 255 Wicked enough, .to forge, .old writings
..and to charge this home upon the Monks. 1722 DE FOE
MollFlanders (1840) 309 The witnesses swearsohome against
you. ai82$FoRBY Voc. E. Anglias,.\., The meat is home
done. 1858 HAWTHORNE Fr.

<J-
//. Jrtils. II.

to bring home to me what amounts to portentous folly.

b. esp. To come (go} home to : to touch, affect,
or move intimately.
1625 BACON Ess. Ded. Dk. Buckhm. (Arb.) 498, 1 doe now

publish my Essayes; which, of al! my other workes, haue
beene most Currant : For that, as it seemes, they come home,
to Mens Businesse, and Bosomes. 1660 BOYLE Nciu Exp.
Phys. Much. Pref. 16 He has already provided, that this

piece shall .. be done into Latine, that so it may come home
to divers worthy Persons. 1713 STEELE English. No. 48.
313 Applause must never come quite home to them. 1769
Junim Lett. xvi. 71 There is no precedent, in all the pro-
ceedings .. which comes entirely home to the present case.

1823 New Monthly Mag. IX. 106/2 It. .comes home to the
heart with a refreshing and harmonizing power 1864 CAR-
LYLE Freiik. Gt. xn.xii. IV. 274 That Walpole will probably
be lost, goes much home to the Royal bosom. 1871 FREEMAN
Norm. Cong. (1876) IV. xviii. 211 Whose tale, .comes more
deeply home to us than anything else in the local history.
6. To ' oneself ; hence, f to one's normal condi-

tion ; to consciousness, sense, self-control, self-

possession (olis.).

xjaS Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 269 Whiche may not
longe..beare such eleuacyonsof the soule, but anonecalleth
it home. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. Ep. Ded. F iij b,

Having called home my wandering witts. 1614 Bp. HALL
Recoil. Treat., Heaven upon Earth 21. 131 That great
King . . now comming home to himself . . complaines, that

[etc.]. 1660 FULLER Mi.rt Cmtemfl. (1841) 244 Manasseh . .

came home to himself, and destroyed the profane altars he
had erected. 1645 QUARI.ES Sol. Recant, vii. 43 Call home
thy selfe : Inspect thy selfe anew.
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7. Phrases. a. To bring oneself home, to be

brought home, come, gel home : to recover oneself

(financially), recoup oneself, regain one's position.
1760 C. JOHNSTON Chrysnl II. i. ii. 9 Her patroness..

having lost every rubber ; and, what was still worse, several
i by-bets which she made to bring herself home. 1782 Miss
1 BURNF.Y Cecilia vni. viii, He has taken a very good road to

bring himself home again. 1806 R. CUMBERLAND Mem.
(1807) I. 256, I believe he got home pretty well upon the
sale ofit. 1831 SCOTT Abbot Introd., The bookseller, .is at

once, to use a technical phrase, 'brought home', all Ins outlay
beingrepaid. 1886 So English (N.Y.) 14 They, .determined
to let this particular race be their getting-home stakes. 1895
Miss BRADDON in Iv'estm. Gnz. 6 Nov. 1/3 The publisher. .

has to consider whether he can ' come home '

upon the

publication of a book by a new writer.

b. To call home : to publish the banns of mar-

riage of ; to ' ask in church '. dial.

1891 T. HARDY Tess (1892) 267 Vou was not called home
this morning. 1891 E. SLOW Wiltsh. Gloss.

t C. To come short home : to fail to reach home
(as the aim or goal of effort) ; to come to grief;
so to come home by misfortune, etc. Obs.

1548 HALL Cliroti., Hen. (7 175 b, The erle of Warwicke
had come to short home to tel these Tidynges, if the duke
. .might have had his awne will. 1596 HARINGTON Afetaw.
AJO.X (1814) 36 An hundred thousand of them came home by
weeping-cross. 1600 HOLLAND Livy xxxiv. xiii. 861 Many
of his enemies were caught up and came short home.
a 1610 HEALEY Ccbcs (1636) 154 He that either refuseth it

or misapplyeth it, comes home by unhappinesse and ruine.

1655 STAHLn Hist. Philos. in. (1701) 87/2 Take heed your
Herd come not short home. 1732 DE FOE Col. J"ack(iB^
230 They very often came short home, for the Germans had
the better of them.

8. Comb. a. In sense ' to one's home, home-
wards

',
with nouns of action (esp. vbl. sbs.),

agent-nouns, verbs, and participles; as home-
arrival, -bringing, -calling, -farer, -going, -march,
-return, -sailing, -writing; home-bring, -revoke
vbs. ; home-borne, -bound, -brought, -faring, -speed-
ing, -taking adjs. Also HOME-COME, -COMING.
a 1000 in Mone Gloss. 357 (Bosw.) Ne hi beoj> hambroht ne

*ea:wnode. 1493 Sc- Acts
) =34

For the honorabill hamebringingofa Quene. 1586 WARNER
Alb. Eng. iv. xxii. 109 To winne and weare the home-
brought Spoyles. 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. i. i. 60 My wife
. . Made daily motions for our home returne. 1591 SYLVESTERDu Bartas i. iii. 974 Weening to home-revoake him With a
love-potion. 1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. xvi. 200 T'attend the
home-turne ofmy neererkind. a 1625 FLETCHER MadLover
Prol. 14 Our home-bound voyage, a 1670 SPALDING Tronb.
Chas. 7(1829)81 The committee., would come and visit their

College in their home-going. 1820 SCOTT Abbot xv. The
home-driven poniard of Roland Grasme. 1838 Miss PARDOF.
River ft Desert II. 52 The salutation of the home-speeding
mariner. 1849 MRS. OLIPHANT Marg. Maitland xxii, The
sorting of my things for our homegoing. 1870 VV. BINNIF,
in Spurgeon Trcas. Dav. Ps. xlv. Introd., The home-bringing
of Christ's elect. 1891 MORRIS Nrms fr. Nowhere i. 9 As
the homefarer caught sight of it.

b. In senses 4 and 5 : with ppl. adjs., as home-

charged, -directed, -driven, -hunted, -set, -thrusted
;

with nouns of action, as home-charge, -push,
-speaking.
1609 R. BARNERD Faith/. Sheph. 71 This home-speaking

is the sharpe edge of the sword. 1611 Bp. HALL Serin.
xxxiv. Wks. 1837 V. 462 The Canon is fully and home-
charged. a 1657 LOVELACE Poems (1864) 203 Like a glorious
general, With one home-charge lets fly at all. a 1683 OLD-
HAM Poet. Wks. (1685) 4 That its each home-set thrust their
blood may draw. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) II. 202
My aunt was displeased at this home-push. 1755 J. N.
SCOTT Ess. transl. Homer 16 Struck brave Agenor with
home-thrusted Spear. 1814 Sporting Mag. XLIV. 147 The
most ingenious, home-directed, .cuts.

Home (Iwnm), v.
[f. HOME rf.l]

1. inlr. To go home. (Cf. elliptical use of HOME
adv. i d.)

1765 [see HOMING vU. sb. 2]. 1862 [see HOMING /. a.}.
1889 Pall Mall G. 24 Aug. 6 One bird [swallow] homed
from Paris in ninety minutes. 1893 Nat. Observer 14 Oct.
559/1 Your tourist is homing from abroad.
2. To have one's home or dwelling-place, dwell.
1832 J. BREE St. Herbert's Isle etc. 160 He homed where

man had immortal grown. 1890 R. BRIDGES ShorterPoems
in. 13 Dost thou. .home in our creations ?

3. trans. To establish in or furnish with a home.
1802 SOUTHEY in C. C. Southey Life (1850) I. 195 When

I am housed and homed. 1839 BAILEY Festns (1854) : 74
Homed and heavened within the embrace of God. 1864 (,'</.

\y~ords 792/2 As colonists or as settlers [they] have homed
themselves all the world over.

Home-bom, a. Born or produced at home
;

of domestic or native origin ; native.

1587 HARRISON England 11. xx. (1877) I. 329 Homeborne
and forren simples. 1598 Ord. Prayer in Liturg. Serv.
Q. Eliz. (Parker Soc.) 687 Foreign, .rebels, and homebom
unlpyal and discontented runagates. 1611 SPEED Hist. Gt.
Bnt. v. iii. 15 Gildas our ancientest home-borne writer.

1734 WATTS Reliq. Jvv. (1789) 106 This wicked pride is

a home-born and domestic enemy. 1871 EARLE Pkilol.
Eng. Tongiie 142 Even in the home-born words.

t b. fig. Homely, uncultured ;
= next ^. Obs.

1589 NASHE/>/. to Greene's Menafhon(^-fo.) 10 Though
their home-born mediocritie be such m this matter.

Home-bred, a. [HOME sb. 14 i.]

1. Bred or reared at home ; often synonymous
with home-born : native, indigenous ; domestic.

1587 HARRISON England n. vi. (1877) I. 148 Conserues of
old fruits, forren and home-bred. 1592 SHAKS. I'en. $ Ad.
764 A mischief worse than civil home-bred strife. 1609

HOMELESS.
BIRI.E (Douay) Gen. xvii, 12 As we! the homebred shal be

circumcised, as the bought servant. 1662 STILLINGFL.

Orig. Sacr. m. ii. 2 The native and home-bred Greeks,
such as Aristotle and Kpicuiu->. 1791 NEWTF. Tour Eng.
*j- Scot. 237 There are no home-bred agues. 1869 FREEMAN
Kami. Cony. (1876) III. xiii. 308 Foreign invaders or
home-bred rebels.

2. Of homely breeding ; lacking breadth of cul-

ture and experience ; unpolished; unsophisticated.
i6oa CAREW Cornwall u8n) 172 Not only the homebred

multitude, .but even persons of the better calling. 1691
NORRIS Pract. Disc. 340 The young Home-bred Heir that
thinks his Father's Mannour a considerable part of the
World, is sent abroad to see more of it. 1758 JOHNSON
Idler No. 40 p 2 A story,. which will strike a home-bred
Citizen. 1827-48 HARF, Guesses Ser. n. 11873) 520 Home-
bred wits are like home-made wines, sweet, luscious, spirit-
less, without body, and ill to keep.

Home-brew, [f. HOMKJ& + BREW^.] Home-
brewed ale, beer, or other beverage. Also fig.
1853 KANE Grinnell Exp. xlvi. 11856' 429 A strong and

. manly home-brew of the best language in the world. 1874
LOWELL Agassiz Poet. Wks. 1890 IV. no The cider of the
Judges wit i Ripe-hearted homebrew). x886 'J'. HARDY

i Mayor Castcrl>>\ I. 119 You can have some home-brew if

1 you want to, you know.

Home-brewed, a.
[f. HOME s/>. 141.]

Brewed at home or for home consumption, ahsol.

Home-brewed ale, etc.

1754 Connoisseur No. 26 ? 4 Every hedge ale-house that

promises good home-brewed. 1771 SMOLLETT Jliuiiph. Cl.
8 June, The sparkling beverage home-brewed from malt of
my own making. 1815 SCOTT Guy AT. xxiv, Home-brewed
ale of excellent quality. 1883 J. PARKER Tyne Ch. 107
What he called

'
real old English home-brewed '.

/if. 1808' C. HOGG '

[E. S. BARRETT] Miss-led Central 182
One Whitepot, a very good sort of a home-brewed general.
1894 Law Times XCVII. 387/2 Sir Richard Malins .. dis-

pensed a home-brewed equity of his own.
t Home-come. Obs. - HOME-COMING sb.
c 1000 CLERIC Horn. I. 80 ^Efter Szs wzlhreowan ham-

cyme, c 1*30 Hali Meid. 31 [pu] hauest ajain his ham
cume sar care & eie. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saintst Johannes 64
pe quhilk..[scho] garnyt his hame-com in be land, c 1440
Bone Flor. 1744 Tythandes. .of my lordys home come.
1513 DOUGLAS sEneis xi. i. 122 This is our hamecom thou
desyrit lang.

Home-comer. One who comes home.
1637 RUTHERFORD Let. to Mistress Stuart Lett. (1671) 353
My blessing, .be on the home-comer.

Ho'me-comiug, sb. [f. HOME adv. 8 a.] A
coming home, arrival at home.
c X374 CHAUCER Troyhts v. 503 pat may fynde at myn

homcomyng, Crisseide comyn ! 1586 A. DAY Eng. Senr-
tary n. 11625) 72 Let them rest untill my home comming.
177* MACKENZIE Man o/ World n. ix. (1823) 475 The maid
sat up to wait their home coming. 1820 SCOTT Abbot iii,

First to welcome my home-coming. 1894 Daily News 12
Nov. 5/7 The homecoming of the Marquis of Hamilton and
his bride to the ancestral home of the Abercorn family.

Ho'me-commg, a.
[f.

HOME adv. 5, 8b.]
That comes home to one ; effective ; impressive.
1867 A. THOMSON Sk. Script. Char. 33 The most valuable

and homecoming of all evidences.

Home-felt, a.
[f. HOME adv. 5.] Felt 'at

home ', intimately, or in one's heart.

1634 MILTON Coimis 262 A sacred and home-felt delight.
1718 POPE Chorus Youths % I'irg. 34 What home-felt rap-
tures move. 1822 W. IRVING Braceb. Hall (1845) 275
Whatever is most homefelt and delightful in rustic life.

1860 I. TAYLOR Sfir. Heb. Poetry d873) 139 Worship.,
homefelt national near to the heart of. .the worshippers.
Homeish : see HOMISH.

Ho'me-keeping, a. [HOME sb. 14 h and i.]

That keeps or takes care of a home
; that keeps or

remains at home, home-staying.
1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. i. i. 2 Home-keeping-youth, haue

euer homely wits. 1826 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. n.

(1863) 258 An eldest sister, .a home-keeping Martha North.
1888 Daily News 26 Sept. 6/1 The sun of an Indian summer
no home-keeping Englishman knows what that means.
So Ho-me-keepiiig- sb. ; Ho'me-keeper, the

keeper or guardian of a home.
1598 FLORIO, Mansionaro, a homekeeper, a housling.

1846 GKOTE Greece i. i. (1862) I. 47 We find ascribed to
her . . attributes of industry and home-keeping, 1898 Pop.
Sci. Monthly LII. 534 Oikology, from its Greek derivation,
includes also family life or homekeeping. 1898 Chicago
Advancezojzn. 75/1 A living homekeeper's thoughtful care.

Homeland (hon-mla?nd). The land which is

one's home or where one's home is ; one's native

land. In earliest use attrib. = HOME sb. 14 d.

1670 BLOME Treat. Trav. fy Trajf. 53 Another sort of

Merchants, which may be termed Homeland-Traders . .

who drive a trade to Scotland and Ireland. 1833 I. TAYLOR
Fanat. v. 133 A homeland densely peopled. 1874 GREEN
Short Hist. i. i. 4 The gods whom our English fathers

worshipped in their English home-land. 1887 Home jltjs-

sionary (N. Y.i Feb. 385 [Nebraska] was the native home-
land of the buffalo.

Homeless (hi>
n
-mles), a. [f. HOME sb. + -LESS.]

1. Having no home or permanent abode. Usually
of persons ; hence transf. of their condition, etc.

(In quot. 1615 quasi-aclv. in comb.)
1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. i. 04 His daughter 'tis, who holds

this homeless-driuen, Still mourning with her. 1782 V.
KNOX Ess. cxlv. (R.), Friendless, homeless, unbeloved, un-

regarded. 1793 COWPER A Tale 28 Or was the merchant
charged to bring The homeless birds a nest ? 1802 WORDSW.
Sonn.,

'

Jones! asfrom Calais', A homeless sound of joy
was in the sky. 1871 R. ELLIS Catnllns Ixiii. 58 Shall
a homeless Attis hie him to the groves uninhabited ?



HOMELESSLY.

2. Affording no home or dwelling-place.

1707 MRS. RADCLIFFE Italian vi, Going forth into a new

and homeless world. 1811 J. WILSON Is/f ofPalms n. 455

Thus left by herself on the homeless sea.

Hence Ho'melessly adv., in a homeless condition,

without a home. Ho'melessness, homeless con-

dition.

1829 Blackw. Mag. XXVI. 286 Who o'er this scene of

clay Once wandered homelessly. 1848 DICKENS Dombey
xlviii Forgetful of her homelessness. 1862 R. VAUGHAN

EH? tfautuf. 41 His life of poverty and homelessness.

Homelet (Iwu-mlet). [f.
HOME sb. + -LET.]

A tiny or diminutive home.

1855 WAUGH Lane. Life (1857) 192 In the hilly parts.,

many tiny homelets of past ages still stand.

t Homelib,ede. I" 5 homlyhed. [f. HOMELY
a. + -hed(e, -HEAD.] Homeliness, familiarity.
c 1440 Jacob's Well (E. E. T. S.) 246 Loue be companye

ofppore folk, & holde here manerys in homlyhed.

Ho'melike, . [f-
HOME sb. + LIKE a.] Like

or resembling home ; suggestive of home ; homely.
Hence Ho melikeness.

1817 COLERIDGE Biogr.Lil. 98 A more home-like acquaint-
ance with the language. 1858 MRS. OLIPHANT Laird of
Norlaw II. 209 An unexplainable something of familiarity

and homelikeness. 1886 MRS. ALEXANDER By Worn. IVit

I. ii. 61 It is.. not too fine for use, and supremely home-

like. 1887 EDKA LYALL Knight-Errant II. ix. 215 Its air

of comfort and homelikeness.

Homelily (h^i'mUli), a,lv. [f. as next + -LY 2
.]

In a homely manner.

1489 Barlioxrs Bruce xvil. 4 (MS. E) He resauit thame

hamlyly [MS. C richt gladly, erl. 1616 tenderly). 1556 J.

HEYWOOD Spider fy F. xxxv. 7 To talke trewly and homhly.

1687 SHADWELL Juvenal 53 A People who lived plainly,

homelily, and virtuously. 1755 JOHNSON, Homelily, rudely,

inelegantly.

Homeliness (hou-mlinesV [f.
HOMELY a. +

-NESS.] The quality or condition of being homely ;

t familiarity, intimacy (ol>s.) ; t kindness, kindli-

ness (pis.} ; simplicity, plainness ;
lack of beauty.

01340 HAMPOLE Psalter Prol., Fosterand barnes wib

hamlynes. 1380 WycUF Whs. (1880) 462 Crist bicliptide

jonge and pore in tokene of his homelynesse. c 1386 CHAUCER
Melib. F 720 Ouer greet hoomlynesse engendreth disprei-

synge. c 1449 PECOCK Repr. 244 Forto cleue to a thing . .

and 3it for to haue noon homelynes with the same thing
were an vnchereful thing. 157* FLEMING Panopl. Efisl.

304 With homelines of style and basenesse of phrase. 1656

BP. HALL Occas. Medit. (1851) 55 Homeliness makes less

shew, and hath less danger. 1764 HURD Dial. Uses of
For. Trav. (R.), I have never heard that the loveliness of

her form is impaired, or even disgraced, by the homeliness

of her habitation. 1837 HOWITT Kur. Life 11. iii. (1862)

107 Life in the country, .presenting a picture of simplicity,

homeliness, and quiet. 1849 MACAULAV Hist. Eng. vi. II.

69 She well knew that she was not handsome, and jested

freely on her own homeliness.

I Hcvmeliiig. Obs. [f.
HOME sb. + -LINO.]

A home-born inhabitant ;
a native, b. attrib. or

adj.
= Indigenous, native.

1577 HARRISON England 11. ix. (1877) i. 189 So long as

our nomelings had the dominion of this He. 1609 HOLLAND i

Amm. Marcell. xxil. viii. 200 The homeling inhabitants cal
j

it Achileos-dromon. a 1649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Poems Wks.

(171 1) 37 Which (homelings) from this little world we name.

Home-lot. U.S. - HOUSE-LOT, HOMESTEAD 3.
;

1638 Ded/iam(U.S.)Rei:. (1892)111.51 Abraham Shaweselleth

. .one portion of Grownd called an hill or Hand as it lyeth I

to his home lott. 1714 in Temple and Sheldon Hist. North-

field, Mass. (1875) 134 The rear of said home-lots' fence shall

have one-half of said fence to be accounted as Public Fence.

1875 TEMPLE & S. lliiii. 13 Every engager for the First and
Second Settlements received, in addition to a home-lot,

a share of these interval lands. 1895 J. WINSOR Mississ.

Basin 293 Twelve families were soon picking out their home
lots along its banks.

Homelty-jomelty : see HUMBLETY-.

Homely (ho-mli), a. Forms : see HOME. [f.

HOME sl>. + -LY 1
. Not recorded in OE., but the

cognate word exists in OFris. htmeltk, OHG.
heim(e)ltck, ON. heimiligr (Da. liemmelig).']

(
1. Of or belonging to the home or household ;

domestic,
'

family '. Obs.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. A. 1210 He gef vus to be his homly
hyne. 21366 CHAUCER Rom. Rase 1373 Many hoomly
trees ther were, That peches, Coynes, and apples here. 1388
WVCLIF Gal. vi. 10 To alle men ; but most to hem that ben

homliche of the feith. 1483 Cath. Angl. 172/2 To make

Hamely, domesticarr. 1551 LATIMER Scrm. ff Rein. (1845)

40, I heard say, that there were some homely thieves, some

pickers in this worshipful house. 1577 HARRISON England
in. vii. (1878) n. 44 Dogs of the homelie kind, are either

shepheards, curs, or mastiffes.

2. Become as one of the household ; familiar,

intimate
; at home with. Now rare or arch,

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Ninian 853 pis mane, bat vas

namely Vilh hyme. c 1380 WVCLIF Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 13
To be more homely tiVp him ban hei weren before. 1460
CAPGRAVE Ckron. (1858) 201 That he [Mortimer] was ovyr
homeli with the qween. a 1533 LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk. M.
A urel (1546) H ij, This goode emperoure was . . homely with

euery man. 1636 RUTHERFORD Let. to Earlestcnvn 6 July,
Ye see your father is homely with you.

b. Familiar, that one is
'

at home '
with. rare.

1889 RIDER HAGGARD Cleofatra i, When the matter [she
had heard] had become homely in her mind, and her fear
had fallen from her, she spoke of the prophecy.
3. Characteristic of home as the place where one

receives kind treatment ; kind, kindly. Now rare

or Obs.
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C1375 BARBOUR Troy-bk. i. 331 And with suete wordys
hambiy Reconfortit thame ry'ht hertly. c 1470 HENRY
ll'atfaa vm. 1660 He agayn, with humyll hamly cher,

Resauit him. 1867 G. MACDONALD Poems 20 Whom gentler,

homelier feelings stir.

4. Such as belongs to home or is produced or

practised at home (esp. a humble home) ;
unso-

phisticated, simple ; plain, unadorned, not fine
;

everyday, commonplace ; unpolished, rough, rude.

(Sometimes apprcbative, as connoting the absence

of artificial embellishment ;
but often apologetic,

depreciative, or even as a euphemism for
'

wanting

refinement, polish, or grace '. ) a. Of things.
c 1386 CHAUCER Somfn. T. 135 Thanne hadde I with yow

hoomly suffisaunce I am a man of litel sustenaunce. c 1473

Jiitn/Cfify-ar 111 Heir is bot hamelie fair. 1490 CAXTON

Eneydos T Some gentylmen. .desired me to vse olde and

homely termes in my translacyons. 1553 T. WILSON R/tet.

(15801 164 Who can tell if suche men are worthe a groate,

when their apparell is so homely? 1573 TUSSER llnsb.

Ixxiii. (1878) 164 Though home be but homely, yet.. home
hath no fellow. 1634 SmT. HERBERT Tra-j. 96 The Buzzar

in this Towne is but homely. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 119

T s The Clown . . clothed his Ideas in those plain homely
Terms that are the most obvious and natural. 1793 Gentl.

Mag. 607/2 The unfortunate King of Poland . . lives in a

very homely manner. 1813 BYRON Corsair \. ii, Earth's

coarsest bread, the garden's homeliest roots.

b. Of persons.
1399 LANGL. Rich. Redeles n. 43 Je myssed ten schore Of

homeliche hertis. 14*6 AUDELAY Poems 13 Hun homle

hosbondmen here hertys thai aryse. 1504 ATKYNSON tr.

De Imitatione i. ii. (1893) 154 A pore homely laborynge
man. 1549 LATIMER $tA Serm. bcf. Edit'. VI (Arb.) 134

In his persuasions he is very whomlye. 1605 SHAKS. Macb.

iv. ii. 68 If you will take a homely mans aduice, Be not

found heere. 1704-5 I. MORRIS in Pa. Hist. Sec. Mem. IX.

371, I beg excuse for being thus homely and plain. 1863

MRS. CARLYLE Lett. III. 155 A dear little homely woman.

5. Of persons, etc. : Of commonplace appear-
ance or features ;

not beautiful,
'

plain ', uncomely.

(Said also of the features themselves.)

1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. u. i. 89 Hath homelie age th'al-

luring beauty tooke From my poore cheeke ? a 1619
FOTHERBY Atheom. n. xii. x (1622) 332 Some parts of Man
be. .comely, some homely. 1634 MILTON Comus 748 It is for

homely features to keep home. 1669 PENN No Cross xi.

10 Nothing is Homely in God's Sight but Sin. 1706

PHILLIPS, Homely, ugly, disagreeable, course, mean, a 1797
H. WALPOLE Mem. Geo. II (1847) HI. viii. 211 She .. was

extremely deformed and homely. 1873 OUIDA Pascarel II.

161 To bethink themselves of homelier and humbler charms.

1886 MRS. LYNN LINTON P. Carew viii, The homely vein

running through her own four daughters, of whom not one

was really pretty and some were really plain.

6. Comb., as homely-featured, -looking adjs. ; also

f homely-man, f homely-woman, a domestic.

cnqoPromp. /'flrp. 245/1 (MS. Kt Homliman, or woman,
domesticus, domestica. 1784 COWPER Task iv. 252 Like

homely-featured Night. 1864 A. McKAY Hist. Kilmarnock

99 Our farmers were then more homely-looking individuals

than at present.

t Homely, adv. Obs. [f.
HOME sb. + -LY -

: cf.

MHG. heim(e)liche.~]
1. Familiarly, intimately.

13 . . Seuyn Sag. (W.) 3228 Down he broght hir til his

hows, Hamely als sho war his spows. a 1340 HAMPOLE
Psalter iv. i Hamly he spekis til him. 1387 TKEVISA

Higden (Rolls) I. 371 His briddes. .come[> homeliche to

manis honde. c 1440 Pronif. Parv. 245/1 Homly, or yn

homly maner, domestice, familiariter. a 1553 UDALL

Royster D. i. iv. (Arb.) 27 What. .A nourse talke so homely
with one of your worship ? 1650 TRAPP Comm. Gen. xxxi.

^34

Presumptuous sinners deal as homely with the dear mercies

of Almighty God.

2. Kindly.
1375 BARBOUR Bruce xviu. 546 His frendis thus gat curtasly

He couth ressawe, and namely. 1508 DUNBAR Tua Mariit

H'emen 230, I . . him behaldis namely, with hertly smyling.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. vi. ix. 17 There he was welcom'd of

that honest syre, And of his aged beldame homely well.

3. Plainly, simply, unpretentiously ; without

adornment or polish ;
without refinement ; rudely,

roughly.
c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 328 He rood but hoomly in a medlee

cote. 1549 LATIMER 2nd Serm. bcf. Ed. VI (Arb.) 66

Homlyes .. they maye be well called, for they are homely
handeled. 1552 HULOET, Homely, or after a rude fashion,

agreste. 1563 FOXE A.qM. 1077/1 Of these yeomen of the

garde . the fourth (whose name was Homes), used him very

homely, unkindly, and churlishelie. 1599 H. BUTTES Dyets
drie Dinner Bv, It was very homely and rudely distilled,

. .not in a limbeck. 1697 DRYDEN sEneid vn. 928 Thus. .

homely drest, He strides into the hall.

4. Without reserve or circumlocution ; directly
' home

'

; straight to the point ; plainly.

CI374 CHAUCER Troylus n. 1510 (1550) Sche nolde feyne
But as his sustir homeli sob to seyne. 1465 Pciston Lett.

No. 501 II. 183 Foryeve me that I wryte thus boldly and

homly to you. i6i ELSING Debates Ho. Lords (Camden)

107 Yf he can accuse, lett him doe y' homely. 1688 H.

CARE King's Right Indulg. 28 They., spoke homely of the

Clergy, who assisted the Pope's proceedings, crying out

upon these shrivled Ribbaulds.

Homelyn (ru-mlin). Also hommelin, hom-

lin, homerling. [Origin unascertained : there is

no allied name in the cognate langs.

(The suggestion of Jamieson that it is a deriv. of ON.
hamla, OE. hamelian to HAMBLE, mutilate, appears to

have no basis other than the similarity of sound.)]

A fish, the Spotted Ray, Raia maailata.

1666 MERRETT Pinax Rernni Nat. Brit. (1667) 185 Raia

Inn's, a Homelyn . . in Cornubia, a Guilt head. 1808 E.

HOMEBICAN.
DONOVAN Brit. Fisfu-s V. ciii, It perfectly agrees with the

Homerling Ray. 1810 P. NEILI. List Fishes 28 (Jam.) Raia
yiibiis, Rough ray : Hommelin. iflgft YARRBLL xtorV. ^Vllfav

II. 431 The Homelyn and the Thornback . . are the two

species most common in the London market.

Home-made,", [f.
HOME sf'.i^b and adv. Sb.]

1. Made at home or for home consumption ;
of

domestic manufacture. Also al'sol.

11 1659 CLEVELAND Poems, Stinboitrn 35 Loaves of Home-
made Bread. 1768 BOSWELL Corsica iii. (ed. 2) 193 None
but the very peasants wear home-made cloth. 1813 J. F.

COOPER Pioneer xi. (1869) 47 The thick coat of brown
' home-made '. 1886 LOWELL Wks. (1800) VI. 173 An over-

weening confidence in itself and its home-made methods.

t 2. Sent home, home-delivered. Obs. rare.

1663 BUTLER Hud. I. iii. 852 Seconding With home-made
thrust the heavy swing, Site laid him flat upon his side.

Ho'meiiess. [f.
HOSIE sb. + NESS.] The

quality or condition associated with home.

1840 MALCOM Trav. 6/1 The cold emotions of wonder ..

now give place to a sense of exhilaration and homeness.

1879 G. MACDONALD /'. Fabcr III. viii. 128 Not the less

was the air around them the air of homeness.

.

[f.
HOME v. -f-ER 1

.]
A

Homeo- : see

Homer 1
(hiTu'

homing pigeon.
1880 Times 24 Nov. 10 The homer bird is sometimes

called the Antwerp. 1888 Pall Mall G. i Aug. 2 2 Country-
doctors often employ homers to return with prescriptions to

their surgeries in special cases. 189* Cassetl's Sat. Jrnl.

13 Aug. 1124/1 During Mr. Gladstone's Midlothian cam-

paign. .by means of homers, the icporters despatched mes-

sages from mining villages to Edinburgh.

II Homer- (hcn-mai
1

. Alsochomer. [ad.Heb.
IDh \omer, lit.

'

heap '.]
A Hebrew measure of

capacity, the same that in later times was called

the COB, containing 10 ephahs, or 10 baths ^liquid

measure). Its content has been very variously

calculated, but was probably about 80 gallons.

(Not to be confounded with the omer 1i:r, =
-ftth of an

ephah.)
1535 COVERDALE Ezek. xlv. 14 Ten Battes make one

Homer. 1611 BIBLE Isa. v. 10 The seed of an Honur shall

yeeld an Ephah. 1778 LOWTH Trans/. Isa.v. 10 A chomer

of seed shall produce an ephah. 1876 Helps Study Bible

241, 10 ephahs=i kor, or homer.

1[ Also erroneously used for OMER, q.v.

Homer, contr. of hoe-mother : see HOE si>A

Homerian (homiTian), a. [f. L. Homeri-us,

f. Homerw H omer + -AN.]
= HOMEHIC.

1796 BURNEY Mem. Metastasio II. 419 The Homerian
imitation of Alcides extricating himself from Cimmeria.

1814 J. GILCHRIST Reason T-nie Arbiter Lang. 46 The true

Homerian and Virgilian strain.

Home-ribbed, a. [f.
HOME adv. 8 b.] Well

ribbed up : see quot. 1720.
1688 Load. Gaz. No. 2312/4 A grey Nag . . his Ears crept

close, home rib'd. 1710 W. GIBSON Diet Horses i. (1731) l6

When the short Ribs advance pretty near the Haunch Bone,

a Horse is then said to be home-ribbed {printed -nd] and

well coupled. 1815 Sporting Mag. 114 We do not quite

agree . . as to the preference due to the home-ribbed racer.

Homeric (hcme-rik), a. [ad. L. Homeric-us,

a. Gr. 'Ofn)pios, f. "O/ir;/)os Homer, the traditional

name of the author of the two Greek epic poems,
the Iliad and the Odyssey. In F. HomMqite]
Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of Homer, the

poems ascribed to him, or the age with which they

deal ; like, or of the style of, Homer.
The Homeric guestion : the question of the authorship,

date, and construction of the Homeric poems.

i77i R. WOOD Ess. Homer 215 (Jod.) The whole

Homerick history. 1833 THIRLWALL Greece I. 159 'l'ne

Homeric world . . is at once poetical and real. 1838 / fiiny

Cycl. XII. 277/1 The Hymn to Apollo ..The Hymn to

Hermes . . The Hymn to Aphrodite and that to Demeter..

are the principal of the Homeric hymns . . These, with the

'Battle of the Frogs and Mice', makeup the sum of the

Homeric poems, genuine and spurious. 1858 GLADSTONE

(title) Studies in Homer and the Homeric age. 1889 Pall

Mall G. 14 Mar. 7/2 A great Homeric laugh showed that

the joke had gone home.

tHonie'rical, a. Obs. [f.
as prec. + -AL.]

= HOMERIC. Homerical medicines : see quot. 1584.

1578 in Nichols Progr. Q. Elk. (18231 H- '7 The Homeri-

call Jupiter. 1584 R. SCOT Discov. Witclicr. xn. xiii. (1886)

195 Of these Homericall medicines he saith there are foure

sorts, whereof amulets, characters, and charmes are three..

the fourth . . he saith, consisteth in illusions, which he more

properlie calleth stratagems \lbid. xii, Ferrarius ,. saith

that this is called llomerica medicatio, bicause Homer dis-

covered the bloud of the word suppressed, and the infections

healed by or in mysteries]. 1779-81 JOHNSON L. t'-,Ptf
Wks. IV. 126 It has been objected by some.. that Popes
version of Homer is not Homerical.

Homerically (home-rikali), adv. [f.
HOMERIC

+ -AL + -LY^.] In a Homeric manner ;
in the

style of Homer or the Homeric poems.
1841 D'ISRAELI Amen. Lit. (1867) 522 Chapman often

caught the ideas of Homer, and went on writing Homeri-

cally 1892 A Ihemrum 19 Nov. 696/2 The more Homerically

the great fundamental passions of man's nature are treated

. .the more powerful is the effect.

t Home ricau, a. Obs. [f.
as HOMERIC +

-AN.] = HOMERIC.

1678 CUDWORTH Intel!. Syst. I. iv. 16. 290 The Third in

the Persian Trinity . . as it was in the Homerican. 1749

FIELDING Tom Jones Contents, A battle ung by the muse

in the Homerican style. l8a> W. TOOKE tr. Lucian I. I.

501 note, Parody of an homerican verse.



HOMERID.

Homerid (hiro-mend). [ad. Gr.

usu. in pi. 'Oiuifitai, Lat. Homeridie, a guild of

poets in Chios who claimed descent from Homer
and a hereditary property in the Homeric poems,
which they recited publicly. In F. Hominde]
1. One of the lIomeridK (see above) ;

a Homeric

rhapsodist.
1846 GROTE Greece II. 177 The Homerids were still

conspicuous in the days of Akiisilaus Pindar . . and Plato.

2. A Homeric scholar.

1866 BLACKIE Homer tf Iliad I. 141 The greatest modern

Homerid, Wolf.

Hence Homeridlan (hJ'unerrdian) a,., of or per-

taining to the Homerids.

1851 BRISTED Eng. Univ. 315 The Homeridian Hymns.

Homeiist (iuw-mcrist). [ad. L. Homensta, a.

Gr. 'OfwjpKTTiJr.] a. An imitator of Homer, b.

A Homeric rhapsodisl. c. A Homeric scholar.

1599 Brou^hton's Let. iv. 15 You will be the Homerist of

ourtime. .11711 KEN Hymnolheo Poet. Wks. 1721 111.292

The Homerists sat singing to bare walls. 1886 Athenenm
ii Sept. 331/2 The copious literature . . poured forth by the

new school of Homerists.

So Ho merize v. [cf. late Gr. Opipffw] **%,
to practise the style of Homer.

1764 Ace. Bks. in Ann. Reg. 272/2 Phidias and Apelles

may be said . . to have homerized.

Homerite (hou-merait). [a. Gr. 'Oftrjptrcu pi.]

= HlMTARITE.
1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 665 This Hellisthaeus had

warred against the Homentes for quarrell of Religion.
_
1708

OCKLEY Saracens (1848) 136 Homerites, a warlike tribe of

the Arabs. 1841 PRICHARD Nat. Hist. Man 143 The dialect

of the Hhimyarite Arabs, the Homerites of the Greeks.

Hence Homeri tic a., Himyaritic.
1801 J. HAGER Babylon. Inscr. 18 The Homeritic alphabet,

the oldest which the Arabians possessed.

f Homerkin. 06s. [Cf. firkin, kilderkin.]

A liquid measure.

1662-3 in H. F. Swayne Church. Ace. St. Thomas,
Sartttn (1896) 335 One Homerkin of Beere I2i.

Homerology (houmer^-lodai). [f. Homer (see

HOMERIC > + -(OJLOGY.] The study of Homer and

of the Homeric poems, their authorship, date, etc.

1876 GLADSTONE Homeric Synchr. 8 It is pleasant to see

and to lay the ground for a true idea of them I have proposed
to term them Homerology. 1887 Atlienzum 17 Sept. 357/1

Orthodox homerology.
Hence Homero'logist, one versed in Homer-

ology.
1890 Athetuemn 29 Nov. 729/1 Among those whom Mr.

Gladstone calls Homerologists.

Home Rule. [HOME sb. B. 3.] Government

of a country, colony, province, etc., by its own
citizens ;

the political principle or theory, accord-

ing to which a country or province manages its

own affairs; used spec, in British politics with

reference to the movement, begun about 1870, to

obtain for Ireland self-government through the

agency of a national parliament.
The phrase

' Home Rule
' had been used incidentally in

1860. But at the meeting for the local autonomy of Ireland

held on 19 May, 1870, the phrase
' Home Government' was

adopted, though
' Home Rule

'

is said to have been suggested,

and became almost immediately the popular phrase.

1860 A. M. SULLIVAN in Nation (Dublin) 28 July, (Heading
of National Petition to the Queen) The National Petition

taking England at her word. The Vote for Home Rule.

[1870 in O'Connor Parnell Mm,em.(iW6) 225 On May 19,

Mag. May 42 Beyond this I am not prepared to go in the

direction of what is called
' home-rule

'

in Ireland. 1871

J. F. MAGUIRE Sp. Ho. Com. 26 June in Hansard CCVII.

634 There is at present a wonderful amount of misconception

in the minds of Englishmen with respect to what is termed
' Home Rule '. I am myself a Nationalist, and in favour of

Home Rule, but at the same time 1 am a loyal subject of Her

Majesty. 1871 Punch 20 July 41/2 What used to be called
'

Repeal
'

is now denominated
' Home Rule '. 1871 Timet

n Oct. 5/5 Home Rule is still the topic of the day. The

country rings with the cry. 1886 Observer 28 Feb. 4/4

Home Rule for London, then, rather than police reform,

and was chosen one of the hon. secretaries. He it was who
coined the expression Home Rule.

b. attrib. (also home-rule).
1871 Times 9 Oct. 5/6 Home Rule Association. i88<

MCCARTHY Own Times Ixii. IV. 380 Home Rule agitation

1886 Morn. Post 17 Apr. 5/3 The Home Rule members

speak confidently as to the prospect of legisjation.
i88(

CARNEGIE Triumph. Democr. 16 The Republic has solved

the problem, .by adopting the federal, or home-rule system.

1893 TENNYSON in A. Tennyson Mem. (1897) II. 462, I lov-

Gladstone, but I hate his Home-rule policy.

Hence Home-ru'ler, one who advocates or prac

tises Home Rule. Also Home-ru-le v. trans., to

govern by Home Rule. Home-ru-linff ppl. a.

advocating or practising Home Rule.

1880 MCCARTHY Own Times Ixii. IV. 382 Several Irish elec

tions . .were fought out on the question for or against Home
Rule; and the Home Rulers were successful. 1886 Pall

Mall G 2 June 2/1 To detach from Home-Ruled Ireland . .

VOL. V.
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he counties of Down and Antrim. 1891 SIR C. G. DUFFY
bid. 7 Apr. 2/1 An eminent English Home Ruler last year

aid to an Irish friend that the greatest impediment to

Home Rule was the Home Rulers. 1894 Wtstm. (la:.

i June i/2 'We have changed all that now', the Home
Ruling Liberals will say.

f Ho-meself, a. Ol's. rare. [Cf. HOME adv. 6.]

Carried on with oneself ; private.

1650 W. BROUGB Sao: 1'rim. (1656) 364 Wholsome Home,
elf Conferences.

Home-sick, homesick (hdu-msik), a. [f.

IOME sb. 14] + SICK a. : after next.] ^Depressed

n consequence of a longing for home during

bsence from it
;
affected with homesickness.

,71708 [see HOMESICKNESS]. 1817 KEBLE Chr. Y. Prayer
t Sea iii, The homesick seaman, a 1859 MACAULAY Hist,

ing. xxv. V. 287 A servant of the true God . . banished,

omesick, and living on the bounty of strangers. 1867

['ROLLOPE Chrim. Barset II. lix. 168. I am homesick. I m
lot accustomed to be away from mamma for so long.

Ho-me - sickness, homesickness, [f

HOME sb. + SICKNESS : app. at first a rendering of

Ger. (Swiss) heimweh.] A depressed state of

mind and body caused by a longing for home

during absence from it ; nostalgia.

1756 tr. Keysler's Trav. (1760) I. 174 The heinnueh, i.e.

homesickness' with which those of Bern are especially

afflicted. 1775-83 THACHEK Mil. JournArtri) 242 Cases

of indisposition caused by absence from home, called by
Dr. Cullen Nostalgia or home-sickness, c 1798 COLERIDGE

Home-Sick iv, (Written in Germany) Home-sickness is a

wasting pang. 1805 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rei: III. 235,
A

cat is as subject as a mountaineer to the home-sickness. 18. .

KINGSLEY in Life I. 3 (D.), I have .. continually the true

heimweh
1

home-sickness of the Swiss and Highlanders.

1871 L. STEPHEN Playgr. Ear. i. (189$)
i Symptomatic of

the proverbial homesickness of mountaineers.

Homesoken, rare form of HAMESUCKEN.

Homespun (h<fu-mspzm), a., sb. [HoMErf. 14 i.]

A. ai/j. 1. Spun at home ; of home manufac-

.ure ;
made of the material mentioned in B. I.

1501 FLORIO tnd Fruites A iv, One being onely clad in

home-spunn cloth. 1616 R. C. Times' Whistle II. 718 Thy
syre . . kept his wife in a course homespun gowne. 1796

MORSE Amer. Geog. I. 451 The farmers, .are mostly clothed

in plain, decent, homespun cloth. 184* BISCHOFF Woollen

Manvf. II. 304 In the form of iplik, or homespun thread.

2. fig. Of domestic origin or quality ; simple,

unsophisticated, unvarnished ; plain, homely ;
un-

polished, rude.
1600 DEKKER Fortunatns Wks. 1873 I. 130 His wooing is

plaine home-spun stuffe. 1618 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Penni-

less Pilgr. Wks. (1883) 62 Yet this plain home-spun fellow

keeps.. thirty, forty, fifty servants. 1766 FORDYCE Serm.

Yng. Wont. (1767) I. iv. 123 Sobriety is., void of show;

substantial, home-spun, and hardy. 1874 MAHAFFY Soc,

Life Greece iv. 79 The plainest homespun morality. 1874

L. STEPHEN Hours in Library (1892) II. ii. 40 Crabbe was

one of those simple, homespun characters.

B. sb. 1. Cloth made of yarn spun at home ;

hodden ; also, a coarse and loosely-woven material

made in imitation of home-made cloth.

1607 ROWLANDS Gay, Earl Warw. 59 Homely Countery-

gray, Such as the poor plain people term home-spun.

a 166? WITHER in Southey Comm.-pl. Bk. Ser. n. (1840) 306

Clad in home-spun gray. 1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. I. 520

Most of the families.. are clothed in strong, decent home-

spun. i8g8 LONGF. M. Standish iii. 53 She, the Puritan

girl . . Making the humble house and the modest apparel of

homespun Beautiful with her beauty. 1883 CasselFs Fam.

Mag. Oct. 697/1 Homespuns are still much worn.

b. Anything of plain, homely, or rude texture.

1843 A thenseum 4 Jan. 17 The edifice is of uniform texture,

instead of being..of superfine quality in one part, and

arrant home-spun in another. 1887 HALL CAINE Deemster

vii 44 The young rogue, who spoke the home-spun to the

life. iWej Pall Mall G. 21 Dec. 3/1
Nor is the style, .com-

parable in any way with the classic homespun of Cellini.

2. transf. One who wears homespun ; hence, a

rustic, a clown.

1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. in. i. 79 What hempen home-spuns
haue we swaggering here? 1604 Fr. Bacon's Proph. in

Hazl. E. P. P. IV. 281 Sheepes Russet to home spunne.

3. Comb., as homespun-clad, -hooded adjs.

1860 O. W. HOLMES Elsie V. (1886) 4 Some of our most

illustrious public men have come direct from the homespun-
clad class. 1897 Westm. Gaz. 27 Mar. 5/2 Peasants,

dressed in coarse, woollen homespun-hooded garments.

Homestall (htfi-mstgl). [OE. Admsteatlhome-

stead, I. Mm HOME + steall position, place.]

fl. = HOMESTEAD. Obs.

090 in Kemble Cod. Dipl. III. 255 Ane hide on Cumtune
orfhis hamstealle. iz. . Ibid. IV. 133 Bet he uSe Chnste

into Christes cheriche Sane homstal Set he on set. c 1177

Charter in Cowell Interpr. (1701), De uno itinere . . quod
. .ducit versus Homstale. 1598 KITCHIN Courts Leet (1675)

244 If a Cottage or a House is decayed, it is called a Home-
stall. 1655 New Eng. Hist. $ Gen. Kef. (1865) XIX. 42 A
Home-stall of 6 acres, with a dwelling house, bame . . and

orchard vppon it, 35. 1701 Providence (R. I.) Rec. (1893)

IV. 237 John Whipple . . shall have the home stall, or to say

the Dwelling house. 1767 BLACKSTONE Comm. II. 4 A pro-

perty was soon established in every man's house and home-

stall; which seem to have been originally mere temporary
huts or moveable cabins.

2. A farm-yard, dial.

1661 WOOD Life 5 Nov. (O. H. S.) I. 419 This house h
j
th

a fair homestall and six yard land belonging to it. 1677

PLOT Oxfordsh. 239 Manure, .from the Home-stall, or from

the Mixen in the field. 1733 SOMERVILLE Chase iii._i54

Thro' ev'ry Homestall, and thro' ev'ry Yard, His Midnight

walks, panting, forlorn, he flies. 1845 ALB. SMITH Fort.

HOME-THRUST.

Scattrrg. Fam. xi. (1887) 40 At one of the gates belonging

to the homestall at the back of the house.

Hence Homestalled a., having a homestall.

1815 LAMB Lett. (1837) II. 18 Our rosycheeked, home-

stalled divines.

Homestead (ho-msted), sb. [OE. hamstede,

f. ham HOME + stede place, STEAD. Cf. OFris.

hfmsted, ON. heimstift.]

1. gen. The place of one's dwelling or home:

t a. The place (town, village, etc.) in which one's

dwelling is. Obs. b. A home or dwelling.

071 in Kemble Cod. Dipl. III. 77 Of hamstede on ropleah

Seat. i6u-is Bp. HALL Contemfl., N. T. n. iii, I do not

see thee led into, .thy homestead of Nazareth, but into the

vast wilderness. 1799 W. TOOKE I'ieiti Russian Emp. I.

435 The Orenburg-Kozaks..At present they have their

homestead about the Samara. 1853 KANE Grinnell Exp.
iii. (1856) 25 The cabin, which made the homestead of four

human beings, a 1859 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xxiii. V. 9
To play the men for their own homesteads.

2. A house with its dependent buildings and

offices ; esp. a farm-stead.

a 1700 DRYDEN (J.), Both house and homestead into seas

are borne. 1818 COBBF.TT Pol. Reg. XXXIII. 412 A most

beautiful country, studded, .with farm-houses, barns and

homesteads. 1834 Brit. Husb. I. 99 We now present a

collective plan of a homestead, or farm-steading, upon
a compact and very moderate scale. 1839 STONEHOUSE
A.vholme 285 After the fire., many of the old homesteads

were never rebuilt. 1847 LONGF. Ev. i. ii. 26 Twilight de-

scending Brought back, .the herds to the homestead.

3. U.S. A lot of land adequate for the residence

and maintenance of a family ;

' a farm occupied

by the owner and his family
'

; esp. the lot of 160

acres granted to a settler by the Homestead Act of

Congress, 1862.

Hence homestead grant, lain, policy, etc. ; homestead

exemption,
' the exemption by law from forced sale under

execution for general debts of a certain amount of real

estate occupied by the owner as a homestead
'

(Funk).

1693 Prm-idence (R. I.) Rec. (1893) IV. 92 We.. have..

sold.. all the remaining part of our home stead or house

lott. 1706 Prop. Rec. Cambr., Mass. (1896) 227 The said

piece of Land be and shall be from time to time improved

by him.. for a house Lott or home Stead to Build upon.

1876 Johnson's New Univ. Cycl. II. 971 A home and shel-

ter for a family under the name of a homestead, which was

to be held exempt from the ordinary incidents of ownership.

1879 Conslit. California c. 17 i The Legislature shall

protect, by law, from forced sale, a certain portion of the

homestead and other property of all heads of families.

1884 MULHALL Diet. Statist. 231 Homestead Grants. In 1862

theUnited States law was passed to encourage settlers from

Europe, whereby lots of J square miles or 160 acres are

given to immigrants, on condition of 5 years' occupation.

1886 Times 9 Oct. 10/1 The Canadian homestead policy is

a more favourable one than that of the United States.

4. attrib. (see also 3).

1845 R. W. HAMILTON Pop. Educ. viii. (ed. 2) 185 The
scattered populationj in which homestead virtues were once

supposed to find their favourite abode.

Hence Ho mesteadless a., without a homestead.

1887 W. G. PALGRAVE Ulysses 301 Left houseless and

homesteadless on a desolated land.

Ho'inestead, v. U.S. [f. prec. sb.] trans.

To take up and occupy as a homestead (sense 3).

Also absol.

1884 Pall Mall G. 26 Aug. 5/1 Can a man, if he chooses,

homestead a hundred and sixty acres of land, free of pur-

chase-money ? 1888 Ibid. 20 Mar. 3/1 He homesteaded his

160 acres. 1888 Chicago Advance 5 Apr. 216 The farmers

who homesteaded on a Nebraska prairie twenty years ago.

Homesteader (WTnite:dw). [f.
HOMESTEAD

sb. + -EB I.] The holder of a homestead ; spec, in

U.S., one who holds lands acquired under the

Homestead Act of Congress.
1870 Scribner's Mag. Nov. 136/1 The random cabins of the

homesteaders '. 1888 Pall Mall G. 14 Jan. 7/1
He . . has

four grown sons, all homesteaders, who have four houses,

one on each homestead, to comply with Government regu-

lations.

Ho'inesteading. A homestead, a farm-stead.

1850 JAMES Old Oak Chest III. 80 A small house with

a very tolerable homesteading.

Homester (h<?u-mstai). [f.
HOME sb. + -STEB.]

A contestant in a sporting match who belongs to

the locality ;
one of the home team.

1891 Lock to Lock Times 24 Oct. 16/2 In the second half

the homesters were seen to much better advantage, but the

defence of the visitors was so good that nothing definite

was scored. 1893 Westm. Gaz. 16 June 5/3 The homesters

winning the toss put together the capital score of 305,

whilst Ihe Australians before the call of time lost three

good wickets for 41 runs.

Ho-me-thmst, sb. [f.
HOME adv. 4, 5.]

Fencing. A thrust which goes home to the party

against whom it is directed ;
henceJig. and transf.

i6a MABBE tr. Aleman's Guzman d'Alf. I. 136 To giue

a slash on the arme, and to receiue a home-thrust, and

full Stocada in his owne bosome. 1774 WESLEY Wks. (1872)

XIII. 406 This is a home-thrust at the Mosaic law. 1862

BEVERIDGE Hist. India vm. vi. III. 479 This home-thrust

his lordship appears to have had some difficulty in parrying.

So Ho'methrnst a., that is thrust home, that

reaches its mark. Ho metlirust v., to thrust home,

to deliver a homethrust. Ho-mettirnster, one

who thrusts home.
c 1680 HICKERINOILL Wks. (1716) I. 165 God bless me

from you, you are Home Thrusters. 1836 J. HALLEY in

Arnot Life (1842) 75 A weak and rather impudent effort at

homethrusting. 1856 R. A. VAUGHAN Mystics (1860) I. 168

45



HOMEWARD.
His plain, homethrust speech had wrought the multitude to

what he would.

Homeward fW'mwgjd),<w.and. Forms:

see HOME sb. [OE. hcimweard (= OHG. heim-

'.varf), f. hdm, HOME j*. 1 + -weard, -WABD. In

OE. a true comb., hence in ME. the a of the first

syllable remained (shortened) in some southern

dialects ;
in others the comb, was analysed as Mm-

'.vard, or with the ME. shortening homward."\
A. adv. Towards home ;

in the direction of

one's home, dwelling-place, or native land.

855 O. E. Chron., /Ebelwulf. .ba him ham weard for.

a i ioo Itid. an. 1048 And gewende ba hamweard. c is
LAY. 16941 ^Elc uzrde heomwar'd. c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 2376
He..bad hem rapen hem homward swioe. c 1375 Sc. Leg.

Sts., Machor 1327 His wayag hamewart tuk in hy. c 1385
CHAUCER L. G. W. 2162 Ariadne, Homward saylyth ne.

c 1420 Chron. Vilod. st. 762 So sore wepyng boskede hem
hamarde to go. c 1450 MYRC 1176 That thou myjtes ham-
ward wende. 1474 CAXTON Chtsse 156 Retournyng agayn
homeward. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 20 To drawe
homewarde towarde dethe. c 1560 A. SCOTT Poems
(S. T. S.) xxv. i Returne the, hairt, hamewart agane. 1583
STANYHURST j&neis II. (Arb.) 67 Thence dyd I trudge
hoamward. 1750 GRAY Elegy i, The ploughman homeward

plods his weary way. 1784^
COWPER Task i. 522 The mariner

Bound homeward, and in nope already there.

b. Comb., as homeward-going, -veering, -wend-

ing adjs. Also HOMF.WABD-BODND.
1813 BYRON Giaour 4 The homeward-veering skiff. 1898

Westm. Gaz. 31 Jan. 2/1 The homeward-going teams.

B. adj. Directed or going homeward ; leading
home. Primarily with such sbs. as march, way ;

hence of things moving home.
1566 DRANT Horace, Sat. n. i. (R.), Which in their ex-

treame dayes Will part from lyfe..to goe theyr homewarde

waj'es. 1696 TATE &. BRADY Ps. cxix. 176 Till I despair to

find my home-ward way. 1799 WORDSW. Ruth xli, At

evening in his homeward walk. 1816 J. WILSON City of

Plague I. i. 153 Upon our homeward voyage. 1817 W.
SELWYN Law Nisi Prius (ed. 4) II. 937 Surinam, where she

had taken in her homeward cargo.

Homeward-bound, a. [See BOUND///, a. 1
]

Bound homeward ; preparing to go home ; direct-

ing one's course homeward. Said esp. of a ship

returning home from a foreign port.
1602 CAREW Cornwall (1811) 9 When either outward or

homeward bound they are checked by an east . . wind. 1702
Land. Gaz. No. 3826/3 With 6 homeward-bound Merchant

Ships. 1832 MARRYAT N. Forsler xxiii, The crew . . were

picked up by a homeward-bound vessel.

absol. 1887 Pall Mall G. 6 July 5/1 There is no precaution
taken against outward-bounds meeting homeward-bounds ?

Hence Homeward-toou-nder colloq., a home-

ward-bound vessel.

1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk., Homeward-Bounder, a

ship on her course home. 1897 Daily Nevis 2 June 8/6

What time the homeward bounders were heading . . for the

white cliffs of opposite Albion.

Ho-mewardly, adv. rare. [f. HOMEWARD a.

+ -LY'-.] In a homeward direction.

1797 SOUTHEY Poems, Hannah 13 It was eve When home-

wardiy I went.

Homewards 'hoTnwgjdz), adv. Forms : see

HOME sb. [OE. hdmweardes, f. hdmweard, with

adverbial genitive :
= OHG. heimwartes, Ger.

heimwdrts : see -WABDS.] = HOMEWARD adv.

898 O. E. Chron. an. 894 P i Sio oberu fierd waes ham
weardes. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce vn. 492 Than hamvardis

buskit he to fair. 1481 Chnrchw. Ace. Yatlon (Som. Rec.

Soc.) 114 For custom of y bell att Redclyff hyll, utwardys
and whomwardys. 1586 WARNER Alb. Eng. in. xiii. (R.),

The Grecians homewards drewe. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT
Trav. (ed. 2) 341 Tis high time to look homewards. 1860

TYNDALL Glac. i. xv. 102 We., turned our faces homewards.

Ho'mewort. Herb. rare. [OE. hamwyrt, f.

ham HOME sb.\ +wyrt WORT.] The house-leek.

c 1000 Sax, Lcechd. II. 105 Wty poc adle onred hamwyrt.
1884 MILLER Plant-n., Semperahmm tectorum, ..Common
House-leek,

' Fuet ', Home-wort.

Homey, variant of HOMY a.

Hom.ich.lin (h<rmiklin). Min. [mod. (Breit-

haupt 1858) f. Gr. o/u'xA); mist, dimness (in refer-

ence to the tarnishing of the surface) + -IN.] A
sulphide of copper and iron, akin to Barnhardite.

1859 Amer. Jrnl. Sc. Ser. n. XXVIII. 132 Under the

name Homichlin, Breithaupt has described an ore from
Plauen. 1865-72 WATTS Diet. Chetn. III. 163.

Homicidal (hpmissi-dal), a. [f. HOMICIDE +

-AL. Late L. had homicidalis.] Of, pertaining to,

or characterized by homicide; tending to or re-

sulting in homicide ; man-slaying; murderous. (Of

persons and their acts, or of things personified.)
Homicidal insanity, mania: see quot. 1883.
1725 POPE Odyss. iv. 718 The troop forth-issuing from the

dark recess, With homicidal rage the king oppress. 1791
COWPER Odyss. vm. 139 In aspect dread as homicidal Mars.

1847 TENNYSON Princ. Prol. 219 Some great Princess, six

feet high, Grand, epic, homicidal. 1851 LONGF. in Lift;

(1891) II. 225 The firing of those homicidal guns. 1862
LYTTON Sir. Story 1 1. 8 No unfrequent illusion of homicidal
maniacs. 1883 A. S. TAYLOR Princ. Med. Jurispr. (ed. 3)

II. 551 Homicidal mania or monomania is commonly de-
fined to be a state of partial insanity, accompanied by an

impulse to the perpetration of murder
; hence it is some-

times called impulsive or paroxysmal mania.

Hence Homici'dally adv., in a homicidal manner.
1893 Daily News 29 Nov. 4/8 A verdict that the wound

. .was homicidally inflicted was returned.
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Homicide (hfrmisaid), sb.l [a. F. homicide

I2th c.), ad. 'L,homici<1a,f. shortened stem athomo,
homini-s man + csedfre, -ciders to kill : see -CIDE i

.]

One who kills a human being ;
a man-slayer ;

in

earlier use often = murderer.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Mat/to:/ 563 Of dauit, homycyde &

auster bath. 1421-2 HOCCLEVE Dialog 64 Had I be for an

homysede yknowe, or an extorcioner or a robbowr. 159*
SHAKS. I Hen. l~I, :. ii. 25 Salisbury is a desperate Homi-
cide, He fighteth as one weary of his life. 1632 MASSINGER
& FIELD Fatal Dmvry v. ii, I have lost a son,. .1 require his

blood From his accursed homicide. 1791 COWPER Iliad v. 38
Gore-tainted homicide, town-battering Mars ! 1821 BYROS
Sardan. iv. i. 180 And her, the homicide and husband-killer.

fie- i*3S [GLAPTHORNE] Lady Mother v. i. in Sullen

0. PI, II. 184 O, dispaire, Grimme homicide of soules.

fb. Self-homicide, a suicide. Obs.

1681 NEVILE Plato Rrdiv. 212 So that for the Parliament

to seek to take from him such Authority, were to tefelo lie

se, as we call a self-Homicide.

c. attrib. Man-killing, homicidal.

1382 Wvci-ir^f/tiii. 14 5e..axiden a man homeside, or

mansleer, for to be ;ouun to sou. 1796 BURKE Regie. Peace
1. Wks. VIII. 119 This regicide and homicide Government.

1825 T. JEFFERSON AntMog. Wks. 1859 I. 94 Their unholy
and homicide alliance.

Ho'Hlicide, sb? [a. F. homicide (i2th c.), ad.

L. homicidium : see prec. and -CIDE 2.] The action,

prevention of an atrocious crime. Excusable homicide,
homicide committed by misadventure, also in cases of self-

defence,where the assailant did not originally intend murder,

rape, or robbery : but the distinction between justifiable
and excusable homicide is merely verbal in modern Eng. law.

Felonious homicide comprehends the wilful killing of a man
through malice aforethought (murder) ; the unlawful kill-

ing of a man without such malice, either in a sudden heat,

or involuntarily while committing an unlawful action not

amounting to felony (manslaughter, in Scots Law called

culpable homicide); also, the destroying of one's own life,

self-murder, suicide. The degrees of culpable homicide have
been defined by statute in divers colonial and American

jurisdictions, as part of a systematic criminal code or other-

wise. See Manslaughter, Murder.
c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. F 498 Another homycide is that

is doon for necessitee as whan o man sleeth another in his

defendaunt. 1484 CAXTON Fables Alfonce (1889) i This
man dyd not the homycyde. c 1560 A. SCOTT Poems
(S. T. S.) xxxvi. 58 Lord God, deliuer me, and gyd Frome
schedding blude, and homicyd. a 1612 DONNE Bta^ai-aTos

(1644) 90 It [suicide] is not onely Homicide, but Murder.

1769 BLACKSTONE Comm. IV. 179 In some cases homicide is

justifiable, rather by the permission, than by the absolute

command of the law. 1809-10 COLERIDGE Friend (1865) 44
[HeJ is acquitted of murder the act was manslaughter only,
or it was justifiable homicide. 1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits,
Race Wks. (Bohn) II. 26 These Norsemen are excellent

persons in the main .. But they have a singular turn for

homicide.

fb. Self-homicide, self-murder, suicide. Obs.

a 1612 DONNE Biadai/arot (1644) 26 Of such condition is

this Self-Homicide. 1650 Viiid. Hammond's Addr. 32.

12 Self-homicide is evill, and forbidden by God.

Ho'micide, v . (Also pa.pple. in 5 homyoied.)
[f.

HOMICIDE sb.%] trans. To kill or murder.
c 1470 HARDING Chron. LXXXI. v, That place . . Wher that

gyaunt and she were homycied. 1858 CARLYLE Fredlt. Gt.

ii. xi, Her ancestor was Husband to an Aunt of that homi-

cided Duke.

Homicidial (hpmisi-dial), a. rare. [f. as

next + -AL.]
= HOMICIDAL.

1808 HELEN ST. VICTOR Ruins Rigonda III. 168 The
wretched end of her homicidial father.

Homicidious (h^misi'dias), a. rare. [f. L.

homicidi-um HOMICIDE.;*. 2 + -ous.] = HOMICIDAL.

1632 LITHGOW Trceu. ix. 407 An inhumane and homicid-
ious Pope. 1689 Def. Liberty agst. Tyrants 162 The Cruel
and Homocidious Directors and Appomters of these Bloody
Sports. 1808 J. BARLOW Colunw. m. 585 Dread Zamor
leads the homtcidious train.

f Homicidy, -ie. Obs. [ad. L. homicidi-um

HOMICIDE rf.2]
= HOMICIDE sb.i

<rij86 CHAUCER Pars. T. F 490 (Harl. MS.) Vnderstonde
wel pat homicidie bat is man-slaughter is in diners wise.

1440 J. SHIRLEY Dethe K. James (1818) 20 This abhomin-
able. .homycidie, and false treason of this cruel! murdur.

Homiculture (hfmikoltuu). Erron. homo-,

[f.
L. homo, homiini)- man + CULTURE.] The

physical cultivation or development of mankind.

Pub. Opinion 29 Sept., Marriages . . made on bases

which, if not those that the laws of homiculture would lay
down, are at least not diametrically opposed to them.

Homiform, erroneous f. HOMINIFOBM.

Homilete (h^milft). [ad. Gr. o/jfAi/Tifc dis-

ciple, scholar, f. ofuXiftv to hold converse with, to

attend the lectures of.] A preacher, a HOMILIST.

1875 Presbyt. Quarterly Jan. 120 (Cent.) The pulpit wants
above all else enthusiastic homiletes. 1891 J. H. THAYER
in Class. Rev. V. 22/1 After all it holds true that the pro.
vince of the exegete is distinct from that of the homilete.

Homiletic (hpmile'tik), a. and sb. Also 7

homilitick. [ad. Gr. ojuAr/TiKcJs affable, con-

versable, f. 6fuA.77T05, vbl. adj. of uju\itiv to consort

with, hold converse with, f. &V\os assembled

crowd, throng. Cf. F. liomiUtigue.]

HOMILY.

A. adj. Of the nature of or characteristic of a

homily ; by way of a homily. Homiletic divinity
or theolog}'

= Homiletics: see B. I.

1644 SIR. DERING Prop. Sacr. C iv, Polemick and Homi-
litick Divinity. 1846 TRENCH Mirac. xxx. (1862) 432 Many
admirable homiletic applications of this portion ofthe history
have been made. 1884 D. HUNTER tr. Rcuss'sHist. Canon
v. 76 The homiletic use of the apostles' writings.

B. sb. usually in pi. Homiletics [see -ics, and
cf. Gr. TI uiAKrfriKT] the art of conversation ; also

Ger. homilttik],
1. The art of preaching ; sacred rhetoric.

1830 PUSEY Histor. Ktiii. II. 126 If., the teaching of

Homiletic were confined to the multiplication of methods
for laying out a discourse [etc.]. 1846 WORCESTER cites

Brit. Crit. for Homiletics. 1858 Sat. KCV. V. 288/1 We
proceed to an analysis of this remarkable specimen _of
Christian homiletics. 1865 D. P. KIDDER. (title) Treatise

on Homiletics. Designed to illustrate the true Theory and
Practice of Preaching the Gospel. 1882-3 SCHAFF Encycl.

Relig. Knofwl. 1013 His [Hyperius'] work De Fortnandis
Concionibus Sacris . . distinguishes him . . as the founder of

the science of homiletics.

2. />/. Homiletical works ; homilies, rare.

1850 CARLYLE Lattcr-d. Pamph. vii. (1872) 221 Reading
its liturgies, homiletics, and excellent old moral horn-books.

Homile'tical, a.
[f.

as prec. + -AL.]

fl. Of or pertaining to familiar intercourse or

discourse ; conversable, sociable. Obs.

1668 WlLKlNS/Yrt/C/!rt;'. II. viii. 206 Conversations, or the

right Demeanour of our selves considered as Members of

Society, in our converse with others ; the due managing of

the common Affairs and Businesses of life. .These are com-

monly called Homiletical Vertues. 1687 ATTERBURY Luther

lR.\ His virtues active chiefly and homiletical : not those

lazy sullen ones of the cloister. 1691 MORRIS Pract. Disc.

02 To yield some compliance and conformity with the

Humours and Dispositions of those with whom we Con-

verse ; for this is a necessary part of Homilitical Vertue.

2. = HOMILETIC a.

1838-9 HALLAM Hist. Lit. IV. iv. iv. 7. 155 A less homi-

letical form, and a comparative absence of Scriptural quota-

tion, are the chief distinctions. 1849 SIR J. STEPHEN Eccl.

Biog. (1850) II. 74 Whitfield's homiletical labours, during
each of his next five and thirty years.

Hence Homile-tically adv., after the manner of

a homily or sermon.

1867 DEUTSCH Talmud vn. Q. Rev. Oct. 427 Tho' it might
be explained homiletically or otherwise in innumerable

new ways.

t Homi'lian. Obs. rare. [f. Gr. ofuhla homily
+ -AN.] = HOMILIST.
a 1641 BP. MOUNTAGU Acts

<5-
MOM. (1642) 509 Hippolytus

and other Homilians.

Homiliary (hpmrliari). [ad. med.L. homi-

Harium, homiliari-ns (liber), f. homilia HOMILY :

see -AKV.] A collection of homilies or sermons to

be used in Church-service; a book of homilies.

1844 S. R. MAITLAND Dark Ages 64 note, I cannot help

thinking that the Codex might be that service-book which
was then more properly and strictly, and commonly too, (if

not exclusively) called a Homiliary. 1882-3 SCHAFF Encycl,

Relig. Knovjl. III. 1733 A kind of homihary.. destined to

be used at the celebration of the respective saints' days.

Homilist ^-milist). [f. HOMILY + -IST.]

One who writes or delivers homilies, or hortatory
sermons ; a preacher.
1616 BEAUM. & FL. ScornJ. Lady iv. i, To this good homi-

list I have been ever stubborn, which God forgive me for

and mend my manners. 1642 HALES Schism 7 \Vhat if the

Homilist have Preached, or delivered any Doctrine, of the

Truth of which we are not well perswaded ? 1849 ROCK
Ch. ofFathers I. i. 22 We have the testimony of the homi-

list ^Elfric. 1882 FARRAR in Contemp. Rev. XLII. 807

Among the classic homilists of the English Church.

Hence Hojnili stical a., characteristic of a homi-

list.

1659 GAUDEN Tears Ch. Eng. 621 Armed .. onely for the

preaching or Homilisticall flourishes of a Pulpit.

Honiilite (hp-milsit). Min.
[f.

Gr. 6/uA.i'a asso-

ciation, 6/jI\(itv to be in company + -ITE.] A
borosilicate of iron and calcium, allied to datolite.

1881 Watts' Diet. Chetn. VIII. 1038 Homiliie, a mineral

occurring, together with erdmannite and melinophane, at

Stockoe near Brevig in Norway.
Homilize (hp-milaiz), v. [f. HOMILY + -IZE.]

intr. To discourse, to preach, sermonize. (In quot.

1857 perh. trans. To preach to.)

1624 Bp. MOUNTAGU /turned. Addresse 169 Basil .. excelled

[
in that popular kind of Homilizing. a 1662 HEYLIN Laud
(1668) 9 Not cloying them with continual Preaching, or

Homilizing. 1683 O. U. Parish Ch. no Conventicles^ 21

Must the Parochial Ministers be bound to preach or homilize

every Holy-Day ? 1857 Fraser's Mag. LVI. 496 The stones

at our feet can homilize and humanize us.

Homill, obs. Sc. f. HUMMEL.

Homily (h^-mili). Forms : 4-6 omelie, -y(e,

5 homilye, 6 omylie, omilie, 6-7 homely, 6-

hornily. [a. F. omelie (izth c. in Hatz.-Darm.),
mod.F. homi.lie, ad. eccl. L. homtlia, a. Gr. dfiiAi'a

intercourse, converse, discourse, (eccl.) sermon,

homily, f. o/u^os crowd, throng, f. o^oS together +

1X77 crowd, band, troop.]
A religious discourse addressed to a congregation ;

a sermon ; esp. a practical discourse with a view

to the spiritual edification of the hearers, rather

than for the development of a doctrine or theme :

see quot. 1883. In the Church of England spec.



HOMINAL.

applied to the discourses contained in the Books of
Homilies published in 1547 and 1563 for use in

parish churches.
c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. F 1014 Of. . Omelies and mora-

liteeandofdeuocion. i&oGovsERCo'tf. II. 191 Gregoire upon
his Omelie Ayein the slouthe of prelacie Compleigneth him.

c 1440 Gesta Rom. ix. 25 (Add. MS.) Seynte Austyn seithe

in an Omelie. 1534 MORE On the Passion Wks. 1307/1 The
omely or lecture vpon the seconde chapiter. 1548-9 (Mar.)
Bk. Com. Prayer^ Conimun. Rubric, After the Crede ended,
shall folowe the Sermon or Homely, or some porcion of one
of the Homelyes, as thei shalbe herafter deuided. 1562
Homilies Pref. (1859) 4 [The Queen] hath, .caused a Book

j

of Homilies, which heretofore was set forth by her most

loving brother, .to be printed anew. 1649 JEH. TAYLOR Gt.

Exwj>. i. Ad 8. 115 The good example of the Preacher
is alwayes the most prevailing Homily ; his life is his best

Sermon. 1844 (title) The Homilies of the Anglo-Saxon
Church. Part I. The Homilies of >Elfric. 1883 SCHAFK

Encycl. Relig. Knffwl. 1611 In the Western Church the

terms * sermon ' and '

homily
' were at first used interchange-

ably; but in time each came to designate a special kind of

discourse. The sermon was a discourse developing a definite

theme . . The homily pursued the analytical method, and

expounded a paragraph or verse of Scripture. 1886 HALL
CAINE Son ofHagar n. xvi, The service was soon done, and
then the parson delivered a homily.

b. transf. A serious admonition, exhortation or

counsel; a lecture; a tedious moralizing discourse.

1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. in. ii. 164 O most gentle lupiter, what
tedious homilie of Loue haue you wearied your parishioners
withal). 1824 W. IRVING T. Trav. I. 252 There are homi-
lies in nature's works worth all the wisdom of the schools.

1838 JAMES Robber
yi,

I vow and protest you have read
them a homily as fair as any in the book. 1848 LYTTON
Harold v. i, Edith, after a long homily from the King, re-

turned to Hilda.

Homiual (nominal), a. [a. F. hominal, f. L.

homo, homin-cni) man : see -AL.] Of or relating
to man (in Natural History) ; human.
1861 HULME tr. Moquin-Tandon \. vi. 35 Voltaire seems

to have been the first who looked upon Man as constituting
a separate kingdom. .Most naturalists and ethnologists of
the present day have adopted this moral, human, or hominal

kingdom.. Amongst living beings, or in the organic world,
there are therefore three kingdoms : the vegetable, the

animal, and the hominal. 1893 Daily News 14 Jan. 5/3
The most remarkable studies of M. Quatrefages were on
marine animals and on the human or ' nominal

'

kingdom.

f Homine'ity. Obs. [f. L. homo, homin-cm,

man, after deity.} The essential quality of man-
kind ; that which constitutes man.
1659 STANLEY Hist. Pkilos. XL (1701) 448/1 Many Indi-

vidual Men are such by participation of the Idaea of Man,
(as if we should say Homineity). Ibid. 449/1.

Horuiness : see under HOMY a.

Homing (htfu-mirp, vbl. sb. [f.
HOME z>,]

1 1. Naitt. (with in] The curving inwards of the

sides of a vessel above its extreme breadth ;

*
fall-

ing
'

or '

tumbling home '. Obs.
1622 R. HAWKINS Voy. S. Sea (1847) 220 This race build-

ing, first came in by overmuch homing in of our shippes.

2. The action of going home ; return home ; the

faculty possessed by animals of returning home from
a distance. Also attrib. esp. in reference to pigeons,
1765 Treat. Dow. Pigeons 88 When they come to be

trained for the homing part. 1875 Live Stock Jrnl. 16 Apr.

35/2, I have always admired the homing faculty in the

pigeon. 1886 E. S. STARR in Century Mag. XXXII. 375
The much discussed question of the homing of the pigeon,
or, as the French term it, orientation. 1894 A. MORRISON
Mean Streets 249 At his regular homing-time he appeared.

Homing,///, a. [f.
HOME v. + -ING 2

.] That

goes home
; spec, applied to pigeons that are

trained to fly home from a distance.

186* HUXLEY Led. Wrkg. Men 105 The so called
'

homing
'

birds having enormous flying powers. 1886 Daily Tel.

7 Sept. , Nowadays, the
'

homing pigeon
'

. . is so much better

understood than of yore .. that no other agency than

electricity would be capable of outstripping him.

Hominid (h^minid). [ad. mod.L. ffominid-ae,

a family of mammals represented by the single

genus Homo (man), f. L. homo, homin-em, man:
see -ID. Cf. F. pi. hominides.] A member of the

Hotninidto (see above) ; a man, zoologically con-

sidered. 1889 in Cent. Diet.

\ Hcrminiform, . Obs. [f.
L. homin-em

man -t- -FORM.] Of human shape.
1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. v. 673 Monstrous shapes.,

mixtly Boviform and Hominiform.

Hominify (h^'minifsi), v. [f. as prec. + -FT.]
trans. To make a man of; to render human.
1579 J. JONES Preserv. Bodie 4- Sonle i. xli. 91 Damnably

teaching, that they in God are Deified, and God in them
Hominified. 1633 T. AUAMS Exp. 2 Peter i. 16 Mankind
had not been redeemed, unless the Word of God had been

hominified. 1890 F. HALL in Nation (N. Y.) II. 380/3 A
work of the celebrated historian Abulfazl being, thus, homi-

nified and accorded royal rank.

Hominine (.hp'minain), a. [f. L. hoinin-em

man + -INE. Cf. asinine.] Of or belonging to

man zoologically ;
of the human species.

1883 American V. 204 If the footprints are really those of

a hominine species. Ibid. 267 The most distinctively simian,

and consequently least hominine, characteristic.

Ho^minise'Ction. rare. [f.
L. homin-tm

man + SECTION.] Human anatomy.
1888 COUES in Auk V. 105 If the author is correct in

identifying the muscle . . with the myon of that name in

hominisection.
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Homiilivorous vhpmini-voras), a. [(.
L. ho-

inin-em man + -vor-us devouring + -ous.] Devour-

ing or feeding upon human beings.
1859-63 WOOD llliistr. Xat. Hist. (1876) 224 There are

man-eaterb among the Hyseiias, and these hominivorous
animals are greatly dreaded. 1861 HULME tr. Ahqiiin-
Ttmtion it. iv. i. 237 The Hominivorous fly . . inhabits

Cayenne. 1868 P. M. DUNCAN tr.
fifui'fr's Insect World

ii. 72 Let us.. observe that this hominivorous fly is not, pro-

perly speaking, a parasite of man.

Hominy (hp'mmi). Forms : 7 homini, hom-
miney, omiue, 7-8 homine, 7-9 hom(m)on(e)y,
8 hommany, -iny, 8- hominy. [Of American
Indian origin : see the early quots.
The actual origin seems unsettled. J. H. Trumbull, in

Note to Roger Williams's AVv into Lang. 0fAttierica(i643),

NarragansettClubed., i866,hasVi/>/;K/<'0<K/i,"parched
corn 1

'. From //tow, ajnvfon, "he bakes or roasts ", and
niin pi. iirinntash,

"
fruit, grain, berry ". In this and other

compounds of ittinneasfi we discover the origin of the much-

corrupted modern name hominy '. But see a different sug-

gestion in Trans. American Philol. Assoc. 1872.]

Maize or Indian corn hulled and ground more or

less coarsely and prepared for food by being boiled

with water or milk.

1619 CAPT. SMITH Contn, Hist. Virginia (1630) 43 Their
servants commonly feed upon Milke Homini, which is

bruized Indian corne pounded, and boiled thicke, and milke

for the sauce. 1634 Re/at. La. Baltimore's Plantat, (1865)

17 Their ordinary diet is Poane and Online, both made of

Corne. 1671 JOSSELYN New Eng. Rarities 101 They beat

the corn in a mortar and sift the flower out of it : the re-

mainder they call Homminey. 1683 PENN Wks. (1782) IV.

306 Their diet is maize . . sometimes beaten and boiled with

water, which they call homine. 1699 J. DICKENSON Jrnl.
Trav. 70 Our chief Dyet was Hommoney. 1751 J. BARTRAM
Observ. Trav. Petmsylv. etc. 60 Kettles of Indian corn

soop, or thin honiony. 1771 SMOLLETT Hnmpli. Cl. 10 June
Let. i, Our entertainer . . made him own that a plate of

hominy was the best rice-pudding he had ever eat. 1827

J. F. COOPER Prairie I. ii. 30 The delicious hommony pre-

pared by his skilful . .spouse. 1836 WHITTIER Mogg Megone
i. 326 Or offering up, at eve, to thee, Thy birchen dish of

hominy.
b. attrib. and Comb.
1687 I. CLAYTON in Phil. Trans. XLI. 159 At all Hours

of the Night, whenever theyawake, theygo to the Hominy-
pot. 1775 ADAIR A wer. Irid. 407 The second sort is yellow
and flinty, which they call

'

hommony-corn '. 1875 KNIGHT
Diet. Mech., Hominy-mill^ machine in which shelled corn

is subjected to a grating or beating action which removes
the cuticle and the germ.

Homish (h<7n-mij), a. Also homeish. [f.

HOME s6. 1
+-ISH.]

t 1. Belonging to or suited for home ;
domestic.

1561 HOLLYBUSH (title} A most Excellent and Perfecte

Homish Apothecarye ;
or Homely Physick Booke. 1^77

DEE Gen. ft rare Mem. 10 Nor homish Subject, or wauenng
vassal, .durst, .privily muster to Rebellion.

2. Resembling or suggestive of home; homelike.

1789 MRS. Piozzi jfouni. France I. 327 The gardens have
a homeish and Bath-like look. 1838 PRESCOTT in Ticknor

Life (1864) 114 The complexion ofAnna's sentiments looked

rather homeish.

Hence Ho mishness, homish quality.

1835 AVzw Monthly Mag. XLIII. 15 [Pictures] add a
'homeishness

'

to the rooms. 1889 Spectator 14 Scot., As
for the squalor of the streets, they cease in a short time to

perceive it, or even derive from it a sense of homishness.

Hommack, var. HUMMOCK. Hommage, obs.

f. HOMAGE. Hommany, -iny, etc., var. HOM-
INY. Homine, obs. f. HAM. Hommel, obs. f.

HUMBLE, HUMMEL.
II Homo (h0'mo). The Latin word for man.

a. From its use in Latin works on logic, frequently

employed, in quasi-logical or scholastic language,
in the sense

' human being '. b. Zool. The genus
of which Man is the single species, having many
geographical races and varieties.

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV^\\. i. 104 Homo is a common name
to all men. 1649 Moderate fntelligencer No. 213. 10 F ij b

(Stanf.), You have made the word Malignant of that latitude,

that it almost comprehends all, that is a lurmo. a 1843
SOUTHEY Comm.-pl. Bk. (1849) IV. 419 One of these homo's

had 800 head of game in his larder. 1861 THACKERAY

Philip Wks. 1887 I. v. 155 But, being homo, and liable to

err. 1886 BESANT Childr. Gibbon n. iii. I. 285 A Homo in

the abstract, male or female.

Homo-, before a vowel hom-, combining form

of Gr. 6p6s same
;
a formative of many scientific

and other terms, often in opposition to hetero-.

The more important of these, with their deriva-

tives, will be found in their alphabetical places;

others, of less importance or frequency, follow here.

The pronunciation of the first syllable, with primary or

secondary stress, varies ; etymologically the o is short ()
and is so usually pronounced by scholars (cf. HOLO-) ; but

popularly it is often (0") ;
when stressless it is f (though some

make it ).

Homacanth (h<)'iriaka;n]>) a. Ichth. [Gr. a/raffia

thorn, spine], having the spines of the dorsal and

anal fins symmetrical ; opp. to heteracanth. Ho-
matomic (hpmat$rmik) a., consisting of like

atoms ; opp. to heteratomic. Komaxonial (-sek-

sfli-nial), Homaxonic (-seksjrnik) adjs., in Mor-

phology, having all the axes equal. Homobaric

(-bai-rik) a. [Gr. /Sapot weight], of uniform weight.
Homoblastic (h(?mobla:-sUk) a. Biol. [Gr. 0\aarus

HOMO-.

germ], arising from cells of the same kind ; opp.
to heteroblastic. Homobranchiate (-brae'nki^t) a.

Zool. [Gr. /3payx'a gills], having gills of uniform

structure : applied to decapod crustaceans ; opp.
to heterobrancliiate. Homocarpous (-kaupas) a.

Bot. [Gr. xapnus fruit], applied to composite plants
in which all the fruits arising from a flower-head

are alike; opp-tohetcrocarpous. Homocategorlc
(lip-mo|kjet/g()-rik) a. [see CATEGORIC], belonging
to the same category. Homochiral (hpimokaio'ral)
a. [Gr. x f'P hand], of identical form and turned in

the same direction, as two right or two left hands ;

opp. to heterochirul ; hence Homochi-rally adv.

t Homochre sious (erron. -oresious) a. Ots. [Gr.
Xpijffis use], relating to the same commodity or

use ; opp. to htterochresious. Homocliromic
(-kru

-

mik), -chromons (-krju'mss) adjs. [Gr.
\fSifna colour], of the same colour, as the florets

of most Composites ; opp. to heterochromous ; see

also quot. 1876. Homochronons (homjrkriShss)
a. [Gr. XP VOS time], occurring at the same time,
or at corresponding times ;cf. HETEROCHRONOUS).
Komodemic (-de'mik) a. [Gr. Srj^m people, tribe]

^homophylic. Homodermatons (-ds'jiiiatss'i,

-dermous (-dsumas) adjs. Zool. [Gr. Sippa skin],

having the skin or integument of uniform structure,
as certain serpents ; opp. to heteroclermatous.

Homode-rmic a. Biol. [as prec.], derived from,

or relating to derivation from, the same primary
blastoderm (endoderm, mesoderm, or ectoderm)
of the embryo. Homodynamous (hpnujdi'-

namas) a. Camp. Anat. [Gr. owa/us power,
force], having the same force or value ; applied

(after Gegenbaur) to parts serially homologous ;

so Homodynamy (-di'nami), the condition of

being homodynamous, Homojrangliate (-gse'rj-

gliA) a. Zool., having the ganglia of the nervous

system symmetrically arranged, as in the Articu-

lata ; opp. to heterogangliate. Homoglot (hjr-

m^iglft) a. [Gr. -y\torTos -tongued ; cf. polyglot],

having the same language. Homohe'dral a. [Gr.

(Spa seat, base], (properly) having like or corre-

sponding faces ; but used by Miller as = HOLO-
HEDKAL. Homomalous (hflmfmalss) a. Bot. [Gr.

o^oXot even, level], applied to leaves or branches

(esp. of mosses) which turn in the same direction :

opp. to heteromalous. Homo moral, -o irterotis

adjs. [Gr. pipes part], having like or corresponding

parts (Cent. Diet.}. Homome trical a., in the

same metre ; hence Homome 'trically adv. Ho-
monemeous (-nrmzas) a. Bot. [Gr. vij/M thread,

filament], applied (after Fries) to algae and fungi
in which the filaments in germination produce
a homogeneous body ; opp. to heteroncmeous

(Mayne Expos. Lex. 1854). Homo-organ Biol.

= HOMOPLAST 2. Homopathy (hom^-paj-i) [Gr.

o/aoTrdeeia, f. miflos suffering], sameness of feeling,

sympathy (cf. HETEKOPATHY). Homoperlo-dic
a., agreeing in having the same periods. Homo-
petalous (-pe'tabs) a. Bot., having the petals

alike ; opp. to heteropetalous (Mayne 1854). Ho-

mophyadic (-fai|K'dik) a. Bot. [late Gr. <pvas,

ipvaS- shoot, sucker], producing only one kind of

stem, as some species of Equisetum; opp. to

heterophyadic. Homophylic (-frlik) a. Biol. [cf.

Gr. 6ft6<pv\os of the same race or stock], belonging
to the same race ; relating to homophyly. Homo-
phyllous (h^mofrbs) a. Bot. [Gr. QvKkov leaf],

'having leaves or leaflets all alike
'

(Mayne 1854);

opp. to heterophyllous. Homophyly (humjrfili)

[Gr. ono<pv\ia], the condition of being of the same

race. Homopolar (-p<?u-lai), -polic (-pp'lik) adjs.,

having equal poles, as in the figures called Stan-

raxonia homopola (1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 844);

opp. to heleropolar. Homoproral (-pioTal) a.

Zool. [L. prora prow], having equal or similar

prorse, as a pterocymba in sponges ; opp. to hete-

roproral. Homo-reran Biol. = homo-organ. Ho-

morga-nic a. in Botany,
'

having the same, or a

uniform, organization ; applied to plants
'

(Syd.

Sac. Lex.} ;
in Phonetics, produced by the same

vocal organ. Komoseismal (-sai'zmal) a. and

si., Homosei-smic a. [Gr. auarfs earthquake],

proposed substitutes for COSEISMAL, COSEISMIC.

Homosporous (ham^'sporas) a. Bot. [Gr. <rir<ipos

seed], producing only one kind of spores ; opp. to

heterosporous. Homostaural (-stg-ral) a. [Gr.

aravpos cross], having a regular polygon as the

base of the pyramid ; said of a homopolar stau-

raxonial figure ; opp. to heterostaiiral. Homo-
systemic (-siste-mik) a., belonging to the same

system. Homotatio (-tse'tik) a. Dynamics [Gr.
TOTOS vbl. adj. of rtivfiv to stretch ;

rains stretch-
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HOMO-.

ing, tension],
'

pertaining to a homogeneous
stress' (Cent. Diet.). Homoteleutio (-t/lizi'tik)

a. [cf. HOMCKOTELEUTIC], having the same ending.

Komothermous (-JjS'imas) a. Biol. [Gr. Btpnus

hot], having a uniform temperature, which does

not vary with that of the surroundings, as warm-

blooded animals ; opp. to heterothermal. Homo-
thetio (-be'tik) a. Geom. [Gr. Berixos, f. nSivai

to place], similar and similarly placed ;
also ex-

tended to any figures in homology with reference to

the line at infinity as axis of homology. t Homo-
ti'ruous a. Obs. [Gr. o/iorr^os, f. Tt/x^ honour],
held in equal honour. Homotonous fh0mp't#n9s)
a. [Gr. TWOS tone], having the same tone or

sound ;
hence Homo'tonously adv.

;
so Homo--

tony, sameness of tone. Homotopic (-tjvpik) a.

[Gr. TOITOS place], relating to the same place or

part, or corresponding places or parts.
1880 GUNTHER Fiskes 41 If in the depressed position the

spines cover one another completely, their points lying in

the same line, the fish is called *homacanth. 1883 P. GEDDES
in Encycl. Brit. XVI. 845/1 Questions of symmetry, for

which Haeckel's nomenclature of *honiaxonial, homopolic,
etc. is distinctly preferable. 1885 E. R. LANKF.STER Ibid.

XIX. 849/2 A spherical (*homaxonic) .. perforated shell of

membranous consistence, a 1889 N. Y. Herald (Worcester

Suppl.', A *homobaric cargo. 1888 *Homoblastic [see

Jieteroblaslic s.v. HETERO-]. 18^4 MAYNE Expos. Lex. s.v.

Homobranckiatus, Crustacea, including such as have gills

pyramidal and composed of layers piled one upon another :

*homobranchiate. Ibid., Homocarpits, . . *homocarpous.
1866 Treas. Bot., Homocarpons, having all the fruits of a
flower-head exactly alike. 1883 P. GEDDES in Encycl. Brit.

Math, fy Phys. Papers (1890) III. 410 note. Two men of

exactly equal and similar external figures would be . . *homo-

chirally similar ifeach holds out his right hand, or each his left.

1893 in Academy (1894) i Sept. 1 50/2Two equal and similar

right-hands are homochirally similar. 1612 STURTEVANT
Metattica. (1854) 70

* Homocresious inuentions are such
which produce, .emporeuticallworkes for the same use. So
a horse-milne,a water-milne, a wind-milne are Homocresious,
because they all grinde flower. 1876 tr. HatckePs Hist.

Creat. I. xi. 263 Darwin's *homochromic selection ofanimals,
or the so-called

'

sympathetic selection of colours ', 1842
BRANDE Diet. Sci. etc.,

*Homochronunts . 1850 HOOKER &
ARNOTT Brit. Flora (ed. 6) 199 Tanacetum. Heads discoid,
homochromous. 1876 \.r.Haeckefs Hist. Creai. I. 217 The
law of contemporaneous or *homochronous transmission,
which Darwin calls the law of ' transmission in correspond-

ing periods of life '. 1883 P. GEDDES in Encycl. Brit. XVI.
845/1 The parts and units thus recognized by ontogenetic
research, respectively or successively homodermic, homo-

systemic, and *homodemic, may . . be termed . . either

'specially homologous
1

, 'homogenous',
'

homophylic ', or
'

homogenetic
'

in the language of phylogenetic theory.

1854 MAYNE Expos. Lex. t *Homodermatous. i883*Homo-
dermic [see komodetnic}. 1886 VINES in Encycl. Brit. XX.
421/1 This correspondence, which is of high, .importance in

determining homologies, may be termed homodermic. 1886

Syd. Soc. Lex.
,

*H'

omodemnous, .. applied to those snakes
which have the scales equal in size over the body. 1878
BELL Gegenbaur's Comp. Anat. 415 They appear to be

*homodyriamous organs, which graduallyget to vary greatly
in form in correlation with their great variety of function.

Ibid. 446 Nerves . . homodynamous with the spinal nerves.

Ibid. 64*Homodynamy. .subsists between parts of the body
which are affected by a general morphological phaenomenon
serially expressed in the organism. 1835-^6 TODD Cycl. A nat.

\. 245/1 This *homo-gangliate disposition of the nervous

system. 1841-71 T. R. JONES Anim. Kingd, (ed. 4) 291
The jointed legs developed in more highly organized forms
of homogangliate beings. 1859 Life E. Henderson 123 The
inhabitants of Scania and those of Zealand may have been

*homoglot. 1877 W. A. MILLER Elem. Chem. (ed. 6) i. 82.

143 *Homohedral or Holohedral forms, are those which . .

possess the highest degree of symmetry ofwhich the system,
admits. 1854 MAYNK Expos. Lex.^ Hoiiionmlliis,. .*homp-
mallous. 1864 WEBSTEK, Homomalous. 1881 WEST in

Jrttl, Bot. X. No. 220. 115 In Timmia anstriaca . . they
[the leaves] seem to have a homomallous tendency. 1854
MAYNE Expos. Lex., Hotnomeris, ..those in which the

rings of the body are like each other : *homomerous. 1877
C. B. CAYLEY (title) The Iliad of Homer, *Hpmometrically
translated. 1883 P. GEDDES in Encycl. Brit. XVI. 84-2/2
The idorgan. .Ls. .defined as a morphological unit consisting
of two or more plastids, which does not possess the positive
character of the person or stock. These are distinguished
into honwplasts or *

homo-organs and alloplasts or alloe-

organs. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. v. 826 That Svwra-
0(.i, or 'O/noira0ta, That Sympathy, or *Homopathy, which
is in all Animals . . It being One and the Same thing in

them, which Perceives Pain, in the most distant Extremities
of the Body, .and which moves one Part to succour and re-

lieve another labouring under it. 1893 FORSYTH Th. Func-
tions | 116. 224 Two functions which are doubly-periodic
in the same period [Note. Such functions will be called

*homoperiodic]. Ibid. 226 Homoperiodic functions of

the same class are equivalent to one another if they
have the same infinities. 1889 BENNETT & MURRAY
Cryftog. Bot. 113 The classification of the species into two
distinct groups of *

*homophyadic
' and *

heterophyndic
'

is

not a natural one. 1883 *Homophylic [see hontoitemic].

1883 P. GEDDES in Encycl. Brit. XVI. 845/1 Haeckel pro-

posed to^term *komophyly the truly phylogenetic homolosy
in opposition to komornorpky, to which geriealogic basis is

wanting. 1883 *Homopolic [see hontaxonial}. 1887 *Homo-
proral [see heteroproral s.v. HETERO-]. I&54MAYNE Expos.
Lex.) Homorgannsi .. *homorganic: homorganous. 1864
MAX MULLER Sc. Lang. Ser. n. iii. (1868) 148 The hard
aspirates are the hard letters, , t, p, together with the

corresponding winds or homorganic winds. 1880 SAYCE
Introd. Sc. Lang. I. 289 Wherever homorganic sounds are

produced, the vocal organs pass at once from the position

356

required for the first to that required for the second. 1887
GOEBEL Morfhol. Plants 228 The heterosporous [family]. .

Salvineaceae comes very near to the *homosporuus Ferns.

1883
*
Homosystemic [see hoinodctaic}. 1821 Blacteiu. Mag.

X. 384 They are merely *homoteleutic, and.. do not rhyme
any more than cert-act with direct. 1881 I. C. ROSSE
Cruise Conuin 12 Such *homothermous animals as whales,

seals, walrus [etc.]. 1880 G. S. CARR Synops. Math.

Index,
* Homothetic conies. 1892 ROUTH Analyt. Statics II.

182 A shell bounded by two similar and similarly situated

surfaces has been called a homothctic shell by Chasles(i837).
This is a convenient term when the surfaces are either not

concentric or not ellipsoids. 1658 J. ROBINSON Endoxa v.

36 We speak of *Homotimous persons, level in the same

degree of honour. 1775 ASH, *Homotonous. 1785 Courts
in Life ty Wks. (1835-7) II. 195 To discover homotonous
words in a language abounding with them like ours, is a task

that would puzzle no man competently acquainted with it.

1855 BAGEHOT Lit. Stud. (1895! I. 141 Closing every couplet

of the couplet. 1876 tr. HaeckeTs Hist. Creat. I. 217 The
laws of 'homotopic transmission, .which might be called the

law of transmission in corresponding parts of the body.

b. In Chemistry, denoting a compound homo-

logous with that whose name follows i^see HOMO-
LOGOUS 3), as in homatropine, homocuminic, homo-

lactic, homosalycilic acids, homocinchonine, homo-

fluoresceine, homopyrocatechin, homoqidnine.
1865-72 WATTS Diet. Chei. III. 163 Hotnocuininic Acid,

an acid homologous with cuminic acid. Ibid., Homolactic

yJW,..name .. given by Cloez . to an acid, isomeric if not

identical, with glycollic acid. 1880 /K A. Miller's Chenr.

(ed.6)in.i.684CreosolorHomocatechol Monomethylin. 1881

Athensum 15 Jan. 99/3 Homo-fluoresceine, a new Colouring
Matter from Orcine and its Derivatives. Ibid. 24 Dec. 856/3
The authors have extracted from the bark of the China

Cuprcea an alkaloid closely resembling quinine in its general

properties. .They have named it homoquinine.

Homoceiltric (hfmuse'ntrik), a. and sb. [a'd.

mod.L. homoceittric-us (1535 Fracastoro Homo-

centricoruni), f. Gr. o/jo- HOMO- + KCVTPIK-&S CEN-
TBIO ; cf. F. homocentrique (1690 Furetiere), ho-

mocentricalement (a 1553 Rabelais).]
A. adj. Having the same centre, concentric.

1696 in PHILLIPS led. 5). 1834 Nat. Philos.,Hist. AslroH.
vi. 30/1 (U. K. S.) A circle homocentric with the ecliptic.

fB. sb. (In old Astronomy.) A sphere or circle

concentric with another or with the earth : opp.
to ECCENTKIC B. I. Ots.
i6zi BURTON Anat. Mel. n. ii. in. (1651) 251 Magmas

makes eleven Heavens.. Fracastorius 72 Homocentricks.

So f Ho/niocentre = B. ; f Homoce'ntrical a.

= A. ; hence Homoce 'ntrically adv.
1686 GOAD Celest. Bodies n. i. 124 The Luminaries, .[are]

far from being Homocentrical, as possible the Infancy of the

World, with Fracastorius since might imagine. 1690 LEY-
BOURN Curs. Math. 735, I call that Circle an Homocentre,
which has the same Centre that the Earth has. a 1693
URQUHART Rabelais in. xxii. 178 Homocentrically poysed.

HoinocerC (hfmasaik), sb. and a. Ichthyol.
Also -oerque. [f.

HOMO- + Gr. Kt'p/c-os tail.] a.

sb. A homocercal fish. b. adj. =next.

1876 PACE Adv. Text-bk. Geol. xvii. 308 The homocerque
or equally-lobed, and the undivided tails become the . .

normal forms.

Homocercal (h^mosa'jkal), a. Ichthyol. [f.

as prec. + -AL.] Having the lobes of the tail

equal ; having a symmetrical tail. Also said of

the tail. Opp. to hfterocercal.

1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 191/1 In and above that [oolitic]

system Homocercal forms appear. 1849 MURCHISON Siluria
xiii. 342 All other species now living . . have homocercal
tails. 1880 Nature XXI. 430 The diphycercal tail is a
more primitive.. form than the heterocercal, of which the

modern homocercal is a further specialisation.

So Ho'mocercy (-soisi), homocercal condition.

1881 in WORCESTER Suppl.

Homock, obs. var. HUMMOCK.

Homodont (h^-m<xdpnt), a. and sb. Zool. [mod.
f. HoM(o- + Gr. oSovs, oSovr- tooth.]

a. adj. Having teeth all of the same kind.

Also said of the teeth. Opp. to heterodont. b. sb.

A homodont animal.

1877 TURNER in Encycl. Brit. VII. 232/1 A few mammals,
as the toothed whales, have the teeth uniform in size, shape,
and structure, and are named Homodont. 1888 ROLLESTON
& JACKSON Anini. Life 363 In homodont dentitions . . the

number [of teeth] is often great, e. g. loo in Priodon.

I Homodox (hfmfldpks), a. 06s. [ad. Gr.

o/io8o-os of the same opinion, f. opo- HOMO- +

56(a opinion: cf. HETERODOX.] Of the same

opinion. So f HomodoTcian a. = prec. ; sb. a

person of the same opinion.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Hontodox, that is of the same

opinion with another. 1716 M. DAVIES Athen. Brit. II.

To Rdr. 14 The Homodox Idolatry of the Cacodox Arians
and Socinians. Ibid. 244 The Orthodox . . Territories and
Hereditaments of Homodox Antiquity. Ibid. 1 1. 238 Homo-
doxian Witnesses to the Arian Law.

Homodromons (hump'drdmss), a. [f. mod.L.

homodrom-us, f. Gr. upo- HOMO- + -Spo/ios running
+ -oos. In mod.F. homodrome.~\ Running in

the same direction : opp. to heterodromous. t a.

Mech. Applied to levers of the second and third

orders, in which the power and the weight move
in the same direction, b. Bot. Turning in the same

HOMCEOMERAL.

direction, as two generating spirals of a phyllotaxis

(e. g. on the main stem and on a branch).
1710 J. HARRIS Lex. Tecim. II. s.v. Hotnodrmmts, Of

this Homodrom[o]us kind of Leavers, are the Rudders and
Oars of Ships and Boat.-,. 1870 [see HETERODROMOUS). 1878
MASTERS Hciifrey's Bot. 273 An inflorescence homodromous
with the principal axis.

So Honio'dromal, Ho modrome aJjs.
-

prec. b. ;

Homo 'dronly, homodromous condition.

1849 J. H. WILSON tr. Jnssieu's Elem. Bot. 192 This
series of axes is either homodrpme or heterodrome. 1866

Treas. Bot., Homodromal, having all the spires turned the

same way. 1875 BENNETT & DYER Sachs' Bot. 171 Two
spirals are constructed .. the two are homodromal, running
in the same direction round the stem. 1880 GRAY Struct.

Bot. led. 6) 415/2 Homodromy.
HomffiO-, combining form of Gr. o/toios of the

same kind, like, similar (also occasionally written

homoio-, and, in fully anglicized words, esp. in

U. S., homeo-) ; occurring in various terms, chiefly

scientific or technical, sometimes in opposition to

hete.ro-. The more important of these, see in their

alphabetical places.
The etymological pronunciation would be \\omi'o-, as in

h^moi'0- ; but usage favours hf 'nu',0-, or in popular use

h0 ui
m/|^; the last esp. in hotnceopathy and its family (the

only really popular members of the group).

Homosoarchy vhpmf'Oiaiki) [Gr. dpx1? begin-

ning], similarity of the beginnings of two words

occurring near each other, as a cause of mistakes

in copying (distinguished from homcvolel}. Ho-

mceocephalic (hpmi'O-, Vrm^s/lse'lik) a, [Gr.

KftpaK-q head], pertaining to skulls of similar form

and structure. Homoeocrystalline a. (see quot.).

Hotnoe-odont a. (see quot.). Homceogeneous
(hp:mz'0|d3f-nz"3s) a. [after homogeneous}, of a

similar kind. Homceogenesis (^hfTOj^idge-nfsis)

Biol. [Gr. 7eVcffis generation], degree of relation-

ship or similarity of the races from which indi-

viduals are descended. Homoeopliony (bf.mi,f-

foni) [Gr. (pewri voice, sound], similarity of sound.

Homceosemant (-sf-msent) [Gr. arjiuivr&i adj., f.

arjiMivttv to signify], a word of similar meaning.
Homceotel (hpmrfltel) [Gr. rtAos end], the similar

ending of two words or clauses near each other, as

a cause of a mistake in copying = HOMCEOTELEDTON
2. Homceothermal (-jw'jmal) a. Biol. [Gr. etppos

hot]
= HOMOTHERMOUS ; opp. to heterothermal.

Homoeotopy (hfmiip'topi) [Gr. TOTTOS place], simi-

larity of words or parts of words, as a cause of

mistakes in copying. Homceozoic (hf>:nu<?|Z<?ink) a.

[Gr. (tar/ life], containing similar forms of life.

1883 A. WATTS in Expositor Jan. 68 This is another term

which I have ventured to coin . . homceotel . . is a confusion

of the word or letter with which, upon turning from copy to

transcript, the copyist actually broke off; *homceoarchy
is a mistaking of the one which, upon thus breaking off, he

accidentally observed to follow next. 1866 J. A. M EIGS Obs.

Cranial Forms Amer. Aborig. 18 In the *homoiocephalic

comparison of the old and new worlds, these Arickaree skulls

may be fairly regarded as the American representatives
of the Swedish crania. 1888 TEAI.L Brit. Petrogr. Gloss.

434 *Homceocrystalline, a term applied by some authors to

a granitic structure when the minerals are developed in

equal proportions. 1888 Amer. Naturalist 834 He [Ruti-

meyer] divides the molar teeth of Mammalia into three

categories, the simply conic
' *Homceodont

'

; the vertically

plicate
' Elasmodont '

; and the cross-crested by junction of

four tubercles, the 'Zygodont'. 1890 J. MARTINEAU Seat
Author. Relig. iv. ii. 394 The imitation being not homo-

geneous but "homceogeneous with the original. 1864
Xeaiter No. 04. 477/1 The lowest degree of human hy-

bridity, in which the *homceogenesis is so feeble as to render

the fecundity of the first crossing uncertain. 1827 HARE
Guesses Ser. i. (1873) 105 In such expressions as my father

and myself . . we are misled by *homceophony. 1873 F.

HALL Mod. Eng. 172 What we have long and loosely called

synonyms. Note, The exact technicality is *hflttiaoscmants.

1883 A. WATTS in Expositor Jan. 67-8 There is a most un-

mistakeable mental effect of *homoeotel which operates.. in

leading the copyist, .to think that he has reached a certain

word when he has only reached another that resembles it.

1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life Introd. 40 The warm-blooded-
ness or *homoeothermal character of Birds. 1883 A._WATTS
in Expositor Jan. 67 *Hom<eotopy . . the way in which two
like places in the copy may . . affect the copyist . . whether

they are like words, like terminations, like prefixes (etc.).

Ibid. 68 It very frequently happens that in printing hom<x-

otopy occasions a double instead of an omission. 1852 E.

FORBES in Traits. Brit. Assoc. 73 On a New Map of the

Geological Distribution of Marine Life, and on the *Homoio-
zoic Belts. 1866 BHANDE & Cox Diet. Sci. etc., Homceo-

zoic Belts.

Homoeoid (h^mz'ioid). Math. [f.
Gr. o/toi-o;

like + -OID.] A shell bounded by two surfaces

similar and similarly situated with regard to each

other, a homothetic shell ; sometimes restricted to

such a shell bounded by concentric ellipsoids.

Hence Homceoi'dal a., belonging to a homceoid.

1883 THOMSON & TAIT Nat. Phil, (new ed.) I. n. 494 g- 42

is called the homoeoidal centre.

Homceomeral (hpmzp'meral), a. Pros. [f.

HoMfEO- + Gr. nif-oi part + -AL.] Consisting of

(metrically) similar parts.



HOMCEOMERIAN.

Homceomerian (hpmttrmeTiin), [f. L. ho-

mtfopnsria, Gr. 6^oto^pfta HOMCEOMEKY + -AN.]
A holder of the theory of homceomery. Hence
Homceome'rianism.
1847 LEWES Hist. Philos. (1867) 1. 101 Atomism is homoco-

merianism stripped of qualities. It is therefore the system
of Anaxagoras greatly improved.

Hoinceonieric vhpm/(3meTik), a.
[f.

HOMCEO-
+ Gr. /if/wr + -ic.] a. Relating to homceomery ;

of the nature of homceomeries. b. Consisting of

similar parts, homogeneous.
1836 in SMART. 1865 GROTE Plato I. i. 53 The Homcco-

menc particles congregated together, each to its like. 1884
Pcnn. vSV/r. Jrnl. XXXII. 267 This homoeomeric work, so

deep and so broad in its results.

So Homceome'rical a. - prec. a.

1706 PHILLIPS led. Kersey), HomoeoHterical Principles,
certain Principles which, according to Anaxagoras, are in

all mix'd Bodies. So that when they become Parts of the

Body of a living Creature, they
there make such Masses

and Combinations as are agreeable to their Nature.

f Hornaeome-rious, a. Obs. rare. In 7 erron.

homio-, HOMCEOMEROUS 2.

1656 STANLEY Hist. Philos. vi. (1701) 255/1 From these are
thus denominated, Homiomerious mixt Bodies, as Metals,
Gold, Brass, Silver, Stone and the like.

HomCBOmerOUS (hfjmzi^'merss), a.
[f. Gr.

o/*o(os like + fitpos part + -ous.] Having or con-

sisting of similar parts.
L Bot. Applied to lichens in which the gonidia
and hyphse are distributed uniformly through the

thallus : opp. to heteromerous.

1875 BENNETT & DYER Sachs" Bot. 265. 1882 VINES
Sachs' Bot. 320 The disposition of the gomdia and hypha;
in a thallus may be such that these two structures appear
about equally mingled . . and the thallus is in this case called

homoiomerons.
2. = HoMOiOMEBIC a.

189* Athenmum 30 July 154/2 In the chapter on Anaxa-
goras Mr. Burnet . . understands the 'everything in every-
thing

'
to refer to the opposite qualities hot and cold, and so

forth, not to the ' homosomerous ' seeds of things.

Honioeomery (h^m/'ifrnie'ri)- Also homoio-,
and in L. form horuceonieria. [ad. L. homa'o-

nicrla (Lucretius), ad. Gr. ApMafnfpftt, n. of quality
f. &noiofitfpj)s consisting of like parts, f. o/toto? like

+ /AC/MS part.] a. The theory (^propounded by
Anaxagoras) that the ultimate particles of matter

are homogeneous or of the same kind. b. //. The
ultimate particles of matter, regarded, according
to this theory, as homogeneous.
1660 STANLEY Hist. Pkilos. ix. (1701) 403/1 They who

assert Homoiomeria's, and bulks, and leasts, and indi-

visibles, to be elements, conceive their substance eternal.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. v. 20. 380 Anaxagoras . .

supposed Two Substantial Self-existent Principles of the

Universe, one an Infinite Mind or God, the other an Infinite

Homoiomery of Matter, or Infinite Atoms. Ibid. v. 741
[see ATOMOLOGY]. 17660. CANNING Anti-L,cretiits in. 266
Of Anaxagoras why the scheme reject, And flaws in

Homceomery detect? 1865 GROTE Plato I. i. 51 Particles

of the same sort he [Anaxagoras] called Homceomeries : the

aggregates of which formed bodies of like parts.

Homceomorplious (bfmz'<?m/'jf3s), a. [f.

HOMCEO- + Gr. /*op07? shape + -ous. Cf. F. homfo-

morphe.'] Of similar form or structure : spec. a.

Cryst. Having similar crystalline forms : said esp.
of substances differing in chemical composition or

atomic proportions, b. Path. (See qnot. 1854.)
183* JOHNSTON in Rep. Brit. Assoc. 429 The differences

under discussion have given rise in Germany to another

term, homoiomorphous . .It groups together crystalline forms

differing widely in their angles, provided they belong to the
same system of crystallization. 1854 MAYNE Expos. Lex.)
Homceonwrpktts, . . homeomorphous. Applied to tumours
containing those elements which are found in a normal
state of the organism. 1865-72 WATTS Diet. Chem. III.

431 Many substances commonly regarded as isomorphous
are in reality only homreomorphous, inasmuch as their

atomic volumes differ considerably.
So Homceomorph (hp-mwm^f),

' a substance

exhibiting homceomorphism
'

(Cent. Dict^}\ Ho-
moeoxno'rphism, homceomorphous constitution.

1854 DANA in Amer. Jrnl. Sc. XVIII. 35 (title) On the

Homceomorphism of the Mineral Species of the Trimetric

System. 1865-72 WATTS Diet. Chem. HI. 432 An interest-

ing example of homceomorphism is afforded by nitrate of

potassium, which is dimorphous, having a rhombohedral
form similar to that of calcspar, and a trimetric form like

that of arragonite.

Homoeopath, (hp'm-, hJu-m&pasb). Also
homeo-. [Mod. (= Ger. homoopath 1824, F.

howtopathe) 1827 in Hatz.-Darm. ), f. HOMOEO-
PATHY. Cf. ALLOPATH.] One who practises or

advocates homoeopathy.
1830 Edin. Rev. L. 5 1 3 Over a great part of the continent . .

the dispensers of health and longevity are now known as

Homoopaths or Allopaths. 1861 BUMSTEAD
Ifen.

Dis.

(1879) 817 According to the homoeopaths, gold is of great
value in many tertiary lesions. 1883 Nation (N. Y.)
XXXVI. 540 The case needed surgical care, which the

allopath could give, and the homoeopath could not.

Homoeopathic xhpm-, h<?nu'0p3e'bik),#. (sb.}.

[f. HOMCEOPATHY + -ic. Cf. F. homtopathique
(1827) and Ger. hombopathisch (1824).]
L Belonging to or of the nature of homceopathy ;

practising or advocating homceopathy.

357

1 1824 HAHNEMANN Organon tiff Heilkunst (ed. 3) r

Diesen homi'iopathisdien Heilweg lehrte bisher memand.]
1830 Edin. Rev. L. 513 First stands the homoopathic. .then
the allopathic or heteropathic [method], a 1845 HOOD To
Hahnemann iii, Thanks to that soothing homoeopathic
balm. 1876 B'NESS BUNSKN in HareZ./& (1879) II. viii. 467,
I am resolutely homoeopathic.
2. fig. Very small or minute, like the doses usually

given in homoeopathy. (Often humorous.}
1838 DICKENS O. Twist xlii, Mr. Claypole taking cold

beef from the dish, and porter from the pot, and administer-

ing homoeopathic doses of both to Charlotte. 1841 MOTLEY
Corr. (1889) I. iv. 70 Prussia is a mild despotism to be sure.

"1'is the homoeopathic tyranny small doses, constantly

administered, and strict diet and regimen. 1876 C. M.
DAVIKS Unorth. Lend. 307 The chapel was homoeopathic
in its dimensions.

B. sb. A homceopathic drug or medicine.

1854 W. IRVING in Life # Lett. (1864) IV. 179 You ask me
whether the homoeopathies still keep me quite well.

Homceopa'tliically, adv. [f. prec. + -AL +

-LY'-'.] In a homceopathic manner
;

in accordance

with homoeopathy. AlsoJig.
1837 T. HOOK Jack firagxx, The application of a remedy

homceopathically. 1842-1865 [see ALLOPATHICALLY]. 1855
LD. HOUGHTON in Life 11891) I. xi. 505 The Burns anni-

versary acted on me horn0:0pathically ; I w*iiit to it with a
bad headache, and have none this morning.

Homoeopathicity (-i-siti). [f.
as prec. + -ITY.]

Homceopathic quality or character.

1842 F. BLACK llonucop. \. 2 Ordinary practice owes much
of its success to the homoeopathic!ty of the means. 1887

Hotneop. World i Nov. 495 The homeopathicity of the cure

of the child.

Homoecrpathism. rare. -HOMOEOPATHY.
1834 MOTLEY Corr, (1889) I. 36 He spoke of Cooper,

Irving . . steamboats, homoeopathism, himself, elocution, with

Shakespeare and the musical glasses.

Hoiliceopatllist (h^m-, h0um/
t?'pa)>ist). [f.

HoMCEOPATHY + -1ST.]
= HOMtEOPATH.

1830 Edin. Rev. L. 507 Shakspeare, who was so many
things without suspecting it, was, among the rest, a Homoo-
pathist. 1881 Scribner's Mag. XXII. 305 The allopathist
calls the homeopathist a '

quack ', and the latter regards the

former as a *

butcher '.

Homoeopathy (hpm-, hJum^p'pn]>i)- Also

homeo-, and formerly erron. hom6o-. [Mod.
I,
first used in Ger. {komoopathie} by Hahnemann),

f. of^otos like + -ird&tia, f. irados suffering. (Gr.

ofAotoiraOeta meant *

sympathy, (also) likeness of

affection or condition, hornogeneousness '). Cf.

F. homtopathie (1827 in H.-D.) and ALLOPATHY.]
A system of medical practice founded by Hahne-
mann of Leipsic about 1 796, according to

which diseases are treated by the administration

(usually in very small doses) of drugs which would

produce in a healthy person symptoms closely

resembling those of the disease treated.

The fundamental doctrine of homoeopathy is expressed in

the Latin adage
'

Similia similibus curantur', 'likes are

cured by likes \

1826 Lancet 14 Oct. 55 A new medical doctrine .. had

sprung up in the German universities. .It originated with a
Dr. Hahnemann, a physician of Leipzig, about 30 years

ago, and is called Homocepathia. 1830 Edin. Rev. L. 505
Homo'opatkie, which for the last twenty years,

has caused
no little sensation among our Teutonic neighbours, though
its very name has as yet scarcely penetrated into our insular

regions. 1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 277/2 Homoeopathy. 1847
CRAIG, Homeopathy. 1849 LEWIS hifl. Author. Jlfatt.

Opin. iii. 12. 51 Mesmerism, homoeopathy, and phrenology,
have now been before the world a sufficient time to be fairly
and fully examined by competent judges.

Homceoplastic (h^nwplse-stik), a. Path, [f.

Gr. ofioios like + wXaGntcos PLASTIC.] Said of a

tumour or growth similar in structure to the tissue

in which it occurs : opp. to heteroplastic.

1876 tr. Wagner's Gen. Pathol. 363 Transformation of . .

homceoplastic into heteroplastic formations, so-called De-

generation. 1878 T. BRYANT Pract. Snrg. I. 95 Lobstein

..naming those tumours homoepplastic which were similar

in structure to the natural constituents of the body.

|| HoillOeOptotoil (homt \ppt0u'tpn). Also ho-
moio-. [Late L., a. Gr. 6(j.oi6irrwov (sc. ^wuz\
f. ofjuno'5 like + irTOjr6s

t vbl. adj. of iriirretv to fall,

decline (cf. vrwtfts fall, inflexion, case).] A
rhetorical figure consisting in the use of a series of

words in the same case or with the same inflexion.

1678 in PHILLIPS {ed. 4). 1721 in BAILEY. 1883 H. P.
SMITH Gloss. Terms etc. 253.

II Homceoteleuton (hflm/^itJl'w'tym). Also
homoio-. [Late L., a. Gr. ofuxorfatVTOV (sc.

firjlta), f. opoto-s like -f- T\(VTT) end, ending.]
1. A rhetorical figure consisting in the use of a

series of words with the same or similar endings.
1586 A. PAY Eng. Secretary n. (1625* 86 Omoioteliton ..

when words and sentences in one sort doe finish together,
as thus ; Weeping, wailing, and her hands wringing, she
moved all. .to pittie. 1678 in PHILLIPS. 1721 in BAILEY.

2. The occurrence of similar endings in two

neighbouring words, clauses, or lines of writing,
as a source of error in copying.
1861 SCRIVENER Crit. N. T. (1883) 9 Or a genuine clause

is lost by means of what is technically called Homoeote-
leuton . . when the clause ends in the same word as closed

the preceding sentence, and the transcriber's eye has
wandered from the one to the other, to the entire omission
of the whole passage lying between them. 1896 Eng. Hist.

HOMOGENEITY.
Rev. Apr. 952 It [a clause] fell out . . owing to one of the

commonest causes of such omissions in manuscripts, a

homoioteleuton.

So f HomcB'otelefl (for -teleut'}, a word having
a similar ending to another (obs.}. Homoeote-

leu*tic#., a. having similar endings ; b. resulting,

as an error, from homceoteleuton.

1632 URQUHART Jewel Wks. (1834) 211 Would wish pres-

bytery were of as empty a sound, as its homoeoteleft Blitery.
1880 MUIRHEAD Ulpian xxiv. 24 note, Most eds. .. agree
that the non. .should be deleted. Hu. retains it by assum-

ing a homeoteleutic omission. tBgoAtfott&Mtrt 2 Aug. 161/3
A half-mythical rhyming history of the Norman dukes,
written in homo:oteleutic lines.

Homogamous (,h<?mp'gam3s), a. Bot. [f. Gr.

ufj.0- HOMO- + -yapos married, 70/^-0$ marriage +

-ous.] a. Having all the florets (of a spikelet or

capitulum) hermaphrodite, or all of the same sex :

said of certain grasses and composites : opp. to

HETEROGAMOUS i b, c. b. Applied to Mowers in

which the stamens and pistils ripen together.
a. 1842 in liKANDB Diet. Set. etc. 1850 HOOKER &

ARNOTT Brit, Flora (ed. 6) 229 Heads homogamous (all the
florets perfect and fertile). 1872 OLIVEU Elem. Bot. 11. 196
If all the florets of a flower-head . . be perfect, the flower-

heads are homogamous (Dandelion).
b. 1854 MAYNE E.vpos. Lex.^ Homogamins^ Homo-

gat/ttu,. .applied by Sprengel \lfovtogamia\ to the case in

which the male and female organs of a plant arrive together
at maturity : homogamious : homogamous. 1881 MULLEK
in Nature XXIII. 337 The hermaphrodite flowers are

homogamous and short-styled, like Syringa vulgaris.
So Homo'g-amy, homogamous condition

; fertili-

zation of a flower by its own pollen or by that of

another flower on the same plant (cf. b above).
1874 R. BROWN Man, Bot. 432 Sprengel's term Homogamy

. .has a prior claim over Bennett's Synacmy.

Homogeii (h^m^dgen). [f. HOMO- + -GEN.]

fl. Bot. (See quot.) Obs.

1866 Treas. Bot., Homogens^ a name given by Lindley to

a division of Exogens characterised by the wood being
arranged in the form of wedges, and not in concentric circles.

2. Biol. A part or organ homogenetic with

another: see HOMOGENETIC i.

1870 RAY LANKESTKR in Ann. Nat. Hist. VI. 43 The
hoemochyle or blood-lymph system of Vertebrates has no

homogen, or but a very rudimentary one, in the other groups
of animals. 1875 Contevip. Rev. XXVI. 946.

b. A race of organized beings descended from a

common ancestor.

1888 Pop. Set. Monthly Dec. 179 We can consider the

different men as forming a relative homogen a*species, as

M. de Quatrefages contends.

Homogene (h^nuJdgm), a. and sb. Now rare

or Obs. [ad. Gr. onoyevrjsj &poytvt-9 of the same

kind, f. ofto- HOMO- + ytvos, yevt(<f)- kind. Cf.

F. homogtne.} A. adj.
= HOMOGENEOUS.

1607 Schol. Disc. agst. Anttchr. i. ii. 102 Homogene to

the bread and to the wine. 1610, 1709 [see HETEROCENE],
1794 SULLIVAN View Nat. II. 95 An uniform and homogene
liquor.

B. sb. That which is homogeneous.
17*5 SWIFT Let. to Sheridan 25 Jan., I affirm, .that cold

and rain congregate homogenes ; for they gather together

e)u
and your crew, at whist, punch, and claret. 187^4 GEO.

LIOT Coll Break/. P. in Jitoaleic. 227 Making their abso-

lute and homogene A loaded relative.

HoniOgeneal (h^m^jdgrnial), a. and sb. Now
rare. Also 7-8 erron. -ial(l. [f. Scholastic L.

homogene-us (f. Gr. opoytve- : see prec.) + -AL.]

A. adj.
= HOMOGENEOUS.

Homogeneal Surds \ see quot. 1706 ;
now called like surds.

1603 SIR C. HEYDON Jnd. Astrol. vi. 163 That which was
concerned . . liueth after the same manner, an Homogeneall
kinde of life .. annexed vnto her [the mother], as a part of

her selfe. 1625 N. CARPENTER Geog. Del. \, ii. (1635) 40 The
water is an vniforme and homogeneall body. 1661 GURNALL
C/tr. in. Arm. verse 17. n. xxiv. 5 (1669) 318/2 Truth is

one ;
it is Homogenial. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Homo-

genealSurds^ such as have one common Radical Sign. 1805

[seeHETEROGENEAL1. i877\V. BRUCECVHf.,A?>. 313 Good-
ness and truth are homogeneal and congenial to each other.

B. sb. A homogeneous substance or person.
1651 [see HETEROGENEAL B.]. 1686 GOAD Celest. Bodies

429 There may be Communication between Homogeneals.
Hence Homoge-nealness, homogeneity.
X755 'n JOHNSON.

t Homoge*nean, a. Obs. = HOMOGENEOUS.
a 1601 [see HETEROGENEAN],

Homoge'neate, v. rare. [f. as prec. +

-ATE3.J trans. To make homogeneous, to unite

into one body of uniform composition.
a 1648 DIGBV Closet Open. (1677) 130 Care . . that the rise

or barley be well homogeneated with the Milk. 1652

URQUHART ^>?yc/Wks. (1834)283 Homogeneated by naturali-

zation. 1848 G. CHALMERS Allan Ramsay's Wks. III.

App. vii. 313 Nor was society, in any part, .so homogeneated.

Homogeiiei'ty tb^m^id^/hriti). [ad. Scho-

lastic L. homogenettasj f. homogene~us (see next

and -ITY). Cf. F. homog&Uiti (i6thc.).] The

quality or condition of being homogeneous : a.

Identity of kind with something else; b. Com-
position from parts or elements of the same kind ;

uniformity of composition or nature.

1625 N. CARPENTER Ceog. Del. i. iv. (1635) 88 A Harmony
and Communion . . a Homogenity of the Forme and Nature.

1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq.* Apol. 494 The Homogeneity
and Unorganizedness of the Heavenly Body. 1674 [see



HOMOGENEOUS.
HETEROGENEITY]. 1779 Phil. Trans. LXIX. 493 The

(

homogeneity of the air. 1834 Frasrrs Mag. XLIX. 23 i

There is no homogeneity between the men or the subjects ,

of their communications. 1861 (see HETEROGENEITY],

c. concr. Something homogeneous.
'

g

1638 RAW-LEV tr. Bacon's Life ff Death 11651) 58 All ;

things in the Body do dissolve, and return to their Homo-
j

ieneities,

or .. Elements. 1887 F. ROBINSON New Rclif.

leiiici 79 He is regarded, .as a homogeneity.
d. Law of Homogeneity (Logic) : see quot.

1864 BOWEN Logic iv. 90 The Law of Homogeneity affirms

that things the most dissimilar must, in some respects, be

similar or homogeneous; and consequently, any two_ Con-

cepts, how unlike soever, may still both be subordinated

under some higher Concept.

Homogeneous (.hprnoidgz-niss), a. [f. Scho-

lastic L. homogene-us (see HOMOGENEAL) -I- -ous.]

The opposite of heterogeneous.
In early use homogeneal was more frequent, esp. in tech-

nical expressions.
1. Qfone thing in respect of another, or of various

things in respect of each other : Of the same kind,

nature, or character ; alike, similar, congruous.
1641 MILTON Ch. Govt. i. vi, Of such a councell .. every

parochial! Consistory is a right homogeneous and con-

stituting part. 1664 H. MORE Myst. Inly., Apol. 485 It may
be.. homogeneous enough to the natural Scope of our first

Rule. 1779-81 JOHNSON L. P., Pope Wks. IV. 14 Of all

homogeneous truths, at least of all truths respecting the

general end. 1855 BAIN Semes $ Int. in. i. 38 Between
the world and mind there is no comparison, the things are ,

not homogeneous. 1879 TOURGEE FooFsErr. xxiv. 147 To
secure a development homogeneous with that of the North.

fb. loosely. Congruous, befitting. Obs.

1708 S. SEWALL Diary 20 Aug. (1879) II. 230 They ..

solicited me to Pray ; I was loth, and advis'd them to send

for Mr. Williams, as most natural, homogeneous.
2. Of a thing in respect of its constitution : Con- I

sisting of parts or elements all of the same kind ;
I

of uniform nature or character throughout.
,1645 HOWELL Zc. (1655) II. Ix. 848001 do hold that this

Island was tied to France, .for if one. .observe the rocks of

the one, and the cliffes of the other, he will judge them to

be one homogeneous piece. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep.
n. i. 52 Ice is a similary body, and homogeneous concretion.

178* PRIESTLEY Corrupt. Chr. I. v. 425 Man is an homo-
,

geneous being. 1796 PEARSON in Phil. Trans. LXXXVI.
\

421 It was of a perfectly homogeneous texture. 1863 KIRK
j

Chas. Bold I. n. i. 444 Here the population was homogeneous
;

..without any foreign intermixture. 1869 TYNDALL Notes

Led. Light 23 In the air this shifting of the rays, .is often

a source of grievous annoyance to the astronomer who
\

needs a homogeneous atmosphere.
3. Math. a. Of the same kind, so as to be com-

mensurable, b. Of the same degree or dimen-

sions
; consisting of terms of the same dimensions.

1695 ALINGHAM Geom. Epit. 14 All Homogeneous Mag-
nitudes i.e. Magnitudes of the same kind, have a Proportion

;

or Relation one to another. 1815 HUTTON Math. Diet.

ted. 2), Homogeneous Equations . . in which the sum of the
\

dimensions of x and jr.. rise to the same degree in all the

terms. 1859 BARN. SMITH Algebra (ed. 6) 201 The terms . .

are said to be of the Same Dimensions or Homogeneous,
when the sum of the indices in each term is the same.

Hence Homoge'neously adv., in a homogeneous
manner. Homoge'neousness, the quality or

condition of being homogeneous, homogeneity.
1651 BIGGS New Disp. P 154 Which cannot . . be wholly

homogeneously resolved. 1658 J. ROBINSON Eudoxa 66

An Homogeneousness in the derivation of the matter.

'835-* TODD Cycl. Anat. I. 81/2 Homogeneousness of sub-

stance is. .an indication of low organization. 1854 J- Sew-
FERN Cliem. in Orr's Circ. Sc. 26 The cooling mass does

not cohere homogeneously. 187* BENNETT & DYER Sachs*

Rot. 40 Dilute solution of
potash

. . dissolves protoplasm. .

and makes it homogeneously transparent

Homogenesis (hpmoidge'nesis). Biol. [f.

HOMO- + -GENESIS.]

t L Applied to asexual reproduction : see quot.

(Opp. to HETEEOGENESIS 2.) Obs.

1858 CARPENTER Vtg. Phys. 395 This kind of multipli-

cation of the same parts by a simple process of growth . .

which . . may be called homogenesis.
2. The ordinary form of sexual reproduction, in

which the offspring resembles the parent and

passes through the same course of development.

(Opp. to HETEROGENESIS 3.)

Homogenetic (-djJtartflc)i a. Biol. [t.

HOMO- + GENETIC.]
1. Having a common descent or origin ; applied

by Ray Lankester to organs or parts of different

organisms which, however variously modified,

show a correspondence of structure due to deriva-

tion from a common ancestor. Nearly synonymous
with HOMOLOGOUS 2, and opp. to HOMOPLASTIC.

1870 RAY LANKESTER in Ann. Nat. Hist. VI. 38 We surely
are not to understand that these muscles are homogenetic,
that the common ancestor of Mammalia and Sauropseda
possessed all these muscles. 1874 Blackie's Pop. Encycl.
s.v. Homology, It has . .been proposed to distinguish those

homologies where community of descent is obvious as homo-

genetic.
2. Relating to ordinary reproduction or HoMO-

GENESIS (sense 2). 1889 in Cent. Diet.

So Honiojrene tical a., of, relating to, or having
reference to, homogeny or community of descent.

1870 RAY_ LANKESTER in Ann. Nat. Hist. VI. 37 The
homogenetical agreement can be one of no greater detail

than is indicated t>y the condition of this region in the sup-
posed common ancestor of Mammalia and Sauropsida.
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Honiogenist (hompd$imst'). [f. HOMOGENY
+ -1ST.] One who maintains the theory of a

common descent.

1874 SAYCE Compar. Philol. iii. 109 To overthrow the

arguments of the homogenists.

Homogenize (Twmfdjftisiz), v. rare. [f.

HOMOGENE + -IZE.] trans. To render homo-

geneous. Hence Homo'gfenizer, one who or

that which '

homogenizes '.

1886 Fortn. Rev. XL. 201 The whole island (Ireland]
would have become homogenized by the action of strong

centripetal forces. \WtlSiSci.Amer. 11 Dec. 371 The mixture
i> thoroughly amalgamated and ground together in an

apparatus called by the inventors a '

homogenizer '.

Homogenous (homp-dj/hss}, a. Biol. [f.

HOMO- + Gr. -ytVos race + -ous.]
= HOMOGENETIC i .

1870 RAY LANKESTER in Ann. .\~fit. Hist. VI. 36 Structures

which are genetically related, in so far as they have a single

representative in a common ancestor, may be called liomo-

gifwies. We may trace an homogeny between them, and

speak of one as the homogen of the other. Thus the fore

limbs of Mammalia, Sauropsida, Batrachia, and Fishes, may
be called.. homogenous, but only so far as relates to general
structure. 1872 DARWIN Orig. Spec, (ed. 6) xiv. 385.

HoniOgeny (hom<rds/hi). [Ultimately, ad.

Gr. ofioyfvda community of origin, f. opoytvt- of

the same race or same kind : see HOMOGENE.]
t 1. Uniformity of nature, homogeneity. Obs.

16*6 BACON Sylva 333 The Exhaling, or . . Driuing backe
of the principall Spirits, which preserue the Consistence of

the Body; So that when their Gouernment is Dissolued

euery Part returneth to his Nature or Homogeny.
2. Biol. The quality of being homogenous ; cor-

respondence of structure due to common descent.

1870 RAY LANKESTER in Ann. Nat. Hist. VI. 36 If, how-
ever, we compare the fore limb of Sauropsida and Mam-
malia, it is possible to go a step further with the homogeny.
187* NICHOLSON Biol. 49 Mr. Ray Lankester has recently
proposed to supersede the term

'

homology ', and to substi-

tute for it the two terms '

homogeny
' and '

homoplasy '.

Honiogone (hfrn^gonn), a. Bot. [f.
HOMO-

+ Gr. -fovos generating.]
= HOMOGONOUS I.

1877 GRAY in Amer. ynt/.Sc.Ser. ill. XIII. 82 The counter-

part homogone (or homogenous) would designate the ab-

sence of this kind of differentiation.

Homogenous (hump'gonas), a. [f. HOMO- +
Gr. -yovos generating or fovos offspring + -ocs.]
1. Bot. Having similar reproductive organs ;

applied by Asa Gray to flowers in which there is

no difference of length in the stamens and pistils

of different individuals ; opp. to HETEROGONOUS i.

1877 [see prec.]. 1880 GRAY Struct. Bot. vi. 4. 225 Those
. . with Homogenous and those with Heterogonous flowers.

2. Biol. Exhibiting ordinary reproduction ; pro-

ducing offspring similar to the parent ; opp. to

HETEKOGONOUS 2.

1883 Syd. Sue. Lex., Hoiiiogo'wns digenesis, that form of

digenesis in which, as in Annelides, the buds produce
animals similar to those from which they spring. 1886

Ibid., Homogonous, having like offspring.

Homograph, (h^-m^graf). [f. HOMO- + Gr.

-fpcufim written, -GRAPH.]
tl. (Seeqnot. 1823.) Obs.

1810 J. SPRATT in Nicholson's Jrnl. XXV. 325 (title) In-

vention of a Homograph, or Method of Communication by
Signals, on Sea or Land. 1813 CRABB Tecknol. Diet..

Homograph (Mil.), a sort of telegraphic signals performed
by means of a white pocket handkerchief.

2, Philol. A word ofthe same spelling as another,

but of different origin and meaning.
1873 F. HALI. Mod. Eng. 170 Homographs, identical to

the eye ; as base, bore, dun,fair . . in their various senses.

Homographic i^hpmogrse'fik), a. [mod. f.

Gr. ofia- HOMO- + ypa<t>i/c6s GKAPHIC : cf. F. homo-

graphique (Chasles).]
1. Geom. Having the same anharmonic ratio or

system of anharmonic ratios, as two figures of the

same thing in different perspective ; belonging or

relating to such figures : see quot. Homographic
substitution : see SUBSTITUTION.

1850 CAYLEY Sixth Mem. Qualities in Phil. Trans.

XLIX. ' ' '-'-- * -' : :- - -

first figure there corresponds in the second figure a point, to

a line a line, to a range of points or pencil of lines, a homo-

graphic range of points or pencil of lines. 1866 BRANDE &
Cox Diet. Set'., etc., Homographic, a term of modern geo-

metry, introduced by Chasles.

2. Gram. Said of spelling in which each sound

is always represented by the same character, which

stands for that sound and no other ; strictly pho-

iietic; opp. to heterographic .

1864 in WEBSTER. 1870 COLANGE tr. ZclFs Pop. Encycl.
I. 1160.

3. Philol. Of, belonging to, or consisting of

homographs.
1880 Direct. Sub-EditorsN. E. Diet. 4 Your slips are now in

homographic groups, i.e. groups ofwords identical in spelling,

but perhaps really consisting of several distinct parts of

speech, or even of words having no connexion.

Homography (hamp-grafi). [f. HoMo- + Gr.

-ypa<t>ta writing, -OBAPHY.]
1. Geom. The relation between homographic

figures ;
= HOMOLOGY 4.

1859 CAYLEY Sixth Mem. Qualities in Phil. Trans.

HOMOLOGEN.
CXL1X. 77 The theory of bomography in geometry of two
dimensions may be made to depend upon . . t he homography
of ranges or pencils.
2. Gram. 'That method of spelling in which

every sound is expressed by a single character,

which represents that sound and no other"

(Webster 1864).
Homoio- : see HOMCEO-.

Homoiousia.ll (h^moiiairsian, -?<'sian), a. and
sb. T/ieol. [f. Gr. 6/toiouo-i-os of like essence (f.

o/ioios like, similar + oiiaia essence) )- -AN.]
A. adj. a. Of like essence or substance, b.

Relating to or maintaining likeness (as distinct

from identity and from difference) of substance

between the Father and the Son : see B. (Dis-

tinguished from heteroousian and homootisian.)
1854 BADHAM Halieut. 175 As important and difficult as

the homoousian and homoiousian controversy. 1866 FELTON
Anc. fy Mod. Gr. II. ll. iv. 320 The questions .. whether
the Son was homouusian with the Father ; whether he was
homoiousian [etc.].

B. sb. One who held the Father and the Son,
in the Godhead, to be of like, but not the same,
essence or substance ; a Semi-Arian.

1731 BERKELEY Alciphr. vn. 12 What was the Intention

of those venerable Fathers the Homoousians and the Homoi-
ousians? 1776 [see HOMOOUSIAN B.]. 1876 C. M. DAVIES
Unorth. Land. 333 Probably since the era of the homoousian
and the homoiousian so great a difference has not turned

on a single syllable.

t Homo'lOgal, a. Math. Obs. [f.
med. L.

homolog-us, a. Gr. 6/1*0X0705 agreeing, HOMOLOGOUS
+ -AL.] Corresponding, as the two antecedents or

the two consequents in a proportion : = HOMOLO-
GOUS i. (Opp. to heterolegal..)

1570 DEE Math. Pref. 32 After the proportion of the

Pyramidal or Conik homologall lines. 1656 tr. Hobbes'

Elem. Philos. (1839) 202 Like figures are alike placed, when
in both of them the homologal strait lines.. are parallel.

1674 JEAKE Arith. (1696) 48 Multiplication, .of these new
Homologal terms.

Homologate (homp'Wg^t), v. Chiefly Sc.

[f. med.L. nomologarc (1268 in Du Cange), after

Gr. o>oAo-yefi/ to confess, acknowledge + -ATE 3 .

Cf. F. homologuer (1539 in H. Estienne).]
1. trans. To express agreement with or approval
of ; to assent to, acknowledge ;

to countenance ;

to ratify, confirm.

1644 BP. MAXWELL Prerog. Chr. Jfinfsvm. 92 Saint Paul

homologates this doctrine, a 1715 BURNET Own Time (1766)

I. 347 To accuse a minister before a Bishop was an acknow-

ledging his jurisdiction .. or, to use a hard word much in use

among them, it was homologating his power. zSio SCOTT

Leg. Mtmtroit ii, Whilk 1 was altogether unwilling to

homologate by my presence. 1876 GRANT Bttrgh Sch.

Scotl. II. ii. 105 Sometimes one body of patrons elected the

teacher, the others afterwardshomologating the appointment.

1879 M. PATTISON Milton xiii. 190 It could hardly but be

that one or two of the incidents which Milton has supplied,
the popular imagination has been unable to homologate.

b. spec, in Sc. Law. To ratify or render valid (a

deed in itself defective or informal) by some subse-

quent act which expresses or implies assent to it.

01765 ERSKINE Inst. Law Scot, (1773) 465 A marriage
contract, though defective in the legal solemnities, is held. .

to be homologated by the subsequent marriage of the parties.

1700 in Dallas Amer. Law Rep. (1798) I. 366 The agreement
being homologated, that is to say recorded and confirmed

by the Court of Parliament, became obligatory.

2. intr. or absol. To agree, accord ; to express

agreement or assent.

a 1649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Skiamachia Wks. (1711) 191 It

did homologate both in the end and means with their com-

mission, and the matter of their present deliberations. 1678
R. BARCLAY Apol. Quakers v. 26. 189 The Apostle clearly

homologates, or confesses to the sentence of Peter.

3. trans. To represent as agreeing (with some-

thing else) ;
to identify, rare.

1794 J. HUTTON Philos. Lightelc. 51 While it homologates
this irradiated substance or modification of matter with that

of light, it also excludes it from being any species of heat.

Homologation (homcWg^'Jan). Chiefly Sc.

[ad. med.L. homologdtidn-em, n. of action f. homo-

logare (see prec.). Cf. F. homologation (ifithc.).]

The action of homologating ; assent, ratification,

confirmation. Mostly in legal use; spec, in Se.

Law (see prec. i b).

1656 BLOVNT Ghssogr., Homologation, an admission,

allowance, or approbation, a consent unto. 1754 ERSKINE

Princ. Sc. Law (1809) 318 One's subscribing as witness to

a deed, does not infer homologation. 1818 COLEBROOKE
Treat. Obligat. I. 128 A recognition, confirming and ratify-

ing an obligation, to which an exception might DC opposed,
or for the rescission of which an action might be sustained,

is termed homologation. It is approval^ or assent-subte-

qacnt. 1849 Taifs Mag. XVI. 422 A distinct categorical

homologation of our principle. 1861 W. BELL Diet. Law
Scoll., Homologation, is a technical expression, signifying

an act by which a person approves of a deed ; the effect of

such approbatory act, being to render that deed, though
itself defective, binding upon the person by whom it is

homologated. All deeds, informal or defective, may be

homologated.

Homologen (homp-Wdsen). Chcm. [f. Ho-

MOLO(GOUS + -GEN.] A proposed name for the

group of atoms by which each of the compounds
in a homologous series differs from the preceding ;



HOMOLOGENIC.

e.g. the group H 2C in the hydrocarbons of formula
CuH2n +2. etc. So Homologe-nic a., said of
the molecule or group to which the '

homologen
'

is successively added.

1876 Johnson's New Univ. Cycl. II. 979.

Homologic (Vmify-djik), a. [f. HOMOLOOY
(or its source) + -ic. In F. homologique .] =next.
1880 Xatitre XXI. 313 The civilised philosopher classifu^

by essential affinities homologic characteristics.

Homological Vh(>iru%d3ikal), a.
[f. as prec.

+ -AL.] Involving or characterized by homology,
homologous ; relating to homology.
1849 OWF.X Disc. Kat. Limits 72 Whatever higher homo-

logical proposition may be demonstrated of the one must
apply to the oilier. 1850 H. MILLER P'ootpr. Creat. viii.

(1874! 154 What may be termed homological symmetry of
organization. 1854 OWEN Skfl. $ Teeth in Circ. Sc., Organ.
Nat. I. 2ii The homological characters of bones. 1885
LEUDESDORF Cremona's Proj. Geom. n Consider two
homological figures.. let O be their centre, s their axis of

homology.
Hence Homolo'grically adv., in a homological

manner
;
in relation to homology.

1864 WEBSTER cites DANA. 1866 DK. ARGYLL Reign La.
iv. (1867) 208 Limbs which are homologically the same are

put to the most diverse, .uses. 1866 ODI.ING Anim. Chem.
137 The most oxidised of known 2-carbon uric acid products
are homologically the representatives of the least oxidised

3-carbon products.

Horuologist (homp-lodsist). rare.
[f. HOMO-

LOOT + -1ST.] One versed in homologies.
1849 OWEN Disc. Nat. Limbs 68 Which the homologist is

ready to give to the determination of the special character
of the parts. 1894 Athenseum 18 Aug. 226/3 Those poor
laboratory homologists from whom his tolerant contempt is

so thinly veiled.

Hoinologize (hcinp-lodjaiz^, i>. [f. as prec.
+ -IZE.]
1. intr. To be homologous, to correspond.
1733 CHEYNE Eng. Malady i. x. 8 4 (1734! 94 The Self-

motive, Self-active, and living Principle concurs with, and
homologises to Mechanism in the animal Functions. 1886
Nature 4 Feb. 333/1 Two ventricles . . which homologise
with the lateral ventricles in the cerebrum of Mammalia.
2. trans. To make, or show to be, homologous.
1811 T. JEFFERSON Writ. (1830) IV. 156 To homologize

our constitution with that of England. 1880 Nature XXI.
9 This neuration is in some cases. . difficult to homologise
with that of existing forms.

Hence Homo 'logizer, one who homologizes.
1716 M. DtiViEsAi/ien. Brit. III. Diss. Pallas Anglicana

10 What Thorndike, Heylin, Hicks . . with all our present
Saxon Homologizers do unanimously maintain.

Homologon (homp-log<m). [Or., neut. of

ufi6\oyos agreeing, consonant, f. orfs same + \6yos
ratio, proportion, analogy.] A thing correspond-
ing to another

;
a homologne.

1871 J. F. CLARKE 10 Gt. Kelig. i. iv. | i. 145 One of the
curious homologons of history is this repetition in Europe of
the course of events in Asia.

Homologous (hotnp-logss), a. [f. med.L. homo-

log-us or Gr. o/xoAo-y-os agreeing (see prec.) + -ous.]
Having the same relation, proportion, relative

position, etc.
; corresponding. Specifically :

1. Math. Having the same ratio or relative value
as the two antecedents or the two consequents in

a proportion, or the corresponding sides in similar

figures.
1660 BARROW Euclid v. def. 1 1, B and D are homologous or

magnitudes of a like ratio. 1750 Phil. Trans. XLVII. iv.

23 Comparing the homologous terms. 1855 H. SPENCER
Prmc. Psjichol. (1872) II. vi. ix. 118 The quantitative relation
between any two sides of the one, is equal to that between
the homologous sides of the other.

b. Mod. Geom. Having a relation of homology,
as two plane figures ; homological ; homographic
and in the same plane. (See HOMOLOOY 4.)
1879 SALMON Conies 59 Two triangles are said to be homo-

logous, when the intersections of the corresponding sides lie

on the same right line called the axis of homology ; prove
that the lines joining corresponding vertices meet in a point.
2. Biol. Having the same relation to an original

or fundamental type; corresponding in type of
structure (but not necessarily in function) ; said of

parts or organs in different animals or plants, or
of different parts or organs in the same animal or

plant. (Distinguished from analogous : see quot.
1854 s.v. ANALOGOUS I b.)
1846 OWEN in Kef. Brit.Assoc. 174 There exists doubtless

a close general resemblance in the mode of development of
homologous parts. 1868 DARWIN Anim. ty PI. II. 322 In
the vertebrata the front and hind limbs are homologous.
1880 GRAY Struct. Bot. i. 6 The name of leaves has been . .

extended . . from the green expansions which constitute

foliage to other forms under which such appendages occur
. . The latter are homologous with leaves or the homologues
of leaves.

b. Path. Of the same formation as the normal
tissue of the part : said of morbid growths. (Opp.
to HETEROLOGOCS.)
1871 T. H. GREEN Introd. Pathol. 11873) *6 A growth

primarily homologous may subsequently become nettro-
logous. 1878 T. BRYANT Pract. Sitrg-. I. 97 The cartilaginous
tumour is homologous .. if it springs from cartilage.
S. Chem. Applied to series of compounds differ-

ing in composition successively by a constant
amount of certain constituents, and showing a
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gradation of chemical and physical properties ;

esp. to series of organic compounds differing by
multiples of CH 2 ,

as the alcohols, aldehydes,
ethers, etc.

1850 DAL-BF.KY Atom. The. viii. icd. 2) 252 Four classes of
homologous bodies, to adopt the term which Gerhardt has
proposed, namely, alcohols, ethers, aldehydes, and acids.

1869 ROSCOE Elan. Chem. 292 These homologous series of
mono-, di-, tri-, and higher carbon groups. 1876 FOSTER
Phys. (1879) App. 677 The Acetic Acid Series . . one of the
most complete homologous series of organic chemistry.
4. In other applications : =

Corresponding.
1837 BREWSTER Magnet, 22 Making the homologous poles

of two magnetized wire^ repel each other. 1855 H. SPFNCICR
Princ. Psychol. 11872.' II. vi. xiii. 173 A symmetrical figure
is one in which the homologous parts on opposite sides are

equal in magnitude. 1895 STORY-MASKELYNE Crystalfogr.
82 Two poles or planes thus symmetrically disposed in

regard to an origin-plane will be termed homologous to each
other in respect to that plane of symmetry.

Homolographic : see HOMALOGRAPHIC.

Homologue (hfmdfyg). [a. F. homologue t

ad. Gr. u/iuAo-yoc (HOMOLOGON).] That which is

homologous; a homologous organ, etc. : see prec.
1848 OWE* Homo!. Ifertebr. SkeL 5 Homologues. .used. .

by geometricians as signifying
' the sides of similar figures

which are opposite to equal and corresponding angles ', or
to parts having the same proportions. 1857 Chambers'
Inform. I. Index 802 The arms of a man, the pectoral fin of
a fish, and the wings of a bird, are homologues of one another.

1871 H. MACMILI.AN True l-'incm. (1872) 109 Every Christian
. .is a homologue of the Great Archetype.

Homology (Iwmp-lodgi). [ad. late L. homo-

logia, a. Gr. opokoyla agreement, assent, f. op.o\oyoy
HOMOLOGOUS. Cf. F. homofagie.] Homologous
quality or condition ; sameness of relation ; corre-

spondence.
1. In general sense. (Before 1 9th c. only in Diets.)
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Homology^ an agreement. 1721

BAILEY, Homology^ Proportion, Agreeableness. 1871 DAR-
WIN Desc. Man I.ii. 59 We find indistinct languages striking
homologies due to community of descent. 1875 O. W.
HOLMES Crime fy Aiitont. in Old Vol. Life (1891) 325 The
plain law of homology, which declares that like must be
compared with like.

2. Biol. Correspondence in type of structure (of

parts or organs); see HOMOLOGOUS 2. (Distin-

guished from ANALOGY 9.) Also, that branch of

Biology or Comparative Anatomy which deals with
such correspondences.
Central homologyt the relation of an organ or organism to

the general type. Lateral homology^ the relation of

corresponding parts on the two sides of the body. Serial
homology^ the relation of corresponding parts forming a
series in the same organism (e. g. legs, vertebrae, leaves).

Special komology t the correspondence of a part or organ in

one organism with the homologous part in another (e.g. of
a horse's 'knee' with the human wrist).

1835-6 TODD Cycl. Anat. I. 525/2 The cephalic processes
. .have no real homology with the locomotive extremities of
the Vertebrata. 1846 OWEN in Re$. Brit. Assoc. 175 The
correspondency of a part or organ.. with a part or organ in
a different animal, .(i.e.) special homology. //>/</., A higher
relation of homology is that in which a part . . stands to the
fundamental or general type . . (i. e.) general homology. 1855
BAIN Senses <$ Int. in. iL 28 The homologies of the skeleton

imply a wide range of similarities. 1859 DARWIN in Life
<$ Lett. (1887) II. 240 Homology and Embryology. 1871
H. MACMILLAN True Vine 99 From the leaf. .all the floral

organs are developed, and to it . . all parts are reducible
by homology. 1872 NICHOLSON Biol. 42 Lateral homology
consists in the structural identity of the parts on the two
sides of the body. 1878 BELL Gegenbanr's Comp. Anat. 63We distinguish, accordingly, physiological likeness, or

Analogy, from morphological likeness, or Homology.
b. Path. Of a morbid growth : see HOMOLO-

GOUS 2 b.

1871 T. H. GREEN Introd. Pathol. (1873) 106 A knowledge
of the homology or heterology of a growth. 1878 [see
HETEROLOGY].
3. Chem. The relation of the compounds form-

ing a homologous series : see HOMOLOGOUS 3.
1876 Johnson's New Univ. Cycl. II. 979 Homology, a term

expressing a
principle in the chemistry of organic com-

pounds., first introduced by the illustrious Gerhardt.
4. Mod. Geom. The relation of two figures in the
same plane, such that every point in each corre-

sponds to a point in the other, and collinear points
in one correspond to collinear points in the other

;

every straight line joining a pair of corresponding
points passes through a fixed point called the
centre ofhomology, and every pair of corresponding
straight lines in the two figures intersect on a fixed

straight line called the axis of homology.
1879 [see HOMOLOGOUS i b]. 1885 LEUDESDORF Cremona*s

Proj. Geom. u Two corresponding straight lines therefore

always intersect on a fixed straight line, which we may call

s; thus the given figures are in homology, O being the
centre, and s the axis, of homology.

Hompmorph. (hfrrrwrnpif). [f. Gr. <5/*o- HOMO-
-f t*op(f>Tj form.] A thing of the same form as

another ; applied to letters or characters having
the same form (as Russian u =

,
Greek H-^,

Roman H), and to different words having the same

spelling.
1886 G. MALLRRY Photogr. N. A. Ind. 230 Characters sub-

stantially the same, or homomorphs, made by one set of

sople, have a different signification among others. 1895
HOFFMAN Begin. Writing 176 Writing by such a methodIfJ,

HOMONYMOUS.
demands, .a thorough command of the language, its homo,
niorphs and homophones.

Homomorpllic (hpnvrnpufik), a.
[f.

as prec.
+ -1C.] Of the same or similar form. spec. a.
Entom. Said of insects in which the larva more or
less resembles the imago (Homomorpha- ; hemi-
metnbolous or ametabolous. b. Bet. Applied to
flowers or plants in which there is no difference in
the relative length of the stamens and pistils ;

alsn
to the self-fertilization of such flowers, c. Biol.

Applied to organs or organisms showing an ex-
ternal resemblance, but not really related in struc-
ture or origin. (In senses a. and b. opp. to lietero-

morphic ; in sense c. to homologous .)

i87iNiaioT.soNAW. 50-1 Many examples are known, hoth

m_the animal and the vegetable kingdom, in which families
widely removed from one another in their fundamental
structure, nevertheless present a . . close resemblance. For
this phenomenon the term '

homomorphism
'

has been pro-
posed, and such forms are said to he '

homomorphic '. 1873HOOKER tr. Syst. Sot. 154 Heteromorphic unions produce
consideraoly more capsules and good seeds than homo-
morphic unions. 1874, 1877 [see HETEBOMOHPHIC]. 1875BLAKE Zool. 372 The nutritive zooids all resemble each other,
or they are homomorphic. 1896 HKNSLOW Wild Fltnvers 86
Every flower had become homomorphic and self-fertilizing.
So Homomo-rphism, Ho niomo rphy, the con-

dition of being homomorphic ; resemblance of form,

esp. without real structural
affinity.

1869 NICHOLSON Zool. 233 Homomorphism subsists between
the Polyzoa and the Hydroida. 1871 [see HOMOMORPHIC].
1874 R. BROWN Man. Bot. Gloss., Homomorphy. 1883 [see
Itomppkyly s.v. HOMO-].

Homomo-rpllOUS, a. [f. as prec. + -ous.]
Of the same form

;
=

prec.
1854 MAYNE Expos. Lex., HotnomorpJms^ Bot., having

the same form : homomorphous. 1855 [see HETEROMOR-
PHOI-S]. 1864 Reader 2 Apr. 434/1 A step higher than the

simple homomorphous organization of Amceba. 1874 LUB-
BOCK Orig. ff Met. Ins. tii. 43 The Orthoptera and other

Homomorphous insects. 1884 BOWER & SCOTT De Bary's
Phaner. 283 [It] has homomorphous leaves in many rows.

HomonomoilS ^h^mp-nomas), a.
[f. Gr. l>yA-

von-m (f. &/i6s same + vo/ios law) + -OFS.] Subject
to the same or a constant law

; spec, in Biol.

Having the same law or mode of growth : said of

homologous parts or organs (opp. to heteronomous} .

1854 in MAYNE Expos. I. ex. 1870 ROLLESTON Anim.
Life 111 The great number of homonomous segments.. in

Myriapoda. 1878 BELL Gegenbanr's (.oinp. Anat. 64 The
individual fingers and toes.. are homonomous structures.

Homonomy (-fnomi). [f. as prec. + -Y: after

Gr. derivatives in -vo/ua.] Homonomous condition.

spec, in Biol. (see prec.X
a 1682 SIR T. BKOWNE Tracts (1684) 127 The key hereof

is the homonomy of the Greek made use of in the Latin
words. 1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life Introd. 114 In the
homonomy and number of their segments and appendages,
the Myriopoda resemble certain of the Crustacea. 1878
BELL Gegcnbaur's Co7iip. Anat. 64 Homonomy . . describes
the relation to one another of those parts which are arranged
along a transverse axis of the body. 1888 ROLLESTON &
JACKSON Anim. Life 147 The larva . . has a somewhat
vermiform

appearance owing to the great homonomy or

similarity of the remaining somites.

Homony, obs. form of HOMINY.

Homonym (hp-m<him). Also homonyme.
[ad. late L. homonym-um (Quintilian), a. Gr.

u/uuvvft-ov , neut. of o/jwvv/ios HOMONYMOUS. Cf.

K. homonyme
' an equiuocation, or word of diners

significations
'

(Cotgr.).]
1. a. The same name or word used to denote

different things. b. Philol. Applied to words

having the same sound, but differing in meaning :

opp. to heteronym and synonym.
1697 tr. Bnrgersdicius his Logic I. xxv. TOO Those [words]

that differ not in termination ; as grammatica, the art of

grammar, and grammatica, a woman, are not conjugates,
but homonyms. 1851 SIR F. PALGRAVE Norm, tj- Eng. I.

350 During the later periods of the Empire there are so

many homonyms as to confuse the most attentive investi-

gator. l8;r6 DOUSE Grimm's L. 17. 34 A monosyllabic
language, indeed, like the Chinese, is but, as it were, a
cluster of homonyms.
2. A person or thing having the same name as

another ; a ' namesake '.

1831 F. HALL in Benares Mag. V. 27 It is to this Mushtaq
that Manm'i Lala. .alludes, and not to his titular homonym
of Azimabad. as our author imagines. 1864 SIR F. PAL-
GRAVE Norm, fj Eng. III. 118 He bestowed the Duchy
upon his Father's homonym Robert the Younger. 1865
W. G. PALGRAVE Arabia II. 138 The locust of Arabia is. .

twice or three times the size of its northern homonym.
Hence tHomo'nymal a., agreeing in name.
1641 H. L'EsTRANGE Goffs Sabballi 102 For Island. .their

dayes are homonymall with ours in England . . as derived
from the same idoles.

Homonymic, a.
[f. as next + -ic.] Of or

relating to liomonyms or homonymy. So Homo-
uymical a. (in mod. Diets. 1.

1862 F. HALL in Jrnl. Asiatic Soc. Bengal 10 The Vihua-
prakdsa, an homonymic lexicon . . written in the year nil.
1867 WHITNEY Stud. Lang. xii. (1870) 454 The homonymic
designation of a thing by something which called to the
mind the sounds of which its name was composed.

Homonymons (hom^-nimas), a. [f. late L.

homonym-us, a. Gr. a^uvvji.-o'i of the same name,
sb. a namesake, pi. rd Apuvvpa (Aristotle) equi-



HOMONYMOUSLY.
vocal nouns, ambiguous words; f. o/icis same +

ui'u/in '^Eolic ovvfia) name : see -ous.]

f 1. Denoting different things by the same name

("said of the same word used in different senses) ;

equivocal, ambiguous. Obs.

1621 W. SCLATER Tythes (1623) 115 Your Minor is euery
whit homonymous. 1656 STANLEY Hist. Ptiilcs. vi. (1701)

244/2 Terms are of three kinds, Homonymous, Synonymous,
and Paronyinmis. Homonymous. whose name only is com-

mon, their Essence divers, a 1661 FULLER Worthies, Lane.,

[John Smith] became Fellow and Proctor of the University

[of Cambridge] when past Sixty years of age, when the

Prevaricators gave him this Homony[m]ous Salute Ave
Pater. 1725 WATTS Logic i. iv. 6 Equivocal words, or

those which signify several things, are called homonymous,
or ambiguous. 1801 COLEBROOKE in Asiatic Res. (1803)
VII. 216 A list of homonymous indeclinables is subjoined.

b. Philol. Of the nature of homonyms : said of

words identical in sound but different in sense.

1876 DOUSE Grimm's L. 17. 34 The meanings of the

several primitives are in general so widely different that

the homonymous derivatives remain to all time clearly

distinguished in use.

2. Having, or called by, the same name.
1658 PHILLIPS, Homonymous, things of several kindes, hav-

ing the same denomination, aTerm inLogick. I748HARTLKV
Observ. Man I. i. 99 The homonymous nerves of the right
and left Sides. 1881 Athena-um 26 Feb. 305/2 There
seems to have been..a single capital, homonymous with

the island.

b. Optics. Applied to the two images of one

object seen in looking at a point nearer than the

object, when the right image is that seen by the

right eye and the left by the left : opp. to HETE-
KONYMOUS 2.

1881 LE COXTE Sight n. i. 95 When we look at the

farther finger, the nearer one is so doubled that the left

image belongs to the right eye and the right image to the

left eye. .; when we look at the nearer finger, the farther

one is so doubled that the right image belongs to the right

eye and the left image to the left eye. In the former case,

the images are said to be heteronynwns, i. e. of different

name, and in the latter case they are said to be homonyrmoiis,
i.e. of the same name, as the eye.

Hence Homo'nymously adv.

1751 HARRIS Hermes in. iii. (1786) 342 One Word may be

not homonymou^ly but truly and essentially common to

many Particulars past, present and future. 1881 [see

HETERONYMOUSLY].

Homonymy (homjrnimi). Also 7 erron.

-imie. -omie. [ad. late L. homonymia, a. Gr.

ufuavuiiia, f. o/j^i/u/ios (see prec.). Cf. F. homo-

nymie (1606 in Hatz.-Darm.).] The quality of

being homonymous ; the use of the same name for

different things ; f equivocation, ambiguity (oes.) ;

sameness of name with difference of sense.

[1551 T. WILSON Logike (1580) 65 Homonymia, whiche
maie be called in Englishe, the doubtfulnesse of one woorde,
when it signifieth diversly.] 1597 MORLEY Introd. Mus.

150 You play upon the Homonymie of the word Loue.

1616 BULLOKAR, Homonymie, a termein Logicke, when one

word signifieth diuers things : as Hart : signifying a beast,

and a principall member ofthe body. 1751 HARRIS Hermes
(1841) 181 Proper names.. often fall into homonymie, that

is, different persons often go by the same name. 1847 GROTE
Greece i. xviii. (1849) ^- 24 There existed certain homo-

nymies and certain affinities of religious worship, between

parts of Bceotia and parts of Thessaly.

tHomoou'sial,. Obs. rare. =HoMOOCSiANa.
1695 HOWE lifts. (1834) 163/1 Those three Divine Persons

360

thong excited between the Homoousians and the Homoi-
ousians. 1883 E. S. FFOULKES Prim. Caused: v. 162 The
Acacians, long afterwards, condemne_d the Homoousians,
the Homoiousians and the Anomeans in one lot.

Hence Homoou sianism, the doctrine of tlie

Homoousians. Homoou 'sianist * HOMOOUSIAN
B. So also Homoou'siast = HOMOOUSIAN B.

Homoou'sious a., consubstantial. Homousie

[cf. Gr. (TO) oiioovaiov, neut. of opooiiaios, used

subst.], consubstantiality.
1869 O. W. HOLMES Cind.fr. Ashes in Old Vol. Life (1891)

244 A very worthy professor . . but thought by certain

experts to be a little questionable in the matter of "homoou-
sianism. 1716 M. DAVIES A then. Brit. III. Crit. Hist. $!
The term Homousian or ^Homousianist, nick-names in-

vented by the Blaspheming Arians. 1626 Bp. MouRTAGO
in Cositi's Con: (1860) I. 99 For the *

Homousiasts, they
rest all upon God and neclected means. 1835 Penny Cycl.

III. 3/1 Gregory of Cappadocia . . committed many acts of

violence against the Homoousiasts. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell.

Syst. \. iv. 36. 606 It is full of divine things, by reason_of
its being cognate or congenerous, and ^homoousious with

them. Jh'if. 610 [see HOMOOUSIAN B.]. 1886 ll'es/ni. Kev.

Oct. 475 As a substitute for the absent "homousie or identity
of being with God.

Homophene (h(>-mof/n\ [irreg. f. HOMO- +
Gr. tpaiv-tiv to show, to appear. (The Gr. forma-

tion would be *bnotpavT)s t giving Eng. homophanc. ]

A word having the same form to the eye as another ;

used esp. in reference to the reading of deaf-mutes,

who recognize words only by sight. Hence Homo-
phe'nous (more correctly -phanotis\ a.

1883 A. G. BELL in Ann. Deaf % Dumb 11884' Jan. 44

Homophenous words, or words that have the same appear-
ance to the eye. Ibid. 59 A knowledge of homophenes,
that is . . of those words that present the same appearance
to the eye. 1884 A. J. ELLIS in Athenxnm 12 Jan. 55/3
The word homopkcnes i similarly appearing i, on the model
of homophones (similarly sounding), was suggested to Prof.

Graham Bell some years ago by Mr. Homer, late Principal
of the Providence (Rhode Island! School for Deaf-Mutes,
and has now been permanently adopted. Ibid., Here every
word in the sentence is homophenous with the correspond-

ing word in the list.

Homophone (hp
m

mo!ari), a. and sb. Also

-phon. [ad. Gr. o/iotpaivos of the same sound, f.

ufio- HOMO- + tpaivri sound. Cf. F. homophone^
A. adj. Having the same sound, rare.

1623 COCKERAM, Homophon, of one sound. 1880 Encycl.
Brit. XI. 796 Ten homophone letters were added.

B. sb. 1. Philol. (Usually in //.) Applied
to words having the same sound, but differing in

meaning or derivation ; also to different symbols

denoting the same sound or group of sounds.

1843 GLIDDON Anc. Egypt (1850) 6/2 An alphabet com-

posed of 16 distinct articulations, for each of which there

was a number more or less great of homophones i. e.

symbols differing in figure, though identical in sound. 1866

nguagf
as well as hypostasis. .and the

like?_

Homoonsian, homonsian (hp:m0|cursian,

homau'sian, -;7'sian), a. andrf. Theol. [ad. med.L.

homofisian-us, f. homoiisius (Jerome), a. Gr. 6>o-

ovaioSy opovaios, f. dftos same -t- ovffia essence, sub-

stance: see -AN. In mod.F. homousien. Opp.
to heteroousian and homoiousian.
The form homousian is normal, according to the regular

equivalence of Roman u to Gr. ov ; but Engl. writers have

mostly thought of the Gr. letters.]

A. adj. a. Of the same essence or substance;

co-essential, consnbstantial. b. Relating to or

maintaining the consubstantiality of the persons of

the Trinity : see B.

1678 CUDWORTH Intel!. Syst, i. iv. 36. 597 The Genuine
Platonists would doubtless acknowledge also, all the Three

Hypostases of their Trinity to be Homo-ousian, Co-Essen-
tial or Con-Substantial. 1716 M. DAVIES Athen. Brit. III.

Crit. Hist. 48 The first Father of the Homousian Ortho-

doxy. 1744 LARDNER Credib. Gasp. Hist. i. 1. 2. V. 134
The council of Nice established the homousian or consub-

stantial doctrine. 1864 LOWELL Fireside Trav. 38 So ho-

moousian both in look and soul, So indiscernibly a single
whole. z866 [see HOMOIOUSIAN A.].

B. sb. Eccl. Hist. One who holds the three

persons of the Trinity to be of the same essence or

substance ; an orthodox Trinitarian.

1565 T. STAPLETON Fortr. Faith 17 b, Tl>e Arrians called
the Catholikes Homoousians. 1678 CUDWORTH Infill.

Syst. I. iv. 36. 610 The Arians call us Homoousians,
because..we defend the Father, Son and Holy Ghost, to
be in the language of the Greeks Homoousious, that is of
One and the Same Substance. 1748 LARDNER Credib. Gosp.
Hist. i. Ixx. 7. VII. 429 These measures incommoded by
turns the Homoiisians and the Arians. 1776 GIBBON Decl.

ft F. (1848) I. 475 The profane of every age have derided
the furious contests which the difference of a single diph.

these homophones may be used for the word, in whatever
sense that word may be employed. 1873 F. HALL Mod.

F.ng. 170 note, Homophones, identical to the ear only ; as

, ail and ale. 1883 I. TAYLOR Alphabet I. 29 We have in

English the four homophones rite, write, right, and uiright.

By the aid of the variant spelling a child readily learns

that these homophones are really four different words.

2. Mus. = HOMOPHONY I. rare.

1879 GROVE Diet. Mus. I. 746 Homophone..voices or

]

instruments sounding alike unison.. sometimes applied to

j

music written in what was formerly called the Monodic
1

style..now ordinarily employed for music in plain harmony
. .as opposed to the Polyphonic treatment.

Homophonic (hpmofjrnik), a. Mus. [f. as

prec. + -ic.] 1. Producing, or consisting of,

sounds of the same pitch ; unisonous, in unison.

Said of ancient music ; opp. to anliphonic.
1881 BROADHOUSE Mus. Acoustics 342 Helmhpltz in his

chapter on ' The Tonality of Homophonic Music ' enume-
rates five scales which differ more or less from our modern

major scale.

2. loosely. Said of music characterized by the

predominance of one part or melody, to which the

rest merely furnish harmonies; more correctly

i called monophonic or monadic. Opp. topoly'phonic.

figurate melody, with a comparatively simple accompani-
ment. 1885 Athmzitm 7 Mar. 319/2 [Bach's] compositions
are polyphonic rather than homophonic.

HomOph.OH.OUS (h0m{vf<fiias), a. [f. as prec.

+ -QUS.] 1. Mus. = HOMOPHONIC i.

'753 in CHAMBERS Cycl. Stiff. 187* F. HUFFER in Fortn.

Rev. Mar. 271 The homophonous innocence of the Doric

and Mixolydic scales.

2. Having the same sound ;
of the character of

homophones (see HOMOPHONE B. i).

1826 Edin. Rev. XLV. 145 Each sound.. may be repre-

sented by several homophonous signs. 1893 Athenxum i

Apr. 501/1 The 'Scott Library' is sure to be confoundei

with the * Stott Library ',
so homophonous are they.

16
nded

HomophOliy (hompfifai). [ad. Gr.

unison, f. oii&poiros (see HOMOPHONE).]
1. Mus. Homophonic music or style, a. Unison,

or music performed in unison : opp. to antiphony.
b. loosely. Monophony, monody : opp. to poly-

phony. (See HOMOPHONIC.)

HOMOSTYLY.

1776 BURNEY Hist. Mus. I. 137 Antiphony is more agree-
able than homophony. 1879 Grot't-'s Diet. Mus. I. in The

leading feature in . .the 17111 century is. .the development of

homophony with its melodious character and its richness of

harmony, in contradistinction to the old strict polyphony.
2. Philol. The quality of being homophonous ;

identity of sound (of words or characters '.

1841 BRANDE Diet. Set. etc. s. v., In French, which is

peculiarly a dialect of Latin abounding in contractions,

homophonies are numerous. 1892 Spectator 13 Aug. 233/2
Evident corruptions of the texts . . specially favoured by the

homophonies of the characters.

Ho-moplasmy = HOMOPLASY.
1874 R. BROWN- Man. Bot. 558 Cases of homoplasmy in

plants are referable to two distinct classes . . resemblances in

general habit, and resemblances of particular organs.

Homoplast (hp-moplsest). Biol. [f.
as prec.

+ Gr. irXaffTos moulded : cf. bioplast.'}

1. An organ or part homoplastic with another

(see next) ; opp. to HOMOGEN 2.

1870 RAY LANKESTER in Ann. Nat. Hist. VI. 39 Such
details of agreement .. we must set down to_the fact that

they are to a great degree homoplasts, similar forces or

requirements operating on similar materials in the two
stocks, .having produced results in the way of structure

which have a certain agreement.
2. An aggregate or fusion of plastids all of the

same structure : opp. to alloplast.

1883 [see !u>J!ti'.f>rnn s. v. HOMO-].

Homoplastic (-pbe-stik\ a. Biol. [f.
as prec.

+ Gr. irXaffTi/cos fit for moulding.] Having a simi-

larity of structure without community of origin :

said of parts or organs of different animals or

plants. Opp. to HOMOGENETIC.
Nearly synonymous with HOMOMORPHIC c, and with

ANALOGOUS i b ; but implying that the similarities are due
to similarity of environment.

1870 RAY LANKESTER in Ann. Nat. Hist. VI. 40 The

right ventricle of the bird's heart is not homogenous with

the right ventricle of the mammal's heart, nor the left with

the left ; but the two cavities in each case are homoplastic.

1872 DARWIN Orig. Spec, (ed. 6) xiv. 386 Homoplastic
structures are the same with those which I have classed

. . as analogous modifications or resemblances.

Eomoplastide (-pise-staid). Biol. [f.
as prec.

+ Gr. irAaoTos moulded + -IDE.] An organism

consisting of a number of cells all of the same
kind. Opp. to heteroplastide and monoplaslide.
1889 VINES in Nature 24 Oct. 621 The body of unicellular

organisms (monopla-stides), as also that of undifferentiated

multicellular organisms (homoplastides). Ibid. 622 [see

HETEROPLASTIDE].

Homoplasy (hcm^-plasiX Biol. [f. as prec.

+ Gr. -irAoffia, f. uAdms moulding, formation.]

Homoplastic condition
; similarity of structure pro-

duced independently by the operation of similar

external circumstances. Opp. to HOMOGENY 2.

1870 RAY LANKESTER in Ann. Nat. Hist. VI. 39 When
identical or nearly similar forces, or environments, act on two
or more parts of an organism which are exactly or nearly
alike . .[or] on parts in two organisms, which parts are exactly
or nearly alike and sometimes homogenetic, the resulting

correspondences called forth in the several parts in the two

organisms will be nearly or exactly alike . . I propose to call

this kind of agreement homoplasis or liomoplasy. Ibid. 40

What, exactly, is to be ascribed to homogeny, and what to

homoplasy, in the relations of this series of structures, is a

matter for careful consideration. 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex.,

Homoplasy, the assumption by organisms . . of externally

similar forms when exposed to similar external conditions.

A good example is seen in the similarity of the American

aloe, which is an Agave, to the true aloe.

11 Homoptera (ham^'ptera), sb. pi. Entom.

[mod.L. (.Latreille 1817), f. Gr. opo- HOMO- +

itrtpov wing: cf. Gr. opoTrrepos with the same

blumage.] A suborder of HEMIPTEBA, comprising
insects of very various forms, with wings of uniform

texture : contrasted with HETEBOPTEKA.
1826 KIRBY & Sp. Entomol. xlvii. (1828) IV. 385 He de-

nominated the last of these suborders Homoptera. 1835
KIRBY //<i*. irlnst. Anim. II. xx. 319 The Homoptera have

four deflexed wings often of a substance between coriaceous

and membranous. 1874 LUBBOCK Orig. 4- Met. Ins. i. 25
The Homoptera agree with the Heteroptera in the structure

of the mouth, and in the metamorphoses.
Hence Homo-ptex [F. homopfire, Latreille],

Homo-pteran, a member of the Homoptera ;

Homo-pterons a., belonging to or having the

characters of the Homoptera.
1826 KIRBY & Sp. Entomol. xlvii. (1828) IV. 385 Very

considerable differences take place in the economy of

Homopterous insects. 1841 BRANDE Diet. Set. etc., Homop-
terans, Homoptera, the name of an order of insects, dis-

membered from the Hemiptera of Linnaeus, including those

in which the wing-covers are of an uniform semimembranous

consistency. 1864 WEBSTER, Homopter.

Homostyled (hp-moistsild), a. Bot. [f.
HOMO-

+ STYLE + -ED 2
.] Having the styles or pistils (in

different individual plants) of the same length rela-

tively to the stamens (
= HOMOGONOUS i, HOMO-

MORPHIC b) : opp. to heterostyled. Also Homo-

stylic (h^mostaHik), Homostylous (-stai'las),

adjs. in same sense ; Homostyly (hp'mostaili), the

condition of being homostyled.
1877 [see HETEROSTYLED]. 1883 THOMPSON tr. Mullet's

Fertil /y.raW2oHomostylic plants with irregular flowers.

1886 Syd. Soc. Lex., Homostylous. 1887 GOEBEL Morphol.
Plants 481 Homostyly, same as homogony.



HOMOTAXEOUS.

Homotaxial (-tse-ksial), a. Geol. [f. HOMO- +
Gr. -Ttigta (f. rd^is-) arrangement -f -AL.] Applied
to strata in different regions, having the same rela-

tive position with respect to those underlying and

overlying them, but not necessarily contempora-
neous : cf. HOMOTAXIS

; also to the fossil remains

(usually of similar character") found in such strata.

1870 HUXLEY Anniv. Addr. Geol. Soc. in. Jr>il. XXVI.
p. xlii, Certain forms of life in one locality occur in the same
general order of succession as, or are homotaxial with,
similar forms in the other locality. 1888 J. PRESTWICH
Geol. II. 4 The homotaxial relations of the groups.
Hence Homota'xially adv.) in the way of or in

relation to homotaxy. Also Homota'xeous, Ho-
mota'xic adjs.

= HOMOTAXTAL.
1866 Jntell. Observ. No. 56. 97 As homotaxeous, and not

as contemporaneous. 1872 NICHOLSON Palxont. (1879) I. 42
The Silurian rocks of Europe, North America, South
America, Australia, &c., contain very similar fossils, and are

undoubtedly 'homotaxeous'. 1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv.
Anim. Introd. 22 The species which constitute the corre-

sponding or homotaxic terms in the series, indifferent locali-

ties, are not identical. 1880 DAWKINS Early Man 22 note^
If., we look at them, homotaxially, from the point of view
offered by the European Meiocenes, they are Meiocene.

Homotaxis (-tae-ksis). Geol. [irreg. f. Gr.

(3/to- HOMO- + Tot9 arrangement. The Gr. for-

mation would be *u/*oTat'a homotaxy.] The con-

dition of being homotaxial ; the relation of strata

having the same relative position in the geologic
series, or of the similar forms of life occurring in

such strata.

1862 HUXLEY Anniv. Addr. Geol. Soc. In Q. Jrnl. XVIII.
p. xlii, For Geology (which after all is only the anatomy and
physiology of the earth) it might be well to invent some
single word (such as

' homotaxis ', similarity of order), in

order to express an essentially similar idea [i.e. to
' homo-

logy
*

in anatomy]. Ibid. p. xlvi, The mischief of confound-

ing that ' homotaxis *

or 'similarity of arrangement
' which

can be demonstrated, with 'synchrony' or identity of date,
for which there is not a shadow of a proof, under the one
common term of '

contemporaneity *. 1870 Ibid. XXVI.
p. xliii, The use of the term 'homotaxis' instead of 'syn-
chronism' has not, so far as I know, found much favour in

the eyes of geologists. 1883 Nature^ Jan. 262 It cautions
the student against the confusion of geological synchrony
with stratigraphical homotaxis.

Homotaxy (-tacks!) . Etymol. regular f. for prec.
1873 F. HALL Mod. Eng. 295 <?/<?, Homotaxis is im-

possible.
.homotaxia

t homotaxy',
is the eligible form. 1889

in Cent. Diet.

Homotropal (h0m^tn5pal), a. Bot. [f. as next
+ -AL.] :=next,

1844 in HOBLYN Diet. Med. (ed. 2) 148. 1855 BALFOUR
Bot. fed. 3) 302 In an anatropal seed, where the micropyle
is close to the hilum, and the chalaza at the opposite
extremity, the embryo is erect or homotropal.

Homotropous (-?-tr^pas), a. Bot. [f. Gr. o/zo-

HOMO- + -Tpowos turning + -ous (after F. homotrope,
A. Richard 1819): cf. Gr. ojttSrpoTroy of like disposi-

tion.] Of the embryo of a seed : Having the

radicle directed towards the hilum. Opp. to anti-

tropous or heterotropous.
1829 P. CLINTON tr. Richard's Elem. Bot. (ed. 4) 398 The

embryo is said to be homotropous when it has the same
direction with the seed, that is to say, when its radicle cor-

responds to the hilum. 1870 BENTLEY Bot. (ed. 2) 342 The
embryo is said to be erect or homotropous.

Homotype (h^nwtoip).
Biol. [f. Gr. o/w-

HOMO- -f TUJTOS TYPE.] A part or organ having
the same type of structure as another, a homologue ;

applied esp. to serially or laterally homologous
parts in the same organism.
1840 T. A. G. BALFOUR Typ. Char. Nat. (1860) 64 A general

likeness is sufficient in nature to constitute, in the
eyes

of

naturalists, a type, and hence they speak of such as homo-
logies or homotypes. 1849 OWEN Nat. Limbs 19 The
femur, the homotype of the humerus. 1854 Skel. fy

Teeth in Circ. Sc., Organ. Nat. I. 170 So far as each seg-
ment, .is a repetition or '

homotype' ofevery_ other segment.
1873 MIVART Elem. Anat. 215 The successive vertebrae ..

are serial homologues. or homotypes.
Hence Homotypal (hp-nuteipal), Homotypic

(hfmwtrpik), -leal adjs., of the character of, or

relating to, a homotype ; homologous. Konio-

typy(ty>'m0taipi, h0m(7'tipi), relation of homotypes;
homology ; esp. serial or lateral homology.
1842 OWEN M*/- Limbs 29 To discern their *homotypal

relations and their classification. 1871 H. MACMILLAN Trite
Vine iii. (1872) 102 The vine presents a repetition both of

homotypa! parts and of homotypal arrangement of parts.
1886 Syd. Soc. Lex.

t *Homotypic. 18^0 ROLLESTON Anim.
Life^ 93 The large pincers of the scorpion are *homotypical
. .with the large pincers of the crayfish. 1874 Pop. Encycl.
s.v., *Homotypyt another term for serial homology. 1878
BELL Gegenba.ur's Comp. Anat. 64 Homotypical organs ..

are often so changed that their homotypy cannot be

recognised, and has to be worked out.

Homousian : see HOMOOUSIAN.
t Homple. Obs. ? Some kind of linen fabric.

c 1450 in Rcl. Ant. I. 27 Loke well your lawne, your
homple, and your lake . . Ye washe cleyn. [1847-78 HALLI-

WELL, Hompel, a kind of jacket. North.}

Homple, var. of HUMPLE v.

I! Homuncio (hmnzrnsw). [Latin dim. of hoffio,

homin-, man.] = HOMUNCULE.
1643 PRYNNE Sou. Povvcr Parl. App. 153 An hundred

Homuncioes more or lesse. ibtpT&viwwiAnthropomet. 253
Such an Homencio was Mr. Jefferies the late Queens

VOL. V.

n homuncio bj-
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Dwarfe. 1753 Ess. Celibacy 64 Producing an
.,

the laws of matter and motion. 1802 BKNTHAM Wks. (1838-
43) XI. 129 But it is something for an Homuncio like myself
to put all these potentates into jeopardy.

Homuncule, -uncle (homwrjkiwl, -a?-nk'l).

[ad. L.
homtineuluSj (also in Eng. use) dim. of

homo man. Cf. F. homuncule (iSthc. in Littre).]
A little or diminutive man

;
a mannikin.

1656 H. MORE Enthus. Tri. 46 That there is an artificiall

way of making an Homunculus, and that the Fairies of the

woods, Nymphs and Giants themselves had some such ori-

ginall. 1696 J. EDWARDS Demonstr. Exist. God ii. 124 Par-
celsus's artificial homuncle. 1759 STERNE Tr. Shandy I. ii,

Homunculus. 1839 Netv Monthly Mag. LVI. 25 The door

opened suddenly, and admitted an homuncule, of about
four feet three.

Hence Homrvncular #., diminutive, pigmy.
1822-34 Good^s Study Med. {ed. 4) IV. 13 Delappius. .not

only saw these homuncular tadpoles, but pretended to trace

one of them bursting through the tunic by which it was
swaddled.

Homy, homey (hJu-mi),#. colloq. [f. HOMEJ&
+ -Y. For analogical spelling, cf. hony^ limyl\

Resembling or suggestive of home ; home-like ;

having the feeling of home ; homish.
1856 KINGSLEY in Life (1877) I. 488, I like to. .feel 'homey

'

wherever I be. 1864 Ibid. II. 194, I saw .. plenty of our
dear English

'

lady's smock' in the wet meadows near here

[Bayonne], which looked very homy. 1874 MRS. WHITNEY
We Girls ix. 181

' What a beautiful old homey house it is !

'

1 And what a homey family !

'

Hence Ho'miness, homy quality or character,
homelikeness.

1885 ROE Driven back to Eden 69 A sense of rest, quiet,

comfort, and hominess. 1888 Pall Mall G. 30 Apr. 11/2
The ' Hominess '

of the French Character.

Homyger, obs. form of HOMAGEB.

Homynable, shortened form of ABHOMINABLE.
1489 CAXTON Faytes ofA. in. xvii. 208 It is an homynable

horreur.

Hond, -e, obs. ft. HAND, HOUND. Hondel,
hondle, obs, ff. HANDLE v. Honderyd, -yth,
hondre, -ed, -eth, obs. ff. HUNDRED, -EDTH.

Hondhabend, -habbing, var. HAND-HABEND.
Hone (h0fcn), j.1 Forms : I han, 4 honne, 5

hoone, 7 hoan(e, 5- hone. [OE. Mn str. fem.
= ON. hein str. fem. (Sw. dial, hen, Da. /teen)."]

1 1. A stone, a rock. (OE.) Obs.

Frequently applied to a stone serving as a landmark.

939 in Birch Cartitl. Sax. II. 458 ponne norj? fram setle to

netles stede to bjere hane. 966 Ibid. III. 435 Of bare

grsegan hane and lang hearpdene. 12. . Ibid. II. 481 ponon
on ba readan hane, of baere hane on bone herpab.
2. A whetstone used for giving a fine edge to

cutting tools, esp. razors.

c 1325 Poem Times Edw. //, 86 in Pol. Songs (Camden) 327
He put in his pautener an honne and a komb. c 1440
Promp. Paw. 245/1 Hoone, barbarys instrument, cos. 1545
RAYNOLD Byrth Mankynde ii. vi. 127 Rub it on a Barbers

Whetstone, called a Hone. 16x2 WOODALL Surg. Mate
Wks. (1653) 2 Take in his Chest a good Hoane. 1746
SIMON in Phil. Trans. XLIV. 323 The Whetstones or Hones
..sold for Lough-Neagh Stones, are none of these, but of
a soft gritty kind, and found near Drogheda. 1807 P. GASS
Jrnl. 79 Part of a log quite petrified. .of which good whet-
stones or hones could be made. z88i YOUNG Every Man
his own Mechanic 358 After a few hours set it on a hone.

3. Stone of which such whetstones are made ;

hone-stone. (Several kinds of stone varying greatly
in mineral composition are used for this purpose.)
1793 HELY tr. O*Flaherty's Ogygia II. 178 Lough-Neach

. .which most assuredly converts holly into hones. 1806
Gazetteer Scotl. (ed. 2) 163/2 In the parish of Ratho is

found a species of whetstone or hone, of the finest sub-
stance. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. s.v., Various kinds, differ-

ing greatly in texture and hardness, are employed. Norway
ragstone, water-of-Ayr, bluestone, German-hone, and many
other varieties.

4. attrib. and Comb, hone-pavement : see quot.

1788; hone-stone, = senses 2 and 3; spec, a very
siliceous clay slate having a conchoidal fracture

across the grain of the rock ; also called novaculite.

1788 Chambers' Cycl. s.v., Bed of hones, or hone-pave-
ment, one of the tools used in the operation of grinding
specula for telescopes ; formed of pieces of the finest blue
hone or whetstone. (71790 IMISON Sch. Art II. 108 The
hone pavement has uniformly taken out all the emery
strokes. 1855 tr. Labarte's Arts Mid. Ages i. 25 Hone-
stone, a compact, fine-grained magnesian limestone. 1882
GEIKIE Text-bk. Geol. n, n. 6. 122 Whet-slate, novaculite,
hone-stone, an exceedingly hard fine grained siliceous rock.

Hone, $b.~ north, dial. Also 4 hon, howne,
4-5 hoyn(e, 4-9 hune. [ME. kon, app. derived
from HONE z/.

1
] Delay, tarrying : in the phrases

but, without hone^ often a convenient metrical tag.
a 1300 Cursor M. 5795 Siben sal bou wit-outen hon Wend

to king pharaon. Ibid. 8413 Curtaisli, wit-vten hone, He
yatte hir freli al hir bone, c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Patilus
804 Bad bame . . Set fyre at anis but ony howne. c 1400
Rowland ff O. 341 Send owte Rowlande withowtten hone
[rime tone], c 1460 Towneley Myst. xxii. 228 Withoutt any
hoyne [rime soyne=soon]. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. III.

434 For to devyiss without[in] ony hune, Richt wyslie than
quhat best wes to be done. 1560 ROLLAND Crt. Venus iv.

629 That thay suld pas but hone. 1820 Edin, Mag. May
422/2 The trauchl't stag i' the wan waves lap, But huliness
or hune.

f Hone, j.3 Obs. dial. A swelling or tumour.
[See HONEWORT, quot. 1633, the sole authority for this.)

Hone, v.\ north, dial. Forms: 4 hon(e, 5-6

HONEST.

hoyne. [Goes with HONE sbZ (the vb. being app.
the source) : origin obscure. The rimes show
that it had ME. close 5 (giving Sc. 0, ii) ;

its mod.

Kng. form would be oo (), and it is thus distinct

from HONE v.2 The oy in some texts is northern

spelling of J.] intr. To delay, tarry, hesitate.

a 1300 Cursor M. 6088 Yee be alle belted, wit staf in hand.
Hones noght quils yee ar etand. Ibid. 19867 Petre ban
bigan til hon. r 1400 MelayneZig In no place wolde he
hone [rime done], c 1460 Tmvtieley Myst. iii. 319 It shall

be done full sone brether, help to bere. .ffull long shall I not

hoyne to do my devere. Ibid. vlii. 363 It may not help to
liouer ne hone [rime bone= boon]. 1570 LEVINS Manip.
215/20 To Hoyne, haerere.

Hone, V-* dial, and U.S. Also 8 hoan. [a.
OF. hogncr, hoigner, Norman dial, honer ^ (i3th c.

in Littre)
*
to grumble, mutter, murmure

;
to re-

pine; also, to whyne as a child, or dog
'

(Cotgr.),
app. f. hon, a cry of discontent (cf.

'

Hoignert
ou

hogner, faire hon hon, et criailler comme font les

crifants quand ils voudraient bien avoir quelque
chose', Duez Diet. 1664, in Godef.).] intr* To
grumble, murmur, whine, moan.
1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. in. ii. 111.614 Admiring and com-

mending her still, and lamenting, honing [1638, 1651, etc.

moaning], wishing himselfe any thing for her sake. 1657 G.
STARKEY Helmonfs Vind. 243, I know that the Galenical
Tribe will whine and hone pitifully, rather than lose to be
reputed Chymists. 1825 LAMB Elia Ser. n. Cowalescent,
He lies pitying himself, honing and moaning to himself.
1828 SCOTT/'. M. Perthv, Thouawakest to hone, and pine,
and moan, as if she had drawn a hot iron across thy lips.

b. To whine or pinefor ; to hanker after.
1600 HOLLAND Livy \. vii. 6 Some of the Oxen . . missed

their fellowes behind, and honing after them, bellowed as
their nature is. 1708 Brit. Apollo No. 36. 3/1 When in

Wezon 'tis gone, For another I hoan. a 1713 ELLWOOD
A-utobiog. (1714) 64, I had no Money .. nor ever honed
after it. 1734 RICHARDSON Grandison xxxv. (1812) I. 264
She brought a servant up with her.. who hones after the

country. 1883 C. F. SMITH in Trans. A mer. Philol. Soc. 50
Hone,' to

'

to pine or long for anything ',
is not yet obsolete

in the South, though perhaps rare. 1884 Harper's Mag.
Oct. 800/1

' I'm just honin' after food ',
is another example of

the Tennessee patois.

Hence Hcrning vbl. sb. and///, a.

1802 LAMB Car. Fragm. iv. Poems, Plays, etc. (1884) 203
What weeping, sighing, sorrowing, honing . . friends, rela-

tives. 1878 SEELEY Stein II. 505 When I had heard his

honing and moaning about Moscow.

Hone, z>. 3 [f. HONE sb?\ trans. To sharpen
on a hone. Hence Honed///, a., Koner.
1826 CARLYLE Marly Left. (1886) II. 349 Without aid from

any grinder or honer whatever. 1828 WEBSTER s.v., To
hone a razor. 1837 Fraser's Mag. XV. 576 A well-honed
knife. 1856 Leisure Hour V. 13/1 Honing and strapping
his stock of razors.

Hone in O hone : see OHONE, alas !

Honement, obs. form of OINEMENT, ointment.

Honer, honorable, obs. ff. HONOUR, -ABLE.

Honest (?'nest), a. Also 4-5 onest(e, 4-6
honeste. [a. OF. honeste (i2th c. in Littre),
mod.F. honnte (=It. onesfo, Sp., Pg. honesto},
ad. L. honestus honourable, respectable, decent,

fine, handsome, f. honos, -or, honor-, HONOUR.]
i

1

1. Of persons : Held in honour
; holding an

honourable position ; respectable. Obs.

^1325 Mttr. Horn. 160 A widou..com this Candelmesse
feste, And scho wald haf als wif honeste Hir messe. 13..
K. Alis. 158 Olimpias .. Wolde make a riche feste Of
knyghtis and ladies honeste. 1388 WYCLIF Ecchis. xi. 23
It is esy in the ijen of God, sudeynH to make onest a pore
man. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1471 A woman. .Onest & abill, &
Ecuba she hight. 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VIII 46 b, The
honest and sustanciall persons arrested or indited. 1624
CAPT. SMITH Virginia iv. in Houses, wherein Hue the
honester sort of people, as Farmers in England. 1687 A.
LOVELL tr. Thevenot's Trow. in. 57 He told me That that

Country is pleasant enough, and full of good honest People.
1692 Lond. Gaz. No. 2735/4 The Purchaser to take 2 honest

Men, and the Seller 2 more, for all such Goods.

"b. To make an honest woman of\ to marry (a

woman) after seduction, dial, or vulgar. (The
sense may have been associated with 3 b

'

chaste*.)
1629 EARLE Microcosm., Servingman (Arb.) 84 The best

worke he does is his marrying, for it makes an honest woman.
1749 FIELDING Tom Jones xv. viii, Miss Nancy was, in

Martigny. 1825 JAMIESON s.v., If he . . marries her, he
is said to

' make an honest woman of her ', i. e. he does all

in his power to cover her ignominy, and to restore her to

her place in society. 1887 Miss BRADDON Like fy Unlike
III. v. 64, I wish he had been free to make your sister an
honest woman.

C. As a vague epithet of appreciation or praise,

esp. as used in a patronizing way to an inferior.

(Cf. worthy?)
IS5I T. WILSON Logike (1580) 83, 1 had good chere in suche

a mannes house. Ergot he is an honest man. 1583 HOLLY-
BAND Camfo di Fior 309 Honest man, is this the way to

Bolonia? 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. in. i. 187 Your name
honest Gentleman? 1681 DRYDEN Abs. fy Achit. 508 These
were for laying honest David by, On principles of pure good
husbandry. 1709 Tatler No. 45 F 7 Let Mr. BickerstafF
alone (says one of the Honest Fellows), when he's in a good
Humour, he's as good Company as any Man in England.
1815 SCOTT Guy M. ix, Cannot he sing his sang.. like

Collector Snail, honest man, that never fashes ony body?
1846 BROCKETT (ed. 3) s. v., A Northern baronet, .chairman
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HONEST.
of quarter sessions, was accustomed, when he sentenced a

prisoner, to begin,
*

Now, my honest man, you have been

convicted of felony',

f 2. Of things, conditions, actions, etc. Obs.

a. Worthy of honour, honourable, commend-

able; bringing honour, creditable.

13.. Coerde L. 1773 Christmas is a time full honest ; Kyng
Richard it honoured with gret feste. 1340 Ayenb, 222 pet
stat of spoushod is zuo

holy
and suo honeste. c 1386

CHAUCER Merck. T. 780 In honeste wyse as longeth to

a knyght. 1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes 2 Alle

vertuouse and honest thynges. 1526 TINDALE Rom. xii. 17

Prouyde afore honde thynges honest in the sight of all men.

1533 BELLENDEN Lhy n. 153 Thare wes na batall mair
honest, than this last rehersit. 1548 HALL Chron.

^
Ediv. II ',

223 b, Kyng Henry, .founded a solempne schoole at Eton
.. an honest Colege of sad Priestes, with a greate nombre
of children. 1621 BURTON' Anat. Mel. \. i. 11. xi. (1651) 29
That respects onely things delectable and pleasant, this

honest. 1700 DRYDEN tr. Ovid's Met. xm. 408 Many a

manly wound All honest, all before. 1715-20 POPE Iliad
v. 312 Know, 'tis not honest in my soul to fear, Nor was
Tydides born to tremble here.

b. Free from disgrace or reproach ; respectable,
decent, seemly, befitting, becoming.
1340 Ayenb. 229 Loke be uram uoule wordes bet ne byeb

na3t honeste. c 1350 Leg. KoodCifyi) 76 To plant pa wandes
in honest place, Forto be keped honestly. And wirschipd als

bai war worthy, c 1440 Gesta Rom. xvii. 60 (Add. MS.) It

were more honest that I shuld have such a wyf, and my
felaw to have suche a wyf as I have. 1514 Test. Ebor.
(Suttees) V. 52, I will that, the day of my buryall, she maik
an honest dynner to my frendes and neybours. 1633 EARL
MANCH. Al Mondo (1636) 37 Honest sepulture is a blessing.

1653 WALTON Angler h. 44 Now lets go to an honest Ale-
house and sing Old Rose. 1674 PLAYFORD Skill Mus. I. 61

Corants, Sarabands, and Jigs, used for honest mirth and
delight at Feasts.

c. Decent or respectable in appearance ; with-
out blemish; comely, 'fair*; neat, tidy.
a 1300 Cursor M. 19850 (Cott.) AH maner crepand heist,

paa pat er noght tald honest, c 1340 Ibid. 6067 (Trin.)
A clene lomb pat is honest. 1388 WYCLIP Ruth iii. 3 Be
thou waischun and anoyntid, and be thou clothid with
onestere clothis. 1493 Festivall (W. de W. 1515) 31 The
people wolde . . clyppe theyr berdes & polle theyr heedes
& so make them honest ayenst eester day. 1526 TINDALE
i Cor. xii. 23 Apon those members of the body Which we
thynke lest honest put we most honestie on. c 1566 J. ALDAV
ir. Boaystuau's Tkeat. World R iv, [He] hath created the
chm . . after so honest a forme, and hath enriched it with
a bearde.

3. Of persons : Having honourable motives or

principles ; marked by uprightness or probity.

T" a. In early use in a wide sense : Of good
moral character, virtuous, upright, well-disposed.
1390 GOWER Conf. I. no A king wise and honest in alle

thing. Ibid. III. 136 So shulde he be the more honest To
whom god yaf so worthy a yifte, 1535 COVERDALE i Kings
i. 52 Yf he wil be an honest man, there shall not one heer
fall from him vpon the earth. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr.

Nicholas's Voy. i. xxii. 28 Beyng a good Pilot and a very
honest man. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 393 For the
credit of this honest and loyall . . societie. 1672 CAVE Prim.
Chr. i. i. (1673) 10 The honester and severer Romans were
ashamed on 't. 1702 Rows Tamerl. Ded., It were to be
wish'd . . that the World were honest to such a degree, and that
there were not that scandalous defect of common morality.

b. spec. Chaste, 'virtuous'; usually of a woman.
arch.
c 1400 Cato^s Mor. 57 in Cursor M. App. Iv. 1670 Fie to

take wife.,bot ho be honest, .ne halde hir for na druri if ho
be vnchest. 1428 E. E. Wills (1882) 79 The mariage of
onest and poure maidens. 1535 COVERDALE 2 Esdras xvi.

49 Like as an whore cnuyeth an"honest woman. 1598 SHAKS.

Merry W. iv. ii. 103 Wives may be merry, and yet honest
too. 1661 PEPYS Diary n Aug., Colonel Dillon, .comes to
church with them, which makes me think they are not
honest. 1669 SHADWELL R. Shepherdess \. i, You marry'd
me to keep me honest, did you? 1711 STEELE Spect. No.
118 F 2 The Maid is honest, and the Man dares not be
otherwise.

C. That deals fairly and uprightly in speech and
act ; sincere, truthful, candid ; that will not lie,

cheat, or steal. (The prevailing modern sense, the

'honest man' being the 'good citizen
1

, the law-

abiding man, as opposed to the rogue, thief, or

enemy of society.)
c 1400 Destr. Troy 48 Ouyde and othir bat onest were ay

. .Thes dampnet his dedys. c 1500 Doctr. Gd. Servannts in

Anc. Poet. Tracts (Percy Soc.) 8 Ye seruauntes .. Be ye
honest and dylygent. 1581 PETTIE Gvazzo's Civ. Conv. i.

(1586) 42 He, which plainly telleth the truth, sheweth him-
selfe to be an honest man. 1674 BREVINT Saul at Endor
282 The honestest Monks we know are sometimes tempted
to say strange things. 1734 POPE Ess. Man iv. 248 An
honest man's the noblest work of God. 1751 JOHNSON
Rambler No. 189 p 12 She. .was at last convinced that she
had been flattered, and that her glass was honester than her
maid. 1791

* G. GAMBADO' Ann. Horsem. iv, (1809) 83 A
dealer in Moorfields (who.. is no honester than he ought to

be). 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vii. II. 177 Though often
misled by prejudice and passion, he was emphatically an
honest man. 189? W. RALEIGH Style 125 The pillory and the
stocks are hardly educational agents, but they make it

easier for honest men to enjoy their own. ffroverb.
* When

thieves [or rogues] fall
put,

honest men come by their own."
d. Ingenuous; without disguise, open, frank, not

concealing one's real character (good or bad).
1634 FORD P. Warbeck n. i, Bless the young man ! Our

nation would be laugh'd at For honest souls through
Christendom. 1680 OTWAY Orphan 11. v, I am a doating
honest Slave. 1701 ROWE Amb. Step-Moth, i. i. 171 Dull
heavy things ! Whom Nature has left honest In nicer

frugality. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iv. I. 437 The honest
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ance of a hotel portier.
4. Of actions, feelings, etc.: Showing uprightness

or sincerity of character or intention ; lair, straight-
forward

; free from fraud.
a 1300 Cursor M. 22914 Sant gregor gaf ansuer honest.

13.. K. A/is. 4011 He no dude no treson. His dede n'as

bote honest. 1508 DUNBAR Gold. Targe 166 Leuefell

Company, and Honest Besynes. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II.

382 Their honest and reasonable excuses could not be heard.

1617 MORYSON Itin. n. 268 A quiet harvest that might arise

out of their own honest labour. 1658 BRAMHALL Consccr.

Bps. ix. 218 It is none of the honestest Pleas, Negare fac-

1848
very best and honestest feelings of the man came out in

bankrupt's estate.

b. Of money, gain, etc. : Gained or earned by
fair means,without cheating or stealing ; legitimate.
[1676 WVCHERLEY PI. Dealer in. Wks. (Rtldg.) 125/2 You

must call usury and extortion God's blessing, or the honest

turning of the penny.] tfT.J$mowNtrtfrtm/tAm*ttm.
Ser.

<$ Com. 25 Some call Trade, Honest Gain, and . . have
lacker'd it with the Name of Godliness. 1825 MRS. CAMERON
Houlston Tracts I. 10 (title} An Honest Penny is worth
a Silver Shilling. 1873 Slang Diet. 194 Instructions to earn

an honest shilling. 1887 JESSOPP Arcady vii. 216 He turns

an honest penny by horse hire.

C. Of a thing : Not seeming other than it is ;

genuine, unadulterated, unsophisticated.
1598 SHAKS. Merry W. iv. \\. 126 Behold what honest

cloathes you send forth to bleaching. 1674 tr. Martinicrcs

Voy. N. Countries 31 We were glad to betake ourselves to

the provisions we had brought.. which was honest Bisket

and salt Beef. 1812 CRABBE T. in Verse xiv, His Conscience
never checks him when he swears The fat he sells is honest
fat of bears. 1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 307/2 The honest mouth
of a three-year old horse should be thus formed [etc.J. 1884
CHILD Ballads \\. xxxvii. 322/2 Bringing some honest bread
and wine with her.

5. as adv. Honestly; or (poet.} in comb, with

another adj. , expressing union of the two qualities
denoted.
a 1592 GREENE Jos. fJ't n. i,

Yet would I, might I choose,
be honest-poor. 1596 SHAKS. Merch. . in. iv. 46 As
I have euer found thee honest true. 1654 GAYTON Pleas.
Notes iv. i. 176 And why slay him, if that he honest meant?

".

"
leg. Nee

honester made.
1671 F. PHILLIPS Reg. Necess. 330 Wares and Commodities,

6. Comb., as honest-hearted', -looking, -minded,
-natured adjs.
1599 SANDYS Eurofix Spec. (1637) 206 An honest-hearted

desire, but no probable dessein. 1600 HAKLUYT Voy. III.

174 (R.) Worshipful, honest-minded, and well disposed
merchants. 1607 SHAKS. Timonv. i. 89 My honest Natur'd
friends. 1783 BURNS Song,

' Myfather -was afarmer' ix,
! A cheerful honest-hearted clown. 1895 J. SMITH Perman.

Mess. Exod. xix. 304 Jethro brings in his honest-hearted-
ness. 1897 Mag. ofArt Sept. 251 Honest-looking enough.

t Honest, v* Obs. [ad. 'L. honest-are to honour,

dignify, adorn, embellish, f. honest-us HONEST.
Cf. obs. F. honester.}
1. trans. To confer honour upon ;

to honour.

1382 WVCLIF Ecclus. xi. 23 Li3t is forsothe in the e$en of

God, sodeynly to honesten [1388 to make onest ; Vulg.
honestare\ the pore, (11575 ABP. PARKER Corr. (Par-
ker Soc.) 411 For his more estimation I have honested him
with a room in the arches. 1609 B. JONSON Sil. Worn. i. iv,

You have very much honested my lodging with your pre-
sence, a 1613 OVERBURY A Wife (1638) 279 To honest it

with the tittle of clemency.
2. To cause to appear honest or honourable ; to

justify, defend, excuse.
1602 WARNER Alb. Eng. Epit, (1612) 396 It stood him

vpon to honest his actions. 1651 CHARLESTON Efih. <$ Cimm.
Matrons n. Pref., That learned and pious Divine ; who
was willing to honest the poor womans lapse. 1654 H.
L'ESTRANGE Chas. I (1655) 186 Specious pretences they
wanted not to honest, to Justine the enterprise .

3. To ' make an honest woman of
'

: see HONEST
a. i b.

1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xii, (1632) 717 Honested by
lawfull matrimony, a 1652 BROME Cov. Card. v. iii, I ask
no further satisfaction of you, then to be honested by
marriage.

U 4, nonce-use, from the adj.

1669 SHADWELL R. Shepherdess i. i, You marry'd me to

keep me honest, did you 1 I'll honest you ;
I will go in-

stantly and meet 'em all three.

t Ho'nestate, v. Obs. rare , [f. L. honestdt-j

ppl. stem of honestdre \ see prec.]
* To honour

*

(Cockeram 1623).

t Honesta'tion. Obs. rare-1
, [f. L. type

*honestation-em, f. honest-are to HONEST.] The
action of making honourable; something that does

honour to one ; an honourable quality or attribute.

1648 W. MONTAGUE Devout Ess. i. x. 6. 118 By which
virtuous qualities and honestations they have been more

happy than others in their applications to move the mindes
of men.

t Hone'Stete. Obs. Alsoonestete(e. [a. OF.
honestete (mod.F. honn&tetf* Pr. konestetat, Sp.
honestidad, Pg. honestidade) : Com. Rom. type
*honestitat-em, for L. honestat-em.] =- HONESTY.
c 1315 SHOREHAM 69 Jet scholdy nau;t Honestete sojwene.

HONESTY.

1340 Ayenb. 53 pe uerste libbej> be be ulesse, pe ober be his

ioliuete..be uerbe be his onestete, 1377 LANGL. P. PI.

B. xv. 90 As holynesse and honestete [r
(
. r. honeste] oute

of holicherche spredeth. ("1386 CHAUCER Clerk's T. 366
Wedded with fortunat honestetee.

t Hone'stify, v. Obs. nonce-iud. [f. L, honest-

its honest + -rv.J trans. = HONEST v. 3.
<i 1652 BROME Mad Couple v. ii

f
I'le marry, and honesttfie

her.

Honestly (p'nestli), adv. [f. HONEST a. +

-LY 2
.]

In an honest manner.

1 1. In an honourable or respectful manner,

honourably, worthily, respectably ;
in a seemly or

becoming manner ; decently. Obs.

degree was maked as a kynges. c 1400 MAUSDEV. (Roxb.)
vi. 20 He gers bam be keped honestly and wirschipfully.

1504 Bnry Wills (Camden) 104 Vf yt be so
y*_

I.. fall to

pouerte, and may not leue honestly. i$59 Ibid. 153 To
bringe my IxxUe honestly to the grounde. 1645 USSHER Body
Div. (1647) 275 Friends and Neighbours should see that his

body be honestly buried, and Funerals decently performed.
2. With honourable or upright conduct; esp.

without fraud or falsehood ; with honest intention

or by honest means ; sincerely, fairly, frankly,
without disguise.
1390 GOWER Conf. III. 342 For he hath first his love

founded Honestelich as for to wedde. 1428 E. E. Wills

(1882) 78 That he goueme hym goodly and onestly. 1526

Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 48 b, A man that hath a good
crafte wherby he myght lyue honestly. 1597 MORLEY
Introd. Mits. Ded., A nomber of honest poore men, who
Hue (and that honestly) vpon teaching. 1625 HART Anat.
Ur. H. ix. no He dealt honestlier then the Parson. 1735
BERKELEY Reasons not repl. to Walton 7, I can honestly

say, the more he explains, the more I am puzzled. 1738
SWIFT Pol. Conversat. 185, I came honestly by it. 1788
V. KNOX Winter Even. Ixxvi. <R.), The stripling is often

sent, .to the banks of the Ganges, there to heap up enormous
riches, honestly if he can ; but at all events to fulfil the

ultimate end of his mission. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2)

I. 09 He does not like honestly to confess that he is talking
nonsense.

t 3. Chastely,
(

virtuously '. Obs.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 705 Ellez bay most honestly ayper
ober welde. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 824 The
married Women live honestly. 1691 WOOD Ath. Oxon. II.

56 Whether the Females lived honestly, 'tis not for me to

dispute it.

Ho'nestness. rare. [f.
as prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being honest, t & Comeliness ; orna-

ment. Obs. b. Virtuousness ; honesty.
c 1420 Chron. Vilod. st. 569 Aboust pe tombe for honest-

nas, Hit was y-sowed. 1556 J. HEYVVOOD Sfider 4- F.
xxxix. 16 Honestnes is vertousnes, and woorshipfulnes.

Honesty (fnesti). Forms : 4-5 oneste, -ty,

4-6 honeste, 5-6 -tee, 5-7 -tie, 6 -tye, 6-

honesty. [a. OF. (h}oneste (i2th c. in Littre,

earlier (h}onestet It. onestcl, Sp. honestad> Pg. hen-

estat}, ad. L. honestas, -dtem, n. of quality f.

honestus HONEST, or ? honos honour.]
I. The quality of being honest

f L Honourable position or estate ; high rank
;

respectability. Obs.

1509 FISHER Fun. Serttt. Ctess Richmond Wks. (1876)

296 The straungers of honeste whiche . . resorteth for to

vysyte the souerayne must be consydered. 1520 Caxton's
Chron. Eng. in. 19/2 He [Daniel], .was made a man of

greate honeste.

t b. Honour conferred or done ; respect. Obs.

c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 151 He sent his sister

Tone with mykelle honeste. 1382 WYCLIF i Cor. xii. 23
The membris that ben vnhonest, han more honeste. c 1400
Destr. Troy 2861 }>e le!l gentils, pat Venus the worthy
worshippit for god, And most honouret of other with
oneste here. 1531 ELYOT Gov. i. xx, Refuse nat to doe me
that honestie in your presence, a 1553 UDALL Rovster D.
iv. iii. (Arb.) 63 More shame and harme. .Then all thy life

days thou canst do me honestie. 1613 J. DUNSTER in

Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. Ixxiv. 2 There is an honesty
which belongeth to the dead body of a man.

f c. Honour gained by action or conduct
; repu-

tation, credit, good name. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF Wisd. vii. n Vnnoumbrable honeste [is] by
the hondis of it. 1513 MORE Rich. Ill (1883) 56 Doctour
Shaa by his sermon loste hys honestie, and sone after his

life. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (V/. de W. 1531) 173 b, He hath
sclaundred me before many, & so I haue lost myne
honesty. 1548 UDALL Erasm. Par. (?) Pref. 15 Defence of

their owne poore honesties.

fd. concr. (collect.} Honourable or respectable

people. (Cf. the quality.} Obs. rare.

1563 ABP. PARKER Articles, That vseth.. delay to make
any accompte in the presence of the honestye in the parish.

1575 J. STILL Gamm. Gvrton iv. ii. in Hazl. Dodsley III.

228 If such a toy be used oft among the honesty, It may
[not] beseem a simple man of your and my degree.

f2. The quality of what is becoming or befit-

ting ; decency, decorum ;
comeliness. Obs.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce i. 548 Hys Eyu with his hand closit

he, For to dey with mar honeste. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839)
xx. 221 The ordynance. .ne the honestee ne the clennesse

is not so arrayed there, as it is here. 1538 STARKEY Eng-
land i. i. 2 [They] lyuyd lyke wylde bestys in the woodys,

wythout lawys and rulys of honesty. 1547 Homilies i. Gd.

Wks. in. (1859) 59 How their profession of chastity was

kept, it is more honesty to pass over in silence. 1652
NEEDHAM tr. Selden's Mare Cl. 36 For honestie sake, and
for the friendship which the Republick had with the hous
of Austria.



HONEWORT.
3. Honourable character.

fa. Formerly in a wide general sense, including
all kinds of moral excellence worthy of honour.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Cause. 5829 'A gude castelle' he says
'

kcpes he J?at his body kepes in honeste'. 1390 GOWER
Conf. III. 272 Nought only upon chastete, But upon alle

hpncste.
f 1430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.) 1856, I shal be glad

him forto see, Mi worship to kep^e with honestie. 1548 ,

UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Matt. ii. 26 Encreased in all

kynde of honestie, and heauenlye giftes. 16x1 B. JONSON
Catiline in. ii, Let not .'.wicked friendship force What
honesty and vertue cannot work.

fb. spec. Chastity; the honour or virtue of a

woman. 06s.
c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 1673 Hypsip., Why lyked me

thy yelow heer to see More then the boundes of myn
honestee. 4:1400 Destr. Troy 2965 Hit were sittyng for

sothe, & semly for women . . ouer all, )>ere onesty attell to

saue. 1573 J. SANFORD Hours Recreat. (1576) 158 A poore
manne proude, a woman without honestie. 1621 BURTON
Anat. Mel. m. in. n. i. (1651) 612 It was commonly

Kractised
in Diana's temple, for women to go barefoot over

ot coals to try their honesties. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT
Tra,v. 52 A Venus ilike in honestie, though not in beau tie),

f C. Generosity, liberality, hospitality. Obs.
c 1400 Cattfs Mor. 152 in Cursor M. App. iv. 1671 f>at bou

has gitin to be, vse hit in honeste & be no3t calde nixing.

1551 RECORDE Cast. Knowl. (1556) 138 A manne not onlye
of greate learning, but also of as great honesty in seekinge
to profits all men by his trauaill. 1607 SHAKS. Timon HI.

i. 29 A Noble Gentleman 'tis, if he would not keep so good
a house, .euery man has his fault, and honesty is his.

d. Uprightness of disposition and conduct
;

integrity, truthfulness, straightforwardness : the

quality opposed to lying, cheating, or stealing.

(The prevailing modern sense.)

1579 LYLY Euphues (Arb.) 197 Yet hath he shown him-
self as far from honestie, as he is from age, and as full of

craft, as he is of courage. 1599 SANDYS Europx Spec. (1632)
102 Our grosse conceipts, who think honestie the best

pplicie.
1601 SHAKS. Jul, C. n. i. 127 What other Oath,

Then Honesty to Honesty ingag'd, That this shall be, or we
will fall for it. 1657 R. LIGON Barbadoes (1673) 121 The
Saylers will as certainly take it, as you trust it to their

honesties. 1737 DE FOE Syst. Magic \. \. (1840) 18 Honesty
shall be praised and starved, .to be high and great, is to be
wise and good. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vii. II. 221

Either of the two suppositions was fatal to the King's
character for honesty.

e. transf. of things : cf. HONEST a. 4 c.

1842 BISCHOFK Woollen Manuf. (1862) II. 95 The German,
or rather the Polish cloth, cannot be depended upon for

j

honesty, in either the breadth or the length of the cloth.

II. 4. a. The popular name oiLunaria biennis,
a cruciferous plant with large purple (sometimes
white) flowers and flat round semi-transparent pods
(whence the name),commonlycultivated in gardens.
Also applied to other species of Lunaria.

1597 GERARDE Herbal n. cxvii. 378 We cal this herb in

English Pennic flower . . in Northfolk, Sattin, and white

Sattin, and among our women it is called Honestie. 1794
MARTYN Rousseau's Dot. H. 31 The second class contains
those whose seed vessel is a silicic . . as . . honesty. 1868
G. MACDONALD R. Falconer II. 44 Purple-black heartseases,
and thin-filmed silver pods of honesty. 1884 MILLER
Plant-n., Lunaria biennis, Bolbonac, Common Honesty.

b. (In full, Maidens Honesty.} A local name
of wild Clematis or Virgin's Bower (C. Vitalbd}.
1640 PARKINSON Theai. Bot. 384 The Italians call It

Vitalba. .and in English of most country people where it

groweth Honestie, a 1697 AUBREY Wilts. (R. Soc. MS.)
120 (Britten & H.) About Michaelmass all the hedges about
Thickwood., are as it were hung with maydens honesty:
which looks very fine. 1888 Berks. Gloss., Honesty, the
wild clematis is always so called.

t C. Small Honesty : an old name for various

species of Pink (Dianthus], Obs.

1576 LYTK Dodoens n. vii. 156 Called in Englishe by
diuers names, as Pynkes, Soppes in wine, feathered Gillpfers,
and small Honesties. 1597 GERARDE Herbal n. clxxiii. 478.

Honewort (hJu-nwzut). [See quot. 1633.] A
name for Corn Parsley (Petroselinum segetuni] ;

also erroneously extended to other umbelliferous

plants, as Sison Amotnum, Trinia "vulgaris, and

Cryptot&nia canadensis.

1633 JOHNSON Gerarde's Herbalioift OfCorne Parsley or
Honewort. .About the yeere 1625, I saw Mistriss Ursula

Leigh, .gather it in the wheate ershes about Mapledurham
. . who told me it was called Honewort, and that her
Mother . . taught her to use it .. for a swelling which shee
had m her left cheeke..This swelling her Mother called

by the name of a Hone; but asking whether such tumors
were in the said Isle [of Wight where the mother lived]
. .usually called Hones she could not tell. 1711 J. PETIVER
in Phil. Trans. XXVII. 382 Its lower Leaves like Hone-
wort, but deeper cut. 1879 BRITTEN & HOLLAND Plant-n.

Honey (hzrni), sb. (a.} Forms: a. i hunig,
hunees, 3 nuni}, 3-4 huni, (uni), 4-5 huny, (4

houny, 5 Sc. hwnie, -ny), 6-7 hurmy. 0. 4-7
honi, (5 ony, hoony), 4-8 hony, 5-6 honye, 5-
honey, (6-7 honie,honnie, honny). -y. Sc. and
north. 1~ hinny, -ie, -ey. [OE. httm'g OFris.

Awz^(mod.Fris. dial, hunig, -ing, huynig, honning,
'*)> OS. honeg, -i^-CMDu. honich, -inc, Du. honig,

ing, MLG. honnich, LG. honnig], OHG. honag,

honang (MHG. honec, -ic, -ich, G. honig}, ON.
hunang (OSw. kunagh, honag, Sw. homing, Da.

honning} : OTeut. *kuna(ri}go
m neut., not recorded

in Gothic, which has instead milip Gr. /AiT-.
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The forms are mainly graphic, in accordance
with the usual ME. writing oft? instead of before

n ; but there may have been a northern form *honi,
to which mod.Sc. hinnie goes back (like brither,

wither] through u, o, to 0.]

1. A sweet viscid fluid, of various shades from

nearly white to deep golden, being the nectar of

flowers collected and worked up for food by
certain insects, esp. the honey-bee.

cr83 I'esp, Psalter xviii. n [xix. 10] Swoetran ofer hunig
and biobread. c 893 K. ALFRED Oros. \. \. 23 J>aer [Est-

land] bi5 swyffe myeel hunij & fisc[n]aS. 1.1200 OKMIN
225 Itt wass huni? off be felo\ ; 1230 Halt Meid.y Ha
___ huni of bornes. 1*97 R. GLOUC. (1724) 43 Hony
mylk her ys muche. a 1300 Cursor J/. 21296 pe stile

o matheu, water it was .. And John horn suet als .suilk.

1394 P. PL Crede 726 Dranes dob nou^t but drynke^
vp be huny. 1422 tr. Secreta Secret. ,

Priv. Priv.

(E. E. T. S.) 247 Hole drynke makyd wyth Hoony. 1483

Cath.AngL igs/iTomake Huny, mellifactre. 1508 FISHKK

7 Pentt. Ps. cxxx. Wks. (1876) 227 O swete wordes, more
sweter than hony and suger. 1563 \ViN3ET Wks. (iSgoj II.

48 Quhais speche wes . . nocht wordis sa mekle as certane

hwnie. 1582 T. WATSON Centurie of Love xii. Poems
(Arb.) 48 Hunny mixt with gall. 1590 SPENSER F. Q.
11. iii. 24 Sweete wordes, like dropping honny, she did

shed. 1611 BIBLE Exod. iii. 8 A lande flowing with milke
and hony. 1626 BACON Sylva, 612 There be three things
in vse for Sweetnesse, Sugar, Honey, Manna. 1794 BURNS

My Tocher s the Jewel, It's a
1

for the hiney he'll cherish the

bee. 1838 THIRLWALL Greece xxxvii. V. 21 His body, im-

mersed in honey, was carried home for a royal burial.

b. With qualifications.
Honey of borax, Borax h. f a mixture of clarified

honey and borax, used as a remedy in aphthous diseases

(Hoblyn Diet. Med. Terms, 1844). t Corn h., Stone h.

(see quot. 1609). Clarified h., honey melted in a water-

bath and freed from scum. Clover h., Heather h.,

that gathered from these flowers respectively. tLive h.

(see quot. 1609). Unripe h. (see quot. 1884). Virgin h.,

White h,, honey that flows from the cells spontaneously
without pressure, being that made by bees that have not
swarmed. Wild h.f tWood h. that made by wild bees.

c xooo Ags. Gosft. Matt. iii. 4 Hys mete wees, .wudu-hunij.
c 1200 Tnn. Coll. Horn. 139 Moren and wilde uni was his

mete, c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 29 Do ber-to hwyte Hony
or Sugre. Ibid. 35 Take wyne & pouder Gyngere,
Candle, & a lytil claryfyid hony. 1526 TINDALE Matt.
iii. 4 Hys meate was. .wylde hony. 1607 TOPSELL Foitr-f.
Beasts (1658) 165 This powder with Hony-Attick, taketh

away the spots in the face. 1609 C. BUTLER Fern. Man.
(1634) 108 While it continueth liquid, and will run of it self,

it is called Live-honey : when it is turned white and hard. .

it is called Corn-honey, or Stone-honey, a 1648 DIGBV
Closet Ofen. (1677) 4 It is of three sorts, Virgin-honey,
Life-honey, and Stock-honey. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v.,

We have two kinds of honey, white and yellow. The white,
mel albumt called also virgin honey, trickles out spon-
taneously from the comb, by turning it up. 1884 Pins
Diet. Apicult. 73 Unripe Honey> honey from which the

water has not been sufficiently evaporated.

2. Applied to products of the nature of, or re-

sembling honey : esp. a. the nectar of flowers ;

b. a preparation consisting of the expressed juice
of dates or other fruit of palm trees.

1732 POPE Ess. Man n. 90 Taste the honey, and not
wound the flow'r. 1737 WHISTON Josephus* Wars Jews
iv. viii. 3 The better sort of them [palm trees], when they
are pressed, yield an excellent kind of honey. 1836 MAC-
GILLIVRAY tr. Humboldfs Trav, xxv, 387 This juice or

honey has an agreeable acid taste. 1855 TENNYSON Maud
i. iv. x, The honey of poison-flowers. 1883 V. STUART Egypt
271 The treacle which drains from the sugar is called black

honey, and is much used by the natives. 1885 GRAY Bot.
Text'bk. II. 451 The nectar .. is the sweetish liquid com-
monly called the '

honey
'

of the flower, secreted by certain

specialized organs known as nectar-glands.

3. (? Short for honey-cake^} Singing hinny ^
a

currant cake baked on a girdle, north.

ll 283
or rich girdle cakes.

4. fig. Sweetness.

1592 SHAKS. Rom.
<5- Jul. v. iii. 92 Death that hath

suckt the honey of thy breath. 1613 Hen. VIIft in. ii.

22 Matter. . that for euer marres The Hony ofhis Language.

1738 POPE Epil. Sat. i. 67 The Honey dropping from
Favonio's tongue. 1855 THACKERAY Newcotnes I. 216 Mrs.
Mack was not all honey. 1893 STEVENSON Cairiona 365
He said it with a serious heat of admiration that was honey
to the girl.

5. A term of endearment : Sweet one, sweet-

heart, darling. (Now chiefly Irish and, in form
hinnie

t hinny, Sc. and Northumbr.)
c 1350 Will. Palerne 1655 William . . seide,

' mi hony, mi
hert al hoi bou me makest'. c 1386 CHAUCER Miller's T.

431 Alisoun his hony deere. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems
Ixxv. 3 My hwny \v.r. bunny], my hart, my hoip, my
heill. c 1600 Timon n. i. (Shaks. Soc.) 24 My sparrow,
my hony, my duck, my cony. 1607 TOURNEUR Rev. Trag.
n. ii, Hunny, how's this? 1712 ARBUTHNOT John Bull in.

vi, Our affairs, Honey, are in a bad condition. 1749
FIELDING Tom Jones vn. vi, Follow her, boy, follow her ;

run in, run in, that's it, honeys. 1809-11 MAR. EDGEWORTH
Ennui viii. Wks. 1832-3 VI. 74 Have done being wild,

honey-dear, and be a credit to your family. 1818 SCOTT
Urt. Midi, xvi, Where did he change his clothes again,
hinny? a 1825 Song in Brockett s.v. Hinnty, Where best
thou been, maw canny hinny? 1832 MRS. TKOLLOPE Dom.
Mann. Amer. (1894) I. 140 My children .. she always
addressed by their Christian names, excepting when she
substituted the word '

honey'.
6. attrib. and Comb. a. Of, for, pertaining to,

HONEY.

or connected with honey; as honey bike, brake

(see BRAKE sb$ i), -cake, colour, -crock^ -cup,

drink) -harvest^ -knife, -wtod, -pore y -scale, -shop,

-time, wine, etc.

c 1460 Ttywneley Mysi. v. 4 The smell of my son is lykc To
a feld with flouris, or *hony bike. 1542 UDALL tr. Erasm.
Apofk. n8&lr[xig] Fair and smoothe speakyng. .Diogenes
customably vsed to call an *hony brake, or a snare of honey.
i7ioAoDisoN 7rt//<rrNo. 255 p 2 It was usual for the Priest
.. to feast upon the Sacrifice, nay the *Honey-Cake. 1853
HICKIE tr. Aristopk. (1872) II. 418, I will now knead you
a honey-cake. 16x1 FLORID, Melichlorone, a stone partly
yellow and partly of an *hony colour. 1596 SPENSER F. Q.
v. ii. 33 Like foolish flies about an *hony-crocke, 1833
TENNYSON Poems 70 Like to the dainty bird . . Draining
the *honeycups, a 1648 DIGBY Closet Open. (1669) 97 To
make *Honey drink. To two quarts of water take one

pound
of Honey, a 1700 DRYDEN Ovid (T.), Bees.,

bring Their ^honey-harvest home. 1843 Zoologist I. 28
An abundant honey-harvest. 1884 PHIN Diet. Apicutt.,
*
Honey-knife, i. A long thin knife used for separating the
combs from the sides of a box-hive. 2. A knife . . used
for cutting-off the caps of the honey-cells, a 1735 ARBUTH-
NOT Congress of Bees Misc. Wks. 1751 II. 141 The first

Foundation of their Work the skilful *Honey-Masters call

Commosis. 1845 LINDLEY Sea. Bot. iv. (1858) 26 Petals

numerous, small, with a *honey-pore at the back. 1831
DON Card. Diet. Gloss.,

*Honey-scales, the scales in flowers
which secrete honey. 1658 ROWLAND Monfet's Theat. Ins.

906 The Bees do frequently resort thither . . their nest or

*Honey-shop is not far off. 1552 HULOET, "Hony tyme
when it is rypely gathered.

b. objective and obj. gen. , as honey-dresser,

-farmer, -galherer, -hunter, -maker, -worker-,

honey - bearing, -dropping, -eating, -gathering,

-making, -secreting, -storing, -yielding, etc., sbs.

and adjs. Also HONEY-EATEU.
16x1 FLORIO, Melifero,. .*honie-bearing. 155* HULOET,

*Hony dressers, itiellisones. 1596 FITZ-GEFKHAY Sir F.
Drake (1881) 82 *Honie-dropping Aganippes fount. 1679
M. RUSDEN Further Discov. Bees 53 "*Hony-gathering being
past, the Bees have no more need of them [drones]. 1853
LYNCH Self-lmprov. ii. 40 The continued honey-gathering
of the bee. 1608 TOPSELL Serpents 68 There are none Idle,

although they be not all *Honny-makers, 1881 Encycl.
Brit. XII. 136/1 *Honey-secreting glands are to be met
with on the leaves.

C. parasynthetic, as honey-coloured, -hearted, etc.,

adjs. Also HONEY-LIPPED, -MOUTHED, etc. d.

similative, etc., as honey-brown, -dun, -pale, -tast-

ing) -yellow ; honey-like adjs. Also HONEY-SWEET.
e. instrumental, as honey-bubbling, -flowing, -heavy,

-laden, -loaded, -steeped, -stored, etc., adjs.
1596 FITZ-GEFFRAY Sir F. Drake (1881) 89 Aganippes

*hony-bubling fountaine. 1879 BROWNING Ivan Ivanov. 62
The bush of *honey-coloured beard, aiooo Gutfilac 1276
in Exeter Bk., Wyrta jeblowene ''hunig-flowende. 1580
SIDNEY Arcadia i. Wks. 1725 I. 3 The honey-flowing speech
that breath doth carry. 1884 Miss GORDON-GUMMING in

Cent. Mag. XXVII. 920 *Honey-laden blossoms. 1698 J.
PETIVER in Phil. Trans. XX. 323 The bottom ofeach Flower
contains a *Hony-like Liquor. x6xx FLORIO, Melino, honie-

sweete, *honie-tasting. 1838 T. THOMSON Cttem. Org.
Bodies 524 It is *honey-yellow, transparent, brittle.

7. Special Combinations : honey-ant, an ant of

the genus Myrmecocystus, the workers of which in

summer have the abdomen distended with honey,
which the others feed upon when food becomes
scarce ; ^ honey-apple, (a) in OE., a lozenge or

pastille containing honey ; () tr. L. melimelum,
Gr. iMA//ajA0r,

* a sweet-apple, an apple grafted
on a quince

J

(Liddell and Sc.) ; honey-badger =
HONEY-RATEL ; honey-bag, the enlargement of

the alimentary canal in which the bee carries its

honey ; honey-baaket, the corbiculum of the bee :

cf. quot. s.v. BASKET sb. f ; honey-bearer, a

honey-ant which stores up in its distensible abdomen
the honey collected by the workers ; f honey-
beer, ? mead ; honey-cell, a cell of a honey-
comb

; honey-creeper, a bird of the Neo-tropical

family Ccerebidx or Dacnididx ; honey-extractor
(see quots.) ; honey -fall = HONEY-DEW i

;
also

fig. ; f honey-fly = HONEY-BEE ; honey-gate
(see quot.) ; honey-gland, a gland secreting

honey, a nectary ; honey-holder = honey-bearer ;

honey-kite = HONEY-BUZZARD ; honey-man, a

man who sells honey or has charge of bees ;

honey-mark = honey-spot ; honey-moth, the

honeycomb moth ; t honey-people, fanci-

fully applied to honey-bees ; t honey-rore
HONEY-DEW 2; honey-soap (see quot.); fhoney-
sop, a sop made with honey ; also, a term of

endearment
; f honey-spot, a mole on the flesh ;

honey-stomach = honey-bag; honey-sucker,
one that sucks honey; spec, applied to birds of

the family Meliphagidx, and popularly to various

other small birds, as the Carebidx, Nectariniidx

(sun-birds), etc. : cf. HONEY-EATER ; f honey-
tear (OE. hunigtear, ME. hunitiar, -ter), virgin

honey, nectar
;
sweet wine ; honey-tube, one of

the two setiform tubes on the upper side of the

abdomen of an aphis, which secrete a sweet fluid ;

honey-water, water with honey dissolved in it ;

honey-week (nonce-wd.}, a honeymoon lasting

only a week j (* honey-wooled a., having wool
16-a
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of a honey colour ; honey-words, words of

sweetness, honeyed words : cf. B.

i88a PROCTOR Nature Stud. 27 The *honey-ants are a

nocturnal species. 1894 Westm. Gaz. 27 Feb. 1/3 Our
human specialists are never quite so utterly sacrificed to

their kind as the honey-ants, a 700 Epinal Gloss. 830

Pastellas, *hunaeraepl. a xooo Ags. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker

279/25 Passtellus t hunis^ppel. 1678 LITTLETON Lat. Diet.,

A honey-apple, melimelnm. 1884 J. S. KISGSLEY Stand.

Nat. Hist. V. 392 The ratels or *noney badgers . . surpass
the skunk in burrowing activity. 1590 SHAKS. Mids, .V.

in. i. 171 The *honie-bags steale from the humble Bees.

1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1862) II. iv. xi. 518 The ..

honey-bag . . when filled, appears like an oblong bladder.

i88a PROCTOR Nature Stud. 26 This species [honey-ants]
. .possesses, apparently at least, a fourth caste, that of the

*honey-bearers, whose abdomen is distended till it is almost

spherical. 1731 MEDLEY Kolben's Cape G. Hope II. 57

They owe not their healths a little to the simplicity of their

drink, which is only water, milk, and *honey-beer. 1885

J. S. KINGSLEY Stand. Nat. Hist. IV. 540 The *honey-
creepers in the New World 'represent

*
the sun-birds. 1884

PHIN Diet. Apicult. t
*
Honey-extractor, a machine by

means of which the honey is thrown out of the cells by
centrifugal force. 1597^8 BP. HALL Sat. in. i. 16 They
lickt oake leaues besprint with *hony fall. 1855 Wkitby
Gbs$.t Honey/all^ a befalment of good things. 'They have
had a brave honeyfall lately.' 1483 CAXTON Cato D ij b,

The poure man had in hys gardyn many *hony flees or

bees. 1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. vii. 591 Prince and

People, nse, And run to School among the Hony-Flies.
a 1700 in Palgrave Gold. Treat. (18631 73 The care-

burthen'd honey-fly. 1884 PHIM Diet. Apicult, 44 Since
thick honey does not flow freely through the ordinary
faucet, beekeepers have adopted the *

molasses-gate
'

as it is

called. When used for honey it is properly called a *honey-
gate. 1874 LUBBOCK Wild Flowers iii. 54 The *honey-
glands are . . situated in pairs at the base of the petals.

1894 Westm. Gaz. 27 Feb.i/3 The specialised *honey-hplders
are fed by the workers till they can contain no more without

danger of an explosion. 1883 Casselfs Nat. Hist. III. 290
The *Honey-Kite inhabits, .the greater part of Europe.
1552 HULOET, *Hony man, or seller of hony, vnellarins.

1836-48 B. D. WALSH Aristoph. t Knights ii. iv, Honeymen
besides, Prepared to join his banners, a 1803 Young Benjie
xii. in Child Ballads (1886) Ixxxvi. II. 282/2 'O how shall

Nat. Ser. i. (1869) 23 The mischievous honey moth has laid

her eggs in our combs. 1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. i.

HI. Furies 336 Never did the. .king Of *hony-people..Lead
to the field . . More busie buzzers. 163* VICARS tr. Virgil
(N.), He. .felt loves *honey-rore Soak in. 1878 H. BEASLEY
Druggist's Receipt Bk. (ed. 8) 239 The *honey soap usually

sold, consists of fine yellow soap perfumed with oil of
citronella. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixxv. 30 My *hwny
soppis, my sweit possodie. 1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Die.'.,

Caninast hony sops made of bread, hony and water. 1606

Wily Beguiled in Hazl. Dodsley IX. 269 Ha, my sweet

honey-sops ! how dost thou ? 1547 SALESBUKY Welsh Diet,,
Man geni) Mole, *hony spotte. 1050 Gloss, m Wr.-
Wulcker 370/37 Carerte, cerenes, oSSe *hunisteares. a 1175
Cott. Horn. 217 &\c word of him swete, al swa an huni tiar

felle upe ^uire hierte. a. 1340 Uretsun Ibid. 183 Ihesu
swete. .mi leof .. Min huniter. 1884 SCDGWICK tr. Claus*
Zool. 569 Many of them [Apkidae] possess, on the dorsal

surface ofthe antepenultimate segment, two
*

*honey tubes ',

from which is secreted a sweet fluid the honey dew
which is eagerly sought for by ants. 1597 A. M. tr. Guil-
lemeaiis Fr. Ckirurg. 23 b/2 He must washe his mouthe
with *honye-water, to the purifyinge of the dissease. 1793
NELSON 5 Feb. in Nicolas Disp. (1845)

I. 292 To tell her
where honey-water is sold in Norwich. 1833 T. HOOK
Widow <$ Marquess x. (1842) 143 The happy couple left

town . . to pass the *honey week for they had not time
to make a moon of it. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts

598 Their best sheep . . near the Alpes, they are gray or

*hony-wolled. 1595 BARNFIELD Cassandra xxi. in Poems
(Arb.) 70 Scarce were these *honywords breath'd from her

lips. 1818 KEATS Endym. in. 420 Tears, and smiles, and
honey-words.

b. In names of plants and fruits : honey-apple
(see 7) ; honey-balm, a labiate plant, Melittis

MetissophyHum ; honey-berry, the sweet berry
of a West Indian tree, Mdicocca bijuga ; also,

that of the Nettle-tree of Southern Europe, Celtis

australis ; honey-blob (ninny-) Sc., a sweet

yellow gooseberry; honey-bloom, the Fly-trap
of North America, Apocynunt androsxmifo-
Hum\ honey-bottle (heal], the bloom of Erica

Tetralix\ honey-bread, the Carob (Ceratottia

Siliqud} ; honey-cherry, a sweet variety of

cherry ; honey-garlic, a name of Alliunt sicuhun

(Nectaroscorduni] ; honey-locust, name of the

thorny leguminous trees of the North American

genus Gleditsckia, esp. G. triacanthos ; also applied
to the mesquit, Prosopis juliflora, a similar tree

found in the South-western States ; honey-lotus,
a local name of the White Melilot, Melilotus alba ;

t honey-meal [tr. L. mclimelum~\ =
hotiey-appic b.

(see 7) ; honey-meaquit, Prosopisjuliflora (see

honey-locust} ; honey-pear, a sweet variety of

pear; honey-plant, a plant yielding nectar; 'the

genus Hoya
'

(Miller) ; 'Melianthus ( Treas. Bot.} ;

in Tasmania, Rickea scoparia (Morris Austral

Eng.} ; honey-pod = honty-niesquit (Cent. Diet.);
honey-stalks sb. pi., applied by Shakspere to
the stalks or flowers of clover; honey-wood,
the Tasmanian tree Bedfordia salicitta (Morris).
See also HONEYSUCKLE, HOKETWOBT.
i88a J, SMITH Diet. Econ. Pl.

% *Honey-berry of Guiana

364

.. where it forms large forests. 1746 H. WALPOLE Lett.

(1820) I. 144 He stopped. -to buy *honey-b!obs, as the Scotch
call gooseberries. 1855 THACKERAY Xcwconies xxiii, Con-

fessing .. that she preferred it to the rasps and hinnyblobs
in her grandmama's garden. 1880 IEKFERIES Gt. Estate 6
Wild moor-like lands, beautiful with heaths and *honey-
bottle. 1757 A. COOPER Z>K/;Y/fr m. Hi. 11760) 221 The black
Heart Cherry, the common red Cherry, the black Cherry-, the

Merry or *Honey Cherry. 1884 MILLER Ftant-n., Necla-

roscerdum, *Honey-Garlic. 1788 Chambers' Cycl., 'Honey-
locust. i8ia BRACKENRIDGE I'ifws Louisiana (1814) 104
Beautiful woods of tall oak, walnut, mulberry, sassafras,

honey locust. 1611 COTGK., Pomme de paradis, an excel-

lent sweet apple .. some also call so our *Honnymeale, or
[

S. Johns apple. 1664 EVELYN Kal.Hort. 11729) 220 Apples
.. Pearmam, Pear-apple, Honey-meal. 1845 Statist. Ace. \

Scotl. IV. 60 The.. "honey pears which were produced in I

the orchard. 1880 JEFFEBIES Gt. Estate ii. 25 She watched
|

the bees busy at the sweet-scented '*honey-plant'. 1588
SHAKS. Til. A. iv. iv. 91 Words more sweet, and yet more

j

dangerous Then baites to fish, or *hony stalkes to sheepe.

B.
adj. [from the attrib. use in 7, and fig. senses

4 and 5.]

L Resembling, or of the nature of, honey ; sweet,

honeyed ; lovable, dear. lit. and fig.
c 1450 LYDG. Secrees 378 Oinerus with the hony mouth.

c 1572 GASCOIGNE Fruifes Warrc (1831) 210 Rethorike that

hoonnie harmelesse arte. 1592 SHAKS. Ven. fy Ad. 16 A
thousand honie secrets shalt thou know. 1596 i Hen. IV,
I. ii. 179 Mygood sweet Hony Lord, ride with vs tomorrow.

1609 B. JONSON Case is altered v. iv, My most honey gold !

1631 WEEVER Anc. FUH. Mon. 20 And to bring you this

honie example, a 1700 DRYDEN (J.), Why, honey bird,

I bought him on purpose for thee. c 1822 BEDDOES Poems,
Pygmalion 162 As if sweet music's honiest heart did break !

2. Comb, {parasynthetic) : see A. 6 c.

. arch. [f. prec. sb.]

trans. To make sweet with or as with

honey ; to sweeten, dulcify, lit. andyf^. Obs.

13. . A ugustin. 496 in Horstmann Alteng. Leg. (1878) I.

70 Wi^i hony of heuene ihonied swete. c 1450 LYDG. Secrees

882 Sugryd galle honyed with Collusyoun. 1622 T. SCOTT

Bflg. Pismire 49 The brimme whereof shee hath cunningly
hunnied with faire pretences of seeming pietie. 1645
RUTHERFORD Tryalt, Tri. Faitk xv.(i84s) 164 The law of

God, honeyed with the love of Christ.

f 2. To address as '

honey ', to use endearing
terms to. Obs.
1602 MARSTON Antonio's Rev. I. i. Wks. 1856 I. 75 Canst

thou not hony me with fluent speach ? 1631 CHETTLE
Hoffman (N.), If he be no worse; that is doe worse, And
honey me in my death-stinging thoughts.

b. absol. or intr. To use honeyed or endearing
words ; to talk

fondly
or sweetly, arch, and U.S.

1602 SHAKS. Ham. lit. iv. 93 Honying and making loue

Ouer the nasty Stye. 1847 TENNYSON Princess Prol. 115
One Discuss'd his tutor, rough to common men But honey-
ing at the whisper of a lord. 1884 Bccket Prol., The
King came honeying about her.

t 3. trans. To coax, flatter, tickle, delight. Obs.

1604 MARSTON & WEBSTER Malcontent in. ii, p unpeer-
able 1 invention ! rare ! Thou god of policy ! it honeys
me. 1605 CHAPMAN, etc. Eastvj. Hoe in. ii. D iv b, Was
euer Rascall honnied so with poison ? 1622 FLETCHER Sp.
Curate iv. ii, I am honyed with the project.

Honey-bear.
1. A small quadruped, somewhat larger than a

polecat, the potto or kinkajou, Cercoleftes caudi-

volvulus, a native of tropical America.

1838 SWAINSON Anim. in Menag. 77 Baron Humboldt
affirms that it [the Potto] makes use of its long tongue to

suck honey, and hence is a great destroyer of the nests of
bees : this habit has procured for it. .the name ofthe Honey
Bear. 1883 LADY BRASSEY The Trades 452 From Colon
one of the officers had brought back a honey-bear an in-

telligent brute, about the size of a mongoose.
2. The sloth-bear, Melursus labiatus, of India.

1875 Encycl. Brit. III. 462/1 There is but one species, the
Slotn or Honey Bear. .It inhabits the mountainous regions
of India. 1880 A. R. WALLACE 1st. Life iii. 44 The great
features of the Oriental region are, the long-armed apes,
the orang-utans, the tiger, the sun-bears and honey-bears.

Honey-bee. A bee that gathers and stores

honey, esp. the common hive-bee.
c is/66 J. ALDAY tr. Boaystuau's Theat. World N iv b,

Athenor writeth that honie Bees and other flies chased out
of a towne all the inhabitantes thereof. 1614 RALEIGH
Hist. World\. (1634) 75 Some affirme that hee (Jupiter) was
fed by Horn-Bees. 1683 GERBIER Counsel F v b, Your
Honey-bee-like disposition. 1835W. IRVING Tour Prairies
62 Some of the ancient settlers . . pretend to give the very
year when the honey bee first crossed the Mississippi.

Ho'ney-bird.
f 1. A fanciful name for a bee. Obs.

1605 SYLVESTER Du Bartas II. iii. iv. Captaittes 1143

Quails [have] but One Chief, the Hony-birds but One, One
Master-Bee.

2. A bird that feeds on honey or the nectar of

flowers, as those of the family Mtliphagidse. Cf.

HONEY-EATER, -SUCKEB.

1870 WILSON Austral. Songs 99 Honey-birds loitered to

suck at the wattle. 1898 MORRIS A ustralEng. s.v. Honey.
eater. The whole series are sometimes called Honey-birds.
3. = HONEY-GUIDE i .

1850 R. G. GUMMING Hunter's Life S. Afr. (ed. 2) I. 41,
I saw to-day for the first time the honey-bird. This extra-

ordinary little bird.. will invariably lead a person following
it to a wild-bees' nest. 1893 SELOL'S Trav. S. E. Afr. 455
Two of our Kafirs . . had gone in pursuit of a honey-bird.

Honey-buzzard. A bird of prey of the genus
Pernis, esp. the European species P. apivorus,
which feeds chiefly on the larvse of bees and wasps.

HONEYCOMB.
1674 RAY Words, Eng. 'Birds 82 The Honey-Buzzard :

Buteo apivorus. 1766 PENNANT Zool. (1768) I. 146 As he

[Mr. Willughby] found the combs of wasps in the nest, he

gave this species the name of the honey buzzard. 1883
Cassclts Nat. Hist. III. 289 Crows and Rooks mob the

Honey-Buzzard with almost the same eagerness as they
chase the Eagle-Uwl.

Honeycomb (ho'nikoum), si. Forms : see

HONEY and COMB. [OE. huni^camb, f. huni^
HONEY + camb COMB s/>. 1

(sense 8).]
1. A structure of wax containing two series of

hexagonal cells separated by thin partitions, formed

by bees for the reception of honey and their eggs.
The shape and arrangement of the cells secures the greatest

possible economy at once of space and of material.

a 1050 Liber Scintil. x. (1889) 50 Sawl ^efylled trytt

hunijcamb [fauum\. c 1275 Pass. Our Lord 616 in O. E.
Misc. 54 Hi hym. -brouhten of cne visse ibred And ek enne

huny-comb. a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xviii. ii Swetter
abouen huny and huny kambe. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 245/1

Hony coom, . ./aims. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixxxii. 39
Merchandis . . hamperit in ane hony came. 1577 B. GOOGE
Heresbach's Husb. iv. (1586) 191 b, Blewe knoppes, or tuftes,

like Honicoames. 1651 HOBBES Leviatk. in. xxxvi. 230
The fault that lonathan had committed, in eating a honey-
comb. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) VIII. 100 The
honeycomb of the bee is edgeways with respect to the

hive, 1857 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. II. 314 Tea, eggs, brown
bread and honey-comb.
fig. c 1386 CHAUCER Melib. r 147 He seith that wordes bat
been spoken discreetly by ordinaunce been honycombes, for

they yeuen swetnesse to the soule. 1642 J. EATON (title)

The Honey-combe of Free Justification by Christ alone.

1842 TENNYSON E. Morris 26 Was he not A full-cell'd

honeycomb of eloquence Stored from all flowers?

t 2. A term of endeannent. Cf. HONEY 5. Obs.

c 1386 CHAUCER Miller's T. 512 What do ye, hony comb,
sweete Alisoun ? 1552 HULOKT, Darlynge, a wanton tern.e

..as be these : honycombe, pyggisnye, swetehert, trueloue.

3. A cavernous flaw in metal work, esp. in guns.
1530 PALSGR. 232/1 Honny combe, marcq. 1588 LUCAR

Cotloq. Arte Shooting App. 2 Whether or no any hony-
combes flawes or crackes are in the peece. 1706 PHILLIPS

(ed. Kersey), Honey-comb, a Flaw in the Metal of a Piece

of Ordnance. 1763 DEL PINO Sp. Diet., Escarabajos,. .

what gunners call honey-comb, that is, holes in the metal.

1828 J. M. SPEARMAN Brit. Gunner (ed. 2) 339 Efforts to

force the water through any honey-combs or flaws which
there may be in the bore. 1881 GREENER Gun 146 A scratch

or spot of honey-comb in the grooves renders the rifle com-

pletely useless for match-shooting.
4. The reticulum or second stomach of ruminants,

so called from the appearance of its inner surface.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Ruminant, The reticulum,
which we call the hony-comb. 1774 GOLDSMITH Nat. Hist
II. n. i. 1859 TODD Cycl. Aiiat. V. 302/2 The second

cavity, the honeycomb .. is so called from the appearance
of its mucous membrane.
6. Honeycomb work (see 6).

1838 H. G. KNIGHT Norm, in Sicily 276 The vault is

ornamented with the Moorish honeycomb. 1882 Daily Tel.

23 Nov., A large white quilt, real honeycomb.
6. attrib. and Comb. Of or pertaining to a honey-
comb ; like, or arranged in the form of, a honey-
comb ; having a surface hexagonally marked

;
as

honeycomb cell, decoration, flannel, ground, lime-

stonetornament,pattern, sponge, work., honeycomb
bag = sense 4 ; honeycomb coral, a coral of the

genus FAVOSITES; honeycomb moth, a tineid

moth of the genus Galleria which infests beehives ;

honeycomb ringworm, scall, species of the

disease FAVCS ; honeycomb stitch (see quot.) ;

honeycomb stomach = sense 4 ;
so honeycomb

tripe; honeycomb-stone, fossil honeycomb coral.

1865 Chambers' Encycl. VIII. 367 The stomach.. consists

of four distinct bags or cavities . . The second cavity is the

Honeycomb bag. 1873 DAWSON Earthy Man v. 91 The
Favosites or *honeycomb coral, presenting regular hexa-

gonal cells with transverse floors or tabulx. 1884 Advt.,

'Honeycomb Flannel .. for Petticoats and Skirts. 1721
MRS. BRADSHAW in Lett. Ctess Suffolk I. 75 There is one

[edging], of a honeycomb ground. _ 1813 BAKEWELL
Introd. Geol. (1815) 463 ""Honeycomb lime-stone, a name
which conveys a tolerably correct idea of its appearance.

1864-5 WOOD Homes without H. viii. (1868) 192 The last

of our burrowers is the "Honey-comb Moth belonging to

the genus Galleria. 1838 H. G. KNIGHT Norm, in Sicily

272 note. The "honeycomb ornament is common in the

alcoves, and vaulted apartments of the Arabians. 1882

CAULFEILU & SAWARD Diet. Needlework, *Honeycomo
Pattern, cast on any number of stitches that divide by six.

First row Knit. Second row Purl [etc.]. This completes
one Honeycomb. 1867 J. HOGG Microsc. n. i. 296 The
Favus fungus, .is commonly called the cupped ringworm or

honycomb scall. 1874 J. Pereira's Mat. Med. 1015

Turkey Sponge, ..the common variety is called 'honeycomb

sponge. 1882 CAULFEILD & SAWARD Diet. Needlework,

'Honeycomb Stitch, this stitch is used to draw together in

an ornamental pattern the gathers upon the neck and

sleeves of smock frocks, and also for all kinds of decorative

gathering. 1861 HULME tr. Mocjuin-Tandon n. I. 43 The
reticulum or 'honey-comb stomach. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl.

Supp., 'Honeycomb-Stone. 1874 T. HARDY Farfr. Madding
Crowd I. ix. 127 Snow-white smock-frocks, .marked on the

wrists, breasts, backs, and sleeves with "honeycomb-work.

1895 Jrnl. R. fnst. Brit. Archil. 14 Mar. 348 A richly

fretted ceiling of Arabian honeycomb-work.

Honeycomb, v . [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To fill like a honeycomb with cells,

cavities, or perforations ; to render cavernous,

hollow, or insubstantial in this way ; to undermine.

1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) VII. 67 If it had been

honey-combed by worms in the quarry. 1834 MEDWIN
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Angler in Wales I. 163, I have known tents, .completely
honeycombed in a very few weeks. 1860 AH Year Round
No. 78. 30 The drains may honeycomb the basement and
not remove the refuse passed into them.

b. intr* for pass. To become cavernous.

1851 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XII. 11. 382 Peat land is subject
to

'

honey-comb ', or contract when dried by frost.

2. fig. To penetrate through and through so as

to render hollow, rotten, etc. ; to undermine.
1855 H. ROGERS Ess. II. vii. 331 This great empire is

rotten; honey-combed as it were. 1875 M e L.AREN Sewn.
Ser. H. vii. 113 The small continuous vices, which root

underground and honeycomb the soul. 1878 BAYNE Pnrit.
Rev. xi. 477 His theory is here again honeycombed by his
own averments of fact.

b. absol.j and intr. for pass.
1868 LORD STRANGFORD Sel. Writings (1869) I. 338 The

very same man who has been honeycombing away at the. .

cranky old Ottoman empire. 1879 BARING-GOULD Germany
II. 179 Floating dogmas .. all imperceptibly, yet certainly,

honeycombing and melting away.
3. trans. To mark with a honeycomb pattern.
1888 Daily News_ 28 Nov. 7/6 Velveteens, plain, shaded,

and honeycombed, in light shades. 1889 Ibid. 21 Nov. 6/1
The bodice.s . . are honeycombed, after the most approved
fashion, across the chest and shoulders.

Hence Honeycombing vl>l. sb. and///, a.

1889 Daily News 21 Nov. 6/1 Liberty frocks, with their

many folds upon the chest, held in by honeycombing. 1893
E. H. BARKER Wand, by South. Waters 277 The honey-
combing action of water.

Honeycombed (hzrnikflumd), a. [f. prec. vb.

or sb. + -ED 1 or 2
.]

a. Having perforations, excava-

tions, or cavernous parts, like a honeycomb ; esp.

abounding in little cells, as cast metal when not
sound, b. Marked with a honeycomb-like pattern.
16*7 CAPT. SMITH Seamatfs Gram. xiv. 65 Honicombed,

is when shee is ill cast or ouermuch worne shee will bee
rugged within. 1676 WISEMAN Snt>g. (J.), A mariner having
discharged his gun, which was honeycombed, and loading
it suddenly again, the powder took fire. 1802 Med. Jrnl.
VIII. 471 The head of the tibia .. quite spongy or honey-
combed in its texture. 1806 Gazetteer Scotl. (ed. 2) s.v,

Greenock, Coarse-grained basaltic whin, intermixed with
honey-combed lava. 1897 ALLBUTT Syst, Med. III. 16 Its

free surface, owing to the movements of the heart, becomes
roughened in a peculiar manner, presenting a shaggy or
honey-combed appearance.

Ho*ney-dew.
1. A sweet sticky substance found on the leaves
and stems of trees and plants, held to be excreted

by aphides : formerly imagined to be in origin akin
to dew.

1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach's Husb. iv. (1586) i8ob, The
leaves, .bedewed with Hony . . In the morning, our common
people call it Manna, or Hony dewe, cleaving to the leaves
before the rising of the sunne. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. in. i.

112 Fresh teares Stood on her cheekes, as doth the honydew
Vpon a gathred Lillie almost withered. 1657 S. PURCHAS
Pol. Flying-Ins. 131 Pliny affirmed the Hony-dew to bee
either the sweat of the heaven, or the slaver or spittle of the

stars, or the moisture of the aire purging it self. 1789
G. WHITE Selborne Ixiv. (1875) 309 In the sultry season of

/ -j, j ....... ... i,.>uded by the apln
is popularly known as

'

honey-dew \

2. An ideally sweet or luscious substance
; often,

like dew, represented as falling : sometimes applied
to the nectar of flowers or to honey itself.
1608 TOPSELL Serpents 65 Their stomach . . wherein they

[bees], .keepe their Honny dew which they haue gathered.
1646 G. DANIEL Poems'Wks. 1878 I. 52 Sweet, as the Hony
deaw, which Hybla hath. 1695 BLACKMORE Pr. Arth. it.

347 Hony-Dews fall in delicious Showers. 1797 COLERIDGEKubla Khan 53. 1798 Anc. Mar. v. xxvi, The other
was a softer voice, As soft as honey-dew. 1871 B. TAYLOR
Faust (1875) I. xxii. 197 Little step and lofty leap Through
honey-dew and fragrance.
fig. x835 MBS. HEMANS Poems, Fount. OHiv., The

cool honey-dews of dreamless rest. 1878 SYMONDS Sonn.
M* Angela 2 On bitter honey-dews of tears.

3. A kind of tobacco sweetened with molasses.
1857 KINGSLEY Two Y. Ago viii, I say, how do you sell

honeydew? 1894 Daily News 12 Mar. 6/2, I took up a
paper containing 2 oz. of sunflaked honeydew.
So Ho-ney-dewed a., a. bedewed with honey;

b. covered with honey-dew.
1596 R. L[INCHE] Diella (1877) 34 Thy hony-dewed tongue

exceedes hir far in sweete discourse. 1798 SouTHCY/Vrwr,
Oak of Fathers> The bees o'er its honey-dew'd foliage
play'd. 1868 DARWIN Anim. <$ PI. II. xxv. 337 Horses . .

injured by eating mildewed and honeydewed vetches.

Ho'ney-drop.
1. A drop of honey : sometimes taken as a type

of what is sweet and delicious. Cf. honey-dew 2,

1600 FAIRFAX Tasso xv. xxxvi, The honeydrops from
hollow oaks distill. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. iv. i. 79. 1641
TRAPPE Theologia TJieologiae 359 The Promises are the

JAMES Agnes Sorrel (1860) I. 116 To sweeten the cup of
pain with the wild honey-drops of pleasure.
2. A mole on the skin. Cf. honey-mark, -spot,

s.v. HONEY sb. 7.
? a 1800 Bondsey $ Maisry v. m Child Ballads IV. Ixxxvl.

fi886) 283/1 Here she is, my sister Maisry, Wi' the hinny-
draps on her chin.

Ho'ney-ea'ter. An animal that feeds on

honey ; spec, a bird that feeds on honey or nectar :

HONEYSUCKEK. (In quot. 1731 = HONEY-GUIDE i .)

In Morris Austral English, 56 Australian species of

Honey-eaters arc named, e.g. Banded^ Black, Bridled,
Brown Honey-cater, etc.

1731 MEDLEY Kolben's Cape G. Hope II. 155 These Gnat-
snappers, or Honey-eaters are a sort of guides to the
Hottentots in the search of honey. 1862 WOOD lliustr.
Nat. Hist. II. 212 The true Honey-Eaters form a verynumerous group of birds. 1864-5 Homes without H.
xxv. (1868) 470 In Australia there is a large group of rather

pretty birds, popularly called Honey-eaters, because they
feed largely on the sweet juices of many flowers. 1882
PROCTOR Nature Stud, 26 Like many other ants, these little

honey-eaters are divided into different castes or classes.

1884 J. S. KINGSLEY Stand. Nat. Hist. V. 392 The ratels

belong to the genus Mellivora, the Honey Eaters.

Honeyed, honied (Vnid)>
- Forms as in

HONEY sb. ; also 5 hownyd. [f. HONEY sb. + -ED^.]
1. Abounding in or laden with honey ; sweetened

as with honey ; consisting of or containing honey.
ci374 CHAUCER Boeth. in. metr. H. 54 (Camb. MS.) Al

thowh J?at the pleynynge bysynesse of men yeueth hem
honyede drynkes and large metes. 1551 TURNER Herbal \,

H vj b, Wyne lyke vnto honyed wyne. 1601 HOLLAND
Pliny 1. 422 Of Hydromel and Oxymel (i. Honied water, and
Honied vineger). 1657 W. COLES Adam in Edeu Iviii, The
remedy is to drink honyed water. 1791 COWPER Odyss. vii.

139 The honied fig, and unctuous olive smooth. 1801 Med.
Jrul. V. 61 Diabetic urine . . marked by a saccharine or

honied taste. i8iz BYRON Ch. Har. n, Ixxxvii, Still his

honied wealth Hymettus yields. 1841-71 T. R. JONES Anim.
Kingd. (ed. 4) 329 Honeyed fluids from the flowers,

2. Jig. Sweet; sweet-sounding, dulce^mellifluous.

1435 MISYN Fire ofLove n. v. 79 pe sweitt honyd mynde
of Ihesu. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixvii. 17 With gall in

hart, and hwnyt hals, 1599 SHAKS. Hen. I/, I. i. 50 His
sweet and honyed Sentences. 1639 T. BRUGIS tr. Camus'1

Mor. Relat. 244 Whom we will call by the name of Mela,
for the honeyed sweetnesse oflier disposition, a 1839 FRAUD
Poems 11864) II- 35 1 Conviction hung On soft Persuasion's
honied tongue. 1852 M. ARNOLD Tristr. fy Iseult II. 47
Silken courtiers whispering honied nothings.
Hence Ho'neyedly adv., sweetly, in dulcet tones.

Ho'neyedness, sweetness as of honey.
1611 COTGR., Ettivrielleitre, sweetnesse, honiednesse. 1849

CLOUGH Dipsychns\\. vi. 46, 1 too.. Can speak, not honiedly,
of love and beauty, But sternly of a something much like

duty. 1887 MRS. C. READE Maid o' Mill I. xix. 286 *
I'll

beyour chaperon, if I may ', honeyedly.

Ho'ney-flower.
1. a. A flowering shrub of the Cape of Good
Hope, of the genus AJelianthus.

171* J. PETIVER in Phil. Trans. XXVII. 421 Great Cape
Honey-Flower. 1731 MEDLEY Kolbeti's Cape G. Hope II.

243 These Honey-flowers contain a great deal of sweet
juice. 1882 J. SMITH Diet. Econ. PL, Honey-flower, .. a
soft-wooded shrub . . The flowers are of a dark brown colour.

b. An Australian flower, Lambertiaformosa.
1802 BARRINGTON Hist. N. S. \Vales\\. 101 They returned

.. dreadfully exhausted, having existed chiefly by sucking
the wild honey-flower and shrubs. 1889 J. H. MAIDEN
Useful Native PI. A ustral. 37

*

Honey-flower
'

or '

honey-
suckle '. This plant is as well known to small boys about
Sydney as to birds and insects. [Named] on account of the

large quantity of a clear honey-like liquid the flowers contain.

c. A local name of the Bee Orchis.

1879 BRITTEN & HOLLAND Plant-n., Honey-flower (Kent).
2. gen. A flower yielding honey.
1887 J. SERVICE Dr. Duguid vi. 36 All sorts of honey,

flowers, marigolds, pansies, roses, clover.

t Ho'neyful, a. Obs. [f.
HONEY sb. + -FUL.]

Full of or abounding in honey or sweetness.
c 1340 HAM POLE Prose Tr. i This namees. .in my mouthe

honyfull swetnes. x6xo HEALEY St. Aug. Citie ofGod 685
Hony-fuII Calydna.

Honey-guide.
1. A small African bird of the genus Indicator
which guides men and animals to the nests of bees.

(Also honey-guide cuckoo.}
1786 Chambers' Cycl^ Cuculus indicator^ a species of

Mag. AH. 89 A remarkable oiru called the Honeyguide.
1843 Penny Cycl. XXVI. 59/2 The Honey-Guide Cuckoo.
1865 LIVINGSTONE Zambesi x. 209 The honey guide is an
extraordinary bird ; how is it that every member of its family
has learned, that all men, white or black, are fond of honey?
2. A marking in a flower, which serves to insects

as a guide to the position of the honey.
1879 LUBBOCK Sci. Lect. 6 The lines and bands by which

so many flowers are ornamented have reference to the posi-
tion of the honey ;. .these honey-guides are absent in night
flowers, where they of course would not show.

t Ho'neyish, a. Obs. rare. [f. HONEY sb. +
-ISH.] Somewhat honey-like.
1657 W. COLES Adam m Eden Ixvi, A sweet honeyish

moisture. 1693 BHANCARD Phys. Diet. 138/1 A honyish
kind of Substance.

Honeyless (hzrniles), a. Destitute of honey.
1601 SHAKS. 7/. C. v. i. 35 Your words, they rob the

Hibla Bees, And leaue them Hony-lesse. 1609 C. BUTLER
/>;. Mon. (1634) 134 Many Hives are left Honniless. 1874
LUBBOCK Wild^Flowcrsw. 68 The inner, honeyless stamens.

Honey-lipped (-lipt), a. = HONEY-MOUTHED.
1828 Blackw. Mag. XXIV. 705 He is . . as honey-lipped

as a bee-hive in spring. 1855 I. TAYLOR Restor. Belief
(i 856) 301^ Honey-lipped gentlemen . . who would gladly keep
entire a Theism patched with borrowings from the Gospels.

I Honey-month. Obs. [After HONEYMOON.]
The first month after marriage ;

the honeymoon.
1696 C. LESLIE Snake in Grass (1607) 31 In their Haste,

and in their Honey-Month while they were New-fangl'd.
1710 STEELE Tatler No. 192 r 2 Sometimes the Parties . .

grow cool in the very Honey Month.

Honeymoon (hynim/^n), sb.
* The first month

after marriage, when there is nothing but tender-

ness and pleasure
*

(Johnson) ; originally having
no reference to the period of a month, but com-

paring the mutual affection ofnewly-married persons
to the changing moon which is no sooner full than

it begins to wane
; now, usually, the holiday spent

together by a newly-married couple, before settling
down at home.
*$4& J* HEYWOOD Pro?/. (1867) 14 It was yet but hony

moone. 1553 HULOET, Hony mone, a terme prouerbially
applied to such as be newe maried, whiche wyll not fall out
at the fyrste, but thone loueth the other at the beginnynge

Comncopia (T.), And now their honey-moon, that late was
clear, Doth pale, obscure, and tenebrous appear. 1651 N.
BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. 11. xxxv, ^1739) 161 The first year
of her Marriage was Honey-moon with her ; she thought
nothing too dear for the King. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.,
HoHy-moon, applyed to those marryed persons that love
well at first, and decline in affection afterwards ; it is hony
now, but it will change as the Moon. [1693 Oxford Act 3
Brisk and Bonny, As Bridegroom's self, in Moon-uall'd-

Hony.] 1801 MAR. EDGEWORTH Out ofDebti.Wks. 1832-3
IV. 196 Mr. and Mrs. Ludgate went down in the hoy to

Margate, to spend the honeymoon in style. 1880 DIXON
lyiiuisorlll. ix. 89 They kept their honey-moon for a year.
attrib. 1865 TROLLOPE Beltoti Est. xxxii. 391 After their

honeymoon trip. 1882 Miss BRADDONyi//.^ya/II.vii. 134
It was a dreary departure for a honeymoon tour.

b. transf. The first warmth of newly established

friendly relations.

1580 LYLY Eiiphues (Arb.) 268 It being now but Honnie
Moone, I endeauoured to courte it with a grace. 1655
FULLER Ch. Hist. iv. H. 8 Kingdoms have their honey-
moon, when new Princes are married unto them. 1735-^
BOLINGBROKE On Parties 120 In the Honey-moon ofhis
Accession. 1795 BURKE Regie. Peace iv. Wks. IX. 87
Spain, in the honey-moon of her new servitude. 1867 GOLDW.
SMITH ThreeEng. Statesmen (1882) 7 The brief honeymoon
of the new king and his parliament.
Hence (nonce-zvds. t chiefly humorous) Ho'ney-
moo-nish a. ;

Ho iiey-moo'nlight, -moo'iishiue
;

Ho'ney-moo'n-struck a.

1741 H. WALPOLE Lett. H. Mann (1833) I. vii. 21 Quite
bridal together, quite honey-moonish, 1869 F. LOCKER-
LAMFSON in Ld. Tennyson Tennyson (i&gi) if. iii. 76 Lovers
. . steeped in honeymoonshine. 1872 HOWELLS Wedd. Journ.
(1884) 8 There was not a suspicion of honey-moonshine
about us. Ibid. 197, 1 wanted to Know, .whether you seemed
honey-moon-struck. 1888 Chicago Advance 16 May 371 The
effects . . are ascribed . . to the peculiar refractive power of

honey-moonlight.

Ho'neymoo:n, v. [f. prec. sb.] intr. To
spend the honeymoon.
1821 Miss MITFORD in L'Estrange/.^(i87o) II. 135 How

did I know but you were tourifying or honeymooning ? i88
T. JEKYLL Corr. 15 Dec. (1804) 190 The Speaker and his

bride . . are honeymooning at Hastings. 1891 MRS. CLIFFORD
Love Lett. Worldly Worn. 244 Some one offered us a

country seat to honeymoon in, but we declined.

Hence Ho-ueyiiioo uer
; Ho'iieymoo ningf vbl.

sb* and ///. a.

1861 HUGHES T%m Brown at Oxf. xlvii, As soon as I can

get his discharge, and he has done honeymooning, we
shall start. 1873 Daily News 25 Aug., Some miserable

honeymooner .. glad to get a reasonable being to talk to.

1873 M. COLLINS Miranda III. 227 A honeymooning couple.

Ho'ney-mouthed, a. Sweet or soft in speech :

often implying insincerity. (Cf. mealy-mouthed.}
1539 LATIMER Serm. <$ Rem. (Parker Soc.) 413, I like not

these honey-mouthed men, when I do see no acts nor deeds

according to their words. z6iz SHAKS. Wint. T. n. ii. 33
If I proue hony-mouth'd, let my tongue blister.

Ho-ney-pot.
1. A pot in which honey is stored, b. A recep-

tacle, of wax or other substance, in which many
species of wild bees store their honey. (Cent. Diet.}
1483 Cath. Angl. 192/1 An Huny pot or hony wesselle,

inellariuni. 1589 Pappe w. Hatcltet B ij b, The Martin-

mongers swarmd to a lecture, like beares to a honnie pot.

1694 DRYDEN Love Triumph, iv. i, Mind to have a lick at

the honey-pot yourself.

2. //. A children's game. Also attrib. in refer-

ence to the posture.
One of the players, called a honey-pot, sits with his hands

locked under his hams, while the
'

honey-merchants
'

lift

him by the arm-pits as handles, pretend to carry him to

market, and shake him, with the aim of making him let go
his hold. Also called in Scotland Jwney-pigs.
i8az Blackw. Mag. X. 36/2 Common games . . as the

Skipping-rope, and Honey-pots. 1854 H. MILLER Sck. #
Schm. (1858) 52 A game at marbles, or honey-pots, or hy-

spy. 1860 LADY CANNING in Hare 2 Noble Lives (1893) III.

1 10 It was an easy pass . , I could not resist a '

honey-pot
'

descent. 1X86 Daily Tel. loApr. 5/2 To squat low down on
his haunches, like a political 'honey-pot'.

Honey-ratel (hzrniir^tel). A name of the

ratel, from its fondness for honey.
1816 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. (1843) I. 238 The honey-rate!

. .has a particular instinct enabling it to discover bees. 1835
KIRBY Had. <y Inst. II. xxiii. 463 Bee cuckows. .indicating
to the honey-ratel..the subterranean nests of certain bees.

Ho-neysome, a. rare. [f. HONEY sb. + -SOME.]
Sweet, like honey.
1393 NASHE C/trisfs T. 64 Marke how sweete and honny-

some they are. 1877 BLACKMORE Cripps (1887) 348 He
should rather speak honeysome words.

Ho'ney-stone.
T 1. A stone said to have a sweet smell or taste.



HONEY-SUCK.

1567 MATLKI C,r. forest 15 The Melanite is a Stone,
which distilleth . .that iuice which is vcrie sweete and honie

like : wheribre it may well be called Melanite, as you
would say Honistone. 1659 TORRIANO, Melite, a kind of

yellow stone, which, broken and put into water, smelleth of

honey, called the sweet or Honey-stone.
2. A synonym of MELLITE, called by Werner,

1789, honigstein, from its colour.

1795 SCHMEISSER Min. I. 299 Honey stone, .was first dis-

covered by Mr. Werner. 1884 BAUEKMAS J/l,393 Honey
stone . .is a mellitate of aluminium.

Ho'ney-SUck. Now only local. Forms : I

huuissuge, hunisuge, -suce, 4-5 honysouke,
7- honey-suck. fOE. hunigsiige, -slice, f. /mnig
honey + siifan, siican to suck ; the ME. form

represents the second of these.]
L An earlier equivalent of the name HONEY-
SUCKLE (senses I and 2) : used with the same laxity
of application.
C75 Corpus Gloss. 1214 Ligustrttm, hunijsuge. anoo

Ags. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 298/23 Lugustrum, hunisuce.

14.. Voc. Ibid. 572/12 Cerifolium, honysouke. /bid.6ii/yt
Serpillum, peletur "veI honysouke. 1597 GERARDE Herbal
n. cccclxxvli. 1018 Medow Trefoile is called . . of some
Suckles, and Honisuckes. 1879 BRITTEN & HOLLAND
Plant-n., Honey-suck, (i) Flowers of Trifolium pratense.
. .(3) Lotticera Pcriclytnenum.

tb. = HONEYSUCKLE i b. Obs.

1388 WYCLIF Matt. iii. 4 His mete was honysoukis, and
hony of the wode. 14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 593/24 Locusta,
a honysouke.
f 2. Honey

' sucked' or gathered by bees. Obs.
1608 TOPSELL Serpents (1658) 645 Then they [Bees) flye

not far from their own homes, but sustain themselves with
their own Honey-suck already provided.

Ho'neysu'cker. An animal that feeds on

honey ; spec, applied to numerous small birds that

feed on honey and the nectar of flowers, esp. the

Mtliphagidx, also the Nectariniidse, Casrebiifa, etc.;
a nectar-bird ; a HONEY-EATER.
1771-84 COOK Voy. (1790) VI. 2034 There are four species

that seem to belong to the trochili, or honey-suckers of
Linnxus. 1837 SWAINSON Birds II. 144 The Meliphagidx,
or honeysuckers, are distinguished .. by their notched bill.

1883 G. ALLEN in Longm. Mag. July 308 Butterflies . . sail

further up mountain heights than the bees and other meadow
honeysuckers.

Honeysuckle (h-nisok'l). [ME. hunisuccle,
-soukil, app. extended from hunisuce, honysouke :

see HONEY-SUCK.]
1. A name for the flowers of clover, esp. the
common red clover ; also applied to other flowers

yielding honey. Obs. exc. dial.

c Jj6s Vac. Names PI. in Wr.-Wu!cker 558/15 Ligustrum,
i. triffoil, i. hunisuccles. 1387-8 T. USK Test. Love in. vi.

(Skeat) 1. 6 If thou shalt haue Honie soukels, thou leanest
the fruict of the soure Docke. c 1440 Promf. Parv. 245/1
Hony socle, afiago. 1530 PALSGR. 232/1 Honnysuckell,
lait Nostre Dame. 1603 OWEN Pembrokesh. (1891) 72 Fine
grasse full of the hearbe called Trifolium . . and of the
Countrie people honie suckles both white and red. 1616
BACON Sylva 496 Flowers that haue deepe Sockets, doe
gather in the Bottome a kinde of Honey ; As Honey-Suckles
(both the Woodbine and the Trifoilel. 1697 DRYDEN Virg,
Georg. iv. 87 Then Melfoil beat, and Honey-suckles pound,
With these alluring Savours strew the Ground. 1879
BRITTEN & HOLLAND Plani-n., Honeysuckle. .(2) Lotus
airniculatHS. Ches. .. (^Trifolium pratense. .. Mr. El-

worthy says that in Som. the name is restricted to the flowers
of T. pratense. (5) Rhinanthus Crista-galli.

t b. A rendering of L. locusla taken as the name
of some plant ; hence used by confusion where the
real sense was 'locust

'

(the insect). Obs.
c 1380 WYCLIP Sena. Sel. Wks. II. 5 Sum men seien bat

locusta is a litil beest good to etc. Sum men seien it is an
herbe bat gederitbhony upon him ; but it is licli bat it is an
herbe bat mai nurishe men, bat bei clepen hony soukil.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 159 Som leuej> onliche by
honysoukels \solis lociistis vivunt] i-dryed wib smoke o(>er
wib be sonne. 1430-40 LYDG. Bochas vii. (1554) 172 b,
Honisocles his moderate feedyng ..This blessed Baptist.
1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 370 b/i Takyng onelye for her
refeccion honysocles and locustes. 1493 Festivall (W. de
W. 1515) 106 [lohn the Baptist] sucked hony of floures that
be called honysocles that poore people gadereth and frye
theym in oyle to theyr mete.

2. The common name oiLonicera Periclymenum,
also called Woodbine, a climbing shrub with

fragrant yellowish trumpet-shaped flowers, frequent
in woods; thence extended to the whole genus.
Fly-honeysuckle, the species L. Xylosteum and L.
ciliata : see also 3. Trumpet or Coral Honey-
suckle, a North American species, /. sempervirens,
with evergreen foliage and scarlet flowers.

54* [see 4). JS6 TURNER Herbal n. 823, Wodbynde or
Honysuckle.. windeth it self about busshes. 1590 SHAKS.
.Wilts. N. iv. i. 47 So doth the woodbine, the sweet
Honisuckle, Gently entwist. aijit KEN Hytnnotheo Poet.
Wks. 172! III. 10 Sweet Honeysuckles round the Branches
twind. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s.v.. The Virginian
scarlet honey-suckle, called the trumpet honey-suckle. 1796
WITHERING Brit. PI. (ed. 3) II. 247 Lonicera Periclymenum,
. . Common Honeysuckle, Woodbine Honeysuckle. L.
Xylosteum, . .

Upright Honeysuckle. 1890 Chambers'
Encycl.V. 763 The Fly Honeysuckle. Lonicera Xylosteum,
is an erect shrub . . common in shrubberies.

b. The flower of the woodbine.
1573-80 BARET Ah: W 368 Woodbin that beareth the

Homesuckle. 1640 Sicily f, Naples (T.), A honey-suckle
The amorous woodbine's offspring.

366

3. Applied, with or without qualifying word, to

various shrubs or plants of other genera, in some

way resembling the common honeysuckle.
a. Applied in Australia to species of Batiksia, the flowers

of which contain a sweet honey-like liquid, eagerly sucked
out by the aborigines; also in N.S.Wales to the HONEY-
FLOWER, q.v.; in New Zealand to Knightia excelsa; in New
England to species of Columbine, esp. the native species

Aguilegia canadensis ; tn Jamaica to Passiflora. laurifolia.
b. Bush-honeysuckle, name for the shrubs of the genus
Dtervillfi) nearly allied to the common honeysuckle, natives
of N.America and Japan. DwarfHoneysuckle, a species
of Cornel, Cornus suecica > having berries like those of the

honeysuckle. False Honeysuckle, 'the genus Azalea'
(Miller Flant-n.). Fly-honeysuckle, a South African
shrub of the genus Halleria t N.O. Scrophttlariaceg] \ see also

2, and FLY si. 1 n b. French Honeysuckle, name given
to Hedysarum caronariunt, a native of Italy, a leguminous
plant, with flowers resembling those of the red clover (cf. i).

Ground Honeysuckle, a name for Bird's-foot Trefoil,
Lotus corniciflatns. Purple Honeysuckle, a name for

Rhododendron nudtflonttn {Azalea inidiflora). Red
Honeysuckle =French k.\ also a name for red clover

(see i). Virgin Mary's Honeysuckle, the Common
Lungwort, Puhnonaria officinalis. AVest Indian Honey-
suckle, Fecoma (Tecomaria) capensis and various species
ofDesmodinnt. White Honeysuckle, Rhododendron -vis-

cositin \Azalea it'scesa) \ also white clover (see i).

1592 GREENE Upst. Courtier Bij, A little dapper flowre,
like a grounde Hunnisuckle, called thrift. 1639 PARKINSON
ParaaisMS (16561 340 The red Sattin flower, although some
foolishly call it, the red or French Honysuckle. 1756 P.
BROWNE Jamaica 327 Passiflorafoliis o^'atis. . The Honey'
suckle, .cultivated in many parts of America for the sake of
its fruit : it is a climber. 1788 Chambers' Cycl. %

Halleria . .

is called by some gardeners the African fly-honeysuckle,
from its resemblance to the upright or fly-honeysuckle. 1794
MARTYN Rousseau^s Bat. xxv. 366 French Honeysuckle
which is distinguished . . by its jointed, prickly, naked,
straight legumes ; its pinnate leaves. 1796 WITHERING Brit.
PI. led. 3) II. 201 Cornus herbacea^ dwarf honeysuckle,
dwarf cornel. 1834 Ross Van Dienten's L. A nn. 125
(Morris A ustral Eng.} Some scattered honeysuckles, as they
are called. 1861 MRS. MEREDITH Over the Straits III. 78
A very singular and handsome species of Banksia (colonially
termed Honeysuckle). 1873 Card. Chron. 26 Apr. 579^5
Virgin Mary's Honeysuckle.
4. A figure or ornament somewhat resembling a

sprig or flower of honeysuckle : esp. in Arch.
1548 HALL Chron.^ Hen. VIII 58 b, The apparell . . was

blacke velvet, covered all over with braunches of hony
suckels of fyne flat gold. 1849 LAYARD Nineveh II. 294
We have .. in the earliest monuments of Nineveh, that

graceful ornament, commonly called the honeysuckle, which
was so extensively used in Greece. 1852-61 Archit. Pull.
See. Diet. VI. 27 Palmette...ln England, by some authors
and most workmen, the name Honeysuckle is given to it.. .

It is a small ornament, one of those called running orna-

ments, and appears to be a diminutive of the Palm.

5. The colour of the flowers of the common
honeysuckle : see quot.
1890 Daily News 20 Nov. 2/1 A rich, soft silk of the

colour known as '

honeysuckle ', being a combination of

pale pink and even paler yellow.

*f 6. fig. Applied to a person, as a term of praise
or endearment. (Cf. HONEY sb. 5.) Ob$.

1598 E. GILPIN Skial. (1878) 36 Who would not thinke
him perfect curtesie? Or the honny-suckle of humilitie?

1638 FORD Fancies n. ii, Yes, honeysuckle, and do as much
for them one day.

f 7. Honey
* sucked

'

or gathered by bees ;
=

HONEY-SUCK 2. Obs. rare 1
.

160^ WALKINGTON Opt. Glass vii. (1664) 81 Like an in-

dustrious Bee . . can gather such Honey-suckle from the
sweetest flowers.

8. attrib. and Comb., as honeysuckle arbour,
colour

; honeysuckle-apple, in New England, a

fungus, Exobasidium Azaleas, occurring on the

branches of Rhododendron nudiflontm {Azalea

nudiflord), and eaten by children (Cent. Diet?) ;

honeysuckle clover, honeysuckle grass, names
for white clover (Britten and H.) ; honeysuckle
ornament = sense 4; honeysuckle-tree, (a] the

common honeysuckle ; (b} name for various Aus-
tralian trees and shrubs of the genus Banksia ;

honeysuckle-trefoil, name for red clover.

1796 WITHERING Brit. PL (ed. 3) III. 652 Purple Trefoil,

Honeysuckle Trefoil, Cow Clover. 1851 MRS. MEREDITH
Home in Tasmania I. 164 (Morris) The honeysuckle-tree
(Battksia latifoiid). .the blossoms form cones, .the size and
shape of a large English teazel, and are of a greenish
yellow.. .The honeysuckle trees grow to about thirty feet in

height. i86a Chambers' Encycl. V. 621 The Honeysuckle
ornament, so much used in Ionic architecture, is one of the
features which indicate its eastern origin. 1893 Daily
Nrws 29 Sept. 6/2 Brocade of honeysuckle colours. 1893
Ibid. 14 Feb. 8/7 A Louis XIII dress in English-made
honeysuckle brocade.

Honeysuckled (h*nisk'ld), a.
[f. prec.+

-ED 2
.] Overgrown, or scented, with honeysuckle.

cx&is HOWELL Lett. (1655) I. xxiv. 36 Those Beams that
irradiat only, and guild your Honey-suckled fields. 1822
W. IRVING Braceb. Hall (1823) II. 167 Divided by honey-
suckled hedges into sheltered fields. 1825 R. P. WARD Tre-
maine III. v. 26 Having slept in a pure honey-suckled air.

Ho*ney-SWee:t, a. (sd.}. Sweet as honey:
often a term of endearment,
ciooo in Thorpe Anal. Anglo-Sax. 45 (Bosw.) Mid humj-

swettre brotan. 4:1386 CHAUCER Merck. T. 152 The lusty
lyf . .That is in manage hony sweete. 1575 G. HARVEY
Letter-bk. (Camden) qi Not sick After so hoonysweete
a licke. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, n. iii. i Honey sweet
Husband. 1633 FOBU *7Yf Pity \\. iv, Most dainty and

HONORANT.
honey-sweet mistress. 1865 M. ARNOLD fiss. Crit. vi. (1875^

238 Oh, honey-sweet Proserpine.
B. sb. Local name for the Meadowsweet (El-

worthy W. Somerset Word-bk^.
Ho'ney - tongued, a. Speaking sweetly,

softly, or winningly ;
mellifluous

; using honeyed
discourses.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 334 Pay him the dutic of

honie-tongued Boyet. 1598 F. MERES rallad. Tamia n.

281 b, The sweete wittie soule of Quid liues in mellifluous

and hony-tongued Shakespeare. 1861 J. RVJFFINI Dr. An-
tonio vi, I hate honey-tongued people.

Honeywort (hirniwjut). [See WOBT.]
1. The English name of the genus Cerinthe of

boraginaceous plants, cultivated in gardens, and
much frequented by bees for their honey.
1597 GERARDE Herbal n. cxlix. i. 431 Cerinthe or Honie

woort, riseth foorth of the grounde after the sowing of his

seede. 1668 WILKINS Real Char. n. iv. 3. 80. 1853
SINGLETON Virgil I. 188 Bruised balm, and honeywort's
humble herb. 1866 Treas. Bot. 257/1 Honeywort, an ap-
pellation due to the abundance of honey secreted by their

blossoms, which are much resorted to by bees.

2. Locally applied to Crosswort {Galium cruci-

atuni), from its strong sweet scent.

1863 MARC. FLUES Rambles Search Wild FI. (189;) 158.

3. attrib., as in HoneywortHawkweed, a book-

name for Hieracium cerinthoides.
1861 Miss PRATT Flower. PI. III. 215. 1884 MILLER

Plant-n., Honey-wort Hawkweed.

II Hong (Dfrj)- Also 8 haung. [ad. Chinese

hang row, rank.] In China, a series of rooms or

buildings used as a warehouse, factory, etc. ; spec,

(a) one of the foreign factories formerly maintained
at Canton; (b) the corporation of Chinese merchants
at Canton who (before the treaty of Nanking in

1842) had the monopoly oftradewith Europeans; (c)

a foreign trading establishment in China or Japan.
17*6 SHELVOCKE Voy. round World 45$7i\vi English have

no settled Factory at Canton, and are only permitted to

hire large Hongs, or Houses, near the water side. 1727
A. HAMILTON Ne^v Ace. E. Ind. II. 227 (Y.) \Vhen I arrived

at Canton the Hapoa ordered me lodgings, .in a Haung or

Inn belonging to one of his Merchants. 1797 SIR G.
STAUNTON Embassy China II. 565 (Y.) A Society of Hong,
or united merchants, who are answerable for one another,
both to the Government and to the foreign nations. 1836
J. F. DAVIS Chinese 1. iii. 87 (Stanf.) Some Hong merchants.

1844 H. H. WILSON Brit, India i. viii. I. 512 The Chinese
Government . . confined the trade . . to a certain number of
native merchants of Canton incorporated under the designa-
tion of Hong. 1888 A. J. LITTLE Thro' Yangtze Gorges
210 A hong, .consists of a series of lofty one-storied build-

ings, situated one behind the other, and separated by inter-

vening courtyards.

Hong(e, obs. inf. and pa. t. and pple. of HANG v.

Eonger, -ir, -ur, etc., obs. ff. HUNGER.
Honied : see HONEYED.
t Ho'nily, a. Obs. rare.

[f.
ME. honi, HONEY

sb. + -LY 1
.] Like honey ;

as of honey. Hence

Houily-like adv.

1435 MISYN Fire ofLove I. xxv. 55 With swettyst sound
of heuyn honily lyke pa synge. Ibid, xxviii. 60 Honily
swetnes.

Honily vh-nili), arfi>. rare. Like or as honey.
1871 R. ELLIS Catullus xcix. 2 Dear one, a kiss I stole ..

Sweet ambrosia, love, never as honily sweet.

t Honish, v. Obs. Forms : 4 honyse, ho-

nessche, hunysche, honysh; 5 pa. pple. honeat.

LOF.
honiss-, extended stem of honir (mod.F.

>), ad. OHG. hSnett (mod.Ger. hb'hncri) to

scoff at, scorn.] trans. To bring to disgrace or

ruin ;
to dishonour, insult ; to destroy, put an end to.

13. . E. E.Allit. P. B. 506 He . . harde honysez bise ober & of

his erde flemez. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. xi. 48 Honesschen
him as an hound, and hoten him go bennes ! a 1400-50
Alexander 3004 Hys hors it honyshyd for euer. Ibid. 3791
Sum in baire harnais for hete was honest for euire.

Honk (h^rjk), sb. U.S. and Canada. [Echoic.]
The cry of the wild goose. Hence Honk v. intr., to

utter this cry ; Ho-nker, a name for the wild goose.
1854 THOREAU Walden xiii. (1886) 247 The faint honk or

quack of their leader. Ibid. xv. 271, I was startled by the

loud honking ofa goose. Ibid., Their commodore honking all

the while with a regular beat. 1888 TKUMBULL Bird Names
(U.S.) i Branta canadensis, . .[termed] Honker orOIdHonker
in recognition of its hoarse notes or

'

honking '.

Honne, obs. f. HONE ; var. of HEN adv. hence.

Honor, Honorable, etc. : see HONOUR, etc.

t Honorance. Ois. Also 4 honur-, 7

honour-, [a. OF. honorance, -urance, f. honorer,

honurer to HONOUR : see -ANCE.] The action of

honouring or doing homage ;
honour. Chiefly in

phr. in (the) honorance of.

111300 Cursor JU. 8896 pis ilk tre .. M man mad til

sli honurance. CI33O Assump. I'irg. (B. M. MS.) i In

honorance of ihesu cryst 13 .. Coer de L. 5870 In syg-

nifyaunce. Off Jesu Crystys honoraunce. 1367-89 in Eng.
Gilds 89 In ye honuraunce of ihesu crist of heuene. a 1716
SovmSerm. (1744) VIII. 244 As honour is in honourance,
in him that honours rather than in him that is honoured.

t Honorant. Her. Obs. [a. F. honorant,

pr. pple. of honorer to HONOUR: see -ANT.] a.

One who honours, b. See quots.
1601 SEOAR Honour Mil. 4- Ciuil iv. xxi. 236-7 These

diut-rs degrees were in the Emperiall Court called Adminis-

ironies, V'acantes, and Honorarij . . The same course is to



HONORARILY.
be kept among the Honorants or seruants extraordinary.

ISF.nvoy in Guillim Heraldry^ Made Honour only by
the Honorant, 1661 MORGAN Spit. Gentry iv. ix. 115 Among
the Honorants or servants extraordinary.

Hoiiorarily (jrnorarili), adv. [f. HONORARY +
-LY a

.]
In an honorary manner ; by way of honour.

1842 A. J. CHRISTIE in tr. Plenty's Eccl. Hist. I. 203 notet

St. Cyril of Alexandria ascribes Trpooxiicjjtns to the martyrs,
but. .relatively and honorarily.

Honorarium (h^n-, pnoree'ri^m). PI. -unis,
-a. [Late L. honorarium gift made on being ad-

mitted to a post of honour, douceur, fee, neut. sing.

of honorarins HONORARY. In F. honoraire.] An
honorary reward ; a fee for services rendered, esp.

by a professional person.
1658 EVELYN Corr. 8 Nov., What equipage and honor'

arium my Lord dos allow? 1669 Boston Rec. (1881) VII.

151 The said John Woodmansey doth hereby binde and
engage himself, .to pay. .one pepper come . . for ever as an
honorarium to the towne of Bostone. 1727-41 CHAMBERS
Cycl., Hotiourary, Honorarium, is also used substanlively,
for a lawyers fee ; or a salary given to public professors of

any art or science. 1852 W. JERDAN Autfbiog. II. xi. 122,
I am afraid, .the architect of the monument, .never received
the proposed honorarium. 1895 W. MUNK Sir H. Halford
42 The emoluments and honoraria of physicians.

Honorary (^norari), sb. Now rare or Obs.

[ad. L. honorarium', see prec.] prec.; also, a

gift ; an honouring distinction.

1615 CHAPMAN Odyss, xni. 15 An honorary given to age.
1650 TRAPP Comment. Numb. iii. 9 The ministers of the

Gospell are called gifts, Eph. 4. 8. n, honouraries, such as
Christ bestowed upon his Church. 1776 ADAM SMITH W. N.
v. i. HI. (1869^ II. 345 In some universities, the salary makes
but . . a small part of the emoluments of the teacher, of
which the greater part arises from the honoraries or fees
of his pupils. 1845 LD. CAMPBELL Chancellors (1857) III.

liv. 68 The usual amount of honoraries to counsel.

Honorary (fnorari), a. Also 8-9 honourary.
[ad. L. honorari-ttS) f. honor HONOUR : see -ARY.

In F. honoraire^\
1. Denoting or bringing honour; conferred or

rendered in honour.

1614 SELDEN Titles Hon. 22 Hee caused that Honorary
title to bee scratcht out of the letters. 1698 FRYER Ace. E.
India $ P. 287 The wonderful Works of the Creation should
be brought as Honorary Presents. 1705 ADDISON Italy (J .),

Honorary arches erected to emperors. 1774 J. BRYANT
Mythol. I. 319 It was an honorary term. . .It signified a lord
or prince. 1841 ELPHINSTONE Hist. Indict II. 477 Without
..receiving the honorary dress usual on such occasions.

1847 GROTE Greece H. xxviii. (1862) III. 48 The simple
crown of olive, an honorary reward.

2. spec. Conferred or rendered merely for the
sake of honour, without the usual requirements,
functions, privileges, or other adjuncts.
1661 BRAMHALL Just. Vind. ix. 258 Some few honorary

priviledges. .which signifie not much. 1732 LEDIARD Setkos
II. x. 409 The vivacity of this young prince . . had already
changed this honorary title into a real one. 18x3 J. THOMSON
Lect. Inflam. 27 The precise period at which the different

universities in Europe first began to confer honorary titles

or degrees is not well ascertained. 1897 Westm. Gaz. 14
Dec. 6/2 The honorary colonelcy.

b. Honorary monument, a cenotaph.
1658 SIR T. BROWNE Hydriot. iii. 41 Beside their real

Tombs, many have found honorary and empty Sepulchres.
a 178* W. COLE in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 86
There is but one Monument. .wch is only an Honorary one
or Cenotaph. 1850 P. CUNNINGHAM Handbk. Lond. 538/1
Honorary monument to Shakspeare. Note^ The word
honorary, as here used, is meant to imply that the person
to whom the monument is erected is buried elsewhere.

3. Holding a title or position conferred as an

honour/ without emolument, or without the usual

duties, obligations, privileges, etc.
; titulary. Also,

giving services (as secretary, treasurer, etc.) without
emolument.
1705 HEARNE Collect. 17 Nov. (O. H. S.) I. 81 Agl

Honorary Freemen having Right to vote. 1797-41 CHAM-
BERS Cycl. s.v., In the college of physicians, London, are

honourary fellows.
187^3 Daily News 22 Sept. 3/1 The

Emperor intends to appoint the King honorary colonel of the

i3th Infantry Regiment. 1878 Bosw. SMITH Carthage 21
The Suffetes had gradually become little more than an
honorary magistracy.
4. Depending on honour

; said of an obligation
which one is bound by honour to discharge, but
which cannot be formally or legally enforced.
1794 Gouv. MORRIS in Sparks Life $ Writ. (1832) II. 405

The United States will be under a kind of honorary obliga-
tion to discharge the debt. 1848 ARNOULD Mar. fnsur. i.

iv. (1866) I. 152 Merely an honorary engagement, of which
the Courts will take no notice.

5. Law. Honoraryfeud, service : see quots.
1670 BLOUNT Law Diet., Honorary Services, .are such as

are incident to the Tenure ofGrand Serjeanty, and annexed
commonly to some Honor or Grand Seigniory. 1767
BLACKSTONK Comm. II. xiv. 214 The emperors began to
create honorary feuds or titles of nobility. 1809 TOMLINSLaw Dict.

t Honourary ..Feuds, are titles of nobility, de-
scendible to the eldest son. 1849 MACAULAV Hist. Eng. ii.

(1866) I. 121 Those honorary services which are still, at a
coronation, rendered to the person of the sovereign by some
lords of manors.

[Honorate, erron. form of ONERATE v.~\

t Honora'tion. Obs. rare-1
, [ad. L. hono-

rdtion-em, n. of action f. honorare to honour.]
The action of honouring.
_ 1496 Dives

<$ Paup. (W. de W.) i. xiii. 46/1 Worshyp that
is called honoracyon, & veneracyon.
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Honorific (pnori-fik), a. (sf>.) [ad. L. honS-

rific-us, f. honor HONOUR sb. + -ficus making, -FIC.

Cf. K. honorijlque (1507 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
Doing or conferring honour ; importing honour

or respect; spec, applied to phrases, words, or forms
of speech, used, esp. in certain Oriental languages,
to express respect, e.g. certain adjectives meaning
'august ',

'

eminent', 'venerable
', etc., substituted

in Chinese and Japanese for the possessive pronouns
of the second and third person ; forms of the verb
used in respectful address, etc.

1650 BULWER Anthropomet. vii. 83 They had no other
Nurses lesse honorifique than Eunuchs. 1816 KEATINGE
Trav. (1817) I. 230 The epithet Abu, father, is honorific.
a 1846 LANDOR Wks. (1868) I. 396/1 Generous to the robber,
honorific to the poisoner and assassin. 1861 F. HALL in

Jrnl. Asiat. Soc. Bengal 204 note, TheS'ri is to be regarded
as honorific. 1879 CUST in Trans. Philol. Soc. 617 The verb

[in Korean] has a simple affirmative form, a conditional, an
; interrogatory, an honorific, a causative, and several others.

1888 Times 8 Oct. 5/2 A solemn proposal .. that the honorific
title of '

Worshipful
'

should be bestowed by the government
'

on its president.

B. sb. An honorific phrase or word : see above.

1879 BAILEY in H. Spencer Prim:. Social. 398 II. 153

They use none of the honorific* so profusely common
in Singhalese ; the pronoun to, thou, being alone used.

1889 A thenzum 2 Mar. 273/1 Where these honorifics occur

[in Japanese] the sentence can always be easily turned so
as to give tneir significance, which is often of a merely
pronominal character, the honorific indicating a reference to
the person addressed or forming the subject of the thought.
So t Honori'fical a. = prec. ; hence Honori'fi-

cally adv., in an honorific manner.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Honorifical, that brings or causeth

honor. 18x6 KEATINGE Trav. (1817) I. 344 A very brave

people, honorifically, or nic-named by the Moors, The Sons
of Lions. 1878 BIRCH Attc. Hist. fr. Mon. Introd. 20

j (S. P. C. K.) Queens were honourifically styled wives or
handmaids of the God Amen.

f Honorifieabilitudi-nity. 06s. rare
-

.

[ad. med. L. honorificabilitftdinitas (Mussatus
c 1300 in Du Cange), a grandiose extension of

honorijicabilitudo honourableness (in a charter of

1 187, Du Cange), f. honorificabilis honourable. Cf.

Complaynt of Scotland (1548-9), Prolog. If. 14 b,
Shaks. L. L. L. v. i. 44, and Marston Dutch Cour-
tezan v. (1605) H, where the L. abl. pi. honorificd-
Itilitudinitatibus is cited as a typical long word, as

honorificabilitudinitate had been previously by
Dante De Vulg. Eloq. n. vii.] Honourableness.
[1599 NASHE Lenten Stiiffe^ Physitions deafen our eares

I

with the Honorificabilitudinitatibus of their heauenly
|

Panachxa, their soueraigne Guiacum.] 1656 BLOUNT Glos-

; sogr., Honorificabilitvdinity. Hence in BAILEY, ASH, etc.

1800 Spirit Pitt. Jrxls. (1801) IV. 147 The two longest
monosyllables in our language are strength and straight, and
the very longest word, honorificabilitudinity.

t Honori'licence. Obs. rare. [ad. L. Jiono-

rificentia, f. honorificent-, collateral stem oihono-

rific-us HONORIFIC : see -ENCE. Cf. obs. F. honori-

fcence.] A doing of honour. So f Honori-ficent
a. = HONORIFIC.
1640 BP. HALL Efisc. in. iv. 238 There is Honorificentia

ztatis, the honorihcence of age. 1681 H. MORE Exp, Dan.
iv. Notes 118 That honorificent Title, .prefixt to it.

t HonO'rify, v. Obs. rare-1
, [ad. eccl. L.

honorificare, f. honor- HONOUR : see -FT. Cf. obs.

F. honorifier.'] trans. To do honour to, to honour.
1606 FORD Fame's Memor. xcvii, Making large statues to

honorific Thy name.

t Ho'iiorous, honpurous, a. Obs. [a. OF.
type *honoros, -eus, AF. -ous : L. type *hondrosus,
{. HONOUR : see -ous.] Honourable.
c 1475 Partenay 1321 Hyr honorous fader. Ibid. 3236 We

will, lord honourous. a 1562 CAVENDISH Wolsey (1825) I. 2
Of his ascending and descending from honorous estate.

Honour, honor 0-nai), sb. Forms : 3-4 onur,
honur(e, 4 onour(e, 4-6 honoure. -owre, (5
oimere, 5-6 honnour(e, 6 honnor), 3- honour,
4- honor, [a. OF. onor, -itr, honor, -ur (i ith c.),
AF. (K)onour, mod.F. honneur (

= It. onore, Sp.,

Pg. honor) : L. honor-em repute, esteem, official

dignity, honorary gift, ornament, grace, beauty.
The oldest Fr. forms were onor, onur, later and AF. ononr

(Latin h having disappeared in Romanic, and o, it, OH being
successive symbols for the OFr. vowel, derived from L. d.

which passed through a very close o to &) ',
these varied

with enor, anor, -ur, -our, whence the early ME. anur,
aiiaur (see ANOUR, ANOURE) ; but the influence of L. spelling
brought back into Fr. at an early date the non-phonetic k,
giving honor, homtr, honour, which were also prevalentME. spellings. Honor and honour continued to be equally
frequent down to the i 7th c. In the Shakspere Folio of
1623 honor is about twice as frequent as honour. The two
forms appear indiscriminately in the early i7th c. diction-

aries, but honour was favoured by Phillips, Kersey, Bailey,
Johnson. Ash, 1775, adopted

' Honor (v. modern but correct

spelling) ', and this is said to have been fashionable at the
time (see quots.). Nevertheless honour carried the majority
of English suffrages eventually, while honor was (under the
lead of Noah Webster) generally accepted in U.S. As to

derivatives, Bailey, 1731, considered honorable, honorary,
'the best spelling', but referred them to honourable,
honourary, as the more usual. Phillips, in his various edd.,
had honorary, Kersey (1706) honourary or honorary,
Chambers (1727-41) honourary. Johnson, 1755, has honour,
honourable, honorary.

HONOUR.
1758 L. TEMPLE Sketches (ed. 2) 19 Our Reformers in the

Art of Spelling .. at present .. write Honor, Favor, Labor.
a 1791 WKSI.KY \\'ks. (1872) VIII. 317 Avoid the fashion-
able impropriety of leaving out the u in many words, as
honor

i vigor, etc. This is mere childish affectation. 1871
R. F. WEVMOUTH

E-ufh.
6 The clause '

they hang that are
in honour

'

suggests the suspicion that Lilie would aspirate
the // in honour and its congeners; a suspicion confirmed
by our finding elsewhere -unwholesome balanced against
Hnttonest, and hue against honesty.}
1. High respect, esteem, or reverence, accorded

to exalted worth or rank
; deferential admiration

or approbation, a. As felt or entertained in the
mind for some person or thing.
c *37S Leg. Rood 123 Men suld hald bat haly tre In honore.

c 1450 St. Ciithbcrt uSurtees) 6957 Glide men him in honour
had. 1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. \. i. 51 Good Paulina, Who
hast the memorie of Hermione I know in honor. 1664
MARVELL Corr. Wks. 1872-5 II. 164 Desirous of shewing. .

the great honour She retains and cherishes for Your Majesty.
1713 STEELE Guardian No. i F 3 To shew my honour for
them. 1809-10 COLERIDGE Friend (1837) III. 76 Honor
implies a reverence for the invisible and super-sensual in
our nature. 1857 RUSKIN Pol. Econ. Art 2 True wealth 1

hold in great honour.

b. As rendered or shown : The expression of

high estimation. (See also 9 c, e.)
c 127$ LAV. 6085 Hii. .leide hine mid honure Heje in J>an

toure. a, 1300 Cursor M. 23586 Heuen and erth als creature
Sal her pam wirscip and honur. c 1400 1 'ivaine $ Gaw. 720,
I aw the honor and servyse. 1535 COVERDALE 2 Kings
Contents xxiii, How Iosias..setteth vp the true honoure of
God againe. 1653 H. COGAN tr. Pinto's Trav. xxxix. 154
The Prince was exceedingly pleased with this honour done
unto him. 1759 ROBERTSON Hist. Scot. I. m. 174 He re-

ceived the queen herselfwith the utmost honour and respect.
1875 STUBBS Const. Hist. II. xv. 304 Let then the honour
be given where it is due.

c. As received, gained, held, or enjoyed: Glory,
renown, fame

; credit, reputation, good name. The
opposite of dishonour

', disgrace.
ctaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 83 Hie giuen here elmesse..ooer

for onur to hauen, oSer ne mai elles for shame. 1297
R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 8176 Deie we rafcer wi|> onour. 1475
Bk. Noblesse (1860) 26 The hope and trust of recovering
on another day . . onnere and fortune. 1548 HALL Chron,,
Hen. VI 134 The duchesse of Bedford . . myndyng also
to marye, rather for pleasure then for honour. 1593
SHAKS. 3 Hen. /*/, i. L 246 But thou preferr'st thy Life
before thine Honor. 1617 F. MORYSON Itin. n. 164Wounds are badges of honour, yet may befall the coward
assopne as the valiant man. 1763 BLACKSTONE Comm. I.

xviii, 467 The honour of originally inventing these political
constitutions entirely belongs to the Romans. 1820 G. W.
FEATHERSTONEHAUGH in Sir J, Sinclair's Corr. (1831) II. 73,
I have the honour to forward to you . . a pamphlet [etc.].
1822 SOUTHEY Vis. Judgem. in, Peace is obtain'd then at

last, with safety and honour 1 1878 EDITH THOMPSON Hist.
Eng, xv. 3. 82 To their honour, the patriot nobles did not
take thought for themselves alone. 1806 J. BRYCE in Daily
News 20 July 7/4 A country feels that its honour is affected
when it yields to threats, seems to give way on any disputed
point through fear, and incurs the imputation of cowardice.
2. Personal title to high respect or esteem; honour-

ableness; elevation ofcharacter; 'nobleness of mind,
scorn ofmeanness, magnanimity

*

(J.) ; a fine sense
of and strict allegiance to what is due or right
(also, to what is due according to some conven-
tional or fashionable standard of conduct).
1548 HALL Ckron. t Edw. lVt 233 b, The king of England

had so great trust . . in the honor and promise of the French
kyng. 1649 LOVELACE Poems (1864) 27, I could not love

thee, dear, so much, Lov'd I not Honour more, a 1677
BARROW Theol. Wks. (1830) I. 89 A man of honour, surely is

the best man next to a man ofconscience. 1687 A. LOVELL tr.

Thevenot's Trav. HI. in The Japanese make it a point of
honour to breed Merchants. 1705 STANHOPE Paraphr. II.

94 What is Honour, but a greatness of mind which scorns
to descend to an ill and base thing? 1764-7 LD. G.
LYTTELTON Hen. //, III. 178 The idea of honor, .as some-
thing distinct from mere probity, and which supposes in

gentlemen a stronger abhorrence of perfidy, falsehood, or

cowardice, and a more elevated and delicate sense of the

dignity of virtue, than are usually found in vulgar minds.

1809 WOROSW. Son*.) Say, what is Honour? 'Tis the finest

sense Of justice which the human mind can frame. 1824
SCOTT Redgauntlet ch. ix, Honour is sometimes found
among thieves. 1880 W. CORY Lett. % Jrnls. (1897) 460 The
sentiment of Honour is a lay thing ; it is a rival of the
sentiment of saintliness.

b. A statement or promise made on one's

honour
;
word of honour, arch.

1658-9 Burton's Diary (1828) IV. 6 You took the honour
of a Lord the other day. You may well take the word of a

gentleman now. 1708 MRS. CEym.i\RE Busie Body i. (1749)
21 He had given her his Honour, that he never would ..

Endeavour to know her till she gave him leave. 1825 MOORE
in Mem. (1853) IV. 309 Having first made the prince and
all the rest give their honours that they would not [etc.].

3. (Of a woman) Chastity, purity, as a virtue of

the highest consideration ; reputation for this virtue,

good name.

i39oGowR Conf.lll. 24 So as she may.. Her honour and
her name save. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. iv. i. 6 Nathlesse her

honor, dearer then her life, She sought to save, as thing re-

serv'd from stealth. x6xo SHAKS. Temp. i. ii. 348 Till thou
didst seeke to violate The honor of my childe. 1675
WYCHERLEY Country Wife\\. Wks. (Rtldg.) 77/2 To neglect
her own honour, and defame her own noble person with
little inconsiderable fellows. 1747 HOADLEY Susp. Huso.
i. ii, And yet I'll answer for her Honour. 1856 BOUVIER
Law Diet. I. 589 To deprive a woman of her honor is, in

some cases, punished as a public wrong.
T b. concretely : cf. Ger. die scham. Obs.

1688 R. HOLME A rmoury in. 94/2 These Buskes . . if to keep
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the Belly down, then it reacheth to the Honor. 1724 II "eekly

jrnl. No. 276 Her What, in Heroicks, we call Honour.

4. Exalted rank or position ; dignity, distinction.

a 1300 Cursor M. 487 And bus he [Lucifer] leses his gret

honur Hid. 24713 Chamburlain o grett honure. <i 1440

SirDegrev. 283 Knyghtus . . Lordus off honore. 1534 MORE
On tlie Passion Wks. 1286 2 Gyuing to a poore man. .landes

with the honour of a dukedome also. 1568 GRAFTON
Chron. II. 350 They would not., disgrade him from the

honor of Knighthood. 1595 SHAKS. John i. i. 182 A foot

of Honor better then I was, But many a many foot of Land
the worse. 1632 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondfs Eromena 185 The
affect of honour being somewhat a-kin to that of gold,

whereof the more one hath the more he covets. 1765
BLACKSTONE Comm. I. vii. (1809) 271 The king is likewise

the fountain of honour. 1857 Miss MULOCK Nothing^ Fam.
in Lore, It is the apex of feminine honour to be a bride.

b. With possessive pronoun, =
' honourable per-

sonality' : formerly (and still in rustic speech) given
to any person of rank or quality ;

now a formal

title for the holders of certain offices, esp. County
Court judges.
"553 GRESHAM in KmgonLi/e (1839) I. 98, I received your

honnor's letter of the 24
th of this present. 1577 J. LANGLEY

in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. III.- 51 My dutie humblye re-

membred to your Honor [Lord Burghley], 1607 SHAKS.

Timon I. ii. 183, I beseech your Honor, vouchsafe me a

word, a 1612 H^ARINGTON Let. to Lady Russell in Metam.

Ajax (1813) p. xv, Your honors most bownde John Haring-
ton. 1647 WARD Simp. Cobler 29 What greater honour
can your Honors desire? 1723 STEELF. Consc. Lovers iv. i,

Ah 1 says I, Sir, your Honour is pleas'd to joke with me.

"755 JOHNSON, Honour, . . 3 The title of a man ofrank. Not
now used. 1785 BURNS Earnest Cry xxiv, God bless your
honours a' your days. 1796 G. M. WOODWARD Eccettt.

Excurs. 83 1 ndeed the title of Your Honor is bandied about

and indiscriminately used. 1827 JARMAN PowelFs Devises

II. 179 That part of his honors decision which gave the

estate to the trustees. 1832 HT. MARTINEAU Weal or W. iv.

38 Indeed, but they have, your honour. 1833 MARRYAT
P. Simple xiii, (Irishman) Plase your honour, it s all an idea

of mine. 1885 TENNYSON Tomorrow. 1896 Law Times
ii July 261/2 At Bow County Court on the 6th inst, before

Judge French, Mr. Sharman . . applied to his Honour to

direct [etc.]. Mod. (Beggar). Has your honour a copper to

spare for a poor man ?

6. (Usually in //.) Something conferred or done

as a token of respect or distinction ;
a mark or

manifestation of high regard ; esp. a position or

title of rank, a degree of nobility, a dignity.

13 .. K. Aits. 1388 [1391] He .. ?af vche lordyng gret

honoure, And parted wib hem his fader tresoure. c 1440 Gesta

Rom. xlv. 176 (Harl. MS.) He yede forthe to bataile, and had
be victorye ; and after took bobe honoures and dolours, as

is seide befor. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, iv. viii. 63 Keepe it

fellow, And weare it for an Honor in thy Cappe. 1634 SIR

T. HERBERT Trav. 48 The English Agents receive custome

of all strangers, that honour being granted them from the

Persian King. 1663 MARVELL Corr. Wks. 1872-5 II. 91
A clause to be entered against buying and selling of honours.

1701 W. WOTTON Hist. Rome, Marcus iv. 56 Divine Honors
were payd him. 1806 WORDSW. Char. Happy Warrior 44
Who. .does not stoop, nor lie in wait For wealth, or honours,

or for worldly state. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vi. II. 126

Papists were admitted in crowds to offices and honors.

t b. An obeisance ; a bow or curtsy. 06s.

1531 ELYOT Gov. i. xxii, The first meuyng in euery daunse
is called honour, whiche is a reuerent inclination or curtaisie,

with a longe deliberation or pause. 1605 CHAPMAN All
Fooles Plays 1873 1. 136, 1. .plant my selfe of one leggDraw
backe the tother with a deep fetcht honor. 1719 D'URFEY
Pills (1872) II. 171 Make your Honour Miss, Now to me
Child. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela II. 360 They . . made
their Honours very prettily, as they pass'd by us. 1805 E.

DE ACTON Nuns ofDesert I. 113 He walked onward, with-

out deigning to make a departing honour.

c. //. Civilities or courtesies rendered, as at an

entertainment : in phr. to do the honours.

1659 B ' HARRIS Format's Iron Age 177 Received with

respect . . at Amsterdam, where that illustrious Magistracy
performed the honours of the Republick. 1715 VANBRUGH
Country Ho. i. Wks. (Rtldg.) 462/1 This son of a whore
does the honours of my house to a miracle. 1737 POPE
Hor. Epist. i. vi. ico Then hire a Slave, or (if you will) a

Lord, To do the Honours, and to give the Word. 1768 in

Priv. Lett. Ld. Malmesbury I. 168 The Duchesse. .did the

honours of the table, or rather received them, as ladies here

never interfere with carving. 1826 DISRAELI Viv. Grey yi.

iii, The Prince did the honcurs of the castle to Vivian with

great courtesy. 1857 DICKENS Lett. 15 Sept., The mayor
called this morning to do the honours of the town.

d. Last, funeral honours : the observances of

respect usual at the burial of the dead. Military
honours: the external marks of respect paid by
troops to royalty, high military or civil officials, at

the burial of an officer, etc. Honours ofwar : the

privileges granted by a victorious commander to

a capitulating force, as of marching out under arms
with colours flying and drums beating ; also for-

merly= military honours.

1513 MORE Rich. Ill (1883) i This noble Prince . . with

greate funerall honoure. .was entered at Windesor. 1674 tr.

Martiniere's Voy. N. Countries 57 Doing him his last

honour. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Funeral honours, are
the ceremonies performed at the interments of great men ;

as hangings, hearses, funeral harangues, etc. 1756-7 [see
FUNERAL A. i]. 1790 BRUCE Trav. II. iv. 401 As soon as the

prince Facilidas had paid the last honours to his father.

1813 in Gurw. Wellington's Desp. XI. 101 note. The French
troops shall file out tomorrow . . with all the honors of war,
with arms and baggage, and drums beating, to the outside,
where they will lay down their arms. 1853 STOCQUELER Mil.
Diet. s.v., In another sense, the ' honours of war '

signifyeth
compliments which are paid to great personages, military
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characters, etc., when they appear before any armed body of

men ; or such as are given to the remains of a deceased
officer. Military Honours, are salutations to crowned
heads and officers of rank, by dropping colours and standards,
officers saluting, bands playing, artillery discharging sal-

voes, etc. 1855 THOLLOPE Warden xi, She capitulated, or

rather marched out with the honours of war.

e. //. Special distinction gained, in a University
or other examination, for proficiency in scholarship

beyond that required to pass the examination.

1782 V. Kxox Ess. in C. Wordsw. Schol. Acad. 232 If he

aspires at higher honours. 1790 GOOCH Jh'J. 321 Peacock

kept a very capital Act indeed, and had a very splendid
Honor. 1802-6 Cox Recoil. Oxford 49 Several shy men of

first-rate scholarship shrunk from '

challenging the Honours
'

is the phrase was), a 1819 Oxford Spy ied. 4) xxi, A man,
rho gains the highest honours. 1846 11 CI-LLOCH Ace. Brit.

at this university. 1856 LEVER Martins ofCro'M. 86 There
were clever men reading for honours. 1880 TROI.LOPE

DukfsChildr. I. iii.33 He. .had gone out in honours, haying
been a second class man. 1883 i title} The Honours Register
of the University of Oxford. A Record of University
Honours and Distinctions.

6. A person, thing, action, or attribute that confers

honour
;
a source or cause of honour ; one who or

that which does honour or credit (to).

[a 1330 Otutl4j3 It hadde be more honour to \>e, For sobe

to habbe i-smite me. c 1450 Merlin 580 So that it myght be

savacion to theire soules .. and honour to theire bodyes.]
a 1568 ASCHAM Scholem. i. (Arb.) 62 Erasmus the honor of

learning of all oure time. 1611 TOURNEUR A th. Trag. \. \.

Wks. 1878 I. 9 Nephew, you are the honour of our bloud.

1798 FERRIAR Illustr. Sterne vi. 176 It is an honour to think

like great men. 1894 IAN MACLAREN Bonnie Brier Bush
VH. ii. 265 You are an honour to our profession.

b. (Usually in //.) An adjunct or part of any-

thing which gives it distinction; a decoration,

adornment, ornament, (poetic.)

1613 SHAKS. Hen. VIII, in. ii. 354 He. .beares his blush,

ing Honors thicke vpon him. 1625 FLETCHER Noble Gent.

v. Wks. (Rtldg.) II. 278/2 With the whisking of my sword

about, I take thy honours off. 1725 POPE Odyss. xt. 235
The autumn. .The leafy honours scattering on the ground.
Ibid. xvin. 182 He shook the graceful honours of his head.

1784 COWPER Task I. 321 The woods, in scarlet honors

bright.

7. Law. A seigniory of several manors held

under one baron or lord paramount.
1439 Rolls Parti. V. 16/1 Tenauntz of oure Lorde the

Kynge, as of his Castell and Honure of Tutbury, parcell of

his Duchie of Lancaster. 1523 FITZHERB. Surv. x. (1539) 15
The lorde of the honour or manour. 1641 Termes de la

Ley, Honour . . is used specially for the most noble sort of

Lordships, whereof other inferiour Lordships or Manors doe

depend by performance of customes and services. 1655
DIGGES Compl. Ambass. 17 Given under our signet at our

Honour of Hampton Court. 1708 Lond. Gaz. No. 4424/4
The Humble Address of the Honour and Borough of

Cockermouth, in the County ofCumberland. 1845 STEPHEN
Comia. Laws Eng. (1874) I. 215 If several of these manors
were held..under one great baron or lord paramount, his

seigniory over them was termed an honor.

8. a. Cards. (Chiefly //.) In Whist, The four

highest trumps (ace, king, queen, and knave) : the

relative proportion in which they are held by the

two sides being an element in counting the points
in some forms ofthe game: cf.CANTorj; EASYa.iS.

In Ombre and Quadrille, The aces of spades and

clubs, and the lowest card of the trump suit.

1674 COTTON Compf.Gamesterx. (1680) 82 The four Honours
are the Ace, King, Queen, and Knave. 1741 RICHARDSON
Pamela II. 259 We cast in, and . . I had all four Honours
the first time. 1778 C. JONES Hcyle's Games Impr. 47 It

being 5 to 4 that your Partner has an Honour in that Suit.

a 1839 PRAED Poems (1864) II. 63 Well four by honours,
and the trick ! 1878 H. H. GIBBS Ombre 12 The Ace of

Clubs called Basto both in English and Spanish, is the

Third Honour even though another suit may be trumps.
Ibid. 14 The Matadores when united in the same hand may
be called Honours. 1896 MAITLAND in Eng. Hist. Rev.

Oct. 643 The honours were divided ; but the state, as by
this time its habit was, took the odd trick.

b. Golf. (See quot.)
1896 PARK Game ofGolf6 This privilege of playing first

from the Tee is called
' the honour '.

9. Phrases, a. Comm. For (the) honour (of. . .) :

said of the acceptance or payment of a bill of

exchange (which has been refused by the drawee

and duly protested) by a third party, with the object

of preserving the mercantile honour or credit of the

drawer or indorser. Act of honour, an instrument

drawn by a notary public by which such payment
or acceptance is formally agreed upon.
1832-52 MCULLOCH Commerc. Diet. 583 When the drawee

refuses to accept [a bill of exchange], any third party, after

protesting, may accept for the honour of the bill generally,
or for the drawee, or for the indorser. 1882 Act 45 r 46
Viet. c. 61 65 Where an acceptance for honour does not

expressly state for whose honour it is made, it is deemed to

be an acceptance for the honour of the drawer.

b. In honour : in allegiance to the moral prin-

ciples which are imperative in one's position, or to

some conventional standard of conduct (see 2) ;
as

a moral bounden duty : sometimes implying that

there is no legal obligation (cf. debt of honour).
1597 SHAKS. Lover's Compl. 150 Finding myself in honour

so forbid. 1654 tr. Scudery's Curia Pol. 40 His Master
esteemed himselfe obliged in honour to requite the injury.

1738 SWIFT Pol. Com'ersat. xxxvi, Young Ladies under

HONOUR.
twenty . . being in Honour obliged to blush. 1883 Wliarton's

Law Lex. 388/2 Honorary Trustees, .are bound, in honour

only, to decide on the most proper and prudential course.

c. In honotir of (f in or to the honour of, in

honour to) : as an expression of respect or reverence

for ;
for the sake of honouring ;

in celebration of.

c 1300 .St. Margarete 279 If eni man in honour of me eni

chapel dob rere. c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. II'. Prol. 81 Ye see

I do yt in the honour Of love. 1526 Pilgr. 1'erf. (W. de
W. 1531) i Diuyded in to thre bokes, in the honour of the

Trinite. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 834 The Divel. .

in honour ofwhom they sacrifice their Captives. 1635 PAGITT

Clmstianogr. (16461 1. 37 A goodly Temple erected to the

honor of St. Thomas the Apostle. 1788 CLARA REEVE Exiles
II. 158 To. .keep every thing in good repair, in honour to

the memory of the noble benefactors. 1897 HALL CAINE
Christian x, I believe this rout to-night is expressly in

honour of the event.

d. On or nfon ones honour : a phrase by which

the speaker stakes his personal title to credit and

estimation on the truth of his statement ;
used

formally by members of the House of Lords in their

judicial capacity ; hence, an expression of strong
assurance : cf. 2 b. To be upon (his) honour, to

put a person upon his honour, i.e. under honour-

able obligation.
(i 1460 Gregory's Chron. in Hist. Coll. Lond. Cit. (Camden)

1 19 The for sayde captaynys have sworne a-pon hyr honowre
that [etc.]. 1485 Rolls Pnrlt. VI. 288 't Yee shall swere,
that [etc.], .upon youre Honour and Worship. 1548 HALL
Chron., Hen. IV 17 Assuryng hym on his honour that if

[etc.]. 1656-7 Burton's Diary 10 Jan. (1828) I. 335

Promising, upon her honour, to return within six weeks.

1765 BLACKSTONE Comm. I. xii. (1800) 402 A peer sitting

in judgment, gives not his verdict upon oath, like an

ordinary juryman, but upon his honour : he answers also to

bills in chancery upon his honour. 1856 BOUVIER Lam
Diet. I. 589 In courts of equity, peers, peeresses and lords

of parliament, answer on their honor only. 1862 THACKERAY
Wks. (1872) X. 194 This I declare upon my honour. Mod,

They were upon their honour not to tell.

e. To do honour to : (a) to treat with honour,
show or pay due respect to, confer honour upon, to

honour ; (*) to do credit to, bring respect to.

ci32o R. BRUNNE Medit. 1131 We onely hym banke and
do hym onoure. c 1400 Destr. Troy 4659 Agamynon . . To
Diana full derely did his honowre. c 1425 Seven Sag. (P.)

531 Thow doost thy selfe lytil honour, For to suffyre thy
sone by slawe. 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. V 75 To se his

estate and dooe hym honor, a 1691 BOVLE Hist. A 1X1692)
189 His late Majesty.. doing me one day the honour to

discourse about several marine observations. 1738 SWIFT
Pol. Conversat. Ixxxii, Mr. Colly Cibber, who does too

much Honour to the Laurel Crown he deservedly wears.

1898 E. E. HALE in Chr. World 19 May 7/4 He did me the

honour to say that this was precisely true.

f. To do the honours, last honours, etc. : see

5C,d.
g. Honour bright (colloq.) : used as a protesta-

tion of (or interrogatively as an appeal to) one's

honour or sincerity.

1819 MOORE Tom Crib 36 (Farmer i At morning meet, and
honour bright, Agree to share the blunt and tatters.

1840 DICKENS Barn. Rvdge viii,
'
I do ', said the 'prentice,

' Honour bright. No chaff, you know '. 1852 GEO. ELIOT

in Cross Life (1885) I. 293 Is it not so. honour bright ? 1856
EMERSON Eng. Traits vii. Wks. (Bonn) II. 52 The phrase of

the lowest of the people is
'

honour-bright ',
and their vulgar

praise
'

his word is as good as his bond '.

h. Code or law of honour: the set of rules and

customs which regulate the conduct of some

particular class of persons according to a conven-

tional standard of honour : see 2.

1785 PALEY Mor.Philos. \. ii. (1830) 2 The Law of Honour
is a system of rules constructed by people of fashion, and
calculated to facilitate their intercourse with one another^;
and for no other purpose. 1843 LEVER J. Hinton xviii.

(1878) 126 They know how imperative is the code of honour
as regards a bet. 1887 FOWLER Prixc. Mor. n. iv, Similarly,

lawyers, doctors, clergymen, bankers are said to have a code

of honour, or, what amounts to the same thing, to observe

certain rules of professional etiquette.

i. Court ofhonour : a court or tribunal for deter-

mining questions concerning the laws or principles
of honotir, as the courts of chivalry which formerly
existed in Europe.
1687 LUTTRELL Brief Rel. (1857) I. 4'3 His majestic

haveing required the duke of Norfolk, earl marshal! of

England, to hold . . a court of honour, his grace hath

appointed the sth of Octob. next to keep it. 1768 BLACK-

STONE Comm. III. vii. (1800) 104 This court of chivalry ..

As a court of honour, it is to give satisfaction to all such as

are aggrieved in that point. 1801 Med. Jrnl. V. 4 Your

valuable Journal serves, among other useful purposes, as a

Court of Honour, to which any Member of the Faculty

may appeal, respecting the misconduct of another.

For other phrases, as AFFAIB, BED, DEBT, LEGION,

MAID, POINT, WOKD of konour,Ac., see these words.

10. Comb. ,zs honour-giver, -seeker; honour-fired,

-flawed, -giving, -owing, -splitted, -thirsty, -worthy

adjs. ;
also honour-court, a court held within an

honour or seigniory (sense 7) ; honour-man (also

honours-man), one who has taken, or is studying

for, academical honours (sense 5 e'} ; honour-point

(Her.), the point just above the fess-point of an

escutcheon ; honour-policy : see qnot.

1670 BLOUNT Laiv Diet..
*Honor Courts, are Courts held

within the Honors aforesaid. 1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. II. L

143 Be she 'honor-flaw'd. 1595 John I. i. 53 The *Honor-

giuing-hand Of Cordelion. 1880 Times 12 Nov. 8 It repre-
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sents to the "honour-man, whose attainments are not
classical, the goal of his studies in that direction. 1891
Daily News 26_Sept. 7/5 A Cambridge honoursman will

, .read with pupils. 1610 GUILLIM Heraldry i. vii. (1660)41
The "Honour Point. 1661 MORGAN Sph, Gentry i. i. 2 The
middle point of an escotcheon is called the Honour-point.
1895 SIR W. R. KENNEDY in Law Times Rep. LXXII.
86i/i All these 'disbursements' policies were p. p. i. or
' "honour

'

policies policies, that is to s;iy, wherein it was
stipulated that the policy should be deemed sufficient proof
of interest. (11871 GROTH Eth. Fragtn, v. (1876) 141 Aris-

totle admits (into his catalogue of pleasurable pursuits) the
life of the "honour-seeker. 1580 SIDNEY Arcadia vi. (1500)

486*Honour-thirstie minds. 1535 COVERDALE *$>* 3 C//;A/.

22 That thou only art the Lorde God, & *honoure worthy
thorovv out all the worlde. 1609 J. RAWLINSON Fishermen
Fishers ofMen Ep. Ded., Your most honoured and honour-

worthy Father.

Honour, honor (p'nai), v- Forms : 3-4
onure(n, honure(n, onoure(n, 3-6 honoure,
honore, (honire\ 4-5 oner, 5 honnoure, honer,

(pa. t. honret), 5-6 honowre, 4- honour, 6-
honor. See also ANOURE, an early by-form, [a.

OF. (K}onorer) -2trer, -<M/w,etc. (mod.F. honorer)
= Pr. honorar^ (h}onrar, Sp. honrar, It. onorare

: L. konorare, f. honor-em, HONOUR.]
f 1. trans. To do honour to, pay worthy respect

to (by some outward action) ; to worship, perform
one's devotions to

;
to do obeisance or homage to

;

to celebrate. Obs. (or merged in 2 or 3.)

1*1290 Beket 2423 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 176 For-to honour!

HS holi man bere cam folk i-novj. a 1300 Cursor M. 2709
Bot an allan he honired o baa. ^1300 St. Margarete 82
Such a fals god to onoure. 1382 WVCLIF Gen. xxiv. 26 The
man bowide hym silf and onouryde [1388 worschipide ;

Vulg. adoravit\ the Lord. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. vr. 105 To
be kirke gan icb go god to honourie. c 1400 Destr. Troy
3001 |>ere honestly sho offert, honourt hir goddes. 1559
W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse 201 They do honour the

Sonne, Mone, and Sterres. 1593 SHAKS. Ven. $ Ad. Ded.,
Till I haue honoured you with some grauer labour. 1613
PUHCHAS Pilgrimage 11614) 458 Heere also they bcginne to

honor the Crosse. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. iv. 544 They
..honour with full Bowls their friendly Guest.

b. To address with *

your honour '. nonce-use.

1726 Adz>. Capt. R. Boyle 25 To convince your Honour
of the Truth (for I honoured him much) here's the Letter.

2. To hold in honour, respect highly; to reverence,

worship ; to regard or treat with honour or respect.
a 1300 Cursor M. 14336 (Cott.) Honurd be bou fader, euer

and oft, Wit angels bine bar vp oloft. c 1300 Ibid. 25230
(Cott. Galba) pat we tak neuerbi name in vayn. .hot honore
it als es worthy. 1382 WYCLIF Exod, xx. 12 Honour tin

fader and thi moder. c 1440 York Myst. xx. 147 To
honnoure god ouere all thing. 1538 STARKEY England
I. iv. 139 Only for theyr vertue they [priests] schold be

honowryd. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, Matrimony^
Wilt thou loue her, coumforte her, honor, and kepe her in

sickenesse and in health? 1589 R. HARVEY PI. Perc. 13
Honor gray heares. 1651 HOBBES Lmiath. i. x. 43 To
honour those another honours, is to Honour him. 1713
STEELE Englishm. No. 4. 26 There is no Man whom I so

highly honour as the Merchant. 1743 J. MORRIS Senn. vii.

205 We should love and honor our parents, a 1873 LYTTON
Pausanias 35 Yes, I honour Sparta, but I love Athens.

3. To confer honour or dignity upon ; to do honour
or credit to ; to grace.
a 1340 HAMPOI.E Psalter xxiv. 2

pai
sail be honurd with

aungels. 1382 WYCLIF Esther\\. 9 Thus shal ben honoured,
whom euere the king wile honoure. c 1400 Destr. Troy
12944 J>an honered hym bat od kyng with ordur of knight.

1596 SHAKS. Merck. V. in. ii. 214 Our feast shall be much
honored in your marriage. 1602 Ham. \. iv. 16 It is a
Custome More honour'd in the breach, then the obseruance.

1677 LADY CHAWORTH in iith Rep. Hist. MSS. Corutn.App.
v. 36, I beg to know if your Lordship intends to honour my
poore house with being heere. 1730 PULTENEY Let. to

Swift 9 Feb. S.'s Lett. 1766 II. 121 None gave me greater

pleasure, than the kind letter you honoured me with. 1756-7
tr. Keysler's Trav. (1760) IV. 413 Such persons.. as he
honours with the title of Excellency. 1838 THIRLWALL
Greece xliii. V. 291 Charidemus. .had been honoured with a
crown, and other marks of popular favour. 1859 MAX
MULLER Chips (1885) III. iv. 76 A nation honours herself

by honouring her sons.

fl>. To decorate, adorn, ornament, embellish.

[Cf. ANOURE.] Obs.

15*8 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 486 The new
churche- .which I have honored att myne owne propre
costes and charge. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 83
The continuance of this Daphna^an grove, honored with

Buildings and spectacles.

4. Comm. To accept or pay (a bill of exchange,
etc.) when due. Also_/%-.
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), To Honour a BillofExchange

(among Bankers), to pay it in due time. 1709 STEELE Tatter
No. 57 P 2 They jest by the Pound, and make Answers as

they honour Bills. 1779 FRANKLIN Lett. Wks. 1889 VI. 444,
I shall pay it all in honoring their drafts and supporting
their credit. 1809 R. LANGFORD Introd. Trade 19 The
utmost punctuality should be observed in honouring Bills.

1838 D. JERROLD Men of Character I. ix. 109 'With great

pleasure and Saffron honoured a challenge to wine. 1859
THACKERAY Virgin, xxi, Nature has written a letter of

credit upon some men's faces, which is honoured almost
wherever presented.

Honourability, honor- (pnarabHTti). rare.

In 5 honourablyte, honurabilite. [a. OF.
honorabhte (i3th c.) from honorable : subseq. con-

formed in Fr. and Eng. to the ordinary type of

sbs. from L. -bilitas : see -ABILITY.] The quality
of being honourable, honourableness ; //. things
that are honourable, honours.

VOL. V.

ri4oo tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. (E.E.T.S.) 103
pat he be of greet corage yn purpos, and louynge honura-
bilite. Ibid. 107 Wys and willynge, honourablyte vnder-

stondynge, lele, and eschewand ober fleand all vclanye and
blame. 1708 MOTTEUX Rabelais (1737) V. 233 What tho'
Honorabilides it offers. 1895 Pall Mall Mag, VII. 272
To appreciate Lowe's, .'profound honourability', as Dr.
Richard Congreve calls it.

Honourable, honorable (^-nsrab'l), a. (s&.,

adv.} Also 4-6 onour-, oner-, honur-, honer-,
honner-, -abil(l, -abyll. [a. OF. honorable^ honur-
fl& Pr., Sp. honorable, It. onorabile ; ad. L. hono-

rabil-is, f. honorare to HONOUR : see -BLE.]
1. Worthy of being honoured ; entitled to honour,

respect, esteem, or reverence, a. Of persons.
134 HAMPOLE Psalter viii. 6 He [Crist] is honurnbile

till all. 1382 WYCLIF Dan. xiii. 4 [Susanna 4] Jewis camen
to gidre to hym, for that he was more honorable of alle.

ci397 CHAUCER Lack Stedf. 22 O prince desire for to beo
honourable. 1540 HYRDE tr. Vives* Instr. Chr. Worn. i.

vi. (R.), Three thinges made Pallas honorable; virginitie,

strength, and wisedome. 1589 R. HARVEY PL Perc. (1590)

13 Men. .honorable, .for their calling, a 1673 SWINNOCK in

Spurgeon Treas. Dan. Ps. Ixxxix. 6 The ancientest, the

honourablest house of the creation. 1675 tr. Metchiavellt's

Prince vi. (1883) 41 They remain.. honourable and happy.
b. Of things.

1390 GOWER Conf. III. 225 His name is good and honour-
able. ^1566 J. ALDAY tr. Boaystuau's Theat. World Rv,
Who . . hath made y

' most honorablest members to sight,
and the foule . . placed out of sight, a 1619 FOTHERBY
Atheoni. n. xiv. i (1622) 354 The very name of Philosophic,
is both honourable, and holy. 1631 High Commission Cases

(Camden) 233 There is noe tyme fitter for it then this

honourable day (the Saboth day]. 1738 SWIFT Pol. Con-
versat. 83 Marriage is honourable, but House-keeping is

a Shrew. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) V. 73 The soul which
came from heaven is more honourable than the body which
is earth-born.

fc. Respectable in quality or amount; consider-

able
;
decent. Obs.

c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 324 J>ei
wilde biseke

Edward pat he mot him 3elde tille him in a forward pat
were honorable to kepe wod or beste. 1588 SHAKS.
L. L. L. v. ii. 327 Monsieur the nice, That when he plaies at

Tables, chides the Dice In honorable tearmes. 1590 SIR J.
SMYTH Disc. Weapons yb, To reduce all the great and
honorable bands aforesaid, into little bands of 150 or 200.

1666 EVELYN Diary 24 May, Dined with Lord Cornbury..
who kept a very honorable table.

2. Holding a position of honour ; of distinguished
rank ; noble, illustrious.

a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter Ixxxviii. 27 He honorabilest of
all and highe bifore kyngis. c 1400 Destr. Troy 3973
Ecuba, the onest & onerable qwene. 14. . tr. Alain Char-
tier's Qnadril. (MS. Univ. Coll. 85) i The right honeurable

magnificence of nobles, r 1450 St. Citthbert (Surtees) 2609
Elfled, bat honorabil abbas. 1513 MouJP&A. 7/7(1883) 13

Manye of them far more honorable part of kin then his

mothers side. 1596 SHAKS. Merck. V. in. iv. 70 Tell quaint

lyes How honourable Ladies sought my loue. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Ens. vi. II. 61 This man, named Edward
Petre, was descended from an honorable family.

b. Applied as an official or courtesy title of

honour or distinction.

The prefix
' Honourable '

(Hon.) is given to sons and

daughters of peers below the rank of Marquess, to all

present or past Maids of Honour, all Justices of the High
Court (not being Lords Justices nor Lords of Appeal), to

Lords of Session, the Lord Provost of Glasgow (during
office), and especially to members of Governments or of

Executive Councils in India and the Colonies. (Whitaker
Titled Persons.) In the U. S. it is given to members of both
Houses of Congress, and of State legislatures, to judges,

justices, etc. Honourable is also applied to the House of

Commons collectively;
' honourable member '

or '

gentleman'
is applied to members individually ;

also formerly to the

East India Company, etc.

Most Honourable is applied to Marquesses; also to the

Order of the Bath and H.M. Privy Council (collectively).

Right Honourable is applied to peers below the rank of

Marquess, to Privy Councillors, and to certain civil function-

aries, as the Lord-Mayors of London, and some other cities,

the Lord Provost of Edinburgh ; sometimes, also, in courtesy,
to the sons and daughters of peers holding courtesy titles.

(See further, Whitaker Titled Persons (1898) 44.)

a 1450 Faston Lett. No. 75 I. 96 To my right honorabull

and right wurshipful Lord, my Lord Viscont Beaument.
c 1490 Ibid. No. 918 III. 364 Onerabyll and well be lovyd

Knythe. 1538 STARKEY Will in Lett. (1878) 8 note, Item I
*

. .,
"

, i i. i _____!___!!__ ____1 1 ___l_ _

STUBBES Anat. Abus, n. (1882) 8 Hir royall Maiestie and hir

most honorable Councel. 1593 SHAKS. Ven. fy Ad. Ded., To
the Right Honorable Henrie Wriothesley, Earle of South-

ampton, and Baron of Titchfield. 1612 T. RYVES in Ellis

Orig. Lett. Ser. in. IV. 172 Honourable Sir, Yow have beene

pleased. 1643 Let.from Irish Council 28 Oct. in Clarendon
Hist. Reb.\\\. 344 Toour very good lord, the lord Speaker
of the right honourable the Lords 1 House of Parliament . .

and to our very loving friend, William Lenthall, esq.,

Speaker of the honourable Commons House in Parliament.

1674 GRRW Anat. Plants, Lect. Mixture i. iv. (1682) 229

Agreeable to the Doctrine of the Honourable Mr. Boyle.

1698 FRVER Ace. E. India $ P. 38 In pay for the Honour-
able East India Company. 1709 POPE Stt.Crtt.sBS Fear

most to tax an Honourable fool, Whose right it
js,

un-

censur'd, to be dull. 1727 POPE, etc. Art of Sinking 122

The honourable the directors of the academy. 1744 (title)

A Treaty Held in the Town of Lancaster, Pennsylvania, by
the Honourable the Lieutenant-Governor of the Province,
and the Honourable the Commissioners for the Provinces

of Virginia and Maryland, with the Indians of the Six

Nations. 1783 SHERIDAN Sf. Ho. Com. in Moore Life (1825)

xi. I. 508 An Honourable friend of mine, who is now, I be-

lieve, near me. . . that Honourable gentleman has told you

that [etc]. 1817 Parl. Deh. 731 The Chancellor of the

Exchequer expressed his anxiety to consult the wishes of
honourable gentlemen on the subject. i8ao in Bischoff

Woollen Manuf. (1862) II. 9 Your petitioners humbly pray
that they may be heard by their counsel at the bar of your
Honourable House. 1872-6 VOYLE & STEVENSON Rlilit.

Diet. (ed. 3), Honourable Artillery Company, a volunteer
force and the oldest military body in England.
3. Of things : Characterized by or accompanied

with honour ; bringing or fraught with honour to

the possessor.
c 1374 CHAUCER Boeth. iv. pr. vi. 109 (Camb. MS.) Many

oothre folk han bowht honourable renoun of this world by
the prys of the gloryous deth. 1540 Act 32 77.??*. VIII,
c. 48 The castell of Douer . . is. .a very honorable strong &
defencible fortresse. 1548 HALL C/ttvtt., Hen. V 51 It is

more honorable to bee praised of his enemies then to be
extolled of his frendes. 1581 SAVILE Tacitus' Hist. i.

IxxxviL (1591) 50 Good hope of honourabler seruice here-
after. 1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. in. i. 64 Sure the Match
Were rich and honourable. 1642 MILTON Af>ol. Smect.
(1851) 270 A composition and patterne of the best and
honourablest things. 1839 THIRLWALL Greece VI. 27 Areo-

pagus . . deprived TEschines of his honourable office.

b. Consistent with honour or reputation.
1548 HALL Chron.^ Ed'w. IV 232 The Frenche kynge . .

offered me..bothe honorable and honest overtures of peace.
1632 J. HAYWARD tr. Riondfs Eromena 186 Toyeeld it up
upon honorable conditions. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. in.

176 Such is the Love of Praise, an Honourable Thirst. 1791
MRS. RADCLIFFE ROM. Forest i, And withheld him from
honourable retreat while it was yet in his power. 1829
LYTTON Devereitx n. iv, Let us effect an honourable peace.
1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xii. III. 149 To capitulate on
honourable and advantageous terms.

4. Showing or doing honour ; honouring.
rt 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter^ Cant. 508 Trouth and luf .. hild

apostils and haly men as honurabil clathynge. 1390 GOWER
Conf. I. 208 He wolde an honourable feste Make, c 1500
Doctr. Gd. Servaunts in Anc. Poet. Tracts (Percy Soc.) 4
Seruauntes ought to be honourable. .To all men seruysable.

1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 252 She made him honourable
cnere. a 1592 H. SMITH Wks. (1866-7) I- 44 1 There be many
names of honour, but this is the honourablest name. 1595
SHAKS. John. I. i. 29 An honourable conduct let him haue.

1743 POCOCKE Descr. East I. 57 The Cashif .. shew'd me
great civility ; which was more honourable than if I had

placed myself lower at the table. 1791 BOSWELL Johnson
Advt., An honourable monument to his memory.
5. Characterized by principles of honour, probity,

or rectitude ; upright, honest : the reverse of base.

a. Of persons.
1601 SHAKS. Jitl. C. in. ii. 87-8 For Brutus is an Honour-

able man, So are they all ; all Honourable men. 1601

Alts Well v. iii. 239 So please your Maiesty, my master
hath bin an honourable Gentleman. 1784 COWPER Tiroc.

738 A wretch, whom..The world accounts an honourable
man. 1838 JAMES Robber iv, I have always found you
honourable and generous.

b. Of things.
1592 SHAKS. Rom. $ Jul. n. ii. 143 If that thy bent of

Loue be Honourable, Thy purpose marriage, send me word
to morrow. 1614 RALEIGH Hist. World II. v. iii. 15. 442
This was thought the best, and most honourable course.

1769 Junius Lett. xxxv. 157 On your part we are satisfied

that every thing was honourable and sincere. 1825 LYTTON
Zicci 24 Honourable and generous love may even now
work out your happiness.
B. sb. a. An honourable or distinguished person.

b. One who has the title of Honourable. So right
honourable, (coltoq.}
c 1400 Destr. Troy 6708 Ector full onestly bat onerable

banket. 1695 CONGREVE Love for L. i. xiii, Tat. Won't
a baronet's lady pass 1 Scan. No, nothing under a right
honourable. 1800 MRS. HERVEY Mourtray Fam. I. 229

My poor brain, .never can remember all the forms required

by your Honourables and Right Honourables. 1880

WARREN Book-plates viii. 95 Six bear courtesy titles or are

Honourables.

Hence Ho'nonrable v. trans., f (a) to honour
;

(b} to address with the title
' Honourable '.

1435 Fasten Lett. No. 239 I. 328 Plese it your hyghe
Majeste. .tobehonorabled and worsshepyt as most ryghtrful

Kyng and oure governour. 1877 LOWELL Lett. (1894) II.

viii. 220 It is altogether a bore to be honorabled at every turn,

f C. adv. Honourably. Obs, rare. [Perh. only

misprints.]
1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI, in. ii. 123 Widow goe you along :

Lords vse her honourable. 1654 tr. Scudery's Curia Pol. 71,

I have not done lesse honorable.

Ho'iiourableiiess, honor-, [f. prec. adj. +

-NESS.] The state or quality of being honourable

(in various senses : see the adj.).

*553 T - WILSON Rket. (1580) 35 Fortitude.. Of this vertue

there are fower braunches, Honourablenesse, Stoutnesse,

Sufferaunce, Continuaunce. 1639 FULLER Holy War i. viii.

(1647) 1 1 The equltie and honourablenesse of the cause. 1748
RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) III. xvii. 107 The honourable-

ness of my intentions to your dear self. 1872 CasselFs Mag.
13 Jan. 309 The payment and receipt of wages, so far from

detracting from the honourableness of the relation, places

both master and servant on a footing of plain justice.

Ho'HOUrableship. nonce-wd. The rank of

one who has the title
' Honourable '

;
used with

pass. pron. as a mock title.

1825 KNAPP & BALDW. Nev.vga.te Cal. IV. 200/1 To be

cozened by their Honourableships. 1859 Tail's Mag.
XXVI. 36 The Honourable takes the lead of course in

deference to his honorableship.

Honourably, honorably (^narabli), adv.

[f.
as prec. + -LY^.] In an honourable manner;

with honour or respect ; consistently with honour ;

creditably, reputably : see the adj.



HONOURED.
1303 R. BRL-NNE Handl. Synne 10594 Onourablye he dyd

hyt graue Vn hys cfaerche. 1377 LANGL. F. PI. B. xii. 155

Clerkes . . comen . . And deden her homage honourablely to

hym. ^1400 Retig. Pieces fr. Thornton MS. 15 To lyffe

perfidy, .bat es to lyffe honourabilly mekely and lufe-somly.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. ii. 448 The Noble Lord Most

honorably doth vphold his word, a 1619 BEAUM. 8: FL.

Valentin, iv. iv, When I am dead speak honourably of me.

1710 in C. Wordsw. Schol. Acad. 305 He took his degree

very honourably, and I believe will have an optinte. 1780
BURKE Sp. Bristol frcv. to Elect. Wks. III. 355, I had
served the city of Bnstol honourably. 1882 FROUDE Short
Stttd. (1883) IV. v. 339 The fitting and peaceful close of a

life honourably spent.

Honoured, honored feiwd), ///. a. [f.

HONOUR v. + -ED 1
.] Held in honour, highly

respected ; dignified ; celebrated : see the verb.

1601 SHAKS. AWs Well i. Hi. 162, I am from humble, he
from honored name. 1644 SIR S. LUKE in Ellis Orig. Lett.

Ser. in. IV. 222 Honoured Sir, Give mee leave to bee your
favour. 1809-10 COLERIDGE Friend^(1865) 131 Have I then
endeavoured to connect public odium with his honoured
name ? 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xvii. IV. 40 There Ken
passed a happy and honoured old age.

t b. Her. The same as crowned. Obs.
1688 R. HOLMES Armory H. vii. 138/2. 1828-40 WM.

BERRY Encycl. Herald.^ Honoured or Crowned, the former
term is sometimes used in old blazon when any animal,
&C. is borne crowned.

Honourer, honorer (^narai). [f, HONOUR v.

4- -ER '.] One who honours ; t a worshipper (obs.}.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter cxxxiv. 15 Honurrers of maw-

metis. Ibid., Cant. 500 Honurers of riche men. 1563
Homilies \\. Idolatry \. (1859) J72 The Prophet curseth the

image honourers in divers places. 1603 B. JONSON Sejanns
Ded., Your Lordship's most faithful honorer, Ben Jonson.
1710 R. WARD LifeH. More 165 He was a sincere Honourer
and Approver of it. 1845 TRENCH Huh. Leet. \. iv. 64 The
honourers and sanctifiers of these relations.

Honouring, honoring O'narin), vbl. sb. [f.

HONOUR z. -i- -nro 1
.] The action of the verb

HONOUR ; hononr. (Now chiefly as gerund.)
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Baftista 1149 5et of sancte lohnne

in honoryng I ma eke to a ferly thin^. 1500-20 DUNBAR
Poems xliv. 3 Thay [wemen] suld haif wirschep and grit

honoring Off men. 1535 COVERDALE Wisd. xiv. 27 The
honouringe of abhominable ymages. 1667 MILTON P. L.
vin. 560, An outside? fair no doubt, and worthy well Thy
cherishing, thy honouring, and thy love.

Ho nouring, ho'noring, PPL a. [f. as prec.

-K-ING^.] That honours; see the verb. Hence

Ho'nouringly adv.

1845 R. W. HAMILTON Pop. Educ. iii. (ed. 2) 45 Wehonour-
ingly contrast its patience, its contentment, its cheerfulness

with its treatment. 1854 EMERSON Lett. <$ See. Aims,
Quot. 4- Orig. Wks. (Bohn) III. 223 A phrase or a single
word is adduced, with honouring emphasis, from Pindar.

Honourless (p-nsjles), a. [f. HONOUR s&.+

-LESS.] Destitute of honour; unhonoured, or un-

worthy of honour.

1560 PHAER AZneid-x.. (1562) Ffnjb, Unfamous free from

wars, and honourlesse lead out his age. 1618 BOLTON
Florus if. viii. (1636) 117 To draw the Romans into an
honourlesse league with him against the Macedonians.

1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. III. iv. 284 And honourless did
all things seem and vain. 1873 A rgosy XV. 192 The would-
be honourable, but, in this case, truly honourless, gentleman.

D. nonce-use. That has not ' taken honours
7
at

the University : see HONOUR sb. 5 e.

1871 J. C. JEAFFRESON Worn, in Spite of Herself \. \. vii.

117 An ordinary honourless Oxford or Cambridge M.A.

t Honounnent. Obs. [a. OF. (fi}onorement^
f. hotwrer to HONOUR + -MENT. Cf. ANOUREMENT
adornment.] The action of *

honouring' or em-

bellishing ; adornment, decoration.

1440 in Lincolnsk. Ck. Goods, With all the honourments
for the sepulchre. 1486 Surtees Misc. (1888) 55 The stretes

..furnishede w* clothis of the best .. for the honourment of
the same. 1511 in Archaeol. (1792) X. 98 [The wife of Chris-

topher Sunlay] gave to the honourement of the ferture of i

crucifix of silver and gylt.

Hont, etc., obs. form of HUNT, etc.

fHo'ntous,<2. Obs. Also 5 hountouae,bounte-
ous. [a. OF. hontos, -us, -ous, -eus, mod.F. honteux

t

f. honte (-from Teutonic : cf. Goth, haunijta^ OHG.
Mnida, hdnda] shame, disgrace.] Full of shame ;

ashamed ; shameful.

1477 CAXTON Jason 35 b, Ye haue sent him from you all

hountouse and shamed. Ibid. 42, I am ashamed and
hontouse to lyue, c 1500 Melnsine xxxiv. 238 Whan the
noble pucelle Eglantyne vnderstode the kyng her vncle, she
was shamfull & nontous.

So t Hontage, houutage [a. OF. hontage, hount-

age], shame, disgrace. fHountee, shame.
The connexion and meaning of the first quot. is doubtful.

13. . Minor Poems fr. Vernon MS. 528 In his askyng he
geteb hountage. c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode iv. xviii. (1869)
184 PC skyn of whiche j make my barmfell j clepe Hountee
and confusioun,

Hoo (htt), int. and sb. A natural exclamation,
used to express various feelings, as a call to attract

attention, etc. Also, imitative of the sound of an
owl, the wind, etc. (See also WHOO.)
1606 SHAKS. Ant. $ Cf. n. vii. 141 Hoo, saies a, there's

my Cap. 1607 Cor. n. i. n6 Take my Cappe, lupiter
and I thanke thee ; hoo, Martius commtng home? 1883
BRINSLEY-RICHARDS 7 Years Eton 116, I heard a cry of
Hoo ! tug ! and . . had just time to see the wretched little

colleger clattering down the staircase.

b. Often doubled, or otherwise extended.

370

1607 SHAKS. Cor. in. lii. 137 Our enemy is banish'd, he is

gone : Hoo, oo. 1851 CARLYLE Stfrling-u. v. (18721 127 A
dreary pulpit or even conventicle manner; that flattest

moaning hoo-hoo ofpredetermined pathos. 1855 THACKERAY
Rose <$ Ring-*., I'm hungry for his blood. Hoo-op, aw !

1884 Daily News 27 Feb. 5/5 One could distinguish the

hoo-hoo-oo, the strange war-cry of the [Soudanese] rebels.

Hoo hw), v. Also Sc. hou. [f. prec. ; see also

WHOO v. and cf. HUE v.-] intr. To make the

sound ' hoo !

' Hence Hoo'ing vbl. sb. and ///. a.

?<n8oo in Cromek Kent, NithsJ. $ Gal. Song (1810)

276 When the gray Howlet has three times hoo'd. 1820

Edin. Mag. May 422/2 The houlet hou't through the riftit

rock. 1842 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. \. 157 The hooing and

squealing of a child . . to keep off the crows. 1865 Corttk.

Mag. July 37 The West-countryman says the wind ' hoois ',

and the North-countryman that 'it soughs'. 1880 MAIJK
TWAIN Tramp Abroad I. 328 The clamorous hoo-hooing
of its cuckoo clock.

Hoo, ME. spelling of Ho int. and v. ; obs. and
dial. f. HEO/TW/., she; Sc. f. How; obs. f. WHO.
Hooboobe, -bub, etc., obs. ff. HUBBUB.
Hooce, obs. form of HOARSE.
Hood (hud), sb. Forms : i hod, (hood), 3-5

hod, 4-6 hode, hoode, north. hud(e, 4- hood,
(5 houd, hoyd, 6 hodde, whod(e, whood(e,
whodde, mod.Sc. huid, hude()). [OE. hod str.

masc. = OFris. hdd, MDu. hoet(d-\ Dn. hoed, MLG.
hfa, h&t, OHG., MHG. huot (Ger. hut hat) :-
OTent. Mdo-z, f. hdd*, in ablaut relation with

*hattns (:*hadn4$} HAT, q.v.]
1. A covering for the head and neck (sometimes

extending to the shoulders) of soft or flexible

material, either forming part of a larger garment
(as the hood of a cowl or cloak) or separate ; in

the former case, it can usually be thrown back so

as to hang from the shoulders down the back ;
in

the latter sense it was applied in I4~i6th c. to a soft

I covering for the head worn by men under the hat.

a 700 Epinal Gloss. 239 Cafitiutn, hood, a 1000 Ags. Voc.

I

tn Wr.-Wulcker 199/18 Capitium, hod. c 1*05 LAY. 13109 J>e

I

hod hongede adun, c 1*90 S. Eng. Leg. \. 284/209 pis
beues with bis wide hodes. c 1325 Poem Times Ed. II

\ 187 in Pol. Songs (Camden) 332 Als ich evere brouke min
hod under min Eat. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints^ Vll SUperis
269 He . . Kist his hud done cure his face, c 1386
CHAUCER Prol. 103 He was clad in cote and hood of grene.
c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxvi. 121 Hudes vsez bai nane.

1410 E. E. Wills (1882) 16 A grene Gowne and a hoyd
percyd with Ray. c 1460 in Babees Bk. 13 Holde of by
cappe & by hood also. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 266

Vpoun his heid come nother hat nor hude. 1548 HALL
C/tron., Hen. VIII (1809) 619 He had on his head a whode.
a 1592 GREENE Jos. IV\\\i. ii, A fool may dance in a hood,
as well as a wise man in a bare frock. 1600 J. PORY tr.

Leo's Africa n. 222 Certaine jackets of leather with hoods

rn them, such as travellers use in Italic. 1667 MILTON
L. in. 490 Then might ye see Cawles, Hoods, and

Habits with thir wearers tost And flutterd into Raggs.
1739 GRAY Let. in Poems (1775) 62 We are. .as well armed
as possible against the cold, with muffs, hoods, and masks of
bever. 1865 DICKENS Mut. Fr. i. i, The girl pulled the hood
of a cloak she wore, over her head and over her face.

b. A separate article of apparel for the head
worn by women ; also, the close-fitting head-

covering of an infant. French hood> a form ofhood
worn by women in the i6th and lyth centuries,

having the front band depressed over the forehead

and raised in folds or loops over the temples.
c 1430 LYDG. Min. Poems 201 For to kepe hire froom the

heete, She weryth a daggyd hood of grene. c 1532 DEWES
Introd. Fr. in Pahgr. 906/3 The frenche hode, le chapperon
a pits. 1533 HEYWOOD Pard. $ Frere in Hazl. Dodsley I.

203 Her bongrace which she ware, with her French hood.

1541*1636 [see FRENCH HOOD]. 1556 Chron. Gr. Friars
(Camden) 17 The comyn strompettes that ware takene in

London ware raye hoddes. 1610 B. JONSON Alch. n. vi,

Sh' is not in fashion, yet ; she weares A hood : but 't stands
a cop. 1667 PEPYS Diary 27 Mar., To put myself and wife

. . in mourning and my two under-mayds, to give them
hoods, and scarfs, and gloves. 171* ADDISON Sped. No. 271
f 4, I was . . in an Assembly of Ladies, where there were
Thirteen different coloured Hoods. 179* S. ROGERS Pleas.

Mem. i. no Her tattered mantle and her hood of straw.

1897 Civ. Serv. Supply Assoc. List, Infant's Silk Hoods,
Cashmere Hoods, White Knitted Hoods.

t c. By my hood: an asseveration. Obs.

(Actual reference uncertain.)
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylns v. 1151, I commende hire wisdom

by myn hod ! 1546 J. HEYWOOD Prov. (1867) 84 Onely for

both I wed not, by my hood. 1596 SHAKS. Merck. V. u. vi.

51 Now by my hood, a gentle, and no lew.

d. Jig. A cap of foam, mist, or cloud.

1814 SCOTT Ld. of Isles in. xvi, Corrywrekin's whirlpool
rude, When dons the Hag her whiten'd hood. 1841 in

Chamber? Pop. Rhymes Scotl. 149 When Ruberslaw puts
on his cowl, The Dunion on his hood, Then a* the wives o'

Teviotside Ken there will be a flood. [These are two hills.]

2. As a mark of official, or professional dignity,
worn by ecclesiastics, physicians, civic officials, etc. ;

now spec., the badge, varying in material, colour,
and shape, worn over the gown (or surplice) by
university graduates as indicating their degrees.

(Cf. AMICE *.)

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A, vii. 256 [>at Fisyk schal his Forred
hode for his [foode] suite, And eke his cloke of Calabre.

1377 Ibid, B. xx. 175 A Fisicien with a forred hode. c 1489
CAXTON Sonnes ofAymon xi. 282 The kynge . . was cladde

wyth the abbyt of religyon and the hode vpon his hede.

1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer^ Offices etc. 37 Such hoodes

HOOD.
as pertaineth to their seueral degrees. 1598 STOW Surv. x.

(1603) 87 Whoodes of Budge for Clearks. 1603 Constit. $
Canons Ecclfs. 58 Such Hoods as by the orders of the

Universities are agreeable to thejr degrees. 1688 R. HOLME
Armoury in. 19/2 About the beginning ofQueen Eli2abeths

Reign [Masters and Stewards of Incorporated Societies]
cast them [Hoods] off their heads, and hung them on their

shoulders. .1714 BYROM Jrnl. tf Lit. Rent. (1854) I. 1. 26
To treat all our white-hoods, or Masters of Arts of two or

three years standing. 1868 MARRIOTT l-'est.Chr. 228. 1895
RASHDALL Univ. Mid. Ages II. 640 At Paris [1*1500] the
Rectors wore violet or purple, the Masters scarlet, with

tippets and hoods of fur. The hood was not originally re-

stricted to Masters, being part of the ordinary clerical dress

of the period, and was not even exclusively clerical.

Bachelors of all Faculties wore hoods of lamb's wool or

rabbit's fur. Ibid, note, At Oxford, undergraduates lost

their hoods altogether in 1489.

b. The ornamental piece attached to the back of

a cope, orig. shaped like and used as a hood.
a 1225 Aticr. R. 56 5'f ne haue6 enne widne hod & one

ilokene cope. 1509 Bury Wills iCamden 112, I wole have
in the whod theroff [a cope] the salutacion off our Lady.
1885 Catholic Diet. (ed. 3\ Cope . . a wide vestment . . open
in front and fastened by a clasp, and with a hood at the

back. 1890 LipplncotCs Mag. July 73 A gorgeous cope of
crimson silk and gold-thread damask, .the coronation of the

Virgin was figured in colored silks on the hood.

f 3. The part of a suit of armour that covers the

head; applied to the helmet itself, or to a flexible

head-covering inside the helmet. Obs.
c 1205 LAV. 27630 [He] smat bane king a )>ene helm..and

sec bere burne-hod. c 1400 Destr. Troy 10297 Pa * hurlit of

his helme. . Harmyt the hode, bat was of hard niaile. 1860

FAIRHOLT Costume 126 The hood of chain-mail drawn over

and enveloping the head. 1874 BOUTELL A rms $ A rm. vii.

no This hauberk .. bad a hood or coif, of the same fabric

with itself. . ; and over this hood, as a second defence for

the head, the close-fitting iron helm was worn.

4. A covering of leather put over the head of

a hawk to blind her when not pursuing game.
c X575 Per/. Bk. Kepinge Sparha-wkes (1886) 15 Put en

an easy hoode in the dark .. be stier the hode be esy.

16*9 Leather 10 Sheath makers. Hawkes-Hood-makers.
Scabberd-makers. 1826 SIB J. S. SEBRIGHT Obs. Hawking
(1828) 9. 1852 R. F. BURTON Falconry Valley Indus iv.

47 note^ The use of the hood at home is to keep the hawk
quiet. .In the field the hood prevents the hawk fluttering

upon the fist every time that a bird rises.

5. Applied to various things serving for a cover-

ing, capping, or protection, or resembling a hood
in shape or use.

a. The straw covering of a beehive, b. A roof-like and
often curved projection, e.g. over a window, door, bed, pas-

projection or canopy over a discharging or receiving orifice

in a structure, as of a fireplace, chimney, or ventilator
'

(Knight Diet. Meek.) ; the 'cowl
' of a chimney, d.

Hydraulics.
' The capping of the piles of a starling

'

(ibid.).

C. 'The leathern shield in front of a wooden stirrup, which
serves to protect the foot of the rider' (ibid.), f. Ship-
building {//.). The foremost and aftermost planks, within

and without, of a ship's bottom, g. In plants, any hood-
like part serving as a covering, esp. the vaulted upp_er part
of the corolla or calyx in some flowers, h. In animals, a
conformation of parts (as in the cobra and the hooded seal),

or arrangement of colour about the head or neck, resemb-

ling or suggesting a hood. i. =koo(i-sJteaf($ze. 8).

1658 EVELYN Fr. Card. (1675) 68 You shall make the hood
with fine earth and hay. 1686 PLOT Staffordsh. 387 A straw

hood . . to keep the wax and hony from melting in the

Summer. 1750 BLANCKLEY Naval Expos.) Hood, .to go on
the Top of the Chimney . . and to shift as the Wind does,
that it [the smoke] may always fly out to leeward. 1765
Treat. Pigeons 115 [In the jacobine] the upper part of

this range of feathers is called the hood. 1790 W. MARSHALL
Midland Co. Gloss. (E. D. S.), Hoods, the covering sheaves
of shucks ; hood-sheaves. 1803 R. PERCIVAL Ace. Ceylon
in Penny Cycl. (1840) XVI. 62/1 [The Cobra Capello]
distends from its head a membrane in the form of a hood,
from which it receives its name.^ .When the hood Is erected

it completely alters the appearance of the head. 1815
\V. BURNEY Univ. Diet. Marine s. v., Naval Hoods, or

Hawse-Bolsters.. . large piecesofplank,orthickstuff,wrought
above and below the hawse-holes. 1821 CLARE Vill. Minstr.
II. 201 Cuckoo-flowers just creeping from their hoods.

1826 in Hone Every-Day Bk. II. 683 The hood of the

chaise struck against the projecting branch of a tree.

1828 STARK Elem. Nat. Hist. I. 363 Reptiles . . Naia . .

hind head furnished with a hood; poisonous fangs in

the upper jaw. 1831 J. HOLLAND Manuf. Metal \. 311
This operation . . must be performed under the hood of a
smith's forge-hearth. 1841 Penny Cycl. XXI. 164/2 (Seals)

That the connection ofthe nostrils with thishood . . indicate[s]

its importance as ancillary to the sense of smelling, e 1850
Rndim. Naz'ig. (Weale) 124 Hood, ..a. covering to shelter

the mortar in bomb-vessels. In merchant ships it is the

berthing round the Udder-way. 1859 JEPHSON Brittany \\\.

87 Tiers of slated hoods protecting the windows, c 1860

H. STUART Seaman's Catech. 65 What is the rabbet in the

stem for ? To receive the ends of the outside planks, which
are called 'fore hoods'. 1862 DARWIN Fertil. Orchids \. 29
The upper sepal and two upper petals form a hood. 1867
SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk., Hood ofapump, a frame cover-

ing the upper wheel of a chain-pump. 1874 THEARLE Naval
Archit. 15 Inner posts .. for securing the after ends, or

hoods, of the outside plank. 1883 W. H. FLOWER in

Encycl. Brit. XV. 444/1 Cystophora .. Beneath the skin

over the face of the male, .is a sac capable of inflation, when
it forms a kind of hood covering the upper part of the head.

1887 S. Ckesh. Gloss, s. v., The two end sheaves of the hat-

tock are used as hoods for the remaining six. 1887 HALL
CAINE Deemster xii. 77 There was no hood above the bed.

1897 MARY KINGSLEY W. Africa 32 He took me .. to two

newly dug graves, each covered with wooden hoods in a

most business-like way.
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6. The hooded seal ;
= HOOD-CAP a.

1854 CJtamb. Jml. I. 76 Four varieties of seal, .the young
harp and young liood, the old harp and the bedlamer^ or
old flood.

7. Proverbs and proverbial phrases. (See also

APE sb. 4, BONE sb. 9.)

[c 1400 Rom. Rose 7388 With so gret devotion They made
her confession, That they had ofte, for the nones, Two
hedes in one hood at ones.] c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode iv.

xix. (1869) 185 Alle bilke .. J?at hauen here hoodes wrong
turned, and f>at prosperitee hath blindfelled. c 1475-1580
[ Two faces under one hood '. see FACE sb. 2]. c 1510 Robin
Hoodvu. in Child Ballads (1888) v. cxvii, That he ne shall

lese his hede, That is the best ball in his hode. 1550 LEVER
Senn. (Arb.) 99 These Flatterers be wonders perilous fe-

lowes, hauynge two faces vnder one hoode. 1580 H. GIK-
FORD Gillyflowers (1875) 71 Fortune's flattering vowes, Who
in one hoode a double face doth beare. 1613 SHAKS. Hen.
yi!ft in. i. 23 All Hoods make not Monkes. a. 1700 B. E.
Diet. Cant. Ofws.v., Two Faces under one Hood, a Double
Dealer.

8. attrib. and Comb. t as hood-box, -fillet, -hole,
-maker \ hood-like adj. ; hood-cover, hood-fend,
a protecting covering over a carriage, an opening,
etc. : see sense 5 ; hood-end (Shipbuilding) : see

quot. ; hood-gastrula, a form of secondary gas-
trula resulting from unequal segmentation, an

amphigastrula ; hood-jelly, one of the Hydro-
medussv. or acalephs proper ; hood-sheaf, each of

two sheaves placed slantwise on the top of a shock
of corn so as to carry off the rain ; hood-shy a.

(see quot.J ; f hood-skull *= sense 3.

1604 MIDDLETON FatherHubburd^s T. Wks. (Bullen) VIII.
102 All my pack contained in less than a little *hood-box.

1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk., *Hood-ends^ the ends of the

planks which fit into the rabbets of the stem and stern

posts. 1804 Navttl Chron. XII. 474 Several of the *hood-
fends opened. 1894 H. SPEIGHT Nidderdale 208 The *hood-
fillet is plain. 1879 tr. Haeckets Evol. Man I.

yiii.
201 In

common with Mammals, these animals exhibit unequal
cleavage, and form a *Hood-gastrula. 1647 WARD Simp.
Cobler 27 Women . . peering out of their *hood-holes. 1861

J. R. GREENE Man, Anim. Kingd.^ Ccclmt, 124 A *hood-

like, crescentic fold of the ectoderm. 1530 PALSGR. 231/2
*Hode maker, faiseur de chaperons. 1799 J. ROBERTSON
Agric. Perth 159 The two *hood sheaves are . . laid on in

opposite directions, as a covering. 1848 Jrnl. R. Agric.
Sac. IX. 11,501 The wheat is invariably covered with 'hood-
sheaves'. 1886 SALVIN & BRODRICK falconry Brit. Isles

Gloss. 151 *Hood-shy, a term used for Hawks that have
been spoilt to the hood. 1537 Ld. Treas. Ace. Scotl. in

Pitcairn Crim. Trials I. *288 To the Kingis grace, ane
Pissane of Mailye and ane *Hudskule.

Hood (hud), z. Also 6 hudde. [f. prec. sb.]
trans. To cover with or as with a hood : sometimes
with the intention of protection or concealment.
c 1420 Pallad. on Husb, in. 717 With cley & mosse here

hedys hode & hyde. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 242/1 Hoodyn,
capucio, 1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1676) 84 Valerius and
his company . . hudded them with their gowns over their

heads. 1593 BILSON Govt. Christ's Ch. go This is a shift

that hoodeth some mens eies. a 1693 URQUHART Rabelais
in. xvii. 141 She began to hood her self with her Apron.
1810 CRABBE Borough i, Their head the gown has hooded.
i8a6 SEBRIGHT Obs. Hawking (1828) 9 To hood a hawk,
requires a degree of manual dexterity that is not easily

acquired. 1852 WOOD Nat. Hist. (1874)43 When a Chetah
is taken out for the purpose of hunting game, he is hooded.

b. To cap a shock of corn with two hood-sheaves

(see HOOD sb. 8).

1825-80 in JAHIESON. 1856 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XVII. H.

480 Hooding or capping the sheaves is common in some parts.

Hood: see also HUD.
-hood (hud), suffix. [ME. -hod (-hode} :-OE.
-h&d = OS. -h$d, OHG. -keit.] Orig. a distinct sb.,

meaning 'person, personality, sex, condition, quality,
rank' (see HAD sb.}, which being freely combined
with nouns, as in OE. eild-had child-condition,

mte^S-hdd virgin state, pdpan had papal dignity,
ceased at length to be used as a separate word, and
survived as a mere suffix, and is thus noteworthy
as a late example of the process by which suffixes

arose. The ME. form was regularly -hod with

open 6, as still in Chaucer; but in the I5th c. it

had become close o (riming in Bokenham's Seyntys
with god 'good'), andthis duly gave'inod.Eng.^W.
A parallel suffix, from same root and in same sense,

is -HEAD, ME. -kcdt -hede, Sc. -held.

A considerable number of derivatives in -hood go back to

OE. -kddt e.g. bisfiapkood, childhood^ friesthood\ many are

of later origin, either with -hood substituted for the cognate
-hedti -head, e.g. falsehood, lustihood, or as analogical
formations, in some of which -hood has displaced earlier

suffixes. Being a living suffix, -hood can be affixed at will

to almost any word denoting a person or concrete thing,
and to many adjectives, to express condition or state, so

that the number of these derivatives is indefinite. Nonce-
formations are numerous :

1599 NASHE Lenten Stuffe 46 Their heauenly hoods
in theyr synode thus decreede. a 1639 W, WHATELY Proto-

types i. iv. (1640) 45 It is not man-hood, it is dog-hood, or I

may terme it beare-hood. 66a SPARROW tr. Bennies Rent.

Wks., Apol. cone. Perf. 117 Man in his self-hood and
I-hood. 1876 W. BATHGATE Deep Things of Cod \\. 19

Acquainted with the great reality of their Soulhood. 1883

Daily News 3 Oct. 2/2 Believing in the white Aylesburys. .

as the final expression of duckhood.

Hood-cap (hu'diksep). [f.
HOOD sb. + CAP j&]

1. A close cap or bonnet covering the sides of the

face, worn by women in the early part of the i6th c.

1842 AGNUS STRICKLAND Queens Eng. IV. 116 The oil

painting [of Katherine of Arragon] at Versailles. , . The hood

cap uf five corners is bordered with rich gems,
2. The hooded or bladder-nosed seal, Cystophora

cnstata
;
so called from having a piece of loose

skin over its head, which it inflates when menaced.
1864 in WEBSTER.

Hooded Jnrdud), a. [f. HOOD sb. and z/.]

1. Wearing or covered with a hood, having a
hood on.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 242/1 Hodyd, capidaius. 1603
HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 358 (R.) He went hooded, as it

were with his robe cast over his head, a 1621 BEAUM. &
FL. Thierry fy Theod. v. ii, He can sleep no more Than a
hooded hawk. 1687 DRYDEN Hindfy P. in. 1024 And sister

Partlet with her hooded head, Was hooted hence. 1734
POPE Ess. Man iv. 198 The friar hooded, and the monarch
crown'd. 1873 OUIDA Pascarel I. 146 A little laughing
group of sightseers, cloaked and hooded.

f b. Hooded man : () a Lollard : see quot.

1460; () a native Irishman : see quot. 1596. Obs.

1460 CAPGRAVE Chron. (Rolls) 244 Hodid men were cleped
then thoo Lolardis, that wold nevir avale here hood in

presens of the Sacrament. [1596 SPENSER State Irel. Wks.
(Globe) 631/2 Fora theif it [the Irish mantle] is soe hand-
some, .he can in his mantell pass through any toune or com-

pany, being close hooded over his head., from knowledge of

any to whom he is endaungered.] i6ai BOLTON Stat. Irel.

5 (Act 18 Hen. VI) That no Lord . . shall bring or lead . .

Hoblors, kearnes, or hooded men. 1641 Relat. Answ. Earl
Strafford 29 The Kings owne Souldiers . . could in no con-

struction bee called Irish-Rebel Is, English-Enemies, or

Hooded-men.
c. Of a garment : Having a hood attached to or

forming part of it.

1590 MARLOWE Edw. //, i. iv, He wears a short Italian

hooded cloak. 1816 WORDSw. French Army in Russia 5

Humanity .. Hath painted Winter .. In hooded mantle,

limping o'er the plain. 1866-7 J- THOMSON Poems, Naked
Goddess 115 Vestal sister's hooded gown.
2. Of animals : Having a conformation of parts

or an arrangement of colour resembling or suggest-

ing a hood ; hooded crow, Corvus Cornix (see
also quot. 1893) ; hooded seal, see HOOD-CAP 2 ;

hooded serpent or gnake, a snake of the family

Elapidx or Najidx^ having the power of distending
the elastic skin of the neck, so as to resemble a hood
or cowl : esp. the Indian cobra, JVdja tripudians.
1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xxxiii. 71 The hudit crawis his

hair furth ruggit. 1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 39 The huddit
crauis cryit varrok varrok. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav.

(ed. 2) 347 The Dodo . . her head is variously drest, the one
halfe hooded with downy blackish feathers ; the other, per-

fectly naked. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. IV. 126 The cobra
di capello or hooded serpent. 1802 BINGLEV Anim. Biog.

(1813) II. 461 The Hooded or Spectacle Snake. When it

is irritated or preparing to bite, this animal . . seems, as it

were, hooded by the expanded skin of the neck : hence its

name of Cobra di Capello, or Hooded Serpent. 1820

SCORESBY Ace. Arctic Reg. I. 511 The Hooded Seal is

common near Spitzbergen. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVI. 62/2
We owe to Dr. Cantor, .the introduction of a new genus of
hooded snakes, Hamadryas. 1893 NEWTON Diet. Birds

117 The so-called 'Hooded Crow' of India, C[orz-us]

splendens, is not very nearly allied to its European namesake.

3. Of a corolla or other part : Hood-shaped,
cucullate

; hence, of a flower or plant : Having
a hood-shaped corolla, calyx, etc., as Hooded Wil-
low-herb t Hooded Matweed, etc.

1597 GERARDE Herbal i. xxviii. 2. 38 Hooded Mat
weede. 1665 HOOKE Microgr. 128 Round and uniform

heads, very much resembling the form of hooded Mush-
roms. 1668 WILKINS Real Char. 96 Having Hooded
flowers. 1834 MARY Howrrr Sk. Nat. Hist. (1851) 83 Here
too the spotted Arum green, A hooded mystery, is seen.

1861 Miss PRATT Flower. PL IV. 205 Common Skull-cap
..is also called Hooded Willow-herb.

4. Having a hood or protective covering.
1847 DISRAELI Tattered n. xi, The porter rose from his

hooded chair. 1859 REEVE Brittany 236 A curious hooded
se. 1868 HOLMI

Jack's hooded cart.

house. 1868 HOLME LEE B. Godj
my 230 A c

ifrey iv. i9 The Cheap

5. transf. and fig* a. Covered, enveloped, b.

Blindfolded, hoodwinked, c. Coveredup, concealed.

1652 PEYTON Catastr. Ho. Stuarts (1731) 36 We are

hooded, and cannot see that God hath done miraculous
Works, a 1653 G. DANIEL Idyll iii. 90 The Lust of Tyrants
(over-banded still By hooded Law) carnalls the world at

Will. 1695 SIBBALD Autobiog. (1834) 127, I. .came into the
world hooded (as they call it) with the after birth upon my
head. 1866 B. TAYLOR Poems t The Neighbor^ Beneath the
cloaked and hooded sky.
Hood-end: see HOOD sb. 8 and HUD sb.- 3.

Hooder (hu-dsi). local, [f. HOOD v. + -EB 1
.]

A hood-sheaf : see HOOD sb. 8.

1805 R. W. DICKSON Pract. Agric. (1807) II. 280 These

top sheaves, from the manner in which they cover the

others, are termed hooders. 1862 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc.

XXIII. 216. 1886 Chesh. Gloss., Hudders.

HoO'dful. [f. HOOD sb. +-FUL.] As much as

a hood will hold.
c 1500 Maid Emlyn tn Ane. Poet, Tracts (Percy Soc.) 13

She wold make theyr berdes whether they wold or no, and

gyve them to were a praty hoodefull of belles. 1583 Leg.

Bp. St. Androis 146 in Satir. Poems Reform, xlv, He
hosted thair a hude full fra him.

Hoodie, h.OOdy (hu-di). Also 8 Sc. hoddy,
huddle, [f. as HOODED 2, with denominative -,
-Y : cf. HAWKEY.] The Hooded or Royston Crow,
Corvus Cornix. Also hoodie-crow.
1789 DAVIDSON Seasons 4 (Jam.) Upon an ash above the

Hn A hoody has her nest. 1797 Statist. Ace. Scotl,, Perths.
XIX. 498 There are also carrion crows (hoddies, as they
are called here). 1816 ScOTTw4tt4&.viii] They are sitting. .

like hoodie-craws in a mist. 1863 KINGSLEY Water-Bab, vii.

(1886) 296 On the rabbit burrows on the shore there gathered
hundreds and hundreds of hoodie-crows, such as you see in

Cambridgeshire. Ibid. 298 But they are true republicans,
these hoodies, who do every one just what he likes.

Hooding (hu'dirj). [f. HOODZ/. or sb. + -IKG 1
.]

1. The wearing or putting on of a hood.
c 1575 Perf. Bk. Kepinge Sparhaiukes (1886) 14 Hoding is

a singuler poynt in hawking.
t 2. The making of, or material for, hoods. Obs.
c 1450 StratfordMSS. (Wright Prov.Dict.),b\so the mays-

tir schalle every yere ordeyn cloth for hodynge.
3. Naut. (.//.) =HooD sb. 5 f.

1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Gram. ~\\. 4 Those plankes
that are fastened into the ships stem are called whoodings.
1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk^ Hoods, or Headings, the
foremost and aftermost planks of the bottom, within and
without.

4. attrib. hooding-end =-- hood-end ; hooding-
sheaf hood-sheaf \ see HOOD sb. 8.

1711 W. SUTHERLAND Shipbuild. Assist. 161 Hooding-
ends

;
the But-ends in the Rabbits of the Stem and Stern-

post, which are more hid by the Rabbits than the other
But-ends are. 1802 ACERBI Trav. I. 30 The sheaves of
corn .. are .. covered with tine hooding-sheaf expanded at
the end, for warding off the rain.

Hoodless (hirdles), a. [f. HOOD sb. + -LESS.]
Without a hood ; not having or wearing a hood.
13.. E. E. Ailit. P. B. 643 Abraham, al hodlez with

armez vp-folden, Mynystred mete byfore bo men. c 1369
CHAUCER Dethe Blaitnche 1038 That he Go hoodlesse into
the drie see. 1894 Thinker VI. 335 A Eucharistic vest-

ment . . which is practically a hoodless cope.

Hoodlum (hu-dl^m). U.S. slang,
[The name originated in San Francisco about 1870-72,

and began to excite attention elsewhere in the U.S. about

1877, by which time its origin was lost, and many fictitious

stories, concocted to account for it, were current in the news-

papers. See a selection of these in Manchester (N. H.)
N. % Q. Sept. 1883.]

A youthful street rowdy; *a loafing youth of

mischievous proclivities
*

; a dangerous rough.
1872 Sacramento Weekly Union 24 Feb. 2 (Farmer) All

the boys to be trained as scriveners, .clerks, pettifoggers,

polite loafers, street-hounds, hoodlums, and bummers.
1877 Boston Jrnl. Aug. (Cent.), You at the East have but
little idea of the hoodlums of this city [San Francisco].

They compose a class of criminals of both sexes .. travel in

gangs ; and are ready at any moment for the perpetration
of

any crime. i88z Chicago Advance 6 Apr. 221 Let our

Legislature pass a law to take away the hoodlum's pistol. .

and he will become harmless. 1886 Pall Mall G. 8 Feb.
8 A miscellaneous assortment of hoodlums and corner men,
anxious to profit by the excitement generated in Trafalgar-
square. 1888 BRYCE Amer. Commits. III. v. xc. 236 note,
The term ' hoodlums '

denotes those who are called in

Australia 'larrikins', loafing youths of mischievous pro-
clivities.

Hence Hoo'dluiuiug
1

vbl. s/>., Hoo'dlumish </.,

Hoo dlumism.
1883 Jml. Educ. XVIII. 297 There is nothing that is

sweeter nuts to a half-grown hoodlumish pupil.. than to

annoy and baffle the teacher. 1885 Pall Mall G. 29 Aug.
6/1 Children are brought up in the school of ' hoodlumism '

and utterly lost. 1892 Chicago Advance 31 Mar., It is too
near hoodluming to be worthy of notice.

1* HoO'dman. Obs. A hooded man ; the blind-

folded player in the game of HOODMAK-BLIND.
1565-73 [implied in next]. 1601 SHAKS. AlCs Welliv. iii.

136 Ber. A plague vpon him muffeld ; he can say nothing
of me; hush, hush. Cap. G. Hoodman comes.

Hoo'dman-blrnd. An old name for BLIND-
MAN'S-BUFF.

1565-73 COOPER Thesaurus, Mya .. a childish play called

hoodman blind. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. in. iv. 77 What diuell

was't That thus hath cousen'd you at hoodman-blinde ? 1609
ARMIN Maids oj More-Cl. (1880) 104 Was I bewitcht, That
thus at hud-man blind I dallied ? 1611 COTGR., Clignemusset,
the childish play called Hodman blind, Harrie-racket, or,

are you all hid. 1790 PORSON Lett, to Travis 172. 1822

W. IRVING Sketch Bk., Christm. Eve t
Here were kept up the

old games ofhoodman blind, shoe the wild mare [etc.]. 1850
TENNYSON / Mem. Ixxviii, A^ain our ancient games had

place. .And dance and song and hoodman-blind.

Hood-mould. A moulding over the head of

a window, door, etc. ;
a label or dripstone ;

cf.

HOOD sb. 5 b. So Hood-moulding.
1842-76 GWILT Archit. in. iii. 8. 939 In most cases,

especially to windows, a string course forms a real drip or

weathering . . thus becoming what is termed a hood moulding.

1849-50 WEALE Diet. Terms^ Hood-mould, a band or string

over the head of a door, window, or other moulding, in an

ancient building ; so called from its enclosing, as within a

hood, the inferior mouldings and the opening itself. 1878
M cVirnE Christ Church Cathedral 59 A hood-mould over

the arch of each bay terminating in masks.

Hoodoo (h*d4j), sb. U.S. [App. an alteration

of VOODOO.]
1. The same as VOODOO. (Cent. Diet.)

1885 STEVENSON Dynamiter xi. 148 [A mulatto sorceress]

exercising among her ancient mates, the slaves of Cuba, an
influence as unbounded as its reason is mysterious. Horrible

rites, it is supposed, cement her empire : the rites of Hoodoo.
Ibid. 175 To swear to them, on the authority of Hoodoo or

whatever his name may be.

2. An occult cause of bad luck ; a person or thing
whose presence is supposed to bring bad luck.

1889 N. Y. Sun 20 Mar. (Cent. Diet.), The prospect of

pleasing his party and at the same time escaping a hoodoo
must be irresistibly attractive. 189* PallMall G. 28 Dec. 3/3
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HOODOO.
This year I am a tramp, a dead-beat, a hoodoo ! 1894

ht-'avy handicap, or noodoo ,
in me language 01 me ^ireei.

1806 Mtmttval Gazetteer 21 Nov. 12/4 The Hoodooed Texas
Means to exorcise the hoodoo which makes so much trouble

for the battle-ship Texas.

Hence Hoodoo T>. trans.
,
to exercise occult in-

fluence over ; to bewitch ;
to bring bad luck to.

1895 Chicago Advance 25 July 117/1 Like the Mississippi,

it [the St. I-aurence] hopdoos whoever once touches it. You
return again and again, and go away regretfully. 1896
VVatertown iWis.) Daily Times'

9 Nov. 2/1 The coterie of

democrats that hoodooed the Wilson bill.

t Hood-pick. Sc, Obs. Also 6huid-,hude-,
hud-, hudipyk. [npp. f. HOOD sit. + PICK v. ;

but the analysis is not clear.] A miser, a skinflint.

1500-20 DUNBAR Poetns xvi. 23 Sum gevis to Httill full

wretchitly, That his giftis ar not set by, And for a hutdpyk
[v.rr. hudipyk, hudepyk] haldin is hie. Ibill, xxvi. 59 Hud-

pykis, hurdaris and gadderaris, All with that warlo went.

(i 1605 POLWART Flyting w, Montgoinerie 213 Alace ! poore
hood-piks hunger-bitten,

Hoodwink (hu'dwiqk), v. [f. HOOD sb. +
WINK v.]
1. trans. To cover the eyes with a hood or other

covering so as to prevent vision ; to blindfold.

1562 AppL Prru. Masse (1850) 10 Will you enforce women
to hoodwink themselves in the church 1 1631 Star Chainb.
Casfs iCamden) 62 Hawthorne's face was hoodwinked with
a cloake or coate. 1690 W. EDMUNDSON Jrnl. (1715) 127
Then they hood-winkt my Sons to hang them, a 1691
FLAVEL Sea-Dcliv. (1754^ 157 The fog hoodwinked our eyes.

1752 CARTE Hist. Eng. III. 342 Several gentlemen .. were
taken up and carried to the Tower, hoodwinked and muffled

that they might not be known. 1801 STRUTT Sports $ Past.

l. it 28 When the hawk was not flying at her game she was

usually hood-winked with a cap or hood provided for that

purpose. i836W. IRVING Astoria II. 302 One of thesavages
attempted to hoodwink him with his buffalo robe with one

hand, and to stab him with the other.

2. Jig. To cover up from sight.
a 1600 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. vi. vi. 10 Had it pleased him

not to hoodwink his own knowledge, I nothing doubt but

he fully saw how to answer himself. 1610 SHAKS. Temp. iv.

i. 206 For the prize He bring thee too Shall hudwinke this

mischance. 1674 R. GODFREY Inj. <fr
Ab. Physic 187 The

Necessary. .Ingredients, are so hood-winkt by the Adjuncts,
that they are unable to peep out of the mixture.

3. fig. To blindfold mentally; to prevent (any

one) from seeing the truth or fact ; to
* throw dust

in the eyes
*

of, deceive, humbug.
1610 HEALEV St. Aug. Citie ofGod 848 Let not the faith-

lesse therefore hood-wmck them-selves in the knowledge of

nature, a 1619 FOTHERBY Atheom. i. xii. 5 (1622) 134
Some men . . may so hoodwinke their conscience. 1756 C.

LUCAS Ess. Waters III. 246 The public .. is easily hood-
winked. 1852 DICKENS Bleak Ho. II. viii. 115 A man of

business who is not to be hoodwinked. 1874 L. STEPHEN
Hours in Library (1892) II. vi. 180 A professor . . trying to

hoodwink me by a bit of technical platitude.

f 4. intr. To shut one's eyes, to wink. Obs. rare.

1641 MILTON Antmadv. Wks. (1851) 198 Wherfore have

you sat still, and comply'd and hoodwinkt, till the generall

complaints of the Land have squeez'd you to a . . hollow-

hearted confession.

Hence Hoo'dwinking vbl. sb. Also Hoo'd-
wi nkable a., capable of being hoodwinked;
Hoo'dwinker, one who hoodwinks.

1609 HOLLAND Amm. Marcell. xiv. vii. 17 There was
nothing so rife as the hangman, sequestring of pillage, hood-

wincking \obductio capitum\. 1858 GREENER Gunnery 383
The *

hoodwinking' of the public by not disclosing the fact.

1884 Harper's Mag. Dec. 93/1 Hypocrisy. .the hoodwinker
of communities. 1889 Poet Lore Aug. 387 The hoodwink-
able stupidity of the public.

HoO'dwillk, sb. [f. prec. vb.]

f 1. The act of hoodwinking ;
the game of hood-

man-blind or blind-man's-buff. Obs.

1573-80 BARET Alv. H 597 The Hoodwinke play, or

hoodmanblinde, in some places called the blindmanbuf.
1622 DRAYTON Poly~olb. xxx. 134 By Moone-shine . -giue
each other chase, At Hootl-winke, Harley-breake [etc.].

2. A concealment from view ; a blind.

1583 STANYHURST SEneis iv. (Arb.) 100 Too mask her

Phansye with hudwinck. 1586 J, HOOKER Girald. Irel. in

Holinshed II. 86 'i Where are the tokens of my wilfull hud-
winke? 1732 GAY Distr. Wife i, Flattery, fondness and
tears .. hood-winks that wives have ready. 1894 BLACKMORE
Perlycross 417 Hood-winks of nature, when she does not
wish man to know everything about her.

f3. One who hoodwinks; a deceiver. Obs.

1638 in Maidment Bk. Scot. Pasquils (1868) 66 These
hoodwinks now ar stolne Lyke thieves to court.

1* HoO'dwink, a. Obs. [? for hoodwinkt.'} =
HOODWINKED; blindfold.

1580 SIDNEY Ps. x. vi, God sleepes. .His farr-of sight now
hud winck is. 1647 H. MORE Song ofSoul u. i. i. x, Some
uncouth might them hoodwink hither drave. 1652 EAKI.
MONM. tr. Bentwoglio's Hist. Relat. 106 What hoodwink
and untimely wisdome is it?

Hoodwinked (hn-dwirjkt), ///. a. [f.
HOOD-

, blinded, lit.WINK v. + -ED!.] Blindfolded
1640 Bp. HALL Chr. Moder. (Ward) 2^/2 If an hood-

winked man had reeled upon him heedlessly in his way.
a 1643 W. CARTWRICHT Lady Errant i. iii, Wear the day
out in a hoodwinkt room. 1643 MILTON Soveraigtte Salve i

To unblind the hoodwinkt world. 1837 Morisoniana 100
The hood-winked person at the

play of '

blind-man's buff'.

Hoodwort (hu-dwwt). [f. HOOD J^. + WORT.]
An American species of Scutellaria or Skull-cap,
S. laterifolia.
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Hoody : see HOODIE.

Hoof (h;7f), sb. PI. hoofs, sometimes hooves.
Forms : I h6f, 4 houf, 4-6 north, hufe, (5

huyfe) ; 5-7 hoofe, (5 howue), 6- hoof, (6 hofe,

houfe, houe, 7 hoove, hooff, huffi. [Com.
Teut. : OE. M/=OFris., OS. Mf(MLG, LG. hof,

MDu., Du. hoef), OHG., MUG. //(Ger. htif),

ON. hiifr (Sw. hof, Da. hov), Goth, not recorded :

OTeut. type *k$fo-s :-pre-Teut. *ko-fos.']

1. The massive horny growth which sheathes the

ends of the digits or incases the foot of quadrupeds

forming the order Ungulate., primarily that of the

horse and other equine animals : it corresponds to

the nails or claws of other quadrupeds.
False or spurious lioof: see quot. 1854. On the hoof (a.

butcher's phrase), alive. Cloven hoc/: see CLOVEN i c.

c looo RimePoeut xix. (Gr.), Hors hofum wlanc. a liaoAgs.
Voc. Ibid. 307 in Wr.-Wulcker Ungnla, hof, oSSe clawu. 1340
HAMPOLE I'r. Consc. 4179 pe nedder . . sal byte be hors by
be hufe harde. 1382 WYCI.IF 2 Kings ix. 33 The hors houes

[1388 howues] that treden hyre. 1398 TREVISA Bartk. De
P. R. XIII. xii. (MS. Bodl.),Hooues and clees ofbeestes. 1531
ELYOT Gov. I. xvii, Discrepant in figure from other horsis,

hauing his fore hoeues like to the feete of a man. 1535
COVERDALE Lev. xL 3 What so euer hath hofle [WYCLIF
clee] and deuydeth it m to two clawes. 1553 EDEN Treat.

Newt Ind. (Arb.) 16 Theyr fete . . hauing fyue toes like

hoeues vndeuided. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 157/20 Y" Hoof of

a foote, vngvla. 1621 QUARLES Argaltis fr P. (1678) 64
His proud Steed removes The hopeful fallows with his

horned hoves. 1635 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondls BanisKd

Virg. 20 A short pasterne with a hard, high, concavous, and
round huffe. 1686 PLOT Staffordsh. 372 The hooves, and
horns of Cattle. 1747 Gentl. Mag. 208 He [the rhinoceros]

has three hoofs on each foot forwards. 1832 TENNYSON
Dream Fair Worn. 21 Clattering flints batter'd with clanging
hoofs. 1854 OWEN Skel. ty Teeth in Circ. Sc., Organ. Nat.
II. 244 In the horse the rudiments of the two stunted toes

were their upper ends or metatarsal bones ;
in the ox they

consist of their lower ends or phalanges ;
these form the

'

spurious hoofs ', and are parts of the second . . and fifth

..toes. 1881 STEVENSON Yirg. Puerisqne (1895) ^265
The

hooves of many horses, beating the wide pastures in alarm.

b. In allusion to the cloven hoof attributed to

the Devil : cf. CLOVEN I c ; also, to the hoof of
' the Beast ', i.e. Antichrist.

1638 A. CANT Serm. in Kerr Coven. $ Covenanters (1895)

77 In their [the English] reformation something of the

beast was reserved : in ours not so much as a hoof. 1658
WOOD Life 24 July (O. H. S.) I. 257 Wilson, .did, after his

humoursome way, stoop downe to Baltzar's feet, to see

whether he had a huff on, that is to say, to see, whether he
was a devil, or not, because he acted beyond the parts of

man. 1788 T. JEFFERSON Wks. (1859) " 48 5 Here tne

cloven hoof begins to appear. 1863 MRS. C. CLARKE Slinks.

Char. vii. 171 He has nowhere given to virtue the hoof of

a fiend. 1885 J. PAYN Luck of Darrells xxxi, [It] had
caused him to show the cloven hoof too soon.

2. a. transf. Hard or callous skin on the hands

(cf. horny-handed), dial. b. fig. A callous sheath

or covering, as insensible as a hoof.

1647 TRAPP Comin. Matt. xx. 7 Such an hoof they have
over their hearts, that scarce any thing will affect them.

Ibid., Acts xxviii. 27 It is a heavy case when men have got
a kind of hoof over their hearts. 1888 Sheffield Gloss., Hoof
or Hoove, hard skin on the hands made by working.

3. In certain phrases, put for a hoofed animal,

as the smallest unit of a herd or drove.

1535 COVERDALE Exod. x. 26 There shal not one hooffe be

left behynde. a 1592 GREENE George a Greene Wks. (Rtldg.)

254 Sirrah, you get no victuals here, Not if a hoof of beef

would save your lives, a 1799 WASHINGTON (Webster 1828^,

He had_not a ^single hoof of any kind to slaughter.
M:

t 1>. fig. A fragment or particle. Obs.

1655 FULLER Ch. Hist. I. i. 10 Yet we will not willingly
leave an hoofe of the British Honour behind.

4. Applied humorously or derogatively to the

human foot : esp. in phrases to plodaway on (obs.),

beat, pad, be upon the hoof ; to go on foot, to be

on the move. To see a person's hoof in anything,
to trace or detect his influence or interference in a

matter.

1598 SHAKS. Merry W. i. iii. 92 Goe, Trudge ; plod away
ith hoofe : seeke shelter, packe. c 1645 HOWELL Lett. I. l.

xvii. (1655) I. 25 A mischance befell the horse . . insomuch that

the Secretary was put to beat the hoof himself, and Foot it

home, a 1687 COTTON Epistles vi. Poems (Chalmers) 736
(Farmer) Being then on foot away I go And bang the hoof

incognito. 1687 T. BROWN Saints in Uproar Wks. 1730 I.

78 We beat the hoof as pilgrims. 1713 DARRELL Gentlem.
Instr. (ed.s) 11. vii. 167 A Man that is thus upon the Hoof
can scarce find leasure for Diversion, 1750 WARBURTON
Doctr. Grace xii. Wks. 1811 VIII. 399 The good man was.,
forced to beat it on the hoof as far as Hernhuth in Germany.
'794 J WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Poor Sold. Tilbury Wks.
1812 III. 241 Thus Poverty and Merit beat the hoof. 1834
M. SCOTT Cruise Midge (1859) 3 Contriving .. to tread

heavily on my toes with his own hoofs. 1838 DICKENS O.
Twist ix, Charley Bates expressed his opinion that it was
time to pad the hoof. 1860 THACKERAY Round. Papers,
Screens Dining-Rooitts (1863) 87, I once said to a literary

gentleman,. .' Ah ! I thought I recognised your hoof in it '.

b. Under the hoof: trampled, downtrodden,
under the oppression of.

1841 GEN. P. THOMPSON Exerc. (1842) VI. 25 He taunted
the unfortunate Canadians while they were under the hoof.

1852 MRS. STOWE Uncle Toiris C. xxxv. 312
'

I'd rather ten

thousand times ', said the woman,
'

live in the dirtiest hole

HOOPED.
at the quarters than be under your hoof !

' ' But you are

under my hoof, for all that ',
said he.

5. attrib. and Comb. a. Simple attrili., as hoof-

beat, -clang, -mark, -print, -stroke, -track, -tramp,

-tread; b. locative, as hoof-brittle, -cast, -loosened,

adjs. ; instrumental, as hoof-pitted, -plod, -ploughed,

-printed atljs. ; similative, as hoof-button ; hoof-

fooled, -shaped adjs. ;
also hoof-like adj.

1847 LOSGI-. F.ii. IT. ii. 43 The "hoof-beats of fate. 1881

Century Mag. XXIII. 937/1 The hoofbeats came nearer

..over the sandy road. 1727 BRADLEY Fam. Diet, s.v.,

The Horse will at last grow to be Hoof bound, which dis-

temper in the Hoofs as well as *Hoof brittle, *Hoof cast,

malt Hug, &c., you may consult under their respective
heads. 1705 Lotul. GHZ. No. 4179/4 A great Coat . . with

black *Hoof Buttons. 1808 SCOTT Mann. n. Introd. 50

Hoof-clang, hound, and hunters' cry. 1802 liiNGi.EV A mm.
Biog. (18131 I. no note, Their feet are armed with strong,

blunt, and "hoof-like nails. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., *Hacg-
loosened, is a dissolution or dividing of the horn or coffin

of a horse's hoof from the flesh, at the setting on of the

coronet. 1812 BYRON Ch. Har. i. xlix, Wide scatter'd

*hoof-marks dint the wounded ground. 1821 CLARK / 'ill.

Mi

S'r
with gore. "1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, xxix, Avoid the soft

ground, my lad
;
leave no *hoof-track behind you.

C. Special comb. : hoof-and-mouth disease

foot-and-mouth disease ; hoof - binding =
HOOP-BOUND si. ; hoof -cushion = hoof-pad;
hoof-footed a., having hoofs on the feet

;
hoof-

pad, a pad or cushion to prevent a horse's foot

or shoe from striking or cutting the fellow foot
;

hoof-paring knife, a farrier's knife with a

recurved blade, for paring the hoofs of horses ;

hoof-pick, a hooked instrument for picking stones

out of a horse's hoof; hoof-spreader (see quot.).

1887 LOWELL Dfmocr. n Would it account for the phyl-

loxera, and *hoof and-mouth disease, and bad harvests ..

and the German bands? 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v.

Horse-shoe, Panton, or Pantable shoe, which opens the heels,

and helps *hoof-binding. 1721 BRADLEY rhilos. Ace. Wks.
Nat. 88 The general Heads . . are, the Tallon-footed, the

Claw-footed, the Hoof-footed, and the double Hoof or

Cloven-footed. 1890 igtA Cent. Nov. 845 His comrades
will borrow the tools of daily use, such as brushes, "hoof-

picks, dusters. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meek.,
*
Hoof-spreader, a

device for expanding mechanically the hoof of a horse

suffering from contraction of the foot.

Hence Hoo'fish a., resembling that of a hoof,

hoof-like ; Hoo fless a., without a hoof or hoofs.

1728 MORGANA Igitrs I. iv. 99 After a Rain . . their [Camels']
soft hoofless Feet being extremely apt to slip. 1862 MRS.
CROSLAND Mrs. Blake II. 245 Beneath the hard, brute heel

Whose hoofish tread yet leaves you leal. 1897 Naturalist
206 The hoofless reindeer with a prodigality ot" born.

Hoof (hf)> [f- H 9
r J*-]

1. itttr. (Also to hoof it.} To go on foot ; to

foot it.

1641 [see hoofing, below]. 1685 CROWNE Sir C. Nice n.

Dram. Wks. 1874 III. 283, I am growing a woman's ass. .

and I must hoof it away with her load of folly upon my
back. 1728 MORGAN Algiers I. iv. 08 Neither are their

women and children (many of which hoof it over those

Desarts . . ) very apt to lag behind, a 1852 MOORE Case of
Libel v, And so my gentleman [the devil] hoofed about.

2. trans. To strike with the hoof.

1864 BUSEINELI. Christ $ His Salvat. i. (1865) 15 All horning
or hoofing each other, as hungry beasts in their stall.

3. colloq. South. U.S. ' To kill (game) by shoot-

ing it on the ground
'

(Cent. Diet.}.

Hence Hoo'flng' vbl. sb., going on foot ; provision
of hoofs.

1641 BROME Joviall Crew in. Wks. 1873 III. 395, I am
sorely surbated with the hoofing already. 1654 WHITLOCK
Zoototnia 479 As much as Riding differs from Hoofing. 1872
SPURGEON Treas. Dav. Ps. Ixix. 31 The horning and hoofing
are nothing to him, though to Jewish ritualists these were

great points.

HoO'f-bound, a- (?*.) farriery. Affected with

a painful dryness and contraction of the hoof;

having the shoe put on too tight, causing the horse

to go lame. Also sb. as a name of the affection.

1598 FLORIO, Incastellare, . .a horse to haue his hoofe dride

vp, . -to be hoofe-bound. 1610 MAHKHAM Masterp. n. c. 382
The hoofe-bound is nothing else but a shrinking in of the

whole hoofe in the vpper part thereof, making the skinne to

stare aboue the hoofe, and to grow ouer the same. 1727-41
CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Hoof, If the heel be narrow and tender,

the horse will in time grow hoof-bound.

Hoofed (hfitt, hfrted), a. and ///. a. Also

hooved (huvA'). [I.
HOOF sb. and v. +-ED.]

1. Having hoofs ; ungulate ;
often in comb., as

broad-, flat-, solid-hoofed.
1513 DOUGLAS /Eneis vn. xiii. 179 From the tempil of

Diane euermo Thir homy hovit horssis bene debarrit. 1586

FERNE Blaz. Centrie, Lacies Nobil. 24 A deere and all

hooued thinges of that nature. 1607 TOPSELL Four-/.
Beasts (1658) 225 Greece therefore yeeldeth choice Horses,
and well hoofed. 1663 BUTLER Hud. I. i. 435 Csesar's

Horse . . Was not by half so tender-hooft. 1766 PENNANT
Zool. (1768) I. 8 Most of the hoofed quadrupeds are domestic.

1838-9 HALLAM Hist. Lit. IV. viii. iv. 16. 346 Quadrupeds
he was the first to divide into ungulate and unguiculate,
hoofed and clawed. 1883 E. ARNOLD Pearls Faith 64
Hooved like a mule he was.

2. Beaten with hoofs.

1860 DOBELL in Macm. Mag. Aug. 327 Peace . . From hoofed

and trampled sod She leaps transfigured to a god.



HOOFLET.

3. dial. Callous or horny like a hoof.

1828 Craven Dial., Homed, callous, horny, as the hands

of labouring people,, .made hard or horny, like a hoof.

Hoofish, Hoofless : see under HOOF sb.

Hooflet (h-flet). [f. Hoor sb. + -LET.] A small

hoof; one of the divisions of a cloven hoof.
_

1834 MACGILLIVRAY Zoologists 211 A crackling noise . . is

produced by the hooflets striking against each other. 1880

HAUGHTON J'hyt. Gcog. vi. 283 Pliohippus, which has lost

the small hooflets, and is otherwise very equine.

Hoofy (h-fV), a. [f.
HOOF st. + -Y.] Having

or characterized by a hoof or hoofs.

a 1674 HERRICK Hesper., Farem. Poetry 84 And softely on

With numerous feete to Hoofy Helicon. 1880 G. MEREDITH

Trag. Com. iii. (i8Si) 30 In the semblance of the hairy,

hoof'y, snouty evil one.

Hence Hoo'finess. [After hatKtttuU.]

1843 C^KLYLE Past ff Pr. ill. v, Its handiness mere hoof-

inc. 1857 RUSKIN Pol. ELOII. Art \. 27 The horse, with

its inferior brains and its awkward hoofiness, instead of

Hook (huk), sb. Forms: I h<5c (hooc), 2-4

hoc, 3-5 hok, ? 3,4-6 hoke, 4 Sc. houk, howk,

4-6 Sc. huke, 5-7 hooke, (6 hoooke, 7 St.

hwick), 7- hook. [OE. &fc-MLG. kk, MDu.

hotc, Du. hock, MLG. Mk corner, angle, nook,

point of land. In ablaut relation with OE. haca
'

pessulus ', a (? hooked) bolt, and app. also with

MDu. hake (? hdke), Du. haak, OHG. hako, hdkko

(also kaggo), mod.Ger. kaken, ON. haki, Sw.

hake, Da. huge hook : see HAKE sb.'2 ]

1. 1. A length of metal, or piece of wood or other

material, bent back, or fashioned with a sharp

angle, often forming a part of something, as a

pole, chain, etc., adapted for catching hold, drag-

ging, sustaining suspended objects, or the like.

(Frequently with a qualification indicating shape or

use, as boat-hook, chain-hook, chimney-hook, clip-

hook,fire-hook,Jlesh-hook, gaff-hook, hat-hook, meat-

hook, pot-hook, tenter-hook, etc.)

cgoo tr. Bada's Hist. i. ix. [xii.] (1890) 46 pa . . worhton

him hocas, and mid (ram tuxan hi earmlice adun of |>am

wealle. c 1000 /LFRIC Glass, in Wr.-Wulcker 107/9 A rpago,

tiel palnm, hooc. ciigo Semi-Sax. Voc. ibid. 548/21

Uncimis, hoc. 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 195/57 Hokes and

witthene he let nime : and faste to hire breoste bmde.

<ri325 Clots. W. lie Bitlesm. in Wright Vac. 170 Cliket

a tSrnrt, lacche and hok. c 1373 Sc. Leg. Saints, Katerme

852 Quhelis . of be quhilkis be felyis all with scharpe houkis

fichit be sail, c 1440 Promp. Pan. 242/1 Hooke [v.r.

hoke], hanita, uncus. 1485 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 49

Hokes to fish the Ankre with .. leche hokes . . catte hokes.

1495 Ibid. 195 Hokes to hange the ketylles with a chayne
of yron to the same. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 243 They
had great hookes and grappelers of Iron to cast out of one

Ship into another. 1694 BURTHOGGE Reason 158 There

needs no more of Hooks and Crooks to make the Latter . .

to stick and hold together. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776)

VI. 20 The Avosetta is chiefly found in Italy, . . the bill . .

turns up like a hook, in an opposite direction to that of the

hawk or the parrot. 1823 SCORESBY Whale Fishery fpnote,
The ice-anchor is a large iron hook, nearly of the shape ot

the letter S. 1874 BOUTELL Arms S, Arm. ill. 53 Some-

times, this axe has an edge on one side only, when on the

other side it has either a hook or a hammer.

fig. 1581 PETTIE tr. Guazzo's Civ. Conv. i. (15861 o When
..assailed., with the temptation of pleasures, .breaking in

sunder those hookes. 1818 JAS. MILL Brit. India II. v. vi.

564 The hooks and handles, which the ensnaring system of

law, administered by them, afforded in such abundance.

b. Zool. and Dot. A recurved and pointed organ

or appendage of an animal or plant.
1666 T. DAVIES Hist. Caribby Isls 84 His mouth is arm'd

with two hard hooks extreamly sharp. 1834 McMuRTRiE
Cuvier's Anim. Kingd. 376 All the joints of the tarsi are

entire, and the hooks of the last present one or two indenta-

tions beneath. 1841-71 T. R. JONES Anim. Kingd. (ed. 4)

320 Jaws armed with strong and penetrating hooks for

seizing and securing active and struggling prey. 1866

Treas. Bot. 415/2 The hooks of the Teazels come in contact

with the surface of the cloth, and thus raise the nap. 1888

ROLLESTON & jKKsavAnim. Life 657 Chitmoid hooks are

present in some Taeniadac.

2. A slender bent piece of wire, usually armed

with a barb, which is attached to a fishing-line

and carries the bait ; a fish-hook
;
an angle.

c 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xvii. 27 Gae to sae and sende

ongul ml hoc. c 1000 in Cockayne Narrat. Angl. Coyer.
40 Ic eom .. swa swa fisc on hoce. 1:1175 Lamb. Horn

123 Alswa deS mahje fisce be . . ne isihj na bene hoc be Stica9

on ban ese. c 1300 Havelok 752 Mani god fish ther mne he

tok Bothe with neth, and with hok. a 1450 Knt. <ie la. I our

(1868) 59 As the fysshe that takithe his bayte upon an

hoke 1573-80 BARET Alv. H 610 The fish runneth to the

hooke hidden with the baite. 1617 MORYSON Itin. 111. 37

No man will fish with a golden hooke for a halfe penny
fish. 1657 R. LIGON Bariadoes (1673) 5 The Engine we

took this great Shark with, was a large Hook, baited with

a piece of Beef. 1728-46 THOMSON Spring 412 Then fix

with gentle twitch, the barbed hook. 1840 F. D. BENNETI

Whaling Voy. I. 10 Birds we captured by hook and line

baited with fat meat. 1867 F. FRANCIS A tiglingxm. (1880

463 The angler might see fish rising but be unable to brinj

them to hook.

b. fig. That by which any one is attracted o

ensnared and caught ;
a snare ; a catch.

1430-40 LYDG. Bochas vi. i. (1554) 146 b, Manus layd ou

hoke and lyne As I haue told, Metellus to confound, a 154

WYATT Poems, Renouncing; of hue. Farewell, Loue .

Thy bayted hokes shall tangle me no more, a 1635 NAUNTO

Fragm. Keg. (Arb.) 36, I am to seek wherefore he suffcre

373

'arry to play so long on the hook, before he hoysed him up.

730 BOLINGBROKE Hist. Eng. xxiii. (R.), This Solomon
atched at the bait which was thrown out to him, and hung
ast on the hook for seven years together. 1893 FARMER

~lang. Hook, . . 3 . . A catch ; an advantage ; an imposture.

895 Daily News 2 Jan. 5/1
We often . . have a perfectly

isible hook offered to us, in a young lady, a speculation . .

>r what not.

3. A curved instrument with a cutting edge. a.

An agricultural implement with a crescent-shaped

)lade and sharp inner edge for lopping or cutting,

as a weed-hook ; esp. a reaping-hook.
A hook used to be distinguished from a sickle by having

he edge finely serrated.

a 700 Epituil Gloss. 887 Samiltim, uucadhoc. a 1310 in

Wright Lyric P. 41 He sende hem thider [to the vineyard]

fol son, to helpen hem with hoc. c 1375 Sc. Ltg.Samts,
Ninian 94 Gyf he in sic corne cuth set huke. 1398 T REVISA

Earth. DeP. R. IX. xv. (1495) 356 lulius is paynted with an

hoke repynge corne. c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 242/1 Hooke to

icwe wode, . . sircnlns. 1513 DOUGLAS Mneis vii. iv. 67

The crukit huik vndir his weid held he. 1523 FITZHERB.

Husb 29 Pees and benes be . . reped or mowen of diuers

maners, some with sickles, some with hokes, and some with

staffe hokes. 1643 Sc. Acts Chas. 1 (1814) VI. i. 251, 2000

iwickis and 100 sythes for sheiriug and mawmg. I744-S

W ELLIS Mod. Husbandm. IV. 111.42 Here [Sandwich] they

cut their drilled field-pease with what they call Hooks and

Hincks. 1851 llluslr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 6ioThe reaping and

baeeine hooks are made of cast-steel. 1889 Daily News

8 Aug. 5/1 The old saying applied to the bad harvestman,
' A bad shearer never had a good hook '.

fb. Naut. (//.)
= SHEER-HOOKS. Obs.

1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 641 Cleopatra, Among the ropis

rennyth the scherynge hokys. Ibid. 646 He rent^he seyl

with hokys lyk a sithe. 1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman s Gram.

xii 58 Some haue vsed sheare hookes, which are hookes

like sickels fixed in the ends of the yards armes, that if a

ship vnder saile come to boord her, those sheares will cut

her shrouds, and spoile her tackling,

f C. An ' inside
'

tool. Obs.

1703 MOXON Mcch. Exerc. 186 The Hook is used when

the Work stands on the right or left side the Workman. . .

And the Hook is made so as to cut on the right or left side.

4. The crook or pin on which a door or gate is

hung; forming the fixed part ofthe hinge.
c 1325 Gloss. W. de Biblesw. in Wright Voc. 170 Gauat,

hokes. Verleveles, the bondes of hokes. 1377 LANGL. P, PI.

B. v. 603 Of almes dedes ar be hokes bat be gates hangen

on. 1535 COVERDALE i Kings vii. 50 The hokes of y dores

on the msyde of the house . . were of golde. 1581 J. BELL

Haddon's Ansiv. Osor. 147 b, He doth not heave the doores

of the hookes. 1624 in Na-worth Househ. Bks. (Surtees) 215

A hooke and thimble for the parke gate. 1784 R. BAGE

Barhatn Downs I. 126 They coutented themselves with

throwing gates off the hooks.

5. A bent metal appliance for fastening together

two parts of a dress, on one of which it is fixed so

as to catch in a loop or an '

eye
' on the other.

See also HOOK AND EYE.

1525 Jests Widow Edyth xii. (1573) Givb. This wydow
borowed . . A Cap : an Hat, and three kerchieues therto,

A cople of syluer pinnes, a payr of Hokes and no mo. 1530

PALSGR. 231/2 Hoke for a womans gowne, agraffe, a 1659

CLEVELAND Poems, Poor Cavalier 36 Thy Hooks and But-

tons sprung with Sherburns Mine. 1895 Adllt., The only

hook made to keep the dress in its place. 1896 EDITH

THOMPSON in Monthly Packet Christm. No. 91 She . .

wrenched open the fastenings of her black dress, breaking

two hooks and a loop.

f 6. A shepherd's crook. Obs.

1523 FITZHERB. Hitst. 40 Lette the shepeherde take that

shepe with his hoke. 1635-56 COWLEY Dayideis m Wks.

(16841 89 Some drive the crowding Sheep with rural hooks.

1636 MASSINGER Bashf. Lover HI. i, My scrip, my tar-box,

hook, and coat, will prove But a thin purchase. 1697

DRYDEN Virg. Past. HI. 150 From Rivers drive the Kids,

and sling your Hook.

f7. The barb of an arrow; the fluke of an

anchor. Obs.

cum HENRY Wallace iv. 553 Ane angell hede to the

hukis he drew, And at a schoyt the formast sone he sleu.

a 1605 MONTGOMERIE Misc. Poems xxvin. 57 Eviry shaft

thairof must needs To haif als mony heeds, And eulrie head

als mony huikis. 1627 MAY Lucan n. 753 .

The anchors

made No noise, when from thicke sands their hookes are

weigh'd.

8. Shipbuilding. A bent piece of timber used to

strengthen an angular framework. Cf. breast-

hooks, fore-liooks,
and FUTTOCKS.

1611 COTGR., Four,, .a great peece of timber in the prowe

of a Ship, called the Hooke. 1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman s

Gram. ii. 3 Your rising timbers are the hookes, or ground
timbers and foot-hookes placed on the keele. 1678 PHILI.IJ

(ed. 4) Hooks of a Ship, those forked Timbers which at

placed upright on the Keel, both in the rake and run of th=

Ship 1820 SCORESBY Ace. Arctic Reg. II. 191 The fore

part of the ice-beams, which butt against the hook,.,

diverge, c 1850 Ritditn. Navig. (Weale) 124 Hook of tne

Decks. See Breast-hooks.

9. A sharp bend or angle in the course or length

of anything ; esp. a bend in a river (now in proper

names). [Perh. in some cases influenced by Du
hoek corner, nook.]
1563-87 FOXE A. e, M. (1684) II. 338 The very stralgh

way that hath neither hook ne crook. 1662 STILLINGFL

Orig Sacr. ill. ii. 15 In order to the making of such hooks

and angles, which are necessary for the contexture o

bodyes. 1670 NARBOROUGH Jrnl. in Ace. Sn>. Late Yoy

I. 1 1694) 67 For the Bay lies up in a little hook North-west

1749 W. DOUGLASS Summary I. 42 Cape Cod harbour

safe and deep water ; but from the hook or flexure, .vessels

with difficulty get out to sea. 1863 N. E. Hut. r Gen. Keg
XVII. 321 He was often at Hallowell Hook; so called

HOOK.

rom a peculiar bend in the river. 1877 N. W. Line. Gloss.,

Hook, a bend in a river. Thus in the Trent arc Morton

look, Amcotts Hook, etc.

1O. a. A hook-shaped symbol or character ; a

pot-hook
'

as an element of handwriting.
1668 WILKINS Real Char. 377 The first Rank doth contain

he Characters for the six more simple Vowels, .the former

hree being meer Rounds, the other Hooks. Ibid. 388

Abstracts may be expressed by a Hook at the left end of

he Character. . . The Active and Passive voice may be

expressed, one of them by a Hook, and the other by a Loop,

at the left end of the Character. 1867 PITMAN Man.

Pkonogr. (ed. 12) 30 Initial I or r hooks. Ibid. 33, n hook

../orz/hook. Ibid. 34, -tion hook.

t b. //. Brackets (in printing), parentheses:

formerly also called crotchets and crooks ; also, in-

verted commas. Obs.

1680 G. HICKES Spirit ofPopery Pref. 5 He hath left out

all betwixt the Hooks. 1707 HEARNE Collect. 10 Feb.

(O. H. S.) I. 325 Words ..in hooks are his own. 1732
BENTLEY Pref. Milton's P. L., Printing them in the Italic

letter, and inclosing them between two hooks. 1788 MAD.
D'ARBLAY Diary Feb., As if he had pronounced a sentence

in a parenthesis, between hooks. 1806 R. CUMBERLAND Mem.

(1807) I. 64 What is within hooks is of my own composing,

o. Mus. One of the lines or marks at the end of

the stem of a quaver (), semiquaver (J),
etc.

1782 BURNEY Hist. Mus. (ed. 2) II. iv. 303 [Called]

crotchets a name given by the French with more propriety,

from the hook or curvature of the tail, to the .. Quaver.

1880 W. S. ROCKSTRO in Grove Diet. Mus.^ I. 476/2 The

Semiquaver was.. subdivided into Demisemiquavers, with

three Hooks, and Half-Demisemiquavers, with four.

11. A projecting corner, point, or spit of land.

[app. a. Du. hoek, as in Hoek van Holland Hook of

Holland : cf. also Fris. Mk, point or tongue of land.]

1855 MOTLEY Dutch Rep. (i860 I. 21 This narrow hook

of land, destined, in future ages, to be the cradle of a con-

siderable empire. 1860 BARTLETT Diet. A mer. (ed. 3), Hook

. . This name is given, in New York, to several angular

points in the North and East Rivers ; as, Corlear s Hook,

Powle's Hook, Sandy Hook. 1862 DANA Man. Geol. iv.

663 The course of the outflowing currents . . determines the

position of the channels and sand-bars, and causes the

prolongation of hooks off prominent capes.

f!2. Applied with certain qualifications to a

person : unhappy hook, unhappy wight. Obs.

1526 SKELTON Magnyf. 1390 All hokes unhappy to me haue

resorte 1556 HEYWOOD Spider $ F. xvii. Why hast thou

. thou vnhappy hooke No conscience to be a periurde

wretche? 1562 Jack Jugler (1820) 26 Loo yender cumithe

that vnhappye hooke.

13. Cricket. The act of hooking : see HOOK v. 8 c.

1897 LANG in Longtn. Mag. Oct. 503 Playing on the leg in

all its variety of 'glances '..varied by the 'pull and hook

to the undefended area of the ground.

II. Phrases.

14. By hook or (and) by crook, \ with h. or c.:

by all or any means, fair or foul ; by one device

or another. Usually implying difficulty in attain-

ing the thing sought, which may necessitate the

use of special or extraordinary means.

As to the origin of the phrase there is no evidence;

although invention has been prolific of explanatory stories,

most of them at variance with chronology. The Wychmte
quots. are of somewhat doubtful date, and may be later

than that from Gower, which has HEPE (q.v.) for hook .

c 1380 ? WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 250 pel schulle bie hem wip

pore mennus goodis wif> hook or wib crok. c 1383 Sel.

Wks. III. 331 Pei sillen sacramentis . . and compellen men

to bie alle>is wib hok or crok. [1390 GOWER-Conf..II. 223

What with hepe and what with croke They [false Witness

and Penury] make her maister ofte winne.] a 1529 SKELTON

Col. Cloute 1240 Norwyll suffre this boke By hoke or by

croke Prynted for to be. 1551 ROBINSON More s Ulop. \.

(Arb.) 41 By one meanes therefore or by other, either by

hooke or crooke, they must needes departe awaye. 1561

Schole-ho. Worn. 847 in Hazl. E. P. P. IV. 138 So at length

by huch or by cruch, Lesse or more, euer they craue, Until

thy hand be in thy pouch. 1621 BURTON Anat.Mcl. 1. 11. in.

xv. (1651) 137 Some, .care not how they come by it per las

et nefas, hooke or crook, so they have it. 1651 N. BACON

Disc. Govt. Eng. n. xiii. (1739) 9 Title enough for a great

Man that resolved to hold by hook, what he had get by

crook. 1778 FOOTE Trip Calais ii. Wks. 1799 II. 348

you could put us in a way, by hook or by crook, to get her

S of the
P
convent. 183^ MARRYAT P. Simple 1,,, If you

can't gain it by hook, you must by crook. 1842 GEO. fcLioT

in Life (1885) I. 112 Do come by hook or by crook.

15. Off the hooks. (Cf. off the hinges, HINGE

sb c. ) t a Out of proper condition ;
out of

order ;

' in a bad way '. t b. Out of ordinary

bounds, to excess, f c. Out of humour or spirits,

'

put out ';
' not quite right '. Obs. d. Straight off,

at once, summarily, e. To drop (etc.) off the

hooks, to die (slang).
n ?i6 Stairs Lond. Prentices (Percy Soc.) 64Jn all this

long season thfy were off o' th' hook, a 1659 CLEVELAND

Pet Poem 22 My Doublet looks Like him that wears it,

quite off o' the Hooks. 1684 H. MORE Answer 240 But the

aDDlication is, methinks, much off the Hooks.

b 1612 North's Plutarch. 1214 Agnppma began . .

to flye off the hookes : and coming to Nero himself,

threatned to take his Empire from him. 1621 MOLLE

Camerar. Liv. Libr. ill. vi. 167 In time of prosperitie

proudly flie off the hookes. 1676 D'URFEY Mad. Fickle}.

l. (1677) 7 My Brothers a little off the Hooks; but., tls

only the over-flow of Wit.

C. 1662 PEPYS Diary 28 Apr., One thing that hath put

Sir William so long off the hooks. 1665 Ibid. 26 May, 1 he

Duke of Albemarle . . mightily off the hooks, that the ships

are not gone out ofthe River. 1779 Sy_lph
1 1. 98 T he Baronet

is cursedly off the hooks, from the idea of its transpiring.



HOOK.

1824 SCOTT St. Konan's xxx, Everybody .. is a little off the

hooks. . in plain words, a little crazy, or so.

d. 1860 TROLLOPE Castle Richmond (Tauchn.' II. 350

(Hoppe) Baronets with twelve thousand a year cannot be

married off the hooks.

e. 1842 BARHAM Ingot. Leg., Biff. Mousquet. n, Our
friend.. has popp'd off the hooks ! 1862 TROLLOPE Oruf F.

(Tauchn.) II. 192 (Hoppe) If he fatigues himself so much as

that often, he'll soon be off the hooks. 1886 MRS. LYNN LINTON
Paston Carew iii, He.. was not far from eighty when he

slipped off the hooks without an ache or pain. 1894 BLACK-
MORE Pertycross 293 Is it true that old Fox is dropping off

the hooks?

16. On one's own hook: in dependence on one-

self or one's own efforts ; on one's own account ;

at one's own risk, colloq.

1845 ;V. Y. Herald Oct. (Bartlett), The time is fast

approaching^
when we shall have our American Pope . . and

American Catholic every thing, on our own hook. 2849
THACKERAY Pentiettrtis Ixix, Do we come out as Liberal

Conservative, or as Government men, or on our own hook ?

1852 MRS. STOWE Unle Tom's C. xiv,
' I'm a thinkin, that

every man'll have to hang on his own hook, in them ar

quarters.' 1861 HUGHES Tom Brown at O.vf. ii, I thought
to-day I would go on my own hook, and see if I couldn't

make a better hand of it.

III. Attributive uses and combinations.

17. a. attrib. (or adj.) Shaped like or resembling
a hook, hook-like, hooked, as hook-head, -shoulder,

-tool; HOOK-BILL, -NOSE ; furnished with a hook,
as hook block, bolt, ladder, rope, tackle ; parasyn-
thetic, hook-backed, -beaked, -handed, -\-nebbed,
-shouldered adjs. ; also HOOK-NOSED.
1847-78 HALLIWELL,

*
Hook-backed, hump-backed, crooked.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., *Hook-olockt a pulley-block

strapped with a hook; in contradistinction to one with an

eye or a tail, a 1637 B. JONSON Underwoods, Epigr. to

Counsellor, "Hook-handed harpies. 1756 ROLT Diet. Trade,
Hock-pins, in architecture, are taper iron pins, only with a

"hook-head, to pin the frame of a roof or floor together.

1519 Churckw. Ace. St. Giles, Reading 5 For sises pynnes
and "hoke naylles. ? 1x1400 Morte Arth. 1082 "Huke-

nebbyde as a hawke. 1495-7 Naval Ace. Hen. F//(i8g6)
271 "Hoke ropes for fyssyng of ankers. 1801 NELSON 15

Aug. in Nicolas Disp. (1845) IV. 460 To be furnished with
stout hook-ropes, to be the more ready to take them in tow.

a 1678 MARVELL Poems, On hill at Billborow, Ye mountains
Which do with your 'hook-shouldered height The earth

deform, and heaven fright.

b. objective and obj. gen., as hook-bearer,

-bender; c. sirailative,etc.,as/;00AWn>AW,-.s^a;W

adjs.; hook-like adj. ; d. instrumental and locative,

as hook-armed adj., hook-swinging.
1627 MAY Lucan I. 456 The Belgse *hooke-arm'd Chariots

expert-guiders. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 363 Various

Tools for manufacturing Fishing Tackle and Gear, such as

"Hook-benders [etc.]. 1:1611 SYLVESTER Du Bar/as n. iv.

iv. Decay 883 With *hook-crookt hands upon the smoothest

crawling. 1616-61 HOLYDAY Persius 323 A *hook-like

bearded dart. 1874 BOUTELL Arms fy Arm. vi. 91 Project-

ing hook-like barbs. 1834 MEDWIN Angler in Wales I. 317

'Hook-shaped prickles. 1891 Pall Mall G. 18 Nov. 2/2

The horrible ceremony of
'

"hook-swinging ',. . the swinging
aloft at the end of a long pole, for over an hour, of a man by
means of two iron hooks embedded in the muscles of his

back. 1894 Daily News 15 Nov. 5/3 The Government of

Madras has passed orders giving Magistrates power to

prevent., hook-swinging in the Southern Presidency.

18. Special combs. : hook and butt, hook-

butt,
' a mode of scarfing timber so that the parts

resist tensile strain to part them '

(Knight) ;

hook-book, a book with flannel or parchment
leaves in which anglers keep their hooks ; hook-

climber, a plant that climbs by means of its own
booklets, as members of the genera Galium and

Rubus; hook-heal, a name for Self-heal, Pru-

nella vulgaris ; f hook-land, land ploughed and

sown every year; Thookman, a manufacturer of

fish-hooks ; hook-money, a currency formerly in

vogue in Ceylon, consisting of pieces of silver

twisted into the form of fish-hooks ; hook-penny
(Sc.), a penny received by reapers every week in

addition to the ordinary wages ; hook-pin, a

taper iron pin with a hooked head to pin the frame

of a roof or floor together ; a draw-pin ; hook-

scarf, hook-scarf-joint = hook-butt ;
hook-seam

(see quot.) ; hook-squid, a decapodous cepha-

lopod of the family Onychoteuthididx , having long
tentacles armed with hooks, the bases of which

are furnished with suckers; hook-sucker, a fish

that takes a hook or bait with a sucking motion

(Cent. Diet.) ; hook-swivel, the swivel of a gorge-
hook

; hook-tip, a moth of the genus Platypteryx,

having the tips of the wings hook-shaped ;
hook-

ward, a ward of a lock having the shape of the

letter L ; f hook-ware, tools used in reaping ;

hook-weed, same as hook-heal ;
hookwise adv.,

after the fashion, or in the manner of a hook ;

hook-wrench, a spanner with a bent end adapted
to grasp and turn a nut or coupling piece.
1859 SALA Gas-light H D. x. 118 The parchment 'hook-

books of the gentlemen fishermen. 1897 WILLIS Flower.
PI. I. 177 In the tropics many "hook-climbers grow to a

great size and have stem- or leaf-structures modified into

hooks. 1578 LYTE Dodoens I. xx. 133 The second kinde is

also called, .in English Prunell.. "Hooke heale. 1727 BRAD-
LEY Fain. Diet. s.v. Cut, Take some Prunel or Hook-heal.
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1669 WORLIDGL Sj's.'. Agric. (1681) 56 That Land which is

so often tilled, which they call
v Hook-land. 1706 PHILLIPS

(ed. Kersey), Ilook-lamt, or Opc-land. 1658 ROWLAND
Moufot's Tkcat. Ins. 946 \Ve have some bold bragging
>hookmen. .that ascribe it to their own invention. 1801 C.

KEITH Har'st J\ig- cxxi. ncte,
*
Hock-pcnny, which each

shearer is in use to ask and receive weekly over and above
their pay. 1637-8 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 94
Ashpoles for levers and "hookepiimts. 1703 MOXON Mech.
fc.rerc. 123 The Hook-Pin is. .to pin the Frame of a Floor,
or Frame of a Roof together, whilst it is framing. 1793
SM EATON Ktiystone L. 268 To be united to each other by
"Hook-Scarf-Joints, so as to compose, in effect, one stone.

1828 Craven Dial.,
*
Hook-scitms, hooks or paniers to carry

turf, lead, etc. ; now nearly extinct, since the improvement
of roads. 1819 G. SAM>H i [LE Entvmol, Compciul. 254

*Hooktip moths. 1869 E. NEWMAN Brit. Motlis 205 The
boundary line between the two colours is straight in the

Hook-tips. IUJ. 206 The Scalloped Hook-tip. 1688 R.
HOLME Armoury in. 501/2 *Hookvja>\i, any cross Ward
that cometh out from it [the Key]. 1541 Aberdeen Reg.
V. 17 (Jam.) Tar, pik, hemp, im, & "huik-wair. 1861 Miss
PRATT Flower. PI. IV. 205 Carpenter's-Herb, Sickle-wort,
and "Hookweed. 1597 A. M. tr. Gttillemeau's Fr. Chirurg.
i6b/2 A Spatula, may be ysede in place of a privet ..

and the same being "hoockwise, is called Agrimeles.

Hook (link), v. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To make hook-like or hooked ; to bend,
crook, incurve, rare.

a 1250 Owl ff Night. 377 5if hundes urneb to him ward
He . .hokeb pabes swibe narevve. 1483 Calk. Angt. 191/2 To
Huke, hamare. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 159/32 To Hooke,
incitruare. 1598 FLORIO, yncinare, to hooke, to crooke.

2. intr. To bend or curve sharply; to have a
hooked shape.
c 1420 Pallati. on Plusb. IV. 202 It is so ferd of oiles, that

therfro Hit hoketh, yf me sette it nygh thervnder. l6pt
HOLLAND Pliny xix. v, Melons cannot abide oile..let oile

stand the like distance from them, shrink they wil from it,

and hook upward. 1665 SIR T, HERBERT Trav. (1677) 383
Her bill hooks and bends downwards. 1704, 1774 [see

HOOKING///, a. z\.

3. intr. To move with a sudden turn or twist.

Now slang or dial. To make off. Also hook it.

1400 Destr. Troy 4621 All the company enclinet, cairyn
to ship . . Hokit out of hauyn, all the hepe somyn. 1824 W.
IRVING T. Trav. II. 243 He. .was always hooking about on

mysterious voyages. 1851 MAYHEW Loud. Labour (1861)

II. 137 (Farmer) He slipped from her and hooked it. 1862

H. KINGSLEY Ravenshoe III. xi. 184 When the experienced
hunter sees him doing that, he, so to speak,

' hooks it '. 1886

BARING-GOULD Crt. Royal I. in. 37 Hook up the steps, if

you please. 1886 Gold. Feath. viii. 20 Anything does to

burn . . human creatures as well, if they don't hook out of

the windows.

4. trans. To lay hold of or grasp with a hook ;

to make fast, attach, or secure with a hook or

hooks, or in the manner of a hook ; to connect

or fasten together with hooks, or hooks and eyes.
1611 COTGR., Haver,..V> hooke, or grapple with a hooke.

ci6z6 Dick of Devon iv. i. in Bullen O. PI. II. 63 Now
the word is

'
Come, hooke me '

. . the needle lance knights . .

put so many hookes and eyes to every hose and dubblet.

1634 HEYWOOD Maydenh. Well Lost i. Wks. 1874 IV. 112

At last we came to hooke our ladders, and By them to

skale. 1682 N. O. Boileau's Lutrin IV. 222 A third . . Had
not due time to hook his dropping Breeches ! 1710 L
CLARKE Rohavlt's Nat. Phil. (1729) I. xxii. 135 Their

Particles are so hooked together, that they may be bent any
way. i8o SCORESBY Ace. Arctic Reg. II. 287 When the

harpoon . . slipped out . . it luckily hooked the lines belonging
to another boat. 1895 The Season Mar. 84 Stuff put

plain or pleated over lining hooked down the middle in

front. Ibid. 95 Cape hooked over at the side.

b. To hook on, in, up, to attach by means of a

hook, e.g. a horse to a vehicle, etc.

1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Meclianic 428 There are many
other ways by which the hooking up of the yarns may be

effected. 1835 MARRYAT "Jot. Faitlif. xxxvii, Maintop,
there, hook on your stays. 1844 MRS. HOUSTON Yacht Voy.
Texas I. 5 After being hooked on to a steamer, we were

tugged rapidly down the river. 1875 W. S. HAYWARD Lo-.-e

agst. World 16 They saw a horse hooked up to the post of

the inn. 1883 Chicago Advance 23 Aug., The livery man
hooked up for us as fine a team. 1897 Cavalry Tactics xvi.

1 12 The breast-harness horses in the cavalry ranks should

be hooked in.

5. intr. (for refl.~) To attach oneself or be attached

with or as with a hook ;
to be coupled. Hook on

(fig.): to join on
;
to be consequent or continuous.

1597 SHAKS. = Hen. IV, 11. i. 175 Go with her, with her :

hooke-on, hooke-on. 1774 C. J. PHIPPS Voy. .V. Pole 181

Two small steel rods . . nook into the ends of this board.

1777 SHERIDAN Trip Scare, i. ii, If it had been tighter,

'twould neither have hooked nor buttoned. 1847 THACKERAY

Brighton in 1847 i, He hooked on to my arm as if he had

been the Old Man of the Sea. 1885 T. A. GUTHRIE Tinted

Vfims viii. 93 Haven't you missed out a lot, sir ? . . because

it don't seem to me to hook on quite.

6. trans. To snatch with a hook ; to seize by

stealth; to steal, pilfer. Cf. HOOKER' I.

1615 TOMKIS A Ibumazar in. iii. in Hazl. Dodsley XI. 359

Picking of locks, or hooking clothes at windows. 1627-77
FELTHAM Resolves I. x. 14 Like Thieues, that hooking for

clothes in the dark, they draw the Owner which takes . .

them. 1631 WEEVER Anc._
Fun. Man. 47 To hooke or draw

dresses the other day. 1884 MARK TWAIN Hucklcb. Finn
xxx. 312 (Farmer) To hook the money and hide it.

7. To catch (a fish) with a hook : applied both to

the external use of a large hook, and to that of

the baited hook which is swallowed.

HOOK AND EYE.

[1700 WALLIS in Collect. (O. H. S.) I. 326 This bait . . is to
hook-in somewhat else.] 1771 MRS. GRIFFITH tr. Viand's
Shipwreck 178 A few small flounders, which are hooked up
out of the water, with a sort of harpoon. 1772-84 COOK
Voy. (1790) V. 1831 This day we hooked plenty of fine cod.

1885 W. C. SMITH Kildrostan I. i. 227 It is not every fish

you hook that comes to the creel.

b. fig. To catch, secure, e.g. as a husband, etc.

a 1800 T. BELLAMY Beggar Boy (1801) II. 97 He was
anticipating .. the young spendthrifts whom he hoped to

hook at the gaming-table. 1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair iv,

The first woman who fishes for him, huoks him. 1893 F. J.
FURNIVALL Child-Marriages Pref. 49 A man trying to hook
a well-off widow.

8. trails/, yn&fig. a. To catch hold of and draw as

with a hook; to drag. b. To attach as with a hook.

1577 STANYHURST Descr. In-l.'i. (R.), Neighbourhood bred

acquaintance, acquaintance waifed in the Irish toong, the

Irish hooked with it attire. 1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. n. iii. 7
The harlot-King Is quite beyond mine Arme . . but shee, I

can hooke to me. a 1661 FULLER U'nrt/iits (1840) I. 560 A
Dictionary, or Vocabulary, hooking all words . . within the

compass thereof, a 1677 BARROW Pope's Snprem. (R.), There
is nothing which each of these powers will not hook within

the verge of its cognizance and jurisdiction. 1764 WESLEY
Wks. (1872) III. 199 He hooked me, unawares, into a little

dispute. 1842 TENNYSON Day-dream, Moral\\, If I Should
hook it to some useful end.

C. In Golf, To drive (the ball) widely to the left

hand. In Cricket, To play (the ball) round from

the 'off' to the 'on' side without hitting it at the

pitch. =DRAW v. 14.

case the ball flies in to the left. 1897 A. LANG in Longman's
Mag. Go.. 503, I remember Mr. Fry returning a simple ball

as a yet simpler catch to bowler in his first over, all because

he tried to hook it. 1898 C. B. FRY in Windsor Mag. June
26/1 His cutting and hooking are second only to Ranji's.

9. Hook in : to draw in with or as with a hook ;

fig. to get hold of as best one may ; to secure by
hook or by crook ; to bring or drag (a person) in

unwillingly or against his judgement.
1551 ROBINSON tr. More's Utop. i. (Arb.) 56 An other . .

aduiseth to hooke in the kynge of Castell. 1617 MORYSON
Itin. I. 62 Mils . . having an iron wheele, which doeth not

onely drive the saw, but hooketh in, and turncth the boords

to the saw. 1658 GURNALL Chr. in Arm. verse 14. in. xiii.

(1669) 107/2 Servants standing at the door to hook in

customers. 1683 KENNETT tr. Erasm. on Folly 114 Hook-

ing in a larger revenue to their own Exchequer. 1772
BURKE Corr. (1844) I. 396 If they can hook in any job or

patronage they will. 1836 J. HALLEY in Arnot Life (1842)

77, I have been hooked in for an essay.

10. To link by a hook or bent part.

1823 J. BADCOCK Dam. Amuum. 116 Holding the other

extremity in your hand, or hooked over the arm. 1847
TENNYSON Princ. iv. 249 At last I hook'd my ankle in a

vine. 1861 HUGHES Tom Brown at O.rJ. xv, He hooked

his arm into Tom's and led the way into the town.

11. To catch on the horns, attack with the horns,

as a cow. Also absol. U.S.

1837-40 HALIBURTON Clockm. (1862) 225 As a hookin' cow
does [carry] a board over her eyes to keep her from makin'

right at you. 1865 WHITTIER Snowbound 86 The oxen

lashed their tails and hooked.

12. To furnish with a hook (see HOOK sb. 10 a).

1867 PITMAN Man. Phonogr. (ed. 12) 30 The downward r

and j do not require to be hooked for rr, sr.

II Hookall(hu'ka). Also hooker, houka,hooka,

huk(k)ah, hooqqa. [a. Arab. (Pers., Urdu) _.
huqqah casket, vase, cup,

' the bottle through
which the fumes pass in smoking tobacco ', ex-

tended in Urdu to the whole apparatus.] A pipe
for smoking, of Eastern origin, having a long
flexible tube, the smoke being drawn through water

contained in a vase, to which the tube and the

bowl are attached ; the narghile of India.

1763 SCRAFTON Indostan iii. (1770) 86 A fellow entered . .

and carried off the gold top of the hookah he was smoaking.

1803 Ann. Rev. I. 209/2 It is a ceremony of friendship for

the master of the house to offer the visitor his hookah. 1804

W. TENNANT Ind. Recreat. (ed. 2) I. 67 Smoking their

hookers. 1820 T. S. HUGHES Trav. Sicily I. vi. 185 (Stanf.)

He was seated, .smoking his houka. 1893 EARL DUNMOKE
Pamirs I. 338 The hukkah is brought in.

b. attrib. and Comb.

1763 SCRAFTON Indostan (1770) 31 His Hookah, or pipe-

bearer. 1872 E. BRADDON Life India \. 4 (Stanf.) A luxurious

idler, whose life is spent in hookah-smoking.

Hook and eye, hook-and-eye, sb. [HOOK
sb. 5.] A metallic fastening, esp. for a dress, con-

sisting of a hook, usually of flattened wire, and an

eye or wire loop on which the hook catches, one

of the two being fixed to each of the parts to be

held together.
c 1626 [see HOOK v. 4]. a 1697 AUBREY Lives (1898.1 I. 205

Then their breeches were fastened to the doubletts with

points then came in hookes and eies. 1812-16 J. SMITH

Panorama Sc. $ Art I. 330 The ends are united by a small

steel hook and eye. 1838 DICKENS Nick. Nick, xvn, Now
and then tying a string, or fastening a hook-and-eye. 1862

READE Hard Cash 9 My ladies did not . . care a hook and

C
fie. 1809-10 COLERIDGE Friend (1837) I. 20 All the hooks-

and-eyes of the memory. 1860 EMERSON Cond. Life,

Worship Wks. (Bohn) II. 394 Tne wholc creation is made

of hooks and eyes.
attrib. 1850 Beck's Florist Apr. 95 The lid attached by

hook-and-eye hinges.



HOOK-BILL.

Hence Hook-and-eye v. trans., to fasten with
or as with a hook and eye ; Jig. to connect, link.

1827 SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) IV. 82 That any combination of
chances should hook-and-eye me with any near connection
of absolute wisdom ! a 1843 Comm.-pl. />/-. Ser. n. (1849)
230 A multitude of stories hooked and eyed together
clumsily. 1855 J. LEECH Pict. Life $ Char, n (Heading)
Hooking and Eyeing.

Hook-bill. [See BlLL sf> -
1 anc1 -]

1. A bill with a hook ;
a billhook.

1613 T. CAMPION Entertainm. L<f. Knoivles Wks. (Bullen)

178 One of them in his hand bearing a hook-bill.

2. ' The curved beak of a bird
'

(Ogilvie). Cf.

HOOK-NOSE.
3.

' A spent male salmon whose jaws have become
hooked '

(Cent. Diet.}.
So Hoo'k-billed a.

} having a curved bill.

1695 Land. Gaz. No. 3080/4 Hookbil'd Ducks.

Hooke, obs. form of OAK.
Hooked (hukt, hu'ked), a. [f. HOOK sb. or ^.]
1. Bent like a hook

; hook-shaped ; hamate.
iooo in Kemble Cod. Dipl. III. 434 O5 Sat hit cymj>

to San hokedan garan. a 1250 Oivl fy Night. 1675 For
beo be haveb bile ihoked, And clivres scharpe and \vel

i-croked. 1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton) n. xlv. (1859) 5*
Somme hadden longe hoked clawes. 1552 HULOET, Hooked
nose. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trait. (1677) 149 He holds a
Sword not so hooked as the Damasco. 1766 PENNANT Zool.

(1812) I. 218 The bill is strong, short, and very much hooked.

1834 MsowrN Angler in Wales I. 291 note. The nose being
larger and more hooked.

2. Having or furnished with a hook or hooks.
136* LANGL. P. PI. A. Pro!. 50 Eremytes on an hep wib

hoicide staues. 1430-40 LYDG. Bochas i. xiv. (1554) 283,
One sleeth the dere with an hoked arowe. c 1586 C'TESS
PEMBROKE Ps. LXVIII. vi, Twice ten thousand . . Of hooked
chariotts, clad in warrs array. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Tliev&tofs
Trav. it. 65 One of them with a hooked stick, took hold of

my Horses bridle and stopt him. 1867 PITMAN Alan.

Pkonogr. (ed. 12) 30 A series of curved hooked letters.

3. [f. HOOK v.\ See the verb.
1611 COTGR., AccrocJtt, hooked ; clasped, grapled. a 1700

B. E. Did. Cant. Crew, ffookt, over-reached. 1821 BYRON
I 'is. Judgm. xv, To bring to land a late-hook'd fish.

Hence Hoo'kedness (hu'kednes).
1530 PALSCR. 231/2 Hokednesse, crochtisete. 1633 COCK-

ERAM, Adwicttie, hookednesse.

Hooker 1
(hu-kai). [f. HOOKS;. +-ER!.] One

who or that which hooks.
1. A thief who snatched away articles with a

hook; a pilferer, thief ; (mod. slang) a watch-stealer.

1567 HARMAN Caveat (1869) 35 These hokers, or Angglers,
be peryllous and most wicked knaues. 1592 GREENE Art
Conny-catch. n. 24 The Courber, which the common people
call the Hooker ..with a Curb.. or hook, doth pul out of
a window any loose linnen cloth, apparell, or els any other
houshold stuffe. 1673 WORTHINGTON in Mcde's Wks. Life

42 The Hooker, .once began to draw away his Bed-cloaths
whiles he lay awake. 1834 H. AINSWORTH Rookwood'HI. v,
No strange Abram, RufHer crack Hooker of another pack.
1888 Tit Bits 17 Nov. 82/2 (Farmer) The hooker, having. .

got a hold of the desired prize, detaches it from the chain by
breaking the ring and passes it to number two.

2. One who fastens his clothes with hooks : see

quot.
1880 Libr. Unto, Knowl. IX. 700 The Amish Mennonites

..are sometimes called Hookers, because they substitute
hooks for buttons on their clothes.

3. Hooker-on {Coal-mining} : A 'hanger on* or

hitcher.

1883 Times g Nov., These men found the fire-beater acting
as hooker-on for the uninjured men, who were brought up
with great rapidity.

Hooker 2
(hu-kai). Also howker, hawker.

[App. orig. a. Du. hoeker, in Hexham '
hoecker-

schip a dogger-boat ', in Kilian hoeck-boot
' a fish-

ing-boat, so called from hoeck hook '.]

1. A two-masted Dutch coasting or fishing vessel.

1641 S. SMITH Royal Fishings 4 A Hooker or Wellboat.

1781 Westm. Mag. IX. 555 There were also two large
Hookers, which I could not conveniently bring away. 1794
Rigging fy Seamanship I. 237 Hawker, a vessel of burthen
with two masts (main and mizen) used by the Dutch and
Northern nations. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Howker,
a two-masted Dutch vessel.

2. A one-masted fishing smack on the Irish coast
and south-west of England, similar to a hoy in

build. Also attrib.

1801 Naval Chron. VI. 432 He was in a Cork hawker,
which shipped a sea. 1807 SIR R. HOARE Tour Irel. 84
The whole morning was spent on board Mr. Newenham's
hooker. 1813 Q. Rev. July 289 The cost of one of these

Q j 1894 Daily
News 15 June 5/6 The number of hooker boats in Achill i.s

very limited.

3. Applied depreciatively or fondly to a ship.
1813 J. F. COOPER Pioneer xxiii, Where away did 'ee ever

fall in with such a hooker? 1825 Blackw. Mag. XVIII.
50/2 You've the easiest birth in the hooker. 1865 Daily
Tel. 6 Dec. 4/4 The voyage fair or foul has been made ;

..people shake hands with one another, giving the 'old
hooker

'

a hearty cheer before they leave her. 1867 SMYTH
Sailor's Word-bk.) Hooker, or H&wker. . .Also, Jack's name
for his vessel, the favourite 'old hooker'. 1883 Century
Mag. Oct. 945/1 The old hooker actually made two and a
half knots, and answered her helm tolerably well.

Hence Hoo'kerman,
1894 Daily News 15 June 5/6 The hookerman should

have lowered her sail before jibing.
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t Hooker 3 - Obs. (See quots.)
1594 PLAT Jeivell-ho. n. 30 Great stone pottes . . such as

the Golde finers call their Hookers. 1602 Delightes for
Ladies Receipt iii, An earthen potte hauing a narrow
mouth, and being well leaded within (the Refiners of gold
and siluer, call these pottes hookers).

Hooker, var. of HOOKAH.

Hoo'king, vbl. $b. [f. HOOK v. + -ING 1.] The
action of the vb. HOOK; catching, fastening, or

attachment by means of a hook or hooks.
-1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode iv. via. (1869* 179 Sathan ..

dpoth al his entente to haue alle |>ilke bat ben in be see by
his fysshinge and bi his hookinge. 1658 R. WHITE tr. Digby's
Powd. Symp. (1660) 72 The continuity of bodies results

from some small bookings or claspings. c 1850 Rudim.
Navig. (Weale) 124 Hooking^ the act of working the edge
of one plank, &c. into that of another, in such a manner
that they cannot be drawn asunder endways.

Hoo-king, ppl, a. [f. as prec. + -IN&2.] That
hooks.

1. That snatches, catches, or grasps as with a hook.
1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. i. in. Furies 708 Avarise,

all-armed in hooking Tenters And clad in Bird-lime. 1621
MOLLE Camerar. Liv. Libr. iv. iii. 229 To saue it from the

hooking hands of the Spaniards. 1837-40 [see HOOK v. 1 1
J.

2. That bends or curves into a hook ; hooked.
1704 Lend. Gaz. No. 4011/4 His Nose somewhat hooking.

1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) V. 109 Beak straight in the

beginning, but hooking at the point.

Hookisli (hu-klf :,
a.

[f.
HOOK sl>. + -ISH.]

Somewhat hook-like or hooked.

1597 A. M. tr. Gnilletnean's }'~r. CJiiriirg. T3b/2 He is

also hoockishe and recurvated. 1712 Land, daz. No. 5053/3
Full Eyes, hookish Nose.

Hookless (hu-kles), a. [f. as prec. + -LESS.]
Without a hook.

1776 R. GRAVES Euphrosyne n. 173 Thus round the hook-
less halt the Pike will play. 1854 Fraser's Mag. L. 397
Your line springs into the air, bookless, and of course fishless.

Hooklet (hu-klet). [f. as prec. + -LET.] A
small or minute hook

; esp. in Nat. Hist.

1836-9 TODD Cyel. Anat. II. 127/1 Hard transparent
borny booklets around the oral proboscis. 1872 NICHOLSON
Palzont. 314 The spines, or booklets, or denticles of Naked
Molluscs and Annelides. 1897 ALLBUTT Syst. Med. II. 1007
The suckers and booklets serve to attach the parasite to
the mucous membrane of the alimentary canal of the host.

Hook-nose. A nose of a hooked shape with
a downward curve ;

an aquiline nose.

1687 Land. Gaz. No. 2307/4 A tall black Man, with a Hook
Nose. 1826 SCOTT Jrnl. 21 Oct., Figures, with black eyes
and hook-noses.

Hook-nosed, a. Having a hook-nose.

1519 HORMAN Vulg. 31 They that be hookenosed .. theyr
spectacles shall nat lightly fal fro them. 1597 SHAKS.
2 Hen. IV, iv. iii. 45, I may iustly say with the hooke-
nos'd fellow of Rome, I came, saw, and ouer-came. 1682
Lond.Gaz. No. 1708/4 A..raw-bon'd Man.. squint Eyed,
hook Nos'd. [1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. III. iv. 34 Thin-
cheeked, hooked-nos'd, e'en as might be An ancient erne.]

Hookster, obs. form of HUCKSTER.

Hooky (hxvki), a. [f. HOOK sb. + -T.] Having
a hook or hooks ; hook-shaped ; hooked.
1552 HULOET, Hooky, or full of hookes, hamosits, 1611

COTGR., Racrocher, . . to make of a hookie forme. 1678
CUDWORTH Intel!. Syst. I. v. 687 Strato derided Democritus
his Rough and Smooth, Crooked and Hooky Atoms, as
meer Dreams and Dotages. 1855-9 SINGLETON Virgil \\.

171 Holding a booky bill below his bust.

Hoo-ky-croo'ky, a. and sb. [Cf. HOOK sb. 14.]
a. adj. Not straightforward, perverse, dishonest.
b. sb. An underhand act or practice.
1830 GALT Lmvrie T. v. iv. 205 He was coming round me

with one of his hooky-crookies. 1833 Fraser's Mag. VIII.
201 [They] manage to keep themselves, .by hookey-crookey
gambling ways, as brother Jonathan would say.

Hool, -e, obs. forms of HOLE, HULL, WHOLE.
Hoold, obs. form of HOLD.
!l Hoolee, toll (htt-li; hJu-U). E.Indies. Also

7 houly, 7-9 hooly, 8-9 hull, 9 hooley, hohlee.

[Hindi holi.] The great festival or carnival of the

Hindoos, held at the approach of the vernal

equinox, in honour of Krishna and the Gopts or
milkmaids.

1687 A. LOVEI.L tr. Theveiwt's Trav. in. 67 That once in

his life he might be present at the Feast of Houly. 1698
FRYER Ace. F.. India ff P. 180 In their Hooly, which is at
their ether Seed-time. 1789 PEARCE in Asiat. Res. II. 333
During the Hitli, when mirth and festivity reign among
Hindus ofevery class. Ibid. 334 The late Shujaul Daulah . .

was very fond of making ffu/l-foo\s. 1800 Asiat. A nti.Reg.,
Misc. Tr. 280/1 The hooly, or saturnalia of India, when
liberty ofspeech and action towards superiors are allowed to
as great an extent as among the ancient Romans. 1809
T. p. BROUGHTON Lett. (1813) 87 (Y.) We paid the Muha
Raj the customary visit at the Hohlee. 1825 HEBKR Narr.
y<irn.(i828) II. 524 During all the timeof Hoolee, drunken-
ness is common among the Hindoos.

Hooli, hoolly, obs. forms of WHOLLY.
II Hoolock (Iw'Vk). Also hulluk, hooluok,

-aok, huluq. [a. hulluk, the native name.] The
Black Gibbon, Hylobates Hoolock, native of Assam.
1:1809 BUCHANAN Rung/worm E. Ina. III. 563 (Y.) The

Hulluks live in considerable herds. 1838 I'entiyCycl. XII.
407/2 Three individuals of the species called the Hoolock.
1868 in T. Lewin Fly on Wheel (1885) 374 (Y.) A huluq
monkey, a shy little beast.

Hooly, huly (h-li, Sc. hii-li), adv. and a. Sc.

and north. Also 4 holy, 6 hulie, hully, 7 hewly.

HOOP.

[ME. holy, app. of Norse origin : cf. ON. hSfligr
moderate, h6fliga with moderation, fitly, justly, f.

h6f measure, moderation, HOVE sb.'- ; also, ON.
Mgfigr&ij.etiy, gentle, hogliga adv. gently, calmly,
meekly, fitly, f. h(g- in comb, easy, gentle, soft.]

A., adv. Gently, softly, cautiously; tardily. Often
in phr. hooly andfairly.

ft 1340 HAMPOI.E Psalter xxxix. 24 My god cum not holy
[Yulg. tic tardaveris}. Ibid., God come ouer huly til oure
bihofe. 1513 DOUGLAS Mneis vi. v. 127 Huly and fair on
to the cost I swam. 1598 FERGUSON Scott. Prov. (1785) 13

(^Jam.) Hooly and fairly men ride far journies. 1728 RAMSAY
To R. J arde 114 Yet love is kittle and unruly, And shou'd
move tcntily and hooly. 1827 SCOTT Jrnl. 10 June, Cash
difficulties, etc. all provided for . . so that we go on hooly
and fairly. 1830 GALT Lawrie T. VI. i. (1849) 253

'

Hooly,
hooly, Mr. Bradshaw', cried I.

B. adj. Gentle, cautious
; slow, tardy.

1513 DOUGLAS Mneis ix. xiii. 45 Turnus . . Steppys abak
wyth huly pays full styll. 1597 MONTGOMERY Cherrie q
Slae 1283 Fulis hast cums huly speid. a 1810 TANNAHII.L
Poet. Wks. (1846) 55 In judging, let us be right hooly.
Hence Hoo liiicss, hvrliness, tardiness, delay.
a 1340 HAM POLE Psalter xxxix. 24 pat hulynes bat he will

not bifell. 1820 Edin. Mag. May 422/2 The trauchl't stag
T the wan waves lap, But huliness or hune.

Hooly, obs. f. WHOLLY. Hoom(e, obs. ff.

HOME. Hoom(in)oek(e, obs. ff. HUMMOCK.
Hoond(e, obs. ff. HAND. Hoon(e, obs. ff. HONE.
Hoong, obs. f. hung, pa. t of HANG v.

HoOp(hp),ji.l Forms: 2 h6p, 2-5 hop, 4-6
hope, 5 north, hupe, 5-7 hoope, 6- hoop, (6

howp'e, howpp, whop(e, whoope, 6-7 houpe).
[Late OE./uSj'

= OFris. hSp, MDu. hoop, houp, hoep,
Du. hoep : OTeut. type *hdpo-z; but not known
outside the Low German-Frisian group.]
1. A circular band or ring of metal, wood, or other

stiff material; esp. a circle of wood or flattened

metal for binding together the staves of casks,

tubs, etc.

a. 1175 Hist. Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.) 22 Da het he wur-
cean senne seolfrene hop of brittisse pundon . . swa fela

seolfrenae hops. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. XVII.
clxxiv. (r495) 716 Bendes and knyttynges made to bynde
vp vynes and hopes for tonnes. 1417 Durham MS.
Almoner's Roll, In j pari molarum cum hopys et rynd-
spindellis. <r 1440 Promp. Parv. 245/2 Hoope, vesselle

byndyrige (K. hope). 1485 Rippn Ch. Acts (Surtees)

373, ij hupes pro rota plaustri. 1522 Chimlnv. Ace. St.

Giles, Reading 17 Paid for a whope of Iron to the shafts of
the churche gate iijrf. 1555 EDEN Decades 28 The hoopes
of his barrels cracked and brake. 1592 WARNER A Ib. Eng,
vni. xlii. (1612) 202 A Stoole halfe backed with a houpe.
1617 MORYSON Ilia. in. 174 This cap. .is hollow. .being
borne up by little hoopes, and so cooles the head. 1750
JOHNSON Rambler No. 51 F 12 A vessel of gooseberry wine
had burst the hoops. 1831 llliatr. Catal. Gt. Exhib, 971
Model ofa hoop for a mast, for the boom to work in, instead
of a 'goose-neck'. 1875 Ure's Diet. Arts III. 244 The
pieces of buhr-stones . . are bound with iron hoops into large
millstones. 1885 Act 48 Sf 49 Viet. c. 70 9 Barrels made. .

with such hoops as may be approved by the Fishery Board.

Jig. 1602 SHAKS. Ham. I. iii. 63 The friends thou hast,
and their adoption tride, Grapple them to thy Soule, with

hoopes of Steele. 1606 Ant. ff Cl. n. ii. 117 What Hoope
should hold vs staunch from edge to edge A th' world.

b. In tavern signs : see COCK-A-HOOP, note.

1403 Add. Charter 5313 Br. Mus., [A messuage called]
the belle on the hoop. 1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 31 The
hert of the hop [sign of inn at Bury]. 1631 Deed (in J.
Coleman's Bk, Catal. 1889), Two Inns in Shoreditch, one
called the Cock and Hoope, the other the Holy Lambe.

2. Applied to rings, bands, or loops, having
similar uses (see quots.) ;

also to other contrivances

for binding or confining, as
*
the enclosing case of

a run of stones
'

in a mill (Knight Diet. Meek,}.
1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bit,, Hoops, the strong iron

bindings of the anchor-stock to the shank, though square,
are called hoops. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mcch., Hoop,..
one of the rings to which the weather-leach of a fore-and-aft

sail is bent, and by which it slides on the mast or stay
as the sail is hoisted or lowered.

3. A circle of wood or iron (orig. a barrel-hoop),
which is trundled along as a plaything by children.

1792 MARY WOLLSTONECR. Rights Worn. iv. 150 When they
ought to have been spinning a top, or twirling a hoop. 1801

STRUTT Sports fy Past. iv. iv. 4 Trundling the hoop is a

pastime of uncertain origin, but much in practice at present.

1848 DICKENS Dombey xviii, The rosy children . . run past
with hoops.

f4. One of the bands at equal intervals on a

quart pot ; hence, the quantity of liquor contained

between two of these. Obs.

1592 NASHE /'. Penilesse (ed. 2) 23 b, I beleeue hoopes in

quart pots were inuented to that ende, that euery man
should take his hoope, and no more. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen.
VI, iv. ii. 72 The three hoop'd pot shall haue ten hoopes,
and I wil make it Fellony to drink small Beere. 1609
DEKKER Gull's Hortie-bk. 28 (N.) The Englishman's healths,
his hoops, cans, half-cans [etc.].

5. A measure of corn, etc. ofvarying capacity. Now
heal.

1520 WHITINTON Vulg. (1527) 12 b, A mette or an hoope of
oote mele. 1548 Litdlow Chvrchw. Ace. (Camden) 35 A
busshelle and a whop of lyme. 1606 HOLLAND Siteton.
Annot. 4 Denosmodios. in round reckoning may goe for ten

peckes or hoopes with vs. 1654 Manch. Crt. Left Rec.

(1887) IV. 129 The Jury Amerce John Maulton for a halfe

hoope and a Peck vndr measure. 1674 RAY N. C. Words
26 A Hoop, a Measure containing a Peck or Quarter of



HOOP. 376 HOOPED.

a Strike. Yorksh. 1810 W. DAVIES Agric. N. Wales xvii.

S 2. 466 In Montgomeryshire, a cylindrical vessel, contain-

ing 20 quarts, is called a hoop ; two of such hoops make a
.strike or measure. 1845 PKIKIE Kcfl. Archil* Irel. 222

A hoop [i.e. a quarter of a peck] was sold for no less than
five groates.

b. A short metal cylinder used as a shape for

a cake.

1741 Compi. Fam. Piece \. ii. 193 Butter your Hoop, and
let it stand 3 Hours in a moderate Oven.

6. A circle of flexible elastic material, as whale-

bone or steel, used to expand the skirt of a woman's
dress ; hence, the structure consisting of such hoops
connected by some material, worn under a petticoat
or skirt ;

a hoop-petticoat or -skirt.

Such a structure has appeared, with modifications, in the

farthingale of the i6lh-i7th c., the extravagant hoop-skirt
of the i8th, and the crinoline of the ic/th.

1548 HALL Ckron.* Hen, YlII 67 b, Eight ladies in

blacke velvet bordred about with gold, with hoopes from
the wast downeward, and sieves ruffed. 1550 CROWLEV
F.pigr. 1318 Wyth whoopes at the

skyrte. 1617 MORVSOM
Itin. in. 168 Women weare long fardmeales. .like hoopes,
which our Women used of olde. 1717 PRIOR Alma 11. 277
The swelling hoop sustains The rich brocade. 1738-9 MRS.
DELANY in Life <y Corr. (1861) II. 25 The fashionable hoops
are made of the richest damask, trimmed with gold and
silver, fourteen guineas a hoop. 1754 Connoisseur No. 36
F 3 The hoop. . . At present it is nearly of an oval form, and
scarce measures from end to end above twice the length
of the wearer. 1800 MAR. EDGEWORTH Belinda (18321 I. v.

98 Everybody wears hoops, but . . 'tis a melancholy considera-
tion how very few can manage them. 1812 BYRON Waltz
xiii, Hoops are no more, and petticoats not much. 1842
TENNYSON Talking Oak xvi t In teacup-times of hood and
hoop, Or while the patch was worn. 1878 MRS. OUPHANT
Dress iv. 54 The hoop proper was not so abrupt as the far-

thingale, and the crinoline was greatly softened frcm the

hoop.
7. A finger-ring.
1507 Will of Oppy (Somerset Ho.\ My hoope of gold

made like a crown of thorn. 1520 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) V.

117 My howpe of golde that I were on my ringer. 1530
PALSGR. 233/1 Houpe a greate ryng, signet. 1596 SHAKS.
Merck. V. v. i. 147 A hoope of Gold, a paltry King. 1668
DAVENANT Man's the Master n. i. Wks. 1874 V. 41, I know
but one hoop in the world can bind us close together. . .

A wedding-ring.
*

8. Any hoop-like or circular structure, conforma-

tion, or figure ; a circle, ring, arc.

1530 PALSGR. 233 /i Houpe of a beestes fote, come. 1570
B. GOOGE Pop. Kingd. 11. 25 b, Scarce an ynche brode

hoope of heare, about their pate appeares. 1684 T. BURNET
Th. Earth I. 169 Saturn is remarkable for his hoop or ring,
which seems to stand off from his body. 1719 D'URFEY Pills

(1872) III. 315 His Knights around his Table in a Circle

sate, d'ye see, And altogether made up one large Hoop of

Chivalry. 1893 MCCARTHY Red Diamonds II. 41 Specimens
of almost every herb under the hoop of heaven.

b. Bot. Applied to the overlapping edge of one
of the valves of the frustule of the Diatomacex\
called also the *

girdle*.
1884 Challenger Reports^ Botany II. 3 These walls . . are

formed by two distinct plates or valves, each possessing its

own hoop . . This hoop, connecting zone or belt, may be

single, double, or of complex structure.

9. A hoop- or ring-net.
1882 Standard 26 Sept. 2/2 They [whelks] are also caught

in nets called
'

hoops
'

or *

rings '.

10. One of the iron arches used in croquet.
1872 R. C. A. PRIOR Croquet 56 Hoop is now an established

term, but is a wrong name for the arches set up on a croquet
lawn. 1874 J. D. HEATH Croquet Player 17 The setting or

arrangement of the hoops.

1 11. The semicircular part of the spur which

clasps the boot. Obs.
1620 SHELTON Quix. (1746) III. xiv. 93 Jagging his Spurs

into his Horse to the very Hoops.
1 12. pi. A canopy stretched upon hoops. Obs.
c 1520 Mem. Ripon (Surtees) III. 206 Item pro howpps

pro sacrament ad summum altare, i</.

13. attrib. and Comb. a. General, as hoop-bender^
-dancer, -girdle, -maker; -mill) -roller

, -stuff \ hoop-

crimping, -dressing, -fellied, -horned^ -ribbed, -riv-

ing, -spined, -splaying, etc., adjs. Also HOOP-PETTI-

COAT, -STICK.

1858 GREENER Gunnery 99 In the *hoop-and-stave wrought
iron gun. x8ia Examiner 7 Dec. 777/1 W. Kumsey, . .

*hoop bender. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meek.,
*
Hoop-crimping

Machine, one for giving the bend to hoop-stuff to render the

hoops tractable in fitting to barrels and casks. 1800 Sporting
Mag. XV. 28 His most Christian Majesty was attended by
several devils, 'hoop-dancers and banner-bearers. 1799 Ibid.

XIV. 28 *Hoop-fellied wheels. 1607 DKKKER A'nt.'s Conjur.
(1842* 74 A streame . . claspts it round about like a *hoope
girdle of christall. i6x(>Cante>b. Marriage Licences (MS.),
Robert Claringbole of Barham, *hoopemaker. 1832 in
Cobbett Rur. Rides (1885) II. 366 Beautiful cattle, .'hoop-
ribbed, square

hipped. 18x5 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic
339 The hoop-rollers are represented in fig. 351 ; the bar-
rollers in fig, 352. 1884 Sham Daily Post 28 July 3/4
Wanted, a thoroughly experienced . . Hoop Roller. 1875
KNIGHT Diet. Mech.*Hoop SplayingandBending Machine,
a machine for spreading hoop-iron on one side so as to
enable it to set snugly on the bilge. -

b. Special combs. : hoop-ash, (a] a species of
ash, Fraxinus sambucifolia, the flexible stems of
which are used for making hoops ; (b) the American
Hackberry, Ccltis occidental!s (Craig 1847) ; hoop-
bee, a burrowing bee of the genus Eucera ; f hoop-
caul, the chorion or outermost membrane envelop-
ing the foetus before birth; f hoop-coat,= HOOP-

PETTICOAT ; hoop-cramp,
' a ring-clutch for hold-

ing the ends of a hoop which are lapped over each
other

*

(Knight Diet. Klech. ) ; hoop-driver, a tool

or machine by which the hoops of a cask are

driven on
; hoop-iron, (a) flat thin bar-iron of

which hoops are made
; (b) the iron rod with which

a child's hoop is trundled ; hoop-lock, a mode of

connecting the ends of a wooden hoop by inter-

locking notches
;

also one of the notches them-

selves; t hoop-man, an acrobat who performs
with hoops ; hoop-net, a fishing-net, butterfly-net,
etc. held open by a hoop or ring at its mouth ;

hoop-pine, the Moreton Bay Pine {Araucaria
Cunninghamii} of eastern Australia (Morris) ;

hoop-pole, a smooth straight sapling of green
wood for making hoops ; hoop-ring, a ring con-

sisting of a plain band ; also, a finger-ring encircled

with stones in a cut-down setting; hoop-shave,
a kind of spoke-shave for dressing hoop-stuff ;

hoop-shaver, (a) one who dresses wood for hoops ;

(b) a name given to a species of wood-boring bees ;

hoop-shell, a shell of the genus Trochus, a top-
shell ; hoop-skirt = HOOP-PETTICOAT; *f hoop-
sleeve, a wide full sleeve, as though expanded by
hoops; hoop-snake, a snake fabled to take its

tail in its month and roll along like a hoop, spec.

the harmless Abastor erythrogrammus of U.S.;
hoop-tree, a semi-tropical low tree, Melia semper-
virens (Miller 1884); f hoop-wheel, the detent-

wheel of a clock ; hoop-withe, -withy, a plant
of the genus Kivina (Craig 1847) ; also Colubrina
asiatica (Miller 1 884) ; hoop-wood, a tree yielding
wood suitable for making hoops ;

in Jamaica
Cattiandra latifolia \ in U.S. the Hoop-ash.
1864 Chambers! Encycl. VI. 727 Another American species,

Celtis crassifolia^ often called Hackberry or Hagberry, and
*Hoop Ash. 1545 RAYNOLD Byrth Mankynde (1564) 34 b,
Chorion or the *hoope cal. 1820 SCORESBV Ace. Arctic

Reg. II. 511 A quantity of *hoop-iron and rivets. 1858
SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, Hoop-iron, . . a child's toy for

trundling a hoop, a 1668 DAVENANT Play-House I. Dram.
Wks. 1873 IV. 24 Rich jugglers.. *hoop-men, And so many
torn-tumblers. 1481-90 Howard Homeh. Bks. (Roxb.) 192
(The] netter. -had sent home . . ij. *hopenettes, prise viij. d.
1880 HUXLEY Crayfi$h i. n Hoop-nets baited with frogs are
let down into the water. 1807 VANCOUVER Agric. Devon
(1813) 247 Used for hop-poles, *hoop-poles, hurdles, faggots,
and charcoal. 1545 RAYNOLD Byrth Mankynde 39 It

is compassed with this wrapper, as with a broode *hoope-
ryng. 1629 MASSINGKK Picture \\. ii, Good madam, what
shall he do with a hoopring, And a spark of diamond
in it? 1798 JANE AUSTEN Northang. Abb. (1833) I. xv. 99
She saw herself with . . a brilliant exhibition of hoop rings on
her finger. 1885 St. James's Gaz. z Jan. 6/2 The long-
bladed *hoop-shave, with the double handle. 1688 Lond.
Gaz. No. 2318/4 A Man of about 30 years old . . by Trade a
*Hoopshaver, or Lathrender. 1771 G. WHITE OPS. Insects
in Selborne (1875) 348 It strips off the pubes, shaving it bare
with the dexterity of a hoop-shaver. 1864-5 WOOD Homes
without H. viii. (1868) 180 One of the wood-boring bees..
We will call it the Hoop-shaver. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meek.
1118/2 The modern *hoop-skirt is formed of braid-covered
flat steel-wire hoops, united by tapes and shaped upon
a former. 1892 A. E. LEE Hist. Columbus (Ohio) I. 735
The

hoop-skirt gradually waned until the opposite extreme
was reached, a 1613 OVERBUKY Char., Lawyer Wks. (18561

85 Next tearme he walkes his *hoopsleeve gowne to the
hall. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn., Detent-Wheel, or *Hoop-
Wheel in a Clock, is that which has a Hoop almost
round it, wherein there is a Vacancy at which the Clock
locks. 1756 P. BROWNE Jamaica 279 Horse-wood, or

*Hoop-wood, the wood is pretty tough, and sometimes cut
for hoops. 1770 G. WASHINGTON Writ. (1889) II. 302,
I marked two maples, an elm, and hoop-wood tree . . I also
marked . .an ash and hoop-wood.

Hoop, sb? Also 4 houp, 6 howp. [f. HOOP z>.2

Cf. HOOP int., WHOOP sb. and int., F. houp int.]

L A cry or call of *

hoop
*

; a whoop.
1340-70 Alex, ff Dind. 167 Whan bei hurden [h]is houp,

hastiliche aftur A lud to a lit.il boot lepus in haste. 1673 S.

PARKER Reproof Rehears. Transp. 26 (R.) You have run
them all down with hoops and

hpla's. 1791 'G. GAMBADO 1

Ann. Horsem. xvii. (1809) 135 His shouts. .much resembled
the war-hoops of the Indians. 1879 R. H. ELLIOT Writ,
on Foreheads II. 6 The hoop-hoop-hoop of the large black-

bodied, grey-bearded monkey.
2. The sonorous inspiration characteristic of

hooping-cough, (Quot. 1538 is uncertain.)
[1538 BALE Thre Lawes 195 For noyaunce of the howp,

For easement of your toth.] 1811 HOOPER Med, Diet. s. v.

Pertussis, The cough .. is attended with a peculiar sound,
which has been called a hoop. 1871 NAPHKYS Prev. <$ Cure
Dis. \\. i. 370 The long, jerking cough, interspersed with a
loud, sucking, drawing in of the air, known as the 'hoop',
is known to every mother.

Hoop, sb^ Forms : 5 huppe, 6 hupe, houupe,
6~7houpe, hoope, 7 oope,whoope, 7~8houp, 7-
hoop. [a. F. huppe (i2th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), in

Cotgr. hupe, ttpe
' a little woollen thread, or tuft

in the top of a cap ; also, the crest, or cop on the

head of a bird ; also, the \Vhoope or dunghill
Cocke

'

: pop. L. ftpupa, for upupa HOOPOE.]
1 1. The HOOPOE. (Formerly identified or con-

fused with the lapwing on account of its crest.) Obs.

1481 CAXTON Myrr. n. xvi. 102 The huppe or lapwynche
is a byrd crested, whiche is moche in mareys & fylthes.

1580 HOLLYBAND Treat. Fr. Tong, Hvpe, a bird called

a Houpe. 1599 MIKSHEU Sj>. Diet., Abubilla, a bird called
a Hoope. Some thmke it to be the Lapwing. 1601 HOLLAND
Pliny I. 287 The Houpe or Vpupa. .is a nasty and filthy binl
. . but a goodly faire crest or comb it hath. 1607 Barley-
Ilreake (1877) 32 Rookes, Pies raid Oopes. 1666 J. DAVIES
Hist. Caribby fsts 92 That Ulrd which the I,atines call

Upupa, the English a Wkoope. a 1682 SIK T. BROWNE
'i nil is (1684) 106 When Tereus was turned into an Upupa^
or Hoopebiid. 1708 OCKLKY Saratens (1848) 495 Solomon
and the Queen of Sheba .. had a bird called Hudhud tthat

is, the '

houp ') who was the messenger of their amours.
2. A lucal name for the Bullfinch.

{It U not certain that this is the same word : cf. the name*
ALP Z

, OLPH, NOPE (=an ope\.\

1798 F. LEIGHTON AfS. Let. to J. Boucher u May
(Shropsh. Words*, A Bullfinch near Bath it Is called a

Hoop: in Norfolk an Olph. 1845 /'. Parley's Ann. VI. 36
[The bullfinch] in some places .. is called the Thickbill, the

nope, and the hoop. It has a wild hooping note. 1848
Zoologist VI. 2290 The bullfinch is in Gloucestershire]
a *hoop*.

Hoop, v.i [f. HOOP j^. 1
]

1. trans. To bind or fasten round with a hoop or

hoops; to confine with hoops.
i 1440 Promp. I'arv. 245/2 Hoopyn, or settyn hoopys on

a vesselle. 1531-2 Act 23 Hen. I 'III, c. 4 10 Euery bere
brewer may kepe . . coupers, to hoope and amende his

barrelles. 1602 MARSTON Ant. 4- Mel. v. Wks. 1856 I. 65
And twere not hoopt with steele, my brest wold break. 1674
tr. Martiniere's Voy, N. Countries 18 A Tub of Wood,
hoop'd about with Iron.. in which we were let down into

the Mine. 1693 K. GOULD Corrupt. Times t>y Money 26
Tho your Tomb be hoop'd with Lead. 1809 W. IRVING
Knickerb. vi. iii. (1849) 327 The music of a cooper hooping
a flour-barrel. 1887 HALL CAINE Deemster xxx. 195 The
smith was hooping a cart-wheel.

2. transf. andyS^. To surround or confine as with

a hoop ; to encircle, embrace ; to bind together or

unite, as the staves of a tub.
a 1541 WYATT Ofmeane Estate 77 in TotteWs Misc. (Arb.)

87 Although thy head were hoopt with golde. 1611 SHAKS.
Wint. T. iv. iv. 450 If euer henceforth, thou. .hope his body
more, with thy embraces. 1690 LEYBOUBN Curs. Math. 457
An Island is a part of the Earth . . hoopt as it were with
a watery Girdle. 1821 T. JEFFERSON Autobiog. Writ. 1892 I.

107 During the war of Independence, while the pressure of

an external enemy hooped us together.

Hoop, v.* Also 4 howpe, hope, 4-7 houpe,
6 hoope. [a. F. h&upe-r (in I2th c. huper), f.

houp, imitative of the cry : see HOOP sb.* ? Cf.

OE. hwdpan to threaten, OHG., Goth, hw&pan to

boast, from which some derive the Fr. vb. WHOOP
(q.v.) is a later spelling, after who : cf. whole^\
I. intr. To utter a hoop ; to whoop.
1362 LANGL. P. PL A. vn. 159 Pers.. hoped IB. yi. 174

houped; ?>.r. howpede] aftur hunger \>Q bat herde him atte

furste. c 1386 CHAUCER Nun's Pr. T. 580 Ther-with-al they
shriked and they howped. a 1553 UDALL Royster D. u. i.

(Arb.) 32 The howlet out of an yuie bushe should hoope.
1601 HOLLAND /Y/'/y I. 21 Kcchoes, answering one another
..when a man doth holla or houpe among them. 1664
ETHEREDGE Low in Tub i. ii, You.. hoop'd and hollow'd
like madmen, and roar'd out in the streets. 1771 MKS.
GRIFFITH tr. Viaud's Ship^vreck 226, I intreated them to

hoop and halloo, .in hopes she might be able to hear. 1845
MRS. S. C. HALL Whiteboy iv. 30 [He was] hooping and

jumping like a half maniac.

t b. Hoop and hide : the game hide-and-seek.

1710-11 SWIFT 7a/Yf7-27jan. p6 You playedat Hoope and
Hide with my Brother in the Garret.

t2. To shout with astonishment. Obs.

1599 SHAKS. Hen. V, u. ii. 108 Working so grossely..That
admiration did not hoope at them. 1600 A. Y. L. m. ii.

203 O wonderfull, and most wonderful! wonderfull, and yet
agalne wonderful, and after that out of all hooping.
3. To make the sonorous inspiration characteristic

of hooping-cough.
1822-34 Good*s btudyMed, (ed. 4) I. 453 note, Dr. Gregory

knew a lady who never hooped in the disease, but instead
of doing so always fainted.

f4. trans. To greet with a *

hoop*. Obs. rare.

1781 W. BLANE Ess. Hunting (1788) 122 Having met and

hooped her, she [the hare] has redoubled backhand leaped
off into some hedge.

b. Hoop out : to drive out with derisive cries.

1607 SHAKS. Cor. iv. v. 84 By th* voyce of Slaues to be

Hoop'd out of Rome.

Hoop, int. [Cf. Hoopfc-.-] =\VHOOP.
1709 STEELE Taller No. 2 F 2 Hey ! Hoop ! d'ye h^r my

damn'd obstrep'rous Spouse ! 1792 Hohoop [see Ho int.1
5].

fHoo'page. 00s. [f. HoofMj (Seequot.)
1611 COTGR., Droict de Liage, hoopage ; or a fee due vnto

some Lords vpon euerie hooped vessell of wine which their

vassalls haue, or sell.

Hoop(e, obs. ff. HOPE ; var. HOPPE, boll of flax.

Hooped (hwpt), a.
[f.

Hoopj.i + -ED2.]
1. Having a hoop or hoops ;

made with a hoop,
1552 HULOET, Houped,funetus. 1630 in Descr. Thames

(1758) 66 No Fisherman .. shall .. use or exercise any.,
hooped Net. 1716 Lond. Gaz. No. 5464/4 One hoop'd Dia-

mond Ring, with 19 Brilliants. 17^94
W. FELTON Carriages

(1801) I. in There are three descriptions of wheels, viz. the

straked.the hooped, and the patent rim. 1866 ROGERS Agric.

ff Prices I. xxvi. 648 Hooped wooden goblets.

b. Hooped petticoat
*= HOOP-PETTICOAT i.

1712 Sped. No. 292 r ii, I wear the hooped Petticoat.

1881 BESANT & RICE Chapl. Fleet I. 203 Skirts extended

like a woman's hooped petticoat.

2. Wearing a hoop (sense 6).

1821-30 LD. COCKBURN Mem. \. 63 They had both shone

as hooped beauties in the minuets. 1864 SALA in Daily
Tel. 10 June, Are the stalls of the opera big enough to hold

their hooped occupants?



HOOPER.

Hooper 1 (hS-pw. [f. HOOP Z>.I + -ER!.] A
j

craftsman who fits the hoops on casks, barrels, etc. ;

a cooper. Also, a maker of hoops.

1551 HULOET, Howper, vitlor. 1554 T. MARTIN Prints

Marr. LI ij b, Kuerye .. tinker, tailour. hooper. 1765 J.

BROWN Chr, 7ml. (1814)55 Here stands the hooper: just

now he set up the staves of his vessel. 1861 W. H. RUSSELL

in Times 12 July, A few of the Creole population, .engaged

as hoopers and stave-makers.

Hoo-per -. U- HOOP v. z + -EB.I.]

1. One who hoops or cries
'

hoop
'

: only in

hoopers hide, an old name of hide-and-seek ; cf.

HOOP v.'~ I b.

1719 D'URFEY fills I. 378 His Wife with Willy, Was
playing at Hoopers-hide.
2. The Whooping, Whistling, or Wild Swan,

C'ygmis musffus <

frrus) : so called from its cry.

,556 WITHALS Diet. (1568) 5 b/i A hooper or wilde swanne.

mocrotalus. 1686 PLOT Staffortish. 228 Hoopers or wild-

Swans whose feet are not black, but of a dusky yellow. 1750

R. POCOCKE Trav. (1888)95 A sort of swan, .call'd a hooper.

1851 J. COLQUHOUN Moor ff Loch (1880) I. 77 Four hoopers
were discovered close to the shore.

Hooperyng, obs. f. hoop-ring (Hoop j/'. 1
i3b).

Hooping ^hw-pirj), vbl. sb.^
[f.

HOOP z/.l]

1. The action of the verb Hoopl ; the pntting of

hoops on casks, barrels, etc. Also/:/.
1463 Mann, ff Househ. Exp. (Roxb.) 193 Payd to Peter

Garn for hopyng and hedyng and settyng in of hedys of

pypysand barells. 1589 Hay any tt'ork Bb, Vour Cooper, .is

. .a deceitful workeman, and if you commit the hooping ofyour

bishopricks vnto him, they wil leakc. 1664 BUTLER Hud.
n. ii. 590 Kettle-drums, whose sullen dub Sounds like the

hooping of a tub. 1803 Naval Chron. X. 477 The hooping
of masts.

2. concr. Hoop-iron.
1813 SCORF.SBY Whale Fishery 36 A coarse piece of iron-

hoopme, the substitute for a razor. 1831 J. HOLLAND

Mann/. Mttal I. 145 Pieces of the old hooping properly

straightened and cut into lengths.

tb. Something that girds like a hoop. Obs. ran.

1583 STANYHURST jEtteis 11. (Arb.) 50 His midil embracing
with wig wag circuled hooping.

3. Trundling a hoop, nonce-use.

1844 P. Parley's Ann. V. 68 We had sober, steady, ashen

hoops.. and instead of hooping about in public thorough-
fares. . we used to take a range round greens, commons.

Hooping, vbl. sb* [f. Hoopzi.^-f -INO 1
.] The

action of Hoop v2 crying
'

hoop '.

'557 f. SEAGER Sck. Virtue 257 in Babies Bk. 341 Hoop-
ynge and halowynge as in huntynge the foxe. 1600 HOLLAND

Livy VH. x. 255 Without any houping, singing, and joyous

vaunting of himselfe. 1811 HOOPER Med. Diet. s.v. Ptr-

tussis, A convulsive strangulating cough, with hooping.

Hooping, ///..' [f.
HooPi-.i + -iNo2.] That

secures witn or as with a hoop.
T794 W. FELTON Carriages (1801) II. Gloss., Hoofing

Piece, a strong timber, which unites the perch to the fore

end of the carriage. Hooping Wings, two extending
timbers, which unite the perch to the fore end.

Hooping, ///. a.2 [f. HOOP V? + -INO 2
.]

That hoops or whoops, f Hooping-bird, the

Hoopoe. Hooping - orane, Grus americana.

Hooping turtle, the Hawk's-bill Turtle.

1677 PLOT Ox/ordsh. 177 The Upupa, the Hoopoe, or

Hooping-bird. ii W. ROGERS Voy. 276 The very

large hooping or logger-head Turtle. 1731 MORTIMER in

Phil. Trans. XXXVII. 177 Grus Americana alba, The

Hooping Crane. 1837 M. DONOVAN Dam. Econ. II. 137
The brown crane and Hooping crane are both edible species.

HoO'ping-COagh. A contagious disease chiefly

affectingchildren, and characterized by short.violent,

and convulsive coughs, followed by a long sonorous

inspiration called the hoop (whoop); the chin-

congh. Also WBOOPINO-COUOH.
1747 WESLEY Prim. Physic (1762) 43 Chin-Cough or

Hooping-Cough. 1758 MRS. DELANY in Life f Corr. 475
The Duchess of Portland's receipt for a hooping, or any
nervous cough. i8oa Med. Jrnl. VIII. 426 Treatment to

be adopted in the latter stages of the Hooping Cough. 1877
ROBERTS Handbk. Mid. (ed. 3) I. 179 Hooping-Cough is

generally regarded as an infectious disease, depending upon
a specific poison.

Hoopoe (h'p). Also 7 hoopo, 7-8 hoo-

poop, 7- hoopoo. [app. an alteration of the earlier

HOOP (s6.'>), with partial assimilation to L.

upupa, formed on the cry (up up] of the bird : cf.

the form hoopoop] A bird of the family Upu-
pidee, esp. the typical Upupa epops, a south European
species, which occasionally visits England, con-

spicuous by its variegated plumage and its large
erectile crest ; formerly called HOOP (st>.3).

1668 CHARLETON Onomnsticon Zoicon 92 Upupa, . . verna-
cule an Hoopoop. 1675 RAY Diet. Trilingue 27 This bird [the

lapwing] by a great mistake hath been generally taken to be
the upupa of the Antients, which is now by all acknowledged
to be the Hoopo. 1*77 [see HOOPING ppl.a.']. 1688 R. HOLME
Armoury n. 254/2 A Upupa. .is in our country speech called

m Whoophoo, or Whopee, or Hoopoe, and Howpe. 1750
tr. Ltonardus' Mirr. Stones 222 Quirus, is a juggling Stone,
found in the Nest of the Hoopoop. 1789 G. WHITE StlboftU
ii. 31 The most unusual birds I ever observed in these parts
were a pair of hoopoes. 1851 W. SMITH Smaller Class.

Diet. (1874) 417 Procne, accordingly, became a nightingale
.. Tereus a hoopoo. 1895 Daily News 5 Oct. 6/2, I saw

to-day a pair of hoopoes on the road . . I could see the

beautiful orange crest of the male, with its black tip going
up and down as he walked, and after he flew into tht tree

he continued his cry of
'

uup, uup '.
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Hoo'p-pe'tticoat.
1. A petticoat or skirt stiffened and expanded by

hoops of whalebone, cane, hoop-steel, or the like.

(See HOOP rf.l fO

1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 127 p 5 There are Men of Super-
stitious Tempers, who look upon the Hoop [Vttii <>;tt :is

a kind of Prodigy. 1715 Loud. Ctaz. No. 6391,6 John Lee,
. . I [.,op-Petticoat-Maker. 1770 GRAV in Corr. with N.
Nicholls (1843) 112 With what grace .. can she conduct her

hoop petticoat through this auger-hole, ami up the dark

windings of the grand escalier? 1837 L. HUNT Mm,
H'omen t B. (1876) 310 We perceive a rustling of hoop-

petticoats.

2. A name for plants of the genus Corbvlana,
sometimes reckoned as a sub-genus of Narcissus

;

so called from the shape of the flower.

1847 in CRAIG. 1866 Trcas. Rot., Corbitlaria, a genus of

amaryllids, commonly called Hoop-petticoats. . . C. Bulbo-

codinm, the common Hoop-petticoat. 1889 J. HABBERTON
in Harper's Mag. Feb. 367/1 The daffodil, the '

pheasant-

eye ', and the
'

hoop-petticoat* are all narcissuses.

Hence Hoo^p-pe'tticoated a., wearing a hoop-

petticoat ; having a flower of this shape (see

sense 2 above).
1837 HAWTHORNE Tivicr-Tolrl T. (1851) II. iv. 79 A hoop-

petticoated phantom of Esther Dudley. 1893 Daily Nfn's

28 Mar. 2/2 Hoop-petticoated daffodils.

Hoo-p-stick.
1. A thin pliable stick or sapling such as is used

for making cask-hoops.
1703 MOXON Mech. Exerc. n Your Punch fixed at the end

of a Hoop-stick, or some such Wood. 1^04 tr. /. Lefevre's
M,in. 75 How many blows I have received with Cudgels
and Hoopsticks.
2. One of the arched rails forming the framework

of a carriage-head.

1794 W. FELTON Carriages (1801) I. 16 The compass rails,

called hoopsticks, five or six in number, are shaped to the

intended form of the roof. Ibid. 31 The flats and hoop-

sticks, or the timber-work for a square head to support the

leather.

8. A stick for driving a toy hoop.
1851 W. JERDAN AutoHog. III. 174 A woman, bowling a

hoop round the walks, with a hoop-stick in one hand and
a book in the other.

Hoor, obs. and dial. f. WHORE. Hoora,
hooray, var. HURRAH. Iloord, -e, obs. ff.

HOARD, HORDE. Hoore, obs. f. HOUR, WHORE j

var. ORE adv., before. Hoorle, obs. f. HTJBL.

Hoors, -e, hoos, -e, obs. ff. HOARSE. Hoose,
obs. f. HOSE ; Sc. f. HOUSE.

Hoose, h.OOZ6 (hz), sb. local, [app. related

to *hw6s- root of OE. hivesan to wheeze, or to

root of HOAST cough.] A cough or wheeze : said

of cattle. Cf. HOAST.
1797 DOWNING Disord. Horned Cattle 15 The symptoms

are a great difficulty in breathing, attended with a cough or

hoose. 1818 Craven Dial., Hoose, a difficulty of breathing
in cattle. 1890 Yorksh. Weekly fast 15 Nov. 4/1 Husk or

Hoose in Calves, Lambs, Heifers, and Sheep.

Hoose, hooze, v. local. [Belongs to prec. sb.]

inlr. To cough or wheeze. Hence Hoo'sing vbl. sb.

1846 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. VII. 1. 304 In the early short-

horns no hoosing or cough, no delicacy of constitution was

known. 1868 ATKINSON Cleveland Gloss., Hooze, to wheeze
or breathe with difficulty and noise.

Hoost, obs. form of HOAST, HOST.

Hoosyl, obs. form of HOUBEL.

Hoot (ht), v. Forms : 3 huten, (4 hult), 4-5

houte(n, howte(n, hot(en, 6-7 howt, hout, 7-

hoot, (7-9 whoot). [ME. hiilen is found cl 200 :

perh. echoic, representing an inarticulate sound like

the hooting of owls or the ' toot
'

of a horn or

pipe, of which the characteristic vowel is (being
that heard at the greatest distance, whence its use

in distant calls,as hoo ! hoo!,cooet,e\.c.}. Cf. Swedish

huta lit 'to take one up sharply', MUG. hiuzcn,

hiizen to call to the pursuit ;
also Da. huie to shout,

cry, halloo, Fr. huer to hoot, and the exclamations

mentioned under HOOT int. But the phonology

presents difficulties : beside hiilen, ME. had hoten,

north, and Sc. huit, hute : perhaps a different word.

ME. hiilen regularly gave later hout, howt, down
to 1 7th c., when its place appears to have been

taken by hoot, which might either be the descendant

of OE. hoten, or an alteration of haul under the

influence of the natural sounds (cf. CUCKOO). The
late spelling whoot was due to the influence of who,

whom, whose.]
1. inlr. To shout, call out, make an inarticulate

vocal noise; to toot with a horn; now, esp., to

utter loud sounds of disapproval or obloquy.
a 1115 [see HOOTING vbl. sb.}. c 1350 Will. Palirne 2387

pei . .went after be werwolf, .hotend out wib homes, c 1380
Sir Ferwnb. 3225 panne by-gunne bay to grede & houte.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 251/2 Howtyn, or cryyn, boo. Ibid.,

Howtyn, or cryen as shepmenn, . . celeumo. c 1450 Cov.

Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 182 Upon my spere, A gerle I here,
I dare welle swere Lett moderes howte. 1601 SHAKS. 7ul.
C. I. ii. 245 And still as hee refus'd it, the rabblement

howled, and clapp'd their chopt hands. 1610 ROWLANDS
Martin Mark-all 35 At this newes the whole fraternity of

Vagabonds whooted for ioy. 1654 H. L'ESTRANGE Chas. I

(1655)19 Recusants. . frequently pa_ssed through the Churches

in time of Divine Service houting and ho-lo-ing. 16*6

HOOT.

WOOD Lift (O. H. S.) II. 76 They homed and hum'd all

the way from the Scooles to Xt. Ch. 1711 ADDISON Sftct.
No. 131 P 7, I do not hoot and hollow and make a Noiae.

Med. The crowd began to hoot.

b. To call out or shout opprobriously at (t<">
or after any one. (With indirect passive.}
a 1300 Cursor M. 15833 pai huited on him viliker ban he

h.-id Tien a hund. 1565 T. STAPLETON b'ortr. l-'aith 118

\Vh;tt is more houted at, scoffed and scorned in Englande
now. 1592 NASHE /'. 1'tnilesse (ed. 2) 28 b, Young children

howled at her as a strumpet. 1611 SHAKS. ll-'inter's T. v.

iii. 116 [It] should be hooted at Like an old Talc. 1624 GEE
Foot out o/Snnre v. 27 All who meet with their modern books,
may hoot al them. 1741 RICHARDSON I'nntrla 1.6;, I cannot
wear those good lhin>;s wilhout being whooled at. 1810 W.
IRVING Sketch Bk. I. 78 A troop of strange children ran al

his heels, hooling after him.

2. trans. To assail with shouts or sounds of dis-

approval, contempt, or derision.
c itoo ORMIN 2034 ^iff mann wollde taelenn ball, 8c hutenn

hire Sc butenn. Ibid. 4875 Whaerse ice amm bitwenenn
menn Ice hutedd amm & ^uledd. 1377 LANGL. /'. ri. H. 11.

218 He was nawhere welcome. .Ouer al yhowled and yhole
Irusse. 1508 DUNBAR Tua tnatiit \\'finen &*, Fy on hir !

..Hutit be the halok. 1611 B. JONSON Catiline in.
ii, The

Owle of Rome, whom boyes and girles will hout 1 1718
YOUNG Love fame n. (1757) 90 Tho' hiss'd and whooted by
the poinling crowd. 1740 C. PITT Virg., JEneid xn. (R.),
How will the Latians hool their hero's night ! 1875 JOWETT
Plato (ed. 2) I. 132 They will not listen to him, but laugh at

him, and hoot him.

b. To drive (a person) out, away, or in any
direction, (a play) off or from (the stage), by
shouts and sounds of disapproval.
1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. m. 228 He was . . Ouer-al houted

oul and yhole Irusse. 1614 FLETCHER Kidea H'l/e i. i,

I would give Ihe Boys leave lo whoot me out o' th' Parish.

1683 KENNETT tr. Erastn. on l''olly 20 [He] could never
recover himself but was houted and hissed home again.
I7ia STEELE Sfect. No. 443 P7 There is neither Mirth nor

Good-humour in hooting a young Fellow oul of Countenance.

1843 MACAUI.AY Ess., Mad. D'Arblay (1887) 743 His play
had not been hooted from the boards. 1805 ip/A

Cent.

Aug. 327 They can tell the public thai work which ihey
elecl lo hoot off the stage is first rate in quality.

3. intr. Applied to the cry of come birds, spec.

of the owl.
a 1500 Cuckow (f Night. 185 Thou shall be as olher that

been forsake, And than thou shall hoten as do I [ihe Cuckoo].
1601 SHAKS. Jul. C. i. iii. 28 The Bird of Night did sit.,

vpon the Market place, Howting, and shreeking. 1618

WITHER Motto, Jfec CareoWks. (1633)531 No more. .Then
doth the Moone [fear] when dogs and birds of night Doe
barking stand or whooling at her light. 1750 G. HUGHES
Barbadoes 153 Even doves .. will nol whoot, if deprived of

these and bird-pepper. 1810 W. IRVING Sketch Bk. (1859)

131 The owl [shall] hoot from the shaltered tower.

b. trans. To utter or express by hooting.
a 1687 COTTON Fable (R.), Perched on Parnassus all night

long, He [an owl] hoots a sonnet or a song.

4. Applied to certain sounds mechanically pro-

duced, esp. that of a steam siren or
' hooter , used

as a signal to workmen for beginning or ceasing

work, a fog-signal, etc. To hoot her way (of a

ship) : to make her way (as in a fog) with con-

tinuous hooting.
1883 STEVENSON Silverado Scj. (1886) 84 A cuckoo-clock . .

hooled at intervals. 1890 Daily News 29 Sept. 6/6 It was
not a dangerous fog, but our ship had to hoot her way for

some distance down. 1896 R. KIPLING Seven Seas 3 Through

theyelling
Channel tempest when the siren hoots and roars.

Hoot (ht), sb. Forms : 6 hute, 6-7 hout, (7

whout, whoote), 7- hoot. [f.
HOOT v

.]

L A loud inarticulate exclamation, a shout, out-

cry.
1600 HOLLAND Livy xxm. xix. 487 Anniball made a hout at

it [exclamaret], and cried alowd : What ? shall we >it heere

aboul Casilinum so long? a 1610 HKALEY Epictetus' Man.
(1636) 70 Bui for Ihe whootes.and cryes, and other turbulenl

molions avoide them utterly. 1859 T. G. BONNIY in Mrs.
Cole Lady's Tour Monte Rosa App. 395 A marmol . . scam-

pered rapidly away among the rocks al the hoot ofour guides.

2. spec. A shout of disapprobation or obloquy.
1611 T. JAMES Jesuits' Dovmf. 53 Hee was hissed out Ihe

College with whouts and hobubs. 1660 FISHER Rustick's

Alarm Wks. (1670) 103 For all the then Hout, and the still

stoul standing of ihy Roul of rude ones lo the contrary,
I still say the same. 1893 LEI.AND Mem. I. 138, I heard

certain mutlerings and hools among the sludents.

8. The cry or call ofan owl. (Sometimes imitated

as to-hool, loo-hoot, to-hoo.)

1795 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Lousiad m. Wks. 1812 I. 948

To-hoot of Owls amid the dusky vales. 180 WOOD Nat.

Hist. (1874) 281 The voice of Ihe Brown Owl is a loud

monolonous hool. 1863 KINGSLEY Waler-Dab. IV. (1886)

146 He ..lislened lo Ihe owl's hool.

4. Hoot owl, the Tawny Owl, Syrnium aluco.

1885 SWAINSON Prov. Names Birds 129 Tawny owl (Syr.

nium aluco), Hool owl (Craven). 1893 Northumbld. Gloss.

384 The tawny owl (Syrnium aluco} is called brown owl,

Boot owl and Jenny hoolet.

Hoot (ht), int. Sc. and north, dial. Alio

hout (haul), hut (hrt). [App. a natural utterance

of objection or repulsion, there being parallel forms

in many langs. : e. g. Sw. hut begone, used in taking

one up sharply, Welsh hwt off! away!, Irish ut out !

pshaw I, Gael. // ut! interj. of disapprobation or

dislike. Possibly connected in origin with HOOT v.]

An ejaculation expressing dissatisfaction with, or

impatient and somewhat contemptuous dismissal

of, a statement or notion : nearly synonymous with
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HOOT.

tut * with which also it appears to be combined in

the more emphatic hoot toot (hout tout hut tuf).

1681 OTWAV SmUlm Fort. i. i, Hout ye Caterpi lars, ye

Locusts of the Nation. 7a FOOTE Orator it. \Vks. 1799

I 2" Hut, hut, not spake, what should a,l me? 1703

M ICSF.ILL Will .V Jean i, (' Wha can this new comer be J )

Hoot '
'

QUO' Tarn,
'
there's drouth in thinking Let s in,

Will and syne we'll see". 1815 SCOTT Guy M. xxiii, Hout

tout man ! I would never be making a hum-dudgeon about

a scan on the pow. ,825-80 JAMIESON Hoot, hout, howts,

equivalent to Eng.^. Hoot-toot, of the same meaning,

but stronger, and expressing greater dissatisfaction, con- i

tempt or disbelief. 1879 MRS. WALFORD Cousins x. 133

'Hut Emily! who said you were a tyrant? 1883 MRS.

OLIPHANT Ladies Lindores II. 130 Hoot, mem, we'll just

manage fine'. 1893 NortkumbU. Gloss., Hoot I hoots 1

howtl hout I hut! huts I an expression of impatience.

Sometimes hoot-toot, or otherwise varied.

So Hoots (houts, huts), int. [with advb. -s.\

1824 MACTAGGART Gallovid. Encycl., Howts, huts . as

howts nonsense '; 'howls ay'. 1826 J. WILSON Noel.

Ambr Wks. 1855 I. 240 Hoots ! You're no serious in saym

you're gaun to smoke already. 1832 W. STEPHENSON Gates-

head Local Poems 59 One with feelings cried,
'

Hoots.hoots,

Let's roll him up in wool '. 1871 C. GIBBON Lack o/GoMv,
Hoots, not so bad as that. 1893 [see above].

Hoot, -e, obs. forms of HOT.

Hootation, humorous for hooting : see -ATION.

Hooter (h-toj). [f.
HOOT v. + -EB'.] One who

or that which hoots.

a. A person or animal that hoots : esp. an owl.

1674-1818 [see GILL-HOOTER]. 1856 F. E. FACET Owlet of

Owlst. 12 Though he [an owl] was esteemed a good hooter

in his youth, their hootings beat his hollow. 1884 Chesh.

Gloss., Hooter, an owl. Mod. A few hooters tried to disturb

the meeting.

b. A steam whistle or siren ; esp. one at large

works, sounded as a signal for beginning or ceasing

1878 C. J. H. FLETCHER in Oxford Chrm. 19 Oct., The

conditions under which these 'hooters' or 'buzzers' are

used in our northern manufacturing towns. 1881 Daily

News 24 Feb. 5/3 Behind this apparent boiler stands the

driver with brake, regulator and
' hooter

'

within easy reach.

1894 ly'estm. Gaz. 30 June 5/2 The accompaniment of inde-

scribable din and noise from the sirens and hooters of all

the steamers down below. 1897 BLACKMORE Dariel Iv. 485

TheOsset tongue, .sounds like., a hooter at the junction.

Hooting Ch-tirj), vbl. sb. [f. HOOT v. + -ixo 1
.]

The action of the verb HOOT in various senses.

a. Shouting, calling out, clamour; spec, calling

out in execration or derision.

a Ilas Juliana 52 Ne make |m me nawt men to huting

ant to hokere. Ibid., Ant heo leac him efter hire endelong

be cheping chepmenne huting [MS. B. be cheping chapmen
to huting]. a 1330 Syr Degarre 577 Than was ther long

houting and cri. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Enf. ccxliv. (1482)

208 The frensshmen made . . moche reuel with houting and

showtyng. 1583 STANVHURST Mneis n. (Arb.) 68, I stoutly . .

raysed an howting. 1588 SHAKS. L.L.L.n. ii. 61 (1623) 1 he

people fall a hooting, a 1611 BEAUM. & FL. Philaster II. iv,

Your whootings and your clamours . . Can no more vex my
soul, than this base carriage. 1756 FOOTE Eng. fr. Paris

i Wks 1799 I. 102 The hideous hootings of that canaille.

1844 THIRLWALL Greece VIII. Ixvi. 447 They were obliged

to retire amidst the jeers and hootings of the multitude.

b. The cry or call of an owl.

1837 W. IRVING Capt. Bonneville III. 143 The hooting of

large owls, and the screeching of the small ones. 1856 [see

HOOTER]. -,

Hooting (h;7-tirj), ///. a. [f.
as prec. + -INO'2

.]

That hoots ; spec, of certain species of owls.

1697 DRYDEN Virg. Past. vin. 75 [Let] hooting Owls con-

tend with Swans in Skill. 1702 ROWE Tatnerl. m. 11, Like

an idle Madman That wanders with a Tram of hooting

boys. 1819 CRABBE T. of Hall xiv. 398 The night-wolf

answer'd to the whooting owl. 1821 CLARE Vill. Minstr.

II 71 Cracking whips, and shepherd's hooting cries.

Hoouel, obs. f. HOVEL. Hoouer, obs. f.

HOVEK. Hoouge, obs. f. HUGE. Hoove : see

HOOF, HOUVE, HOVE. Hooze : see HOOSE.

Hoove (hwv). [f. OE. Ad/-, ablaut-stem of

HEAVE v. ; perh. representing SlE. hove, for haven

pa. pple.] A disease of cattle, characterized by an

inflation of the stomach, usually due to eating too

much green fodder.

1840 Penny Cycl. XVII. 81/2 At other times an unnatural

fermentation commences, and the stomach is inflated with

eas ..This is termed hoove. 1846 J. BAXTER Libr. Pract.

Agric. (ed. 4! II. 141 If there is hoove, this will combine

with the extricated gas, and prevent the continued forma-

"HOB' (hpp), sbl Also 5-6 hoope, hopp, 5-7

hoppe, 6 hope. [In 15* c. hoppe, a. MDu. hoppe,

Du. hop = late OHG. hopfo (MHG. hopfe, Ger.

hopfen) ;
med.L. hupa (for *huppa) ; ulterior origin

obscure.]
1. (Usually in //.) The ripened cones of the female

hop-plant (see 2), used for giving a bitter flavour to

malt liquors, and as a tonic and soporific.
c 1440 Promp. Para. 245/2 Hoppe, sede for beyre . . hum-

mulus, secundum extraneos. 1500-1600 Chester PI. (Shaks.

Soc.) II. 82 When I was a brewer longe With hoopes I

made my ale stronge. 1502, 1542 [see BEER so. 1
i). 1545

Nottingham Rec. III. 224 Duas libras hoppes pro vd. 1617
MORYSON Ilin. in. 147 The English Beere is famous in

Netherland . . made of Barley and Hops ; for England yeelds

plenty of Hops. 1654 TRAPP Comm. Job xxxix. 13 They
were wont to say here, that Peacocks, Hops, and Heresie,
came first into England in one and the same ship. 1711
Land. Gaz. No. 4848/1 An Act for laying a Duty upon Hops.

378

88i WHITEHEAD Hops 61 The hops are picked into bins,

long, light, wooden frames, with sacking bottoms.

2. A climbing perennial dioecious plant (ffunntlus

Lupulus, N.O. UrticaccK, suborder Cannabinae),
j

with rough lobed leaves shaped like those of the

vine ;
the male plant bears pentamerous flowers

which grow in drooping panicles ;
the female bears

green cones or catkins consisting of broad scales

each with two flowers at the base. The plant is

a native of Europe, and is much cultivated for its

cones, esp. in Bavaria, Belgium, England, and the

United States : see I .

The plant is believed to have been introduced into the

south of England from Flanders between 1520 and 1524.

1538 TURNER Libellus B ij b, Lupus salictarius, hoppes.

1561 Herbal ii. 42 b, I can fynd no mention of hoppes in

any olde autor.sauing only in Pliny. i57 MASCALL/Ya/.

f, Graff. 1 1592) 81 To choose your Hoppe. Ye shall choose

your rootes best for your Hop, in the Sommer before ye
shall plant them. 1647 SANDERSON Sirtn. II. 197 A hop,

for want of a strong pole, will wind it self about a thistle or

nettle or any sorry weed. 1754 HUME Hist. F.ng.^Jas. /,

b. Locally applied to Mcdicago lupulina and

Bryoniadioica ;
in Australia to species ofDodonsa

and Daviesia. Bog hop, a local name for Buck-

bean (Menyanthes trifoliate^,
1866 Treat. But. 727/2 Mledicago] lupulina . . generally

known by farmers as the Hop Trefoil, or Hop. 1876 Itui.

Suppl., Hop, Native, the seed-vessels of Dodonaa which

are used in the same manner as the common hop in the

manufacture of beer. 1879 BRITTEN & HOLLAND Plant-n.,

Hop, Bog . . In allusion to its well-known bitter properties

and place of growth.

3. Phr. As thick as hops (? referring to the plants

when grown in rows, or to the crowded catkins of

flowers) ;
also as fast as hops, as mad as hops

(? with play on Hop s6.2).

1590 NASHE Pasguits Apol. i. C, They must be throwne

ouer the Pulpit as thicke as hoppes. 1630 J. TAYLOR (Water
P.) Whs. (N.), At the bake-houses as thicke as hops The

tailing women . . thy fourefold praises knead. 1677 NEEDHAM
2nd Packet Adv. 54 Tis to be answer'd too as fast as Hops
now. 1700 T. BROWN tr. Fresny's Amusem. Ser. <fr Com. no
Other Amusements presented themselves as thick as Hops.

1884 Harper's Mag. Oct. 695/2 Such a grin 1 It made me
mad as hops.
4. Comb. a. General Combs., as hop-bud, -cone,

-dealer, -drier, -duty, -frame, -growing, -harrow,

-harvest, -plantation, -prop, -setter, -top.

Di,

artificially d . , -

News 12 Sept. 3/6 Hop-dryers earn about 7*. per day. 1858

SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, ''Hop-duty, a tax ofabout two-pence

per pound, levied on hops. 1807 VANCOUVER Agric. Devon

(1813) 206 The valley in which are these 'hop-plantations,

is formed by sharp hills rising very abruptly from the plain

below. 1664 EVELYN Sylva xvii. 6 The Timber [of the

poplar) is incomparable . . for Vine, and 'Hop-props, and

divers viminious works.

b. Special Combs. : hop-back [BACK rf. 2], a

vessel with a perforated bottom for straining off

the hops from the liquor in the manufacture of

beer ; hop-bag, a large bag of coarse cloth for

packing hops ;
hence hop-bagging, the cloth of

which this is made ; hop-bind, -bine, the climb-

ing stem of the hop-plant ; hop bitters, a kind of
j

unfermented liquor flavoured with hops ; f hop-

boll, the seed-vessel of the hop ; hop-bush, an

Australian shrub belonging to the genus Dodomea ;

hop - clover =
hop-trefoil ; hop - cushion = hop-

pillow ; hop-dresser, one who cultivates hops,

a hop-grower; hop-factor, a dealer in hops

(Simmonds Diet. Trade 1858); hop-flea, a very

small beetle (Phyllotreta or Haltica concinna), de-

',
strnctive to the hop-plant ; hop-fly, a species of

aphis (Phorodon humuli), destructive to the hop-

j plant ; hop frog-fly, hop froth-fly, a species of

froth-fly {Aphrophora interrupta or Amblycephalus

interruptus), destructive to the hop-plant ; hop-

grower, one who grows hops as a crop ; hop-
hill (see HILL sb. 3 b) ; hop hornbeam (see

HORNBEAM) ; hop-jack = hop-back ; hop-kiln, a

kiln for drying hops ;
an oast ; hop marjoram,

medick, species of MARJORAM, MEDICK ; hop-

mildew, a parasitic fungus of genus Sphxrotheca,

infesting the hop; hop-nidget (see NIDCIET) ;

hop-oast, a kiln for drying hops (Simmonds Diet.

Trade 1858) ; hop-oil, an acrid oil obtained from

hops ; hop-pillow, a pillow stuffed with hops to

produce sleep ; hop-plant, = sense 2 ; also ap-

plied to species of Origanum ; hop-planter =

hop-grower ; hop-pocket (see POCKET) ; hop-

porter, a man employed to carry sacks of hops ;

i hop-press, a machine for expressing the liquid

from hops after boiling; hop-shim, a horse-

hoe used in hop cultivation ; hop-tier, a person

employed to tie the hop-bines to the poles ; hop-

tree, a North American shrub or small tree (Ptelea

HOP.

trifoliatd), N.O. Rutaceie, with bitter fruit which

has been used as a substitute for hops ; hop-trefoil,
a name for yellow clover (Trifolium procumbens^,
from the resemblance of its withered flower-heads

to the cones of the hop ;
also applied to the

hop medick, Afedicago lupulina ; hop-vine, the

trailing stem or bine of the hop-plant, or the

whole plant ; hop-yeast, yeast prepared from an
infusion of hops. Also HOP-DOG. GARDEN, etc.

1604 T. M. Black Bk. Micldleton's Wks. (Bullen) VIII. 22

Apparelled . . in a wicked suit of coarse
*
hop-bags. 1733 P.

MILLER Gard. Di.t. ted. 2) s.v. Luf-itlus, Two or three

times in a Day the Binn must be emptied into a Hop-bag
made of coarse Linen Cloth. 1705 U'akes Colne (Essex)
Overseers Ace. (MS.), Paid for *hop baginge for Clarke and
Woodward. 1845 Encycl. J\Ictrop. VI. 58 Light wooden
frames called binges . . are clothed with hop-bagging, into

which the hopsare picked off the poles. 1733 Act 6 Ceo. 11,

c. 37 6 If any Person maliciously cut any 'Hop-binds
growing on Poles in any Plantation of Hops [etc.]. 1813
Examiner 3 May 279/2 The "hop bine said to come up
very strong. 1846 SIR J. TYLDEN in J. Baxter Libr. Pract.

Agric. (ed. 4) II. 33 Using the old hop-bines in the hop-

garden, instead of burning or otherwise wasting them. 1894
Lancet 3 Nov. 1054 Other preparations affording excellent

malt liquor substitutes are the 'hop bitters and hop stout.

1649 BLITHE Etig. Itiiprcv. Impr. (1652) 179 It may do best

if all of the *hop-bowl or husk be but cut and shattered

as aforesayd. 1883 F. M. BAILEY Queensland Flora 82

(Morris) The capsules of many Dodonaeas are used for hops,
and thus the shrubs are known as 'hop-bushes. 1679 Land.
Gaz. No. 1383/4 A way to cleanse Trefoil or 'Hopclover
Seed from their husk. 1741 Compl. Fam. Piece in. 421

Hop-clover, Trefoil, or three-leav'd Grass, are both finer

and sweeter than the great Clover-grass. 1685 in Canterb.

Jlfarr. Licences (ed. Cowper) Ser. iv. 397 Robert Rye of

Barham, 'hop dresser. May 21. 1880 Chambers' Encycl.,
*
Hop-flea, .does much mischief in hop-plantations in spring.

1834 Penny Cycl. II. 156/2 We may refer to the *hop-fly.

1846 J. BAXTER Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) I. 404 On the

131)1 of May, 1845, the hop-fly made its appearance in my
grounds. 1868 Chambers' Encycl. Suppl., 'Hop Froth-

ffy.or 'Hop Frog-fly .sometimes appears in great numbers
in hop-grounds, and does considerable mischief. 1880 Times
10 Sept. 9/4 Our 'hop-growers have continued to hold their

own. Ibid., It would be cause for general regret.. were

English 'hop-growing to languish and die out. 1707-1* J.

MORTIMER Husb. 145 Dissolved dung., to enrich your

'Hop-hills. 1848 Jrnl. R. Agric. Sac. IX. 549 It will be

wrong to attempt to grow any other crop between the

rows of hop-hills. 1875 Ure's Diet. Arts I. 515 A shallow

vessel or cooler, over which is placed the 'hop-jack or sieve

for straining out the spent-hops. 1784 Lett, to Honoria <fr

Marianne II. 75 By the way, he stopped to cheapen two
hundred of hop-poles, and to inspect his new

'hop-kiln.
1807 VANCOUVER Agric. Devon (1813) 205 The hop-kiln is

occasionally otherwise employed than in drying hops. 1883

Encycl. Brit. XVI. 294/1 The 'Hop-Mildew . . is a para-
sitic disease of the hop. 1818 TODD, 'Hop-oast, in Kent,
a kiln for drying hops, a 1887 JEFFERIES field fy Hedgerow
(1889) 106 The shapelycone of the hop-oast rises at the end.

1889 Watts' Diet. Chem. s.v., At the base of the membranous
cones of the hop there is a bitter yellow powder called

lupulin . .When distilled with steam it yields *hop oil, which

consists of a terpene Cio Hie, and various compounds con-

was a hop pillow in a little linen case. 1817 /. BRADBURY
Trav. Amer. 43 On the sides of the hills I noticed abund-

ance of the 'hop plant. 1866 Treas. Bat. 822/2 These last

\Origanum Dictamnus, and O. sipykum} are popularly
called Hop plants, and are often seen in cottage windows.

1663-4 Canterb. Marriage Licences (MS.), Joh'es Dodd,
civitatis Cant,, 'hopplanter. 1848 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. IX.

538. I would advise every young hopplanter never to stick

a plough in his hop-ground. i8i Examiner 5 Oct. 636/3 A
'hop-porter . . made oath, that . . he hired himself, .to Mr.

G. S., a hop-dealer. 1805 R. W. DICKSON Pract. Agric.

(1807) I. 44
*
Hop-shim, this implement is constructed with

a frame, somewhat in the manner of the common wheel-

barrow. 1848 Jrnl. R. Agric. Sac. IX. 555 It is not neces-

sary for the 'hop-tiers to wait until there are three bines for

every pole long enough to tie. 1877 BARTLETT Diet. Amer.

(ed. 4), 'Hop-tree, . . the fruit, a wafer-like seed, grows in

clusters. 1890 Chambers' Encycl., Hop-tree . . also called

Shrubby Trefoil, is planted as an ornamental plant. 1855
London's Encycl. Plants 648 'Hop-trefoil, .is cultivated

along with the perennial clover. 1866 Trtas. Bot. 1170/1

The Procumbent or Hop Trefoil of the botanist . . must not

be confounded with the Hop Trefoil of the farmer, which

is the Medicago lupulina. 1707-12 J. MORTIMER Husb. (J.),

.; 19/>

Hop (hpp), w-z [' HOP <

1. An act, or the action, of hopping ;
a short

spring or leap, esp. on one foot.

1508 DUNBAR Gold. Targe 19 For mirth of May, wyth

or iog of a coach, etc., in a nigged, or uneven, way. 1834

BECKFORD Italy I. 125 All of a hop with toads and locusts.

1888 Longm. Mag. XI. 453, I thought I'd take the ball on

b. humorously, A leap or step in dancing: cf. 2.

1579 GOSSON Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 33 He gaue Dauncers great

stipends for selling their hopps. 1812 W. TENNANT A nster

F. iv. xiv, And scour with majesty of hop the ground.

2. slang or colloq.
A dance; a dancing-party,

esp. of an informal or unceremonious kind.

1731 Read's Weekly Jrnl. 9 Jan., Near an hundred people

of both sexes, .dancing to the musick of two sorry fiddles. .

it was called a three-penny hop. I744~S *IBS- DELANY in

Lift 4- Corr. (1861) II. 335 Our little hop . . was appointed



HOP.

for Wednesday. 1771 SMOLLETT Hiiinpk. Cl. 5 June, The
vulgar . . now thrust themselves into all assemblies from a
ridotto at St. James to a hop at Rotherhithe. 1797 Sporting
Mttg. X. 73 The most famous Dancing Assembly, or, as it is

vulgarly called, the genteelest Hop, that ever was known
in London. 1831 LADY GEANVILLK Lett, 11894) II. 98 On
Friday, at my hop, it was known that there was a majority
against us. 1880 ScribneSs Mag. XX. 917/2 A party of

youths and . . maidens . . dressed for a hop.
3. Hop, step, and jump (also hop, skip, and

jump ; hop, step, and leap, etc.). a. as st>. The
action of making these three movements in succes-

sion
;
an athletic exercise in which the players try

who can cover most ground with this sequence of
movements. Also transf. an&jig.
a 171$ ADDISON (J.\ When my wings are on, I can go

above a hundred yards at a hop, step, and jump. 1783 BURNS
Holy Fair iii, The third cam up, hap step an lowp, As
light as ony Iambic. 1810 SCOTT L.ct. to Soutluy 20 May
in Lockhart, I omitted no opportunity, .of converting my
dog-trot into a hop-step-and-jump. 1816 MAD. D'ARBLAY
Lett. 2 Apr., Your kind father . . instantly ran downstairs,
with a hop, skip, and a jump. 1819 Blackw. Mag. V. 6I.V 1

A match at hop-step-and-jump between Tickler and Dr.
Scott. 1858 MAYHEW Upper Rhine v. 2 (1860) 265 It

seems literally but a hop, skip, and a jump, from one. .shelf
of crags to the other.

b. attrib. or ns adj. Of the nature of, or char-

acterized by, such a saltatory motion. Alsoyf^.
1783 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Odes to R. A.'s vi. Wks. 1812

1. 62 A hop and step and jump mode of inditing. 1808 SCOTT
Autobiog. in Lockhart (1837) I. i. 44 Surprise that, after
such a hop-step-and-jump perusal, I knew as much of the
book. 1869 MRS. PALLISER Brittany 248 The dancers . .

sidle round in a kind of hop-skip-and-a-jump step. 1895-6
Cttle'iti. Univ. Nebraska 233 It is not designed to give a hop-
skip-and-jump star lecture course.

c. as vb. intr. To make this movement
;
to pro-

ceed with irregular saltatory action. Alsoy?^.
1815 SHERIDAN Let. to Mrs. Sheridan 27 Apr., Mind

I don't hop, step, and jump through a book as some certain

people do. 1891 MRS. WALFORD Mischief Monica III. 21
We pay the porter.. and hop-skip-and-jump into the train.

Hop \h?p), v -
1 Pa. t. and pple. hopped, hopt

(hppt). Also 2 oppe, 3-6 hoppe, 6- Sc. hap.
[OE. hoppian, corresp. to ON., Sw. hoppa, Da.

hoppe; also MHG., mod.G. hopfen, early mod.Fl.

happen (Kilian) : OTeut. *lwppSjan, co-radicate
with *htppjan, (see HIP v.l), also with High
Ger. dial, happen (\*hoppon :-*AiMn) and OE.
hoppelan to jump about. The OTeut. stem hupp-,
prob. represented a pre-Teut. kupn- from root kup- :

cf. OSlav. kiiptti to hop, leap.]
1. intr. To spring a short way upon the ground

or any surface with an elastic or bounding move-
ment, or a succession of such movements : said of

persons, animals, and things. Formerly a general
synonym of leap ; now implying a short or undig-
nified leap (perh. by association with b).

_
c 1000 ^ELFRIC Horn. I. 202 >a blissode min cild on minum

innooe, and hoppode on;$ean his Drihten. <~ 1230 Hali
Meid. 17 And te deoueles hoppen. 1387 TREVISA Higdeit
(Rolls) VII. 285 panne Lanfrank hopped for joye. 1398

Earth. DeP. R. xvm. iv. ^495) 751 The lambe hoppith
and lepeth tofor the folke. 1:1440 York Myst. xxxi. 164O ! my harte hoppis for joie. 1533 COVERDALE i Kings
xviji. 26 They [Baal's priests] hopped aboute the altare, as
their vse was to do. Ps. lxvii[ij. 16 Why hoppe ye so, ye
create hilles? 1590 SPENSER f. Q. n. i. 43 If any drop Of
filling bloud yet in her veynes did hop. 1597 MONTGOMKRIE
Ckerrie <$ Slae 17, I saw the hurcheon and the hair . . Wer
happing to and fro. 1632 J.

HAYWARD tr. Bioitdis^Eromena.
181 The fawne..that plaid skipping and hopping round
about him. 1758 GRAY Let. in Poems (1775) 261 Mr.
Shenstone . . goes hopping along his own gravel-walks, and
never deviates from the beaten paths. 1758 in Doran 'Mann'
cfr Manners (1876) II. i. 18 Count Lorenzi hopped in, in the
evening. 1814 SCOTT Redgiuintlet Let. xi, Bullets happed
aff his buff-coat like hailstanes from a hearth.

l>. spec. Of animals : To move by leaps with
both or all the feet at once, as opposed to walking
or running : said esp. of small birds, frogs, grass-
hoppers, sand-hoppers, fleas, and the like.
c 1440 Promp. Pant. 246/1 Hoppyn as fleys, or froschys,

or other lyke, salia. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. v. i. 401 Hop
as light as bird from brier. 1657 R. LIGON Barbadoes (1673)
60 They are a kind of Stares, for they walk, and do not hop
as other birds. 11813 A. WILSON Discons. IVren Wks.
(1846) 98 But lancly, lanely aye I'll hap, 'Mang auld stane-

dykes and braes, a 1845 HOOD Mermaid Margate ix, She
hppt like a Kangaroo ! c 1850 Arab. Nts. (Rtldg.) 405 The
bird, .flew upon the table, .hopping from dish to dish. 1871
R. ELLIS Catullus iii. q The sparrow.. Hopping round her,
about her, hence or hither.

c. Of a person : To spring or leap on one foot,
or move onwards by a succession of such leaps.
1700 T. BROWN tr. Fresny's Antusem. Ser. t, Com. 57

They [women) Hop always upright with one Foot upon the
Ground. 1711 STEELE Sped. No. 6 T 2 A Man . . hopping
instead of walking. 1871 HUXLEY Phys. vii. 165 The thigh-
bone of the leg. .is bent up towards the body and not used,
in the action of hopping.
2. To dance (for which it is now only a playful

expression) ; also with cognate obj.
c 1386 CHAUCER Reeve's Pro!. 22 We hoppen ay, whil that

the world wol pype. f 1440 Promp. Parv. 246/1 Hoppyn,
or skyppyn .., salto. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems liii. 25 He
hoppet lyk a pillie wantoun. 1546 J. HEYWOOD Prov. (1867)
71 Where all thy pleasure is, hop hoore, pipe theefe. 1791
WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Magpie $ Robin Wks. 1812 II. 475
And hops like modern Beans in Country-dances. 1806

379

Morn. Herald in Spirit Pub. Jrnls. (1807) X. 266 She ..

snapped the small bone of her right leg in hopping a reel

with Lord SHgo. 1825 BROCKETT, Hop, to dance.

3. To limp.
1700 DRYDEN Iliad \. 769 The limping Smith . . hopping

here and there (.himself a jest). 1724 DE FOE Mem. Cavalier
(1840) 235 Away he hops with his crutch. 1814 D. H.
O'ljRiAN Captiv. $ Escape 46, I insisted upon their leaving
me in the rear, to hop on and struggle for myself . . I . .

Hmped on with the assistance of my club.

4. trans. To hop about (a place), b. To hop
or jump over.

1791 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Rights of Kings Wks. 1812 II.

423 Poor Bird, whom fate oft cruelly assails . . To hop
a garden, and hunt snails. Mod. I could hop that easily.

5. To cause to hop.
1860 Lu. DUNDONALU Autobiog. Seaman I. xv. 260 These

.ujuns were got on board by means of hawsers carried from the

frigate to the cliff, one end being made fast to the masthead.

By the application of the capstan and tackles the guns were
thus hopped on board.

6. Phrases, a. Hop the twig (slang) : to depart,

fo
off, or be dismissed suddenly ; (also simply hop,

op off") to die.

1797 MARY ROBINSON Walsingkam II. 279 Must look in

upon the rich old jade, before she hops off. Ibid. IV. 280

[He] kept his bed three days, and hopped the twig on the

fourth. 1828 Craven Dial., Hop, to die. Ibid., Hop, 'to

hop the twig
1

, to run away in debt. 1870 Miss BRIDGMAN
R. Lynne II. xiv. 289 If old Campbell hops the twig.

b. Hop headless : see HEADLESS i b. Hop step

(skip} andjump : see HOP j.2 3 c.

7. Comb, hop-about, (a) the action of hopping
about, a dance ; (/>)

name for an apple dumpling ;

hop-ball, some game with a ball ; hop-crease
= HOP-SCOTCH

; hop-frog = LEAP-FROG}
; f hop-

legged a., lame in the leg (cf. 3) ; t hop-my-fool,
some gambling game. Also HOP-O'-MY-THUMB.
1593 Bacchus Bountie in HarL Misc. (Malh.) II. 275 The

pots danced for joy the old *hop about commonly called

Sellengar's Round. 1820 Sporting Mag. (N. S.) VI. 95 She
made. .four and twenty hop-a-bouts apple dumplings out
ofone pound of flour. 1811 Ibid. XXXVI 1 1. 223 A particular
game denominated *

Hop- Ball. 1803 W. TAYLOR in Ann.
Rev. I. 354 Flying kites, knuckling marbles, chuck-half-

penny and *hop-crease. 1x1825 FORBY Voc. E. Anglia,
Hop-crease, the game among boys more commonly called

hop-scotch . . A scotch is a cut or crease. 1720 GORDON &
TRENCHARD Indep. Whig No. 32 F 13 He bows, .and ducks
his Head, as if he was playing at *Hop Frog. 1714 SAVAGE
Art Prudence 257 *Hop-legg'd, Hump-back'd . . never did

any thing that was either Good or Honest. 1824 GALT
Rothejan II. in. i. 8 The slouched and the slovenly.,
wrangled at skittles and toss-my-luck, and bent eagerly over
the *hop-my-fool tables.

Hop (hpp), v* [f.
HOP j.i]

1. trans. To impregnate or flavour with hops.

(Chiefly used va. passive.}
1572 J. JONES Bathes Bitckstone roa, Ale, neyther to new,

nor to stale, not ouerhopped. 1587 HARRISON England n.

vi. (1877) i. 160 The drmke. .being well hopped it lasteth

longer. 1605 CAMDEN Rem. (1637) 287 A man of worship,
whose beere was better hopped then maulted. 1738 SWIFT
Pol. Conversat. 165, I never taste Malt Liquor ; out they
say, 'tis well hopt. 1830 M. DONOVAN Dom. Econ. I. 163
Malt liquors which have been highly hopped will at length
lose all bitterness, and become powerfully acid.

2. intr. Of the hop-plant : To produce hops.
1848 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. IX. n. 554 They climb the poles

fast, .but do not. .hop so well. Ibid. 557 The Goldings do
not hop down generally so low as many other sorts.

3. To gather or pick hops : see HOPPING vbl. sb.-

Hop, obs. form of HAP v2, HOPE.

Hop- in Hop-Monday
p

, -tide% erron. form of

HOCK-
; cf. HOB-.

1528 Churchiu. Ace. St. Dnnstan's, Canterb., Item the
furst yere of Hopmunday of strayngers and the parysshyns
vij s. \i}d. 1558 Ibid., Money gathryd att Hopptyde last past.

Ho'p-dog. [f. Hop s&. 1 + DOG.]
1. A tool for drawing hop-poles out of the ground.
1796 J. BOYS Agric. Kent (1813) 56 A hop-dog, to wrench

up the poles, costs 5$. 1880 C. M. MASON 40 Shires 397
The cutter with his

'

hop-dog
'

(which has a hook on one
side and a knife on the other), cuts the vine near the roots.

2. A green caterpillar which infests the hop-bine.
1887 in Kent. Gloss.

Hope (h<?p), sb.^ Forms: i hopa, 2- hope ;

also 4 hoppe, ope, Sc. hape, 4-6 hop, 5 hoype,
howpe, 5-6 hoop(e, 6 hoape, Sc. hoip, houpe,
6- Sc. houp, howp (haup). [Late OE. hopa,
earlier t6~hopa, wk. masc., corresp. to OLG. tdhopa,
MLG. and MDu. (m. and f.) hope, Du. hoop ; not
in OHG. ; MHG., Ger. hoffe ;

Sw. Jiopp, Da. kaab

ffrom LG.). This word, with its cognate vb. (OE.
hopian, MDu. etc. koperi], is recorded first in OE.,
and seems to have belonged originally to the Saxon
and Low G. domain, and thence to have spread
into HG. and Scandinavian.]
1. Expectation of something desired ;

desire com-
bined with expectation.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 193 HabbeSrihte bileue to brunie

and hope to helme. a 1225 After, ft. 78 Ine silence & ine

hope schal beon ower strencSe. 1382 WYCLIF Rout. iv. 18

The which Abraham ajens hope bileuede in to hope. 1435
MISYN Fire of Love n. v. 78 Hoype my sawle chastisis.

1504 ATKYNSON tr. De Imitations iv. vii. 269 Humble hoope.

HOPE.

hope. 1597 MONTGOMERY Cherrie $ Slae 464 Luik quhair
to licht before thou loup, And slip na certenty for Houp.
1690 LOCKE Hum. Und. ir. xxi. 9 (R.) Hope is that plea-
sure in the mind, which every one finds in himself upon the

thought of a profitable future enjoyment of a thing, which
is apt to delight him. 1732 POPE Ess, Man \, 95 Hope
springs eternal in the human breast. 1781 CoWPKB Hope 167

Hope, as an anchor firm and sure, holds fast The Christian

vessel, and defies the blast. 1838 THIRLWALL Greece xliii.

V. 293 While the public mind was thus suspended between

hope and fear. 1850 TENNYSON In Mti'i. Iv, I ,. call To
what I feel is Lord of all, And faintly trust the larger hope.
1868 BAIN Ment.

<$-
Mor. Sc. m. xii.

\ 5 ThU is the emotion
of Hope, which is ideality coupled with belief.

b. Const, of (that which is hoped for), or with

clause introduced by thai, or (arch.} with infin.
c 1000 ^ELFRIC Horn. I. 568 Ne bepsece Ezechias eow mid

leasum hopan, ^xt God eow ..ahredde. 1297 R. GLOUC.
(1724) 456 Vor hope I'at }?er be}? mo. a. 1300 Cursor M.
28355 In hope of forgiuenes. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce \\. 89,
I haiff gret hop he sail be king, c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints,
I'incentius 216 Men .. sal hafe na hape til vndirstande.
c 1386 CHAUCLK Prol. 88 In hope to stonden in his lady
grace. 1548 HALL C/iron., Hen. V 68 b, Beyng in good
hope that al his affaires should prosperously succede. 1603
SHAKS. Meas.for M. in. i. 4, I haue hope to Hue, and am
prepar'd to die. 1653 MILTON Hirelings (1659) 10 In hope
..that preaching., would prove gainful. 1781 GIBBON DecI.

<$ F. II. 133 It was only in a field of battle that he could
assert his innocence with any hope of success. 1843 TENNY-
SON The Voyage viii, And still we follow'd. .In hope to gain
upon her flight.

c. In plural ; often in singular sense, esp. in

phr. in hopes. Const, as in b.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 523 We will borrow of
them to pay your hopes, by this long introduction sus-

pended. 1659 B. HARRIS ParivaVs Iron Age 215 They
continued still upon their guard in hopes of better times.

1660-1 MARVELL Corr. Wks. 1872-5 II. 44 God be praised,
there is all good hopes of her recovery. 1702 J. LOGAN in

Pennsylv. Hist. Soc. Mem. IX. 94 Hearing he was past

hopes, I went to visit him the day before he departed. 1702
ADDISON Dial. Medals ii. Misc. Wks. 1727 III. 128, I

was in hopes you would have shown us our own nation.

1849 MACACLAY Hist. Eng. v. I. 662 Great hopes were en-

tertained at Whitehall that Cornish would appear to have
been concerned : but these hopes were disappointed. 1864
TENNYSON En. Ard. 620 His hopes to see his own. .Not

yet had perish'd.

d. Personified
; esp. as one of the three heavenly

Graces, (i Cor. xiii. 13.)
1382 WYCLIF i Cor. xiii. 13 Now forsothe dwellen feith,

hope, and
charjte, thes thre. 1782 HAN. MORE David v. 52

Fair Hope, with smiling face but ling'ring foot. 1799
CAMPBELL Pleas. Hope i, Oh ! sacred Truth ! thy triumph
ceased a while, And Hope, thy sister, ceased with thee to

smile. 18.. CHR. WORDSW. Hymn 'Gracious Spirit* v,

Faith and hope and love we see Joining hand in hand agree.

2. Feeling of trust or confidence. Obs. exc. as

biblical archaism, with mixture of sense i.

triooo ^ELFRIC Horn. I. 350 Geleaffullum mannum rnae5
beon micel truwa and hopa to Sam menniscumGode Criste.

c 1200 Vices ff Virtues 33 Ne haue 3u hope to golde ne to

seluer. 138* WYCLIF Ps. cxlv[i]. 5 His hope [is] m the Lord
his God. a 1400-50 A lexander 1859 So sadly in soueraynete
he set neuire his hope. 1500-20 DUNBAK Poems Ixvi. 97
The formest hoip 5it that I haue . . Is in $our Grace. 1548

HALLCArw:., Hen. VII 49^ To the whiche saiynges. -the

freer perceaved hope to be geven. 1576 FLEMING Panopl.

Epist. 99 Our private friendship, . . upon hope and affiance

whereof, I presume to be your petitioner. 1707 FREIND
Peterborow's Cond. Sp. 174 My hopes then are all in you.

1867 G. MACDONALD Disciple xxv, Though the sky be dim,

My hope is in the sky.

t 3. Expectation (without implication of desire,

or of a thing not desired) ; prospect. Obs.

13.. E. E. Altit. P. B. 713 penne ar3ed Abraham .. For

hope of be harde hate bat hy^t hatz cure lorde. c 1375 Sc.

Leg. Saints, Clement 193 Gret hope had he, pat his modir

in j?e se Was drownyt. c 1440 CAPGRAVE Life St. Kath. ir.

419 To hem bat be in dwere And eke in hope for to be

hange and drawe. 1535 STEWART Cron, Scot. I. 16 In hoip

agane that tha sould neuir meit.

4. transf. Ground of hope ; promise.
ci375-Vc. Leg. Saints, Nycholas 579 Oyl rycht clere..for

seknes sere Gaf hop and but. 1535 COVERDALE Prov. xxvi.

12 There is more hope in a foole then in him. 1613 PURCHAS

Pilgrimage (1614) 850 He which at one blow can kilJ a Cap-
tive, is of the greatest hopes. 1633 FORD Broken Ht.^ v. 11,

Never lived gentleman of greater merit, Hope or abiliment

to steer a kingdom. 1676 tr. Gnillatiere's Voy. Athens 349

A Child of great hopes. 1847 TENNYSON Princess i. 167

Hills that look'd across a land of hope.

b. A person or thing that gives hope or promise
for the future, or in which hopes are centred.

a 1225 Juliana 65 J>u art hope of heale ; bu art rihtwises

weole a 1300 Cursor M. 23929 Leuedi. .bat es nu mi hope.

1382 WYCLIF i Tim. i. i Jhesu Crist oure hope. 15*6

TINDALE Col. i. 27 Christ in you, the hope of glory. 1702

POPE Dryope o Her tender mother's only hope and pride.

1876 E MEILOR Priestk. viii. 390 If the adult Copulation
are the despair of the priests, the children are their hope.

c. An object of hope ;
that which is hoped for.

hope, and glorious apperenge ot tne nugniy goa. 1 1000

SHAKS. Serin, cxliii, If thou catch thy hope, turn back to me.

1632 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondi's Eromena, 122 The Prince thus

frustrated of his first hope, came running. 1816 SHELLEY

Alastor 32 Staking his very life on some dark hope.

^ See also FORLORN HOPE.

5. Comb, chiefly objective and instrumental.^
1580 SIDNEY Arcadia in. (1724) II. 477 Hope-giving

phrases. 1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n.ii. i. Ark&i Then

hope-cheer'd Noah.. Sends forth the Crow. 1817 SHELLEY
48-2



HOPE.

Pr.Athan. i. to Baffled with blast ofhope-consuming shame.

1822 LAMB Elia Ser. i. Decay Beggars, The cheerful and

hope-stirring tread of the passenger. 1892 JUSSERAND /><?<:/

Ambass. 160 The hope-forbidding testimony of Pytheas.

Hope hJ"p), sb.* Forms: i hop, 4 hopp', 6

hoppe, Sc. hoip, 8 Sc. houp, 3- hope. [OE. hop

app. recorded only in combination (e.g. ftnhop,

morhop : see sense i). It is doubtful whether all

the senses belong orig. to one word. With sense 3

cf. ON. hop
' a small land-locked bay or inlet, salt

at flood tide and fresh at ebb' (Vigf.%]
1. A piece of enclosed land, e. g. in the midst of

fens or marshes or of waste land generally.
a 1000 in Kemble Cod. Dipl. VI. 243 Mcedwsegan hop and

wassan mred o3 oone ^reos die. c 1200 Mertcn Coll. Rec.

No. 1259 lEssex), Unam hopam marisci in villa de Westille-

berie, quae hopa iacet in extrema hoparum mearum versus

orientalem quae vocantur landhope, extendentem versus

austrum a hopo Leuenoth. 1323-4 Ibid. No. 1260 (Essex 1

,

Unam hopam marisci continentem duas acras cum pertl-

nentiis sicut fossatis undique includitur. 1468 WillofHcy-
ward (Somerset Ho.), Mesuagium vocat. le Bakhous cum
quadam domo vocat. le stable & vno hope & vna Wallia.

1500 Will ofN. Brown (ibid.), Crofts lands marshes hopes
& walles. 1607 NORDEN Sum. Dial. 205, I have planted
an Ozier hope (for so they call it in Essex, and in some

places an Ozier bed) in a surrounded ground, fit before for

no vse, for the too much moisture and ouerflowing of it.

2. A small enclosed valley, esp.
' a smaller open-

ing branching out from the main dale, and running

up to the mountain ranges ; the upland part of a

mountain valley
'

; a blind valley. Chiefly in south

of Scotl. and north-east of England, where it enters

largely into local nomenclature, as in Hopekirk,

Hopetoun, Hope-head, Dryhope, Greenhope, Rams-

hope, Ridlees Hope, etc.

1378 Dark. Halm. Rolls (Surtees) 143 Quod nullus eorum
succidat bent infra le hopp' sine licencia. ? a 1400 Morte
A rth. 2503 Thorowe hopes and hymlande hillys and ober.

a 1400-30 Alexander 5390 So bai come till a caue .. Be-

twene twa hillis in a hope, and herberd all ni}t. 1542
Newminster Cartul. (Surt.) Introd. 18 Such as inhabyte m
one of those hoopes, valyes,or graynes cannot heare then-aye,

outecrye, or exclamac on of suche as dwell in an other

hoope or valley upon the other syde of the said mountayne.
1396 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scat. n. 163 Ouer
hil and hoip, bank and bra. 01697 A"BREY Nat. Hist.

Surrey 1719) IV. 164 A long Hope (i.e. according to Virgil,
Deductus Vallis) in the most pleasant and delightful Soli-

tude. 1805 FORSYTH Beauties Scotl. II. 151 The hills are

every where intersected by small streams called burns.

These flowing in a deep bed. form glens or hollows, pro-

vincially called hopes. 1893 Northumbld. Gloss., Hope, . .the

inch ordnance map of Northumberland gives seventy-three

place names having this termination. In the county of

Durham forty such occur. 1895 CROCKETT Men of Moss-

hags ix. 67 Wide green holms and deep blind 'hopes' or

hollows among the mountains.

8. An inlet, small bay, haven.
c 1415 WYNTOUN Chroit. vi. xx. 2499 And in Saynt Mar-

tretys
Hope belyve Off propyre nede than till arryve. 1533

TEWART Cron. Scot. II. 673 Tha tuke land richt far vp into

Forth, Into ane place . . Sanct Margaretis-hoip is callit at

this da. 1387 FLEMING Contn. Holinsked III. 1379/2 Being
by contrarie winds driuen to staie against Erith, at Graues-

end, in Tilberie hope. 1756 ROLT Diet. Tr.tae, Hope, a
station for ships in the mouth of the river Thames, below
Gravesend. 18x8 SCOTT Br. Lamm, xii, A little hamlet
which straggled along the side of a creek formed by the

discharge of a small brook into the sea . . It was called Wolf's

Hope (i.e. Wolf's Haven>. 1887 Kent. Gloss., Hope, a place
of anchorage for ships.

Hope (hJup), v. Forms : see HOPE sb^ [OE.
hopian, ME. hopien, hopen, corresp. to MLG.,
MDu., Du. hopen : OLG. *hop6n. Not known in

OHG. ; in MHG. hoffen is rare, and chiefly MG.,
not the regular word for

'

to hope
'

: like the cor-

resp. sb. the vb. appears to have belonged orig.
to the English and Saxon-Frankish domain, and
thence to have spread in later times over Germany
and Scandinavia.]
1. intr. To entertain expectation of something

desired ; to look (mentally) with expectation.
Const. -\to, \after, -^of (obs.), for ; also with

indirect passive.
971 Blickl. Horn. 87 We to binum hidercyme hopodan &

hyhtan. c 1203 LAY. 17936 Ah ne hope bu to rxde of hepm
bat liggecS dede. c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 201/97 Ne hopie ich

nou^t ixsre-fore. c 1400 Cato's Mar. 203 m Cursor M. App.
iv. 1672 Quen bou art atte disese, hope ofter better ese.

1353 EDEN Treat. Newe Ind. (Arb.) 39 This nauigation . .

was not brought to the endc hoped for. 1393 T. BEDINO-
FELD tr. Machiaveltts Florentine Hist. 140 The Earle..

shut himselfe vp in Poppi, not hoping of any aide, c 1600

My Ladyis Pulcritud 26 in Montgomerie's Poems (1887)

279 Houping aganis all houp. 1659 B. HARRIS Parivafs
Iron Age 29, I can hope for no support in the equity of

my cause. 1726 Adv. Capt. R. Boyle 16 Come, hope for

the best, said I. 1830 TENNYSON / Mem. cxii, Hope could
never hope too much, In watching thee from hour to hour.
Mod. I hoped for better things from him.

t b. With to, for : To look for, expect (without

implication of desire) : =4. Obs. rare.

1303 R. BRUNNE^7o<#..S>n*6968Heyn be feuer lay, And
to be debe he hopede_ weyl. 1509 H. BUTTES Dyets drie
Dinner Ep. Ded. A vij, Neither can I hope for, at either of

your hands, any ungentle or discourteous censure.

2. intr. To trust, have confidence. Const, f to,

f on (obs.), in (obs. exc. as biblical archaism ;
now

only a strong case of sense i).

380

f 888 K. .-ELFRED Boct/i. xlii, Hit nys no unnyt SKI we

hopien to Gode. c 1000 /LFRIC Horn, I. 256 Ne hi ne hpptan
on heora unjewissum welan. c 1200 Moral Ode 31 in Trin.

Coll. Horn. 221 Ne hopie wif to hire were ne were to his

wiue. 01323 Prose Pmlter \\[\]. 7 He hoped in be multi-

tude of his riches. 1348 HALL Citron., Hen. VI 176 The
lordes lyenge at Caleys, hoping in their frendes within the

realme. a 1605 MONTGOMERIE Misc. Poems li. 43 Bot I houp
in the goddes Hemene. 1611 BIBLE Ps. cxix. 49 The word

..upon which thou hast caused me to hope. 1855 CATH.
WINKWORTH Hymn, Leave God to order all thy ways, And
hope in Him whate'er betide.

3. trans. To expect with desire, or to desire with

expectation; to look forward to (something desired \

a. with simple object (
= hope for, sense i). Now

chiefly poetic.
c looo /ELFRIC Horn. I. 250 We beoS hjebbende Szs Se we I

a;r hopedon. a 1240 Vreisnn in Colt. Horn. 183 J?u
al bet

j

ic hopie. ai34oHAMpoLE/WiV>-xxvi. 6 And hope pe victory
;

thoro his help. 1374 CHAUCER Bottli. i. pr. iv. 10 By
whiche lettres I am accused to han hooped the fredom of

Roome. 1567 Gude * Gotilie B. (S. T. S.) 124, I grant,
I haif done wrang, Nocht hopeand help of the. 1603 B.

JONSON Sejanus \. x. Wks. (Rtldg.) 172/2 Dost thou hope
fortune to redeeme thy crimes? 1676 OsmSf Aunff*. iv.

i, Strange cozenage ! none would live past years again ; Yet

all hope pleasure in what yet remain. 1792 S. ROGERS
Pleas. Mem. I. 350 With looks that asked yet dared not

hope relief. 1837 DICKENS Pickw. ii, The conviction that

he had nothing to hope from his friend's fears. 1872

RUSKIN Pars Clav. xxii. 28, I have not time to ask Mr.

Sillar's permission, but hope his pardon for assuming it.

b. with obj. clause. (In mod. colloq. use often

in weakened sense, expressing little more than a

desire that the event may happen, or (with clause

in pres. or past) that the fact may turn out to be

as stated.)
cioso Byrhtfertk's Handboc in Anglia VIII. 325 Ic

hopije baet cherubin se maera jet wesan wylle. (11225
Ancr. R. 430 Ich hopie bet hit schal beon . . swuSe biheue.

c 1350 Will. Palerne 1097, I hope to heuene king mi help
schal noujt fayle. c 1449 PECOCK Repr. II. xiii. 223 It is to

hope that . . thei schulen no longer so erre. 1390 SHAKS.

Com. Err. HI. i. 54 You'll let vs in I hope ? 1660 BOYLE
New Exp. Phys. Meek. Pref. 4, I have in another treatise. .

given a particular, and, I hope, a satisfactory account. 1738
SWIFT Pol. Conversat. 123 Thirty bad Bits, and Two good
ones, -but I hope, you have got one of the two good ones.

1804 W. GnjrmSirm. Ill.xxxviii. (R.), He hoped you would
consider the debt of little consequence. 1860 TYNDALL Glac.

I. xi. 70 We hoped that no repetition of the process would
occur. 1863 W. G. PALGRAVE^rrt^wI. 114 He enters with
a '

hope I don't intrude
'

air.

c. with infinitive.

1297 R. GLOUC. (1724) 220 He . . hopede to Wynne Rome,
wanne he come eft aje. c 1303 Judas Iscar. 34 in E. E. P.

(1862) 108 Glad heo was and hopede of him to habbe an

hcire. c 1400 Destr. Troy 8006 pai . . hopit in haste .. the mater

to here. 1574 CHURCHYARD Wolsey xlvi. in _Mirr. Mag.
(1815) II. 495, I hoapt to come before the king. 1659 B.

HARRIS ParivaFs Iron Age 29 Cardinal Wolsey. .hoped to

come to be Pope by the recommendation of the Emperour.
1738 SWIFT Pol. Conversat. 178 When may we hope to

see you again in London ? 1857 BUCKLE Civiliz. I. vii. 423
Violent measures, by which the King hoped to curb the

colonies.

t 4. To expect or anticipate (without implica-
tion of desire) ; to suppose, think, suspect. Obs.

c 1330 R. BRUNNE Citron. Wace (Rolls) 4429, 1 hope lulyus
had drawen hit out. Ibid. 15842 Non hoped til hym no

gyle, a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter ix. i comm., 1 hope had he

beyne a rightwisman he had noght sayd swa. c 1386
CHAUCER Reeve's T. 109 Our Manciple I hope he wil be

deed, a 1400-50 Alexander 3548, I hope bou wenes at we
be like to bire lethire Persyns. 15. . Tanner Taimti. in

Puttenham Eng. Poesie (Arb.) 263, I hope I shall be hanged
to morrow. 1371 Satir. Poems Reform, xxvi. 113 Quhat
man did hoip of Grange now dois appeir. .He dois Rebell

and will not serue the King. 1632 ROWLEY Worn, never
vexed \l. in Hazl. Dodsley XII. 132, I hope thou'lt vex me
. . I shall rail and curse thee, I hope.
5. trans. To bring by hoping, nonce-use.

1720 Leit.fr. Land. Jrttl. (1721) 6p Some hope them-
selves. .into a Halter, but few into their Wishes.

Hope, obs. form of HOOP.

Hopeable (hou-pab'l), a. rare. [f. HOPE v. +

-ABLE.] That may be hoped for.

1611 COTGR., Espcrable, hopeable, fit to be hoped for.

Hoped (hffupt),///. a. [f. HOPE v. + -ED!.]

1. Expected with desire : see HOPE v. 3.

'573 TUSSER Husb. cvi. (1878) 196 This was both God and

man, of Jewes the hoped king. 1379 SPENSER Shepk. Cal.

Dec. ico All my hoped gaine is turnd to scathe. 1623
Modell Wit 62 b, Shall .. all my hoped ioyes be defeated in

a moment ? 1683 H. MORE Ittustr. 300 Which are the

hoped Consequences thereof.

b. Now usually hoped-for: see HOPE v. I.

1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI, iv. viii. 61 Cold biting Winter
marres our hop d-for Hay. 1694 SALMON Bates' Disp. Ded.

(1713) Aijb, This Book, which, through your Benignity,
' cannot go without its hop'd-for Effects. 1860 PUSEY Min.

Proph. 485 Two-fifths only of the hoped-for produce was

yielded.

f 2. Viewed or contemplated with hope ;
about

which hopes are entertained. Obs.

1581 MULCASTER Positions xli. (1887) 241 His most honored

prince, and his best hoped pupil].

3. Possessed of or imbued with hope. dial.

1896 BARRIE Marg. Ogilvy ii. 11897) 34 The Doctor says
i this morning that he is better hoped now, but at present we

can say no more but only she is alive.

Hopeful (.hou-pful), a. (ji.) [f.
HopEji.l + -FOL.]

1. Full of hope ; feeling or entertaining hope ;

! expectant of that which is desired.

HOPELESSNESS.

1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, I. ii. 24 Childe. .Whose vgly and
vnnaturall Aspect May fright the hopefull Mother at the

view. 1663 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 11677} 124 Hopeful of

some reward. 1822 JEFFREY Let. Ixxxix. in Cockburn Life
II, The. .happiest, hopefulest, creature that ever set fortune

at defiance. 1886 RUSKIN Prxterila I. vii. 220 A time of

active and hopeful contentment for both the young people.

b. Expressive of hope.
1607 ROWLANDS Guy, Earl Warm. 81 The comfort of a

hopeful word bestowing. 1865 DICKENS .!//. Ar. I. iii, It

is likely enough that ten thousand other young men . .made
the same hopeful remark in the course of the same evening.

2. Causing or inspiring hope ; giving promise of

success or future good,
'

promising
'

: said of a

person or thing on which one's hope is set, or con-

cerning which hope is entertained ; sometimes

ironically, of a young person who is likely to

disappoint hopes.
1568 ELIZABETH Let. to Cecil in Strype Ann. Ref. (1700)

I. li. 515 That she would allow honorary salaries to the acute

and hopeful youth, for their maintenance in their studies

there. 1592 SHAKS. Rout, fy Jul. I. ii. 15 Earth hath

swallowed all my hopes but she, Shee's the hopefull Lady
of my earth. 1647 in ll'ood's Life (O. H. S. ) I. 301 note,

Money to maintain hopeful students at the University. 1732
SWIFT Sacrain. Test Wks. 1761 III. 294 Which of the two
is in the hopefullest Condition to ruin the Church. 1768
GOLDSM. Good-n. Man I. Wks. (Globe) 611/1 Here come;,

his hopeful nephew ; strange, goodnatured, foolish, open-
hearted. 1865-6 H. PHILLIPS Amer. Paper Curr.

_II. 92
Loans now seemed to afford a hopeful prospect of relief.

b. as sb, (colloq.} A 'hopeful' boy or girl: chiefly

ironical. (Sometimes as a yuasi-yioyei name.)
1720 DUCHESS ORMOND Let. 18 Apr. in Swift's Wks.

(1814) XVI. 363 Else young Hopeful might have been in

danger. 1811 BYRON Hints fr. Hor. 256 O'er hoards

dimmish'd by young Hopeful's debts. 1842 C. WHITEHEAD
Richard Savage ^845) III. vi. 381 Some of the young
hopefuls make their parents pay pretty smartly for their love.

Hopefully (hou-pfuli), adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.]

In a hopeful manner ; with a feeling of hope ;
with

ground for hope, promisingly.
a 1639 WOTTON Life Dk. Buckh. in Relia. (1672) 237 He

left all his female kindred . . either matched with peers of

the realm actually, or hopefully with earls' sons and heirs.

1846 H. ROGERS Ess. (1860) 1. 171 The limits within which
the human understanding can hopefully speculate. Mod.
He set to work hopefully.

Hopefulness (hJ'pfulnes). [f. as prec. +

-NESS.] The quality or state of being hopeful.
1. The state of feeling or expressing hope.
1628 WITHER Brit. Remetnb. m. 170, I scarcely held it

worth my hopefulnesse. 1858 J. H. NEWMAN Hist. Sk.

II. II. ii, Perhaps he exaggerated his own hopefulness, in

order to increase hers. 1886 HALL CAINE Son of Hagarm.
ix, Greta's eyes were full of a radiant hopefulness.

2. The quality of inspiring hope ; promisingness.
1631 Fuller's Abel Retifv.,

Zanchhts 390 Zanchius in his

youth shewing some testifications of his nppefulnesse. 1698
STRYPE Life Sir T. Smith ii. (R.), While he was thus a

student here . . notice was taken of his parts and hopefull-

ness. Mod. The hopefulness of the political situation.

Hopeite, hopite (h^-pail). Min. [Named
1823, after Dr. T. C. Hope of Edinburgh : see

-rra.] A phosphate of zinc found in greyish-white

crystals, never accurately analyzed.
1824 Trans. R. Sac. Edin. X. 107 Description of Hopeite,

a New Mineral. 1834 T. ALLAN Min. 24 Sir David
Brewster . . distinguished it by the name of Hopeite.

Hopeless (h^'ples), a. [f. HOPE si. L + -LESS.]

1. Destitute of hope ; having or feeling no hope ;

despairing.
1590 SHAKS. Cam. Err. i. i. 158 Hopelesse and helpelesse

doth Egean wend. 1611 Cymb. iv. iv. 27 Hopelesse To
haue the courtesie your Cradle promis'd. 1639 HAMMOND
On Ps. cii. 6, I am as destitute and hopeless of it as the

most solitary Pelican. 1823 SCORESBY Wkale Fishery 460
On this [ice-floe] they spent a dismal and hopeless night.

1884 Contemp. Rev. May 629 Is it surprising that the great

army of the hopeless should forget the way to church ?

2. Of or concerning which there is no hope ;

despaired of, desperate.
1366 DRANT Horace, Sat. n. ii. (R.), He . . keepes it well,

and warylye to helpe in hopelesse tyde. 1583 STANYHURST
jEneis n. (Arb.) 50 Laocoon. .al hoaples Hee striues. 1731

1849 MACAU LAY Hist. Eng.
from maladies which seemed hopeless. 1867 FREEMAN Aorm.

Cong. I. v. 296 To reconcile the chronology is hopeless.

f 3. Unhoped-for, unexpected. Obs.

1390 SPENSER F. Q. ill. v. 34 His watry eies . . He up gan
lifte toward the azure skies, From whence descend all hope-
lesse remedies. 1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia iv. 160 Gluing
thanks to God for so hopelesse a deliuerance.

Hopelessly (hou-plesli^orff. [f. prec. + -LYZ.J

In a hopeless manner; without or beyond hope;
so that there is no hope ; desperately.
1616 BEAUM. & FL. Scornf. Lady i. i, El. Lo. Brother, u

your last hope past ? Y. Lo. Hopelessly past. 1646 SIR T.

BROWNE Pseud. Ep. i. iii. 8 Hopelesly continuing in mis-

takes, they live and dye in their absurdities. 1838 LYTTON
Alice 162 You are hopelessly in love with Miss Cameron.

1873 BLACK Pr. Thule viii, Never was . . sea-song sung so

hopelessly without spirit.

Hopelessness (hJu-plesnes). [f.
as prec. +

-NESS.] Hopeless condition ; want of hope, despair ;

state of being despaired of, desperateness.

1809 HAN. MORE Ceeltas II. 19 (Jod.) That discouraging

superiority, which others might be deterred from imitating

through hopelessness to reach. 1833 J- H - NEWMAN Hist.

Sk. (1873) II. I. i. 13 A message which well illustrates the
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hopelessness of going to war with them. 1880 OUIDA Moths
II. 287 The old heavy burden of hopelessness and apathy
had fallen on her again.

t HopelOSt (bjjra-pil^st), a. and si>. 06s. [f.

HOPE jiM+LosT //A .] a. adj. That has lost

hope, despairing ; lost to hope, desperate, b. sb.

One who has lost hope.
1570 Satir. Poems Reform. xxiL 70 Fretting with feir in

Inward conscience, As hoiplost wichtis without all pacience.
1587 FLEMING Contn. Hotinshed III. 1548/2 His two grace-
lesse hopelost sonnes Shane and Alike Bourke. 1648
SYMMONS Vitid. Chas. /, 148 Like a Company of poore
Hope-losts. .look up to that place of Honour, where erst

they sat.

t Ho-pely, a. Obs. rare. [f. HOPE sb. 1

+-LY'.]
Of the nature of hope ; fraught with hope.
1653 H. WHISTLER Upshot Inf. Baptisine 62 A noble

instance of hopely probability by divine Providence.

Hoper (hju-psj). [f. HOPE v. + -!.] One
who Dopes.
1382 WVCLIK 2 Sum. xxii. 31 God .. a sheldc is of alle the

hopers [Vulg. sperantivm] in hym. 1532 MORE Coitfut.
Tindale Wks. 733/1 Such hopers and such louers . . are yet
no lesse begiled then are the Deggers that dreme they finde

great heapes of gold, a 1684 LEIGHTON Camm. i Pet. ^Vks.
(1868) 196 Then shall these hopers be in eternal possession.
1788 MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary 23 Nov., She is no hoper ; she
sees nothing before us but despair and horror. 1889 W.
WARD IV. G. Ward fy Oxf. Movem. 379 It would take a

very
enthusiastic hoper to look for success now.

Hoper, obs. form of HOPPEK.

Ho-p-ga:rden. [f. Hoprf.i] A field or piece
of land devoted to the cultivation of hops.
'573 R- SCOT (title) A Perfite Platforme of a Hoppe

Garden, and necessarie Instructions for the making and
mayntenance hereof. 1669 WORLIDGE Syst. Agric. (1681)
160 In the Winter, when little else can be done to the Hop-
garden. 1766 GRAY Let. in Poems (1775) 322 Orchards,
cherry-grounds, hop-gardens, intermixed with corn and
frequent villages.

HO'p-ground. [f. HOP rf. 1

] =prec. ; also,
ground suited to the cultivation of hops.
1679 Essex's Excell. 3 Coll. Mildmay came from his house

to the place near the Hop-ground. 1715 Land. Gaz. No.
5326/3 Four Acres of Hop Ground. 1855 MACAULAY Hist.
Eng. xv. III. 611 The hopgrounds of Kent would be as the
vineyards of the Neckar.

Hop-harlot, var. HAP-HABLOT, Obs.

Hoping (hJn-pirj), i;bl. sb. [f. HOPE v. + -ING!.]
The action of the verb HOPE

; hope ; ( trust.
ft 1300 Cursor M. 27016 Again )?e tober hoping bat es in

werldes welth. a 1400-50 A lexander^A 5e haue na hoping
in bat hathill at on hije sittis. 1818 Blackw. Mag. III. 62
A few years of confident hopings and unreserved trustings.

Ho'ping, ppl. a. [-ING2.] That hopes ; hope-
ful. Hence Ho pingly adv., hopefully.
1602 WARNER Alb. Eng. x. Ivi. (1612) 247 Contrarie to it

that all did hopingly affect. 1841 MANNING Serin. (1848)
I. 374 Out of a hoping timidity. 1883 VON BUNSEN in

Harper's Mag. Aug. 367/2 Hopingly yet gravely did he ride
into Versailles.

Hopkiuaian (hppki-nzian), a. and sb. [f. the !

name of the New England theologian Samuel

Hopkins ;i72i-i8o3): see -IAN.] a. adj. Belong-
ing to or adhering to the theological system of
Samuel Hopkins, a modification of Calvinism, b. sb. ;

An adherent of this system. Hence Hopki nsian-
ism, the theological system of Samuel Hopkins.
1850 WHITTIER Pr. Wks. (1889) II. 132 Hopkinsianism . .

heltf. . that guilt could not be hereditary. 1860 J. GARDNER
Faiths World II. 64/1 Some Christians . . called from their

'

leader Hopkinsians, though they prefer to be called Hop-
kinsian Calvinists. Ibid. 65/1 The Hopkinsian controversy
is but little known in Britain. 1886 Encycl. Amer. III. 339 I

The founder of '

Hopkinsian divinity '.

Hoplite (hfptaft). [ad. Gr. 6ir\trris, f. 5ir\oi>

weapon, piece of armour, heavy shield, pi. ow\a
arms: see -KB.] A heavy-armed foot-soldier of
ancient Greece.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., A painting which represented
two hoplites. 1846 GROTE Greece i. xx. (1849) II. 143 The

j

hoplites, or heavy-armed infantry ofhistorical Greece, main- I

tained a close order and well-dressed line. 1857 BIRCH
Anc. Pottery 11858) I. 408 Ares appears as a hoplite.
Hence Hoplitic (hppli'tik) a., belonging to or

resembling a hoplite ; Hopli-tios (nonce-wd.), the

drilling of hoplites.
1851 Frasei's Mag. XLIII. 25! The heavy-armed Hoplitic

j

angler, as he may be called, returns generally from his ex-

pedition laden only with disappointment. 1886 SIDGWICK !

Hist. Ethics ii. 21 New pedantries of '

tactics
' and 'hop-

litics '.

Hoplo- (h^plo), before a vowel hopl-, combin-

ing form of Gr. oirKov weapon, piece of armour,
or of oirA.i7 hoof, as in Ho-plaroriy (-ajki), nonce-
wd. [after hierarchy] (seequot.). f Ho-ploohrism
[see CHRISM] (see quot. 1656) ; so t Hoplochri-s-
tloal a. Hoplogrnathons v -p'gnabas) a. [Gr. -fvaSm

jaw],
'

having the jaw armed' (Syd. Sac. Lex. 1886).
Hoplology (-p-lod^i) [see -LOGY], the science of

weapons or armour. Hoplomachic (-markik) a.
j

[ad. Gr. djr\ojuax<K<$s, f. <5nAo/taxs fighting in heavy
arms (cf. HOPLITE)], fighting in heavy armour (in

quot.ySjf.) ; so Hoplomachist (-^makist), one who
fights in heavy armour. Hoplonemertean (-nf-

ma-rtian), Hoploneraertine (-nftnautsin) ZooL,
a. belonging to those nemertean worms in which

381

the proboscis is armed with a stylet ;
sb. one of these

worms. Hoplophorous (-p'foras) a. [Gr. 6jr\o<popos

|
bearing arms],

'

bearing armour ; protected
'

(<Syd.

\

Sot:. Lex.}. Hoplopleurid (-plai^-ridi Zool. [Gr.
|

-nXtvpa rib, side], a fish of the extinct family Hoplo-
plettridze, having the body provided with four rows
of sub-triangular scutes. Hoplopodous (-fpddas)
a. Zool. [Gr. dirXrj hoof, TTQVS, 7To5- foot], having

I
the feet protected by hoofs.

#1843 SOUTHEY Doctor (1847) VII. 498 The chiefs of the
Hierarchy, the latrarchy, the Nomarchy, and the *Hop-

| larchy (under which title both sciences, naval and military,
were comprised). 1650 CHARLETON Paradoxes Proleg.
d iv b, Our disquisition of the 8i im, or Casualties [? Causali-

ties] of *Hoplochrisme. Ibid, e, Objection to the dignity
of *Hoplochristicall Remedies. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr,,
Hoplochristn, an anointing ofArmes or weapons ; as they
do in the use of the weapon-salve. 1884 R. F. BURTON Bk.
of Sword i The imperious interest of *Hoplology. 1838
Fraser's Mag. V. 696 That most pugnacious, or, to use the
old term, *hoplomachic of universities. 1793 ./I/we, in Ann.
Reg. 398 Dempster, the last of the formidable sect of *

Hop-
Iprnacntsts, who fought every day . . either with sword or

fist, in defence of his doctrines in omni scibili. 1854 MAYNE
Expos. Lex., Hoplopodus, applied by Goldfuss to an Order
(Hoflopoda) . . including those [mammals] which have their

feet protected by hooves ; *hoplopodous.

Hop-merchant, [f. HOP sb.v\
1. A merchant who deals in hops.
1639 Canterb. Marriage Licences 12 Nov., Henry Sum'er-

sole of the
city of London, hopmarchant. 1849 MACAULAY

Hist. Eng. iii. (1889) I. 156 He .. made bargains over a
tankard with drovers and hop merchants.

2. slang, [with play on HOP sb$\ A dancing-
master ; a dancer.

1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Hop-Merchant, a Dancing-
master. 1708 MOTTEUX Rabelais iv. xxxviii, Imitated by
your Hop-Merchants . . in their . . Country Dances.

Hopnyt, obs. pa. t. of OPEN v.

Hopoland, obs. f. HOUPLAND, a garment.

Hop-o'-my-thumb (h^-pomijwim). Also 6

hopthumb, 9 hop-me-thumb. [In i6th c., hop
on my thombe, from HOP z/. 1 (in imperative mood),
applied to a person so small that he may be hyper-

bolically told to hop on one's thumb : cf. stick-in-

the-mud, pick-me-up,] A dwarf, a pygmy : the

name of a pygmy hero of nursery lore. Cf. Tottt

Thumb.
1530 PALSGR. 232/1 Hoppe upon my thombe, freiitton,

1546 J. HEYWOOD Prov. (1867) ^25
It is a small hop on my

thombe. And Christ wot, It is wood at a woorde. 1583
STANYHURST jGneis iv. (Arb.) 106 A cockney dandiprat hop-
thumb. 1594 Taming ofShrew (N.), Plaine friend hop of

my thum, know you who we are ? 1681 OTWAY Soldier's
Fort. iv. i, You little Hopo'-my-thumb, come hither. i8a7
HONE Every-day Bk. II. 67 He was a hop-o'-my-thumb no
higher than the window-locker. 1855 THACKERAY Newcomes
II. 255 This hop-o-my-thumb of a creature has begun to

give herself airs since her marriage and her carriage.
attrib. 1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Kami. (1812) I. 59 You pitiful

hop o' my thumb coxcomb. 1819 Sporting Mag. IV. 272,
I cannot .. help laughing at such hop-me-thumb fellows.

1889 Pall Mall G. 25 June 1/2 Austria is a mere Hop-o'-my-
Thumb Power excepting so far as she is backed by Germany.

t Hoppe. Obs. Also 5 hoop(p)e. [Cf. OE.
hoppe, pi. hoppait)

'

ornament, ? small bell
*

(Sweet).

(Senses i and 2 are perhaps distinct words.)]
1. The seed-vessel of flax.

c v&$Gloss. W. de Biblesw. in Wright Voc. 156 Le boceaus

[du lyn] Gloss, hoppen \Camb. MS. flaxbolles]. 1398
TREVISA Earth. De P. R. XVH. xcvii. (1495) 663 Floures of

flex ben .. blewe, and after comyth hoppys, and therin is

the seed. And whan the hoppe begynnyth to wexe, thenne
the flex is drawe vp. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 246/1 Hoope
[v.r. hooppe], sede of flax. 1552 HULOET, Hoppesof flaxeor

hemp, hncidu-hun.

2. The cornel tree, and its fruit.

1499 Garlandia's Liber Equiv. Vpc. (W. de W.), Coma,
fructus cor)ii, hoppe : cornus, quidam arbor, hoppe tre,
ut guidain dicnnt.

Hopped (hf?pt), a. [f.
HOP $bl or v2 + -EU.]

Furnished, mixed, or flavoured with hops.
1669 BOYLE Contn. New Exp. n. (1682) 174 A Receiver I

filled with hopped and fermented Beer. 1830 M. DONOVAN i

Dom. Econ. I. 203 Thirty-five barrels of hopped wort. 1897
Daily News 6 Sept. 7/3 The bines being lightly hopped
without any

'
tail ', and the fruit all being within sight.

Hopper 1
(hfvpsj). [f. HOP z>.i + -EB 1

. OE.
type *hoppere^ implied in the feminine hoppestre.
Sense 3 is naturally accounted for ; but the origin of sense

5 is not clear, unless derived from resemblance to the mill-
,

hopper, which is not favoured by the chronology of existing
\

quotations.]

1. One who hops ; a leaper, dancer.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Baptista 442 JJat fore a hoppare j

can hym sla. 1598 'Fuy&.i^SaltarinO). .a iumper, a hopper.
1744-5 MRS. DELAKY in Life fy Corr. (1861) II. 335 The
dancers are to be [etc.]. These are the rest of the hoppers.
1775-8 TYRWHITT Notes on Chaucer's Knt.'s T., I conceive,
a female hopper, or dancer, was called an hoppester. 1829 ,

Chron, in Ann. Reg. 21/1 A great hopper and runner.

b. pi.
' A kind of play in which the actor hops ;

on one leg* (J.) : see SCOTCH-HOPPERS, HOPSCOTCH.
'

2. An animal characterized by hopping, esp. an
insect or insect-larva that hops.

- Applied more or less spec, to a locust or grasshopper,
|

a saltatoriat beetle as the turnip flea, a saltatorial homop- !

terous insect as a froth-hopper, a flea, the cheese-hopper or

maggot of the cheese-fly ; also dial, to a samlet ; in New-

HOPPER.
foundland to a seal of the second year. Also as a second

element, in cheese-hopper^ grasshopper, sandhopper^ etc.

c 1250 Gen. ty Ex. 3096 On wind cam fro westen, and <5o

opperes nam, And warpes ouer in-to 5e se. 1797 POLWHELE
Hist. Devon I. 120 The Samlet of Mr. Pennant, called here

the hopper. 1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4! I. 278
M[usca\ putriS) the Tarvse of which are known to the house-

wife by the name of hoppers, as those of all of them by the

name of maggots. 1877 MRS. FLEMING Life A met (1879)

192 The armies of barbarous inhuman black hoppers are

not greatly diminished. 1897 Ckamb. JrnL XIV. 766/2
The locusts were attacked while still in the

'

hopper
'

stage.

3. In a corn or other grinding mill, a receiver

like an inverted pyramid or cone, through which

grain or anything to be ground passes into the

mill
; so called because it had originally a hopping

or shaking motion (which is now usually transferred

to the shaking-shoe, where that is present).
c 1386 CHAUCER Reeve's T. 119 Yet saugh I neuere. .How

that the hqpur wagges til and fra. c 1430 Pilgr. LyfMan-
ho<i<? i. Ixxiii. (1869) 43 In the hoper of the mille. .he was
rounden broken and brused. c 1585 Fairs Em i. ii. 175 in

inip^on Sell. Sluiks. II. 414 Now let me alone to pick the

mill, to fill the hopper, to take the toll. 1786 BURNS To
LJ'ico Guid i, The heapet happer's ebbing still, And still the

clap plays clatter. 1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat. MechanL
158 The hopper, .is agitated by two iron pins on the axis. .

that alternately raise the vessel containing the grain, which

again sinks by its own weight. 1858 THOREAU Maine W.
(1894) 204 A boy collecting the long edgings of boards as
fast as cut off, and thrusting them down a hopper, where

they were ground up beneath the mill. 1876 T. HARDY
Ethelberta II. xl. 151 Modern developments have shaken

up the classes like peas in a hopper.
4. Applied to similar contrivances for feeding

any material to a machine, and, generally, to

articles resembling a mill hopper in shape or use.

1763 W. LEWIS Conunerc. Phil.-techn. 277 The space in-

i eluded between the pipes, at their lower end, under the
! bason, is a kind of hopper. Ibid. 278 The water issuing

j

from the hopper is necessarily reduced into drops. 1832
I

BABBAGE Econ. Manuf. iii. (ed. 3) 28 To make the engine
supply the fire with small quantities of fuel at regular inter-

vals by means of a hopper. 1873 Scott's Diet. Engin. III.

j

2253 Receiving and weighing hoppers. Ibid. 2254 The
sheet-iron funnel in which the grain is received before pas-

sing up into the weighing hopper. 1875 KNIGHT Diet.

Mech.) Hopper^ i. a chute for feeding any material to a ma-
chine. 2. The basin of a water-closet. 3. (G/ass.) A conical

vessel suspended from the ceiling, containing sand and
water for the use of the glass-cutter. 1878 F. S. WILLIAMS
Midi. Railw. 626 The tickets are placed in a kind of tube
or hopper, down which they descend, and .. are drawn one

by one across a printing machine. 1883 Daily News 27 July
2/1 The new twelve-barrel Nordenfeldt gun. .Hoppers to fit

on the feeders keep them constantly replenished, and so

incessant is the fire that in half a minute 600 shots were dis-

charged.
5. A basket ; esp. a basket or other vessel in

which the sower carries his seed. Now dial.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter Ixxx. 7 [Ixxxi. 6] His hend in hoper
served )>ai. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. VH. 57 He hengan Hoper
on his Bac In stude of a Scrippe. c 14*0 Pallad. on Husb.
x. 43 Thyn hopur clothe hienys skyn ; and throwe Thy
seede therynne. 1523 FITZHERB. Husb. 10. 1649 BLITHE

Eng. Improv. Itnpr. (1652) 179 Be sure ever and anon to

stir up the bottom of your Hopper, or Seed-lop. 1821 CLARE
Vill* Alinstr. II. 106 What once were kernels from his

hopper sown, Now browning wheat-ears.

6. A bargain attendance on a dredging machine,
which carries the mud or gravel out to sea and

discharges it through an opening in its bottom.

Also hopper-barge.
1759 in Brand Hist. Newcastle (1789) II. 588 A person in-

1
vented a machine .. called a Hopper, .to take ballast out of

ships, .convey the same to the sea, and there drop it. 1887
Daily News 14 Dec. 2/6 New steamer Giralda, when off

Claxheugh, river Wear, came into collision with a laden

hopper. 1894 Ibid. 8 Oct. 6/7 The men who were working
the marine dredger and its attendant hoppers in the outer

port of Port Said.

7. hopper-cat", see 10.

1862 N. Y. Tribune 10 June (Bartlett), Of the fifty-seven

hoppers thrown over Opecjuan bridge, one half can be put
into serviceable order again.

8. A funnel-shaped or hopper-like hollow.

1838 T. L. MITCHELL 3 E.rp. E. Austral. (1839) II. 319
We find among the features on these lofty river banks many
remarkable hollows, not unaptly termed '

hoppers
'

. . from
the water sinking into them, as grain subsides in the hopper
of a mill. 1847 D. A. WELLS & S. H. DAVIS 5*. Williams
Coll. 88 You find yourself on the edge of a gulf at least a

thousand feet deep, the four sides of which apparently con-

verge to a point at the bottom. This place, from its peculiar

form, is called the Hopper.

9. Pianoforte. A piece attached at the back part
of a key to raise the hammer and regulate the

distance to which it falls back from the string

after striking it. Also called grasshopper.
1840 Funny Cycl. XVIII. 140/1 The action of the square

piano-forte, on its first introduction, consisted of a key, a

lifter, a hammer, and a damper. . Longman and Broderip . .

brought out a patented invention having two additional

garts
in the action, namely, the hopper, and the under-

ammer. 1896 HIPKINS Pianoforte 37 The key, hopper,
spring and set-off.

10. attrib. and Comb. a. appositive, as (sense 6)

hopper-barge, -punt. b. Of or belonging to a

hopper, as (sense 3) hopper feed, form, head,

mouth \ (sense 9) hopper button, lever, spring. C.

Shaped like or resembling the hopper of a mill,

as hopper casement, closet, hip, pan, roof, ventilator.
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d. parasynthetic, as (sense 5: cf. quot. 1787 s.v.

HOPPET *
i, hopper-arsed, -hipped, -rumped adjs.

e. Special combs. : hopper axis, a contrivance

for grinding apples, something like a coffee-mill ;

hopper-boy.
' a name given in mills to a rake

which moves in a circle, drawing the meal over an

opening through \vhich it falls* (Craig 1847);

hopper-car, a kind of car or truck for carrying

coal, gravel, etc., shaped like a hopper, and empty-

ing through an opening at the bottom ; hopper-
oock, a valve for water-closets, etc. (Knight Diet.

Mech.}; f hopper-crow, ?a crow that follows a

seed-hopper during sowing ; hopper-eared, -free

adjs. (see quots.) ; hopper-hood, a hooded seal in

its second year.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew,

*H'opper-arst', when the
Breech sticks out. 1787 [see HOPPET J

i]. 1807 VANCOUVER
Agric. Devon (1813) 124 It performs all the operations of

thrashing, winnowing, grinding, and bolting, together with
an iron *hopper axis for grinding apples. 1895 Westni.
Gaz. 16 Oct. 4/2 The Admiralty Chopper barge, .for use at

the Gibraltar new Dry Dock and Extension Works, had an
adventurous voyage. 1840 Penny Cycl, XVIII. 141^
Hopper spring. .Hopper lever. .*Hopper button. .Sustain-

ing spring, .fixed in the front end of the hopper lever. 1862

N. Y. Tribune 10 June (Bartlett), There were one hundred
and eighty-three iron *hopper-cars recovered in a condition
to be restored. 1844 Catholic Weekly Instr. 103

*
Hopper

casements, .should be inserted in almost all the windows, in

order to secure due ventilation, a 1593 GREENE Jas. IV,
v. ii, To gather feathers like to a *hopper-crow, And lose

them in the height of all my pomp ? 1744-50 W. ELLIS
Mod. Husbandm. III. i. 19 (E.D.S.) Such land would re-

turn an *hopper-eared crop at harvest, or, in plainer English,
a little ear, with a few kernels. 1887 Pali Mall G, i2_Mar.
3/1 Mr. Maxim's next effort was also a 3-pounder, using a
long cartridge, but having a very short action and a 'hopper
feed. 1829 J. HUNTER Hallamsk. Gloss, 51 When the
tenants of the manor of Sheffield ground their corn at the
lord's mill, some of them were called

*
hopper-frees, being

privileged. 1898 Edin, Rev. Apr. 440 The '

hopper-free
'

tenants at Leeds .. had their corn grinded immediately
upon the emptying of the hopper, though there were never
so many attending. 1500-*) DUNBAR Poems Ix. 55 With

*hoppjr hippis, and benches narrow. 1678 WYCHERLEY
Love in Wood n. i, She isbow-legg'd, *hopper-hipp'd. 1793
SMEATON Ectystone L. 198 The large square wooden pipe..
terminates, .in a *hopper-mouth proper for receiving in the

burthen. 1884 Health Exhib. Catal. 59/2 Flushing Water
Closet, with *

Hopper Pan. 1867 SMYTH Sailors Vvord-bk.^
*
Hopper-Punt, a flat-floored lighter for carrying soil or

mud, with a hopper or receptacle in its centre, to contain
the lading. 1626 MIDDLETOM Worn. Beware Wont. n. ii,

Her body straight, not *hopper-rump'd. 1840 *Hopper
spring [see hopper button]. 1896 HIPKINS Pianoforte Gloss.,

Hopper Spring^ the wire spring that regulates the angle of
the sticker or hopper, and accelerates its return under the
notch or roller

Hence Stoppered a. : cf. hopper-hipped (above
1

!
.

1704 D'URFEY Hell beyond Hell 54 Holland, up to the
ankles fine, But hopper'd still about the chine.

Hopper 2
(hp-pai). [f. HOP z*.

2 + -

L One engaged in picking hops ; a hop-picker.
1719 in Cowper Canterb. Reg., St. George (1891) 207

Edward Even and Alice his pretended wife, hoppers and
way-going persons. 1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic. Ixxxvii, The
venerable Society of weeders, podders, and hoppers. 1860
DICKENS Uncomm. Trent, xi, Many of these hoppers are

Irish, but many come from London.
2. A brewer's vat in which the infusion of hops

is prepared to be added to the wort {Cent. Did.}.
3. tdtribn as hopper-house.
1883 ). Y. STRATTON Hops fy ffop-pickers 45 The hopper,

house is generally a long low-pitched building. 1884 ZW/x
Neivs 23 Sept. 3/2 Great efforts have been made, .to provide
suitable lodgings for the hoppers, and 'hopper-houses'
catch the eye at every turn of the road.

Hopper, erron. form of HOOPER 2
,
wild swan.

t Hoppestere. Obs. [OE. hoppystre, f. hoppian
to hop : see -STER. The mod. form would be

hopster ; cf. Chaucer's tappestere, now tapster.] A
female dancer, a danceress. In the quot. from
Chaucer app. used attrib. = *

dancing '.
1

Schippes hoppesteres
'

answers to navi bellatrici (=
'warlike ships ) in Boccaccio's Teseide, which it is sup-

posed that Chaucer misread as ballatrici( dancers, danc-

ing, pi. fern.). Speght (.followed by Bullokar and Cockeram)
erroneously explained

'

hoppesteres
'

as
'

pilots '. See Skeat,
Chaucer^. 80.

ciooo ^ELFRIC Horn. I. 484 He .. Sacs maeran wite^an
dead J>aere lyoran hoppystran hire glijes to mede for^eaf.
c 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 1 159 Yet saugh I brent the shippes
hoppesteres \Catnb. MS. hospesterys].

Hoppet 1
(hp-pet). Chiefly north, dial. Also

7- hobbet, 9 hoppett, -itt. [? f. HoPPEB 1 with
dim. suffix. Cf. also HOBBET.]
1. A basket, esp. a small hand-basket.
1671 SKINNER Etym, Angl., Hoppet, vox agro Line,

usitatissima significat autem Corbem seu Calathum quo
fructus circumferunt. 1674 RAY ^V*. C. Words 26 A Hoppet>
a little Handbasket. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 392/1
An Hoppet. or Hobbet . . is a Vessel of wood to carry corn
in by him that soweth the same. 1787 GRC*E Prov. Gloss.,
Moppet, a little basket, chiefly for holding seed-corn, worn
by the husbandmen, in sowing, at their backs, whence a man
with protuberant buttocks is compared to a man accoutered
with a hoppet, and stiled hoppet-arsed, vulgarly hopper-
arsed. 1828 Craven Dial., Hoppit, a little basket. 1847-78
HALLIWELL, AfaMtrt,. .tJM dish used by miners to measure
their ore in. 1886 S, W. Line. Gloss., Hoppet, a small hand-
basket with lids.

' She has ta'en a hoppet with her lunch.'
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2. A large bucket, used for lowering and raising
j

men and materials in the shaft of a mine or other
j

excavation.

1865 Ann. Keg. 3 The engineer was astonished to find

that the hoppet containing the men slopped in the shaft.

1888 Times g Apr. 6/5 The hoppet is a large iron bucket
fastened by three hooks and chains to the rope, 1890 Pa.il

Mall G. 8 Sept. 3/1
The workmen are raised by means of

a 'hoppett', which a steam engine lifts or lowers as re-

quired. 1897 Times 10 Mar. 13/6 One hoppit came up with
Uebris showing slight dampness.
8. A bee-hive ; also bee-hoppet. dial.

Ho'ppet 2
. local. [? dim. of HOPE si>.2]

1. An enclosure
;
a yard, paddock, or the like.

1701 Deed [relating to properties called] 'a Barn and '

Hoppett '. 1864 Gd. IVords 581/2 There is a hoppet _bi;;
I

enough for the run of a pony. 1867 Crim. Chronol. York
Castle 153 Crowther and Hoyle were interred in the hoppet
at the back of the Castle.

2. A gaol or prison. [May perh. belong to prec.
word : cf. cage, coop similarly used.]
1855 ROBINSON H'hitty Gloss., Hoppet, the jail. 'They

were putten i' t' hoppet ', imprisoned.

Ho'ppet 3
. north, dial. [dim. from HOP a. 1

]

An inlant in arms.

1695 KENNFTT Par. Antiq. II. Gloss, s. v. Tremuta, A
young child danced in the arms is by metaphor called a little

!

hoppet. 1828 Craven Dial., Hopfit, an infant.

Hop-picker. A labourer employed to pick
the ripe hops from the bines; usually one of

a large body who annually migrate to the hop-

growing districts to do this work ; also, a me-
j

chanical contrivance for picking, cleaning, and

sorting hops. So Hop-picking-, the work of pick-

ing hops, which annually gives temporary employ- i

ment in the country to large bodies of the poor.
1760 Engrailing ofpicture by G. Smith, The Hop Pickers.

j

'777 BRAND Pop. Antiq. (1870) II. 20 To the festivities of
;

Harvest Home must be referred the following popular
custom among the hop-pickers in Kent. 1875 KNIGHT Diet.

Mech., Hop-picker, . . a machine for picking hops. 18x1

Examiner 5 Oct. 620/2 Hop-picking completed.

Hoppill : see HorrLE v.

Hoppiness (hfpines). [f. assumed adj. *hoppy,
f. HOP si.2 + -NESS.] Hopping manner or quality.
1860 J. WHITE Hist. France (ed. 2) 3 Animals [frogs] . . the

exact image of himself in hoppiness of motion.

Hopping (h^'pirj),^/.^.
1

[f. HOPZ/.I +-ING!.] j

L The action of the verb HOP, in various senses.

c 1190 5. Eng. Leg. I. 379/79 At bis bruydale was plei

i-nou}h : song and gretboppingue. a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter
xxxix. 6 Hoppynge & daunceynge of tumblers & herlotis.

|

1576 NEWTON Lemnie's Complex, i. ii. 10 b, Vndecent hop- i

ping and dauncing. 1879 H. SPENCER Data Ethics x. 66.

181 The perpetual hoppings of the canary from bar to bar of

its cage.
2. A dance ;

a rural festival of which dancing
forms a principal part.
c 1330 Arth. <$ Merl. 3545 Men made song and hop-

inges, Ogain the come of this kinges. c 1570 Durham ,

Depos. (Surtees) 102 The day that one John Fletcher of i

Chester made a hopping. 1686 G. STUART Joco-ser. Disc. ',

32 To Horse-race, Fair, or Hoppin go. 1843 HARDY in

Proc. Berw. Nat. Club II. No. ii. 55 These feasts, or as

they are called elsewhere in Northumberland, hoppings, are

held on the festival day of the patron Saint. 1889 A rchxol.
\

^Eliana XIII. 322 At Newburn..the hopping is held about
(

the feast of St. Margaret of Antioch.

Hopping, -vbl. sb? [f.
HOP sbl or v? + -ING'.]

1. The gathering of hops ; hop-picking.
1717 Canterb. Parish Reg., St. George (ed. Cowper) 206

One Robert Northborn, a stranger came hopping l=a-hop-
ping]. 1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic. Ixxxvii, The profession of

hopping. 1880 Times 10 Sept. 9/4 The return of the hopping
season. Ibid. 9/5 A labourer, with his wife and children,

may make from 6 to B by
' the hopping \

2. The flavouring of malt liquor with hops.
1816 J. SMITH Panorama Sc. ff Art II. 570 Of Boiling

and Hopping. 1890 Daily News 14 Oct. 2/3 English hops
suitable for fine ale brewing or dry hopping must prove to

be in limited supply. 1894 Times 6 Mar. 4/1 When German
hops were used for hopping down.

Hopping, ///. 0. 1
[f. HOP Z.l + -ING2.]

1. That hops : see the verb.

1785 BURNS Winter NifAi iv, Ilk happing bird. 1790
BURKE Fr. Rev. 127 The little shrivelled, meagre, hopping,
though loud and troublesome insects of the hour. 1799
COLERIDGE Lett. (1895) 280 A little hopping, over-civil sort

of thing.

2. Comb. Hopping-dick, local name for a species
of thrush (Merula leucogenys) common in Jamaica,
resembling the blackbird in appearance and song
(ManndcPs Treas. Nat. Hist. (1874) 325); hop-
ping-john (Southern U.S^), a stew of bacon with

pease or pease and rice seasoned with red pepper ;

bopping-mad a. (dial, and U.S.\ violently angry,
so as to dance with rage.
1856 OLMSTED Slave States 506 The greatest luxury with
L.TI. ., i .__?!:__ i . . . :.i.

Widow Bedoit Papers 275 (Bartlett) Miss Fustick said

Liddy Ann was too old to wear plumes .. which made Liddy
hoppm' mad, and led to an awful quarrel.

Hence Ko'pplngly adv.

1598 FLORIO, Saltellone, hoppingly, skippingly.

Hopping,///, a.2 [f. HOP v? + -ING 2
.] En-

gaged in hop-picking.

HOPSCOTCH.
1860 DICKENS Vncomm. Trav. xi, The whole country

side, .will swarm with hopping tramps.

Ho-ppity. [f.
HOP &. 1

] Another name for

HALMA.
1894 L. B. SPERRY Confid. Talks with Yng. Men xvii. 164

Games of all sorts, base-ball, foot-ball, .. checkers, hoppity.

Hopple (hp'p'l), v. [Origin obscure ;
it is

exemplified earlier than HOBBLE v. in same sense,

and can hardly be a later variant of that word ;

rather does the corresp. sense of hobble seem to be

taken from hopple. But Kilian has early mod.Fl.

hoppelen = MDu. hobelen to jump, dance ;
and see

the German forms mentioned under HOBBLE v."\

trans. To fasten together the legs of (a horse or

other beast) to prevent it from straying ;
also tramf.

to fetter (a human being) ;
= HOBBI.K v. 7.

1586 in Scatter Manor R?c. (N.W. Line. Gloss.), That noe
man hoppell noe cattell in the Forthe. 1630 Ibid., That noe

man shall leave his horsse or beaste loose in the fallowe

feilde but to hoppill tether or bringe him home att night.

1660 H. MORE Myst. Cadi, ix. vii. 8 Superstitiously

hoppled in the Toils and Nets of superfluous Opinions.
a 1749 CHALKLEY Whs. (1766) 382, I think then he ought to

be muzzled and hoppled too. 1807 P. GASS "jrnl. 223 We
caught all our horses and hoppled them. 1876 MORRIS

Sifurdi. 26 What ofmen so hoppled should be the tale to tell?

Hopple vVp'l), "* [f- HOPPLK V.]

1. An apparatus for hoppling horses, etc. (see

prec.) ;
also transf. a fetter ;

= HOBBLE sb. 3.

a 1815 FORBY Voc. E. Aitglia, Hopple. 1886 Guernsey
News 18 June s/i A pattern hopple for sheep . . was sub-

mitted. 1888 W. MORRIS Dream J. Ball iv. 34, 1 . .went up
and down my prison what I could for my hopples. 1891
M. C. F. MORRIS Yorksh. Folk-Talk 113 When they are

milking a cow they tie her hind legs with a hopple.

2. ? = Hobble-bush.

1856 BRYANT Poems, Strange Lady vii, A pebbly brook,

where rustling winds among the hopples sweep.

il HoppO (.hfpo). [See quot. 1882.] In China :

The board of revenue or customs. Also (short for

hoppo-man) an officer of the customs.

1711 C. LOCKYER Trade in India 101 (Y.) The Hoppos,
who look on Europe Ships as a great branch of their Profits,

will give you all the fair Words imaginable. 1726 SHF.L-

VOCKE Voy. round World 446 We should have met with

great trouble from the Hoppo-men, or Custom-house Officers.

Ibid. 448 The Bonita's boat. . was .. pursued by a Hoppo, or

Custom-house boat. 1748 Anson's Voy. III. vii. 355 The

Hoppo or Chinese Custom-house officer at Macao. 1882

fax A'luae at Canton 36 |Y.) The
'

Hoppo
'

(as he was in-

correctly styled) filled an office especially created for the

foreign trade at Canton. . . The Board of Revenue is in

Chinese '

Hoo-poo ', and the office was locally misapplied
to the officer in question.

Ho'p-pole. [f.
HOP rf.1] A tall pole on

which hop-plants are trained.

IS73-4 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) III. 583 For

setting up the hop poles.. vj
d

. a 1687 COTTON Poems, To

y. Bradshaw (R.i, Like hop-poles in a hop-yard rear'd.

1784 [see hop-kiln s. v. Hop s/'.
1

5 b]. 1892 Spectator 23 Jan.
118 Alder for charcoal, chestnut for hop-poles.

Hoppyne, obs. form of OPEN.

Hop-sack, hopsack (h^-pszek). [f. HOP j*.1 ]

1. A sack in which hops are packed.
1481-90 Howard Househ. Bks. (Roxb.) 72 Item, making

of the hopsakes iiij.rf. i6i ROWLANDS More Knaves Yet
A iv. Great large abhominable breech Like Brewers Hop-
sackes. 1753 School of Man 28 Vice may be said to get
admittance to us habited in velvet, but comes from us in

a Hopsack. 1869 Punch 10 July 10/2 He would come in a

hop-sack, with a cabbage-leaf on his head.

2. =next, b.

1892 Daily News 15 Oct. 7/1 Every variety of surface is

supplied .. from the sheeny
'

faced cloth
'

to the rcugh
'

hop-
sack '. 1893 Ibid. 28 Mar. 2/3

' Horse-cloth ',
'

hopsack ',

and other similar kinds of material,
which are only coarse

in appearance, being really made of the finest wool.

Hop-sacking, a. The material of which hop-
sacks are made, a coarse fabric composed of hemp
and jute. b. Applied to a woollen dress-fabric

made with a roughened surface.

1884 Girts OuitL Paper Feb. 211/1, I give the preference
to unbleached linen and hop sacking. 1893 Daily News 17

July 6/3 A gown of hop-sacking, shot mauve and grey.

Ho'p-score. local. = Hopscoicg.
1829 J. HUNTER Hallamsh. Gloss,.Hop-score, a child's

fame.
1890 N. $ Q. 7th Ser. IX. 196 The game has always,

believe, been called in Yorkshire and the Northern
countries

'

hop-score '.

t Hop-scot. Obs. rare. = HOPSCOTCH.

1789 Archxol. IX. 18 (D.) A very common game at every
school called hop-scot

Hopscotch ( h^-pskpt f) . [f. HOP v. l + SCOTCH sb.

an incised line or scratch : a formation like catch-

penny, heal-all, etc.] A children's game, consisting

iu hopping on one foot and driving forward with it

a flat stone, fragment of a slate or tile, etc., from

one compartment to another of an oblong figure

traced out on the ground, so as always to hop
over or clear each scotch or line. Also called

Hop-score, Hop-scot, and (earlier) Scotch-hoppers.
1801 STRUTT Sports $ Past. iv. iv. 339 Among the school-

boys in my memory there was a pastime called Hop-Scotch.

1840 R. H. DANA#</: Mastxxui. 72 Playing hopscotch and

other games on the hard sand. 1886 American XII. 140

It would seem that the well-known boys' game of
'

hop-
scotch' dates back to the beginning of the Christian era.

attril. 1897 Pop.Sci. Monthly Nov. 64 Streets and lanes

cross and recross in delightfully hopskotcli fashion.



HOPSHACKLE

Ho'pshackle, sl>. Obs. exc. dial. [The second

element is app. SHACKLE
;
the first is obscure : cf.

HOPPLE, HAMSHACKLE.]
' A ligament for confining

a horse or cow
'

(Jam.) ;
a hopple or hobble.

a 1568 ASCHAM Sckolem. n. (Arb.) 128 Soch runners .. in

the end . . cum behind others and deserue but the hop-

shakles, if the Masters of the game be right iudgers.

So Hopshackle (in 6 Sc. hap-) v. trans., to

hopple or hobble. Obs. exc. dial.

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems liii. 12 He stackerit lyk ane

strummall awer [i.e. aver, old horse] That hap shackellit

war abone the kne. 1879 WAUGH Chimney Corner 17 Thou
walks as if thou were hop-shackle't.

Hopthumb: see HOP-O'-MY-THUMB.

Ho -

p-yard. [f.
HOP rf.1]

= HOP-GARDEN.

*533~4 L'Estrange Househ.-bk. in Archseol. XXV. 538
For trymyng of the hopp yerd. 1552 HULOKT, Hoppe yarde,
arbustum. 1587 HARRISON England II. xiii. (1877) I. 259
There be now no houses at all, but hopyards. 1624 CAPT.

SMITH l'irginia\l. 28 They hill it about like a hop-yard.
a 1687 [see HOP-POLE]. 1881 WHITEHEAD Hops 22 The hop-

yards in Worcestershire are . . situated upon the better and

richer clays and marls.

Hopyn, Hoqueton, obs. ff. OPEN, HAQOETOX.

Hor, var. HER/WJ. pron. Obs., their; ME. var.

of HAIR ;
obs. f. Hous ; var. HORE Obs., filth.

t Horaba-ptist. Obs. rare, [irreg. f. Gr. Sipa

or L. hora hour.] One who baptizes every hour.

a 1641 [see Holobaptist s. v. HOLO-).

Horal (ho'-ral), a. [f.
L. hor-a hour + -AL.

Late L. had hordHs,] Of or pertaining to an hour

or hours ; horary ; hourly.
1717 PRIOR Alma III. 268 If the horal orbit ceases,Th_e whole

[watch] stands still. 1808 F. BALFOUR inAsiat.Rei.\lll. 27
A column for the horal variations of sol-lunar power. 1896

Daily News 13 Nov. 7/7 The same rectification of the horal

system that has already taken place in all Europe with the

exception of France, Spain, and Portugal.

Hence Ho'rally adv., hourly, in relation to hours.

1623 COCKERAM, Horally, hourely.

Horarious (horeo-rias), a. rare. [f.
late L.

horari-us HOBARY + -ous.]
= next, 3.

1866 Treas. But., Horarious, enduring for an hour or two

only ;
as the petals of Cistus.

Horary s,ho'rari), a. [ad. med.L. horari-us,
f. hora HOUR : see -ARY and cf. F. horaire.]

1. Of, relating to, or indicating the hours. Horary
angle = HOUR-ANGLE. Horary circle : see CIBOLK

s/>. 2, 13 a ; also, the circle of hours on a dial-plate.

1664 POWER Exp. Pkilos. m. 193 Understood no more of

Nature, than a rude Countrey-fellow does of the Internal

Fabrick of a Watch, that onely sees the Index and Horary
Circle. 1688 BOYLE Final Causes Nat. Things i. 19 Fur-

nished with a stile, with horary lines and numbers, and . .

all the requisites of a sun dial. 1767 Phil. Trans. LVII.

390 The horary spaces, or angular distances of the hours on
the dial. 1798 tr. Peronse's Voy. round World III. 332
M. de Langle himself took the distances and horary angles.

1816 PLAYFAIR Nat. Phil. II. 13 The angle which the meri-

dian of a star makes with the meridian of the place of

observation, is called the star's Horary Angle. 1853 Ckr.

Remembr. Jan. 71 The general horary arrangement of time.

2. Occurring every hour, hourly.

1632 B. JONSON Magn. Lady i. vi, Horary shifts Of shirts

and waste-coats. 1641 J. JACKSON True Evang. T. n. 152
A dayly, horary, momently breaking of that great Evan-

gelicall precept. 1796 HUTTON Math. Diet, s.v., The Horary
motion of the earth on her axis is 15. 1881 Nature No.
620. 480 The horary average [of meteors] increased rapidly
between the evening and morning hours.

) 3. Lasting only for an hour, or for a short

time
; applied to fruits that will not keep. Obs.

1620 VENNER Via. Recta vii. 114 These and such like

horarie and quickly perishing fruites. 1698 FRYER Ace. E.
India 4- P. 293 Melons, Cucumbers, and other Horary
Fruits.

4. Astral. Horary question, a question, the answer

to which is obtained by erecting a figure of the

heavens for the moment at which it is propounded.
Hence, Relating to such questions, as horary

astrology, prediction.
1647 NEEDHAM Levellers Lev. 9 To perswade the Lady

Arnabella to come to me, to be resolv'd 'bout some horary
question. 1664 BUTLER Hud. n. iii. 985 Draw a Figure that

shall tell you What you perhaps forget, befell you, By way
of Horary inspection. 1790 SrBLY Astrol. (1792) I. 107 Cal-

culating nativities or resolving horary questions. 1819

J. WILSON Diet. Astrol. s. v., The figure for a horary
question is erected in the same manner as for a nativity.

Horary, sb. rare. [ad. late L. horari-um dial,

book of hours, neut. sing, of horari-us (see prec.'i.]

fl. Eccl. A book containing the offices for the

canonical hours. Obs.

1631 HEYLIN St. George i. v. n. 93 So was it in our Ladies

Horarie, or korarium, according to the use of Sarum. 1789
BURNEY Hist. Mus. III. i. 9 This year [1549] all. .breviaries,

offices, horaries ..werecalledinand destroyed.

2. An hourly account or narrative. (Cf. diary.')

1864 Sat. Rev. 31 Dec. 817/1 Todleben tells us that Can-
robert deployed on the heights by two o'clock ; Kinglake,
that Bosquet . . crossed by the ford . . at 2-10 ; and so on

through the horary of the battle.

Horatian (horc'-f'an), a. (sb.} [ad. L. Hora-

tian-us, f. Hordti-us gentile name of the poet

Horace.] Belonging to or characteristic of the

Latin poet Horace (Quintus Horatias Flaccus,
B.C. 65-8), or his poetry, b. as sb. The language
of Horace.
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1851 TENNYSON in Life (1897) I. 341 A far-off echo of the

Horatian Alcaic. 1891 S. MOSTYN Ciiratica 10 He capped
my verse instantaneously, and for the next half-hour we
conversed in Horatian.

Horce, obs. form of HOARSE.
f Horcop, horecop. Obs. Also 6 dial, hoore-

oup, -chup. [ME. f. hor whore + ? Cop sb.- ; but

the analytical sense is not clear.] A bastard. Also
as a term of abuse.
c 1430 Syr Tryam. 224 Hyt were not feyre, A horcop to

be yowre heyre. c 1440 Promp. Pan>. 246/1 Horcop, has-

tarde. r 1440 Gesta Rom. Ixvii. 384 (Add. MS.}, I gafe

souke, and noryshed my ij. hore Coppis. 14.. Nom. in

Wr.-Wulcker 694/9 Hie pelinguis, a horcoppe. 1578 WHET-
STONE Promos li. iv, T'wyll teache the hoorecup wyt.

Hord, obs. f. HOARD, HORDE ;
var. ORD Obs.

t Hord. Obs. [ad. L. hoi'da in same sense.]

1623 COCKERAM, Hord, a Cow great with Calfe. 1658 in

1'HU.LII'S.

Horda'rian. rare. [f.
med.L. hordari-us, ad.

OE. hordere treasurer, HOARDER.] (See quot.)

1892 G. W. KITCHIN Comp. Rolls 32 The Hordarian, who
had charge of the home or material resources of the Convent ;

providing bread and beer, meat and fish, for the Refectory.
Ibid. 496 Hordarius, a Hordarian, officer in charge of the

hoard or collection of property belonging to the Monastery
[at Winchester].

So Ho-rdary [ad. med.L. Jiordaria], the depart-
ment of the monastery under the hordarian.

1892 G. W. KITCHIN Comp. Rolls Index 527 Hordary,
Chaplain of the.

Horde (hcwd), sb. Forms : 6-8 horda, hord,

7 hordia, 7-8 hoord, 7- horde. [Ultimately ad.

Turk! orda, also ordT, ordu, urdu camp (see URDU),
whence Russ. orda horde, clan, crowd, troop, Pol.

horda, Ger., Da. horde, Sw. hord, It. orda, Sp., Pr.

horda, F. horde (1559 in Hatz.-Darm.). The
initial h appears in Polish, and thence in the

Western European languages. The various forms

horda, horde, hord were due to the various channels

through which the word came into Eng.]
1. A tribe or troop of Tartar or kindred Asiatic

nomads, dwelling in tents or wagons, and migrating
from place to place for pasturage, or for war or

plunder, b. Also applied to other nomadic tribes.

Golden Horde, name for a tribe who possessed the khanate

of Kiptchak, in Eastern Russia and western and central

Asia, from the i3th century till 1480.

1555 EDEN Decades 280 Tartares are diuided by companies
which they caule Hordas . , they consiste of innumerable

Hordas. 1560 JENKINSON in Hakluyt Voy. (1886) III. 225
The Nagayans. .were diuided into diuers companies called

Hords. 1594 BLUNDEVIL Exerc. \. (ed. 7) 560 The Tarta-

rians are divided into certaine commonalties, and Colonies,
called of them Hordes. 1600 FAIRFAX Tasso XVII. xxi,

As the Scythian Hordas stray. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage
(1614) 421 Stayed with him in his hord (which consisted

of about 1000 housholds of a kindred). 1740 THOMPSON
& HOGG in Hanway Trav. (1762) I. iv. Hi. 239 They are

divided into three Iwrdas, under the government of a khan.

'799 w - TOOKE View Russian Emp. II. 78 The Kirghises
. .have always been divided into three hordes, the great, the

middle and the little hordes. 1863 KINGLAKE Crimea (1877)

I. i. 2 Nations trembled at the coming of the Golden Horde.

b. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 745 (Greenland) In

which Tents they lived by hoords. 1693 TEMPLE Hist.

Eng. Introd., Such were the Hords among the Goths, the

Clans in Scotland, and Septs in Ireland. 1838-42 ARNOLD
Hist. Rome (1846) II. xxxiii. 320 Of the Gauls, new hordes

had lately arrived from beyond the Alps. 1847 DISRAELI
Tancred VI. iv, I am sprung from a horde of Baltic pirates.

2. transf. A great company, esp. of the savage,

uncivilized, or uncultivated ; a gang, troop, crew.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614^ 426 Pillars of Stone,
which sometimes were Hoords of Men and Beasts feeding,
transformed. 1796 BURKE Regie. Peace i. Wks, VIII. 99, I

hardly shall allow that with the horde of regicides we could
. .obtain any thing at ^11 deserving the name of peace.

1837 W. IRVING Capt. Bmneville II. 160 Eager to be out

of the vicinity of such a piratical horde. 1883 iqtk Cent.

May 901 In all our large cities there are hordes of little

ragged urchins who live on the streets. 1888 H. E. SCUDDKR
in Atlantic Monthly Aug. 227/1 This great horde of young
readers in America has created a large number of special
writers for the young.

b. Of animals : A moving swarm or pack.
1834 LYTTON Pompeii iv. iv, The grass still moved to the

stir of the insect horde. 1864 SWINBURNE Atalanta 823
Wolves in a wolfish horde.

Hence Horde v. intr., to form a horde ;
to con-

gregate or live as in a horde.
1821 BYRON Sardan. v. i. 209 My fathers' house shall

never be a cave For wolves to horde and howl in.

Horde, obs. form of HOARD.
Hordeaceous (h/idzy-Jas), a. [f. L. horde-

ace-us, i. hordeum barley : see -ACEOUS.] Of the

nature of barley ; related to or resembling barley.

1854 in MAYNE Expos. Lex.

t Ho'rdeate. Obs. [ad. med.L. kordedt-tim,

f. hordeum barley. Cf. F. orgeat.'] A drink made
of barley ; a decoction of barley.
1639 J. W. tr. Guiberfs Char. Physic. I. 28 To make a

Hordeat or mundified Early. 1657 TOMLINSON Renov's

Disp. 162* They may be used instead of apozems and
Hordeates. 1676 WISEMAN Chinirg. Treat, vn. 60, I pre-

scribed him that night a barly-cream . . We repeated the

hordeat that night.

Horden, Hordere, obs. ff. ORDAIN, ORDER.

Hordein (hpud^in). Chem. [f. L. horde-um

HOREL.

barley + -IN.] A pulverulent substance obtained

from barley-meal : see quots.
1826 HENRY Elem. C/itm. II. 259 In this grain, Proust has

discovered ., a peculiar substance . . to which he has given
the name of hordein. 1830 M. DONOVAN Dom. Econ.
I. 73 Dr. Thomson is of opinion that the hordein.. is

merely starch in a particular state. 1865-72 WATTS Diet.

Clicm. III. 167 Barley-starch obtained by kneading barley-
meal in water, and leaving the liquid to settle . . leaves a

pulverulent substance, to which Proust gave the name
hordein. It appears, however, to be, not a definite sub-

stance, but a mixture of starch, cellular tissue, and an
azotised body.

t Hore, lior. Obs. Also 4 hoore. [Com.
Tent. : OE. horh, liorg mnsc. and neut., clammy
humour, phlegm; also horu, horw- m., dirt, filth,

foulness = OFris. hore, OS. horti, OHG. horo

(Iwrw-, horow-, liorew-~), MHG. hor (horw-es) n.,

dirt, LG. hor, h6r, dirt, ON. horr m., mucus from
the nose: OTeut. *honuo- : pre-Teut. *horui-,

"korv-; cf. Olr. corbud pollution.] Dirt, filth,

defilement, foulness.

a 700 Epinal^ Gloss. 412 Flegwata, horh. <z 1000 Elene

297 (Gr.) Ge mid horu speowdon on Saes andwlitan. crooo
Sax. Lecchd. II. 174 Dracontjan wij? fule horas on men.
c 1000 ^LFRIC Horn. II. 56 pset aSweahS. .fram synna hore-
wum. r 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 49 pe clenesse t>e is bideled
of be hore pat is cleped hordom, bat is alre horene hore.

c 1303 Edmttnd Con/. 8 in E. E. P. (1862) 71 So clene he
cam fram his moder: wiboute enie hore. 1305 Land
Cokaygne 34 (ibid. 157) per nis schepe no swine no gote No
non horw}. 1340 Ayenb. 137 Huet am ich bote esssse and

spearken and hor and stench, wermes wynd ssed and smech.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xm. iii. (1495) 442 Fylthe
and hore of cyttees ben cast in to ryuers. Ibid. xvi. vii. 557
The fome of syluer clensyth fylth and hoore of bodyes.
c 1430 Hymns Virg. 83 On me was neiber wem ne hore.

Hore, ME. north, midl. form of HAIR
; obs. f.

HOAE, HOUR, OAR, WHORE ; var. HEK pron. Obs.,

their, ORE Obs., mercy. Horecop : see HORCOP.

Horehouiid, hoarhound (h6-rhaund).
Forms : i hire htine, (haran htinan), 3 hore-

hune, 4 -houne, 5 horho(w)ne, haarhounde,
5-6 horehovmde, 6- horehound, 8- hoarhound.

[OE. hare htine, f. hdr hoar, hoary + htine name of

a plant, of uncertain origin; thence ME. hdrhowne,
altered by popular etymology to horehound, which

puts some appearance of meaning into the second

element. The analogical spelling is hoar-, but this

is much less usual in England than hore-^\

1. A labiate herb, Marrubium vulgarc, having
stem and leaves covered with white cottony pubes-

cence; its aromatic bitter juice is much used as

a remedy for coughs, etc. Hence extended to

several allied herbs (see b), horehound proper

being then distinguished as Common or While

Horehound.
(looo Sax. Leechd. II. no Genim ba haran hunan.

a lioo Ags. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 298/6 Marnbium, hare

hune. c 1265 Voc. Names PI. Ibid. 554/4 /l/arte, maruil,
horehune. c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 80 Wib watir . . bat

mirre wormode, horhone, sauge, pimpernelle hony symple
or compounned ben soden yn. c 1425 in Rcl. Ant, II. 9 An
heved hor als horhowne. c 1440 Prcmp. Parv. 247/1 Horone,
\ia\x.. marubimn. 1486 Bk. St. Albans Cvb, Take the

Juce of haarhounde. 1530 PALSGB. 232/1 Horehounde herbe,

iangue de Men. 1742 Land. S, Country Brew. I. ied. 4)

38 That wholesome Herb Horehound, which, indeed, is a
fine Bitter. 1794 MARTYN Rousseaits Bat. xxii. 308 Common
White Horehound. 1897 WILLIS Flower. PI. II. 242 Marru-
bium wlgare, white horehound.

b. With qualifying words: Base Horehound,
White Dead-nettle, Lamium album ; Black,Fetid,
or Stinking H., Ballota nigra, a common weed

with dull purple flowers; "Water H., species of

f.ycopus, particularly L. EuropKus.
1548 TURNER Names ofHerbes (1881) 19 Ballote . . is named

in english stynkyng Horehound or blacke Horehound. Ibid.

77 Stachys. .maye be named in englishe litle Horehounde
or strayte Horehound. 1578 LYTE Dodoexs II. btxxi. 255
There be foure kindes of Horehounde, in fasshion one like

to another.. The first kinde is our white Horehounde, the

seconde is the blacke stinking Horehounde. The third is

Stachys or field Horehounde. The fourth is water or Mar-

rishe Horehounde. Ibid. 256 Stachys or wilde Horehounde.

1597 GERARDE Herbal n. ccxxi. 564. a 1625 FLETCHER Faith.

Shcph. n. i, The Clote .. And this black Hore-hound, both

are very good. 1741 Compl. Fam.-Piece II. iii. 380 Perennial

shrubby Lamium or base Horehound. 1897 WILLIS Flower.

PI. II. 39 Ballota Nigra, the foetid horehound.

2. An extract or confection of the plant Marru-

bium vulgare, used as a remedy for coughs.

1362 TURNER Herbal\\. 51 b, Horehounde. .is good to be

geuen with hony vnto them that syghg much. 1859 SALA
Tiu. round Clock (1861) 55 The relative merits of almond-

rock and candied horehound. 1876 HARLEY Mat. Med.

(ed. 6) 475 Horehound, an aromatic stimulant.

3. attrib. and Comb., as horehound candy, drop,

lozenge, etc. ; horehound beer, a fermented bever-

age containing horehound juice.

1855 MRS. GASKELL North $ S, v, She.. took the hore-

hound drop that Margaret offered her. 1861 DELAMER
Kitch. Gard. 127 Horehound lozenges are sold by most

dispensing chemists, as expectorant medicine.

) Horel. Obs. rare~. Also 6 horrel(l. [app.
a var. of holour, assimilated to hore; cf. next.]

A foraicator, adulterer.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 246/2 Horel, or hullowre (X. hollowr,



HOBBLING.

F holour), /> mentor, fortiicatrix. iJM HULOET, Horrell,

or whoremonger, amcubitor, litidinanus. 1570 LEVINS

Meuap. 56/11 An Horrel, M**>.
tHoreling, horling. Obs. [f.

ME. hare,

WHORE + -LINU.] A fornicator, whoremonger ; an

adulterer, a paramour.
c 1200 Moral Ode 103 in Trin. Coll. Horn. 223 Hwat sullen

horlinges dont c 1325 Pot-in Times Edw. II, 25 in Pol.

Songs Cnradcn) 324 If there be m countre an horelmg, a

shrewe, Lat him come to the court. T&O Ayent 52 pe

drinkere and he horling. 1387 TREVISA Higdtn (Rolls) I II.

157 Horlynges and strompettes. c 1425 Seven Sag. (P.) 2189

Quod hire horlyng in the bede.

f Hcvremint. Obs. Some hoary species of mint
;

or perhaps horehound.

1533 ELYOT Cast. Hcltht (1530) 60 Digestiues of fleume . .

Horemint.

t Ho'reneSS. Obs. In 4 hoornesse. [f. HORE
filth + -NESS.] Foulness, filth

;
mucus.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. iv. i. (1495), Heete ..

dystroyeth superfluytees. and clensyth fylthe and hoornesse.

Horestrong. var. of HARSTRANO.

t HoTCWOrt. Obs. Herb. [f.
hore HOAR a. +

WOBT, in reference to its white downy covering.]

An old name of Cudweed, Ft/ago Germanica.

1:1400 Alphab. Herb, in MS. Arundel 42, If. 94 b, Filaga
horswort [error for horwort). c 1485 MS. Bodl. 536 If. 27

Filago a litell erb cald feld worte or hor worte And he groys

in whete. 1597 GERARDE Herbal App., Horewort is Filago.

Hori, filth, filthy : see HOBE sb., HOST a.

Horison, obs. form of ORISON, prayer.

Horizon (horei-zan, -z'n), sb. Forms: a. 4

orisont(e, 4-5 orizont(e, 6 orlzunt, 6-7 hori-

zont. 0. 4 orisoun, 5 oryson, 5-6 orizon(e,

6 horyson, 6- horizon, [a. OF. orizonte (i3th c.

in Hatz.-Darm.), orizon (i4th c.), mod.F. horizon

(
= It. t orizonte, orizzonte, Sp., Pg. horizonte), ad.

late L. horizont-em (horizon), a. Gr. opifav (sc.

tiXos) the bounding circle, horizon, pres. pple. of

Spifetv to bound, f. opos boundary, limit. In later

OF. and Eng., conformed to the L. nom. ; but at

first stressed ho-rfzon (Gascoigne, Shakspere, Syl-

vester) ;
horrzon appears in Cowley, 1647.]

1. The bonndary-line of that part of the earth's

surface visible from a given point of view ; the line

at which the earth and sky appear to meet. In

strict use, the circle bounding that part of the

earth's surface which would be visible if no irregu-

larities or obstructions were present (called the

apparent, natural, sensible, physical, or visible

horizon, as distinguished from 3), being the circle

of contact with the earth's surface of a cone whose

vertex is at the observer's eye. On the open sea or

a great plain these coincide.

a c374 CHAUCER Troytus v. 276 And whiten gan the

Orisonte shene. 1:1386 Frankl. T. 289 Ffor Thorisonte

hath reft the sonne his lyghL 1390 GOWER Conf. III. 108

By thorizont, as to us semeth. 1551 RECORDE Cast. Knowl.

(1556) 21 The Horizonte is a cyrcle whiche parteth that

parte of the worlde that wee see, from that whiche wee see

not. Ibid. 179 The other horizont, whiche I thinke moste

aptlye to bee called the Earthly horizont, bycause it.,

reacheth not vnto the skie . . his semidiameter excedeth not

22 myles and a halfe. 1559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr.
Glasse 149 Whan as the Mone shall shew her selfe above

the Horizont.

p. 1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. vm. vi. (Tollem. MS.),

The circle to be whiche be sy?te strecche(> and endeb is

calde Orizon, as it were be ende of be sy^te. 1413 Pilgr.

Sowle (Caxton) v. xiv. (1859) 81 The sonne. .hastyd hym
vpward toward the eest oryson, to bringe ageyne the day.
c 1550 Shef>h. Kal. (1604) Contents xxxv, Of the rising and

descending of the signes in the horyson, 1610 HOLLAND
Camden's Brit. i. 63r Wilde Deere . . feeding aloft . . in the

farthest Horizon or Kenning of their sight. 1667 MILTON
P. L. ix. 52 Nights Hemisphere had veild theHorizon round.

1728-46 THOMSON Spring 961 Like far clouds That skirt the

blue horizon. 1812 S. ROGERS Columbus \. 53 Stars rose

and set, and new horizons glowed. 1887 BOWEN Virg.
/Eneid i. 181 vEneas explores meanwhile with his glance
All the horizon of waters.

t b. transf. The part ofthe earth's surface bounded

by this line; the region visible from any point. Obs.

I559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse 137 The townes,

andvillagies, about you adjacent in your Horizont. 1771

MRS. GRIFFITH tr. Viand's Shipwreck 23 To open to us the

horrid prospect of a boundless horizon and a devouring sea.

t C. The bounding limits, the compass. Obs.

1620 MELTON Astrolog. 9 If the Man. .lies eyther within

the Horizon of England, Fraunce, Spaine, Italy, or the Low-

Countries, I will undertake to shew you him.

2. fig. f a. A boundary, the frontier or dividing
line between two regions of being. Obs.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) II. 183 Mannis soule . . is

i-cleped orisoun, as it were be next marche in kynde bytwene
bodily and goostly binges.

b. The boundary or limit of any
'

circle
'

or
'

sphere
'

of view, thought, action, etc. (often with

direct reference to sense i) ; thati which bounds
one's mental vision or perception ; limit or range of

one's knowledge, experience, or interest ; formerly,
sometimes =the region so bounded.
1607 TOPSELL Fonr.f. Beasts Ep. Ded., The Right Noble

..Earl of Surry, long ago departed out of this earthly
Horizon. 1615 CROOKE Body of Man 261 Now at the
second seauen yeares the heate begins to gather strength . .

and to rule in the Horizon of the body. 1639 T. BRUGIS tr.

384

Camus' Mor. Relal. 179 Noe sooner did the new -lar

appeare on the Horizon of Touraine, but her rayes strooke

into the eyes of. .divers Sutors. 1659 B. HARRIS ParivaFs
Iron Age So The Minister, who then began to climb the

Horizon of favour. 1681 FLAVF.L Meth. Gracf vii. 148, 1 see

no hope within the whole horizon of sense. 1826 T. JEFFER-
SON H'rit. (18301 IV. 424 The present lowering aspect of

our political horizon. 1849 RUSKIN Sev. Lamps 3 Their

range necessarily includes the entire horizon of man's action.

1875 JOWF.TT Plato (ed. 2) II. 199 The danger . . of substi-

tuting the definite and intelligible for the true but dim out-

line which is the horizon of human knowledge.
3. Astron. A great circle of the celestial sphere, the

plane of which passes through the centre of the

earth and is parallel to that of the sensible horizon

of a given place : distinguished as the astronomical,

celestial, mathematical, rational, real, or true h.

Right horizon, the celestial horizon of a place on the

equator, the plane of which is perpendicular to that of the

equinoctial ; opp. to oblique horizon, that of any place
between the equator and either pole. Geographical horizon,
the great circle on the earth's surface in the plane of the

rational or astronomical horizon.

(-1391 CHAUCER Astral. Prol., A sumsaunt astralabie as

for owre orizonte, compowned after the latitude of Oxenford.
ll'id. ii. 26 This forseid rihte orisonte . . diuideth the

equinoxial in-to riht Angles. 1549 Compt. Sept. vi. 49
There is tua sortis of orizons, ane is callit the rycht orizon,

the tothir is callit the oblique orizone. 1559 \V. (.VXNIXGHAM

Cosmogr. Glasse 39 The vj. great circles of the Sphere ar,

as the Horizont, the Meridian, th' Equinoctial!, the Zodiake,
the Equinoctial! and solsticiall Colures. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT
Tra-.i. 8 For the ./Equator is Horizon to both Poles. 1704
I. HARRIS Lei. Techn. s. v., The Rational, Real or True

Horizon, is a Circle which encompasses the Earth exactly
in the Middle, and whose Poles are the Zenith and Nadir.

b. transf. The celestial hemisphere within the

horizon of any place.
a 1577 GASCOIGNE Henries, Praise of Ctmntesse v. 240

Dan Phoebus stands in dread, And shames to shine within

our Horizon. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI, iv. vii. 81 When the

Morning Sunne shall rayse his Carre Aboue the Border of

this Horizon. 1600 F. WALKER Sf. Mandcvillc 122 a, Euery
Prouince and Country hath an Orizon, which is that part of

Heauen which they discouer in circling or compassing it

about with theyr sight. 1642 MILTON Apol. Smcct. viii,

I leave you and your fellow stars, as you term them, of

either horizon, meaning, I suppose, either hemisphere. 1650
TRAPP Comm. Numb. xxiiL 10 No more, .then a man doth
of the Sun, when it shines not in his own Horizon. 1815
SCOTT Talistn. i, The burning sun of Syria had not yet
attained its highest point in the horizon.

4. a. The broad ring (usually of wood) in which

an artificial globe is fixed, the upper surface of

which represents the plane of the rational horizon.

1592 DEE Compend. Rehears., The theorick of the eighth

spheare, the nynth and tenth, with an horizon and meridian

of copper of Gerhardus Mercator his owne making. 1594-7
BLUNDEVIL Exerc. iv. Introd. (ed. 2) 437 To the Ulobe

belongeth another Circle called the Horizon, which is a broad

Circle of wood. 1674 MOXON Tutor Astron, i. i. vi. (ed. 3)

6 The use of the upper Plain of the Horizon is to distinguish

the Day from the Night ; the rising and setting of the

Sun, Moon, or Stars, etc. 1796 HUTTON Did. Math.,
Horizon ofthe Globe, a broad wooden circle.

b. Artificial orfalse horizon : a level reflecting

surface, usually of mercury, used in taking alti-

tudes.
1812 WOODHOUSE Astron. xl. 393 A Falst Horizon, .in its

simplest state, is a bason either of water, or of quicksilver.

1810 SCORESBY Ace. Arctic Reg. I. 442 Where the sea is. .

smooth . . an artificial horizon may be used with tolerable

accuracy, even upon a ship's deck.

6. Geol. A plane or level of stratification assumed

to have been once horizontal and continuous ; a

stratum or set of strata characterized by a par-

ticular fossil or group of fossils.

Geog. v. (rS/S) 65 The passage of species from lower to

higher geological horizons. 1890 Builder LVIII. 89/2 A
horizon that may give a bad stone in one quarry may
improve.

6. Zool. and Anat. A level or horizontal line or

surface, as the horizon of the teeth, the horizon of

thediaphragm. Jtelinal horizon,' lielmholtz'steTm

for the horizontal plane which passes through the

transverse axis of the globe of the eye
'

(Syd. Soc.

Lex.}.
7. altrib. and Comb., as horizon-bounded adj.,

horizon-line ; horizon-glass, a small mirror of

plate-glass fixed on the frame of a quadrant or

sextant, having one half nnsilvered so that the

horizon-line or other object can be observed directly

through it, and the reflected image of a heavenly

body brought into optical coincidence with such

object.
1812 BYRON Ch. Har. I. xxxi, Immense 'horizon-bounded

plains succeed. 1827 MOIR Poems, To a Dead Eagle iii,

Outstretched, *horizon-girt, the maplike earth. 1774 M.
MACKENZIE Maritime Sury. iv. 35 How to adjust the

'Horizon-glass for Observation, by a horizontal Line. 1820

SCORESBY Ace. Arctic Reg. I. 388 Viewed through the

horizon glass of a sextant. 1877 BLACK Green Past, v, At

the far 'horizon-line.

Hence Hori-zonlesa a., having no definite hori-

zon, visually boundless.

a 1839 GALT Demon Destiny yl. (1840) 38, I that horizon-

less scene surveyed. 1892 Chicago Advance 7 July, The
horizonless prairies of the West.

HOBIZONTALISM.

Horrzon, :.
[f. prec. sb.] trans. To furnish

or bound with a horizon : chiefly mpa.pple. Hori'-

zoned.
1791 E. DARWIN Sot. Gard. i. 124 A thousand realms,

horizon'd in his arms. 1859 CORNWALLIS Nciv U'orld I. 108
Far away to the west and north . .the view was horizoned by
a chain of rolling hills. 1863 MRS. WHITNEY Faith Gartney
xxvi. 245 Her eyes away off over the lake, and. .thoughts
horizoned yet more distantly.

Horizontal (hfriz^-ntal), a. (sb). [f. L. type
*horizcmtal-is, f. horizon, horizont- (see prec. sb.).

Cf. F. horizontal (1545 in Hatz.-Darm.). J

1. Of or belonging to the horizon ; situated on or

occurring at the horizon. Now chiefly in special

collocations, as horizontalparallax, the geocentric

parallax of a heavenly body when on the horizon.

1555 EDEN Decades o The eleuation of the pole from the
horizontal lyne. 1665 HOOKE Alicrogr. 236 The Astronomers
. - who have calculated the distance of the Planets from
their'Horizontal Parallax. 1667 MILTON P. L. l. 595 As when
the Sun new ris'n Looks through the Horizontal misty Air.

1709 BERKELEY Th. I'ision 77 He will . . declare the hori-

zontal moon shall appear greater than the meridional. 1816
PLAVFAIR Nat. rial. II. 74 The parallax at any given
altitude.. is to the horizontal parallax as the cosine of the
altitude to the radius.

2. Parallel to the plane of the horizon ;
at right

angles to the vertical line ; level ; flat ; measured
in a line or plane parallel to the horizon.

Horizontal Plane, in Perspective, a plane at the level of

the eye, intersecting the perspective plane at right angles,
the line of intersection being the horizontal line. Horizontal

plane ofCamperm Craniometry, the plane passing through
the centre of the external ear-holes and the inferior nasal

spine ; the intersection of this with the median plane of the

head is the horizontal line (ofCamper}.
1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. z) 158 The Horyzontall

plaine which is.. discovered from thirty rising Turrets there,

yeelds most pleasure [to look on]. 1665 HOOKE Aficroi

151 The bended part or Index of it lay horizontal. 1606
PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Horizontal Projection, a Projection of the

Sphere in Arches of Circles, called Stereographic, wherein
the Sphere is pressd into the plain of the Horizon and the

Meridians and Parallels of the Sphere projected thereon.

1704 F. FULLER Med. Gymn. (1711) 27 Changing . . from an
Horizontal to an Erect Position. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey),
Horizontal Range (in Gunnery), the Level-range of a piece
of Ordnance, being the Line it describes parallel to the

Horizon. 1834 MEDWIN Angler in Wales II. 210 The
head is. .circular in its horizontal section. 1886 R. C. LESLIE

Sea-painter's Log 192 That strange family of fish which,

commencing life on edge . . change that position at an early

age for a horizontal one. Mod. The strata are nearly, but

not quite, horizontal.

b. Applied to various mechanical contrivances,

or artificial structures, of which the whole or the

main part works or lies in a horizontal direction.

Horizontal tar, a round bar fixed horizontally at some
distance above the ground for gymnastic exercise. Hori-
zontal dial, a dial with the face, or surface on which the

hours are marked, horizontal. Horizontal (Steam) engine,
one in which the piston moves horizontally. Horizontal

escapement (in a watch),
' one in which the impulse is given

by the teeth of a horizontal wheel acting on a hollow cylinder
on the axis of the balance ; invented by Graham about 1700

'

(Knight Diet. Meek.). Horizontal watch, one having a

horizontal escapement. Horizontal wheel, a wheel the

plane of which is horizontal, the axis being vertical ; in a

carriage, the wheel-plate or '

fifth wheel '.

1674 MOXON Tutor Aslron. v. Prob. iii. (ed. 3) 150, I would
make an Horizontal Dyal for Londons Latitude. 16

. .

horizontal watches. 1782 Specif. T. Tyrer>s Patent No.

1311 [For a] Horizontal scapement for a Watch. 1794 W.
FELTON Carriages (1801) I. 45 When the carriage is intended

for a whole or horizontal wheel, the perch has no hooping-

piece, but is bolted by the plates at each end to the inside of

the transoms. Ibid. 46 Extending to the out circumference

of the horizontal half-wheel. 1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat.
Mechanic 139 Horizontal and vertical windmills. 1895
MACLAREN Pkyt. Educ. 234 It is important that every gym-
nasium should contain two forms of horizontal bar.

C. Bot. Applied to parts or organs having a

position at right angles to the stem or axis. d.

Zool. and Anat. Applied to parts, organs, or mark-

ings parallel to a plane supposed to extend from

end to end and from side to side of the body.

'753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. s.v. Leaf, Patent Leaf. . when
it forms perfectly right angles, it is called horizontal. 1880

GRAY Struct. Bot. vi. 8. 277 Ovules are. .horizontal, when
borne on one or more sides of the cell and not directed

either upward or downward. 1881 MIVART Cat 77 The rest

is named the horizontal ramus.

B. sb. (ellipt. use of the adj.")

fl. = HORIZON. 06s.

1555 EDEN Decades 10 They had euer the norths pole . .

eleuate in sight aboue the Horizontal. Ibid. 185 It can not

bee scene, bycause it is vnder the horisontal.

2. ellipt. A horizontal line, bar, member, etc.

Craniometry. 'The line drawn from the lower edge of the

orbital cavity to the middle of the ear-cavity (Cent. Diet.}.

1674 MOXON Tutor Astron. v. Prob. iv. (ed. 3) 154 You

may reduce all Verticals into Horizontals [in diallingj.

1755 YOUNG Centaur v. Wks. 1757 IV. 224 To confess,

that, though we are not quite horizontals, yet neither are we

quite upright. 1816 KEATINOF. Trav. (1817) I. 162 The

geology of Spain is an alternation of edges and horizontals.

1890 BOLDREWOOD Col. Reformer (1891) 225 The '

cap , or

uppermost horizontal, .of rounded, .timber.

Horizo-ntalism. [f. prec. + -ISM.] The quality

of being, or of having some part, horizontal.



HORIZONTALITY.

1848 B. WEBB Continent. Ecclesiol. 19 At York the

buttresses are too prominent ; there is an over-great hori-

zontalism apparent. 1853 KANE GrinnellExp. xlviii. (1856)

449 Their slopes became less sudden, their horizontalism
more diffused.

Horizontality (h^-rizf7ntcu-lTti). [f. as prec.
+ -ITY.] The condition or quality of being hori-

zontal (in sense 2) ; horizontal position.
1751 SHORT in Phil. Trans. XLVII. 352 The cause of this

horizontally. 1797 Ibid. LXXXV1I. 507 The whole in-

strument may be moved round without disturbing its hori-

zontally. 1881 A. GF.IKIE in Macm. Mag. Oct. 423 Mile
after mile they can be followed . . always keeping their

horizontally.

Horizo'ntalize, v. [f.
as prec. +- -IZE.] a.

trans. To place in a horizontal position, b. To
horizontalize it (humorous) : to lie down flat.

1837 T. HOOK Jack Brag xxii, With his little legs hori-

zontalised on his lodging-house sofa. 1843 Frasers Mag,
XXVIII. 39 My friend . . was still horizontalising it on the
chairs.

Hence Horizo utaliza'tion, the action of making
horizontal ; spec, in Craniometry, the placing of

the skull with the datum-plane truly horizontal.

Horizontally (hprizp-ntali), adv.
[f.

as prec.
+ -LY a

.J
In a horizontal position or direction.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ej>. 259 An obelisk erected,
& golden figures placed horizontally about it. 1715 DESA-
GULIERS Fires Impr. 80 The Wind .. blows horizontally.

1776 WITHERING Brit. Plants (1796) II. 143 Panicle spreading
horizontally. 1871 TYNDALL Fragm. Sc. (1879) I. iv, 96
A glass tube, .supported horizontally on two stands.

Horizo'ntalness. [f-
as prec. + -NESS.] The

quality of being horizontal ; horizontality.
1869 tr. lingo's By Kings Command n. i. 58 The hori-

zontalness of the blasts.

t Horizo'litic, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. horizon,
horizon?- HORIZON + -ic.] Of or pertaining to the

horizon; = HORIZONTAL I. Hence f Horizonti-

cally adv. m HORIZONTALLY.
1651 OGILBY AZsof (1665) 169 The Four Winds muster'd . .

From all their Honzontick Seats in Heaven. 1665 BOYLE
Hist. Air

xyii. (1692) 100 Being placed on one of the Scales
as Horizontically as we could.

Horkey, var. of HOCKEY'.

Horl(e, obs.ff. HUHL. Horlege, obs. f. HORO-
LOGE. Horly-borly, obs. f. HURLY-BURLY.

t Horme*tic, a- Obs. rare. [ad. Gr. 6pprrrtic6s t

f. 6p^d-fiv (vbl. adj. 6pfj.r)T-6s) to urge on, impel :

see -1C.] Having the property of exciting or im-

pelling. Hence fHorme-tically adv., by impulse.
1666 J. SMITH Old Age (1676) 62 [The muscles] By their

hormetick power and contraction into their own bodies . .

can readily perform whatsoever motion the Organ is capable
of. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell.Syst. i. iii. 18. 161 Theplasiick
nature, acting neither by knowledge nor by animal fancy,
neither electively nor hermetically.

HO1*1110gOlie (hp-im<3g0nn), -gfon (-g^n). Bot.

[ad. mod.L. hormogonium, f. Gr. o/>/xoy chain, neck-

lace, after archegonium y etc.] A special repro-
ductive body in the Nostocs, consisting of a chain

of roundish cells. Hence Hormog-onous (h^imp*-

g#nas) a., having or resembling a hormogone.
1886 Syd. Soc, Lex,, Hornwgone, in Nostocs, the portion

of the filament included between two consecutive hetero-

cysts.

Horn (hf?.m), sb. Forms : i- horn ; also 3

heorn, 5 horun, 4-7 home. [Com, Teut. : OE.
horn masc. =OFris., OS. horn masc., OHG., ON.
horn neut., Goth, haurn neut. : OTeut. *horno-

t

cognate with L. cornu
j

Celtic corn ' horn
'

: in

ablaut relation with Gr. tccp-as, Kfp-ar-> ; cf. also

Skr. $rh-ga
' horn '.]

I. As an animal organ or appendage.
1. A non-deciduous excrescence, often curved and

pointed, consisting of an epidermal sheath growing
about a bony core, on the head of certain mammals,
as cattle, sheep, goats, antelopes, etc., and serving
as a weapon of offence or defence.

(True horns are common to male and female animals.

They are usually produced in pairs, a right and a left ; some-
times in two, or (in some extinct animals) even in three pairs.
Horns also occur singly, or one in front of the other, as in

species of rhinoceros.)
c 1000 ^ELFRIC Gen. xxii. 13 Anne ramm betwux bam

bremelum be Jiam hornum Jehseft. a 1225 St. Marker. 7
Leose . . mi meoke mildschipe af be anhurnde homes, c 1300
Havelok 700 Shep wit wolle, neth wit horn. 1382 WYCLIF
Rev. xiii. i A beest . . hauynge seuen heedes and ten homes.
c 1440 Protnp. Parv. 247/1 Home, corn-it. 1596 SPKNSER
F. Q. vi. vii. 47 A salvage Bull, whose cruell homes doe
threat Desperate daunger. 1626 BACON Sylva 753 No
Beast that hath Homes hath vpper Teeth. 1774 GOLDSM.
Nat. Hist. (1776) IV. 287 The elephant is often found dead
in the forests, pierced with the horn of a rhinoceros. 1854
OWEN Skel. fy Teeth in Circ. Sc., Organ. Nat. I. 239 The
term ' horn

'

is technically restricted to the weapon which is

composed of a bony base, covered by a sheath of true horny
matter. Such horns are never shed. Ibid. 240 The horn
of the rhinoceros consists wholly of fibrous horny matter.

*>/
01659 OSBOBN Char. etc. Wks. (1673) 632 Were You

thrown upon it, by the Iron Horns of an unavoidable

Compulsion. 18*7 POLLOK Course T- v, The Church, Who
with a double horn the people pushed.

c. That borne by the Kam (Aries) and Bnll

(Taunts) as figured among the constellations and
VOL. V.
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zodiacal signs ;
the stars situated in those parts of

the constellations ; f also the constellation Ursa
Minor [cf. It. il Carro e 7 Corno the Wain and the

Horn],
1390 COWER Con/. III. 119 This bnlle Is eke with sterres

set, Through which lie hath his homes knet. 1513 DOUGLAS
j'Eneis vm. Prol. 154 The son, the sevin sternis, and the
Charll wane.. The home and the hand staff, Prater John
and Port Jaff. a 1605 MONTGOMERIE Flyting TV, Pohvart
419 Be the homes, the handstafF, and the king's ell. 1726
tr. Gregory*$ Astron. I. 370 Copernicus and others, .reckon
the distance of the Fix'd Stars in the Ecliptic towards the

East, from the preceding of the two in the Horn of Aries.

d. Put for * horned animal '. Cf. SHOBTHOKN.
1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. iv. i. 113 My Lady goes to kill

homes. 1846 J. BAXTER Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) II. 87
This property is almost peculiar to the improved short horn.

1890 L. C. D'OYLE Notches 85 They at last headed the

drifting
' horns '.

2. Phrases and proverbs.
fa. Horn and corn: used symbolically for cattle and

provisions in general. b. Neither horn nor hoof: not
a trace or vestige. C. Horn ivith horn : see quots. d.
All h. and hide', nothing but skin and bone. e. In a
horn (slangt: 'a general qualification implying refusal or

disbelief; over the left
1

(Farmer). [Cf. It. un corno as a

negative.] f. To be squeezed through a h. t to come out
at the little end of the h. '. to come off badly in an affair,

esp. to fail conspicuously in a great or pretentious under-

taking, g. Other phrases of obvious meaning. Also
to take the bull by the horns, etc. : see BULLS& 1 70; to

carry hay in one's h. : see HAY sb. *
3.

a. 1633 T.STAFFORD Pac. Hib. in. xv. 357 TheirTroupes left

neither Corne nor home, nor houseunburnt, betweene Kinsale
and Kosse. 1819 Sporting Mag. IV. 274 Horn and corn
were both up at a pretty vitty price. b. 1664 H. MORB
Myst. Inig. 548 There is not any one horn or hoof of Anti-

christianism left in our Church. C. 1276 Const. Rob-
Dunelm. in Spelman Gloss. (1626) s.v., Licet in vicinis

parochijs, Home with home, secundum Anglicam Hnguam
pascua quasrant. 1490 in Trans. Dttrk. Arckzol. Soc.

IV. 294 He saith that all way the Priours bestes and the
tenantes bestes went all, home with home. 1809 TOM-
LINS Law Diet, s.v., The commoning of cattle horn with

horn, was properly when the inhabitants of several parishes
let their common herds run upon the same open spacious
common. d. 1890 BOLDREWOOD Col. Reformer (1891) 219
The cattle were . . mostly old savage devils, all horn and hide.

6. 1847-78 HALI.IWELL s. v., In a horn -when the devil is

blind) spoken ironically of a thing never likely to happen.
Devon. 1898 Washington Even. Star 26 Aug. (Bartlett),
I have mentioned before the innumerable comforts in a horn

of the old White Sulphur Springs. f. 1605 CHAPMAN, etc.

Etistiv. Ho i. i, You all know the deuise of the Home, where
the young fellow slippes in at the Butte end, and comes
squesd out at the Buckall. 1624 FLETCHER Wifefor Month
in. iii, The prodigal fool. .That was squeezed through a horn.

1847 PORTKR Big Ben etc. 37 (Farmer) How did you make it 1

You didn't come out at the little end of the horn, did you?
g. 1560 DAUS tr. Sleidanes Comm. 358 To geue God thankes

y* sent shrewed cowes short homes, a 1640 DAY Peregr.
Schol. (1881) 43 A Butcher.. sweares by the home and the

hoofe (a poor othe, yet proper enough to the trade). 1660
HOWELL Proi'. 16 You will make a horn as soon of an Ape's
tail. 1869 HAZLITT Eng. Prov. 208 Horns and grey hairs

do not come by years.

3. Each of the two branched appendages on the

head of a deer.

(These differ from a true horn in being osseous, deciduous,
and (usually) borne only by the male.)
Beowulf <Z.) 1370 Heorot hornum trum. ciooo Sax.

Leechd. I. 334 Wi)> heafod sare, heortes homes axan. .drinc.

c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 393/19 Ane heort . . Bi-twene is homes
he i-saigh ane croiz schine bright e. f 1386 CHAUCER Frankl.
T. 463 Ther saugh he hertes with hir homes hye. 1486 Bk.
St. Albans E j b, The hornys that he then berith a bowte.

1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1658) 98 Every year in the
month of April, they [harts] loose their horns. .Their new
horns come forth like bunches at the first. 1870 ELAINE
Encycl. Rttr. Sports^ {ed. 3) 1797 April is the most usual
month for the shedding of the horns of the older deer.

4. T" The tusk of an elephant (oos.) ;
the tusk of

a narwhal.

1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 165 That there was
nothing in an Elephant good for meat, except the trunck, the

lips, and the marrow of his horns, or teeth. 1611 BIBLE
Ezek. xxvii. 15 They brought thee for a present, homes of

luorie, and Ebenie. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 739
They found a great dead Fish, .twelve foote long, having a
Home of two yardes . . growing out of the Snout, wreathed
and straight, like a Wax Taper, 1847 CARPENTER Zool.

212 The Monodon, or Narwhal, commonly known as the
Sea Unicorn, .has been known to drive its horn, or rather

tusk, deep into the thick oak timbers of a ship.

5. A projection or process on the head of other

animals : e. g. the excrescence on the beak of the

HOKNBILL, the antennre or feelers of insects and

crustaceans, the tentacles of gastropods, esp. of

the snail and slug ; also, loosely, a crest of feathers,

a plumicorn, as in the horned owl, etc.

1340 Ayenb. 32 [He] bet ne dar na?! guo ine be pej?e uor

Jjane snegge fet sseaweb him his homes. 1398 TREVISA
Barth. De P. R. xvm. i. (Bodl. MS.), Snailes haue certayne
homes nasche and gleymyer, but bei bej> noujt proprelich
homes but binges geue to snailes for helpe and socoure.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. iv. iii. 338 The tender homes of
Cockled Snayles. 1657 R. LIGON Barbadoes (1673) 63 Flyes
..(from two inches long with the great horns, which we
keep in boxes, and are shewed by John Tredescan amongst
his rarities). 1665 HOOKE Microgr. 194 Resembling the long
horns of Lobsters. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist, (1776) V. 236
It [the Hornbill] has a kind of horn standing out from the

top, which looks somewhat like a second bill. 1834 MEDWIN
Angler in Wales\\. 47 The beetle being somewhat restless,

they pinioned down his horns.. to the ground.
b. To draw in (t shrink^ pluck, pull in} onis

HORN.

horns : to restrain one's ardour
;
to repress one's

pride ; to lower one's pretensions : in allusion to

the snail's habit ofdrawing in its retractile tentacles

(which bear the eyes), when disturbed.

13 . . Coer de L. 3835 They . . gunne to drawen in her

homes, As a snayl among the thornes. 1430-40 LYDG.
Bochas \. xx. (Bodl. MS.) If. 83/1 Who is knowe ontrewe
. . Shrynkith his hornis whan men speake of falsht-ede.

c 1566 J. AI.DAY tr. Boaystnau's Theat. World N ivb, As
soone as man thinketh to spread out his horns, or rise

against his god. 1589 Hay any Work 38 Mark how I haue
made the bishops to pull in their homes. 1678 WOOD Life
(O. H. S.) II. 414 When the parliament was prorogued he

plucked in his home. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela ^1883) I.

115 So I began to pull in my horns, as they say. 1824
Examiner 434/1 We are to creep into our shells and draw
in our horns. 1891 Sat. Rev. 19 Dec. 682/2 They are im-

ploring the Council to draw in its horns.

6. Homs (like those of quadrupeds) have been
attributed to deities, demons, to Moses, etc., and
are represented in images, pictures, etc. Cf. sense 15.
(71400-50 Alexander 319 pis my^ty god .. How he is

merkid & made is mervaile to neuyn With .. twa tufe
homes, c 1590 MARLOWE Faust, iv. 58 All he-devils has
horns. 1603 SHAKS. Meas. for M. n. iv. 16 Let's write

good Angell on the Deuills home, a 1822 SHELLEY Devil
n. 3 His horns were concealed by a Bras Chapeau. 1832
GEN. P. THOMPSON Exerc. (1842) II. 64 Horns and a tail

would not be more decisive to a frightened child at mid-

night. 1895 ELWORTHY Evil Eye vi. 186 note. The belief

that Moses had actual solid horns must have been firmly
held in the Middle Ages. Ibid. 197 From Tahiti was
exhibited an idol, with two large horns on its head carved in

wood.

f7. Cuckolds were fancifully said to wear horns

on the brow. To give horns to, to graft^ plant
horns on : to cuckold. Obs.

[The origin of this, which appears in so many European
langs., and, seemingly, even in late Gr. in phrase /eepara
iroieti' TU't (Artemidorus, Oneirocritica II. 12) is referred by
Dunger (Germania XXIX. 591 to the practice formerly
prevalent of planting or engrafting the spurs of a castrated

cock on the root of the excised comb, where they grew and
became horns, sometimes of several inches long. He shows
that Ger. hahnreh or hahnrei 'cuckold', originally meant
1

capon '.]

1430-40 LYDG. Bochas n. xxiii. (Bodl. MS.) If. 128/1 A
certeyn knyht Giges callid . . To speke pleyn inglissh made
hym a cokold. Alas I was nat auysid weel beforne On-
cunnyngH to speke such language ; I sholde ha said how
that he hadde an horn. .As in sum land Cornodo men them
call, c 1530 Hickscorner in Hazl. Dodsley I. 180 My
mother was a lady of the stews' blood born, And . . my
father ware an horn, c 1537 Thersites Ibid. 412. 1594
GREENE & LODGE Looking Glasse (1598) H ij a, Nay, sir, he
was a cuckoldly diuell, for nee had homes on his head. 1599
SHAKS. Much A do n. i. 28. 1600 A. Y.L. iv. ii. 18. 1606
Ant. $ Cl. i. ii. 4 Oh that I knewe this Husband, which you
say, must change his Homes with Garlands, 1700 DRYDEN
Epil. 25 Mar. 10 London a fruitful soil, yet never bore

|

So plentiful a crop of horns before. 1728 YOUNG Love

|

Fame i. 70 And the brib'd cuckold . . glories in his gilded
horn, a 1796 BURNS Cooper o

1 Cuddie iii, On ilka brow
she's planted a horn. 1822 SCOTT Nigel xxxvi, O what
a generous creature is your true London husband ! Horns
hath he, but., he goreth not.

tb. To make horns at [F./aire les comes a, It.

far le coma a] : to hold the fist with two fingers
extended like a pair of horns, as an insulting gesture.
[Cf. c 1530 Crt. Love 1390 This folissh dove will give us

all an horn !] 1607 DEKKER & WEBSTER North-w. Ho i.

D.'sWks. 1873 III. 9 If a man be deuorst. .whether may he
haue an action or no, gainst those that make horns at him?

1627 DRAYTON Agincourt etc. 174 Some made mouthes at

him, others as in scorne With their forkt fingers poynted
him the home. 1652 PEYTON Catastr. Stuarts (1731) 30
Denmark was so disquised, as he would have lain with the

Countess of Nottingham, making Horns in Derision at her
Husband the High Admiral of England.

8. In Biblical and derived uses : An emblem of

power and might ; a means of defence or resistance ;

hence horn of salvation (f health} is used of God
or Christ. To lift up the horn : to exalt oneself ;

to offer resistance,
* show fight '.

[Representing well-known uses of Heb. pp qeren horn,

found also in Syriac, Arabic, and the Semitic langs. gener-

ally. Through the Septuagint and Vulgate also in late Gr.
and Lat., and so in the mod. langs. : cf. F. lever les comes.

(Some would explain it from sense 15.)]

1:825 Vesp. Psalter Ixxiv. [Ixxv.] 5 NyllaS uphebban
horn, a 1300 E. E. Psalter xvii. 3 Mi schelder, and of min
hele home. Ibid. Ixxiv. u Alle homes of sinful breke sal

I ba, And up-hoven ben homes of rightwys ma. 1382
WYCLIF Luke \. 69 He hab rerid to vs an horn of helbe, in be

hous of dauib his child. 1570 Tragedie 277 in Satir. Poems

Reform, x. 90 Than did sum Lords lyft vp yair hornis on

hie. 1611 BIBLE 2 Sam. xxii. 3 Hee is my shield, and the

home of my saluation. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 632

Fleeing then to his home or defense in time of distresse.

a 1703 BURKITT On N. T., Luke \. 79 The horn in Scripture

signifies glory and dignity, strength and power. 1806

WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Tristia Wks. 1812 V. 341 On Homer's

birth-place, proud t'exalt their horn. 1844 E. ROBINSON tr.

Gesetuus
1 Heb. Lex. 954 s.v. pp. Metaph. horn is put as

the symbol of strength, might, power, the image being
drawn from the bull and other animals which push with their

horns. 1886 MRS. LYNN LINTON Paston Carew xliii, Pride,
when it has lowered its horn as it skirted by ruin, now raises

it again as it touches success.

II. As a substance, or an article made of it.

9. The substance of which the horns of animals

consist, as a material for manufacturing purposes
or the like. Gate ofhorn : see GATE sb. 1

5.
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HORN.

X545 ASCHAM Toxoph. it. (Arb.) 135 Many countryes bothe

of olde tymeand nowe, vse headesof home. 1575 LAKEHAM
Let. (1871) 39 Horn . . a substauns . . nether so churlish in

weight az iz mettall . , nor roough to the lips, az wood \r.

1577 HARRISON England ii. xii. (1877) i. 236 The Saxons. .

did make panels of home in steed of glasse. 1599 SHAKS.
Much Ado v. iv. 126 There is no staff more reuerend than

one tipt with horn. 1647 H. MORE Song of Soul \\. \. n. v,

A lamp arm'd with pellucid horn. 1784 COWPER Tiroc. 120

Neatly secur'd from being soil'd or torn Beneath a pane of

thin translucent horn . . 'Tis called a book, though but a

single page. 1843 J. A. SMITH Product. Farming (ed. 2)

133 Horn is a still more powerful manure than bone, that

is to say, it contains a greater proportion of organized animal
matter.

10. A structure of the nature of horn; the hard-

ened and thickened epidermis or cuticle of which

hoofs, nails, corns, the callosities on the camel's

legs, etc. consist, (f Formerly also = hoof.)
c \qxiPallad. on Husb. iv. 815 [A stallion} With holgh

horn high yshood. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 164 b/2 He
knelyd so oft in prayers that his knees were as harde as the
home of a camel. 1599 SHAKS. Hen. /', MI. vii. 17 The
basest home of his hoofe, is more Musicall than the Pipe of
Hermes, 1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 287 Of the

horns or hard knobs growing under the Sadie side. 1763
WESLEY Nat. Philos. (1784) 1. 1. iii. . 159 From three years
old, [she] had Horns growing on various parts of her body
..they are fastened to the skin like warts .. but toward the
end are much harder. 1764 CROKER, etc. Diet. Arts $ Sc.

s,v. Tanning^ When the skin has not been kept long enough
in the lime, or in the tan-pit, upon cutting it in the middle
there appears a whitish streak, called the horn or crudity
of the skin. 1808-18 JAMIESON, Horn, an excrescence on
the foot, a corn. 1867 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. III. ii. 446 The
straw in wet weather softens the horns of sheep's feet.

11. An article manufactured of horn
;
the side of

a lantern ; a thimble, esp. one used by cutpurses to

catch the edge of the knife in cutting the purse-

strings ;
a horn spoon or scoop, a SHOE-HOBN.

1483 Act i Rick. Illy c. 12 a That no merchaunt
Straungier..brynge into this Realme lantern homes, c 1560
PRESTON Cambyscs in Hazl. Dodsley IV. 235 A horn on

your thumb, A quick eye, a sharp knife, at hand a re-

ceiver. 1573-80 BARET Alv. H 637 A shooing home, cornu
calcearium. 1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 86 To
make hafts for knives, or else horns for Spectacles. 1683
WILDING in Collect. (O. H. S.) I. 258 For a home in my
Lanterne..oo oo 02. iSioCRABBE ^WMg-Axviii, How she,
all patient, both at eve and mom Her needle pointed at the

guarding horn. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Horn, a spoon or

scoop of horn, in which washings are tested in prospecting.

III. The hollow horn of an animal (without
the core) used as a vessel or a musical instrument,
with senses thence developed.
12. A vessel formed from the horn of a cow or

other beast, or in later times shaped after this, for

holding liquid (as drink, oil, or ink), powder, etc. ;

a drinking-horn ; a powder-flask ; also, a similarly

shaped vessel for cupping. Hence a hornful ; a

draught of ale or other liquor.
c xooo Sax. Leechd. II. 126 Sete horn on ba openan scear-

pan. 1073 Charter in Dipl. Angl. sEvi Sax. (Th.) 428, u
gebonede hnseppas, and im. hornas. a 1300 Cursor M.
7345 [>ou fill \n horn Wit oile, and weind be forth, a 1300
K. Horn 1153 Heo fulde hire horn wi^> wyn, And dronk to
be pilegrym. 1382 WYCLIF i Sam. xvi. 13. 1398 TREVISA
Earth. De P. R. vii. xxi. (Bodl. MS.), Men shall . . souke
it oute o)?er drawe it oute wij> an home ober a copping
cuppe. 1583 HOLLYBAND Cantfo di Fior 333 Give me a
penne and ink-horne. 1587 MASCALL Govt. Cattle (1627) 11

Giue it the beast in the morning with a home. 1634 T.

JOHNSON Party's Chirurg. xii. iv. (1678) 295 Ther shall

you apply Cupping-glasses, or Horns. 1682 WOOD Life
31 May, He went to Queen's College .. and had
of beere. 17x9 DE FOE Cruso.

Uollege .. and had a home
i. iv, I took out. .a horn of

powder. 1804 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Ep. to Ld. Mayor
Wks. 1812 V. 206 My horn's last drop of ink To raise her

glory, lo, I'll shed it. 1851 D. JERROLD St. Giles xviii. 190
Take another horn of ale. 1868 G. STEPHENS Runic Mon.
I. 323 The Runic Horn, so rich and rare, so barbarically
magnificent, altogether unique, a splendid and mystic relic.

b. Horn ofplenty or abundance CORNUCOPIA.
CI586 CTESS PEMBROKE Ps. txxui. iii, They see Their

borne of plenty freshly flowing still. 1397 SHAKS. zHen.fl
t̂

I. ii. 52 He hath the home ofAbundance. 1707 Curios, in
Husb. * Card. 193 Holding in his Left Hand a Reed, and
in his Right a Horn of Plenty. 1851 Illustr. Catal. Gt.

Exhib. 826 Wood-carving, consisting of . . flowers and two
horns of plenty. 1886 BESANT Childr. Gibeon n. xxviii.

Nature, very oddly, when the Horn of Plenty is quite

empty, always fills it with babies.

C. Horn of Plenty grass : see quot.
1866 Treas. Bot. 333/1 Cornucopia cucullata, the Horn

of Plenty crass, a native of Greece and Asia Minor , . fre-

quently cultivated in gardens amongst curious annuals.

13. A wind instrument more or less resembling
a horn in shape, and originally formed ofthe horn of

some beast, now made of brass or other material.

Also with qualifying words, as bugle horn t hunting-
horn, post-horn^ tin korn

y
valve horn, etc.

c8ag Vesp. Psalter Ixxx. 4 [Ixxxi. 3] SingaS in fruman
monoes home, a xooo Laws of Wihtrsed c. 28 (Schmid)
He bonne nawSer ne hryme ne he horn n blawe. c 1205
LAY. 25787 Hafe mine godne horn .. and blawe hine mid
maine. 0x300 Cursor M, 15011 Wit harp and pipe, and
horn and trump, c 1400 Sowdone Bab. 2520 Thai, .blewen
homes of bras, c 1420 Anturs of Arth. xxxiv. (Thornton
MS.\ We hunte at the herdis with hundes and with home.
1596 SHAKS. Merch. V. v. i. 47 Ther's a Post come from my
Master, with his home full of good newes. 1617 MORYSON
Itin. in. 267 The Vrij blow a borne of a wild Hart .. but
those of Lucerna use a home of brasse. 1735 SOMERVILI.E
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Chase ii. 186 The clanging Horns swell their sweet-winding
Notes. 1794 MRS. RADCLIFFE Myst. Udolpho iii, The
hunter's horn hung from his belt.

b. To wind the horn, to blow a blast on the

horn, to sound the horn
; alsoyf^". of insects making

a piping or humming sound.
1611 HEVWOOD Gold. Age \\. Wks. 1874 III. 32 (Stage

directions} Homes winded . . Winde homes. 1617 MORYSON
Itin. i. 7 Neither may the Citizens., winde a Home in their

night watches. 1637 MILTON Lycidas 28 What time the

grey-fly winds her sultry horn. 1746 COLLINS Odes, To

Evening iii, Or where the beetle winds His small but sullen

horn. 1783-94 BLAKE Songs Innoc. t School-Boy 3 The
distant huntsman winds his horn. 1810 SCOTT Lady ofL.
i. xvii, But scarce again his horn he wound.

C. (More fully French horn} An orchestral wind
instrument of the trumpet class, developed from

the hunting-horn, and consisting of a continuous

tube some 1 7 feet in length, curved for convenience

in holding, and having a wide bell and a conoidal

mouthpiece.
174* POPE Dune. iv. 278 The voice was drown'd By the

French horn, or by the op'ning hound. 1753 Scots Mag.
Sept, 427/1 A band of French horns. 1856 MRS. C. CLARKE
tr. Berliotf Instrument. 129 All horns with the exception of
the horn in C, are transposing instruments. 1879 W. H.
STONE in Grove Diet. Mus. I. 748/1 The hunting horn

finally adopted differs from the orchestral horn in consisting
of an unbroken spiral of three turns, sufficiently large to be
worn obliquely round the body, resting on one shoulder and

passing under the opposite arm. Ibid. 74^8/2
The introduc-

tion of the Horn into the orchestra is attributed to Gossec.

d. English horn (Fr. cor anglais) ,
a wind instru-

ment of the oboe kind : see quots.
1838 Penny Cyc/.XII.2g2/2 The English Horn, or Corno

fnglese, is a deeper-toned oboe, but of rather larger dimen-

sions, somewhat bent, the lower end very open. 1879 W. H.
STONE in Grove Diet. Mus. 1. 488/2 English horn, the tenor

oboe in F, intermediate between the ordinary oboe and the

bassoon.

6. An 8-foot reed-stop on an organ.
1721-4 Specif. Organ St. Dionis Backckurch in Grove

Diet. Mus. II. 596 Great Organ. .to. Trumpet, n. French
Horn to tenor D. [' It appears to have been the earliest

organ to contain a "French Horn" stop.'] 1834 Specif.

Organ York Minster Ibid. 600 Swell Organ ..42. Horn.

43. Trumpet.
14. The wind instrument as used in forms of

legal process ; e.g. in the Scotch ceremony of pro-

claiming an outlaw, when three blasts were blown
on a horn by the king's messenger ;

hence to put
(denounce} to the horn, to proclaim an outlaw, to

outlaw ; -f to be at the horn, to be out of the pro-
tection of the law, proclaimed an outlaw.

1397 Sc. Acts Rob. Iff (1844) I. 574/1 [red] Qwhasa cumys
nocht within be said terme sal be at bekyngis home and pair
landis and gudis eschete. 1432 Sc. Acts Jas. I, c. n (1814)
II. 22/1 Ilk officiar of pe kmgisas mareor kingis seriande. .

sal nocht pass in be cuntre na pe baroun seriande in J?e barony
but a home and hiswande. 1536 BELLENDEN Ov. $"?/. xn.
vi. i Jam.), Makbeth . . syne connscat M akduffis guddis, & put
him to the horn. 1567 Gude $ Godlie B. (S. T. S.) 76 For

^e
war all at Goddis home. 16139 SKENF. Reg. Maj, iv. xxiii.

2 (Jam.) Gif ane man findes ane theif with the fang . . in-

continent he sould raise the blast of ane home vpon him ;

and gif he hes not ane home, he sould raise the shout with
his mouth ; and cry lowdly that his neighbours may heare.
c 1610 SIR J. MELVIL Mem. (1735) 397 Such as were de-

nounced to the Horn, a 1765 ERSKINE fnst. Laiv Scot. \\.

v. 56 (1773) 236 The messenger must, .read the letters, also
with an audible voice, and afterwards blow three blasts with
an horn ; by which the debtor is understood to be proclaimed
rebel to the King. . . Hence the letters of diligence are called

letters ofhorning, and the debtor is said to be denounced
at the horn. 1895 CROCKETT Men ofMoss Ifags 121 Both of
us were put to the horn and declared outlaw.

fb. = HORNING sb. 4. Obs. rare.

1491 Acta Dont. Cone. 205 (Jam.) The lordis prolongis the
execucioun of the home in the meyntime. a 1670 SPALDING
Troub. Chas. I (1829) 31 He compears before the council,
and upon his compearance he is released from the horn.

IV. A horn-shaped or horn-like projection ; one
of two or more such ;

a corner, an angle.
15. A horn-like appendage or ornament worn on

the head. (Cf. sense 6.)
Actual horns or antlers of beasts have been and are some-

times worn by savages; horns of metal have been from time
immemorial worn by women in some eastern countries; the
name was also given to part or the whole of head-dresses
worn in England, and to forms in which the hair was done

up in the i4th and isth c.

1340 Ayenb. 176 J>o J>et makeb zuo greate homes of hare
here ober of obren bet hi sembleb wel fole wyfmen. a 1450
Knt. de la Tour (1868) 62 Ladyes and gentilwomen, that

were mervelously arraied . . and hadde highe homes. 1605
CAMDEN Rent. (1870) 214 Queen Anne, wife to King Richard
the second.. brought in high head attire piked with horns.

16x3 Pi'RCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 536 About her fore-head
a haire-lace with two horns. . . The horned Beldame still

muttereth certaine wordes. 16x7 MORYSON /tin. in. 169
A hoyke or vaile which . . hath a kinde of home rising over
the forehead. Ibid. 172 Women of Venice . . raise up their

hair on the forehead in two knotted homes. 1859 THOMSON
Land $ Bk. i. vi. (1872) 74 The princesses of Lebanon and
Hermon sported gold horns, decked with jewels. 1864
Kitto^s Cycl. Bibl. Lit. s. v., The women among the Druses on
Mount Lebanon wear on their heads silver horns of native
make which are the distinguishing badge of wifehood.

16. A projection, like a horn, at each corner of

the altar in the Jewish temple ; one of the two
outer corners of the altar in some churches.
c 1000 Aes. Ps. (Spelm.) cxvii[i], 27 O5 horn wibedes

[ Thorpe oo wij-bedes . . hornas]. a 1300 E. E. Psalter ibid.

HORN.
Settes miri dale in thicknesse, Unto horn pat of weved esse.

1382 WYCLIF i Kings i. 51 Adonyas dredynge kyng Salomon,
holdith the horn of the auter. 1611 BIBLE Kxod. xxvii. 2

Thou shalt make an Altar of Shittim wood. .And thou shall

make the homes of it vpon the foure corners thereof. 1816
KKATINGE Trav. (1817) 1.49 Delinquency, a garrison quali-

fication, first clings to the horns of the altar. 1877 J. D.
CHAMBERS Div. Worship 196 At the right horn of the Altar.

17. Each of the pointed extremities of the moon
as she appears in her first and last quarters (or of

Mercury or Venus in a similar phase) ;
each end

of a crescent
;
a cusp.

a 1000 Riddles xxx. (Gr.\ Ic wiht ^eseah .. hornum bi-

tweonum huSe laedan. c 1400 Rom. Rose 5340 The shadowe
maketh her bemis merke, And hir homes to shewe derke.

1617 MORYSON Itin. \. 5 The Idol Isis, bearing two homes
of the Moone. Ibid. 27 This City is of the forme of an half

Moone..and. .imbraceih betweene the two homes the lesser

City. 1667 MILTON P. L, x. 433 From the homes Of
Turkish Crescent. 1726-46 THOMSON Winter 125 The
moon Wears a wan circle round her blunted horns. 1813
SCOTT Triertn. in. xi, Till . . The moon renew'd her silver

horn. 18x6 PLAYFAIR Nat. Phil. II. 179 Certain periodical
inequalities, observed in the Horns of the disk [of Mercury],
seem to indicate a revolution on an axis. 1869 H UXLEY Phy-
siot. xi. 286 This grey substance [of the spinal cord] is so

disposed that., it looks something like a crescent. ..The
two ends of the crescent are called its horns or cornua.

b. Each tip or end of a bow.
1611 COTGR. s.v Cortiette, Les cornettes d'un arc, the

homes, or hornie tips of a long Bow. 1697 DRYDF.N Virg.
Georg.i. 524 At either Horn the Rainbow drinks the Flood.

jSncid ix. 854 He drew, And almost join'd the horns of
the tough yew. 177* COOK \st Voy. i. vii, The island was
shaped exactly like a bow . . The horns, or extremities

of the bow, were two large tufts of cocoa-nut-trees. 1879
E. ARNOLD Lt. Asia 34 Drew the twisted string Till the
horns kissed.

18. Each of the two wings of an army; =*L.

cornu.

1533 BELLENUEN Livy v. (1822) 457 The left home of

Romanis . . fled to the brayis of Tiber. 1598 BARRET
Theor. \Varres in. ii. 70 Seruing for homes or wings vnto
the battell. 1636 E. DACRES tr. MachiaveVs Disc. Livyll.
520 Quintius seeing one of the homes of his Army beginning
to fayle. 1834 MEDWIN Anglerin Wales \. 106 [I] perceived
the two horns, or wings, of the troop, making.. to outflank,
and then enclose us.

19. Each of two (or more) lateral projections,

arms, or branches.
a. The two arms of a cross (late L. comua crucis}. b.

The two projecting divisions of the uterus (cormta uteri).

C. The branches of a river or estuary, the narrow arms of a

bay (L. cornva).
ft. 13. . Minor PoemsJr. I'ernon MS. xxiii. 621 In cruets

corniBus a iudeis tcntum . . pat on be homes of J>e Croys
lewes helden wib-outen les. 1814 GARY Danfe% Paradise
XVHI. 30 On the horns . . of the cross. b. 1597 A. M. tr.

Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. Q b/2 The Testicles or Homes of
the Wombe. 1889 J.M.DUNCAN Lect. Z>/s.JK0w.viii.(ed. 4)43
The foetus developed in a uterine horn. C. 1697 DRYDEN
Virg. Georg. iv. 409 With sev'n-fold Horns mysterious Nile
Surrounds the Skirts of Egypt's fruitful Isle. 1840 E.
FITZGERALD Lett. (1889) I. 61, 1 remember a ravine on the

horn of the bay opposite the town where the sea rushes up.

1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. 1. 1. 50 Within the long horns of

a sandy bay.
20. //. a. The awns of barley, dial. b. Jig.

Rigid branches of leafless trees.

a. a 1825 FORBV Voc.E,Anglia>Horns> the awns of barley.
1851 Illustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 386 A barley aveller..for. .

rubbing the horns or avels off barley. 1893 Jrnl.R. Agric.
Soc. Dec. 696 The Himalayan barley which has three short

horns to the flowering glume. b. 1850 TENNYSON In
Mem. cvit, The wood which grides and clangs Its leafless

ribs and iron horns.

21. A pointed or tapering projection.
a. The beak of an ancient galley (pbs.) ; of an anvil ; the

end of an ancient roll of bread : cf. Ger. horn, It. cornuto
*a kind of loafes or simnell bread cornered', b. Name of
the projections or crutches on a side-saddle, which support
or are grasped between the rider's knees ; also the high
pommel of a Spanish or half-Spanish saddle. C. A piece
of land projecting into the sea, etc. ; a promontory, d. A
mountain peak (sometimes _/%",, sometimes Swiss-Ger.

horn). e. A part of a plant shaped like a horn, beak, or

spur. f. The minute apex of a Hebrew letter, as at the

top of D or 1.

a. c 1205 LAY. 4538 Scip serne to }en scip . . horn a-^en
home, c 1300 Havelok 779 For horn he brouthe fele si^e

Wastels, simenels with ^e horn. 1826 SCOTT Diary 10 Feb.
in Lockhart) When I was a young man, I was able at

times to lift a smith's anvil with one hand, by what is called

the 'horn'. c. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 135 Media
..casting forth a crooked and winding home as it were
toward the West, seemeth to enclose within that compasse
both the said realmes. 1612 DRAYTON Poly-olb. i. 505 The
conquering Brute, on Corineus braue This home of land

[Cornwall] bestow'd. 1865 Athen&um No. 1947. 225/1 The
extreme western horn of Brittany. d. 1820 KEATS Hyper.
11.12 Rocks that . . Forehead to forehead held their monstrous
horns. 1846 Miss COSTELLO Tour to $ fr, Venice 389
Strange-pointed rocks, piercing the skies, the horns of the

dolomite mountains. 1861 SYMONDS in Biog. (1895) I. 156

topped with a strange-looking horn of rock. e. 1776
WITHERING Brit. Plants (1796) II. 434 Capsule when ripe

lengthened out into a straight horn. 1804 m Charl. Smith
Cowers. \. 40 The woodbine's honied horn. 1819 Panto-

logia, Horn or Spur in Botany . . The hinder hollow part of

the nectary in some flowers, extended in a conical form : as

in Orchis, Larkspur, etc. f. 1879 FARRAR St. Paul ix.

(1883) 103 They remembered what He had said about the

permanence of every yod and horn of a letter in the Law.
22. Arch, fin OE. a pinnacle or gable (ofe.) ;



HORN.

each of the Ionic volutes Jikened to ram's horns; ;

the projections of an abacus, etc. : see quots.
ciaoaFinns[nirg4(Gr.) Ne bisse healle hornas ne byrna5.

1847 CRAIG, Horn, . . a name sometimes given to the Ionic

volute. 1852-61 Archit. P-ubl. Soc. Diet, s.v., In general
the word Horn (Fr. corne) is employed to express each

_of
the four projecting portions of any abacus which has its

faces curved on a plan . . . The terms horn or side-anii are

also applied to the portions which project beyond the rest of

a piece of framed work, as in the head of a solid door-frame.

23. Naut. See quots. (In quot. 1887 tr. L. contua

the ends of the sail-yards : cf. ANTENNA.)
1794 Rigging $ Seamanship I. 167 Horns, the jaws, or

semi-circular ends of booms and gaffs. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's

Word-bk. , Horn, the arm of a cleat or kevel. Horns, the

points of the jaws of the booljjs. Also the outer ends of the

cross-trees. Horns ofthe Rudder=Rudder-horns. Horns

ofthe tiller, the pins at the extremity. 1882 NARES Sea-

manship (ed. 6) 76 The foremost horn of the topmast trestle-

tre. 1887 BOWEN Virg..'JLneid ill. 548 Windward pointing
the horns of the sail-clothed yards of the fleet.

24. Fortif. =HORN\VORK.
1709 LUTTRELI. Brief R el. (1857) VI. 497 One of our

bombs fell into a magazine in the horn, blew it up, and
ruin'd great part of the wall.

25. In various other technical applications.
1875 R. F. MARTIN tr. Havrez Winding Mach. 60 It is to

be feared that the rope might slip down between its own
coil and the horns of the rope rolls. 1875 KNIGHT Diet.

Mech., Horn.. 8. (Milling) One of the points of a driver, on
the summit of a millstone spindle . . which project into the

coffins of the runner to convey the motion of the spindle
thereto. 9. One of the prongs or crutches of an elevating
screw or jack. 10. A curved projection on the forepart of a

plane. 1884 Ibid. Suppl., Horn (Railway U.S.), One of the

projecting parts of a pedestal, between which the journal-
boxes work= Horn-block.

"V. 26. Each of the alternatives of a dilemma (in

Scholastic Lat. argumentum cornutunt), on which
one is figured as liable to be caught or impaled.
1548 UDAI.L Erasni. Par. Luke xx. 158 [verses 3-7] Thys

forked questyon ; which the sophisters call an horned ques-
tion, because that to whether of both partyes a bodye shall

make a direct aunswere, he shall renne on the sharpe poyncte
of the home. 1647 COWLEY Mistr.

, Agst. Hope \, And both
the Horns of Fates Dilemma wound. 1668 H. MORE Div.
Dial. I. xviii. (1713' 38 This seems a smart Dilemma at first

. . yet I think neither Horn is strong enough to push us off

from our belief of the Existence of a God. 1755 YOUNG
Centaur v. 183 That horn of the alternative wounds more
than the former. 1853 W. JERDAN Autobiog. III. x. 137

[He] placed the King in a dilemma, from the horn of which
he could not extricate himself. 1887 FOWLER Deduct. Logic
v. 121 In disputation, the adversary who is refuted by a
dilemma is said to be '

fixed on the horns of a dilemma*.

VI. attrib. and Comb.
27. a. Simple attrib. = of a horn or horns, as horn

colour, measurement, shavings.

Billowish
horn colour, 1855 MORTON Cycl. Agric. II.

orn shavings, from the large proportion of nitrogen in

them, are a powerful manure. 1896 Daily News 13 Nov.

6/6 Records of horn measurements.

b. objective and obj. gen., as horn-bearer,

-blcnver, -blowing, -player, c. similative, as horn-

shaped adj. d. instrumental and locative, as

horn-bind vh., horn-crested, -pushing, -yoked adjs.

1483 Cath. Angl. 188/2 An "Home berer, corniger. 1679
Prot. Conformist 3 How they have *horn-bound for several

years past the Bavarian Duke, c 725 Corpus Gloss. 454
Cereacus, "horn blauuere. 1483 Lath. Angl. 188/2 An
Home blawer, comicen. 1830 GEN. P. THOMPSON Ejcerc.

(1842) 1. 3 14 The horn-blowers of arbitrary power in England.
1870 Echo 23 Nov., Vague not to say unsatisfactory pieces
of "hornblowing. 1848 C. C. CLIFFORD Anstoph., Frogs 9
"Horn-crested Pan. 1879 W. H. STONE in Grove Diet.

Mus, I. 752/1 Rossini, the son of a *horn-player. 1776
WITHERING Brit. Plants (1796) II. 495 Aquilegia. .nectaries

5, "horn-shaped. 1852-61 A rchit. Publ. Soc. Diet, s.v., The
horn-shaped leaf so often seen in English mediaeval work.

28. attrib. passing into adj. Made of horn, as

horn bow, aip, lantern, ring, spoon, ware
;
formed

naturally of horn, as horn foot, sheath. Hence

parasynthetic combs., as horn-footed, -shealhed &&')&.

(1440 York Myst. xvi. 124 An home spone. 1575 LANEHAM
Let. (1871) 40 Wear it not in deede that hornz bee so plentie,
homware I beleeue woold bee more set by than it i/. 1611

SHAKS. IVint. T. iv. iv.6n Not a Ribbon. . Shooe-tye, Bracelet,

Home-Ring. 161 1 COTGR., Corne-pied, hoofed, home-footed.

1665 DRYDEN Irtd. Ejnp. II. i, The frighted satyrs . . their

horn-feet ply. 1658 FRYER Ace. E. India $ P. 357 They
draw their Bows with the Thumb armed with an Horn Ring.
1843 JAMES Forest Days ii, The horn cup, which the host
set down beside the tankard. 1844 W. H. MAXWELL Sports
$ Adv. Scotl. ix. (1855) 93 The porrich. .must be eaten with
a horn spoon. 1847 TENNYSON Princ. n. 143 Horn-handed
breakers of the glebe. 1854 OWEN Skel. ; Teeth in Cin.

Sc., Organ. Nat. I. 276 This edentulous and horn-sheathed
condition of the jaws. 1877 J. D. CHAMBERS Div. Worship
251 Horn Chalices were forbidden. 1879 G. MACDONALD
P. Faber (1883) 201 If it is a horn lantern you've got. 1885
tr. Hehn's Wand. PI. fy Aniin. 408 Horn-bows were used
as well as those of yew. 1885 TENNYSON Tiresias 10 Tramp
of the hornfooted horse.

29. Special combs. : t horn-back = HORN-
FISH ; horn-band, a band of musicians that play
horns ; horn-bar, the cross-bar of a carriage, or

the gearing supporting the fore-spring stays ;

fhorn battle, an army in battle array having
horns or wings ; t horn-beast, a horned beast, as

an ox
; thorn-beaten a., cuckolded ;

horn-beech
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- HORNBEAM ; horn-bug, a North American

beetle, fassalas cornutus, having its head armed
with a stout curved horn; horn-card, a trans-

parent plate of horn bearing a graduated scale, or

the like (Knight Diet. Alech. 1875) ; horn-cattle
= homed cattle : see CATTLE 6 ; horn-centre, a

mathematical instrument : see quot. ; t horn-cod,
a carob ; t horn-coot = HORN-OWL

; horn-core,
the central bony part of the horn of quadrupeds,
a process of the frontal bone ; horn-distemper,
' a disease of cattle, affecting the internal substance

of the horn' (Craig 1847); horn-drum (Hy-

draulics), a water-raising wheel divided into

sections by curved partitions (Knight Diet. Mech);
horn-eyed a., having a horny film over the eye,

dull-eyed; ( horn-face, ?a stupid face, such as

a cuckold might have
; f horn-fair,

' a fair

formerly held at Charlton in Kent' (Nares) for

the sale of horn goods ;
used allusively by 1 7th

and I Sth c. writers with reference to cuckoldry ;

horn-flint, flint of a horn-like appearance and

translucenoy ; horn-fly, a dipterous insect, UK-
matobia serrata, so called from its habit of cluster-

ing on the horns of cattle ; + horn-foot, -feet a,,

having feet of horn, as horses ; horn-footed ;

horn-frog, the horned frog ; see HORNED ;
horn

grass, a grass of the genus Ceratochloa, (Craig

1847) ;
horn-hard a., as hard as horn ; also

advb. ; f horn-head, a horn-headed being, a

cuckold; horn-hipped a. (see quot. ); horn-lead,
a name given by the old chemists to chloride of

lead, because it assumes a horny appearance on

fusing : cf. CORNEOUS ; horn-machine, a shoe-

soling machine, so called because the shoe is

placed on a horn-like projection ; horn-maker,
a maker of horns ; t one who ' horns

'

or cuckolds;

horn-man, a man with a horn ; horn-mercury,
chloride of mercury : cf. horn-lead; f horn-mouth
a., having a horn in the mouth ; t horn-nose, a

rhinoceros
; horn-nut, the horned fruit of plants

of the genus Trapa; horn-ore, 'a species of

silver ore of a pearl-grey colour, bordering on

white
'

(Craig) ; f horn-penny = HOBNGELD ;

horn-piece, the skin (of an ox) with the horns

attached ; horn-pike, the horn-fish or garfish ;

horn-pith, the soft porous bone which fills the

cavity ofa horn ; horn-plant, a seaweed, Ecklonia

buccinalis ; horn-pock, -pox, a mild form of

smallpox or chicken-pox; horn-poppy, the

Horned Poppy, Claucium luteum ; horn por-

phyry = HORNSLATE ; horn-pout (U.S.), a name
for some fishes of the genus Amiurus, esp. A.

catus ; horn-press, a form of stamping-machine
for closing the side seams of tin cans and boxes

(Cent. Diet.); f horn-putter (tr. Vulgate cor-

nupeta), an animal that butts or gores with the

horn ; horn-quicksilver, same as horn-mercury ;

horn - schist = HORNSLATE ;
horn - shell (see

quot.) ; f horn sickness, humorous for
'

jealousy
due to being cuckolded' ; horn-snake, (a) the Pine

Snake or Bull Snake, Coluber melanoleucus ; (b) the

Red-bellied or Wampum Snake, Farancia abacura

(local U.S.) ; horn-tail, an Insect of the family

Uroceridse, having a prominent horn on the abdo-

men of the male ; t horn-thumb, a thumb pro-
tected by a thimble of horn such as was used by

cutpurses ; a pickpocket ; horn-tip, the tip of

a horn
;
a button or knob fixed on the point of a

horn for a guard or ornament
; horn-weed, (a)

same as HOKNWOBT; (b) same as horn-plant;

t horn-wood= HOKNBEAM ; horn-worm, a kind

of caterpillar that injures the tobacco plant.

1598 FLORIO, Acicula, a home fish or "hornebacke. 1879
Casseirs Techn. Ednc. IV. 175/1 The *horn-bar which

No Temple but the wood, no assembly but "horne-beasts,

i6sa PEYTON Catastr. Ho. Stuarts (1731) 27 Silly Men,
being "Horn-beaten. 1771 R. WARNER Plant. Woodford.

114 Carpinus, Ostrya Vlmo similis .. the Horn, or Hard-
beam Tree, called in some places, the Horse-beech or "Horn-

beech, from some likeness of the leaves to the Beech. 1846
WORCESTER cites Fartn. Encycl. for *Hombug. 1793 Miss
SEWARD Lett. (1811) 111.257 Beauties of "horn-cattle. 1879
Casselfs Techn. Ednc. I. 12/2 "Horn centres, .are small cir-

cular pieces of horn with three needle-points fixed in them.
1682 WHELER Journ. Greece vi. 446 The "Horncod-Tree or

Kcratia. 1650 EARL MONM. tr. Senault's Man bec.Guilty

306 To make lodgings for Owles, and to prepare habitations

for "Horn-Coots. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. , Horn-coot,
a name given by fowlers to the great Horn owl. 1871
NICHOLSON Palzont. 424 In neither case are the horns sup.

ported by bony "horn-cores. 1838 LYTTON Alice xi. ii, Self-

conceit is "horn-eyed. 1843 CARLYLE Past ft Pr. n. vii, All

his flunkeyhood, and horn-eyed dimness, a 1668 DAVENANT
Man's the Mast. Wks. (1673) 334 Dog ! what will she say
of thy "horn-face? 1669 Newest Acad. Compliments (N.),

When . . cuckolds forget to march to "Horn-fair. 1730 Poor
Robin (N.), Now in small time comes on Horn-fair, Your

HOBNBEAK.
horns and ladles now prepare. 1896 A. W. TUER Hist.

Horn-Uk. I. vii. 91 Horn Fair was held at least as early as

the time of Henry III, and was continued annually until

abolished in 1872. 1802-3 tr. Pallas s Trav. (1812) II. 108

Its grain can with difficulty be perceived, and the whole is

similar to "horn-flint. 1708 KERSEY,
*
Horn-jly, an American

Insect. 1897 BAILEY Print. Fruit-Crminng'25 A compara-
tively harmless insect in France becomes the dreaded horn-

fly in America, c 1595 J. DICKENSON Sheph. Compl. (1878) n
The *hornfeet halfe-gods, with all the progeny rurall. 16*7
HAKEWILL Afa(. (1630) 279 Horn-foote horses. 1807 PIKE
Sources Mississ. (1810) u. 156 note, I have seen the Wish-

tonwish, the rattle snake, the "horn frog . . and a land tor-

toise all take refuge in the same hole. 1768 Ross Helenore

53 (Jam.) For now the lads are sleeping "horn hard. 1818

SCOTT lir. Lamm xxv, The hearty shake of Mr. Girder's

horn-hard palm, a 1625 FLETCHER Lmv's Cure n. i, And Vul-

can a limping
*
horn-head, for Venus his wife was a Strumpet.

1717-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., A horse is said to be "Horn-

hipped when the tops of the two haunch bones appear too

high. 1782 KIRWAN in Phil. Trans. LXXIII. 22, 100 grs.
of "horn lead, formed by precipitation, contain 72 of lead,
18 of marine acid, and 10 of water. 1812 SIR H. DAVY Chem.
Philos. 397 Called horn lead by the old chemists. 1600

SHAKS. A. Y. L. IV. i. 63 Vertue is no "home-maker : and my
Rosalind is vertuous. 1844 Camp Refuge I. 126 The "horn-
men blew might and main. 1776 WOULFE in Phil. Trans.
LXVI. 619 The "horn-mercury .. was intermixed with
minute globules of quicksilver. 1645 QUARLES Sol. Recant.
xii. 58 The 'horn-mouth Belman shal affright thy slumbers.

1598 FLORIO, Rinoceronte, a great beast or monster called a
"home nose, c 1320 in Registr. Monast. de Winchelcumba

into slight Casks. 1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) II.

360 Varicella, crystalline and "horn-pox. 1877 ROBERTS
Handbk. Med. (ed. 3) I. 153 Horn-pock or Wart-pock is a

mild and abortive form, in which the pocks, .shrivel and

dry up on the sth or 6th day. 1796 KIRWAN Elein. Mix,

(ed. 2) I. 309 Leske in his voyage through Saxony often

calls our stone [Hornslate] *hornporphyry. 1860 O. W.
HOLMES Elsie V. (1887) 26 Pond well stocked with *horn

pouts. 1870 LOWELL Among >ny Bis. Ser. i. (1873) 247
Memories of going after pond-lilies, of angling for horn-

pouts. 1382 WYCLIF Exod. xxi. 29 If an oxe be an "horn-

putter. 1860 DANA Man. Min. 288 "Horn-quicksilver . .

Chloride of Mercury. 1790 W. TOOKE View Russian

Emp. I. 151 Genuine "hornscnist and jasper are here not to

be found. 1883 Casscll's Nat. Hist. V. 209 Cerithium, or

XVIII. 134 The *Horn-Snake is, as they say, another sort

of deadly Snake. 1705 R. BEVERLEY Virginia (1722) 260

They have likewise the Horn-Snake, so called from a sharp
Horn it carries in its Tail. 1791 W. BARTRAM Carolina 276.

1884 J. S. KINGSLEY Stand. Nat. Hist. IJ. 507 The family

Uroceridas, or "horn-tails, includes insects which are closely

allied to the saw-flies. 1594 GREENE & LODGE LookingGlasse
Wks. (Rtldg.) 138/2, I cut this from a new-married wife by
the help of a "horn-thumb and a knife. 1884 MILLER Plant-n.,

Horn-wort or "Horn-weed, Ceratophyllum demersutn. 1731

Lnnenburg(N.K,s..) Proprietors' Rec. (1897) 137 There mak-

ing an Angle and runing East. .68 rod to a smale "horn wood
tree. 1676 T. GLOVER in Phil. Trans. XI. 635 A Worm that

devours the leaf, called a "Horn-worm. 1763 T. PRICE in

B. M. Carew Life no The planters prune off the suckers,

and clear them of the Horn-worm twice a week.

Horn (h(5in), v, [f. HOKN si.]

1. trans. To furnish with horns.

1694 R. L'EsTRANGE Fables Ixxviii. (1714) 95 Jupiter

instead of Horning the Camel, order'd him to be Cropt.

b. To tip, point, cover, etc. with horn.

1421-1 [see HORNING si. 2]. 1605 Eik to Seal of Cause

of Skinners of Glasgow 5 Feb. (Jam. Suppl.), That nane..

schaip or borne pointis, schaip or mak purssis,

f2. To '

give horns to' : to cuckold. Obs.

c IS5o Pryde 4- Ab. Worn. 76 in Hazl. E. P. P. IV. 237

Some wyll not stycke. .To home you on everye side. 1608

ROWLANDS Humors Looking Glasse 30 Being married to

a iealous asse, He vowes she homes him. 1702 STEELS

Funeral I, This Wench I know has play'd me false, And
horn'd me in my Galants. 1823 New Monthly Mag. VIII.

343 Milk and water husbands horned, hen-pecked, and

abused by virago wives.

3. To butt or gore with the horns.

1599 MINSHEU Sp. Diet., Cornear, to home, to push with

the horns. 1883 Pall Mall G. 12 Oct. 3/2 The cattle horn

each other. 1891 Melbourne Argus 7 Nov. 13/5 A beast

turned on me and horned my horse.

4. Shipbuilding. To adjust (the frame of a ship)

so as to be at right angles to the line of the keel.

c 1850 Ruditn. Navig. (Weale) 147 Standards, .convenient

to horn or square the frame. Ibid. 151 To Square, is to

horn or form with right angles. 1869 SIR E. RmoSMf.
build, xx. 442 Each frame being horned and plumbed in

order to ensure the correctness of its position.

f 6. Sc. Law. To put to the horn ; to proclaim

a rebel ;
to outlaw : cf. HORNING sb. 4. Obs.

1592 Sc.Acts Jas. VI (1814) 55 1 (Jam.) That ye nor nane

of yow charge, home, poynd, nor trouble the said Johnne
Schaw. 1702 E. CHAMBEKLAYNE St. Gt. Brit. \\. xi. (1707)

142 Condemn'd, out-lawed, or Horned. 1705 HICKERINGILL

Priesi-cr. i. 3 They proclaim you to be Rebels to God,
Horn you, as in Scotland.

t Homage. Obs. rare-", [f.
HORN sb. + -AGE,

after F. carnage.} Cornage, horngeld.
1611 COTGR., Cornage, homage ; an yearely duetie of corne

exacted . . vpon euerie Oxe that labours in the Winter-corne-

ground.

Horntteak (h^-mbfk). Now dial. The garfish

or hornfish, Belone vulgaris, which has extremely

long and slender tapering jaws.
I56S-73 CoortK T/iesaums, Acus, a fish, .of some called
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HORNBEAM.
a hornebeake. 1398 Epulnrio G iij b, To seeth the Home- I

beeke or Pipe fish. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 266 The
;

Horne-beaks or Needle-fishes, Belonse . . haue within them
so great e^s that their wombe cleaueth and openeth when

they shoufd lay them. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Horn-

teak, a kind of Fish. 1836 YARRELL Brit. Fislies I. 442.

Hornbeam (lyMnbzm). [f. HORN sb. + BEAM.]
1. A small tree, 'Carpinus Beta'us, indigenous in

England and often planted in hedges: so called

from its hard, tough, close-grained wood. Also

the cognate American species, C. Americana, the

Blue Beech. (An earlier name was hare/beam.)
1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach's Hnsb. II. (1586) 101 b, Upon

the plaines you shall have . . the Hornebeame. 1664 EVELYN

Sylva xii. i. 29 The Horn-beam, in Latine the Carpinits,
is planted of Sets. 1766 J. BARTRAM Jrnl. 6 Feb. in Stork
E. Florida 62 A hammock of oak, hiccory, magnolia, and
hornbeam. 1897 WILLIS Flinuer. PI. II. 71 The horn-beam i

is very like the beech in habit, but the leaves are not shiny.

b. Hop Hornbeam, the name of the genus

Oslrya, closely allied to the Common Hornbeam,
so called from the hop-like appearance of the ripe
catkins ; it has two species, 0. vulgaris of Southern

Europe, and 0. mrginica of America.

1794 MARTYN Rousseau s Bot. xxviiL 441 In the common
Hornbeam the scales of the strobiles are flat ; and in the

Hop-Hornbeam they are inflated. 1866 Treas. Bot. 828/1

Ostrya. vulgaris, the Common Hop Hornbeam, is a native

of the south of Europe, but is quite hardy in the climate of

England. 1884 MILLER Plant-n., Ostrya virginica, Iron-

wood ^N. American), Hop-Hornbeam, Lever-wood.

C. attrib. f Hornbeam polleuger (see quot).
1597 GERARDE Herbal in. cix. 1295 Betulus, or the Horne-

beame tree. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Horn-beam Pol-

lengers, trees of about Twenty Years Growth, that have
been often lopp'd, and upon that Account not Tithable.

a 1783 J. SCOTT Ode to Leisure (R.), Where Easna's
horn-beam grove Its foliage o'er me interwove. 1838
Murray's Hand-Bk. N. Germ. 94 The avenues and high
hornbeam hedges, with windows cut in them.

t2. A beam of light issuing like a horn from
the head of a deity, etc. Obs.

1583 STANYHURST AZneis III. (Arb.) 91 Lyke..Phcebus
his homebeams.
3. =BEAM^.! 12.

1861 WILDE Catal. Antiq. R. Irish Acad. 259 A horn-
beam of an immense red deer.

Hornbill (h(J-jnbil). [f.
HORN sb. + BILL s6. 2]

1. A bird of the family Bucerotidse, so called

from the horn-like excrescence surmounting the bill.

Formerly called Homed Crow, Horned Pie.
T_.~ -. f- -f n: 1- _ : .

LA;

bills] have frequently a protuberance, somewhat resembling
another bill, on the upper mandible. 1854 OWEN Skel. <T

Teeth in Circ. Sc., Organ. Nat. I. 167 The enormous beak
of the hornbill.. forms one enormous air-cell. 1893 NEWTON
Diet. Birds 435 The Hornbills, of which more than 60

species have been described, form a very natural and in

some respects an isolated group.
2. Comb. Hornbill cuckoo, the keel-billed

cuckoo, Crotophaga, of N. America.

Hornblende (hp'inblend). Min. Also -blend,

[a. Ger. hornblende, f. horn horn + BLENDE.]
L A mineral closely allied to augite, and having

as its chief constituents silica, magnesia, and lime.

It is a constituent of many rocks, as granite,

syenite, and diorite, and has numerous varieties,

aluminous and non-alnminons, as actinolite, antho-

lite, asbestos, dannemorite, nephrite, tremolite,

etc., which are sometimes all included under the

name AMPHIBOLE
;

it is usually of a dark brown,
black, or greenish black colour.

1770 FORSTER tr. Cronstedt's Min. 95 The hornblende of
the Swedes. 1796 KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 215 The
great weight of the stone called hornblende made the miners
at first imagine it contained some metal, but finding none

except iron they called it blind. 1847 TENNYSON Princ. ill.

344 Chattering stony names Of shale and hornblende, rag
and trap and tuff, Amygdaloid and trachyte. 1876 PAGE
Adv. Text-bk. Geol. v. 104 Hornblende is of a dark or

dark-green colour, with a horny glistening lustre.

2. attrib. Of hornblende, as hornblende boulder,

etc. ; containing or having hornblende as a chief

constituent, hornblendic, as hornblende basalt,

granite, porphyry, syenite ; hornblende andesite

(see quot. 1885); hornblende gabbro, a variety
of gabbro in which the diallage is more or less

replaced byhornblende; hornblende rock, agreen-
stone consisting chiefly of hornblende; hornblende
schist, slate, hornblende rock ofa schistose nature.

1796 KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 354 Hornblende Por-

Itid. 383 Hornblende Slate, penetrated with Talc
lea. 1821 J. M'CULLOCH Geol. Class!/. Rocks 298

Wherever hornblende rock occurs, it is only a portion of
those beds of which the greater parts present the same
characters as hornblende schist. 1862 B. TAYLOR Poet's

Jrnl., znd Eve 23 Through hornblende bowlders, where
the discus flung. 1880 BIRDWOOD Ind. Art,\\. 4 The horn-
blende slate or schist from which the magnetic iron used for

ages in the manufacture of Damascus steel . . is still obtained.

1885 GEIKIE Text-bk. Geol. (1803) 167 Homblende-andesite
consists of a iriclinic felspar witn hornblende, augite or mica.
. . Homblende-andesite is a volcanic rock of Tertiary and
post-Tertiary date.

Hornblendic (hpmble-ndik),o. Min. [f. prec.
+ -1C.] Of the nature of hornblende

; containing

135 A child at the horn-book might spell it. 1864 Chambers''

Book of Days II. 233/1 The 'Horn-book'

way to the ' Battledore
'

and the ' Primer '.

388

hornblende; hornblendic rook, schist, slate

hornblende rock, etc. : see prec. 2.

1823 SCORESBY IVliale Fishery 233, I obtained specimens
of rocks .. hornblendic mica-slate. 1858 GEIKIE Hist.

Boulder xii. 239 Mineralogically they are. .hornblendic,
when the augite is replaced by hornblende. 1862 ANSTED
Channel Isl. i. vi. (ed. 2) 126 Quarries of remarkably fine,

tough hornblendic granite. 1865 LLBBOCK Preh. Times iv.

(1878) 82 At the hornblendic extreme of the trap rocks we
find the basalt, of which also celts were made.

Horn-book (hj7Mnbuk). A leaf of paper con-

taining the alphabet (often with the addition of

the ten digits, some elements of spelling, and tin:

Lord's Prayer) protected by a thin plate of trans-

lucent horn, and mounted on a tablet of wood with

a projecting piece for a handle. A simpler and

later form of this, consisting of the tablet without i

the horn covering, or a piece of stiff cardboard

varnished, was also called a BATTLEDORE (q.v. 3).

For an exhaustive account see A. \V. Tuer, History

of the Horn-Book (1896).
1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. v. i. 49 Yes, yes, he teaches boyes

the Horne-booke : What is Ab speld backward with the

horn on his head? 1589 Pappe iti. Hatchet C iij, Such i

vnmannerlie knaues. .must bee set againe to their A. B. C.

and learne to spell Our Father in a Home booke. 1639

Bury Wills (Camden) 176 For the buyeing and provideing
|

of home bookes and primers to be giuen to poore children.

1682 N. O. Boileau's Lutrin i. Argt., St. George oth' back- I

side of the Horn-book, The Dragon kills, to Humour
Scorn-book. 1717 PKIOR Alma n. 463 To Master John the

|

English maid A horn-book gives of gingerbread, And that

the child may learn the better, As he can name, he eats I

the letter. 1763 Brit. Mag. IV. 131 Being ambitious to
[

commence author, I was composing a new horn-book.

a 1842 HONE in A. W. Tuer Hist. Horn-Bk. I. i. 7 A large
wholesale dealer in.. school requisites recollects that the i

last order he received for Horn-books came from the

country, about the year 1799. From that time the demand
wholly ceased .. In the course of sixty years, he and his

predecessors in business had executed orders for several

millions of Horn-books. 1851 D. JERROLD St. Giles xiii.

b. trans/. A treatise on the rudiments of a sub-

ject ; a primer.
1609 DEKKER (title) The Gulls Horne-booke. 1757 Con-

noisseur No. 83 (Tuer) Under the title of The Rhymer's
Play-thing, or Poetaster's Horn-Book. 1790 WOLCOTT (P.

Pindar) Adv. Put. Laureat iii. Wks. 1812 II. 339 Go find

of Politics the lost Horn-book. 1847 H. PIDDINGTON (title)

The Horn Book of Storms for Indian and China Seas.

1848 LVTTON Harold vi. vii, I come not here to learn the

horn-book of war. 1874 MOTLEY Barneveld II. xi. 30

Ignorant of the very hornbook of diplomacy.
C. attrib., as horn-book lore, school.

1681 W. ROBERTSON Phraseol. Gen. (1693) 215 A Battle-

dore boy or Horn-book-boy. 1766 ENTICK London IV.

403 The third school is the horn-book school, where 30
children are taught by the mistress. 1832 J. BREE St.

Herbert's Isle etc. 154 The horn-book lore I early knew.

Horned (h^'Jned, h^md), a.

I. [f.
HORN sb. -(--ED*. (OK. had hyrned, from

hyrnan :*Aunt/an : cf. OHG. gihurnel.')]
1. Having horns or antlers ; cornuted.
a. 1400-50 A lexander 4267 Hald we no hors . .ne na horned

stottis. \4v$Pilgr. Sou'le (Caxton 1483) n. xlv. 51 Somme of

them were horned, as boolys. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. in. x. 47

Emongst the horned heard. 1667 MILTON P. L. x. 525
Cerastes hornd, Hydrus, and Ellops drear. 1756-7 tr.

Keysler"s Trav. (1760) III. 175 The. .horned cattle brought
from Umbria. 1887 BOWEN I'irg. Eclogue y. 33 Bull to

the horned herd, and the corn to a fruitful plain.

b. Logic. Horned syllogism (argument, etc.) :

the dilemma.
1548 Homed question [see HORN sb. 26]. 1551 T. WILSON

Logike (1580) 34 b, Dilemna, otherwise . . called a horned

argument. 1620 T. GRANGER Div. Logike 285 note, Dilemma
. . A forked or horned Syllogisme. 1837-8 SIR W. HAMILTON

Logic xviii. (1866) I. 351 An hypothetico-disjunctive syllo-

gism is called the dilemma or horned syllogism.

2. Having, bearing, or wearing an appendage,

ornament, etc., called a horn; having horn-like

projections or excrescences.
a 1300 Cursor M. 6655 Quen moyses had broght be lagh

..(jam thoght him hornd anon farr. 1382 WYCLIF Exod.
xxxiv. 29 He wiste not that his face was horned of the

cumpanye of the word of God. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour
(1868) 63 He saide that the women that were so horned

were lyche to be horned snailes and hertis and vnicornes.

1585 Homed beetle [see HORNET sb. 3]. iSsoSiuT. BROWNE
Pseud. Ep. v. ix. (1686) 201 One side of a Silver Medal we
find Moses homed, c 1695 J. MILLER Descr. N. York (1843)
6 In the middle of the line from thence northward is a horned
work. 1850 H. W. TORRENS in Jrnl. Asiat. Soc. Bengal33
A peculiar horned or crested helmet. 1856 BRYANT Poems,
Count of Greiers i, The homed crags are shining. 1867

J. B. ROSE tr. Virgins jQLneid 13 Screened By the horned
altar. 1882 Miss BRADDON Mt. Royal I. i. 14 That horned
coast is said to have given its name to Cornwall.

b. Horned crow or pie, old name of the Horn-
bill. Horned frog, toad, a lizard of the genus

Phrynosoma, having the head and back covered

with spikes (l/.S.). Horned hog (a), the babi-

roussa : see HOG s6. 1 3 ; f (4) a kind of fish with

a horn on its head (ais.). Horned horse, the

Gnu. ) Horned-snout, the rhinoceros (obs.').

Also Horned LARK, OWL, POPPY, etc.

1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. ff Min. 79 Hornd-snout. Rhino-

ceros. 1702 Collect. Voy. (1729) III. 413 The Horned-Hog.

HORNET.
A small fiat Fish, with a Horn on his Head, notcht on one
Side only. 1841 CATLIN N. Amer. Ind. (1844) II. xliv. 78
The horned frog, .specimens, .with the horns of half and
three-fourths of an inch in length and very sharp at the

points. 1847 RUXTON Adv. Mexico 156 The cameleon is

the ' homed frog
'

of the prairies of America. 1883 Har-
per s Mag. Oct. 706/1, I put my horned toad in his cage
out in the sun.

3. Having crescent horns, crescent-shaped.
6-1400 LYDG. Flour? Curtesie 2 In Fevrier, whan the frosty

mone Was horned.
c_
1560 A. SCOTT Poems (S. T. S.) xiv. 3

Hornit Dyane, with hirpaly glemis. i624MASsiNGER/vV-
gado n. v, These knights of Malta ., with their crosses Struck

pale your horned moons. 1810 VINCE Elein. Astron. viii.

89 Venus and Mercury appear, first horned.

f4. Of a cuckold : see HOKN sb. 7. Obs.

1626 MIDDLETON Anythingfpr Quiet Life IV. ii, Thou art

a beast, a horned beast, an ox ! 1719 D'URFEY Pills I. 349
The horn'd Herd within yon City Wall. 1830 in Roxb.
Ball. (1890) VII. 195 You horned fumbling Cuckolds, in

city, court, or town.

f 5. Applied to bishops with reference to the

shape of the mitre. Obs.
c 1425 LYDG. Pilgr. Lyf Mankode 1663 Ye that han in

subieccioun Peplys vnder your prelacye . . Thogh ye be

hornyd to syth [
= sight] outward [etc.]. 1558 KNOX Serni.

in Sel. Writ. (18451 236 Our horned and mitred bishops.
a 1651 CALDERWOOD Hist. Kirk (1843! II. 172 To the ser-

vants of the devill, to your dumbe dogges, and homed
bishops.
6. Armed or furnished with horn or horny sub-

stance.

1590 SPENSER/'. Q. in. x. 45 All day they [Satyrs] daunced
. . And with their horned feet the greene gras wore.

7. Provided, fitted, or ornamented with horn.

1801 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Tears *, Smiles Wks. 1812 V.

42 Of spectacles that rode his nose He wink'd through each

horn'd glass. 1884 Pall Mall G. Extra 24 July 9/2 Speci-
mens of horns mounted in silver and horned goods generally.

II. [f.
HORN V. -r-EDl.]

f 8. Sc. Law. ' Put to the horn
'

; proclaimed a

rebel. 06s.

1705 HICKERINGILL Priest-cr. i. (1721^ 38 The horn'd Man
has no Remedy but to fly out of the Kingdom of Scotland.

Hence Ho rnedness, horned condition.

1777 BRAND Pop. Antiq. (r84g) III. 241 The hornedness of

the moon. 1852 J. MARTINEAU Ess., Rev. etc. (1891) HI.

417 The previous coexistence of hornedness and rumination

in our conception.

t Hornen, a. 06s. exc. dial. [f. HOKN sb. +

-EN*. OE. had Ayrtien:-OTeut.*Aurntne-.] Made
of horn.

1382 WYCLIF Ps. xcvii[i]. 6 In vois of the hornene trumpe.
a 1825 FORBY Voc. E. Auglia s. v., 'A hornen-spoon '.

Horner (h^unaj). [f. HORN sb. or v. +-ER!.]
1. A worker in horn ; a maker of hom spoons,

combs, etc.

1421-2 [see HORNING vbl. sb. z\. c 1440 Protnp. Parr.

247/1 Hornare, or home make[r], comutaritts. 1464 Rolls

Parl. V. 567/1 The men of the Craft of Homers enfraun-

chised in the Cite of London. 1484 Nottingham Rec. II.

346 Georgius Hoton.. horner. 1607 DEKKER Knt.'s Conjur.

(1842) 18 The head-warden of the homers. 1766 ENTICK
London IV. 309 The most reputable inhabitants are the hor-

ners, who prepare horn for petty manufacturers. 1896 A.

W. TUER Hist. Horn-Bk. I. vii. 91 The Homers' Exhibi-

tion held in London in 1882.

(b. One who makes musical horns. Obs.

1530 PALSGR. 232/2 Horner a maker of homes, cornettter.

1552 Loseley MSS. (Kempe 1835) 53 Horner for blowinge

homes, turner for daggers.
2. One who blows or winds a horn.

14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 575/31 Comicarius, an hornere.

1611 COTGR., Corneux, a Horner; a winder of a Home.

1677 N. Cox Gentium. Recreat. (ed. 2) A iv b, Mr. Michael

Marsh, Horner . . who teaches to blow the Horn, 1827 in

Hone Every-dayBk. II. 121 The keeper .. blew 'the death

of the buck', and. .the homers, .answered him. 1804 F. R.

STOCKTON Pomonas Trav. 25 The horner blew his horn

until his eyes seemed bursting.

) 3. One who cuckolds ;
a cuckold-maker. Obs.

1598 FLORIO, Cortmro,. .a horner. 1690 D'URFEY Collin's

Walk III. (D.), Till th' Jury. .Their favour gave with sense

adorn'd, Not to the horner, but the horn'd. 1717 BULLOCK
Woman a Riddle i. i, A cornuted coxcomb, that cou'd not

smell his Horner from his house-dog.

T" 4. A person who has been '

put to the horn
'
or

declared a rebel. Sc. Obs.

\eqoSc.Acts fas. F/dSu) III. 525/1 Thair names salbe

delelt out of the catologe of hornaris and . . they sail not

be forder troublit for that horning in tyme cuming. 1598
Ibid. IV. 174/2 To the effect the haill horneris registrat

thairin and remaneing vnrelaxt may be extractit and chargit.

Hence f Ho'rneress, a female worker in horn

or maker of horns.

1530 PALSGR. 232/2 Homeresse, a woman, cornettiere.

Hornet 1
(hornet). Forms: a. i hyrnetu,

hyrnet, 5 hernet. /3. 4 harnette, 6 harnet. 7.

6- hornet, (6 -ette, 7 -ett). [OE. hyrnelu,

hyrnet, earlier hurnitu, hirnitu, fern, corresp.

to MDu. hornete, hornte, MLG. hornte, LG. hbrnt,

hornke, EFris. hornetie, horntje, OHG. hornuz,

-<7z,-az,masc.,MHG. hornuz, -iz, etc., Ger. hornisse

(with many variants : see Grimm).
These words have the appearance of being derivatives of

horn, a presumption strengthened by the OS. hornobero,

and early mod.Du. horener (Kilian
1

,
which mean both

' horner or hom-blower
' and ' hornet ', also by Kilian's

hornsel as a var. of horseKe, mod.Du. horzel. Many scholars

however incline to the opinion that the latter contains the

original root, and that hornut- represents an original horz-



HORNET.

-'-, funned, like MD. iu'rsi-lt:, from a radical */wrs- ~ pre-
Teut. *krs-, found in OSlav. srfisa, Lith. gsirtfft wasp, and

perh. in* L. (rabrdtt- for *crdsron-. If this were so, the

association with ht !rn would be later and due to popular

etymology. See Kluge s.v. Homisse, Franck s.v. Horztl.]

1. An insect of the wasp family, esp. the

European Vespa Crabro and the American V.

mactilata, much larger and stronger than other

wasps, and inflicting a more serious sting.

-725 Corpus Gloss. 603 Crabro, waefs vel hurnitu. aSoc

l-.rfitrt Glass. 275 Crabro, hirnitu. a 1000 Ags. I'oc. in

Wr.-Wiilcker 215/3 Crabro, hyrnetu. ciooo J^LFRIC Gloss.

Ibid. I2i/ii Crabro, hyrnet. 1387 TREVISA llirden (Rolls)

II. 211 Of calues i-rooted come}' bees, and of nors i-roted

comeb harnettes. 14. . I'oc. in Wr.-Wulcker 619/7 Vespa,
a waps \et est ~'cspa major ilia, an hernet). '535 COVER-
DALE Dent. vii. 20 The Lorde thy God also shal sende

hornettes amonge them. 1565-73 COOPER Thesaurus,
Crabro, a great waspe called an hornet. 1602 Narcissus

(1893) 647 Thou huge and humminge bumblebee, thuu
hornett. 1709 SWIFT Tritiatl Ess. Wks. 1755 II. I. 143
Laws are like cobwebs, which may catch small flies, but let

wasps and hornets break through. 1802 BINGLEY Anim.
Biog. (1813) III. 261 It is chiefly in the hollow trunks of

decayed trees that the Hornets form their nest. 1855 LONGF.
Hiaw. xvii. 10 Words of anger and resentment, Hot and

humming like a hornet.

b. In early glosses and vocabularies (continental
as well as Eng. : see Verwijs and Verdam, Mid-
delndl. Wbk.), there is some confusion between the

hornet and hornet-fly or large gadfly, due app.
to uncertain use of L. cesirus.

c 1000 ^ELFRIC Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 121/12 (Estrum,
beaw uel hyrnette. 1530 PALSGR. 232/2 Hornet a flye. 1658

PHILLIPS, A Hornet, a kinde of Insect, called in Latin

Crabro, which useth to infest horses and other creatures,
and is ingendred of the carcases of dead horses.

2. trans/, and Jig. An enemy that attacks per-

sistently and with virulence ; esp. in phr. hornets'

nest, nest of hornets. To bring a hornets' nest

about one's ears, arouse a nest of hornets : to stir

up a host of enemies around one.

1590 NASHE Past;nil's Apol. i. Cij, They are no better

then the Prophets, which dwelt as it were in a nest of

Hornets. 1751-73 JORTIN Eccl. Hist. (R.), He dared not

speak out, and provoke the hornets. 1857 TROLLOPE Bar.
Chester T. xiv, But Proudie, ass as he is, knows the world too

well to get such a hornets' nest about his ears.

f 3. The horned beetle or stag-beetle. Obs.

1585 HIGINS tr. Junius* Notnenclator 72/2 Cerf volant,
a horned beetle : a bullflie, or hornet. 1598 FLORIO, Buca-

rone, . . a beetle, a hornet.

4. An artificial fly for salmon-fishing.
1867 F. FRANCIS Angling xii. (1880) 434 The Hornets .

.^

have fat bodies dressed after the fashion of the ' bumble
'

trout fly.

5. attrib. and Comb., as hornet host, sting;
hornet-haunted adj. ; hornet-clearwing, -hawk,

-moth, names for certain moths of the genus Sesia

(see quots.) ; hornet-fly, a dipterous insect of the

family Asilidse, a hawk-fly or robber-fly ; f hornet

worm, 1 the larva of the hornet.

1869 E. NEWMAN Brit. Moths 16 The *Hornet Clearwing
of the Osier (Sesia Bembecifortnis). The Hornet Clear-

wing of the Poplar (Sesia Api/ormis). 1752 SIR J. HILL
Hist. Anim. 31 The "Hornet Fly. This is one of the

largest of the fly kind
;

it equals the hornet in size. 1816

KIRBY & SP. Entomol. (1843) II. 290, I have often been
amused in my walks with the motions of the hornet fly

(Asilits crabroniformis). 1895 K. GRAHAME Golden Age
43, I scrambled through the hedge, avoiding the ''hornet-

haunted side. 1832 J. RENNIE Conspectus Butterft. #f

Moths 27 The *Hornet Hawk (Tr[ochilium} Crabroni-

formis) appears in July. 1834 MARY HowiTT Sk. Nat.

Hist., Hornet (1851) 185 The "hornet-host is retreating to

its den. 21450 Fysshyngevj. angle (1883) 25 In JuylL.the
water docke ieyf worme & the *hornet worme.

Hornet a
. nonce-wd. [f.

HORN sb. + -ET.] A
diminutive horn.

1825 LAMB I'is. Horns Misc. Wks. (1871) 381 It was the

least little hornet ofa horn that could be framed.

Horn-fish.
1. The garfish, Belone vulgaris, so called from

its long projecting beak.
<z looo Andreas 370 (Gr.) Hornfisc ple&ode, glad eond

garsecg. 1599 MINSHEU Sp. Diet., Hornefish, enxarraco,
xarraco. 1611 FLORIO, Cornuto . . Also the Horne-fish.

1752 SIR J. HILL Hist. Anim. 223 We call it the Gar-fish,

and, in some places, the Horn-fish.

2. The sauger or sand-pike, Stizostedium cana-

dense.

1885 J. S. KINGSLEY Stand. Nat. Hist. III. 229 Sauger,

sand-pike, gray-pike, blue-pike, and horn-fish, are. .designa-
tions of a smaller pike-perch, the Stizostedion canadense.

3. A fish of the family Syngnathidsn ;
a pipe-fish :

so called from the horny texture of the exoskeleton.

Horilful (harmful), [f. HORN sb. + -FUL.] As
much as a (drinking) horn holds, or will hold.

1610 MARKHAM Masterp. \. xii. 86 Giue it the horse to

drinke, one horne-ful at his mouth, and another at his

nosthrels. 1868 BAKER Cast up by Sea iii. 48 He poured
out a large hornful for the lad.

t Horngeld. Old Law. Obs. [f.
HORN sb. +

GELD i*. 1
] A feudal ' service ', being a form of rent

fixed according to the number of horned cattle ;

cornage.
f 1170 Newminsler Cartul. (Surtees) 197 Et geldis, et

danageldis, et hornegeldis. c 1250 BRACTON Nole-Bk. (Malt-

land, 1887) No. 1270 Quia dedlt cornagium quod anghce
dicitur horngelde. 1579 RASTELLJE.T/IW., Hornegeld. 1598

389

KITCHIN Courts Lett (1675)415 If he hold to give to the

King Hornegeld . . it ib great Serjeantry. 1628 COKE On
Lilt. 107 a, Cornage . . is called in old bookes horngeld.

Hornify (hp-mlhi), v. [f.
HOKNY <J-I--FY.]

1. trans. To make horny or horn-like in texture.

1670-7 J. COVKL Vinyy (Hakluyt Soc.) 215 Of a dryed
film, or .skin hornifyed. 1859 Specif. Siemens' Patent No.

2053 in J. Dredge Elcctr. lllnniin. (1882) I. App. 82. 2 Of
vulcanite, or hornified india-rubber.

f2. To make horned, 'give horns to'; tocuckold.

Hence Ho'rnifled ///. a., Ho'rniiyiug vbl. sir. ;

also Ho'rnifler ; Hornifica'tion, cuckoldry. Obs.

1607 World of Wonders 78 They hornifie their husbands.

l6ti COTGR., Apistoler,. . to horninu, or giue the blow that

smarts not. a 1693 UKQUHAKT Kabi-lais in. xlvi. 373 Horni-

fyer. Ibid., Hornified and cornuted. 1698 J. CKULL Mns-

ccry 52 Opportunity of hornifying their Husbands. 1769
Pub. Advertiser 18 May 4/1 My hornified Situation. 1819
' R. RABELAIS' Abeillard fy Heloisa 69 Sad and vile horni-

fication.

Hornily (hp-mili), adv. [f. HORNY a. + -LY 2.]

In a horny fashion
;

in a manner like horn.

1873 Miss BKOUGHTON Nancy I. 280, 1 am now becoming
homily hard.

Komiuess (homines), [f. as prec. + -NESS.]

Horny quality or character.

1885 Athenxnm 7 Feb. 190/1 It [the painting] has none

of the yellow horniness common in Dous. 1894 Ibid. 5 May
587/2 A certain horniness.. injures the coloration.

Horning (V'jnirj), vbl. sb. [f.
HORN $b. or v.]

t 1. Bleeding with a horn. Obs.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. vn. xxviii. (Bodl. MS.),

Leung of blood vndur be tunge. .copping or hornyng in

be nekke and in be schuldres.

1 2. Covering or furnishing with horn. Obs.

1471-2 York Minster Fabric Ace. (Surtees) 46^
Thomae

Hornar . . pro hornyng et naillyng superscriptorum librorum.

f 3. Cuckolding, cuckoldry. Obs.

1575 LANEHAM Let. (1871) 40 Too auoow that many an

honest man.. hath had his hoous by horning well vphollden.

1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. 11. iii. 67 'Tis thought you haue a goodly

gift in Horning. 1762 J. H. STEVENSON Crazy Tales 55 An
hour convenient for horning.

4. Se. Law. '

Putting to the horn
'

(see HORN
st>. 14). Letters of horning: a process of execu-

tion issued under the signet directing a messenger
to charge a debtor to pay or perform in terms of

the letters, under pain of being 'put to the horn',

i.e. declared rebel. (Now largely superseded by
the simpler forms of diligence introduced by I & 3

Viet. c. 114; but not obsolete.)
1536 Sc. Acts Jos. V, c. 38 11814) II. 350/1 paim bat

sustenit sik process of hornyng ?ere and day as said Is.

1568 in Calderwood Hist. Kirk (1843) II. 426 Upon the

said letters of horning, to direct letters to officers of armes

. . to uptake the escheats of the persouns denounced and

putt to the horne. 1733 NEAL Hist. Pur/t. II. 315 Who
were charged with letters of Horning for their disobedience.

1754 EKSKINE Princ. Sc. Law (18091 57. 1873 BURTON
Hist. Scot. V.

jvii.
166 The Government . . relaxed the

homings, that is to say, restored the men for the time to

the protection of the law.

fo. The fact of becoming a crescent. Obs.

,11646 J. GREGORY PastA. (1650) 168 (T.) They account..
from the horning [of the moon].
6. Shipbuilding. See HORN v. 4.
1879 Cassell's Techn. Edttc. IV. 190/1 A line or batten is

stretched from some point in the middle-line of the keel to

the corresponding heads or sirmarks on the opposite_ sides,

and the two measurements must, .be equal when the timbers

are in place ; this operation is termed '

horning '.

7. attrib. Horning-tackle : see quot. 1850.
,1850 Rudhn. Navig. (Weale) 147 Horning Tackles..

most convenient to horn or square the frame as wanted.

1895 CROCKETT Men of Atoss Hags xvi. 113 This is not a
'

horning
' but a hanging job.

Ho'rning, ppl. a.
[f. HOHSS*. + -ING 2

.] That
horns or '

puts to the horn
'

: see prec., 4.

1705 HICKERINGILL Priest-cr. n. iii. 36 In no Nation in

the World, but the poor, rigid, horning Scots.

f Horning, app. a corruption of HORNEN a. Obs.

1623 W. HORNBYE Honi-bk. (Tuer), My honest, humble,
harmlesse horning-book, From whence young Schollers

their first learning took. 1632 HEYWOOD -Mid Ft. Know not
me i. Wks. 1874 I. 258 The horning-busk and silken bride-

laces are in good request with the parsons wife.

Hornish (h/Mnif), a. [f.
HORN sb. + -ISH.]

Of or pertaining to a horn
;
of the nature of horn.

1634 M. SANDYS Prudence 21 (T.) Temperance, as if it

were of a hornish composure, is too hard for the flesh.

a 1638 MEDE Apost. Later Times 11641) 71 This Hornish

sovereignty is.. the conclusion of the fourth beast. Ibid.,

Daniels hornish tyrant.

Ho'riiist. [f. HORN sb. + -IST.] One who

plays a horn; a performer on the (French) horn.

1865 tr. Spohrs Autobiog. I. 39 The hornist Bornaus, and
others. 1867 Cornk. Mag. Jan. 28 Hornists or trumpeters.

II Hornito (hornrto). [Sp., dim. of homo
(: L. furnu-s) oven, furnace.] A low oven-

shaped mound of volcanic origin, usually emitting
smoke and vapour from its sides and summit :

frequent in South American volcanoes.

1830 LYELL Princ. Geol. I. 378 The small conical mounds
(called 'hornitos' or ovens) [at Jorullp]. 1853 HEKSCHEL

CONTE intern, Geol. (1879' 83
the base, and upon the slopes of the principal cone, are

called monticules or komitos.

HOKNPIPE.

f Hornkeck. Obs. [f.
Hous sb. : the second

element is obscure ;
can it have originated in a

scribal error for tek, bcke, BKAK, copied by succes-

sive compilers ?] The garfish or hornbeak.
c 1425 I Vi. in Wr.-Wulcker 642/19 Hccgatiiortis, hornekek.

< 1440 Promp. Para. 247/1 Horn keke, fysche (/'. horn-

kek, or garfysshe). ^1475 Pict. I'M. in Wr.-Wulcker

765/12-13 Hcc rugclla, Hoc riistiforuiH, a hornkeke. 1530
PALSGR. 232/2 Hornkecke, a fysslie lyke a mackerel!. 1611

COIGK. Orp/u'e, the Horuebeake, Hornekecke.. Gam-fish.

Hornless (hpMnli-s), a. [f.
HCKN sb. 4 -LESS.]

Without horns ;
destitute of horns.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xvm. xviii. (Bodl. MS.),

pe camel . . bow^e be be horneles. 1611 COTGK., Vicugne,
a hornelesse wild beast in Peru. 1766 PENNANT Zool. (1776
I. 20 The cattle of the highlands of Scotland are exceeding
small, and many of them, .are hornless. 1812 W. TENNANT
A nstcr F. i. xii, The hornless moon among her brilliant host.

Hence Uo rnlessness, hornless condition.

1887 Amer. Naturalist XXI. 897 Herodotus's opinion as

to the cause of hornlessness has been accepted by many
writers down to the present times.

Hornlet (hp-inlet). [-LET.] A little horn.
a 1794 SIR W. JONES Observ. Ind. Plants Wks. 1799 II.

105 Wings oblate, .embracing the keel and the hornlets of

the awning. 1894 R. B. SHARPE Birds Gt. Brit. (1896) 80

The horned larks . . recognised by the little tufts of black

feathers, or hornlets, on each side of the hinder crown.

Ho'rn-like, a. Resembling horn or a horn.

1579 J. JONES Preserv. Bodie iff
Soule i. xl. 87 Swordlike,

tunlike, homelike, . . and such other. 1684 BOYLE Poronsn.

Anim. $ Solid Bod. v. 93 This horn-like Silver did dissolve

neither. 1833-6 TODD Cycl. Anat. I. 314/1 The Hornbills

have . . upon their enormous beaks horn-like prominences.

1885 Pall MallG. 31 Mar. 4/1 Certain notes,, full, hornlike

. . which no horn or violoncello ever equalled in timbre.

Horn-mad, a. arch. App. orig. of horned

beasts : Enraged so as to be ready to horn any one.

Hence of persons : Stark mad ; mad with rage ;

furious. Cf. the earlier HORN-WOOD.

Maiden 32 A uulls . . oellowmg ana running norne mau at

euery one in his way. 1607 WALKINGTON Opt. Glass 47

We must not . . drinke our selues horne madde. 1608

TOPSELL Serpents (1658) 660 The perillous and transpiercing

stinging of these horn-mad Hornets. 1695 CONGREVE Love

for L. v. viii, She's mad for a Husband, and he's horn

mad, I think, or they'd ne'er make a Match together.
a 1773 in Hone Every-day Bk. (1825) I. 157 They run horn
mad to go to law. 1893 STEVENSON Catriona 265 Miss

Grant . . would be driven fair horn-mad ifshe could hear of it.

ft). Sometimes by word-play: Mad with rage at

having been made a cuckold. Obs.

1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. n. i. 57 E. Dro. Why Mistresse,

sure my Master is horne mad. Adri. Horne mad, thou

villaine? E. Dro. I meane not Cuckold mad, But sure he

is starke mad. 1658 J. JONES Ovid's Ibis 51 A loose wife

makes her husband horn-mad and heart-sad, a 1700 B. E.

Diet. Cant. Crew, Horn-mod, stark staring Mad because

Cuckolded. 1822 SCOTT Nigel xxvi, The man is mad, horn

mad, to boot.

Hence f Horn-ma'dded ///. a., driven horn-

mad ; Horn-ma'dness, horn-mad condition.

1661 NEEDHAM Hist. Eng. Reb. in Harl. Misc. (Park) II.

523 The Houses know not what to think ; The Cits horn-

madded be. 1868 BROWNING Ring fy Bk. n. 832 Somebody
courts your wife, Count? Where and when? How and

why? Mere horn-madness : have a care !

Hom-Owl. A horned owl, or one having

plumicorns on the head, as some species of Asia

and Otus ; formerly, a name for the Eagle-owl.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 397 The fat of the Bistard or

Horn-owle is verie good. 1674 RAY Words, Eng. Birds 83

The Horn-Owl, Otus sive Noct-ua aurita. 1678 RAY

Willoughby's Ornith. 99 The great Horn-Owl or Eagle-

Owl. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. V. 140 The Brown Horn Owl
is often seen to prowl along the hedges by day.

Hornpipe (hpmpsip).
L An obsolete wind instrument. Said to have

been so called from having the bell and mouth-

piece made of horn. See Penny Cycl. XII. 297.
c ilfxRom. Rose 4250 Controve he wolde, and foule fayle,

With hornepypes of Cornewayle. 14 . . Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker

575/37 Cornubium, an hornpipe. 1579 SPENSER Sheph. Cal.

May 23 A..Tabrere That.. a Horne pype playd. 1592

GREENE Groat's W. Wit (1637) 14 Desiring them to play on

an horn pipe. 1697 DRYDEN sKticid xi. 1086 The shrill

horn-pipe sounds to bacchanals. 1788 Chambers Cycl.,

Hornpipe, a common instrument of music in Wales, con-

sisting of a wooden pipe, with holes at stated distances and

a horn at each end. 1891 Daily Nftvs i Oct. 2/3 Among
other instruments were.. the original hornpipe, which has

now given its name to the popular sailors' dance,

t b. One who played the instrument. Otis.

a 1693 URQUHART Rabelais in. xlvi. 373 You will be the

Hornepipe of Busancay.
2. A dance of a lively and vigorous character,

usually performed by a single person, orig. to the

accompaniment of the wind instrument, and speci-

ally associated with the merrymaking of sailors.

1485 Digby Myst. (1882) v. Stage direct, ad fin.. Here

mynstrallys, an hornpype. 1597 MORLEY ftitrod. Mns. 181

Many other kindes of daunces (as hornepypes lygges and
infinite more). 1700 STEELE Tatler No. 106 F 6 Florinda . .

having danced the Derbyshire Hornpipe in the Presence of

several Friends. 1755 JOHNSON, Hornpipe, a country
dance, danced commonly to a horn. 1833 HT. MARTINEAU
Manch. Strike vii. 80 It appeared from the heavy tread

and shuttling of feet that some were dancing hornpipes
fig. 1798 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Tales ofHoy Wks. (1823)

169/1 The true heart dances no hornpipes on the tongue.



HORN-PIPING.

1849 LYTTON Caxtotis 38 My father.. could conjure wonder-

fully, make a bunch of keys dance a hornpipe.
3. A piece of music for such a dance.

1789 BUUNEY Hist. Mus. III. vn. 397 Harry Carey's
ballad.. is a slower kind of hornpipe. 1838 Penny Cycl.
XII. 297/1 That the dance-tunes still called Hornpipes were

originally composed for the instrument. 1879 GROVE
Diet. Mus. I. 753 'i Hornpipes were much written in the
last century .. The airs

' My love is but a lassie yet' and
'The British Grenadier ', and the hymn tune '

Helmsley ',

are hornpipes.
4. attrib., as hornpipe dancer,fling.
1797 Monthly Mag. III. 61 The hornpipe movement

given to
' When on the ocean ', is particularly pleasing.

1845 J. T. SMITH Bk. for Rainy Day 6 Nancy Dawson,
the famous hornpipe dancer, died this year [1767].

Hence Ho'rnpiping, playing or dancing a horn-

pipe.
1864 Realm 30 Mar. 8 When we have praised . . Miss Lydia

Thompson's lively hornpiping.

Horn-plate. An iron frame attached to the
lower part of a railway carriage or truck and

having two guides in which the jonrnal-box of the
axle moves ; an axle-guard, pedestal.
1856 S. C. BREES Gloss. Terms 29 Axle Guard or Horn-

plate. 1861 Ann. Keg. 5 The cause of the disaster was the

breaking of one of tne '

horn-plates
'

of the engine. 1864
Daily Tel. i Dec., Adopting the old classic car system of
rollers fixed on a shaft or axle, which revolves with them
in hole pins, or what are now termed horn plates.

Horn-silver. Min. [Cf. Ger. homsilber]
Native chloride of silver, so called from its horny
appearance ; cerargyrite.
1770 FoRSTERtr. Crmslidfs Jlftx. 178 Theauthor. .quotes

the horn silver ore.. as proof of his opinion. xSxa SIR H.
DAW Ckem. Philos. 211 It appears that muriatic acid gas
is formed when horn silver is blackened by light. 1875 tr.

Vogets Cketn. Light i. 4 In the mines of Fnburg is now
and then found a vitreous dull-shining silver ore, which on
account of its appearance, is called horn silver.

t Hornslate (h/-jn,sl^t). Min. Obs. [Cf. Ger.

hornschicftr.~\ A schistous form of homstone.
1791 BEDDOES in Phil. Trans. LXXXI. 60 The Scheiben-

near Konigsbruck, consists of a stone which Mr.
knows not whether to call homslate, or corneous

porphyry. 1796 KIRWAN Eletn. Min. fed. 2) I. 307 Horn-
slate . . Schistose Porphyry of Werner. 1799 W. TOOKE
View Russian Emp. I. 116 Pebbles of hornslate.

Hornsman(h^-jnz|men). [{.Aottt'sposs. case:

cf. townsman, etc.]
1. A man who plays a horn.

1897 Q. Rev. Apr. 521 The hornsman himself was cut

down, and the famous horn captured.
2. The homed adder or plumed viper of Africa,

Clotho cornuta. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

t Ho'rn-stock- Obs.

1. The garfish or hornbeak.
111485 Prmnp. Parv. 247/1 (MS. S.) Home stoke [2:1440
Horn keke ; Pynson. or garfysshe],
2. A cuckold.
1611 CHAPMAN May-Day Plays 1873 II. 393 Alas, poore

homestocke, he thinks her to haue no fault.

Homstone (hp-jn,stun). Min. [tr. Ger. horn-
stein : from its appearance.] A compact siliceous

rock, resembling flint, but more brittle ; chert.

1738 WOODWARD Catal. For. Fossils n Rother Horn-
stem, i. e., Red Homstone. 1706 KIRWAN Elem. Min.
led. 2) I. 305 Homstone differs from jaspers, often by its

splintery fracture. 1816 KEATINGE Tra?>. (1817) II. 1^5
Here the sand-stone approaches to horn-stone ; that is,

assumes the rhomboidal conformation. 1833 LVELL Princ.
Geol. III. 370. i86a THOREAU Maine W. iii. (1864) 180
This variety of homstone I have seen . .in . . New England,
in the form of Indian arrowheads, hatchets, chisels, &C.

b. attrib., as homstone basis, porphyry.
1796 KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 351 Homstone Por-

phyry. Ibid. 368 [It] has for its ground a homstone basis.

t Horn-woo'd, a. Obs.
[f.

HORN sb. + WOOD
a. mad.] = HORN-MAD.
la 1500 Chester PI. (Shaks. Soc.) II. 68 Though Cayphas

goe home-wood therby. 1546 J. HEYWOOD Prov. (1867) 82
She was (as they say) horne wood. 1581 MAHBECK Kk. a/
Notes 143 A Bull . . of his hornewoode and madde fierce-

nesse, when he is well baited. 1600 HOLLAND Livy xxxi.
xviii. 784 The King amazed and astonied to see them thus
horne-wood, stayed the bloudie hand of his owne souldiours.

Hornwork(hj?-jnwi?ak). [f. HORN**. + WOBK.]
1. Fortif. A single-fronted outwork, the head of
which consists of two demi-bastions connected by
a curtain and joined to the main body of the work
by two parallel wings. It is thrown out to occupy
advantageous ground which it would have been
inconvenient to include in the original enceinte.

1641 EVELYN Diary 6 Aug., I watched on a horne worke
neere our quarters. 1759 STERNE Tr. Shandy II. xii, The
horn-work . . b formed by two epaulments or demi-bastions.
1813 WELLINGTON in Gurw. Desp. XI. 61 note, A mine was
exploded in the left angle of the counter-scarp of the horn-
work, which did great damage.
2. Work done in horn ; articles made of horn.
1641 MILTON Apol. Smect. xii, No helmet of salvation,

but the meere mettle and horn-work of Papall jurisdiction.
1777 W. DALRYMPLE Trav. Sp. I, Port, cxxxi, This town
is famous for horn-work. 1887 DONALDSON Suppl. to yamie-
son s. v. Horner, A few of the simpler branches of horn-
work are still followed by tinkers and gipsies.

t3. Cuckoldry. Obs.

1738 Common Sense I. 344. 1750 STERNE Tr. Shatuly
II. xit 1813 MOORE Poems, Re-mjorcem. for Duke.
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Hornwort (h^anwoit). [f. HORN jJ +

^"ORT, after Or. K(paro<pvAXor, i. e. horn-leaf:
from the appearance of the branched stem.] A
book-name of Ceratophylhtm demersnni, an aquatic
plant with dense whorls of finely-divided leaves;
also called Horned Pondwecd.
1805 J. GALPINE Brit. Bot. (1806* 399. 1857 HEXIKI.Y

Rot, 384 Ceratophyllafcg) the Hornwort Order. 1885
GEIKIE Text-bk. Geol. (ed. 2) 880 Cones of Scotch fir and
spruce,, .hornwort, blackthorn, bog-bean.
Hornwrack (h^-mirrck). [f. HORN sb. +
WRACK, seaweed cast ashore.] A polyzoon of the

genus Flnstra, resembling a seaweed in appear-
ance, and of somewhat horny consistency.
1819 Pantologia* Flustra, horn-wrack. 1888 ROLLESTON

& JACKSON Anim. Life 234 Broad-leafed Hornwrack
(Flustrafoliacea). *

Horny (hpuni), a. (sb.) [f.
HORN sb. + -Y.]

1. Consisting of horn
;
of a texture resembling

that of horn
; corneous.

1398 TKEVISA Barth. De P. R. v. v. (Bodl. MS.i, Foure
[webbes] benein theformest partye[of the eye], .thethredde
de cornia, homy. 1530 PALSGR. 316/1 Horny, made or
stored of hornes. 1615 tr. De A/on/art's Suru. E. Indies
20 With a kind of hornie rinde. 1671 MILTON P. A*,

n. 267 Him thought, he . . saw the Ravens with their horny
beaks Food to Elijah bringing euen and morn. 1774
GOLDSM. Nat. /list. (1776) VI. 253 These eggs [of the ray]
are covered with a tough horny substance. 1864 H. SPENCER
lllitstr. Univ. Progr. 398 Am<Kba3titx. creatures, massed
together in a frame-work of horny fibres, constitute Sponge,
f b. Horny gate (port} t the gate of horn : see

GATE sb.\ 5. Obs.

1591 SYLVESTER Tri. Failk i. i, Sad Morpheus, entring in

Through's horny gate, a 1649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Poems
Wks. (1711) 17/1 Dametas dream'd he saw his wife at

sport, And found that sight was through the horny port.

t C. Horny coronet^ humorously put for
'

cuck-
old's horns *. Obs.
1688 CROWNE Darius Prol., He dubs this man a knave, a

coxcomb that, Gives any brow a horny coronet.

2. transf. Callous or hardened so as to be horn-
like in texture.
i

W.
Georg. iv. 172 Till his hard horny Fingt
1875 HAMERTON IntelL Life \. ii. 177 It is observed that

horny hands, in the colonies, get gold into them sooner than
white ones. 1884 W. C. SMITH Kildrostan i. i. 84 Bronzed
with weather, and horny of hand.

3. Semi-opaque like horn.

1652 Br. HALL Invis. World i. v, The [angels] do not, as
we mortals are wont, look through the dim and horny spec-
tacle of senses. 1830 M. DONOVAN Dom. Econ. I. 75 So
affected as to be at least horny, if not in a slight degree
transparent. 1859 GULLICK & TIMES Paint. 202 The media
afforded by expressed oils become horny or semi-opaque.
4. Bearing, having, or abounding in horns or

horn-like projections.
1530 [see i]. 16x3 PUKCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 80, So it

appeareth by her nornie head, a 1825 FORBY Voc. E,
Anglia, Horny^ abounding in horns. It is applied to a sam-

ple of barley, from which the awns have not been properly
separated in the process of winnowing.
5. Consisting of beasts* horns.
a 1733 GAY Birth of Squire (T.), The horny spoils that

gracd the wall.

6. Of sounds : Like that of a horn.
1888 P. H. FITZGERALD Fatal Zero ix. 48 When they open

their full lips out streams the twang, nasal and horny !

7. Comb., parasynthetic, as horny-eyed, -fisted,

-hafided) -hoofed^ -knuckled, -nibbed adjs.
1513 DOUGLAS ,4nets vn. xiii. 179 From the tempil of

Diane euermo Thir horny liovit horssis bene debarrit. 1812
W. TENNANT Anster F, n. xxxvii, The horny-knuckl'd
kilted Highlandman. 1859 J . BROWN Rob $ F. 8 That horny-
handed, snell, peremptory little man. 1880 TENNYSON
Battle ofBrunanburh xiv, The horny-nibb'd raven. 1892
Spectator 10 Dec. 847/2 He must have employed indirectly
tens of thousands of the horny-handed.
B. so. Usually Auld Hornie : A name for the

devil. Sf.

1785 BURNS Addr. to Dcil i, O thou ! whatever title suit

thee, Auld Hornie, Satan, Nick, or Clootie. 1806 J. BLACK
Falls of Clyde i. iv, I'm sure I wish them a' in hell Wi 1

Hornie their auld father there to dwell. 1840 GEN. P.
THOMPSON Exerc. (1842) V. 44 As 'old Hornie 1

, or some-
body I took for him, once said to me.

fHorodix. Obs. rare~ . [f. Gr. w/w hour +
ttifty exhibition, f. S<- to show.]

* A kind of

dial, or instrument to shew how the hours pass
away* (Phillips 1658; thence in Bailey 1721, etc.).

Horograph. (hp-r&gmf). Math. [f. Gr. o/w-y

boundary + -GKAPH.] (See quot.)
1879 THOMSON & TAIT Nat. Phil. 1. 1. 136 The cnrvatnra.

hitegra of any given portion of a curved surface, is the area
enclosed on a spherical surface of unit radius by a straight
line drawn from its centre, parallel to a normal to the sur-

face, the normal being carried round the boundary of the

given portion. The curve thus traced on the sphere is

called the Horograph Q{ the given portion of curved surface.

Horograpliy (hor^-gran). [a. F. horographie
(1644 in Hatz.-Darm.), f. iapa time, season +
-ypcupia writing.] (See quots.)
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl.> Horograpky, the art of making

or constructing dials; called also horologiography. 17;"
JOHNSON, Horography, an account of the hours. 1798
GILCHRIST in Astat. Res. V. 81 [They] reckon and divi<

time in the following manner, which exhibits a horography
so imperfect.. that [etc.].

HOROLOGIC.

So Horo'grapher, a horologer, horologist.
In recent Diet:*.

Horologe (h^-rdfl^dg). Forms: a. 4 orlogge,
4 5 orloge, 4-6 orlege, 4-7 -lage. 5 -legge, -lyge,
horlege, (6 orlache, horleige). &. 4orologge,
4-5 oriloge, 5 oro-, oryloge, orrelegge, (horo-
lage, 6 hora-, horyloge, horrelage), 5- horo-

loge. [a. OF. orloge, oriloge, mod.F. horloge

( It. orologiO) Sp. reloj, Pg. relogio, Pr. refage)
: L. horologinmi a. Gr. wpo\6yiov instrument for

telling the hour or time, dim. of wpo\6yos hour-

teller, f. wpa. time + -\oyos telling. The initial h
in Fr. and Eng., and the medial o in Eng. are

owing to later conformation to L.]
1. An instrument for telling the hour ; a time-

piece ;
a dial, hour-glass, or clock.

1382 WYCLIF Isa. xxxviii. 8 The shadewe of lynes bi the
whiche it hadde go doun in the oriloge [1388 orologie] of
Acath. c 1386 CHAUCER

A'rttfs
Fr. T. 34 lEllesm. MS.) Wei

sikerer was his crowyng in his loggeTnan is a Clokke or an

abbey Orlogge. 1413 1'ilgr, S'tnv/e (Caxton 1483) v. xiv.
Si And by this tyme the Horologe had fully performed half
his nyghtes cours. c 1449 PECOCK Refer. \. xx. 1 18 Orologis,

, schewing the houris of the dale bi schadew maad bi the

[

sunne in a cercle. 1481 CAXTON Alyrr. in. x. 152 By hym
; wtre founden first the oryloges of the chirches whiche iie-

gynne the houres of the dayes & of the nyghtes. a 1535
MORE -jth Pageant^ Tyme (R.), I, whom thou seest with

hpryloge
in hande, Am named Tyme. 15. . Aberdeen Reg.

V. 16 <Jam.) The tolbuith horrelage. 1627 in J. Irving Hist.
Dumbarton (1860) 478 The paynting and cullaring of the

prlage. a 1652 I. SMITH Set. Disc. v. 142 This world indeed
is n great horologe to itself, and is continually numbering
out its own age. 1853 G. JOHNSTON Xat. Hist. E. Bord.
I. 101 The flower affords a horologe of a primitive sort.

,

out its own age. 1853 G. JOHNSTON Xat. Hist. E.
I. 101 The flower affords a horologe of a primitive .

1884 TENNYSON Becket n. ii, Always in suspense, like the
tail of the horologe to and fro tick-tack,

b. transf. and _/?. Applied to the cock, chanti-

cleer ; and in other applications. Horologe of
Flora, Fiords Horologe \Horologium l<lor&, Lin-
meus Philos. Bot. (1750) 335) : see quot, 1789.
c 1381 CHAUCER Parl. Foitles 350 The kok, that orloge ys

of thorpis lyte. 1513 DOUGLAS sEtteis i. Pro!. 346 Thocht
venerable Chaucer, principal! poet but peir, Hevinlie trum-

pat, horleige [1553 orlege] and reguleir. 1604 DRAYTON
Moses ii. (L.), The cock, the country horologe, that rings
The chearful warning to the sun's awake. 1659 T. PECKE
Pantassi Puerfe. 88 The Countrey Horologe, first claps his

wings; Before he News of grateful Day-light brings. 1691
E. TAYLOR Behmeris Philos. 306 This Soul, the Horologe
of Nature. 1789 E. DARWIN Bot. Garden 62 note^ Many
other flowers close and open their petals at certain hours of
the day ; and thus constitute, what Linneus calls the Horo-
loge, or Watch of Flora. i798Cn AKI . SMITH YoungPhilos.
IV. 59 notct Notes on.. the horologe of Flora, in the

Oeconomy of Vegetation. 1817 SOUTHEY Ess. (1832) II.

23 The hand of the political horologe cannot go back.

1837 SIR F. FALGRAVK ftlcrch. <$ friar iv. (1844) 157 Make
your government horologe go right. 1845 LONGF. Old Clock
en Stairs ix, The horologe of Ktermty Sayeth this,

T 2. Phrase. The devil in the horologe \ the devil

in the clock playing pranks with its works and

making chaos of its time-keeping ;
a type of the

confusion and disorder caused by a mischievous

agent in any orderly system, Obs.

1519 HORMAN Vitlg. 232 b, Some for a tryfull pley the

deuyll in the orlege. a \$Q\!>vMjLRoyster D, in. ii. (Arb.)

43 Cust. What will he? Me. Play the deuill in the horo-

loge. 1562 J. HEYWOOD Prov. $ Epigr. (18671 349 The
diuell is in thorologe, the houres to trye, Searche houres by
the sunne, the deuyls dyall wyll lye. 1589 R. HARVEY PI.
Perc. (1500) 18 Martins clocke goes true, though the Diuell
were in the Horologe.
3. attrib.

1483 Cath. Attgl. 188/2 An Horlege loker, koruspex.

Horologer (horp-lodgaj). Forms : 5-6 orlo-

ger(e, 6orla- f orliger(e, 6-7 orleger(e, 7 hora-

loger, 9 horologer. [ME. and AFr. orloger=
OF. orlogier, f. orloge : see prec. and -tit 2 . The
mod. word is a new formation from horologe.]
1. A clock-maker, horologist.
[1368 Pat. Roll 42 Ediv. Ill, i. 5 in Rymer Faedera (1830)

tu. n. 845 Johannem Vueman, Willielmum Vueman, et

Johannem Lietuyt de Delft, orologiers, veniendo in regnum
nostrum.] 1496 Dives <V Pau/>. (W. de W.) i. xviii. 52/2
Thou mayst not knowe by the orloge what tyme the orloger
wyll sett it. 1822 SCOTT Nigel vi, The young lord naturally
addressed himself next to the old horologer's very pretty
daughter. 1865 Pall Mall G. 10 Nov. 9 We advise that

facetious horologer to offer to take down his clock.

2. A proclaimer of the hours.
r 1420 LYDG. Story of Thebes Prol., I will myself, be your

Orlogere. I5'3 DOUGLAS j%nei$ vn. Prol. 113 Phebus
crownit byrd, tne nychtis orloger [1553 orlagerej. 1616 J.

LANE Cont. St/r.'s T.\i. i Chaunticleer, the sadd mghtes

horaloger.vp
thrilld the poize that hisclockes watch gann sterr.

t Horolo'gial, a. Obs. ^ HOROLOGJCAL.
1662 J. CHANDLER Van llclmont's Oriat. 127 Seven points

after the ninth houre Solar or according to the Sun, and not

horologiall or according to the Diall or Clock.

Horologic (h/wl^-d^ik), a. [ad. L. horologic-

itSj a. Gr. upokoyttcos, f. wpa HOUR -f -Ao7os telling :

see -1C.] Of or pertaining to horology.
1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 377 Horologic know-

ledge they want, as may be supposed by that. .King who
upon first view of a Watch.. believed it a living creature.

1850 LEITCH tr. C. O. Matter's Atx. Art 153 (ed. 21 128

The octagonal horologic building of Andronicus Cyrrhestes.

1859 WRAXALLtr. R.Houdin iii, 21 Blois, a town which has

long excelled in the horologic art.



HOROLOGICAL.

b. Bot. Of a flower : Opening and closing at

certain hours.
1882 in OGILVIE, and later Diets.

Horological (.hprol^-d^ikal),
a. [f. as prec.

+ -AL.] Of or pertaining to a horologe or to ho-

rology ; measuring or recording time.

1593 FALE DiallingA iij b, The making of the Horologicall

be the time which affords the first certain evidence of the

existence of what would be now called a clock, or regulated
. horological machine. 1867 A. BARRY Sir C. Barry vi. 177
Mechanical ingenuity, and horological knowledge.
Hence Horolo-gfically adv., in a horological

manner.
1727 in BAILEY vol. II. 1851 Tail's Mag. XVIII. 469

Chronologically, or rather horologically, the most convenient

course.

t Horologiography (hpwVdjip-grafi). Obs.

[f.
Gr. uipo\6yio-v HOROLOGE + -GHAPHY.] a. A

description of horologes or timepieces, b. The
art of constructing horologes ; dialling.

[1570 DEE Math. Pref.d'ij, Horometrie .. called .. oflate

Horologiographia.] 1639 WYBARD (title) Lunar Horologio-

graphie. 1653 W. OUGHTRF.O (title) Mathematicall Recrea-

tions, a collection of problemSj as secrets and experiments
in Arithmetick, Cosmographie, Horologiography [etc.],

1696 PHILLIPS (ed. 5), Horologiography, the Art of making
or treating of the Properties of Dials, Clocks [etc.].

Hence f Horoloffiogra'pliian, f Horologio'-

grapher, a maker of timepieces ;
a horologist.

t Horolojriogra-pliic a., pertaining to dialling.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 372/1 An Horologiographian

[is] a Sun Dial maker. 1727 BAILEY vol. II, Horologio-

graphtr, a maker of Dials [etc.]. 17. . CHAMBERS (T.I, The

gnomonick projection is also called the horolpgiographick
projection, because it is the foundation of dialling.

Horologist (horp'lodjist). [mod. f. HORO-
LOGE or HOROLOGY + -IST.] One who is skilled

in horology ;
a maker of timepieces ;

a clock- or

watch-maker.

1798 J. GILCHRIST in Asiat. Res. V. 86 The grand horo-

logist himself is about to inform them, that now is the time.

01857 LD. ELLESMERE Addr. etc. 54 (L.) The name of

Mr. B. L. Vulliamy is one well known as connected with

the highest eminence in his profession as an horologist.

1884 Spectator 12 July 923/2 The., advocate, .was ajour-

neyman horologist.

II HorologitllU (hprolp-d3iz'm,-lo"'dgim). Also

(in sense 3) -on. [L. liorologium, Gr. apoK6fiov:
see HOROLOGE.]
1. = HOROLOGE I ; a dial, clock, or chronometer.

Horologinm Florx'. see HOROLOGE i b.

ai66i FULLER Worthies n. (1662) 72 He presented King
Henry the 8. with a Horologium.. observing the shadow
of the sun. 1846 ELLIS Elgin Mart. I. 29 The horologium,
or water clock. 1866 Treas. Bot., Horologium Florae,

a time-paper of flowers ; a table explaining^ the time at

which the same flowers expand in different latitudes.

2. Astrol. One of the southern constellations.

1819 Pantologia, Horologium, . . a new southern constella-

tion. 1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 297/1 Horologium, the Clock,

a southern constellation of Lacaille. It is cut by_
a line

passing through Canopus to the southern part of Eridanus.

3. Gr. Ch. A book containing the offices for the

canonical hours ; corresponding to a certain extent

with the Western breviary.
1724 WATERLAND Athan. Creed vi. 56 This Horologion

belong'd to a monk of Constantinople. 1727-41 CHAMBERS

Cycl., Horologium, Horologion, is also a name the Greeks

give to their liturgy, or breviary. 1875 Smith's Diet. Chr.

Antiq. 1. 784 The contents of the Great Horologium, which
is the fullest form. Ibid. , The Horologion is often prefaced
by the calendar of the Menology, which begins with

September.

Horology 1 (hor<H6dgi). Also 4 orologie, 6

horologie. [ad. L. horologi-um, ad. Gr. wpo\6ywv.]

f-1.
= HOROLOGE i; a dial, clock, or timepiece.

1388 [see HOROLOGE i]. 1509 HAWES Past. Pleas. XLIV. ii,

In his left hande he had an horology. 1594 BLUNDEVIL
Exerc. HI. I. xlviii. (ed. 7) 363 The most part of Horologies
or clocks in the East country. 1639 DRUMM. OF HAWTH.
Consid. to Parlt. Wks. (1711) 186 That great horologies of

towns be reformed according to the small sun-dials. 1798

J. GILCHRIST in Asiat. Res. V. 87 The simple rude horology
described above suffices . . the Asiatics in general. 1836
I. TAYLOR Phys. Th. Another Life 29 This stupendous

machinery [nature] is a vast horology a register of duration

to all rational tribes.

2. A rendering of HOHOLOGIDM 3.

1890 in Cent. Diet.

Horology :

. [f. Gr. oipa time, HODR + -(o)-

LOGY, after Gr. type *aipo\oyia.'] The art or science

of measuring time ; the construction of horologes.

1819 Pantologia s.v., The term horology is at present more

particularly confined to the principles upon which the art

ofmaking clocks and watches is established. 1848 CARPENTER

(title) Mechanical Philosophy, Horology, and Astronomy.

1872 YEATS Techn. Hist. Comm. 381 About this time..

horology was first applied to astronomical purposes.

Horometer (hor^mrtai). [f. Gr. Sioa time +

-METER.] An instrument for measuring the time.

1775 in ASH. Hence in MAUNDER, WORCESTER, etc.

Horometrical (h()rome-trikal), a. [f.
as

prec. + -1C + -AL.] Of or pertaining to horometry ;

relating to the measurement of time.

1691 T. H[ALE] Ace. Nnv Invent. 119 Magnetical, Horo-
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metrical, and Optical Instruments. 1694 W. LF.YBOURN

{title) Pleasure and Profit, consisting of Recreatiuns of

divers kinds, viz : Numerical, Geometrical, . . Astronomical,
Horometrical, Cryptographical [etc.]. 1798 J. GILCHRIST
in Asiat. j\es. V. 84 The Indian horometrical system.

Horometry (horji-m/tri). [f. Gr. liipa time,
Houu + -METRY, Gr. -/xfTpt'a measurement.] The
measurement of time ; also,

' the determination of

the exact error of a timepiece by observation '.

1570 DEE Math. Pref. dij, Horometrie, is an Arte

Mathematical!, which demonstrated, how . . the precise
vsuall denomination of time, may be knowen . . Some parte
of this Arte.. may be termed Dialling. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE
Pseud. Ep. v. xviii. 260 It is I confesse no easie wonder
how the horometry of Antiquity discovered not this Artifice.

1798 J. GILCHRIST in Asiat. Res. V. 81 Account of the

Hindustanee Horometry. 1819 H. BUSK Vestriad iv. 851

Pleas'd herhorometries and signs foretell Fortunes to those.

Horone, obs. form of HOREHOUND.

Horopter (horjrptaj). Optics, [mod. f. Gr.

opo-s boundary, limit + OTTTTJP one who looks. Cf.

F. horoptere (1694 in Hatz.-Darm.).] A line or

surface containing all those points in space, of

which images fall on corresponding points of the

two retinas ; the aggregate of points which are

seen single in any given position of the eyes.

1704 J.
HARRIS Lex. Techn., Horopter, in Opticks, is a

Right Line drawn thro' the Point of Concourse, parallel to

that which joyns the Center of the Eye[s]. 1876 BERNSTEIN
Five Senses vii. 135 The imaginary figure in space, in

which all points are seen single, is called the Horopter.

1876 FOSTER Pliys. III. ii. (1879) 507 For any given position

of the eyes there exists in the field of vision a certain line or

surface of such a kind that the images of the points in it all

fall on corresponding points of the retina. A line or surface

having this property is called a Horopter.

Hence Horopterio (tyrppte'rik), Horo'ptery

adjs., pertaining to or forming a horopter ; horop-

teric circle, the horopter.
1876 BERNSTEIN Five Senses vii. 136 For other positions

of the eye complicated Horoptery figures have been con-

structed. 1881 LE CONTE Sight 99 This circle has been

calledthehoroptericcircleofMuller. Ibid. 210 The increas-

ing inclination ofthe horopteric line with increasing nearness

of the point of sight.

Horoscopal (horp-sWpal), a. [f. L. horoscop-

us HOROSCOPE + -AL.] Of or pertaining to a

horoscope.
01649 DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Poems Wks. (17") 39/2 Tne

Speeches at the horoscopal Pageant by the Planets. 1658

SIR T. BROWNE Hydriot. v. 75 Disparaging his Horoscopal
Inclination and Judgement of himself, a 1693 URQUHART
Rabelais ill. xxxviii. 320 Genethliack and Horoscopal fool.

1873 MASSON Drnmm. ofHrntith. x. 199.

t HorO'SCOpate, . Obs. [f. L. horoscopare

to draw a horoscope, to cast the nativity of.] intr.

>= HOROSCOPE v. ; to be in the ascendant.

1647 LILLY Chr. Astral, clxxvi. 747 Forme and Stature.

Designed principally from the Signe horoscopating, viz. V?

Horoscope (hfi'nSskoup), sb. [In current form,

a. F. horoscope (
= Sp. horoscope, It. oroscopo), ad.

L. horoscopus, a. Gr. aipooicoiros nativity, horoscope

(also observer of the hour of nativity, caster of

nativities), f. wpa time, hour + <TKOJTOS observer,

watcher. In early use the L. form also occurs.]

1. Astral. An observation of the sky and the con-

figuration of the planets at a certain moment, as

at the instant of a person's birth ; hence, a plan or

scheme of the twelve houses or twelve signs of the

zodiac, showing the disposition of the heavens at

a particular moment. In early use, spec.
= AS-

CENDANT, or house of the ascendant.

To cast a horoscope (see CAST v. 39), to calculate the degree
of the ecliptic which is on the eastern horizon at a given

moment, e. g. at the birth of a child, and thence ^to
erect an

astrological figure of the heavens, so as to discover the

influence of the planets upon his life and fortunes.

cioso ByrlitferlKs Handboc in Anglia VIII. 298 An
circul ys be uowitan hataS zodiacus o35e horoscopus. c 1391

CHAUCER Astro/. 11. 3 To knowe by nyht or by day the

degree of any signe bat assendith on the est Orisonte, which

bat is cleped communly the assendent or elles oruscupum.
Ibid. 4 Yif bat any planet assende at bat same tymc in

thilke for-seide [degre of] his longitude, Men seyn bat

thilke planete is in horoscopo. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. I.

45 The Horoscope of the beginning of the said woorke

first considered. 1594 BLUNDEVIL Exerc. iv. xxxvi. (ed. 7)

493 This word Horoscope doth not only signifie the degree
of the Ecliptique, otherwise called the ascendent,, .but also

somtimes the whole figure of heaven containing the 12

houses, and doth shew the very secrets of nature. 1601

FULBECKE zndPt. Parall. 60 The Horoscope in Astronomy,
if it be formally taken is nothing els but hone inspectio, if It

bee materially taken, it is that part of the Zodiacke which

ascendeth vpon our hemisphere. 1692 BKNTLF.Y Boyle Lect.

iii. 101 Drawing Schemes of their own Horoscopes. 1828

SCOTT F. M. Perth xvi, I have a strong horoscope, and shall

live for fifty years to come. 1837 WHEWELL Hist. Induct.

properly speaking, the horoscope, the ascendant or the first

house. 1886 rail Mall G. 7 July 4/2 This able and gifted

lady.. also makes horoscopes, but only 'to order ; price,

100 francs.

fig. 1641 MILTON Ch. Govt. I. vi, A Lordly ascendent in the

horoscope of the Church from Primate to Patriarch, and so

to Pope. 1856 FROUDE Hist. Eng. 11858) I. iv. 309 Catholics

and protestants had alike their horoscope of the impending

changes. 1867 LONGP. Wind over Chimney vi, These are

prophets, bards, and seers ; In the horoscope of nations . .

HORRENT.

They control the coming years. 1886 Pall Mall G. 26 July

i/i If we were to cast the horoscope of the new Government

solely from the signs afforded us in some quarters.

t 2. A figure or table on which the hours are

marked, a. A dial. b. A table showing the

length of the days and nights at different places
and seasons, c. A kind of planisphere, invented

by John of Padua. Obs.

1623 COCKERAM, Horoscope, wherin houres bee marked, as

in a dyall. (11656 USSHER Ann. VI. (1658) 98 He also

invented . .the Horoscope, or instrument whereby to observe

the Equinoctials, and the Tropicks, or the summer and
winter solstice. 1696 PHILLIPS (ed. 5), h'oroscope . .is also

a Mathematical Instrument, made in the form of a plani-

sphere, invented by John Paduanus.

Ho'l'OSCOpe, v. [f. prec. sb.] a. intr. To
form a horoscope; to inquire into futurity, b.

trans. To cast the nativity of.

1673 MARVELL Reh. Transp. 1 1. 77 He spent a considerable
time in creeping into all Corners and Companies, Horoscop-
ing up and down concerning the duration of the Government.
1888 Daily News 16 Feb. 4/8 It would be a good deal more

convincing if, instead of horoscoping people dead and gone,
he would prophesy about the living.

Hence Horoscoper (lif nfeko'ipsi), one who casts

horoscopes ;
an astrologer.

1561 EDKN Arte Nauig. Pref., The superstitious Horos-

copers (astrologiers I meane and not Astronomers). 1710
SHAFTESB. Charac., Adv. Author in. i. (1737) I. 289

Astrologers, horoscopers, and other such, are pleas'd to

honour themselves with the title of mathematicians.

HorOSCOpic (hprosk^'pik), a. [ad. L. horos-

copic-us, f. horoscop-us : see -1C.] Of or pertaining
to a horoscope. So Horosco-pical a.

1790 SIBLY Occult Sc. (1792) I. 97 Those persons in whose

nativity TX SI fare horoscopical, have a constant hoarse,

ness. 1850 KITTO Daily Bibl. Illnstr. xxxin. vi. (1881) 241

Under certain horoscopic and astrological aspects.

HorOSCOpist (hor()-sk^pist). [f.
L. horoscop-us

+ -1ST.]
= HOROSCC >PER.

1652 GAULE Magastrom. 3 He would not give the least

occasion to planetary horoscopists and monethly prognosti-
cators. 1883 Contemp. Rev. June 849 The astronomical

writings and tables of the ancient horoscopists are lost.

Horoscopy (h^rf-sk^pi). [f: HOROSCOPE (or its

source) + -Y : cf. L. horoscopium, -opium, Gr.

wpoctKo-neTov, -omov, a horoscopic instrument, a ho-

roscope.] a. The casting ofhoroscopes, b. The

aspect of the heavens at a given moment, esp. at

that of nativity.
1651 HOBBES Lei'iath. i. xii. 56 Sometimes in the aspect

of the Starres at their Nativity ; which was called Horoscopy.

1664 BUTLER Hud. u. iii. 207 He had been long t'wards

Mathematicks . . Magick, Horoscopie, Astrologie, And was
old dog at Physiologic. 1823 LAMB Elia Ser. II. Newyear's

coining of age, Good Days, bad Days, were so shuffled

together, to the confounding of all sober horoscopy.

Horow, var. HARROW int., or HARRO v. Obs.

c 1460 Tovjneley Myst, xvi. 391 Veniance for thi blod thus

spent, out ! I cry, and horow !

Horowe, var. HOKV Obs., filthy.

Horpyd, var. ORFED a. Obs., bold.

t Horre, v. Oh. [ail. L. horrere to stand on

end (as hair), to bristle, to be rough ;
to shake,

tremble, shiver, shudder, quake ; to shudder at,

dread, loathe : cf. ABHOR z.] trans. To abhor.

1430 Life St. Kath. (1884) 31 pay horre not be foule

ymage of eny myschape byng. Ibid. 47 Had not oure lawe

horred |>e sect of cristen puple. 1450-1530 Myrr.our Ladye
120 When thou shuldest take vpon the mankynde for the

delyueraunce of man ;
thow horydest not the vyrgyns

wombe.

t Horre'nd, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. horrend-us

dreadful, horrible, gerundive of horrere : see prec.

Cf. OF. horrende in same sense.]
= next.

c 1420 Pallad. on Huso. I. 1035 Fer awey propelle Hor-

rende odour of kitchen, bath, gutteris.

Horrendous (hfre-ndas), a. rare. [f.
as prec.

+ -ous : cf. tremendous, stupendous.'] Fitted to

excite horror ; terrible, dreadful, horrible.

1659 HOWELL Twelve Treat. (1661) 399 Your horren-

dous Sacriledges the like whereof was never committed.

1683 E. HOOKER Pref. Ep. Pordage's Mystic Div. 15

Damnings most dreadfull . . Execrations horrendous, Blas-

phemies stupendous. 1702 C. MATHER Magn. Chr. i. App.

(1852) too The preservation of the town from horrendous

earthquakes. 1897 Blackw. Mag. May 675 A man alone

. .could compass an effect so horrendous.

Horrent (hfrent), a. Chiefly poet. [ad. L.

horrent-em, pres. pple. of horrere : see HORRE v.]

1. Bristling ; standing up as bristles ; rongh with

bristling points or projections.
1667 MILTON P. L. n. s'3 Inclos'd With bright im-

blazonrie, and horrent Arms. 1744 AKENSIDE Pleas. Imag.
II. 699 Terror's icy hand Smites their distorted limbs and

horrent hair. 1829 CARLYLE ;-Wftu Misc. 1857 1 1. 30A life ..

horrent with asperities and chasms. 1847 SIR A. DE VKRE \st

Pt. Mary Tudor v. v, The snakes of the Lumemdes Brandish

their horrent tresses round my head ! 1847 W. E. STEELE

Field Bot. 55 Excessively hirsute ; calyx horrent ;
leaves

jagged. 1878 H. S. WiLSON/l^./Jj^i.J5Thehorrent
peak of the fatal Matterhprn.
2. Shuddering ; feeling or expressing horror.

1721 BAILEY, Horrent,., abhorring. 1799
CAMPBELL Pleas.

Hope II. 173 There shall he pause with horrent brow, to rate

What millions died that Czsar might be great. 1823

SOUTHEY Tale Paraguay H. xxvi, Horrent they heard ; and

with her hands the Maid Prest her eyes close as if she

strove to blot The hateful image which her mind portray d.



HORRESCENT.

1876 J. ELLIS Casar in Egypt 145 Then went a shout of

flame, a horrent cry.

Horrescent (hpre-sent), a. rare. [ad. L.

horr!sfenl-em, pres. pple. of horresclrc, inchoative

oi horrere (see prec.).] Shuddering; expressive of

horror.

1865 DE MORGAN in Allienarum 14 Oct. 504/2, I agree in

the main with A. B. ; but can . . make none but horrescent

reference to his treatment of the smaller philosopher.

Horribility l.hfTibi'lIti'). Now rare. [ME.
(h]orriblete, etc., a. OF. horrible/^, horribiliti, f.

horrible (see next) ; in mod. use f. HORRIBLE, after

such words m possibility, etc.]

1. The quality of being horrible, horribleness;

t something horrible or to be abhorred (0/>s.).

13.. St. Bernard (Horstmann) 528 Seint Bernard wolde
hire not se, As a |ing of horriblete. c 1400 Rom. Rose 7187
Full many another orribilite May men in that book se. 1413

Pitgr. Sowle (Caxton) n. Iviii. (1859) 56 Of al my fowle

horribilite thy self art the cause. 1481 TIPTOFT Tulle on
Friendsh. (Caxton) E vij b, The horryhylyte of his sharp lyf.

1826 DISRAELI Viv. Grey n. i,
The horribility of 'commit-

ting* puns.

t 2. Abhorrence = HORRIBLENESS a. Obs. rare.

1496 Dives 4- Pavp. (W. de W.) vi. x. 247/1 Comonly
wymen haue more horrybylyte of synne than men doo.

Horrible (tyrib'l), a. (sb., adv.} Forms: 4-6

or(r)i-, hor(r)i-, h;or(r y-, -bel(l, -bil(l, -ble,

-bull(e, -byl(le, (4 orebil, orble, 5 ajrrable,

horreble, horebyl, 5-6 horrable, -bul, 6 ora-

bill), 4- horrible, [a. OF. (K)orrible (I2th c. in

Hatz.-Darm.). ad. L. horribilis, i. L. horrere : see

HORRE and -BLE.] Exciting or fitted to excite

horror ; tending to make one shudder ; extremely

repulsive to the senses or feelings; dreadful, hideous,

shocking, frightful, awful.

1303 R. BRUNNE Hand!. Synne 4472 So grete hyt was and
so orryble, 1340 Ayenb. 43 Ane greate zenne, dyadlich,
and orrible. c 1375 A'/ Pains Hell 201 in O. E. Misc. 217
Orebil wormys devouryd hem f>ere. c 1386 CHAUCER Frankl.
T. 282 Thanne moot I dye of sodeyn deth horrible [v.r.

orrible]. 14.. MS. Cantab. Ff. v. 48 If. 45 (Halliw.)
Fendis led hir with arrable song. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Ltr.

397 a/i He made the horryblest crye that myght be herde.

1535 COVERDALE Job xxxvii. 5 It geueth an horrible sownde,
when God sendeth out his voyce. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot.

II. 152 That orabill wes to euerie Cristin man. 1568
TURNER Herbal m. 35 Bitter and horrible thinges destroye
the appetite. 1604 JAS. I Counterbl. (Arb.) 112 The horrible

Stigian smoke of the pit that is bottomelesse. 1667 MILTON
P. L. I. 61 A Dungeon horrible, on all sides round As one

great Furnace flain'd. 1727 DE FOE Hist. Appar. iv. (1840)

3r An apparition and a horrible monster in the night. 1856
KANE Arct. Expl. I. xxvi. 343 It is horrible yes, that is

the word to look forward to another year of disease and
darkness. 1870 SWINBURNE Ess. r Stud. (1875) 311 Superb
instances of terrible beauty undeformed by horrible detail,

b. as a strong intensive (now colloq.} : Excessive,
immoderate. (Primarily of things objectionable,

bnt often without such qualification. Cf. awful,

dreadful, frightful, tremendous.}
1460 CAHGRAVE Chron. 155 The Kyngof Frauns [was] toke

prisonere be the Soudan, and raunsond to a horibil summe.
c 1489 CAXTON Blanchardyn vii. 28 Suche an horryble and

dysmesurable a
stro_k. 1529 MORE Comf. agst. Trib. (1573)

36 [Solomon] multipliyng wiues to an horrible number.

1632 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondis Eromena 178 [He] ranne his

head at the wall with such a horrible force as he therewith

dash'd out his braines. 1676 LADY CHAWORTH in i-zth Rep.
Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 33, I cannot get rid of my
horrible cold heere. 1676 TEMPLE Let. to Cltas. II Wks.
1731 1 1. 423 They had a horrible mind to the Peace. 1718
LADY M. W. MONTAGU Let. to Cless Bristol 10 Apr., This
letter is of a horrible length.

C. In combination (parasynthelic).
1552 HULOET, Horrible sowned, or voyced, horrisonus,

horriuocus. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe n. xv, Horrible-shaped
animals.

B. as sb. A horrible person or thing ; fa being

inspiring awe or dread (qnot. 1400); a horrible

attribute or characteristic ; a story of horrible

crime or the like (cf. DREADFUL C.).
c 1400 Destr. Troy 13260 An old temple . . I founde, Of

a god, bat with gomes wasgretly honouret. At bat orribill

1 asket angardly myche, Of dethe, & of deire, as destyny
willes. 1726 DE FOE Hist. Devil n. vi. (1840)242 Among all

the horribles that we dress up Satan in. 1890 Pall Mall G.

2 Sept. 7/2 Those children of this world, the writers of
'

penny-dreadfuls
' and '

halfpenny horribles '.

C. as adv. Horribly, terribly; usually as a

mere intensive = Exceedingly (cf. HORRIBLY).
c 1400 Apol. Loll. 24 pei curse more souare & horribelare

hem bat bei hatun. c 1489 CAXTON Sonnts ofAymon xxiii.

496 By cause of the grete stone that was at his necke
whiche was horryble hevy. 1513 Q. KATH. Let. 13 Aug.
in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. I. I. 83, I am horrible besy with

making standerds, banners, and bagies. 1605 SHAKS. Lear
IV. vi. 3 Glon. Me thinkes the ground is eeuen. Edg.
Horrible steepe. 1611 MIDDLETON & DEKKER Roaring
Girle D.'s Wks. 1873 III. 182 Shee has a horrible high
colour indeed. 1623 WEBSTER DeviTs Law-Case n. iii,

I am horrible angry. 1708 OZELL tr. Boileau's Littrin v.

84 Her Den groanM horrible. 1843 CARrJrLE Past, f, Pr.
II, vi, A far horribler composed Cant.

Horribleness (hp-rib'lnes). [f. prec. + -NESS.]
1. The quality of being horrible ; shocking re-

pulsiveness ; dreadfulness, hideousness.
1398 THEVISA Earth. De P. R. in. xx. d495\ As it

faryth in the taast of an aloe and other that ben passynge
bytter. for by her horryblenes therof the taast is sore

greuyd. 01450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 69 None might

392

endure to loke tlieron for orribelnesse. 1587 GOLDING
De Mornay xxx. (1617) 525 To make him know the horrible-

nesse of his sin. 1683 CAVE l-.iclt-siastici 409 Vou do not

rightly apprehend the horribleness of the Massacre. 1827
D. JOHNSON Ind. Field Sports 198 A bite from a mad dog
is more dreaded, .from the horribleness ofthe disease.

t 2. subjectively. A feeling of horror or repul-
sion. OilS. (Cf. HlDEOrbNESS 2.)

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. vm. xxxi. (Bodl. MS.),
[An eclipse] smyteb in men and beestes many maner feere and
horriblenesse \timoris ft horroris], Ibid. ix. xxv, Ny}t of it

silfe greuebe in horriblenes and feere. 1548 UDALL, etc.

F.rasw. 1'ar. John xi. 78 b, By horriblenesse of spirite, and

by trouble of minde. 1577 FRAMPTON Joyful News in.

{ 1 596) 108 Although it bee taken, it maketh not any horrible-

ness, as the other Balsamo doeth.

Horribly (hfribli), adv. [f.
as prec. + -LY 2

.]

In a horrible manner, or to a horrible degree ;
so

as to make one shudder or tremble ; dreadfully,

awfully, frightfully : sometimes as a strong inten-

sive = Exceedingly (properly before an adj. having
an objectionable sense).

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Cause. 2340 Foule devels of helle . .

horribely defygurd thurgh syn. 1382 WVCLIF li'isd. vi. 6

Orribleh [1388 Hidousli] and soone he shal apere to 3ou.
c 1386 CHAUCER Monk's T. 627 He stank horriblely That
noon of al his meynee bat hym kepte . . Ne myghte noght
for stynk of hym endure, c 1450 St. C-utkbert (Surlees) 4864
He cryed orrybelly and confest clene. 1480 CAXTON Chron.

Eng. clxxxi. 161 Horrybelyche they tormented the body.
1535 COVERDALE Esther > Apocr. ) xvi. 24 All cities and londes

that do not this, shal horribly perish. 1599 SHAKS. Much.
Ado n. iii. 243, I wil be horribly in loue with her. 1671
MILTON Samson 1510 What hideous noise was that ?

Horribly loud, unlike the former shout. 1711 SWIFT Lett.

(1767) III. 261, I am horribly down at present. 1818 BYRON
Ch. Har. iv. Ixxii, A matchless cataract. Horribly beautiful.

1884 F. M. CRAWFORD Rom. Singer I. 8 Suddenly his voice

cracked horribly.

Horrid (hjmd), a. (adv.) Also 7 horred, hor-

ride. [ad. L. horrid-us bristling, rough, shaggy ;

rnde, savage, unpolished ; terrible, frightful, f.

horrere : see HOKBE v. Cf. It. orrido.~]

1. Bristling, shaggy, rough. (Chiefly poetic?)

1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. vii. 31 His haughtie Helmet, horrid

all with gold. 1621 BURTON Anat. Met. i. ii. in. xiv. (1651)

125 A rugged attire, hirsute head, horrid beard. 1654
EVELYN Diary 27 June, There is also on the side of this

horrid Alp a very romantic seate. a 1700 DRYDEN (J.), Horrid
with fern, and intricate with thorn. 1717 POPE Eloisa 20
Ye grots and caverns shagg'd with horrid thorn ! 1740
GRAY Let. in Poems (1775) 72 They [Apennines] are not so

horrid as the Alps, though pretty near as high. 1772-84
COOK Voy. (1790) IV. 1255 Nothing in nature can make
a more horrid appearance than the rugged mountains that

form Table Bay. 1817 G. S. FABER Eight Dissert. Mighty
Deliv. (1845) II. 179 The Roman Capital was horrid with

sylvan thickets. fig. 1731 BLACKWALL Sacr. Class. II.

132 (T.) This makes the style look rougli and horrid.

2. Causing horror or aversion ; revolting to sight,

hearing, or contemplation ; terrible, dreadful,

frightful ; abominable, detestable.

In earlier use nearly synonymous with horrible ;
in modern

use somewhat less strong, and tending to pass into the

weakened colloquial sense (3).

1601 SHAKS. Twel. N. in. iv. 220, I wil meditate the while

vpou some horrid message for a Challenge. 1602 MARSTOM
Ant. ff Mel. l. Wks. 1856 I. 16 We might descry a horred

spectacle. 1616 BULLOKAR, Horride, terrible : fearefull to

looke on. 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650) III. 2 Within these

twelve veers ther have the strangest revolutions, and horridst

things happen'd. 1662 DRYDEN Astrxa Redux 7 An horrid

stillness first invades the ear, And in that silence we the tem-

pest fear. 1678 LADY CHAWORTH in iz/7* Rep. Hist. MSS.
Comm. App. v. 53 The horrid murther of Sir Edmondbury
Godfrey is not yet discovered. 1720 DE FOE Capt. Singleton
iv. (1840) 66 They set up the horridest yell. 1751 Act 25
Geo. II, c. 37 title, An Act for better preventing the horrid

Crime of Murder. 1827 D. JOHNSON Ind. Field Sports 77
The fierce horrid look of the tiger. 1827-39 DE QUINCEY
JI/r<fcrWks. 1862 IV. 105 Stupefied with the horrid narcotic

which he had drunk.

3. colloq. in weakened sense . Offensive, disagree-

able, detested ; very bad or objectionable.
Especially frequent as a feminine term of strong aversion.

1666 J. DAVIES Hist. Caribby Isls 281 Making horrid

complaints that . . treated them ill. 1668 PEPYS Diary
23 Oct., My Lord Chief Justice Keeling hath laid the

constable by the heels . . which is a horrid shame. 1676. . .

WYCHERLEY PI. Dealer n. Wks. (Rtldg.) 110/2 O horrid!

marriage ! . . I nauseate it of all things. 1697 DAMPIER Voy.
I. 362 We began to work on our Ships bottom, which we.

found
very much eaten with the Worm : for this is a horrid

place for Worms. 1749 FIELDING Tom *Kntf*XI. i,
Neither

can any one give the names of sad stuff, horrid nonsense,
&c. to a book, without calling the author a blockhead. 1782
Miss BURNEY Cecilia IV. ii. He said he supposed we were

only talking some scandal, and so we had better go home,
and employ ourselves in working for the poor [ Only think
how horrid ! 1858 LYTTON What will he do i.

yi,
I should not

wear those horrid dresses. 1864 P'CESS ALICE in Mem. (r884)

78 The horrid weather has kept me in these three days.
1883 Harper's Mag. 866/1 She's so horrid, you know.

B. as adv. 'Horridly', 'abominably', very

objectionably, colloq. or vulgar.
1615 CROOKE Body of Man 410 All things become horred

wanne and pale. 1697 tr. C'tcss D'A^unoy's Trav. (1706)

214 His Father in Law. .lives at a horrid profuse rate. 1753
Scats Mag. XV. 37/2 Went to bed horrid soon. Mod.
(Cockney) It's 'orrid 'ot.

Horridity (hpri'diti). [ad. med.L. horriditas,
f. horridus HORRID. Cf. obs. F. horriditi.} t a.

(See quot. 1623.) Obs. b. The quality of being

horrid, horridness ; concr. something horrid.

HORRIPILATION.

1623 COCKERAM, Horriditie, a fearefull trembling, a 1641
I.r. MOUNTAGU Acts fy Mon. (1642) 285 Most of them dyed
in the Tormentors hands upon the rack, with horridity of

paine. 1892 Ill-ustr. Sporting ff Drain. A>M>J2oAug. 842/1
A taste for beetles, butterflies, .in fact, horriditiesof all kinds.

Horridly (hjvridli;, adv. [f.

In a horrid manner, or to a horrid degree ; dread-

fully, frightfully, abominably : often colloq. as a

strong intensive before adjectives denoting qualities
that are disliked.

1602 SHAKS. Ham. I. iv. 55 That thou dead Coarse..
Reuisits thus the glimpses of the Moone. So horridly to

shake our disposition. 1660 F. BROOKE tr. Le Blanc's Tra~'.

88 Idols strangely and horridly shap'd. 1742 H. WALPOLE
Lett. H . Mann (1834) I. Ii. 200 Lord, I am horridly tired of

that romantic love and correspondence. 1798 LADY CHATHAM
in G. Rose Diaries uSoo) I. 208 The weather is . . horridly
bad. 1857 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. II. 309, I was horridly
sick and uncomfortable.

Horridness (hpridnes). [f.
as prec. + -NESS.]

The quality or condition of being horrid : see adj.
a 1612 DONNE BiatfariTos (1644) 24 Disorderly long haire

which was pride and wantonnesse in Absolon, and squallor
and horridnes in Nebuchodonozor. 1638 F. J UNIUS Paint, of
Anc. 350 In old pictures, we are most of all affected with

their decaying horridnesse. 1649 Bp. HALL Cases Const . 177
Conscience of the horridnesse of a crime done. 1659 D.
PELL linpr. Sea 270 [The Alpes] the difficulty of their

ascent is admirable, the horridness of their crags is

wonderful, a 1791 WKSI.KY Sertn. Ixv. in. 4 Wks. 1811 IX.

199 The horridness of their appearance .. the deformity of

their aspect will vanish. 1896 MRS. CAFFYN Quaker Grand-
mother 160 His not having come for so untold a time . .

formed part of the general horridness.

t Horri'ferotlS, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. horrifer,
f. stem of horrere ^see HORRE) + -fer bearing :

see -FERGUS.] Bringing or inducing horror.

Hence Horri-ferously adv., in a way that induces

horror, horribly.
c 1626 Dick ofDevon iv. i. in Bullen O. PI. II. 61, 1 heard

one of you talke most stigmatically in his sleepe-mo>t
horriferously. 1727 BAILEY, Horriferous, bringing horror.

Horrific (lyrrfik), a. [a. F. horrifique (1532

Rabelais) or ad. L. horrific-us, causing tremor or

terror, frightful, f. stem of horrere : see HOHRE v.

and -Fic.J Causing horror, horrifying.

1633 URQUHART Rabelais n. xxxiv. 219 Now (my Masters)

you have heard a beginning of the horrifkk history. 1730-46
THOMSON Autumn 782 The huge encumbrance of horrific

woods. 1799 JANE WEST Tale of Times I. 5 The lover of

the wonderful and the admirer of the horrific. 1817 COLE-
RIDGE Biog. Lit. II. xxiii. 259 To add the horrific incidents.

1856 MASSON Ess., Three Devils 83 The horrific plays a much
less important part in human experience than it once did.

1879 G. MACDONALD Sir Gibbie I. xviii. 243 A thrill of

horrific wonder and delight.

Hence Horri'fically adv. ,
in a horrific manner.

01693 URQUHART Rabelais in. xxiii. 193 Mars.. did raise

his Voice. -horrifically loud. 1830 Westm. Rev. XIII. 364

Something horrifically picturesque.

Horrification (hprifik^'Jan). [n. of action f.

L. horrijudre to HORRIFY : see -ATION.] The
action of horrifying or condition of being horrified

;

concr. something horrifying.
1800 MAR. EDGEWORTH Belinda (1831) I. iii. 60, I could

almost have thought of '
Sir Bertrand ', or of some German

horrifications. 1827 J.
F. COOPER Prairie II. vii. 105

Among the horrifications and circumventions of Indian

warfare ! 1891 G. MEREDITH One of our Cong. I. viii. 139
To the horrification of the prim.

Horrify (hp-rifsi), v. [ad. L. horrificare to

cause horror, f. horrific-us HORRIFIC : see -FY.

Not in Johnson, Ash, Todd, Richardson, nor in Webster
1828. The finite vb. is still rare.]

trans. To cause or excite horror in ;
to move to

horror. Hence Ho'rrifled, Ho'rrifying ///. cuffs.

1791 W. BARTRAM Carolina 190 The thundering alligator
has ended his horrifying roar. 1836 T. HOOK G. Gvrney
(L.>, I was horrified at the notion. 1866 J. MARTINEAU
Ess. I. 7 In a way horrifying to Quakers. 1875 JOWETT
Plato (ed. 2) III. 160 We start back horrified from this

Platonic ideal. Mod. He horrified me by playing cards on

Sunday. I looked at him with a horrified air.

t Ho'rringf, vol. sb. Obs. rare. [f. HORHE v.

+ -iNGl.j Abhorrence, horror : = ABHOHRING.

1568 in H. Campbell Love Lett. Mary Q. Scots App.
(1824) 25, I haif herring thairat,

( Horrious, a. Obs. rare, [irreg. f. horri- in

L. horrificus + -ous.] Causing horror, horrible.

c 1520 BARCLAY Jugiirth 48 a, The sounde of the armoure
and horrious strokes mounted to the ayre.

Horripilation (h^ripil^'Jan). [ad. late L.

horripildtio (Vulgate), n. of action f. horri-

pilare, i. stem of horrere to bristle (see HORRE v. }

+ pilus hair.] Erection of the hairs on the skin

by contraction of the cutaneous muscles (caused

by cold, fear or other emotion, or nervous affec-

tion), producing the condition known as 'goose-
flesh

'

;

'

creeping of the flesh '.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Horripilation, the standing up of

the hair for fear..a sudden quaking, shuddering or shiver-

ing. 1659 R. GELL Ess. Amendm. Transl. Bible 501 That

formidable doctrine which causeth horripilation, and makes

the hair stand on end through fear. 1776 CULLEN ist Lines

Pract. Phys. i. i. Wks. 1827 I. 480 The horripilatio is con-

fined to diseases from internal causes. 1822-34 Good's

Study Med. (ed. 4) 1. 617 When the shivering or horripilation

produced by the cold-water has not been followed by
a stimulant effect. 1896 Times 18 Dec. 6,3, I . .never in my
life felt more keenly that uncomfortable sense.. known as



HOBRISONANT.
'horripilation'. 1898 J. HOTCHINSON in Archives Stirg. IX.
No. 34. 133 Spasmodic contraction of the muscular coats of
the blood vessels is probably the essential cause of true

shivering, whilst spasm of the arrt'ctores fill is that of
horripilation.

So Horri pliant a., causing horripilation ; Hor-
ri pilate v. intr. to undergo horripilation ; trans.
to cause horripilation in, make (the flesh) to creep.
1633 COCKERAM, Horrifilnie, to grow rough with hair.

1835-40 J. M. WILSON Tales Borders (1851) XX. 218
Rendered the sight appalling and horripilant. 1887 I..

HEARN Some Chinese Ghosts vi. 149 Flesh made to creep by
the utterance of such words as poets utter flesh moved by an
Idea, flesh horripilated by a Thought !

Horrisouaut (hpri -sonant), a.
[f. stem of L.

horrere (see prec.) + sonant-em sounding, f. sonare
to sound.] Sounding horribly ;

of terrible sound.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Horrisonant, roaring, having a

terrible sO'ind. 1709 Brit. Apollo II. No. 64. 2/2 A Multi-
plicity of Horisonant Phrases. 1771 NUGENT tr. Hist. Fr.
Gerund II. 07 The horrisonant bam, him, bom, of the bombs
resounded throughout all the fields. 1835 SOUTHEV Doctor
Ixxxvi. III. 105 To exact implicit and profound belief by
mysterious and horrisonant terms.

t Horri'sonous, a. 06s.
[f.

L. horrison-us
(f.

stem of horrere t- -sonus sounding) + -ous.] =
prec.

1631 Celestina vu. 84 Words of most horrisonous roaring.

Horror (hp'rai). sb. Forms: 4-5 orrour, 5
orrowre, horreur, 6 horrure, 4-9 horrour, 6-
horror. [a. OF. error, (fyorrour (mod.F. horrtur)
= Pr. and Sp. horror, It. orrore: L. horror-em, i.

horrere to bristle, shudder, etc. (see HORRK v.).
For the spelling cf. EKKOB.]
L Roughness, ruggedness. (In 1382 a literalism

of translation ; now poet, or rhet. Cf. HORRID I.)
1383 WVCLIF Deut. xxxii. 10 The Lord . . fpond hym in a

descent lootid, in place of orrour [1388 ethir hidousnesse],
and of \vaa>t wildernes. 1697 DRVDEN &neid\H. 41 Which
thick with Shades, and a brown Horror, stood. 1774
PENNANT Tour Scotl. in 1773. 39 The horror of precipice,
broken crag or overhanging rock.

t b. trans/. Roughness or nauseousness of taste,
such as to cause a shudder or thrill. Obs.

1477 NORTON Ord.Akh. v. in Ashm. (1652) 73 Over-sharpe,
too bitter, or of greate horrour.

2. A shuddering or shivering ; now esp. (Meet.) as
a symptom of disease.

'533 ELYOT Cast, Helthe (1541) 52 b, Horrour or shrovelynge
of the body myxt with heate. 1626 BACON Sylva 700
Squeaking or Skricning Noise, make a Shiuering or Horrour
in the Body, and set the Teeth on edge, a 1693 AuBury
Lives, Harvey (1898) I. 301 His way was to rise out of his
bed and walke about his chamber in his shirt till he was

393

any suggestion of repugnance) ; a thrill of awe,
or of imaginative fear. Obs.

1579 FULKE Hcskins* Parl. 129 That sacrifice most full of
horror and reuerence, where the uniuersall Lorde of all

thinges is daily felt with handes. a 1670 HACKET Abp.
Williams (1692) n. 56 (D.) That super-ccelestial food in
the Lord's Supper which a Christian ought not once to
think of without a sacred kind of horror and reverence.
1715-20 POPE Iliad vm. 36 A reverend horror silenced all
the sky. [1810 HAZLITT Lect. Drain. Lit. 321 The interest
will be instantly heightened to a sort of pleasing horror.]

5. transf. The quality of exciting repugnance
and dread

; horribleness
;
a quality or condition,

and concr. a thing, or person, which excites these

feelings ; something horrifying.
Chamber ofHorrors, the name given to a room in Madame

Tussaud's waxwork exhibition, containing effigies of noted
criminals and the like

; hence transf. A place full of horrurs.
c J375 $ < Saints, Jacobus Minor 695 To be thefys

horroure alvay. 1413 Pilgr. Smvte (Caxton 1483) in. x. 56
The grete horrour therof may not be lykened ne declared.

1489 CAXTON Faytes of A. in. xvii. 208 To putte a man
in an euyl pryson and constrnyne by tormentynges . . is

an
t
homynable horreur. 1594 DANIKL Cleopatra in. ii, This

solitary Horror where I bide. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. \\. iii.

ofbecoming a moral policeman as much as of '

doing church '.

1871 DARWIN Emotions xii. 304 He who dreads, as well as
hates a man, will feel, as Milton uses the word, a horror
of him.

b. pi. The horrors (colloq.) : a fit of horror or

extreme depression ; spec, such as occurs in delirium

tremens.

i78_GoLDSM. Good-n. Man iv. Wks. (Globe) 631/2 He
is coming this way all in the horrors. 1780 J. ADAMS in
Fam. Lett. (1876) 382 London is in the horrors. Governor
Hutchinson fell down dead at the first appearance of mobs.
1818 Miss FERRIER Marriage iii. (D.), As you promise our
stay shall be short, if I don't die of the horrors, J shall

certainly try to make the agreeable. 1889 UOLUREWOOD
Robbery under Arms (1890) 3 Hedoes drink, of course, .the
worst of it is that too much of it brings on the horrors. 1893
C.G.LELAND^/#W. II. 20 To be regarded as a real Bohemian
vagabond, .would.. have given me the horrors.

f4. A feeling of awe or reverent fear (without
VOL. V.

Stirs*. 192 It generally seizes the Patient with a Horror or
Shivering. 1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 615 The
first attack generally commences with a horror.

f b. Ruffling of surface ; rippling. Obs. (Cf. I.)
a 1634 CHAPMAN (Webster 1864), Such fresh horror as you

see driven through the wrinkled waves. 1765 Antiq, in
Ann. Reg. 181/1 A gentle horror glides over its [the sea's]
smooth surface.

3. A painful emotion compounded ofloathing and
fear

;
a shuddering with terror and repugnance ;

strong aversion mingled with dread ; the feeling
excited by something shocking or frightful. Also
in weaker sense, Intense dislike or repugnance.
(The prevalent use at all times.)
c X375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Mathias 47 Gret horroure had bai

alsa, For sic dremynge. 1382 WYCLIF Ezek. xxxii. 10 The
kyngis. .with ful myche orrour shulen be agast vpon thee.
c 1386 CHAUCES Pars. T. p 149 Ther shal horrour and grisly
drede dwellen with-outen ende. c 1440 Promp. Parvt

371/1 Orrowre, horror. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531)
90 b, Affeccyon & loue to this present worlde, horrour
& despeccyon of the worlde to come. 1602 MARSTOM
Ant. fy Mel. iv. Wks. 1856 I. 54 A sodden horror doth
invade my blood. 163* J. HAYWARD tr. Blondis Eromena.
30 Foure bodies . . whereof (to their great horror) they
knew at the first sight their Mistresse and the Prince.

1697 DRYDEN Wrg. Georg. i. 451 Deep Horrour seizes
ev ry Humane Breast. 1735 DE FOE Voy. round World
(1840) 192 The mountains of Andes.. so frightful for their

height, that it is not to be thought of without some horror.

1756 BCRKE Vind. Nat. Soc. Wks. 1842 I. n On the
return of reason he began to conceive a horrour suitable to

' 85 As from your Graues rise vp, and walke like Sprights,
To countenance this horror. Ibid, v. v. 13, I haue supt
full with horrors. vjifiAnsotfs Voy. in. vii. 357 The Cen-
turion, fitted for war.. was the horror of these dastards.

1831 PRAED Poems, Where is Miss Myrtle ii, I brought her,
one morning, a rose for her brow. . She told me such horrors
were never worn now. 1856 Amy Carlton 126, I want to
see the Chamber of Horrors. It is full of wax models of the
most wicked people that ever lived. 1861 Du CHAILLU Equat.
Afr. xi. (ed. 2) 144, I dreamed, .of serpents that night, for

they are my horror. 1895 R. L. DOUGLAS in Bookman Oct.
22/2 Louis was in a large measure responsible for the horrors
of the Revolution. Mod. A veritable Chamber of Horrors,

6. Comb., as horror-monger, -mongering ; horror-

crowned, -fraught, -inspiring, -loving^ "Stricken,
-struck adjs. ;

horror-strike vb. (rare}.
1851 C. L. SMITH tr. Tasso v. xliv, Engirt with steel, and

*horror-crowned. 1812 G. COLMAN Br. Grins, Lady ofWreck
i. xviii, A moment *horror-fraught. 1797 MRS. BENNETT
Beggar Girl (1813) IV. 225 Her

reality might have set the
best *

horror-monger of the age at a distance. 1887 SAINTS-
BURY Hist. Eliztib, Lit. xi. (1890) 425 A specimen of *horror-

mongering. 1805 E. DE ACTON Nuns of Desert I. 41 The
*horror-stricken witnesses. xSiSCoBBEir Pot. Reg.XXX 1 1 1.

41 She seemed horror-stricken whensome of her own agents. .

took the liberty to trade in human blood. 1876 BLACK
Madcap I

7
, v, He looked so horror-stricken that she nearly

laughed. 1811 COLERIDGE Otvn Times (1850) 906 Though
[they should] attempt to *horror-strike us with the signature
of Cambro-Hibern-Anglo-Scotus ! 1821 J. W. CHOKER in

Diary 14 Aug. (1884), He looked *horrorstruck and stopped
short. 1857 KUSKIN Pol. Econ. A rt 20 We should be utterly
horror-struck at the idea.

Hence fHo-rror, Ho'rrorize vfo. trans., to affect

with horror, horrify ; Ho'rrorful, Ho'rrorisli,

Ho'rrorous, Ho'rrorsome adjs., full of, character-

ized by, or producing horror ; f Horrorie, horror.

1642 SIR E. DERING Sp. on Relig. 85 Truly (Sir) it *horrors
me to thinke of this. 1600 TOURNEUR Transf. Metamorph.
Prof. 10 The ecchoized sounds of *horrorie. 1847 J. MAC-
KINTOSH Diary 10 June in Macleod Alent. (1854) 124 Pensive
but not 'horrorish. 1820 SOUTHEY in Life (1850) V. 19 In

my next letter I shall probably *horrorize you about these
said verses. 1856 T. GWYNNE Young Singleton xv. 250 The

[

corpse lay. .with the same horrorized yet defying expression
'

efface. 1756 dent 1. Mag. XXVI. 254 That they should gall
a reeking wound, and produce *horrorous effects. 1593
NASHE Chrises T. (1613) 77 Some part of thy. .description
would I borrow, to make it more *horrorsome.

[EorS (hor), adv. and prep. [Fr., doublet of

fors:L.fori$ out of doors, abroad.] Out, out of:
in the following phrases :]

[|
Hors de combat (hor d? konba) adv., out of

fight, disabled from fighting ; also^g*. and transf.
1757 CHESTERF. Lett. n. cxii. Misc. Wks. 1777 II. 439

The King of Prussia . . is now, I fear, hors de combat. 1767
Ibid. (1774) II. cxciii. 525 Lord C is hors de combat^ as a
Minister. 1776 FRANKLIN Lett. Wks. 1889 VI. 2 An arrow
sticking in any part of a man puts him hors du combat till

it is extracted. 1834 Blackw. Mag. XXXVI. 18/1 Colonsay,
turning tail, flings out savagely, and puts him hors de
combat. 1894 G. ARMATAGE Horse iv. 48 It will be gener-
ally found that out of a stud of four [hunters], one will be
hors de combat.

||
Hors d'oeuvre (hord3vr), adv. and sb. [F., lit.

1
outside (the) work

'.]

A. adv. Out of the ordinary course of things.

^ 1714 ADDISON Spect. No. 576 f 5 The Frenzy of one who
is given up for a Lunatick, is a Frenzy hors d'auvre , .some-
thing which is singular in its Kind.
B. sb. [The pi., which remains unchanged in Fr.,

usually has -s in Eng.]
1. Something out of the ordinary course.

1785 H. WALPOLE Lett, to Mann n June (1858) VIII. 379
This is a hors d'ceitvre, nor do I know a word of news.
2. An extra dish served as a relish to whet the

appetite between the courses of a meal or (more
generally) at its commencement.
174* POPE Dune. iv. 317 He. .Try'd all hors-d'ceitvres, all

liqueurs defin'd, Judicious drank, and greatly-daring din'd.

1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. 8 Aug., 1 have seen turnips
make their appearance, not as a dessert, but by way of
hors d^OEUvres, or whets. 1898 Pall Mall Mag. Jan. 85
The more unpalatable is an hors d'aeuvre [to him], the more

j

fashionable is the dinner which it precedes.
fig. 1877 L. M. W, LOCKHART Mine is Thine xiii. Art

and literature were for him the hors d'ceuvres of life.

HORSE.

t HoTSage. Obs. rare.
[f.

next + AGE.] Pro-
vision or supply of horses.

1586 EARL LF.ICESTER Corr. (Camden) 323, I shall neither
haue the allowance for horsage, nor for myself.

Horse UVJS )> sb. Forms: sing. 1-6 hors, (3
Orm. horra, 4 horce, ors, 5 orse, 6 horsse), 4-
horse

; pi. 1-6 hors, 4- horse, 3- horses. [Com.
Teut. : OE. hors = OFris. hors, hars, hers (Kris.
hoars}, OS. hros (MLG. ros, ors, MDu. ors, LG.
and Du. ros], OHG. hros, ros, MHG. ros, ors, G.
rosz, all neuter, ON. kross masc.

;
not recorded in

Goth. The affinities of the word outside Teutonic
aie uncertain : the conjecture that OTeut. *horso~,

pre-Teut. *kurso- was from the root *kurs- of L.
citrrere

'
to run

'

is favoured by many ;
but other

derivations have also been suggested. Like several
other names of animals (sheep, swine, neat, deer},

s

this was originally neuter, applicable to the male
and female alike ; and like these words and other
neuters in a long syllable, the nom. plural was the
same as the singular. The plural horses, and the

tendency to restrict the name to the male came in
later : see i b, c.]

I. The animal, and senses immediately related.
1. Asolid-hoofed perissodactyl quadruped (-iwj

caballus}) having a flowing mane and tail, whose
voice is a neigh. It is well known in the domestic
state as a beast of burden and draught, and esp. as
Used for riding upon.
r85 I'esp. Psalter xxxi[i]. 9 NyllaS bion swe swe hors
& mul in 5am nis ondjet. c 1205 LAY. 21354 Pe king ..
his hors he gon spurie. c 1290 Beket 1151 in S. Eng. Leg.
I. 139 Hors ne hadde he non. ci3oo Havelok 126 Mi
doubter. .Yif scho cou[?e on horse ride, c 1380 WYCLIF Sel,
Wks. III. 231 A horce.. >at haves a sore back, wynses when
he is oght touched, c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xxii. 237 [Thei]
presenten the white Hors to the Emperour. 1567 Gnde $
Godlie B. (S. T. S.) 9 Nor wis His hors, his oxe, his maide
nor page. 1584 POWEL Lloyd's Cambria 288 Falling off bis
horsse. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, v. iv. 7 A Horse, a Horse,
my Kitigdome for a Horse ! 1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 143,
I believe Banks his Horse was taught in better language,
then some would have Christians taught. 1782 COWPER
Gilpin 45 John Gilpin at his horse's side Seized fast the
flowing mane. 1848 W. H. BARTLETT Egypt to Pal. v.

(1879) "6 Not a horse appears on the monuments prior to
Thothmes III, who clearly in his conquests brought them
from Asia.

b. Plural.
The plural was in OE. the same as the

sing. ; horse plural
was in general use down to i7th c.,and is still frequent dia-

lectally ; but horses appears as early as Layamon (c 1205),
and its use increased till in i7th c. it became the usual
plural in the literary language ; sometimes horse appears
as the collective and horses as the individual plural, which
explains the retention of horse in military language as in
' a troop of horse '. The OE. dat. pi. horsum appears In

early ME. as horsen, horse.
a. 1x900 in O. E. Texts 177 Fiow(er) wildo hors. Ibid.

178 Da cwom Codes engel . . and jestillde 3zm horssum.
c 1200 Trin, Coll. Horn. 179 Hundes and hauekes, and hors
and wepnes. ^1205 LAY. 1025 He sculde beon. .mid horsen

[^1275 horse] to-drawen. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce vm. 446
Syne thame lay Apon their horss. 1387 TREVISA Higden
(Rolls) VII. 121 Two gentil hors. 1422 tr. Secreta Secret.,
Priv. Priv. (E.E.T.S.J 219 We seen that knyghtis knowyth
the goodnys of horsyn. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. clxxxix.

167 Oftymes the poure peple . . etc also the houndes . . and
eke hors and cattes. a 1533 LD. BERNERS Hiton Ixii. 215
Gerames. .bought horse and mules to rydeon. 1588 SHAKS.
Tit. A. H. ii. 1 8 Come on then, horse and Chariots let vs
haue. 1702 Lond, Gaz. No. 3783/3 We brought away . .

above 500 Horse belonging to their Cavalry and Artillery.
1818 BYRON Mazeppa xvii, A thousand horse and none to
ridel 1832 LANDER Adv. Niger I. iv. 177 A few rough,
ragged-looking ponies are the only

'

horse
'

of which he has
the superintendence.

. c 1205 LAY. 3561 Hundes & hauekes & durewurSe
horses [c 1275 hors]. 1297 R. GLOUC. (1724! 50 Here folc heo
loren . . & heore horses [MS. A hors] ney echon. 1382 WYCLIF
Rev. xix. 14 The hoostes. .sueden him in whijte horsis [v.r.

hors]. 1434 /Wr. Purse Exp, Eliz. offar&(1836) 262/2 Three
of her best horses, c 1511 ist Eng. Bk.Amer. (Arb.) Introd.

33/2 They haue horseys as great as a great dogge. 1584
POWEL Lloyd's Cambria 41 They were driuen to eat their
own horsses. 1697 DRYDEN I'irg. Georg. in. 178 Bold
Ericthonius was the first, who join'd Four Horses for the

rapid Race design'd. 1735 SOMERVILLK Chase in. 322 Intrepid
Bands, Safe in their Horses Speed. 1859 F. A. GRIFFITHS
Artil. Man. (1862) 156 The ride and spare horses will be on
the left when picketed, the gun horses on the right.

c. spec. The adult male of the horse kind, as

distinguished from a mare or colt : a stallion or

gelding. To take the horse : (of the mare) to con-

ceive.

c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) ii. 119 He was nother horse ne

mare, nor yet yokyd sow. 1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 39 Baytht
horse & meyris did fast nee, & the folis nechyr. 1577
B. GOOGE HeresbacKs Husb. in. (1586) 117 What age doe
you thinke best for the Mare to go to the horse? Ibid.

117 b, To put the Mare to the Horse. 1606 SHAKS. Ant. 4-

Cl. in. vii. 7. 1617 MORYSON Itin. m. 56 They have goodly
Mares to draw these Waggons, using Horses for the troops

..!__ A _f T\_-._ ..: ir-.... *-__. -*.\. .

,

..the 'colt' becomes a 'horse', and the 'filly', a 'mare'.

1870 ELAINE Encycl. Rur. Sports 1013 Having taken the

horse, i.e. being fecundated, is therefore a matter of uncer-

tainty usually for three or four months, particularly in

pastured mares.
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HORSE.

d. In Zool. sometimes extended to all species of

the genus F.quus, or even of the family Equids.
e. With qualifications denoting origin, variety,

or use, as Arabian, Barbaiy, Flemish, wild horse.

Cf. also CART-, DRAY-, SADDLE-, WAR-HORSE, etc.

ciooo ^ELFRic Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 119 '33 Ecuifer,
wilde cynnes hors. a 1400-50A Itjcander 1250 pe multitude

was sa meki 1 .. Of wees & of wild horsis [v.r. horse). 1577

B. GOOGE Heresbach's Hiisb. i. 11586) 13, I have an other

stable . . for my Horses of service, and Hackneyes. 1607

TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1658) 252 Single horses, which

therefore they called Coursers, and now a days a Horse for

Saddle. 1889 Spectalor 21 Sept., As good, if not better,

than the shire or cart-horse. 1800 BESANT Demoniac xv.

179 To have his flesh wrenched off with red-hot pincers and
to be torn to pieces by wild horses.

2. A representation, figure, or model of a horse.

Cf. also HOBBY-HOUSE, ROCKING-HORSE.

cHaoDestr. Troy 11848 The grekes .. Prayd to Priam. .

ffor to hale in a horse hastely of bras, Palades to pies with.

a 1547 SURREY SEneid 11. 44 Astonnied some the scathefull

gift beheld .. All wondring at the hugenesse of the horse.

c 1600 Timon :. iv, Dost thou knowe where Are any wodden
horses to be sould, That neede noe spurre nor have ? 1639
Du VERGER tr. Camus' Admir. Events To Rdr. A iv b, The
hor->e of Troy, out of which came armed souldiers. 1738
F. WISE Left. Antiq. Books 26 No one can be ignorant,
that the Horse was the Standard which the Saxons used,

both befjre and after their coming hitherto. 1760 TOLLETT
in Shaks. Plays (1813) XI. 439 Our Hobby is a spirited

horse of pasteboard. Mod. Advt., Pole Horses, well made,
as. bd.

b. = The constellation of Pegasus : cf. Flying-
horse (sense 19). Also the equine part of Sagittarius

(represented as a centaur).

Ibid. 80 With Pisces twenty first Degree to fly The Horse

begins, and beats the yielding Sky.

3. Mil. A horse and his rider ; hence a cavalry

soldier, fa. In sing., with pi. horses. Obs. rare.

1548 HALL Chrtm., Edw. IV 231 The Duke . . came in

no small hast..onely accompaignied with sixtene horses.

Ibid., Hen. VIII 32 The kyng contynually sent foorth his

light horses to seke the country.

b. Collective pi. horse : Horse soldiers, cavalry.

Light horse : see quot. 1853, and LIGHT-HOBSE.

1548 HALL Chron., Hen. IV *$ King Henry, .with a fewe

horse in the night, came to the Tower of London. 1549

Comfl. Scot. xi. 89 He fuinest. .tua hundretht lycht horse.

1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, n. i. 186 Fifteene hundred Foot,

fiue hundred Horse Are march'd vp. 1698 Land. Gaz. No.

3445/1 First marched an Alai Beg with about 50 Horse. 1777
ROBERTSON Hist. Amer. 11783) I. 157 The body, .consisted

onlyoftwo hundred foot, twenty horse, and twenty. .Indians.

1853 STOCQUELER Milit. Encycl., Light horse, all mounted

soldiers that are lightly armed and accoutred, for active and

desultory service. Thus light dragoons, fencible cavalry,

mounted yeomanry, etc. are, strictly speaking, light horse.

C. Horse and foot: both divisions of an army;
hence, whole forces ; \ advb. with all one's might.
c 1600 I. T. Grim iv. in Hazl. Dodsley VIII. 448, I made

a dangerous thrust at him, and violently overthrew him
horse and foot. 1607 MIDDLHTON Phoenix iv. i. 66, I hope
I shall overthrow him horse and foot. 1740 H. WALPOLE
Lett. (1820) I. 87 (D.) She played at pharaoh two or three

times at Princess Craon's, where she cheats horse and foot.

4. fig. Applied contemptuously or playfully to

a man, with reference to various qualities of the

quadruped.
1500-20 DL-NBAR Poems Ixi. 68 Tak in this gray horss,

Auld Dunbar. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, n. iv. 215 If I tell

thee a Lye, spit in my face, call me Horse. 1606 Tr. ,

Cr. in. iii. 126 The vnknowne Aiax ; Heauens what a man
is there ? a very Horse, That has he knowes not what. 1648
Brit Bellman 20 Your Muior (a very Horse, and a Traitour

toourCity). 1806 SIR R.WILSON Jrnl. 17 Jan in Life 1862)

I. v. 302 His wife somewhat pretty and amiable, .his eldest

daughter good-looking, but his youngest a third horse. 1847
ROBB Squatter Life 70 (Bartlett) None of your stuck-up im-

ported chaps from the dandy states, but a real genuine
westerner in short, a hoss 1 1857 T. H. GLADSTONE

Engliskm. in Kansas iv. 41 Step up this way, old hoss,

and liquor. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's WorJ-bk., Horse . . is a term
ol derision where an officer assumes the grandioso, demand-

ing honour where honour is not his due. Also, a strict

disciplinarian, in nautical parlance.

5. Applied to other animals, a. =BL0E-FISH.

b. See SEA-HORSE, c. Horned horse, an appella-
tion of the GNU, a species of antelope.

1672 JOSSELYN New Eng. Rarities 96 Blew Fish, or

Hor>e, I did never see any of them in England ; they are

as big usually as the Salmon, and better Meat by far.

II. Things resembling the quadruped in shape,

use, or some characteristic real or fancied.

6. A contrivance on which a man rides, sits

astride, or is carried, as on horseback.
a. gen. and Jig-, esp. with qualification, as iron or steam

horse, the locomotive engine ; T a bier. spec. b. An ancient
instrument of torture; a wooden frame on which soldiers

were made to ride as a punishment; also called timber
mare. c. A vaulting block in a gymnasium. d. A
wooden block on which, sitting astride, a man is lowered
down a shaft. e. A low wooden stool or board on which
a workman sits in various occupations.
a. S97 J. PAYNE Royal Exch 10 To think often on the

wodden horse or foure foted here, so sodaynly comminge
from other mens dooresto theires. .to carie them a waye for

ever. 1606 Choice, Chance etc. (1881) 9, I saw how woodden
horses went with the wind, which carried men and Mer-
chandize, ouer the water. 1659 D. PELL Impr. Sea 20 He
got his foot into the stirrup of a Wooden Horse, and rid as
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proudly over the waves, .as any Commander. 1754 RICHARD-
SON Grandisoti (1812 IV. 299 (D.) A kind of horse, as it is

called with you, with two poles like those of chairmen, was
the vehicle ; on which is secured a sort of elbow-chair in

which the traveller hits. 1874 LONGF. Monte Cassino xxi,

I saw the iron horses of the steam Toss to the morning air

their plumes of smoke. 1898 Daily Chron, 26 May 7/7 It

[a locomotive] was a powerful and quick-moving horse, only
the run to London was not done uuder any sort of pressure.

b. 1648 ]v.KK\xB/itidGuide iii. 33 A wooden horse for un-

ruly Souldiers is no living creature. 1705 FARQUHAR Re'

cruiting Officer v. iv. 1788 GROSE Milit, Antig. II. 200

The remains of a wooden horse was standing on the parade
at Portsmouth, about the year 1760. 1805. J. J. RAVEN Hist.

Suffolk 37 If they were suspected offalsifying their accounts

they might be tortured by a kind of rack called the horse.

d. 1747 HOOSON Miner's Diet. K ij b, Horse
l

a strong
thick piece of Wood, with a Hole bored in the middle of it,

and . . the Rope being put through the Hole . . the Miner

places between his Legs and sits on it and so rides down
and up the Shafts. 1894 Times 10 Jan. 11/3 He was seated

on the 'horse' ..and the engineman heard him give the

signal to
*

lower'.

6. 1865 J. T. F. TURNER Slate Quarries 14 These sheets

of slate are then passed to the
* dressers ', or cutters . .seated

on a wooden '

horse
'

. . The * horse
'

is a low wooden stool,

on one end of which the cutter sits astride.

7. A frame or structure on which something is

mounted or supported. (Often having legs.)
a. A horizontal board or beam resting upon two or four

vertical legs, and used as a support. b. A sawyer's fraine

or trestle, a saw-horse. G. A clothes-horse, on which
washed linen, etc. is dried ; a frame on which towels are

hung. d. A frame, board, block, or plank, used in various

trades, to support the material or article which is being

operated on. (See quots.)
a. 1703 T. N. City <$

C\ Purchaser 3, Horses, or Trussels

.. to lay the Poles .. on whilst they are boring. 1727-41
CHAMBERS Cycl., Horse . . is also used in carpentry for a

piece of wood jointed across two other perpendicular ones,

to sustain the boards, planks, etc. which make bridges over

small rivers. 1874 J. H. COLLINS Metal Mining 82 The
horses are placed one on each side of the shaft, about 5 or 6

feet apart, the centre of the space between being in line

with the span-beam of the whim. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meek.,
Horse

t
. . 6. That on which the mooring of a flying-bridge

rides and traverses, and which consists of two masts with

horizontal beams at their heads.

b. 1718 Laiv French Diet. (ed. 2) s.v., A horse to saw
wood on, cantherius. 1760 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789),

Baudet, a sawyer's frame, horse, or trestle.

c. [1565-73 COOPER Thesaurus, Pegasus, A winged horse.

A signe of starres so named. An instrument in an house
whereon garments and other things be hanged.] 1706
PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Horse, .. also a wooden Frame to

dry wash'd Linnen upon. i86 H. N. COLERIDGE West
Indies 171 Converted into drying horses for their clothes.

185* MRS. SMYTHIES Bride Elect xxiii, She. .wrung out the

wretched rags, and hung them n an old horse to dry.

d. 1727 -41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., The horse used by tanners

and skinners .. upon which they pare their skins. 1750
BLANCKLKY Naval Expos., Horse . . is also a Frame of Wood
the Riggers make use of to woold Ships Masts, which

hath a Rowl fixed in it, whereon several Turns are taken

for the heaving the Rope taught round the Mast. 1791
HAMILTON Bertkoliefs Dyeing II. n. n. v. 107 Passing the

piece successively from the winch to the horse or board.

1823 CRABB Technol. Diet., Horse, the form, or bench, on

which the pressmen set the heaps of paper ; also the press-

men themselves were jocosely so called because they worked
the horse. 1839 T. BEALE Sperm Whale 187 Strips of fat or

blubber, .being cut up into thin pieces upon blocks called
1 horses \ 1850 W- B. CLARKE Wreck Favorite 31 The

* horse
1

,

used for supporting the blubber whilst it is being cut into

the tubs, consists of a piece of board, about one foot wide by
one foot and a half long, having a ledge . . on each side.

1853 C. MORFIT Tanning etc. 156 The working and soften-

ing of the hides upon the horse, or beam. Ibid. 447 (in

parchment manufacture) A horse, or stout wooden frame

formed of two uprights and two crossbars, solidly joined

together by tenons and mortises. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meek,
s. v., A shaving-horse is a beam supported by legs, and hav-

ing a jaw . . to hold a shingle, axe-handle, spoke, or other

article while being shaved by a drawing knife. 2bid. t

Horse,. .4. A slanting board at the end of the bank or table,

to hold a supply of paper for a press. 1884 F. J. BRITTEN
Watch <5-

Clockm. 122 [A] Horse [is] a wooden standard

for supporting a small clock movement while it is being

brought to time.

8. An instrument, appliance, or device, for some
service suggesting or taken to suggest that of a

horse.

ta. A wedge passed through the pin which holds pieces

together to tighten their contact. Obs, b. A clamp for

holding screws for filing. C. A hook-shaped tool used in

making embossed or hammered work. d. A cooper's tool

used in driving the staves of a cask closely .together. te.
A kind of battering-ram. Obs. f. In a malt-kiln : see

quot. 1848. g. A wooden faucet (Jam.).
c 1391 CHAUCER Astral, i. 14 Thorw wich pyn ther goth

a Htel wegge which bat is cleped the hors, J>at streyneth
alle thise parties to hepe. 1601 HOLLAND Hiny I. 180 The

engine to batter wals (called sometime the horse, and now
is named the ram). 1610 W. FOLKINGHAM Art of Survey
i. xiii. 45 Engines are. .Militarie; as Battering-Rams, Sowes,
Horses, Tortuses. 1611 COTGR., Sergeant de tonnelier,\h&

Coopers horse ; an yron toole which he vseth in the hooping
of Caske. 1660 WORLIDGE Syst. Agric. (1681) 153 In the

midst of this Room on the Floor, must the Fire-place be

made, .it is usually called a Horse, and is commonly made
in Mault-Kilns. 1848 Jrnl. A'. Agric. Soc. IX. n. 570 It

is a very good precaution, .to have horses or hogs (as these

plates, resting upon open brickwork, are called) over the

fires, when there are three to the same space.

9. Nautical.
a. A rope stretched under a yard, on which sailors stand in

handing sails ; a foot-rope. b. A rope for a sail to travel

on, also called traverse-horse. C. A jack-stay on which a

sail is hauled out. d. Applied to various other ropes used

HOKSE.

to support or to guide. e. A horizontal bar of iron or wood
used as a traveller for the sheet-block of a fore-and-aft sail,

f. Applied to various other bars used as protections, etc.

(See quots. and Smyth Sailer's Word-t'k. 1867.)

1626 CAPT. SMITH Accid. Yng. Seamen 14 The fore top

sayle hallyard..the horse, the maine sheats. 1627 Sea-

man's Grant, v. 21 A Horse is a rope made fast to the fore

mast shrouds, and the Spretsaile sheats, to keepe those

sheats cleare of the anchor floukes. 1692 Ibid. i. xiv. 64
The Horse for the main Topsail yard. Ibid. The Main
Horse and Tackle. Ibid. 65 The Horse on the Bowsprit.

1706 PHILLIPS, Horse, . . also a Rope made fast to the

Shrowds, to preserve him that heaves out the Lead there

from falling into the Sea. Ibid. s.v. Waff, Those little

short Wapps which are seized to the Top-mast and Top-
gallant-mast Stay, wherein the Bowlings of the Top-sail
and Top-gallant-sail are let thro', are also call'd Horses.

1711 W. SUTHERLAND Shipbmld. Assist. 114 Horses for the

Yards ;
a Conveniency for the Men to tread on. in going

out to furl the Sails. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Horse . . is

also a rope in a ship, made fast to one of the foremast

shrouds
; having a dead man's eye at its end, through which

the pennant of the sprit-sail sheets is reeved. 1794 Rigging
fy Seamanship I. 6 Horse, a thick iron rod, fastened at the

ends to the inside of the stern of vessels that carry a fore

and aft mainsail, for the main sheet to travel on. Ibid. 167

Bowsprit-horses . . serve as rails for the men to hold by
when . . out upon the bowsprit. Flemish-horses are small

horses under the yards without the deals. Jib-horses hang
under the jib-boom. Traverse-horses are of rope, or iron,

for sails to travel on, &c. 1815 W. BURNEY Diet. Marine

S.V., Flemish Horse . . placed at the top-sail-yard-arms, on

which the man who passes the earing usually stands. Ibid.,

Iron Horse, in ship building, the name given to a large

round bar of iron, fixed in the heads of ships, with stanchions

and netting, c 1850 Rudim. Navif. (Weale) 125 Horse, the

round bar of iron which is fixed to the main rail and_ back

of the figure in the head, with stanchions, and to which is

attached a netting for the safety of the men who have occa-

sion to be in the head. 1854 H. MILLER Sch. f; Schm. i.

(1858) 15, I was stationed a-head on the out-look beside the

foresail horse, c 1860 H. STUART Seaman's Catech. 17
What is the name of the standing rigging for jib and flying

jibbooms 1 Foot ropes or horses, inner and outer jib guys, . .

flying jib foot ropes or horses. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-
tk. s.v., Horses are also called jackstays, on which sails are

hauled out, as gaff-sails.

1 1O. a. A lottery ticket hired out by the day.
b. A day-rule, legal slang.
1726 Briefs Weekly Jrnl. 14 Oct. 2 Tis computed that oooo

Tickets, called Horses, are hired every Day in Exchange-

Alley. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Horse. .To determine

I have a little money . . and I intend to ride it out in the

lottery. 1825 C. M. WESTMACOTT Eng. Spy I. 317 King's
Bench rulers with needy habiliments, and lingering looks

sighing for term time and a horse. [Note] A day-rule,

so called.

11. A mass of rock or earthy matter enclosed

within a lode or vein (usually part of the rock

through which the lode runs) ;
a fault or obstruc-

tion in the course of a vein ; hence to take horse.

1789 MILLS in Phil. Trans. LXXX. 74 Examining the

cliffs at Ballycastle, I found the horses (or faults) of v.hii.h

there are several between the coals, were veins of lava . .

standing vertically. 1828 Craven Dial., Horse, an obstruc-

tion of a vein or stratum, called also a rider. 1855 Cornwall
88 When a lode divides into branches, the miners say it has

taken horse. 1872 RAYMOND Statist. Mines e, Mining 302

One vein, which is divided into two parts by an intervening

'horse' of ground. 1874.). H. COLLINS Metal Mining 27.

12. (See quot.)

hearth, and forms what smelters term 'sows', 'bears',
* horses

'

or
' salamanders '.

13. A translation or other illegitimate aid for

students in preparing their work ;
a '

ciib'. U.S.

14. slang. Among workmen, work charged for

before it is executed. See dead horse (s.nse 18).

1823 CRABB Technol. Dict.,Horse,K the surplusage of work

which a journeyman printer sets down in his bill on Satur-

day night above what he has done, which he abates in his

next bill. This was formerly called Horse-fiish,

III. Phrases. * With govet ning prep.

15. On horse. On horseback.

On horse often toes (humorous', on foot ; so onfool's horse

(FOOT si. 29, quot. 1883).

c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 3217 On horse fifiti ohusent men. a 1300

Cursor M. 6267 He folud wit ost on hors and fote. a 1661

FULLER Worthies, Somerset (1662) 31 Mounted on an horse

with ten toes.

16. To horse, a. To horseback, to mounting a

horse
;
used absolutely as an order to mount.

c 1350 Will. Palerne 1947 Whan be gomes of grece were

alle to horse, araied wel redi. a 1400-50 Alexander 777

Ilk a hathill to hors [Diibl. to hys hors] hijis him be-lyue.

1593 SHAKS. Rich. II, u. i. 299 To horse, to horse, vrge

doubts to them y' fear. 1617 MORYSON Itin. l. 106 Assoone

as the mules are grast, they must to horse againe, every

man. 1847 TENNYSON Frinc. iv. 148
' To horse !

'

Said Ida ;

' home ! to horse !

'

1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. viu. II. 288

His trumpets had been heard sounding to horse through
those quiet cloisters.

b. Of a mare : To the stallion. See I c, quot.

'577-
** With governing verb.

17. To change horses, to substitute a fresh horse

for that which has been ridden or driven up to this

point. To hitch, set, or stable horses together, to

agree, combine, get on with each other. To take
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horse, to mount, start, or proceed, on horseback :

see also I c and n. To talk horse, to talk the lan-

guage of 'the turf ; to talk big or boastfully.
1617 MORYSON Itin. in. 12 Being ready to take Horse.

1633 J. HAYVVARD tr. BiondPs Eroinena. 29 They rode all

night, having twise changed horse. 1651 Ep. /W. to

Donne's Lett., The Cavaliers and They (that were at

such enmity here) set their horses together there, a 1704
T. BROWN Wks. (1760) III. 198 (D.) Faith and reason,
which . . can never be brought to set their horses together.
c 1800 R. CUMBERLAND John tie Lancaster (i8og) I. 258
They'll never set their horses up together. 1821 SCOTT
KtHtlw. vii, The earl and hU retinue took horse soon after.

1837-1862 [see HITCH ?'. 5 d]. 1891 ^felbcntrnc Argits 7
Nov. 13/2 In the stand [at a race], . I was privileged to hear
the ladies talk horse. 1891 R. KIPLING Life's Handicap
209 Half-a-dozen planters . . were talking

' horse
'

to the big-
gest liar in Asia, who was trying to cap all their stories.

*** With qualifying adjective or attribute.

(DARK, SALT, WILLING horse > etc. : see the adjs.)
18. Dead horse. Taken as the type of that

which has ceased to be of use, and which it is vain

to attempt to revive.

To work) etc. for a dead horse, or to work the dead
horse : to do work which has been paid for in advance, and
so brings no further profit : cf. sense 14 and HORSEFLESH 3 b.

To flog (also to mount on) a dead horse : to attempt to
revive a feeling or interest which has died out; to engage
in fruitless effort.

1638 IjROMi; Antipodes i. Wks. 1873 III. 234 His land..
'twas sold to pay his debts; All went That way, for a dead
horse, as one would say. 1668 Nicker Nicked in Harl.
Misc. (Park) II. no Sir Humphry Foster had lost the

greatest part of his estate, and then (playing, as it is said,
for a dead horse) did, by happy fortune, recover it again.
1830 GEN. P. THOMPSON Excrc. (1842) I. 271 What can
have led any sensible man to mount on a dead horse like

this? 1857 N. $ Q. 2nd Ser. IV. 192/1 When he charges
for more .. work than he has really done . . he has so much
unprofitable work to get through in the ensuing week, which
is called

' dead horse '. 1887 MORLEY in Diet. Nat. Biog.
XI. 151/2 In parliament he again pressed the necessity of

reducing expenditure. Friends warned him [R. Cobden]
that he was flogging a dead horse.

19. Flying* horse. The mythical winged horse

of the Muses, Pegasus ; hence, Astron. the con-

stellation Pegasus; see also FLYING///, a. i d.

1551 RECORDS Cast. Knowl. (1556) 265 Harde by him is

the Flying horse, named Pegasus : and doth consiste of 20
starres. 1559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr.Glasse 54 To have
shewid me. .the flieng Horse, mightie Orion [etc.].

20. Gift horse. (Earlier given horse.} A horse

bestowed as a gift. To look a gift (tgiven} horse

in the mouth, to criticize and find fault with a gift.

1546 J. HKYWOOD Prov. (1867) ir No man ought to looke
a geuen hors in the mouth. 1616 B. R. Withals

1

Diet, 578.

1663 BUTLKR Hud, i. i. 490 He ne'er consider'd it, as loth To
look a Gift-Horse in the mouth. 1707 J. STEVENS tr. Que-
vedo's Com. Wks. (1709) 334 It is a madness, .to look a gift
Horse in the Mouth. 1888 J. PAYN Myst. Mirbridge xxxii,
He would be a fool . . to look such a gift horse hi the mouth.

21. Great horse. The horse used in battle and
tournament ; the war-horse or charger [

= F. grand
cheval]. fig. (quot. 1800) high horse, 220.
1466 CLEMENT PASTON in P. Lett. No. 540 II. 259 The

Kyng..is nowther horsyd nor harneysyd, for his grett hors
is lykly to dye. 1553 T. WILSON Rhet. (1580) 13, I maie
commende hym for plaiyng at weapons, for runnyng uppon
a greats horse. 1615 in Crt. fy Times Jos. 7(1849) ! 3^3
The king hath sent for some of his great horses to New-
market, and for St. Anthony, the rider. 1623 MASSINGER
Bondman i. in, His singing, dancing, riding of great horses.

1700 WALLIS in Collect. (O. H. S.) I. 31^ Here was, Not. b.) i. 319 Here was, Wot
many years since, one . . Mr. ... in Oxford, . . to teach riding

horse. 1771 R. BERENGER Horsemanship I.the: great
170 Those persons wno professed the science of arms were

obliged to learn the art of managing their horses, in con-

formity to certain rules and principles ;
and hence came the

expression of learning to 'ride the great Horse*. 1800 I.

MILNER in Life xii. (1842) 204, I hope our people will not
ride the great horse, a 1817 R. L. EDGEWORTH Mem. (1844)
166 To compel his antigallican limbs. .to dance, and fence,
and manage the great horse. 1858 Sat. Rev. V. 421/2 They
learned fencing, or rode the great horse, with a skill un-
known to the vulgar.
22. High horse, a. lit. = great horse.

c 1580 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 475 pe emperour . . made hym
& his cardenals ride in reed on hye ors. a 1400-50
'A lexander 883 Heraudis on heje hors hendly a-rayed.

b. To mount or ride the high horse (colloq.) :

said of a person affecting airs of superiority, or

behaving preteutiously or arrogantly. So on the

high horse. Cf. high-horsed in HIGH a. 22 b.

1805 F. AMES Wks. 1.339, 1 expect reverses and disasters,
and that Great Britain, now on the high horse, will dismount
again. 1831 LD. GRANVILLE Let. to Palmerston 4 Feb. in

Bulwer Palmerston (1870) II. vm. 38 note, At one o'clock
he [Sebastiani] was warm, warlike, and mounted on his

highest horse. 1833 LONGF. Outre-Mer Prose Wks. 1886 I.

118 My radical had got upon his high horse again. 1848
C. BRONTE J. Eyre xvii, She appeared to be on her high
horse to-night. 1869 LOWELL Wks. (1890) III. 213 To be
sure Chateaubriand was apt to mount the high horse.

23. White Horse. The figure of a white horse,

reputed (by later writers) as the ensign of the

Saxons when they invaded Britain, and the heraldic

ensign of Brunswick, Hanover, and Kent ; also, the

figure of a horse cut on the face of chalk downs in

England, and popularly supposed to represent the
' white horse

'

of the Saxons ; notably that near

Uffington in Berkshire.

[c 1171 Cartnl. AbbeyAbingdonm Hughes Scouring White

Horse (1859) App. i. 215 Juxta locum qui vulgo mons Alui

Kqui Duncupatur]. 1368-9 Close Roll 42 Ediv. Ill (ibid.)

En la vale de White Horse. 1607 CAMDEN Brit. 202 In
valient . . quam a nescio qua albi equi forma, in candicanti
colle imaginata, The Vale of Whitehorse vocant. 1730
Magna Britania et Hibeniia, I. 171/1 Some fancy it to be
the Monument of Uter Pen Dragon, with as much Reason
..as others imagine J-kngi^t to liavo made the White Horse
on the Edge of the Hill. 1738 F. WISE (title) A Letter to

Pr. Mead . . shewing that the White Horse is a monument
of the West Saxons. 1780 Rca<fing Mercury 22 May in

Hughes Scouring White Horse (1859) v. 93 The ceremony
of scowering and cleansing.. the White Horse, was cele-

brated on Whit-Monday. 1814 SCOTT War. xi, May the

white horse [of Hanover] break his neck over a mound of
his making! 1856 KNIGHT /'c/. Hist. Kug. I. vii. 98 [OnJ
the chalk-hills about Wantage .. the White Horse of the

Saxon race has been held to be a monument of the Saxon

victory. Ibid. 100 The banner of the White Horse floated

triumphantly over the Danish raven. 1859 TENNYSON Enid
1784 As now Men weed the white horse on the Berkshire
hills To keep him bright and clean. Guinevere 16 He
[Modred] . . tamper'd with the Lords of the White Horse.

1869 FREEMAN Old Engt Hist, for Childr. v. 33 ;
viii. 124.

b. A high white-crested racing wave.

1833 MRS. OPIE in Mem. (1854) xix. 298 The sea a SUM. Le-

sion of foaming billows, and the white horses galloping
towards us. 1834 MEDWIN Angler in Wales I. 174, I like

to see the pool . . full of what the Genevese call
' moutons '

and the Irish
'

white horses '. 1848 C. A. JOHNS Week at
Lizard 102 As mariners say, the sea is covered with ' white
horses'. 1849 ARNOLD Forsaken Merman 6 The wild
white horses play, Champ and chafe and toss in the spray.

f 24. Wooden horse. The scaffold, the gallows
(cf. a horse foaled of an acorn : 25 b) ; an instru-

ment of torture. See also 6 b. Obs.

1642 FULLER Holy $ Prof. St. iv. ii. 247 He becomes
Mordecai's Herauld and Page . .(who he hoped by this time
should have mounted the wooden horse). Ibid. v. xv. 419
The wooden horse hath told strange secrets.
**** 25. Proverbialphrases and locutions, a. In

comparisons : As holy, as sick, as strong as a
horse ; to eat, or work tike a horse. A horse of
another (the same, etc.) colour, a thing or matter
of a different (etc.) complexion.
1530 PALSGR. 620/1 He maketh as thoughe he were as

holy as a horse, ilpretent la sainctete dung cheuat. 1601
SHAKS. Twel. N, 11. iii. 181 My_ purpose is indeed a horse of
that colour. 1707 LD. RABY in Hearne Collect. 14 Sept.
lO. H.S.) 11.43 He eats like a Horse. 1860 O.W. HOLMES
Prof. Breakf.-t. vii. (Paterson) 143 It is a common saying
of a jockey that he is 'all horse '. 1867 TROLLOPE Chron.
Barset I. xxiv. 216 What did you think of his wife ? That's
a horse of another colour altogether.

b. A horse that was foaled of an acorn, the

scaffold, the gibbet, -j*
To come for horse and

harness, i. e. for one's own ends, t To run before
one's horse to market, to count one's gains prema-
turely. Horse andfoot : see 3 c,

1483 CAXTON G. de la. Tour E viij, [She] dyde come thyder
only for hors and harnois, that is to wete to accomplisshe her
fowle delyte. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, \. i. 160 But yet I run
before my horse to Market : Clarence still breathes, Edward
still Hues and raignes, When they are gone, then must I

count my gaines. 1678 RAY Prov. 253 You'll ride on a horse
that was foal'd of an acorn. That is the gallows. 1708
MOTTEUX Rabelais v. xxviii. (1737) 128 May I ride on a
Horse that was foal'd of an Acorn. i8z8 LYTTON Pelham
III. xviii. 296 As pretty a Tyburn blossom as ever was
brought up to ride a horse foaled by an acorn.

C. Other phrases and
proverbs.

1:1175 Lamb. How, 9 Hwa is et mei bet hors wettrien be
him self nule drinken? c 1300 Prov. Handing xxvii, He is

fre of hors bat ner nade non, quojj Hendyng. 1390 GOWEK
Cotif. II. 392 What man hath hors men yiven mm hors.

1541 Sckole-ko. Wont, 1013 in Hazl. E.P.P. IV. 145 Rub a
scald horse vpon the gall, and he wil bite. 1546 J. HEYWOOIJ
Prov. (1867) 27 A man maie well bring a horse to the water,
But he can not make him drinke without he will. Ibid.

75 That some man maie steale a hors better Than some
other maie stande and looke vpone. Ibid. 81 For it is . . A
proude horse that will not beare his own

prouander. 1573

j.
SANFORD Hours Recreat. (1576) 208 He that can not

beate the Horsse, beateth the saddle. 1577 B. GOOGK
HeresbacKs Husb. \. (1586) i6b, The weather being faire,

you bring a Horse to the Feelde (as they say) when you
speake to me of going abrode. 1611 COTGR. s.v. Cheval,
The best-shod horse doth slip sometimes. 1640 HERBERT
(Jutland. Pr<n>. Wks. (Warne) 383 Choose a horse made
and a wife to make. 1659-60 PEPYS Diary 2 Feb., After
this we went to a sport called, selling of a horsefor a dish

ofeggs and herrings, and sat talking there till almost twelve
at night. 1678 W. WALKER Parxmiol. 37 It is a good
horse that never stumbles. 1869 HAZLITT Eng, Prov. 215
I'll not hang my bells on one horse : That is, give all to one
son. 1897 MARQ. SALISBURY in Ho. Lords 19 Jan., Many
members of this House will keenly feel the nature of the
mistake that was made when I say that we put all our
money upon the wrong horse.

IV . altrib. and Comb.
26. a. appositive, as horse-beast, -foal, etc.

1573 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 347 Every
beast as well *horsebeast as other. 1587 FLEMING Contn.
Holinshed III. 1543/1 They wrought altogether with hors-
beasts. 1535 COVERDALE Ecclns. xxiii. 30 A yonge *horse
foale. 1822 LAMB Elia Ser. i. Decay Beggars, He was as
the man-part of a centaur, from which the *horse-half had
been cloven in some dire Lapithan controversy.

b. Of, pertaining or relating to, or connected
with a horse or horses, as horse-beef, -body, -craft,

t 'Cf&g (
= neck), -dentist, -dropping, -factor, -hide,

-kick, -length, -mane, -market, -merchant, -muck,
-piss, -side, -supply, -tread, -trick, etc., etc.

1716 13. CHURCH Hist. Philip's War (1865) I. 161 They

fell to roasting iheir *Horse-beaf. 1817 Edin.Rev. XXVII.
306 Half a dozen prime joints of horse-beef. 1767 YOUNG
Farmer's Lett, to People 106 It has been objected, that oxen
are not proper for all work and in the *horse counties

there is quite an abhorrence against their use. 1833 J. P.

KENNEDY Stuallour B. ii. (1860) 36 The mystery of *horse-

craft. c 1470 HI.NRY Wallace x. 368 Sper and *horscrag in

till spndyr he drave, 1796 Insir. <y Reg. Cavalry (1813)

124 The serrefiles .. place themselves in rank behind their

squadrons, at half a *horse distance. 1871 SMILES Charact.

iy. (1876} in De Foe was by turns *horse-factor, brick and
tile maker, shopkeeper. 1887 Daily News 27 July 6/3 He
had complained to the "horse-foreman that the animal he
drove was vicious, a 1300 Cursor M. 2250 Bath wit *hors
and camel hide. 1811 Snorting Mag. XXXVIII. 292 With
the force of a *horse-kick. 1673 Providence (K. /.) Rec.

(1^893) III. 248 Vntill the Comon be divided to say Cow.
kind or "horse kind and sum swine. 1880 BROWNING
MuUykeh 89 A 'horse-length off. c 1425 Voc. in Wr.-
Wiilcker 638/28 Hiejaba, *horsemane. 1894 Westm. Gaz.
13 Sept. 1/3 Of palpable material advantage to this country,
the "horse-market of the nations. 1711 Loud. Gaz. No.
4849/4 Thomas Skitt of Newport,.. *Horse-Merchant. 1607
MARKHAM Caval. \. (1617) 24 Some., out of curiositie ..

would become *Horse-midwiues. 1727 S. SWITZER Pract.
Card. ii. vii. 55 The water that proceeds from a *horse-mixen
is reckoned some of the best, .foramelonry. 1601 HOLLAND
Pliny I. 507 They prefer it before *hors-muck, and such

1831 MAYNE REID Scalp Hunt, xli, It [the sound] was the
horse-tread of the approaching Navajoes ! 1599 MASSINGER,
etc. Old Laiv in. ii, Look you, here's your worship's *horse-

trick, sir. (Gives a spring.) 1608 Merry Devil Edmonton
in Hazl. Dodsley X. 221 Make her leap, caper, jerk, and
laugh, and sing, And play me horse tricks.

C. For a horse
;
for the use, pasturage, accoutre-

ment, housing, transport, etc. of horses, as horse-

ball, -bell, -bin, -blister, -close, -com, -feed, -ferry%

-fleam, \-garth, -girth, -grass, -homes, -harness,

-keck, -lighter, -manger, -measure, -medicine, -net,

-paddock, -path, -road, -rod, -rug, -ship, -track,

-transport^ -trappings, -troitgh, -yard, etc.

1826 Miss MITFORO Village Ser. n. (1863) 421 Think of

giving a *horse-ball to my May! 1685 Lond. Gaz. No.
1998/4 It had a Coller and *Horse Bell about his Neck.
1851 Illustr. Catal. Gt. Ejchib. 497 *Horse blankets of
various qualities. 1701 C. WOLLEY Jrnl. N. York (1860)

59 A Curry Comb and * Horse-brush. 1440 Durham MS,
Hostillars Roll, In clausura circa le *horscloce. 1577 HAR-
RISON England n. vi. (1877) i. 153 The poore laboring man
. . is driuen to content himselfe with *horssecorne, I meane,
beanes, otes [etc.J. 17857. PHILLIPS Treat. Inland Navig.
ii Land, now occupied to grow horse-corn only. 1632 J.
HAYWARD tr. BiondPs Eromena 29 They must have taken
them up behind them on their *

horse-croppers. 1610 HOL-
LAND Cantdett's Brit, i, 444 Tenements were demised with
a spurre, or *horse-cury-combe. 1682 Lond. Gaz. No. 1782/4
At the White- Hart-Inn, by the *Horse-Ferry, in West-
minster. 1776 WITHERING Brit. Plants (1796) II. 512 On
the Thames shore, over against Lambeth palace ; and . .

above the horse ferry. 1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. 4 Oct.
Let. iv, Pulling out a *hprse-fleam, [he] let him blood in the

farrier style. 14. . Nom. in Wr.-Wulcker 727/37 Hec singula,
a *horsgarthe. a 1000 in Kemble Cod. Dipl, III. 414
Onbutan Sone *horsga?rstun, 1493 Mem. Ripon (Surtees)
III. 164 Pro j hors gresse in parva prata apud Topclyf.
1887 ROGERS Agric. fy Prices V. 304 The charges for a horse-

grass . . are common in the accounts, c 1325 Gloss. W. de
Biblesw. in Wright Voc. 171 *Hors-hames, hesteles de chival.

1483 Act i Rich. ///, c. 2 Sadeles, sadel trees, *hors harnes.

1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach's flush, in. (1586) 119 Bridles

and other horse harneies. 1400-1 Durham MS. Almoner's

Roll, Pro uno *Horshek et senevectorio. a 1656 USSHER
Ann. vt. (1658) 258 How far every barge, how far every
*horse-lighter, how far every ship of war should steer on
from each other. 1457-8 Durham MS. Bursar's Roll, Pro
emendacione le *horsmaunger in stabulo. 1706 PHILLIPS

(ed. Kersey),
*Horse-mea&ures, a Rod of Box, .divided into

Hands and Inches, to measure the Height of Horses. 1784
COWPER Lett. 10 July, Some geese were in the *horse-path,
and in danger of being run over. 1847 JAMES Convict xvii,

A narrow horse-path across the downs. 1824 SCOTT St.

Ronaft's\x
t
The *horse-road which winded down the valley.

1876 BANCROFT Hist. U. S. II. xlii. 570 Trees had been
blazed all the way for a 'horse road'. 1869 C. GIBBON R.

Gray xxxi, With a coarse *horse-rug rolled in a bundle on
his shoulder. 1625 in Crt. 4- Times Chas. I 11848) I. 63
You must add five victuallers, and as many *horse-ships.

1836 Penny CycL V. 225/1 There is a *
horse-track across

the well-known pass of Sty Head to Wasdale. 1836-48 B.

D. WALSH Aristoph. 191 note, 200 cavalry in ^horse-trans-

ports. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. (1510) 233/2 Theyr cotes,

theyr armure, sheldes, *hois trappure . . all was whyte hertes.

1837 DICKENS Pick-w. Hi, Immersing Mr. Stiggins's head in

a ^horse-trough full of water.

d. Carried, drawn, or worked by a horse or by
horse-power, as horse-barge, -broont t -burden, -cap-

stan, -cart, -drill, -gin, -harrow, -pack, -railroad,

-rake (hence horse-rake vb., horse-raking], -roller,

-shaft, "sled, -tram, -wain, -whim, etc.

1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade, *Horse-barge, one towed by
horses on a canal or narrow river. i8oa J. LUCAS tr. Kalm's

England 412 The *horsebreak is much used here to plough
and clean away the weeds. 1x1400 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 353

Euerych *horse-burdene of fresh fysh. 1774 ABIGAIL ADAMS
in j. Adams* Fam. Lett. (1876) 34 About two hundred men,
preceded by a *horsecart. 1756 in N. Eng. Hist. 4- Gen,

Register (1869) XXIII. 159 My Saddle horse which I usually
Ride, and my part of the *Horse Chair, and Tackling. 1770

j.
R. FORSTER tr. Kalm's Trav. N. Amer. (1772) II. 327

The governor-general and a few of the chief people in town
have coaches, the rest make use of horse-chairs. 1886 T.
HARUY Mayor Casterbr. xxiv, The new-fashioned agricul-
tural implement called a *horse-drill . 1881 RAYMOND Mining
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after, to make the clottes small. 1791 Gentl. Mag. LXI. n.

719 Capt. Lloyd, of Killgwyn. .invented, about eight y^ars

ago, a horse-harrow. 1696 Loud. GHZ. No. 3220 4 A Horse-

Pack of Goods lost or mislaid. 1858 O. W. HOLML^ Ant.

Breakf.t. vii. (1891) 165 Busy Cambridge Street with its

iron river of the *horse-railroad. 1891 Aberdeen (S. Dakota)
Sun 24 Nov. 6/5 The longest horse-railroad in the world
runs from Buenos Ayres to San Martin. .the distance being
about fifty miles. 1822 J. FLINT Lett. Amer. 17 A Ahorse
rake has been recently invented. 1887 I. R. La<iy's Ranch*:

Life Montana 95 If people tried
*horse-raking when they

are ordered carriage exercise, they would get a little of the
latter. 1848 THOREAU Maine \V. (1894) 37 A *horse-sled
made of saplings. 1895 Daily AVws 29 Oct. 2/7 The
lessees of the present *horse trams. c 1000 ^LFRIC Gfoxs.

in Wr.-Wulcker 140/4 Carpentum,cuyrns, *h rswjen. 1838
SOAMES Anglo Sax. Ck. ted. 2) 283 To travel about in

a horse-wain.

e. Mounted upon a horse or horses
;
used by or

for the service of mounted soldiers
;

as horse-

armoury, -arms, -artillery , -barrack, -bowman,

-camp, -dragoon, -forces, -grenadier, -lancer
', -officer,

t -petrel^ -quarters^ -soldier , -troop, -trooper',
etc. ;

performed on horseback, as horse-exercise.

1766 ENTICK London, IV. 343The*horse-armoury is a little

eastward of the White Tower. 1688 LUTTRELL BriefRel.

(1857) 1.457 The Dutch.. are getting ready. -saddles and
*horse arraes. 1842 Penny Cycl. XXIII. 510/1 Should the

enemy's line become disordered, the 'horse-artillery gallops

up to within range of grape-shot, and completes the victory.
18*3 inCobbett^fwr.A'/V&f 11885) 1. 92 The first thing you see

. .is a splendid
*horse-barrack on one side of the road. 1840

THIRLWALL Greece liii. VII. 20 Alexander, .sent the *horse-

bowmen forward to reconnoitre. 171* Lond. Gaz. No.
5000/2 Threescore *Horse Dragoons. 1807 COLERIDGE Lett.

to Davy n Sept. (1895) 515, I have, .received such manifest
benefit from *horse-exercise. 1633 J. LEE Sitort Sun'. 38
Their "horse-forces are raised both from among the Gentrie
and the common people. 170* Lond. Gaz. No. 3807/1 First

a Troop of *Horse-Granadiers, Knight Marshal's Men,
Kettle-Drum. 175* Ann. Reg. 67 The trial of the horse-

grenadier for imprisoning Mr. Ramsford. x8n Hist. ILur.

in Ann. Reg. 106/1 A body of Polish *Horse-Iancers. 1716
Lond. Gaz. No. 5472/3 The Westminster Troop of *Horse-
Militia. 1709 STEELE Tatler No. 17 P 2 The same Man
pretended to see in the Style, that it was an *Horse-Officer.

1823 Spirit Pub. Jrnls. (1824) 210 Every horseman on the

road, with the *horse-patrol. .scampered after him. 1844
LD. BROUGHAM Brit. Const, xix. 3 (1862) 325 The horse

patrol put an end to highway robbery near London. 1580
HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tong.. Poictrailde Cheyal, a *Horse

petrell. 1641 EVELYN Diary 8 Aug., I din'd in the *Horse

quarters with Sir Rob. Stone and his Lady, a 1674 CLAREN-
DON Hist. Reb. xy. 141 It [Hochstrade] is always a Horse-

quarter in the Winter Season, who use great licence. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iii. I. 294 The dragoon.. has since

become a mere *horse soldier. 1600 DVMMOK Irclatui (1843)

32 The rest of the *horse troopes fell in before the reare-

warde. x66x Barriffe's Mil. Discip. (title-f.), Instructions

for the exercising of the Cavalry of *Horse Troopers.

f. objective and objective genitive, as horse-

breeder, -catcher, -dealer, -feeder, -gelder^ -jobber^

-painter, -seller, -stealer, -lamer, "trader, -trainer,

-waterer, etc. ; horse-boiling, 'breeding, -broking,

-clipping, -docking, -duffing, -hitching, -owning,

-slaughtering, -taming, etc., sbs. and adjs.

1898 IVfstm. Gaz. 22 Jan. 7/2 Horse-slaughtering and
'horse-boiling establishments. 1607 MARKHAM C :/. i.(i6i7)

54 Advising all *Horscbreeders and Horsemen whatsoever.

1890 BOLDHEWOOD CoL Reformer (1891) 260, I should begin
to think there was something in

*
horse-breeding after all.

1889 The County xxii
?
Mrs. Stuart .. does a good bit of

"horse-broking in a quiet way. 1740 Hist. Jamaica.\\\. 170
No common "Horse-catcher shall ride or drive in any
Savannah, without giving TOO/, Bond. 1761 J. THOMPSON
(title) The Compleat *Horse-dealer ; or, Farriery made plain
and easy. 1865 W. G. PALGRAVE Arabia. I. 36 Their trade
is.. a little in the *horse-dealing line. 1895 Daily News
22 Oct 6/4 Fined for *Horse Docking. 1888 BOLDREWOOD

phaenomenon surprized. .the*horse-flayerwho attended me.

1593 Nottingham Rec. IV. 239 William Yates, *horsegelder.
1795 Sporting Mag. V. 49 A number of *horse jobbers were
there. 1890 BOLDREWOOD Col. Rf/orrner(\%gi) 279 Drawing
forth - . encomiums from the Ahorse-loving .. Colonel. i8ao

Snorting Mag. VI. 157 Stubbs, the prince of *horse-painters.
155* HULOET, *Horse seller, hippoplanus. Ibid., *Horse
stealer, hippplegus. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. in. iv. 25 Yes,
I thinke he is not a picke purse, nor a horse-stealer. 1530
PALSGR. 232/2

*Horse tamer, domptevr de ckeuai'l.v.

1859 Art Taming Horses i. 3 Mr. Rarey. .as an invincible

Horse-Tamer. 1836-48 B. D. WALSH Aristoph. 365 note.

Pallas, the *
horse-taming goddess of frowns. 1878 Daily

News 2 Aug., Goodwood, as a *horsewaterer phrased it, is

a *

quality' meeting.

g. instrumental, as horse-bitten, ~drawn t -nibbled,
-raised adjs. ; horse-tower, -towing.
1677 Lond. Gaz. No. 1238/4 The further shoulder full of

spots, having been *Horse-bitten. 1638-48 G. DANIEL Eclog
v. 106 *Horse-rais'd Hyppocrene. 1783 Rules for Barge-
masters etc. 9 No such *horse-tower shall take, for the
towing of any barge, more than the usual price. 1795 Act 35
Geo. Ill, c. 106 Preamble, In making *Hor& Towing-Paths.

h. attrib. Like a horse, or like that of a horse,
horse-like; hence coarse, unrefined : in construction
sometimes approaching an adj. ; as horseface (hence
horse-faced adj.), horsejoke, language, mouth, smile,
vein. See also HORSE-LAUGH, HOKSE-PLAY.
1630 DAVENANT Just Ital. n. Dram. Wks. 1872 I. 227 See

his horse veins, th* are large as conduit pipes. 167* JOSSELYN

396

AVtf En. l\u> itit's 9j The Men arc somewhat Horse Fac'd.

1681 OIWAY So/i/icr's Fnrt. \. i, With a Horse-face, a _;reat

ugly head. 1748 RILHAKDSON Clarissa u8n) III. Ixii. 356
She prims up tier horse-mouth. 1845 DISRAELI Syl'il (18631

213 Here he [Tadpole] broke into a horse smile. 1865 Pfiil

Malt G. No. 208. 3/1 A vulgar, insolent horse-joke.

27. Special combs. : a. horse aloes 'see quot.} ;

horse arm (Mining], that part of a horse-whim
to which horses are attached i,Cassell) ; horse-

billiards, a game played on board ship with

wooden disks, on a diagram chalked on the deck ;

horse-boot, a leather covering for the hoof and

pastern of a horse designed to protect them against
over - reaching or interfering ;

horse - bridge, a

bridge for horses to pass over ; horse-bucket (see

quot.) ; horse-butcher, a man who kills horses,

esp. for food
;
so horse-butchery ; horse-cadger

a horse-coper; horse-chanter = CHANTER sb.^ 7;
so horse-chanting ; horse-clipper, a man who

clips horses ; a pair of shears used in clipping
horses; f horse-coal 'see quot. ; horse-doctor,
one who treats the diseases of horses ;

so horse-

doctoring ; horse-drench, a draught of medicine

administered to a horse ; also, a horn or other

vessel by which it is administered ; horse-fettler,
a man who '

fettles
'

or attends to horses in a coal-

mine (Heslop Ncrthumb. Gloss. 1893); horse-

fight, (a) a fight on horseback; (6) a fight between
horses ; horse-furniture, the trappings of horses ;

horse-gang = horse-walk (lies\opWortAuml>. Gloss.

1893^ ; horse-gentler (local), a horse-tamer or

breaker ; horse-holder, a slinging frame for hold-

ing unruly horses while being shod, or for sup-

porting sick or disabled horses (Knight Diet. Mech.

'875) ; t horse-holy a. (cf. 'as holy as a horse'

35 a) ; horse-hook, an iron hook on a railway

carriage or truck by which a horse may be
attached to draw it ; horse-iron ;see HORSE v. 1 1 ;

horse- knacker, one who buys up old or worn-
out horses, and slaughters them for their com-
mercial products ; ) horse-knave = HOBSE-BOY ;

horse - lease = HOKSK - GATE 2
; (-

horse - lede,
horsemen ; f horse marshal, one who has the

charge or care of horses ;
a horse-doctor ; f horse-

match, a race between two horses ; ( horse-meal,
a dry meal without drink, such as a horse's is;

horse-milliner (quasi-a/rA.), one who supplies
ornamental trappings for horses ; t horse-mithri-

date, an antidotal medicine for horses; horse-

monger, a dealer in horses ; f horse - nest =
MARE'S KEST ; horse-nightcap, grimly humorous
for a hangman's halter ; horse-pew, a large pew
with high sides, = HOBSE-BOX 2 ; horse-pick,
-picker, a hooked instrument, sometimes forming
part of a pocket knife, used for removing a stone

from a horse's foot ; horse-piece, a large piece of

whale's blubber ; esp. a tough piece put under the

pieces to be cut in order to protect the edge of the

knife ; horse pistol, a large pistol carried at

the pommel of the saddle when on horseback ;

[ horse-plea, a sort of special plea for delaying
the cause and carrying it over the term ;

horse-

post, a letter-carrier who travels on horseback ;

postal delivery by means of such carriers
;
horse-

protector, a spiral spring for reducing the strain

upon a horse in starting a vehicle ; horse-rough, a

calk fitted to a horse's shoe to prevent slipping on
frozen ground; horse-run (see quot.); t horse-

running -- HORSE-RACING ; horse-sickness, a dis-

temper incident to horses in tropical countries ;

t horse-smith, a farrier ; horse-steps = HORSE-
BLOCK i

; horse-towel, a coarse towel, hung on
n roller, for general use ; a jack-towel ; horse-tree

(see quots. 1787 and i8a8) ; horse-trot (MS.);
a trotting match ; ( horse-twitcher (see quot.) ;

horse-walk, the path which a horse follows in

working a machine, as a gin, whim, etc. ; horse-
watcher (Horse-racing), one who watches the

performances of racing horses and calculates their

chances for particular races ; horse-wrangler, in

the Western U. S. a herder having charge of a string
of ponies.

1881 Syd. StK. Ltx., Aloe caballina, caballine, *hon>e,
or fetid aloes. An inferior variety . . at one time used in

veterinary medicine. . . It U black, opaque, dull in fracture,
and very nauseous. 187* 'MARK TWAIN* Innoc. Abr. iv,
* Horse- milliards is a fine game. 1897 More Tramps
Abr, iv. 1637 in N. Riding Ret:. IV. 69 Not repairing the
*
horse-bridge near by Button Oak. 1647 Mass. Colony Rtc.

(1854) 111. 1 13 There shalbe a sum eye nt horsbridge made on
the riuer neere Watertowne Mill. 1701 R. MVLNE Rep.
rtuunes <$ Isis 50 Towing path on South side requires two

horse-bridges. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk., 'Horse-

buckets, covered buckets for carrying spirits or water in.

1815 Sporting Mag. XLVI. 19 A *horse-butcher's cart draws

up. 1896 ll'fstw. Gaz. 28 July 10/1 There are. .at least aoo
horse-butcher shops in Paris. 1892 Daily .AYiw 2 Mar. 5/4
In the year 1866 the then Prefect of the Seine .. authorized

HOBSE.
the first *hore butchery in Paris. 1886 tt'estm.Rm, April
380 A combination of a Yorkshire 'horse-cadger and a

\Vhitechapel bully. 1835 SIR G. STEPHEN Adv. Search
Horse v. 71 K\eii the knavery of a professed "hoist.-

chaunter is at fault to hide it 1841 J. T. HEWLETT Parish
CUrk II. 7 The mysteries of horse-couping, *horse-chanting.
1552 n'ill of R. Turke (Somerset Ho., Cooles which are

brought to London on horsback called 'Horse cooler. 1671
J. LACY Dumb Lady i. Dram. Wks. 11875) 2 5i I understand

myself to be a great *horse-doctor, sir. 1723 Lond. Gas.
i No. 6139/3 Rope Dancers, Horse-Doctors, Poppet-Shewers.

1607 SHAKS. Cor. n. i. 129 The most soueraigne Prescription
..ofno better report then a *Horse-drench. 1601 R. JOHN-
SOS Kingd. <y Comniw. (1603) 58 The Persians have some-
time prevailed in 'horse-fights. 1897 Edin. Ret'. Oct. 304
Savage horse-fights, and sombre legends of Lapland witcn-

I

women. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage \ 1614 > 654 All his *horse-

j furniturne..were of Gold. 1851 MAYNE REID Scalj> Hunt.
' xxvi, They strip the animals, and bring away tbeir horse-

furniture. 1889 HISSEV Tonr in Phaeton 140 Over a house
..we read the inscription

'

*horse-gentler '. 1589 NASHL
Almondfor Parrat 18 a, This 'hors-holy father preaching.
1750 BLANCKLEV Naval Expos.)

* Horse /tons, used by the

Caulkers, when they cannot come at a Seam with their

common Irons, c 1850 [see HORSE v. n]. 1300 Hmelok
1019 It ne was non *horse-knaue. 1390 GOWER Conf.\\. 48,
I must nedes sue her route .. And am but as her horse

knave. 1887 E. GILLIAT Forest Outlaws?^ More I heard,

mostly from Alan her horse-knave. 17*1 Lond. Gaz. No.

593/3 A Fishpond and *Horse-Lease in the Common.
c 1205 LAY. 23012 His wepnen and his weden & his *hors-

led.cn. 1508 KENNEDIE Flyting -w. Dunbar 475 A *horse

marschall thou call the at the mute. 1670 RAY Prov. t

Scott. Prtrv. 296 Unskild mediciners and horsemarsh els.

163* SANDERSON Sertn. I. 299 Who can reasonably say, that

*horse-matches, .are in themselves wholly unlawful? 1707

j

Lond. Gaz. No. 4371/4 Two Horse Matches will be run for

onWakefield out-wood, .for Two Plates. 17600. JOHNSTON
Chrysal II. i. u. 12 *Horse-meals .. are enough to choak

1 human creatures! a. 1770 CHAITF.RTON Baiade Charitie

\
56 in Rowley Poems (1778) 207 The *hon>e-millanare his

head with roses dighte. 1829 W. IRVING Cong. Granada
Ixxvii. (1850) 417 Saddlers and harness-makers and horse-

! milliners, also, were there. 1614 MARKHAM Cheap Husb. i."

i. (1668) 7 Give him. .2 spoonfuls of Diapente, or such like,

which is called *Horse-MUhridate. a, 1400 Octonian 836
What thenkest dow be an *horsmonger ? c 14*5 I 'oc. in

Wr.-Wulcker 650/18 Hie mango, a horsemownger. 1583
STANYHURST sEneis To Rdr. lArb.) 14 Soom grammatical
pullet .. would stand clocking agaynst mee, as thogh hee

had found an *horse nest, a 1639 BRETON Sea. Fancie \ 1879)
6 (D.) To laugh at a horse nest, And whine too like a boy.

1593 Bacchus Bountie in Harl. Misc. (Park) 1 1. 304 His very
head so heavie, as if it had beene harnessed in an 'horse-

nightcap. x68x Dial. Oxford Parl. II. 28 He better de-

serves to go up Holborn in a Wooden Chariot, and have a

Horse Night-Cap put on at the farther end. 1778 Learning
at a Loss II. 24 He. .began digging his Jaw-bone with his

Horse-picker, .as if it had been the Hoof of the Animal.se-pic
F. D.

, .

1840 F. D. BENNETT Whaling Voy. II. 211 The blubber is. .

cut with spades into slips, or **horse-pieces'( which, (after

they have been * minced f

..upon an elevated block of vood,
termed the 'horse') [etc.]. 1874 C. M. SCAMMON Marine

to

No- 4055/4 One F

1814 SCOTT Wow. xxxix, Discharging one of his horse-

pistols at the battlements. 1796 J. ANSTEY Pleader's Guide

(1803) 116 Of *Horsepleas, traverses, demurrers, Teofails,

imparlances and Errors. 1668 Lond. Gaz. No. 304/1 A new
*Horse-Post is setled, to carry Letters twice every week
between Exeter and Lawnston. 1711 Ibid. No. 4866/1 Any
Offender . . that shall presume to - . employ any Foot-Post,

Horse-Post, or Packet-Boat. 1887 Pall MallG. 3 Sept. 5/1
The '*Horse Protector', only just introduced into this

country .. consists of a series of spring coils of great strength

connecting the vehicle with the tracesof the horses. 1841-67
GWILT Archit. Gloss.,

*
Horse-run, a contrivance for draw-

ing up loaded wheelbarrows of soil from the deep cuttings
. .by the help of a horse, which goes backwards and for-

wards instead of round, as in a horse-gin. 1601 HOLLAND
Pliny II. 490 Those *horse-runners they called Celeres.

:

1504 Ld. Treas. Ace. ScotI. in Pitcairn Critn. Trials I. *i2i

. He wan fra j?e King on *hors-rynnyng, xxviiij.s. 1601

HOLLAND Pliny I. 222 The horses . . who had woon the price

!
in the horse-running at Veij. 1885 Manch. Exam. 13 June

1

5/3
* Horse-sickness is one of the drawbacks of these fat

plains. 1897 MARY KINGSLEY W. Africa. 637 The horse-

1 sickness and tsetse fly . . occur as soon as you get into the

forest behind the littoral region. 1580 HOLLYBAND Treas.

Fr. Tang* t'n Mareschal, a Ferrier, a *horse smith. 1828

Craven Dial., *Horse-stcfst steps for the convenience of

mounting a horse, a horse-block. 1861 J. G. SHEPPARD^//
Rome xiii. 744 The rough *horse-towel which hung on
a roller before the door. 1787 W. MARSHALL Norfolk Gloss.

(E. D. S.),
*
Horse-tree^ whippin ; or swingletree. 1828

Craven Dial., Horse-tree^ the beam on which timber is

placed previous to sawing. x88a BUKDETTB Life of W.
Pc-nn viii. 134 The agricultural *horse-lrot of the county
fair. 1858 O. W. HOLMES Ant. Breakf.-t. (1865"* 13 Horse-

racing is not a republican institution ; *horst-trotting is.

! 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey) s.v. Barnacle, Among Farriers,

Barnacles,
*Horse-tivitchers^ or Brakes, are Tools put on

the Nostrils of Horses, when they will not stand quietly to

be Shoo'd, Blooded, or Dress'd ofany sore. 1807 VANCOUVER

Agric. Dcz'on(i$\3) 124 Lord Clifford has erected a thrash-

ing machine the *horse-walk of which is 28 feet in diameter.

1894 AsiLtY 50 Years Life II. 303 Meeting any of the

numerous touts and *
horse-watchers. 1894 Daily News 10

Sept. 3/1 The Ilorse-watchers were, however, wrong, and the

real spin was decided on Friday. 1888 Century Mag. Apr.

851/2 There are two herders, always known as "horse-

wranglers' one for the day and one for the night.

b. In names of animals (sometimes denoting a

large or coarse kind, sometimes with the sense of

'infesting horses'): horse-ant, a large species of

ant ; horse-bot, the larva of the horse-bee or bot-

fly {CEstras equi'}'.
see BOTI ; horse-conch, a large

shell-fish (Strombus gigas} ;
horse-crab = HOUSE-



HORSE.

-I'J ab ; f horse-eel HoitsK-Uitcu ; horse-

emmet = horse-ant ; horse-flnch, a local name
of the chaffinch (Swainson Prov. Names Birds], ;

horse-lark, name in Cornwall for the corn bunting

(Swainson) ; t horse-marten,
' a kind of large

bee
'

(Johnson, citing Ainsworth) ; horse-masher,
-musher = next (a); horse -match, -matcher,
local names for two different birds : (a) the Stone-

chat or \Yheatear {Saxicolaa>nantht} ; (b] the Ked-

backed Shrike (Lanius collurio' ; horse-mussel,
a large and coarse kind of mussel of the genus
Modiola ;

also a freshwater mussel, Unio or Ano-
i/onta ;

horse-smatch = /(WJ-OTa/cA (a); horse-

sponge, the commercial bath-sponge (Sj>ongin

cijitinti), found in the Mediterranean ; horse-

stinger, a popular name for the Dragon-fly ;

horse-thrush, local name for the missel thrush

(Swainson) ; horse-tick = HORSE-FLY ; f horse-

whale, the walrus ; horse-winkle, the common

periwinkle (Lt/torina littorea) ; horse-worm, a
' worm '

or maggot infesting horses, as the larva of

the common bot-fly.

1721 BRADLEY Pkilos. Ace. Wks. Nat. 132 There are

several sorts of Ants, some of which are larger than our
common House Flies; these are call'd 'Horse-Ants. 1747
GOULD Etig. Ants 2 note. They [Hill Ants] are also called

Horse Ants, or Hippomyrmaces.. probably on Account of

their being superior in Size to the other species. 1815
K.IRBY & Si'. E-ntomol. I. viii. 230 Ants will sometimes plant
their colonies in our kitchens il have known the horse-ant,
Formica, rli/a., do this). 1744-50 W. ELLIS Mod. llitsbandin.

IV. i. 132 (K. D. S.) If the fly, dar, or *horse-bee should

happen to blow your sheep. 1885 C. F. HOLDER Marvels
Anim. Life 85 The hermit-crab, -that hauled about a shell

of the "horse conch, c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxi. 98 pare
er in be lowgh *hors iles of wonderfull greteness. 1483 Cath.

Angt. 189/2 An Horse ele [v. r. eylle] sanguis-sitga. 1755

JOHNSON, *Horsectiiniet, ant of a large kind. 1885 SWAIN-
SON Prtrt>. Names Birth g Wheatear (Saxicola atianthe). .

Horse smatch, or Horse musher. Ibid. Index, *Horse
masher. 1736-52 AINSWORTH Lnt. Diet., The Ahorse match

(bird), cenant/te. 1848 Zoologist VI. 2290 The red-backed
shrike is in Gloucestershire] a ' French magpie

'

or a
'horse match'. 1879 JEFFEKIES Wild Life iti S. Co. x.

159 *Horse-matchers or stonechats also in summer often

visit the rickyard. i88 - Bevis III. vi. 85 The horse-

matcher is the bold hedge-hawk or butcher bird. 1626

BACON Syh'a 875 The great *horse-Mussle, with the fine

shell, that breedeth in Ponds, do..gape and shut as the

oysters do. 1661 I. CHILDREY Brit. Bacon. 178 In the

Rivers Dee and Done is. .a shel-fish called the Horse-

Muskle, in which there grow Pearls, as Orient as the best.

1791 Statist. Ace. Scott., Lanark. II. 179 (Jam.) A large
bivalvular shell-fish known here by the name of the horse-

muscle . . in some of them are found small pearls. 1773
Ann. Keg. 207 Large insects, about the size of a ''horse-

stinger. 1:893 K. ALFRED Oros. I. i. 15 For bsem *horsc-

hwaelum, for 5a5m hie habbaS swibe asi'ele ban on hipra
tobum. 1598 HAKLUYT I 'ay. I. 5 For the more commoditie
of fishing of horsewhales. 1863 KINGSLEY IVater-Bab. vii.

275 Right whales and horse-whales.

C. In names of plants, fruits, etc. (often denoting

alarge, strong, orcoarsekind: cf. similaruse ofA'os:-

in German, in Roszveilchen, etc.) : horse-balm, a

strong-scented labiate plant of the North American

genus Collinsonia, with yellowish flowers (Webster
1 864) ; horse-bane, name for species of (Enanthe,

esp. (E. Phellandrium, supposed to cause palsy in

horses ; horse-bean, a coarse variety of the com-
mon bean, used for feeding horses and cattle ; horse-

beech, the Hornbeam (see BEECH 2) ; horse-blob,
local name of the Marsh Marigold (Caltha pahts-

Iris} ; horse-bramble, local name of the wild

rose (W. Marshall Norfolk 1 1. Gloss. 1787); horse-

brier,
' the common greenbrier or cat-brier of N.

&.me.nca.,Sinilaxrotiindifolia.\Cent.2)i<:t.);'hoTa3-

cane, the Great Ragweed of N. America, Ambrosia

trifida (Syd. Sac. Lex. 1886) ; horse-cassia, a legu-
minous tree (Cassia marginata or Catharlocarfits

marginatus), bearing long pods containing a purga-
tive pulp used in the East Indies as a medicine lor

horses (Webster 1864) ; f horse-chire, an old name
for Germander (Teucrium Cliamsedtys} ; horse-

cress, local name for Brooklime (Veronica Becca-

bunga) ; horse-cucumber (see quot.) ; horse-

daisy, the Ox-eye Daisy (see DAISY z) ; f horse-

elder, corrupt form of HORSKHKAL, elecampane ;

horse-eye, horse-eye bean, the seed of the Cow-

age (Mticiina pruriens), a West Indian leguminous

plant ; also that of Dolichos Lablab
;
horse-fennel

(see FENNEL) ; f horse-flower, a species of Cow-
wheat (Melampyrum arvense) ; + horse-gall, an

old name for Erythrxa Centaureum ; horse-

gentian, -ginseng, a North American caprifolia-

ceous plant of the genus Triosleum, having a bitter

root ; horse-gog, local name for different varieties

of plum, having a harsh taste ; horse-gowan, name

given in Scotland to the Ox-eye Daisy and other

large composites with similar flowers; horse-

gram, a leguminous plant (Dolichos btflorus)

grown in India as food for horses ; horse-jag,

-jug (A'iz/.)
= HoRSii-PLUM i ; horse-knob, -knop,

397

-knot (dial.}, the head of the Knapweed, also the
!

plant itself; horse-nettle, a North American weed
of the nightshade family (Solanum carolinense] ;

horse-parsley, a Inrjjc-leavcd umbelliferous plant,

Stnyrniuni Otnsatntm ( Prior Flant-ti. 1879^ ;

t horse-pear, ? a large or coarse variety of pear ; \

horse-pipe, local name for several species of Eqiti-
setitm or Horsetail ; horse-poppy ~ horse-fennel \ ,

horse-purslaue, a West Indian plant, Trianthema
,

inonogyna (Webster 1 828) ;horse-sorrel,the Water- !

(.lock, Rnmex IfydrolapatJinm ; horse-sugar, a

shrub (Symplocos tinctoria) found in the southern i

United States, also called sweetleaf., the leaves of

which are used as fodder (Webster 1864) ;
horse-

thistle, f (rtl an old nnme for
* Wild Endive' or

Succory (Cichorinni Intybits]^ and for Wild Lettuce

(Lactuca virosa) ; (if)
a thistle of the genus Cirsittni

(sometimes reckoned a subgenus QfCnicits) (Miller

Plant-*. 1884); f horse-thyme, Turner's name
for Wild Basil (Calamintha Clinopodiutri] horse-

tongue, (a} the shrub Auscus Hypoglossum (
=

DOUBLE-TONGUE 2); (f) the HartVtongue Fern

^Miller Pfant-n.) ; horse-vetch = HOHSESHOE-
vetch ;Webster 1828); horse-violet, local name
for the Dog-violet, in Essex, etc. ; horse-weed,
name for two North American plants, Erigeron
canadensis (N. O. Compositse], also called butter-

iveed (now frequent in England), and Collinsonia

canadensis (N.O. LabiatK}^ also called horse-mint

(Miller />//-.); horse-wellgrass (Sc}*hwse-
cress (cf. well-grass, watercress) (Jam.);

1

f nor8e "

willow = HORSETAIL 2; horse-wood, name for

various West Indian shrubs or trees of the genus
Calliattdra.

1894 Harper's Mag. Mar. 562, I passed a luxuriant clump
of. . "horse-balm. 1818 Withering's Brit. PI. (ed. 6), Phellan-
ifrhtm aquaticuin. .Water Hemlock, or*Horsebane. 1707-
12 MORTIMER Husb. (J.), Only the small "horsebean is pro-

pagated by the plough. 1787 WINTER Syst, Husb, 253
A bushel of horse beans weighed sixty four pounds. xSiz

Sporting Mag. XXXVIII. 137 A fricasee of horse-beans.

1731 GRAY in Phil. Trails. XXXVII. 36 It was that Sort of
Wood they call *Horse-Beech. 1821 CLABE ViU. Minstr.
II. 120 The *horse-blob swells

_
its golden ball. 1597

GERARDE Herbal App., *Horsechire is Germander. 1879
BRITTEN & HOLLAND Plant-n,, *Horse Cress, Veronica

Beccabunga, E. Yks. One of its French names is Cresson
dn cheval. 1707-11 MORTIMER Husb. 1 1.), The *horse-

cucumber is the large green cucumber, ana the best for the

table, green out ofthe garden. 1597 GERAKDE Herbal App.,
*Horselder is Ennla caittpana. 1700 W, KING Trans-
actioneer 23 The Second sort of Bean is called the *Hors<i

Eye-Bean, for its resemblance to the Eye of that Beast by
reason of a Hilus almost surrounding it. 1707 SLOANIS

Jamaica I. 179 Horse-eye Bean.. of a light-brown colour,
with a black ledge or hilus almost round them, looking
something like a horses eye, whence the name. 1750 G.
HUGHES Barbadoes 215 A large downy pod inclosing from
one to three beans, called Horse-Eyes. 1578 LVTE Dodoens
u. xiv. 163 Of *Horse floure or Cowe wheate . . They call

this herbe..in Brabant Peertsbloemen ; that is to say,
Horse floure. 1/1500 Gl. Sloans 5 in Sax. Leechd. III.

733/J *Horsegalle, centanrea minor. 1864 WEBSTEK,
-Horse-gentian . . called also fever-wort. 1842 HARDY in

I 1
roc. Benu, Nat. Clitb II. No. 10. 16 The corn-feverfew

. .the great ox-eye, .and the corn-chamomile. .have been, in

Berwickshire, denominated *horse-gowans, and in Northum-
berland white-gowlons. 1886 A. H. CHURCH Food^ Grains
India, 162 *Horse-Gram, this species of Dolichos is either

suberect or twining in habit. 1886 Cheshire Glass.
t

*Horse-

jngt
or horseplum, a small red plum. 1730-6 BAILEY (folio),

^Horse-Knobs^ Heads of Knap-weed. 1876 Whitby Gloss.,

Horse-knobs, . .knob weed, or black knapweed, Centaitrea

nigra. 1674-91 RAY N. C. Words 30 *Horscknop$) Heads
of Knapweed so called* 1868 ATKINSON Cleveland Gloss. ,

Horse-knops, the plant black knapweed. .Also called Hard-
heads. 1860 BAKTLETT Diet. A mcr. led. 3),

'

Horse-Nettle. . .

a plant well known for its orange yellow berries. 1657
BEALE in Phil. Trans. XLIII. 517 The croft Crab and
white or red *Horse-pear do excel them and all others

[for cider]. 1671 Ibid. VI. 2147 *l'ne Horse-pears.. the white
and the red of several kinds, yield abundance of pleasant
liquor. 178. Ann. Agric. IV. 431, Stajf., *Horse-pipe,
Equisetum arvense. 1578 LYTE Dodoens v. ix. 559 Called
. .m Englishe, Great Sorrel, Water Sorrel, and * Horse
Sorrel. .1450 Herbal in MS. Douce 290 If. 142 Endive
is an herbe pat som men callet *hors piste]. 1597 GERARDE
ffcrbal App., Horse Thistle is wild Lettuce. 1548 TURNER
Names ofHerbeS) Clinopodhtm. .may be called in englishe
* horse Tyme, because it is like greate Tyme. 1562
Herbal n, 15 a, A Garland made of the leaues of *hors

long. 1736-5* AiNSWOBTii/-a^./J/c^.(i783 \\,Hif>poglossum^
..the herb horse-tongue, or tongue-wort. 1611 COTGR.,
Queue de cheval

t Shaue-grasse, ^Horse-willow, horse-taile.

1756 P. BROWNE Jamaica 279 *Horse-woodor Hoop-wood.
Ihis shrub is very common in St. Mary's.

Horse, v. [f. prcc. sb.]
1. trans. To provide with a horse or horses ; to

set on horseback.
a iioo O. E. C/iron. an. 881 Paer |?a warS se here horsad

aefter bam gefeohte. Ibid. an. 1015 West Seaxe buon. .&
horsodon pone here, c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace^ Rolls i

12715 Of bem alle last horsed he was. 1470-85 MALORY
Arthur \. xiv, Syre kay..lad his hors vnto syr gryflet &
horsed hym ageyne. 1582-8 Hist. James VI (1804) 250 He
suddainlye horsit himselff for saifftie of his lyffe, and came
furth of the village. 1611 CORYAT Crudities 80 Maron _of

Turin, who horsed oure Company from Lyons to Turin.

1688 in Gutch Coll. Cur. 1. 420 He horst a servant, and sent

him with a Letter to the Bishop. 1799 SHEKIDAN Pizarro

HORSE-BACK.

Prol., Horsed in Cheapside. 1867 FREEMAN Norm. Conq.
I. v. 324 The Danes horsed themselves and ravaged the

whole western part of the shire.

b. To furnish (a vehicle) with horses ; esp. to

provide horses for carriages and coaches on a given

length of road. Also transf. y
to provide the engine

for a railway train.

1755 WASHINGTON Lett. Writ. 1889 I. 167 We set out with

k'ss than thirty carriages .. all of them strongly horsed.

1809 TAUNTON Cases in Com. PI. 50 On the road . . the

separate Defendants horsed the separate stages. 1812 COL.
HAWKER Diary (1893) I. 47 One Kitty Lockey, who horses
the mail. 1843 P. Parley's Ann. III. 85 He immediately
gave orders that his carriage should be horsed. 1888 Pall
Mall G. 23 July 6/2 Twelve :6-pounder guns, horsed for

service. 1897 \Vestm, Gaz. 30 Dec. 3/2 The North-Eastern

again took up the '

horsing '-as the original agreement
terms it of the northern portion of the East Coast trium-
virate.

2. intr. To mount or go on horseback.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 11044 Polidamas. . Horsit in hast. 1535

STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 234 King Loth thair lord.. syne
horsit hes agane. 1661 PEPYS Diary 19 Sept., Then we all

Imrsed away to Cambridge, 1670-98 LASSELS Voy, Italy
1. 52 We dined, horsed, and went that night to Susa. 1853
(1. JOHNSTON Nat. Hist. E. Bord. I. 90 He had to horse it

with guides, and carry all necessaries.

f 3. trans. To raise or hoist up. Obs.
c 1460 Towneley Myst. xxiii. 108 Stand nere, felows, and

let se how we can hors oure kyng so fre. 1542 Ludlow
Churchw. Ace. iCamden) n Item, for vj. peces of tymbere
to horse the belles .. iijrf. 1613 PUKCHAS Pilgrimage (1614)

849 Three of them stole a horse.. but were therefore horsed
on a Gibbet. 1637 T. MORTON New Eng. Canaan (1883)
202 If hee tread on the trapp hee is horsed up by the legg,

by meanes of a pole that starts up and catcheth him.

b. Salt-making. (See quot.)
1886 Cheshire Gloss. t Horse, . . to set the lumps of salt

upon the top of each other in the hothouse.

4. To carry on a man's back or shoulders.
c 1560 A. SCOTT Poems (S. T. S.) v. 58 Madynis . . hes their

myn^onis on the streit To horss thaim quhair the gait is

ruch. x68o BUTLER Rem. '1759) II. 93 Horsing the deer

on his own Back, and making off. 1780 A. YOUNG Tour
Irel. II. 250 They send to the fair one's cabin to inform her
that on the Sunday following 'she is to be horsed ', that is

carried on men's backs, a 1843 SOUTHEY Comm.-pl. Bk.
IV. 563 [The] Irish custom of horsing a girl, and then

hurling for her, that the winner may marry her.

b. To elevate on a man's back, in order to be

flogged ; hence, to flog.

1563-87 Fo\EA. 4- M. U596) 81 (R.) The capteine com-
manded the child to be horsed up and scourged. 1647
NEEDHAM Levellers Lev. 13 lie make the House of Lords
horse one another, while I doe lash their Buttocks. 1767
H. BROOKE Fool of Qual. (1859) I. 232 (D.) Andrew was
ordered to horse, and Frank to flog the criminal. 1822

New Monthly Mag. V. 462 A judicious teacher, when he is

compelled to punish a wicked boy, horses him (as the phrase
is) on the back of a dunce, a 1863 THACKERAY Fatal Boots

ii, The biggest boy .. horsed me and I was flogged.

f5. Naut. Ofa current, tide, etc. : To carry with

force (a ship or its crew). Obs.

1698 FRYER Ace. E. India 4- P. 184 The Tides horsed us

to the Northward. 17*6 G. ROBERTS 4 Years Voy. 143
A strong Lee Current, which we perceiv'd to horse us down
to Leeward apace. 1726 SHELVOCKE Voy. round World 298
We were in eminent danger of being horsed by the current

upon two rocks.

6. Of a stallion; To cover (a mare).
c 1420 [see HORSED 3]. 1530 PALSGR. 588/1 Your genet hath

horsed my mare. 1605 A. \VILLET Genesis 319 The fashion

is in Spaine to set before the mares, when they are horsed,
the most goodly beasts. 1650 BULWER Anthropomet. 209
Mares, which they would not have horsed.

7. To set astride, bestride, rare.

1607 SHAKS. Cor. n. i. 227 Windowes are smother'd vp,
Leades fill'd, and Ridges hors'd With variable Complexions.
8. Naut. To drive or urge at work unfairly or

tyrannically ; also (workmen's slang] ,

'

to work to

death', to out-work.

rtfrj All Year Round IT, July 59(Farmer)To horse a man,
is for one of two men who are engaged on precisely similar

pieces of work to make extraordinary exertions in order to

work down the other man.

9. Hop-growing. (See quot.)
1887 Kent. Gloss., Horset

to tie the upper branches of the

hop-plant to the pole.

-j-
10. Horse away : to spend in a lottery. Obs.

See HORSE sb. 10 a.

1731 FIELDING Lottery Prol., Should we behold
poor

wretches horse away The labour of a twelvemonth in a day.

11. Horse up : to drive (oakum) between the

planks of a ship.
(.1850 Rudim. Navig, (Weale) 125 Horse iron, an iron

fixed in a handle, and used with a beetle by caulkers, to

horse-up or harden in the oakum.

12. Horse it : to charge for work before it is

done: cf. HOUSE sb. 14 and 18.

1857 A7
. <y Q. 2nd Ser. IV. 192/1 A workman ' horses it

'

when he charges for more work than he has really done.

Horse, obs. f. HOARSE ; erron. f. HAUSE.

Horse-back, horseback, sb. (adv.)

j-1. (hpMSibse'k). The back of a horse. Obs.

1484 CAXTON Fables ofPoge iv, He sawe a fayr yong man
on a horsbak. 1589 Marprel. Epit. F iij b, They are no
sooner on their horse backes, then . . the horse [etc.]. 1595
SHAKS. John. \\. i. 289 Saint George that swindg'd the

Dragon, And ere since sit's on's horsebacke at mine Hostesse

dore. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. vii. 320/2 Water Bags,
with the Leather under it which covers the Horse-Back.

1704 N. N. tr. Boccalinfs Advts.fr. Parnass. II. 219 So
soon as he had alighted of his Horse-back.



HORSE-BELLY.

2. (hfrjsbaek). esp. in Phrases. On horseback ^a
horseback}, a. Sitting or riding on a horse; b. of

motion : (Mounting) upon a horse. So from, off

horseback.
a. 1390 GOWER Con/. I. 260 This knight, whiche hoved

and abode Embuisshed upon horsebake. c 1400 MAUNPEV.

(1839) v> S8 Be this Desert, no Man may go on Hors back.

1513 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. xvii. 18 They are all a hor^-

bacfce. 1535 COVERDALE Esther vi. n Aman .

; broughte
him on horszbacke thorow the strcte of the cite. 1611

COTGB. s. v. Maladiti Diseases come a horsebacke, and
returne on foot. 1617 Lisandcr <$ Cat. \. 21 Many of the

chiefe courtiers were a horse-backe. 1667 FI.AVEL Saint
Indeed (1754) 75 That such a beggar should ride on horse-

back, and such a prince run after it on foot ! 1771 SMOL-
LETT Humph, Cl. 26 June, A couple of robbers a-horseback

suddenly appeared. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iii. I. 351
In an age when even princesses performed their journeys
on horseback.
b. c 1489 CAXTOS Blancfiardyn viL 28 The knyght

mounted hastely on horsbake. 1513 MORE in Grafton
Ckron. (1568) II. 764 They found the King with his companie
readie to leape on horsebacke. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage
(1614) 420 Counterfeit shapes of men set on horseback. 1704
N. N. tr. Boccalini's Advts.fr. Parttass. III. 175 A certain

Great King . . fell off Horse-back. 1724 DE FOE Metn.
Cavalier (1840) 269 The dragoons.. gel a horseback. 1740
tr. De Monhy's Fort, Country Maid (1741) II. 297 A >(an

just alighted from Horseback. 1809 COBBETT Pol. Reg. XV.
xii. 429 Set a beggar on horse-back, and he'll ride to the devil.

Mod. He had some difficulty in climbing on horseback.

T C. To horseback, (to mount) upon horseback ;

to horse. Obs.
c 1435 Torr. Portugal 2466 To hors-back went thay in fere.

<:i5oo Melusine liv. 331 He made to go to horsback hys
brother and his x knightes. 1561 J. HEVWOOD Prop, fy

Epigr. (1867) 202 Then must she to horsbacke. 1594 R.
ASHLEY tr. Lays le Roy's Interckang. Var. Things 108 a,

A stool to help him to horsback. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f.
Beasts 11658) 240 Before you go to Horseback first stroke

your Horse.

d. Short for : Riding on horseback.

1878 GEO. ELIOT in Life (1885) III. 332 Mr. Lewes did
once try horseback, some years ago.

3. Geol. (hp'isbrek) A low and somewhat sharp
ridge of gravel or sand ; a hog-back. U. S.

1857 THOREAU Mauu lv*. (1894) 390 There were singular
long ridges hereabouts, called 'horsebacks', covered'with
ferns. 1884 G. NASH in Hist. Norfolk County (Mass.) 561/2
The sharp, linear hills, called horse-backs or kams.

4. Coal Mining (AVztv.).
' A portion of the roof

or floor which bulges or intrudes into the coal.'

1881 in RAYMOND Mining Gloss. ai9S6 C. M. INGLEBY
Ess, (1888) 45 What miners call a *

horse's back *, which is

an upheaving of the strata which underlie the coal.

6. attrib. and Comb., as horseback-breaker
y -ride,

-riding \ horseback-fashion adv.
Horseback ride, riding, are expressions used chiefly in

U.S.; in England, ride, riding are understood to be on

horseback, unless otherwise expressed or implied, as
( a ride

in a wagon ',

' a bicycle ride '. See RIDE, DRIVE.

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. /K, n. iv. 268 This Hors-back-breaker,
this huge Hill of Flesh. xSai COL. THIMBLE in Open Court
XI, 245 A horseback ride over the country. 1843 MARRYAT
;)f. Violet xxxii, Seated, horseback-fashion, upon parallel
low benches. 1878 G. DURANT (title) Horseback Riding
from a Medical Point of View. 1884 CasselCs Encycl. Diet.

s.v., The American use is to speak of the latter [/. e. driving
in a carriage or riding in an omnibus] as riding, distin-

guishing the former as horseback-riding.
B. adv. Short for on horseback.

1717 S. WESLEY in Eliza Clarke Susanna Wesley (1886)

152 We can neither go afoot or horseback. 1756 FRANCES
BROOKE Old Maid No. 26 P n Upon the Champion's entry
horse-back, he burst into..an immoderate fit of Faughter.
1890 BOLDREWOOD Col. Re/ortuer (1891) 129, I rode horse-
back to the next stage.

t Horse-belly. Obs. An old name for a retort

or alembic of some kind.
1660 tr. Paracelsus' A rchidoxis I. iv. 53 Let this be put

in a Horse-belly to distil off all the moisture.

t Horse-bier. Obs. [OE. korsbser, -ber, f. hors
HORSE + bxr, btr, BIER.] A horse-litter.

tooo tr. Bxda's Hist. iv. vii. [vi.] (1890) 282 His horsbaer,
be nine mon untrumne on baer. c 1*05 LAY. 19598 Ich waes
here ilad inne horse-bere. 1*97 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 3400
louder he sede he wolde . . ?if eny horsbere him wolde
bere. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls! VII. 413 pe Kyng was
i-leide on an horsbere. c 1440 Prom?. Pan.'. 247/2 Horse-
bere, lectica^bajiilum. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur iv. xii,

Whan Accolon wasdede, he lete sende hym on a horsbere..
vnto Camelot. 1480 CAXTON Ckron. Eng. ccxliii. (1482) 289
Thens he [the deceased knight] was broujt to london vpon
a hors bere with moche torche lyght,

Ho'rse-block.
1. A small platform, usually of stone, ascended by

3 or 4 steps, for convenience in mounting a horse ;

also a portable structure of wood, or the like, for

the same purpose.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp.^ Horse-block^ in the manege.

1798 Sporting Mag. XI. 79 Near the gate a horse block, for
the conveniency of mounting. 1854 EMERSON Lett. * Soc.

Aims, Poet. $ Imag. Wks. (Bohn) III. 143 The old horse-
block in the yard. 1889 CONSTANCE F. WOOLSON Jupiter
Lights i. 9 A horse-block with a flight of steps attached was
brought, and placed in position for the visitor's descent.
2. 'A square frame of strong boards, used by

excavators to elevate the ends of their wheeling-
planlcs' (Gwilt Arckit. 1842-76).
18*5 J. NEAL Bra. Jonathan II. 12 Lolling about over

the horse-blocks, timber, and shingles.
3. Skip-building. 'A grating or platform elevated

398

above the deck at the height of the rail, for the use

of the officers of the deck
'

(Cent. Did.}.
Ho'rse-boat.
1. A ferry-boat for conveying horses or carriages.
1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet., Tafurea, a horse boate, Hip-

Pagittm. 1665 PEPYS Diary 31 July, The horse-boat could
not get off on the other side the river to bring away the

coach. 1755 JOHNSON, ffont-font, a boat used in ferrying
horses. 1849 E. B. EASTWICK Dry Leaves 22 In another
. .boat, I embarked my horses. My horse-boat [etc.].

2. (U.S.} A boat drawn by a horse or horses.

1828 WEBSTER, Horseboat. .a boat moved by horses ;
a new

species of ferry-boat.

HoTse-box.
1. A closed carriage or vehicle for transporting

horses by railway ; an enclosure for a horse to be

slung into or conveyed in a vessel.

1846 [see Box sb 12], 1849 SIR F. HEAD Stokers fy

Pokers iii. (1851141 Embarking in carriages, horse-boxes,
and trucks. JMod. Railw. Time Tal'le, Horse Boxes and
Carriage Trucks are not conveyed by these Trains.

2. Humorously applied to large pews with high
sides, formerly common, esp. in country churches.

1884 Sat. Rev. 16 Aug., The interior is encumbered with

huge horse-boxes, lined with mangy baize. 1891 P. G.
STONE Archif. Antiq. Isle Wight 6 In 1744 the pewing
was re-arranged..on the ' horse-box

'

principle.

HOTSe-boy. A boy employed to attend to

horses ;
a stable-boy. ^Often contemptuous.)

1563 WINJET Four scoirthre Quest. Ixxiii. Wks. 1888 1. 122

Except je will euiry lady in the land to be subdeuit to hir

awin cuik or horsboy. 1617 MORVSON Itin. n. 127 Though
thereby their state bee no better then horseboyes- 1808
SCOTT Marm. n. xxyii, For three Ion years I bowed my
pride, A horse-boy in his train to ride. 1847 EMERSON
Repr. Men, Napoleon Wks. (Bohn) I. 375 Every horse-boy
and powder-monkey in the army.

Ho;rse-bread. -Bread made of beans, bran,
etc. for the food of horses.
Horse-bread is still in use in many parts of Europe.
1467 in Kng. Gilds (1870) 406 That non Baker that shalle

bake eny horsbrede, kepe eny hostre. 1540 Act 32 Hen. VIII,
c. 41 No hosteler or inholder shuld make any horse breadde.

1590 WEBBE Trav. (Arb.) 20 The foode which I and others
did eat, was very blacke, far worse then Horse-breade.
1622 Naivorth Honseh. Bks. (Surtees) 196 Horsbread for

Mr. Howard brought from Newcastell. 1704 Diet. Rust.
s. v. Breadt make your Loaves like to Horse-bread, but
not too thick. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., Horse-bread,
is often given Horses to hearten and strengthen them.
Comb. 1599 B. JONSON Ev. Man out of Hum. in. ii,

You thread-bare, horse-bread-eating rascals.

Ho'rse-breaker. One who breaks in horses
or trains them to the bridle or collar.

1550 COVERDALE Spir, Perle vi, (1588) 66 Whan the
horsse breaker geueth vnto a lusty fresne yong horsse, too
much of the bridle, he is wilde and wanton. 1601 HOLLAND
Pliny I. 222 Hereupon horse-breakers . . haue an art by cords
to bring a horse to the like amble. 1660 R. COKE Justice
Vind. 9 The most furious and robust man is not the best
horse-breaker and pacer. 1864 J. PAVN Sir Massingberd
58 If he had been a horsebreaker by profession, he could
not have taken greater pains with the animal.

Ho'rse-car. (/.S.

1. A tramcar (or railway-car) drawn by a horse
or horses. Also attrib.

1864 WEBSTER, Horse-car, a railroad car drawn by horses.

1883 Century Mag. June 240/1 Everything she had in
her portemonnaie except some horse-car tickets. 1888
BRVCE Amer. Commiv. II. in. Ixx. 556 The horse-cars can
scarcely penetrate the throng. Ibid. Ixxv. 621 note. The
right of laying a horse-car line in Broadway.
2. A railway-car for the transport of horses.

tnt. Diet.}
t Horse-charge. Obs. [See CHARGE sb.]
1. A horse-load

; the load of a pack-horse.
ciySft Usages Winchester in Eng. Gilds (1870) 358 An

halpeny of custome as many tyme as he come|?, and be
horsecharche a ferthynge. Ibid., An horse-charche, a peny.
2. A cavalry charge.
1650 R. ELTON Compl. Body Art Milit. \. iii. (1668)2,

I conceive it to be of little use to receive a desperate charge
of the Horse. .The best way of opposing the Horse-charge.

HoTSe-che'stnut. [tr. obs. Bot. L. Castanea

equina ;
cf. Ger. Roszkastanie.

The statement in Gerarde as to the origin of the name
(quot. 1597) goes back to Matthiolus Comment, i. cxxii.

(Venice 1548). See also N. & Q. 3rd Ser. X. 452, 523, Card.
Ckron. 1878 II. 53.]

1. The hard smooth shining brown seed or * nut
'

of the tree described in 2.

1611 COTGR., Ckastaigne chevaline, the horse Chestnut.
1698 Land. Gaz. No. 3366/4 A parcel of Horse Chesnuts
lately brought from beyond Sea.. to be sold by Mr. Edw.
Fuller. 1789 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Expost. Odes xvi. 24
Wks. (1823) 230/2 On hard horse chesnuts make them dine
and sup. 18.. Chapter on Logic 40 (BelPs^/aW. Elocut.^
1883,471) Down fell A fine horse-chestnut in its prickly shell.

2. A large ornamental tree, &sculus I/tppocasta-
num (N.O. Sapindacem}^ probably a native of Asia,
said to have been introduced into England f 1550 ;

it bears large digitate leaves, and upright conical
clusters of showy flowers ; the fruit resembles the
edible chestnut, consisting of a soft thick prickly
husk inclosing two or three large seeds of a coarse
bitter taste. The name is also extended to some
American species of &sculus and the allied genus
Pavia, usually called buck-eye.
'597 GERARDE Herbal m. Ixxxv. 1254 Called.. in English

HORSE-CORSER.
Horse Chestnut ; for that the people of the East countries
do with the fruit thereof cure their horses of the cough . . and
such like diseases. 1664 EVELYN Sylva vii. 4 The Horse-
Chessnut .. bears a most glorious flower. 1794 MAKTVN
Rousseau's Bot. xix. 255 The form of the Horse-Chesnut is

grand, the pyramids of flowers beautiful. 1866 7VwM. Bot.

853/2 P[avia] rubra, often called Red-flowered Horse-

chestnut, is a slender-growing tree.. from the mountains
of Virginia and Carolina. 1884 MILLER Plant-n., Pavia
{.Ksculits

1

}, Buck-eye,
Smooth-fruited Horse-Chestnut.

Ho'rse-cloth.. A rug or cloth used to cover
a horse or as part of its trappings.
1530 PALSGR. 232/2 Horse clothe, covuerture a cheuat,

covucrtoir. x6oo J. PORY tr. Leo's Africa \\. 46 Base and
harsh stuffe. .much like unto the stuffe which is brought
hither.. to serve for horse-cloathes. 1704 STEELE Lying
Lover n. i. 24 The Furniture, and the Horse-Cloaths will

be all your own Device for the Wedding, and the Horses.

1865 W. G. PALGKAV* Araln'a II. 93 [Hordes] tied up at
their stalls; some, but not many, had horse-cloths over
them. 1866 ROGERS Agric. <$ Prices I. xxi. 533 Surcingles
are mentioned in the year 1305, as also horse-cloths.

b. A strong rough material for dre.-ses akin in

quality to shepherd's plaid : chiefly attrib. or as adj.
1892 Pall Mall G. 30 June 1/2 Shepherd's plaids, and

*
horsecloth' materials will be the fashion for dresses this

autumn. 1893 [see HOP-SACK 2].

Ho'rse-COllar. The COLLAR of a horse.
To grin through a Jwrse-collar : see quot. 1801. Hence

allusively, as in quot. 1878.
c 1440 Prcnip. Parv. 247/2 Horsys colere, ephdpp^ium^

coiumbar. 1497 ^aval Ace. Hen. I'll (18961 101 Hors-
colers, 1. vij. 1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Dict.^ A/elt'ta. a horse
collar. 1801 STRUTT Sports <$ Past. iv. iii. 31 The Grin-

ning Match is performed by two or more persons, .each of
them having his head thrust through a horse's collar. 1878
BLACK Goldsmith xiii. in The jokes. .are of the poorest
sort. The horse-collar is never far off. 1881 BESANT & RICE
Chapl. of Fleet i. x, Bawling a comic song while he grin?*

ihrough a horse-collar.

b. Comb., as korsecollar-maker.

1580 Favcrsham Reg. (MS.), Richard Cookes, a horse-

kollermaker. 1897 Daily News 30 Apr. 3/5 A horse-collar

maker, an Army Reserve man.

Ho'rse-COlt. A young (male) horse.

1383 WYCLIF Ecclus. xxiii. 30 As an horsecolt he shal be

yue. <ri44o Jacob's Well (E. E. T. S.) 39 pe tythes
yth to be payed of folys of hors, J?at is, of hors-coltys.

1544 WWtfJ. Welles in B.M. Addit. MS. 24,925 If. 22, iij

coltes, one horse colt and ij mare coltes. 1760 WASHING-
TON IVrit. (1889) II. 168 My Great Chestnut foalded a horse
colt on the 6 Instant. 1809 Portfolio's^*. \\. II. 309 Horse-
colts and mare-colts.

Horse-COmb (h^-Js,kJum). An instrument for

combing the hair of horses ; a curry-comb.
a ixoo Ags. Voc. inWr.-Wulcker 331/9 Strigil^ nelstrigilis,

horscamb. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) IV. 25 3onge "

lynges. .frotede be oliphauntes in be forhedes wib hors-
combes. 1398 Earth. De P. R. xvin.xL iBodl. MS.\ J>e

colte is noujt . . icoreyed wib hors combe. 1465 Durham
MS. Almoner's Roll, Item j horskam. 1584 R. SCOT
Discov. Witchcr. xii. xiv. (1886) 197 Horssecombs and
sickles that have so many teeth. 1679 BLOUNT Anc. Tenures

46 A certain Horse-comb or Curry-comb. 1866 ROGERS
Agric. <y Prices I. xxi. 532 Among other stable implements
. . strigilS) which I conceive to be horsecombs.

Ho'rse-coper (-kJujpai), -couper (-kcurpai).
Also 7 -cooper, 8 -koper, 9 dial, -cowper. [f.

HORSE + COPER!, COUPER. Practically, horse-couper
is treated as a northern variant of horse-coper.]
A horse-dealer.
a. 1681 COLVIL Whig's Supplic. (1605) 25 Some turn'd

Horse-Coopers, some pedlers. 01734 NORTH Lives I. 287
There were horsecopers amongst them. 1748 De Foe's

Tour Gt. Brit. (ed. 4) II. 397 (D.) There were not less than
an hundred jockeys or horse-kopers, as they call them
there [Penkridge, Staffs.] from London, to buy horses for

sale. 1882 Pall Mall G. 2 June 4/2 Horse-copers .. are

singularly at one with respect to stolen nags.
& X755 JOHNSON s. v. Horsecoitrser, The word now used

in Scotland is horsecouper, to denote a jockey, seller, or

rather changer of horses. 1814 SCOTT Wa-v. xxxix, I was
bred a horse-couper, sir. 1847 J. WILSON Chr. A"or/A(i857>
II. 25 Newcastle horse-cowpers, who laid their money
thick. 1859 THACKERAY Virgin, xiii, Moping at the taverns
..with horse-coupers and idle company.
So Ho'rse-coping-, -conping sb. and adj.) horse-

dealing.
1841 J. T. HEWLETT Parish Clerk II. 7 The mysteries of

horse-couping, horse-chanting. 1861 WHVTE MELVILLE
Mkt. Harb. ii, The stables of a certain horse-coping worthy.
1882 Pall Mall G. 2 June 4/2 Three horses .. earned south

by a horse-coping gang.

t Ho'rse-corser, -courser. Obs. Also 6

-coarser, -scorser, 7 -scourser, 9 -coser. [See
CoRSEB, SCORSER ; also Skeat in Trans. Phil. Soc.

(1888-9), where AF. cossour(i^\Q}^corsoiir (1372)
broker: L. cociator-em, is cited.] A jobbing dealer

in horses.

xss HLLOET, Horsecorser, whiche let horse to hyre,
ueterinarius. 1567 THOMAS Ital. Gram., Cozzone, an

horscoarser, or the rider that tameth wilde horses. 1576

ngo eq , .

and putteth them away againe by chopping and changing.
1605 Nottingham Rec. IV. 277 Horssecorsers and dmers
other that do buy and sell horsses. (11613 OVERBURY A
Wife (1638) 136 Which, .were as strange a thing to doubt,
as whether there be knavery in Horse-coursers. 1617
MINSHEU Duetort a horse Courser, or horse scourser. .

mango eqnortim. 2704 Diet. Rust. s. v. Horse, This
manner of making a Horse to look Young, is called by
Horse-coursers, Kishoping. iSot Sporting Mag. XVII I.



HORSE-CORSING.

ioi Horse Coscr, a dealer in horses, vulgarly and cor-

ruptly called horse-courser. 1808 SCOTT Alarm, vi. xvi,

Thou sworn horse-courser, hold thy peace. 1818 W. H.
SCOTT Brit. Field Sports^ No credit to the discernment of

those practical Horse Coursers.

t Ho'rse-corsing, -coursing. Obs. [See
COH.SE v. and prec.J Horse-jobbing. Applied also

to dishonest modes of *

raising the wind '

by means
of a horse: see context of quot. 1602.

i6oz ROWLANDS Greenes Ghost 14 There is n certain kind
of cosonage called horse coursing. 1607 MARK HAM Caval.
viii, i. 2 This deceit or impostume vpon the face of Horse

manshippe which wee call Horse-corsing. 1611 COTGR.,

Maqv&HOMUUpt deceitfull brokage . . also the trade of hors-

scoursing. 1644 BULWER Chirol. 105 Wil not set forth the

art of Hors-coursing. 1673 R. HEAD Canting Acad. 192 If

they catch him horse-coursing he's noozed.

Ho'rse-COUTSe. 1. A horse-race.

1715 LKONI Palladia's Archit. (1742) II. 83 The Hippo-
dromus for Horse-courses. 1727 SWIFT Art Polit. Lying
Wks. 1755 HI. i. i2i Fox-chases, horse-courses, feats of

activity in driving of coaches. 1759 GOI.DSM. Wks. (1854)
II. 68 The ambition of being foremost at a horse course.

2. A place for horse-races ;
a race-course.

1766 PENNANT Zool. 1.1768) I. 5 Croydon in the south, nnd

Garterly in Yorkshire, were then famous horse-courses.

1778 Eng. Gazetteer (ed. 2) s.v. Nottingham^ Here is a fine

plain on the north side of the town for a horse-course.

1841 LANE Arab. Nts. I. 86 [He] directed him to repair to

the horse-course.

Horse-courser i, -coursing*: see HORSE-

CORSEB, -COBBING.

Horse-coursers, [See COURSER i.

(It appears first in Johnson, identified with HORSE-CORSF.R,
of which it is put down as the primary sense, without

quot. ; but the sense is perh. only conjectural.l]

1755 JOHNSON, Horseconrser, one that runs horses, or

keeps horses for the race. Hence in later Diets.

t Ho'rse-coursing *. Obs. [See COURSING
vbl. sbf] Horse-racing.
1764 J. KIRBY Suffolk Trav, (ed. 2) 190 There [New-

market] are many good modern Houses built by Noblemen
and Gentlemen who delight in Horse-coursing.
Horsed (h/ast),///. a. [f.

HORSE v. +-ED. 1

]
1. Mounted on horseback.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 6470 AH horset but he. c 1470 HENRY

Wallace v. 795 Horssyt archaris schot fast, a 1533 LD.
BERNERS Huon Iviii. 197 Then Gerames yssued out clene

armed, well horsed. 1612 ROWLANDS More Knaves Yet 42
The seauen deadly Sins all Horst and riding to Hell. 1807
WORDSW. White Doe n. 82 All horsed and harnessed with
him to ride. 1865 KINGSLEY Herew. vii, Footpad-churls. .

who fancy they can face horsed knights,

b. Furnished with or drawn by a horse.

1884 Times (weekly ed.) TO Sept. 5/2 A number of well-

horsed cars. 1898 Daily News 27 July 2/5 A horsed am-
bulance was speedily brought to the court.

2. Propped, supported.
1745 tr. Columella's Husb. v. iv, Those which leaning

upon props are placed upon single frames. These the

peasants call under-propped or horsed vines.

3. Of a mnre ; Covered by a horse.

c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. \. 984 An horsid asse or mare.

f Horse de frise, partial trans, of CHEVAL
DE FR1SE.
1688 J, S. Fortif. 120, Horse de Freeze, or Turnpikes.

1702 Milit. Diet. (Stanf), Chwanx de Frise^ or Horse de

Frise, the same as Turnpikes.

Ho'rse-duilg. The excrement of horses.

1460-70 Bk. Quintessence i. 6 Distillid in hors dounge con-

tynuely digest. 1606 PEACHAM Gentl. Exerc. i. xxii. ^1612)

73 Let it rot in hot horse dung. 1706 H. HUNTER tr.

St.-Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) II. 41 This last insect takes

delight in a hillock of horse-dung. 1823 J. BADCOCK Dow.
Amusem. 21 A luting of clay and horse-dung.

HoTSe-faiT. A fair or annual market for the

sale of horses, b. Hence the name of the square,

place, or street where such a fair is or was held.

(Cf. Mayfair, Haymarkett Cornmarket, etc., as

place-names.)
1369 Mem. Ripon (Surtees) II. 127 In le Horsefaire.

1504 Ripon Ch. Acts (Surtees) 321 In le horsffayr, aliter

dicto horstreyt gaytt . .al. dicto horsgaitstreyt. 1688 Lend.
Gaz. No. 2323/4 The Horse-Fairs at Ripon in Yorkshire,
will be holden. 1689-90 TEMPLE Ess. Trade Irel. (Jod.),
There may be set up both a horsefair and races. 1828
CARLVLE Aff$c* t Voltaire (1840) II. 101 Figure Mahomet, in

his youthful years,
4

travelling to the horse-fairs of Syria !

'

Mod. Barnet is celebrated for its annual horse-fair,

C. attrib. Such as is used in a horse-fair: dis-

honest, equivocating,
1606 Sir G. Goosecappe iv. i. in Bullen O. PL III. 58

Away with these same horse-faire allegations; will you,
answer the letter?

Ho rse-fish. A name given to various fishes

with heads more or less like that of a horse, a.

The carangoid fish Vomer setipinnis (also called

dollar-fish or moonfisK) t and the allied Selene

vomer. b. * The sauger, Stizostedion canadense.

(Western U.S.)' (Cent. /?/.). C. The Hippo-
campus or sea-horse.

1723 S. MORLAND Spec. Lat. Diet. 7 Here I shall beg
leave to show the difference between the Sea-horse and
Horse-fish, i. e. the Hippocampus. 1883 Fisheries Exhib.
Catal. (ed. 4) 98 The tufted gilled fishes, represented by
the pipe- and horse-fishes.

Horseflea-weed, var. of HORSE-FLY weed.

Ho'rse-flesli, horseflesh.
1. The flesh of a horse, esp. as an article of food.

^1532 DEWES fntrod, Fr. in Palsgr.qit Horse flesshe,
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cliff de cheual. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614! 421 They
preferre horse-flesh before other meats, esteeming it stronger
nourishment. 1699 DAMPIER Voy. II. i. ii. 31 The Horseflesh
comes to Market at Cachao very frequently, and is as much
esteemed as Beef. 1709 STKKI.E TatUr No. 59 P 6 They
were reduced to eat Horse-Flesh. 1855 MACAULAY Hist.

>itf. xii. III. 228 So early as the eighth of June horseflesh

was almost the only meat which could be purchased.
2. Living horses collectively, usually with reference

to riding, driving, or racing.
a
1400-50

Alexander 2161 What aylez you nowc 'i . .

Wheper euer your hertes for horse-fleshez abayte/? 1492
W. PASTON in P. Lett. No. 029 III. 376 Hors flesche is of

suche a price here that my puree is schante able to bye
one hors. 1548 HALL Cht\m., Edit'. /F 202 b, Herauldes

spared no horseflesh in riding betwene the kyng and the

erle. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 614 As for horse-flesh, I

haue alwaies heard.. That the breed of Italy passeth al

others. 1711 STEELK Spect. No. 157 r 7 A Person.. pro-

foundly learned in Horse-flesh. 1791
' G. GAMBADO

' Ann.
Uorsent. iv. (1809) 85 As honest a man as any that deals

in horse flesh. 1861 HUGHES Tom Brown at O.rf. xl.

Anything that horse-flesh is capable of, a real good Oxford
hack . . will do.

f3. In technical uses: a. Surgery (see quot.).
1658 A. Fox Wurtz' Surg. n. xxvi. 175 The flesh holds

the two ends of the [fractured] bone together, for that

reason is it called Horse-flesh, because it is harder then

other flesh.

b. = Dead horse : see HORSE sb. 14.
1688 R. HOLMI: Armoury III. iii. 122/1 (Printing* If any

Journeyman set down in his Bill . . more Work then he hath
done that Week, that surplusage is called Horse Flesh.

C. (In full horse-flesh wood, mahogany.} The
sabicu tree, Lysiloma Sabicu, a native of Bahama.

(So called from its colour.)

1851 Illustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 195 Horseflesh-wood,
Rio Janeiro. Ibid. 813 Horse-flesh, or Bahama mahogany.
Nassau. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. (ed. 4) l5o The
timbers being of native hard wood (horse-flesh).

4. attrib., usually in reference to the colour, a

peculiar reddish bronze. Horse-flesh ore, an

ore of copper, bornite.

1530 PALSGR. 232/2 Horse flesshe colour. 1552 Inv. Ch.
Goods Surrey in Surrey Archzol. Collect. (1869) IV. 07
Item iij dekyns of sylkeone of blew another of grene and the

other of horse flesh color. 1597 GERARDE Herbal \\. clxxii.

472 Some are called Carnations, others Cloue Gilloflowers,
. . some Pagiants or Pagion colour, Horseflesh, blunket, pur-

ple, white. .Gilloflowers. 1787 BEST Angling (ed. 2) 101

April . . The Horseflesh Fly. This fly is taken all the month
two hours before sun set till twilight. 1868 DANA Mix.
(ed. 5) 45 Crystalline varieties [of bornite] are found in

Cornwall, .called by the miners
'

horse-flesh ore '.

Ho'rse-fly
1
. [f- Fi/rrf.^.] One of various

dipterous insects troublesome to horses, as the

horse-tick (family Hippoboscids-), the breeze or

gadfly (Tabanidm), the bot-fly (CEstriiiie).

138* WYCLIF Josh. xxiv. 12, I sente before sou hors fleets

[Vulg. crabrones}. 1556 WITHALS Diet. (1568) 7 a/i A horse

flie, cantholarethrus. 1578 LVTE Dodoens n. Ivi. 221 The
third [Serapias OrcAis]hath small floures like to a kinde of

Horseflies. 1645 MILTON Colast. (1851) 377 Infested, som-
times at his face, with dorrs and

hprsflies.
xSaa LOUDON

Encycl. Card. n. iv. (L.), The horse-flies cause much distress

to horses in the vicinity of the New Forest. 1861 HULME
tr. Mpquin- Tandon n. iv. i. 227 The Horse Fly (Hippobosca
Equina.} . . of a brown colour mottled with yellow and white.

b. attrib. Horse-fly-weed, a North American

leguminous plant, Baptisia tinctoria, called also

wild indigo.
1884 in MILLER Plant-n.

t HOTSe-fly 2
. Obs. [f. FLY sb 3 b.] A cov-

ered carriage drawn by a horse. (Now simplyyfy.)
1836 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. n. (1863) 355 A much more

dignified conveyance, .than any of the race of flies, whether

horse-fly or man-fly. 1830 T. HOOK Maxwell II. ii. 53
[To] go and get a fly .. not to bring a horse-fly.

Horse-foot.
) 1. A horse's foot. Obs.

"375 BARBOUR Bruce n. 359 Knychtis . . Wndyr horss feyt

defoulyt thar. c 1400 Destr. Troy 5834 The Troiens . .

Harlet hym fro horsfet, had hym away. 1597 GERARDE
Herbal II. cclxxvii. 666 Tvssilago or Folefoote hath . .

many great broad leaues . ( fashioned like an horse foote.

b. attrib. (See HIPPOCKENE.)
1591 SPENSER Tears Muses 271 The sacred springs of

horsefoot Helicon.

1 2. The plant Coltsfoot ( Tussilago Farfara) ;

also applied to T. alpina (Mountain Horse-foot).
1597 GERARDE Herbal n. cclxxvii. 666 Of Coltes foote, or

Horse foote. 1633 JOHNSON Gerarde's Herbal n. ccxcii. 815
This plant. . I have thought good to name in English Horse-

foot, for that the leaves exceed Colts-foot in bignesse, yet
are like them in shape.
3. a. A crustacean of the genus Limulus, also

called horseshoe-crab or king-crab, b. A fossil

molluscan shell (Hippopodium ponderosuni) found

in, the Lias, so called from its shape.
1671 JOSSELVN New Eng. Rarities 13 They feed .. upon

a shell-fish called a Horse-foot. 1860 BARTLKTT Diet.

Amer. (ed. 31, Horse-Foot, .. a crustacean found in our
waters from Massachusetts to Virginia, and in some places
so abundant as to be used for manure. 1883 Pall Mall G.

21 Sept. 12/1 [The eels] are fed regularly every day on
*
horse-feet', a peculiar shell-fish.

HoTsefully, adv. nonce-wd. [After manfully ;

cf. doefnlly.} As becomes a horse.

HORSE GUARD.

Ho'rsegate l
, [f-

GATE rf. 1

] A gate for the

passage of horses.

1535 COVERDALK Jer. xxxl. 40 From thence vnto the

corner of the horsgate. 1894 Daily Nm'S 5 Feb. 6/6 The
crew then proceeded on to Sandford, and paddled to the

horsegate.

Ho-rsegate 2
. [f. GATE sb2, going, walk.]

A right of pasturage for a horse, e.g. in a common
fit-Id. Cf. COW-GATE.
1619 N. Riiiing Rec. 11894! I. 17 Whether anie tenante . .

hath sold anie Oxegates, Con-gates, horsegates or the like.

1776 Foston Inclos. Act 2 The Reverend Joseph Sommers
is entitled, .to a horsegate in the car.

Horse-gear.
1. Harness or trappings for horses.

1653 H. MORE Antid. Atk. \\. vii. (1662) 60 Roaps for the

horse-gears to pull by. 1894 H. SPKIGHT Nidderdale 384
Hits.. and other metal work required for horse-gear.
2. A mechanism by which horse-power is applied

to drive machinery.
Mod. Manufacturer's Ccital., Very Powerful two-horse

Gear, with covered Driving Wheel and poles and fittings

for two horses. Light One Horse Gear, 33 in. Driving
Wheel, speed 6i to one.

Ho'rse-gO'diuotlier. dial, and vulgar. A
large coarse-looking woman.
1569-70 Durham Depos. (Surtees) 91 In causa diff. vi7.

that she was a horse goodmother water wych. 1785 GROSE
Diet. Vulg. T., Horse Godmother, a large masculine woman.

1809 MALKIN Gil Bias i. v, A kitchen girl . . a great
bloated horse-god-mother. 1848 THACKERAY 1'an. Fair

xxxix, You ain't like that old horse-godmother your mother.

1837 New Monthly Mag. L. 535 Brown George . . had

stepped out manfully, or rather horsefully. 1864 G. DYCE
Bella. Donna I. 163 Both horses were fresh, and went over

hedges and ditches, and smooth field, horsefully.

Horse guard (hfis L
1. One of a body of picked cavalry for special

service as a guard ; formerly also collective.

1647 SPRIGGE Anglia. Rediv. (1854) 104 Sallied out . . in a
full career, and came upon our horseguards. 1670 COTTON

Espemon i. iv. 157 They furiously set upon trie Duke's
Horse-Guard

;
who were all presently cut to pieces, a 1674

CLARENDON Hist. Rel'. ix. 37 In the Reserve were the

King's life-Guard . . with the King's horse-Guards. 1815
R. TWEDDELL in J. Tweddell's Rent. 207 note, Potemkin
. . was an ensign in the horseguards. 1824 HEBER Jrnl.

(1828) II. 62 His [King of Oude's] horse-guards are fine tall

men, and well-mounted.

b. //. The cavalry brigade of the English
Household troops ; spec, the third regiment of this

body, the Royal Horse Guards (formerly the Oxford
Blues').
1661 in Sir S. D. Scott Brit. Army (1880) 82 His Majesty's

Regiment of Horse Guards under the command of. .Aubrey
Earl of Oxford, was mustered this day [16 Febr.] in Tuthill

Fields. 1666 PEPYS Diary 9 Nov., Drums beat and trumpets,
and the Horse Guards everywhere spread running up and
down the street. 1707 J. CHAMBERLAYNE St. Gt. Brit. n.

xiv. 183 Of the Troops of the Houshold : And first of the

Horse-Guards. List Govl. Officers ibid. 559 First troop of

Horse-guards. .Second Troop of the Guards. .Third Troop
of the Guards. Ibid. 560 Regiment ofRoyal Horse Guards.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Guard, The English horse

guards are distinguished by troops : first, second, third, and
fourth troop of horse guards. 1840 DICKENS Barn. Rudge
xlix, The Horse-guards came riding in among the crowd.

2. pi. The barracks, head-quarters or guard-house

of such cavalry ; spec, a building in London, opposite

Whitehall, bearing this name.
The building in London orig. served as the guard-house

of the palace of Whitehall and, on the establishment of the

Horse Guards, as their guard-house and barracks ; later,

while remaining a guard-house, it became the head-quarters
of the whole army organization, and subsequently that of

the Commander-in-Chief and the military authorities, as

distinct from the Secretary of State for War and the civil

authorities (whence the uses in 3). The buildings serve now

(1899) as offices for some of the departments of the War
Office, the head-quarters of several regiments of the Guards,
etc. The fact that soldiers of the Household cavalry still per-

form the duties of the guard helps to keep the name in

popular use.

1645 EVELYN Diary 12 Dec., Next to this is the Inquisi-

tion house..To this joins his Holinesse's Horse-guards.

[1659 LUDLOW Mem. (1698) II. 776 Next morning I went
with Sir Henry Vane and Major Saloway to the Chamber
of the Horse Guards, at Whitehall, where the principal
officers use to meet.] 1666 PEPYS Diary 9 Nov., News that

White Hall was on fire; and presently more particulars,
that the Horse-guard was on fire. 1666 Land. Gaz. No. 103

Nov. 9. Between 7 and 8 at night there happened a fire in

the Horse Guard House in the Tilt Yard, over against

Whitehall. 1679 Ibid. No. 1455/4 Whoever gives notice of

him to Mr. John Bird Sutler at the Horse Guard, shall be

well rewarded. 1691 LUTTRELL Brief Rel. 11857) H- 2

An order is fixt on the horse guards door by Whitehal.

1713 Load. Gaz. No. 5105/2 The Lords and other Commis-
sioners of Her Majesty's Royal Hospital near Chelsea.,

will meet at the Horse-Guards on [etc.]. 1763 Brit. Mag.
Apr. 542/1, I heard a hunter at the Horse-guards, swear she

would not venture into the Park. 1841 GEN. P. THOMPSON
/r.rerr.Pref. 3 Like the mounted sentries at the Horse Guards.

3. //. The personnel of the office of the Com-
mander-in-Chief and the military authorities at

the head of the army, esp. as distinct from the

Secretary of State for War and the civil authorities.

1816 WELLINGTON in Cro/ter Papers (1884) I. xi. 342,

I can't say that I owe my successes to any favour or con-

fidence from the Horse Guards. 1867 GOLDW. SMITH Three

Eng. Statesmen (1882) 37 [The question who shall control

the army] does partly present itself whenever an attempt is

made to bring the Horse-Guards under constitutional

control. 1880 Chambers Encycl. s.v., The word Horse-

guards is used conventionally to signify the military

authorities at the head of army affairs, m contradistinction

to the civil chief, the Secretary of State for War.



HORSE-GUARDSMAN.
4. A sentinel in charge of a horse or horses.

1851 MAYNE REID Scalp Hunt, xlii, The hone-guard
stood leaning upon his rifle silent and watchful.

Hence Horse-guaTdsman, a man ofthe Roynl
Horse Guards.

1817 I. SCOTT Paris Revis. (ed. 4) 147 A Horse-guardsman
. .was left upon the ground, .wounded in a charge.

Horsehair (h(?js,hej). a. A hair from the

mane or tail of a horse.

Animated horsehair horsehair worm : see c.

1387 TKEVISA Higden (Rolls) III. 323 A hri?t swerd and
a scharp euene aboue his heued by an hors here. 1422 tr.

Secreta Secret., Prhi. Priv. lE. E. T. S.) 155 Nothynge the

Swerde helde, Saue oone hors-here. 16x1 SHAKS. Cymh. n.

iii. 33 A voyce in her eares which Horse-haires, and Calues-

guts-.can neuer amend. 1672 Phil. Trans. VII. 4064

(heading} Extract of a letter, .concerning animated horse-

hairs, rectifying a Vulgar Error. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl.

Supp. s.v., Animated Horse-Hairs, .. a sort of long and
slender water-worm . . generally, by the vulgar, supposed
to be the hair fallen from a Horse's mane into the water.

1796 WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 3) III. 655 Fruit-stalks

hardly thicker than horse hair. 1816 J . SMITH Panorama
Sc. ff Art II. 82 Suspended by means of a horse hair.

to. A mass or collection of such hair.

In quot. i85o= Iegal verbiage, horsehair being used to

make barrister's wigs. Vegetable horsehair : see quot.

1897.

1:1305 Edmund Can/. 158 in E. E. P. (1862! 75 Seint

Edmund werede stronge here . . Of hard hors-her ymaked.
1494 Act ii Hen. VII, c. 19 Preamb., Cussions stuffed with
horse here. 1638 SIR T. HERBERT Trail, (ed. 2) 338 The
Chynaes.. they write with pencills made ofhorse hayre. 1812

J. SMYTH Pract. ofCustoms (1821) 203 The Hair cut from the
manes and tails of Horses is considered and passed in London
as Horse Hair, and no other. 1850 CARLYLE Latto-ti.

Pamph. ii. '1872) 67 In spite of all this .. blotting-out of
Heaven's sunlight by mountains of horsehair and omciality.

1897 WILLIS Flower. PI. II. 372 Tillandsia usneoides, L.

(long moss, old man's beard, vegetable horsehair).

c. attrib. and Comb., as horsehair crest, -crested

adj., -dresser, glove, plume, etc. ; in sense ' covered

with a fabric woven of horsehair', as horsehair-

chair, cushion, sofa, -etc. ; horsehair- lichen =
horsetail-lichen ; horaehair-worm, a hairworm
or Gordins.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl- Supp. , Horse Hair Worms. 1822-34
GoocCs Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 276 The Gordius is the seta

equina or horse-hair-worm of the old writers. 1838 DICKENS
O. Twist xxvii, The very horse-hair seats of the chairs.

1852 Miss SEWELL Exper. of Life xiv. (1858) 05 A set of
black horsehair chairs and a horsehair sofa. 1853 HICKIE
tr. Aristoph. (1872) II. 572 Strife of horse-hair-crested
words. 1864 EARL DERBY tr. Iliad vi. 546 Scar'd by the
brazen helm and horse-hair plume. 1875 B. MEADOWS Clin.
Observ. 61 Friction with horse hair gloves. 1897 Daily
News 30 Apr. 3/3 The daughter of a horsehair dresser.

So HoTse-haired a., covered or furnished with
horsehair ;

in quot.
= bewigged.

1887 Pall Mall G. 4 Mar. i/i Glozing phrases . . which
horse-haired pedants of Attorney-Generals in every age
have employed.

Hcrrse-head.
1. The head of a horse, b. A head like that of

a horse, c. The representation of a horse's head.
la 1400 Arthur 394 Hyt was so oryble & so greet, More

ban any Horse heed. 1551 T. WILSON Logike (1580) 21 b,
What idiote knoweth not, except he had a Horse hedde,
that here tha sence is altered ? 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 337
The haire which is curried from the horsehead or buttock.
1610 GUILLIM Heraldry m. xiii. (1611) 126 He bearelh

gules a Horsehead couped argent. 1897
' MARK TWAIN '

More Tramps Abr. Ixvii, The long horse-heads and very
sharp chins ofthe negroes ofthe picture-books.
2. Racing. The length of a horse's head. Cf.

HEAD sb. i c.

1623 MASSINGER Dk. Milan n. Wks. (Rtldg.) 55/2 A devil
of this size, Should they run for a wager to be spiteful, Gets
not a horse-head of her.

3. The stony inner cast of the fossil Trigonia.
1708 Phil. Trans. XXVI. 78 The Horse-head. This is

only the Kernel or Stone included in the Wry-neb. 1851-6
WOODWARD Mollitsca 272 Casts of the interior are called
' horse-heads

'

by the Portland quarry-men.
4. Zool. A name of various fishes whose heads
more or less resemble that of a horse, as the moon-
fish, Selene vainer, and the Hippocampidst.

( 5. Mining. A kind of ventilator : see quots.
1747 HOC-SON Miner's Diet. K iij, Horsehead^, a large kind

of Trunk standing on the Top of the Rest . . it is made broad
and wide in the Top, and open on one side, and conveniently
made to catch the Wind. 1789 Trans. Soc. Arts VII. 193
Thus the horse-head, .drives the wheel . .to the right or left.

1802 J. MAWE Mia. Derbysh. Gloss. (E.D.S.), Horsehead,
a large opening made of wood, to turn and put on to a fang
or trunk, to convey wind from day-light.

t Horseheal, -heel (ViS|h/T. Obs. or dial.

Forms : i horselene, horshelene, 3-5 horselne,
5 horshelne, horshelyn, horselle, horshalle.

(5~7 horshelm(e), 6 horshele, horseheele, 6-7
horseheale, 7- horseheal, 9 horseheel. [OE.
horselene, horshelene, f. hors HOBSE + elene, helene,
the latter of which

appears by itself*as a name of
the same plant, also in form eolone, representing
med.L. elena, helena, given, along with ynula,
enula, enela, elna, elenia, ellenium, as names of
this plant in Alphita and other med.L. lists.

Some of these go back immediately to ancient L.

inula, whence others are formed by metathesis,
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and by influence of another L. name helenium =
Gr. l\{nav. The prefix hors- prob. meant ' wild

'

or ' coarse ', as in other plant-names in horse-. The
later phonetic history of the word is somewhat

parallel to that of ELL ; but there was prob. asso-

ciation with hele, HEAL si.]
A tall strong composite plant, with very large

yellow flowers ; Elecampane (htula Hclenium*).
c 1000 .rELFRic Class, in Wr.-Wiilcker 136/23 Helena,

horshelene. a noo Ags. I'oc. ibid. 323/8 Helena, horselene.

1265 I'oc. Namt-s Fl. ibid. 557/5 Enula, [Fr.] alne, [Eng.]
horselne. c 1450 Alphita (Anecd. Oxon.) 53/1 Elena cam-
pana ue! enula [v.r. enela],. .horshelne [v.r. horselle]. Ibiti.

163/2 Horselne. 14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 580/12 EnnLi
caliipana, horshelyn. 14.. Nom. ibid. 712/19 Hec eleiut

campana, horshalle. 1483 Cath. Angl. 189/2 Horselle,
her/ a, enula canipana. c 1516 Crete Herball cl. I v b/2 DC
Enitla. catnpana, .. Scabwoort or horshele. 1578 LYTR
Dodoens III. xiv. 336 This herbe is called, .in Englishe Ele-

campane, .and Horseheele. 1640 PARKINSON Theat. Bot.v.
Ix.xxiii. 655 This herb we [call] Elecampane generally, yet in

some countries of this kingdome Scabwort and Horseheale.

Ho'rse-lierd. [f. HEBD sl>.-] One who herds

or tends horses. (In quot. 1 1 75, tr. L. stabulariiis

hostler, innkeeper: cf. HOKSE-HOCSE.)
c looo ^ELFRIC Gram. ix. (Z.) 35 Agaso, horshyrde. t 1175

Lamb.
H^ont. 79 [He)bitahte hine pe hors horde to witene.

1:1475 rict. yoc. in Wr.-VViilcker 814/12 Hie equiarius, a
horsheyrd. i552HuLOET,Horseherd,/^//(7w^wwj. 1884011.-
MOUR Mongols 120 A horse-herd appeared inside the door.

HoTse-hire. The hire of a horse
; payment

for the use of a horse.

1464 Nottingham Rec. II. 375 For his horshire the said

ij tymes \\\}d. 1589 PL'TTENHAM Eng. Pocsie m. xv. (Arb.)
183 The Sergeant, for sparing of hors-hire, said he would
goe with the Carrier on foote. 1646 J. HARRINGTON in

Monthly Mag. (iSooj X. 240 For victuals, drink, and horse-
hire. 1887 JESSOPP Arcady vii. 216 He turns an honest
penny by horse hire.

HoTse-hoe, sb.
[f. HORSE sb. + HOE rf.] A

frame mounted on wheels and furnished with ranges
of shares at such intervals as to work in the spaces
between drills or rows of plants, in which each
acts like a hoe in stirring up the soil, rooting up
weeds, etc.

1731 TULL Horseshoeing Husb. xviii. (1733) 121 Proper for
the regular operation of the Horse-Hoe. 1789 Ann. Reg. 64
Of the utility of the horse-hoe I am inclined to entertain
a very high opinion. 1826 LOUDON Encycl. Agric. d83i> 405
Of horse hoes there is a great variety, almost every imple-
ment-maker having his favourite form.

Ho'rse-lioe, v. [f. HORSE sb. + HOE v.]
trans, or absol. To hoe (or stir up the earth as

in hoeing) with an implement drawn by a horse
;

to work with a horse-hoe. Hence Horse-hoed
///. a. , Horse-hoeing vbl. sb. ; also Horse-hoer.

"73" } TULL (title) Specimen of a Work on Horse-Hough-
ing Husbandry. 1732 W. ELLIS Pract. Partner Gloss.
(E. D. S.), Horse-houghing is so called by reason it saves
man's houghing, not that a hough is used by horses, but
their drawing a plough in a particular manner supplies the
use of a hough. 1780 A. YOUNG Tour Irel. I. 14 Horse
hoed, hand hoed and weeded. 1808 J. WALKER Hist.
Hebrides I. 245 All horse-hoed grain should be avoided for
seed-corn. 1846 J. BAXTER Liby. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) II.

24 As soon as the plants get about three inches high, the
intervals should be horse-hoed.

Ho-rsehood. The quality proper to a horse.

1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes in. i. 65.

Ho'rse-hoof. Also (in sense 2 5 -howve, 6
-hove. [f. HORSE sb. + HOOF.]
1. The hoof of a horse.

1539 BIBLE (Great) Judg. v. 22 Then were the horse hoffes

smytten asunder. 1638-48 G. DANIEL Eclog iii. 273 The
true fountaine which The Muses Love . . The Horse-hoofe
never rais'd [cf. HIPPOCRENE). 1843 MACAULAY Lays Anc.
Rome, Lake Regillus xxxvii, To listen for the rushing Of
horse-hoofs from the east. 1896 Black Horse Gaz. Jan. 8/2
Loud thunder of horse hooves, low curtain of dust.

2. The plant Coltsfoot v Tussilago Farfara}.
1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xvii. xciii. (Bodl. MS.),

Many men clepeb it Caballina an hors huoue. 1562
TURNER Herbal n. 158 b, Tussilago is named.. in Englishe
Horse houe, or Bullfoote. 1578 LVTE Dodoens i. xii. 20 It

is called . . Fole foote, Horse houe, Coltes foote. 1893 North-
vmhld. Gloss., Horse-hoof, the colt's-foot, Tussilagofarfara.
3. = HORSE-FOOT

jj
a.

a Lobsters ; with many small Claws.

I Ho'rse-llOUSe '. [f. HOUSE'.] A stable:

in quot. tr. L. stabulum stable, hostelry, inn.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 79 [He] brohte him to an hors huse.

Ibid. 85 Hwet is bis hors-us? bet is hali chirche . . In hors-
huse bo5 fule and clene.

t HoTse-hcmse 2
. Obs. [f. HOUSK rf.z]

Housings or trappings for a horse.

1316 Durham MS. Cell. Roll, In ij Hprsehous', ij capistris
.. empt. 1480 Wardr. Ace. Edw. II' (1830) 125 For the

making and garnysshing of x hors houses. 1483 in Grose
Antiq. Repert. (1807) I. 50 To the queen for her use, xvj
horshouses, made of. .rede clothe engreyled.

Hcvrse-jo:ckey. One hired to ride a horse

i

in a race. (Now usually simply jockey. ~)

1782 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Odes R.Acad. i. i. Wks. 1812 I.

15 My Cousin Pindar, in his Odes Applauded Horse-jockeys
and Gods. 1812 Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 66 The parties
were both horse-jockeys. 1858 in Hughes Tom Brtm'it Pref.

to ed. 6, Horse-jockeys have learnt to be wiser.

HORSELESS.
attrib. 1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair Ixiv, His horse-jockey

jokes and prize-ring slang.

Ho'rse-keeper. One who has the care of

horses : in various shades of meaning.
f 1440 Promf>. Pail*. 247/2 Horskepare, . .eguarlus. c 1515

Cocke LorelCs B. (Percy Soc.) 14 Carryers, carters, and
Iiors-kepers. 1581 SAVILE Tacitus' hist. u. Ixxxvii. (1591)

104 Of lackeyes and horsekeepers
a greater number. 1673

R. HEAD Canting Aceut. K iij, The Gates which his Horse-

keepers had given his Horses. 1789 MADAN Persins (1705)

132 note, A horse-keeper, a groom that looks after his

master's horses, 1891 S. C. SCRIVENER Our Fields $ Cities

160 Ploughmen who want to 'get on '

by being thought able

horse-keepers. 1893 Xorthumbld. Gloss., Horse-keeper^ the

person in a [coal] pit who attends to the feeding and groom-
ing of the horses and ponies.
So HoTse-keepingf.
1777 ABIGAIL ADAMS in J. Adams' Fain. Lett. (1876' 262

By your accounts of board, horsekeeping, etc., I fancy you
are not better off than we are here.

Horse latitudes, sb. pi. [Origin of the

name uncertain : see the quots. for statements and

conjectures.] The belt of calms and light airs

which borders the northern edge of the N.h. trade-

winds.

1777 G. FORSTER Voy. round World II. 58: The latitudes

where these calms chiefly reign, are named the horse-lati-

tudes by mariners . . because they are fatal to horses and
other cattle which are transported to the last mentioned
continent [America]. 1826 H. N. COLERIDGK tt'est Ind. 330
A dead calm for five days in the horse latitudes. 1850
MAURY Notice to Mariners (ed. 2) 10. 1851 Winds <$

Currents 38. 1860 Phys. Geog, Sea (Low) 514. 1883
R. H. SCOTT Eton. Meteorol. xiv. 268 The Horse Latitudes,
a title which Mr. Laughton derives from the Spanish El

Golfo de las Yegnas, the Mares' Sea, from its unruly and
boisterous nature.. in contradistinction to the Trade-wind

zone, El Golfo de las Damns, so called from the pleasant
weather to be met with there.

Horse-laugh. (hf?Ms,laf). [See HORSED. 26 h.]

A loud coarse laugh.

ijji3
STEELE Guardian No. 29 f 24 The Horse-Laugh is

a distinguishing cbaracteristick of the rural hoyden. 1751
LAVINGTON Enthits. Method.^ Papists 11754) II. 46 Treating
the holy Men with Derision, Scoffs, Taunts, Horse-Laughs.
1847 ALB. SMITH Chr. Tadpole xiv. (1879) 394 They.. burst

into a loud horse-laugh in his face. 1874 L. STEPHEN Hours
in Library (1892) I. x. 353 Jovial squires laughed horse-

laughs at this mincing dandy.
So (fionce-wds.} Horse-laugh v. trttr., to give

vent to a horse-laugh or a series of horse-laughs ;

hence Horse-laugher. Also Horse-laughter.
1713 STEELE Guardian No. 29 F 5 Several kinds oflaughers

. .The Dimplers. The Smilers. .The Horse-laughers, 1763
Brit. Mag. IV. 660 For ministers had done the like before,

And like him horse-laugh'd at the nation. 1821 Blackw.

Mag. X. 572/2 Whisperings, and titterings, and horse

laughter, and loud guffaws.

Horse-leech (hJusilftJ),
sb. [f. HOUSE +

LEECH : OE. /xct, ttce, physician.]

1 1. A horse-doctor, farrier, veterinary surgeon.
1493 Mem. Ripon (Surtees^ III. 165 Item Johanni Hors-

leych pro medicacione j equo magistri Langton, -jd. c 1515
Cocke Loretl's B. (Percy Soc.) 9 Bokell smythes, horse

leches, and gold beters. 1529 MORE Dyaloge n. x. 52 b/a

Saynt Loy we make an horsleche, and must let our horse

rather renne vnshodde and marre hys hoofe than to shoo hym
on hys daye, 1653 BOGAN Mirth Chr. Life 234 The horse

..will not endure the hand of the horseleech.

2. An aquatic sucking worm (Hsemopsis sangui-

sorba] differing from the common leech in its larger

size, and in the formation of the jaws.
(In some early quots. it seems to mean the common

medicinal leech.)

14.. Nom. in Wr.-Wiilcker 706/26 Hec sanguissnga^ a

horsleche. 1530 PALSGR. 232/2 Horse leche, a worme, san-
sue. 1535 COVERDALE Prov. xxx. 15 This generacion (which
is like an horslechel hath two doughters [1388 WVCLIF The
watir leche hath twet dou^tris] : y8 one is called, fetch
hither: the other, brynge hither. 1573-80 BARET Alv.
H 663 An Horse leach, or bloudsucker worme, hirudo.

1581 MARBECK Bk, of Notes 503 The Horse-leach hath
two daughters, .that is, two forks in her tongue, which he
heere calleth her two daughters, wherby she sucketh the

bloud, and is neuer saciate. 1625 HART Anal. Ur. i. ii. 15
Horse-leaches were wont to taste of the horses dung. 1801
BINGLEY Anim. Biog. (1813) III. 412 Horse-leeches are
. . so extremely greedy of blood, that a vulgar notion
is prevalent, that nine of them are able to destroy a
horse. 1880 Chambers* Encycl. VI. 74/2 The Horse-leech
.. is much larger than the medicinal

species,
.but its teeth

are comparatively blunt, and it is little of a blood-sucker

notwithstanding the popular notion. .It feeds greedily on
earth-worms.

3. fig. A rapacious, insatiable person.
1546 Siippl. Poor Commons (1871) 63 Besides the infinit

number of purgatory horseleches. 1608 SYLVESTER Dtt
Bartas \\. Iv. iv. Decay 192 Thou life of strife, thou Horse,
leach sent from hell. 1705 HICKERINGILL Priest-cr, i. (1721)
18 Of all Priests, the Popes have been in several Ages the

great Horse-leaches and Blood-suckers. 1836-48 B. D.

Y/UMArtttffffai Clouds i. i, He has disregarded my advice,
and stuck horse-leeches on to my estate.

Hence f Horse-leech, v. trans, to suck insatiably

(as reputed ofthe horse-leech) ; f Ho'rse-lee chery ,

-leechcraft, veterinary medicine.

1679 Prot, Conformist 3 They have thereby Horse-leach'd
a great deal of the best blood in Europe. 1688 R. HOLME
Armoury n. 149/2 Horse Leachery, or Leach-craft, is the
Art of curing Horses of Diseases.

Horseless (h^MSjles), a. Without a horse.

1671 H. M. tr. Eras/ft. Colloq. 429 The horseless Horse-
man. 1790 COWPER Let. to Bull 8 Sept., We rejoice
that thoucrh unhorsed, or rather horseless, you are come
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safe home again. 1878 Land. Rev. Jan. 338 It is from the

apparently horseless Continent of America that the finest

geological evidence of the pedigree of the horse is to be
traced. 1895 Chamb. Jrnl. XII. 673/1 Horseless carriages
threaten to give a new aspect to road traffic.

HoTSC-like, a- I -ike or resembling a horse.

1530 PALSGR. 316/1 Horselyke, belongynge to an horse,
chrnalin. 1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas u. ii. in. Colonies

453Bunch-backed Calves, with Horse-like manes.

Ho*rse-li:tter. forms : see LITTER.

1. A litter hung on poles, carried between two

horses, one in front and the other behind.

1388 WVCLIF 2 Mace. iii. 27 Putte in a pakke sadil \.gloss\

ether hors litir. c 1465 Eng. CJiron. (Camden 1856) 46 He
was brought in a horsliter to Westmynstre. 1600 HOLLAND
Livy xxvi. xxix. 650 Scarce able to endure the snogging and
shaking of the horselitter, for pain and greefe of his wounds.

1775 R. Twiss Trav. Port, fy Sf. 49 Chairs and horse-litters

are used here in bad weather. 1851 DICKENS Child's //*>/.

Eng. xvi, The King, now weak and Kick, followed in

a horse-litter.

b. Sometimes on wheels, esp. as a funeral car.

1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet., Carro con andas, a horslitter,
rhitta, 1663 WOOD Life July (O. H. S.) I. 479 Then the
wain or hors-Iitter on four wheeles.

2. A bed of straw or hay for horses to rest upon.
b. The manure consisting of such straw mixed
with the excrements of horses.

1624 BURTON Anat. Mel. I. ii. iv. viL 146 Olde monu-
ments and bookes, made horse-litter, or burned like straw.

17*1 BRADLEY Coffee 33 A bed prepared with horse-litter.

Philos. Ace. Wks. Nat. 20 It must be cover'd, the Top
and Sides with Horse-litter to lie upon it undisturb'd.

Ho'rse-load. A load for a horse
j sometimes,

a determinate weight : cf. LOAP.
c 1350 in Eng. GiMs (1870) 358 Tonnes and barelles b6

comet? in carte, sholde custome a peny ; an horselode an

halpeny. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxxiv. 153, cccm hors
lade of corne and als many of ryess. 1483 Catk. Angl.
189/2 An Horse \zA^clitella. 1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. l*'r,

Tongi Somme ou charge de charbon, a horse lode of coles.

1641 VICARS Jekovah*yireh 160 His Souldiers took horse-

loads of Provision, Bisket, Meal and other necessaries. 1667
PRIMATTC*VJ/<S- C. Build. (1680) 6 Some [lead] Oare..yeild-
ing Thirty-six shillings . .a Horse-load (which is nine dishes,
as they compute, weighing about Four hundred and Fifty

pound). 1700 TYRRELL Hist. Eng, II. 977 A Horse-load of
Corn was sold for Ten Shillings. 1776 PENNANT ZooL III.

63 If a Porpesse should be too big for a horse-load, allow-

ance should be made to the purveyor.
b. loosely mfig> A large load or quantity.

C ijoo How Plowman learned Pater-Noster 116 in Hazl.
E. P. P. II. 213 They thought tolonge that they abode, Yet
eche of them had an hors-lode. 1641 MILTON Ch. Govt. n.

Pref., They have, .laid ye down their horseload of citations

and lathers at your door. 1681 UTWAY Soldier's Fort. i. i,

A Horse-load of Diseases. 1837 HAWTHORNX Twice-Told
T. (1851) I. v. 75 Toiling through the difficult woods, each
with a horseload of iron armor to burden his footsteps.

t Ho'rse-loaf. 06s. A loaf of HORSE-BRKAD.
c 1468 in Stow's Surv. (ed. Strype 1720) v. 341 The horse

lof shal wey two halfpeny white lofis, 1483 in Eng, Gilds

(1870) 337 Thath all Bakers, .make butt ij. horselofys to a

peny,
and of clene beanys. 1591 HARINGTON OrI. Fur.\\\.

Ixii. (N.), Her stature scant three horse-loaves did exceed.
1611 COTGR., Nam t

a dwarfe, .. one thats no higher then
three horse-loaues. 1681 A/anch. Crt. Led Rec. (1888) VI.
126 James Smith, i horse loafe 4 ounce too light.

t HOTSe-lock. Obs. A shackle for a horse's

feet = FETLOCK sb. 2 ; hence, app. any hanging
lock, a padlock.
1486 Nottingham Rec. III. 255 For a horse Iok..vj</.

1530 Yatton Ckurchw. Ace. (Som. Rec. Soc.) 145 Payd for

a horse locke to y* cherche yatte, viij
d

. 1573 TUSSER Hitsb.
xviL (1878) 38 Soles, fetters, and shackles, with horselock
and pad. 1623 FLETCHER & ROWLEY Maid ofA/ill in. i,

Horse-locks nor chains shall hold her from me. 1680 Land.
Gaz. No. 1569/4 A little.. Nag. .a Horse-lock on his near foot

before. 1736 A". Jersey Archives (1804) XI. 483 He [one

escaped from prison] had a Horse-Lock on one of his Legs.

t IlO'rsely, Obs. Also horsly(e. [f.
HORSE

+ -LT t
; cf. manly.,]

Of or pertaining to a horse ;

of the nature of a good horse.

c 1386 CHAUCER Sqr.'s T. 186 This hors . . so horsly [r.n

horsely] and so quyk of eye. 1552 HULOET, Horsly, or

parteynynge to a horse, equarius.

Ho'rse-ma'ckerel. A name for several fishes

allied to the mackerel
; esp. the Cavally or Send

(Caranx vnlgaris).
Also in various parts of U. S. the common Tunny, the

Jurel (Caranx pisquetns), the Bluefish (Pomatomus salta-

trix\, the Black Candle-fish (Anoplopoma fimbria}, the

Californian Hake (Merlucius prod-uctvs)^ and the Ten-

pounder (.Elops sanrus). (Cent. Diet.)
a 1705 RAY Synops. Pise. (1713) 92 Traclierus. .A Scad . .

a Horse Mackrell. 1777 G. FORSTER Voy. round World I.

126 Scorpens, mullets, horse-mackrel.and many other sorts.

1838 JOHNSTON in Proc. Senu. Nat. Club I. No. 6. 171 The
Scad or Horse-Mackerel. 1860 BARTLETT Diet, Amer. (ed.

^Blue-Fish,, .on the Jersey coast . .called Horse- Mackerel.
1862 ANSTED Channel Is!, n. ix. (ed. a) 212 The horse-

mackarel also is considered poor and dry.

Horseman (h(ris (m&n). PI. -men.
1. One who rides on horseback, a rider; one

skilled in riding and managing a horse.

c 1400 Yivaine
<J-
Gaiv. 401 Another noyse than herd i sone,

Als it war of horsmen. 1583 HoLi^VBAtfoCarti^OffiFiorsyj
O there is a good horseman : O brave rider. 1673 S. C. A rt

ofComplaisance 131 To pass simply for a good horseman, or

a fine dancer. 1780 HARRIS Philol. Enq. Wks. (1841) 542
These Spanish Arabians . . were great horsemen, and par-

ticularly fond of horses. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. viii.

II. 349 These letters., were sent by horsemen to the nearest

country post towns on the different roads.

VOL. V.

fb. spec. A mounted soldier. Obs.
c 1205 LAY. 26641 Heo letten alle J>a horsmen i ban wude

nlihten. ^1301 in Pol. Songs (Camden) 189 Sixtena hundred
of horsmen asemblede o the gras. 1382 WYCLIF Rev. ix. 16
The noumbie of the hoost of horsemen twenty thousynd.
1548 HALL Chron. t Hen. VIII 28 Among the Frenchmen
were certain light horsmen called Stradiotes. 1655 STANLEY
Hist. Philos. m. (1701) 116/1 Notwithstanding he had also

a Horse-man's Cuirass. 1853 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xxi.

(1880) II. 529 A horseman in the uniform of the Guards
spurred through the City, announcing that the King had
bct-n killed.

o. A knight, '^t
ransi. L. eqites, Gr. linrfvs.}

1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 13 In Galloway
ar horsmen, Barounes, and vthiris noble men mony. 1807
ROBINSON Arch&ol. Gr&ca iv. ii. 337 Both at Athens and

Sparta in-reis-, horsemen, composed the second order in the

commonwealth. 1849 GROTE Greece IL Ixxii. 11862) VI. 347
The Knights or Horsemen, the body of richest proprietors
at Athens, were the mainstay of the Thirty.

d. llorsemaris bed (in Ireland!, a tenement of

a certain size. Horsemarfs hammer, a hammer-

shaped mace, a medieeval weapon. Horseman*s

weight^ the weight by which a jockey is weighed,

applied to the legal stone of fourteen pounds.
167* PETTY Pol. Anat. (1691) 107 As to these town-lands,

plough-lands, colps, greeves . . horseman's beds, etc., they
are at this day manifestly unequal. 1828 J. M. SPEARMAN
Brit. Gunner 413 Also, 14 pounds make i stone, horseman's

weight, and 8 pounds i stone, in the London markets.

2. A man who attends to horses.
1882 HOWEU.S in Longm. Mag. I. 55, I heard myself

indicated in a whisper as
' one of the horse-men '. 1889

N. \V. Line. Gloss, (ed. 2), Horseman, the man who attends

upon and travels with a stallion. 1898 R. HAGGARD in

Daily News 28 Sept. 6/5 The agricultural labourer, .works
from six to six. .horsemen and cattlemen work longer.

3. A variety of fancy pigeons : see
guot. 1867.

1735 J. MOORE Colunih. 31 The oftener it is thus bred

[from a Carrier] the stouter the Horseman becomes. 1741
Compl. Fam. -Piece m. 512. 1867 TEGETMEIER Pigeons vii.

79 In many of the older treatises an inferior variety of the

Carrier was described under the name of the Horseman.
4. Ichthyol. A scisenoid fish of the genus gite$

found on the coasts of Central America.
6. See also LIGHT-HORSEMAN.
Light and Heavy Horsemen^ slang names for certain

Thames thieves.

1840 MARRYAT Valerie xviii,
* There's a lighter adrift

1

,

said I. 'The Light Horsemen have cut her adrift.' Ibid. t

Light Horsemen that's a name for one set of people who
live by plunder. .. Then we have the Heavy Horsemen
they do their work in the daytime, when they go on board
as lumpers to clear the ships.

Horsemanship (h^ismsenjip). [f. prec. +

-SHIP.] The art of riding on horseback ;
skill or

expertness in riding, equestrian performance. For-

merly including the breeding, rearing, and manage-
ment of horses ; the duties of the manage.
1565 BLUNDEVIZ. (title} The Fpwer Chiefest Offices be-

longing to Horsemanshippe, that is to- say, The Office of the

Breeder, of the Rider, of the Keeper, and of the Ferrer.

1577 B. GOOGE HereshacKs Hnsb. in. (1586) 19 When we
entreat of horsemanship, and breaking of horses. 1601 R.

JOHNSON Kingd. V Commw, (1603) 205 The nature of the

countrey is not fitte for horsemanshippe. 1727-41 CHAMBERS
Cyd.f Horsemanship, in its latitude, includes what relates

to the make, colour, age, temper, and qualities of horses.

1796 MORSE Amer. Geog. II. 479 The Tartars are inured to

horsemanship from their infancy : they seldom appear on
foot. 1816 KEATINGE Trav. (1817) II. 102 The show ex-

hibited very capital horsemanship. 1873 JOWETT Plato

(ed. 2) V. 375 Gymnastic and horsemanship are as suitable

to women as to men. attrib. 1825 SCOTT Fam. Lett.

5 Nov. (1894) IL 369, I hope in God you will not break

Jane's neck with your horsemanship experiments.

t Horse-marine 1
. Her. Obs. [f. HOUSE sb.

+ MARINE a.'}
A sea-horse.

1705 Land. Gaz. No. 4162/4 On a Torse a Demy Horse-
Marinc.

Horse-marine 2
(hpusimarrn). [f. HORSED.

+ MARINE^.]
1. A marine mounted on horseback, or a cavalry-
man doing a marine's work.
1878 N. Amer. Rev. CXXVII. 225 This old sea-dog . .

organized a body of horse-marines to patrol the shore. 1886

Tinsley's Mag. Apr. 321 The i7th Lancers were once
christened the ' Horse marines'. Two troops of this showy
corps were employed as marines on board the Hermione

frigate during some severe fighting in the West Indies.

2. humorously, (pi.} An imaginary corps of

mounted marine soldiers, considered as a type of

men out of their element ; hence, sifig. a man
doing work for which he is not fitted ; a *

land-

lubber
*
on shipboard.

1824 SCOTT St. Ronan"s xxi,
* What the devil has a ship to

do with horse's furniture? Do you think we belong to the

horse-marines?' 1860 O. W. HOLMES Sea Dial. 45 Belay
y'r jaw, y' swab ! y' hoss-marine ! 1892 Wops the Waif'i,
i (Farmer) You'd better tell that to the hoss marines; I've

lived a sight too long in Shoreditch to take that in.

3.
( A man or youth who is engaged in leading

and attending to the horse drawing a canal-boat*

(Lab. Comm. Gloss. 1894).
c 1850 [Correspt. writes ' In general use on Regent's

Canal'.] c 1860 [Used by a witness at the Lindsey Sessions,

Lincolns.]. 1881 Census-returns in Brit. Alnt. Comp.
(1885) 94.

Ho'rse-niaster. One who owns or manages
horses ; also, a horse-breaker.

1523 FITZHEKB. Husb. \ 120 A Horse-mayster is he, that

bieth wylde horses, or cokes, and bredeth theym.and selleth

theym agayne wylde, or breaketh parts of them, and maketh
theym tame, and then selleth them. 1567 Triall Treas.

(1850) 22 Suche horse maisters will make a colte quickely
tame. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1658) 249 Of the

greatest

Horse-masters and nourishersof Horses. 1766 W.
MITH tr. Bouquefs Exp. (1868) 43 Four divisions, .of pack-

horses, each conducted by a horse master. 1897 Cavalry
Tactics ii. 8 The good horse master in stables is much more
likely to be a good horse master under any circumstances.

HoTSe-meat. [See MEAT.] Food or pro-
vender for horses.

1404 Durham MS. Sacr. Roll, j sythe pro horsmet falcand.

1475 Bk. Noblesse 30 Finding bothe horsmete and mannys-
mete to youre soudeours riding be the contre. 1528 SIR B.
TUKE in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. i. I. 286, I sent a phisician..
promysing hym a mark by day, horsmete, and mans mete.

1677 PLOT Oxfordsh. 256 Oats, and all mixed Corns called

Horse-meat, are Harvested somtimes with two reaping
hooks. 1742 FIELDING J. Andrews \\. ii, The sum due for

horsemeat was twelve shillings.

Ho'rse-mill. A mill driven by a horse ;

usually, by one walking in a circle or in a wheel.
IS3 PALSGR. 232/2 Horse myll, tnovlin a ckeual, 1559

in Boys Sandwich. (1792) 738 The water must be conveyed
awaye with horse mylnes. 1769 FALCONEK Diet. JMarine

11789) Lij, Like the machinery of a horse-mill. 1828 P.
CUNNINGHAM N. S. Wales (ed. 3) II. 65 Ten water-mills,

eighteen windmills, and two horse-mills.

b. Jig. A monotonous round.
1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. i. ii. m. xi. (1651) 112 Desire

hath no rest, and is infinite in it selfe, endlesse, and as one
cals it, a perpetuall racke, or horse mill .. still going round
as in a ring.

Ho'rse-miiit. [See HORSE 28 c.]

1.
* A name applied generally to the wild mints

'

(Britten and Holland), esp. Mentha sylvcstris and
M. aquatica.
c 1263 I'oc. Names PL in Wr.-Wulcker 555/5 Mentasfrnnt t

..horsminte. a 1387 Sinon. Barthol. (Anecd. Oxon.) 30
Menta aqnatica^ an horsment. 1:1440 Promp.Parv. 248/1
Horsmynte, herbe, balsamita, wentastrum. c 1516 Crete
Herball cclxxv. Pvb, Agaynst colde cough bethe dry
fygges with horsmynt in wyne, and vse it. 1646 SIR T.
BROWNE Pseud. Ep. 102 So are they deceived in the name
of Horse-raddish, Horse-mint, Bull-rush, and many more. .

that expression is but a Grecisme. .intending no more then

great. 1787 WINTER Syst. Hnsb. 97 Coarse grass, rushes,
horse-mints . . general productions of lands overcharged
with moisture. 1861 Miss PRATT Flower. PL IV. 152.

2. Applied in North America to other aromatic

labiates, as various species of Monarda^ Collin-

sonia catiadensis, and Cunila Mariana (Sweet
Horse-mint, also called dittany]. (See Miller

Pfant-n,, and Cent. Diet?)

t Ho-rsen, a. Obs. rare. [See -EN*.] Of or

belonging to horses.

1538 WARDK tr. Alexis* Seer. i. vi. (1580) 108 a, Let hym
put the Yearth onely, the Floxe, and the Horsen doung.

Ho'rse-nail.
1. A horseshoe-nail.

1598 BARRET Tfieor. Warrcs 135 Horse nayles and horse

shoes of all sizes. 1695 CONGREVE Lovefor L. in. ix. Poring
upon the Ground for a crooked Pin, or an old Horse-Nail.

1858 GREENER Gunnery 148 The inferior iron of which we
make horse-nails.

2. A tadpole, local.

1608 TOPSELL Serpents (1658) 719 The heads of these

young Gyrini, which we call in English Horse-nails ; be-

cause they resemble a Horse-nail in their similitude, whose
head is great, and the other part small. 1887 in Kent. Gloss.

Hoarseness, nonce-wd. The abstract quality
of a horse (tr.

Gr. liriroTjjs).

1864 Q. Rev. July 72,
'

I see a horse
', said Antisthenes to

Plato,
* but I do not see horseness '.

Ho-rse-play.
f 1. Play in which a horse is used or takes part ;

theatrical horsemanship. Also transf. Obs.

1599 MASSINGER, etc. Old Law in. ii, Horse-play at four-

score is not so ready, a 16*7 MIDDLETON Mayor ofQueen-
borough v. i, Second Play. We have a play wherein we use
a horse. Sitn. Fellows, you use no horse-play in my house.

1668 DlKlFDBN.&EVJtuyr
9
* Lovei. ii, Bel. They get upon their

jennets, and prance before their ladies' windows.. . JKiTf/.

And this horseplay they call making love.

2. Rough, coarse, or boisterous play, passing the

bounds of propriety.
1589 R. HARVEY PI. Perc. (1590) 9, I am a stranger, and

cannot tel what your horse play meanes. 1700 DRYDEN Fables
Pref. Wks. (Globe) 506 He [Collier] is too much given to

horse-play in his raillery. 1749 CHESTERF. Lett. (1792) II.

clxxix. 166 No aukward overturns of glasses, plates, and

salt-cellars; no horse-play. 1856 MASSON Ess. iv. zai

Dryden's best comic attempts were but heavy horse-play.

1871 L. STEPHEN Playgr. Europe vi. (1894) 149 Explosions
of animal spirits, bordering at times upon horse-play.

Hence Horse-playish. a., given to horse-play.
1882 Daily News 22 Sept. 2/1 The younger men were

somewhat horse-playish in their behaviour.

Ho'rse-plum.
1. A small red variety of plum.
1530 PALSGR. 232/2 Horse plome, frute, jorroise. 1546

J. HEYWOOD Prov. (1867) 20 Her cheekes are purple ruddie

fyke a horse plumme. 1648 GAGE West Ind. 28 A great
black kernell as big as our horse Plums. 1886 BRITTEN &
HOLLAND Plant-n., Horse Plum t

a small red plum.
2. (U.S.) The common wild plum of North
America (Prunus Americana}.

Ho'rse-poud, sb. A pond for watering and

washing horses; proverbial as a ducking-place for

obnoxious persons.
51



HOUSE-POND.

1701 GIBBER Love Makes Jlfati i. i,
I han't much Land to

spare ; but I have an admirable Horse-Pond I'll settle

that upon him, if you will. 1713 ADDISON Gnardian No.
13^ f 4 Led into a horsepond by a Will of the Whisp. 1746
Brit* Mag. 101 If old Bettenson had ordered him to have
been dragg'd through a Horse-pond. 1843 BETHUXE Sc.

Fireside Stor. 62 He intended .. to take a third individual

to a horse-pond . .and duck bim head and ears three times.

Ho*rse-pond, v.
[f. prec. sb.] trans. To

duck in or drag through a horse-pond.
1757 GARRICK Malt Coquette I. 13 If I go again, Sir, may

I be caned, kicked, and horseponded for my pains. 1782
Miss BURNEV Cecilia \\, x, Not only horsewhipt, but horse-

ponded. 1884 Church Reformer III. 79 [They] will not

readily forget his suggestion of horse-ponding their leaders
asa substitute for redressing their grievances.

Ho'rse-power.
1. The power or rate of work of a horse iu draw-

ing ; hence, in Mech., a conventional unit for

measuring the rate of work of a prime motor,
commonly taken (after Watt) 33 = 550 foot-pounds
per second (which is about i times the actual

power of a horse). Abbreviated H.P.
1806 O. GREGORY Meek. (1807) II. 357 The usual method

of estimating the effects of engines by what are called
'horse powers' must inevitably be very fallacious. 1881

Encycl. Brit. XII. 207/1 Nominal horse-power is a purely
conventional term adopted by makers of steam-engines,
and has no fixed relation to indicated horse-power. 1891
Electrician Sept. 551 A new and shockingly unscientific

unit, the electrical horse power, is insensibly coming into
use. 1897 PREF.CE in Glasgow Herald 6 Feb. 3/5 The term
* horse power

'

has probably seen its best days . . As a scien-

tific term it has been much abused, and as a commercial
terra it conveys no meaning.

b. With prefixed numeral, expressing the power
or rate of work of an engine, etc. ; as 'an engine
of 4O-horse power ', or * a 40-horse-power engine \

Properly the numeral 4-
' horse

'

form an attrib. phrase
qualifying 'power' ias in 'four-horse coach'; cf. two-foot
rule, half-mile race) ',

but the whole phrase (esp. when used
nttrib.' is often analyzed as numeral + 'horse-power'.
1823 BYRON Juan x. xxxiv. note, A metaphor taken from

the 'forty-horse power' of a steam-engine. 1835 MARRYAT
Olla Podr. iv, She. .preferred the three*horse power of the

schuyt to the hundred-horse power of the steam-packet.
1851 Ilhtstr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 214 Oscillating steam-engine,
of io-horse power. 1872 R. B. SMYTH Mining Statist. 50
One 25 horse-power engine, i6-inch cylinder.
2. transf. Power or rate of work as estimated

by this unit ; number of horse-powers. AlsoySg*.
1860 MAURY Phys. Geog. Sea iv. 268 What is the horse-

power of the Niagara? 1867 EMERSON Lett. <$ Soc. Aims,
Progr. Culture Wks. (Bohn) III. 235 Enthusiasm is the

leaping lightning, not to be measured by the horse-power
of the understanding. 1871 TVNDALL Fragm. Sc. I. xx,
[He] calculates the equivalent of that heat in horse-power.
3. The power or agency of a horse or horses as

employed in driving machinery ; hence, a machine

by which the pull or weight of a horse is con-
verted into power for driving other machinery.
1853 Caial. R. Agrtc. Soc. Show Gloucester 50 A One

Horse Power Portable Horse Gear. Ibid. 51 A useful and
economical thrashing machine to be either worked by hand
or horse power. 1864 WEBSTER, Horse-Power. . 3. A machine
operated by one or more horses ; a horse-engine. 1875
KNIGHT Diet. Meek, s.v., An ordinary horse-power, such as
is used for thrashing-machines, drag-saws, clover-hullers.

Ho'rse-pox. [See Pox.]
fL A severe or virulent pox. (Used in coarse

execrations.) Ol's.

1656 S. HOLLAND Zara (1719^ 115 With a Horse-pox and
a Murrain. 1667 DK. NEWCASTLE & DRYDEN Sir Martin
Mar-all iv. i, Leave off your winking and your pinking,
with a horse-pox t'ye. 1694 ECHARD Plautus Pref. Aiij,
I'll fetch ye put with a Horse-pox for a damnable, prying,
nine-eyed Witch.

2. A pustular disease of horses, said, when com-
municated to cows, to produce cow-pox.
1884 N. Y.Med. Jrnl, 15 Nov. 548 An outbreak of casual

'

horse-pox
*

among the she-asses. 1897 AI.LBUTT Sy&t, Med.
11.636 He explained the failure on the part of many experi-
menters to transmit horse-pox to the cow.

Ho-rser. [f. HORSE v. + -ERI.] One who
provides horses for a coach ; a postmaster.
1851

' NIMROD' Road 35 Thehorser's profits depend upon
the luck he has with his stock.

HOTSe-race. A race by horses (with riders).
1581 SIDNEY Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 46 Phillip of Macedon

reckoned a horse-race wonne at Olimpus among hys three
fearefull felicities. 1617 MORYSON Itin. i. 198 No meane
I-oides. .and Gentlemen in our Court had in like sort put
out money upon a horserace, or speedie course of a horse,
under themselves, a 1626 BACON (J.), In horseraces men are
curious that there be not the least weight upon one horse
more than upon another. 1712 STEELE Spect. No. 462 p 4
To glory in being the first Man at Cock-matches, Horse-races.
1821 BVRON Juan in. Ixxxv, Pindar sang horse-races.
attrib. 1629 J. MAXWELL tr. Herodian (1635) 426 Cirque

(margin, Or Horse-race-yard, able to hold above 20000).

Ho*rse-ra:cer. [f. HORSE-RACE + -KB*, after

race, racer.} One who keeps horses for racing ;

one who rides horses in races, a jockey.
* 1618 T. BRUEN in Hinde Lift xi. (1641^38 A good rule

for our horse-racers, rank riders, and hot-spurre hunters.
1733, Weekly Reg. 8 Dec., Song-singers, horse-racers, valets-
de-chambre. 1888 Athenxum 22 Sept. 381/1 The first Lord
Godolphin was a horse-racer as well as gambler undoubtedly.

Ho-rse-ra:cing, sb. [f. HOKSE + RACING vbl.
sb.t after horse-race.] The practice or sport of

running horses in competitions of speed.
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c 1654 G. Fox friil, (1827) I. 250 Each taking his horse
.. and so go to horse-racing. 1780 T. DAVIES Garrick
(1781) I. xxvi. 297 The wretched attachment of our young
nobility and gentry to horse-racing. 1837 W. IR\ ISG Caf>t.
Bonneville III. 2^1 AH ardently addicted to gambling and
horse-racing. 1894 Westm. Gaz. 13 Sept. 1/3 Horse-racing
. . is a sport which gives more employment to more thou-
sands of deserving persons than can be claimed for any other.

b. Comb. Horseraciug-board, a board used
for a gambling game played with figures of horses.

1883 *Pall Mall G. 13 Mar. 7/2 Charged with gambling
with a horseracing-board in the New-cut, and carrying on a
system of swindling.
So Ho rse-ra cing- a., addicted to horse-racing.
1814 Last Act 11. ji, A bold, dashing, horse-racing, fox-

hunting heroine.

HoTse-ra dish.. [See HORSE sb, 27 c.]
1. A cruciferous plant (Cochlearia Armoracia],
with white flowers and broad rough leaves, a

native of middle Europe and western Asia, com-

monly cultivated for its root (see 2).

1597 GERARDE Herbal \\. vii. 186 Horse Radish bringeth
foorth great leaues. 173-1 ARBUTHNOT Rules of Diet 263
Vegetables which abound with a pungent volatile Salt and
Oil as . . Horse-Radish, Cresses. 1876 HARLEY Mat. Med.
(ed. 6) 732 Horse-Radish is a Native of most hilly situa-

tions in Europe, . . flowering in May.
2. The thick rootstock of this plant, which has

a very pungent flavour, and is scraped or grated
down as a condiment.

1625 H\RTAaf. Ur, Pref. Bb, The Germanes in diuerse

places, .boyle wilde or horse radishes with their beefe. 1769
MRS. RAFFALD ng. Housekpr. (1778) 351 Pour it on your
parsley, with two or three slices of horse-radish. 1881

BESANT & RICE Chapl. ofFleet \. vi. 150 His prejudices as
a gentleman and a scholar were offended by the absence of
horse-radish.

fig. 1830 GALT Lawrie T. vi. iii. With a plentiful garnish-
ing of the horse radish of their petulance.
3. attrib. and Comb., as horse-radish roof ;

f horse-radish ale, ? ale flavoured with horse-

radish
; horse-radish tree, (<z) a tree (Moringa

pietygospenna], a native of India, cultivated in

tropical countries for its pod-like capsules, which
are eaten fresh or pickled, and for its winged seeds

(ben-nuts\ from which oil of ben is obtained; the

root resembles horse-radish in flavour; (b) in

Australia, a name for Codonocarpus eotinifolius

(N. O. PhytolacesB) : see quot. 1889.
1664 PEPYS Diary 16 Sept., He would needs have me

drink a cup of horse-radish ale. 1694 SALMON Bates 1

Disp.
(1713) 437/2 On the edulcorated Pouder, affuse Oil of Tur-

pentine drawn off from Horse-radish-roots. 1859 All Year
Round No. 32. 127/1 Horse-radish trees, giving perfumers
and watchmakers that famous oil of Ben, which can hardly
ever be obtained pure. 1889 J. H. MAIDEN Usef. Nat.
Plants Australia 164 Called also 'Horse-radish Tree',
owing to the taste of the leaves.

Ho'rse-ri der. One who rides a horse
;
a pro-

fessional performer on horseback ; a circus-rider.

So Ho'rse-ri ding
1

-vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1580 LYLY E-upknes To Gentlem. Rdrs. (Arb.) 223 The
cholaricke Horse-rider, who . . not daring to kill the Horse
went into the stable to cutte the saddle, c 1610 SIR T.

MELVIL Mem. (1735) 317 His Pastimes of Hunting, Hawk-
ing and Horse-nding. 1854 DIGRESS Hard T. \. iii, The
clashing and banging band attached to the horse-riding
establishment . . A flag . . proclaimed . . that it was '

Sleary's
horse-riding'. Ibid. in. v, The horse-riders never mind what
they say, sir ; they're famous for it, 1885 tr. Hehn's Wand.
PI. if Anim. 48 Those north-eastern branches, .as far as the

light of history reaches, are. .found a horse-riding race.

Horse-scorser,-scourser : see HORSE-CORSER.

Htvrse-Se'nse. &$ cottoq. Strong common
sense

;

* a coarse, robust, and conspicuous form
of shrewdness often found in ignorant and rade

persons; plain, practical good sense
1

(Cent. Diet.}.

1870 Nation (N. Y.) 18 Aug. 105 The new phrase born
in the West, we believe of horse-sense', which is applied
to the intellectual ability of men who exceed others in prac-
tical wisdom. 1871 C. D. WARNER Backlog Studies 124 He
was a plain man. .he had what is roughly known as

*
horse-

sense
',
and he was homely. 1884 New Eng. Jrnl. Editc.

XIX. 377 The latent ' horse-sense* of the American people
may be relied on, in the end, to abate this nuisance.

Horseshoe, horse-shoe (b/usiJ/7), sb.

1. A shoe for a horse, now usually formed of a
narrow iron plate bent to the outline of the horse's

hoof and nailed to the animal's foot.

Widely employed by the superstitious as an amulet, a
protection from witchcraft, omen of good luck, etc.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VI. 255 Foure hors schoon.

1485 Nottingham Rec. III. 245 Item for a hors shoo. .)d. ob.

1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. vir. 39 Makdonald
. . with horschone he schod his wife, and set thame on her
solis with nailis. 1598 SHAKS. Merry if7, in. v. 123 To be
throwne into the Thames, and coold, glowing-hot . . like a
Horse-shoo. 1665 BOYLE Occas. Rejl. (184^ 348 The com-
mon People of this Country have a Tradition, that 'tis a
lucky thing to find a Horse-shoe. 1751 Univ. Mag. in
Hone Every-day Bk, II. 1457 No horseshoe nor magpye
shall baffle our skill. 1804 SCOTT Redgauntlet ch. xi, Your
wife's a witch, man ; you should nail a horse-shoe on your
chamber door. 1851 D. WILSON Preh. Ann. (1863) II. in.

iv. 124 One of the ancient horse-shoes is described as con-

sisting of a solid piece of iron. 1895 ELWORTHY Evil Eye
vi. 217 Here in Somerset, horseshoes are nailed on stable

doors, hung up to the ceilings above the horses, or fastened
to the walls of the cow-house,

'
to keep off the pixies'.

b. Horseshoes^ the game of quoits, dial.

1825 in BROCKETT. 1846 Itnd. (ed. 3) I. 228 The game of

HORSESHOE.

quoits is called ' horse-shoes
'

in the North because some-
times played with horse-shoes.

2. Applied to things shaped like a horseshoe, or

a circular arc larger thana semi-circle, a. generally.
1489 CAXTON F-ayt>-s ofA. I. xxiv. 73 The hataylle ought

II. 298 The Ohio running round it in the nature of a horse-

shoe. 1799 KISWAN Geol. Ess. 337 When the dip forms
what is called a horse-shoe, descending from one mountain
or hill, and ascending on the opposite. 1866 ROGERS Agric,
4- Prices I. xx. 507 The horseshoe which lits between the
wooded hills of Maidenhead, Wycombe and Marlow.

b. l-ortijication. (See quot. 1704.1
1698 FROGER Voy. 108 Three pieces of Fortification call'd

HoiM-Shpoeft. 1704 J. HARRIS/,.T. Techn.^ Horse-Shooe, in

Fortification, is a Work sometimes of a round, and some-
times of an Oval Figure, raised in the Ditch of a Marshy
Place, or in low Grounds, and border'd with a Parapet.
1717 tr. Frfzier's I 'oy. 312 That Fortress has no other Out-
works, besides a Horse-shooe next the Port, and a little

Cover d-way.
c. Ship-building. =^ Horseshoe clamp in 5d.

c 1850 Rndim. Kavig. (Weale) 125 Horse-shoes, large
straps of iron or copper shaped like a horse-shoe and let into
the stem and gripe on opposite sides, through which they
are bolted together to secure the gripe to the stem.

d. Turning-lathe. \ See quot.)
1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meek., Horseshoe . . 2. A movable

support for varying the gearing and the velocity of the screw
which moves the slide.

3. Bot. The same as horseshoe-vetch : see 5 d.

1578 LYTE Dodoens iv.xxxi.49oThe thirde kinde is called

..in English Horse shoe. 1597 GERARDE Herbal \\. d. 1057
Horse snooe commt-th vp in certaine vntilled and sunny
places of Italy and Languedock. 1711 J. PETIVER in Phil.

Trans. XXVII. 387 Horst-shoes. .The Pods of this elegant
Plant resemble a Half moon, or Horse-shoe.

4. Zool. a. A horseshoe-crab : see 5 d. b. An
American name of a bivalve mollusc, Lutraria

elliptica^ the oval otter-shell.

1775 ROMANS Florida 302 A crab, .called in the southern

province a king crab, and to the northward a horse-shoe.

1850 HAWTHORNE Scarlet L. xv. (1883) 213 She seized a live

horseshoe by the tail.

5. attrib. and Comb. a. Simple attrib.
' of a

horseshoe*, as in horseshoe-fashion,form, shape.
1712 J. JAMES tr. Le Blondes Gardening 26 Great Stairs

made Horse-shoo-Fashion. 1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 23/2 Nose
..bordered by a wide crest of a horseshoe shape. 1874
PARKER Goth. Archit. i. iii. 66 Norman arches are not un-

frequently of the horse-shoe form.

b. attrib. passing into adj. 'Of the form of
a horseshoe, or arc larger than a semicircle *, as

horseshoe arch y bend, brooch , door, table.

1796 COMBE Boydelfs Thames II. 71 The horseshoe bend
that begins at Mortlake. 1812-16 J. SMITH Panorama Sc.

4- A rt 1. 1 31 A horse-shoe arch has its centre above the spring.
1873 HAYNE in Tristram Moab 375 Arches distinctly horse-
shoe. 1884 Graphic 22 Nov. 538/1 The delegates took their

places to the right and left of him at a horseshoe table. 1893
T. B. FOREMAN Trip to Spain etc. 64 Through the usual
horse-shoe door, we enter an open court.

c. similative, parasynthetic, etc., as horseshoe-

shaped, horseshoe-like adjs.

1776 PENNANT Zool. IV. 48 A horse-shoe-shaped mark of

deep purple. 1891 E. REEVES Homeward Bound 276 A
small room entered by a horse-shoe-like arch, 1895 Westm.
Gaz. 4 Sept. 3/3 The tunnel, .is 21 ft. high and i9ft. broad,
and is horseshoe-shaped.

d. Special combs. : horseshoe anvil (see

qnot.) ; horseshoe-bat, any species of bat having
a nose-leaf more or less horseshoe-shaped, esp.

Rhinolophus femim-equinum, R. hipposideros,
and Phyllorhina armigtra \ horseshoe clamp
(see quot.); horseshoe-crab, a crab-like animal
of the genus Limulus, so called from the shape
of its shell ; a king-crab ; horseshoe-fern, (in
New Zealand) Marattia fraxinea, called in Aus-
tralia potato-fern (Morris Austral Eng. 1898);
horseshoe goose, head, kidney, magnet (see

quots.);horseshoe-nail,anail ofsoft iron for fasten-

ing on horseshoes ;
hence horseshoe-nail machine,

rod', horseshoe-vetch, aleguminousplant (Hippo-

crepis comosa) bearing umbels of yellow flowers,
and jointed pods each division of which resembles
a horseshoe.

1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.^
*
Horseshoe-anvil, one which

corresponds in shape and size to the hoof of a horse, and has
shanks which permit its adjustment in the socket-hole of
the anvil, in either a natural or a reversed position. 1774
GULDSM. Nat. Hist. IV. 140 The "Horse shoe Bat, with
an odd protuberance round its upper lip. somewhat in the
form of an horse-shoe. 1847 CARPENTER Zool. 169 Two
species are known in England under the name of the
Greater and Lesser Horse-shoe Bats. 1875 KNIGHT Diet.

Meek.)
*liorseshot-clamp (Ship-builditig\ an iron strap by

which the gripe and fore-foot are attached. 1865 PARKMAN
Champtain iii. (1875) 231 The *horseshoe-crab awakened
his especial curiosity. 1849 Zoologist VII. 2393 The
Egyptian goose is the

' *horse-shoe goose '. 1727-41 CHAM-
BERS Cycl.)

*Horse-shoe Head, a disease in infants, wherein
the sutures of the skull are too open, or too great a vacuity
is left between them. 1887 Syd, Soc. Lex., *Horse-skoe

kidney . . a variety of the kidneys in man in which they are
connected by their lower ends, so as to make one horseshoe-

shaped organ. 1822 IMISON^C. 4- Art I. 409 A magnet, bent

so that the two ends almost meet, is called a *horse-shoe

magnet. 1871 TYNDALL Fragm. Sc. (1879) II. xvi. 441 He
bent it into a continuous ring, which . . he caused to rotate
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rapidly close to the poles of a horse-shoe magnet. 1415-
16 Durham JMS. Sncr. Roll, Et in furfure et *horsescho-

nayle, xixs. xj</. 1800 tr. Lagranges Ckon. II. 97 Six

parts of iron in small fragments, as points of horse-shoe nails.

1888 Luiv Rep. 13 App. Cas. 401 A patent for the manufac-
ture of horse-shoe nails. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meck.

t

*Horse-
shoe Nail-tnackine, one in which rods of iron are shaped
into nails for the purpose stated. 1894 Daily News 22 Jan.

7/4 Rolled horseshoe nail rods (charcoal) are priced at,i6
IOT. 1760 J. LEE Introd. Bot. (1788) 282 Hifpocrepis,
*Horseshoe Vetch.

Ho'rseshoe, v. [f. prec. sb. : cf. SHOE
z>.]

1. trans. To provide with horseshoes.

2. Arch. To make (an arch) horseshoe-shaped.
1874 J. FERGUSSON Hist, Archit. (ed. 2) i. iv. vi. I. 391
A Sassanian arch . . horse-shoed to the extent of one-tenth
of its diameter.

So Horse-shoer (-J:3i), one who makes horse-

shoes, or shoes horses ; Ho'rse-shoeing, the art

or craft of shoeing horses.

1591 SPARRY tr. Cations Geoniancie 76 Craftsmen working
byyron, as horse-shooers, locke-smiths, and such like. 1869
G. FLEMING (title) Horse-Shoes and Horse-Shoeing. 1888
Pall Mall G. 24 Sept. 11/2 The horse-shoers wore new
russet leather aprons, with blood-red horseshoe stamped in

the centre.

Ho'rse-skin. The skin of a horse
;

leather

made of a horse's skin. Also attrib.

1340 Cursor M. 2250 (Fairf.) pai dight ham..wib hprs
skynnys and camel hide. 1654 tr. Martinis Cong. China
35 Their Boots .. of Horse-skin very neatly drest. 1851
MAVNE REID Scalp Hunt, v, The soft clinging sand already
overtopped my horse-skin boots.

Horse-tail, ho'rsetail.
1. A horse's tail.

ciqaoDestr, Troy 10311 He..Festnyt hym..by his fete

euyn, Hard by the here of his horse tayle. a 1533 LD.
BERNERS Huott Ixxxi. 251, I say and iuge that Gerarde be
drawen at horse taylles, and then hangyd. 1596 SHAKS.
Taw. Shr. iv. i. 96 Let them, .not presume to touch a halre
of my Masters horse-taile, till they kisse their hands. 1737
POPE Hor. Epist. 11. i. 63 Then by the rule that made the
Horse-tail bare, I pluck out year by year, as hair by hair.

1846 H. TORRENS Rem. Milit. Hist. I. 162 The Turk . .

made his standard of a horse-tail.

b. Used in Turkey as an ornament, as a military

standard, the symbol of war, and as an ensign

denoting the rank of a pasha : see TAIL ; hence,
tthe office of a pasha (obs.}. Anciently used also

by the Bulgarians.
1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 695 Horse-tailes are

great jewels, and two slaves will be given for one taile.

1683 Land. Gaz. No. 1860/6 The King of Poland has taken
two Horse Tails (which are the Turks Signals of War).
1703 MAUNDRELL Journ. Jerus. (1721) 127 Next were
brought the Bassa's two Horse Tails. 1711 LUTTRELL
BriefReI. (1857) VI. 709 The sultan has resolved, .to renew
the war against Muscovy, having for that end caused the
horse tail (their signal of war) to be placed again before
the seraglio. 1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. 5 June, The dey
will make you a horse-tail. 1840 Blackw. Mag. XLVII.
219 While all Christendom trembled at the sight of the

horse-tails, Soliman died. 1847 DISRAELI Tancred vi. x.

1855 MILMAN Lat. Chr. v. viii. II. 423 They [the Bulgarians]
were to go to battle no longer under their old national

ensign, the horse-tail, but under the banner of the Cross.

2. The common name of the genus Equisetum,
consisting of cryptogamous plants with hollow

jointed stems, and whorls of slender branches at

the joints ; the whole having some resemblance to

a horse's tail.

1538 TURNER Libellus, Hippuris^ latinis dicitur equtse-
tum, aut cauda equina. .aliquibus dicitur Hors tayle, non-
nullis Hally Water stryncle, Dysshewasshynges. 1577
B. GOOGE HeresbacWs Husb. i. (1586) 45 For Pasture or
Meddowe. .the woorst as Plinie saith, is Russhes, Fearne,
and Horsetayle. 1664 POWER Exp. Philos. \. 31 The
Water spider, hath two hairy geniculated horns, knotted or

joynted at several divisions like . . Hors-tayl. 1794 MARTVN
Rousseau's Bot. xxxii. 488 Wood Horsetail has the leaves

compound or divided, and the spikes at the end of the same
stems. 1873 MRS. KING Disciples, Ugo Bassi iv. (1877) 146
Brushing past the rigid arms Of hideous giant horsetails.

b. f Female Horse-tail, an old name for

Hippuris or MARE'S-TAIL, a phanerogamous plant

somewhatresembling^iV^;in habit. Shrubby
Horse-tail, name for shrubs of the genus Ephedra
(N. O. Gnetacese), having small scale-like leaves

resembling the branches of Equisetunt. Tree
Horse-tail - horsetail-tree : see 5.

1597 GERARIJE Herbal n. ccccxlii, 957 Cauda equina
fxmina, the female Horse taile. 1794 MARTVN Rousseau's
Bot. xi. 116 In the books it [Hippuris] is called Female
Horsetail or Mare's-tail. 1884 MILLER Plant-n., Horse-
tail, Great Shrubby, Ephedra distacttya. lbid. t Casuartna,

eguiseti/oliat
. .Swamp Oak of Australia, Tree-Horse- tall.

3. ' A hippurite/ (Cent. Diet.}
4. Anat. The leash of nerves in which the spinal

cord ends : called in mod.L. cauda equina.
6. attrib. and Comb., &s> horsetail-like %&}.) horse-

tail standard (see i b) ; resembling a horse's tail,

as horse-tail cloud, lock
;
also horsetail-lichen,

name for various species of Alectoria^ esp. A.

jubata, having a slender pendulous thallus;

horsetail-tree, a tree of the genus Casuarina, esp.
the Australian C. equisetifolia y

so called from the

resemblance of the leafless jointed branches to

those of Equisefum.
1600 ROWLANDS Lett. Humours Blood C, Aske Humors,
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i why a Feather he doth weare?..Or what he doth with
md) a Horse-taile locke? s6u./*<u?tti7'/ ffigfU-Caf(i%'ij}
7 His sweet worship with his horse-taile locke. 1831
HOWITT Seasons (1837) 228 The vault of heaven was strewn
with what are called horse-tail clouds. 1891 fall Mall G,
23 Oct. 3/2 [A yucca with] enormous horsetail-like panicles
of white flowers.

Hcrrseward, orig. to horse-ward: see -WAIUX
1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xviii. (1632) 901 Giuing

command to make themselues shortly ready, for their Lords
were to horse-ward.

Ho'rse-way. A road by which a horse may
pass; a bridle-road ;

sometimes = cart-road.

985 Charter o/Mthelred In Kemble Cod. Dipl, III. 219
To norsweges heale. 1517 TORKINGTON Pilgr. (1884) 66
With owt the Citys ys an horse wey vnder neth a mown*
teyn. 1533-3 Act 24 Hen. 111, c. 5 Any common high-
way cartway horseway or fotewayes. 1605 SHAKS. Leanv.
i. 58 Glou. Know'st thou the way to Douer? Etig. Both

style and gate; Horseway and foot-path. 1766 GOLDSM.
Vic. IV. x, I therefore walked back by the horse-way,
which was five miles round, though the footway was but two.

1875 POSTE Gains iv. 3 A right of horse-way or carriage-

way through his land.

Horsewhip (hp-JSjhwip), sb. A whip for driv-

ing or controlling a horse.

1694 G. Fox Jrnl. (1827) I. 108 Then they . . put me into
the stocks, .. and they brought dog-whips and horse-whips,
threatening to whip me. 1766 SMOLLETT Trav. I. xv. 254
(Jod.) Riding out.. with his horsewhip in his hand. 1809
MALKIN Gil Bias x. xi. (Rtldg.) 377 Those impracticable
beings, on whom good example, good advice, and a good
horsewhip, are equally thrown away.

Ho'rsewhlp, v. [f. prec. : cf. WHIP v.] trans.

To chastise with a horsewhip.
1768 BICKERSTAFF Lionel <$

Clarissa HI. ii, If you are a

gentleman, you shall fight me ; if you are a scrub, I'll

horsewhip you. 1819 LYTTON Devereux v. v, I will fulfil

your errand, and horsewhip him soundly. 1877 BLACK Green
Past, viii, If I were a man I would horsewhip him.

fig- '79 J- B - MORETON Mann. IV. Ind. 183 That he

horsewhips and shoots you dead with a murdering infamous

tongue.
Hence Ho'rsewhipped ///. a., Ho'rsewhip-

ping 7'i>l. sb. Also Ho rsewhipper, Ho'rse-

whipship.
c 1774 T. EIJSKINE in Spirit Pub. Jrnh. (1799) III. 320

To save thy horse-whipp'd back from daily fears. 1808

Ep. to Mrs. Clarke ibid. V. 405 A horse-whipper of carpets.

1829 LYTTON Devereux v. v, If ever you meet him, give
him a good horse-whipping on my_ account. 1843 Tait's

Mag; IX. 457 Ballinasloe, where this person performed his

feat of horsewhipship. 1875 W. S. HAYWARD Love agst.
World 20 If he tamely submits to a horsewhipping, he
must be more or less than man.

Horsewoman (h^usiwuiman). A woman
who rides on horseback ; a female equestrian.

Usually with qualifying adj.
1564-78 BULLEYN Dial. agst. Pest. (1888) 58 Your mother

was a good horsewoman, and loued ridyng well as any
gentlewoman that euer I knewe in my life. 1626 MIDDLE-
TON Worn. Beware Worn. \\. i, Sh'ad need be a good
horsewoman, and sit fast. 1814 JANE AUSTEN Mansf,
Park vii, His comments on Miss Crawford's great clever-

ness as a horsewoman. 1887 FRITH Autobiog* I. xxi. 279
Miss Gilbert was a most accomplished horsewoman.
Hence HOTSGwomanship.
1857 Tait's Mag. XXIV. 332 Her excellent and bold

horsewomanship attracted .. admiration. i88z 4 ANNIE
THOMAS' Allerton Towers II. vi. 105 A severe critic upon
horsewomanship.
Horsiness (hp-jsines). [f.

HORSY a. + -NESS.]
The quality of being horsy, esp.

in sense 2.

1864 Daily Tel. 19 July, There is no keeping clear of
4 horsiness

' and the horsey. 1875 TENNYSON Q. Mary in.. . .

v, It shall be all my study for one hour To rose and lavender

my horsiness, Before I dare to glance upon your Grace.
1882 Miss BRADDON Mt. Royal III. vi. 117 The St. Aubyn
girls . . finding him a kindred spirit in horseyness and doggy-
ness, took him at once into their confidence.

Ho'rsing, vbl. sb. [f. HORSE v. + -ING 1
.]

1. Provision of horses or cavalry.
1381 WYCLIF/VW/. xvii. 16 Bi noumbre of horsynge arered

[Vulg. equitatus nmnero sublevatus]. c 1400 Rowland fy O.

389, I hafe horssynge at my will, c 1650 Don Bellianis 72
Send half of your men .. taking with them double horsing
that when we arrive, .we may find fresh horses. 1896 N. B.

Daily Mail 17 June 4 The ordinary expenses for norsing,
traffic, and general management [of a tramway],
2. The *

covering
'

of a mare.

1552 HULOET, Horsynge of a mare. 1565-73 COOPER
Thesauri's, Catulio

t
to desire the male : .. to go to rutter :

to horsing : to blissoning. 1577 B. GOOGE Heresbaclis
Husb. in. (1586) 125 b, She. .is taken to be barren.. y l takes
not at y8 first horsing. 1727 POPE, etc. Mart. Scribl. i. vi.

3. A mounting as on a horse
;
a flogging in-

flicted while on another's back : see HORSE v. 4 b.

1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 105/1 Horsing, of Beer, is

the setting of one Barrel upon two. 1824 W. IRVING T.
Trav. I. 261, 1 felt so indignant at the ignominious horsing
I had incurred.

4. Cntlery trade. (See quot.)
1831 J. HOLLAND Manuf. Metall. 292 What is technically

called the horsing^ being in fact, the seat or saddle upon
which the grinder sits astride while at work. 1870 READE
[see second quot. in 5].

5. attrib. and Comb. : horsing-block, stone ~

HORSE-BLOCK I and 2 ; horsing-chain, the chain

that fastens a grinder's seat to the framework of

the grindstone.
1661 Manch. Court Leet Rec. (1887) IV. 300 For a Horseing

stone att Hyde Crosse. 1662 GURNALL Chr, in Arm. verse

18. viii. 3 (1669) 452/2 [He] makes his seeming piety to God

HOBTENSIAL.
but as a horsing-block to get into the Creatures Saddle.

j

1708 THOKESBY Diary (Hunter) II. 13 We met with a great
number of horsing-stones, each of three steps, but cut out of
one entire stone. 1856 S. C. BREES Gloss. Terms, Horsjng
block, a square timber framing, used in forming excavations
for raising the ends of the wheeling planks. 1870 E. PEA-
COCK Half Skirl. II. 23 A stone horsing-block stood near
the doorway. 1870 READE Put yourselfin his place I. 201
The stone went like ;i pistol-shot, and snapped the horsing-
chains like thread . . the grinder, .had fallen forward on his

broken horsing.

Ho'rsing, ///. a.
[f. as prec. + -ING 2

; but in

sense i, app. for phrase a-horsing^
1. Of a mare : Desiring the horse ;

in heat.

1577 B. GOOGE Heresbacfcs Husb. in. (1586) 126 b, When
you perceive y l she is Horsing, .put to your stallion. 1870
ELAINE Encycl. Rur. Sports (ed. 3) ion Mares come into
season about February, and continue to be horsing, as it is

called, until the end of June or middle of July.

t2. Riding on orhaving to do with horses; horsy.
c 1613 MIDDLE-TON No Wit like a Woman''* n. iii, A young

horsing gentleman.

Horsly, obs. f. HOARSELY, HOKSELY. Horson,
obs. f. WHORESON. Horst, dial. f. HURST.

Horsy (hpusi), a. Also -ey. [f. HORSE sb. + -Y.]
1. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of a horse

or horses.

1591 SPENSER Virg. Gnat 41 Th* halfe-horsy people, Cen-
taures hight. 1864 Daily Tel. 19 Oct., Elk-flesh is a
decidedlyliorsey species of game.
2. Having to do with horses ; addicted or de-

voted to horses, horse-racing, and matters of the
stable

; affecting the dress and language of a groom
or jockey.
1853 R. S. SURTEES Spongers Sp. Tour I. 3 [His] groomy

fait

and horsey propensities. 1858 Almae Matres 6 The
orsy individual then related an anecdote. 1881 A thenseum

19 Mar. 392/1
' In Luck's Way

'

is a horsy, if not a racy
story. 1882 Miss BRADDON Mt. Royalll. v. in They, .were
both horsey and doggy, and plain-spoken to brusqueness.
3. Of the mare : Desiring the horse.

1870 BLAINE Encycl. Rur. Sports 1012 Separated from
other mares, which, becoming horsy, will kick them.

4. Comb.yOiS horsy-looking) -minded.
185* R. S. SURTEES Sponge's Sp. Tour Ixiv. 361 He's

a horsey lookin' sort o' man. 1886 Cycl. Tour. Club Gaz.
May 183/2 Horsey-minded road trustees and sheriffs.

Hence Ho'rsyism, horsy quality and practice;
Ho'rsily adv., in a horsy manner.
1882 Daily News 31 Jan. 5/7 Horseyism is a word that

has been coined to express that inexplicable affinity which
equine pursuits se.em to have in some countries with rough
manners and loud oaths. 1889 Sat. Rev. 30 Nov. 614/2 If
he be horsily inclined.

Hort, obs. form of HURT.

tHo'rtal, a. Obs. rare-1
. [f. L. hort-us

garden + -AL : cf. med.L.0?'Sa/,-<z/&(DuCange).]
Growing in a garden ; cultivated.

ci70o A.DE LA PRYME Diary (Surtees) 316 Flowers, as
well hortal as wild.

Hortation (hpit^'Jan). [ad. L. hortdtidn-tni)
n. of action f. hortdrlto encourage, exhort.] The
action of exhorting or inciting ;

exhortation.

1536 BELLENDEN Cron. Scot. (1821) I. 98 The Albianis, in-

flammit. .be this hortation, come forthwart weill arrayait on
thairennimes. 1620GRANGER Div.Log. 4 Propounded in forme
of a commandement, counsel!, hortation. 1721 STRYPE Eccl.
Mem. an. 1548 (R.) That he should by his hortation set the

commons against the nobility and gentlemen.

Hortative (hputativ), a. and sb. [ad. L. hor-

tdtlv-uS) f. hortdrl to exhort : see -IVE.]
A. adj. Characterized by exhortation, serving

or tending to exhort.

1623 COCKERAM, Hortatiu?) belonging to exhortation.

1651 HOWELL Venice 63 Hereupon Pope Vrban came, .and
made this hortative Oration. 1854 Taifs Mag. XXI. 364
The narrative . . is vastly more interesting than the didactic

or hortative. 1882 FAKS\RaryC/ir. I. 445 Many hortative

and illustrative digressions.

B. sb. A hortatory speech ; an address intended

to exhort or encourage.
1607-1* BACON Ess., Marriage <$ Single Life (Arb.) 268

Generalls commonlye in theire hortatives putt Men in minde
of theire wives and Children, c 1645 HOWELL Lett. (1650) I.

72 Others incited him to it, and among other hortatives

they told him [etc.]. 1884 Jaiint in Junk 253 So encourag-
ing [were] the hortatives of Kinioch.

Hence Ho'rtatively adv,
t
in a hortative manner ;

by way of exhortation.
1882 FARRAR Early Chr. II. 44 Are we to understand this

phrase hortatively?

Hortator (b^rti'*tw)i [a. L. hortator> agent-n.
f. hortdrl to exhort.] One who exhorts or en-

courages ; an exhorter.
1880 L. WALLACE Ben-Hur 140 With an angry crash,

down fell the gavel of the hortator.

Hortatory (h^itatari), a. [ad. late L. kortd-

tori-US^ f. hortdrl to exhort : see -ORY.] Of, per-

taining to, or characterized by, exhortation or

encouragement ; hortative, exhortatory.
1586 A. DAY Eng. Secretary i. (1625) 20 Hortatorie and

Dehortatorie. 1612 T. TAYLOR Comm. Titus i. q After the
doctrinall part followeth the hortatorie. a 1784 JOHNSON in

Boswell (1831) I. 381
' Law's Serious Call

'

[he said] was the
finest piece of hortatory theology in any language. 1878
W. C. SMITH Hilda (1879) 173 That night he went on,
ceaseless, in his hortatory tone.

Horte'lisial, a. ? Obs. [f. L. hortensis, -iust

of or belonging to a garden (f. hortus garden)
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HORTENSIAN.

+ -AL.] Of or belonging to a garden ; growing or

cultivated in gardens.

Such [trees] as are siuive and hortensial.

Horte'usian, a. ? Obs. [f.
as prec. + -A.\.]

= prec.
1657 TOMLINSON Renou's Disp. 229 Mallows .. is either

;

Hortensian . . or Sylvestrian. i&vj'R.vlv&sci'sArchxol.Graica :

in. i. i83 Venus was named ovpan'i, the celestial; . . ^ iv

(oi-.iic, the hortensian.

Horter, obs. form of HUBTEB sb.

Horteyard : see HOBTYABD.
Horticolous (h<uti-k<lss), a. rare. [f. L.

Aortas garden + col-ere to inhabit + -ous. Cf. mod.
F. horticole.]

'

Inhabiting or growing in the

garden' (Mayne Expos. Lex. 1854).

t Horti'Culist. Obs. rare. [f. med.L. horti-

cula, -ulus (Du Cange), 'gardener' (?for L. *hor-

ticola, like agricold ,
f. hortus garden + col-ire to

cultivate 4- -1ST. (Cf. agricolist in same poem.)]
A horticulturist.

754 DODSLEY Pub. Virtue, Agric. n. 135 On Culture's

hand Alone, do these HorticuHstsrely?

t Ho'rticultor. Obs. rare. [ad. L. type
*horticultor, f. hortus garden + cullor cultivator.

Cf. mod.F. horticulteur.] = HORTICULTURIST.
1760 Bp. HILDERSLEY in W. Hanbury Charities Church

Langton (i767_) 114 To have paid my respects to the

renowned horticultor at Church- Langton.

Horticultural (hiwtiko'ltiural), a. [f. as

next + -AL.] Of or pertaining to horticulture ;

connected with the cultivation of a garden.
1778-9 V. KNOX Ess. cxv. (R.), I should not hesitate to

allot the first place, in an estimate of horticultural graces, to

the weeping willow. 1805 T. A. KNIGHT (title) Report of

a Committee of the Horticultural Society of London. i8zo

SHELLEY Witch Atl. xxxii, Like an horticultural adept,
Stole a strange seed, and wrapt it up in mould. 187* YEATS
Growth Comm. 141 [Haarlem] early celebrated for its horti-

cultural produce.

Horticulture (h<?Jrtikz>:ltiiii, -tJ
M)- [ad - !<

type *horticullura cultivation of a garden, f. hortus

garden + caltura CULTUBE : after agriculture. Cf.

mod.F. horticulture, admitted by Acad. 1835.]
The cultivation of a garden ; the art or science of

cultivating or managing gardens, including the

growing of flowers, fruits, and vegetables.
1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4) App., Horticulture, the tillage, dress-

ing, or improvement of Gardens, as Agriculture of other

Grounds. 1609 EVELYN Acetaria Ep. Ded. aj b, The Pro-

duct of Horticulture, and the Field. 1713 A. EVANS Ver-

tumnus xix, Hail, Horticulture's Sapient King ! Receive
the Homage which we bring. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.
iii. I. 410 Temple, in his intervals of leisure, had tried many
experiments in horticulture.

Horticulturist (h<Mtik'ltiurist). [f. prec. +

-1ST.] One who practises the art of horticulture ;

a gardener ; esp. one who practises gardening

scientifically as a profession.
1818 TODD, Horticulturist, one who is fond of, or skilled

in, the art of cultivating gardens. xSao SCOTT Abbot xxviii.

1836 PRICHARD Phys. Hist. Man I. i. I 5. 139 Hybrid
plants are continually produced in gardens.. by a process
well known to horticulturists.

Hortle, obs. form of HUKTLE.

Hortolan, hortulan(e, obs. ff. OBTOLAK.

Hortour, obs. form of HUBTEB s6. 1

Hortulan (.hputiiflan), a. (st.) Also 7-9
hortulane, 8 hortuline. [ad. L. horlulan-us of

or belonging to a garden, sb. a gardener, f.

hortul-us dim. oihort-us garden. In earlier form

OBTOLAN, from It. ortolano.] Of or belonging
to a garden or gardening ; garden-.

1664 EVELYN Kal. Hort. Ep. Ded., This Hortulan Kalen-
dar is yours. 1669 J. ROSE Eng. Vineyard Pref., All

things which concern his hortulan profession. 1783 W. F.

MARTYN Geog. Mag. II. 236 Fruits and other hortulane

productions are drawn by dogs round the streets, a 1817
T. DWIGHT Trav. New Eng. (1821) II. 311 The hortulan

vegetables, common to other parts of New-England. 1823

New Monthly Mag. IV. 83 A rarer display of architectural

and hortulan splendour.

t B. sb. A gardener. Obs. rare.

1526 [see ORTOLAN].

t Hortula-nary, a- Obs. ran. = HOBTULAN a.

1715 Pirns Life Dr. Radcliffe 24 The Doctor's servants

made such a Havpck amongst his Hortulanary Curiosities.

II Hortus sicCUS (hf?Mt#s si'krs). [Lat.,
= dry

garden.] An arranged collection of dried plants ;

a herbarium.

1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thevenot's Trav. Pref. Bij, It is a
Collection of all the Plants of those Countries, which in

Botanick terms is called a Hortus Siccus. 1759 JOHNSON
Idler No. 64 F 5, 1 . . bought a Hortus Siccus of inestimable
value. 1824 Miss MITPORD Village Ser. I. (1863) 38 Flowers
in the court looking fit for a hortus siccus. 1853 KANE
Grinnell Exp. vi. 48 (Stanf.l The furs "tvere packed, my
sketches and wet hortus siccus [mosses, etc.] properly com-
bined, and we started again.
fif- '7*3 GRAY Let. to Wkarton 5 Aug., [At Cambridge]
where no events grow, though we preserve those of former

days, by way of Hortus Siccus in our libraries. 1790 BURKE
Fr. Rev. (ed. 3) 15 The ample collection of known classes,

genera, and species, which at present beautify the hortus
siccus of dissent.
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t Ho'rtyard. Obs. Also 6-7 horteyard, hort-

yard. [An affected alteration of on-hard, frequent
in 16-1 7th c., influenced by L. hortus garden. The
earliest OE. form was orlgeard, whence later orceard,

ME. orchard (from c 1200) ; in i6th c. this was
written by some ortyard, after med.L. ortus or It.

orlo garden, and still later hortyanf.] A garden
of fruit trees, an OBCHAKD ;

sometimes a garden
in general.

I555 W- WATREMAN Fardle Facions App. 323 He that

planteth an horteyarde. 1561 TURNER Herbal II. 60 a, The
hortyard of Pembrook hall in Cambrigde. 1579-80 NORTH
Plutarch. (1895) I. 226 Pety larceny, as robbing mens horte-

yards and gardens of fruite. 1677 PLOT Oxfordsh. 15 Any
one that suspects the Echo to be really in the Hortyard, and
not in the Garden, go but into it. 1699 EVELYN Acetaria.

Plan, Of the Hort-Yard and Potagere; and what Fruit-

Trees, .may be admitted into a Garden.

Horwed : see HOBT v.

Horwj, hor}(e, filth: see KOBE sb.

Hory, torry, a. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : a. i

horij, 3-4 hori, hore, 4 horie. 4-5 hory, hoory, 8

horry, gtzYa/.howry; .4--shorow(e, (7 borrow;.

[OE. hori, f. horh, horw-, hor-, KOBE sb. + -Y. The

ordinary OE. horig naturally gave ME. hori, hory.
Chaucer's horowe (.cited by Bullokar and Cockeram
as harrow) attaches itself app. to the inflexional

horg-\n hor^-um, etc. : cf. HOLT, HALLOW.]
Foul, dirty, filthy ; slanderous.

a. c 1000 Canons oj sElfric 22 in Thorpe Laws 1 1. 350 Da;t

his reaf ne beo horis. cxooo ^ELFRIC Hom. I. 528 Mid
horium reafe. cizco Trin. Coll. Hom. 141 Clensunge bat

is bat brin5 hori to clene. 1x1300 Sev. Sins, Pride 13 in

E. E. P. (18621 19 Hit nis bote a hori felle. 1381 WYCLIK
Lev. xxii. 5 He that .. shal louche..eny vnclene, whos

touchynge is hoory [1388 foul], shal be vnclene vnto the euen.

c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 82 An hory wounde shal be heelid,
in remeuynge awey be crust eibere filbe bat is in him. c 1420
Chron. Vilod. 1870 Ws synfulle worlde bat so horry ys, 1746
Exmoor Scold. (E.D.S.) 155 Thy Waistcoat oil horry. 1880

TENNYSON Village Wife_ vii, A howry owd book. 1881 N.
Line. Gloss., Howery, dirty, filthy.

ft. [c looo Apollonius (1834) 13 Mid horhgum scicelse.]

c 1374 CHAUCER Compl. Mars 206 Somtyme envyous folke

with tunges horowe departen hem alas. ?c 1400 Plowman's
T. 1097 They were noughty, foule, and horowe. 1616

BULLOKAR, Harrow, beastfie ; base, slaunderous.

Hence t Ho'ryness. Obs.

c 1445 Eng. Cong. frel. xxviii. 66 Mych horynesse [Rawl.
MS. felth] or oryble synnes, that me ne aght nat to speke of.

t Hory, v. Obs. Forms : 2-3 horej-en, hory-

en, 4 horew-en, horw-en. [OE. type *hor^ian,
f. horit (see prec.) : cf. hergian, HABBY.] trans.

To make hory, foul, or filthy ; to defile, pollute.
c xaoo Trin. Coll. Hom. 201 We habbeb don of us be ealde

man be us hore}ede alle. c 1*75 in O. E. Misc. 92 Lest he
schulde his saule horyen and schede. 13. . E. E. Allit. P.

B. 335 Of vche clene comly kynde enclose seuen makez Of
vche horwed, in ark balde hot a payre.

Horydest, and sing. pa. t. of HOBBE v. Obs.

Hos, obs. form of HOABSE.

Hosanna (hozse-na), int., sb. and v. F'orms :

i osanna, 4 ossanna, 4-7 osanna, 6 hosianna,
osan, 7 hosannah, 6- hosanna. [ad. late L.

osanna, hosanna (Vulg.), ad. Gr. waavva, uaavva,

repr. the Heb. W'JTE'in hoshae-na, abbreviated

form of NJ~ny
l

'E'iri koshtcdh-nna save, pray !

Cf. Ps. cxviii. 25, Ixxxvi. 2. In Rabbinical litera-

ture the phrase occurs as a word in NJVC'liTDl'

ydm-hoshae.na,
'

hosanna-day ', the seventh day of

the Feast of Booths, also as a name for the

palm (or willow) branches carried in procession.]
A. int. An exclamation, meaning

' Save now !

'

or '

Save, pray ! ', occurring in Ps. cxviii. 25, which
forms part of the Hallel at the Passover, and was
in frequent liturgical use with the Jews, as an

appeal for deliverance, and an acclamation or

ascription of praise to God. At the entry of Jesus
into Jerusalem it was shouted by the Galilean

pilgrims in recognition of His Messiahship (Matt,
xxi. 9, 15; Markxi. 9, 10; John xii. 13), and it

has been used from early times in the Christian

Church as an ascription of praise to God and Christ.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Mark xi. 9, 10 Osanna [Lintfis/. la hiel

wusix] sy xebletsod se be com on drihtnes naman.. Osanna
on heahnessum. (11300 Cursor M. 15031 Osanna, lauerd !

welcum bou be, Quar has bou ben sa Tang? Ibid. 15106
Nu sais alle ossanna ! 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xvm. 9 How
osanna by orgonye [C. orgone] olde folke songen. 138*
WYCLIF Matt. xxi. 9 The cumpanyes that wenten before,
and that sueden, crieden, seyinge, Osanna [gloss that is,

I preie, saue], to the sone of Dauith.. Osanna in the heejist

thingis [1526 TINDALE, 1535 COVERD. hosianna, 1534 TIN-
DALE hosanna]. 1567 Gitde ff Godlie B. (1897) 198 For our

gude man in heuin dois regne . . Quhar Angellis singis euer

Osan. x65 SANDERSON Serm. I. 117 The abridgment.,
which some have made of the whole book of Psalms, but

into two words, Hosannah, and Hallelujah. 1718 WATTS
Ps. cxviii. iv. v, Hosanna in the highest strains The church
on earth can raise. 18x1 HEBER Hymn, Hosanna to the

living Lord.. To Christ, Creator, Saviour, King, Let earth,
let heaven, Hosanna sing.

B. sb. A cry or shout of ' hosanna
'

: a shout of

praise or adoration.

HOSE.

1641 MILTON Cfi. G<>;>1. n. iii, All men with loud ho.sannas
will confess her greatness. 1673 Lady's Call. I. iv. 13. 29
The acclamations and hosannalis of the multitude. 1717
POPE Eloisa 353 When loud Hosannas rise. 1866 BRYANT
Focnis, Death Slavery ii, Our rivers roll exulting, and their

banks Send up hosauaas to the firmament !

C. vb. trans. To address, applaud, or escort

with shouts of ' hosanna '.

1697 C. LESLIE SnaJte in Grass (ed. 2) 46 This James
Naylor suffer'd himself to be Hosanna'd into Bristol, as
Christ was into Jerusalem. 1775 P. OLIVES in T. Hutchin.
son's Diary 31 Oct. (1886) II. no They Hosanna'd a man
who was known to be infamous in all vices. 1851 H. ANGUS
Serm. (1861) 143 The act of him who has beeu much bosan-
naed as if he were a Saviour.

Hosband, -bond, obs. ff. HUSBAND.

Hosch, obs. form of HUSH.

Hose (hJ"z), sb. Forms : Sing, and collect, pi.
i hosa, 3- hose ; 3-6 hosse, 4-7 hoose, 5 hoyse,
5-6 Se. hois, 6 hoys, Se. boss, hoiss, hoyss,

hoess, howis, 6-8 hoase, 7 Sc. noise, 8-9 erron.

Sc. sing. ho. PL a. 3- hosen, (5 hoosen, hausyn,
hosin, 5-6 -yn, 6 -one, hozen) ; /3. 4-7 hoses,

(4 hoosis, 4-6 hosis, 5 hossys, 6 hosys). [OE.
hosa (? hose, ^o.f) = OHG. hosa (MDu., MLG.,
MHG., Ger. hose hose, trousers, Du. hoos stocking,

water-hose), ON. hosa, Da. hose stocking; app.
:-OTeut. *kos6n-. Of German origin are the

Romanic forms. med.L. hosa, osa, OF. hose, heuse,

It. uosa, OSp. huesa, OPg. osa, Pr. oza legging ;

Welsh and Corn, has are from Eng.]
1. An article of clothing for the leg ;

sometimes

reaching down only to .the aukle as a legging or

gaiter, sometimes also covering the foot like a

long stocking, f a. sing. Obs.

a ixoo Ags. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 327/29 Caliga, uel

ocrea, hosa. c 1205 LAY. 15216 pat selc nome a long sax

& hciden bi his sconke wi5 inne his hose, c 1477 CAXTON
Jason 49 The firste man that he mette with an hose on
that one foot and none on that other. 1483 Catk. Angl.
189/2 An Hose (A. Hoyse), caliga, Caligula. 1490 CAXTON
Eneydos xxiv. 89 Dydo beynge thcr present .. with one
fote bare and the other hosse on. 1573-80 BARET A Iv. H
664 An Hose, or nether stocke, crurale. x68 N. O.
Boileau's Lutrin iv. 218 One Chanon ran With one hose

off, the other scarcely on.

0. pi. hosen, arch, or dial. ; hoses, obs. Sense

as in 7.
a 1235 Ancr. R. 420 Ine sumer je habbecUeaue uorto_gon

and sitten baruot ; and hosen wiouten uaumpez, and Hgge
ine ham hwoso liked. 1*97 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 8013 _ls
chanberlein him bro3te..Amorewe uor to werie a peire
hosen [v. rr. hoses, hose] of say. c 1300 Havelok 860 Haue-
lok..Hauede neyjier hosen ne shon, Ne none kines obe[r]

wede. 138* WYCLIF Acts xii. 9 Be thou gurd bifore, and
do on thi hosis [Vulg. caligas}. c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 456
Hir hosen weren of fyn scarlet reed, c 1400 MAUNDEV.

(1839) Y' 5? Oure 'or<1 seyde to Moyses, 'Do of bin hosen
and thi schon : for the place bat bou stondest on is lond

holy and blessed'. 1460 FORTESCUE Ais. f; Lim. Man.
iii. (1885) 114 Thair hausyn beth of lyke caunuas, and passyn
not thair kne, wher fore thai beth gartered and ther theis

bare. 1530 PALSGR. 232/2 Hosyn and shossys, chaussure.

1557 NORTH tr. Gueitara's Diall Pr. ioob i Wearing their

hosen very close, a 1731 GAY Past. (J.), Will she thy linen

wash, or hosen darn? 1882 Gd. Words 602 With their

spruce knee-breeches, hosen and buckles.

7. collect, pi. hose. In mod. use = Stockings

reaching to the knee. Half-hose, short stockings
or socks.
From hose (as if=koes), a false sing, ho, stocking, is found

in Sc.

1197 [see 0], 1:1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) viii. 31 Pai putte
off baire hose and baire schone. 1538 Aberdeen Keg. V. 16

(Jam.) To pay him x sh. & the wtter part of a pair of

hoyss. 1553 T. WILSON Rhet. (1567) 82 b, Some, go with

their hose out at heles. 1579 Inv. R. Wardr. (1815) 282

Ten howis sewit with reid silk, grene silk and blak silk.

1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. 11. i. 83 Hee beeing in loue, could

not see to garter his hose. 1660 Acts Council Ruther-

glen in D. Ure Hist. Rutherglen (1703) 65 A paire of shooes

and hoise. 1715 RAMSAY Christ's Kirk Gr. n. xxi, Her left

leg ho was flung. 1776-81 GIBBON Decl. $ f. Ixv. (R.), The
legs and feet were clothed in long hose and open sandals.

1807 HOGG Mount. Bard 193 His shoon was four pound
weight a-piece ; On ilka leg a ho had he. 1851 lllustr.

Catal. Gt. Exhib. 588 Merino hose, half-hose, and socks.

1892 Labour Commission Gloss, s. v., Wrought-hose,a.y^r>f
elastic class of hosiery made wholly upon a hand-machine.

fig. 1670 EACHARD Cant. Clergy 59 We must put on the

hose of faith.

b. //. Coverings for the legs forming part of a

suit of armour ; greaves.
CMOS LAY. 21136 His sconken he helede mid hosen of

stele. 13.. Guy IVarw. (A.) 3851 Hosen of iren he hab on

drawe. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 235 Wib is hosen of mavle he

by-gon. c 1440 Partonope 1907 Armed wele Wyth hosyn
of mayle made of stele.

c. One's heart in ones hose : see HEABT 54 a.

f2. Sometimes an article of clothing for the legs

and loins, = breeches, drawers
; esp. in phrase

DOUBLET and hose, as the typical male apparel, a.

Usually in //., hosen, hoses, hose, also (with

reference to its original divided state) a pair ofhose.

ye them vp strayte ._ r - --

sokkis, & hosyn to draw of be ye bolde. c 1485 Digby
Myst. (1882) III. 502 My dobelet and my hossys euer to-

gether a-byde. 1535 COVERDALE Dan. iii. 21 So these men



HOSE. 405 HOSPITAGE.
were bounde in their cotes, hosen, shuts [1611 in their

coates, their hosen, and their hats]. 1542 Inv. R. Wardr.
(1815) 93 Ane pair of hois of cramasy velvott, all the thels

laid out with small frenyeis ofgold. 1563-4 Rolls Parlt, V.

505/2 Nor that eny of the same Servauntez nor Laborers. .

use or were eny close Hoses, nor eny Hoses wherof the

peyre shall excede in price xiiii d. 1586 B. YOUNG tr.

Gitazzo's Civ. Conv. iv. 227 Not knowing how to put on
a paire of hose, made his wife holde them with both her
hands abroade, and then rising.. in the bed, leapt downe
into his breeches. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, n.

'vf.vypFaitt.
Their Points being broken. Poin. Downe fell his Hose.

1647 WARD Simp. Cobler 36 They have carried away with

them all that was in the pockets of their Holliday hose.

1650 FULLER Pisgalt iv. vi. II. 109 By hosen, we understand
not stockins, but breeches. [1849 JAMES Woodman xxni,
You have got a new coat and hosen, I see.]

t b. app. sometimes in sing, with same sense.

1465 J. PASTON in P. Lett. No. 526 II. 233, I have not an
hole hose for to doon. 1560 J. HEYWOOD Prov. fy Epigr,
(1867) 134 A hart in a heelde hose, can neuer do weele.

*t*c. Shipmarfs hose> wide trousers worn by sailors.

(Contrasted with the tight-fitting hose then worn.)

1553 T. WILSON Rket. (1567) 51 b, Not made as a shippe
mannes hose, to serue for euery legge. 1565 JEWEL Def.
Apol. (1611) 416 Hereunto they adde a similitude not very
agreeable, how the Scriptures be like to a Nose of Wax,
or a Shipmans Hose : how they may. .seme all mens turns.
a 1625 BOYS Wks. (1629-30) 414 Making the Scriptures
a shipmans hose to cover their own malitious humours.
3. A flexible tube or pipe for the conveyance of

water or other liquid to a place where it is wanted.

1495-7 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 229 Halff an Oxe
hyde.. spent abought makyng of hoses for the pptnpes of
the seid ship. 1727 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s. v. Building, A
Parish-Engine compleat, with Socket, Hose, and Leather-

Pipe. 1748 Anson's I'oy. n. iii. 141 The casks may be
filled in the long-boat with an hose. 1788 Chambers'

Cycl. t Hoase in Sea-Language, is a long flexible tube,
formed of leather or tarred canvas . . to conduct the fresh
water.. into the casks. 1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Me-
chanic 272 That if any of the hoses burst, the water may
not escape from the receiver at the nozle. 1854 Hull
Imprwein. Act 36 Fire-plugs, hose and all necessary works
..in case of fire. 1868 Daily Tel. 28 July, If it were
watered every evening by a hose.

4. A sheath or sheathing part ; spec, the sheath

inclosing the ear or straw of corn ; the sheath or

spathe of an Arum.
(In Halliwell, sheath is erron. printed sheaf, which is

copied by other Diets.
1

)

a 1430 Fysshynge ivith an Angle (1883) 15 Thenne put
your threde in at the hose twys or thries & lete it goo at

eche tyme rounde abowte the yerde of your hoke. Thenne
wete the hose & drawe it tyll that it be faste. 1495
Trevisa"s Earth. De P, R. XVH. clvii. (W. de W.) Stobble
is properly that strawe wyth leues and hosen that is

lefte in the felde after that repers haue repen the corn.

1578 LYTE Dodoens HI. vii. 323 It [Arum] cariethacertayne
long codde, huske, or hose. 1620 Thomas' Lot. Dtctf>

Follicnlus, . . the greene huskes or hose of wheate or any
other graine being young, and beginning to spire. 1656
[see HOSED ppi, a. 3]. 1657 W. COLES Adam in Eden
xxxii. 65 (Arum) At the top. .standeth a long hollow Hose
or Husk, close at the bottom, but open from the middle

upwards, ending in a point. 1744-50 W. ELLIS Mod* Hu$-
bandm, II. i. 2 The Honey-dews .. will then .. so close
and glew up the tender Hose of the Ear, that the unripe
Wheat-kernels cannot expand themselves. 1813 HEADKICK
Agric. Surv. Forfarsh, 299 The disease of smut.. is found
in the ears before they have burst from the hose or seed-
leaves. fzxSas FORBY Voc. E. Auglia, Hose

t
the sheath

or spathe of an ear of corn.

6. A socket, spec. a. The socket of any metal
tool (as a spade or rake) which receives the handle
or shaft, b. In a printing press of the old type :

A square wooden frame inclosing part of the

spindle and serving as a support for keeping the

platen level.

1611 COTGR., Planche^ ., the Till of a Printers Presse, or
the shelfe that compasseth the Hose. 1743 MAXWELL Set.

Trans. 96 (Jam.) With a hose or socket . . made for holding
of a pole or shaft ; which being fixed into the hose, it may
be thrust down into the earth. 1765 CKOKER, etc. Diet. Arts
II. s. v. Printing* At each corner of the hose, there is an
iron-hook fastened with pack-thread to those at each corner
of the platten.

1 0. The bag at the lower end of a trawl-net or

other fishing net : =CoD sb.^ 5. Obs.

1630 Order in Descr. Thames (1758) 72 The Hose not to
exceed eleven feet in length, and in compass sixty Meishes.
Ibid. 73 To have the Hose or Cod of his Net full Inch and
half.

III. 7. attrib. and Comb.
t
as (senses iand2)te^-

cloth) -factor, -garter^heeler^ -makers-yarn ; (sense

3) hose-carriage )
-carrier, -cart, -coupling, -maker,

-making, -man. -pipe. -reel, -tender, -trough, -van;

hose-bridge, -jumper, -protector, -shield, de-

vices for the protection of firemen's hose lying
across a street or road

; hose-grass, a local name
for Holcus lanatus

; hose-hook, (a} a hook for

raising the hose of a fire-engine ; f () a hook by
which the platen was attached to the hose (see
sense 5 b) ; hose-husk, a husk resembling a hose
or stocking : hose-ring (fatmorous) a fetter.

1893 Daily News 12 Jan. 5/5 The bodies were conveyed
on two *hose carriages, on each of which were twelve fire-

men in their helmets and uniforms. 1894 Westm. Gaz.

9 Oct. 5/2 As the *hose-carrier was crossing the market-

place the wheels skidded and the carrier turned over. 1887
Times 19 Sept. 7 The firemen had run out the telescopic
escape and the *hose-cart, and were on the scene. 1478
W. PASTON in P, Lett. No. 824 III. 237 Also I beseche yow

to sende me a *hosc clothe. 1543-4 Old City Acc.-Bk. in
Arclt&ol. y/-/. XLIII, Itmforiiij yards of hoose cloth. 1703
Lond. Gaz. No. 3879 /

4 He . . for many years was a *Hose-
Factor in Freeman's-Yard. 1894 M'esttn. Gaz. 10 Sept. 8/2
He [DefoeJ did not consider himself a '

hosier ', that is, one
who stood behind the counter selling hosiery, but * a hose
factor' a warehouseman in a small way. 1563 W. FULKE
Meteors (1640) 30 b, Her >hose garters untyed. x8xx W.
AITOX Agric. Surv. Ayrsh. 287 (Jam.i *Hose-grass or York-
shire fog \Holctts lanatus}* is next to rye-grass the most
valuable grass, a 1625 FLETCHER Martial Maid n. i,

Thou woollen-witted * hose-heeler. 1727-41 CHAMBERS
Cycl.)

*
Hose-Husk, in botany, a long round husk ; as in

pinks, julyflowers, &c. 1483 CAXTON Cato C ij, We reden
of two *hosemakers. 1863 P. BARRY Dockyard Econ. 113
Twenty-third in order stand the hosemakers' shops. 18 . .

Elect, Rev. (U.S.) XI. 2 (Cent.) The *hosemen managing the

apparatus. 1872 RAYMOND Statist. Mines fy Mining 64 The
water of seven or eight ordinary ^hose-pipes. 1884 Pall
Mall G. 15 Aug. 4/2 A friendly hand turned the hose-pipe
upon them. 1837 W. BADDELEY in Mcch. Mag. XXVII.

34 A little invention which I have termed a *hose-reel.

c 1530 Hickscomer in Hazl. Dodsley I. 172, I will go give
him these *hose rings. 1851 J. S. MACAULAY Field Ford/.
197 The *hose-troughs are small wooden tunnels, in which
the powder-hose intended to communicate the fire to the

charge is placed. 1581 Act 23 Eliz. c. 9 i Wools,..
Cottons, *Hose-Yarn.

Hose (htfuz), i). Also 3 ose, 6 hoose, hoase.

[f. HOSE sb.}
1. trans. To furnish or provide with hose.
c 1300 Havelok 971 Hwan he was clobed, osed, and shod.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 29 BoJ>e i-hosed and i-schod.

ci43o Pilgr. Lyf Manhode n. xxxii. (1869) 87 Thou wolt
hose him, and take him noble robes. 1330 PALSGR. 588/1
It costeth me monaye in the yere to hose and shoe my ser-

Sitrvey To Rdr., 3 shillings, which now will scarce hose a

frugall Peasant. 1834 Fraser^s Mag. X, 416 The men
degenerate shirted, cloaked, and hosed.

2. To water or drench with a hose. (HosE sb. 3.)

1889 LADY BRASSEY Last Voy. iv. 92 In the morning we go
on deck at a very early hour. . . Then we are most of us
hosed. 1898 Westm.Gaz. 15 Feb. 11/3 All the ..animals
able to stand the application of water were repeatedly hosed.

Hose : see HOAHSE, HALSE, HAUSE.
Hoseband, -bond, obs. forms of HUSBAND.
Hosed (hJuzd), a. [f. HOSE v. or sb. + -ED.]
1. Provided with hose ; wearing hose.
a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xxxix. in Hupe forth, Hubert,

hosede pye. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng, (1510) s j b/2 With
a swerde gyrde aboute hym, & hosyd and sporyd. 1565-73
CCOPER Thesaurus i Caligatus^ . . hoased. 1825 SCOTT Be-
trothed x, The scarlet-hosed Gillian.

2. Of a horse : Having the lower parts of the

legs covered with white hair so as to present the

appearance of wearing white stockings.
1720 W. GIBSON Diet. Horses i. (ed. 3) 5 When the White

.. happens to be on all the four feet, or only before, or

behind, rising pretty high, the Horse is then said to be
hosed.

t
1737 BRACKEN Farriery^ fmfr, (1757) II. 5 When a

Horse is what we call hosed, it is a Sign he is of a washy
Constitution.

3. Inclosed in a sheath or glume.
1656 W. D. tr. Comenius' Gate Lat. Unl. $ 91. 31 Corn

bringeth grains ; that which is eared, in ears ; the hosed in

hosen ; the codded in codds.

Hose-in-hose, a. and sb. [See HOSE sb. 4.]
Said of flowers which appear to have one corolla

within another, esp. a well-known variety of

Primula or Polyanthus.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury \\. iv. 67/2 Another kind [of

Thorn Apple] having the Flower Ingeminated, or Hose in

Hose, that is one coming out of another. 1727-41 CHAMBERS
Cycl.) Hose in Hose, .signifies one long huslc within another ;

as in the polyanthos. 1879 BRITTEN & HOLLAND Plant-n,,
Hose- in -hose, a peculiar variety of garden Polyanthus,
where the calyx becomes petaloid, giving the appearance
of one corolla within another. 1882 Garden 20 May 343/1
Hose-in-Hose Polyanthuses.

Hosel(e, hosil, obs. forms of HOUSEL.
Hoseless (h<7u-zles), a. [f. HOSE sb. + -LESS.]

Without hose ; wearing no hose.

1594 CAREW Huarte's Exam. Wits xi. (1596) 156 A . . hosier
. . if none agree with the buiers measure . . must send him
away hoselesse. 1658 CLEVELAND Rustic Ramp. Wks.
(1687) 416 Among such hoseless Ribaulds. 1823 New
Monthly Mag. VI 1 1. 397 The shoeless, hoseless, shirtless,
and houseless peasantry.

Ho'Se-net. Chiefly Sc. A small net resem-

bling a stocking, affixed to a pole (Jam.) ; fig, a

position from which it is difficult to escape.
1552 LYNDESAY Monarche 4762 They, -with their hois net

dayly drawls to Rome, The maist fine gold, that is in

Christindome. 1589 R. BRUCE Serm. Sacrament M iv b,

Sa. .yee haue drawne your selfes in a hose-net, and crucified

your messe. 1743 PITT in Anecd. Earl Chatham (1797) I.

v, 149 If the French had not.. caught our army in a hose
net, from which it could not have escaped. 1824 SCOTT
Redgauntlet Let. xiii, I had him in a hose-net.

Hosere, obs. f. WHOSOEVER. Hosewif, obs.

f. HOUSEWIFE. Hoshen, var. HUSHION.
Hosier (hJu-g'ai, hJu-ziai). Forms : 5 hoseer,

hoseare, hose^ere, hosiare, hoser, (hosyrer),

5-6 hosyer, 8 hozier, 6- hosier, [f. HOSE sb. +
-IER.] One who makes or deals in hose (stock-

ings and socks) and frame-knitted or woven under-

clothing generally.
[1403 in York Myst. Introd. 20 note

t
Touz hosyers que

vendront chauuces ou facent chauuces a vendre.) c 1440

Pronip. Parv. 248/2 Hoseare, or he (?at makythe hosyne
l/T. hosere, 6

1

. hosiare, P. hoser). 1465 J. PASTON in

P. Lett. No. 536 II. 233, ij rjeyir hose .. redy made for me
at the hosers. 1574 J. DEE in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 38
Vulgar, obscure persons, as hosiers and tanners. 1731 SWIFT
Lett. 10 Sept., You are as arrant a cockney as any hosier
in Cheapside. 1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xx. IV. 503 It

had been necessary I'or the Chancellor of the Exchequer to

go, hat in hand, . . borrowing a hundred pounds from this

hosier, and two hundred pounds from that ironmonger.

Hosiery I.htra-g'3ri,hi7>i-zi3.ii). [f.prec.: see-ERY.]
1. Hose collectively ; extended to other frame-

knitted articles of apparel, and hence to the whole
class of goods in which a hosier deals.

1790-1816 Fleecy Hosiery [see FLEECY i bj. 1796 MORSE
Atiier. Geog. I. 259 Hosiery of wool, cotton and thread.
1839 E. E. PERKINS Haberdashery $ Hosiery ;ed. 6) 98
Socks and stockings legitimately constitute Hosiery, but. -

caps, waistcoats, drawers, and petticoats, being made of
the same materials . . are now included under the term
'Hosiery'. 1875 Ure's Diet. Arts (ed. 7) II. 8i3Thcreare
many different fabrics of stocking-stitch for various kinds of
ornamental hosiery. Ibid., The first kind of frame., is that
for knitting plain hosiery, or the common stocking-frame.
2. The business or trade of a hosier.

1789 J. PILKINGTON View Derbysk. II. 51 The business of

hosiery is carried on extensively in that part of the county.
3. A factory where hose are woven.
4. attrib. and Comb.
1803 Med. Jrnl. IX. 550, I adopted the use of fleecy

hosiery stockings. Jbiil. X. 283 The patent fleecy hosiery
jackets sold in the shops. 1897 Daily News 23 Apr. 3/4
Manager in the hosiery department. Ibid., The question
had never been previously raised as to hosiery goods.

Hosing (he"'zirj),z'W. sb. [f. HOSKW. + -INQI.]
The providing with hose

;
concr. material for hose,

hose collectively.
1340 Ayetib. 154 Ine mete and ine drinke and ine clobinge

and ine hosiynge and ine ssoinge. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis
XL xv. 23 Hys hosing schane of wark of Barbary. 1580
HOLLYBAND Trcas. Fr. Tong, Cfttiussure, hosing.

Hospetes, obs. f. hostess : see HOSPTE.

Hospice (hp-spis). [a. F. hospice, ad. L. kos-

filium hospitality, entertainment, a lodging, inn,
f. hospit-em : see HOST

sb.'l~\

1. A house of rest and entertainment for pilgrims,
travellers, or strangers, esp. one belonging to a

religious order, as those of the monks of St.

Bernard and St. Gotthard on the Alps; also,

generally, a ' home '

for the destitute or the sick.

1818 Blackw. Mag. IV. 88 The Hospice of St. Bernard.

1831 G. DOWNES Lett. Cant. Countries I. 275 Beyond this

spot are the Hopital, an ancient hospice, and a new but
unfinished one, commenced by Napoleon. 1863 MERIVALK
Ram. Emp. (1865) VI. xlviii. 62 The establishment of a
hospice in the wilderness of snows. 1894 Times 18 Dec.
13/1 The hospice provides 20 beds, soup, bread, and coals
to families, and penny dinners to sandwich-men.
2. A hostel for students ;

= HOSPITIDM 2.

1895 RASHDALL Univ. Europe I. v. 5. 497 There was
more chance of the rule, .being enforced [in a college] than
in the private Hospice.

Hospitable (hp-spitab'l), a. [a. obs. F. hos-

pitable (Cotgr. 1611), or ad. L. type *hospitdbilis,
f. hospita-re : see HOSPITATB and -BLB.]
1. Offering or affording welcome and entertain-

ment to strangers; extending a generous hos-

pitality to guests and visitors, a. Of persons.
1570 LEVINS Manip. 3/28 Hospitable, Jwspitabilis. 1638

SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 340 They are very hospitable
one to another. 1816 KEATINGE Trav. I. 330 twte* The sav-

ages in America are extremely hospitable. 1859 C. BARKER
Assoc. Princ, \. 9 They were.. hospitable to travellers.

b. Of things, feelings, qualities, etc.

1595 SHAKS. John n. L 244 Then the constraint of hospit-
able zeale, In the releefe of this oppressed childe. 1612
DRAYTON Poly-alb, ii. (R.), His hospitable gate The richer
and the poor stood open to receive. 1727 SWIFT Gulliver
in. iv, Entertained in a most hospitable manner. 1838
THIRLWALL Greece xxxviii. V. 55 He is said to have inherited
his father's hospitable relation to Sparta.
2. transf. Disposed to receive or welcome

kindly ; open and generous in mind or disposition.
1655 EVELYN Lett. 8 June, Ostende may prove as hospit-

able to our shippinge as Brest hath bene. 1661 BOYLE
.Style of Script. (1675) 134 We must . . make our faculties as

hospitable to it [God's Word] as we can. 1887 Amer. Jrnl.
Philol.\\\\.. 86 The religion of the Greeks., was hospitable
to novelties and was composite in character.

Hence Ho'spitableuess, hospitable quality or

character.

1612-15 BP. HALL Contcmpl., N. T. iv. xvii, Charity and

hospitableness. 1665 BOYLE Occas. Refl. (1845) 73 Such
a constant kindness and hospitableness to such thoughts. .

they will, as it were, come to the mind without calling.
a 1677 BARROW Serm. Wks. 1687 I. xxxi. 428 His benignity
to strangers, and hospitableness, is remarkable,

Hospitably (h^-spitabli), adv. [f. prec. +
-LY 2

.]
In a hospitable manner

;
with hospitality.

a 1721 PRIOR Ladle 119 Ye thus hospitably live, And
strangers with good cheer receive. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat.
Hist. (1776) IV. 327 He makes a virtue of necessity, and
hospitably rows him to shore. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.
v. I. 530 They received him most hospitably.

Hospitage (hp-spited^). Obs. or arch. [ad.
med.L. hospitagium, f. hospit-cm : see HOST sb?
and -AGE.]

j-1. The position of a guest ; guestahip. Obs.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. in. x. 6 That his ungentle hoste n'ote
him appeach Of vile ungentlenesse, or hospitages breach.
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f 2. Lodging, entertainment as a guest. Obs.

1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. ix. S 77 No where con-

tenting himself with his dyet and hospitage.

3. A place of hospitality.

"855 SINGLETON Virgil I. 312 That a hobpitage Defiled

should be abandoned.

Hospital (hospital), sb. Also 4 -ayle, 4-6
hospyt-. 4-7 -ale, 5-7 -alle, 5-8 -all. [a. OF.

hospital, mod.F. hdpital, ad. med.L. hospitale place
of reception for guests, neat. sing, of hospitdlis

(see next). Of this word, HOSTEL and HOTEL
are doublets, and SPITAL an aphetized form.]
1. A house or hostel for the reception and enter-

tainment of pilgrims, travellers, and strangers ; a

hospice. Hence, one of the establishments of the
\

Knights Hospitallers.
c 1300 Beket 84 Ther is nouth an hospital arerd of Selnt

Thomas, c 1330 R. BRUNNE Ckron. (1810) 135 To temples
in Acres he quath fiue bousand marke, & fiue thousand to

be hospitale. ^1400 MAUNDRV. (Roxb.) x. 40 Before be
kirke..esa grete hospitale. .of whilk be hpspitalleres base
baire first fundacion. cigoo Melusine xxi. 122 How they
chaced two galleyes of the hospytal of Rodes. 1540 Act
32 Hen. VI!I, c. 24 2 The said William Weston or any
of his bretherne or confreers of the said Hospitall or house
of Sainct John of Hierusalem in England. 1598 HAKLUYT

Voy. I. 102 (R-) The countrey of Prussia, which the Dutch
knights of the order of Saint Maries hospitale of Jerusalem
haue of late wholly conquered and subdued. 1765 H.
WALPOLE Otranto iii. (1798) 52 An adjacent hospital founded

by the princess Hippolita for the reception of pilgrims.

2. A charitable institution for the housing and
maintenance of the needy; an asylum for the

destitute, infirm, or aged. Obs. exc. in Eng. legal
use and in proper names like Greenwich Hospital^

orig. a home for superannuated seamen.

1418 E. E. Wills 31, I bequethe to be pore hospitales..
to eueryche hospitall, to parte a-monge pore folk there, xx j.

1548 HALL Chron., Ediv. IV &x> An olde and riche Hos-
pitall, dedicated to Saincte Leonardo, in the whiche Almose-
house the poore and indlgente people were harbored.

1581 W. STAFFORD Exam. Comj>l. \. (1876) 18 Yee knowe the

hospitall at the townes ende, wherein the freemen decaied
are releaued. 1657 R. LIGON Barbadoes (1673) 44 Send
into England for rug Gowns, such as poor people wear in

Hospitals. 1710 CELIA FIENNES Diary (1888) 38 We go
by St. Cross [Winchester] a large hospitall for old men
and I thinke most is for ye decayed schollars. 1838 Penny
Cycl. XII. 316/2 Hospitals intended merely for the relief

of poor and indigent persons in England are peculiarly
called Alms-houses.

fb. A house for the corporate lodging of

students in a university ; a hostel or hall. Obs.

1536 Act 27 Hen. VIII, c. 42 i Halles Hostelles Hos.

pitaltes. 1589 NAsaEPrtf. to Greene's Menaphon (Arb.) ir

Saint Johns in Cambridge, that at that time was.. shining
so farre aboue all other Houses, Halls, and Hospitalls.

1706 ESTCOURT Fair Examp. in. i, England, instead of being
. .the Hospital of Fools wou'd be an entire College of
Learned Men.

C. A charitable institution for the education and
maintenance of the young. Now only in Sc. legal
use and in names of ancient institutions such as

Christ's Hospital, London, and Heriot's Hospital,

Edinburgh.
155* HULOET, Hospitall for children to be brought up,

brepkotrophia. 1598 B. JONSON Ev. Matt in hum. n. i,

I tooke him of a child, up, at my doore..gave him mine
owne name Thomas, Since bred him at the hospitall. 1691
WOOD Ath. Oxon. I. 164 Among the blew coats in Ch. Ch.

Hospital. 1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 347/2 An hospital, .is

sometimes a place of learning, as Christ's Hospital, London.
Ibid. IX. 275/1 Edinburgh has some noble hospitals and
charitable institutions. Among these are.. Heriot's Hos-

pital. .Watson's Hospitals, Merchant-Maiden and Trades'-

Maiden Hospitals, Orphan Hospital, and Gillespie's Hos-

pital. 1870 RAMSAY./?/. v. (ed. 18) 118 She was brought
up in one of the hospitals here. 1880 Chambers' Encycl.,

Hospital, in Law.. in Scotland, .more frequently signifies

a mortification or endowment for the education as well as

support of children.

3. spec. An institution or establishment for the

care of the sick or wounded, or of those who

require medical treatment. (The current sense.)
Such institutions are either public or private, free or

paying, or both combined, general or special with respect
to the diseases treated.

[c 14*5 Found. St. Bartholomew's (E. E. T. S.) xliii, Oure
hoely places, callyd the Priory of seynt Bartholomew yn
Smythfyld, and. .the hospital by olde tyme longyng to the

same.] \yftOrderresp.St.Barthol. mVicary'sAnal.(i^BB)
App. iii. 137 For the better sustentation and comforte of
the diseased and impotent persons within the said hospitall.

5Sa Ordre Hosp. St. Barthol. Pref. A v, This Hospital. .

where . . there haue bene healed of the pocques, fystules,
filthie blaynes and sores, to nombre of .viij. hundred.

1573-80 BARET Alv. H 665 An Hospitall, or spittle for poore
folkes diseased. 1613 PUKCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 299 The
money.. is sent to the Hospitals of the diseased. 1789
W. BUCHAN Dom. Med. (1790) 81 Physicians, surgeons,
and others who attend hospitals, ought, for their own
safety, to take care that they be properly ventilated. 1869
LECKY Europ. Mor. II. i. 85 A Roman Lady, .founded at
Rome as an act of penance the first publie hospital.
transf. and fig. 1643 SIR T. fc*OWSJPrffc Med.M. n

For the world, I count it not an Inne, but an Hospitall, and
a place, not to live, but to die in. 1681 FLAVEL Mttk,
Grace x. 217 The world is a great hospital full of sick and
dying souls, all wounded by one and the same mortal
weapon, sin.

b. A similar establishment for the treatment of
sick or injured animals.

HAM^^V*. S. Wales led. 3) II. 217, I also allow each captain
of the deck and *hospital-man two pounds of tobacco for

use on the voyage. 1809 WELLINGTON Let. to Ld. Liverpool
7 Dec. in Gurw. Desp. (1838) V. 341, I also hope your
Lordship will . . send us out *HospitaI Mates. 1683 Lend.
Gaz. No. 1877/4 The Swallow is arrived in the Downs . . as
likewise an *Hospital Ship, with old and sick Soldiers.

1758 J. BLAKE Plan Mar. Syst, 51 It is proposed, that, .an

hospital-ship be appointed. 1888 E. J. MATHER Nor'ard
ofDogger 7&1 Numbers of poor fellows, .eager to seize the

h
l

406

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 48-2 Tht publikc Hos-
j

pitall, which the Citizen*, .had founded for all kindes of

Birds, to cure them in their sicknesse. 1884 Daily News
23 July 7/1 The Great Northern Railway has just set up
a hospital for their sick or injured horses.

C. Short for hospital-ship.
1709 /.<>*/. Gaz. No. 4562/3 Her Majesty's Ships the

I >ovcr .. Pembroke- Hospital, and Carcass- Bomb. i?23
Ibid. No. 6141/3 Serpent Bomb, Sniirna Factor Hospital.

d. In (into} hospital', under medical treatment

in a hospital. In quot. 1885, transf. of vessels.

1844 H. H. WILSON Brit. India. III. 113 More than half

the survivors were in hospital. 1885 U. S. GRANT Pers.

Mem. xxii. I. 305, I saw the absolute necessity of his gun-
boats going into hospital.

t4. A house of entertainment ; 'open house*.

c 1400 Apol. Loll. 33 Ne coueytous of foul wynning, but

to holde hospital. 1592 GREENE Groans If. Wit (1617) 9
The house where Lamilia (for so we call the Curtezan) kept
her Hospitall.

t5. A place of lodging. In first quot. fig. Obs.

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixxxv. 77 (To the Virgin Maryi
Hospitall riall, the lord of all Thy closet did include. 1548
UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Matt. xii. 74 An unclene spirite . .

banished from his olde hospital. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. ix.

10 They spide a goodly castle . . Which choosing for that

evening's hospitale. They thither marcht.

6. attrib. and Comb., as hospital-assistant', man-

agement^ practice, surgeon, etc. ; hospital-treated

adj. ; hospital-boy, a boy brought up at a hos-

pital, a charity-boy; hospital fever, a kind of

typhus fever arising in crowded hospitals from the

poisonous condition of the atmosphere due to

exhalations from diseased bodies ; hospital gan-

grene, a spreading, sloughing, gangrenous inflam-

mation starting from a wound and arising in

crowded hospitals; also called sloughing phage-
dxna ; hospital-man, mate, an assistant in a

hospital on board ship ; Hospital Saturday, a

particular Saturday in the year on which collec-

tions of money for the local hospitals are organized
in workshops, in the streets, and elsewhere ;

hospital-ship, a vessel fitted up for the reception
and treatment of sick and wounded seamen ;

so

hospital berth
, cabin, hulk

, vessel ; hospital

steward, (a} a non-commissioned staff-officer in

the U.S. army who makes up prescriptions, ad-

ministers medicine, and has general charge, under
the direction of an army surgeon, of the sick and
of hospital property ; (b) in the navy, the desig-
nation formerly given to the apothecary (Cent.

Diet.} ; Hospital Sunday, a particular Sunday
in the year on which collections of money are

made in the places of worship of a town or district

for the local hospitals; hospital ulcer = hospital

gangrene.
1816 A. C. HUTCHISON Pract. Obs. Surg. (1826) 168 Ex-

amined during the night by the nurse of the ward, or by an

*hospital-assUtant. 1758 J. BLAKE Plait Mar. Syst. 53
That the *hospital-birth be appointed .. between decks.

1677 HORNECK Gt. Laiu Consid. iv. (1704) 210 A thing only
fit for alms-men and *

hospital-boys. 1750 PRINGLE (title)

Observations on the Nature and Cure of *Hospital and Jail
Fevers. 1822-34 Goods Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 690 Itfputrid

y'. 1876 J.!RVING^. Time Suppl. led. a),[June] 15

[1873]. The first
*

Hospital Sunday
' held in London ;

above

27,4oo/. collected in connection with the different services.

1822-34 Good^s Study Med, (ed. 4) I. 687 One reason why
nurses, and perhaps *hospital-surgeons, escape so often with-

out injury. vjybMed. Jrnl. 1. 430 Ulcers, .which are known
by the term of ^hospital ulcers. 1897 MARY KINGSLEY IV.

Africa. 620 The true sanatorium for the Coast would be
a *hospital vessel attached to each district.

Hence Ho'spital V. trans,, to place in a hospital.
1840 Erasers Mag. XXII. 182 Like a deserving pensioner,

hospitalled in the comfort . . of fond protection.

t Ho*Spital, a. Obs. [ad. L. hospitdlis hos-

pitable, f. hospeS) hospit-em host, guest : see HOST
$b$ and -XL.]
1. = HOSPITABLE. a. Of persons.
1570 LEVINS Manip. 14/28 Hospitall, kospiialis. 1600

ABP. ABBOT E*p. Jonah 307 And it is said that a Bishop . .

should be hospitall, that is an entertainer of strangers. 1616
PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 482 For Men they had not an

Hospitall, that were thus Hospital! to Fowles. 1680
MORDEN Geog. Rect., Wales (1685) 27 Their Gentry brave
and Hospital.

b. Of things, qualities, feelings, etc.

1600 HOLLAND Livy XLII. xl. 1138 Hospitall and friendly
courtesies. 1638 HEVWOOD Litcrtce Wks. 1874 V. 222 Her
kinde hospitall grace. 1697 POTTER Antiq. Greece iv. xxi.

(1715) 416 He had contemn'd the Salt, and overturned the

Hospital Table.

HOSPITALLER.

2. In phr. hospital Jove, Jupiter, or God, a

translation of L. hospitdlis or Gr. f&tos
*

protector
of the rights of hospitality

'

; also of Gr. tvtte6s.

1382 WVCI.IF 2 Mace.
yi.

2 The! weren, that enhabitidcn
the place, of louis hospitale [Vulg. lovis ht>$pitalis\. 1609
HOLLAND Aim. Murcell. xxx. ii. 380 In the very sight of
the Hospitall God. 1658 ROWLAND tr. Mou/ct's Thcat. Ins.

1052 They are sacred to hospital Jupiter. 1697 POTTER
Antiq. Greece iv. xxi. (.1715} 416 Out of a pious regard to

the Hospital Alliance. 1807 ROBINSON Archaeol. Graeca i.

xx. 93 irc'^at-oi fei'ueoi, hospital crowns.

Hospitala'rian. rare. [f. med.L. hospitdldri-
ns f -AN.] = HOSPITALLER i.

J74S A. BUTLER Lives Saints (1836) I. 40 Dedicated under
the name of St. Julian the hospitalarian and martyr.

t Ho 1

spitalary. Obs. rare. [ad. med.L. hos-

pitdldri-us HOSPITALLER.] = HOSPITALLER 3.
1598 HAKLUYT I'oy. 1. 144 The Order of the Dutch knights,

commonly called the Hospitalartes of lerusalem. Ibid. 150
Sifridus Walpode de Bassenheim, chiefe liusphalary com-
mander in Elburg.

t Hospita-lious, a. Obs. rare, [irreg. f. L.

hospitdli'S hospitable -H-OUS.] Hospitable.
1602 WARNER Alb. Eng. ix. liii. (1612) 238 Be hospitalSous,

Churchmen. Ibid. xii. Ixxvii. 313 Lesse hosphalious too.

Hospitalism (h^-spitaliz'm). [f. HOSPITAL
sb. + -ISM.] The hospital system : used esp. with

reference to the hygienic evils incident to old,

crowded, and carelessly conducted hospitals.
1869 SIR J. Y. SIMPSON (title) Hospitalism : its effects on

the results of surgical operations. Our existing Sysicni
of Hospitalism 4 We cannot, .hope for adequate, .progress
in the . . healing art, till our system of hospitalism is more or

less changed and revolutionized. 1897 ALLBUTT Syst. Med.
II . 146 That unknown conjunction of ward influences known
as Hospitalism.

Hospitality (h^pitse-liti). [a. OF. hospitalitt

(i2-i3th c. in Hatz.-Parm.), ad. L. hospitdlitds,
f. hospitdlis (see HOSPITAL <z.X]

1. The act or practice of being hospitable ; the

reception and entertainment of guests, visitors, or

strangers, with liberality and goodwill.
c 1375 Sc. Leg, Saints, Thomas 424 [J>e] aucht wel ma be,

forto luf hospitalyte. 138* WYCLIF^?O/. xii. 13 Hospitalite,
that is, herboringe of pore men. c 1460 FORTESCUE Abs. <$

Lim. Mon. xviii. (1885) 153 Euery abbey priory, and ober

howses founded vpon hospitalite. 153 CROWLEY Last
Trump 705, I can kepe hospitalitye, And geue as much
vnto the pore. 1617 MORYSON Itin. in. 151 That the old

English Hospitality was.. a meere vice, f have formerly
shewed, a 1661 FULLER Worthies (1840) II. 421 Keeping
good hospitality in the Christmas at Bromley. 1771 SMOL-
LETT Humph. Cl. 26 June, Living in the country and main-

taining 'old English hospitality' . . This is a phrase very
much used by the English themselves, both in words and

writing; but I never heard of it out of the island, except
by way of irony and sarcasm. 1810 SCOTT Lady of L. i.

xxix, Every courteous rite was paid, That hospitality could
claim. i86 LIVINGSTONE Zambesi xxviii. 580 We accepted
his hospitality after the weather had moderated.

b. with //. An instance of this.

1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits, Aristocr.^ Wks. (Bohn) II. 82

In matters of state, and of expense .. in convivial and do-

mestic hospitalities. \tojpSpectator 14 June, The mind has

various hospitalities to offer, and may treat its guests, .with

a caprice we cannot wholly over-reach.

fa. Hospitableness. Obs.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Hospitality, a being well dis-

?osed
to entertain. 1711 SHAFTESB. Charac. n. 11. 3 ^1737)

I. 166 The noble Affection, which, in antient Language,
was term'd Hospitality, viz. extensive Love of Mankind,
and Relief of Strangers.

t 3. A hospitable institution or foundation ; a

hospital (sense 2). In quot. 1571, ? Hospitable
institutions generally. Obs, rare.

1571 Act 13 Eliz* c. 10 2 The Dilapidations and the De-

caye of all Spyrituall Lyvynges and Hospitallytie. 1761
HUME Hist. Eng. II. xxii. 45 The hospitality of St. Leon-
ard's near York.

4. attrib. and Comb.

1552 HULOET, Hospitalitie keper, or he who kepeth a good
howse of meat and drinke, philoxenus. Ibid., Hospitalitie

kepynge, larem fouens. 1897 Daily News 5 Oct. 5/3 The
women.. have formed a strong 'hospitality' committee.

Hospitaller, -aler (h^spilalai). Forms:

4-6 hoapiteler, -yteler, 5 -ytler, hosspituller,

hospituler, ospitallere, 6 hospytelar, 7-8 -itler,

4- hospitaler, 5 -aller. [a. OF. hospitalier (12-

I3th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. med.L. hospitdldrius

hospitaller (senses i and 2), f. hospitale (see HOS-
PITAL sb.). HOSTELER, OSTLEK are doublets.]
1. In a religious house or hospice, the person
whose office it is to receive and attend upon
visitors, pilgrims, and strangers ;

= HOSTELER 1 i.

1483 Catk. Angt. 190/1 An Hosspituller, cenodochiaria,
cenoaochiarius. 1745 A. BUTLER Li-ues Saints (1836) I. 67
St. Isidore, Priest and Hospitaller, .of Alexandria. 1864
GREENSHIELDS Ann. Lesmahagow 13 The hospitaler re-

ceived strangers and the wayfaring poor.

2. spec. A member of a religious order, brother-

hood, or sisterhood, formed for charitable pur-

poses, esp. for the care of the sick and infirm in

hospitals. Many such have existed from the

1 3th c. or earlier. Such were originally the Knights

Hospitallers (see 3).

1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. p 817 Folk that been entred

in-to ordre as subdekne or preest or hospitaliers. c 1430
LYDG. Venus-MM* Ep. in Lay Folks Mass Bk. 394 To all

the holy ffraternite and Confrary of the same bretherhede.
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And to alle hospytlerys and Relygious nat spottyd nor mad
foul wyth no cryme. 1686 J. SERGEANT Hist. Monast.

Cwext. 52 The Hospitalers of the Holy Ghost took their

beginning at Rome, about .. 1201. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl.

s v The appellation is chiefly given to certain communities

of 'religious ; as, the hospitalers of Elsefort in Essex, insti-

tuted to take care of lepers ; hospitalers of S. John Baptist of

Coventry; hospitalers of S. Julian; hospitalers of S. Leonard

at York, etc. 1746 in Ace. French Settlem. N. Amer. 24
'

cycl. ..,

Charity were founded near Chalons in the end of the 131)1 c.,

by Guy de Joinville ; . . and the hospitallers of Our Lady
Delia Scala about the same time at Siena.

3. More fully, Knights Hospitallers, an order of

military monks, following chiefly the rule of St.

Augustine, which took its origin from a hospital

founded at Jerusalem, c 1048, by merchants of

Amain, for the succour and protection of poor

pilgrims visiting the Holy Land, but subsequently

grew to be a wealthy fraternity, received a military

organization, and became one ofthe chief bulwarks

of Christendom in the East, besides having depen-

dent '

hospitals
' and possessions throughout the

Christian lands. (See COMMANDEBY.) Grand Hos-

pitaller, the third in dignity of the order, after the

Grand Commander and Grand Marshal ;
also an

officer in some other orders.

After the taking of Jerusalem by Saladin in 1187, the chief

seat of the order was successively at Markab in Phoenicia,

Acre 1193, Cyprus 1291, Rhodes 1310, Malta 1530 to 1798.

Their possessions were confiscated in England in 1540, and

the order was suppressed in most European countries in or

after 1799. They were known at various times, and in

their various capacities, as Brothers of the Hospital of St.

John the Baptist, Knights of the Hospital of St. John of

Jerusalem, Knights of Rhodes, Knights of Malta, etc.

(This is the earliest sense of the word in English.)

c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. (1810) 178 He toke it wikkedly

out of be Hospitelers bond, c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) iv.

13 pe ile of Rodes, be whilk be Hospitelers haldez and

gouernes. Ibid. x. 40 [see HOSPITAL sb. i]. 1331 Dial, on

'*aws Eng. II. xlii. 11638) 136 The Hospitelers and Tem-

,jlers be prohibit they shall hold no plee that belongs to the

Kings Courts. 1603 KNOI.LES Hist. Turks (1638) 13 He en-

tred into a deepe discourse thereof with, .the master of the

I

. .
.

the king for grand master. . .The marquis de Morus, chancel-

lor of the order. The count de Provana, great hospitaler.

1776-81 GIBBON Decl. ff F. Iviii. 1858 W. PORTER Knights
Malta I. i. 13 Such was the original establishment of the

Hospitallers of Jerusalem, which may justly be considered

as the cradle of the Order of St. John.

4. In some of the London hospitals, which were

orig. religious foundations (and thus a direct de-

velopment of sense i) : The title of the chief resi-

dent official whose office included that of religious

superintendent ; hence it is retained in some cases,

e. g. St. Bartholomew's Hospital and St. Thomas's

Hospital, as the title of the chaplain.
1532 Ordre Hasp. St. Barlhol. D liij,

The office of the

Hospiteler. 1557 ^raer ofHospitalls Ej b, Your warrant

in sending any [sick folk] to the Hospitalls, shalbe sufficient

to the Hospitaller for the receaving of the same. 1624 in

Yicary's Anat. (1888) App. iii. 146 To haue a revercion of

the Hospitlers place of Saint Bartholomewes. 1726 LEONI

Albert!s Archil. I. 86/1 Sick Strangers .. distributed regu-

larly to inferior Hospitlers, to be looked after. 1737 J.

CHAMBERLAYNP. St. Gt. Brit. 248 (St. Thomas's Hospital,

Southwark) In the same court are the houses of the Trea-

surer, Hospitaler, Steward, Butler and Cook. 1766 ENTICK

London IV. 382 An hospitaller or chaplain, 4 physicians.

1898 St. Bar!hoi. Hasp., Charge of the Vicar and Hospi-

gious] Ministrations.

6. An inmate of a hospital, rare.

1854 HAWTHORNE Eng. Note-Bks. (1879) II. 325 There is

an old man's hospital . . Life-like tales might be written on

the. .experiences of these Hospitallers.

6. attrib. t Hospitaller Knight =
3. Obs. rare.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 521 It was the Seat of

the Hospitular-knights, which now reside in Malta.

t Ho'Spitary, a. Obs. rare. [ad. med.L.

liospilari-us, i. hospes, hospit- : see HOST sb. z +

-AKY.] Connected or having to do with entertain-

ment or housing.
1658 ROWLAND Moufet's Theat. Ins. 903 Untill the pub-

lick overseers and hospitary Bees have found a fit place for

the Swarm to settle in.

Hospitate (h?-spit/t), a. rare. [ad. med.L.

hospitat-us : see Du Cange.] Devoted to the pur

poses of a hospice.
1869 R. WILLIS Hist. Monast. Christ Ch. Canterb. v

(heading), Hospitate and private buildings of the prior

Ibid. Index, Hospitate buildings of the Monastery.

Hospitate (lifspit?t), v. rare. [f.
L. hos-

pital-, ppl. stem of hospitari to be a guest

med.L. hospitare to receive as a guest, f. hospit-em

guest, HosT.ri. 2
]

tl. trans. To lodge or entertain. Obs. rare'".

1623 COCKERAM, Hospitate, to lodge one.

1 2. intr. To lodge, take up one's abode. Obs.

1681 GREW Museum (J.), This hospitates with the living

animal in the same shell.
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3. Repr. Ger. hospitieren, To attend university

ectures as an occasional student.

a 1886 W. B. ROBERTSON Martin Lntkrr etc. it. (1892)

13 You may hospitate, as it is called, though you are not

Bursch.

So Hospita'tion, reception as a guest, hospitable

entertainment. Ho'spitator (L. hospitator), one

who receives or entertains hospitably.

1831 Illustr. Calcnd. Attgl. Ch. 251 From his great liber-

Hty to travellers and wayfarers, he [Saint Julian] is called

iospitator, and is considered the patron saint of travellers,

errymen, and wandring minstrels. 1863 J. R. WALBRAN
Iffur. Fountains ^<V/(Surtees) 188 He. .was admitted by

:hokl

HOST.

Hospi'ticide. rare-", [ad. rare L. hospitinda,

'. hospes, hospit- guest + -ritia, -CIDE i.] One who
.ills his guest or host. (Blount Glossogi: 1656.)

tHospitious (bpspi-Jas), fl. 06s. [(.
L. hos-

tftium (see HOSPICE) + -ous : cf. auspicious,

officious.] Hospitable. (Sometimes repr. L. hos-

pitdlis : see HOSPITAL a. 3.)

1588 GREENE Darastus ff F, 22 Where I shall hope hos-

pitious friends to find, c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad vi. 240 We
;lory in th' hospitious rites our grand-sires did commend.
1622 DRAYTON Poly-olb. xxii. (1748) 341 The shire's hospi-

tious town. 1784 in Sir B. Burke Viciss. Fain. Ser. II.

1860) 316 He got the name of Na Feile, or the Hospitious.

II Hospitium (hcspi-jiym). [L.: see HOSPICE.]
1. = HOSPICE i.

1650 TRAPP Comm. Gen. i. 9-10 God. .will not faile to pro-

proceeded to our hospitinm or house for our reception.

1830 SCOTT Monast. xvi, Inform us why you will not

approach our more pleasant and better furnished hospitium.

1878 MACLEAR Celts xi. 181 The Church at lona, as well as

the hospitium, the refectory, etc. were thus made of wattles.

2. A place of residence for students in a univer-

sity ;
a hall or hostel.

1893 RASHDALL Univ. Europe I. v. 5. 481 The original

Hospicium or Hall (as it was usually called at Oxford) was

a democratic, self-governing Society. Ibid. 482 The College

was, in its origin, nothing but an endowed Hospicium or

Hall. Ibid. II. H. xii. 9. 558 At Cambridge . . the more

usual name was Hospicium or Hostel not the only instance

in which a Parisian usage has been preserved more faith-

fully at Cambridge than at Oxford.

Hospitize (bfspitaiz), v. rare. [f. L. hospit-

em guest + -IZE.]

1. trans. To lodge or entertain with hospitality.

1893 Ch. Chron. (N. Zealand) May 597 His Lordship . .

was driven to the residence of Mr. Aldrich, where they
were hospitised till the following evening.

2. intr. = HOSPITATE 3.

1893 A. STODDART J. S. Blackie iii. 54 By the rule of
'

hospitising
'

practised in the University, he found himself

free to visit the classes under Hausmann [etc.].

!; Hospodar (hp-spocliu). [a. Roumanian has-

podar, of Slavonic origin : possibly from Little

kuss. hospoddrt^ Russ. gospoddrl (in South Russia
' master of a house '), deriv. of gosp6dl lord.

Another Russian form of the word is gosuddrJ

sovereign, king, lord, sir.]

A word meaning
'

lord', formerly borne as a title

of dignity by the governors appointed by the

Ottoman Porte for the provinces of Wallachia and

Moldavia.
[1630 R. Johnson's Kingd. 4- Cmimw. 476 (Russia) And

all this for the honour of Hospodare, viz, the Prince.}

1684 Scanderbeg Rediv. iv. 86 The Hospodars of Walla-

chia and Moldavia, .revolted from the Turks. 1796 MORSE
Amer. Geog. II. 461 (Stanf.) The Hospodars, or princes of

Wallachia and Moldavia, pay very large sums to the

Grand Sultan for their dignities. 1838 Penny Cycl. XII.

Hence Hospoda'riat, -iate (erron. -lot, hospo-

dorate), the office of a hospodar, the territory

governed by a hospodar.
1833 Eraser's Mag. VII. 196 The hospodariats were sure

to become dependencies of Muscovy. 1866 Ch. Times

3 Mar., The deposition of Prince Couza from the Hospo-
dariate of Wallachia and Moldavia has been accomplished.

1878 SEELEV Stein III. 529 Hampering negotiations, with

the ideas of an Hospodorate, an annexation of Candia.

Hospray, obs. form of OSPREY.

f Hospte, a variant of HOST, assimilated to

L. hospit-em. So t Hospetes for HOSTESS.

1549 COVERDALE, etc. Erasm, Par. 2 Tim. 25 Salute

Prisifia and Aquila myne hospte and myne hospetes.

Hospyt-, obs. form of HOSPIT-.

t Hoss, v. Obs. rare-". [An onomatopoeic
form akin to Huzz.] intr. To buzz.

1530 PALSGR. 388/1, I hosse, as a bee or dye dothe . . It is a

perylous noyse. .to here a bee hosse in a boxe.

HOBS, dial. f. HORSE.

Hoss, -e, Hossell, obs. ff. HOSK sb., HOUSEL.

Host (h<st), sb.1 Forms: a. 3-6 ost(e, 4-5

cost, 4-6 ooste, 6 oast, 6-7 Sc. oyst. P. 4-6

boost, 4-7 hoste, 5-6 hooste, 6-7 hoast, Sc.

hoist, 4- host. [a. OF. ost, host, cost, hoost army

(loth c.inGodef.)

'

hostem (hostis) stranger, enemy, in med.L. army,
warlike expedition. The Latin h, lost in Romanic,
was gradually readopted in OF. and ME. spelling,

and hence in mod.Eng. pronunciation.]
1. An armed company or multitude of men

;
an

army. Now arch, and poet.
c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 13/431 His sone a-5ein be Aum-

perour with is ost he wende. a 1300 Cursor hi. 6ifio Of

. . . . .

\y.rr. ost, cost], i398TRKVisA Bartli. De P. R. xy. cxxvii[i].

(Bodl. MS.!, per was no corner of be worlde wide but he

feelde be swerd of be oste of Rome. 1526 TINDAI.E Acts

xxviii. 16 The chefe captayne of the host. aiJSS LYNDE-
SAY Trngedie 163, I rasit ane oyste of mony bald Baroun.

a 1592 H. SMITH Serin. (1637) 148 As Samuel would not

come to Saul, so wisdome will not come to that oast,

1605 SHAHS. Macb. v. iv. 6 Thereby shall we shadow The
numbersof our Hoast. 1609 SKF.NE Reg. Maj., Slat. mil.

7 Of them qvha comes to the hoist. 1700 DRYDEN Ajax fy

Ulysses 214 Who better can succeed Achilles lost Than he
who gave Achilles to your hoast? 1713-20 PorF. Iliad II.

201 Haste, goddess, haste 1 the flying host detain. 1840
TniRLWALl.t> Ivii. VII. 211 She was.. not daunted by
the sight of the armed host which surrounded her. 1871
FRKEMAN Norm. Conq. IV. xvii. 30 The leaders of the host

were exhorted to gentleness and moderation.

b. Jig. and transf.

[1:1315 SHOEF.HAM 15 A prince of Codes ost Schel do the

_onfermynge None lojer, Therfore hit mot a bisschope be.]

1340 HAMPOLE f'r. Consc. 4475 Gog and Magog es noght
efies Hot be host of anticnst. c 1400 Rom. Rose 5859
Fonde Shame adowne to brynge, With alle her oost erly

and late. 1373 J. SANFORD Hours Kecreat. (1576) 56 That

an host of Hartes is more to be feared that is ruled by
a Lyon, than an hoste of Lyons ruled by an Hart. 1629
MILTON Hymn Nativ. 21 All the spangled host keep watch

in squadrons bright. 1773 BURKE Corr. (1844) I. 417
He was a host of debaters in himself. 1862 STANLEY Jeiv.

Ch. (1877) I.xix. 374 It is a word which. .is a host of ima-

gery and doctrine in itself. 1866 G. MACDONALD Ann. Q.

tVeighb. xxvii. (1878) 470 Arcturus and his host.

f c. A warlike gathering ;
cf. HOSTING. Sc. Obs.

1807 GRIERSON St. Andmvs 74 A clause binding the latter

to attend and protect the former in all reids and hosts.

2. transf. A great company ;
a multitude; a large

number.
\c 1440 Gesta Rom. xii. 38 (Harl. MS.) The king maade

him redy to come to be Emperour, with a gret oost, for to

wedde his dowter.] 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 269
The three Hostes [caravans] cast themselves into a triangle.

1797 MRS. RADCLIFFE Italian xii, Defend this lady against

your host of Monks. 1840 MRS. F. TROLLOPE Widow
Married viii, The examination of a host of trunks just
arrived from France. 1845 M. PATTISON Ess. (1889) I. n
What a host of thoughts and images that one name carries >.

1875 JOWETT Plata (ed. 2) III. 234 They produce a host of

books written by Musaeus and Orpheus.

t b. A name for a '

company
'

ofsparrows. Obs.

1486 Bk. St. A Ibans F vj b, An Ost of sparowis.

3. In Biblical and derived uses : a. Host at hosts of

heaven (Heb. B?J?$n N32f ts'bd hashshamayim)

is applied to (a) the multitude of angels that attend

upon God, and (b) the sun, moon, and stars.

1382 WYCLIF i Kings xxii. 19, I saw the Lord vpon his

see sittynge, and al the oost of heuene stondynge nee} to

hym. 1335 COVERDALE Gen. ii. i Thus was heauen and

earth fynished with all their hoost. Devi. xvii. 3 Sonne

or Mone, or eny of the hooste of heauen. 1611 BIBLF. Josh.
v. 14 As captaine of the hoste of the Lord am I now come.

i67 MILTON P. L. IV. 606 Hesperus that led The starrie

Host. Ibid. v. 710 His countenance.. Drew after him the

third part of Heav'ns Host. 1839 YEOWELI, Ant:. Brit. Ch.

i. (1847) 5 The worship of the host of heaven.

b. Lord (God) of hosts (Jehovah Tibooth) : a

frequent title of Jehovah in certain books of the

Old Testament; app. referring sometimes to the

heavenly hosts (see a), sometimes to the armies

of Israel, and hence in modern use with the sense
' God of armies

'
or ' of battles '.

1382 WYCLIF i Sam: xvii. 45 Y come to thee in the name
of the Lord God of oostis, God of the cumpanyes of Irael.

_ Zech. i. 3 Be ?e conuerted to me, saith the Lord of oostis.

'535 COVERDALE Zech. xiv. 21 All the kettels in lerusalem

and luda, shalbe holy vnto the Lorde of hoostes. 1569 in

Q. Eliz. Prayer Bk. App. v. (1890) 225 O most myghtie God,
the Lorde of hoastes. .the only geuer of all victories. 1860

PUSEY Min. Profit. 78 The Lord of Hosts, i. e. of all things

visible and invisible.. of all things animate and inanimate,

which, in the history of Creation, are called, the host of

heaven and earth, the one host of God. 1891 A. F. KIRK-

PATRICK in Comb. Bible for Schools, Psalms xxiv. 10 note.

1897 R. KIPLING Recessional, Lord God of Hosts, be with

us yet, Lest we forget lest we forget.

Host (hflust), 16." Forms : a. 3-7 oste, 4-5 ost,

5-6 ooste, 6-8 oast. /3. 4- host ; also 4-6 hoost(e,

4-7 hoste, 6 Sc. hoist, 6-7 hoast. [a. OF. oste,

hoste (I2th c. in Littre), mod.F. hdte host, guest=
It. oste :-L. hospit-em (hospes) host, guest, stranger,

foreigner. For resumption of h, cf. prec.]

1. A man who lodges and entertains another in

his house : the correlative of guest.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 4601 And 3yt shall he

make sum robbery, Or begyle hys hoste ber he shal lye.

1388 WYCLIF Ram. xvi. 23 Gayus myn oost [1382 my her-

borgere ; 1326 TINDALE myne hoste; 1611 mine hoste]

S-eeteth
jou wel. 1531 TINDALE Exp. I John (1537) 98

aius . . whome Paule . . calleth hys ooste and the ooste

of all the congregacion. 1380 SIDNEY Arcadia II. (1622)

173 A tedious guest to a loathsome oast. 1605 SHAKS.

Macb. i. vi. 29 Conduct me to mine Host, we loue



HOST.

him highly. 1700 DRYDES Baucis $ Phil* 118 But the

kind hosts their entertainment grace, With hearty welcome,
and an open face. 1708 E. COOK Set-weed Factor (1865)

10 Pleas'd with the Treatment I did find, I took my leave

of Oast so kind. 1870 DICKENS E. Drood viii, Vou are

almost in the position of host to-night.

2. spec. A man who lodges and entertains for

payment ; a man who keeps a public place of

lodging or entertainment ; the landlord of an inn.

Often in archaic phr. mine (my] /losf the landlord

of such and such an inn.

dago Beket 1176 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 140 At one gode
mannes house his In a-ni?t he nam. .his oste nam wet god
3me hov heo heom alle here, c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 747
Greet chiere made oure boost [v.rr. ost, oste, hooste] vs

euerichon. c 1400 Ywaint fy Gau'. 222 Efter soper, sayd
royne oste, That he cowth noght tel the day That ani

knight are with him lay. 1573 J. SANFORD Hours Recreat.

(1576) 145 Lodged in an Inne ., Whereuppon the Hoste
asked him payment. 1598 SHAKS. Merry W. n. i. 100
Mine Host of the Garter. 1653 WALTON A ngler ii. 45 Tell

me freely how you like my Hoste, and the company ? is

not mine Hoste a witty man ? 1805 WORDSW. Waggoner \,

90 Who does not know the famous Swan? Object uncouth !

and yet our boast, For it was painted by the Host. 1858
Murray** Hand-bk. N. Germ. 58 The two daughters of

mine host are both fair and graceful in their national

costume. x86o TYNDALL Glac. i. xvii. 121, I was informed

by my host that [etc.],

b. Prov. To reckon ^ count} without (f before}
one's host : to calculate one's bill or score without

consulting one's host or landlord
;
to come to con-

clusions without taking into consideration some

important circumstance of the case.

c 1489 CAXTON Blanchardyn lii. 202 It ys sayd in comyn
that ' who soeuer rekeneth wythoute his hoste, he rekeneth

twys for ones'. 1533 MORE Debell. Salem Wks, 091/2 He
fareth to lyke a geste, that maketh hys rekening himselfe

without hys hoste. 1548 HALL Chron.^ Hen. VI 131 b,

Thei reckened before their host, and so paied more then
their shotte came to. 1597 MONTGOMERIE CkerHe fy Sloe

649 He that countls without his oist, Oft tymes he countis

twyse. 1698 VAKBRUGH 2nd Pt, SEsop iii, But here,
alas ! he found to's cost, He had reckon'd long without his

host. i8a4 SCOTT St. Kenan's xv, But hostess as she was
herself. .. she reckoned without her host in the present
instance. 1877 [see COUNT v. 7]. 1886 SVMONDS Catholic
React, n. 174 He [Bruno] reckoned strangely in this matter,
without the murderous host into whose clutches he had fallen.

3. Biol. An animal or plant having a parasite
or commensal habitually living in or upon it.

1857 LA.NKESTER tr. Kiicfanmeister's Anim. Paras. I.

Introd. 4 They usually emigrate once into the external

world, generally with the excrements of the hosts of their

parents. Note, Host is a literal translation of the German
* Wirth

',
and although not perhaps previously used in the

above sense in the English language, I have adopted it

to prevent a somewhat tedious circumlocution. 1862 IntclL

Obstrv. 1. 1 15 The mode in which the liver flukes gain access

to their hosts, or in other words to the bodies of the her-

bivorous animals they frequent. 1875 BENNETT & DYER
Sacks' Bot, 733 Cuscuta is nourished exclusively by the haus-

toria which penetrate into the tissue of the host. 1893 BRADY
Addr. Tyneside Field Club 9 To complete the life-cycle of

any one of these creatures [tape-worms], successive residence

is necessary in the bodies of two distinct species of animal,
. .thus called the ' intermediate host

' and the '

final host '.

at t rib. 1888 A thfnaeum 28 Jan. 1 19/1 Preparations
showing the entrance of the potato fungus into the host*

plant. 1889 Scot. Leader 19 June 7 The part played by
the barberry as a ' host plant

'

in producing mildew.

1 4. A guest. Cf. HOASTMAN. Obs.

x39oGowER Conf. III. 205 How he[LichaonJ. .His hostes

slough and into mete He made her bodies to ben ete. 1490
CAXTON Emydos xviii. 68 An hoste that lightly forgeteth
his lodgynge..and departeth loyously wythout to haue

eny rewthe. 1518 Merck. Adv. Newcastle (Surtees> 51
The ostmen that byes any merchaundyse of ther hosts. 1559
Mirr. Mag., Jos. /, vii, They took me prisoner, not as oste.

tHost,^. 3 Obs. Forms: 4 ooste, hoost(e, 5

oat(e, host(e. [? ad. OF. host, ostt, var. of hostel,

ostel HOSTEL. The pi. of the latter was often ostez,

vstes, whence by reaction the sing. ostl\ mod.F.
dialects have h$t, fat. For the loss of final -c in

Eng. cf. assign sb., avows sb.] A place of lodging
or entertainment ; a hostel, inn.

1383 WYCLIF Acts xxviii. 23 Mo camen to him in to

the boost, or herbore [1388 the in]. Philem. 22 Make
redy to me an ooste [gloss or hous for to dwelle inne].

CZ44O Gesta Rom. xxiv. 89 (Harl. MS.) Thes two yong
knyghtes yede to her oste in fc>e cite. Ibid. Ixi. 257 His

squier sojte an host, for swiche a worthi kny^t to be
eside ynne. c 1450 LONELICH Grail xxxv. 26 An old

vauasour that kepte An Ost, & was A Man of honour.

b. Phr. To be (or lie} at host : to be lodged or

entertained ; to be put up at an inn ; fig. to be on
familiar terms or at home with.
c 1450 Merlin 171 This mayden . . was at hoste with a riche

burgeys. 1554 H. WESTON in Latimer": Serm. <$
Rem.

(Parker Soc.) 264, I will be at host with you anon, 1565-73
COOPER Thesaurus^ Diwtrti ad aligucni in hospitium*..\.Q
be at host with one. 1589 NASHE Anat. Absurd. 35 Crowes
and Rauens. .are at hoste with euery kind of fnnte in the
Orchard. 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. v. i. 410 Your goods
that lay at host, .in the Centaur.

Host (h^ost), sb.i Forms: a. foyot, 4-5 cost,

4-7 ost'e, 6 oast. . 4-6 hoost(e, hoste, 6-7
hoast(e, 5- host. [a. OF. oiste

t hoiste : L. hostia

victim, sacrifice. At an early stage the Eng. word
became assimilated in form to the prec. sbs., of

which ost, oost, hoost, etc. were the normal etymo-
logical forms. See also HOSTTE.]
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1 1. A victim for sacrifice
;
a sacrifice (lit. and

_/fy.) : often said of Christ. Obs.
a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter xxvi. 1 1, I offird in his taberna-

kile pe hoste of heghynge of voice. 1383 WYCLIF Phil. iv.
;

1 8 A couenable oost {gloss or sacrifice], plesynge to God.
i Pet. ii, 5 To offre spiritual hoostes [gloss or offringes]

acceptable to God bi Jhesu Crist, c 1430 Life St. Kath.

(1884) 44 pat I myght offre my self an acceptable oost to

hym. tynHamrSau-Sacrmm. n. (1859)448 Letus.. offer

always to God the host or sacrifice of praise by Christ. 1605
SYLVESTER Du Bartas II. iii. H. Fatliers 287 Anon said Isaac

. .But where's your Hoste? 1609 HOLLAND Amm.Marcell.
xxm. vi. 232 To goe unto the altars, or to handle an ost or

sacrifice. 1653 LD. VACX GoJiaH'sSt.Paalyo JesusChrit
having once offered the Host of His body, is seated at the

right hand of God.
2. Eccl. The bread consecrated in the Eucharist,

regarded as the body of Christ sacrificially offered ;

a consecrated wafer.

1303 R. BRL-NKE Handl. Synne 8849 He stode and heylde
be oste. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) V. 9 He ordeyned
j>at be oyst schulde be of berf brede. c 1400 Apol. Loll.

Introd. 7 The sacred oost is no maner breed, but either

now5t, or accident withouten ony subject. 1516 Pilgr. Per/.

(W. de W. 1531 1 259 The host betokeneth the body of Chryst.
n 1583 GKINDAL Fruit/. Dial. Rem. (1843) 46 If a little mouse

get an host, he will crave no more meat to his dinner. 1687
A. LOVELL tr. Thevenofs Trav. n. 164 They make their

Hosts of Flower kned with Wine and Oil. 1756-7 tr.

Jfeysler's Trm. (1760) IV. 28 Such as scruple to kneel at the

host. 1845 S. AUSTIN Rankes Hist. Ref. II. 19 Omitting the

words which convey the idea of a sacrifice, and the ceremony
of the elevation of the host. 1881 SHORTHOUSE y. Inglesant
I. x. 191 An apothecary, who also was useful to the Catholics,

making
' Hosts

'

for them.

3. altrib., as (sense 2) ]u>st-bearer, -cup.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury ill. 465/1 Host Cup. 1890 O.

CRAWFURD Round Calend. Port. 4 The solemn chant of the

Host-Bearers.

t Host, w.1 Obs. [f. HOST rf.i]

1. trans. To gather into a host ; to assemble in

battle array, to encamp. (Cf. HOSTING vbl.
sti.)

12517
* GLOUC, (Rolls) 1190 Betere horn adde ibe at rome,

ban iiousted [MS. B. y osted] bere. c 1415 Eng. Cong. Irrl.

16 The whill the host was thus in Ossory. -these tweyn, as

bar wone was, weren both I-hosted to-gedderes.

2. inlr. To be assembled or gather in a host.

1430-40 LVDG. Boclias II. i. ( 1554) 42 a. As they lay hostyng
Not farre asonder, and Saul lay an slepe. 1787 J. BARLOW
Vis. Columbus VI. 173 With scanty force, where should he
lift the steel, While hosting foes immeasurably wheel 1

Host, v? [f.
HOST sb.*\

f 1. trans. To receive (any one) into one's house

and entertain as a guest. Obs.

1485 Act i Hen, VII, c. 10 $ 3 That no Straunger .. shuld

oste or take to sojourne with hym within this Realme of

England any Merchaunt Straunger. 1531 ELVOT Gov. n.

xii, Fuluius.. caused him to be hosted with a worshipfull
man. 1596 SPENSER F. Q. iv. viii. 27 Such was that Hag,
unmeet to host such guests. 1613 T. MILLES tr. Mcxia s

Treat. Anc. tr Mod. Times I. 20/2 Nowhere should he
account himselfe eyther a Stranger, or to be Hosted. [1894
R. LEIGHTON Wreck Golden Fleece 61 They [fishing smacks]
were ' hosted

'

by Lowestoft merchants, to whom they sold

their fish.]

b. intr. To play the host, nonce-use.

1868 BP. WILBERFORCE in Collect. % Recoil, xv. (1898) 202

The great power ofcharming and pleasant host-ing possessed

by Salisbury.

1 2. intr. To be a guest ; to lodge, put np. Obs.

SHAKS. Com. Err. i. ii. o Goe beare it to the Centaure,
where we host. 01656 USSHER Ann. vi. (1658) 386 Antio-

chus, falling in love with.. the daughter of Cleoptolemus,
where he hosted.

Host, var. HOAST sb. and v., cough.

Hostage (lysteds), j*.l Also 4-7 ostage.

[a. OF. ostage (nth c,), hostage (u-i6th c. in

Littre ; Cotgrave 161 1, hostage and ostage}, mod.F.

otage,
= Pr. ostatge, OCat. hoslatge, OSp. hostage,

It. ostaggio, going back through *obstaticum,

to a late pop.L. type *obsiddticum, f. L. obsidatus

condition of a hostage, hostageship, f. obses, obsid-

em hostage. The initial h appears to have been

added in OF., etc., through association with the

family of L. hospit-em : see HOST sb.- Cf. med.L.

ostaticum, hostaticum in sense I, hosldlicus,osta-

gius, hoslagius, in sense 2 (Du Cange).]
1 1. Pledge or security given to enemies or allies

for the fulfilment of any undertaking by the handing
over of one or more persons into their power ;

the

standing, state, or condition of the persons thus

handed over ; chiefly in phrases in, into, to hostage.

(No plural.) Obs.
c i75 LAY. 5317 Hii wollejj habbe hure children to hostage

[c 1205 jisle]. c 1290 .S. Eng. Leg. 1. 399/231 Heo and manic
ober m ostage weren itake. a 1300 Cursor Af. 4987 JHjs

of>er ten . . Duel in ostage her wit me. a 1410 HOCCLEVE De
Reg. Princ. 3680 There was a maide sent hym into hostage.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 432 b/i He was ledde . . with hys
two brethren in ostage or pledge for the delyueraunce of

the sayd kyng theyr fader, a 1533 LD. BF.RNERS Hiton Ixv.

223 Your brother layd hostage, promjjsynge that he wolde
neuer retourne without he brought with hym y* admyrall
Gaudys berde. 1555 EDEN Decades SoViolatinge the lawe

of hostage. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. rv. iv. 105 If he stand in

Hostage for his safety. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trim. 6

[They] desired one or two of our men to goe ashoare, leav-

ing hostage in our ship for their safe returne. 17*6-31

HOSTEL.
TINDAL Rapin's Hist. Eng. (1743) II. xvn. 97 To give the

young King, .in Hostage to the Queen.
2. (with //.) A person thus given and held in

pledge. Cf. HOSTAGEB.
c 1275 LAY. 20909 Four and twenti hostages [c 1205 gisles]

Childrich bar bitahte. 1:1330 R. BRUXXE Chron. uSioi 78
William . .gaf ageyn bo fees, of whilk he toke ostages. 1520
Caxton's Chrvn. Eng. v. 460/1 Upon assuraunce of this

same thynge they gave him good hostages. 1579 FENTON
Gvicciartt. in. (1509) IOT He laboured secretly that the

Genoways should not deliuer in their ostages to the King.
1665 MAN-LEY Cretins' LKV C. Warns 85 He .. kept the

Prince of Aurange's Son . . as an Hostage for his Fathers
Actions. 1781 GIBBON Decl. <$ F. III. 225 Ambassadors..
to solicit the exchange of hostages. 1871 FREEMAN Norm.
Cong. IV. xviii. 155 [At the siege of Exeter in 1068] one of

the hostages was brought close to the East Gate, and his

eyes were put out in the sight of both armies. 1879 FROUDE
O^irxvi. 254 They had given hostages for their good be-

haviour.

8. generally. A pledge or security.
1400 Rotii, Rosc-j$i2 Though ye borowes take of me, The

sikerer shal ye never be For ostages, ne sikirnesse, Or
chartres. 1597 DANIEL Civ. Wars n. xxiii, The ost of

Christ, an ostage for his troth. 1606 SHAKS. Tr. 4- Cr. HI.

ii. 115 You know now your hostages: your Vnckles word
and my firme faith. 1607-12 BACON Ess., Marriage (Arb.)

264 He that hath wife and chijdren, hath given hostages to

fortune ; for they are impedimentes to great enterprizcs,
either of vertue, or of mischief. 1865 WHITTIER Snmi'-bound

483 One who wisely schemed, And hostage from the future

took In trained thought and lore of book.

T 4. A treaty to which parties are pledged, rare.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur*, xxx, And there with alle was.

made hostage on bothe partyes, and made hit as sure as hit

myghte be.

Hence Ho'stage v. trans^ to give as a hostage.
1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia iv. 158 Nor is it likely now

they would have so hostaged their men. .had they intended

any villany.

t Ho'stage, sb? Obs. [a. OF. (postage
:-late

L. type*hosfi/atuum, f. hospes, hospit-em HoSTst.2 :

see -AGE. (Med.L. had hospitagium and hostcigium,
from Fr.)] A hostel, hostelry, inn. Also altrib.

c 1440 Ipom. 1292 His owne mayde, that was so bryght, To
his ostage she went right. 1:1450 Cov. MySt. (Shaks. Soc.)

147 Ostage in this towne know I non, Thin wyff and thou in

for to slepe. 1547 BOORDE Introd. Knvwl. xxxii. (1870) 205.

J, hauynge pitie . . poynted them to my hostage, a 1828

Willie- Wallace*, in Child Ballads (iBS-t-qB) III. 271 He's
on to the hostage gone Asking there for charitie. Ibid, iv.

Fifteen lords in the hostage-house Waiting Wallace for to

see. 1852 Act 15 >, 16 Viet, cxxxvi. Preamb. (Hull Shipping
Dues), Certain Dues called. .Hostage Dues.

tHostager. Obs. Also 4 ost-. [a. OF.

(K)ostagier, -ger hostage, pledge, security, f. hostage
+ -ier:L. -arius.] = HOSTAGE st>.1 2.

c 1330 R. BRUNNE Ckron. (1810) 139 pe castels and ostagers
he ?ald borgh curteysie. Chron. Wact (Rolls) 4983
Sende he scholde hym hostagers, Men of gode, barons,

pers. 1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. ccxlvi. (R.), Ther wer

styll in England hostagers, the erle Dolphyn of Auuergne,
therle of Porseen..and dyuers other. 1530 PAI.SGR. 232 2

Hostager, one that is pledge for another, hostagier.

Hostageship (h^stedsijip). [f.
HOSTAG*

s6.1 (sense a) + -SHIP.] The condition of a

hostage;
= HOSTAGE rf.l I.

1848 LYTTON Harold iv. iii, The time of the hostageship
rests with the King and the Duke. 1865 J. M. LL-DLOW

Epics Mid. Ages II. 249 By this act .. the terms of his

hostageship are forfeited. 1867 Contemp.^ Rev. VI. 256
For a companion of his exile and hostageship.

Hostay(e, var. of HOSTET v., Obs.

Hosted (hofc-stedl, a. [f.
HOST sbl + -ED. Cf.

HOST i/.
1
] Assembled in a host; in hosts.

1808 J. BARLOW Columb. i. 576 Indignant Frost. .plies His
hosted friends that vex the polar skies. 1830 W. PHILLIPS

Mt. Sinai it. 91 The hosted Hebrews to their several tents

. .betake them. 1892 STOPF. BROOKE E. E. Lit. x. 243 The
hosted waves of ocean.

Hostel (hc'stel), sb.1 Forms : a. 3-4 ostel, 4
osteyl, 5 osteill, -tell, 6-7 ostle. 0. 3- hostel ;

also 4 hostil, 4-7 hostell, 6 host le, hostelle. [a.

OF. ostel, -eil, hostel, mod.F. hdtel= Pr. (K]ostal, Sp.
hostal :-med.L. hospitale (see HOSPITAL).]
1 1. A place of sojourn ;

a house where one

lodges ; a lodging. Obs.

c 1250 Gen. fir Ex. 1056 He . . bead hem horn to is ostel To
herberjen wi(5 him. 13. . Gaw. 4- Gr. Kut. 251 Pe hede of

bis hostel Arthour I hat. 1450 Merlin 130 The kynge
wolde not haue hem at noon other osteill but in his house.

b. trans/, and^f.
a 1300 Cursor M. 22623 Lauerd . . yeild us gain vr ostel

t
nu,

pat us es reft. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 326 Whiche

gaue to the lordeofheuen the hostell ofher moste holy body.
1610 HOLLAND Cnmdetfs Brit. I. 495 That this Island is an

Hostell of Charity, ari harbour of honesty.

2. spec. A public house of lodging and entertain-

ment for strangers and travellers ; an inn, a hotel.

Obs. after i6th c. till revived in igth by Scott.

<:i384 CHAUCER H. Fame n. 514 Seynt lulyane loo bon

hostele Se her the house of Fame lo. 1393 LANGL. P. PI.

C. xiv. 64 As safliche passe as the messager and as sone at

hus hostil. 1550 LEVER Serm. 14 Dec. (Arb.) 121 One
hundred also of an other sorte. .dyd lyue of theym selues in

Ostles and Innes. 1808 SCOTT Marm. HI. (heading). The

hostel, or inn. 1847 LYTTON Lucretia (1853) z6< As 's

the usage of hostels, a pair of boots stood outside the door,

to be cleaned betimes in the morning. 1880 WATSON Prince's

Quest (1892) 25 But, being wearied sore in every limb

Sought out a goodly hostel, where he might Rest him and

eat and tarry for the night.



HOSTEL.

3. A house of residence for students at n. uni-

versity or elsewhere; esp. (in recent times) for

students connected with a non-resident college ;

= HALL 4 a.

The term was never in official use at Oxford, though
' Halls

' have been spoken of as '

hostels
'

; at Cambridge it

has a recognized standing.

1536 Act 27 Hen. F///, c. 42 i Provostshippz Maister-

shippz Halles Hostelles. 1547 Act i Ed-w. VI, c. 14 15

Any of the Colleges Hostelles or Halles being in the same
Universities. 1577 HARRISON England \\. iii. (1877) i. 87
There is mention and record of diuerse other hals or hostels,

that haue beene there [at Oxford) in times past, as Beefe

hall, Mutton hall [etc.]. 1629 in Willis Clark Cambridge

wards united thereunto [Trinity College, Cambridge]. 1894
Times (weekly ed.) 2 Feb. 98/3 t,St. Deiniol's Library,
Hawarden' These [readers] are expected to reside in the

hostel belonging to the library. 1895 RASHDALL Univ.

Europe I. v. i. 296 The Provost of Paris at the head of an
armed band of citizens in return attacked a Hall or Hostel

(Jio&pitiitm) of students. 1898 Cambridge Calendar 876

Selwyn College .. was recognised as a Public Hostel of the

University by Grace of the Senate, Feb. 8, 1883.

t4. A town-mansion ;
= HOTEL i. Obs.

1587 FLEMING Contn. Holmshed III. 1381/1 The said duke
de Montpensier . . met the earle of Derbie and the English
traine. .and didaccompanie him vnto hostell de Longueuille,
sometime called the hostie of Aniou. a 1648 LD. HERBERT
Life (.1886) 105, 1 went sometimes also to the court of Queen
Margaret at the Hostel, called by her name. 1661 MORGAN
Sph. Gentry in. vi. 60 Doth belong to Serjeants Inne in

Fleet street and as they were anciently called Hostels by
being Houses of Nobles. 1670 COTTON Rspernon i. ii. 61

His Hostel at Paris . . was then the best House next to the

Queen Mothers, now call'd I'Hostel de Soissons.

f 5. Lodging, entertainment ; esp. in to take

hostel, to lodge, put up. Obs.
c 1250 Gen. # Ex. 1397 Laban . . fond good griS and good

hostel, Him, and hise men, and hise kamel. 1303 R.
BRUNNE Handl. Synne 12472 Whan synne ys shryue ande
clene eche deyl pere wyl Code holde hys hostele. c 1400
Ywaine fy Gaiv. 3404 Syr Ywayn and his damysell In the

town toke thaire hostell. c 1450 Merlin 606 For his love

shull ye haue hostell at youre volunte.

6. attrib.

<ri6io in Gutch Coll. Cur. II. 13 A barrel of Hostel Ale.

1808 SCOTT Marm. m. xxvi, Slumbering on the hostel floor.

t Hostel, sb.2 Obs. rare* 1
. A dyslogistic

diminutive of HOST sb.*

1624 DARCIE Birth of Heresies xv. 62 Your round hostel,
which you cause to be ador'd.

Hostel, v. Obs. exc. dial. Also 5 hostyl, 9
hostie. [f.

HOSTEL sby\
f 1. trans. To lodge, put up. Obs.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. IVace (Rolls) 5557 In Wynchestre

were bey hosteld boj>. 1377 LANCL. P, PI. B. xvn. 118

Hope shal ledehern forth. .And hostel hem and hele. a 1400
Stac. Rome 548 Bojw f>ei weoren hostelled )>ere.

2. intr. To lodge. Now dial.

c 1460 Towneley Myst. xxviii. 263 Ther hostyld thai all

thre, 1855 ROBINSON Whitby Gloss, s.v., 'Where do you
hostie at?* lodge at.

Hostelar. Also -ilar, -illar. Sc. form of

hostellary, HOSTELRY.
(The i sth c. instances may be plurals of hostelarie.)

14*4 Sc. Acts Jas. I 25 (1814) II. 6/2 p in all burrowis

townys . . bar be ordanyt hoslilaris and resettis haifande
stabillis and chawmeris to ridaris and gangaris. 1425
Ibid. ii (1814) II. 10/1 pe king .. forbids J>at o'ny liege
man . . berbery or luge J>aim in ony vthir place hot in be
hostelaris forsaide. 1819 W. TENNANT Papistry Storm'd
(1827) 125 Spers'd about in search o' beds Throu' houses,
hostillars, and sheds.

Hosteler (hp-stebi). Now arch, or Hist.

Forms : a. 3-5 (9) hostiler, 4- hosteler, (4 hos-

tyller, 4-5 hostilere, -ellere, 5-6 -iller, -elere,

5-6 (9) -illar, 6 (9) -elar, 7 (9) -eller ; also 5-8
hostler. . 4-5 ostiler, 4-6 osteler, 5-6 -ere, 5-7
ostler, 6 ostleir, 7 Sc. oistlar. [a. OF. ostelier

(i ath c. in Hatz.-Darm.), hosteller> mod.F. h&telier,

f. hostel: see -ER. Cf. med.L. hospitdldrius, hosta-

Idrius, hostel(l}dritts. See also HOSTLER, OSTLER,
variants of this word.]

f
1 1. One who receives, lodges, or entertains guests

and strangers ; spec., in a monastery or religious

house, one whose office was to attend to guests
and strangers. Obs. exc. Hist.

-1*90 S. Eng. Leg. I. 361/61 J>e Abbot sende him out
to one of heore celies; hostiler he was \>&re i-mad gistes to

onder-fongue. 1 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Mankode \. Ixi. (1869) 37,
I am norishe of orphanynes, osteleer of pilgrimes. 1483
CAXTON Gold. Leg. 149 b/2 Thabbot .. sente hym .. to
be hosteler for to receyue there ghestes. 1877 J. RAINE in

Smith & Wace Diet, Chr. Biog. I. 725 In this establishment
Cuthbert was the hostillar. 1897 J. W. CLARK Priory
Barmuell'p. Hi, It was the duty of the Hosteller, .to enter-

tain the guests who sought the hospitality of the monastery.
2. A keeper of a hostelry or inn ; an innkeeper.

arch.

vifaMunim, Gildh. Land. (Rolls) III. 422 Ricardus le

Yonge, hostyller. 1388 WYCLIF Luke x. 35 He brou^te forth

twey pans, and aaf to the ostiler. c 1440 York Myst. xlvii.

heading^ The Osteleres. Alias Inholders. 1531 Dial, on
Laws Eng. 11. xlii. (1638) 138 If a man desire to lodge with
one that is no common Hosteler. 1592 NASHE P. Penilessc

(ed. 2) 5 a, An Hostler that had built a goodly Inne. a 1635
CORBET Iter Bor. 174 The inne-keeper was old, fourescore

allmost . . God and Time decree To honour thrifty ostlers,
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such -is hee. 01670 SPALDING Troub, Chas. I (1829) 12

[They] crossed the water, and breakfasted in William
Stewart's, ostler. 1862 J. GRANT Capt. of Guard xxv,
Gray had been repeatedly warned by the friendly hosteller

. . to beware of travelling in the dusk.

3. A stableman: see HOSTLER, OSTLER.

f4. A student who lives in a hostel (sense 3). Obs.

1577 HARRISON England n. iii. (1877) i. 87 The students
also that remaine in them, are called hostelers or halliers.

Hereof it came of late to passe, that ..Thomas late arch-

bishop of Canturburie, being brought vp at such an house
at Cambridge, was of the ignorant sort of Londoners called

an ' hosteler ', supposing that he had serued ..in the stal>k*,

1655 Fuu-KR Hist. Camb. 29 We infer them to be no

Collegi.-ites, but Hostelers, not in that sense which the

spitefull Papists charged Dr. Cranmer to be one (an atten-

dant on a stable), but such as lived in a learned Inn or

Hostie not endowed with revenues.

5. attrib.) as hostder-house [^ OF. maison

hosteliere\ cf. med.L. hospitdlaria (sc. domus)

hostelry] ; hosteler-wife, the mistress of an inn.

.71470 HENRY Wallace 111. 71 A trew Scot, quhilk hosteler

house thair held. 1820 SCOTT A bbot
xyiii,

The hostler-wives,
. .are like to be the only losers by their miscarriage.

Hence Hcrsteleress, a female student in a hostel.

1850 Eraser's Mag. XLII. 251 The female college, with

its professoresses and hostleresses, and other Utopian

t Hoste-lity. Obs. rare. Also -illity. [? f.

hostel'= hospital + -ITY.] Hospitality.
1593 Jack Straw HI. in Hazl. Dodsley V. 398 Defacing

houses of hostelity [Old copy, hostilltie\.

Hostelry (hjrstelri). Now arch. Also 4-5
OHtelrie, (h)ostellerie, -elerie, -ye, 4-6 ostlerye,

-ie, 5 hostillary, 7 hostilerie, 4-7, 9 (arch.}
hostelrie. [a. OF. (h}ostelerie (i2th c. in Hatz.-

Darm.), mof.MMmet f. \K)ostelUr HOSTELER! :

see -ERY 3, -RY. The word is sparsely exemplified
before the I9thc., when it was taken up by Scott,
and thence became common as a literary form.]
1. A house where lodging and entertainment

are provided ; an inn, a hostel. Also, the place in

a convent for the reception of strangers.
c 1386 CHAUCER Prol. 718 In Southwerk at this gentil

hostelrye \v.r. ostelry, Petw. hostrye, Lansd. hosterie]
That highte the Tabard. Knt?* T. 1635 In the

hostelryes [v.rr. ostelleryis, hostelleries, Lansd. hostries]
al aboute. c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode iv. xxxii. (1869) 193
To J>e ostelrye j wente at ^e firste, thinking to herberwe me
bere. 1597-^8 Be. HALL Sat. in. i. 73 The under-groome of
the ostlerie. 1630 B. JONSON New Inn n. i, A bashful child,

homely brought up, In a rude hostelrie. 1808 SCOTT
Mannion HI. ii. note, The accommodations of a Scottish

hostelrie, or inn, in the sixteenth century, may be collected

from . . the
'

Friars of Berwick '. 1823 Peveril xxi, Peveril

entered the kitchen, which indeed was also the parlour and
hall of the little hostelry. 1840 DICKENS Old C. Shop xviii,

Codlin diminished the distance between himself and the

hostelry. 1886 RUSKIN Prxterita \. vi. 188 Dining at any
nice village hostelry.

2. Hostel business, nonce-use.

1855 THACKERAY Nevtcomes I. x. 101 A gay sight was the

road . . in those days, before steam-engines arose and flung
its hostelry and chivalry over.

Hence Ho atelric a. nonce-wd., pertaining to a

hostelry or inn.

1860 All Year Round IV. 78 He looks at things in an

eminently hostelrie view.

+ Hosier 1
. Obs. rare. [f.

HOST v.2.] A
hosteler or innkeeper.
^1500 in Arnolde's Chron. Index (1811) 5 That commen

hosiers be partyners of all charges so as free hosiers. 1598
FLORIO, Hosteriero, an hoste, an hosier, an inholder.

Hoster- (n^n-sta^). rare.
[f.

HOST sb. 1] One
who serves in a host or army.
1892 STOPF. BROOKE E. E. Lit. viii. 183 The hosiers grim

Sent the showers of arrows.

Hosteria, obs. f. OSTERIA, (Italian) hostelry.

Hostery, var. HOSTKY.
Hostess (h<?n'stes). Forms : a. 3-7 ostesse,

(5 ostes, 7 oastess). &. 4 hoostesse, 4-6 hostes,

4-7 hostesse, 6-7 hostis, 7- hostess, [a. OF.
ostesse (uth c. in Littre), mod.F. Mtesse, f. (k}oste
HOST sb. z : see -ESS.]
1. A woman that lodges and entertains guests.

^1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. 2496 Phyllis, Ostesse [v.rr.

hostesse, ostes] thyn quod she O demophon Thyn Philis

whiche lhal is so wo oegon. 1589 Hay any Work 48 He
has also a charge lo prouide forj

his hostesse and cosin.

159* WARNER Alb. Eng. vm. xlii. 19 Thanks, and wel-

come too, he sayd Unto his Osle and Oslesse. 1598 BARN-
FIELD Pecunia xxi, Your Hoslis pressenlly will slep in

Place. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. \. vi. 10 See, see, our honor'd
Hostesse. 1652 T. DELONEY Thomas ofReadings, (ed. 6)

H j b, Beholding his Oast and Oastesse earneslly. 1808
PIKE Sources Mississ. m. 235 At one o'clock we bid adieu
to our friendly hosless. 1880 MRS. FORRESTER Roy $ V. I.

28 ' Come and look al the conservatory ', smiled his hostess.

fig. 1402 HOCCLEVE Letter ofCupid 461 O womman that

of wertu art hostesse.

2. spec. A woman who keeps a public place of

lodging and entertainment ; the mistress of an inn.

c 1290 .V. Eng-. Leg. I. 325/96 pare-with heo fedde hire

swij>e wel and hire ostesse al-so. c 1305 Edmund Conf. 98
In E. E. P. (1862) 73 His ostesce had a dow3ter Jer he was
al inne. 1375 BARBOUR Bruce iv. 635 His hostes com rycht
till hym thar. 1474 CAXTON Chesse 115 Al iho thynges that

ben delyuerd to kepe to the hoste or hpslessis they oughi lo

be sauf. 1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, n. iv. 305 Hostesse, clap
to the doores : watch to night. 1653 WALTON Angler iii.

HOSTILE.

82 Come Hostis, give us more Ale. 1716 SWIFT riiilla 98

John is landlord, Phillis hostess : They keep at Staines the

Old Blue Boar. 1831 W. IRVING Alhamtra I. 30 (He] had
a good understanding with the brother of mine hostess.

t3. A female guest : cf. HOST sb.- 4. Obs. rare.

1388 WYCLIF Exod. iii. 22 A womman schal axe of hir

nei3boresseandofherhoosteesse[i382gest]siluernevesselis.
4. Comb.
a 1774 OOLDSM. tr. Scarrofi's Comic Row. (1775) II. 199 She

spoke with so grave and hostess-like a tone.

Hence Ho'stesssMp, the office of hostess.

1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. iv. iv. 72 It is my Fathers will, I

should take on mee The Hostesseship o'th'day: you're
welcome sir.

t Ho'Stey, v- Obs. Also h)osteye, bostaye,

(hostie). [a. OF. (Ji)osteie-r, -aier, -oier : L. type
*hosticarc, f. hostis (med.L.) army, warlike expecii-
tiun : see HOST $by\ intr. To wage war, make a

warlike expedition.
la 1400 Morle Arth. 555, I ettylle my selfene, To hostaye

in Almayne with armede knyghtez. Ibid. 3503 Ffor he es

in this empire. .Ostayande in this oryente with awfulle

knyghtes. 1430-40 LYDG. Borkas in. ix. ^1554) 80 b, Neuer
prince. .Hosteyed at once with such a multitude, c 1450
Merlin 70 Arayed for to osteye. 1475 Bk. Noblesse 13 Full

noble erle of Uarby havyng rule . . in the duchie of Guyen,
hostied the said tyme and yere.

Host-house. Now dial. [Cf. Gcr. gastAaus.]
A house for the reception of guests or strangers ;

a hostelry ;
an inn.

1563-87 FOXE A. f; M. (1684) III. 591 To go with him to

the free Ostehouses amongst the English Merchants. 1634
W. TIRWHVT tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. I.) 352 One night in a
bad Host-house. 1855 ROBINSON Wkitby Gloss. ,Host-hvuset

. . a farmer's inn at market. 1893 Northumlild. Gloss, s.v.

Hoast-hoos, The inns where farmers put up.. have oast-

Iwoses attached. They are the waiting rooms used by wife

and daughters, and the reception place for parcels or goods.

Hostiary, obs. form of OSTIABY.

t Ho-sticide. Obs. rare-*, [ad. L. *hosticlda,

{. hostis enemy : see -CIDE i.] One that kills his

enemy (Blount Clossogr. 1656).
1848 in WHARTON Law Lex.

Hostie (.tip'sti). Obs. or arch. Also 4-5 hostye,

5 hoostye. [a. F. hostie (I4th c. in Littre), ad. L.

hostia victim, HOST sb.^\
1. =Ho8T si.* i.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 57 b/i Moyses saide we shal take

with us suche hostyes & sacrefyses as we shal offre. 1495
Trcvisa's Bar/A. DC P. K. ix. xxvii. (W. de W.) 363 The
fecst. -was worshypped wyth spyrytuell hostyes [Bodl. MS.
hoistes] and offrynges. 1681 R. FLEMING Fulfill. Script.
(1801) II. 287 There is no necessity to offer daily Hosties

for the sins of the people.
2. = HOST sb.l 2.

1641 R. BAILLIE Parall. Liturgy with Mass-bk. 51 The
Papists injoyne all the relickes of the Hostie and wine, .to

be gathered together, a 1715 BURNET Own Time (1766) I.

ii Some of his seamen went ashore and met the Hostie

carried about. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. III. vi. i, Saint-Just
. .'carries his head as if it were a Saint-Sacrfment' ,

ador-

able Hostie, or divine Real-Presence 1

Hostie, rare var. HOSTEY v. Ois.

Hostile (ly-stail, -til), a. (rf.) Also 7 hostill.

[ad. L. hostllis, f. hottis enemy (see -ILE) ; perh.

through F. hostile (15-16* c. in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of an enemy ;

pertaining to or engaged in actual hostilities.

1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, iv. iv. 236 iQos.) My dangerous
attempt of hostile armes. 1596 i Hen. iy, i. i. 9 Nor
bruise her Flowrets with the Armed hoofes Of hostile paces.

1659 B. HARRIS Parivats Iron Age 246 The King of Den-

mark, who entred Germany in an hostile manner. 1698
FRYER Ace. E. India <t P. 337 By these Bars., the Hostile

Arms of the Turks have been put to a stop. 1715 POPE

Otfyss. xi. 656 Thus, great in glory, from the din of war,
Safe he return'd without one hostile scar. 1810 WELLINGTON
in Gurw. Desf. ^1838) VI. 114 The operations of hostile

armies. 1847 EMERSON Repr. Men, Nafoleon Wks. iBohn)

I. 371 On a hostile position [he] rained a torrent of iron.

b. Of the nature or disposition of an enemy ;

unfriendly.
1781 PRIESTLEY Corrupt. Chr. I. Pref. 4 They all came in

from a foreign and hostile quarter. iSai JOANNA BAILLIE

Metr. Leg., Lady J. B. li,
The dame held fast the hostile

door. 1840 F. D. BENNETT Whaling Voy. II. 88 A second

hostile rajah . . was for some time kept as a state-prisoner.

1876 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. V. xxiv. 392 Men of different

and hostile races.

2. transf. and Jig. Unfriendly in feeling, action,

nature,or character; contrary, adverse, antagonistic.

1791 BOSWELL Johnson an. 1748 The natives of North

Britain to whom he is supposed to have been so hostile.

1800 Med Jmt. IV. 114 The principal of putrefaction, or

azote, the element hostile to life. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng.
ii. I. 231 A long succession of princes, hostile to the estab-

lished faith, might sit on the English throne. a 1862

BUCKLE Civiliz. (1873) III. v. 413 It is possible for two

hostile principles
to flourish side by side, without ever

coming into collision.

B. sb. A hostile person ; spec. (l/.S.) a North

American Indian unfriendly to the Whites.

1860 BARTLETT Diet. Amer., Hosliles, enemies. Western.

1880 Litr. Univ. Knowl. X. 431 They were formerly

hostiles, but . . at present peaceable and industrious. 1885

Milnor (Dakota' Teller 24 Apr. 5/3 Saturday a scouting-

party. .captured three hostiles. 1890 Pall Mall G. 18 Dec.

5/2 A courier has just arrived, and reports, .that the hostiles

are righting with the friendly Indians on the Grand River.

Hence t Hostile v. Obs., in to hostile it, to be

hostile, engage in warlike hostilities.
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HOSTILELY.

1656 S. H, Gold. Law 8 Why may not Clients clearly

injured by their Lawyer, or their Adversary, hostile it, and

gather an Army? Ibid. 96 Had you just cause to invade

and hostile it against us.

Hostilely h?-st3il,Ii), adv. Also 7 hostilly,

hostily. [t.
HOSTILE a. + -LY*.] In a hostile

manner ;
as or in the manner of an enemy, b.

\Vith opposition or antagonism.
1609 BP. W. BARLOW Anyw. Nameless CatA. 238 Hostily

to inuade another Kings Land. 1611 SPEED ///, Gt. Brit.

ix. xvi. (1632) 856 The Scots hostilly entred into Northum-
berland. 1649 Bounds Publ. Obed. (1650) 52 D. Hamilton
entred England hosiilely. 176* St. Papers in Ann. R?g.

ipS'i
To act hostilely against Great Britain. 1876 GKO.

ELIOT Dan. Der.*i\\ xxx, He could not shake her nor louch
her hostilely.

Hostil(e)ment, var. HCSTLEMENT.

Hostility \hpsti'llti). [ad. late L. hosiilitds, f.

hostllis HOSTILK; perh. through F. hostility (15-
l6th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).]
L The state or fact of being hostile ;

hostile action

exercised by one community, state, or power agaiiibt
another ; esp. such as involves war.

1531 ELYOT Gov. i. xxiv, With outwarde hostilitie or mar-
tiall businesse. 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VI 172 Ye feare

of outward hostilitie, and foren invasion. 1665 MAN LEY
Grotitts' Low C. Warres joi Now these private Quarrels
were broke out into open Hostility. 1706 E. GIBSON
AssizeSerm. Croydon 15 Open acts of sedition and hostility.

1876 MATHEWS Coinage ii. 16 Prusias dared the hostility of
the Romans by giving a shelter at his Court to Hannibal.

b. //. Hostile acts ; acts of warfare, war.

1615 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 837 Howsoever they
exercise hostilities, and mutuall disagreements. 1699
BF.NTLEV PhaL 488 Declar'd no War . . nor committed the

least Hostilities. 1781 Lo. CORNWAI.LIS Let. Washington
17 Oct., I propose a cessation of hostilities for twenty-four
hours. 1855 PRESCOTT Philip //, viii. (1857) M 1 A suspen-
sion of hostilities was agreed on.

2. transf. and_/ff. Opposition or antagonism in

action, thought, or principle.
1633 J. HAYWARD tr. Biotttlis Eromena 63 There being

not betweene us any cause of hostility. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex.
Tech*, s. v. Duellist, Explicate all the Phaenomena of
Nature from the Doctrine of Alkali and Acid, and the sup-

posed Hostility that there is between them. 1849 MACAC LAY

Hist. Eng. iii. I. 400 The hostility excited by a grotesque
caricature of virtue did not spare virtue herself.

Ho'stilize, v. rart-1
.

[f.
HOSTILE a. + -IZE ;

cf. Sp., Pg. hostilizar.] trans. To render hostile;

to cause to be an enemy.
1794 ANNA SEWARD Lett. (1811) III. 376 The powers al-

ready hostilized against an impious nation.

Hosting (hJQ-stirj),^/. sb. Obs. exc. Hist. [f.

HOST v. l
\

The raising of a host or armed multi-

tude ;
hostile encounter or array ; formerly, t-sp. in

Ireland, a military expedition.
142* tr. Secrete Secret., Priv. Priv. (E. E. T. S.) 204

This Erie a litill afore the forsayd hostynge rode Thomon xl.

dayes, the wyche is the tnoste Inly Streynth of Iryssh of al

the land. 1537 Act 28 Hen, VIII in Stat. Irel. (1621) 130
Going, riding or abiding in any nestings, jorney, or rode.

1596 SPENSES State Irel. Wks. (Globe) 673/2, I have often

hearde, that when the Lord Deputye hath raysed any
generall hostinges, the noblemen have claymed the leading
of them. 1617 MORYSOM Itin. \\. 102 The foresaid generall

boasting Is a rising out of certaine foote and horse, found by
the subject . . to assist the Queenes forces. 1667 MILTON
P. L. vi. 03 Strange to us it seemd At first, that Angel
should with Angel warr, And in fierce hosting meet. 1708

J. PHILIPS Cyder (1807) 98 From him, Two branches, that,
in hosting, long contend For sov'reign sway. 1715 Act i

Geo. I Stat. n. c. 54 10 The annual Value of the Services,

commonly called personal Attendance, hosting, hunting,

watching and warding, due by virtue of any Charter . . shall

be paid in Money annually instead of them. 1884 Low
& PULLING Diet. Eng. Hist. s.v. Pale, The small English
freeholders were forced to follow the Lord-Deputy in his
'

hostings '. Their abandoned farmsteads were robbed and
burnt by English and Irish alike.

b. attrib*

1575 MAITLAND Scot, Poems y& My hors, my harnes, and

my speir ; And all uther, my hoisting geir, Now may be said .

1577 HOLINSHEO Ckron. II. 973/1 The Prince .. aduanced
forwarde .. towarde his emmies, an hosting pace. 1620

Thomas' Lat. Diet,, SimpLires armatur&t hosting harnesse.

Host-is, obs. form of HOSTESS.

Ho'stler. Forms : 4-5 hosteler (-eller, -iler,

-ill -r), 5- hostler. See also OSTLER. [Asyncopated
form of hosteler, found also in the sense '

keeper of

aho^telry, innkeeper* (HOSTELER 2), butfrom 1 6th c.

usually appropriated as below; in this popular
sense it has always varied with the form OSTLER

(p'sloi), now more prevalent. The Shakspere Folio

of 1621 has hostler once, ostler six times.

As a variant spelling of ostlert ordinarily pronounced like

the latter, with k and t mute ; but, if used in the sense of

hosteler^ both letters would now usually be sounded.]
A man who attends to horses at an inn ; a

stableman, a groom.
^1386 CHAUCER Pars. 7\p j66Thilke that holden hostel-

ries, sustenynge the thefte of hire hostilers [v.rr. hostelers,
hostelleris, ostelers, ostilers]. c 1400 Three Kings Cologne
23 J>is was a comune custome to diuers hostlers . . to bring
her hors to bat plaas. c 1485 Digby Afvst. (1882* n. 85 How,
hosteler, how, a peck of otys and a botell of haye. 1570
LEVINS Manip. 73/46 Hostler, caufo, stabularins. 1651
C. WALKER Hist. Independ. in. 10 To make Religion but
a stalking horse, .and the Ministers thereof but hostlers to
rub down, curry and dresse it for their riding, a 1713 ELL-
WOOD Autobiog. (1765) 20 Having ordered the Horstler to

410

take Care of my Dog. 1837 HAWTHORNE Twice-Told T.

(1851) II. x. 139 The landlord himself, or his loutish hostler.

1848 DICKENS Dontbey vii, Where hostlers were continually

accompanying themselves with effervescent noises.

b. U.S. (See quot.)
1890 COOI.EY, etc. Kailw. Amer, 232 The compartments

in the round-houses for sheltering locomotives are termed
the stalls, and the keeper of the round-house is called the

hostler.

Hence Ho'Stlersfcip, the function of a hostler, or

the discharge of such function.
1616 W. SCLATER Exp. 2 Tkess, (1629) 123 To hold his

stirrop, and beare the checke for ill hostlership.

Hostler, Hostleress: see HOSTELER.

HostleSS (hustles;, a. rare. [f. HOST s&2 +

-LESS.] Destitute of a host ; t inhospitable.
1590 SrENSER F. Q. in.xi. 3 Forth ryding from Malbeccoes

hostlesse hous. 1891 St. James's Gaz. 19 Mar. 6/1 A 'Frisco

millionaire, who apparently prefers his friends to dine host-

less.

Hostly (h(?i
-

stli), a. [f. HOST sb? + -LY^.]

Belonging or proper to a host
;
host-like.

1893 Star 6 June 1/7 To resume their hostly functions.

1894 Bedford Times 2 June 2/2 A hostly host and trusty
citizen.

t Hostry (hca-stri). Obs. or arch. Forms;
a. 4-6 ostrye, 5 oostre, 5-7 ostry, -ie, 5-8 ostery,
6 ostrey. 0. 4-6hostrye,5~6 hostre, 5-7 hostrie,

5-8 hosiery, hostry, 6 -trey, 6-8 -terie, 8 arch.

hoastrie. [a. OF. hosttrit, hostrie ( It. osteria,

Sp. hosteria], f. hoste (mod.F. hfae) HOST sb.- : see

-EBY, -RY.] *- HOSTELRY.
1377 LANCL. P. PL B. xvn. 73 He .. Herberwed hym at

an hostrye. c 1400 MAUNDEV. tRoxb.) xxv. 119 pus pai do
fra ostrie to ostne till pai comme at pe emperour. c 1460
Towneley Myst. iii. 329, I was neuer bard ere . . In sich an
oostre as this. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 210 b/2 This wenche
went to another that laye in the same hosiery. zg*6 TINDALE
Lukt ii. 7 There was no roume for them with in, in the

hostrey. 1598 STOW S-urv. xxxvi. (1603) 350 Nowa common
ostrey for receipt of travellers. 1630 R. Johnson's Kingd.
fy Commw. 88 The Princes sit at meat like Carriers in an

Hostry. 165* PEYTON Catastr. Ho. Stuaris (1731) 31 She

..accompanied him to some Hosiery. 1756 CIBBER Apol.
II. Dial. Old PI. 165 Five inns or common osteries. 1790
PENNANT London 458 (R.) In Stow's time it was altered to

a common hosterie or inn, having a black bell for a sign.

b. attrib.j as hostry bottle, court, house, press,

roof\ (h)ostry faggot, a faggot used to light

hostelry fires
;
so hostry-wood : see quot. 1769.

1507-8 Durham MS. Terr. Roll, Le hostre house ibidem.

1594 GREENE & LODGE Looking Glasse G.'s Wks. (Rtldg.)

133/1 Think, mistress, what a thing love is : why, it is like

to an ostry-faggot, that, once set on fire, is as hardly

quenched as the bird crocodile driven out of her nest. 1644

QUARLES Sheph. Orac. ii, It must be served in locks And
ostry bottles. 1671-* Overseers' Ace. Holy Cross, Canterb.,
For six ostery fagotes. .o. os. 6rf. 1769 DC Foe's Tour Gt.

Brit. (ed. 7) I. 139 Here they make those Faggots, which
the Wood-mongers call Ostreywood, and in particular those

small light Bavins which are used in Taverns in London to

light their Faggots, a 1770 CHATTERTON Eclogue i. 26 in

Rowley P. (1778) 3 The joyous daunceynge ynn the hoastrie

courte. 1881 T. WATTS in Athenaeum 10 Sept. 337/1 To
have the grass for his bed and the sky for his hostry-roof.

Hostryche, -yge, obs. forms of OSTRICH.

t Ho'stryinge. Obs. [f. HOSTRY.] Lodging,
entertainment.

CX470 HARDING Chron. ccxl. note (Harl. MS.), All this

cuntrey is goode hostryinge and full of uitaile.

Hostship (.h^-stij'ip). [f. HOST sb.~ + -
SHIP.]

The function of a host, entertainment of guests.

1874 HELPS Sec. Press, x. (1875) 142 The prime minister

whose excellence . . in hostship was to be attributed to his wife.

Hosyl, obs. form of HOUSEL.
\ Obs. exc. dial. [a.O

a pannier or creel, supposed to be of Ger. origin:
cf. Ger. hottc, Swiss hutte a vintager's dorser, a tub

or basket carried en the back. (See also HOD j. ]

)

Sense 3 is possibly a different word.]
1. A kind of basket or pannier for carrying earth,

sand, lime, manure, etc. north, dial.

a 1300 Cursor M. 5524 Apon per neckes sal pai here Hott
wit stan and wit morter. f 1384 CHAUCER H. Fame in. 850

Twigges-.Swiche as men..maken of these paniers, Or elles

hottes or dossers. 1434-5 Durham IMS. Almoner's Roil,

j par de hottys pro sainilo et luto cariand. 1483 CAXTON
Gold. Leg. 109 a/a And bare on hys sholders vii hoitis or

basket cis fulle of erthe. 1661 Wit 4- Drollery 74 Ise lay
down my hot. 1781 J. HUTTON Tour to Caves Gloss.

(E. D. S.), Hots, a sort of panniers to carry turf or slate in.

1815 BROCKETT, Hot, a sort of square basket formerly used

for taking manure into fields ofsteep ascent. 1878 Citmberld.

Gloss., Muck hots . . panniers for conveying manure on
horseback.

2. A small heap (e.g. of dung, dust, sand, etc.).

Sc. and north, dial.

a 1800 Song in Edinb. Month. Mag. (1817) June 238 There
was . .An hunder hotts o' muck to spread. i8aa HOGG Perils

ofMan II. vii. 255 Will then laid his arm over the boy and
the holt o' claes, and fell sound asleep. 1841 JrnL 1\.

Agric. Soc. II. i. 126 The field . . was left by the cattle in

tufts or hots not eaten regularly off. 1878 Cumbcrld. Gloss. t

Muck hots,. .(N.E.) heaps of muck or lime in the field.

f3. (Alsohut(t-) A padded sheath for the spur
of a fighting cock. Obs.

16x5 MARKHAM Pleas. Princes (1635) 48 Hots are soft

bumbasted roules of Leather, covering their Spurs, so that

they cannot hurt or bruise one another. 1640 G. DANIEL
Trinarch. To Rdr. 92 Hee without Cloake Is a Witt in

HOT.

Hutts, a pretty spurringe Cocke. 1638 R. HOLME Arntoitry
ii. xi. 252/2 Units or Hutts, are the Pounces or round Balls
of Leather stuffed and clapped or tied on the sharp end of
the Spurs, to keep Cocks that they shall not hurt one another
in sparing, or breathing themselves. 180*6 Sporting Mag.
XXVII. 140 Cover your Cock's heels with hots made of
leather.

Hot, sb:- : see HOT . 10.

Hot (hpt),a. (sb.) Forms : a. I hit, 2-.).hat, (4- 5
north. hatt(e, hate) ; 5 hayt, 5-6 halt, 6 haet,
heit. ft. 2- hot

; 4-6 hoot, -e, 4-7 hote, 6
hoat e, 67 hott(e. 7. 5-6 whote, whoot(e,
6 whot, whott(e, whoat(e, woght. Camp, i

hattra, 2-3 hattre, hattere, hatere, 3 hatture,
3-4 hattore, 4- hotter. Sup. i hattost, 3-7
hotest, 4- hottest. [Com. Teut. : OE. hdt,

corresp. to OFris., OS. hit (MDu., Du. heet, LG.
Aft), OHG. (MHGO heiz, v

Ger. keisz), ON. luitr

:-OTeut. *haito-z, f. ablaut-stem hit-, fill-, halt-,

whence also Goth, heitd fever, and OE. hsttu

HEAT. The normal phonetic representatives of

OE. hdt were ME. northern hat {halt, haif),
southern hot (hole, hoot, hoof] ;

the former came
down to 1 6th, the latter to I7th c. ;

but as early
as 1550 we find the shortened hot, hott. This
was app. taken from the inflected comparative,
OE. hatra, later hattre, found as late as 1400 as

hatter, beside which hotter shortened from /idler

is found in 1 4th c. (cf. out, utter, late, latter).

The forms in ivh are parallel to those of WHOLE.
The phonology of hot in the dialects presents many points

of difficulty. Cf. HKT.]
1. The proper adjective expressing a well-known

quality or condition of material bodies, due to a

high degree of the molecular energy known as

heat (HEAT sb. I, 2), and producing one of the

primary sensations (HEAT sb. I b) ; having or

communicating much heat ;
of or at a high tem-

perature : the opposite of cold. (Distinguished
from warm by the high degree of this quality.)
a. Of the sun, the air, and atmospheric conditions.
ciooo Sax. Leechd. I. 228 Deos wyrt . . byj> cenned neah

sa? and on hatum stowum. Ibid. III. 280 Swa hattra

sumor, swa mara Sunor and H^et. c 1150 Oid Kent. Sertii.

in O. E. Misc. 35 At middai wanne bo dai is al Jrer hotestd.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 10960 put somer so druye & so hot,

pat. .none hattore me not. a 1300 Cursor M. 2703 Quen it

was hate [later MSS. hat, hoot] a-pon a tide Abram salt his

hus be side, c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Ninian 564 It wes
hate- [rime gate], c 1440 1'artonope 2141 The day was
whote and longe. 1548 HALL Cfirvn., Hen. VIII 34 b, The
wether was hoat. 1633 BP. HALL Hard Texts 331 In an
hole scorching season. 1653 WALTON Angler vt. 118 In a
hot day, but especially in the evening of a hot day. 1727
SWIFT Gulliver in. i, The sun so hot, that I was forced to

turn my face from it. 1833 STURT S. Austral. II. iii. 66
The hot winds in the interior.

b. Of fire, or anything burning or glowing.
c 1000 Sajc. Leechd. II. 124 Stseppe on hat col, cele mid

wajtre ; stteppe on swa hat swa hatost ma^e. c 1200 Vices

S
Virtues 63 On Se wallende brene of de hote fiere. c 1386
HAUCUR Can. Yeoin. Prol. $ T. 402 The fir was oue_r

hoot [i'.rr. hot, hote). c 1489 CAXTON Somies cfAymoit vi.

136 Whan the yron
is well hoote, hit werketh the better.

1598 Epulaiio B iv b, Almonds scorched on whote emLers.

1771 H. BROOKE Redempt. (R.), The Sun himself [shall]
consume with hotter fire. 1819 SHELLEY Prometh. Vnb. \.

532 From the furnace, white and hot.

o. Of material objects in general (as affected by
the sun, fire, chemical action, the vital heat of

animals, subterranean heat, etc.).
a looo Guthlac 1055 in Exeter Bk., He hate let torn

}>oliende tearas geotan. c laoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 83 Ne
wepeo none hote teres. c 1290 .S. Eng. Leg. I. 360/53 Seoth
it to-gadere . . and leie it al hot bar-to, c 1330 R. BRUNNE
Chron. ll'ace (Rolls) 3243 Hote bathe he dide make. 1398
TREVISA Earth. L>e /'. K. iv. vii. (1495) 91 Blode is hotter

in the ryghl syde . . strengthe of hote blode is in the ryght
syde. c 1440 Promp. f'arv. 249 'r Hoolt bathe, murletHtn.

1546 J. HEVWOOD Prov. (1867) 25 Little pptle soone whot.
a 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. xiv. $ 105 This place is famous
for its hot baths. 1744 BERKELEY Sin's 221 A body heated
so hot as to emit light. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. n. xxiii. 351
When the water, .is as hot as the hand can bear.

d. Of food or drink prepared with the aid of

fire, and served before it becomes cool. Cf. hot

ami hot lib.
a 1300 Land Cokayne 104 in E. E. P. (1862) 159

' Gees al

hote, al hot.' 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. Prol. 104 Cookes and
heore knaues cryen

' hote pies, hote !

'

c 1430 Tivo Cookery.
Ms. 12 Seruc forth alle hote as tostes. 1548 HALL L/iroii,,

Hen. VII 4 To take no more drynke neither hote nor colde.

1687 WOOD Life 5 Sept. (O.H.S.) III. 235 Three hot dishes,

which he fed upon. 1853 SOYER Pantroph. 290 A kind of

cake . . designated hot-cross-bun. 1896 Daily A'tws 2 Jan.

5/7 Nothing is eaten as hot as it is boiled.

2. Of a person or animal : Having the sensation

of heat (in a high degree). Usually ^predicate.

they drinke not when they be hotte. 1595 SHAKS. John iv.

iii. 74 Lords. I am hot with haste, in seeking you. 1698
FKOGER Voy. 10 'Tis very pleasant to drink when one is hot.

1880 A. RALEIGH Way to City 105 He is weary like other

men and hungry and hot.

b. Of bodily conditions or affections producing
or accompanied by this sensation, as fevers, etc.



HOT.

a 1533 I-D. BERNERS Gold. 6A. .T/. AureL (1546,1 M vij, He
was vexed with hole feuers. 1600 J. POKY tr. Leo's Africa
i. 52 Taken with an hot and a cold fit of an aue. 170* J.

PURCELL Ckolick 1,1714) ioi Violent Hot Pains in the Lower-

Belly. 188* Century Mag. XXV. 103/2 The girl acknow-

ledged his salute by a hot blush.

3. transf. Having to do with things that are

hot ; associated with heat. rare.

165$ J- JoNiiS Oi'tcCs IHs 34 Brewers, Bakers, Smiths,
and such hot artificers. 1876 L. MORRIS Epic Hades i. 3
The hot noise of bees.

f4. In the physiology of the Middle Ages,

expressing one of the fundamental qualities of

humours, elements, planets, and bodies in general :

see COLD a. 6. Obs. (Often passing into 5.)
triooo 5.r. Lecchd. I. 284 Deos wyrt .. hys jecynde is

swii>e hat. 1387 TRKVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 53 Norjwren
men, in J>e whiche colde . . make> hem fatter, gretter, and
whitter and hatter with inne. 1398 Earth. De P. R. xix.

xxvi. [xxxviii.] (Bodl. MS.), Alle Binges wib odoure is ac-

counted hote amonge Auctours as..v!negre, caumfer and
rose. 1460-70 Bk. Quintessence 2 Oure quinta essencia . .

is not huot and drie wifc> fier, ne coold and moist \vi|> watir,

ne hoot and moist with eyr, ne coold and drie wijj erbe.

1551 TURNER Herbal i. A va, Pontike Wormwoode is hote
in the first degree and drye in the thirde. 1578 LYTE Do-
ifoens vi. Ixxxiii. 765 The liquor Cedria .. is almost whoate
in the fourth degree. 1590 H. BUTTKS Dytts drie Dinner
N vij b, Pepper.. Hurtful to hot constitutions. 1670 W.
CLARKK Nitre 52 It is. .controverted whether Nitre be cold
or hot.

5. Producing an effect as of heat or burning, esp.
on the nerves of taste or the mucous membrane ;

pungent, acrid, biting ; corrosive ; heating, ardent.

1548 HALL Ckron., Hen. VIII 18 The Enghshemen ..

dranke hote wynes in the hote wether, and did eate all the
hote frutes..that there fell sicke [etc.J. 1596 SHAKS. Tarn.
Skr. iv. iii.

2j}
The Mustard is too hot a little. 1600

A. Y. L. n. iii. 49, 1 neuer did apply Hot and rebellious

liquors in my bloud. 170* J. PURCELL Cholick (1714) 171
We may. .give Hotter Remedies in this, than in any other

Cholicks. 1806 A. HUNTER Culina (ed. 3) 166 The dish is

. .too hot of pepper. 1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies

488 Camphor [has] a strong hot acrid taste.

b. Affected with this sensation, rare.

1870 H. SPENCER Princ, Psychol. (ed. 2) 45 While the

palate is still hot with a curry, an unflavoured dish seems

insipid.

0. transf. Excited (this being naturally accom-

panied by a sensible increase of temperature).
a. Having or showing intensity of feeling; fervent,

ardent, passionate, enthusiastic, eager, keen^ealous.

;Of persons, their affections, actions, etc.)

971 Blickl. Horn. 225 W;cs him. .seo GodesJbfu to&eshat
and to&es beorht on his heortan. cizooOwiiN 15580 Hat
lufe towarrd Godess hus. c iaoo Trin. (foil. Horn. 119 He
. . makede hem hattere on soo'e luue to code and to men.
a 1235 A ncr. R. 400 For5i bet tu ert . . nouoer cold ne hot . .

ich chulle speouwen be ut, bute jif bu i-wur<Se hattre. c 1374
CHAUCER Troylus i. 956 (1012) Hotter wex his loue. c 1470
HENRY Wallace v. 834 Hardy and hat contenyt the fell

melle. a 1553 UDALL Royster D. i. i. (Arb.) 12 In all the

hotte haste must she be hys wife. 1573 G. HARVEY Letter-
bk. (Camden) 14, I. .was then whottist at mi book when the

rest were hardist at their cards. ci6ap A. HUME Brit.

Tongue (1865) 18 Ther rease . . a boat disputation betuene
him and me. 1667 PEPYS Diary 12 July, The Duke of
York . . is hot for it. 1779-81 JOHNSON L. P. t Pope Wks.
IV. 15 Her desires were too hot for delay. 1844 DISRAELI

Coningsby vi. ii, In the days of his hot youth. 1870 BRYANT
Iliad II. xv. 107 The foe poured after them In hot pursuit.

1897 Bookman Jan. 119/1 He was. .a hot patriot in 70.

D. Excited with anger ; angry, wrathful,
*
in a

passion
*

; rarely',
of a wrathful disposition, violent-

tempered, passionate.
a. n*5 Leg. Katk. 2147 He. .het, on hat heorte, unhende*

liche neomen hire. 1390 GOWER Conf. III. 148 Whan he
was hottest in his ire. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 19
The eldest chidde with the knight that plaied with her, and

gaue hym angri, hasti, and hote langage. 1535 COVERDALE
Gen. xxxi. 36 What haue I trespassed or offended yl thou
art so whote upon me? 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. \. ii. 47
She is so hot because the meate is colde. 1684 BUNYAN
Pilgr. ii. 112 Come man be not so hot, here is none but
Friends. 1784 COWPER Task n. 170 God proclaims His
hot displeasure. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. vi. II. 113
Men of hot temper and strong prejudices, a 1863 THACK-
ERAY D. Duvuli, He had parted, after some hot words..
from his mother. 1877 MRS. OLIPHANT Makers Flor. \. 23
Donati was a hot and arrogant noble.

C. Excitedwith sexual desire; lustful; ofanimals,
' in heat

'

(see HEAT sb. .13).

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xiii. 32 Thair cumis $ung monkis
..And in the courte thair hait flesche dantis. 1:1511 ist

Eng. Bk. Amer. (Arb.) Introd. 27 Very hoote and dyposed
to lecherdnes. 1604 SHAKS. Oth. m. iii. 403 Were they as

prime as Goates, as hot as Monkeyes. 1797 Phil. Trans.
LXXXVII. 199, I took a female rabbit, hot, (as the feeders

term it) that is, ready to be impregnated.
7. Attended with feverish or violent exertion,

suffering, discomfort, or danger ; intense, violent
;

raging, severe, sharp, keen. (Chiefly of conflict or

the like ; formerly also of pestilence or epidemics.)
a xooo Guthlac 979 in Exeter Bk. 57 Waes seo adl bear),

hat, and heoro-grim. a 1000 Phoenix 613 ibid. 64 b, Hungor
se hata. c 1000 Andreas 1544 iGrein) Hatan heaSo-

waelme. c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus in. 1601 (1650^, I hadde
it neuere half so hote as now. c 1400 Destr. Troy 9377

Hongur full hote harmyt horn ben. 1548 UDALL, etc.

Erasm. Par. John 21 b, The feast was at the hottest. 1581
PETTIE Guazzo's Civ. Conv. i. (1586) 7 Vices, which began
to growe hot in the Cities. 1590 SIR J. SMYTH Disc.

Weapons 19 Great skirmishes and encounters that have been

verie hot. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 587 The Plague
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is sometime so holte at Cairo, that there die uvehc thousand
Persons dayly. 1683 WOOD Lift ^O. H. S.) III. 67 Small

pox hut and frequent in Oxon. 1709 ^7t:i:i.t 7'a/Yt'rNo. 80

F 9 The Fire of Bombs and Grenades . was so hot, that the

Enemy quitted their Post. 1721 DE FOE Plague (1884) 161

The Plague grows hot in the City. 1845 S. AUSTIN Rankc's
Hist. Re/. I. 381 In the hottest of the tight.

b. transf. Said of a place, position, etc. in which
intense action of some kind is going on, or in

which one suffers severe discomfort.

1855 Cornwall 250 As to the 'hot-lode' at the United
Mines, .the discovery of which sent up shares from ^40 to

450 each both the heat of the lode and the ardour of the

shareholders have considerably declined, and so have the

shares. 1871 W. F. BUTLER Gt. Lone Land xx. (1878)

318, I have been compelled to seek my sport in hot climates

instead of in hot corners. 1892 Daily A'rtcw 15 Feb. 6/2,

I have seen many roaring camps ; they are hot places,
when men lose their money at the gambling-tables and
when the bullets begin to fly about. 1896 Tablet 22 Keb.

291 We got into as hot a corner as a lot of men ever got into.

8. Technical uses. a. ]Iunting. Of the scent :

Strong, intense ; opp. to COLD a. 12.

Hence, in nursery and parlour games which involve search-

ing or guessing on the part of some ofthe players, hit! means

close on the track of the object hidden or the solution to be

guessed.
1648 MILTON Tenure Kings (1650* 60 Hungrie Church-

wolves following the hot' sent of double Livings. 1781
W. BLASE Ess. Hunt. (1788) in The scent lying hotter,

and encreasing. 1873 W. S. HAYWARU Lore agst. World

5 He could halloo them off the hottest scent that ever lay
on Warwickshire grass. 1879 TOURGEE Foots Err. xliv.

326 A pack of hounds running on a hot trail.

b. Of colour : Unpleasantly intense or vivid.

1896 SIR E. M. THOMPSON in Proc. Soc. Antiq. 221 The
colours employed are vivid, sometimes even rather hot.

c. Dry and absorbent of moisture.

1883 in Spon Workshop Receipts Ser. 11. 252/2 If the

ceiling is 'hot' i.e. porous, and soaks in the moisture

very quickly.

d. In constant use or action ; figured as heated

by friction, etc.

1888 Harpers Mag. Oct. 679/2 The New York and

Washington wire is kept
'

hot for eight hours every night.

e. Racing slang. Said of a ' tavourite
'
on which

the betting is specially keen.

1894 Daily News 4 June 4/1 The possessor of one of the

hottest favourites on record.

9. That has not had time to cool down or grow
stale or unexciting ; fresh, recent : said tsp. of

acts ; also of a person fresh from such an act.

c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 8627 Wyb be dom
al hot, Hengistes heued of he smot. 1513 DOUGLAS jEneis

xiii. iv. 45 Turnus be his hait and recent deid [
= death]

Had wyth his blude littit the grond al reid. 1659 B. HARRIS
ParivaCs Iron Age 246 Which murther being discovered,
whilest it was hot, made the Citizens take Arms. 1887 HALL
CAINE Deemster xxii. 142 The horrible thought that he . .

was going, hot and unprepared, to an everlasting hell.

f 10. absol. as sb. Hot condition, heat. Obs.

<riKX> ORMIN 3734 Wibb hat & kald, wibb nesshe &
harrd. 1340 Ayetib, 139 He soffreb and honger an borst,

and chala and hot. 1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. v. iii.

(Bodl. MS.), Hoote and colde greueb suche one. 1667
MILTON P. L. n. 898 Hot, cold, moist, and dry, four

Champions fierce Strive here [in Chaos] for Maistrie.

11. Phrases, a. t Hot and cold (also in hot and

cold) : in all conditions and circumstances (obs.).

To blow hot and cold : see BLOW .l 2 b.

13. . Gaw. <$ Gr. Knt. 1844 Euer in hot and colde To be

your trwe seruaunt. c 1430 Deuelis Peril. 161 in Hymns
Yirg. 46 Neiber in hoot ne cpolde I may not make him
stumble. 1650 B. Discolliminium 30 He that pleadeth for

a generall . . Toleration, hot and cold, I meane constantly
and deliberately, .shall finde himselfe a very Atheist.

b. Hot and hot : said of dishes of meat, etc.

served in succession as soon as cooked ; also

absol. as sb. food thus served. Alsoy?^.
1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. 4 Oct. Let. iv, I will give
ju them like a beef-steak at Dolly's, hot and hot. 1842
ENNYSON Will Waterproof xxix, Thy care is, under

polish'd tins, To serve the hot-and-hot. 1848 DICKENS
Dombey viii, Mutton-chops, which were brought in hot

and hot, between two plates.

t C. Hot of the spur : very eager about some-

thing. (Cf. HOTSPUR.) Obs. (Hot at hand: see

HAND sb. 25 c.)

1652 SHIRLEY Doubtf. Heir \. 62 (N.> Speed, an you be
so hot o' the spur.

d. To give it (a person) hot : to administer a

severe chastisement. So to get or catch it hot.

(Cf. 7.) colloq.

1679 Hist. Jctzer 24 St. Catherine, .gave him as hot as

he brought. 1826 SCOTT Jrnl. 26 Feb., I would give it

them hot. 1877 $
j.' Penal Servit. iv. 287 He '

got it

hot
'
for such a crime.

e. To make it hot for: to make the position

decidedly uncomfortable for. Too hot for or too

hot to hold (a person) : said of a place, etc. which
is made, through persecution or the like, too dis-

agreeable for him to continue in.

1618 BOLTON Florus iv. xii. (1636) 322 Cajsar Augustus
thought good to make that practice too hot for them. 1648
NEEDHAM I'lea for King Ep. Aij, They will make your
House too hot to hold you. 1660 HICKERINGILL Jamaica
(1661) 43 'Ere they make the Island too hot for the English.

1771 FOOTE Maid of B. i. i, The share he had in your
honour's intrigue, .soon made this city too hot for poor
Ned. 1877 Miss YONGE Cameos Ser. in. xiii. no She.,

made St. Albans too hot to hold her. 1890
' BOLDHEWOOD '

HOT.

Col. Reformer '.i8yD 298 A pocket Derringer, which, .had a

trick of going oft unexpectedly, and had once
' made it Lot

'

for a friend.

f. With qualifying word prefixed, denoting tlie

degree of heat, as BOILISG hot, BROIUXG hot,

PIPIKU hot, RED-HOT, WHITE-HOT, etc. : see these

words.

12. Comb. a. Parasynthetic, as hot-breathed,

-hearted, -meltlcJ, -spirited, -stomached, -tem-

pered adjs. b. With another adj., expressing a

union of qualities (poet.), as hot-bright, -cold, -dry,

-humid, -moist adjs. C. Special combinations

and collocations : hot-ache (dial.), a pain felt

in the hands when warmed after being very cold ;

hot-air a., of hot air, or in which hot air is used ;

f hot-backed a., lustful ; hot-closet (see quot.) J

hot coppers (see COPPEB rf.l 8) ; hot-drawn a.,

drawn or extracted with the application of heat

(opp. to cold-drawn, COLD a. 18) ; hot-flue, a
heated chamber for diying cloth or other articles;

hot-gilding,
' a name applied to amalgam gild-

ing, in which the mercury is driven off by heat
'

(Knight Viet. Mech. 1875) i hot-hoof adv., with

haste or rapid progress (of horses or cattle : cf.

HOT-FOOT) ; t hot-livered a., hot-tempered, ex-

citable, irascible; f hot-mouthed a., lestive or

ungovernable, as a horse whose month is irritated

by the bit
;
hot pint, a drink consisting of ale

sweetened, spiced, and heated : so-called in Scot-

land ; t hot piss = CHAUDPISSE ; hot-plate, a

heated flat surface on a stove, etc., for cooking or

similar purposes ; f hot-reined a., 'fiery, high-

spirited (Jodrell); hot-saw, a buzz-saw for cutting

up hot bar-iron into pieces to be re-heated, and

re-rolled (Knight) ; hot-skull= HOT-HEAD ;
hot-

stopping (slang), hot spirits and water; hot-

trode, fresh or recent trail ; hot-wall,
' a wall

with included flues to assist in ripening the fruit

of trees trained against it
'

(Knight) ; hot with

(colloq.), hot spirits and water with sugar (cf. cold

without) ; in quot. 1862^?^.
1697 LISTER in Pkil. Trans. XIX. 379 The tops of my

Fingers, .did boaken and ake, as when after extream cold,

one has the "hot-ach in them. 1791 E. DARWIN Bot. Card.
i. 131 note, The pain called the hot-ach after the hands
have been immersed in snow, 1854 RONALDS & RICHARD-
SON Chem Technol. (ed: 2) I. 233 No fear of smoke being

mingled with the *hot>air current. . . A hot-air stove. 1607
TOURNEUR Rev. Trag. i. ii. Wks. 1878 II. 21 A *hot-back'd

Diuill. 1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. iv. 301 Orion,

Eridanus . . and *hot-breath'd Sirius. a 1649 DRUMM. OF

HAWTH. Poems Wks. (1711) 33 Night neither here is fair,

nor day "hot-bright. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Aleck., *Hot-

closet, i. One attached to a stove to keep victuals or

plates warm . . 2. (Candle-making.) A chamber in which
candle-molds are kept at a heat of 150" Fah., previous to

pouring, to prevent the chilling of the stearic acid. 1597
MIDDLETON Wisd. Solomon ix. v, Behold his poore estate,

his "hot-cold fire. 1614 SYLVESTER Little Bartas 456
The Fits of th' hot-cold cruell Fever. 1605 Du Bartat
n. iii. m. Law 1167 Some "hot-dry Exhaling, Or Blazing-

Star. 1875 Ure's Diet. Arts II. 820 'Hot-flue is . . an

apartment heated by stoves or steam-pipes, in which . .

calicoes are dried hard. 1897 Blackw. Mag. Dec. 722 To
take . . a hundred head of bestial *hot-hoof over hill and

moor, a 1618 SYLVESTER Panaretits 1284 The Angell..
found her out in a "hot-humid Cell. 1599 Brougnton's
Let. ix. 29 Ignorant ^hotliuered fellowes, of an vnseasoned

zeale. 1641 MILTON Animadv. (1851) 188 A capricious

Pzdantie of hot-liver'd Grammarians. 1698 FRYER Ace.

E. India. <$ P. 34 Their Horses.. are small and 'hot-met-

tled. 1591 SYLVESTER DM Bartas i. ii. 261 The cold-dry

Earth to "hot-moist Aire returns not. 1645 O.UARLES Sot.

Recant, vii. 9 Let not thy "hot-mouth'd spirit entertain

Too sudden passion with too slack a rain. 1681 DRYDEN

Sf. Friar in. iii, That hot-mouthed beast, that bears

against the curb. 1863 Chambers' Bk. of Days I. 28 On
the approach of twelve o'clock, a "hot pint was prepared
that is, a kettle or flagon full ofwarm, spiced, and sweetened

ale, with an infusion of spirits. 1578 LYTE Dodoens in.

Ixvii. 408 Good against the strangurie, the "hoote pisse, the

stone in the bladder. 1639 MASSINCER Unnat. Combat
IV. ii, Like a "hot-rein'd horse. 1608 DAY Hum. out of Br.

iv. i. Wks. (1881) 53 *Hot-sprighted youthes. 1549 COVER-

DALE, etc. Erasm. Par. Phil. 5 Peace and coni-"te can

not. .continue among them, that are "hote stomakca .
-*1

hyghe mynded. 1861 WHYTE MELVILLE Mkt. Harb. u.

(ed. 12) 13 No man can. .drink "hot-stopping the last thing

at night, and get up in the morning without remembering
that he has done so. 1873 SYMONDS Grk. Poets vii. 196

Oedipus, the "hot-tempered king. 1774 PENNANT Tour

Scott, in 1772, 68 Persons who were aggrieved . . were allowed

to pursue the *hot-trode with hound and horn. 1805 SCOTT

Last Minstr. v. xxix. note, The pursuit of Border ma-

rauders was followed.. with bloodhounds and bugle-horn,

and was called the hot-trod. 1777 W. WILSON (title) The

Forcing of Early Fruits, and the Management of "Hot
Walls. 1871

' DINGO' Austral. Rhymes 18 The dust and

the *hot-windy weather. i86a THACKERAY Wks (1872) X.

211 How do you like your novels? I like mine strong,

Hot, adv. [OE. Jtdte = OS. h$to, OHG. heitf ;

afterwards levelled with the adj.] In a not

manner, hotly. (Usually hyphened to a following

adj. or pple. used attrib.)

1. With great heat, at a high temperature ; pun-

gently.
c 1000 ^LFRIC Horn. I. 424 Isenan clutas hate glowende.
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HOT.

ij. . A". A Us. 572 (Bodl. MS. i |>e brijth sonne so hoote shoon.

1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 6572 With melles of yren hate

glowand. 1513 DOUGLAS .-Ktieis I. vi. 185 Ane hundreth
altaris.. Haitbirning full of Sabasence. 1593 SHAKS. 3 Hen.

yi, iv. viii. 60 The Sunne shines hot. 1730-46 THOMSON
Autumn 438 Adhesive to the track Hot-steaming. 1856
KANE Arct. Expl. II. xxix. 292 With hot-tingling fingers.

2. fig. Ardently, eagerly, violently, severely,

angrily, etc. : see the adj.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce x. 693 pe Erll was handlyt bair sa
hat, ^1385 CHAUCER L. G. IV. Prol. 50 Ther loved no

wight hotter in his lyve. c 1460 Toitmfley Myst. xiii. 228
A sekenes I feyll that haldys me fulle haytt. 1551 T.
WILSON Logike (1580) 83 b, He tooke the matter very
hotte. 1593 SHAKS. Liter. 247 'Tween frozen conscience
and hot-burning will. 1795 NELSON 27 Aug. in Nicolas

Disp. (1845) II. 75 The French cavalry fired so hot on our
Boats. 1816 BYRON Siege Cor. vi, Fast and hot Against
them pour'd the ceaseless shot.

Hot (ty't), v. [OE. hdtian, {. Adi HOT a. : cf.

OHG. hei^sn to be hot. In later use formed
afresh from the adj.]

f 1. intr. To be or become hot. (Only in OE.)
c 825 Vesp. Psalter xxxviii. 4 [xxxix. 3] Hatade heorte

min binnan me.

2. trans. To heat (Now colloq. or vulgar.]
1561 HOLLYBUSH Horn. Apoth. 7 a, Take two tyles that

be hoted. 1610 HEALEY St. Aug. Citic of God 680 Pele-
thronian Lapitho gave the bit And hotted rings. 1847-78
HALLIWELL, Hot, to heat, or make hot. b'otts. 1878 M iss

BRAUDON Open Verd. xix. 139 I'll go and get things hotted

up for you. 1881 Society 2 Feb., Water hotted and a

steaming bowl of punch prepared.

Hot, obs. pa. t. and pple. of HIT
; see also HIGHT.

Ho-tbed, ho-t-bed.
1. A bed of earth heated by fermenting manure,
and usually covered with glass, for raising or forcing

plants.
1626 BACON Sylva 401 The Bed we call a Hot-Bed.

1664 EVELYN Kal. Hart. 64 Fine and tender Seeds that

require the Hot-bed. 1719 LONDON & WISE Compl. Card.

217 The bright curled Lettuces . . do well upon Hot-Beds,
and especially under Bell-Glasses, or Glass Frames. 1879
D. J. }\\IA. Bryant ii 1

] Numerous hotbeds assist the tender

plants in spring.
2. fig. A place that favours the rapid growth or

development of any condition, esp. of something
evil.

1788 BICKERSTAFF Hypocrite i. i, The seeds of wickedness
. .sprout up every where too fast ; but a play-house is the
devil's hot-bed. 1771 SMOLLEIT Humpk. Cl. 8

Aug^.
Let.

ii, Edinburgh is a hot-bed of genius. 1827-48 HARE Guesses
II. (1873) 559 Those hotbeds of spurious, morbid feelings,
sentimental novels. 1851 KINGSLEY Yeast iii, These pic-

turesque villages are generally the perennial hotbeds of
fever and ague. 1883 S. C. HALL Retrospect II. 397 Both
Houses of Parliament were hot-beds of corruption.
3.

' A platform in a rolling-mill on which rolled

bars lie to cool
'

(Raymond Alining Gloss. 1881).
4. altrib. (in senses I and 2).
1810 CRABBE Borough, Relig. Sects (L.), First comes the

hotbed heat, and while it glows, The plants spring up.
1848 KINGSLEY Saint's Trag. Notes 250 Hot-bed imagina-
tions.

Hence Hotbed v. (nonce-ivd.*) trans., to force as

in a hotbed.

1892 Sat. Rev. 9 Apr. 411/2 Men forced and hot-bedded
into honours without any genius for study.

Hot blast. A blast of heated air forced into

a furnace. Also attrib., and short for hot-blast

process, etc.

1836 F. B. NEILSON in Trails. lust. Civ. Engin. I. 83
Were the Hot Blast generally adopted, the saving . . in . . coal
would be immense. 1860 W. FORDYCE Coal etc. ir2 Neil-
son, .distinguished for his invention of the hot-blast..' hot-
blast Iron

'

is familiar all over the country.
Hot-blooded (,h?t,bl:ded), a. Having hot

blood
;
ardent or excitable

; passionate.
1598 SHAKS. Merry W. v. v. 2 Now the hot-bloodied-

Gods assist me. 1837 MACAULAY Ess., Bacon (1887) 379
The proud and hot-blooded Tudors. 1879 FROUDE Czsar
xvi. 259 The Germans, being undisciplined and hot-blooded,
were less easy to be restrained.

Ho't-brain. A person of a hot or excitable

brain ;
= HOT-HEAD.

1605 Play Stitcley 2024 in Simpson Sch. Shaks. (1878) I.

238 This English hot-brain, ifoj JACKSON Creed v. v. 6
A practical! head skillfull in humoring such an hot braine.

iSaTQ^KRLEY Sylvia 29 He is all unversed In these wild
^flni^and is a hot-brain, too.

Hot-brained (hp-t, br,?ind), a. Having a ' hot
'

or excitable brain
;
= HOT-HEADED 2.

1553 GRIMACE Cicero's Offices \. 11558) 36 Daungerous
and hotebrained deuises.

1687 SHADWELL "Juvenal x. 251
Run o're the rugged Alps, thou hpt-braind Fool ! 1702
Rows Tamerl. i. i. 23 Furious zeal inspir'd by hot-brain'd
Priests. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. I. I. ii, Hot-brained
Sciolists.

Hotch. h(7tj), v. Sc. and north, dial. [Cor-
responds to Du. hotsen, hossen, to jog, jolt, MHO.
and Ger. dial, hotzcn to move up and down ; also in

form to F. hocher (i2th c. hocier in Littre) to
shake

; but the original relations between these
words are obscure.]
1. intr. To move

up wit-h a short jerk and sink
back by one's own weight ; to make a succession of
such movements, to jog ; to move or leap forward
in a sitting position ; to fidget, to move uneasily
or with impatience.

412

'( n 1400 Morte A rth. 3688 Archers of Inglamle fulle cgerly
schottes. . Sonne hotchene in holle the hebenne knyghtes.

158$ J AS. I Ess. Poesie (Arb.) 68 Quhen our gude nichtbors

rydis. .Some liotcheand on a hemp stalk, hovand on a
heicht. a 1605 MONTGOMERIE Sortn. Ixvi, With old bo$jo-
gers, botching on a sped, c 1746 J. COLLIER (Tim Bobbin'

blew wi' might and main. 1825-80 JAMIESON, Hatch,. .2. To
move by short heavy leaps as a frog or toad does. 1847-78
HALLIWELL s. v., The old woman said,

'

I bustled through
the crowd, and she notched after me*. 1893 STEVENSON
Catriona 144 Here am I, fair botching to be off.

2. trans. To cause to move in this way ;
to shake

up with a jerky motion ; to jog, hitch.

18x4 SCOTT St. Rattan's xv, Are ye sure ye hae room

eneugh, sir? I wad fain hotch mysell farther yont. 1847-78
HALLUVELL s. v., When they shake potatoes in a bag, so that

they may lie the closer, they are said to hotch them. 1866

Durham Lead-m. Lang. t Hotch, to shake with a sharp
jerk a trough with a grated bottom, suspended in water, at
the end of a long lever, and containing crushed lead ore.

Hotche, obs. form of HUTCH sb.

Hotchpot, hotch-pot (Vt/iP**)- Forms:

3-6 hochepot, 5 -pote, hoche potte, 6 hoch-,
hotch e)potte, 6-7 hochpot, hotch pot, ^8

hotch-poe), 6- hotchpot, hotch-pot, [a. F.

hochepot) f. hocher to shake, shake together + pot
POT. Used in 1292 as an AF. law term; as a

term of Cookery it is known in I5th c., but may
be earlier

; Ouchepot as a personal sobriquet occurs

in 1265 (Hatz.-Darm.). Its precise original ap-

plication is thus uncertain, since it may have had
reference to the shaking together of things in a

pot for other than a culinary purpose. Cf. also

Du. hutspot hodge-podge. Corruptions of this are

HOTCHPOTCH, HODGEPOT, HODGE-PODGE.]
1. = HOTCHPOTCH i.

ct^oAnc. Cookery in Housek. Ord. (1790)432 Goos in

Hochepot. a 1481 LITTLETON fast. HI. ii. 267 Cest parol
(Hotchpot) est en English A Pudding . . un chose avec
autres choses ensembles. 1530 PALSGR. 233/1 Hotchepotte
of many meates, haricot. 1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet.,

Almodrote^ a hotchpot of garlicke and cheese, a 1648
DIGBV Closet Open. (1669 179 The Queen Mothers Hotchpot
of Mutton, is thus made. 1853 KANE GrinnellExp. xxxiv.

(1856) 303 Cold merriment, but it concluded with hotchpot
and songs.

2. Eng. Law. The blending or gathering to-

gether of properties for the purpose of securing

equality of division, esp. as practised in certain cases

in the distribution of the property of an intestate

parent; answering in some respects to the collatio

bonorum of the civil law : cf. COLLATION sb. i b.

[1292 BRITTON in. viii. i Touz heritages ne cbeent mie
uniement en divisioun ne en hochepot, a partir entre par-
ceners. 1303 Year-Bk, 30-1 Edw. /, 373 Touz les tene-

menz qe sont donez . . cherront en hochepot ovesqe les altres

tenemenz.] 1552 HULOET, Hotchpot is also a maner of

partjcion at the common lawe of landes geuen in franck

mariage. 1574 tr. Littleton's Tenures 56 b. No lands shalbee

put in hotchpot, with other, but lands that bee geeven in

frank mariage alonelye. 1741 T. ROBINSON Gawelkind ii.

15 Having put all their Possessions in Hotchpot, made
a new Partition. 1767 BLACKSTONE Cotntn. Il.xxxii. (1809)
516 With regard to lands descending in co-parcenary, that
it hath always been, and still is, the common law of Eng-
land, under the name of hotchpot. 1848 J. WILLIAMS Pers.

Prop. iv. iv. '1878) 403 Bring the amount of their advance-
ment into hotchpot. 1875 POSTE Gains HI. Comm. (ed. 2)
321 On condition that the latter brought their goods into

hotchpot (collatio bonorum}.
fig. 1802- 12 BENTHAM Ration. Judic. Evtd. (1827) V. 510
Putting all causes together in hotch-pot, the average upon
the sum total may thus come to be doubled or trebled. 1883
F. GALTON Human, Faculty 190 Throwing these results into
a common statistical hotchpot.
3. transf. = HOTCHPOTCH 2.

(In early use prob. from the legal sense, but in later

chiefly from the dish.)

-1386 CHAUCER Melib. p 291 Ye ban cast alle hire wordes
in an hochepot [Harl. <fr Lansd. MSS. hoche poche].
1588 J. UDALL Demonstr. Discip. (Arb.) 4 Schismes, that
make a hotchpot of true religion and poperye. 1652-62
HRYLIN Cosmogr. iv. (1682) 5 An Hochpot or Medly of many
Nations. 1871 TVLOR Prim. Cult. II. 230 The wonderful
hotchpot of Hindu and Arabic language and religion.
4. attrib. or as adj.
1588 FRAUNCE Lawitrs Log. Ded. F iii, That Hotchpot

French, stufft up with such variety of borowed words,
wherein our law is written. 1795 J. S. HOBART in J. Jay's
Corr. $ Pub. Papers (1893) IV. 05 Henry the 8th.. made
a kind of hotch-pot business of it, by uniting the ecclesiasti-

cal and civil power in his own hands.

Hotchpotch, hotch-potch (Vtfipfrtf), sb.

Forms : 5-6 hoche poche, 6 hoche-poche, 6-7
hoch-poch, 6-8 hotch potch, 6- hotchpotch,
hotch-potch. [A corruption of prec., with riming
assimilation of the second part of the compound
to the first, as in reduplicated words.]
1. Cookery. A dish containing a mixture of many

ingredients; spec, a mutton broth thickened with

young vegetables of all sorts stewed together.
1583 GOLDING Calvin on Dent. Ixxii. 443 We make a

hotchpotch of halfe figges and half reysons as they say.
1693 DRYDEN Ess. Sat. Ess. (1882) 44 A kind of olla, or

hotchpotch, made of several sorts of meats. 1797 Sporting
Mag. IX. 327 [She] had got ready what is there [Scotland]
called hotchpotch, for dinner. 1891 MRS. OLIPHANT Rail-

HOTEL.

way Man I. .\i. 178 The hotch-potch.. was excellent. It is

a soup made with lamb and all the fresh young vegetables.
attrib. 1851 lllustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 1060 Large tureen,

or hotch-potch dish, with lid.

2. fig. A mixture of heterogeneous things, a con-

fused assemblage, a medley, jumble, farrago.
14. . [see quot. 1386 in prec. 3]. 1549 LATIMER yd Serin.

bcf. Edw. VI (Arb.) 98 They . . made a myngle mangle and
a hotchpotch of it. .partely poperye, partelye true religion
mingeled together. 1605 TryallChev. m, i. in Bullen O. PI.
III. 306 Hang the hotch-potch up in a fathom or two of
match. 1652-62 HEYLIN Cosmogr. n. (1682) 32 A Hotch-
potch of all sorts of men. 1728 It'odrmv Corr. (1843) III.

371 A hotch-potch of errors. 1783 LEMON Eng. Etyniol.
Pref. 4 The English language, which, say they, is only a

hotch-potch, composed of all others. 1890 HUXLEY in it)(h
Cent. Nov. 761 That wonderful ethnological hotch-potch
miscalled the Latin race.

3. Eng* Law. ~ HOTCHPOT 2.

1602 -2nd Pt. Return fr. Parnass. iv. ii. 1586 If that

fee-simple, and the fee taile be put together it is called
hotch potch. 1646 SIR J. TEMPLE Irish. Rebell. o note
He assembled the whole Septs, and having put all their

possessions together in hotch-potch, made a new partition
among them, a 1656 USSHEK Ann. VI. (1658) 189.

fig. 1838 SOUTHEY Lett. ,1856) IV. 560 Throwing all the
collections into hotch-potch, and then re-arranging the

. .

fig. 1838 SOUTHEY Lett. ,1856) IV. 560
collections into hotch-potch, and
materials according to the subjects.

4. as adj. Like a hotchpotch or medley, confused.

1599 MARSTON Sco. Villanie in. ix. 219 What hotch-

potch giberidge doth the Poet bring? 1613 PURCHAS Pil-

grimage 11614) 87 Of those Drusian Robbers. .and uf this

hotch-potch Religion. 1769 E. BANCROFT Guiana 287 The
hotch-potch officinal compositions of pharmacy.
Hence Ho tcli-potch v. trans., to make a hotch-

potch of, to jumble up ; Ho'tclipotchly a., of the

nature of a hotch-potch, confusedly mingled.
1593 NASHE Christs T. (1613) 132 Scripture we hotch-

potch together. 1596 Saffron Walden 77 He can hotch-

potch whole Decades vp of nothing. 1674 R. GOUFKKY Inj.

(( Ab. Physic 181 Unmasked and singled from their hotch-

potchly adjuncts.

Hot cockles. Obs. exc. Hist.
ff.

HOT a. +
COCKLE ?j.2

; origin of the name unknown.
(The F. hautes coguilles^ alleged by Skinner, is a figment.)]
A rustic game in which one player lay face down-

wards, or knelt down with his eyes covered, and

being struck on the back by the others in turn,

guessed who struck him. Also attrib.

1580 SIDNEY Arcadia n. (1629) 224 How shepheards spend
their dayes, At blow point, hot cockles, or else at keeles.

1676 MARVELL Mr. Smirke 13 They, .leave men, as if it were
at Hot-Cockles, to guesse blind-fold who it is that hit them.
a 1708 HICKERINGILL Wks. (1716) I. 368 Upon pretence of
Hot-cockles sport, or a Christmas-game. 1714^

GAY Sheph.
Week Monday 99 As at Hot-cockles once I laid me down,
And felt the weighty hand ofmany a clown. 1823 H. RAVE-
LIN Lucubr. 303 Farmer Flamborough over his tankard..
and his daughters . . at hot-cockles upon the floor.

t b. To sit upon hot cockles : to be very im-

patient, to *
sit on pins and needles *. Obs. rare.

1607 WALKINGTON Opt. Glass 90 He .. sits vpon hole
cockles till it be blaz'd abroade.

Hence (app.) t Hot-cockled a., ? resembling a

game of hot-cockles, as involving the infliction of

strokes or buffets.

1549 COVERDALE, etc. Erosm. Par. Phil. 3 In case throughe
theyr earnest hoote cockled ghospellyng, they coulde huue

broughte vs in to more haynous displeasure.

fHote. Obs. Forms: I hdt, 2-3 (4 north..}

hat, 3-4 hot, 4-5 hote. [OE. MJ, 3\Q gehdt
OHG. gaheiifi MHG. hei^ ON. heit, f. stem hait-

of haitan> OE. hdtan : see HIGHT v. 1
] A promise ;

avow: = HIGHT sbj 2.

cg$o Lindi&f. Gosf. Luke xxiv. 49 Ic sendo hat fadores
mines in iuih. c xaoo ORMIN 13822 {Hss hat tatt wass Nata-
naa:l Bihatenn and Filippe. 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 936 Abram
leuede Sis hot jn sped, a 1300 E. E. Psalter xlix. 14
(Matz.) Yelde til Hegheste pi hates, c 1340 Cursor M.
2349 (Fairf.) For bis hote \Cott. hight, GStt. hith, Trin.

biheest] mi^t be na fabil. c 1460 To^vneley Alyst. vL 46
Lord of heuen, that all wote, here to the I make a hote.

Hote, obs. f. HOT, OAT: see also HIGHT v. 1

Hotel (hrte'l, <?te*l), sb. [a. F. Mtel^ later form
of hostel (see HOSTEL j-^. 1).]

1. (In French use.) a. A large private residence,
a town mansion.

||
b. A public official residence,

H6Ul de Vilhj the mansion house of a mairgj a

town hall.
|| c. Hdtel-Dieu^ a hospital.

1644 EVELYN Diary 4 Feb., Above all is the Hotel Dieu
for men and women, near Notre Dame. 1684 tr. Tater-
nier*s Grd. Seignor's Serag. 36 (Stanf.) Ceremonies of
their march from the Hotel, or great House of Perra. 1746
in Ace. Fr. Settlem. N. Anter. 24 The Hotel Dieu, or

hospital, of Quebec has two great halls. 1749 CHESTERF.
Lett. (1792) II. cxcix. 249, I hope I have domesticated you
at his hotel there. 1768 STERNE Sent. Journ. (1778) II. 48

(Versailles^ I bid I-* Fleur. .enquire for the Count's hotel.

1827 SCOTT Chron. of Canong, Introd. vi, She inhabited,
when in Edinburgh, .one of those old hotels. 1849 MACAU-
LAY Hist. Eng. iii. I. 356 A few great men still retained

their hereditary hotels between the Strand and the river.

1858 HAWTHORNE Fr. <fr //. Jrnls. (1883) 35 We stood a
few moments on the steps of the Hdtel Dieu.

f2. A HOSTEL in a university. Obs.

1748 SALMON Comp. through Univ. 18 Hugh de Balsham
. .purchased two Halls or Hotels near St. Peter's Church.

3. A house for the entertainment of strangers
and travellers, an inn ; esp. one that is, or claims

to be, of a superior kind.

1765 SMOLLETT Trav. xxxix. (1766) II. 235 The expence
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of living at an hotel is enormous. 1775 AbH, Hostel, an

inn, an hotel. 1776 R. KING in Life t( Car,: (1894) I. 20

By a Gentlemen who lately came out of Boston I was

informed that they have two bake houses constantly em-

ployed in baking for their hotels. 1783 Let. in H. Arnot

Hist. Edinburgh App. 512 In 1763 there was no such

place as an Hotel : the word indeed was not known, or

only intelligible to French scholars. 1806-7 J- BERES-

FORD Miseries Hum. Life (1826) Xlv . i, Groping your

way to the inn ,1 beg pardon hotel). 1817 WALKER,
Hostel, Hotel, a genteel inn : this word is now universally

pronounced and written without the s. 1834 MEDWIN

Angler in Wales II. n 8, 1. .returned slowly. .to my hotel.

4. atirib. and Comb.

1837 HT. MARTINEAU Sac. Amer. III. 89 The celerity at

hotel-tables is remarkable. 1838 HAWTHORNE Fr. tf It.

Jrnls. (1872) I. 47 A crowd of cab-drivers, hotel-runners,

and commissionaires. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Meek. (U.S.),

Hotel-car, one arranged for affording meals to passengers
on board while on a journey.

Hence Hotel v., to put up or lodge at an hotel

(intr. and trans. ; also to hotel if). Hotelhood,
the state of an hotel. Hote'lify, Hote-liie vbs.,

trans, to make into, or like, an hotel ;
also intr.

(or fass. Hote'lless a., without an hotel. Hote'l-

lish a., like an hotel. Hote'lward adv., towards

the hotel. (All more or less nonce-wds.')

1883 BURTON & CAMERON Gold Coast I. ii. 49, I was

hotelled at the 'Royal Edinburgh'. 1894 HOWELLS in

Cosmopolitan XVII. 52 We tried hotelling it. 1834
Blackw. Mag. XXXV. 178 It was, for lack of a better

word, to coin one, "hotelified. 1886 H. MERIVALE in Tern-

pie Bar Mag. LXXVI. 551 A fine old palace of the kind

which "hotelize so well. 1891 Sat. Rev. 29 Aug. 244/2 Most
of the smaller towns were *hotelless. 1851 NEWLAND The
Erne 252 Rooms, .of a towny and *hotellish character.

t Ho'ten, ///. a. Obs. [pa. pple. of HIGHT v.i ,

q.v.] Promised.
e 1250 Gen.

ij-
E.r. 2508 He sal }U leden . . HeSen to Sat

hotene lond.

Ho't-foot, adv. Also 6 Sc. hait-fute. [f.

HOT a. + FOOT sb. See also FOOT-HOT.] With

eager or rapid pace ;
in hot haste ; hastily.

a 1300 Body ft Soul in Map's Poems (Camden) 339 jwan
tho iendes hot fot come to fette me away. 1536 BELLEN-

DEN Cron. Scot. (i82r) II. 139 King Athelstane. .followit,

hait-fute, on the Pichtis. 1647 TRAPP Comtn. Matt. vi. 12

An evil conscience. .follows him up., like a blood-hound,
hot foot. 1827 SIR J. BARRINGTON Pers. Sketches I. 154

If your honour's in a hurry, I can run on hot-foot and tell

the squire your honour's galloping after me. 1893 STEVEN-

SON Catriona 4 To go to him hot-foot from Appin's agent.

Hot-head, hothead (hp-t,hed). A hot-

headed person : see next, 2.

1660 Lauderdale Papers (Camden) I. 57 Which will

daunt the rest of the hottheads. 1895 BESANT Westminster
vii. 177 Certain English sailors young hotheads.

Hot-headed (hp-t,he:ded), a.

1. Having a hot head (in lit. sense) ;
in quot.

1712, having the head heated, as with liquor, rare.

a 1693 AUBREY Lives, Harvey (1898) I. 301 He was hott-

headed, and his thoughts working would many times
keepe

him from sleepinge. 1712 E. COOKE Voy. S. Sea. 77 The
women do not dance till they are a little hot-headed.

2. jig. Of an unduly excitable nature or tem-

perament ; impetuous, headstrong, fiery, rash.

1641 MILTON Refortn. I. (1851) 20 The blasphemous
Jesuits presum'd . . to give their judgement of S. Paul, as of

a hot headed person. 1688 LD. DELAMER Wks. (1694) 17

A hot-headed or rash action. 1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl.

13 June, The hot-headed boy is more than ever incensed

against Wilson. 1887 Spectator 26 Mar. 413/2 Too hot-

headed and violent for a diplomatist.
Hr-nce Hot-liea-dedly adv., Hot-hea dedness.

1872 BLACK Adv. Phaeton xxvi, The hotheadedness. .of

boys in love. 1895 Forum (N.Y.) Jan. 524 Some isolated. .

workmen . -did throw themselves hot-headedly into the fray.

Hot-house, hothouse (hp-thaus), sb.

\ 1. A bathing-house with hot baths, vapour-

baths, etc. ;
= BAGNIO i. Obs.

IS" Churehe of yuell Men A iv, Bordelles, tauernes,

sellers, and hole houses dissolute, there as is commytted so

many horryble synnes. 1544 PHAER Regim. Lyfe 1 1560) C vj,

The pacient must, .sweate in baths, or whole houses. 1552
HULOET s. v. A nnoynlytie, A place nighe unto a hotte house,

or stewsse wherin men be annoynted. 1625 HART Anat.
Ur. I. ii. 15 The . . sweate that was rubbed off the bodie in

the hotehouses. 1664-5 Pen's Diary 21 Feb., My Wife busy
in going.. to a hot-house to bathe herself. 1759 JOHNSON
Idler No. 61 P 6 He could shiver in a hothouse.

f 2. A brothel. (Cf. BAGNIO 3, STEW.) Obs.

1511 [see i]. 1602 2W Pi. Return fr. Parnass. I. it. 257
Hee cannot swagger it well in a Tauerne, nor dominere in

a hot house. 1603 SHAKS. Meas. for M. ii. i. 66 Now shee

professes a hot-bouse ; which, I thinke is a very ill house too.

1699 GARTH Dispens. \\. 22 A Hot-house he prefers to Julia's

Charms.

3. A structure, usually with glass roof and sides,

kept artificially heated for the growth of plants

belonging naturally to warmer climates, or of native

flowers and fruits out of season.

1749 LADY LTXBOROUGH Lett, to Shenstone 29 Aug., A
Menagerie ;

and as well as I love pine-apples, would prefer

it to a hot-house. 1838 LYTTON Alice n. v, The hothouses

yielded their early strawberries.

attrib. 1771 W. MALCOLM (title] A Catalogue of Hot
house and Greenhouse Plants. 1836 Lett. fr. Madras
(1843) 26 English hot-house flowers, growing wild. 1882

Printing Times i c Feb. 27/1 Hothouse forcing by the aid o

outside subsidies." 1889 J. K. JEROME Three Men in Roat

84 Hot-house grapes.

413

b. Jig. (Cf. HOTBED 2.)

1802-12 BENTHAM Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) V. 121 The
technical system is a hot-house of mendacity. 1811 BYRON
I-arc'i>. Malta 46 Thou little military hothouse ! 1851

ROBERTSON Serin. Her. n. x. (1864) 135 Men nurtured in the

hothouse of religious advantages.

4. A heated chamber or building for drying some-

thing.
1555 EDEN Decades 259 Theyr corne and other grayne . .

doo seldome waxe rype on the ground by reason wherof

they are sumtimes inforced to rype and dry them in theyr

stooues and hottes houses. 1583 T. WASHINGTON tr.

Kicholays l
r
oy. II. xxi. 58 A furnace like unto the hotte

louses of Germanye serving too dryc the shyrtes and other

innen. 1674-91 RAY N. C. Words, Making Salt 207 The
Hot-House where they set their Salt to dry. 1875 KNIGHT
Diet. Mech., Hot-house, i. (Pottery.) A room where strong

leat completes the drying of green ware, previously to. .

iring in a kiln.

t 5. Among the North American Indians, a sepa-

rate hut kept heated for winter residence. Obs.

1765 H. TIMBERLAKE Mem. 35, I retird to Kanagatucko's
hot-house. Note. This Hot-house is a little hut joined to

or hot-house.

6. In West Indies, A hospital.
1828 Life Planter Jamaica 49 He went to the hot-house

or hospital. Ibid. 153 Several of the negroes complained
of sickness, and in consequence were sent to the hot-house.

Hence Ho'thonse v. trans., to place or cultivate

in a hothouse. Alsoyf^.
1833 FONBLANQUE Eng. under ^ Administ. (1837) II. 355

Hot-housing and the manure of Mammon. 1891 Standard

23 Dec. 2/2 Every trivial incident . . had been hot-housed,

gloated over, .and treated as a dainty dish. 1898 Atlantic

Monthly Apr. 464 No fretful orchid hot-housed from the

dew, But hale and hardy as the highland heather.

II Hoti (hp'ti). PI. hoties (Vtiz). Obs. [Gr.
on conj., that, because.] a. A statement intro-

duced by 'because', or the fact denoted by such

a statement ;
a cause, reason (

= DIOTI) ; a piece
of reasoning or inference, b. A statement intro-

duced by
' that

'

;
an assertion, or fact asserted

(opp. to DIOTI).
1638-48 G. DANIEL Eclog v. 44 T' insert our Interests, or

wand'ring be In Selfe-borne Hoti'es, from the Historic.

ci64S HOWELL Lett. III. iii. (1655) 5 Poor sciolists who
scarce know the Hoties of things. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE
Fse-itd. Ep. i. viii. 34 Unto him that desireth Hoties, or to

replenish his head with varieties. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr.,

Hoti and Dioti (Gr. ) two terms used in Logick . . the one the

thing it self, and the other the cause or reason of it. 1734
WATTS Reliq. Juv. 11789) 79 He.. shewed the Hoti and the

Dioti (i. e. that it was so, and why it was so).

Hoting, var. highting : see HIGHT v. 1

Hotly (hjrtli), adv. Forms : see HOT a. [f.

HOT a. + -LY 1

*.] In a hot manner or degree.

1. With great heat, at a high temperature ;
so as

to be ' hot
'

or pungent.
1593 SHAKS. Ven. 4- Ad. 178 The shadow had forsook them,

And Titan . . With burning eye did hotly overlook them.

Ibid. 332 An oven that is stopp'd . . Burneth more hotly.

1809 PINKNEY Trav. France 8 Gingerbread nuts.. hotly

spiced. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus Ixiv. 93 Flame blazed hotly
within her, in all her marrow abiding.

2. Jig. With ' heat
'

or fervour ; ardently, fervently,

eagerly, passionately, keenly ; angrily, excitedly.

1525 LD. BERNERS Froiss. II. xxxiv. 101 They wolde haue

you hotely to sette on your enemyes. 1546 J. HEYWOOD
Prmi. (1867) 74 Louyng hir..As wholly as euer. 1607
ROWLANDS Diog. Lanth. 32 They hotly fell to wordes, And
out in choller brake. 1727 DE FOE Syst. Magic I. iii. (1840)

85 If he . . was . . so hotly pursued, he should certainly be

discovered. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. iii. 7. 148 The King
hotly retorted that he was bound by no promise to a false

traitor. 1876 SWINBURNE Ereclith. 1276 Whom his own
crime tracks hotlier than a hound.

Hotness (liftnes). [f.
as prec. + -NEBS.] The

quality or state of being hot ; heat.

1530 PALSGR. 232/1 Hotenesse, chalevr. 1586 BRIGHT
Melanch. i. 2 The bloud. .which by.. immoderate hotenesse

. . surchargeth the bodie. 1650 BULWER Anthropomet. 235
The hotnesse of the Country. 1852 M. ARNOLD EmpedocUs
n, The day in his hotness. Mod. The hotness of the pepper.
The hotness of his temper contrasts remarkably with the

coolness of his judgement.

Ho-t-pot, hot pot.
1. A hot drink composed of ale and spirits, or ale

sweetened and spiced, local.

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Creiu, Hat Pot, Ale and Brandy
boyled together, e 1730 Royal Remarks 49 All of them in

a loving Way, over a Hot Pot. 1825 BROCKETT, Hot-Pat,
warmed ale with spirit in it. 1855 ROBINSON Whitby Gloss,,

Heeatfots, pots of hot ale sweetened and spiced, with which

the friends of a bridal party meet them on the road from

church after the marriage ceremony.
2. A dish composed ofmutton orbeefwith potatoes,

or potatoes and onions, cooked inan oven in an eaith-

enware pot with a tight-fitting cover. Also atirib.

1854 MRS. GASKELL North$ S. xlii, Master, there's hot-pot
for dinner to-day. 1855 THACKERAY Ncwcomcs I. xvi. 160

The Colonel . . was great at making hash mutton, hot-pot,

curry and pillau. 1889 Daily News 26 Dec. 2/7 Yesterday
over 30,000 poor people in Liverpool, were provided with

'hot pot' dinners .. Each 'hot pot' weighed ten pounds.
There were used 13,000 Ibs. of beef, 15 tons of potatoes, and

a ton and a half of onions.

Hot-press, sb. A contrivance for pressing paper
or cloth between glazed boards and hot metal plates,

HOTTENTOT.

to make the surface smooth and glossy. Also attrib.

hot-pressed.
1631 T. POWELL Tom All Trades 163 Hot Presses for

Cloth. 1712 H. NEV.LL in Phil. Trans. XXVIII. 253 He
wanting a flat Stone to make him a Hot-press (for so they

do, who want an Iron Plate to Press their Cloth on). 1798

T. JEFFEKSON in Harper's Mag. (1885) Mar. 542/2 A hot-

press bible. 1821 BYRON Juan iv. cix, A ball-room bard,

a foolscap, hot-press darling. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech..

Hot-press, a means of calendering and smoothing pnper by

subjecting it to pressure between glazed boards ;
a hot iron

plate is placed at every 20 sheets or so, to heat the pile.

Hot-preSS, v. trans. To subject to pressure in

a hot-press ; to make (paper or cloth) smooth and

glossy by pressure between hot plates. Usually in

pa. pple. (ppl. adj.) hot-pressed, or vbl. sb. hot-

pressing.
lj4$ ffe Foe's Eng. Tradesman xx. (1840 I. igsEveryfalse

gloss put upon our woollen manufactures by hotpressing,

folding, dressing [etc.]. 1794 MATHIAS Purs. /.:'/. (1798)

223 In one glaz'd glare tracts, sermons, pamphlets vie, And
hot-press'd nonsense claims a dignity. 1850 F. A. GRIFFITHS

Artil.Man. (1862) 191 The serge is to be.. hot-pressed. 1874
R. TYKWHITT Sketch. Club 17, I wish you would all use

hot-pressed paper.

Hot-presser. One whose occupation is the

hot-pressing of paper or cloth. Alsoyf^.
1646JENKYN Kemora 24 A few strict, precise legalists.,

hot-pressers of uniformity. 1706 Land. Gaz. No. 4292/4
'I homas Freeman, of London, Hot-presser. 1886 Pall

Mall G. 3 June 12/1 To take the work direct from the

manufacturer . . deducting only from his price the cost of

foreman, hot-presser, and hire of the distributing room.

Ho't-Short, a. [f. HOT a. + short, after the

earlier RED-SHORT : cf. also COLD-SHOUT.] Of iron :

Brittle in its hot state ; opp. to cold-short.

1798 D. MUSHET in Phil. Mag. II. 160 Hot short iron is

possessed of an extreme degree of fusibility. 1875 Ure's

Diet. Arts II. 956 The tendency of the [sulphur] is to make
the metal what is called

'

hot short ', so that it cannot be

worked while hot under the hammer. 1877 M. REYNOLDS
Locom. Engine Driving iv. (ed. 5) 230 Cracks on the edges
of bars, sign of hot-short iron,

t Ho't-shot. Obs. [See SHOT sb.']

1. One who shoots (with a fire-arm)
'

hotly
'
or

eagerly ; a reckless or hot-headed fellow.

1604 MIDDLETON Father Hubburd's T. Wks. (Bullen)

VIII. 90 To the wars 1 betook me, ranked myself amongst

desperate hot shots. 1600 Ev. Woman in Hum. v. i. in

Bullen O. PI. IV, He railes against women like a whot-

shot. <ri6a6 Dick of Devon, i. iii. Ibid. II, A company of

hott shotts are abroad. 1665 COTTON Poet. Wks. (1765) no
Straight to the Wharf repairs the Hot-shot.

2. (Also hot-shoot?) See qnots.

1673 RAY "Journ. Low C. 58 They use also for Fewel

a sort of round Balls made of Clay mixed with a certain

proportion of coal . . which they call Hotshots. 1727-41
CHAMBERS Cycl., Hot-Shoots, or Hmlm, a sort of factitious

or compound fuel, made of a third part of any coal, .mixed

with two thirds of loam.

Hots-potch, obs. form of HOTCHPOTCH.

Hotspur (Vtspm).
1. One whose spur is hot with impetuous or con-

stant riding ; hence, one who spurs or pushes on

recklessly; a heady or rash person. (First occurring,

and best known, as surname of Sir Henry Percy,

son of the Earl of Northumberland, who fell in the

rebellion against Henry IV, in 1403.)

1460 CAPGRAVE Chron. (Rolls) 243 Kerry Percy theyonger,
whom the Scottis clepid Kerry Hatspore. 1586 J. HOOKER
Girald. Irel. in Holinshed II. 97/2 He was . . in matters of

importance an headlong hotspur. 1596 SHAHS, i Hen. IV,

v. li. 10 A haire-brain'd Hotspurre, gouern'd by a Spleene.

1600 HOLLAND Lay xxxvl. vi. 922 Some hot-spurres. .gave

councell to goe against them with all their forces. 1726

DE FOE Hist. Devil (1822) 287 As we say of some hot-spurs

spurs in our own Fatherland something to think about '.

1 2. Name for a very early kind of pea : also

hotspur-pease. (Cf. HASTING B. I.) Ots.

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Hot Spur, . .also early or

forward Peas. 1707 Lond. Gaz. No. 4357/4 To be sold . .

Rogue-Pease, and Hotspur - Pease. 1707-12 MORTIMER

llusb. (J.I, The hotspur is the speediest of any in growth.

3 attrib. or adj. Fiery-spirited, hasty, rash.

1596 SPENSER F. Q. iv. i. 35 The hot-spurre youth so

scorning to be crost. Cl6i8 [see HORSE-RACER]. 1660

HICKEKINGILL Jamaica (1661) 71 A wary plodding tabius

signifying more then a hot Spur Marcellus. 1883 Harpers
Ofor. Feb. 425 'i After the union of the States . . the political

conduct of South Carolina was so imperious . . that she was

not uncommonly known as the '

Hotspur State .

So Hot-spurred (hfrtspwd) a. =
3.

1594 NASHE Unfort. Trait. 60 Such a hotspurd plague as

hathnot bin heard of. 1683 CHALKHILL Thealma i, Cl. 41

(N.) A hot-spurr'd youth height Hylas.

Hott(e, obs. forms of HOT.

Hotte. Obs. (I4th c.) Of uncertain meaning.

( Although the sense is obscure, it is prob. the same word

as HOTS*." 'panier, creel'. The suggestion that it is a

variant of HUTIS, from the history of that word, inadmissible.)

c\yx>Latigto}t's Chron. (Rolls) II. 236 Skaterd be the

Scottes, Hodird in thar hottes, Never thay ne the [in R.

BKUNNE (1810) 273 For scatred er bi Scottes, & hodred in

ber hottes. neuer bei ne the). 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron.

(1810) 282 pou scabbed Scotte, \n nek, bi hotte, be deuelle it

breke, It salle be hard to here Edward, ageyn be speke.

Hottentot (lyt'ntpt). Also 7 hatten-tote,

hottantot : see also HODMANDOD 2. [a.
Du.



HOTTENTOT.

Hottentot v
also Qttentot, Hottentoo, Riebeck's Jour-

nal, Jan. 1652) ; according to Dapper, Bcschry-

vingh der Afrikanschc GewesUn t 1670, a word

meaning
*

stutterer
'

or * stammerer *, applied to the

people in question on account of their clucking

speech : see Trans. Philol. Soc. 1866,6-25.]
JL A member of a native South African race of

low stature and dark yellowish-brown complexion,
who formerly occupied the region near the Cape of

Good Hope.
Tribes of substantially identical race still survive in Nam-

aqualand.
1677 SIK T. HERBERT Trav. 17 While these Hatten-

totes were in our company. 1697 DAMPIER Vpy. 11729) I.

536 The word Hottantot . . is the Name by which they call

to one another.. as if every one of them had this for his

Name. 1715 BURSET Hist. Ref. III. Introd. 18 Would
these Men reduce us to be a Sort of Hottentots? 1766
WESLEY /Kfef. (1872) III. 253, I found her as ignorant of the
nature of religion as an Hottentot. 1886 MARQ. SALISBURY
Sp. 15 May, You would not confide free representative
institutions to the Hottentots, for instance. 1897 BRYCE S.

Africa. 76 The second native race was that which the
Dutch called Hottentot. Ibid. 78 In the settled parts of
the Colony, the Hottentot.. has vanished more completely
than has the Red Indian from the Atlantic States of North
America.

b. transf. A person of inferior intellect or cul-

ture ; one degraded in the scale of civilization, or

ignorant of the usages of civilized society.
17*6 AMHKRST Terrm Fit. xxxv. 190 Surprized, .to find

a place, which he had heard so much renown'd for learning,
filrd with such grey-headed novices and reverend hotten-

tots. 1751 CHESTERF. Lett, to Son 28 Feb., The utmost I

can do for him, is to consider him a respectable Hottentot.

1763 Brit. Mag. July 338/2 England, .yet abounded greatly
with such kinds of Hottentots.

2. attrib. or as adj. Of or belonging to this race.

1718 Entertainer No. 28. 187 The Spiritual is reduc'd
to a Hottentot Way of Government. 1731 MEDLEY Kpl-
ben's Cape G. Hope I. 81 The Hottentot stammering
or clashing of the tongue in speaking. 1836 Penny Cycl.
VI. 257/1 The latter [the Koranna Hottentots] are one of
the few Hottentot tribes that have retained their inde-

pendence. 1846 MRS. GORE Eng. Char. (1852) 104 In what
Hottentot ignorance these poor creatures are at present
reared. 1865 WATERMEYER in Trans, Philol. Soc. (1866)

17 The Hottentot national name is
(

Khoikhoip ', plural
' Khoikhoin '. and is still in use among the Namaquas. 1897
BRYCE ^ Africa 77 From unions between Hottentot women
and the Dutch sprang the mixed race whom the Dutch call

Bastards and the English Griquas.

3. Special comb. : chiefly names of South African

plants: Hottentot('s) bread, Testudinaria ele~

phantipes ; formerly, also, the root of Richardia

(Calld] &thiopica \ Hottentot cherry, Cassine

maurocenia \ Hottentot^s
x

fig, Afesembryanthe-
imim edule ; Hottentot's head, Stangeria para'
Joxa, a cycad with a thick trunk like a turnip ;

fHottentot pie, a kind of meat pie (see Mrs.
Raffald Eng, Housckpr. (1778) 154); Hottentot
rioe : see quot. ; Hottentot's tea, Helichrysum
scrpyllifoliutn .

1731 MEDLEY Kolben's Cape G. Hope II. 223 The root of
the Arum.. is ordinarily call'd

*Hottentot-Bread. They
boil out its acrimony in two or three fresh waters, and then

dry it in the sun. 1858 HOGG I 'eg. Kingd. 718 The root-
stock of Testudinaria elephantipes, called Elephant's
Foot or Hottentot's Bread, forms a large, fleshy mass
covered with a rough and cracked bark. 1818 TODD cites

Chambers for *Hottentot Cherry. 1880 S. Africa (ed. 3\
Hottentot Cherry is the fruit of Maurocenia. Caficnsis ..

a shrub growing in the ravines of Table Mountain. 1731
MEDLEY Kolben"s Cape G. Hope I. 141 Some women go
into the field to gather the stalks of what they call *Hot-

tentot-figs. 1882 Garden 4 Feb. 75/3 The Hottentot Fig. .

sometimes used as a substitute for Spinach. 1884 MILLKK
Plant-n. t 'Hottentot's-head, Stangeria faradoxa. 1775
MASSOX in PhiL Trans. LXVI. 315 They also eat the eggs
of a large species of ant. They are commonly called *Hot-
tentot's rice.

Hence Ho'ttentot v. intr., to become, or live as,

a Hottentot ; Hottentote-se, the speech of the

Hottentots; Hottentotic, Ho'ttentotish //,//.-..

of, pertaining, or relating to Hottentots, or to races

in a similar condition
; after the manner of a Hot-

tentot. Ho ttentotism, a practice characteristic

of Hottenots, a species of stammering.
1787 MAR. EDGEWORTH Leonora (1833) 172 It is lost

labour to civilize him, for sooner or later he will *hottentut

again. 1873 F. HALL Mod. Eng. 39 They might as well
address Roger in 'Hottentotese or Kamschadaiian. 1884
I. TAYLOR in Academy 26 Jan. 63 'i [A method of explain-

: process. 1795 in

(1826) II. 427 The survey of a *Hottentottibh pilchard
cellar. 1817 COLERIDGE On1* Times (1850) III. 957 Some
Hottentots were converted from *Hottentotism through
the pious labours of the Missionary Society. 1871 TYLOH
Print. Culture I. v. 156 The term Huttentotism has been
thence adopted a* a medical description of one of the
varieties of stammering.

Hotter (hfvtaj). v . Sc. and north, dial. Also
hatter, hutter. [Has an iterative ending as in

batter, totter, stagger ; perh. related to MDu. hottcn,
in Flemish also hotttrm to shake up ; also hotten
to cluster or run together, to coagulate, as milk.]
1. intr. To move up and down with vibration

;
to

414

clatter
;

to shake, tremble, as water in boiling, or

a person in rage, fear, etc.

1813 W. BLATTIE Ta'cs 5 ijani. T\va pots..Forby ant
hott'rin' in the crook. 1854 DICKENS Hard T. 1. xi, Haply,
but for her, I should ha' gone hollering mad. 1857 J. SCHOLES
Jaunt to see Queen 28 Lane. Glob^. HOG wur fayr hotierin'

wi' vexashun.

2. To move along \vith vertical vibration as over

a rough surface ; to run totteringly.
1796 W. MARSHALL Yorksh. (ed. *\ "Gloss. (E. D. S.),

Hotter^ to shake ; as a carriage on a rough stoney road.

1804 TAKRAS Poems 73 (Jam.) Tlio' age now gars me
hotter. 1805 J. NICOL roans II. ioa tjanu* Twas a muir-

hen, an' monie a pout Was rinnin, hotteiin round about.
1880 GORDON Bk. Citron. Keith 148 The primitive mill

hotteied away at the rate of six bolls of meal ground in

a week.

3. a. To make a clattering noise; to rattle.

b. To speak unsteadily or stammeringly.
a 1823 BaronJie <>' Gairtly\\\. in A. Laing Thistle Scott.

i
j
Athwart the lyft the thun'er rair'd, Wi' awfu* hottrin

dm. i8a8 Craven Dial., Huiter, to speak confusedly.
4. To cluster in a confused mass, to swarm.
1808-18 JAMIESON, To hotter^ to crowd together, expres-

sive of individual motion. 1891 MK.S. WALFORU Mischief
pf Monica x.\ xii. If we had been, .buttering o\er the fire in

that wretched little Albion Street on this Christmas Eve !

Hotter, sl>. St. and north, dial. Also hatter,

[f. prec. vb.] a. Vibratory or shaky motion as

over a rough road ; vertical shaking, b. The
confused motion of a crowd or swarm of small

things. C. A large number of things crowded irregu-

larly together ; a clustered mass or heap.
1835-80 in JAMIESON. 1836 J. STRUTHERS Dychmont \\.

448 Ah me ! a perfect hotter. 1871 W. ALEXANDER Johnny
Oibb xliii.(i873) 241 I've stan't mony a roch hotter afore

noo i' the wye o' duty, as ye ken brawly, Meg.
HenceHo -

ttery a., uneven so as tocause vibration.

1796 W. MARSHALL Yorksh. (ed. 2) Gloss. (E. D. S.>,

Hottery} rough, as a road. 1876 Whitby Gloss, s. v., 'A
hottery journey

1
,
said of a course over uneven tracks.

t Hottie-tottie. Obs. Variant of HODDY-DODDY.
c 1580 J. JEFFEKE Bugbears HI. ii. in Archiv Stud. Neit.

Spr. 11897), Though the hottie-tottie be old, yet he wooeth
a yoong wyfe.

Hottish (h(?-tij\ a. [f. HOT a. + -ISH.] Some-
what hot, rather hot.

1593 Q. ELK. tr. Boeth. \\\. met. x. 65 Or Indian dwelling
tiire to hottische Circle. 1870 H. SMART Race for Wife
iii. It will be a hottish Monday for some of them.

Hot water.
1. Water at a high temperature, either naturally

as in a hot spring, or artificially heated for cookery,
washing, or other purposes.

1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 42 Hoot watir, bou? it aswage
akjie, to be prickynge of a senewe is most greuaunce. c 1430
Two Cookery-bks. 24 Sethe hem in hot water. 1613 PUR-
CHAS Pilgrimage 11614) 524 A certaine herb called Chia, of
which they, .dnnke with hot water. 1858 LARDNER Hattd-bk.
Nat. Phil.) Hydrost. etc. 277 If cold water be poured into
a vessel..and hot water be carefully poured over it.. the
hot water will float on the cold.

attrib. 18*5 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 171 The hot-
water cistern. 1897 ALLBUTT Syst. Med. III. 331 A hot-water
bottle, .placed at his feet. Mod. The hot-water-pipes have
burst.

f 2. Hot waters : ardent spirits, spirituous liquors.
1643 Let. 28 Oct. in Clarendon Hist. Reb. VH. 351

Selling hot Waters. 1660-86 Ord. Chas. //, in Honseh.
Ord. (1790) 352 Tents, boothes . . employed for tipling-houses ;

selling or takeing tobacco, hott waters [etc.].

3. Jig. (from i.) A state of ferment, trouble, or

great discomfort ; a *

scrape '. eolloq.

1537 Lisk Papers XI. 100 (P.R.O.) If they be to be had, I

wilTKave ofthem, or it shall cost me hot water. 1765 in Priv.
Lett. Ld. Malwesbury (ifyo) 1. 125 We are kept, to use the
modern ohrase, in hot water. 1840 R. H. DANA Bef. Mast
xiii. 32 This poor fellow wa>. always getting into hot water.

1837 KINCSLEY Two Y. Ago \ t In everlasting hot water,
as the most incorrigible scapegrace for ten miles round.

Hot well, hot-well.
1. A spring of naturally hot water, a hot spring.
1 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xiv. 64 pe cite of Phenice, whare

er hate welles and hate bathe/. 175* CANTON in Phit.

Trans. LVII. 203 The hot-well near Bristol, the water of
which raised the thermometer to 76. 1793 J. NOTT (title]

A treatise on the Hot-Well Waters, near Bristol.

2. A reservoir in a condensing steam-engine, into

which the heated water passes from the condenser,
and from which it is drawn to supply the boiler.

vj&Specif. Barber's Patent No, 865. 3 The water hastens

through the sinking clack into the trunk or hot well. 1827
FAREY Steam Eng. 354 The hot well . . is a part of the con-

densing cistern.. for the reception of the hot water which
is discharged by the air-pump.

Hotys, obs. form of OATS.
Hou : see HOUVE, How, HOWE. Houce, obs.

f. HOUSE $b2 Houch, Sc. f. HOUGH. Houche,
obs. f. HUTCH.
Houchin (hau-tjin). local. An owl : cf. HOB-

HOWCHIN.
1744-50 W. ELLIS Mod. Ilusbandm. V*. u. 101 In our

Church steeple..a Nest of Houchin'sEggs, to the Number
of two large whitish ones, has been found.

Houck, var. honk, howk^ HOLK v,, to dig.
1681 in Archxol. sEtiana XIX. 211 He was houcking for

coales.

Houd, rare obs. f. HOOD. Houclah : see

i
HOWDAH. Houdge, obs. f. Hcu. Houdle:

HOUGH.
see HUDDLE. Houe, obs. f. HOE, HUVE, var.

1I"W sd.2 Houene, obs. f. HEAVEX, OVEN.
Houff: see HOVE, HUWFF. Hougat(e : see

HOWGATE. Houge, -ly, obs. fi". HUGE, HUGELY.

Hough .hf'k , sb. Forms : 4-5 hoj, hou;, 5
howh, howgh. how, 5-7 hogh, 6-7 houghe,
5- hough ; see also HOCK sb.-

;
Sc. 5-6 hoch,

houch, 6- howch; //. 6 howia, 6- howes : see

also IIoux. [Known from Lfth c. as hoj, houj.
In Scotland still pronounced (hox> hox

w
; pi. also

(houz) ;
in some parts of England the local pro-

nunciation appears to be (hpf, hf, hau. or hJn).
The now usual (hpk) appears to be an anglicizing
of hoch (.hox) : cf. loch, lottgh^ shoitgh. Its general

prevalence appears to have given origin to the

parallel spelling hock\ see HOCK sb.- Evidently
identical with OE. Mk

t
Ho j^.l,

( heel
*

;
as to dim-

cullies of sense and phonology, see Note below.]
1. The joint in the hind leg of a quadruped be-

tween the tibia and the metatarsus or cannon-bone,
the angle of which points backward

;
the hock.

(This joint, though elevated high in the leg of ruminants
and perissodactyls, is homogenetic with the human heel and
ankle, the cannon-bone being the homogen of the bones of
the m>tep in manJ
13. . Gaiv. -\ Gr. Knt. 1357 J>ay. .henged |>enne a[y]ber bi

hojes of Je fourchez. 1450-70 Golagros fy Gaiu. 674 Thair
hors vith thair hochis sic harmis couth hint. 1486 Bk. St.
A Ibans E viij a, She [the hare] hurcles vppon hir houghis ay.

1587 MASCALL Govt. Cattle ('1600.1 228 Put a small cord
about the houghs of both the lambs feete. 1596 DALKYMTLE
tr. Leslie's Hist. Sc&t. i. 09 The horses in lyke maner thay
vse to bow lhair hochis and to pase throuch mony paries.
a 1605 POLWART f-'lyting in. Montgotnerie 704 Thou puts the

spauen in the forder spauld, That vses in the hinder hogh
to bee. 1607 TOPSELL Fonr-f. Beasts (1658) 30^ Griefs in the

.shoulders, legs, hips, houghes, joynts and hoofs, causing the

Horse most commonly to halt. 1611 BIBLK 2 Esdrns xv. 36
Doung of men vnto the camels hough. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE
Pseud. Ej>. in. i. 106 The hough or suffraginous flexure

behinde. 1796 W. MARSHALL Yorksh. >ed. 2) Gloss. (E D.S.),

, , .

ae betide ye !..andcut the houghs of the

creature whase fleetness ye trust in ! i8aa \V.

Pract. Store-farm. 139 The quarters long and f

oughs o
. J. N
ull wit

APIER
h the

Hoff, the hough, hock, gambrel, or hind-knee. 1816 SCOTT
OldMort. xvh, W
creature whase fle

Pract. Store-farm
mutton quite down to the hough.
2. The hollow part behind the knee-joint in man ;

the adjacent back part of the thigh. Chiefly Sc.

1508 DUNBAR Flyting w. Kennedie 190 His cair is all to

clenge thy cabroch howis. 1513 DOUGLAS sEtetzs ix. xii. 82
Of quham the howchys bath he smate in twa. a 1550
Christis Kirke Gr. xix, Syn traytourlie behind his back

They hewit him on the howiss Behind [rimes mowis,
powis, bowls]. 1550 LVNDESAY Syr. Metdrum 1347 And
hackit on his hochis and theis. 1609 -HOLLAND Amm. Mar-
cell. xxvi. xi. 298 The hindmost resting upon their houghes
orhammes, made a shew of an arched building. 1681 COLVIL

Whigs Supplic. (1751) 52 After a pause and a cough, And
sundry clawings of his hough. x8i8 SCOTT Hrt. Midi, x,

That ony ane. .should ever daur to crook a hough. 1822

Nigel v, Clap your mule between your houghs and god-den
with you.
3. A joint of beef, venison, etc., consisting of the

partextendingfrom thehough(sensei) some distance

up the leg: also technically called 'leg* of beef;
it corresponds to the knuckle of veal, the knuckle-

end or hock-end of a gammon of bacon, and the

shank-end of a leg of mutton ; cf. HOCK sb.- 2.

c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 25 Howhys of Vele. Ibid. 37 An
howe of vele. Ibid. 51 Hoghes of Venyson. 1611 COTCR.,
Trjttneau de boeitf. a knuckle, hough, or leg, of Beefe. 1826

Scorr Woodst. xviii, When hough's in the pot, they will

have share on't.

1 4. Hough and ham : ? with thin and thick ends

laid side by side alternately. Obs.

1776 G. SEMPLE Building in Water 55 The thorough Foun-
dation . . is laid over with large Stones, Hough and Ham,
and some pitched upon their Ends.

6. Comb., &s hough -batte, -string] though-bony
(see BUNNY i). Also HOUGH-BAND, -SINEW.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur xii. iii, The bore rafe hym [Sir

Lancelot] on the brawne of the thy? vp to the *houghbone
[f.-f. 1529 buckle bone). 1607 TOPSELL Fonr-f. Beasts (1658)

317 Therefore I thought good to call it the *hough-bony.
This sorance come t h of some stripe or bruise. 1688 K. HOLM r.

Armoury u. 152 '2 The Hough boony is a swelling upon the

tip or elbow of the Hough. 1609 HOLLAND Amw.Marcell.
129 ' R.) Many men for old age feeble . . had the calves of
their legges or *hough-strings cut, and so were left behind.

Note, OE. hdk (Ho sb?) has been noted only in the sense
*
(human) heel ', which does not at all correspond to 2 above.
But the OE. compound h6hsinu^ HOLGH-SINEW, used of

horses, implies that htih was also the hough or hock of a

horse, as in sense x above. From the latter, 2 may have
been transferred after the OE. sense

*
heel

'

was obsolete
and forgotten ; the hough of a horse being in position analo-

gous to the knee ofman, and often popularly called the 'hind-

knee '. As to the phonology, OE. htih would regularly

give Sc. heuck, HEUGH (huvw> . as in unettch^ teuch^pleuch %

etc., while Sc. koch^ Jtowch (ho\") goes back to a form
with short t\ as in cougk t trough, thocht> etc. The words
can then be identical only if the o in OE. hdh was shot tened

early enough to give kowck^ and not ftettch, in Sc. The
only apparent solution of this is that, as the compound
hdhsittn iHouGH-siNtwj was evidently shortened to hohsin

t

hoxen^ hockshtn, huckson^ huxen (.6 before the consonant-

group becoming o), this reacted in some way upon the

simple word, so as to give early ME. koh, ho$, hogh, with
short o, whence In later times Sc. hocA, Eng. hock. Perhaps
the compound^ with its derived verb, was in more general
use than the simple word.



HOUGH. 415 HOUND.

Hough (h?k), v '
1 Forms : see prec. [f. prec.

sb. : cf. also HOCK v,\ Hox v.] trans. To dis-

able by cutting the sinew or tendons of the hough !

(see HOUGH-SINEW) ;
to hamstring.

(1440 Promf>, Parv. 251/2 Howhyn (A", howghyn, H.
howwhyn), subntn-o. 1548 W. PATTEN Expcd. Scotl. in

their charettes with fyre. 1580 Acts Privy Council in Life
'

of Melville I. 437 (Jam.) He sould hoch and slay him.
'

1592 NASHB P. PenHesse 1,1842) 25 They account of no man
i

that hath not a battle axe at his girdle to hough dogs with.

1607 HEYWOOD 1-l'oin. KHde ivith Kindn. Wks, 1874 II. 113
Hath he not ham-strings That thou must hogh? 1681
COLVIL Whigs Supplic. '1751) 18 Some sythes had, men
and horse to nough. 1851 HT. MARTIXEAU Hist. Peace iv.

ix, (1877) III. 28 His cattle were houghed in the night.
Hence Houghing1

vbl. sb.

1581 Sc. Acts Jas. VI (1597) no /leading, Against the
;

schamefull oppression of slaying and houcning of Oxon.
161 1 COTGR., larrctadct a houghing, aslash ouer the hammes.

'

1878 LECKY Eng. in i8M C. II. 393 We have seen how the
\

houghing in 1711 and 1712 was attributed by many to a

Jacobite source.

t Hough, 7'.'- Obs. [Echoic.] intr. To clear

the throat.

1600 W. VAUGHAX Direct. Health (1633) 81 (misp. 79) After

long houghing, balking, and hacking, hauing their throats

well washed with dreggish drugs. 1670-1710 GREW(JJ,
Neither could \ve hough or spit from us ; much less could
we sneeze or cough. 1755 JOHNSON, To hough ^ to hawk.
(This orthography is uncommon.)
t Hough., int. obs. spelling of Ho inf.*

a 1553 UDALL Royster D, i. ii. (Arb.i 13 Hough, Mathew
Merygreeke, my friend, a worde with thee. 1598 B. JONSON
Eif. Man in Hum. i. iv, I think this bee the house : what,
hough !

Hough: see HOE s/>. 2 and v.. How, HOWE.

Hough-band, sb. In Sc. also hoeh-ban'. * A
band which confines one of the legs of a restless

animal ; it passes round the neck and one of the

legs' (Gallovid. Encycl. 1824).
1568 Salir. Poems Reform, xlvi. ra Gar heiss hir quhill

hir howbandis skaill. 1686 G. STUART Joco-scr. Disc. 14
Nae hough-bands now for Godly helping.
Hence Houg"h-band v., trans, 'to tie a band

round the hough of a cow, or horse, to prevent it

from straying
'

(Jam.) ; fig. to confine, put restraint

upon, coerce.

1687-8 D. GRANVILLE Let. to Mr. Lnntley 19 Mar. in Misc.

(Surtees 1858) 228 Nor will I hough-band, or so much as

hamper or fetter my Soveraign, God's deputy.

HougheL north, dial. Also hoffle. (See quots.)
(-1570 Durham Defos. (Surtees) 264 He cut 4 kidgells

or houghells to hange salmon netts upon. 1893 Northvmbld.
Gloss., Hojfie, a stake on which salmon nets are dried. In
a row of hoffle stakes one is higher than the others, and is

called the bosom-hoffle.

Hougher (h^kar). [f. HOUGH Z/.I + -ER*.]
1. One who houghs or hamstrings ;

in Ireland, a i

member of an association of law-breakers who arose

in 1711, and practised the houghing of cattle;

afterwards identified with the Whiteboys.
1581 Sc. Acts Jas. VI (1597) no heading, Sik slayeris

and houcheris of Horses and Oxen. 171* SWIFT Jrnl. to i

Stella 26 Mar., Your houghers of cattle. 1842 S. C. HALL !

Ireland II. 119 In the course of twenty years the Rapparees
were succeeded by the Houghers. 1878 LKCKY Eng. in
i8M C. II. 354 Large rewards were offered for the appre-
hension of houghers.
2. In Newcastle-upon-Tyne, the name of an

inferior officer appointed by the Corporation, called

also Wkipper and Hougher.
1789 BRAND Hist. Newcastle II. 365 He is called hougher

from the power that he is said to have had formerly of

cutting the sinews of the houghs of swine that were found

infesting the streets. 18*7 BROCKETT s.v.. The hougher
is the public whipper of criminals, the executioner of felons,
in Newcastle still a regular officer of the town, with a

yearly salary of 4 6s. &d.

Hough goe, obs. form of HOGG.

Houghite ;h'fait). Min. [Named in 1851
after K B. Hough.] A variety of hydrotalcite,
derived from an alteration of spinel.
1851 Amer. Jrnl. Sc. Ser. n. XII. 210 Some of his speri- j

mens are spinel crystals.. in one part, and true Houghite j

in another. 1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5} 179 Houghite. .occurs in

flattened nodules.

t Hough-sinew, sb. Obs. [OE. h6hsinn, \

f. h6h (see HOUGH sb.} + sintt SINEW.
OE. hShsinu corresponds in formation to OFris. hdxene,

j

taco#,ON. hdsin, OHG. *hahsina^ ha/tsna, MDu. haessene,
Du. haassen* later haasse, haas. in same sense (OTeut. type I

*hagha-sinn). The analytical meaning in OE. is
* heel sinew ',

|

but the quots. show it applied to the hamstrings of horses. :

The original long o was shortened before the consonant
]

group, so that it gave the later hoxen (Hox), HOCKSHIN,
j

httckson, HUXEM. The uncontracted form in late ME. and
Sc. may be a new formation from the elements.]

The sinew of the hough or hock ; npplied, in man,
to the popliteal tendons, or hamstrings, at the

back of the knee; in a quadruped, to the tendon
of Achilles.
ciooo ^LFRIC Josh. xi. 6 pu soj>lice forcirfst heora horsa

hohsina. Ibid. 9 He forcearf ^>a hohsina ealra baera horsa.

c 1000 Sax. Leechd, II. 146 Gif hoh sino forad sie. a 1430
Wyclif's Biblt i Chron. xviii. 4 (MS. Corpus Coll., Camb.)
He oxide, that is, he kitte asonder the hou} senues of alle

the horsis. t 1470 HENRY Wallace \. 322 His houch [ed.

1570 hoch] senons thai cuttyt in that press ; On kneis he
faucht. 1513 DOUGLAS /Kneisx.. xii. 29 Palmus hough sen-

nonis [he] smayt in tuay.

f Hough-sinew, v. Obs.
[f. prec. : cf. OHG.

h&hsinftn to hamstring, f. *hdhsina, hAhsna (see

prec.\ also HOXEN
z/.J

trans. To hough, to

hamstring.
1577-87 HOLINSHHD Chron. III. 1033/2 The rebelles ..

when they were thrust through the bodies or thighs, and
some of them hough-sinewed, would yet seeke revenge in

striking at their adversaries. 1590 COKAINE Treat. Hunt-
ing D j b, Your Huntsmen must be carefull to. .houghsnew
him with their swords. 1609 BIBLE (Douay) Josh. .\i. 6
Their horses thou shall hoghsmew.

Hougie, -y, var. ofHUGY Obs., huge. Hougly,
obs. f. UGLY. Houhful, var. lIowri'L Obs^
careful, anxious.

Houir, obs. Sc. form of HOVER.

Houk, obs. f. HOOK, dial. f. HOLK v. Houka,
var. of HOOKAH. Houkel, obs. f. HUCKI.K.

Houkester, obs. f. HUCKSTER. Hould, obs. f.

HOLD. Houldbeard, obs. f. HALBARD. Houle,
obs. f. HOLE sb., HOWL, OWL. Houlet, obs. f.

HOWLET. Houlour, var. of HOLOUB Obs.

Houlse, rare obs. f. HAWSE sb. Hoult, var.

HOLT.
Hotmce (hauns). East dial. [Origin obscure.

(It has been conjectured to be a nasalized form of Fr.

housse t.see HOUSE sb2\ but this does not give the sense.)]

An ornament on the collar of a horse.

1565 GOLDING Ovid's Met. ir. i6b, The chrysolites and

gemmes That stood upon the collars, trace, and bounces in

their hemmes. 1674-91 RAY S. $ E. C. Words (E. D. S.),

Honnces, that part of the furniture of a cart-horse, which
lies spread upon his collar. Ess. a 1825 FORBY Voc. /.'.

Anglia t Hounce, the ornament of red and yellow worsted

spread over the collars of horses in a team. 1840 SPURDENS

Suppl. Forby (E.D.S.), Houncings, housings; phalerx.

Hound (haund), sbl Forms : i -6 hund, (3-5
bond, 4-6 hunde, hounde, 5-7 hownd, -e

; 5

howne, 6 hown, 7 huin), 3- hound. [Com.
Teut.: OE. hund = OFris. hund, hond, OS. hund
(LG. hund, MDu. hont (d-), Du. hontT), OHG.
hunt (</-), (MHG. hunt, G. hund), ON. humir

(Sw., Da. hund}, Goth, hunds :-OTeut. *kundo~z,

generally held to be a derivative of base *hun->

pre-Teut. *kun-, in Gr. tcwuv, KVV-, Skr. fwan-, $un-,
Lith. szft, sznn~j Olr. cu dog ; cf. also L. can-is.

For the d (fin) of Teut. hund, the suggestion has been
made of association with the vb. hinj>an to seize, as if the

word were understood to mean 'the seizer'.]

1. A dog, generally. (Now only arch, or poetic.}
To wake a sleeping hound : cf. DOG 14 k.

^897 K. ALFRED Gregorys Past. xv. 89 Dumbe hundas
ne majon beprcan. a 1225 After. R, 60 Hund wule in. .hwar
se he ivint hit open. Ibid. 324 Monie hundes. .habbeS biset

me. c 1290 S, Eng. Leg. I. 99/248 Houndes it scholden ete.

ci374 CHAUCER Troylus HI. 715 (764) It is nought good a

slepyng hound to wake, Ne yeue a wyght a cause to

deuyne. 1384 WVCI.IF Luke xvi. 21 Houndis camen, and
lickiden his bylis. -1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xiv. 64 f>ai ete

cattes and hundes, ratouns and myesse. 1508 DUNBAR Tua,
Mariit Wemen 273, I hatit him like a hund. 1841 LONGF.
Excelsior viii, A traveller, by the faithful hound, Half-buried
in the snow was found.

2. spec. A dog kept or used for the chase, usually
one hunting by scent. Now esp. applied to a fox-

hound ; also to a harrier ; (the} hounds, a pack
of foxhounds.
To ride to hounds^ To follow the hounds^ to follow on

horseback the hounds in the chase. To hold with the hare
and run ivith the hounds, etc. : see HARE.
rizoo Vices <$ Virtues 69 Hundes and hauekes, and alle

So bing Se ;eu hier gladien mai. a 1300 Cursor M. 687 |>e
hund ne harmed noght be hare, a 1440 Sir Degrev. 233
He uncouplede his houndus. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W.
1531) 49 A kenel of houndes folowynge theyr game. 1576
FLEMING tr. Cains' Dogs in Arb. Garner III. 264 Hound
signifieth such a dog only as serveth to hunt. 1596 SHAKS.
Tam.Shr. Induct, i. 61 Another tell him of his Hounds and
Horse. -1710 LADY M. W. MONTAGU Lett, to Mrs. Hewct
(1887) I. 30 Their mornings are spent among hounds. 1724
DE FOE Mem. Cavalier (1840) 244, I was as ravenous as a
hound. 1758 JOHNSON Idler No. 30 p 5 Another . . follows

his hounds over hedges and through rivers. 1848 THACKERAY
Bk. Snobs xvii, They all .. ride to hounds. 1877 Encycl.
Brit. VII. 330/1 The Dalmatian Dog is a remarkably
handsome breed, apparently intermediate between hound
and pointer. 1881 BLACK Sunrise xxi, He would like to

have a good looking wife.. to go riding to hounds with him,

b. Preceded by defining word. See BLOOD-,
BUCK-, DEER-, Fox-, GUEY-, STAG-HOUND, etc.

3. fig. and transf. Often in phrases, as the hound

of hell) Cerberus ; Orion's hound
',
the constellation

of the Greater Dog, the dog-star; winged hotind,
an eagle ; Gabriels hounds, see GABRIEL.
r 888 K. ALFRED Boeth. xxxv. | 6 pa sceolde cuman basre

helle hund, baes nama. .waes Ceruerus. 1579 SPFNSER Sheph.
Cal. Oct. 30 His musicks might the hellish hound did tame.

1587 Mirr, Mag., Fort-ex \, larring like two hounds of hell.

1590 SPENSER F. Q. \. iii. 31 Scorching flames of fierce Orions
hound. 1702 COWPER Let. to Hayley 29 July, I am hunted

by spiritual hounds in the night-season. 1808 J. BARLOW
Colnmb. x. 378 War's hosted hounds shall havoc earth no
more. i8ai SHELLEY Prometh. Unb. i. i. 34 Heaven's

winged hound .. tears up My heart. 1866 B. TAYLOR
Poems, The Bath 49 Press on, ye hounds of life. 1871 H.
KING tr. Ovid's Met. iv. 534 The Hound of Hell .. reared
his triple head, and thrice at once Howled greeting.

4. Transferred
,

in various senses, to persons.
a. Applied opprobriously or contemptuously to a

man : cf. POOJ>/>. 3 a; a detested, mean, or despic-
able man ; a low, greedy, or drunken fellow.

'

r looo Jti tiith x.(Thwaites) 23 Donelise^enan hund. citgo
S. uf. Leg: I. 11/365 'pou Inhere hound', HS obur seide.

c lUttCttPVW M. 16636 (Trin.) J>ei spitten on his lonely fa<.<:

po noundts alle of belle. ri38o Sir Fennnb. 2155 J>ys

Bonder day at morymond, conquered for sob was bee, With
a bef, a cristene hond, bar many men elide hit see. (-1400
Sffwaoaf Hal1

. 164 From this cursed he-then houne. 1607
SHAKS. Cor. v. vi. 113 Hoy, false Hound: If you haue writ

your Annales true, 'tis there, That [etc.]. 1845 BKOWMSC;
SonTs Trag. i. 297 Miserable hound ! This comes of

temporising, as I .--aitl !

D. Cambridge slang: see quot. 1879. c. t". S.

One of an organized gang of ruffians in San Fran-

cisco, in 1 849 ; also called *

Regulators '.

'859 J- W". PALMER New $ Old i. iii. 70 (Funk) Sam
Roberts .. mustered his 'hounds', parading them, in ..

Mexican and Chinese costume. 1879 E. WALFORD in N. -V

Q. 5th Ser. XII. 88 In the Anecdotes of Bowyer..\ve are
told that a Hound of King's College, .is an undergraduate
not on the foundation, nearly the same as a '

sizar \

d. transf. A player who follows the * scent
'

laid

down by the *hare' in the sport hare and hound*
or pager-chase.

Cf. HARE 3 b.

1857 HUCHKS Tom Brovvn \. vii, The hounds clustered

round Thome, who explained shortly, 'They're to have six

hour afterward by the panting and baffled
'

hounds'.

6. Short for HOUNDFISH. Also called SEA-HOUND.
Rough and Smooth Hound, Large and Small Spotted

Dogfish ; Nurse Hound, ScyIlium steUaris ; White Hound,
the Penny or Miller's Dog, Galcns cam's.

1603 OWEN Feinbrokesh. (1891) 123 [In list of Fish] Roughe
hounds, smut he houndes. 1674 RAY Collect. Words, Sea
Fishes 98 Rough Hounds; Mitstelus, an la>vis primus
Salmani? 1758 Descr. Thames 235 There is another Dog-
Fish, called the smooth, or unprickly Hound. 1836 YARRELI.
Brit. Fishes (1841) II. 487, 493 and 512. 1861 COUCH Brit.

Fishes I. ir, 14, 45 and 47.

6. A name in Newfoundland for the long-tailed

duck, Harelda glacialis \ *so called from its gabble,
likened to the cry of a pack of hounds' (Cent.

Dicl.^.

1623 N. H. in Whitbourne Newfoundland 114 The
Fowles and Birds.. of the Sea are..Teale, Snipes, Pen-

guyns, Murres, Hounds.. and others.

7. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib. (mostly
in sense 2), as hound collar, hunger, list, music,

show] objective, hound-keeping, -poisoning', simila-

tive, etc.j hound-hungry, -like, -shaped adjs.

1483 Cath. Angl. 192/1 An Hunde colar, coputatin$ t

collarium, millus. 1791 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Loyal Odes
VHI . vi, Thus, hound-like . . A common-councilman . .On every
seasoned dish so hungry stuffs. 1825-80 JAMIF.SON, Hund-
hunger, the ravenous appetite of a dog or hound. Ibid.,

Hund-hungry, ravenous as a dog. 1889 Dogs\\\. 15 The body
hound-shaped, but. .much heavier than the foxhound. 1889
Daily News 19 Dec. 3/3 A ringing chorus of hound music
shook the air. 1892 W. BLEW Pref. to l-'yner's Notit. Venat.,
The hound lists of the more famous packs. 1898 Weshn.
Caz. 8 July 4/1 Twenty-one packs were represented in the

annual hound show at Peterborough.
b. Special comb. : hound-bitch, ( -brach, a

bitch-hound; -f hound-fennel, finkle, a plant,
? = Doo - FENNEL

;
hound - grass (see quot.) ;

hound-meal, meal prepared as dog's food; hound-

shark, U.S., a small species of shark, Galeits

canis, common on the Atlantic coast of North
America ; f hound's head, applied opprobriously
to a person ; t hound's-swain, a man in charge
of hounds; f hound's thorn, ?the dog-rose, or

some species of bramble ; -f- hound-stone (see

quot.). Also HOUND-FISH, etc.

1677 N. Cox Gcntl. Recreat. I. (ed. 2^ 28 A Brach is a

mannerly name for all *Hound-bitches. 1688 R. HOLME
Annonry n. ix. 184/2 The Brache is the Bitch to all hunting
dogs . . they are so called, not Bitches, but a *Hound Brache.
a 1387 Sinott. Rarthol. (Anecd. Oxon.) 19 Emeroc. . hounde

with dogs prouoke vomite. 1892 Pall Mall G. 29 Nov. 6/3

The animals get exercise.. and good food, dog biscuits and
*hound meal alternated. 1633 FORD Broken H. n. i, I'll

tear thy throat out, Son of a cat, ill-looking *hounds-head.

1:1420 Avow. Arth. v, The hunter and the *howundus-

squayn, Hase garket horn ?are. c 1420 Pallad. Husb. I. 793
Brembil seed and seed of *houndis thorn. 1585 LL-PTON

Thons. Notable Th. (16751 28 An Herb called "Hound-stone
. . being so tyed to the neck of a Dog, that he cannot get it

away ; you shall see him turn about so long, that he will fall

down.

Hound (hound), sb.- [app. a corruption of an

earlier */ioun, early ME. hiin, a. ON. Attnn ' knob ',

esp.
' the knob at the top of the mast-head '. Cf.

the synon. hum, HUME from French. (The final

-d is excrescent, as in horehoiind, sound, etc., as-

sisted by assimilation to HOUND $b.i t which con-

versely was sometimes made hown, houne.}
Honndis less likely to be from the French hunt, since on

represents a ME. ft, not H.]

I. Naut. A projection or cheek, of which one or

more are fayed to the sides of the masthead to serve

as supports for the trestle-trees; see also quot. 1627.
[ciaos LAVAMON 28978 Seil heo dro^en to hune.] 1495



HOUND.
Xaral Aec. Hen. VII (1896) 190 Shevers of Brasse in the

hownde of the foremast e. ! Invent. Gt. Barke 6 Oct.

(MS. Cott. App. xxviii. If. i) Item, a nyew mayne mast of

spruce with a nyew staye hounsyd and skarvyd with the

same wood, whyche mast ys of length from the Hounse
to the step 25 yards. 1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Gram.
iii. 16 At the top of the fore Mast and maine Mast
are spliced cheeks, or thicke clamps of wood, thprow which
are in each two holes called the Hounds, wherein the Tyes
doe runne to noise the yards, but the top Mast hath but one
hole or hound, and one tye. 1749 CHALMERS in Phil. Trans.
XLVI. 367 The Head of the Mast above the Hounds was
not splintered. 1840 R. H. DANA Be/. Mast xxxiii. 127 The
ice. .in the tops and round the hounds of the lower masts.

2. One of the wooden bars, of which there are

two or more, connecting the fore-carriage of a

springless wagon, the Umber of a field-gun, etc.,

with the splinter-bar or shaft ; also occasionally

applied to supports of the connexion of the perch
with the hind-carriage. U.S. and local Eng.
1860 BARTLETT Diet. Amer., Hounds, the portions of a

wagon, which projecting from the forward axle, form a sup-
port for the tongue or pole. The term is borrowed from
nautical language. 1875 KNIGHT Diet, Mech. s. v., In

wagons, the hounds of the fore-axle pass forward and on
each side of the tongue, to which they are secured by the

tongue-bolt. The hounds of the hind-axle unite and are

fastened to the coupling-pole by the coupling-pin. 1875
Sussex Gloss., Hounds, the part of a wagon to which the
fore-wheels and shafts are attached. 1886 ELWORTHY II

7
.

Somerset Word-bit, s.v. Wagon, In front the hounds support
and connect the sharp-bar to which the shafts are hinged . .

the hounds, .bear all the pull or draught.
b. Comb, hound-plate, a bracing plate for the

hounds of a carriage.

Hound (haund), v. [f. HOUND sb.^\

iwith hounds,1. trans. To hunt, chase, or pursue
or as a dog does. Also absol.

z$a8 LVNDESAV Dreme 902 Geue the wolffis cum is. .Thame
[the flokis] to deuore, than ar thay put to flycht, Houndit,
and slane be thare weill dantit doggis. 1617 ASSHETON
Jrnl. (Chetham Soc.) 17, I hounded and killed a bitch-fox.

a 1676 GUTHRY Mem. Affairs Scotl. (1748) 26 To direct

them to hound fair, and encourage them to go on. 1706
PHILLIPS (ed Kersey), To Hound a Stag (among Hunters),
to cast the Dogs at him. 1842 CAMPBELL Pilgrim Glencoe

65 "Twas Luath [a sheep-dog), hounding to their fold the
flock. 1873 Forest ff Streatn 25 Sept. 101/2 Parties . .

hounded or killed by jack-light 15 or 18 deer.

2. fig. and transf. To pursue, chase, or track like

a hound, or as if with a hound ; esp. to pursue

harassingly, to drive as in the chase.

1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. i. 4 It Is. .by following, and
as it were, hounding nature in her wandrings, to bee able to
leade her afterwardes to the same place againe. 167* J.
WORTHINGTON Pref. to Mede^s Wks. 41 As God began to

punish it [Sacrilege] very early, even in Paradise itself., so
hath he continually pursued and hounded this Sin. c 1730
BURT Lett. N. Scotl. (1760) II. xxiii. 233 They are hounded
(as they phrase it) into the Bounds of an other chief. 1897
FARRAR St. Pattll. 516 The watchword would have been

given to hound the fugitives from place to place.

3. To set (a hound, etc.) at a quarry ; to incite

or urge on to attack or chase anything.
i6$a EARL MONM. tr. Bentivoglio's Hist. Relat. 53 Some-

times she . . will Hound her Hawk, and Govern the Chase.

1656 BRAMHALI. in Hobbes Lib., Necess. $ CJtance 94 He
who only lets loose a Greyhound out of the slip, is said to
hound him at the Hare. i8s6 J. WILSON Nod. Ambr. Wks.
1855 I. 266 Why should he suffer ony o* his yelpin curs to
bite the heels p

1

the Shepherd perhaps hound him on wi'
his ain gleg voice and ee?

4. transf. To incite or set (a person) at or on
another ; to incite or urge on.

1570 BUCHANAN Admonit. Wks. (1892)25 Nor;it haifhundit
furth proud, .^oung men to herry, slay [etc.]- i6x6 BEAUM.
& Fu Boiiduca in. iii, Hold good sword, but this day, And
bite hard where I hound thee. 1679 Lond. Gaz. No. 1406/2
Who shall discover his Complices, and such as hounded
them out. 1833 MRS. BROWNING Prometh, Bound Poems
1850 I. 143 Will hound thee at this quarry! 1860 MOT-
LEY Netherl. (1868) II. xv. 223 It was idle.. to hound the
rabble upon them as tyrants and mischief-makers. 1874
GREEN Short Hist. viii. 2. 472 The Ecclesiastical Com-
mission was hounded on to a fresh persecution,

Hence Hoirnded, Hon nding ppl. adjs. Also
Hotrnder, one who hounds, incites, or urges.
1573 Satir. Poems Reform, xxxix. 216 Doun fra that

Crage Kirkcaldy sail reteir, With schame and sclander lyke
ane hundit fox. 1597 R. BRUCE in Wodrow Life (1843) 178
If we were the bounders, then, I ask. who stayed it ? 1848
LYTTON Harold x. ii, The Orestes escapes from the hound-
ing Furies. 1866 Ch. Times 10 Feb., A hounder-on of

popular clamour against the self-same law in England.

Hou-iicl-fisli, hou'iidfish.
1 1. A name given to various small sharks; =DOG-

FISH. Obs.
c 1386 CHAUCER Merck. T. 581 With thilke brustles of his

berd vnsofte Lyk to the skyn of houndfyssh sharpe as brere.
la 1400 Morte Arth. 1084 Harske as a hunde-fisch. . So was
b hyde of bat hulke hally al over ! c 1440 Promp. Pan:
250/2 Hownde fyshe, canis marinus. 1513 Bk. Keruynge
in Babees Bk. (1868) 282 Mortrus of houndes fysshe. 1668
WILKINS Real Char. \\. v. 3. 132 The Greater and the
Lesser Hound Fish. 1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sttpp., Hound-
fisA,..two different fish of the squalus kind, the one called
the smooth, and the other the prickly Hound. 18 . . H.
MILLER Lett, on Herring Fish., The., hun-fish..a voracious
animal of the shark species.

b. attrih., as houndfish-skin.
1449-5 " WHIU & Clark Cambridge (1^6} \. 402, j hownd-

nssch skyn .. ad omcium carpentariorum. 1545 ASCHAM
Toxoph. ii. (Arb.) 161 A Hunfysh-skin and a cloth.
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2. Applied to other species of fish : a. Species of

garfish of genus Tylosurns, such as the T. jonesi

(Bermuda) and T, aais
; b. Blue hound-fish, a

former name in Massachusetts of Pomatotnus salta-

trix, now called the Bluefish ; C. Speckled houml-

Jis/i, a former name of the Spanish mackerel.

1672 [OSSKLVN A'fic Eng. Rarities 24 Blew Fish or Hound :

Fish, two kinds, speckled Hound Fish, and blew Hound
!

Fish called Horse Fish.

1 Hound-fly. Obs. Also hound's fly. A fly

troublesome to dogs: cf. DOG-FI.Y.
ciooo Ags. Ps. (Th.) lxxvii[i]. 45 Sette him heard wire,

hundes fleogan. n 1300 Cursor ^7.5956 Bath bai clang on
man and best. To hund-flee [Fair/, fleys of houndel war bai

lickest. 1483 Catk. An%l. 192/1 An Hundeflee, cinotiiia.

1495 Trevisa'i Barth. De f. X. xn. xiii. (W. de W.\ Cyno-
mia, a houndes flye, is the werste kynde of flyes wyth gretter

body and broder wombes than other flyes and lesse flyghte.

Houndgild, -gilt : see HUNGIL.

t Hounding, rf.1 Obs. [f. HOUND ,ri.i + -ING.]
A fabulous animal, partly dog and partly man ; a

cynocephalus.
13. . K. All's. 4948 [4963] (Bodl. MS.) Anober folk there is

biside ; Houndynges men clepej* hem wide, From be brest

to Je grounde Men hij ben, abouen houndes.

Hou'nding, sb.- Naut. [f.
HOUND rf. 2] The

lower part of the mast, below the hounds.
c 1860 H. STUART Seaman's Cateck. 74 From deck to the

hounds it is called hounding. 1882 NARES Seamanship
(ed. 6) 8 Hounding^ from the upper deck, to where the rig-

ging is placed.

Hounding (hau-ndirj), vbl. sb. [f. HOUND v.~\

1. The action or practice of pursuing, driving, or

tracking game with hounds
; spec, the tracking and

driving of a deer, etc., by a hound or hounds, until

it is brought under the hunter's gun.
1854 THOREAU Waldcn xv. (1863) 299 The old hound burst

into view with muzzle to the ground . . but spying the dead
fox she suddenly ceased her hounding. 1889 Athena?u>n
22 June 786/3 Mr. Phillipps-Wolley says that

'

hounding
'

is

the universal form of sport in the Adirondacks. lAy^Centvry
Mag. Jan. 349/1 When they [hunters] introduced hounding,
the moose simply left the country.
2. fig. Worrying, persecution.
1887 in Pall Mall G. 13 Jan. 12/1 When we reflect on the

harrying and hounding to which this distinguished son of
our county has been exposed.

Hotrndish, a. [f. HOUND rf.i + -ISH.] Of the

nature of, pertaining to, or characteristic of a hound ;

doggish, canine.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De f. R. v. xx. (1495), Two of the
teeth hyghte Canini, houndysshe, to the lyknesse of houndes
teeth. 1633 T. ADAMS Exp. 2 Peter ii. 22 The houndish

servility 01 base minds. 1830 Examiner 563/1 They have
a houndish regard to the troughs of the kennel. 1849 ROCK
Ch. ofFathers I. 279 (They] employed snaky, houndish, and

dragon-like animals for ornaments upon their crosses.

Houndreth, obs. form of HUNDRED.
t Ho'und's-berry. Obs. Also hound-berry.
1. The Black Bryony, Tamus communis.
c 1*65 Voc. Names PI. in Wr.-Wulcker 558/16 Labrusca,

hundesberien.

2. The Black Nightshade, Solatium nigrum.
c 1485 MS. Bodl. 536 Morella. \. morell or hondesbery.

41500 Gloss. Sloane 5 If. 380. in Sax. Leechd. III. 333/1
Morella medico, Nyghtshade ober pety morell ober hound
berry. 1597 GKRARDE HerbaiApp., Houndberrie is Solannjn.

3. The Wild Cornel or Dogwood.
1578 LYTE Dodoens vi. H. 726 Cornusftrmina, in Englishe,

the female Cornel tree ; Houndes tree, and Hounde berie, or

Dogge berie tree. [1838 HOGG Veg. Kirtgd. 366.]

t Hou'ndsfoot. Obs. Also hounsfoot. [ad.
Du. hondsvot, Ger. hundsfolt, scoundrel, rascal,
lit. cunnus canis : see Grimm, Klnge and Franck.]
A scoundrel, a rascal, a worthless fellow.

1710 Ace. Last Distemp. T. Whigg I. 16 O pox ! It's that
Hounsfoot Tom Whigg. 1712 ARBUTHNOT John Bvll m.
ix, What houndsfoot is it that puts these whims in thy
head ? attrib. 18x4 SCOTT Wav. xlviii, If you play any of

your hounds-foot tricks.

Hound'S-1;ongU6. [trans. Gr. Kw6f\ojfftrov,

L. cynoglossum.] The genus Cynoglossum of bora-

ginaceous plants, esp. the species C. officinale ;

also called Dog's-tongue.
c 1000 Sax. Leecltd. 1. 144 Deos wyrt be . . engle glofwyrt,
& oorum naman hundes tunge naiad*, c 1265 / V ( . in

Wr.-Wulcker 557 '37 Lingua canis, . . hundestunge. 1544
PHAER Regim. Lyfe (1553) B vij b. It is verve good to laj-e
vnon them [wounds] the nerbe called houndstong stamped
with a litle hony. 1678 PHILLIPS led. 4*, Hounds tongue
. .an Herb whose Leaves are like the Tongue, and smell
like the Piss of an Hound. 1858 HOGG Veg. Kingd. 542
Cynoglossum officinale, or Hound's-tongue, grows in some
parts of Britain. The whole plant has a disagreeable odour.

t Hound'S-tree. Herb. Obs. A name in the
herbalists for the Common Dogwood.
1578 [see HOUND'S-BERRV 3). 1598 FLOBIO, Cornio . .

Houndes tree. 1776 WITHERING Brit. PI. (i8or) II. 198
Cornns sangnin?a. Dogberry tree, Hounds tree, Hounds-
berry. [1861 Miss PRATT Flnver. PI. III. 109.)

Honndy (hau-ndi), a. [f. HOUND rf.l + -Y.]
Of the nature or character of a hound.
1890 Field 8 Mar. 335/1 Transit [a pointer] . . is . . inclined

to be houndy in character. 1893 Kennel Gas. Aug. 222/2
Too short in head and flaggy in ear. .a good houndy coat.

Hounge, obs. f. hung, pa. t. of HANG v.

Hounger, Houngrie, obs. ff. HUNGER, -OBT.

HOUR.

t Hounsyd, a. Obs. rare* ? Furnished with

hounds.

1532 [see HOUND sl>.- i].

Hount, obs. f. HUNT. Hountage, Hountee :

see HONT-. Houp, Sc. f. HOPE, obs. f. HOOP.
+ Hou'pland. Obs. exc. Hist, in Fr. form.

Also 4 houpelond, 5 hopoland. [a. F. hoitppe-
lande (1281, hoppelande, in Hatz.-Darm.) of un-
known origin : see Littre. Cf. Sp. hopalanda tunic

with a train attached.] A tunic with a long skirt

*39*-3 Earl Derby's Exp. (Camden) 285 Pro factura j

houpelond longe el j jupe pro domino. 1415 in Nicolas
Test. Vetust. (1826) I. 187, I will that all my hopolandes
huykes not furred, be divided among the servants. 1614
CAMDEN Rein. 231. [1834 PLAXCHE -/?"/. Costume 172 The
lords wore a long tunic called a hoitppelande t of scarlet.]

Hour ^QU*J . Forms: 3-4 ure, (hure), 3-5
oure, 4 ore, vure, hor, 4-5 owre, 4-6 our, here,
4-7 howr(e, houre, 5 oware, heure, 6 ower(e,
howere, 6-7 hower, 7 hoore, 4- hour. [a. OF.
we, ore, later hure, hore, h^eure, AF. houre, mod.F.

heure, = Pr. K}ora, It. era, Sp., Pg. hora:L,.
hora hour, a. Gr. wpa season, time of day, hour.

The h became mute in Romanic, and though since

written in F., Sp., and Eng. has never been pro-
nounced. (The OK. was tid

;
in some uses stund^\

1. A space of time containing sixty minutes ;
the

twenty-fourth part of a civil day.
Formerly the hours were commonly reckoned as each

equal to one-twelfth of the natural day or night, whatever
its length (called planetary, temporary, or unequal hours) ;

the equal hours were sometimes distinguished as eqninoc-
tial, being each equal to a temporary hour at the equinoxes.
Sidereal, solar hour, 24th part of a sidereal, or solar, day.
As with other nouns of time, the genitive is freely used : e.g.
an hour's sftace, time, work, wages, sermon, notice, etc.

c 1150 Old Kent. Serm. in O. E. Misc. 34 pos laste on ure

habbeb i-travailed. ^1330 R. BRUXNE Cnron. (1810) 23
pe foure & tuenty houres he spended in holy life. 138*
WYCLIF John xi. 9 \Vher ther ben not twelue ouris of
the day? \Ags. Gosp. Hu ne synt twelf tida baes dae^es?].
(1430 Two Cookery-bks. 37 Late hym ben stepid .ij. or

.iij. owrys in clene Water. 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. V
50 Thus this battaile continued .in. long houres. Ibid.,
Hen, yill 37 b, What number . . they were able to make
within an houres warnynge. 1561 EDEN Arte Naitig. n.

xiv. 40 The houre natural! or equal), is a. 24 . pane of the

day natural!. . .The artificial or temperal! houre, is a twelfth

parte of the daye arcke or the nyght arcke. 1601 SHAKS.
Jnl. C. n. ii. 121, I haue an houres talke in store for you.
1607-1* BACON ss., Youth fy Age (Arb.) 256 A man that is

yong in yeares maie be old in bowers, if he have lost noe

tyme. 1674 MOXON Tutor Astron. iv. (ed. 3) i2p Astrologers
divide the Artificial day (be it long or short) into 12 equal
parts, and the Night into 12 equal parts : these parts they
call Planetary Hours. 1777 SHERIDAN Sch. Scand. n. h,
She's

six-and-fifty
if she'san hour ! 1793 SMF.ATON Edystone

!' 339 I 1 might be applied . . on cm hour's notice. 1887
RIDER HAGGARD Jess xv, On he went, hour after hour.

t b. In //. (rarely sing.) with numeral, express-

ing the number of hours since midnight or noon, and
thus denoting a particular time of the day (sense 3) :

as ten hours -ten. o'clock. Obs. (chiefly Se.)
1437 Sc, Acts Jos. I, c. 118 Fra ten houres to twaefter nune.

c 1470 HENRY Wallace iv. 121 Schyr Ranald come by x
houris of the day. 1567 Satir. Poems Reform, iii. i To
Kdinburgh about vj. houris at morne, As I was passand.
c 1620 A. HUME Brit. Tongue (1865) 31 At four hoores I was
wryting. 1634-5 BRERETON Trav. (Chelham Soc.) 138
There is a sermon euery sabbath at 10 hour. 1657 Edin.
Kirk Sess. Reg. in Scott. Antiq. (1898) June 35 The first

Bell shall ring at half-hour to seven hours on the week
dayes, the second Bell at seven hours. 1681 COLVIL Whig's
Sitpplic. i. (1710) 34 He sees what hours it is in France.

2. Used somewhat indefinitely for a short or

limited space of time, more or less than an hour.

. . ,

houre, without troublesome thoughtes. 1593 SHAKS. Rom.
ff Jul. i. i. 167 Sad houres seeme long. 1673 Humours oj
Town 52 They have made Love to be the hot passion of an
hour. 1789 E. DARWIN Bot. Card. 47 In dreams, we cannot

compare them with our previous knowledge of things, as we
do in our waking hours. 1838 THIRLWALL Greece V. 345 In
a convivial hour, when they were all conversing on the

subject. 1849 TENNYSON Love 4- Duty 56-7 The slow sweet
hours that bring us all things good, The slow sad hours
that bring us all things HI. 1864 BROWNING Ai>t Vogler x,

When eternity affirms the conception of an hour.

b. //. Stated time of occupation or duty.
1857 HUGHES Tom Brown i. iii, But the school hours were

long and Tom's patience short. 1865 MILL Pol. Econ. (ed. 6 '

v. xi. 12 A reduction of hours without any diminution of

wages. 1878 JEVONS Prim. Pol. Econ. 63 The employer would

generally prefer long hours. 1890
'

L. FALCONER' Mile, Ixe
ii. (1891) 35 Extra lessons had to be learnt, play-hours were
curtailed. Mod. After office hours he goes for a ride.

3. Each of those points of time at which the twelve

successive divisions after noon or midnight, as

shown by a dial or time-piece, are completed ;

by extension, any definite point or 'time of day '.

7"he eleventh hour : see ELEVENTH.
a 1300 Cursor M. 8033 Ilk dai a certain hore, par lighted

dun of heuen ture Angels. ^1315 SHOREHAM 87 At eve-

sangesoure. 1382 WYCLIF Mtitt. xx. 6 Aboute the elleuenthe

houre [1388 cure] he wente out, and foond other stondynge.
c 1391 CHAUCER Astrol. Pro!., A table of the

verray Moeuyng
of the Mone from howre to howre. (1465 Chevy Chase
xxix. in Percy Reliq., It drewe to the oivare off none. 15*$
TINDAI.K John iv. 6 Hit was about the sixte houre. 1559



HOUR
W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse 158 By this Compasse
(the Sonne shynynge) men shall perfitly know the houre of
the day. 1663 BUTLER Hud. i. i. 125 What hour o' th'

day The clock does strike. 1791 MRS. RADCLIFFE Rom.
Forest ii, She awoke at an early hour. 1871 G. MACDONALD
Parables, Love's Ordeal viii, The little clock rung out the
hour of ten. 1883 SKRJT. K.-\LLANTlNE-r/#n I. ii.24Watch-
men . .called the hours of the night.

b. Small hours : the early hours after midnight
denoted by the small numbers, one, two, etc.

1836-7 DICKENS Sk. Boz vii. (1883) 30 He invited friends

home, who used to come at ten o'clock, and begin to get
happy about the small hours. 1859 FARRAH J. Home V]ii,

Often beguiled hy his studies into the 'wee small ' hours
of night. 1865 W. G. PALGRAVE Arabia II. 335 Conversa-
tion is prolonged to midnight or even to the small hours.

c. pi. Habitual time of getting up and going to

bed, esp. the latter; usually with such adjs. as

good, regular, early, bad, late, etc.

1601 SHAKS. T-wtl. a, i. iii. 6 You must come in earlyer a
nights : your Cosin, my Lady, takes great exceptions to

your ill houres. a 1744 POPE ( J. s.v. Keep}, I rule the family
very ill, and keep Gad hours. 1749 FIELDING Tout Jones
xi. iii, The Sun .. keeps very good hours at this time of

year. 1775 SHERIDAN Rivals i. i, Their regular hours
stupify me not a fiddle nor a card after eleven ! 183* L.
HUNT Sir R. Eshtr (1850) 81, 1 was nearly killed with his
Grace's hours. 1834 W. India Sketch Bk. I. 18 The fatigues
and late hours of the preceding night. 1891 MRS. S.
EDWARDS Secret of P'ctss II. xvi. 195, I keep early hours.

4. A definite time in general ; an appointed time
;

an occasion, spec. Of the hour : of the present
hour, of the very time that is now with us ; as in
' the question of the hour '.

a 1300 Cursor M. 4665 His nam bai chaunged fra bat our.

(-1380 WVCLIF Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 222 Sei(> Poul here bat
our is now to rise fro sleep. 1490 CAXTON Eneydos Iii. 147
The ladyes. .cursed turnus and the owre in whiche he bigan
first the bataylle. 15*6 TINDAI.S John ii. 4 Myne houre is

not yett come. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, Litany,
In the houre of death, in the daye of iudgement : Good
lorde deliuer us. 1553 T. WILSON Rhet. (1580) 150 Sir
Thomas More . . whose witte even at this hower, is a wonder
to all the worlde. 1603 SHAKS. Meas.for M. n. ii. 16 Shee's
very neere her houre. 1698 FRVER Ace. E. India If P. 373
Twelve Ships were sent to the bottom, in a well-chosen
hour. 1750 GRAY F.Ufy ix. The boast of heraldry, the

pomp of power . . Await alike th' inevitable hour. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. En;, ii. I. 173 To hasten the hour of his
own return. 1887 JESSOPP Arcady v. 136 The subject of the
hour, .[is] the housing of the working classes.

b. Par. In a good (happy, etc.) hour [partly = F.

a la bonne heure\ : at a fortunate time; happily,
fortunately ; so in an evil (ill, etc.) hour, f /'*

good hour [F. de bonne keure] : in good time,
early ;

so f
'

due hour (obs.).
c 1450 Merlin 340 Arthur, .thought that in goode houre

were he born that it myght conquere. c 1489 CAXTON
Sonnes of Aynton i. 38 In an euyll cure was h&put todeih.
1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 1294 As if a man should

say, In good houre and happily may this or that come.
1610 SHELTON Qitix. w. xvi. II. 198 He resumes his Musick
..In a good Hour, quoth Donna Clara, and then because
she herself would not hear him, she stoppd her Ears with
her Fingers. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 126 In a happy
houre, the king, .tooke notice of him. 1685 EVELYN Diary
17 Sept., The next morning [wej set out for Guildford,
where we ariv'd in good hour. 1689 Let. to Pepys 12

Aug., Retiring in due hour. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe l. i, In an
ill hour. . I went on board. 1800-7 } BERESFORD Miseries
Hum. Lift (1826) IV. Introd., In an evil hour I . . changed
my lodgings.
5. Eccl. (pi.) a. The seven stated times of the

day appointed for prayer (canonical hours: see

CANONICAL i b). b. The prayers or offices ap-
pointed to be said at these times; a book con-

taining these. Rare in sing. (The earliest recorded

use,
-= L. horse, OF. ures ; in OE. (sea/an) Ma.)

al22j Ancr. R. 6 Sum is clergesse, & sum nis nout &
mot te more wurchen, & an oSer wise siggen hire ures.

1377 I.ANGI.. P. PI. B. Prol. 97 Here messe and here

matynes and many of here oures Arn don vndeuoutlych.
c 1400 St. Alexius (Laud 622) 30 Forto seruen god almi^th
By tides and by houres. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 1427
When be oure of terce was done. 1450-1530 Myrr. our
Ladye 164 Complyn ys the Seuenthe and the laste houre
of dyuyne seruyce. .in the ende therof the seuen howres of

dyuyne seruyce ar
fulfylled. 1669 WOODHEAD St. Teresa

n. xviii. 121 They recited their Canonical Hours. 1873
DIXON Two Queens I. in. i. 119 Illuminated hours, and
golden missals. 1894 BARING-GOULD Deserts S. France II.

130 A nun saying her hours.

6. Alythol. (//., with capital H, = L. fform, Gr.

*npat.) Female divinities supposed to preside over
the changes of the seasons.

1634 MILTON Camus 986 The Graces and the rosy-bosomed
Hours. 1751 GRAY Odes, Spring i, Lo ! where the rosy-
bosom'd Hours, Fair Venus' train, appear. 1835 THIRL-
WALL Greece vi. I. 221 The goddesses who preside over
them [the seasons] the Hours were originally three in

number. 1851 Illmtr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 1286 The Hours
bringing the horses to the chariot of the Sun

; from the
basso-relievo .. by John Gibson, R.A.
7. Astr. and Gcog. An angular measure of right

ascension or longitude, being the 24th part of a

great circle of the sphere, or i; degrees.
[1727-41 CHAMHERS Cycl. s. v., Fifteen degrees of the

equator answer to an hour.] 1777 ROBERTSON Hist. Ainer.

(1783) I. 316 The longitude, .is seven hours, or one hundred
and fifteen degrees from the meridian of the Canary Islands.

1877 G. F. CHAMBERS Astron. v. iii. (ed. 3} 460 Right
Ascension . . is.. reckoned . . either in angular measure, .or
in time, of hours, minutes, and seconds,
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8. Comb. : hour-angle, Astr. the angular distance
between the meridian and the declination-circle

passing through a heavenly body, which is the
measure of the sidereal time elapsed since its cul-
mination

; hour-bell, a bell rung every hour, or
that sounds the hours

; hour-book, Eccl. a book of
hours (sense 5 b) ; hour-cup, a cup in a clepsydra
that empties itself hourly; hour-figure, a figure

denoting the hour, esp. on a dial-plate; hour-hand,
the short hand of a clock or watch which indicates

the hours
; hour-index, an index or pointer which

cnn be turned to any hour marked on the hour-circle

of an artificial globe ; hour-line, a line on a dial

indicating the hour by the passage of the shadow
across it ; hour-long a., lasting for an hour

; hour-

plate, the dial-plate of a clock or watch, inscribed

with figures denoting the hours
; hour-stroke, one

of the strokes or marks on a dial-plate indicating
the hours

; hour-watch, a watch indicating only
the hours

; hour-wheel, (a)
= HOUR-CHICLE 2

; (t>)

that wheel in a clock which carries the hour-hand.

1837 Penny Cycl. IX. 488 (s. V. Equatorial) The differ-

ence between the observed *iiour angle and the true hour
angle. 1784 COWPER Task v. 404 To count the *hour-bell
and expect no change. 1891 Pall Mall G. 15 Jan. 2/3 The
hour bell in the clock-tower. 1896 Daily Nniis 28 Nov.
3/6 An "Hour book, .illustrated wiih richly painted minia-
tures. 1799 J. GILCHRIST in Asiat. Res. V. 87 The water
gradually fills the cup, and sinks it, in the space [of time] to

which this 'hour-cup or kutoree has previously been ad-

justed. 1690 LFYBOURN Curs. Math. 703 b, Before you can
calculate the "Hour-distances for these Plains, there are
three Requisites to be first enquired. 1675 Land. Gaz. No.
1052/4 The hour of the day, pointed at by an Archer en-

graved on the Plate within the "hour-figures. 1669 Phil.
Trans. IV. 944 In case the ''Hour-hand nath. .pass d that
hour. 1895 Q. Rev. July 222 The two failures, .put back
the hour-hand of time for centuries. 1674 MOXON Tutor
Astron. in. (ed. 3) 112 Turn the Globe Westwards till the
"Hour-Index points at the Hour of the Night. 1593 FALE
Dialling t> From the centre C. by these markes the*houre-
linc must be drawne. 1767 FERGUSON in Phil. TVwu. LVII.
390 The true hour-lines for a horizontal dial. 1803 BEDDOES
Hygeia xi. 91 Requiring no "hour-long harangues, a 1704
LOCKE (J.i, The characters of the "hourplate. 1674 N. FAIR-
FAX Bulk

<fr Selv. 121 The hand or Index on the Dial-plate . .

creeping from "hour-stroke to hour-stroke. 1697 Lond. Gaz.
No. 3352/4 A plain 'hourWatch. 1594 BLUNDEVIL Exerc. iv.

Introd. (ed. 7) 437 Upon this brazen Meridian is placed at
the North Pole another little brazen Circle.. called the
*houre-wheele. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. s. v. Pinion,
The Hour Wheel lof a clock].

Horrr-circle.
1. Any great circle of the celestial sphere passing
through the poles ; a meridian or declination-circle.

Twenty-four of these are commonly marked on the

globe, each distant from the next by one hour of

right ascension.

1690 LEYBOURN Curs. Math. 359 Through either of the
Poles, .there are drawn 12 Meridians or hour-Circles. 1812-
16 J. SMITH Panorama Sc. ty Art I. 518 Twenty-four of these
circles of declination are called hour-circles.

2. A small brass circle at the north pole of an
artificial globe, graduated into hours and divisions

of an hour.

1674 MOXON Tutor Astron. I. (ed. 3! 6 The Hour Circle
is a small Brasen Circle, fitted on the Meridian whose
Center is the Pole of the world. Ibid. III. 119 Turn about
the Globe till the Index of the Hour Circle points to the
Hour of the Day or Night.

3. A graduated circle upon an equatorial telescope,
parallel to the plane of the equator, by means of
which the hour-angle of a star is observed.

1837 Penny Cycl. IX. 486 (s. v. Equatorial} The hour-
circle is made to read oh , when the telescope is in the
meridian of the place. 1877 G. F. CHAMBERS Astron. vii.

iii. (ed. 31 650 The hour-circle has a female screw cut on its

outer edge, in which an endless screw, .is arranged to work
so as to give a slow motion in Right Ascension.

Hourd(e, obs. form of HOARD.
Houre, obs. form of OUR, WHOBE.
Houred (auad), a. [f. HOUR + -ED 2

.]

) 1. Defined by a particular hour ; definite. Obs.
c 1475 Partenay 528 A wilde swine chasing at that houred

tyde. Ilia. 2695 This goth well at thys houred braid.

2. (in comb.) Of a specified number of hours.

1665 SIR T. HERBERT Tra-v. (1677) 330 Turning the four-
hour'd glass. 1890 Pall Mall G. 2 Apr. 3/2 In a good
' short-houred

'

firm an assistant's lot compares very favour-

ably with that of many a toiler.

HoU'r-glass. A contrivance for measuring
time, consisting of a glass vessel with obconical
ends connected by a constricted neck,through which
a quantity of sand (or sometimes mercury) runs in

exactly an hour
;
a sand-glass that runs for an hour.

1-1515 Code LorclFs B. (Percy Soc.) 12 One kepte y
compas, and watched y our glasse. 1591 Churchw. Ace.
St. Helen's, Abingdon (Nichols 1797) 143 Paid for an houre
glass for the pulpitt, 41!. 1596 SHAKS. Merch. V. l. i. 25.

1641 FULLER Holy ft Prof. St. n. xxi. 139 America is not

unfitly resembled to an Houre-glasse, which hath a narrow
neck of land.. betwixt the parts thereof. 1711 ADDISON
Sped. No. 63 p 4 The figure of Time with an Hour-glass
in one hand, and a Scythe in the other. 1851 HOOK Ch,
Diet. (1871) 375 For the measurement of the time of sermon,
hour-glasses were frequently attached to pulpits.

b. Often Jig. or allusively, in reference to the

HOUSE.

passage of time
; sometimes = an hour's space ;

a

strictly finite space of time.

1588 FRAUNCE Latviers Log. \. iv. 28 b, If a preacher. .

should talk out his houre-glasse in discoursing of Bell the

dragon. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn, ii. Ded. 15 Those
things.. may be done in succession of ages, though not
within the houre-glasse of one mans life. 1644 QUARLES
Barnabas

<r_
B. 26 What mean these strict reformers thus

to spend their hour-glasses ? 1714 GAY Shi-ph. Week Friday
142 He.. spoke the hour-glass in her praise quite out.

1846 TRKNCH Mirac. vi. 11862) 185 When death was shaking
the last few sands in the hour-glass of his daughter's life.

c. attrih., referring to the shape of an hour-glass.
1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 173 If the uterus . .

should contract, .transversely so as to form what has been
called an Hour-glass contraction. 1860 G. H. K. Vac.
Tour. 119, I used to think that the Pechts.. built them
hour-glass fashion to prevent the said enemy scrambling
intothetn.

II Houri (huTi, hau-ri). [a. F. houri (1654 in

Hatz.-Darm.), a. Pers. <jiyi
. Jiiiri, f. Arabic ,,.

hnr pi. of haura* fern., in jjvool ,>. htr-

al-cayiin (females) gazelle-like in the eyes, f.
.^.

hawira to be black-eyed like a gazelle.] A nymph
of the Mohammedan Paradise. Hence applied
allusively to a voluptuously beautiful woman.

X737 JOHNSON Irene iv. v, Suspend thy passage to the
seats of bliss, Nor wish for houries in Irene's arms. 1745
H. WALPOLE Lett. (18571 I- 343 (Stanf.) Handsomer than
one of the houris. 1816 BYRON Siege Cor. xii, Secure in

paradise to be By Houris loved immortally. 1820 SCOTT
Ivanhoe vii, What is she, Isaac t Thy wife or thy daughter,
that Eastern houri that thou lockest under thy arm ? 1827
LYTTON Pelham 1. (Stanf.), This speech somewhat softened
the incensed Houri of Mr. Gordon's Paradise.

HourleSS (aueules), <z. Without hours
; having

no reckoning of time.

1855 BAILEY Mystic ir The hourless mansions of the dead.

Hourly (aue-jli), a. [f. HOUR + -LT'.]
1. Ot or belonging to an hour

;
of an hour's age

or duration
; very recent or brief, rare.

1513 MORE Rich. Ill (1883) 14 That an houerly kindnes,
sodamely contract in one houre . . shold be deper setled . . then
a long accustomed malice manyyeres rooted. 1821 BYRON
Two Foscari i. i. 376 For the present, Foscari Has a short

hourly respite.

2. Occurring or performed every hour
; done,

reckoned, etc. hour by hour; frequent, continual.
7^1530 Crt. of Love 353 With hourly labour and gret

attendaunce. 1599 SHAKS. Much Ado n. i. 188 This is an
accident of hourely proofe. 1659 B. HARRIS ParivaFs Iron
Age 189 In hourly expectation of the Hangman. 1707GODWIN Enquirer i. xi. 97 The hourly events of his life.

1808 MURDOCH in Phil. Trans. XCVIII. 126 An hourly
supply of 1250 cubic feet of the gas. 1883 Wont. Suffrage
Jml. Nov. 198/1 Whether he was paid an hourly, daily, or

weekly wage.
b. as sb. (U.S.) A public conveyance that runs

every hour.

1877 BARTLETT Dict.Atner. 299 Hourly, formerly used in
and about Boston for an omnibus. 1881 Harper s Alag.
Feb. 388 The terrors of the '

hourly
'

or omnibus.

Hourly (auMli), adv. [f. HOUR + -LY 2
.]

1. Every hour
;
hour by hour

;
from hour to hour ;

continually, very frequently.
1470 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. 1. 136 As dayly and howrlye

is now. .proved. 1509 FISHER Fun. Serm. C'tess Richmond
Wks. (1876) 306 The perylles . . innumerable, whiche dayly
& hourly myght haue happed. 1611 SHAKS. Cymb. 11.1.64A Mother hourely coyning plots. 1776 GIBBON Decl. ff F.
I. 303 The barbarians were hourly expected at the gates of
Rome. 1811 BYRON Farew. Malta, Two spoonfuls hourly.

1 2. For the space of an hour; for a short time
;

quickly, cursorily. Obs.

1529 MORE Dyaloge i. Wks. 105/2 Partes. .suche.. as rather
nede to be attentely redde and aduised, than houerly harde
and passid ouer. 1532 Confut. Tindalc Ibid. 694/1. 1549
COVERDALE, etc. Erasiti. Par. Cor. 43 With you peraduen-
ture will I abyde for a whyle. .but I would not see you now
houerly, & in my passage.

t Hoursch, v. Obs. rare. [? : OE. hryscan,
'
stridere '.] intr. 1 To rattle, make a din.

la 1400 Morte Arth. 2110 {>e hathelieste on hy, haythene
and ober ; AH hoursches over hede harmes to wyrke.

Hourte, obs. form of HURT.

Housage (hau-zedj). [f. HOUSE p. 1 + -AGE.]
1. A fee paid for housing goods.
1617 MINSHEU Ductor, Housage is a fee that one payes

for setting vp any stuffe in a house, either for a Carrier, or
at a wharfe, or such like. [Hence in later Diets.]

2. The action of housing or condition of being
housed.

1803 COLERIDGE Lett. (1895) 430 The former cargo is in

safe housage.

t Housal, a. Obs. In 7 housall, -ell, houseall.

fapp. irreg. f. HOUSE sb. 1 + -AL
;
but possibly worn

down from household.^ Belonging to the house;
domestic ; domesticated ; household-.
1611 COTCR., Addomestiqui,. .inward, familiar, housall.

Ibid., Ichneumon, . . the Egyptian Rat..vsually tamed,
and made housal], by the people of ^Egypt. 1627 in E. D.
Neill Virginia Carolorum (1886) 404 no'f, Goods move&ble
or housell stuffe or chattels. 1668 Jv. Rifling Rtc. VI. 126
Her goods and houseall stuff.

Housband, etc., obs. form of HUSBAND, etc.

House haus), sb. 1 PI. houses (hau-zez).
Forms : I hus, 2-4 (6 Sc.) hus, 3-5 hows, 3-6
hous, 4- house, (4 huus, houus, huso, huis, Si.
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nowise, 4-6 Sc. houss, 4-7 howse, 6 owse, Sc.

hws(z, housse\ For the plural forms see I 0.

[Com. Teut. : OE. h:is = OFris., OS. hits (Du. /i tit's,

LG Auus),OHG., MHG. Ms (Ger. te),ON. hus

(Sw., Da. hus (/itius)), Goth. -Ails (known only in

guJhus temple, the usual word being razn). The
ulterior etymology is uncertain : it has been with

|

some probability referred to the verbal root hud-,
hud- of hyJan to HIDE, Aryan keudh-, OTeut.

huso-, from htisso-, going back to hujilo- ;
but other I

suggestions have also been offered.]

1. The simple word.

1. A building for human habitation ; esp. a build-
\

ing that is the ordinary dwelling-place of a family.
Beowulf (,Z.\

286 On heah-stede husa selest. ciocnAgs.
Gosp. Matt. vii. 27 pset hus feoll and hys hryre waes mycel. ;

c 1250 Gen. ff Ex. 2010 Putifar luuede ioseph wel, bi-ta^te

him his hus euerilc del. CMOO J. Eng. Leg. I. 17/548 A rode

he hadde in is hous. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. II. 40 per nas
j

halle ne hous bat miht herborwe be peple. ufi$Cuth.ANgI.
100/2 To make an Howse, domi/icare. 1539 TAVERNER

]

Erasm. Prav. (1552) 66 A lytle house weljylled A lytle

grounde well tylled And a litle wife wel willed is best. 1548-9
(Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, Communion (Rubric), When the

holy Communion is celebrate . . in priuate howses. 1581
MULCASTER Positions xl. (1837) 222 His house is his castle. :

1676 LADY CHAWORTH in i2/A Kef. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. i

v. 33 To be quit of itt I confine myself to the house. 1710
M. HENRY Comm., Luke xxii. 10 Whether it was a friend's

house or a public house does not appear. 1855 TkNMVM
Maud t. vi. 8 Living alone in an empty house.

0. The plural was in OE. Ms, in 1 2th c. husas,

huses, from I4th c. houses ; also in various writers

from ^1550, and still dialectally, housen, which is

sometimes collective.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Mark x. 30 pe hund-feald ne onfo . . hus&
broc-ru & swustru [Lindisf. huso, Rushw. huse, WYCLIF
housis, TINDALE houses]. <zii23 O. E. Chron. an. 1116 I

Baernde . . eallae ba husas. c 1 175 Lamb. Horn. 49 Riche men
|

. . l>e habbeS feire huses. c 1205 LAY. 1937 pa makeden heo
hus. aiyn Cursor M. 6117 And soght (>air huses \GStt.

housis, Fair/, houses] all bi-dene. 1529 WOLSEY in Four C.

Eng. Lett. 10 My howsys ther be in decay. 1557 NORTH tr.

Gutuara's Diall Pr. 194 a/2 The housen wherin they dwel.

1600 HOLLAND Lay 218 Sacking, rifling and flinging the

goods out of their enemies housen. 1605 Lond. Prodigal it.

iv, Two housen furnished well in Coleman Street. 1645 in

N. Eng. Hist, ff Gen. Reg. (1849) III. 82 After the death of

my wife I giue unto the children of my brother John all my
housen and lands. 1855 ROBINSON Whitby Gloss., Housen,
houses, property in bricks and mortar.

b. The portion of a building, consisting of one or

more rooms, occupied by one tenant or family.

Sc. and dial.

c 1010 Rule St. Benet (Logeman) 54 Candel zfre on Sam
ylcan huse byrne 08 merien. 15*9 Will in Harding Hist.

Tiverton (1847) II. 31 Every one of them shall have in the

[alms] house a siverall house and chamber by himself. 1600

in Bisset Ea. Hist. Truth v. (1871) 217 At the last, his

Majesty passing through three or four sundry houses, and
all the doors locked behind him, his Majesty entered into a
little study. 1885 2rf Rep. R. Comm. Housing Wrkg.
Classes 4 The single-room system appears to be an institution

co-existent with urban life among the working classes in

Scotland . . even in modern legislation the word ' house
'

is

used for any separately occupied portion of a building,
while the word ' tenement

'

represents the whole edifice, the

English use of the terms being reversed.

c. The living-room in a farmhouse, etc. ; that

which the family usually occupy, as distinguished
from the parlour, bedrooms, etc. dial.

1674 RAY N. C. Words 26 The House, the Room called the

Hall, a 1825 FORBY Vac. E. Anglia, House, the family sit-

ting room, as distinguished from the other apartments. 1828

Craven Dial., Howse, the principal room in a farm-house.

1803 S. O. ADDV Hall Waltheof'182 In this neighbourhood
[Sheffield] the kitchen of a cottage is known as

'

the house '.

2. A building for human occupation, for some

purpose other than that of an ordinary dwelling.

(Usually with denning prefix : see ALMSHOUSE,
BAKEHOUSE, BREWHOUSE, LIGHTHOUSE, SUMMER-

HODSE,WoRKHousE,etc.,etc.) TheHoitse, a popular

euphemism for the workhouse.

1552 in Vicary's Anat. (1888) App. iii. 151 The house. .for

the relief and socour of the poore, called the house of

woorke. 1598 in Antiquary (1888) May 212 To Constables

of the hundred for the housen of the hospitalls iij' iiij'
1
. 1722

DE FOE Col. Jack (1840) 42, I . . went to a boiling house . .

and got a mess of broth. 1781 R. KING Mod. Lond. Spy 63
Here once were many more of these houses of Resort. 1801

T. A. MURRAY Rent. Si/vat. Poor title-p., A Plan for the

Institution of Houses of Recovery for Persons affected with
Fever. 1839-40 MRS. F. TROLLOPE M. A rmstrong I. iv. 100

Not the quarter of a farthing, unless you'll come into the
house. 1865 DICKENS Mut. Fr. i. xvi,

' He was brought up
in the

'

with a shiver of repugnance
' the House '.

b. A place of worship (considered as the abode
of the deity) ; a temple ; a church. (Usually house

of God, the Lord's house, house ofprayer, etc.)
f icoo Ags. Gosp. Matt. xxi. 13 Hyt ys awriten min hus ys

jebed-hus. Luke vi. 4 He code into godes huse. c 1000

Ags. Ps (Th.) lxxxiii[i]. ii Ic. .wel ceose Jtaet ic hean gange
on hus Godes. c 1200 Vices % Virtues 33 Alle hem oe on

418

Hyiiiti,
' Hosanna to ihe living Lord* Hi, O Saviour ! with '

protecting care Return to this thy house of prayer. 1842

TtNNYSON7'w0K(W?$4o90n to God's house the people prest.
j

c. A building for the entertainment of travel-
;

lers or of the public generally; an inn. tavern,
j

(See also ALE-HOUSE, COFFEE-HOUSE, EATINU-

HOUSE, PUBLIC HOUSE, etc.) f Maine ! an exclama-

tion to summon the landlord or waiter (obs.).

155 CROWLKY Epigr. 285 In taverns and tiplyng houses.

1638 SIR T. HERBERT Tr.m. (ed. 2) 220 The Coho house is

a house of good fellowship, .in the Coho house they also

inebriate their braines -with Arace and Tobacco. 1668

ETHKREDGE She Would ij She Could \. ii, He has engaged
to dine with Mr. Courtal at the French house. 1696 DOGGET
Country Wake v. i, House ! house ! ibeating on the Table). '

What, are you all dead here 1 house ! 1773 GOLDSM. Stoops
to Cong. IV. Wks. (Globe) 665/2 Were you not told to drink

whan my lorde goeth there in to y* house to worshippe. 1585
T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholas's Voy. in. xxi. nob, The first

house of prayer whiche Abraham buylded. a 1708 BEVER-
IOGE This. Thtol. (1710) II. 291 Where God is pleased to
rertal Himself most, is called His house. 1811 HF.BFR

. . is one . . owned by a brewer for the sale of his goods.

3. A building for the keeping of cattle, birds,

plants, goods, etc. (.See also COW-HOUSE, DOVE-

HOUSE,GllEENHOUSE, HE.V-HOUSK, HOTHOUSE,OuT-
HOIISE, STOREHOUSE, WAREHOUSE, etc., etc.)

1503-4 Act 19 Hen. VII, c. 37 5 Too Cotages or Meses

wyth Howses & Wharfes..in Stepeney. 1523 FITZHERB.
Surv. xx. (1539) 41 An oxe hous, a hey howse. 1577 B.

GOOGE Heresbach's Hiisb. i. (1586) 13 These, .be Barnes to

laye Corne in. In some places they use.-stackes set upon
proppes . . but the houses are a great deal better. Ibid.,

Next are houses for my sheepe, and next them for Kine,

Calves, and Heyfers. 1591 SHAKS. i Hen. I 'I, i. v. 24 So. .

Doues with noysome stench Are from their. .Houses driven

away. 1669 W. SIMPSON Hydrol. Chym. 216 Garden houses

built at convenient distances. 1726 Adi'. Capt. R. Boyle 28

A little House, meant for a Green-house. Mod. The gar-
dener who has charge of the houses.

4. a. The place of abode of a religious fraternity,

a religions house (cf. house of religion, sense 15),

a convent ; transf. the religious fraternity itself.

c 1375 iV. Leg. Saints, Eugenia 265 Quhen |>e abbot wes

dede, Ewyne chosine wes in his stede ; And sa wele gouernyt
be houss. c 1400 Rom. Rose 6692 Houses that han proprete,
As templers and hospitelers, And as these chanouns regulers.

1492 Bury Wills iCamden) 73 Item I bequethe to
euery

hows of ffryeres in Cambredge, Lynne, Norwiche, Thetford,

Clare, Sudbury, to eche of thes howses \\s. viij^. 1556
Chron. Gr. Friars (Camden) 32 One of that owse John
Forrest was comandyd to preche at Powlles crosse the son-

day after. 1631 WEEVER Anc. Fun. Man. 813 A famous

religious house of Carmelite Friers. 1855 PRESCOTT Philip

II, n. vi. (1857) 259 The abbots . . were indebted for their

election to the religious houses over which they presided.

b. A college in a university (i.e. either the

building, or the fellows and students collectively).

Chiefly in traditional phrases and uses, esp. in ihe

House, familiar name for Christ Church, Oxford, and

Peterhouse, for St. Peter's College, Cambridge.
1536 Act 27 Hen. VIII, c. 42 i Colleges, Houses,

Howses Collegiate. 1533 T. WILSON Rhet. (1580) 166 When
I was in Cambrige, and a student in the kynges College . .

the Provost of that house [etc.]. 1576^/18 Eliz. c. 6 Chief

Ruler of any Colledge Cathedral! Churche Halle or Howse
of Learninge. 1583, 1780 [s..v. HEAD so. 25 b] Heads of

houses. 1642-6 in Quincy Hist. Harvard (1840) I. 517 If

any scholar shall transgress any of the laws of_God, or

the House.. after twice admonition, he shall be liable.. to

correction. 1748 J. BELCHER in J. Maclean Hist. Coll. N.

Jersey (1877) I. 147 If, finally, money cannot be raised for

the House, .the thing must be given up. 1856 Oxf. Univ.

Cal. 16 (List ofOfficers') The Hebdomadal Council. Official

. . Heads of Houses. .Professors. .Members of Convocation.

1868 [see HOUSEMAN 3]. 1894 in Westm. Gas. 5 July 2/2
The indignation . . felt by the present undergraduates of

Christ Church against the individuals who deliberately
introduced outsiders for the express purpose of wrecking
the house.

C. A boarding-house attached to and forming a

portion of a public school ;
the company of boys

lodged in such a house.

1857 HUGHES Tom Braivu l. vi, I'm as proud of the house

as any one. I believe it's the best house in the school, out-

and-out. 1891 Pall Mall G. 6. Oct. 2/3 The real unit in

most of the large public schools is the
' house ',

and it is the

house-master who has the most powerful influence over his

pupils. Mod. A football match between two houses.

d. The building in which a legislative or de-

liberative assembly meets; transf. the assembly
1 itself ; a quorum of such an assembly, esp. in the

! phrases to make a house, keep a house. (See also

House of COMMONS, of DELEGATES, of LORDS, of

REPRESENTATIVES, Houses of PARLIAMENT, etc.,

under these words.)
1545 BRINKLOW Compl. 3 b, All the degreys of men in the

Parlament howse. 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VI 158 The
commons of the lower house, not forgettyng their olde

grudge. 1559 in Strype Ann. Ref. (1824) I. App. vi. 309
What fourther authorite can this howse give unto her hign-

ness, then she hath already? a 1577 SIR T. SMITH in Strype
Eccl. Mem. (1721) III. v. 55 Do you remember then the

motion of the Speaker and the request of the Commons'
house? 1624 in Crt. if-

Times Jos. 1 (1849) II. 450 Sir

Edward Coke is of the house. 01635 NAUSTON l-'ragm.

Reg. (Arb. > 39 Sir Henry Norris, whom she called up at a

Parliament, to sit with the Peers in the higher House, as

Lord Norris of Ricot. 1648 DK. HAMILTON- in //. Papers
(Camden) 160 By his submission to the 2 Houses. 1648 HER-
RICK Hesp. (1869) 326 As when the disagreeing Commons
throw About their House, their clamorous I, or No. 1716

i

B. CHURCH Hist. Philip's War (1867) II. 93 Maj. Church
! being at Boston, and oelonging to the House of Repre-
I sentatives. 1741 MIDDLETON Cicero I. vi. 485 Cicero. .made

HOUSE.

the petition so ridiculous that the house rejected it. 1775

J. ADAMS Fain. Let!. 11876) 09 There had not been members
enough to make a House, several colonies being absent.

1789 Cons/it. U. S. i. I A Congress of the United States,
which shall consist of a Senate and a House of Representa-
tives. 1827 HALLAM Const. Hist. (1876) II. x. 226^ The
greatest part of the people of England were not yet satisfied

whether the King levied war first against the houses, or the

houses against him. 1845 DlSRAi.Li.S>^7{iS63; 164 'Are you
going down to the house, Egerton?' inquired Mr. Berners

at Brooks', of a brother M.P. 1885 Manch.Exam. 21 May
6/1 A House had hardly been made, and Mr. Speaker was

scarcely in his chair. 1890 Blac/ew. Mag. CXLVIII. 703/2
Not only must the Government Whips keep a house, but

they must keep a majority. 1892 Chamb. Jrnl. 20 Feb
;
ii4/a

Those who remain . . for the sake of '

keeping a house '.

e. Applied also to the deliberative assemblies of

the Convocation of an ecclesiastical province, of the

Convocation and Congregation of a University, etc. ;

formerly also to a municipal corporation.
1562 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 293 At the

same Coimseyll yt is ordered that Thomas Furres . . be dis-

myssed this howse [City Corporation]. 1576 Ibid. 380 Every
suche person, being of thys worshippful howse, shalbe dys-

charged of the same howse. 1666WOOD i i//r 2oOct.(O.H.S.)
II. 90 The maior, baillive[s], and some of the house after

him. 1705 HKARNF. Collect. 31 Oct. tO. H. S.) I. 61 There
was a full House [of Convocation]. 1831 SIR W. HAMILTON
Discuss. (1853) 407 In Oxford it behoved that the regents
constituted the House of Congregation .. through which,

every measure should pass, before it could be submitted to

the House of Convocation. 1871 G. R. CUTTING Student

Life Amherst Coll. 93 In the summer term of 1828, a legis-

lative body was formed in college, known as the
* House of

Students'. Its object was to enact such laws, .as the good
of a college community would peem to require.

f. A place of business ; transf. a business estab-

lishment, a mercantile firm. The House (colloq.) :

the Stock Exchange. (See also CLEARING-HOUSE,

COUNTING-HOUSE, CUSTOM-HOUSE, INDIA-HOUSE,

etc.)

1582 N. LICHEFIELD tr. Castanaeda's Cong. E. Ind. xvi.

41 Treasurer of the house of the Indias. 1756 ROLT Diet.

Trade, House, . . particularly applied, in partnerships of

trade, to that house where the business is carried on. 1814

Stock Exchange Laid Open 31 Now for the House itself;

that is, the Stock Exchange. 1824 J. JOHNSON Typogr. II.

iii. 27 Hurrying works through the press, .by dividing them

among a variety of houses. 1861 M. PATTISON Ess. (1889)

I. 41 Some of the large German houses in London . . ad-

vanced large sums. 1891 Daily News 5 Feb. 3/3 Business

in the ' House
'

does not improve much.

g. A theatre, PLAYHOUSE ; transf. the audience

or attendance at a theatre, or other place of enter-

tainment.

1662-3 PEPYS Diary 8 Jan., The famous new play acted. .

' The Adventures of Five Hours
'

at the Duke's house. . .

We . . were forced to sit .. at the end of the lower formes, so

full was the house.. The house, by its frequent plaudits, did

show their sufficient approbation. 1739 CIBBER Apol. (1756)

II. ii Acted every day for a month to constantly crowded

houses. ijsfiComtoisseuy'No. 133 M He., seldom or never

misses appearing at one house or the other, in the green

boxes. 1815 W. IRVING in Life K; Lett. (1864) I. 344 In con-

sequence of acting so often before indifferent houses. 1891

Daily Nevus 3 Oct. 5/6 The familiar London theatre legend,
' House full ', might have been hung outside the doors.

6. The persons living in one dwelling ;
the in-

mates of a house collectively ;
a household, family.

950 Lindis/. Gosp. John iv. 53 Gelefde 3as ilca & hus his

all \Agi. Gosp. call his hiw-raden]. c 1230 Hah Meid. 3

Forjet ti folc & tine fader hus. 1382 WYCLIF Acts xvi. 33

And he is baptysid, and al his hous anoon. c 1386 CHAUCER

Sfr.'s T. 16 In Armes desirous As any Bacheler of al his

hous. iJssCovERDALE i Kings xvii. 15 He ate, & she also,

and hir house a certayne season. 1592 SHAKS. Rom. t Jul
in. iii. 1 56 Commend me to thy Lady, And bid her hasten all

the house to bed. 1768 JOHNSON Lett, to Mrs. Tlirale 23

May I count the friendship of your house among the felici-

ties of life. 1894 GLADSTONE Horace, Odes m. xvii. 16 To-

morrow a young porker slay, And let thine house make

holiday. Mod. The whole house was down with influenza.

6. A family including ancestors and descendants ;

a lineage, a race : esp. one having continuity of

residence, of exalted rank, or high renown.

c icoo Ags. Ps. (Th.) cxiii. 21 [cxv. 12] pu jebletsadest

beam Israhela, Aarones hus. c 1340 Cursor M. 10863

(Trin.) In iacobes hous regne shal he. 1382 WYCLIP Luke
ii. 4 He was of the hous and meyne of Dauith. c 1477

CAXTON Jason 53 Honour and worship to me and of oure

house. 1548 HALL Chron., Edw. IV 213 The Duke of

Burgoin loved better the house of Lancastre, then the house

of Yorke. 1592 SHAKS. Rom. $ Jul. m. i. HI A plague a

both your houses ! 1617 MORYSON Itin. in. 263 Subject to

the house of Austria. 1789 BELSHAM Ess. I. iii. 51 The

right of blood clearly rested in the house of Stuart. 1849

MACAULAY Hist. Eng. v. I. 629 Not far off sleep two chiefs

of the great house of Howard. 1872 RUSKIN Eagles N.

171 To read the shields, and remember the stones, of the

great houses of England.
7. transf. and fig. (from i). a. fig Dwelling-

place ; place of abode, rest, deposit, etc.

a looo Elene 1237 (Gr.) pus ic frod and fus burh bzt facne

hus, wordcrajft waef and wundrum laes. c 1200 Grave in

Erlan*cr Beitr. (1800) n Dureleas is oat hus. 1:1205 LAY.

32155 pe pape hatte Sergius, he wete8 Peteres hus. a 1310 in

Wright Lyric P. 73 For sunful folk, suete Jesus.Thou hhtest

from the heje hous. 1382 WYCLIF Job xxx. 23 For thou shall

take me to deth, wher is sett an hous to alle huende 1500-20

DUNBAR Poems xxi. 67 Quhen na houss is hot hell and

hevin. 1580 SIDNEY Arcadia m. Wks. 1724 II. 420 The house

of death had so many doors, as she would easily fly into it.

1598 B. JONSON Ev. Man in Hum. \\. i, Like a pestilence,

it doth infect The houses of the brain, c 1610 Uomtn
Saints 1 35 Breathing out as much as my poor little breath
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could afforde from my house of haye [cf. 'All flesh is I

grass ']. 1784 CO\\TER Task n. 458 A heavenly mind May \

be indifferent to her house of
clay. 1814 SCOTT Ld. of Isles

iv. iv, The peaceful 'house of death. 1850 TENNYSON /
]

Mem. xxxv, Yet if some voice that man could trust Should
murmur from the narrow house.

b. transf. The habitation of any animal
;
a den,

burrow, nest ;
the shell of a snail, tortoise, etc.,

in which the animal lives or into which it retires.

a looo Phomix 202 in Exeter Bk., fter se wilda fu^e! . .

ofer heanne beam bus TetirabreS. a. 1250 Owl <y Night. 623
Hwane min hus stont briht and grene Of bine nis nowiht

isene. 1398 TKEVISA Barth. DeP. K. xvtn. cvii. (Bodl. M.S.),

The snaile hatte testudo and ha(> bat name, for he is heled

in his hous in a chambre. c 1566 J. ALDAY tr. Boiiystuau's

Theat. World B vij, Snayles. .beare with them their houses

easely on their backes. 1638 SIB T. HERBERT Trav. (ed. 2)

25 The Sea Tortoise is not much differing from those at land,

her house or shell is only flatter. 1738-46 THOMSON Spring
654 The swallow, .to build his hanging house Intent. 1748
H. ELLIS Hudson** Bay 160 The Constructions of these

Creatures [Beavers] Dens, Burroughs, or, as they are com-

monly called, Houses are. .built of Wood, Stone, and Clay.

c. A receptacle of any kind.

1610 T. GODWIN Moses $ Aaron i. x. 43 They did put
them into one skin in which there was the proportion of

four housen or receptacles, and not into four skins. 1881

RAYMOND Mining Gloss., House ofwater, a cavity or space
rilled with water. Cornwall.

8. Astral, a. A twelfth part of the heavens as

divided by great circles through the north and

south points of the horizon
;

the whole sky, ex-

cluding those parts that never rise and that never

set, being thus divided into twelve houses, num-
bered eastwards, beginning with the house of the

ascendant (see ASCENDANT B. i), and each having
some special signification attached to it. b. A sign
of the zodiac considered as the seat of the greatest
influence of a particular planet ;

each of the seven

planets, except the sun and moon, having two such

houses, a day house and a night house.

c 1391 CHAUCER Astral, n. 4 The hows of the assendent,

&1
is to seyn, the firste hous or the est Angle, is a thing more

od & large. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. vm. ix.

(1495), Amonge triplycytees of bowses those that ben in the

Eest ben stronger in theyr werkynge. 1477 EARL RIVERS

(Caxton) Dictes 5 b, Whan the planetes entre in to their

houses. 1583 STUBBES Anat. Aius. II. (r882) 58 The houses,

aspects, and locall places of the signes and planets. 1594
BLUNDEVIL Exerc. iv. xxxvi. (1636) 494 A general figure of

the 12. houses of Heauen, according to the_ t

ludicial of

Astrology. 1633 MASSINGER City Madam n. ii, Venus, in

the west angle, the house of marriage the seventh house,
in trine of Mars, in conjunction of Luna. 1695 CONGREVE
Lavefor L. n. iii, This is the effect of the malicious con-

junctions and oppositions in the third house of my nativity.

1819 WILSON Compl. Dict.Astrol. s.v., There are two kinds

of houses . . mundane and planetary. 1897 ZadkietsA Imanac

57 When Saturn and Uranus are in the first house,

t 9. Each square of a chess-board. 06s.

1656 BEALE Chess, His [the king's] draught is but one

house at a time. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 263/2

(Chess) House is every one of the squares, whether they be

white or black. 1829 A. JAMIESON Diet. Mech. Science

s.v. Chess, A board divided into 64 squares or houses.

II. Phrases. * With nouns. (See also house of
CORRECTION, house of DETENTION, house of EASE,
etc., under these words.)
10. House of call : a. a house where journeymen

of a particular trade assemble, where carriers call

for commissions, or where various persons in re-

quest may be heard of ; b. gen. a house at which

one is wont to call or pay a visit.

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Home of Call, the usual

lodging Place of Journey-men Tailers. 175* ROLT Diet.

Trade, House ofCall, a house where journeymen taylors,

shoemakers, and all other artificers meet, and may be heard

of. 1844 DICKENS Mart. Chuz. xiii, This poor waggoner's
house-of-call. 1845 DARWIN in Life If Lett. (1887) I. 345,
I shall feel a lost man in London without my morning
' house of call

'

at Hart Street.

11. House of ill (evil) fame (repute} : a disreput-
able house ; esp. a brothel.

017*6 VANBRUGH jfourn. London i, He was kidnapped
|

into a house of ill repute. 1756-7 tr. Keysler's Trail. (1760)
II. 76 A particular part of the city, noted for houses of ill-

fame. 1790 J. B. MORETON Mann. W. Ind. 187 Should
business call you into a Grog-shop, or other house of ill

fame. 1821 COMBE Dr. Syntax, Wife (1869) 317/2 This is

a house of evil-fame. 1886 N. H. DOLE tr. Tolstots Anna.
Karenina xxv, She wanted to escape from the house of ill-

fame where she was.

12. House and home : an alliterative strengthening
of ' home '

; usually in phr. to cast, drive, hunt, etc.

out of house and home
;

see also EAT v. 4 a. So
house and harbour.
c MOO Vices <$ Virtues 35 Wif and children, hus and ham. i

1197 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 7702 He caste out of house & horn

of men a gret route. 1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) V. 229
Men of be lond were i-dryve out of hir hous and hir home.

1527 TINDALE Doct. Treat. (1848) 122 The prayers of them
that . .eat the poor out of house and harbour. 1576 FLEMING

Panopl. Epist. 204 Hunted out of house and home. 1597-

1831 [see EAT v. 43]. 1885 Scribner's Mag. XXX. 394/1 To
keep the friends of the deceased from eating and drinking
his widow and orphans out of house and home.

13. House-to-house attrib. phr. (usually with a

noun of action, as visitation, etc.) : Performed or

carried on from house to house in succession.

i8S9 KINGSLEY in Life (1879)
II. 96 <D.) Unless you had

a complete house-to-house visitation of a government officer.

"1879 r'ARKAR St. Paul 1 1. 27 An earnest, incessant, laborious,
house-to-house ministry. 1893 Times 27 Apr. 7/2 A house to

house canvass by the registrar would be far cheaper.
14. House of office : f a. a building or apartment

for some domestic purpose, e.g., a pantry (oos. );
b. a privy.

i 1460 Towneley Myst. iii. 134 Make in thi ship also, par-
loures oone or two, And houses of offyce mo. 1568 GRAFTON
Citron. II. 161 All houses of office belonging to the same
Abbey, were cleane brent. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614)

292 They..goe first to the house of office, and there purge
their bodie. 1652 Boston Kec. (1877) II. 109 It is ordered
that noe house of Office.. shall stand within twentie foot of

any high way. 1823 BYRON Jnan xi. xl, The very clerks

those somewhat dirty springs Of office, or the house of

office.

t!5. House of religion (also house of piety] : a

religious house, a convent. Obs.

1419 EARL OF SHREWSBURY in Excerpta Historica (1831)42
No Hous of religion, ne non other place having saufgarde.

1517 TORKINGTON Pilgr. (1884) 5 A howse of Religion, of

Chanons reguler, and ffryers Austyns. 1599 SANDYS Europx
Spec. (1632) 22 Another thing very memorable and imitable

in Italy, is the exceeding good provision of Hospitalls and
houses of Pietie.

** With verbs. (Break up house : see BREAK v.

56 d. Bring dcnvn the house: see BRING 15 f.

Set up house : see SET.)

|-16. Hold house : keep house, 17 a. Obs.

c 1325 Metr. Horn. 107 Thar als hoswif held scho house.

1:1394 P. PI. Crede 51 And berwib holden her hous in

harlotes werkes. 1563-7 BUCHANAN Reform. St. Andres

(Wks.) 1892. 6 And he be maryit, or hald hous out of the

college.

17. Keep house, a. To maintain and preside over

a household ; also (usually to keep one's house), to

have one's abode, reside (in a
place) ; alsoyf^.

1535 COVERDALE Ps. cxii[i]. g Which maketh the baren

woman to kepe house. 1548 HALL Chron., Rich. ///

52 Kynge Rycharde at this ceason kepynge his howse in

the Castell of Notyngham. 1608 DAY Hum. out ofBr. i. i.

(1881) 8 When the fiery spirit of hot youth Kept house
within me. 1702 LUTTRELL Brief Rel. (1857) V. 172 Her
majestie will not begin to keep house as queen till the ist

of July. 1864 TENNYSON En. Ard. 24111 this the children

play'd at keeping house. 1890 Temple Bar Mag. Sept. 43
The pair began to keep house upon love and hope.

b. With qualifying words : To provide (well,

liberally, etc.) for the household, or (esp.) for

visitors or guests ; esp. to keep open house, to

provide hospitality for visitors generally.
1530 PALSGR. 597/1 The kyng is determyned to kepe

house or open house this Christemas. 1548 HALL Chron.,
Hex. F 65 b, He kept a liberall hous to all commers. 1608

SHAKS. Timon in. i. 24 Alas, good Lord, a Noble Gentle-

man 'tis, if he would not keep so good a house. 1662

GURNALL Chr. in Arm. verse 18 xiv. 2 (1669) 461/2 If the

Trade fails in the Shop, there is but a poor house kept
within. 1712 ADDISON Sfect. No. 269 f 8 Sir Roger, .always

keeps open House at Christmas. 1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng,
iii. I. 366 The King kept open house every day, and all day
long, for the good society of London.

O. To manage the affairs of a household ; to

take charge of the house, and perform or direct

domestic duties or work. (See also HOUSEKEEPER,
-KEEPING.)
c 1386 CHAUCER Merch. T. 138 Ther nys no wyf the hous

to kepe. 1598 SHAKS. Merry W. i. iv. 101, I may call him

my Master.. for I keepe his house; and I wash, ring.,
make the beds, and doe all my selfe. 1796 JANE AUSTEN
Pride

t<f Prej. iv. (1813) u Miss Bingley is to live with her

brother, and keep his house. 1891 Cornh. Mag. July 57
She meant to keep house for her father.

d. (Usually to keep one's house or the house) : To

stay indoors ; to be confined to the house, as by
illness ; also fig. ;

to stay in the house for the

purpose of guarding it.

1542-3 Act 34 <fr 35 Hen. VIII, c. 4 Sundrie persons.,

kepe their houses, not mindinge to paie. .their debts. 1553
T.WILSON Rhet. (1580) 146 Beyng sicke,and therefore kepyng
his house. 1608 Bp. HALL Char. Virtues $ V.\.d Both his

eyes are never at once from home, but one keeps house

while the other roves abroad for intelligence. 1794 MRS.
A. M. BENNETT Ellen II. 62 Sure, there is no necessity for

us to keep house till she arrives. i8 SIR C. ABBOTT in

Barnewall & Cr. Rep. I. 61 Did not the bankrupt begin to

keep house as a mode of absenting himself with an intent to

delay his creditors? 1864TENNYSON En.Ard. 822 Weakening
the man, till he could do no more, But kept the house, his

chair and last his bed.

6. To keep a house : see 4 d.

18. Proverbial Phrases. (All colloq.) \Tofull
(bring) an old house on one's head : to get oneself

into trouble (o6s.). t Atop of the house : in a state

of excitement or passion (eds.) ;
cf. up in the house-

roof (sense 19). t To throw (Jling) the house out

of the windows ( Fr. Jeter la maison par les

fenfires) : to put everything into confusion (ads.).

Like a house on fire (afire) : as fast as a house

would burn ; very fast or vigorously. As safe as

houses : perfectly safe.

1608 TOPSELL Serpents (1658) 658 You shall pull an old

house over your own head by a further provocation. 1611

BEAUM. & FL. Knt. Burn. Pestle Mi. v, We are at home
now ; where, I warrant you, you shall find the house nung

they went like five hundred houses on fire. 1837 DICKENS
in Forster Life I. vi. 107, I am getting on. .like

' a house o'

fire', and think the next Pickwick will bang all the others.

1844 W. H. MAXWELL Sport # Adv. Scot!, vi. (1855) 77
Would not. .Stubbs throw the house out of the windows?

1859 CORNVVALLIS New World I. 79 The owner of the

weapon assured him that he was as safe as houses.

III. Attributive uses and Combinations.

19. attrib. Of or belonging to a house, a. Form-

ing part of, or an adjunct to, a house
;
as ) house-

cop (
" HOUSE-TOP), -drain, -eaves (-eavesing), -end,

-front, -gale, -gutter, -plat, -plot, -roof, -side, -wall,

-window, \-wough (
= wall); HOUSE-DOOR, b. Used

or kept in a house, as house-broom, -clock, -cloth,

-flannel, -plant, -sand
;
worn in the house, as house-

dress, -goum, -shoe. O. Belonging to or connected
with a house or household

; performed or carried

on in the house ; domestic ;
as house affairs, busi-

ness, education, expense, fire,gamc,^ hire, life, rent,

service, sport, talk, work. d. Of persons : Belonging
to the household

; dwelling in, or employed in or

about, a house
;

as house-chaplain, -child, -folk,

-priest, -servant, -stcward; also HOUSE-FATHER, etc.

1604 SHAKS. Ot/i. i. iii. 147 Still the "house Affaires would
draw her hence. 1823 J. BADCOCK Dom. Amusein. 168
Lime-wash, .applied, .with a brush or *house-broom. 1669
WOODHEAD St. Teresa n. xxx. 189 Humble and desirous of

doing all the * House-business. 1690 Lond. Gaz. No. 2578/4
A Large

*House-Clock . .is now in the hands of Jonathan
Puller. 1388 WYCLIF Ps. cxxviii[i). 6 Be thei maad as the

hey of "hous coppis. 1897-8 Kalendar R. hist. Brit.

Archit. 278 Ventilation of "house-drains. 1382 WYCLIF Ps.

ci[i]. 7 As a ny}t rauen in the "hous euese. 1603 SHAKS.
Meas. for M. III. ii. 186 Sparrowes must not build in his

house-eeues. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems xxx. 49 With him me
thocht all the *houshend [v. r. hous end] he towk. 1682

BUNYAN Holy War (Cassell) xi. 248 Nor had he stood long
under the house-end. 1595 SPENSER Epithal. 340 Ne let

*housefyres .. Fray vs. 1:1250 Gen. <$ Ex. 3139 Euerilc

"hus-folc Se mai it 5auen. 1838 DICKENS O. Twist \,

"House-fronts projecting over the pavement. 1896 Westm.
Gaz. 23 Apr. 3/3 Alpaca makes a practical and pretty*house-

gown. c 1475 Fict. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 800/20 Hoc stel-

locidum, a *howsegoter. c 1325 Poem Times Edw. II 159
in Pol. Songs (Camden) 330 For *hous-hire ne for clothes

he ne carez noht. 1850 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. II. 135 My
*house-money is utterly done. 1889 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl.

19 Jan. 2/4 On the cultivation of *house-plants. 1636
Boston Rec. (1877) II. 12 William Hudson hath sould an

*housplott and garden. 1531 MS. Ace. St. yohn's Hasp.,
Canterb., Rec. for 'house rent. 1776 ADAM SMITH W. N.
i. x, i. (1869) I. 123 There is no city in Europe, I believe, in

which house-rent is dearer than in London, c 1220 Bestiary
463 De spinnere. .festeS atte *hus rof. 1546 J. HEYWOOD
Prov. (1867) 54 He is at three woordis vp in the house

roufe. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. I. xviii. 126 An edge like the

ridge of a house-roof. 1791 BOSWELL Johnson ii Apr. an.

1773 Our female *house-servants work much harder than

the male. 1881 BESANT & RICE Chapl. of Fleet i. ii. (1883)

o "House-service is no disgrace to a gentlewoman. 1891

He. .will have good Luck if he does not pull an old House

upon his Head. 1809 W. IRVING Knickirb. (1824) 291 At it

i What "House-sport is it which hath not from it [Hunting]
some imitation? 1758 JOHNSON Idler No. 29 f 8 The
"house-steward used to employ me. 1854 EMERSON Soc.

Aims Wks. (Bohn) III. 174 In their games and in their

"house-talk. 1856 W. L. LINDSAY Brit. Lichens 35 In

a scale-like or "house-tile-like manner. 1836-48 B. D. WALSH
Aristoph., Acharn. 1. iv, Scribbling on the "house-walls.

1580 SIDNEY Arcadia i. Wks. 1725 I. 41 With .. shot from

corners of streets, and "house-windows. Mod. Advt., A
young girl to do general "housework, c 1325 Femina (MS.
Trin. Coll. Cambr. B 14. 39 If. 122 b), "Houswoghes makyn
hous sur.

20. Applied to animals kept in or about a house

(
= domestic, tame), as house-bee, -cat, -cock, -hen,

-pigeon, -weasel ;
or frequenting or infesting houses,

as house-ant, -finch, -lizard, -wren : see also 23 ;

(cf. FIELD sb. 19). Also HOUSE-DOG, -DOVE, -LAMB.

1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 320 Of domestical and tame

*house-Bees, there are two sorts. 1726 SHELVOCKE Voy.
round World (1757) 259 They are in size and colour exactly

,
the same with our "house-cats. 1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach's

; Hvsb. iv. (1586) i66b, Of the "house Cocke and the Hen.
:

1399 LANGL. Rich. Redeles n. 143 Rith as be "hous-hennes
'

..hacchen, And cherichen her chekonys. 1599 H. BUTTES
! Dyets drie Dinner Kvij, The "house or tame Pigeon.

c 1613 MIDDLETON No Wit like a Woman's v. i, Not toy,

nor bill, and imitate house-pigeons.

21. Objective and obj. genitive, as house-bearing

adj., -burner, -burning, -furnisher, -furnishing,

house-hunt vb. (HUNT v. ^),house-hunter, -hunting,

-letting, -owner, -robbing, -sweeper, etc.

1708 J. PHILIPS Cydtr i. 26 Large Shoals of slow 'House-

bearing Snails, c 1250 Old Kent. Scrm. in O. E. Misc.

30 Manslechtes, "Husberners, Bakbiteres, and alle obre

euelc deden. 1876 BANCROFT Hist. U. S. VI. xlviii. 293

Among the captives there were house-burners and as-

sassins, a 1300 Cursor M. 26235 Mans slaghter and "hus

brening. 1651 G. W. tr. Cornel's Inst. 267 House-burning
doth not onely extend to Houses and Barnes wherein Corn

is laid up ;
but also to those heaps which we call Mowes,

Slacks, or Recks, if they be near unto Houses. 1880 H. C.

ST. JOHN Wild Coasts Nipon 224 Their younger sisters, .go
about their duties of "house-caring and nursing. 1812 BYRON
Ch. Har. II. xiv. (Orig. Draft), "House-furnisher withal, one

Thomas hight. 1896 Daily News 21 May 8/1 The Lares,

the "house-haunting spirits of ancestors. 1888 A thenxutu

15 Dec. 806/1 Mrs. Austin at this time . . "house-hunted for

the Carlyles. 1821 SHELLEY Let. to Mrs. S. i Aug., That

j
which is necessary for 'house-hunting. 1831 A. A. WATTS
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BLOUNT Law Diet., 'House-robbing or House-breaking.

1580 HOLLVBAND Trias. Fr. Tottg, Ballicur de ttiaispn, a

"house sweeper. 1897 Daily News 16 Mar. 6/5 If there are

many odd trades there are also some very disagreeable ones.

None more so, I should fancy, than that ofthe
'

houbt: wrecker.

22. Locative, instrumental, etc., as house-burial,
-wear ; house-bred, -fed, -feeding, -going adjs. ;

house-encompassed, -proud adjs. ; house-feed vb.

1848 KISGSLEY Saint's Trag. II. ii. 67 Our *house-bred

foe, the adder in our bosoms. 1891 Tablet 12 Sept. 437 The
tradition of *house-burial seems maintained in other ways.
1895 Daily News 20 Dec 2/6

* House-fed lambs and Berk-
shire pigs are here in abundance- 1846 WARXES in

J.
Baxter I.ibr. Pratt. Agric. (ed. 4) II. 115 One acre will

'house-feed three bullocks, whereas it will require three

acres to graze them in the field. 1804 W. TENNANT /tuf.

Retreat, (ed. 2! II. 81 Turnips, cabbages, clover, and all

the articles of *house-feeding. 1885 Times (weekly ed.)
16 Oct. 15/2 A 'house-going clergy would make a church,

going people. 1898 Daily News 10 Jan. 6/5 For *housewear
it is admirable.

23. Special Combinations : house-agent, an

agent employed (by the landlord or owner) in the

sale and letting of houses, the collection of rents,

etc. ; house-ball, a boys' game in which one

player throws a ball against the wall of a house,
and the other strikes it with a bat when it rebounds ;

house - barge = HOUSE-BOAT
; f house - bird =

HOUSE-DOVE 2
; house-book, a book for household

accounts ; house-bound a., confined to the house ;

house-boy, a boy employed as servant in a house ;

house-car (U.S. ), 'a box-car; a closed railroad-

car for carrying freight
'

; house-carpenter, a
tradesman who does the wood-work of a house ;

house-caucus (seequot.); house-chambermaid,
a servant combining the functions of housemaid
and chambermaid ; house-club, a club (athletic
or other) in a house of business ; house-coal, coal

suitable for house fires ; house-cricket, the com-
mon species of cricket (Acheia domestica} frequent-

ing houses (as distinguished from thefield-cricket) ;

house-duty, a tax imposed on inhabited houses in

England ; house-engine (Mech.), a steam-engine

structurally dependent on the building in which it

is contained ; house-factor = house-agent ;
house-

farmer (see quot.) ; so house-farming; house-
fast a. (dial.} -house-bound; house-flag, the dis-

tinguishing flag of a shipping or other business

house ; house-fly,thecommon fiy(Muscadomestica};
house-god, a household god ; pi.

= penates ;

house-green, a name for the houseleek ; t house-
head HOUSE-TOP; house-help ( U. S.), a domestic

servant or '

help
'

i^see HELP^.SC); house-jobber,
-knacker = house-farmer ; f house-lady, lady or

mistress of the house ; + house-lewe (OE. hiis-

hleow, ME. hus lewe}, -lewth, shelter of a house ;

house-lighter (see quot., and cf. HOUSE-BOAT);
house-line Naut., a small line of three strands,
used for seizings, etc. (also called housing) ;

t house-loom = HEIBLOOM ; t house-lord (OE.
hiis-hlaford), lord or master of the house

;
house-

martin, the common martin (Chelidon urbicd) ;

house-monger, a dealer in houses (opfrobrious} ;

house painter, an artificer who paints and deco-

rates houses ; so house-painting ; house-parlour-
maid (cf. house-chambermaid) ; house-party, the

guests staying in a house, as distinguished from

those invited for the day or less
; f house-

pentice, a '

pentice
'

or penthouse ; house-

physician, a resident physician in a hospital or

other public institution
; house-raiser, one who

raises or builds a house; house-raising (/..$'.),
' a gathering of the inhabitants in a thinly settled

district to assist a neighbor in raising the frame

of his house
'

(Cent. Diet.) house-ridden a.,

confined to the house (after bedridden) ; f house-
shouldered a., having shoulders sloping on each

side like the roof of a house ; house-shrew, the

common shrew-mouse (Crocidura (Sorex) aranea);
t house-sin, a private or secret sin ; f house-

snail, a shell-snail (cf. 7 b) ; house-snake, a large
harmless snake (Ophibolus getulus) found in North

America, also called chain-snake ; house-sparrow,
the common sparrow (Passer domesticus}, which
builds in the eaves and roofs of houses ; house-

spider, any species of spider infesting houses, as

Tegenaria domestica or Theridium vulgare house-

surgeon, a resident surgeon in a hospital ;
house-

swallow, the common swallow (Hirundo rus-

tica); house-tablemaid (cf. house-chambermaid');
house-tax, a tax levied on houses (Chouse-duty) ;

house-urn, a cinerary urn of the form of a round
cabin with a conical roof, also called hut-urn;
house-wagon, a wagon serving as a house for a

company of travellers, a caravan
; house-waiting-

420

maid (cf. house-chambermaid] ; { house-wood,
wood for housebote.

1873 Miss THACKERAY Wks. (180.1) I. 362 He had begun
life as a "house-agent. 1884 Times (weekly ed.) 10 Sept. 124
A crannoge must have united . . the charms of solitude and
social facilities. A *house barge could scarcely be better.

x6>3 tr. Paving's Thtut. Hon. \. vi. 50 They were reputed
no other than *hous-birds or homelings. 1768 WiLKEsOrr.
(1805) III. 286, I beg my dear girl to buy a *housc-book,
and to set down all expences. \68& Land. Gaz. No. 2380 4

William Bowell of Brighthelmston . . *House-Carpenter.
1888 BRYCE Amir. Commit. II. in. Ixxiii. 596 What the

Americans call
' *Hou*e caucuses', i.e. meetings of a party

in the larger House of the legislature, are not uncommon in

England. Mod. Advt., As "House-chambermaid in Hotel.

Commercial preferred. 1867 W. W. SMYTH Coal ft Coal-

mining 69 The uppermost notable seam is the well-known
*house coal. 1774 GOLUSM. Nat. Hist. (17761 VII. 349 The
*
House-cricket, whose voice is so well known behind a

country fire in a winter's evening. 1851 HT. MARTINEAU
Hist. Peace\\%n) III. iv. xi. 85 The *houseduty that is

nearly the best tax we have. 1885 u* Rep. R. Coinrn.

Housing Wrkg. Classes 21 The system of middlemen, of

house jobbers, *house farmers, or house knackers, for by all

these titles are designated those persons who stand between
the freeholder and the occupier. 1887 Daily News 16 Mar.

2/5 It is generally within the last ten years of a building
lease that houses in London come into the hands of the

house fanner, who lets them out in tenements and asks the

maximum of rent while doing the minimum of repairs.

/i/W,,*House farming is admittedly a trade. 1855 ROBINSON

Whithy Gloss., *Housefast^ confined by illness or other-

wise, to the house. 1891 ATKINSON Moorland Par. 51 She
. . was still house-fast, or unable to leave the house. 1884
W. C. RUSSELL Jack's Courtship II. iv. 62 [1] turned my
eyes aloft where the *house flag, .was rattling, .at the main

royal masthead, a 1450 Fysskynge TV. angle (1883) 29 Ye
maye angle for hym wyth an *house flye. 1831 BREWSTER
Nat. Magic x. (1833) 259 The house-fly is well known to

have the power of walking in an inverted position upon the

ceilings of rooms. 1600 HOLLAND Livy 11. xl. 70 There
are my *house gods, my mother, my wife, my children.

1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 54 These Nomades.. wander
with their House-gods, day and night. 1688 R. HOLME
Armoury n. 88/2 House-leeke. .is called generally with us

by the name of *
House-green. 1513 DOUGLAS &neis n.

vii. [vi.]9 Syne to the *hous heid ascendis anone. 1885 LD.
W. COMPTON in Pall Mall G. 14 Apr. 1/2 To show the evil

results ofthe middleman or
' *house-knacker

'

system, a 1125
Ancr. R. 414 Marthe mester is uorto ueden & schruden

poure men, ase *huselefdi. ctooo Leges Penit. c. 15 in

Thorpe Laws II. 282 Gife his *hus-hleow and mete and
munde J?am ]n J>zs bejmrfe. a 1140 Wohunge in Cott. Horn.

277 I)ri burS tid in al Jw burh of belleem ne fant tu hus lewe,

1*1380 WYCLIF IVks. (1880) 211 Lie wib-outen or geten
*houslewth at pore men. 1891 A. J. FOSTER Ouse 170 The
*house-lighter, so called because a part of it makes a cabin
for the men. 1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789), Marline^
a small line, somewhat less than *house-line. 1815 Sporting
Mif. XLV. 153 My houseline and marline .. are equal to

any. 1867 [see HOUSING sb. {

4]. 1697 EVELYN Numisrn.
iii, 68 They, .fixt them as ^House-looms to the Inheritance.

c 1000 Ags. Gasp. Luke xxii. n And secgeaS J>am *hus-

hlaforde. ft 1240 Sawles Ward in Cott. Honi, 245, I J>is

hus is be huse lauerd. 1767 G.WHITE Stlborne x. (1875) 34
The swallow and *house-martin. 1767 Ibid. xvi. 185 House-
martins are distinguished., by having their legs covered
with soft downy feathers down to their toes. 1604 ROWLANDS
Looke to it 32

*House-mongers, that on earth would euer
dwell : Grinding the poore, as their distresses shoe. 1884
Pall Mall G. 20 Mar. i The purchase of fag ends of leases

by speculating housemongers. 1689 Loud, Gaz. No. 2416/4
William Bishop of Reading, a *House Painter. 1756 ROLT
Diet. Trade s.v. Painter^ House-painter^ one who paints
things with plain colours, as wainscot ting, doors, windows,
frames. Mod.Advt.^

*
House-parlourmaid wanted. Must

wait well at table. 1880 OUIDA Moths 1. 168 Anybody who
is in the same *house-party with yourself. 1895 M. C<>KKI M
Sorrows Satan xxi, Invitations to our dinners and house-

parties. 1613 T. GODWIN Rom. Antiq. (1658) 16 Sheltred
from the rain by the help of boards upheld with forks in

manner of *house-pentices. 1753 N. TORRIANO Gangr.
Sore Throat 6 The Fever increasing every Moment, they
.. sent in the Evening for the *House-Physician. <i 1639
WOTTON ParalL (J. s. v. House-keeper), We know the people
are apter to applaud housekeepers than *houseraisers. 1857
J. SMITH Hist. Jefferson Coll. 17 Conferences, .held at log-

rollings,
*house-raisings, or corn-huskings. 1895 N.

<$ Q.
8th Ser. VI II. 468/2 A poor Chouse-ridden octogenarian. 155*
HULOET, *House shouldred, dimissis humeris. 1645
RUTHERFORD Tryal $ Tri. Faith xv. (1845) 162 Kept from
the incursion of a *house-sin, and a home-bred corruption.
1610 GUILLIM Heraldry in. xvii. 11611) 154 These are called

"House-snailes, either because they so carrie their houses

upon their backe. .or because vsually they breed about old

houses. 1660 BOYLE New Ext>. Phys. Mech. Digress. 372 A
great, gray, House-Snail (as they call it). 1674 RAY Collect.

Wordsi Eng. Birds 88 The *
House-sparrow. 1897 Times

S Jan. 10/4 House sparrows feed on grain during the winter.

17*1 BRADLEY Philos. Ace. Wks. Nat.^ 135 The black
* House Spider, whose Antennae are seemingly pointed with
Diamonds. 1883 J. G. WOOD in Go. Words Dec. 762/1 The
common House-spider . . sometimes grows to an enormous
size. 1815 J. MORISON in Morisoniana (1831) 240 The
*
house-surgeon having neglected to retain the elastic. 1836-9

DICKF.NS Sk. Boz (1850) 146/2 A certificate was read from
the house-surgeon of a neighbouring hospital. 1674 RAY
Collect. Wordsi Eng. Birds 86 The common *House-
swallow; Hirundo aomestica. 1766 PENNANT Zool. (1776)
I. 399 The house-swallow is distinguished, .by the superior
forkiness of its tail, and by the red spot on the forehead, and
under the chin. Mod. Advt.*

*House-tablemaid . . wanted
at once. 1844 H. H. WILSON Brit. India 1. 469 The Chouse-
tax excited the discontent of its inhabitants. 1868 ROGERS
Pol. Econ. xxiL (1876) 20 In the case of the poor, a house-
tax has special disadvantages. 1891 Tablet 12 Sept. 437
To bring the Italian and German *house-urns into direct

connection. 1886 Pall Mall G. 12 Oct. 4/1 The highways
are blocked for miles with ' *house-waggons '. Mod. Advt.^
Wanted, a *House-waitingmaid, with^ood references. i6oj

HOUSE.
FULBECKE znd Pt. Para.ll. 52 The tennor hath Chouse-
wood, .fire-woode belonging to his tearme of common right.

House (haus), sd.~ Forms : (3 huce), 4 hous,
houce, 4-7 house, 5 howse, 6 howss, 6-7 houss,
7 housse, houohe, 5- house, [a. OK. huche ( 1 2th c.

in Littre), houce (i3th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), mod.F.
hou&sc fined.L. kucia

y hoiicici, Russia, housia}.

According to Darmesteter-Thomas, perh. adopted during
the Crusades from Arabic &^t y&shiah,

'

tegumentum,
velum '. See other suggestions in Diez, Littre", etc.]

A covering of textile material ; esp. and usually,
a covering attached to a saddle, so as to cover the

back and flanks of the horse; a housing.
c 1283 GRAYSTANES in Script. Tres (Surtees) 64 Ex eo

[panno] palefridis tuis coopertoria quae huces nuncupantur
fecit. 1313-13 Durham MS. Ceil. AW/, j Houce empt. pro
j equo. 1333-4 Durham MS. Bttrs. Roil, In panno.. empt.
pro houzes equorum, pro j houze ad palefr. missam domino
Kegi. 1391 Earl Derby's Exp. j Proj hous prole laner.
Ibid. 247 Pro j house pro sella domini de coreo. 1483 Catk.
Angl. 190/1 A Howse ofa horse, sandalnm, sudana. 1500-
o DUNBAR Poems Ixi. 21 With ane new houss I wald be

happit. 1601 F. TATE Househ. Ord. Edw. II fi 56 (18761 40
He shal. .carri the houche of those horses the kinge shalbe
mounted on. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thevenofs Trav. \. 86 A
stately Horse, covered with a Housse all Embroidered with
Gold, a 1700 DRYDEN tr. Ovid^s Met. xn. (R.), The houss
and trappings of a beast. 1756 ROLT Diet. Trade, Housing
or Honse^ a Cover laid over the Saddle of a horse, in order
to save it from the weather and dirt.

House (hauz), z*.1 [OE.Ai&bm (in sense i)
OHG. hfadn (MHG., MLG., MDu. husen, Ger.

hausen.) Du. huizeti), ON. husa ; f. htls HOUSE jd.i]
I. Transitive senses.

1. To receive or put into a house ; to provide
with a house to dwell in; to keep or store in

a house or building.
(iooo Leges Penit. c. 14 in Thorpe Laws II. 282 Fede

bearfan and scryde and husi^e. 1390 GOWER Con/. III. 16

Whan that they were alle housed And set and served ate
mete. 143* Sc. Acts Jos. I in Stai. Scotl. (1814) II. 21/1
The sheref . . sal .. forbide at ony man houss, berbery or
resett hym. 1-1440 Promf. Parv. 251/1 Howsyn, or puttyn
yn a howse, domtfero. 1577 B. GOOGE HeresbacKs Husa.
in. (15861 n8b, That if the Mare be housed, there be roome
enough for her and her foale. c 1586 C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps.
LXXVIII. xxi, A shepheard wise to howse his flock doth haste.
1616 BACON Sylva } 412 As wee House Hot-Countrey Plants
..to saue them; So wee may House our owne Countrey
Plants to forward them. 1768 G. WHITE Selbonit xiii.

('875) 50 A neighbour housed an oat-rick lately. 1773
GOLDSM. Stools to Cong. v. a. Wks. (Globe) 672^/1

Where
did you leave your fellow-travellers? Are they in safety?
Are they housed? 183* HT. MARTINEAU Weal <$ W. \. 3
There were nine children to be housed. 1885 Manch. Exam.
21 May 5/1 The arrangements for housing the art collection

of the Museum Committee at Queen's Park.

b. refl. To enter a house; to take refuge or

shelter in a house.
? 1400 Sir Bcttes 142 (MS. C.) Thereaboute ye shalle yow

howse And sone after that shall be hur spowse. 1^89 R.
HARVEY PI. Perc. (1500) Aiij b, House your selues in the
next Tauerne. 1685 TRAVESTIN Siege Neivheusel 49 The
rest of the Turks housing themselves. 1848 J. GRANT Aidt>

de-camp xxxiv, Each person housed himself where he could.

\-C. To drive or pursue into a house. Obs.

1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. v. i. 188 Euen now we hous'd him
in the Abbey heere. 1694 PENN Trav. Holland etc. 249
The Priest run away, they followed him till they housed
him. 1701 STRYPE Aylmer (R.), Yet the said Bishop, as he

understood, his single man housed them all.

2. To receive, as a house does ; to give shelter to.

1610 G. FLETCHER Chris?s Viet. \\. xiv, Him the silent

wildernesse did house, a 1653 J. SMITH Set. Disc. \. zo
When we have broken through the outward shell of words
and phrases that house it [truth] up. 1773-83 HOOLE Orl.
Fur. xxiii. (R.), When the place No knight has hous'd.

1833 TENNYSON CEnone 36 O Caves That house the cold-
crowned snake ! 1877 T. A. TROLLOPE Peep behind Sc. at
Rome xi. 140 The building was capable of comfortably
housing a very much larger number.

3. trans/, and Jig. To place or enclose as in a
house ; to cover as with a roof; to harbour, lodge.
1577 B. GOOGE Heresbaclis I/usb. u. (1586) 65 b, Some use

to house it with Strawe and Horse doung, and so leave it in

the Garden. 1599 B. JONSON Ev. A/an out ofHum. in. i.

Wks. (Rtldg.) 49/1 Nay, good sir, house your head. 1643
MILTON Divorce To Parlt. Eng., The piety, the learning
and the prudence which is hous'd in this place. 1791-1813
DISRAELI Cur. Lit.

,
Puck the Cvmnt., Some collector-,

houses the forlorn fiction and it enters into literary history.

1841 EMERSON Meth. Nat. Wks. tBohn) II. 226 The uni-

versal does not attract us until housed in an individual.

4. a. Naut, To place in a secure or unexposed
position : e.g. a gun, by running it in on deck and

fastening it by tackle, muzzle-lashing, and breech-

ing; a topmast or topgallant-mast, by partly

lowering it and fastening its heel to the mast
below it.

1760 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789), Canon & la serrey a

gun housed athwart, with the top of its muzzle bearing
against the upper edge of the port. 1835 MARRYAT J'iratt

vii, In bad weather it [the gun] can be lowered down and
housed. 1840 R. H. DANA Be/. Mast xv. 41 A large ship,
with her top-gallant-masts housed. 1874 THEARLE Naval
Arc/tit. 77 Provision is made for housing the screw shaft by
giving a swell to the post, as in a wood ship.

b. Naut. To cover or protect with a roof.

1821 A. FISHER Voy. Arctic Reg. 151 As the ships are now
housed and secured, and the days getting so short. 1867
SMYTH Sailor's Word-bit, s. v. Housed, Snips in ordinary,
not in commission, are housed over by a substantial roofing.



HOUSE.

e. Hop-growing. (See quot.) Cf. HOUSLING.
1875 Sussex Gloss., When hops have a great deal of bine,

and the poles are thickly covered over the top, so as almost
to shut out the light and sun, they are said to be ' housed '.

d. Carpentry. To fix in a socket, mortice, or
the like : cf. HOUSING sl>. 1 5.
1856 S. C. BKEES Gloss. Terms s.v. Housing, The steps of

a staircase are housed into the stringboard, and the ends
of a pair of rafters are sometimes housed into the head c.f

a king-post. 1884 F. T. HODGSON Stair-hiilding 12 W.U1
strings are the supporters of the ends of the treads and
risers that are against the wall. They may be '

housed
'

or
left solid.

f 5. To build, (transl. L. sedificare.) 06s. rare.
<zi4oo Prymer (1891) 35 [Ps. cxxii.

3] Iherusalem that is

housed as a cite, whas delynge is in him self.

II. Intransitive senses.

1 6. To erect a house or houses ; to build. 06s.

1197 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 492 Hii housede & bulde vaste &
herede & sewe. cio Pilgr. Lyf Manlude \. xlix. (1869)
30 The carpentere with his ax to nowse and to hewe. 1496
Diva 4 Pau/>. x. viii. (W. de W.) 383/1 Thou shall house
& other shall dwelle therin.

7. To dwell or take shelter in (or as in) a house ;

to harbour.

1591 SPENSER M. HiMerd 828 He would it drive away,
Ne suffer it to house there. 1592 SHAKS. Rom. $ Jnl. in.
v. 190 Graze where you will, you shall not house with me.
1697 DRYOEN Virg. Georg. i. 460 Observe the starry Signs,
Wnere Saturn houses, and where Hermes joins. 1803 S. &
HT. LEE Ccuiterb. T. II. 342, I again housed with my
peasants. 1818 Blackw. Mag. XXIV. 442 Surely the Devil
houses here! 1880 WATSON Prince's Quest (1892) 32 If..
unbelief House in thy heart.

t 8. House in (also in pass.) : said of a ship of
which the upper works are built narrower than the
lower. (Cf. HOMING vbl. sb. i.) 06s.

1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Gram. xi. 52 Flaring . . is

when she is a little bowsing in, neere the water. 1704 J .

HARRIS Lex. Techn. s.v. Housed, She is Housed-in, or
Pinched-in too much. 1711 W. SUTHERLAND Skipbtiild.
Assist. 165 Tumbling home ; when the Ship-side declines
from a Perpendicular upwards, or, as some call it, houses in.

House (hauz), v2 [f. HOUSE si. 2 : cf. F. housser

(OF. houchier I3th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).] trans. To
cover (a horse) with a house or housing.
1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixi. 71 Tak in this gray horss,

Auld Dunbar,. .Gar howss him now aganis this 3uill. 1580
BLUNDEVIL Horsemanship, Dint. Horses (1609) n Horses.. !

would be housed in Summer season with canuas to defend
the flies, and in Winter with a thicke woollen housing cloth,
to keepe them warme. 1638 EVELYN Diary 22 Oct., A velvet
bed of state drawn by six horses, houss'd wth y same. 1844
MRS. BROWNING Swan's Nest vi, And the steed it shall be
shod All in silver, housed in azure.

House v.s, var. of HOISE v. : cf. HOWES.
1515 Cocke Lorelts B. (Percy Soc.) 14 Cocke waved

anker, and housed his sayle.

Houseale, -all : see HOUSAL, HOUSEL.
Houseband, obs. form of HUSBAND.
HoU'Se-boat. A boat roofed over and fitted up

as a house, for living in permanently or temporarily.
1790 G. WHITE Let. in Sclbome

(187^) II. 175 To enquire
what small craft they had on the Rhine, and whether any
house-boat. 1887 Miss BRADDON Like <$ Unlike i, The
summer days we spent together on his lordship's house-boat
at Henley. 1887 Spectator 9 July 920/2 Summer life in a
house-boat on the Thames.

Hotrsebote. Law. Forms : 2-3 husbote, 6-

housebote, (6-8 -boot, 7 -boote). [O. *htisb6t,
f. Ails HOUSE s6.l + b6t BOOT s6.1 5.] The repair
of a house ; wood for this purpose ; the right of a
tenant to take this from the landlord's estate.

?H70 Ckarler'm Mon.AngL (1830) VI. i. 263-4 [HJusbotam
et heybotam ad sufncientiam in bosco meo. 1235-5* Ren-
talia Glaston. iSom. Rec. Soc.) 83 Debet habere husbote
ad aulam suam de bosco domini. 1292 Year-bit. 20-21 Edw. I
(Rolls) 121 Willem Chandez granta a ly ousbote e heybote
en son boys. 1365, 1594 [see HEDGEBOTE, HAYBOTE).
1641 Termes de la Ley, Houseboote. 1726 AYLIHFE
Parergon 506 If a man cuts Trees for Houseboot, Hedge-
boot, Cartboot, Ploughboot, and Fireboot, Tithes shall not
be paid of them. 1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) I. 323 It was
resolved in 8 Ja. I. that every copyholder may of common
right, .take housebote, hedgebote, and ploughbote.

t HotTSebreach. O6s. rare. In 2 husbreohe.
[OE. hiisbrice, i. hiis HOUSE s6.1 + brice BREACH =
OFris. hiisbreke.'] Housebreaking.
(1025 Cnut's Secular Laws c. 64 [65] (Schmid) Hus-

bryce [v.r. brec] and barnet. .jefter wonild-laje is botleas.

eiijo Laws Hen. I, c. 12 S i (Schmid) Ex hiis placitis. .

quaedam non possunt emendari. .husbreche et bernet. 1678
PHILLIPS (ed. 4) App., Housebreach, or House-breaking.
House-break (hau-S|br?k), v. [Back-formation
from next or house-breaking ; cf. housekeep.'] intr.

To break into a house with felonious intent.
1820 SHELLEY Hymn Mercury xlix, The lord of those

Who swindle, house-break, sheep-steal, and shop-lift. 1896
Westm. Gaz. 22 Oct. 3/1 To housebreak in his own humorous
fashion.

Housebreaker (hau-s,br;'kaj).
1. One who breaks open and enters a house with

intent to commit robbery or other felony.
c 1340 Cursor M. 6747 (Fairf.) Thefe housbreker in any

stounde. 1483 Cath. Angl. 190/2 An Howse breker, aper-
cttlarius. 1662 J. DAVIES tr. Olfariiis' Voy. Ambass. 280
A House-breaker coming one night into his House. 1727
SWIFT What passed in Lontion, Highway-men, house-

breakers, and common pick-pockets. 1855 ]UACAULAY Hist.

Eng. xix. IV. 295 During the autumn of 1602 and the follow-

421

ing winter, the capital was kept in constant terror by
housebreakers,

2. One whose business it is to demolish houses.
1875 [Remembered In use by a correspt.]. 1892 Times

6 Dec. ii/4 The whole of the block of houses., is in process
of demolition . . the '

house-breakers
'

being already at work.
1898 Daily News 22 July 6/1 The house-breaker the man
of the pick, not the jemmy is hard at work.

Hou-sebreaking. [Cf. HOUSEBREACH.] The
crime of breaking open and entering a house with
intent to commit robbery or other felony. (See
quots.) Also attrib.

1617 MINSHEU Ductor, Burglary,,. the Common Law re-

stniines it to robbing of a house by night... The like offence
committed by dale they call house breaking or robbing.

1670 BtOtnn Law Diet. s.v. 1769 BLACKSTONE Comm. IV.
xvi. (1809) 223 Burglary, or nocturnal housebreaking. .has

always been looked upon as a very heinous offence. 1838
DICKENS O. Twist xix, Producing his box of housebreaking
tools. 1897 Daily News g Dec. 10/7 Housebreaking, which
means entry before nine o'clock at night, is commoner with
these retail criminals than burglary.

Hoil'se-builder. One who builds a house
;

one whose business is the building of houses; a

builder.

1769 yuniits Lett, xxxiv. 152 [He], .descends to apply to
his house-builder for assistance. 1895 Educat. Rev. (N. Y.)
Sept. 158 A house-builder is not likely to excel as an
architect.

b. attrib. House-builder Moth : see quots.
1864-5 WOOD Homes without H. xiv. (1868) 283 This is

the House-Builder Moth (Oiketicits Sandersii) an insect
which is common in many parts of the West Indies.

So Houe-bullding
1

, the building of houses.

1796 MORSE Atner. Gtog. II. 258 Timber, .is employed in

house-building instead ofbricks, stones and tiles.

Housecarl (haa't|kiil). Hist. Forms : i hus-

carl,-karl(l,7-9hus-,hou8ecarle, 9 hus-, house-
carl. [Late OE. kiiscarl, a. ON, kilskarl man-
servant, pi. king's men, body-guard, f. ON. hils

house + karl man : see CARL.]
A member of the body-guard or household troops

of a (Danish or late Old English) king or noble.
10.. O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1036 pact ^Ifgifu,

Hardacnutes modor, sxte on Winceastre, mid pses cynges
huscarlum hyra suna. a 1066 Charter of Eadiveard in
Kemble Cod. Dipl. IV. 202 Swa Surstan min huskarll hit

furmest of me heold. a u O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.)
an. 1070 pa comen into Elij Xpistien ba Densce bisceop. .

and pa Densca bus carles mid heom. 1610 HOLLAND Cam-
den's Brit. i. 576 They had slaine his Huscarles. 1670
MILTON Hist. Eng. vi. Wks. (1851) 272 Hardecnute sending
his Housecarles, so they call'd his Officers, to gather the
Tribute impos'd. 1761 HUME Hist. Eng. I. App. i. 97 He
summoned from all parts his huscarles or houseceorles and
retainers. 1870 FREEMAN Norm. Conq. (ed. 2) I. vi. 440 Cnut
now organized a regular paid force. .These were the famous
Thingmen, the Housecarls. Ibid* 441 The Housecarls were
in fact a standing army. 1873 EDITH THOMPSON Hist. Eng.
vii. 26 The thanes and house-carls were slaughtered almost
to a man around their fallen standard.

Housed (hauzd),///. a.1 [f. HousE^. 1 or j^. 1
]

1. Lodged, enclosed, or shut up in or as in a
house ; provided with a house or houses.

1549 CHEKE Hurt Sedit. (1641) 14 Which haue fled from
housed conspiracies to encamped robberies. 1577 B. GOOGE
Heresbach's Husb. HI. (1586) 141 b, Thus much of housed
sheepe. 1664 EVELYN Kal. Hort. (1729^ 154 Air your
hoard Carnations. 1819 Blackw. Mag. XXVI. 204 The
richly housed and planted acclivity, a z86a BUCKLE
Civiliz. (1869) III. v. 471 A badly fed, badly housed, and not

over-cleanly people.
2. Naut. (See HOUSE v.1 4 a.)

1893 Westm. Gaz. 14 Oct. 5/3 It would have been better if

both boats had sailed under housed topmasts.

Housed (hauzd), ///. a.~ [f. HOUSE z>. 2 or j^. 2]
Covered with a house or housing.
1560 BECON New Catech. Wks. (1560-3) i. s^sTose a sorte

of Popettes standing in euerye corner of the Church bome
holdinge in theyr handes a Swoorde, some a Scepter .. som
houbed, some vnhoused.

House-dog. A dog kept to guard the house
;

a watch-dog ; a domestic dog.
1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 7 p 4 She. .was. .almost frighted

out of her Wits by the great House-dog. iygx MARY
WOLLSTONECK. Rights Worn. xii. (1891) 250 To love with
reasonable subordination their whole family, from their

husband to the house dog. 1882 OUIDA In .Warr>inma I.

24 Of a fox never can you make a house-dog.
fig. 1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair xl, Briggs was the

house-dog whom Rebecca had provided as guardian of her
innocence and reputation.

House-door. The door of a house ; the main
or front door.
1666 PEPYS Diary 25 Sept., To the Parliament House. .

and then delivered it [a letter] at the House-door. 1848
DICKENS Dombey Hi, The butlers .. began to stand at ihe
house-doors in the twilight, attrib. 1879 BROWNING Hat-
bert

<J- Hob 40 A yard from the house-door-sill.

House-dove.
1. A dove kept in a dove-house ; a tame dove or

pigeon.
1530 PALSGR. 233/1 Housedove, coulomb. 16*5 BACON

Ess., Platiiat. (Arb.) 531 Cockes, Hennes,. . House doues.

2.yi". Formerlycommonly applied to a person(esp.
a woman) that stays in the house ; a stay-at-home.
1579-80 NORTH Plutarch (1595) 242 Then the home-tamers

and house-doues that kept Rome still, began to repent them
that it was not their hap to go with him. 1589 GREENE
Menaphon (Arb.) 85 You are proude such a house doue of

late, or rather so good a Huswife, that no man may see you

HOUSEHOLD.
vnder a couple of Capons. 1639 Du VEKGER tr. Camus'
Admir, Events 20 Take me not as a house Dove, to imploy
my selfe in spinning, sowing, and keeping the chimney corner.

HoU'Se-father. [transl. of L. paterfamilias.
or of Ger. hausvater.] The father of a household
or family ; the male head of a community or collec-

tion of persons living together as a family.
155* LATIMER Scrm. Lincoln \. 65 What a costly dyshe

the housefather hath ordayned at the wedding of his son.

1859 THACKERAY Virgin, xxxii, He was dozing after the
fashion of honest housefathers. 1879 W. E. HEARN Aryan
Househ, ii. i.

35)
The simple minds of uncultured men

unhesitatingly believed that the spirit of the departed
House Father hovered round the place he loved in life.

1884 LutJieran 28 Feb. 3 Arranging the present building
for the residence in it of a housefather which is a necessity
for the institution [a theological seminary]. 1887 Pall
Mall G. 7 Dec. 9/1 There were in these places no 'house-
fathers

*

for the girls, though there were '

house-mothers
'

for both girls and boys.

Houseful (hmrsful). [See -FUL.] As much
or as many as a house will hold.
1610 BP. HALL Apol. Brownists 13 The tumultuarie

Discipline of the refined house-full at Amsterdam. 1665
PEPYS Diary 19 Sept., The whole house-full there at cards
1842 E. FITZGERALD Lett. (1889) I. 96 A housefull of the
most delightful children. 1867 DICKENS Lett. (1880) 11.270
Having my annual houseful, I have, as yet, seen nothing

Hotrse-heating.
1. lit. The heating of a house. Also attrib.

1887 Westm. Rev. June 323 Our house-heating furnaces..

are_
not to be commended. 1895 Daily News 25 Apr. 7/2

It is applicable ..to house-heating, to kitchen and baking-
ovens, to steamers, locomotives, and other steam engines.

2../&T. =HOUSE-WAHMING 2.

1819 Blackw. Mag. V. 631/2 His celebrated master-piece,
'Hogg's Househeating'. 1864 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. xvi.
i. IV. 245 A grand House-heating, or First Dinner.

Household (hau-s,hJuld). Forms: 4-7 hous-
holde, houshould, 4-8 houshold, 5 houshoold,
housold. 5-6 howsold(e, householde, north.

hous-, howshald(e, 5-7 howshold(e, 6 hous-
sold, howseholde, howahould, 5- household.
[f. HOUSE j<M + HOLD j.i Cf. MDu. huzishoud,
huysholt) Ger. haushalt housekeeping, Sw. hus-
hall household, family; also Ger. kaushaltung
in senses I, a, 3.]

I. 1 1. The '

holding
'

or maintaining of a house
or family ; housekeeping ; domestic economy. (In

quot. 1585, Dwelling, residence: see also 5.) Obs.
1489 CAXTON Faytes ofA. i. i. 2 To spynne on the distaf

& ocupie theim in thynges of houshold. 1529 WOLSEY m
Four C. Eng. Lett. 10 Lvry thyng mete for houssold vn-

in every point for household, wonderfully rejoyced me.
1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay^s Voy. iv. xv. 129 Tbarse
. . being the place of birth and houshold of S. Paul.

*t"
2. The contents or appurtenances of a house

collectively ; household goods, chattels, or furni-

ture; household- stuff. Obs.

138* WYCLIF Esek. xxxviii. 13 And take pertenaunce of
houshold and substaunce. 1420 E. E. Wills (1882) 52 Also
I will bat my wyffe haue all my housholde holy. 1484
CAXTON Fables ofPoge (1889) i Dysshes, pottes, pannes, and
suche other houshold. 1621 Bury Wills (Camden) 167 De-
siringe him. .he would bestowe some of my howsholde ofmy
brother Nicke. 1709 E. W. Donna Rosina no Devout Souls
. .have sent their Beds hither and some other Household.

8. The inmates of a house collectively ; an orga-
nized family, including servants or attendants,

dwelling in a house
;
a domestic establishment.

1387-8 T. USK Test. Love n. iii. (Skeat) 1. 126 In to myne
housholde hastelye I woll that thou entre. c 1400 MAUNDEV.
(1839) xix. 209 In on House men maken 10 Housholdes.
c 1440 Promp. Pan>. 250/2 Howsholde, familia. 1529
MORI-: in Four C. Eng. Lett. 12 Be of good cheere, and
take all the howsold with you to Church. 1584 POWEL
Lloyd's Cambria 105 With all his children and houshold to
be murihered. 1634 SANDERSON 12 Serm. (1637) 113 To give
to every one of the houshold his appointed portion at the

appointed seasons. 1719 YOUNG Bnsiris HI. i, The gates
are barr'd, And all the houshold is compos'd to rest? 1841
W. SPALDING Italy ff It. Isl. III. 87 The pomp of the vice-

regal household was no small addition to the other national
burdens. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) V. 103 'Ihe master of
the household should be up early and before all his servants.

fig. 15*6 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) gob, Certaynly
iney be y8 housholde of Sathan and progeny of piyde.
1526 TINDALE Gal. vi. 10 Vnto them which are off the
housholde of fayth. 1548-9 (.Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer Col-
lect 22iid Sund. after Trin., To kepe thy housbolde the
churche in continuall godlines.

b. spec. The Household =ft& royal or imperial
household.

1 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxiii. 108 To kepe J?at nane
entre in at be dure bot l?ai J;at be emperour will, oless )>an
he be of be houshald. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. in.

213 The earl of Pembroke.. Lord Chamberlain of the
household. 1707 Chamberlaynis St. Gt. Brit. \\. xiv. 183
(heading} Of the Troops of the Houshold. 1853 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. xviii. IV. 121 He had two good places, one in
the Treasury, the other in the household. Ibid. xxii. IV.

776 Retaining his place of Comptroller of the Household.
1880 DISRAELI Endytn. Ux, Gentlemen expecting high places
in the Household, and under-secretaryships of state.

4. techn. JLlliptically for household bread, coal,

etc. : see 8.

1638 PENKETHMAN Artack. Cijb, The i</. houshold
(being Bread made of common wheat,) ought to weigh two



HOUSEHOLD. 422 HOUSEKEEPING
cnny white of the same course Cocket. 1854 RONALDS
RICHARDSON Chcm. Techtwl, I. Prcf. 6 [Coal] Household

Arts I. 477 Batch bread is made of best flour and of

households, or flour of second quality. 1886 FALLOWS
Suppl. Dtft.t Households, a technical name among millers

for the best flour made from red wheat, with a small por-
tion of white wheat mixed.

t5. Phrases. To hold or keep (a, ottes] house-

hold : to
'

keep house
'

; to keep open household= to

keep open house (see HOUSE sb. 1 17 a, b\ In or

of household with : in or of the same household

with ;
familiar with. Obs.

c 1430 Hymns Virg. 61 panne comeb be .vij.deedli synnes
With be wickid aungil housbolde to holde. 1463 Faston
Lett. No. 469 II. 129 Ther to dwelle and abide, and kepe
howsold. 1467 Ortt. Worcester c. 33 in Eng. Gilds (1870)

389 Eny craftiesmac, artificer, or other, dwellynge or

hofdynge houshold, in Cites, Boroughez. 1548 UDALL, etc.

l-'.rastn. Par. Matt. iv. 33 Desire to haue in houshold with

them, men, &c. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 215 At Christ-

masse, at which tyme she promissed to keepe open hous-
hold. 1581 PETTIE Guazzos Civ. Conv. n. (1586) 52 Those
that be of householde with us.

II. attrib. and Comb.
6. attrib. passing into adj. Of or belonging to a

household, domestic.

1382 WYCLIF Matt. x. 25 ^if thei ban clepid the husbonde
man Belzebub, hou myche more his housholde meynee ?

1535 COVERDALE Ecclus. vi. 1 1 Deale faithfully with thy
housholde folke. 1578 TIMME Cafaine on Gen. 301 Abram
..with his housholdarmie, fell upon their enemies. 1613
PUBCHAS Pilgrimage u6'4) 524 All their most precious
houshold furniture. 1643 MILTON Divorce To Parft. Eng.,
This houshold unhappines. 17*6 AYLIFFE Parergon 338 A
Legacy of Housholdgoods or Furniture. 1738 WESLEY
Ps. LXXX. vii, Our bitter Household Foes abound. 1841
W. SPALDING Italy $ It. 1st. I. 299 Statues, mosaics, house-
hold utensils, and other antique treasures. 1847 EMERSON
Poems, Saadi 176 That blessed gods in servile masks Plied
for thee thy household tasks.

b. Of or belonging to the royal household, aj>

household appointment, office, etc. ; household

troops, troops specially employed to guard the

person of the sovereign : in Great Britain the ist

and 2nd Life Guards, the Royal Horse Guards,
and the Grenadier, Coldstream, and Scots Guards ;

so household brigade, cavalry, infantry, etc.

1711 Lond. Gaz. No. 4843/2 The Houshold Troops are

under the Gates of Cambray. 1841 ELPHINSTONE Hist. Ind.
II. 183 In most Asiatic despotisms, the king first trusts to

the army against the people, and then to a body of foreign
household troops, or Mamluks, against the rest of the arm j".

1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. ui. I. 295 The household infantry
consisted of two regiments.

C. Jig. Familiar, intimate, homely, arch.
c 1450 tr. De Imitation* in. xxiv. 95 pine familiars &

householde men. 1592 R. D. Hypnerototnachiet 39 b, Grow-
ing into some houshold familiaritie. 1761 STERNE Tr.

Shandy III. 94 Good plain houshold judgment. 1840 DE
QUINCEY Style iv. (1860) 291 More household, more natural,
less elaborate. 1853 HAWTHORNE Tanglew. T., Circe's P.

(1879) 182 What a domestic, household, homelike sound it is !

7. Objective Combs., as household-keeper, -keep-

ing (see 5,, -orderer, -ordering.
1479 Bury Wills (Camden) 51 Euery housold keper in the

town that I dwellejnne. 1552 HI/LOET, Housholde kepynge,
familiam fattens. Ibid. t Housholde orderer, or gouernor,
oeconomicus. Ibid., Houshold orderyng, . .oeconomia.

8. Special Combs. : household beer, beer of

ordinary quality for household use ; household
bread, bread for ordinary household use : the

application has changed several times between the

i6thc., when it was brown bread, and the end of

the 1 9th, when it is white bread made of a second

or third quality of flour ; household franchise,

suffrage, the right of voting in parliamentary or

other elections, consequent upon being a house-

holder within an electoral division : see HOUSE-
HOLDER; household gods {Rom. Antiq.}, the

Lares and Penates, divinities supposed to preside
over the household, whose images were kept in

the atrium or central room of the house ; Jig. the

essentials of home life ; household loaf, a loaf

of household bread; f household-man, a domestic
male servant or attendant ; household servant,
a servant belonging to the household, a domestic
servant

;
household word, a word or saying in

familiar use ; a name familiar to everybody.
1577 B. GOOGE Heresback's Husb. i. (1586) zob, Two

Ovens, one serving for *householde bread, the other for

manchet for myne owne table. 1620 VENNER I'ia Recta i.

18 A browne houshold bread agreeable enough for labourers.

1737 OZELL Rabelais I. 256 A Loaf of Houshold (or Brown)
Bread. 1818 TODD, Household-bread, bread not of the
finest quality: see Cheat-bread. 1859-60 Ure's Diet. Arts
s,v. Bread (L.), Our household bread [is made], of the whole
substance of the grain without the separation either of the
fine flour or coarse bran. 1866 BRIGHT*.?/. Ho. Com. 13
Mar., If., he approved a io/. "household franchise in

boroughs he must do so also in the counties. 1884 GLAD-
STONE Sp. Ho. Com. 28 Feb., The household franchise . .

now. .the principal franchise of the cities and towns of this

country. 1614 T. ADAMS Devils Banqitet 32 Those [Lares
et Lemures} "household-Gods, or rather household-Goblins
and Deuits. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Georg. \\\. 535 And with
him all his Patrimony bear* : His House and Houshold

Gods ! 1818 BYRON Lett. 10 Sept., The deliberate desola-

tion piled upon me, when I stood alone upon my hearth,
with my household gods shivered around me. 1594 CROMP-
TON Jurisdiction 226 b, A penie wheaten loafe, A halfe-

penie 'houshold loafe. 1710 Abstr. Act 8 Anne c. 19 in

Land. Gaz, No. 4681 i The White Loaves are One Half,
and the Wheaten Three Quarters ofthe Weight of Houshold
Loaves. 1477 NORTON Ord. Alck. iv. in Ashm. (1652) 49
Take never thereto no *Houshold-man, Thei besoone weary
as I tellcann. 1591 LAMBAROF. A rtheion(ib-*& 105 The like

[penaltie] upon the taker of any Liverie, except he were his

Household-man. 1495 Trevises BartIt. De P. R. vi. xxii.

(W. de W.), *Houshofde seruauntes besyly helpe and folowe
eche other. 1840 THIRLWALL Greece VII. 335 He sent back
his brother Menelaus .. together with his private baggage,
and household servants. 1866 BRIGHT Sp. at Mane/tester
20- Nov., *Household or rating suffrage has existed for cen-

turies in our parishes. 1599 SHAKS. Hen, V* iv. m. 52 Our
Names, Familiar in his mouth as Household words. 1833 L.

RITCHIE Wand, by Loire 157 The children of genius, whose
names are as house-hold words in the mouths of their fellow-

men. 1888 BURGON Lives 12 Gd, Men I. iv. 375 A household
word wherever the English language is spoken.
Hence (nonce-ii'ds.} f Hou'seholdment, a piece

of household furniture. Hon'seholdness (see 6 c),

domestic quality, f Hon seholdy a. [cf. early
mod.Du. huyshottdigh (Kilian)], belonging to or

befitting a household.

1557 TUSSER 100 Points Hitsb. v, At no tyme to much, but
haue alway ynough : is housholdy fare, and the guyse of
the plough. 1717 .;V. Riding Rec. VIII. 171 One oak chest,
one arm chair with some other odd householdments within
the Township. 1833 LYTTON England iv. ii, Wordsworth
is German from his singular householdness of feeling.

Householder (hau*S|hJuldai). Forms : see

HOUSEHOLD. [ME., f. HOUSE j^. 1 + HOLDKB 2 :

cf. Du. huishouder (Kilian huyshouder}, LG. htts-

hdlaer, MHG., Ger. haushalter, Da. kuusholder,

Sw. hushallare ; nlso Gr. oixovofws.]
The person who holds or occupies a house as

his own dwelling and that of his household; esp.
in the law on parliamentary elections in the United

Kingdom, one qualified to exercise the franchise

by the occupancy, as legally defined, of a house or

tenement.
c 1386 CHAUCER Pro/. 339 An housholdere and that a greet

was he, Seint lulian was he in his contree. 1434 E. E.
ll'ills (1882) ioi Selle hite. .& yeue to pore houshoiders in

coles. 1547 in Weary's Attat. (1888) App. iii. 161 Thai-
dermen ..shall cause euerye howseholder of their seuerall

wardes..to [etc.]. 1679 Establ. Test 23 His Majesty.. has
commanded all Papists who are not Householders, Travel-

lers, &c. to depart from this. .City. 1831 MACAULAY in Life
$ Lett. <i88o) I. 253 With your head full of ten-pound
householders. 1846 J. BAXTER Libr. Pract. Ajgric. (ed. 4)

II. 309 Every householder in the country might practise
this part of domestic economy. 1884 Low & PULLING Diet.

Eng. Hist. 424/1 By the Reform Bill of 1867. .the franchise

. . was extended to all resident householders or rated occu-

pants of dwelling houses, after payment of one year's rates.

b. Hence, The head of a household or family.
Promp. Parv. 251/1 Howsholdare (A*, howsalder),

dome or houshold, must be gouerned onely by the laws of

the king, or ordersof the housholder. 1645 P\GiTrffgresiofr.
(1661) 50 It was the Apostles practice . . to baptize both the

house-holders themselves that believed, and their housholds
also. 1870 SCHAFF Comm. Prov. xxi. 25-6 Wishers and
woulders are neither good householders nor long livers.

c. Jig. of God in reference to His providence.
1571 GOLDING Calvin on Ps. Ixviii. 10 A most loving and

carefull housholder, bicause he alwayes sent them rayne to

prepare them foode. 187* SPURGEON Treas. Dav. Ps. Ixv.

q Blessed be the great Householder ; he does not suffer the

harvest to fail.

Hence Hou'seholdership, the position or status

of a householder.

18x7 BENTHAM Plan Parl. Reform Introd. 106 note, Evi-

dence of
Householdership. 187* Daily News 30 Sept., His

householdership . . is rather in a peculiar position ; for the

house . . which he inhabits he pays no rent, but he is allowed

the use of it . . in addition to his money wage.

Householding (,hcurs|hJoldirj y ,
sb. [f. HOUSE

sb.\ + HOLDING zS/. sb. Cf. Ger. haushaltung,
Du. huishouding (Kilian huyshoudinghe] . The
other Teut. langs. have the vb., Ger. haushalten,

Du. hitishouden, Sw. hush&lla to keep house.]

f-
a. Management of a household ; housekeep-

ing. Obs. b. Occupation of a house. Also attrib.

? a 1366 CHAUCER Rom. Rose 1132 A yong man fulle of

semelyhede . . His lust was mich m housholding. 1565-73
COOPER TAesaurus s. v. ConsuetudotC\cwQ translated Xeno-

phons booke of housholding into the latine tongue. 1569 J.

SANFORD tr. Agrippa's Van. Artes 107 Economic, or nous-

holdinge cannot truely be termed neether Art nor Science.

1865 Daily Tel. 25 Oct. 6/5 Champions of '

fancy franchises
'

and those who insisted upon the householding test. 1884
GLADSTONE Sp. Ho. Com. 28 Feb., There will be a fourfold

occupation franchise, or householding franchise.

Hou'seholding, a.
[f. as prec. + HOLDING

///. .] That occupies, or manages, a house.
1866 DICKENS Rej>r. Pieces 129 The householding popula-

tion of our watering-place. 1871 G. MACDONALD Story
Sea-Sltore in Wks. Fancy $ hnag. II. 4 Householding
Nature from her treasures brought Things old and new.

Householdry (hau's (hJldri). [f. HOUSE-
HOLD: see -ERY, -RY.]
1. The management of a household ; housekeep-

ing ;
domestic economy or occupations.

1581 MI'LCASTER Positions v. (1887) 35 Writing and read-

ing do minister much helpe to tramcque, to householdrie, to

learning, and all publicke dealinges. 183* Blaclcu.'. Mag.
XXXII. 645, I told her to mind her householdry. 1865
E. UURRITT W~alk Land's End 426 Pre-historic prototypes
or models of human householdry.

~\ 2. 1'oni'r. Household-stuff. Obs.

1573 TLSSKK Hush. viii. (1878) 16 So houshold and hous-
holdrie I doe define, for folke and the goodes that in house
be of thine. Ibid. ix. 17 To furnish house with housholdry.

Household-Stuff, anh. The goods, utensils,

vessels, etc. belonging to a household ; the furni-

ture of a house.
c 1511 ist Eng. Bk. Anter. (Arb.) Introd. 28/2 The women

here there chyldren & theyr householde stufle. 1553 EDEN
Treat, Nevje hid. (Arb.) 24 Theyr housholde stufle is of

golde and syluer. 1676 THMI-LK Lett, to Sir J. Williamson
Wks. 1731 II. 419, I have given Order for shipping away
the best Part of my Houshold-stuff To-morrow. 1719 DE
FOE Crusoe n. i, Household-stuff, particularly kitchen
utensils. 1869 FREEMAN Norm. Coiiq. III. xii. 211 Horses,
arms, household stuff of every kind, were found in plenty.

Housekeep ^hau-S|kfp), v. [Back-formation
from next or HOUSEKEEPING : cf. fiousebreak.']
ititr. To act as housekeeper, keep house.

1842 MRS. PF.ABODV in N. Hawthorne ^ Wife (1885) I.

251, I housekeep, paint, sew, study German, read. 1893
i1

. Mag. CLI. 84/2 Kate shall come and housekeep.

Housekeeper (huu-sikfpaj). [f.
HOUSE

+ KEEPER, i.e. keeper of a house.]
1. = HOUSEHOLDER. Now rare or Obs.

c 1440 Promp. Pan 1
. 251 i Howskepare, fttituus, editua.

1536 STAPLE-TON in Lett, f, Pap. Hen. VII1 < 18901 XII. 189
At the request of honest men, he, being a house-keeper,
was suffered to go unpunished. 1605 Laud. Prodigal I. ii.

She hath refused seven of the worshipfull'st And worthiest

housekeepers this day in Kent. 1685 in Picton L'pool
Munic. Rec. (1883) I. 329 None but housekeepers shall sitt

in the seate on y north side. .and. .none but the wives and
widdows of housekeepers. . 'twixt the baylives wives and y*
font. 1766 ENTICK London IV. 128 A handsome street, in-

habited . . by private housekeepers. 1833 HT. MARTINEAV
Brooke Farm ii. 21 A piece of ground will be given to every

housekeeper in return for his right of common.
fig- >*4S Bp ' HALL Remedy Discontents 38 The great

Housekeeper of the world knows how to fit every palate
with that which either is, or should be agreeable.

1 2. (With qualifying adj.) One who '

keeps a

(good, bountiful, etc.) house' (see HOUSE s/>. 1

17 b) ; a hospitable person. Obs.

i538LAT!MER.S<;n. $ Rem. (1845) 411 The man is., a good
housekeeper, feedeth many, and that daily. 1586 J. HOOKER
Girald. Irel. in Holinshed II. 137/2 Bountiful! and liberal!

. . a great housekeeper, and of great hospitalitie. a
l_66l

FULLER Worthies (1840) I. 281 John Barnston . . a bountiful

housekeeper, a 17076?. faXaatAtliMagr. (1839)71 Her

grandmother, being a person of quality, a great housekeeper
and very religious.

3. a. A person in charge of a house, office, place
of business, etc.

1632 J. HAYIVARD tr. Biondfs Eromena 6 The day follow-

ing came to court the housekeeper of Poggio. 1709 STRYPE
Ann. Re/. I. xv. 191 Nonsuch, another of her houses, of

which the noble earl of Arundel seems to be now house-

keeper. 1714 Land. Gaz. No. 5274/8 Matthew Aylmer, Esq.
..to be.. Housekeeper of His Majesty's Royal Palace of

Greenwich Park. 1768 ELLIS in Phil. Trans. LV1II. 78

Mr. Robertson, housekeeper to the Royal Society. Mod.
The Bank occupies the three floors

;
the housekeeper and

his family live in the attics.

t b. A dog kept to guard the house ;
a watch-

dog. Obs.

1605 SHAKS. MacJr. m. i. 97 The valued file Distinguishes
the swift, the slow, the subtle, The House-keeper, the

Hunter. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury n. ix. 186/1 The yil-

lage-Dog, or House-keeper.. bigly barking, so as to terrifie

Rogues and Theives.

4. A woman engaged in housekeeping or domestic

occupations (see HOUSE sb. 1 170); a woman who

manages or superintends the affairs of a house-

hold ; esp. the woman in control of the female

servants of a household.

heere? 1714 SWIFT Stella's Birthday 9 1

the old house-keeper, and get her To fill a ^place.
XT

FORDYCE Serrn. Yng. Worn. (1767) I. vi. 226 Mistresses th*i.

leave all to housekeepers and other servants. 1834 HT. MAR-
TINEAU Demerara xii. 140 The little pining thing that was

kept in the housekeeper's room. 1859 DICKENS Lett. (1880)

II. 87 My eldest daughter is a capital housekeeper.

5. One who 'keeps the house', or stays at home
,see HOUSE sbl 17 d).
c 1710 CELIA FIENNES Diary (1888) 75 They ..scarce ever

go 2 or 10 mile from thence especially the women, so may
be termed good housekeepers. 1826 SCOTT Jrnl. 12 June,
Grief makes me a housekeeper, and to labour is my only
resource.

Hence (in sense 41 Hou-sekeeper-lilce, Hou-se-

kee perly adjs., like or characteristic of a house-

keeper. Hou-sekse^pership, the position or office

of a housekeeper.
1839 Lett. fr. Madras xxvii. (1843) 294 A * rt of good-

natured, housekeeper-like bodies, who talk only of ayahs
and amahs. 1883 HOWELLS Woman's Reason lit. I. 60

Marian .. turned to her mother with an air of house-

keeperly pre-occupation to ask something about the lunch.

1896 Daily News 2 May 7 2 Her grandson . . wrote to con-

tradict the story of the housekeepcrship.

Housekeeping (hau'S|kfpirj), sb. [f.
HOUSE

st. 1 + KEF.PIXG -M. sb.'}



HOUSEKEEPING.
1. The maintenance of a household; the manage-
ment of household affairs: cf. HOUSE rf. 1 173, cl.

1550 CROWLEY Last Trump. 1316 In thine housekeping
and thy chere. 1576 FLEMING f'aiwfl. Epist. 274 Democritus
. . being wearie of house keeping. 1640 in Lisntore Papers
Ser. ii. (1888) IV. 122 It was Reported . . that your honnor
had giuen oner houskiping. 1791 MRS. KADCI.IFFF: Rom.
Forest iii, At my mother's death my father gave up house-
keeping. 1856 KANE Arct. Expl. II. xxii. 217 They had
learned house-keeping. MaJ. He has married a scholar like

himself, and the censorious ask ' Who is to do the house-
keeping?

'

f2. The keeping of a good (or other) table;
hospitality. (Usually with qualifying adj.) Cf.
HOUSE rf. 1

17 b. Oh.
1538 LATIMER Serin. , Rent. (Parker Soc.) 411 To main-

tain., good housekeeping; for to the virtue of hospitality
he hath been greatly inclined from his beginning. 1548
HALL Chron., Hen. VI 167 b, He obteined greate love.. by
his abundant liberalitie, and plentifull house kepynge. 1593
SHAKS. 2 Hen. VI, i. i. 191 Thy deeds, thy plainnesse, and
thy house-keeping, Hath wonne the greatest fauour of the
Commons. 1687 A. LOVELL tr. Thevenofs Trav. i. 32 It is

never heard in Turkic, that a man hath undone himself by
Housekeeping. 1849 MACAULAV Hist. Eng. viii. II. 295A banquet worthy of the fame which his splendid house-
keeping had won for him.

fb. concr. Provisions for household use. Ol>s.

(or pseudo-arch^).
_
1816 SCOTT Woods!. iii, 'Tell me softly and hastily, what

is in the pantry?' 'Small housekeeping enough', said
Phoebe.

Hotrsekeeping, a.
[f. HOUSE sb. ' + keeping,

pr. pple. of KEEP v.] That '

keeps house '.

'55* HULOET, House kepynge, larem /ovens. 1802-11
BENTHAM Ration. Judic. E-jid. (18271 V. 16 A parcel of.,
housekeeping tradesmen. 1892 DailyNews 26 Feb. 5/7 [The
price] that housekeeping consumers pay for their coal.

Honsel (han-z'l), sb. Obs. exc. Hist. Forms :

i husel, hlisul, htisl, 2 husul, 3 (Orm.) husell,
3-6 husel, hosel, 4- housel, (4-5 hou-, how-,
hosele, 4-6 hou-, how-, ho-,hoo-, -sil(l, -syl'l,

5 hossell, howsul, houzell, 5-7 howsel(l, 6

houseale, housael, hussyll, -el, hushel, 6-7
housell, 7 houzle). [OE. htlsl, -ul, -el = ON.
htisl, Goth, hunsl sacrifice, offering ; prob. from a
Teut. stem *hunp-, pre-Teut. *kwqt-, whence Lith.
szwefltas holy, devoted to God, Lett, swits, OPruss.
swints, OSlav. cntit svltii holy, Zend (fifita

holy; Skr. fivanta tranquil.]
( I. A sacrifice, rare '. Obs.

^950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xii. 7 Miltheortnisse ic willo
and nis husul.

2. The consecrated elements at the Communion
;

the Mass or Eucharist ; the administration or re-

ceiving of the Eucharist.
c 900 tr. Batda's Hist. iv. xxv. (xxiv.) (1891) 348 He frae^n,

hwffiSer heo aenis husl inne haefdon. c 1000 Canons of
jElfric c. 36 in Thorpe Law II. 360 Daet husl is Cristes
lichama na lichamlice ac gastlice, na se lichama 5e he on
browode ac se lichama Se he embe sprsec Sa Sa he bletsode
hlaf and win to husle. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 25 Er he me
jefe husul. ciioo Trin. Coll. Ham. 61 ber after ben alesd
of pine burh |>at holie husel. 1197 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 8661
He . . deide wiboute speche Wi(x>ute ssrift & hosel. c 1375
Lay Folks Mass Bk. (B) 235, I trow bat housel es bothe

PECOCK Rtpr. 461 An ordynaunce . . that thei schulde
take her hosil (that is to seie the holi Eukarist) at ny?t tj
aftir her soper. 1534 MORE Treat, on Passion Wks. 1331/1
Holy men . . haue in their writinges called this blessed holy
housell, by the name of a sacrament, a signe, a memorial!
and a figure, c 1550 CROWI.EV Inform. (1872) 155 To begge
money to paye for theyr housel, as they call it 1564 BECON
Camp. Lord's Supper $ Mass Wks. (1560-3) in. 115 To
celebrate the Lordes Supper, or as the Papistes terme it, to
take their Hushel, or to receaue their maker. 1625 USSHER
Ans^v. Jesuit 79 Christ hallowed bread and wine to housel
before his suffering. 1844 LINGARD Anglo-Sax. Ch. (1858)

I_.
vii. 298 From the arrival of Augustine till the Reforma-

tion, the English name for the eucharist was the housel.

1859 TENNYSON Guinevere 146 So the stately Queen abode
. . nor sought, Wrapt in her grief, for housel or for shrift.

8. Comb, f housel-box, a box containing the
consecrated host ; \ housel-bread, the host.
C1375 Lay Folks Mass Bk. (MS. B) 597 We praye (>is

messe vs stande in stede of shrift, & als of housel-brede.

1998 HAKLUVT Voy. \. 115 Like vnto a deacon carying the
houssel-boxe in time of lent.

Housel (han-z'l), v. Obs. exc. Hist. Forms :

i hiislian, 3-6 husel, hosel, etc. : see prec. [OE.
hiislian ( =ON. hiisla), f. htlsl HOUSEL

sb.']

1. trans. To administer the Communion or
Eucharist to ; COMMUNICATE v. 7.
ciooo Canons of Edgar c. 65 in Thorpe Laws II. 258We IXTSL& bast aslc preosta . . seoce men busline bonne

heom bearf si. 1:1200 ORMIN 6129 He shall shrifenn be &
huslenn ec. c 1290 Michael 96 in .5*. Eng. Leg. I. 302 pat
folk he dude hoseli al. 1:1400 Rom. Rose 6338 He shal
house! me anoon. (71450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 1964 To
howsil her or she sulde dy. 1548 tr. Luther's Art. Faith Bj,

J

One would pretend to husel or Communicate himself. 1590 i

GREENWOOD Collect. Sclaund. Art. G, Your popish and I

Idolatrous housling the sick with this Sacrament. 1616

BULLOKAR, Howsell, to minister Sacraments to a sicke man
in danger of death, a 1650 Sir AUingar xlvi. in Child
Ballads (1885) lix. II. 46/2

' A
preist,

a preist ', sayes Aldin-

gar,
' Me for to houzle and shnue !

'

1877 J. D. CHAMBERS
Div. Worship 395 In England, the Deacon might baptize
and housel the people.
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fig. a 1619 BEAUM. & FL. Wit without M. HI. i. May
zealous smiths So house! all our Hackneys, that they may
feel Compunction in their feet.

b. pass, (and refl.) To receive the Communion
;= COMMUNICATE v. 6.

r izoo Trin. O//. Horn. 101 >anne we hauen ure sinnes
forleten and bireused and bet and ben huseled. a 1300
Cursor M. 28455 Efter bat i huseld was. 1:1386 CHAUCER
Purs. T, F 953 Oones a yeere atte leeste wey it is lawe-
ful for to been housled. 1:1400 MAUNHF.V. (1839) xxv.
261 pei schryuen hem howselen hem euermore ones
or twyes in the woke. And bere ben manye of hem bat
howselen hem euery day. c 1440 Jacob's Well (E. E, T, S.)
176 He was howselyd & anelyd, & dyed, & apperyd to oon
of his frendys in lyknes of a deuyl, & seyde, lie was
dampnyd. 1541 BARNES Wks. (1573) 302/2 In the begynning
of the church, all Christen men were houseled vnder both
kyndes, 1870 MORRIS Earthly Par. I. I. 336 And then
being houselled, did he eat and drink.

c. intr. or absol. To administer the Communion.
1504 in Ripon Ch. Acts (Surtees) 295, 1 witte unto the alter

. .to serve at Pasch to howsell with, oon twill towel. 1516
in E. A. Tillett St. George Tombland, Norwich 11891) 40A towel of plein cloth for to howsel with of iiij or v ellys.

1 2. transf. To purify by ceremonial expiation
or lustration. Obs.

1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1658) 523 The Athenians,
when they housled their army . . did it with Hogs, Sheep or
Buls. .and at last slew and offered them to Mars.

House-lamb.
1. A lamb kept in or near the house ; a pet
lamb ; a lamb kept and fattened for the table.

1574 HELLOWES Gueuara's Fam. Ep. (1584) 141 So quiet
and so gentle, as if it had beene a house lambe brought up
by hand. 1826 in Cobbett Rur. Rides (1885) II. 193 The
house-lambs and the early Easter-lambs. 1848 DICKENS
Dombey xxv, Mild and placid as a house-lamb.
2. The flesh of such a lamb used as food.

1717 Philip Quarll (1816) 30 It eat as delicious as house
lamb. 1827 MRS. RUNDELL Dom. Cookery n. 32 House-
lamb may be had in great towns almost all the year.

Houseleek (hau-s ( lfk). Forms: see HOUSE
and LEEK : also 6-7 houselike, 7 houslioke.

[OE. type *hiisliac, f. hits HOUSE rf.i + Uac LEEK
= MDu. huuslooc, MLG. huslSk, Du. huislook ;

MHG. huslouch, Ger. hauslauch ; Da. huuslb'g,
Sw. huslok.] The plant Sempervivum tectortim,
a succulent herb with pink flowers and thick stem
and leaves, the latter forming a dense rosette close
to the root, which grows commonly on walls and
the roofs of houses. Hence extended to all species
of the genus Sempervivum, N. O. Crassulacese.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 251/1 Howsleke, herbe, or sengrene,

barba jfovis, semper viva, jubarbium. 1538 TURNER
Libellus, Sedvm, housleke. 1562 Herbal n. 1338, Hous-
leke . . groweth in mountaynes and hylly places, som vse to
set it vpon theyr houses. 1617 MARKHAM Caval. vn. 39
Two spoonefull of the iuyce of houslicke. 1656 RIDGLEY
Pract. Physick 151 Housleek on houses is full of iuyce in
the greatest heat. 1832 LYTTON Eugene A. I. ii, Roofs
green with mosses and house-leek.
attrib. c 1(40 in Vicary's Anat. (1888) App. ix. 227 Take

. . of nightshade leaves . . howseleke leaves, plantaigne
leaves. 1694 SALMON Bates' Disp. 11713) 645/1 Drink after
it a Draught of Housleek Whey.

b. Tree Houseleek, or Houseleek-tree : a

shrubby plant
with yellow flowers {Sempervivum

or ionium arboreum}, allied to the Common
Houseleek. Sea Housleek : see quot. 1611.
1611 CoTGH.,Ioitbarbe arborte, Tree Housleeke. .lonbarbe

marine, Sea Housleek, Sea Aygreen, hearb Aloes. 1866
Treas. Bot. 23/2 ionium arboreum is well known to

gardeners as the tree houseleek ; its loose panicles, with
a profusion of clammy yellow blossoms, are very elegant
1884 MILLER Plant-n., House-leek Tree.

Houseless (hau-sles), a.
[f. HOUSE jvM +

LESS.]
1. Not having or dwelling in a house ; having

no shelter or place of refuge ; homeless.
c 1430 15 Tokens in Adam Davy etc. (1878) 93 Herberewe

be housles. 1605 SHAKS. Lear ni. iv. 30 Your House-lesse
heads, and vnfed sides. 1764 GOLDSM. Trail. 4 Where the
rude Carinthian boor Against the houseless stranger shuts
the door. 1838 H. BLUNT 7 Ch. Asia 77 We all feel for the
houseless and destitute. 1886 American XIII. 21 The
homeless and houseless poor.
2. Destitute of houses and the shelter they yield.
c 1586 C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps. cxx. v, In a tent, in a howse-

lesse harbour. 1798 WORDSW. Tintern Ab. 20 Vagrant
dwellers in the houseless woods. 1829 LYTTON Disowned

\

ii. 8 Our home is the houseless sward.

fb. Inhospitable. Obs. rare- 1
.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 351 Men of bis lond beeb
. .housles, and grete fijteres \.=gens inhospita, tellicosa}.

Hence Hoirselessness, houseless condition.
1819 Blackw. Mag. V. 229 The night the storms the

houselessness. 1860 DICKENS Uncomm. Trav. xiii, A cry
of loneliness and houselessness.

Houselet (hmrslet). nonce-iad. [f. HOUSE sbl
+ -LET.] A very small house.
1802 W. TAYLOR in Robberds Mem. I. 410 The squeezed

j

cabiiwiarloured houselets of Dover.

t Houseling ^hau-slin), sb. Obs. or dial. [f.

HOUSE rf.l + -LINO.] One that stays in the house ;

a stay-at-home, b. (See quot. 1847-78.)
1398 FLORIO, Mansionaro, a bomekeeper, a houslin [1611

houseling], one that seldome goes abroad. 1847-78 HALLI-
WELL, Houselings, tame animals, or rather animals bred up
by hand. North.

HOUSEMASTER.

Houseling, -lling (hau-z'lirj), vtl. sb. Obs.
exc. Hist. [f. HOUSEL v. + -ING!.]
1. The action of the verb HOUSEL ; administra-

tion of the Eucharist
; communion.

c looo .fliLFRjc Horn. II. 548 ^fter bzre huslunge. c 1315
SHOREHAM 25 Alle taketh that ry?t bodyThyse men at hare
houslynge. 1450 MYKC 253 After that holy hoselynge.
1548 Confess. Faith Ch. Switzerland" in Wodrow Soc.
Misc. (1844) I. 18 There is twayne whiche are named in the
Churche of God Sacramentes, Baptyme, and Howslynge.
1642 JER. TAYLOR Episc. (1647) 255 Houseling of people" is

the office meant, communicating them at home. 1886 M. K.
MACMII.LAN Dagonet the J'ester i. 51 When all the housel-
ling was done, the chaplain led me again to the bed.
2. attrib. a. Used at the celebration of the Eu-

charist ; sacramental (in quot. 11590 transf.).
1474 mil of Selby (Somerset Ho.}, Howseling towell.

1532 Yatton Chnrchw. Ace. (Som. Rec. Soc.) 147 Payd for

xxvnj yards of Irys cloth for a hussyllyng cloth. 1566 in
Peacock Kng. Ch. Furniture 86 One howslinge bell. 1590
SI-KNSER /'. (J. ,. xii. 37 His pwne two hands. .The housling
nre did kindle and provide, And holy water thereon
sprmckled wide. 1872 A'. * Q. 4th Ser. IX. 318 It is not
generally known that houseling cloths are still used [in the
Church of England], but only in one place that I know of
in England viz., in Wimborne Minster.

b. Houselingpeople: communicants, or people
of age to receive the Communion. (Cf. OE. hiisl-

bearn, -ivtr.)

1519 in Pleadings Duchy Lancast. (1896) 83 A gret paroch
and hath seven thousand howseling peple and moo 1568
Keg. Parish Ukombe, Kent (MS.), Ther are housholders in
the said paroch xl". Ther are bouslinge people 165. 1895
\\.~P\GEYorksh.Chantry iV/n/. (Surtees) II. Pref. i6Every
one over 14 would be accounted a houseling person, or one
who received the sacrament.

Housell, var. HOUSAL, HOUSEL, Obs.

House-lot. U.S. A lot or portion of land
sufficient for building a house on

; a building plot ;

cf. HOME-LOT and HOMESTEAD 3.
1661 in C. Butler Hist. Groton, Mass. (1848) 16 That

these lands and meadows be so divided . . that none have
less than ten acres for their houselots and five acres of
meadow. 1693, 1706 [see HOMESTEAD 3]. 1841 EMERSON
Lect., Conservative Wks. (Bohn) II. 269

* Touch any wood,
or field, or house-lot, on your peril', cry all the gentle-
men of this world. 1844 Yng. Attier. ibid. 295 The
selection of a fit houselot.

Housemaid (han-s,m?d). A female domestic

servant, having charge especially of the reception-
rooms and bed-rooms.

1694 Dunton's Ladies Diet. 183/2 House-Maids, Your
principal Office is to make clean the greatest part of the
House ; . . so that you suffer no room to lie foul, c 1731
SWIFT Direct. Servants Wks. 1814 XII. 399 The house-
maid may put out her candle by running it against the

looking-glass. 1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev. I. vn. iv, The House-
maid, with early broom.

b. attrib.

1833 LADY GRANVILLE Lett. (1894) II. 144 There is a
vulgar, housemaid, common look in ber features. 1884
Girls Chun Paper Nov. 58/1 The

' housemaid skirt ', with its

straight folds, lack of gores, and three or four tucks at the

edge, seems to be. .worn.. by all the young girls.

c. Housemaid's knee : an inflammation of the

bursa over the knee-cap, induced by kneeling on
hard floors. (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1886.)
Hence (chiefly noncc-wds.) Hou semal denliood

(after maidenhood), the personality or honour of

ahousemaid. Hou'semai denly a. (after maidenly),
of or belonging to a housemaid. Hou'semaiding-,
housemaid's work.

1859 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. III. 17, I had a deal of house-

maiding to execute during the week. 1876 MRS. OLIPHANT
Curate in Charge (ed. 5) I. iii. 62 That's why the girls have
so much housemaiding to do. 1878 BESANT & RICE Celia'x

Arb. II. xiii. 210 The domestic mop used to be .. a weapon
for the defence of housemaidenhood. 1893

'
B. ABBOTSFORD '

Bnt 49 A housemaid without the housemaidenly cap.

House-man, houseman (hau simsen).
1. (See quot.)
1798 MALTHUS Popul. n. i. (1806) I. 310 The Norway

farms have in general a certain number of married labourers

employed upon them. .who are called housemen. Ibid. 311
A houseman's place becomes vacant.

2. A man who lives habitually in a house.

1843 E. JONES Poems, Sens. # Erent 86 When the rich

hedges Sleep, .so still and sunnily That housemen long to

go and lie beside them.

3. (Hou-se\ma--n : with capital H) A member of

the college of Christ Church, Oxford : see HOUSE
rf.i 4 b.

1868 Oxford Spect. (1869) 102 While their dwelling is

called Christ Church by strangers, by others it is called the

House, and they themselves Housemen. 1895 Daily News
20 Sept. 4/7 Lord Rosebery \himself a Houseman).

Housemaster (hau'S|ma:st3j).
1. The master of a house or household, rare.

1878 W. E. HEARN Aryan Househ. xii. $ 5. 289 The
Aryan House-master was the member of an organized clan

under the presidency of a chief. 1882 Queen s Printers'
Bible-Aids Gloss. s.v. Goodman, The 'goodman' of Prov.
vii. 19 was the house-master or husband.

2. (Hou'sc-ma-ster.) The master of one of the

boarding-houses at a public school (HotJSE j<M 40) .

1884 Pall Mall G. 4 Sept. 4/2 It is to be wondered whether
parents, .ever realize the multifarious duties of a house-
master. 1891 Ibid. 6 Oct. 2/3 The real unit in most of the

large public schools is the ' house
', and it is the house-

master who has the most powerful influence over his pupils.



HOTJSEMASTERING.

Hence (in sense 2} Kou-sema'stering-, the work .

or functions of a housemaster. Hou sema'ster-
'

chip, the position or office of a housemaster.

1884 PallMaUG. 4 Sept. 4/z With other duties to perform
besides housemastering. 1886 Aihenxum 17 July 80/1 The
unfelt gradual pressure of this system, that is so apt to

make of a housemastership what fellowships have been

said to be 'the grave of learning', and of other things
besides learning which can ill be spared.

Housemate (hairsim^t). One who lives in

the same house with another ;
a household com-

panion. ^

1809-10 COLERIDGE Friend (1837) III. 325 Knowledge to

be gained from books, children, housemates and neighbours.

1847 EMERSON Repr. Men, Uses Gt. Men Wks (Bohn) I.

284 It is observed in old couples, or in persons who have
been housemates for a course of years, that they grow alike.

1861 LOWELL E Pluribns Umtm Pr. Wks. 1890 V. 74
Peace, .is a blessing that will not long be the housemate of

cowardice.

Hence Hou'sematinff, living together in a house.
x88a HALL CAINE D. G. Rossetti^^ Remaining .. in the

same mind relative to our mutual housemating.

HoU'Se-mi stress. The mistress of a house.

1875 RVSKIN Fors Clav. V. Iviu. 293 Permitted to the

house-mistresses on great occasions. 1887 Pall Mall G.

13 May 14/1 This is the sign that she [the bride] may
henceforward regard herself as the true housemistress. She
crosses the threshold, and the whole party follows.

Hou'Se - mother. [Cf. Ger. hausmutter^\
The mother of n. household or family ; the female

head of a community living together as a family.
1837 CARLYLE Fr. Rev, I. vn. Hi, Men know not what the

pantry is, when it grows empty ; only house-mothers know.
1860 THACKERAY Ronmi. Papers xviii. (D.), The house-
mother comes down to her family with a sad face. i88a

Standard 16 Nov. 1/6 The Managers require a. .woman to

take charge of and net as House-Mother of a House con-

taining from 20 to 25 Girls and Infants, at their Separate
Home School.

Hence Hotrse-mo therly a., belonging to or

characteristic of a house-mother.
1880 Miss BROUGHTON Sec. Th. i. i, Gillian, wrapping.,

j

with house-motherly care, a woolly shawl round. .Emilia.

Hou'se-place, houseplace. The name in i

many parts of England of the common living-room |

in a farm-house or cottage ; HOUSE so. 1 I b.

1812 Examiner 7 Sept. 564/1 His mistress met him in the

house-place. 1859 GEO. ELIOT A. Bede i. iv, Gyp. .followed !

Lisbeth into the house-place. 1865 Miss METEYARD Josiak
Wedgwood I. 200-j From this garden you entered at once,
as was then universally the custom, into the roomy house-

place
or kitchen. 1894 Atkenseum 6 Oct. 459/1, I can take

him into a farmhouse close to my residence, where he will

find a very picturesque old 'houseplace' (always spoken of
as such), that is, half best kitchen and half sitting-room,
where the family, .live and sit at nights.

Honser l
(hau-zai). rare. [f. HOUSE z/. 1 + -EH 1

.]

^ 1. One who erects a house ; a builder. Obs.

.11400 Prymcr (1891) 32 [Ps. cxviii. 22] The stoon J
l the

houseres reproueden her hit is maad in to the heued of
the corner.

2. One who ' houses
'

or makes his habitation

somewhere; a dweller, an inhabitant.

1871 R. ELLIS Catultus Ixiii. 54 To be with the snows, the
wild beasts, in a wintery domicile, To be near each savage
houser that a surly fury provokes.

tHouser- (hau-zw). Obs. Also 6 howsour,
houssour. [a. OF. houssure, -eure> f. housser

to cover, HOUSE z>.2] A covering, housing.
1513 DOUGLAS sEiteis vu. v. 192 The king With purpoure

howsouris bad ane coursour bring. 1785 R. CUMBERLAND
Observer No. 89 F 2 He loaded and primed his pistols, and
carefully lodged them in the housers of his saddle.

HotTSe-room. Room or accommodation in

a house for a person or thing ; lodging.
1596 SPENSER F. Q. vr. iii. 41 Here is at his gate an errant

Knight, That house-rome craves. 1601 Death Earl Hunt-
ington iv. ii. in Hazl. Dodsley VIII. 296 And thou fmd'st
house-room in this nunnery. 1698 FRYER Ace. E. India fy

P. 370 They dare hardly give it House-room, or afford it

a place in their Libraries. i86a MRS. WOOD Mrs. Hallib.
Ii. ix. 193, I must trouble you to give this man house-room
for a few days. Mod. The amount of rubbish for which he
finds house-room is incredible.

fig. 1586 Praise of Mus. 29 A precious stone may be
set in ledde, and [etc.], in which cases wee . . pittie their
vnfortunate houserome. i6i8 RALEIGH Advice of Son
Rem. (1661) 116 Being, .turned both out of service and house-
room of this wicked world. 1892 A. B. BRUCE Apologetics
Introd. L 25 His [Lessing's] large genial natuie gave house-
room to ideas and tendencies not easily reconciled.

t Hou se-roomth. Obs. rare. =prec.
579TwYNB Phisicke agst. Fort. \\. xlvii. 222 b, The first

gaue thee house-romth the space of a few monethes.

t House-row (hau-sirJu). Obs. A row or series

of houses. By (in) house-row: according to the
order or succession of houses, house by house.
ci86 in Rel. Ant. I. 255 The parishe by howserowe to

fynde every sundaye in the yeare j. penye white lofe for

holye bread. 1676 N. Riding Rec. VI. 264 That due watch
and ward be

kept by persons fit and of able body by house-
row, a 1791 WESLEY Wks. (1872) VIII. 320 Take a regular
catalogue of your societies, as they live in house-row. [1896
T. BLASH ILL Sutton-in-Holderness 186 Fdr more important
objects, collections were sometimes made by 'house-row'.]
t Hou-sesMp. Obs. In 3 husshipe. [f. HOUSB

j.i + -SHIP. CT. OE. hdsgscipe] Household,
family.

/"oo Trtn. Coll. Horn. 107 His seuen sunes and fc-rie
dochtrts and al bat muchele husshipe J>e him sholde heren.
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Housestead (hau*S|Sted). Also 7 housted.

[OE. hiis-stede, f. kits HOUSE sbl + ftedc STEAD.
Cf. OS. h&s-stedi, OFris. h&s-stede, OHG. Ms-stat.]
A place or piece of ground on which a house

stands ; the site of a house
;

cf. HOMESTEAD 3.
< 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 154 Deos wyrt .. by)? cenned on

ealdum hus stedum. a 1687 PETTY Pol. Arith. 18 The 82

thousand Families of Paris stand upon the equivalent of 65
thousand London Housteds.

Hou:se-to*p. The top or roof of a house.

1516 TIN-DALE Matt. xxiv. 17 Lett liym whych is on the

housse toppe not come doune to take enythinge out of his

housse. 1530 PALSGR. 233/1 Housetoppe or treetoppe, coy-

peait de la ntaison. 1582 N. T. (Rhem.) Luke xii. 3 That
which you haue spoken into the eare in the chambers shal

be preached in the house-toppes. 1828 CARLYLE Misc. (.1857)

I. 23$ Mounting to the house-top to reach the stars. 1855
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xi. III. i The streets, the balconies,
and the very housetops were crowded with gazers.

Honseward (hau'S|Wgjd\ adv. [See -WARD.]
Towards the house. F'ormerly to (the} houseward.

1535 COVERDALE 2 Ckron. iit. 13 Their face was turned to

thenouse warde. 1876 LANIER Poems t
Psalm of West 134

Stride again To houseward all aghast. 1889 STEVENSON
Master ofB. 157 As we went houseward.

House - warm, v. [Back - formation from

HOUSE-WABMING.] intr. To give, or take part in,

a house-warming (sense 2) ;
trans, to entertain at

a house-wanning, (rare in finite vb.'

1666 PEPYS Diary i Nov., A very noble cake, which
I presently resolved to have my wife go with to-day, and
some wine, and house-warm my Betty Michel), c 1810 L.

H UNT Blue-Stocking Rev. i. 64 Tasteful shade of magnificent
house-warming Guelph.

Hou'se-warming.
1. /;'/. The warming or heating of a house ; in

quot. (?) fuel for warming a house.

ciz$o in Registr. Monast. de Winchelcumba (1892) 81

Concessit, etiam nobis. .husbote et heibote et huswenninge.
2. The action of celebrating the entrance into the

occupation of a new house or home with a feast

or entertainment, b. The entertainment given on
such an occasion.

1577 FLEETWOOD in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. III. 56 The
Shomakers of London, having builded. .a newe Hall, made
a royall feast for theire frends, which they call their howse
warming. 1661 EVELYN Diary 28 Nov., I dined at Chiffinch's

house-warming, in St. James's Park. 1678 DRYDEN Lim-
berham v. L 1712 STEELE Sped. No. 518 p i, I must make
the present entertainment like a treat at an house-warming,
out of such presents as have been sent me by my guests.
1880 MRS. RIDDELL Palace Card. ii. (1881) 21 We shall

have to give a house-warming, I suppose,
attrib. 1844 J. T. HEWLETT Parsons $ W. xxxiv, He

had given the usual house-warming dinner.

Housewife (hdu*S|waif, ho'zwif, h#
p

zif), sb. PI.

housewives (hau^waivz, h-z(w)ivz). Forms :

a. 3-4 husewif, 4 husewijf, hxiswif, -wijf ;

house-, houswif, -wyf; hosewif, -wyf, (//.

-wyves); 4-5 houswif, -wijf, -wyff, 6 hows-

wyflP, housewyfe, (-wyfes, -wyves), 6-8 hous-

wife, 6- housewife, (-wives). . 5-6 huswif,
-wijf, -wyf(f, 5-6 huswyfe, 6-8 (-9 in sense 3)

huswife, 7 -wiffe
;
also (in sense 3) 8 hussive,

9 huaaif, hussif, //. hussives. See also HOSST.

[ME. hus(e}wif, f. hits HOUSE sb.i + wifwoman,
WIFE : cf. Ger. hausweib, early mod.Du. huyswijf
( materfamilias

'

(Kilian) ;
but the sense in Ger. and

Du. is usually expressed by kansfran^ huisvroitw.

In early ME., usually with a connective e
,
as in

kusebondy HUSBAND, which is not found in OE.

compounds of hus-^ and has not been clearly ex-

plained. When this was absent, in the form huswif̂
the u tended to be shortened by position, as in

husband, giving the form hfisivife^ in literary use

till the 1 8th c., and still common in transf. senses

and dialectally. Elision of w (cf. Chiswick> Kes-

wick)* and (dialectally) of final/, z>, gave the forms

huzzifj hussive^ huzzy, HUSSY q.v. But the analy-
tical form with long vowel, hiisewtf, huswif,

hous-

wif, housewife, continued in use, and became fre-

quent in sense i in the i6th c., esp. when the

shortened huswife began to lose caste, through its

depreciatory use in sense 2 (see HUSSY). But

many still pronounce huzwif, huzzif in sense i,

even when they write housrwift.]
1. A woman (usually, a married woman) who

manages or directs the affairs of her household ;

the mistress of a family ; the wife of a householder.

Often (with qualifying words), A woman who
manages her household with skill and thrift, a
domestic economist.

a.. *7 1225 Ancr. R, 416 Heo nis nout husewif; auh is a
chirche ancre. a iz^o Sanies ll'arde in Cott. Horn. 247 To
cwemen wel J>e husewif. a 1300 Cursor M. 14088 Martha
was huswijf [v.rr. houswif, husewijf, hosewif J o bat hus.

toss. W. dc Biblesw. in Wright Voc. 156 Mesonnere,

HOUSEWIFELY.
houswife Fortune from her wheele. 1710 Brit. Apollo III.

No. 91. 3/2 There is .. but An Hour in one whole Day
between A Housewife and a Slut. 183* W. IRVING A lhambra
II. 85 Loitering housewives and idle maid-servants. 1857
RUSKIN Pol. Leon. Art \. (1868) 13 You will see the good
housewife taking pride in her pretty table-cloth, and her

glittering shelves.

P. c 1440 Pronif. Parv. 255/1 Huswyfe, materfamiiias.
1529 MORE Com/, agst. Trib. n. Wks. 1184/1, I bryng home
a gose & not out of the putter* shoppe . . but out of the hus-
\\lues house, at the fyrst hand. 1573 TUSSER Husb. Ixx.

(1878) 162 Take huswife from husband, and what is he than?

1579 LVLY Euphucs iArb.1 37 As good a huswife as she was
a happy wife. 11593 H. SMITH Wks. (1866-7) I. 29 We call

the wife huswife, that is, house-wife. 1607 SHAKS. TIMon
iv. iii. 423 The bounteous Huswife Nature. 1635 BROME
Sjaraeus Card. in. vi. Wks. 1873 III. 166 We would be
Much better huswifes. 1711-14 POPE Rape Lock v. 2: Who
would not scorn what huswife's cares produce. 1762 [see 5],

fb. Housewife s cloth: see
guot. 1727. Obs,

1571 in Beck Draper's Di-:t. s. v., iij yeardes and half of

howswyff clothe iij*. vjrf. 1625 HART Anat. Ur. i. iv. 44,
I discerne. .neither carded wooll, flaxe, nor huswiues cloth.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., House-wife's Cloth is a middle sort

of hnnen cloth between fine and coarse, for family uses.

t 2. A light, worthless, or pert woman or girl.

Obs. Usually huswife ;
now HUSSY, q.v.

'546 J- HEYWOOD Prov. (1867) 20 Ye huswife, what wynde
blowth ye hyther thus right ? 1599 Brockton's Lett. vii.

21 Sampsons heyfer was his wife, a skittish huswife. 1613
R. C. Table Alph. (ed. 3), Concubine* harlot or light huswife.

house wyf. 1382 WYCLIF i Tim. v. 14, I wole, jongere for

to be weddid..for to be hosewyues. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C.
xiv. 9 By nom hym ys housewif, and neeld here hym self.

1465 MARC. PASTON in />.*//. No. 506 II. 198 By yourfaynt
houswyff at thys tyme. i5 COVERDALE Prov. xxx. 21
The earth is disquieted . . thornw an ydle houswife. 1600
SHAKS. A. Y, L, i. ii. 33 Let vs sit and mocke the good

wards he married a light Huswife. 1705 VASBRUCH Confed,
v. ii. Impudent housewife !

3. (Usually h'zif). A pocket-case for needles,

pins, thread, scissors, etc. (In this sense still

often spelt huswife^ hussive.}
1749 P. SKELTON Deism Revealed viii. (T.), Women . .

spending their time in knotting, or making an housewife.

1762 STERNE Tr. Shandy V. xvi, To bring whatever he had
to say, into so small a compass, that . . it might be rolled up
in my mother's housewife. 1768 Sent, jfoum, 11775) I.

112 (Temptation) [She] without saying a word, took out her
little hussive, threaded a small needle, and sewed it up.
1851 D. JERROLD St. Giks xv. 158 He placed a little silken

huswife in her trembling hand. 1868 HOLME LEE B. Godfrey
x. 54 She drew a thread of silk from the housewife. 1871
CARLYLE in Mrs. C."s Lett. I. 161 She tried anxiously all

her 'hussives', boxes, drawers.

t 4. A local name of some kind of fish. Obs.

^1640 J. SMYTH Hundred of Berkeley (1885) 319 The
Dory, the huswife, the herringe, the sprat.

5. attrib. and Comb. a. appositive ;
b. of or be-

longing to a housewife ; c, housewife-case =
sense 3 ; housewife-cloth (see i b).

1762 CHURCHILL Ghost in. i It was the Hour, when
Huswife Morn, With Pearl and Linen hangs each thorn.

1856 BRYANT June iii, The housewife bee and humming-
bird. 1856 KANE Arct. Expl. II. xxii. 217 They bestirred

themselves real housewife-fashion to. .make us comfortable.

1859 SALA Gas-light <V D. xviii. 204 Walking-sticks, house-

wife-cases, knives.

HotTSewife (see prec.% v. Now rare. Also

7 -wive. [f. prec. sb.]
1. intr. (also to housewife if} : To act the

housewife ; to manage a household with skill and
thrift ;

to practise economy.
1566 DRANT Horace, Sat. i. Aij b, She [the ant] buswyfes

it right well. 1603 BRETON Dial. Dignity or htdig. Man
15 Shee Huswifeth at home for their owne profit and theyr
Childrens comfort. Ty66MRS.GRifFiTHLettMery<^frances
III. 254 She neither reads, converses, works, visits, house-

wifes, coquets, intrigues, nor prays. 1894 Westm. Gas. 28

June 1/3 All her daily dusting and careful housewifing.
2. trans. To manage as a good housewife, or

with skill and thrift
;
to economize, be sparing of,

make the most of. (Cf. to husband.")
1632 BROME North. Lasse HI. ii. Wks. 1873 III. 57 If you

..huswife the entertainment to make it brave for my credit.

1649 G. DANIEL Trinarch.^ Rich. //, ccxxxix, The vndrest

Hearth, and the ill house-wif 'd roome Lay all on heaps.
1721 DE FOE Moll Flanders (1840) 116, I must housewife
the money. 1798 F. LATHOM Midnt. Bell III. 55 In order
to housewife the money we possessed . . we resolved to buy
a loaf.

Housewifely (hatrsiwaifli, htrz(w)ifli), a.

Also 6-7 hus-. [f. as prec. + -LY 1
.]

1. Of the character of a housewife ; skilful and

thrifty in the management of household affairs.

1526 TINDALE Titus ii. 5 To be of honest behaveoure,
chast, huswyfly. a 1639 W, WHATELEY Prototypes i. xi.

(1640) 140 Sarah was huswifely in her house. 1677 CompL
Servant-Maid 2 Be neat, cleanly, and huswifely, in your
clothes. 1741^-70 EI.IZ. CARTER Lett. (1808) no Whether
Telemachus dike a notable housewifely young man as he

was) hung his cloaths upon a peg. 1864 Miss YOSCE Trial
I. iv. 77 The homely housewifely mother.

2. Belonging to or befitting a housewife; relating
to or showing skill in domestic economy.
1560 Nice Wanton in Hazl. Dodsley \\. 165 Learn .. to

spin and sew, And other honest housewifely points to know.

1624 CHAPMAN Homer's Hymn to Vesta, Grace this house
with thy housewifely repair. 1755 Connoisseur No. 60 P i

Housewifely accomplishments are now quite out of date

among the polite world. 1848 C. BRONTE J. Eyre xi, She

produced from her pocket a most housewifely bunch of

keys. 1869 MRS. LYNN LINTON Girl ofPeriod Ess. 1883 I.

43 The snobbish halfof the middle classes holds housewifely
work as degrading.
Hence Hou sewifeliness, housewifely character.

1561 BECON Sick Man's Salve Wks. n. 245 Her quietnes,



HOUSEWIFELY. 425 HOUVE.
honestie, ho\v;o\viuelines, and such other fruites of Codes
spirit. 1869 Daily Neivs 8 Oct., One signal merit of do-

mestic statesmanship in Prussia is . . its housewifeliness.

1878 Scribner's Mag. XVI. 731/2 There was a quiet air of
housewifeliness about her.

HotTSewifely, adv. ? Obs.
[f. as prec. +

-LY^.] In a manner befitting a housewife.

f 1430 How Good IVijf'153 in Babees Bk. (1868) 43 Hous-

wijfli bou schalt goon on pe worke day. 1551 T. WILSON
Logike t 1580) 58 She handleth all thinges housewifely. 1573
TUSSER Huso. Ixxiii. (1878) 164 That alt thing in season be
huswifelie fed. 1693 SOUTHERNS Maid's Last Prayer v. i,

You were more housewifely employ'd.

Housewifery (hmrsiwaifri, h-z(w)ifri).
Forms : see Hoi SEWIPE

; also 6-7 -wivery, etc.,

6-8 -wifry, etc., 7 husfrey. [f. as prec. + -BY.]
1. The function or province of a housewife ;

management of household affairs ; domestic

economy ; housekeeping.
c 1440 Promp. Fan'. 255/1 Huswyfery, yconomia. 1481-4

E. PASTON in P. Lett- No. 859 III. 279, I deme her mynde
hathe ben other weys ocapyed than as to huswyfery. 1550
CROWI.EY Wny to Wealth (1872) 139 Womanlike behauiour
and motherlike housewifry. 1570 TL'SSER (title) A hundreth

good pjintes of husbandry, lately maried unto a hundreth

good ppynts of huswifery. c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad xxni.

242 Skilled in housewiferies Of all kinds fitting. 1694 R.
L'EsTRANCE Fables l.vxxvii. 104 The very Point of Manage
and Huswiv'ry. 1707 Reflex, upon Ridicule 225 Women
of great Figure look upon Huswifery as a City Vertue.

i88i RUSKIN Prsterita. I. vii. 208 My mother . learned

severely right principles of truth, charity, and housewifery.

( b. jig. Thrill, economy ; making the most of

something. Oh.
1638 BKOME Antipodes in. vi. Wks. 1873 III. 288 To

cease your huswifry in spinning out The Play at length
thus. 1775 MAD. D'ARBLAY Early Diary (1889) II. II

Trying on a coat she was altering in a fit of housewifery.
2 concr. I hings pertaining to housekeeping ;

artklts of household use; in quot. 1673-4, econo-

mic product. 1 Obs.

1552 HULOET, Huswiferye, lana et tela. r 1590 GREENE
Fr. Bacon i. 79 Amongst the cream-boles did she shine, As
Pallas, mon.st her Princely huswifeiie. 1616 SURFL. &
MARKH. Country Farme 1^6 Your Hedge., which shall

part your Garden of Huswiferie and Pulse. 1673-4 GREW
Veget. Tr'tnks vii. 12 Scotch-Cloath, is only the House-

wifery of the same parts of the Barque of Nettle. 18*2 L.

HUNT Indicator, Old Ladv, She.. is a great, .connoisseur

in butcher's meat and all sorts of house-wifery.

3. atIrib.

1580 TI-SSER Husb. Introd. (1878) 2 More lessons . . Than
Huswifery !>ook doth utter or tell. 1891 Review of Rft'.

IV. 584/1 Housewifery schools were established.

Hou'sewifeship. Forms : see HOUSEWIFE ;

also Sc. hussyiskap, husayskep, hissieskip,

housewifeskep. \i. as prec. + -SHIP : in north,

dial, after ON. -skapr] =
prec.

a 1215 Ancr. R. 414 Husewifschipe is Marthe dole; and
Marie dole is stilnesse. c 1449 PECOCK Repr. n. xiv. 230
Sche schulde make badde husewijfschip. a 1568 Wife
A tichtermuchty iv, Sin' that ye will hussyskep ken, First ye
sail sift and syne sail knead. 17 Barring'a' the Door iii. in

Ritson Sc. Sonfs 11794) I. 227 My hand is in my hussyfskap,
Goodman, as ye may see. 1815-80 JAMIESON s.v. Hissiesltip,
Mair by chance than guid hissieskip. 1854 MRS. OLIPHANT
Magd. Hepburn III. 78

'

Naething_ less than my mantle and

my nousewifeskep a1

to change with your jack and bonnet."

Housewifish. (hau'.-iwsifij), a.
[f.

as prec.
+ -ISH.J Appertaining lo, like, or partaking of

the character of, a housewife.

1835 MOTLEY Let. 27 July (Corr. 1889 I. 60), I thought the

whole scene at first too tidy, -too housewifish. 1855 BAGE-
HOT Lit. Stud. (1879) I. 287 By tact and instinct motherly
and housewifish. 1877 MRS. OLIPHANT Makers Flor. vi.

167 Foolish housewifish cares.

Housewright (hau-sireit). Now rare. [f.

HorsK sl>. 1 + W BIOHT.J A builder of houses (esp.

of timber); a house-carpenter.
I549CHALONER Erasm. on Folly F iv b, What housewright

by Geometric found ever out such maner buildyng, as theyr

[l>ees'] comities are of? c 1575 Durltant Depos. (Surtees)

289 William Gelson. of Lanchester, houswright. a 1619
FOTHERBY Atkeom. ii. i. 8 (1622) 193 Some, Housewrights ;

. .some, Cartwrights. 1890 A.W.MOORE Surnames Isle Man
88 A housewright and church-builder by trade.

Housey: see HOUSY.

Housing (.hatrzirj), sbj [f.
HOUSE v. 1 or s6. 1

+ -1NQ 1
.]

1. The action of the verb HOUSE, in various

senses : f building of houses (obs.} ; putting or

enclosing in a house
; furnishing or provision of

houses ; dwelling or lodging in a house.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xv. 76 Freres . . folilich spenen In

housyng, in haterynge, and in.to hiegh clergye shewynge.
1626 BACON Sylva. 412 The Housing of Plants . . will . .

Accelerate Germination. 1681 N. RESBURY Serm. Fun. Sir
A. Uroderick 6 Noah's housing in the Ark. 1698 FRYER in

Phil. Trans. XX. 346 Their Constitutions, and Customs,
Housing, Cloathing.

2. a. Shelter of a house, or such as that of a

house ; house accommodation ; lodging.
a 1300 Cursor M. 8591 pai had husing nan to wale, c 1330

R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 1 1073 Of wode and water,

hey and gres, Of housyng. c 1489 CAXTON Blanchardyn
liii. 204 Noo housyng nor no retrayt was nyghe .. where

they myght be lodged. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie i. ix.

(Arb.) 39 The shepheardes tente or pauillion, the best hous-

ing. 1690 LOCKE Govt. n. xiii. (Rtldg.) 157 Scarce so much
housing as a sheepcote. 1702 C. MATHER Magn. Chr. in.

III. (1852) 558 Their housing is nothing but a few mats tyed
VOL'. V.

about poles fastened in the earth. 1849 RrsKlN Se-,'. Lumps
iv. 5. 98 The soft housing of the bird's nest.

b. Houses or buildings collectively; house-

property ; spec, a collection of outhouses or ad-

joining buildings attached to a house (dial, some-
times confused with housen, pi. of HOUSE).

? it 1400 Morte Arth. 1284 Tbise hende . . Be-helde be

howsyng fulle hye of Hathene kynges. 1446 in Willis &
Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 339 Housyng sufficeant as wel
for stables and nayhouses as for other of his beestis to be
eased in. c 1550 LEVER in Strype Mem. Eccl. (1721) II. II.

xxiv. 449 It is the common Custom with covetous Landlords,
to let their Housing so decay, that the Farmer shall be fain . .

i to give up his Lease. 1682 WOOD Life 6 Nov. (O.H.S.)
'

1 1 1 . 28 These housing belongs to Arthur Tyllyard by vertue
I of a lease from Oriel. 1716 B. CHURCH Hist. Philip

1

* War
(1867) II. 107 He .. coming there found several Housing
and small Fields of Corn. 1818 HALLAM Mid. Ages iii. n.

(1872) I. 465 Our housing is valued at 7,000,000 ducats ; its

annual rental at 500,000.

C. A house or building.
1399 LANCL. Rich. Redeles in. 217 He wondrid-.pat be

hie nousinge herborowe ne myghte Halfdell be houshould.

1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg. 424 a/I He must make his haby-
tacyon or howsyng more spacious & gretter than hit was.

1588-5\Act 31 Etiz. c. 7 i Nor convert, .anye Buyldingeor
Howsinge. .as a Cottage for habitacion. 1831 LANDOR Misc.
Wks. 1846 II. 637 Above the housings of the village dames.

f 3. Arch. A canopied niche for a statue, a
' tabernacle

'

; also collect, tabernacle-work. Obs.

1463 Bury Wills (Camdenl 37 An ymage of our lady,

sitting or stondyng, in an howsyng of free stoon. 1516
in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) II. 243 A Rodeloft

..wyth Imagery and howsynge. 1321 in C. Welch Tower
Bridge 66 [New statuesj set in howsinges of frestone. [1879
S. WATERTON Pietas Mariana 262 Tabernacles were cano-

pied niches. In ancient contracts they were also called

maisoits, habitacles, hovels, and howsings.]

4. Naut, a. A covering or roofing for a ship
when laid up, or under stress of weather, b. The

part of a lower mast between the heel and the upper
deck, or of the bowsprit between the stem and the

knight-heads, c. = house-line: see HOUSE si. 1 23.

t d. ffonsing-in : see HOUSE v.1 8 (t>6s.~).

1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Grain, xi. 52 The bowsing in

of a ship is when shee is past the bredth of her bearing she

is brought in narrow to her vpper workes. 1821 A. FISHER

Voy. Arctic Reg. 142 We have now got the housing over

the ships. 1853 KANE Grinnell Exp. xxviii. (1856) 232 A
housing of thick felt was drawn completely over the deck.

c 1860 H. STUART Seaman s Catech. 74 From the heel to

the upper deck is called housing. From the step to the

stem [of bowsprit] is called housing. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's

Word-bk.i Housing, or House-line^ a small line formed
of three fine strands, smaller than rope-yarn.

5. Carpentry'. (See qnot.)
1823 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. Gloss. 586 Housing,

the space excavated out of one body for the insertion of

some part of the extremity of another, in order to unite or

fasten the same together. 1858 Skyring"s Builders' Prices

(ed. 48) 57 Housings under four inches girt.

6. Alech. a. ' One of the plates or guards on the

railway-carriage or truck, which form a lateral

support for the axle-boxes.' b. ' The framing

holding a journal-box.' c.
' The uprights sup-

porting the cross-slide of a planer
'

(Knight Diet.

Mech. 1875).
1882 Engineer 24 Feb. 133/1 The screw in each housing

is turned to reduce the space between the rolls.

7. attrib. and Comb, as housing reform ; hous-

ing-bearer, -frame, the frame in which the rollers

of an iron-rolling mill are set ; housing-bolt, a bolt

used in housing a gun on deck ; housing-box =

JOURNAL-BOX ; housing-ring (see quot. 1867) ;

housing-sail, a sail used for housing a ship.

1856 KANE Arct. Expl. II. iii. 42 The housing-sails
have been blown off by the storm. 1859 F. A. GRIFFITHS

Artil. Man. (1862) 236 No. i..sees the gun laid square
between the housing-bolts. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk.,

Housing-rings, ring-bolts over the lower deck-ports, through
the beam-clamps, to which the muzzle-lashings of the guns
are passed when housed.

Housing (hau-zin\ sl>2 Forms : 5 hows-

synge, husynge, 7 howzen, 7-9 bowsing, 7-

housing. [f. HOUSE rf.2 and v.2 + -INOl.]
1. A covering, esp. of cloth or the like. (Often

in//.) Rare in gen. sense.

c 1400 Rmvland % O. 749 Ryalle howssynges t>ay by-gan
Of pauylyouns proudly pighte. 1483 Cath. Angl. 193/2
An Husynge of a nutte, folliculus. .theca. 1585 LUPTON
Thous. Notable Th. (N.), Be sure you cover them with

warm housings of straw. 1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Rand.

(1812) I. 293 A pair of silver mounted pistols with rich

housings. 1858 HOLLAND Titcomb's Lett. i. 92 [They] will

see you, and not your housings and trappings. 1871 R.

ELLIS Catullus Ixiv. 234 See that on each straight yard
down droop their funeral housings. 1890 W. H. ST. JOHN
HOPE in Archseol. LI I. 692 Interesting from preserving
entire its original case or bowsing.
2. spec. A cloth covering put on a horse or other

beast for defence or ornament; caparison, trappings.
1645 EVELYN Diary May, The cattle used for draught.,

are cover'd with housings of linnen fring'd at the bottome,
that dangle about them, preserving them from flyes. 1782

J. ADAMS Diary 14 Sept. Wks. 1851 III. 274 He was
mounted upon a noble English horse, with an embroidered

housing, and a white silk net. 1808 SCOTT Marm. iv.

vii, From his steed's shoulder, loin, and breast, Silk hous-

ings swept the ground. 1892 STEVENSON Across the Plains
02 A horse or two. .making a fine figure with their Mexican

housings.

b.
' A small square pad, which lies on the

horse's back, to which most of the harness is fixed'

(Fellon Carriages, Gloss.).
1794 W. FEI.TON Carriages (1801) II. 132 The housing or

pad, a small saddle cut in different shapes, but mostly of
a long square.

c.
' The leather fastened at a horse's collar to

turn over the back when it rains
'

(Halliwell).
3. attrib. and Comb., as housing-cloth, a cloth

used for a housing.
1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1658) 287 Lay a housing

cloth upon the same to keep his back as warm as may be.

1617 ASSHETON Jrnl. (Chetham Soc.) 94 My housing-cloth
stolen out of the stable. 1794 W. FELTON Carriages (1801:
II. 135 The Newmarket

strap ; a strap with a buckle and
loop, by which the collar is hung to the housing, at a pro-
per distance ; it is placed round the collar-buckle and
housing-bridge. Ibid. Gloss., Housing Cushion, the soft
stuffed under part of the housing.

Housing (hau-zirj), pfl. a. [f. HOUSE z>.* +
-TNO-.] That houses: seequots. and HOUSE zi.l

1627 [see HOUSE ?'.' 8]. 1703 T. N. City $ C. Purchaser
182 When a Tile, or Brick is warped, or cast crooked or
hollow in burning, they then say such a Brick, or Tile is

Housing ; they are apt to be housing, .on the struck side.
1810 SCOTT Laify of L. vi. xxix, Hum of housing bee.

t Housling, -vbl. sb. [? error for housing, from
HOUSE v. 1

4 c
;

cf. HOUSY.] The growing of the

hop-bine into a dense mass at the top of the poles.
1669 WORLIDGE Syst. Agric. viii. i. 128 Let the Poles

lean outward the one from the other, .to prevent housling
as they term it . . that is, they will grow one amongst
another, and cause so great a shade that you will have
more Hawm than Hops. Hence 1707 MORTIMER Husb.
137 ; 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Hop\ etc.

Housling : see HOUSELING. Houss, var.

HOUSE sb.- Houssour, obs. f. HOUSER 2
. Hous-

ted, obs. f. HOUSESTEAD.

II HoilStonia(l<st<'nia). Bot. [mod.L.,named
after Dr. \\illiam Houston, an iSthc. botanist

(died 1733).] A North American genus of plants

(N. O. Rubiacene), with delicate four-parted flowers

of various colours ; by some botanists included in

the genus Hedyotis or Oldenlandia.
About 20 species are known ; the best-known being H.

cserulea, the Bluet.

1838 MRS. HAWTHORNE in N. Hawthorne tr Wife (1885)
I. 187 Mother brought me some Houstonias in their own
bit of earth. 1841-4 EMERSON Ess., Nature Wks. (Bohn)
I. 225 The mimic waving of acres of houstonia, whose
innumerable florets whiten and ripple before the eye.

t Housty. pseudo-a?rA. or dial. [Cf. HOAST.]
1855 KINGSLEY Westiti. Ho xv. (1861) 255 Lady Grenvile

. .always sent for her if one of the children had a '

housty ',

i. e. sore-throat.

Housy (hau'zi), a. local. Also housey. [f.

HOUSE sb?- or v.1 + -?] Said of hop-bines when

growing thickly at the top so as to form a kind of

roof or covering. (Cf. HOUSE z>.' 4 c.)

1848 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. IX. n. 544 The hop growing
and flourishing more under what is called housy bine than

any other variety. Ibid. 553 Prevent the bine from being
too rough and housy at the top. 1894 Times 30 July uft
The bine is very thick and '

housey '.

Hout, var. of HOOT sl>., v., int.

Houtillg (hau'tirj). A species of whitefish,

Coregonus oxyrhynchus, found in some fresh-water

lakes. 1880-84 DAY Fishes Gt. Brit. II. 126.

t Hotive, hoove. Obs. or Sc. Forms : I hufe,

3-4 houue, 4 houwe, howue, houe, 4-8 Sc. hou,

how, 5 houffe, howfe, huve, 6 hove, hooue, 8-9
Sc. hoc. [OE. hiife

= MLG., MDu. hA-ue, Du.

huif, OHG. huba (MHG. hube, Ger. haube\ ON.

hufa (Sw. hufva, Da. hue) :-OTent. *huton wk.

fern.] A covering for the head ; a turban, a coif;

a cap, a skull-cap ;
the quilted skull-cap worn

underahelmct; m?>c.(kow,/ioo~) anight-cap(Jam.).
To glaze one's houve, give hint a hou-ve ofglass or glasen

hoieac : to mock, delude, cajole. See Skeat Chaucer, Kates

to C. T. p. 237.
ciooo /ELFRIC Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 152/24 Cidaris,uel

mitra, hufe. 1:1050 Suppl. Ml/ric's Gloss, ibid. 188/20

Flammeolum, uclftammeum, biscopes huf. 01300 Body
* Soul 246 in Map's Poems (Camden) 337 Tou . . madest

me an houue of glas. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. Pro!. 84 per
houeban Hundret In Houues of selk, Seriauns hit semep
to seruen atte Barre. c 1374 CHAI'CER Troylus ill. 726 (775)

To holde in love a man in honde, And him hir
' leef and

' dere herte
'

calle, And maken him an howve above a calle.

Ibid. v. 469 Fortune his howue entendeth bet to glaze.

ciyi* Sc Leg. Saints, Adrian 228 pu did nocht elhs, I se

now, Bot to god mad a clasine [=glasine] how. Ibid.,

Ninian 1046 He ves hynt be how and hayre. 1377 LANGL.

P. PI. B. xx. 171 A glasen houve. (-1386 CHAUCER Rente s

Pro/. 57, 1 pray yow alle that ye nat yow greue Thogh
I answere and somdeel sette his howue \y. rr. howe, houve,

houwe). 1:1430 LYDG. Mitt. Poems (Percy Soc.) 56 To be

my frend, and gyve me false counsaile, To breke myn hede,

how and helm wes thnstit down. 1535 COVEKDALE Ita, m.

18 Bracelettes and hooues. Judith xvi. 8 She anoynted
hir face, and bounde vp hir hayre in an hooue. 1721 KELLY

Scott. Prov. 61 Break my head, and put on my boo.

b. A child's caul.

1530 PALSGR. 233/1 Hove that a chylde is borne in, taye.

1616 ROBERTS Treat. Witchcr. 66 (Jam. )
That natural couer

wherewith some children are borne, and is called by our

54
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women the sillie how. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ef>.

v. xxi. a6g. 1710 RI-DDIMAN Gloss. Douglas' /Eneis s.v.

How, In Scotland the women call a haly or sely How
(i. e. holy or fortunate cap or hood\ a film or membrane
stretched over the heads of Children new born.

Houve: see HOVE.

t Houx, sb. //., obs. var. pi. of HOUGH or HOCK.
1555 EDEN Decades 260 Alces. .with longe legges withowt

any bowinge of theyr houx or posternes. 1609 HOLLAND
Amm. Marcell. xxv. ii. 264 Our light armed companies . .

charging them behind, layd at the houx and backe parts
as well of the beasts as the Persians themselves, and all to

cut and hacked them.

Houyhnhnm (hwrhn'm, hwrn'm). [A com-
bination of letters app. intended to suggest the neigh
of a horse.] The name given by Swift in Gullivers
Travels to one of a race of beings described as

horses endowed with reason and bearing rule over

a degraded brutish race of men, called the Yahoos.
Hence transf. A horse having, or considered as

having, human characteristics.

17*7 SWIFT Gulliver iv. i, Then the bay tried me with a
second word, much harder to be pronounced ; but reducing it

to the English orthography, may be spell thus, Houyhnhnms.
Ibid, iii, The word Houyhnhnm, in their tongue, signifies
a horse, and, in its etymology, the perfection of nature.
Ibid, xii, The two Yahoos, said to have been seen many
years ago upon a mountain in Houyhnhnmland. 17*7 POPE
(title) To Mr. Lemuel

Gulliverj the grateful address of the

unhappy Houyhnhnms, now in slavery and bondage in

England. Ibid. i, Accept our humble lays, And let each

grateful Houyhnhnm neigh thy praise. Mary Gulliver
to Caft. Lemuel Gulliver 107 I'd call thee Houyhnhnm,
that high-sounding name. 1773 MRS. GRANT Lett. fr.
Mount. (1807) I. iii. 30, I should be very sorry to have my
poor houyhnhnms where I could neither hear them neigh,
nor see them shake their necks. 1833 L. RITCHIE Wand, by
Loire 30

' Get on, you Houyhnhnm !

'

exclaimed we. The
animal coughed banteringly.

Houzle, houzell, obs. forms of HOUSEL.
Hov, obs. form of How adv.

t Hovable, shortened form of BEHOVABLE a.t

advantageous, suitable.

1508 FISHER 7 Penit. Ps. Wks. (1876) 46 Whan tyme was
houable and conuenyent. Ibid. 51 A conuenyent and
houable remedy.

t Hove, sl>i Obs. [OE. htfe, also in the comb.

tiinhdfe ?* garden hove*, and in ME. heihove

HAYHOVE, and ale-hove ALEHOOP, names ofground-
ivy.] The name of some plant, considered by an

early glossator to be a * viola
'

or violet ; in the

Promptorium identified with hayhove. Ground Ivy.
c looo Sax. Leechd. II. 20 Wib heafod ece jenim hofan

and win and eced. Ibid. 34 Wib eazna ece, enim ba
readan hofan. c 1000 ^ELFRIC Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 134/39
Viola, hofe. c 1440 Promp. Parv, 250/1 Hove, or grownd
vvy.

t Hove, hof, sb.2 Obs. [a. ON. h6f modera-

tion, measure, f. hefja, hof, to take up, lift, raise,

exalt, etc.] Measure, moderation, temperateness.
c 1200 ORMIN 4742 A^ att rihht time, and 333 att hof, Forr

batt iss Drihhtin cweme. 01300 Cursor M. 11973 Jesus

pat was fulfild o houe
7
His moder mode wald he noght

droue. Ibid. 23291 [>ai sal be beft wit-vten houe. Ibid.

26900 Hop es god at hald wit houe, Bot til vnskil not worth
a gloue.

t HoV6, sb$ Sc. Obs. Forms: 4-6 hove, 6

huyfe, hufe, hoif, 6-7 hoff(e. [perh. f. HOVE vl ;

or ?from OE. hoft hall, dwelling, ON. hof temple,
Ger., Du. hof court.] In Arthur s hove, Julius

1

hove : names applied by various authors to a re-

markable round edifice which formerly stood near

Carron in Stirlingshire : see Jamieson, s.v. Hoif.
The local name appears to have been A rthnr's Oon (oven) ;

it is called Furnus Arthttri in the Newbottle Chart. 1293.
c 1377 FORDUN Scotichron. n. xyi. (1759) I. 51 Quam cum

Arthurus rex. .recreandi gratia invisere soleret, a plebeis
propterea Arthuris Hove dicebatur. 1526 BOETHIUS Scot.
Hist. in. iv. (Jam.), Hancque lulls Hoff, id est, lulis

aulam seu curiam, quod nomen ad nos devenit ab incolis

exinde appellatum. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. III. 193
The laif . . He gart lat stand and wrait vpoun the wall
* Arthuris hufe ', quhilk is to say, his hall. 1536 BEL-
LENOEN Cron. Scot. xiv. vii. (Jam.*, Thai put away the
armes of Julius Cesar, and ingrauit the armis of King
Arthour, commanding it to be calHt Arthouris hoif. a 1639
SPOTTISWOODE Hist. Diet. (MS.) s. v. Arthurs Oon (Jam.),
As to K, Edward giving it the name of Arthur's Hoff or

house, it had the name of Arthur's Oon or Kiln long before.

1639 USSHER De Brit. Eccl. Primord. xv. 586 Arthurs
Oven et Julius hoff appellant hodie.

b. See ARTHUR'S HUFE.

t Hove, sb.* Also hofe. [f.
HOVE t>.i] The

action of tarrying or lingering ;
in phr. on hove, in

waiting, in suspense.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 12699 Held horn on hofe in the hegh sea.

t Hove, sb.s Obs. rare**.
[A doubtful form ; perh. a scribal error for //>=MDu.

heve, Ger. he/f, yeast, barm, lees, dregs. Cf. also OE.
hzfe (= hffe) yeast, leaven ; f. root of heven, HEAVE v.]

Lees, dregs, sediment (of oil, ale, etc.).
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 250/1 Hove of oyle,'s barme, and ale

. . amnrca.

tHove,^. 1 Obs. Forms: 3-6 houe, (5 hofe),
4- hove, (6 hoove) ; Sc. (and north.} 4 houffe,
4-5 huf(e, 4-6 huve, 5 huwe, hue, 5-6 huif, 6
huff. [Of great frequency in ME. from I3th c. ;

in 1 6th c. largely superseded by HOVEB. Deriva-
tion unknown.
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The usual rimes with move, prove* love* the i6th c. spelling
hoove* and above all the Sc. forms ////TV, hitivt, show that

the early ME. was hdveit* O'E. *h6fian with long 6. This
severs it from the family of OE. hof* hall, dwelling, to

which it has sometimes been referred.]

1. intr. To remain in a suspended or floating

condition, as a bird in the air or a boat on water ;

to be poised, to HOVER.
f iaao Bestiary 69 So rist so he cunne he [eagle] houeS in

3e sunne. 1:1390 S. Eng. Leg. I. 269/298 Euere houede bis

! clere lint ouer hire faire ancl hei}e. a 1352 MINOT Poems
1

(Hall) iii. 83, viij. and xl. galays .. houed on be flode.

c 1420 LYDG. Assembly Gods 1608 Ouer her heede houyd
a culuer fayre & whyte. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 251/2 Hovyn
yn watur, or ober lycoure, supernato. 1550 HUTCHINSOM
Image ofGodvii. (15601 26 Elias.. making the Iron which
is heuy to houe aboue the waters. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. ni.

vii. 27 A little bote lay hoving her before.

b. To lie at anchor.
c 1540 tr. Pol. l

r
erg. Eng. Hist. (Camden) I. 52 Abowte

the iiij
lh bower of the nexte daye hee [Caesar] hooved bee-

fore Brittaine.

2. To wait, tarry, linger, stay, remain ;
often spec.

to remain on horseback,
r ISM Bestiary 525 [He] stireS up and houecS stille. 1397

R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 4468 Moroud erl of gloucestre mid is ost

bj syde In an valeye houede beendinge uor to abyde. 1375
BARBOUR Bruce xvm. 299 He hufit in-till ane enbusclie-

ment. c 1430 Syr Genendes (Roxb.) 9101 She houed on hir

palfray To wit what he wold say. c 1440 Promp. Paw.
252/1 Hovyn on hors, and a-bydyn, sirocino. 1508 DUNBAR
Poems iii. 4 Quhairof I hovit . . in dowt. 1513 DOUGLAS
&neis v. x. 59 All redy hufand thar coursis for to tak. 1535
STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 245 On to this erle quhair be wes
huifand by. 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 288 Syr Geoffrey
hoved still in the fields

prively
with his Banner before him.

1577-87
HOLINSHED Chron. II. 22/1 Being intercepted by

them that laie hoouing in ambush. 1585 JAS. I Ess. Poesie
\ (Arb.) 57 That ^e make notprone and reprove ryme together,

nor hone for houeing on hors bale, and behone. 1590 SPENSER
F. Q. in. x. 20 A couple. .Which hoved close under a forest

side, As if they lay in wait, or els them selves did hide. 1595
Col. Clout 666 The which in court continually hooved

[rime prooved].
b. Jig. To linger or dwell on.

c 1440 CAPGRAVE Life St. Kath. n. 915 Ffy on bo hertes

bat euer on swech bing houe !

3. To come or go floating or soaring; to be

borne (as on horseback), move, or pass away ; to

pass on, pass by.

1390 GOWER Conf. I. 323 Hove out of my sonne And lete

it shine into my tonne, c 1400 Melayne 1490 He sawe come
houande ouer a felle Many a brade Banere. 1509 HAWES
Past. PUas. in. v, Ymages of golde . . whiche with the

wynde aye moved . . About the towers in sundry wyse they
hoved. 1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 234 Tua pert Pechtis
on hors werhuvand by. a 1650 Flodden F. 281 in Furniv.

Percy Folio I. 330 The hind Hassall hoved on fast.

4. trans. To brood over, as a bird : = HOVEK z/. 1

5.

1399 LANGL. Rich. Redeles n, 146 J>e. .Egle. .Hasteth him
in heruest to houyn his bryddis. Ibid, in. 50 Anober proud
partriche .. houeth be eyren bat be hue laide And with hir

corps keuereth hem.

t Hove, v.- Obs. or dial. Also 7 houve, hoove,
hoave. [app. a derivative of HEAVE v. (pa. t. hove

,

pa. pple. hoven}.]
1. trans. To raise, lift.

(The first quot. is from its date doubtful ; the word may be
h&vand for hevand from HEAVE 7'.)

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints* Jacobus minor 675 Howand his

handis to be hewyn. c 1570 Marr. Wit $ Science v. v. in

Hazl. Dodsley II. 392 Hove up his head upon your spear,

lo, here a joyful sign !

2. trans. To swell, inflate, puff up or out. Chiefly
in pa. pple. Hoved HOVEN.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 255 Like unto bladders puft up

and hooved with wind. Ibid. II. 560 Their bread is lighter
and more hou\ed vp than any other. 1639 HORN
Gate Lang, xxxiv. 407 The crum light and i

(puffd) within. 1785 BURNS Death <$ Dr. Hornbook
Gate Lang, xxxiv. 407 The crum light and hoaved

(puffd) within. 1785 BURNS Death $ Dr. Hornbook xxviii,
Some ill-brewn drink had hov'd her wame. 1795 Gentl.

Mag. LXV. n. 894 Cattle that are hoved or swelled. 1828

Craven Dial., Hoveii, to swell, to puff up.

3. intr. (for rcfl.) To rise ; to swell up.
1590 SPENSER F. Q. \. ii. 31 Astond he stood, and up his

heare did hove. 1601 HOLLAND PHny I. 500 The earth ..

swelleth and houeth as it were with a leauen. 18x1 AITON

Agric. Ayrsh. 456 Hoving or fire-forging is so seldom met
with in the sweet milk cheese of that county.

Hove, ^.3 Abbreviated for BEHOVE.
c 1450 LYDG. Secrees 1184 heading* How a kyng hovith to

haue a leche to kepe his body. 1483 CAXTON Gold. Leg.
252 b/2 That we myght make thyn exequyes couenableasit
houeth and is dygne and worthy. iS94CAREW Tasso (1881)

9 A zeale How great, of host thy charge hooues thee to heat.

Hove, pa. t. and pple. of HEAVE (see also

HOVEN) ; var. HOUVE.
t Hove-dance. Obs. [cf. MDu. hof-dans, lit.

court dance,
' a dance usual at the court, the dance

that is in fashion* (Verwijs and Verdam),
* saltatio

numerosa, chorea aulica, circularis
'

(Kilian) *=

MHG. hovctanz.] A '

court dance' ; app. a par-
ticular dance of a lively character.

1390 GOWER Conf. III. 6 Where as I muste daunce and
singe The hove daunce and carolinge. 1481 CAXTON Rey-
nard (Arb.) 54 Ther was daunsed .. the houedaunce with
shalmouse trompettis and alle maner of menestralsye. 1483
Chaucer's H. Fame (Caxton) in. 145 To lerne houe dauncis

[Fair/. MS. loue Daunces] sprynges Reyes. [1894 F. S.

ELLIS Reynard 168 In the merry hovedance See the

Elephant prance As lissom and light as a fawn.]

Hovel (hpVl, ho-v'l), rf.' Also 5 -yl, 5-7 -ell,

6 -elle. [Known from ijth c. : origin uncertain.

HOVEL.
A conjectured derivation from OE. hof court, dwelling;,

with Romanic suffix -el, is etymologicalfy and chronologi-
cally inadmissible. Heyne, in Grimm, favours a con-
nexion with MHG. hobel 'cover, covering, lid': if this

word occurred in LG., its form would be *hovelt but it

does not seem to be known, so that the connexion is not
made out. Another conjecture is an AF. *huvel* whence
OF. huvelet 'petit toit en saillie

'

^Godef.).]

1. An open shed ; an outhouse used as a shelter

for cattle, a receptacle for grain or tools.

1435 Nottingham Rec. II. 357 Also a garthyn with a
hovell' on it. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 250- 1 Hovyl for swyne,
or ober beestys, cartabitlum. 1555 W. WATREMAN Fardle
Facions Pref. 7 Eche man . . passed his daies . . vnder the

open heauen, the couerte of some shadow ie Trees or slendre
houelle. 1573 TCSSER Hmb. Iii. (1878) 116 Make drie ouer

hed, both houell and shed. 1620-55 I. JONES Stone-Heng
(1725) 8 They raise Cabbins and Cottages for themselves,
and Hovels for their Cattel. 1796 Trans. Soc. Arts XIV.
301 It may be used as a stable, ox-stall, hovel, or cart-house.

1873 Act 36 <$ 37 Viet. c. 72 i Barns, hovels, or other
like structures of wood.
2. A shed used as a human habitation ; a rude or

miserable dwelling-place ; a wretched cabin.
a 1625 FLETCHER Love's Cure v. iii, No town in Spain,

I

from our metropolis Unto the rudest hovel. 1698 FKVER
I

Ace. E. India <f P. 52 Their Houses are little Hovels or

Hogsties, the best of them scarce worthy the name of a

i
Booth. 1711 ADDISON Spect. No. 117? 5 Her Hovel, which
stood in a solitary Corner under the side of the Wood.
1806 Gazetteer Scotl. s.v. Tammtoul* It is entirely com-

posed of turf-covered hovels. 1865 W.G. PALGRAVE Arabia
II. 151 In it every description of dwelling is to be seen. .

for high and low, palace or hovel.

3. In various technical uses.

t a. Arch. A canopied niche for an image. Also

! hovel-house, -housing. Obs.

1463 Bury Wills \ Camden) 19, I wil that the ymage of
cure lady, .be set vp ageyn the peleer .. and a hovel with

pleyn sydes comyng down to the baas. 1875 PARKER Gloss.

Archit.* Hovel* sometimes used in the sense of tabernacles

for images. 1879 E. WATERTON Pietas Mariana 262 Taber-
: nacles were canopied niches. In ancient contracts they

were also called maisons, habitacles, hovels, and housings.
1888 Archit. Jrnl. 241 Thirty-six 'weepers' standing in

niches under simple canopies, or, as they were called,
1 hovels '.

f b. A structure of reeds, broom, etc. on which
brine is concentrated by natural evaporation. Obs.
1686 PLOT Staffordsh. ii. 95 Were the brine .. laved on

hovels cover'd with Mats, made of reeds, straw or flaggs.

C. The hood of a smith's forge.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. vii. 323/2 The Hovel or

Coyel of the Hearth [of a Smith's Forge] which ends in a

Chimney to carry the Smoak away. 1703 MOXON Mech.
Exerc. 3.

d. The conical building enclosing a porcelain
oven or kiln.

1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 468 Most ovens are
surrounded by a high conical building, called a hovel, large
enough to allow the man to wheel coals to the requisite

places, and to pass along to supply each mouth with fuel.

1851 Ilhtstr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 724 The hovels in which the
ovens are built form a very, .striking feature of the pottery
towns, .resembling. .a succession of gigantic bee-hives.

4. A stack of com, etc. Hence hovel-frame.
1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet., Gavilla* a stacke of corne,

a hoile of come, a bauen, fasciculus . 1599 MINSHEU Sp.
Diet., Gavilla, or Gainla^ a stacke or nouell of corne,
a bauen or fagot. I7a Act 9 Ceo. I. c. 22 i If any Person
..set Fire to .. any Hovel, Cock, Mow, or Stack of Corn,
Straw, Hay or Wood. 1781 BARKER in Phil. Trans.
LXXII. 282 Some of the pease, which were either not got
in, or the hovels not thatched, when the great rain came
September 2. 1881 Leicestersh. Gloss. t Hovel-frame, a
1 stack-frame ', the wooden frame or platform on which
stacks or ricks are built up.

Ho'vel, sb. 2 [ad. Du. hctwel, MDu. hovel
t
in

Kilian hovel *
hill ', also

*

hump, boss, knob
'.]

The bump on the top of a whale s head.

1694 Ace. Sev. Late I'oy. n. 126 He hath also an Hoffel

[printed Hossel] on his Head like a Whale. Ibid. 134
Upon his Head is the Hovel or Bump before the Eyes and
Finns. i8ai R. TURNER Arts V Sc. (ed. i8> 203 Its head is

about one third part of its whole length, on the top . . Is what

they call the hovel or bump ; in this are two spout-holes.

Hovel, ^- l
[f.

HOVEL sb.^\

a. trans. To shelter as in a hovel or shed.

1583 STAKYHURST SEneis iv. (Arb.) 98 They shal be in

darcknes al hooueld. 1605 SHAKS. Lear iv. vii. 39 To
houell thee with Swine and Rogues forlorne.

b. To provide with a roof or covering.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. ix. 400/2 Round Towers,

Hoveled or Roofed.

C. (Archit.} To form like an open hovel or

shed
; as,

'

to hovel a chimney '.

18*3 P. NICHOLSON Pract. Build. Gloss. 586/2 Hoveling,
carrying up the sides of a chimney, so that when the wind
rushes over the mouth, the smoke may escape below the-cur-

rent or against any one side of it. 1858 Skyring's Builders'

/*nV(ed. 48) 71 Chimney pots.. Hovilled second size. .7*.

d. intr. To stack corn in a ' hovel '. dial.

"744-So W. ELLIS Mod. Hnsbandm. V. i. 5 (E. D. S.) Be
sure never to want a hand that can hovel ; that is, a man
who is capable of placing wheat-sheaves or other corn on
a hovel, so as to lie in that advantageous position as is

necessary to prevent the damage of weather.

Hovel, z'.
2 [Etymology uncertain : perh. a

back-formation from HOVELLER, q. v.] a. intr.

To pursue the occupation of a hoveller. b. trans.

To bring (a vessel) into harbour, moor and unload

it, etc. Hence Hovelling vbl. sb., the business

of a hoveller, piloting.



HOVELLER.
1880 Champers' Encycl. 111. 445 '2 s.v. Deal, The chief I

branches of industry arc.. boat-building, sail-making, pilot-
]

ing or hovelling [etc.]. 1891 J. SIMSON Historic Thatut 1 10

Hovelling and Foying are to a great extent synonymous
terms. The latter has been described as

'

going off to ships

with provisions, and assisting them when in distress
'

; the

same definition may with some amplification be applied to

hovelling. 1891 ELWORTHY Let. to Editor 8 May, To hovel

or hobble a vessel is to do the rough work of helping to

bring her into harbour mooring and unloading, &c. It is

very unskilled labour.

Hoveller ^hpVlai, ho-v'laa). Also -eler. [Of
obscure origin; it has been suggested that they

were so called
' from their use of hovels on shore

for shelter' ; but cf. HOBBLER^, HUFFLEH.]
L An unlicensed pilot or boatman, especially on

the Kentish coast ; frequently applied to a boat-

man who goes out to wrecks, sometimes with a

view of plunder. Cf. HOBBLEK -
3 a.

1769 FALCONER Diet. Marine (1789), Vagans, vagrants or

hovefiers, who infest the sea-coast in a tempest, in expecta-

tion of plunder from some ship-wrecked vessel. 1809

Naval Chron. XXIV. 105 Pilots, boatmen, hovellers. 1864

R. M. BALLANTYNE Lifeboat (ed. 2) 87 In olden time the

owners of these nautical huts dwelt in them, hence the

name '

hoveller
' which is used at the present day. 1866

Daily Tel. 3 Nov., The vessel must go to pieces ; and the

hoveller's instinct is to clutch as much as he can from it.

1884 Daily News 23 Sept. 3/1 The Deal boatman, .is often

called a 'hoveller', and his most profitable work seems^to
be in knocking about at sea ready to afford aid to ships

needing it. 1886 N. f, Q. ?th Ser. II. 476/1.

2. The craft used by these boatmen.
1880 CLARK RUSSELL Sailor's Sweetheart I. iii. 97 There'll

be a whole fleet of hovelers around 'em before another hour's

gone. 1881 Daily Tel. 24 Feb., I made the journey in

a hoveller, and reached the lightship half an hour before

sunset.

Hoven (h<5"-v'n),///. a. Now dial. Also hove,

[pa. pple. of HEAVE v., q.v.] Swollen, bloated,

puffed out ; esp. applied to cattle when swollen

with over-feeding : cf. HOOVE. Alsoyf^.
1555 "W of y. Pyshe (Somerset Ho.), A brown hove cow.

'573 TUSSER Hush. xlix. (1878) 108 Tom Piper hath houen

and puffed vp cheekes ; If cheese be so houen, make Cisse

to seeke creekes. 1599 Broughton's Let. iii. 13 Your houen

imaginations. 1674-91 RAY N. C. Words 143 Hoven-

bread, zymitcs. 1688 R. HOLME A rmcntry in. v. 244/1 Bad
Cheese . . is . . full of Eyes, not well prest but hoven and

swelling. 1851 lllustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 419 Veterinary
..stomach pump.. for hove cattle. 1865 H. H. DIXON
Field i; Fern V. ii. 38 Sometimes a whole lot will get hoven
with clover.

Hover (h-vaj, hp-vsa), sb. [f.
HOVER z*.

1
]

1. An act of hovering, as of a bird or other

winged creature.

1893 G. D. LESLIE Lett, to Marco xvi. 105 A circular sort

of hover. Mod. Newspaper, The hover of a hawk's wing is

dimly sighted far away upon the^
horizon.

b. A hovering host (of birds) .

1826 J. WILSON Chr. North (1857) II. 328 A mile-square
hover of crows darkens air and earth.

2. The action or condition of remaining in sus-

pense.
1513 DOUGLAS JEtteis xn. xiv. 129 Abydand lang in hovir

quhat he suld do. c 1565 LINDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron, Scot.
,

(1728) 537 (Jam.) They stood in hover, and tuik consuttatioun i

quhat was best to be done. 1727 E. ERSKINE Serm. Wks.

1871 I. 295 They are in a hover and suspense. 1883 E.

PENNELL-ELMHIRST Cream Leicestersk. 136 Without even a

hover of hesitation.

3. Any overhanging stone or bank under which

a fish can hide; also any kind of overhanging

shelter, especially a hollow in the side of a hedge.

(Elworthy W. Sam. Word-bk.} Chiefly south, dial.

1602 CAREW Cornwall 105 (R.) Boughs of trees . . were

cast in thither to seme as a houer for the fish. 1858

E. W. L. DAVIES in Dartmoor Days (1863) 137 Every holt

and hover which could harbour a fox or an otter. 1863

KINGSLEY Water-Bab, iii. 116 Dark hovers under swirling

banks, from which great trout rushed out. 1886 R. C.

LESLIE Sea-painter's Log 207 The confidence of the trout

in the security of his haunt or hover.

4. Comb. Hover-fly, a dipterous insect of the

order Bombyliidge, which hovers over flowers with-

out settling.
a 1887 JEFFERIES Field q ffei/fcrow (1889) 14 Countless. .

hosts of the yellow-barred hover-flies come to them.

Hover (hp-vsj), a. (so.) dial. [perh. related to

HOVE v.-] Of loose texture or composition ;
in

Kent, said of hops loosely packed, b. as sb. Light
loose soil.

427

licular spot, as by flapping the wings (to which

action the word is sometimes restricted by natural-

ists : cf. 4), esp. when preparing to dart or swoop
in some direction. Also with indirect passive.
c 1400 MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxxiv. 153 Fewles .. coimnez

bider and houers abouue bam. 1530 PALSGR. 588/1, I hover,
I flyker..ThU hauke hovereth to longe above, she is nat

disposed to stoupe. 1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's

Voy. Ep. Ded. p
ij b, At one time or other it is meete to

hoover with the winges. 1597 SHAKS. Lover's Coinpl. 319
The tempter.. like a cherubm above them hover'd [rime

cover'd). 1665 BOYLE Octas. Reft. iv. ii. (1848) 174 Larks

. . hovering and singing a while over our Heads. 1745

De foe's Eng. Tradesman (1841) II. li. 237 Like bees

unhived, they hovered about. 1847 I.VTTON Lucretia i. i.

31 The dragon-fly darted and hovered in the air. 1871 I!.

TAYLOR Faust (1875) I. xxi. 180 Nearer hover Jay and

screech owl. and the plover. 1885 STEVENSON Dynamiter

171 Rocky islets, hovered about by an innumerable cloud of

sea-fowl. 1894 [see HOVERING vol. sb. a].

b. Said of clouds, etc., that float or remain

suspended in air or on water.

1578 BANISTER Hist, Man i. 30 Nature caused the same

Processe of the viij bone, to hang, and hover inwardly like

a seeled vawlte. 1600 J. POKY tr. J.eo's Africa i. 3 Cloudes

alwaies hovering about the tops thereof. 1664 POWER Sxf.
Philos. HI. 163 The smallest Mote or Atom, which we see

to hover and play in the Sun's beams. 1718 Freethinker

No. 16 r 4 The Bowl would stop in the Current, and

hover over the Dead Body. 1818 M. G. LEWIS Jnil. W.

tnd. (1834) 297 The waves, .hovering for a while over the

ship, and then coming down upon us. 1877 BLACK Green

Past, xl, Large schooners . . hovering in the white light.

2. transf. and Jig: To keep hanging or lingering

about (a person or placed, to wait near at hand,

move to and fro near or around, as if waiting to

land or alight ; also said of things intangible (where

the idea is sometimes nearer to i).

1381 SAVILE Tacitus' Hist. 11. xiv. (1591) 60 The fleete. .

lay houering and ready to assaile the prouince of Narbpn.
t - ** ... A-.t a. JI/-7 . WW iflcfi I AA His snlrlt

hover Sand . . into the empty part of the Mold. 1848

RUTI.EY in Jrnl. R. Agric. Sac. IX. n. 547 The hops were

generally small, loose, and hover. 1851 Ibid. XII. II. 487

Black light mould (provincial!)' black hover). 1887 Kent.

Gloss., Hover, light; puffy; raised; shivery; hunched-up.

Hence, poorly, unwell.

Hover (Iwvsj, hf\ai), f. 1 Also 6 hoover.

[Not known bef. 1400, and app. not much used

bef. i6th c., when it took, in sense i, the place of

HOVE z.' Of this it may have been an iterative

derivative (cf. flutter, shatter, etc.), esp. if the his-

torical pronunciation is (ho'vaa).]

I. ititr. 1. Of a winged creature : To hang or

remain suspended in the air over or about a par-

and
37

those"parts."

l' 1

i748^ nson's Voy. n. viii. 222 We were

obliged to keep hovering about the Island. 111754 J.

McLAURiN Serm. f. Ess. 77 Vengeance was hovering over

their guilty heads. 1803 JANE PORTER Thaddeus vin. (1831)

75 His thoughts continually hovered about his mother. 1838

THIRLWALL Greece III. 297 Leaving a small part of their

force to hover on the rear of the Greeks. 1863 GEO. ELIOT

Romola in. x. Pestilence was hovering in the track of famine.

3. f a. To remain waiting ; to tarry, linger ;
to

hesitate before taking action. Obs. b. To continue

in a state of suspense or indecision ; to waver as in

an indeterminate or irresolute state ; hence, to

hang or remain on the verge of (a. condition, etc.).

c 1440 York Myst. ix. 252 A twelmo[n]the bott xij weke

Have we be houerand here. Ibid. xi. 352 It may not helpe

to hover na hone, c 1475 Rau/Coibear 417 He huit and

he houerit quhill midmorne and mair. iS7J-f
BARET Alii.

H 674 To houer over a thing to buy it, emptioni immincre.

c 1610 A. HUME Brit. Tongue (1865)2 Quhil I thus hovered

betueen hope and despare. 1651 CLEVELAND Poems, Senses

Festival/, When Bodies whine, and victory hovers Twixt

the equal fluttering Lovers. 1711 ADDISON Sped. No. 441

f 9 When the Soul is hovering in the last Moments of its

Separation. 1871 BLACK Adv. Phaeton iii, He even hovered

on the verge of rudeness. 1874 L. MORRIS Organ-boy 75

Sweet music hovering 'Twixt pain and 'twixt pleasure.

Mod. A mind hovering on the verge of madness.

II. trans, f 4. Ofa bird, etc. : To flap or flutter

(the wings) so as to maintain itself in the air. Obs.

1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. v. 1054 Somtimes her wings

she hovers. 1687 MRS. BEHN Lucky Chance i. i, Some

blest sun-shine to warm me . . and make me hover my
flagging wings.
5. To brood over; to cover (the young) with

wings and body : cf. HOVERING vbl. sb. b.

1776 G. WHITE Sclborne xxxiii. (1875) 230 Capons, .hover

chickens like hens. 1895 in Daily News 23 July 6/1

Cholera, that foe we have so often to face in India, hovered

'

Ho'ver, v.- [f.
HOVEK a.] dial. (See quots.)

1847-78 HALLIWELL, Hover. .(2) To pack hops lightly, in

order to defraud the measure. Kent. 1887 Kent. Gloss.

s. v., One of the pickers .. then comes to hover the hops;

this is done by putting both hands down to the bottom of

the great basket, .as soon as they [the hops] reach the top,

they are quickly shot out into the green bag before they

have time to sag or sink ; ..hovering is nothing more than

a recognized system of fraud. 1897 Jrnl. R. Agric. Sac.

Mar. 63 The practice of hoverhTg and turning is..most

objectionable.

tHo-vered, a. Obs. [OE. hoferede (
= OHG.

hovarohti, WB&.foveriM), f. fioferhump, swelling

^ OHG. hovar, haver] Hump-backed.
c897 K. ALFRED Gregory's Past. xi. 66 Se 8onne b|3

hoferede se be sio byroen of BryceS oisse eorOhcan Xewil-

nunge. c 1000 Sax. Leechd. III. 144 Ponne ^elimpeS hit

hwilum jmrh |>a:t ba:t ba:t cild bi3 hoforode and healede.

a Itoo Ags. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 337/36 Gybbensus net

strumosus, hoferede. a. 1125 St. Marher. 20 Nowther

halt ne houeret. a 1135 Leg. Kath. 1063 |>e dumbe, 6:

te deaue. .halte & houerede.

Hoverer (h-v-, h^-varsj). [f.
HOVBB z-.i] An

animal or thing that hovers, esp. in the air.

1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. xi. (R.), Hurling round his frowne,

At those vext houerers, aiming at them still, a i8i KEAT!
J

Sleet ft Poetry 13 Light hoverer around our happy pillows .

iSioLilir. Univ. Ktunul. X. 496 Classification [of birds] by

Cuvier.. Swimmers: a. Divers, b. Hoverers, c. Waddlers.

1897 P. ROBINSON in Contemf. R,t'. Mar. 395 Like the

hoverers with the big eyes and the blue-bottle.

HOW.

Hovering (hw-, hp-varirj), vbl. sb. [f.
HOVER

v.i + -ING I.] The action of the vb. HOVER.

a. Suspension or poising in the air on fluttering

or outstretched wings ; lingering about or around,

moving to and fro about a person or place.

1717 DE FOE Hist. Appar. ix. 178 The hovering or

wandering in the air. 1802 Act 42 Gco. Ill, c. 82 Liable

to Forfeiture for hovering, or being found or discovered to

have been, within Four Leagues of the Coast. 1886 R. C.

LESLIE Sea-painters Log 211 The hovering in the sun ol

those bright-coloured two-winged flies we sometimes call

drones. 1894 J. LE CONTE in Pop. Sci. Monthly XLIV.
746 ffm'erine. -always refers to a maintenance of a body in

one position in the air . . either by vigorous flapping of the

wings, or else, .with no motion of the wings at all. I shall

. .confine the term hovering to the former,

t b. Brooding, incubation. Obs.

1671 GREW A nat. Plants vi. 13 What the Hen by Incu-

bation or Hovering is to the Egg or Chick. 1677 HALE
Prim. Orig. Man. in. vi. 280 Many Birds stand in need of

the hovering of their Dams Wings . . after they are hatched.

c. Hesitation, wavering, suspense.
1679 DATES Narr. Popish Plot Ded. A, The Arts and

Hoverings . . used in vain . . to suppress and traduce the

Evidence. 1827 LYTTON Pelham (L.), A new play had just

been acted, and the conversation, after a few preliminary

hoverings, settled upon it.

Hovering,///, a. [f. HOVER v.1 -(--ING^.]

That hovers : a. That hangs poised in the air ;

that floats or hangs about a particular spot.
1630 DRAYTON Noah's Flood (R.), The soaring kite.. to

the ark the hovering castril brings. 1756 MASON Odes vii.

(R.), He, too, perchance, when these poor limbs are laid,

Will heave one tuneful sigh, and sooth my hov'ring shade.

1865 LONGF. Divina Comin. iii, The hovering echoes fly

from tomb to tomb. 1875 SEARS Serm. Chr. Life 8 Hover-

ing and protecting wings.

b. Hesitating, wavering ; uncertain.

1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. i. ii. 302 A houering Temporizer.

1635 SIR H. WOTTON in Lismore Papers Sen 11. (1888) III.

220 We have stoode. .in a kinde of hovering conceypt that

your Lordship would be shortly heere in person.

Hence Ho-veringrly adv.

1818 KEATS Endym. \\. 819 Let the sounds Of our close

voices marry at their birth ; Let us entwine hoveringly 1

1891 Blackw. Mag. CLI. 390/1 Her little white feet skim-

med so hoveringly over the floor.

t Ho'verly, adv. (a.) Obs. [? f. HOVER a. +

-LY.] Lightly; slightly.

1549 COVERDALE, etc. Erasnt. Par. Rom. vii. (R.), My
mynde was but houerly and faintlye moued to synne.

1555 HARFSFIELD Divorce Hen. VI11 (Camden) 170

Two other special points .. the one which the said patrons

of the University hoverly touched, a 1557 MRS- BASSET

tr. Mare's Treat, on Passion M.'s. Wks. 1358/2 Not with

reuerence attentiuely to praye to hym, but like carelesse

and slepy wretches hoverly to talk with him. a 1640

W. FENNER vtd Ft. Christ's Alarm (16577 35 They do it

lothly and hoverly, even so, so, they do not do it roundly

and throughly.
b. adj. Light, slight, touching the surface.

1633 ROGERS Treat. Sacram. 11. 25 It must be very

inquisitive and narrow ; not hoverly and superficial.

t How, howe, sd.i Obs. exc. dial. Forms : i

hosu, 3-4 hose, howe, 4-5 how; 6-9 (see

HOE sb.3). [OE. hotfi str. f., a parallel formation

to OHG. hugti, hugi (MHG. huge'), OS. hugi

(MDu. hoghe, Du. heug), ON. hiigr, Goth, hugs

thought :-pre-Tent. kuk- ;
cf. Skr. fuk, whence ciik

heat, sorrow, grief.] Care, anxiety; trouble, sorrow.

c 1000 J*ELFRIC Horn. I. 132 He naefa nan andjit ne hoga
embe Codes beboda. Ibid. 446 Habbon hi hose. iMpOntf
* Night. 701 The nihtegaleal hire hole Mid rede hadde wel

bitoje. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 9466 po bis bataile was ido,

& hii were al out of howe [rime of bristowe]. 13. . Sir

Beiies 4507 (MS. A.) What for care and for howe, He lenede

to his sadelbowe. c 1380 Sir Fernmb. 4539 Ac for bat strok

had he non ho3e [rime toje]. c 14*0 Chron. ! ilod. st. 230

And haue gret how bothe clay and ny?t How bey myjt best

bryng hit to anynde. 1567-1875 [see HOE si.'].

How (hem), sb.z northern. Also 7 hough, 7-

9 howe, 9 houe. [a. ON. haug-r mound, cairn,

app. related to OTeut. hauh- high.]

1. A hill, hillock : now only in some local names

in the north of England, as Great How, Silver How,
Brant How, How Hill (near Ripon), etc.

shadow ol it couyra nuwis i/t/ttoj. ' " "7 '--- ~
.

of god. a 1400-50 Alexander 3486 Be hi3e hlllis & howis

& be holu,e dounnes. 1618 COKE On Litt.i.i. i Howe

also signifilth a Hill. 1800 WORDSW. Rural Archit. 4 To

the top of Great How did it please them to climb.

2 An artificial mound, tumulus, or barrow.

(Also in local names, as Maeshow, at Stennis, Orkney.)

1669 W. SIMPSON Hydrol. Chym. 89 This patient . . some-

time/did work in an Hough (as the country-people call it)

of Blacomoore, for some suppos'd . . treasure deeply lode d

in the earth. 1788 W. MARSHALL Yorksh. Gloss, it. D. S),

How, a round hillock ; perhaps sometimes a natural kno ,

but generally of factitious origin. The Moreland swells

abound with hows. 1855 ROBINSON Whilby Gloss., Houe

or Barrmv, the tumuli which abound in the neighbourhood

of Whitby as the burial mounds of the ancient Britons.

1866 EDMONSTON Gloss. Orkney Shell. 50 Howie, a mound,

a tumulus, a knoll. 1877 GREENWELL Brit. Barrows 2 They
. . are known as barrows . . and cairns . . and popularly in

some parts of England as lows, houes, and tumps.

How s6.3 and *
: see after How adv. and int.

t How, howe, ' Obs. Forms: i hosian,

(husian), 2-3 hoje, 3 heoje, 4 howe ; 8-9 (see
54-2



HOW.

Ho i/.
a
;. [OE. hogian* a later modification uf

kycgan = OS. huggjan, OHG. hucken, ON. hyggja,
Goth, hugjan, to think, f. Goth. AW^-J thought:
see How jAl Cf. Du. heugen to remember.] j/r.

To be anxious, think, consider, purpose,
intend.

Btowulf (Z.) 633 Ic bset hosode..$aet ic anunga eowra
leoda willan jeworhte. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. vi. 34 Ne
beo i$e na hojiende ymb ba morsenlican neode. c 1175
Lamb. Horn. 113 >if he hit betan mei, and umbe be bota

[ne] ho^aS. r 1205 LAY. 134:7 Al be king bilufde swa

Fortiger ho}ede. a 1250 Owl <$ Night. 455 Hwane mon
ho$et> of his scheve..Ich fare horn, a 1250 Prov. sElfred
135 in O. E. Misc. no Ne scolde neuer yongmon howyen
to swi^>e. a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. 23 His hap he deth
ful harde on hete, ajeynz he howeth henne.

How, howe, .- Obs or dial.
[f.
How inf.]

1. To cry how ! to shout as sailors.

1508-16 Promp. Parv. 251/2 (edd. J. Notary and W. de W.)
Howen, ccleumo [c 1440 Howtyn, or cryen as shepmenn],
2. To cry how ! with

pain
or grief.

c 1750 Mary Hamilton xiii. in Child Ballads (1889) III.

393 What need ye hech and how, ladies? What need ye
how for me ?

Sow (hau), adv. (sd,3]. Forms : I hti
? 2-4

hu, (3 hv, hvru, wu, quhu, qu(utaw, heu, ou,
heou, 3-4 hw, 4 i^wjhou^, whou, hwou, w,
Kent, hue , 3-6 hou, 4- how, (4-5 hov, 4-6

j

whow, Sc. quhou, quhow, 5 howghe, owe,
|

hough(e, who, 5-7 howe, 6 whoe). [OE. kd
: *AW, corresp. to OKris. ku, hd, OS. hwd, kwuo,
w8 (MDu. hoe {ho, hott}, Du. Hoe^ MLG. woe) t

OHG. (Tatian) wuo :-OTeut. *hw$, an adverbial

formation from the interrog. pron. stem hwa- who?
Parallel to MDu. hii, and to Goth, hwaiwa^ OHG.
liweo, weot wio, G. wie, with different suffixes.]

An adverb primarily interrogative, used also in

exclamations, and in conjunctive and relative con-

structions: cf. WHEN, WHERE, WHY.
I. In direct questions.

1. Qualifying a verb : In what way or manner?

By what means ?

a 1000 Cxdmori's Gen. 802 Hu sculon wit nu libban ?

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xii. 29 Hu m^eg man ingan in

stranges bus? cizoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 07 Hwu come
}m [hjider in? 1300 Havelok 2753 Hw mithe he don him
shame more? 1315 SHOREHAM 16 Hou his hit ther bethe
so fele? 1382 WYCLIF i Cor. xv. 35 How schulen deede
men ryse ajen? c 1394 P. PI. Crede 42 Whou? schulde bei

techen be God bat con not hemselue? Ibid. 141 Whow
myjt-tou in thine brober eije a bare mote loken? c 1440
Promp. Parv. 249/2 Howe. .[S. howj or qwow], quomodo^
qualiter. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. in. iii. 25 How shall she

know, how shall she finde the man? 1610 SHAKS. Temp.
HI. ii. 159 How came we a shore? i6r6HoBBEs./7*WPref.
(1686) 2 How is it possible. .to please themall? 1776 Trial
Nundocomar 23/2 How can I tell who has seen him? 1836

J. H. NEWMAN Par. Serm. (1837) III. x. 149 This mar-
vellous benefit, .how was u to be attained ?

b. With intensive additions, as the devil, ajire,
in the world, etc. (see DEVIL, etc.).
c 1489 CAXTON Sonnes ofAymon xix. 408 How the devyll

dare ye thus speke ? 1694 ECHARD Plautus 19 How a fire

cou'd he see al! this? 1773 FLETCHER Logica Genev. 165
How in the world can he know, .whether he is in the faith

or not ? 1889 BOLDKEWOOD Robbery underA rms xlix, How
in the world did ever she get there ?

f C. In pregnant use = How is it that ? How
comes it that? Why? Obs.

1340 Ayenb. 47 Hue is hit uoul dede zeb)?e hit is kende-
lich? ^1380 WYCLIF Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 60 Hou shulde
sich sense be error in man? (1x400-50 Alexander 459
How bat 3e ga sa grete, gud damet Ibid. 4345 Howe
durst any be so bald to blemysche..pe hand-werke of bat

hije uode? 1606 BIRNIE Kirk-Buriall xi, If thou be to ly
at the Altar,how wantst thou a Priest to say thy soule Masse?
1611 BIBLE Gen. xxvi. 9 How saidst thou, She is mysister?

d. ellipt. (a) With ellipsis of the rest of the

question, which, if expressed in full, would reflect

the form of a previous statement or question ;
also

As how ? see As adv. 30. (b} In * How if . . .?'
1 How will (would) it be if . . . ?

*

1579, 1636 [see As adv. 30], 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. w. i.

30 How if your husband start some other where? 1592
Rom. <$- Jnl. iv. iii. 30 How, if when I am laid into the

Tom be, I wake before the time? 1763 FOOTE Lyar i. i, This
disguise procures me many resources. .As how?.. Why, at
a pinch, Sir, I am either a teacher of tongues . . or a dancing-
master. 1875 JOWETT Plato HI. 355 Is such an order of

things possible, and how, if at all ?

2. In what condition or state? How are you?
How doyou do ? (formerly How doyou T] : common
phrases used in inquiring as to a person's health.
See also HOW-DO-YE, HOW-DO-YOD-DO.
a 1300 Cursor M. 20089

' Alas ! alas ! alas !

' said sco,
' How mai i live, how mai i be !

'

c 1460 Towneley Myst.

1593 SHAKS. Ven. $ Ad. 249 How doth she now for wits?
1603 Meas.for M. n. ii. 75 How wouldtyou be, If he. .

should But iudge you, as you are ? a i8za SHELLEY Magn.
Lady v, How feel you now? 1837 DICKENS Pickw. vii,
Several dozen of 'How-are-you's?' hailed the old gentleman's
arrival. 1847 MARRVAT Ckildr. N. Forest xi, Well, Master
Andrew, how fare you? 1848 THACKERAY Van. Fair xiv,
How's little Miss Sharp? 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. iv, O
heart, how fares it with thee now?

b. How's that? in Cricket, an appeal to the

umpire to give his decision whether a batsman is

'out' or not.

1891 GRACE Cricket xi. 379 'How's that, umpire?' 'Not
out ', said he,

3. To what effect ? \Vith what meaning ? Also,

By what name ? arch. (The mod. Eng. equivalent
is 'What?')
1382 WYCI.IH Luke x. 26 What is writun in the lawe ?

hou redist thou? 1460 Townelcy Alyst. viii. 398. c 1566

J. ALDAY tr. Boaystttau's Tkcat. 'World C iv, How is theyr
manor when they would cove ? 158* N. LICHEFIELD tr. Cas-

tanhedats Conq. E. Ind. v. 13 b, How say you sir, heere

is an other kinde of people. 1593 SHAKS. 2 Hen. K7, v. i.

73 How art thou call'd ? 1596 Tatn. Shr. iv. iii. 20

How say you to a fat Tripe finely broyl'd ? 1605 Macb.
in. iv. 128 How say'st thou, that Macduff denies his person
At our great bidding? 1777 SHEKIDAN Sck. Scand. in. iii,

Sir O. Is there nothing you could dispose of? Ch. How
do you mean ? 1820 SCOTT Ivanhoe ii, How call'd you your
franklin, Prior Aymer? i849THACKKFAY Pendennis Ixxiv,
' Will you join us in a little conspiracy ?

' ' How do you
mean conspiracy, young man ?

'

4. ellipt. for
* How is it ?

'

or ' How say you ?
'

and used interjectionally, the mod. equivalent being
* \Vhat ?

'

or ' What !

*

(
= F. quoi ! ) arch. (exc. in

how about ...?). In U.S. colloq. speech
' How?'

is used in asking for the repetition of something
not quite understood (

= F. comment?}.
In OE. hu was prefixed to a negative question.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. vi. 26 Hu ne synt je selran bonne

his? c Ia5 Gen. <$ Ex. 3077 Hu ! haue ^e wrong. 1589
R. HARVEY PI. Perc. (i86oj n Whow? I go about to

disgrace thee? 1603 SHAKS. Meas . for M. u. i. 71 Elb.

My wife Sir ? whom I detest before heauen, and your
honour. Esc. How ? thy wife ? Elb. I sir. 1722 DE
FOE Col. Jack (18401 306 How! signior . . have you not

authority? 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. IV. xi, 'How 1

,
cried I,

'relinquish the cause of truth?' 1846 O. W. HOLMES
Rhymed Lesson 506 Don't say

' How ?
'

for
' What ?

'

1858
Aut. Breakf.-t. iv, I was thinking, he said indistinctly.

How? What is't? said our landlady. 18.. EMERSON in

Harper's Mag. (1884) Feb. 460/1 How about Matthew
Arnold ?

b. How now ? ellipt. for ' How is it now ?
*

Often used interjectionallr. arch.
c 1580 Sir Ferumb. 3770

' What how now '
. .

' Ha>
Clanoun my cosyn aslawe p man ?

'

1480 CAXTON Ckron.

Eng. cxlix. 129 What how nowe..manace ye me? 1610
SHAKS. Temp. i. ii. 244 How now? moodie? (71704 PRIOR

Merry Andrew 10 Why how now, Andrew! .. To-day's
conceit, methinks, is something dull. 1841 DICKENS Barn.

Rudge xlviii, How now ! he cried.. Why, where have you
been hiding? 1878 BROWNING Poets Croisic xii, How now?
My Duke's crown wrecked ?

5. Chiefly qualifying an adj. or adv. : To what
extent? In what degree? (Also with the vb.

like i
or an equivalent.)

1 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xvii. 17 Hu lange for-bere iceow?
Ibid. Luke xvi. 5 Hu mycel scealt pu minum hlaforde?
a 1300 Cursor M. 10437 Hu lang sal bou bus-gat be wroth?

1382 WYCLIF Mark ix. 21 Hou long is it sith this hath falle

to hym? 1573-80 BARET Alv. H 686 How old, or what
age are you? 1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. v. ii. 38 How likes

Gremio these quicke wilted folkes? 1602 znd Pt, Return
fr. Parnass. in. i. 1119 How many miles from Waltham to

London? 1738 SWIFT Pol. Conversat. 147 Well, Colonel,
how do you like that Wine ? 1798 WORDSW. We are seven

iv, Sisters and brothers, little Maid, How many may you be ?

1857 HUGHES 'font Brown n. viii, How many runs?

6. At what rate or price ?

1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, in. ii. 54 Shal. How a score of
Ewes now? Sit.. .A score of good Ewes may be worth tenne

pounds. 1606 Tr. 4- Cr. iv. ii. 23 How now, how now?
how goe maiden-heads? Mod. How did things go at the
auction ? How do you sell the plums?

II. In direct exclamations.

7. In what a way ! to what an extent or degree !

a 900 CYNEWULF Crist 216 Crist Eel-mihtig hu pu aer waere
eallum geworden. .mid pinne wuldor-faedcr cild acenned
burh biscrseft and meaht ! ciooo Aes. Ps. (Th.) lxxii[i]. i

Hu god is ece God ! 1340 Ayenb. 8p Hou hy byep uer uram
pise he^nesse. 1382 WYCLIF Lam. \. i Hou sittetn alone the

cite ful of puple ! c 1450 tr. De Inntationc i. xxii. 28 O hov

gode a lif (>at man ha, hov grete, hov riche, hov misty, hov
hye he is! 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) HI. 555 A! how I

tremyl and trott for ?ese tydynges ! 1513 DOUGLAS &neis
iv. Prol. 231 How \ed. 1553 qunou] schort quhile dois his

fals plesance remane ! 1583 HOLLYBAND Campo di Fior 307
O how sweet it smelletb. 1611 BIBLE 2 Sam. i. 19 How
are the mightie fallen ! 1707 WATTS //yw, My God, how
endless is thy love ! 1808 SCOTT Marat, in. vi. How pale
his cheek, his eye how bright ! Mod. colloq. How you do
like to tease one !

III. In dependent questions and exclamations.

8. Qualifying a verb: In what way, manner,
condition, etc.

; by what means. (Formerly often

followed by that.} a. in dependence on verbs of

telling, asking, thinking, perceiving, etc.

a 1000 Cxdffiott's Gen. 431 HycgaS . . hu 50 hi beswicen.
c 1000 ^ELFRIC Horn. II. 310 pa axode se casere bone znne
preost hu his nama waere. c 1050 Byrhfferth's Handboc in

Anglia VIII. 312 Hwanon he cymo and hu he by5.
a\**$Ancr. R. 218 Nime8 nu jeme hwu hit fareS. 13*5
Maximon, i. in Rel. Ant. I. up Nou herkne hou it wes.
c 1440 Gesta Rom. Ixv. 284 (Harf. MS.) He ..tolde his wife,
Howe pat be stiwarde saide. 1458 AGNES PASTON in P. Lett.
No. 31 1 1. 422 Send me . . word . . who Clement Paston hath do
hisdeverinlernyng. x535CovERDALE-$M*K.ii Y*hemight
knowe how Hester dyd. 1556 LAUDER Tractate 277 Attend
heirfor, quhow $e sulde chuse jour Pastoris. 1600 E. BLOUNT
tr. Conestaggio 117 About ten of the clocke hee demaunded
howe the time went. 1766 GOLDSM. Vic. IV. xvi, How we
all came to disregard so material a point is inconceivable.

HOW.
I8?5 J OWE FT Plato (ed. 2) III. 147 Shakespeare has taught
us how great men should speak and act.

b. In dependence on sbs. like heed, caution^ and

adjs. of kindred meaning.
[cxooo Ags. Gasp, Luke viii. 18 WarniaS hu e je-hyran.]

i56 TINDALE Ibid,) Take hede therfore how ye htare, 1573
TUSSER Husb. Ixxxi. ^1878) 172 Take heede how thou latest

the bane for the rats. 1718 Freethinker No. 24 F 6 Let us
be cautious how we innovate too much. 1848 THACKERAY
Van. Fair xvili, Be wary how you engage. 1861 MAYHEW
Lond. Labour

(_i86s)
II. 62/1 The hawkers.. are wary how

they buy an animal suspected to be stolen.

c. Jn dependence on a preposition.
1827 SOUTHKY Hist. Penins. War II. 300 [They] began

to think only of how to secure the booty. 1884 CHURCH
Bacon ix. 214 The force and clearness of what was said

depended so much on how it was said.

9. Followed by an infinitive : In what way ; by
what means. How to do the way in which one

should (or may) do.
a 1300 Cursor M. 3751 Comail me, fader, how to Hue

\G8tt. hu i sal liue]. 1390 GOWER Conf. \\. 367 [He] wiste

nought how for to rise. 1548 HALL Citron., Hen. Vll7 56
Thomas Wolsey . . studyed daye and night how to be a
Cardinal. 1553 T. WILSON Rhei. (1580) 160 What should a

manne doe with a weapon, that knoweth not how to use it?

1678 LADY CHAWORTH in izt/i Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App.
v. 46 The House is. .consulting how to raise this vast some
of monies. 1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 174 f 5 A set of

companions who knew how to laugh. 1847-*) HELPS Friends
in C. Ser. i. (1851) II. 97 There is something I wanted to

say . . but I did not see how to bring it in. 1880 C. R.
MARKHAM Peniv. Bark 272, I am at a loss how to express
my feeling of admiration. 1895 Law '/ 'trues XCIX. 546/1
What books to read, and how to read them. 1897 Carairy
Tactics Introd. 3 There is no better lesson how not to do it.

10. With weakened meaning, introducing an in-

direct statement, after verbs of saying, perceiving,
and the like :

= That, formerly freq. how that,

and in mod. dialect speech as how (see As adv. 28).
See now still more or less calls attention to the manner.
c 1000 ^ELFKIC Josh. it. 10 We jehirdon . . hu ^e ofslojon

. . Seon and Og. c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 2732 We witen wel quat
is bi-tid, Quuow ^ister-dai was sla^en and hid. 13 .. K. A Its.

1565 He .. saide to the kyng, How his fadir hette Felip.

^1386 CHAUCER Knt.^s T. 526 Hym thoughte how that the

wynged god Mercuric Biforn hym stood. 1548 HALL Chron,,
Hen. VIII 57 A letter was brought, .certefiyng him how he
was elected to be a Cardinal 1571 Satir. Poems Reform.
xxix. 3 Seing quhow all erdly thingis wor subiect to muta-
tioun. 1611 BIBLE Ruth \. 6 Shee had heard, -how that the

Lord had visited his people. 1707 WATTS Hymn*
* Nowfor

a tune oj lofty praise ', Sing how he left the worlds of light.

1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Rand, iii, He was well informed as
how Rory was the best scholar of his age. 1801 Monthly
Rev. XXXV. 358

' If people knew as how they could talk,

they would be obliged to work also.' 1844 DICKENS Christ'
mas Carol iii, Bob Cratchit told them how he had a situation

in his eye for Master Peter.

11. Chiefly qualifying an adj. or adv. (also with
verb like, etc.) : To what extent ; in what degree.
c 1000 Ags. Cosp. Matt, xxvii. 13 Ne jehyrst bu hu fela

sa^ena hij onjen be secgeaS? 1175 Lamb. Horn. 5 ?e hi

hered hu muchel edmodnesce ure drihten dude for us.

c 1300 Havelok 287 Quanne the Erl .. herde .. hw wel she

ferde, Hw wis sho was, w chaste, hw fayr. c 1400 MAUNDEV.
(Roxb.) xxxiv. 153 Seez how gude a man bis was. 1563
WINJET Wks. (1890) II. 21 It is. .furthschawin, quhoumekle
calamitie is inbrocht. a 1632 T. TAYLOR God's Judgem. \.

I. xi. (1642) 31 All which declareth..upon how fickle ground
all their Religion standeth. 1891 E. PEACOCK N. Brendon
I. ii You know how small my estate is. Mod. I do not
know how she will take it.

12. With ellipsis of the rest of the clause intro-

duced by how, or of part of it.

CX2OO Trin. Coll. Horn. 159 Luste<5 nu .. hwo hire ledde
and wu and hwider. 1390 GOWER Conf. I. 47 Say forth, quod
she, and telle me how. 1471 SIR J. PASTON in /*. Lett.

No. 675 III. 15 [He] browt me word . - that he hathe sped
well, but howghe, that wot I nou. 1548 HALL Chron.^
Hen. VIII 52 Borowed . -golde and sylver, but how e muche
I am not sure. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trnv. 25 The Ocean
was as white as snow, but how caused I am ignorant. 1821
BYRON Sardan. in. L 178 He has wound About my heart,
I know not how nor why. 1893 Bookman June 82 '2 Nobody
writes moral-allegorical tales now, because nobody knows
how.

IV. Introducing a relative clause.

13. In what way, manner, condition, etc.; by
what means

; in the way that ; however ; as.

(Formerly also how that.'} ^ How were it, pa. t.

of HOWBEIT. (Cf. HOWEVER.)
a 1400 Pistill ofSusan 202 We schul presenten bis pleint,

hou ppu euer be paied. 1427 Roils Parlt. IV. 326/2 Howe
were it, bat it be not bought, pat any such bing uetyngly
preceded of

your entent. c 1475 Partenay 3207 Hou were
it that ioy of hys fader had, And of Melusine his moders
welfaire. 1396 SHAKS. i Hen. JVt

v. ii. 12 Looke how we
can. .Interpretation will misquote our lookes. 1663 BUTLER
Hud. i. iii. 955 That what she had atchiev'd . . She should

dispose of how she pleas'd. 1695 WOODWARD A'af. Hist.
Earth I. (1723) 61 Be that how it will. 1719 DE FOE
Crusoe ii. xui, He would go as a merchant, or how I pleased
to order him. 1837 J. H. NEWMAN Profh. OJfi<e Ch. 105
He left them to gather the great truth for themselves how
they could. 1869 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. III. xii. 176
Others strove to escape how they might among the ditches.

f!4. Qualifying an adj. or adv. : To what ex-

tent, in what degree (that) ; HOWEVER. How well

[that] : although, albeit ; cf. Du. koewet. Obs.

1481 CAXTON Reynard (Arb.) 38 How wel that he had

supposed that he had made al laste I was not so moche
a fool but that I fonde the hole wel. 1485 Paris $ V, 45
How cruel that he be . . hys hert shal not suffre to do you



HOW. 429 HOWE.

ony baruie. c 1500 Melu&ine xxiv. i8a To . . acqucre thordre
of knyghthode, as our bretheren. .hauc don, how wel we be
nat worthy to receuye it so nobly .. as they haue duo.
'ic 1530 Crt. ofLave 207 Aftir this shall be myne hole entent
To serve and please, how dere that love be bought. 1602
Narcissus (1893) 687 How deepe I dive, yet thee I cannott
find.

f b. = As . . . as; how soon (that)
= o& soon as

(K. aussitdt que}. Obs. Chiefly Sc*

11449 PECOCK.AV>>n m. xvii. 394 Thei ben stabili endewid,
how stabili a perpetual chauntry preest is endewid. 1582-8
Hist. Jos. VI (1804) 209 Sa that howsoone he espyit Sir

James to be remouit from the hous, he then immediately
approached with hi^ souldiours. a 1639 SPOTTISWOOD Hist,
Ck. Scot, \. (16771 8 How long Hildebert lived he aboad in

his company. 1754 W. GOODALLIU H. Campbell Love Lett.

Mary Q. Scots (1824) 192 Cecil . . had all in readiness to be

published how soon the Duke should be beheaded.

f" C. Correlative to so qualifying an adj. or adv.

(sometimes omitted) : To what extent ; in what

degree ; as ... as. By how much . . . by so much
= L. quantum . . , tantum. (A Latinisra.'; Obs.

1382 WYCLIF Eccl. ii. 13 So myche wisdam wente beforn

folie, hou myche [1388 as muche as] li^t is in difference fro

dercnesses. c 1^50 tr. De Imitatione in. lv. 133 Hov muche
bat euery man is in Jin eyen, lorde, so muche he is & no
more. 1535 COVERDALE Jer. ii. 28 How many cities thou
hast (o luda) so many goddes hast thou also. 1600 J. POKY
tr. Leo's Africa \\. 378 They worship also serpents, .and the
more they feare and reverence them, by how much the more
deformed and monstrous they are. 1620 VENNER Via Recta
iii. 47 By how much the younger they are, by so much the

moyster they are. 1703 Aloderafion a Virtue 13 So much
the more Amiable, by how much the less it has of humane
Mixtures. 1879 E. ARNOLD Lt. Asia- vm. (1881) 233 By
howsomuch the householder Purgeth himself of self. . By so
much happier comes he to next stage.

1 15. With sb. as antecedent (esp. with manner,
way, etc.]: In which ( way) ; by which (name). Obs.
c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) v. 53 The names how the! clepen

hem. 1548 HALL Chron., Hen. VII 50 An hundred waves
..how.. to deliver or convey them out of pryson. c 1680
BEVERIDGE Serm. (1729) I. 539, I see no way how It is pos-
sible. 1690 LOCKE Hum, Und. iv. xvi. 12 We perceive
not the ways and manner how they are produc'd.
V. 16. With indef. adj. (or adv.) : In (some, any)

way or manner, rare. Cf. ANYHOW, SOMEHOW.
C looo Eccl. Inst. xxi. in Thorpe Laws II. 418 Daet se

lareow be him tela tsece him sylf elles-hu do. c zooo in

Cockayne Shrine 195 Ne mej nu hu aelles beon. 1671
MILTON Samson 604 To prosecute the means of thy deliver-

ance By ransom or how else. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe II. xiii,

He found means, some how or other, to go. 1858 HAW-
THORNE Ancestral Footstep (1883) 514 The old Hospitaller
must die in his bed, or some other how.

VI. Phrases. 17. How so?
a. Interrogative : How is it so ? How is that ?

deb al for youre sake !

' ' How so for my sake ?
'

c 1450 -

Totons 847 A, devyll ! he seyde, how soo? 1598 SHAKS.
Merry IV. in. v. 69 How so sir, did she change her deter-

mination? 1632 SHERWOOD, How so? Puis, et pitis? com*
jnent cfla ?

T b. Relative : In whatever way, howsoever.
c 1205 LAV. 25703 pat we hine lasteS ane faren heu swa he

wule. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xvii. 183 Vnfolden or folden

my fuste & myn paume, Al is but an hande how so I tome
it. 1:1586 CTESS PEMBROKE Ps. LI. viii, O Lord, how soe I

stand or fall, Leave not thy loved Sion to embrace.

f c. However much ; notwithstanding that,

although. Obs.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 16305 3it wot non

how hit wyl bynde [v.r. ende] ; Hou so bitwyxt hem be strif

or stresse. 1/1460 FORTESCUE Abs. <$ Lim. Mon. iii. (1885)
113 How so be it that be Ffrenche kvnge reignith vppon is

peple dominio regali, yet [etc.], laid, iv. 116 How so be
it bat thai do so ayenst thar willes. 1597 DANIEL Civ.
Wars n. (R.\ Welcome home, howso unfortunate. 1614 J.
NOROF.N Custom in Farr S. P. Jas. / (1848) 310 [They]
shall never fall, howso they seeme to slide.

18. f Hout and about : with reference to, (all)

about. Here's how! a formula used in drinking
healths, t How chance : see CHANCE v. 5. ff0w

t

When, and Where: a game of guessing, in which
the guesser asks the questions

' How do you like

it? When do you like it?
1

etc., of each of the

other players.
1754 RICHARDSON Grandison (1766) V. 46 Emily wrote you

all how-and-about it. Ibid. (1812) VI. 63 (D.) Be good, and
write me everything how and about it. 1844 DICKENS
Ckrt$tma& Carol iii, At the game of How, When, and
Where, she was very great. 1896 R. KIPLING Seven Seas
99 A health to ourselves ere we scatter. . Here's how !

B. sb.3 (often in collocation with why],
1. A question or query as to the way or manner.
Hows and whys (quot. 1730), doubts.

'533 MORE Answ. Poysoned Bk. Wks. 1061/2 He left their

question & their how vnsoyled. /bid., Lette vs neuer in

such high thinges either speake or
thynke

that same howe.

*577 FULKE Confut. Pttrg. 456 To all the other howes and
whyes I aunswere with one word, he had no warrant . . in

the law of God. 1730 T. BOSTON' Mem. App. 35 How
difficult to get our hows and whys crucified. Mod. Bother

your hows and whys !

2. The way or manner (in which).
1551 Bp. GARDINER Pres. in Saf.ra.ui. 55 (R.) The (howe)

and maner whereof, God knoweth. 1666 W. BOGHURST

Loimografihia 11894) 75 Wee are not soe ignorant in the
matter as the method, in the what, as the how. 1701 NORRIS
Ideal World \. v. 226 In most things the how is more
difficult than the whether, and our philosophy can prove a

great deal more than it can explain. 1847 LONGF. Et>. i. iii.

31 Must we in all things look for the how, and the why,
and the wherefore? 1863 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. III. 384 Write
distinctly the when, and the how, of your home-coming,

HOW, howe, int. (sb.^ Obs. or dial. Also 6

hoaw, 7 whowe. [A natural utterance ; it is

probable that the different uses are independent in

origin, and properly different words.]
1. An exclamation lo attract attention, etc. ;

Ho int. l Also sb., as name for this.

1377 LANGL. P. PL B. vi. 118 [They] hulpen erie his half
acre with 'how! trolli-lolli !' 1386 CHAUCER Milfcr's T.

391 Thanne wol I clepe, how Alison ! how John ! Be myrie
for the flood wol passe anon, a 1400 Sir Fcrc. 661 He
cryed,

'

How, mane, on thi mere, Bryng agayne the

kynges gere'. 14.. ALDELAY in MS. Douce 302 If. 34/1
Thai halowyd here howndys with how, In holtis herde I

never soche hew. (1485 Digby Afyst. (1882) n. 85 How,
hosteler, how, a peck of otys and a botell of haye. 1535
LYNDESAY Satyre 602 Mak roume, sirs, hoaw ! that I may
rin ! 1579 Epit. in Miller Hist. Doncaster, Howe, Howe,
whoishearef I Robin of Doncastere and Magaret my feare.

1600 W. WATSON Decachordon ix. viii. (1602) 327 With hal-

lowes and how-bubs, with whowbes, whowes, and outcries.

1804 Bob Cranky*$ ""Size Sunday (Northmbld. Gloss.), Ki

Geordy, how, where are ye gannin' ? 1825 BROCKETT, How
*ivay, come away ; . . very common in Newcastle.

2. A cry of sailors in heaving the anchor up, etc. :

usually with hale, heave (cf. HEAVE HO, HEY HO;.
Also $b.) as name for this.

c 1450 Pilgr. Sea, Voy. 13 in Stac. Rome etc. 37 To dresse
hem sone about the mast, Theyr takelyng to make With
' howe ! hissa !* 1470-85 MALORY Arthur \\\. xv, Mariners

noyse with hale and how. 1471, 1475, etc. [see HEY-HO].

1513 DOUGLAS sEneis in. ii. 120 Mony marynair Besy at

thair werk. .with mony heis and how. n 1529 SKELTON E.
Runtmyng 280 Wyth, Hey, and wyth howe, Sit we down
arow. 1647 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eug, i. x. (1739'' 18 Like
a great Hoe in a ship-yard at the stirring of a little log.

1867 MORRIS Jason x. 587 And so drew Argo up, with hale

and how, On the grass.

3. A cry of pain or grief. In Sc. (hou).
1575-6 Durham Defos. (Surtees) 271 [He] was so soie

vexed with siknes that he raved and show tyd, cryinge
' howe '. c 1750 Mary Hamilton xi. in Child Ballads (1889;
III. 392 Monie a lady fair Siching and crying, Och how !

How: see HOUGH, HOUVE, HOWE. How, obs.

or dial. f. \\
T

HO. Howball: see HOBALL.
Howbeit (hau,brit), adv. and conj. [Origi-

nally three words how be it, with pa. t. how ivere it

(
= however it were) : see How adv. 13.]
A. aiiv. However it may be ; be that as it may ;

nevertheless ; however, arch.

1470-85 MALORY Arthur x. i, How be hit I wyl not fayle

you. 1511 in W. H. TwottSt&Cf. Rec. Oxford 5 How-
behyt hit was not my desyre. a 1533 LD. BERNERS Huon
xlviii. 162 How be it, he was sory by cause one of them . .

skapyd away. i6 DAVIES Why Ireland etc. (1747) 24
Howbeit in the meanetime, the english adventurers, .did

winne much ground. 1850 MRS. BROWNING Prometh. Bound
17, I lack your daring . . Howbeit necessity compels me so
That I must dare it. 1887 RUSKIN Prxterita II. i. 8 How-
beit, afterwards, the coins of Cnossus.. became intelligible
to me as to few.

f B. conj. or conj. adv. (orig. with that, which
was the actual conjunctive element). Though,
although. Obs.

1398 TREVISA BaHh. De P. R. i. (1495) 6 How be it that

this dyuyne essence, .maye not be
perfyghtly

knowen. .yet
there is not any mortall persone but that he woll confesse

there is a god. 1503 Act 10 Hen. VIIt c. 5 Half Groats ..

being Silver (howbeit they be cracked) shall in likewise go
and be current. 1570 Satir. Poems Reform, x. 108 Bot
than, allace, he did sum thing without vs, Howbeit that all

his lyfetyme he did dout vs. 1634 Si K T. HERBERT Trav.
206 They, .say the yertue of the Adamant was first by them
discovered, how belt to this day they have but eight points
unto their compasse. 1634 RUTHERFORD Lett. (1862) I. no,
I . . would fain have access and presence to The King . . euen
howbeit I should break up iron doors.

Howbub, how-bub, obs. ff. HUBBUB.

II Howdah (hau-da). East Indies. Also houda,
howda, houdah, houdar, -er. [Pers. and Urdu

haudah, modified from Arab. O*A haudaj,

a litter carried by a camel or an elephant.]
A seat to contain two or more persons, usually

fitted with a railing and a canopy, erected on the

back of an elephant.
1774 Ann. Reg. 211 Where proudly plac'd the regal

Houdah stands. 1775-6 CARRACCIOLI Life Clive III. 133
(Y.) Colonel Smith, .reviewed his troops from the houdar of

his elephant. 1800 Asiat. Ann. Reg., Misc. Tr. 195/1 Two
elephants caparisoned with scarlet howders. 1816 'Quiz'
Grand Master i. 14 A gorgeous howda deck'd the beast.

i88a B. D. W. RAMSAY Recoil. Mil. Serv. J. v. 103, I sat in

the same howdah with the Resident on his elephant.

Hence Howdahed a., bearing a howdah; Ho'w-
clahfiil, as many as a howdah will hold.

1804 W. TKNNANT Ind. Recreat. (ed. 2) II. 383 Howdahed
elephants. 180* Strand Mag. IV. 15 [An elephant] with
a howdahful of children.

How-do-ye, liow-d'ye, howdy, phr. and
sb. Now obs. or dial. Forms : 6 howedye, how
dee, 6-9 how-do-you, 7 how d'ee, 7-8 how-do-

ye, 8 how(vdee, 7- howdy, 8- how d'ye.
1. The phrase hcnu do ye ? how doyou ? (cf. next)
how are you ? how fare you ? : see Do v. 19.

1563-87 How do you? [see Do r. 19]. 1887 E. EGGLESTON
Craysons i. (:888) 5 'Howdy, Rachel !' said Henry Miller

..and 'Howdy! Howdy!
1 came from the two sisters, to

which Rachel answered with a cordial
' Howdy ! Come in !

'

2. sl>. A message or salutation containing an

inquiry as to the health of a person ; =next 2.

1575 G. HARVEY Letter-Ik. (Camden) 90 To requite your
gallonde of godbwyes, I regive you a pottle of howedyes.
a 165* 13ROME Lwt-sick Court n. i. Wks. 1873 II. 107 My
great Lords Howdies are upon the entry. 1670 COTTON
ILspenwn in. x. 510 Had the Bishop sent to him by the way
of a simple How d'ee only. 1697 VANBRUGH Relapse n.

\Vks,(Rtldg. ; 309/1 He has already sent how-do-ye's to all the
town. 1743 Annesley Ejectin. 7'nal'm Howell St. Triads

(1813) XVII. 1166 He was sent .with messages andhow-do-
yous, to know how their child did. 1894 Daily News 28 Apr.
8/2 A missionary meeting . . at Kingston when the coloured
children sent their *howdies ', . .which was short for 'how do
you do \ to the white children of Britain.

3. attrib. or adj.
r 1600 NORUKN Spec. Brit., Corniu. (1728) 58 The next day

this potentate becometh 'How dee neighbour' agayne. 1654
GAVTON Picas. Notes iv. vi-vii. 212 His how d'you man
comes every day to know how I slept last night. 1797 MRS.
A. M. BENNETT Beggar Girl (1813) II. 130 The how-d'ye
cards of all the lords, ladies [etc.]- 1806 WOLCOTT tt 'ks.

1,1812) V. 297 No how-d'ye visits, my cool Neighbours make.

How-do-you-do, how-d'ye-do, phr. and
sb. Also 7 howdee do, 9 how-d^r-do, how-de-do.
1. A phrase inquiring after the health or welfare

of the person addressed : see Do v. 19.
1697 VANBRUGH SEsop n. i, There, how d'ye do now?

1738 SWIFT Pol. Conveisat. i How do you do, Tom? 1882

J. HAWTHORNE Fort. Fool i. xxx, I looked in to say how-
d'ye-do, but it isn't a serious call.

2. sb. Used as a name for the inquiry (which is

often used as a mere greeting or salutation) ;
=

prec. 2. (In quot. 1632 applied to the inquirer.)
1631 BROME North. Lasse i. vi. Wks. 1873 III. 15 This

Howdee do I mean with a cast Gown to put in apparel,
and make my Gentleman Usher. 1797 BURKE Regie. Peace
iii. Wks. VIII. 301 The pacifick bearer of your 'how do you
does'. 1824 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. i. (1863) 121 Wel-
comes and how-d'ye-dos were pouring both at once on
either side.

3. A * business
'

;
an embarrassing or awkward

state of things. [Cf. Do sb., to do sb. (Do v. 33 b).]
1835 HALIBURTON Clockin. Ser. i. xxvi. (1837) 280 Thinks

I, here's a pretty how do you do ; I'm in for it now, that's

a fact. 1885 GILBERT Mikado \\. in Orig. Comic Operas
(1886) 31 Here's a pretty state of things! Here's a pretty
how-de-do ! 1890 Harpers Weekly 24 May 406/2 Here
was a pretty how-d'ye-do ! Going off with a silver spoon
in his pocket.
Hence How-d'ye do z;.,to say

* How d'ye do ?
'

to.

1797-1803 G. COLMAN Br. Grins, Knt. fy Friar i. xxxv,
She met them every day, 'Good morninging* and *how
d*ye doing'. i8ix W. R. SPENCER Poems 143 One half in

How-d'y-doing goes. 1831 LADY GRANVILLE Lett. (1894)
II. 89 [She] Bon jours and how-d'ye-doesall the visitors much
more audibly and busily than I do myself.

Howdy, -ie (hairdi). Sc. and north, dial.,

vulgar. [Origin uncertain.] A midwife.

17*5 RAMSAY Gentle Shefh. n. iii, When Mungo's mare
stood still and swat wi* fright, When he brought east the

howdy under night. 1815 SCOTT Guy M. i, The laird's servant
. .rade express by this e'en to fetch the houdie. 1830 GALT
Laiurie T. ix. i. (1849) 44 She was determined to have at the

occasion a howdie instead of an accoucheur. 1832 Blackw.

Mag. XXXII. 853 The most illustrious man-howdie.
[Note. The conjectured derivation from the phrase Junv

d'ye? is impossible, since the Sc. form would then have been

(hd/). On the analogy of Sc. g<nvdie=goldy t howdy might
go back to holdie) an appellative (like brownie^ etc.) from
Jiold, friendly, benevolent, kind : cf. F. sage-femmc,}

Howdy : see HOW-DO-YE.

Howe, llOW (hau, hou)) sb. Sc. and north, dial.

[Sc. repr. of ME. HOLL sb. : cf. Sc. bow(e^ know(et

pow, row(e s scrow, = boll, knoll, poll, roll, scroll.]

1 1. A hole. Obs. rare.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce xi. 153 Howis in liuill clath sail be

f 2. The hold of a ship. Obs.

1513 DOUGLAS sEnfis v. xii. 33 The bait fyre consumis fast

the how ; Our all the schip discendis the peralus low. 1536
BELLENDEN Cron. Scot. (1821) II. 52 The voce wes hard of

ane woman, in the how of the schip. 1570 Henry's Wallace
x. 825 Her is men off mar waill To saill thi schip; tharfor

in how [c 1470 holl] thow ga.

3. A hollow place or depression; esp. a hollow

on the surface of the earth, a basin or valley.

Frequent in place-names in Scotland, as Habbie^s How^ the

Howe of the Mearns, of the Merset
etc.

1585 JAS. I Ess. Poesie (Arb. i 70 Thy thundring voice

sone made them flie Ower hiddeous hills and howes. 1596
DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. vi. 320 Donald now lyand
vndir how in the Hilandis. 1724 RAMSAY Tea-t. Misc.

(1733) I. 90 Gibbie That won in the how of the hill. 1795
BURNS On Destr. Druinlanrig Woods 3, 1. .traced its bonit:

howes and haughs, Where Unties sang and lambkins play'd.
1886 STEVENSON Kidnapped y.\\\, We sat down.-ina howe
of the hill-side till the mist should have risen. 1893 North-
intibld. Gloss. , How, a hollow, adepression. The how of

the neck.

b. The depth or middle (of winter, night, etc.).

1818 HOGG Brownie of B. I. 9 (Jam.) Ye ken fu' weel,

gudeman, ye courtit me i' the howe o' the night yoursel'.

1825 JAMIESON, How o' Winter, the middle or depth of win-

ter. 1849 C. BRONTE Shirley xxxii, Laid down in their hall

in the 'howe of the night '. Mod. Sc. In the howe o' the year.

Howe, how (hau, hou), rt.
1

(adv^} Sc. and

north, dial. Also hou, hough. [Sc. form of

HOLL a. : see HOWE sb.] Hollow, concave; deep,
low. In quot. 1536 how tide \o\f tide.



HOWE.
. 1450 HKXKVSON '/>./. Crts. is? \{\* cm- dtowpit, luiw.

;i in \\\\ ln-uf. (i 1500 P. loiiNMos //lr /V/.:'

nil Uithly ihu> vill l\ thy nut] lu-iil. lMkii:uul lu<\v.

1536 Kff. .'/<w. -Vif; 1513-1546 No. 1598 DwcvmlaaMi ;ui

a.|uain ue Annuinl. ft ,1 i.uul .ul .uiti.un <!<

n lie lu> \\liilc. 1551 I.IM'ISAY M,'ll.lt\kf 5401
ucrlii.-.. 16. . ( ',":'rv. in ('.l:in\ il!

isiHHs (1726) 303 (Jain.) The M.i> k m.ui'* \.>i

hou^h ;iml Kuu^lif. 1818 i 't,i: t-'i /'/<!/., //,'.-(. j,'. i/.', :\ hollow

icait or way. Hit/., Ht^i'-rusk, a holl.nv itish. 1893
Jfortkuml'lit. (Yt'., /Am', tough, kt'fh. hollow, t!.

//.:c-(/r/V/, the hollow between tuo drab in -i field.

b. Comb., as /i<m>'t}-/>aik<\i adj.

1786 IK'KNS /"< rt*A/ /rt>r i, Tho' thou'* howc-backit . -an

knaEgie. "*93 -Vi/-M/M/. oY(iw. s. v. //.>:r t //V.v-rfWX*/,
sunken in ihtHM k.

O. <;./:'.

153$ STBWAUT Cnm. Sal. II. 395 Ane t;rii honu. ih.n
('..til wes all throw, ijiihair[in] tin -.p.ik liilil hiilm>lic and
how. 178* Bi'Mis />.'/< 4 Dr. HmMttvl. i\, It ,s|>.ik right
howc ' My name is Death '.

llonce Howne, hollowncss, COIK\I\ ity, dqrth.
,i 1605 HoXTGOMKtatL ffytinf n'. PoMnrt i\i Sethe hight

of the neauens, and be the hownesse of hell.

tKowe, '.-' Otis. Forms: i hoja, 3-4*ho;e,
4 howe. [OE. A0&a, {. root of How j*. ',.'] Pni-
ili-nl.

.1950 I'Mrtam Jiituaf (Surtee*) 105/1 HoX* bilwitn^c
\fr,,,i,-Hs nn\i(stia\. c ego Littdiif. (,"/. Matt, xxiv. 45
Hwa. .U Xeleafful |ie^n and hoa! c 1330 Artk.

tj- Mtri. 38
The howc wiif anon it fett.

Howe, obs. f. UOVK, How, Urn, OWE.
Howeid: see II. .-

Howel (hun-el), sf>. [prob. of LG. derivation :

cf. MUG. kmxl, koM, Ger. hotel, dial, hofel, MLG.
kovel, T)n. kiivl, Sw. hyfeel a plane.] A plane
with n convex sole, used by coopers for smoothing
the insides of casks, etc.

1846 WOKCBSTER cites PKOCTOR. 1864 in WEBSTER. 1875
in KNIGHT Diet. MccM. I. 1138.

Howel ^hau-cl), v. [f. prec. : cf. Ger. hobflii,

Da. MMtfi Sw. hythi to plane, smooth, polish.]
tram. To plane or smooth with a howel.
1864 in WKBSTER. 1883 Fisktrin Rxltili. Catal. 83

Machine for chiming, croxing and howelling casks.

Hower ve, obs. forms of HOUR.
Howes, -ye, howse, var. of HOISK v., to hoist.
c 1515 Cxkt Lmlts B. (Percy Sot.) 11 Some howysed the

niaytie saylc. /*W., Some to howes the tope sayle dyde
entre.

However vhuiije-vsj) ; contr. howe'er (hau-
e'u), adv. [f. How ativ. + EVKB adv. 8 e.

In senses i and \, hanxvtr is the relic of an original sub-
ordinate clause like those of sense i), such as

' however this

may be '.]

1. Introducing a subordinate clause, sometimes
with yet in the principal clause: a. qualifying a
verb : In whatever manner, by whatever means.

< 1380 WYCUF H'As. vi88o^ 330 Hou-euer antecrist glauer,
he lette)> not god to do his wilfe. a 1440 AW Dtgrtr. 864, 1

shal juste with that duke, Or I gete a rebuke, How ever that

hyt be ! 1605 SHAKS. Miub. iv. i. 51, I coniure you.. (How
ere you come to know it) answer me. 1709 ADDISON Tatltr
No. 119 r i, 1 am still in Doubt, whether it passed in my
sleeping or waking Thoughts. However it was, I fancied
that my good Genius stood at my Bed's-Hcad. 1875 JOWETT
Plato (ed. a) I. 313 Men of Chios, Thurii, or however and
whatever you call yourselves.

b. qualifying an adj. (or pa. pple.) or adv. : To
whatever extent. Hence often used cllipt. with an

adj. or adv. alone.
c 1400 </.'.'. /...'.'. 7 A bodily Hng of how euer litil price

howih not to be bout, hut \vi)> Vis wisdam. c 1586 C TKSS
PEMNKOKK fs. uxxvi, iv, The most ragefull. .thou, how ever
furious Shalt oft rcstraine. 1605 SHAKS. Ltar n. i. 118,
I shall serue you Sir truely, how euer else. 1707 KRKISP
f>tttrh>nxt''s Cfrui. .S/. 230 He wou'd yet endeavour, how-
ever ourciicumslanccs seem'd desperate, to secure the king-dom of Valencia. 1766 Uol.usM. Vie, II '. vi. However dark
the habitation of the mole to our eyes, yet the animal itself

finds the apartment sufficiently lightsome. 1845 M- PATTISON
Kts. 11889) I. 35 His innocence, however manifest, could not
save him. 1885 Timfs 35 May o Trawlers will, of course,
protest against any interference, however slight.

O. However much; notwithstanding that; al-

though. Obs. or arcA.

1591 SrKNSKK Ttarcs .Wnsu 533 How ever yet they mee
despise and

spig^ht,
I feede on sweet contentment of my

thought, ifejj SHAKS. Ltar iv. ii. 67 Howe'er thou art a
fiend, A woman's shape doth shield thee. 1690 LOCKK
Hum, Uml. n. viii. ( 3 The Idea of Black is no less positive
in his Mind, than that of White, however the Cause of that
Colour in the external Object may be only a Privation. 1751
JOHNSON RamMtr No. 175 p 4 However those who have
passed through half the life of man, may now wonder [etc.).

I846TRKXCH Hull. Ltfl. Ser. u. iii. 189 Humanity, however
it craved a God for its deliverer, yet craved just as earnestly
a man.

1 2. In any case, at all events, at any rate. Oh.
(Now merged in 3.)
1591 SHAKS. AIM l,tnt. I. \. 14 If hup'ly won, perhaps

a haplesse gaina; If lost, why then a grieuous labour won ;

How euer : but a
folly bought with wit. ,i 1616 Us u M. & Ft-

BtHttiva v. iii, A child that must have died however. 1736
BI.ITLER AiutL i. iv. 100 Till we know the Whole, or, how-
ever, much more of the Cas. 1790 PALEV Harm />/.
Rom. t. it At the same time with, or soon however following,
the contribution, .made in Achaia.
3. Qualifying a sentence or clause as a whole :

For all that, nevertheless, notwithstanding ; yet ;
-

bat at the beginning of the sentence.

430

1613 SHAKS. /fen. /'///, iv. i. 106 All the Land kinmr-,
lint : HoWttMT.ytt there is no^u.ii 1>u ,u Ii, 1671 Mn los
iSVuMfm 601, 1, DOWOW, M u>t ni>t mull a fallit't'> timely

. /"/<-. II'. x, 1 hi> curiosity of tln.-ii->,

hiwcvt'i , \\as attciitlcil \\ ill; \ ri y M -rikUiN rllcrt^. 1790
HURKK /T. A'rt'. 27 However, they iliil not think Mich hold

.'N \\ittiin tlu-ir commisMon. 1861 M. T
U88o^ 1. 47 ll 1 1. is lu'i-n i' \rn v.iid tti.il thi-. < hmvh \\.is built

1'V til'' I '> Mil. l!l>, \\lliil) luUM-MT W.ls TH't lllf C.lst'. 1865
1 .uu'ws, lu>\\fvi'f, are not

: BOD in V-.ilh-.-in I
-

t4. In any \v:iy \\li.itst n.-\cr
;

at all. Obs.

1673 MAKMII. A'< :. /'.;.o. II. i \, All l.aus however
it I'rolialioncr-i of time. 1740 J. (

(ed. 3) 60, 1 cannot but be much of Mr. Locke's Mind with

O. lntcnoj;;itivc ^aiul conjunctive : llo\\, in :iny

circumstances or \\ay whatc^i' [801 KVER adv.

Bd.) <\->ll*/.

(1607 R, C. tr. KstieiiHt's W'orld Wonders 240, I shnl desire

him to (insider however it wa> poxstlile. ] 1871 Ii. TAX i OK

Faust (18751 I. \iii. 147 Ho\vt'\er is it, such A nmn can think

and know .so mm h 'i ,V, ..-'. HOU.M i iLi you manage that?

Howff (hauf, houf). Sf. Also houf/, howf,
hauf. [Known from i6th c. : origin uncLitain.

f/onffis the name of the chief burial ground at Dundee,
o! i.;iiuilly the garden or orchard of the Franciscan Friar)',
uliii h was granted to the town as a burial ground by Queen
Mary on 11 Sept. 1564, and was also for nunc than t\vo cen-

turies the meeting-place of the Trades. The name //<>*/

appears as early as 1565, but it is not certain whether this

arose from its use as
' a place of resort ', or was the orig.

name, connected with l>iu and Ger. Aff, court, yard. In

the latter case the general Scotch use has to be accounted for.

1565 (Apr. 13) Bttrgk Ktcds. in Maxwell Old Dttndft

179 Ortlainit that what person that ever bets apprchendit
louping in our the dykes ofthe Houf sal pay . . eight shillings.

1884 MAXWKLL Hist. OM Dmndte 308 In 161 1 the word was
adopted in the Council register, and the gathering place of
the crafts is subsequently denominated

*

the Hown* instead

of
*

the common burial 1

A place of resort ; a haunt, a resort.

1711 RAMSAY Afagxy yokmtoHH vii, When we were weary'd
at the gowff, ThenMaKgy Johnstoun's was our howff. 1776
C. KKITH /aruitr't Ha in Chambers /*(/. Hunt. Scot.

Pofws (1863) 34 This is the lunitT of one and a\ 1706
BURNS Lett, to Thomson Apt. \VLs. vCtlobet 563 The Globe
Tavern here . . for these many years has been my howff.

1813 HOGG Qtiteifs Jftufrr, hitntttty xxiv, The corby left

her houf in the rock. 1861 UURTON Bk. //w/t*r (1863) 60
Those who frequented this howf, being generally elderly men.
Hence Howff r'. iw/r., to have one's haunt.
1808-18 JAMIESON, To koH^F, lo take shelter. 1818 SCOTT

Hrt. Alittl. xvii, Where was't that Robertson and you were
used to howff thegither?

Howfing. > .

* A clumsy, awkward, senseless

person
*

(Jam.X Also attrib.

1500-10 DUNB.\K i\*ftns Ixxv. 94 My new spanit howffing
\frinnat\nf MS. howphyn] fra the sowk. 1583 Leg. BJ>.
St. An.i>t'is e,86 Alace t that Scotland had no schame. To
send sic hownng carles from home ! 1871 W. ALEXANDER
yokfuty Gifo xii, That aul\ greedy, sneeshinie howffin.

t Howful, houglifttl, a. Obs. Forms : i

hosful, 1-3 h oh t'til, 3 ho^ he lull, houhful, how-
ful; see also HOFUL. [OE.A^yi*/, {.hofu thought,
cnre,H<w^.l +-FUL.] Carefm; anxious, sorrowful.

970 in Thorpe />///. AngL . A'T-; Sax. 240 Hohful embe
V\i't hu ic his (of arucre, a 1050 Liber ScintilL ix. (1889) 43
,"Kniti^ wamb & gyrla hohfult. c laoo ORMIN 8953 Ne batt

me l>iii b beon ho^nefull Abutenn hise bingess. <i 1150 Owl
.y Xigttt. 1293 pe nihtegale sal and sihte And hohful was.

Hence t Howfttlly adv., carefully, anxiously.
1565 T. STAPLETON Fortr. Faith 6 What is more howfully

to be sought for, more charely to I* kept ?

tHowgate, -B, aih\ Obs. [f. How adv. +
GATE sb* 'way' (with genitival -j).] In direct

and indirect questions : In what way ; how.
< 1300 Cursor Af. 6<?47 (Cott.) Hugat dele yee now? /Wrf.

7118 Noght he did bain vnderstand Hugat (r. rr, hougat,
howgatc] he bat hony faand. 1375 BARBOVR Brttct n. 156
And tank! him. .als how-gate The Clyffurd held his heritage.
t I375-SY. Ltt,

r
. Saittts, Georgt 587 pone dacyane wist nocht

hou-gat To do.

^. it 1300 Cursor M. 5589 (GftttA I sal tell you . . hougatis
he cam first in place. < 1440 York Myst. xxvi. 337 Howe
gates bought schall he be? 1570 I.KVINS Ma*if. 39/45

Hocgatcs, how? ^M<M*<X/<*? Howgates, Mf#t.

Howge, obs. f. HUGE. How(g)ht obs. ff.

HOUGH. Howghe, obs. f. How a^fo. How go,
obs. f. Hooo. Howine, -yn, obs. ff. haven, pa,

pple. of HEAVE.

t Howish (hau*ij), a, colloq. Obs. [f. How
adv. * -ISH.] Perh. short for the earlier I-dont-

know-koivisk, hoiv-h&ttrisk : Having a vague sense

of illness or indisposition ;

' all-overish '.

1694 DRYDEN Lett Trinm/Jk. \. Wks. 1884 VIII. 462, I

am I know not howish. 1708 Morreux A'.i.V.'d.vv iv. Ixtii.

(173^) 257 We were . . off the Hinges and I don't know
howish. 1746 in Leisure Hottr 1,1880) 119 He is a little

how-howish
to-day,

occasioned by a merry-making. "T*?
Minor 39 [She] feels, as she says, quite howish and vapourish.
1801 BEDDOKS // v<v;'<i viii. 47 Cachectic, or, as some familiar

writer terms it, I don't-know-hewish.
i Howitz, haubitz. 01>s. Forms: 0.8 bm-,

hawbiti, hob(b)its. 0. 7 howitt.s, 8 hnu-.
howita. [a. Ger. hanc>it~<.' % in ifth c. haufnitz,

haitfrttitz. ad. Boh. houfMice stone-sling, catapult.

(.Introduced into German during the Hussite

wars.) From the Ger., also i;th c. It. o6isa, obicc,

F. ofais bomb-shell.] =next. (Usually with pi.
the same as the sing. : cf. CANNON so.* a b.)

HOWL
. 1700 S. I., tr. ^'rykf's I'ty. E. /</. (>i Small Vessels

which fetch'd us sonic Haubitzes (which is a kind of Ficld-
t>> lo;ul \\itli .small ShoO. 1709 Loud. Gas. No,
H.niliit/ for sixtft-n Pound Hail, two. 1710 J.

I i AKIMS Lex. Ttchn. II, Habits are a sort of small M>
io S Inches Hianicter. Their Carriages are like those

of Cliins, only nuu-h s-horter. 1729 StiK.i.vocKE Arti...

.177 Lit lie Hohhits charged with the various kinds of F'ire-

"743-5 llM'M (".''/. A' afin xxvi. i. (17451111. 562
."M\!\ [\vn i. union, eii;ht mortars ami luiwhii/.

p. 1687 J. RKHAKPS Jrni. Sifgt Bttda 17 These Howitts
. somuh.il icsemblini; those of

Cannon. 1709 /.<W. (/,/=. No. 4556/3 Forty Mortars, and
i\l\ 1 l.i.i\\ K. . 1781 in Spaiks t'<"v. Anifr. A'rr-. 11853) UL

488 Two field-piece>, some howitz, andix-iliaps , t ni> it.u.

Howitzer Jiuiritsaj"
1

. l-'orms : n. 8 hau-,
haw-, hobitzer. 0. 7 hauwitzer, S hawitzer,
8- howitzer. [A deriv. of prec. ; the same suttix

ffVUSttr for earlier obits .^set
1

Hat/.-Darm.).]
A short piece of ordnance, usually of light weight,

specially designed for the horizontal tiring of shells

wilh small charges, and adapted for use in a moun-
tainous coiintiy.
o. 1703 /.<></. Gas. No. 3941/2 A Battery of two Mortar>

and 4 Haubit/ers. 1736 LKIHAKD Life M&rlborottgh III.

138, 13 Hawltit/ers, or little Mortars. 1760 Hist. Knrofe
in Ann. AYv. 1^/1 The signal. \\a- ^i\en by four hawbitzers
fired in the air.

0. 1695 I.iu1. C,as. No. 3106/3, 40 Mortars and Hau-
wit/t-rs. 1704 lf>ui. No. 4059/3, 2 M.i" it .ft-, am! tOO I;

Mortars, iSia K.vatHtnfr 14 Sept. 581/1 \\
fc drove the

enemy from . . the town by howit/ers. 1884 I. COI.BORNK
//iiks i'asha 158 At each comer . . were placed . . the rifled

howitzers.

t b. The shell thrown by this piece of ordnance.

1761 ftrit. Mag, II. 442 A. .body of Russians, .had begun
to throw some howitzers into that town, with an intention to

set the magazines on fire.

c. Comb., as howitser-boat (cf. gttnboaf).
1801 NELSON 15 Aug. in Nicolas I*isfi. (1845) IV. 463

Captain Coun who commands the Division of Howit/er-
Boats ..is to open his fire from the Howitzers upon the

batteries and camp. 1844, W. SIBORNK Waterloo I. x. 386
(Stanf.) Major Bull's British howitzer horse-battery,

Howk, obs. f, HOOK
;
var. form of HOLK.

Howker, var. HOOKER*, a sailing vessel.

Howl (haul), v. Forms : (,? 3 hulen), 4-6 houle,

(5 whoule), 5-7 howle,(6 owle), 6- howl. [ME.
? ///<, houlen - MDa. Ad/tn, Du. huilen^ MHG.
hriltn, hittlfii, Ger. htttUit : of echoic origin. Cf.

Or. (lAi-civ, L. ulttlarty It. urlarc, OF. uller^ urlert

F. hurlerio howl.]
1. //.v.-. To utter a prolonged, loud, and doleful

cry, in which the sound of (//) prevails. Said of

dogs, wolves, and various wild animals
; formerly

also of the owl (now said to screech or hoot).

1390 GOWEH C<wtf. II. 265 The horned oule The which men
here on nightes houle. c 1440 /VwwA Parv. 250/1 Howlyn
as beestx-s, ulnlv. 1484 CAXTON Fames ofAZsop v. xii, The
doggea herd the voys [of the wulf ] wherfore they beganne
to barke and to howle. 1549-6* STRRNHOLD & H. Ps, lix.

(1566) 139 As houndes they houle and arenne. 1613 PI-R-

CHAS Pilgrimage (i6i4> 741 They heard Dogces howle on the

shore. 1*1705 BERKELEY Cave Dttunwre Wks. 1871 IV. 507
Two or three dogs . , set themselves to howl with all their

might. 1841 PRICKARD \at. Hist. Man 36 Like other un-
cultivated breeds of dogs they only howl.

2. Of a human being
: To utter a similar sound ;

to utter loud and doleful inarticulate cries ; to wail,

lament, esp. with pain. In modern use often some-

what contemptuously applied to any cry of pain or

distress.

(Quot. i32o is very uncertain ; the word may be corrupt.)
[r isao Bestiary 306 Man hire [Se fox] hatieS, hatien and

hulen boSe men and fides.] c 1386 CHAUCER Knt.'s T. 1959
Shrighte Emelye and howleth Palamon. c 1450 tr. / V
Imitation* i, xxiv. 33 J>e enviouse shul whoule for sorowe
as wode houndes. 15*6 TINDAI.K Jos. v. i Goo to nowe ye
Ryche men. Wepe and howle on youre wretchednes that

shall come apon you. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. //-*, u. iv, 374
There is another Indictment vpon thee .. for the which I

thinke thou wilt howle. i68a N. O. Boileatis Lutrim u.

140 My Angry Ghost shall haunt thy Conscious Soul, I'le

Ring thee such a Peal, shaJl make thee Howl. 1805 SCOTT
Let. to Haifa*tynf 12 Apr. in Lofkhart^ He still howls
about the expense of printing, but I think we shall finally
settle. 1885 /.'/V.

1 / Daily Pest 7 May 4/9 Under these cir-

cumstances it will do the Conservatives very little good to

howl
b, ffowl at, howl upon* to assail or address with

howling. \Yith indirect pass.
1647 A. Ross Atyst. Poet. viii. (1675) 152 She [Hecate] was

howled or called upon in the night by her Priests.

O. trans. To drive into a state by howling. Howl
down, to reduce to silence by howls of obloquy.
187* BAKEHOT Physics * Pol. (1876) 164 Any one who

hears anything he does not like, tries to howl it down. 1885
Alfoftck, E.ratM. 20 May 4/7 Mr. Gladstone was almost

howled down in attempting to reply. 189* Argvsy Oct.

315 They have whirled or howled themselves into a mad
delirium.

3. trans. To utter with howling. Also howl out.

1530 TINPALE .r/tw. * Notes (1849) a &ut tne l>lind owls
care not what they howl, seeing, .that no man can spy them.

1605 SHAKS. Matt. iv. iii. 194 But I haue words Thai
would be howl'd out in the desert ayre, Where hearing



HOWL.
Howls out, Huy my fr'Iawnclers. 1816 J. WILSON City of
ria^ut n. iii. 198 To howl my dyin linear.

4. intr. Of inanimate agents, esp. the wind or a

storm : To make a prolonged wailing noise. Of
an organ : To cipher.
1687 [sf:<! Iluwi.rsi; v/'/. sb. T]. 1718 Pni-i-; Dam, i, 35

Keen, liollow winds tmvv! thro' tlu: ljli:;tk rctjcis, Kiiitjlcin of

,. 1742 K. I'.LAIR Grave 32 The
wind is up: hark ! how it howls ! 1819 Sni i.i i v I'x'ittrth.

Unb. i. 434 How fearfully God's thunder howls behind !

185* SMI-KI. < h-t -<i>i 46 This is a very good contrivance.,

if one of the reed pipes should howl. 1875 J. H. HKNNI.I

// 'inter A/edit i. x. (ed. 5) 303 The wind was howling in

the mountains. 1886 R. C. LRSLIB Sea-painter's Log 148
Dozens of K'

1

;;o howling through the Down
every day.
5. (See quot.)

1704 J. HARRIS Ltx. 'I't-chn. s.v., When the Foot-hn.

a Ship are scarfed into the Ground-Timbers, and boulted,
and then the Plank laid on them up to the Orlop, the

Carpenters say, they begin to make the Ship Howie.

Howl (haul), sb. [f. HOWL v.]

1. The prolonged and mournful cry of a dog,
wolf, etc., which dwells upon the vowel u or some
kindred sound ; the similar sound of the wind or

other inanimate agent.
1605 SHAKS. Mack. 11. I. 54 The Wolfe, Whose howle's

liis Watch. '1605 MIDDI.ETON Witch in. iii, No howls of

wolves, no yelps of hounds. 1714 SWIFT Drapier's Lett.

iv. Wks. 1778 II 412 The last howls of adog dissected alive.

1814 SCOTT Ld. of Isles in. xxvi, Till sung his midnight

hymn the owl, Answer'd the dog-fox with his howl. 1865
KINGSLEY Hereto, xiii, She expected him at every howl of

the wind.

2. A loud wail or outcry of pain or anguish ;

a savage yell of rage or disappointment. (Often
used contemptuously.)
1599 SHAKS. Hen. y, m. iii. 39 Your naked Infants spitted

vpon Pykes, Whiles the mad Mothers, with their howles

confus'd, Doe breake the Clouds. 1697 DRVDEN Em-id \\\.
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She .. fills with horrid howls the publick place. 1776

'wiss Tour Irel. 131 The Irish howl, which was made by
the bellowing of a lierd of men, women, and children, who
attended the burial. 1833 L. RITCHIE Wand, by Loire 100

Foulque uttered a howl of despair. 1858 BRIGHT A"/. Gins-

g<nv 21 Dec. (1868) 307/a You remember the howl ofastonish-
ment which arose. i86a LD. BROUGHAM Brit. Const, App.
ii. 421 His sufferings are exacerbated by the howl of popular
execration or scorn.

Howl, -e, var. HOLL.

t Howie. Obs. A variant of OWL, peril, in-

fluenced by HOWLET or by HOWL v.

1430 LVDG. Chorte $ Byrde in Min. Poems (1840) 192
As goode an howle as a popingaye. 1500-90 DUNBAR
Poems xxxiii. 74 Wend he had bene the hornit howle.

Howler (bda'l*i). [f. HOWL v. + -ER! ]

1. An animal that howls.

1859 THOMSON Land ft Bk. \. viii. (1872) 94 To be torn ..

and dragged about by these hideous howlers [jackals].

b. spec. A South American Monkey of the genus
Mycetes,
1840 Penny CycL XVI 37/1 The species are, as the name

[Mycetes] implies, Howlers, and the horrible yells sent forth

by these animals . . are described . . as surpassingly distressing
and unearthly. 1865 Reader No. i2T. 457/1 Numerous

spider-monkeys,
the red howlers. 1879 CasselCs Techn.

Educ. i. 5 The chief monkey-furs imported are those ob-

tained from the howlers.

2. a. A person hired to wail at a funeral or the

bedside of the dying, b. A wassailer (see quot.

1875). dial.

1844 KINGI.AKE Eothen xviii. (1878) 249 The funerals, .are
attended by howlers. 1875 Sussex GfffU., }Itnvters, boys
who in former times went round wassailing the orchards.

1883 Pall Mall G. 25 July 2/1 When a man was dying (if

his means allowed) professional howlers were employed.
8. slang. Something

*

crying', 'clamant', or ex-
cessive ; spec, a glaring blunder, esp. in an examina-

tion, etc. Cf. HOWLING///, a. 3.

187* W. F. BUTLER Gt. Lone Land\ix. (1878) 300 If the
hood was fastened down by frozen breath to the opening,
then U must be a howler outside. 1875 Punch 2 Oct. 136/1
John .. having come a howler over the Leger, is stumped.
1882 H. C. MERIVALE 1'aucit of B. II. IL ii. 161 He's gone
no end ofa howler on the turf since. 1890 A thenxum i Mar.
275/1 In no examination papers., has any examiner met with
more monstrous 'howlers' than crowd these pages. 1804
Month Apr. 464 The specimens of schoolboy blunders which,
under the head of ' Howlers

',
are so popular in our journals.

Howlet 'hem-let, Sc. hrlet). dial. Forms: 5
howlott, -lat, 6- howlet. (Also 6 hulet, 7 hou-
let, 9 dial, hoolet, hulote, hullat, -et, ullet.)
See also OWLET, [app. a. F. hulotte, in i6th c.

hulote, a word of diminutive form, of which the
stem appears to be the same as in Ger eule^ MLG.
#&, perh. altered under the influence of huer to

hoot : cf. the synonym hustle.] An owl, owlet.

1450 HOLLAND Iloiulat 48. I sawe ane Howlat, in haist,
vndir ane holyne. 1*1450 Cov. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 179 Do
howlott howtyn hoberd and heyn, Whan here barnys hlede

undyr credyl bende. 1513 DOUGLAS /Suet's xii. xiii. 168

Quhilk we a litil howlet cleip, or owle. 1549 CHEKF. Hurt
Sf&'t. (1641) 5 Why, be yee Howlets and Bats, that yee
cannot look on the light? 1570 LEVINS Manip. 88^15An Hulet or oule, vlula. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 156 Eies

they haue red like the houlets. 1684 BUNYAN Pilgr. n. 189,
I am also as poor as a Howlet. 1820 SCOTT Ivanhoe xxvii,
That St. Withold's of Burton is a howlet's nest worth the

harrying. 1828 Craven Dial., Hnliet, H-ullat, an owl.

Howliglasse, obs. var. of OWL-GLASS.
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Howling n\mi-\\ifs,vf'f.sA. [(. II(iwi.z). i -im; 1

.]

1. '1'lic uttering of a prolonged wailing cry, as by
the dog, wolf, or other .iuiin.il

;
the production of

a similar sound by the wind or other inanimate

;
the ciphering of an or^'.in.

i- 1440 l'i{nf>. /\irr. y^>fi HoWlyngt "f '1oi;nys. 1495
Tnvisa'x ISarlh. lie I'. K. xvm. xxv. (W. de W.), Ticms
S;i!iin '">(lc wyth the deed )>u<ly wyth ctolcfull

anil sorowfull noyse and howlyngc \ISodt. MS. selling).

1598 HAKM:YT fay. 1. 400 Two or tliree hundred f

which make a marueilous mwHng or howling. 1687 A.

; lr. 'rlii'-'ennt's Trav. \. 2 The Isle of Stromholi. .1

,U! that they who were near it heard great hem !

which proceed MI from H-'IL hut from tin- violence of the

Winds. 1735 HoMKHvn.i.K ( liase iv. 225 His Tail incurv'd

He drops, and with harsh broken Howlings rends Tin'

poison-tainted Air. 1851 SF..IDKI. ()ri:nn 45 To rcmcd

so-called howling or tO&uUnff* of cerl;iin
i

tlieir respective keys are not pressed down. 1875 [ee
< jl M! KING 1>bl. Sit. 3J.

2. A prolonged wailing outcry of human beings.
c 1489 CAXTON Blanchardyn xliii. 169 Crete crye, noyse,

;in'l houlyng made the sarasyns. 1591 SMAKS. Rom. ^ jful.

in. iii. 4& llanishcd? O Frier, the damned vse that word
in lull: I fowling* attends it. 1665 SIR'!'. Hi:niiKiir Vain.

(16771 257 '!ut for 'I'5 greater solemnity, for seven day
general howling . . was made. 1715 OF. FOK Voy. round
World (1840) 87 A sad lamentation and howling. 1887
A. MiiLLER in Encycl. Uril. XXII. 663/1 The insane howl-

iii;,". fin /in ('he, he '(..practised by the 'howling' RifA'Iya

[Dervishes].

Howling, /// a. [f. as prec.
1. That howls; that utters or produces a prolonged

wailing sound.
a 1605 POLWART Flyting iv. Montgomeric 795 Where

howlring howlets aye doth hant. 1668 H. MORE Div.

Dial. m. xix. (1713) 217, I believe you mean the howling

Quakers, as uncivil as they are. 1709 E. HANCROFT Guiana

133 The Howling Baboons, as they are here called. 1839
1. BF.AI.E Sperm WHale 285 Peals of thunder .. followed by
a howling blast of wind. 1847 CARPENTER Zool. g 159 The

Alyceti, or Howling Monkeys. 1877 [see DERVISH],
2. Characterized by, or filled with, howling, as of

wild beasts or of the wind ; dreary. In the Biblical

howling wilderness, and derived phrases, the word
tends to become merely intensive.

1611 BIBLE Dent, xxxii. 10 He found him in a desert land,
and in the waste howling wildernesse. 1696 tr. Du Mont's

Voy. Levant 222 The very Sight of those howling Desarts
deterr me. 1718-46 THOMSON Spring 13 His blasts obey,
and quit the howling hill. 1847 EMERSON Poems, Monadnoc
Wks. (Bohn) I. 435 Fit the bleak and howling place For

gardens of a finer race. 1848 DICKENS Dombey iv. (C. D. ed.)

22 Going regularly aloft to bed . .in a howling garret remote
from the lodgers. 1857 THOREAU Maine W. (1894) 300
Generally speaking, a howling wilderness does not howl

; it

is the imagination of the traveler that does the howling.

3. fig. (chiefly slang.} Glaring, very pronounced,
'

screaming
'

: cf. HOWLER 3.

i86j SAI.A in Daily Tel. 25 Nov. 6/6 To risk a very vulgar
phrase, a Nawab is 'a howling swell

1

in the East. 1884

Nonconf. y Indep. 7 Aug. 766^ Those mistakes which are

sometimes called
'

howling
'

blunders.

Hence How lingly adv.

1593 NASHE Christs T. (1613) 52 The Owle on the house-

top,
euer-more howlingly, cals for some Corse.

Howlk, -e, obs. ff. HULK. Howlsom, var.

HOLSOM. Howm, Sc. f. HOLM'.

t Howne, sb. or 1 a. Obs. rare. (Meaning un-

known.)
c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus iv. 182 (210) But Antenor, he shal

com horn to towne, And she shal out ; bus seyden here and
howne [MS. Gg. 4. 27 hounne].

Hownyd, obs. f. HONEYED. Howp, obs. f.

HOOP, Sc. f. HOPE. Howr'^e, obs. ff. Hotin,
OUR, WHORE. HowBband, obs. f. HUSBAND.
Hows(e, Howsel, obs. ff. HOUSE, HOUSEL.

Howsoever (huu:soie-v3j). arch. [f. llowadv.
+ So adv. + EVER adv. In the same sense the

simple how so goes back to c 1 200, howsomever to

c 1300, and however to f 1400 ;
hmusoever appears

to have been a later formation from how so or

however, modelled on howsomever.']
1. In what manner soever ;

= HOWEVER i. (Some-
times with ellipsis.) arch.
c 1430 ritlell of Susan 202 (MS Colt. Calig.) We schulle

present be pleynte, how so euer bou be payde. 1534 EI.VOT
Doctr. Princes 4 Thei thinke it better, .to live in any other

maner, how so ever it be. 1592 GREENE Upst. Courtier in

llarl. Misc. (Malh.) II. 232 Howsoeuer
rijjht be, might

carries away the verdict. 1741 MIDDLF.TON Cicero I. v. 349
Howsoever this may color, it cannot justify Cato's conduct.

1882-3 SCHAFF Encycl. Relig. Knowl. 547 As a mere rival to

Rome, Constantinople
has been of invaluable service to the

Christian Church, howsoever her direct influence may he
considered.

f b. Notwithstanding that, albeit
;
= HOWEVEB

i c. Obs.

1599 H. BUTTES Dyets drie Dinner\\\\\, It is a most..
innocent Animal), howsoever nature . . hath armed it most
magnificently. 1674 PIJIYFORD Skill Mas. in. i The Parts
of Nlusick are in all but four, howsoever some skilful

Musicians have composed songs of twenty, .parts.

2. With adj. or adv. : To what extent or in what

degree soever, a. With tmesis : how . . . soever.

1557 NORTH Guevara's Diall Pr, (1619) 718/1 How great
a friend or neere kinsman soeuer he be to them. 1588
SHAKS. L. L. L. \. \. 194 How low soeuer the matter, 1 hope
in God for high words. l647CLARF.NnoN Hist. Reb. I. 25
The Treaty . . how well soever received, and how much

HOXEN.
soever desired by the King. 1769 ROBFRTSON Chni. V,

III. Mil. ion I'l'lieyl durst not refuse tl ,
liow

unwilling soever to grant it. iMl Mn vii

(1876) 286 A rixhl, how long soever mgtattd. 1874 CAK
Mint. /'//n. i. vi. f 2 (1879) /' '',

<*

in of the entire process how simple or how COmphx
soever.

b. Also without tmesis.

1696 'IViK & HHAOV Pi. xc. 6 But howsoever fur.h and
fair. "1751 I i". IK.), How ori'-r well

instructed Tie mi^ht I,-- in tl. >x:ver useful

to government he might think them.

t3. Iii any case, at any rate : IIowr.VKU 2. Obs.

1586 A. UAV Ku/f. Secretary I. (1625) 42 Die wheresoever
and whensoevci

, y i In. whoever honourably. 1590 SHAKS.
Mids. N. v. i. 27 Something of great constancie ; Hut how-

soeucr, strange, and admirali!--. n 1613 OVF.RHI;RV A Wi/r
(1638) 70 Hi . hoy is 1,01111(1 to anmire him howsoever. 1663

PUlftKoH, or O. Cromwell 11672) 48 If the Scots as was

hoped howsoever, would have proved honest.

f4. Nevertheless; yet: HOWKVUK 3. Obs.
1602 k. DOI.MAN tr. I'rhiiiiuiiaye's />. Acaci. '16181 in. Ix.

777 Hut howsoeuer, it iscertainethat pilots.. doe direct [etc.].

1631 HKVWOOH / >/ .. /.// .
1 1641) 83 It bred iu her howsoever

no small amazement. 1709 STIUTI \un. A'//. I. xxxix. 404
lint this passage, howsoever, was illy taken ny some of the

Oxonians.

Howsomever (hciii-swine'voi), adv. Now dial.

or vulgar. Also, south, dial, howsomdever.

[A parallel formation to howsoever, of earlier ap-

pearance, with the conj. sum, som (
= Da., Sw.

som, ON. sem as, that) instead of so.]

f 1. Introducing a subordinate clause : In what-

ever manner ;
= HOWEVEK i . b. Although ;

-

HOWKVEB i c. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 2337 Nu at be erlh nu at be lift, or hu

sumeuer \_v.rr. hou sum euir. how sim euer] bou will be scift.

c 1410 Avow. Arth. xxiv, Then to-gedur schulle we goe
How-sumeuyr hit cheuis. c 1489 CAXTON Sonnet oj Aytnon
x. 270 How somever the game gooth. 1560 DAUB tr. Slei-

dam's Comm. 297 How someuer the matter was. 1601

SHAKS. All's Weil I. iii. 56 How somere their hearts are

seuer'd in Religion, their heads are both one.

2. Nevertheless
; yet : = HOWKVER 3.

1561 TURNER Herbal n. 70 b, It is playn that he had
Dioscorides howsomeuer. 1718 VANBR. & CIB. Prim. l/nsb.

n. 27 But howsomdever, we'st ta' the best care we can.

1741 RICHARDSON Pamela (1824) I. 64 Howsomever, it will

do you no good to make this known. 1821 SCOTT Pirate
xxxiv. Howsomdever, I object nothing to Captain Cleveland.

8s C. W. HlusKiNs] Talpa 135, I shall keep you to your
promise, Sir, howsomever. 1861 HUGHES Tom Brown at

Oxf. xliv, Howsumdever, as your countrymen say, I shall

have a shy at him.

Howsour, obs. f. HousERii; var. of Hous-
80UB. Obs.

f Howster, v. Obs. rart~ l
. 1 To oust.

1642 ROGERS Naawtin 348 Howster out such vermine

(O ye Church officers, if ye serve for oughts) out of their

kennells 1

Howt, obs. form of HOOT.
Howve : see HOVE. Howylle, obs. f. OWL.
Howyne, Sc. f. hovin, obs. pa. pple. of HEAVE.

Hox, Hoxter, obs. ff. Ox, HUCKSTER.

\ SOX, sb. Obs. rare. [app. shortened from a

fuller form *hoxtn (retained in HOCKSHIN, huck-

son, HUXEN), repr. OE. hdhsinu, pi. h6hsina,

HOUGH-SINEW, and corresp. to ON. hdsin, OFris.

Mxene, hoxne, OHG. *h&hsina, hdhsna, MI)u.

haessene, haasen (Kilian haessen), Uu. haassen,

haasse, haas, in Groningen haoks, in same sense.

Cf. HOXEN v.

The final -en of *hox-en may have been taken in ME. as

a pi. ending (the OE. pi. kohsina would give ME. *hffyin,

*noxen", and a sing, hox deduced from it (cf. CHICK).]

A hamstring.
c 1440 Wyclifs Bible 2 Sam. viii. 4 Dauid kitte the boxes

of alie the beestis drawynge,

t Hox, v. Obs. or dial. Also 4 hoze, 7-8 hocks.

[Shortened from HOXKN v.,
'

s?)under influence of

Hox sb. Cf. Ger. dial, hdchsen, hessen, hdsen

Ger. hechsnen, in same sense.] trans. To hough,
to hamstring.
1388 WVCLIF Josh. xi. 6 Thou schalt hoxe the horsis of

hem. i Chron. xviii. 4 He hoxide alle the horsis of charis

[1381 He kutte the knee senewis]. 1594 LYLV Moth. Bomb.
in. iv. 113, 1 thrust my hand into my pocket for a knife,

thinking to hox him. 1611 SHAKS. H'int. T. \. ii. 244 Thou
art a Coward, Which boxes honestie behind, restraining
From Course requir'd. 1699 DAMPIF.R Yoy. II. ii. 97
Neither he nor any other Spaniard ever came hither after,

ward to hocks Cattle. 1718 Entertainer 280 They not only
fired his Stacks of Corn and Hay, but hox'd and stabb'd

his Cattel. 1756 FOOTF. Eng. fr. Paris ll. Wks. (1788) 35
Hocks the Heels.

Hence fHoxing, hocksing vbl. sb. (also attrib.}
nlso f Ho'ckser, one who houghs or hamstrings.
1598 MANWOOD Forest Laws xvi. 9 12. loob, That .. the

old Forresters were wont to call Hamling, or Hoxing, and
of some Hocksynewing. 1699 DAMPIER Yoy II. n. 97 The
Hockser is mounted on a good Horse, bred up to the sport.

Ibid., His Arms is a Hocksing Iron, which is made in the

shape of a Half Moon. Ibid. 08 The right Ear of the

Hocksing-Horse, by the weight of the Pole .. hangs down
always.

t Hozen, v. Ola. rare. [f. *hoxcn, Hox sb. ;

corresp. to OHG. hd/isindn, MHG. hahsenen,
mod.G. hdchsnen, hechsnen, MDn. haessen-en,
hesen-en in same sense (f. OHG. *hahsina, MDu.



HOY.

haessene hough-sinew).] trans. To hough, to ham-

string ;
= HOUGH-SINEW v. (More frequently

shortened to Hos v., q.v.)

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VII. 139 Sche putte hir

nurri . . for to fijte agenst j>e accuser . . whiche Jwru; Goddes

grace, J>e hamme i-kut and hoxened, overcome f>e aocusour.

Hoy (hoi), sb. 1 Also 6-7 hole, hoye, 7 hoigh,
huy. [app. ad. MDu. hoei, pi. hoeyen (Verwijs
and Verdam), var. of hoede^ heiide, hticdc, mod.Du.

\hende,hen, whence also obs. F. hett (Jal). Ulterior

origin unknown.]
* A small vessel, usually rigged

as a sloop, and employed in carrying passengers
and goods, particularly in short distances on the

sea-coast
'

(Smyth Sailor's Word-bk^).
1495 Fasten Lett. No. 937 III. 388 An hove of Dorderyght.

1497 Naval Ace. Hen. VII {18961 95 An hoy of Andwarpe.
1562 Act 5 Elis. c. 5 9 English Hoys and Plats may cross

the Seas as far as Caen. 1605 B. JONSON Volpone iv. i,

Your Hoigh Carries but three men in her, and a boy. 1624
CAPT. SMITH Virginia vi. 228 Holland and Zeland. .hath. .

twenty thousand saile of Ships and Hoies. 1661 PEPYS
Diary 16 June^ To hire a Margate Hoy. a 1693 URQUHART
Rabelais in. hi. 429 Crears .. Huys, Catches, Capers, and
other Vessels. 1794 Rigging $ Seamanship I. 227 Hoys
and Lighters are vessels with one mast, and sometimes a

bowsprit ;
abaft the mast is a gaff-mainsail, before it a fore-

sail, and a jib upon the bowsprit. 1806-7 J- EERESFORD
Miseries Hum. Life (1826) xvm. xxiit. 173 A coach as long
and as crowded as the Margate Hoy. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's

\Vord-bk. s. v., In the naval service there are gun-hoy,
powder-hoy, provision-hoy, anchor-hoy, all rigged sloop-
fashion.

t b. jocularly. A heavy or clumsy person. Obs.

1607 DEKKER & WEBSTER Nortk-w. Hoe n. i, I heare

trampling: 'tis my Flemish Hoy.
c. Comb. (See also HOYMAN.)

i6ia DEKKER If it be not good Wks. 1873 111.358 A whole

Hoy-full are Landed, a 1618 RALEIGH Observ. in Rem,
(1661) 167 They [the Dutch] have .. Ships called Boyers,
Hoybarks, Hoyes, and others. 1^14 MANDEVILLE Fab.
Bees (1725) I. 321 Low conversation in hoy-boats and stage-
coaches. 1757 W. THOMPSON R. N.Advoc. 48 A Hoy Load
of. . Flags was sent.

Hoy (hoi), int. (sb2) Also 6 hoyghe, 7- hoi,
8- hoay. [A natural exclamation.] A cry used
to call attention; also to incite or drive beasts,

esp. hogs. In nautical language (also written

hoay) used in hailing or calling aloft. (Cf. AHOY.)
1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. ix. 123 And holpen to erie Js half

acre with (

hoy 1 troly ! lolly
'

[A . vii. log Hey ! trolly-lolly !

176 Wordes . . derived from the nature of
thynges.

As . .

when one would seme galant, to crie hoigh, whereby also is

declared courage, a 1605 MoNTGOMERiE./'7j'/zg'w. Polwart
121 Hoy, hurson, to hell. 1617 MINSHEU Ductor, Hoi, a
word vsed in driuing hogges. 1620 BP. HALL Hon. Mar.

Clergy n. ii. Wks. (1648) 721 Away nasty C. E. transformed

by Circe 1 Hoy ! back to her Styes, yea
thine ! 1769,

FALCONER Diet. Marine s.v. Holloa, If the master intends
to give any order to the people in the main-top, he calls,

Main-top, hoay ! To which they answer, Holloa ! 1810

Storting Mag. XXXV. 213 He hallooed, hoy, stop ! i86z
TOTTEN Naval Text Bk. (N. Y.) 340 Hoay, an exclamation,
to call attention, as '

Ship-hoay !'

B. as sb. A call of 'hoy !

*

1641 BROME Joviall Crew iv. ii, Here's a Wedding with
a witnesse, and a Holy-day with a hoigh. 1850 W. JAMIE
Stray Effus. 76 The fisher's

* Hoy
' was heard afar. 1865

DICKENS Mut. Fr. i. viii, I see your young man. .chopping
at the flies on the window-sill . .and I give him a Hoy !

Hoy, v.
[f.

HOY int.}
1. trans. To urge on or incite with cries of *

hoy!
'

;

to drive or convoy with shouts.
c 1536 LYNDESAY Compl. Bagsche 144, I gat none vther

recompence Bot hoyit, & houndit of the toun. 1573 TUSSER
Husb. Ivii. (1878) 130 Hoy out (sir carter) the hog fro thy
wheele. c 1590 D. MOYSIE Mem. Affairs Scotl. (1830) 37 He
wes oppinlie onbeset by . . rascalis of the toun. and howeid
out of the toun by flinging of stones at him. a 1605 MONT-
GOMERIE Dev. Poems vi. 70 The hevy saulis ar had to hevin ;

The light, alace, ar hoyde to hell. 1785 BURNS Halloiveen
xxiii, They hoy't out Will, wi' sair

2. intr. To call
*

hoy !

*

1836-9 DrcKENS Sk. Bozt Mr. Watkins Jottle ii, Quite
hoarse with hoi-ing and imprecating.

Hoy, obs. form of HUE.
II Hoya (hoi-a). Bot. [mod.Bot.L., from the

name of Thomas Hoy, an English gardener (died

1821).] A large genus of climbing herbaceous

plants (N.O. AsclepiadacesR), bearing dense umbels
of fleshy or waxen flowers, pink, white, or yellow ;

commonly known as honey-plants, wax-plants, or

wax-flowers. They are natives of southern Asia,
the Malay archipelago, and Australia, and are

cultivated in greenhouses for their beauty.
[18x6 J. MAHER in Trans. Hortic. Soc. II. 197 (heading)
On a remarkable property of the Hoya Carnosa.] 1851
Illustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 972 Hoya, or wax flower. 1881
MRS. C. PRAED Policy 4- F. I. 111 Native jessamine and
waxen hoya shed their fragrance in the air. 1894 BLACK-
MORE Perlycross 446, I have almost spoiled that truss of
Hoya.
Hoybuck, corrupt form of HAUTBOY, HOBOY.

t
1588 PARKE tr. Mendoza's Hist. China (1854) II. 47 The

instruments which they commonly do vse are hoybuckes,
cornets, trompets, lutes.

Hoyda, -day, obs. forms of HEY-DAY int.

fr Hoyde. Obs. Abbrev. of, or error for, HOYDEN.
1636 HEYWOOD Love's Mistr. ii. Wks. 1874 V. 112 Harken

oh you hoydes, and listen oh you Illiterates.
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Hoyden (hoi'den). s/>. (a.) Also 6~S hoydoti,
7-8 hoidon, 7-9 hoideij. [Found c 1600 (not in

Shaks.); origin uncertain. ? Connected with HOITZI.
Skinner's conjectured derivation from Ger. and Du. kcifte

heath, Du. hciden,'m Kilian '

heydtrti^ homoagrestiset incul-

lus ', is perh. not impossible ;
but evidence is wanting.]

(I- A rude, ignorant, or awkward fellow; a

clown, boor. Obs.

'593 NASHE 4 Lett. Con/itt. 58 The hoyden and pointing
stock of recreation of Trinitie hall. 1597 ist ft. Returnfr.
Parttass. n. i. 833 I'le make every hoydon bestowe a fairinge
on his dore, his wall, his windowe. c 1600 DAY Begg. Bed-
nail Gr. \\. ii. (1881) 40 A sort of Momes and Hoydons that

know not chalke from cheese. 1611 Corc.R., Badaidt, a

foole, dolt, sot. .gaping hoydon. i645.MiLTON Calast. Wks.

(1851) 364 Shall I argue of conversation with this hoyd'n?
1708 MOTTEUX Rabelais iv. xlvi, The poor Devil . . was made
a common Laughing-Stock by the gaping Hoydons.
2. A rude, of ill-bred girl (orwoman) ;

a boisterous

noisy girl, a romp.
1676 WYCHF.RLEY PI. Dealer n. Wks. (Rtldg.) 03/2 Then

Mrs. Hoyden, that calls all People by their surnames. 1706
PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Hoidon, a clownish ill-bred Wench.

1709 STEEI.E Tatler No. 13 f i She was so ungainly in

her Behaviour, and such a laughing Hoyden. 1744 MRS.
DELASY in Life $ Corr. 323 She is daughter to my lord

Tyrone, such another slatternly ignorant hoyden I never
saw. 1809 PISKNEY Trav, France 183 An elegant fashion-

able girl, and as far removed from a romp and a hoyden as

it is possible to conceive. 1876 GREEN Stray Stitd. 170
Hoydens covered with sand and seaweed.

B. attrib. or adj. Belonging to, of the character

of, or resembling a hoyden ; inelegant in deport-

ment, roystering, hoydenish.
1728 YOUNG Love Fame v. 477 They throw their persons

with a hoyden air Across the room, and toss into the chair.

1792 MARY WOLLSTONECR. Rights H'om. vii. 290 The jokes
and hoiden tricks which knots of young women indulged
themselves in. i86z TULLOCH Enr. Purit. ii. 253 The
wilful and hoyden blood of their mother.

Hence Hoydenhood, the condition of a hoyden ;

Hoydeiiism, the character or manners of a hoy-
den, hoydenishness.
1894 SCOTT St. Roiiaris vi, In her maiden state of hoyden-

hood. 1886 MRS. HUNGERFORD Green Pleas. Sf Grey Grief
I. iv. 71 A fatal tendency towards hoydenism.

Hoyden, v. [fc prec. sb.] inlr. To play the

hoyden. Hence Hoydening vU. sb. and///, a.

1709 Brit. Apollo II. No. 12. 3/1 A Strong dock'd Buck-
some Quean, Who Hoidons over Parson's-Green. 1748
RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) IV. 221 Did she never from

girlhood to now, hoyden ? 1758 GRAY Let. to Stonkewer in

Mason Mem. (1807) II. 124 Primness and affectation, .has
turned to hoydening and rude familiarity. 1806-7 J- BERES-
FORD Mis. Hum. Life (1826) v. xviii, Hoydening abbesses.

Hoydenish (hoi'denif), a. [f. as prec. + -ISH.]

Having the character or manners of a hoyden ;

belonging to, or characteristic of a hoyden.
1780 MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary Apr., The young lady . . half

tonish, and half hoydenish. 1815 W. IRVING in Life $ Lett.

(1864) I. 343 Mrs. Mardyn . . vulgar without humor, and

hoydenish without real whim and vivacity. 1861 WHYTE
MELVILLE Good for Not/ting II. xlii. 195 Her somewhat
hoydenish manner had acquired repose and dignity.

Hence Hoydenishness.
1858 Miss MULOCK Th. ab. Wom. 22 Tacitly suggestive of

hoydenishness. 1863 HOLME LEE A. Warleigtt III. 253
Her Mamma quite openly deplored her hoydenishness.

Hoyes, obs. Sc. f. OYEZ. Hoyffer, obs. f.

HEIFER. Hoyke, obs. f. HUKE.
t Hoyle. Archery. Obs. A mark made use of

by archers when shooting at ROVEBS.
1614 C. BROOKE Ghost Rich. Ill, F iv b, Gold sets vp markes,

Hoyles, pricks for any Ayme. i6u DRAYTON Poly-olb.
xxvi. 334 [Robin Hood and his menj At long-buts, short, and

hoyles, each one could cleave the pin. 1801 T. ROBERTS
Eng. Bowman 226 Hoyle. 1845 Anecd. Archery, Glossary
388 Hoyle, a short moving mark.

Hence Hoyling vbl. sl>. or ppl. a.

1590 Lane. Wills (Chetham Soc.) III. 68 My vewe bowe
wth the re(jd handle and all my hoyling arrowes.

Hoylle, obs. north, form of WHOLE.

Hoyman (hormaen). [f.
HOT rf.i + MAN.] A

man in charge of a hoy ;
the master of a hoy.

1666 PEI>YS Diary 13 June, A hoyman's daughter. 1781
SIR W. JONES Bailments Wks. 1799 VI. 669 It soon became

necessary for the Courts to declare, as they did in the reign
of James I, that a common hoyman, like a common wag-
goner, is responsible for goods committed to his custody.

1885 Lam Times LXXX. 128/2 The defendant was simply
a hoyman, unprotected by bill of lading or charter-party.

Hoyne, var. HONE sb. and v. ;
obs. Sc. f. OVEN.

Hoys, obs. f. WHOSE. Hoys(e, hoyss, obs. ff.

HOSE. Hoyst, rare obs. var. HOAST. Hoyst-
ings, obs. f. HUSTINGS. Hoystyr, obs. f. OYSTER.

Hoyt, var. Horr.

Hoze, Hozier, obs. ff. HOSE, HOSIER.

3r-, a frequent consonant combination in OE.

[:
OTent. hr- : Aryan kr-"\. In initial hr-, the h

was lost in the transition to ME., in which and
in modem Eng. the words begin with R : e. g. OE.

hrsefn, hrlod, hring, hr6f, hrting, hrycg, now
RAVEN, REED, RING, ROOF, RUNG, RIDGE.

Hu, obs. f. How, HOE. Una, obs. f. WHO.
Huam, obs. f. WHOM. Huanaco, vnr. GUA-
NACO. Huas, obs. f. WHOSE.
Hub 1

(hz>b). Forms: 6 hubbe, 8 hubb, 7-
hub. [Origin unascertained.

HUB.
Skeat would identify with HOB sb? If the various senses

belong to the same word, the common notion would appear
to be boss', '(rounded) protuberance'.]

fl. The HOB of a fire-place. Obs.

1511, 1600, a 1825 [see HOB sb? i].

2. The central solid part of a wheel from which
the spokes radiate, and which rotates on (or with)
the axle

; the nave.

Although used by Blithe in 1649, and (from him) by several

i7th c. writers, and in Bradley's Fam. Diet. 1725 (s.v. Elm),
this word appears to have been merely dialectal, being un-

recognized by the Dictionaries till the igth c., when it

appears first in the American Webster (1828) and Worcester

(1846). It has received literary currency mainly from
O. W, Holmes, and has recently become generally known
in connexion with bicycles. Forby gives under hob, hub
(besides the entry cited below) the alleged meaning 'the
hilt or guard of a weapon ', with which he connects up to

1h,' hub,
'

as far as possible
'

;
this phrase is in American use

associated with the hub of a wheel, as implying 'deeply, to
n great extent, inextricably involved '.

1649 BLITHE Eng. Improv. Impr. (1652) 167 [The Elm]
the best wood in England, for Wheelwrights Nathes or
Hubs for wheels. 1675 GREW Anat, Plants (1682) 287 The
particles . . of Salt stick in them, as the Spokes do in the
Hub of a Wheel, or as the Quills in the Skin of a Porcupine.
a 1825 FOR BY I'ac. . Anglia t Hob, Hub, the nave of a
wheel. 1828 WEBSTER, Hob, hub, the nave of a wheel (citing

Washington). 1831 in Harper s Mag. (1884) July 277/1 [They]
talked.. of being 'up to the hub'., for General Jackson.
1854 CAROLINE THOMAS Formingdale 81 The mud 'sup to

the hubs in some spots. 1870 Eng. Mech. 7 Jan. 414/1, I do
not . . see what prevents the whole head, sails, hub, tail and
all from being blown., off [the windmill). x88a Bazaar
Exch. fy M. 15 Feb. 174 Spokes, rim, and hub are all one.

1897 Westm. Gaz. 22 Nov. 7/3 It.. prevents the back wheel
from getting out of line, as so frequently happens with most
of the hubs now in use.

f b. The centre or boss of a target ; Jig. a mark.
a 1657 R. LOVEDAY Lett. (1663) 221 The Proverb sayes,

The blind man sometimes hits a Crow ; but adjanuam vir-

tutis excubant labor&> sudor', and that's thehubbe I aim at.

3. transf. and j%*. That which occupies a position

analogous to the hub of a wheel ; a central point
of revolution, activity, life, interest, etc.

Applied to Boston, U. S., and playfully to other places.

1858 O. W. HOLMES Ant. Breakf.-t. vi, Boston State-

House is the hub of the solar system. You couldn't pry
that out of a Boston man, if you had the tire of all creation

straightened out fora crow-bar. 1863 KINGSLEY Water-Bab.
viii. 299 Next he came to the centre of creation (the hub,
they call it there), which lies in latitude 42-21 south, and
longitude 108-56 east. 1869 Boston Herald Dec. (Farmer),
He is to have a quintette club of amateurs with him, from
the Hub. 1876 Daily News 18 Jan. (Farmer), Calcutta

swaggers as if it were the hub of the universe. 1884 J.
COLBORNE Hicks Pasha 9 This is the hub, so to speak, of
what Canon Farrar calls the three great volcanic centres
of religion Sinai, Jerusalem, and Mecca. 1894 Westm.
Gaz. 19 Oct. 3/2 This idea is the hub of the piece. 1897
Strand Mag. Sept. 293/2 The spider, .sits unconcerned but
watchful in the centre or hub of her snare.

4. Technical and local uses :

a. Die-sinking. A cylindrical piece of steel on which
the design for a coin is engraved in relief. b. Plumbing.
A short piece of pipe with a bell at each end, used for

joining pipes in line or at an angle. 0. An abruptly
raised piece of ground, a stumbling-block. d. A thick

sod. 6. A block for stopping the wheel of a vehicle.

f. A small stack of hay (Craven Dial. 1828).

a. 185* Illustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 628 The making of a
' hub *

or copy of the die in steel . . used for the correction of

duplicate copies of the die. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech.,
Hub.. z. (Die-sinking.) After hardening, the hub is used
to make matrixes, from which are made punches which

impress the dies used in coining. 1879 H. PHILLIPS Addit.
Notes Coins i Upon the hub the portrait is cut in alto

relievo by a machine.
C. 1669 BUNYAN Holy City (ed. Offor) III. 421 There

shall be a smooth face upon the whole earth, all., hubs, and

hills, and holes, shall now be taken away. 1828 Craven
Dial., Hub, an uneven piece of ground in a wood. 1864
WEBSTER, Hub . . a rough protuberance or projecting ob-

struction ; as, a hub in the road (U. S ).

d.. 1828 Craven Dial., Hub, a thick square sod, pared
off the surface of a peat bog, when digging for peats This
is sometimes dried for fuel, but it is inferior to the peat.

6. 1856 S. C. BREES Gloss. Terms, Hub, a block of wood
of great service upon railways, and employed to stop the
wheels of carriages.

5. attrib. and Comb., as (sense i) hub-end ;

(sense 2) hub-borer
', -flange, -sprocket, etc. ; hub-

deep adj., adv. ; hub-band, a metal band to re-

inforce a wooden hub of a wheel.

1851 Illustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 1458 The rims of the *hub-
bands represent a wreath in silver. 1895 Cassell's Techn.
Educ. V. 199/1 Bronze hub-bands with speech-holes were
used by the Romans. 1897 H. PORTER Campaigning 'with

Grant xxvi. 415 The mud was nearly *hub-deep. 1870
Swaledale Gloss.

,

*
Hub-end, the hob at the end of a fire-

place. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. s. v., The inner ends of

the spokes are secured in a mortised flange-ring, between
which and the *hub-flanges are anti-friction rollers. 1895

Daily News 23 Nov. 3^ These studs . . play no part in

driving the enlarged "hub-sprocket, at which point they run

smoothly over an inner grooved pulley.

Hence (with ref. to Boston, U.S. : see 3, quot.

1858) Hu'bbite, Huttbo-polls, Hubbo'polite, etc.

nonce-words.
1868 W. BOYD in Cambridge (Mass.) Press, Expressive as

the face of a Hubbopolitan graduate-maiden. 1877 Con-

gregationalist (U. S.) 28 Apr. (Cent.), As wide awake as a

veritable New Englander, and as a native-born Hubbite.

Hub 2. A playful abbreviation of husband', cf.

HUBBY.



HUB A DUB.

1811 COMBE Picturesque ix, All that's passing, and has
|

past, Since your dertr Hub beheld it last, a 1845 HOOD
Clubs i, My female friends they all agree They hardly know
their hubs.

Hub a dub. [Echoic. Cf. dub-a-dub, rub-a-

diib.] The noise made by the beating of a drum.

1777 MAD. D'AKBLAY Early Diary 7 Apr., There was an
immense hub a dub, with drums and trumpets, .to proclaim
his approach.
Hubbaboo: see HUBBUBOO. Hubber de

hoy, obs. var. HOBBLEDEHOY.

Hubble-bubble (ho'b'l,bb'l). [Reduplicated
from BUBBLE, as suggestive of the sound.]
1. A rudimentary form of the oriental hookah in

which the smoke bubbles through a coco-nut shell

half-filled with water.
Also applied to similar pipes, made ofclay, glass, silver, etc.

1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trap, 24 They esteeme much of

Tobacco, and drinke it in long canes or pipes, called hublle

bubbles. 1697 in J. T. Wheeler Madras in Old. Time
\

(1861) I. 318 Each of whom sent two bottles of Rose-water, ,

and a glass Hubble-bubble, with a compliment. 1840 New
Monthly Mag. LX. 59 The use of an hubble-bubble, which,
for continuance and monotony, comes as near

_to
human

garrulity as can be expected of anything mechanical. 1879
R. H. ELLIOT Written on Foreheads I. 160 The hubble-

bubble passed from mouth to mouth.

2. A representation of a bubbling sound
;
also of

confused talk.

1740 DVCHE & PARDON Diet. (ed. 3), Hubble-Buttle, a con-

fused noise made by a talkative person, who speaks so quick,
that it is difficult to understand what he says or means.

l8jg Ellin. Rev. XXV. 533 Reprinting the whole of that

hubble-bubble of words. 1853 DE QUINCEV Atitobiog. Sk.

Wks. I. 68 My brother's wrath had boiled over in such

a hubble-bubble ofepithets. 1885 LADY BRASSEY The Trades

290 There was a considerable roll and hubble-bubble of the

tides as we rounded the point. 1892 J. PAYN Mod. Whitting-
ton I. 33 The monotonous hubble-bubble of the instrument

[the water-receptacle of the hookah].

1 3. A piece of empty tattle. Obs.

1720 T. GORDON Lett. Auih. Indep. Whig in Cordialfor
Imu Spirits (1751) II. 62 We may very well rank it among
one of the Dr.'s Hubble-Bubbles, and no one will deny him
the amiable Character ofa Publisher of Scandal.

4. Turmoil, confusion (Grose Diet. Vitlg. T. 1 796).

6. attrib.

1796 GROSE Diet. Vulg. T. s. v., A hubble-bubble fellow ;

a man of confused ideas, or one thick of speech. 1827
BENTHAM Wks. (1838-43) X. 323 A very hubble-bubble,

trumpery creature. 1831 Illustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 687

Figures of.. a hubble-bubble smoker, and a faquir. 1893
W. B. HARRIS Journ. Yemen n. i. 149 A group of Arabs.,

chatting over a hubble-bubble pipe.

Hnbbleshow, -shew, -shoo (ho-b'ljau, -J).
Sc. and north. Eng. Also 6 hoble-shew, 8-9
hobbleshow, -shaw. [Etymology obscure.

The first element and the sense as a whole suggest those

of early mod.Flem. hobbel.tobbel or hobbel-sobbel, explained

by Kilian (1599) as
*

tumultuously. confusedly, in an uproar,

promiscuously ', and hobbelen-tobbelen ' to be in an uproar,
rouse a tumult'. Hubble is also g_iven by Jamieson, as

used in some parts of Scotland in the sense '

uproar,
tumult

'

; but we have no evidence carrying this back to

15.15, when hubbilsclww is found.]

A tumult.disturbance, commotion, uproar, hubbub.
a 1515 Interhtd of Droichis in Dunbar's Poems (1893) 314

Hiry, hary, hubbllschow! Se 30 not quha is cum now.

1570 LEVINS Mftnip. 180/23 An Hubbleshowe, tumiiltns.

1573 Satir. Poems Re/arm, xlii. 754 Quhat hubbilschow

thair maist haue bene For the displacing of ane Pastour.

1583 Inquisition in T. West Antiq. Fumess xvii. (1805) 227
That no assaulte, nor hubleshow, be made, sub pena iiis.

iiij</. 1725 RAMSAY Gentle Shtph. v. i, That gars me think

this hobleshew that's past Will end in nothing but a joke at

last. 1820 Blackw. Mag. VII. 268 The coachman was so

extortionate, that another hobbleshaw arose. 1824 Miss
FERRIER Inker, xl, What a pleasant thing for a few friends

to meet this way, instead of these great hubbleshews of

people one sits down with now. 1893 Northnmbld. Gloss. ,

Hiiblyshew, -shoo, a tumult, a crowd of disorderly persons.

t Hubble-shubble. Obs. rare. =prec.
cisso Doctour Doublile Ale 178 in Hazl. E.P.P. III. 312
AH was on a bubble shubble : There was drawing and

dragging, There was lugging and latching.

Hubbub (hzrbpb). Forms : 6 hooboube,
-boobe, hoeboube, 6-7 who-, hu-, hobub, 7

whoo-bub, whoopubb, hoobub, howbub, how-
bub, hub hub, 7- hubbub. [In i6th c. hooboube,

-boobe, often referred to as an Irish outcry, and

prob. representing some Irish expression. Cf.

Gaelic nb ! ub ! ubub ! an interj. of aversion or

contempt ;
abu ! the war-cry of the ancient Irish.

Connexion with hoop, whoop, has been suggested by
Richardson ; but this was app. only a later association.]

1. A confused noise of a multitude shouting or

yelling ; esp. the confused shouting of a battle-cry
or ' hue and cry

'

by wild or savage races.

With Irish hubbub cf. HUBBUBOO. The Welsh hubbub
seems to have been (see quot. 1645) a ' hue and cry

'

only.

1555 W. WATREMAN Fardle Facims i. vi. 103 The!

[Ichthiophagi of Afrike] flocke together to go dnncke..

shouting as they go with an yrishe whobub. 1581 J. BELL
Haddon's Answ. Osor. 326 b, Mightier is the force of the

Veritie..then that it can be dasht out of countenaunce with

Irishe hooboobbes. 1386 J. HOOKER Girald. Ircl. in

Holinshed II. 156 According to the custome of the countrie,

the hobub or the hue and crie was raised. 1590 SPENSER

F. Q. in. x. 43 They heard a noyse of many bagpipes shrill,

And shrieking hububs them approaching nere. 1600 W.
WATSON Decachordon IX. viii. (1602) 327 With hallowes and

howbubs, with whowbes, whowes, and outcries against all.
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1611 SHAKS. Wmt. T. iv. iv. 629 Had not the old-man come
in with a Whoo-bub against his Daughter. 1612 T. JAMES
Jesuits Dtnvnf. 53 Hissed out the College with whouts and
hobubs. 1613 SPELMAN Relat. Virginia 24 in Capt. J.
Smiths Wks. (Arb.) p. cv, A great number Indians, .began
with an pulis

and whoopubb. 1622 R. HAWKINS Voy. S,

Sea xxvii. 58 Wee..gaue them the Hubbub, after the

manner of the Indians, and assaulted them. 1645 Mercurins
(.'ii'icus 28 Aug., Whereupon an hubbub is raised, and 5000

together by the next morning [in Glamorganshire]. 1667
MILTON P. L. n. 951 A universal hubbub wilde Of stunning
sounds and voices all confus'd. 1680 Life Edit). II in Hart.
Misc. I. 87 The bruit of this novelty, like a Welch hubbub,
had quickly overtaken the willing ears of the displeased
Commons. 1871 L. STEPHEN Playgr. Europe i. (1894) 19
There issued, .a confused hubbub as of human voices.

b. In milder sense : The mingled din of a crowd,
or of a multitude of speakers heard at once.

1779 MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary Jan., I felt myself already in

Drury Lane [Theatre], amidst the hubbub of a first night.

1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. ix. II. 415 Its Exchange
resounding with the endless hubbub of all the languages

spoken by civilised men. 1878 SEELEY Stein II. 451 The
hubbub, so new in Prussia, of Parliamentary discussion.

2. Noisy turmoil ; confusion, disturbance ;
an

instance of this
;
a tumultuous assembly or demon-

stration ; a riot,
* row ',

1619 FLETCHER M. Thomas iv. ii, All the chambermaids
in such a whobub. 1659 ^. PELL Imfr. Sea 181 note,

Diogenes, .in his Tub, tumbled it up and down, .when the

greatest, and best of Citizens were in an Hubbub and in

Arms. 1682 BUNYAN Holy War iii, They asked the reason

of the hubbub and tumult. 1836 W. IRVING Astoria II. 14
A sudden uproar and hubbub ensued that defies description.

1874 Miss BRADDON Taken, at Flood \. 15 The place will be

in a fine hubbub, I suppose.
3. A name given by the New England colonists

to a noisy game of the Indians.

It was played with a platter and five small bones, with

loud cries of hub^ hub, hub. See N. <$ Q. Ser. 7, III. 472.

1634 WOOD New Engl. Prospects II. xiv. 85. 1760 T.
HUTCHINSON Hist. Mass. Bay v. (ed. 2) 470 Another game
they called hubbub, the same the French called jeu de plat,

the game of the dish among the Hurons.

4. attrib. and Comb.
1646 New Letanie (B. M.), From Irish Rebells, and

Welsh hubbub-men, From Independents and their Tubmen.
1868 BROWNING Ring fy Bk. xi. 1193 There follows noise

enough : from hubbub mouths.

Hence Hubbub z>., Hubbubish a. nonce-wds.
1812 H. & J. SMITH Rej. Addr., Rebuilding, Better

remain by rubbish guarded, Than thus hubbubish groan
placarded. 1831 Blackw. Mag. XXX. 881 Huddled and
hubbubbed into one chaotic sentence.

Hubbuboo, -aboo (h#*b#bw:) Forms : 6

hubba-, hubbobowe, 9- hubbub(b)oo, hub(b)a-
boo

;
also 8 ho-bo-bo-boo, 9 hubbubbubboo.

[App. of same origin as prec. : cf. Irish abu!
the war-cry of the ancient Irish.] A confused

crying or yelling ; esp. as a savage war-cry ; hence,
a tumult, turmoil.

1596 SPENSER State Irel. Wks. (Globed 632/1 They come
running with a terrible yell and hubbabowe, as yf heaven
and earth would have gone together, which is the very image
of the Irish hubbabowe, which theyr kerne use at

theyr
first

encounter. ^1730 BURT Lett. N. Scotl. xxiii. (1754) II. 210

Every now and then [they] break out into a hideous Howl
and Ho-bo-bo-boo. 1830 Examiner 353/1 The speech . . is like

an Irish row . . It is a hubaboo, an affair of noise and blows.

1874 LISLE CARR Jud. Gwynne I. vii. 210 What a hubbuboo
arose ! 1892 E. LAWLESS Crania II. viii. 151 Och, Mary
Queen of Heaven, but that was a hubbuboo !

Hubby (htf-bi), sb. [f.
HUB sb* + -Y : cf. baby.]

A familiar colloquialism for HUSBAND.
1688 E. RAVENSCROFT London Cuckolds 28 Oh my hubby,

dear, dear, dear hubby. 1798 MORTON Seer, worth knowing
Epil. (Farmer), The wife, poor thing. .Scarce knows again
her lover in her hubby. 1803 True Briton in Spirit Pub.

Jrnls. (1804) VII. 274 My dear Hubbey, this can't make
me sick. \Wn Pall Mall G. 23 July n In disputes between
a hubby and his better half.

Hubby, a. U.S. [f.
HUB $bl 40 + -Y.]

( Full

of hubs or projecting protuberances ; as, a road

that has been frozen while muddy is hubby'

(Webster 1864).
1860 in BARTLETT Diet. Amer.

Huberate, -ertie, obs. ff. UBERATE, UBERTY.

Hiibnerite (hw-bnsrait). Min, [Named 1865,
after Hiibner, who analysed it.] Tungstate of

manganese, found in reddish-brown bladed crystals.

1867 Amer. Jml. Sc. Ser. n. XLIII. 123. 1868 DANA
Min. 611.

HubristiC (hiwbri-stik), a. rare, [irreg. (for

hybristic) ad. Gr. bfiptariKos insolent, wanton, f.

v{3pts outrage, contempt.] Insolent, contemptuous.
1831 Let. in Russell Gladstone (1891) i. 17 The hubristic

qualities of the tufted race. 1893 National Observer 30

Sept. 508/2 If it is contemptuous .. to ignore the spoken
word, why is it less hubristic to turn your back on the

formal composition?

Huc(c)h(e, Huchette, obs. ff. HUTCH, -ET.

Huck (hk), sb.1 Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 5

hoke(bone), 6huc(bone), huke(bane), 7 huck-

(bone), 8 huke, 9 dial, hug, heuk, buck. [Ety-

mology uncertain : see Note below.] The hip, the

haunch.
1788 W. MARSHALL Yorksh. Gloss., Huke, the huckle, or

hip. 1877 N. W. Line. Gloss, s. v., I was wounded i' th'

huck. 1880 TENNYSON Northern Cobbler iv, Once of

a frosty night I sltther'd an 1 hurled my huck.

HUGE-BACKED.

b. Hnck-bone (h*vk|b0un), the hip-bone or

haunch-bone; = HUCKLE-BONE i.

1:1440 Partonope 4166 The lyoun..That flesch and skyn
of hys hokebone Wyth his pawe did arace. 1508 DUNBAR
Flyting iv. Kennedic 181 Thy hanchis hirklis, with huke-
banis harth and haw. 1523 FITZHERB. Hnsb. 57 Se that

they [fatte oxen] be soft .. vpon the hindermost rybbe, and
vpon the hucbone, and the nache by the tayle. 1657 W.
COLES Adam in Eden cix, Good for the pains in the Hips
or Huck-bones, called the Hip-gout. 1828 Craven Diat. t

Hitg-baan^ the hip bone. 1870 Sivaledale Gfoss., Heuk-
beean, the hip-joint.

c. Comb. Huck-backed (f huckt-backf), huck-

shoulderedflr//V., hump-backed, crump-shouldered.
1631 HEYWOOD ist Pt. Fair Maid of West n. i. 14 A little

wee-man, and somewhat huckt-backt. 1847-78 HALLIWELL,
Huck-shouldered, hump-backed.
[Note. The origin of huck is obscure, and the chronological

evidence leaves its historical relation to huck-bone, huck-
back, kuckle, huckle-bone^ huckle-back, far from clear. For,
while the compound huck~bone is found in 1440, huck itself

is not cited till late in the i8th c.
;
on the other hand, the

apparent diminutive huckle, and its compound huckle-bone,
are found soon after 1500. The two earliest examples, ME.
hoke-bone and Sc. huke-bane^ answer exactly in form to
hook-bone \ but identity of huck with HOOK s^. 1

, though not

Impossible, is not greatly favoured by the sense or phonology
of the group as a whole. It is possible that the origin is to
be sought.in the Teutonic root huk-, huk~, hukk-, to be bent,
whence MDu. /w&'wand hukken, MLG. huken^ ON. huka

t

to crouch, sit bent, sit on the haunches. When the body is

bent, the hip-joints play the chief part.]

Huck, sb* A commercial shortening of HUCK-
ABACK, q.v.
1851 Illustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib, 513 Various samples of

huck, dowlas, ticks, diaper, huck and twill dusters [etc.].

Huck (hk), v. Obs. exc, dial. Forms : 5 huk,
hukke, 6-7 hucke, 6- huck. [In form, the base

of HUCKSTER (q.v.), but the chronological evidence

makes their actual relations difficult to determine.
Huck has iterative derivatives, HUCKER and HUCKLE,

which favours its being an old word ; it agrees also in form
and sense with Ger. dial, hocken, ho'cken, hucken to

huckster : see Grimm.]
intr. To higgle in trading ; to haggle over a

bargain ;
to chaffer, bargain. Also Jig, To haggle

over terms, to stickle.

14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 566/36 Aucdonor, to hukke.

1468 Medulla in Promp. Parv. 252 note, Auccionor^ to

merchaunt, and huk. a 1599 SKELTON Poems, Now adayes
as hucksters they hucke and they styck. 1530 PALSGR.

588/2, I love nat to sell my ware to you, you hucke so sore.

1586 EARL LEICESTER Lett. (Camden* 323 It is noe reason
for me to stand bucking with them for myself, a 1593 H.
SMITH Serm. (1637) 128 As Christ said to the woman of

Samaria, when she huckt to give him water. 1642 BP. REY-
NOLDS IsraeVs Petit. 17 Thus men huck, and stand upon
abatements with Christ in the Bargaine of Salvation. 1638
MANTON Exp, Jude 2 As Pharaoh stood bucking with Moses
and Aaron. 1895 Gloucestersh. Gloss. , Huckt to bargain,
chaffer.

b. quasi-/nz#.r.
1606 WARNER Alb. Eng. xv. xcviii. (1612) 388 Whose holy

Noses ouer-hang at Markets, Staules, and Sacks, There
bucking cheapth, here hearkening dearth, to set abroach
their Stacks.

Hence Hu'cking vbl. sb. and///, a.

1551 in Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864) III. 385 Marry, the

bucking is about money matters. 1599 MINSHEU Sp. Dict.^

Kecaton, a pinching or hucking fellow in buying or selling.
a 1656 HALES Gold. Rein. (1673) in. 20 A near, and hard, and

hucking chapman shall never buy good flesh.

Huckaback (hff'kabsek). Also 8 hucca-, huk-

ka-, hugaback, hag-a-bag, hagabag, 9 hugga-
back, huck-a-back. [Origin unknown.
Prof. Skeat has pointed out the close resemblance of the

word to LG. hnkkebak^ Ger. huckepackt adv., in huckefack

, 'pedlai

English sense in German, nor of the continental origin of

the material, which was in i7th c. a noted product of the

North of England; so that connexion cannot at present be

assumed.]
A stout linen fabric, with the weft threads thrown

alternately up so as to form a rough surface, used

for towelling and the like.

1690 J. F. Merchant's Ware-ho. 12 A sort of Diaper made
in England, and is very strong, called Huckaback. 1711
New General Atlas 230 Darlington ..has a considerable

Manufacture in Linen and the best Hugabacks. 1735
RAMSAY Gentle Sheph. i. ii, Clean hag-a-bag I'll spread

upon his board. 1758 JOHNSON Idler No. 13 F n That they

may spin hukkaback for the servants table. 1769 De Foe\s
Tour Gt. Brit. III. 162 Darlington . . particularly excels in

Huckabacks of ten Quarters wide, which are made no-where

else in England. 1778 Eng. Gazetteer (ed. 2\ Warrington
. .has a particular market every week for the linen called

huckaback, the manufacture of its neighbourhood. 1795

J. AIKIN Manchester 349 The weaving of sheeting, hagabag,
window-sash and curtain line. 1876 Miss BRADDON J. Hag-
gard's Dau. I. 6 With face smarting from the vigorous ap-

plication of mottled soap and coarsest huckaback.

b. attrib.

1707 Lend. Gaz. No. 4379/4 One Huckaback Table Cloth.

1823 SCOTT Peveril xxi, The table was covered with a clean

huckaback napkin. 1851 Illustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 512

Tape and damask-bordered huckaback towels.

C. as adj. fig. That will stand wear and tear.

1759 H. WALPOLE Let. to E. Strafford 30 Oct., All their

good qualities are huckaback. 1765 Let. to Cole 9 Mar.,
As that furniture will not last above a fortnight .. I shall

prefer something more huckaback.

Huck-backed. -bone : see HUCK sbl b and c.
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HTTCKER.

t Htl'cker, sb. Obs. rare. In 5 hukker. [f.

HUCK v. + -ER 1
,
or hack-formation from HUCK-

STER, q.v. (Perh. only a glossarist's word.)] A
petty dealer ; one who bargains or haggles.

14. . Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 566/37 Auccionatorct Aucciona-

trix, an hukker & an hukkester.

+ Hu'cker, v. Obs. rare. [Iterative of HUCK
-,'.]

intr. To chaffer.

1548 FORREST Pleas. Poesyc 87 For his pryuate wealthe so

day! ye too hucker.

Hucker-mueker, var. f. HUGGER-MUGGER.

t BCuckery. Obs. In 4 hukkerye, hookerye,
hokkerye, hukrie. [f.

HUCKER sb. or HUCK v. :

see -ERT. Cf. also HUCKSTER?.] The business of

a huckster.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. v. 227 She hath holden hokkerye
[v.rr. hukkerye, hukrie; C. hockerye, also huckerstrye ; A.

hoxterye] al hire lyf tyme.

Huckle (h-k'l),ji. Forms: 6hokyll-,hoole-,

hokkel-, huckel-, hockle-(bone), houkel, 6-

huckle. [In form, a dim. of HUCK si. 1 Cf. the

combinations hucklc-back, HUCKLE-BONE, with the

synonymous huck-back, huck-bonc.}
1. The hip or haunch. (See also quot. 1855.)
a fSa^SKELTON^. Ruin*yng^$ The bones of her huckles,

Like as they were with buckels 1'ogyther made fast. 1541 R.

COPLAND Giiydon$ Quest. Chirvrg. I iij b, How many bones
ar in y huckles? Answere. After the veryte there is but

one, howbeit after dyuers partyes of it there are thre. 1561
HOLLYBUSH Ham. Apatk. 7 If the disease were in ether of

the houkels or shoulders. 1663 BUTLER Hud. i. ii. 925
Getting up on Stump and Huckle, He with the Foe began
to buckle. 1708 Land. Gaz. No. 4402/4 A black Mare.,
branded TM. below the Huckle on the near Side. 1711 E.
WARD Qnix. I. 205 Tho' he hurt her Haunch and Huckle.

<il8ig FORBY Voc. E. Anglia, Huckles, the hips. 1855
RAMSBOTHAM Obstttr. Mett. 10 The Coccyx is called ver-

nacularly the huckle or knuckle.

f 2. ? The hock of a quadruped. Obs.

1607 TOPSELL Foitr-f. Beasts (1658) 450 In the middle of

the horns there is a little branch standeth out like a knob, or

as a huckle in the hinder-part of a Beasts leg.

3. Comb. Huckle-back, a hump-back ; huokle-
backed a., hump-backed.
a 1652 BPOME Eng. Moor in. iii. Wks. 1873 II. 48 Of all

Features and shapes, from the huckle-back'd Bum-creeper
To the streight spiny Shop-maid in St. Martins. 1764 T.

BRYDGES Homer Travcst, (1707) I. 72 Ulysses . . drove his

broomstick with a thwack Upon Thersites* huckle-back.

1851 S. JUDD Margaret xvii. (1871) 147 Diversities .. that

gave a wavy huckle-backed character to the entire field.

t Huckle, z'- 1 Obs. [f.
HUCK z>. + -LE iterative

suffix.] intr. To haggle in bargaining.
c 1610 Z. BOYD Zimt's Flowers (1835) 53 They will him sell,

and 1 le not buckling stand. 1644 BULWER Chirol. 161

After much base huckling, and rising by little and little.

1655 GuRNALLCAr. in Arm. I. v. 220 Wilt thou stand, .[and!
huckle with him for a penny?
Huckle, .2 dial. [f.

HDCKLE sb.] To bend
the body, to stoop : see quots.
1840 SPURDENS Suftl. forty (E. D. S.), Hwklt, to bend

down with pain. 1854 W. GASKELL Lect. Lane. Dial. 13
In Lancashire, a person who stoops is said to

' huckle '.

Huckleberry (h-k'l|bern. U.S. [Conjectured
to be a corruption of HURTLEBERRY, WHORTLE-

BERRY.] The fruit and plant of species of Gaylus-
sacia (N.O. VaccinitUttt)t \Q1l berry-bearing shrubs,
common in North America. Also applied to N.
American species of the closely allied Vaccinium,
more properly called blueberry.
1670 D. DENTON Descr. New York (1845) 3 The Fruits

natural to the Island are Mulberries, Posimons, Grapes great
and small, Huckelberries. 1796 Ned Evans II. 118 The
chief dish is broth made of bears' flesh, dogs, and huckle-
berries. 1837 HAWTHORNE T-wice-iold T. 11851) I. xvi. 249
To peddle out a lot of huckleberries. 1858 O. W. HOLMES
Aut. Braak/.-t. 357 A small heap of solemn black huckle-
berries. 1897 WILLIS Ftowtr,Pl, 11.384 The Vaccinium

pentisylvanicum . . is called the blue huckleberry.
b. attrib. and Comb.

1751 J. BARTRAM Observ, Trav. Pennsytv. etc. 13 The
land hereabouts is middling white oak and huckleberry
land. 1851 THOREAU Autumn (1894) 8 The huckleberry
bushes on Conantum are all turned red. 1854 LOWELL
Cambridge 30 Yrs. Ago Pr. Wks. 1890 I. 70 The greater
part of what is now Cambridgeport was then (in the native
dialect) a '

huckleberry pastur '. a 1863 THORKAU Cape Cod
vii. (1894) rs5 That kind of gall called Huckleberry-apple.
1865 WHITTIER Snirw-Bonnd 479 Dread Olympus at his will

Became a huckleberry hill.

Hence Hu'Ckleb&rrying vbl. sb., gathering
huckleberries.

i7- in Temple & Sheldon Hist. Northfield, Mass.
(1875) 160 By horse to go buckle-berrying 006. 1883
Leisure Hour 702/2, I have joined children in huckleberry-
ing, thimbleberrying. .and bilberrying.

Huckle-bone (h k'liboun). [See HUCKLE st.]
1. The hip- or haunch-bone of man or beast

;
the

ischium or whole os innomittatum. (Rarely the
head of the thigh-bone which turns <n the hip-joint.)
1519 Malory's Arthur xu. iii. (W. de W.), The bore roue

hym on the brawne of the thyghe vp to the huckle bone {ed.
1485 hough-bone]. 1545 RAYNOLD Byrtk Mankynde (1564)
44 The knitting togeather of the hocle bone with the lowest
turning ioynt of the loynes. 1547 BOORDE Brev. Health
cccxv. 102 b, This infirmitie [Sciatica] doth come of hard
lyenge on the hokyll bones. 1565-73 COOPER Thesaurus,
Acetabula,. . the hollownesse wherem the huckle bone turneth.

1580 HOLLYBAND Treas. Fr. Tang, La boiste de os, the pan
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wherein the buckle bone falleth. 1615 CROOKS Body of
A/an 807 The Thigh is that part which is betwixt the ioynt
of the huckle bone and the knee. 1676 HOBBES Iliad (1677)

67 Tydides . . hit him on the huckle bone, wherein Into the

hip inserted is the thigh, a 1722 LISLE Hitsb. (1752) 264 A
beast should be wide between both huckle bones. 1846 J.

UAXTER Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) II. 90 The hip or

huckle bones should be wide apart, coming upon a level

with the chine.

2. The astragalus or small bone which joints

with the tibia, in the hock joint of a quadruped ;

the knuckle-bone.

1541 UDALL Erasm. Apoph, 163 b, 'AorpdyaAos is in

Latin talus, and it is the little square huccle bone in

the ancle place of the hinder legge in all beastes, sauing
man. 1613 T. GODWIN Rom. Antiq. 11625) 113 Talus, an

huckle-bone, such wherewith children play Cockall. 1652
A. Ross Hist. World \. ii. 6 The King presents him with

some golden dice, or huckle bones to play withall. 1871
TYLOR Prim. Cult. I. 74 Hucklebones or astragali were

used in divination in ancient Rome. 1877 N. W. Line.

Gl.
t Huckle-bone, the astragalus, a small bone of a sheep, used

for playing a game called . .

' dibs '. The floors of summer-
houses used frequently to be paved with huckle-bones.

Hence Hucfcle-boned a. [see -ED*.]
1683 Land, Gaz. No. 1850/8 A black Gelding ..high

Huckle-bon'd.

Huckled (htrk'ld), a. [cf. HUCKLE sb.] f a.

(?) Jointed. Obs.

1614 MARKHAM Cheap Hnsb, n. i. (1668) 70 They [bulls]

are . . big, round, and well huckled together in every member.

b. Hunched, having outstanding joints.

1893 National Observer 25 Mar. 468/1 The looseness [of

the gown] made her shoulders seem huckled.

t Huckler. Obs. Name of a kind of dance.

1617 ASSHETON Jml. (Chetham Soc.) 45 A maske of

noblemen, knights, gentlemen, and courtiers affore the

king . . dancing the HucI
'

Justice of Peace.
ickler, Tom Bedlo, and the Cowp

Hu'ckmuck. local. Also 5 huk-, 6 -mock. ' A
strainer used in brewing. It consists of a bundle

of twigs, generally part of an old broom, placed
at the bottom of the mashing-keeve or vat, to prevent
the grains running out when the wort is drawn off'

(Elworthy W. Som. Word-bk. 1886).
1472 Yatton Churchw. Ace. (Som. Rec. Soc.), For iiij

hukmuckes vjrf, for hopyng \\\d* 1517 Ibid. 135 Payd for

huckmocks vjrf. 1825 BUTTON Wiltsh. Gloss. i,E. D. S.),

Huckmuck, a kind of strainer used in brewing.

Hucksheen, -shin, -son, var. of HOCKSHIX,
HUXEN.
Huckster (h-kstsi) ,

sb. Forms: 3<9rw.hucc-
ster, 4-5 hukstar, 4- huckster ;

also 4-5 hok(e)-
ster(e, hoxter, 5 howkster, hukstere, hukke-

ster, huk-, hwkstare, (hoggester), 5-6 hook-,

hukster, 5-7 hucster, 5-9 huxter, 6 booster,

houkester, huckester, huckstar, 9 dial, huik-

ster. [See HUCK v. Although the series hitck t

hncktr, huckster, corresponds formally with bake,

baker, baxter, brew, brewer, brewster, etc., in which
the verb is the starting-point, the late date of huck
as compared with huckster^ and the continental

parallels of the latter, make dimen! ties. MDu.
had hokcster, hoekster, early mod.Du. heukster,
* huckster' fern.; also MDu. hoeker, early mod.
Du. heuker masc, *= MLG. holier

^
mod.Ger. kb'ker,

'

higgler, hawker, retailer, market-man, coster-

monger*; none of these, however, appear to be
known as early as our huckster.
The origin of the Du. and Ger. words themselves is un-

settled ; Ger., besides hdkcr, has kffke, ho'cke, MHG. httcke^
MLG. hoke, to be referred, according to Kluge, prob. to

hocken to squat, sic on the 'hunkers'; but Verwijs and
Verdam state grounds for connecting MDu. hoeker, hoekster
rather with Du. hoek a corner. The history is thus al-

together obscure.]

1. A retailer of small goods, in a petty shop or

booth, or at a stall
;
a pedlar, a hawker, a. Ap-

plied to a woman.
a 1300 Sat. People KiMare xviii. in E. E. P. (1862) 155

Hall be ^e hokesters dun bi (>e lake . . He is son of his lif

pat is fast to such a wif. 14. . Norn, in Wr.-Wiilcker 692/42

t

Hec auxiatrix, a huxter. c 1475 Pict. Voe. Ibid. 793/29
I Hec aucionatrix, a hoxter. 1851 MAYNE REID Scalp Hunt,

ix. 70 The women, light-hearted hucksters.

b. Without distinction of sex. (The ordinary

use.) locallyin specific senses: seequots. 1858-77.
c 1200 ORMIN 15817 Forr batt te}} turrndenn Godess bus

Inntill huccsteress bobe. 1387 TREVISA Hidden \. Ix.

(Rolls) II. 171 pey beeb . . in gaderyne of catel hoksters

[v.r, hucksters] and tauerners. c 1440 Prowp. Parv. 252/2
Hwkstare,. . auxtonator, anxionatrix. 1483 Gild Bakers
Exettr in Kng. Gilds -^37 To make serche . . att all hog-
gesters houses with-yn the Juris-diccion of the said Cite.

1534 MORE Treat, on Passion Wks. 1304/1 A substanciall

merchaunt and not an hukster. 1591 PERCIVALL Sp. Diet.,

Rfgatonear, to sell pedlerie ware, to play the hucster.

1641 BEST Farm. Bks. (Surteesi 29 Wee buy our molten
tallowe. .of the hucksters and tripe-wives. 1705 HICKERIN-
GILL Priest-cr, n. vi. 62 The throwing down of a Hucksters

Apples by a Fisher-Boy. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet, Trade,
Huckster, an inferior dealer or minor trader ; a hawker or
itinerant vendor of goods with a pack, box, or tray. 1877
Holderness Gloss. , Hucksthers, dealers in farm produce, who
attend the markets to purchase from the producers for the

purpose of retailing it out again to small customers. 1889
Spectator 28 Dec., From the great shops in Regent Street
and Bond Street to the smallest huxters' in the slums, there
are Christmas presents in the windows.

HUCKSTERING.
C. As term of reproach : A regrater, an engrosser

of corn, etc. ; a broker, a middleman.
[a 1400 Burgh Laws \K\\. inSc. Slat. I. 346/1 Hukstaris bat

byis and sellis agane to wynning sal nocht by ony thing before

[at undern be rungyn in wynter and mydmorne in somer.]

1573-80 BARET Alv. H 707 An Huckster: a regrater : a
seller byretaile: a witter, propoia. 1580 HOLLYBAND Treas.
/>. '1'ong, Dardanicr, an huckester, he that kepeth corne

till it be deare. 1595 DUNCAN App. Etynwl. ^E. D. S.),

Mango, interpolator, a hukster, a regrator. 1612 T. TAYLOR
Comm. Titus i. n Such as by fraud and base arts play the

hucksters to enhanse the price. 1630 LENNARU tr. Ckarron's
Wisd. 11658)49 It is the great Intermedler and Huckster,
by which we traffick. 1700 T. BROWS tr. 1-resny's Amusem.
Ser. $ Com. 78 Marriage Hucksters, or Wife-Brokers.

2. transf. andySfg: A person ready to make his

profit of anything in a mean or petty way ;
one

who basely barters his services, etc., for gain ;
a

mercenary; an overreacher of others.

1553 GRIMAI.DE Cicero's Offices \. (1558) 18 No hucsters of
warre warremen as we bee. 1645 MILTON Colast. Wks.

C^S 1 ) 350 Wen have it .. as good cheap, as any hucster at

law, newly set up, can possibly afford. 1673 Vain Insolency
Rome 5 With what craft, and artifice, the Romish Hucksters
endeavour to seduce the people of our Church of England
. . to the Communion of Rome. 1842 ROGERS Introd. Barkers
Wks. (1842) I. 9 Mr. Hamilton, who managed the whole
matter in the true spirit of a political huckster, had the

meanness to accept this offer. 1868 Miss BRADDON Char-
lotte's Inker. \. i, 7, I am no huckster, to sell my daughter
to the best bidder.

t3. Phrase. In hucksters hands (handling) : in

a position in which it is likely to be roughly used

or lost ; beyond the likelihood of recovery. Obs.

1581 RICH Farewell D iv b, We will returne to his wife,

who was lefte in hucsters handelyng (as you haue heard).
a 1592 GREENE Alphonsm i. Wks. (Rtldg.) 226/2 The crown
is lost, and now in hucksters' hands. 1687 R. L'ESTRANCE
Answ. Diss. 21 They are gotten into Hucksters Hands, and
there's No coming off without a Scratch'd Face, a 1700
B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew s.v., In Huckster's Hands, at a

desperate Pass, or Condition, or in a fair way to be lost.

1738 SWIFT Pol. Conversat. 68 Madam, he shall ne'er have
it [a Handkerchief] again ; 'tis in Huckster's Hands.

4. Comb.^huck$tcr-bo0th\ huckster-like
*&\. t

*.fa,

1591 SPENSER M. Hvbberd 925 The Ape wanting his

huckster man, That wont provide his necessaries. 1665
GLANVILL Scepsis Sci. Pref. (R.\ Nor will I huckster-like

discredit any man's ware, to recommend mine own. 1866

BLACKIE Homer # Iliad I. 101 The huckster-booths of the

Lawnmarket. 1870 Standard 13 Dec., He only mulcted

nations, and did not hucksterlike fine every little open town
he came across.

Hence Hucksterdom, nonce-wd. [see -DOM.].
1886 Pail Mali Budget 8 July 28/2 From the hucksterdom

of his environment.

Hu'ckster, v. [f. HUCKSTER st>.]

1. intr. To bargain, haggle, lit. and^.
1592 [see HUCKSTERING///. .]. a 1665 J. GOODWIN Filled

iv. the Spirit (1867) 319 Be ingenuous and noble towards

God, and not stand picking and huckstering with your
hearts to know how you must do to escape hell fire. 1775
BURKE Sp. Cone. Amer, Wks. III. 57 Despotism itself is

obliged to truck and huckster. 1855 MOTLEY Dutch Rep.
iv. i. II. 522 The estates .. irritated the Prince of Orange
by huckstering about subsidies. 1861 SALA Dutch Pict. xxi.

336 A dunghill of vanity for chapmen to huckster over.

2. trans. To traffic in, in a petty way ;
to retail

or expose for sale (esp. in small quantities) ;
to

bargain over. Also, to adulterate. ///. and _/$.

1642 T. HILL Trade of Truth 37 This gradual! Huckster-

ing up the purity of truth. 1670 MILTON Hist. Eng. in. Wks.

(1847) 502/2 Some who had been called from shops and ware-

houses . . to sit in supreme councils and committees . . fell to

huckster the commonwealth. 1677 GALE Crt. Gentiles in.

19 Such as hucstered and made merchandise of Christ. 1770
BURKE Pres. Discont. Wks. 1842 I. 129 'I he sealed fountain

I of royal bounty, which had been infamously monopolized and
'

huckstered. 1879 FARRAR St. Panl(i^) 541 The deceitful

j
workers who had huckstered and adulterated the word of

God. 1808 Humanitarian XI. 357 A man . . huckstering
i cheap lolfypops to the small fry of the Board Schools.

t Hu'Cksterage. Obs. rare~ l
. [See -AGE.]

Huckstering, bargaining, trafficking.

1641 MILTON Reform, n. (1851) 68 The gentle and bene-
I volent mediocritie of Church-maintenance, without the ig-

noble Hucsterage of pidling Tithes.

Hircksterer. [f.
HUCKSTER v. + -EH'.] One

who hucksters ; a retail dealer, a petty trafficker.

1724 SWIFT Consid. etc. in Fraud Detected (1725) 161

Those Hucksterers, or Money-jobbers, will be found neces-

sary if this Brass Money is made current. 1862 T. C. GRAT-
! TAN Beaten Paths II. 146 They become mere hucksterers

of wit, the retail dealers in a commodity for which there

are few wholesale houses. 1874 MoTLtv Barne-vetd II. xvi.

192 A venal hucksterer of his country's liberties.

Hircksteress, -tress, [f.
HUCKSTER sb.+

-ESS.] A female huckster or petty trafficker.

1611 COTGR., Regratiere^ an Hucksteresse; also a Regra-
teresse. 1811 Morning Post 30 Aug. in Spirit Pub. "jrnls.

(1812) XV. 312 The huckstress .. threw one arm franlicly
over Mr. B.'s head. 1851 HAWTHORNE Ho. Sev. Gables ii.

(1883) 56 The immemorial lady, .reduced now, in that very
house, to be the hucksteress of a cent-shop..

Huckstering ^ho-kstarirj), vbl. sb. [f. HUCK-
STER v. + -ING !.] The action of the verb HUCK-

STER; petty trafficking ;
sordid dealing; haggling.

1647 TRAPP Cotnm. Matt. xxi. 13 Base huckstering of holy

things. 1797 BURKE Regie. Peace iii. Wks. VIII. 335 The
spirit of huckstering and barter. 1858 FKOUDE Hist. Eng.
III. xiii. 89 From the wholesale purchases of the corndealer

to the huckstering of the wandering pedlar. 1883 Manch.
Exam. 27 Nov. 5/2 The process of diplomatic huckstering

by correspondence.



HUCKSTERING.

Hirckatermg, ppl* a. [f. as prec. + -ING -.]

That hucksters ; trafficking, hawking, haggling.
1593 G. HARVEY Pierce s Super. 175 A broking and huck-

stering penne. a 1661 FULLER Worthies, X^rthumbld. 11.

308 Huckstering Husbandmen, who properly may be termed

Knaves in grain. 1808 COBBETT Pol. Keg. XIII. vi. 202

We know you to be a huckstering nation. 1858 HUGHES
Scouring White Horse 106 Half way up . . I found an old

huckstering woman and a boy in great trouble.

t Hu'cksterize, v. Obs. rare. [f. HUCKSTER
sb, + -IZE.J a. trans. To deal with as a huckster ;

to adulterate, b. intr. To play the huckster.

1646 S. BOLTOX Armigmn. Err. 21 There are such who
hucsterise the word, adulterate, sophisticate the word. 1660

FISHER Rusticks Alarm Wks. (1679) 614 Hirelings that

hucksterize and deal deceitfully about the Word of God.

Huckstery (hff'kstari). Forms: see HUCK-
STER, [f. HUCKSTER sb. + -Y.]

1. The trade or business of a huckster ;
the place

in which he carries on his trade
; plttr* the goods

dealt in by him (cf. groceries],

1362 LANGL. P. PI. A.
y. 141 Heo hab holden hoxterye

[C. vn. 233 huckustrye] bis Elleuene wynter. 1611 COTGR.,

Rcgratement, a. .mending, or tricking vp of old things for
|

sale ; hucksterie. i8z6 Blackw. Mag. XIX. Pref. 20 In the

very shops and huxteries ofour remotest towns and villages.

1833 Eraser's Mag. VIII. 280 A dealer in various articles,

which, .we shall call huxteries.

2. Petty bargaining, haggling ; stickling.
i66a J. CHANDLER Van Helmonfs Oriat. 243 A more slow

and delicate digestion doth loath all things, as it were with
much huckstery. Ibid. 308 Great eaters, and those who
are brought up with dainty huckstery, are. .notably lean.

3. attrib*

1824 GALT Roihelan 1. 1. vi. 55 Under the pent-house of a

huxtry shop. 1897 Westm.Gaz. 12 June 4/3 The huckstery
scheme of the Indian Government, spoken of as the Durand
Treaty.
Huckt-backt : see HUCK sb

Hud (hd), st>. 1 Obs* exc. dial* Also 5-6
?hudd(e, pi. huddes. [Origin uncertain.
It has been conjectured to be a dial, form of HOOD, corresp.

to the current pronunc. of blood.Jloo<ft and Sc. i

wnd-=.ivood\
but against this there are many considerations, connected
with the age, use, and locality of the wordj its non-inter-

change with hood in other senses, etc. If it was an (un
recorded) old word, it might be a deriv. of the Teut. root

hud-* hud'* to cover, whence hide vb., hut
t
and perh. house*,

husk. In sense hud is identical with MDu. koude '

tunica,

concha, cortex, siliqua, calyx, et spica ', cf. boon-houde bean-

hull (Kilian) ; but this is a deriv. of koudeti, to HOLD.]
The husk or sheath of a seed ; the hull or shell of

a fruit ; a pod or seed-vessel ; ^fig* an empty per-
son who has* nothing in him*. (See also quot. 1893.)
1308 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. XVH. Ixv. (Tollem. MS.), pe

stalke [of wheat] is biclippid with leues and huddes [ed, 1535
hulles]. 1549 LATIMER 3rd Serm. bef. Edw. VI (Arb.) 84
Ye hoddy peckes, Ye doddye poulles, ye huddes, do ye
beleue hym? 1578 LYTE Dodoens vi, xli. 711 Almondes..
blanched or made cleane from their skinnes or huddes. 1622

R. HAWKINS Voy* S. Sea. (1847) 87 They have hudds as our
beans, a 1722 LISLE Hush. (1757) 126 (E. D. S.) Hood, the

outer coat of a seed. 1790 GROSE Provinc. Gloss, (ed. 2),

Hud, the husk of a nut or walnut. Glouc. 1876 Oxfordsh.
Gloss., Hud, a pea-shell. 1882 JAGO Cornish Gloss., Hud,
or hull, a shell, as of a nut. 1893 Wiltsh. Gloss.* Hud (i)

The husk of a walnut, skin of a tooseberry, shell of a pea or

bean, etc.. .(3) A finger-stall or finger of a glove.

Hence Hud v. dial, trans.* to shell.

1790 GROSE Provinc. Gloss, (ed. 2), To hud, to take off the

husk. Glouc. 1890 Berksh. Gloss, s. v., Get them warniits

hudded. 1893 S. E. Wore. Gloss, s. v., I a bin a 'uddin
some bannits.

Hud, hood (hzicl, hud), sb.- north, dial. Also

7 hudd(e, 8 hod. [Of uncertain origin and his-

tory. It is not certain that senses i and 2 are the

same word.

Evidently distinct from HUD s&. 1 Hude, in sense i, quot.

1483, might be, as to form, northern for HOOD, with which
also Kennett and Craven Dial, identify sense 2 ; but it is

difficult to see any connexion of sense.]

f 1. A log placed at the back of the fire-place to

keep the fire in by night ;
- HEAD-BLOCK i. Obs.

1483 Cath.Angl. 191/1 An Hude . . repofociliitm. a 1500
Ortus Voc.) Repofocitium, id est quod tfgit ignem in node,
a hudde.

2. The place behind, or at the back of, a fire-

place of the old fashion; the back of the chimney
or grate ;

also = hud-end (see 3).

1641 BEST Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 122 [To beck or dry
osiers] they take the stickes and sette them up an ende,

slanttinge them against the hudde, and keepe a good fire

under them. 1658 Surgery Sheffield (1898) 168 For making
two hudds and materials therto 25. >d. a 1728 KENNETT in

Laud MS. 1033 If. 190 [184] Ye Hod or hood, the back of

the Chimney Box called the Hob in Chesh. 1791 Statist.

Ace. Scotl. II. 289 (Jam.) A species of
clay

.. of which the

country people make what they call, Hudds, to set in their

chimnies behind their fires. 1825 BROCKETT, Hud, the side

of the fireplace within the chimney. 1828 Craven Dial.,

Hood, Hud, the place behind the fire.

3. Comb. Hud-end (hood-end), each of the two

raised fiat surfaces of stone or iron at the sides of

an old-fashioned fire-place ;
a hob ; hud-atone, the

stone of which the hud-end is the upper surface,

the hob-stone.
1828 Craven Dial., *Hood*endt corners near the fire,

either of stone or iron. 1863 MRS. TOOGOOD Yorks. Dial.,

Take the kettle off the fire and put it on the hood-end.

1697 Vestry Bks. (Surtees) 343 For setting up barrs and
"hudstones in the vestery. 1825 BROCKKTT s.v. Hud, Pans

435

not in use arc placed on the ' hud-stane '. 1883 A bnondbury
Class., Hudstone, the hob, or hobstone, of the fireplace.

Hud(de, obs. pa. t. and pple. of HIDE .' ;
obs.

f. HOOD.

t Hudder-nmdder, si. Obs. Also 5-6 hoder-

moder, 6 hudder-mother, hudther-mudther,
hudder-mutter.butter-mutter, huther-muther.

[A reduplicated compound of which the first ele-
|

nient appears to be related to HODEK v, to huddle ;
I

the second is obscure, but in part, at least, ono-
i

ruatopoeic : cf. HI'GGKK-MUGGEH.] Concealment, ,

secrecy, privacy ; chiefly in phr. in liiidiler-mudder.

1461 J. PASTON in /'. Lett. No. 402 II. 28 He and hys
wyfe and other have Llaveryd here of my kynrcd in hoder-

moder {printed hedermoder). a 1529 SKKI.ION Col. Clout

69 Alas, they make me shoder ! For in hoder moder The
Churche is put in faute. 1545 ASCHAM Toxoph. I. (Arb.) 36
It hydes it not, it lurkes not in corners and hudder-mother.

1563-87 FOXE A. fr M. (1596) 245/2 These things thus in

hudder mutter among themselues concluded. 1579 GOSSON

Afal. ScA. Abuse (Arb.) 74, I know not yet because it is

doone in hudder mudder. 1583 GOLDING Calvin on Dent.
vii. 39 The miracles .. were not darksome nor done in hudther

mudther, but so openly and apparantly.

Hence f Hudder-mndder, Huther-muther v.

trans., to huddle up, conceal, keep close. Obs.

1544 PHAER Kegitn. Lyfe (1560) A iij, What reason is it, yl

we shulde nuttier mulher here amonge a fewe, the thing that

was made to be common unto al ?

Huddle (ho-d'l), v. Also 6 huddel, 6-7 hudle,
8 hudell. \IIiiddle vb. and sb. are known only from

the second half ofthe l6th c.
;
the vb., which prob.

preceded
the sb., has the form of a diminutive and

iterative, perh. ultimately from the Teut. root hud-,
hfid- to cover (see HUD s/>. 1 ) ; cf. HODER v.,

HUDDER-MCDDEK, also LG. kudern to cherish,

shelter, as a hen her chickens.iteralive ofLG. hitdtn

to hide. Senses 4 b, c, come close to dialectal

senses of Ger. kudeln to do (work) hastily and

carelessly, to scamp; cf. hudelei slovenly work,

scamping. But no satisfactory theory of relation-

ship with these words can at present be offered.

The history and order of the senses is in many respects
obscure ; see esp. the early quots. under HUDDLE <uiv. and
HUDDLING ppl. a.]

I. trans, fl- To put or keep out of sight; to

conceal or hide, as among a crowd or under a heap ;

to hush up. Obs.

1581 J. BELL Hadrian's Axsw. Osor. tab, To chop of the

head of the sentence, and slyly huddle the rest [orig. qui
sentential caput abscindens astute reliqua subtices], 1581
MULCASTER Positions xxvi. (1887) 103 They, .neither can of

them selues, neither ought at my hand to be hudled vp in

1680 OTWAV Orphan in. i, I do not like this marriage,
Huddled i' the dark, and done at too much venture. 1750

JOHNSON Rambler No. 2 P 15 His merit may pass without

notice, huddled in the variety of things. 1795 WOLCOTT
(P. Pindar) Wks. (1812) III. 329 Huddle up the News.

2. To pile or heap up confusedly ; to crowd

together closely and unceremoniously. (In earlier

use the sense was sometimes simply, To jumble,
mix up in confusion.)
1599 SHAKS. MUCH Ado II. i. 252 Shee told mee . . that I was

duller then a great thaw, hudling iest vpon iest. 1623 tr.

Famine's Theat. Hon. vii. xi. 252 This Genealogie is in this

partie much hudled. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), To

Huddle, to confound or mingle things together, after a con-

fused manner. 1897 HALL CAIKE Christian x, The furniture

was huddled about in disorder.

b. Also with together, up.
1579 TOMSON Calvin's Serm. Tim. 63/1 That matters

might not be huddeled and scuffled vppe together confusedly,
and without order. 1581 W. CHARKE in Confer, iv. (1584)
Ee iij b, You confound and huddle them together. 1650
FULLKR Pisgah I. vi. 15 A heap of wildernesses hudled up
together. 1658 W. BfRTON itin. Anton. 74 Those. .Writers

. .huddle together what ever they meet with in former

Authors. 1759 ROBERTSON Hist. Scot. I. v. 376 The matter

would seem to be huddled up in this manner merely to

suppress discoveries. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) VI.
122 A bullet might easily reach them, if huddled together in

a flock. 1875 M CLAREN Serm. Ser. II. xii. 211 Huddling
together in grotesque chaos things which are utterly diverse.

c. To contract or draw (oneself) together
'
all

of a heap' ;
to coil up unceremoniously.

1755 SMOLLETT Qmx. (1803) IV. 264 He chose his ground,
on which he huddled himself up, and enjoyed a most

profound sleep. 1861 PEARSON Early $ Mid. Ages Eiig.

104 That at least he might not die huddled up like a cow.
1886 STEVENSON Kidnapped iv, He lay as he had fallen, all

huddled.

3. To push or thrust in a disorderly mass or heap,

into, out fl/Xetc.) some place.
1655 FULLER CA. Hist. iv. ii. 20 The obscurity of his

burial (huddled into his grave at Langley). 1807-8 W.
IKVING Salntag. (1824) 367 To whitewash my room and put
things in order ; a phrase which . . means little else than

huddling every thing into holes and corners. 1833 MARRYAT
P. Simple xix, We were huddled out like a flock of sheep, by
a file of soldiers with loaded muskets. 1840 THACKERAY
Paris Sk.-tk. (1869) 296 They huddled the king's body into

a postchaise. 1871 BLACKIE Four Phases i. 47 Reform bills

. . are huddled or juggled through a House of fretful or

feverish senators.

b. with on : To put on (clothes) hurriedly and
'

all of a heap '.

HUDDLE.

1697 VANBRUGH Relapse n. Wks. (Rtldg.) 309/2, I. .huddle
on my clothes and get dressed by one. 1709 PRIOR Hans
Carvel 34 At Twelve She rose, with much ado Her Cloaths
were huddl'd on by Two. 1820 SCOTT Ivanhoe xxxiii, The
Friar . . had huddled a friar's frock over his green cassock.

1824 St. Kenan's xxii, You must positively go back into

your dressing room and huddle your things on as fast as you
can. 1868 HELPS Realmak xv. 11876) 395 His clothes seem
to be huddled on anyhow.
4. To drive or push hurriedly, and without order

or ceremony ; to hurry (a person or thing). ? Obs.

1649 MILTON Eikon. xxiv, I shall huddle him as he does

Prayers, a 1661 FULLER Worthies (1840) I. xxv. 101 You
have huddled your book too soon to the press. 1685
ROCHESTER I'alentin. in. iii, Trembling througn Terror lest

he come too late They huddle his Dispatch while at the Gate.

1697 DRVDKN I'irg. Georg. i. 353 Let him forecast his Work
\vith timely care, Which else is huddled, when the Skies are
fair.

b. with over, through : To hurry through, run

over, or perform in a hurried slovenly way.
1648 GAGE West Ind. 102 To continue in the Church while

a Masse is briefly hudled over. 1696 tr. Duquesne's Voy,
E. Ind. 167 We presently huddled over a few prayers,
according to custom. 1799 T. JEFFERSON Writ. (1859) ^.
261, I have suffered the post hour to come so nearly on me,
that I must huddle over what I have more than appears in
the public papers. 1885 Manch. Exam. 6 Mar. 5/4 The
solemnities had to be huddled through at express speed.

C. with itp: To hurry the completion of; to

work up, finish up, or compile, iu haste and with-

out proper care ; to botch up hastily.

1579 G. HARVEY Letter-bk. (Camden) 59 They were hudlid
and as you know bunglid upp in more haste then good
speede. 1581 SAVILE Tacitus, Hist. in. Iv. (1591) 147 Him-
selfe [Vitellius] .. hudled up the election of officers [L.

festinare comitia}. 1692 RAY Dissol. World Pref. (1732)

15 Too hasty in huddling up and tumbling out of Books.

1731 SWIFT Corr. Wks. 1841 II. 556, I was in fear lest the

po.st should be gone, and so . . huddled up without thinking
of the date. 1784 COWPEK Task n. 412 And reading. -Just
fifteen minutes, huddle up their work, And with a well-bred

whisper close the scene. 1839 MACAULAY Ess., Gladstone
(1860) II. 440 She sprang from a compromise huddled up
between the eager zeal of reformers and the selfishness of

greedy, ambitious, and time-serving politicians.

6. To hug. Now dial*

a 1650 Ld. Barnard <y Lit. Musgrave 24 in Furniv. Percy
Folio I. 121 But lie still, lie still, litle Musgreue, and huddle
me from the cold. ^1665 Roxi>. Ball. (1891) VII. 366 But
huddle and cuddle, wee'l toy and wee'll kiss. 1811 WILLAN
W. Riding Gloss. (E. D. S.), Huddle, to embrace. 1869
Lonsdale Gloss., Huddle, (i) to embrace, to squeeze, to hug,
to cuddle.

II. intr. 6. To gather or flock in a congested
mass

;
to crowd together unceremoniously ; to

nestle closely in a heap. Also with together , up.
1596 SHAKS. Merck. V. iv. i. 28 Glancing an eye of pitty

on his losses That haue of late so hudled on his backe. 1646
SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. vi. v. 292 Different seasons would
have hudled upon each other, a 1656 USSHER Ann. (1658)

515 The people came huddling out of the severall Cities . .

to salute him. 1821 BYRON I/is. Judgm. xxvi, The very
cherubs huddled all together. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. xv,
The cattle huddled on the lea. 1854 MARY Hqwnr Pict.

Calendar 528 The owl sits huddling by himself, The cold

has pierced his body through. 1883 Century Mag. Aug.
487/2 Cozily huddling up to one anotner.

f 7. To hurry in disorder or confusion. Obs.

1646 SmT. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. HI. xviii. 152 They will runne

against things, and hudling forwards fall from high places.
1667 DRYDEN & NEWCASTLE Sir Martin. Mar-all Epil., As
country vicars, when the sermon's done, Run huddling to

the benediction. 1707 ROWE Gold^ Verses Pythag. (R.),
Fools huddle on, and always are in haste, Act wilhout

thought, and thoughtless words they waste, a 1734 NORTH
Examen nt. vii. (1740) 522 That the Judges, .might huddle
in giving their Judgments, and so the Cause look more foul

on their Side. 1766 [ANSTEY] Bath Guide xiii. 45 How the

Misses did huddle, and scuddle, and run.

*t*
8. Formerly, in the University of Cambridge,

To go through in a hurried and slovenly way
certain formal exercises in lieu of those regularly

required for a degree. Obs*

1798 A. WALL Senate-lie. Cerent. 112 If he has not kept
the requisite exercises, (viz. two acts and two opponencies)
he goes to the sophs' schools, and huddles for that part
which he has not kept. At the huddleing the father of the

college, a bachelor, and a soph, attend. 1841 G. PEACOCK
Stat. Cambridge 73 The term huddling not unhappily ex-

pressed the indecent accumulation of the . . exercises which
the candidates, .were anciently required to perform.

Huddle (hvd
j

\\ sb. [app. f. HUDDLE z>.]

1. A mass of things crowded together in hurried

confusion ;
a conglomeration.

1586 J. HOOKER Girald. Irel. in Holimhed\\. 24/1 111 haps
come by heapes and by huddels. 1633 ROWLEY Match
Mid-nt. iv. in Hazl. Dodsley XIII. 73 Randals fortunes

comes tumbling in like lawyers' fees, huddle upon huddle.

1714 MACKY fount, thro' Eng. (1723) (N.), The famous

Stonc-henge, one of the wonders of England . . is a great
huddle oflarge stones, placed in a circular form. 1841
Blackw. Mag. L. 156 A mere huddle and conglomeration of

chances. 1876 LOWELL Amongmy Bks. Ser. n. i It gradually

grew from a huddle of booths to a town.

b. A confused crowd of persons or animals.

1641 Vind. King p. v, A seditious huddle of indigent
people, a 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. xvi 132 In such a
huddle and mixture of loose People of all conditions. 1742
FIELDING J. Andrews w. xi, It frighted the women, who
were all got in a huddle together, out of their wits. 1820

L. HUNT Indicator No. 64 (1822) II. 94 The Walruses ..

which lie in gigantic huddles upon the ice fields.

2. a. Confusion, disorder
;

confused utterance.

b. Disorderly or indecent haste, hurry, bustle.
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1606 CHAPMAN Gentian. Usher Plays 1873 I. 271 O noble

Crone, Now such a huddle and kettle neuer was. Ibid. -2^

Nay, he speakes huddles still, lets slit his tongue. 1692 ir.

Sailitst 149 The next day, the opinions of the Council being
demanded in a huddle, and over-rul'd by the Consul, a 1734
NORTH Lives I. 296 The service was performed, .with more
harmony and less huddle than I have known it. 1840
THACKERAY Crit. Rev. Wks. 1886 XXIII. 160 Introduced
..not.. for mere picturesque effect or ornamental huddle.

f c. A term at shovel-board : see qnot. Obs.

1586 J. HOOKER Girald. Irel. in Holinshed II. 87/1 When
the lieutenant and he [the earl] for their disport were
plaieng at slidgrote or shoofleboord. . . By saint Bride
lieutenant (quoth he) there is some mad game in that scroll ;

but fall how it will, this throw is for an huddle.

f 3. A miserly old person ;
a hunks. Obs.

1579 LYLY Enpkues (Arb.) 44 So these old huddles hauing
ouercharged their gorges with fancie, accompt al honest
recreation meere folly. Ibid. 106 Though Curio be olde
huddle and twang, ipse. Ibid. 133 God shield aunswered
this otde huddle, I can haue two seruaunts of yat price.

1604 MARSTON Malcontent (Mason), How does thy young
wife, old huddle?

t Htrddle, a. and adv. Obs. [f. HUDDLE sb. or

t/.] A. adj. Huddled, confused, congested.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 162 Mowing with his mouth when

hee spake, . . in his huddle and thicke speech. 1698 Reiwige-
fnl Queen (N.) t Asuddain, huddle, indigested thought Rowls
in my brain. 1713 STEELE Guardian No. 21 p 6 The
huddle group of those who stand most distant.

B. adv. Confusedly; in a crowding mass; in

disorderly haste.

1564 COVERDALE Lett. Martyrs 77 Al that was . . tumul-

tuously spoken, and . . objected of so many, whiche spake
oftentimes hudle, so that one could not well heare an other.

1566 DRANT Horace Sat. iv. B vij b, He . . woulde not move
his foote withall, but huddle he would roule. c 1580 J. JKI -

FERIE Bugbears i. ii. in Archiv Stud. Neu. Spr. (1897) 308
Old men speake hudell many times on that note [cuckold].
1600 HOLLAND Livy xxvu. xl. 658 All dangers come huddle
together. 1601 Pliny 81 Then no order forward can be
kept : the rest thereof shall be set downe huddle by heapes.
1606 Wily Beguiled E ij b, I have suitors come huddle,
twoes upon twoes.

Huddled (hwd'ld), ///. a. [f. HUDDLE v.]
Crowded together without order

;
all in a heap.

1643 M ILTON Divorce n. xv. (1851) 99 The extreme shift of
a huddl'd exposition. 1683 T. HOY Agathocles 6A numerous
huddled Concourse fill'd the place. 1712 STEELE Spect.
No. 302 F ii That huddled Oeconomy of Dress which
passes under the general Name of a Mob. 1809 PINKNEV
Trav. franee 141 The streets . . are very narrow, and the
houses mean, low, and huddled. 1870-4 J. THOMSON City
Dreadf. Nt. n. ii, The huddled stones of grave and tomb :

Some old God's-acre. 1888 TH. WATTS in Athenaeum
18 Aug. 225/2 He drives the wing a huddled throng Back
on the centre ships, that steer for flight.

f Hu-ddle-du'ddle. Obs. rare-1
. [Cf. HUD-

DLE sb. 3.] A decrepit old man.
1599 NASHE Lenten Stuffe 3 Those gray beard huddle-

duddles and crusty cum-twangs were strooke with such
stinging remorse.

Hu'ddlement. [f. HUDDLE v. + -MENT.]
Huddled condition, huddling.
1859 Out of the DeptJis 188 Writhing about in the close

huddlement in which they had lain all night. 1898 Echo
5 Jan. 2/3 Their rule means the grinding of the faces of
the poor, and huddlement in slumdom.

Htrddler. rare. [f. HUDDLE V. + -ER!.] One
who huddles.
1611 COTGR., Brouilleur

t
a confounder, iumbler, hudler,

disorderly shuffler, or mingler of things together.

Hirddling, vbl. sb. [f. HUDDLE v. + -ING'.]
The action of the vb. HUDDLE, in various senses :

esp. a confused or disorderly crowding together.
1581 LAMBARDE Eiren. \. ix. (1602)41 By the vntoward

huddeling of things together, which were at strife the one
with the other of them. 1638 WILKIXS New World it.

(1707) 12 What a huddling and confusion must there be, if

there were two Places of Gravity. 1841 [see HL'DDLE v. 8].

1869 Lonsdale Gloss, , Hnddlin(g\ an embracing, a cuddling.

Hn-ddling, ppl. a. [f. HUDDLE v. + -IXG^.]
That huddles : in various senses of the verb.
(Drant's use is perh. founded on the literal sense assigned

to L. satira of *

hotch-potch, medley *.)

1566 DRANT Horace Sat. A, Next hudling Horace braue
in Satyres grace. 1583 BABINGTON Commandm. iii. (1637)
26 It should be an oflence very fearefull if. .Judges, Justices,
&c. should minister oaths . . in such hudling, posting, and
unreverent manner, as that a man can scarce tell what he
saith. 1634 MiLTONC<7//495 Thyrsis ! whose artful strains
have oft delayed The huddling brook to hear his madrigal.
1816 SCOTT Antig. xvii, The lake discharged itself into the

huddling and tumultuous brook. 1871 R. ELLIS CVi/tt//j Ixiii.

28 On a sudden yell'd in huddling agitation every tongue.
Hence Hivddlingly adv., in confused haste.

1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 42 The property of heate, is to
confound and make a medley of all things, shuffling in one
thing hudlingly vpon another.

t Huddon. Sc.*x& north. Obs. Also4hodon.A whale, or large kind of whale.
? c 1370 John of Bridlington in Pol. Poems (Rolls) I. 196

Et grandia cete, Anglice hodones [printed hodoves]. 1513
DOUGLAS Mneis in. vi. 137 Hir hynd partis ar als grete,
wele nere, As bene ane heiddyous huddoun, or a quhale.
Ibid. x. iv. i72 The remanent straucht like a nschis taill, In
simyntude of huddoun or a quhaill.
t Hu'ddron. Sc. Obs. Also 7 hudderon.

According to Jamieson, A young heifer ; in quot.
app. the skin of one.

159* Sc- Acts Jos. VI, c. 155 Transporting and carrying
foorth of this Realme, of Calue-skinnes, huddrounes, and
Kid-slcinnes [Skene 1609 quotes as '

Hudderons'J.

iuddrouu, a. Sc. ? Obs. Also 8 huderon.

According to Jamieson, Slovenly. Hence perh.

belly huddroutt)
'

slow-belly ', sluggard, in Dunbar.
1500-20 DUNBAK Poents xxvi. 70 Mony sweir bumbard

belly huddroim. Ibid, Ixxv. 38 My belly huddrun, my
swete hurle bawsy. 1721 KELLY Sc. Prov. 14 (Jam.) A
morning-sleep is worth a foldful of sheep to a huderon
duderon Daw.

Huddypeke, var. HODDYFEAK, Obs.

Hude, obs. form of HIDE, HOOD, HUED.

Hudegeld, var. of HIDEGILD-, Obs.
r 1290 FLETA i. xlvii.2o Hudegeld [significat]quietantiam

transgressionis illats in servum transgredientcm.

Huder, Hudge, obs. ff. HITHEK, HUGE.
Hudibrastic ^hi/7dibre-stik),a. (s&.) [f. Hudi-

firas, after such words as fantastic^ periphrastic]
In tie metre or after the manner of Hudibrasy the

celebrated mock-heroic satirical poem of Samuel
Butler published in 1663-78; burlesque-heroic.
1711 Land. Gaz. No. 4939/3 Merrily translated into Hudi-

brastick Verse. 1833 COLERIDGE Table-t. i July, There is

?reat
Hudibrastic vigour in these lines. 1879 B. TAYLOR

tud. Germ. Lit. 147 A didactic poem of a Hudibrastic

character, full of shrewd and pithy phrases. .

b. absol. or as sb. Hudibrastic language, verse,

or style.

17518 J. ELLIS (titles The canto added by Maphaeus To
Virgil's twelve books of .Aneas . . Done in English Hudi-
brastic. 1775 J. JEKYLL Corr. (1894) 56 He must indite

Hudibrastics to Onslow.
Hence Hudibra'stically adv.

1873 MASSON Drumm. of Haivth. xvii. 388 The Anti-

Covenanters or Malignants are described, Hudibrastically.

Hudous, obs. form of HIDEOUS.
Hu'dsoilite. Min. [Named, 1842, from the

Hudson River, near which it is found.] A black

variety of pyroxene, containing much iron.

1842 BECK Min. N. York 405 Hudsonite . . was found by
Dr. Horton in a vein of quartz. 1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5) 216
Aluminous Iron-Lime Pyroxene ; Hudsonite.

Hue t,hiJ, sb.\ Forms: i hiew, hiw, 1-2

hiow, he"o, 1-3 hiu, heow, (2-3 hou), 3 heou,
heouwe, heuwe, hiev, (howe, ewe, euhe), 3-6
hewe, 3-7 hew, (heu), 4 hu, 4 heuh, heu}, huee,

hywe, 4-5 hwe, hye, 4-6 hiewe, (5 huwe,
whew), 6-7 hiew, (7 hieu, heiw), 6- hue. [OE.
hieW) kiw, dial. hlow> ///, ho (inn. hiewes^ etc.):
WGer. htuwj- = Goth, kiwi form, appearance,
show, Sw. hy skin, complexion (: hiuj-}i OTetit.

*kiwjo
m

. Cf. Skr. ckawi hide, skin, complexion,
colour, beauty, splendour.]

f 1. Form, shape, figure ; appearance, aspect ;

species. Obs.

1900 CYNEWULF Crist 721 in Exeter Bk.
t
He . . bser men-

nisc hiw onfeng. 971 Blickl. Horn. 197 Heo [the church of
St. Michael] iseac on onsyne utan yieles heowes. c 1000

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xvi. 3 Nu cunne se tocnawan
heofones hiw. a xioo Ags. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 317/37
forma, hiw. a 1175 Cott. Horn. 223 He com ba a nedren
hiwe. c izoo ORMIN 12605 Godess Cast Inn aness cullfress

heowe. a 1300 Cursor M. 4225 For bi suettnes and bi fair

heu. ci386 CHAUCER Pard. T. 03 (Harl.) Thus put
I out my venym vnder hiewe Of holynes. 1398 TBEVISA
Barth. De P. R. vin. xv. iTollem. MS.), A fayre persone,
fayre yjen, fayre face and semely hye. < 1470 HENRY
Wallace n. 398 [He] Hynt out his suerd, that was of nobill

hew. 1590 GREENE Orl. Fur. Wks. (Rtldg.) 106/2 Thrice
hath Cynthia chang'd her hue. 1653 H. MORE Conjeef.

Cabbal. Wks. (1713) 187 In that squnllid and horrid hew he
sets out this Hyle or First Matter, in the First Day's Crea-
tion.

fb. concretely. An apparition, a phantasm. Obs.
a 1000 Ags. Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 236/8 Fantasia, . .fan-

tasma, scinlac, w^/hiw. 1:1420 LYDG. Assembly Gods 2049
When I sy hit, hit was but a whew, A dreme, a fantasy,
and a thing of nought. 1603 Philotus cxxii. E ij b, I conjure
the . . Be Sanctis of Heuin and hewis of Hell.

2. External appearance of the face and skin,

complexion. Also transf. (In late use passing
into 3.) Hide and (or) hue : see HIDE sb.\ 2 b.
c 1205 LAY. 24644 Wimmen wunliche on heowen. c 1250

Gen. 4- .*. 3051 Wimmen .. Faijer on sijte-.And bri3te on
hewe. la 1366 CHAUCER Rom. Rose 1213 She was not broun
ne dun of hewe. c 1440 Generydes 1677 How fayre of hewe
and womanly she was. c 1560 A. SCOTT Poems (. T. S.) vii.

33 Je
ladeis cleir of hew. x6oo J. PORY tr. Leo's Africa 11.

25 Fhe women, .contenting themselves only with their natu-
ral! hiew. 1777 SHERIDAN Sch. Scaitd. Portrait 104 The
tender hue of female doubt. 1836 HOR. SMITH Tin Trump.
(1876) 78 Our mental hue depends as completely on the
social atmosphere in which we move as our complexion
upon the climate in which we live.

3. Colour.

Down^ to the i6th c. app. exactly synonymous with
'colour'; but it appears to have become archaic in prose

synonym of '

colour
', or a vaguer term, including quality,

shade, or tinge of colour, tint, and applicable to any mixture
of colours as well as to a primary or simple colour.

971 Blickl. Horn. 73 Seo [smerenes] is brunes heowes &
codes stences. ^1050 Byrktfertk's fiandboc in Anglia
VIII. 322 Hytsceal beon hwites hiwes. a m$Ancr.R, 150
Grene ouer alle heowes froureS mest eien. ^137$ Sc. Leg.
Saints, Bertholotneus 56 Sete with stanis of purpure hew.
c 1450 HOLLAND Howlat 431 The colour of asure, ane

heyinliche hewe. 1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. Ded. P iij,

With leaves and blossoms of glorious hewe. 1616 BULLOKAR,

//fit, colour. 1694 ADDISON rcents
^ Virgil^ The flower it

self is of a golden hue. 1791 MKS. RAUCLIH-E Rom. Forest
ii, In the east, the hues be*.anic more vivid. 1808 SCOTT
Mann. vi. xiv, On the Earl's cheek the flush of rage
O'ercame the ashen hue of age. 1836 W. IRVING Astoria
I. 169 Wild flowers of every hue. 1844-57 G. BIRD Urin.
Deposits ted. 5) 233 The urine is of a fine amber hue, often
darker than in health. 1859 \V. S. COI.EMAN Woodlands
(1866) 23 The autumnal hues of the Beech are rich and
glowing in the extreme. 1880 patty Jt'ws 7 Dec. 5/2 The
hue of health will instantly revisit his sunburnt cheek

b. Chromatics. Variety of any colour, caused by
approach to or slight admixture of another

;
tint

or quality of a particular colour.

1857 WILLMUTT PUas. Lit. xi. 43 A phrase or an epithet
in a book is a particular hue or shade of a picture. 1861
Client. Neivs IV. 187 Crimson . . and . . scarlet. The first is

a red with a violet hue, and the second is a red with an
orange hue. 1874 R. TYKWHITT Sketch. Club 32 Hue
[means] variety of colour. 1891 HELEN B. HARRIS A/>ol.
Ariatmtt ii. 19 The ^reen of its garden with the contrasted
hues of the almond and the cypress. 1898 ll't^tm. Gaz.
19 May 3/2 Between tone and hue there is sometimes con-
fusion ; a colour has both tones and hues. There are, for

example, a turquoise hue of blue and a cornflower hue of
blue . . the first having been influenced by the addition of

green, and the second by that of white or black. . . There
may be many hues of a colour and many tones of each hue.

t Hue, sb-~ Also 4-5 hu, 4-6 hew, 4, 7 heu, 5
hewe. hui(e, 6-7 huy, ^6 Sc. hoy), [a. OF. hu t

huit huy, heu, outcry, noise, war-cry, hunting-cry,
n. of action to huer to hoot, cry, shout, HUE #.'*]

Outcry, shouting, clamour, esp. that raised by a
multitude in war or the chase. Obs. exc. in HUE
AND CRY, q.v.
c 1330 R. BRUNNE Ckron. Wace (Rolls) 6089 pe \Y*a[l]ssche

and Scottes wybal ber here Conien wyj? gret noUe & hew
[f.r. hu]. Ibid. 11984 pey..tok |;er weye toward Moungu
Wy|> mykel noyse & cry & heu [t'.r. hu]. 13 .. E. E.
Allit. P. A. 872 A hue fro heuen I herde boo. 1423 Rolls
Parlt. IV. 198/2 Wyth outen hewe or cry. 1565-73 COOPER
Thesaurus, Acclamatio, . . an hue or crie. 1576 TCRBERV.
Generic 136 Why dost thou..me pursue with cry of hounds,
with blast of borne, with hallow, and with hue? 1603
DRAYTON Bar. Wars ii. liii, Like as a Heard of over-heated
Deere. .With Hues and Hounds recou'red eu'ry where. 1779
Gentl, Mag. XLIX. 253 As soon as M. Lally appeared,
a hue was set up by the whole assembly, hisses, pointing,
threats and every abusive name.

Hue (hiw), v [OK. hiwian, f. hiw, HUE j<M]
1. trans. To form, fashion, figure, give an external

appearance to ; esp. (in later use) to colour, f In

early use sometimes, To fashion falsely, feign, pre-
tend. Chiefly in pa. pple. : see HUKJ>///. a.
c 1000 >LFRIC Horn. I. 484 Herodcs hiwode hine sylfne

unrotne. ^1030 Snpp. sElfric's Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 178/39
Colorare^ hiwian. c 1050 Ags. Gloss. Ibid. 408/26 Fingo> ic

hiwige. 4x1300 Cursor M. 28013 Yee leuedis . . studis hu
your hare to heu, hu to dub and hu lo pnynt. 1830 TENNY-
SON Poems 39 All that blue heaven which hues and paves
The other. 1839 J. E. READE Deluge etc. 4 We. .watched
The sunset hueing the rich clouds.

b. Jig. To tinge.
1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 315 My mynde being sur-

prised with sorrow, and hewed with heavinesse.

t 2. To depict, describe vividly. Obs.
c 1450 HOLLAND ffowlat 424 Part of the principale . . I

sail haist me to hewe hartlie but hyre.

1 3. intr. To take a colour
;
to become coloured.

1682 J. COLLINS Salt 4- Fishery 51 The Liquor begins to

hew, and is ready to kern or granulate.

Hue, v-- Now local. Also 4 huw, 6 hew(e.
[app. a. F. hue-r to shout as in war or the chase,
to hoot : app. of onomatopoeic origin. The Cor-
nish use may be an independent onomatopoeia.]
1. intr. To shout, make an outcry ; spec, in hunting,

and now in the Cornish sea fisheries. Cf. HUER.
a 1250 [see HUING vbl. sb.\. 13 . . Guy Warw. (A.) 6728

pe wisest hunt folwej? fast, Huwep & gredej* wif gret blast.

1799 Naval Ckron. I. 475 By the ist of James I. c. 23,
fishermen are empowered to go on the grounds of others to

hue. 1864 MRS. LLOYD Ladies Pole. 39 Do 'ee
' hue '

to the
ladies for the life of 'ee. Look to that ground swell.

2. trans. To assail, drive, or guide with shouts.

1590 COKAINE Treat. Hunting Bij b, Euery Huntsman..
is to hew him or backe him into the Couert againe. ///</.,

To hewe the Roe bucke in, both with voyce and home.
1603-4 Acti James f, c. 23 i It shall . . be lawfull . . for

euery such Watchmen, Balcors, Huors, Condors, Directors
and Guidors. .to enter, .any Landes..and there to watch ..

and to Balke, Hue, Conde, Direct and Guide the Fisher-
men which shall bevpon the said Sea and Sea Coasts. 1676
HOBBES Iliad (1677) 163 As when a lion, coming from the
wood.. Is hu'd by dogs and pesants in the night. Ibid. 259

Dogs and herds-men looking on And hueing him,

Hue, var. HEO, Hipron. she, they.

Hue, var. HOEY, society of Chinese.
1882 DE WINDT Equator 29 Members of a 'Hue', or

Chinese secret society.

Hue and cry, sb. Also 6-7 hu;e)-on-cry, 7

huoncry, 8 hewing cry. (Often hyphened.)

[Anglo-Norman hu c cri, the two words HUE sb.*

and CHY sb., combined in a legal phrase, which
was sometimes even treated as one word.

(There is some ground to think that ktte as distinct from

cry originally meant inarticulate sound, including that of

a horn or trumpet as well as of the voice : cf. quot. 1769
in 2, and Du Cange s.v. Huesium\ also HORNING.)]
1. Law. Outcry calling for the pursuit of a felon,

raised by the party aggrieved, by a constable, etc.

[iaoa Year-bk. 20-21 Edw. I (Rolls) 339 Les presenters de
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la vyle de Hulle aveyt conceit Hu e cry e sanck espandu.
1292 RRITTON i. vi. 4 Ou homme serra trovd occys. .ne heu
ne cri ne avera lev^.J 1502 ARNOLDE Chron. (1811) 90 Ony
persone . . that wyll not helpe constable, sergeauntis and
other officers, .when hue and crye is made. 1555 in Strype
Eccl. Mem. 117211 III. xxvii. 213 For keeping the statutes
of hue and cry. c 1575 Balfonrs Pra. ticks (1754) 512 The
finder sail raise the hoy and cry. 1589 Pappe iv. Hatchet
(1844) 29 Martin, wee are now following after thee with hue
and crie, and are hard at thy heeles. 1598 SYLVESTER Du
Bartas n. i. n. Imposture 345 He flies, And still looks back
fur fear of Hu-on-cries. 1609 SKENE tr. Sc. Acts Male. //,
c. 15 i [To be] followed, with huy and cry. 1668 Lond.
Gaz. No. 324/3 That Huy and Cry be immediately raised
and pursued with diligence, a 1680 BUTLER Rent. 1.1759) II.

454 He. .flies beyond Persuit of Huon-cries. 1782 COWPER
Gilpin 236 Six gentlemen upon the road.. They raised the
hue and cry :

*

Stop thief! stop thief! a highwayman !'

1838 DICKENS O. Twist x, But the old gentleman was not the

only person who raised the hue-and-cry.
b. A proclamation for the capture of a criminal

or the finding of stolen goods.
1601 Nottingltam Rec. IV. 256 Searchinge for suspected

persons vpon huy and crye. 1657 W. MORICE Cocna quasi
Kou'Tf Def. xxi. 180 If a hue and cry should issue for such

persons as carry the marks of Diotrephes. 1685 Col. Rec.
Punnsylv. I. 147 Wm. Haigue Request ye

Secretry that a
hue and Cry from East Jersie. .might have some force and
authority to pass this Province. .; the Secretary Indorsed it

and Sealed it with ye Seal of y Province. 1720 in Rutland
Gloss. (E. D. S.) s.v. Hewing cry, For a hewing cry, ztf.

1834 MEDWIN Angler in Wales 1. 151 No Hue-and-Cry was
puolished, no means taken for my re-apprehension.

C. An official gazette in which particulars about
offences committed, offenders ' wanted ', etc. are

published for the information of the authorities.
In the English Police Gazette the phrase ceased to form

part of the title on March 30, 1839, but it is still (1898) so
used in that of the Royal Irish Constabulary.
1825 J. WILSON Noct. Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 279 Men liter-

ally without a name, except it be recorded in the Hue-ami-
Cry. 1838 DICKENS O. Twist xv, Deeply absorbed in the

interesting pages of the Hue-and-Cry. 1898 (title) The
Police Gazette, or Hue-and-Cry. Published (by Authority)
for Ireland on every Tuesday and Friday.
2. The pursuit of a felon with such outcry.
1648 MAYNE Amorous War\. i, A Hue and Crye of fourty

thousand. 1722 DE FOE Moll Flanders (1840) 326 The hue
and cry was stopped, and the high constable went back

again- 1769 BLACKSTONE Comtti. IV. xxi. (1809) 293 An hue
. .and cry, hutesium et clamor, is the old common law pro-
cess of pursuing, with horn and with voice, all felons.

3. generally. A clamour or shout of pursuit or

assault
;
a cry of alarm or opposition ; outcry.

1584 POWEL Lloyd's Cambria 152 Set vpon them with

great hew and crie. a 1619 FOTHERBY Atkeom. i. x. 4
(1622) 105 Whom the Heathens haue pursued with such an
Hue-and-Crie for most damnable Atheists, 1697 COLLIER
Ess. Mor. Subj. \\. 133 Prosecuted by Apparitions, and
pursued by Hue and Crys from the other World. 1846
RUSKIN Mod. Paint. I. i. i. i. (1848) 3 note, The public took

up the hue and cry conscientiously enough. 1871 SMILES
Character v. (1876) 126 When the ' Novum Organon

'

ap-
peared, a hue-and-cry was raised against it.

attrib. 1870 EMERSON Soc. $ Solit. iv. 60 With his. .hue-

and-cry style of harangue.
Hence Hue-and-cry v., to raise the hue and cry,
make an outcry ; to pursue with hue and cry.
a 1734 NORTH Exam. (1740) 233 We may hue and cry

all over his Book, and hear no Tidings of them. 1830 Gentl.

Mag. Nov. 432/1 The Hedge Hog.hue-and-cried, like a felon.

Hued (hi/7d),///. a. Forms: I (se)hfwod,
2-3 ihewed, 4-7 hewed, (5 huet), 7- hued. [f.

HUE v. or sb. + -ED.] Having a hue, coloured,

t In early use in a wider sense : Figured, formed,
fashioned in outward appearance, including but

not confined to colour ; also sometimes, Falsely
fashioned, feigned, simulated, apparent.

t 1000 ,/ELFIUC Horn. II. 240 Swa micel is betwux ba^re

Jehiwodan anllcnysseandSam so5an Singe. 1175 Lamb.
Horn. 25 He..bi5alswaisan eppel iheoweS, he bio wi'5-uten
feire and frakel wi5-innen. V (11366 CHAUCER Rom. Rose
213 So grene as ony leek, So yvel hewed was hir colour.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 3899 Here huet on his hede as haspis of
silke. (1425 WYNTOUN Cron. vn. v. 192 (Jam.) Chanownys
quhyt, For swa hewyd is thare habyt. 150* DUNBAR Flyting
w. Kennedie 171 Skin, hewd lyk ane saffrone bag. 1615
MARKHAM Eng. Ifousew. (1660) 113 Malmseys be full Wines,
pleasant, well hewed and fine. 1877 L. MORRIS Epic flades
n. 228 Till all the sordid Earth Was hued like heaven.

1890 Spectator 15 Mar., What richly hued birds.

Hued, obs. f. hewed, pa. pple, of HEW. Hue-
holl: see HICKWALL. Huel: seeWHALE.W'HEAL.
Hueld, obs. pa. t, of HOLD v.

Hueless (hi/Hes), a. [f. HUE sb.i + -LESS.]

f 1. (In OE. and ME.) Formless, shapeless.
(Zixoo Ags. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 318/24 Defonnis^ hiw-

leas. a 1200 Ibid. 538/1 Defortnist heowleas.

2. Colourless, pallid.
< 1000 Sax. Leeckd. II. 242 Hu hiwleasehie beo5. .'1380

Sir Ferumb. 923 Olyuer . . pat hewles was of semblant ; for

he bar many a wounde. 1601 R. JOHNSON Kingd. fy

Commw. (1603) 65 The Empire resembled a bloodlesse, yea
a huelesse bodie. 1817 COLERIDGE Sibyll. Leaves Poems
1828 II. 325 Thin and hueless as a ghost.

Hence Huelessness, absence of colour.
1861 W. BARNES in Macm. Mag. June 130/2 Huelessness,

which is called black.

Huelp, obs. pa. t. of HELP v.

Huer (hi*3J). Now local, [f. HuEz>.2 + -ER 1
:

cf. F. kueur.]
1 1. Hunting. One who is employed to rouse

or drive deer with noise and shouting. Obs.

437

153 PALSCR. 231/1 Hewar that fetteth the wyndeles&e in

huntyng, liveur. 1674 N. Cox Genii. Retreat. (1677) 125
Hewers set round the Coverts to make a noise on every side.

2. Fishing. One who directs seine-fishing from

high ground by the sea. Chiefly used in the
Cornish pilchard fishery. Cf. BALKER-.
i6oa CAREW Cornwall 32 b, They, .are directed in their

worke, by a Balker or Huer, who standeth on the Cliff-side,
and from thence discerneth the.. course of the pilchard.
1603 [see HUE r'.

a
a]. 1616 SIR R. BOYLE Diary in Lis-

morc Papers (1886) I. 135 Agreed with yong davies . . to
be our hewer there the next seazon. .If God bless me wt"
a plentefull ffyshing he is to be further considered. 1774
GOLDSM. Nat. flist. (1862) II. in, ii. 313 Men.. called

/liters, who, with brooms in their hands, gave signal^ where
the nets were to be extended. 1864 MRS. LLOYD Ladies
Pole. 7 Watching the movements of the ' Huer' who was
signalling, with green branches in his hands, to the off

shore fleet of boats. 1883 Times 18 May 7 Another relic

..is..an ancient horn blown by the 'huers' when the pil-
chards were first sighted.

Huer, obs. f. WHERE. Huerds : see HUKDS.
Huere, var. HEK pron. Obs., their. Huer-
myde, var. WHEREMID Obs., wherewith. Huer-
oppe, var. WHEREUP Obs. Huet, obs. f. WHAT.
Huf\e, HuflE\e : see HOOF, HOVE.

Hllff (hi>f), v. [Httffvb. and sb, appear late in

the i6th c.
; the vb. being somewhat the earlier.

The formation was evidently imitative of the sound
of a blast of air through an orifice : cf. the earlier

sense 4 of the vb., 3, 4 of the sb. See also HUFF-SNUFK.
HUFF-NOSED appears to be an early derivative.]

f 1. intr. To blow, puff. Obs. exc. dial.

1583 STANYHUBST JEneis in. (Arb.t 86 Too se in what
quarter yt huffeth : How stands thee wind blast . . he
marckcth. iS9* WYRLEV Anitorte t

Ld. Chandos 83 So
^iolus huffs, so billowesbig arise. 1624 MIDDLETON Game
at Chess iv. ii, My conscience is becalm'd rather. I'm
sure there is a whirlwind huffs in mine, sir. 1706 DF. FOE
Jure Div. i. q His stormy Godship [jfeolus] Huffs about
the Skies With Two and Thirty pointed Deities. 1881
Isle of IVigkt Gloss. , Hough, to breathe hard.

' Gwine up-
hill makes me huff.'

1 2. trans. To blow ; esp. to blow or puff up ;
to

inflate, cause to swell
; to raise or erect by inflating

or the like. Alsoyff. Obs. Cf. HUFF-CAP.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 39 The said winde within the

earth, able to huffe vp the ground. 1613 SYLVESTER Elegie
Sir M. D. Hill 138 Lest I, Too-puft with knowledge,
should be huft too-hie. 1649 G. DANIEL Trinarch., Hen.
yt ccxcviii, Barmye Brains huffs yp the rotten Paist Made
apt to mould. 1670 COVEL Diary (Hakluyt Soc.) 256
A sheet of fire, which, .huft my hat and vest like a mighty
gust of wind. 1677 GILPIN Demonol. (1867) 77 Huffing them
up with a confidence that they are above the temptation.
1718 Br. HUTCHINSON Witchcraft 9 They can huff up their

Bellies, that they may seem much swell'd. 17x9 D'URFEY
Pills V. 269, I Will that Butchers Huff their Meat.

1 3. intr. To swell, swell up. Obs. exc. dial.

1656 W. D. Gate Lang. Vnl. xxiii. 285 A wart, a wen. .

a bunch huffing up. 1670-98 LASSELS Voy. Italy II. 117 A
world of shirt huffing about his wrist, a 1680 BUTLER Rem.

(1759)1.168 They huff and swell, Like Pilferers full of what
they steal. 1693 SIR T. P. BLOUNT Nat. Hist. 79 Cochinele. .

being held . . in the Flame of a Candle . . huffs and swells.

1868 ATKINSON Cleveland Gloss., Huff, to become swollen
and puffy, as the flesh where a blow has been received.

f D. To effervesce. Obs.

1707 SLOANE Jamaica I. p. xxviii, Syder, Beer, and Ale
do not keep well here

; they huff and fly in this strange
climate.

f 4. intr. To puff or swell with pride or arro-

gance ;
to speak arrogantly or insolently ; to

storm, bluster, 'talk big'; to 'bluff', Kbatohuff
it. To huffand ding: see DING v. 5. Obs.

1591 HORSEY Trav. (Hakluyt Soc.) 238 The burger-
meister . . hufft therat, saienge they would pass with
their shipplnge in spight of the Quen of Englands power.
1598 FLORIO, Scorntoffiare, to chafe, .to huffe and snuffe.

1677 Gffi't. Venice 300 After they had baul'd and huffed
a good while one against another, they fell at length to

Cuffs. 1678 R. L'ESTRANGE Seneca's Mor. (1702) 257 A
Man may. . Huff it out, and yet be rotten at Heart. 1682

BUNYAN Holy War 109 He refused, and huffed as well

as he could, but in heart he was afraid. 1710 D'URFEY
Pills (1872) VI. 249 The Pedlar began to huff, And said

his Measure was good, a 1734 NORTH Exam. n. iv. (1740)

264 He., walked about well-dressed, huffing and swaggering.
6. intr. To swell with anger or irritation ; to

get out of temper, take offence. Also \to huff it.

"S^ B. JONSON Ev. Man in Hum. I. ii, And still you
huffe it, with a kind of carriage As void of wit, as of
humanitie. 16x1 Coryat's Crudities Panegyr. Verses, For
which let not pur carping Criticks huff. 1678 RYMKR
Tragedies 12 Did ever man huff with such a parenthesis ?

a 1703 BURKITT On N. T., Acts viii. 31 Some would have
huffed at it as a rude affront. 1840 MARRYAT Olla Podr.

(Rtldg.) 323 The.. woman has huffed, and won't trust me.

6. trans. To hector, bully ; to scold, chide,
storm at. (Cf. mod. colloq.

' to blow up '.)

1674 S. VINCENT Yne. Gallant's Acad. 79 If he cannot
have as much as he demands, presently huffs the good-
natured man his Father. 1741 RICHARDSON Pamela 1. 144
And she has huffed poor Mr. Williams all to-pieces for

pleading forme, a 1784 MRS. Piozzi in Boswell Johnson
(1848) 160/2 note, I asked him, if he ever huffed his wife

about his dinner? 1822 W. IRVING Braceb. Hall 11845)
60 Quarrelling with his bread and butter and huffing the

waiter. 1862 MRS. SEWELL Patience Hart xxii. 151 It

seemed no u -c to huff him; he only got the bolder.

HUFF.

b. To drive to, into, off, do out of, etc. by huff-

ing or hectoring.
1681 in Select.fr. Harl. Misc. (1793) 461 They can huff

and over-awe him to things most opposite to his judgment.
1685 H. MORE Paralip. Prophet. 370 As for that gross
Arianism ..it was hufft off the Stage betimes. i6gz SIR
T. P. BLOUNT Ess. 150 No man cares to be HufTd and
Hector'd out of it. 1709 MRS. MANLEY Seer. Mem. (1736)
IV. 215 If. .Oesar [was to be] huffed into Compliance !

C. To treat with arrogance or contempt.
1676 D'UKKKY Mad, Fickle v. ii, You shall be hufft and

cunt, and flip'd and kick'd, Sirra, if you talk of private
Rooms. 1786 BURNS Tiva Dogs 88 How hufTd, and cuff'd,

|

and disrespeckit ! 1859 J. C. FAIRBAIRN Hymns <$ Poems
I 92 Alcmena's son advanced, the beast in scorn Huffed the

j

uplifted club and brandished spear. i88a SPURGEON Serin.
I XXVIII. 123 Pilate had huffed it off with the pert question
!

[etc,].

7. To offend the dignity of, as by discourtesy
i or want of attention ; to cause to take offence,

put into a huff. Chiefly in passive.
1814 MAD. IJ'ARBLAY Wanderer III. 190 Which buffed

me a little, I own. 1825 BROCKETT, Huff, to offend.
'

She's
easily huffed.' 1858 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. \\. x. I. 495
Serene Highness of Heidelberg was much huffed; Kaiser
dreadfully so. 1864 MARY EYRE Lady's Walks S. France
xvii. (1865) 193 She felt huffed at my supposing anything
so vulgar. 1887 Times 31 Aug. 5/1 The Prince contrived
to huff M. Stambouloff in his second interview with him.

8. Draughts. Toremove(,anopponent'sman)fiom
the board as a forfeit for deliberately or neglect-

fully failing to take with it a piece that is en prise.
The removal was (and is still sometimes) marked

by blowing on the piece. (Called in Sc. to blaw
or blow, in Ger. blasen, F. souffler ttne dame.}
f
R. Holme uses ' huff

'

for the taking of the men at draughts
in the ordinary progress of the game ;

Halliwell has also
' In Chess, to remove a conquered man from the board'.
Evidence for these uses has not been found, but Du. blazen
'
to blow '

is used in chess, draughts and backgammon.
1688 R. HouaArnuntry in. 264/2 Ifa Man [at Draughts]

may leap over his Adversaries Man's Head to a Void
square, that Man is Huffed, that is he is taken up as a
slain Man. 1706 PHILLII-S (ed. Kersey) s.v., At. .Draughts
to Huff is to take up and blow off a Man, that the Adver-
sary by oversight let slip from taking another. 1812

Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 74 You may decline huffing an

adversary's piece. 1857 Chambers Inform. People II.

710/2 If a player omit to take a man when it is in his

power to do so, his adversary can huff or blow him that

is, either take the man, or insist upon his own being taken.

9. slang. (See quot.)
1832 Examiner 845/1 Johnson huffed, as it is called, the

murdered man ; that U, threw his arms over his victim's

shoulders, and took the money from his pockets. .Johnson
huffed and Fare robbed the deceased.

tlO. To scai-e away by calling //^7 [HuFF int.'}
i6 AINSWORTH Annot. Gen. (1639) 58 The fowles came

downe upon the carkeises : and Abraham huffed them
away. 1650 TRAPP Comm. Gen. xv. 10 The fowls that
came down upon them . . Abrams huffing of them away.
Hence Huffed ppl. a.

1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. ii. 949 Thy hufTd, puff'd,

painted, curl'd, purl'd, wanton Pride. 1871 Daily News
21 Sept., The Generals who blunder.. should be scored off

and placed aside, like the huffed pieces of the draftboard.

Huff (hvf), s/>- [See HUFF v.]

1 1. A puff of wind
;
a slight blast. Obs.

1600 M'aides Metam, n. in Bullen O. PI. I. 126 This takes
fier like touch powder, and goes off with a huffe. 1668
H. MORE Div. Dial. v. xxix. (1713) 496 An Huff of Phancy,
which ignorant giddy Men may call the Spirit. 1725
BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s. v. Pigeon^ The little huff of wind
thrown in from the Powter [pigeon] gives them heat and
mirth.

fig. 1679 DRYDEN Troilus Pref., If they be in a calm,
'tis in vain for him to be in a huff.

2. A gust or sudden swell of anger or arrogance.
1599 SANDYS Europas Spec. (1632) 47 Some of the ministers

of Spaine in the huffe of their pride have not beene able to

hold in. a 1716 SOUTH Serm. (1737) VII. xii. (R.), An anger
that is but as the spleen of a wa.sp, a short phester and
huff of passion. 1858 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. vi. ii. II. 15
Early in the Spring, a difficult huff of quarrel . . had fallen-

out with his neighbour of Saxony.
b. A fit of petulance or offended dignity caused

by an affront, real or supposed ; esp. in phr. in a

huff, to take huff.
(The quots. before 1757 are doubtful and may belong to

prec. : this sense is not in J.)

[1684 Roxb. Ball. fi886) VI. 171 Jockey he wondred at

Moggie's strange huff; But Moggy was jealous, and that

was enough. 1694 DE LA PRYME Diary (Surtees) 45 Upon
which, in a great huff, he left the college.] 1757 WASHING-
TON Lett. Writ. 1889 I. 426 Every petty person must.. be
caressed or otherwise takes huff, thinks his merit and wisdom

slighted. 1778 Miss BURNEY Evelina xxiv, She went out
of the room quite in a huff. 1836 T. HOOK G. Gurney I. 4
Sir Charles having taken huff at my not being named after

him. 1855 BROWNING Fra Lippo 338 You'll not mistake an
idle word Spoke in a huff by a poor monk. 1869 C. GIBBON
R. Gray xxxi, I wish . . I hadna been sae ready to take the

huff at him on Saturday.

(
c. (?) A hectoring, a bullying. Obs.

1773 N. FROWDE Life etc. 13 Many a sour Look from my
Uncle, and many a Huff and Blow from his Wife.

t 3. Inflated opinion of oneself, and its display ;

arrogance, bluster, bounce, brag. Obs.
1611 COTGR., Palmer les ckeveux des orgneilleux^ to quell

or abate, the huffe of the prowd. 1658 J. HARRINGTON
Prerog. Pop. Govt. (1700) 231 Away with .. this huff of
Wisdom maintain'd by making faces. 1604 R. L'-STRANGE
Fables cxviii. (1714) 135 A Spaniard was Wonderfully upon
the Huff about his Extraction. 1697 CREECH Manilius



HUFF.

n. 73 The School's simplicity, the Court's Address, The
Sooldier's Huff.

t4. One puffed up with conceit of his own import-
ance, valour, etc. ; one who blusters or swaggers ;

a hector, a bully. Obs.

1667 SOUTH Serin. (1823) I. 374 A comp_any of lewd,
shallow brain 'd huffs. 1674 S. VINCENT Yng. Gallant's

Ac,\d.q\ No man isValianterthanour Huffin civil Company.
and where he thinks no danger may come of it. 1678 Advice
to Soldier in Harl. Misc. I. 479 To receive the laws of

honour from the hectors and huffs of the town. 1700 T.

BROWN tr. Fresny's Amuscnt. Ser. <y Com. 130 Every Silly
Huff [is call'd] a Captain. 1713 DARRELL Gentlem. In-

structed Suppl. to ist Pt. viii. 6. 91 This young Huff
commanded a Sergeant to pay him Respect.

1 5. A puffing up or artificial raising. Obs.

1630 ^. Johnson's Kingd. $ C. 51 A better purchase than
the Italian huffe of the shoulder [cf. hnff~shoulders in 9].

6. local. (See quots.)
1787 GROSE Prov. Gloss., Huff* light paste enclosing fruit

or meat whilst stewing, so called from its huffing or puffing

up in the operation. Generally made with yeast. Glouc. 1890
Gloucester Gloss., Huff^ light pastry, or pie crust.

7. Draughts. An act of (

huffing
'

: see prec. 8.

1870
HARDY & WARE Mod. Hoyle, Draughts no The act

of
'

huffing is not reckoned as a move ; a l

nuff and a move '

go together. Ibid., It is called 'standing the huff' when
a player instead of taking the man which is en prise, makes
some other move. 1893 Northumb. Gloss, s. v., A huff is

still accompanied by a blow on the piece.

8. HUFF-CAP B. i. dial.

1790 GROSE Provinc. Gloss, (ed. 2), Huff, in Wiltshire it

signifies strong beer. 1866 R. B. MANSFIELD School Life
Winchester Coll. 180 (Farmer) Washed down by libations

of huff. 1891 WRENCH Winchester Word-bk,> Huff, the

strong beer brewed in College.
9. Comb, t huff-cod, a kind of pea, Vone with

a swollen pod ; f huff-galo, a strong wind
;

f huff-shoulders, elevated shoulders (cf. 5); so

t huff-shouldered adj., having such shoulders.
c 1680 Enquiries 2/2 The Rose Pea, the Horn Pea, large

*Huffcods. 1583 STANYHURST Mneis iv. (Arb.) no Too
stay for a better passadge, for a prosperus *hufgale. 1650
BULWER Anthropomet. xvi. 162 In the Island Tapobrana,
High *huff-shoulders are in fashion. 1590 [TARLTON] News
Purgat. (1844) 119 *Huffe shouldred and of a wrinckled
visag; XS9^ HAKLUYT Voy. I. 21 Rough and huf-shouldred.

t Huff, a. rare. [perh. for kuft, huffed, f. HUFF
v.J Offended, out of temper ; huffed.

1714 C. JOHNSON Country Lasses v. i, This little huff-bluff

Hector will let no body lie with your family but himself.

11717-38
GAY Fables n. i. 87 Reynard grew huff. Says he,

This sneer From you I little thought to hear.

t Huff, int. Obs. [Of same origin as HUFF v.]
1. A sound to scare away birds, etc. : = shoo !

1486 Bk. St. A loans Djb, Cry huff, huff, huff, and make
the fowle to spryng.
2. An exclamation attributed to a swaggerer or

bully, esp. when introduced on the stage.
^1485 Digby Myst. (1882) m. 491 Her xal entyr a galavnt

JHIS seyyng : Hof hof hof, a frysch new galavnt ! c 1530
Hickscorner'm Hazl. Dodsley I. 188 Huff, huff, huff! who
sent after me? I am Imagination, full of jollity. 1586
R. W. 3 Ladies Lon<t. n. in H*z\. Dodsley VI. 254 Huff!
once aloft, and if I may hit in the right vein.

Huff, obs. form of HOVE v.\ and '*.

t Kuffa, int. Obs. =H0FF int. 2.

1519 Interl. 4 Efem. Bij, Make rome syrs and let vs be

mery With huffa galand synge tyrll on the bery. 15*6
SKELTON Magnyf. 754 Hie ingrediatnr Courtly Abusyon
cantando. Huffa, huffa, taunderum, taunderum, tayne,
huffa, huffa ! Cl. Col. This was properly prated, syrs !

what sayda? Court. Ab. Rutty bully, ioly rutterkyn,
heyda ! 1610 Histrio-m. n. in Simpson Sck. Shaks. II. 32
Huffa, huffa, who calls for me? I play the Prodigall child
in jollytie.

Huff-cap (htf'fikzep), a. and sb. Obs. or arch.

[f. HUFF v. + CAP sb.
t

i.e.
( that huffs or raises the

cap '.]

A. adj. \. Of liquor : That goes to the head,

heady, strong. Obs. exc. Hist.

1599 NASHE Lenten Stuffe 74 The huffe-cappest drink in

that house you shal be sure of alwayes. 1630 J. TAYLOR
(Water P.) MKtanrWlaL u. 261/2 Sale of hufcap liquor. 1635

Parr in Harl. Misc. (Malh.) IV. 212 At the alehouse,
huff-cap ale to taste.

2. Blustering, swaggering,
arch.

XS97 S^- HALL Sat. i. iii, Graced with huff-cap terms and

thundring threats. 1737 OZELL Rabelais \. hv, No huff-

cap Squire, or Brother of the Blade. 1889 SWINBURNE
Study B. jonson t A huffcap hero as ever mouthed and
strutted out his hour on the stage.

B. sb. \. Strong and heady ale
; also, a com-

posite drink made from it. Obs. exc. Hist.

1577 HARRISON England n. xviii. (1877) ' 295 There is

such headie ale and beere in most of them, as for the mighti-
nesse thereof, among such as seeke it out, is commonlie
called hu Recap, the mad dog, father whoresonne, angels
food, dragons milke. 1594 GREENE & LODGE Looking
Glasse G. s Wks. (Rtldg.) 127/2 [The] ale is strong ale, 'tis

huffcap. 1630 T. WESTCOTE View Devonshire v. x. (1845) 393
This [the nappiest ale that can be drunk] being made into
a huff-cap is held to be meat, drink, and cloth for warmth.
1884 BLACK Jud. Shaks. xxi, The rascal *brewers .. put all

manner of abominations into their huff-cap.
1 2. A swaggering or hectoring blade ; a swash-

buckler. Obs.
1600 DEKKER Gentle Craft Wks. 1873 I. 70, I am with

child till I behold this huffecap. .when we come in presence
His madnesse will be dasht cleane out of countenance. 1687
M. CLIFFORD Notes Dryden ii. 7 Was not this Huff-cap
once the Indian Emperour, and at another time did not he
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call himself Maximine ? 1706 FAKQUHAR Recruit. Officer

v. v. You have made a fine speech, good Captain Huff-cap !

t Htrffer. Obs.
[f.

HUFF v. + -ER *.] A boast-

ful, swaggering, hectoring person.
1664 BUTLER Hud. H. iii. 1034 To be expos'd, i' th* end,

to suffer By such a braggadocio buffer. 1664 COTTON
Poet. U'ks. (1765) 9 Because he knew them Huffers. 1694
STRYPK Cranmcr in. xxxvi. 453 He was no Huffcr nor Con-

tender, but of an exceeding peaceable and amicable Spirit.

a 1797 MASON Ode to Pinchback (R.), No longer, England,
shall thou dread Such Presbyterian buffers. 1808 E. S.

BARRETT Miss-led General 118 When our generals play the

. .cowards, as the greatest buffers among them will do at

times.

fb. A quadruped: ? a kind of skunk. Obs.

1729 Wood's I'oy. 96 A little creature with a bushy tail,

which we called a Huffer, because when he sets sight on you
he stands vapouring and patting with his fore feet upon the

ground.

Huffily ^htf-fili), adv. [f.
HUFFY a. + -LY-.]

In a huffy or petulant manner ; huffingly.
1861 G. MEREDITH E. Harrington I. xiii. 240 The landlady

turned from him huffily. 1880 MRS. PARR Adam $ Eve x.

140, 'I shan't forget Mr. Adam's opinion of me for one
while ', said Eve, huffily.

Huffiness (hzrfmes). [f. as prec. -t- -NESS.]
The quality of being huffy: fa. Boastfulness, blus-

tering, arrogance, b. Readiness to take offence

or show oneself offended.

1678 H. MORE in Glam'ilfs Sadditcismus (1727) 463 Their

understandings being but creatural huffiness of mind. 1695

J. SAGE Cyprianic ?<? (1847) II. 76 A reconciliation between
. .huflfyness and humility. 1858 LYTTON What will he do ?

iv. xi, That degree of polite culture which gives dignity and
cures huffiness. 1883 LD. R. GOWER My Remin. II. xxvii.

230 He is an amiable youth, but has some, .brusquerie of

manner and huffiness.

Huffing (htf-firj;, vbl. sb.
[f. HUFF v. + -ING 1

.]

The action of the verb HUFF.

f 1. Inflating with wind
; swelling. Obs.

1583 STANYHURST Mneis in. (Arb.) 85 And winds vaunce

fully thy sayls with prosperus huffing. 1608 HEYWOOD Raj>e
Liter. Wks. 1874 V. 200 The seas have left their rowling,
The waves their huffing, the wind^ their puffing.

2. Blustering, hectoring, bullying.
1600 DEKKER Fortttnatus Wks. 1873 I. 124 He scornd all

Famagosta when he was in his huffing. 167* WYCHERLEY
Love in Wood it. i, Coyness in a woman is as little sign of

true modesty as huffing in a man is of true courage. 1729
GAY Polly i. xii, When kings by their huffing Have blown

up a squabble. 1828 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. in. (1863^

468 All his buffings and cuffings from master and mistress.

3. Draughts. See HUFF v. 8.

1865 DICKENS Hint. Fr. \. iv, The huffing of Miss Bella

and the loss of three of her men at a swoop.

Hu'ffing, ///. a. [f.
HUFF v. + -ING 2

.]
That

huffs : in various senses of the vb.

T"l. Blowing; puffing; inflating; swelling.
Obs.

1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. v. 109 Th' Ork, Whirl-poole
Whale or huffing Physeter. 1614-15 Panaretus 708 If the

puffing gales Into the Deep transport her huffing sails. 1650
BULWER Anthropomet. Pref., High buffing-Shoulders here

the Gallants weare. 1670 LASSELS Voy. Italy I.O.6 Vertigals
of whale-bone . . bear out her coats in such a huffing manner,
that she appears to be as broad as long, a 1687 COTTON
Winter iii, ./Eel's huffing brood. 1835 I. TAYLOR Spir.

Despot, vi. 280 The huffing gusts of the coming tempest.

2. Puffed up, conceited, boastful; blustering,

swaggering, hectoring, bullying.
i6oa flow Man may Chuse gd. Wife iv. iii, A huffing

wench, .whose ruffling silks Make, with their motion, music
unto love. 1609 HOLLAND Amm. ftlarccll. xiv. x. 22 The
huffing puffes of stoutness and pride. 1735 POPE Donne
Sat. iv. 201 Huffing, braggart, puff'd Nobility. 1831
Blacfav. Mag: XXIX. 516 The. .huffing, hectoring, basket-

bilted adventurer. 1866 WHIPPLE Char. # Ckarac. Men
186 The bluff, huffing, swearing imperiousness of Thurlow.

Htrffingly ,
adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2

.] In a huffing
manner : a. Arrogantly, b. In an offended way,

petulantly.
1611 COTGR., Guitiguois, de guinguois> huffingly, swagger-

ingly, aswash. 1693 Apol. Clergy Scot. 54 He would treat

us very huffingly. 1851 I. TAYLOR Wesley (1852) 30 When
we deal with occult folk.. huffingly and disrespectfully.

1864 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. xvi. vi. IV. 323 Leave was at once,

granted him, almost huffingly.

Huffish, (hzrfij), a. [f. HUFF sb. + -ISH.]
a. Arrogant, insolent, b. Petulant.

1755 JOHNSON, Huffish^ arrogant, insolent, hectoring. 1796
MRS. MARY ROBINSON Angelina II. 61 If any body has
a right to be huffish, 't is I. 1848 DICKENS Dombey 430 To
return .. a huffish answer. 1885 Punch 13 June, It's no
use to turn huffish or moody.
Hence Htvffishly adv., Hu-fflslmess.

'755 JOHNSON, Hnffishly^ with arrogant petulance; with

bullying bluster. Hujfishness, petulance ; arrogance ; noisy
bluster. 1825 MOORE Mem. 26 Oct. (1853) IV. 329 'Is she
indeed ?

'

answered Piozzi huffishly,
' then pray tell her

I can be as indifferent as she ', and walked away. 1841
Taifs Mag. VIII. 275 The heady huffi.shness and shifting

desperation of foiled ecclesiastics.

Huffle xh*rfl), v. Obs. exc. dial. [dim. and

freq. of HUFF v. : see -LE.]
1. trans. To blow

;
to fan (a fire) ;

to inflate.

1583 STANYHURST &neis i. (Arb.) 39 Whereby hee . . with

gyfts might carrye the Princesse Too braynesick loouefits,

to her boans fire smouldered huffling. 1657 R. LIGON
Barbadoes (1673) 39 Jerkin Beef, which is hufled, and
slashed through, hung up and dryed in the Sun.

t b. To raise in relief, emboss. Obs.

1638 Patent No. 118. 17 July, Ymbroldering or hufling of

guilded leather, .fitt for hangings.

HUFTY-TUFTY.

f2. trans. To puff up, inflate, or elevate with

pride, b. intr. To puff, bluster. Obs.

165* BROMB Dantotselle m. ii. Wks. 1873 I. 426 Let not

your fine French Frippery . . Huffle you up to Soveraignty.
1673 DK. LAUDERDALE in L. Papers (Camden) HI. xii. 14
Another who is about you who yow know hath long huffled

at me. Ibid. 17 But now he is huffled up that he must

appeare a considerable man.
Hence Hu'ffling vbl. sb. and ///. <?., blowing,

blustering, swelling.
1583 STANYHURST Mneis \. (Arb.) 19 Auctoritye . . Too

swage seas surging, or raise by blusterus huffling. Ibid* in.

93 Scaped from rough tempestuus huffling. a 1657 LOVE-
LACE Poems (1864) 225 When to our huffling Henry there

complain'd A grieved earl. 1689 State Europe in Harl.
Misc. I. 200 Her huffling and prosperous condition may be
rendered languishing enough. 1847 C. A. JOHNS forest
Trees Gt. Brit. I. 357 The liuffling winds which we often

experience in summer.

t Huffier (\ur&9i). Obs. [Origin obscure: cf.

HOVKLLEB.] (See quots.)

1723 J. LEWIS Hist. Thanet 23 Huffier, one that carrys
off fresh provisions, and refreshments to Ships. 1808
Athenaeum III. 115 Until very lately the hufflers, or pilots
of Heligoland were under no sort of subordination.

t Hu'ff-ttiuiF. Obs. [f. HUFF v. -f MUFF.] ? A
braggart, a blusterer. Also attrib.

1600 WATSON Decacordon ix. v. (1602) 307 Austrian ..

Netherlandian, and such like Germaine bred huff muff
forces. Ibid, ix. viii. 328 Maugre all the lesuites Spaniards
and huff muffes in the world.

tHu*ff-no:sed. Obs. rare. [app. f. HUFF int.,

v.j or sb. + NOSE.] ? That turns up the nose ;

scornful.

la 1550 BECON Nosegay Wks. (1560-3) i. 103 The proude
Pharises the galaunt Byshops, the huffe nosed priestes.

f Hu-fF-puff, a. nonce-wd. [f.
HUFF +- PUFF.]

Moved with every puff of wind.

1583 STANYHURST JEneis iv. {Arb.) 115 A wind fane

changabil huf puffe Always is a woomman.

t Hu-ff-pufft, a, Obs. Inflated, puffed up.
1608 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iv. v. Bartas 12 Huff-puft

Ambition, Tinder-box ofWar. 1618 Barnevelt's Apol. B ij b,

A matter of import no doubt, Which buff-puft lungs thus

belches out. c i6ao Z. BOYD Zion's Flowers (1855) 8* Huff-

puft some are thus in their proud ambition.

t Huff-snuff, sb. (a.} Obs. ff. HUFF v. +
SNUFF, in the sense 'offence, resentment'; but

largely suggested by the riming ofthe two words, as

in reduplicated formations : see HUFF v.~]

A conceited fellow who gives himself airs and is

quick to take offence ; a braggart, hector.

1583 STANYHURST SEneis etc. (Arb.) 143 A loftye Thrasoni-
cal huf snuffe : In gate al on typstau's stalcking. 1591
GREENE Disc. Coosnage (1859) 43 Seeing such a terrible

huffe snuffe swering with his dagger in his hand. 1598
FLORIO, Risentito,..*. huffe snuffe, one that will soone take

pepper in the nose. 1611 COTGR. s. v. Ferret Mangeur de

c/iarrettes/erre's t a terrible huffsnuffe,scarre-crow, bragga-
dochio. 1653 URQUHART Rabelais n. ii. iz Part of the

Heavens, which the Philosophers call via lactea^ and the

Huffsnuffs, St. James his way.
b. attrib. or adj. Arrogant, hectoring, vapouring.

(11693 URQUHART Rabelais m. xlii. 349 The huff, snuff,

honder-sponder, swash-buckling High Germans.

Huffy (hzrfV), a.
[f.

HUFF sb. +-Y.]
1 1. \\ indy, effervescent, puffy. Obs. or dial.

1765 BROWNRIGC in Phil. Trans. LV. 227 Like the air of

beer, cyder, champaign, and other huffy liquors. 1890
Gloucester Gloss. t Huffy, puffy, not firm.

t2. fig. Airy, unsubstantial. Obs.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst.\. \. 44. 53 The way of physio-
logizing by matter, forms, and qualities, is a more huffie and

ghanciful
thing. 1681 H. MOKE Exp. Dan. Pref. 74 This

pirit of Charity being an huffy blast of crude Enthusiasm.

1 3. Puffed up with pride, conceit, or self-esteem
;

haughty ; blustering. Obs.

1677 Govt. Venice 259 Those . . who before the danger are

most huffy and high, as were the Venetians. 1678 EARL
MURRAY in Laitderdale Papers (Camden) III. Ixxxvii. 151
Lord Cochrane and his brother Sr Johne talked mor huffey
then the rest. 1691 tr. Emilianne"s Frauds Rom. Monks
107 Whether the Church of Rome has reason to be so huffy
and proud of tier Pilgrims and Hospitals.
4. t a. Arrogant, choleric, b. Ready to take

'huff' or offence; touchy, pettish.
1680 BUNYAN Life Badman (ed. Virtue) 524 His natural

temper was to be surly, huffy, and rugged, and worse. 1603
Apol. Clergy Scot. 35 There is no necessity to appear huffy
and out of humour. 1803 JANE PORTER Tkaddcus xv.

(1831) 133 It does not become a person in your situation to

be so huffy. 1890 TESSOPP Trials Country Parson ii. 79
He is

apt
to be stuck up, and she is very apt to be huffy.

Hum, dial, name of the Green Woodpecker:
see HICKWALL.

tHu'fty. Obs. or dial. [Cf. next and HUFF

j/'.] a. Swagger; =next B. b. (?) A swaggerer.
i6*> MELTON Astrologaster 52 (N.) Cut their meat after

an Italian fashion, weare their hat and feather after a
Germaine hufty. 1847-78 HALLIW., Huffy* a swaggerer,
Yorksk.

tHu'fty-ttl'fty^-aiid^. Obs. [A riming com-

pound, f. HUFF sb. and TUFT sb. (perh. in reference to

tufts of feathers worn as '

bravery
'

or finery) + -Y.]

A. adj. Swaggering, bragging.
1596 NASHE Saffron Walden L iy b, Gabriell . . came

ruffling it out huffty tuffty in his suite of veluet. 1599
Lenten Stuffe (1871) 32 Hufty-tufty youthful ruffling com-

rades, wearing every one three yards of feather in his cap
for his mistress's favour.



HUG.
B. sb. a. Swagger, b. '

Bravery ', finery.
1603 BRETON racket Mad Lett. i. xxii, Master Wyldgoose,

it is not your huftie tuftie can make mee afraid of your
bigi;e lookes. a 1652 BROME Datnoiselle in. ii, This is my
Wife .. You have lost yours, you say : Perhaps for want Of
Hufty-tufties {printed tustiesj, and of Gorgets gay.

Hnjf;hg),. Also 6-; hugge. [Appears late

in i6th c. : origin unknown.
Not to be confounded with HUGGE v. to dread, shudder,

shrink with fear or cold. Not connected with Sw. hukti,
Da. sidde /a huk to squat. In some shades of meaning it

approaches Ger. hegtn to foster, cherish, orig. to enclose or

encompass with a hedge ; but it is difficult to see how they
can be connected.]

I. 1. trans. To clasp or squeeze tightly in the
arms : usually with affection = embrace ; but also
said of a bear squeezing a man, dog, etc., between
its forelegs.
1567 DBANT Horace, Art Poetry (R.), And hugge, and

busse, and culle, and cusse thy darling apishe fruite. 1589
Paffie m. Hatchet

1184^) 39 Like an olde Ape, bugges the
vrchin so in his Conceipt [etc.]. 1594 SHAKS. Kick. Ill,
i. iv. 252 He bewept my Fortune, And hugg'rl me in his
armes. 1661 LOVELL Hist. Anint. Introd., The love of apes
is such towards their young, that they often kill them by
hugging them. ciTog POPE Jan. $ May 813 He hugg'tl
her close, and kiss'd her o'er and o'er. 1786 COWPER Lett.
4-5 June, I could have hugged him for his liberality and
freedom from bigotry. 1841 DICKENS Barn. Rmige xli,

Dolly . . threw her arms round her old father's neck and
hugged him tight. 1865 BARING-GOULD Werewolves x. 165
Bruin turned suddenly on him and hugged him to death.

b. transf. s\\Afig. To hugone's chains, to delight
in bondage.
1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. m. i. 214 Staine the Sun with fogge as

somtime cloudes, When they do hug him in their melting
bosomes. 31661 FULLER Worthies (:84o) I. ii. 8 Were
many English plants as rare as they are useful, we would
hug in our hands what we now trample under our feet.

1719 YOUNG Busiris v. i, Now, from my soul, I hug these
welcome chains Which shew you all Busiris. 1769 GRAY
Ode /or Music 6 Servitude that hugs her chain. 1835
WILLIS Melanie 60 As the miser hugs his treasure.

C. fig. To exhibit fondness for ; spec, to caress
or court, in order to get favour or patronage.
i6ai MASSISGER & DEKKER Virg. Mart, n. D.'s Wks.

1873 IV. 30, I do hug thec, For drilling thy quick brains in
this rich plot. 1634 MILTON Comus 164, I . . Wind me into
the easy-hearted man, And hug him into snares. 1711
ARBOTHNOT John Bull in. i, He . . hugged the authors as
his bosom friends. 183* AUSTIN Jurispr. (1879) I. v. 194The general opinion of barristers condemns the sordid

practice of hugging or caressing attorneys. 1836 MACAULAY
in Trevelyan Life I. 451 Mr. Longueville Clarke refused to
fight, on the ground that his opponent had been guilty of
hugging attorneys [cf. HUGGERY].

d. Jig. To cherish or cling to (an opinion, belief,

etc.) with fervour or fondness.

1649 JER. TAYLOR Ct. Exemp. Ep. Ded. i While all strive
for truth, they hug their own opinions dressed up in her
imagery, a 1718 Komi i

J.), Mark with what joy he hugs
the dear discovery I 1817 MOORE LallaR., Veiled Prophet,
Faith, fanatic Faith, once wedded fast To some dear false-

hood, hugs it to the last. 1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits, Race
Wks. (Bonn) II. 23 The Briton in the blood hugs the home-
stead still. 1862 GOULBURN Pers. Relir. v. ii.(i8;3) 84 There
are some, who. .hug a sort of spiritualselfishness.
2. rtfl. fa. To cherish oneself ; to keep or make

oneself snug. Obs.

1641 FULLER Holy % Prof. St. v. xviii. 429 Here Andro-
nicus hugg'd himself in his privacie. 1745 Proj. Manning
Navy 10 We hug our Selves over a Glass of Wine, and a
good Fire, in a Tavern. 1757 W. THOMPSON R. N. Advoc. 33
With a Salary of 150 /. per Ann. . .to. .hug himself comfort-
ably at Night in his own House with his Bottle.

b. fig. To congratulate or felicitate oneself.
i6aa MASSINCER & DEKKER Virg. Mart. v. D.'s Wks.

1873 IV. 77 As a curious Painter, When he has made
some admirable piece, Stands off. .and then hugs Himself
for his rare workmanship. 1650 FULLER Pisgati n. xiv.
301 Herod.. huggs himself that he had fitted their new
King with a short reign. 1731 SWIFT On his Death 115 They
hug themselves, and reason thus; It is not yet so bad with
us. 1843 LE FEVRE Life Trav. Phys. I. i. x. 238 We
hugged ourselves with the idea that we had done right
1863 MRS. CLARKE Shaks. Char. viii. 206 He hugs himself
upon his power over her. 1895 F. HALL Twy Trifles 32 You
hug yourself as a good patriot for holding it in detestation.
3. absol. (also in reciprocal sense), b. intr. To

lie close, cuddle.

1595 SHAKS. John v. ii. 142 To hug with swine, to seeke
sweet safety out In vaults and prisons. 1687 Good Advice
39 Now Ridly and Hooper hug, and are the dearest
Brethren.. in the World. 1695 CONGREVE Lovefar L. in.

v, I love to see 'em hug and cotton together like down
upon a thistle. 1733 POPE Hor. Sat. 11. i. 87 Tis a Bear's
talent not to kick but hug.
4. tram. (orig. JVaut.) To keep as close as pos-

sible to (the shore, etc.) ; to '

cling to '.

1824 HEBER Narr. Journ. (1828) I. 167 The naval tactics
of Bengal . . always incline to hug the shore as much as pos-
sible. 1829 MARHYAT F. Mildmay v, Hugging the Spanish
coast. 1836 KANE Ant. Expl. II. xv. 155 It was a lofty
headland, and the land-ice which hugged its base was
covered with rocks. 1861 HUGHES Tom Brawn at Oxf. ii,

He was hugging the Berkshire side himself, as the other
skiff passed him. 1873 BROWNING Red Cott. Nt.-cap 26 Be
sure I keep the path that hugs the wall. 1882 B. D. W.
RAMSAY Kecoll. Mil. Serv. II. xiii. 24 We hugged the land
as we rounded, and dropped anchor outside the bay. 1898
Daily Neivs 27 June 4/6 There was no panic, no hugging of
cover, such as overtook the troops at Bull Run.

II. north, dial. [It is not clear that this is the
same word.] 6. trans. To carry.
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i?88 W. MARSHALL Yorkth. II. Gloss. (E. D. S.), Hitf,
to carry ; especially a cumbrous load. 18x5 BROCKETT,
Hug, to_carry, especially if difficult. 1891 ATKINSON Last
Gicinl'K illers 60 Pokes big enough to hold two or three
pigs each, to '

hug
'

them in. 1893 SNOWLJEN Tales Yorksh.
tt'tilils 135, I hugged her box up iro

1

t' station.

(In most dialect glossaries from Northumberland to Lin-
colnshire: not in Sc.)
Hence Hugged, Hu'ggiug ppl. adjs. ;

also
Hu'ggingly adv.
1841 DICKENS Barn. Rvdge \\x, Who could look on.,

and not desire to be. .either the hugging or the hugged?
1870 W. MORRIS Earthly Par. IV. 25 Into.. a hugging
bear He turned him. 1879 S. LANIER Poems (1884) 41 The
hugged delusion drear. 1891 G. MEREDITH One of our
Cong. \. xii. 234 There was an obstacle to his being hug-
gingly genial, even candidly genial with her.

Hug (hg), sl>. [I. prec. vb.]
1. A strong clasp with the arms

; an embrace
of affection

; also, a close or rough grasp ; the

clasp or squeeze of a bear.

1659 Lady Alimony II. Prol. in Hazl. Dodiley XIV. 288
Apt for a spousal hug. 1727 BAILEY vol. II, A Hugg, an
Embrace, a 1732 GAY J.,i, Why these close hugs ? I owe
my shame to him. 1773 GARRICK in Boswell Johnson
Apr., Johnson gives you a forcible hug, and shakes laughter
out of you, whether you will or no. 1828 SCOTT F. M.
Perth vi, Keep at arm's-length, then . . I will have no
more close hugs. 1839-40 W. IRVING Wolfcrt's R. (1855)
201 Bruin raised one arm, and gave the dog a hug that
crushed his ribs. 1880 Miss BRADDON Just as I am xxxl,
She gave his lordship a hug.
2. A squeezing grip in wrestling ; esp. Cornish

(t Devonshire) hug, a special
' lock

'

of Cornish
wrestlers ; hence fig. (see quot. 1661).
16x7 MIDDLETON & ROWLEY Fair Ovarrel n. ii, I'll show

her the Cornish hug. c 1626 Dick oj Devon, iv. iii. in But-
len O. PI. II. 80 Onely a Devonshire hugg, sir. a 1661
FULLER Worthies, Cornwall i. (1662) 197 The Cornish are
Masters of the Art of Wrestling. .Their Hugg is a cunning
close with their fellow-combatant, the fruits whereof is his
fair fall, or foil at the least. It is figuratively appliable to
the deceitfull dealing of such, who secretly design their

overthrow, whom they openly embrace. 1705 Char.
Sneaker in Harl. Misc. (1808) XI. 29 His St. Maw's Muse
has given the French troops a Cornish hug, and flung them
all upon their backs. 1754 FOOTE Knights i. Wks. 1799 1.

67 We don't wrestle after your fashion.. we all go upon
close hugs or the flying mare. 1827 HONE Kvery-day Bk.
II. 1009 In the ' Cornish hug', Mr. Polwhele perceived the
Greek palsestral attitudes.

Huge (hid2,), a. (adv.} Forms : 3- huge ;

also 4-5 hoge, heug(e, 5-6 houge, 5-7 hudge,
(4 hogge, hug, hughe, 5 hugge, howge, hogh(e,
hoege, 6 houdge, hewge, hoouge). [ME. huge,
hoge, app. aphetic f. OF. ahuge, akoge, ahoegi,
in same sense, of unknown origin.
It is, however, noteworthy that no connecting link in the

form of Aw^tf inOFr., or ahuge m early ME., has as yet been
found.]

1. Very great, large, or big ; immense, enormous,
vast. a. Of things material or of spatial extent.
a 1275 Proa. SEtfredjw) in O. E. Misc. 138 t>uru )>is lore

and genteleri he amendit huge cpmpanie. c 1330 R. BRUNNE
Chron. (1810) 31 He brouht with him a deuelle, a hogge
Geant. 13. . Gam. $ Cr. Knt. 743 Of hore okez ful hoge
a hundreth to-geder. 1390 GOWER Con/. I. 236 He.. made
an hughe fire. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccxxvi. 231A ful houge and boystous meyne of dyuerse nacions. 1581
MARBECK Bk. ofNotes 343 The waues of the hudge rloude.

1634 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. 212 Fishes are in huge num-
bers here. 1791 COWPER Iliad vn. 246 So moved huge
Ajax to the fight. 1832 G. DOWNES Lett. Cant. Countries
I. 373 Naples is huge, and populous. 1890 SWINBURNE
Stud. Prose <$ Poetry 221 The huge fireplace with its

dragon-like dogs.
D. Of things immaterial.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1659 He hade so huge an insyjt to
his aune dedes. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Margaret 671 A
gret hug thonir com but bad. 1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xi.

242 Martha on Marye magdeleyne an huge pleynte she
made, c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun 346 For hoege lufy1 he
shuld noght hire greue. 1539 MORE Comf. agst. Trib. in.
Wks.

1259^1 How woonderfull houge and gret those spiritual!

heauenly loyes are. 1680 ALLEN Peace q Unity Pref. 3 The
Peace, .of the Church is a matter of that huge moment, that
[etc.). 1834 MEDWIN Angler in Wales I. 143 [He] took a
huge fancy to the wench. 1877 DOWDEN Shahs. Prim.\i. 135
His affliction serves as a measure of the huger affliction of
the King.

c. transf. Of persons in reference to their actions
or attributes : Of very great power, rank, posses-
sions, capabilities, etc.

<ri4oo Destr. Tray 3924 Hoger of hert and of her wille,He demenyt well his maners, & be mesure wroght. 1430-40
LYDG. Bochas VI. iii. (1554) 150 b, The great Duke so
mightie and so huge, c 1470 HENRY Wallace xi. 29 Off
Glosyster that huge lord and her. 1858 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt.
n. xi. 1. 116 An only child, the last of a line : hugest Heiress
now going.

1* 2. Very great in number, very numerous, rare.
1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xix. 89 Hudge is jour fais

within this fals Regioun.
t3. Phr. In huge: hugely, vastly, extensively.

(Cf. at large.} Obs. rare.

1584 HUDSON Du Bartns" Judith \. 101 More than euer
Rome could comprehend, In huge of learned books that

they ypend.
4. Comb. Parasynthetic, as huge-armed, -bellied,

-bodied, -boned, -built, -grown, -horned, -limbed,

-proportioned, -tongued, etc. adjs.
1599 MARSTON Sea. Yillanie II. vi. 201 Huge-tongu'd

Pigmy brats. 1611 DKAYTON Poly-olbion xiii. (R.), Many a

HUG&ER.
huge-grown wood. 1624 MILTON Parapkr. Ps. cxiv. ir
The high hugebellied mountains skip like rams. 1808
SCOTT Marat, v. xv, Huge-boned, and tall and grim, and
gaunt. 1877 BRYANT Lit, People ofSnow 122 Huge-limbed
men.

t B. adv. Hugely, immensely. Obs,

1450-70 Golagros $ Caw. 498 Yone house is sa huge hie.

1631 WEEVER Anc. Fun. Man, n Tombes are made M>
huge great, that they take vp the Church. 1674 N. FAIRFAX
Bulk 4- Sehi. To Rdr., Lessenings of them, who have done
huge well. 1679 PULLER Moder. Ch.Eng. (1843) 290 Many
are huge concerned to shift off the conviction of this truth.

fHugeful, a. Obs. [f. prec. + -FUL.] Huge.
1413 Pilgr. Smule (Caxton: iv. xxxviii. (1859) 65 Hugefull

peyne, and laboure.

Hugely (hii/'d^li;, adv. [f. HUGE a, + -LT^.]
In a huge manner ; very greatly, extremely ; im-

mensely, vastly, enormously.
^1380 Antecrist in Todd Three Treat. ff^yc/i/'iiB^i') 134

Pei weren hugely comfortid whom Crist come unto. 1381
WVCLIF Gen. xvii. 2, I shal multiplye thee ful hugeli. 1422
tr. Secreta Secret., Priv, Priv. (E. E. T. S.) 192 Mariage
. .is hugeli pleasant to god. 1530 RASTELL Bk. Purgat. n.
xviii, When any member of the bodye is vehemently and
hougly styred. 1651 JER, TAYLOR Scrm./or Year i. ii. 10
The man was hugely rich. 1710 STKKLE latter No. 266^2
They love one another hugely, n 1839 PRAED Poems (1864)
II. 121, I like him hugely ! 1858 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. i. iv.
I. 33 A. .hugely ingenious old gentleman. 1871 R. ELLIS
Catullus x. 12 Our praetor . . could hugely Mulct his company.
Hugeness hm-dgnes). [f. HUGE a. + -NESS.]
The quality or condition of being huge; extra-

ordinary greatness of bulk ; immensity, vastness.
< 1380 Sir Fernmb. 52 Of such anoj>er herde je nere,

nowar fmr }e han gone, Of Strengbe, of schap, of hugenys.
I398TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xiu. xxvi. (Bodl. MS.},j>e whale
is icleped Cte for hougenes of his bodie. 1579 E. K. Spenser's
Shefh. Cal. Apr. (Emblem), The hugenesse of his imagina-
tion. 1616 SURFL. & MARKH. Country forme 649 Vet is

the pake accounted the King of the forrest . . in respect
of his largenesse and hudgenesse. 1753 HOGARTH Anal.
Beauty vi. 29 The hugeness of its few distinct parts strikes
the eye with uncommon grandeur. 1818 KEATS Endym.
in. 346 A dread waterspout had rear'd aloft Its hungry
hugeness.

Hugeous (hiw-d^s), a. (adv.}. [f. HUGE a.

+ -OUS.] -HUGE.
a IJM SKELTON Ware the Hauke 48 He made his hawke

to fly, With hogeous showte and cry. 1555 EDEN Decades
To Rdr. (Arb.i 49 The hugious heapes of stones of the
Pyramides of Egypt. 1656 DAVENANT Siege Rhodes i.

(1673) 27 Then the hug'ous great Turk Came to make us
more work. 1754 RICHARDSON Grandison (i78i)VI. liii. 342
They should all have taken it as a hugeous favour. 1826
SCOTT Woodst. xiv, My master is close by.. beside the

hugeous oak. 1885 DOBSON Sign ofLyre 125 The Squire in

transport slapped his knee At this most hugeous pleasantry,

t b. as adv. Hugely, immensely. Obs.

1673 WYCHERLEY Gentletn. Dancing-Master iv. Wks.
(Rtldg.) 56/2, I am hugeous glad.
Hence Hu-geously adv.

t hugely ;
Hu geous-

uess, hugeness.
a 1643 W. CARTWRICHT Ordinary in. v, I love these ballads

hugeously. 175* FIELDING Amelia "Wks. 1775 X. 75 My
mind misgives me hugeously. i78sSARAH FIELDING Ophelia
II. vi, He will have fretted hugeously. 1859 G. MEREDITH
R. Feverel xxi, His hugeousness seemed to increase.

[Hugesorne, a.
t
erroneous alteration of UG-

SOME, horrible, dreadful. [Cf. HUGGE v.]
a 1568 COVEHDALE Hope Faith/, xxvi, (Parker Soc. II. 205),
No tongue is able to express the terrible and hugesome
{orig. ed, ugsome] pain and punishment thereof].

Huggaback, obs. form of HUCKABACK.
t Hugge, v. Obs. [A variant of UGGE.] a.

intr. To shudder, shrink, shiver, or shake with fear

or with cold. b. trans. To abhor, abominate.

1483 Cat/i. Angl. 191/1 To Uuge,.a&&omtnari, detestari

[etc.]. 1530 PALSGR. 588/2, 1 hugge, I shrinke me in my bed.
It is a good sporte to se this Jytle boye hugge in his bedde
for colde. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 184/26 To Hugge, horrescere.

Hence T Hugged///, a., abhorred; abominable,

ugly.
<:i53oLD. 'R'E.K&Eg&Arth.Lyt.Bryt. (1814) 138 The stroke

lyght on the grete deuyll, soo that hys hugged and foule

heed flewe to the earth.

Hugge, obs. form of HUGE.

Hugger (ho-gaj), sbJ-
[f. Hucuf. +-EB 1

.] One
who hugs. b. dial. A porter or carrier (fahitby
Gloss. 1876).
1682 OTWAY Venice Pres. n. i, Bedamore. Pierre 1 I must

embrace him. My heart beats to this man as if it knew him.

Renault. 1 never lov'd these Huggers ! 1894 Nation iN.Y.)

13 Sept. 204/2 Not only are they [serpents] carried in such
a way as to prevent their striking, but the 'hugger', as the

attendant priest is called, is always present with his whip to

guard against an accident.

tHu'gger, sb? Obs. [Cf. HUGGER v.] Con-

cealment; ^HUGGER-MUGGER sb. i.

1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 250 Hee counselleth . . to

keepe them no longer in hugger, but to let them..shewe
themselves abroade.

Hugger, j/>.3 Var. HOGGER, a footless stocking.
1791 NEWTE Tour Eng. ty Scot. 50 Others . . wear what

they call huggers, and in the Northern parts of Scotland

hugger-muggans that is, stockings with the feet either worn
away by long and hard service, or cut from them on purpose.
18*7 J. WILSON Noct, Ainbr. Wks. 1855 I. 287 A lassie frae

Yarrow or Ettrick, in worsted huggers.

Hugger (h'g3j), v. Obs. exc. dial. [prob.
short for HUGGER-MUGGER v. (But possibly the

source of the first element of the compound.)]



HU&GEE-MTJG.

f 1. intr. To be concealed ; to lie in ambush. 0/>s.

1567 HARMAN Caveat (1869) 43-4 Such a one they saw
there lyrkinge and huggeringe two houres before.

2. trans. To conceal, keep secret ; to wrap up.
1600 BRETON Pasquits Message (16-26) E, Tell Trueth for

Shame and Hugger up no ill. 1876 Whitby Gloss, s. v.,
'

Hugger 't up onny hoo, 1's clash'd for time ', wrap it up in

any shape, I am in a hurry.

f 3. intr. To become confused or disorderly ; to

get into confusion. Obs.
t: iuo SKELTON Vox Popitli 603 By Codes blessed mother,

Or thei begynne to hugger, For Codes sake looke aboute.

(Hugger-mug. Obs. = next A. i.

1654 E. JOHNSON Wond. turkg. Provid. 206 They have
taken up a desolate Wilderness to be their habitation, and
not deluded any by keeping their possession in huggermug.

Hugger-mugger (h'gaj|m-gaj), sb., a., and
adv. terms : 6 hukermoker, hoker moker,
hoeker-mooker, (also 9 dial.) huekermucker,
hugger mucker, 6-7 hucker mucker, 6- hugger
mugger, hugger-mugger, huggermugger. [This
is the commonest of a group of reduplicated words
of parallel forms and nearly synonymous meaning,
including hudder-mudder, Sc. kadge-mudge, and
obs. hody-moke. Nothing definite appears as to

their derivation or origin, and it is not unlikely
that they came from different sources, and in-

fluenced each other. An early form, more usual

in i6th c., was hucker-mwker Choker-maker), the
second element of which may have been the ME.
vb. mukrc, mokcrt-n to hoard up, conceal, whence

mukrere, mokerere hoarder, miser (cf. sense I b).
Whether hucker had an independent existence (cf.

the prec. words), or was merely a riming variation,
cannot at present be determined. The change to

hugger-mugger was phonetically easy and natural,
but may have been helped by the influence of

kuJder-mudder, which was app. of different origin.]
A. si.

1. Concealment, secrecy ; esp. in phr. in hugger-
mugger : in secret, secretly, clandestinely. Formerly
in ordinary literary use, now archaic or vulgar.
15*9 MORE Dyaloge 11. 52 b/2 He wolde haue hys faythe

dyuulged and spredde abrode openly, not alwaye whyspered
in hukermoker. Ibid. iv. 121 b/i Suche thyngys.. these here-

tyques teche in hucker mucker. 1539 TAVERNER Card.

Wyse^d. i. 26 a, It shal be done moche better in open courte,
and in the face of al the world, then in hugger mugger.
1553 BECON Rfligues ofRome > 1563) 129 The wordes of the
Lordes Supper . . were not spoken in hocker mocker . . but
playnely, openlye and distinctly. 1590 in Ace. $ Pap.
relating to Mary Q. of Scots (Camden) 114 Secreatfie

demeasned, or handled in hugger mucker, or rufflid up in
hast. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 563 Say that this is done
in secret and hucker mucker. 160* SHAKS. Ham. iv. v. 84.

1633 FORD 'Tis Pity in. i, There is no way but to clap up
the marriage in hugger-mugger. 1678 BUTLER H-ud. in. iii.

123 In Hugger-mugger hid. 01734 NORTH Lives III. 314
The good old lady . . took him into hugger-mugger in her
closet, where she usually had some good pye or plumb cake.

1836 GEN. P.THOMPSON Exerc. (1842) IV. 91 The resolution
that the voting in Committee shall take place in

'

hugger-
mugger'. 1874 MOTLEY Barneveld I. iv. 226 The trial was
all mystery, hugger-mugger, horror.

b. One who keeps things hidden or in secret
;

a hoarder or miser. (? erroneous use.)
1862 TROLLOPE Jf. Amer. I. 289 Nor is the New Yorker a

hugger-mugger with his money. He does not hide up his
dollars in old stockings, and keep rolls of gold in hidden pots.

2. Disorder, confusion
;
a medley, muddle.

ggei _ _

1871 SMILES Charac. ii. (1876) 54 Muddle flies before it, and
hugger-mugger becomes a thing unknown. 1887 6". Ckesh.
Gloss, s. v., My pleeces bin aw i sich a huekermucker I'm . .

asheemed o* annybody gooin' in 'em.

B. adj. 1. Secret ; clandestine.

1692 tr. Sallust 330 What hugger mugger Funerals of
Citizens, what sudden Massacres committed in the very
Arms of Parents and Children. 1754 RICHARDSON Grandison
xliv. (1781) VI. 282 No hugger mugger doings ! Let private
weddings be for doubtful happiness ! 1796 MRS. M. ROBIN-
SON Angelina II. 127 No hugger-mugger doings for me !

2. Rough and disorderly, confused, makeshift.
1840 MRS. F. TROLLOPE Widow Married xix, I'd rather,

ten times over, live hugger-mugger fashion, as we are now.
1853 JERDAN Avtoc-iog. IV. xii. 213 You find matters . . so

clumsily set out, that you fare in the style called hugger-
mugger. 1866 CARLYLE Remin. (1881) I. 203 In a kindly
and polite yet very huggermugger cottage. 1883 S. C. HALL
Retrospect II. 315 The household was supplied in a hugger-
mugger fashion.

C. adv.
1. Secretly, clandestinely ;

'
in hugger-mugger '.

1516 SKELTON Magnyf. 392 Thus is the talkyng of one and
of oder As men dare speke it hugger-mugger, a 1700 B. E.
Diet. Cant. Crew, Hugger-mugger, Closely or by Stealth,
Under board.

2. In rough disorder or confusion,; in a muddle.
1880 TENNYSON Village Wife xviii, Hugger-mugger they

lived, but they wasn't that easy to please. 1894 Daily
Graphic 3 May 7 The Reformation . . left ourChurch system,
as regards the appointment of the clergy, all hugger mugger.

Hugger-mugger, v.
[f. prec.]

. 1. trans. To keep secret or concealed
; to hush up.

1803 MARY CHARLTON Wife I, Mistress IV. 25 His uncle..
had saved a mort of money. . and behold, it was all hugger

440

muggered away. 1862 .V. Y. Tribune i June (Bartlett), That
is a venial offence, to be hugger-muggered up. 1891 ATKIN-
SON Last Giant-killers 105 That . . plunder . .which . . you
keep hugger-muggered up in. .your cave. 1898 Daily News
5 Apr. 3/1 For two years the City Corporation tried to hug-
ger-mugger this nasty little incident out of sight.

2. intr. a. To proceed in a secret or clandestine

manner ; esp. to meet or assemble in this manner.

b. To go on in a confused or muddled way.
1805 Morn. Herald in Spirit Pub Jrnls. (1806) IX._3s6

It's a shame to hugger-mugger on without making a little

figure now and then. 1862 A'. J '. Tribune 25 Feb. (Bartlett,

Listening to key-hole revelations, and hugger-muggering
with disappointed politicians. 1879 MCCARTHY Donna
Quixote III. vii, She won't stand much more of you and nit

hugger-muggering together. 1887 M. BETHAM-EDWARDS
Next of Kin Wanted I. viiL no Let the whole lot hugger-

mugger together old maids, Jesuits, saints, sinners.

Huggery (hzrgari). [f.
HUG v., HUGGER sbJ- :

see -ERY.J The action or practice of hugging ; esp.

the practice of courting an attorney, etc. with the

view of obtaining professional employment.
1804 L. T. REDE Ess. Exam. Laws Eng. (ed. 2) I. 65 The

barrier [of etiquette] is now removed by the eagerness of
barristers to procure business by flattering and courting
attornies who have the distribution of it this is distinguished

by the curious appellation of buggery. 18x0 LD. CAMPBELL
in Life (iSSij I. 249 We lived together very amicably, not-

withstanding a few jealousies and rumours of buggery.
18*7 Blackw. Mag. XXII. 511 With the most ludicrous
exultation and self-buggery. 1854 Eraser's Mag. L. 269
Though huggery and undue familiarity with attorneys are
forbidden by the etiquette of the Bar, yet there is no canon
of the profession against huggery of parliamentary agents.

Hu'ggin. dial. Alsohuggan,-on. [cf.Ht'CK^.i,

HUCK-BONE.] The hip-bone, esp. of a horse or cow,
1737 BRACKEN Farriery Impr. (1757) II. 28 His Ribs

elevate and round near the Huggon or Haunch- Bones. 1829
Glover's Hist. Derby I. 205 From his huggtn or hip bone to
the root of his tail, 2 ft. i in. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss.) Huggan^
the hipbone of a horse or cow. 1877 Hotderness Gfoss.,

Huggont
the hip-bone of a horse. 1886 S. W. Line. Gloss. t

Hugfin t the hip. I was always a poor shortwaisted thing,
my huggins come up so high.

Hugging (hzrgirj), vbl. s{>. [f. HUG v. + -ING *.]

The action of the verb HUG.
1615 CHAPMAN Odyss. xxti. (R.), They, .pour'd a flame Of

loue, about their lord : with welcomes home, With huggings
of his hands. 1639 Du VERGER tr. Camus' Admir. Events
5 They were Apes huggings, which smother with their

imbracings. 1810 Sporting Mag. XXXV. 193 After a
hugging battle of forty minutes. 1897 W. H. THORNTON
Remin. W. C. Clergyman iv. 125 There was . . no hugging
of children, no hand-shaking with friends.

Hugging///. a. t Huggingly adv. : see HUG v.

Huggle (htrg'11, v. Now dial. [? iterative of
HUG z>J To hug.
1583 STUBBES Anat. Abus. i. (1879) 97 So he haue his

pretie pussie to huggle wit hall, it forceth not. 1603 HOLLAND
Plutarch** Mor. 221 She taketh it into her armes, she
hugleth it in her bosome, and kisseth it. 1675 TEONGE Diary
(1825) 10 The women, .huggling the water-men about the
necks. 1835 Taifs Mag. II. 513 Putting out his arms to

huggle the old lady round the neck. 1881 Leicestersh. Gtass,,

Huggle, to hug, embrace. 1886 in S. W. Line. Gloss.

Hence f Haggle-my-buff, cant name of some
drink. Cf. HUGMATEE.
1756 W. TOLDERVY Two Orphans IV. 79 Dry gin . . in every

dose of huggle-my-buff, or hot-pot.

Huggo, obs. f. HOGO. Hughe, Hughely,
obs. ff. HUGE, UGLY. Huginess: see under HUGY.
Hugly, obs. f. UGLY.

tHugTliatee. Obs. [?from phrase hug-me-
fye^\ Cant name of a kind of ale.

1699 BENTLEY Phal, Pref. 33 He is better skill'd in the

Catalogues of Ales, his Humty Dumty, Hugmatee, Three-
Threads, and the rest of that glorious List, than in the

Catalogues of MSS. a 1704 T. BROWN Wks. (1760) IV. 218
(D.) No hugmatee nor flip my grief can smother.

Hugsome, var. UGSOME.

Huguenot ,hi'gen^t), sb. (a.) Also (6 huge-,
7 hague-, hugunot), 7-8 hugonet(t, 7-9 hugo-
not. [a. F. Hitguenotj a word of disputed origin ;

according to Hatz.-Darm. (who cites the form

eiguenots from Chron. de Geneve of1550), a popular
alteration of Ger. eidgmosz (Du. eedgenoot}, con-

federate, under the influence of the personal name
Hugues, Hugh.] A member of the Calvinistic or

Reformed communion of France in the i6th and
1 7th c. ; a French Protestant. In French, orig.
a nickname, said to have been imported from
Geneva

;
in English, chiefly a historical term.

1565 T. STAPLETON Fortr. Faith 72 Except a number of
rebellious hugenots. c 1592 MARLOWE Massacre Paris Wks.
(Rtldg.) 234/2 There are a hundred Huguenots and more
Which in the woods do hold their synagogue. 1630 A'.

Johnson's Kingd. fy Comnrw. 89 For in Pans they, .call any
Prince Hugonet, who dares onely say, That Nostre Dame
is but a darke melancholike Church. 1759 ROBERTSON
Hist. Scot. (1761) I. 496 The French King had lately
obtained, .advantages over the Hugonots. 1845 M. PATTISON
Ess. (1889) I. 12 The Huguenots had pillaged the shrine

;

the Revolution swept it away altogether. 1846 HARE
Mission Comf. (1850) 359 Some . . took part in the massacre
of the Hugonots. 1867 SMILES Huguenots, Eng. i. (1880) 21
Mahn . . gives no fewer than fifteen supposed derivations of
the word Huguenot.
B. adj. (or attrib.} Of or belonging to the

Huguenots.
iSQaNewsfr. France 10 The King is resolved to make

HUISHER.
his Hugonot Subjects grow weary either of their lives, or of
their Religion. 1683 LOCKK in Ld. King Life (1830) II. 202
A man may be saved in the Presbyterian, Independent, or

Hugonot Church. 1873 SMILES Huguenots Fr. Pref. U88i) 5
A Huguenot engineer directed the operations at the siege
of Namur, i&fiProspectus ofHuguenot Society ofLondon,
Founded in 1885. .Objects.. 2. To form a bond of fellowship

among some of those who desire to perpetuate the memory
of their Huguenot ancestors.

Hence Hngiienotic i^'tik) a.
t
of or pertaining

to the Huguenots; Hu'guenotism, the religious

system or doctrine of the Huguenots; Calvinism.
1611 COTGB., Hugwenottei ie, Huguenotisme, Caluinisme.

1859 tr. Latnartine's Mary Stuart App. 150 Huguenotism
was drowned in blood. 1897 Saga-Bk. Viking Club Jan.
272 He questioned whether some of the brachycephalic
skulls [in Denmark] were not Huguenotic.

t Htrgy, a. Obs. Forms : 5 hogy, 5-7 hugy,
6-7 -ie, 6 hougy, -ie, hudgy, 8 hugey. [f. HLGE
a. +-Y. Cf. dusk, dusky, murk, murky.] - HUGE.
(1420 LYUG. Assembly of Gods 1095 An hogy myghty

hoost. 1422 tr. Stcreta. Secret., Priv. t'riv, (.E. E. T. S,i 174
An hugy ryuer rennynge by the Cite wallis. 1579 TWYNE
rhisicke agst. J-'ort. i. ixxxvii. 109 b, Whence this roaring
of the hougy waues? 1697 DRYDEN Virg. sEneid\. 113 His
hugy bulk on sev'n high volumes roll'd. 1728 VANBR. & CIB.
rro-i: Uusb. i. i, He has hugey business with you.
Hence t Hu'gfiness, hugeness.
1559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosniogr. Glasse 169 The hougienesse

of the labor. 1608 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iv. iv. Schism
1016 This mighty Fish, of Whale-like huginess.

Huh ^hu;, int. A natural utterance, expressing
some suppressed feeling.
1608 MIDDLETON Mad World in. ii, There's gold for thee !

huh, let her want for nothing, master doctor. 1733 FIELDING
Miser iv. xiii, Huh ! now would some lovers think them-
selves very unhappy. 1814 Manceuvering i. i, Married !

huh- is it marriage you're talking of?

||Huia(h;7'ia). Also hui (hzH). [Native Maori
name derived from the bird's peculiar whistle.] A
New Zealand bird, Hetcralocha acutirostris, the

tail feathers of which are highly prized by the

Maoris as ornaments.
1845 E. JT. WAKEFIELD Adv. New Zealand I. 91 (Morris)

The huia is a black bird about as large as a thrush, with

long thin legs and a slender semi-circular beak. 1883 REN-
WICK Betrayed 36 One snow-tipped hui feather graced his

hair. 1898 Daily Anus 29 Mar. 5/2 The 3^. stamp [of New
Zealand] bears specimens of the great huia, a bird whose
feathers are worn by Maori chiefs, as a sign of rank.

Huid, be. f. HOOD. Huide, obs. f. HIDE v .1

Huif, Sc. f. HOOF; obs. pa. t. of HEAVE; obs. f.

HOVE v. 1

tHuik, v. Sc. Obs. [Used in Sc. bef. 1600.

The phonology is somewhat difficult, but the sense

appears to connect it with the family ofOE. hycgan t

Goth, hugjan, ON. kuga, to employ the mind, take

thought, consider.] trans, (with simple obj. or obj.

clause} To regard, consider, give thought to.

1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xviii. 92 Huiking na harme sa

thay may be possest In warldlie welth. Ibid, xxi. 13 3ur
situer beis na langer huikit. 1573 DAVIDSONE Cotnmend.
Vprichtnesi Disc. Estaitis (Jam.) (

Lament sen he is gone,
That huikit nathing for thy health. 1597 MONTGOMERIE
Cherrie ff Slae 419 Cjuha huikis not, nor luikis not Quhat
eftirward may cum. Jbid. 1132 Promitting, unwitting, 3our
hechts ?ou neuir hulked.

Huikstery, var. HUCKSTEBY.

Huill, obs. Sc. f. HULL.

Huing chiw-in), vbl. sb. [f. HUE .
2 + -iNG 1

.]

Shouting, hooting ; spec, the rousing of a deer

from its lair, or driving it with shouts towards the
huntsman or a net. Also the directing of fisher-

men. See HUER.
1250 Owl fy Night. 1264 Huan ich min huing to beom

sende. 1530 PALSGR. 231/1 Hewyng of a dere, hvee. 1575
LANEMAM Let. (1871) 13 The galloping of horsez, the blast-

ing of hornz, the halloing and hewing of the huntsmen. 1616
SIR R. BOYLE Diary \i\Lisinore Papers (1886) I. 151 Of his
20u for this seazons hewing he is paid yji

1 ' ster.

Huir, obs. Sc. f. WHOBE. Huird, Sc, var.

HOARD. Huire, obs. f. HIRE.

t Huisher, husher, now as Fr. n huissier
(w*sy), sb. Forms : 4-5 huscher, 5 hoschere, 5-
6 huissh.er(e, hussher(e, 6-7 husher, huisher,
7 bushier, 7- huissier. See also USHER, [a.

OV.huisier, huscier, mod.F. huissier, i.fyuts door
: pop. L. *ustium for ostium door.] =UsHEK.
13. . Sir Tristr. 632 pe huscher bad him fle. c -LtpnApol.

Loll. 36 pei schal be huscheris & portars. 1426 LYDC.
Pilgr. Life Man (E. E. T. S.) 2809 That I myghte ben an
huisaher, Or at the gate a porter. 1464 Mann. <$ Housek.

Exp. (Roxb.) 277 To ij. of the gentelmen hoscheres,

1502 Privy Purse Exg. Eliz. of York (1830) 71 Arnolde
Chollerton yeoman huisshere. 1571 Lett. Lit. Men (Cam-
den) 65 Rye

1 Marlow . . will not tary here as hussher and
teache wrytinge. 1600 HOLLAND Livy xxiv. xliv. 539 His
sergeants or huishers [lictores] marching afore. c 1611
BEAUM. & FL. 4 Plays in One Induct., Prologues are
hushiers bare before the wise. 1617 R. ASHLEY Almansor
10 An Huissier of his Chamber. 1649 JER. TAYLOR Gt.

Exemp. i. v. 153 When, .hatred of idolatry is the huisher of

Sacriledge. 1653 H. COGAN tr. Pinto 1

* Trav. xliv. 173
Four Hushers. .with Battouns headed with iron went before
him. 1837 J. F. COOPER Europe II. 185 (Stanf.) The huissier
. .announced the wife of an ambassador. 1849 J. A. CAR-
LYLE Dante, Inferno 70 note> The Huissiers which Ben-
venuto Cellini heard.

Hence f Huisher v. trans. , to usher, precede.
1606 HOLLAND Sueton. 8 A public officer called Accensus
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should huisher him before and the Serjeants or Lictours

follow after behinde.

f Huisht, a. Obs. var. of HI-SHT or \\ HISHT,

silent. (Cf. HUSHT j/.l)

1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 248 He y 1 might by au-

thoiitie, commaunde al men to be huisht and silent.

Hence f Hnishtly adv.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. John xvi. (R.), I shal then

speake vnto yon huishtlie and without woordes.

Huit, obs. form of HOOT, WHITE.

HHnitain (wit;'-n).
Also 6 huiteine. [a.

F. huitain (is-i6th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), f. aUt

eight.] A set or series of eight lines of verse.

1580 PUTTENHAM Eng. Ptesic 11. x[i). (Arb.) 102 In a

huiteine he that putteth foure verses in one concord and

foure in another concord [etc.], 1881 SAIXTSBL'RY m Aca-

demy 15 Jan. 40 The tendency of a sonnet is to split into a

huitain and a sixain.

Huk^k ah, var. of HOOKAH.

Huke (hi/k', si. Obs. exc. Hist. Forms: 5

huyke, 5-6 hewk;e, 5-7 huk, 5- huke
;

also

6-7 huik, 7 huicke, huyck, hoyke, 9 Hist.

huque. [a. OF. huque, heuque a kind of cape

with a hood ;
in med.L. huca (131)1 c. in Du Cange),

MDu. huke, hoike, heuke, Dti. huik, MLG. hoike,

LG. hoike, henke, heike, hokke, hok, E.Fris. heike,

heiK, haike, hoike. Ulterior origin obscure. See

also HAIK!.]
A kind of cape or cloak with a hood ;

an outer

garment or mantle worn by women and afterwards

by men ;
also subsequently applied to a tight-fitting

dress worn by both sexes' (Fairholt Costume}.

1415 in Nicolas Test. Vetust. I. 187, I will that all my
hopolands [and] huykes not furred, be divided among the

servants. 1418 E. E. Wills (1882) 37 Also a Hewk of grene

and other melly parted. 1423 JAS. I Kingu <? i
An

huke sche had vpon hir tissew quhite. c I44o[see HAIKJ*.'].

a 100 SKELTON E. Rummyng 56 Her huke of Lyncole

erene 1530 PALSGR. 231/1 Hewke a garment for a woman,

!>. Ibid. 233/1
Huke. 16.6 BULLOKAR, H-du,

a Dutch attire couering the head, face, and all the Doay.

ai6>6 BACON New All. (1627) 24 A messenger, in a rich

Huke. a 1657 LOVELACE Poems (1864) 210 Like dames i tn

land of Luyck, He wears his everlasting huyck. 1694

Duntons Ladies Diet. (N.), The German virgins .. put on a

streight or plain garment, such a one as they in some places

call a huk 1834 PLANCHE Brit. Costume 181. 1852 Miss

YOKGE Cameos (1877) II. xxxvi. 370 When not in armour, she

wore a huque, or close-fitting gown.

b. Applied to the Arab ha'ik : see HAIK -.

1630 I. TAYLOR (Water P.) Wks. (N.), The richer sort [of

women] doe weare a huicke, which is a rob of cloth or stufle

plated, and the upper part of it is gathered and sowed to-

gether in the forme of an English potlld, with a tassell.on

the top. 1660 F. BROOKE tr. Li Blanc's Frail. 269 (Cairo)

They [ladies] go all as 'twere masked and covered with an

Huke that hides their face.

Hence t Hnke v. trans., to cover with or as with

a huke ; to veil, cloak.

16.3 H. KING Ha/fe-fennyw. Wit (ed. 3) Ded. (N , I will

throw some light valle of spotlesse pretended well-mean-

ing over it, to huke and mask it from publicke shame.

Huke, obs. form of HOOK, HUCK.

Hul, obs. form of HILL, HULL.

Hulan, obs. var. of UHLAN, a (Polish) lancer,

t Hulch, si. and a. Obs. [Origin obscure.

The identity of meaning between hulch, hulch-back, hutch-

backed and hunch, hunch-back, hunch-backed, suggests that

the two groups are connected ; but the relations between

them are at present undetermined. That they are mere pho-

netic variants seems to be negatived by the chronology ; tor

while all the members of the hutch group are in Cotgr. 1611,

only hunch-backed is known to be possibly of similar age,

hunch-back being of the rSth, and hunch of the ioth c. (bee

HUNCH .) Cf. also huck-backed, s.v. HOCK stJ-; hucUe-

backld, s.v. HucKLEfi.; hulck-backed below.]

A. si. A hump. Hence Hnlohed a., humped.
1611 COTGF., assf,..*\so, a hulch in the backe. Bosst,

swollen, risen, bunchie, hulched, puffed vp. Ibid., Gibbasse

a great bunch, or hulch-like swelling. Gibbe, a bunch,

or swelling ; a hulch ; any thing that stands poking out.

B. adj. or attrib. Hunched. Also in comb.

Knloh-baoked a., hunch-backed, hump-backed;
also trans/, of round-backed tools.

iSii COTGR., Gibtar, a kind of slender, and long-nosed

Whale, that hath a hulch backe. Ibid., Gibbeux, hulch,

bunched, much swelling, imbossed. Ibid, sty Pacquet, It

port! son facquet .. (said of one that is hulch-backt). 1653

URQUHART Rabelais i. xxvii. 130 Little hulchback t demi-

knives. 1685 COTTON tr. Montaigne III. 243 A man with a

hulch back. 1688 R. HOLME A rmoury m.vii. JIS/1 1 he OUM

[is] an Hulch or round Backed Cleaver. 1708 MOTTEUX

Rabelais v. Prol. (1737) P- '*", Little hulch-back d Asop.

Hence t Huloli v. trans., to make hulch or

humped ; to
' bundle

'

up.

1676 ETHEREDGE ManofMode in. iii, I hate to be hulched

up b a coach ; walking is much better.

tHulchy, a. Obs. or dial. Also 8 bulgy.

Ff HULCH sb. + -Y.] Humpy, hump-backed.
163. SHERWOOD, Hulchie, gititux. <x 1693 URQUHART

Rabelais III. xvii. 142 The uneven shrugging of her hu chy

Shoulders. .768 Ross Helenore 35 (Jam.l An ugly hulgie-

backed, cankeVed wasp. Ibid. 78 And of a worldly hulgy-

b
+
C

Hulck-baoked, a. Obs. rare-1
, [perh. an

error for hulch-backed'; but cf. hack-backed, s.v.

HUCK rf.l ;
also HULK si* 4.]

= HULCH-BACKED.

l6<6 W D tr. Comenius' Gate Lai. Unl. 289. 79 They

that are bottle-nosed : also the hulck-backed, swoln-throated.

VOL. V.

bat

las
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Huld(e : see HII.D v., HOLD a. and v.

II Huldee, huldi (h-ld<). East Ind. [Hindi,
j

etc.] The name in various East Indian vernaculars
j

of the plant Curcuma longa, the tubers of which
j

yield turmeric; also of the powdered turmeric itself.

1832 G. A. HERKLOTS tr. Customs Moosulmnns India 97

A day or two., before the application of huldee to the bride-

groom 1834 MEDWIN A tig/cr in ll-'ales II. 335 Hindus, who

besmear their persons and clothes with a red dye called

Huldee. 1851 lllustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 905 A compound
made with huldee, soap, etc.

f Hulder. Obs. rare. Ger. \MUtttr, holder is

'elder
'

; but Ascham mentions elder as another tree ;

it is possible therefore that hulder is a misprint

for hulver holly ;
others suggest alder, dial. Duller.

1545 ASCHAM Toxoph. 11. (Arb.) 125 Hulder, black thorne,

Scrues tree, Beche, Elder, Aspe, and Salowe, eyther
for

theyr wekenes or lyghtenesse, make holow, starting, stud-

ding, gaddynge shaftes.

Hule, ME. dial. f. HILL v., to cover, hide.

c io Will. Palerne 97 Hov hertily the herdes wif hules

,a.t rtTild. CI4JO MYRC 1872 Wyth bre towayles and no

lasse Hule by" auter at thy masse.

Huler, -our, variants of HOLOUK Obs. Huller,

obs. f. HOLVKR, holly. Hulgy, var. HULCHY.

t Hulk (hlk\ sbl Obs. or dial. Forms : i

hulo, 4- hulk ;
also 4 heIk, 4-6 hulke, 5 hollek.

[OE. hulc hut, prob. going back to an earlier

*huluc, a. dim. formation from ablaut stem hul-

oihelan to cover; cf. HULL sb.'1
, HOLE, HOLT..]

1. A hut, shed, hovel. Obs. or dial.

a icoo Laws of Ethelred 11. c. 3 2 Gyf he. .hzbbe oSaon

hulc zeworhtne, oSSon xeteld reslaxen . c 1000 7ELFRIC Horn.

I 736 He woldeienealzcanhishulce. cmHtStMLMffrKt
Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 185/13 Tugurium, hulc. 1388

WYCLIF Isa.. i. 8 As an hulke in a place where gourdis

wexen 1388 Wisd. xi. 2 Thei maden litle housis (v.rr.

housis, ether hulkis ; housis, either helkis] in desert places.

1391 in Foxe A.I, M. (1570) 559A In a chappel not hallowed,

bit accurset sheperds hulke. 14.. No,,,, m Wr.-Wulcker

726/23 Hoc tugurrium, a hollek. 1817 CLARE Sheph. Cat. 32

Shepherds, that within their hulks remain.

+ 2. A hiding-place ;
or ? hiding, concealment.

c 1330 R. BRUNNEOSnw. Wace (Rollsi 8288 Hengist..had

don hem skulke In wodes, in hilles, to crepe in hulke.

3. A hull or husk (of fruit, grain, etc.) ;
an outer

covering or shell. Obs. or dial.

I398TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xvii. cxxxv. (Bodl. MS.),

be schale [of an acorn] wi(> be curnel and be hulke. 1688

R HOLME Armoury II. 85/1 The Hulk, hull, or pill is. .any

covering of fruit that is thin skinned or easily cut. 1707

T STEVENS Ir.Queredo'sCom. Wks. (1709) 223 Blown Blad-

ders, nothing but Hulk and Air. a 1796 PEGGE Derbicisms,

Hulk, a hull, or husk.

Hulk hoik), sb? Forms : I hule, 5-7 hulke, (6

Sc. houk), 7- hulk, (7 hulok, 9 dial. helk). [OE.

hulc, corresp. to med.L. hulcus,-um, -a
;
ME. hulke,

corresp. to OF. hulke, hulque, houlque, hurque,

hourque (fern.), a flat-bottomed transport-ship with

prow and poop rounded (Godef.) ;
MDu. hulc,

hulke, mod.Du. hulk, MLG. hulk, hoik, hoike,

OHG. holcho, MHG. holche, hulk, mod.G. hoik,

hulk, hulk : a word of early diffusion among the

maritime peoples of Western Europe, _of
uncertain

origin, conjecturally referred to Gr. o\nas a ship

that is towed, hence a ship of burthen, a trading

vessel, merchantman.]
1. A ship. In an OE. glossary

= L. liburna, a

light, fast-sailing vessel. But usually, in ME. and

later, A large ship of burden or transport, often

associated with the carrack. Now arch, and in

vague sense =' big, unwieldy vessel '.

Iciooo Latin Laws of Ethelred, De Inst. Land. c. 2

(nth c.) in Schmid Gesetze 218 Si adveniat ceol vel hulcus.

c 1050 Suppl. Mlfric's Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 181/28 Li-

bu-rlia, hufc. c 1420 LYDG. Assembly Gods 88 No shyp . .

keruell, boot ner barge, Gret karyk, nor hulke. 1440

Promp. Parv. 252/2 Hulke, shype, hulaa. 1480 CAXTON

Chron.
>*f.

ccxliv. (1482) 302 Crete carikkes, hulkcs,

in riaKiuyt t' oy. (1509; i*w * *vw uu*i^ v ^- --j

a shippe of 400 tunnes. 1611 COTGR., Hourqne, a Hulke,

or huge Fly-boat. Ibid., Onlque, a Hulke. c 1620 Z.Bovp
Zion's Flowers ,1855) 22 Eight persons were m Noahs

hulk together. 1670 COTTON Espemon m. ix. 441 One might

have call'd these prodigious Hulks >which were each of

them oftwo thousand Tun.i floating Cities, rather than Ships.

1730-46 THOMSON Autumn 126 The sooty hulk Steered

sluggish on. 1885 RUNCIMAN Skippers tf SA. 91 A vast

gloomy hulk hove up on his port bow.

fig- '637 GILLESPIE Eng. Pop. Cerem. Ep. A iv, These

are the best wares which the bigge hulke of Conformity

. .hath imported amongst us.

f 2. The HULL of a ship. Obs.

163* J. HAYWARD tr. Biondfs Eromena 39 The Galley . .

herfmlke painted over with sparkling vermilion. 1687 A.

LOVELL tr. Thevcnots Trav. I. no These Saiques are like

great Barks, having a round hulk. 1819 Nat. t hilos.

Prelim. Treat. 38 (U. K. S.) The back of its shell resembles

the hulk of a ship.

3. The body of a dismantled ship (worn out and

unfit for sea service) retained in use as a store-

vessel, for the temporary housing of crews, for

quarantine or other purposes; also applied to

vessels specially built for such purposes. (See

also SHEER-HULK.)

HULKING.

1671 DBYDEN Even. Love Pref., The hulk of Sir Francis

Drake 1681 COTTON Wond. Peak 75 Moor'd up with a

Chain, Like Drake's old Hulk at Deptford. 168* Loud

Gaz. No. 1756/1 The Hulk rides very securely within, and

is . . employed in Careening one of His Majesties bhips.

1604 Ibid No 3017/3 Yesterday was Launched.. a new

Hulk named the Chatham Hulk, which exceeds all that has

been before built of that kind. 1727-4' CHAMBERS Lycl.,

Hulks, are large vessels, having their gun-decks from 113

to 150 feet long, and from 31 to 40 feet broad ;. .Their cniet

use is for setting masts into ships, and the like. 1776 L,.

MclNTOSH in Sparks Corr. Amer. Rev. (1853) I. 163 We
sunk a hulk in the channel of the river. 1817 J. EVANS

Exam. Windsor etc. 467 Those vast ponderous Hulks

devoted to the purposes of quarantine.

fig. 1883 STEVENSON Treat. Isl. i. iii, I'm a poor old hulk

on a lee shore.

b. A vessel of this kind formerly used as a

prison. Usually//. (See quot. 1864.)

"797 Storting Mag. IX. 284 Major Semple . . and another

convict . . were lodged on board the hulks at Portsmouth.

1834 MEDWIN Angler in Wales I. 151 The sentence of

death . . would be commuted for the hulks. 1864 Chambers

Bk ofDays II. 67/2 It was as a means of devising a severe

mode of punishment short of death that the Hulks on the

Thames were introduced, in 1776. . .These prison-ships
have

sometimes been constructed for this special purpose, and

yet the term ' hulk
'

remains in use as a short and easy desig-

nation. 1887 Times 26 Aug. 7/5 Prison life . .was very un-

like what it now is ;
. .the hulks were sinks of iniquity.

atirib. 1897 P. WARUNG Old Regime 60 In the moment

which succeeded the hulk-warder|s words. Ibid. Achieving

a very bad ' hulk report
'

for himself.

'4. trans/, and/,?, a. A big, unwieldy person.

1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen. IV, I. i. 19 Harrie Monmouth s

BraWne (the Hulke Sir lohn). a 1656 BP. HALL**. Wks

(1660) 22 The hulck of a tall Brabanter, behinde whom I

stood shadowed me from notice. 1818 Craven Dial. , Helk,

a large, heavy person. 1859 G. MEREDITH ./?. Fnerel xl,

There is something impressive in a great human hulk. 1804

CROCKETT Raiders 58 Think shame o' yersel , ye great hulk.

b. A bulky or unwieldy mass (of anything).
1818 SCOTT Fam. Lett. 17 Jan. (1894) II. xiv. n The wind

has not stirred a stone of the ugly hulk of stone and lime.

1828 Craven Dial., Helks, large white clouds, indicative of

a thunder-storm. 1853 KANE Grinnell Exp. (1856) 546

These huge ice hulks.

Hulk, rf.3 local. Mining. [Goes with HULK i>.
2
]

An excavation made in removing the 'gouge', etc.

78 HALLIW., ///*, an old excavated working. Derb.

ulk.z'.
1 Obs. rare. [?f. HULK s/>. 1

2.] intr.

To hide, lie concealed.

<ri330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 15888 Al bat like

day he sculked, Among be pouere men he hulked.

Hulk (hlk), .
2

[app. a variant of HOLK v. to

hollow out.]
+ 1. trans. To disembowel. Obs. or dial,

a 1611 BEAUM. & Ft- Philaster v. ii, And with this swash-

ing blow.. I could hulk your Grace, and hang you up cross-

lef'd Like a Hare at a Poulters. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury
ii ix 188/1 [To] Hulk, or Paunch, is to open the Hare, and

take out her Garbage. 1741 Comfl. Fam. Piece II. i. 302 Take

up the Hare, and hulk her. a 1815 FORBY Voc. E. Angha..

1854 Miss BAKER Norlhamft. Gloss., Hulk, to take out the

entrails of a hare or rabbit.

2. Mining. To remove the 'gouge or softer

part of a lode before blasting or breaking down

the harder part.
1881 RAYMOND Mining Gloss., Dzhu, to cut ahead on one

side of a face, so as to increase the efficacy of blasting on

the remainder. .Also called to hulk.

Hulk (htflk), Z>.3 [f. HULKJ*.2]
I. 1. trans, f a. To condemn to ' the hulks (see

HULK sb.2 3 b). b. To lodge (sailors, etc.) tempo-

rarily in a hulk.

18.7 Blackw. Mag. XXII. 453 The poacher was taken,

tried, hulked. 1836 E. HOWARD R. Reefer xxix. They were

hulked on board of the Pegasus. 1859 All Year Round

No 17 390 '2 The Cherbourg authorities don t 'hulk their

seamen as we do in narrow, dirty, old-fashioned hulks.

II. 2. intr. To act, hang about, or go m a

clumsy, unwieldy, or lazy manner, dial.

ct793 Spirit Pub. Jrnls. (1799) 1- 7* Before Id dance

attendance upon you . . till four or five o clock in the after-

noon, while you lie hulking in bed. a 1815 FORBY Voc. E.

Anelia s.v., It is said of a lazy lout, who has nothing to do,

and desires to have nothing, that he goes hulking about

from place to place, seemingly watching for opportunities

to pilfer. . .

3 (With up.} To rise bnlkity
or massively.

,880 BLACKMORE Mary A nerley I. vi 65 This is the chump

of the spine of the Wolds, which hulks up at last into

Flamborough Head. 189* Daily News 17 Sept. 5/4 II

working man is getting his body back again into good

condition.. He is hulking-up, as we say.

Hulkage. dial. \i.
HULK j*.i + -AGE.] Hulks,

hull or husk collectively ;
bran.

1869 BLACKMORE Lorna Doone xxxii, She . .poin ed to the

great bock of wash, and riddlings, and brown hulkage (for

we ground our own corn always).

Hulking (hr-lkirj), a. colloq. [f.
HULK rf.^

+ -1N02.J Bulky, unwieldy; clumsy or ungainly

on account of great bulk.

1698 E. WARD Lond. Spy xiv 324 (Farmer) Up in the

Chimney Corner sat a great Hulking Fellow. 1767 H.

BROOKED/ of QuaL (1859) " '5 You-J^ ,
grS

wn *

huge hulking fellow since I saw you last. 1806-7 J. BERES-

fOKD Miseries Hum. Life (1826) xvi. 97 Rummaging over

the two hulking volumes. 1854 H. MILLER Sch. , Schm.

xvi (1817) i He could scarce make himself heard over

half the area of his large, hulking chapel. 1875 JOW.TT
Plato (ed. 2) III. 108 A great hulking son ought not to be

a burden on his parents.
56
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Hu'lkish, a. rare. [f.
HULK sb.- + -ISH.] Per-

taining to the hulk> : see HULK sb.- 3 b.

1800 J/(?rw. Ckron. in Spirit Pub. Jrnls. (1801) IV. 14 By
this plan felons maybe moralized, .better, than by the hulk-
ish scheme of reformation so long practised.

Hulky (hrrlki), a. colloq. [f. HULK sb:2-

4 + -Y.]
Like or of the nature of a hulk

; bulky, unwieldy,
hulking.
1785 GROSE Diet. Vulg. T. s.v., A great hulkey fellow, an

overgrown clumsey lout. 1827 Blaefav. Mag. XXI. 789 That
he may place his huge bulky heels on your fender. 1871
GEO. ELIOT Middlem. Ivi, I want to go first and have a
round with that bulky fellow who turned to challenge me.

Hull ;hz7l), sb.\ Forms : a. I hulu, ? 2-3 *hule,

(?3> 4-6 hul, 4- hull, (4 hulle, 5 holl). j8. 4-5
hole, .s hoole, 8- hool, Sc. 8-9 hull, hule (w).

[OE. hulu husk, from ablaut grade hul- of helan
to cover : cf. OHG. hulla, Ger. hiille covering,

cloak, etc. : *hulja, and OHG. hulsa, Ger. hiilse

(:*Au/ist, *&u/usi) t
hull of beans or pease. The

normal Eng. descendant of OE. kulti is hull 1

,
but

dialectally the u was lengthened in ME. to o (see
Luick Engl. Lautgesch. 506, 536) giving hoole

t

mod. dial, hool, Se. huilt hule (ii).]

1. The shell, pod, or husk of pease and beans
;

the outer covering or rind of any fruit or seed.
. c 1000 ^ELFRIC Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker Voc. 127/38

Culliola, hnutehula. c 1380 WYCLIF Serin, Sel. Wks. II. 71
Man coveiti^ to be fild wij> bes hulls [v.r. holis]. 1495
Trevisa's Earth. De P. R. xvn. Ixiv. (W. de W.), Beenys ete

wyth the hullys [Bodl. MS. holes] ben harde to defye, but. .

whan the hull Is awaye it clensyth. 1589 COGAN Haven
Health x, (1636 34 Take . . Jorden Almonds, and beate them
in a Morter with the huls and all on. a 1693 URQUHART
Rabelais tn. xviii 145 The Bean is not seen till, .its swad or
hull be shaled. 18476. BROWNSON Two Brothers Wks. VI.

337 The mere hull without the kernel. 1853 MORFIT Tanning
$ Currying 75 The horse-chestnut. The hulls, as well as
the young fruit, also contain tannin.

0. c 1380 WYCLIF Scrtn. Sel. Wks. II. 69 J>is sone covei-
tide to fille his beli wib bese holes. 1398 TREVISA Barth.
De P. R. xvn. Ixxx. (Bodl. MS.), Some greyne and sede . .

is ingendred in coddes and holes as it fareb in benes.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 242/2 Hoole, or huske (S. hole, P.
holl), siliqua. 1724 RAMSAY Tea-t. Misc. (1733) 1. 115 Ilk
kind ofcom it has it's hool. Mod. Sc. Pea-huils, bean-huils,

grosel hulls.

b. collectively. The cuticle of grain ; bran.
c 1450 Two Cookery-bks. 105 Take wfhjete, and bray it in

a morter, that al be hole holl be awey. 1798 Trans. Soc.
Arts XVI. 206, I take all the hull or bran out of the flour.

2. a. The core of an apple, b. The encom-

passing calyx of certain fruits.

1883 MRS. ROLLINS New Eng. Bygones 180 Others [apples],
mild and fine-grained, were relishable close up to the hulls.

1883 Evang. Mag. Oct. 461 We miss the hollow, thimble-like

cavity which is seen on turning a raspberry upside-down
after pulling it from its

*
hull '.

3. transf. and fig. Something that encases or

encloses ; a covering, envelope ;
the case of a

chrysalis ; //. clothes, garments.
n. 1831 CARLYLE Sort. Res. i. ix, What hadst thou been

without thy blankets, and bibs, and other nameless hulls?

1845 Cromwell ix. cciii.(i87i) IV.I36 No hulls, leathern or

other, can entirely hide it. 1850 Latter-d. PamJ>k. in.

(1872) 90 They, across such hulls of abject ignorance, have
seen into the heart of the matter. 1878 EMERSON Sovereignty
Ethics in N. Amer. Rev. CXXVI. 405 The poor grub . .

casts its filthy hull, expands into a beautiful form with
rainbow wings.

. 1718 RAMSAY Christ's Kirk Gr. in, xvi, I'se rive frae

off ye'r hips the hool. Mod. Sc. (Mother undressing child)

Now, out o* your huils !

b. The encompassing membrane of the heart
;

the pericardium.
a 1605 MONTGOMERIE Misc. Pvemsxxvw. 18 Hope micht. .

fray ane hairt. .out of his hull!. 1725 RAMSAY Gentle Shefh.
v. i, My heart out of its hool was like to loup. 1785 BURNS
Halloween xxvi, Poor Leerie's heart maist lap the hool.

4. f a. A hut or hovel. Obs. b. A sty or pen
for animals, north, dial. (Cf. HULK j/>.l i.)
a nig Ancr. R. 100 Leswe bine ticchenes bi heordmonne

hulen of ris & of leaues. 1570 LEVINS Manip. iSs/ioAn
Hul for hogs, pordle. 1637 in Sheffield Gloss. s.v., Tho.
Hartley holdeth a cottage at will and a swine hull next the
Church lane. <z 1804 J. MATHER Songs (1862)42 (ibid.) Two
steps there go up to his hull. 1815 BROCKETT. ////, a

Elace
in which fowls, etc. are confined for the purpose of

ittening. 1888 Sheffield Gloss. s.v., Pig-hutt, rabbit-Aw//.

5. ' The house or building of a grinding wheel
'

(Sheffield Gloss.).

1831 J. HOLLAND Manitf. Metal I. 289 Internally the

building is divided into hulls, and these into troughs. 1884
Harper's Mae, June 75/1 In the dust of a *

hull
'

of grind-
ing

'

troughs . 1885 St. James's Gaz. 2 Jan. 6/1 Many
protective

'
hulls' are necessary to this handicraft.

Hull (hoi), sb? [Of obscure origin : not known
before ^1550; possibly the same word as HULL
j.l, but decisive evidence is wanting.
It has been conjectured by some to be identical with the

I5~i6th c. HOLL (sb. 2), corrupted as early as 1591 to HOLD
(*,2 ) ; but, beside the phonetic difficulty, this appears nearly
always to mean the internal cavity of ihe ship (so Du.
scheej>shol\ cf, HOLE sb. 6), and not to be applied like hull
to the external framework. There is an equivalent sense
of HULK sb.t, which, however, is not known before c 1630,
and thus does not help the explanation of hull. The follow-

ing is app. the only quot. which favours the connexion of the
word with holl, holt, hold.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 243/1 Hoole of a schyppe (A'., P.

holle), earina.]

1. The body or frame of a ship, apart from the

masts, sails, and rigging.
1571 DIGGES Pantom. \. xxi. Gja, Till suche time as ye

can see the shippe, or rather the very hull next to the water.

1627 CAPT. SMITH Seaman's Gram. ii. 4 By the hull is meant,
the full bulke or body of a ship without masts or any rigging
from the stem to the sterne. 1676 tr. Guillatiere's Voy.
Athens 14 We discovered by her Hull she was a Christian

Frigot. 1741 WOODROOFE in Hanway Trav. (1762) I. u.
xvii. 77 The russian government build hulls after the dutch
manner fit for shoal water. 1869 SIR E. REED Our Iron-
Clad Ships ii. 24 Modes of. .disposing the armour upon the
hulls of our iron-clad ships.
tb. A dismantled vessel ;

= HULK j.2
3. Obs.

1582 N, LICHEFIKI.D tr. Castanheda's Cong. E. Ind. Ixxv.

154 A certaine ship . . Afterward that he had taken the

spoyle of the same, hee lefte the Hull in keepinge. 1666
Land. Gaz. No. 59/3We saw the Admiral made a Hull, and
three of the Enemy were fired.

2. Phrases, a. To lie at (fa, on, to} Jntll (cf.

A-HULL) : =HULL v i. Also to lie hull, try a

hull, strike (a) hull, in kindred sense, b. Hull
down \ so far away that the hull is invisible, being
below the horizon. So hull out : with the hull

above the horizon, c. Hull-to = A-HULL.
a. 1556 W. TOWRSON in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 98 We lay

at hull about an hour after. '1582 N. LICHEFIELD tr.

Castanheda's Conq. E. Ind. xxix. 73 All this time the

shippes laye a hull. 1597 J. PAYNE Royal Exch. 33 The
ship on hull, the helme on lee. 1634 BRERETON Trav.
(Chetham Soc.) I. 12 In stormy weather they take down
their masts, and fish, the vessel lying at hull. 1635 \

7
oy.

Foxe ff James to N. West (Hakluyt Soc.) I. 181 He
strooke sayle and lay to hulle. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl.
s.v., To strike a Hull, is to He closely or obscurely in the
sea in a storm. 1773 N. FROWDE Life etc. 122 Let the Ship
drive with the Tempest, and at length, to try a Hull. 1828

J. H. Moore's Pract. Navig. (ed. 20) 184 When she lies

hull, that is, with all her sails furled. 1867 SMYTH Sailor's

Word-bk. s.v., To strike hull in a storm, is to take in her
sails and lash the helm on the lee side of the ship, which is

termed to lie a-hull.

b. 1775 DALRYMPLE in Phil. Trans. LXVIII. 395 The
vessel was hull down. when they came aboard. 1804
Naval Chron. XII. 318 As soon as she was hull out I

made sail. 1839 T. BEALE Sperm Whale 283 Exclaimed,
* She is hull down', meaning that . . the convexity of the
sea between us and the ship was greater than the height of
the body of the vessel. 1883 STEVENSON Silverado Sq. 180

They were hull-down for us oehind life's ocean, and we but
hailed their topsails on the line.

C. 1744 Lond. Mag. 142 Some of the Weathermost
Ships were, at Night, Hull-to. 1794 Rigging $ Seaman-
ship II. 252* Hull-to^ the situation of a ship when she lies

with all her sails furled ; as in trying.

t HJlf
J*.3 06s. [c HULVBB.] Holly.

1557 TUSSER loo Points Husb. xiii, Get luye and hull,
woman deck vp thyne house. 1573 H-usb. xviii. (1878) 46
To plots not full ad bremble and hull. 1586 W. WEBBE
Eng. Poetrie (Arb.) 74 Oft did a left hand crow foretell

these thinges in her hull tree.

Hull (hl), z*.1 Forms: see HULL sbl
[f.

HULL j.i] trans. To remove the hull, shell, or

husk of
;
to strip of the outer covering.

1308 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xvn. Ixvii. (Bodl. MS.),
PoTlenta is come isode ipeled and holed [ed. 1495 hullyd] and
ischeled wib frotinge of handes. c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 33
Take Whyte Pesyn,and hoole hem m be maner as men don
Caboges. 1544 PHAER Regim. Lyfe (1553) D vij b, To eate

barly hulled. 1612 WOODALL^W^. Mate Wks. (1653) 346Take
. . good Bay-berries, hulled well. i66s H.STUBBE Ind. Nectar
ii. 14 They cannot afford to pick or hull their nuts. 1781-5
LATHAM Gen. Synopsis Birds I. 310 (T.) The male will hull

the seeds for his consort with his bill. 1880 *Janiieson's
Diet. s.v. Hute,To hule peas. 1890 Spectators Nov., Two
contrivances, one for irrigating, the other for hulling rice.

b. transf. t (a) To shed (teeth). () To pick

(fruit) from the encompassing calyx.
1708 Lond, Gaz. No. 4442/4 A yellow Dun Stone-horse . .

now hulling his Teeth. 1884 ROE Nat. Ser. Story viti, He
brought the strawberries to Amy . . and stood near while she
. . hulled them.

\ c. intr. (for refl.) To lose the hulls. Obs.
c 1430 Tivo Cookery-bks. 7 Take whete ..an stampe with

a pestel tyl it hole.

Hence Hulling vbl. s&., also Comb, in hulling-

mackine, -mill.

Hull (hl), zr.2 [f. HOLL sb.^\

1 1. intr. Naut. Of a ship : To float or be driven

by the force of the wind or current on the hull

alone ; to drift to the wind with sails furled
;
to

lie a-hull. Obs.

1558 W. TOWRSON in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 130 We lost our
maine saile, foresaile, and spreetsaile, and were forced to

lye a hulling. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, iv. iv. 438 There
they hull, expecting but the aide Of Buckingham, to

welcome them ashore. 1627 CAPT. SMTTH Seaman's Gram.
ix. 40 If that split .. then hull, which is to beare no saile.

Ibid., They call it hulling also in a calme swelling Sea, which
is commonly before a storme, when they strike their sailes

lest she should beat them in peeces against the mast by
Rowling. 1687 B. RANDOLPH Archipelago 100 We were
forced to. .hull (lye with our head to the wind without any
saile). 1708 MOTTEUX Rabelais iv. xxi. (1737) 92 What a
devilish Sea there Runs ? She'll neither try, nor hull.

tb. transf. axiAfig. Obs.

1599 B. JONSOM Ev. Man out of Hum. ii. ii. Wks.
(Rtldg.) 45/2 He may hull up and down in the humorous
World a little longer. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny ix. viii. 239
The fish . .hulled too and fro with the waves, as if it had
beene halfe dead.

2. trans. To strike (a ship) in the hull with

cannon shot.

1726 SHELVOCKE Voy. round World (17$}} 203 We had not
a man killed or wounded, although the enemy often hulled
us. 1776 W. HEATH in Sparks Corr. Amer. Rw. (1853) I.

277 The Phosnix was thrice hulled by our shot. 1894 CLARK
RUSSELL Good Ship Mohock II. 128, I did not know but
that the Mohock had been hulled and was sinking. 1898
Westm. Gaz. 23 May 6 '3 The Spaniards say that the hulling
of the vessel was accidental.

Hull, obs. form of HILL w.l, to cover.

Hullabaloo (h^labah*-), sb. (int.} Also 8

hollo-ballo, 9 halloo-, halla-, holla-, hulla-

balloo, -boloo, halli(e\ holliballoo, hille-,

hilli-, hally-, hurla-, hulabaloo, hilliebalow.

[Of recent appearance in print, and of still unsettled

form
;

it appears first in Sc. and north. Eng.
writers and vocabularies.
It is app. the interj. halloo, hullo, hilloa, with riming re-

j
duplication, thus, halloo-baloo t The conjecture has been

1

made, but without any evidence, that it was orig. a wolf-
1

hunting cry, and contained the French words bos le loup !

(Cf. BALOW, BALOO.)]

Tumultuous noise or clamour
; uproar ; clamorous

confusion. Alsojf^.
1762 SMOLLETT Sir L. Greaves vii, I would there was

a blister on this plaguy tongue of mine for making such a
hollo-ballo. 1800 SOUTHEY in C. C. Southey Life II. 81

One day there was a hallaballoo ii never saw that word in

a dictionary. .) in the stables. 1804 Lett. (1856) I. 260 You
must come as soon as our hullabaloo is over. i8i8CoBBETT
Pol. Reg. XXXIII. 597 Those' Cheap Publications', about
which they have made such a halloobaloo. 1825-80 JAMIE-
SON, Halloo-balloo, hallie-balloo, a great noise and uproar.
Renfr. ; Hilliebalow Roxb. ; Hillie-bitlloo Angus ; Hillie-
bullow Fife. 1825 BROCKETT, Hallabaloo, Hillebaloo, a
noise, an uproar. 1841 R. OASTLER Fleet Papers I, xiii. 100
What a halloo-bo-loo the hunters sometimes caused ! 1844
DISRAELI Coningsby vin. vi, The truth of all this hullaballoo
was that Rigby had a sly pension. 1862 MRS. H. WOOD
Mrs. Haltib. \\. xxli. (1888) 265 There's no knowing what
hullabaloo they might make ! 1898 J. ARCH Story of Life
xiii. 312 When the movement started, there was a terrible

hullaboloo.

b. as int.

a 1845 [see HULLOO). 1887 R. ABBAY White Mare White-

stoneclijff"147 That lazy crew . .Would sleep till the porter
cried '

Hullaballoo, Hullaballoo, The abbot is waiting in

chapel for you '.

Hence Hullabaloo* v. intr.
y
to make a hulla-

baloo.

1867 Miss BROUCHTON Cometh up as a Fl. I. v. 54 When
I die there'll be a great splash of tears and hullaballooing.

Hullar, var. HOLOUB Obs.

Hulled (held), a.
[f.

HOLL rf.l and 2 + -ED2.]
1. Having a hull or husk (of a particular kind).
1577 B. GOOCE Heresbafh's ffusb. i. (1586) 28 b, Barley . .

yf it be Winter seede it is harder hulled.

2. Of a ship : Having a hull or body (of a par-
ticular kind).
1893 Daily News i May 4/4 The gracefully hulled three

and four-masted schooners.

Hulled (hold), ///. a. [f. HOLL z/.i] Stripped
of the hull or husk.

138* WYCLIF Prov. xxvii. 22 If thou bete togidere a fool

in a morter, as hoolid barli smytende there vp on the pestel.

1656 RIDGLEY Pract. Physick 58 Decoction of hulled barley.

1851 Illustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 1224 Oats and barley de-

prived of their first pellicle, and known under the name of

groats and of hulled barley.

Huller (htrlw). [f.
HOLL e.i+4Bt*.] One

who or that which hulls
; spec, a machine for

separating the hulls from seeds.

1864 in WEBSTER. 1875 in KNIGHT Diet. Meek.

Hulling (hirlirj). [f.
HULL sb. 1

-f- -ING.1] Outer

covering ;
an outer garment (cf. HILLING).

1434 in Priv. Purse Exp. Eliz. of York (1830) 242/2 Her
hullyng of black, red and green. 1708 MOTTEUX Rabelais
v. xvi, The Husks, and Hullings. 1847-78 HALLIWELL,
Huttings, husks, or shells; chaff. Also, hillings or coverlets.

Hullo, liulloa (htflJo-), int. [Cf. HALLO,
HILLO, HOLLO,] A call used to hail a person or

to excite his attention.

1857 HUGHES Tom Brown i. ix, Hullo, who's there? 1882
MRS. RIDDELL Daisies $ B. III. 57 Hulloa, you sir !

t Hullock (hf-lak). Naut. Obs. [Origin un-

ascertained.] A small part of a sail let out in a

gale to keep the ship's head to the sea.

1553 WILLOUGHBY in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 269 Then we
spred an hullocke of our foresaile, and bare roome with her.

i67 CAPT. SMITH Seantan^s Gram. ix. 41 Seeing the storm
decreaseth, let vs trie if she will endure the Hullocke of a
Saile, which sometimes is a peece of the mizen saile or some
other little saile, part opned to keeps her head to the sea.

1708 MOTTEUX Rabelais iv. xxii. U737) 94 She'll bear the
Hullock of a Sail.

Hullok, obs. form of HILLOCK.
c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode ii. cxlv. (1869) 133 Toward an

hul lot.

Hulloo (h#l') int. A variant of HALLOO.
1707 HICKERINGILL Priest-cr, ii. v. 53 Hulloo then, go on,

run on ; Hulloo ! See who cares first, you or I. a 1845
HOOD Forge u. xxiii, Hulloo ! Hulloo ! And Hullabaloo !

Hull(o)ur, -owre, var. HOLOOB. Obs.

Hully (hzrli), a. rare- , [f. HULL j*.i + -T^.]

Having or abounding in hulls or husks.

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Hnlly, full of hulls. In AINSWORTH,
JOHNSON, and in mod. Diets.

Huloist, Hulotheism : see HYLOIST, -THEISM.

Hulpe, obs. pa. t. and pple. of HELP v.

t Htlls, v. Obs. rare-1
. ?



HULSTEB.

c 1420 Pallad. on. Husb. vn. 56 And euery puls, Ther lond

is cold is heruest now to huls \eurn strepitu metere}.

Hulster (hflstai), sb. dial. Also holster.

[Cf. OE. heolstor, f. hel-an to cover, conceal, and

see HOLSTER.] A hiding-place, a retreat.

[a 1000 Satan 101 Najan we bas heolstres beet we us

zehydan mason.] 1880 W. Cornwall Gloss., Hulster, .. a

hold or retreat.
' This rubbish is only a hulster for snails '.

T. Q. Couch. 1882 JAGO Cornwall Gloss., Holt, or Holster,

a lurking place, a place of concealment.

f Hu'lster, v. Obs. [f. prec.] trans. To hide.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 6146 There I hope best to hulstred be

And certeynly sikerest nidyng Is vndirnethe humblest

clothing. [1616 BULLOKAR, Hulslred, hidden.]

Hult, obs. form of HILT sb.

t Hulve. Obs. (See quot.)

1764 G. Jacob's Compl. Crt.-keepcr (ed. 6) 1 14 The Trunk

or Hulve [to] convey the Water in the Common Sewer.

Hulver (ho-lvsi). Obs. exc. dial. Also 5 hol-

vyr, hulfere, -wnr, -uyr, 6 -war. [In late ME.

hulfere, app. the same as ON. hulfr, which is

explained by Vigf. as '

dogwood '. The ulterior

history of the word, and the question of its relation

to holly or holm, are undetermined.]

Holly. Knee hulver, Butcher's Broom, Ruscus

aculeatus. Sea hulver, Sea Holly, Eryngo.
c 1430 LYDG. Compl. SI. Knt. 129 Betwix an hulfere and a

wodebinde. 14. . Songs t, Carols (Percy Soc.) xl, Holvyr
and Heyvy mad a gret party, Ho xuld have the mayslri.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 253/1 Hulwur, tre (A'., P. huluyrt,

kulmus. 1578 LYTE Dodoens iv. Iviii. 519 Sea Holme, or

Huluer, and Sea Holly. Kid. vi. xxxiv. 701 In Englishe H
is called Holme, Holly, and Huluer. 1819 H. BUSK Vestriad

IV 719 The skirt of hulver and the screen of spruce. 1x1825

FORBY Voc. E. Anglia, Hulver, holly. 1859 All Year

Round No. 36. 225/1 The holly . . in Norfolk . . called hulver.

b. attrib. and Comb., as hulver bush, tree;

hulver-head, -headed a. (see quots.) ;
hulver

oak, the holm-oak.

1538 TURNER Libellus, Ruscus, . . an Huluar tre. 1597

GERARDE Herbal'HI. xxx. 1159 The. .Ilex, .might be called

Holme Oke, Huluer Oke, or Holly Oke. 1601 HOLLAND

Pliny xxiv. xiii. (R.I, Touching the Holly, or Hulver-tree.

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Hulver-head, a silly foolish

Fellow. 1785 GROSE Diet. Vulg. T., Hulrer-headed, silly,

puzzle-pated. 111825 FORBY Voc. E. Anglia Huh'er-

headed, stupid ;
muddled ; confused ; as if the head were

enveloped in a hulver bush.

t Hulwort. Herb. Obs. The name of a plant.
c 1265 Voe. Names PI. in Wr.-Wulcker 555/1 Pulegivm,

puliol, hulwurt. 1597 GERARDE Herbal App., Hulwort is

Folium. 1884 MILLER Plant-n,, Teucriitm Folium, Cat-

Thyme, Hul-wort, Poly Germander.

Huly, var. HOOLY, Sc., gently, tardily.

Hum (hwn), .i Also 4-7 humme, 5 home,
6 nomine. [Known from end of I4th c. ; echoic ;

cf. MHG. hummen, mod.G. dial, hummen, horn-

men, early mod.Du. (Kilian) hummen = htmmen to

hem, emit voice ;
also BUM v., and Ger. summen,

brummen, Du. brommen, expressing the same or

similar sounds, all with the characteristic labial-

nasal m. See also HUMBLE v.2]

1. intr. To make a low continuous murmuring
sound or note, as a bee or other insect; also

said of a top or wheel in rapid rotation, a bell

vibrating after being struck, etc.

CI420 Pallad. on Husb. vn. 124 Yf that they [bees]

humme. 1573-80 BARET^/I*. H 717 To Humme likea Bee,

bombilo. 1644 DIGBY Nat. Bodies xxviii. (1645) 310

Trembling bells..hum a great while longer then others.

1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) VIII. 157 The gnat .. is

sometimes heard to hum about our beds at night. 1783

CRABBE Village I, The dull wheel hums doleful through the

day. 1887 BOWEN Virg. Eclog. vn. 13 Bees cluster and

hum.
2. intr. To make a low inarticulate vocal sound ;

esp. to utter such a sound in expression of dissent

or dissatisfaction, or f of approbation or applause.

13.. Erkenwald 28: in Horstmann Altengl. Leg. (1881)

272 pen hummyd he bat ber lay . . And gefe a gronynge.
c 1532 DEWES Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 917 A chorle hommelh
or grudgeth. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. III. vi. 42 The clowdy Mes-

senger, .hums; as who should say, you'l rue the time That

clogges me with this Answer. 1687 Magd. Coll. tr Jos. II

(O Hist Soc.) vi. 142 Upon which the Rabble hummed.

1779-81 JOHNSON L. P., Sprat Wks. III. n When the

preacher touched any favourite topick in a manner that de-

443

vni. xi, Don't sland humming and hawing, but speak out.

1865 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. xiii. ii. V. 30 Robinson apologetic-

ally hums and hahs.

trans. 1678 BUTLER Hud. m. ii. 1161 [You] never hum d

and hah'd Sedition, a 1680 Sew. (1759) II. 103 A fifth-

monarchy man. .humms and hahs high Treason.

3. To give forth an indistinct sound by the blend-

ing of many voices, etc. ;
hence (colloq.) to be in

a condition of busy activity, to be all astir.

1726-48 THOMSON Winter 632 The city swarms intense.

The public haunt . . warm with mixed discourse, Hums in-

distinct. 1814 BYRON Corsair in. xviii, The haven hums

with many a cheering sound. 1841 TENNYSON St. Sim.

Styl 37, I scarce can hear the people hum About the

column's base. 1889 PallMM G. 15 July 1/3 [In] the ex-

pressive nomenclature of the Far West, Hong-kong just

hums '

all the time. 1893 R. KIPLING Many Invent. 29 1 he

whole country was humming with dacoits. 1898 Daily fflWt

ii Jan. 5/1 The report that he had plenty of money, and

would make things hum at the club.

4. trans. To utter with humming ;
to sing with

closed lips and without articulation.

lta*MMST<niAt<mi</lXa>. v. iii, One gives nods and

hums what he would speake. 1710 ADDISON TVtMkrNO.

157 F 7 Then [she] would hum over Two or Three Notes.

1808 SCOTT Mann. \. ii, Low humming . . Some ancient

Border gathering song. 1840 DICKKNS Old C. Shop xv, The

bees, .hummed forth their drowsy satisfaction.

b. To hum and ha : see after 2 c.

f 5. To greet with a hum ;
to hum up, down, to

express approval or disapproval of, by humming.
1642 MILTON Apol. Smect. viii. Such as are most humrn'd

and applauded there. 1682 Nm News fr. Bedlam 43 By
canting and ranting I'le hum all their Gigs. 1692 tr. Sallvst

42 All humm'd him down and call'd him Enemy and Parri-

cide. 1733 Revolution Politicks ill. 55 Here the whole

Council humm'd him up, and approved of the same.

6. To bring (into a specified state) by humming.
1821 CLARE Vill. Minstr. II. 181 The busy bee hath

humm'd himself to rest. 1871 J. C. JEAFFRESON Aim.

Oxford II. iii. 24 Such ' hummers ', as those who hummed

James the First into good contentment with himself.

Hence Hummed ',hmd), ppl. a. (in sense 4).

1849 H. MAYO Pop. Superst. (1851) 156 Singing the words

to M. de Puysegur s mentally hummed air. 1898 Blackiv.

Mag. Mar. 338/2 A hummed song of the country.

Hum, v* arch. [Short for HUMBUG, v.] trans.

To impose upon, hoax, take in, humbug, (slang or

colloq.)

1751 Student II. 288 How were^ people
of learning and

Fop. 1782 MAD. D'ARBLAY Lett, to S. Crisp Aug., You and

I know better than to hum or be hummed in that manner.

lies W. HUNTER in Naval Chron. XIII. 24 Admiral

Saunders had hummedme about my promotion. 31845HOOD

Spring i, How couldst thou thus poor human nature hum?

Hence Hirmming vbl. sb.

1807 M. PENNINGTON Life Eliz. Carter I. 32 That species

of false wit which is now called quizzing and was formerly

known by the equally barbarous term of humming.

Hum (hm), sb.1 Also 6-7 humme, 8 humm.

[Cognate with HUM v.1 It is doubtful whether

sense 3 belongs here.]

I. 1. A low continuous sound made by a bee

or other insect, also, by a spinning top, machinery
in motion, etc. (Distinguished from a buzz by not

being sibilant.)
1601 HOLLAND Pliny xi. x. (R.), One of them [bees] raiseth

all the rest with two or three big hums or buzzes. 1698

FRYER Ace. E. India <$ P. 189 The Mosquito .. not only

wheals, but domineers by its continual Hums. 1786 tr.

Beekford's Vatliek (1868) 44 The sullen hum of those noc-

turnal insects. 1856 EMERSON Eng. Traits, Relig. Wks.

(Bohn) II. 100 The hum of the mill. 1893 f-ua-SpctiValley

156 The busy hum of the spinning-wheel.

b. The indistinct sound produced by the blend-

ing of distant voices or noises; a murmur; in quot.

1625, a ' buzz' of rumour.

so loudly and so long, that he sat down to enjoy it. 1893

J. S. WINTER Aunt Johnnie 11. 93 He hum'd at the cutlets

and he pshaw'd at the salad.

b. To sing with closed lips without articulation.

c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) m. 1226, 1 home and I hast, I do

bat I may. With mery tvne >e trebyll to syng. 1640

F. HAWKINS Youth's Behav. (1663) i Sing not within thy

mouth, humming to thy self, unless thou be alone. Mod.

She was singing, or rather humming, in a low tone.

C. To make an inarticulate murmur in a pause

of speaking, from hesitation, embarrassment, etc.

Usually in phr. to hum and ha (haw) : see HA v.,

HAW v.

c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus n. 1150 (1109) Al rosy hewed tho

woxe she, And gan to hum. 1530 PALSGR. 588/2 He hum-

meth and haeth and wyll nat come out withall. 1606 SHAKS.

Tr ff Cr. I. iii. 165 Hum and stroke thy Beard. 1632

MASSINGER & FIELD Fatal Dowry iv. i, Do you stand

Humming and hahing now? 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones

FROUDE Hist. Eng. (1858) I. iii. 189 The hum of expectation

sounding louder and louder.

2. a. An inarticulate vocal murmur uttered with

closed lips in a pause of speaking, from hesitation,

embarrassment, or affectation. (Usually in phr.

hums and ha's (haws) : see HA si.-, HAW s6.l)

1469 J. PASTON in P. Lett. No. 607 II. 347 He wold have

gotyn it aweye by humys and by hays, but I wold not so be

answeryd. 1611 SHAKS. Wint. T. n. i. 74 These Shrugs,

these Hum's, and Ha's. 1711 STEELE Sped. No. 52 F i

There were many very proper Hums and Pauses in his

Harangue. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones vm. v, After some

hesitation, and many hums and ha's. 1832 R. S. SURTEES

Sponge's Sp. Tour (1893) 141 After sundry
' hums , m-

'

deeds ',
'
sos ', etc.

b. A similar sound uttered as an expression of

applause or approbation, or of mild surprise or

dissent.

1653 Noctes Hibernal I. 8 The greatest praise unto the

Preacher comes From the Attentive Hearers tears, not

humnes. 1687 Magd. Coll. f, Jas. II (Oxf. Hist. S.) vi.

134 Whereupon there was a tumultuous hum, or acclama-

tion, made by the bystanders. 1859 MACAULAY Htst.

Eng. xxiii. (1871) II. 641 The hum with which William s

speech had been received, and the hiss which had

drowned the voice of Seymour. 1877 T. A. IROLLOPE

HUMAN.
A Peep behind Scenes xix. 277 There arose a little hum of

approbation from all present.

c. A singing in a low tone with the lips closed,

without articulation ;
an indistinct murmur.

1630 B. JONSON New Inn Ml. ii, Lord B. Would I could

charm her ! Host. Trundle will do it with his hum. 1711
E. WARD QUSJC. I. 381 No sooner did the Goat-herds find,

Antonio by his Hum inclin'd To sing a Song. 1778 Eng.
Gazetteer fed. 2) s.v. Elnihvrst, An eccho, which returns

a hum, or clap with the hands. . 10 or 12 times.

II. t 3. A kind of liquor ; strong or double

ale. Obs. (Cf. HUMMING ///. a. 2 b.)
1616 B. JONSON Devil an Ass l. i, Strong-waters, Hum,

Meath, and Obarni. a 1611 FLETCHER Wild Goose Chase
n. iii, Would I had some hum. 1670 COTTON Voy. Irel.,

The best Cheshire hum he e'er drank in his life, a 1700
B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Hutu, or Humming Liquor,
Double Ale, Stout, Pharoah. 1719 D'URFEV Pills (1872) I.

311 To get us stout hum, when Christmas is come.
attrib. 1629 SHIRLEY Wedding 11. (N.), Sold For physic

in hum-glasses and thimbles.

III. Comb. + hum-cap = sense 3 (cf. HUFT-CAP) ;

hum-note, a musical note of the character ofa hum.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Hum-cap, old, mellow

and very strong Beer. 1896 Pall Mall Mag. Sept. 155
The hum-note of this great bell was too deep for a scientific

test.

Hum, sb? [Short for HUMBUG sb.] A piece of

humbug ;
an imposition, a hoax, (slang or colloq.)

1751 Student II. 288 What a delightful Hum had we about

a poor man's getting into a quart Dottle. 1753 GARRICK in

Scots Mag. Oct. 517/2 'Twas all a hum. 1799 COLERIDGE
Lett. (1895) 270 The Bristol Library is a hum, and will do us

little service. 1841 Blackw. Mag. L. 415 Is Homer a hum.

and the Iliad a hoax? 1885 Punch 5 Sept. 114/2 Political

honesty's all a big hum.

Hum (ham), int. An inarticulate exclamation

uttered with the lips closed, either in a pause of

hesitation or embarrassment, or as expressing slight

dissatisfaction, dissent, etc. (Cf. HEM, H'M.UM.)
1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, m. i. 158, I cry'd hum . . But

mark'd him not a word. 1598 Merry W. in. v. 141

Hum: ha? Is this a vision'/ 1847 LYTTON Lucretia I.

Prol., Hum ! do you still miss your mother ? 1855 DICKENS
Dorrit i. xxxi, I have a hum a spirit, sir, that will not

endure it.

Human (hiii-man), a. (sb.) Forms : 5-6 hu-

mayn^, 5-7 humain(e, 6-8 humane, 8- human,

[a. F. humain (i2th c. in Hatz.-Darm.) = It.

untano, Sp., Pg. humano : L. humdn-us of or be-

longing to man, human, a derivative of the same

root as homo, Aomin-em man. The stress was orig.

as in OF. on the last syllable, but, in accordance

with Eng. usage, was at an early date shifted to

the first. The spelling humane remained, how-

ever, down to the beginning of the i8th c. (in

Diets, to c 1730), when human (of which isolated

examples occur in iyth c.) was substituted in the

senses following, leaving HUMANE with distinctive

pronunciation as a distinct word. Cf. the history

of DIVERS, DIVERSE.]
1. Of, belonging to, or characteristic of man.
a. 1398 TREVISA Earth. DeP.R. i. (1495) 6 This creatour

thenne made man, and nature humayne comune. c 1475 Par-

tenay 951 Neuer humain eysaw toitegal ! cis66J. ALDAY
tr. Boaystuau's Theat. World B, Others have bewailed . .

the humaine calamities. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614)

762 They thinke that all the gods are of humane shape. 1657

W. COLES Adam in. Eden To Rdr., Our humane frailties.

1710 STEELE Taller No. 120 p i The Contemplation of

Humane Life. 1758 S. HAYWARD Serin, xiii. 370 The devil

. .knows humane nature.

/3. 1697 DRYDEN Virg. Ceorg. iv. 604 Conceal d from

Human Eyes. 1736 BUTLER Anal. Introd. 5 The Structure

of the human Body. 1799 WORDSW. Lucy Gray ii, Beside

a human door. 1814 BYRON Lara n. xxii. Is human love

the growth of human will ? 1878 MORLEY Crit. Misc. Ser. i.

Carlyle 202 Human nature is not led for so long by lies.

2. Of the nature of man; that is a man; con-

sisting of men.
1484 CAXTON Fables of SEsop vi. xii, lupyter loued the

humayn lygnage. c 1500 Melusine i. 15 Thou shall . . dey as

anaturel & humayn woman. ci$66 J. ALDAY tr. Boaystuau's
Theat. World'Z'vJ, All humaine creatures. 1613 PURCHAS

Pilgrimage (1614) 320 Humane Sacrifices were offered to

Diana. 1728-46 THOMSON Spring 1146 By degrees, The

human blossom blows. 1804 Med. Jrnl. XII. 340 The

calamities of the human race. 1807 Ibid. XVII. 553 1<

make a mere experiment on a human subject. 1858 KINGSLEY

Lett. 11878) II. 54 Wherever human beings are concerned.

b. Astral. Applied to those signs of the zodiac,

or constellations in general, which are figured in

the form of men or women.
1658 in PHILLIPS. 1679 MOXON Math. Diet., Humane

Signs those Signs of the Zodiack, which have, as it were,

the form of Man, as Gemini, Virgo, Aquarius, and the first

half of Sagittarius ; . . also such Asterisms without the Zodiack,

as are usually represented^ in humane_ shape, as Perseus,

Compl. Diet. Astro/, s.v., The lord of an eclipse being in

any human sign, its evil effects will fall on mankind.

3. Belonging or relative to man as distinguished

from God or superhuman beings ; pertaining to

the sphere or faculties of man (with implication of

limitation or inferiority) ;
mundane

;
secular. (Often

opposed to divine.')

a. a 1533 LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) B vj b,
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HUMANATE.
1 haue vsed in this wrytyng, the whiche is humayne, that

that diuers tymes hath bcnc vscd in diuinitie. 1590 SHAKS.
Cotn. Err. v. i. 189 Past thought of humane reason. 1600

J. PORY tr. Leo's Africa, n. 392 There are two natures in

Christ, one divine . . the other humane. 1613 PURCHAS

disposings agree not alwayes with human purposes. 1712
W. ROGERS Vy. 255 In all human probability. 1860 MOTLEY
Netkerl. (1868) I. i. i An authority which seemed more than
human. 1878 BROWNING La Saisiaz 154X0. .Pass off human
lisp as echo of the Sphere-song out of reach.

4. Having or showing the qualities or attributes

proper to or distinctive of man. (In quot. 1727 =

HUMANE.)
17*7 A. HAMILTON Xeiv Ace. E. luct. II. Iii. 260 He was

very human, and sent the poor Seamen Presents. 1837 HT.
MARTINEAU Soc. Amer. III. 184 Every prison visitor has
been conscious, on first conversing privately with a criminal,
of a feeling of surprise at finding him so human. 1855
LONGF. Hittw. Introd. 91 Ye. -Who believe, that in all ages
Every human heart is human. 1883 FAIRBAIRN City ofCod
11. i. v. (i886> 140 The coming of a diviner faith made worship
humaner and more spiritual. Ibid. in. i. 230 The ideal of
manhood He [Christ] created., remains the regnant ideal of

man, the humanest men being the men who realize it.

5. Comb. a. with another adj., denoting a com-
bination of qualities, as human-angelic (of the
nature of a human '

angel '). b. parasynthetic, as

human-bounded, -figured, -headed, -hearted (sense

4 ;
hence -heartedness}, -sized adjs.

a 1711 KEN Hymnotheo Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 256 No
Human-bounded Mind Can comprehend Love unconnn'd.
1749 FIELDING Tom Jones ix. ii, The human-angelic
species. 1768 Woman of Honor III. 196 A human-
figured stick. 1850 TENNYSON In Mem. xiii, The human-
hearted man I loved. 1857 BIRCH Anc. Pottery ^1858) I.

343 Human-headed birds. 1870 W. GRAHAM Lect. Epkes.
246 The humanheartedness of the Father. 1880 VERN.
LKE Belcaro ii. 33 This Niobe group, twice human-sized.
B. sb. A human being, a man. ( Formerly much

used ; now chiefly humorous or
affected.']

KIS33 LD. BERNERS Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) Gg vii b,
No man among men, nor humain amonge the humains.
cl6n CHAPMAN Iliad v. 441 Mars, .smear'd with the dust
and bloud Of humanes, and their ruin'd wals. 1652 KIRK-
MAN Clerio SF Lozia 83 Among you earthly humanes. 1839
MARRYAT Diary A mer. Ser. I. II. 211 Of all the humans,
you're the one I most wish to see. 1878 BESANT & RICE
Ctlia's Arb. I. iii. 31 They [rooks] are not mere theorists,
like poor humans, but simply investigators of fact 1879 G.
MACDONALD Sir Gibbie ix. 54 Gibbie fell to . . hugging him
[the dog] as if he had been a human.

t Htrmanate, a. Obs. rare. [ad. med.L.

humandt-us, pa. pple. of hiimdnare to make
human, f. humdn-us HUMAN.] Made human;
converted into human flesh.

1551 CRANMER Anyui. Gardiner 369 That the breade is

humanate or incarnate.

So f Hnniana'tion, incarnation.

1651 HOWELL Venice 185* The humanationof our Saviour.

1659 H. L'Esn**s*AI8aui Div. Off. 179.

Humane (hiwm^-n), a. [A common earlier

spelling of HUMAN, which became restricted after

1700 to a particular group of senses ; the form and
mod. stress seem to show more immediate asso-
ciation with L. humdnus : cf. germane.]
1. Characterized by such behaviour or disposition

towards others as befits a man. fa. Gentle or

kindly in demeanour or action
; civil, courteous,

friendly, obliging. Obs. (passing gradually into b.)
c 1500 Melusine xx. in Be meke, humble, swete, curtoys& humayne, both vnto grete & lesse. 1530 PALSGR. 316/1
Humayne, courtoyse or belongyng to the nature of a man,
tumor*. 1555 EDEN Decades 149 Thinhabitauntes enter-
teined them very frendly \margin Humane people). 1631
LITHGOW Trav. ix. 387 The people are very humane,
ingenious, eloquent and pleasant. 1675 MARVELL Corr.
Wks 1871-5 II. 489 Humane civility. 1784 COWPER Teak
v. 469 That humane address And sweetness.

b. Marked by sympathy with and consideration
for the needs and distresses of others ; feeling or

showing compassion and tenderness towards human
beings and the lower animals

; kind, benevolent.

(In early use not clearly distinguishable from a.)
1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 1270 As his martuUl valour

is humane [^lAacSpwiror ], so his humanitie is valorous.

01774 PEARCE Serm. IV. xiv. (R.), Christianity (the most
compassionate and humane religion in the world). 1802
MAR. EDGEWORTH Moral T. I. xv. 124 The humane spirit
of the law, which supposes every man . innocent till proved
. .guilty. 1814 D. M. O'BRIAN Caftiv. e, Escape 79 The
jailer here.. was the roost humane man in that situation
I ever knew. 1841 TRENCH Parables viii. (1877) 159 It is

just in man to be merciful.. to be humane is human. 1857
BUCKLE Cimlit, I. viii. 480 The humane and enlightened
measures of Henry IV.

o. Humane Society : title of a society for the
reicue of drowning persons.
The Royal Humane Society was founded in 1774.
177* Minutes Soc. Recov. Person* off. drowned 8 May,That this Society in future be distinguished by the name of
The Humane Society '. 178* R, A. BROMLEY (titlti Sermon

for the benefit of the Humane Society, on Luke viii. 52. 1784-
95 W. HAWES (title) The Transactions of the Royal Humane
society, from 1774 to 1784, with an Appendix. 1819 BYRON
Juan i. cxxx, The apparatus Of the Humane Societ/s begin-
ning. 1834 MEDWIN Angler in Wales I. 219 The men ofthe
Humane Society . came hurrying, with their apparatus for re-
suscitation. 1896 VIOLET HUKT m Cotmofolis Sept. 617, I

444

chose the darkest place, farthest from the Humane Society's
drags \

2. Applied to those branches of study or litera-

ture (littrx humaniores} which tend to humanize
or refine, as the ancient classics, rhetoric, and

poetry ; hence, elegant, polite. (See HUMANITY 4.)
1691 WOOD Ath. Oxon. I. 269 Edward Grant . . the most

,
noted Latinist and Grecian of his time. He was well skill'd

'

in all kind of humane literature. 1701 tr. Le Clerc's Prim.
' Fathers (1702) 174 To learn Humane Learning ; that is to
'

say, to understand the Greek Poets and Orators and to

write well in that Tongue. X7ia HENLEY Sped. No. 396
F 2 An uncommon Mastery in the more humane and polite

|

Part of Letters. 1843 LYTTON Last Bar. iv. v, Thou art

acquainted, doubtless .. with the Humaner Letters. 1877
SVMOXDS Renaiss. in Italy, Reviv. Learning ii. 71 note,
The word Humanism has a German sound, and is in fact

modern. Yet the generic phrase ttmanita for humanistic

! culture, and the name nmanista for a professor of humane
studies, are both pure Italian.

Humanely (hboa^iiH), adv. [f. prec. + -LY-.]
,
In a humane manner

; f courteously (pbs.) ; kindly,

i
compassionately? benevolently.
1596 DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. viii. 139 The king

humainlie receives him .. and honorablic sendis him name.

1607 SHAKS. Cor. i. i. 19 If they would yeelde vs but the
'

superfluide.. wee might guesse they releeued vs humanely.
1

a, 1677 BARROW Serm. Wks. :6S6 III. xxviii. 313 We shall

|
herein act humanely, and like good friends. 1715 POPE Odyss.

I xxiv. 311 Humanely hear, and answer my demand. i8a8/-//v
Planter Jamaica (ed. 2) 287 Show the British people that

! you are equally humanely disposed with themselves.

(See also HUMANLY.)
Humaneness (.hiwrn^'n^es). [f.

as prec. +

-NESS.] The quality of being humane.
1809 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. XXVII. 455 So much

forbearance and humaneness. 1878 MORLEY Crit. Misc.)

Vawenargucs 25 The large and rational humaneness of the

new time.

Hrrmanhood, rare. [See -HOOD.] Human
|

character or position in the scale of being.
1847 W. MACCALL Elem. Individualism ix. 90 To benefit

humanity by being faithful to his humanhood. 1894 Church
Union (N.Y.) Mar., Oh, for a Christly humanhood that will

relegate sexhood to its legitimate sphere.

Huma'nics. rare, [irreg. f. HUMAN + -ics pi.

suffix.] The subject or study of human affairs.

a 1864 COLLINS is cited by Webster.

Hnmaniform (him3e-nifim), a. [ad. L. type
(
^hitmdnifarm-is^ f. hftmanus HUMAN : see -FOKM.]

J

Of human form, anthropomorphous ; in quot.

Attributing human form to the Deity, anthropo-
morphic. So f Hnmanilb rmian, one who attri-

butes human form to God, an anthropomorphite.
i5$o HUTCHINSON Wks. (Parker Soc.) 164 This image is

in our souls, not in our bodies: as I have proved in my
confutation of the Anthropomorphites, or humaniformians.
16x4 F. WHITE Reply Fisher 277 The errour ofthe Humani-
formians. 1889 Amer. Antiquarian Jan. n AH religion
being more or less anthropomorphic, or humaniform.

Huinanify (hiwmse-nifai), v. [f. HUMAN a. +

-FY.] trans. To make human. Hence Huma ni-
fica tion, a making, or representing as, human.
1639 T. ADAMS Medit. Creed Pract. Wks. 1861-2 III. an

For His own Son to be humanified, and being man to be
crucified. 1860 H. B.WILSON in Ess. $ Rev. 186 The humani-

fyjngof the Divine Word. 1874 H. R. REYNOLDSJohnBapt.
viii. 490 The humanification of the physical forces.

Hirnianish, a. rare. [f. as prec. + -ISH.]
!
Somewhat human or human-looking.
1837 L. HUNT m ATw Monthly Mag. XLIX. 511 Ithad a

humanish kind of head and body, a 1843 SOUTHEY Contm.-

pi. Bk. IV. 490 Caesar's horse with humanish feet.

Humanism (hi-maniz'm). [f. HUMAN a. +
i -ISM, after humanist. Cf. Ger. kumanismus.]

1 1. Belief in the mere humanity of Christ : cf.

HUMANITARIAN sb. i a. Obs.
1811 COLERIDGE Omniana in Lit. Rem. (1836) I. 377 A

man who has passed from orthodoxy to the loosest Armin-
ianism, and thence to Arianism, and thence to direct

Humanism.
2. The character or quality of being human

;

devotion to human interests.

1836 HOR. SMITH Tin Trump. (1876) 241 More consonant
. .to truth, as well as to an enlightened spirit of humanism.
1850 GLADSTONE Homer II. 242 The Homeric Mercury.,
exceeds in humanism . . the other Olympian gods. 1875
BROWNING A ristoph, Apol. 119 With kindly humanism they
countenanced Our emulation of divine escapes Thro' sense
and soul. 1888 Amer. Anthropol. Jan. 12 According as he

, [man] raises his intellectual and moral nature to the levels

;
of a higher and higher humanism.
3. Any system of thought or action which is

concerned with merely human interests (as distin-

guished from divine), or with those of the human
race in general (as distinguished from individual) ;

the '

Religion of Humanity *.

1860 J.GARDNER Faiths World\\. 76/2 The Philanthropic
Humanism soon gave place to a higher Humanism, which
began to spring out of the ardent study of the ancient
classics. 1876 GLADSTONE In Contemp. Rev. June 25 Comtism
or Positivism, or, as it might be called. Humanism. 1877
W. K. CLIFFORD Led. (1879) II. 249, I neither admit the
moral influence of theism in the past, nor look forward to
the moral influence of humanism in the future. 1883 A.
BARRATT Phys. Metcmpiric 128 Altruism. . overshadows the

Egoism on which rests the morality of individual men, and
already shows occasional symptoms of fading into a higher
Humanism. 1887 Spectator 25 June 853/1 From the strictest

Roman Catholicism to the nakedest humanism.

HUMANISTICAL.
4. Devotion to those studies which pi omote
human culture

; literary culture ; tsp. the system of
the Humanists, the study of the Roman and Greek
classics which came into vogue at the Renascence.
183* SIR W. HAMILTON Discuss. (1853) 276 note, DifGslekr-

ten 5W*K/4r,etc. l i.e. Learned Schools, according to the prin-
ciples ofa genuine human ism. 1877 J. E.CARi'ENTERtr. Title's

Htit.Relig, 91 Greek humanism and Greek philosophy. 1881
GARDINER & MULLINGKR Ititrod. Eng, Hist, vii. 105 When
the Middle Ages drew to a close with the humanism of Italy.
1882 M. A RSOLD in iqth Cent. Aug. 220 We talk of knowing
Greek and Roman antiquity., which is what people have
called humanism. 1885 SVMONDS in Encycl. Brit. XVIII.
709/2 Petrarch, .was even less eminent as an Italian poet than
as the founder of Humanism, the inauguratorofthe Renaiss-
ance in Italy. 1885 Academy 5 Sept. 144/1 The humanism of
Erasmus and More, once planted in England, grew there as
it did abroad. 1897 DOWDEN Fr. Lit. \. iii. 2. 46 The
early humanism of France was clouded and lost in the

tempests of the Hundred Years 1 War.

Humanist (hi-manist). [ad. F. humanists

( J 539 U1 Hatz.-Darm.), ad. It. nmanista (Ariosto
Sat. vii) : see HUMAN and -IST.]
1. A student of human affairs, or of human na-

ture ; formerly, sometimes, fa secular writer (as

distinguished from a divine],
1617 MORYSON Itin. in. ii The Humanist, I meane him

that affects the knowledge of State affaires, Histories [etc.J.
a 1734 NORTH Exam. in. vi. $ 36 (1740) 449 What a Dis-

covery is it . . that Vice raged at Court ? Is it not the

Hackney Observation of all Humanists? 1863 MRS. C.
CLARKE Shaks. Char. ix. 215 The ample wisdom and bland

morality of such a humanist as Shakespeare.
2. One devoted to or versed in the literary studies

called 'the humanities
1

;
a classical scholar ; esp.

a Latinist, a professor or teacher of Latin, arch.

(Sometimes by early writers opposed to 'divine*.)
1589 FLEMING Virg. Georg. To Rdr., Considering the ex-

positors drift to consist in deliuering a direct order of con-
struction for the releefe of weake Grammatists, not in at-

tempting by curious deuise and disposition, to content

courtly Humanists. 1596 HARIKGTON Meiam. Ajax 74, I

might repute him as a good humanist,but I should ever doubt
him for a good devine. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn, it. x. 2

Antiquaries, Poets, Humanists, States-men, Merchants,
Diuines. 1610 HEALEY fives' Comrtt. St. Aug. Citit of
God (1620) 512 The humanists cannot agree about the first

city-founder. 1676 W. Row Contn. Blair's Aittobiog. xii.

(1848) 397 One M 1
. Andrew Bruce, humanist in the Old

College. 1691 WOOD Ath, Oxon. II. 283 Jeremy Taylor . .

was a rare Humanist. 1755 JOHNSON, Humanist, a philo-
loger ; a grammarian : a term used in the schools of Scotland.

1817 J. BROWN Gospel Truth Stated \&yi\ 70 What he was
for a humanist ..his translation of his own work., into good
Roman Latin will abundantly testify. 1876 GRANT Burgh
Sch. Scotl. ii. xiii. 366 In 1620 he [the Master of the gram-
mar School] . . was nominated grammarian or humanist in

King's college.

3. Literary Hist. One of the scholars who, at

the Revival of Learning in the fourteenth, fifteenth,
and sixteenth centuries, devoted themselves to the

study of the language, literature, and antiquities of

Rome, and afterwards of Greece
; hence, applied

to later disciples of the same culture.

1670 LASSELS Voy. Italy II. 361 Of this town was Cselius

Rhodigimis . . and Bonifacius Bonifacii, another learned
humanist. 1764 GIBBON Misc. Wks. (1814) V. 455 The
humanists of the fifteenth century revived the knowledge of
the ancients. 1870 SEELEY Lect. $ Ess. 135 Milton lived in

antiquity as much as any fifteenth-century humanist. 1876
FAIRBAIRN Strauss n. in Contemp. Rev. June 140 Hutten
had united in him the culture of the humanist and the

energy of the enthusiast. 1879 M. ARNOLD Mixed Ess. t

Equality 80 Milton was born a humanist, but the Puritan

temper mastered him. 1895 Dublin. Re?'. Oct. 318 A society
of heathen-minded Humanists under the presidency of . .

Pomponius Laetus.
attrib. 1881 G. W. KITCHIN in Encyct, Brit. XII. 413/2

Italy, that holy land of Humanist enthusiasm. 1882-3
SCHAFF Encycl. Reiig. Knowl. III. 2033 Among the humanist
predecessors of the Reformation. 1887 J. C. MORISON
Service ofMan (1889 152 His superior culture and humanist
sense of the '

becoming '.

4. Theol. Hist. (See quot.)
1860 J. GARDNER Faiths World II. 76 Humanists, a class

of thinkers which arose in Germany towards the end of the

eighteenth century, originating chiefly from the diffusion of
the writings of Rousseau .. Their system .. usually called
Humanism . . sought to level all family distinctions, all dif-

ferences of rank, all nationality, all positive moral obliga-
tion, all positive religion, and to train mankind to be men,
as. .the highest accomplishment.

Humani-stic, a. (s&.\ [f. prec. + -ic.]

Pertaining to or characteristic of the humanists
or classical scholars of the Renascence ; classic*!.

1845 S. AUSTIN Ranke's Hist. Ref. I. 287 A collision be-
tween the new and humanistic method [of instruction ]. .and
the old modes, was inevitable. 1882-3 SCHAFF Encycl.
Relig. Knowl. 753 Erasmus, the most brilliant representative
of humanistic culture at the beginning of the sixteenth

century. 1885 PATER Marius II. 128 The Church was be.

coming [in the latter part of second century] humanistic, in

a best and earliest Renaissance. 1896 E. GOSSE Crit. Kit-
Kats 252 With the accession of humanistic ideas, he [Pater]
had gradually lost all belief in the Christian religion.

f B. sb. pi. Humanistics : Humanistic or

classical studies or writings. Obs.

1716 M. DAVIES Athen. Brit. III. Crit. Hist. 2 -Forney's
Onomasticks, and Tachard's Lexographicks, and Rapin's
Critical Humanisticks .. are far surpass'd by our Oxford
Grammar.

Humani'stical, a.
[f. as prec. + -AL.] =

HUMANISTIC ; pertaining to classical studies.



HUMANISTICALLY. 445 HUMANIZE.

1716 M. DAVIES A then. Brit. I. 70 His [Sir Thomas
i

More's] Humanistical Pamphlets. Ibid, II. To Rdr, 49
'

Their [Jesuits'] boasting Monopoly and bragging Tyrrany :

over Humanistical Schools. Ibid. III. Crit. Hist. 107
Master of Rhetorick and Poetry in the famous Trivial

School of Humanistical Studies at Jena,
Hence Humanistically adv., in relation to

humanism or classical studies ; from the point of

view of the humanist.
1886 A. SETH in EncycL Brit. XXI. 423/2 The teaching

of the school of Chartres, humanistically nourished on the

study of the ancients, 1890 Athenaeum 26 July 117/3 This
may be humanistically true.

Humanitarian (hiumsenite-Tian), sb. and a.

[f. HUMANITY, after Unitarian^ trinitarian.]
A. sb. 1. TheoL a. One who affirms the hu-

manity (but denies the divinity) of Christ.

1819 MOORE Diary 30 Jan., The sect of the Humanitarians.
Parr.. more shocked as a grammarian at the word than as a

,

divine at the sect. 1819 M. STUART Lett, to IV. E. Chan-
trt.f 144 Now [in New England] . . there are scarcely any

of the younger preachers of Unitarian sentiments who are I

not simple Humanitarians.

b. An anthropomorphite : see quot.
a 1844 R. BALMER Lect. <y Disc. (1845) I. 193 The opinion

!

of the humanitarians or anthropomorphites as they are called
. .that the Deity possesses a material body.
2. One who professes the *

Religion of Humanity',
holding that man's duty is chiefly or wholly com-

prised in the advancement of the welfare of the

human race : applied to various schools of thought
and practice.
1831 Frascr's Mag. IV. 54 Herder, .in his work, entitled,

the History of'Humanity\ is merely what may be termed a !

Humanitarian. 1844 Blackiv. Mag. LVI. 589 M. Pierre

Leroux, most distinguished of the Humanitarians, the last :

sect which figures on the scene, bidding for disciples. 1876
C. M. DAVIES Unorth. Land. ted. 2) 400 The fifteen rules

or doctrines of the Humanitarians. 1882-3 SCHAFF Encycl.
\

Relig. Knowl. II. 1038/1 Humanitarian,*, name applied., i

to such parties as profess the '

religion of humanity . . the

spontaneous perfectibility of the human race.

8. One who advocates or practises humanity or

humane action ; one who devotes himself to the i

welfare of mankind at large ;
a philanthropist.

Nearly always contemptuous, connoting one who
goes to excess in his humane principles.
1844 LD. ASHBURTON in Croker Papers (1884) III. xx'ui.

18 The most mischievous men of our day are our conceited

political economists and our ultra humanitarians. 1851
GALLENGA Italy II. i. 20 The patriot merged into the
humanitarian. 1861 GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. III.

clxxvii. 213 Who can stand being called 'humanitarian
and abolitionist'? 1891 H. S. CONSTABLE Horses, Sport ft

War 84 A man cannot be too really humane, but the typical
humanitarian is only sentimental.

B. adj. 1. Holding the views or doctrines of

humanitarians
;
held or practised by humanitarians

(in the senses, A i, 2).

1846 WORCESTER cites ChurchObserver. 18760. M. DAVIES
Unorth. Lond. (ed. 2) 413 The Humanitarian Solemniza-
tion of Matrimony. 1886 Diet. Nat. Biog. V. 180/2 The
original Calvinism of the race had changed to Arianism,
and he himself became humanitarian in his Christology.
2, Devoted to humanity or the human race as an

object of worship.
1861 GOLDW. SMITH Lect. Progr. 4, I am not aware that '

so much as the rudiment of a new religion has yet been
|

actually produced, unless it be the Humanitarian religion
;

of M. Comte.

3. Having regard to the interests of humanity or

mankind at large ; relating to, advocating, or

practising humanity or humane action; broadly

philanthropic. Often contemptuous or hostile.

1855 MOTLEY Dutch Rep. (1861) I. 219 However open to

criticism upon broad humanitarian grounds. x88> A. W.
WARD Dickens Hi. 58 Pecksniff presents himself as a
humanitarian philosopher. 1894 Westm, Gaz, 10 Feb. 2/3
These are the aims of the Humanitarian Movement, and
with their realisation will come the regeneration of the race.

1897 F. N. MAUDE Volunt. v. Compuls. Service 33 All the
nonsense of humanitarian sentimentalists.

Hence Humanitarian!sin, the system, prin-

ciples, or practice of humanitarians (in any of the

senses above) ; Humanita'rianize v. trans.
,
to

make humanitarian.

1833 J. MARTINEAU Ess. (1890) I. n His [Priestley's] tran-

sition from Low Arianism to Humanitarianism. 1850
Tait's Mag. XVII. 84 The puerile whimperings of an
effeminate humanitarianism. 1857 TOULM. SMITH Parish

364 Specious but most mischievous humanitarianism, and

self-exalting but hollow philanthropy. 1865 GLADSTONE
Farew Addr. Edinboro* Univ. 27 A still deeper trace of
humanitarianism lay in the transportation of the family
order into heaven. 1895 Columbus (Ohiot Disp. 10 July 10/4
Persons who desire to humanitarianize capital punishment.

Humanitary vhimse'nitari), a. rare. [f. as

prec. + -AEY. Cf. F. humanitaire^
1. Of or relat

:

ng to humanity or the human race.

1857-8 SEARS Athan. in. viii. 323 Individual and humani-

tary regeneration.
2. Of or relating to humanity or humane action

;

philanthropic, humanitarian.
1886 H. JAMES Bostonians I. r. iv. 40 After fifty years of

humanitary zeal.

f Humanitian (-i'Jan). Obs. Also 6 -ioian.

[irreg. f. HUMANITY + -AN, by association with

logician, etc.] One versed in the 'humanities';
a classical scholar ;

= HUMANIST 2.

1577-87 HOLINSHED Chron. II. 40/2 Oliver Eustace, a
student of the civill and canon law, a good humanician, and
a proper philosopher. 1599 B. JONSON Cynthia's Rev, in.

iii, I have read history, I am a little humanitian. 1606
HOLLAND Sucton. Annot. 18 A deep Scholler and great
Humunitian as we speake, and whom the Greekes call

Philologon. 1691 WOOD A th. Oxon. I. 103 The said Robert-
son was an exact Grammarian and Humanitian.

Humanity (hittmse'nlti). [a. F. humanite

(older forms Jmmcinetet humanitet, I2th c. in

Littre), ad. L. hiimamtat-em^ f. hilmanus HUMAN.]
I. Connected with human.

1. The quality or condition of being human, man-
hood

;
the human faculties or attributes collectively ;

human nature
;
man in the abstract.

1430 LYDG. Hors, Sht-pe, $ G. (Roxb.) 15 Whan he

[Christ] .. Toke the clothyng of oure humanyte. 15*6

PHgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) sb.The humanite or manned
of our lorde. i6o SHAKS. Ham. in. ii. 39, I haue thought
some of Natures louerney-men had made men, and not
made them well, they imitated Humanity so abhominably.
1604 Oth. i. iii. 317, I would change my Humanity with
a Baboone. 1710 BERKELEY Princ. Hum. Knowl. Introd.

I 9 The abstract idea of man, or, if you please, humanity,
or human nature. 1773 LD. MONBODDO Lang. (1774) I.

Introd. 2 Without the use of reason and speech, we have no

pretensions to humanity. 1834 \V. India. Sketch Bk. I. 23
One of the numerous specimens of rough-spun humanity
peculiar to the sea-coast. 1875 E. WHITE Life in Christ
in. xvii. (1878) 206 A. .regenerative process, .which contem-

plates the whole humanity, body as well as soul. 1898
jV> York Voice 5 May 6/3 They denounced slavery as a

sin, asserted the humanity of the blacks.

b. //. Human attributes
;

traits or touches of

human nature or feeling; points that concern man,
or appeal to human sensibilities.

1800 COLERIDGE Piccolotn. 11. iv. 124 The fair humanities of
old religion. 1837 SOUTHEV Doctor IV. cxix. 178 In the

exercise of their calling, the distinctions of society disappear,
and poor human nature is stript to its humanities. 1882 M.
ARNOLD Irish Ess. 122 Individuals with a happy nature and
an instinct for the humanities of life.

2. The human race; mankind; human beings

collectively.
1579 LYLY Euphues (Arb.) 42 Vnlesse he be false, or that

he be an enimye to humanitie. 1664 POWER Exp. Philos.

m. 184 The greatest part of Humanity is lost in Earth, and
their Souls so fixed in that grosser moity of themselves

(their Bodies). 1774 PENNANT TourScotl. in 1772. 371 Each
shore appeared pleasing to humanity. 187$ BANCROFT
Footpr. Time L 59 Their Services to humanity arc very
great. 1892 VJf.sTcorr Gospel ofLife 109 Each nation con-
tributes something to the fulness of the life ofhumanity. 1897
MARY KINGSLEY W. Africa 247 The inhabitants . . came a
brown mass of naked humanity down the steep cliff path.

II. Connected with humane*
3. The character or quality of being humane ;

behaviour or disposition towards others such as

befits a man. f a. Civility, courtesy, politeness,

good behaviour; kindness as shown in courteous

or friendly acts, obligingness. (Cf. HUMANE i a.)

138* WVCLIF 2 Mace* iv. n Bi cause of humanytee or
curtasie. 1464 Paston Lett. No. 483 II. 147, I beseche

you, schew the brynger of this letter sum humanite and
worsschipe. c 1530 H. RHODES Bk, Nurture 138 in Babces
Bk. 86 To prate in thy maysters presence, it is no humanitye.
1664 EVELYN Diary 21 July, I din'd with my L. Treasurer
..where his Lordship used me with singular humanitie. 1694
STRYPE Cranmer (18481 I. Pref. 31 William Petyt of the

Inner-Temple. .did with great humanity communicate unto
me his collection of excellent papers. 1794 GODWIN Cat.
Williams xxvi. 198 The keeper, .with his former unconstitu-

tional and ambiguous humanity.
b. Disposition to treat human beings and animals

with consideration and compassion, and to relieve

their distresses ; kindness, benevolence ;
= HUMANE-

NESS. (In earlier use not clearly separable from a.)
c 1386 CHAUCER Clerk's T. 36 O noble Markys, youre

humanitee Asseurethys to yeuevs hardinesse. 1531 ELYOT
Gov. n. viii, Humanitie.. is a generall name to those vertues,
in whome semeth to be a mutuall concprde and loue, in the
nature of man. 1571 GOLDING Calvin on Ps. xxxvii. 21
Ther is commended humanitie, for that they are redy to

releeve the want of their brethren, a 1639 W. WHATEI.EY
Prototypes n. xxvi. (1640! 76 The vertue of humanity, that

is, of being ready to shew love to man, as he is man. 1732
LEDIARD Sethos II. vn. 97 Treat the prisoners .. with

humanity. 1791 BURKE App. Whigs Wks. 1842 I. 501
Great tenderness of heart, and humanity of disposition.

1855 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xii. III. 224 The English laws

against Popery.. were so much mitigated by the prudence
and humanity of the Government.

c. //. Instances or acts of humanity ; f courtesies

(pbs.}\ kindnesses, tendernesses.

1577-87 HOLINSHED Scot. Chron. (i8o) II. 51 ^Though
ttiou seemed as enemie. -3U we found mair humanities and
plaisures than'damage by thy cumming. 1827 HOOD Mids.
Fairies lxviii

t
So are our gentle natures intertwined With

sweet humanities. 183* SOUTHEY Hist.Penins. \Var\\\.
925 All the courtesies and humanities of generous warfare.

1851 ROBERTSON Serm. Ser. m. xv. 188 Blended graces and
beauties, and humanities which are found, .in all churches,
but not in each separate man.

4. Learning or lilerature concerned with Human
culture : ja term including the various branches of

polite scholarship, as jjramraai^.rfcetoric, poetry,
and esp. the s*tffly of tne ancient Latin and Greek
classics, a. sing. (Still used in the Scottish Uni-

versities, in the sense of * the study of the Latin

language and literature*.)
This (

= i5~i6th c. It. utnetnifa, F. humanite") appears to

have represented I., hutnanitas in its sense of ' mental cul-

tivation befitting a man, liberal education', as used by
AulusGellius, Cicero, and others; hence, taken as = 'literary

culture, polite literature, littrse humaniores*\ but it was

very often, in scholastic and academic use, opposed to

divinity i
as if = secular learning.

1483 CAXTOM Gold. Leg. 121 a/a He floured m double
science .. that is to saye dyuynyte and humanyte. 1555
KUES Decades 255 Hauynge. .sum knowleage of letters of
humanitie. 1577 HANMER Anc. Eccl. Hist. (1619) 97 By
reason of prophane literature and humanity opposite unto
sacred letters. 1605 BACON Adv. Learn, n. v. 2. 20 There
doe arise three knowledges, Divine Philosophy, Natural

Philosophy, and Humane Philosophy, or Humanitie. 1679
PRANCE Addit. Narr. Pop. Plot 43 He . . went to Lisbone,
and taught Humanity in the English Colledge there. 1737
y. Chamberliiyne's St. Gt. Brit. n. m. x. 440 In this

University [Edinburgh] are taught Divinity, Philosophy..

professors in humanity. Ibid. 550 Rodolphus Langius . - a
tolerable Latin poet .. opened a school of humanity at
Munster : which supplied his countrymen with every species
of elegant learning. 1837-9 HALLAM /list. Lit. I. v. i. 27.

348 Lectures in humanity, that is, in classical literature,were,
in i535 established in all collegesof the University of Oxford.
1864 BuHTtoxScotA&r. I.v. 269 The

'

Professor ofHumanity'
has his place in . . official lists as if there were nothing anti-

quated or peculiar in the term. 1865 GLADSTONE GUan.dfyq]
VII. 10 The study, of which Greek learning is the main.,
as well as the most arduous part, made its way, under the
well-deserved name of Humanity, to the very head of the

Faculty ofArts. 1869 SIR A. GRANT A ddress Students Univ.
Edin, 2 Nov., Latin, not altogether without reason called
*

Humanity
'

in this University, is the greatest of all keys
to the history, the thoughts, and the mind itself of civilized

man. 1893 FOWLER Hist. C. C. C. ii. 58 (O. H. S.) The
first Professor of Humanity [in C. C. C., Oxford] was
Ludovicus Vives, the celebrated Spanish humanist.

b. //. (Usually with the
;
~ Fr. les humanite

1

!.}

170* WOODROFPE DanieVs 70 Weeks Ep. A iij b, What
Philosophy, what Humanities, what Law, what Divinity
did not his Discourses still infuse? 1828 SCOTT F. M.
Perth vii, I have been bred in Paris, and learned my
humanities and my cursus medendi* 1856 EMERSON Eng.
Traits, Universities Wks. (Bohn) II. 92 An Eton captain. .

critically learned in all the humanities. 1886 SIR F. POLLOCK
Oxford Lect. iv. (1890) 108 Neither would I have you neg-
lect the humanities. I could wish that every one of you. .

could enjoy in the originals Homer, and Virgil, and Dante,
and Rabelais, and Goethe. 1886 LOWELL Wks. (1890) VI.

147 The teaching of the Humanities and of the Hebrew.
0. attrib. and Comb. a. in sense 4.

1565 HARDING in Jewel Def. Apol. (16111 496 Some out of
the Canonists, some out of the Schoolmen . . most of all out
of Humanity Bookes, wherein you be pretily scene. . . As for

Diuinity, there appeareth no great knowledge in you. a 1688
FULMAN in Fowler Hist. C. C. C. (O. H. S.) 381 note,
Ludovicus Vives lodged in C- C. C., and, by Tradition, was
Humanitie Reader to the Coll. 1691; SIBBALD Autobiog.
(1834) 129, I was a yeer at the Humanity classe.

b. in sense 3 b.

18*3 in Cobbett Rur. Rides (1885) I. 384 To tell the

humanity-men to look at home for slaves to free. Ibid.,
Colonel Wodehouse .. opposed this humanity-scheme. 1829
SoVTtm\ Sir T". More 1. 109 The humanity-mongers,who deny
the necessity and lawfulness ofinflicting capital punishment.
Humanization (hi^manaiz^-Jan). [f. next

+ -ATION.]
The action or process of humanizing, or condition

of being humanized : a. in sense i of the vb.

1836 CDL. WISEMAN Sc. <$ Rclig. I. iii. 184 Advancing . .

in this road to humanization. .their jabbering resolved itself

into articulate sounds. 1858 J. MARTINEAU Stud. Chr. 100
This degrading humanization of the Deity. 1883 Century
Mag. XXVII. 113/2 The complete humanization of nature,

b. in sense 2 of the vb.

1783 W. F. MARTYN Geog. Mag. II. 93 Learning and
humanization quickly followed. 1788 PRIESTLEY Lect. Hist.
v. Iv. 427 Those diversions, .which, .promote the humaniza-
tion of our manners. 1876 MAUDSLEY Phys. Mind vi. 366
There is not a being born into the world who does not carry
in his nature the cultivation of his epoch, marking, so to

speak, its stage of humanization. 1879 M. ARNOLD Mixed
Ess., Equality 65 Great elements in our humanisation.

Humanize (hi*manaiz), v. [ad. F. humanise-r

(i6th c. in Littre), f. human-us: see -IZK.]
1. trans. To make or render human ;

to give a

human character to, imbue with human qualities ;

to turn into, or represent in, the form of man
;
to

conform to human nature or use.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 1210 Socrates .. hath
humanized as I may so say, Philosophy, and attributed it

to humaine reason. 1614 EARL STIRLING Domes-day \.(R.\
When humaniz'd our Saviour did remaine. 1756 BURKE
Sitbl. fy B. n. v, Before the Christian religion had, as it

were, humanized the idea of the Divinity. 1855 MILMAH
Lat. Chr. xiv. x. (1864) IX. 338 The cloister, .must humanise
itself that it may represent man. 1895 Pof. Set. Monthly
Sept. 671 It is clear that the Fijians humanized their gods.

2. To make humane
;
to civilize, soften, refine ;

to imbue with gentleness or tenderness.

1647 W. BROWNE tr. Gomberville's Polexander ii-iv. 235
The wilder people, .were somewhat humaniz'd by our con-

versation. 1670 WALTON Lives n. 132 My faithful Tears . .

shall flow To humanize the Flints on which I tread. 1696
PHILLIPS (ed. 5', To Humanize, to make gentle, tractable and
familiar. 1790 J. B- MORETON Mann. W.Ind. 164 If blacks
were humanized, instructed in arts and sciences, husbandry
and commerce. 1867 FREEMAN Norm. Cong. I. ii. 33 The
Evangelical precepts . . distinctly humanized the way in

which war was carried on.

f3. ittfr. To act as a human being. Obs. rare.

1655 tr - Gracian's Courtiers Orac. 163 By Divinizing one

gets Respect ; by Humanizing, Contempt.



HUMANIZED.

4. intr. for pass. To become humanized, to grow |

humane.
a 1790 FRANKLIN (Webster 1864), Humanizing by degrees,

it [the law of nations] admitted slavery instead of death

[as a punishment]. 1861 MARC. GOODMAN Exter. Eng.
Sister Mercy 28 Some few of them [boys] were observed to

humanise considerably under the intercourse.

Hence Hirmanizing vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1655 [see 3]. 18x6 SOUTHEY Pilgr. Waterloo n. xvii, The
love of peace and humanizing art. iBfioKiNGSLEV^//. Locke

xxxi, A fresh centre of instruction, humanizing, disciplining j

, . to hundreds of little savage spirits. 1875 JOWETT Plata

(ed. 2) III. 145 Love.. has exercised a humanizing if not

a strengthening influence on the world.

Humanized (-aizd), ///. a. [f. prec. -f -ED 1
.]

1. Made or represented as human (see prec. i).

Humanized lymph or virus: vaccine lymph or_
virus

modified by being communicated to a human being in

vaccination.
1818 R. P. KNIGHT Symbolic Lang. (1876) 19 The

humanised head being sometimes bearded, and sometimes
not. 1873 SYMONDS Grk. Poets x. 322 The humanized aspects
of the external world. 1880 DR. CAMERON in Parlt. n June,
Guarantee against the propagation of those human diseases

occasionally mvaccinated with humanised lymph.
2. Made humane ; civilized, refined

^see prec. 2).

1771 BURKE Corr. (1844) I. 298, I live.. in liberal and
humanized company. 1851 GALLENGA Italy 331 Notions..

. i
r
. f.

"
. f . i _ . * i i _ .

no longer suitable to our refined and humanized age.

Hu'mauizer. [f-
as prec. + -E&I.] One wno

or that which humanizes.

1776 BURNBY Hist. Mus. I. 324 Orpheus .. the ..

humanizer of the .. savage Thracians. 1858 J. MARTINEAU
Stud. Chr. 36 The first humanizer of men was their worship.

Humankind ihiw'manjksrnd). [Properly two

words, human kind; now commonly written as

one, after mankind.] The human race; mankind.

1645 COWLEY To Sir W. Davenant 16 So much more
thanks from humane kind does merit The Poets Fury than
the Zealots Spirit. 1709 POPE Ess. Crit. 640 A knowledge
both of books and human kind. i?8 YOUNG Love Fame
vn. (1757) 162 The world their field, and humankind their

prey. 1860 FARRAR Orig. Lang. xi. 222 All humankind will

be gathered hereafter into one universal empire.

Human-like, a. [f.
HUMAN + LIKE <z.] Like

that which is human, resembling the human
; like

a human being, man-like.

1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. IV. vii, 239 The human-like figure
of their hands and feet, 1813 SOUTHEY Life of Nelson I.

15 No other animal has so humanlike an expression in its

countenance. 1839 BAILEY Festus xix. (1848) 198 Their
natives are, some human-like, and some Of great gigantic

grace. 1851 MAYNE REID Scalp Hunt, xxiii. 172 The mare
uttered a sort of human-like scream.

Humanly (hi-manli), adv. In 5-8 also hu-

manely. (T. HUMAN a. + -LY 2
.]

1. After the manner of man, in accordance with

human nature; by human means, by man.
1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 14 Thou shouldest

rather thinke Divinely of Man, then Humanely ofGod. 1680
BAXTER Catk. Commun. (1684)4 Humanly Instituted and
Determined. 18x4 LAMB Lett. (1837) II. 155 Is Sunday,
not divinely speaking, but humanly .. a blessing? 1867

J. B. ROSE tr. Virgits JEneid 83 So that I perish humanly
'twill please Me humanly to die. 1886 Law Times LXXX.
318/1 Judges are humanly fallible and subject to prejudice.

2. Within the range of human experience or

power ; from the standpoint of man.
1581 PETTIE Guazzo's Civ. Conv. \. (1586) 4 The true

pleasure (to speak humanelie) is y* which naturallie giveth
pleasure to all persons. 1649 MILTON Eikon. xxvi, Every
accident . . that may happ'n humanly to the affaires of
men. 1707 FREIND Peterborow's Cond. Sp. 55 [The deed]
was thought humanely impossible. 1716 ADDISON Free-
holder No. 55 F 8 There is no Question, humanly speaking,
but these great Ends will be brought about. 1883-4 J. G.
BUTLER Bible-Work II. 54 Under circumstances never

humanly matched.

3. With the feelings distinctive or worthy of man ;

with human kindness. (In earlier use, Courteously,
in a friendly manner : cf. HUMANE I a.)
c 1485 Songs 4- Carols (1847) *M The gowdwyff ful humanly

and gentillie, confideng in his promises. 1709 POPE Ess.
Crit. in. 77 Modestly bold, and humanly severe, a 1845
HOOD Bridge ofSighs iv,Think of her..Gently and humanly.
1876 LOWELL Among my Bks. Ser. n. 93 If he had not felt

intensely and humanly.

Humauness (hi/?manines). [f. as prec. +

-NESS.] Human quality : HUMANITY i.

1727 in BAILEY vol. II. iSoa COLERIDGE Lett. (1895) 400
It leaves all the echoes, .far behind, in number, distinctness,
and humannessofvoice. 1871 H. B. FORMAN Living Poets
226 The naive innocence of the child's untainted humanness.

1889 J. M. ROBERTSON Ess. Crit. Meth. 78 Faces drop
humanness without becoming recognizably bestial.

Humano-, used as combining form of L.

humanus HUMAN : = '

humanly . . .', 'human and
. . .*, as humano-solar

, -taurine.
1816 G. S. FABEK Orig. Pagan Idol. I. 350 The cherub,

or humano-tau rine apparition. i8a8 Sacr. Cal. Proph.
(1844) II. 14 The great humano-solar divinity of Paganism.
Humate (hi-met), sb. Chem. [f. HUM-IO +

-ATE*.] A salt of humic acid.

1844 PETZHOLDT Lect. Farmers 93 Salts, denominated
humates. 1857 BERKELEY Cryftog. Bot. 227. 237 From the
solution of humates or ulmates contained in the soil.

tHn-mate, ///. a. Obs. [ad. L. humat-usi
pa. pple. of humdre to bury.] Buried, interred.
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15" Test. Ebor. (Surteeb< V. 24 That my body be humate

byfore the v tapurs under the crucifix. 1518 Will ofHop-
kinson (Somerset Ho.). My body to be b'imate & berld.

t Huma'tion. Obs. [ad. L. hitmation-em, f.

hitmare to bury.] Burial, interment ;
inhumation.

1635 HEYWOOD Hierarch. in. 137 Giue them Humation
Build them a Monument, a 1661 FULLER Worthies, Lane.
it. (1662) 117 Lancashire gave me Breath, And Cambridge
Education. Middlesex gave me Death, And this Church
mvH umation .

Humayn(et obs. ff. HUMAN, HUMANE. num-
ber, obs. f. HUMMER, var. UMBER, the grayling,
t Hum-bird. Obs. [f. HUM sb. or vb.-stcm +

hill]).] HUMMINfi-HIRD.

1634 W. WOOD New Eng. Prosp. (1865) 31 As she flies, she

makes a little humming noise like a Humble-bee : wherefore
(

shee is called the Humbird. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep.
vi. viii. 315 The Humbird, not much exceeding a Beetle.

1698 B. BULLIVANT in Phil. Trans. XX. 168 The Hum-bird
I have shot with Sand. 1819 J. R. DRAKE Culprit Fay
iv, Some from the hum-bird's downy nest.

Humble (hymb'l), a. 1 Forms: 3-6 umble,

4- humble, (4-5 humbyll, 5 oumbbylle, 6

humbul). See also HUMIL(K. [a. OF. umble,
humble (lath c. in Littre) : L. humil-em low,

lowly, small, slight, mean, insignificant, base, f.

humus ground, earth. The h was originally mute
as in F. ; the pronunciation (zrmb'l) has prevailed
down to the igthc. See also the doublet HUMIL(E.]
1. Having a low estimate of one's importance,

worthiness, or merits ; marked by the absence of

self-assertion or self-exaltation ; lowly: theopposite
ofproud, a. Of persons.
c 1150 Old Kent. Serm. in O. E. Misc. 30 Ure lord god

almichti . . burch his grace maked of bo euele manne good
man, of be orgeilus umble. c 1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. F 686
Humble folk been cristes freendes. c 1430 LVDG. Hors,
Shepet $ G. 79 Vnto the wolffe contrarye of nature, .is this

oumbbylle best [sheep]. 1548 HALL Chrofi.^ Edw. 7^194 b,

Neither to wanton nor to humble. 1607 SHAKS. Timon in.

v. 7, I am an humble Sutor to your Vertues. 1640 J. DYKE
Worthy Commun. 130 Christ was humble, they are proud.
c 1718 PRIOR Solomon m. 875 Thy sum of duty let two words
contain. .Be humble, and be just. 1859 ROBERTSON Serm.
Ser. in. xviii. (1882) 241 God. .places the humble consistent
follower and the broken-hearted sinner on a level. Mod. A
humble follower of the Master.

b. Of qualities, attributes, actions, etc.

1:1374 CHAUCER Troylusi. 68 (124) She hym thonkyd oft

in humble chere. 1390 GOWER Conf. I. 64 There ben louers

of such a sort, That feignen hem an humble port. 1509
HAWES Past. Pleas, xxxi. 130 (1845) 154 His umble service
we pray you alow. 155* Bk. Com. Prayer

p

, Morn. Pr., I

praye and beseche you . . to accompany me wyth a pure heart
and humble voyce. x66a Ibid.) Gen . Thanksgiving^We thine

unworthy servants do give thee most humble and hearty
thanks. 17*7 SWIFT Gulliver m. i, I . . spoke in the humblest
accent. 1818 B. O'REILLY Greenland 95 There can be.. in

my humble opinion, no doubt on the subject. 1841 ELPHIN-
STONE Hist. Ind. II. 475 He , . made the humblest professions
of fidelity.

c. Used formally, esp. in subscriptions to letters,

in addressing a person regarded as one's superior.
c 1386 CHAUCER Clerks T. 768, I neuere heeld me lady ne

maistresse But humble seruant to youre worthynesse. 1414
Rolls Parlt. IV. 22/2 Oure soverain Lord, youre humble
and trewe lieges that ben come for the Co[mmun]e of youre
lond. 1450 Paston Lett. No. 76 1. 99 Sheweth and piteuously
compleyneth youre humble trewe obeisantesComunes. 1471
Ibid. No. 67oIII. 8 Yourhumbylestservaunt, J. of Gelston.

1649 Nicholas Papers iCamden) 169 Your Majesties most
faithfull and most humble subject and servant, Ormonde. 1653
WALTON A ngler Ep. Ded. 6, I am really, Sir, Your most
affectionate Friend, and most humble Servant, Iz. Wa.
1709 STEELE Tatler No. 118 P8 The humble Petition of

Penelope Prim, Widow. 1765 FOOTE Commissary n, Wks.
1799 II. 32 Madam Mechlin, your humble. 1806 SURR
Winter in Lond. i,ed. 3} III. 117 His coldness has driven
them from his mansion to that of your humble servant. 1808
in Sir y. Sinclair's Corr. (1831) II. 55, 1 have the honour to

be, Dear Sir, your faithful humble servant, Wm. Pinkney.
2. Of lowly condition, rank, or estate; of modest

dimensions
; modest, unpretentious.

1386 Humble bed [see HUMBLEHEDE]. 4:1400 Rom.
Rose 6148 Sikerest hydjng Is undirneth humblest clothing.

1548 HALL Chron.^ Rich. Ill 46 An humble page. 1601

SHAKS. Alt's Well r. iii. 162, I am from humble, he from
honored name. i6zi T. WILLIAMSON tr. Goulards Wise
Vieillard A iij, A man of an obscure and humble condition.

1791 MRS. RADCLIFFE Rom. Forest ix, She retired to her
humble bed. 185* G. LONG Pref. Caesar's Comm. g An
humble friend, a man unknown to fame. 1894 J. T. FOWLER
Adamnan Introd. 38 A church or oratory of humble char-

acter. Mod. The duties of a humble station.

f b. Of local situation : Low-lying, not elevated.

'579 SPENSER Sheph. Cal. July 13 In humble dales is

footing fast, the trode is not so tickle. 1681 COTTON Wond.
Peak 82 Upon a Terrass, as most Houses high, Though
from this prospect humble to your eye. 1729 S. SWITZER
Hydrost. fy Hydraul. 40 The Rivers Rea and Isis, which
break out . . in the County of Oxon . . draw their original from
so humble a Plain, that there is scarce any Declivity suffi-

cient for their Current. Ibid. 75 Water is conveyed with
more Ease into the humble Plains below.

c. Of plants: Low-growing. ;Now often with
some fig. notion of a.)

1658 WILLSFORD Secrets Nat. 53 These Dews . . being
observed much more.. upon the humble shrub, then upon
trees. 1796 WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 3) III. 601 It is

a smaller and more humble plant than the G, sanguine-urn.
1860 RUSKIN Mod. Paint. V. vi. x. 24. 102 Lichen, and
mosses (..for the most part humblest of the green things
that live). Mod. The species are mostly of humble growth.

HUMBLE.
d. Humble plant : the common Sensitive plant

1664 POWER Exf. I'hilos. 80 That all Vegetables (as well

as the Sensitive and humble Plants) have this latter kind of

Sensation, as well as Animals. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury
n. 114/1 The Humble Plant will fall of its own accord, when

you come near it. 1796 MARSHALL Garden, xix. (18131 341
Humble plant is one of the sensitives, the property of which
is to close its leaves or drop them upon being touched. 1884
MILLER Plant-*., Humble Plant, Mimosa fudicn.

3. Comb, parasynthetic, as humble-minded,
-mouthed, -spirited, -visaged adjs. ;

whence humble-

mindedness, etc. ; quasi-advb. in humble-acting adj.

1573 New Custom l. ii. in Hazl. Dodsley III. 16 The
humble-spirited is termed a fool or a lout. 1580 SIDNEY
Arcadia (1622) 136 Humble-heartednes and harty earnest-

nesse. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. n. i. 34 Like humble visag'd
suters. 1613 Hen. VIII, II. iv. 107 Y'are meek, and
humble-mouth'd. ITXJ STEELE Spect. No. 442 ? 3 Whether
the Ambitious or Humble-minded. 1738 \VESLEV Wks.

{1872^ XII. 34 A serious humble-actinc Christian. 1893
Athenxum 24 June 790/2 His truthfulness was not l<^i

conspicuous than the humblemindcdness of which it was the

parent.

Humble, a.- : see HUMMEL a.

Humble, z'- 1 [i- HUMBLE a.]
1. trans. To render humble or meek in spirit;

to cause to think more lowly of oneself.

1591 SHAKS. Two Gent. II. iv. 137 Loue's a mighty Lord,
And hath so humbled me. iSw'.HAMMOSD On Pi. cii. 14 If

they shall be truly sensible of thy punishments, and humbled
for their sins. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) II. 39 An
account of the lowliness of our own origin, if it cannot

amuse, will at least serve to humble us. 1879 CHR. Ros-
SETTI Seek ff F. 161 When we ask to be humbled, we must
not recoil from being humiliated.

2. To lower in dignity, position, condition, or

degree ;
to bring low, abase.

1484 CAXTON Fables o/jEsop iv. xx, The prowde shall be

all-.'. ay humbled. 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. i. i. 472 All humbled
on your knees. 1611 BIBLE Dent. xxii. 24 Because he hath

humbled his neighbours wife. ni66i FULLER Worthies

(1840) II. 311 Though the purity therof U much subject to

be humbled. 1691 KAY Dissol. World n. v. (1732) 245 The

highest Mountains may be humbled into Valleys. 1759
ROBEKTSON Hist. Scat. I. vi. 478 To humble the Church
was the king's next step. 1816 KEATINGK Trav. (1817) I.

3} A French soldier is not to be humbled in the opinion of

his countrymen or of himself. 1874 GREEN Short Hist.

viii. 5 The Catholic League [was) humbled in the dust.

3. refl. To render oneself humble ;
to assume a

humble attitude ;
to do obeisance, bow. arch.

(Cf. med.L. se humiliare, per adorationem inclinare se,

genua flectere Du Cange).]
c 1380 Sir Ferumt. 4965 Toward Mahoun he humblede

him]?an. 1390 GOWER Conf. I. in Our king hath, .humbled
him in such a wise To hem that were ofnone emprise. 1483
CAXTON G. de la Tour A viij b, A grete lady tooke of her
hood and humbled herself to a taylour. 1548 HALL Chron.,
Hen. VII 24 b, The army . . humbled them selfes mekely
before the crpsse. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 807 AH
the people did humble themselves, laying earth upon their

heads. 1756-7 \x.Kcysler'sTrav.(i'ifo)\\\. 254 margin. How
far Charles V. humbled himself to the pope. 1865 KINGS-
LEY Herew. xix, Let us humble ourselves under God's hand,

t b. intr. for refl. Obs. or dial.

c 1590 GREENE Fr. Bacon xvi. 2 Great potentates. .Think
that Prince Edward humbles at your feet. 1635 Tom a
Lincolne in Thorns Prose Rom. (1858) II. 236, I . . have
made princes stoope and kings to humble when I have
frownde. 1891 Daily News 17 Oct. 3/2 The charities . . in

many cases do not go to the most needy,
' who will not

humble to ask for them '.

f 4. trans. To offer humbly. Obs. nonce-use.

1634 FORD Sun's Darling iv. i, Let us attend to humble
our best thanks For these nigh favours.

Hence Humbled (h-mb'ld) ppl. a. ; Htrmbllng
z,'6l. s6. and///, a., whence Hu mblingly adv., in

a humbling or humiliating manner.

1549 COVERDALE, etc. Erasm. Par. Eph. iv. (R.), Throughe
lowlinesse and humbleyng of hymselfe. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y.

L. ill. v. 5 The common executioner. . Falls not the axe vpon

his humbled people in their humbling circumstances. 1813
L. HUNT in Examiner i Mar. 129/2 They should meet
with no whining self-humblings. 1837 HT. MARTiNEAU.S'tfC.

Amer. (1839) II. 310 Selfishly timid, humblingly dependent.
1861 GEN. P. THOMPSON Audi Alt. III. clxxviii. 215 On
this occasion the English government and public have made
a humbling spectacle.

t Humble, v. 2 Obs. [app. of same origin as

MHG., LG. and mod.Ger. hummelen, hummcln,
'bombilare', mod.Du. hommelen to hum, buzz,
'
bombilare, bombum edere, ut fucus, apis, etc.'

(Kilian.) Cf. HUMBLE-BEE.] intr. To rumble ; to

mumble
;
to hum or buzz as a bee. Exemplified

chiefly in Humbling vbl. sb. 2

c 1384 CHAUCER H. Fame n. 531 Lyke the last humblynge
After a clappe of oo thundringe. ljs LATIMEH Serm.

(Parker Soc.) 144 It is better to say it sententiously one

time, than to run it over an hundred times with humbling
and mumbling. 1583 STANYHURST <Eneis i. (Arb.) 19 A
great hurly burlye the wyndblasts Would keepe . . wyth
woonderus humbling. Ibid, 31 Lyke bees . . That flirt in

soonbeams, and toyle with mutterus humbling. 1617 MIN-
SHEU Doctor, To Humble or liumme like a Bee.

Humble, z>.3 : see HUMMEL.

Humble, st. Obs. Only in //. humbles. An
occasional spelling of UMBLES (itself a later form of

NUMBLES, OF. tumbles), the inwards of a deer or

other beast.



HUMBLE-BEE.
c 1590 GREENE Fr. Bacon xiv. 106, Lacy. What haue you

fit for breakefast ? Margret. Butter and cheese, and
humbles of a Deere. 1637 T. MORTON AVrc Eng. Canaan
(1883) 203 The humbles was ever my dogges fee, which by
the wesell was hanged on the barre in the chimney, for his

diet only. 1709 STEELE Tatltr No. 76 P i Without telling
..who has the Humbles, who the Haunch, and who the

Legs of the last Stag.

fHumble, app. a popular corruption of HOMILY.
1550 LEVER Sernt, (Arb.) 65 He.. slubbers vp his seruice,

and he can not reade the humbles.

Humble, obs. form of HUMBLY.

Humble-bee (hzrmb'lbr). Also 5 humbul-,
-yl-. [Known only from the i5th c. ; but possibly
an old word, representing an OE. *hitmbol-bo : cf.

OHG. humbal, humpal, MHG. humbtl, hummel
(masc.)j Ger. hummel fern., hummelbiene^ the large

wild-bee, MLG. homele, hummelbe^ homtlbe, MDu.
kommel (m. and f.), Kilian hommclt bommtl,

* bom-
bilins, fucns, et crabro *, Du. kommel masc. a drone-

bee, Da, humlebi, Sw. humla (from LG.1.
The b in OHG. and MHG. makes it somewhat doubtful

whether the sb. was orig. derived from the root of hummen
to HUM ; but there can be little doubt of the subsequent
association of hummel with the dim. vb. humrncln, or of
humble-bee with HUMBLE i-.-]

A large wild bee, of the genus Bombus^ which
makes a loud humming sound ; a bumble-bee.
a 1450 Fysshynge w. angle (1883) 26 In Juyll the greshop
& the humbylbee in the medow. c 1470 in Rel. Ant. I. 86
The humbul-be [v.r, hombull-be] haundylt a horne-pype.
1475 Pict. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 767 '20 Hie tabanus, a

humbylbee, 1547 BOORDE Introd. Knowl. ii. (1870) 126

Lyke the hussyng of a homble be. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N.
in. i. 171 The honie-bags steale from the humble Bees.

1781 S. PETERS Hist. Connecticut 260 The Humble-bee is

almost as large as the humming-bird. 1859 DARWIN Orig.
Spec, iii. (1873) 57 Humble-bees aJone visit red clover, as
other bees cannot reach the nectar.

b. attrib. f humble-bee orchis, the Bee Orchis.
1597 GERARDE Herbal i. ci. 5 3. 163 The Humble Bee

Orchis hath a fewe small weake and shorte leaues.

t Hn'inbledory. Obs. [Cf. humble bee,

drumble-dore^ -drone, Du. hommel a drone, and
DOB sbj] A drone.

1555 in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721) III. App. xlviii. 153 Not
to lye in corners lyke humbledoryes, eatyng up the honey
of the bees.

Humblefica-tion. ntmce-wd. [f. HUMBLE a.i

+ -FICATION.] A making (oneself) humble.
1809 SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) II. 120 The Prospectus .. has

about it a sort of unmanly humblefication.

[Humblehede, a reading in some ChaucerMSS.
for humble bed.

c 1386 CHAUCER MonVs T. 682 (Ellesm. MS.) From humble
bed to roial magestee Up roos he lulius the Conquerour.
(So Hart., Hengw., Camb. MSS.\ Corp. t Peftv., Lans.
Fro humblehede and fro Roial Maieste.)]

t Hirmble-jtnnble. Obs. rare. [A riming
formation on JUMBLE.] A confused jumble.
i55oCRANMER^j7<-. to Gardiner v. (1551)361 A confusion,

an humble iomble or hotch potch.

Humblely, obs. form of HUMBLY.
Hu'mblement. noncc-wd. [f. HUMBLE v.i +

-MEKT.] Humiliation.

1839 BAILEY Festus xix. (1854) 293 In whom was perfected
all sacrifice, All penalty, all humblement, all death.

Humbleness (turmb'lnes). [f. HUMBLE a.

+ -NESS.] The quality of being humble.
1. Meekness, lowliness, humility.
1388 WYCLIF Heb. Prol., He knowynge her pride, and

schewinge hisowene humblenesse [fo/Vr.^/.?.?. humelnesse].

1404 FABYAN Chron. iv. Ixx v. 54, I here with al humblenesse
salute her. 1535 COVERDALE Acts viii. 33 In his humble-
nesse is his judgment exalted. 1596 SHAKS. Merck, y. i.

iii. 125 With bated breath, and whispring humblenesse. 1683
Land. Gaz. No. 1864/3 With all humbleness and Duty we
desire . . to approach the Throne of your Sacred Majesty.
1823 MOORE Loves Angels in. 208 Thus in humbleness they
trod, Abashed, but pure before their God. 1843 J. MAR-
TINEAU Chr. Life (1867) 4^8 Hence the humbleness there

always is in Christian dignity.

2. Unpretentiousness, modest character.
1801 COLERIDGE Lett. (1895) 386 A daring humbleness of

language and versification. iSia SHELLEY in Hogg Life
(1858) II. 140 If the humbleness of their quality is no objec-
tion. 1814 BYRON Corsair i. ii, Earth's coarsest bread, the

garden's homeliest roots . . His short repast in humbleness

supply.

Humble pie.
1 1. = UMBLB PIE, a pie made of the ' umbles '

or

inwards of a deer (or other animal). Obs.
a 1648 DIGBY Closet Open. (1677) 203 To season Humble-

Pyes. [z8*j T. L. PEACOCK Maid Marian 241 Robin
helped him largely to numble-pte . . and the other dainties

of his table.]

2. To tat humble pie : to be very submissive ; to

apologize humbly ; to submit to humiliation.

[From HI'MBLE a., pern, with jocular reference to sense i

here. Cf. to eat rue-pie (Lincomsh.) to rue, repent.]

1830 Forbes Voc. E. A nglia App. 432
' To make one eat

humble pie' i.e. To make him lower his tone, and be sub-
missive. It may possibly be derived from the umbles of the

deer, which were the perquisite of the huntsman ; and if so,
it should be written vmble-piet

the food of inferiors. 1847^78
HALLIWELL s. v., To eat humble pit',

to be very submissive,
oar. dial. 1855 THACKERAY Newcomes I. xiv. 136 You must

get up and eat humble pie this morning, my boy. 1863
READE Hard Cash xlii,

' The scornful Dog , had to eat

wormwood pudding and humble pie. 1871 J. C. JEAFFRE-
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SON Ann. Oxford \. xiv. 224 The town had . . to eat a con-
siderable amount ofhumble pie. 1883 HDWELLS Register ii,

Trying to think what was the very humblest pie I could eat.

b. In other analogous expressions.
i86a SALA Seven Sons II. ix. 217 The staple in the bill of

fare was Humble Pie. 1895 Times 9 Jan. 4/1 To sue for

peace when further resistance becomes hopeless b a kind
of ' humble pie

'

that fate has condemned all vanquished
ow from time immemorial.

-EB 1
.]

nations to swallow from time immemorial.

Humbler ^hvmblai). [f. HUMBLE
One who or that which humbles.
1611 COTGR., Atbaisseur, an abaser, .. humbler, bringer

downe of. 1645 J. BOND Occasus Occid. 35 It is also an
humbler for sinne. 183* Examiner 293 'i Such a doughty
humbler of the pride of the insolent nobles.

t Humblesse. Obs. Also 4 umblesse, 5

humbles, -is(se. [a. OF. (k]umblesse, f. humble'.

see HUMBLE rt.
1 and -Ess 2

. In ME. stressed on
second syllable ; by Spenser on first : cf. richesse

t

riches.} Humbleness, humility.
c 1374 CHAUCER FormerAge 55 Vmblesse and pes good feith

the emperice. c 1374 Boetk. HI. pr. viii. 63 (Camb. MS.)
Thow shal defowTe thy-self thorw humblesse of axynge.
(-1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode i. iv. (1869) 3 Wher inne weren
stikked twelue degrees of humblisse. 1590 SPENSER F. Q.
i. iii. afi And with faire fearefull humblesse towards him shee
came, 1610 G. FLETCHER Christ's Viet, I. Ixxv, And with

prone humblesse her feet's dust doth sweep. 1736 W.
THOMPSON i\'aftp. iv. 2 The strawy bed Where Mary, queen
of Heaven, in humbless lay.

f Humble'sso. Obs. [An affected nonce-forma-

tion on prec., after such It. or Sp. forms as capric-

ciOj capricho.*] An obeisance ;
a show of humility.

1599 NASHE Lenten Stuff 55 He kissed his hand thrice,
and made as many Humblessos ere bee would finger it.

f Humblete, obs. by-form of HUMILITY.
c 1400-30 Chaucer's Pars. T. ^35 (Harl. MS.) In werkyng

of alle maner humblete [6 texts humylite(e].

Humbling : see under HUMBLE z/. 1 and 2
.

Humblok, obs. form of HEMLOCK.

Humbly \ivc\b\\\adv. Also4-6 umb-, -liche,

-Ii, -le, -lie. See also HCMILT. [f. HUMBLE a. +
-LY 2

: cf. simple, simply, etc.]
1. In a humble manner

;
with humility, meekly.

f 1374 CHAUCER Troylits n. 1670 (1710) Loke J>at ye Jjonke
humoely [v.rr. humblely, vmbely] Hem alle Jnre. -1380
Sir Ferumb. 1041 Oppon ys arm ys heued a layde, & hum-
bliche ansuered be kyng. c 1400 Deslr. Troy 1837 The
Troiane full umbly tolde hym anone. 1485 CAXTON Paris

$ y> (1868) 34 Thene sayd parys moche humbly with grete
shamefastnes. a 1500 Flower $ Leaf 345 With greet
reverence and that ful humblely. 1535 COVERDALE Mai.
iii. 14 Walkinge humbly before the Lorde. 1617 MORVSON
Itin. n. 279 Tyrone . . kneeled at the doore humbly on his

knees for a long space. 17x8 ROWE tr. Lucan v. (R.), Oft he
is heard to threat, and humbly oft to pray. 1846 RUSKIN
Mod. Paint. (1851) I. Pref. 39 He who walks humbly with
Nature will seldom be in danger of losing sight of Art.

b. Used formally in addressing a superior.
1483 Plumpton Corr. Camden) 44 Humble praying your

good mastership to take no displeasure with me. 1548 HALL
Chron., Ed-w. IV 230 Moste humbly besechyng your high-
nes. .that I maie have a sure saufe conduite. 1639 MARQ.
HAMILTON in H. Papers (Camden) 58, 1 shall hnmbly craue
leiue to ade this to your self. 1711 STEELE Spect. No. 258
P 2, 1 do humbly propose . . that another..be erected.

2. In a low or lowly position or condition ;

modestly; unpretentiously.
1746 Tom Thumb's Tray. Eng. 105 Near an Acre of

Pasture Ground, .sunk gently down for several Hours, till

at last it humbly settled about seventeen Yards below. 1855
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. xix. IV. 292 John Bart, humbly
born, and scarcely able to sign his name.

3. Comb.
1654 GATAKER Disc . Apol. 97 As..humblie minded and

demeaned a Gentlewoman, as I have ever [known]. 189*
D. A. CLARKE in A. E. Lee Hist. Columbus (Ohio) II.

663 The meek and humbly-clad Sisters of St. Francis.

Humboldtilite (humb^'ltilait). Min. [Named
1825 after F. H.Alexander vonHumboldt, a famous
German traveller(i 769-1859) :see-LiTE,] Avariety
of melilite, often found in large crystals.
1826 Amer, yrnl. Sc. II. 251. 1835 SHEPARD Min. 325

Humboldtilite, in right-square prisms. 1868 DANA Min. (ed.

5) 280 Humboldtilite occurs in cavernous blocks of Somma.

Humboldtine (hu-mlxfltsin). Min. [f. (1821)
as prec. : see -INK.] Hydrous oxalate of iron,

found usually in capillary crystals.
182* Amer. Jml. Sc. V. 193 A new mineral, discovered

..near Bilin in Bohemia has been named Humboldtine.

185* SHEPARD Min. 76 Humboldtine .. blackens in the flame
of a candle.

Humboldtite (hu-mb^ltait). Min. [f. as prec. :

see -ITE.] L =prec.
1 2. A synonym of datolite. Obs.

18*3 in Thomson's Ann. Philos. Ser. n. V. 134, I would

propose to call it Humboldtite after that eminent philo-

sopher, to whom natural science is so much indebted. 1843
ETJ. CHAPMAN Afin. 28 Humboldtite ; oxalate of iron.

Humbug (hzrmbzg), sb. (a.} colloq. [A slang
or cant wora which came into vogue c 1 750.
(An earlier date has been given in several Dictionaries, on

the ground of the occurrence of the word in the title of F.

Kilhgrew's Universal Jester, which the Slang Dictionary
dates 'about 1735-40'. But the earliest ed. of that work is

dated by Lowndes 1754 ; see below.)

Many guesses at the possible derivation of humbug have
been made ;

but as with other and more recent words of

similar introduction, the facts as to its origin appear to have
been lost, even before the word became common enough to

excite attention. Cf. the following :

HUMBUG.
1751 (Jan.) Student II. 41 There is a word very much in

vogue with the people of taste and fashion, which though it

has not even the *

penumbra
'

of a meaning, yet makes up the

sum total of the wit, sense and judgement of the aforesaid

people of taste and fashion !..! will venture to affirm that

this Humbug is neither an English word, nor a derivative

from any other language. It is indeed a blackguard sound,
made use of by most people of distinction ! It is a fine,

make-weight in conversation, and some great men deceive
themselves so egregiously as to think they mean something
by it !]

jl. A hoax; a jesting or befooling trick; an

imposition. Obs.

1751 Student II. 129 That exalted species of wit which is

now practised by gentlemen of the brightest parts under the

elegant denomination of a Humbug. Ibid. 287 ^article) Of
the Superlative Advantages arising from the use of the new-
invented Science, called the Humbug. 1754 EABL ORRERY
Let. in Connoisseur No. 14 P 3 Single words, indeed, now
and then broke forth ; such as odious, horrible, detestablet

shocking, Humbug. This last new-coined expression, which
is only to be found in the nonsensical vocabulary, sounds
absurd and disagreeable, whenever it is pronounced. 1754
Ibid. No. 42 F 4 Our pretenders to wit...When they talk of

Humbug, etc. they seem to be jabbering in the uncouth
dialect of the Huns. ? 1754 F. KILLIGREW \titU> The Uni-
versal Jester; or a pocket companion for the Wits ; being
a choice collection of merry conceits, facetious drolleries,

etc., clenchers, closers, closures, bon-mots, and humbugs.
1755 J. SHEBBEARE Lydia (17691 1. 333 He delighted greatly
in the humbug, a species of wit that was then newly pro-
duced in this enlightened age. 1776 R. GRAVES Euphrosyne
I. 108 Sprightly Humbugs and practical Jokes, a 1799
TWEDDELL Rent. xxxi. (1815.1 l&7 CJod.) It was, to be sure,
a very facetious humbug.
2. A thing which is not really what it pretends

to be; an imposture, a deception, fraud, sham.
1751 Student II. 41 This peace will prove a confounded

humbug upon the nation. 1831 Cafs Tail 20 A mere catch-

penny humbug. 1884 LD. R. CHURCHILL in freest. Daily
Press ii July 3/4 The whole legislature of the Government
had been a gigantic humbug, a stupendous imposture, and
a prodigious fraud.

3. Deception, pretence, sham ;
used interjection-

ally
'
stuff and nonsense ! '.

i8a$ J. GEORGE View Law Joint Stock Conip. 58 The
writer would have thought it the acme of humbug. i8z
DE QUISCEY Rhetoric Wks. XI. 53 In fact, to borrow a
coarse word, the mere impersonation of humbug. 1844
DISRAELI Coningsby ii. iv, A government of statesmen or of
clerks? Of Humbug pr of Humdrum? 1860 TYNDALL
Glac. i. xxii. 160, I believe a notion is growing prevalent
that half what is said and written about the dangers of the

Alps is mere humbug. 1880 MRS. FORRESTER Roy $ V. II.

209 Humbug ! come along ! It's a shame to leave such
claret as that.

4. A person that practises deception ; an im-

postor, a * fraud '.

[1763 in Mackenzie RoyalMasonic Cycl. s.v., The brethren
of the Venerable Society of Humbugs met at brother

Hallam's, in Goodman's Fields from 1763.] 1804 J. LARWOOD
No Gun Boats j Sp essential a Familiar as the Humbug.
1807 in Sheridaniann 211, I think, father, said he, that

many men who are called great patriots in the House of

Commons, are great humbugs. 1857 DICKENS Lett. (1880)
II. 9, I denounce the race as humbugs. 1860 L. STEPHEN
Vac. Tour 272, 1 boldly informed my companions, and tried

to persuade myself, that another half-hour would take us to

the top ; but I secretly felt that I was a humbug. 1875
LOWELL Spenser Pr. Wks. 1890 IV. 300 He is at least a man
among men, and not a humbug among humbugs.

5. A kind of sweetmeat, dial.

1825 [Remembered in common use in Gloucestershire].

1847-78 HALLIWELL, Humbug, . . also applied to a kind of
sweetmeat. 1863 MRS. GASKELL Sylvia's L. xliii. He had

ay,
Line. Gloss.

6. (See quot.)
1850 [In use in Norfolk for holding cows or horses]. 1875

KNIGHT Diet. Mech.^ Humbug (Manege], a nippers for

grasping the cartilage of the nose. Used with bulls and
other refractory bovines. 1896 N. $ Q. 8th Ser. IX. 328,

412, 453.

7. attrib. or adj. Of the nature of or characterized

by humbug or imposture ; humbugging.
1812 COMBE Picturesque xxvi, A pun I do detest, 'Tis

such a paltry, humbug jest. 1841 LEVER C. O'Malley
Ixxxviii, No humbug sort of devil-may-care and bad-luck-

to-you kind of chaps.

Humbug (ho'mbrg), v. [f.
HUMBUG sb. In

i8th c., and still dialectally, stressed humbu'g]
1. trans. To practise humbug upon ; to trick and

make a jest of
;
to impose upon, hoax, delude.

1751 Student II. 41 'Did you observe how the Colonel

Humbug'd his Grace last night?' 'These theatrical

managers humbug the town damnably!
'

1754 F. WEBBER
Def. Rector Exeter Coll. 45 Thus had the poor Rector the

Mortification to find himself, in the modern Phrase, hum-

bugg'd, that is, if I understand the Word, trick'd and
made a Jest of. ty6-^7 T. BRYDGES Homer Travest. I. 85
New we're humbugg'd, you plainly see. 1813 SIR R. WIL-
SON Priv. Diary II. 182 John Bull loves to be humbugged,
and they are enemies to themselves who write, speak, or seek

truth. 1841 De QUINCEY HomtrWIss. VI. 298 Even we have
been humbugged by this Pagan rascal. 1885 F. ANSTEY
Tinted Venus i. 4 That isn't it.. .Don't try and humbug me.

b. To hoax or cajole into (doing something) ;

to cheat out ^/"(something).
1761 Meretriciad (i-j6$) 21 What could a knight see in thy

ugly face To be humbug'd of fifty pounds of lace? 1813

Smarting Mag. 218 The gentle reader humbugged into the

belief. 1881 Mrs. Ravens Tempt. I. 346 Does she humbng
herself into that belief, as neatly as she humbugs you ?



HUMBUQGABILITY.
c. To change or transfer by trickery.

18*1 COMBE Wife in. 354 Your tricks . . never cease To hum-

bug health into disease. 1895 Forum (N. Y.) Jan. 561 The
good things they have humbugged out of the charities.

2. intr. To practise humbug ;
to be a humbug ;

'
to fool about .

1753 HAWKESWORTH Adventurer No. 100 f 7 I . . could.,

humbug with so much skill as . . to take-in a knowing one.

1778 H. BROOKE Epil. Humbugging 6 Of worth and of wU-
dom the trial and test Is mark

ye, my friends ! who shall

humbug the best. 1861 H. KINCSLRV Ravensftac xliii.

(Farmer), She was always ready to help him, provided, as

she told him, 'he didn't humbug'. 1879 F. W. ROBINSON
Coward Const, n. vi, Where are we ? We're humbugging
about, .getting a bit nearer the town. i88a FREEMAN in

Life % Lett. 11895) II. 259 Why do we go humbugging,
and bothering, and asking him to help us?

Hence Humbugging vbl. s6. and ///. a. Also

Hombuggable a., capable of being humbugged,
gullible ;

whence Humbuggability. Hum-
bugger, one who humbugs or practises imposture ;

a humbug, impostor. Hnmbn'ggary, Hnm-
bnggism, the action or practice of humbugging ;

humbug, imposture.
1798 in Spirit Pub. Jmls. (1799) II. 361 A learned disser-

tation on the *humbugability of its inhabitants. 1825
SOUTHKY Lett. (18561 III. 488 That any reasonable man
(*humbuggable as the animal is) can have been so hum-

bugged. 1853 Fraser's Mag. XLVII. 581 The easiest, most

good-natured and most humbuggable of all two-legged
animals. 175* A. MURPHY Gray's Inn yrnl. No. n All the

Wit. .and all the Fun of all the "Humbuggers of the Age.
1767 G. CANNING Poems 56 Such is the heart our Hum-
bugger conceals. 1843 S. LOVER Handy Andy xviiLi57 I'll

strangle you^.you humbugger. 1831 J. MORISON in Mori-
sonian
act th<

had fa , . . .....
and humbuggery are openly declared to be the only traits

that entitle a man to political support. 175* A. MURPHY
Grays Inn yrnl. No. IT F 6 The never enough to be admired
Art of "Humbugging came into Vogue. 1793

'

A. PASQUI N
'

Life Earl Barrymore 67 Lord Barrymore was the most apt
and successful person in beginning and pursuing a social

species of imposition called humbugging, I ever sat with or

observed. 1864 BURTON Scot Abr. II. i. 22 A kind of calm
insolence essential to great success in the function called

humbugging. 1803 Morn. Herald in Spirit Pub. Jrnls.

(1804) VII. 276 In hopes the Town Will gulp him down
With good "humbugging sauce, Sir 1 1870 BLAINE Encycl.
Rur. Sports (ed. 3) 4064 There were then no skulkers, no

humbugging apologies. 1841 MOORB in Mem. (1856) VII.

311 By dint of sheer "humbuggism.

Hirmbn:zz. dial. [f.
HDM v. + Buzz v.]

1. A local name of the cockchafer.

1756 TOLDERVY Two Orphans 1. 124 What are there called

humbuzes, by the Londoners cock-chafers, c 1820 MRS.
SHERWOOD May-bee 13 William had caught another may-
bee, or cockchafer, or humbuzz (for so that insect is called in

different places).

2. A thin piece of wood with a notched edge
which is swung round rapidly by a string, and
emits a loud humming sound, like the flight of

a cockchafer ;
a bull-roarer.

1847-78 in HALLIWELL.

Humdrum (ho'midifm), a. and sb. Also 6
humtrum. [Found c 1550: app. a reduplicating
formation from HUM v. ;

it is doubtful whether the

second element had any distinct connexion with

DBDM st.]
A. adj. 1. Lacking variety ;

of a routine char-

acter ; commonplace ;
monotonous ;

dull.

'553 BALE Gardiner's De Vrra Obed. Dvj, Because I

rather vse a newe makinge of distinccion, than |>* old accus-

tumed Humtrum distinccion. 170* VANBRUGH False Friend
n. Wks. (Rtldg.) 400/2 A very hum-drum marriage this.

17x1 ADDISON Sped. No. 9 p6 The Hum-Drum Club, .was
made up of very honest Gentlemen, of peaceable Disposi-

tions, that used to sit together, smoak their Pipes, and say

nothing 'till Mid.-night. 1782 MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary 30 Dec.,
We had rather a hum-drum evening. 1813 W. IRVING in

Life 4- Lett. (1864) II. 158, I am writing in a sad, humdrum
vein. 1864 J. H. NEWMAN Afol. Note C (1873) 313 A plain
humdrum Sermon.

T 2. (adj. or adv.'} Without decision or distinc-

tion
;
undecided. Obs.

1660 R. COKE Power ff Subj. 132 He. .divides yus into

Jus naturale, and volunttirium ; which may signifie either

of them, or both together hum drum. 1663 BUTLER Hud. i.

iii. 112 Shall we (quoth she) stand still hum drum, And sec

stout Bruin all alone By numbers basely overthrown ? 1710
Brit. Apollo III. No. 58. 3/1 Your Wiser Rival.. Ne'er
stood Hum Drum, with Shilly Shally.

B. sb. 1. A humdrum person ; a dull, mono-
tonous, commonplace fellow.

1598 B. JONSON Ev. Man in Hum. l. i, Bygadslid I scorne

it, I, so I doe, to be a consort for euery hum-drum. 1710
Brit. Apollo III. No. 66. 2/2 A Plodding Hum-Drum, A
Schollar that's Grum. 1812 Religionism 59 Heed not the

lazy beneficed hum-drums. 1894 BLACKMORE Perlycross 158
There are none but hum-drums, and jog-trots.
2. Dullness, commonplaceness, monotony ; dull

monotonous talk
;
with a and pi., A humdrum

saying, conversation, debate, etc. .

1717 Art Speaking in Publick 71 (Jod?) Still in the same
key to the tune of humdrum without either division or

variety. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) III. xxxii. 191,
I am frequently forced to go to my harpsichord and silence
his humdrum. 1840 MRS. F. TROLLOPS Widow Married
xxiii, To stand listening for an hour together to mamma's
humdrums. 1854 W. CORY Lett. <$ ymls. (1897) 62. I have
been to hear a debate, or a hum-drum, in the House of

448

Lords. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. ii, She was living with
some intensity, and escaping humdrum.

t b. in//. Dullness; = DOLDRUMS 2. Obs.

1757 MRS GRIFFITH Lett. Henry 4- Frances (1867) I. 140,
I fear my epistle will, .give you the hum-drums.
Hence Hnmdrtriuiuery, Hnmdnvmminess,
Humdnrmness, the quality or state of being
humdrum; humdrum action. Humdrtrmmisha.,
characterized by humdrum, monotony, or dullness

;

whence Humdrrrmmishness.
173* MRS. DELANY in Life $ Corr. I. 385 Their two

eldest daughters are beauties, .but not entertaining, so we
passed that day hum-drumish. 1830 Black. Mag. XXVII.
414 His 'discretion and taste', .mean humdrumishness and

humbug. 1831 Eraser's Mag. IV. 52 The deity still that

illumed my humdrummery, My Magnus Apollo was Robert

Montgomery. 1886 Daily Tel. 23 Apr. 2/3 A sort of hum-
drumness that seemed to steal into the ship's inner life.

1889 Spectator g Nov. 626/2 Plain men, of. -fair capacities,
and an unsurpassable humdrumminess of nature and deport-
ment. 1893 LELAND Mem. II. 72 To break out of orthodox
humdrumness.

HtMlldrtrni, v. [f. prec. sb.] intr. To proceed
in a humdrum, monotonous, or undecided fashion.

Also to humdrum it.

1733 SWIFT Let. to Sheridan 27 Mar., I humdrum it on. .

endeavouring to write, but write nothing, merely out of
indolence and want of spirits. 1825 T. L. PEACOCK Wks,
(i875> III. 223 If you stand hum-drumming [ere.]. i86a

MOTLEY Corr. (1889) II. 108 We are humdrumming on as
usual. 1894 A. D'HERISTAL Discord. Life xii. 99, I cannot
humdrum with him in the Darby and Joan style.

Hence Humdru'mjning ///. a. t monotonous,
commonplace.
1698 F. B. Modest Censure 14 He is none of those hum-

drumming Authors. 1894 F. S. ELLIS Reynard the Fox
189 To the humdrumming round, Wherein most men are

bound, He furnishes pleasant variety.

Humdudgeon (hz^mdtrdgan). Also hum-
durgeon. [Cf. HUM $b.~ and DUDGEON sb.-] (See

quot. 1785.)
1785 GROSE Diet. Vulg. T.

t
Hunt Durgeont

an imaginary
illness; he has got the hum durgeon .. nothing ails him
except low spirits. 1815 SCOTT Guy M. x.xiii, I would never
be making a hum-dudgeon about a scart on the pow. 1827

Two Drovers H, I maun down to the Clachan to see if

the lad Harry Waakfelt is out of his humdudgeons yet.

1817 LVTTON Fclkam Ixxx, His ravings and humdurgeon will

unman all our youngsters.

Humean, Humian (hiw-mian), a. Also
Hume'ian.

[f. personal name Hume : see -AN.]
Of or pertaining to the philosophical system or

doctrine ofDavid Hume (171 1-76). So Hu-xuism,
the philosophy of David Hume

; Hn'mlst, an
adherent of this.

1800 LAMB Lett. (1888) I. 115 The cursed philosophical
*Humeian indifference. 1866 Reader 24 Mar. 396 The old
Humean dogma, that ' no amount of testimony can render
a miracle credible \ 1884 J. H. STIRLING in Mind Oct. 540
Its general nature is understood, and the peculiar Humian
point of it seen into. 1858 W. R. PIRIE Ing. Human Mind
ii. iv. 209 It is substantively *Humeism though the con-

clusion may be somewhat differently argued out. 1884
Athenaeum 4 Oct. 425/3 The expansion of Humism by the
Mills and their school. Ibid, 20 Dec. 800/1 The influence

of the encyclopaedists in France and of the *Humists in

England.
Humect (hime*kt), v. Now rare. [ad. L.

hiimectdre (more correctly um-\ f. (K]umectus
moist, wet, f. (k}ume-re to be moist : see HUMID,
HUMOUR. Cf. F. humecter (i6th c., Rabelais).]
1. trans. To moisten, wet.

1531 ELYOT Gov, i. xi, It humecteth the body, or maketh
it moyster and hotter. 1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer's Bk.

Pkysicke 48/1 Humect an other peece of clothe in rayne
water. 1670-98 LASSELS Voy. Italy I. 94 Many springs
humect it from the Apcnnine hills. 1765 Nat. Hist, in

Ann. Reg. 107/2 On the falling of rain that humects the

earth, there arises a grateful smell. 1853 SOVER Pantroph.
139 The other half of this seasoning serves to humect the

quenelles which you have taken beforehand.

2. intr. To become humid or moist.
1686 W. HARRIS tr. Lemery's Ckym. (ed. 3) 613 This Salt

. .easily humects, and dissolves into a liquor.

Hence Hume'cting ///. a., moistening.
1612 Enck. Med. 57 Neither oile nor any other humecting

thing. 1756 C. LUCAS Ess. Waters I. 42 By its general
humecting quality, water is distinguished from aqua philo-

sophorum*
Humectant (hime'ktant), a. and sb. ? Obs.

[ad. L. kumectdnt-em^ pres. pple. of humectdre to

HCMECT.] a. adj. Moistening, wetting, b. sb.

Med. A diluent.

1659 H. MORE Immori. Soul in. iv. (1662; 162 Which
Fumes, if they be grosser and humectant, may raise etc.].

1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed, 4) I, 562 Those medicines

..supposed capable of dissolving that tenacity. . denomi-
nated Diluents, Humectants, and Attenuants. 1854-67 C* A.
HARRIS Diet, Med. Terminal., Humectant.. .In surgery, the
substance for retaining moisture in a water dressing.

f Hume'Ctate, ppl- & Obs. [ad. L. humec-

tdt-us, pa. pple. of kiimectarc.] Moistened, wetted.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 267 The white neckes schalle
behumectate or made weiete wilh golde.

Humectate (hiwme'kte't), v. Now rare. [f.

L. humcctat-) ppl. stem of humectdre to HUMECT.]
HUMECT i. Hence Hume-ctating ppl. a.

1640 HOWELL Dodona's Gr. 13 Divided into sluces, to
humectat the bordering soyle. 1644 DIGBY A'a/. Bodies I.

xxxv. (1645) 370 When we eate, nature draweth a moysture

HUMERO-.
into our mouth, to humectate ourmeate. 1727-41 CHAMBERS
Cycl. s. v. Cofal, A warming, resolving, and humectating
power. [1855 Hovseh. Words XII. 449 To humectate the

evening breeze on the Pincian Hill.]

Humectation (hiz/mekt^'Jsn). [a. F. kumec-
tation (I4th c. in Littre) or ad. late L. {h}umectd-
tion-em, n. of action f. (frumectdre to HUMECT.]
1. The action or process of moistening or wetting ;

irrigation ; the condition of being moistened or wet.

1544 PHAER Pestilence 11553) Lijb, Ther vpon folowed
the excessme humectacyon or moisting of mans body. 1610
BARROUGH Meth. Physick vi. iii. (1639) 363 The Humecta-
tion or moistnes of the uvula. 1773 Phil. Trans. LXIII.
407 If. .the humectation exceeds the evaporation, the body
at length wets through. 1849001.. WISEMAN Ess., Sense v.

Science < iB$3) III. 589 The requisite degree of humectation.

b. Old Chemistry. (See quot.)
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey >, Ifumectation, ..in Pharmacy

and Chymistry, the moistening of a mixt Body in order to

prepare it for some Operation, or for the more easy drawing
out of its best or finest Parts.

c. Path. (See quot.)
1886 Syd. Sec. Lex.) Humectation,.. ^\\t term has been

applied in the same sense as oedema or serous infiltration.

f 2. Liquefaction. Obs.

1477 NORTON Ord. Alch. vi. in Ashm. (1652) 95 Vessells

|

broade for Humectation. 1656 STANLEY Hist. Philos. vi.

(1701) 255'! Humectation. .is the concretion of a vapour
into water, or liquefaction of a solid Body, as Metal.

t Hnme'Ctative, a. Obs. [f. L. humectat-,

ppl. stem of humectdre to HUMECT 4- -IVE.] Tend-

ing to moisten.

1640 Erotomania 321 The. .Diet. .ought to be somewhat
more Humectative, and lesse Refrigerative. 1657 TOMLIN-
SON Renoiis Di$p. 181 Lubricated with humectative ali-

ments.

t Humecta*tor. Obs. [f. HUMECTATE v. : see

-OB.] One who or that which moistens ; a moist -

ener.

1669 M. N. Med. Medicinae 283 Their Humectators and
Coolers in Hecticks.

Hume'Ctive, a. and sb. rare, [irreg. f. HUMECT
v. + -IVE. Cf. adaptive] a. adj. = HUMECTATIVK.
b. sb. = HUMECTANT sit.

1633 A. H. Parthenia Sacra 218 (T.) These fountain-
waters have an humective and vegetative virtue within
them. 1828 Blackw. Mag. XXIII. 593 Emollients, aperi-

tives,, .humectives, and absorbents.

Humefy, var. HUMIFY (after L. hftmefacere).
Humelich, -lie, -ly, var. HUMILT, humbly.
Humeral (hiw'meral), a. and sb. [ad. late L.

*humerdl-ist used as sb. neut. (ji}umtralc covering
for the shoulders, f. (hutments shoulder. Cf. F.

humeral (1541 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
A. adj. 1. Anat. Of or pertaining to the hu-

merus or upper arm in man, or to the homogenetic
bone in other vertebrates.

e.g. Humeral artery, muscle, vein. Humeral cincture,
a belt of bones bearing the pectoral fin of a fish, by some
considered homogenetic with the bumerus.

1615 CBOOKK Body ofMan 901 It lyeth vnder the foresaide

humerall veyne where the Median or Common veyne ariseth

thereout. 1650 BULWER Anthropomet. 162 Humeral or
Shoulder-affectations. 1696 PHILLIPS (ed. s\ Humeral
Muscle, the Muscle that moves the Arm at the upper End.

1760 WHITE in Phil. Trans. LI. 659 The danger of wound-
ing the humeral artery. 1854 OWEN Sket. 4- Teeth in Ore.
Sc., Organ. Nat. I. 190 The scapula . . divides at its humeral
end into an acromial and coracoid process.

2. Of or pertaining to the shoulder or shoulders.
Humeral -veil (Eccl.) '. an oblong vestment of silk worn

round the shoulders in various rites and enveloping the
hands when holding sacred vessels.

1853 DALE tr. BaUieschts Ceremonial 71 On the credence
he will place the humeral veil. 1885 Catholic Diet. (ed. 3)

415/2 The use of the humeral veil at Benediction is strictly

prescribed in several decrees of the Congregation of Rites.

3. Of or belonging to the part called HUUBKUS
in insects or other invertebrates.
a. Belonging to the humerus or femur of the fore-leg of

an insect, or to the second joint of the pedipalp of a spider,
b. Belonging to the anterior corner of the thorax in

Dtptera. C. Pertaining to the exterior front angle of the

elytrum in Colcoptera.

1819 SAMOUELLE Entomol. Compend. 169 Humeral spot on
the elytra. 1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. III. xxxv. 620 In
the Homopterous Hemiptera the three axes may be readily
traced, but the humeral plate . . is more irregular in shape.
Ibid. IV. xlvi. 333 Humeral Angle (A ngitlus Hntfteralis),
the exterior basal angle. 1880 CAMPBELL yrnl. Linn. See.
XV. No. 83. 154 The humeral joint of each palpus.
B. sb.

1. Eccl. f a. A part of the Jewish sacerdotal

vestment, worn on the shoulder. Obs. b. Hu-
meral-veil (A. 2).

1641 TRAPP Comm. Exod. xxviii. 14 These chains where-
with the breast-plate and humeral were tied.

2. The second joint, counting from the base, of

the pedipalp of a spider (Cent. Diet."].

Humero- (hiw*me*w;, used as combining form

of L. humerus shoulder, in the sense 'pertaining
to the humerus and (some other part) ', as humero-

abdominalj -cubital, -digital, -dorsal, -metacarpal,

-olecranal, -radial.

1884 FLOWER in Jrnl, Anthropol. Inst. Nov. 17 The
humero-radial index which forms one of the most important
differences between the skeleton of the And.imanese and
the European. 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex., Humero-cubital, re-

lating to the upper arm and the forearm. Humero-cubita,
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articulation, the elbow-joint. Ibid., Humero-olccranal, \

relating to the humerus and the olecranon.

f Hu-merous, a. Obs. rare-", [ad. L. type
*humtn>sus, 1. hnmtrns shoulder.]

' That hath
;

great shoulders' (Blount Glossogr. 1656).

II Humerus (hi/7'merfe). PI. -i. [L. (more
correctly umertts} = shoulder, (rarely) upper arm.]
Anat. The bone of the upper arm, extending from
the shoulder-joint to the elbow-joint ; the homo-

genetic bone in other vertebrates.

[1578 BANISTER Hist. Man iv. 51 b, The same bone in

Latin is called Hnmcrtts, which in English is shoulder.]

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey', Humerus, the Shoulder; the

Shoulder-bone or first Bone of the Arm. 1727-41 CHAMBERS
Cycl. s.v., At the lower end of the humerus are two processes,
covered each with a cartilage. 1851 RICHARDSON Geol. viii.

295 Sockets for lodging the round head of the arm-bones, the

humeri. 1875 BI.AKE Zool. 89 The humerus is cylindrical,

longest in Pelicans.

b. Applied by Cuvier to the proscapula, by
Owen to the mesocoracoid, of fishes.

1854 O\VEN in Circle Sc., Org. Nat. I.
17^6

In the salmon I

. .The radius, after expanding to unite with the humerus,
the ulna, and the radial carpals, sends a long and broad

|

process downwards and inwards.

c. The third joint of the anterior pair of legs of

insects.

1826 KIRBY Sc SP. Entomol. III. 369 Huiiients, the third

and elongated joint of the Brachium, answering to the
Femur in the legs.

d. A corneous plate on the exterior front angle
of the elytrum in Coleoptera.
1826 KIRBY & Sp. Entomol. III. xxxv. 619 If you carefully

extract one [wing] from the stag-beetle, .the first thing that
will strike you, upon examining the base, will he the plate. .

called by Chabrier the humerus.

e. Applied by some to the anterior corner of

the thorax, the '

shoulder', of an insect
; by Walker,

to the subcostal or submarginal vein of the fore-

wing of certain Hymenoptera. (Cent. Diet.')

Humest, var. UMEST, Obs., uppermost.
t Humet, sb\ Her. Obs. Also 6 h(e)umette.

(See also HAWMED.) [? a. OF. *heaumet dim. of

heaume the bar of the helm or rudder.] A fess or

bar so couped that its extremities do not touch the

sides of the shield.

1572 BOSSEWELL Armorie n. 121 The fielde is d'Ermine, iij

Humettes gules. .The Heumettes borne in the armes before

descried. 1586 FERNE Blaz. Gentrie 172 That tearme
Humet is very new. 1592 WYRLF.Y Armorie 86 In Ermins
sheild three hamets red he bare.

t Humet, sb.* Obs. [? f. L. hum-us ground ;

or ? the same as prec. which is figured as a long

rectangle.] A slab of stone, as a tombstone, placed

upon the ground.
a 1645 HABINGTON Survey Wore, in Wore. Hist. Soc. Proc.

III. 482 On a humet or ground tombe. 1688 R. HOLME
A rmoury in. iii. 94/1 A Taylor sitting upon a square Table

(Stone or Humett, as some term it).

t Humet, a. Oos. Also erron. humid (cf.

HAWMED). An abbrev. of HUMETTT.
1661 MORGAN Sph. Gentry n. v. 47 This is called Humet

by reason it is severed from the sides of the Escocheon.

1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. s.v., Bloom, in his Heraldry,
gives you a Fesse of this Form, which he calls, Fesse
Humid. 1766 [see HUMETTY].

t Humetted, a. Her. Obs. =next.

1586 FERNE Blaz. Gentrie 183 Cheuerons are borne

crenelly, quarterly, counterly or transmuted, humetted, or

truncked.

Humetty (hime-ti), a. Her. Also -6, -ee.

[f.
HUMET -t- -Y = Fr.

-4*.]
Said of an ordinary (as

a cross, fesse, chevron, etc.) of which the extremities

are conped or cut off so as not to reach the sides of

the escutcheon.

1572 BOSSEWELL Armorie in. i b, Thys Crosse . . beyng
humette and ragueled. 1766 PORNY Heraldry Diet., Humet
or Humetty. 1809 KavalChron. XXI. 189 Azure a cheve-

ron, humetty between three covered cups or. 1868-82

CUSSANS Her. iv. (ed. 3) 61 The Cross humette', or couped,
as its name implies, has its extremities cut off.

Humgruffln (hmgr'fin). [A made-up word,
from hum, gruff, griffin.'}

' A terrible or repulsive

person' (Davies).
1842 BARHAM Ingol. Leg. Ser. ll. Sf. Cuthbert, One horrid

Humgruflin, who seem'd by his talk, And the airs he as-

sumed, to be cock of the walk.

t Humh, int. Obs. [An inarticulate sound, more

exactly k'mh (with aspirated ?).] = HUMPH int.

1603 DEKKKR U'onderfull Yeare E iij, Hee only shooke
his head at this, and cried humh !

Humian : see HUMEAN.
Humic (hiw'mik), a. Chem. [f. L. humus

ground, mould + -1C.] Of or pertaining to humus
or mould. Humic acid, an acid found in humus
or derived from it by boiling with an alkali.

1844 PETZHOLDT Lect. Farmers Agric. Chem. 93 A sub-

stance . . which has been called humic acid. 1863 LYELL

Antiq. Man viii. (ed. 3) 148 Mr. Staring, .has attributed the

general scarcity of human bones in Dutch peat . . to the

power of the humic and sulphuric acids to dissolve bones.

Humicubation (himi|kiW'j9n). [ad. L.

type *humicubdtion-em, f. humT on the ground -t-

cubatio, f. cubdre to lie down.] Lying down on the

ground, esp. as a sign of penitence or humiliation.

1656 BRAMHALL in Hobhes Lib., Necess., \ Chance 14^

VOL. V.
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Fasting and Sackcloth, and Ashes, and Tears, and Humi- I

cubations, used to be companions of Repentance. 1662
;

GUNNING Lent Fast 195 That fasting be not divorc'd from
its primitive society of watchings, humicubations, sorrow-

Ings. 1833 J. H. NEWMAN Ch, ofFathers (1842) 255 Fre-

quent watchings, humicubations, and the like.

H11 illid (hiw'mid), a. Also 6-7 humide. [a.

F. humide (i5th c. in Hatz.-Darm.) or acl. L.

hnmid-us, more correctly umid-us, f. umere to be

moist.] Slightly wet as with steam, suspended
vapour, or mist

; moist, damp.
1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 58 The rane . . is ane exalatione of

humid vapours. 1633 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondis Eromena
54 Such muslcke, as . . drew humid lamentations from the

driest eyes. 1667 MILTON P. L. ix. 193 The humid Flours,
that breathd Thir morning Incense. i766GoLDSM. Vic. W.
xxiii, Those mouldering walls and humid floor. 1870 YEATS
Nat. Htst, Comm. 14 Ireland is more humid than England.

b. In mediaeval physiology, said of elements,

humours, etc.

1604 JAS. I. Coitnterbl. (Arb.) 102 Because the Braines are

colde and humide. 1637 GILLESPIE Eng. Pop. Cerent, in.

ix. 200 The complexion of a woman . . is more humide then

the complexion of a man. 1809 Med. Jrnl. XXI. 199
When the choleric, phlegmatic, sanguine, and melancholic

temperaments, are said to be occasioned by a humid and

dry, hot and cold constitution.

C. Said of a chemical process in which liquid is

used.
1800 tr. Lagrange's Chem. I. 411 It is a reduction in the

humid way. 1816 J. SMITH Panorama Sc. <$ Art II. 480

Crystallization is of two kinds, the
dry

and the humid;.,
the humid crystallization refers to fluids and gases holding
solids in solution. 1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org, Bodies 373
Iodine does not act sensibly in the humid way.

d. Of diseases : Marked by a moist discharge.

1813 J. THOMSON Lect. Inflam. 507 The French [usually

express this difference] by those ofhumid and dry gangrenes.

1821-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) IV. 484 Laminated
Humid Scall.

Hence Hnmidly adv. ; Humidness, moistness.

17*7 BAILEY vol. II, Hitmidness, moisture. 1886 C. GIBBON
Clare of Claresmedc II. xi. 172 There was .. fear in her

humidly bright eyes.

t Hirmidate, v. Obs. [f.
L. humiddt-, ppl.

stem of hnmidartt f. humidus HUMID.] trans. To
make humid or moist ; to moisten.
c 1540 BOORDE The Boke for to Lerne Ciij b, Immoderat

slepe and sluggyshnes doth humi[d]ate and make tyght the

brayne. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr,) Humidate, to moisten.

Humidify (hiwmi-difai), v. [f. HUMID a. +

-FT.] trans. To render humid or moist ; to moisten,

damp. Hence Humi'difier,anapparatusforrender-
ing the atmosphere moist.

1884 Health Exhib. Catal. 109/1 Lacy's Patent Humidifier.

1885 J. J. MANLEY Brit. Almanac Comp. 25 Air-heating,

cooling, and humidifying apparatus for workshops. 1898

Pop. Sci. Monthly LII. 470 Potted plants . . sufficed to

humidify the air.

f Humrdious, a. rare-1
. [ineg.f.'L, burntJ-us

HUMID + -(i)ous.] Moist, wet, watery.
1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) World's Eighth Wond. 45

Wks. n. 62/1 The great humidious Monarch tells him plaine
'Twere best he iogd from his commanding Maine.

Humidity (hiwmi'diti). Also 5 humedite,
vmydite, humidyte, 5-6 humidite(e, etc. fa.

F. humidity (i4th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L.

hnmiditat-eni) f. humidus HUMID.]
1. The quality or condition of being humid

;

moistness, dampness.
Relative Humidity (of the atmosphere) in Meteorol.^ the

amount of moisture which it contains as compared with that

of complete saturation at the given temperature.
c 1450 BURGH Secrees 1906 Ffor Chaung of Complexioun by

drynesse or humydite. 1543 BOORDE Dyetary xviii. (1870)

277 All maner of flesshe the whiche is inclyned tohumydyte.
1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 129 By reason of the humidity of the

Northerne wind, which here is the moystest. 17*9 S.

SWITZER Hydrost. $ Hydraul. 207 This Hygrometer . . the

use whereof is to find out precisely the Humidity and

Siccity of the Air. 1820 SCORESBY Ace. A rctic Reg. I. 380
The relative humidity of the atmosphere, as indicated by a

hygrometer. 1871 TYNDALL Fragm. Sc. (1879) I. ii. 58 A
day of average humidity in England.
2. concr. Fluid matter that makes a body humid ;

moisture (diffused through a gas as vapour or

through a solid substance, or condensed upon
a surface) ; damp.
1412-20 LYDG. Chron. Troy I. vi. (MS. Digby 230), After

bat ver hah made out of be roote The humydite kyndely to

ascende. igaS PANU oo&7w\r Jfapfof. Aivb, BIud..is

very nere like humidlte whiche is as fundation of lyfe. 1656
STANLEY Hist. Philos.vi. (1701)260/1 Death, .cometh. .when

through want of Refrigeration the Radical Humidity is

consumed and dried up. 1727 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s.v.

Guaiacmn, The watery Humidity call'd Phlegm. 1893 SIR

R. BALL In High Heavens 277 When the heat was greatest
. . the air was . . largely charged with humidity.

b. //. The humours and juices of animals and

plants. (Cf. HUMOUR sb. 2.)
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 28 Anober maner fleisch ber Is

bat is glandelose..&his Iimament is bat he turne humedites

[B. vmydites], bat is to seie moistnes to her heete. 1691
WOOD A th. Oxon. (R.), Imbibing the superfluous humidities

of the body. 17*5 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s.v. Pomegranate'
I tree, This Mould, .and its Salts, .will, .penetrate the Roots
I of the Pomegranate-Trees, by Means of the Humidities
'

which draw them thither.

t Humrferous, a. Obs. rare- ,
[f.

L. (h)u-

\ mifer containing moisture, f. stem of (h}um-ere,

HUMILIATE.

(h)itm-ii1iis,(h'irtni-or: see -FERGUS.]
'
Waterish,

that brings moisture' (lilount Glossogr. 1656).

t Humific (hirnni'fik),a. rare'", [ad. late L.

(li)fimific-us moistening, f. as prec. + -jftc-us -FIC.]
'

Causing moisture' (Bailey, vol. II. 1727).
Hnmifuse (hi7'mifis), a. Bot. [ad. mod.L.

humifiistts, f. fiumion the ground +/IISHS, pa. pple.

oifundlre to pour, extend, spread.] (See quot.)
1854 MAYNE Expps. Lex., Humifnsns, applied to the stalk

of vegetables when it runs or stretches along the surface of

the ground, but without sending out roots : humifuse. 1866

'J're'as. Hot.

Humify (hitt'mifsi), v. rare. Also 8 humefy.

[ad. late L. (/^ilmificdre, f. (h}nmijicus moistening

(see HUMIFIC and -FY).] trans. To render hum id
;

to moisten. So Humiflca tion, moistening.
1651 BIGGS A>7V Disp. p 229 To refresh the thirst a little

by the dregs of humification. 1658 R. WHITE tr. Digty's
I'ffivti. Symfi. (1660) 22 The earth, which is humified either

by rain, or the dew. 1774 GOLDSM. A'af. Hist.
(i7_9oi

I. ix.

89 Marcasites and pyrites . . by being humefied with water
or air, contract this heat.

' Humil, -lie, a. Obs. Chiefly Sc. Also 5

-yll, 6 -yle, -ill. [ad. L. humil-is humble
;

in

i6th c. F. also humile, I2th c. humele.'] Humble.
c 1470 HENRY Wallace iv. i, September, the humyll moneth

suette, Quhen passyt by the hycht was off the hette. 1500-
20 DUNBAR Poems ix. 4, I repent my synnys with humill

hairt contreit. 1533 GAU Richt Vay 24 He that hes perfit

IwitT in hime [God] he is humil, and redy to senve euerie

man. 1542 BOORDE Dyetary x. (1870) 225 Andrew Borde
..doth surrender humyle commendacyon. 1567 Gude 4-

Codlie B. (S. T. S.) 96 Humill men sail inhereit the eird.

b. Of a plant : Of lowly growth.
1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 32 The Balme tree. .his lowe and

humile kinde of growth.

t Humile, huniily, v. Obs. Also 6 -yle,

-yll, -ill. [In 1 5th c. humilye, a. F. humilier,
ad. L. humilidre to humble (see HUMILIATE) ;

in

1 6th c. usually humil, -He, after prec. adj.] trans.

To humble, to humiliate.

1491 CAXTON Vitas Pair. (W. de W. 1495! n. 226 b/i The
herte contryte and humylyed. 1502 Ord. Crysten Mtn
(W. de W. 1506) IY. i. 167 He is excessyuely humylyed.
Ibid. iv. xxi. 260 Therfore they ought to fere & them

humyle before god. 1523 LD. BERNERS Froiss. I. ccxi. 255
A care that greatly humiled the kynges courage. 1533
GAU Richt Vay 43 Quhow the sone of God humilit hime of

his hie maieste. 1562 W1N3ET Cert. Tractates Wks. 1888

I. 33 The potent Spirit of God mot humyll jour hertis.

Humiliaiit (himrliant), a. rare. [ad. L.

iiumiliant-em, pres. pple. of humiliarc to HU-

MILIATE.] Humiliating.
1844 MRS. BROWNING Drama, of Exile iii, By my perci-

piency of sin and fall And melancholy of humiliant

thoughts.

Humiliate (hiwmi-liii't), v. [f. knmiliit-, ppl.
stem of late L. humilidre, f. humili-s HUMBLE a. 1

Cf. F. humilier.]
1 1. trans. To make low or humble in position,

condition, or feeling ;
to humble, rejl. To humble

or abase oneself, to stoop ; sometimes, to prostrate

oneself, to bow. Obs.

1533-4 in Suppression Monasteries (Camden) 22 We be . .

set in comforte to humyliate our selfes as prostrate afore

your highnes. 1577 tr. Fisher's Treat. Prayer (R.), For God
his wyll is, that we should humiliate and deiect our selues

in the sight of his maiestie. 1601-2 FULBECKE u< Ft.

Parall. 20 Such a religious man may not . . humiliate him-

selfe to execute the rite of homage. 1621 BURTON Anat.

Mel. i. iii. I. iv. (1676) 121 How much we ought to .. examine

and humiliate our selves, seek to God, and call to him for

mercy. 1656 BLOUNT, Humiliate, to make low or humble.

1656 B. HARRIS Parivats Iron Age I. xvii. 128 They might
well fear, lest all the States of Germany humiliated, or

joyned to those of the Emperour, he might come and re-

demand some Towns amongst them. 1776 S. J. PRATT

Pupil ofPleas. II. 17 He whom indigence and the strokes

of ill-fortune have not . . humiliated.

2. To lower or depress the dignity or self-respect

of; to subject to humiliation ;
to mortify.

1757 [see HUMILIATING ppl.a.\. 1796 W. TAYLOR in

Monthly Rev. XX. 570 The luxury of individuals often

. .humiliates those who miss its delights. i8i7SouTHEYZ.<//.

(1856)111.66, I have., to complain of my counsel, .for humi-

liating me. 1824 W. IRVING T. Trav. 1. 113 Mere donations

. . humiliate as much as they relieve. 1874 GREEN Short

Hist. vii. 3. 362 The country was humiliated by defeat.

1879 CHE. ROSSF.TTI Seek $ f. 161 When we ask to be

humbled, we must not recoil from being humiliated.

Hence Humrliated ///. a.

1782 MRS. E. BLOWER Geo. Bateman I. 81 Bateman was

at that period in a humiliated state of mind. 1810 SOUTHEY

/'M.(i832> I. 25 What a spirit would be kindled throughout

groaning and humiliated Europe ! 1886 W. J. TUCKER
E. Europe 280 The humiliated tillers of the soil.

Humiliate, a. and sb. [ad. late L. humilidt-us,

pa. pple. of humilidre (see prec.).]

A. adj. f a Humiliated, humbled (ois.J, b.

Belonging to the order of Humiliates.

1593 NASHE Christ's T. (1613) 8t They would be more
humiliate and delected. 1880 Libr. Univ. Knowl. (N. Y.)

VII. 689 A female order of Benedictines, known as humi-

liate nuns, or nuns of Blassoni.

t B. sb. (With capital H^ One of an order of

monks and nuns who affected great humility in

dress, behaviour, and occupation. Obs.

1611 SPEED Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. viii. (1632) 554
Nor were

those wylic Humiliates regardlesse of choosing a delicate

57
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plot., where hee built a goodly Abbey of their Order. 1656
BLOUNT Glossogr., Humiliates, a Religious Order, instituted

about the year 1166 by certain persons exiled by Fredericks

Uarbarossa.

Humiliating himrli|itirj),///. a.
[f.

HU-
MILIATED . + -ING.] That humiliates ; that lowers

one's dignity or self-respect ; abasing, mortifying.
1757 Herald I. ix. 147 To have demanded so humiliating

a sacrifice of decorum. 1776 ADAM SMITH W. N. n. iii.

(18601 I. 345 Bankruptcy is perhaps the greatest and most

humiliating calamity which can befal an innocent man. 1834
MACAULAY Ess., Pitt (1887) 320 The most humiliating of

these events was the loss of Minorca. 1871 L. STEPHEN"

Pltiygr. Europe v. (1894) 127 A retreat . . would have been
. .humiliating.
Hence Humi liatingly adv., in a way that hu-

miliates.

1782 H. ELLIOT Let. in Life viii. (1868) 250, I was very
humiliatingly treated. 1842 R. ANDERSON Regeneration
(1871) 99 How humiliatingly and sharply it convicts and re-

proves !

Humiliation (.hiaimili^'-JanV [a. F. humilia-
tion (i^th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. late L. hiunilia-

tion-em,n. of action fromhurnilidre to HUMILIATE.]
The action of humiliating or condition of being
humiliated; humbling, abasement. Formerly often
= humbled or humble condition, humility.
1:1386 CHAUCER Pars. T. r 406 The ferthe [manere of

humylitee] is whan he nys nat sory of his humiliacion. 1490
CAXTON Eneydos iv. 18 Eneas knelyd doun on bothe his

knees, hi grete humylyacyon of herte. 1552 ABP. HAMILTON
Catech. (1884) 16 Tha war ordanit also for owr humiliatioun,
instructioun and spiritual exercitioun. 1613 PURCHAS

Pilgrimage (1614) no Receiving penitents . . having first

before this washing testified their humiliation by fasting and
prayer. 1648 Shorter Cateck. Westm. Assemb. (1718) 23
Christ, as our Redeemer, executeth the offices of a Prophet,
of a Priest, and of a King, both in his estate of humiliation
and exaltation. 1678 BUNVAN Pilgr. i. 65 Yes, said Pru-

dence, ..it is an hard matter for a man to go down into the

valley of Humiliation, as thou art now, and to catch no slip
by the way. 1700 S. L. tr. Fryke's Ycy, E. fnd. 353 On
the roth, We kept a day of Fasting and Humiliation. 1771
Junius Lett. xlii. 221 Where will the humiliation of this

country end? 1848 R. I. WILBERFORCE Incarnation vi.

(1852) 162 As His Incarnation was the humiliation of His
Godhead, so was His death the humiliation of His earthly
nature. 1866 G. MACDONALD Ann. Q. Neighb. xiii. (1878)
273, 1 think

'

humiliation
'

is a very different condition of
mind from humility.

' Humiliation
'

no man can desire
; it

is shame and torture.

b . with a and fl.
1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 79 Many voluntary

humiliacyons in y> waye to perfyte mekenes. 1751 SMOL-
LETT Per. /Vc. (1770) I. xiv. 123 Nor would he pay the least

regard to the humiliations and supplications of some among
them. 1837 MACAULAY Ess., Bacon (1887) 383 Incensed by
multiplied wrongs and humiliations.

Homiliative (hiwmi-li/tiv), a. [f. 'L.humiliat-,

ppl. stem of humiliare to HUMILIATE + -IVE.]

Having a humiliating quality.
1810 BENTHAM Packing (1821) 23 Of these two.. the first

mentioned may be termed the depressive or humiliative.

Huruiliator (himi-li,it3i). [Agent-n. in L.

form, from humiliare.] One who humiliates.
1850 H. H. WILSON tr. Rig.veda. I. 135 The humiliator

of his enemies. 1890 in Daily Ne-*vs 25 Jan. 5 '6 That he
was ' a grovelling humiliator of his distinguished race '.

Humi'liatory, a.
[f. as HUMILIAT-IVE +

-OBY.] That tends to humiliate.

1872 RUSKIN Aratra Pentilici iii. 80 Of the impotence,
take but this one, utterly humiliatory, and. .ghastlyexample
t Humilist. Obs. rare-",

[f. L. humil-is HUM-
BLE + -TST.]

= HUMILIATE sb.

1611 COTGR., Humiliez, the Humilists; Gray Friers of the
Order of St. Bennet,

t Humi'litude. Obs. rare.
[f. L. humili-s

HUMBLE + -TUDE.] Humility.
a: 1586 Sm H. SIDNEY in Lett. Abp. Ussher (1686) App. 26
High Humilitudes take such deep root in the minds of the
Multitude. 170* C. MATHER Magn. Chr. n. iv. (1852) 127
With a sagacious humilitude he consented.

Humility (hiami-liti). [a. F. humilite (earlier
umilitet, nth c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. humili-

tdt-em, f. humilis HUMBLE.]
1. The quality of being humble or having a lowly

opinion of oneself; meekness, lowliness, humble-
ness : the opposite ofpride or haughtiness.
c 1315 SHOREHAM 117 Thon clennesse and humylyte. 1390GOWER Con/. III. 200 And with full great humilite He

suffreth his adyersite. 1419 R. HOLME in Ellis Orig. Lett.
Ser. n. I. 65 With all subjection andhumiliteeWe recomend
us to joure roial Majestee. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixx. 4Thow that. .Gabriel! send. .On-to the mayd of maist humi-
lite. 1607 SHAKS. Cor. n. iii. 43 stage direct.. Enter Corio-
lanus in a gowne of Humility, with Menenius. a 1639 W.
WHATELEY Prototypes i. xi. (r64o) 99 That is true humility
to have a meane esteeme of himselfe out of a true appre-
hension of Gods greatnesse. 1757 HUME Ess., Passions
(1817) II. 175 Humility. . is a dissatisfaction with ourselves
on account of some defect or infirmity. 1873 HAM
InlelL Life n. i. (1876) 52 The humility which acknow
present insufficiency,

b. with//. An act of humility or self-abasement.
.
l6" DAVIES Why Ireland etc. (1747) 51 With these
milities . they satisfied the young king. 1809-10 COLE-

wumFriaul (18:8: I. 32 All the tricksy humi
ambitious candidates for the favorable suffn

ERTON
ledges

judicious Public.

ilities of the

ffrages of the

2. Humble or low condition, rank, or estate
;

nnpretentiousness, humbleness.

1623 COCKERAM, Hniiiil,:

ti, lew estate, basenesse. 1757
FOOTE A itthor i. 8 But how will a Person of his Pride and
Pedigree, relish the Humility of this Apartment? 1831
LAMB Elia Ser. n. Ellistoninna, I made a sort of apology
for the humility of the fare. 1:1838 DE QUINCEY X/utks.

Wks. 1863 XV. 37 His course lay . . through the humilities
of absolute poverty.
3. A local name of several N. American birds of

the family Scolopacidx.
1634 W. WOOD .\>ry Eng. Prosp. I. viii. (1865) 34 The

Humilities or Simplicities l.as I may rather call themi bee of
two sorts, the biggest being as big as a greene Plover, the
other as big as birds we call Knots in England. 1678
PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Humility, otherwise called Simplicity, a
sort of Bird in New England. 1781 S. PETERS Hist. Con-
necticut 256 The Humility is so called because it speaks the
word humility, and seldom mounts high in the air.

Hvrmilness. Obs. Chiefly Sc. [f. HuMlLa.
+ -NESS.] Humbleness, humility.
1423 JAS. I Kingis Q. cxxvi, With dredefull humylnesse.

c 1485 Digby Myst. 11882) iv. 479, I shall assisteyou with all

humylnesse. 1567 Gude ft Godlie B. (S. T. S.) 75 Hartlie
thankfulnes . . We offer the, Lord, with lawlie humilnes.

t Humily, adv. Obs. Forms : 4 humelich,
-iii, -yly, -ely, 4-6 humly, 5 hummylly, horne-

liehe, homly, 6 hum(e)lie, humilye. [f.
Hu-

MIL(E a. + -Ly2. in I6th c. only Sc. It was united

with the form humbly by the intermediate humly.]
HCMBLY.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce \. 578 He him thankit humyly. c 1380
Sir Ferumb. 2050 pe duk aunswerede bat mayde free,

humejich & fayre. a 1400 Pistill ofSusan 200 Homliche
on hir heued heor hondus bei leyed. 1500-20 DUNBAR
Poems x. 20 For he. .is cumin full humly. 1513 DOUGLAS
jEneis xn. xiv. 121 Streik furth my handis humelie. 1552
LYNDESAY Monarche 6096 Full humilye he techeit ws. 1567
Gude $ Godlie B. (S. T. S.) 104 Humlie I the exhort.

Humiu (hiw-min). Chem. [f.
HUMUS + -IN.]

A neutral substance existing, according to Mulder,
in black humus.
1844 PETZHOLDT Lect. Fanners Agric. Chem. 93 To this

the name humint or humus coal has been applied. 1869
E. A. PARKES Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 20 The organic vege-
table matter consists of humin and ulmin, and of acids
derived from humus. 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex., Humin, . . the
material in turf which is neither acid nor alkaline.

+ Humise-rpent, a. Obs. rare-*, [f. L. humi
on the ground + serpent-em, pr. pple. of serpSre to

crawl.] Crawling on the ground.
1641 R. BROOKE Eng. Episc. I. ii. 3 He is ex fzce plebis,

humi-serpent ; of the lowest of the people.

Hnmism, -ist : see under HOMEAN.
HnmistratOUS (himistre'-tas), a. Bat. [f.

mod.L. humistrdt-us
(f.

humi on the ground +
stratus spread) 4- -ous.]

'

Spread over the surface
of the ground

'

(Gray).
1880 GRAY Struct. Bot. (ed. 6) 415. 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex.
Humite (hi*-m3it). Min. [Named, 1813, after

Sir Abraham Hume, of London.] A fluo-silicate

ofmagnesium, long considered a variety ofchondro-

dite, but now, on crystallographical grounds, made
a distinct species.
1814 T. ALLAN Min. Nonien. 45 Humite, is a substance

mentioned by Bournon. 1852 BROOKE & MILLER Phillip?
Min. 353 Humite has been described, .as belonging to the
prismatic system. 1895 STORY-MASKELYNE Crystallogr.
317 Twins of humite occur, twinned in two ways.

Humlie, hnmblie. Sc. [f. HUMMEL a. + -T.]
A hummel or polled cow. Also attrib., as humlie-
anu. In quots. 1818, 1825-80 transf.
1813 J. HEADRICK Agric. Surv. Forfarsh. 439 (Jam.)A great proportion of the permanent stock are humlies, that

is, they have no horns. 1816 SCOTT Old Mort. iv, I gat the

humlie-cow, that's the best in the byre, .for ten pund Scots.
1818 E. Bart's Lett. N. Scotl. II. 104 note. In the days of
our grand-fathers the lower class of Highlanders, were . .

denominated humblies from their wearing no covering on
their head but their hair. 1825-80 JAMIESON, Humlock,
Humlie,

' a polled cow ; also a person whose head has been
shaved, or hair cut '.

Humlock, variant of HEMLOCK.

tHn'mmel, sb. Sc. Obs. [
= MLG.andmod.G.

hummel wild bee, drone, Du. hommel drone, =
humble in HUMBLE-BEE.] A drone ; a lazy fellow.

1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ix. 18 Wyld haschbaldis, haggar-
baldis, and hummelli.s.

Hummel (h-m'l), humble ,li-mb'l), a. Sc.

and north, dial. Forms : a. 5 hornrnyl, 6 homill.

hommil, 8- hummel, (8 hummle). 3. 7 hum-
bell, 6- humble. [Corresponds to LGer. hummel,
hommel hornless beast (hence draught-ox) ; cf.

hummelbock, hummelgeisz a hornless goat, humlich,
dial. hommlich hornless, Bav. humlet hornless. The
earlier history of the word has not been traced :

there may be radical connexion with HAMBLE to

mutilate.]
1. Of cattle : Hornless,

' dodded '.

1536 BELLENDEN Ovn. Scot. (1821) 11.164 Quhen uncouth
ky fechtis amang thaimself, gif ane of thaim h.ippenis to be
slane, and uncertane quhat kow maid the slauchter, the kow
that is homill sail beir the wyte. 1584 J. CARMICHAEL Let. in
Wodr. Soc. Misc. (1844) 438 When we got it, it was but
a Dun humble kow. 1775 JOHNSON Jonrn. ]Vest. Isles,

OstifWks. X. 415 Of their black cattle, some are without
horns, called by the Scots, humble cows.

transf. 1887 Amer. Naturalist Oct. 886 The lop-ear (in
the zebu] is a decidedly

' hummel '

characteristic.

2. Of com or grain : Awnless. Hummel corn,
' a term applied to the lighter grain of any kind,
or that which falls from the rest when it is fanned'

(Jam.) ; hence used attrib. 'mean, poor'.
1474 Acta A uiiit. (1839) 35/2, vii chalder of hommyll corne.

a
1^)5 BIRREL Diary in LJalyell Fragm. Scot. Hist. (1798)

36 The ait maill 10 lib. the boll, the humbell corne 7 lib. the
boll. 1792 Statist. Ace. Scotl., Berwicksh. IV. 386 The.,
hinds, .receive 10 bolls oats, 2 bolls barley, and i boll peas,
which two last articles are called hummel corn. 1870 RAMSAY
Reuiin. (ed. 18) 87 A hummelcom discourse.

t3. Broken, chapped, kibed. Obs.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 128 In case of humble-heels he

applied it sodden in oile.

Hummel, humble, ^. Sc. and north, dial.

Also 9 homil, humel. [f. prec. adj.]
1. trans. To deprive of the horns: seeHuMMELLED.
2. To remove the awns from (barley). See also

quot. 1893.
? a 1800 J/.?. Poem (Jam.), Thair's bear tae hummil. 1822
HOGG Perils ofMan II. 30 (Jam.) My heart dunt duntit
like a man humblin bear. 1893 Xorthumbld. Gloss., Homil,
to humble or remove the awns from barley. . . In breaking
stones for macadamised roads, to hnmel means to break
the lumps into smaller sizes preparatory to their being made
the requisite size by a smaller hammer.
Hence Hu'mmeHmg, -eling vbl. sb.

1835 Penny Cycl. III. 465/2 Barley requires care in thrash-

ing, to break off all the awns close to the grain. . . It is often

necessary .. to effect this by another operation, .called hum-
melmg. 1851 lllustr. Catal. Gt. Exhit. 386 A barley aveller
or hummelling machine .. for the purpose of rubbing the
horns or avels off barley, .leaving the kernels clean.

t Hummel-buminel. Obs. [Cf. HUMBLE zv.2

and BUMBLE.] An imitation of mumbling.
1537-41 LYNDESAY Kitteis Confess. 44 And mekle Latj'ne

he did mummill, I hard na thing but hummill bummill.

Hummelled, -eled (hz>-m'ld), humbled
(h'mb'ld),a. north, dial. Also 9 homilt, hurnelt.

[f. HIMMEL v. + -ED!.]
1. Of cattle : Hornless,

' dodded '.

1788 W. MARSHALL Yorksh. Gloss. (E. D. S.), Humbled,
hornless ; spoken of cattle and sheep. 1863 MRS. TOOGOOD
Yorksh. Dial., Some of his cows are Hummeld. 1880 Echo
4 Oct. 4/1 Mr. Horatio Ross killed what is called a ' hum-
melled

'

stag, a very remarkable rarity that is, being full-

grown without horns.

2. Of barley : Deprived of the awns.

f3. Broken, chapped, kibed. Obs.

1597 GERARDE Herbal \. xxxi. 10. 42 To heale kibed or
humbled heeles. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 38 If one lay
them very hot to kibed or humbled heeles, they wil cure
them.

Hnmmeller, -eler (h-m'bj .
[f. HUMMEL

v. + -EE!.] One who or that which hummels ;

spec, a machine for removing the awns from barley.
1842 C. W. JOHNSON Partner's Cycl., Barley Hummeller,

an instrument for separating the awns of the barley plant
from the seed. 1849 H. STEPHENS Bk. Farm (ed. 2 ) I. 421/2
In some cases the thrashing-machine itself is made the

hummeller, by employing an iron fluted cover to the drum.
1862 J. WILSON Farming 161 When barley is thrashed, it is

first carried by a separate set of elevators . . into a hummeller,
in which it is freed from the awns.

Hummer (ho-msj), rf.l Also 7 humber. [f.

HUM z/.l + -ER!.] A thing or person that hums.
1. An insect that hums

; also, a humming-bird.
1605 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iii. I. Abraham 606 The

Swallow's silent, and the lowdest Humber, Leaning upon
the earth, now seems to slumber, a 1694 M. ROBINSON
Autobiog. (Mayor 1856} 7 Swarms of night enemies, the

gnats, and hummers. 1796 MORSE Amer. Geo%. I. 737 The
hummer is a night bird, peculiar to the mountainous deserts
of Peru, , . a strange humming [is] made in the air by the

rapidity of their flight. 1816 KIRBY & Sp. Entomol. (1818)
Il.xxiv. 379 The wasp and hornet, .are strenuous hummers.
1870 J. ORTON Andes $ Amazons vi. (1876) 105 Save the

hummers, beautiful plumage is rare.

2. A person that hums ; one that utters
' hum !

'

1771 Contemplative Man I. 107 Tho 1 he never sung in
Form . . he was, nevertheless, a great Hummer. 1820 [see
HAWER]. 1885 G. MEREDITH Diana I. 279 To vindicate
Diana's name from the hummers and hawers.

3. A person or thing characterized by extreme

activity, energy, etc.; see HUM v. 3, and cf. bouncer,
thumper, (colloq. or slang.')
1681 OTWAY Soldier's Fort. i. i, She's a Hummer, such a

Bona Roba, ha, ha, ha. 1701 GIBBER Love makes Man
iv. ii, Odd ! she's a Hummer ! 1888 Columbus (Ohio)
Evening Dis/>. 18 Dec., The Franklin county divorce court
is a hummer, but it cannot compete with the similar court
in Chicago, where a record of six cases an hour has just
been made. 1892 Current Lit. (U. S.) Apr. 577 The woman
of to-day is what is tritely known as a ' hummer '.

f 4. slang. \ See quot.) Obs.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Hummer, a loud Lie, a

Rapper. [Cf.
' a humming lie

'

in HUMMING///, a. 2.]

t Hummer, si>.
2 Obs.

[f.
HUM v? + -EB i.]

One who ' hums '
or hoaxes ;

a humbugger.
1763 Brit. Mag. IV. 261 The hummer when he hath told

a lye with a grave face. 1778 H. BROOKE Epil. Humbugging
17 Our hummers in state, physic, learning, and law.

Hummer (ho-mai), v. dial. Also 7 humber.

[Iterative of HUM I".
1

: cf. batter, twitter.] intr.

To make a low humming or murmuring sound :

see quots. b. trans. To murmur, mutter. Hence

Hummering vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1629 LOWTHER in itft Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. yll,

Through Scotland the peopje in church . . use a hummering
kind of lamentation for their sins. 1637 G. DANIEL Genius



HUMMIE. 451 HUMMTTM.

of this Isle 632 The hammering of Gnats. 1674-91 RAY S. <$

E. C. Words 103 To Hummer, to begin to neigh. 1684 Last

Speech ofj. Semple in Cloud Witnesses (1810) 282 He never

opened his mouth more but humbred and rose up and went
his way. 1781 J. HUTTON Tour to Caves Gloss., Hummer,
to make a low rumbling noise, a 1825 FORBV Voc. E.

Anglfa, Hummer, .. in our use., means the gentle and

pleasing sound which a horse utters when he hears the corn

shaken in the sieve, a 1860 J. YOUNGER Autobtog. xix. (1881)

227 Jamie hummered some sort of assent. 1884 Chamb.
Jrnl, 9 Feb. 86/1 That pretty low

'

hunimering
'

sound so

common with pet horses.

HU'mmie. Dockerf colloq. [? Related to hum-
mock or hump*] See quot.
1887 iqth Cent. XXII. 486 (Dock Life of East Lond.}

With timber, a growth on the back of the neck called a

'hummie', the result of long friction, is needful to enable
a man to balance a plank [in discharging cargoes] with any
degree of comfort.

Humming (hzrmirj), vbl. sb.\ [f. HUM z/.i -f

-ING 1
.] The action of the verb HUM, q.v.

darke setting furthe ofGods word. 15776.
Hush, iv. (1586) 176 b, At the doore of the Hyve. .youheare
a great huzzing and humming within. 1660 Trial Regie,
49 b, Gentlemen, This Humming is not at all becoming the

Gravity of this Court. It is more fitting for a Stage-Play,
then for a Court of Justice. 1711 STEELE Spect. No. 148 f i

The Gentleman . . has . . practised Minuet-steps to his own
Humming, a 1839 PRAED Poems (1864) II. 129 The drowsy
humming of the bees.

Humming, vbl. sb? : see HUM z/.2

Humming, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING 2.]
1. That hums; that makes or gives forth a low

murmuring sound ; t that hums approbation.
1606 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. iv. i. Trophies 349 With

sudden flerk the fatall hemp lets goe The humming Flint.

1681 HICKERINGILL Wks. (1716) I. 195 That . .endeavour at

extricable. 1827 Blackw. Mag. XXI. 504 The vernal balmi-
ness of the humming Sycamore.

b. Said of sounds.

1578 LYTE Dodoens m. 1. 390 Grounde Iuie..put into the

cares, taketh away the humming noyse . .of the same. 1637
B. JONSON SadSheph. n. ii, The scalie beetles .. That make
a humming murmur as they flie. 1692 LUTTRELL .5r/<r/"./vW.

(1857) II. 539 The earth swelled with a dismal humming
noise. 1790 J. B. MORETON Mann, IV. Ind. 17 The mus-

quittoes. .Their humming songs kept me in dread.

c. Sometimes hyphened to its noun, forming a

quasi-compound denoting a particular kind of the

thing in question, as humming-bee, -top, -wheel.

1660 BOYLE New Exp. Phys. Mech. xl. 326 We . . shut into a

great Receiver a Humming Bee. 1837 HOOD Ode to my
Son ii, 1'hou human humming-bee, extracting honey From
ev'ry blossom. 1847 EMERSON Poems (1857) 123 The Parcae
.. at their humming-wheel. 1851 D. JERROLD St. Giles 18

Battledores, humming-tops.
2. Of extraordinary activity, intensity, or mag-

nitude ; brisk, vigorous, energetic, 'booming'; very

large ;

'

thumping ',

*

stunning '. slang or colloq.

(In some cases, referring to the hum which accompanies
busy activity ;

but it is doubtful if this is the origin in all.)

1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes iv. iii. 183 Caught in a humming
He. 1684 J. H. Epil. Lacy's Sir H. Buffoon^ With such,
Ben. Johnson's humming Plays prevail. 1731 FIELDING
Mock Doctor Epil., He'd have a humming chance. 1733

Quixote in Eng. HI. iv, You seem to drive a humming
trade here, c 1777 H. WALPOLE Marg. Notes Chesterf.
\Vks. in Trans. Philobib. Soc. (1867-8) XI. 59 Humming is

a cant word for vast. A person meaning to describe a very
large bird said, It was a Humming Bird. 1865 DICKENS
Mut. Fr. in. vii, He received a humming knock on the

back of his head. 1896 LD. ROSEBERY in Daily News 22

July 5/4 In the humming city, in the backwoods, in the

swamps where the sentinel walked his lonely round . . the

thoughts, .of men were that day directed to Robert Burns.

b. Of liquor : Strong ; ? causing a humming in

the head ;
? effervescing, frothing, colloq. (Cf.

HUM jJ.I 3.)

1675 DUFFETT Mock Tempest i. ii, A Tub of humming
stuff would make a Cat speak. 1732 FIELDING Covent
Card. Wks. 1784 II. 315 A bowl of humming punch. 1894
BARING-GOULD Queen of L. II. 48 My humming brown ale.

advb. 1701 FARQUHAR SirH. Wildair iv. ii, The wine was

humming strong.

Humming-bird. Any bird of the large family

Trochilidx, the species of which make a humming
sound by the rapid vibration of their wings.
They are all of very small size, and are usually brilliantly

coloured. They are peculiar to America, ranging from

Alaska to Patagonia, but most frequent within the tropics.

1637 T. MORTON New Eng. Canaan (1883) 198 There is a

curious bird to see to, called a humming bird, no bigger
then a great Beetle. 1657 R. LIGON Barbadoes (1673) 60

That which we call the humming bird, much less than

a Wren, not much bigger than an humble Bee, . . never

sitting, but purring with her wings, all the time she stayes
with the flower. 1743 POPE Dune. iv. 446 Yet by some

object ev'ry brain is stirr'd ; The dull may waken to a

humming-bird. 1769 E. BANCROFT Guiana 166 The Black

Trochilus, or Humming Bird, is the smallest of the whole

tribe, being not bigger than the top of a man's finger. 1877
BRYANT May Even, iv, The humming-bird, that, in the sun,
Wandered from bloom to bloom.

b. attrib. Humming - bird bush, ALschyno-
mene montevidensis ,

a South American leguminous
shrub much frequented by humming-birds (Treas.

Bot. 1866) ; humming-bird flower, name for

various flowers frequented by humming-birds;
humming-bird hawk-moth ^sphinx), a species
of hawk-moth {Macroglossa stellatantnt), whose

flight resembles that of a humming-bird.
1698 J. PETIVER in Phil. Trans. XX. 405 Digitalis

Mariana Persicx folio^
This I take to be the Humming

Bird Tree. 1819 G. SAMOUELLE Entomol. Compend. 244
Humming-bird hawk-moth. 1834 SELBY in Proc. Bcrw.
Nat. Cliw I. No. 2. 40 A large moth hovering, in the man-
ner ofthe Humming-bird Sphinx, in front ofthe flowers. 1863
BATES Nat. Amazon v. (1864) 115 Several times I shot by
mistake a hummingbird-hawk-moth, instead of a bird. 1897
WILLIS Flower. PI. I. 103 Passifloni sp., Abuulon sp. and

many more are 'humming* bird flowers ,

Hummock (htf'mak). Forms : a. 6 harnmok,
6-9 hammock. /?. 6 hommoke, hoommocke,
8 hommock. 7. 7 hummack, humock, 8 hum-
moc, 7- hummock, (9 -uck). 5. 7~^ hom-
mac(c)o. [Orig. a nautical term : source obscure.

The ending in -ock suggests a dim. like hillock. But the

stem ham-, /win-, hum-
t
remains unexplained. Assuming

:

it to be hum-) it may be compared with HUMMIK, LG. hum- .

/>el, hiimpel, hiiwmelt a small height or eminence, a hump, !

Sc. dial, humplock
'

little rising ground ', and Eng. hump. \

But hummock could not be derived from hump, since the

latter does not appear till 140 years later. The earliest form
recalls another nautical word HAMMOCK ; but comparison of <

the two words will show that neither form- nor sense-history
favours anyconnexion(exc. pern, that thefoctitious A0///aav,

hummock,may have been in imitation of/ia;;*a<;t7,harnmock).]

1. A protuberance or boss of earth, rock, etc.,

usually conical or dome-shaped, rising above the

general level of a surface; a low hillock or knoll.

a. orig. 'A name given by mariners to a hillock,

or small eminence of land resembling the figure of

a cone, and appearing on the sea-coast of any coun-

try' (Falconer Marine Diet., 1769, s.v. IIommoc\
o. 1556 W. TOWRSON in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 104 Right

above that into the land a round hammock and greene which
we took to be trees. 1599 HAKLUYT Voy. II. n. 58 The

j

sayd land seemed vnto vs as if it had bene a great number
|

of shippes vnder saile, being in deed nothing els but the
,

land which was full of Hammoks, some high some lowe,
j

with high trees on them. 1622 R. HAWKINS Voy. S. Sea.
\

(1847) 180 Wee came to an anchor in the bay of Atacames, i

which on the wester part hath a round hammock.
ft. 1555 R. GAINSH in Eden Decades 351 Vppon the mayne j

are foure or fyue hygh hylles rysynge..lyke round hoom- I

mockes or hyllockes. 1556 W. TOWRSON in Hakluyt Voy.

(1589) 105 A round green hommoke which commeth out of

the maine. 1645 G. BOATE Irel. Nat. Hist. (1652) 38 Horn-

head, being a Hill with two hommocksat the top, in fashion

somewhat Tike unto two horns.

y. 1608 W. HAWKINS in Hawkins* Voy. (1878) 378 A hum-
mocke .. boare of us N.E. 1622 R. HAWKINS Voy. S. Sea.

(1847) 238 This iland..is around humock, conteyning not

a league of ground, but most fertile. 1748 Anson's Voy. n.

be. 228 On this land we observed two remarkable hummocks,
such as are usually called paps. 1834 M. SCOTT Cruise

Midge (1863) no Do you see your marks now? Yes, I

have the two trees on with the hummock. 1840 F. D.
BENNETT Whaling Voy. I. 295 notet This island has the

appearance of a very lofty., rock '.. with a hummock on

each side of its base.

S. 1670 NARBOROOGH Jml. in Ace. Sev. Late Voy. i.

(1711) 114 These Islands made in four Hommaccoes, like

Hay-cocks, when I saw them. 1743 BULKELEY & CUMMINS

Voy. S. Seas 15 High Land, with Hillocks, and one remark-

able Hommacoe like a Sugar-loaf.

b. (In Colonial and U.S. use.) A piece of more
or less elevated ground, esp. in a swamp or marsh ;

spec, in the southern U.S., an elevation rising above

a plain or swamp and often densely covered with

hardwood trees ; a clump of such trees on a knoll.

The local form in Florida and adjacent states is hammock.
o. 1765 J. BARTRAM Jrnl. 28 Dec. in Stork Ace. E. Florida

(1766) 13 The hammocks of live-oaks and palmettos are

generally surrounded either with swamp or marsh. 1766
Ibid. 24 Jan. 49 We observed on the north-end of the lake

a hammock of oak. 1775 ROMANS Florida^ A few spots
of hammock or upland, are found on this island. 1884
Times 15 Apr. 8 Florida lands are ordinarily classified as

pine lands, hammocks (lands covered with hard woods), and

swamp lands.

/5. 1636 Boston Rec. (1877) II. 9 A parcel] of marsh land

in which there stands 3 homocks, with Pyne trees upon
the south side of th marsh neare the water. 1775 ROMANS
Florida 229 note, Excepting the few hommocks near the

sea, which are oak land. 1791 W. BARTRAM Carolina. 117

Twenty miles of these green fields, interspersed with hom-
mocks or islets of evergreen trees. 1839-40 W. IRVIM;

Wolferfs R. (1855) 220 When Florida was ceded by the

Spaniards .. the Indians .. retired .. [into the] intricate

swamps and hommocks, and vast savannahs of the interior.

y. 1650 R. WILLIAMS Lett. (1874) 195 A moose which was
killed upon one of your hummocks by Fisher's Island. 1681

R. K.NOX Hist. Ceylon (1817) 25 By marks of great trees,

hummacks, or rocks, each man knows his own. 1766 H.
LAURENS in Darlington Mem. (1849) 438, I thrice visited

the River St. John, .exploring
the swamps and hummocks,

pine barrens, and sand barrens. 1775 ROMANS Florida App.
12 The island Amelia, which is., to be known by a detached

hummock of trees on the south side. 1869 in Coues Birds

N. \V. 478 The nest was a simple hollow in the ground, in

a grassy hummock, in the centre of a marshy spot. 1872

C. J. MAYNARD Birds Florida 29, 1 was walking in a narrow

path through a hummock, which lies back of the old fort

at Miami [Florida].

c. A sand hill on the sea shore.

1793 SMEATON Edystone L. 197 In 1773 the. .boundary of

the Sand Hommacks remained nearly the same, .but now.,

the sand hommacks had established themselves. 1819 REES

Cycl., Hommacks, in Engineery, are used by Mr. Smeaton

to denote sand hills thrown up by the tide. 1888 Boston

(Mass.) Transcript 7 July 5/5 This chart gives height of

sand hills [on Sable Island] as 150 feet, when in no instance

could Mr. Macdonald find a hummock having an elevation

of eighty feet.

d. GcoL An elevated or detached boss of rock.

'Navigators use the word hummock to express circular

and elevated mounts, appearing at a distance; I adopt the

word from them '

(Richardson, 1808, as below).
1808 RICHARDSON in Phil. Trans. XCVIII. 218 To these

may be compared the stratified basaltic hummocks so pro-

fusely scattered over our area. Ibid. 221 It will hardly be

asserted that these hummocks were originally formed solitary
and separate as they now stand. T&X^ Glover's Hist. Derby
I. 51 Detached portions or hummocks of coal measures.

1839 MURCHISON Silnr. Syst. i. xxxvi. 500 The trap.. reap-

pearing here and there in hummocks. 1878 H i'.\ LHY

Physiogr. 162 The flat-domed hummocks of rock, produced
in this way are termed sheep-backs.

e.
* A protuberance raised upon any plane of

ice above the common level
'

(Scoresby) ;

* a lump,
thrown up by some pressure or force, on an ice

field or floe' (Sir J. Ross).
1818 Edin, Rev. XXX. 17 A portion of ice rising above

the common level, is termed a hummock. 1823 SCORESBY
Whale Fishery 51 Many of the hummocks of the ice were
at least twenty feet high . . Some of these hummocks seemed
to he of recent production. 1835 SIR J. Ross Arctic Exp.
xxix. 404 We proceeded over the level of the sea of ice, and,

passing some hummocks, arrived at the desired cape, 1853
KANE Griunell Exp. x. (1856) 74 At the margins of the

floes, where their ragged edges have come into grinding

contact, the ice is piled up into ridges.. .These are the

'hummocks'. 1878 A. H. MARKHAM Gt. Frozen Sea xxii.

308 The hummocks proved most formidable impediments to

our advance.

f. gen. A boss-like protuberance rising irregu-

larly from any surface; a knoll, hillock, or small

piece rising abruptly above the general level, and

causing inequality of the surface.

1845 DARWIN Voy. Nat. xxi. (1873) 493 The lava streams

are covered with hummocks. i854'fHOREAU Walden,Spring
(1863) 339 Jumping from hummock to hummock. 1859
TBHOTNT Ggf&M ix. v. II. 503 The ground, .was thrown into

hummocks like great molehills. 1867 MUSGRAVE Nooks Old
France I. vii. 255 Hummocks ofhard earth varying between
two and three feet in height.

g. transf. A hummock-like mass or lump.
1864 LOWELL Fireside Tray. 186 One of those yellow

hummocks [polar bears] goes slumping up and down his

cage.
2. attrib., &shttmmock-land(stQ i b a, quot. 1884,

and HUMMOCKY i, quot. 1766), -ridge, -soil, etc.

1775 ROMANS Florida 15, I shall then treat of them by
the names of pine land, Hammock land, savannahs, swamps,
marshes, and bay, or cypress galls. Ibid. 17 The hammock
land so called from its appearing in tufts among the lofty

pines. Ibid.) The true hammock soil is a mixture of clay
and a blackish sand, and in some spots a kind of ochre.

1856 KANE Arct. Expl. I. xxii. 274 To avoid the accumula-

tion of snows and hummock ridges. Ibid. xxvi. 338 Such
ice I have seen 36 feet in height ; and when subjected . . to

hummock-squeezing, 60 and 70 feet. Ibid. II. i. 16 Under
the hospitable lee of an inclined hummock-slab.

Hence Htrmmocked (hzrmakt) ///. a., thrown

into hummocks ; hummocky, uneven. Hu'mmocfc-

ing
1

, the forming of hummocks on an ice field.

1853 KANE Grinntll Exp. xvi. (1856) 122 The elastic

material corrugated before the enormous pressure: then

cracked, then crumbled, and at last rose. . . This imposing

process of dynamics is called
'

Hummocking '. 1856
Arct. Expl. I. xxxii. 447 It is a rugged, hummocked drive.

Hummocky (ho-maki), a. Also 8 hammocky,
hommocky. [f. prec. + -Y.]

1. Abounding in or characterized by hummocks ;

having the surface rising irregularly in hummocks.

1766 J. RARTRAM Jrnl. in Stork Ace. E. Florida 69 That
which is called hammocky land is generally full of large

evergreen and water-oaks, mixed with red-bay and mag-
nolia. 1791 W. BARTRAM Carolina 211 East Florida.. being
such a swampy hommocky country. 1817 SCORESBY in

Ann. Rcg.i Chron. 536 Such fields as exhibit a rugged,

hummocky surface. 1835 SIR J. Ross Narr. -znd Voy.

Explan. Terms p. xvi, Hummocky ice, ice so uneven and

rough as to be impassable or nearly so on foot. 1867
MUSGRAVE Nooks Old France I. vii. 256 This rugged and

hummocky road.

b. Jig. Uneven like hummocky ground.
1867 A. J. ELLIS E. E. Pronunc. i. iv. 410 The verse is

so
'

hummocky
'

that no conclusions could be drawn from it

respecting the number of syllables in a word.

2. Of the form or nature of a hummock or boss-

like eminence.

1791 W. BARTRAM Carolina 193 The opposite point of the

crescent, gradually retires with hommocky projecting points,

indenting the grassy marshes. 1823 SCORESBY Whale

Fishery 71 Innumerable hummocky peaks [of ice] were on

every hand, some of them reared to the height of 30 or 40

feet. 1873 J. GEIKIE Gt. Ice Age ii. 21 Even the projecting

masses of rock, .present a rounded hummocky aspect. 1882

Pall MallG. 10 July 5/1 A firth winding among hammocky
hills. 1894 Field i Dec. 838/1 These grayling lie . . sometimes

. .in the hummocky waves above sunken rocks.

||
Humilium (hzrmpm). [Corruption of Arab.

^l^=.
hammam hot bath (HAMMAM). (Arab. ^

hammam, Jiummnm means 'coal, fuel, ashes*.)]

An Oriental bathing establishment; a Turkish

bath ; a HAMMAM.
A bathing establishment called

' the Hummums '
is said

to have been established in Covent Garden in 1631 ;
it sub-

sequently became a hotel.

1634 SiRT. HERBERT Tra.v.3$ Found them in an Evening,

bathing themselves m a secure Hummum. 1688 SIR J.

67-a



HUMORAL.
UftAMbiuN Autobiog. iCamden) 368 Sir Charles Scarborow
. . aduised takinge the Northhall waters.. bleedinge in the

arine, and the hummums, which are bathing or swctiingc.

1701 Postjnan 15 Nov. Advt., The Hummums in Covent
Garden having. . been neglected, .whereby several Persons
of Quality have been disgusted and have left off coming
thither to sweat and bathe. 1711 13 UDC ELL Spcct. No. 347
P 10 It is also our Imperial Will and Pleasure, that our good
Subjects the Sweaters do establish their Hummums in such
close Places. 1778 JOHNSON in Bonvcll 12 May, My wife
went to the Hummums (it is a place where people get them-
selves cupped). 1791 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Odes of Codot
Wks. 1812 III. 100 In Covent Garden, at the Hummums, now
I sit. 1856 Househ. Words XIII. 98 A complete hummums,
or pile of buildings devoted to hot and cold baths. 1861
DICKENS Gt. Effect. xlv

r
I . .got a late hackney chariot and

drove to the Hummums in Covent Garden.

Hummyl, -ly, obs. ff. HUMIL, -LY.

Humoral (hi;?m6ral), a. Also 8-9 humoural.
[a. F. humoral (i4th e. in Littre), ad. L. type
*kiimdrdl-iS) f. hilmor HUMOUR : see -AL.]
1. Mtd. Of or belonging to, consisting of, or con-

taining, any of the humours or fluids of the body.
1543 TRAHFRON Vigo's Chirtirg. n. vm. iii. Bo Apostenies

engendred in the knees, hole, and colde, . . wyndy, and
humorall, or full of water. 1665 G. HARVEY Advice agst.
Plagite 2 Pestilential Miasms, insinuating into the humoral
and consistent parts of the Body. 1758 J. S. Le Draffs
Obscru. Sitrg. (1771) 20, I found this Tumour not to be
humoral. 1878 T. BRYANT Pract. Sttrg. I. 15 Products
which emanate from textural and humoral waste.

b. Of diseases : Caused by (or attributed lo) a
disordered state of the humours.
*S47 BOORDE Brev. Health cxlii. 52 b, The putrifyed or

humorall fever. 1655 MOUFET & BENNET Health's Improv.
(1746) 86 Their old Men. .subject to Palsies, .and humoral
Diseases. 17*7 BRADLEY Fam. Diet. s.v. Flux, The humoral
Flux or Diarrhcea. 18*1-34 Good's Stndy Med. (ed. 4) IV. 44
In hysteria, and humoral asthma.

C. Relating to the bodily humours ; applied esp.
to the ancient medical doctrine (which continued
in vogue till the i8th c.), that all diseases were
due to the disordered state of the humours.
1793 BEDDOES Lett. Darwin 119 The loose analogies of the

humoral pathology. 1809 PEARSON in Phil. Trans. XCIX.
313 Groundless hypotheses, originating in the humounil
doctrines of Galen. 18*5 COLERIDGE Aids Reft. (1848) I. 68
Terms and phrases from the humoral physiology long
exploded. 1858 WHEWELL Hist. Set. Ideas ix. ii. g 2

(ed. 3) II. 179 The humoral pathology of the ancients.

f 2. gen. Of the nature of, or containing,
' humour

'

or moisture ; humid ; fluid. Obs.

1605 Ti.MME(?wrrV. m. 162 That moyst euaporation taken
from the more waterie part of humoral or mercurial things.

j3. Full of humours or fancies; whimsical;
HUMOROUS 3. Obs.

1591 UNTON Corr. (Roxb.) 84 Certeyne idle brayned
humorall persons.
Hence Hirmoralism, humoral pathology (see

i c) ; Ku'moralist, a believer in humoral patho-

logy ; Humorall'stic a., of or belonging to the

humoralists.

1846 WORCESTER cites CALDWELL for Humoralism. 1847
CRAIG, Humoralism, Humoralist, 1864 W. T. Fox Skin
Dis. ii On the one hand the humoralist, on the other the

neuropathist. 1875 H. C. WOOD Theraf. (1879) 371 The
term *

purifying the blood
'

. . is sufficiently suggestive of their

function as viewed from the pathological stand-point of the
old humoralist. Ibid., As the accepted pathology has been
humoralistic or otherwise.

Humoresque (himore*sk) f
sb. Mus. [ad.

Ger. humoreske, f. L, humor HUMOUK : see -ESQUK.]
A composition of a humorous or capricious char-

acter.

[1880 GROVE Diet. Mas. I. 758 Humoreske, a title adopted
by Schumann for his Op. 20 and

Op^. 88, No. 2. . . Heller and
Grieg have also used the term for pianoforte pieces. . . There
is nothing obviously

' humorous
'

in any of these, and the
term '

caprice
'

might equally
well be applied to them.

Rubinstein also entitles nis Don Quixote
' Humoreske ',

but the ' humour '
is there of a much more obvious and

boisterous kind.] 1889 CHIEG m Pall Mail G. 20 Mar. 3/1
One of my earliest works, .a Humoresque in four parts.

Humore'sque, a. [f. HUMOUR sb. + -KSQUE.]
Of a humorous style.

1896 E. GOSSE Crit. Kit-Kats 140 The . . few purely fan-

tastic poems of recent times which nave . . kept up the old
tradition of humoresque literature.

Hnmoric xhimp'rik\ a. Med. [f. L. humor-
HUMOUR + -1C. Cf, F. Jmmoriqite.'] Belonging or

relating to a fluid or *

humour', as in humoric

bruit, sound (Syd. Soc. Lex.).
1854 MAYNE Expos. Lex^ Humoric. .has been applied to

the sound produced by percussion on the stomach when
distended with air and fluid.

Humorific (hitfmfiri'fik), a. [f. as prec. +

-FIC.] Producing humour.
1818 COLERIDGE Lit. Rem. I. 136 Is there some one hu-

morific point common to all that can be called humourous?
Humorism (hi-moriz'm). [f. L. humor
HUMOUR, after humorist. In mod.F. httmorisme.]
1. Med. The doctrine ofthe four bocftly 'humours

(see HUMOUR sb. 2 b), and their relation to * tem-

peraments
'

and to diseases.

1831 Edin. Rev. LV. 468 Sometimes Humorism .. seems
to be favoured. 1833 SIR W. HAMILTON Discuss. (1852) 246
By Galen, Humorism was first formally expounded.. .Four
elementary fluids . . sufficed to explain the varieties of
natural temperament, and the causes of di.*>ease. 1887 Sat.

452

AVr. 13 Aug. 2iS/i The dusty uld lumber of the tempera.-
incuts theory the Humourism of the past.
2. The characteristics of a humorist (see Ht-

3IOHIST 2) ; humorous style or manner.
1831 COLERIDGE Table-f. 30 July.Tbe very- soul of Swift

an intense half self-deceived humorism.

Humorist, humourist .hiw-morist;. [a. K
Jiumoriste (i6th e. in Hatz.-Darm.

v

, ad. mcd.L.
and It. humorista, f. L. humor HL-MOI;K : see -1ST.]

fL A person subject to 'humours* or fancies

(see Huiioi'ii sb. 6) ; a fantastical or whimsical

person ; a faddist. Obs.

1596 FITZ-GEFFRAY Sir F. Drake (1881) 31 Some base
humorists. 1627-73 FELTHAM Resolves n. Ixxxi. 332 Tur-
bulent and contentious humorists. 1640 UP. HALL Episc.
in. v. 243 Our late humorists give power of excommunica-
tioa..to every Parish-Presbytery. 1712 ADUISON Spect.
No. 477 r i, I am . .looked upon as an Humorist in Garden-
ing. I have several Acres about my Hou^e, which I call

my Garden, and which a skilful Gardener would not know
what to call. 1718 OCKLEY Saracens II. In trod. 7 All

Humourists, Bigots and Enthusiasts. 1741 WATTS Im-
proz>. Mind i. i. 12 A humourist is one that is greatly

j

pleased, or greatly displeased with little things, who s-ets

i his heart much upon matters of very small importance.
1830 MACKINTOSH Eth. Philos. Wks. 1846 I. 175 Indulging
his own tastes and fancies, .he became, .a sort of humourist.

2. A facetious or comical person, a wag ; a
humorous talker, actor, or writer

;
in mod. use

esp. one skilled in the literary or aitistic expression
of humour. (See HUMOUR sb. 7.)

1599 B. JONSON Ev. Man out of Hum. ,
The Stage, To

turn an actor, and a Humorist. 1707 Reflex, upon Ridicule
ii. 203 Men love to be Merry., and prefer the Conversation
of Humourists before that of the Serious. 1850 MAURICE
Mor. # Met. Philos. (ed. 2) 114 The Athenians liked a
humorist, and a humorist Socrates . . showed himself to be.

1871 Athenaeum 24 June 775 Swift was an inimitable
humourist . . Pope a consummate wit. 1874 L. STEPHEN
Hours in Library (1892) II. iv. no Delight in blending the

pathetic w ith the ludicrous is the characteristic of the true
humorist.

b, fig* \ also attrib.

1853 RUSKIN Stones Ven. III. iii. 34. 133 The pinnacled
roofs set with their small humourist double windows, as if

with so many ears and eyes, of Northern France. 1860
HAWTHORNE Marb. Faun xxxii, Those old humorists with
gnarled trunks and twisted boughs, the olives.

f 3. One given to humouring or indulging. Obs.
1601 DEACON & WALKER Spirits % Diwls^g You maybe

supposed, .to be rather their humorist in an onely respect of
their hier, then anie their approoued martialist to mannagc
these matters, in any right reuerend regard of their honours,
1686 W. DE BRITAIN)-; Hum. Prud. vi. 28 Man is the

greatest Humorist and Flatterer of himself.

4. HUMORALIST.

1846 in WORCKSTER. 1886 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Humoristic (hi^mori-stik), a.
[f. prec. + -ic.]

1. Belonging to, characteristic of, or of the nature
of a humorist: see prec. 2. (Sometimes loosely

-
HUMOROUS 4 ;

F. kumonstique^ Ger. humoristik.}
1818 COLERIDGE in Rent. (1836) I. 147 By right of humor-

istic universality each part [in Rabelais and Sterne] is

essentially a whole in itself. 1847 LOWELL Lett. 1, 131
Dickens seems to me . . to be rather a sketcher of humoristic
characters .. than himself a humorist. 1878 MORLEY Crit.
Misc. Ser. i. Carlyle 195 The universal tone of humouristic
cynicism.

b. as sb. (//.) Humorous writings, (nonce-use.'}
1886 TUPPKR My Life as A. 30 Of. -schoolboy literaria. .

let me save here . . one or two of my trivial humorUlics.
2. HUMOBALISTIC : cf. prec. 4.

Hnmorize (hiw'moraiz), v. [f. HUMOUR (or
L. humor] + -iZK.]

f 1. intr. To agree or comply with the humour
of a person or thing. Obs.

1598 MARSTON Pygmal. m. 148 His clothes doe sympa-
thize, And with his inward spirit humorize.

2. To speak or think humorously ; to make
humorous remarks or reflections.

1609 SIR E. HOBY Let. to Mr. T. H. 24 Euerie tching-
eared congregation will . . be serued with an humorizing
Discourser. 1884 Art Mag. Mar. (Cent.), He had a little
' mental twist

' which caused him to moralize and huinorize
over life in a fashion quite his own.

Humorology (hi?7morfl6d^i). nonce - wd.

[f. L. humor HUMOUK + -(O)LOGY,] The doctrine
of the humours.
1835 SOUTHEY Doctor III. Interch. xiii. 340 Oh men

ignorant of humorology ! more ignorant of psychology 1

and most ignorant of Pantagruelism. 1837 Fraser's Mag.
XVI. 664/1 Of humorology, psychology, Pantagruelism
. . we shall dissertate hereafter.

Humorous (hiw-m6ras),fl. Also 6-8 humer-
ous, 7 humurous, 7-9 humourous. [In sense
1

1 perh. a. obs. F. humerenx damp, full of sap
(i6th c. in Godef.', ad. late L. (/i)umdros-us moist,
wet, f. humor moisture, etc. In other senses, from

Engl. senses of HUMOUR. For the spelling and

pronunciation see HUMOUK sb^\

tl. Moist, humid, damp: see HUMOUR sb. T. Obs.
(In first quot. with play on sense 3.)

1598 SHAKS. Rom. $ Jul. \\. i. 31 He hath hid himselfe

among these Trees To be consorted with the Humerous
night. 1603 DRAYTON Bar. Wars \. xlvii, The hum'rous
Fogges. ci6n CHAPMAN Iliad xxi. 186 All founts, wells,
all deeps humorous. ifiia DRAYTON Poly-oik, xm. 314
Every lofty top, which late the humorous night Ber-pangled
had with pearle.

HUMOUR.
1 2. Pertaining to the bodily humour :> ;sec
HUMOUR^. 2) ; of diseases, Caused by a disordered
state of the humours :

= HUMORAL i. Obs.

1578 KUKGHLEY Let. to Hattoti 2i Apr., in Ld. Campbell
Chuntt'ttors (1857) II. xlv. 268 Only the withdrawing of
^me one tooth that is touched with some humorous cau.se.

1697 K. PURGE Bath Mem. n. ii. 268 In all the three
i Degrees of Difficulty in Breathing .. some Humeroub,
' .some Nervous, some mix'd. 1733 CHEYNE Eng. Malady

i. \i. 10 (1734) 60 Other chronical and humorous Dis-
i tempers. 1831 J. MORISON in M^orisoniatia. 382 Small Pox

Virus, inherent.. in proportion to the state of your own
humourous affections.

f3. Subject to, influenced by, or dependent on
humour or mood; full of humours or fancies ;

fanciful, capricious, whimsical, humoursome; odd,
fantastic. ^Of persons, actions, etc.) Obs. or arch.

1588 biiAKS. L. L. L. in. i. 177, I that haue beene loues

whip? A verie Beadle lo a humerous sigh. 1602 Kvu
.S'^*. T-rag. i, You know that women oft are humurous. 1632
LITHGOW Trav. n. 71 The fluctuary motions of the humerous
multitude. 1653 GAUUEN Hierasp. 151 Built upon the
>ands of humeruus novelty, not on the rock of holy anti-

quity. 1709 STEKLV ratter No. 54 f i Pall'd Appetite is

humorous, and must be gratify 'd with Sauces rather than
Food. 1823 Valfcrga III. 42, I am self-willed, sullen, and
humourous.

fb. Moody, peevish, ill-humoured ,
out ofhumour.

1600 SHAKS. A. )'. L, \. ii. 278 The Duke is humorous.
1640 QUARLES Enchind. m. 10 Be not Angry with him ..

too often, lest he count thee humorous. 1670 BAXTER Cure
Ch. Div. 250 Those that are of uncharitable, humerous,
peevish, contentious and fiery spirits. 1693 PENS Fruits
Solitude (ed. 2} 18. 9 He is humorous to his Wife, he
beats his Children. 1842 Miss MITFORD in L'Estrange Life
(1870) III. ix. 142 Mr. Roebuck.. is as cantankerous and
humorous (in the old Shakesperian sense) as Cassius himself.

4. Full of, characterized by, or showing humour

j

or drollery (see HUMOUK sb. 7) ; facetious, jocular,
: comical, funny. (Of persons, actions, etc.)

1705 ADOISON Italy (J.), Others [tell us] that this, .alludes
to the story of the satyr Marsyas. .which I think is more
humorous. 1738 SWIFT Pol. Conversut. p. xiv, Whatever
Person would aspire to be completely witty, smart, hu-
mourous, and polite. 1756-7 tr. Ktyslt-r's Trav. (1760) I.

216 Mr. du Vernet..drew up the following humorous letter
. .to the Moon, desiring her not to shew herself next Mon-
day. 1861 WRIGHT ss. Arckzeol. II. sxiii. 230 A taste
for the humorous is .. independent of national difference.

1876 BESANT & RICE Gold. Butterfly Prol. ii, The Western
! American is always humorous.

Hu'morously, adv. [f. prec. + -LY^.] In a
humorous manner. a. Capriciously, fantasti-

cally ; peevishly, arch. b. Facetiously, jocosely.
1603 CHETTLE Eng. Mourn. Garm. Biij, Too humorously

affected to the Roman gouernement. 1611 COTGR., Bi-

fWam0Wtt*,odIy, humorously, fantastically, a 1686 CALAMY
(J.), We resolve rashly, sillily, or humorously, upon no
reasons that will hold. 1751 EARL ORRERY Remarks Sivift
(1752) 127 Then follows the procession, most humourously
described. 1882 PEUOUY Eng. Journalism xxiii. 180 His
humorously plaintive laments. 1895 R. F. HORTON Teac/t-

ingofycsus 40 How humorously perverse the human mind
is in arguing against its chief good.
Htrniorousness. [f. as prec, + -NESS.] The

quality of being humorous, a. Fancifulness,

whimsicality, arch. b. Facetiousness, jocularity.
1611 COTGR., Bfamrit, fantasticalnesse, toyishnesse,

humorousnesse. 1684 J. GOODMAN Winter Even. Confer.
in. (1705) 91 It must be extream humorousness to deny a
Providence in them. 1727 BAILEY vol. II, Humorousness,
cotnicalness, fulness of pleasantry, fantasticalness. 1768-74
TUCKEK Lt. Nat. (1852) I. 456 There was . . such a good-
natured humourousness, in his countenance. 1861 SMILES
Engineers II. 333 He had not lost the humorousness which
had procured for him the sobriquet of '

Laughing Tarn '.

Humour, humor (hi/7-mai, y/7-maj), sb. Also

4 umour, -or, 4-6 humure, 5 -ore, 5-6 -cure,

[a. AF, (Jtjumottr, F. (k}umor9 -ur, mod.F. hu-
nieur

(
= It. wnore, Sp., Pg. hiimor};]^ humor-

tv, more properly umor-em fluid, moisture.
For the spelling cf. HONOUR ; humour is now usual in Great

Britain, humor m U. S. The English formations, humoured^
humourless, humoursome, are here spelt like the sb.
and vb. ; but the derivatives formed on a Latin type, as
humoral* humorist, humorous^ are spelt humor~ as in L.

hnmdrdsus^ etc. (This agrees with Johnson's use.) The
pronunciation of the initial // is only of recent date, and many
still omit it, esp. in the senses under II : see H (the letter).]

I. Physical senses.

1 1. Moisture ; damp exhalation ; vapour. Obs.
1382 WYCLIF Jer. ,\vii. 8 As a tree, that is ouerplauntidevp

on watris, that at the humour [L. m/ humorem, 1388 moisture]
sendith his rootes. Ecclus. xxxviii. 29 The humour [L.
vapor} of the f> r brenneth his flesh, c 1420 Pallad. on Hush.
i. 790 That diche wol drie vp humours of thy londe. 1599
CHAPMAN Hum. Dayes Myrth Plays 1873 I. 52 The skie

hangs full of humour and I thinke we shall haue raine. 1601
SHAKS. jfuL C. n. i. 262 To walke vnbraced, and sucke vp
the humours Of the danke Morning. 1670 in Evelyn's
Mem. (1857) HI. 228 At Christmas last we could hardly
find humour enough in the ground to plant. 1697 DRYDEN
Virg. Georg, \, 129 Redundant Humours thro' the Pores
expire.

2. Any fluid or juice of an animal or plant, either

natural or morbid. (Chiefly in mediaeval physio-

logy ; now rare or arch.}
1340 Ayenb. 132 He yuelf> be kueade humours ine be

bodye. c 1386 CHAUCER Nun's Pr. T. 105 Whan humours
been to habundant in a wight. 1489 CAXTON Faytes ofA.
n, xxxvm. 160 Nother in marche nor in aperyll the trees that
thenne haue habondaunce of humore ought not to be felde
a tloune. 1553 EDEN Treat. Newt Ind. 'Arb.) 34 The



HUMOUR. 453 HUMOUKSOME.
humouie or ioy^e which droppeth out uf the braunches of I

the date trees. 1610 GUILLIM Heraldry in. xi. (1660) 149
Either true and natural blood, or . . some kind of hot humour '

that is to it instead of blood. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Tccltn.

b.v. Aspcra, The Wind-pipe, .being besmear'd with a fattish

and mucous Humour.. to make the Voice smoother. *7*7~

41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v. Mistletoe^ A flattish seed, .enclosed

with a viscid, glutinous humour. 1789 W. BUCHAN Doin.
j

Med. 11790) 639 The cold bath, .occasions an excessive flux

of humours towards the head. 1833 I. TAYLOR Fanat. \\.

198 Cold as marble :.. solid as iron . . because there are no
humours or lymph In their constitutions.

b. spec. In ancient and mediaeval physiology, i

one of the four chief fluids (cardinal hlflnoitrs}
j

of the body (blood, phlegm, choler, and inelan-
j

choly or black choler), by the relative proportions
of which a person's physical and mental qualities
and disposition were held to be determined : cf. 4,

and see TEMPERAMENT. Obs. exc. Hist.

t Black /tumour, black choler or melancholy (p&s.).

(.1380 WYCLIK Strm, Set. Wks. II. 169 Blood is inoust
j

kyndely umour, answeringe to >e love of God, J>re oj?er<j

umors in man answeren to bree ober loves. 1398 TJUCVISA
Bartk. De P. R. iv. vi. (Add. MS. 27944), pere beb fourc

humours, Blood, Flewme, Colera and Melencolia. 1581 W. '

STAFFORD Exam. Compl. iii. (1876) 84 He answered me that

choler was the cause of my sicknes, and that hee gaue me
those purgations to auoyde this humour. 1588 SHAKS. ,

L.L. L. i. i. 235 Besieged with sable coloured melancholic,
I did commend the blacke oppressing humour to the most

\

wholesome Physicke of thy health-gluing ayre. 1618
Demeanour Sir W. Raleigh 52 Two Physitjons.. being ;

come, could tell nothing of what humor the said sicknessc
j

was composed, a 1695 MAKQ. HALIFAX Lady's N. Year's

Gift (1756) 37 If your Husband should be
really

sullen . .

let the Black Humour begin to spend itself,' before you
come in. 1881 R. ROUTLEDCK Science i. 32 According to

Hippocrates, the human body contained four humours ;

blood, phlegm, yellow bile, and black bile.

c. With allusion to the mental qualities or dis-

position held to arise from these 'humours'.
1604 SHAKS. Oth. HI. iv. -$\ sEmil. Is he not iealous?

Des. Who, he? I thinke the sun where he was borne, Drew
all such humors from him. 1844 MRS. BROWNING Vis. Poets \

ccxi, One tliat drew Sour humours from his mother.

f d. Used for the peculiar constitution or quality
;

(e.g.saltness, sourness) ofa material substance. Obs.
\

1661 J. CHILDREY Brit. Bacon. 166 Along the Sea side ..
j

lye heaps of Sand, upon which the people pour water till it
|

contract a saltish humour from the sand. 1729 S. SWITZER
flydrost. ff Hydraul. 72 To wonder how Sea-Water shall be

;

thus stripped of its pristine Humour.
3. One of the transparent fluid or semi-fluid parts

of the eye, viz. the aqueous /tumour in front of
the iris, and the vitreous humour, which fills

most of the space between the iris and the retina
;

formerly including also the denser crystalline lens.

1398-1615 [see CRYSTALLINE a. 6J. 1643 tsee AQUEOUS i b].

17x0 J. CLARKE Rohault's Nat. Phil. (1729) I. xxx. 239
[The ray] falling. .upon the Superficies of the Vitreous
Humour. 1831 BREWSTER Optics xxxv. 166. 286 The . .

globe of the eye consists of four coats .. these coats enclose
three humours. 1861 HULME tr. Moquin-Tandott ii. i. 50
A perfect dioptric apparatus. This consists of the aqueous
humour, the crystalline humour or lens, and the vitreous
humour. 1872 HUXLEY Phys. ix. 227 The two humours arc

separated by the. .crystalline lens, denser, .than either of the
humours.

II. Senses denoting mental quality or condition.

4. Mental disposition (orig. as determined by
the proportion of the bodily

* humours
'

: see 2 b) ;

constitutional or habitual tendency ; temperament.
c 1475 in Pol. Rel. ff L. Poems 154 In my loue was neuere

decile, Alle myn humours y haue opened hir to. 1596
SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. iv. i. 212 Thus He curbe her mad and
headstrong humor. 1639 T. BRUGIS tr. Camus" Mor. Relat.

156 You know the severe humour of my Lord. 165^ tr.
,

Martini's Conq. China 222 Being of a bold and couragious :

humour. 1676 tr. Guillatierc's Voy. At/tens 220 Having
found our humours to be inquisitive and generous, li

studied all ways of gratifying them. 1775 SHEKIDAN St. !

Pair. Day i. i, The corporal is the lieutenant's countryman I

and knows his humour. 1861 TULLOCH Eng. Purit. I, i. 56 !

A fine old country gentleman .. with the genuine hearty
humour of the race.

fb. transf. Character, style, 'vein* ; sentiment, i

spirit (of a writing, musical composition, etc.).
1599 Brottghton's Lett. iv. 14 Of the like Lunaticall humour

are your epistles. 1674 PLAYFORD Skill Mus. i. xi. 40 The
understanding of the conceit and the humour of the words.
1686 Land. Gaz. No. 2119/4 Several Overtures or SonattaV,
containing Variety of Humors, as Grave Aires, Minuetts,
Borees, &c. 1717 tr. Freziers Voy. 256 The Bass is made
in France, to the Humour of the Harp.
6. Temporary state of mind or feeling; mood,

temper.
1523 " Thorns Anted. E. Eng. Hist. (Camden) 1 1 Hackle-

witt and another, .in a madde humour, .coyted him downc
to the bottome uf the stayres. 1594 SHAKS. Rich. ///, i. ii.

229 Was euer woman in this humour woo'd ? Was euer
woman in this humour wonne? 1596 SPENSEH F. Q. iv. x.

50 With smyles that all sad humor* "chacfcd. 1676 tr.

Guillatiere's Voy. Athens 97 The whole Company was m
a very good humour. 1679 PENN Addr. Prot. i. ii. (1692) 4,

I do not wrong the present Humor of too many in this

Nation. 1711 AoDiso^Specf. No. 26 P i When 1 am in :i

serious Humour. 1773 JOHNSON Lett, to Mrs. Thrale 21

Sept., We were by this time weary and disgusted, nor wa-^

our humour much mended by our inn. 1884 PAE Eustace
33 That's why you are in such a bad humour.

fb. Mood natural to one's temperament ;

habitual frame of mind. Obs.
B. JONSON (title) Every Man in hU Humour. 1599

(title) Every Man out of his Humour. 1676 D'UiaKY
.Vtid. Fickle in. i, Every man in his humor, and let the
World rub.

C. An excited state of public feeling. Now rare*
1600 E. ilLuLNr ir. Concstaggio 99 It was not fitte to stirm

up humours in Spaine. 1633 T. STAFFORD Pac. Hih. i. iii.

1,1810) 46 The taking of this great Lord breeds (insetted
humors in these parts. 1659 Burton's Diary \ 1828) IV. 423
These tymes, and the alT:iirs tran*acted in them, give motion
to all sorts of humours in the nation. 1761 H UME Hist. Ens;.
xxi. II. 27 The humours of the people, set afloat by the

parliamentary impeachment .. broke out in various com-
motions. 1865 CAKLYLK I-'rcJk. Gt. xv. vi. VI. ji Friedricli

is deeply unaware of the humour he has raised against
himself.

6. A particular disposition, inclination, or liking,

tsp. one having no apparent ground or reason ;

mere fancy, whim, caprice, freak, vagary.
tin this sense very frequent in late i6ih and early 17111 c.,

and ridiculed by Shakspere and Ben Jonson.
1565 CALFHILL Anyiv. MartialFs Treat. Cross 94 They

neded no more for hallowing of a Church, but a sermon,
and prayers, in which peraduenture (that I may feede your
Immur.i they made the signe uf a cros^e with their finger.

1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. in. i. 23 Thesa are complements,
these are humours. 1598 B. JONSON 7iV. Man in lluin. m
in. iv, Cob. What is that humour? Cos. It is a gentleman-
like monger, bred, in the speciall gallantric of our time, by
affectation; and ftd by folly. 16x1 [T.uu.iONj Jests (1844)

45 How now, dog, saies Tarltoii, are you in your humours ?

and many daies after it was a by-word to a man being
drunke. that he was in his humours. 1634 LAUD Wks.

11853) V. 324 The humours of those men that do not con-
form. 1675 TRAIIERNE Chr. Ethics xxii. 334 A wise man
discards the predominancy of all humors .. for he is to live

the life of reason, not of humor. 1715 DE FOE Fain.
Instruct, r. iv. (.1841) I. 88 And have you really burnt all

your plays to please a humour? 1770 BURKE Pres. Discont.
Wks. 1842 I. 129 All which had been done . . was the effect

not of humour, but of system. 1822 W. IRVING Braceb.
Hall xi. 91 The Squire receives great sympathy . , in his

antiquated humours, from the parson.
b. An inclination or disposition for some speci-

fied action, etc.; a fancy (to do something) ; a mood
or -state of mind characterized by such inclination.

Const, t of (obs.~ ,Jor, or intin. with to.

1590 SHAKS. 3Iids. V. i. ii. 30 My chiefe humour is for a
tyrant. 1598 Merry ll\ it. 1. 133-4 And this is true: Hike
not the humor of lying : hee hath wronged mee in some
humors. 1599 Hen. I/', n. i. 63, 1 haue an humor to knock*
you indifferently well . . and that's the humor of it. 1660
WYCHKRLEY Gentian. Dancing-wast, iv. Wks. (Rtldg. i 59/2,
I am in a pretty humour to dance, 1709 STEELE Tatter
No. 2 r i

,
I am not in Humour for telling a Tale. 1752

HUME Pol. Disc. x. 261 The humour of blaming the present,
and admiring the past. 1802 MAK. EDGEWORTH Moral T.

(1816) I. 205, 1 am in no humour to reason. 1833 LA ML;

lllia, Ser. it. Barrenness Imag. Faculty Mod. Art t Since
the humour of exhibiting began. 1863 GEO. ELIOT Romola
ii. xxi, People very strongly in the humour for fighting.

C. //. Moods or fancies exhibited in action ;

vagaries; fantastic, whimsical, odd, quaint, or

humorous traits. (Now associated with sense 7.)

1566 R. Cox (title) Acteon and Diana
;
with a Pastoral

Story of the Nymph Oenone, followed by the several con-
ceited humours of Bumpkin, the huntsman, Bobbinall, the

shepheard [etc.]. 1667 PICI-YS Diary 9 Sept., The sport

very good, and various humours to be seen among the
rabble. 1674 S. VINCENT Yng. Gallant's Actid. Ded. A iv,

To shew the Apish Fashions, and ridiculous Humors and
Conversations of some of our Town-Gallants, a 1763 SHEN-
STONI Ess. (1765) 208 Observe the humours of a Country-
Christening, and you will find no Court in Christendom so
ceremonious. 1822 LAMB Elia. Ser. i. Praise Chimney-

^ Rochester,. could not have done the humours of
the scene with more spirit than my friend. 1850 HAWTHORNE
Scarlet L. xxi, (1879) 263 Mariners, .who had come ashore
to see the humors of Election Day.
7. a. That quality of action, speech, or writing,
which excites amusement ; oddity, jocularity, face-

tiousness, comicality, fun. b. The faculty of per-

ceiving what is ludicrous or amusing, or of ex-

pressing it in speech, writing, or other composi-
tion ; jocose imagination or treatment of a subject.
Distinguished from wit as being less purely intellectual,

and as having a sympathetic quality in virtue of which it

often becomes allied to pathos.
1682 tr. Glantus* l-'oy. Bengala 142 The Cup was so

closed, that 'twas a difficult matter for us to open it, and
therefore the General gave it us on purpose, to divert him-
self with the humour of it. 1709 SHAI:TESB. (titU} Essay on
the Freedom ofWit and Humour. 1712 HUGHES Sped. No.
525 p 3 Writings which once prevail'd among us under the
Notion of Humour. 1727 SWIFT To EarlofOxford) The
priest. . shew'd some humour in his face. 1728 Intelli-

gencer No. 3 Humour . . in its perfection is allowed to be much
preferable to wit, if it be not rather the most useful and
agreeable species of it. 1759 GOLUSM. Pol. Learn, ix, Wit
raises human nature above its level ; humour acts a contrary
part, and equally depresses it. a 1854 H. KEED Lect. Eng.
Lit. ii. (1855) 63 The happy compound of pathos and play-
fulness,which we style by that untranslateable term humour.
1870 LOWELL Stud. Wind. 13-2 Humor in its first analysis
is a perception of the incongruous. 1874 GREEN Snort
Hist. viii. 10. 585 The strange deficiency of humour which
Milton shared with the Puritans generally. 1887 LOWELL
Dentocr. 3 That modulating and restraining balance-wheel
which we call a sense of humor.

III. 8. Phrases.

a. Out of humour: displeased, vexed, in an ill

humour
;
out of conceit or satisfaction with. (Cf.

out of temper.} So f* humour (obs.).
1660 WYCHERLEY Gentlcnt. Dancing-m. iv. Wks. (Rtldg. 1

59/2 Don. You seem to be out of humour. . . Hip. For
my sake be in humour. 1683 D. A. Art Converse 33

The fall of., a Glass, or MJIUC like accident, puts them in, or

rather quite out ofhumour. 1709 ADDISON 1'atler Nu. 1^8

p 2 Out of Humour with my self, and at every Thing about
me. 1729 BUTLER Scrm., Self-Deceit Wks. 1874 II. 481 Who
would choose to be put out of humour with himself? 1843
LYITON Zanoni ;_>4 The Cardinal is observed to be out of
humour.

b. GOOD HUMOUR, ILL HUMOUR: see these and
their derivatives in Lhelr alphabetical places.
IV. 9. Comb*) as f humour-brethren (sense

2 b) ; humour-blind (sense 3), humour-loving
(sense 7) adjs.
a 1618 SVLVLSIEK Paradox agsf. Libcrtie 465 Then th

1

humor-brethren all, hot, cold, and wet, and dry, Falne out

among themselves, augment his mUerie. 1813 Sporting
Mag. XLII. 54 Humour-blind, greasy-heeled, and broken-
winded horses. 1897 Daily Neivs 29 Sept. 6/4 A light heart
and a humour-loving imagination.

Humour, humor, v.
[f.

HUMOUR sb.]
1. trans. To comply with the humour of; to

soothe or gratify by compliance ; to indulge.
1588 HHAKS. L. L, L. iv. ii. 52 To humour the ignorant

call I the Deare the Princesse kill'd a Pricket. 1590
Coin. titr. iv. iv. 84 The fellow finds his vaine, And yeeldins
to him, humors well his frensie. a 1656 Br. HALL Rent.
tt'fcs. (.1660) 302 Humouring our taste with dainties. 1689
WOOD Life 31 Aug. tO. H. S.) III. 309 The quakers . . have
been since humour'd in their nonsense, excused from oathes
[etc.], 1700 J. 13. MORETON Mann.

Iff.
Ind. 131 If you

.please and humour her properly, she will make and mend
all your clothes. 1828 D'lsHAiiLi Clias. /, I. xi. 314 Acquiring
popularity by humouring the present temper of the nation.

2. Jig. To comply with the peculiar nature or

exigencies of (something) ;
to adapt or accommo-

date oneself to ; to act in compliance or agreement
with; to fit, suit (with something),
1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. in. i. 13 To Jigge off a tune at the

tongues end, canarie to it with the feete, humour it with

turning vp your eie. 1648 MILTON Sonn. to Lawes, The
man That with smooth air couldst humour best our tongue.
1712 ADDISON Spect. No. 414 FS Our British Gardeners..
instead of humouring Nature, love to deviate from it as
much as possible. 1779 J. MOORE View Soc. Fr. (1789) I.

xxiy. 188 The path is continually winding to humour the

position of the mountains. 1845 GRAVES Rom. Law in

Encycl. Mt'trop. 758/1 The dunces, with simple credulity,
would swallow all this; the smarter freshmen, tittering,
would humour the joke. 1851 WILLMOTT Pleas. Lit. xv.

(*Ss7) 81 In reading this stanza we ought to humour it with
a corresponding tone of voice.

f* 3. itttr. ? To exercise one's humour or fancy ;

to imagine, devise. Obs.

1605 Loud. Prodigal in. ii, All the day he humours up
and down How he the next day may deceive his friend.

1 4. ? To imitate a person's humour. Obs.

1699 BENTLEY Phal. Introd. 17 [He] had not so bad a hand
at Humouring and Personating, but that several believed,
it was the Tyrant himself.

f 5. trans. ? To give a particular character or

style to (cf. prec. 4 b). Obs.

1653 WALTON Angler iv. 123 This Song was well humor 'd

by the maker, and well remembred and sung by yuo.
b. To give a particular turn or slight direction to.

1885 Athenaeum i Aug. 136/3 To let the stream bear them
[flies] on., without that, .undefinable humouring of them
which an angler occasionally gives. 1893 SIEVENSON
CutriotM 263 The patrouii humoured his boat nearer in.

t Hu'mourable, a. Obs. rare. [f. HUMOUR
sb. + -ABLK : cf. fashionable.'} Pertaining to or

depending on the humours (see HUMOUR sb. 2).
1662 J. CHANDLER Van Helmont's Ortat. 297 That hu-

mourable and occasional cause in the Spleen*
Humoural : see HUMORAL.

Humoured, humored (hi-maid, y-m3jd),
a. [f. HUMOUR sb. and v. + -ED.]
1. Having a (specified) humour or disposition.

(Now only in comb., as GOOD-HUMOUKEU, etc.)

1598 BARRET Tlieor. Warres i. i. 6 Some men (being

naturally humoured thereunto) do proouc better souldier*..

1621 BuKTON^wa^. Mel,\. ii. iv. iv. (1651) 150 He that mads
others, if he were so humored, would be as mad himself.

1751 KARL ORRERY Remarks Swift (1752) 103 The free

humoured Rabelais.

f2. Fancied, imaginary (cf. HUMOUR v. 3). Obs.

1613 FURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 462 Another (transported
by this humoured Charon), .trembles at his supposed sights
of the Divell. x

3. Complied with, indulged.
1649 MILTON Eikon. xi, The breeding of most Kings hath

been ever sensual and most humour'd. 1711 SHAFFESB.
Charac. n. ii. i. (1737; II. 117 The most humour'd and

indulg'd State.

t Hu'mourish, a. Obs. rare.
[f.

HUMOUR
sb. + -ISH.] Liable to humours ; fanciful, fantastic.

1667 L. STUCLEY Gospel-Gtassxxx.iv. u6;o) 365 Humourish,
pievish lovers.

Humourist, -ous: see HUMORIST, -ous.

Hu*mourlesB, -orless, a. [f. HUMOUR sb.

+ -LESS.] Devoid of humour. Hence Ku'mour-
lessuess.

1847 CRAIG, Humorless. 1875 N. Amer. J\cv. CXX. 279
One of these humorless subiime Utopias. 1890 Sat. Rev.

13 Sept. 308/2 That total inability to see yourself as others

seeyou . . the child of humourlessness.

f

Humoursome, humorsome $
a. Also 7-8 humersom(e. [f. as prec. + -BOMB.]
1. Subject to or full of humours ; fanciful, cap

:

ricious, fantastic ; peevish, ill-humoured ;
= HU-

MOROUS 3.



HUMOURSOMELY.
1656 H. MOKE Enihits. TV/. To Rdr. A iv a, Confusion i

of so great seriousnesse with so humoursome mirth. 1678
CUUWOKTH IntelL Syst. Contents i. iv. 24 The Divine

Will.. not a meer arbitrary, Humoursome, and Fortuitous

thing, but Decency and Fitness it self. 1707 Kf/fe.v, upon
Ridicule n. 130 Abundance of People think to distinguish
themselves by humoursome Singularities. 1742 RICHARD-

,

SON Pamela III. 267 This Gentleman is very particularly
odd and humoursome. 18*3 DE QUINCEV Dice Wks. XI.

294 Every day he grew more fretful and humoursome. 1850
HAWTHORNE Scarlet /-.vi. (1879* 112 With the humorsome

gesticulation of a little imp. 1863 E. J. MAY Strnngcs of I

Nftherstronge viii. 76 Well, there, women are, forsooth,
humoursome beings.
2. Disposed to humour or indulge any one

;
in-

dulgent, (nonce-use?)
a. 1876 T. EDWARD in Smiles Sc. Natitr. xiii. 275 He seemed

to be most friendly. .and humoursome to the little rabbit.

Hu'monrsomely, adv. [f. prec. + -LY -.] In

a humoursome manner: see prec. I.

1653 H. MORE Antid, Ath. \. viii. (1662) 25 Humoursotnely
and foolishly done. 1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. iii. 4.

107 A thing intelligible, but humoursomly expressed.
1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) V. xvii. 183 To trifle thus

humoursomely with such a gentleman's moments.

Hxrmoursomeness. [f. as prec. + -NESS.]
The quality or character of being humoursome ;

capriciousness of humour.

1653 H. MORE Antid. Ath. \. viii. (1662) 22 (heading) The I

factious Humoursomeness of the Atheist. 1750-1 MRS. :

DELANY in Life $ Corr. III. 24 Nothing will so effectually ;

. .get the better of any humoursomeness (a strange word) as :

in the
discipline

of a school. 1754 RICHARDSON Grandison
'

(1781) IV. iv. 25, I never blame a Lady for her humour-
sotneness, so much, as.. I blame her Mother. 1832 J. C.
HARE in P/iilol. Museum 1. 445 All the weaknesses, humour-

somenesses, and contradictions which are presumed in the

situations.

Hump (homp), sb. [This word, with its whole

family, is of late appearance, and seems to have

taken, c 1680-1720, the place of the earlier crump
(CRUMP a.1 , sW). It is first exemplified, 1681,
in the comb, hump-backed ~ the earlier crump-
backed. So hump-back, hump-shoulder, -shoul-

dered, corresponding to earlier forms with crump- ^

are known before HUMP sb., which is not in Phillips-

Kersey 1706, Bailey 1721-53. HUMP v. is of much
later appearance.
(Humpiskin H. CROSSE Verities Commit). (1603) Lijb, is

an evident misprint for lumpish.)
Hump agrees in form with LG. //>/, humpe portion,

piece, hunk (of anything), Du. homp lump, hunch, thick

piece, early mod.JDu. hompe fern, 'pars abscissa
1

, hotnpe
broods *cuneus panis' (Kilian 1599). But these words always
mean a hunch, hunk, lump, or thick piece(

cut or broken
off something, not a protuberance upon it like 'hump

1

.

Cf. however LG. humpelt hiimpel, height, knoll, knob,

hump of a camel, etc. The late appearance of the words
in all the langs. leaves the question of their origin and

relationship undetermined. See Kluge, s.v. Humpe t Franck,
s.v. Homp. The English hnmp-backed in 1681 might be
taken as a mixed form uniting hunch-backed and tntmp-
backed, since these were both in earlier use. (Cf. HUNCH.}]

1. A protuberance on the back or other part of the

body, formed by a curved spine or a fleshy excres-

cence, and occurring as a normal feature in certain

animals, as the camel and bison, or as a deformity
in man. Also applied to other kinds of protuber-
ances in animal and plant life.

1709 Tatler No. 75 F 6 The eldest Son of Philip. .being
born with an Hump-back and very high Nose . . These
several Defects were mended by succeeding Matches ; the

Eyes were open'd in the next Generation, and the Hump
fell in a Century and half. 1728 MORGAN Algiers I- iv. 100

The rider sits behind the bunch or hump, a 1764 LLOYD
Cobbler Cripplegate's Let. (R.), Tight stays they find oft

end in humps. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) III. 20

The breed of the urus, or those without an hump . . the breed
of the bison, or the animal with an hump, a 1839 PKAED
Poems (1864) L 199 With a gash beneath his clotted hair,

And a hump upon his shoulder. 1839 T. BEAI.E Sperm
Whale 24 At this point [the sperm whale has] a large pro-
minence of a pyramidal form called the '

hump '. 1875
BENNETT & DYER Sachs* Bot. 20 The thickenings which

project outwardly may appear in the form of knots, humps,
spines, or ridges.

b. A hump-backed person, notice-use.

1708 MOTTEUX Rabelais iv. xlviii. 137, I saw a little Hump
[petit bossu] with long Fingers. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus
Hi. 2 In the curule chair a hump sits, Nonius.

c. The flesh of a bison's hump used as food.

1807 \nSpiritPub. Jrnls. (i8o8)XI. 41 Humps have long
been a favourite dish at the splendid entertainments of the

great Lords, .in India. 1851 MAYNE REID Scalp Hunt, iv,

Yonder !

'

cried St. Vrain ;

' fresh hump for supper !

'

2. transf. A rounded boss of earth, rock, etc. ;

a hummock.
1838 THIRI.WALL Greece III. 400 The Athenian troops.,

mounted Eptpolae, and reached the top, where it rises into
a rocky hump called Euryelus. 1860 TYNDALL Glac. \. viii.

58 Climbing vast humps of ice. 1871 L. STEPHEN Playgr.
Europe vii. (1894) 158 The rounded dome .. forms the
southern hump of the Viescherhorn.

3. A fit of ill humour or vexation \ sulks, slang.
(Cf. HUMP v. i. Quot. 1727 is of doubtful meaning.)
17*7 DE FOE Protest. Monast, 4 Under many Hardships

and Restrictions, many Humps and Grumps. 1873 Slang ,

Diet. S.V., A costermonger who was annoyed or distressed
about anything would describe himself as having

' the

hump '. 1897 Westm. Gaz. 18 Feb. 1/3 Well, my boy, you've ,

evidently got the hump.. but you must give up that sort
\

of thing when I'm here. Mod. It fairly gave me the hump. ;
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4. ttttrib. and Comb,) a^ knmp-curcrt meat, rib
;

hump-shaped adj. See also HUMP-BACK, -BACKED,
-SHOCLDER, -Kl).

1807 in ..V/;V.-V /'/^. ?>&. (18081 XL 42 A mandate to

Calcutta, enjoining the principal hump-curer. .to buy up all

the humps that could be had. 1836 W. IKVIXG Astoria III.

98 The hump meat afforded them a rep;ist fit for an epicure.
1861 G. F. BERKELEY Sportsm. W. Prairies xiv. 262, I

found that it was the '

hump-rib \ 1886 Pall Mall G.

28 Aug. 13 '2 The water is collected on a hump-shaped hill

called the Knoll, and descends, .to the village.

Hump, v.
[f.

HUMP j^.]

1. trans. To make humped or hump-shaped ; to

hunch. (Also with up) Hitnip the back (fig.),

to show vexation or sulkiness.

1840 MARRYAT Poor Jack xxii, It got into a dark corner,

growling and humping its back. 1881 Miss VONGE Lads .y

Lasses Latigley ii. 67 Frank had been used to hump up hi^

back, and put his head on his arms and be comfortable.

1884 BorRKE Snake Dance Moqnis xxvi. 288 The cats

humped themselvesin readiness for hostilities. \&Q Spectator
14 Dec. 851/1 She. .tumbles her ringlets over her eyes, humps
her back, and makes her shoulders look sulky. 1895
CROCKETT Cleg Kelly xxiii, Sa! humped up the shoulder . .

and turned sharply away from him.

b. absol.

1884 STOCKTON Lady or Tiger
1
*, etc. 108 He [the racoon]

..come a humpin' inter the house.
i88j;

G. MEREDITH
Diana III. iv. 79 Danvers humped, femininely injured by
the notice of it.

C. trans. To round (a surface).
1878 J. PATON in Encycl. Brit. VI. 734/2 The 'humping'

or rounding of scissors.

2. To hoist or carry (a bundle) upon the back :

chiefly to hump ones swag (bluey t drunt] t to

shoulder one's bundle. Austral, slang.
1853 W. HUWITT Two Vcars Victoria xiii. (1855) I. 226 He

'humped his swag', in diggers' phrase, that is, shouldered
his pack. 1888 BOLDREWOOD Robbery under Amis i. xi.

142 We put it up roughly, .with pine saplings. The drawing
in was the worst, for we had to 'hump

1

the most of them
ourselves. 1897 Westm. Gaz. 7 Aug. 1/3 He humped his

load up country a bit.

3. reft. To gather oneself together for an effort ;

to exert oneself, make an effort ; also, to pride or

fancy oneself. Also intr. (for re/I.}. U.S. slang.
1835 in W. T. PORTER Big Bear etc. (1847) 126 (Farmer)
He was breathin* sorter hard, his eye set on the Governor,
humpin' himself on politics. 1883 Philad. Times 15 Aug.
(Cent.), Col. Bums said,

' Now you all watch that critter

hump himself. 1893 Daily News 26 Sept. 4/7 When the
weather of St. Andrews '

humps itself it can equal the feats

of the weather in Montana. 1897 Chicago Advance 25 Feb.

263/1 Grit makes the man, the lack of it the chump \ There-

fore, young man, take hold, hang on and hump.
4. trans. To give (one) 'the hump' : see prec. 3.

1840 THACKERAY Paris Sketch-bk.^ On some fashionable
French novels (ed. 2) I. 177 Did he not hump me pro-

digiously, by letting fall a goblet, after Cellini ?

Hence Humping (hzrmpin).
1878 [see i c]. 1896 SIR E. M. THOMPSON in Proc. Soc.

Anttq. Ser. n. XVI. 215 A humping of the shoulders or

back to a degree that almost amounts to deformity.

Hu-mpback, hump-back, sb. (a.) [See
HUMP sb. In this combination, as in hump
shoulder, hump may be taken as an adj. : cf. the

earlier crump-back, under CRUMP a.]
1. (Jitt-mp-ba'ck.} A back having a hump ; a

humped b.ick.

1697 VANBRUGH Msop n. Wks. (Rtldg.) 373/1 Who'd
think that little hump-back of his should have so much
brains in't? 1709 [see HUMP sb. \\ 1731 MEDLEY Kolben's

Cape G. Hope II. 64, I have never met with one, Bull,

Ox, or Cow.. with a high Hump-back. 1840 F. D. BEN-
NETT Whaling Voy, I. 118 Those who are deformed with

hump-backs bear the greatest share of reputation.
2. (hu'mpback.} A person with a humped back ;

a hunchback.

1712 tr. Arab. Nts. xcix. ied. 2) III. 125 He march'd along
as they did and follow'd Humpback. 1715 Ibid, clxxxiv.

(ed. 3) V. 67 That Hump-back is not dead. 185* MOTLEY
Corr. (1889} I. v. 139 Humpbacks and cripples. 1860 GEO.
ELIOT Mill on Fl. n. iii, An ill-natured humpback.
3. = humpback whale : see B,

1725 DUDLEY in Phil. Trans. XXXIII, 258 Both the Fin-

backs and Humpbacks are shaped in Reeves longitudinal
from Head to Tail on their Bellies and their Sides. 1840
F. D. BENNETT Whaling Voy. II. 232 The Humpback is

seldom molested by whalers.

B. attrib. or as adj. (hirmpbatK). Having a

hump on the back
; hump-backed. Humpback

whale, a whale of the genus Megaptera^ so called

because the low dorsal fin forms a characteristic

hump on the back.

1725 DUDLEY in Phil. Trans. XXXIII. 258 The Bunch
or humpback Whale, is distinguished from the right Whale,
by having a Bunch standing in the Place where the Fin
does in the Finback. 1860 Merc. Marine Mag. VII. 211

Whales of the '

humpback* species.

Hump-backed, # [See HUMP sb. This is

the first exemplified word of the hump group : cf. the

earlier cmmp-backed. The stress shifts according
to construction.] Having a humped or crooked

back
;
hunched. Also traiisf.

1681 Land. Gaz. No. 1649/8 She has been formerly much
galled under the Saddle, hump-backed under the Pillion-

place. 1762 HUME Hist. Eng. II. xxiii. 439 This prince
[Richard III] was of a small stature, hump-backed.
1769 MAD. D'ARBLAY Early Diary, He. .has the misfortune

to be hump-back'd. 1843 TENNYSON Walking to Mail 23

HUMPTY-DUMPTY.
There hy the humpback'd willow. 1886 J. K. JEROME Idle

Thoughts (1889) 56 It might be hump-backed Vulcan.

Humped (JiompO, a. [f. HUMP sb. + -ED 2
.]

Having a hump (or humps) ; hump-backed, hunch-
backed

; having the back or shoulders rounded (in

a huddled or cramped posture).
1713 AUDI SON Guardian No. 102 ?3 A straight-shouldered

man as one would desire to see, but a little unfortunate in

a humpt back. 1756 BURKE Subi. <$ B. in. v, If the back be

humped, the man is deformed. 1836 Penny Cycl. V. 241
Thorax convex above, the anterior part humped. 1876 G.
UxitBDfTH2taieJt, Career III. ii. 28 He wanted an audience
as hotly as the humped Richard a horse. 1886 A rt Age IV.

40 Its gables and humped roof are picturesque enough to

please any artistic mind. 1895 K. GKAHAME Gold. Age 45
The drowsing peacock squatted humped on the lawn.

Humph, (homf), int. (and sb.} Also 7 hemph.
The inarticulate syllable

' h'mf !', used :

fa. app. as a signal : cf. HUMPH v. i. Obs.

1681 OTWAY Soldier's Fort. iv. i, Truly a good Conscience
Is a great Happiness; and so I'll pledge you, hemph,
hemph.

b. as an expression of doubt or dissatisfaction.

Also sb.) as a name for this utterance.

1815 Sixteen <$ Sixty i. ii, Humph ! . . her lips are of the

brightest. 1824 SCOTT Redgauntlet Let. ii, A half articu-

lated
'

humph !

' which seemed to convey a doubt. 1840
HOOD Up the Rhine 75 My Uncle received this intelligence
with a 'Humph'. 1865 KINGSLEY Herew. iv,

*

Humph !'

says the eagle. 1872 DARWIN Emotions iv. 86 His humph
of assent was rendered by a slight modulation strongly em-

phatic.

Humph, v. [f. prec.] intr. To utter an in-

articulate 'h'mf!'.

fa. as a signal. Obs.
1681 OTWAY Soldier's Fort, \\. i, I desire you to humpli- .

and look back at me.

b. as an expression of doubt or dissatisfaction.

1814 JANE AUSTEN Mans/. Park xlv, After humphing
and considering over a particular paragraph. 1834 I,.

RITCHIE Wand, by Seine 70 Some of the polite Frenchmen

humphed, and shrugged their shoulders.

Humphrey. To dine with Duke //. : see DINK
v. i b. So to have Duke H. as host.

1693 Humours of Town 29 To make the World think he
has been at a good Meal, when Duke Humphrey was his

Host.

Humpiness: see HUMPY a.

HtunpleSS (.lurmpiles), a. ff.
HUMP sb. +

-LESS.] Having no hump.
1868 DARWIN Anim. ff PI. I. iii. 80 Blyth sums up em-

phatically that the humped and humpless cattle must be
considered as distinct species. 1890 H. M. STANLEY Darkest

Africa II. xxxiii. 363 The cattle, .are mostly of a hornless

and humpless breed.

t Hump-shoulder. Obs. [See HUMP sb.

Here, as in hiintp-back^ hump may be taken as an

adj. Cf. the earlier crump shoulder, -shouldered,

under CRUMP a. 1
] A shoulder raised into a hump.

So f Hump-shouldered #., having a hump-
shoulder, round-shouldered, 'crump-shouldered*.
a 1704 T. BROWN in Collect. Poems (1705) 40 The Duke of

Luxemburg, who was Hump-Shoulder'd. 1704 SWIFT Batt.

Bks. (17501 27 His crooked Leg and hump Shoulder.

Hunipty (turmni), a. [app. f. HUMP sb.
t
or

humpt y HUMPED, but the formation is anomalous,
and may have arisen out of next word.] Humped,
hump-backed. Also C<?w., as humpty-backed adj.
a 1825 FORBY l

r
oc. ,. Anglia, Hutnfty, hunch-backed.

1889 H. M. STANLEY in Daily News 26 Nov. 5/8 The
humpty western flank [of a mountain] dipped down.. into

lands that we knew not by name as yet. 1898 Daily News
2 May 6/5 Humpty backed (as they call it in that region).

Humpty-dumpty (hzrmPti d-mPti), sb. and

adj. Also 7 hurntee dumtee, -y. [It is doubtful

whether the word is the same in senses i and 2 :

in sense i the name may have been concocted out

of HUM sb.l 3; in sense 2 it is evidently formed

from hump and dump, though this would naturally

give humpy-dumpy (cf. HUMPY #.), and the in-

trusive t is not clearly accounted for.]

A. sb. 1, A drink made with
'
ale boiled with

brandy
'

(B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, #1700).
1698 W. KING tr. SorbierSs Journ. Land. 135 (Farmer)
He itnswer'd me that he had a thousand such sort of liquors,
as Humtie Dumtie, Three Threads. 1699 [see HUGMATEF.].

1837 DISRAELI Venetia. i. xiv, They drank humpty-dumpty,
which is ale boiled with brandy.
2. A short, dumpy, hump-shouldered person. In

the well-known nursery rime or riddle (quoted

below) commonly explained as signifying an egg

(in reference to its shape) ;
thence allusively used

of persons or tilings which when once overthrown

or shattered cannot be restored.

1785 GROSE Diet. l
r

ulg. T., Humpty-Dumpty, a little

humpty dumpty man or woman ; a short clumsey person of

either sex. 1810 Gammer Gurtoris Garland Part in. 56
[Not in Ritson's ed. ^1760, nor in the reprint of that in

1810) Humpty dumpty sate on a wall, Humpti dumpti had
a great fall ; Threescore men and threescore more, Cannot

place Humpty dumpty as he was before. 1843 HALLIWELL

Nursery Rhymes Eng. 113 [giving prec. version adds] Note.

Sometimes the last two lines run as follows : All the king's
horses and all the king's men, Could not set Humpty Dumpty
up again. 1848 Blackw. Mag. July 39 To try the game of

Humpty-Dumpty and to fall. 1871
' L. CARROLL Thro'

Looking-Gl. vi. 114
'
It's very provoking ', Humpty Dumpty



HUMPY.

said, . .

'

to be called an egg very '.

e ff in India 193 She .. could
1883 J.W. SHERER^*

not, by all the miracles

of millinery, be made other than a humpty-dumpty. 1896
ll'c-stm. ^az. 26 June 3/1 Now that the Education Humpty-
Dumpty has tumbled oil the wall, and is hopelessly poached
for the present year, and all the king's horses and all the

king's men can't set him up again, the life has gone out of

Parliament.

(In the nursery rime or riddle there are numerous variations

of the last two lines, e. g.
' Not all the king's horses and all

the king's men Could [can] set [put] Hunipty Dumpty up

again [in his place again, together again] '.)

B. adj. Short and fat. Also allusively referring

to the Humpty-Dumpty of the nursery rime.

1785 [see A. 2]. 1828 Cravm Dial., Humpty-dumpty,
short and broad,

' He's a lile humpty-dumpty fellow'. 1898
Westm. Gaz. 9 July 6 '3 To set the humpty-dumpty conver-

sion firmly on its legs.

b. Applied to a mechanical rhythm, as in the

nursery rime.

1887 SAINTSBURY Hist. Elizab. Lit. iv. (1800) 128 The
same humpty-dumpty measure of eights and sixes.

Humpy (ho'mpi), sb. Australia. Also humpey.
[ad. native Austral, oompi, to which ' has been

given an English look, the appearance of the

huts [of the aborigines] suggesting the English
word hump

'

(Morris, Austral Eng.}.'] A native

Australian hut. Hence, applied to a very small

and primitive house, such as is put up by a settler.

[1846 C. P. HODGSON Retain. Australia 228 (Morris)
A 'gunyia' or 'umpee'.] 1873 J. B. STF.I-HENS Black Gin
16 Lo, by the 'humpy' door, a smockless Venus! 1877

Kef. Secretary Pub. Instruct. Queenslandfor 1876. 64 The
school building [at Mount Brisbane] is a slab humpy. 1890
BOLDREWOOD Squatter's Dream xx. 247 He's in bed in the

humpy.

Humpy (h-mpi), a. [f.
HUMP sb. + -Y.]

Having or characterized by humps ;
marked by

protuberances ; humped ; hump-like.
1708 MOTTEUX Rabelais v. iv. (1737) 12 This Isle Bossart

(or Humpy Island). 1811 W. R. SPENCER Poems 207 Your

genius is humpy, decrepid, and bagged. 1886 R. F. BURTON
Arab. Jfts. (abridged ed.) I. Foreword 8 The bellowing ofthe

humpy herds. 1888 Co-operat. News 4 Aug. 783 As the

cars ascend and descend the humpy road. 1895 W. R. W.
STEPHENS Life Freeman I. 249 Round humpy hills rising

abruptly out of it.

Hence Hn'mpiness, humpy condition.
1888 in Chicago Advance 16 Aug., Its back presented the

odd look of 'humpiness' or 'a row of lumps' along its

length. 1896 Daily News 12 June 5/1 Sleeves which, for

humpiness and volume, excel even modern absurdity.

t Humster. Obs. [f.
HUM w.i + -STEB.]

One who expresses approval by humming (see
HUM Z/.

1
2).

1670 EACHARD Cent. Clergy 34 To have the right knack of

letting off a joque, and of pleasing the humsters.

Humstrum (ho'mstrznn). [f. HUM v.i +
STROM v., the comb, being favoured by the jingling
effect ofthe whole : cf. helter-skelter, hurry-scurry .]

1. A musical instrument of rude construction or

out of tune ; a hurdy-gurdy.
1739 GRAY Let. to R. West in Mason Mem. (1807) I. 185

Cracked voices, .accompanied by an orchestra ofhumstrums.

1763 B. THORNTON in Ann. Reg. 245 note. This instrument

[hurdy-gurdy] is sometimes called a hum-strum. 1779WEDG-
WOOD in Smiles Life xviii. (1894) 232 My girl is quite tired

out with her miserable hum-strum [spinet]. 1821 COL.
HAWKER Diary (1893) I. 246, I . .sat at my old humstrum,
and boggled through a given number of Bach's fugues.

2. '

Music, esp. indifferently played music' (Og-
ilvie 1883).
Hum-trum : see HUMDBCM.
Humulin (hiJ-milin). Chem. [f. Bot. L.

Humul-us (lupulus), the hop.] The bitter aro-

matic principle of the hop ; lupulin.
1854 in MAYNE Expos. Lex.

Humure, obs. form of HUMOUR.
II HnntUS (hi-ms). [L.,

= mould, ground,

soil.] Vegetable mould ; the dark-brown or black

substance resulting from the slow decomposition
and oxidization of organic matter on or near the

surface of the earth, which, with the products of

the decomposition of various rocks, forms the soil

in which plants grow.
1796 H. HUNTER tr. St.-Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) ^' 4?4

That stratum called /luimis, which, .serves as a basis to the

vegetable kingdom. 1846 J. BAXTER Libr. Pract. Agric.
(ed. 4) I. 15 It was usual, formerly, to attribute the carbon
or charcoal of plants to their absorption of the humus exist-

ing in the ground. 1881 DARWIN Earthworms Introd. 5 Year
after year the thrown-up castings cover the dead leaves, the

result being a rich humus of great thickness.

b. attrib., as humus acid, soil.

1881 DARWIN l
r
ej?. Mouldv. 242 The several humus-acids,

which appear, .to be generated within the bodies of worms
during the digestive process. 1892 Blackvj. Mag. July 99
The species of Palaquium require a humus soil.

Humyle, -yll, -yly, obs. ff. HUMBLE, HUMBLY.
Hun (hzm), sb. [OE. thine, Hiinas, = ON.

Htinar, MHG. Htinen, Hiunen, Ger. Hunnen,
med.L. Hunni (Chunni, Chuni,, believed to

represent the native name of the people, who were
known to the Chinese as Hiong-nu, and also Han."\
1. One of an Asiatic race of warlike nomads, who

invaded Europe <TA.D. 375, and in the middle of

the 5th c., under their famous king Attila (styled
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Ffagellwn Dei, the scourge of God), overran and

ravaged a great part of this continent.

a 900 CYNKWULF Elene 21 (Gr.) Werod samnodan Huna
leode and Hre5gotan, foron fyrdhwate Francan and Hunas.
Ibid, 32 Huna cyning. 1607 TOPSELL l'oitr-f. tieasts (1658)
226 The Companies or Annies of Huns, wandering up and
down with most swift Horses, filled all things with slaughter
and terrour. 1728 POPE Dunciad HI. 90 The North . .

Great nurse of Goths, of Alans, and of Huns. 1838 renny
Cycl. XII. 346/2 Under Heraclius [610-641] many of the

Huns embraced Christianity. After that period their name
is no longer mentioned in History. 1851 RUSKIN Stones I 'en,

I. i. (1874) 16 Like the Huns, as scourges only.

2. poet, (and in U.S. vulgarly) A Hungarian.
i8oa CAMPBELL Hohenlinden vi, Where furious Frank, and

fiery Hun, Shout in their sulphurous canopy. 1890 Daily
New* 28 June 5/4 The Huns who are here [Pennsylvania]
said to be creating a widespread dissatisfaction. They are

engaged chiefly as labourers in the mines and ironworks.

3. transf. A reckless or wilful destroyer of the

beauties of nature or art
j
an uncultured devastator :

cf.
' Goth ',

' Vandal'.

1806-7 J- BERESFORD Miseries Hum. Life (1826) vi. xxxii,

Visiting an awful Ruin in the company of a Romp of one

sex or a Hun of the other. 1892 Pall Mall G. 3 May 2/2

The marauding Huns whose delight it is to trample on

flowers, burn the underwood, and kill the birds and beasts.

Hence Hivn-like ., like a Hun, impiously de-

structive ; Hu-nnian, Hu'nnic, Hu'nnican,
Hu'uuish adjs.y of, pertaining to, or like the Huns.

1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1658) 226 These Hunnian
horses elsewhere he calleth them Hunnican horses. i8ao

BYRON Mar. Fal. iv. u. 143 Dyed..With Genoese, Saracen,

and Hunnish gore. 1863 J. BALLANTINE Poems 139 A
thousand Hun-like hands are On her Ark of glory. 1875

Encycl. Brit. III. 62/1 Attila is described as having been of

true Hunnish type. i88a Ibid. XIV. 60/1 A Hunmc party.

Hunch. (hnf),z>. Also 7 hunsh. [Of obscure

origin : but cf. HINCH v. If sense 3 belongs to

the same word as i and 2 (which is doubtful),

the sense-development may have been * to thrust

or shoot out
1

,
*to cause to stick out*, and hence

1 to form a projection or protuberance*.
It is noteworthy that the first trace of sense 3 appears,

not in the simple hunch vb. or sb., but in the comb, hunch-
backed substituted in the and Quarto of Shakspere's Richard

Folios have in the parallel passage i. iii. 246. This substi-

tution ofhunch-backed in the one passage might be thought
to be a mere misprint of the 2nd Qo., but it is retained in

all the five subsequent Quartos 1602-1634 ; and the word

appears again in 1635, and becomes frequent after 1675.
Then we have huncht back 1656, to hunch the back 1678,
hunchback 1712, hunch back 1718, and

finally,
hunch sb.

c 1800. Johnson 1755-87 knew only hunch vb. (in our senses

2 and 3) and hunch-backed. With these words must be con-

sidered hulch sb., kulch backt and hulch-backed, in the same
senses, given by Cotgr. 1611, which are thus earlier than the

hunch group, except for hunch-backed in the Shaks. Qos. ;

also the forms hutch back^ hutch-bade d^ hutch-shouldered*
found 1624-1667. We have further to compare the some-
what similar case of HUMP, where hump-backed is known
earlier than hump sb. or vb., or hump-back.}

I. fl- intr. To push, thrust, shove. AlsoySg".
to ' kick against

'

a thing ; to show reluctance ; to

spurn. Obs.

1598 R. BERNARD tr. Terence^ Heautant. iv. v. (1607) 215,
I will doe thee some good turne ,. without any hunching
[ac lubens}. 1619 J. DYKE Caveat (1620) 17 Would wethen
hunch at a litle bodily paines ? 1621 Br. MOUNTAGU
Dzatrzfo $2God,,\vi\\ send such curst Cowes short homes,
and keepe them from hurting, though they hunsh. 1658
GURNALL C/ir. in Ann. verse 15. ix. 3 (1669) 145/1 Con-
science is as much huncht at, and spighted among sinners,

as Joseph was among the Patriarchs.

2. trans. To push, shove, thrust. 0/>s. exc. dial.

1659 in Sussex ArchxoL Collect. (1864) XVI. 77 [Her
husbandj Did so hunch and Pincht her, that she Could not

Lift her armes to her head. 1668 R. L'EsTRANGE Vis.

Quev. (1708) 148 Hunching and Justling one another. 1670
COVEI, Diary (Hakluyt Soc.) 204, I have been caryed in

when Turkes have been huncht away. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed.

Kersey), To Hunch one, to give him a Thrust with the

Elbow. 1712 ARBUTHNOT John Bull in. iii, Then Jack's
friends begun to hunch and push one another.

' Why don't

you go and cut the poor fellow down ?
'

1715 LADY COWPER
Diary (.1864) 43 A world of shouldering and hunching
People. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) II. i. 8 A great

overgrown, .boy, who would be hunched and punched by
everybody. 1755 JOHNSON, Hunch, to strike or punch with
the fist. 1806-7 J- BERESFORD Miseries Hum. Life xvm.
xii. 136 You are stoutly hunched aside, by the huge carcase
of a panting fellow, a 1825 FORBY I'oc. . Anglia t Hunch t

to shove ; to heave up. 1891
'

J. S. WINTER '

Lumley the
Painter xi. 79 [The dog] hunching his large person heavily
against her.

II. 3. trans. To thrust out or /, or bend, so

as to form a * hunch '

or hump ;
to compress, bend,

or arch convexly.
1678 DRYDEN& LEE (Edipus i. 6 Thy crooked mind within

hunch'd out thy back. 1738 SWIFT Pol. Conversat. 70, 1 was
hunch'd up in a Hackney-Coach with Three Country Ac-

quaintances. 1858 HUGHES Scouring White Horse iv. 62

Peter, .kept pulling away at his forelock, and hunching up
his shoulders. 1863 W. E. FORSTER in T. W. Reid Life
(1888) I. 215 Shutting his eyes and hunching himself up
on the seat with hands clenched. iSoa EMILY LAWLESS
Crania II. 7 He sat . . hunched up, with his knees and his

chin together.

b. intr. ? To '
set one's back up'.

1873 Miss THACKERAY Old Kensington xv. 126 'Non-
sense

',
said G., hunching up sulkily.

HUND.

Hunch (.hfnj), sb. [In sense i from HUNCH
v. ;

in sense 2 app. deduced from hunch-backed.

Sense 3 may belong to a distinct word ; this,

although known only from 1790, is found in vulgar
use before 1830 in southern and northern dialects,

in West Indies, and in New England. Cf. also

HUNK in same sense, exemplified from 1813.]
1. The act of '

hunching
'

or pushing ; a push,

thrust, shove. Obs. exc. dial.

1630 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Wks. (N.), When he quaffing
doth his entrailes wash, "I'is call'd a hunch, a thrust, a

whiffe, a flash. 1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1852) I. 473 Sup-

pose, .you should give him a good hunch with your foot.

a 18*5 FORBY I'oc. E. Anglia, Hunch, a lift, or shove.

2. A protuberance ;
a hump. (As to the late ap-

pearance of this see note to HUNCH v.)

1804 W. TENNANT Ind. Recreat. (ed. 2) II. 103 The com-
mon draught cattle of India are distinguished by. .a large

hunch, or protuberance, above the shoulders. 18*3
SCORESBY Whale Fishery 36 His back carried a huge
hunch. 1828 STARK Elem. Nat. Hist. I. 144 Camelus,. .

back with fleshy hunches. 1833 J. HODGSON in Raine Merit.

(1858) II. 306 The old birches nave on their crooked stems

great hunches and wens.

3. A thick or clumsy piece, a lump, a hunk.

1790 GROSE Pro-vine. Gloss, (ed. 2), Hunch, a great hunch ;

a piece of bread. South. 1818 M. G. LEWIS Jrnl. W. Ind.

'i**34) 359 Another bit of cold ham .. I ordered Cabina to

give her a great hunch of it. 1823 E. MOORE Suffolk Words
180 Hunc^ a good big slice, or lump, of bread or meat.

1828 Craven Dial., Hunch, a large slice of any thing, as

bread and cheese. i8a8 WEBSTER, Hunch,. .2. A lump, .as,

a hunch of bread ; a word in common vulgar use in New-
England. 1849 JAMES Woodman xxiii, A hunch of ewe-
milk cheese.

Hunch, a. dial. [? f. HUNCH v.] That shrivels

or pinches (with cold).
a 1825 FORBY l^oc. E. Anglia, Hunch-weather, cold

weather, which makes men hunch up their shoulders, and
animals contract their limbs, and look as if they were
hunch-backed. 1897 R. E. G. COLE Hist. Doddington 149

They [hops] . . suffered from the
'

cold hunch springs '.

Hunchback, hunch-back, [f. HUNCH sb.

+ BACK si.]

1. (h'nj~|bse-k) A hunched back.

1718 Bp. HUTCHINSON Witchcraft 248 A Man with a

Hunch-back higher than his Head. 1837 CARLYLE Fr.

Rev. II. in. iii, One Lautrec, a man with hunchback, or

natural deformity.
2. (hynjibtek)

= HUMPBACK sb. 2.

1712 tr. A roll. Nts.cxxm. (ed. 2) IV. 35 The Story of the

little Hunch-back. 1818 B. O'REILLY Greenland 186 A
hunch-back . . about fourteen years of age. 1870 L'Es-

TRANGE Miss Mitford I. vii. 240 The only bearable hunch-

back ofmy acquaintance is Richard the Third.

3. attrib. Hump-backed.
1850 W. B. CLARKE Wreck Favorite 181 The hump-back

or hunch-back whale, .with a larger hump than the sperm
whale.

Hunchbacked (ho-nj'ibzekt), a. [See HUNCH

z>.] Having a protuberant or crooked back.

1598 SHAKS. Rich. Ill, iv. iv. 81 (2nd Qo.) That foule

hunch-back'd [Felt, and jst Qo. bunch-back'd] Toad. 1633

J. HAYWARD tr. Biondfs Banisli'd Virg. 145 The babe . .

was now growne hunch-back'd. 1678 DRYDEN & LEE

(Edipus in. i, To take that hunch-backed monster to my
arms ! 1711 DENNIS Kefl. Ess. Crit. (RJ, As stupid and as

venomous as a hunch-back'd toad. 1809 Med. Jrnl. XXI.
283 A third.. is very much hunchbacked. 1855 MACAULAY
Hist, Eng. xix. IV. 410 The hunchbacked dwarf who urged
forward the fiery onset of France.

Hunched (honft), a. Also huncht. [f.
HUNCH

sb. or v. + -ED.] Having or bowed into a hump ;

hump-backed ; fig. apt to
'
set one's back up ',

'

stuck-up '.

1656 Choice Drolleries 51, 1 love thee for thy huncht back,
Tis bow'd although not broken. 1769 PENNANT Zool. III.

213 A very singular variety of perch : the back is quite
hunched. 1804-6 SYD. SMITH Elem. Sk. Mar. Phihs. (1850)

141 Imitating a drunken man, or a clown, or a person with

a hunched back. 1859 TENNYSON Guinevere 41 If a man were

halt or hunch'd, in him . . Scorn was allow'd as part of his

defect. 1870 E. PEACOCK RalfSkirl. 1. 146 They do say. .

that they're strange, and huncht, and proud. 1883 STEVEN-

SON Treas. Isl. i. iii,
He was hunched, as if with age or

weakness.

Hu-nchet. [f. HUNCH sb. 3 + -ET.] A small
' hunch '

or lump.
1790 GROSE Provinc, Gloss.(ed. 2\ Hunchet, a diminutive of

hunch. 1892 MRS. CROSSE Red-letter Days I. 89 A hunchet

of cheese.

Hunchy (ho-nfi), a. [f.
HDNCH sb. + -T.]

Having a hunch ; humped, humpy.
1840 DICKENS Old C. Shop v, I'm a little hunchy villain

and a monster, am I ? 1881 R. B. WATSON in Jrnl. Linn.

Soc XV. 404 Eleven, .strong, but narrow hunchy ribs.

t Huiitl, sb. and a. Obs. [OE. hund sb. neut.

= OS. hund, OHG. hunt, Goth, (hund), pi.

hunda, the original Teut. word for 100 : pre-

Teut. *kmto-m, Skr. fatdm, Gr. ()*aT<5v, L. cen-

tum, OWelsh cant (mod. cynt), Olr. eft, Lith.

szimfas, OSlav. CT>TO siito, Russ. sto. In Gothic this

primary form is found only in the plural two hunda,

frija hunda, etc.
,
which is also its ordinary use in

OHG. zwei hunt, dri hunt, though fin hunt occurs

late. In OE. hund was common in the sing, as

well as the pi. In ME., hund appears to have

become obsolete early in 131!] c.]



HUNDFOLD.
1. = HI-NUBED (OE. and early ME.).
c8g3 K. ALFRED Oros. ii. iv. 4 Senatum dan waes an

bund monna, beh heora aefter fyr[s]te wasre breo hum!.

rgjo Lindisf. Gasp. -Mark vi. 37 MiS penningum tua:m

hundum \Ags. G. mid twam hundred penegon]. r 1000

Ags. Gosp. Luke xvi. 6 Hund sestra eles. Ibid. 7 Hund
mittena hwaetes. c 1050 Byrhtftrlh's Handboc in Anglia
VIII. 298 On brim hund dajum & fif & syxti^um da^um.
r 1175 Lamb. Horn, 5 Ysaias . .iwitesede ueale hund wintr.t

er bis were. Ibid. 93 pet weren twa hun manna, c 1205
L\Y. 83 For hire weoren on ane daje hund bousunt deade.

2. The element hund- was also prefixed in OE.
to the numerals from 70 to 120, in OE. hund-

seofontig, hund-eahtati&, hund-nigontig, hund-

tiontig, kund-endlyftig {-sfllefti^,, Intnd-twetftig,
some of which are also found in early ME.

[No certain explanation can be offered of this hund; which

appears in OS. as ant-, Du. t- in tachtig, and may be com-

pared with -hund'm Goth, sibunte-hund, etc.
,
and Gr. -KOITH.]

r8g3 K. ALFRED Ores. i. x. i, nil hu[n]de wintrum ond

hundeahtatijum. a 1000 Cxdmons Gen. 1741 Wajrfasst

hzle wintra hsefde twa hundteonti..and fife eac. c 1000
JLFRIC Horn. I. 92 Hund-teontis jeara waes Abraham.
c 1000 in Cockayne Shrine 85 Hundteontrj and twentijr,.

t- 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt, xviii. 12 Hu ne forlaet he Jw ni$on
and hundnijontiz on jam muntum ? c 1160 Hatton Gosp.
Matt, xviii. 22 OSoe seofen hundseofentij siSan. c 1200

Trin. Coll. Horn. 51 On fcralshipe hie wuneden two and sixti

wintre, and sume hund seuenti wintre fulle.

Hund, ot)5. form of HOCXD.
t Hu'lldfold, a., adv., and st>. Obs. Also

hunfold. [f.
HUND + -feald, -/aid, -FOLD.] =

HUNDREDFOLD.
c IOOO./ELFRIC Horn. I. 338 Hundfeald setel is fulfremed.

tuft Lamb. Horn. 21 Hunfold mare is cristes eie. Ibid.

147 Heo sculen underfon hundfalde mede.

Hundred (hundred), sb. and a. Forms : a. I-

hundred, i -reed, 3 Orm. hunndredd, 3-5 hon-

dred, 3-7 hundered, 4 houndred, 4-6 hun-

drid(e, -ryd, 5-6 hondered, -ryd ; 3-4 hund-,
bond-, houndret, 4 hunderet, -it, 4 hund-,
hondird. hundyrd, 4-8 hunderd, 5 -urd, -yrt,

honderd, -ert(e. P. : hundraU, -ret!, 4 -rej>(e,

(-rloht), 4-5 -rith, 4-7 -reth, houndreth, 5 hun-

drethe, 5-6 -ryth(e, 6 hundereth, honderyth,
-drath ;

'6 (9 dial.) hunderth. 7. (Chiefly Sc.)

3-5 hundre, 4 hondre, 4- hunder, 5-6 hundir,

-yr, 9 dial, hunner. [OE. hundred, pi. -red,

-redu, neut.,
= OFris. hundred, -erd, hondert, OS.

hunderod (MLG. hundert, MDu. hondert(d\ Du.

honderd), late OHG. (MHG.,Ger.) hundert, ON.
handrail (pi. -oS) (Sw. hundra, Da. hundrede),

corresp. to a Gothic type *!iunda-ra}, lit. the tale

or number of 100 (-ra)>, -rd]>, related to rajijan to

reckon, tell, rafjS reckoning, number). Other

OE. words for 'hundred' were HUNT) (q.v.), and

hund-tiontii
= ON. tlo leger, OHG. zehanzug, ce-

hanzd, Gothic taihuntihund, taihuntailiund. The
word hundi-aS in ON. orig. meant 120

; later, 120

and 100 were distinguished as hundrati lol/r/tt
' duodecimal hundred

' and hundraS tlr/tt
' decimal

hundred '. In English the word has been usually

applied to the decimal hundred, but remnants of

the older usage remain : see sense 3. The hun-

drath, -reth forms are from ON., as are prob.

hundre, hunder, etc. : cf. Sw. hundra.]
1. The cardinal number equal to ten times ten,

or five score : denoted by the symbols 100 or C.

a. As sb. or quasi-sb., with plural.

(a) In singular. Usually a (arch, an) hundred,

emphatically one hundred; in phrases expressing

rate, the hundred.
la (t upon, t at, t/<"") the hundred (in reckoning interest,

etc.) ; now usually expressed by
'

per cent.'

The construction (when there is any) is in OE. with gen.

pi., later with c/and a pi. noun. In mod. Eng. this is

limited to definite things (e.g. a hundred of the men, of
those men, of them) ; except in the case of measures of

quantity, e. g. a hundred of bricks, we do not now use this

constr. before a noun standing alone (e.g. a hundredof men),
but substitute the constr. in b. But a hundred is construed

with a plural verb, e.g. a hundred of my friends were chosen ;

a second hundred were then enrolled.

C9SP Lindisf. Gosp. Matt, xviii. 28 HundraS scillinga

[Rnshv. G. hundred denera; Ags. Gosp. an hund peneja].
f looo Ags. Ps. (Th.) Ixxxix. [xc.J 10 peah be heora hundred
seo. r 1200 ORMIN 6078 All swa summ illc an hunndredd
iss Full tale, a 1300 Cursor M. 6977 It was na folk bam
moght wit-stand, pat an hundreth moght for-chace. 1450-

1530 Myrr. our Ladye 309 Twyes syxe tymes ten, that ys
to a hundereth and twenty. c*$4oPilgr. T. 50 in Thynne"s
Animadv. (1865) App. i. 78 A-mongst an hundreth.. of
thes religyuse brethren. 1553 GRESHAM in Burgon Life
(1839) I. 132 To lett upon interest for a xii monthes daye,
after xiii upon the hundred. 1575-85 ABP. SANDYS Serm.
(Parker Soc.) 203 The lender not content to receive less

advantage than thirty at the hundred. 1617 MORYSON Itin.
ill. 91 For gaine of fifty in the hundred. 1648 NETHERSOLF.

Self-condemned i. A
ij b, Not one of an hundred of them

could tell. 1663 GERBIER Counsel I) iv b, About one
hundred of Leagues. 1692 BF.NTLEY Boyle Lect. 159 'Tis

above a hundred to one against any particular throw, .with
four cubical dice. 1737 POPE Hor. Ep. i. vi. 75 Add one
round hundred. 1885 Times (weekly ed.) 17 Apr. 9^4
Tickets fabricated by the hundred.

(b) In plural : hundreds. [OE. hundred, -n,

neuter, ME. hundredes.]

456

In Aritlt. often ellipt. for the digits denoting the number
of hundreds : cf. units, tens.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Mark vi. 40 Hi oa sajton hundredon and

fiftison. cioso Suppl. jElfric's Gloss, in Wr.-Wulckcr

176/26 Centurias, ^etalu, nel heapas, uel hundredu. c 1275
LAY. 27830 Of alle pan hundredes pat to-hewe were, a 1300
Cursor M. 8886 O quens had he [Solomon] hundrets seuen.

c 1380 WYCLIF Last Age Chirche in Todd Three Treat, p.

xxvi, Two and twenty hundriddis of jeeris. c 1425 Crajl
Nombrynge (E. E. T. S. ) 28 So mony hundrythes ben in

be nounbre bat schal come of be multiplicacioun of be ylke
2 articuls. 1542 RECORDS Gr. Artes 118 a, His place is the

voyde space next aboue hundredes. 1613 Pl'RCHAS Pil-

grimage (1614) no Governours of thousands, hundreths,
fifties and tens. 1617 MORVSON Itin. in. 78 Great store of

red Deare . . which the Princes kill by hundreds at a time.

1859 DARUIN Orig. Spec. iii. (1878) 52 One fly deposits
hundreds of eggs. 1876 DIGBY Real Prop. i. 3 The body of

invaders is a regular army . . divided into hundreds
'

of

warriors. Mod. Some hundreds of men were present.

(c) After a numeral adjective, hundred is com-

monly used as a collective plural, with the same

construction as in fa\ (Cf. dozen."'

c 1050 ByrhtfcrtKs Handtoc in Anglia VIII. 303 prittis

siSon seofon beoS twa hundred & tyn. a noo t 1
. K. Chron.

(Laud MS.) an. 656 ? n Seox hundred wintra. c izoo

ORMIN 6071 purrh tale off fowwerr hunndredd. c 1205 LAY.

613 Six hundred of his cnihten. c 1340 Cursor HI. 13345

(Fairf.) pe folk him folowed..be many hundre & thousande.

c 1460 Battle ofOtterbournc 260 Ofnyne thowsand Ynglyssh
men Fyve hondert cam awaye. 1668 HALE Pref. Rollc's

Abridgm. 3 These many hundred of years. 1719 J. T.
PHILIPPS tr. Thirty Four Confer. 105 He deluded m.my
hundred of Women [mod. many hundred w., 0r hundreds of

w.] 178* COWPER Loss of Royal George ii, Eight hundred

of the brave. Mod. He lost several hundred of his men in

crossing the river.

b. As adj. or quasi-adj., followed immediately

by a plural (or collective) noun.
In OE. sometimes used as a true adjective, either invariable

(like other cardinal numbers above three), or declined in con-

cord with its sb. The use in later times may be regarded
either as a continuation of this, or as an ellipsis of of before
the noun. The word retains its substantival character so far

as to be always preceded by a or some adjective (numeral,

demonstrative, possessive, relative, or interrogative). Either

the sing, or the collective pi. is used, as in a (a\ M. Cf.

dozen, which has precisely parallel constructions.

'975 Kiafav. Gosp. Mark vi. 37 MiS peningum twaem
hundreSum. ciooo Ags. Gosp. ibid., Mid twam hundred

penejon. c 1200 Vices $ Virtues 113 Swo mani5e hundred
wintre. 1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 2342 An hondred kni^tes.

a 1300 Cursor M. 22747 Pe hundret and be busand knightes.
f 1340 Ibid. 10399 (Fairf.) These hundird shepe that were
ther. c 1420 Sir Amadace (Camden) xii, Thre hundrythe
pownde Of redy monay. (-1470 HENRY Wallace I. 126

poundes. 1579 FL -

Popes in a rowe. 1611 BIBLE Transl. Pref. 5 Within a few

hundreth yeeres after Christ. 1665 HOOKE Microgr. 216 A
hundred and twenty five thousand times bigger. 1782
COWPER Loss ofRoyal George vi, With twice four hundred
men. 1818 SHELLEY Rev. Islam iv. xxxii, Manyamountain
chain which rears Its hundred crests aloft. 1864 BOWKN

Logic x. 325 After one hundred millions of favourable in-

stances, .thehundred-million-and-first instance should be an

exception. Mod. The hundred and one odd chances.

(b) Phrase. The HundredDays, the period ofthe restora-

tion of Napoleon Bonaparte, after his escape from Elba,

ending with his abdication on 22 June 1815.

c. The cardinal form hundred is also used as an

ordinal when followed by other numbers, the last

of which alone takes the ordinal form : e. g.
' the

hundred-and-first ',

' the hundred-and-twentieth ',

'the six-hundred -and-fortieth part of a square
mile '.

2. Often used indefinitely or hyperbolically for

a large number : cf. thousand. (With various

constructions, as in I.)
a 1300 Cursor M. 17031 He has a hundret sith Dublid bis

ilk pain. 1362 LANGL. P. PI. A. vi. n An hundred of am-

polles on his hat seeten. a 1450 Knt. i/f la Tour (1868) 131

God rewardithe her in this worldely lyft", hundred sithe

more after the departinge oute of this world. 1513 DOUGLAS
/Eneis II. iv.[v.] 2 A fer gretar wondir And mair dreidfull

to cativis be sic hundir. 1573 J. SANFORD Hours Recreat.

(15761 12 That one growing misorder breed not an hundred.

1638 F. ^mmsPamt. ofAncients 66 Altered into a hundred

severall fashions and shaoes. 1738 SWIFT Pol. Comiersat.

p. xlvi, How can she acquire those hundreds of Graces and

Motions, and Airs ? 1848 THACKERAY / 'an. Fair xiii, You
and Mr. Sedlcy made the match a hundred years ago. 1885

Times 20 Feb. 5/1 The hundred and one forms of small

craft used by the Chinese to gain an honest livelihood.

3. In the sale of various commodities, often used

for a definite number greater than five score ; see

quots. : esp. Great or long hundred, usually = six

score, or a hundred and twenty.
1460 Househ. Ord. (1790) 102 Salt fishe for Lent . . at 204

[sic, but Terror] to the hundred. 1533-4 Act 25 Hen. VIII,
c. 13 1 2 The nomber of the C. of shepe . . in some countrey
the great C where .vj. Score is accompted for the C. 1601

F. TATE Househ. Ord. Edvi. II (1876) 61 Of somme manner
of fish the hundred containeth six score, and of some other

sort, nine score. 1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. v. 260/2 Ling,

Cod, or Haberdine, have 124 to the Hundred. 1727-41

CHAMBERSC>IT/. s.v.,Deal boards are sixscore to the hundred,

ng ten shillings the hundred ot six score, or a penn.

a-piece. 1859 SALA Tai. round Clock (1861) 16 Fresh her-

rings are sold from the vessel by the long hundred (130). 1886

! Glasgow Her. 13 Sept. 4/2 A mease (of herring] . . is five

|
hundreds of 120 each.

HUNDRED.
4. EUipticnl uses. a. = HUNDREDWEIGHT.
1542 RFcOKnECr. A ties (15751 2O3 An hundred is not iu^t

loo, but is 112 pounde. 1743 Loud, <r Country Brciv. \\.

(ed. 2) 322 Three hundred Weight of Coals make but a
hundred of Coaks. 1776 G. SEMPLE Building in ll'ater 37
This Ram is only four hundred and a half.

b. A hundred of some other weight, measure, or

quantity.
1538 Yation Clmrch-M.Acc. (Som. Rec. Soc.) 152 Payd for

ij hundryth of bords to make y Church coffur .iiij*. raj*.

1703 Moxo* Mcch. Excrc. 258 An Hundred of Lime, being
25 Bushels, or an hundred Pecks. 1703 T. N. City >,- C.

Purchaser 214 Oak is worth sawing is, 8rf. per hundred, . .

That is the hundred Superficial Feet. 1873 BEDFORD
Sailor's Pocket Bk. \. (ed. 2) 367 Books of gold leaf contain

twenty-five leaves. Gilders estimate their work by the

number of 'hundreds' it will take (meaning one hundred

leaves) instead of the number of !>ooks.

C. A hundred pounds (of money).
1543 BECON Policy i>fl!'nm\\'k=.. (1560-3)1. isgThepreste

. . maye dispende hondreds yearely, and do nought for it.

'599 B. JONSON Ev. Man out of Hum. n. iii, [He] may
dispend some seven or eight hundred a year. 1728-49 [see

Com. a. -]. 1771 SMOLLETT Humph. C/. ii June, I'll bet a

cool hundred he swings before Christmas. 1806 SURR
Winter in Land. led. 3) II. 150 It. .contained three bank-
notes for one hundred each. 1855 Cornwall 257 Laying out

a few hundreds. 1876 T. HARDY KthellxrtaW&ga) 411 Faith

and I have three hundred a year between us.

d. A hundred years, a century. Obs. exc. dial,

n 1656 Bp. HALT. R cm. Wks. (1660) 298 Even in the second
hundred (so antient . . this festivity is). 1883 Longm. Mag.
Oct. 638 Since the last year of the last 'hunner '.

6. In England (and subseq. in Ireland) : A sub-

division of a county or shire, having its own
court ; also formerly applied to the court itself : cf.

COUNTY 1
4. Chiltern Hundreds : see CHILTERN.

Most of the English counties were divided into hundreds ;

but in some counties ivapentakes, and in others ivardSj ap-

pear as divisions ofa similar kind. Theprigin of the division

into hundreds, which appears already in QE. times, is ex-

ceedingly obscure, and very diverse opinions have been

given as to its origin.
'
It has been regarded as denoting

simply a division of a hundred hides of land ; as the district

which furnished a hundred warriors to the host ; as repre-

senting the original settlement of the hundred warriors ; or

as composed of a hundred hides, each of which furnished a

single warrior
'

(Stubbs Const. Hist. I. v. f 45).
'

It is certain

that in some instances the hundred was deemed to contain

exactly too hides of land
'

(F. W. Maitland). The hundred,
OHG. (Alemannisch) huntari, huntrc, was a subdivision of

the gau in Ancient Germany ; but connexion between this

and the English hundred is not clearly made out.

( 1000 Laws of Edgar I. (title} pis is seo Jerasdnyss, hu
mon bset hundred healdan sceal. Ibid. c. 3 And se man be

his forsitte, and baes hundredes dom forsace . . sesylle man
pam hundrede xxx peninga, and set bam sefteran cyrre syxtiR

penega, half bam hundrede, half bam hlaforde. c 1000 Laws
ofEthelred I. c, i. 2 Nime se hlaford twefcen getreowe
bejenas innan bam hundrede. ? (71143 WILL. MALMESB.
fiesta Reg. n 122 Centurias quas dicunt hundiez, et deci-

mas quas thethineas vocant instituit [Elfredus]. 1292
BRITTON i. i. 13 En counteez et hundrez et en Court de

chescun fraunc tenaunt. laid. iii. 7 De amercier mil

homme en court de baroun ne en hundred, c 1325 Poem
Times Ediv. II 469 in Pol. Songs (Camden) 344 And thise

assisours, that comen to shire and to hundred Damneth men
for silver. 1450 J. PASTON Petit, in P. Lett. No. 77 I. 107
In the courtes of the hundred. 1463 MARC. PASTON Ibid.

No. 510 II. 201 Endytyd..by the enquest of Fourhoo
hunder. 1480 CAXTON Descr. Brit. 20 In Yorkshire ben

xxij hondredis. 1559 '" Strype Ann. Ref. (1824) I. 11. App.
vii. 400 There is. .in every houndrethe one head counstable.

1588 FRAUNCE Laiviers Log. I. xii. 52. 1632 MASSINGER

City Madam i. ii, Thy sire, constable Of the hundred.

1656 EVELYN Mem. 8 July, [Dedham] a clothing town, as

most are in Essex, but lies in the unwholesome hundreds.

1748 De Foe's TourGt. Brit. I. 7 (D.) From hence (Tilbury

Fort] there is nothing for many miles together remarkable

but a continued level of unhealthy marshes called The Three

Hundreds, till we come before Leigh. 1765 BLACKSTONE
Comm. Introd. iv. 115 As ten families of freeholders made

up a town or tithing, so ten tithings composed a superior

division, called a hundred, as consisting of ten times ten

families. 1806-7 J- BERESFORD Miseries Hum. Life (1826)

n. xxx, On a visit in the Hundreds of Essex. 1874 STUBBS
Const. Hist. I. v. 96 The union of a number of townships for

the purpose of judicial administration, peace, and defence,
formed what is known as the hundred^ or icapentake.

1876 DIGBY Real Prop. i. 3 It is impossible to trace the

exact links of connexion between the hundreds of warriors

who constituted the sub-divisions of the Teutonic army and
the territorial hundred of later times ; there can however be

no question that the two are connected. 1886 Act 49 $ 50
/ 'let. c. 38 Whereas by law the inhabitants of the hundred
or other area in which property is damaged by persons

riotously and tumultuously assembled together are liable in

certain cases to pay compensation for such damage, and it

is expedient to make other provision [etc.] .-85.. the

amount required to meet the said payments shall he raised

as part of the police rate. 1888 Act 51 * 52 Viet. c. 41 3

There shall be transferred to the council of each county. .

The making, assessing, and levying of county, police,

hundred, and all rales. Ibid. 8 100 The expression 'divi-

sion of a county', in.. this Act. .includes any hundred,

lathe, wapentake, or other like division.

b. A division of a county in the British American

colonies or provinces of Virginia, Maryland, Dela-

ware, and Pennsylvania, which still exists in the

state of Delaware.
1621 Ordin. Virginia 24 July in Stilh Hist. Virginia App.

iv. 33 The other council, .shall consist for the present, of the

said council of state, and of two burgesses out of every town,

hundred, or other particular plantation. 1637-8 in Archives

ofMaryland III. 5Q Whereas the west side of St. Georges
river is now . . thought fit to be erected into a hundred by the

name of St. Georges hundred. 1683 Col. Rec. Pennsyh: I.
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21 Power to Divide the said Countrey and Islands, into

Townes, Hundreds and Counties. 1888 HIIYCE Amer.
Conitniv. II. xlviii. 224 notc t

In Maryland hundreds, which
still exist in Delaware, were for a long time the chief ad-

ministrative divisions. 1896 P. A. HKTCK F.con. Hist* Vir~

finia I. 210 At certain intervals .. houses were put up, the

occupants of which formed a guard . . for the population of

the Hundreds.

f c. Proverb. Obs.

1546 J. HEVWOOD Prov. (1867* 76 What ye wan in the

hundred ye lost in the sheere. 1625 BACON Ess., Empire
(Arb.) 307 Taxes, and Imposts vpon them [merchants] doe

scldomegood to the Kings Reuenew; For that that he winnev

in the Hundred, he leeseth in the Shire. 1682 BUNVAN Holy
1! rtrfR.T.S.) 297 They are Mr. Penny Wise-pound-foolish,
and Mr. Get-i' th' Hundred-and-lose-i-the-Shire.

f 6. A game at cards. Obs. (Cf. CENT 2
.)

1636 DAVEXANT Wits \. ii, Their glad sons are left seven

for their chance, At hazard, hundred, and all made at sent.

1652 URQUHART Jewel Wks. 11834) 277 As we do of card

kings in playing at the hundred.

7. Hundreds and thousands : a name for very
small comfits.

c 1830 (Remembered in use]. 1894 G. EGERTON AVy-
notes 137 Little cakes with hundreds and thousands on top.

8. Comb. a. In sense i (or 2). (a) altiib., as

hundred-work, sawyers' work paid for by the

hundred (square feet) ; () in adj. relation with a

noun in the plural, as hundred-eyes, name for

the plant Periwinkle (J'inta) ; hundred-legs, a

centipede; also with a noun in the singular,

forming adjectival compounds, in sense Having,

containing, measuring, etc. a hundred (of what is

denoted by the second element), as hundred-foot^

-franc, -leafy -mesh, -mile, -petal, -pound (e.g. a

hundred-franc piece, a hundred-found note} \ so

hundred-pounder, a cannon firing shot weighing
a hundred pounds each (see POUNDER) ; (c) para-

synthetic, as h itndred-cititd, -footed, -gated, -handed,

-headed, ~hued, -leaved, -throated, etc., adjs.

1855 KINGSLEY Heroes^ Theseus \\. 237 Minos, the King of

*hundred-citied Crete. 1882 Rep. to Ho. Repr. Free. Met,

U. S. 264 A * loo-foot shaft. 1646 SIR T. BROWXE Pseud. Ep.
HI. xv. 142 The Scolopendra or ^hundred footed insect. 1742
YOUNG Nt. Th. ix. 922 Thy *hundred-gated Capitals. 1876
GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. Ill.xxxviii. 131 The hundred-gated
Thebes. 1805 W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. III. 266 The
''hundred-handed Briareus. 1591 PERCIVALL

Sf. Diet.,

Cien cafofas, *hundred headed thistle. 1601 HOLLAND
Pliny II. 83 To bring forth these *hundred-leafe Roses.

1811 A. T. THOMSON Loud. Disp. (18181 345 The petals of
the *Hundred-leaved Rose. 1808 BENTHAM Sc. Reform 50
A bone breaking *hundred mile road. 1692 Land. Gaz.
No. 2831/4 Lost. .an *Hundred Pound Bag. 1684 J. PETER
Siege Vienna 109 Mortar-piece, a *hundred pounder. 1842
TEXXYSOH Vis. of Sin 27 As 'twere a "hundred-throated

nightingale. 1703 T. N. City $ C. Purchaser 239 Some
Sawyers claim it as a Custom, to have half Breaking-work,
and the other half *Hundred-work.

b. In sense 5. Hundred-court, in Eng. Hist.

the court having civil and criminal jurisdiction
within a territorial hundred ; thundred-man, OE.
hundredes-man, the constable or officer of the

hundred, =HUNDREDEBI; t hundred-mote, the

assembly of the hundred, the hundred-court ;

f hundred-penny, a tax or payment anciently
levied in a hundred.

1671 F. PHILLIPS Reg. Keeess. 508 Unless he could not in

the Century, or *Hundred-Court obtain any Remedy. 1789
W. HUTTON (title) History of the Hundred Court. 1874
STUBBS Const. Hist. I. v. 104 The hundred court was
entitled to declare folk right in every suit, a 1000 Laivs of
Edgar i. c. 2 Gyf neod on handa stande, cySe hit man
bam *hund redes-men, and he sy36an bam teoSing-mannum.
Ibid, c. 4 Buton he hsebbe bas hundredes mann[es] gewit-
nyssa, oSSe baes teo3ingmannes, \zy^-f^RentaliaGlaston.
(Som. Rec. Soc.) 210 Et namiat cum hundrcdmanno in hun-
dredo. 1874 STUBBS Const. Hist. I. v. 102 On analogy. .we

may fairly maintain that the original hundred-man or hun-
dredes-ealdor was an elected officer, and the convener and

constituting functionary of the court which he held. 1839
KEIGHTLEY ///j/. Eng. I. 77 The Hundred also had its Court,
named the ^Hundred or Folc-Mote. 1874 GREEN Short
Hist. iii. 3. 125 The Charter was. .sworn to at every hun-
dred-mote. 1189-95 Charter in \\'etherhal Register (1897)

30 Et omnes terrae ad earn pertinentes . . sint quiete . . de

'"'hundredpeni et de thethingepeni et de legerwite. 1293
Rolls Parlt. I. 115/1 Liberi et quieti ab omni Scotto. .et de

Hidagio. .Hundredespeny, Borchafpeny, Thethyngpeny.
Hundred (as ordinal) : see HUNDREDTH.

fHundredaghte. Obs. rare. In^ondredajte.
[app. an analogical formation after pritlajte, zixti-

a$te, for OE. j>rittgo<$e, sixtigotSe.] Hundredth
;

hundredfold.

1340 Ayenb. 234 J>o bet bye]? ine spoushod. .habbeb bet

britta^te frut. J>o ^et byep in wodewe-hod habbep pet
zixtiaste frut. J>o bet loke[> maydenhod habbep pet

hondredajte frut. .. pet zed [>et yil
into be cuode londe

fructefide of one half to be britta^te, of oper half to

zixtiaste and of be bridde half to be hondredaate.

Hnndredal (hwndredal), a. [f. HUNDRED 5
-f- -AL.] Of or pertaining to a territorial hundred.
1862 Collect. Archseol. I. 12 Single manors having a

hundredal franchise were often called hundreds. 1875
STUBBS Const, Hist. III. xxl. 564 The ancient towns in

demesne of the Crown, .possessed a hundredal jurisdiction,

1897 MAITLAND Domesday 4- Beyond 93 The relation of the
manorial to the hundredal Courts is curious.

Hundredary (hyndredari), [ad. med.L. hun-
dredarhts-. see next and -ABT.J
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1700 SIR H. CHAUNCY Hertford*. (1826) I. 15 The Chief
of them [Freemen] were Sheriffs, Hundredaries, and other

Judges and -Ministerial Officers in their several Counties.
1818 H ALLAH Mitt. Agesdfyzi 1. ii. n. 5. 238 Next in order
was the Centenarius or Hundredary, whose name expresses
the extent of his jurisdiction. 1850 Fraser's 3lag, XLI.
343 Every county had still its shire-mote, every nundred
its hundredary, every tything and parish its wardens.

Huudreder, -or (hc-ndredw, -pi). Also 5-6
hundrythar, hundredour, hunderder.

[f.

1 1 uxDRED 5 + -ER 2
; in med.L. hundredariits. Cf.

fentcnarius, centener^ CENTENIEU.]
1. The bailiff or chief officer of a hundred

; the

hundred-man.
[1285 Act 13 Ed'v. /, c. 38 Quia etjam vicecomites hun-

dredaril et ballivi libertatum consueverunt gravare subditos
suos. 1315 Rolls Parlt. I. 343 '2 Qe les Executions
de Brefs qe vendront as Viscontes soient faites par Jes

Hundreders, conuz & jurez en plein Conte.] 1455 Paston
Lett. No. 239 I. 330 The Kyng [Hen. VI.] beyng then in

the place of Edmoud Westley, hunderdere of the seyd toun
of Seynt Albones. 1591 LAMBARDE Archeion (1635) 38 That
Sheriffes, Coroners, Hundreders, Burgesses, Serjeants, and

Beadles, have their Courts within every their particular
limits. 1607 COWEL tnterpr. (1672), Hundreder,. .signifies
also him that hath the Jurisdiction of a Hundred, and
holdeth the hundred Court . . and sometimes it is used for

the Bayliff of an Hundred. 1761 HUME Hist. Eng. I. ii.

50 Twelve freeholders were chosen ; who, having sworn, to-

gether with the hundreder, or presiding magistrate of that

division, to administer impartial justice, proceeded to the

examination of that cause. 1874 Act 37 <$ 38 Wet. c. 45
38 Nothing in this Act shall take away. .any right or

privilege of the hundredor or hereditary sheriff of the
nundred of Cash'io.

2. An inhabitant of a hundred, especially one
liable to be impanelled on a jury.
iSot Plumpton Corr. (Camden) 159 All these that Is at

the end of the names ar Hundrythars. 1543-4 ^ct 35
Hen. VIII

i
c. 6 3 The shireffe. .shall retuine in euery

suche panell ..six sufficient hundredours at the least. 1628

COKE On Lilt. 157 a, In a plea personall, if two hundredors

appear, it suflficeth. 1647 N. BACON Disc. Govt. Eng. i.

xxv. (1739) 42 In raising of Forces one hundred were
selected ex singnlis Pagist which first were called Centen-

narii, or Hundreders, from their number. 1768 BLACKSTONE
Contm. III. ix. 161 To oblige the hundredors to make hue
and cry after the felon. 1818-48 HALLAM Mid. Ages (1872)
II. viii. 406 note, The trial by a jury, .replaced that by the

body of hundredors. 1897 MAITLAND Domesday fy Beyond
288 In order that all the hundredors may have an interest in

the pursuit of thieves, it is otherwise decreed. Halfshall go
to the hundred.

1 3. A centurion. Obs.

c 1550 CHEKE Matt, viii, 8 As Jesus cam into Capernaum,
yeer cam an hunderder vnto him and sued vnto him.

Hundredfold (hzmdredfi^ld), #., adv., and
s&. Forms : see HUNDRED ; also 2-4 -fald, 3

-feald, 3-4 -feld(e, 4 -foold, -uald, 4-6 -folde.

[f. HUNDRED + -FOLD. Cf. ON. hundraft-falda,
MHG. hundertoalt) Ger. hundertfalt, -fiillig.

OE.
had hundfeald.~\
A. adj. A hundred times as much or as many.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 203 He shal fon ber-to-yenes hun-
dredfold mede. cizoo ORMIN 19903 He wollde. .Hiss mede
jeldenn hunndreddfald Forr liise gode dedess. 1552 HULOET,
Hundreth folde, centitplex.

B. adv. A hundred times (in amount).
a 1200 Moral Ode 54 He hit seal finden eft her and hundred

fald mare. Ibid. 247 per is fur bet is undret fald hattre

bene bo ure.

b. Now always a (an} hundredfold.
(71320 Cast. Love 1189 He that alle thyng may welde,

Dowbled his peyne an hondred felde. 1340 Ayenb. 191

pet god wolde yelde an hondreduald al bet me yeaue. c 1400
MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxiv. 112 Mare acceptable -. ban if he

gafe him a hundreth falde so mykill. 1797 GODWIN En-

quirer i. ix. 82 It diminishes them a hundred fold. 1840
MACAULAY Ess., Ranke (1854) II. 135 Armies which out-

numbered them a hundredfold.

C. sb. 1. A hundred times the amount or

number.
tiX7S Lamb. Horn. 137 Eower weldede seal eft beon

imeten eower mede, and bi hunderfalde mare, a 1300
Cursor M. 17055 (Cott.) But o ioi an hundret fald, he
dublid be bi sang. 1382 WvcLiFGVw.xxvi. 12 Isaac. .sowide
In that loond, and he fonde that jeer the hundryd foold.

1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xiu. 158 He shal haue an hundred-
folde of heuene-ryche blisse. 1526 TINDALE Matt, xiii. 8

Some an hundred fold, some fifty fold, some thyrty folde.

1655 MILTON Sonn., Massacre Piedmontt That from these

may grow A hundredfold, who.. Early may fly the Baby-
lonian woe. 1747 CHF.STERF. Lit. to Prior 6 May, Seed . .

which indeed produced one hundred fold.

2. A local name for Lady's Bedstraw, Galium

vernrn, from its numerous crowded blossoms.

1853 G. JOHNSTON Nat. Hist. E. Bord. I. 100 As the

flowers are exceedingly numerous and clustered, our common
people call the plant A Hnndred-fald.
Hundredth, (hzrndredb), a. and $b. (Also 4-6

hundreth, 4 hurfdret, -re, -ride, 5 hondred,
7 hundred), [f. HUNDRED + -TH. Of late for-

mation: OE. had no ordinal from hnnd or hundred \

ME. sometimes used forms identical with the car-

dinal, as is still done dialectally.] The ordinal

numeral belonging to the cardinal HUNDRED.
A. adj. 1. Coming last in order of a hundred

successive individuals.

1483 Cath. Angl. 192/1 Hundreth, centuw, centenus..

ce>iteis]iwus. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 88/44 V Hundreth,
centesimns. 1630 DRAY ION Noah's Flood (R.), On the six

hundredth year of that just man, The second month, the

HUNGARIAN.
seventeenth day began That horrid deluge. 1631 R.
ISvFiELU Doctr. Sabh. 14 The one hundred generation.
1841 W. SPALDING llaly <$ //. Isl. I. 103 Extending to the
hundredth milestone.

2. Hundredth part : one of a hundred equal
parts into which a whole is or may be divided.
a 1300 Cursor M. 23140 J>e hundret [Go'tt. hundreth, F.

hundre, Tr. hundride] part i mai noght mele, 1413 Pilgr.
Sowle (Caxton) v. i. (1859) 71, I sawe therof not the hondred
part, a 1600 HOOKIIK <JJ, We shall not need to use the
hundredth part of that time. 1665 HOOKE Microgr. 213
Not above a four or five hundredth part of a well grown
Mite. 1790 BURKE Fr. Rev. Wks. V. in [He] has not

power left . . by the hundredth part sufficient to hold together
this collection of republicks. 1833 N. ARNOTT Physics I. 39
Compressed . -so as to have bulk about a hundredth part less.

B. sb. A hundredth part.
1774 C. J. PHIPPS I'oy. N. Pole 124 Divided . . by a Vernier

division into hundredths of an inch. 1800 YOUNG in Phil.
Trans. XCI. 40 We will therefore call this distance 12
hundredths. 1861 MILL Utilit.\\. 26 Ninety-nine hundredths
of all our actions are done from other motives.

Hundredweight (hz?-ndredw^t). [f. HUN-
DRED + WEIGHT. The plural is unchanged after

a numeral or an adj. expressing plurality, as ma/ty,']
An avoirdupois weight equal to 1 1 2 pounds ; prob.
originally to a hundred pounds, whence the name.
Abbreviated cwt. (formerly C.).
Locally it has varied from 100 to 120 Ib. ;

l
in the United

States a hundredweight is now commonly understood as
ico pounds

'

(Cent. Diet.}.

[1542 see HUNDRED 4 a.] 1577 HARRISON England in. i.

(1877) n. 4 Such [horses] as are kept also for burden, will

cane foure hundred weight commonlie. 1672 PETTY Pol.
Anat. (1691) 53 The said quantity of Milk will make 2^ C.
of Raw-Milk-Cheese, and i C. of Whey-Butter. 1700 T.
BROWN tr. Fresny's Aimtsem. Set: < Com. 65 [She] could
as soon fly with a Hundred Weight of Lead at her Heels.

1858 GKEBMBR Gunnery 303 An anchor-shank weighing some
hundredweights. 1861 ANSTED Channel Isl. iv. App. A
(ed. 2) 564 The Jersey local hundred weight consists of 104
Jersey pounds, and the Guernsey hundred weight of 100

Guernsey pounds. 1895 7V///M6Mar. 10/6 The hundred-

weight of certain kinds of cheese was 112 Ib. and of others
120 Ib.

attrib. 1883 P. S. ROBINSON Saints Sinners 253 Hun-
dredweight blocks of silver bullion.

\ Hune. Nant. Obs. Also
J"

Sc. huin. [In

Layamon, app. a. ON. hi'tn-n knob at the mast-
head ; in later use prob. a. F. /nine (from Norse)
in same sense. Cf. HOUND j. 2

]
= HOUND sb.% i.

("1205 LAV. 28978 Seil heo drojen to hune. a 1605 MONT-
GOMERIE Misc. Poems xlviii. 93 Vp uent our saillis, tauntit
to the huins. 1764 VEICHT in Phil. Trans. LIV. 286 The
main-top-mast had great pieces carried from it, from the
hunes down to the cap, at the head of the main-mast.

Hune, van of HONE sb? Obs., delay. Hun-
frame, var. UNFRAME Obs., evil, disadvantage.

Hunfysh, obs. f. HOUNDFISH.

Hung (hz7rj),///. a. [pa. pple. of HANG v.]
1. Suspended, attached so as to hang down, etc. ;

see the vb. Often with qualification, as well, ill.

1663 K. HAWKINS Youth's Beha-v. 97 Annulet, a thing hung
about the neck. 1678 Quack's A cad. 6 A Tongue well hung.
1771 SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. 26 June, The carriage is.. well

hung. 1894 Athcn&itm 22 Sept. 393/2 In all hung window
sashes means should be adopted to permit both the sashes

being removed.

b. Of meat : Suspended in the air to be cured

by drying, or (in the case of game) to become
<

high '.

1655 MOUFET & BENNET Health's Improv. (1746) 349
Country-labourers, accustomed to feed usually upon hung
Beef. 1772 NUGENT tr. Hist. Fr. Gerund 1. 106 Old ewe-

mutton, nung-meat, and household bread. 1833 MARRYAT
/'. Simple xxiii, A piece of hung beef, and six loaves. 1863
Morn. Star i Jan. 5, I have heard Dr. Hill's evidence as

to hung game being unwholesome and unfit for food.

2. Furnished or decorated with hanging things.
1648 GAGE West Ind. 16 AH her masts and tacklings hung

with paper Lanthornes. 1791 Trans. Soc. Arts IX. 33

They [peas] grew rapidly and were very well hung. 1849
MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iii. I. 385 At the larger houses of

entertainment were to be found beds hung with silk.

"t"b. Having pendent organs. Obs.

1641 BEST Farm. Bks. (Surtees) i Hunge tuppes are such

as have both the stones in the codde. c 1645 HOWELL Lett.

(1650) I. 32 They cut offhis genitories, (and they say he was

hung like an ass). 1685 Loud. Gaz, No. 1998/4 A large
Hound Bitch.. pretty well hung, all white. 1785 GROSE
Diet. Vulg. T., Well-hung.

Hung (hurj), pa. t. and pple. of HANG v.

f Hu'ngar. Obs. [a. Ger. Ungar, med.L.

ffunmrus Hungarian.]
1. A Hungarian.
1606 G. W[OODCOCKE] tr. Hist. I-vstine Ii vj a, A while

after, himself was ouercome by the said Hungars.
2. A gold coin of Hungary. Also Hungar-doltar.
1650 FULLER Pisgah iv. ii. 29 Hungar-dollars, which are

refined to the standard of Hungarian gold. 1684 T. SMITH
Ace. City Prusa in Phil. Trans. XIV. 442 Zecchines and

Hungars for Gold, and Spanish Dollars and Zalotts for

Silver, .pass current among them. 1756 ROLT Diet. Trade,

Hnttgar, or Mongre^ a gold coin struck in Hungary ; and
also a money of accompt, worth about a crown sterling.

Hungarian (hurjge^-rian), a. and sb. [f.
med.L.

Hungaria HUNGARY.] A. adj.
1. Of, belonging to, or native of Hungary. Ap-

plied to things orig. made or reared in Hungary, as

Jhmgarian horse., //. leather ; Hungarian balsam,
58
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the resinous product of the Carpathian pine, Pinus

J\Iugho or Pumilio ; Hungarian bowls, a kind of

amalgamating machine, orig. used in the gold
mines of Schemnitz ; Hungarian machine, a hy-
draulic machine on the principle of Hero's foun-

tain : seequot.; Hungarian water, Hungary water.
1600 J. PORY tr. Leo's Africa n. 48 The Hungarian coine

is round. 1632 LITHGOW Trav. ix. 415 The Hungarian
miles are the longest upon earth, a 1688 VILLIERS (Dk.
Buckhm. 1 Ep, to Julian Wks. 1705 II. 92 Such Carbuncles
..As no Hungarian Water can Redress. 1829 Nat. Philos.^

Hydraulics ii. 17 (U. K.. S.) The Hungarian machine, so

called from its having been employed in draining a mine at

Chemnitz, in Hungary, produces Us action by the conden-
sation of a confined portion of air produced by the descent
of a high Column of water contained in a pipe. 1882 Garden
13 May 322/1 Hungarian Lilac will shortly be in bloom.

T" 2. Thievish, marauding ; needy, beggarly (with

play on hungry : cf. B. 2
; see Nares). Obs, slang.

1598 SHAKS. Merry IV. \. iii. 23 O base hungarian wight :

wilt y" the spigot wield? 1608 Merry Devil Edmonton
(1617} Divb, Come yee Hungarian pilchers, we are once
more come under the zona torrida of the forest.

B. sb.

1. A native or inhabitant of Hungary, a Magyar ;

a Hungarian horse
;
the language of Hungary.

1553 (title) A dialoge of comfort against tribulacion, made
by Syr Thomas More Knyght, and set foorth by the name
of an Hungarien. 1613 in Devon Iss. Excheq. Jos. 7(1836)
318 One other gray gelding, instead of one of the Hunga-
rians given to the Queen. 1668 WILKINS Real Char. i. i. !

3. 4 The Hungarian [language], used in the greatest part !

of that Kingdom. 1841 W. SPALDING Italy fy It.Isl. II. 83
Fresh invasions of the Saracens, to whom were now added
the Hungarians from the north.

j-
2. (With play on hunger.} A hungry person,

a great eater: cf. A. 2. Obs. slang.
1600-12 ROWLANDS Four Knaves (Percy Soc.) no A

monstrous eater. .Invited . . unto a gentleman, Who long'd
to see the same hungarian, And note his feeding. 1608

Merry Devil^ Edmonton (1617) C ij, Away, I .. must tend
the Hungarions. 163* D. LUPTON London iii. 12 The
middle He [of St. Paul's] is much frequented at noone with
a Company of Hungarians, not walking so much for Recrea-

tion, as neede.

tHungaric (hpngse'rik), a. Obs. [ad. med.L.

Hungaric-us; cf. HUNGARY.] = HUNGARIAN a. i.

Hungaricfever : an old name for typhns fever.

1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim. fy Min. 327 Hungarick feaver,
which is. .malignant and contagious. 1694 SALMON Bates'

Disp. (1713) 473/2 It is good against a Hungarick Fever,
which is a kind of sweating Sickness.

t Hungarish, a. Obs. rare. [f. next + -ISH.]
^HUNGARIAN.
1606 G. W[OODCOCKE] tr. Hist. Ivstine LI ij a, By his wife

of the Hungarish race hee had one sonne.

Hungary (hzrrjgari). [ad. med.L. Hungaria
(F. Hongrie}) f. Hungari^ Ungari, Ungri^ Ugri
(cf. UGBTAN), med.Gr. Ovyypot, Ger. Ungar-n,
names applied to the Hungarians, who call them-
selves Magyars.] The name of a country and

kingdom of central Europe, now forming, with
several dependent provinces, the eastern or trans-

Leithandi vision ofthe Austro-Hungarian monarchy.
Used attrib. as in Hungary water : see quots.
1698 VANBRUGH Prov. Wife v. vi, Your bottle of Hungary

water to your lady. 1^06 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Queen of
Hungry Water^ a Spirit of Wine fil I'd with the more es-

sential part of Rosemary-flowers. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cy*:/.,

Hungary Water,, .a distilled water, denominated from a

queen of Hungary, for whose use it was first prepared ; ..

made of rosemary flowers infused in rectified spirit of wine,
and thus distilled. 1813 Sporting Mag, XLI I. 129 Hungary
waters . . were brought to recover the gentleman.

Hungary, obs. form of HUNGRY.

Hunger (hzrrjgai), sb. Forms : I hungor,
1-5 hungur, i- hunger; (also 3 hounguer,
(Orfft.) hunngerr, 3-5 unger, 4 hungire, -yr,

honggir, houngur, 4-5 hongur, -yr(e, 4-6
hungre, -ir, honger, hounger, 5- hongre, -ir\

[OE. hungor, -ur = OS. hungar. MDu. hongher
(Du. honger), OHG. hungar, (MHG., Ger. hun-

ger'], ON. hungr, (Sw., Da. hunger) : OTeut.

*huygru-S\ cf. Goth, huggrjan to hunger: the

actual Goth. sb. was hiihrus, corresp. to an OTeut.

*huyhru-s ;
these imply pre-Teutonic *kunkru-,

*kkni-. Cf. Lith. kanka torment, kenkti to

ache, Gr. (gloss) Kfytcci
=

-nfivfy : see Kluge, and

Zupitza German. Gutturalel\
1. The uneasy or painful sensation caused by
want of food ; craving appetite. Also, the ex-

hausted condition caused by want of food.

c8S Ve$P. Psalter Iviii. 15 [lix. 14] Hungur SrowiaS.
a 900 CYNEWULF Crist 1660 in Exeter Bk., Nis J>er hungor
ne burst slaep ne swar leger. c 1050 Suppl. Mlfric's Gloss.
in Wr.-Wulcker 172/3 Fames, nel popina, hunger. 1154
O. E. Chron, an. 1137 p 3 Wrecce men sturuen of hungser.
a 1200 Moral Ode 231 On helle is vnger & berst. c 1290
S. Eng. Leg. I. 2/54 For strong hounguer he criede loude.
c 1375 Se. Leg. Saints, Petrus 88 Till ner for hungyre be

gaste he 3alde. a 1400-50 Alexander 4608 3e bot fede gow
with frute at flays no3t ^oure hon^ir. 1526 Pilgr. Perf.
(W. de W. 1531) 8 What nedeth meet there where shall be
no hunger? 1568 GRAFTON Chron. II. 35 After that he
would never eate nor drinke, but pyned away for hunger
and sorow. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage 11614) 836 Very
patient of labour and hunger, feasting if they have where-
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with ..and fasting other-whiles. 1791 MRS. RADCLIFFE
Rom. Forest ii, A repast which hunger and fatigue made
delicious. 1858 LYTTON IVhat will he do \. iii, I have the

hunger of a wolf,

b. personified or represented as an agent.
c 1000 A ndreas 1089 (Gr.) Hungres on wenum blates beod-

gaestes. 1363 LANGL. P. PI. A. vn. 288 Fedde hunger
georne With good Ale. 1393 Ibid, C. ix. 177 Honger have

mercy of hem, and lete me geve hem benes, 1613 PURCHAS

Pilgrimage (16141862 Some perishing in the devouring jawes
of the Ocean, and others in their selfe-devouring Miuves of

Hunger. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. 11776) II. 125 Hunger
is a much more powerful enemy to man than watchfulness,
and kills him much sooner. 1894 H. DRUMMOND Ascent
!\Ian 251 The parent of all industries is Hunger.

C. Proverbs.

1546 J. HEYWOOD Pro^>. (1867) 39 Some saie, and I feele,

hunger perceth stone wall. 1555 EDEN Decades 62 inarg.,

Hunger is the best sauce. 1607 SHAKS. Cor, i. i. 210. 1608

TOPSELL Serpents (1658) 780 Hunger breaketh stone-walls,

and hard need makes the old wife trot. 1634 SIR T. HERBERT
Trav. 12 Had they not so good a sauce as hunger. 1719
DE FOE Crusoe n. ii, Hunger knows no friend.

2. Want or scarcity of food in a country, etc. ;

dearth ; famine. Obs. or arch.

r 1000 ^LFRIC Gen. xli, 30 Hunger fondeb ealle eorban.

iiooo Ags, Gosp. Matt. xxiv. 7 Mann-cwealmas beoS and

hungras . . and eorban styrunga. a 1046 O. E. Chron. (MS.
C) an. 976 On bys jeare was se miccla hungor on Angel
cynne. ctz^oGen. % Ex. 2150 Ghe Ser him two childer

bar, Or men wur'5 of 5at hunger war. 1387 TREVISA Hidden
(Rolls) II. 441 In his dayes fil a greet honger in be lond of

Israel. i48oCAXTON Chron. Eng. cii. (1482) 83 The englyssh

peple that were escaped the grete honger and mortalyte.

1559 Homilies i. Swearing n. (1859) 78 God . . sent an uni-

versal hunger upon the whole country. 1600 HOLLAND Livy
iv. 147 These calamities began with hunger. 1847 w E-
FORSTER in T. VV. Reid Life (1888) I. vi. 196 When we
entered a village [in Ireland] our first question was,

' How
many deaths?'

' The hunger has been there', was every-
where the cry.

3. transf. and _/?". Strong desire or craving.
1548 HALL Chron., Rick. Ill 45 b, That cursed hungre

of golde and execrable thirst of lucre. 1656-9 B. HARRIS
ParivaVs Iron Age 4 The insatiable hunger of mony hath

vayled. .their understanding. 1860 GEO. ELIOT Mill on PL
I. v, This need of love this hunger of the heart. 1880
TENNYSON Battle Brunanburk xv, Earls that were lured

by the Hunger of glory. 1889 RUSKIN Prxterita III. 43 A
fit took me of hunger for city life again. 1897 Daily News
24 Sept. 8/3 This so-called

* land hunger
'

might prevail in

parts of Ireland where the possession of a small piece of
land was absolutely necessary.

^erroneously for kungri, HUNGRY.
a 1300 Cursor M. 5094 (Cott.) Fiue yeir o bis hunger tide

[other MSS. hungre, -ry, -ery]. c 1300 Ibid. 20121 (Edin.)
Nakid and hunger [other MSS. hungry, hongry] sco clad

and fed. ^1485 Digby Myst. (1882) in. 1934 J>e hungor and

J?e thorsty.

4. aftrib. and Comb. a. Of, belonging to, con-

nected with, or characteristic of hunger, as hunger-
den, -pain, -pinch, 'ivo/f, -world. b. instru-

mental, as hunger-beaten, -driven, -greedy-, -mad,

-pinched, -pressed, -stricken, -stung, -worn adjs. ;

hunger-pine vb. C. objective, as hunger-giving.
d. parasynthetic, as hunger-gutted, -paunched ^ys,.
1606 J. RAYNOLDS Dolarneys Prim. (1880) 87 Because,

that I was *hunger-beaten, I chaw'd a bit. 1843 CARLYLE
Past 4- Pr. in. ii, The Atheist world, from its utmost sum-
mits of Heaven and Westminster Hall, .down to the lowest
cellars and neglected *hunger-dens of It, is very wretched.
a 1618 SYLVESTER Hymn St. Lewis the King 489 In rags,
and *hunger-driven. 1895 Westm. Gaz. u Feb. 5/2 The
fearlessness of the hunger-driven birds. 1607 TOPSELL

Fonr-f. Beasts (1658) 373 Satisfying his *hunger-greedy
appetite. 1647 R. STAPYLTON Juvenal 67 Art thou with
th' injury of a meale so looke? So *hunger-gutted? 1805
GARY Dante, Inferno I. 44 With his head held aloft and
*hunger-mad. i8ao KEATS Isabella lix, Seldom felt she

any *hunger-pain. 1598 ROWLANDS Betraying Christ n
Like *hunger-paunched wolues prone to deuour The
lambe. 1855 BROWNING Fra Lippo 127 Admonition from
the *hunger-pinch. 1639 FULLER Holy War i. viii. (1647)
u Being well *hunger-pincht .. [he] ran away from the
rest of the Christians. 1610 Chester** Tri., En-vie 28 A
rich man *hunger-pin'd with want, a 1756 COLLINS Ode
Pop.Snperst. Highl. 164 *Hunger-prest Along th' Atlantick

rock undreading climb. 16x4 T. ADAMS Fatal Banquet i.

Wks. 1861 I. 161 Hath any gentleman the *hunger-worm
of covetousness? 1838 DICKENS O. Twist xxiii, Many
*hunger-worn outcasts close their eyes in our bare streets.

e. Special combs. : f hunger-bane, death by
hunger, starvation ;

so f hunger-baned adj. ,

starved; -j-hunger-bedrip, a kind of BEDRIP or

harvest service at which the lord gave the tenants

food
; hunger-belt, a beltworn round the abdomen,

and continually tightened to alleviate the pangs of

hunger; -j- hunger-bond, necessity arising from

famine; hunger-flower, a species of Whitlow-

grass, Draba incana, so called because it grows in
'

hungry
'

soils (Cent. Diet.} ; hunger-grass, the

grass Alopecurus agrestis : see hunger-weed ;

hunger-house, a place in which cattle are kept
for some time before being slaughtered ;

a pining-
house ; hunger-rot, f (a] a disease in cattle re-

sulting from scanty feeding ; (b} a miserly wretch

(dial.) ; hunger-trace, a flaw in the feathers of a

hawk caused by improper or scanty feeding while

the feathers are growing ; hunger-weed, a name
for Ranunculus arvensis and Alopecurus agrestis,
corn-field weeds, found especially on clayey soil.

HUNGER.
1617 MARKHAM Caval. i. 3 Nor. .that they.. for lacke of

strength die with ^hunger-bane, 1549 COVERDALE, etc.

Erasin. Par, i Cor. 12 We beyng there were *hunger-
baned and famyshed. ^1300 Cttstionals Battle - Abbey
( Cainden) 54 Ad quartam precariam, quod vocatur *Hunger-
bedrip. 1846 STOKES Disco? 1

. Australia II. xii. 395 Mr.
Pasco. .had obtained from them a 'hunger belt, composed
of wallaby furs. 1865 Daily Tel. 21 Dec. 7/1 'Tis a device
of savages to cheat an empty stomach, and is called 'the

hunger belt'. 4:1250 Gen. $ Ex. 763 Deden for he, for

*hunger bond, fejer ut into egipte lond. 1839 G. TAYLOR
Mem. Surtees in Snrtees' Durham IV. 69 He went instantly
to the *hunger-house, and set it at liberty. 1893 IVkitby
Gaz. 3 Nov. 3/6 In two instances the pining-lairs or hunger-
houses are within the shops or open directly into them.

1523 FITZHERB. Hitsb. 54 Also *hunger rotte is the worst
rotte that can be . . and . . cometh for lacke of meate, and
so for hunger they eate suche as they can fynde. 1577
B. GOOGE Hercsbach's Hvsb. in. (1586) 140 Against the
Winter rotte, or hunger rotte, you must provide to feede
them at home in Cratches. 1828 Craven Dial., Hunger-
rot, a penurious, griping wretch. 1828 SIR J. S. SEBRIGHT
Observ. Hawking 7 Young hawks should be plentifully fed,
for if they are left one day without food, the Hunger-
traces will appear. 1852 R. F. BURTON Falconry Valley
Indus iv. 42 note, The plumage will bear. .' hunger-traces ',

a flaw on the shaft and web of every feather in the body,
especially the wings and tail, often occasioning them to
break oft at the place injured. 1793 MARTYN Flora Rust.
II. 56 It [Corn Crowfoot] has the name of *Hunger\veed.
1894 Times 21 May 12/1 That most pestilent of weeds, the
slender foxtail, blackbent, or hungerweed, alopecitrus
agrestis, is already in ear and flower in corn-fields.

Hunger rjurggai), v. Forms: i hyngrau,
hingrian^hyncgrian),3-5hungre-n(4hongre-,
hengren, 5 huugyr, 6 houngir, -re, hungre), 4-
hunger. [OE. hyngran (later hingrian] QS. gi-

hungrjan, Goth, huggrjan, f. hungr-, HUNGER sb.

Cf. also OHG. kungaran. -ar6n, MHG. and Ger.

knngern, MLG., MDu. hungeren, MD. and Du.

hongeren ; OFris. hungera ;
ON. hungra, Da. hun-

gre, with a different verbal form. The normal
mod. repr. of OE. hyngr(i}an would be hinger ;

in ME. this was assimilated to the sb. hunger.]
f 1. impers. as in it hungers me ( Goth.

huggreif wik, ON. mik hungrar, OHG. mih hun-

grif)\
'
there is hunger to me ', I am hungry. (In

OE. with accus. or dat.) Obs.

950 Lindisf. Gosp. John vi. 35 Se5e cymes to me ne

hyncgre5 hine. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. ibid., Ne hingraS }>one

^e
to me cym5. c 1000 ^LFRIC Horn. I. 166 Ac si85an

him hingrode. a 1225 Ancr. R. 214 Ou schal euer bun-
gren. c 1300 Hai>elok 654 Him hungrede swithe sore.

1375 BARBOUR Bruce xiv. 432 Thame hungerit alsua weifl
sar. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. xvi. 252 Eet this when be

hungrep.
2. intr. To feel or suffer hunger, be hungry.
(7900 CYNEWULF Crist 1354 in Exeter Bk.^ ponne xe ..

gefon hingrendum hlaf. ciooo Aft. Gosp. Luke vi. ai

Eadije svnd je 3e hingriaS nu. a 1300 Cursor M. 12943,
I wat at pou has fasted lang and hungres [Trin. hongrestj
nu. a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. x. 37 Thenne mihti hen-

gren on heowe. 1340 HAMPOLE Pr. Consc. 6151, I hungerd
and yhe me fedde. 1382 WYCLIF Luke vi. 3 This, that
Dauith dide, wlianne he hungride. c 1440 Promp. Pan<.
253/1 Hungryn, or waxyn hungry.., esurt'0. 1546 J. HEY-
WOOD Prov. (1867) 28 They must hunger in frost, that will

not woorke in heete. a 1612 DONNE Bta6ava.ro<; (1644) 129
If he had not hungred till then, his fasting had had no
vertue, 1783-94 BLAKE Songs Exper., Holy Thursday
15 Babe can never hunger there. 1881 N. T. iR.V.) Matt.
iv. 2 When he had fasted forty days and forty nights, he
afterward hungered [1611 was. .an hungred].
3. transf. and_/g". To have a longing or craving ;

to long/or ; to hanker after. (With indirect pass.}
1440 Jacob's Well (E. E. T. S.) 113 pin ey3in gredyly

hungryn to se vanytees. 15*6 TINDALE Matt. v. 6 Blessed
are they which honger and thurst for [1539 after] right-

ewesnes._ 1563 WINJET Wks. (1890) II. 12 The peple
houngerit throw inlake of the heuinlie and necessare fuid of
Godis Word. 1700 FARQUHAR Constant Couple \\. iii,

Hell hungers not more for wretched souls, than he for ill-

gpt pelf. 1737 WATERLAND Rev. Doctr. Eucharist^ vi. 161
The Word was made Flesh ; which consequently is to be
hungred after for the sake of Life. 1856 MRS. BROWNING
A ur. Leigh vi. 455 Whom still I've hungered after more than
bread. 1873 HELPS Anim. $ Mast. vi. (1875) 143 If, over
and above this necessary repute, you hunger for praise.

f* 4. trans. To have a hunger or craving for
j to

desire with longing ; to hunger after. Obs.
ciooo Ags. Gosp. Matt. v. 6 Eadi?;e synt (>a Se riht-

wisnesse hjngria3 [esitriitnt iitstitiani] and byrstaS. 1382
WYCLIF ibid.) Blessid be bei bat hungren and bristun ri3t-
wisnesse. c 1440 Jacob's Well (E. E. T.S.) 113 pi mowth
hungreth gredyly delycacyes..pin erys hungryn gredyly
newe tydynges. 1563 Homilies n. Sacrament \. (1859) 444
Spiritualty they hungred it, spiritually they tasted it.

5. To subject to hunger ; to starve, famish ; to

drive or force by hunger (to, into, out, etc.).
I57SGAScoic\'E^w/^ Helium cxxx\\, The Prince to Zeland

came himsc-lfe To hunger Middleburgh. 1596 DALRYMPLE
tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. x. 313 It culd not be won be na
force except thay war hungret out. 1641 BEST Farm. Bks,
(Surtees) no Theire pasture will hunger our beasts that
are used to better keepinge. 1727 P. WALKER Life Peden
56 (Jam.) Christ minds only to diet you, and not hunger
you. 1803 S. PF.GGE Anecd. Eng. Lang. 58 note, In the
north they say of one who keeps his servants on short
commons that he hungers them. 1858 KINGSLEY Ode to N.
East Wind, Hunger into madness Every plunging pike.

1884 Daily Tel. 12 May 5/7 The Mahdi spent five months
in hungering out Obeid.

b. transf. To deprive of strength by want of

any kind; to 'starve*. ? Obs.



HUNGER-BIT.

14. . Her Camcrar. c. 23 in Scott, Slat. (1844) 700/2 (.red)

[Skinners] hunger }>er lethir in defaut of graith bat js to say
alum eggis and o)nr thingis.

Hirnger-bit, a. -next.
1549-62 STERNHOLO & H. Ps. xxxiv. 10 The Lions shall

be hungerbit, and pinde with famine much. 1671 MILTON
P. R. n. 417 Lost in a Desert here and hunger-bit, a 1711
KEN Psyche Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 201 Furious Panthers..
hunger-hi tt.

Hu'nger-bitten, a. < Bitten
'

or pinched with

hunger; lamished, starved.

1549 CHEKE Hurt Sedit. (1641) 34 When every man for

lack is hungerbitten. 1615 J. STEPHENS Satyr. E&s. 12 The
hunger-bitten Client to distresse. 18x6-17 COLERIDGE Lay
Serm. 322 A hunger-bitten and idealess philosophy.

Hungered (ho-nga-id ) , a. [Partly aphetic
form ofA-HUNGEKED, partly pa. pple. of HUNGER
v. 5.] Hungry; famished, starved.

ci4 Eng. Cong. Irel. xlvi. 116 Beseged S: hungrod.
1477 EARL RIVERS (Caxton) Dictes 21 a, He etc whansom-
euer he was hungered. 1573 Satir. Poems Reform, xlii.

636 The pepill salbe houngerit haill Of Spintuall fude.

1790 J. WILLIAMS Shrove Tuesday (1794) 21 The courier . .

bid the hunger'd eat. 1837 LYTTON E. Maltrav. i. i. 4 To
get food when I'm hungered. 1871 TENNYSON Last Tour'
nam. 713, 1 am hunger'd and half-anger'd. Mod. Sc. A puir
hungert creatur.

U A hungered^ an hungered*, improperly divided

forms of A-HUNGERED, ANHUNGERED, q.v.
1398, etc. [see A-HUNGKRED, ANHUNGERED]. 1577 B. GOOGE

Hertsback's Huso. iv. (1586) 164 Nor .. let them goe a

hungerd into the Pastures. 1841 JAMES Brigand xxiii, I

trust that supper is ready, for I am. an hungered.

Hungerer (h-trngarsA [f. HUNGER v. + -ERI.]
One who suffers hunger ; one who longs or craves.

1382 WYCLIF Isa. xxxii. 6 And voide he shal make the
soule ofthe hungrere. 1784 R. BAGE Barha.ni Downs II. 6

perate dreams of the divine Hungerer. 1843 CR
Hist. S/f. 90 The thwarted hungerer for office takes up the
miserable commonplaces of politics ; and is the radical.

Hungering^ (hy-rjgarirj), vbl. sb.
[f.

HUNGER
v. + -ING 1

.] The action of the verb HUNGER;
craving, longing.
1638 ^VILKINS New World \. (1707) i An Earnestness and

Hungering after Novelty. 1678 BUNYAN Pilgr. i. 115 He
findeth hungrings and thirstings after him. *&37 CARLYLB
Fr. Rev. I. vi. iv, France has begun her long Curriculum
of Hungering. 1891 Athenaeum 10 Jan. 51/1 The insane

hungering after quarterlngs.

Hu'llgering, ppl. a. [f. as prec. + -ING/-.]
That hungers ; nungry.
971 Blickl. Horn. 5 J?a hingrigendan he gefyllej> mid godum.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter cvi[ij, 9 Hungrand saule he filled

with gode. a, 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter cxlv. 5 He gifis mete
til hungirand. a 1882 ROSSETTI House ofLife vi, The half-

drawn hungering face.

Hence Hu'ng-eringly adv. t hungrily, longingly.
1884 ARCH. FORBES in Eng. Illustr. Mag. I. 456 Tidings

which" peoples awaited hungeringly or tremblingly.

t Huiigei'laud. Obs. [perh.
= Hungary : cf.

also HUNGEELIN.] In quot. attrib.

1632 MASSINGER City Maiiam iv. iv t Your Hungcrland
bands, and Spanish quellio ruffs.

Hivngerless, a. rare.
[f.

HUNGER sb. *

-LESS.] Free from hunger.
1620 SHELTON Quix. III. xxi. 148 Sad and sorrowful tho*

hungerless.

t Hungerlin. Obs. [? A corruption of HUN-
GERLANDJ 'A sort of short furred robe, so named
from having been derived from Hungary' (Nares\
c 1645 HOWELL Lett. I. 1. 1, It was a quaint difference the

Ancients did put 'twixt a Letter and an Oration, that the one
should be attir'd like a Woman, the other like a Man . . A
Letter or Epistle should be short-coated and closely couchd :

a Hungerlin becomes a Letter more hansomely then a gown.
1658 BURBURY Hist. Chr. Alexandra 212 The Cardinal
followed her Majesty, who had on a man's Hungerlin of

plain black Velvet with a band, and an upper safegard for

women of a dark grey colour, without which she would have
lookt like a man.

Hungerly (hsp-rjgaili), adj. Obs. or arch.
[f.

HUNGER sb. + -LY 1
.] Hungry-looking; having

a hungry, starved, or famished look.

1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. VH. 197 Ich can nat hym discryue,
So hongerliche and so holwe heruy hym-self lokede. 1555
EDEN Decades 99 Owre men were enforced to departe from
thense more hunger!y then theye came. 1506 SHAKS. Tarn.
Shr. in. ii. 177 His beard grew thinne and nungerly. 1846
MRS. GORE Eng, CJtar. (1852) 55 The linkmen of London..
are poor, lean, nungerly, brisk, and knowing.

Hu'llgerly, adv. Obs. or arch. [f. HUNGER
sb. + -LY 2

: in use a variant of HUNGRILY. Very
frequent 1550-1650.] Hungrily; greedily.
1557 BURROUGH in Hakluyt Voy. (1886) HI. 156, I sawe

them eate rpcke weedes as hungerly, as a cowe doeth grasse
when shee is hungrie, 1607 SHAKS. Timon i. i. 262, I feed

Most hungerly on your sight. 1653 HOLCROFT Procopius,
Vandal VVars n. 36 The Vandale boy caught it first, and

hungerly thrust it hot into his mouth. 1861 LD. LYTTON &
FANE Tannhaiiser-fi Hungerly our ears Wait the melodious
murmurs of a harp.

t Hiriiger-starve, v. Obs. [f. HUNGER sb.

+ STARVE v.~\ trans. 'To starve with hunger':

formerly in regular use where the simple
'

starve
'

is now usual.

*39 GOWER Conf. III. 28 Min eye wolde .. Ben hunger
storvcn also faste, Till eft ayein that he her see. 1576
FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 351 If it were not . . should not all

kinde of cattell ..perishe, and be hunger starved? 1587
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GOLUING DC Mornay xxxi. 499 It is written. .1 will hungei-
staiuc ;il! the Gods of the Gentiles. 1610 Histrio-m. vi.

G ivb, Though Famine hungerstame yet heauen saues.

So Hunger-starved, f-starven/^/. a.
; f Hun-

ger-starving vbl. sb. and///, a.

<*I533 LD - KERNEBS Gold. Bk. M. Aitrtl. Ii iij b, Ar-

compaignied with hunger staruen trewandes. 1578 J.
STOCKWOOD Serin. 24 Aug. 17 The vnmercifull and hunger-
staruen Souldiers. 1592 DEE Comp. Rehears. {Chetham
Soc.) 35 To save us from hunger starving. 1597-8 Hi1

. HALL
S<it. i. i. 13 Such hunger-starven trencher poetrie. 1632
LITHGOW Trav. HI. too, I in that hunger-starving feare, fed

upon the expectation of my doubtfull reliefe. 1647 TRAPI*
Comm. Matt. xv. 27 Those that are hunger-starved are glad
to feed upon hedge-fruit. 1693 DRYDEN Eleonora 47 The
Hunger-starv'd, the Naked, and the Lame. 1725 DE Foil

Voy. round World 1,1840) 345 They were indeed hunger-
starved. 17*8 MORGAN Algiers I. iv. 123 This tattered, and
seemingly hunger-starved, Body of Cavalry. 1879 J. S.

BREWER Eng. Stud. (1881) 434 Wolves and foxes. .hunger-
starved, swept down from the neighbouring forest.

Hungeiy, obs. form of HUNGRY.
t Hungil, -ill. Obs. local. [In 1450 houmlgilt

: OE. type *hitndgild
'

dog-payment '.] A pay-
ment under the Forest Laws on account of dogs.
In quot. 1621 app. a fine for not expeditating them, =

FOOT-GILD ; but otherwise explained by Marshall.

1450 Rolls Parlt. V. 195/1 Thomas Cateby . . hath .. Ixj.

of houndgilt silver yerly .. by the hands of oure Receivour
of oure Duchie of Lancastre. 1621 JV. Riding Rtic. (1894)
I. 38 As towchinge the expeditating of doggs theysaye that
the laste yeare there was about the summe of

xiij'*
x* col-

lected within the said libertie by the graves of Pickeringe,
for hungill. 1788 \V. MARSHALL Yorksh. Gloss. (E. D. S.).

Horsam, Hungil-i\Ioncy^ a small tax which is still paid
(though the intention of it has long ceased) by the townships
on the north side of the Vale, and within the lathe or

weapontake of Pickering, for horsemen and hounds kept for

the purpose of driving off the deer of the forest of Pickering
from the corn-fields which bordered upon it.

Hungre, obs. form of HUNGER, HUNGRY.

Hungrify(htf-r)grif3i), v. nonce-wd.
[f.

HUNGRY
a. + -FY.] trans. To make hungry. So Hu'ngri-
fying///. a., appetizing.
1881 BLACKMORE Christowell xxxii, The hungry and hun-

grifying potato. 1887 Springkawen xy, There was Mr.
Cheeseman . .amid a presence of hungrifying goods.

Hungrily (hzrrjgrili), adv.
[f.

HUNGRY a. +

-LY-.] In a hungry manner ; with hunger or

craving ; longingly ; greedily.
1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xx. i22Thannecam coueityse. .And

armed hym in auarice and hungriliche lyued. 1693 DRYDEN,
junr. in Dryden's Juvenal xiv. (1697) 357 When on harsh
Acorns hungrily they fed. 1791 WOLCOTT (P. Pindar) Loyal
Odts viii. 42 So hungrily you every thing devour. 1887
BARING-GOULD Gaverotks xiv, He. .ate hungrily.

Huugriness (hvrjgrines). [f. as prec. +

-NESS.] The quality or condition of being nungry ;

greediness ; longing.
1530 PALSGR, 232/1 Hongrynesse,_^y, appetit a, manger.

1577 DEE Relat. Spir. \. (1659) J 86 That her wormes might
eat and forget their hungrynesse. 1661 J. CHILDREY Brit.
Bticoit. 118 Some Rivers overflowing their banks enrich

more, and others less, according to the fatness or hungryness
of their water. 1837 HOWITT Rur. Life vi. xiv. (1862) 561
A determined expression of fresh-air hungriness.

t Hu/ngriousness. Obs. rare-1
,

[f. *hungri-
oits adj. (f. HUNGRY a. + -ous) + -NESS.] =

prec.
1549 COVERDALE, etc. Erasm. Par. Eph. Prol., Whan was

excessyve riotous bankettyng. .more outragiously vsed, and
the pores hungriousnes lesse refreshed, than nowe ?

Hungry (htrrjgri), a. Forms : I hungris,
1-6 hungri, 3 (Orw.) hunngrij, 3-6 houngrie,
4-6 hungre, hongry, 4-7 hungery, 5 hongarye,
5-6 hungary, 6 hongrye, -ie, 6-7 hungrie, 4-
hungry. [OE. hungrig, -reg

= OFris. hungerig,

hongerig (MDu. hongerich, MLG. hungerich, Du.

hongerig\ OHG. hungerag,-ereg(k\\.\.{i. hiwgerc,

(^itTjiung(e}rig): \VGer. ty^e,*kitngrag- t iJwngr-
HUNGER sb. : see -Y.]
1. Having the sensation of hunger ; feeling pain

or uneasiness from want of food ; having a keen

appetite.
950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xxv. 37 Huoenne 6ec we se^on

hungris vel hyngrende ? [Ags. Gosp. hingrijendne.] a 1000
Gumlac 737 in Exeter Bk., Oft he him sete heold jionne hy
him hungrije ymb hond flujon. c 1200 ORMIN 6162 pe birr(j

fedenn hunngri; mann. a 1300 Cursor M. 23084, I was
hungre, yce gaf me fode. 1382 \V\-CLiF Lit&e i. 53 He hath
fillid hungry men with goode thingis, and he hath left

ryche men voyde [15*6 TINDALE, He hath filled the

hongry with goode thinges]. 1480 CAXTON Chron. Eiig^,
cxcvii. 175 An hungary wolfe. 1546 J. HEYWOOD Prov. vi,

Hungry dogs will eat dirty puddings. Ibid. (1867) 75

Hungry flies byte sore. 1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xiii.

139 As houngrie tykis 56 thristit for his blude. 1637 MILTON
Lycidas 125 The hungry sheep look up, and are not fed.

1650 TRAPP Comm. Lev. xvii. 13 Though hee bee as hungrie
as a hunter. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat, Hist. (1776) V. 89 How
hungry soever he may be, he never stoops to carrion. 1855
LONGF. Hiaw. viii. 227 The hungry sea-gulls . . Clamorous
for the morning banquet.

b. Said of the belly or stomach.

1484 CAXTON Fables ofsEsop in. xvi, When the bely was

empty and sore hongry. 1526 Pilgr. Perf, (W. de W. 1531)
82 b, Scarcite in meate, and the bely alway somwhat
hungry. I573-&J BARET Alv. H 734 Bread and salt as-

swageth an hungrie stomach. 1630 A'. Johnsons Kingd. fy

Commiu. 87 A hungry belly may call for more meat.

c. transf. Indicating, characteristic of, or charac-

terized by hunger; belonging to a hungry person.

HUNGRY.
1600 J. PORV tr. Leo's Africa n. 266 Certaine Arabians lead

here a miserable and hungrie life. 1601 SHAKS. Jul. C. i.

ii. 194 Yond Cassius has a leane and hungry looke. 1818
SHELLEY Rev. Islam x. xv, The .. flocks and herds Who
had survived the wild beasts' hungry chase. 1865 DICKENS
Mut. Fr. i. i, His shining eyes darted a hungry look. 1880
Antrim <$ Down Gloss, s.v., A hungry eye sees far.

2. a. Of times or places : Marked by famine
or scarcity of food ; famine-stricken. ? Obs.

(71250 Gen. <J- Ex. 2136 Quan 5o hungri ^ere ben for3-

cumen. a 1300 Cursor M. 5094 (Gott.) Fiue 3re of bis

hungery tyde. c 1374 CHAVCBK Boetk. i. pr. iv. 9 (Camb.
MS.) In the sowre nungry tyme. 1393 LANGL. P. PI. C. x.

206 Helden [ful] hungry nous and hadde much defaute.

1607 ROWLANDS Diog. Lantk. 29 When thou art hording vp
thy foode, Against these hungry dayes.

b. Of food: Eaten with hunger or keen appe-
tite. Now rare or 06s.

155* HULOET, Hungry meale, peredia. 1653 WALTON
Angler \\. 104 We shall .. make a good honest, wholsome,
hungry Breakfast. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus cviii. 4 First
should a tongue . . Fall extruded, of each vulture a hungry
regale.

3. a. Of food, etc. : That does not satisfy one's

hunger ; that leaves one hungry. HenceJig. Un-

satisfying, insufficient. Now rare.
1561 T. NORTON Calvin's Inst. \\\. 234 Y' wil not be con-

tent with a hungry supper. 1597 HOOKER Eccl. Pol. \.

Ixvii. 12 Their discourses are hungrie and vnpleasant.
1617 MOKYSON Itin. ii. 260 To feed upon their owne hungery
store. 1699 DAMI-IEK Voy. II. 11. 128 Shrimps .. tho* but a

hungry sort of Food, they are mightily esteemed. 1865 Pall
Mall G. 8 Aug. 10 In Lucian's time they found it rather

hungry fare.

b. Causing or inducing hunger; appetizing, rare.
1611 CORYAT (title) Crudities hastily gobled vp in five

Moneths Trauells .. newly digested in the hungry aire

of Odcombe, in the County of Somerset. 1681 PENN Ace.

Pennsylv. in R. Burton Eng. Emf. Amer. vii. 109 A skie
as clear as in Summer, and the Air dry, cold, piercing, and
hungry. 185* THACKERAY Esmond ii. vii, There are wood-
cocks for supper. .It was such a hungry sermon. Mod. We
found it a very hungry place ; the children had their appe-
tites wonderfully sharpened.
4. In special collocations.
t Hungry evil (sickness), a disease in horses charac-

terized by insatiable hunger, t Hungry gut, (a) the in-

testinum jejunum, the part of the small intestine between
the duodenum and the ileum, so called because it is sup-
posed to be usually found empty after death

; also^-. ; (b} m
quot. 1552, a person with hungry guts, a glutton. Hungry
rice, a grain allied to millet, Paspalum exile, much culti-

vated in West Africa, f Hungry worm (see quot. 1737).
1552 HULOET, Hungry gutt^tsitria. Ibid.^ Hungry sicnes,

bulima^ bulimia. 1570-6 LAMBARDE Peramb. Kent (1826)

184 To satlsfie the hungrie gut of their ravenous appetite.

1598 FLORID, Digiuno, . . a gut in mans bodie called the

hungrie gul, because it is alwayes emptie. 1607 TOPSELL
Four-f. Beasts (1658) 296 The Hungry Evill . . is a very great
desire to eat, following some great emptiness or lack of

meat. ITW BRACKEN Farriery Impr. (1757) II. 101 The
common People imagine them troubled with what they call

the Hungry Worm under the Tongue. . . There is no such

Thing as the Worm under a Dog's Tongue. 1858 HOGG
Yeg. Kingd. 818 Paspalum exile is a native of Sierra Leone
. . cultivated . . for its small seeds, and called Fundi or

Fundungi, which signifies Hungry Rice. 1887 MOLONEY
Forestry W. Afr. 526 Fundi, fundungi, hungry rice, Sierra
Leone millet.

6. transf. and^/g
1

. Having or characterized by a

strong desire or craving (for, Rafter, ^of any-

thing) ; eager ; greedy ; avaricious, a. of per-

sons, their attributes, etc.

t: 1200 Trin. Coll.Hom. 215 De hodede..sholde. .fede mid
godes vvorde be hungrie soule. a 1325 Prose Psalter cvi[i].

9 He , . fulfild hungri soules of godes. 1393 LANGL. P. PI.

C. H. 188 Aren none hardur ne hongryour fan men of holy
churche. 1548 UDALL Erasm. Par. Pref. 14 Hongrie of

ferther Knoweladge. 1590 SIR J. SMYTH Disc. Weapons 6

Hungrie after charge, spoyle and gaine. ij^&Anson's Voy.
m. vii. 357 A hungry and tyrannical Magistrate. 1813
SHKLLEY Q. Mtib vi. 137 That . . the exulting cries . . Might
sate thine hungry ear. 1889 JESSOPP Coming ofFriars vi.

266 Classes of eager youths hungry for intellectual food.

b. of things.
1650 COTGR. (ed. Howell) Of Fr. Lett, The French is a

hungry language, for it devours more consonants than any
other. 1725 POPE Odyss. xn. 18 The hungry flame devours
the silent dead. 1845 HOOD Mermaid Margate xxx, He
was saved from the hungry deep by a boat. 1886 TRAILL

Shaftesbury iv. (18881 52 The conveyance of prize-money. .

into Charles's always hungry pocket. 1898 Westm. Gaz.
20 Apr. 5/1 Now and again a column of flame shot out . .

and stretched a hungry arm at the building.

6. Lacking elements which are needful or desir-

able, and therefore capable of absorbing these to a

great extent
;
'more disposed to draw from other

substances than to impart to them* (J.); esp, of

land, etc. : Not rich or fertile, poor ;
of rivers :

Not supplying food for fish, f Applied formerly
also to

' hard
'
waters and acrid liquids, wines, etc.

1577 H. GOOGE Heresback's Hnsb. \. (1586) 24 The land ..

which is nought and yeeldes not his fruite, is called leane,

barren, hungry. i6a6 BACON Sylva 395 The more FatWater
will beare Soape best ; For the Hungry Water doth kill the

vnctuous Nature of the Soape. 1649 BLITHE Eng. Improv.
Impr. (1653) 157 Thy Sets may neither root in stiffe-binding

Clay : nor hungry Sand. 1703 Art of'Vintners # Wine*C. 17
To meliorate the taste of hungry and too eager White
Wines. 1787 BEST Angling (ed. 2) 6 Carps in all hungry
springing waters being fed at certain times will come up,
and take their meat almost from your hand. 1816 KEATINGE
Trav. (1817) I. 9 Flat tracts of hungry pasture ground.
1890 IVhithy Gaz. 24 Jan. 3/3 Food was not plentiful in
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the river anywhere, and Goalhland beck was certainly the

hungriest part of the stream.

b. fig. Jejune ; barren, sterile.

1571 GOLDING Calvin on /'s. -\xv. 8 A cold and hungery
iraaginacion.

c. Min. '
A. term applied to hard barren vein-

matter, such as white quartz (not discolored with
iron oxide)' (Raymond .Ifiiiittg Gloss. 1881).
7. Comb, t hungry-looked, hungry-looking adjs.
1713 STKELE CuarJian No. 54 p 12 A lean hungry-looked

rascal.

Hunk (hz>rjk). s6. 1 [Known only in the ipth c.,

and not frequent in literature before 1850. It is

identical in form and sense with West Flem. hunke
(ten hunke broodofvletsch a hunk of bread or meat

;

tent htinke aan den buielaar geven to give a hunk
to the beggar: De Bo Westvl. Iitiotikon 1892).
Franck would connect this with Du. honk, HUXK -;
but the connexion of sense is not obvious.]
.1. A large piece cut off (e.g. from a loaf, cheese,
etc.) ; a thick or clumsy piece, a lump ; a hunch.
a 1813 A. WILSON Foresters Poet. Wks. (18461 42 Hunks

of bacon all around were spread. 1826 Corrfsp. fr. \Vitt-
ihire in Hone Evcrj'-ttay Kk. II. 1117 Cottage children ..

munching their
' hunks '

of bread, smeared with butter.

1841 J. T. HEWLETT Parish Clerk I. 94 Munching two
enormous hunks, .ofcold meat and bread. 1861 SALA Dutch
Pict. xv. 232 A leg [of mutton] cut up in hunks and handed
round. 1891 RASHOALI. in Colleges Oxf. 156 It became
usual for men to go to the buttery for a hunk of bread and
a pot of beer.

2. (Sc. dial.) A sluttish, indolent woman ; as a
'

nasty hunk ', a '

lazy hunk
'

(Jamieson 1825).
[Possibly a distinct word; Jam. suggests connexion with

HUNKER v.]

Hence Hanker, a cutter of hunks, (noiue-wd.,
1864 SALA in Daily Tel. 27 Sept., The butchers.. seem to

have been taking lessons from the live-collop hunkers of
Abyssinia.

Hunk, s&. 2 and a. U.S. [a. Du. honk goal,
home, in a game ; of Frisian origin : cf. WFris.
honcke. Iwnck '

house, place of refuge or safe abode
'

(Japix) ; EFris. hunk '

corner, nook, retreat, home
in a game

'

(Doornkaat-KoolmanV]
A. si. (local, New York) In children's games :

The goal, home, or den
; as '

to reach hank '

;

'
to

be on hnnk
',

contr.
'
to be hunk '

(Cent. Diet.).
'A word descended from the Dutch children, and much

used by New York boys in their play
'

* Bartlett 1860).

B. adj. In a bafe or good position or condition,
all right.
1856 :V. Y. TrihtHf 30 Dec. (Bartletf, Now he felt himself

all hunk, and wanted to get this enormous sum out of the
city. 1860 BARTLETT Diet. Amer. (ed. 3) s. v., To te hunk
or all hunk is to have reached the goal or place of meeting
without being intercepted by one of th- opposite party, to
be all safe.

t Honker (hu-rjkai), sb. U. S. ? 06s. [app. f.

HUNKS sb. + -EK.

Remembered by Mr. W. J. Stillman as familiarly used
c 1840 at Shenectady N. Y.,

'

to designate a surly, crusty,
or stingy old fellow, a curmudgeon '. But some would refer
it to HUNK sbl as ' one who sticks to his post, or home '.]

In U.S. politics : A conservative, one opposed to
innovation or change ; a nickname first used in the
State of New York about 1845.
1849 N. Y. Evening Post n July (Bartletti, He is now the

leader of the hunkers of Missouri. 1856 Househ. Words
9 Aug. 86/1 Hunker is derived from a popular nickname for
a self-satisfied, surly rich man ; a descendant of Old Hunks
in fact. 1859 W. PHILLIPS Spccdus 268 Egypt, the hunker
conservative of antiquity. 1864 Boston Coinmomu. 3 June,
The judge, a white-haired old man, "ell preserved, and a
stickler for law and precedent and a '

hunker'.
Hence Hu nkerism
1860 in BARTLETT Diet. Amer. 1863W. PHILLIPS Speeches

365 All this fossil hunkerism is to linger thirty or forty years.
Ibid. 528, I resolve hunkerism into indolence and cowardice,
too lazy to think, and too timid to think.

Hunker (ho-nkaj;, . Sc. [Origin obscure : it

has the form of an iterative from a stem hunk-.
Cf. MDu. hucken, huken (Verwijs and Verdam),
MLG. Mken, Dn. huiken (Franck), ON. hiika,
mod.G. hocken (Kluge) to sit on the hams or

heels, to squat. These words point to an original
ablaut series heuk-, htik-, Auk- (kok-) ; from this

hunk-er, might perh. be a nasalized derivative.

ON. hok-ra to crouch may be a parallel form ; Du.
hunkercn to hanker, is not connected.]
intr. Tosquat, with the haunches, knees, and ankles

acutely bent, so as to bring the hams near the heels,
and throw the whole weitrht upon the fore part of
the feet.

R. GALL Tint QMJI in Then hunkering down upo' her
knees. Poor _Hornie o' her milk to ease,* 1897 CROCKETT
f-aai Love iii, He appeared, .with his hands on his knees
'

hunkering
' a little.

b. trans/. To cower or squat in a lowly manner.
1790 A. WILSON Poems 210 A wee bit Cot, Bare, hun-

kerin on some lanely spot.

Hunkers (h-gkwz), sb. pi. Sc. [Connected
with prec. vb. : cf. the Du. phrases op dc hukken or

hnrken gaan zitten vVerwi;s and Yerdam), Ger.

in der hockz sitzen to squat, which have a similar

relation to the verbs hukken, httrken^ hocken.~\ In

the phrase on one's hunkers, in a squatting posi-
tion, as defined under HUNKER v.

1785 BURNS Jolly Beggars Recit. vi. iii, Wi* ghastly ec,

poor Tweedle-dee Upon his hunkers bended. 1808 A. Scorr
Poems 48 Twa paddocks sat, Exchanging words in social

chat; Cock't on their hunkers, facin' ither. 1882 STKVLN-
SON Merry Men ii, I got a glisk o' him mysel\ sittin* on
his hunkers in a hag. 1898 Pail Mail Mug. July 337

' We
cannot set king Charles back on his throne., by sitting
here on our hunkers admiring the sea views.'

Hunks (htfrjks), sb. Also hunx. [Known
soon after 1600 ; but not in Diets, before Kersey's
ed. of 1'hillipSj 1706. Origin unknown : it has the

appearance of a quasi proper name or nickname,
like Old Grumbles, Bags, Boots, and the like.

(An I eel. hunskur cited by Lye is imaginary.)]
A term of obloquy for a surly, crusty, cross-grained

old person, a * bear
'

; now, usually, a close-fisted,

stingy man; a miser. (Generallywith close, covetous,

niggardly, or other uncomplimentary epithet.)
160* DKKKER Satirom. Wks. 1873 I. 201 Blun. Come you

shall shake Tucca. Not handes with great Hunkes
there, not hands, a 1627 MIDDLETON No Wit, no Help v.

ii, Now is Mercury going into the second house near unto
Ursa Major, that great hunks, a 1634 RANDOLPH At uses'

Locking-Glass ii. iv, 'Twas to blind the eyes of the old
huncks. 1:1650 BRATHWAIT Barnabees *jfml. n. (1818) 71
There the beares were come to town-a : Two rude hunks,
'tis troth I tell ye. 1676 WYCHERLEY PI. Dealers, ii, [Hej
makes a very pretty snow in the World, let me tell you ;

nay, a better than your close Hunks. 1681 DRYDEN Sp.
Friar i. ii, A jealous, covetous, old hunks. 1706 PHILLIPS

(ed. Kerscy)j Hunks, as a nicer Hunks, i.e. a base, covetous
Wretch, a pitiful, niggardly Fellow. 1728 YOUNG LoveFame
iv. 224 The veriest Hunks in Loinbara-sireet. c 1730 Royal
Remarks 2 The Antediluvian Gentry, or the old Hunxes
their Descendants. 1756 KARL OKRERY in Connoisseur No.
129 p 2 They all think me a close old hunks. 1821 LAMB
Etta Ser. i . Old Benchers I. T., C. was a close hunks a
hoarder rather than a miser. 1831 TRELAWNEY Adv. Younger
Sen I. 53 To say nothing to the old hunkses about the past.

1857 KINGSLBY Two Y.Ago\\\, 190 One fellow comes and
borrows my money, and goes out and calls me a stingy old
hunks because I won't let him cheat me.

Hunkster. rare. [f. HUNKS + -STEB, in huck-

ster, etc.]
=

prec,
1847 J. WILSON Chr. North. (1857) I. 143 As if you were

the greatest of hunksters and never gave but unavoidable
dinners.

Hunne, var. UNNEW.. to grant. Hunne, -en,
var. HEN adv., hence. Hunner, Sc. f. HUNDRED.

Huiiuiau, Hunuic, etc. : see HUN.

Hunny, Hunsh, obs. ff. HONEY, HUNCH v.

Hunsup, corrupt form of HUNT'S-UP.

t Hunt, J& 1 Obs. Forms : i hunta, 2-6

hunte, 4-5 honte, 4-6 hunt. [OE. hunta hunter,
huntsman (also hunting- spider) agent-n. : OTeut.

type *hunton-
t app. from a weak -grade of the same

root as HENT (\*hantjan) t not exactly represented
in the other Teut. langs. From its form, hunta is

an old word, not a derivative of hunlian HUNTZ/.,
but app. rather its source.
The ablaut-stem *hent-, *hatit-, *hunt- is identical in sense,

and in origin evidently closely akin to hen}-, hanj>-, /tun}-,
in Gothic hinj>an to seize, capture, fra-hunbans captive,
hnn^s captivity, and OHG. hunda, OK. hfio

1

booty. But
the interchange of / and t (:-pre-Teut. t and (f) is difficult

to account for. On an apparent pre-Teut. change of nt to
nd in these and some other words, see Prof. Napier in Mod.
Quart. Lang. *,- Lit. July 1898, 130 ; cf. Brugmann Grundr.
ed, 2, I. 701.]

A hunter; a huntsman. (In quot. 1000, a hunt-

ing-spider.) Common Hunt : see quot. 1707.
c looo Sax. [.eechd. II. 144 WiJ? huntan bite, blacesneglas

on hattre pannan gehyrste. c 1131 O. E. Citron, an. 1127
Da huntes waeron swarte . . & here hundes ealle swarte . . &
hi ridone on swarte hors. c 1200 Trin. Coil. Horn. 209 pe
deuel . . henteS us alse hunte driue5 deor to grune. 1387
TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VII. 357 Alle be hontes schulde
come wi|? her houndes. c 1450 Bk. Curtasye 629 in Babees
Bk. 320 A halpeny bo hunte takes on be day For euery
hounde, bo sothe to say. 1566 DRANT Horace, Sat. i. i.

A iij, The hungrye hunts muste haue it all. 1575 TURBER-
VILE Bk. of I'enerie 127 Then the chiefe hunte shall take
his knyfeand cut offthedeares ryght foote. 1700'!'. BROWN
tr. Fresny's Amitsem. Ser. <$ Coin. 30 Would you buy the
Common Hunt, the Common Cryers,the Bridge-M aster's. .

Places? 1707 CHAMBERLAYNE Pres, State Eng. 357 He
[the Lord Mayor] hath four Officers that wait on him, who
are reputed Ksquires by their Places ; that is, The Sword-
Bearer. The Common-Hunt, who keepeth a good Kennel
of Hounds for the Lord-Mayor's Recreation abroad. The
Common Cryer. The Water Bailiff. 1807 Dec. 17 Journal
84, Common Council ofLondon, fol. 135 b, Motion thereupon
made that the Office of Common Hunt be abolished, and
eventually carried.

Hunt (hrnt), sb*
[f.

HUNT v.]
1. The act of hunting, a. The act of chasing

wild animals for the purpose of catching or killing
them ; the chase,

<' *375 ^- Leg. Saints, Julian 236 In 5outhhede . . he a
day til hwntis jede. c 1386 CHAUCER A"/.'i T. 1770 Ther
nas no Tygre in the vale of Galgopheye . . So crueel on the
hunte. 1537 [see HUNT'S UP], 1588 SHAKS. Tit. A. \\. u. i

The hunt is vp, the morne is bright and gray. Ibid. 11. iii. 19
Eccho mock's the Hounds,. .As if a double hunt were heard

at OIKC. 1781 \V. KLANE Ess. Hunt. (1788) 133 Why a

Hare, towards the end of the hunt, is often difficult to le
killed. iSogTROLLorE Hekne^u^.\.^., \. 5 [He] could not have
ridden a hunt to save either his government or his credit.

b. Jig. and gen. Pursuit, as of a wild animal
;

the act of strenuously seeking or endeavouring to

find something ;
a search, esp. a diligent search.

Also with adv.) as a hunt-up.
1605 SHAKS. Lear \\. iii 3, I heard my selfe proclaimed,

And by the happy hollow of a Tree, Escap'd the hunt. 1697
tr. C'tc&s D'Aitnoy^s Tra~>, 117061 52 They were now upon
thr Hunt for him. 1764 FOOTK Patron n. Wks. 1799 I. 347
It is three months ago since I got the first scent of it, and I

have been ever since on the hunt. 1818 JAS. MILL Brit.
India II. v. viii. 659 On the hunt for appearances of guilt.

1852 MRS. CARLYLK Lett. II. 194, I went off then on a new
hunt fur lodgings.
2. concr. a. A body of persons (which may in-

clude also horses and dogs) engaged in, or associ-

ated for the purpose of, hunting with a pack of

hounds; also, a hunting association.

1579 SPENSER Shepk. Cal. Sept. 159 For feare of raungers,
and the great hunt. 1687 DKYDEN Hind $ /'. i. 27 The
common hunt, though from their rage restrain'd . . Grinn'd
as they pass'd. 1762 in Kg.-Warburton Hunt. Songs (1883)
Introd. 14 The Orders of the Tarporley Hunt, November
y* i4th, 1762. 1787 BUKNS Poems Ded., To the Noblemen
and Gentlemen of the Caledonian Hunt. 1791

' G. GAM-
BADO ' Ann. Horsemen Pref. (1809) 55 They might ere now
have belonged to the first hunts in the country. 1812 Sport-
ing Mag. XXXIX. 134 Foxes, .have been poisoned, .to the

great annoyance of the hunts established in that county.
1887 SIK K. H. ROBERTS In the Shires \. 7 She.. is looked

upon as a privileged person, a pet of the hunt. 1889 Re-

font. P. Wentiuortk I. 56 To withdraw his subscription to

the Hunt.

f b. That which is hunted ; game killed in

hunting: = CHASED.' 4. Obs.

1588 R. PAKKE tr. Mendoza's Hist. China 17 In the which
. .is great quantitie of hunt and flying foules. 161 1 SHAKS.

Cymb. in. vi. 90 Boyes wee'l go dresse our hunt.

c. The district over which a pack of hounds
hunts. (Cf. CHASE j<U 3.)
1857 in Art Taming Horses xi. (1859) 178 The celebrated

*

Haycock
'

[innj . .
, standing . . in the middle of the Fttz-

william Hunt. 1882 Field 28 Jan. 100 3 Every landowner
within the hunt should be careful to preserve foxes. Mod.
The property is situated within the Heythrop hunt.

3. Cnange-ringing* (See quot. and cf. HUNT v. 7.)

1684 R. H. School of Recreation 93 In all Peals upon five

Bells there are two Hunts, to wit, a whole and an half-Hunt.
1688 R. HOLME Armoury in. 462/2 The First, or Treble

Bell, it is termed the Hunt, and the Second Bell the half

Hunt, because they run from the round Ringing, through
all the change of Bells backwards and forewards, before

they come to round Ringing againe.
4. attrib. and Conib. y as hunt-breakfast , -dinner,

-servant
; hunt-weary adj. ; f hunt-beast, a beast

of the chase ; hunt-sergeant, an officer of Massa-
chusetts in the colonial and provincial period,
who had charge of the hunts (carried on with

hounds) for hostile Indians ; f hunt-spear, a hunt-

ing-spear.
1535 STEWART Cron. Scot. I. 480 Heordanit. .That na hunt

beist with schutting sould be slane. 1594 MARLOWE &
NASHE Dido m. M.'sWks. (Rtldg.) 263/2 Ascanius. . Bearing
his hunt-spear bravely in his hand. 1706-7 Acts Prov. A/tis*.

Bay (ed. Goodell) I. 599 Persons who shall . . have them
[hounds] at all times in readiness to attend the hunt serjeant.

'11831 CLOUCH Ess.Class. Metres, Actaeon 4 Artemis, .alone,

hum-weary, Unto a dell .. her foot unerring Had guided.
1844 DISRAELI Conmgsby m. v, It was at the Hunt dinner.

1859 Art Taming Horses xi. 183 Scarlet-coated, many with
the Brocklesby hunt button. 1894 ASTLEY 50 Years Life II.

5 Horses, hounds, and hunt-servants have never Leen better

turned out. 1897 Daily Tei. 23 Nov. 0/3 A hunt-breakfast
was given to the followers of the Kast Kent foxhounds.

Hunt (hzmt), v. Forms : i huntian, 2-3 hun-

tien, hunten, 3-7 hunte, 4- hunt ; (also 3-4
hont(e, hounte, 4 hownte, Sc. hwnt, 4-6 hount,
5 honte). [OE. huntian : OTeut. type *huntojan,
stem off. *hunton-> OE. hunta, HUNT sb.^\

I. 1. intr. To go in pursuit of wild animals or

game ;
to engage in the chase. Also of animals :

To pursue their prey.
c 1000 ^ELFKIC Colloq. in Wr.-Wiilcker 92/11 Ne canst bu

huntian buton mid nettum. c 1000 Sax. Leechd. III. 172
Gif him bince baet he huntige, beorge him jeorne wi5 his

fynd. c 1131 O.E.Chron. an. 1127 pa saejon & herdon fela

nien feole huntes hunten. c 1205 LAV. 1432 5e huntieS
i bes kinges fri<5e. 1290 .5". Eng. Leg. I. 256/5 Ase he
hountede In a dai In lolifte j-nou}. a 1300 Cursor M.
3519 Esau went for till hunt. 1398 TREVISA Barth. DeP. R.
xvni. i. (.Bodl. MS.;, Some [beasts] hunte^ by ny?t. a 1400
Octouian 891 To bounty yn ech mannys boundes Hyt was
hys wone. 1513 MORE Rick. Ill (1883) 3 [He] sente for

the Mayre and Aldermenne of London to hym . . too haue
them hunte and bee mery with hvm. 1665 HOOKE Microgr.
201, I have beheld them instructing their young ones, how
to hunt. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist. (1776) III. 270 The dog
kinds .. love to hunt in company. 1841 LANE Arab. Nts.
I. 01 One day the son went forth to hunt.

b. \Vith prepositions (after, "^to, fa/, for}.

(Now blending with 3 a.)
c 1200 ORMIN 13467 patt te33 sholldenn hunntenn Ace

nohht wibf hundess affterr der Ace affterr menu wib>
spelless. 1*1385 CHAUCER L. G. //". 981 Dido, Ony wilde

bor.-That they han huntid to in this foreste. 4:1400
MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xiv. 63 Crete plentee of wylde bestes for

to hunt at. c 1450 Merlin 183 Yo do nought clles . . but
hunte after the hare thourgh the feldes. 1486 Bk. St.

Albans K ij b, When ye hunt at the Roo. 1697 UAMPILH
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Voy. I. I. 9 Walks out into the Woods, and hunts about for

Pecary, NN airee. .or Deer. 177; GOLIJSM. Nut. Hist. (1776;
IV. 156 Training them up to hunt for fish.

jtfr 156; Gude
<( GodlieB. ^S. T. S.) 184 Sa thay think to

bleir }our t, And syne at 30w to hount.

S3. trans. To pursue i^wild animals or game) for

the purpose of catching or killing ;
to chase for

food or sport ; often spec, to pursue with houuds
or other tracking beasts. Also said of animals

chasing their prey.
c 1000 ^LFRIC Horn. I. 576 Ic asendc .. mine huntan,and

hi huntiad hi of selcere dune and of zelcere hylic. 1:1375 LAY.

1423 Corineus was to wode ivare for hunti deor wilde. c 1375
Sc. Leg. Saints, Placidas 86 He went to hont J?e auld

bestis, as he wes wont. 1398 TKEVISA Bart/i. De P. R. XH.
vi. tBodl. MS.), Scheo [the owlj hunte| and eeteb myes and
reremyesse. Ibid, xiii, Swalewes J>at flee|> in be aiere hunte^
flies. 1486 Bk. St. Alhans Eiva, All other beestys that

huntid shall be. 1588 SHAKS. L, L. L. iv. iii. i The King he
ib hunting the Deare. 1697 DRYDEN I'irg. Georg. i. 414 The
proper Time. .T'inclose the Stags in ToyIs, and Hunt the
Hare. 1788 W. BLANE Hunt. E.i'curs. 16 The hunting the

wild buftaloe is also performed by shooting him from

elephants. 1837 W. IRVING Capt. Bonneville III. 45 To
hunt the elk, deer, and ahsahta or bighorn. 1859 Art Tam-
ing Horses xii. 203 When the hounds hunt anything beside
fox the word is

' Ware Riot '.

3. Jig. and?. a. intr. To search, seek (after
orfor anything), esp. with eagerness and exertion.
c ijoo [see i b]. a 1225 A tier. A*. 66 Heo hunte'5 efter

pris. a 1240 Ureisrtn in Cott. Horn. 203 Hwuder schal ich

fleon hwon J>e deouel hunteS efter me. c 1305 6V. Lucy 119
in E. E. P. (1862) 104 Hit is al for no^t hat Jni huntest
aboute. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 60 Sathanas
& his mynysters, whiche dayly hunteth to take thy soule.

1549 COVERDALE, etc. Erosni. Par. Thess. 3 We hunted so
litefl for rewarde at your handes. 1722 WOLLASTON Relig.
Nat. ix. 211 Hunting after knowledge which must perish
with them. 1830 DE QUINCEY BentUy Wks. VI. 171 Hunt-
ing backward, upon the dimmest traces, into the aboriginal
condition of things. 1862 MRS. WOOD Mrs. Hallib. \. iii.

15 Spending all his superfluous minutes hunting for a
house. 1895 Law Times C. 3/1 The judge and Master
Macdonell bunted through the White Book, and unearthed
a rule sufficiently elastic.

b. trans. To go eagerly in search of, search for,

seek ^esp. with desire and diligence) ; to endeavour
to capture, obtain, or find.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Placidas 126 And J>i gud dedU
causis me, As bou me huntis, to hont ^e. 1573 Satir.
Poems Reform, xli. 19 He neuer hunttt benefice, Nor catchit

was with Couatice. 1648 J. BEAUMONT Psyche. \. ccxxxv,
He therefore through close paths of wary hast Hunts his

escape. 1753 J. BARTRAM in Darlington Mem. (1849) 195
Next morning .. we hunted plants till breakfast. 1894
liARiXG-Goi'LD Deserts S. France I. 140 It [the truffle] is

hunted regularly by trained dogs.
C. To follow (as a hound does) ; to track.

1579 E. K. Ep. Spenser's Sheph. Cat., In regard wherof,
I scorne and spue out the rakehellye route of our ragged
rymers (for so themselues vse to hunt the letter). 1590
SPENSER F. Q. i. i. 1 1 That path . . Which when by tract they
hunted had throughout At length it brought them to a
hollowe cave. 1847 TENNYSON Princ. \\. 368

'

They hunt old
trails

'

said Cyril
'

very well ; But when did woman ever yet
invent?' 1860 TYNDALL Glac. n. xxxii. 417, I hunted" the
seams still farther up the glacier.

4. trans. To pursue with force, violence, or hos-

tility; to chase and drive before one; to put to

flight ;
to chase or drive away or out.

f 1340 Cursor M. 13658 (Trin.) ttei huntid him as a dogge
Ri^t out of her synagogge. c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. ty. 2414
Phyllis, So huntith hym the tempest to and fro. 1484
CAXTON Cnriall 3 She is by force hunted away. 1535
COVERDALE Ps. cxxxix. [c.xl.] n A malicious and wicked
person shal be hunted awaye and destroyed. 1582 N.
LICHEFIELD tr. Castanhedas Cong. E. hid. li. no lo hunt
them foorth lyke theeues, 1642 ROGERS Naaman 31 The
Lord would hunt her out of it. 1808 SCOTT Life Dryden iv,
He might lay his account with being hunted out ofsociety.
1886 R. C. LESLIE Sea-painter's Log 25 They are hunted by
' the bobby

'

from place to place.
b. fig. To pursue with injury or annoyance ;

to

persecute, pester, worry.
1583 HOLLYBAND CamJ>o di Fior 38^ But hunger hunteth

me. 1678 OTWAY Friendship in I-', n. i, He hunts and kisses

you when he is drunk. 1807-8 W. IRVING Salmag. (1824) 38
When. .1 choose to hunt a Monsieur for my own particular
amusement. 1860 HAWTHORNE Marb. Faun (1879) II. viii.

90 These pests.. had hunted the two travellers at every
stage of their journey.

5. To scour (a district) in pursuit of game ; spec.
to make (a district) the field of fox-hunting ; hence,

fig. to search (a place) thoroughly and keenly for

something which one hopes to find there
;

to

examine every nook and cranny of.

1x1440 Str Degrev. 174, I wulle ffore thy lordes tene,
Honte hys fforesstus and grene. 1568 GRAI-TON Citron. II.

121 The Citizens have free libertie of hunting a certeyne
circuite aboute London. 1712 SWIFT Let. 28 Oct., I must
now go hunt those dry letters for materials. 1834 MEDWIN
Angler in Wales I. 101 Let us hunt the waterfalls higher up.

1875 WHYTE-MELVILLE Riding Recoil. i.{i879) 9 When he

[Sir R. Sutton] hunted the Cottesmore country. Mod. I have
hunted the house for it, but cannot lay my hands on it.

6. To use or employ in hunting ;
to ride (a horse),

direct or manage (hounds), in the chase.

1607 TOPSEI.L Four-/. tacrfr (1658) 117 The time of teach-

ing a Gray-hound . . Some hunt them at ten months, if they
be males, and at eight months, if they be female. 1708
Lend. Gaz. No. 4465/6 The Owner .. to certify, that his

Horse was constantly Hunted the last Season. 1735
SOMF.RVILLE Chase i, 83 To rear, feed, hunt, and discipline
the Pack. 1857 LD. BuUJIBSBUBYJMVw. Ex-mittitttr(\%&$

II. So In consequence of hi* always hunting hia pointers
down wind. 1875 WHVIL-MLLVILLK Riding Recoil, i. uS/p)
6 He hunts one pack of his own hounds in Northampton-
shire. 1889 in florae <V Hound 24 Aug. 516/2 Horses de-
scribed as 'hunters'., must have been hunted, and be
capable of being hunted.

7. Change-ringing. To alter the position of (a

bell) in successive changes so as to shift it by
degrees from the first place to the last (hunting
up), or from the last to the first (hunting down).
Also absol. or ;;///-.

1684 R. H. School Recreat. 92 So by turn;., 'till every Bell

being hunted up and down, conies into its proper Place

again. Ibid. 96 Whatsoever Bells you follow when you
Hunt up, the same Bells in the same order you must follow
in Hunting down. 1880 C. A. W. TKOYTE in Grove Diet.

Mus. I. 334 The bells work in regular order from being fir.st

bell to being last, striking two blows as first and two as

last : this is called by ringers 'hunting up and down '.

8. To call upon i,a person) to fill up or drink off

his glass : CHASE y.l 4.

1780 BANNATYNE in Mirror No. 76 P n Umphraville
received a slap on the shoulder from one of the company,
who at the same time reminded him that he was hunted.

My friend, .thanked the gentleman . . for his attention, and
drank off his bumper.

II. Phrases.

9. Hunt down : to chase (an animal) until caught
or killed ; to run to earth, to bring to bay ; fig. to

pursue and overcome or destroy ; also, to pursue
until one gets possession or mastery of. (See also 7.)

(11719 ADDISON (J.), We should single every criminal out
of the herd, and hunt him down. 1816 KEATINGE Trav.

(1817) I. 291 Errors, popular or not, are lawful game, and free

to every one to hunt down. 1849 MACAULA.Y Hist. A'V- v "-

11.217 Refusing to spy out and hunt down little congrega-
tions of Nonconformists. 1877 E. R. CONDER Bas. Faith
iv. 150 Let us. .try to hunt down this fugitive question.
10. Hunt out : to expel or drive from cover or

shelter by hunting or persistent search ;
to track

out; to arrive at or discover by investigation.
1576 FLEMING Panopl. Epist. 128 Except he hath taken

flight into Dalmatia, from whence (notwithstanding he lurk
for a season) we intend to hunt him out. 1596 SPENSER
State Ircl. Wks. (Globe) 626/1 Not certaynly affirming any
thing, but by conferring of times, languages, monumentes,
and such like, I doe hunte out a

probability*:. 1781 \V.

BLANE Ess. Hunt. (1788) 15 Or Spaniel, which will hunt out
their master, or their master's horse distinctly from all

others. 1881 J. TAYLOR Scot. Covenant. (Cassell) 128 To
assist the soldiers in hunting out and butchering the hapless
fugitives.

11. Hunt np : to prosecute the search for, until

one finds; to pursue with eager investigation; to
* look up* (what is not found without energetic
search). (See also 7.)

1791 W. BARTRAM Carolina 488 They enter . . with a view
of chasing the roebuck, and hunting up the sturdy bear.

1817 J. BKADBURY Tra-v. Atner. 265 If he finds them within
three or four miles of his house, he thinks himselffortunate ;

but it sometimes happens that he is two days in
'

hunting
them up', as they term it. 1844 ALB. SMITH Adv. Mr.
Ledbtiry vii. (i886)2o[He]employed his time in hunting up
all the old students that he had known formerly. 1884

J.
A. H. MURRAY in \-$tk Addr. Philol. Soc. 20 In . . hunt-

ing up earlier quotations for recent words.

12. To hunt CHANGE (sb. 9), to h. COUNTER
(adv. i), to h. in COUPLES (sb. i b), to h. the FOIL

(sb.)) to h. at FORCE (sb.^ 22 a), to k. RIOT, to h.

at the VIEW : see these words.

1630 J. TAYLOR (\VaterP.) Navy Land Ships^ Huntsman-
ship Wks. i. 93/1 Allaye, Relaye, Foreloyning, Hunt-
cownter, Hunt-change, Quarry, Reward, and a thousand
more such Utopian fragments of confused Gibberish.

III. 13. Comb, f hunt-counter, (in Shaks.
I

1

'

olio) app. taken as one who hunts counter or traces

the scent backward : but the Qos. have *

you hunt

counter', i.e. you are on the wrong scent, you are

off the track, which Nares and Schmidt accept ;

f hunt-smock, one who * runs after
' women.

1597 SHAKS. 2 Hen, IV, i. ii. 102 You *Hunt-counter,
hence : Auant. [1765 JOHNSON Note, Hunt-counter, that is

blunderer.] 1623 MASSINGLK Bondman it. i, Your rambling
"hunt-smock feels strange alterations.

b. Jn names of various games, as hunt the fox,
hunt the hare =fox and hounds, hare and hounds

(cf. Fox sb. 16 d, HARE sb. 3 h) ;
hunt the slipper,

a parlour game in which all the players but one sit

in a ring and pass a slipper covertly from one to

another, the remaining player standing in the

middle and seeking to get hold of it ; hunt the

squirrel, an outdoor game in which one player is

chased by another who must follow all his windings
in and out of a ring formed by the remaining
players; also called cat and mouse ;

hunt the

whistle, a game resembling hunt the slipper^ in

which the seeker is blindfolded and has a whistle

fastened to his dress, which the other players blow
at intervals.

1762 in W. L. C. Etoniana xii. (1865) 179 [A list of Games
popular at Eton in 1762 comprises] *Hunt the dark Ian-

thorn [known also at Harrow], a 1600 in Strtitt Sports fy

Past. iv. iv. 487 When we play and x hunt the fox, I outrun
all the boys in the schoole. 1825 BROCK ETT, *HMnt~the-
Jtare, a game among children played on the ice as well as
in the fields. 1766 GOLDSM. I'ic. W, xi, Last of all, they sat

down to *hunt the slipper. 1885 Athenaeum. 16 May 635/3
The courtiers, playing at 'hunt the slipper* in a very

decorous manner. 1897 Daily News 5 May 5/3 When the

game of hunt the slipper was broken off for the day, the

Committee . .took the evidence of Mr. Lionel Phillips. 1742
H. WALPOLE Lett, to //. Mann 8 Oct., The raising of the

siege of Prague, and Prince Charles and Marechal Maillebois

playing at "hunt the squirrel, have disgusted me. 1883
NEWELL Games Ar/itr. Childr. cxvii. (.Cent.). 1757 FOOTE
Author ii. Wks. 1799 I. 148 We ben't enough for ^hunt the

whistle, nor blind-man's buff.

Huntable (htmtab'l), a. [f. HUNT v. + -ABLE.]
Capable of being hunted.
1857 KINGSLEY Tivo y. Ago I. i. 27 I've shot and hunted

every beast, I think, shootable and huntable,from a humming
bird to an elephant. 1895 Daily Neivs 8 Apr. 7/4 Every
huntable stream in the kingdom is repeatedly visited by
[otter] hounds during the summer.

Hunted (hzrnted), ppl. a.
[f. HUNT v. + -ED*.]

Chased, pursued : sec the verb.

1633 '"* FLETCHER Purple Isi. xi. xxxi, A hunted Stag, now
welnigh tir'd. 1810 SCOTT Lady of L. u.xxix, There, like
the hunted quarry, dwell. 1882 OUILJA Alaremimi I. 121
She had sympathy with the hunted, not with the hunters.

Hunter Chyntaa). [f. HUNT . + -ER!.]
1. A man who hunts, a. One engaged in the

chase of wild animals ; a huntsman.
c 1250 Gen. <y .i\ 1481 Esau wilde man huntere, And

lacob tame man tiliere. c 1386 CHAUCER Ktit.'s T. 780 The
hunters in the regne of Trace. ci^zQAntttrso/Arth. v,
The hunteres thay haulen, by hur^tes and by hoes. 1486
Bk. St. All'ans E

iij b, The hunter shall rewarde hern then
with the hede. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. iii. 21 A goodly
Ladie clad in hunters weed. 1692 LUTTRELL Brief Ret.
(1857) II. 639 Last Satturday 9 highwaymen mett and
robb'd 7 hunters, near Ingerstone, in Essex. 1735 SOMER-
VILLE Chase i. 37 When Nimrod bold, That mighty Hunter,
first made War on Beasts. 1865 LUBBOCK Preh. Times xvi.

(1869) 581 In a population which lives on the produce of the

chase, each hunter requires on an average 50,000 acres.

b. fig. and gen. One who hunts or searches

eagerly for something; a seeker. (Most freq. in

comb., asfortune-hunter', place-hunter.)
ci374 CHAUCER Boetk. \. pr. iii. 12 (Add. MS.) We scorne

swicne rauiners and homers \Cantb. MS. henters] of

foulest[e] Binges. 1526 Pilgr. Pcrf. (W. de W. 1531) 74 b,
The hunter of mannes soule. 1542-5 BKLNKLOW Lament.
6 b, Whore hounters and robbers of Goddes glorie. 1796
BURKE Let. Noble La, Wks. VIII. 52 They are the duke
of Bedford's natural hunters ; and he is their natural game.
1811 Miss MITFORD in L'Estrange Life 11870) I. v. 157 Are
you a good motto hunter ?

c. Alii. (tr. (jtt.jager^ Fr. chasseur.}
1753 HANWAY Trav. (1762) I. vit. xciii. 428 Besides the

hussars, the king has a small body of men whom they call

hunters, who are reputed the most faithful couriers in his

army. 1761 Brit. Mag. II. 443 Lieutenant-colonel de
Stockhausen bad.. posted himself in the Soiling with his

hunters and cannon.

2. A horse used, or adapted for use, in hunting.
1687 Lond. Gaz. No. 2296/4 A milk white Mare above 14

hands.. a very good Hunter. 1786 MRS. Piozzi Anted.
Johnson in Boswell (1831) I. 512 He certainly rode on
Mr. Thrale's old hunter. 1882 PEBODY Eng. Journalism
xvi. 120 The dash and decision with which, upon a thorough-
bred hunter, he rode to hounds.

b. A dog used in or adapted for hunting.
1605 SHAKS. Macb. in. i. 97 The valued file Distinguishes

the swift, the slow, the subtle, The House-keeper, the
Hunter. 1685 Lond, Gaz, No. 2037/4 'I ^e sold 14 Couple
of Harriers, very good Hunters, and have good Mouths.

1898 Daily News 5 Oct. 6/6 A very close hunter, and a fine

hound to boot.

3. An animal that hunts or chases its prey; spec.
a. =

hunting-spider (see HUNTING ///. a. b) ;
b.

A large species of cuckoo {Piaya plicvialis} found
in Jamaica (Cent. Diet.}.
1658 ROWLAND MoufeCs Theat. Ins. 1058 Spidei*. .others

live in the open air, and from their greediness are called

hunters or wolves. 1667 MILTON P. L. xi. 188 The Beast
that reigns in Woods, First Hunter then. 1885 LADY
BRASSEY The Trades 133 The most formidable of these

insects appears to be the 'nunter ant'.

4. = Hunting-watch ; see HUNTING vbl. sb. 3 b.

1851 Illustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 1268 A hunter, engraved,
enamel dial, i inches diameter. 1884 F. J. BRITTEN Watch
<y Clocktn. 122 Hunter. .[is] a watch case that has a metal
cover over the dial.

6. attrib. and Comb. a. in sense i, as hunter-

I>oy y -craft, -crew, -goddess, -spear, -train^ -troop,

-iuarrior\ hunter-like, -seeming ^.^.\ b. in sense 2,

as hunter action, -breeder, -breeding, -fancier,

horse, -steed', c. in sense 3, as hunter ant (see 3).

1833 in Joanna Baillie Collect. Poems 15 A *hunter-boy
blew born beneath it. 1856 H. H. DIXON Post $ Paddock
i. 2 An old *hunter-breeder's confession. Ibid. 7 The
Shropshire men . .are more careful, both as to pedigree and

style, in their *hunter-breeding. 1851 MAYNE REID Scalp
Hunt, v, Different tricks known in *hunter-craft. 1838
Miss PARDOE River $ Desert II. 53 Dedicated to the
* Hunter-Goddess. 173$ SOMERVILI.E Chase iv. 240 The
*Hunter-Horse, Once kind Associate of his sylvan Toils.

1555-8 PHAER JEneid \. B j, *HunterIyke her bow she bare,
her lockes went with the wynd. 1483 Cath. Angl. 192/2
An *Hunter spere, venctbiilum. 1863 LYELL Antiq. Man
23 When the habits of the *hunter state predominated over
those of the pastoral, venison was more eaten than the flesh

of. .sheep. 1697 DKVDEN sEncid NI. 1003 Young Ornitus
bestrode a "hunter steed. 1735 SOMERVILLE Chase n. 357
The busy "Hunter-Train mark out the Ground.

d. Combinations with hunter's, in specialized
senses : as hunter's beef, pudding (see quots.) ;

f hunter's mass (cf. Ger. jagermesse}, 'a short

mass said in great haste for hunters who were

eager to start for the chase
*

(Nares) ;
huntet'a
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moon, a name for the full moon next after the

UAKVEST MOON (q.v. .

1879 MRS. A. E. JAMES Ind. Hoiisch. Managem. 55 A
bump of beef is. .bent spiced and cured, as *hunter'= beef is

made at home. 1595 Copttv IVits, Fits, <V f-'uncics 60 A
Gentleman pray'd him to say a "Hunters Masse ^meaning
a briefe Masse). 1710 Brit. Apollo III. No. 70. 2/1 The
Country People call this the *Hunterb-Moon. 1854 TOMLIN-
SON Arago's Astron. 171 There can, therefore, be but two
full moons in the year which rise during a week almost at

the same time as the sun sets ; the former, occurring in

September, is called the Harvest-Moon ; and the latter, in

the month of October, being in a similar predicament, is

termed the Hunter's Moon. 1815 SI.MOND Tcnr Gt. Brit.
I. 45 This plum-pudding . . This precious faculty of not

losing anything from waiting, has made it be named em-

phatically "Hunter's Pudding, Pudding tie Cliasscur.

Hlinteriail (hcnti^'rian), a.
[f. proper name

Hunter + -IAN.] Of or belonging to John Hunter

(17 2 8-1 793), a famous Scottish surgeon and physio-

logist, or his elder brother William Hunter (1718-
1783^, an anatomist and obstetric surgeon; esp.
in Hunterian (also Hunter's} canal. Huntcrian
chancre (see quots.), investigated by John Hunter.

i8o7-6 S. COOPER First Lines Surg. (ed. 5) 224 That mo>t
of the Hunterian theories about it were always false. 1824
WATT Bibl. rit. III.

s.v.^
Hunterian Museum,.. consisting

principally of Collections in Natural History, the Fine Arts,
and Antiquities, now the property of the Glasgow University.

1875 EMERSON Lett. AT Sac. Aims ix. 220 The Hunterian
law of arrested developement is not confined to vegetable
and animal structure. i88z Syd. Soc. Lex. s.v. Chancre,
The Hunterian or hard chancre being the local manifesta-

tion of syphilis. 1886 Ibid.. Hunters canal, a triangular
canal giving passage to the femoral artery and vein and the

internal saphenoits nerve.

Hunterite (.hzrntareit). Mia. [Named, 1859,
after Rev. R. Hunter of Nagpore : see -JTK.] A
synonym of CIMOUTE.
1859 HAUGHTON in Phil. Mag. IV. xvii. 18. 1868 DANA

Min. led. 5) 457.

t Hrrnteth.. Obs. Forms : I huntof). -tf>, 3

huntep, hontef). [OE. htinloS masc. f. hunl-ian

to hunt -I- suffix -od : OTeut. -fyuz = L. -atus ^ve-

naliis),'] Hunting ;
the chase.

cgoo Charter of Dcnnoul/ in Kemble Cod. Dipt. V. 162

His men beon jearuwe, je to ripe, xe to huntooe. c 1000

yELFRic Gen. xxv. 28 Isaac lufode Esau for his huntojw.
trxooo S&x.Letchd. III. 212 Hunta5 don xestreon jetacnaS.
c 1200 Triri. Coll. Hottt. 209 Ure fo fared on hunted. 1297
R. GLOUC. 8639 Vor to wcnde an honteb in pe nywe forest.

Hnntilite (hn-ntibit). Min. [Named after

T. S. Hunt, an American scientist + -LITE.] Native

arsenide of silver, from Silver Islet, Lake Superior.

Hunting (ho-ntirj), vil. si>. [f. HUNT v. +

-IKG!.]
1. The action of the verb HUNT. a. The action

or practice of chasing game or other wild animals,

either for profit or sport ; the chase ; venery.
c 1000 /ELFRIC Colloq. in Wright Voc. 5 Hwzt dest |m be

binre huntunge? r 1205 LAV. 21342 He hafe5 bibalues

BaSen his huntings bilxfued. c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I.

349/148 pat HS child scholde wcnde An hontingue. c 1375
Sc. Leg. Saints, Blasius 60 pe president Til huntyne has

his knychtis sent. 1484 CAXTON Fables of Poge (1889) 4
The studye of the huntynge and hawkynge is a slouful

cure. 1548 HALL Chron., Edw. IV 194 b, The king being
on huntyng in the forest of Wychwod. 1696 tr. Duquestie's
I'oy. E. Imi. 134 No other Island.. has better hunting.
1781 GIBBON DtOt % F' II. 112 Constans. .was pursuing in

the adjacent forest his favourite amusement of hunting.

1781 BECKFORU (title) Essays on Hunting. 1879 SIR G.

CAMPBELL While t Black 330 What they call
'

hunting
'

in

America is not hunting in our sense, but shooting ; either

ordinary shooting, or drives for big game.
b. With a and//. A hunt, a chase.

(1950 Rit, Eccl. Dunflni. (Surtees) 118 Of hvntvngvm.
c 1420 Antitrs of Arlh. Iv, Suche a bunting in a holt, aw
nojtc to be hidde. 15.. Clievy

Chase i, A woeful hunting
once there did In Chevy-chase befall, ion SPEED Hist. Gt.

Brit. vm. iii. (1632) 399 That vpon the Lords Sabbath, pub-
like Faires . . Huntings, and all secular actions should not be
exercised. 1727 A. HAMILTON New Ace. E. Ind. \. xxii.

263, I saw, in one of these Huntings, above a Dozen of

Deer killed. 1871 FREEMAN Norm. Conq. IV. xx. 609 Ser-

vices to be rendered in the royal huntings.

C. The chasing of their prey by animals.

1382 WYCLIF i Mace. iii. 4 As whelp of lyounrorynge in

his huntyng. 1665 HOOKE Microgr. 202 These Spiders.,
are nothing so eager of hunting as they are in Italy.

d. The action of chasuig, pursuing or searching ;

a pursuit or search. Also with adv. as hunting-up.
1542-5 BRINKLOW Lament. 4 a, Then will they ronne..

a whore hountinge after their false prophetes. 1589 L.

WRI&HT (title) The Hunting of Antichrist. 1651 HOBBES
LcT'iath. i. iii. 10 A bunting out of the causes, a 1700
B. E. Diet. Caul. Crew, Hunting, decoying, or drawing
others into Play. 1796 COLQUHOUN Police Metrop. 403 The
driving of Cattle improperly, usually termed bullock-hunt-

ing. 1876 Miss YONGE Womankind xxiv. 204 A hunting-
up of faults.

e. Change-ringing. (See HUNT v. 7.)

f2. concr. Game killed in hunting. (Cf. VENI-
SON, j Obs.
c 1460 Ttrwntley Myst. v. iq Haue, etc, fader, of myn

huntyng. 1608 TOFSELL Serpents (1658) 709 Pindus..did

daily give unto him the greatest part of his hunting.
3. attrib. and Comb. a. General : Of, belonging

to, used or worn in, adapted for, or engaged in

hunting, as Hunting-bit, -boot, -bout, -cap, -clothes,

-coat, -country , -craft, -fry, -Jay, -dress, -excursion,

-frock, -gear, -liabit, -hat, -hone, -javelin, -knife,

-language, -nag, -net, -party, -place, -pole, -saddle,

-season, -skirt, -spear, -spur, -staff, -sword, -term,

-tide, -toil, -voyage, -whip ;
for the accommodation

of huntsmen, as hunting-camp,-house,-loJge,-t<ni
l

er,

or of horses used in hunting, as hunting-stable.
1696 Lonti. Gaz. No. 3217/4 A white Leather Side Saddle,

and 'Hunting-Bit. 1715 LEONI Palladia's Archit. (1742)
II. 83 Beasta.. either for public *Hunting-bouts, or for the
.Shows in the Amphitheatres. 1770 WASHINGTON Writ.

(1889) II. 310 The Indians .. have tlieir "hunting-camps
and cabins all along the river. 1625 K. LONG tr. Barclay's
Argenis iv. xiii. 282 Comming in bis "hunting-clothes.

1708 Land. Gaz. No. 4439/4 An Estate, .situated, .in. .

a good "Hunting Country-. 1808 SCOTT Mann. I. viii, Each
. .Knew "hunting-craft by lake and wood. 1864 TENNY-
SON Aylmcr's Field (ed. i) ad. lin., There the thin weasel

with faint
*

hunting-cry Follows the mouse. 1859 Enid
165 Wearing neither *hunting-dress Nor weapon. 1:1450
K. Gloucester's Chron. (1724! 482/2 (MS. Coll. Arms) Oftc
holdeth he an honde swerdes, bowes, and *huntyngere.
1711 "Hunting-habit (see HABIT sb. 3). 1881 MRS.
O'DONOGHUE Ladies on Horseback in. vi. 83 If a hunting-
habit be properly cut it will require no shotting. Ibid.

253 That 'hunting-hats frequently fall off. 1565-73 COOPER
Thesaurus s. v. Eqmis, Venator ryttiis, a *hummg horse.

1686 Lima. Gaz. No. 2187/4 The keeping of Hunting-
Horses. 1686 J. DL-STON Lett. fr. Xcw-Eng. 11867) 277
Guides who will, .oftentimes find out "Hunting-Houses,
and other Lodgings at night. 1625 K. LONG tr. Barclay's

Argenis IV. xiii. 282 In his hand he held liis 'hunting-

javelin. 1842 MRS. GORE Fascin. 92 His girdle was gar-
nished with horn-handled "hunting-knives. 1809 A. HENRY
Trav. 6 A solitary Indian "hunting-lodge, built with
branches of trees. 1826 Miss MITFORD Village Ser. II.

(1863) 253 The old manorial Hall.. is cut down into a villa,

or a hunting-lodge, a 1680 BUTLER Kim. (17591 " 8l

Like a "Hunting-nag, [he] leaps over what he cannot get

through. 1788 W. BLASE Hunt Exciirs. 3 His annual

'hunting party. 1730 A. GORDON Maffefs Amphitli. 96

Buildings into which Beasts were brought, which they
called

"

ble

Hunting-Places. 1678 Lotui. Gaz. No. 1274/4
Jlack Gelding . . having on him a *hunting Saddle, and
Lew Saddle-Cloth. 1730 A. GORDON Maffei's Amphith.

96 In the Canons of the Synod called Quinisestus, the

*Hunting-Shews were prohibited. 1810 SCOTT Lady ofL.
i. xxvii, A battle-axe, a "hunting-spear. 1480 Wnrdr. Aa:.

Edw. /K (1830) 148 A paire of 'hunting spurres parcelle

gilt, a 1649 DRUMM. OK HAWTH. Hist. jas. Ill Wks.

(1711)42 Sir Alexander Boyd.. struck the reverend gover-
nour with a "hunting-staff upon the head. 1869 TENNYSON"hunting-staff upon the head.

Pelleas 359 That all the old echoes hidden in the wall

Rang out like hollow woods at "hunting-tide. 1753 De
Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. I. ii. 113 An Eminence, where now
stands an "Hunting-tower of Brick. 1683 Land. Gaz. No.

1842/8 A long "Hunting-Whip, with an Ivory handle. 1859
Ari Taming Horses ix. 149 Every hunting-whip should

have a lash, but it need not be long.

b. Special Combs.: hunting-box, a small house

for occupation during the hunting season (see Box
sb? 14) ; hunting-case, a watch-case with a hinged
cover to protect the glass (orig. against accidents

in hunting) ; hunting-coal (see quot.) ; hunting-

crop, a straight whipstock with a leather loop
for insertion of a thong or lash (CHOP sb. J c) ;

hunting-field, the field or ground on which a hunt,

esp. a fox-hunt, is going on; also, the body of

mounted huntsmen following the hounds
;
hunt-

ing-flask, a flask for liquor, carriedduring hunting;

hunting-jug, a jug adorned with figures of hunts-

men, horses, dogs, stags, etc. ; hunting leopard,
theCheetah (Felisjubata) ,

which is tamed and used

in hunting in India; taunting maaa = hunter s

mass (see HUNTEB 5 d) ; fhunting-match, a hunt

taken part in by a number of persons ; f hunting

oath, a bold or outspoken oath such a* a hunts-

man might utter ; hunting-piece, a picture repre-

senting a hunting scene ; hunting-pudding =
hunter's pudding (see HUNTER 5 d) ; hunting-

seat, a country-house reserved for occupation during
the hunting season

; hunting-shirt U.S., 'a. blowse

or shirt originally made of deerskin and highly

ornamented,worn by trappers,hunters and travellers

on the Western frontier (Bartlett Diet. Amcr.) ;

hunting-song, a song sung during a hunt, or re-

lating to hunting, usually characterized by melodic

phrases imitating the sound of a hunting-horn ;
also

applied to an instrumental composition of the same

character ; f hunting tail, a horse's tail cut in the

manner practised with horses used for hunting ;

hunting-watch, a watch having a hunting-cose to

protect the glass.
1821 BYRON Juan v. Ix, Babel was Nimrod's 'hunting-

box. 1838 LYTTON Alice 131 The old admiral has a hunt-

ing-box in the neighbourhood. 1883 Standard 16 Jan. 2/4

Hunting coal was what was left after general workings.

1857 "Hunting-crop [see CROP ib. 7 c]. 1881 MKS.

O'DONOGHUE Ladies on Horsetack 218 A short hunting-

crop without a lash would do. 1890 BOLDREWOOD Col.

Reformer (1891) 217 Light hunting crops having slender

thongs. <ri8o DK. YORK in J. Taylor Scot. Covenant.

(Cassell) 117 There would never be peace in Scotland till

the whole of the country south of the Forth was turned into

a "hunting-field. 1846-83 EG.-WAKBURTON Hunt. Songs
Ixxxi. ted. 71 218 Each in turn first and foremost the hunting
field led. 1859 Art Taming Horses i. 22 [His] equestrian

performances on the course and in the hunting-field. Mod.
He lost his life accidentally in the hunting-field. 1824 Scon
St. Ronan's vii, He has a hunting'-flask usually about him,

which contain^ as good medicine as yours to the full. 1781
Phil. Trans. LXXI. 2 The "hunting Leopard, or Indian
Chittah. 1881 HUNTICK Gaz. Ind. IV. 619 The cheetah or

hunting leopard must be carefully distinguished from the

leopard proper. 1597 JAS. I. Deinonol. i. v. 18 Like a Papist
Priest, dispatching a 'hunting Masse. 1845 NEALE Mir-
ror Faith 15 King Oswald heareth hunting-mass, a 1637
B. JONSON Discov., Socrates Wks. i Rtldg.) 764/2 What neede
wee know any thing . . more then a horse-race, or a

*hunting-match. 1708 SWIFT Predict., Not daring to propose
a hunting-match. 1563-67 FOXE A. <V M. (1631) III. x.

106/1 Swearing and raging with an *hunting oath or two.

1765 H. WALFOLE in Lett. CUss Suffolk (1824) II. 314 Huge
'hunting-pieces in frames of all-coloured golds. 1783 MRS.
A. M. BENNETT Jitv. Indiscretions (1786) IV. 26 She was
famous for making 'hunting puddings. 1716 AODISON
Freeholder No. 22 r 2 A Traveller .. who had .. lost his

^Hunting-Seat. 1740 GRAY Let. Poems 11775) 79 A house
built by one of the Grand Dukes for a hunting-seat. 1775
J. TRUMBULL in Sparks Corr. Amer. R<n>. 11853) I. 32,
I have ordered our Commissaries . . to send to your camp
all the "hunting-shirts they can procure. 1876 BANXROFT
Hist. U. S. IV. xv. 419 The hardy backwoodsman, clad
in a hunting-shirt and deerskin leggins. 1727 SOMERVILLE

/Ww$U79o)I.254*Hunting-song. 1846-83 EG.-WARBURTON
Hunt. Songs (ed. ^} Introd. 9 An inappropriate introduction
to a new edition of these Hunting Songs. 1686 Land.
Gaz. No. 2163/4 A brown bay Mare., with a "Hunting-Tail.
1844 DICKENS Mart. Chitz. xiii, A gold *hunting-watch . .

capped and jewelled in four holes.

Hu'nting, ///. a. [f.
HUNT v. + -IXG'-'.] That

hunts : see the verb. (In qnot. 1340 absol. as sb,}
rt 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter cxxiii. 6Fra^e snare of huntand.

1682 T. A. Carolina 21 One hunting Indian. 1859 Art
Taming Horses viii. 134 Hunting farmers and hunting. 134 Hun
country surgeons. Ibid. ix. 148 The

'

Napoleons' of hunt-

ing ladies. 1887 ABBAY White blare Wkitcstoneclijf'173
The huntingest squire In the huntingest shire.

b. In special collocations (often hyphtned) : r.s

hunting-cog (see COG sb i) ; hunting-man, a

man addicted to hunting; hunting spider, a spider
that hunts its prey instead of lying in wait for it.

1665 HOOKE Microgr. 199 Not unlike a hunting Spider.
18x2-16 J. SMITH Panorama Sc. $ Art I. 352 It is a useful

precaution . . to give the wheel what is called a hunting-cog ',

that is, one cog more than what will answer to an exact

division of the wheel by the trundle. This being done,
every cog. .will take the next staffer round behind the one
which it took in the former revolution. 1859 Aft Taming
Horses i. 21 Almost every distinguished horseman and

hunting-man in the three kingdoms. 1885 New Bk. Sports
i As well as a hunting-man knows his country.

Hunting dog, hunting-dog, [f. HUNTING
vbl. sb. and///. a.\
1. A dog used for hunting game. Hunting Dogs,

a northern constellation, Canes Venalici.

1863 LYELL Antiq. Man 25 The people of the bronze age
possessed a larger hunting-dog. 1868 LOCKYF.R Guillcmiris
Heavens (ed. 3) 326 We must notice the Hunting Dogs,
above Berenice's Hain 1886 Pall Mall G. 27 Aug. 5/1
Our old friend the hunting dog.
2. A name for two animals of the dog tribe which

hunt their prey in packs, a. The Hyena-dog or

Painted Hyena \Lycaori] of South Africa, b. The
Dhole or wild dog of India.

1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 371/1 The animal .. he describes

under the name of Lycaon, the Hunting Dog. 1866

WOOD Pop. Nat. Hist. I. 89 The latter animal [DholeJ
. .is sometimes termed the Hunting Dog in compliment to

its powers. 1883 W. H. FLOWER in Encycl. Brit. XV.
439/1 Lycaonpictits, the Cape Hunting Dog. . is very distinct

externally from all the other Canidae.

Hu'nting-ground. [f.
HUNTING vbl. sb.}

A district or tract of country adapted for hunting,
or in which hunting is practised.

1777 ROBERTSON Hist. Amer. (1783) II. 61 ^Tribes seated

on. .hunting-grounds abounding so much with game, that

they have a regular and plentiful supply of nourishment
with little labour. 1837 W. IRVING Capt. Bonneville II. 18

AH the fastnesses, denies, and favourable hunting grounds of

the country. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. ii. 4. 72 Thousands
of Hampshire peasants were driven from their homes to

make him a hunting-ground.
b. fig, A place (book, etc.) made the scene of

any kind of hunt or search, or containing a supply
of something for which one hunts.

1880 Academy 21 Aug. 133/3 The Moyen de Parvenir
was a favourite hunting-ground of the author of Tristram

Shandy. 1888 Daily News 15 Sept. 2/5 The hunting

ground of pickpockets.
e. Happy hunting-groiind(s : those expected by

the American Indians in the world to come ; hence,

the future state. Also/^. a favourable place for

hunting, collecting, or making acquisitions.

1836 W. IRVING Astcria (1849) 249 They will see the happy
hunting-grounds, with the souls of the brave and good

living in tents in green meadows. 1890 GUNTER Miss No-

body v,That he may send them to the happy hunting grounds
also. 1894 MASKELYNE Sharps $ Flats \. 6 At the present

moment England is the happy hunting-ground of the

swindling fraternity.

Hunting-horn.
1. A horn or bugle on which signals are blown m

hunting.
1694 LD. MOLESWOBTH Ace. Denmark 160 The Huntsmen

having their great Brass Hunting-horns about their

Necks. 1846-83 EG.-WARBURTON Hunt. Songs IxxUL (ed. 7)

206 Diana it proved, who her hunting horn blew. 1879

W. H. STONE in Grove Diet. Mus. I. 748/1 The hunting

horn finally adopted differs from the orchestral horn m
consisting of an unbroken spiral of three turns.

2. On a side-saddle, the second pommel on the



HUNTRESS.
near side, against which the left knee presses : first

introduced for use in hunting; the leaping-head.
(See HORX sl>. 2ib.) Also huuting-honi crutc/i

t

leaping-horn.
1854 Art Taming Horses viii. 117 The third or hunting-

horn pommel must be fitted to the rider. Ibid. ix. 143 With
the hunting-horn crutch the seat of a woman is stronger
than that of a man, for she presses her right leg down over
the upright pommel, and the left leg up against the hunting-
horn. Ibid. 144 Ladies' saddles ought invariably to be made
with what is called the hunting-horn, or crutch, at the left

side.

Huntress (h*mtres). [f. HUNTER + -EMS.] A
female hunter.

1. A woman (or goddess) who hunts or engages
in the chase.
c 1386 CHAUCER Knt.*s T. 1489 And ther with al Dyane

gan appeere With bowe in honde right as an hunteresse,

1470-85 MALORY Arthur x\'m. xxi, A lady dwell'd in that

forest, and she was a grete huntresse. 1590 SPENSER F. Q.
in. v. 27 In those same woods ye well remember may How
that a noble hunteresse did wonne. . Belphcebe washer name.

1703
ROWE Utyss. n. i. 544 The Huntress Cynthia and her

liain. 1709 STEF.LE Tatler No. 37 F 2 Mrs. Alse Cops-
wood, the Yorkshire Huntress. 1884 SYMONDS Shaks.
Predec. x. 11.405 His sweetheart, .became Maid Marian,
and dwelt a virgin huntress in his company.

b. transf. andyf^. (of women and animals).
1604 DEKKER 2rf Pt. Honest Wh. Wks. 1873 II. 127

Y'are a good Huntresse, Lady, you ha found your Game
already. 1665 HOOKE Microgr. 201 But, if the capricious
Fly took wing, and pitch'd upon another place behind our
Huntress, then would the Spider [etc.]. 1894 SIR E.
SULLIVAN Woman, n Every woman is, by nature and
instinct, more or less a huntress of men.
2. A mare used or adapted for hunting.
1858 TROLLOPE Dr. Thornt iv, If you insist on calling the

old pony a huntress. 1885 Bazaar 30 Mar. 1270 'i Brown
cob, pretty, quiet to ride or drive, good huntress.

3. attrib. and Comb., as huntress fashion, guise ,

-maid, -queen, -wise
; huntress-like adj.

1573 TU-YNE sEneid xr. (1584) S ij b, In Thracian huntres-
wise. 1725 POPE Odyss. vi. 119 A sylvan train the huntress-

queen surrounds. 1788 I. RLTSON Homer's Hymn Venus 7
Whether Latona, or the huntress-maid. 1887 BOWKN Virg.
&neid\. 318 See 1 from her shoulder slung in a huntress
fashion the bow.

Huntsman (hzrntsmsen). [f.
hunt's genitive

of HUNT sb. + -MAN. Cf. craftsman.]
1. A man who hunts, a hunter.

1567 MAPLET Gr. Forest 49 The one which the Huntesman
vseth. 1590 SHAKS. Mids. N. iv. i. 145 Goe bid the hunts-
men wake them with their homes, 1666 J. DAVIES Hist.

Caribby /sis 32 The Indians and Huntsmen, who have no
setled habitation. 1697 DRYDEN I'irg. Georg. nt. 570 The
dext'rous Huntsman wounds not these afar, With Shafts.

1796 SCOTT Wild Huntsman vii, He waved his huntsman's
cap on high. fig. 1808 SCOTT Hunting Song iv, Time,
stern huntsman ! who can baulk?
2. spec. a. The manager of a hunt

;
a man whose

business is to take charge of the hounds and direct

the pursuit of game ; esp. the man in charge of a

puck of hounds for fox-hunting.
1596 SHAKS. Tarn. Shr. \. Induct. 1. 16 Huntsman I charge

thee, tender wel my hounds. 1616 SURFL. & MARKH.
Country Farme 700 Now if it fall out that the hunts-man
haue not earth dogs readie taught, hee may tratne them in
this manner. 1725 DE FOE l-'oy. round World (1840) 274
Just as a huntsman casts off his hounds. 1735 SOMERVII.LI-:
Chase u. in Huntsman, lead on 1 behind, the clust'ring Pack
Submit! attend. 1813 Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 133 Dick
Knight, the late crack huntsman of Lord Spencer. 1883
EG.-WARBURTON Hunt. Songs (ed. 7) 230 noie, Joe Maiden
was Huntsman to the Cheshire Hounds.

b. (See quot.)
1810 Ann. Reg. 620 Each gang of slaves [in Honduras]

has one belonging to it, who is styled the huntsman. .His
chief occupation is to search the woods, .to find employment
for the whole.

3. Comb., as huntsmanlike adj. ;
also hunts-

man's cup, Sarracenia purpiirea, and huntsman's
horn, S. flava. North American plants so called
from their pitcher-shaped leaves

;
the latter also

applied to the leaves themselves (Miller Plant-n.}.
1865 Dublin Univ. Mag. II. 20 At every fence the leading

pair pop over in huntsmanlike fashion.

Hu'litsnianship. Also 7 huntmanship. [f.

prec. + -SHIP.] The position, office, or business of
a huntsman

;
the art of hunting,

n 1631 DONNE Love's Exch. Poems (1633) 224 At court your
fellows every day Give th* art of rhyming, huntmanship,
or play, For them, which were their own before. 1636
MASSINGER Gt. Dk.

Florence^
in. i, This, .must force him to

forsake the groves And Dian's huntmanship. a, 1646 J.
GREGORY Posthum. (1650) 228 To beetoken his Huntsman-
ship-hee holdeth in his hand the skin of a wilde Beast.

t Hu*ntsma:ster. Obs.
[f. Aunt's + MASTER,

rendering Ger. jiigermeister] The master of the

hunt
;
an officer who directs a hunt.

1691 Lond. Gaz. No. 2727/2 Prince Maximilian continues
under his Confinement, and the Hunts-master the Sieur
de Molke, with his Brother, .under a close Imprisonment.

Himt's-up. Also 7 (9 dial.} hunsup. Orig.
the hunt is up, name of an old song and its

tune, sung or played to awaken huntsmen in the

morning, and also used as a dance. Hence

allusively : a. A song sung or tune played to rouse

any one
;
an early morning song.

537 Lett. 9f Papers Hen. VIII (1890) XII. i. 206 In
formation against John Hogon, who, going about the

463

country with a ' crowde '

or a fiddle . . sang a song with these
words, 'The hunt is up', etc. 1549 Cornel. Scot', vi. 66 Thai
dancit al cri.styn mennis dance, the northt of Scotland, huntis
vp, the comount entray [etc.], -1560 A. SCOTT /' ( v;//.v

(S. T. S.) v. 13 With 'Hunts vp ', every morning plaid.
1574 RICH Dial. Mtrcwry .y Sold. I ij b, Unlesse you some
times arise to geve your parramours the hitnte is iip under
the wtndowes. 1592 SHAKS. Rom, fy Jul. in. iv. 34 Hunt-
ing tliee hence, with Hunt s-vp to the day. a 1625 FLETCHKK
1'alsn One iv. ii, They came to play you and your love
a hunUup. 1674 PLAYFORD Skill Mus. i. 61 The Pytha-
gorean Huntsup, or Morning Musick, which wakened and
roused their dull Spirits. 1888 LOWELI, To a Ladyplaying
on Cithern, The horns of Oberon Blow their faint Hunt's-

up from the good-time gone.

f b. In phrases denoting speech or action calcu-

lated to rouse or disturb a person's feelings (cf. to

lead one a dance] ; hence, a disturbance, uproar.
Obs. or dial.

1619 I''I.ETCMI:R M. Thomas in. i, My spightful Dame, I'!e

pipe ye such a hunsup Shall make ye dance a tipvaes.
(71625 Woman's Prize in. iii, 1 would.. in her hearing
Begin her such a huntes-up. 1664 COTTON Scarron. Poet.
Wks. 11765) IT I'll play these Rake-hells such a Hunts-up.
1828 Craven Dial., Hnnsnp, a clamour, a turbulent outery.

Htrntswoman. [Cf. HUNTSMAN.] A hunt-

ress
;
a woman who rides to hounds.

1621 LADY WROTH Urania 470 An excellent hors-woman,
and hunts-woman she was. 1780 MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary <(

Lett. (1842) I. 302.

Hunx, obs. f. HUNKS. Huny, obs. f. HONEY.
Hunyn, obs. f. ONION. Huo, obs. f. WHO.
Huon pine (hiw'/n pain). [Named from the

river Huon in the south of Tasmania.] A large

evergreen coniferous tree (Dacrydium FrankHnii)
found in Tasmania

; also its timber.
1820 C. JEFFREYS I'an Diemen's Land 28 i Morris) On

the banks of these .. rivers, and the harbour, grows the
Huon Pine (so called from the river of that name, where it

was first found). 1832 BISCIIOPF Van. Diemen's Land II.

23 Huon pine is by far the most beautiful wood found in the
island. 1851 lllnstr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 992.

Huor, Huork, obs. forms of HUER, WAKK.
Hup, hupp (hr>p\ int. A call to a horse, a. to

quicken his pace ;
b. (Sc. and north?) to turn to the

right or away from the driver : the opposite of hie.

1733 FIELDING Don Quix. Eng. n. x, Gee, gee, boys,
hup ! 1825-80 JAMESON, ///, used to a horse in order to
make him quicken his pace. 1851 H. STEPHENS Bk. Farm
(ed. a) I. 160/1 To gofrom yon . Hup is the counterpart to
hie in the southern counties, .in towns Haap is used where
tuynd is heard, and Hip bears a similar relation to vane,

1859 J. BROWN Rab
<J- F. (ed. Alden) 4 'Hupp!' and

a stroke of the whip were given to Jess.

Hence Hup v. a. intr. To shout hup /, to urge
on a horse, b. trans. To direct or turn (a horse)
to the right ;

= HAP z>.4

1824 SCOTT St. Ronan's xvii, Touchwood was soon heard
'

hupping
'

and '

geeing
'

to the cart. 1851 H. STEPHENS Bk.
Farm (ed. a) I. 180/1 The horses are then hupped sharp
round from you. Ibid. 181/2 [see HIE v.z

]. 1851 Jrnt. R.
Agric. Soc. XII. i. 125 To lay two i2-yard ridges together,
by hupping, or turning to the right hand at the ends.

Hupaithrie, for hypstthric = HYP.ETHRAL.
1818 SHELLEY Rev. Islam vn. xii, That spacious cell Like

an hupaithric temple wide and high.

Hupe, huppe, obs. ff. HIP sb.^ andz/.1
( hop),

Hoopjtf. 1 Hupostasis, for HYPOSTASIS. Hup-
pil, hupple, obs. ff. HIPPLE, little heap.
Hur, obs. f. or var. Hufcjfcwt. ;

var. HUBR; obs.

f. WHORE. Huracano, obs. f. HURRICANE.
Hur-bur: see HURR-BURR. Hurburlie, obs.

f. HURLY-BURLY.
Hurcheoii (hzJutf^n). Now Sc. and north,

dial. Forms: 4 hircho(u)n, 5 hurchon, -yn,

hyrchoun, 6 hurcheoun, hyrchen, 6- hur-

cheon, 8-9 hurchin, 9 -ent. [a.ONF. htrichoiij
OF. herifun (i2thc. in Littre), mod.F. htriswn (in
Hainault hirchon, hurehon, Picavd hertchon, ire-

chon) : pop. L. +ktricidn-tmt
f. hericius, late form

of ericius hedgehog. See also URCHIN.]
1. A hedgehog.
c 1315 Gloss W. de Bible$iv. in Wright Voc. 165 Yri^oitn,

an hirchoun. 1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xiv. Ivii.

(Tollem. MS.), Also hirchonis [1535 yrchins] and hares flew
to holow stones. ^1435 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 639/11 Hie
erinactuS) hurchon. 1597 MONTGOMERIE Cherrie $ Sloe 15,
I saw thehurcheoun and the hair..Wer happing to and fro.

a. 1605 Flyting iv, Pohuart 336 With hurcheons eatand
hips and hawes. 1683 Huddersf. Gloss. , Hurchent, Hur-
chin. 1893 HESLOP Northnmbld. Gloss., Hurchin^ Hur-
cheon, the hedge hog.
trans/. 1508 DUNBAR Flyting TV. Kcnnedie 179 Hard hur-

cheoun, hirpland, hippit as ane harrow. 1894 CROCKETT
Lilac Sunbonnet 55 The wizened auld hurcheon.
attrlb. 1508 DUNBAR Tua inariit wemen 107 With his

hard hurcheone skyn sa heklis he my chekis.
1790

BURNS
Elegy Cagt, Henderson

i,
The meikle devil.. Haurl thee

hame to his black smiddie, O'er hurcheon hides.

2. A mischievous person ; an urchin.

1785 BURNS Jolly Beggars Recit. vn. ii, Hurchin Cupid
shot a shaft That play'd a dame a shavie.

Hurc(k)le, var. HURKLE. Hurd, -e, obs.

ff. HERD, HOARD. Hurdace, -as, -eys, -ice :

see HURDIS. Hurden : see HARDEN.

Hu'rdieS, sb.pl. Sc. [Origin unknown.] The
buttocks ;

the hips. Also Jig. the rump, the end
or (

tail
'

of anything.

HURDLE.

1535 LVNDF.SAY Satyre 4363 Of hir hurdles scho had na
hauld. 1623 Elgin Session A'ec. in Scotsman (18981 31 Jan.
-.'. 7 There was litile justice in Elgin tliat suffered them [two
witches] to leve so lang unhet baith their hurdies. 1786
BURNS TivaDoffs 36 His gawcy tail. .Hung o'er his hurdies
wi' a swirl. 1894 CROCKETT Raiders 163 The long rows of
cow's hurdies. 1895 Men ofAIoss Hags xl. 290 He was
sitting on las hurdies in the shallows.

tHu-rdis,lnrrdice. Obs. Also 4-5 -ys(e, 5

-as,-ace,-eys,-yce,-esse.5hourdeys; (4hardes).
[ME. hurdis, etc., a. OF. hottrdeis^ -is, earlier

hordeis^ -zV, mod.F. liourdis (med.L. hurdiciutttt

hordecium Du Gauge) : L. type ^hurddticium^ f.

OF. harder, harder, hoarder (late L. hurdare),
f. OF. hurt) kourt. hourd palisade, a. OHG. hurt

(pi. hiirdi}, Cier. hiirde hurdle, cogn. w. ON. /iurG,

Goth, haitrds door : see next.]
A palisade, orig. of hurdles or wicker-work.
13. . Coerde L. 3969 The Sarezynes, armyd, forth lepe Upon

the walles the toun to kepe, Stout in touret, and in hurdys
[rime vys]. Ibid. 6127 Her houses brende and her hurdys :

Gret smok ther aros, I wis. ^1352 MINOT/*O/W (ed. Hall)
x. 14 paire hurdis, ^aire ankers, hanged J>ai on here, c 1400
Melayne 1600 AnobiU hurdas ther was graythede. 1419-30
LYDG. Ckron. Troy n. xviii, They. .Sette their bastyles and
their hurdeys eke, Rounde about to the harde wall. 1447
BOKENHAM Seyntys (Roxb.i 169 Thai iyin in ful sympyl
hurdeys And lykly for to be deed for cold. 1489 CAXTON
FaytesofA. ii. xiv. 118 They made hourdeys or obstacles
full thykke of thornes.

Hence f Uu-rdised (hurdeysed} ppL a., palisaded.
c 1450 Merlin 604 With-ynne the bailie were v. toures . .

the fifthe was gret and high, and well hurdeysed a-boute

with-ynne and with-oute.

Hurdle (hi)-Jd'l), $l>. Forms : a. i hyrdel,
(hyrjjil), 3 herdel, 4-5 hirdel, 4-6 -die, 4-7 hur-

del, -ell, 5 herd-, hyrd-, hirdyl, -yll(e, -el, -ill,

hurdull, $-6 hyrd-, herdell, hirdil(l, herdyl,
-le, (horthell), 6- hurdle. ^. 5-6 hardy11, 6

-yll, -ell. 6-7 hardel, 6-8 -le. [OE. hyrdfli-
OTeut. type ^hurdilo-z, deriv. of a primitive repre-
sented by Goth, haurds, QNJiurS door,OHG. hurt

(MUG. hurt, pi. hiirte, hiirde, Ger. hiirde, MDu.,
Dn. horde), wickerwork, hurdle : OTeut. *hurdi-s,

pre-Teut. *krtis : cf. L. cratis hurdle, Gr. Kvpria

wickerwork, tcvprr), Kvpros fishing-creel, cage, Skr.

krt to spin, crt to fasten together.]
1. A portable rectangular frame, orig. having

horizontal bars interwoven or wattled with withes
of hazel, willow, etc. := wattle; but now often an

open frame with light horizontal bars crossed by
uprights, and strengthened by a diagonal bar, like

a field gate : used chiefly to form temporary fences,

sheep-pens, etc.

c 7*5 Corpus Gloss. 600 Crattm, flecta vel hyrjril. riooo
MLFRIC Horn. I. 430 pa forlet se waelhreowa casere 5one
halgan lichaman uppon Sam isenan hyrdle. c 1050 Vac. in

Wr.-VVQlcker 371/30 Crates, hyrdlas. 1297 R. GLOUC.
(Rolls) 4788 Mid nor owe honde hii rerede verst an chirche
Of herdles and of ;erden as hii couj>e wurche. 1462 MARC.
PASTON in P. Lett. No. 436 II. 85 He schall mak yow as

many hyrdyllys as ye nede foryowyr fold, ifiax in Archxo-
logia (1834) XXV. 437 Pd. to the said Thomas for v dussen

hardylls vjjr. viij^r*. 1573 MASCALL Plant. % Graff.{iyy*} 70
Ye shall drie them on hurdells of Oziars made like Lettice
windowes. 1669 WORLIDGE Syst. Agric. 11681) 327 Hurdles,
made in form of Gates, either ofspleeted Timber or of Harle
Rods . . either serve for gates in Enclosures or to make
Sheepfolds or the like. 1745 POCOCKE Trai'. II. i. ix. 129
The houses of the village . . are made of hurdles, covered
with clay. 1794 T. DAVIS Agric. Wilts in Archxol. Ret'.

Mar. (1888), Hurdles .. six feet long, three and a half feet

high, made of hazel-rods closely-wreathed, the upright rods
called sails and the long rods wreaths. 1880 H. STEWART
Shepherds Man. 27 As the crop is eaten, the line of hurdles
is moved along the field until the whole is consumed.

b. A frame of this kind used as a barrier to be

cleared in races.

'833 [see 3, hurdle su>cepstake\ , 1870 ELAINE Encyct. Rnr.
Sports (ed. 3) 1284 The hurdles were stout black wattles,
which will bend but not break; and were placed, the first

near the distance post [etc.].

c. A kind of frame or sledge on which traitors

used to be drawn through the streets to execution.

(This remained part of the legal punishment for high
treason till 1870, when it was abolished by Act 33 & 34 Viet,

c. 23 31.)

1412-20 LYDG. Ckron. Troy v. xxxvi. (MS. Digby 230),

Egistus was . . dempt . . On an hirdel naked to be drawe

Thoru3oute be toun. .And aftir ful hi^e enhonged on a tree.

1450 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. 1. 115 To do drawe the body
of a grete traytour . . uppon an hurdull by the stretes of

your Citee of London. 1577 HARRISON Bnguutdn, xi. (1877)
i. 222 Drawing from the prison to the place of execution

vpon an hardle or sled. 1634 FORD P. Warbeck in. i, Let
false Audley Be drawn upon an hurdle from the Newgate
To Tower-hill. 1769 BLACKSTONEOWW. IV. vi. 92 Usually
(by connivance, at length ripened by humanity into law) a

sledge or hurdle is allowed to preserve the offender from the

extreme torment of being dragged on the ground or pave-
ment. 1777 SHERIDAN Sc/t. Scand. ii. i, Many a wretch has
rid on a hurdle who has done less mischief. 1859 DICKENS
T. Tivo Cities ii. ii, He'll be drawn on a hurdle to be half

hanged.
d. Fortif., etc. A wattled hurdle, used to lay

upon marshy ground or across a ditch to provide
a firm passage, etc., or, often covered with earth,
to stop up a breach, to strengthen a battery, or to

protect a work or position from the enemy's fire.



HURDLE.

13 . . K. A!is.6io4 [6o88J \Bodl, MS.) Of LirJles & brigges

hy maden flores And so hy went en in to be mores. 1440 J.

SHIRLEYDethe K. James (1818115 He laid certayne plaunckes
and hurdelles over the diches. 1489 CAXTOS P'aytesofA. u.

xxiv. 137 The trestelles muste be garnissed with hirdelHs for

to make the aleies and weies to go ouere. 1555 EDKN Decades

07 Theye made a greate trenshe. .coueringe the same with

hurdels . . the dogge tyger chaunsed fyrste into this pitfaul.

1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn, t Hurdles, or Clays, in Fortifi-

cation, are made of . . Twigs of Willows, or Osiers, being 5

or 6 Foot high, and from 3 to 4 Foot broad. They are

interwoven very close together, and usually laden with

Earth, ..to render Batteries firm. 1853 STOCQUELFR Milit.

Encycl. s.v., Hurdles are constructed in nearly the same
manner as gabions, excepting that the picquets are placed
in a straight line instead of a circle.

2. Applied to various things formed, like a hurdle,
of crossing bars or grating.
t a. A sieve, strainer, or colander, t b. Applied to a snow-

shoe. C. Hat-making.
' A grid of wood or wire, on which

a bunch of felting hair is laid for bowing* (Knight Diet.

Meek. 1875). d. Salt-making. (See quot. 1886.) 6. The
stick used in the game of lacrosse.

1725 BRADLEY Fetm. Diet. s.v. PC
Hurdle or Grate, and passed through the Hair-Sieve.

Diet. s.v. Pasff, To be drained upon

17*7 Ibid. s. v. Cedre, To be taken out, and drain'd JK _
Cullender or Hurdle. 1716 LEONI Albert fs Arc/lit. I. 39/1
Those who walk over the Snow . . wear upon their Feet
hurdles made of Twigs and small Ropes. ..the broadness of
which keeps them from sinking in the Snow. 1837 WHIT-
TOCK Bk. Trades (1842) 293 (Hatter} When the workman is

bowing he works at a ' hurdle ', or thin boarded bench with
several longitudinal chinks to suffer the dust, &c. to pass
through. 1886 Cheshire Gloss.* Hurdle, salt-making term.
A table or platform of wood planks running along each side
of the pans, for the purpose of receiving the salt when drawn
out of the pans. \WtyCornh. Mag. Mar. 258 (ocrWtf)7tM
'stick ', or '

hurdle ',
. .consists of a piece of white ash.

3. attrib. and Comb. t
as (sense i) hurdle-feme,

'maker
)
-rod. -stake, -wall,

-work
;
knrdle-wise adv. ;

(sense i b) hurdle-jumping> -leaping \ (sense i d)
hurdle-revetment^ -work ; hurdle -house, a wattle

house ; hurdle-man, (a} a man who looks after

hurdled sheep or lambs (see quot. 1880) ; (b} a man
who runs in hurdle-races; hurdle-race, a race

in which the contestants have tojump over hurdles ;

so h. racer^ h. racing, h. handicap ; hurdle-wood,
wood used for wattling or making hurdles.

1609 HOLLAND Amm. Marcell. xx. xi. 160 The "hurdle
fences of oysiers. 1805 R. W. DICK SON Pratt. Agric. (1807)
1. 160 A moveable hurdle-fence. 1890 Daily News 8 Jan. 3/6
The Thames *HurdIe Handicap, a 1879 J. S. BREWER Eng.
Stud. (1881) 445 London . . is still [gth c.] the old town of
'hurdle-houses and whitewash. 1883 Standard 12 Feb. 2.6
Pnidhomme has taken kindly to *hurdle jumping. 1894
Times n Sept. 16/7 Wire netting has taken the place of

sheep hurdles. I have not made a hurdle for quite 15 years,
and. .the race of *hurdlemakers is as extinct as the race of

sawyers. 1880 A. C. GRANT Bush Life Queensland 459
'

Toothless, ragged, old grannies ', muttered the *hurdleman.

189* PailM'all G. 18 May 3/1 H. W. Batger is our hurdle

man, and he won the 120 yards hurdle championship first

in 1888. 1848 THACKERAY Bk. Snobs xiv, Lord Glenlivat
..broke his neck at a *hurdle-race. 1897 M. H. HAVES
Points of tJie Horse (ed. 2) xxv. 247 She [a mare] showed
herself to be the best chaser and *hurdle-racer of her time.

1840-70 ELAINE Encycl. Rnr. Shorts (ed. 3) 1282 *Hurdle
racing came into vogue above fifty years ago . . We by no
means assert that hurdle leaping, as an organised sport, had
not been before practised. i8ax in Cobbett Rur. Rides I.

50 The bricks, *hurdlerods and earth say . .
' Here dwell

vanity and poverty '. 1887 H. R. HAWEIS Light of Ages
i. 10 Hindu villages with their *hurdle-surrounded houses.

'833 Snorting Mag. Dec., *Hurdle sweepstakes of 5 guineas
each, for horses not thorough-bred. 1611 COTGR., Hourde,
. .couered with hurdles, or with reed wrought *hurdle-wise.

1649 BLITHE Eng. Improv. hnpr. (1653) 160 In four or five

years, .the Willow rises to gallant *Hurd!e-wood. 1851 J. S.

MACAI'LAY Field Fortif. 127 To form a species ofHurdle-
work above the fascines. 1866 Reader 22 Sept. 307 Huts..

having a framework ofpiles and stakes, with wattle or hurdle-
work of small branches woven between the upright piles.

Hu-rdle, v. [f. prec. sb.]

fl. trans. To construct like a hurdle ; to wattle.

1598 FLORIO, Aggratticcarc, . . to make grater-wise, to
make like a hurdle, to hurdle.

2. To enclose or mark off with hurdles. Also
with out, up, round.
163* SHERWOOD, To hurd'e, make vp, hedge, close with

hurdles. 1770-4 A. YOUNG in A. Hunter Georg. Ess. (1803)
III. 145 They are usually hurdled off in the same manner
as turnips. 1789 Trans. Soc. Arts (ed. 2) II. 107 A field of

rape, hurdled out. 1894 Times 6 Mar. 4/1 To hurdle off

a fresh portion [of meadow] for the ewes every day.

f3. To bush-harrow. Obs.

1733 TULL Horse-hoeing Huso. ix. 42 A yet worse Con-
trivance it was, to Till Land with a Hurdle made of Vine
Twigs [Virg. Georg. \. 95 Vimineasque trahit crates] . . This
Harrowing and Hurdling.
Hurdled (hdudld), ///. a. Also 6 hartheled.

[f. HURDLE sb. or v. + -ED 1 or 2
.]

1. Constructed of or with hurdles ; wattled.
i6 WITHALS Diet. (1568) 39b/2 A hartheled wall, or

ratheled ..paries craticius. 1651 BENLOWES Theoph. xiii.

Ixxxiii.The folded flocks are pent In hurdled grates. 1667
MILTON P. L. iv. 186 Shepherds pen thir Flocks at eeve In
hurdl'd Cotes. 1746-7 HERVEY Medit. (1818)265 As he tends
his fleecy charge, or late consigns them to their hurdled
cots ! 1833 J. BREE St. Herbert's Isle 79 A hurdled panoply
his front displays.
2. Enclosed with hurdles.

163* SHERWOOD, Hurdled, hedged, made vp or covered with
hurdles, clftt hourdi. 1830 MARRYAT King's Own xxxv,
Sheep, dragged from the hurdled crowd. 1880 Daily News
18 Oct. 3/1 Clover, aftermath, or hurdled vetches.
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Hurdler (hiJ-jdlai). [f. HURDLE sb.
:
-EH '.]

1. One who constructs hurdles
;
a hurdle-maker.

1874 T. HARDY Far fr. mad. Crowd II. i. i A thriving
hurdler and cattle-crib-maker.

2. One who runs in hurdle races.

1884 Pali Mail G. 7 Apr. 3 '2 The hurdles are more likely
to fall to Cambridge, whose representative, Pollock, is now,
perhaps .. the best hurdler in the country. 1894 Times 16

July 7/4 The Yale hurdlers seem more quick and active

than their English rivals.

Hurdom, obs. form of WHOREDOM.
Hurdpenny, obs. form of HEAKTHPENNY.
Kurds: see HARDS.

Hurdy-gurdy (hziMdi|g>'jdi\ [app. a riming
combination suggested by the sound of the instru-

ment. Cf. HIRDY-GIRDT, uproar, disorderly noise.]
1. A musical instrument of rustic origin resembling

the lute or guitar, and having strings (two or more
of which are tuned so as to produce a drone), which

are sounded by the revolution of a rosined wheel

turned by the left hand, the notes of the melody
being obtained by the action of keys which '

stop
'

the strings and are played by the right hand
;
thus

combining the characteristics of instruments of the

bowed and the clavier kinds, b. In recent times,

applied popularly to any instrument having a dron-

ing sound and played by turning a handle, as the

barrel-organ.

1749 LADY LUXBOROUGH Lett, to Shenstone 10 Dec.,
Receive this incorrect epistle, .not for its wit or its beauty :

for it has no more pretence to either than a hurdy gurdy
has to harmony. 1764 O'HARA Midas i. 7 A sightly
clown ! and sturdy ! Hum ! plays, I see, upon the hurdy-
gurdy. 1770 MAD. D'ARBLAY Early Diary 10 Jan.,

Hetty went as a Savoyard, with a hurdy gurdy fastened

round her waist. 1785-96 GROSE Diet, Vulg. T., Hurdy
gourdy, a kind of fiddle, .at present it is confounded with
the humstrum. 1807 T. YOUNG Course Lect. Nat. Philos.

I. xxxiv. 399 The vielle, or monochord, commonly called

the hurdy gurdy, has frets which are raised by the action

of the fingers on a row of keys. 1851 THACKERAY Eng.
Hum. iv. (.1876) 261 A Savoyard boy. .with a hurdy-gurdy
and a monkey. 1879 A. J. HIPKINS in Grove Diet. A/us. 1.

759/2 The Hurdy Gurdy was the prototype of the Piano

Violin, and all similar sostenente instruments.

transf. and fig. 1863 LONGF. Wayside Inn, Birds

Killingworth, xviii, And hear the locust and the grass-

hopper Their melancholy hurdy-gurdies play. 1871 SMILES
Charac. i. (1876) 37 Perpetual grinding at the hurdy-gurdy
of long-dead grievances.

2. (More fully hurdy-gurdy ivheel^} An impact
wheel driven by a tangential jet of water which
issues under pressure from a nozzle and strikes a

series of buckets on the periphery. U.S.

1871 RAYMOND Statist. Mines fy Mining 86 An eight-

stamp mill, run by a '

hurdy-gurdy
' wheel 8 feet in diameter,

using 75 inches of water under a pressure of 75 feet. i88a

Rep. to Ho. Represent. Prec. Metals U. S. 628 The actua-

ting power of the derrick is, generally, a hurdy-gurdy. This
is a peculiar kind of impact wheel made to utilize water
under high pressures.
3. A crank or windlass used for hauling trawls in

deep-sea fishing.

1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 196 Trawl-winch or hurdy-
gurdy.
4. attrib. and Comb.
1861 SALA Dutch Pict. i. 8 Airs., such as the hurdy-
urdy players . . grind so piteously before cottage doors. 1891
)K. ARGYLL in igth. Cent. Jan. 12 The famous formula that

geology saw ' no trace of a beginning, no symptom of an
end '

. . may be called the great hurdy-gurdy theory.

Hence Hurdy-girrdyist, a hurdy-gurdy player.
a 1845 HOOD Town <J- Country viii, Two hurdigurdists,

and a poor Street-Handel grinding at my door. 1862 Miss
MULOCK Domestic Star. 335 He made friendships with
blind pipers, Italian hurdy gurdyists.

f Hure, sb. Obs. Also 3 huyre, 5 hwyr, hvyr,
huwyr, huer. [a. OF. hure hair of the head, head

of man or beast (i 2th c. in Liltre), in mod.F. a dis-

hevelled head of hair, head of certain animals ; cf.

med.L. hiira *pileus villosus' (Du Cange), early
mod.Du. hure (

caput apri aut cerui
'

(Kilian), OSp.
hura ; for conjectures as to the origin, see Diez.]
1. A cap.
c X200 Beket 2075 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 166 pare wende forth

on ofheom and is huyre [v.r. hure] of htm drou} And is

mantel a-non after-ward, c 1305 Pol. Songs (Cantden) 156
Ther sit an old chert in a blake hure. ^1400 A. DAVY
Dreams 59 Vpon his heuede sat an gray hure. .1440

Promp. Parv. 252/2 Hwyr, cappe (v.rr. hvyr, hure ;

tena. 1460 J. RUSSELL Bk. Nurture 376 Y hed leuer pe

sight of that than A Scarlet hure. 1482 [see HURRER].

2. The head of a boar, wolf, or bear.

[1828 BERRY Encycl. Herald. Gloss., Hnre is the French
term for the head of a wild boar, bear, wolf, or other such
like wild animal ; but not for those of lions, or other

creatures said to be noble.] 1844 Camp of Refuge I. 65
Of the wild boars, .only the hure or head was served up.
i86i- THACKERAY Philip I. xiii. 289 You never knew that

you yourself had tusks, little eyes in your hure ; a bristly
mane to cut into tooth-brushes.

gu
D

HURL.
l.amb. Horn. 45 pet |m heom 3efe rest la hwure t>en sunne
dei. Ibid. 131 Ne prophete ne patriarche ne hure Sancte
iohannes baptiste. c 1230 Halt Meid. 41 Ne kepe5 he wi5
na mon & hure wi5 his famon.

c. Often doubled, hure and hure (hunnd /;.).

flii75 Colt. Horn. 237 pes lare and laje swiSe acolede

t>urh manifea[l]d senne and hur and hur purh false godes.
c 1200 Trill. Coll. Ham. 40 Habbe we hurend hure mild-

shipe of duue. ft 1250 Oivt ff Xight. n And hure and hure
of of>res songe Hi heolde plaiding swifc>e stronge.

Hure: see EURE, Ewn>, HER prons., HIRE,

HOUR, OUR, WHORE.
Hureaulite (hu'rolsit). Min: [Named, 1825,

from Jlureaux in France : see -LITE.] Hydrous
phosphate of manganese and iron, occurring in

minute red crystals; found at Bureaux nearLimoges
in France, and at Branchville in Connecticut.

1831 Aincr. frnl. Sc. XIX. 371 The Hureaulite.. is in

minute crystals the size of a pin-head. 1868 DANA Min.
(ed. 5' 561.

Hurican, -ano, obs. forms of HURRICANE.
Huriu (hiu>rin). Chem. [f.

mod.L. Hura, the

name of a genus of tropical American plants + -IN.]
'A crystallizable substance, insoluble in water,
found in the juice of Hnra crcpitans or Sand-box
tree' (Syd. Soc. J.ex. 1886).
(1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 292 Of Hurina.]

t Hark. Obs. rare". \&.Q.lnirque,hotirque,
\ar. of hulque HULK 2.] =HULK sb*

1598 FLORIO, I'urchw, a hulke, a hurk, a crayer, a lyter.

Hurkaru, hurkorah, var. HIHCAHRA.

Hlirkle (lif'uk'l), v. Now dial. Forms : 4

hurkel, 5 -kil, -de, 6- hurkle. (6 hirkle, hurkul.

7 hurckle, 9 dial, hirole). /3. 8-9 dial, hurple,

hirplo, hurtle, [app. closely related to MLG.,
LG., and Du. hurken to squat, held by Dutch

etymologists to be an intensive formation with -k

suffix from MHG. huren, dial. Ger. liauern, hfircn

to squat, sit bowed together ; cf. also Fris. horcken
'
contrahere membra ut calefiant '. The Eng. verb

lias an additional dim. or intensive suffix -le. The
dialect forms in /3 appear to be phonetic variants ;

yet those in hurp-, hirp- suggest connexion with

ON. hcrpa-st to be contracted with cramp : see

HIRPLED.]
1. intr. To draw the limbs and parts of the body

closely together, esp. with pain or cold
;
to contract

the body like a beast in a storm ; to cower, crouch,

squat ;
to shrink, shudder. Said also of the limbs :

To be contracted or drawn together.
13.. E. E. Allit. P, B. 150 pat o|>er burne watz abayst of

his bro|*e wordez & hurkelez doun with his hede. Ibid.

406 Cubites fyftene Ouer be hyjest hylle (>at hurkled on
erbe. a 1400-50 Alexander 504 A litill brid, in-to his arme

floje, And bar hurkils and hydis as scho were hand-tame.

1486 Bk. St. Albans E viij a. The haare .. hurcles yppon
hir houghts ay. 1607 WALKINGTON Ot. Glass xiii. 135

Hurckling with his heade to his shouldiers. 1611 COTGR.,

Enchafouitie . . one that, through cold, hurkles like a cat.

1687 A. LOVELI. tr. Tkteautl Trav. in. 78 Sometimes she

,
adv. Obs. Also 2 hwure, hur. [OE.

hunt, of obscure origin. Cf. Sw. huru how.] a.

At least, least of all ; anyhow ; at any rate ; with

a negative : Even. b. Certainly, especially.
c 893 K. ^LFRFD Oros. I. i. 20 Se Kstmere is bum fiftene

mila brad, c 1000 Laws of Ethelrcd viii. c. 9 (Schmid) He
emnihte odSe huru be Kalra Hatgena maessan. -1175

the dead thistle hurkles from the view. 1881 Leicestersh.

Gloss., Hircle, to crouch ; contract the body ;
nestle up

close. 1883 Almondbiny Glass., Hurcle, to cower down, to

squat.. In some parts the word is hurple, or hirple.

p. 1788 W. MARSHALL Yorksh. Gloss. lE. L). S.), Httrple, to

stick up the back, as cattle under a hedge in cold weather.

1811 WILLAN W. Riding Gloss. (E. D. S.). Hurtle, to

contract the body into a round form, as through pain,
severe cold, etc. 1868 ATKINSON Cleveland Gfoss., Hirflf,
to shrug or stick up the back as an animal does_ in incle-

ment weather when standing under a hedge. ..Written also

Hurfle, hurkle, hurtle.

1 2. trans. To crouch down upon ;
to brood

over. Oks. rare.

1640 G. ABBOTT Job Paraphr. 249 Covering them [eggs]
with a little sand or dust to cause them keepe their

naturall heate, instead of hatching and hurkling them.

Hence HuTkled///. a., contracted or drawn to-

gether, bowed together. Hirrkling ///. a., con-

tracting, crouching.
1508 DUNBAR Flyting iu. Kennedie 186 With hurkland

banis, holkand throw thy hyd. 1567 Gude <( Godlie B.

(S. T. S.) 105 With hurklit hude ouer a weill nureist neck.

1863 MRS. TOOGOOD Yorksh. Dial., Fetch the cattle up.

They look hurkled.

Hurl (hwl), v. Also 4-5 hourle, 4-6 horle,

(9 dial, horl, hull). [Akin in form and (in branch

i) in sense, to LG. hurreln to toss, sling, throw,

precipitate, thrust, push, dash : cf. also mod.Uu.

horrel a push, a jog. The connexion of the other

senses is doubtful ; but sense 10 agrees with mod.

E.Fris. hurreln to roar or bluster as the wind ;
cf.

Upper Ger. dial, hurlen to roll, rumble as thunder.

None of these continental words can be traced back

even to the Middle period ;
and they are generally

connected with the onomatopceic hurr expressing

rapid motion. In early ME. there appears to

have been frequent confusion of hurl and hurtle,

partly scribal, but largely through contact of sense

in the notion ' dash
'

; similarly also of hurl and

harl to drag ;
in later times there seems to have



HURL.
been association with whirl, esp. in hurlpit, Inirl-

pool, hurlwind.]
I. Referring to motion.

1. intr. To move, or be carried or driven with
violence or impetuosity ; to rush impetuously ; to
dash. Obs. or arch.

(The first quot. is doubtful ; it may be hurt or hurtle.')
[a 1225 A tier. K. 166 ISe worldes frunge, mid a lutel hur-

lunge [MS. T. hurtlinge] je muhten al uor-leosen, ase t>eo
wrecches i3e worlde, bet hurleS togederes & to-brekeS bore
uetles. & schedeo bore clennesse.] a 1300 Cursor M. 23932
bi leme leuedi vs light emell, pat he mot haueles hurl to
hell. 13.. E.E.Allit.P. B. 376 Water, .wonez bat stryede,
Hurled in-to vch hous. 1382 WYCLIF i Sam. xxi. 13 He
. . hurlide hidir and thider bitwix the hoondis of hem.

Matt. vii. 25 Flodis camen, and wyndis blewen and
rusheden [v.r. hurliden] in to that hous. 4:1400 Destr.
Troy 1365 Maydons for mornyng hade here mynde loste,
Hurlet out of houses. 1513 DOUGLAS JEneis m. x. 39 A
huge peple we se Of Ciclopes cum hurland to the port.
1585 JAS. I Ess. Poesie (Arb. ) 62 Zour wordis to be cuttit
short, and hurland ouer heuch. 1669 STURMY Mariner's
Mftg. r. ii. 20 We rolling climbe, then hurling fall beneath.
I72&-46 THOMSONSummer 450 The very streams, .impatient,
seem To hurl into the covert of the grove. 1816 SCOTT
Atltiq. xvii, Its waters were seen hurling clear and rapid
under their silvan canopy.

f b. app. identified or confused with hurtle.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 1 198 When helmes and hard stele hurlet

to-gedur. Ibid. 6638 IVfony hurlit doun hedstoupis to )>e hard
vrthe ! 1470-85 MALORY Arthur x. ii, He hurled vnto sir

Tristram, & smote hym clene from his sadel. 1609 Spenser's
F. Q. i. iv. 16 Suddaine vpriseth. .The royall dame, and for
her coche doth call : All hurlen [eii. 1590 hurtlen] forth, and
she with princely pase, As faire Aurora in her purple pall.

to. app. associated or confused with whirl.
13.. E. E. Allit. P. C. 271 He [Jonas] glyde2 in by be

giles..Ay hele ouer bed, hourlande aboute. 1632 LITHGOW
Trav. I. 21 Mens mindes..They hurling come and goe,
like fish at baits.

2. trans. To drive or impel with impetuous force
or violence. (In early use the passive was = sense I .)

1305 yudas Iscar. 25 in E. E. P. (1862) ro8 pe see him
hurlede vp and doun : as a liber clot, c 1386 CHAUCER
Man of Law's T. 199 O firste moeuyng crueel firmament
With thy diurnal sweigh that . . hurlest al from Est to
Occident. 1535 COVERDALE Jonali i. 4 The Lorde hurled
a greate wynde in to the see. 1688 S. SEWALL Diary 28
Nov. (1878) I. 237 Scarce any sleeping all night, things in
the Cabbin were so hurled to and again. 1735 POPE Prol.
Sat. 87 Pit, Box, and gall'ry in convulsions hurl'd. 1884
A. I. BUTLER Coftic Ch. Egypt \. 179 Amr hurled his troops
and his engines in vain against the solid walls of Babylon.

b. refl. To throw oneself impetuously ; =i.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 10680 pai hurlet horn full hard with

hor hoge dynttes. 1886 STOKES Celtic Ch. (1888) 251 The
Scandinavians hurled themselves . . upon England.
t c. app. identified with hurtle and whirl. Obs.

1382 WYCLIF Luke vi. 49 Flood was hurtlid to that hous
. . His hous. .in to which the flood was hurlid [v.r. hurtlid].
1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. i. 16 [The monster Error] hurling
her hideous taile About her cursed head. 1617 MARKHAM
Caval. in. 76 When you come euen to the brim of the ditch,

you shall hurle your horse suddainly vpon that side which
is from your aduersary.
3. trans. To throw or cast with violence (from

some position) ; to precipitate, throw down, over-
throw, lit. andyijf.
c 1350 Will. Palerue 1243 Hetterly bobe hors & man he

hurled to be grounde. c 1400 Destr. Troy 10208 He hurlit
of helmys, hedis within, c 1440 York Myst. xxx. 222 He
bese hurled for [? fro] be highnes he haunted, c 1485 Digby
Myst. (1882) in. 142, I xal hovrle of yower hedes. c 1585 R.
BROWNE Attsw. Cartluright i Let vs shortly gather vp his
vntrueths . . and hurle them out by manifest and knowen
markes. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 532 An Earth-

quake, that hurled downe Temples and Pallaces. 1757
GRAY Desc. Odin 93 Till wrap'd in flames, in ruin hurl'd,
Sinks the fabric of the world. 1805 A. DUNCAN Mariner's
Chron. IV. 63 One of those by the pump was suddenly
torn away by a breaker, .and hurled into the abyss. 1821
BYRON Heav. $ Earth iii. 668 The first, .hath been hurl'd
From his once archangelic throne. 1849 MACAULAY Hist.

Eng. v. I. 632 Raised to power and hurled from it. 1855
Ibid. xvi. III.

674^
A mine exploded, and hurled a fine

German battalion into the air.

refl. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 529 Hanging a great
stone about their neckes. .[they] hurle themselves into the
Sea. 1871 L. STEPHEN Playgr. Europe viii. (1894) 186 The
grand glacier . .hurled itself madly downwards.

4. To throw or cast (a missile, projectile, or the

like) ; to project ;
to fling.

a 1400-50 A lexander 2224 Oure pepill . . hurled out arowis.
1530 PALSGR. 588/1, I horle, I throwe a thynge. .1 holde the
a peny that I hurle this stone over yonder house. 1663
CHARLETON Chor. Circuit. 46 Profaning the Lord's Day
with hurling the Ball. 11735 LD. LANSDOWNE Beauty ff

Law 47 The Sire Omnipotent prepares the brand. -Then
flaming hurls it hissing from above. 1874 BOUTELL A ruts

ft Ann. ii. 21 Hector and Ajax hurl their lances at each
other. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. i. 3. 20 Leaping on horse-

back, he hurled his spear into the sacred temple.

t b. generally. To throw, cast, toss ; to ' throw '

in wrestling. Obs.

1563-87 FOXE A. f, M. (1684) III. 679 Here is a Testament
in my hand, if I hurl him in the Fire and burn him, have
I burned Gods Word, or not 1 c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad xiv.

150 A heavenly veil she hurls On her white shoulders.
1611 BEAUM.& FL. Knt. Burn. Pestle in. ii, Why, Nell, I

saw him wrestle with the great Dutchman, and hurl him.

1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 539 Flesh-pottage, which
they hurle by handfuls into their mouthes. 1615 MARK-
HAM Eng. Houseiu. (1660) 92 Pull it all in pieces, and hurl
in a good quantity of currants. 1659 D, PELL Itupr. Sea
148 Though hee hurl the rod into the fire after all is done.
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c. absol.

1530 PALSGR. 588/2 He can hurle as far by hande as some
man can do with a slynge. 1611 BIBLE Aw/. xxxv. 20 If
he . . hurle at him by laying of waite that he die.

d. spec. To play the game of *

hurling '.

1766 MRS. GRIFFITH Lett. Henry $ Frances IV. 285The Mob used to hurle there on every St. James's Fair-
day. 1780 A. YOUNG Tour Jrel, I. 365 Sometimes one
barony hurls against another, but a marriageable girl is

always the prize. 1836 W. H. MAXWELL Capt. Blake I. xi,
I . . danced, hurled, and was happy, a 1843 SOUTHEY
Comnt.-pL Bk. IV. 563 The Irish custom of horsing a girl,
and then hurling for her

?
that the winner may marry her.

1857 TRENCH Proverbs ii. (ed. 4) 34 note, 'The man on the
dyke always hurls well ;' the looker-on at a game of hurling,
seated indolently on the wall, always imagines that he could
improve on the strokes of the actual players.
5. transf.z\\& Jig. To throwoutorforthwith force;

to utter (words, threats, etc.) with vehemence
; to

dart (rays, a glance, etc.).

1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. ii. 29 For golden Phoebus .. From
fiery wheeles of his faire chariot Hurled his beame. i6oz
MARSTON Ant, fy MeL iv. Wks. 1856 I. 44 His spirit hovers
in Piero's court, Hurling about his agill faculties, To appre-
hend the sight of Mellida. ci6n CHAPMAN Iliad iv. 86
Jove, brandishing a star, winch men a comet call, Hurls
out his curled hair abroad. 1667 MILTON P. L, i. 669
Hurling defiance toward the vault of Heav'n. 1792 f.
BARLOW Conspir. Kings 86 Truth's blest banners, o er the
regions hurl'd. 1858 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. vi. ix. II. 221
Hurling a glance at Grumkow. 1875 MANNING Mission H.
Ghost vii. 189 The accusations that may be hurled at you.
1 6. To drag or pull with violence ;

= HAUL z>.i i .

(Also absol.} Obs.

CI305 Pol. Songs (Camden) 211 Whan menne horlith ham
here and there, Nego savith ham fram care, c 1400 Destr.
Troy 10311 He..Festnyt hym.. by his fete euyn, Hard by
the here of his horse tayle, And hurlit hym with hethyng
burgh be hoole ost. c 1420 Anturs ofArtk. (Douce MS.) 187
Pey hurle [ire/. MS. hurlun, Thornt. MS. harle] me vn-

nendely. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixxii. 20 Inyre thai hurlit
him heir and thair. 1663 R. 'Ri.MH.Autobiog, ii. (1848) 22 The
new creature was assaulted, hurled and holed as a captive.

f7. To jostle; = HURTLE v. Obs.

1388 WYCLIF Ezek. xxxiv. 21 For that that ;e hurliden

[1382 punchiden, I'ulg. impingebatis] with sidis, and schui-
dris. .alle sike beestis.

8. To wheel or drive (a vehicle, or in a vehicle, esp.
one that goes heavily). (Also intr.) Sc. a.nd.nort/1.
a 1745 MESTON Poems (1767) 126 Ne'er hackney hurl'd

On better wheels in the wide world. 1786 BURNS 'Sir,
I'ours this moment

', If on a beastie I can speel Or hurl
in a cartie. 1795 Fortnight's Ramble 18 Their shopmen
..are hurling their whiskies along the villages. aiBio
TANNAHILL Poems (1846) 16 Now and then we'll hurl in
a coach. 1893 Northitmbld. Gloss., Horl,..tQ wheel, to
trundle.

' Where ye gan ti horl yor gords
'

(i.e. hoops) ?

til. 9. intr. To strive, contend : see HURLING
vbl, sb. 3. Obs.
c 1440 Promp. Pan'. 253/2 Hurlyn, or debatyn, incnrsor.

fill. 10. intr. To roar or bluster as the wind
;

to howl : see HURLING vbl. sb. 4. Obs.

1530 PALSGR. 589/1, 1 Hurle, I make a noyse as the wynde
dothe,./*- brnys. Ibid., The wynde hurled so sore that none
of us coulde nat here an other, c 1535 Hye Way Sfyttel
Hous ioi in Hazl. E. P. P. IV. 27 The sharp north wynd
hurled bytterly. 1598 DRAYTON Heroic. Ep. xxi. 76 The
shrugging Ayre about thy Temples hurles.

IV. II. dial, (intr.)
To be chill, to be pinched

with cold (Craven Dial 1828).
Hence Hurled///, a.

1638 F. JUNIUS Paint, of Ancients 331 When.. finding
of fault begins to interrupt our worke, it is impossible that
the force of our hurled invention should keepe her course.

Hurl (hil), sb. [f. HURL v. Various groups
of senses have arisen independently from different

senses ofthe vb.
,
and are practically distinct words.]

I. 1. The action or an act of hurling ;
a forcible

or violent cast or throw.

1530 PALSGR. 233/1 Hurle or throwe with a stone, coup de
Pierre, a 1693 URQUHART Rabelais in. xii. 93 The darting
Hurls, or slinging Casts of the Vulcanian Thunderbolts.
1695 CONGREVE Taking ofNctmnr \t\\\. Beholding Mountain
on Mountain thrown ! With threatening hurl ! that shook th'

^Ethereal Firmament. 1813 LD. THURLOW Poems 24 With
weak and idle hurl Their darts had sped.
2. The stick or club used in the game of hurling ;

in quot. 1791, a lacrosse-stick.

1791 W. BARTRAM Carolina 370 A company of young
fellows, .came in.. with rackets or hurls in one hand. Ibid.

508 Each person having a racquet or hurl, which is an
implement, .somewhat resembling a laddie or scoop-net,
with a handle near three feet in length, the hoop and
handle of wood, and the netting of thongs of raw hide, or
tendons of an animal. 1858 O'CuRRY Mann. Anc. Irish

11873) H. 359 He would give his ball a stroke of his hurl.,
he would throw his hurl at it.

II. 3. ? The rush (of water) ;
swirl, rare.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. C 319 pe pure poplande hourle playes
on my heued. a 1400-50 Alexander 1154 pe wawis of be
wild see apon be wallis betis, pe pure populande hurle [v.r.

perle] passis it vmby. 1890 CLARK RMSSELL Ocean Trag. II.

xviii. 109 A sea that had.. lost the early snappish and
worrying hurl put into it by the first of the dark blast.

4. A downward rush
; esp. a violent and noisy

rush of stones, etc. down a steep slope. Sc.

1549 Contpl. Scot. vi. 39, I herd mony hurlis of stannirs
& stanis that tumlit doune vitht the land rusche. 163*
LITHGOW Trav. vi. 262 Distempred feare brought him
downe upon me with a rushling hurle. 1866 W. GREGOR
Banffsh. Gloss., Hurl (i) a quantity of any hard material
thrown down, or falling down in confusion and accompanied

HURLER.
with noise

;
as * A hurl o' stanus cam doon on's back \..fna

hurl, means in a confused mass, accompanied with noise.
(2) The noise caused by any hard material thrown down, or

falling down of itself.

t5. Diarrhoea. Sc. Obs.

1508 DUNBAR Flyting w. Kennedic 194 It Is wittin . . thow
hes the hurle behind.

III. 6. A ride in a cart or other wheeled

vehicle, a drive. Sc.
1822 CARLYLE Early Lett. (Norton) II. 144 We will not

let you want a hurl up and down in the coach. 1826 J.
WILSON Noct. Amhr. Wks. 1855 I. 236 I'll take a hurl wi'

ye as far as the Harrow.
IV. f 7. Strife, contention

; commotion, tumult.
1440 Promp. Parv. 253/2 Hurl, or debate, sedicio. 1553

GRIMALDE Cicero's Offices i. (1558) 36 Making a hurle
[tumultuante} to be thrust from his place. 1587 FLEMING
Contn. Holinshed III. 1028/1 About the same time that this
rebellion.. began in the west, the like disordered hurles
were attempted in Oxfordshire, and Buckinghamshire.
1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1621) 358 In this hurle a great
part of the Christian armie . . was speedily transported over
the river. 1653 URQUHART Rabelais i. iv. 23 They all went
out in a hurle.

8. Sc.
' The act ofscolding ; sometimes expressed,

a hurl of aflyte* (Jam.).
?<z 1800 H. Blyd's Contract 6 (Jam.) She ga

1 me sic a hurl
I never gat the like o't.

Hurl, var. of HARL $bl

HuTlbarrpW. Sc.vn& north. dial. [f.HuRLz>.8
+ BARROW sb$\ A wheelbarrow.
1680 FR. SEMPILL Banishm. Poverty 86 My guts rumbl'd

like a hurle-barrow. 1737 RAMSAY Scot. Prw. (1750) 60
It is kittle for the cheeks when the hurl-barrow gaes o'er
the brig of the nose. 1819 W. TENNANT Papistry Storm'd
in. (1827) 114 Hurlbarrows, filled..Wi' saxpence faifs. 1893
Northnmbld. Gloss., Horl-barra.

Hn'rlbat. Also 5-6 hurlebatte, 7 whorle-
bat, 7-8 whirl-bat, [app. f. HURL v. +BAT sb?
The earlier instances are mostly in translations, in

which it is used to render two quite different words,
aclys and ctestus, the latter app. through doubt as
to its meaning. Cf. the following :

1696 KENNETT Rom. Antiq. (1713) 255 The cestus were
either a sort of leathern guards for the hands, compos'd of
thongs and commonly filled with lead or iron to add force
and weight to the blow : Or, according to others, a kind of
whirlbats or bludgeons of wood.]

fl. A weapon, ?some form of club ; in i6th c.

Lat.-Eng. Dictionaries, glossing L. aclys (aclis} a
small javelin. Obs.
c 1440 Jacob's Well (E. E. T. S.) 105 Pleying at be two

hande swerd, at swerd & bokelere, & at two pyked staf, at be
hurlebatte. 1496 Dives $ Pauf. (W. de W.) v. xviii. 220/1
In playes of hethen men. .as in playnge at the swerde &
bokeler, at thestafle twohandswerde hurlebat in tourmentes.
1548 ELYOT Did., Aclis, a kynde of weapon, vsed in
olde tyme, as it wer an hurlebatte. 1565-73 COOPER The'
saurus, Aclis, a kinde of weapon tyed by a string, much
lyke a hurlebatte. Ibid., Adides [i.e. aclides], short battes

o_f
a cubit long and a halfe, with pykes of yron, and were

tied to a line, that when they were throwne, one might
plucke them againe : Hurlebattes. 1634 Withal** Diet.

377/2 Hurlebats having pikes of yron in the end, adides.

1656 BLOUNT, Hurlebats (adides}. See Whorlebats.

t2. Used to render L. casstus CESTUS S
, partly

through misapprehension of its meaning : see quot.
in etym. Obs.

1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. v. iv. 773 Flinging the coit
of brasse

; yea, and as some say, at hurl-bats and fist-fight.

1609 Amm. Marcell. xxx. ix. 392 The moving of his

armes, laying about him as if they had beene fighting at
hurlebats \velitt caestibm dimicanttuni}. 1621 G. SANDYS
Ovid's Met.v. (1626) 91 Inuincible with hurle-bats {cxstibus
invicti}. 1634 WithaCs Diet. 265/2 A whorle-bat, an Instru-
ment of Leather covered with lead, to buffet one another,
cssstus. 1700 DRYDEN Fables Pref. Wks. (Globe) 506 He
rejected them, as Dares did the whirlbats of Eryx, when
they were thrown before him by Entellus [JEneid v. 400-
420]. 1791 COWPER lliad\\\. 167 Where him his royal whirl-
bat nought avail'd.

3. The bat or stick used in the Irish game of

hurling; =HURL sb. 2.

1820-29 CALLANAN Convict of Clonmell in Hayes Ballads
Irel. I. 347 At my bed-foot decaying My hurlbat is lying.
Hence Hurlbattingf, (f Whirlbattinff), con-

tending with hurlbats.

1744 J. PATERSON Comm. Milton's P. L. 208 The valient

youths exercised themselves, at running, whirlbating, quoit-

ing, jumping and wrestling.

Hurl-bone, a late var. WHIRL-BONE.

Hurlecan, -cano, obs. ff. HURRICANE.

t Hurled, a. Obs. [Cf. HURL-FOOTED.] De-
formed or distorted, as a club-foot.

c 1460 Towneley Myst. xxx. 315 His hedeis likeastowke,
hurlyd as hoggys. 1642 FULLER Holy $ Prof.St. iv. v. 264
Statesmen sometimes must use crooked shoes, to fit hurl'd

feet. 1647 Good Th. in Worse T. x. (1841) 119 He himself
had hurled or crooked feet.

t Hurlement. Obs. Also 7 hurli-.
[f. HURL v.

+ -MENT.] Rush, violence
; confusion, disturbance.

1585 T. WASHINGTON tr. Nicholay's Voy, n. xiii. 48 b, The
Inhdelles..with a greate hurlement and fury entred into
the Citie. 1612 HAYWARD Ann. Eliz. (Camden) 63 In the

very heat of these hurliments, the Englishe burnt one of
the milles beyond the water. 16x3-18 DANIEL Coll. Hist.

Eng. (1621) 200 King Edward, .discovering both this acci-

dent, and the hurlement made by the change of place,
slackes not to take advantage thereof.

Hurler (hwMlai). [f.
HURL v. + -ER 1

.]

1. One who hurls or throws with violence.
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HTTRLET. 466 HURLY-BURLY.

1532 MORE Confitt. Barnes viu. Wks. ^6B
fi Bi and by

one hurled at him again. And anone as he saw that, what
horsons (quoth he).. I se wel ye be hurlers or of counsaile
with y" hurlers al the wole maynye of you. 1579-80
NORTH Plutarch 1676) 461 Darters, Bow-men, and Hurlers
with Slings. 1643 MILTON ApoL Smect. Wks. (1851) 276 This

cursing Shimei a hurler of stones. 1873 SYMONns6V/l-. Poets
vi. 168 Supreme hurler of the thunderbolt.

2. spec. One who plays either game of HURLING.
1602 CAREW Cornwall 74 The Hurlers are bound to the

observation of many lawes. 1850
* BAT *

Crick, Man. 25
A player . . ran with [the ball], followed by the whole pack of
hurlers.

b. (See quots.)
1607 CAMDEN Brit, 139 (Cornwall) Saxa . . equibus septem

vel octo sequa inter se distantia . . Hiirlers vicini vocant.
1610 HOLLAND Camden's Brit. i. 192 The neighbour In-
habitants terme them Hurlers. .perswaded, they had beene
men sometimes transformed into Stones, for profaning the
Lord's Day, with hurling the Ball. 1797 MATOS West.
Count. I. 269 The Hurlers are three singular and large
circles of stones. 1827 G. HIGGINS Celtic Druids Pref. 54
In the Parish of St. Clare in Cornwall, are three circles of
stone called the Hurlers.

3. One who contends or strives ; one who creates

a disturbance.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 253/2 Hvrlere, or debate maker.
4. One who wheels a barrow or cart. Sc.
i8oa FINDLATER Agric. Surv. Peeblesh. 209 [The peat]

is taken up by the women wheelers {hurlers). .Two hurlers

commonly suffice to spread the peat dug by one man.

Hurlet. rare. [? f. HURLJ. 2, or = HoRLEY 2.]
? A small hurlbat.

i8S T. C. CROKER Fairy Leg. S. Irel. I. 305 The hurley,
or hurlet, being an effective and desperate weapon. 1865 tr.

Senckns MormAnc. Laws IreL 1. 139 The toys of children
must be restored in one day, viz., . . hurlets, balls, and hoops.

( Hu'rlewayn. Obs. Also7helwayne,hell-
wain. In Hitrlewaynes kin^ meyne, supposed to

be the same as F. maisnie Hellequin, med.L.

familia Harlequini (see HARLEQUIN) : The name
of a rural sprite or hobgoblin formerly supposed
to haunt hedges, etc.

1399 LANGL. Rich. Redeles \. 90 Ober hobbis 30 hadden
of hurlewaynis kynne, Reffusyngethe reule of realles kynde.
c 1400 Beryn 8 Leyd wit & lustis all, to suche nyce
lapis As Hurlewaynes meyne in every hegg that capes.
1603 HARSNET Pop. Impost. 135 Ware where you walke for

feare of bull-beggers . . helwayne, the fire-drake . . Tom
thumbe, hobgoblin., and the rest, c 1605 MIDDLETON Witch
n. ii, Why, Hoppo, and Stadlin, Hellwain and Puckle !

Hurley (huli). Also hurly. [f.
HURL

z>.]

1. The Irish game of *

hnrling
'

; hockey.
1841 S. C. HALL Ireland I. 256 The great game in Kerry,

and indeed throughout the south, is the game of '

Hurley '.

Ibid. I. 194 Playing 'hurly' on the surface of the waters.
1861 N. A. WOODS Pr. Wales Canada 129 La Crosse,
a species of hurley, except that to the end of the stick is

attached a small purse net, in which the ball may be caught,
and so carried to the goal. 1893 [see HURLING vbl. sb. 2 b].

2. The stick or club used in this game ;
a hockey-

stick ;
a club or cudgel of the same shape.

1825 [see HURLET]. 1841 S. C. HALL Ireland I. 257 The
players.. are arranged.. in two opposing ranks, with their

hurleys crossed, to await the tossing up of the ball. 1887
Standard 19 Sept. 3/6

'

Hurleys
'
are made of ash, and are

used for playing the national game of that name. 1891 Pall
MallG. 29 Oct. 5/1 Mr. Dillon was welcomed by a numerous
concourse of Nationalists, carrying torches and hurleys.
3. The ball used in '

hurling '.

1856 KANE Arct. Expl. II. xxi, 206 They were contend-

ing to drive a hurley, made out of the round knob of a

flopper-joint

tHurley-hacket. Sc. Obs. Also 6 hurly
hakkat. [Cf. HURL v., HURLY^.]
1. A sport consisting in sliding down a steep place

in a trough or sledge, as in the modern tobogganing.
1529 LVNDESAY Complaynt 176 Sum gart hym raiffell at

the rakkat : sum harld hym to the hurly hakkat. 1810
SCOTT LadyofL. v. note ix. (ed. 2) 41 1 The boys of Edinburgh,
about twenty years ago, used to play at the hurly-hacket
on the Gallon-hill, using for their seat a horse's scull.

attrih. a 1861 R. RAE in Hunter Biggar fy Ho. Fleming
iii. 21 Fancy leads me back to some. .Tremendous hurley-
backet rowe.

2. Applied contemptuously to an ill-hung carriage.
1824 SCOTT St, Ronaris xv, I never thought to have

entered ane o
1

their hurley-hackets.

Htrrley-house. Sc. [Cf. HURL sb. 4.] 'A
large house fallen into disrepair or nearly in

ruins' (Jam.).
1814 SCOTT Wav. Ixvii, I now wish that I could have left

Rose the auld hurley-house and the riggs belanging to it.

Htrrl-footed, a. Idial. [Cf. HURLED a., and
mod.Du. horrel-voet club-foot.] Club-footed.
1749 Phil. Trans, XLVI. 240 We..do well remember,

that Nicolas Reeks.. was born hurl-footed in both Feet,
and a

Cripple.

Hurling (hzrjlirj), vbL sb.
[f,
HURL v. + -ING 1

:]

The action of the verb HURL.
1. Throwing, casting : esp. with violence.

h
FabU

1388 WYCLIF Baruck iv. 33 Babiloyne made ioie in thi

urlyng doun, and was glad in thi fal. 1484 CAXTON
Cables of Page (1889) 5 By hurlynge and drawynge of

stones. 1573-80 BARET Alv. H 743 A dart more vehement
by the stroke and hurling. 1641 HINDE J. Brnen xxxviii.
120 The play at Dice, the property whereof is, by casting
and hurling here and there.

2. a. A game, once very popular in Cornwall,
played by two parties whose object is to hurl or

carry a ball to a distant goal or to their own part

of the country ; the same as the Welsh Knappan,
and closely akin to Hand-ball.
c 1600 NORDEN Spec. Brit, t Cortiw. 291 The Cornish

men as they are strange, hardeye and nymble, so are their

exercises violent, two especially, wrastling and hurling.
1602 CAREW Cornwall 73 b. Hurling taketh his denomina-
tion from throwing of the ball. 1603 OWEN Ptmbnksth.
(1892) 279 This plaie is vsed in Wales, and the balle is called

Knappan, . .and our ancient cozens the Cornishmen haue the

selfe same exercise among them yet obserued, wcl> they call

hurlinge. 1648 Hamilton Papers (Camden) 171 The 2

Counties of Devon and Cornewall are on Munday next to

meet at a hurling (a sport they haue with a ball). 1781
WESLEY Wks. (1872) XIII. 314 Hurling, their favourite

diversion, at which limbs were usually broke .. is now
hardly heard of [in Cornwall]. 1826 in Hone E-vcry-day Bk.
II. 1008 Cornish Hurling, .is now scarcely ever practised.

b. In Ireland, the same as hockey.
L&'iGalway Stat. in lof/i Rep. Hist. JlfSS. Comm. App. v.

402 The horltnge of the litill balle with hockie stickes.

1780 A. YOUNG Tour Irel. 365 Hurling is a sort of cricket,
but instead of throwing the ball m order to knock down a

wicket, the aim is to pass it through a bent stick, the ends
stuck in the ground. 1893 LE FANU 70 Years Irish Life 129
'

Hurling ',
or '

hurley', as it is now called, was formerly the

chief game in Ireland.

C. attrib.) as hurling ball, match, tournament.

1780 AVw Ann. Reg. t
Manners Nations 64 All will pay

her a visit after mass for a hurling match. 1825 T. C.

CROKER Fairy Leg. S. Irel. I. 306 Hurling-balls. 1888 Pall
Mall G. 24 Apr. 6/2 Returning from a hurling tournament
near Ennis.

f3. Strife
; commotion, disturbance, tumult. Obs.

1387 TREVISA Higden (Rolls) VIII. 231 Kyng Henry and
be chapitre of Caunterbury was rebel a5enst hym. In bat

horlynge he made it as bey he knewe it not. c 1440 Promp.
Parv, 253/2 Hurlynge, or stryfe, ittcurcio. c 1440 Partonope
2000 And in this hurlyng Partanope With hys swerde a
stroke smote he. 1570-6 LAMBARDE Peramb. Kent (1826)

406 That Taxe of money whereof I have before spoken : . .

the onely cause and fountaine of all that hurling, as they
termed it.

t b. Hurling time, a time of tumult or commo-
tion : applied by the old chroniclers to Wat Tyler's
rebellion in the reign of Richard II. Obs.

1480 CAXTON Chron. Eng. ccxxxix. 264 In the iiij yere of

kyng Richardes regne the comunes arisen vp in dyuerse
partyes of the reame . . the whiche they callyd the hurlyng
time. 1494 FABYAN Chron, VH. 531 In this season also,
called the hurlynge tyme, the Commons of Norfolke &
SufFolke came vnto y* Abbey of Bury, & there slewe one
of y* Kyngis iustycis, callyd lohn Caundysshe. 1658
GURNALL Chr. in Arm. H. 233 There are great complaints
of what men have lost in these hurling times.

f 4. The violent rushing of wind
; the sound of

this, roaring or blustering (of the wind) ; rolling
of thunder ; grumbling or rumbling of the bowels.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xvn. clxviii. (1495) 712
Newe whete. .bredyth swellynge and ventosytee and hurl-

ynge and kurlynge in the wpmbe. a 1400-50 Alexander
4794 pare was hurling on hige as it in hell ware. 1519
HORMAN Viilg. 46 Yf the herynge place be hurte..than
comme the deffenesse, or it semeth hyssynge, hurrelynge,
syngeynge, or suche other. 1583 STANYHURST ^Eneis n.

(Arb.) 53 In corneshocks sindged with blasterus hurling Of
Southwynd whizeling. 1585 JAS. I Ess. Poesie (Arb.) 15

They heare the whiddering Boreas bolde, With hiddeous

hurling, rolling Rocks from hie. 1668 GLANVILL Blow at
Mod. Saddnc. 99 The sign of its approach was an hurling
in the Air over the House.

5. The wheeling of a barrow ; driving in a

cart. Sc.

Hurling,///, a. [f.
HURL v. +-1x02.]

1. Rushing, impetuous, violent : sometimes esp.

referring lo sound ; sometimes associated with

whirling.
13.. , E, Allit. P. B. 413 pe arc houen watz on hyje

with hurlande gotez. c 1555 HARPSFIELD Divorce Hen. VIII
(Camden) 277 God did send a tempestuous hurling wind.
c 1566 J. ALDAY tr. Boaystuau's Theat. World G viij, By
the which meanes groweth such a hurling noyse. 1602
SHAKS. Ham, i. v. 133 These are but wild and hurling [Qos.

whirling] words, my Lord. 1790 A. WILSON Discous. IVren
Poet. Wks. (1846) 98 Some dreadfu' hurling noise I heard.

f 2. Struggling, conflicting. Obs.

1528 PAYNEL Salerne's Regim. Pb, The one labourethe to
be losed and to go out : the other withstandeth and byndeth
..Wherfore a hurlynge mouynge is caused in the bodye
inducynge gnawynge and inflasion in the bealy.

Hurlock (hulak\ heal. Also 9 hurluk.
A hard kind of chalk.

1598 NORDEN Spec. Brit. t Msex. n. 18 About the towne is

a kinde of chalke, which they call Hurlocke, a stonie

Marie, more fit to make lime then to soyle the grounde.

1847-78 HALLIWELL, Hurluk, hard chalk. Beds. 1892 J.
LUCAS Kalnis Eng, 340 The harder kind of chalk which is

here called Hurlock.

f Hurlpit, var. f. WHTBLPIT Obs. = whirlpool.
1600 HOLLAND Lh>y xxix. xxxii. 734 Two of them [horses]

. . were swallowed up of the deepe hurlpits.

tHu-rlpool. Obs. [Cf. HURLWIND.]
1. An obs. variant of WHIRLPOOL.
1551 T. WILSON Logike (1564) 48 b, Against Cardinall

Poule, and
beyng

vehement, .saied thus in the middest of
his heate, o Poule, o hurle Poule, as though his name
declared his euil nature.

2. A whale or sea-monster : = WHIRLPOOL 2.

1556 WITHALS Diet. (1568) 8b/2 A hurlpoole, fistrix.

1570 LEVINS Manip. 160/42 A Thirlepoole, balena. A Hurle-

poole, idem. 1598 FLORIO, Ca/>idio, Capidolio^ a kinde of

great whalefish, or hurlepoole.

t Hurlwind. Obs. [From a confusion of

HURL v. and WHIRL
?'.]

= WHIRLWIND.

1509 BARCLAY Shyp of Polys 51 b, As coy and styll As the
horle wynde [1570 whirle winde] or clapper of a mylle. 1573
G. HARVEY/,/7('r-&.(Camden)io2 Inahurlewindofconctit.

1609 BIBLE (Douay 2 Kings ii. i When our Lord would take

up Elias by a hurle winde into heaven. 1640 G. SANDYS
Crucif, (1649) 13 No sudden hurl-windes shall your bodies
cast On trembling Earth.

Hnrly 1
(hzriliu [f. HURL v. : cf. HURLING

vbl. sb. 3.] Commotion, tumult, uproar ; strife.

1596 SHAKS. Tarn. S/ir. iv. i. 206 Amid this hurlie I intend
That all is done in reuerend care for her. 1600 HOLLAND
Liiiy viu. xxvii. 301 In this hurlie and uprore [//////;/].

1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks (1621; 844 All things being thus
in a hurley and out of order. 1806 J. GKAHAME Birds
Scotl. 74 Oft in the hurly of the winter storm. 1855 SINGLE-
TON I'irgil II. 16 Amid the hurly and the din. 1888

Harper's Mag. Jan. 203^1
The wind screamed.. Pokeberry

squatted ignominiously in the fierce hurly.

Hurly a
(hzJuli). Sc. and^?a/. [f. HURL v.] A

porter's barrow, a hand-cart.
1866 GREGOR Banffsh. Gloss., Hurly, a large kind of wheel-

barrow used by porters. 1880 Antrim fy Down Gloss,
,

Hurly . . (2) a long, low cart with two wheels. 1892 G.
TRAVERS Mona Maclean (1893) II. 10 Eili had a lot of

luggage on a hurley.

Hurly-burly v hz''ali|li>uli), sb., a., and adv.

Also (with or without hyphen) 6 howrley bur-lei,

horl(e)y borl^e)y, hurly burle, hurlei burley,
whorle borle, whourliburly, 6-7 hurli(e) bur-

li(e), -ly(e, -ley, 6- hurley burley. [Known from
c 1540. The phrase hurling and burling occurs

somewhat earlier. In this, the first word is HURL-
ING vbl. sb.j sense 3, 'commotion', and burling
seems to have been merely an initially-varied

repetition of it, as in other '

reduplicated
* com-

binations and phrases which express non-uniform

repetition or alternation of action. Hurly-burly
holds the same relation to hurling and burling^
that the simple HURLY 1 holds to HUKLING vbl.

sb. 3.
But hurly-burly cannot, with present evidence, be con-

sidered a direct formation from hnr/y, since the latter has
not been found before 1596. It is difficult to establish

any historical contact with Fr. hurlnberlu a heedless, hasty
person (Rabelais a 1535), or the Ger. knrliburli adv., preci-

pitately, with headlong haste (see Littre and Grimm).]
A. $b. Commotion, tumult, strife, uproar, tur-

moil, confusion. (Formerly a more dignified word
than now.)

[c 1530 LD. BERNERS Arth. Lyt. Bryt. (1814) 240 Than the

archbysshop answered hym agayne right sharplye ; and so

there began muche hurlynge and buriynge in the courte.]

i539TAVERNER(7<xr(f. Wysed. n, Eijb, Hyscomons,whome
. .he perceuyed in a hurly burly, .and ready to make an in-

surrection. 1545 Primer Hen. VIII Prayers (1848) 506
For thy sake suffer I all this hurly-burly. 1548 HALL
Cfiron., Hen. VIII 231 In this tyme of insurrection, and in

the rage of horley borley. 1552 T. BARNABE in Ellis Orig.
Lett, Ser. n. II. 201 This whorle borle of takinge of our

shippes. 1571 GOI.DISG Calvin on Ps. ix. 14 Such as are

desperate doo rage with more hurlyburly and greater heady-
nesse. 1580 BARET Alv. B 1346 Whourliburly that riseth of

a soudain and great feare. 1605 SHAKS. Macb. \. \. 3 When
the Hurley-burley's done, When the Battaile's lost, and
wonne.

167^8
CUDWORTH Intell, Sysi, i. ii. 18. 81 Nor could

such a Deity ever have any quiet enjoyment of himself,

being perpetually filled with tumult and Hurliburly. 1764
O'HARA Midas i. 5 What can this hurly-burly, this helter-

skelter mean? Jove looks confounded surly ! Chaos is

come again. 18x4 L. MURRAY Eng, Gram. ted. 5) I. 429
Avoid low expressions : such as '

Topsy turvy. hurly burly,

pellmeU'. 1830 DE QUINCEY /?*//fy Wks. 1863 VI. 43 In the

very uttermost hurly-burly of the storm. 1888 BURGON Lives
12 Gd. Men I. n. 158 The voices which make themselves
heard above the '

hurley burley '.

b. with a and //. An instance of this.

1548 UDALL, etc. Erasm. Par. Matt. x. 63 These hurly
burlyes the deuill shall rayse agaynste the gospell. 1575

Brieff Disc. Troub. Franckford (1846) 67 By occasion of

our striffes and hurley burlies. 1600 HOLLAND Livy u.

xxix. 63 These so great sturres and mutinous hurliburlies

\tantitm concitnm turbarnnt}. 1657 J.
SMITH Myst. R/iet.

73 English Examples of Onomatopeia . . By imitation of

sound, as to say, a hurliburly, signifying a tumult or

uproar. 1764 MRS. DELANY in Life y Corr. Ser. n. I. 40,
I have.. given up all public hurley-burleys, but enjoy the

recital of them very well. 1866 CARLYLE Remin. I. 114
Those Rector hurries and hurlyburlies, now so sad to me.

B. adj. Characterized by or attended with com-

motion, tumult, or disturbance ; tumultuous.

1596 SHAKS. i Hen. IV, v. i. 78 Newts Of hurly burly
Innouation. 1648 Persecutio Undecima n In thehurlyburly
days of queen Elizabeth. 1761 STERNE Tr. Shandy III. v,

What has confnria con strepitoor any other hurlyburly
word whatever to do with harmony? 1815 SCOTT Fam. Lett.

28 Nov. (1894) I. xi. 350 A hurly-burly sort of performance.

fC. adv. In commotion, tumultuously ;
in con-

fusion ; confusedly. Obs.
a 1563 BECON Flower godly Prayers Wks. (1563) n.

186 b, Albeit the powers of this world . . come together

hurly burly, .against the Lorde and his annoynted. 1c 1600

Distracted Emp, n. i. in Bullen O. PL III. 187 Offices are

like huntinge breakfasts gott Hurlye burlye, snatcht with
like greedynes. 1615 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Siege Jerus,

37 Wks. (1630) 14/1 They hurly burly all things overturn'd.

1704 J. PITTS Ace. Mahometans 106 We set out., without

any Oder at all, all hurly burly.

Hurly-burly, ^- Obs. or arch. [f. prec.]

1 1. trans, a. To hurl or bandy about, b. To
throw into confusion or uproar. Obs.

1550 BALE Apol. 48, I approve.. the grounde of a vow.,
and not the name of it, as it hath been hurly-burlyed in



HUBONIAN.
Antichrisles kynydom. 1678 Pol. Katlatfs U86o) I. 214

This hurly-burlies all the town, Makes Smith and Harris

prattle.

2. intr. To make a hurly-burly or uproar

The red-haired hurlyburlying Scotch professor.

Hurmon, obs. form of HIUKMAN.

Hurn, obs. and s.w. dial. f. RUN v.

Huron, obs. var. of HERN pass. pron\
Huronian (hiur^"'nian), a. Geol. [f.

Huron <

-IAN.] Of or belonging to Lake Huron in North

America ;
a term applied by Sir W. Logan to a

division of the archasan series of rocks as found in

Canada ;
but now abandoned by most geologists.

1862 DANA Man. Geol. 142 The Azoic rocks of Canada
are divided by Logan into the Laurentian. .and the Huro-

nian, comprising a narrow band on the borders of Lake

Superior and Lake Huron. 1885 Lycl[s Elem. Geol.

xxviii. (ed. 4) 458 The strata called the Huronian by Sir

W. Logan are of vast thickness.

Huronite (hiuo-ronait). Min. [f. as prec. +

ITE.] An impure felspar found in spherical masses

in the vicinity of Lake Huron.

1836 T. THOMSON Min. I. 384. 1868 DANA Miis. 485.

Hurpeny, obs. form of HEAHTHPENNY.

Hurr (hfu, horr), v. Obs. exc. dial. [Echoic:
cf. HARK.] intr. To make or utter a dull sound

of vibration or trilling ;
to buzz as an insect ; to

snarl as a dog ; to pronounce a trilled r.

1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. XH. xii. (Tollem. MS.), By
continuall flappynge of wynges he [the gnat] make|> noyse
in be eyer, as bouje he hurred [quasi stridet\ c 1440

Promp. Pan<. 254/1 Hurron, or bombon as bees.. (A'.

hurryn, or bumbyn as ben) . . bombizo. 1636 B. JONSON Eng.
Gram. (1640) 47 R is the Dogs Letter, and hurreth in the

sound. 1638 H. ADAMSON Muses Threnodie (1774) 7= And,
where no hope of gain is, Huffe and hur, Ajid bark_against,

1882 Lane. Gloss., Hurr, tothe moon, as doth a cur.

snarl like a dog.
Hence Hurring vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1583 STANYHURST Mneis n. (Arb.) 47 Thee skyes lowd

rumbled with ringing thunderus hurring. 1599 T. M[OUFET]
Silkviorines 73 Heare eke their hurring and their churnng

song. 1603 FLORIO Montaigne n. xxxi. 11632) 402 A fagot

flame withmirring sounds.

t Hurr, sb. Obs. [f. prec. vb.]
' A thin flat

piece of wood, tied to a string and whirled round

in the air' (Halliwell). Also called hurre-bone.

1483 Cath. Angl. 192/2 An Hurre bone (A. A Hurre>,

giraciilutn. 1500 Ortus Voc. ibid., Giraculuin, a chylde's

whyrle, or a hurre.

Hurr, obs. var. T3.Y&pron.

Hurrah (hura-,hora-), hurray (hurtf'-.hwr^
1

-),

int. and sb. Also 7- hurra, 8 hurrea, whurra,

9 hooray, (hooroar) , ||
hourra. [A later substitute

for HUZZA (not in Johnson, Ash, Walker
;
in Todd

1818), perh. merely due to onomatopoeic modifica-

tion, but possibly influenced by some foreign shouts:

cf. Sw., Da., LG. hurra!, Du. hoera!, Russ. urd!

whence F. koura ; F. hourra is from Eng. MHG.
had hurr, hurra, as interjections representing rapid

whirring motion (cf. hurren to rush) , whence also

a shout used in chasing. According to Moriz Heyne
in Grimm, hurrah was the battle-cry of the Prussian

soldiers in the War of Liberation (1812-13), and

has since been a favourite cry of soldiers and sailors,

and of exultation. In English the form hurrah is

literary and dignified ; hooray is usual in popular

acclamation.]
A. int. A shout expressive of approbation, en-

couragement, or exultation ;
used esp. as a ' cheer

'

at public assemblies or the like.

1716 ADDISON Drummer v. \, Coach. The same good man
that ever he was. Card. Whurra. 1773 GOLDSM. Stoofs

to Cony. i. ii, Hurrea, hurrea, bravo ! 1845 HIRST Con:.

Mammoth etc. 89 Hurrah for brown Autumn ! hurrah !

467

3. Hurrah's nest : a confused or disorderly maus ;

a state of confusion or disorder. U.S.

1829 LONGF. in Life (1891) I. 164 A queer looking Dutch-

man, with a head like a ;

hurra's nest'. 1840 R. Ii. DANA
Two Years bef. Mast ii, Everything was pitched about in

grand confusion. There was a complete hurrah's nest.

1860 BARTLETT Diet. A met:, Hurra's Nest, a state of

confusion. A woman's word. 1889 S. W. MITCHELL in

Century Mag. Aug. 503/1 The old lumberman pointed, .to

a ( hurrah's nest
'
(a mass of leaves left by a freshet in the

crotch of the divergent branches of a bush) half-way up
the slope on it was coiled a large rattlesnake.

Hurrah', hurray, v. [f- prec.]

1. intr. To shout ' hurrah !

'

1798 liERESroRD in Ld. Auckland's Corr. (1862) III. 443

Lord Edward heard the noise and the mob hurraying.

1868 KINGLAKE Crimea (1877) III. i. 252 The Grenadiers

were hurrahing on their left. 1883 BKSANT All in Card.

Fair ii. i, The people would crowd to look upon him and

to hooray.
2. trans. To receive or encourage with shouts ot

' hurrah !

'

; to ' cheer ', as at a public gathering.

1832 J. W. CROKER in Diary 12 May (1884), He had been

hurrahed by the mob. 1856 LEVER Martins ofCro' M. 592

He stood upon an old wall, and hurrahed the people on.

Hence Hurrah-ing, hurraying vbl. sb. and

ppl. a.

1813 L. HUNT in Examiner 26 Apr. 257/2 Such a man is

. . fond of hurrayings' and shoutings. 1837 CARLYLE fr.

Rev. II. VI. iv, Through hurrahing streets. 1878 hi.

SMART Play or Pay xi. (ed. 3) 241 If there is no hurrahing,

there is much jubilation.

Hu'rr-Tjurr. [perh. for hoar-bur; cf. HAR-

DOCK.] A local name for the Burdock.

1796 WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 3) III. 694 Arctinm

Lappa . . Burdock, Common Burr, Clott-burr, Hurr-burr.

1861 Miss PRATT Flower. PI. III. 224.

Hurre, obs. f. HER pron. Hurrea, obs. f.

HURRAH. Hurrelynge, obs. f. HURLING.

[Hurre, error for HURL sb. and z.]

t Hurrer. Obs. Also 5 hurer, 6 -ar, 8 hurrier.

[f.
HUKE sb. cap-f-ER

1
.]

A maker of, or dealer

in, hats and caps ;
= HABERDASHER a.

1403 Close Roll 4 Hat. IV b, Johannes Spark, hurer.

1482 Rolls Parlt. VI. 223/2 No.. Hurer, Capper or other. .

put..eny Huers, Bonettes or Cappes..to be fulled or

thikked at euy suche Mille. 1598 STOW Surv. xxxm.

(1603) 301 Hat Marchantes or Hurrers. 1637 HOWELL

Londinop. 304 The Cappers, and Hat-Merchants, or Hur-

rers being one Company of Haberdashers. 1766 ENTICK

London IV. 127 The haberdashers .. were anciently known

by the name of hurriers and milleners.

Hurricane (hc-rika'n, -k/n). Forms: a. 6

furacane, furieano(e, 6-7- furaeana, 7 fora-

can(e,furicane. 0. 6hauraohana, 6-7 (9) hurri-

cano, 7 harau-, harou-, haraeana; her(r)i-,

hery-, hira-, hire-, hyrra-, hyrri-, (hurle-,

hurli-), (h)uracano. 7. 6-7 uracau, 7 heri-,

huri-, (hurle-, oran-), uryeau ; harau-, haura-,

heri-, heuri-, herooane, harrycain, 7-9, hurri-

can, 7- hurricane, [a. Sp. Auracan,OSp. *fiiracan,

Tg.furacfio, from the Carib word given by Oviedo

as huracan, by Peter Martyr (as transl. by R. Eden)

as furacan. Thence also It. uracano (Diez), F.

ouragan, Du. orkaan, Ger., Da., Sw. orkan. The

earlier Eng. forms reflect all the varieties of the Sp.

and Pg., with numerous popular perversions, hurri-

cane being itself one, which became frequent after

1650, and was established from 1688. Earlier use

favoured forms in final -ana, -ana, perh. deduced

from the Sp. pi. huracanes (but words from Sp.

were frequently assumed to end in -c).]

1. A name given primarily to the violent wind-

storms of the West Indies, which are cyclones of

diameter of from 50 to 1000 miles, wherein the

air moves with a velocity of from 80 to 130 miles

an hour round a central calm space, which with

the whole system advances in a straight or curved

track ; hence, any storm or tempest in which the

wind blows with terrific violence.

' Hooroar !

'
cried the man. 1888 J. PAYN Myst. Mirbridge

I. xxii, There goes the gong. .Hooray !

B. sb. 1. A name for this shout.

1686 J. DUNTON Lett.fr. Ncw-Ene. (1867) 301 Our Capt.

ordered all his Guns to fire ; at which they all of them

(which were about twenty) fil'd the very Heavens with

Hurras and Shouts. 1694 in Wood Life t Nov.
(p.

H. S.)

III. 472 The prisoners in Lancashire are dischargd..a

great hurray followed. 1813 SCOTT Trierm. in. xxiil,

Wild jubilee and loud hurra Pursued him on his venturous

way. 1841 MACAULAY Ess., W. Hastings (1887) 636 An

European warrior who rushes on a battery of cannon with

a loud hurrah. 1870 EMERSON Soc. % Solit., Courage
Wks. (Bohn) III. 106 The); can do the hurras, the placard-

ing, the flags and the voting, if it is a fair day.

|| 2. Representing F. houra, Russian ura : The

shout of attack of the Cossacks ; whence, by ex-

tension, an attack.

[1827 SCOTT Napoleon V. 383 Platow with his Cossacks

made a charge, or, in their phrase, a hourra, upon the

French. Ibid. Ixxv. Wks. 1870 XV. 113 The enemy had

made a hourra upon Marmont.] 1841 GEN. P. rHOMWOH
Exerc. (1842) VI. 77 The best way they have of making
a 'hurra' upon their enemies. Mil. ns, I think we could

get up such a ' hurrah
'

of water-borne Cossacks.

. 1587 HAKLUVT 7. Hawkins' yd Voy. (1878) 73 '1 heir

stormes . . the which they call Funcanos. 1596 NASHE

Saffron Walden To Rdr., Stormes in the West Indies cald

the Furicanoes. 1632 HKYWOOD md Pt. Iran Age IV.

Wks. 1873 IV. 405 With the tempests, gusts, and t uncanes,

The warring windes, the billowes, rocks, and fires.

ft. 1555 EDEN Decades 183 (tr. Oviedo) Great tempestes
which they caule Furacanas or Haurachanas. .ouerthrowe

. .

a Huricano or Tempest. 1617 RALKKJH znd t>'oy. Gmatia

in Disum. Guiana (Hakluyt Soc.1 187 That night . .a hurle-

cano fell vppon vs. 1642 FULLER Holy ff Prof. St.\\. xx

130 The winds are . . stark mad in an herncano. 1643 HOWEL
Parables 15 An Haraucana, that Indian gust, a 1645

...

Disc. Trade 76 Plagues, Fires, and Hyrncanoes. 1684

T BURNET Til. Eart/i n. (1690) 109 A storm or hurricano. .

makes a strange havock where it comes. i86 J. WILSON

City ofPlague n. iii. 108 All at once the hurricano ceased.

y 1588 PAKKE tr. Mendoza's Hist. China 313 [1854, II

HUBKICANO.

j.;o] This word Vracan, in the Indian tongue of those

Hands, is as much to say, as the ioyning of all the foure

principall winds togither. (11613 OVERUIKY A U' rfe etc.

(1638) 159 The Hurican of the Sea. 1617 RALEIGH mil

yoy. Guiana in Discov. Guiana (Hakluyt Soc.) 187 Not
half a quarter of an hower before the hurlecan. 1634 SIR

T. HERBERT Trai'. 26 Wee doubted a Hero-cane, a

Tempest of thirtie dayes continuance. 1645 HOWELL
Lett. (1650) II. 22 The devill, whom they call lantara ,

..appears often unto them specially in a haraucane. 1651

BIGGS New Disp. T 144 It's feared as a Harry-Cain. 1651

OGILBY .'Esop (1665) 169 Bright Zephyre . . Did bring a

Heuricane To rend her. 1665 SIR T. HERBERT Tra-c,

(1677) 374 Prodigious stormes called Tuffons or Hurricanes.

1682 WOOD Life 31 May (O. H. S.) III. 17 A prodigious
hericane that broke bows and armes of trees. 1697 DAM-

PIER Voy. I. v. 94 No Tempests, no Tornados, or Hum-
cans. 1699 /te/. II. in. 65 Hurricaneshad never been known
at Jamaica when I was there. 1788 Gentl. Mag._ LV II I . i.

74/1 At eight the sky became obscured, and it blew a

hurricane. 1860 MAURV P/iys. Geog. Sea xix. 807, I have

never seen a typhoon or hurricane so severe.

2. transf. and_/S>. a. A violent rush, or commo-
tion bringing with it destruction or confusion ;

a

storm or tempest of words, noise, cheers, etc.

1639 MASSINGER Unnat. Combat v. ii, Each guilty

hought to me is A dreadful hurricano. 1662 GURNALL
Chr. in Arm. verse iS.xx. (1669'! 480/2 This short Calm went

>efore a sudden Hericano of Persecution. 1677 Cleveland'*

Poems Ep. Ded.. He with Hurricanes of wit stormeth the

ense. 1687 T. BROWN Saints in Uproar Wks. 1730 I. 74

3on't you hear what a cursed hurricane they make f 1763

C. JOHNSTON Reverie I. 25 Such an hurricane of riot and

debauchery. 1773 JOHNSON Tax. no Tyr. 79 The loud

mrricane of Pennsylvanian eloquence. 1882 Daily Neivs

7 Mar. 5/4 A hurricane of cheers burst forth from the

excited crowd.

f b. A large and crowded assembly of fashion-

able people at a private house, of a kind common

during part of the i8th century. (Cf. DRUM J/'. 1

10, ROUT.) Obs.

1746 R. WHATLEY Christian p. vii. note, A confused meet-

ing of Company of both Sexes on Sundays is called a

Hurricane. 1746-7 MRS. DELANY in L ife S, Corr. 447 To-

morrow I go to St. James's . . and finish at the duchess ot

Queensberry's, who is to have a hurricane. 1779 MRS.

BARBAULD Wks. (1825) II. 22 There is a squeeze, a fuss, a

drum, a rout, and lastly a hurricane, when the whole house

is full from top to bottom. i8os E. DE ACTON Anns of
Desert II. 271 Entirely absconded from plays, balls, routs,

drums, hurricanes.

3. attrib. and Comb. ' Of or belonging to a hurri-

cane', as hurricane cloud, force, month, season,

violence ;

'

that has been visited by a hurricane', as

hurricane ground, tree ; hurricane-bird, the

frigate-bird ; hurricane-deck, a light upper deck

or platform in some steamers; so hurricane-

decked a., having a hurricane-deck ;
hurricane-

house, a shelter at the mast-head for the look-out

man, sometimes made with a cask, a
' crow's nest

'

;

also, a kind of round-house built on the deck;

hurricane-lamp, a lamp so constructed that it

will not be extinguished by violent wind. b.

Instrumental, as hurricane-swept adj.

1879 Eacycl. Brit. IX. 786/1 Before gales Frigate-Birds are

said often to fly low, and their appearance near or over land

is supposed to portend a hurricane. Note, Hence another

of the names,
' "Hurricane-Bird '. 1823 SCORESBY Whale

Fishery 378 The 'hurricane character of the gale began to

change. 1842 DICKENS Amer. Notes (1868) 46 The pro-

menade or "hurricane-deck. 1882 NARES Seamanship

(ed 6) 07 They are . . stowed . . on the hurricane deck. 1891

Pall MallG. 19 Oct. 4/2 The wind blew from the west with

'hurricane force. 1773 ROMANS Florida 37 W . . travelled

chiefly through pine land, and some "hurricane ground.

Note, Tracts of wood formerly destroyed by hurricanes are

so called 1818 B. O'REILLY Greenland 122 To the main-

mast is attached, .about 100 feet above the deck, a structure

resembling a water cask, called a "hurricane house. 1853

KANE Grinnell Exf. ii. (1856) 20 A little hurricane-house

amidships contained the one galley that cooked for all

hands. 1894 Daily News 24 Nov. 7/1 A "hurricane lamp

was swinging in the corridor. 1662 GERBIER Prmc. 9 The

West-Indtan "Herican-like-windes. 1745 R- AOCBMOTV

Import. Cape Breton 5 A safe retreat, in the "hurricane

months. 1812 J. JAY Corr. (1893) IV. 364 Those who sail

in "hurrican seasons and latitudes. 1773 ADAIR Amer. Ind.

337 They had passed over a boggy place . . upon an old

"hurricane-tree. 1887 Daily News 31 Oct. 3/8 Soon the

wind was blowing with *hurricane violence.

Hence Hurricane v. a. intr. to make a ' hur-

ricane
'

or commotion ;
b. trans, (a) to blow upon

as a hurricane ; (b) to spend in a ' hurricane (sense

2b). Hu-rricanize v. intr., =prec. a. fHur-
rica-nious a. nonce-wd., hurricane-like.

,682 BUNYAN Holy War 319 They ...
fall forthwith to

hurrkaning in Man Soul, as ff now nothing but whirlwind

and tempeft should be there. .698.
1 RYER ^.'

^;.
/
''f

*

P 318 The Ambient Air from the high I ops., hurricanes us

with such dismal chilling Gusts. 1706 VANBRUGH Mistake

,v. Wks. (Rtldg.) 452/1 A sort of convulsive-yes,-hurr -

canious-um-like, in short a woman is like the Devil

1716 R WHATLEY Christian p. vii, The idlest Day of the

Seven to be slept, debaucht, or journeyed, or hurncaned

away l^Blackiu. Mag;. XXXIV. 529 Storm-demon, that

would otherwise hurricanize over the world.

t Hurrica-no, sb. Obs. [See HURRICANE.]

1 An early form of HURRICANE (q.v.,
I 0).

2. Applied by Shakspere and Drayton to a water-

SHAKS. Lear HI. ii. 2 Rage, blow You Cataracts, and

Hyrricano's spout. 1606 - Tr. t, (.r. v. n. 172_The dread-
"
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full spout, Which Shipmen doe the Hurricano call. 1627
DKAYTON Agincourt etc. 167 Downe the shower UDpetU-
ously doth fall, Like that which men the Hurricano call.

Hurricano (htfrik^-ntf , v. rare.
[f. prec.]

trans. To whirl or drive as a hurricane.

1702 C MATHER Magn. Chr. m. Introd. (1852)237 After
the persecution which then hurricanoed such as were non-
conformists unto that establishment. 1868 LONGF. C. Corey
i. ii, Ah, poor New England ! He who hurricanoed The
house of Jacob is making now on thee One last assault.

Harried (h-rid), ppL a. [f. HUKRY v. + -ED!.]
Driven or carried along, done or performed, with
a rapidity due to pressure or want of time ; char-
acterized by hurry or excited haste ; full of haste ;

hasty.
1667 MILTON P. L, v. 778 All this haste Of midnight

march, and hurried meeting here. 1711 Swiffs Lett. (1767)
1 1 1. 1 ox One cannot see him otherwise here, he is so hurried.
17*5 POPE 0+91. x. 52 Snatched in the whirl, the hurried
navy flew. 1801 Med. Jrnl. V. 558 The patient lay with
a short, hurried, and rattling respiration. 1839 DTsRAEU
6 July in Croker Papers (1884^, * seize a hurried moment to
acknowledge the receipt of your two notes. 1855 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. xx. IV. 406 A hurried embrace was exchanged.
Hence Hu-rriedly atfv., in a hurried manner,

hastily ; Htrrriedness, hurried condition.
18x6 BYRON Siege Cor. xix, Oft his beating fingers went

Hurriedly as you may see Your own run over the ivory key.
1863 GKO. ELIOT Rjomola i. xx, He could not speak harshly,
but he spoke hurriedly, a 1833 SCOTT cited in Worcester
for Hurriedncss.

Harrier (h-riai). [f.
HURRY v. + -EH*.]

1. One who hurries (in various senses).
1611 COTGK., Tracasseur, a restlesse trotter, or hurrier vp

and downe; a fond busie bodie. <:i6ii CHAPMAN Iliad
xvii. 346 Mars .. (That horrid hurrier of men! 1866 ALCER
Solit. Nat. 4- Matt n. 72 A world of capricious external
hurriers.

2. Coal-mining. A workman engaged in convey-
ing the corves of coal from the face of the working
to the bottom of the shaft.

i85 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 4 The corves. .were drawn to
the shaft of the pit by several other men called hurriers.
1861 SMILES Engineers III. 127 The men. .were all supplied
with safetv-lamps the hewers with Stephenson's, and the
hurriers with Davy's. 1893 Daily News 5 July 5/7, 78
miners, 45^hurriers, 20 pony drivers, and four hangers on,

Hu'rrish, v. trans. To drive with the cry
' hurrish !

'

1864 MRS. H. WOOD Trev. Hold II. xviii. 264 When he
was put to hurrish the crows away from the land. 1884

iffton
Gloss. (E. D. S.}, Hurrish, to drive cattle.

Hurrisome (hirris&n), a. dial. [f. HURRY v.

4- -SOME.] Inclined to hurry ; hasty.
1847-78 HALLIWELL, Hurrisome, hasty; passionate.

Devon. 1884 JESSOP in ip/A Cent. Mar. 404 You gentlemen
of the towns are too hurrisome as we say, for us lumbering
swains. 1888 MRS. NOTLEY Power of Hand II. xxvi. 60
Don't be too hurrysome, Mr. Olver ; let me go on quiet-like.

Hurrock (h-rak). Also -ack. Obs. exc. dial.

The part of a boat between the sternmost seat and
the stern.

13.. E.E.Allif.P.C. 185 He [Jonah] watz flowen. .In-to
be bobem of be hot, & on a brede lyggede, On helde by Jw
hurrok. 1460 CAPGRAVE Chron. (Camden) 234 O boy, that
fled to on of the Flemysch shippis, and hid him in the horrok
[MS. C.C.C. hurrok]. 1866 T. EDMONSTON Shetland <y

Orkney Gloss.,, Hurrcuk, that part of a boat between the
after-thoft and the stern.

HurrOO (hr-), inf. (sb.} A cry expressive of

triumph or exultant excitement.
1824 MACTAGGART Gallovid. Encycl., ffurroo, a halloa.

1891 E. L. WAKEMAN in Columbus (O.) Dispatch Oct. 29
They came with wild whoop and hurroo carrying their prize
on their shoulders.

So Hurroosh (htrw'J).
1888 R. KIPLING Plain T.fr. Hills (rtgi) 31 There was

a wild hurroosh at the Club.

Hur(r)oo*sh, v. (Cf. HURRISH v.}
1895 JANE BARLOW Strangers at Lisconnel 41 You might

as well try to huroo.th one chicken off a rafter and not scare
the couple that were huddled beside it.

Hurry (ho-ri), sb. Also 6-7 hurrey, -ie.

[Hurry sb. and vb., with the exception of a
doubtful ME. instance of the latter, are known
only from end of i6th c. ; it is uncertain which of

them has priority etymologically, and the order of

sense-development is not clear. In the earliest

cited instances the sb. is identical in sense with

HURLY!; so hurry-burry with hurly-burly. With
these cf. also mod.Du. herrie, hurrie, agitation,
bustle, disorder, tumult. The earliest cited in-

stances of the vb., on the other hand, go with
branch H of the sb., and point to more immediate

onomatopoeic origin, the element hurr being natur-

ally used in various languages to express the
sound of rapid vibration, and the rapid motion
which it accompanies. Thus MHG. and Ger.
hurren to whir, Sw. and Norw. dial, hurra to

whir, whizz, whirl round, Da. hurre to whir, Icel.

hurr hurly-burly, noise.]
I. fl. Commotion or agitation, physical, social,

or political ; disturbance, tumult. (With or without
a and //.) Obs.
1600 HOLLAND Lay xxxviii. 1003 The tumult still en-

creased, and the multitude was all up on a hurrey. 1607
SHAKS. Cor. i v. vi. 4 The present peace, And quietnesse ofthe

people, which before Were in wilde hurry. 1625 FLETCHER
& SHIKLI-V .\'t. Walker n. ii, What thousand noises pass
through all the rooms? What crye^ and hurries? 1659 D.
PELL Impr. Sea Ep. Ded. C, In a turbulent Sea, where
there is nothing but a Chaos of hurry, and confusion. i?6a
WESLEY Jrnl. 6 Sept., A poor man began to make some
tumult. But many cried out,

'

Constables, take him away'.
Tht-y did so, and the hurry was over. 1843 R. R. MADDEN
United Irishmen Ser. n. II. xx. 433 In the south of Ireland,
the rebellion of 1798 is designated by a term, .indicative of
the confusion attendant on an insurrection. The people
call it 'the hurry '.

fb. cotter. A confused crowd, a mob. Obs. rare.
1620 SHKLTON Quix. Ci896) III. 54 For all your Pharaos,

your Ptolomies . . your Caesars . . with all the hurrie (if I may
so terme them) of your infinite Princes, Monarchs, Lords,
Medes, ..Persians, Grecians, and Barbarians. 1714 GAY
Trivia in. 30 The Pavement sounds with trampling Feet,
And the mixt Hurry barricades the Street.

j-
2. Mental agitation or disturbance

;
excitement ;

perturbation. (Also with//.) Obs.
1600 HOLLAND Z.rz'.j' ix.xxiv. 331, 1 will for my part set all

presently in a hurrie [terrore implebd}. 1682 NORRIS
Hieroclcs 162 Void of all material passions, and terrestrial

hurries. 1704 F. FULLER Mcd. Gyntn. (1711) 146 There is

nothing like Hurrying the Body, to divert the Hurry of the
Mind. 1754 RICHARDSON Grandison V. ii. 10 They thought
it adviseable that I should not be admitted into her presence,
till the hurries she was in had subsided. 1789 MAD.
D'ARBLAY Diary 18 Feb., He found nothing now remaining
of the disorder, but too much hurry of spirits.

II. 3. Excited, hasty, or impetuous motion;
rush. Now rare or Obs.

1659 STANLEY Hist. Philos. xm. (1701) 596/2 The motion
of the Heaven, or of the Stars . . might in the first case . . both
have begun, and be continued by the hurry of some Air.

1696 WHISTON Th. Earth n. (1722) 74 Strange uncertain
Hurries ofOpake Masses hither and thither. 1709 MRS. MAN-
LEY Seer. Mem. (1736) 1. 125 My Heart is upon the Hurry.
1805 Med. Jrnl. AlV. 530 The hurry and vigour of circu-
lation [of the blood] are greater than at any future period.
1860 LONGF. Wayside /, Paul Revere 73 A hurry of
hoofs in a village street.

f b. A strong impulse. Obs. rare.

1693 C. MATHER /avis. Worht (1862) 188 Grievous and
Pulling Hurries to Self-Murder are none of the smallest

outrages, which the Devil in his Temptations commits
upon us.

4. Action accelerated by some pressure of circum-

stances, excitement, or agitation ; undue or im-
moderate haste ;

the condition of being obliged to
act quickly through having little time ; eagerness
to get something done quickly. (See also 5.)
1692 DRVDEN St. Eitremont's Ess. 77 To enjoy themselves

equally in the hurry of Business, and the Repose of a
Private Life. 1700 T. BROWN tr. Fresny's A musem. Ser.

fy
Com. 23 With what Hurry and Swiftness is the Circula-

tion of London perform'd? 1769 Jnnius Lett. xxxv. 156
The imprudent hurry with which the first overtures from
France were accepted. 1803 Kfed. Jrnl. X. 101 Much hurry
of business prevents R. S. from entering further into the
other queries. 1833 N. ARNOTT Physics I. 370 Surprised
at the extent and hurry of the preparations. 1879 FARRAR
St. /3 /(i883) 188 There is no hurry in the designs of God.
b. Qualified by no or any (with negative implica-

tion) : Need or occasion for hurry.
1849 MACAULAY Hist. Eng. iv. I. 434 Sometimes he said

that there was no hurry, and sometimes that he was too
weak. Mod. Is there any hurry?
5. Phrases (from 4). a. In a hurry: In haste due

to pressure, want of time, or excitement
;
in urgent

haste.

1700 S. L. tr. Fryke's Voy. E. Ind. 42 The other had no
sooner got his Gun, but in a hurry he fires upon him ; but
not taking good aim, did not do any execution. 1726 SHEL-
VOCKE Voy. ronnti World (17571 2O2 He was in a great
hurry to get his sprit-sail-yard fore and aft. a 1773 CHES-
TERF. in J. Trusler Princ. Politeness (1790) 61 A man of
sense may be in haste, but he is never in a hurry. . . To
be in a hurry is a proof that the business we embark in is

too great for us. 1774 C. J. PHIPPS l-'oy. N. Pole 129 This
instrument, though far from complete, having been con-
structed in a hurry for the purpose of a first experiment.
1805 Med. Jrnl. XIV. 124, I drew it up in a hurry, intend-

ing to transcribe it. 1872 RAYMOND Statist. Mines fy

Mining 114 While the sun shines, such an enterprise must
make hay in a hurry. 1884 F. M. CRAWFORD Rom. Singer
I. 53 What a hurry you are in !

b. Not . . in a hurry, not very soon ;
to be in

no Jmrry, to have plenty of time, to take one's

time, (colloq?)
1837 GORING & PRITCHARD Microgr. 109 The late Mr. T.

. .whose like we shall not see again in a hurry. 1858 BUCKLE ,

Chnliz. "'1873) II. viu. 595 Believing that little can be done !

they are in no hurry to do it. 1865 W. G. PALGKAVE A rabia
I. no Not yet liberated, nor likely to be so in a hurry.
0. Technical and specific uses.
a. A small load of hay or corn. dial. (cf. HURRY v. 6).

b- One of the 'spouts' which allow coal to rush down from
,

cars (running on a timber framework) into the holdofa ship ;

PL the whole framework or ' stathe *. c. Dramatic Music. :

A tremolo passage played on the violin or other instrument
to accompany an exciting scene. d. Dr. Lodge's pro-
posed terra for a unit of acceleration (in Physics)^ I.e. an
acceleration of one foot per second in a second.

1659 Dedkam Rec. (1894) IV. 5 No Inhabitant of this
Towne shall . . cutt any grasse in any of the Conion meadows
. . vpon the penaltie of forfieting tenn shillings for euery
I.oade or hurry of haye so cutt. 1787 W. MARSHALL Nor-

'

folk (1795) II. Gloss. (E.D.S.), Hurry, a small load of hay |

or corn. 1794 Nat. Hist, in Ann. Keg. 329 In this staith
i

are fixed five hurries or spouts . . the hurries or spouts lie

with an inclining slope of about forty-five degrees. 1836-9
DICKENS Sk. Boz xii. 70/1 Then the wrongful heir comes in i

to two bars of quick music, (technically called 'a hurry'). |

1879 LODGE Elem. Mech. 21 note, Suppose . . we . . call the
unit of velocity a '

speed "... If a name were . . wanted for

. the unit of acceleration, or one speed per second, it might
j perhaps be called a 'hurry'. 1888 STAINER & HARREIT
; Diet. Mus. T. 231 The 'hurry

1

is generally played as a
preparation for the culminating point of a di amatic incident

..during stage struggles or like exciting actions.

7. Used adverbially : With hurry.
1796 SCOTT Will. <$ Helen xxxvii, And, hurry ! hurry ! off

they rode.

8. Comb, (from sense i).

1650 TRAPP Comm. Lev. xxvi. 8 Those.. that heard an
hurrie-nois in the aer (made by the Angels likely).

Hurry (hz?-ri), v. Also ?4 horye(n. [See
HURRY sb. (The order of senses is uncertain :

possibly sense 3 was the earliest, as app. in the sb.)]
1. trans. To carry, convey, or cause to go with

excessive haste, under the influence of external

pressure or of excitement. Frequently with along^

awayy down, up, in, out, etc.

(It is not certain that the first quot. belongs to this word.)

[13. . . E. Allit. /*. B. 883 pe jonge men. .by (>e hondez
hym hent & horyed him with-inne.J

1592 SHAKS. Ven. $ Ad. 904 A second fear. .Which madly
hurries her she knows not whither. 1601 WEEVER Mirr.
Mart., Sir J. Oldcastle E viij b, To Thickets feeld then
was Oldcastle hurried. 1676 tr. Guillatfare's Voy. Athens
289 Caverns, into which the poor Shepheards hurry their
Flocks upon any alarm. 1760 C. JOHNSTON Chrysal ^1822)
II. 214 My master was seized and hurried away to a prison.
1834 M EDWIN Angler in Wales I. 148, 1 rushed out of the

house, not knowing whither my steps were hurrying me.

1874 L. STEPHEN Hours in Library (1892) II. i. 6 We com-
monplace beings are hurried along in the crowd.

b. To carry or drive with impetuosity or without
deliberation to some action, conduct, or condition
of mind.

'595 SHAKS. John v. i. 35 Wilde amazement hurries vp
and downe The little number of your doubtfull friends.

1621 T. WILLIAMSON tr. Gonlart's Wise Vieillard 104
Those raging and unruly passions, which hurry the wicked
up and downe. 1647 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. i. 2 The poor
People, .are furiously hurried into actions . . destroying all

foundations of Law and Liberty. 1704 J. PITTS Ace. Ma-
hometans 18 Drinking hurries Men on to the worst of
Vices. 1838 THIRLWALL Greece III. 97 To hurry you into
an act of unjust aggression.

f*C. To drive (anything) with rapid or impetuous
motion. Obs.

1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 278 Exhalations . . hurried about
with a most violent motion. 1696 WHISTON The. Earth iv.

(1722) 370 A Comet's Atmosphere is a very stormy Fluid
wherein Masses of Opake Matter are continually hurried
about.

2. intr. To move or act with excited haste, or

with an evident or apparent effort at speed ; to

press on without leisure or with great or undue
haste. With advbs. as in i . Hurry up ! make
haste, increase your speed, (colloq^}
1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. v. i. 140 Desp'ratelv he hurried

through the streete. 1591 i Hen. VI t iv. lii. 53 Liues,
Honours, Lands, and all, hurrie to losse. 1602 MARSTON
Ant. <y Mel. 111. Wks. 1856 I. 32 Gastly amazement. .Shall

hurry on before, and usher us. 1700 S. L. tr. Fryke's Voy.
E. Ind. 74 Near enough to hear them . . and to see their

Troops hurry from one place to another. 1816 KEATINGB
Trav. (1817) I. 49 At sun-set all must hurry inside the

gates. 1837 W. IRVING Capt. Bonneville 11.47 They hurried
off to obtain relief. 1871 H. MACMILLAN True Vine vi.

(1872) 259 Nature never hurries, never takes leaps, never
wearies. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. 74 The fresh water hurry-
ing onward to the sea. 1890 Acrobats $ Monntebanks 72
* Walk in, walk in ! ladies and gentlemen ', cries the show-
man. . .

' Walk in, walk in ! Hurry up !

'

t 3. trans. To agitate, disturb, excite ; to molest,

harass, worry. Obs. exc. dial. Cf. HURRY sb. \.

1611 COTGR., Harass^, .. harried, molested, hurried. 1613
T. MILLES tr. Me.ria's, etc. Treas. Anc. ^- Mod. T. I. 17/1
Then must the conscience be hurried with her owne pierc-
ings. 1683 TRYON Way to Health 380 As those savage
Beasts do delight to kill, hurry, oppress, tear and eat the
Blood of their fellow Creatures. 1829 I. TAYLOR Enthus.
ix. 232 So under the influence of the imagination us to have
their sleep hurried with visions. 183* HT. MARTINEAU
Ireland iv. 63 Her form wasted, her spirits were hurried.

1848 A. B. EVANS Leicestersh. Words s. v., I've been verymuch hurried this morning ; for I've just heard of the death
of my old friend T .

4. To urge or excite to greater speed ;
to hasten

the action, motion, or progress of; often, to hasten

unduly.
1713 ADDISON Guardian No. 154 p 2, I hurried my habit,

and got it ready a week before the time. 1761 HUMK Hist.

Eng. III. liv. 175 The Commons, .now hurried on as much
as they formerly delayed, the disbanding of the armies.

1836 Westm. Rev. Apr. 176 Indeed, the conclusion [of the

drama] appears to be somewhat hurried up. 1845 FORD
Handbk. Spain \. 55 Nor is there any good to be got in

trying to hurry man or beast in Spain. 1889 MRS. WALFORD
Stiff-necked Generat. 190 Shall I ring and hurry up the tea ?

refl, 1838 DICKENS Nick. Nick, v, You needn't hurry
yourself. 1877 M. M. GRANT Sun-Maid i, There was no
reason why the express should hurry itself.

5. To put away, on, out^forth^ etc., hurriedly or

hastily.
1806 SURS Winter in Lond. fed. 3) I. 208 Lady Roseville

hurried away a tear that would start unbidden. 1807 SIR
R. WILSON Jrttl. 9 June in Life (1862) II. viii. 256 Hurry-
ing on my clothes. 1810 SCOTT Lady of L. n. xxxii, Ere
His tongue could hurry forth his fear. 1833 N. ARNOTT
Physics (ed. 5) I. 650 When the glottis is once opened, . .the

stutterer, .is glad to hurry out as many words as he can.

6. north, dial. To transport or convey ( DKIVE



HUBBY-BUBBY.
v. 5 b; e.g., to drive a cart, drive coal), spec, in

Coal-mining, To transport (the coal) from the face
of the working to the bottom of the shaft (sec
HURKIER 2) ; also absol.

1847 78 HALLIWF.LL, Hurry (i) to bear, lead, or carry any-
thing away. North. iSS^A/iiiai^li'iny .$- Hnddenf. Gloss.,
Hurry, to draw or move a cart. A horse hurries coals, c.

1898 CltcUuatan Guardian 21 Oct., Joel li
, son of the

deceased, said he hurried for his father.

Hu'rry-bu'rry, sb. (adv.) Sc. [Reduplicated
extension of HUBBY: cf. HURLY-BURLY.] Tumult,
confusion or bustle caused by excitement, hurly-
burly, b. as adv. Tumultuously.
1791 A. WILSON Laurel Disputed Poet. Wks. (1846) 127

To read the King's Birth-day's fell hurry-burry. ? a 1800
Christmas Baing in J. Skinner Misc. Poet. (i8og) 125 (Jam).
The hurry-burry [that] now began.. Wi' routs and raps frae
man to man. 1813 D. ANDERSON Poems 116 (Jam.i Huny
burry runnin' loupin'. 1832-53 A. RODGEK in ll'histle-
tiinkie (Sc. Songsi Ser. HI. 65 Ffi just tak' ye at your word,
An 1

end this hurry-burry.

t Hurry-CUrry. Obs. ? tumce-wd. [A jingling
formation from/iurry (see esp. HURRY v. 6) ; peril,
with reference to L. curi-us chariot. Cf. also

HABBY-CARUY.] ? A swift car or curricle.

1599 NASHE Lenten Stitffe 45 The sunne was so in his

mumps vppon it . . that hee had thought to have topled his

burning carre or Hurrie currie into the sea.

t Hurry-durry, sb. rare. = HUKKY-BUKKT.
1733 MRS. DELANY in Life $ Corr. (1861) I. 389 Mrs.

Clayton designs having her assembly.. so we must prepare
for hurry-durry ; but as it will be the only agreeable crowd,
I think it may be borne once a week. 1774 Ibid. Ser. II. II.

41 Whilst we are enjoying sweet peace in this delightful

placCjthe
world is in a hurry-durry.

t Hu-rry-du'rry, tf. Obs. [Cf. HURRY sb. i.]A sailor's epithet applied to rough, boisterous, foul
weather. Hence fig. in quot. 1676.
1672 State Papers, Domest. (P.R. O.) CCCXIV. No. 90

The wjnd was at east and blew hard and, as the seamen
terme it, was thick hurry durry weather, which is wind and
raine. 1676 WYCHERLEY PI. Dealer \. Wks. (Rtldg.) 105/2
i Sail. Nay, there's no more dealing with him, than with
the land in a storm, no near 2 Sail. 'Tis a hurry-
durry blade. Dost thou remember, .when I welcomed him
ashore, he gave me a box on the ear, and called me fawning
water-dog ? 1693 R. GRIFFITHS Let. to Sir J. Trenchard
(P. R. O.), We have melt with very foule hurry-durry
weather and much raine.

t Hurry-durry, int. Obs. An exclamation
of impatience or indignation.
1682 OTWAY Venice Pres. in. i, I will not stir from the

door, that I resolve hurry durry, what, shut me out.

Ibid., Hurry durry good for nothing! i68z MKS. BEHN
Roimdlieads in, How dost do, Nacky? hurry durry 1 I am
come, little Nacky. Ibid. iv. ii, What my Nicky Nacky !

Hurry Durry ! Nicky Nacky in the Plot?

Hurrying (hirriiiij), vbl. sb. [f. HURRY v. +
-ING!.] The action ofthe vb. HURRY : fa. Harass-

ing, disturbance, molestation, worrying (obs.). b.

Hastening under excitement or pressure.
I*S3 H. MORE Antid. Ath. m. vii. (1712) 108 Under most

grievous hurryings and tortures of the body. 1674 N. FAIR-
FAX Bulk r Selv. (Contentsl, The nimbleness of Ghosts in
their hurryings of Body. 1683 TRYON Way to Health 343
For all Hurrying, Hunting, Oppressing and Killing. 1816
BYRON Ch. Har. m. xxiv, Ah ! then and there was hurrying
to and fro.

Htrrrying, ppl. a.
[f. as prec. + -ING 2

.] That
hurries

;
that hastens under pressure or excitement ;

moving with excited haste.

1751 EARL ORRERY Remarks Swift (1752) 183 They were
written in a careless, hurrying manner. 1801 Med. jrnl.
V. 164 A hurrying message was brought, requiring Mr.
C. s attendance to a young man. 1849 MACAULAY Hist.
En?. Hi. I. 352 Courts and alleys . . alive with hurrying feet
and anxious faces. 1873 BLACK Pr. Thule vii, The clouded
and hurrying sky.
Hence Hvrrryingly adv.
1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) II. xxxv. 257 Going out

of one apartment, hurryingly, as I may say, into another.
1818 KEATS Endym. in. 729 They went till unobscur'd the
porches shone ; Which hurryingly they gain'd, and enter'd
straight.

Hurry-scurry (hTi,sk-CTi), adv., adj., and
sb. colloq. Also hurry-skurry. [f. HURRY v. +
SCURRY v. : the jingling combination has the effect

of a reduplicative formation
; cf. helter-skelter]

A. adv. With the hurry and confusion of persons,
etc., running in diverse directions; in disorderly
haste, pell-mell.
1750 GRAY Long Story 63 Each hole and cupboard they

explore. .Run hurry-skurry round the floor. 1798 COLE-
RIDGE Poems, Mad Ox xiv, The victor ox scoured down
the street, The mob fled hurry-scurry. 1833 LONGF. Outre-
Mer Pr. Wks. 1886 I. 125 Away went horse and rider at
full speed, hurry-scurry, up hill and down. 1883 E.
PENNELL-ELMHIRST Cream Leicestersh. 138 A whistling
coal train drove these horsemen hurry-scurry out of its way.

B. adj. Characterized by hurry and commotion.
1732 E. FORREST Hogarth's Tour 4 We made a hurry-

scurry dinner at the Smack at the ten-gun battery. 1789
MAD. D'ARBLAY Diary Dec., It must be a mighty hurry-
skurry life ! 1836 DISRAELI Lett. Runnymede 154 That
volatile effusion which is the hurry-skurry offspring of
ignorance and guile. 1863 BradfordAdvertiser 1 8 July 5/2
Then hurry-skurry retreat ; men tumbling over one another
for fear.

C. sb. Hurry and confusion
;
the hurrying and

disorderly rushing of a number; a ' rush '.

469

1754 KK-HAKUSON Crandison (1781) VI. xlvii. 296 Why
should not we women, after all, contrive to make hurry-
skurries? 1797 MAD. D'ARBLAY Let. to nio-myio July,
The close of the season is always hurry-scurry. 1800
A. CARLYLK Autobiog. 134 While our dinner was preparing,
an alarm was beat in the camp, which occasioned a great
hurry-scurry in the courtyard. 1832 R. S. SURTEKS
Sponge's Sp. Tour Ixvi. 371 All was now commotion and
hurry-scurry inside and out. i86z SHIRLEY Nugm Crit.
xi. 488 This is the age of progress. No,. .it is the age of
hurry-skurry. We have all run ourselves out of breath.

Htyrry-scu'rry, v. [f. prec.]
1. tnlr. To move or proceed with hurry-scurry ;

to run or rush in confused and undignified haste.

1771 FOOTE Maid ofB. HI. Wks. 1799 II. 227 Out bolted
the Squire, and hurry-scurried away. 1812 COMBE Pictur-
esque I. (Chandos) 6 She was among those busy wives,
Who hurry-scurry through their lives. 1896 Daily Ar w
4 Dec. 7/4 Having to hurry-scurry about the platform in
search of a vacant seat.

2. trans, (notice-use.)
1896 Westm. Gaz. 20 Mar. 2/1 The paste is hurry-skurried

into pie, pudding, or tart.

Hurse-skin, var. or erron. f. huss-skiii : see
Huss sb.

Hurson, obs. Sc. f. WHORESON.
Hurst (hwst). Forms : i hyrst, 3- hurst,

(4 hurste, 5 hirste, 6 hyrst, 6- hirst). [OE.
kyrst : OTeut. type *hursti-z, whence OHG.,
MHG. Imrst, G. dial, horst

'

heap, cluster, thicket,

top of rock, sandbank
'

(Fliigel) ; MLG. horst hill,

wooded or bushy eminence, small wood, LG. horst,

host, a bushy piece of land surrounded with marsh,
a wooded eminence, EFris. horst, horst, host, thicket,

copse, sandy eminence (prob. formerly overgrown
with brushwood) ;

MDu. horst (Kilian horscht,

horsf) thicket of brushwood. In the forms -hurst,

-hirst, -herst, a frequent element in place-names,
as in Hawkhurst, Chislekurst, Jt'erniehirst, Am-
herst. (So -horst in Du. and LG.)
Icel. hrjdstr rough place, barren rocky place, Norw. dial.

rust, ryst, little wood, thicket, clump of alders and dwarf
bircn, wooded tract on a mountain, lateral ridge of a moun-
tain, Fgeroese rust ridge, show similarity of sense, but are
difficult to connect phonologically.]

I. 1. An eminence, hillock, knoll, or bank, esp.
one of a sandy nature.
a 1000 Riddles xli. 61 (Gr.) Swylce ic com wraSre bonne

wermod sy pe her on hyrstum heasewe stonde5. c 1290
S. Eng. Leg. I. 300/18 Open be hexte hurste of al be hulle

A htel ilond here is, pat hatte Bardeseie. .Men lyueb
longe in bat hurste, pat be eldest deijeb furst. 1513
DOUGLAS /Eneis xi. vii. 56 Thai hard hillis hirstis for to eir

[colles, atone horum asperrimapascunt]. 1781 J. HUTTON
Tour to Caves Gloss., Hirst, a bank or sudden rising of
the ground. 1814 SCOTT Wav. xxxviii. note, We are bound
to drive the bullocks, All by hollows, hirsts, and hillocks.

b. A sandbank in the sea or a river ; a ford
made by a bed of sand or shingle.
1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. R. xvi. i. (ToIIem. MS.), It is

harde and most perel to falle and smyte on hurstes of
grauel [arenarnm obstacnlis\ hid in be see under water.
1576 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 384 The. .Cytie
dothe suffer the Thames to geather a great hurst or banck.
1805 State, Fraser of Fraserfield 192 (Jam.) If.. there
would be a ford or hirst in the water. 1820 J. CLELAND
Glasgow 113 To remove the ford at Dambuck and some
other prominent hirsts. 1879 Miss JACKSON Shropsh.
Word-bk. s.v., A bed of shingle in the Severn is called a
hurst.

2. A grove of trees; a copse; a wood; a wooded
eminence. (The last variety of sense, found in

mod. dialects, may be the primary one.)
The OE. quqts. are of uncertain sense.
822 Charter in O. E. Texts 458 lu hyrst, sciofingden, snad-

hyrst. 858 Ibid. 438 Stanehtan denn, et ilia silva, sand-
hyrst nominatur quae pertinet to wassingwellan. V ,11400
Mcrte Arth. 3370 Brawnches so heghe..they heldede to
hir heste alle holly at ones, The hegheste of iche a hirste.
1612 DRAYTON Poly-olb. ii. 27 Each rising hurst Where
many a goodlie oake had carefullie been nurst. 1628 COKF.
On Lilt. 4b, Hurst or hirst signifieth a wood. 1823
BROCKETT. Hirst, Hurst, a woody bank. 1827 J. HODGSON
Nortkumbld. II. I. loo note, Scraggy hirsts of hazel. 1871
R. ELLIS Catullus Ixiii. 72 In hursts that house the boar.

b. Her. ' A charge representing a small group
of trees, generally borne upon a mount or base

'

(.Cassell).

1889 ELVIN Diet. Her., Hurst, a wood, or thicket of trees.

II. Technical senses. (The connexion of these
with the prec. is doubtful.)
3. The frame of a pair of millstones.

1710 RUDDIMAN Glass. Douglas s. v., Miln-hirst, is the
place on which the Cribs or Crubs (as they call them) ly,
within which the mil-stone hirsts, or hirsills. I764CROKER,
etc. Diet, Aril t, Sc. s. v. Mill, The hurst or round frame
. . containing the lower mill-stone . . and the upper one.
1884 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. Suppl., Hurst, the frame on
which a run of millstones is placed. A husk.

4. The ring of the helve of a trip- or tilt-hammer,
which benrs the trunnions.

1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 336 The centre.,
or axis of the hammer, is supported in a cast-iron frame
. .called the hirst. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Hurst.

III. 5. Comb, hurst-beech, the Hornbeam;
hurst-frame = sense 4.

HUBT.
1825 f. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 336 To form a pillar

of solid timber ; on the top of which the hirst-frame . . is

placed, and
firmly

held down by the four bolts, which
descend through all the platforms, and have secure fasten-

ings in the solid masonry beneath. 1866 Treas. Bot.,
Hurstbeech, Ctirpiiuts Betulus. 1879 PRIOR Plant.it.,
Hurst- or Horst- or Horse-beech, the hornbeam.
Hurt (hwt ,

j/i.l Forms: 2-7 hurte, 4 hirt,
hourte, 5 hort, hurth, 5-6 hurtt(e, 4- hurt,

[app. a. OF. hurte (mod.F. heurte) shock of col-

lision, stroke, blow, f. hurter, heurler: see HURT v.

Cf. also later F. heart '

shocke, push, or dash ;

violent meeting or conflict; a knock or knocking
i together

'

(Cotgr.), It. urto a push, thrust, shock
;

! also (from French) MHG. hurt and hurte shock
of encounter, MDu., Du. hort thrust, push, shove.
The sense '

injury
'

is a purely Eng. development :

see HURT
v."]

1 1. A knock, blow, or stroke causing a wound
or damage. Obs.

CI20S LAY. 1837 Heo leopen to Brutus folke, ber heo
hurtes duden. a 1240 Lofsong'm Cott. Horn. 207 Ich bide be
. . bi be herde hurtes and be unwurSe wowes Set he fai-

ns.. bolede. 1-1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 12401
He ne lefte for swerd ne ober hirt pat he vntil Arthur stirt.

ciyx>Deslr. Troy 6526 He. .Gird horn to ground withmony
grym hurt. 1590 SIR J. SMYTH Disc. Weapons 23 b, Of

. the great disordering of horses with the hurts of our Eng-
I lish arrowes. 1653 HOLCROFT Procopius, Goth. Wars n. iv.

45 Synthues by a hurt of a Lance upon his right hand, was
disabled. 1841-4 EMERSON Ess., Circles Wks. (Bohn) I.

126 You admire this tower of granite, weathering the hurts
of so many ages.
2. Bodily or material injury, esp. that caused by

a blow or stroke ;
a wound

;
a lesion ; damage.

cuos LAY. 8178 pa wes his hurte xSe. aitKAucr. K.
112 A lutel ihurt i ben eie derueS more ben de3 a muchel
ifle hele. c 1373 Sir llenes (MS. Ej 1691 + 5 He was so
ffeynt ffor hys hurte. 6-1375.SV. Leg. Saints, Lanrentius
357 A fare jung man . . Clengeand pi hortis bat are sare.
c 1386 CHAUCER Sar.'s T. 463 Herbes. .To heele with youre
hurtes hastily. 1474 CAXTON Clusse 100 Instruments.. for
to serche woundes and hurtes. 1563 W. FULKE Meteors
(1640) 30 b, Sometime it killeth a man, and there appeareth
no wound without, neither any hurt within. 1592 SHAKS.
Rom. fy Jttl. in. i. 115 My very Friend hath got his mortal!
hurt In my behalfe. 1638 A. Fox Wurtz' Surf. in. xvi.

267 A Gentlemans child, .had a hurt on the ancle, wherein
a callus was grown. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. s. v.

Bolts, Fender-Bolts., are struck into the uttermost Bends or
Wales of a Ship to save her Sides from Bruises and Hurts.
1794 LD. HOOD 12 July in Nicolas Disp. Nelson (1845)
I. 436 note, I am truly sorry to hear you have received
a hurt, and hope.. it is not much. 1835 MACAULAY Hist.
Eng. xvi. (1871) II. 193 He ordered his own surgeon to
look to the hurts of the captive.
3. gen. Injury of any kind inflicted or suffered ;

harm, wrong, damage, detriment.
(In first quot.^ff. from 2.)

a 1223 Ancr. R. 282 pi salue hit is, jif bu hit luuest,
ajean soule hurtes. -1460 FORTESCUE Abs. <r Lini. Man.
xvni. (1865) 154 To be kynges gret harme and hurt off his
said seruantes. 1326 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 4 b,
That, .causeth heresyes & errours, and so is great hurte
to fayth. 1586 J. HOOKER Girald. Irel. in Holinshed II.

150/1 Sir Nicholas Bagnoll was called to answer such hurts
as were obiected against him. 1388 J. UDALL Diotrephcs
(Arb.) ii They do euer with their preaching, more hurte
than good. 1666 PEPYS Diary 7 Oct., But [I] do not
think that all this will redound to my hurt. 1702 Eng.
Theophrast. 123 It is safer to do some men hurt, than to do
them too much good. 1865 DICKENS Mut. Fr. i. i, What
hurt can it do you?
t4. Hurtful or noxious quality or action. Obs.
1608 TOPSELL Serpents (1658) 786 At what time they are

very swift, quick, nimble, and of most certain hurt, more
dangerous and more venemous in their bitings.

Hurt (hat , sb.- Her. Also hurte, heurte.

[a. F. heurte (a 1558 in Godef.) :
'

heurtes, small
Azure balls, tearmed (in Heraldry) hurts on men,
and tongue-moles oil women '

(Cotgr.}. Cf. F.
hettrt mark left by a blow, and quot. 1572.
The English

_
heraldic writers generally identify this with

HURT sbs, a bilberry ; but (since the bilberry is not known
as henrt or henrte in French) it is evident that this can be
correct only if hurt and hnrllcberry took their names from
the heraldic word (or from the blue mark of a blow).]
A roundel azure : usually held to represent a

hurtleberry.
1372 BOSSEWELL Artnorie 10 Seuen signes, or tokens whiche

are figured in Armes round . . 4. Is of Azure, and is termed
a Hurte. 7. Is of Purpre, and is to be called a IVounde.
1610 GUILLIM Heraldry in. viii. (1660) 138 These appeare
light-blew, .they are indeed a kind of fruit or small round
berry, of Colour betwixt Black and Blew .. In some places
they are called. . Hurts or Hurtle-berries. Ibid. iv. xix. 352
If they [Roundles] be Light-blew then we call them Hurts.
1766 PORNY Heraldry Gloss., Hurts or Hnerts, roundelets
of the Azure Colour, so termed by none but English Heralds
. . These being blue, some will have them to signify Bruises
or Contusions in the Flesh, which often turn to that colour.
1882 CUSSANS Her. iv. (ed. 3) 73 Roundles . . are distinguished
.

.by
their several Tinctures, they are. .The Heurte, az.

Hurt (hr.it), sb.'t Now dial. Also 6 hurte, 7
heurt. See also WHOBT. [Known to us from
1 6th c., but the fuller name hurtleberry appears
c 1450; the relation between these, and the origin
of both, are uncertain

; no cognate name appears
in other langs. See

prec.]
= HURTLEBERRY.

1342 BOORDE Dyetary xiii. (1870) 267 Rawe crayme .. eaten
with strawberyes or hurtes. 1610 [see HURT sb.2 ]. 1624
CAPT. SMITH Virginia n. 26 During Sommer there are



HUBT.
either Strawbeirit.-. .01 Mulberiie-,. .Raapisc.-, hurts. 1671

'

NARBOROUGH Jriil. in Ace. Sez'. Late Voy. \. 11694) 1-1

Small red Berries, much like Hurls. 1705 BEVERLEY

Virginia n. F 13 (1722) 113 There are three Sorts of Hurts,

or Huckleberries, upon Bushes, from two to ten Foot high.

1883 Leisure Hour 572/2 Vendors of wild strawberries, and
'

hurts'.

b. Comb., as hurt-gatherer.
1887 Pall MallG. 29 July 5/2 The true region of heath

and hurtle-berries, and here you will find the hurt-gatherers

busily engaged in small groups and parties.

Hurt (hwt), v. Pa. t. and pple. hurt. Forms :

2 (3rd sing.) hert, 3 (Orm.} hirrtenn, 3-6
hurte, (3-4 horte, 4-5 hirte) ; 5- hurt. Pa. t.

3-4 hurte, (4 herte, hirte, Sc. hwrte), 5- hurt
;

also 0. 4 hirtide, 5 hurtid, 5-8 (9 dial.} hurted.

Pa. pple. 3 hird, 3-5 i-, yhurt, 4 hirt, yhert,

4-6 hurte, 4- hurt ; also /3. 5 hurtyd, 5-9 j

hurted. [app. a. OF. hurte-r (now heurter) to
;

bring into violent collision,
' to knocke, push, Jarre,

joult, strike, dash, or hit violently against
*

(Cotgr.).
The phonology is not altogether clear ;

but app.
the word was adopted early enough for OF. u to

(

be treated as OE. y, becoming i in north and midl.,

and in the south remaining ii, which later became
as in hurst, OE. hyrst ; the variants in -er, -or,

are mainly due to the disturbing influence of r

upon the preceding vowel : cf. the historical forms

of dirt, first, gird, third, worse, etc.

OF. hurter = Pr. urtar. It. urlare, U of obscure origin;
in Darmesteter's opinion

'

probably Germanic '. As, how-

ever, no corresponding Germanic word is known, Diez

suggested a possible derivation from Celtic, comparing
Welsh hivrdd ram, push, hyrddn,hyrddio to push ; but see

Thumeysen Keltoromanisches 81. MHG. and MLG.
hurten to rush into collision, MDu. hurten, horten, Du.
hortett to jolt, jostle, push, are from French, and were orig.

words of the tournament.]

I. Transitive uses.

f 1. To knock, strike, dash (a thing against some-

thing else, or two things together) ; in quot. 1400,
to run (a ship) aground. (

= HcRTLE v. i.) Obs.

cx2oo CUMIN 11370 Swa batt tu nohht ne shallt tin fot

Uppo be staness hirrtenn. c 1205 LAY. 1878 Heo hurten

heora hafden. a 1400 IVycli/^s Bible Acts xxvii. 41 (MS.
Banister) Whanne we felden into a place of grauel . . thei

hurten the schippe. 1483 Calk. Angl. 192/2 To Hurte,

allidere, col; elidere, illidere. ta\*floChcstcrPl.x\\. 118

That thou hurt nether foot nor knee. 15.. MillerofAbing-
ton in Wright Anecd. Literaria (1844) no Against afourme
he hurte his shin. 1634 WINTHROP New Eng. (1825) I. 136
The Elizabeth Dorcas, .being hurt upon a rock at Scilly. .

lost sixty passengers at sea.

f 2. To knock, strike, give a blow to (so as to

wound or injure). Otis. (In later instances blending
with sense 3.)

13.. Coer de .4715 Stones and stokkes they threw doun;
Some off the Crystenes they herte. c 1374 CHAUCER Troylus
v. 1045 Whan burgh be body hurte was Diomede. c 1400
Destr. Troy 10387 pen be kyng at hym caupit with a kene

speire, Hurt hym full hidusly, harmyt hym sore, c 1489

CAXTON Sonnes ofAymon xxvi. sdoThone hurted the other

soo harde that thei felle doun almoost bothe to the erthe.

1523 LD. BEHNERS Froiss. II. Ixxii. [Ixvi.] 216 They dyd let

fly theyr quarelles, wherwith they hurted many. l662_ J.

DAVIES tr. Olearius
1

Voy. Atnbass. 280 [He] fell upon him,

got him down, and having hurt him in several places, thrust

him out of Doors.

3. To cause bodily injury to (by a blow or other-

wise) ;
to wound

;
to give bodily pain to.

1297 R. GLOUC. (Rolls) 5833 Hii vellc & to brusede some
anon to debe, & some ymaymed, & some yhurt. a 1300
Cursor M. 3940 lacob was ban hurt wel sare J?e maister

sinu of his the. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Marcus 82 He
hwrte rycht sare his hand. I47O-*S MALORY Arthurs, xii,

I haue foughten with a knyght . . I am sore hurte and he

bothe. c 1566 J. ALDAY tr. Boaystuau's Tlieat. IVorld

K v, My shooe is newe, faire and well made, but you know
not where about it doeth hurt and grieve me. 1654 WHIT-
LOCK Zootomia 39 Hee that striketh a Wall may hurt his

Knuckles. 1748 SMOU.EIT Rod. Rand. (1812) I. 7, I have
been found guilty of killing cats I never hurted. 1841
LYTTON Nt. fy Morn. \. iv, No more hurt in the loins than

I am. 1885 TENNVSON North. Cobbler iv, Once of a frosty

night I slither'd an' hurted my buck.

b. To injure (a thing' physically ;
to do harm

to, damage.
1382 WYCLIF Rev. ix. 4 It is comaundid to hem, that thei

shulden not hirte hay of the erthe. 1481 CAXTON Godefroy
clxxxiii. 269 They mocqued oure peple . . and more asprely
defended them self and hurted thengyns. 1577 B - GOOGE
HeresbacKs Husb. I. (1586) 44 b, Hurle out all the stones

and suche thinges as may hurt the Sythe. 1645 BOATE Irel.

Nat. Hist. (1652) 167 It is a common saying in Ireland,

that the very dryest Summers there never hurt the land.

1727 DE FOE Syst. Magic i. iv, Which shall greatly hurt

the fruits of the earth.

4. gen. To injure, do harm or mischief to ;
to

affect injuriously, be prejudicial or detrimental to ;

to wrong, inflict injury upon.
c 1200 Vices fy Virtues 45 He tubrekS, jif he ani god wille

hafS, forSan he hert his code wille. a^xts Ancr. R. 98
Hwo haucS ihurt te, mi ueore? a 1300 Cursor M. 28197
Wit flitt, wit brixil, striue and sturt,_Myn euen-cristen haue

, ,

c 1385 CHAUCER L. G. W. Prol. 424 That ye hym
hurte in al his lyve. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 22 Vnleful

urse hirti|> not him j>at is notid fc>er wib. c 1489 CAXTON
Sonnes of Aytrton iii. 78 It is the man among all oure

enmyes, that . . more hath hurted vs.
1553 in Picton L'pool

Munic. Rec. (1883) I. 25 To be thus prejudiced and hurted

of our said toll. 1671 MILTON Samson 1676 Among them

i hurt,

nevere
cu
S

470

he a sphit of pliren/ie scut, Who hurt their milid=. 1726 31
TINDAL Rapins Hist. Eng. xvn. (17431 II. 06 Both parties

equally hurted her. 1821 SCOTT AV//:c. xxii, Tressilian . .

had much hurt his interest with lu-r. 1894 SIR E. SULLIVAN

ll'iimang Innocent delusion, it amuses you and it doesn't

hurt us.

5. To give mental pain to ;
to grieve, distress,

vex, offend.

1526 TIN-DALE Matt. xi. 6 Happy is he thatl is noott hurte

by me. Mark x\v. 27 All ye shalbe hurtt thorowe me
thys nyght. 1756 BURKK SuH. -V A', in. v, \Vhen we are

thrown out of this state, or deprived of any thing requisite
to maintain us in it .. we are always hurt. 1777 SHERIDAN
Sch. Scaiul. i. i, I own I was hurt to hear it. 1815 WEL-
LINGTON Let. to Lil. Hill 9 May in Gurw. Dcsf. XII. 368,
I consider the transactions too recent . . to write a true

history without hurting the feelings of nations, and of some
individuals. 1879 Miss BATES Egypt. Bonds I. ix. 221 How
mortified and ' hurt

'

poor Fred would have looked.

II. Intransitive and absolute uses.

f 6. intr. To strike, dash ^on or against some-

thing) ; to come into collision. In first
quot.yf^.

To come or hit upon a thing ;
in quot. c 1500, To

make a rush at a person. Obs.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 176 Nu we hurteS [v.r. hitte], leoue

sustren, to the ueoroe dole. Ibid. 186 A child, ?if hit

spurneS o summe bing. .me bet bet (ring bet hit hurteS on.

c 1330 R, BRUNNE Chron. ll'a-ce (Rolls) 4626 Schipes . . J?at

on vn-to tober hurte. 1382 WYCLIF John xi. 9 If ony man
schal wandre in the day, he hirtith not. 1388 Jer. xiii.

16 Bifor that }oure feet hirte at derk hillis. 1483 CAXTON
Gold. Leg. 430 b 2 The Shyppe where the kyng was in

hurted and smote twyes ageynst the roche. c 1500 Melusine
v. 25 Whan Raymondyn cam ayenst the said bore . . the

bore anoone hurted to hym. 1622 R. HAWKINS I'oy. S. Sett

xli. 99 Arrowes . . headed with a flint stone, which is loose,

and hurting, the head remaineth in the wound.

7. absol. To cause injury, do harm (physical or

otherwise) ; to cause or inflict pain.
1390 GOWER Con/. III. 367 Cupide, which maie hurt and

hele In loves cause. 1500-20 DUNBAR Poems Ixii. 13 It

micht hurt in no degre. l6xx BIBLE Isa. xi. 9 They shall

not hurt nor destroy in all my holy mountaine. 1651 HOBBES
Leviath. II. xix. 97 Orators, .though they have great power
to hurt, have little to save. 1844 MRS. BROWNING Fourfold

Aspect ii, How that true wife said to Pcetus ..' Sweet, it

hurts not !

'

8. intr. for pass. To suffer injury or pain. (Now
only colloq.'}
a 1300 E. E. Psalter xxxvi[i]. 24 When rightwise falles,

hortes na lime. 1545 ASCHAM Toxoph. II. (Arb.) 109 If that

wylle not serue, but yet youre finger hurteth, you must
take [etc.]. Mod. Does your hand still hurt 1

Hurt (hoit), ///. a. [Pa. pple. of HURT .]

Injured, wounded, etc. : see the verb.

(-1400 Destr. Troy 7166 The Troiens .. Helit here hurt

men burgh helpis of leches, c 1420 Pallad. on Husb. I. 287
The hole is saaf, the hurte is forto cure. 1541 R. COPLAND

Guydon's Quest. Chirurg., The wounde is bounde . . be-

fynnynge
fro the party opposite to the hurt place. 1617

IR R. BOYLE in Lismore Papers (18861 1. 178 For curing

my hurt leg. 1790 BURKE Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 140 The balm
of hurt minds. 1887 R. N. CAREY Uncle Max xxviii. 220 In

rather a hurt voice.

t b. Hurt majesty :
= LESE-MAJEST. Sc . Obs.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Paulus 159 Paule, as for hurte

maieste, [Nero] Syne eftir bad hedit suld be. 1488 Sc. Acts

Ja$. IV (i 597) 4 They that . . committis the crime of hurt-

majestic against his Hienesse.

t Hu'rtberry. Obs. rare-1
, [f.

HURT sb3

+ BERKY.] = HURTLEBEBKY.
a 1661 FULLER Worthies l. (1662) 246 Hurtberries : In

Latine Vaccinia, most wholsome to the Stomack, but of a

very astringent Nature.

Hurted (ho-ited),///. a. Nowo'/a/. [f. HURT
v. + -ED'.] = HURT ///. a.

1643 I. STEI.R tr. Exper. Chyrurg. vi. 26 Lest they should

flow to the hurted part. 1727 BRADLEY Fain. Diet. s. v.

Burn, Apply it to the hurted Part.

Hurter 1
(hwutaj). [f.

HURT v. + -ER!.] One
who or that which hurts or injures.

1552 ABP. HAMILTON Catech. (1884) 10 Hurtaris of the

common well. 1597 in Rowfftsl. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 181

Hurters and mutilaters of ministers. 1611 BEAUM. & FL.

A'ing ff no King v. i, I shall not be a hurter if no helper.

1834 A. W. HARE Semi. II. xvii. 319 The great and fatal

hurter, Death.

Hurter- (ho-jtai). Forms: 4-5 hurtour, -ur(e,

hortour, 6 horter, 8- hurter. [ad. 1". hurtoii;

in 1375 hurtouoir (Godef.), f. hurter to strike,

HURT v.]
1. The shoulder of an axle, against which the

nave of the wheel strikes ; also, a strengthening

piece on the shoulder of an axle.

Hurtours pro Carectis . . de proprio ferro faciendis. 1404
Durham MS. Sacr. Roll, j hurtour. 1600 Vestry Bks.

(Surtees) 48 To the Smith of Pittington for makeinge a

claspe and a horter to the great bell. 1788 Chambers' Cycl.,

Hurter, in Artillery, a flatted iron fixed against_ the body
of an axle tree, with straps to take off the friction of the

naves of wheels against the body. 1825 BKOCKETT, Hurter,
the shoulder of the axle against which the nave of the

wheel knocks. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech., Hurter.. 2.

(Vehicles.) A butting-piece on an axle.

2. a. A beam fixed on a gun-platform, to stop
the wheels of the gun-carriage from injuring the

parapet, b. A wooden or iron piece fastened to

the top rails of the lower gun-carriage or chassis,

HURTLE.

either in front or behind jounter-hurter), to check

the motion of the gun.
1828 J. M. SHEARMAN Brit. Guniier\et\. 2) 326 Platforms. .

Sleepers, Hurters, Planks, Pickets. 1851 J. S. MACAULAY
Field Fortif. 80 In laying a gun-platform the first thing to

be done is to fix the hurter, which may be a piece of timber

7 or S feet long, and 7 inches square, or a strong fascine may
be used . . The hurter should be placed perpendicular to the

axis or central line of the embrasure. 1884 Alii. Engineering
(ed. 3) 1. n. 56 Two short hurters, each 3 feet x 6 inches X
6 inches, are also provided to prevent the gun carriage

running up too far.

Hurter 3
. local, [f. HTRT rf. :!

] A gatherer of

hurtleberries. (Common in Surrey. )

t Hu-rtfoot. Obs. nonce-wd. [f. HURT v. +
FOOT j.] That which hurts the foot.

1567 MAPLKT Gr. Forest Pref.,The common Stone hath his

name and vocable ;if I may so say) hurtfoote, for that it is

in mouing..and iourneying the footes pain and griefe.

Hurtful (hjjutfuT), a. [f.
HURT sl>. 1 + -FUL.]

Having the quality of causing hurt or injury;

harmful, injurious, detrimental, prejudicial, per-

nicious, mischievous, noxious, noisome.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 150 b, The beestes. .not

noysom or hurtfull. 1563 W. FULKE Meteors (1640) 27 b,

The most dangerous, violent and hurtfull kind of lightning
is called Fulmen. 1586 T. B. La Priniaud. Fr. Acad. I.

(1589) 62 Thales called vice the hurtfullest thing in the

world, bicause that . . it marreth and destroie_th all. 1651
HOBBF.S Leviath. H. xxviii. 162 To certain actions, there be

annexed by Nature, divers hurtful consequences. 1718
Freethinker No. 87 P 5 It is. .Advantageous to Many, and
Hurtful to None. 1862 LD. BROUGHAM Brit. Const, xvii.

272 note, The vulgar and hurtful error of considering the

Church as a corporation.

Hurtfully (hzritfuli), adv. [f. prec. + -LY-.]
In a hurtful manner ; injuriously.
1552 HULOET, Hurtfullye, tuciuc. 1580 HOLLYBAND

Treas. Fr. Tong,Malicieusement, . . hurtfully. 1685 BOYLE
Salub. Air 40 There are ways of making common water

violently and hurtfully operative upon Humane Bodies.

1868 KINGLAKE Crimea (1877) 111. ii. 328 The sight was of

a kind to press hurtfully upon the imagination.

Hurtfulness (hS-Jtfulnes). [f. as prec. +

-NESS.] The quality of being hurtful
, injuriousness.

1611 COTGR., Mauvaistii, . .shrewdnesse, curstnesse, hurt-

fulnesse. 1634 T. JOHNSON Parey's Chirurg. xi. (1678)

271 The hurtfulness of Thunder. 1651 BAXTER Inf. Baft.

Apol. 6 Sensible of the vanity and hurtfulness of filling the

world with too many Books. 1870-4 ANDERSON Missions

Anier. Bd. IV. 260 The folly and hurtfulness of the proposal.

Hurting (houtin), vtl. so. 1 [f. HUKT .]

1. The action of the verb HUBT ; injury, damage,
hurt. (Now usually gerundial.)
a 1225 Ancr. R. 344 Of keorfunge, ooer of hurtunge.

111340 HAMPOLE Psalter xxvi. 9 He hild me fra hortynge.

1382 WYCLIF Daft. vi. 23 Noon hirtyng is founden in hym.
(11568 ASCHAM Scholem, I. (Arb.) 77 Malice in hurting
without cause. 1633 WALTON Angler vii. 150 With as little

bruising or hurting the fish as. .diligence will enable you to

do. 1759 ADAM SMITH Mor. Sent. II. ii. 203 If by hurting
be understood the doing mischief wantonly.

t 2. Stumbling ;
also concr. a stumbling-block.

1382 WYCLIF Ezek. iii. 20 Y shal putte an hirtynge before

hym. 14. . in Ret. Ant. I. 41 God wole sende to the aungels
to kepe the fro hirtynge.

Hurting, vM. sl>.* dial. [f. HURT sl/.3 + -ING i.]

Gathering of ' hurts' or hurtleberries.

1884 JEFFERIES Red Deer x. 204 Among the labouring

people . . to go gathering whortleberries is to go
'

a-hurting '.

1887 Pall MallG. 29 July 5/1
'

Hurting
'

is a process which

involves nothing worse than the picking of the hurt, other-

where known as the hurtle-berry, . . or common bilberry.

Hurting, ppl. a. [f. HURT v. + -ING-.] That

hurts; injurious.
1681 FLAVEL Melt. Grace xviii. 328 Its hurting and terri-

fying power. 1894 Westm. Caz. 3 May 3/2 Dignity and

self-respect, without any hurting haughtiness.

t Hurtle, sl>- 1 Ola. or dial. [? related to HUKT
j/U, or to K. heart a blow, the mark of a blow : see

HUKT j*.2] A swelling upon the skin.

1599 T. M[OUFET] Silkwortites^ 74 Vpon whose palmes such

warts and hurtells rise As may in poulder grate a nutmegge
thick, c 1720 W. GIBSON Farriers Guide II. v. (1738) 188

A vast number of Tubercles and little Hurdles. 1847-78

HALLIWELL, Hurtle, a spot. Hcref.

t Hurtle, sl>? Obs. rare. - HURT sb.z, HURTLE-
BERRY : see also WHOKTLE. Comb, hurtle-tree,

the dwarf shrub that bears the hurtleberry.

1597 GERARUE Herbal 1229 Vaccinia nigra the blacke

Whortle or Hurtle is a base and lowe tree or woodie plant.

a 1630 in Risdon Surv. Devon 312 (1810) 322 Taw. .Whose
sides arc stor'd with many a hurtle tree.

Hurtle (hi)-Jt'l), s&.3 foet. and rhtt. [f. HUR-
TLE z>.]

The action or an act of hurtling ; dashing

together, collision, conflict ; clashing sound.

'773 J- Ross Fratricide v. 10 (MS.) The elements, .had

wag'd Tremendous hurtle. 1856 MRS. BROWNING Aur.

Lttgh IX. 835, I flung closer to his breast.. And, in that

hurtle of united souls [etc.]. 1867 MUSCRAVE Nooks Old
France II. x. 310 The hurtle of the arrows.

Hurtle (h5ut'l) . v. Now only literary or arch.

Also 4 hortel, 4-7 hurtel, 5 hurtul. [app. a

diminutive and iterative of HURT v., in its original

sense of 'strike with a shock '.

Palsgrave (1530) and Cotgrave (1611) give a F. hurlelUr
' to trample on with the feet ', which corresponds in form ;

but this appears to be a late formation.

Sometimes confused with hurl; but the essential notion

in hurtle is that of forcible collision, in hurl that of forcible



HUKTLE.
projection ; if, however, I hurl a javelin at a shield and
strike it, I also hurtle the one against the other ; hence the
contact of sense. ]

I. Transitive senses.

1. To strike, clash, or knock (something against
something else, or two things together) ; f to
knock or thrust down with force or violence

; -f to
ran (a ship) aground.
a I2*5[see HURTLING rbl.sli.]. i32S[see hurtlcd\x\avi].

1382 WvcLtF Cftt, xxv. 22 But the litil children . . weren
hurtlicl togidere. Acts xxvii. 41 Whanne we felden into
a place of grauel .. thei hurtliden [v.r. hurten, 1388 r'.r.

hurliden, Vulg. imfegernnt] the schipp. (71386 CHAUCER
Knt.'s T. 1758 He foyneth on his feet with his tronchon And
he hym hurtleth [so Cambr. and Harl. MSS. ; other 4 MSS.
hurteth] with his hors adoun. 1388 WVCLIF Mark ix. 17
Where euer he takith hym, he hurtlith [1382 hirtith j/.r.hurt-

lith] hym doun. 1470-85 MALORY Arthur x. Ixviii, There
he . . pulled awey theire sheldes and hurtled doun many
knyghtes. 1884 CHILD Ballads it. xli. 378 note, The horse
was not sure-footed and hurtled his rider against a tree.

2. To strike or dash against ; to come into
collision with.
c 1430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.> 5789 Eithir hors hurtled othir.

1:1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode IV. xix. (1869) 185 We..com-
mitte )>ee bat . . (>ou hurtle alle bilke so cruelliche. 1848
LYTTON Harold ix. vi, His emotions.. so hurtling one the
other. 1881 JUDD Volcanoes iv. 68 The ragged cindery
masses Imrtling one another in the atmosphere.

b. fig. To assail, attack (in words).
(1374 CHAUCER Bocth. 11. pr. i. 20 (Camb. MS.) Thow

weere wont to hurtelyn and despysen hir with manly wordes
[firilitut inccsscrc vcrbis}. 1804 W. TAYLOR in Robberds
Mem. (1843) I- 5>9 Not the theologian whom Gregory Blunt
hurtles.

3. To drive violently or swiftly ; to dash, dart,

shoot, fling, cast. App. often confounded with hurl.

By Spenser, erroneously, To brandish, wave.
[1590 SrENSER F. Q. II. vii. 43 His harmefull club he gan

to hurtle hye.] a 1678 MARVELL Verses iii, An arrow, hurtel'd
ere so high. 1833 MRS. BROWNING Pnmuth. Bound Poems
1850 I. 190 Such a curse on my held.. From the hand of
your Zeus has been hurtled along. 1851 C. L. SMITH tr.

Tatm iv. ix, Whom grand mischance . . Down to this horrible
den has hurtled forth. 1881 Hay's Own Paper 17 Dec. 184
Pieces of ice are being belched forth or hurtled into the air
with a continued noise.

II. Intransitive senses.

4. To strike together or against something, esp.
with violence or noise

; to come into collision ; to

dash, clash, impinge; to meet in shock and en-
counter. (Alsoyff.)
1340 HAM POLE Pr. Consc. 4787 Hard roches and stanes

Sal strife togyder, alle attanes . . And ilkan agayn other
hortel fast, c 1374 CHAUCER Bveth. v. met. iv. 130 (Camb.
MS.) Ryht so as voys or sown hurtelith to the Eeres and
commoeueth hem to herkne. 1388 WYCLIF jfer. xlvi. 12
A strong man hurtlide a;ens a strong man, and bothe fellen
doun togidere. 1413 Pilgr. Smule (Caxton 1483) in. viii. 55
Twoo fendes..maden them for to hurtlen ageyn a pyler.
(1450 Merlin 155 Thei hurtled togeder with their bodyesand sheldes and helmes. c 1477 CAXTON Jason 57 The ship
. . hurtlyd again the grounde in suche a random and force
that hit was all to broken, c 1540 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist.
(Camden) I. 55 To traine his enemie farder from the sea
beefore they hurteled together in fighte. 1600 FAIRFAX
Tasso vi. xli. 101 Together hurtled both their steedes, and
brake Each others necke, the riders lay on ground. 1833-42
ALISON Europe Ixxxviii. 14 (1849-50) XIII. 122 His
strength was unequal to hurtling against their immense
masses. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. vii. 7. 415 Its fauns
dancing on the sward where knights have hurtled together.
5. To emit a sound of collision

;
to clatter: said

esp. of the clatter, rattle, or rustle of a shower of

missiles, or things in motion ; hence, to move with

clattering or clashing; to come with a crash.

1509 BARCLAY ShypofFolys (1874) II. us Thy throte hurt-

lyth, thy wordes, and thy syght Theyr natural! offyce shall
vnto the denye. 1601 SHAKS. Jut. C. II. ii. 22 The noise of
Battel hurtled in the Ayre. 1761 GRAY Fatal Sisters i,

Iron-sleet of arrowy shower Hurtles in the darken'd air. 1814
SouTHEY/foArfcixxv. i66The arrows hissed the javelins
hurtled by. 1826 E. IRVING Babylon I. in. 248 The sixth
thunder already hurtles in the heavens. 1880 JEFFERIF.S
Hodge f M. II. v. 1 1 8 The rain hurtles through the branches.
1888 BRYCF. Amer. Comtmy. II. Ixxii. 589 The tempest of
invective and calumny which hurtles round the head of a
presidential candidate.

6. To dash, rush, hurry ; esp. with noise.

1509 HAWES Past. Pleas, xxxv. xiii, He hurtled aboute,
and kest his shelde afore. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. i. iv. 16 All
hurtlen \ed. 1609 hurlen] forth. Ibid. viii. 17 The Gyaunt . .

Came hurtling in full fiers, and forst the knight retyre. 1599
NASHF. Lenten Stuffe (1871) 16 Gangs of good fellows that
hurtled and bustled thither. 1852 HAWTHORNE Wonder Bk. t

Gorgon's Head (1879) 43 They hurtled upward into the air.

1873 in Mem. Alice Carjl 240 Pell mell the men came hurt-

Kng out. 1893 Northumbld. Gloss., Hirtle, to hurry.
' The

clud's gan hirtlin alang the hill side.'

Hence Hurtled ///. a.

a 1325 Prose Psalter cxliv. 15 [cxlv. 14] Our Lord . . dresceb
vp alle be hurteled. 1833 MRS. BROWNING Promelh. Bound
Poems 1850 I. 146 Shake The hurtled chains wherein I

hang. 1850 BLACKIE sKschylns II. 118 With one acclaim,
a forest of right hands Rose through the hurtled air.

Hurtleberry (,h-jt'lberi). Also 5 hurtil-, 6

hurtel-, hirtle-, 7 heurtle- ; see also WHORTLE-
BERRY, [app. a derivative of HURT sb?, q.v.]
The fruit of Vaccinium Myrtillus, or the shrub

itself; the whortleberry or bilberry; also applied
to other species of Vaccinium, and to the allied

American genus Gaylussacia (HUCKLEBERRY).
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c 1460 J. RUSSELL Bk. Nurture 82 Of Strawberies & hurtil-

beryes with the cold loncate. 1513 Bk. Kentynge A ij a in

Babees Bk. 266 After mete, peres, nottes, strawberyes, hurtel-

beryes, & hard chese. 1562 TL-RNER Herbal \\. 6ia, Ble-
berries or hurtel berries. 1634 \V. WOOD New Eng. Prosp.
(1865) 15 In other seasons there bee Gooseberries, Uilberies,
. .Hurtleberries, Currants. 17168. CHURCH Hist. Philip**War (18651 I- "4 He perceived they were gathering of
Hurtle- Berries. 1772-84 COOK Voy. (1790) V. 1879 The
berries found here were hurtle-berries, heath-berries, part-
ridge-berries. 1884 Health Exhib. Catal. 157/2 Preserved
Lingon, a genus of Hurtleberry found in Sweden.

b. Comb., as hurtleberry-trec.
1589 FLEMING Virg., Eel. it. 32 You O baytrees will I

crop, and hirtleberrie trees.

Hurtless (hzJutles), a. [f. HURT ^.1 + -LESS.]
1. Free from hurt

;
unhurt.

a. 1400-50 Alexander 102 Ert bou no}t hurtles and hale ?

c 1586 C'TESS PEMBROKE Ps. xci. vi, On lionet shalt hurt-
lesse soe, And on the dragon tread. 1681 W. ROBERTSON
Phraseol. Gen. (1693) 750 Hurtless or not hurt, illaesus.

1876 G. MACUONALD T. Wingfield iv. 34, 1 shall be hurtless,
nor here, nor there.

2. Causing no hurt or injury ; harmless.

1549 COVERDALE, etc. Erosm. Par. Rom, Argt., The
boucherye of hurtles beastes. 1580 SIDNEY Ps. xxiv. ii,

He that hath hurtles hands. 1605 B. JONSON Volpone ir. ii,

They had neuer-.Beene murderers of so much paper, Or
wasted many a hurtlesse taper. 1697 DRYDEN JEneid ix.

1 101 Hurtless blows he makes. 1775 SHERIDAN Rivals v.

iii, Modest hurt less flowers. 1881 G. MACDONALD Mary
Marston III. xiii. 236 The beads came pelting down in a
cataract of hurtless hail.

Hence Hn*rtlessly adv., without hurt, harm-

lessly; Hu-rtlessness, harmlessness, innocence.

1580 HOLI.YBAND Treas. Fr. Tong, Innocence, hurtles-
nesse. 1580 SIDNEY Arcadia i. (1622) 12 Your neighbours
haue found you so hurtelesly strong. Ibid. in. 235 Hoping
that the goodnes of their intention, and the hurtlesnesse of
their sexe shall excuse the breach of the commandement.
1611 MARKHAM Countr. Content, i. ix. (1668) 47 The Art of

Angling . . having ever been most hurtlesly necessary, hath
been the sport or Recreation of Gods Saints.

Hurtling (hfJMtlin), vbl. sb, [f. HURTLE v. +
-iNa 1

.] The action of the verb HURTLE ; clashing,
collision, conflict

; f a charge, onset ; dashing,
rushing, darting, etc. : see the verb.

ai**$Ancr. R. 166 Mid a lutel hurlunge [MS. T. hurt-

linge] je muhten al uor leosen. 0:1300 Cursor M. 27931
Hurtling o sculder. 1387 TREVISA Hidden (Rolls) IV. 153

Npyse and hurtlynge to gidre of armure was i-herd. 1413
Pilgr. Sovole iCaxton 1483) HI. viii. 55 At the hurtlynge hit

semed as theyr brayne sturt oute. 1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L.
iv. iii. 132 Kindnesse . . Made him giue battell to the Lyon-
nesse : Who quickly fell before him, in which hurtling From

, miserable slumber I awaked. 1670 MILTON Hist. Eng. ii.

i Wks. (1851) 33 Amaz'd at the strangeness of those new Sea
j

Castles . . the hurtling of Oares, the battring offierce Engines.
1814 CARY Dante, Inf. xxiv. 146 Sharp and eager drweth

]

on the storm With arrowy hurtling o'er Piceno's field, 1892

]

Pall Mall G. n Oct. 2/2 Useful points in his letter .. ob-
scured in the hurtling of his abusive rhetoric.

Htrrtling, ///. a. [f. as prec. + -ING 2
.] That

hurtles : see the verb.

1832 L. HUNT Poems, Gentle Armour ii. 45 Clatt'ring
shields, and helms, and hurtling steeds. 1851-5 BRIMLEY
Ess.) Tennyson 41 A hurtling storm of multitudinous arrowy
rounds. 1897 Fortn.Rev. July 139 Devoutly crossing them-
selves as every hurtling shell burst near.

Hence Hu'rtlingly adv.
1882 FARRAR Early Chr. I. x. 217 The day of the Lord., in

which the heavens shall pass hurtlingly away.
Hirrt- sickle, [tr. med.L. blaptisecula, f. Gr.

&\aiTT-ftv to hurt + L. seen/a sickle.] A name for

the Corn Bluebottle (Centaurea Cyamis], which

grows among corn, and is apt to injure the edge of

the sickle with its hard tough stem.

[1551 TURNER Herbal'i. N |va,Blew bottell. . Sumeherbaries
call it baptisecula, or blaptisecula : because It hurteth sides,
whiche were ones called of olde wryters seculae.] 1578
LYTE Dodoens n. xii. 161 This floure . . may also be called
Hurte Sicle. 1597 GERARDE Herbal ii. ccxl. 594 In English
it is called blewe Bottle.. and hurt sickle. 1598 FLORIO,

'

Barbaraiwce, blew bottle, come floure, or hurtsickle. 1829 I

Glover's Hist. Derby 1. 124 Centaurea Cyfinus, .bluebottle, i

knapweed, hurt sickle or corn flower.

HiiTtsome, a. Chiefly Sr. [f. HURT sW -f

'

-SOME.] Hurtful, injurious.
a 1699 A. SHIELDS Faithful Contend. (1780) 108 (Jam.)

Their entry was hurtsome to the cause. 1887 North Star
26 May 3/4 The letter, .in your issue of yesterday, is likely
to prove hurtsome to the subscription list.

Hurty (h^'-iti), a. Her. [f. HURT j.2 + -y.]

Charged with (an indefinite number of) hurts
;

seme of hurts.

1828 BERRY Encycl. Herald. Gloss., Hurty^ charged with

hurts, or semde of hurts, that is, strewed over with hurts.

Hus, obs. form of HOUSE, Us, USE.
Husband (hz7-zband), sb. Forms: i htisbonda,

-bunda, 2 husbonde, -bunde, 3 husebande,
houssebonde, 3-4 huaebonde, (4-boonde), 3-5
hosebonde, (3 -baunde, 4 -bounde), 4 hos(e)-
band(e, housebonde. -bounde, 4-5 hosbond(e,
4-6 husbond(e, housbond(e, housband(e, 4-7
husbande, 5 housbounde, (hosbon), 6 husz-

bande, 6-7 houseband(e, (7 hisband), 4- hus-
band. [Late OE. kdsbonda, -bunda, f. hiis house

+ late OE. ? b6nda, bonda, bunda, a. ON. b6ndit

peasant owning his own house and land, freeholder,

franklin, yeoman j earlier biiandi, boandi, orig. pres.

HUSBAND.

pple. of Inia^ b6a to dwell, have a household
; but

the OE. use answered immediately to ON. hds-

bdndi) a man of this rank in his capacity as head or

master of the household. In ME. often with con-

nective e, as in kusewtf, HOUSEWIFE.]
I. fl. The master of a house, the male head of

a household. Obs.
c 1000 Ags. Gosf. Matt. xx. 28 Ne sitte ge on bam fyrme-

stan setlum (?e lass be. .se husbonda \Hatton MS. husbunde]
hate be arisan. a uoo O. E.Chron. an. 1048 An his manna
wolde wician jet anes bundan huse his unSances and ^e-
wundode bone husbundon and se husbunda ofsloh bone
o&erne. cizoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 165 Nis be gist siker of

be husebonde, ne noSer of o<5er. a 1240 Sawlcs H 'arde in

Cott, Horn. 247 [>e husebonde, bat is wit, warneS his hus.

2. A man joined to a woman by marriage. Cor-
relative of wife.

1290 Effect 193 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 112 Is wif gret loi'e

made with hire housebonde. a 1300 Cursor M. 10158
Anna . . ioachim had til husband. 1382 WYCLIF Matt. \. 16

Joseph, the husbond of Marie, c 1450 Merlin 20 Thyn
hosbontle and thow were at debate. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk.
Com. Prayer, Matrimony, Wilt thou haue this man to thy
wedded houseband? 1590 SHAKS. Com. Err. in. ii. 68 Thou
hast no husband yet, nor I no wife: Giue me thy hand.

1631-5 W. SALTONSTALL Pictune Loqventes F vij, Her
mouth is drawne into so narrow a compasse that she will

not speake a broad word, but calls her husband hisband.

1638 FORD Fancies v. ii, Hisband, stand to thy tackling,
hisband like a man of mettle. 1765 BLACKSTONE Comm.
I. xv. (1809) 442 By marriage, the husband and wife are one
person in law. 1842 TENNYSON Locksley Hall 47 As the
husband is, the wife is.

b. transf. The male of a pair of the lower
animals

;
a male animal kept for breeding.

1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 47 A Bull is the hus-
band of a Cow, and ring-leader of the herd. 1697 DRYDEN
b'irg, Georg, in. 253 Whom to reserve for Husband of the
Herd. 1894 H. DRUMMOND Ascent Man 379 The apathy
and estrangement between husband and wife in the animal
world.

\ C. Applied to the male in dioecious plants ;

also to a tree forming the prop or support of a

vine. Obs.

1553 T. WILSON Rhet. (1567) 24 a, Of trees, wherin . . there
is found Mariage, with some manifesto difference of bothe

kyndes, that excepte the housebande Tree, doe leane . .

vpon the women Trees. .Thei would elles . . waxe barraine.

1796 PF.GGE Anonym. (1809) 59 The husband, as we may
call it, being a tree of some kind, and I suppose the elm
chiefly, the grape could never ripen kindly.

II. f 3. One who tills and cultivates the soil
;

a cultivator, tiller, farmer, husbandman. In early
northern use, app.applied spec, to a manorial tenant,
the -villanus or villein of other districts. Cf, Hua-
BANDLAND. Obs.
c 1220 Bestiary $& Fox is hire to name, .husebondes hire

haten, for hire harm dedes. [1239 Cart. Man. de Rameseia
I. 426 Gilbertus Copsi_.dat domino Abbati dimidiam mar-

cam, ut Henricus Koc filius suus fiat housebonde de sex acris

terrae. . Abbatis in Depedale.] c 1290 Beket 2428 in S. Eng.
Leg. I. 176 Of seriaunz and of squiers and obere house-
bondes i-nowe ; And be simple men of be londe. c 1330 R.
BRUNNE Ckron. (1810) 168 Do com .. burgeis & merchant,
& knyght & squiere . . hosbond & sergant, & tak of bam
homage, c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Julian 127 A housband

a-gane our lay Telyt his land one sownday. 1494 FABYAN
Ckron. vii. 421 In this yere . . fell so excedynge rayne in

the monethes of lulii & August, that husbondys myght not

brynge in theyr lytle store of corne. 1513 DOUGLAS Aneis
x - v i- 53 The routis of the lauboreris Or rurell husbandis.

1532-3 Act 24 Hen. VIII, c. 10 Preamb., All the Tillers,
Husbondes and Sowers of the Erthe. 1697 DRYDEN Virg.
Georg. ii. 578When Husbands have survey'd the last Degree,
And utmost Files of Plants, and order'd ev'ry Tree.

fb. In later times esp. with qualifying epithet
as in 5. Obs.
c 1380 WYCLIF Serin. Sel. Wks. I. 98 pe kyngdom of

hevene, se'i]> Crist is lyke to a good huseboonde. 1540-1
ELYOT Image GOT. (1556) 153 b, The Romaines beeyng good
husbondes. .overseeyng theyr tyllageand husbandry. 1613-
16 W. BROWNE Brit. Past. i. iii. Wks. 1772 I. 81 With shrubs
that cloy ill husband's meadow-ground. 1723 Carw's Corn-
ivall Life (1769) p. xvi, He was accounted, .the greatest
Husband, and most excellent Manager of Bees in Cornwall.

1733 TULL Horse-Hoing Hiisb. Pref. 5 The Proverb. .That
once in seven Years, the worst Husbands have the best Corn.

4. The manager of a household or establishment ;

a housekeeper ; a steward. Also a title of various

public functionaries : see quots. Obs. exc. in spec,

applications.
c 1450 Bk. Curtasye 574 in Babees Bk., Now speke y wylle

of tresurere, Husbonde and houswyf he is in fere. 1475
SIR J. PASTON (to bis Mother) in P. Lett. No. 762 III. 179,
I purpose to leeffe alle heer, and come home to yow,and be

yowr hosbonde and balyff. a 1483 Liber Niger in Househ.
Ord. (1790) 69 This hathe bene proved by many olde yeres
husbandesand yett myght there be made alweyes ofa busshell

xxix loves. 1613 SIR H. FINCH Law (1636) 240 The King
hath a proper Court . . for all things touching his reuenues,
called the Exchequer. The Judges whereof are called

Barons, or housebands for the Kings Reuenue. *<>9S Act
7 <y 8 Will. Ill, c. 13 2 It shall . . be Lawful for the Royal
African Company of England, to bring to His Majesties
Tower of London, .such Gold as shall be Imported by them,
the Husband of the said Company first making Oath before

the Warden [etc.]. 1737 List Govt, Officers in Chatnber-

layne's St. Gt. Brit. n. 65 Officers . . belonging to the

Custom-House..The Husband for receiving and taking up
all Goods consign'd from the Plantations on Account of
the Duty of 4 and half per Cent. 1833 Rep. Sel. Committee
Munic. Corporat. 319 Is there any other fee paid to you as

town's husband [at Hull]? [1886 Times 3 Aug. 6/3
' Hus-



HUSBAND.
band to the East India Companj-', a functionary whose

duty seems to have been to look after the interests of his

employers in their relations with the Custom House.]
b. Ship's husband: an agent appointed by the

owners to attend to the business of a ship while in

port, esp. to attend to her stores, equipment, and

repairs, and see that the ship is in all respects well

found. Now little used, the duties being generally

performed by a ' Marine Superintendent '.

1730-6 BAILEY (folio), Husband ofa Skip t a Person whose
Office it is to see a Ship's Cargoe entered, landed, laid up
in Warehouses, etc. for the Merchants. 1756 ROLT Diet.

Trade, Husband of a skip, or the ship's husband. 1774
COLMAN Man ofBnsinessui. 159 The Ship's husband desires

to speak with him. 1800 COLQUHOUN Comm. Thames 629
To furnish an exact statement ofdisbursements to the Ship's
Husband. 1839 36 Years Seaf. Life 44 One of the brothers,
who acted the part of working partner, or as it was called

ship's husband. 1858 SIM MONDS Diet. Trade,S'kip's husband,
a part owner, or other person appointed as a manager to

look after and provide stores, provisions, or assistance for a

ship when in port. 1878 SIR F. KELLY \nLaiu Rep. 4 Exch.
Div. 22 A ship's husband has the authority of the ship's
owners to procure a charter party, and to make contracts
for their benefit.

5. With qualifying epithet : One who manages
his household, or his affairs or business in general,
well or ill, profitably or wastefully, etc. Most

commonly Good husband'. One who manages his

affairs with skill and thrift ; a saving, frugal, or

provident man ; an economist. (Cf. HOUSEWIFE.)
Now rare or arch.
c 1510 Robin Hood i. 180 Or elles thou hast ben a sorry

housband. 1553 T. WILSON Rhet. 67 When I call . . a

pynche penye, a good husbande, a thriftye man. 1597-8
BACON Ess., Honour (Arb.) 68 A man is an ill husband of
his Honour that entereth into any action, the failing where-
in may disgrace him more than the carrying of it through can
Honour him, 1656 JER. TAYLOR Let. in Evelyns Mem.
(1857) HI- 79 You see what a good husband I am of my
paper and ink. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe i. xvi, I had been
so good a husband of my rum, that I had a great deal left.

1895 M. R. JAMES Abbey St. Edmund at Bury 119 The
next abbot was a bad -husband to the Abbey,

f b. absol. =good husband in prec. Obs.
c 1400 Gainelyn 13 He had ben wide-where but non hus-

bonde he was. 1530 PALSGR. 233/1 Husbande, a thrivyng
man, mesnagier. 1377 FENTON Gold. Ep. 129 If hee bee
a husbande of that hee hath, they will say hee is couetous.

6. attrib. and Comb. a. in sense 2
; (a) apposi-

tive, as husband-lover, -soldier, -tree ; (b) objective
and obj. gen., as husband-beater\ -hunting, -slayer ;

(c} husband-ripe a., ripe for a husband, of

marriageable age. b. in sense 3, as husband-
fleld, a cultivated field ; t husband-town, a farm

;

+ husband weed, agricultural or rustic clothing.
See also HUSBANDLAND, -LIKE, -MAN.

1892 Daily News 2 May 2/4 The en-tout-cas is . . not

quite so large this year as it has been in some previous
seasons, and the long handles facetiously called ' husband-
beaters ', have quite disappeared. i8n SCOTT Don Rode-
rick xxxix, The sable land-flood from some swamp obscure,
That poisons the glad "husband-field with dearth. 1771
SMOLLETT Humph. Cl. 15 July, I must make you ac-

quainted with my sister Tabby's progress in *husband-
hunting. 1823 BYRON Juan xi. Ixxxix, Some sage hus-

band-hunting countess. 1682 MRS. BEHN City-Heiress 20
Oh hideous, a

*Husband-Lover ! 1557-8 PHAKR ./&(/ vii.

Siijb, One doughter. .Now *husbandripe, now wedlock-
able ful, of lawful yeeres. 1897 Edin. Rev. Apr. 458 The
Danaides, spring-nymphs as well as *husband-slayers.
ci375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Ninian 867 J>e knycht..In til a
*housband ton bat nycht To slepe and ese hyme can
dycht. ci4jo HARDING Chron. ccxl. note (Harl. MS.)
Many goode villages and husbonde townys. 1553 *House-
bande tree [see 2 c]. c 1475 RaufCoil$ear 593 Ane man in
^husband weid.

Husband (ho-zband), v.
[f. prec. sb.]

I. 1. trans. To till (the ground), to dress or
tend (trees and plants), to manage as a husband-
man ; to cultivate.

c 1420 [see HUSBANDING vbl. sb. \\. 1545 ASCHAM Toxoph.
i. (Arb.) 93 A good grounde. .well husbanded bringeth out
great plentie of byg eared corn. 1590 R. PAYNE Descr.
Irel. 11841) 9 To husband this farme, your tenaunt must
keepe viii persons. 1652-62 HEYLIN Cosmogr. iv. (1682!

ug up and husbanded. 1876 _. _.._ _

Epic Hades n. (1877) 96 The grain scarce husbanded by
toiling bands Upon the sunlit plain.

b. Jig. To cultivate (the mind, etc.).
1639 T. BRUGIS tr. Camus' Mor. Relat. 197 So dexter-

ously to husband the minde of Rogat, that he will worke
him to condescend unto his desires. Ibid. 271 Whether it

were that he ill husbanded the mind of [him] or whether this
woman changed it.

2. To administer as a good householder or
steward

; to manage with thrift and prudence ; to

use, spend, or apply economically ; to make the
most of; to economize; also, to save, lay by a
store of. a. material things. ^
C X

3*
Prom^- p*rv. 254/1 Husbondyn, or wysely dys-

pendyn worldelygoodys. 1574 HELLOWF.S Gueuara's Fam.
Ep. (1577) 312 The office of the husband is, to husband y
goods and of the wife to gouerne the familie. 1586 J.HOOKER Girald. Irel. in Holinshed II. 135/1 That his
majesties, .revenues [be] well husbanded and looked unto
1613-18 DANIEL Coll. Hist. Eng. (1626) 106 This Arch-
bishop so husbanded the Kings businesse, that.. hee yeelded
an account vnto him, that [etc.]. 1687 A. LOVELL tr.
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Thevenofs Trav, i. 166 A Jar of Brandy, which we hus-

banded as well as we could. 1748 Anson's l-'oy. in. a. 309
We were obliged to husband our ammunition. 18570. BRONTE
Professor I. li. 36 Husbanding my monthly allowance.

b. immaterial things.
1605 BP. HALL Medit. fy Vows i. 59, I will labour so

to husband the stock that God hath left in my hands, that

I may returne my soule better then I received it. 1639
FULLER Holy ll'ar i. vii. 1,1647) 7 ^ tnev na^ husbanded
this occasion. 1742 YOUNG Nt. T/i. i. 105 For human
Weal, Heav'n husbands all Events. 1836 Johnsoniana
246 Garrick husbanded his fame.

c. with out : to economize (a thing) so that it

may last out ; to eke out.

1760-2 GOLDSM. Cit. II'. xviii, The Dutch frugally hus-

band out their pleasures. 1770 Des, Vill. 87 To hus-

band out life's taper at the close.

f 3. To husband it : to do household or farm

work. rare. Obs.

1597-8 BP. HALL Sat. in. I. 74 Good Saturne selfe..was
not so clad of yore . . Husbanding it in work-day yeomanrie.

II. 4. trans. To provide or match with a hus-

band
;
to mate.

1565 [see HUSBANDING vbl. sb. 3], 1602 ROWLANDS Gossips

(1609) 4, I am husbanded with such a Clowne, 'Twould pul
a merrier heart then mine is downe. 1608 DAY Hum. out

ofBr. i. i. (1860) 6 Wiue it for them, you shall not husband
me. a 1845 HOOD To Syfy. Urban vii, Parishioners,

hatched, husbanded, and wived. i875TENNYsoN@. Mary
ii. ii, I am not. . so amorous That I must needs be husbanded.

5. To act the part of a husband to
;
to become

the husband of, to marry.
1601 SHAKS. All's Well v. iii. 126 You shall as easie

Proue that I husbanded her bed in Florence, Where yet
she neuer was. 1603 Lear v. iii. 70 That were the most
if he should husband you. 1843 Taifs^ Mag. X. 139 Hus-

banding his means, with the hope of ultimately husbanding
a wife. 1880 G. MEREDITH Tragic Com. (1881) 248 He had
been ready to perform the duty of husbanding a woman.

b, fig. To '

espouse
J

(an opinion).
1883 H. H. BANCROFT Centr. Anier. vi. I. 318 */**, Nor

should I deem it wise in me to husband a doctrine on this

or any other palpably unprovable proposition.

6. To husband it : to act or play the husband.
1608 DAY Hitm. outofBr. n. ii, Say, we desire to husband

it with you.

HuS'bandable, a. rare.
[f. prec. + -ABLE.]

a. Capable of being economically used. b. Fit

for husbandry or cultivation, cultivable.

1611 COTGR., Mesnageable, husbandable. 1619 Time's
Storehouse 12 (L.) Neither were they permitted to tarry

longer then a yeare in a place to till or make it husband-
able.

Hirsbaiidage. [f. HUSBAND sb. + -AGE.] The
commission or allowance paid to a '

ship's hus-

band
1

: see HUSBAND sb. 4 b.

1809 R. LANGFORD Introd. Trade 132, Hnsbandage, the

managing owners allowance or commission.

Hu-sbanded, ///. a. [f. HUSBAND v. (or sb^\
1. Cultivated; tilled.

1578 LYTE Dodoens in. lix. 399 The husbanded Hoppe
beareth his flowers or knoppes ful of scales. z6i6SuRFL. &
MARKH. Country Farme 294 The husbanded or tame figge-
tree. 1636 FEATLY Cla-vis Myst. v. 56 Better husbanded
land.

1657
W. COLESAdam in Eden Hi, In Gardens, Vine-

yards, Orchards, and other like husbanded grounds.
2. Carefully managed, used sparingly, economized.

1677 GILPIN Demonol. (1867) 394 A better husbanded
strength might be truly more advantageous.
3. Provided or matched with a husband, mated.
1601 SHAKS. Jnl. C. n. i. 297 Thinke you, I am no stronger

then my Sex, Being so Fathered, and so Husbanded?
1654 WHITLOCK Zootomia 61 The ill Wived, or ill Hus-
banded Wretches might here be comforted.

Hu'sbander, [f. as prec. + -En 1
.]

One who
husbands, economizes, or saves up.
1897 MAX PEMBERTON in Windsor Mag. Jan. 267/1 Won-

derful men are these cooks, the husbanders of wonderful
fortunes.

Htrsbandhood. [f.
HUSBAND sb. + -HOOD.]

The position or relation of a husband.
1888 MRS, H. WARD X. Elsmere xii, Husbandhood,

fatherhood, and all the sacred education that flows from
human joy. 1894 Woman's Signal II. No. 27. 5/1 The
commonest feelings of humanity, of husbandhood and of
fatherhood.

f Husba*ndically, adv. Obs. nonce-wd. Eco-

nomically : cf. HUSBAND sb. 5.

1654 GAYTON Pleas. Notes n. i v. 50 Husbandically provided.

Husbanding, vbl. sb. [f.
HUSBAND z>.]

1. Cultivation, culture, tillage (of soil or plants\
c 1420 Pallad. on Huso. i. 469 Oon good poynt of bus-

bondyng. 1587 GOLDING De Mornay xiL (1617) 188 Land
which for want of tillage and husbanding brought forth
briars and

>
thistles. x6i6 SURFL. & MARKH. Country Farme

153 Describing the manner of husbanding and tilling of the
Earth. 1663 Sir T. Roe's Voy. E. Ind. in G. Havers P.
della Valle's Trav. E. India 330 Salads, which the soyl
brings forth without husbanding. ^C^MAUNDRELL Journ.
Jerus. (1732) 65 For the husbanding of these Mountains,
their manner was [etc.]. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 31 Mar. 5/1

Waiting for the produce of their husbanding.
2. Economical and thrifty use (of anything) ; the

action of saving or storing up.
(1420 [see i]. 1597 ist Pt. Return fr. Parnass. i. i.

205 For the husbanding of my witt I put it out to interest,
and make it returne twoo phamphlets a weeke. 1601 R.

JOHNSON Kingd. <$ Commw. (1603) 17 The riches of a prince
consist not in the abundance of revenues, but in the thriftie

husbanding therof. 1708 Royal Proclam. in Land. Gaz.
No. 4452/1 The Curing, Salting, Drying and Husbanding
of their Fish. .1842 LANCE Cottage Farmer 7 For the

HUSBANDLY.
husbanding of manures and their increase. 187* Globe

5 Aug., A careful husbanding of the elements of wealth.

3. Mating with a husband.
1565 GOLDING Ovid's Met. x. (1593) 251 O Atalanta, thou

at all of husband hast no need, Shun husbanding.

Husbanding, ppl a. [f.
as prec. + -ING 2

.]

That husbands ; sparing, economical, parsimonious.
1811 SOUTHEY in Q. Rev. VI. 275 The husbanding poli-

ticians and peace-praters.

t Hu-sbandize, v. Obs. rare 1
,

[f.
HUSBAND

+ -IZE.] trans. To administer as a steward, to

economize; = HUSBAND v. 2. (Cf. husbandrize t

husbandry vb., also used by Blithe.)

1649 BLITHE Eng. Improv. i. 4 He also made . . all the
creatures subservient to man, and man to husbandize the
fruits of the earth, and dresse, and keepe them for the use

of the Creature.

Htrsbandlaild. [f. HUSBAND sb. or ON", hus-

bdndi in its sense of ( freeholder
' + LAND.] An old

Northumbrian and Lowland Scotch term for the

holding of a ' husband
*

or manorial tenant, = yard-

land, virgate ;
the land occupied and tilled by the

tenants of a manor, in contradistinction to the de-

mesne lands.
As this holding normally consisted of two bovates or ox-

gangs, the word was sometimes taken as = this quantity of
arable land.

[c 1290 Liber de Calchou (1846) 461 Habent villam de bolden
in qua sunt viginti octo terre husbandorum, quarum quelibet
solebat reddere per annum VJ.T. et viijrf. . . et faciendo talia

seruicia [etc.]. 1321 Merton Coll. Rec. No. 6186 Willelmus

Alsilwyr pro i. toft' et i. bovett' de terra dominici et ij.

bovett' de terra husband' reddit iiij. li,] 1414 Xeivmin&tcr
Cartul. (Surtees) 264 Unam terrain vocatam Husbondeland.

1567 Snrv. Long Hoiighton in Bateson Hist. Northumbld.
II, 370 Before the partition of this towne, every tenant had,
besyd his husband lande, certayne parte of the demayne
lands ; every husband lande was at the yearly rent of xxij".

15.. Acts Pzrlt. Scotl. I. 198 Item xiij akker of land is

callit ane oxgang. Tua ox s-^ng is ane husband land. 1633 Sc.

Acts Chas. 7,c. 5 IV.^t.downeane stent upon everie Plough
or Husband Land, according to the worth, for maintenance
. .of the said Schools. 1860 C. IxnEsScot. in Mid.Ages\v.
139 Each tenant of a husbandland kept two oxen. 1883
SEEBOHM Eng. Vill. Commun. 61 In the district of the old

Northumbria, virgates and half-virgates were still the usual

holdings, but they were called
' husband-lands '. 1892 F. W.

DENDY/rtfr/ Northumbld. in Archseol.&liana XVI. 127
The full number of strips in the open arable fields which

belonged to each customary homestead in the village, with
the meadow and common rights also appurtenant to it, was
called throughout England a '

yardland ', . . in the North of

England and in Scotland a 'husband land', or a 'whole

tenement', and in Northumberland and in the North of

Durham a 'farm' or 'farmhold'. 1894 EARL PERCY Ibid.

XVII. 10 An area equal to the size of an average husband-
land was in the hands of the cottagers, Ibid.) Hitherto
these holdings have been entered as ( husbandlands '. Here

[survey of Lesbury, 1616] for the first time they are called

'farms
1

. 1895 BATESON Hist. Northumbld. II. 424 These
husbandlands or farms contained on an average 31$ acres of

arable land, 3 acres of meadow, and 4 acres of pasture.

Hu'Sbandless, a. [f. HUSBAND sb. +-LESS.]

Having no husband ; unwedded ;
bereaved of a

husband, widowed.
1546 BALE Eng. Votaries i. (1550) 4 Their vowed wyue-

lesse and husbandelesse chastyte is altogether of the deuyll.

1641 EARL STRAFFORD 12 May in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1721)
HI. I. 269 One Stroke will make my Wife Husbandless.

1790 SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) I. 2 Till husbandless, houseless,
without wealth or land, Poor Sentiment closes by walking
the Strand. 1850 BLACKIE sEschylus II. 246 Sonless
mothers thou hast left us, Weeping wives and husbandless.

Husbaiidlike (h-zbandlaik), a. and adv. [f.

as prec. + LIKE a. and adv.']

A. adj. Like or after the manner of a husband

(in various senses).
1542 UDALL Erasm. Afoph. i. 3 That, that is aboue good

housbandlyke clenlynes, we would bestowe in almes vppon
our Christian brethren, aijxx LISLE Hush. (1752) 101,
I ploughed and sowed the corn in the most husbandlike
manner I could. 1845 POLSON Eng. Law in Encycl, Metrop.
829/1 In the case of a farm, a promise is implied on the part
of a yearly tenant, that he will use it in an husbandlike

manner, and cultivate the lands according to the custom of
the country. 1898 Daily News 21 July 8/6 Mr. Calvert

suggested that the plaintiff could have . . left his wife at

Ostend. The Deputy Judge did not think that would have
been very husbandlike.

B. adv. After the manner of a husband.

1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811) III. 100 The man.,
husband-like, will let nobody insult you but himself.

Husbandly (hzrzbandli), a. [f. HUSBAND sb.

+ -LYI.]
1. Belonging to or befitting a husband; having

the character proper to a husband ; marital.

1581 J. BELL Haddorfs Answ. Osor. 353 He loveth his

Church, with more then an husbandly love. 1679 SHADWELL
True Widow v, I will lead a solid, sober, husbandly life, if

you will marry me. 1769 Oxford Mag. II. 142/2 The timid

offspring of husbandly authority. 1883 MASSON Carlyle in

Mactii. Mag. XLV. 248 How husbandly [he would be] in

his looks round to his wife when she interjected one of her

bright and witty remarks.

2. Pertaining or appropriate to a husbandman or

to husbandry. ? Obs.

1573 TUSSER Husb. xlvi. (1878) 101 Though neuer so much
a good huswife doth care, that such as doe labour haue
husbandlie fare. 1610 W. FOLKINGHAM Art ofSurvey in.

vi. 75 The performance of certaine inferiour and husbandly
seruices vnto the Lord of the Fee. 1649 BLITHE Eng.
Improv. To Rdr., As our English climate and best husbandly
experience will admit. 1791 PENNANT in Phil. Trans.



HUSBANDLY.
LXXX. So Old Tusser, in his Account of the Christmas
Husbandlie Fare.

fb. Of plants: Cultivated, domestic
; trimmed.

1546 J. HEYWOOD Prw. (1867) 78 Ye will as soone stop
gaps with rushes, As with any husbandly handsome bushes.

1578 LYTE Dodoens iv.
xyiii. 473 The domesticall, or hus-

bandly beanes, do growe in feeldes and gardens.

t 3. Thrifty, saving, frugal, economical. Obs.

1593 NASHE Christ's T. (1613) 94 He is very thrifty, and
husbandly. 1617 MARKHAM Carol, i. 7 The course I haue
formerly prescribed, I hold most Husbandly for his profit.

(11716 BLACKALL Wks. (1723) I. 17 He . . is nevertheless

oblig'd to be frugal and husbandly, and not to lavish ..

what he has. a 1754 NORTH Lives I. 413 Lord Rochester
. . was working the husbandly point to save the pension.

Hu'Sbandly, adv. ? Obs. [f. as prec. + -Ly2.]
In the manner of a good

( husband
'

(see HUSBAND
sb. 5) ; thriftily, frugally, economically.
a 1483 Liber Kiger in Honsch. Ord. (1790) 75 To knowe

howe honorablye & husbandlye the officers handle & minister
the

kinge_'s goodes. 1573 TUSSER Husb. viii. (1878* 16 Some
husbandlie thriueth that neuer had wife, yet scarce a good
husband in goodnes of life. 1671 A7

. Riding Rec. VI. 161

Two gentlemen named to see the money husbandly em-
ployed. 11734 NORTH Lives I. 37 However moderately
and husbandly the cause was managed.
Husbandman (h^zbandm^en). PI. -men.
Forms : see HUSBAND sb. (In early use often two
words.) [f.

HUSBAND sb. + MAN : cf. masterman,
merchantman]
1. A man who tills or cultivates the soil ; a

fanner. In earlier northern use, app., the holder
of a husbandland : cf. HUSBAND sb. 3.

-1330 R. BRUNNE Chron. Wace (Rolls) 6608 Husbonde-
men fat tyled lond, & werkmen. 1497 Naval Ace. Hen. VII
(1856) 291 Thomas Jourde of Crofton in Hampeshyre hus-
bandman. i53oPALSGR. 233/1 Husbandeman, labourevrde
ullage, agricole, paisant. 1583 STUBBES Anat. Abus. n.

(1882) 44 Be there husbandmen there and such others as
manure and till the ground ? 1670 D. DENTON Descr. New
York (1845) 7 They live principally by Hunting, Fowling,
and Fishing ; their Wives being the Husbandmen to till

the Land, and plant their corn, a 1713 KLLWOOD Autobiog.
(1714) 8 An Husband-Man, who was at Plow not far off.

1828 TYTLER Hist. Scot. (1864) I. 237 In the village of
Bolden. .there were twenty-eight husbandmen, who pos-
sessed each a husbandland, with common pasture. 1834
Brit. Hnsb. I. viii. 179 After.. the adoption of turnips,
potatoes, and other esculent roots, into field culture, a new
era dawned upon the husbandman. 1885 J. C. ATKINSON
in N.ff Q. 6th Ser. XII. 363 Proof that, .down to the first

half of the seventeenth century, the appellation husband-
man still distinguished the man of the class next below the

yeoman, and that he was literally the holder of the orthodox
husband-land consisting of two oxgangs.
Jig. 1641 HINDE J. Bnten xxvii. 83 Such as did sowe
and plant (as Gods husbandmen) the seeds and roots of

grace and truth amongst them. 1838 LYTTON Alice 174
We are better husbandmen than you who sow the wind and
reap the whirlwind.

t b. Husbandman s dial : the marigold. Obs.

1563 HVLL Art Garden. (1593) 93 This floure [marigold]
also of certaine, is named the Husbandmans Diall, for that
the same so aptly declareth the houres of morning and
euening, by the opening and shutting of it.

T 2. A man who is the head of a household ; the

'goodman' of the house; the householder : HUS-
BAND sb. i. Obs.

1381 WYCLIF Matt. xxiv. 43 3if the housbonde man wiste
in what hourethe theef were to cumme. 1400-30 Chaucer's
Som6n. T. 60 (Harl. MS.) Syk lay be housbond man [6 texts

good man, bond man] whos pat be place is. 1432-50 tr.

Higden (Rolls) I. 35 A howsebonde man in a howse..a
contemplatif man in the chirche.

t b. A married man :
= HUSBAND sb. 2. rare.

1430-40 LYDG. Bochas HI. v. (MS. Bodl. 263) If. 161/1
Husbondmen, in soth, ar most to blame..! trowe ther

wyues may hem inouh suffise.

t3. A thrifty man, an economist; *= HUSBAND
sb. 5. Obs. rare.

1711 STEELS Spect. No. 109 F? He was an excellent

Husbandman, but had resolved not to exceed such a
Degree of Wealth.

4. Comb., as husbandman-like adj.
1789 Trans. Sac. Arts VII. 25 The work was done in

a husbandmanlike manner. 1841 W. SPALDING Italy $ It.

Isl. I. 324 The husbandman-soldier of Rome, with his rude
and stern patriotism.

Hu'sbandress. rare. [f. HUSBANDER + -ESS.]
A woman who husbands or saves up.
1895 W. WRIGHT Palmyra <J-

Zenobia xii. 132 She was
a husbandress of wealth more than is the custom with
women.

f Hu-sbandrize, v. Obs. rare.
[f.

HUS-
BANDRY + -IZE.] trans. To treat in the way of

husbandry, to. cultivate, till. rare. (Cf. kusbandize,

husbandry vb., also used by Blithe.)

1653 BLITHE Eng. Improv, Iinfr. (ed. 3) 58 There will be

enough for many years of the other two sorts [of land]
remain to husbandrize, and toss and tumble up and down.

Husbandry (h-zbandri), sb, Forms: see

HUSBAND
;
also 3 housebondrie, 4 hosboundrie,

hosebounderye, 5 husbandery, 6 howsbondry.
[f. HUSBAND sb. + -B.Y.]

T" 1. The administration and management of a

household
;
domestic economy. Obs. (Cf. HOUSE-

WIFEUY I.)

ciago S. Ene. Leg. I. 463/56 Of opur Dingus ne tok he no

geme, ne to housebondrie. 1332 Litcrae Cantnarienses

(Rolls) I. 356 Poy avoms entremys de hosebounderye.

14*5 Ord. IWtittington's Alms-house in Entick London

VOL. V.

473

(1766) IV. 354 The office and charge of him shal be ..the
husbandry of the same house, in as much as he may goodly
oversee. 1596 SHAKS. Merck, t*. in. iv. 25 Lorenso I com-
mit into your hands, The husbandry and mannage of my
house. 1629 N. C[ARPENTER] Achitophel 53 The generall
administration of a family, which wee may call husbandry.
fb. transf. and _/*. Management, economical

administration, ordering (as of a household). Obs.
J536 Lisle Papers XII. 70 (P.R.OO, I think you never ware

better [velvet]; but I will see the cutting out and hus-

bandry thereof myself. 1635 PAGITT Christianogr. i. ii.

(1636) 86 West India, which hath long inioyed the hus-
bandrie of Ministers. 1658 Whole Duty Man vii. 12. 63
There is a husbandry of the soul, as well as of the estate.

2. The business or occupation of a husbandman
or farmer

; tillage or cultivation of the soil (in-

cluding also the rearing of live stock and poultry,
and sometimes extended to that of bees, silkworms,
etc.); agriculture, farming.
c 1380 WYCLIF ll'ks. (1880) 387 Merchandise & hosbondrie
& oper craftis, c 1460 FORTKSCUE Al>s. <$ Lint. Mon.

xiji.

(1885) 141 The new husbondry bat is done per, namely in

grobbyng and stokkyng off treis, busses, and groves. 1534
FITZHERB. (title] The Boke of Hvsbandry. 1535 COVERDALK
2 Chron, xxvi. ro He delyted in husybandrye. 1577 B.
GOOGE HeresbacKs Hitsh.ii. (1586) 78 b, The vine requireth
great husbandry about it. 1581 W. STAFFORD Exam.
Compl. i. (1876) 19 Those sheepe is the cause of all these

mischieues, for they haue driuen husbandry out of the

countrey. 1660 SHARROCK Vegetables 98 The husbandry of

sowing clover grass . . will here come in most properly. 1767
A. YOUNG Farmer's Lett. People 128 There is not a more
dubious point in agriculture than the difference between the
Old and the New husbandry. 1806 Gazetteer Scotl. s.v.

Yarrow
i
The chief branch of husbandry is the rearing of

sheep. 1849 COBDEN Speeches 51 In 1700 the price of iron
and implements of husbandry was double what it is now.

fig. 1675 TRAHERNE Chr. Ethics xxx. 483 The heart, .pre-

pared to receive it by the husbandry of Providence.

\ b. Industrial occupation in general. Obs.

1604 DEKKER King's Entert. D iv, Dutch countrey
people toyling at their Husbandrie ; women carding of
their Hemp, the men beating it. a 1639 W. WHATELEY
Prototypes 11. xxvi. (1640) 21 Live as Abraham and Jacob
did, not as Esau, follow some study, follow some good
husbandry.

1 3. concr. (from I and 2). a. Household goods,
b. Agricultural produce, cultivated crops. C. Land
under cultivation

;
an agricultural holding, d.

The body of husbandmen on an estate
;
the farm

tenantry. Obs.
c 1386 CHAUCER Wife's Prol. 288 Spoones and stooles, and

al swich housbondrye, 1526 TINDAI.E i Cor. iii. g Ye are

goddis husbandrye, ye are goddis byldynge. 1599 SHAKS.
Hen* V, v. ii. 39 All her Husbandry doth lye on heapes,
Corrupting in it owne fertilhie. a 1628 PRESTON Breastpl.
Love (1631) 205 How goodly a sight is it when a man looks
into the husbandrie, to see the vine full of clusters, to see the
furrowes full of corne. 1675 r/iil. Trans. X. 321 Sir Hugh
Plat had a long and tedious task . . before the Husbandry
would stirr. 1697 A. DE LA PRYME Diary (Surtees) 159 The
lord or steward of this mannour of Broughton . . had also

a capon of every husbandry, and a hen of a whole cottagry,
and a chicken of a half cottagry. . . To this day some of the

chief husbandry fetches their coals and wood.

4. a. With qualifying epithet {good or ill} :

Management (profitable or wasteful) of a house-

hold or of resources
; (good or bad) economy.

1540-1 ELVOT Image GOT'. (1556) 122 By negligence or

lacke of good housbandrie. 1573 New Custom i, ii. in Hazl.

Dodsley III. 16 Covetousness they call Good husbandry,
when one man would fain have all. 1649 N. BACON Disc.
Govt. Eng. i. Ixiv. (1739) 134 Wars, .occasioning much waste
of Treasure, put the King to the utmost pitch of good
Husbandry. 1665 MANLEY Cretins* Low C. Warres 355
That old negligence, and ill husbandry in the disposing of

mony. 1735 BOUNGBROKE Lett. Study Hist. ii. (1752) 38
The excessive ill husbandry practised from the very begin-

ning of King William's reign. 1745 De Foe^s Eng. Trades*
man (1841) I. x. 75 Good husbandry and frugality are quite
out of fashion,

b. Hence absol.'. Careful management ; employ-
ment of a thing sparingly and to the best advantage;

economy, thrift, profit. (Cf. HOUSEWIFERY i b.)

1363 LANGL. P. PI. A. I. 55 Husbondrie and he holden

to-gedere. 14. . MS. Cotton. Cleop, E. iv. If. 35 in P. PL
Crede Notes 38 Also to the buttrey dore ther be xij. sundrye
keyes in xij. hands, wherein symythe to be small husbandrye.
1552 HULOET, Husbandrye or profile, vtilitas, 1663 PEPYS

Diary 6 June, Every thing [is] managed there by their

builders with such husbandry as is not imaginable. 1712
STEELE Spect. No. 428 F i The Ways of Gain, Husbandry,
and Thrift. 1841 EMERSON Lect.

}
Conservative Wks.

(Bohn) II. 265 Reform has no gratitude, no prudence, no

husbandry.
5. attrib. and Comb.
1624 CAPT. SMITH Virginia v. 185 In such husbandry

qualities he well deserued great commendations. 1795 ]
PHILLIPS Hist. Inland Navig. Addenda 143 Pleasure and
husbandry boats. 1796 MORSE Amer. Gcog. I. 684 Obliged
to manufacture . . most of their husbandry tools. 1843 J.

SMITH Forest Trees 5 No part of husbandry-labour can be
carried on without it [timber].

Hence tHusbandry v. trans.AQ apply husbandry
to ; to till, cultivate. Obs. rare.

1649 BLITHE En%. Improv. xii. 71 One Acre of well

Manured and Husb'andryed Land. Ibid., Consider the vast

advantage there will be by Husbandring a little well.. .One
Acre Manured, Plowed, and Husbandred in season, may
and doth usually beare as much Corne as two or three ill

Husbandred.

Hu'sbaudship. [f.
HUSBAND sb. + -SHIP.]

The action or office of husband.

HTJSH.

1784 R. BACK Barhatn Downs II. 314 Such a loving piece
of good husband-ship as a letter. 1881 Academy 2 July
3/3 There was no better portion for his [Arnold's] daughter
than the neighbouring convent or the husbandship of one
Lorenzo da Fiori. 1892 MRS. CROSSE Red-letter Days
I. 237, I never heard of his being remarkable for anything
in the world except for husbandship of the authoress.

Huscarle : see HOUSECARL. Husche, obs.

f. HUTCH sb. Huse, anglicized f. Huso, sturgeon.

t Husean. Obs. [a. obs. F. houseait (Cotgr.)
( a course drawer worne ouer a Stocking instead of

a Boot' (cf. OF. housel, in Godef.), dim. of OF.

(and F. dial.^ house, hettse, husse boot.] Some kind
of boot or legging.
Hnsens in the first quot. is app. an error for hnseus

Jiuscans, for which fatseans in Cowell is again an error,

copied by Minsheu and Phillips. But cf. Sc. HUSHION.
1464-5 Act 4 Edit.'. IV^ c. 7 Qe nulle persone Cordewaner. .

face, .ascuns solers galoges ou husens oveque ascun pike ou
polein qepassera la longeur. .dedeux poutz. /;'</., Ascuns
solers husens ou galoges [Rolls Partt. V. 566/2 Shoes,
Galoges or Botes. .Shoes, Botes or Galoges]. 1607 COWELL
Interpr,* Hnseans, commeth of the French (kouseaux) i.

ocrea, a boote. It is vsed in the Statute, an. 4 Ed. 4. ca. 7.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Hnseans (old Word), a kind of
Boot or Spatterdash of course Cloth. 1720 STRYPE Stow's
Surv, II. v. xii. 212/2 (tr. Act 1464-5) Any Shoes, Galoshes,
or Huseaus.

Husel, bushel, obs. ff. HOTJSEL.

Husewif, Husfrey, obs. ff. HOUSEWIFE, -BY.

Hush (hz>j), $b- 1 A local Sc. name for the Lump-
fish (Cyciopterus lumptts]. Also hush-bagaty,
hush-padle (cf. COCK-PADDLE).
a 1605 POLWART Flyting iv. Montgomerie 746 Hush padle,

lick ladle. 1808-18 JAMIESON, Hush^ the Lump, a fish.

Hush. (hJ), sb.-
[f.

HUSH Z*. 1 Rare before

the 1 9th c., but then (perhaps following Byron) in

extensive use in prose and poetry.]
1. Suppression of sound, imposed or enforced ;

silence (where noise has been or might be) ; still-

ness, quiet.

1689 in Magd. Coll. 9f Jas. II (O. H. S.) 274 At the very
instant was a hush. 1724 RAMSAY Tea-t. Misc. (1733) III.

285 Where the shrill trumpets never sound, But one eternal
hush goes round. 1816 BYRON Ch. Har. in. Ixxxvi, It is the
hush of night. 1835 LYTTON Rietizi x. v, A dead hush lay
like a heavy air over the multitude. 1870 DICKENS E.
Drood xii, A certain awful hush pervades the ancient pile,
the cloisters, and the churchyard. 1877 BLACK Green Past.

xxvi, The hush of evening had fallen over the birds. 1897
Westm. Gas. 24 Dec. 3/1 There are moments of solemn
hush between the verses of the hymn.

b. Suppression of discussion ; the hushing-up of

a scandal, etc.

1898 Daily News i Feb. 3/5 The distinguishing feature of

the Board was a policy of ' Hush \

2. An utterance of * hush !

'

1871 L. STEPHEN Playgr. Europe xii. (1894) 282 A scarce
audible hush seems to be whispered throughout the region.

Hush (hoj), sb.z north, dial. [Echoic. Goes
with HUSH v^ Cf. Ger. husck sudden or swift

motion, sudden shower of rain.]
1. The sound made by water flowing swiftly bnt

smoothly.
1868 G. MACDONALD R. Falconer I. 242 In his ears was

the hush rather than rush of the water over the dam.
2. A gush or rush of water; spec, in Lead

mining, an artificial rush of water from a dam, to

wash away the surface, etc. : see HUSH z>.3 Hence
hush-dam, hush-gutter: see quot. 1821.
1821 W. FORSTER Treat. Strata Newcastle to Cross Fell

(ed. 2) 283 Where the sloping ground to be hushed, is of

any considerable length, from the hush-dam down to the
bottom of the slope, the reservoir must contain a consider-

able quantity ofwater, .to carry down the great quantity of
rubbish which the water will raise in a long hush-gutter.

1825-80 JAMIESON, Hush, a sudden bursting out of water,
a gush. Ettr. For. 1861 Durham Chron. 13 Sept., The
'hushes' from the lead mines, which had done so much
harm to the fish. 1893 HESLOP Northumbld. Gloss,, Hush,
a great rush of water. This is produced artificially, .so as

to bare the surface of the rock in order to discover indica-

tions of ore in the face of a hill side.

Hush, (hrf), a. arch. [A later modification of

HUSHT a., after the introduction of HUSH v. 1 and

int.] Silent, still, cjuiet,
hushed.

1602 SHAKS. Ham. n. ii. 508 The bold windes speechlesse,
and the Orbe below As hush as death. 1607 ROWLANDS
Diog. Lanth. 22 At night when all was hush. 1666 PEPYS

Diary 22 July, Walked through the House, where most

people mighty hush, and, methinks, melancholy. 1702
Mouse grown a Rat 31 You., are hush in his Cause, that you
may be able to speak in your own. 1813 SCOTT Rokeby vi.

iii, The owl has seen him, and is hush. 1841 LotiGF.FritAiqfs
Homestead 29 Hush sat the listening bench.

Hush (htfj), ^.1 Also 7 whosh. [Found first

in i6th c.
; app. in its origin a back-formation

from HUSHT a., which was in much earlier use,

and appears to have been, from its final t, at

length treated as a pa. pple. : see HUSHED. A verb

HUSHT (q.v.) of the same form as the adjective is

recorded in i6th c. diets.]
1. trans. To make silent, still, or quiet ; to im-

pose silence upon ; to silence, quiet.
1546 Supplic. Poore Commons in 4 Supplic. (E.E.T.S.) 83

Yf they were of God, they woulde. . not be hushed wyth an
acte in parliament. 1601 SHAKS. Tivel. N. v. i. no My
dutie hushes me. 1643 MILTON Divorce n. xvii, Which..

60
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(like the Word of God) in one instant hushes outrageous
tempests into a sudden stillness and peaceful calm. 1725
POPE Odyss. xni. 3 A pause of silence hush'd the shady
rooms. 1794 MRS. RAUCLIFFE Mysf. Udolfito xv, To..
hush the sailor's fearful groan. 1832 W. IRVING Alhambra
II. 152 The very birds.. hushing their own strains, listened

in charmed silence. 1853 DICKENS Bleak Ho. xxxi, The
little child awoke . . Charley . . began to walk about hushing
it. 1883 STEVKNSON Silverado Sq. 35 Hushing their talk.

b. with /, down, as intensive additions.
i68a BUNYAN Holy War (ed. Cassell) 21 Thus would

Diabolus hush up and quiet the town of Mansoul. 1858
FROUDE Hist, Eng. xti. III. 4 If he would hush down the
waves of heresy as he had restored peace to the waters of
the Mediterranean. 1870 ROSSETTI Poems

^ Dante at Ve-
rona xiv, Pages hushed their laughter down.
2. iransf. and Jig. To reduce to tranquillity, to

suppress (anything disturbing or disquieting) ; to

allay, lull, pacify. Also with up.
1633 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondts Eromena 178 The matter

was whosht up with the conclusion of the marriage. i68a
OTWAY Venice Pres. i. i, Wilt thou then Hush my cares
thus? 1784 MANN in Lett. Lit. Men (Cainden) 427, I do
sincerely congratulate you, that the disturbance is hushed.

1819 BYRON Juan \, Iviii, There's a rumour which I fain
would hush. 1874 GREEN Short Hist. v. 3. 233 The
quarrel between the baronage and the Church. .was hushed
in the presence of a common danger.
3. Usually in phr. hush up. To suppress talk,

mention, or discussion of ; to procure silence con-

cerning ; to keep from getting known.
1631 J. HAYWARD tr. Biondfs Eromena 125 Resolved to

have all things husht up. 1709 STEELE Tatler No. 59 P 5
It had indeed cost him a Hundred Pounds to hush the
Affair. 1727 SWIFT Gulliver u. v, The thing was hushed
up, and never known at court. 1798 T. JEFFERSON Writ.
(1859) *Y- 207 Either the Envoys have not written, .or their

communications are hushed up. 1812 Sporting Mag. XL.
165 What is vulgarly called hushing the transaction. 1893
Law Times XCV. 225/2 Opportunities for a suspicious
matter being improperly hushed up.
4. intr. To become or be silent, quiet, or still.

Also colloq. with up,
1561 [see HUSHING///, a.]. 1580 SIDNEY /V. xxxix. v, But

I doe hush, why do I say thus much ? a 1634 RANDOLPH
Amyntas in. ii. Wks. (1875) 318 All hush to bed. 18. .

LOWELL Sonnets xx, Let praise hush. 1855 LYNCH Rivulet
xvn. iv, O, let us hush and hear His holy word. 1860 BART-
LETT Diet. Anter.) To hush /, to cease speaking, to be

silent, to hush. 1895 Westm. Gaz. 17 Feb. 3/3 Mr. Gladstone
rose as Leader of the House, and everyone hushed to hear
his decision.

Hence Huslier (in 7 whoosher) ,
one who

hushes or quiets.
1659 TORRIANO, Ninnatrice, a rocker, a stiller, a luller, a

whoosher or a dandier of children asleep.

Hush, w.2 Now dial. [A modification of

the natural utterance sh ! : cf. SHOO. Cf. Ger.
huschen in same sense.] trans. To scare or drive

off !,birds, etc.) with cries of ' hush !

'
or ( sh I '.

1613-16 W. BROWNE Brit. Past. \\. iii, She husht him
thence, he sung no more, But. .flewtow'rds the shore. 1675
BROOKS GoLt. Key Wks. 1867 V. 409 Whilst David was
hunted up and down like a partridge, and hushed out of

every bush. 1880 Antrim fy Down Gloss., Hush t
to drive

a flock of fowl, saying at the same time,
'

Hush, hush '.

Sometimes Whush, or Wheeshoo.

north, dial. [Echoic. Cf. HuaH^.3]
trans. To send or let forth (water) with a rush

;

spec, in Lead mining, to send a rush of water over
a sloping surface, in order to uncover ore, and

separate it from the earth and stones in which it

is embedded, or for similar purposes. Hence
Hushing vbl. sb., also attrib.

1750 Phil. Trans. XLVI. 364 Which gives it [the River]
the Colour of Water hushed from Lead-mines. 1799
Mining lease in Barnewall & Cressw. King's B. Rep. IX. 507
With full power.. to do all other things (hushing only
excepted) as might be necessary. 1821 W. FORSTER Treat.
Strata Newcastle to Cross Fell (ed. 2) 282 note, Consider-
able quantities of float ore have been procured at Greengill
mine, in Alston-moor by Hushing. 1828 Craven Dial.,
Hush, to detach, by force of a running stream, earthy
particles from minerals. 1878 Cnmberld. Gloss., Hush, . .

to wash away soil from mines or quarries by a rush of water.
1886 W. M. ECGLESTONE Weardale Names 73 The earliest

method of searching for lead ore was by collecting the water
in dams and hushing the surface of the ground where
metalliferous veins existed. 1887 North Star2&Qct. t [He]
had promised . . that he would have a stop put to the hushing
process.

Hush ^hpj), int. [app. a later form of HUSHT
int. l-

: cf. Su I It might also be taken as impera-
tive of HUSH z/.1] A command to be silent or

quiet ; silence ! Sc. whisht I

1604 R. CAWDREY Table Alph., Husk, Husht, peace, or
be still. 1611 SHAKS. Cymb. v. iv. 94 No more you petty
Spirits of Region low Offend our hearing: hush. 1700 T,
BROWN tr. Fresny's Amusem. Ser. 5> Com. 125 'They em-
ploy'd themselves while the Bills were reading, about

'

'

Hush, husk'. 1797 MRS. RADCLIFFE Italian xii,
* Hush,

they are pilgrims ', whispered Viraldi. 1873 SYMONDS Grk.
Poets vii. 225 Silence ! Hush ! what noise was this?

Hushaby (hwjabai), int., v., afid a. dial. [f.
HUSH z;.i oiint. + by in by-by, BYE-BYE 1, child's

name for '

sleep
'

or ' bed
'

: cf. also lullaby,

rockaby.]
A. int. (or imperative of vb.) Hush ! and go

to sleep ; a word used in lulling a child.

1796 Mother Gooseys Melody 15 Hush-a-by baby On the
tree top, When the wind blows The cradle will rock.

1824 MACTACGART Gallovid, F.ncycl., Htishie-baiu-Bahbse,
the cradle-song to babes. 1864 Miss YOSGE Trial I. 66
'It is one constant hush, hushaby', he said; 'it would
make one sleep pleasantly'.

B. vb. trans. To lull to sleep with
'

hushaby '.

1848 MRS. GAPKELL M. Barton ix. (1882) 23/2 Hushabying
a babby as wouldn't be hushabled.

C. adj.
(

Tending to quiet or lull
*

{Eclectic
Rev. cited in Worcester 1*546).

Hushed (Q0jt), ///. a. Also 7-8 hush'd.
See also HuSHT. [Historically a continuation ofthe

earlier adj. HUSHT, but treated as the pa. pple. of

HUSH w.l, after the appearance of the latter.]

Reduced to silence ; silenced, stilled, quieted.
i6oa MARSTON Ant. -V Mel. i. Wks. 1856 I. 15 Vouchsafe

me, then, your hush'd observances. 1670 DRVDEN Cong.
Granada i. i, No more ;

but hush'd as Midnight Silence go.

1709 STEELE Tatler No. 8*7 The Air was hushed, the
Multitude attentive. 1877 MRS. OLIPHANT Makers Flor.

vii. 183 No brethren of Saint Dominic inhabit the hushed
and empty cells. 1898 Daily News 8 Mar. 3/6 All spoke in

hushed whispers.
Hence Hushedly (h*jMH) adv., in a hushed

manner.
1851 G. MEREDITH Poems^ Song^ Hushedly, mournfully,

mistily up to the shore. 1892 LF, GALLiENNEZ-orv'i Worship,
In morning meadows I have knelt to thee, In noontide
woodlands hearkened hushedly.
Husher = usher : see HUISHER.
Hushfol (hzrjful), a. rare. [f. HUSH ^3.1 +

-FUL.J Full of or pervaded by silence or stillness
;

tending to hush to rest. Hence Hvrshfully adv.,
with suppression of noise, silently.
a 1861 D. GRAY Poet, Wks. (1874) 7 Hushfully falls the

soft, white, windless snow. 1884 W. SHARP in Harper's
Mag. June 117 The tide's faint ripples creep Along the
brown sands hushfully. 1889 M. CAIRO Wing of Azrael
I. vii. 1 10 Harry found himself alone in the hushfuf twilight.

Hu'sh-hire. rare. = HUSH-MONEY.
1811 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. XXXI. 426 Their

noble disinterest rejected all hush-hire.

Hushing (ho-Jirj), vbl. sb\
[f.

HUSH v.1 +
-ING 1

.]
The action of HUSH v.^ ; the action of

rendering still, silent, or quiet ;
the whispering of

sh ! as in enjoining silence. Hushing up : see

HUSH z/.l 3.

1813 L. HUNT Poems, To T- B- Esq. t With thou-
sand tiny hushings, like the swarm Of atom bees. 1831
[POTE] Assassins Paradise 41 But whisper'd hushings
checked the words that broke. 1849 MRS. PEABODY in Haw-
thorne <$ Wife (1885) I. 338 She believed that it was
better for all, even for the criminals, that ihere should be
no hushings-up.

Hushing, vbl. sb : see HUSH t>.3

Hushing, ppl. a. [f. HUSH v. 1 + -iwo 2
.]

That
hushes : see the verb.

1561 T. HOBY tr. Castiglione^s Courtyer (1577) Y iij b,
The tunable notes of the prety birds among the hushyng
woodes of the hilles. 1800 L. HUNT Robin. Hood Poems
141 The coffin was stript of it's hiding pall, Amidst the

hushing choirs. 1820 KEATS Hyperion n. 119 When a God
gives sign, With hushing finger. 1870 MORRIS Earthly
Par. II. HI. 183 More vocal through the hushing night.

Hence Hu'shingfly adv.) in a hushing manner;
with the sound sh ! as in enjoining silence.

1833 RITCHIE Wand, by Loire 10 The echo of our

measured, tiptoe tread ran hushingly round the vault. 1841
HOR. SMITH Moneyed Man III. i. 6 The waves .. laid

themselves hushingly upon ihe sands, as if to caution us to

silence.

Hushion (htrjan). Sc. Also hoeshin, hoshen.

[Possibly a popular formation from HUSEAU.] A
stocking without a foot ; a hogger, hugger.
1789 D. DAVIDSON Seasons 118 Some wi' wallets, some

wi' weghts, An' some wi' hoshens caprin Right heigh. 1793
BURNS Willie's Wife iv, She dights her grunzie wi' a hushion.

1890 Songs of Nursery in Whistle-Binkie (Sc. Songs) II.

121 Hushions on her bare legs.

Hush-money. [See HUSH v^ 3.] Money
paid to prevent disclosure or exposure, or to hush '

up a crime or discreditable transaction.

1709 STEELE Tatler Xo. 26 f 9, I expect Hush-Money to I

be regularly sent for every Folly or Vice any one commits
j

in this whole Town. 1731 SWIFT Poems, To Gay 107 A
dext'rous Steward, when his Tricks are found, Hush-money

j

sends to all the Neighbours round. 1845 (16 Apr.) BRIGHT
Sp. Ireland (1868) 150 This bill., is hush-money given
that they may not proclaim to the whole country . . the

sufferings of the population. 1849 MACAC LAY Hist. Eng.
vii. II. 214 He had been forced to pay hushmoney to

informers.

Hush-shop, local, [f.
HUSH v.1 or a. t in

reference to the quietness of its operations.] Ahouse
for the clandestine sale of drink

;
an unlicensed

drink-shop. (See quot. 1865.)
1844 S. BAMFORD Life ofRadical 108 In short, it was a

hush-shop. 1854 Eraser's Mag. L. 287 The Sunday is spent
. . in the beer-shop, or gin-shop, or hush-shop. 1865 B.
HRIERLK.Y Irkdale I. 15 note, 'Ihe term 'Hush Shop'..
1 hush

'

signifying that the company frequenting such places
were expected to conduct themselves as orderly as possible,
that no alarm might be given to parties in authority.

Husht (hyft), w*/. 1 Now dial. Also 6
hui s sht. [app. a variant of HUST /'#/., q.v.]

int.

1387-8 (ed.
t
i53i) T. USK Test. Love i. v. (ed. Skeat 1. 90),

Thus, after jangling wordes, cometh huissht 1 pees ! and
be stille ! 1565-73 COOPER Thesaurus, Batt a worde of

reproche: as tush : tut. Sometyme of silence, as husht. 1598

FLORIO, Cifto, a word to bid children holde their peace, as
we say whusht, husht, 1611 COTGR., Honiscke, ..husht,
whist, ist, not a word for your life. 1845 CARLYLE Cromwell
(1871) V. 155 Husht, poor weeping Mary. 1887 S. Chesli.

Gloss.
% Husht, hush !

Husht, intt [Cf. HIST int. 2.] A cry to

frighien off or drive away an animal.

1853 W. B. BARKER Lares '$ Penates 285 As soon as the

dog seizes the bird, the master calls out, Husht I Httsht !

throwing a stone or any thing he can at him to make him let

go the bird.

Husht (hJt), a. arch. Also 5 hussht, hushte.
hoscht. See also HUSHED. [In I5th c. texts,
hussht

, httshtt) varies with HUST, huyst, and

WHIST, derived from the corresponding interjec-
tional forms, to express the state which these enjoin
or produce. As an adj., husht gave rise to a vb. and
sb. of the same form ; but it appears to have been

at length felt as a pa. pple., as if /tus/i-t, from
which feeling there arose a new verb HUSH ; under
the influence of this, the original adj. itself passed
into the pa. pple. husKdt HUSHED, of which it is

now treated as a variant spelling.] Silent, still,

quiet ; later, Reduced to silence, rendered silent.

1400-30 Chaucer s Knt.'s T. 2123 (Harl. MS.J Whan bey
were sette and hussht [Six-text, hust, huyst] was al be place.
c 1440 Bone Flor. 813 All was hoscht and stylle. 1530
PALSGR. 580/1, I can make my chylde hushte whan me lyst,

though he krye never so fast. 1599 SHAKS. l
r
en. fy Ad. 458

Euen as the wind is husht before it raineth. 1697 DRYUEN
Virg. Past. ix. 80 Husht Winds the topmost Branches

scarcely bend. 1812 J. WILSON Isle of Palms i. 72 The
husht billow.

t Husht, v. Obs. rare~. Also 6 whosht.

[f. HUSHT inf. 1 or adj. : cf. HUST, WHIST, WHISHT
vbs.

t and see HUSH v.] a. trans. To still, to hush.

b. intr. To be still or silent.

1530 PALSGR. 589/1, I huste, I styll, je repayse and je
recoyse. Declared in

'

I husht
1

. 155* HULOET, Husht or

kepe silence, reticeo . . sileo 1598 FLORIO, Tasentare, to

whosht, to still, to put to silence, to hould ones peace.

Husht, sb. [f. HUSHT int. or a. : cf. HUSH
sb*\ Silence, quiet, hush.

1566 DRANT Wail. Hierim. K vj b, He that was proude
and bare him hye muste syt in hushte alone. z6oa MARSTON
Antontfs Rei>. \. \, Even in the husht of night.

t Hushtness. Obs. [f. HUSHT a. + -NESS.]
Silence, stillness.

1609 HEYWOOD Brit. Troy (N.), A generall hushtnesse
hath the world possest.

Hushy (hzrji), a. [f. HUSH sb? + -Y.] That is

characterized by the sound hush.

1803 Miss ANNA SEWARD Lett. (1811) VI. 97 The hushy
sound (if I may be allowed to coin that epithet.) of the sea-
shore.

Husk (htfsk), j.l [Late ME. huske, of un-

certain origin.
A common word ^ince c 1400, of which no earlier trace has

been found. Conjectures have been offered of its relationship
to Ger. httlse, Du. hulze, huls, which (notwithstanding the

identity of sense) appear to be historically and phonetically
untenable, and of its ultimate derivation from hus ' house

',

which is perhaps possible : cf. for the form, chink, tialk,
halk

t holk)polk, j/a/^(and see Kluge, Stammbildung. 61);
for the sense, LG. h&ske(jtr. haitschen, 'little house', in

E. Fris. also 'core (ofan apple) ', 'case '(e.g. spectacle-case),
'

paper bag '; also MDu. hmtskijn, huusken, Du. hnisken t
'

little house ', core (of an apple) ; Ger. gehause,
*

case, cap-
sule', etc. The connexion of Norwegian husk 'piece of

leather used to enlarge a shoe-last ', is quite uncertain.]

1. The dry outer integument of certain Iruits and

seeds; esp. the hard fibrous sheath of grain, nuts,
etc. ; a glume or rind

; spec, in U,S., the outer

covering of an ear of maize or Indian corn.

1398 TREVISA Barth. De P. R. XVH. cliv. (1495), Codde
and an huske hyght Siliqua. c 1400 MAUNDEV. xxi. 11839)
188 As the Note of the Haselle hathe an Husk with outen.
Ibid. {Roxb.) 94 pe macez er be huskes of be nutemuge.
c 1440 frontf. Parv. 254/2 Huske of frute, or of>er lyke,
corticillns. 1474 CAXTON Chesse 81 The huske whiche is

about the grayn. 1548 UDALL Erasm. Par. Luke xv. (R.),
To fil his bealie..with the verai huskes and coddes, wher-
with the hogges were fedde. '557 N. T.i.Genev.i Lukexv.
16 The hu*kes [WvcL., TIND., COVERD. coddis, coddes]
that the swyne ate. 1631 WIDDOWES Nat. Phtlos. t,ed. 2)

36 The Chesnut . . is covered with a sharpe huske, and
within it hath a red huske. 1665 HOOKE Microgr. 156 Garret
seeds are like a cleft of a Coco-Nut Husk. 1704 J. HARRIS
Lex. Tec/in, s.v. l'frefegrease,fhe H usks of pressed Grapes.
1830 M. DONOVAN Dom. Econ. I. 87 The malt is parched
until it has acquired a slight tinge of yellowness on the
husk. 1855 LONGF. Hiaiv. xiii. 29 The women who in

Autumn Stripped the yellow husks of harvest.

fb. The calyx or involucre of a flower. Obs.

1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 210 Whyche floure yf he se yt
not yet sprynge oute of the huske, 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl,,

Husks, among botanists, the part which a flower grows out
of ., Of these there are several kinds, as bulbous or round

husks, bottle husks, middle husks, foot husks, hose husks.

C. Husks collectively, husky matter.

1883 C. J. WILLS Mod. Persia 233 By about the twenty,
fourth day the wine was ready for clearing of the husk.

Ibid. 234 The sweet wine had already no husk in it.

2. Applied to animal coverings or shells: fa.
The coriaceous wing-case of an insect ;

an elytron.
Obs. b. The shell or case of a chrysalis ; a
cocoon. ? arch. c. In Georgia, U.S., an oyster shell.

1553 HULOET, Byttel fiye with a blacke huske. 1616
SURFL. & MAKKH. CVK/rj/ Farnteffl Euerieone [silkworm]

shutting vp himselfe in his scale or huske, which they make
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and build vp in tuo daies. 1653 WALTON Angler xii. 226 A
)

good bait is the youn^ brood of Wasps, or Bees, baked or

hardned in their husks. 1665 HOOKE Microgy. 187 Several i

of them flew away in Gnats, leaving their husks behind them
'

In the water floating under the surface, ibid. 315 They
seem cover'd, upon the upper side of them, with a small

husk, not unlike the scale, or shell of a Wood-louse. 1802
j

PALEY Nat. Theol. xi.\. (1830) 228 This [chrysalis] also in its
'

turn dies ; its dead and brittle husk falls to pieces, and makes

way for the appearance of the fly or moth. 1842 TENNYSON
Two Voices 11, I saw the dragon-fly Come from the wells

;

where he did He. An inner impulse rent the veil Of his old

husk,

3. tfchn. Applied to a frame of various kinds :

see quots.
1688 R. HoLME.-Jrwowry in. 100/2 Husk is a square Frame

of Moulding . . set over the Mantle Tree of a Chimney be-

tween two Pillasters. 1873 KNIGHT Diet. Mech. t Husk, the

supporting frame of a run of millstones.

4. transf. and fig. The outside or external part ;

of anything ; mostly in depreciatory sense, the mere
|

rough or worthless exterior, as contrasted with
'

the substantial inner part or essence.

1547-64 BAULDWiNAfo/'./'&&tt.(Palfr.)g8 That., the bitter-
;

nesse Si hardnesse of his [Death's] rough huske should hinder

vs from the sweet taste of such a comfortable kirnell. 1644
HUNTON Vind. Treat. Monarchy iii. 10 A few huskes of

reason. 1652 L. S. People's Liberty xvi. 39 Their acquies-

cing in God's choice should be the pith and kernel of the

precept, and the setting up of a King onely the husk and
,

shell of it. 1841-4 EMERSON Ess., Friendship Wks. (Bohn)
j

I. 85 Bashfulness and apathy are a tough husk, in which a
delicate organization is protected from premature ripening.
1861-8 LOWELL Emerson Pr. Wks. 1890 I. 355 He. .gave us

ravishing glimpses of an ideal under the dry husk of our
New England. 1887 W. H. STONE Harveian Oration 21

The mere reproduction of the dry husks of thought termed
words.

b. Applied to the human body.
a 1677 BARROW Serm. Wks. 1716 I. 62 May not our soul. .

challenge a good share of our time . . or shall this mortal
husk engross it all? 1818 M. G. LEWIS Jrnl. W. Ind. (1834)
102 It is a matter of perfect indifference to me what becomes
of this little ugly husk of mine, when once I shall have
'
shuffled off this mortal coil '.

t c. Applied to a person. Obs.

1601 ?MARSTON Pasgnil fy Kath. \. 76 in Simpson Sch.

Shaks. (1878) II. 138 You keepe too great a house .. Yon
same drie throated huskes Will sucke you vp. Ibid. iv. 39
Ibid. 183 Bra. In. How like you the new Poet MelHdus?
Bra. Sig. A slight bubling spirit, a Corke, a Huske.

5. attrib. and Comb, (from i), as husk-porridge ;

husk-like adj. ;

'
in the husk ', as husk corn, nut ;

husk-hackler,
' a machine for tearing corn-husks

into shreds for stuffing for mattresses, pillows,

cushions, etc.' (Knight Diet. Mech. 1875").

1687 S. SEWALL Diary 3 Oct. (1878) I. 191 Husk Corn.

1706 WITHERING Brit. Plants (ed. 3) II. 60 Flowers with
valves like grasses, and husk-like calyxes. 1851 MBS.
BROWNING Casa Guidi Wind. \. 1003 To see the people swal-

low hot Husk-porridge which his chartered churchmen stir.

t888 Pall Mail G. 24 Jan. 5/2 The husk nuts piled on the

top.

Husk (hsk), sb.2 [In sense I of uncertain

origin ; possibly from HUSK sb.^ : cf. also HUSK
v*

;
in sense 2 app. a back-formation from

HUSKY a. 4.]

1. A disease affecting cattle : see quots.
a i7a LISLE Hnsb. in O. C. <$ F. Wds. (E. D. S.) 62 Has-

socks, a disease affecting the throat. The result of worms
in the bronchial tubes; called also Husk, Hoskt &r\&Hoose.

1755 NICHOLLS in Phil. Trans. XLIX. 247 The husk.. is a
disease, to which bullocks are very subject, while young. ..

The creature is seized with a short dry cough, by which he
is perpetually teized. '787 WINTER Syst. Hnsb. 230 Some
of my hogs .. were affected with a violent cough vulgarly
called the husk. 18*8 Sporting Mag. XXII. 210 In oxen,

sheep and swine, the disorders called the foul, the rot, and
the husk will be perpetuated from generation to generation.

1892 Wiltsh. Co. Mirror 5 Aug. 1/6 Mixture for Pigs . . in-

tended to cure Colds, Lameness, Husk, Worms.
2. Huskiness.
1816 T. L. PEACOCK Headlong Hall 4 Clearing the husk

in his throat with two or three hems. 1887 Daily News
23 July 6/7 [It) brings a husk to the father's voice as they j

shake hands in a last
'

good-bye '.

t Husk, sb$ Obs., the dog-fish : see Huss.
Husk (htfsk), a. dial. [app. a back-formation

J

from husky : but cf. HASK #.] Dry, parched,
HUSKY. Also comb., husk-voiced adj.

1847-78 HALLIWELL, Husk. .(3) Dry; parched. Line. 1876
LANIER Poems, Clover 24 Nor Dick husk-voiced upbraids
The sway-back'd roan.

Husk (h0sk), v.i [f. HUSK sb.*] trans. To
remove the husk from, to deprive of the husk.

1562 TURNER Herbal n. 57 b. The germanes husk millet

and eat it with milk. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 567 Pistores

were those . . who husked and cleansed the bearded red wheat.

1698 FRYER Ace. E. India < P. 53 Pepper, .when dried it is

black, and husked white. 1737 EDWARDS \Vks. (1834) I.

363/1 The children were .. husking Indian corn. 1856
OLMSTED Slave States 42 The maize is afterwards husked
in the field, at leisure. 1880 Miss BIRD Japan I, 138 They
are husking rice, a very laborious process.

Husk (bosk), z>.
2 local. [Goes with HUSK sh.*}

intr. Of cattle : To cough as when suffering from
the ' husk '. Hence Husking vbl. sb.

1577 B. GOOGE Heresbach's Husb. in. (1586) 135 Sicknes
of the Loongs is. .a short husking, and thrusting out of the

toong withal). 1848 Jrnl. K, Agric. Soc. IX. u. 354 They
[bullocks] were all observed to husk soon after being pur-
chased.
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Huskanaw, -oy (h*>'skan, -oi), sb. [Ameri-
can Indian.] The ceremony or ordeal, formerly
in use among the Indians of Virginia, of preparing I

young men for the duties of manhood by means of

solitary confinement and the use of narcotics. So
Huskanaw, -oy z>., to subject to this treatment.

1705 R. B. BEVF.RLEY I'irginia in. f 32 (1722) 177 The
Solemnity of Huskanawing is commonly practised once every
fourteen or sixteen Years. . . The choicest and briskest

young Men .. are chosen out by the Rulers to be Huskan-
awed. Ibid. 179 The Appamattucks, formerly a great

Nation, tho
1

now an inconsiderable People, made an Husk- '

anaw in the Year 1690. 1730-6 BAILEY (folio), llnskanaia-
'

ing. a. Solemnity practised by the Virginian Indians. .. It is '

an Institution or Discipline that all young Men must pass !

under before they can be admitted to be of the Number of !

Great Men, Officer^, or Cockarouscs of the nation. 1788 T.

JEFFERSON Writ. (1859) H- 444 So much out of his element
'

that he has the air of one huskanoyed.

t Huske. Obs. According to Strutt, An old :

name for a '

company
'

of hares.

1801 STRUTT Sports <y Post, i. i. (1876) 80 A huske or a
|

down of hares ; a nest of rabbits ; a clowder of cats.

Husked (hz?skt), a. [f. HUSK^.I and z-.
1

]

fl. Furnished or covered with a husk. Obs.

1583 STANYHUBST JEneis, etc. Epit. Ld. Offalye^ (Arb.l 152
Thee soundest wheatcorne with chaffy filthod is husked.

1624 CAI-T. SMITH Virginia n. 26 A small fruit . . husked
like a Chesnut. 1638 Hist. Albino % Bdlama (N.), Like

Jupiter huskt in a female skin. 1686 PLOT Stqffordsh. 205

Though the Corn be like Wheat, and not husked, as all

Spelt is.

i
1 b. Having husks (to feed on). Obs.

(Referring to the parable of the prodigal son, Luke xv.)

1604 PARSONS yd Pt. Three Confers. Eng. 3 Lead by
lohn Fox into this wyld hogge-field of his husked Saincts.

2. Stripped of the husk
;
hulled.

1607 TOPSELL Fonr-f. Beasts (1658) 199 Let her seethe
husked Barley and Scallions, and the fat of a male Goat. 1682
WHELER Journ. Greece iv. 329 Rice which they sell ready
husked, a 1868 MEADE New Zealand (1870) 332 Cocoa-
nuts, husked and opened.

Htrsken, a. [f. HUSK sb.* + -EN*.] Of the

nature of a husk.

1635 SWAN Spec. M. viii. 2 (1643) 4*9 When these daintie
creatures [silkworms] have made them little husken houses.

Husker (hw-skaa). [f. HUSK Z/. + -ER!.] One i

who husks ; one who removes the husk of corn ;
|

U.S.y one who lakes part in a husking-bee.
1793 J. BARLOW Hasty Pudding HI, When to the board

the thronging buskers pour. 1850 WHITTIER Hushers 10
From many a brown old farm-house .. the merry huskers
came.

b. A machine for removing husks.

1874 KNIGHT Diet. Mec/i., Corn-husker. 1880 Miss BIRD
Japan. I. 365 The automatic rice-husker.

Huskily (h'skili), adv. [f. HUSKY a. 4 + -LY 2
.]

In a husky manner ; with a husky voice.

1858 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. VH. viii. (1872) II. 337 The
ruggedest of human creatures, .growling huskily something
which we perceive is real prayer.

f Huskin. Obs. rare. [f. Huss (see HUSSITE)
+ dim. suffix -KIN.] A Hussite.

1532 MORE Confut. Tindale Wks, 716/1 The Huskins and
Swinglianes pursue the Lutheranes. 1333 A ttsw. Poysoned
Bk. ibid. 1051/2 These Lutherane heretikes, these Huskins,
SwingHans : and Tyndalins.

Huskiness [htndcinte), [f.
HUSKY a. + -NESS.]

The quality or condition of being husky, esp. of

having a husky voice, etc.

1793 BEDDOES Catarrh 156 The huskiness of the bronchia;.

1861 GEO. ELIOT Silas M. vi,
'
I tell no lies ', said the

butcher, with the same mild huskiness as before. 1871
NAPHEYS Prev. $ Cure Dis, in. vii. 893 The patient is

warned by the huskiness of his throat.

Husking (ho-skin), vbl. sb.^
[f. HUSK z/.l-H

-ING 1
.]

Tlie action of HUSK z/.l; the removal of

the husk. spec, in U. S. The removal of the husk
from Indian corn

; hence, a party or gathering of

the neighbours and friends of a farmer to assist

him in husking his corn, usually enlivened with
festivities ;

called also husking-bee (see b),
I7ai B. LYNDE Diary (1880) 132 Fair day; husking at

Colo's. 1787 T. JEFFERSON Writ. (1859) H* J95 A. .machine
for husking. 1793 J. BARLOW Hasty Pudding m, The in-

vited neighbors to the husking come. 1848 LOWELL Fable

for Critics 1099 A tight, buxom girl ..Who can sing at a

husking or romp at a shearing. 1883 H. E. SCUDDER Noah
Webster \. 15 Huskings and spinning bees made work and

play shade into each other.

b. attrib.) as husking- ballad',
-bee (see BEE! 4),

party ; husking-glove, -peg, -pin, articles used
in husking Indian corn.
1800 ADDISON Amer. Law Rep, 156 The prisoner and the

deceased were at a husking frolic. 1809 Husking-bee [see
BEE' 4]. 1850 WHITTIER Huskers 13 The master of the

village school, .a husking- ballad sung. 1854 LOWELL Jrnl.
in Italy Pr. Wks. 1890 I. 186 The. .husking-bee, where the

lads and lassies sit round laughingly busy under the swing-
ing lantern.

Husking, vbl. sb.2 : see HUSK v2

tHtl'sking, a. Obs. rare- 1
. [Cf. HUSK sb3

and HUSKY a. 4.] Of a cough : Husky, dry,

rough.
a 1707 Bp. PATRICK Autobiog. (1839) 19 He had a husking

cougn, and fiequently spit up stones. So I call them, for

ihey resembled cherry-stones.

t Hu'skish, c.1 Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

HUSK

-1SH.] Of the nature of husks.

HUSS.

1631 R. H. Arraipttm, Whole Creature M. i. 251 All

these huskish Vanities, on which our Prodignll eates.

t Hu'Skish, fl.a Obs. rare-*. [f.
HUSK sl>.'*

(or ?Ht'SK a.} +-ISH.] Somewhat husky.
1718 BATES in Phil. Trans. XXX. 873 They [cows] first

refused their Food; the next Day had Huskish Coughs.

Husky (hvski), sb. Also -ey, -ie. [Supposed
to be a corrupted contraction of Eskimo.] a. An
Eskimo, b. The Eskimo language, c. An Eskimo

dog.
1864 C. F. HALL Life among Esquimaux I. 66 Carl Peter-

sen no speak Husky, .quick. 1889 Pall Mall G, 25 Apr. 6/3
The Indians were terribly afraid of the Esquimaux, who
up there are called Huskeys. 1896 Blackw. Mag. May
682 The original Newfoundland was but little removed
from the native ' huskie ', and therefore from the timber-wolf
uf North America.

Husky (htf'ski), a.
[f.

HUSK sl>* + -Y.]
1. Full of, containing, or consisting of husks

;
of

the nature of a husk.
1552 HULOET, Huskye, or ful of huskes, siligitosits. 1697

DRYDEN Virg. Georg-. i. 315 Most have found A husky
Harvest, fiom the grudging Ground. 1711 E. WARD@wr.r.
I. 70 And made the husky Food go down. 1794 T. STONE
Agric. Surv. Line. 74 (E. D. S.) Large ant-hills, producing
sour, coarse, husky sedge, or sword-grass. 1819 H. BCSK
Vestriad iv. 147 Browsing the jagged leaf or husky ear.

f 2. Having or consisting of a chrysalis case.

(Cf. HUSK j<M 2 b.) Obs.

1655 G. S. in HartUb Re/. Commits. Bees 22 Wormes..
which after turn into Flies, and so again into other husky
Wormes without motion, and from them to other flying
Insects. 1734 WATTS Relit/. JtfV.^ Mcdit, \st May, Other
families of them have forsaken their husky beds, and
exult, and glitter in the warm sun-beams.

3. Dry, as a husk
; without natural moisture,

arid. lit. andy^.
1599 Solimati Pcrseda \. A

ij a, A tale wherein she

lately hath bestowed, The huskie humor of her bloudy quill.
c 1694 ADDISON l

r

irg. t Georg. iv. (R.). Cut their dry and
husky wax away, a 1732 LISLE Huso. (1752) 152 We had
also for the most part very dry husky winds. 17*9 SWJTZER
Hydrost. fy Hydranl. 132 Grounds., of a dry, gravelly,

husky Nature. 1826 DISRAELI Viv. Grey iv. i, His transla-

tion is hard, dry, and husky, as the outside of a cocoa-nut.

1846 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. VII. n. 523 The soil becomes

dusty, or husky.. that is, like a dry sponge. 1896 P. A.
BRUCE Econ. Hist. Virginia I. 441 T^here was also a pos-

sibility
that it [tobacco] would become husky from repeated

sweatings.
4. Of persons and their voice : Dry in the throat,

so that the timbre of the voice is lost, and its sound

approaches more or less a hoarse whisper. (An
effect of continued speaking, laryngeal inflamma-

tion, or violent emotion.)
a i72 LISLE Husb. 343 (E. D. S.) They have in Wilts

a disease on their cows, which they call a hask or husky
cough. 1740 DYCHE & PARDON, Huskyt

. . spoken ofa person
that has phlegm sticking in his throat, which occasions
him to speak imperfectly. 1770 FOOTE Lame Lover i. 12

Weezy {whOj between ourselves, is as husky as hell). 1831
J. MORISON in Morisoniana 420 A deep husky cough. 1858
LoNGF. M. Standish iv. 122 His voice was husky with anger.

Husling : see HUSTLING vbl. sb*

II Hu'SO. Also anglicized huso. [med.L. huso,
a. OHG. hdso MHG. huse, mod.Ger. hausen,

early mod.Du. huys\ cf. HAUSEN.] The great

sturgeon, Acipenser huso, found esp. in the Black

and Caspian Seas.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), ffitsot the Hausen or Lask,
a Fish of a prodigious Bigness, so as it can scarce be drawn
with a Team of three or four Horses. 1708 KERSEY, Hustt

Huso. 1721 BAILEY, Huse, a Fibh, of which is made the

white Glew called ising-GIass. 1774 GOLDSM. Nat. Hist.

VI. 282 The Huso, or Isinglass Fish. 1835 KIRBY Hab, fy

Itist. Anim. I. ii. 107 There are two noted species of this

fish ;. .the one is called the sturgeon by way of eminence,
and the other the huso.

Huspil, -el ywsp
1

!), v. Obs. exc. dial. [a. F,

houspiiler (
1 5th c. in Littre) to maltreat by dragging

about and shaking, altered from hous-, houssepigner

(i3th c.)> f- honsse (see HOUSE j.2) + pigner,

peigmr to comb, and therefore properly
= '

peigner

lemanteau,battre'(Hatz.-Darm.).] trans. To treat

with violence; to maltreat; to despoil ;
to harass.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 255/1 Huspylyn, or spoylyn. .spoliot

dispolio. 1658 BROMHALL Treat. Specters i. 38 When they
are most terrified and huspil'd by these Ghosts. 1663 P.

HENRY Diaries (18821 143 Yd
quarter Sessions at Clan-

roost where y Conventiclers, so called, were huspeld.

1873 in Miss Jackson Shropsk. Word-bit, s. v. J/vspel,
'

I'll

'uspel yo' childern off that causey.'

t Huss, sb. Obs. Also 5 husk(e ; 9 hurse.

[Deriv. unascertained : the change of kusk to huss

appears to be as in Sc. busk, fatss, etc.] The dog-

fish, the skin of which was much used by fletchers

for smoothing and polishing arrows. Also attrib.,

as huss skin \Jtuskyn, hurse-skiri).

(1440 Promp. Parv. 254/2 Huske, fyshe (A*., //., husk,
fishe). ., squam-us. 1530 PALSGR. 233/2 Husse a fyshe, rou-

sette. 1550-1600 Customs Duties (B. M. Addit. MS. 25097^,

HuskynsTor Fletchers, The skynvjt/. i&\* Rates ofCustoms
in Halyburton's Ledger (1867) 328 Skins called .. Husse
skins for fletchers the skin. .vw. i66a Stat, Irel. (1765) II.

415 Huss skins for fletchers, the skin 6V/. 1721 C. KING
Brit. Merck. I. 286 Buck dress'd. -Calf. .Huss. .Sheep and
Lamb Skins. 1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade* Hnrse-skin t

the

hard tuberculatedskinofa fish, from which shagreen is made.

t Huss, v. Obs, [An echoic word, parallel to

Huzz. Cf. Hoss.] intr. To buzz.
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HUSSAR.

1530 PALSGR. 589/1, I husse, I bomme or make a noyse, as
a flye dothe. .Declared in

'
I hosse '. 1547 BOORDE Intred.

fCnowl. ii. (1870) 126 Muche lyke the hussyng of a homble
be. 1577 DEE Rclat. Spir. i. (1659) ^7> * êe ' a bussing
thing go from my head. 1699 DAMHIER l-

r

oy. II. in. 38 We
find such a bussing Breez, that sometimes we are not able
to ply against it.

Hussa h, obs. forms of HUZZA.
Hussar (huzau), sb. Also 6 huasayre, -are,

7 husare, (iva(s)aron). [a. Hungarian hnszar.

orig. 'freebooter, free-lance*, later Might horseman ',

ad. OServian husar. also gusar, hursar, gursar,
kursar pirate, robber, freebooter, ad. It. corsaro t

corsare, CORSAIR.
In the time of King Matthias Hunyady, in the second

half of the isth century, the word became applied to the

Hungarian light horse-men, in which application it became
known and used in the Western European languages : cf.

Pol., Ger. kusar
t Y.kussard, in iSth c. houssard, konsard.

In a Latin deed of armistice c 1450, mention is made of
'

prsedones aut Hwzarij hungari ', and in other Latin docu-
ments of the i5th c. they are called hnzarones^ hussarones
(after prsedones}, whence occasionally vs(s)arons in English.
{Before the history was known, the word was fancifully
derived from Magyar husz twenty : see Magyar NyelvSr
(Budapest) VI. 24, and Miklosich.)]

1. One of a body of light horsemen organized in

Hungary in the I5th c., and long confined to the

Hungarian army ; hence, the name of light cavalry
regiments formed in imitation of these, which were

subsequently introduced, and still exist, in most

European armies, including that of Great Britain.
The dress of the Hungarian force set the type for that of

the hussars of other nations, these being distinguished by
uniforms of brilliant colours and elaborate ornament, two
special characteristics being the dolman and busby (the
former of which is now abandoned in the British army).
153* R. COPLAND Viet. agst. Turks in Ames' Typogr.

Antiq. ( 1816' III. 117 The capitayn generall . . came . . into

y towne. .with. .xv. hondred hussayres, lyght horses. 1560
DAUS tr. Sleidane"s Comm. 269 The horsmen of Hongary
are commonly called Hussares, an exceadyng rauenous
and cruell kynde of men. 1603 KNOLLES Hist. Turks
(1610) 739 Hungarian horsemen, such as in time of peace
liued by robbing, and are by an infamous name called
' Vsarons '. 1656-9 B. HARRIS ParivaTs Iron Age 321 The
Bashaw himself. . being pursued by a Hussar, was taken hold
of by him. 1688 Lond. Gaz, No. 2349/3 The Regiment of
Hussars, which the Elector of Bavaria resolved to raise, .is

now compleat : They are cloathed in Red, having Caps
with Feathers on their Heads, and Wolfs Skins on their

left Shoulders. 1711 Vind. Sacheverell 20 He appears to
me more like a forraging Hussar. 1799 CAMPBELL Pleas.

Hope i. 352 Her whisker'd pandoors and her fierce hussars.
i8oz-x6 C. JAMES Milit. Diet, s.v., There are also several

regiments of hussars in the British service. 1847 GLEIG
Waterloo ii. xxiv, The bold front presented by Vivian's
hussars. 1851 GALLENGA Italy 471 Squadrons of hussars
and Hulans were scouring the plain in every direction.

b. Black or Death Hussar^ one of the ' Black
Brunswickers

'

(hussars with black uniform) who, in

the war with France, 1809-13, neither gave nor
received quarter ; hence^/%

1

.

1815 SIR C. BELL Let. to G. J. Bell -z July in Lockhart
Scott, This was a Brunswicker, of the Black or Death
Hussars. 1816 Scorr Let. to Jos. Ballantyne ibid., I

belong to the Black Hussars of Literature, who neither give
nor receive criticism.

2. iransf. and
_/?-. A skirmisher; a free-lance in

literature or debate.

1768-74 TUCKER Lt. Nat. (1852) I. 473 Your infinitely-
innnite monades in infinitely-never single bodies.. cannot
get the better even of my light armature, my skipping
scampering hussars. 1800 A. CAKLYLE Autobiog. 432 He
was a mere hussar, who had no steady views to direct him.

3. atlrib. and Comb.^ as hussar blue, boott broth,

jacket^ livery , regiment^
saddle

, waistcoat, war, elc.
;

hussar-like adj. and adv.

1748 SMOLLETT Rod. Rand. xi. (1760) I. 67 An Hussar
waist-coat, scarlet breeches. i^Sa STERNE Tr. Shandy VI.
xi, Hussar-like, they skirmish lightly and out of all order.

1774 J. COLLIER Mus. Trav.(ii7$)6a A pair of hussar boots
laced at the seams. 1834 MEDWIN Angler in Wales II. 211
He wore a deep green hussar jacket. 1851 Illustr. Catal.
Gt. Exhib. 521 Hussar saddle, with holsters and furniture.
1861 WHYTE MELVILLE Tilbury Nogo 189

' Hussar broth ',

red herrings fried in gin. 189$ SIR E. WOOD Cazwlry itt

Waterloo Camp. iv. 81 The Brunswick Hussar regiment
was now ordered forward from Quatre Bras. 1896 Daily
AVwj 10 Oct. 6/3 Hussar blue is in much demand.
Hence (nonce-wds.} Hussa r v. intr., to carry on

light warfare like a hussar. Bnssared (huzaud)
a., made or ornamented like that of a hussar.

tHussa-rian, ?a Hungarian hussar.

1760 FOOTE Minor i. Wks. 1799 I. 24: Amongst his

countrymen, the High-dutchians and Hussarians. 1774
Westm. Mag. II. in Sattin or silk waistcoats, huzzar'd.

1864 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. xvm.xiv. (1872) VIII. 82 A Daun
Detachment, hussaring about in those parts.

Hussaw, Hussel, obs. ft. HUZZA, HUSTLE.
Hussif, dial. f. HOUSEWIFE. Hussher, var.

HUISHER. Hussilling: see HUSTLING vbl. sbt
Hussite ^-sait, hu-sait). Eccl. Hist. [ad.

mod.L. Hussita (usu. pi.) f. the surname of John
Huss, or Hus i,an abbreviation of the name of his
native village Husinec, lit.

*

goose-pen *, in Bo-
hemia).] A follower of John Huss, the Bohemian
religious reformer of the iijth century.
153* MORE Confnt. Tindale Wks. 3^2/2 In Roheme the

Hussites, in England the wicliffystes. i6ai J. TAYLOR
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(Water P.) Motto 31 Wks. 11630) n. 45 'i Of Rt>mi*h C.itho-

Hkc, or Protestant : Of Brownist, Hussite or of Caluinist.

1641 MILTON Ch, Goi't, i. vi, As at first by those of your
tribe they were call'd Lollards and Hussites, so now by you
be term'd Puritans and Urownists. 1838 Penny Cj'cV. XII.
361/1 There are a few Hussites now in Bohemia.

b. attrib. or adj.
1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 361/1 The Emperor Siglsmund..

agreed that the Hussite priests should be tolerated, even at

court. 1883 Athenyum 17 Nov. 631/1 In the fifteenth

century we find traces of Hussite teaching and Hussite
communities scattered throughout the whole of the land.

Hence Hu'ssitism.
1884 Brit. <$ For. Evang. Rev, Oct. 620 The new doctrine

was known as Wyclifism, a term which was only gradually
abandoned in favour of Hussitism after the year 1420.

Hussive, Hussie, ob&. ff. HOUSKWIFE, HUSTLE.

Hussy, huzzy (hvz\), $b. Also 7 hussie,

huzzie, 8-9 hussey, St. hizzie. [A phonetic
reduction of HOUSEWIFE, q.v.]

fl. The mistress ofa household; a thrifty woman :

HOUSEWIFE i. Obs.

1530 Edin. Bnrgk Rec. (1871) 30 Na seruandis [shall] tak
vther clathis than thar masteris and husseis and thar hous-
haldis clathis to wesche. 15.. SIR J. MOFFAT Wife of
Auchtertnuchty\\\) Dame, ye maun to the pleugh the morn,
I sail be hussy, gif I may. 1723 DE FOE Col. Jack (1840)

245 Her being so good a hussy of what money I had left

her. 1800 HURDIS /-at'. Village 98 His loud hussey, in her
cobbled suit. .Screams through the village.

2. A rustic, rude, opprobrious, or playfully rude

mode of addressing a woman.
1650 B. Discollitniniutn 7 [To a mare] You are mistaken

Hussy. 1676 HOBBES Iliad (1677) 47 Then Venus vext,
'Hussie !* said she, 'no more Provoke my anger'. 1684
OTWAV Atheist v, Yes, huzzy, and you shall be serviceable to

me in the matter. 1749 FIELDING Tom Jones \n.\\\\, Hussy.
. . I will make such a saucy trollop as yourself know, that I

am not a proper subject of your discourse. 1853 READECAr.
Johnstone 235 Meg, ye idle hizzy . . your pat is no on yet.

3. In some rural districts a mere equivalent of

Woman, lass ; hence, A strong country woman,
a female of the lower orders ;

a woman of low or

improper behaviour, or of light or worthless char-

acter; an ill-behaved, pert, or mischievous girl;
a jade, minx. Also jocularly or in raillery.
The bad sense was at first mostly with qualification (lightt

etc.), or contextual.

1647 TRAPP Comm. Matt. xiv. 8 Such another hussy as
this was dame Alice Pierce, a concubine to our Edward III.

1648 BP. HALL Sel. Thoughts $ 96 The light hussy
'

wipes
her mouth ' and [says] it was not slie. 1685 CROWNE Sir
C. Nice i. 8 You talk of paltry husses. 1711 STEELE Spect.
No. 242 F 3 The young Husseys would persuade me, that
to believe one's Eyes is a sure way to be deceived. 1738
SWIFT Pol. Conversat. 56 No, Miss; you are very light ;

but I don't say, you are a light Hussy. 1741 RICHARDSON
Pamela II. 117, I, like a little proud Hussy, looked in the
Glass and thought myself a Gentlewoman. 1775 MAO.
D'AKBLAY Let, 24 Apr. in Early Diary, He .. patted my
cheek, and genteely called me a little hussey. 1786 BURNS
Tu'a Dogs 85 Buirdly chiels, an* clever hizzies. 1795
WASHINGTON Let, Writ. 1892 XIII. 158 A more.. impudent
huzzy, is not to be found in the United States. 1859 GEO.
ELIOT A, Bede 70 The naughtier the little huzzy behaved
the prettier she looked. 1889 H. F. WOOD Englishman
Rue Cain x, That bonnetless, bold hussey round that corner.

t4. A case for needles, thread, etc.: = HOUSE-
WIFE 3. Obs.

1741 RICHARDSON Pamela I. 159 So I .. dropt purposely
my Hussey. 1824 SCOTT Redgauutlet ch. xxii, A better

rope than the string of a lady's hussy.
6. Comb., as ( hussy-case = sense 4; f hussy

rc&k.&\v.i.housewife s cloth s.v. HOUSEWIFE sb. i b).
15. . Aberd. Reg. V. 16 (Jam.) Ane pair of schetis of ten

cine of hussy mak. 1818 SCOTT ffrt. Midi, xxxix, I have
seen the Queen, which gave me a hussy-case out of her own
hand.

Hence Hirssy v, trans., to call 'hussy*; Htrssy-
doxn, the realm or aggregate of hussies; Hu'ssy-
ness, the character of a hussy.
1694 CROWNE Married Beau iv. Dram, Wks. 1874 IV. 300

Mrs. Lo. Begone! Lio. Begone? I won't be so snapp'd.
Mrs. Lo. You won't, hussy? Lio. I won't be hussied
neither. i96$Athenxutn No. 1981. 499/1 The blackguardism
and hussydom of London. 1881 DORAN Drury Lane II.

147 The leaders of fashion and the gaudiest flowers of

husseydom.

Hussyf-, hussyskep, Sc. ff. HOUSEWIFESHIP.
t Hust, int. Obs. [A natural utterance or * vocal

gesture ', enjoining silence. It varies with husht^

/itiiskt, whisht^ wktst t and Aist, all having the

characteristic element V/ *sht! preceded by the

whispered consonant h or hivt with the connecting
vowel *, or u (#/;. See HIST.
As an interjection of command it is in effect identical with

a verb in the imperative ; nearly all the above variants were
so treated, and in course of time developed verbs of the same
form. The forms hushty whist were also in early use as

adjs. of condition ; thence, by further development, came
the vb. hush) followed by adj. and int. of the same form.]
A sharp whispered sound enjoining silence :

=
HIST! ST! HUSH!
c 1386 CHAUCER Millers T. 536 (only in Ellesm. MS.), Vn

to N icholas she seyde stille Now hust and thou shall laughen
al thy fille.

t Hust, a. Obs. [app. an adjectival use of
HCST int., as expressing the state which the int.

produces: cf.HusHTa.; also WHIST,WHISHT adjs.]
Silent, qniet, hushed.

HUSTlNG.
^ '374 CHAUCER Troylvs n. 866 (915) Whan al was hust

bannc lay she stille and boughte. Hoeth. n. met. v.

35 (Camb. MS.) Tho weeryn b crwel claryouns ful bust
\Addit. MS. whist] and ful stylle. c 1385 L. G. It-'. 2682

Hypermnestra t And hust [Fair/, hu*h:>t, Tanner houste,
Thynne hushte] were alle In argon that cete. c 1386
Knt.'s T. 2123 Whan they were set and hust [3 MSS-wxyto,
Hurl, husshtj was al the place.

t Hust, v. Obs. rare~. [app. derived from
HUST inf., which can also be taken as a vb. in the

imperative.] a. trans. To reduce to silence, to

hush. b. intr. To be silent.

1530 PALSGR. 589/1, I huste, I styll,y> refayse and./* re-

coyse. 1570 LEVINS Manip. 194/23 Huste, silerc.

Husting (rnrstirj). Usually in pi. hustings.
Forms ; i, 3 ,9 tfist.) busting, 3 -eng(e ; pi. 3-4
hustingis, 6 -ea, hoysting(e^s, 6-7 hoistings, 5-
hustings. [OE. husting^ a. ON. hus-fing^ house-

assembly, a council held by a king, earl, or other

leader, and attended by his immediate followers,

retainers, etc., in distinction from the ordinary^/;/^
or general assembly of the people (the OE. folc-

gemdt, FOLKMOOT).
The / is probably due to weakening of the stress on the

second syllable ; cf. nostril from older nostril. The change
may conceivably have already taken place in Danish, as in

ON. estu for es Jw.
The form hoistings found in i6-i7th c. may have been

due to association with HOIST 21.
; but there is no evidence

that the word was taken to mean '

platform
'

before 1682 ;

Blount 11656), who suggests a derivation from F. haulser
(hausser) io raise, does so on the ground that it is

' the

principal and highest court in London '.]

* In form hustitig,
1. An assembly for deliberative purposes, esp. one
summoned by a king or other leader ;

a council.

rare (in general sense). Obs. exc. hist.

01030 O. E. Chron. <MS. C an. 1012 Hi [the Danes]
xenamon l Sone biscop [/Elfeah], Iseddon hine to hiora

nustinge [Laud MS. heora hustinga]. c 1205 LAY. 4766
Belin in Euerewic huld eorlene busting. Ibid, 1 1544 Octaues
ure king i Lundene heold his busting, pat hustmge was
god ; hit wes witene-imot. Ibid. 12988 )>a

comen to Lun-
denne al bis leodisce folc to heore hustinge [c 1275 to one

speking]. 1861 PEARSON Early $ Mid. Ages Lng. 149
,-tlfeg . . proceeded to preach to the hus-ting. 1864 K INGSLEY
Rom. $ 'J'ettt. viii. (1875) 202 They might drag him out into

their busting, and threaten him with torture.
** In form husting, pi. hustings.

2. A court held in the Guildhall of London by
the Lord Mayor, Recorder, and Sheriffs (or Alder-

men), long the supreme court of the city.
The early history of this is in many points obscure. The

mention of '

husting's weight
'

in the charter of Cnut (see

5) suggests that the husting had already then become a

permanent institution for the transaction of civic business.

The Hustings or Court ofHustings was formerly a court
of common pleas, of probate, of appeal against decisions of
the sheriffs, a court of record for the formal conveyance of

property, etc. ; but it is now convoked only for the purpose
of considering and registering gifts made to the City. In
the Calendar for 1898

'

Hustings
'

are set down for 31 Tues-

days during the year, although there has been only one

meeting since 1885.
c. singular husting. Obs. exc. Hist.
c izoo Carta civibus London. 9 in Schmid Gesetxe 435 Et

amplius non sit miskenninga in hustenge, neque in folkes-

mote . . Et busting sedeat semel in ebdomada, videlicet die
lunae. V 6-1140 Docwt. of Sale in Spelman Gloss, s.v.,
Wlfnothus de Walebroc de London vendidit . . quandam
suam terrain .. coram omni Hustingo de London, in domo
Alfwini. ? ii . . Lois de la cite de Land. (B. M. Addit. MS.
14252) (Godef.), En la cort le rei, co cst a saveir el husteng.
1237 in A. Thierry Mott. ined, du Tiers Etat I. 805 (ibid.;

Donne en pleyn hustenge de Londres, devant Andreu Beke*
rel, adonk meyre de Londres. 1289-90 in Madox Hist.
Exch. xx. 553 Rex. . vult quod Scaccariuni suum usque Hust-

engum Londoniie transferatur. 1368 Charter in Madox
Formul. Angl. (.1702)

zoo In pleno Hustengo Londonia
de Communibus placitis. [1865 KINGSLEY Herew. xx, We
will give you your lands in full busting. 1888 Atftenmum
27 Oct., Session of the Court of Husting.]

ft. plural hustings in same sense as the sing.
c 1462 Plmnpton Corr. 5 He haith taken his exigi facias

de nai'Q & is with us called in the hustings. 1494 Act n
Hen. t^ff, c, 21 2 The Hustynges of London holden for

Comen Plees before the Maire and Aldermen. 1513 MOBE
Rick. Ill Wks. 61 /i In the east ende of the hall where the
maire kepeth the hustinges [1568 GRAFTON, where the

hoyst-
inges be kept]. 1613 SIR H. FINCH Law (1636) 349 In London,
where their hustings are as the Countie Courts. 1704

J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. s. v. Inrolment, Entring of any
Lawful Act in the Rolls of the Chancery . . or in the Hust-

ings of London, or by the Clerk of the Peace in any County.
1707 J. CHAMBERLAYNE St. Gt. Brit. in. xi. 355 The highest
and most ancient Court, is that called the Hustings, .which
doth preserve the Laws, Rights, Franchises, and Customs of
the City. 1768 BLACKSTONE Comm. III. vi. (1800) 89 note,
The sheriffs courts . .from which a writ of error lies to the
court of hustings, before the mayor, recorder, and sheriffs.

1818 CRUISE Digest (ed. 2) L 206 Enrolled in the court of

hustings. 186^
H. Cox Instit. n. xi. 585 The Hustings is

the supreme Court of London. 1890 GROSS Gild Merch.
\. I-.-- An alien was to be admitted to the freedom only at

the Hustings.
Jig. 1883 Standard 24 Sept. 5^2

Determined to have their

differences out while science is in full hustings.

t b. According to Cowell, a similar court an-

ciently held in other cities : but it is doubtful

whether this is the meaning of the passage in Flcta.

1607 COWELL lnterj>r., Hustings, .. Other Cities and
towns also haue had a court of the Fame name, as Win-
chester, Lincolne.'Vorke, and Sheppey, and others \FUfa



HUSTLE. 477 HUT.

11. lv, Habet etiam Rex curiam -.u.nu in civiiatibu:>. . et lucu
..sicut in Hustengis LouduR WintoH Lincoln Ebor'&apud
Shcpey & alibi], where the Baruns or Citizens haue a record
of such things as are determinable before them.

*** Iii form kustingSy now usually constr. as sing.

f 3. The upper end of the Guildhall, where this

Court was held ; the platform ou which the Mayor
and Aldermen took their seats. Obs*

[168* Loud. Gas. No. 1738/3 The Common-Hall met . .

where the Lord Mayor and Aldermen being come down to

the Hustings, etc.] a 1734 NORTH Ejcam.\\\. viii. 22 (.1740;

598 When .. the Lord- Mayor and Court of Aldermen are

come upon the Suggestum, called the Hustings [etc.]. 1761
Brit. Mag. II. 603 The royal family returned into the hall,

and were conducted to the upper end of it, called the

Hustings ;
where a table was provided for them.

4. The temporary platform from which, previous
to the Ballot Act of 1872, the nomination of candi-

dates for Parliament was made, and on which these

stood while addressing the electors. Hence, contex-

tually, the proceedings at a parliamentary election.

1719 D'URFEY Pills (1872) II. 242 What tricks on the

Hustings Fanatics would play. 1774 BURKE S/>. Electors
rto0/Wkt. III. 14, I stood on the hustings .. less like a

candidate, than an unconcerned spectator of a publick pro-
ceeding. 1796 COLERIDGE Lett. (1895) 164 In the market
place stands the hustings. 1850 CARLYLE Latter-d. Pamfh,
vi. (1872) 204 One tiling the stupidest multitude at a hust-

ings can do. 1850 H T, MARTINEAU Hist. Peace II. v. ii. 231
The Church question was the leading one on the hustings.
1883 S. C. HALL Retrospect I. 23 An unpopular candidate
had frequently to beat a hasty retreat from the hustings.
5. attrib.) as husting-court^ -day ; hustings-cry,

-movement^ -orator, -topic ; hustings court
sense 2 ; also, a court of local jurisdiction in

Richmond and other cities of Virginia, U.S. ; hust-

ings-weight (in OE. hitstinges gewiht}, a standard

weight for precious metals in the nth c. (cf, htts-

linum pondus in Du Cange).
[c 1000 in Thorpe Dipt. Angl. &viSa.r. (1865) 533 Duos

cyphos argenteos de xlj marcis ad pondus Hustingie Lon-
donensis.] 1031 Charter ofCnitt in Kemble Cod. Dipt. IV.

37 Mid hundeahti^um marcan hwites seolfres be hustinges
gewihte. 1598 STOW Surv. v. xxvii. (1754) II. 467/1 Troy
weight, was, in the time of the Saxons called the Hustings-
weight of London. 1671 F. PHILLIPS Reg. Necess. 281 Some
Courts or Husting dayes. 1675 OGILBY Brit. Introd. 4 The
High and Antient Hustings-Court for Preservation of the
Laws. 1837 DISRAELI Let. 21 Nov. in Corr. w. Sister
(18861 75 A second-rate hustings orator. 1844 Coningsby
n. i, The hustings-cry at the end of 1832. 1889 Academy
i June 374/3 A husting court was held in 1885, and again in

1888 [for the enrolment of deeds relating to benefactions to
the City of London School]. 1898 E. W. JAMES Let. to

Editor^ In Richmond and other cities the Corporation
Courts, frequently called Hustings Courts, exercise both
civil and criminal jurisdiction. The Hustings Court of
Richmond has appellate jurisdiction in small civil matters

coming from the police courts or justices' courts.

Hustle (hirs'l), v. Also 8 hussell, 8-9 hussle.

[ad. Du. kusselcn
t hutstlen, to shake, to toss, MDu.

hittsehn to shake the money in the game of hustle-

cap, EKris. kiltselnt to toss about, to move hither

and thither, a frequentative of Du. kutsen, MHG.
hutztn

;
cf. Du. hotsci^ G. (dial.) hofzen, hotzeln

of similar meaning (see HOTCH). The stems hot-,
hut- appear in a number of formations in both

High and Low German dialects, all implying a

shaking movement. The development of sense a

is exclusively English.]
T" 1. trans. To shake to and fro, toss (money in

a hat or cap, in the game of hustle-cap). Also
absol. Obs.

1684 OTWAY Atheist n, As the boys do by their farthings,
hustle them in a hat together, and go to heads or tails for
them. 1736 FIELDING Pasquin v, Places, requiring learning
and grea parts, Henceforth shall all be busied in a hat,
And drawn by men deficient in them both. 1755 JOHNSON,
To Hustle^ to shake together in confusion. 1801 STKUTT
Sports >V Past, in, vii. 15 When they hustle, all the half-

pence pitched at the mark are thrown into a hat held by the

player who claims the first chance.

D. To shake about.

t
1851 S. JUDD Margaret i. ii, She saw a blue-jay washing

itself. . and hustling the water with its wings.
2. To push or knock (a person) about roughly or

unceremoniously ; to jostle in a rough or violent

fashion ; said esp. of a number who subject an
individual to this treatment as a method of assault-

ing or robbing him.

1751 SMOLLETT Per, Pic. (1779) I. ii. 21, I was hussled by
those rebellious rapscallions. 1798 Ann. I\eg. 56 Mrs.
Dearling . . was hustled by a gang of pickpockets. 1844
ALB. SMITH Adv. Mr. Ledbitry x. (1886) 31 Two or three. .

gathered round the fresh comers . . apparently with the in-

tention of hustling them. 1879 SALA Paris herself again
(1880) II. xi. 164 The business of the bludgeon men was to
hustle and maltreat people.
fig- *79& BURKE Regie. Peace ii. Wks. VIII. 234 The
proposed fraternity is hustled in the crowd of those treaties.

1883 Fortn. Rev. June 784 Liking nothing better than

hustling a Dissenter in print.

b. witIt complement : To push, thrust, force in

such a way into or out of a certain position or

through a certain space. Also transf. of the action
of the wind, tide, etc.

1753 Man No. 21. 3 When the clergyman coded his dis-

course, the people . . directly hus&ell'd the freethinker into

my cart. 1768 J BYRON Narr. Patagonia (ed. 2) 243 The

ship had been hustled through the Granadilloa in the night.
1824 Mechanic's Mag. No. 36. 126 The tide sometimes runs
so rapidly, as to hustle the ship on shore, before the sails

can be made to act. 1840 DICKENS Old C. Shop xxvi,
Mr. Huckster \vu.s pushed and hustled to the office again.
1841 CATLIN A", .inter. Ind. 1,1844) 1 1- xxxvi. 30 My pack-
ages. .and Indian articles, minerals, fossils. .1 shall hu-^tlc

them altogether. 1883 Pall Mall G. 27 Dec. 3/1 The enor-
mous Budget for 1884 is being successfully hustled througli
the French Senate. 1889 JESSOI-P Coining of h'riars v. 242
The husband who had just been hustled into Ins grave.

c. To urge, impel, push forward (into sonic

action) in a rough unfastidious fashion.

1887 SIR R. H. ROBERTS In the Shires ii. 28 He hustles

the cob into a canter, and makes for the nearest ford. 1890
Spectator 4 Jan., Women hustled into speech on all sorts of

subjects, are like flowers planted in water-glasses with their

roots exposed to the light.

3. intr. To push roughly against. Also absol.

To crowd together, jostling each other.

1823 BYRON Juan ix. Ixxxii, Ambassadors begun as 't were
to hustle Round the young man. 1837 LYTTON Athens II.

180 Their tall vessels . . driven and hustling the one against
the other. 1897 MAKY KINCSLEY W, Africa^ The woman
will accuse some man of having hustled against her.

b. intr. To push or elbow one's way.
1855 THACKERAY Newcotnes I. xxxv. 346 The . . society. .

thathustles into the churches on public festivals. 1857 Mn.s.

GATTY Par.fr. Nat. Ser. n. (1868) 98 The tortoise began
to hustle under the leaves and rubbish again.
4. intr. To move hastily, to hurry, to bustle ; to

work busily, push one's way actively,
' make a push '.

1821 CLARE I'ill. Minstr. II. 84 Haymakers, hustling
from the rain to hide. 1826 SCOTT Woodst. xxii, The King
..had hustled along the floor. 1/1867 EDISON in Temple
Mag. (1897) Sept. 885^1 I've got so much to do, and life is

so snort, that I am going to hustle.

Hustle (ho-sU), sb. [f. HUSTLE v.] The act of

hustling.
1. The act of shaking together: in PITCH AND
HUSTLE = hustle-cap, pitch-and-toss.
1715 State Quacks 24 Playing at Pitch and Huzle. 1801

STKUTT Sports # Past. in. viii. 15 Pitch and Hustle.

2. The act of pushing or jostling roughly.
1803 W. TAYLOK in Ann. Rev. I. 351 The hustle of

anarchy. 1837 CAKLYLE Fr. Rev. II. v. Hi, A thousand-
handed hustle and jostle. 1837 MRS. SHERWOOD Henry
Milner in. xi. 216 They clung fast to him, and it would have
been impossible for him to have extricated himself without

coming to a downright hustle.

3. U. S. Pushing activity ;

'

push '.

1892 Home Missionary (N.Y.) July 120 The hustle and
stir of our day. 1898 Daily Chron. 3 Dec. 5/1 With char-
acteristic

'

hustle ', excursions in the United States have
already been organised to Hawaii.

Hustle-bustle, rare- 1
. [Cf. HUSTLE and

BUSTLE.] A bustle in which there is much hustling
or jostling: in quot. altrib.

1836 T. HOOK G. Gurney III. 35 A sort of hustle-bustle

kind of confusion.

Hustle-cap (rurs'l|ke:p). 10bs. Also hussel-

cap. [f.
HUSTLE v. (sense i) + CAP^. Cf. MLG.

hutsekcn, hiitschen^ MDu. hutsseeruyssen as names
of similar games.] A form of pitch-and-toss, in

which the corns were ' hustled
'

or shaken together
in a cap before being tossed.

1709 Brit. Apollo II. No. 2. 1/2 If He delight at Hustle-

Cap to play. 1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic. ii, An excellent hand
at a song, hussle-cap, and chuck-farthing. 1809 W. IRVING
Kttickerb. (1849) 167 Youngsters who .. squandered what
little money they could procure at hustle-cap and chuck-

farthing. 1881 BESANT RICE Chapl. of Fleet I. 232 We
played all night at brag, all-fours, teetotum, hussle-cap.

Hustlement ;hys'lment). Obs. exc. dial.

Forms : 4 ostelfe)-, 4-5 ostil-, 4-5 hustil-, -yl-,

5 (hostilia-), 6 hostil(e)-, hustel-, ustyl(l}-,

hussel-, 7 husle-, 7-9 hustlement. dial, hussle-
merit, [a. OF, (]i}ostillement> (Ji^oust-^ (k}ust~ t

later out- (F 3th c. in Godef.), furniture, f. (fi}0$filltr,

mod.F. oilfiller, to furnish, equip, tit out with tools,

f. OF. (Ji}ostil, (fi;0itstil) mod.F. outil tool, and

(frjostille apparatus, utensil, tool.

M. Paul Meyer holds the OF. word to belong to K)ostelt

L. hospitale'. cf. med.L. hostilia house, dwelling (1265 in

Du Cange). Conjectures of derivation from L. fitilis^ fisus,

are nugatory ; though the accidental resemblance of later F.
outil to utilis has probably affected the later F. sense,
'

utensil, tool '.]

1. Household furniture
; chiefly ft. articles of

furniture, household goods.
^'374 CHAUCER Boeth. n. pr. v. 33 (Camb. MS.) It nedcth

of ful manye helpynges to kepyn the diuersyte of presyos
ostelementus [Adtiit. MS. ostelmentz, ed. i56ohostilements].

helpynges to kepyn the diuersyte of presyos
\_Addit. MS. ostelmentz, ed. i56ohostilements].

1418 E. E. Wills (1882) 35 Alle the hustilmentis of Beddyng.
1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 25 Pewter vessel!, cofferys, and
tuboes, wid alle othir ostilmentys generally. 1548 Rich-
mond. Wills (Surtees) 61 All the ustylment within the hows.

1599 Acc.-Bk. W. Wray in Antiquary XXXII. 244 One
stee wth all other husselment. 1877 N. W. Line. Gfoss.,

JiitssU'inent, household goods.
2. transf. Lumber ; odds and ends, a miscel-

laneous collection. [? associated with hustle.]
1664 POWER Exp. Philos. Pref. Aiijb, Described as being

the disregarded pieces and huslement of the Creation. 1773
Imientory in Cheshire Gloss. 418 In Lumber or Hustlemenls
zs.bd. 1876 Mid-Yorksh. Gloss.) Hustlement^ a mixed
gathering of persons or things.

Hustler ^h-slai). [f.
HUSTLE ZJ. + -EK!.]

1. One who takes part in hustling a person ; one
of a gang of pickpockets who work on this plan.

1825 K.NAPP & BALDW. Newgate Cat. IV. 295/2 Known as

a hustler.

2. a. U. S. An extremely energetic or
(

pushing
*

person, b. A '

hustling* storm.
i88z T. G. BOWLES Flotsam $ Jetsam 11883) 245 The sky

. . had that dull, leaden, greasy look which usually portends
a real good hustler. 1886 Publisher's Weekly 18 Dec. 965/1
Young man, a '

hustler
'

in every respect. 1800 Pall Mail
G. 5 Mar. 7/2 They have a word here to describe the typical
New York man. They say he is a hustler. It.. means a

person
in a condition of nervous hurry, and they are all

hustlers here.

Hustling (hzj'slirj), vbl. *M The action of

the verb HUSTLE in \arious senses.

1760 J. ADAMS Diary 2 June Wks. 1850 II. 86, I had no . .

companions for pleasure, either in walking, riding, drinking,
hurtling, or any thing else. 1797 Sporting Ma*. X. 108

Amusing himself with pricking in the belt, hustling in the
hat, &.c. 1890 BOLDREWOOU Col. Reformer (1891) 154 It

|a horse] took a little hustling to prevent his being distanced.

1897 Daily \'ews 30 July 7/1 The first woman to cross over
the divide. .She did much '

hustling
1

in the winter, and she
showed a noble pair of moose antlers as a trophy of her
skill with the rifle.

i Hustling, vbl. sb.- Obs. rare- 1
. [? Echoic:

cf. rustle.] Clashing, hurtling; ? rustling.
1513 DOUGLAS duet's xii. xii. 7 The husling in [ed. 1553

hussilling of] his armour dyd rebund And kest a terribill or
a feirfull sound [Virgil, horrendumqne intonat armis\.

Hustling (hzrslirj), ///. a.
[f. HUSTLE v. +

-ING Si.] That hustles, pushing.
1871 PALCRAVE Lyr. Poems ii The low bee-hive bench,

the trough Of hustling swine. 1896 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl.
4 Jan. 10/5 It., is more like the hustling United States
dailies than the other Mexican dailies.

Huswife, etc. : see HOUSEWIFE, etc.

Hut (htft), sb. Also 7-9 hutt. [First in i yth c. ;

a. F. hutte (i6-i7th c. D'Aubigne in Hatz.-Darm.,
161 1 in Cotgr.), a. MHG., Ger. hutte

t OHG. hutta,

huttea, hut, perh. : OTeut. *hudja t f. root kud'
t

hud- of OE. hydan to hide. A specific HG. word
which has passed into LG., Du., and Swedish, as

well as the Romanic langs. and Eng. ; perh. as

a word of the camp : cf. sense i b.]

1. A dwelling of ruder and meaner construction

and (usually) smaller size than a house, often of

branches, turf, or mud, such as is inhabited by
savages, or constructed for temporary use by shep-

herds, workmen, or travellers. In Australia, applied
to the cottages of stock-men : cf. httt-kecper in 4.
1658 EVELYN Fr. Card. (1675) 100 A small hutt of fern or

straw. 1669 WOBLIDGE Syst. Agric. (1681 ) 327 Hut, a small
Hovel or Cottage. 1697 DAMPIER Voy. I. ii. 16 The next

night came on before we could build more Hutts, so we lay

straggling in the Woods. 1717 LADY M. W. MONTAGU
Let. to Abbe Conti i Apr., Their houses are nothing but
little huts, raised of dirt baked in the sun. 1726-46 THOM-
SON Winter 337 How many shrink into the sordid hut Of
cheerless Poverty ! 1775 JOHNSON Journ. West. Isl.,

Ostig Wks. X. 439 By a house I mean a building with one

story over another : by a hut> a dwelling with only one
floor. 1837 W. IRVING Capt. Bonneville II. 219 They pro-
ceeded until they came to some Indian huts. 1844 Port

Phillip Patriot ii July 1/3 At head station are a three-

roomed hut, large kitchen, wool shed [etc.]. 1893 Bookman
June 86/1 Dining off black bread . . in a Swiss peasant's hut.

b. Milit. A wooden structure for the temporary
housing of troops.
1665 SIK T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 120 Within the Fort

are many small houses or huts which lodge the Souldiers.
a 1674 CLARENDON Hist. Reb. ix. 63 Above a thousand

were called Baracks, and those for the Foot Hittts. 1706
PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Hut,, .a Soldier's Lodge in the Field.

1882 MRS. EWING Story Short Life ii, The huts for married
men and officers were of varying degrees of comfort and
homeliness, but those for single men were like toy-boxes of

wooden soldiers.

f c. A beaver's i

lodge *. Obs.

1722 D. COXE Carolina. 48 Most Parts of North-America
have Beavours ; you shall scarce meet with a Lake, where
there are not some of their Dams and Hutts.

t 2. transf. The shell of a tortoise. 06s.

1698 FRYER Ace. E. India $ P. 122 The Tortoise, .the

Neck reaching as far as the Hut, soft and undefensible.

Ibid. Index Explanatory, Callipat, the Hut of the Tortoise.

3. The back end or body of the breech-pin of a

musket.

1867 SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk., Hutt, the breech-pin of

a gun. 1868 Act 31 <$ 32 Wet. c. cxiii. Sched. B, The
Barrels . . shall be smoothed in the finished State, with the

Breeches in the percussioned State, Huts filed up.

4. attrib. and Comb., as hut-building, -circle^ -life,

tax
t -village ; hut-shaped adj. ; hut-hold, the in-

mates of a hut
;
so hut-holder, the occupant of

a hut (after household, -er} ; hut-keeper, one who

keeps or guards a hut ; esp. }
in Australia, one who

looks after the huts on a station while the occupants
are away at work ;

hence hut-keep z>., hut-keep-

ing vbl. sb.
; hut-shooter, one who shoots from a

hut ; hut-urn, a cinerary urn of the shape of a hut.

1807 P. GASS Jrnl. 174 We continued at our *hut-building.
1865 LUBBOCK Prak. Times 63 There are.. other remains of

great interest, such, for example, as., the *
*Hut-circles'.

1866 CARLYLE Remin. (18811 I. 126 Boatman and *huthold
were in bed. 1886 Belgravia Feb. 417 Each "hutholder- .

sweeps up and burns all the debris that may have accunm-
kited during the day. 1897 MARY KINCSSLEY II'. Africa



HUT.

112 We made for a group of *hut-homesteads and chatted

uith the inhabitants. 1865 S. SIDNEY Three Colonies

Australia (ed. 2) 380 (Morris) At every other station I have

called at, a woman '*hut-keeps ', while the husband is

ninding the sheep. i8oa HARRINGTON Hist. A'. S. Wales

e Argus 14 June .. v _

you ever know a hutkeeper cook for sixty shearers? x8tta

MRS. EWING Story Short Life ii, Simple and sociable ways
of living, necessitated by *hut-lifc in common. 1857 UIRCH
Anc. Pottery 11858) II. 145 The old *hut-shaped vases of

the Alban lake. 1884 Nottconf. fy fndep. 28 Feb. 213 2 The
cost.. being defrayed by a *hut-tax. 1865 LUBBOCK Prek.
Times \\. (1878)53 **Hut-urns \.orurns in the form of huts.

Hut (ht), v. [a. F. huttcr refl., to make a hut

for one's lodging, f. hutte : see prec. sb.]
1. trans. To place in a hut or huts; to furnish

with a hut or huts
;
to place (troops, etc.) in huts,

esp. for winter quarters.
1651 COTTERELL Cassandra in. in. ( 1676) 272 Souldiers, who

made an end of hutting themselves. 1758 SMOLLETT Hist. E.

(1841) III. xxvi. 300 They were obliged to hut their camp,
and remain in the open fields till January. 1834 Blacfciv.

Mag. XXXV. 758 We might have . . been hutted . . in some
deplorable inn. 1865 CARLVLE Fredk. Gt. xvm. xiv. VIII. 63
He makes his people hut themselves (weather wet and bad'.

1879 DitfoN Brit. Cyprus xiii. 124 Some of the men are

hutted, but the officers are still in tents. 1894 J. WINSOR
Cartier to Frontenac 288 In the neighborhood there were
a few New England Indians hutted for the winter.

b. trans. * To put up (grain) in the field in a

small stack' (Jam.).
1805 R. W. DICKSON Pract.. Agric. (1807) II. 286 The

hutting of grain in the field is mostly had recourse to in

late wet harvests. Ibid. 794 Gaiting and hutting corn.

2. intr. To lodge or take shelter in a hut or huts
;

to go into winter quarters.
1807 WILKINSON in Pike Sources Missis*, n. (1810) App.

29 The men solicited me to hut. 1849 SIR C. J. NAPIER in

Life (1859) 148 Gough may hut, yet that will hardly do
I fear. 1881 Mem. G. Thomson ix. 126 At the end of ihe

hamlet where we hutted, I observed a neat little fence.

Hence Hu'tting vbl. sb.

1805 [see i b]. 1869 E. A. PARKES Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3)

526 Not merely trench work, but hutting, cooking, washing.
1898 Daily News 14 Mar. 5/6 The troops are engaged in

hutting with grass from the west bank.

Hut, obs. 3rd sing. pres. ind. of HIDE v.1

Hut(t: see HOT s&. 1 3, a roll for a cock's spur.

Hutch. (htf), sb. Forms: 4-6 huche, (4

houche, 4-5 hucch(e, hoche, 5 husche, huch
,

5-7 hutche, (6 hotche;, 5- hutch. [ME. huche^

hucche^ a. F. huche (i3th c. in I.ittre; also huge

!2-i3thc. in Hatz.-Darm.; : med.L. kufica ('cista

vulgo /fe/tVa dicta*, lithe. inDuCange) : ulterior

etymology obscure, referred by some to Ger. hut,

OHG. huota care, keeping, huten to watch, guard
(see HEED). In ME., hucche ran together more or

less with whucche, whicche : OE. hwicce in same
sense : see WHITCH sb.]

1. A chest or coffer, in which things are stored.

1303 R. BRUNNE Handl. Synne 6230 To ley hyt vp. .O^er
yn cofre, o(>er yn hucche. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 242/1 Hoche,
or whyche (S. husch, //., P., hoche, hutche), cista^ archa.

1455 Paston Lett. No. 257 I. 351 His menye robbe his

chambre, and ryfled his huches. 1495 Trei'isas Barth.
De P. R. xvm. cv. (W. de VV.i, Leues of the Lauri tree of

j

Cedres and of Cipresse . . put amonge clothes in hutches

[Sod/. MS. whucches] saue the clothes, .fro corrupcyon and

etynge of moughtes. 1536 Rent. Sedition 22 a, To gyue i

him money out of the comune hutche, to bye hym botis
j

and showes. 1593 NASHE Christ's T. 853, An old Vsurer
,

..rakes vp thirty or forty thousande pounds together in
j

a hutch. 1642 J. LANGTON in Lisntore Papers Ser. n. (1888) I

V. 48 Some money was founde..hidd in the hutches of i

Otmeale. 174* Lond. <$ Country Brew. i. (ed. 4) 5 From
the Cistern, it [the malt] is put into a square Hutch or

j

Couch, where it must lie thirty Hours. 1789 BRAND Hist. \

Newcastle I. 421 note, Amongst the writings in the town's
j

hutch. 1872 RILEY in yd Rep. Hist. MSS. Cotnm. 341/2
The various documents, .from the various lockers, and the

ancient hutch, or chest in which they are preserved.

jff'
1SS A.BP. SANDVS Serm. xiv. 28 All knowledge is

shut vp . . in the hutch of his breast.

f b. Applied to the * ark of God '. Obs.

(71315 SHOREHAM 51 Ine the ealde lawe beren hy The
hoche of holy crefte. a 1340 HAMPOLE Psalter cxxxi. 8

pou & J>e huche of J?i halighynge. c 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839)
viii. 85 That Arke or Hucche, with the Relikes, Tytus
ledde with hym to Rome.
2. A box or box-like pen or ' house

'

in which an

animal is confined, as a rabbit-hutch.

1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 171 These Ferrets are

kept in little hutches, in houses. 1666 J. DAVIES Hist.

Caribby Isls 139 They retreat, as the Conies do into their

Clappers or Hutches. 1803 J. KENNY Society 152 A rabbit

who had all his life been pent within a hutch. 1879 J.

WRIGHTSON in CasseU's Techn. Educ. IV. 70/2 Immediately
the calf is born, it is removed to a suitable hutch or crib.

b. A small confined place or compartment occu-

pied by a human being ; applied contemptuously to

a hut or cabin, or humorously to a small house.

1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1658) 372 In a very spacious
field there are little hutches built of that height as a man
may stand upright in them : everyone of these is shut with
a little gate. 1719 DE FOE Crusoe i. viii, I cannot express
what a satisfaction

jt
was to me to come into my old hutch.

1880 KINGLAKE Crimea VI. vi. 140 The French army .

mainly used the '

tente d'abri
', a low canvas hutch which

was a miserable substitute for the ordinary tent. 1893
Wtsttn. Gat. 4 July 5/1 It is probably cheaper to hav

478

such a private
' hutch

'

than to pay for five or six seats in

the legitimate stands.

3. Technical, a. A salmon coop, crib, or crnive.

b. Short for bolting-hutch (see BOLTING vbl. sbJ- 3%
C. A kneading trough, d. A box trap. 6. A box
for washing ore. f. A box-like carriage, wagon,
truck, etc., used for transport purposes in agri-

culture, mining, etc. g. As a measure: see quots.
a. 1601 CAREW Cornwall 28 b, The Sammons principall

accesse is betweene Michaelmas and Christmas .. The..
more profitable meanes of their taking, is by hutches,

b. 1619 B. JoKsON/Y?<u. reconciled to Virtue^ The plough
and the flail, the mill and the hopper, The hutch and the

boulter, the furnace and copper. 1875 KNIGHT Diet. Mech, t

Hutch.. 2. (Milling.) The case of a flour bolt.

C. 1658 tr. Porto's Nat. Mag. iv, xix. 146 The next day
cast it [dough] into a Hutch, and adde more meal to it.

d. 1669 WORLIDGE Syst. Agric. (1681) 329 Hutch, .also a

trap made hollow for the taking of Weasels, or such like

Vermin alive. 1778!'. SIMPSON Vermin A"*/<Vr4Somemake
vse. .of wooden traps, called hutches.

6. 1881 RAYMOND Mining- Gloss., Hutch . . a. A cistern or

box for washing ore. Cornw.
f. 1744-50 W. ELLIS Mod. Husbandnt. IV. in. 42 [They]

carry [pease] home in a hutch-waggon, as they call it here

[Sandwich, Kent]. 1791 A. YOUNG Trav. Prance (1794)
I. i. 84 Driving a one-horse booby hutch about the

streets. 1796 J.
BOYS Agric. Kent (1813) 54 The carnages

used for carrying corn to market, &c. are called hutches,
drawn by four horses .. They are thirteen feet long ..

generally three feet wide before, and four behind at the

bottom, .and twenty [inches] deep. 182580 JAMIESON,
Hutch, the kind of basket or small waggon, in which coals

are brought from the mine. Lanarks.^ Renfr. 1891 Labour
Commission Gloss., Hutches or Tubs, small waggons into

which the miner loads his coal.

g. i8oa C. FINDLATER Agric. Surv. Peebles 140 Dung is..

emptied from carts into every third furrow, in small heaps
(or hutches), five or six of such hutches being contained in a

single horse cart. 1812 J. WILSON Agric. Surv. Renfr. 26
The price of these pyrites or copperas stones, by old con-

tract, was 2$d?. per hutch, of two hundred weight. 1825-80
JAMIESON s.v., The coal hutch is two Winchester bushels.

1858 SIMMONDS Diet. Trade s.v., Six hutches of coal make
a cart-load of about 14 cwt.

4. at(rib., as hutch box (see 3 a), trap (see 3 d).

1744-50 [see 3 f]. 1846 J. BAXTER Libr. Pract. Agric.
(ed. 4) II. 371 The common or hutch trap may be used
with effect, .where but a few vermin prevail. Ibid. 372 The
weasel . . may be readily caught by hutch or box traps. 1868
Law Rep. Q. Bench Div. III. 288 A hutch-box, crib, or

enclosed place in connection with a fishing mill-dam.

t Hutch, a- Obs. [app. a phonetic variant of

HULCH a.
;
but cf. also HUGK-.] Hunched, humped,

gibbous : chiefly in hutch back. Also in comb, in

hutch-back'd, hump-backed, hutch-shouldered,

hump-shouldered.
1624 HEYWOOD Gunaik. n. 115 Some .. with crooked

legges, and hutch-backes, rather like monsters than men.

Captives n. ii. in Bullen O. PI. IV, An ould bald fellowe,
hutch-shoolderd. 163* ist Pt. Iron Age m. i. Fijb.
What if Thersites . . striu'd to hide his hutch-backe. 1668
H. MORE Div. Dial. n. xiii. 249 The Acephali. .might be

nothing but some strong hutch-back'd People.

Hutch., v- Also 6 huch. [f. prec. sb.]
1.- trans. To put or lay up in a hutch or chest.

1574 HELLOWES Gueuara's Fam. Ef>. (1584) 254 To huch
up double Ducates, to tell golde. 1634 MILTON Cornus

719 In her own loins She hutched the all-worshipped ore,
and precious gems To store her children with. 1863 LD.
LYTTON Ring Avtasis II. 213 Hutched among the gray and
dewy slabs, in the bloomy bottom of the glen, the old
brown mill was crouching by his spectral wheel.

2. To wash (ore) in a hutch (HUTCH sb. 3 e).
In recent Diets.

t Hutchet. Her. Obs. [ad. F. huchet (isthc.
in Godef.), f. hucher to call or summon.] A
hunter's horn

;
a bugle.

1572 BOSSEWELL Armorie n. 36 Beareth Sable, a Cheuron
betwene three Huchettes D'argent. 1610 GUILLIM Heraldry
vi. i. (1660) 384 A Hutchet or Hunters horn Argent. 1611

COTGR., Comette, a Bugle, Hutchet, or little Home, a 1661
FULLER Worthies

>
Yorksh. in. (1662) 224 A Hutchet or

Bugle Argent.

Hutchinsonian (hzrtjins0u*nian), a. and sb.

[See -IAN.]
A. adj. a. Of or pertaining to John Hutchinson

(died 1737), a writer on natural philosophy, who
interpreted the Bible mystically, and opposed the

Newtonian philosophy, b. Of or according to

Anne Hutchinson (died 1 643 ) ,
an antinomian

teacher in New England.
1765 WESLEY Jml. g Oct., Mr. Jones . . seems to have

totally overthrown the Newtonian Principles. But whether
he can establish the Hutchinsonian, is another Question.
1844 W. H. MILL Serm. Tempt. Christ Notes" 155 The
doctrine of the Hutchinsonian School, .which presumes..
to teach that the relations of Father, Son, and Holy Ghost,
are merely official in the ceconomy of redemption. 1894
W. WALKER Hist. Congreg. Ch. U.S.A. 215 The Hutchin-
sonian dispute, in the early days of Massachusetts.

B. sb. An adherent of either of the above.

1753 Scots Mag. Oct. 528/2 It appears to be written by
an Hutchinsonian. 1770 WESLEY Jrnl. 30 Aug., Both of
those are Hutchinson lans. 1882-3 SCHAFF Encycl. Relig.
Knowl. III. 2058 A Hutchinsonian in science and learning,
he was, nevertheless, chosen professor of astronomy in

Gresham College.
Hence Hutchinso'nianism.
1860 J. GARDNER Faiths Worll II. 95/2 Mr. Catcott of

Bristol, .wrote a defence of Hutchinsomanism in Latin.

HUY.

t Hute. Obs. rare. [A variant of HUE sb.2

The inserted t is found also in AFr. httteys and the

AngloL. hutesium = Auesfum,OY. hneis,hueys out-

cry: its origin is obscure.] Outcry ; HUE sb.-

[1376 Act 4 Edit', i (Office of Coroner) Similiter de omni-
bus homicidiis..levetur Hutesium. 1*92 BRITTON i. xxx.

3 II porount enquire, -de huteys a tort leve.] 1534 Act
26 Hen. Vljl t c. 5 i Any outcrie, hute, or fresshe suite

of or for anie felonie.

Huth.er~inuthei% var. of HUDDER-MUDDER.
t Hutit, ///. a. Sc. Obs. Also 6 huttit. [See
HOOT v. 2.] Execrated, execrable, abominable.
c 1500 Koitll's Cursing 47 in Laing Sel. Rent. Pop. Poetry

Scot. t Ffluxis, hyvis, or huttit ill, Hoist, heidwark, or fawin
ill. 1513 DOUGLAS sEneis vu. x. 65 This hutit Goddes
[im'isHw nnmen}. Ibid, vm. iv. 33 Onto this hutit monstre,
this Cacus.

Hutment (hzrtment). [f. HUT v. + -MENT.]
Accommodation or lodging in huts ; a hutted en-

campment.
1889 Lancet 30 Mar. 650/1 ,14,230 for hutment for in-

creased garrison at Malta. 1895 Times 9 Mar. 7/5 A company
of infantry from the North Front hutments [Gibraltar].

1898 Daily News 25 Aug. 5/2 A sea of white tents, brown
blanket shelters, and nondescript grass hutments.

Hutt, obs. form of HOT sb. {

(sense 3), HUT. ,

t Hutte. Obs. [Variant of HOT sbl]
1. A clod (of earth).
<ri4ao Pallad. on ffusb. a. 188 With a shelle or hutte

[gleba] adoun hem presse.

2. The mass of foam on a boiling surface.

? 1390 Form of Cnry in Warner Antiq. Culin. (1791^ 13
Set it over the fire and boile it ; and when the hutte arisith

to goon over, take it adoun and kele it.

Hutted (hzrted), a.
[f.

HUT v. or sb. + -ED.]
Furnished with or consisting of huts.

1778 Hist. Europe in Ann. Reg. 2i2*/t Enduring all the

necessities of the season, under a hutted camp in the open
field. 1885 R. HARTMANN Anthrop. Apes 294 A hutted

encampment of the Obongo or the Doko.

Huttock, obs. and dial. var. HATTOCK.
Huttoniaii (hutJu'nian), a. [See -IAN.]
A. adj. Of or relating to James Hutton the

geologist (1726-1796), who maintained against
Werner the igneous or 'plutonic' origin of un-

stratified rocks, as basalt, granite, etc.

1801 Edin. Rev. I. 206 Deducible from the..Huttonian

hypothesis. 1802 PLAYFAIR (title) Illustrations of the
Huttonian Theory. 1852 TH. Ross HumboldPs Trav. I.

xlv. 457 The partisans of the Huttonian or volcanic theory.

1859 J. HAMILTON Mem, J. Wilson i. 12 The discussion
. .between Wernerian and Huttonian theorists.

B. sb. An adherent of the geological principles
advocated by Hutton.
1802 Edin. Rev. I. 202 The leading positions, .of the

Huttonians. 1815 W. PHILLIPS Outl. Min. $ Geol. (1818)

196 These two
parties

are termed volcanists and neptunists :

or more familiarly by geologists, Huttonians and Wer-
nerians. 1876 PACE Adv. Text-bk. Geol. vi. 113 The
Huttonians or Vulcanists . . advocated an igneous and
eruptive origin for the traps, basalts, greenstones, and

granites.
Hence Hutto'nianism, the theory of Hutton.

1892 Athenaeum 6 Aug. 181/3 Playfair constituted him-
self the apostle of Huttonianism.

Huus, obs. f. HOUSE. Huve, var. HOUVK,
HOVE. Huwe, obs. f. HEUGH, HOVE v.

y
HUE sb.i

Huwyr, var. HUBK, Obs.

t Hux. Obs. rare. Also i husc. [OE. hux,
/*w,r<T= OS.,OHG. hose, of like meaning.] Mockery,
scorn, derision. (Only OE. and early ME.)
a 1000 Csedmon"s Gen. 2382 (Gr.) Heo. .bone hleoSorcwyde

husce belejde. cioooGloss. in Wr.-Wulcker 513/11 Per
hironiatn, burh hucx. c 1205 LAV. 28865 Hux and hoker
me warp him on. Ibid. 29798 Hu Bruttissce biscopes hine

grztte mid huxes.

b. Comb., as hux-word. (Cf. OS. hoscword.}
a 1000 Andreas 669 (Gr.) Huscworde hyspan. c 1205 LAY.

21682 Mid heore hux worden [c 1275 hokere wordes].

i'Huxen, huxoii. [Another form of *hoxen,
Hox sb., and HOCKSHIN, repr. OE. hdhsinu HOUGH-

SINEW.] The hough 01 hock of a quadruped ;
the

hough of a man.
1681 Land. Gaz. No. 1677/4 A dapple Grey Gelding.,

a white spot above the Huxen of his further Leg behind.

1736-46 PEGGE Kenticisms (E. D. S.), Huxon^ the same as

Somers[et] hucksheens^ i.e. the hocks or hams.

Hu'xing. [Derivation uncertain; in form a

vbl. sb. of a vb. *hux, the existence of which is

assumed by Ash, and in later Diets.] A method
of catching pike, by means of hooks suspended by
lines from bladders.

1708-15 KERSEY, Hnxing of the Pikt^ a particular way
of taking that sort of Fish. i77-4i in CHAMBERS Cycl.

1787 BEST Angling (ed. 2) 46 There is also a method to

take pikes with, called Huxing. Take thirty or forty blad-

ders, blow them up, and tie them close and strong ; and at

the mouth of each, tie a line, .at the end of the lines, let

hooks be armed.. the
pike having taken the bait, will

bounce about with the bladder, to the infinite diversion of

all the spectators ; when he is almost spent take him up.

Huxter, etc., obs. forms of HUCKSTER, etc.

Huy, var. Hi pron. \ obs. f. HOY sb., HUE sb.%

Huyd, obs. pa. pple. of HIDE v.1 Huydalgo,
obs. f. HIDALGO. Huyde, obs. f. HIDE. Huy-
dels, var. HIDELS, Obs. Huyfe, var. HOVE
j.a Obs.



HUYGHENIAN.

Huyghenian (hsigrnian), a. [f. Huyghen-s
+ -IAN.J Ol or pertaining to Christian Huygheus,
a Dutch mathematician and astronomer (1629-95).
Huyghcnian eyepiece, a negative eyepiece of an optical

instrument invented by Huyghens, consisting of two plano-
convex leases, with their plane sides towards the eye.

1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Teckn. s.v. Satellites, The.. Huge-
nian Satellite, as 'tis called, because discovered first by Mr.
Hugeni. revolves round Saturn, in about 16 Days. 1837
GORING & PRITCHARD Microgr. 95 The pictures formed by
deep achromatic triplet object-glasses acting with Huy.
ghenian eye-pieces. 1867 J. HOGG Alicrosc. I. ii. 50 The Huy.
ghenian eye-piece, .is the best for merely optical purposes.

Huyr(e, obs. ff. HIRE ; var. HURE, Obs., a cap.

Huysseuite (hai'senait). Min. [Named after

Hnyssen, its discoverer.] A greenish grey mineral,
a borate of manganese and iron, from the salt mine
at Stassfurt.

1868 DAXA .Ifin. (ed. 5! Suppl. 799.

Huyst, obs. f. HUST, WHIST. Huyt, obs. f.

HOED. Huyte, obs. f. WUITE.
Huz, north, dial. f. Us.

HllZZ, "'< lObs. [Origin obscure. In the northern

glossary to J. Hutton's ' Tour to the Caves
'

1 781, is
*

Huzzin, an husk'.] (See quot.
1

)

310 T
ins of co

wire grate.

1747 Gentl. Mag. 310 The smaller hulls, chaff and buzzes,
that is, grains of corn in their hulls, passed thro' this wide

.

Huzz (hz), int. [Echoic.] A buzz.

1827 HARDMAN Waterloo 20 The sprouts of this twig will

rustle out Huzz ! While their verdant branch lies buried in

the fuzz.

Huzz (hoz), v. Also 6 husz. [Echoic ; see

prec. : cf. whizz.] intr. (rarely trans.} To buzz.

Hence Hu'zzin^ vbl. s6. and ppl. a.

1555 W. WATREMAN Fardle Facions i. vi. 94 Gnattes..
driue the Lions with their stingyn^ and terrible huszyng,'
cleane out of that quartre. 1557-8 PHAER sEneid vi.

R iij b, As bees . . With buzzing feruent noyse. 1616 SURFL. &
MARKH. Country Farme 320 Whether you heare a great
noise and buzzing within [the hive]. 1664^

ETHEREDGE
Love in Tub \. ii, Mrs. Graciana has flung a Squib into his

bosom, where the Wild-fire will buzz for a time, and then,

crack, it flies out. 1683 OTWAY Venice Pres. v. i. 67 The
waves Huzzing and booming round my sinking head. 1747
Genfl. Ma-g. 381 Let not your vessel be.. stopped clobe,

until, by drawing it off, it be made to leave buzzing and
sputtering. 1864 TENNYSON North. Farmer (p. S.) xvi,
Wi' 'is kittle o' steam Huzzin' an' maazin' the blessed
fealds wi' the Divil's oan team. 1894 F. S. ELLIS Reynard
7ojust as a big dragon fly Was huzzing-buzzing in his eye.

Huzza i,h#za', huza*), int. and sb. Also 6-8

hussa, 7 hussaw, 7- huzzah, huzzay (hzz^').

[app. a mere exclamation, the first syllable being
a preparation for, and a means of securing simul-

taneous utterance of the final a.

It is mentioned by many 17-1
8th c. writers as being

originally a sailor's cheer or salute: 'It was derived from
the marine and the shouts the seamen make when friends

come aboard or go off' (North Exam. (1740) 617). It may
therefore be the same as heisau ! hissa ! originally hauling
or hoisting cries : see HEEZE v. quot. 1549 and HISSA.

(German has also hu'ssa as a cry of hunting and pursuit,

and, subsequently, of exultation.)]

A. int. A shout of exultation, encouragement,
or applause ;

a cheer uttered by a number in unison;

a hurrah.
1682 N. O. Boileau's Lutrin in. 33 Oh see (says Night)

these Rogues sing Huzza ! proud Of sure success, under

my favouring Shroud, 1706 FARQUHAR Recruit, Officer i.

i, Huzza then ! huzza for the queen, and the honour of

Shropshire ! 1830 C. WORDSWORTH Jnil. m Overton Life
(1888) 50 Winchester beat Eton by sixty runs, huzza. 1855
THACKERAY Rose <$ Ring xix, Everybody was shouting,
'

Huzzay ! huzzay !. . Long live the King and Queen !

'

B. sb. The shout of huzza; a shout of exultation

or applause ; a hurrah.

1573 G. HARVEY Scholar's Love In Letter-bk. (Camden)
115 Whattes now.. My youthfulliste hollaes, hussaes, and

sahqes, But wretchid allasses, godhelpes, and woes ? 1665
EVELYN Diary i July, Went on board the Prince .. she
had 700 men. They made a great huzza or shout at our

approch, 3 times. 1679 Land. Gaz. No. 1372/4 At his

passing over the Bridge, the Castle saluted him with five

great Guns, and closed the farewel with three Hussaws,
Seamen like. 1686 S. SEWALL Diary 25 Sept., Queen's birth-

day. .made a great fire in the evening, many hussas. 1688
WOOD Life 16 Dec. (O. H. S.) III. 289 Followed with
a numerous company, with loud huzzaies. 1711 W. ROGERS

Voy. 220 We saluted each of the other Ships with 3

Huzzas from on board her. 1734 PO^E Ess. Man iv. 256
One self-approving hour whole years outweighs Of stupid
starers and of loud huzzas. 1838 Hist. Rec. ind Regt. Foot

65 The battalion advanced with a British Huzza, and the

enemy abandoned the redoubt and fled. 1858 THACKERAY

Virgin, xxxix. The chaplain slapped down his cards with

a_huzzay 1880 E. K.IRKE Garfield 16 The wild huzza of

victory.

f b. allusively. One given to noisy or riotous

conduct ; a rake, a gallant. Also huzza-woman.
1660-73 WVCHERLF.Y Genii. Dancing-Mast, i. ii, We are

for the brisk huzzas of seventeen or eighteen. Ibid., Tear-

ing midnight ramblers, or huzza-women.
c. Huzza-men, men hired to shout * huzza'.

S:g
Flying Post 27 Jan., For scores of huzza-men . . ^40.

Uzza (hza-, huza 1

), v. Also 9 huzzah, huz-

zay (hpze--}. [f. HUZZA int.]

1. intr. To shout huzza. Constr. at, for.
1683 TRYON Way to Health 510 They are Carouzing and

Huzzaing like mad Devils with their roaring Companions.
1705 HICKERINGII.L Priest-cr. ii. iv, 43They drink a Health
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Huzzah to the Prosperity of the Highflown . .Ceremony-
Monger. 1768 BOSWELL Corsica iii. (ed. z) 228 He imme-
diately sets fire to it, huzzas at the explosion. 1802 HOME
Hist. /\et>. v, The populace. .who huzza for any thing that

linni^ them together, huzzaed. 1x1845 HOOD Pub. Dinner
ii, Hip, hip ! and huzzaing, And singing and saying. 1856
WHYTE MELVILLE Kate Cov. ix, The rustics huzzaed for

their landlord. 1860 THACKERAY Round. Papers, Ribbons,
I huzzay respectfully when they pass in procession.

2. trans. To acclaim with huzzas.
1688 in Gutch Coll. Cur. I. 381 They huzza'd and humm'd

them in great abundance. 1710 STEELE Tatler No. 193 PS,
I . . have yet Lungs enough to huzza their Victories. 1710
HEARNE Collect. (O. H. S.) II. 339 Some Persons were so

impudent (to speak in the canting phrase) as to huzza him,

1813 SCOTT Rokcby vi. xxvi, The brute crowd, whose envious
zeafHuzzas each turn of Fortune's wheel. 1855 THACKF.RAV
Newcomes I. v. 49 The way of the world, which huzzays all

prosperity.

Hence Huzza-ing vbl. sb. and///, a. ; Hnzza'er,
one who shouts huzza.

1708 W. KING Coo&cry (R.), A caldron of fat beef and

stoop of ate On the huzzaing mob shall more prevail, n 1734
NORTH F.xant, in. viii. 44 (1740) 617 At merry Meetings,
good Fellowship in Way of Healths, run into some Extra-

vagance and Noise, as that which they called Huzzaing, an

Usage then at its Perfection. 1805 Naval Ckron. XIV.
384 The huzzaing multitude. 1838 Tait's Mag. V. 426
Shouters, or singers, or huzzaers. 1862 GEN. P. THOMPSON
in Bradford Advertiser 15 Feb. 6/1 A vulgar huzzaer in

the mob. 1862 CARLYLK Fredk. Gt. x. viii. (1872) III. 298
' These huzzahings only tell me what I have lost !

'

said the
new King.

Huzzard. ? Obs. [?f. Huzz v. + -AKD. Cf.

BUZZARD sb*, and huzz-buzz cockchafer (Chester
and Shropsh.).] A species of fly used in angling.
1799 G. SMITH Laboratory II. 299 Hnzzard . . This fly is

little known . .It is larger than the green-drake, of a beauti-

ful lemon-colour, both body and wings. i8z9Gi.ovER//z"^.
Derby I. 177 Well known to the expert angler, .harry long-

legs fly, hawthorn fly, buzzard fly.

Huzzie, huzzy: see HUSSY.

Hv-, a rare ME. spelling of //-, as in hv = hu,
How

;
hvnt - HUNT ; hvyr = huir, HURE.

Hw-, a frequent OE. initial element (: OTeut.

kw-j pre-Teut. kw-} t for which wh- was afterwards

substituted
;

e. g. OE. hwd, hwelp, hwistle, hivj?,

hwylc (early ME. hwuck\ now WHO, WHELP,
WHISTLE, WHY, WHICH. All OE. and early ME.
words in kw- included in this dictionary will be

found under WH-.
Hw- also occurs, esp. in early Sc. works, for huu-

and ku- : e. g. Hw = hu, How ; Hwe = HUE
;

Hwgsom = UGSOME
;

Hwick = huik, HOOK ;

Hwid = huid, HOOD
; Hwide - hmde, HIDE ;

ITwrnble = HUMBLE
;
Hwnt = HUNT

; Hwou,
hwu = How ;

Hwre = hurc, WHORE ; Hws, hwsz
= huus, hus, HOUSE; "H~wyd = /iuyd, HID; etc.

Hwyr, var. HURE.

Hy, var. HEO, Hi prons. ; obs. f. HIE, HIGH, I.

Hyacine, corrupt f. HYACINTH (sense i).

1590 SPENSER F. Q. n. xii. 54 Some deep empurpled as the

Hyacine [soed. 1611
; ed. 1590 misfir. Hyacint ; rimcsvmG,

wine, incline] Some as the Rubine laughing sweetly red.

Hyacinth (hai'asinb). Also 6 hiacinthe,

hyacint, 6-7 hiacynth, hyacinthe, 7 hiacint
;

see also JACINTH. [Ultimately ad. Gr. vdtcwOos

hyacinth (flower and gem), of unknown origin,

explained in Greek myth as the name of a youth
beloved by Apollo : see sense 2. The earliest

forms in English were jacincfe, jacynct, jacynth,
a. OF. jacincte, mod.F. jacinths (see JACINTH) ;

the more classical form (after L. hyacinthus} was
introduced in the i6th c. (so also F. hyacinthe, now

antiquated, ace. to Hatz.-Darm.). In modern usage
the gem is called jacinth and hyacinth^ but the

latter is the exclusive form for the flower.]
1. A precious stone, a. Rendering or representing

Gr. vdfctv6os, L. hyacinthus, ancient name of a

precious stone of a blue colour, probably the

sapphire, b. In modern use, a reddish-orange

variety of zircon ;
also applied to varieties of

garnet and topaz of similar colour.

[1230, etc. see JACINTH.] 1553 EDEN Treat. Newe Ind.

(Arb.) 20 Rubines, Hiacinthes, Saphyres, Topases. 1610

B. JONSON Alch. IT. H. Wks. iRtldg.) 246/1 Dishes of agate,
set in gold, and studded, With emeralds, saphyres, hiacynths,
and rubies. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Confection of
Hyacinth, is a thin cordial electuary, composed of divers

kinds of precious stones, particularly of that whose denomi-
nation it bears. 1782-3 W. F. MARTYN Geoff. Mag. I. 709 A
stone, through which many beautiful hyacinths are . . dis-

persed. 1850 LEITCH tr. C. O. Mailer's Anc. Art 207
(ed. 2) 199 Claudian describes the court dress of Honorius as

sparkling with amethysts and hyacinths. 1879 ROSCOE &
SCHORLEMMER Treat. Chem. II. ii. 267 Zircon and hyacinth

possess the formula ZrSiOi.
C. Her. In blazoning by precious stones, the

name for the colour tenne or tawny.
[1688 R. HOLME Armoury i. ii. 12/2 Jacynthe.] 1704 J.

HARRIS Lex. Techn., Tenny or Tavjney, the Heralds term

for a bright Colour, made of Red and Yellow mixed ; . . in

the Coats, .of nobles 'tis called Hyacinth.

fd. A blue or purple fabric : = JACINTH ic. Obs.

1609 BIBLE (Douay) -Vc/w.r. xlv. 12 An holie robe, of gold :

and hyacinthe [1388 WYCLIF iacynct], and purple.

HYACINTHINE.

2. A plant, a. Rendering or representing Gr.

vdicivOos, L. hyacintlntS) a name among the ancients

for some flower
; according to Ovid a deep red or

'

purple
J

lily (? Liliitm AJartagon\ but variously
taken by authors as a gladiolus, iris, or larkspur.

(See Bubani Flora I'irgil. 63.) Now only Hist, or

poetic.
In ancient mythology the flower is said to have sprung up

from the blood of the slain youth Hyacinthus, and the
ancients thought they could decipher on the petals the
letters A I, or AIAl, exclamation of grief (cf. Moschus in. 6,
Ovid. Met. x. 211). Hence many literary allusions; also
Linnseus's specific name for the Wild Hyacinth or Bluebell,

Hyacinthus non~scriptns.
1578 LVTB Dodoens n. xliii. 202 Of the redde Lillie Ouide

I wryteth this, that it came of the bloud of the Boy Hya-
cinthus . . And for a perpetuall memorie of the Boy Hya-

|

cinthus, Apollo named these floures Hyacinthes. 1595
DANIEL SOHH. xxxiv, You are changed, but not t' a hyacint ;

I fear your eye hath turned your heart to flint, a 1649
DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Poems Wks. (1711) 16 O hyacinths!
for ay your AI keep still, Nay, with more marks of woe your
leaves now fill. 1837 WHF.WELL Hist. Induct. Sc, (1857)
III. 220 The hyacinth on whose petals the notes of grief
were traced.

b. In modern use, the English nnme of the genus
Hyacinthus (N.O. Liliacepe}^ consisting of bulbous

plants with bell-shaped six-parted flowers, of
various colours, usually drooping, arranged in a

loose upright spike ; esp. H. orientalis, a native of

the Levant, of which numerous varieties are culti-

vated for the beauty and fragrance of their flowers.

Also applied, with or without qualification, to

various allied plants of similar habit, as species of

Scilla, Jlfuscart, etc.

Californian H., the genus Brodisea. Feathered H.,
Mnscari comosum inonstresnm. Grape H., the genu-;
Mnscari, esp. M. botryoides. Lily H., Scilla Lilio-

Hyacinthits. Missouri H., the genera Brodisea and Hcs-
pcroscordum (Hesperantkus\. Star H., Scilla amcena.
Starch H., Muscari raccwosnm. Tassel H., Mnscari
comositm. Water H., a name of Pontederia crassipes,
a water plant of Florida, etc., with clusters of light-blue or
violet flowers. Wild or Wood H. (of Britain), Scilla
nutans ( = BLUEBELL 2); (of N. America), Scilla or Camassia
Fraseri. (See Trcas. Bot. and Miller Plant-n?)

1578 LYTE Dodoetts \\. xlviii. 205 There be two sortes of

Hyacinthes, yet ouer and aboue diuers others whiche are
also counted Hyacinthes. Ibid. 206 In Englishe also

Hyacinthe or Crowtoes. 1664 EVELYN Kal. Hort. (1729)

198 Tuberous Iris, Hyacinth Zeboin. 1728-46 THOMSON
Spring 546 Hyacinths, of purest virgin white. 1741 Compl.
Fam.-Picce \\. iii. 353 Beds of Ranunculus, Hyacinth, and
Anemonies. 1820 SHELLF.Y Sensit. PI. i. vii, The hyacinth,
purple, and white, and blue, Which flung from its bells a
sweet peal anew. 1851 LONGF. Gold. Leg. iv. Convent
Hirschau 74 A delicious fragrance, .as of hyacinths. 1859
TENNYSON Guinevere 386 Sheets of hyacinth That seem'd
the heavens upbreaking thro' the earth. 1882 Garden ir

Feb. 90/1 Spare bulbs of Grape Hyacinths . . might be natu-
ralised in the Grass. 1897 Daily Ne^vs 30 June 8/1 Sir
Herbert Maxwell objects to the southron use of the name
bluebells, as applied to the flowers that he prefers to call

wood hyacinths. 1897 H. J. WEBBER in Bulletin U.S.Dep.
Agric., Bot. No. 18 (title) The Water Hyacinth, and its

iclation to navigation in Florida.

c* fig- (p!-}> Hyacinthine locks. (See HYA-
CINTHINE i.)

1768 SIR W. JONES Solima, 5 in Poems, etc. (1777) i The
fragrant hyacinths of Azza's hair.

d. A purplish blue colour resembling that of

a common variety of the flower (see b).
1891 Daily News 24 Feb. 5/8 The new spring colour is

called
'

hyacinth
' and is exactly that of the purple-blue

hyacinth.
3. A bird

;
a kind of water-hen with purple

plumage, as the genera lonornis and Porphyrio.
4. attrib. and Comb., as hyacinth-like adj. ;

hyacinth-glass, a glass vessel for the water-culture
of a hyacinth-bulb ; hyacinth-stone = sense i.

1836-9 DICKKNS Sk. Boz ix, The hyacinth-glasses in the

parlour-window,
a 1849 MANCAN Poems (1859) 61 A price

less hyacinth-stone. 1859 W. S. COLEMAN H'oodlands{i%>6)
71 Delicate white blossoms .. arrayed in a Hyacinth-like
form. 1887 Pall Mall G. 15 Oct. n/i In 1730 the hyacinth
trade experienced its greatest prosperity.

b. esp. in reference to the reddish-orange colour

of the gem (i b\ or the blue or purple colour of

the flower (2).

1694 SALMON Bates 1

Disp. (1713) 381/1 The Odoriferous

yellow or Hyacinth Oil. 1796 KIRWAN Elem. Min. (ed. 2)

I. 29 Hyacinth red high red with a shade of brown. 1876
OUIDA Winter City x. 299 The hyacinth-hued hills. 1898
Daily News 9 Apr. 6/3 The favourite colour, .the hyacinth
blue, so called by the milliners, notwithstanding the fact

that it is more mauve than blue.

Hyacinthian (h9i,asrn)>ian), a. [f. L. hya-
cinm-us + -IAN.] Of or pertaining to the hyacinth

(sense i or 2), hyacinthine.
1714 EUSDEN Crt. of Love in Steele^s Poet, Misc. 102

Proud Columns . . That hewn from Hyacinthian Quarries
came 1794 MRS. A. M. BENNETT Ellen I. 5 A profu-
sion of white waving locks . . conveyed some idea of their

hyacintbian beauty, before age had silvered them over.

1858 CASWALL Poems 93 Hyacinthian blue.

Hyacinthine (h9i|asi'nbin,-9in ,a. Also 7-8
-in. [ad. L. hyacinthin-us, a Gr. vaKtvOtv-os, f.

vdtctvOos HYACINTH : see -INE.]
1. Ofthe colour of a hyacinth (either the gem (i a)

or the flower). (Chiefly as a poetic or rhetorical



HYADES.

epithet of hair, after ffom.0d.\l. 331,

Qivy avBfi ofio'tas,
* locks like the hyacinthine flower',

which in the next line seem to be compared to gold.)
1656 BLOUNT Ghssogr^ Hyacinthine, of Violet or Purple

colour. 1667 MILTON /*. L. iv. 301 Hyacinthin locks Round
from his parted forelock manly hung Clustring. 17*5 POPE

Odyss. vi. 274 His hyacinthine locks descend in wavy curls.

1791 PEARSON in Phil. Trans. LXXX1. 363 Argentine
flowers of antimony, hyacinthine glass of antimony. 1863
BATES Nat. Amazon iv. (1864' BoThe splendid Hyacinthine
Macaw iMacrocercus Hyacinthinns). .is entirely of a soft

hyacinthine blue colour, except round the eyes. 1874
LOWELL Agassiz Poet. Wks. 1890 IV. 112 Shaking with

burly mirth his hyacinthine hair. 1874 H. D. WESTROPP
Man. Precious Stones 74 Many fine engravings, and also

camei, occur in the essonite, and the hyacinthine garnet.
Ibid. 93 The hyacinthine sard is . . a rich . . variety of this

stone which possesses the orange-red tint.

2. Of, made of, or adorned with hyacinths.
1675 HOBBES Odyssey (1677) 73 From his hair the colour

gray she [Pallas] took. And made it like the hyacinthine
flower. 1760 FAWKES tr. Anacreon xlii. (R.), With hya-
cinthine chaplet crown'd. 1791 COWPER Odyssey vi. 286
His curling locks like hyacinthine flowers. 1822 ' B. CORN*.

WALL
'

SOUK, to Skylark, Hyacinthine bowers.

3. Like the boy Hyacinthus of Greek mythology.
1847 EMEHSOS Poems, Threnody^ The hyacinthine boy, for

whom Morn well might break and April bloom.

ti Hyades(h3i-adfz),^.//. Astron. Rarelyangli-
cized Hyads. [a. Gr. va5s, fem. pi., in popular
etymology connected with vttv to rain their heliacal

rising being supposed to prognosticate rain), but

perhaps f. vs, Cos swine, the L. name being sucufa

little pigs. With the anglicized Hyads cf. F.

Hyades.] A group of stars near the Pleiades, in

the head of the constellation Taurus, the chief of

which is the bright red star Aldebaran.

1398 TREVISA Earth. DC P. R. vin. xxv.(BodI. MS.), Hyades
..bene reyny sterres, for in be risynge of them falleb moche
rayne. 1515 DOUGLAS Inez's in. viii. 21 Of every sterne

the twinkilling notis he . . Arthuris huyfe, and Hyades.
1587 GOLDING De Mornay xiii. 192 The Pleiads and Hiads
make the Seasons, the Dogstarre maketh the heat of the
Sommer. 1637 HEYWOOD Royal Sktf 27 Shining like five

of the seven Hyades. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXIV. 104/2
Aldebaran and the Hyades form the forehead and

eye.
1854 KEIGHTLEY MythoL Anc. Greece (ed. 3) 413 The
Pleiads, Hyads, and Orion's strength.

Hyssna, variant of HTKNA.

II Hya-hya (hariiihara). [Native name.] The
Cow-tree of British Guiana (Tabcrnxmontana
utilis} : see COW-TREE a.

184* Penny Cycl. XXIII. 494/1 The milk-tree, or Hya-hya
of Demerara. a i88a SIR R. CHRISTISON Antobiog. (1885) I.

390, I examined in 1830 the juice obtained by incision into

the trunk of the Hya-hya tree.

Hyalescent (haiiale'sent), a. [f. Gr. uaX-os

lass + -ESCENT.] Becoming hyaline or glassy,
o Hyale'scence, the process of becoming or

condition of being hyaline.
1864 WEBSTER, Hyalescenct.

Hyalin (hai'alin). [f. Gr. OoA-os glass (see

next) + -IN.] a. Physiol.
* The pellucid point

which is the first stage of developement of the

nucleolus of Schleiden
'

(Mayne). b. Path. Reck-

linghausen's term for the translucent substance

found in tubercle ; called by Langhans
* canalised

fibrin
*

(Syd. Soc. Lex.}, c. An opalescent sub-

stance resembling chitin, which is the chief con-

stituent of the wall of a hydatid cyst. (So called

by Hoppe-Seyler.)
1854 in MAYNE Expos. Lex.

Hyaline (haralin, -sin), a. and sb. [ad. L.

hyalin-us, a. Gr. vaKivos of glass or crystal, f. vaXoy,
(JeXoy glass (said to be originally an Egyptian word).
Cf. F. hyalin (OF. ialin}^
A. adj. Resembling glass, transparent as glass,

glassy, crystalline, vitreous. (Chiefly technical.}
Hyfilint cartilage, ordinary cartilage, as distinguished

from fibro-cartilage or other varieties. Hyaline degenera-
tion, a form of degeneration of various tissues in which

they assume a glassy appearance.
a 1661 HOLYDAY Juvenal (1673) 174 Sprinkled over with

hyaline or glass-colour'd dust. 1791 E. DARWIX Bot. Card.
i. 117 As below she braids her hyaline hair. 1828 STARK
Elem. Nat. Hist. II. 118 Body oblong, depressed, .tunic

whitish, hyaline. 1855 HOLDEN Hum. Osteal. (1878) 24
The. .skeleton of the foetus.. consists at first of hyaline

cartilage. 1867 H. MACMILLAS Bible Teach, ii. (1870) 30
Like the hyaline pavement which John saw in vision. 1880
W. B. CARPENTER in igth Cent. April 613 Near the surface

of the water. .the inter-spaces (of the iceberg] lose their dead

whiteness, and become hyaline or bluish. 1897 ALLBUTT
Syst. Mtd. II. 698 These hyaline or hyaloid degenerations
are found, .in aged dogs.
B. sb. 1. * A sea of glass like unto crystal

*

(Od\aaaa vaXivrj, Rev. iv. 6) ; hence a poetic term
for the smooth sea, the clear sky, or any transparent
substance.

1667 MILTON P. L. vn. 619 On the leer Hyaline, the
Glassie Sea. 18*7 MONTGOMERY Pelican Isl. 1. 162 Through
the clear hyaline the Ship of Heaven Came sailing. 1876
M. COLLINS . Midn. to M. 1 1. Pref. Poem 186 Like halcyon
brooding on the hyaline. 1876 BI.ACKMORE Criffs II. xiv.

215 Meadows . . fluttered with the pearly hyaline of dew.
2. Anat. and Biol. a. The HYALOID membrane

of the eye. b. Hyaline cartilage (see A), c. =--

HYALOPLASM.
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1864 WFBSTER, Hyaline,, .the pellucid substance in cells

in process of development.

II HyalinO'sis. Path. [See -osis.] Hyaline
degeneration : see HYALINE a.

1876 tr. Wagners Gen. Patlwl. 325 Hyaloid degenera-
tion, or hyalinosis.

Hyalite (hai-abit). Min. [f. Gr. CaX-os glass
-t- -1TE (F. hyalite) : named by Werner I "94.] A
colourless variety of opal, occurring in globular
concretions.

1794 KIRWAN Elfin. Min. (ed. 2) I. 297 Hyalite, MQller's

Gla, of the Germans. 1851 TH. Ross HvmtoUfs Trar.
\. i. 36 Known by the names of volcanic glass, glass of

Mullet, or hyalite. 1868 DANA Mia. ted. 5) 201 Hyalite
occurs in amygdaloid.

II Hyalitis (h3i,abi-tis\ Path. [f. Gr. i/aX-ot

glass + -ITIS.] Inflammation of the vitreous humour
of the eye.
1847 in CRAIG. 1875 H. WALTON Dis. Eye (ed. 3! 975

Hyalitis is not excited by wounds.

Hyalo- (hsiialfl), combining form of Gr. va\-os

glass, used in various modern terms, chiefly scientific

and technical : as Hy aloclast -klast) nonce-wd.

[after iconoclast], a glass-breaker. Hyalograph
(-graf) [Gr. -ypa<t>os that writes],

' an instrument

for etching on a transparent surface
'

;
so Hyalo-

graphy (-p-grafi) [Gr. -ypaipta writing],
' the art of

writing or engraving on glass' (Webster 1864).

fHyalo-melan(e, Min. [Gr. in\av- black], a name

formerly given to glassy varieties of basalt. Hyalo-
micte (-mikt), Min. [Fr. hyalomiclc, f. Gr. ^I/CTOS

mixed], a mixture of quartz and mica, of granulated
texture. Hy alophane (-fe'n), Min. [Gr. -^arr/s

appearing], a barium feldspar, found in transparent

crystals. Hyaloplasm (-plsez'm), Biol. [Gr.

irK&oiM moulding, formation], transparent homo-

geneous protoplasm ; hence Hyalopla'sniic a.,

pertaining to or of the nature of hyaloplasm.
Hyalopterous (-jvpteres), a. Entom. [Gr. irrcpov

wing], having transparent wings (Mayne Expos.
Lex. 1854). Hyalosiderito (-si'dlrait), Min. [Gr.

aittifirtji of iron : see SlDERlTE], a very ferruginous

variety of chrysolite, occurring in large glassy

crystals. Hyalospermous (-sps-Jmas), a. Bot. [Gr.

airipiia. seed], having transparent seeds (Mayne
1854). Hyalotekite (-tf-ksit), Min. [Gr. TT)**
to melt : see -ITE], a silicate of lead with barium

and calcium, which fuses to a clear glass, f Hyalo-
type (see quot.).
18.. MOORE Devil among Schol. 106 That redoubted

Hyaloclast, Who still contrived, by dint of throttle,
Where'er he went to crack a bottle ! 1879 RUTLEY Stndy
Rocks xi. 199 He subdivides them into tachylites, or those

which are soluble in acids, and *hyalomelanes or those

which are insoluble in acids. 1833 TH. Ross HntiibMt's
Trait. III. xxv. 65 Analogous to the stanniferous granites,
the "hyalomictes, and the pegmatites. 1855 Amer. Jrnl.
Sc. Ser. ii. XIX. 362 "Hyalophan ..occurs.. in the dolo-

mite of the Binnen valley. 1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5) 346
Hyalophane. .fuses with difficulty to a blebby glass. 1886

DAI.LINGF.R in Jrtil. R. Microsc. Soc.
Apr. 199 A distinct

granular condition becomes apparent in what was the homo-

geneous 'hyaloplasm, tin Phil. Mag. LXIII. 182 'Hyalo-
siderite occurs for the most part in crystals. 1851 R. HUNT
Photogr. ix. 102 Specimens, which they term *Hyalotypes.
These are positive pictures, copied on glass from negatives
obtained upon the same material. Their peculiarity is the

adaptation of them for magic-lantern slides.

Hyaloid (hsi-aloid), a. and sb. [a. F. hyaloide,
or ad. L. iiyaloides, a. Gr. taXofiSr/s like glass,

glassy, f. va\os glass : see HYALINE.]
A. adj. (Chiefly Anal.} a. Glassy, hyaline.

Hyaloid coat or membrane, a thin transparent
membrane enveloping the vitreous humour of the

eye. Hyaloid body, humour, substance : names for

the vitreous humour (Syd. Soc. Lex.), b. Con-
nected with the hyaloid membrane, as hyaloid

artery, canal, vein (ibid.).
1815-6 TODD Cycl. Anal. I. 306/1 The outer capsule formed

by tne hyaloid membrane. Ibid. 553/1 The hyaloid coat . .

is perfectly transparent. 1838 Penny CycL X. 139/1 There
can be no doubt that the vitreous humour is secreted by the

surfaces of the hyaloid cells. 1877 HUXLEY Ana/. Imr.

Anim. viii. 527 Covered by a thick hyaloid membrane.

B. sb.

1. Anat. The hyaloid membrane : see A. a.

[1670 Phil. Trans. V. 1025 The Hyaloeidts, which in-

velopes the Vitreous humour, is perfectly transparent.]

1838 Penny Cycl. X. 138/2 The pigment left by the ciliary

body, which . . rests upon that portion of the surface of the

hyaloid. 1869 Eng. Mech. 3 Dec. 272/2 Beyond this hyaloid
. . is the retina.

2. = HYALINE B. i.

1844 Blacfrw. Mag. LVI. 31 A picturesque rock, im-

mersed up to its shoulders in a green hyaloid.

II Hyaloiditis (-ai-tis). [f. prec. + -ms.]
Inflammation of the hyaloid membrane.
1854 in MAYNE Expos. Lex.

I Hyalonema (hsiialonfma). [mod.L.,1. Gr.

CoAo-s glass + vTijia. thread.] The glass-rope sponge,
which roots itself to the sea-bed by a long stem

twisted of fine siliceous threads. Hence Hyalo-
ne-mid, a sponge of this family i Hyalonemidx).

HYBRID.

1855 KINGSLEV Glauciis (1878) 86 The Hyalonemas, or

glass-rope sponges. 1876 Benederis Anim. Parasites 64 In
the sea of Japan is found a very remarkable sponge, gene-
rally known by the name of Hyalonema.

Hyalose (haral<?ns). chcm.
[f.

as HYALIN +

-OSE.] A dextro-rotatory sugar obtained from the

hyalin of a hydatid cyst.
1886 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Hybern-, incorrect spelling of HIBEBN-.

Hyblman (hsiblr-an), a. Also Hyblean. [f.

L. Hyol#-us (f. Hybla, Gr. "T0Ar;) + -AN.] Of or

pertaining to the town of Hybla in Sicily, celebrated

for the honey produced on the neighbouring hills ;

hence poet., honied, sweet, mellifluous.

1614 T. ADAMS Dcvifs Banquet 17 Not the Hyblaean
Nectar of heauen, whereof, he that drinkes, shall neuer
thirst againe. 168* TATE Abs. ty Achit. n. 1123 Thronging
and busy as Hyblaean swarms. 174* YOUNG Nt. Th. ir.

536 From friendship . . The Wise extract Earth's most
Hyblean Bliss. 1880 SWINBCRNK Stiitiy Stinks. 201 Golden
and Hyblaean eloquence !

Hyblan hai-blan),a. rare- 1
. =prec.

1856 MRS. BROWNING Aiir. Leigh v. 190 She'll hear the
softest hum of Hyblan bee.

Hybodont (hi-bod^nt), sb. and a. [f. Gr. uj3os

hump, v$l>? hump-backed + oBotis, oSovr- tooth.]
A. sb. A shark of the extinct genus Hybodon or

family Hylwdontidat, with conical compressed teeth.

1847 CARPENTER Zool. 589 Intermediate between these

[Cestracionts] and the ordinary Sharks was another family,
to which the name of Hybodonts has been given. 1862
DANA Man. Geol. 278 not*. 1877 LE CONTF. Elem. Geol.

(1870)388.
B. adj. Belonging to this family of fishes.

1871 NICHOLSON Palxcmt. 339 The teeth are of what is

called the 'Hybodont' form, having a general conical

shape.

Hybrid (hai'brid, hi-brid), sb. and a. Also 7

hi-, hybride. [f. L. hybrida, more correctly hi-

brida (ibrida}, offspring of a tame sow and wild
boar ; hence, of human parents of different races,
half-breed. Cf. F. hybride (1798 in Hatz.-Darm.).
A few examples of this word occur early in 1710 c. ; but

it was scarcely in use till the igth. Ihe only member of

the group given by Johnson is HYBRIDOUS a.
; Ash and

Todd have also hybrid adj., to which Webster 1828 adds
hybrid sb. As to the ultimate etym. of L. hybrida see
Prof. Minton Warren in Amer. Jrnl. Philcl. V. No. 4.]

A. sb.

1. The offspring of two animals or plants of

different species, or (less strictly) varieties ;
a half-

breed, cross-breed, or mongrel.
Reciprocal hybrids, hybrids produced from the same

two species A and B, where in the one case A is male and
B female, in the other B is mate and A female ; eg. the
mule and the hinny.

a. of animals. (In 1 7th c. only as in original L.)
1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 231 There is no creature ingenders

so soon with wild of the kind, as doth swine : and verily
such hogs in old time they called Hybrides, as a man would

say, halfe wild. 16*3 COCKERAM, Hibriiie, a Hog ingendred
betweene a wilde Boare and a tame Sow. 1818 WEBSTER,
Hybrid, a mongrel or mule ; an animal or plant, produced
from the mixture of two species. 1851 D. WILSON Preh.
Ann. (1863) II. IV. it. 232 Grotesque hybrids, half-bird,
half-beast. 1859 DARWIN Orig. Spec. i. 26 The hybrids
or mongrels from between all the breeds of the pigeon are

perfectly fertile. 1862 HUXLEY Lect. Wrkg. Men na
There is a great difference between '

Mongrels
' which are

crosses between distinct races and '

hybrids
'

which are

crosses between distinct species,

b. of human beings.
1630 B. JONSON New Inn n. ii, She's a wild Irish born,

sir, and a hybride. 1861 J. CRAWFURD in Trans. Ethnol.

Soc. (N.S.) I. 357 At the best we [English] are but hybrids,

yet, probably, not the worse for that. 1878 Bosw. SMITH

Carthage 434 Negroes from the Soudan, not such sickly
. .hybrids as you see in Oxford Street. .but real down-right
Negroes halfnaked, black as ebony.

c. of plants.
[1788 J. LEE Introd. Bot. ed. 4) Gloss., Hybrida, a Bas-

tard, a monstrous Production of two Plants of different

Species.] 1818 [see a]. 1845 LINDLEY Sch. Bot. x. (1858)

167 No hybrids but such as are of a woody perennial
character can be perpetuated with certainty. 1846 J. BAX-
TER Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) II. 358 Swedes are generally-
sown first. Hybrids . . are usually sown next, and white

turnips the last. 1867 DARWIN in Life ff Lett. (1887) III.

306 The common Oxlip found everywhere . . in England, is

certainly a hybrid between the primrose and cowslip.

2. trans/. a.nt\jig. Anything derived from hetero-

geneous sources, or composed of different or in-

congruous elements ; in Philol. a composite word
formed ofelements belonging to different languages.
1850 H. ROGERS Ess. II. iv. 213 A free resort to grotesque

compounds., favours the multiplication of yet more grotes-

?ue
hybrids. 1860 DARWIN in Life q Lett. (1887) II. 338,

will tell you what you are, a hybrid, a complex cross of

lawyer, poet, naturalist, and theologian ! 1874 LISLE CARR

Jud. G-wynne II. vii. 163 A remarkable hybrid between
a frank . . bumpkin, and a used up exquisite. 1879 MORRIS

Eng. Accid. 39 Sometimes we find English and Romance
elements compounded. These are termed Hybrids. 1895
F. HALL Two Trifles 28 The ancient Romans would not have
endured scicntistcs or scieutista, as a new type of hybrid.

B. adj.
1. Produced by the inter-breeding of two different

species or varieties of animals or plants ; mongrel,

cross-bred, half-bred.

1775 ASH, Hybrid, begotten between animals of different

species, produced from plants of different kinds. 1789 E.



HYBRIDAL.
DARWIN Bot, Card. 149 note. Many hybrid plants de-
scribed. 1823 J. BADCOCK Dom. Amnsem. 47 These
hybrid, or mule productions. 1857 DARWIN in Life <$ Lett.

(1887) II. 96, I think there is rather better evidence on
the sterility of hybrid animals than you seem to admit.

1865 PALCRAVE Arabia II. 211 The town inhabitants..
are at present a very hybrid race, yet fused into a general
. . type.

2. tranxf. v&Ajig. Derived from heterogeneous or

incongruous sources ; having a mixed character
;

composed of two diverse elements
; mongrel.

Hybrid bill, a bill in Parliament combining the character-
istics of a public and private bill, which is referred to a

hybrid committee
',

i.e. a committee nominated partly (as in
a public bill) by the House of Commons and partly ias in

a private bill) by the Committee of Selection.
a 1716 SOUTH Semi. (1737) V. xii. 118 As Saint Paul.. did

[deal] with those judaizmg hybrid Christians. 1805 Med.
Jrnl, XIV. 300 Incomplete vaccination, .again followed by
a sort of hybrid result or modified

yariolae. 1837-9 HAL-
LAM Hist. Lit. I. i. i, 87. 79 The historians use a hybrid
jargon intermixed with modern words. 1859 ERSKINK MAY
Law ofParI. (ed. 4) xxiv. 613 Established by a public bill,

brought in by the government, but otherwise treated as
a private or 'hybrid' bill. 1864 BOWEN Logic v. 120 As
well executed as such a hybrid scheme can be. 1887 SKKAT
Princ. Eng. Etymol. I. 430 English abounds with Hybrid
compounds, .words made up from different languages. 1888
BRYCE Amer. Cominw. \. xiii. 185 note, In England..
Hybrid committees are appointed partly by the House and
partly by the Committee of Selection. 1893 May's Law of
Parl. (cd. 10) 444 Public bills which affect private rights..
are termed in practice 'hybrid bills*.

So f Hybridal, f Hybridan adjs.
= HYBRID a.

1623 COCKERAM, Hybridan, whose parents are of diuers
and sundry Nations. 1801 T. JEFFERSON Writ. (ed. Ford)
VIII. 16, I am persuaded the squash, .is a hybridal plant.

Hybridation (-^'Jsn). [a. F. hybridation, f.

hybride HYBRID: see --ATION.]
= HYBRIDIZATION.

1879 tr. De Quatrefagts
1 Hum. Spec. 69 Finally, crossing

between species, or hybridation, is extremely exceptional
among plants and animals when left to themselves. 1882
American V. 83 The rejection of the theory of hybridation
advocated by some ostreicultnrists.

Hybridism (hai'bridiz'm, hi'b-). [f. HYBRID
+ -ISM : cf. F. hybridisme]
1. The fact or condition of being hybrid ; the

hybrid condition in plants or animals as a biological

phenomenon.
1846 in WORCESTER. 1857 DARWIN In Life fy Lett. (1887)

II. no, I have now been three whole months on one chap-
ter [of

'

Origin of Species'] on Hybridism. 1862 HUXLEY
JLect. Wrkg. Men 147 Here are the phenomena of Hy-
bridism staring you in the face.

b. The production of hybrids ;
cross-breeding.

1845 LINDLEY Sc/i. Bot. x. (1858) 169 Recourse is had to

hybridism, when a wild insipid fruit may be possibly im-

proved. 1863 DICEY Federal St. I. 208 It is, in fact, the
instinct of self-preservation, which revolts at hybridism.
1883 H. DRUMMOND.^/. Law in Spir. W. Pref. (18841 13

Inappropriate hybridism
is checked by the Law of Sterility.

2. Pnilol. The formation of a word from elements

belonging to different languages.
1862 LATHAM Eng. Lang. (ed. 5) 480 In seamstress and

songstress we find instances of hybridism.

Hybridist, [f. asprec. + -IST.]
= HYBRIDIZER.

1849 florist 223 By the acquisition of this species, a new
field for the hybridist is thrown open. 1850 Ibid. 80 Of late

the skill of hybridists has been misdirected to the production
of size of blossom and novelty of colour. 1882 Garden 25 Feb.

123/1 Old Hybridisers had not, however, the material to
work upon which modem Hybridists possess.

Hybridity (haibri-diti, hib-;. [f. as prec.+
-ITY : cf. F. hybridiM] Hybrid condition.

1837 DARWIN in Life # Lett. (1887) II. 8 It would lead to
closest examination of hybridity. 1842 PRICHARD Nat.
Hist. Man 12 Briefly surveying the phenomena of hybri-
dity. 1890 STUART GLENNIE in Nature 2 Oct., The Aryan
language* present such indications of hybridity as would
correspond with such racial intermixture.

Hybridi'zable, a.
[f.

as next + -ABLE.]
Capable of hybridization.
a 1864 J. D. HOOKER (W.), Hybridizable genera are rarer

than is generally supposed. 1871 W. T. DYER in Jrnl.
Bot. IX. 304 Willows are hybridizable. 1893 ROMANES
Let. in Life iv. (1895) 332 Its constituent species being
freely hybridlsable.

Hy:bridiza*tion. [f.
HYBRIDIZE + -ATION.]

The formation of hybrids ; cross-breeding between

parents of different species.
1851 Illnstr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 205 In the hybridization

of plants experiments are always of much interest. 1883
G. AI.LF.N in Longm. Mag. July 314 The possibility of fertile

hybridisation in such a manner shows that the plants have
not long diverged from the common central stock.

Hybridize (hai-bridaiz, hib-), v. [f. HYBRID
+ -IZE.J
1. trans. To subject (species or varieties of plants

or animals) to cross-breeding; to cause to inter-

breed and thus to produce hybrids.
1845 FlorisCs Jrnl. 258 Suited to the purposes of hybridi-

sing. 1849 Florist 201 This [sameness] led enterprising
cultivators to hybridise the sorts they possessed. 1859
DARWIN Orig. Spec. ix. (1872) 249 Hybridised embryos
probably often perish in like manner. 1861 DELAMFR
Fl. Card. 53 The produce therefrom [a large bed] is

completely hybridized by the agency of the wind and of
bees.

b. To form or construct (words) in a hybrid
manner (Cent. Diet.}.
2. intr. a. To produce a hybrid or hybrids

between two distinct species or varieties.
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I 1853 Black. Mag. LXXIII. 131 He grafted, and budded,
and hybridised, and experimented. 1885 Manch. Exam.
23 Feb. 5/4 His attempts to hybridise with the other
tuberous species have failed.

b. Of an animal or plant : To produce hybrid
offspring by crossing with another species or

variety ;
to cross or interbreed.

1862 Proc. Amcr. Phil. Soc. IX. 119 [Sorghum] Its

disposition to hybridize with broom-corn. 1880 Chamb.
Encycl. s. v. Canary, The canary hybridizes readily with
some other species of finch.

Hybridizer, [f. prec. + -ER!.] One who
produces hybrids by crossing different species or

varieties of animals or plants.
1849 Florist 223 These difficulties, .every hybridiser must

make up his mind to encounter and surmount. 1859 DAR-
WIN Orig. Spec. iv. (1872) 76 Every hybridizer knows how
unfavourable exposure to wet is to the fertilisation of
a flower. 1882 [see HYBRIDIST].

Hybridous, a. Now rare or Obs. [f. L.

hybrida + -ous. (The only word of the group
in Johnson.)] = HYBRID a. ; of hybrid character.

1691 RAY Creation n. (1692 ) 69 Why such different Species
should not only mingle together, but also generate an
Animal, and yet that that hybridous Production should
not again generate, and so a new Race be carried on. 1714
L. MELBOURNE Traitor's Kew. Pref., The phrase was
hybridous, and therefore inelegant. 1771 Misc. in Ann.
Reg. 172/2 Botanists ..have produced hybridous plants.
1794 MARTYN Rousseau's Bot. xxvi. 390 It proved to be
a hybridous plant or mule. 1803 S. PEGGE Anecd. Eng.
Lang. 192 Elizabeth R., which is a glaring hybridous mix-
ture ofEnglish and Latin. 1885 W. M'DoNALDin N.Amer.
Rev, Sept. 290 No hybridous architecture.

Hyce, Hycht, obs. ff. HOISE, HEIGHT. Hyd :

see HIDE sb.i and v* Hydage, obs. f. HIDAGE.

Hydantoic (h3id;ent<3u-ik), a. Chem. [Arbi-
trary formation from Gr. vS-tup water + (ALL)AN-
TOIO.]

=
Glycoluric. So Hydantoate (haidse'n-

toO|A) [see -ATE! ic]; Hyda-ntoSii = Glycolylurea.
1866 ODLING Anim. Chem. 127 Schlieper added the leuco-

turic, allituric, dilituric, hydantoic, hydurilic, and allanturic
or lantanuric acids. Ibid. 135 Hydantoine. 1872 WATTS
Diet. Chem. VI. 702 Hydantoic acid, .crystallizes in large,
transparent, colourless.. prisms. Ibid., All the hydantoates
. . are easily soluble in water. I6id. t

The hydantoin
separates in colourless specular crystals.

Hydatic (hsidse'tik), a. [ad. Gr. v&xriWr

watery, f. v8ar- water. Cf. F. hydatique.] Per-

taining to or of the nature of a hydatid ; watery.
So t HycTa tical a.

1710 DOUGLAS in Phil. Trans. XXVII. 34 A large hy-
datical or watery Tumor. 1872 PEASLEE Ovar. Tumours
42 The hydatic [cyst], with contents clear as spring water.

Hydatid (h3i-datid,hrd-),^.(<z.) Path. Chiefly
in pi. ; formerly in Lat. form hydatides (hidoe

1 -

tid/zX [ad. Gr. vSaris, vSa-nS- a drop of water,

watery vesicle. Cf. F. kydatide.'] A cyst con-

taining a clear watery fluid, occurring as a morbid
formation in the tissues of animal bodies

; esp. one
formed by and containing the larva of a tapeworm ;

hence, the larva of a tapeworm (esp. of Tsenia

echinococcus) in its encysted state.
a.

^
1683 Phil. Trans. XIII. 284 Some, .by no means will

admit of Egs, but will have them all to be Hydatides. 1687
Ibid. XVI. 506 That Hydatides often met with in morbid
Animal Bodies, are a Species of Worms, or Imperfect
Animals. 1762 R. Guv Pract. Ob$. Cancers 01 A great
quantity of Hydatides, or small connected Bladders of
clear water.

/3. 1782 H. WATSON in Med. Commun. I. 90 The kidnies
were, .filled with hydatids. 1794-6 E. DARWIN Zoon. (1801)
III. 236 Calves, which have an hydatlde with insects in-

closed in it in the frontal sinus. 1851 H. STEPHENS Bk. Farm
(ed. 2) II. 163/1 The disease ['the sturdy'] is caused by a
living animal in the brain, the Many-headed hydatid. 1880
MAC CORMAC Antisept. Surg. 218 An operation planned
and carried out . . for the radical cure of cases of hydatid
of the liver.

b. Hydatid of Morgagni^ a small body of which
one or more are often found attached to the epi-

didymis or to the Fallopian tube ; formerly sup-

posed to be a hydatid, now generally held to be
the remnant of the Mullerian duct.
1886 in Syd. Soc. Lex. s.v. Morgagni.
B. attrib. or adj. Of or belonging to hydatids ;

of the nature of a hydatid ; containing or affected

with hydatids.
1807-26 S. COOPER First Lines Surg. (ed. 5) 203 The

hydatid tumour of the breast . . so named from its containing
cysts of the nature of hydatids. 1829 SIR A. COOPER Ilhtst.

Dis. Breast \. iii. 20 On the Hydatid Disease of the Breast.
The term Hydatid might be applied to every watery tumour,
and it may therefore herewith propriety be employed. 1845
BUDD Dis. Liver 341 The hydatid cyst. 1861 HULME tr.

Moqitin-Tandon \\. vir. xiii. 391 The old writers gave them
the name of Hydatids, or Hydatid Worms. 1897 ALLBUTT
Syst. Med. II. 1116 One hydatid patient for every sixty-five
admitted. Ibid. 1134 Percussion seldom yields the hydatid
thrill.

Hence Hydati'diform (also contr. Hydatiform)
[cf. F. hydatiforme\ a., having the form or character

of a hydatid ; Hydati'dinous a., of the nature of

a hydatid ; containing hydatids ; Hydatrgenous
a., producing hydatids.
1860 TANNER Pregiiancy v. 238 Vesicular or *hydatidiform

disease of the chorion. 1855 RAMSBOTHAM Obstetr. Med.
78 Solid tumours, .are found imbedded in the mass, and
occasionally, but very rarely, it is *hydatidinous. 1854

HYDRA.
MAYNE Expos. Lex.,*Hydatiform. 1876 HARLEV Mat. Med.
(ed. 6) 368 Hydatiform and polypoid tumors of the uterus.

1854 MAVNE Expos. Lex., *Hydatigenous. 1889 J. M,
DUNCAN Lect. Dis, Worn. vii. {ed. 4) 37 Hydatigenous
degeneration of the ovum is an objectionable name.

Hydatism (hai-datiz'm, hi'd-). Med. [ad. Gr.

t/8aTiff/-os, f. *v$aTltiv to be watery, f. vSar- water.

Cf. F. hydatisme.] A sound produced by motion
of effused fluid in a cavity of the body.
'753 in CHAMBERS Cycl. Sitpp. 1847 in CRAIG. 1854 in

MAYNE Expos. Lex.

Hydatoid (hsi-datoid, hi-d-), a. and sb. [ad.
mod.L. hydatoldes, a. Gr. v5a.TOfi8-r}$ like water,

watery (f.
vSaro- water -f f?5oy form) ;

TO vSaroftSes
the aqueous humour of the eye. Cf. F. hydatoidc.~\

a. adj. Resembling water, watery, aqueous.
b. sl>. The aqueous humour of the eye ; also,
the investing membrane of the aqueous humour
(Webster 1864). (Cf. HYALOID.)
[1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey\ Hydatoides, the aqueous or

watery Humour of the Eye.] 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex., Hydatoid
flitid, the aqueous humour of the eye. H. membrane, the
membrane of Descemet.

Hy-day-gies, hydegy : see HAY sb* 2.

Hydd, obs. f. HIDE st>i Hydder, -ir, obs. ff.

HITHER. Hyde, obs. f. HIDE; obs. pa. t and

pple. of HIE. Hydel, -les, hyddillis, hydles,
var. HIDEL, HIDELS. Hyder, obs. f. HITHER,
HYDRA. Hydious, obs. f. HIDEOUS.

Hydnoid(hi'dnoid),'. Bot. [See-oin.] Resem-

bling or allied to the genus Hydnum of fungi.

Hydose, -ous, etc., obs. ff. HIDEOUS. Hyd-
our(e, Hydowse, var. HIDOUR, HIDOUS, Obs.

Hydr-, the usual form of HYDRO- bef. a vowel.

Hydra (hai'dra). Forms : o. 4-6 ydre, 5

ydres, 6-7 hydre, hyder. /?. 4 idra, 6-7 hidra,
6- hydra, [a. L. hydra, a. Gr. vSpa, water-ser-

pent ; spec, as in sense i . Some of the earlier forms
are a. OF. idres,ydre (mod.F. hydre}.]

I. 1. Gr.Myth. The fabulous many-headed snake
of the marshes of Lerna, whose heads grew again
as fast as they were cut off : said to have been
at length killed by Hercules.

o. ^1374 CHAUCER Boeth. iv. pr. vi. 104 (Camb. MS.)
Whan o dowte is determyned and kut awey, ther wexen
oother dowtes with-owte nowmbyr ryht as the heuedes
wexen of ydre the serpent bat Ercules slowh. 1460 CAP-
GRAVE Chron. (Rolls) 33 The vii. [labour of Hercules],
killyng of the grete serpent cleped ydres. 1509 HAWES
Past. Pleas, xi. xix, How redoubted Hercules.. Fought
with an ydre. 1590 SPENSER F. Q. \\. xii. 23 Spring-headed
Hydres ; and sea-shouldring Whales.
p. 1398 TRHVISA Earth. De P. R. xvin. ix. (Bodl. MS.),

Ydra is a serpente wi} many hedes . .and it is seide that $if
one bed is smyte of J>ree hedes growi|> asen. 1596 SPENSER
F. Q. vi. xii. 32 Like the hell-borne Hydra, which they
faine That great Alcides whilome overthrew. 1604 SHAKS.
Oth. n. iii. 308 Had I as many mouthes as Hydra, such an
answer would stop them all. 1667 MILTON P. L. n. 628
Worse Than Fables yet have feign'd, or fear conceiv'd,
Gorgons and Hydra's, and Chimera's dire. 1780 HARRIS
Philol. j?.Wks. (1841) 463 When Alexander the Great died,
many tyrants, like many hydras, immediately sprung up.
1879 GLADSTONE in Lib. Mag. I. No. 6. 663 The Eastern

question has as many heads as the hydra.

2. transf. and Jig. A thing, person, or body of

persons compared to the Lernaean hydra ia its

baneful or destructive character, its multifarious

aspects, or the difficulty of its extirpation.
1494 FABYAN Chron. vi. cciv. 215 The serpent Idre of enuy

and false conspyracy, whiche euer burned in the harte of
Edricus. 1546 BALE Eng. Notaries n. (1550) u8b, That
odyouse hydre and hissinge serpent of Rome. 1586 T. B.
La Primaitd. Fr. A^cad. i. (1589) 378 They minister life and
nourishment, .to this monstrous Hydra of covetousnes and
lucre. 1592 DANIEL Sonn. Delia xv, (R.), And yet the hydra
of my cares renews Still new born sorrows of her fresh
disdain. 17*6 AMHERST 'feme Fil. ix. 41 The hydra is not
to be destroy'd, unless you strike off all the heads at once;
. .if you were to turn out one Jacobite head of a college,
another as bad is ready to step in his room. 1809 HAN.
MORE Ccelfbs I. 387 Selfishness.. is the hydra we are per-
petually combating. 1850 MERIVALE Rom. Emp. 118651 II.

xii. 59 The hydra of revolt lay stunned and prostrate.
3. A rhetorical term for any terrihc serpent or

reptile ; a (

dragon '.

1546 BALE Eng. I'otaries \. (1560) p8b,
As greate honoure. .

it was to Saint George that noble Captaine, to slea the

great hydre or Dragon at SHena. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage
vi. i. 467 The Deserts of Lybia have in them many Hydras.
1851-78 C. L. SMITH tr. Tasso iv. v, Hydras hiss, and
Pythons whistling wail.

4. A water-snake
; esp. one of the venomous sea-

snakes of the Indian and Pacific Oceans.
1608 TQPSVLL Serpents (1658) 759 All Water-serpents, as

well of the fresh, salt, and sweet waters may be called

Hyders, or Snakes. 1814 CARV Dante, Inf. ix. 41 Aroun<J
them greenest hydras twisting roIPd Their volumes. 1855
EMERSON Misc., Sov. Ethics Wks. (Bohn) III. 374 Her
interiors are terrific, full of hydras and crocodiles.

5. Astron. An ancient southern constellation,

represented as a water-snake or sea-serpent. Its

chief star is Alphard or Cor Hydras, of the second

magnitude.
*559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glassezj A Table ofmany

notable fixed Sterres with their longitude .. Brightest in

Hydra. 1674 MOXON Tutor Astron. (ed. 3) 221 Hydra, the

Hydre. 1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 379/2 Hydra, the Water-
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snake, one of the old constellations. 1870 PKOCTOR Other
Worlds xii. 293 The very existence of such a stream a~

Eridanus or Hydra, -implies, .such a process of segregation.

II. 6. Zool. (pi. usually hydree.) A genus of

Hydrozoa, consisting of fiesh-water polyps of very

simple structure, the body having the form of a

cylindrical tube, with a mouth surrounded by a ring
of tentacles with stinging thread-cells.
The name was given to it by Linnasus(i7s6\ in allusion to

the fact that cutting it in pieces only multiplies iis numbers.
1798 F. KANMACHKR G, Adams' Ess. Microscope (ed. ?>

title-p., An account of the. -singular properties of the Hydra;
and Verticellse. 1835-6 TODD Cycl. Aftat. I, 609/1 The
Hydra.. is the largest.. of the Fresh-water Polypi. 1847
CARPENTER Zool. 1050 If cut transversely into several

segments, each will in time become a perfect animal, so
that thirty or forty Hydrae may thus be produced by the
section of one. 1861 J. R. GREENE Man. Anim. Kingd.,
Ccelent. 20 The Hydra possesses a gelatinous, sub-cylindrical
body, .having one end expanded into an adherent disc, or
foot, a mouth being situated at its opposite extremity.

b. The sexual bud or medusa of any hydroid
hydrozoan; so called from its resemblance to an
individual of the genus Hydra.
1865 E. & A. ACASSIZ Seaside Stud. Nat. Hist. 23 The

whole mass of the coral is porous, and the cavities occupied
by the Hydrae are sunk perpendicularly to the surface
within the rock.

C. Hydra tuba : a larval or non-sexual form of

hydroid in certain Hydrozoa, of a trumpet-like form.

1847 SIR J. G. Diwm. Rare Animals Scotl. 1.76 Hydra
tuba, the Trumpet Polypus. 1858 HUXLEY Oceanic Hy-
drozoa 7 The like structure is observable in the *

Hydra
tuba ', the larval form of the Lucernarian Medusae. 1870
H, A. NICHOLSON Mail. Zool. I. 101 The Hydra-tuba, as
the young organism at this stage of its career has been
termed by Sir J. G. Dalyell. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON
Anim. Life 780 The non-sexual Hydroid form of the Acra-
speda, the Scyphistoma or Hydra tuba.

III. 7. atlrib. and Comb. a. attrib. {a} in

senses I and 2 : Of or belonging to a hydra, hydra-
like ; having as many heads, or as difficult to extir-

pate, as the Lemsean hydra.
1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. I. (1580) 430 Protectors

of this Hydra Ignorance. 1597 SHAKS. 2 Hett. /!', iv. ii. 38
Whereon this Hydra-Sonne of Warre is borne. 1683 T.
HOY Agathocles 16 Poor Men ! our Fruitful Hydra-Ills
encrease, For One Head lost, an Hundred in the Place.

1708 OZELL tr. Boilcaiis Lutrin VI. 113 Tyranny Erects her
Hydra-head. 1742 YOUNG Nt. Til. iv. 837 Dark Daemons
I discharge, and Hydra-stings. 1797 MARY ROBINSON Wat-
singham I. 7 They are the hydra assailants which return
with every hour. 1813 SIR R. WILSON Priv. Diary II. 444
If there is a fight, .you will then hear what a hydra force

sprouted out for the occasion.

(i) in sense 6 : Belonging to or resembling the

genus Hydra of polyps.
1878 E. CLARK Visit S. Atner. 45 This singular organism

the physalia belongs to the hydra family, and is in every
respect a jelly fish. 1880 E. R. LANKESTER in Nature
XXI. 413 The sperms from which a new generation of
hydra-forms will spring,

b. similative or parasynthetic, as hydra-headed,
-kinded, -necked adjs. ;

also hydra-like adj.
1589 WARNER Alb. Eng. v. xxviii. 126 (Stanf.) Those

Hydra-kinded warres. 1599 SHAKS. Htn. V, i. i. 35 Nor
neuer Hidra-headed Wilfulnesse So soone did loose his
Seat ; and all at once ; As in this King. 1666 DRYDEN
Ann. Mirab. ccxlix. Hydra-like, the fire Lifts up his hun-
dred heads to aim his way. 1798 MALTHUS Popul. (18781
50 This hydra-headed monster rose again after a few years.
1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) III. 49 Fancying that they can
cut off at a blow the Hydra-like rogueries of mankind.

Hydracid (haidrse'sid). Chem.
[f. HYDH(O- d

+ ACID. Cf. F. hydracide, and HYDRO-ACID.] A
term applied to an acid containing hydrogen, to

distinguish it from an oxyacid, or oxaciti, containing
oxygen ; now esp. to the halogen acids, or simple
compounds of hydrogen with chlorine, bromine,
iodine, fluorine, or cyanogen.
1826 HENRY Elem. Chem. I. 374 These results are calcu-

lated on the supposition that hypo-phosphorous or per-
phosphorous acid is a binary compound of oxygen and
phosphorus; but it is doubtful whether it may not be
a triple compound of oxygen, phosphorus, and hydrogen,
or a hydracid. 1831 T. P. JONES Convert. Chem. xxiii. 231
There are several.. acids in which hydrogen performs the
office once supposed to belong exclusively to oxygen. .Acids
of this kind are called hydracids. 1854 J. SCOFFERN in
Orr's Circ. St.:, Chem. 351 Hydrosulphuric acid is the first

hydrogen acid, or hydr-acid, that has . . come under our
notice. 1864-71 WATTS Did. Chem. II. 669 Ampere, in

1810, suggested that it (HF) was a hydracid analogous to

hydrochloric acid; and this .. was .. confirmed by Davy.
1889 MUIR & MORLEY Watts' Dirt. Chem. II. 702/1 The
name [hydracid] is more particularly applied when it is

desired to distinguish between two classes of compounds of
the same element, . . thus we speak of the oxy-acids and the
hydracids of the halogen elements.

b. altrib. or
adj.

Of or belonging to a hydracid.
?S4. J SCOFFERN in Circ. Sc., Chem. 352 The attempt to

assimilate oxyacid salts with the type of hydracid salts.

Hydracrylic (haidrJekrHik), a. Chem. [f.

HTDB(O- d + ACEYLIC.] In Hydracrylic aciil

CjHO3 , a monobasic lactic acid, which exists as
a thick nncrystallizable syrup, and decomposes on
heating into acrylic acid (CjH^j) and water
(H2O). Hence Hydracrylate, a salt of this acid.

1877 WATTS Fownes' Organ. Chem. 328 Ethene-lactic or
hydracryhc acid. Ibid., The metallic hydracrylates are
crystallisable.
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HydradephagOUS (haidrade-fagss} ,
a. Entom.

[f. mod.L. fiydradephaga (f. (Jr. v5aip, vbp- water
+ <i8n(/>ri-Yos voracious : see ADEPHAGA.] Belonging
to the Hydradephaga or aquatic carnivorous beetles.

1840 SWAINSON & SHUCKAR:J Hist, (f Xat. Arrangt-m.
insects II. v. 195 Some few [predaceous beetles] . . live in
fresh water; from which circumstance they have been
named Hydrodephagous.

Hydraemia (haiur/'miia). Path. Also hy-
clreinia.

[f. HYDRfo- b + Gr.-ai/w'a (as in dvaifjiia

AX.EMIA), f. afca blood. Cf. F. hydrimie.] A
watery condition of the blood.

1845 G. E. DAY tr. Simon's Aniitt. Chem. I. 308 In hydne-
mia, the serum . . is usually transparent. 1880 A. FLINT
Princ. Med. (ed. 5)62 Hydraemia or diminution of the solid

ingredients of the plasma, especially the albumen, is also an
element in most forms of anaemia.
Hence Hydrse-jnic, -emic, a., of the nature of or

affected with hy(lra?mia.
1876 tr. Wagner's Gen. Pathol. 541 Cachectic or hydraemic

dropsy. 1897 ALLBUTT Syst. Med. II. 729 The blood is

hydrsemic.

Hydraform, erroneous var. of HYDBIPORM.
+ Hydragogal (haidrag<7u-gal\ a. Obs. [f. as

HYDRAGOGUE + -AL.]
1. = HYDRAGOGUE a.

165* FRENCH Yorksh. Spa x. 91 Hiera picra, with Jollap,
Mechoacan, or the like hydragogal medicaments.
2. Serving for the conveyance of water.

1669 W. SIMPSON Hydrol. Chym. 311 Driving up the waters
..by hydragogal syphons.

HydragOgic (haidragp-d^ik), a.
[f.

Gr. vSpa-

-fuy-os HYDRAGOGUE + -ic.]
= HYDRAGOGUE a.

1711 tr. Pomet's Hist. Drugs I. 179 The hydragogick
Electuary. 1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bat. 68 A purgative
hydragogic property.

t Hydrago-gical, a. Obs. [f. as prec. + -AL.]
1. =

prec.
1675 E. WILSON Spadacr. Dunelm. 83 You must . . use

some hydragogical Medicine.
2. = HYDUAGOGAL 3.

1675 E. WILSON Sfadacr. Dunelm. 31 The subterrane.il

correspondence this Lake hath with the Ocean through
hydragogical conveyances.
Hence Hydrago-gically adv., in the manner of

a hydragogue.
c 1700 D. G. Harangues Quack Doct. 15 It affecteth the

Cure either Hypnotically, Hydrotically. . Hydrogogically.

Hydragogue (hai-dragpg), a. and sb. [a. F.

hydragogue, or ad. L. hydragog-us, ad. Gr. vdpa-

yory-cSr conveying water, f. i>Sp- water (see HYDRO-)
+ ayeiv to lead ; vSpaycoya tpappaiia (Galen), medi-
cines which remove water from the body.]

.A., adj. Of medicines : Having the property of

removing accumulations of water or serum, or of

causing watery evacuations.

1638 VENNER Censure in Via Recta (1650) 391 A fitting

hydragog medicine to evacuate the reliques of the water.

17x0 T. FULLER Pharm. Extemp. 104 An Hydragogue
Draught. 1855 GARROO Mat. Med. (ed. 6) 222 Gamboge
acts as a drastic and hydragogue purgative.
B. sb. A hydragogue medicine or drug.

1658 PHILLIPS s. v. Hydragogy, Hydragogues are Medi-
cines that are prepared to draw forth the Water from any
Hydropical parts. 17*7-41.CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., All sudo-

rific, aperitive, and diuretic medicines, are hydragogues.
1831 J. DAVIES Manual Mat. Med. 361 It was formerly
employed as a hydragogue in passive dropsies.

t Hydragogy. Obs. Also erron. hydro-,
[ad. Gr. ifyxryorvia the conveying of water (also,
an aqueduct, canal, etc.) : see prec.] The convey-
ance of water by an artificial channel or aqueduct.
1570 DEE Math. Pre/.djb, Hydragogie, demonstrateth

the possible leading of Water .. from any head (being a

Spring, standing, or running Water) to any other place.
1656 in BLOUNT Glossogr. 1658 in PHILLIPS.

Hydral (hai'dral), a. But. [f. Gr. vS<vp, 6SP ,

water + -AL.] Epithet of Lindley's alliance of

Kndogens containing Hydrocharidaccx and kindred
orders of aquatic plants.
1866 Treas. Bot. 775 Naiadacfx, a natural order .. belong-

ing to Lindley's hydra) alliance of Endogens, consisting of

plants living in fresh or salt water.

Hydramide (hardramaidi, Chem. [f. HYDR(O-
d + AMIDE.] A tertiary diomide formed by the

action of ammonia on certain aldehydes, chiefly

aromatic, as'benzoic aldehyde.
1865-72 WATTS Did. Chem. HI. 178 The hydramides are

crystalline solids, insoluble in water, not possessing alkaline

properties. Ibid., Some hydramides, e. g. hydrobenzamide
and hydrosalicylamide, are decomposed by acids, yielding
ammonia and the corresponding aldehydes.

Hydramine (hai-dramainJ.C/fow. [f.HYDR(o-
d + AMINE.] An oxethene base

;
an amine con-

taining hydroxyl substitution compounds of ethyl.
1877 WATTS Ftnvnes' Organ. Chem. 222 When ethene-oxide,

CaHtO . . is treated with anueous ammonia, i, 2, or 3 mole-
cules of the oxide unite with r mol. ammonia, producing . .

Ethene-hydramine, Diethene-hydramine, Triethene-hydra-
mine . . They are viscid, alkaline liquids, decomposed by dis-

tillation.

II Hydrangea (hsidrse nd^a). [mod.L. Hy-
drangea (Linnaeus), f. Gr. SSwp, i/Sp- water -t- 07705
vessel (in allusion to the cup-like form of the

seed-capsnle). Cf. F. hydrangi-e.] A genus of

shrubs (N.O. Saxifragacex), natives of the tem-

HYDRASTINE.

pernte regions of Asia and America, with white,
blue, or pink flowers in large globular clusters

;

esp. the Chinese species //. hortcnsis, commonly
cultivated in Britain.

1753 in CHAMBERS Cycl. Sufp. 1797 MRS. BI-RTOS- Laura
I. 198, I should like to make . . a sonnet upon the lasting
bloom of a hydrainger. 1803 y. Abercrombie's. Ev. Man
his own Garwmr(td. 17) 197 Pots of.. flowering plants.,
such as pinks, hydrangea, roses. 1861 DELAMER Fl.Gard.
121 In the Channel Islands, and in Normandy, there are

Hydrangeas eight feet high, or more, with balls of flowers

bigger than a man's head.

Hydrant (hai-drant). [Irregularly formed from
Gr. vStap, iiSp- water + -ANT!. Of U. S. origin.] An
apparatus for drawing water directly from a main,
esp. in a street, consisting of a pipe with one or
more nozzles to which the hose of a fire-engine, etc.

may be attached, or with a spout or the like.
1828 in WF.BSTER. 1839 MARRYAT Diary Atner. Ser. I. I.

286 Some black fellow, .brings out the leather hose, attached
to the hydrants, as they term them here. 1847 EMERSON
Rcpr. Men, Swt-denborg Wks. (Bohn) I. 324 In the trans-
mission of the heavenly waters, every hose fits every hydrant.
1851 Illnstr. Cntal. Gt. Exhib. 651 Hydrant, or fire-cock
with stand pipe. 1871 Daily News 28 Dec., There should
be a hydrant in every hundred yards of street, to which
nothing but a hose need be attached in order to throw a
stream of water over the highest building near it.

Hydrauth. fb.3i-drsenj>). Zool. [f. HYDRA
(sense 6) + Gr. av0-os flower.] One of the non-
sexual zooids, typically nutritive in function, occur-

ring in colonial Hydrozoa, usually on the branches
of the ccenosarc (like flowers on a plant). Some-
times extended to any hydroid (free or colonial).
1874 LUBBOCK Orig. f, Met. Ins. iii. 49 Every branchlet

crowned by its graceful hydranth. 1877 HUXLEY Anat.
Inv. Anim. iii. 128 In an early stage of its existence every
hydrozoon is represented by a single hydranth. 1888
ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 245 The hydrosome [of
Sertu/aria] consists of a number of hydranths or nutritive
zooids collectively forming the trophosome and connected
to one another by a branching ccenosarc.

t Hydrarchy. Obs. rare- 1
,

[f. Gr. 55<up, iSp-
water + -apxia rule, sovereignty.] The watery
realm or domain.
1631 ERATHWAIT Whimsies, Sayler 89 Agents of maine

importance in that hydrarchy wherin they live.

Hydrargillite (hsidraudgibit). Min. [Named,
1805, f. Gr. vtiaip, v&p- water + dpyi\\os clay, in re-

ference to its composition.] A synonym of WAVEL-
L1TE.

1805 DAW in Phil. Tram. XCV. 162 If a name founded
upon its chemical composition be preferred, it may be de-
nominated Hydrargillite. 1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5) 178. 1879
RI-TLEY Study Rocks xiv. 298 The rock contains as acces-
sories., asbestus, hydrargillite,. .etc.

II Hydrargyrum (haidra-jdgirym). Formerly
also hydrargyre (-gire, -girie). [mod.L. hy-
drargyrum, altered (on the analog)' of other names
of metals, as aurum, argenlunf) from L. hydrar-
gyrus, a. Gr. vSpapyvpos artificial quicksilver, f. vSp-

(HYDRO-) +apyvpos silver. Hydrargyre was from

Fr.] Quicksilver, mercury. (The name in medical
and chemical Latin, whence the symbol Hg.)
1563 T. GALE Treat. Gonneshot 9 b (Stanf. s. v. Guiacan),

Vnguentes receyuing into there composition Hydrargyron.
1706 PHILLIPS ted. Kersey), Hydrargyrum, quick-silver.
i86t-j THACKERAY Philip (1887) I. ii. 26 He will pre-
scribe taraxacum for you, or pi! : hydrarg : .

0- >S*9 } SANFORD tr. Africa's Van. A rtes 157 b, That
they will get greater riches in Hydrargirie, then nature

geueth in golde. 1598 SYLVESTER Du Bartas n. i. in.

Furies 67 The Steel and Load*stone, Hydrargire and Gold.
1696 PHILLIPS (ed. 5), Hydrargyre, a Name which the

Chymists give to Mercury.
Hence HydraTgyral, Kydra'rgyrate, Hydxax-

gyric, HydraTgyrons adjs., of or relating to

quicksilver, mercurial.
|| Hydrargyrla, || Hy-

drargyri-asis, Hydra'rgyrism (erron. hydrar-
gysm), || Hydrargyro-sis, a morbid condition
caused by the introduction of mercury into the

system, mercurial poisoning (see also quot. 1753).
1664 POWER Exp. Philos. 96 "Hydrargyral emanations.

Ibid. 107 Our Hydrargyral Experiments. 1864 WEBSTER,
*
Hydrargyrate. 1810 SIR G. ALLEY \,title) Observations on

the *Hydrargyria, or that Vesicular Disease arising Irom
the Exhibition of Mercury. 1875 H. C. WOOD Therap.

used by the chirurgical writers to express the anointing the

body with a mercurial unction, in order to the raising a
salivation. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. go Containing
also a salt, and *hydrargyrus mixtion.

II Hydrarthrosis (haidrajbrou-sis". Path.
[f.

HYDH(O- b + ARTHROSTS.] Dropsy of the joints.
1861 BUMSTEAD Ven. Dis. (1879) 233 Gonorrhoea! rheu-

matism is essentially an hydrarthrosis. 1879 St. George's
Hosp. Rep. IX. 769 A patient whose knee had been laid

open for chronic hydrarthrosis.

Hydrastine (h3idrse-stsin\ [f. mod.L. Hy-
drast-is (see def.) + -INE.] a. An alkaloid obtained
from the root of Hydrastis Canadensis, a North
American rannnculaceous plant, b. A medicine
used by eclectic physicians, consisting of this alka-

loid mixed with berberine and resin.

1876 HARLEY Mat. Med. (ed. 6) 781 It contains, .an active
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principle called liydrastin. 18^6 U.AKTHOLOW Ahit. Med.
(1879) i42Hydraslme, the alkaloid, should not be confounded
witn the eclectic preparation, hydrastin, which is composed
chiefly of berberine.

Hydratation (hsidr^-J.m . Client. [Cf. F.

hydratation] = HYDRATION.
1876 tr. Sck&tO&&gvr

l
S Ferment. $* The hydratation ..

is effected under the influence of acids.

Hydrate (hai'dr^t , sb. Cheat. Also hydrat.

[f. Gr. tJSojp, tiSp- water + -ATE! i c. Cf. F. hydrate.}
A compound of water with another compound or

an element, e.g. hydrate of chlorine. Formerly,
and still by some, applied also to a HYDKOXIOE,
e.g. KOH, potassium hydrate; NH 4OH, am-
monium hydrate.
1802 SMITHSON in Phil. Trans. XCIII. 23 A peculiar

compound of zinc and water, which may be named hydrate
of zinc. 1807 T. THOMSON Chem, (ed. 3) II. 104 The atten-

tion of chemists was drawn to them by Mr Proust, who has

fiven
to such combinations the name of hydrates. 1822

MISON Sc. fy Art II. 20 An oxide combined with water is

called a hydrat. 1871 TYNDALL Fragm. 6V. (1879) I. xviii.

459 Faraday analysed the hydrate of chlorine. 1876 HARLKY
Mat, Med. (ed. 6) 171 Hydrate of lime is formed whenever
water is sprinkled upon caustic lime. 1889 Mum & MORLEY
Watts' Diet. Ckem. II. 703/2 The compound ClsH-^O is a

hydrate of Cl, i.e. it is a compound of Cl with water. Ibid.,
Another way of stating the theoretical difference between

hydrates and hydroxides is to say that hydrates contain

water as such, and that hydroxides contain the elements of
water.

Hydrate (hai-dr^t), v. [f. prec. Cf. F. hy-

dratcr.] trans. To combine chemically with

water
;
to convert into a hydrate.

1850 DATCKNY Atom. The. viii. (ed. 2) 252 Acidified by 3
atoms of oxygen, and hydrated by the addition to each of
i atom of water. 1897 ALLBUTT Syst. Med. II. 814 The
gland cells manufacture a ferment pepsine or trypsine
which, .hydrates the albumins, forming albumoses.

Hydrated (hai-di^'ted), a. [f. prec. sb. or vb.

+ -!>.] Chemically combined with water or its

elements ;
formed into a hydrate.

1809 DAVY in Phil. Trans. XCIX. 465 Hydrated sulphur
was instantly formed. 1826 HENRY Eletn. Chem. II. 99 A
combination of peroxide of copper with water, or a hydrated
peroxide of copper. 1831 Illustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 1449
Steatite . . is a hydrated silicate of magnesia and alumina.

1885 MUIK & WILSON Thermal CJu-ni. iv. 149 Most hydrated
salts dissolve in water witli absorption of heat. 1889 MUIR
& MORLEY Watts' Diet. C/tem. II. 704/1 Caustic baryta
combines with water to form a compound BaO^Hi-SHgO ;

this compound is said to be a hydrated hydroxide.

Hydratiou (hsidre'-Jan). [f. HYDRATE : see

-ATION.] The action of hydrating or condition of

being hydrated ; combination with water.

1854 I. SCOFFERN in Circ. Sc., Ghent. 452 In both condi-

tions of hydration the crystals of sulphate of nickel are very
beautiful. 1876 J. FOWLER in Archseologia XLVI, 128 note,
The hydration of lime in badly tempered mortar. 1878
KINGZETT Anim. Chem. in. 36 The chemical decompositions
for ever occurring in the living body are all included in two

processes, viz., those of hydration and oxidation. 1880

[see HYDROLYSIS]. 1889 MUIK MORLEY Watts' Diet.

Chem. II. 703/2 Another form of words, .is to speak of water

of hydration, or ivater of crystallisation and to contrast

these with water ofconstitution.

Hydraulic (hsidiylik), a. and sb. [ad. L.

hydraulic-US) a. Gr. v&pav\tK-6s, f. v8<up, v8p- water

-f auXos pipe. In Greek v$pav\tKuv opyavov denoted

a kind of musical instrument played by means of

water (also called v8pav\t$, uS/xxvAos) ; the extension

of the word to other kinds of water-engines is first

found in Latin authors (Jiydraulicae machinae in

Vitruvius"). Cf. F. hydraitlique,]
A. adj.

L Pertaining or relating to water (or other liquid)
as conveyed through pipes or channels, esp. by
mechanical means ; belonging to hydraulics.
Hydraulic mining', a method of mining in which the

force of a powerful jet of water is used to wear down a bed
of auriferous gravel or earth, and to carry the debris to the

sluices where the particles of gold are separated.
1661 Humane Industry 37 Birds on the tops of Trees,

which by Hydraulic art and secret conveyances of water . .

are made to sing. 1729 SWITZER Hydrost. $ HydrauL 69
Nero Alexandrinus, and other Hydraulick Writers. 1851
Illiistr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 1364 A shaft moved by hydraulic

power. 1860 All Year Round No. 52. 35 A bale of dry

goods . . packed by hydraulic pressure. 1873 RAYMOND
Statist. Mines tf Mining xvii. 390 Hydraulic mining in

California The origin of this branch of mining dates back
as far as the spring of 1852. 1898 Times 22 Aug. 6/3 Hy-
draulic pressure exerted against the deposits by what are

known as. .' Monitors', huge squirts. .. These huge jets of

water strike against the mass of gravels with a force of

many thousand horse-power.
2. Applied to various mechanical contrivances

operated by water-power, or in which water is

conveyed through pipes ; e. g. a hydraulic crane,

engine, machine, motor.

Hydraulic belt, an endless woollen band passing over

rollers for raising water by absorption and compression.

Hydraulic block (Shipbuilding), a hydraulic lifting-press

made to occupy the place of a building-block beneath the

kee! of a vessel in a repairing-dock, so as to raise the vessel

when needed. Hydraulic brush, a brush with a hose

connexion through its handle whereby it discharges water

upon the surface scrubbed. Hydraulic condenser (see

CONDENSER 4 c.) the chamber in which gas is cooled. Hy*
draulic dock, a floating dock (see DOCK 4), on which a vessel

Is raised for examination and repairs. Hydraulic elwatort

or lift, a lift or huUt worked by hydraulic power. Hydraulic
indicatori a gauge indicating hydraulic pressure. Hy-
draulic main, in gas-works, a large pipe containing water,
and receiving the pipes from the several retorts, which dip
below the surface of the water so that the raw gas passes
through the water and is partly purified on its way to the
condenser. Hydraulic organ^ an ancient musical instru-
ment in which water was u&ed in some way, prob. to regu-
late the pressure of the air. Hydraulic press= HYDROS-
STATIC Press. Hydraulic ram, an automatic pump in

which the kinetic energy of adescending column ofwater in a

pipe is used to raise some of the water to a height above that
of its original source ; also applied to the lifting piston of a
hydrostatic press. Hydraulic valve, a valve formed by
an inverted cup placed with its edge under water over the

upturned open end of a pipe, so as to close the pipe against
the passage of air. Hydraulic wheel, a wheel for raising
water by applied power.
1656 BLOUNT Glvssogr., Hydraulick) pertaining to Organs,

or to an Instrument to draw water. 1659 LEAK Watenvks.
30 The Pipes of the Organs in Hydraulique \mispr. Hy-
drautiquej Instruments. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn.s.v.

Hydiaulp'Pneutnatical, A Description of the Common
Hydraulick Engine used to Quench Fire. 1808 YOUNG in

P/ril. Trans. XCIX. 22 As a stream of water strikes on the
valve of the hydraulic ram. 1838 Penny Cycl. XL 87/1
A much larger pipe, technically called the hydraulic main,
which, .receives the gas produced from all the retorts. 1851
lllitstr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 210 Hydraulic presses of various
kinds .. among them the vast machine which was employed
to lift the Briuannia tube into its place. Ibid. 236 Hydraulic
lifting jack for railway engines and carriages. Ibid, 1194
Hydraulic crane. Ibid. 1228 Hydraulic clock.. by keeping
up a constant flow of water, the clock will never require
winding up. 1856 S. C. BREES Gloss. Terms, Hydraulic
belt, an endless double band, formed of woollen cloth, for

raising water.

3. Applied to substances which harden under
water and so become impervious to it

;
as hydraulic

cement* lime, mortar.

1851 lllustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 135 Silica is an essential

element in the formation of a good hydraulic cement. Ibid.

1114 Hydraulic chalk cement, hardening under water in a
few minutes. 1863 A. C. RAMSAY Phys. Geog. xii. (1878) 167
Blue argillaceous limestone, largely quarried .. for hydraulic
lime. 1871 ROSCOE Elem. Chem. 218 Hydraulic mortars,
which harden under water.

B. sb. fl. A hydraulic organ : see A. 2. Obs.
1626 BACON Sylva 102 The Sounds that produce Tones

. .such are the Percussions of Mettall, as in Bels ; . . And of

Water, as in the Nightingajs Pipes
of Regalls, or Organs,

and other Hydraulicks; which the Ancients had .. but are
now lost. i65x Humane Industry 109 He used onely warm
water to give them motion and sound. Such Hydraulics
are frequent in Italy.

2. a. Short for hydraulic engine, press, etc. (see
A. a), b. Applied hydraulic force.

I79 SWITZER Hydrost. <$ Hydraul. 347 The Hydraulick
or Engine before mentioned, and its Effects, being thus ex-

plain'd. 1890 W. J. GORDON Foundry 63 Great is the power
of hydraulic ! Here is a hole .. squeezed out of a slab of
steel with no more fuss than if the steel were piecrust ! Ibid,

157^
The hydraulic is again brought into play, and with a

pair of huge pincers the rivets are nipped and finished.

t Hydrairlical, a. Obs. [f. as prec. + -AL.]

prec. A.
1664 POWER Ejcp. Philos. u. 88 These Physico-Mechanical

Experiments are of four sorts, Hydrargyral, Hydraulical,
Pneumatical, and Mixt. 1713 t>EKHAM.F/tys.-T/u'o/. n note,

Pumps . . and divers other Hydraulical Engines. 1793 J.
TOWNSEND Journ. Spain I, 79 Gardens watered bybydrau-
lical machines.

Hydrau-lically, adv. [f. prec. + -LYZ.] By
means of hydraulic power or appliances.
1890 W. J. GORDON Foundry 48 The work was all bolted

into position and riveted hydraulically. 1892 Daily News
21 Sept. 2/3 A swing bridge . . worked hydraulically. 1893
G. ALLEN Scallywag I. 18 Calling out . . to the boy at the

lift, [he] mounted hydraulically. .to the second story.

Hydraulician (haidrglijan). [ad. F. hydrau-
licien

;
cf. mechanician, etc.] One versed in hy-

draulics
;
a hydraulic engineer.

i88a Nature XXV. 351/1 The system of dredging intro-

duced by M. Bazin, the celebrated hydraulician, on the
rivers of France. 1894 Athenaeum 19 May 648/2 The
formulae [for the flow ofwater] drawn up by various hydrau-
licians.

Hydraulicity (-li'siti). [ad. F. hydrauliciti :

see HYDRAULIC and -ITY.] The property or quality
of being hydraulic (sense 3). In mod. Diets.

Hydraulicking (haidrg-likirj), vbl. sb. U.S.
Also -icing, [f.

HYDRAULIO + -LNG 1 (with insertion

of k as 'w. frolicking, trafficking, etc.).] Hydraulic

mining.
1880 R. H. PATTERSON in Fortn. Rev. Sept. 341 That

[form of gold-seeking] which is termed '

hydraulicking '.

1881 Ref. to Ho. Repr. Prec. Met. U. S. 105 The Russian

Company . . are well rigged for hydraulicking, but lack a
constant supply of water. Ibid. 636 Where a sufficient head
of water . . can be had, hydraulicing is the method of work-

ing employed. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 27 Sept. 8/1 It is open to

grave doubt whether hydraulicking will be possible.

II Hydraii'licon. PI. -a. [a. Gr. iiSpav\mov

(opyavov) : see HYDRAULIC.] Hydraulic organ ;

see HYDRAULIC A. 2.

1570 DEE Math. Pref. 35 Hydraulica, Organes goyng by
waier. 1776 BUHNEY Hist. Mus. (1789) 1. viii. in The
hydraulicon or water-organ. 1881 EDWARDS Organs t4 Ar-

chimedes has had the credit of advancing the hydraulicon.

Hydraulico-, combining form of Gr. vSpav-
\inus HYDRAULIC, as in t Hydranlico-pneu-
ma tical a. HYDRAULO-PXEUMAT1CAL

; t Hy-
drau licosta'tics (see quot.)

1688 Imvi.L I-'inal L'tmses A'at. Things iv. 225, I take the

body of a living man to be a very conipounded engine, such
as mechanicians would call Hydraulico-Pneumatical. 1807
T. YOUNG Led. Nat. Philos. I. xxv. 300 The mutual effects

of fluids and moveable solids . . have been considered by
Uernoulli. .under the name of hydraulicostatics.

Hydraulics ^hsidrg'liks). [Plural of HY-
DHAULIC, after earlier names of sciences in -ics,

q.v.] That department of science which deals with
the conveyance of water or other liquids through

pipes or other artificial channels, and with the

various mechanical applications of the force exerted

by moving liquids. Often used in a wider sense,

corresponding to what is now expressed by hydro-
kinetics or hydrodynamics.
^1671 BOYLE Usefulness Exp. Philos. it. ii. i. ii, Hydrosta-
ticks and hydraulicks, that teach us to make engines and
contrivances for the lifting up, and for the conveying of
water. 1729 SWITZER Hydrost. 3- Hydraul. Ded. Aij, I

present this Volume of Hydrostaticks and Hydraulicks to

your Patronage. 1794 SULLIVAN View Nat. I. 338 From
what level, upon any principle of hydraulics, can these
waters be supposed to be deduced? 1806 HUTTON Course
Math. II. 221 Hydraulics is the science which treats of the
motion of fluids, and the forces with which they act upon
bodies. 1839 HALLAM Hist. Lit. u. viii. IV. 43 The more
difficult science of hydraulics was entirely created by two
disciples of Galileo, Castellio and Torricelli. 1855 EMERSON
Jl/w., Fort. Repub. Wks. III. 387 It is a rule, .in economy
as well as in hydraulics, that you must have a source higher
than your tap.

Hydratflist. [f. HYDRAUL-IO + -IST ; cf. F.

hydrauliste (1836).] One skilled in hydraulics;
a hydraulician.
1847 LEITCH tr. C. O. Mailer's Anc. Art 72 Melon (the

astronomer and hydraulist).

t Hydrau'lo-pneuma-tical, a. Obs. [i.hy-
draulo- combining form of Gr. ij5pav\os (see HY-
DRAULIC) + PNEUMATICAL.] Relating to hydraulics
and pneumatics : see quots. So f Hydrau'lo-
pnennia'tic a. in same sense

; f Hydrau'lo-
pneuma'tics, the combination of hydraulics and

pneumatics.
1669 BOYLE Contn. Neiv Exp. i. 13 A new Hydraulo-

pneumatical Fountain . . with the uses to be made of it, as
in Hydraulo-pneumaticks. 1685 Enq. Notion Nat. 310,
1 look . . on a Human Body .. as an Hydraulical, or rather

Hydraulo-pneumatical Engine. 1730-6 BAILEY (folio), Hy-
dratilopnttiia.tick Engine. 1741 t'hil. Trans. XLI. 821

Hydraulo-pneumatical and other Engines, for raising Water.

Hydrazine (hai'drazsin). Chem. [mod. f.

HYDR(OGEN) + Azo- (for azote) + -INE.] A colour-

less stable gas, with strong alkaline reaction, also

called DIAMIDOGEN, N2
H t . Also extended to a

class of compounds in which one or more of the

hydrogen atoms in this are replaced byaunivalent
radical, as Ethyl hydrazine N2H 3 .C.;H 5 .

1887 Atkenxunt 9 July 57/2 Curtius describes the prepara-
tion of a new compound of nitrogen and hydrogen. . . He
terms it hydrazine or diamidogen.

Hydrazoa, erron. form of HYDROZOA.

Hydrazoic (hsidraz^-ik), a. Chem. [f. HY-
DH(O- d + Azo- (for azote] + -ic.] In hydrazoic acid,

a compound of nitrogen and hydrogen (N3H), as

yet obtained only in solution, resembling hydro-
chloric acid, and forming explosive salts. Also
called azoimide.

1894 ROSCOE & SCHOKLEMMER Chem. I. 472 Azoimide or

Hydrazoic Acid.

t Hydro. Obs. In 3 ydre. [a. OF. ydre, ydrie,
ad. L. HYDHIA.] A water-pot.
c 1250 Kent Serm. in O. E. Misc. 29 per were . vi . Vdres

of stone.

Hydre, obs. form of HYDBA.
II Hydrelse'oii, -um. Also corruptly hydrse-
loum. -Ion, -olean, hydroleon, etc. [Gr. i/Spi-

\cuov (fArnoc oil). Cf. F. hydrilton] A mixture
ofwater and oil, formerly used medicinally.
c 1550 LLOYD Treas. Health (1585) L v, Hydroleon and

Allegant dronke is wonderful good also. 1657 TOMLINSON
Kenon's Disp. 39 It leaves an impression much like to that
of Hydraolean. 1717-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., The Hy-
drelaeon was taken internally, to excite vomiting.

fHydre-lic, a. and sb. Obs. rare. [f. Gr.

iiopi]\-6s watery, moist + -1C.] (See quots.)
1612 STURTEVANT Metallica (1854) 42 Hydrelica is an

Ignick indention, for the cheaper making of all kinde of
hotte liquids or liquoures, by the meanes of metallicall

instruments, whereupon the materialls made by this art are
called Hydrelicks. 1665 J. _WILSON Project, i. Dram. Wks.
U874) 226 An ignick, hydrelick, hydroterrick invention, con-

sisting of heat without tire or smoke !

Hydremia, -io : see HYDRJEMIA, -ic.

Hydrenoephal, -ic, -old, -on, -us [f. HYDRO- b
+ Gr. (fKtipa\os brain] : see HYDROCEPHALE, etc.

1847 CRAIG, Hydrencephalic..Hydrencephal-us. 1866-80
A. FLINT Princ. Mcd^. (ed. 5) 704 The so-called hydren-
cephaloid affection incident, in children, to exhaustion from
diarrhoea.

Hydreucephalocele (haidrense-fal^sn).
Path. [f. HYDR(O- b + ENOEPHALOCELE.] An en-

cephalocele containing serous liquid.
1854 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Hydrcncephalocele, term for

hydrocephalic tumour or hernia. 1878 T. BRYANT Pract.

Surg. I. 239 In a hydrencephalocele . . there will be a
portion of one or both of the ventricles filled with fluid.
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HYDRENTEROCELE.

Hydrenterocele (haidre-nten7|=n . Path. [f.

HYDR'O- b + ENIEKOCELE.] Intestinal hernia the

sac of which contains water.

1706 in PHILLIPS (eel. Kersey). 1717-41 in CHAMBERS

Cycl. 1811 in Hooi KK MeJ. Did. 1847 in CRAIG, and in

mod. Diets.

fHydret. Chem. Obs. [Cf. sulphuret.] An

early term for hydruret, hydride.

1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies 46 Oil of cinnamon

is a hydret of that base, or CibH7O2+H.

|| Hydria (hai-dria, hrdria). PI. -86. [L. hydria,
a. Or. iiSpia a water-pot, f. vSaip, iSp- water. Cf.

HTDBE.] A water-pot ; in ArchKol. a large Greek

jar or pitcher for carrying water, with two or three

handles.

1398 TREVISA Bartli. De P. R. xix. cxxviii. (1495), Ydria

is a water vessel. 1850 LEITCH tr. C. O. Mailer's Anc.Art
J 299 <ed. 2> 338 The Corinthian hydriae had two handles

at [he top. 1851 C. NEWTON in Ruskin Slants I'en. I. App.
xxi. 403 A stork seated on a hydria, or pitcher, from which

water is flowing.

Hydriad (hai-driaed). [a. Gr. iiSpias, vS/xaS-

(vvnQri), f. vSwp water.] A water-nymph.
1864 in WEBSTER.

Hydriatric (haidriiae-trik), a. rare, (erron.

hydriatie . [mod. f. Gr. i/Sp- water + iarpos

physician, idrptta healing, idrpucos medical. Cf.

F. kydriatrie.] Of or pertaining to the water-cure ;

hydropathic. So Hydria'trist, a hydropathist ;

Hy driatry, hydropathy.
1843 T. J. GRAHAM Cold- Water System (ed. 2) Contents

xvii, Hydriatie measures ought not to be pushed too far.

1843 ABDY Water Cure 157 Hahn. .and his two sons were
/ealous hydriatists. 1843 Tail's Mag. Apr. 271/2 The

hydriatie method of treatment. 1886 Syd. Sac. Lex., Hy-
driatric . . Hydriatry, same as Hydrotherapy.

Hydric (hai-drik), a. Chem. [f. HTDB(OGEN)
f -1C. Cf. F. hydrique] Of hydrogen, containing

hydrogen in chemical combination ; as in hydric
chloride = hydrogen chloride or hydrochloric acid.

1854 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Hydricus, of or belonging to

water ; applied to the compounds of a simple body with

hydrogen : hydric. 1870 Eng. Meek. 18 Feb. 565/3 Aqueous
hydric-chloride. 1876 HARLEY Mat. Med. (ed. 6) 101 Hydric
Cyanide was called Prussic acid.

Hydrid (hai-drid). Zool. [f.
mod.L. Hydridx

sb. pi., f. Hydra] A hydrozoan of the family

Hydridse, typified by the genns Hydra (see HY-
DBA 6).

Hydride (hai-draid). Chem. [f.
HYDBO- d +

-IDE.] f a. Formerly, A substance formed by the

combination of water with a radical ;
= HYDRATE

in the earlier sense, b. Now, A substance formed

by the union of hydrogen with an element or a

radical.

1849 D. CAMPBELL Inorg. Chem. 20 Water combines with

acids and oxides, forming hydrides. Ibid. 55 It is no longer
SO3, but HO,SOS a hydride of sulphuric acid. Ibid. 56
In the processes throughout this book, when sulphuric acid

is mentioned it is this hydride which is meant. 1869
ROSCOE Elem. Chem. 273 Each of these bodies is therefore

termed the hydride of a radical. 1877 Roscor. & SCHOR-

LEMMER Treat. Ckeiii. I. 90 The compounds of Hydrogen
form Hydrides.

Hydriform (hardriffum), a. Also erron. hy-
draform. [f. L. type *hydriformis : see HYDRA +

-FORM.] Hydra-shaped.
1. Of the form of the Lemaean Hydra.
1822 New Monthly Mag. V. no Dividing their discourses

into heads Cerberean, Polypean, and Hydrafonn.
2. Having the form of the hydra polyp.
1847 CARPENTER Zool. 1044 The arms [of the Hydra] are

destitute of cilia; and this is an important character, by
which all the Polypes of the Hydra-form kind may be at

once distinguished from those of a higher group. 1847-9
TODD Cycl. Anat. IV. 20/1 Polypes hydriform. 1874
LUBBOCK Orig. tr Met. fns. iii. 49 Distinguished by the

absence of a hydriform stage.

( Hydriodate (h3idrai'<?di?t% Chem. Obs. [f.

as next + -ATE l I c.] An old name for an iodide, as

a salt of hydriodic acid; also, a hydriodide.
1833 CR ABB Teclmol. Diet. s. v., The Hydriodate of am-

monia, of potash, of soda, of barytes, etc. 18*6 HENRY
Elem. Chem. I. 537 lodate and Hydriodate of Potassa.

1851 lllustr. Catal. Ct. Exhib. 190 Hydriodate of quinine.

Hydriodic (haidrai^-dik), a. Chem. [f. HY-

I>R(.OGEK) + IOD(INE) + -ic. Cf. F. hydriodiquc.'}

Containing hydrogen and iodine in chemical com-

bination. Hydriodic acid, the simple combina-

tion of hydrogen and iodine, also called hydrogen
iodide (HI), a colourless very soluble gas, of

strongly acid properties and suffocating odour.

1819 J. G. CHILDREN Chem. Anal, no Hydriodic acid is

formed of one volume of the vapour of iodine and one
volume of hydrogen. 1849 D. CAMPBELL Inorg. Chem. 9u i_:_j:_ *:j "

L _L 1.1 ! I _ui~..:,- ,.;.

_ 299 Uien_.
bines with hydriodic acid to form ethyl iodide.

So Hydriodide (haidrai'odaid), a compound
formed by the combination of hydriodic acid with

an organic radical (or, formerly, with an element).
i83 FARADAY Exp. Res. xvii. 81 Hydriodide of carbon.

Hydro (hai'dron). Short for HYDROPATHIC sb.

i88a Brit. Med. Jrnl. Advert. 9 Dec., Visitors will find

484

the 'Hydro' a pleasant Home during their residence in

Bournemouth. 1894 Adrt.. Buxton, TThe Peak Thermal
Establishment. The best Hydro in district. Mineral water

and other baths. 1898 Xavy >, Army [llustr. 23 July p.

vii, Palatial establishments . . all . . modestly calling them-

selves Hydros,

Hydro- (haidro), before a vowel also hydr-,
= Gr. t/Sp(o-, combining form of vStup water,

employed in many compounds adopted or formed

from Greek.
Of the numerous compounds in Greek some were adopted

in Latin, whence they passed into English either directly

or through French : the earliest of these are hydropic,

hydropsy, hydrotnancy, and hydromel, found in the I3th

and Hth c. A few others were added to the language
during the i6th and 171)1 c., as hydrocele, hydrograflier,

-graphy, hydrology, hydropliMa, hydrostatic; but the

greater number of the words now in use belong to the

common scientific vocabulary of the igth c. including
the end of the iSthc.).

The words so formed may be thus classed :

a. Miscellaneous terms, in which hydro- has the

sense of ' water ', as in hydrography, hydrometer,

hydropathy, hydrostatics. These pass into terms

in which hydro- is used in more or less loose com-

bination, as hydrogeology, hydro-galvanic, hydro-

electricity, hydro-extractor, hydro-propuhion.
b. In medical and pathological terminology,

hydro- is extensively used to form names of dis-

eases (chiefly in Latin or Greek form), being pre-

fixed (a) to names of parts of the body, to denote

that such part is dropsical or affected with an

accumulation of serous fluid, as in hydroabdomen

(dropsy of the abdomen, ascites\ hydroblepharon

(-urn) [Gr. 0\l<papov eyelid], hydrocardia [Gr.

xapSia heart], -cranium, -derma, -gaster [Gi.yao-T-iip

belly], -gastiia, -hystera [Gr. vo-repa womb], hy-

dromphalum (-us) [Gr. o/*f>a\os navel], hydromy-

elus, -myelia [Gr. nvt\6s marrow, used for
'

spinal

cord'], -nep/iras[Gi.vf<l>p6ikidney], hydro-avarium

[see OVARY], -pericardium, -peritonaeum, hydror-
: ~-ni

trumpet, used for
'

Fallopian tube '], hydrothorax ;

also, in the combination hydropneumo-, to express
the presence of water and air, as in hydropneumo-

pericardium, hydropneumothorax ; (b) to names

of diseases or diseased formations, denoting the

accompaniment of dropsy or of an accumulation

of serous fluid, as hydrocachexia, -y [see CACHEXY],
-diarrhoea, -hxmoihorax, -meningitis, -pericarditis,

-peritonitis, hydrorrhachitis, etc. ; hydrocirsocele,

hydr(o)enterocele, hydromeningocele, -myelocele,

-physocele, -sarcocele, hydroscheocclc, etc.

C. Prefixed to names of minerals, hydro- denotes

a hydrous compound, or the addition of water or

its constituents to the elements of the primary
mineral.

d. In modern chemical terms (the earliest of

which were formed in French), the prefix hydro-

originally meant combination with water. In many
cases however this really amounted to combination

with the hydrogen supplied by the water ; so that

hydr(o- has become the regular combining form of

hydrogen, like oxy- for oxygen, nitro- for nitrogen,

cyano- for cyanogen.
1812 JMISON Sc. $ Art II. 21 To distinguish the acids

formed by hydrogen, from those formed by oxygen, the

former are designated by the word hydro, as the hydro-
chloric acid. 1853 W. GREGORY Inorg. Chem. (ed. 3) 4

If composed of oxygen united to a metalloid, such as

carbon, or a metal, .the acid is simply named from the

metalloid or metal, as carbonic acid, chromic acid. But if

the acid contains hydrogen united to a metalloid, the word

'hydro' is prefixed; as hydro-chloric acid (hydrogen and

chlorine), hydro-sulphuric acid (hydrogen and sulphur), &c.

Prefixed to the name of a compound substance,

hydro- usually means the addition or substitution

of hydrogen in its constitution, e. g. benzoin

C 14H 12Oj, hydrobenzoin CUH14O, ; so cinchonine,

hydrocinchonine, cellulose, hydrocellulose, etc.

e. In modern zoological terminology, hydro- is

used in the nomenclature relating to members of

the class HYDBOZOA and their characteristic organs
or parts. Strictly speaking, hydro- is here a com-

bining form of the generic name HYDRA ;
but this

is itself a derivative of Gr. votop, v6p(o- water, so

that, as being ultimately from the same source,

these terms may be classed with the other hydro-

formations.

f. Derivatives of Gr. Itpan
' sweat

'

have been

erroneously written hydro- instead of hidro- (the

error being encouraged by the fact that sweat is a

form of water), e. g. hydroadenitis inflammation

of the sweat glands, hydrocritics, hydropyretic.

The more important words in all these groups

appear in their alphabetical order in the main

series ; others of less importance follow here.

Hydroaeric (hai:dr0|,eTik) a. (see quot.). Hy-
droa'patite Min., hydrous apatite, a milk-white

HYDRO-.

subtransparent mineral. Hydrobaro'meter, an

instrument for determining the depth of the ocean

from the pressure of the superincumbent water

( Webster 1864;. Hydrobe-nzoin Chem., a crystal-

line substance, Cu lIuOa ,
oUaintd by the action of

nascent hydrogen on oil of bitter almonds. |! Hydro-
blosis (-baiicJu'sis' Zool. [Gr. /3iWis way of life],

the development of living organisms, as bacteria,

in fluid media ; the conditions of life of such

organisms. Hydrobo-racite Min. [named 1834],

hydrous borate of calcium and magnesium, resem-

bling gypsum. Hydrobranch (-brserjk) Zool. [Gr.

/3pa-/x'a gills], a member of the Hydrobranchiata,
a division of gastropods in Lamarck's classification,

containing species which breathe water only ;
so

Kydrobranchiate (-bra'rjkia) a., pertaining to

the Hydrobranchiata (Mayne Expos. Lex. 1855).

Hydroca'lcite Min. [named 1846], a hydrous car-

bonate of calcium (Dana Min. (1850) 212). ||Ky-
droca-rdia Path., dropsy of the heart (see b above).

Hydrocanline (-kg-bin) a. Zool. [Gr. KOI/XOS stem],

pertaining to or characteristic of the || Hydro-
cau'lus or main stem of the ccenosarc of a hydro-
zoan.

|| Hydrocephalis (-oe'falis) [Gr. *f>aAjj

head], the oral and stomachal regions of a hydroid.

Hydroce'russite Min., a variety of basic lead

carbonate, f Hydrochl'none Chem. = HYDRO-

QUINONE. Hydroci'nclionine Chem., an alkaloid

(C aoHMN2O) obtained by heating cinchonine

(CjjHaNjO) with KMnO4 . Hydroci-rsooeU
Path. "[CIRSOCELK], hydrocele complicated with a

varicose state of the spermatic cord (SyJ. Soc. Lex.

1886). || Hydrocoe-lia ,-sHia) Path. [Gr. xoiXia

belly], dropsy of the abdomen, ascites. Hydro'-
conlte Min. [named, 1847, f. Gr. Kovia lime], hy-
drous calcium carbonate (Dana Min. (1892) 303).

Hydrocope (hai'drknp) Zool. [Gr. Kunrf shaft],

the peduncle of a hydroid. Hydrocoralline

(-kf)-ralain) Zool. [CORALLINE] a., pertaining to

the Hydrocorallinn!, an order or sub-order of

Hydroidea, the coral-making hydroid hydrozoa ;

sb. one of this order of Hydrozoa. Hydroco-
ta rnia, -oota'rnine (-ain) Chem., a crystalline

alkaloid existing in opium, and containing two

atoms of hydrogen more than cotarnine. Hydro-
couma-ric a. Chem., in h. acid = melilotic acid,

f Hydrocri'tics (erron. for hidrocrilics) : see quot.

Hydro-cycle [CYCLE sb. n], a velocipede adapted
for propulsion on the surface of water ; hence Hy-
drocyclist, one who propels a hydrocycle. Hy-
drocyst (hai'drosist) Zool. [Gr. KVOTIS bladder,

CYST], one of the tentacles or feelers, resembling

immature polypites, attached to the ccenosarc in

certain Hydrozoa, as in the family Physophoridx ;

hence Hydrocystlc a. Hydrodolomite Min.,

hydrous carbonate of calcium and magnesium,
a yellowish-white, greyish, or greenish mineral.

Hydroeclal (haidrrsiial) a., pertaining to the || Hy-
droeclnm (-rsi|Z>m) [Gr. olxiov, f. oTnos house], a

sac into which the ccenosarc can be retracted in

certain Hydrozoa, as the Calycophoridx. Hydro-
extractor [F. hydro-exlracteur], a centrifugal ma-

chine for drying clothes and other articles. Hydro-

ferrlcya-nic, -ferridcyanic, a. Chem., in h. acid=

hydrogen ferricyanide, H6Fe.2Cy]?
;
hence Hydro-

ferri(d)cyanate, a salt of this acid. Hydroferro-

cya'ulc a. Chem. in h.acid= hydrogen ferrocyanide,

H 4FeCy6 ;
hence Hydroferrooyanate, a salt of

this acid. Hydrofnge (hai'drofiadj) [see-FUGE- F.

hydrofuge~\ a., impervious to water, as the plumage
of ducks, the pubescence of many insects, etc. ;

sb. a

substance which is impervious to or resists the

action of water. Hydrogalva'nic a. [GALVANIC],

pertaining to the production of galvanic electricity

by means of liquids (Webster 1864). t Hydro -

gnosy [Gr. -yvaiaia knowledge], a history and

description of the waters of the earth (Mayne

Expos. Lex. 1855). Hydrohne-matlte, -Hematite

Min., a hydrated sesquioxide of iron, resembling

haematite, also called Turgite. Hydrohyste'rio a.

Path., pertaining to hydrohystera, an accumulation

of water in the womb. Hydro,io'dlc = HYDRIODIC.

Hydrolite Min. [-LITE], the zeolitic mineral

GMELINITE. Hydroma'gneBite Min. [named

1827], hydrous carbonate of magnesium, found in

white silky crystals or earthy crusts. Hydro-

medusan (-mfdizi-san) [MEDUSA] a., belonging or

relating to the Hydromcdusx, now a sub-class of

Hydrozoa (called also Craspedota), formerly a

synonym of Hydrozoa ;
sb. a member of this sub-

class. Hydromedn-soid a. [see -OID], of the

form of or resembling the ffydromedusse (Cent.

Diet.). II Hydromeningi-tis Path., inflammation
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of the cerebral membranes with serous effusion.

Hydromeni ngocele f,see b, and MENINGOCELE).
Hydrome'tallurgy [MjCTALLUBGY],

' the act or

process of assaying or reducing ores in the wet

way, or by means of liquid re -

agents
'

(Webster
1864). Hydro-metamoTphism Geol.

t a kind of
METAMOKPHISX of igneous rocks effected by means
of water; so Hydro-metamo'rpliic a., pertaining
or relating to this. Hydrome teor [see MKTEOH :

cf- F. hydrQmiti&re\) an atmospheric phenomenon
which depends on the vapour of water, as rain,

hail, and snow
; hence Hy-drometeorolo'gical a.,

pertaining to Hy-drometeoro'logy, that part of

meteorology which deals with atmospheric pheno-
mena depending on the vapour of water (Webster
1864). Hydromi'ca Min., a variety of potash
mica containing more water than ordinary musco-
vite ; hence Hydromica'ceons a. Hydromo'tor,
a kind of motor for the propulsion of vessels, the

propelling power being produced by jets of water

ejected from the sides or the stern. Hydromyd
(hai dnmiid) ZooL [Gr. pvs mouse], a rodent of the

genus HydromySj comprising the water-rats and
beaver-rats of the Australian region (Cent* Diet?)*

|| Hydromye-lia, jj -myelus, Hydromyelocele
Path, (see b above, and quots.). Hydrone'phelite
Min.) a hydrous silicate of aluminium and sodium,
derived from nephelite. f Hydroni'tric a.

Chem., containing hydrogen and nitrogen in com-
bination ; hydronitric acid

t an old name of nitric

acid or hydrogen nitrate.
|| Hydro-ova-rinm Path.

(see b above and quot.). t Hydro-oxide Chem. =
HYDROXIDE. -f Hydro-oxyg-en Chem. = OXY-
HYDHOGEN. Hydropa'rastates sb. //., Eccl. Hist.

[ad. Gr. pi. vdpoTrapaardrai, f. vapaardTrjs comrade]
v see quots.\ |] Hydroperica'rdium, Hydroperi-
tonse-nm Path, (see b above and quots.

1

). Hy-
drophid Zool. [Gr. o<is serpent], a venomous sea-

snake of genus Hydrophis or family Hydrophidw t

found in the Indian Ocean. Hydrophite Min.,
a hydrous silicate of iron and magnesium, allied

to serpentine (ophite). Hydrophthalic a. Chem.

(see d above and quot.). HydrophyU (-fil) Bot.>

Lindley's name for plants of N.O. Hydrophylla-
ce%) of which the typical genus is Ilydrophyllum,
the Waterleaf of N. America. Hydrophyllia-
ceous (-filij^-pas) a. [see -ACEOUS], having the

characters of the
|[ Hydrophyllinxu (-rVli^m)

[Gr. <pv\\tov leaflet], one of the protective zooids,
of a laminar or leaf-like character, attached either

to the coenosarc or to the pedicles of the polypites
in certain oceanic hydrozoa; = BHACT 2. Hy-
drophysocele Path, (see b above, and quot.).
|| Hydroplanula (-pke*niz/la) [I'LANULA], the

transitional stage of a hydrozoan intermediate

between the planula and the tentaculated actinula

(Cent. Diet.'). Hydropluto nic </. GeoL (see quot.).

Hydropo'lyp [POLYP], a hydrozoan as distin-

guished from an actinozoan polyp. Hydropota'ssic
a. Chew., containing hydrogen and potassium in

combination, as hydropotassic sulphate, a double

sulphate of H and K, K2SO4.H2SO4> commonly
called bisulphate of potash. Hydropropulsion,
propulsion by means ofa hydromotor (Cent. Diet.}.

Hydropult (hardwpplt) [f. -pult in CATAPULT],
a force-pump worked by hand

;
a garden-pump ;

hence Hydropu'ltic a. Hydropyre'tic .,
erron.

for hidropyretUt pertaining to Hidropyretos or

sweating sickness (Mayne Expos. Lex. 1855).

|| Hydrorachis, -orrhachis (haidrpTakis) Path.

(see b above, and quot.). Hydrorenal (-rrnal) a.

[L. ren-es kidneys : see RENAL], characterized by
a dropsical condition ofthe kidney. (1 Hydrorfciza
(-rai'za) [Gr. /5a root], the root-stock or rooting
fibres by which a colony of Hydrozoa is attached

to some foreign object ; hence Hydrorfcizal
(-rai'zal) a.

|| Hydrosa'lpinx Path, (see b above,
and quot.). Hydrosa'rcocele Path, (see b above,
and SAROOCELE). Hydroscheocele (hoidrp

-

sk/>-

s;l) Path.) dropsical oscheocele or scrotal hernia.

Hydrosele'nic a. Chem., consisting of hydrogen
and selenium in combination

;
k. acid, another

name for hydrogen selenide or seleniuretted hy-

drogen, H 2 Se, an offensive gas; hence Hydro-
selenate, -sele'nuret. Hydrosi'licate Min.,

a silicate containing water, a hydrous silicate.

Hydroso'dic (-s0"*dik) a. Chem., containing hy-

drogen and sodium in combination, as hydro-
sodic sulphate^ a double sulphate of hydrogen and

sodium, Na2SO4 .H.2SO 4 , commonly called hy-
drated bisulphate of soda. Hydrosphygmograph,
a kind of sphygmograph in which the variation

in the quantity of blood in a part is measured by

the pressure on a fluid contained in a closed

chamber or vessel (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1886). Hydro-
spire (h3i

p

dr(7|Sp3i*.i) Zool. [Gr. airtipa coil, SPIKE],
one of the system of lamellar tubes lying between
and below the ambulacra in blastoids, supposed to

have been respiratory in function. Hydrota chy-
lite, -lyte Min., a hydrous variety of tachylite.

Hydrota'lcite Min. [TALC], a hydrous oxide of

aluminium and magnesium, a fibrous white mineral
of pearly lustre and greasy feel. Hydrote 'clinic

a. [Gr. ft\vri art : F. hydrotechnique], relating to

or dealing with the technical management or utili-

zation ofwater. Hydrotelltrrica. Chctn., formed

by hydrogen and tellurium in chemical com-
bination

;
h. acid, another name for telluretted

hydrogen, H2Te, an offensive gas ; its salts are

Hydrote'llurates. jj Hydrotheca (-J-ka) Zool.

[L. theca, Gr. 677*7; receptacle], one of the peri-
sarcal cups or calycles in which the polypites in

certain Hydrozoa (as the Sertularidse) are lodged;
hence Hydrothecal (-j>fkal) a. f HydrotM'on
[Gr. $ttov sulphur], an old name of hydrogen
sulphide or sulphuretted hydrogen, also called

| Hydrothio'iiic acid\ hence t Hydrothi'onate,
a salt of this acid, a sulphydrate ;

so fHydrothi'-
onous = hydrosulphurous ; f Hydrothionite, a

salt of hydrosulphurous acid.
|| Hyclrothi once-mia

Path. [Gr. af/wi blood], blood-poisoning with sul-

phuretted hydrogen. Hydrozi'ncite, -kite Min.,
hydrous carbonate of zinc, also called zinc bloom

(Uana J/i. 1854).
1886 Syd. Soc. Lex., *Hydroaeric sound, the percussion

note produced over a cavity containing both water and air.

Also, the sounds heard on auscultating a similar cavity.

1838 A liter. Jrnt. Sc. Ser. u. XXV. 408 *Hydroapatite is

a hydrous apatite. 1877 WATTS Ftnvnes' Chem. (ed. 12) II.

571 Benzoin, .converted, .by heating with alcoholic potash
into *hydrobenzoin and benzile. 1835 C. U. SHEPARD Min.
II. 326 *Hydroboracite. 1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5) 595
Hydroboracite . . resembles fibrous and foliated gypsum.
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Sitpp., *Hydrocardia, a term invented

by Hildanus to express a serous, sanious, or purulent tumour
of the pericardium. 1869 NICHOLSON Zool.-rj The coenosarc

generally consists of a main stem or '*hydro-caulus'
with many branches. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim.
Life 246 The hydranth resembles Hydra in all essentials. . .

Like that organism it consists of a *hydrocephalis (
= oral

and stomachal regions) and a peduncle or hydrocope which
is very short. 1873 Fownes' Cliem. (ed. n) 824 *Hydro-
coumaric Acid exists in the yellow melilot. 1721 BAILEY,
*
Hydrocrittcks [1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey, Hydrocritica\,

critical Judgment of Distempers taken from Sweating.
1893 Westm. Caz. 5 Apr. 4/3 The

'

*hydro-cycle
'

hitherto

regarded as more or less a mechanical monstrosity has at

length proved its speed and capabilities. . . The *

*hydro-
cyclists

*
finished in good condition. 1898 River fy Coast

July 13/1 One of the most interesting items was the

Hydrocycle versus Skiff Race. 1869 NICHOLSON Zool. 82
There occur also in the Physophoridse certain peculiar
bodies, termed *hydrocysts or '

feelers '. 1888 ROLLESTON &
JACKSON Anim. Life 770 Hydrocysts or feelers.. are poly-
pites in which the distal or oral extremity is imperforate
and usually armed with cnidoblasts. 1850 DANA Min.
(ed. 3) 213 *Hydrodolomite. .has the composition of the

magnesia alba of the shops. 1861 J. R. GREENE Man.
A nint. Kingd.i Ccelent. 99 Praya, Hippopodius, and Vogtia
have Incomplete' *hydroecia. 1869 NICHOLSON Zool. 80
This chamber, which is present .. in all the genera, is

termed the (

hydrcecium '. 1858 HUXLEY Oceanic tty~
drozoa 39 The lateral walls of the hydrcecial canal of the
distal nectocalyx. 1851 Illnstr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 1199
*
Hydro-extractor .. capable of revolving 2,000 times a

minute. ..It will dress., all kinds of materials, cloths, felts

[etc.]. 1890 W. J. GORDON Foundry 165 The hydro-
extractor, in which the yarn is dried like clothes in a
laundry, being thrown into a horizontal drum and spun
round at lightning speed. 1849 D. CAMPBELL Iiiorg. Ckem.
Index 376 *Hydroferridcyanic acid, or ferridcyamde of

hydrogen. *Hydroferrocyanic acid, or ferrocyanide of

hydrogen. 1868-72 WATTS Diet. Chem. V. 20 The *
hydro-

ferrocyanate [of quinine], C2oH 24N 3p2.H4FeCy6.2H 2O,
is an orange-yellow crystalline precipitate, obtained on

mixing the alcoholic solutions of quinine and hydroferro-

cyanic acid. 1886 HAMERTON in Longni. Mag. VII. 375
The efficacy of resinous solutions, as *hydrofuges. 1890
ABNEY Treat. Photogr. (ed. 6) 24 It. .produces *hydroiodic
acid (HI). 1843 PORTLOCK GeoL 221 *Hydrolite occurs in

abundance at Island Magee, in beautifully marked crystals.

1837 DANA Min. 199 *Hydromagnesite. .occurs in crusts;
also as a white powder. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim.
Life 745 There are two principal types of the Hydroid.
One, the *Hydromedusan or Craspedote type, consists

typically of an oral and stomachal region (hydrocephalis),
with or without tentacles, borne upon a peduncle (hydro-
cope). 1879 RUTLEY Study Rocks xii. 208 To admit for

granite what may be called *hydro-metamorphic origin.
1bid, i *Hydro-metamorphism, by which rocks, originally
fused, and when in liquid fusion, poured into veins and
dykes in pre-existing rocks, are subsequently altered in

specific gravity and arrangement of minerals, by the action
of water. 1857 J. P. NICHOL Cycl. Phys. Sci.

t

*
Hydro-

meteors. The whole aqueous phenomena of the Atmosphere.
. .The chief specific Hydrometeors, viz. Clouds, Dew, Fogs,
Snow, and Rain. 1885 C. H. HITCHCOCK in Amer. Jrnl.Sc.
Oct. 282 *Hydromicaceous and argillaceous schists. 1886
Sci. Awer. 24 July 47/1 The little vessel supplied with the

*hydromotor met with a fair degree of success. 1866-80 A.

FLINT Princ. Med, (ed. 5) 716 A tumor, consisting of the
serous accumulation with its enveloping membranes (* hydro-
myelocele}, protrudes through the fissure, most frequently in

the sacral or dorsal regions. Ibid. 759 Dilatation of the

central canal is called "hydromyelus, and is generally con-

or *hydro-oxides. 1834 M EDWIN AngUr in Wales I. 95
Vermicular monsters exhibited in the *hydro-oxygen micro-

scope. 1838 Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc. I. 14 Platinum fused

by his hydro-oxygen blowpipe. 1854 J. SCOFFERN in Orr's

3ttic&, A oci-i , it urauiu ui uic inanitiicci, wuuac lua*

tinguishing Tenet was, That Water should be used in the
Sacrament instead of Wine. " ** v ~ " *~ '"'-

same state exists in the serous membranes, whence arise

ascltes, hydrothorax, and "hydropericardium. 1877 ROBERTS
Handeh. Med. (ed. 3) II. 36 Hydropericardium generally

toneal dropsy. 1004 WEBSTER, *Hydropnid, a species ot

ophidian, including the water-snake. 1873 Foutms' Ckem.
(ed. n) 826 *Hydrophthalic Acid is produced by the action
of nascent hydrogen on phthalic acid. 1861 J. R. GREENE
Man. Anim. Kingd., Coelent. 101 Groups of organs became
detached from the ccenosarc, each group consisting of a
"hydrophyllium, polypites, tentacles, and gonophores. 1753
CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., *Hydropkysotele, a term used by
some authors for a sort of hernia, or rupture, occasioned lay
a mixture of water and flatulencies. 1878 LAWRENCE tr.

Cottas Rocks Class. 380 Plutonic processes do not exclude
the combined action of water as an auxiliary agent ; and
thus may deserve the name of *Hydroplutonic. 1876
HARI.EY Mat. Med. (ed. 6) 316 *Hydropotassic Oxalate is

the form in which oxalic acid exists in the acid species of

Oxalis, Rumex, Rheum, Geranium [etc.]. 1866 BLACK-
MORE C. No-well !i, A sail which they wetted with a *hydro-
pult. 1879 W. L. LINDSAY Mind in Lower Anim. 462 The
elephant makes a similar use of his trunk as a syringe or

hydropult, and of water as a projectile. 1866 BLACKMORE
C. No^vell Ixiii, He had not acquired the delightful *hydro-
pultic art, so dear to the nation. 1866*80 A. FLINT Princ.
Med. (ed. 5) 716 Extensive serous accumulation within the

spinal canal is called *hydrorrachis. 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
*Hydrorenal distension, same as Hydronephrosis. 1861

J. R. GREENE Man. Anim. Kingd., Calcnt. 29 In Hydra,
and a few of the simpler forms of Corynidae, the proximal
end of the polypite is closed by the "hydrorhiza. 1870
ROLLESTON Anim. Life 253 The animal is. .attached by its

hydrorhiza to a piece of weed. 1887 Lancet n June
1200/2 Dr. Schlesinger concludes that in *hydrosalpinx, or

haematosalpinx, laparotomy is the only . . resource. 1767
Phil. Trans. LVII. 203 An Account ofan Hydro-enterocele,

appearing like an *Hydro-sarcocele. 1854 J. SCOFFERN in

Orr's Circ. Sc., Chem. 354 So does *nydroselenic acid
afford parallel results. 1826 HENRY Elem. Chem. I. 449 A
*hydro-selenuret of potassa of a deep ale colour. 1850
DAUBENY Atom. The. xii. 409 The silicates that contain
water may be divided, into those in which the water is

simply united to the silicic combination, .called *hydrosili-
cates. 1890 H. ELLIS Criminal iii. 122 With the sphygiiio-

graph (or, rather the *hydrosphygmograph) he observed
the degree of excitement produced on various individuals.

1888 ROLLF.STON & JACKSON Anim. Life 577 (Class Bla-

stoidea), The pores lead to a cleft (*hydrospire cleft) . . and
the cleft in its turn to an underlying hydrospire canal, into
which open a system of interradial lamellar tubes, the

hydrospires.' Ibid. 57% The genital ducts probably opened
into some portion of the hydrospires. 1879 RUTLEY Study
2\ocks xiii. 270 To them . . may be added chromic iron . .

*hydrotalcite, native copper, copper pyrites. 1893 Times 6

Oct., The most famous *hydrotechnic authorities ofour time
have found no other method of overcoming the obstruction to

navigation caused by the Iron Gate than the identical one
adopted by the Romans. 1847 CRAIG, *Hydrotellurates,
a genus of salts. 1864 WEBSTER, *Hydrotelluric. 1873
Fownes' Chem. (ed. n) 215 Hydrotelluric acid is a gas,1 1: _..i_i u._ j i __i__:_i_j i i _*>

polypary. 1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Anim. iii. 129 A hard,
chitinous, cuticular skeleton, .which frequently gives rise to

hydrothecae, into which the hydranths can be retracted.

1876 tr. Wagner's Gen. Pathoi. 576 *Hydrothionemia. .

consists in the entrance into the blood of sulphuretted
hydrogen. 1807 T. THOMSON Chem. (ed. 3) II. 328 The
Germans have given it [sulphuretted hydrogen] the name of

*hydrothionic acid.

t Hydro-axid. Chem. Obs. = HYDBACID.
1845 ]TODD & BOWMAN Phys. Anat, I. 5 Hydrogen would

be [united] to a simple or compound radicle (chlorine or

cyanogen), to form a hydro-acid. cz86s G. GORE in Circ.

Sc. 1. 226/2 The hydro-acids hydrochloric acid, for example.

t Hydrobro'nxate. Chem. Obs. [f. as next +
-ATE! i c.] An old name for a bromide, viewed as

a salt of hydrobromic acid; also, for a hydro-
bromide.

1836 J. M. GULLY Magendie's Formul, (ed. 2) 124 Hydro-
bromic acid, .affords various salts with bases; these are

hydrobromates or bromurets. 1876 HARLEY Mat. Med. 86
Bromine, .forms wlth'ammoniaa colourless hydrobromate.

Hydrobromic t,h3idn>|br<7'mik),rt. Chem. [f.

HYDRO- d + BHOMIC. In F. hydrobromique^\ Con-

taining hydrogen and bromine in chemical com-
bination. Hydrobromic acid, also called hydrogen
bromide (HBr), a colourless gas with a pungent
odour and strongly acid taste, fuming in the atmo-

sphere and very soluble in water.

1836 (see prec.] 1838 T. THOMSON Chem. Org. Bodies

308 Neither hydrobromic nor muriatic acid decompose
bromide of aldehyden. 1873 Fownes* Ckem. (ed. n) 190
Hydrogen Bromide, or Hyarobromic Acid, bears the closest

resemblance to bydriodic acid.



HYDROBROMIDE.
So Hydrobromide

'

pound formed by the combination of hydrobromic
acid with an organic radical.

jg77 \VATTS Fawned Chem. >ed. 12) II. 6r. 1880 CLEMIN-

SHAW H 'urtz Atom. The. in Amylene hydrobromide cannot

possess several vapour densities.

t Hydroca'rbide. Chem. Obs. [f.
HYDRO- d

-t- CARB(ON + -IDE.] =next.

1884 Athensum 13 Dec. 776/1 Hydrocarbidex which

undergo decomposition by electric discharges with forma-

tion of carbonic acid, are added to the atmosphere from a

variety of sources.

Hydrocarbon ^hsidr^ikaub^n). Chem. [f.

HYDRO- d + CARBON.] A chemical compound of

hydrogen and carbon.
These compounds, of which there are at least twelve

series, the chief of them being the paraffins^ ote/iru's,

acetylenes, and benzenes, are very numerous and important,

and, with their derivatives, constitute the subject-matter of

organic chemistry.
i8a6 FARADAY Ex, Res. xxxii. (1859) 183 The peculiar

hydro-carbons forming the subject of that paper. 1842
PARNELL Chem. Anal. (1845) 269 Contraction and forma-
tion of oily drops show the presence of olefiant gas, or

vapours of hydrocarbons. 1863 TYNDALL Heat iii. 62 Coal-

gas is what we call a hydro-carbon. 1865-72 WATTS Diet.

Chem. III. 186 The most fruitful source of hydrocarbons
is the dry or destructive distillation of organic bodies.

b. attrib.
t

as hydrocarbon radical, series, etc.

Hydrocarbon gas : any gaseous hydrocarbon.
c 1865 LETHEBY in Circ. Sc. I. 123/2 Hydro-carbon Gas,

this name is given to the mixed gases which -are generated
from water, together with substances that are rich in

hydro-carbons, as tar, resin, fats, oils, and the better kinds
of cannel coal. 1873 RALFE Phys. Chem. 45 The homolo-

gous series of hydro-carbon radicals. 1880 RICHARDSON in

Med. Temp. Jrnl. 67 Alcohol is. .a chemical of the hydro-
carbon series.

Hydrocarbonaceous
a. Chem. [f. prec. + -AOEOUS.] Pertaining to, of

the nature of, or containing a hydrocarbon.
1851 Illustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 144 The tar yields . . par-

affine . . light hydro-carbonaceous oil. 1874 tr. LommePs
Light 5 In order to obtain the highest illuminating power
of a flame in which hydro-carbonaceous compounds are

undergoing combustion, the regulation of the supply of air

is essential.

Hydrocarbonate (-ka'ibon/t). Chem. Also
-at. [f. HYDRO(GEN + CARRONATE (in sense i used

for *

product of combination with carbon ', thus ///.

* carbonated or carburetted hydrogen ').]

1. An early name for a hydrocarbon ; f formerly,
a name of carburetted hydrogen (CH4), the chief

constituent of coal-gas.
1800 HOWARD in Phil. Trans. XC. 228 It burns like

hydrocarbonate, but with a bluish green flame. Ibid.,

Should this inflammable gas prove not to be a hydro-
carbonate, 1819 Pantologia s.v., There are different species
of Hydro-carbonats, depending on the proportion of their

constituents. .commonly distinguished into heavy and light

Hydro-carbonats. 1896 Daily News 26 Mar. 5/1 The
Italian workman Has too much hydrocarbonate for dinner,
and too little albuminoid.

2. * A term applied by Berzelius to a double salt

resulting from the combination of a carbonate with

a hydrate ; by Beudant to the combination of a

carbonate and water
'

(Mayne).
1843 PORTLOCK Geol. 214 Associated with the hydro-car-

bonate of magnesia, and lime. 1851 Illustr. Catal. Gt.

Exhib. 193 The hydro-carbonate much used in Pharmacy
(.magnesia, alba). 1854 J. SCOFFERN in Orr*s Circ. Sc.,

Chem. 490 Two hydrocarbonates of copper occur native :

one, malachite, .has a composition represented by the for-

mula CuO.COi +CuO.HO ; a second., having the compo-
sition 2CuO.CO3 +CuO.HO.

Hydrocarbonic (-kaibp-nik;, a. Chem. [f.

HYDROCARBON + -ic.] Relating to, or of the nature

of, a hydrocarbon ;
in quot., obtained from car-

buretted hydrogen : see prec. i.

1807 F. A. WINSOR in Standard (1883) 19 July 5/6 His

grand discovery of the Hydrocarbonic Lights.

Hydrocarbonous (-kaubonas), a. Chem. [f.

HYDRO(GEN + CARBONOUS.] Of the nature of a

hydrocarbon.
1804 Edin. Rev. IV. 129 These gasses are not carbureted

hydrogen.. but.. they are hydro-carbonous oxides. 1845
GROVE Contrib. Sc. in Corr. Phys. Forces (1874) 295 Enough
was ascertained to lead me to believe that it [the gasj was
hydrocarbonous.

t Hydrocarburet (-kaubiuret). Chem. Obs.

[f. HYDRO- d + CARBURET ; F. hydroearbure.] A
compound of hydrogen and carbon, a hydrocarbon ;

spec, carburetted hydrogen gas.
8is HENRY Elem. Chem. (ed. 7) I. 371 Mixtures of hydro-

carburet and oxygen gases. 1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 396/2
Liquid Hydrocarburet. .was obtained by Mr. Faraday, after

separating solid bicarburet of hydrogen from the fluid pro-
cured by pressure upon oil gas, at a temperature of o. 1850
DAUBENY Atom. The. (ed. 2) Gloss., Hydrocarburet, a com-
pound of hydrogen and carbon in any proportion whatsoever.

t Hydrocarburetted (-ka.ubiureted), a.

Chem. Obs. [f. as prec. + CARBURETED.] Formed
by the combination of hydrogen and carbon.
1809 HENRY in Phil. Trans. XCIX. 448 Hydro-car-

buretted gases, like ammonia, are separated by electriza-
tion into their elements. 1844 PARNELL Chem. Anal.
(1845) 270 Analysis of Coal-Gas. .The determination of the

hydro-carburetted vapours may be accurately effected .. by
means of oil of vitriol.
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Hydrocele (hai-dros:!;. Path. [a. L. hydrocele.
a. Gr. v5potcT]\T], f. v5po- water + KT]\JJ tumour. Cf.

i F. hydrocele (Pare, i6th c.).] A tumour with a

collection of serous fluid
; spec. .1 tumour of this

kind in the cavity of the tunica vaginalis of the

testis
; dropsy of the testicle or of the scrotum.

JS97 A- M. tr - GitilleineaHS Fr. Chirurg. 21 a/2 The
Scrotum commethtoswel, which tumefactione of the Greeks
is called Hydrocele. 1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts (1658)

307 Called of the Physitiar.s Hydrocele. that is to say,
Water-bursten. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v., Youth is

most exposed to the hydrocele. 1878 T. BRYANT Pract.

Surg. I. 103 When seen in the neck they are described as

hydroceles of the neck.

t Hydrocephale. Obs. rare. [a. F. hydro-

ciphale (Pare, i6th c.).] =HYDBOCEFHALUS.
ci 1648 LD. HERBERT in Life (1770) 33 My cousin, .having

an hydrocephale also in that extremity that his eyes began
to start out of his head.

Hydrocephalic (hafcdrtfisflte'lik), a. [f. HY-
DSOCEPHAL-US + -ic.] Pertaining to, or character-

istic of, hydrocephalus ;
affected with hydrocephalus ;

hence trans/, big-headed.
1815 Edin. Rev. XXV. 262 Hydrocephalic patients.

1833-58 COPLAND Diet. Pract. Mc,i. (L.\ Liable to hydro-
cephalic and convulsive diseases. 1860 All Year Round
No. 38. 283 With. .enormous head and hydrocephalic pro-

minency of brain.

Hydroce-phalocele. Path.
[f.

as prec. : see

CEPHALOCELE.] = HYDKENCEPHAI.OCELE.

Hydrocephaloid (-se-faloid), a. Path. [f.

as next + -onx] Resembling hydrocephalus. H.

disease, a term applied by Marshall Hall to a con-

dition of coma incident to young children and

resulting apparently from cerebral anaemia.

1843 M. HALL Gulston. Left. n. 62 The hydrocephaloid
disease in children. Its designation announces its simi-

larity to hydrocephalus. But its nature, origin, and treat-

ment are opposite. 1878 A. M. HAMILTON Nerv. Dis. 115.

Hydrocephalous t-se-iabs), a. Path. [f.

next + -Of s.] Affected with hydrocephalus.
1860 PITT BYRNE Undercurrents Overlooked II. 273

Epileptic or hydrocephalous children. 1879 GEO. ELIOT
TJuo. Such xvii. 307 A scanty hydrocephalous offspring.

II Hydrocephalus (haidrose-falos). Path.

[Medical L. , ad. Gr. vdponi<pa\ov, i. iidpo- water +

<(>aAij head.] A disease of the brain especially
incident to young children, consisting in an accu-

mulation of serous fluid in the cavity of the

cranium, resulting in gradual expansion of the

skull, and finally inducing general weakness, with

failure of the memory and mental faculties ; water

on the brain. The acute form is often described

|

as tubercular meningitis.
1670 Phil. Trans. V. 2080 A child, one year old, so diseased

with the Hydrocepkalus, that when open'd, there were
taken out of his Head 36 ounces of clear, but saltish, water.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Children are more liable to

hydrocephali, than adults. 1756 Gentl. Mag, XXVI. 516

[He] laboured under a hydrocephalus. 1866-80 A. FLINT
Princ. Med. (ed. 5) 716 By the term hydrocephalus. .is

understood an excessive accumulation of serous fluid in the
ventricles of the brain, particularly the lateral ventricles.

Hjrdroce'phaly. [f. prec. + -Y. Cf. F. hy-

drocephalie.]
=

prec.
1882 Athenaeum 16 Dec. 817/2 A case of hydrocephaly

from the Trou Rosette, Belgium.

t Hydrochlorate (haidn?|klo9-r/t). Chew.
Obs. [f. as next + -ATE 1 I c.] An old name for a

chloride, viewed as a salt of hydrochloric acid

I

(formerly also called muriate} ; also for a hydro-
; chloride.

1819 J. G. CHILDREN Chem. Anal. 260 Dr. Murray, .con-

ceives the carbonates to arise from the decomposition of
the hydrochlorates of lime and magnesia, in the process of

evaporation to dryness. 1880 J. W. LEGG Bile n A preci-

pitate, .consisting of hydrochlorate of glycocoll. 1898 Rev.
Brit. Pharm. 13 The hydrochlorates are now all called

hydrochlorides.

Hydrochloric ih3idr<?
(kl6'rik),rt. Chem.

[f.

HTDBO- d + CHLORIC. F. hydrochlorique.] Con-

taining hydrogen and chlorine in chemical com-
bination. Hydrochloric acid, called also hydro-

gen chloride l^HCl), a colourless gas of strongly
acid taste and pungent irritating odour, extremely
soluble in water. (Earlier names were muriatic

acid, spirit of salt, chtorhydric acid,}
1817 A. URE in Thomson Ann. Pkilos. X. 203 On the

Quantity of Real Acid in Liquid Hydrochloric. 1831
J. DAVIES Manual Mat. Med. 143 The hydro chloric acid
of the shops is a saturated solution of this g; s in water.

1863 TYNDALL Heat vii. 188 One volume of chlorine com-
! bines with one volume of hydrogen, to form two volumes of

I hydrochloric acid. 1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. vii. (ed. 2) 109
I Chlorine eagerly seizes on the hydrogen to form a compound
|

known as hydrochloric acid gas.

Hydrochloride (hsidr^kloa-raid). Chem, [f.

HYDRO- d + CHLORIDE.] A compound formed by
the combination of hydrochloric acid with an

organic radical (formerly, also, with an element).
x86 HENRY Elem. Chem. I. 427 It is constituted of two

atoms of defiant gas+ 1 atom ofchlorine. It has been called

by Dr. Thomson chloric ether ; but a more appropriate
name would be hydro-chloride ofcarbon. i88oCLEMiNSHAW
tr. Wurtz 1 Atom. The. in Amylene hydrochloride. 1890
ROSCOE Elem. Chem. xxxix. 393 When a solution of naph-

HYDKO-ELECTRIC.

thylamine hydrochloride is mixed with solution of potassium
nitrite, the hydrochloride of diazonaphthalene is formed.

tHydrochloTuret. Chem. Obs. [f. HYDRO- d
+ CHLOBURET.] An old synonym of prec.
1822-34 GoOifs Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 713 The preparation

called hydrochlprurcL of lime is recommended . . as an in-

ternal remedy, in certain stages of fever and dysentery.

t Hydrocyanate (haidr^issi-an/tj. Chem. Obs.

[f. as next + -ATE 1 i c.] An old name lor a cyanide,
considered as a salt of hydrocyanic acid.

1818 HENRY Elem, Chem. (,ed. 8) II. 342 This base, like

chlorine and iodine, is acidified by hydrogen, and the proper
appellation for the prussic acid Gay Lussac conceives to be

hydro-cyanic acid, and for its compounds hydro-cyanates.
1819 J. G. CHILDREN Chem. Anal. 320 The hydrocyanate
of potassa. .is not identical with the salt commonly known
by the name of prussiate of potash. 1854 SCOFFERN in Circ.

Sc., Chem. 440 Cyanogen .. unites with certain metals,
forming compounds which . . must be regarded as cyanides,
and not hydro-cyanates, seeing that they contain neither

oxygen nor hydrogen.

Hydrocyanic (haidwisaijas-nik), a. Chem.

[f. HYDRO- d + CYANIC. Cf. F. kydrocyanique.]

Containing hydrogen and cyanogen in chemical

combination. Hydrocyanic acid, or hydrogen
cyanide (HCN or HCy), the combination of hy-

drogen with cyanogen (CN or Cy), an extremely

poisonous volatile liquid with an odour like that

of bitter almonds, the solution in water being
known *& prussic acid; it occurs in bitter almonds
and other kernels, in cherry and laurel leaves, etc.

18x8 HENRY Elem. Ckem. (ed. 8] II. 342 As muriatic acid is

decomposed by the black oxide of manganese, so is hydro-
cyanic vapour by peroxide of copper. 1819 J. G. CHILDREN
Chem. Anal. 317 Hydrocyanic or Prussic Acid. 1830
LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 82 Amygdaleae . , are particularly
characterised by their .. hydrocyanic juice. 1896 RFMSEN
Organic Chem. vi. 80 Hydrocyanic :i-:id can be detected

by the fact that when its solution is saturated with caustic

potash, and a solution containing a ferrous and a ferric

salt is added, a precipitate of Prussian blue is formed.

Hydrocyanite (haidwsai'anait). Min. [Named
1870, f. Gr. vdwp, vfyo- water + ttvavos blue: see

-ITE.J Anhydrous sulphate of copper occurring
in pale green crystals, which, when exposed to the

air, absorb water and become bright blue.

1875 DANA Min. App. ii. 29.

Hydrodynamic (bawJwidal-, -dinae-mik), a.

[ad. mod.L. hydrodynamic-us : see HYDRODYNA-
MICS and DYNAMIC.] = next.
1828 in WEBSTER. 1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Hydro-

dynamic, of or belonging to the power of water, or other

fluids, at rest, or in motion. 1891 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 29 Aug.
482/1 To bring the whole organ [brain] to rest, a certain

degree of peripheral hydrodynamic compression is required.

Hydrodynamics! (-dai-, dinse-mikal), a. [f.

as prec. + -AL.] Pertaining or relating to the forces

acting upon or exerted by water or other liquids ;

belonging to HYDRODYNAMICS.
1830 HERSCHEL Stud. Nat. Phil. 189 Newton himself

. . laid the foundation of hydrodynamical science. 1837
BREWSTER Magnet, 15 In his electrical, magnetical, and
hydrodynamical researches. 1843 Rep. Brit. Assoc, 109
It depended on the hydrodynamical fact, that if a reservoir
be filled with water to a certain height, the water will flow
from an orifice at the bottom with a velocity proportionate
to the height.

Hydrodynamics (haudwidai-, -dinas'miks).

[ad. mod.L. hydrodynamica : see HYDRO- a and
DYNAMICS. Cf, F. hydrodynamique.
The Lat. word appears in a treatise by Daniel Bernoulli,

1738, entitled 'Hydrodynamica, sive de viribus et motibus
fluidorum commentarii '.]

The branch of Physics which treats of the forces

acting upon or exerted by liquids. In earlier use
= HYDROKINETICS ; now usually taken in a com-

prehensive sense to include Hydrokinetics and

Hydrostatics; but the earlier usage is still retained

by some physicists. (Cf. DYNAMICS.)
1779 MANN in Phil, Trans. LXIX. 596 The certain prin-

ciples of hydrodynamics laid down in this essay. 1794
G. ADAMS Nat. 4- Exp. Philos. III. xxxiii. 338 The science

describing the mechanical affection of fluids . . is properly
and usually called by foreign writers hydrodynamics. x8ia
PLAYFAIR Nat. Phil. (1819) 1. 17 When the bodies to which
motion is communicated are fluid, another modification of
the principles of dynamics takes place, which constitutes the
science of hydrodynamics. 1839 Nat. Phil. I. Hydrost. i. i

(U. K. S-) The whole science of liquids, or watery fluids,

comprehending both Hydrostatics and Hydraulics, is some-
times called Hydrodynamics. 1881 SIR W. THOMSON in

Nature No. 619. 434 Some of the finest principles of mathe-
matical hydrodynamics have .. been put in requisition for

perfecting the theory of hydraulic mechanism.

Hydrodynamometer ^-dsinam^mttaj). [f.

HYDRO- a + DYNAMOMETER.] An instrument for

measuring the force exerted by a liquid in motion.

1890 in Cent. Diet.

Hydro-ele'ctric,tf. [f.
HYDRO- a + ELECTRIC.]

fl. Of or pertaining to hydro-electricity; gal-
vanic. Obs.
i8 Nat, Pkilfs., Electro-Magnet, xiii. 305. 93

(U.K.S.) The electrical current thus excited has been termed

Thermo-electric, in order to distinguish it from the common
galvanic current, which, as it requires the intervention of a

fluid element as one of its essential components, was de-

nominated a Hydro-electric current. 1851 Illustr. Catal.

Gt. Exhib. 1027 The powers of nature, as steam, the moving
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power, lightning, the hydro-electric fluid, and light. Ibid.

1102 Engraving on a tin plate, produced by the action of

the hydro-electric current. 1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex.,
Hydro-Electric us, applied to the phenomena which produce
the voltaic pile, because the presence of water is the con-
dition of their full development : hydro-electric.

2. Effecting the development of electiicity by the

friction of water or steam : as in Armstrong's hydro-
electric machine.

1863-72 WATTS Diet. Chem. II. 408 The electric excite-

ment resulting from the friction of water is applied to the

construction of an electrical machine of great power, called

the Hydro-electric machine. 1881 JUDO Volcanoes ii. 29
Every volcano in violent eruption is a very efficient hydro-
electric machine.

So Hydro-electri'city, the electricity of the

galvanic battery.
1851 J. GRAHAM in Illustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 1052 Hydro-

electricity, which is the grand agent in operations of this

kind, is different in the phenomena it exhibits from that of

dry electricity, or that shown by an electrical machine.
For. .the electricity of the galvanic battery is scarcely per-

ceptible, unless that which is called the circuit be complete.

t Hydroflirate. Chem. Ol>s.
[f. HYDRO- d

+ FLUATE.] An old name for a fluoride viewed as

a salt of hydrofluoric acid
;
also for a hydrofluoride,

as in hydrofluate of ammonia = hydrogen am-
monium fluoride, fluoride of ammonium and hydro-

gen, or acid fluoride of ammonium (NH4F.HF).
1841 BRANDS Cttem. 1031 Hydrofluate of ammonia re-

mains in solution.

[f.
HYDRO- d + FLUO- + BORIC.] In hydrofluoboric

acid (BF 3.HF), or hydrogen borofluoride, a com-

pound obtained by passing gaseous boron fluoride

into water : also called borofluorhydric acid.

1849 D. CAMPBELL Inorg. Chem. 95 A new acid named
hydrofluoboric acid (sHF + aBFs). 1863-71 WATTS Diet.

Chem. I. 634 Distilled with sulphuric acid, they [boro-

fluorides] give off gaseous fluoride of boron and aqueous
hydrofluoboric acid.

Hydrofluoric (hsidroflz/i^'rik), a. Chem.

ff.
HYDRO- d + FLUORIC. Cf. f. hydrofluorique.}

Containing hydrogen and fluorine in chemical com-
bination. Hydrofluoric acid, or hydrogen fluo-
ride (HF), a colourless gas, fuming in moist air

and rapidly absorbed by water.
1822 IMISON Sc. ff Art II. 91 No acid can act upon it,

except the hydro-fluoric, which dissolves it. 1863-72 WATTS
Diet. Chem. II. 670 Etching with hydrofluoric acid vapour
is the best mode of marking scales of equal parts on glass
tubes and jars.

Hydroflnosilicic (hai'dT0|fl7|siH'sik), a.

Chem. [f.
HYDRO- d + FLUO- + SILICIC.] Contain-

ing hydrogen, fluorine, and silicon in chemical

combination. Hydrofluosilicic acid (H aSiF6),

or hydrogen silicofluoride, a fuming liquid which

gradually attacks glass, esp. on heating.
1841 PARNELL Chem. Anal. (1845) 315 Strontian and

barytes are separated from each other, when in solution, by
hydrofluosilicic acid, which precipitates barytes . . but not

Strontian. 1853 GREGORY Inorg. Chem. (ed. 3) 191 Hydro-
fluosilicic acid is the only test that forms a precipitate in

cold and pretty strong solutions of soda salts.

So Hydroflnosi licatB, a salt formed by the

union of hydrofluosilicic acid with a base
;
a silico-

fluoride. 1847 in CRAIG.

Hydrogen (hardnyd^en). Chem. Also 8-9
hydrogene. [a. F. hydrogene, f. Or. vSaip, i>5p-

water: see -GEN i.]

1. One of the elements ;
a colourless, invisible,

odourless gas; it burns with a pale-blue flame,

whence its former name of inflammable air. It is

the lightest substance known, having a specific

gravity of about one-fourteenth of that of air.

Symbol H ; atomic weight I.

It occurs free in nature in small quantities in certain

volcanic gases, and is an essential constituent of all animal
and vegetable matter. It forms two-thirds in volume and
one-ninth in weight of water |H 2O), which is the sole

product of the combustion of hydrogen in ordinary air. It

is a constituent of all acids, in which it can be replaced by
bases to form salts.

Antimoniuretted, arseniuretted, earbureltcd, phosphor-
tited, seleniuretted, sulphuretted, telluretted hydrogen,

early names sometimes still used for gaseous combinations
of hydrogen with antimony, arsenic, carbon, phosphorus,
selenium, sulphur, tellurium.

1791 E. DARWIN Bot. Card. i. 132 note, Mr. Lavoisier and
others of the French School have most ingeniously en-

deavoured to shew that water consists of pure air, called by
them oxygene, and of inflammable air, called hydrogene.

1794 G. ADAMS Nat. tf Exp. Philos. I. xii. 493 Inflammable
air may be obtained in great purity by decomposing water,

of which it is a constituent part. The French writers term
it hydrogene, that is generator of water. 1794 PEARSON in

Phil. Trans. LXXXIV. 391 A mixture of carbonic acid,

hydrogen, and nitrogen gaz. 1799 W. TOOKE Vieiv Russian

Emp. I. 283 Hepatic air or sulphurated hydrogene gas.
1820 SHELLEY (Edifus i. 188 As full of blood as that of

hydrogene. 1833 N. ARNOTT Physics (ed. 5) I. 421 The
carburetted hydrogen ..is generally employed for filling

balloons. 1875 BENNETT & DYER Sachs' Bot. 620 Hydrogen
is present, equally with carbon, in every organic compound.
1878 HUXLEY Physiogr. in Most of our ordinary com-
bustibles. .are rich in hydrogen. 1893 SIR R. BALL In High
Heat', vii. 157 Dr. Huggins . . succeeded in establishing me
existence of hydrogen in these remote regions of space.

2. atirili. a. hydrogen harmomcon, lamp, line,

spectrum ; hydrogen acid = HYDIIACID
; t hy-

drogen air, an old name for hydrogen, freq. also

called hydrogen gas (cf. F. gaz hydrogene).
1793 BEDDOES Calculus 212 Arterial blood exposed to the

contact of hydrogene air loses its vermilion colour. 1802-12
BENTHA.M Ration. Jmlic. F.-.'id. (1827) III. 315 An air-

balloon, on the hydrogen gas principle. 1805 W. NISBKT
Diet. Chem., Hydrogen Gas, sometimes termed inflammable

gas, is formed by the union of hydrogen with caloric. It

was discovered by Mr. Cavendish. 1866 S. MACADAM G.
Wilson*s Ittorff. Chem. 93 This arrangement has been called
the hydrogen harmomcon ;

but any of the combustible

gases will produce musical notes if burned in the same way.
Ibid. Index, Hydrogen acids, or hydracids. 1893 SIR R. I

BALL In High Heav. vii. 160 The spectrum of the star in !

the vicinity of the line G ... The hydrogen line in that neigh-
bourhood. Ibid. xv. 366 A bright line, such as one of those

j

of which the hydrogen spectrum is composed.
b. In systematic names of chemical compounds |

of hydrogen with an element or radical = ' of hy-

drogen
'

: as hydrogen bromide HBr, h. chloride

HC1, h. iodide HI (also called hydrobromic,
hydrochloric, and hydriodic acids) ; hydrogen
monoxide or protoxide H 2

O
vwater), hydrogen di-

oxide H 2O2 (oxygenated water); hydrogen arsenide

H sAs, /;. selenide H 2Se, h. sulphide H 2S (also

avseniuretted, seleniuretted, sulphuretted h.) ; hy-

drogen disulphide H 2 S2 , hydrogen potassium
carbonate HKCOS , hydrogen sodium arsenate

HNa.AsO, + izHjO. On the analogy of hydro-

gen chloride, etc., acids are often named as salts

of hydrogen, e. g. hydrogen acetate C 2H 3O 2.H, h.

chlorate HC1O3 , h. chlorite HC1O2 ,
h. nitrate

HNO3 , h. sulphate H 2SO,, h. sulphite H 2SO3

(
-

acetic, chloric, chlorous, nitric, sulphuric, sul-

phurous acids).
1869 ROSCOE Elem. Chein. 105 Hydrochloric Acid or

Hydrogen Chloride. Ibid. 197 Hydrogen Sodium Carbonate
or Bicarbonate of Soda .. is a white crystalline powder which
on heating is readily converted into sodium carbonate.

Ibid. 320 Acetic acid . . hydrogen acetate.
_ 1875. Fownes

,- putrid eggs. Ibid. 215 Hydroge _ .

resembling sulphuretted and selenietted hydrogen. 1877
ROSCOE & SCHORLEHMER Treat. Chem. I. 519 In order to

prepare the hydrogen arsenide in the pure state.

Hydrogenate (hai'drodgene't, haidrp'dgens't),
v. Chem. [f. prec. + -ATE 3. Cf. F. hydrogtncr]
trans. To charge, or cause to combine, with hy-

drogen ; to hydrogenize. Hence Hydrogenated,
-ating///. oafs, ;

also Hydrogena'tion.
1809 DAVY in Phil. Trans. XCIX. 464 Analogous to the

hydrogenated sulphur of Berthollet. 18x9 Pantologia,
Hydrogurets, . . in the writings of Berthollet, they are de-

nominated Hydrogenated sulphurets. 1819 H. BUSK Dessert
Notes 95 The excessive hydrogenation of the system. 1826

HKNRY Elem. Chem. I. 158 De-oxidizing or hydrogenating
rays. 1866 ODLING Anim. Chem. 89 Oxidation tends to the

separation, hydrogenation to the conjunction of carbon
atoms.

t Hydrogenetted (hai'drodgeneted), a. Chem.
Obs. [f.

HYDROGEN after sulphuretted!} Hydro-
genated, hydrogenized.
1866 ODLING Anim. Chem. 114 Ammonia is the most

thoroughly deoxidised, or rather hydrogenetted, compound
of nitrogen.

Hydrogenic (-d3e'nik\ a. rare. [f. as prec.

+ -ic.]
= HYDROGENOUS.

1866 LAWRENCE tr. Cotta's Rocks Class. \. i. 63 Hematite
. . is sometimes possibly a direct hydrogenic formation.. .

HydrOgeniferOUS ,

rare. [f. as prec. + -(I)FEROUS.] (Seequot.)
1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Hydrogeniferits, containing

hydrogen ; applied by Tondi to the sublimed sulphur of

thermal springs ; hydrogeniferous. 1886 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Hydrogenium (haidroidjf-niiim). Chem. [f.

as prec. 4- -ICM in names ofnew metals.] Hydrogen
regarded as a metal, and, as such, capable of being
absorbed or occluded by certain metals.

1868 T. GRAHAM in Proc. Royal Soc. (1869) XVII. 212 On
the Relation of Hydrogen to Palladium. Examination of

the properties ofwhat, assuming its metallic character, would
have to be named Hydrogenium. Ibid. 213 The density of

hydrogenium then, appears to approach that of magnesium
1*743 by this first experiment. 1871 ROSCOE Elem. Chem.
186 Metallic palladium takes up no less than 982 volumes
of hydrogen gas, forming a veritable alloy of the metal

with hydrogenium, or hydrogen in its solid form.

Hydrogenize (hai'drod^enarz), v. Chem. [f.

as prec. + -IZE.] trans. To charge, or combine with

hydrogen. Hence Hydrogenized///. a.; Hy-
drogenizing vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1802 HOWARD in Phil. Trans. XCII. 194 The oxide of

nickel was precipitated by hydrogenized sulphuret of am-

monia. 1866 ODLING Anim. Chem. 91 Alcohol is also pro-

curable from acetic acid by the hydrogenising processes of

Wurtz and Mendius. Ibid. 130 By hydrogenising alloxan

we obtain dialuric acid. 1870 Eng. Mech. 25 Feb. 591 /2 Coal

or other hydrogenised gases.

Hydrogenous (haidrfdjenas), a. Chem. [f.

HYDROGEN + -ous.] Of, pertaining to, or consist-

ing of hydrogen.
^Hydrogenous gas, an early name for hydrogen ; ^car-

bonated hydrogenous gas = carburetted hydrogen ; ^hydro-

genous sulphuratedgas sulphuretted hydrogen.

1791 HAMILTON Berthollefs Dyeing I. I. I. v. 81 Dr.

Priestley obtained inflammable air, or hydrogenous gas.
1800 HF.NRY frpit. Chem. (1808) 321 Sulphuretted hydro-

genous waters. 1802 Med. Jrnl. VIII. 522 That an animal
died immediately on inspiring hydrogenous sulphurated
gas. 1848 GROVE Contrib. Sc. in Corr. Fhys. Forces 349
The differences between the hydrogenous and the other

gases. 1878 N I:\VCOMB Pop. Astron. III. ii. 267 The structure

of the hydrogenous protuberances.

Hydrogeology (h^dwidjjyiMji). [mod.
f. HYDRO- a + GEOLOGY : cf. F. hydrogologie^\ That

part of geology which treats of the relations of

water on or below the surface of the earth. Hence

Hydrog-eolo-g-ical a., relating to this.

1824 R. WATT Bibl. Brit. Ill, Hydrogeology [referring to

Lamarcke's Hydrogeologie}. 1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex.,

Hydrogeologia, . . a branch of general physics which treats of
the waters spread upon the surface of the earth : hydro-
geology. 1877 Academy 3 Nov. 434/2 Hydrogeology is

a term which Mr. J. Lucas has introduced to denote the
relation of geological science to the important subject^

of

water-supply. A hydrogeological survey would, .examine
into all facts which relate to the form, the position, and the

capacity of subterranean water-systems. 1881 J. SOLLAS in

Ar

<./wr<?XXIV.474 Physiological geology, .includes Meteor-

ology, hydro-geology.

Hydrogogue, erroneous form of HYDRAGOGUE.

Hydrographer (hidrygrifei). [This and
the following words are i6th c. formations on Gr.

vSaip, iiSpo- water, on the pattern ofthe correspond-
mg geographer, -graphic, -graphical, -graphy,
which came down through L. from actual Gr.

formations. The immediate precursors of the

English words were the Fr. hydrographe (1548),

hydrographique, -graphic (1551).]
One skilled or practised in hydrography ; spec, one

whose business it is to make hydrographic surveys
and to construct charts of the sea, its currents, etc.,

as the Hydrographer to the Admiralty.
The first Hydrographer to the Navy was appointed in 1795.

1559 W. CUNNINGHAM Cosmogr. Glasse Table Tij, Ship-
rnans compasse unknowne to the olde Hydrographers. 157
DEE Math. Pref. 18 What way, the Tides and Ebbes, come
and go, theHydrographerought torecorde. ri67Sj. SELLER

Coasting Pilot title-))., Collected and Published by John
Seller, Hydrographer in Ordinary to the King. 1697 DAMPIER

Voy. (1729) I. 288 The South Sea must be of a greater
breadth . . than it's commonly reckoned by Hydrographers.
1795 Admiralty Ord. in Council 12 Aug. I. 124 We would

humbly propose to Your Majesty that a proper person
should be fixed upon to be appointed Hydrographer to tins

Board. 1835 SIR J. Ross Narr. md Voy. ii. 9 Captain
Beaufort, the Admiralty hydrographer. 1880 W. B. CAR-
PENTER in igtk Cent. 609 All the best hydrographers .. agree
..that the Florida current dies out in the mid-Atlantic.

Hydrographic thaidr^grre-fik), a. [See prec.]
= next. Hydrographic Department (or Office},

the

office of the Hydrographer to the Admiralty in

Great Britain, and of the Navy Department in U.S.

In Great Britain the style Hydrographic Department has

been used in the official Navy List since 1854, while in

other official documents the title is Hydrographical.
1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 24 Those dreadful flats

of Death, where notwithstanding our flydrographic cards. .

we had doubtless been cast away. 1761 FALCONER Shipvir.

n. 574 The. .traverses. .He on the hydrographic circle laid.

1854 Navy List 187 Hydrographic and Harbour Depart-

ment, Rear Admiral Sir Francis Beaufort. 1860 MAURY
Phys. Geog. Sea v. 106 These three rivers should all be

regarded as belonging to one hydrographic basin. 1877 W.
THOMSON Voy. Challenger I. i. n The Chart-room, .with

ranges of shelves stocked with charts and hydrographic,

magnetic, and meteorological instruments.

Hydrographical (haidroigrse-fikal),
a. [See

HYUROGRAPHER.] Pertaining or relating to hy-

drography. Hydrographical Department: see prec.

1570 DEK Math. Pref. 23 The Heauenly Globe, may. .be

duely described vpon the Geographicall, and Hydro-

graphicall Globe. 1610 HOLLAND Camden's Brit. ii. 226 As
we may see in their Hydrographicall Cards. 1680 MORDEN

Geog. Rect. (1682) To Rdr. 2, Charts, Maps, Globes and all

other Hydrographical and Geographical Descriptions. 1830
LYELL Princ. Geol. I. 185 The hydrographical basin of the

Mississippi displays, on the grandest scale, the action of

running water on the surface of a vast continent. 1862

Admiralty Ord. in Council 19 July II. 3 In the Chart

Branch ofthe Hydrographical Deparlment ofYour Majesty's

Navy. 1863 A. C. RAMSAY Phys. Geog. xi. (1878) 164

During the hydrographical survey of the ^Egean Sea.

Hence Hydrogra'pliically adv. rare.

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Hydrographically, by the Art of

Hydrography.

Hydrography (hsidr^-grafi). Also 6 hidro-.

[See HYDROGHAPHKR.]
1. The science which has for its object the descrip-

tion of the watersof the earth's surface, the sea.lakes,

rivers, etc., comprising the study and mapping of

their forms and physical features, of the contour of

the sea-bottom, shallows, etc., and of winds, tides,

currents, and the like. (In earlier use, including

the principles of Navigation.) Also a treatise on

this science, a scientific description of the waters of

the earth.

1559 W. CUNNINGHAM (title) The Cosmographical Glasse,

conteyning the pleasant Principles of Cosmographie, Geo-

graphic, Hydrographie or Nauigation. 1594 J._
DAVIS -Sfa-

man's Seer. (1607) 47 Hidrography is the description of the

Ocean Sea, with all lies, bancks, rocks and sands therein

contained. 1671 R. BOHUN Wind 260 Foumier (who is . .

skilful! in what relates to H ydrographyl mentions an Inun-



HYDROGUBET.
dation on the Coasts of America, a 1687 PETTY FoLArith,

(1690) 62 Fournier in .. his Hydrography hath laboured to

prove the contrary of all this. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cyc/. s.v.,

Some of the best authors use the term in a more extensive

sense; so as to denote the same with navigation. In this

sense hydrography includes the doctrine of sailing ;
the art

of making sea-charts, with the uses thereof [etc.]. 1772 84
COOK y&y. (1700) VI. 1973 He compleated the hydrography
of the habitable globe. 1851-9 BEECHEY in Man. Sci. Enq.
17 Other curious and important facts in physical hydro-

graphy have been ascertained. 1898 Pop, Set. Monthly
LI I. 552 The body of the work, to which the title of hydro-

graphy is applied, consists in the determination of existing
water supply.
2. The subject-matter of this science; the hydro-

graphical features of the globe or part of it
;
the

distribution of water on the earth's surface.

185* EARP Gold Col. Austr. 33 Capt. Stokes has added

immensely to our knowledge of the hydrography of tropical
Australia. 1882 Times 21 Sept. 3 The geography and
hydrography of the ground must be studied.

f 3. [Gr. ypcupq, -ypcupia writing.] Writing with

water. (In quots.^f. with reference to tears.) Obs.

1649 G. DANIEL Trinarck., Hen. I', cxlin, More then a

Man, and Mightier then a King ; A Text of Honour, weak
Hydrographie. a 1659 CLEVELAND Wk$. (1687) 61 Whose
Fate we see Thus copyed out in Grief's Hydrography.
t Hydro'gnret. Chem. Obs. [f.

HYDROG-EN
+ -URET (after sulphuret}.'] A compound of hydro-

gen with another element ; a hydruret or hydride.
1819 Pantologia% Hydrogurets^ substances formed by the

union of hydrogen gas with such combustible bodies as were
deemed simple when the name was imposed; 1886 Syd.
Soc, Lex. s. v., A hydroguret is usually designated by a
name taken from the other substance of the combination, as
the hydroguret of carbon is called Carburetted hydrogen,
So f Hydro ffuretted a., chemically combined

with hydrogen.
1806 DAVY in Phil. Trans. XCVII. 37 Solutions of hydro-

guretted sulphurets. i86 HENRY Elem. Chem. I. 5^9
Hydrogureted sulphuret of potassa may be formed by boil-

ing flowers of sulphur in liquid hydrate of potassa, or by
digesting sulphur with the liquid hydro-sulphuret.

II Hydrohaemia (haidr<?|hrmia). Path. [f.

HYDRO- b + Gr. af/*a blood.] =HYDR,EMIA.
1840 ANCELL Lect. Blood xix. in Lancet i Aug. 667/1 \Ve

may take another view of poverty of blood or hydrohaemia.
Ibid., In hydrohxmia the serum is in general transparent.

Hence Hydrohse mic, -hemic a. = HYDRSMIC ;

also f Hydrohemy = Hydrohaemia (MayneExpos.
Lex. 1855).

Hydrqid (hsi-droid), a., sl>. [f.
HYDRA. 6 + -OID.]

A. adj. Zool. Resembling or allied to the genus
HYDRA of Hydrozoa. a. Belonging to the order

or subclass ffjrdroidea, of which Hydra is the

typical genus, b. Of the nature of a hydroid (see
B. b) : opposed to medusoid.

1864 in WEBSTER. 1867 J. HOGG Microsc. \. iii. 227 Hy-
droid zoophytes with expanded tentacles. 1877 HUXLEY
Anat. Inv. Anint. iii. 132 Some medusoids .. the hydroid
stages of which are not . . known. 1888 ROLLESTON &
JACKSON Anim. Life 746 Colonies containing polymorphic
hydroid individuals, and generally medusoid as well.

B. sb. Zool. a. A Hydrozoan belonging to the

Hydroidca. b. One of the two forms of zooids

occurring in Hydrozoa, resembling Hydra in struc-

ture, but typically asexual : opposed to Medusa.
1865 E. & A. AGASSIZ Seaside Stud. Nat. Hist. 21 Below

these [Ctenophorae and Discophorae] come the Hydroid-;,

embracing the most minute .. of all these animals. 1880
Libr. Untv. Knoiul. 1. 332 The fixed hydroids and swimming
jelly-fishes are alternate forms assumed by the successive

generations of the same animal. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON
Anim. Life 745 The Hydroid is (i) a permanent locomotor
sexual form, multiplying by gemmation, but only temporarily
colonial, Hydra : (2) a larval form which passes by a meta-

morphosis into a Medusa : (3) a non-sexual but permanent
form, sometimes solitary, usually however multiplying by
gemmation . . giving origin to colonies : (4) a locomotor
sexual form. .never multiplying by gemmation.

Hydroi'dean. Zool. [f. mod.L. Hydroidea
(see prec.) -i- -AN.] = HYDBOID B. a.

1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 747 The existence
of a free sexual Hydroidean Hydra.

Hydrokinetic (-kaine-tik),a. [f. HYDRO- a +

KINETIC.] Relating to the motion of liquids. So
Hydrokine'tical a. in same sense

; Hydro-
kine tics, the kinetics of liquids; that branch of

hydrodynamics (in the wider sense) which deals

with the motion of liquids.
1873 MAXWELL Electr. q Magn. I. 367 The case of images

in hydrokinetics when the fluid is bounded by a rigid plane
surface. 1876 STEWART & TAIT Unseen Univ. 130 The
hydrokinetic researches of Helmholtz.

Hydrologic (haidroV-djik), a. [f. mod.L.

hydrologia (see HYDROLOGY) + -ic. Cf. F. hydro-
logique.] =next.
1887 B. E. FERNOW in Pop. Sci. Monthly Dec. 226 We . .

consider the forests, .as regulators of hydrologic conditions,
influencing the waterflow in springs, brooks, and rivers.

Hydrological (haidrolp-dgikal), a. [f. as prec.
+ -AL.] Pertaining or relating to hydrology ;

re-

lating to the properties of water, its distribution

over the earth's surface, etc.

1670 W. SIMPSON (title'] Hydrological Essayes; or a Vin-
dication of HydrologiaChymica, being a Further Discovery
of the Scarborough Spaw, and the right use thereof. 1716
M. DAVIES Alhen. Rrit. III. Dissert. Physick 56 The As-
trological and Hydrological Branches of Physick. 1818

488

in WEBSTER. i88a Edin. Rev. Oct. 451 The summer and
winter flow and other hydrological peculiarities of the

Knglish rivers.

Hydrology (hsidr^-lod^i). [ad. mod.L. hydro-

logia, f. Gr. vopo- water : see -LOGY. Cf. F. hydro-

logic^ The science which treats of water, its proper-
ties and laws, its distribution over the earth's

surface, etc.

176* tr. Bitschings Syst. Geog. I. 49 Wallsrius was the

first who made accurate enquiries into the Aqueous Kingdom,
or Hydrology. 1796 HUTTOX Math. Diet., Hydrology, is

that part of natural history which examines and explains
the nature and properties of water in general. 1866 Proc.

Atner. Phil. Soc. X. 209 Mr. Blackwell's memoir entitled

'The Hydrology of the St. Laurence'. 1895 Westot. Gaz.
ii Sept. 7/2 The whole science of hydrology . . depends on
the study of rainfall.

Hence Hydro legist [cf. F. hydrologne\ one
skilled in hydrology.
1830 in MAUNDER Diet. Eng. Lang.

Hydrolysis (haidrp'lisis). [f. Gr. voup, vopo-
water + \vats dissolving, f. \vfiv to dissolve.] A
decomposition of water in which the two con-

stituents (H and OH) are separated and fixed in

distinct compounds.
1880 H. E. ARMSTRONG Introd, Study Org, Chem. (ed. 2)

190 note, Decompositions like those of starch into dextrose,
of cane-sugar into dextrose and levulose . . which involve the

fixation of the elements of water, may all be said to be the

result of hydrolysis, and those substances which, like

sulphuric acid, diastase, emulsin, etc., induce hydrolysis,

may be termed hydrolytic agents or hydrolysis. The sub-
stance hydrolysed is the hydrolyte. The mere fixation of
the elements of water unaccompanied by decomposition
..may be termed hydration in contradistinction. 1890
Athenaeum 27 Dec. 893/1 Other processes .. already in

constant use on very large scales . . [are] bromination and
chlorination, nitration, sulphonation with its concomitant

hydrolysis. 1894 M eGowAN tr. Bemthsens Org. Chem. 84

By saponification or hydrolysis of their ethers.

So Hydrolyse v.
t
to subject to hydrolysis ; Hy-

drolyst [cf. analyst], a hydrolytic agent ; Hydro-
lyte [Gr. AUTOS that may be dissolved], a body
subjected to hydrolysis.
See quot. 1880 above.

Hydrolytic (haidrpli-tik), a. [f. as prec. +
\vritc-6s having the property of dissolving ; seeprec.]
Of or pertaining to hydrolysis.
1875 A. GAMGEK tr. Hermann's Hum, Phys. 11878) 224

The products of the hydrolytic decomposition of all the es-

sential constituents of the body. 1878 FOSTER Phys. n. i.

1 86 The action ..is of such a kind as is effected by the

agents called catalytic, and by tbat particular class of cata-

lytic agents called hydrolytic. 1896 ALI.BITT Syst. Med. I.

520 Fermentation, like putrefaction, is a hydrolytic process.

t Hydroma*nce. Obs. rare 1
. In 4 ydro-

niaunce. [a. OF. ydromance] HYDROMANCY.
1390 GOWER Conf. III. 45 And of the flood his ydro-

maunce And of the fire the piromaunce.

t Hydroiuancer. Obs. [f. HYDROMANC-Y +

-KR 1
.]

One who practises hydromancy.
ci4oo Apol. Loll. 06 pus are callid geomanceris, bat

werkun bi be 3erb. And idromauncers, bat bus wirkun bi

be watir. 1692 in COLES. Hence 1775 in ASH.

Hydromancy (hardwrosensi). Also 5 ydro-,
6 hidromancy, 6-7 hydroinantie, 7 -ty. [a. F.

hydromaneie, or ad. late L. hydromantla, a. Gr.

*v8pofj.avTfia f f, vSpo- water + ftavTta divination :

see -MANCY.] Divination by means of signs derived

from water, its tides and ebbs, etc., or the pretended
appearance of spirits therein.
r 1400 MAUNDEV. (1839) xxii. 234 Pyromancye, Ydro-

i mancye . . and many other scyences. 1496 Dives V PaJ<p.

I (W. de W.) i. xxxvi. 77/2 Ydromancye, that is wytchecrafte

j

done in the water. 1594 R. ASHLEY tr. Lays If Roy's
Interchang. Var. Things 503, Necromantic, Geomantie,
Hydromantie. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 631 As for Anan-
chitis, it is said, That spirits may be raised by it in the
skill of Hydromantie. 1610 HEALEY St. Aug. Citie ofGod
293 Numa him-selfe . . was faine to fall to Hydromancie.
1777 BRAND Pop. Antiq. (1849) ^- 377

A species of hydro-
mancy appears to have been practised at wells. 1877 W,
TONES Finger-ring 112 The 'suspended ring', .is . .described

by Peucer among various modes of hydromancy.

Hydromania (haidwrn^'nia). [f.
HYDRO- +

MANIA ; cf. F. hydromanie] A mania or craze

for water ; Path, an excessive craving for water or

liquids.
1793 SOUTHEY Lett. (1856) I. 17, I . . have discovered that

the hydromania is almost as bad as the hydrophobia. 1835
New Monthly Mag. XLIV. 9, I have a hydromania in the

way of lakes, rivers, and waterfalls. 1897 ALLBUTT Syst.
Med. III. 248 In view of the almost insane craving ('hydro-
mania ') for fluid . . the question has been considered whether
the diuresis could be controlled by placing limits on the
amount of fluid ingested.
Hence Hydronia niac, a person affected with

hydromania ; Hydromani acal a., affected with

hydromania.
1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Hydromaniacns, .. hydro-

maniacal. 1860 PIESSE Lab. Chem. Wonders 54 Liable to
be drowned in a flood of watery effusions from the modern
hydromaniacs,

Hydromantie (hsidwmse-ntik), a. and sh. [ad.
med.L. hydromantic-uSj f.Gr. vopo- water + navTucfo

\ prophetic : see -MANTIC. Cf. F. hydromantique]
A. adj. Of or pertaining to hydromancy. Hydro-

|
mantic machine^ vessel', see quot. 1741.

HYDROMETBIC.
1651 BIGGS New Disp.t 157 Its own hydromantick vehicle.

1741 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., The writers in optics furnish us
with divers hydromantic machines, vessels, etc. .. To make
.1 hydromantic vessel, which shall exhibit the images of
external objects, as if swimming in water.

f B. sb. Obs. 1. = HYDROMAXCY.
c 1590 GREENE Fr. Bacon ii. 16 To tell by thadroma(n]-

ticke, ebbes and tides.

2. One skilled or practised in hydromancy.
1638 SIR T. HKRBERT Trav. (ed. 2) 215 Sorcerers, In-

chanters, Hydro- and Pyro-mantiques.
So Hydroma ntical <?., Hydroma'ntically adv.

1727 BAILEY vol. II, Hydromantically t by Hydromancy,

Hydromechanics (hardn^nukse'niks). [f.

HYDRO- a + MECHANICS.] The mechanics of

liquids; hydrodynamics (in its wider sense); esp.
in relation to its application to mechanical con-

trivances.

1831 Illustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 94 Hydro- Mechanics, as

Instruments to illustrate the Motion and Impinging Force
of Waves, &c. 1884 Science 18 Jan. 78/2 The important
place which . . hydromechanics has occupied in modern
mathematical physics since the labors of Helmlioltz, Max-
well, and Thomson, in reducing the mathematical treatment
of electricity and magnetism to that of the motion of in-

compressible fluids.

So Hydromecha-nical a.-, of or pertaining to

hydromechanics ; relating to the employment of

water in mechanical contrivances.

1825 J. NICHOLSON Operat. Mechanic 293 A hydro-me-
chanical engine, whereby a weight amounting to 2304 tons

can be raised by a simple lever, through equal space, in

much less time than could be done by any apparatus con-

structed on the known principles of mechanics. 1881

Athen&um 5 Mar. 339/1 Dr. O. J. Lodge showed two
hydromechanical analogies of electricity.

Hydromel (hi*dr0md)i Also 5 ydromel(le,
6 hydromell, 7 hidromel. [a. L. hydromel^ ad.

Gr. vbpvpf\i, f. vopo- water -f pt\i honey. \Yith

the earliest forms cf. OF. ydrowelle.] A liquor

consisting of a mixture of honey and water, which
when fermented is called vinous hydromelw mead.
c 1400 Lanfranees Cirnrg. 83 A stynkynge wounde is

heelid in remeuynge awey be stinche & (je rotenes ; & berto
is myche worj> a waischinge of ydromel : bat is hony & watir
soden togidere wib mirre. 1563 T. GALE Treat. Gonneshot
2 b (Stanf.), Nitrum helpeth the Collicke if it bee taken with

cummyne in hydromell. c 1645 HOWEI.L Lett. (1650) I. 367
In Russia, Moscovy and Tartary, they use Mead, . . this is

that which the antients called hydromel. 1839 E. D. CLARKE
Trail, Russia 18/1 The young man used to drink the
Russian beverage of hydromel, a kind of mead. 1861 LD.
LVTTON & FANE Tannh&nscr 42 A fountain ! yea, but

flowing deep With nectar and with hydromel.

Hydrometer (haidr/vmAaj). [mod. f. Gr.

vSpo- water -f -METER.
F. hydrometrc (first recorded 1768) was app. adopted from

English, but has commonly the sense '

rain-gauge
'

t the hy-
drometer being called in F. arfometre, ARAEOMETER.]
1. An instrument for determining the specific

gravity of liquids, or sometimes (as in Nicholson's

Hydrometer'} for finding the specific gravity of either

liquids or solids.

The common type consists of a graduated stem having a

hollow bulb and a weight at its lower end, so as to float with
the stem upright in a liquid, the specific gravity of which
is indicated by the depth to which the stem is immersed.

Special names are given to it as constructed for particular

liquids, as alcoholometer^ aciditneter, lactometer^ etc.

Nicholson's Hydrometer consists of a brass cylinder having
a small pan supported on a stem above the water and another

pan dependent below in the water ; the specific gravity of

a solid body is calculated from the difference of its weights
in air and in water, as determined by weighing it in the

upper and lower pans respectively.

1675 BOYLE in Phil, Trans. Abr. II. 214 A New Easy
Instrument (a Hydrometer). 1766 SMOLLETT Trav. xl. II.

245, I had neither hydrometer nor thermometer to ascer-

tain the weight and warmth of this water. 1819 Pantologia
s.v., Mr. Nicholson has made an improvement by which the

hydrometer is adapted to the general purpose of finding the

specific gravity both of solids and fluids. 1860 MAURY
Phys. Geog. Sea v. 285 The hydrometer . . shows that the
water of the North Atlantic is, parallel for parallel, lighter
than water in the Southern Ocean. 1875 KNIGHT Diet.

Mech. s.v., The most familiar hydrometer, to many, is

a hen's egg, used by a farmer's wife to test the strength of

lye for making soap.

2. An instrument used to determine the velocity
or force of a current ;

a current-gauge.
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Hydrometer^ an instrument

wherewith to measure the gravity, density, velocity, force,

or other properties, of water. 1864 WEBSTER, Hydrometer^
. . called by various specific names, according to its construc-

tion or use, as tachometer; rheometert hydromttricpendu-
lum t Woltmanns millt etc.

H Hydrometra (haidr<?imrtra). Path. [mod.L.,
f. Gr. vopo- water + nrjTpa womb. Cf. F. hydro-

mttre.'] An accumulation of watery mucous fluid

in the cavity of the womb ; dropsy of the uterus.

18x1 in HOOPER Med. Diet. 1819 in Pantologia. 1871
F. G. THOMAS Dis. Women 256 A closure of the os internum

uteri having been effected by adhesion, hydrometra exists.

Hydrometric (Jid|Wtrik), a. [f.asHYDRo-
MKTRY + -IC. Cf. F. hyiiromttrique.]
1. Of or pertaining to hydrometry, or to the de-

termination of specific gravity by the hydrometer.
1828 in WEBSTER. 1860 MAURY Phys. Geog. Sea ix. 447

In order to weigh the seas in this manner, it is necessary
that the little hydrometric balance by which it is to be

done should be well and truly adjusted.
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2. Relating to the measurement of the velocity

and force of currents.
'

Hydremetric pendulum, a current-gage. An instrument

consisting of a ball suspended from the center of a graduated
quadrant, and held in a stream to mark by its deflection the
rate of motion of the water' (Knight Diet. Alecfi. 1875).

1864 in WEBSTER.
So Hydrome-trlcal a. =prec.
1779 MANN in Phil. Trans. LX1X. 654 The hydrometrical

principles laid down in this essay. 1807 P. JONAS (titled
A Cotiiplete Set of Hydrometrical Tables.

Hydrometry (haidrp-metri). [ad. mod.L. hy-
dromeiria, f. Gr. vSpo- water + -ftirpta measuring ;

cf. F. hydromltrie.] The determination of specific

gravity by means of the hydrometer ; hence, that

part of hydrostatics which deals with this.

In early use the term seems to have been co-extensive with
'

hydrodynamics' (in the mod. sense).

[1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Hydrometria includes both

hydrostatics, and hydraulics.] Ibid., In the year 1694 . . a
new chair, or professorship, of hydrometry, was founded in

the university of Boulogne. 1796 Hurrpx Math. Diet.,
Hydrometria, Hydrometry, the mensuration of water and
other fluid bodies, their gravity, force, velocity, quantity,
etc. ; including both hydrostatics and hydraulics. 1847
CRESV Encycl. Civ. Engin. i. iv. 207 A new chair was created
for him [Dominicp Guglielmini], under the title of that of

Hydrometry, which, from that period, was accounted de-

serving of being ranked among the cultivated sciences.

II Hydroiieplirosis (hafcdwinflrou-sis). Path.

[mod. f. Gr. vSpo- water + vt(pp-6s kidney + -osis.]
A distended condition of the ureter, the pelvis, and
the renal calices caused by an obstruction of the

outflow of urine
; dropsy of the kidney.

1847-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. IV. 81/2 Atrophy of the kidney
with . . hydronephrosis. iSgoJSrit. Mtd. Jrnl. 1299/1 Hydro-
nephrosis in former times was treated by tapping.
So Hydronephrotlc (.-nftrp-tik) [f. prec. : cf.

amaurosis, amaurolic] a., relating to, characteristic

of, or affected with hydronephrosis.
i86S-8o A. FLINT Princ. Med. (ed. 5) 901 A very large

hydronephrotic sac sometimes consists of a single cavity.
1891 Lancet 18 Apr. 885'! Specimens of hydronephrotic
kidneys.

Hydropath (hai-drapseb). [mod. (
= G. hydro-

path, F. hydropathe] {. HYDBOPATHY (cf. allopath,

etc.).]
- HYDROPATHIST.

1841 ASDY Water Cure (1843! 146 How different would
have been my lot in this world, if this distinguished physi-
cian had been an hydropath himself thirty years ago f 1843
T. J. GRAHAM Cold-Water System ied. 2.1 5 There are not a
few diseases in which the skilful physician will be far more
successful by the use of medicine, and his other ordinary
means, than the most perfect hydropath.

Hydropathic (haidropse-Jrik), a.
(si.*) [f. HY-

DBOPATH-Y + -1C.] Of, pertaining to, or of the

nature of hydropathy ; practising hydropathy.
1843 Trait's Mag. Apr. 271/1 When the cold-water cure was

first heard of in this country, we prophesied . . that there would
forthwith be numerous Hydropathic Establishments in Eng-
land. 1851 Illustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 784 Hydropathic band-

ages. 18690. \RII>GE CW,/ Water Cure Przf. 4 Hydropathic
establishments are now to be found in England. Ireland,
and Scotland, and in America. 1876 DARWIN in Life <$ Lett.

(1887) I. ii. 81, I went in 1848 for some months to Malvern
for hydropathic treatment.

B. sb. Short for hydropathic establishment.

1887 Miss BRADDON Like * Unlike xxiii, To go to a Hy-
dropathic in the wilds of Scotland or Ireland. 1895 A.
STODDART J. S. Blackie xi 240 Dull with villa lodgings and
hideous hydropathics.
So Hydropa-thlca.1 a. =

prec.
1844 DICKENS in Forster Life iv. i. 137, I had withdrawn

from Public Life . . to pass the evening of my days in hydro-
pathical pursuits and the contemplation of virtue.

Hydropathist (haidr/rpabist). [f. as prec. +

-1ST.] One who practises or advocates hydropathy.
1847 (title') Hints to the Sick, the Lame, and Lazy, or

Passages in the Life of a Hydropathist, by a Veteran. 1853
Fraser's Mag. XLVIII. 287 The family doctor he was an
hydropathist. 1885 Manch. Exam. 18 Feb. 3/2 Treatment
. . proved serviceable and sanative by practical hydro-
pathists.

Hydropathize (haidr<rpaj>aiz), v. [f.
as prec.

+ -IZE.] intr. To practise hydropathy.
1855 GEO. ELIOT Ess. (1884) 319 People who only allow

themselves to be idle under the pretext of hydropathising.
1859 DARWIN in Life ff Lett. (1887) II. 172, I am here

hydropathising and coming to life again.

Hydropathy (haidrfpabi). [mod. (
= G.hydro-

pathie), f. HYDRO-, on analogy ot allopathy, honiao-

palhy, the second element of these words having
been vaguely apprehended as = ' treatment

'

or
' cure

'

of disease.] A kind of medical treatment,

originated in 1825 by Vincenz Preissnitz at Grafen-

berg in Germany, consisting in the external and
internal application of water ; the water-cure.

1843 SIR C. SCUDAMORE Med. 1'isil Grafenberg i On
hydropathy, or the water-cure treatment. 1858 DARWIN
in Life f, Lett. (1887) II. 112 On Tuesday I go for a fort-

night's hydropathy. 1869 CuuUDGI Cold Water Cure
Pref. 3 Hydropathy was practised at Grafenberg . . twenty
years before it was known in England.

Hydrophaue hai-ditffe'n). Min. [mod. f. Gr.

iiSpo- water +- -<panjs apparent, tpavus bright, clear,
f. ipaiveiv to show.] A variety of opaque or partly-
translucent opal which absorbs water upon im-

mersion and becomes transparent.
1784 KIRWAN Elem. Min. 114 Opals and chalcedonies,

VOL. V.

489

which by admitting water within their pores, are callec

and.. gives passage to light. 1875 BI.ACKMORE Alice Lor-
raine III. xxiii. 306 Changed its dullness (like a hydro-
phane immersed' into glancing and reflecting play of tender
light and life.

HydrophanOUS ;haidrp-fanas), a. Min. [f.

prec. + -ous : cf. diaphanous.] Having the property
of becoming transparent by immersion in water, as

certain opals.
1794 STLLIVAN 1'iw t\ii.'. I. 362 The coitus itntndi, or

hydrophanous stone, steeped in water . . will . . become by
that means more transparent than otherwise. 1831 BREWSTER
A'eiH/fn (1835) I. viii. 185 The colours of Labrador felspar,
and of precious and hydrophanous opal, which we have
shewn to be produced hy thin plates and minute pores and
tubes.

t Hydrppha'ntic. Ots. rare. [f. Gr. vSpo-

<pavTtK-ri discovery of water, f. vSpo- water + -tpavrr/s

manifester, f. epaivuv to show.] A water-finder.

1729 SWITZER Hydros!, f,- Hydraul. 79 Hydrophanticks, or
Discoverers of \\ater.

Hydrophilite (haidr^filait). Min. [Named
1 869 from Gr. vSpo- -r <pt\-os loving + -HE : from its

affinityfor water.] Native calcium chloride; chloro-

calcite. 1875 in DANA Min. App. ii.

Hydrophilous (haidr^-fibs), a. [f. as prec. +

-ous.] Water-loving, a. Applied to certain insects.

1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Hydrophilns, . . applied by
Moehring to a Family (Hydrophilse: corresponding to those
which linger names Hygrobataz', loving or frequenting
water : hydrophilous.

b. nonce-Tad. Fond of a watering-place.
1855 Fraser's Mag. LI. 259 The crowded rendezvous of

fastidious fashionables and hydrophilous ennui.

Hydrophobe (hai-dnftVrab). [a. F. hydrophobe,
ad. L. hydrophob-tts, Gr. vopo<p60os having a horror
of water, f. vSpo- water + <p60os fear, dread.] One
suffering from, or affected with, hydrophobia.

Hydrophobia (hsidnHoi-bia). In 6 erron.

hidroforbia, and anglicized 7-8 hydrophoby
(haidrp'Wbi). [a. L. hydrophobia (Cselius Aureli-
anus ("420), n. Gr. vSpotpoliia (in Celsus, A.D. 50)
horror of water, rabid disease, f. tiSpo<pu/3os (see

prec.).]
1. Path. A symptom of rabies or canine madness
when transmitted to man, consisting in an aversion

to water or other liquids, and difficulty in swal-

lowing them ; hence the disease of rabies, esp. in

human beings.
1547 BOORDE Brer. Health 122 Hidroforbia or abhorynge

of water. . . This impediment doth come .. of a melancoly
humour. 1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. i. i. i. iv, The most
\^\\wnz?iX\\\tt,Lyi'antliropia,Hydrop1iol>ia,Chorns sancti
viti. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. iv. xiii. 231 margin,
Upon the biting of a mad dog there ensues an hydrophobia
or fear of water. 1752 Phil. Trans. XLVII. 412 Isaac
Cranfield . . was received into the infirmary, .with an hydro-
phobia upon him. 1837 M. DONOVAN Dom. Econ. II. 95
Its [Mus giganteus] bite is dangerous, and sometimes pro-
duces hydrophobia. 1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 399/2 Hydro-
phobia, . . is the disease caused by inoculation with the saliva
of a rabid animal, and is so called from the violent and suf-

focating spasms of the throat which occur when the patient
attempts to drink. 1893 H. DALZIEL Dis. Dogs (ed. 3) 96
Man inoculated by the rabie virus of a mad dog suffers from
the terrible disease called popularly hydrophobia, from a
dread of water and inability to swallow liquids being a main
feature of the malady, but more accurately the disease is

known in man also as rabies.

P. 1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 322 That symptome of hydro-
phobic or fearing water, incident to those that be bitten
with a mad dog. a 1711 KEN Anodynes Poet. Wks. 1721
III. 432 He whom Hydrophoby infests, Fair Water of all

things detests, 1767 GOOCH Treat. Wounds I. 199 Before
the appearance ol the Hydrophoby or other symptoms of
madness.

2. In etymological sense : Dread or horror of
water. Alsoyf^. madness.

"759 STERNE Tr. Shandy II. ix, What then.. must the
terror and hydrophobia of Dr. Slop have been ! a 1772
HUME Let. in Haldane Life Adam Smith (1887) iii. 34, I

am mortally sick at sea, and regard with.. a kind of hydro-
phobia the great gulf that lies between us. 1802 Morning
Post in Spirit Pub. Jrnls. (1803) VI. 161, I'm raving with
a French hydrophoby. 1816 COLERIDGE Lay Serin. 317 The
hydrophobia of a wild and homeless scepticism. 1834
MEDWIN Angler in Wales I. 86 For my part I have a
hydrophobia : you will scarcely get me to wet my feet.

Hence Hydropho'bial, Hydropho'bian, Hydro-
pho'bious adjs., hydrophobic ; Hydropuo'biac,
-pho'bian, one suffering from hydrophobia.
1662 J. CHANDLER Van Hclmonfs Oriat. 280 One.. said,

that old man was now Hydrophobial or had the Disease caus-

ing the fear of water, and to have been lately bitten by a mad
dog. Ibid. 282 The madness .. doth forthwith arise, and
the Hydrophobians are left without hope. 1800 Med. yrnl.
IV. 8 Hydrophobial patients, .generally die in strong con-
vulsions. 1843 Fraser's Mag. XXVII. 177 Poodle-dogs
in the highest state of hydrophobious fury. 1883 L. WING-
FIELD A . Rffive II. vii. 176 What a pity he might not smother
her like a hydrophobiac !

Hydrophobic (haidnHjrbik, -& - bik
,

a. (s/>.}

[ad. L. hydrophobic-tis, a. Gr. vSp<xpo^ix-i,3 : see

prec. and -ic. Cf. F. hydrophobique (OF. ydro-
forbique}."] Of or pertaining to hydrophobia ;

suffering from or affected with hydrophobia.

HYDROPHYTON.
1807 lUftf. yrnl. XVII. 348 Out of these eleven, five died

hydrophobic. a 1815 A. FLT.I.ER in Spurgeon Treas. Dav.
Ps. cxxxix. 14 The hydrophobic saliva. 1887 19^/1 Cent.

Aug. 200 The number of hydrophobic deaths.

B. sb. One affected with hydrophobia.
1864 Daily Tel. 3 Aug., The cruel superstition that a

human hydrophobic can legally be smothered.
.^o Hydropho'bical a. - prec.
1650 W. CHARI.F.TON Ternary of Paradoxes cxlviii. 77

The primitive and genuine Phansy of alt the blood in the
wounded body, .compulsively assumes the Hydrophobicall
phansy of the Exotick Tincture. 1656 BI.OUNT Glossc-gr.,
Hydrophobical.

Hydrophobist (haidrp-f^bist). [f. HYPKO-
PHOBIA + -1ST.]
1. One who treats cases of hydrophobia.
1855 W. WHITE Suffolk Direct. 740 Underwood Dan.

Farmer and Hydrophobist.
2. One who has a dread of or aversion to water.
1840 Uladlm. Mag. XLVIII. 215 A learned hydrophobist

addressing himself to those whom he styles the Anti.
Christian Sect, vulgarly and illiterately calling themselves
tea-totalers. 1898 I'oice iX. Y.) 31 Mar. 4/1 The hydro-
phobists who hurled whisky bottles against the sides of the

Kentucky, as she was launcht.

Hydrophobous (haidrp-tfbas), a.
[f.

L. hy-
drophob-its (see HYDROPHOBE) + -ors.]
1. = HYDEOPHOBIC.
1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Cmnpit. vm. 262 The canine mad-

ness quickly shews it self in the Hydrophobous. 1789
MRS. PIOZZI Journ. France II. 309 Smothered up in down
..like an hydrophobous patient. 1842 DE QUINCF.V Mod.
Greece Wks. 1890 VII. 339 If we should suddenly prove
hydrophobous in the middle of this paper.
2. Having adread of water. (Cf. HYDROPHOBIA 2.)
1748 tr. V. Renatns'Distemf. Horses 298 Sometimes Horses

are afraid of Water, and such are said to be Hydrophobous.
t Hydro-phoby. Obs. Anglicized form ol HY-

DROPHOBIA, q.v.

Hydrophone (hai-drjfonn). [f. HYDRO- a + Gr.

-(papos, f. fpawri voice, sound, on analogy of micro-

phone, etc.] An instrument for the detection ol

sound by water
;
also of water, or of something in

water, by sound, a. A bag containing water, placed
between the stethoscope and the chest, to intensify
the sounds heard in auscultation, b. (See quot.

1887.) c. An instrument devised to give warning
by electricity to a port or fleet of the approach of
a hostile vessel.

1860 N. Syd. Soc. J 'car Bk. Med. 59 A water-bag increases
the impression conveyed to the ear by the wooden stetho-

scope if it be placed between the flat ear-piece and the ex-
ternal ear. The name of hydrophone has been given to it.

1862 H. W. FULLER Dis. Lungs 76 Another form of instru-

ment, introduced by Dr. Scott Alison, and termed by him
a '

hydrophone '. 1887 Engineering ?.g July 131 The hydro-
phone . . is a clever little instrument devised to detect any
water escapes from the mains or service pipes, cocks or
closets. 1893 Daily Nnys 8 June 5/8 Captain McEvoy's
hydrophone, .in connection with a new instrument named

: a kinesiscope..has for its object the prevention of surprise
attacks from torpedo boats, or ether hostile vessels, ap-
proaching anchorages or mine fields.

Hydrophoran ihsidrp-foran), a. and sb. Zool.

[f. mod.L. Hydrophor-a (f.
HYDRA + Gr. -cpopos

bearing" + -AN.]
a. adj. Belonging to the Hydrophora, one of

the three sub-classes of Hydrozoa, comprising
Hydra and compound forms bearing zooids similar

to Hydra, b. sb. One of the Hydrophora. So

Hydro'phorous a., related to the Hydrophora.
Hydrophore (hai'drofosj). [ad.Gr. v$poip6p-os

water-carrying.] An instrument for procuring

specimens of water from any desired depth, in a

river, lake, or ocean.

1842 D. STEVENSON Marine Sjirveying <$ Hydrometry, An
apparatus, (to which I have applied the name of the hydro-
phore). 1842 Mech. Mag. XXXVI. 307 When the hydro-
phore is to be used, it is Towered to the required depth by
the pole, which is fixed to its side. 1864 in WEBSTER.

Ii Eydrophthalmia (hni:dr(;i)>je-lmia). Path.
Also (anglicized) hydrophtha:lmy. [f.

HYDKO- b

+ OPHTHALMIA.]
'

Expansion of the whole eye
with increase of its fluid contents

'

(Syd. Soc. Lex.}.
Hence Hydrophtha/lmic a.,

' of or belonging to

hydrophthalmia
'

(Mayne Expos. Lex. 1855).
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Hydroplithalmy, a Disease of

the Eye, when it grows to a wonderful bigness, and starts

almost out of the Head. 1784 E. FORD in Med. Commnn.
I. 409 Cases of hydrophthalmia.

Hydrophyte (hsi-dnifeit). Bot. [mod. f. Gr.

vSpo- water + <j>vr-6v plant.] An aquatic plant :

applied esp. to the Algae.
1832 LYELL Princ. Geal. II. 72 The number of hydro-

phytes, as they are termed, is very considerable. 1857
BERKELEY Cryptog. Hot. 63. 81, I shall.. consider Algals.
or Hydrophytes, as forming the first grand group. 1880

GRAY Struct. Bot. (ed. 6) 415/2 Hydrophytes. .Water-plants.

Hence Hydrophyte 'jfraphy, the description of

aquatic plants ; Hydrophyto'losfy, the branch of

botany which deals with aquatic plants.
1847 CRAIG, Hydropltytology . 1855 MAVNE Expos. Lex.,

Hydrophytography.

I! Hydrophyton (haidrp-fitpn). Zool. [f.
as

prec.J The branched plant-like structure support-

ing the zooids in certain colonial Hydrozoa.
62



HYDROPHYTOUS.
1885 Athenaeum 28 Mar. 412/1 In this [Thmaria ketero-

ntorpha] are found combined on the same hydrophyton no
fewer than three morphological types which, if occurring

separately, would be justly regarded as representing three

genera. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 245 The
hydranths are lodged in perisarcal cups or hydrothecx
(^calycles) and are borne by a supporting plant-like struc-

ture or hydrophyton. This hydrophyton . . is divisible into a

system ofsteins with branches, the hydrocaulus, and of root-

ing fibres, the hyJrorkiza, by which the colony is attached
to some foreign object.

Hence Hydro-phytous a., having the character

of a hydrophyton.

Hydropic (hsidrp'pik), a. and sb. Forms :

4-6 ydropike, 5 ydropycke, idropik, 6 -ique,

edrop(p ic, 6-8 hydropick, 7- hydropic. [ME.
a. OF. ydropique, -ike (i 2th c.), ad. L. hydropic-us,
a. Gr. v$pcumK-6s, f. u5po^, 65/xuir- HYDROPS. In

i6th c. conformed to the L. : so F. hydropique.]
A. adj. 1. = DROPSICAL i, 2.

1483 CAXTOM Gold. Leg. 428 b/i One parfytelye ydropycke
or fylled with dropsy. 1536 BELLENDEN Cron. Scot. (1821^
II. 109 His warabe .. wes swolin, as he had been edroppic
l/'iWedroppit]. 1589 PUTTESHAM Eng. Poesie HI. xxv.

(Arb.) 306 The hydropick and swelling gowte. 1651 CLEVE-
LAND Poems 49 Like an Hydropick body ful of Rhewms,
1753 BERKELEY Further Tk. Tar-water Wks. III. 505
This medicine . . is to hydropic patients a strong purge.
1784 JOHNSON Let. 9 Sept. in Boswell, Of the hydropick
tumour there is now very little appearance. i8oa Med. Jrnl.
VIII. 354 Some hydropic symptoms appeared, which gradu-
ally increasing in the form of an ascites or hydrothorax
[etc,]. x8aa-34 Good's Study Med. ted. 4) III. 327 When
the general hydropic enlargement, .began to increase.

t 2. Having an insatiable thirst, like a dropsical
person; hence^-. Obs.

. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 1096 Drye folk & ydropike. 1430-
40 LYDG. Bochas vii. viii. (Bodi. MS. 263) If. 354 b/a This ex-
cessif Glotoun Moste Idropik drank ofte ageyn lust ; The
mor he drank, the mor he was athrust. 1648 Eikon Bas.
vi. (1824) 39 Ifsome mens hydropick insatiablenesse had not
learned to thirst the more by how much more they drank.
a 1763 SHENSTONE Econ. i. 172 Thy voice, hydropic fancy !

calls aloud For costly draughts.
3. Charged or swollen with water; swollen.
1651 JER. TAYLOR Serm.for Year \. xxvii. 349 It . . swels

like an hydropick cloud. 1651 OGILBY sEsop(\66$) 33 The
Hydropic Kingdoms ofthe Bog. 1695 BLACKMORE/V. Arth.
x. 439 Dark Clouds.. hang their deep Hydropick Bellies
down. 1880 GUNTHER Fishes 122 The young, .remain in an
undeveloped condition, assuming an hydropic appearance.
1 4. Tending to cause dropsy. Obs. rare.

1657 R. LIGOS Barbadoes
f (167^3) 32 So unwholsome and

Hydropick he conceived this drink to be.

f 5. Having the quality of curing dropsy. Obs.

1684 tr. Boners Merc. Compit. viii. 299 Astringents and
Strengthners are always mixt with Hydropick Medicines.

1710 T. FULLER Pharm. Extemp. 13 Hydropic Ale.

B, sb. 1. A dropsical person. Now rare.

1549 Compl. Scot. xv. 126 Thai may be comparit to the

edrppic, the qutulk the mair that he drynk the mair he hes
desire to drynk, a 1655 VINES Lord's Supp. (1677) 221 No
physician would reach water to an hydropick that earnestly
thirsts for it.

1755
Phil. Trans. XLIX. 47 This recovery

was much talked of, and set all the hydropics a rubbing.
1891 C. E. NORTON tr. Dantet Hell xxx. 166 And the hy-
dropic, 'Thou sayest true in this'.

2. A medicine for the cure of dropsy.
1694 SALMON Bates' Disf. i. (1713) 61/1 It is a Diuretick

Medicament, and a specifick Hidropick. 1711 BAILEY,
HydropickS) Medicines which expel watery Humours in the

Dropsy.

Hydropical (haidrp-pikal), a. Now rare.

(Very common in I7th c.) [f. 'L. hydropic-us (see

prec.) + -AL.]
1. =prec. A i.

c 1550 LLOYD Treat. Health (1585) Mvij, Wyne that Isope
hath sodden in being dronke, burneth y* hydropical humors.
1612 WOODALL Surf, Mate Wks. (1653) 172 An Hydropicall
inflation of the whole body. 1670 MAVNWARING Vita Sana
vi. 81 One puffs up, fills, and grows hydropical. 1748
HARTLEY Otserv. Man i. i. 47 It.. may arise from a hydro-
pical Disposition.
2. =

prec. A 2.

1656 PRYNNE Demurrer Jews* Remitter *$ An Hydropical
thirster after gold. 179^ Ann. Reg. 113 A hydropical in-
crease of avarice.

b. Of thirst: Unquenchable.
1607 WALKINCTON Opt. Glass xi. (1664) 120 A Saltish

Nature .. in the Ventricle, causeth an Hydropical thirst.

1791 NEWTE Tour Eng. 4- Scot. 385 This hydropical hunger
and thirst after the earth.

3. =
prec. A 3.

1649 J. TAYLOR (Water P.) Wand. 7 Mine Host often did
visit me with most delightfull and hydropicall non-sense.

1658 SIR T. BROWNE Hydriot. iii. 44 Who would expect a
quick flame from Hydropicall Heraclitusf 1684 Phil.
Trans. XIV. 769 Filled with too great a quantity ofaqueous
and undigested sap, as it were hydropical.
Hence Hydro pically adv., with or as with

dropsy ; dropsically.
1646 SiRT. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. it. iii. 73 Such as be by-

dropically disposed. 1663 Bp. PATRICK Parao. Pilgr. xxxv.
11668) 437 All Histories ..are so hydropically swollen with
lying Legends.

Hydropisy, obs. form of HYDROPSY.

Hydro-pneumatic (h3i:dro,nimae-tik\ a.

(*.) [f. HYDRO- a + PNEUMATIC : in F. hydro-
pneumatique.'] Pertaining to water and air or

gas ; applied to apparatus involving the combined
action of water and air.
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Originally applied to the method of collecting and retain-

ing gas over water in the pneumatic trough, invented by
Cavendish about 1765.

1794 PEARSON- in Phil. Trans. LXXXIV. 399 In close

vessels, with the hydro-pneumatic apparatus affixed. i8ia
SIR H. DAVY Chem. Phifos. 35 Mr. Cavendish, about 1765,
invented an apparatus for examining elastic fluids confined

by water, which has been since called the hydro-pneumatic
apparatus. 1815 W. COXGREVE (title* A Description of the

Construction and Properties of the Hydro-Pneumatic Lock.
1816 J.TiLLtv in Phitos. Mag. XLIII. 280 Description of
a Hydro-Pneumatic Blow-pipe for the use of Chemists[etc.].

1851 lllustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 222 New hydro-pneumatic
engine. The . .water pressure to drive the piston . . in one
direction, and a vacuum being produced, to make . . atmo-

spheric pressure to drive it in an opposite direction. Ibid.

311 Hydro-pneumatic lift, for canal locks. Hydro-pneumatic
elevators. 1884 Mil. Engineering (ed. 3) I. n. 40 Guns
mounted on hydro-pneumatic (disappearing) carriages.

B. sh.pl. Hydro-pneumatic appliances.
1887 Pali Mall G. 27 Dec, 11/2 The application of hydro-

pneumatics in substitution for counterweights was pro-
tected by letters patent, granted to Col. Moncrieff in 1869.

Hydropneumonia (hardroiniwm^u'nia). Path.

[f. HYDRO- b + PxEUMOMA.] Dropsy or cedema of

the lungs. 1886 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Hydropot (hai-drop^). [ad. mod.L. hydro-
pota, ad. Gr. vfyoiroTrjs water-drinker : in mod.F.

kydropote.] A water-drinker
;
an abstainer from

alcoholic drinks.

[1717-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Hydropota, in medicine, a per-
son who drinks nothing but water.] 17*7 BAILEY Vol. II,

Hydropote, a Water-Drinker. 1885 Pall Mall G. 19 Dec.
3 The momentous change from 'taking wine as an article

of food ', and becoming a hydropot.
So fHydropotic, -o-potist Obs. rarf- t

in

same sense.

1623. COCKERAM, Hydropoticke, one that still drinkes water.

1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4) List Barbarous Words, Hydropotist,
a water-drinker.

If Hydrops (hsrdrpps). Now only Path. Also

4 ydrope. [L. hydrdps^ hydrop-e?nt a. Gr. vfipanfi

dropsy, a derivative of v5<u/>, v5p- water. With

ydrope, cf. OF. idropie^\ Dropsy.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Alexis 523 Of ydrope of parlesy

he heylyt syndry. 1706 PHILLIPS {ed. Kersey), Hydrous,
the Dropsie. 1771 J. FOOT Penseroso in. 116 High-floated
by the hydrops ceas'd to breathe. 1866-80 A. FLINT Princ.
Med. (ed. 5* 34 The term hydrops signifies a serous effu-

sion, usually in a cavity. 1878 T. BRYANT Pract. Surg.
I. 542 Hydrops antri..is characterised by a gradual pain-
less expansion of the bone.

Hydropsy (hai-dr^psi). Forms: 4-5 id-, ydro-
pisie. -esie,-esy(e,ydropsi(e, -07,5-6 hidropsie,
-ecye, (ydropsi, 6 idropis^, -yc6, -esie ; hie-,

hyedropsy), 6-7 hydropsie, (7 -pisie), 6- hy-
dropsy. [ME., a. OF. idro-, ydropisie (i2th c.),
=

Sp. hidropesla, It. idropesia, med.L. (h}ydro-

pisia (ydropicia in Simon Januensis, ^1300) for

L. hydropisis (Pliny), a. Gr. *vbp&wtffts t
f. v8p<uif/,

v5/xoir-, HYDROPS. Formerly stressed hydro'pesie>

hydro'psy (not yet obs.) whence the aphetic dropcsie,

DROPSY, found from the first appearance of the word
in Eng., and perh. due in part to coalescence of the

initial short vowel with the in J>t ydropesie, th*

idropesie^ the dropesie.]

Dropsy.
a 1300 Cursor M. 11829 Ydropsi \Fairf. dropecy. Trin,

dropesy]
held him sua in threst, pat him thoght his bodi

suld brest. c 1380 WVCLIF Semi. Sel. Wks. I. 42 Ydropesie
is an yvel of fals gretenesse of mennys lymes. c 1400
Lanfranc's Cirurg. 84 An yuel disposicioun ofal be bodi
as ydropisie [B. dropsye]. 154* BOORDE Dyetary xxxviii.

(1870) 299 The more a man doth drynke that hath the

Idropise, the more he is a thurst. 1551 LYNDESAY Mon-
archf 5109 Sumfallis in to frynasie, Sum deis in Idropesie.
1578 LYTE Dodoens n. Ixvli. 234 Such as begin to fall into
the Hydropsie. 1665 Lond. Gaz. No. 1/2 An Hydropsie
attended with a Fiux. 1748 THOMSON Cast. Indol. i. Ixxv,
Of limbs enormous, but, withal unsound, Soft-swoln and

pale, here lay the Hydropsy. i86 SCOTT yrnl. 19 Mar.,
Her asthmatic complaints are fast terminating in hydropsy.
1879 St. George's Hosp. Rep. IX. 769 Operative measures
in hydropsies.
Hence f Hydro'pale a. Obs. rare, hydropic,

dropsical.
1649 J ER - TAYLOR Gt. Exemp. IT. Ad 12. 51 Like drinke

to an hydropsick person.

Hydroptic (hsidr^'ptik), a. Obs. exc. arch.

[Erroneously f. HYDROPSY, after such pairs as epi-

lepsy, epileptic.']
= HYDROPIC, dropsical.

a 1631 DONNE Lett. (1651) 51 An hydroptique immoderate
desire of humane learning and languages. 1640 BP. REY-
NOLDS Passions xl. 520 The distemper of an Hydropticke
Body. 1661 Sir A. Hosieries Last Will 2 My hydrop-
tick Thirst is quenched. 1855 BROWNING Grammar. Fun.
95 Soul-hydroptic with a sacred thirst.

So f Hydro ptical a. Obs., in same sense.

1640 BP. REYNOLDS Passions xvii. 187 These Desires are

Hidropticall. 1657 TOMLINSON Renoifs Disp. 202 To help
the Hydroptical . . Patients.

Hydroquinone (haidroikwarnonn). Chem.
Also -chinon(e, -kinone. [f. HYDRO(GKN + QUI-
NONE.] A diatomic phenol, C fl

H4(OH)2 , prepared
from quinone, C 6

H4O2 , by reduction with sulphu-
rous acid, crystallizing from water in colourless

rhombic prisms. Now used as a developer in

photography.

HYDROSTATIC,

1865-71 WATTS Diet. Chem. III. 213 Hydrogitinone,
Hydrockinone, Hydrokinone, .. Colourless Hydroquinone
(Pyroquinole), CeHfC^.-is the chief product of the dry
distillation of quinic, carbohydroquinonic, and oxysalicylic
acids. Ibid., Green Hydroquinone or Quinliydrone ..

CeHcO^. CH|O-.,. -may be regarded. .as a compound of

quinone and colourless hydroquinone. 1889 Anthony's
t'hotogr. Bull. II. 171 Hydroquinone, or more shortly
quinol, will be the developer of the future. 1893 Brit. Jrnl.
Pkotog. XL. 795 The development was effected with hy-
droquinone, as giving a blacker tone.

Hydrorrhoea, -rhea (haidr^n a . Path.

[mod. ad. Gr. vSpLppoia flow of water, water-
, course.] A copious watery discharge.

1857 BULLOCK Cazeaitx* Mitiivif. 306.

t Hydrosacre. Obs. In 5 ydro-. [ad.

(through OF.) med.L. hydrosaccharwn> f. Gr. vfwp,

v5po~ water -f <yaK\a.f>ov sugar.] A syrup made of

sugar and water.
i 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 139 (MS. B.) Y gaf hym to

drynke hot ydrosacre, f>at ys y-mad of sugre & of watyre.

HydrOSCOpe (hardr^sk^np). [mod. ad. Gr.

vSpoffKuir-os (f. vtipo- water -f -GROTTOS -SCOPE) water-

seeker, well-sinker, and vtipoffKo-niov water-clock

(Synesius). In F. hydroscope water-searcher.]

fl. An instrument for the detection of moisture
in the air

;
a hygroscope. Obs,

1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Hydroscope^ a certain Instrument. .

for discerning of the Watry volatil streams in the Air.

1721 in BAILEY. Hence in Mod. Diets.

2. A kind of water-clock, ffist.

It consisted of a cylindrical graduated tube, filled with

water, which trickled through an aperture in the conical

bottom, and marked by its subsidence the successive hours.

1727-41 in CHAMBERS Cycl. 1809 Naval Chron. XXI. 375
The chief part of this machine is a hydroscope.

Hydroscopist (haidr^sk<5fpist). [f. as prec.
+ -IST: in F. hydroscope (1798 in Diet. Acad.}.]
A water-diviner ;

a dowser.

1885 Eng. Mech. 20 Nov. 232 The. .mystery which apper-
tains to the general run of hydrosccpists and workers with
the divining rod.

Hydrosome (hai'dws^um). Zool. AlsoinLat.
form hydrosoma. [ad. mod.L. hydrosoma, f.

HYDRA + Gr. awpa body.] The entire body of any
hydrozoan, esp. that of a colonial hjdrozoan con-

sisting of a number of zooids connected by a coeno-

sarc.

1861
J.

R. GREENE Man. Anim. Kingd., Coelent. 57 The
branching hydrosoma of the complete organism, with its

crowded assemblage of polypites. 1871 T. R. JONES Anim.
Kingd. (ed. 4) 62 Minute gemmules or buds are developed
from the common substance of the body (hydrosome).
1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Anim. Hi. 129 The Hydrophora
are, in alt cases but that of Hydra, fixed rammed hydro-
somes, on which many hydranths and gonophores are

j developed.
Hence Hydroso'mal, Hydroao'Buttons adj$. t

of

or belonging to a hydrosome.
1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Anim. iii. 166 The first formed

hydrosomal expansion is completed.

Hydrosphere (hardnjsfiai). [mod, f. HTDRO-
a + SPHERE, after atmosphere.] The waters of the

earth's surface collectively. D. By some used to

designate the moisture contained in the air en-

veloping the earth's surface (Cent. Diet.').

1887 H. J. KINDER in Times 6 Sept. 11/3
A descriptive

analysis of the Earth's surface, including in that term the

atmosphere, the hydrosphere, the form of the Hthosphere
and the material of its surface. 1889 Nature 21 Mar. 490
The sea, or hydrosphere of the earth. Ibid. 491 Sweden-
borg's ancient idea that a change in the rotation of the
earth caused a change in the form of the hydrosphere.

f Hydro'stasy. Obs. rare. In 8 -staoy, [f.

Gr. ffrdffts setting, weighing.] = HYDROSTATICS.
17*9 SWITZER Hydrost. tf Hydrant. Pref. p. viii, The stated

Laws of Hydrostacy. Ibid. 14 Take a view.. of the new
Lake at Blenheim, .see to what a Pitch practical Hydros-
tacy is arriving.

Hydrostat (hai'dr^stsel). [f. HYDRO- a + -stat

as in AEROSTAT ; cf. Gr. vSpoffTarrjs hydrostatic

balance.]
1. An apparatus for preventing the explosion of

steam-boilers.

1858 in SIMMONDS Diet. Trade. 1864 in WEBSTER, etc.

2. An electrical device for detecting the presence
of water.

1871 A. M. HAMMOND Nert: pis. p. xxix, The hydrostat
overcomes the great difficulty hitherto experienced with all

electric machines in which liquids are used. 1888 L. WEIL
in yrnl. Franklin Inst. Oct. 331 The first hydrostat I con-
structed consisted of two sets of conductors running at

angles to each other, and separated by a material which
would act as an insulator when dry and become a conductor
when wet.

Hydrostatic (haidr^stse-tik), a. [Ultimately
f. Gr. vSpo- water + <TTaTi*-<5s making to stand,

balancing, weighing (see STATIC) ; but prob. proxi-

mately f. Gr. vSpocrTaTrjs a hydrostatic balance, in

med.Gr. a fire-engine, which prob. originated
mod.L. hydrostaticus, F. hydrostatique.]
1. Relating to the equilibrium of liquids, and the

pressure exerted by liquids at rest; belonging to

hydrostatics.
Hydrostatic parado'x : the principle (depending on the

law of uniform pressure of liquids) that any quantity of



HYDROSTATICAL.
a perfect liquid, however small, may be made to balance any
quantity (or any weight), however great. (Cf. hydrostatic
bellows in 2.) Hydrostatic arch : see quot. 1858.

1671 R. BOHUN Wind 258 Illustrated from Hydrostatique
experiments. 1729 SWITZER Hydrost. fy Hydraul. 207
Hydrostatick Instruments. 1707 Hydrostatic paradox [see 2].

1858 RASKINE Applied Mechanics 183 The Hydrostatic
Arch is a linear arch suited for sustaining normal pressure
at each point proportional, like that of a liquid in repose, to

the depth below a given horizontal plane. 1860 HARTWIG
Sea. 4* Wond. i. 16 The mixture of the water of rivers with
that of the sea presents some hydrostatic phenomena which
it is curious enough to observe. 1871 K STEWART Heat 23
The hydrostatic pressure of the column of mercury.

2. Used to denominate various instruments and

appliances involving the pressure of water or other

liquid as a source of power or otherwise.

Hydrostatic balance : a balance for ascertaining the

specific gravity of substances by weighing them in water.

Hydrostatic bed '. a bed consisting of an india-rubber bag
filled with water ; a water-bed. Hydrostaticbell&ivs'. a con-
trivance for illustrating the law of uniform distribution of

pressure in liquids ; it consists of a bellows-like chamber,
into which water, being introduced by a narrow vertical

tube, supports a weight placed on the upper board of the

bellows, the upward pressure on this being that of the
column of water in the tube multiplied in proportion to the
area of the bellows. Hydrostatic joint : a joint used in

large water-mains, in which a ring of sheet-lead is made fast

by the pressure of a liquid (usually tar) in an annular space
within the bell of the pipe. Hydrostatic Press', a machine
(having various practical applications) in which the pressure
of a body of water (produced either by the weight of the
water itself, or by a piston or other mechanical means) is

transmitted from a cylinder of small sectional area to one
of greater, and thus multiplied in accordance with the
law of hydrostatic pressure. Also called hydraulic press
or Sraina/i's press. Hydrostatic iveighittg-ntachine '. a
machine of similar construction to the hydrostatic bellows,
in which the weight of a body is indicated by the height of
the column of water which supports it.

1755 J. SHEBBEARE Lydia (1769) II. 87 It was impossible
by the nicest hydrostatic-balance to decide which had the

preference in her mind. 1797 Nicholson's Jrnl. Apr. 29
[(Heading], A New Press operating by the Action of Water,
on the Principle of the Hydrostatic Paradox. Invented

by Joseph Bramah, Engineer.) (Page Jieadtng) Descrip-
tion of a New Hydrostatic Press [Bramah's]. 1799 O.
SMITH Laboratory I. 77 It [silver] loses in the hydrostatic
balance about an eleventh part of its weight. 1822 IMISUN
Sc. 4- Art I. in The hydrostatic bellows is perhaps the
best machine for demonstrating the upward pressure of
fluids. 1833 N. ARNOTT Physics (ed. 5) I. 580 In the

hydrostatic bed, there is no tense surface or web at all :

the patient is floating upon the water. 1898 Daily News 5

Sept. 2/2 The use of 'hydrostatic vans' is now a luxury
unknown in this arid portion of the town [/. e. East end of
London during the ' Water-famine '].

3. Used of or in reference to certain aquatic
animals having air-bladders which enable them to

float on the surface of the water.

1840 F. D. BENNETT Wlialing Voy. II. 295 One of the

many hydrostatic univalve shells which float upon the
surface of the ocean. Ibid. 317 Air, m the form of small
bubbles . . fully accounts for the hydrostatic power the animal

possesses. 1870 ROLLESTON Anini. Life Intrpd. 75 The
air-bladder of an ordinary Teleostean Fish .. is .. all but

exclusively hydrostatic.

Hydrosta'tical, a.
[f.

as prec. + -AL : cf.

statical^ Dealing with or referring to hydro-
statics ; also = prec.
1666 BOYLE (title) Hydrostatical Paradoxes. 1704 J.

HARRIS Lex. Techn. s.v., Such useful Propositions as those

given us by Hydrostatical Writers. 1796 HUTTON Math.
Diet. s. v., Another machine which may be substituted

instead of this common Hydrostatical bellows. 1833 N.
ARNOTT Physics (ed. 5) I. 557 The hydrostatical truth, that

pressure in a fluid operates equally in all directions.

Hydrosta'tically, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.]

In accordance with, or by means of hydrostatics.
1666 BOYLE m PhiL Trans. I. 237 To discover Hydro-

statically.. the bigness of the Buble. 1770 WATSON ibid.

LX. 337 The specific gravities which have been determined
. .hydrostaticaily. c 1790 IMISON Sch. Art I. 152 The rela-

tive weight is found by weighing it hydrostaticaily in water.

1875 CROLL Climate fy T. vi. 100 Hydrostaticaily, the ocean,
considered as a mass, will then be m a state of equilibrium.

Hydrostatician (hsi'drtfistati'Jan). [f.
HY-

DROSTATIC + -IAN
; cf. physician, etc.] One versed

in hydrostatics.
1690 BOYLE Med. Hydrost. xv. 2 It is known to hydro-

staticians that.. the weight of a body..may be gathered
from the weight of the water.. equal in magnitude to that

part of the body that is immersed. 1729 SWITZER Hydrost,
<$ Hydraul. 69 Our learned and curious Hydrostatician.

Hydrostatics (haidroistse-tiks). [In form pi.

of HYDROSTATIC, in conformity with other names
of sciences in -tcs t

L. -ica t Gr. -IKO, pi. and -txrj sing.

Cf. STATICS. In F. hydrostatique (1695 in Hatz.-

Darm.).] That department of Physics which treats

of the pressure and equilibrium of liquids at rest ;

the statics of liquids : a branch of Hydrodynamics
in the wider sense.
1660 BOYLE New Exp. Phys. Mech. xxxiv. 258 Those that

are conversant in the Hydrostaticks. 1753 Phil. Trans.

XLVIII. 75 In the case of the denser fluids being nearer to

the center, as hydrostatics require. 1837 WHKWELL Hist.

Induct. Sc. (1857) I. 74 Archimedes, .solved the principal

problem of Hydrostatics, or the statics of Fluids ; namely
(he conditions of the floating of bodies. 1857 BUCKLE
Ctviliz. I. vii. 337 His also to Boyle, more than to any other

Englishman, that we owe the science of hydrostatics in the

state in which we now possess it.
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t Hydrosulphate ^hsidruss-lft-t). Chcm. Obs.

[mod. f. HYDKO
VGEN + SULPHATE.] An earlier

term for a salt of hyclrosulphuric acid, now called
a hyJrosiilphidc or sulphydrate,
1828 WKBSTKR, Hydrcsnlphate, the same as hydro-

sulplmret. 1842 1'ARxtu. Client. Anal. (1845; 88 Hydro-
sulphate of ammonia . . when added to such an alkaline

solution, produces a brown precipitate of sulphuret of
copper. 1854 J. SCOFFEEN in Orr's Circ. Sc., Client. 452
With.. the hydrosulphates. .a black precipitate is furnished.

i863-7a WATTS Diet. Client. I. 194 Sulphydrate or Hydro-
sulphate [of Ammonium] NH^.H.S, obtained by mixinj;
dry hydrosulphuric acid and ammonia. .It is a combination
of the two gases in equal volumes.

Hydrosulphide vhaidroszHfsid). Cfum. [f.

HYDRO(GJEN + SULPHIDE.] A compound obtained

by the union of hydrogen sulphide (sulphuretted

hydrogen) with a metal or radical ; a sulphydrate.
1849 D. CAMPBELL Inorg. Chent. 46 Metallic oxides,

capable of precipitation by sulphide of hydrogen or hydro-
sulphide ofammonium, in acid, neutral, or alkaline solutions.

1871 ROSCOE Elem. Client. 215 At the ordinary temperature
the sulphide loses NHs, and is converted into a crystalline
mass of the hydrosulphide NH-iHS, a very volatile body,
which decomposes above 50 into ammonia and sulphuretted
hydrogen.

Hydrosulphocarbo-nic, -cya-nic, Chein.,
earlier equivalents of Sulphocarbonic , -cyanic.
t Hydrosu-lphurated, a. Client. Obs. var. of

HYDBOSCLPHUKETTED.
1802 Nicholson's Jnil. Feb. 113 Hydro-sulphurated water.

iHydrosu.lph.uret (-szvlfiuret). Chem. Obs.

[f. HYDBO(GEN + SULPHUBET.] An old name for

a compound formed by the union of sulphuretted
hydrogen with a base ; a hydrosulphide or sulphy-
drate. Hydrosulphuret ofpotassa, hydrogen potas-
sium sulphide, HKS.
1800 tr. Lagraitgc's Client. I. 199 To prepare hydro-

sulphuret of lime, mix lime in distilled water, and im-

pregnate it with water charged with sulphurated hydrogen.
1826 HENRY Elem. Chem. I. 549 Hydro-sulphuret of Potassa

may be formed by transmitting a current of sulphureted
hydrogen gas through liquid hydrate of potassa.

Hydrosulphuretted (-sz>-lnureted), a. Chem.

[f. as prec. + SULPHURETTED.] Charged or com-
bined with sulphuretted hydrogen.
1828 in WEBSTEK. 1870 Eng. Mtch. 18 Mar. 651/2 The

action of the hydro-sulphuretted vapours.

i Hydrosulphuric (-stflfiOrik), a. Chem.
Obs. [mod. f. HYDBO(GEN + SULPHURIC.] Con-

taining or consisting of hydrogen and sulphur only.
Hydrosulphuric acid, an old name for sulphu-
retted hydrogen gas or hydrogen sulphide (HjS),
also called sulphydric acid.

1823 CRABB Teclitwi. Diet., Hydrosutphnric ^ (:/</, another
name for sulphureted hydrogen. 1854 J. SCOFFERN in Orr's
Circ. Sc., Cltem. 348 By the evidence of hydrosulphuric acid
the analytical chemist gleans a vast amount of information.
. . An unknown solution . . yields a precipitate with hydro-
sulphuric acid, and, therefore, contains a metal. 1872
WATTS Diet. Chem. Suppl. VI. 721 Hydrogen Sulphide,H 3S, Hydrosulphuric or Sulphydric acid.

f Hydrosulphurous (-so-lfiuras), a. Chem.
Obs. [f.

as
prec.

+ SULPHUROUS.] In hydro-

sulphurous acid, a name given first to dithionic

acid
;
afterwards to hyposulphurous acid, or hydro-

gen hyposulphite, H 2S2O4 .

1855 in MAVNE Expos. Lex. 1872-94 [see HYPOSUL-
PHUROUS].

Hydrotherapentic (hai:dr0|j>erapi-tik), a.

[f. HYDRO- b + THERAPEUTIC. Cf. F. hydrothira-

peiitique.] Pertaining to or connected with hydro-

therapeutics ; hydropathic.
1885 Atliettz-um 10 Oct. 477/3 The Artemisium Nemorense

was not only a place of worship and pilgrimage, but also an
hydro-therapeutic establishment.

Hydrotherapentics (hai:dr0i]>erapi-tiks).

[Plural of prec. adj.: see -ics.] That part of

medicine which treats of the therapeutical appli-
cation of water ; the practice of this ; water-cure.

1842 ABUY Water Cure (1843) 49 One of the most powerful
and beneficial instruments in hydrotherapeutics . . the sitting
bath. 1896 Pop. Sci. Monthly Apr. 7_8o

Recent develop-
ments of the science of hydrotherapeutics.

Hydrotherapy (haidr0|J>e-rapi). [f.
Gr. vSpo-

water + Sfpcurda healing. Cf. F. hydrothtrapit]
= prec. Hence Hydrothera-pic a., hydropathic.

1876 BARTHOLOW Mai. l\[cd. (1879) 60 Alterations of

sensibility, .analgesia, . .hyperaesthesia, are often relieved

by hydrotherapy by the wet-pack, by ice, by local hot and
cold effusion. 1894 Daily Nevis 5 May 7/2 The Congress
of Hydrotherapy and the International Sanitary and Health
Exhibition which are to take place at Boulogne.. on the

occasion of the opening of the very extensive hydrotherapic
establishment recently constructed.

Hydrothermal (haidwhsMmal), a. Geol. [mod.
f. Gr. vtipo- water + fltp/jos hot : see THERMAL.] Of
or relating to heated water ; spec, applied to the

action of heated water in bringing about changes
in the earth's crust.

1849 MURCMISON Sihtria xix. 459 By igneous or hydro-
thermal action from beneath. 1863 A. C. RAMSAY Phys.

Geog. iv. (1878) 48 Hydrothermal action due to the presence
of heated alkaline waters deep beneath the surface.

II Hydrothorax (hsidrojroa-raeks). Path.

[Medical L., f. Gr. vSpo- HYDKO. b + ffwpaf chest.

HYDROXIDE.
!'. hydrothorax^ A disease characterized by an
effusion of serous fluid into one or both of the

pleural cavities
; dropsy of the chest.

1793 BEDDOES Let. Danvin 56 [This] may be employed
with probable advantage .. in Anasarca and Hydrothorax,
after the evacuation of the water. 1807 M. BAII.UE Morb.
A ttat. (ed. 7) 55 A watery fluid is not uncommonly found in
one or both cavities of the chest, forming the disease called

hydrothorax. 1876 tr. Wagner's Gen. Pathol. 225 Hydro-
thorax, dropsy of the thoracic cavity.
Hence Hydrothora'cic a. (Mayne 1855).
Hydrotic (haidrp'tik), a. and sb. Path.

[Erroneously for HIDROTIC, sudorific, ad. Gr.

ISpairiKus, f. ISpus sweat, through confusion with
the better-known derivatives of vSpo- HYDRO- ; the

mis-spelling has to some extent influenced the

sense. Cf. F. hydrotiquc (' mot barbare et qui
me'rite d'etre efface

'

Littre).] a. adj. Sudorific ;

also sometimes in wider sense, from the erroneous

spelling, Causing a discharge of water, b. sb. A
sudorific medicine, or in wider sense, a hydragogue.
1671 ^SALMON Syn. Med. in. xxii. 423 Sneezewort . . is

Diuretick, Hydrotick and Anodyne. 1681 tr. Willis'
Kent. Med. H'/ts. Vocab., Hydrotic, a medicine evacuating
watery humors. 1705 [see HIDROTIC B].

So Hydro tical a. = prec. ; Hydro tically adv.
1616 tr. Fernelius <$ Riolanus in Two Treat. Eye-sight

(1633) 21 The same Hydroticall Decoction of the infusion
of Tutia. c 1700 Hydrotically [see HVDRAGOGICALLY].
1864 WEBSTER, Hydrotical.

Hydrotimeter (haidrsti-mftai). [
= F. hy-

Jrotimetrc, app. f. Gr. iiSp&Tqs moisture + pirpov

measure.] An apparatus for testing the hardness

of water, consisting of a graduated tube to measure
the water to be tested, and a tubular graduated
burette containing a standard soap-solution, with
which the test is made.
1886 in Syd. Soc. Lex. 1890 Cent. Diet, s.v., In saying

that '

the water does not exceed 8 degrees hydrotimeter ',

it is meant that not more than 8 divisions of the standard

soap-solution delivered from the hydrotimeter is necessary
to make a permanent lather with 40 cubic centimeters of
the water in question.

So Hydrotime'tric a., relating to Hydroti'-
metry (see quot.).
1886 Syrl. Soc. Lex., H[ydrotimetric] fluid, the test-

solution used in Hydrotimetry. . Hydrotimetry, the process
of testing the properties of water, .. based on Clarke's soap
test for the hardness of water.

Hydrotropic (hsidroitr^-pik), a. Bot. [f. Gr.

vSpo- water -t- -Tpoiros turning + -ic. Cf. HELIO-

TROPIC.] Turning towards or under the influence

of water
;
affected by hydrotropism.

Hydrotropism (haidr^-tr^piz'nj). Bet. [f.

as prec. + -ISM.] The property, exhibited by the

growing parts (esp. the roots) of plants, of bending
or turning under the influence of moisture. Cf.

HELIOTROPISM.
1882 F. DARWIN in Nature 27 Apr. 600 Hydrotropism,

Roots have the power of bending towards a wet surface.

1897 WILLIS Flower. PI. I. 21 The root will be deflected

toward the damp side, or . . will exhibit positive hydro-
tropism.

Hydrous (hsi-drss), a. Chem. and Min.
[f.

Gr. iiSoip, iidpo- water + -ous. Cf. ANHYDROUS.]
Containing water, as an additional chemical or

mineralogical constituent.
1826 HENRY Elem. Chem. I. 283 Capable of existing either

in solution, or in the state of hydrous salts. 1851 fllustr.

Catal. Gt. Exhib. 1131 Hydrous oxide of iron, brown hae-
matite. 1876 PAGE Adv. Text-bk. Geol. v. 101 Fullers'

..earth is a hydrous silicate of alumina. 1894 Harper's
Mag. Tan. 410 A hydrous hematite, .that is a hematite
which has absorbed a particle of water.

Hydroxide (hsidrjrkssid). Chem. [mod. f.

HYDRO- d + OXIDE.] A compound of an element
or radical with oxygen and hydrogen, not with
water ; by some chemists restricted to compounds
whose reactions indicate the presence of the group
hydroxyl (OH).
t Formerly used interchangeably with HYDRATE.
1851 lllustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 1327 Hydroxide of iron,

from San Claudio. 1869 ROSCOE Elem. Cheat, xvii. 175
If only a portion of the hydrogen of water is replaced by
metal, the resulting compound is termed a Hydroxide :

thus, by the action of potassium on water, hydrogen is

liberated and caustic potash KHO, potassium hydroxide, is

formed. 1877 ROSCOE & SCHORLEMMER Treat. Chem. I.

193 The basic oxides.. form in combination with water
a class of compounds termed Hydroxides or hydrated
oxides. 1890 MORLEY & MutR Watts' Diet. Chem. II. 703/2

Compounds formed by the union of molecules of H 2O with

other molecules or atoms, without a rearrangement of the

atoms of the group H 3O, are called hydrates ; compounds
formed by a reaction of molecules of H 2O with other mole-
cules or atoms, such that the group H2O is separated into

its constituent atoms, which are rearranged in the new
molecule, are called hydroxides. But it is often impossible
to tell whether a given compound is an hydrate or an

hydroxide.
Hence Hydro'xidated a., converted into a hy-

drated oxide.

1851 fllustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 1326 Galenas .. mixed

withpyritic iron and hydroxidated iron.

t Hydro-xure. Chem. Obs. synonym of HY-
DROXIDE.
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HYDROXY-.
1826 HLNRY EU-tn. Client, I. 496 The compound* of oxides

and water, in which the water exists in a condensed state,

are termed Hydrates, or Hydro-oxides, or Hydroxures.

HydrOXjr- (haidrp-ksi). Cheat. Before a vowel

hydros-, [f. HYDRO(GEX + OXY'GEN.]
1. An element in names of chemical compounds,

signifying the addition or substitution of oxygen
and hydrogen or the radical hydroxyl.
1871 WAT is Diet. Client. Suppl. VI. 72= Ufttnxytcn-

-ylitric acid, CiHiiNOs..An acid produced by oxidation
of hydrobenzyluric acid, when an alkaline solution of the
latter is exposed to the air. Ibid., Hyiiroxethylene-tri-
etliyla-nimoniiiiH.. .The chloride.. is obtained by heating
hydroxychloride of ethylene with triethylamlne. 1887
Athenxitm n June 770/1 The outer coating of walnuts
contains a crystalline substance termed nucin or juglone,
which has been found to be a hydroxynaphthaquinone.
2. spec. Used as a prefix in the names of acids of

the series having the general formula CnH.,,,0;,
which differ from the corresponding fatty acids

(pxy-acids) by containing one more atom of oxygen,
or by having one hydroxyl in place of one hy-
drogen ; as hydroxy-forniic acul (IIO.COSH .

corresp. to formic acid iH.CO2H).
1888 REMSEN Organ. Chem. 169 A hydroxy-succinic acid.

1896 Ibid. x. i5 Hydroxy-acids . . may be regarded either
as monobasic acids into which one alcoholic hydroxyl has
been introduced, or as monacid alcohols into which one
earboxyl has been introduced.

Hydroxyl (haidrp-ksil). Chan.
[f. HYDR(OGEN

+ OXY(GEN) + -YL, repr. Gr. 6X7 matter, stuff.]
The monad radical HO or OH, consisting of an
atom of hydrogen in combination with an atom
of oxygen, which is a constituent of a vast number
of chemical compounds.
1869 ROSCOE Elem. Chem. xxix. 292 In the foregoing

class of primary alcohols the group OH, hydroxyl, is

attached to a carbon atom at the end of the chain.

1871 Ibid. if9 One atom of chlorine [is] substituted for
the group of atoms OH (termed the radical hydroxyl}.
1880 CLEMINSHAW Wtirtf Atom. Tlie. 263 Hydroxyl does
not exist ; combined with itself it constitutes hydrogen
peroxide. 1890 ROSCOE EUm. Chem. 159 All the oxy-aSds
and also the hydroxides, .contain the group OH (water
minus i atom of hydrogen) ; this group may be considered
as a monad radical, and has received the name of Hydroxyl.
1896 REMSEN Organ. Chem. x. 156 This instability is

generally met with in compounds containing twohydroxyls
in combination with one carbon atom.

b. attrib., as hydroxyl group; hydroxyl acid

hydroxy-acid.
1881 Atlieiizum 26 Feb. 303/1 This author, .has thus dis-

proved the conclusion that the two hydroxyl groups had
different functions. 1886 Syd. Sac. Lex. s.v., Monobasic
acids of the series, C MH2WC>3, or lactic series.. are called
hydroxyl acids because they can be simply and easily
obtained by replacing the halogen in the mono-substituted
fatty acids by hydroxyl. 1896 Lh: Top. Cycl. I. 412 Gun-
cotton., is made from the best white cotton by treatment
with nitric acid, three hydroxyl groups being replaced by
three NOa groups.

e. in Comb, indicating the addition or substi-
tution of the group OH in the compound, as hy-
liroxyl-benzol, hydroxylcarbamide or hydroxylurea.
1873 WATTS Diet. Chem. Suppl. VI. 725 Hydroxyl-urea

is decomposed by boiling potash-ley, with evolution of am-
monia. 1877 Fownes Chem. (ed. 12) II. 394 Hydroxyl-
carbamide or hydroxyl.urea, CHjN.,0.,, . .is prepared by
adding a strong solution of potassium cyanate to a solution
of hydroxylamine nitrate cooled to -io j

. 1893 Brit. Jrnl.
Photog. XL. 818 Hydroxyl-monohydride is simply, .com-
mon water.

Hydroxylamine (haidrjrksilanwn). Chem.
[f. prec. + AMINE.] A basic substance, NH2OH,
allied to ammonia, which combines with acids to
form a well-defined series of salts. Discovered iu

1865 by Lessen, but until 1891 known only in its

salts or in aqueous solution.

1869 ROSCOE Elem. Client. 216 Hydroxylamine has not
been isolated in the pure state, but its aqueous solution
has been prepared. 1889 Autluniy's Photoffr. Bid!. II. 329
In these times of hydroquinone and hydroxylamine de-
velopers. 1894 ROSCOE & SCHORLEMMER CHtltt. I. 475
Hydroxylamine forms white inodorous scales or hard
needles, has a sp. gr. of about 1-3.

II Hydrozoa lhaidrozJu-a), sb.pl. Zool. [mod.L.
lOwen 1843), f. HYDRO- e, as combining form of
HYDRA 6 + Gr. < animal.] A class of Coelen-
terate animals, chiefly marine, simple or more
frequently compound, found in all parts of the

world, and differing widely in form and complexity
of structure ; the individual zooid consists of a
soft gelatinous sac composed of an outer and inner

layer of cells (ectoderm and endoderm), and
usually with tentacles surrounding the mouth.
Familiar examples are the fresh-water Hydra, and
the various organisms called Acalephs, Medusae,
or Jelly-fishes. Also in sing. Hydrozoon (-zJu-jm),
an animal of this class.

1843 OWEN Invert. Anini. vii. 82 The first, and lowest or-

??"3
Se
^,

c ass lof KatHata\ which I have called Hydrozoa.
Ibid. Gloss., HyJrozoa, the class of Polypi organised like
the Hydra. 1858 HUXLEY (title) Monograph ofthe Oceanic
Hydrozoa. 1870 NICHOLSON Man. Zool. 67 The Hydrozoaare all aquatic, and the great majority are marine. 1877HUXLEV Anat. ha>. Anim. iii. m The embryo sponge
is. .similar to the correspoading stage of a hydrozoon, and
is totally unlike any known condition of a protozoon
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Hence Hydrozo'al, Hydrozo an, Hydrozo ic

ndjs., of or belonging to the class Hydrozoa.
Hydrozo'an s/i., an animal of this class.

1869 HUXLEV Crit. ff A,Mr. (1873) 315 The formation of
a radiate Medusa upon a Hydrozoic stuck. 1870 NICHOLSON
Ma>f. Ztvt. I. 96 There are no iossil remains which would
be universally conceded to be of a Hydrozoal nature. 1877
LE Covrii Klein. (,V<>/. n. (1879) 244 A compound Hydn.-
zoan allied to Sertularia. 1880 Libr. i/niv. Kmyiul. II.

563 Tile equivalent of the individual conmtiila is the hydro-
^oic stock plus all the Medusae which proceed from it.

Hydmret (hai-druret). Client,
[f. HYDROGEN

+ -I'HET ^taken from sulphuret;.] A compound of

hydrogen wilhametal or organic radical; ahydride.
i8iz SIR H. DAW Client. Philos. 411 A solid combination

!
of hydrogene and tellurium .. was first observed by M.
Kilter in 1808. The composition of the solid hydruret
of tellurium has not been yet ascertained. 1822 IMISON .5V.

<Y Aft II. 21 Products not acid, formed by hydrogen, and
a simple substance, if solid, are called hydrurels. 1850
DAUBKNV Atom. Tits. vii. (ed. 2) 216 The highly poisonous
principle, hydruret of benzoyle, which is found in the
essential oil of bitter almonds. 1854 I. Scuni-KN in Orr's
Circ. Sc., Chem. 491 Hydruret of Copper. 4x864 OESNER
Coal, I'etral., etc. (18651 128 The hydruret of salicile, or oil

of spirea.

Hence Hydruretted a., combined with hydrogen.
1819 J. G. CHILDREN Chem. Anal. 46 Detonate in the mer-

curial eudiometer, one volume of hydruretted carbon, \\ith
i live volumes of oxygen, the result will be carbonic acid

I
and water. 1886 inSj'tt. Sec. Lex.

II Hydruria (hsidruo-ria). Path. [mod.L., f.

Gr. iJSaip, iiSp- water + -ovpia, {. ovpov urine.] An
excessive flow of watery urine

; similar to Diabetes
\ insipidus.

1876 tr. Wagiicr'i Gen. Pathol. 580 Hydruria of short

I duration, combined with diabetes, is produced by injury or
I

irritation of the second lobe of the vermis of the cere-
, bellum. 1897 ALLBUTT Syst. Me/1. III. 235 Hydruria,
j

according to hospital statistics, is a somewhat rare disease.

Hence Hydruric (h3idru>rik) a., of, pertaining
to, or subject to hydruria.
1897 ALLBCTT fyst. AM. III. 237 Symptoms of the

hydruric form of diabetes insipidus.

II Hydros (hsidros). [L., ad. Gr. HSpos water-

snake; cf. HYDRA.]
1. A fabulous water-snake or sea-serpent.
1667 MILTON f. L. X. 525 The Hall, thick swarming now

With complicated monsters, head and tail, .. Cerastes hornd.
Hydrus, and EIlops drear.

b. A former name for a genus of venomous sea-

snakes, now called Hydrophis.
[1601 HOLLAND Pliny II. 258 The goodliest and fairest

snakes to see too, are those which live in the water, and
are called Hydri, water-snakes.] 1838 Penny Cycl. XII.
405/1 Hydrns. The serpents of this genus have the posterior
part of the body and the tail very much compressed and
elevated vertically, so as to give them a facility of swim-
ming.
2. Astron. One of the southern constellations,

introduced by La Caille in the i8th c.

1796 HUTTON Math. Diet., Hydrus, or Water Serpent,
one of the few southern constellations, including only ten
stars. 1868 LOCKYER Guillcmiit's Heavens (ed. 3) 423
These half-stellar, half-nebulous systems, .are situated, one
between the Pole and Canopus .. the other .. in Hydrus,
between Achernar and the Pole.

Hyduous, -dus, -dws, -dwis, obs. ff. HIDEOUS.

Hydurilic (haidiuri-lik), a. Chem. [f. HYDRO-
d + URIC, with arbitrary modifications.] In Hy-
durilic acid, C8H 6

N
4O6 ,

a body belonging to the
uric acid group, obtained by heating hydrated
alloxantin to 338 Fahr.

; it crystallizes in small
four-sided prisms. So Hydu'riiate, a salt of this.

1865-7* WATTS Diet. Chem. III. 220 Hydurilic acid, .dis-
covered by Schlieper. Ibid. 221 Hydtirilatt-s'. Hydurilic
acid is dibasic, yielding both acid and neutral salts.

Hye, obs. f. EYE, HE, HEO, Hi prons., HIE,
HIGH, HUE. Hyealde, obs. (Kentish) f. HOLD v,

Hyech, obs. Sc. f. HIGH. Hyemal, etc., var. of

HIEMAL, etc.

t Hye-mnal ; a. Obs. [Erroneous f. = HIEMAL :

't after autumnal^
1674 MOXON Tutor Astroii. n. (ed. 3) 69 The Equinoctial

between the Hyemnal and Solstitial Colures. 1792 SIBLV
Oceult Sc. 1.23 The cold blasts of the hyemnal air.

Hyena, hyaena (b.3i|<-na). Forms: a. 4hiene,
hyene, -ane, (7 hyen) ; ft. 4-7 hiena, 6- hysena,
hyena, (7 hyenna). [a. L. hy&na, a. Gr. vaiva,

app. a feminine (cf. AeWa), f. Is, v- pig. The earlier

forms were a. OF. hietie, hyene (mod. F. hveiie) .]

1. A carnivorous quadruped of a family Hyxnidx
allied to the Dog-tribe, though in the skull ap-
proaching the Felidse or Cat-kind

; having power-
ful jaws, neck, and shoulders, but the hind quarters
low and comparatively poorly developed.
There are three extant species, the Striped Hyena (Hyxna

striata), inhabiting northern Africa and much of Asia ; the
Brown H. (H. brumiea.), and Spotted H. or Tiger-wolf
(H. crocuta) natives of southern Africa. Closely allied to
the last was the extinct Cave H. (H. spelxa] the remains
of which occur in caverns in many parts of the Old World.
The name Laughing Hyena was originally applied to the

Striped H., but is considered by some to be more appro-
priate to the Spotted H.
a. 1340 Ayenb. 61 pet is be felliste best bet me clepe(>

hyane, f>et ondelf f> be bodies of dyademen and hise eteb.
e 1398 CHAUCEK Fortune 35 The nedeth nat the galle of no

HYETO-.
i hyvuc. 1600 SHAKS. .-/. )'. L.[\. i. 156, I will laugh like a

Hyen, and that when thuii art inclin'd to sleeps.
0. x^TuvisA.ZtertA./fe/'JP.xvm. l.\i. (\V.deW.\Hiena

j

is a cruell becst lyke to the wulfe in deuouryng and gloteny,
I

and diggeth buryels and graues and etith the nenshe of deed

j

bodyes. 1560 BIBLE (Genev.) Ecclus. xiii. 19 What fclow-

ship hathe hyena [tiMirg. Which is a wilde bcaste that
1

counterfaiteth the voyce of men, and so entl.seth them out
! of their houses and deuoureth them] withadoggeY 1581

&IAKBECK Bk, of Xotcs 488 Hiena U a wilde beast that
counterfaiteth the voice of men. 1600 TOURNEUK Transf.
Mttatnorpk, li, At length Malvortio. .Heard of the harme
wrought by Hyenna's spight. 1696 PHILLIPS (cd. 5', Hyena,
or Hyxnii, a Wild Beast, which is said to be Male one
Year, and Female another, and to counterfeit Humane
Voice. 1717-46 THOMSON Summer 921 And, scorning al!

the taming arts of man, The keen hyaena, fellest of the fell.

1834 Mi-.mvix Angkrin Walts I. 194 These two shlkkario
told u* they had discovered the den of a hyt:n.t. 1834
PKINGLIC African Sketches iv. 186 The laughing-hyaena

i

heard near the folds last night. The sound truly horrible.

j

1881 Encycl. Brit. XII, 421/1 The Striped Hya=na.,Its
unearthly howling . . when the animal is excited, changes

|
into what has been compared to demoniac laughter, and

|

hence the name of 'laughing hyaena', by which it is also

(

known.

2. tramf. Applied to a cruel, treacherous, and

rapacious person ; one that resembles the hyena in

some of its repulsive habits.

1671 MILTON Samson 748 Out, out, hyena ! the=>e are thy
wonted arts, And arts of every woman false like ihee. 1821
SHELLEY Hellas 403 The base hyenas of the battle That
feed upon the dead and fly the living. 1888 J. INGLIS Tent

Life Tigcrland 188 Done to death. .by the false oaths and
lying testimony of a pack of ruthless human hyenas.
3. A name of the Thylacine or Tasmanian Tiger,

the most formidable of Australasian animals.

[1813 Hist. N. S. il'.iks (1818) 430 (Morris) About Port

Dalrymple an animal was discovered which bore some
resemblance to the hyena both in shape and fierceness.]

1832 Ross Hchart 7'<rwn Almanack 85 During our stay a
native tiger or hyena bounded from its lair beneath the
rocks. 1851 lllitstr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 996 The Thylacine
or 'pouched hyaena* of the Tasmanian colonists is the
largest.. carnivorous species of that order. .(Marsn^ialta).

b. Painted hyena HYENA-DOG i .

t4. A fabulous stone said to be taken from the eye
of the hyena ; also called hyxtieum. Obs.

1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 339 The skilful Lapi-
i darists of Germany affirm that this beast hath a stone in his

eyes \ or rather in his head) called Hyaena or Hysenius. 1750
tr. Leonardos' Mirr. Stones 109 Hyena, is a precious Stone
and worthy to be preserved. It is denominated from the
Beast of its own Name, in whose Eyes it is found. 1855
SMEDLEY Occult Sc. 355 Hyena, a many-coloured stone,
taken from the eye of the animal so called.

t 5. An ancient name for some ravenous fish. Obs.

1607 TOPSELL Four-f. Beasts 435 The like is attributed to
a Sea-calf, and the fish Hyaena.
6. attrib. and Comb., as hyenafocman, laughter ;

also hyena-like adj.
1818 BYRON C/i. Har. iv. iviii, Even his tomb Upturn,

must bear the hyaena bigot's wrong. 1819 Juan n. Ixxix,

They..Went raging mad..And, with hyaena-laughter, died

despairing. 1820 KEATS E-ue St. Agnes x, Hyena foemen,
and hot-blooded lords. 1837 Penny Cycl. IX. 57/1 Dogs
with hyaena-like feet. 1840 HOOD Up the Rhine 158 After a

long hyena-like grin at the receeding object of his aversion.

Hence, chiefly nonce-wds.^ Hye'naish, Hye-
ne'sque, Hye'nic (-rnik), Hyeniue (hdijrndin)

adjs.y like or characteristic of a hyena ; Hye ni-

form, Hye noid adjs., shaped like a hyena, hyena-
like; Hye'naism, action characteristic of a hyena.

1868 F. E. PAGET Lucretia xxxv. 185 [With a sound] more
howling, caterwauling, and hyenaish. 1884-5 Stand. Nat.
Hist. V. 435 The hyenine habit of walking or crawling
upon wrist and ankle-joints when fighting. 1885 Illustr.
Land. News Christm. No. 6/3 Laugh, perhaps is the word,
unless you interpret it in a hyaenesque sense. 1885 ROBERT-
SON SMITH Kinship $ Marr. vii. 203 The Arabs . . call certain
men hyaenic, and believe that there is an irresistible affinity
between them and the hyaena.

Hye-iia-clog.
1. A South African canine quadruped {Lycaoii

piclits], having a superficial likeness to the hyenas.
1837 Penny Cycl. IX. 57/1 The hysena-dog, Cants pictun.

1838 Ibid. XII. 371/1 In the number and form of its teeth the

Hyeena-Dog agrees with the dogs, as well as in its general
osteologicalstructure.

1 2. The AARD-WOLF of South Africa. Obs.

1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 371/1 Mr. Swainson gives the name
of Hya-na-Dog as the English synonym of Protelts.

Hyer, Hyere, obs. forms of HIRE, HEAR, HEBK.
Hyera, obs. form of hiera, for HIEEA WCRA.
cisso LLOYU Treas. Health (1585) Cv, The infusion of

hyera healeth the melancholike paynes of the head.

Hyerpe : see HEARTH sb?

Hyetal (hsi-etal), a. rare. [f. Gr. iier-As rain

(f. Sttv to send rain, to rain) f -AL.] Of or belonging
to rain (Webster 1864).

Hyethe, obs. form of HEIGHT.

Hyeto- (haiieto), comb, form of Gr. 6roj rain
;

as in Hy etograph, a chart showing the rainfall

(SyJ. Sac. Lex. 1886) ; hence Hyetogra phic,
-ical adjs. ; Hyetogra phically adv.

; Hyeto'-
grajihy , the branch of meteorology that deals with
tlie distribution and mapping of the rainfall. Hye-
tolo'ffical </., of or pertaining to Hyeto logy, the
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branch of meteorology that treats of rain. Hyeto*-
meter, a rain-gauge. Hyetome'trograph, an
automatic instrument for registering the amount of

rainfall during successive periods.
1849 Blat-kiv. Mag. LXV. 414 The *Hyetographic or rain

chart of this volume gives a most complete and minute
detail of a most important subject. 1838 MAURY Phys.
Geog. Sea xiv. 781 The trade-wind zones may be described,
in a hyeto^raphic sense, as the evaporating regions. 1878
HUXLEY Physiogr. 46 Such maps [shaded to shew the rain-

fall] are generally called
*
Hyetographical^or

~

Hyetolegicat
maps. 1858 MAURY Phys. Geog. Sea. vi. 335 *Hyeto-
graphically it is also different, being dryer, and possessing
a purer atmosphere. 1849 D. P. THOMSON Introd. Meteorcl.

(L.),The rain-gauge, .one of the most important instruments
in 'hyetography. 1730 Phil. Trans. XXXVI. 250 The
Author , . gives a Description of the particular Sort of , .

Hygrometer, and *Hyetpmeter, which he made use of in

the subsequent Observations. 1886 H. R. MILL in Encycl.
Brit. XX. 257/1 In Hermann's '

*hyetometrograph ', 1789,
a fixed funnel conducts the rain into one of twelve glosses

placed on the circumference of a horizontal wheel, which is

turned by clockwork, so that each glass remains under the
funnel for one hour.

H Kygeia (haid^-a). Also rarely Hygiea,
Hygea. [a. Gr. vytid, late and non-Attic form of

iiyifta health, 'T-yum the goddess of health, f. irvtTjy

sound, healthy. From the same Gr. form were
late L. Hygea and Hygia (cf. Dareus and Darius
- Gr. Aapcfos). The rare variant Hygiea, represents
Gr. t>7/e<a.]

L In Gr.MythoL the goddess of health, daughter
of ./Esculapius ; health personified ; transf. a system
of sanitation or medical practice. (In quot. 1816,
a statue of Hygeia.)
(1615 G. SANDYS Trav. 29 Another daughter of hers by

/Esculapius called Higia. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey),
Hygiea, health.] 1737 M. GREEN Spleen 73 Hygea's sons
with hound and horn, And jovial cry awake the morn. 1781
SHERIDAN Critic i. ii, The temple of Hygeia. 1789 E.
DARWIN Bat. Card. 75 Divine Hygiea ! on thy votaries

bend Thy angel-looks, oh, hear us, and defend ! 1802-3
T. BEPDOES (titles Hygeia; or Essays Moral and Medical.
rt'j T __ c?_ __._!__ J tr j" j_:_ *_ i

on the hygeiaor medical practice of the time.

2. Astron. Name of the loth asteroid, discovered

by Gasparis in 1849.

Hygeian (haidgFan), a. Also hygeau, and

;in mod. Diets.) hygiean. [f. prec. + -AN.] Per-

taining to Hygeia, or to health ; healthy ; relating
to hygiene or medical science, sanitary.
1766 MRS. E. GRIFFITH Lett. Henry $ Frances III. 149, 1

know no Hygean Spring which can effect their cure. 1825
J. MORISON in Morisoniana (1831) 194 The Hygeian Art.

1868 W. RITCHIE Script. Test. ags(. Into*. Wines vm. iv.

economics.

Ifygeiolatry (haid^-latri). rare, [f. Gr.

vyfia (see HYGEIA) -f-Xarp^a worship.] Worship
of health ; excessive devotion to hygiene,
1882 Miss COBBE Peak of Darien 81 (heading) Hygeio-

latry. 1882 Christian Life 30 Sept. 468/2
'

Hygeiolatry' is

the latest invention in words. It is meant to indicate an
excessive devotion to one's health. 1887 Miss COBBE in

Contemp. Rev. June 804 His [Kingsley's] voice., would
have been loudest in the denunciation of that hygeiolatry
which threatens to become our only religion.

Hygeist (hardgz'iist). Also (in mod. Diets.)

hygieiat. [f. Gr. vya, vyUia. (see HYGEIA) -t-

-IST.] One versed in hygiene ; a sanitarian.

Assumed as a title by James Morison, the maker of certain
'

vegetable medicines
'

formerly in vogue.
1716 M. DAVIES Ath. Brit. III. Dissert, on Physick 12

Magists, Magirists. .Geoponists, Hygeists, Prophylactists,
Remedists. 1825 J. MORISON in Morisoniana (1831) 195
The Hygeist, viewing all disease in its. .natural light. 1839
New Monthly Mag. LV. 310 More precipitation than is

consistent with the rules of hygeists. 1841 GEN. P. THOMP-
SON Exerc. (1842) VI. 4 The real Hygeist Morison contend-

ing with the pseudo-doctor Gordon for the only Vegetable
Pills. 1891 Spectator 24 Jan., The increased survival of

the unfittest which is the grand present result of the suc-

cessful labours of modern hygeists.
Hence Hygferstic a., sanitary, medicinal.

1836 Prayer's Mag. XIII. 343 The peasants . . deem the
herbs to possess sundry Hygeistic virtues,

Hygeology, var. form of HYGIOLOGY.

Hygh(e, hya(e, obs. if. HIE, HIGH, EYE.

Hyght, hyghth, hy^t, obs. ff. HEIGHT, HIGHT.

Hyffia'ntic, . rare. [f. Gr. vytavr-os curable

+ -IC.J =nexl. So Hyjfia-ntlcs^ HYGIASTICS.
1816 BENTHAM Chrestom. 44 Hygiastics or Hygiantics, . .

the branches of art and science, which appertain to health.

Ibid. 45 Sound hygiantic instruction. 1824 Westm. Rev. I.

ft2 Hygiantics or Hygiastics.

Hygiastic (hai-, hidgise'stik), a. [ad. Gr. byt-

affTtK-6$ curative, f.vyia^ftv to heal, f. vyirjs healthy.]

Relating to health ; sanitary, hygienic.
1670 MAYNWARING Vita Sana Pref. 3 The Hygiastick

Laws and Rules hereafter prescribed. 1855 MAYNE Expos.
Lex.) Having power to heal : hygieastic. 1884 Health
Exhib. Catal. 72/2 Improved Hygiastic Ventilating Grate.

So Hygia'stics sb., the science of health, hygiene.
1816 [see HYGIANTIC]. 1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Hygieas-

tica,. .hygieastics.

Hygiean, Hygieist : see HYGEIAN, HYGEIST.

Hygienal (hai-, hid^ij/'nal), a. ? 06s. In 7

hygieinal. [f. as HYGIENE + -AL.] Relating to

hygiene, hygienic.

'1663
BOYLE Usefulness -V/. Phil. \\. (foattiug), The

Hygieinal Part of Phy.-ick.

Hygiene (hsi
'-

> hrd^i,m). [a. F. hyg&ne ^Dict.
Acini. 1762, in i6th c. hygiaine Pare), in mod.L.

hygieina. ad. Gr. vyttivrj (TCXW? art), fern, of

vytttvos healthful, f. vytTjs healthy. Formerly used
in Lat. or Gr. form.] That department of know-

ledge or practice which relates to the maintenance
of health

;
a system of principles or rules for pre-

serving or promoting health ; sanitary science.

[1597 A. ^' tr- duilleiHL'aitsl'r.Ckirnrfr, i b 'i Hygiena,
. . which instructeth how we shoulde contmuallye preserve
our presentc health. 1671 SALMON Syn. Med. in. i. 322*
Tin: Speculative part of Medicine is threefold: to wit, in

Phyuoloma, Hygiene, and Pathologia. 1704 J. HARRIS
Lc.v. Tcc/ui. s.v. Analeptickst A part of Hygiema, or the
Art of preserving Health. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl.,
ifygieine, that branch of medicine which considers health.].

1796 SOUTIIEV Lutt. Joum. Spain (1799' 470 The second

[Professorship] shall be of Physiology and tfigiene. -V(V,
I do not understand this word ; perhaps it means the doc-
trine of health. iSix HOOPER Med. Diet., Hygiene^ modern

physicians have applied this term to that division tftherapia
which treats of the diet of the sick. 1861 M. ARNOLD

|

Pop. Educ. France 132 Extending only to matters of what
j

our [French] neighbours call 'hygiene, salubrity, and i

morality'. 1864 E. A. PARKES Pract. Hygiene 11869} J

Hygiene is the art of preserving health. 1874 MAHAKI-Y .

Soc. Lije Greece ix. 274 Greek medicine rather .started from
|

hygiene than from pathology. 1898 Times 25 Aug. 5/6 The
improved hygiene of dwellings and workshops.

Hygienic (hai- f hid^e-nik, -Fnik), a.
[f. prec.

j

-f -1C. Cf. F. hygtiniqiie (1812 in Hatz.-Darm.).] |

Belonging or relating to hygiene ; sanitary.
1833 DUNGLISON cited in Worcester 1846. i84zPtKEiKA'/. :

Mat. Med. (ed. 2) I. 46 Air, Aliment, Exercise, Excretions, i

Sleep, .are now denominated Hygienic Agents. 1860 New '

Syd. Soc. Year-bk. 471 The hygienic rules given by the
j

Medical Council of Prussia. 1877 ROBERTS Handbk. Med.
(ed. 3) I. 31 Unfavourable hygienic conditions. 1898 F. J.

j

GOULD in Lit. Guide i Oct. 154/2 The mere bending over
j

printed volumes is neither hygienic nor aesthetic.

So Hygie'nical a. =prec. ; hence Hygie-nically
adv.) in a hygienic manner, in relation to hygiene.
1871 W. R. GV.V.G Enigmas iii. 123 Those who morally and

hygienically are fittest to perpetuate it [the race], 1876
BARTHOLOWJI//. Med. (1879)66 Various hygienical relations

i

of the subject are also therapeutical.

Hygie'lUCS. [Plural of prec., after earlier
;

names of sciences in -ics, q.v.] Hygienic subjects
;

or matters; = HYGIENE.
1855 Miss COBBE Intuit. Mor. 159 Like one who observes

the rules of hygienics not to preserve his health, but for the
sake of avarice. 1885 Manch. Exam. 18 Feb. 3/2 Practical

hygienics.

t Hy'gienism. Obs. = HYGIENE.
1864 in WEBSTER.

Hygienist (hai-, hi-dgienist). [f. as prec. +
-IST. Cf. F. hygitniste^ One versed in hygiene.
Also attrib.

1844 DuNCiLisoN Human Health (ed. 2) Pref. 4 Researches
of distinguished hygienists. 1867 SIR J. Y. SIMPSON in

Trans. Soc. Set. Assoc. 109 We have the whole story vividly

painted by one of our best hygienist poets. 1871 Echo
6 Jan., The French hygienists are strong in the belief of

the sustaining power of their wine. 1897 Sat. Rev. 19 June
675/2 No one was ever a better hygienist than Moses.

Hygiology (hsi-, hid^z^'lod^i;. Also hygie-,
hygeology . [f. Gr. vycia ( see HYGEIA) +

-(O)LOGY.] The science of health ; hygiene.
1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex. t Hygieologia .. hygieology. I

1885 Science n Dec. 512/2 The word '

hygiology
' was a far ,

better term than *
sanitation ',

or than *

sanitary science *.

t Hygrau'lic, a. Obs. rare. [f. Gr. vypos

moist, after hydraulic.} = HYDRAULIC.
1730-6 IIAILEY t folio 1

, Hygranlic> .. of or pertaining to '

Pipes or Conveyances for Water. 1756 C. LUCAS Ess.
,

Waters I. 2 The animal, .is an hygrauhc body.

Hygre (hai'gaj), var. form of EAGRJB.

Hygrine (hrgrain). Chein. [f. Gr. vypos
moist +-INE.] An alkaloid obtained from coca-

leaves in the form of a thick pale yellow oil of a

burning taste.

1865-72 WATTS Diet. Chem. III. 222.

Hygro- (hai'gw), before a vowel also hygr-,
j

repr. Gr. vypo-, vyp-, combining form of vypos wet, i

moist, fluid : extensively employed in Greek
;
the

j

English compounds are mostly scientific terms of

recent formation. The chief of these are HYGRO-
METER and HYGKOSCOFE, with their derivatives.

Other words in hygro- are the following :

(The v in Gr. is short, and the etymological pronunciation
would be (hig-) ; but the tendency to take y as long /, has in

this, as in other cases, prevailed against the etymology.)

t Hygroba roscope [see BAROSCOPE], an instru-

ment for measuring the specific gravity of liquids ;

a hydrometer. Hygfroblepharic (-bl/fe'nk) a.

[Gr. &*t<papov eyelid], moistening the eyelid ;

applied to the lachrymal duct, t Hygrocirsocele
(-S3MS0S/1), a CIRSOCELE accompanied with dropsy
of the scrotum. Hy grodeik (-daik) [Gr. Stifc-

vvvai to show], a form of hygrometer consisting of

a wet-bulb and a dry-bulb thermometer together
with a scale on which the degree of humidity is

shown by an index whose position depends on the

height of the mercurial column in each. Hy-
ffrograph (-gruf) [Gr. ypa<pos -writing], an in-

strument for registering automatically the variation^

in the humidity of the air (Webster, 1864). Hy-
grophanous (-p'fanas) a. Bot. [Gr. trvpoipcwifc], of

moist appearance; also, appearing translucent when
moist and opaque when dry Syd. Soc. Lex. 1886).

Hygrophilous (-p'fibs) a. Bot. [Gr.^tf'Xos loving],

affecting moist places. Hyg-roplawn (-pl^z'm'
Biol. [Gr. -n\d<rfj.a a thing moulded], 'Nageli*8
term for the fluid part of protoplasm

'

(Syd. Soc.

Lex.}, f Hygrostatics (-stre'tiks, [see STATICS],
'

the art of finding the specific weights of moist

bodies
'

(Bailey, 1731). Hygrothermal(-b9-jmal)
a, [Gr. OcpfjLus warm], relating to moisture and heat,

1696 WOODWARD Instruct, making Obscru. 18 The *hygro-

barpscope. .serving to try and compare the specific gravity
of liquids. [1855 MAVNB Expos. Lejc., Hygroblepharicit$?\
1886 Syd. Sod. Lex. t

*
Hygrohlepharic. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed.

Kersey), *Hygyocyrsocele. 1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex^
IlygrocirsocclC) old term used by Galen for a species of
hernia. 1867 O. W. HOLMES Guard. Angel xiii. (1891) 157
The dry and wet bulbs ofthe ingenious

*

*Hygrodeik '. 1871
COOKE Brit, Fungi 145 Pileus *hygrophanous .. smooth.
1863 J. G. BAKER A". Yorksh. 180 Characteristically *hygro-
philous plants in the floras of the drainage districts. 1883
V.TOWNSEND Flora Hampsh. 497 Hygrophilous or moisture-

loving plants thrive on eugeogenous soils. 1679 EVELYN
Sylva (ed.3) To Rdr. Aiij, Hydro- and *Hygrostaticks, divers

Engines, Powers and Automata. 1895 Athensetim 10 Aug.
195/3 A, general view of the clhnatologiual conditions of

Africa, which he divided into *hygrothermal regions.

Hygrology (haigrp-lod^i). [mod. f. HYGKO- +
-LOGY ; prob. ad. F. hygrologic.] That department
of physics which relates to the humidity of the

atmosphere or other bodies.

1790 DE Luc in Phil. Trans. LXXXI. 7 Anomalies .. of

no consequence for the great objects of hygrology and

meteorology. 179* Ibid, LXXXII. 400 An inquiry into

the cause of evaporation belongs more to hygrology than
to hygrometry. 1849 HERSCHEL in Man. Sci. Enq. ix. 268

[On the bca] we approach the chief problems of hygrology
in their least involved and complicated form.

U Erroneously explained in mod. Diets.

1819 Pantologia^ Hygrology, . . the doctrine of the fluids.

1843 BRANDE Diet. Sci., etc., Hygrology^ a medical term,

implying the doctrine of the humours or fluids of the body.
[Hence in WORCESTER and later Diets.]

!! Hygroma (haigrJi'ma). Path, [medical L.,
a. Gr. *u-y/)aj/z, f. vypfc moist : see HYGKO-. Cf.

F. Jiygroma, hygrome^ *A tumour containing
serum or other morbid fluid, but not pus ;

a serous

cyst
'

(Syd* Soc. Lex^ t

1819 in Pantologia. 1846 G. E. DAY tr. Simons Anim.
Chem. II. 489,^ I have examined the fluid of an hygroma
situated on the lower jaw of a horse.

Hence Hygro matovis a., of the nature of or

pertaining to a hygroma.
1819 Pantologia s. v. Hygroma t Hygromatous tumours.

Hygrometer (hoigrp-mftM). [mod. f. Gr.

vypo- HYORO- + -METER
; prob. ad. F. hygrometre

(
1 666 in Hatz. - Darm.)J An instrument for

measuring the humidity of the air or a gas, or the

ratio of the amount of moisture actually present in

it to that required for saturation. (Formerly often

applied to a contrivance for simply indicating the

comparative humidity, to which the name HYGRO-
SCOPE is more properly given.)
1670!?. TONGE in Phil. Trans. V. 1199, I want a good

Thermometer, Barometer, and Hygro-meter. 1725 BRADLEY
Fam. Diet. s. v. Oat, Wild . . Oats is distinguished by
a Beard that is made use of to make Hygrometers. 1729
SWITZER Ifydrost. <$ Hydraul. 207 The Hygrometer, a

Specimen of which we have lately had in the Toy wherein
the Man comes out.. in wet Weather and the Woman in

dry. 1791 K- DARWIN Bot. Card. i. Notes 172 Mr. Saus-

sure observed in placing his hygrometer in a receiver of an

air-pump that., the hair of his hygrometer contracted.

1845 DAKWIN I'oy. Nat. \. 4 The hygrometer gave a differ-

ence of 29-6 degrees, between the temperature of the air,

and the point at which dew was precipitated.

Hygrometric @w^wnie*trik), a. [f. mod.L.

hygrometric-its : see -ic
;

in F. hygrometrique]
1. Belonging to hygrometry; measuring, or re-

lating to, the degree of humidity of the atmosphere
or other bodies.

1819 Pantologia s. v. Hygrometer, The grass is superior

to any other substance, .for hygrometric purposes. 1851

lllustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 641 Shallow pans of water

placed over the stove may keep the air in its proper hygro-
metric state. 185* TH. Ross Uumboldfs Trav. II. xvi. 10

Hygrometric observations made at different hours.

2. = HYGROSCOPIC a.

1794 MAKTYN Rousseau's Bot. xxxii. 494 One species of

Mmum whose filaments, .are so sensible of Moisture, that

it has obtained the name of hygrometric. 1796 WITHERING
Brit. Plants (ed. 3! III. 835 When the Bryum flexuosum
is moist, the capsules lie concealed amongst the leaves by
a singular hygrometric quality in the fruit-stalk; but, as

the moisture exhales, they become nearly upright. 1851

lllustr. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 208 This starch. -being less

hygrometric than wheat btarch, retains a more permanent.,
glaze. i86a fbaatVUFtrtU. Orchids v. 190 The contraction

and consequent movement is hygrometric in its nature.



HYGBOMETRICAL.
3. Said of water or moisture so diffused as to be

apparent only by the humidity that it imparts.
a 1835 J. MACCULLOCH Attrib, God (1837) III. xlii. 94
The dissolved or hygrometric water. rx865j. WVLUE in

Circ. Sc. I. 410/1 Absence of hygrometric moisture.

Hygrome'trical, a. [see -AL.] =prec.
1773 DE Luc in Phil. Trans, LXIII. 409 The basis. .of

my hygrometrical scale was to be the soaking power of

melting ice, 1830 LINULEY Nat, Syst. Bat. 331 The vari-

able hygrometrical state of the atmosphere. 1861 H. MAC-
MILLAN Footnotes Page Ar

ai. 50 These hairs or filaments

are. .highly elastic and hygrometrical.

Hygrome*trically, adv. [f. prec. + -LY-.]
In a hygrometric manner ; in relation to hygro-

metry, or to the degree of moisture in the air.

1808 DAVY in Phil. Trans. XCIX. 62 Sulphur, .burned
in oxygene gas hygjometrically dry. 1860 MAURY Phys.
Geog. Sea (Low) xii. 554 The climate of the Dead Sea
must have been hygrometrically very different.

Hygrometry (haigr^-metri). [mod. f.Gr. vypo*
HYGRO- + -^trpta measurement ; prob. ad. F. hygro-
metrie.] That branch of physics which relates to

the measurement of the humidity of the air.

1783 DESAUSSURE (title) Essays on Hygrometry. 1871 B.
STEWART Heat 150 Hygrometry is that branch of science
which treats of the state of the air with regard to moisture.

HygrOSCOpe (hai-gr^sk^up). [mod. f. Gr. vypo-
HYGKO- + -crwoiros observing. F. hygroscope.] An
instrument which indicates (without accurately

measuring) the degree of humidity of the air.

Usually a device in which a vegetable or animal fibre (in
Saussitre's A., a human hair) which contracts with moisture,
is made to move an index round a graduated scale as in the
wheel barometer, or, in a familiar form, to make a small
male or female figure emerge from a toy house.

1665 Phil. Trans. I. 31 A Hygroscope, or an Instrument,
whereby the Watery steams, volatile in the Air, are dis-

cerned. 1665 HOOKE Microgr. Table 252 Of a wild Oat..
and., the manner of making an Hygroscope with it. 1679
MOXON Math. Diet., Hygrometer, an Instrument to mea-
sure the Moisture of the Air, it is also called by the Name
of Hygroscope. 1790 DE Luc in Phil. Trans. LXXXL ii,
I made two hygroscopes of different elastic animal sub-
stances. xSoi Monthly Rev. XXXV. 456 The hair hygro-
meter, or rather hygroscope. 1878 HUXLEY Physwgr. 70
The instrument, .simply indicates the presence of moisture
without accurately measuring its amount ; it is in truth,
a hygroscope rather than a hygrometer.

Hygroscopic (haigr^sk^-pik), a, [f. as prec.
+ -ic. Cf. F. hygroscopique^
1. Pertaining to the hygroscope or hygroscopy;

relating to the degree of humidity of the air,

hygrometric.
1775 ASH, Hygroscopic^ belonging to the hygroscope.

1836 MACGILLIVRAV tr. Hiimboldfs Trav. xxiii. 332 Experi-
ments on the constitution of the air, its elasticity, its

electrical, magnetic, and hygroscopic qualities.

2. spec. Said of bodies which readily absorb
moisture from the air, so as to swell up, contract

in length, or change form or consistence, and thus

indicate roughly the presence or absence of hu-

midity ; sensitive to moisture.

1790 DE Luc in Phil. Trans. LXXXI. 2 An hygroscopic
body, which is not brought into contact with any other

body drier than itself, cannot lose any part of its moisture
but by evaporation. 1875 H. C. WOOD Therap. (1879) 583
Glycerine, .is very hygroscopic, and absorbs water from the
air. 1880 C. & F. DARWIN Movem. PI. 489 The hygroscopic
movements of plants.

3. =HYGBOMETBIC 3.

1862 Lotid. Rev. 26 July 85 Moisture, but not in the
form of rain, .aqueous vapour in the air, and hygroscopic
moisture in the soil. 1885 GOODALE Physiol. Bot. (1892)

242 Water.. which adheres to the particles of an air-dry
soil and which does not affect at all the appearance of the

particles . . has been called . . hygroscopic water.

HygTOSCO'pical, a.
[f. as prec. + -AL.]

^

prec. Hence Hyjjrosco'pically adv.

1775 ASH, Hygroscopical, belonging to the hygroscope.
1796 HUTTON Math. Diet. I. 614/1 A series of Hygro-
scopical observations. 18x8 H. T. COLEBKOOKE, Hygrosco-
pically (F. Hall). 1869 E. A. PARKES/V<K:/. Hygiene (ed. 3)

407This property of hygroscopically absorbing water.

fiygroscopicity (hM'gr^sktfprsTti). [f. HY-
GROSCOPIC + -ITY. In rcod.F. hygroscopicit\ Hy-
groscopic quality.
1847 Nat. Cycl. XI. 492 The hygroscopicity of vegetable

tissue. 1860 All Year Round 389/2 The rotifers .. are

preserved . . by the help of the hygroscopicity of the sand.

HygrOSCOpy (haigrp-sk^pi). [f. Gr. vypo-
HYGRO- -f-awoTTia observation. In mod.F. hygro-

scopie.] The observation of the humidity of the

air or other substance.

1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex.^ Hygroscopy^ a synonymous
term for. .Hygrometry.
Hygtaper, obs. form of HAG-TAPER.
1597 GERARDE Herbal \\. cclvji. 4. 632 Common Mullein

Or Hygtaper.

Hyh(e, obs. forms of HIE, HIGH.
Hyher, hyheyr, obs. forms of HIRE.

Hying (hai-irj),^/. sb. arch. Fohns : see HIE v.

[f. HIE v. + -ING!.] The action of the verb HIE;
hastening ; haste, speed. (Cf. HIE sb.}
c 1*05 LAY. 9330 Mid muchelen hi^inge he leup \v.r. leop] to

J>an daede kinge. c 1275 Passion our Lord 467 in O. E. Misc.
50 Pilates wrot him seolf a wryt al on hying, c 1350 Will.
Palcrne 2440 What of here hard hewing, and of j?e hole
weder, Meliors was al mat. c 1460 Etnare 5 1 1 Hewrowghte
hit yn hyghynge.

494

t Hyingly, adv. Obs. [f. hying, pres. pple. of

HIE v. + -i,y-.] With haste or speed, quickly.
.1205 LAV. 1071 J>u swi3e hicndliche [clays hijenlichej

scild J>e wi6 djeSe. a 1225 Juliana 69 Hihendliche iher

me. 1382 WYCLIF 2 Sni. xvii. 20 Thei wenten hiyngli.

Hyke, obs. form of HAIK -, HUKE.

Hyke (hsik', int. ? Obs. [Cf. HEY ('hey go
bet ) and Hi, used in the same sense.] A call to

incite dogs to the chase. Hence Hyke v., nonce-iud.

1764 T. BRYDGES Homer Travest. (1797) I. 86 If thats the

case, I know you'll say Tis time indeed to hyke away. 1823
ScoTr Qitentin D. xxxiii, Uncouple the hounds ! Hyke
a Talbot ! hyke a Beaumont !

Hyl, obs. form of HILL sb., ILL a.

II Hyla (hai-la). [mod.L., adopted as generic
name byLaurenti (1768), ad. Gr. vKi] wood, forest.]

A tree-frog or tree-toad, as Ilyla pickeringi of the

United States.

a 1842 W. E. CHANNING in Salt Thoreau (1890) 130 Each
clear hyla trilling the new spring. 1859 TENNENT Ceylon
II. IX. iv. 477 The incessant metallic chirp of the hyla.

Hyla, var. of HYLE.

Hylactic ihilarktik), a. ram. [ad. Gr. v\ax-
TIK-US given to barking.] Of the nature of barking.
1861 T. L. PEACOCK Gryll Gr. vii. 52 Lawyers barking at

each other in that peculiar style of hylactic delivery which
is called forensic eloquence.
So Hyla'ctism, barking.
1818 SHKLLEV Lett. Pr. Wks. 1888 II. 245 Two or three

dogs, who bark with a sharp hylactism.

|| Hylseosaurus (hilfiai#i), Pal&ont. Also

hylse'osaur. [mod.L. (Mantell, 1832), f. Gr. vXafos

belonging to forests (f. v\r\ wood) + aavpos lizard.]

A gigantic fossil saurian, found in the Wealden
formation of Tilgate forest, chiefly characterized by
a dermal ridge of large bony spines.

1833 SIR C. BELL Hand (1834) 119 The Hy!xosaurus..is
estimated to have been about thirty feet in length. 1877 LE
CONTE Elem. Gcot. n. (18791 434 The Hylaeosaur was another

huge reptile of the same [Mesozoic] period.

Hylair, var. HILAIKE a. Ol>s., cheerful.

) Hyla'rcllic l
<* Obs. [ad. Gr. *ii\apxut-os

=
v\apx'0!, {. v\ri matter + ap^fiv to rule. Cf. F.

hylarchique.] Ruling over matter.

1676 H. MOKE Remarks Contents b vij b, Water is . .

suspended in Pumps . . by Gravitation upwards, more expresly
here explained, and at last resolved into the Hylarchick
Principle. Ibid. 186 The Hylarchick Spirit of the world
holds strong and entire still. 1713 BERKELEY Hyltis fy Phil.

III. Wks. 1871 I. 355 What difficulties concerning entity in

abstract, substantial forms, hylarchic principles.

So t Hyla-rcMcal a. Obs.

1676 [see HYLOSTATICAL]. 1678 CUDWOKTH Intel!. Syst. i.

v. 668 Some other substance besides Body, such as is self

active and hylarchical, or hath a natural power of ruling
over matter. 1681 HALLYWKLL Melampron. 70 (T.) This

hylarchical principle, or plastick nature.

|| Hyla'SniUS. Obs. rare. [mod.L., repr. aGr.

type *v\afffws, f. ii^rj matter.] Materialization ;

presentation under a material form.

1664 H. MORE Myst. Iniq. 217 Hylasmus is a Prophetick
Scheme bearing strongly upon the Phancy by exhibiting
crass and palpable Objects, such as in Logick would bear

the Notion of Subject or Matter. 1680 Apocal. Apoc.
189 All this maybe nothing else but a Prophetick Hylasmus.
So fHyla'stica., materialistic; also t Hyla'stic-

ally adv.
, materialistically.

1639 WM. SCLATER Worthy Commun. 46 As men dye but
once for all, no more is Christ offered up. .but once for all,

hylasticallyand in propitiation. 1664 H. MORE Jlfyst. Iniq.,

Synopsis Proph. 217 This City so Hylastically set out has a
most Spiritual meaning. 1684 Answer 241 He in this

Hylastick and Israelistick way prophesies of .. the new
Jerusalem.

Hyld, hyllde, obs. ff. held, pa. t. of HOLD v.

Hylde, obs. f. HIELD v., var. HILD v. Obs.

Hylding, var. HILBING, Obs.

llHyle (.hai-U). Obs. Also 4-5 yle, 6 hile, (7

hyla). [med.L. hyle, a. Gr. t/Ai? wood, timber,

material, by Aristotle and in later Gr. 'matter'.]

Matter, substance; the first matter of the universe.

[1390 GOWER Cm/. III. 91 That matere universal!, Which

bight Ylem in speciall.] c 1400 tr. Secretu Secret., Gov.

Lordsh. (E. E. T. S.) 94 Of be saule commys anober sub-

stance, bat ys clepyd be yle. 1369 J- SANFORD It.Agrippa's

Van.Artcsia b, Oftheundiuisiblepartes,of//>V<r,ofmatiers.
1610 PURCHAS Microcosm. Iviii. 564 VncreatedChaos,or Hyla,
or first Matter, a 1651 J. SMITH Set. Disc. iv. \ 18 This hyle or

matter.. is indeed nothing else but the soul's potentiality.
a 1687 H. MORE App. to DC Philos. Cabbal. viii. (1713)

182 That Hyle or first Matter is mere Possibility of Being,

according to Aristotle. 17*8-74 TUCKER I.t. Nat. (1852) I.

464 Jove produced the two first numbers, the mundane soul

and hyle : he made hyle inert and stupid, but to the mun-
dane soul he gave activity and understanding.

Hyleg (hsi'leg). Astral. Also 7 hilege, hy-
lech. [Of obscure origin. In Pers. (and Turkish)

_!)L& hailaj, 'a calculation of astrologers by which

they obtain evidence of the length of an infant's

life', 'a nativity' ; said by the Persian lexicogra-

phers to be a Greek word, meaning originally
' foun-

tain of life '. The Pers. equivalent is given as kad-

banu, lit.
' mistress of the house '. In OF. yleg,

ilech (Oresme, 141(1 c.).] Ruling planet of a

nativity; apheta (cf. quot. 1706).

HYLO-.

11625 BEAUMONT & FL. Bloody Brother iv. ii, Mars out
of the self sam house.. Looks at the Hilege with a quartile
ruling. 1647 LILLY Cltr. Astral, civ. 527 Of the Prorogator
of Life, called Hylech, or Hyleg, or Apheta. 1668 DRYDEN
Even. Love n. i, What think you, sir, of the taking Hyleg?
or of the best way of the rectification for a nativity? 1706
PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Hyleg, or HyUch . .a Planet, or part of

Heaven, which in a Man's Nativity becomes the Moderator
and Significator of his Life. 1819 WILSON Diet. Astral.
s.v. Apheta, If by day the Sun be in an Aphetic place, he
becomes Hyleg in preference to all others. 1881 SHORT-
HOUSE J. Inglesttnt (1882) I. xv. 281 The significator being
combust . . and the hyleg afflicted by evil planets.

t Hylegi-acal, a. (s&.) Obs.
[f. prec.]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to the hyleg.
1647 LILLY Chr, Astral, xliv. 255 When the five Hyle-

giacal^ places at the hour of Birth, -are oppressed, judge
death immediatly to follow. 1674 MOXON Tutor Astron.
IV. Prob. viii. (ed. 3) 134 Turn about the Globe till the
Promittor come to the Hylegiacal point. 1706 PHILLIPS
(ed. Kersey), Hylegiacal Places are., reckon d to be five

in number, viz. the Ascendant, the Mid-Heaven, the ;th
House, the gth and the nth.
B. s/i. = Hylegiacal place.

1668 DKYDEN Even. Love in. i, The five Hylegiacalls ; the

Ascendant, Kledinm Call, Sun, Moon and Stars.

t Hyle'gial, a. Obs. [see -IAL.]
=

prec.
1652 GAULE Alagastrom. 141 They have, .found all the

hylegiall places strong and well constituted. 1727-41
CHAMBERsO'^-, Hylcgial Places . .are thosewhereinaplanet
being found, is qualified to have the government of life

attributed to it.

Hylic (hai'lik), a. [ad. med.L. hylic-us (Du
Cange), a. Gr. iXi/e-os material, f. wAi; HYLE.] Per-

taining to matter, material. (In Gnostic theology

opposed to psychic and pneumatic. )

1853 W. E. TAYLER Hippolytus \\. ii. 86 They regarded
Cain as the representative of the Hylic, Abel of the Psy-
chical and Sethof the Pneumatic principle. 1860 J. GARDNER
Faiths World II. 97/1 The Gnostic notion that a class of
men. .suffered themselves to be so captivated by the inferior

world as to live only a hylic, or material life.

So fHylical a. = HYLIC; Hylicism, mate-

rialism
; Hylicist, a materialist.

1708 H. DODWELI. Nat. Mort. Hum. Souls 6 He supposes
them ..to be Hylical and Choical, not Ccelestial. 1880

WEBSTER Supp., Hylicist. 1893 Athenzitm 12 Aug. 220/3
The '

Ionian hylicists ', Pescartes, Kant, and Mr. Spencer,
all resemble one another in this respect.

Hylien, obs. f. HILL zi.l, to cover.

1377 LANGL. P. PI. B. xn. 231 And tau}te hym and Eue
to nylien hem with leues.

Hylism (hsi-liz'm). [f. HYLE + -ISM.]
= HY-

LICISM. In mod. Diets.

Hyll, rare var. of HULL sb)-, husk.

[? an error, or assimilated to hyll, HILL, v.1 to cover.]

'495 Trevisa's Earth. DC P. R. (W. de W.) xvii. cxii. 675
Oyle is the Juys of beryes of oliue . . And the more slyly
that it comyth oute of the hylles : the better it is.

Hyll, obs. f. HILL sb., ILL ; var. HILL z/.l

Hyllor, obs. form of ELDEB si. 1

Hylo- (hailo) Gr. ii\o-(v), combining form of

U'ATJ wood, material, matter (see HYLE). The
modern formations are either technical terms of

natural history (with hylo- = ' wood ',

'
forest ')

or of philosophy (with hylo-
'

matter').

Hy-lolmte [ad. mod.L. Hylobatcs (Illiger, 1811),

a. Gr. v\o0a.TTjs, {. -/Sarijs walker], a long-armed

ape or gibbon. IXylccbatine a. [-ME], belonging

to, or characteristic of, the Hylobatinm, or anthro-

poid apes allied to Hylobates. tHylobian [Gr.
>A<i/3i-os (f. i'ojlife)] (see quot.). Hylo-ge'iiesia

[GENESIS], the origin or formation of matter (Syd.

Sac. Lex. 1886) ;
so Hylo-geny [cf. F. hyloginie].

Hylo-ide'al a., pertaining to hylo-idealism.

Hy lo-ide-alism, the doctrine of R. Lewins that

reality belongs to the immediate object of belief

as such ; material or somatic idealism, sensuous

subjectivism ; hence Hylo-ide'alist, one who
holds this. Hylo -logy [-LOGY], a doctrine or theory

concerning matter. -f Hyloma'nia [MANIA],
excessive tendency towards materialism. Hylo-
mo-rphic, Hylomo'rphical adjs., pertaining to

Hylonio rphism [Gr. nopipr) form], the doctrine

that primordial matter is the First Cause of the

universe; soHylomo Tphist, a believer in hylomor-

phism. f Hylomo rphous a., having a material

form, f Hylopathe-tic a. = hylopathic. f Hy-
lopa'thian a. [see hylopathy}, pertaining to, or

holding, the view that all things are affections of

matter ; also as sb. one who holds this view,

f Hylopa'thic a., capable of affecting or being
affected by matter. Hylo-pathism, the doctrine

that matter is sentient ;
hence Hylo'pathist, a

believer in hylopathism. f Hylo'pathy [Gr.

nA0os, -iraBeia. affection], a spirit's power of affect-

ing matter. Hylo'phagons a. [f.
Gr.

iiAo^i-y-ps

(f. -(payos eating)], wood-eating (said of certain

beetles"! (Syd. Soc. Lex.}. Hylo-pheno'menal a.

=
hylo-ideal; hence Hylo-pheno'menalism.

t Hylosta-tic, -ical adjs. [Gr. a-rariKus causing

to stand, STATIC], that places or arranges matter.

Hylotheism [THEISM], the doctrine that God and



HYLODES.

matter or the material universe are identical
;
mate-

rial pantheism ; hence Hylotlie1st, a believer in

hylotheism ; Hy lothei stic a., pertaining to hylo-
theism. Hylo'tomous a, [f. Gr. iAoTo^-o? (f.

rtiwtiv to cut) -T-OUS], wood-cutting (said of cer-

tain insects).

Indian philosophers, thus denominated ..in regard they
retired to forests, to be more at leisure for the contemplation
of nature. 1864 H. SPESCER Illustr. Unw. Progr, 125
'Hylogeny: Gravity, Matter, Ether. .. He [Oken] explains
that_. . Hylogeny [is the doctrine of] material totalities.

1883 CONSTANCE NADEN in Jrnl. Science Mar. 127 Many
a cherished illusion must fall when the . .

'

^Hylo-Ideal
'

theory is finally established. 1884 Casselfs Encycl. Diet.
s.v., The central insistence of the hylo-ideal philosophy is

that man is, for man, the measure of the universe. 1883
C. NADEN in JrnL Science Mar. 122 The standpoint of

"hylo-idealism. 1851 R. W. DALE in Contcmj>. RW. Apr.
520 The philosophical creed which, under Dr. Lewins's
teaching, Miss Naden accepted, is called '

Hylo-Idealism'.
1856 F. HALL Sdnkhya-pravachanabhdshya Pref. 7 The
puerile *hylology of the Nyaya. 1711 SHAFTESB. Charac.
Misc. ii. ii. (1737) III. 65 Being acted - . at the same time,
with an *Hylomania, whereby they madly dote upon Matter.
1881 Dublin Rev. Ser. in. V. 236 He. .establishes the *hylo-
morphical system held by St. Thomas. 1888 J. MARTINEAU
Study Relig. I. n. i. 324 No biomorphic or *hylomorphic
doctrine can raise its head against the decree of Kant.
Ibid, 337 To mark the differentia of these three theories we
may call them respectively Anthropomorphism, Biomor-
phism, and *Hylomorphism. 18^7 Month Sept. 332 The
scholastic doctrine of hylomorphism. 1888 J. MARTINEAU
Study Relij>, II. HI. i. 142 'Matter', construed by the
*hylomorphists, declares itself competent to all. 1895 F.
HALL Two Trifles 27 Solidiform spirits, whether *hylo-
raorphous or otherwise, are an object of rational curiosity.
1655-87 H. MORE Af>p. Antid. (1712) 228 Whether in mere
Spirits themselves any arbitrary impenetrability cannot be a
part of this "

Hylopathetick faculty, I leave others to discuss.

1678 CumvoRTH Intell. Syst, Pref. 9 The eduction of all

things, even life and understanding it self, out of matter, in
the way of qualities, or as the passions and affections

thereof, generable and corruptible ; which form of atheism
is styled by us . .

'

*hylopathian '. Ibid. \. v. 759 This was
the Subterfuge of the Old Hylopathian Atheists, c 1800 R.
CUMBERLAND John de Lancaster (1809) L 269 Thales, the

hylopathian, whose principle of things was water. 1682
H. MORE Annot. Glan-vilCs Lux O. 217 A kind of *Hylo-

bold to call, .by one Greek term v\orrd0eia which, .we will
as plainly as we can define thus, A power in a Spirit.. of
becoming. .so firmly and closely united to a Body, as both
to actuate, and to be acted upon, to affect, and be affected

thereby.] Ibid. 228 The voluntary exertion of this *Hylo-
pathy. 1891 Daily News 3 Apr. 5/2 The *HyIo-Phenomenal

'

,

*Hylostatick Spirit of the Universe would dispose of it

better. Ibid. 118 That which I call the Hylarchical or *Hy-
lostatical Spirit of the world. 1828 WEBSTER,

*
Hitlotheism^

the doctrine or belief that matter is God, or that there is

no God, except matter and the universe. 1847 in CRAIG.
1864 WEBSTER, Hulotheism, Hylotheism. 1881 Jrnl.
Science Jan. 50 All adoration therefore

' becomes pure Hylo-
theism and self-worship '. 1859 F. HALL Contrib. towards
Index i Aphorisms of the *hylotheistic theory.

HH^lodeS (hailJ'i-dfz). Zool. [mod.L. (1826)
a. Gr. b\&8tjs woody.] A genus of American toads ;

an animal of this genus.
1858 THOREAU Maine IV. (1894) 183 We also heard the

hylodes and tree-toads.

Hyloid (hsi-loid), a. and sb. ZooL [f. HYLA. +
-OLD.] a. adj. Of or pertaining to the Hylidx or

tree-frogs, b. sb. One of the Hylidx.
Hyloist (h3i'10|ist). Also huloist. [erron. for

hyhst, f. Gr. v\rj matter.] (See quot. 1847.)
1818 T. L. PEACOCK Nightmare Abb. (1875) 340 Leaving

..the materialists, hyloists, and antihyloists to settle this

point among them. 1847 CRAIG, Huloist^ one who affirms
that matter Is God. 18154 WEBSTER, HuMsf, the same as

Hyloist.

Hylote, obs. form of HELOT.

Kylozoic (haibzJu'ik), a.
[f.

HYLO- + Gr. fw-T/
life + -ic.] Of or pertaining to hylozoism ; be-

lieving in hylozoism ; materialistic.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. ii. 3. 62 These atheists

may be also called
'

Hylozoick
'

. . because they derive all

things in the whole universe.. from the life of the Matter.

1837-9 HALLAM Hist. Lit. (1847) III. iii. 8. 305 Hylozoic
atheism which accounts the universe to be animated in all

its parts. 1888 J. MARTINEAU Study Relig. II. in. i. 160

Hylozoic systems that stop with plant life as a type.
So f Hylozo'ical a. =prec.
1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. iii. i. 105 Another form

of Atheism, called by us hylozoical.

Hylozoism (hsibzJu'iz'm). [f. as prec. + -ISM.

Cf. F. hylozoisme.] The theory that matter is en-

dowed with life, or that life is merely a property
of matter.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. i. iii. i. 105 Hylozoism..
makes all Body, as such, and therefore every smallest Atom
of it, to have Life Essentially belonging to it. 1817
COLERIDGE Biog. Lit. 63 The hypothesis of Hylozoism. .is

the death of all rational physiology, and indeed of all

physical science. 1887 R. D. HICKS in Encycl. Brit. XXII.
563/2 To Cleanthes and Chrysippus .. there was no real

difference between matter and its cause., they have reached
the final result of unveiled hylozoism.
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Hylozoist (hailozeu-ist). [f. as prec. + -IST.]
A believer in hylozoism ;

a materialist.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. I. iii. 2. 105 As every
Atomist is not therefore necessarily an Atheist, so neither

to their atoms. 1869 MOZLEY ss,, Argi. Design (18781 II.

370 The ancient Hylozoists and Kosmoplastic philosophers.
Hence Hylozoi'stio a., materialistic ; Hylozo-

i-stically adv.

1869 BARING-GOULD Orig, Relig. Belief I. 296 This
infinite substance [matter] was, he said, immortal and im-

perishable, and he designated it hylozoistically the Deity.
1885 Sat. Rev. 14 Nov. 654/1 The doctrine termed tech-

nically hylozoistic. 1890 J. F. SMITH tr. PJJeiderers

Develop^. T/teol. IV. i. 338 His agnostic evolutionism is only
a disguised materialistic (hylozoistic) pantheism.

Hylp, obs. f. HELP. Hylt, obs. f. HILT s/>.

Hylte, pa. t. of HILD v. Obs. Hyly, obs. f.

HIGHLY adv. Hylyn, obs. f. ISLAND.

Hym, obs. form of HIM, HEM,/>WZ.
Hymen 1

(hai-men). [a. L. Hymen, a. Gr.

"f/ti]v, in mythology the god of marriage ; also in

later Greek = vufvtuos a wedding hymn.]
1. In Greek and Roman mythology : The god

of marriage, represented as a young man carrying
a torch and veil. Hymen's band, etc., marriage,
wedlock. Hymen's tempk, fane, etc., the church
at which a marriage is solemnized.

1590 MARLOWE Earn, II, I. iv. 174 Would. .That.. at the

marriage-day The cup of Hymen had been full of poison.
1600 SHAKS. A. Y. L. v. iv. 135 Here's eight that must
take hands, To ioyne in Hymens bands. 1789 E. DARWIN
Hot. Gnrd. 164 To Hymen's fane the bright procession
moves, a 1839 PRAED Poems (1864) II. 404 Oh ! why
should Hymen ever blight The roses Cupid wore? 1883
Miss BRADDON Gold. Calf\. ix. 268 It was an awful busi-

ness, this marriage, when she came to the very threshold of

Hymen's temple.
2. Marriage ; wedlock ; wedding, nuptials. Now

rare.
1608 D. T. Ess. Pol. $ Mor. 109 a, The bond of an honor-

able and lawful! Hymen. 1624 MASSINGER Renegado v. iii,

To whose bounty Owe we our thanks for gracing thus our
hymen ? 1697 DRVDEN SEneid vn. 769 A bloody Hymen
shall th' alliance join Betwixt the Trojan and Ausonian
line. 1788 LADV HAWKE Julia tie Gramont II. 203 On
your propitious hymen may smiling peace .. for ever wait!

1838 LYTTON Alice in. viii, 'These are the feelings for a

prudent Hymen ', said Vargrave.
3. A wedding-hymn, hymeneal song. rare.

1613 R. CAWDREY Table Alph. (ed. 3), Hymen, songs sung
at marriages. 1633 P. FLETCHER Purple Isl. xn. Ixxvii
Heaven's winged shoals . . Attune their higher notes, and
hymens sing. 1807 ROBINSON Arckxol, Graeca v xi. 460
Many hymens sang.
4. attrib., as Hymen-bed, -wings.
1597-8 BP. HALL Sat. iv. i. 129 And give him hansel! of

his Hymen-bed.

Hymen. 2
(hai-men). [a. Gr. u/nji/, fye'i/os

thin skin, membrane. Cf. F. hymen (Pare i6th c.).]
1. Anat. The virginal membrane, a fold ofmucous
membrane stretched across and partially closing
the external orifice of the vagina.
1615 CROOKE Body oj'Matt 235 Let vs set downe..the true

History of the Hymen. 1704 I. HARRIS Lex. Tccha.,
Hymen, is a circular Folding of the inner Membrane of the
Vagina. 1789 BAILLIE in Phil. Trans. LXXIX. 76 The
existence of the hymen .. becomes a collateral confirmation
of the same opinion. 1807 M. BAILLIE Mor6. Anat. (ed. 7)

392 The hymen was perfect ; and the uterus had not
received that increase of bulk which is usual at puberty
f 2. Bot. (See quot.) Obs.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl.,Hymen is. .used by botanists for
a fine delicate skin, wherewith flowers are inclosed while in
the bud, and which bursts as the flower blows or opens.
1730-6 in BAILEY (folio). 1818 in TODD ; and in later diets.

3. Conch. The ligament between the opposite
valves of a bivalve shell.

4. Comb., as hymen-like adj.

1889 J. M. DUNCAN Lett. Dis. Worn. xv. (ed. 4) 108 A
diaphragm or hymen-like membranous dissepiment.

Hymen, var. HEMEN/TWZ., Obs., them.

Hymenaic (haimen^-ik), a. rare. [ad. L.

hymenaicum, f. Gr. iyucVcu-oj, f. 'T/nJi' HYMEN'.]
lit. Of or pertaining to Hymen; used to invoke

Hymen. Hymenaic dimeter (L. hymenaicum dime-

tnim), a daclylic dimeter acatalectic (- u u - u u).

(Described by the Latin grammarian Marius Plotius, who
exemplifies it by the two Sapphic lines "Ynei-' 'Y/uDJnKw, ii

TOV '\Siafior, and the L.
' mens sibi conscia '.)

Hymenal (hai-menal), a.
[f. HYMENS + .AL.]

Of or relating to the hymen, as in hymenal carnn-
cles- 1886 in Syd. Sue. Lex.

Hymeneal (haimenz-al), a. and sl>. Forms:
7 hymniall, himeneall, hymeneall, -eeall, 8-9
-seal, 7- -eal. [f. L. hymenie-us (also hymcneius),
a. Gr. iifitvaios belonging to wedlock, also as sb.

a wedding, wedding-song (see HYMEN 1) + -AL.]
A. adj. Pertaining to marriage.

1602 MARSTON Antonio's Rev. m. v. Fivb, Disloyal to
our hymniall rites. 1654 WHITLOCK Zootomiti 522 Martyrs
. . who lookt on flaming Faggots, but as HymenasaH, and
Nuptiall Torches. 1792 MAD. D'ARBLAY -*//. to J. Bryant
7 Aug., Views of hymeneal connexions. 1838 JAS. GRANT
Sk. Land. 165 The '

lovely bride ', about to be led to the

hymeneal altar.

HYMENO-.

B. sb. 1. A wedding-hymn.
1717 POPE F.loisa 220 For her white virgins Hymenaeals

sinjj. 1719 l'rct"tlii)iker No. 140 FsThe Birds warbled out
their Hymeneal*. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus l.xi. 4 Now doth
a virgin approach, now soundeth a glad hymeneal.
2. //. A wedding, nuptials.
1655 Theopliania riz All in general expected either with

envy or desire the consummation of their hymeneals. 1744
H. WM.POLE Lett. If. Muiin (1834) I. ci. 340, I will not
talk any more politically but turn to hymeneals. 1809 MAR.
ErjCBWOKTH oStftUHtvrinf vA* All tlie pride, pomp, and
circumstance of these glorious hymeneals appeared to them
hut as a dream.

Hence Hymene'ally adv.

1839 T. HOOK in Ne-.v Monthly Mag. LV. 443 The
' roseate bands ', which sound so harmoniously and so hy-
meneally, had not been sufficiently strong. 1841 ORDERSON
Creol. xv. 167 Our hymeneally addicted isle.

Hymeiiean (haimenran), a. and sb. Also 7
hymeneean. [f. as prec. + -AN.]
A. adj.

= HYMENEAL a. Now rare.
1606 WARNER A ll>. Eng. xvi. cv. 410 To haue but strict-

confined loue in Hymaniean bownes? a 1649 DRUMM. OF
HAWTH. Poems \Vks. (1711) 40 The hymenean bed fair

brood shall grace. 1799 CAMPBELL Plcrts. Hope i. 202 The
sacred home of Hymenean joy.

fB. sb. HYMENEAL sb. I. Obs.

1667 MILTON P. L. iv. 711 Here .. Eve deckt first her

Nuptial lied. And heav'nly Quires the Hymensean sung.

Hymenial (haimrnial), a. 1 Bot. [f.
HY-

MENI-UM + -AL.] Pertaining to the hymeninm.
Hymenial layer (of lichens) : the layer of the thallus

which is composed of paraphyses and asci (Syd. Soc. Lex^.
1874 COOKE Fitfig-i 40 Smaller and younger spores pushing

up from the hymenial cells. 1875 BENNETT & DYER Sac/is'

Bot. 240 The hymenial surfaces are greatly extended.

Hyme'nial a.2 , erroneous var. of HYMENEAL.
1710 Brit. Apollo III. No. 48. 3/1, 1 shall link her in th'

Hymenial Tye. 1835 Miss SEDGWICK Linwoods (1873) II.

266 It must have been compounded bysome good hymenial
genius.

Hymeilic (haime-nik), a.
[f.
HYMEK 2 + -ic.]

Pertaining to the hymen : membranous.
1855 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1886 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Hymenicolar (hoimeni-kiHai), a. Bot. [f.

HYMENI-UM + L. cola inhabitant + -AB.] Inhabit-

ing the hymenium of fungi.
1886 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Hymelliferous (haimeni-feras), a. Bot. [f.

as prec. + -FERGUS.] Provided with a hymenium.
1800 in CenL Diet.

Hymeniophore (haimrniof6j). Bot. [f.

hymenio- HYMENIUM + Gr. -<(>upos carrying.]
=

HYMENOPHOBE. 1890 in Cent. Diet.

Hymeiiitis (haimenartis). Path. [f. HYMEN 2

+ -ITIS.] Inflammation of the hymen.
1855 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1886 in Syd. Soc. Lex. 1889

J. M. DUNCAN Led. Dis. IVom. xx. (ed. 4) 162 Other remote
causes.. such as. .hymenitis, vestibulitis.

II Hymenium (haimrnism). PI. hymenia.
Bot. fmod.L., ad. Gr. v/tivtov, dim. of {//tf/v

HYMEN*.] The spore-bearing surface in fungi.
In the common mushroom the hymenium covers

the gills.

1830 LINDLEY Nat. Syst. Bot. 334 The hymenium, in
which the sporules are deposited. 1838 CARPENTER Veg.
Phys. 778 This, .pileus, or cap, is composed of two mem-
branes, of which the upper and outer is simple and imper-
forate, like the cortical layer of lichens ; whilst the inner
bears the fructification, and is termed the hymenium. 1882
VINES Sachs* Bot. 311 Small stalked cups, the flattened

cavity of which bears a hymenium in which ascospores are
formed.

b. attrib. and Comb.
1875 BENNETT & DYER Sachs' Bot. 240 The hymenium.

bearing body itself may be the product of a sexual process.

Hymeno- (hai^meno), repr. Gr. i^eco-, com-

bining form of ii/tfif, ii/tevoi (0) membrane, HY-
MEN 2

, as in viuvfarfpos HYMENOPTEEOUS. The
other compounds now in use are technical terms of

recent formation.

Hyraenodictyonine (-di'ktionain) [Gr. Sinner
net + -INE], an alkaloid obtained from Hynteno-
dictyon excelsum, an East Indian shrub. Hyme
no g-eny [-GENY], the production of membranes by
the simple contact of two liquids. Hymeno 'grapliy

[-QBAPHY], a description of the membranes of

animal bodies (Mayne, 1855). Hymeiiolichen
(hai:men0|brken), a lichen having features in

common with hymenomycetal fungi. Hymeno--
logy [-LOGY] (see quot. 1855); hence Hymeno-
lo'frlcal a. Hymenomycete (harmen^maisrt)
[ad. mod.L. hymenomycetes pi., f. Gr. jiuKijTfs,

pi. of /jv/ojs mushroom], one of the Hymenomy-
cetes, an order of fungi in which the hymenium
is on the exposed surface of the sporophore ;

hence Hy inenomyce tal, Hy meiiomyce tous

adjs., belonging to or having the nature of
a hymenomycete ; Hy meiiomyce'toid a. [-OID],

resembling a hymenomycete. Hymenophore,
|| Hymeno pliorum [Gr. -<f>6pos carrying], the part
of a fungus which supports the hymenium (cf. HY-
MENIOPHORE). Hy menopliylla'ceons a. [Gr.

leaf], belonging to, or having the charac-



HYMENOID.

ters of, the Hymtnophyllacetv, or film-ferns, a family
of ferns with delicately membranous and pellucid

fronds, including Hymenophyllnni and Tricho-

manes. Hymeno'tomy [Gr. -ro/u'a, 7-0/117 cutting],
dissection of animal membranes (Mayne iS-i.O J

incision of the hymen (5yd. Soc. Lex. 1886).
1884 Times 14 Aug. 3 There is a close analogy in chemical

properties between nicotine and *hymenodictyonine. 1884
Casselfs Encycl. Diet, (quoting DCNGLISON), *Hywe~
nogeny. 1890 Athenseitm 5 Apr. 439 2 Specimens of a new
British *hymeno-lichen, Cyconema intcrrnptmn. 1847
CRAIG,

*
Hymenology. 1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Hytn.->.'p-

logy* term for that branch [of anatomy] which treats of the
nature and structure of membranes. 1874 COOKE Fungi
50 Such *hymenomycetal forms as Clavana and Pterula.

1884 Athenseum 26 Jan, 124/1 Structurally it \Sphsrria
pocnla\ is hymenomycetal and not ascomycetal. 1887
GARNSEV tr. De Bary's Fungi v. 88. 302 The sporo-
phore would be thought at first sight to belong to a Pe/iza
rather than to a *Hymenomycete. 1857 BERKELEY Cryptog.
Bat. 410. 374 Other *hymenomycetoid expansions. 1866
Treas, Bet. 608/1 Hymeiwpkorum, the cellular or fila-

mentous structure in *hymenomycetous fungi, on which
the hymeniumor fructifying surface is spread like wax upon
a mould. 1874 COOKK Fungi 18 The stem and cap or

pileus, which together constitute what is called the "liyme-
nophore.

Hymeuoid (harmenoid), a. Bot. [ad. Gr. fyce-

vofit,rjs membranous : see HYMEN 2 and -OID.] Re-

sembling a membrane
; having a membranous

structure. 1886 in Syet. Sec. Lex.

HymenOpter (hsimen^'ptaj). [ad. F. hy-

menopttre : see next.] A hymenopterous insect.

1828 in WEBSTER. 1859 R. F. BURTON* Ccntr. Afr. in

7ml. Geog. Soc. XXIX. 135 note, This large hymenopter
is of several varieties. 1881 in Academy ai May 366/3
That 'terrible hymenopter', the Quissonde ant.

il Hymenoptera (hafao&rptfiti), sb.pl. Zool.

[mod.!*. (Linnaeus, 1748), a. Gr. vptvovrfpa, neut.

pi. of vptvoirTfpos ; see HYMENOPTEBOUS.] A large
and important order of insects (including the ants,

wasps, bees, etc.\ having four membranous wings
(which are,however, sometimes caducous or absent) ;

the females have an ovipositor, which may also serve

as a sting.

1773!'. P. YEATS Instit. Entom. 19 Hymenopttra..\&.\t
four membranaceous naked wings . . [and] the abdomen
armed with a sting. 1802 KIRBY Monogr. Apium Ang.
tille-p., Some Introductory Remarks upon the Class Hyme-
noptera. 1834 MEDWIN Angler in Wales I. 163 Like other

hymenoptera, during the period of generation.. they have

wings.
Hence Hymeno-pteral a. HYMENOPTEBOUS;
Hymencrpteran, a member of the order Hy-
menoptera ; Hymeno'pterist, an entomologist
whose special study is Hymenoptera.
1828 WEBSTER, Hytnenopteral^ having four membranous

wings. 1842 BRANDE Diet. Sc., etc., Hymenopterans.
1877 HUXLEY Atiat, fnr. Anim. vii. 450 The female.,
never leaves the body of the Hymenopteran in which she is

parasitic. 1881 Pennsylv. Sch. Jrrtl. XXX. 125 Prof. Henri
de Saussen, a distinguished hymenopterist, of Geneva.

Hymenopterology (hatmen^pteVlod.^). [f.

prec. + -(O)LOGT.] The branch of Entomology that

deals with the Hymenoptera. Hence Hymenop-
tero-log-ist = HYMENOPTERIST ; Hymenoptero-
lo'grical a., belonging to hymenopterology.
1855 MAYNE Expos. Le.r. t Hymenopterology, Hymenop-

terological. 1875 LUBBOCK Orig. Civiliz. App. 480 Our
most learned hymenopterologist.

Hymenopterous (haimenp-pteres), a. [f.

mod.L. hymenopter-us, a. Gr. u/ieooirTtpos (f. vpfvo-

membrane, HYMENO- + irrcpuv wing) + -ous.]

Having membranous wings ; belonging to the

Hymenoptera.
1813 BINGLEY Anim. Biog. (ed. 4) I. 48 Hymenopterous

insects, .have generally four membranaceous naked wings.
1816 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. (1843) * 88 The sting ofhymenop-
terous insects. 1874 LUBBOCK Orig. $ Met. Ins. ii. 33
The ordinary type of Hymenopterous larva. .is a fleshy
apod grub.

Hymn (him), sb. Forms : i ymen, ymmon,
hymen, 3-6 ymne, (3-5 imne, 4-5 impne), 4-6
ympne, (4 ymyn, 5 umne), 5-6 hympne, (6 ime,
imme, himme), 6-7 hymme, hymne, 6- hymn,
[f.

L. hymnus, a. Gr. vpvos a song or ode in praise
of gods or heroes, taken by the LXX to render

various Heb. words, meaning a song of praise to

God; hence in N.T. (Eph. v. 19, Col. iii. 16), and
in the Latin Vulgate and Christian writers from

Augustine. Late eccl. L. ymnus was adopted in

OE. as ymen, pi. ymenas, ymnas\ but the ME.
forms repr. OF. ymne, often modified after con-
tem poraryL.ympnus, hympnus, and at length under
classical influence to hymn (mod.F. hymne}. The
earliest evidence for the non-pronunciation of final

-n is app. Palsgrave's imme.'} f

1. A song of praise to God
; any composition in

praise of God which is adapted to be chanted or

sung ; spec, a metrical composition adapted to be

sung in a religious service ; sometimes distin-

guished from psalm or anthem, as not being part
of the text of the Bible.
r 85 JYr/. Psalter cxxxvi. 3 Hymen singaS us of songum

po
Ro
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Sione. 971 BttckL How. 147 He (Michael] wrc^ ymen shin-
1 ende mid eallum bam enjilum. c 1000 Ags. P$. (Th. ; cxviii.

[cxix.] 171 Xu mine \veleras oe wordum belcettaS ymnas
elne. a 1225 Ancr. R. 20 To [Se] laste uers of euerich

imne._ Ibid. 158 Vor so hit is in his ymne:
' antra desert!

teneris sub annis '. a 1300 E. E. Psalter xcix. [c.] 4 In
schrift his porches (>at be, In ympnes to him schrive yhe.
1382 WYCLIF Col. iii. 16 In salmes. and ymnes and spiritual
-on^U. c 14*0 Pallad. on Husb. vii. 260 ) 148) Saluz, blisse,

ymne, honour .. lesu, be to The. 1483 Cath. Angl. iS6/i
'Jo synge Hympnes, himpnizare. 1526 Pilgr. Pcrf. (W.
de W. 1531) 215 b, As the chirche syngeth in the ymne Aue
Maris stella. 1530 PALSGR. 231/2 Hymme that is song in

I

the churche, hymne. Ibid. 234/1 Imme that is songe,
hymne. 1624 SANDERSON 12 Serm. (1632) 458 His disciples

sang an hymme. 1738 WESLEY Hymn, Lift itj> your
Heads iii, To Psalms and Hymns we may aspire, If

Anthems are too high. 1856 STANLEY Sinai <$ Pal. iii.

(1858) 192 The earliest hymn of Christian devotion, bnr--t

forth from the multitude, Hosanna to the Son of David.

2. An ode or song of praise in honour of a deity,
a country, etc.

1513 DOI'GLAS sEneis vi. x. 70 Hympnis of price; tn-

vmphe. and victory All singand. 1613 Pl'RCHAS/Y/Jfr.v
(1614) 457 Every noone-tide they sing Hymnes to the
Sunne. 1697 DRYDES I'ire. Georg. n. 535 In jolly Hymns
they praise the God of Wine. 1796 H. HL'NTER tr. St.
Pterras Stud. Nat. (1799) III. 254 This hymn will stand
a comparison with the finest odes of Horace. 1843 Penny
CycL XXVI. 171/2 The names of the authors of the hymns
of the Rigveda have been handed down with the Veda
itself. 1871 R. ELLIS Catullus l.vi. 12 Chant in melody
musical Hymns of bridal. 1880 Gravfs Diet. MJIS. II,

219/2 (La Marseillaise} The words and music of this

opular French hymn are the composition of Claude Joseph
ouget de Lisle [24 Apr. 1792].

3. attrib. and Comb., as hymn-maker, -singer,

^fagfagi -tune, -writer, -writing', hymn-quoting
adj., hymn-wise adv.

1483 Cath. Angl. 186/1 An Him^ne maker, hympnista.
1653 ASHWEI.L Fides Apost. 263 His Creed, .sung hymne-
wise in the Church-service. 1768-74 TUCKRR Lt. Nat.
(1852) II. 234 Pathetic lectures, long prayers, and incessant

; hymn-singings, n 1835 MRS. HEMANS Poems, I'iew from
\ Casfri, The pine-woods, their choral hymn-notes sending.
I 1879 WHITNEY Sanskrit Gram. p. xiv, It is the most in-

! teresting of all. after the Rig-Veda, because it contains the
i largest amount of hymn-material.

Hymn (him\ v. [f. prec. sb.]
1. trans. To worship or praise in song ; to sing

! hymns to.

1667 MILTON P. L, vi. 96 As sons of one great Sire

Hymning th' Eternal Father. 1733 POPE JSss. Man HI. 156
,

In the same temple.. All vocal beings hymn'd their equal
God. 1796-7 COLERIDGE Pflents (1862) 21 Therefore oft

I hymn thy name. 1830 SIR R. GRANT Hyntn t

' Oh Worship
the King' vi, While angels delight to hymn thee above.

1874 PUSEY Lent. Serm. 453 Evening by evening, as they
came to the setting sun, they hymned Father, Son, and Holy
Ghost.

2. To sing as a hymn ;
to express in a hymn or

song of praise.
1727 POPE Mary Gulliver to Capt. Gulliver 106 To hymn

harmonious Houyhnhnm through the nose, 1794 COLERIDGE
Relig, Musings 6 The heavenly multitude, who hymned
the song of peace o'er Bethlehem's fields. 1813 H. & J.
SMITH Rej. Addr, t Rebuilding^ The spheres hymn music.

'875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) III. 451 They hymn their praises
and call them by sweet names.

3- absol. To sing hymns.
1715-20 POPE Iliad xxiv. 83 Where this minstrel-god . .

amid the quire Stood proud to hymn, and tune his youthful
lyre. 1778 Sk. Tabcritacle Frames 28 Then, as they're
hymning, checks *em with a Gag. 1804 J. GRAHAMP. Sabbath

:
122 Thus reading, hymning, all alone, unseen, The shepherd-
boy the Sabbath holy keeps. 18*7 POLLOK Course T. vii,
The thrush Concerting with the lark that hymned on high.
Hence Hymning (hi'mirj) vbl. sb. and//*/, a.

1667 MILTON P. L. HI. 417 Thus they in Heav'n .. Thir
'

bappie hours in joy and hymning spent. 1674 DRYOFS

l

State Innoc. iv. i, None of all his hymning guards are nigh.
1874 FARRAR Christ C 18941 118 Some band of hymning
angels.

Hymnal (hi-mnal), a. and sb. [f. L. hymn-as
; +-AL. The sb. use represents a med.L. hymnale
occurring as imnale in Wr.-Wulcker 589/1.]
A. adj. Of or pertaining to a hymn or hymns.
1644 SIR E. BERING Prop. Sacr. Cijj b, Use of Musick in

j

the hymnall part of Service, 1763 J. BROWN Poetry fy Afits.
'

vi. 102 We find many of the elder Poets of Greece mixing
the hymnal and enthusiastic with the historic or narrative

: Species. 1887 SIR T. MARTIN in Blackw. Mag. Nov. 689

j They begin the awful Hymnal lay.

B. sb. A collection of hymns for use in divine

worship ;
a hymn-book.

14. . Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 588/6 Hymnare [in later hand]
i a hymnale. 1537 in Glasscock Rec. St. MicliaeCs, Bfc.

\
Stortford (1882) 127 Item an Imnall prynted and iiij

j
pr[oc]essionals of parchement. 1543 Church. Ace. St.

\

Giles, Reading 67 Paid for an Imnenall xiiij
d

. 1554 in

, Antiquary (1894) Nov. 187 For ij hymnalls iiijj. 1846
MASKELL Men. Rit. I. p. xcyi. It cannot be doubted that
S. Augustine, with the breviary and missal recommended
by S. Gregory, introduced also the hymnal then used at
Rome. 1887 i titlei Congregational Church Hymnal.

Hymnar, var. HTMNART, HTMNEB*.
1853 ROCK Ch. ofFathers III. n. 13 One of^Ifric's enact-

ments requiring each clerk to have, .a hymnar.

Hymnary(hi'mnari). [ad. med.L. hymndrium.
f. hymn-ns : see -ART.] A collection of hymns ;

a hymnal.
1888 E. H. PLUMPTRB in Contemp. Rev. Jan. 59 They [the

vicars] were required to learn by heart, .their Psalter, their

, Hymnary \ympario\ and their Anthem-book. 1898 (title)

HYMNOGRAPHER.
The Church Hymnary. Authorised for use in Publir

Worship by the Church of Scotland, the Free Church oi

Scotland, the United Presbyterian Church [etc.].

Hymn-book M'mbuk). A book containing
a collection of hymns.

900 tr. B3fda*s Hist, v. xxiifi.]. (Concl.\ Vmenbec mtsen-
lice metre. 1779 WESLEY Hymns Pref. 4, I am persuaded
no such Hymn-book, .has yet been published. 1854 EMER-
SON Lett. A- Sot. Aims, Eloquence Wks. (Bohn) III. 190,
I call him only a good reader who can read sense and
poetry into any hymn in the hymn-book.
t Hymner'. Ohs. Forms: i ymener, hym-

ner, ymner, 5 i-, ymner(e, hympner. [ad.
eccl, L. hymnSrium^ fymnarnu (later also hym-
ndrt\ym f}nare, etc.), a hymnal; cf. OF. (?i}ym-

m'er, mod.F. hynmait-e.'] A book of hymns; a

hymnal or hymnary.
CQOO in Raine Fabric Rolls YorkMins. (Surtees) 147 Tu.i

Cri?tes bee.. and j. msessboc and j. ymener and j. salter.

a 1100 Charter of Leofric in Kemble Cod. Dipt. IV. 275 .n.

ymnera.-; and .1. deorwyr3ebletsingbocand.in.o3re. ?r 1450
in Wr.-Wulcker 589/1 Imnale ct fintiari?it, an ymnere.
1483 Cath. Angl. 186/1 An Hympner. .himpnarimn.

Hymner^ (hi-maj, hi-mnai). [f.
HYMX v. +

-ER i.] One who hymns ; a singer of hymns.
1816 W. TAYLOR in 'Monthly Rn>. LXXX. 358 These

hymners of idolatry. 1848 LYTTON A'. Arthur vm. cxxi,
Nature, thou. .never-silent Hymner unto God. 1857 H. H.
WILSON tr. Rig-^da III. 53 Hymner, we hear thy words,
that thou hast come from afar.

Hyxnnic fhi-mnik), a.
(s/>.^) [f. HYMX sb. +

-1C ; cf. F. hymnifHeA Of, pertaining to
?
of the

nature of, a hymn or hymns.
1589 PriTi:NHAM Eng. Poesie in. vi. (Arb. 1 164 The Poets

Hymnick and historicall who be occupied either in dluine

laudes, or in heroicall reports. 1615 SYLVESTER St. Lewis
592 To whom wee pay Heroick Duties in this Hymnik Lay.
a 1631 DONNE Poems (1650) 255 He rounds the aire, and
breaks the hymnique notes In birds Heavens choristers,

organique throates. 1830 H. N. COLERIDGE Grk. Poets

(1834' 197 Callimachus, as in hymnic duty bound, bitterly
reviles Euhcmerus. 1882-3 'n Schaff^'wj'c/. Relig. Knou-l.
III. 2589/2 Several cases in which very moderate pxjetic
talents have produced eminent hymnic benefactions.

B. sb. A composition of the nature of a hymn.
a 1854 LAMB Misc. Wks. (i87i> 451 The more modern or

Wattsian hymnics.

Hymnicide. nonce-iud*
[f. asnext + -ciDK 2.]

The '

murdering
*
of a hymn, i. e. by alterations.

i86a Evangel. Christendom July 355 We have here ane\\-
illu^ration of the unhappy practice of hy^mnicide, which U
as unjust to the authors of hymns, as it is generally detri-

mental to poetry.

t Hymni'ierous, a. rare ,
[f.

L. kymn-us
HYMX sb. -i- -FERGUS.]

(

Bringing or producing
hymns' (Bailey, 1721).

Hymnifica'tion. nonce-wd. [f. as prec. +

-FICATION.] The making of hymns.
1891 G. MEREDITH One of^our Cong. III. ix. 173 The

hideousness of our hymnification.
i Hymnish, a. Obs.

[f.
HYMX sb. + -ISH.]

Like a hymn.
1583 STANYHURST /Eneis n. (Arb.'i 51 Sonnets are carroled

hymnish By lads and maydens.

Hymnist (hi-mnist). [f.
L. hymn-us, Gr.

vpv~osf
HYMN sb. + -IST: cf. psahnistJ\ A com-

poser of hymns.
1621 G. SANDYS Grids Met. xi. (1626) 217 A Dragon . .

gaping to deuoure the Hymnist s face. 1813 T, JEFFERSON
Writ. (1830) IV. 225, 1 have no hesitation in giving him the

palm over all the hymnists of every language. 1858 BAILEY
Thf Age 104 The awful hymnist Orpheus, bard of fable.

Hymnless (hrmles), a. [f.
HYMN sb. + -LESS.]

Without a hymn.
1822 MILMAN Martyr of Antioch 166 And mute as

sepulchres the hymnless temples stand. 1873 W. TAYLOR
in Spurgeon Treas. Daw, Ps. cxlix. 6 The man who has
a dumb spirit and a hymnless heart.

Hymnodist (,hrmn&list). [f. next + -IST.]
One skilled in hymnody ;

a hymnist.
a 17x1 KEK Hymns E'vang. Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 197 For

their Divines their Hymnodists they own'd, Who while

they prais'd a God, that God aton'd. 1883 Ch. Times
25 May 372 St. Joseph the Hymnographer. .was the most

prolific hymnodist of the Eastern church,

Hymnody (hrmn^di). [ad. med.L. hymnodia,
a. Gr. vttvtoSia singing of hymns, f. {//IPO? HYMX
+ dftStiv to sing, oJ&j song,ODB. Cf. PSALMODY.]
1. The singing of hymns or sacred songs ;

the

composition of hymns for singing.
a 1711 KEN Urania Poet Wks. 1721 IV. 448 For as thy

Temple-Offrings fall or rise, Hymnody chills or fires, Re-

ligion lives or dies. 1838 THIRLWALL Greece II. xii. 124 The
epos .. appears to have adhered to the model of the ancient

hymnody. 1862 MERIVALE Rom. Emp. (1865) III. xxiii. 86

The poet has strictly preserved the proper form of hymnody.
1876 C. M. DAVIES Unorth. Lond. (ed. 2) 151, 1 had been

prepared for the Moravians being great in hymnody.
2. Hymns collectively ; the body of hymns be-

longing to any age, country, church, etc.

1864 in WEBSTER. 1882-3 SCHAFF Encycl. Relig. Knowl.
II. 1654 Among the jewels of German hymnody.

Hymnographer (himn^-grafai). [f.
Gr. ty-

voyp&<p-os hymn-writer (f. u/m>-s HYMN + -fpatpos

writing, writer) + -ER i
.]

A composer of hymns.
a 1619 FOTHERBY Atheom. Pref. (1622) 4 There could none

haue any cause to insult ouer another : not the Hymno-
rapher ouer the Historiographer. [1656 BLOUNT Glossogr. t

ymnigrapker, a Writer of Hymn?. 1721 in BAILEY.]
grH



HYMNOGRAPHY.
1841 Cui.. WISEMAN ROM. Let. Rev. II'. Palmer 56 St. Prti-

dentius, the Christian hymnographer. 1846 GROTE Greece
I. i. (1854) I. 46 The hymnographer describes him [Dionysos]
as standing on the sea-shore. 1864 Sat. Kelt. 4g8 To bring
before us the character of Hermes as conceived by the so-

called Homeric hymnographer.

Hymnography (Jumn^-grafi). [f. as prec. +
-GBAPHV.] The literary hislory and bibliography
of hymns.
1864 in WEBSTER. 1886 American XII. 154 Hymnography

has become a distinct branch of literature within the last

forty years.

Hjrmnologic (himmilp-d^ik), a. [f. late Gr.

vftvokoyiK-vs, t. v/*vo\6yos : see HYMNOLOGT and

-10.] Of or pertaining to hymnology.
1883 Homilet. Monthly Dec. 159 The best hymnologic re-

sults of that country.
So Hymnolo gical a. prec. ; Hynmolo'gically

adv., in relation to hymnology.
1882 SALA Attter. Rt'i'is. (1885) 392 It was something of a

hymnological melody with a comic flavour. 1888 Literary
World 10 Aug. 115/2 The lines, which recent hymnological
controversy has made famous. 1892 Sat. Rev. 23 Apr, 485/1
Hymnologically worthless.

Hymuologist (himn^-lodjist). [f. Or. vpvo-

\6y-os (see next) + -1ST.] a. A composer of hymns,
a hymnist. b. One who studies or is versed in

hymnology.
1796 C. BURNEY Mem. Metastnsio I. 42 If Metastasto had

been a mere psalmodist, or hymnologist. 1882-3 i" Schaflf

Encycl. Relig. Knoiul. II. 1054 Professor F. M. Bird, the

hymnologist, has said that his [T. H. Gill's] hymns were
destined to a long life. 1889 J. W. ROGAN in Homilet.
Rev. Mar. 207 iFunk) Cowper. .took his place in the world
as . . one of the sweetest of hymnologists and the most
popular poet of his generation.

Hymnology (himnp-lod^i). [Originally ad.

Gr. vtivo\oyia the singing of hymns (f. vpvo\6yos
hymn-singing; cf. L.Aymtiologus a singer ofhymns);
but in modern usage app. taken as f. HYMN s6. +
:(O)LOGY. Cf. F. hymnologie, the singing of hymns,
a treatise on hymns.]
1 1. The singing of hymns. Obs.
a 1638 MEDE Diat. 56 (T.) That hymnologie which the

Primitive Church used at the offering of bread and wine for
the Eucharist. 1727 BAILEY vol. II, Hymnology, a singing
of Hymns or Psalms. 1775 in ASH. 1855 MILMAN Lat.
Chr. ix. viii. (1864) V. 385 The Chanting and Psalmody of
the Church he would perhaps replace..by a more simple
and passionate hymnology.
2. The composition of hymns.
1839 STOREHOUSE Axholme 222 With reference to hymno-

logy, he [Charles Wesley] was a poet of very considerable
talents. 1879 FARRAR St. raitl II. 463 twte, Christian

hymnology began very early, though the hymns were not

necessarily metrical.

3. The study of hymns, their history, use, etc.
;

also, the subject of this study, hymns collectively
or as a form of literary composition.

of calling the hymnology, of the Christian Church. 1855
MILMAN Lat. Chr. xiv. iv. (1864) IX. 174 In fact, all Hym-
nology, vernacular as well as Latin, is poetry only to pre-

disposed or habituated ears. 1880 Munch. Guard. 24 Dec.,
The most comprehensive and trustworthy handbook of hym-
nology in the language. 1892 J. JULIAN (title) A Dictionary
of Hymnology.
Hympe, hympe halt : see HIMP.

Hyn, obs. f. HIM pron., HYNE, INN.

Hynch, obs. f. HINCH.

Hynd, obs. f. HENO a. Hynd, hyne, obs. ff.

HIND. Hynder, obs. f. HINDER a., v. Hynd-,
hynmast, -meat, obs. ff. HINDMOST.

Hyne Chain), adv. Obs. exc. dial. Also 4-5 hyn,
hyene, heyn(n)e, heiue, 5 hien, 5-7 hine, (8

hind). [A northern (chiefly Sc.) word, synonymous
with southern ME. HEN, H ENNE,

' hence ',
but app. of

different origin, as OE. hionan, heonan would not

normally be represented by hyne. The ordinary
northern word for ' hence

'

was HETHEN, of which

hyne was perh. a contraction, as also whyne, thyne
ME. hwetlen, feden, whence, thence. Cf. also

SYNE -.siSen (ON. sfSan).]
1. Hence ; from this place ; away ; departed. Is

{gone) hyne, is departed , is no more. dial.

1375 Sc. Leg. Saints, Paul/is 1162 J>u wekit spryt, ga
hyne \>c way ! c 1440 York Myst. xxxvi. 272 Lede we her
heyne [rimes pyne, tyne]. c 1460 Towneley Myst. xviii.

216 We haue nede for to go hien [rimes myne, tyne, fyne].
<: 1470 HENRY Wallace x. 514 All the men, hyn till [the]
*>rient. c 1475 Rauf Coihear 49 Hine ouir seuin mylis I

dwell. 1508 DUNBAR Gold. Targe 233 Sudaynly in the space
of a luke, All was hyne went, c 1560 A. SCOTT Poems
(S. T. S.)xvi. 39 All the blythenes, joy, and bliss, The lusty,
wantoun lyfe, I wiss, Of lufe is hyne. 1674-91 RAY N.C.
Words 37 Hine, Hence. Citnib. 1724 RAMSAY Tea-t. Misc.

1733) I. 86 Far hind out o'er the lee. 1813 W. BEATTIE(1
F

. .

ruits Time Parings (1871) 32 Hyne o'er ayont the mill-

stane craigs. 1871 W. ALEXANDER Johnny Gibb ii, They're
maybe hyne awa .

t2. From this world ;
out of this life. (Bait)i)

heir and hyne, both in this world and the next. Obs.
c '375 Sc- Leg. Saints, Syjnon ff Judas xi. 96 Eftyr Ihesu

vpraisit wes fra hyne to hewyne. a 1400-50 Alexander
799 fou must rewle all my realm qwen I am raght hyne.
1560 ROLLAND Crt. I'enus I. 442 God ordanit Infe to be
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baith heir and hine. 1567 Gndt ff Godlie B. (S. T. S.) 235
Confes thy sinnis les and maer, Vntothy God, or thow hyne
wend.

f 3. From this time
; hereafter. Obs. rare.

c 1460 Tcnviicley Myst, xvii. 90 Well is me that I shall
dre Tyll I haue sene hym with myn ee, And no longer
hyne. 1674-91 RAY ,/V. C. Words 37 Hine ofa while ; ere

long.
Hence Hyiieforth, henceforth ; Hynefo'rward,

henceforward (also fra hyne forward") ; Hyne-
ward, hence.
a 1400-50 Ale.vandt-r 734 Hy J>e hyneward. c 1400

MAUNDEV. (Roxb.) xxvi. 125 Fra heyne forward my worde
sail be of als grete strenth..as my swerde. 1434 MJSYN
Mending Life xi. 123 Heynforward, swettist lorde, go not
fro me. 1570 Henry s Wallace i. 19 Hyne furth now
[c 1470 hensfurth] I will my proces hald.

Hyney, hynny, obs. ff. HINNY v. Hyng, -e,
obs. ff. HANG v., HINGE. Hyngel, obs. f. HINGLE.

Hynt, var. KENT v. Obs.

tlynward, obs. form of HINDWARD adv.
c 1440 HYI.TON Scata Pcrf. (W. de W. 1494) i. xiii, Hyn-

warde are all bodely thynges, fforwarde are goostly thynges.

Hyo- vhoii^. [f. Gr. uo- in vo-tibrjs : see HTOID.]
A formative element employed in various modern
scientific terms, chiefly anatomical, referring to the

hyoid bone in connexion with adjoining parts of

the body.
1811 HOOPER Med. Diet., Hyo, names compounded of this

word belong to muscles which originate from, or are
inserted into, or connected with the os kyoides, as tlyo-
glossns, liyo*pharyngeiis, Genio-hyo-glossus, etc.

Hyobra nchial a., pertaining to the hyoid bone
and the branchiae. Hyodont, Hyodo'ntid [Gr.
oSovSj O&OVT- tooth], one of the jfyodontidx or

toothed herrings, a family of fresh-water fishes

having teeth on the hyoid bone, found in the rivers

and lakes of North America. Hyo-epiglo-ttic,
Hy o-epig-lotti dean adjs., connecting the hyoid
bone with the epiglottis. Hyoga'noid, Hy-oga-
noi'dean adjs. [GANOID], belonging to, or charac-

teristic of, the Hyoganoideij a sub-class of ganoid
fishes, having the hyoid apparatus like those of the

teleosts. Hyoglo'ssal, Hyog'lo'ssiaii adjs. [Gr.
y\waaa, tongue], connected with the hyoid bone
and the tongue. || Hyoglo'ssus, a muscle of the

hyoid bone and tongue. Hyome'ntal a. [L. men-
turn chin], pertaining to the hyoid bone together
with the chin.

I| Kyopla'stron [PLASTRON] = H YO-

STEBNAL sb. \ hence Kyopla'stral a.
t belonging

to the hyoplastron. Hyosca pular a., pertaining
to the hyoid bone and the scapula, Hyothyroid
a., pertaining to the hyoid bone and the thyroid car-

tilage; also as sb. =hyothyroid muscle.
1848 *Hyo-brancMal [see HVPOBBANCHIAL]. 1863 Reader

No. 153. 631/3 The hyo-branchial apparatus. 1886 Syd.
Sac. Le.r. t Hyobrancliial cleft^ a cleft or fissure situated
in the embryo of Vertebrata between the hyoid arch in
front and the ., first true branchial arch behind. 1847
CRAIG, *Hyo-epigh(tic. 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex.^ Hyo-epi-
glottic ligament^ extending from the upper border of the

hyoid bone to the epiglottis. 1881 MIVART Cat 230 The
*hyo-epiglotttdean muscles are very small ones. 1886 Syd,
Soc. Lex.) *Hyoglos$al metnbrane t

a fibrous layer, connect-

ing the under surface of the base of the tongue with the body
of the hyoid bone. Ibid^^HyoglossiaJtnen'e^ another term
for the hypoglossal nerve. 1811 HOOPER Med. Diet., *Hy^
glossiis. 1842 E. WILSON Anat. Vade M. 273 The posterior
border ofthe hyo-glos^us muscle. 1872 MIVART Elcm.Anat.
287 The hyo-glossusis a flat muscle, passing from the cornua
of the hyoid upwards to the side of the tongue. 1871 HUX-
LEY Anat. Vert. v. 202 In the Turtle the plastron consists
of nine pieces . . the second, *hyoplastron. 1844 J. G. WIL-
KINSON Swedenborg's Anim. Kingd. II. ii. 40 The *hyo-
thyroid elevates the larynx, and closes the glottis.

HyOCh.olic(hDi|0k7-lik),<z. Chem.
[f.

Gr. vy,uo-
swine + x ^1? ^^e : ^e CHOLIC #.] In hyocholic acid,

formerly a synonym of hyoglyeocholic acid, now
applied to an acid (C 25H 40O4 ) derived from this

by the action of acids and alkalies.

1859 Fownes* Chem, 565 Hyocholic acid contains

Cs4H.(3NOio. 1865-72 WATTS Diet. Chem. III. 234 Hyo-
cholic acid, CasHtyOi, an acid obtained, together with

glycocine, by the action of potash on hyoglyeocholic acid.

1873 RALFK Phys. Chem. 58 Pig's bile contains hyo-cholic
acid, .conjugated with glycocin and taurin.

Hyoglyeocholic (hai^^likok^-lik), a. Chem.

[f.
Gr. u?, uo- pig + y\vfcv$ sweet -f x^^7 bile: see

GLYCOCHOLIC.] In hyoglyeocholic acid, an acid

(C27H I3NO5) which, in the form of a sodium salt,

is the chief constituent in the bile of pigs. Hence
Hyog-lyco-cholate, a salt of this acid.

1865-72 \VATTS Diet. Chem, III. 235 Hyoglycocholic acid
is monobasic, the hyoglycocholates in the dry state contain-

ing C27H 12MNO5 .

Hyoid (hai'oid). a. and sb. Anat. [ad. F. hyo'ide

(i6th c. in Pare), ad. mod.L. hyoides^ Gr. io5^y,
shaped like the letter v

;
barovv io5'y (also

i^rAoetS*'s\ the hyoid bone. Cf. HYO-.]
A. adj. 1. Hyoid bone : the tongue-bone or

os lingua!^ situated between the chin and the thy-
roid cartilage. In man it is a horseshoe-shaped or

U-shaped bone (whence the name) imbedded hori-

zontally in the root of the tongue, with its convexity

HYOSCYAMUS.

pointing forwards, and held in place by several

ligaments.
In most mammals it is comparatively larger than in man,

and is a more complicated and important structure, consist-

ing of several distinct pieces.
1811 HOOPER Med. Diet. 394/2 Hyoid bone. 1830 R.

KNOX Bfalard's Anat. 35 This aperture is. .furnished with
a branchial membrane supported by rays from the hyoid
bone, and an osseous operculum. 1880 M. MACKENZIE Dis.
Throat Sf Nose I. 4 The cornua of the hyoid bone.

2. Pertaining to the hyoid bone.

Hyoid arch, hyoid apparatus, the second visceral arch in

Vertebrates, lying between the hyomandibular and hyo-
branchial clefts.

1842 E. WILSON Anat. Vade M. 271 The Hyoid branch
passes forwards beneath the thyro-hyoideus. 1854 OWEN
Skel.^ Teeth in Circ. Sc., Organ. Nat. I. 185 The hyoid
arch is the chief support of the branchial arches and gills.

1870 ROLLESTON Anim. Life Introd. 71 Fish have no sali-

vary gland, and the tongue is only moveable as a part of
the hyoid apparatus upon which it is carried.

B. sb. 1. The hyoid bone : see A. i.

[1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Hyoides, a Bone at the root
of the Tongue. 1737-41 CHAMBERS CycL s. v., The basis
of the hyoides is about a thumb's breadth long on the
outer side.] 1872 MIVART Elem. Anat. xii. 490 His hyoid
is a small structure with one pair of cornua, instead of
several branchial arches. 1888 ROI.LESTON & JACKSON
Anim. Life 18 The greater cornu of the hyoid.
2. The hyoid artery.
1883 H. Gray's Anat. (ed. 10) 340 The hyoid runs along

the upper border of the hyoid bone, supplying the muscles
attached to it.

Hence Hyoi'dal, Hyoi'dau adjs.
= next.

1852 TH. Ross Humboldfs Trav. II. xvii. 70 The bony
drum of the hyoidal bone of the araguato. 1888 ROI.LESTOM
& JACKSON Anim. Lifeg?, The embryonic hyoidan cartilage.

Kyoidean(h3i|Oi'dz'ian), a. Anat. [f. mod.L.

hyoide-us (f. hyoides, HYOID B) + -AN. F. has

hyoidien,] Of or belonging to the hyoid (bone).
1835-6 TODD CycL Anat. 1.279/2 The hyoidean furrows

being separated at first by the cerebellic protuberance.
1854 OWEN Skel.ff Teetk'm Circ. Sc., Organ. Nat. I. 177
The haemal arch is called the 'hyoidean arch

',
in reference

to its supporting the movements of the tongue. 1888
ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 88 The hyoidean
artery.

Hyomandibular (hai^msendi-bizfla-i), a. and
sb. Anat. [f. HYO- + MANDIBTJLAR.]
A. adj. Pertaining to the hyoid bone and the

mandible or lower jaw.
Hyomandibnlar bone, in fishes, the bone of the suspenso-

rium which articulates with the cranium. Hyomandibular
cartilage, the dorsal segment or the upper end of the hyoid
arch. Hyamandibitlar cleft, the cleft between the mandi-
bular and hyoid arches in the embryo of Vertebrates.

1873 HUXLEY in Encycl. Brit. I. 765/2 A hyomandibular
artery, .appears to represent the remains of the hyoidean
and mandibular aortic arches. 1877 Anat. Int>. Anim.
i. 67 The hyomandibular cleft and its boundary walls. 1888
ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 93 The hyomandibular
and symplectic bones.

B. sb. The hyomandibular bone.

1872 MIVART Elem. Anat. 121 In the last-named group
the lower jaw is suspended from elements of the ear capsule
by a bone called the Hyomandibular. 1878 BELL Gegen-
baur's Cornp. Anat. p. xii, The incus is developed from the

uppermost extremity of the second or hyoid arch, and cor-

responds to the hyomandibular of fishes.

Hyo'meter. [Short for HYETOMETEB.] A rain

gauge. 1886 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Hyon, var. of HYAN.

Hyoscilie (hai'^in). Chem. [Arbitrarily f.

HYOS(CYAMUS) + -INE.] An amorphous alkaloid

isomerous with hyoscyamine. (The name was first

given by Reichardt to a body which proved to be

tropine.)
1872 WATTS Diet. Chem. Suppl. VI. 726 Hyoscine was

obtained as an oily liquid having a strong alkaline reaction.

1897 ALLBUTT Syst. Med. II. 858 The hypodermic injection
of jjc

-

grain of hyoscine has been recommended.
So tHyoscinic (hsi^si'nik) <z.,

in Hyoscinic acid

(C 9H 10O3), Reichardt's name for tropic acid.

II HyOSCyamia^si^ssii^-mia). Chem. [mod.
L., f. as next, with ending of ammonia.'] next.

1823 URE Diet. Chem. {ed. 2) 503/1 Hyosciama [sic], a
new vegetable alkali, extracted . . from the hyosciamus nigra.

1875 H. C. WOOD Therap. (1879) 2^p Hyoscyamia has a
very similar, if not identical, action with atropia.

Hyoscyamine (hai^sDi-amoin). Chem. [f.

next + -INE.] An extremely poisonous alkaloid

(Cj7H 23NO3), obtained from the seeds of Ilyo-

scyantus niger&nA some other Solanaceiv, isomerous
with atropine; used in medicine as a sedative.

1858 HOGG Veg. Kingd. 553 The seeds [of henbane].,
contain an alkaline principle, called hyoscyamine. 1865-^2
WATTS Diet. Chem. III. 236 Hyoscyamine neutralises acids

completely. 1875 Ibid. Suppl.
VII. 664 Hyoscyamine

sulphate, .crystallises over sulphuric acid in radiate groups
of white shining needles.

11 HyoscyamuS (haij^sai-am^s). Bot. [ad. Gr.

voaKvapos (f. vos, gen. of us pig + Kva.fj.os bean), in

Palladius written iusqttiamns , whence JUSQUIAM.]
A genus of plants belonging to the N.O. Solana-

feif ; the British species is Hyoscyamus niger, HEN-
BANE, b. The narcotic extract or tincture of hen-

bane.

[1706 PHILLIPS (ed, Kersey), Hyoscyamos, the Herb Hen-
bane.] 1799 Med. Jml. I. 285 Hyoscyamus boiled in milk,
to be applied to the eyes. 1838 Penny CycL XII. 410/1
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HYOSTERNAL.

Hyoscyamus, when taken by a person in health, produces
disorder of the nervous system. 1878 A. M. HAMILTON
AVrr'. Dis. 203 Hyoscyamus and belladonna also do good

Hyosternal fJi|K5uiiU), " and sb. Anal.

[f.
HYO- + STERNAL.] a. adj. Pertaining to the

hyoid apparatus together with the sternum or

breast-bone, b. sb. The second pair of plates in

the plastron of a turtle, also called the hyoplastron.
1835-6 ToDDCjjr/. Anat. 1.284/1 Two anterior lateral pieces,

the hyosternals. 1839-47 Ibid. III. 838/1 This centra!

piece is bounded, .posteriorly by another pair named the

nyosternal. 1870 ROLLESTOX Anim. Life 28 The hyoslernal

pro-esses are continued.

II Hyosternum (h3i,st5'jn?m). Anat. [f.

HYO- + Spa UNCMJ = HYOSTERXAL sb.

Hyostylic (hai|stai-lik), a. Anat.
[f. HYO-

+ Gr. o-rCA-oj pillar + -1C.] Having the lower jaw
su-pended from the cranium by a hyomandibular
bone (opposed to autostylic and amphistylic, q.v.).
Also said of the lower jaw itself.

1880 GUNTHER Fishes 74 The Ganoid fishes with persistent
notochord. but with a hyostylic .skull. 1888 ROLLESTON &
JACKS >N Anim. Li/eg6 when the lower j.iw is connected to

the cranium solely by a hyomandibular element derived
from the hyoid arch . . it is said to be hyostylic.

Hyp (hip). Also//, hyps, colloq. lObs. [Ab-
breviation of HYPOCHONDRIA. See HIP sb$ and

HtPO.] Usually the hyp, the hyps : hypochondria,
morbid depression of spirits.
c 1705 BERKELEY in Eraser Life (1871) 422 Hyps and such

like unaccountable things. 1711 THORESBY Diary (ed.
Hunter' II. 120 So overrun with the hyps, that he told me
he thought he should not live till night. 1731 SWIFT
Cassintts <y Peter 35 Heav'n send thou hast not got the

hyps ! 1736 GRAY Lett. Wks. 1884 II. 5 If the default of

your spirits and nerves be nothing but the effect of the hyp,
I have no more to say. 1738 SWIFT Pol. Coni/ersat. Introd.

V Some Abbreviations exquisitely refined; as..Hypps, or

Hippo, for Hypichondriacks. 1806-7 J- BERESFORD Mise-
ries Hum. Life (1826; Post. Groans v, An unconquerable
fit of sullenness. indolence, the hyp, or the head-ache. 1825
R. P. WARD Tremaini II. i. 2 Belmont was a melancholy
place, and I was dying there of hyp !

attrib. 1731 Lett.fr. Fog's "jfrnl. (1732 II. 236 As to..

your Hyp-Doctors, .and your Country Parsons, let him
leave all these Fellows to my Management.
Hyp, obs. form of HIP.

Hyp-, the form of Hrpo- used before a vowel :

see the words below.

Hypactic (hipae ktik), a. and sb. Med. [ad.
Gr. iiira/m-os, f. intayiiv to carry off below, f. inr6

HYPO- : + ayitv to lead, carry.] Purgative. Also
asrf. (see quot. 1823).
1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp., Hypactic medicines, a term

used by some authors for cathartic medicines. 1803 CRABB
Tecknol. Diet., Hypactics, medicines which serve to evacu-
ate the faeces. 1886 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

II HypSBSthesia (hipeshf-sia). Path. [mod.L.,
f. HYPO- 4 + Gr. -aiaOijaia, atff&rjcris sensation,

,<3i3THESis.] Diminished capacity for sensation
;

dulled sensitiveness. 1886 in Syd, Soc. Lex.

Hence Hypsesthe sic a., of or belonging to

hypaesthesia.

Hypaethral, -ethral (hip-, hsiprhral), a.

[f.
L hypxthr-us, hypxlhr-os, adj. and sb., ad. Gr.

virat9pos under the sky, in the open air (f. iiiru

HYPO- i + alSrip air, ETHER) + -AL.]
1. Open to the sky ; having no roof.

In its application to buildings adopted from Vitruvius, who
used it to designate a supposed type of Greek temple, in

which the cella was left wholly or partly uncovered.

[1715 LEONI Palladia's Archit. (1742) II. 9 All the space
surrounded by the inner columns was open, whence the

Prospect of such Temples was Hypethros, that is, uncover'd.J

1794 Rudim. Anc. Archit. (ed. 2) 107 The internal colon-
nade to the hypaethral temple is a peristyle. 1845 FORD
Handbk. Spain t. 377/2 The Patio is an hypethral quadri-
lateral oblong of some 120 ft. by 60. 1871 M. COLLINS
Mrg. <$ Mtrck. I. i. i The old Elizabethan house, built as
an hypaethral quadrangle with cloisters, stands on a hill

looking southward, a 1876 Pen Sketches (1879) I- 2^ Th*
builders of Stonehenge. .sought to make their hypaethral
temple sublime in its vastness.

2. Open air. Also as sb. (nonce-use): One who
lives in the open air.

1875 LOWELL Lett. (1894) II. 135 Being much of an
hypaethral, I augured ill from it. 1879 RUSKIN Arrows of
Chnce (1880) I. 246 The Greek and Isti-ian marbles used at
Venice are absolutely defiant of hypzthral influences. 1887
LOWELL Democr. 184 What a hypaethral story it is, how
much of it passes in the open air !

II Hypalgia (hipse-ldgia'. Path. [mod.L.,
f. HYPO- 4 + Gr. -a\yia, &\yos pain ; cf. Gr.

iiwa\y((iv to have a slight pain.] A slight feeling
of pain ; a decrease in pain. Hence Hypa-ljric a.

1855 in MAYNF. Expos. Lex. 1886 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Hypalla ctic, a. rare. [ad. Gr. in.

exchangeable.] Of the nature of hypallage.
1896 F. HALL in Nation (N. Y.) LXU. 342/1 This ex.

pression . . in seemingly hypallactic constructions.

I! Hypallage hipse-lads/, hsip-). Alsofihipal-
lage, hyppalage, (7 hypallagy). [L. hypallage, a.

Gr. tnraA.Ao.7J7 interchange, exchange, f. iiro HYPO-
i + a\\aaaitv (stem a\\ay-} to exchange. Cf. F.

hypallage (i6th c.).]
A fignre of speech in which there is an inter-
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change of two elements of a proposition, the natural
i relations of these being reversed.

Servius, in commenting on Virg. &n. iii. 61, explains
dare classibus austros as a hypallage for dare classes
austris. In Quintilian vvin. vi. 23) the word (written as

Greek) has the sense of METONYMY, and English authors
have sometimes applied it loosely or incorrectly to other
variations from natural forms of expression, esp. to the
transference of attributes from their proper subjects to
others tcf. quot. 1586).

wickedly wounded him. 1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie in.

XV. (Arb.) 183 The Greekes call this figure (Hipallage 1

. -we
in our vulgar may call him the i.vnderchangei but I had
rather haue him called the iChangelmg 1

. 1654 VILVAIN
i Theorem. Thtol. vi. 153 Names of Men may import Men
! of name, sith such Hypallages are usual in Scripture. 1789
MADAN Persius (1795) 66 note, Casaubon. .says that tins is

an Hypallage. 1844 T. MITCHELL Sophocles I. 25 no'.e,

Hypallages of this kind abound in Sophocles. 1874 T. N.
HARPER Peace through Truth Ser. II. I. 44 note, The phrase,
'

you also are become dead to the law ', . . is a hypallage for
' the law has become dead to you '.

Hence Hypa llagize v. intr., to use hypallage.
1896 F. HALL in Nation (N. Y.) LXII. 342/1 Here

Shakespeare hypallagizes.

il Hypanthitun (hipze-nftfm). Hot. [mod.L.,
f. HYPO- 2 + Gr. di 0s flower.] See quots.)
1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Hypanthium, term given by

Link to the inferior part of the calyx. 1866 Treas. Bot.

611/2 Hypanthium, the fleshy enlarged hollow of the end
of a flower stalk. 1880 GRAY Struct. Hot. (ed. 6) 415/2
Hypanthitun, an enlargement or other development of the
torus under the calyx.
Hence Hypa-ntnial a., belonging to or of the

nature of a hypanthium.
1880 GRAY Struct. Bot. (ed. 6) 214 A hypanthium or

hypanthial receptacle is.. a flower-axis or receptacle de-

veloped mainly under the calyx.

_
II Hypapante (hipapae ntj. Gr. Ch. [a. Gr.

tiranoi'Tr), late form of vTravri) a coming to meet.]
i A festival commemorating the meeting of the

infant Jesus and his mother with Simeon and Anna
in the temple.
a 1646 J. GREGORY Posthnma, Episc. Puerorum (1649)

108 The Arabick Translation of this Constitution hath
more Holiedaies than the Original!, and the Hypapante
for one.

Hypapophysis ihipapp-fisis, hsip-). Anat.
PI. -B&a. [T. HYPO- 2 (*) + APOPHYSIS.] An APO-
PHTSIS or spinous process on the lower or ventral

side of a vertebral centrum.
1854 OWEN Site!. # Teeth in Circ. Sc., Organ. Nat. I.

169 The exogenous parts are the. .parapophysis. .the meta-
pophysis. .the hypapophysis. 1873 MIVART Elm. Anat. ii.

42 Processes which appear on the ventral aspect of the cen-
trum in many animals, and which are termed hypapophyses.
Hence Hypapophysial a., of or pertaining to a

hypapophysis.
1854 OWEN Skel. fy Teeth in Circ. Sc., Organ. Nat. 1. 197

The hypapophysial part
of the atlas. 1886 Syd, Soc. Lex.,

Hypapophysial arch, a bony ring on the under surface of
the vertebrae of some animals, constituted by the junction of
two hypapophyses.

Hypargyrite(hipa-jd3irait). Min. [f. HYPO- 4
+ ARQYRITE (f. Gr. apyvpos silver).] A silver ore, a

massive variety of MIAKGYRITE, from Clansthal in

the Harz Mountains.
1868 DANA Min. (ed. 51 89.

Hyparterial (-aJti'-rial), a. Anat. [f. HYP(O-
2 + ARTERIAL.] Situated or lying beneath the

'artery' or trachea.
In mod. Diets.

Jl Hyparxis (hipa-jlcsis). Philos. rare. [a. Gr.

virapfis existence, subsistence, f. {nrapxHr to begin
to be, to exist, f. iir<! HYPO- I + d/>x"' to begin.]

Being, essence.

1793 T. TAYLOR Proclus II. 361 Every thing subsists in its

own order, according to hyparxis. 1797 in Monthly Mag.
III. 511 They consider ideas, at one time, as the conceptions
of the father; at another., as the exempt hyparxes .or

summits) of beings.

Hypaspist (hipse'spist, hsip-). Gr.Antiq. [ad.
Gr. uirao-mo-TJjj shield-bearer, f. tiro HYPO- I + aawls

shield.] A shield-bearer ; one of a distinguished

body of troops (to which the foot-gnards belonged)
in the Macedonian army.
a i87 W. MITFORD cited in Webster (1828). 1839 THIRL-

WALL Greece VI. 313 The king himself went up with 500 of
the hypaspists to view the place. 1855 GROTE Greece n. xcii.

XII. 82 Another description of infantry organized by Philip
called the Hypaspists shield bearers or Guards ; originally
few in number and employed for personal defence of the

prince. Ibid. 83 The hypaspists are used also for assault of
walled places, and for rapid night marches.

II Hypate(M-patf). Atu. Gr. Music. \L.hypate,
a. Gr. vrraTT] (sc. xpty CHORD) uppermost string,
fern, of unarm uppermost, last. Cf. F. hypatc.]
The name of the lowest tone in the lowest two
tetrachords of ancient Greek music.
1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 1254 It appeareth also

manifestly, by the Hypates, that it was not for ignorance that
in the Dorian tunes they forbade this Tetrachord. 1660
STANLEY Hist. Philos. ix. (1701) 386/1 The gravest sound
in the diapason concord, is called Hypate ; because vvaTor
sienifieth highest.

Hypaxial (hipoe-ksial, hoip-), a. Compar. Anat.

HYPER-.

[f. HYPO- 2 + Axi-s + -AL
;

cf. AXIAL.] Lying
beneath, or on the ventral side of, the vertebral axis.

1872 MIVART Ehin. Anat. 221 Hypaxial processes may
also lie developed beneath vertebra to which complete
paraxial arches are annexed . in the thoracic region of many
birds. 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex., Ilypaxial arch, the arch of
bone formed by the hasmapophyses of a vertebra.

Hyp'd, obs. form of HYPPED.

Hype, obs. form of HIP s&.>

Hypeeacuana, obs. form of IPECACTANHA.
t Hype'nemy. Obs. ran. [ad. L. hypetie-
mium (ei'itm), a. Gr. \nrr]vi\iiov (ta&v) wind-egg,
f. tiro beneath + apf/zos wind. Also used in L.

form.] A wind-egg.
[1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. iv. vi. 194 Such as are

addled swim, as do also those which are tearmed hypenemia
or wind-egges.] 1668 H. MORE Dili. Dial. Schol.(i7i3) 571
Provided that it be not a Hypenemyor Wind Egg.
So Hypene mious n. [Gr. i-nrit>f/jios], full of

wind, windy; said of an egg.
1855 in MAYNF. Expos. Lex. 1886 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Hyper (h.-yipoi), humorous or colloquial ab-
breviation (a) uihypercritic, (6) oihyper-Calvinist.
1689 PRIOR Ep. to F. Shrphard 168 Criticks I read on

other Men, And Hypers upon them again. 1856 STURGEON
New Park St. Pulpit No. 102 We are called Antinomians ;

we are cried down as hypers. 1863 CATER Punch in

Pulpit xi. (ed. 3) no. I call you, then, Mr. Hyper, not for

the sake of giving you a nickname, but for the sake of

distinguishing you from other religionists to whom you do
not belong .. It is the well-known designation of those who
go bcyomi Calvin.

Hyper- (hsipsj), prefix, repr. Gr. vitip- (iiitip

\ prep, and adv.,
'

over, beyond, over much, above
i measure '] ; in Gr. combined adverbially with verbs,

!
in the local sense '

over, above, beyond ', as {imp-
j Baivtiv to step over, overstep, cross, vtttpflaK\({v

j

to throw over or beyond ;
and hence in the adjec-

. lives and substantives thence derived, as vw(p0ar6s
going across, transposed (cf. HYPEBBATON), v*if-
0oA^ a throwing over or beyond, overshooting,
excess, extravagance, HTPERBOLE, intipDoKmus
HYPERBOLIC. Also with adjectives formed on sub-
stantive stems, implying that the thing or quality is

present over or beyond the ordinary degree, as vnip-
00/xos over-daring, high-spirited, {nripHtos of over-

I whelming might ; and later with ordinary adjectives
with the sense 'exceedingly', as vnipucfta im-

mensely great, vwepxaXos exceedingly beautiful. In
this sense also sometimes with verbs, as vtrtpayairav
to love exceedingly, lirepcxSaipfiv to hate exceed-

ingly. Also combined prepositionally with sbs.,

forming adjs. with the sense of lying or going
beyond, surpassing, as vvepf)6p(os that is beyond
the north wind, HYPERBOREAN, iinepupios lying over
the frontier, {nripovpaviot that is above the heavens,
vwipffos more than divine, iiripufrpos going beyond
measure (or metre) j whence also with sbs. from

adjs., as vnipSvptov the lintel of a door, iip/rpia
a passing all measure.

Comparatively few of these have come down or

been adopted in English, hy'perbole, hyperborean,
with their derivatives, being the chief ; but from
the i yth century hyper- has been extensively used,
more or less on Greek analogies, in the formation
of new compounds, and has even become a kind of

living element, freely prefixed to adjectives and
i substantives, as in groups I and 4 below.

I. Formations in which, as in HYPERBOREAN,
the prefix has the prepositional force of 'over,

I beyond, or above' (what is denoted by the second

element).
1. General formations : a. adjectives, as hyper-

-angelical, -archieological, -archiefiscopal, -bar-

barous, -constitutional, -creatiirely, -diabolical,

-equatorial, -magical, -magnetic, -miraculous, -pa-

thetic, -prophetical, -stoic, see also hyperethical,

hyperrational, etc., below. b. Rarely in sub-

stantives '^except abstracts from the adjs.), and
verbs

; e.g. hypergoddess, hyperdeify : see below.

1650 R. CELL Serin. 27 The divine, intellectual, "hyper-
angelical world. 1883 H. GOODWIN in Trans. Cuittbld. <J-

Westmld. Archseol. Soc. VI. 234 A "hyper-archaeological
chapter in the history of the world. 1657 J . GOODWIN Triers
Tried 25 Authority . . not so *hyper-archepiscopall, so super-

metropolitan. 1831 T. L. PEACOCK Crotchet Castle it.

(18871 27 A *hyperbarbarous technology, that no Athenian
ear could have borne. 1827 HALLAM Const. Hist. (1876)
III. xiv. 98 A kind of paramount, and what I may call

"hyper-constitutional law. 1856 R. A. VAUGHAN Mystics
(1860) I. loo Virtues which are unhuman, anti-terrestrial,

"hypercreaturely forgive the word. 1641 J. JACKSON True

Evan/*-. T. lit. 199 A hyperbolicall, diabolicafi, nay "hyper-
diabolical! plot. i8ao SHEI.LF.Y Witch All. Introd. vi,

Scorched by Hell's "hvperequatorial climate. 1837 CARLYLE
Diant. Neckl. xiv. Misc. Ess. 1872 V. 184 Such a "Hyper-
magical is this our poor old Real world. 1680 R. FLEMING
1-iilfill. Script. (1801) II. iii. 179 By a touch of this *hyper-

magnetic power. l8j6 SOUTHEY Yind. Eccl. Angl. 483

'ITiough introduced ..by such "hyper-miraculous miracles.

1866 Land. Rev. 15 Sept. 288/2 That which is "hyper-
pathetic, which is really too deep for tears. 1613 JACKSON
Creed Ii. xxii. 5 4 His [Christ's] "hyperpropheticall spirit.



HYPER-.

1817 COLKRIDGE Bu\t^. Lit, I. ix. 48 A crude egoismus,
a boastful and *hyperstojc hostility to nature. 1870 Temple
Bar Mag. Mar. 41 Listening to that *hypertcrreitrial

singing.

2. Mus. a. In the names of the musical modes

hyperxolian, -dorian^ -ionian, -lydian, -mixo-

lydian, -phrygian, denoting either (a] the acute

modes iu ancient Greek music, which began at

a definite interval above the ordinary Eolian,
Dorian^ etc., or (/) the ' authentic' modes in

mediaeval music (the same as ^olian, Dorian,
etc.) as contrasted with the 'plagal' modes hypo-
aeolian, -dorian, etc. b. Also formerly in names
of intervals measured upwards, as hyperdiapason,

hyperdiapentc, hyperdiatessaron, hyperditonc (see

DIAPASON, etc.)- (Cf. HYPO- 3.)

1760 STILES Anc. Greek Music in rhil. Trans. LI. 713.
Ibid. 722 They placed the Hypermixolydlan at a diapason
from the Hypodorian, towards the acute, giving it that
denomination from its position above the Mixolydian.
1867 MACFAKREN Harmony i. 14 The fourth mode Ambrose
selected is the Hyper-Lydian sometimes called Mixo-

Lydian. 1873 H. C. BANISTER Tc:>,t-bk. Mus. 31 The
authentic modes were also called Hyper-Ionian, Hyper-
Dorian, etc.

3. In various terms of modern Mathematics, as

kypcrconic* kypercycle^ etc. (see below) ; esp. in

adjectives applied to functions, etc., related to or

resembling those denoted by the simple adjectives,
but involving some extension or complication, as

hyper-complex, -elliptict -geometric (-ical\ -jaco-

bian, -spherical. See also HYPERDETEKMINANT.
1816 tr. Lacrolx's Dijf. ff Int: Calculus 574 These series,

in which the number of factors increases from term to term,
have been designated by Euler..hypergeornetrical series.

1881 A ttttmeum 22 Jan . 136/1
' On the Periodicity of Hyper-

elliptic Integrals of the First Class', by Mr. W. R. W.
Roberts. lbid.

t
The Differential Equation which is satis-

fied by the Hypergeometric Series. 1893 FORSYTH Tke.
Functions 32 The hypergeometric series, together with
all its derivatives, is holoniorphic within a circle of radius

unity and centre the origin.

II. Formations in which, as in HYPERCRITICAL,
HYPERCIUTIC, the prefix has the adverbial sense of

'over much, to excess, exceedingly*.
4. General formations, comprising adjectives (with

their adverbs), substantives, and (a few) verbs;
often corresponding to one another in meaning.

a. adjectives (with corresponding adverbs): as

hyperoccurate, ~acidj -active, -acute, -brutal^ -carnal,

-classical, -composite, -confident', -conscientious, -ele-

gant, -excursive, -fastidious, -grammatical, -hilari-

ous, -idealistic, -latinistic, -logical, -lustrous, -meta-

phorical^ -metaphysical, -modest, -moral, -mystical,
-neurotic% -ohtrusive, -orthodox, -ridiculous, -saintly,

-sceptical, -sentimental, -speculative, -superlative,

-torrid, -tragical, -transcendent, -tropical, -wrought,
etc. b. substantives, as hyperacidity, -activity,

-acuteness, -civilization, -climax, -conformist, -con-

scientiousness, -conservatism, -division, -exaltation,

-excitability, -federalist, -hypocrisy, -orthodoxy,

-panegyric, -paroxysm, -pietist, -plagiarism, -ritual-

ism, -scrupulosity, -sensibility, -subtlety, -vitaliza-

tion, etc. c. verbs, as hyperemphasize, -realize,

-vitalize,

1893 SIR R. BALL / High Heav. iii. 60 The reader must
not think that I am attempting to be *

hyper-accurate in this

definition of the North Pole. 1897 ALLBCTT Syst. Med.
III. 525 A *hyperacid gastric juice is secreted. Ibid, II.

915 This [grinding] pain I believe to be due to """hyperacidity.

1867 ANSTIE in Bienn. Retrosp. New Syd. Soc. 89 The. .

*hyperactive condition of the brain in acute mania. 1888

Medical News 2 June 608 Organs.. in a state of *hyper-
activity. 1888 F. WINTERTON in Mind July 389 Subtlety
and *hyperacuteness were the bane of Scholasticism. 1890
CA. Times 17 Jan. 56/3 The *hyper-carnal views which

predominated prior to the Reformation. 1844 Eraser's

Mag. XXIX. 52 The conventional trammels of *hyper-
civilisation. Ibid. 55 The *hyper-classical may dispute as

they will. 1817 COLERIDGE Biog. Lit, (1882) xxii. 212 His

feelings are alternately startled by anticlimax and *hyper-
climax. 1894 IVestm. Gaz. 10 Jan. 3/2 The *hyper-confi-
dent tone in which the gentlemen referred to presume to

lecture the executive. 1702 THORESBY Diary (ed. Hunter)
I. 259 For fear the. ,*Hyperconformists should, .prevail

against the Bishops themselves and the moderate party.

1845 O. BROWNSON \Vks. VI. 369 It seems that the sin of

Rome is *hyperconservatism. 1838 Biackw. Mag. XI, III.

.893

and dress of all the leading men of the day. x88a Traits.

Victoria Inst. 177 A *hyper-exaltation of the tree of know-

ledge above the tree of life. 1875 H. C. WOOD T/u-raf>.

(1879) 167 A stage of muscular *hyper-excitability. 1849
POE Marginalia Wks. 1864 III. 538 The harum-scarum,
*hyperexcursive mannerism. 1807 J. ADAMS Wks. (1854)
IX. 592 The-.tories, and *hyperfederalists will rebellow

their execrations against me. 1834 GEN. P. THOMPSON
fc. (1842) III. 80 A few quakerly or*hypergrammatical

hypocr__ rf
. _

idealistic speculations of . . Ibsen. 1819 COLERIDGE in

Blacfav. Mag. VI. 197 [Sir Thos. Browne is] often truly

great and magnificent in his style and diction, though,
. .too often big, stiff, and *hyperlatinistic. 1883 Edin. Rev.

Jan. 27 The *hyperlogical cerements that held his mind in
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bondage. 1831 CARLYLE Sart. Res. in. xii, This piebald, en-

tangled, 'hyper-metaphorical style ofwriting. 1668 H. MORE
in-.', ntul. II. 465 This is *Hypermetaphysical. .very highly
ttirgent and mysterious, 1886 Sat. Rev. 25 Dec. 848/1
*Hypermystical solutions are avoided. 1829 E. H. BAHKT.K
f\irriaita II. 101 note, This *hyper-orthodox and ultra-

Tory divine. 1800 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Mag. X.
.;I9 Another fault or misfortune of Klopstock, is his

*hyperorthodoxy. 1877 DAWSON Orig. World vi. 135 A
, piece of pedantic hyperorthodoxy. 1859 LYELL in Life

II. 185 There was no "hyperpanegyric. 1801 W. TAYLOK
in Monthly Mag. XII. 224 Sneezing indicates over-action",

super-irritation, *hyper-paroxysm. 1804 Sot. i ntv in Am:.
Rev. II. 548 The whole volume is made up of these *hyper-
plagiarisms, where the theft is not more daring. 1873 I-'.

HALL >Mod. Eng. 39 Masters of 'hyperpolysyllabic sesqtii.

pedalianism. 1892 Temple Bat- Mag. June 149 The burgo-
masteress. .*hyper-realised, perhaps, how much Elias was
to blame. 1859 I. TAYI.OK Logic in Tlical. 224 The *hyper-
reverential regard. 1882 T. MOZLI.Y Keinin. 1. \liv, There
is not the slightest . . palliation of my little piece of 'hyper-
ritualism. 1874 FARKAK Christ (ed. 2) II. xliv. 117 note,
The cold "hyper-saintly ones might say.. surely she might
wait yet one day longer ! 1638 QULLINGW. AY/4% P>ot. I.

u. 38. 357 If you will be so *hyperscepticall as to per-
; swade me, that I am not sure that I doe beleeve all this.

1881 BLACKIE Lay Serin, i.v. 312 The *hyperscrupulosity of
i
a verbal conscience. 1883 F. M. CRAWFORD Dr. Claudius
iii, The blandishments and caressing *hypersensualism of
Delmonico. 1868 MRS.WHITNEY P. Strongvn, 'One less

j

little life in the world', said I, "hyrjersentimentally. 1859
DARWlNin/.i/ir,y/,/Mi887) II. 144'1'he "hyperspcculative

i points we have been discussing. 1877 BLACK Green fast.

xiv, "Hyper-subtleties
of fancy. 1663 COWLEY I'ersfs

<fr

Ess., Liberty ( 1669) 83 If the person be Pan huper scbastus,
there's a *Hupersuperlative ceremony then of conducting
him to the bottome of the stairs. 1823 SOUTHEY in Q. Rev.
XXXII.

37_a
Souls in Purgatory,and even beyond it, in the

"hyper-torrid Zone of the spiritual world. 1800 W. TAYLOR
in Monthly Mag. X. 502/1 The two devils.. rant and roar
somewhat *hypertraglcally. 1877 E. CAIRO Pliilas. Kant
vi. 117 Such *hyper-tr;mscendent conceptions. 1885 L.
OLIPHANT Symfiuumata 210 In this struggle for a curative

*hypervitahsation. Ibid., Those "hypervilalised vegetable
and mineral substances. 1859 I. TAYLOR Logic itt Theot.

319 A "hyper-wrought theology.
5. Specific and technical terms, esp. of Pathology
and Physiology, as hyperacitity, hyperalbumi-
nosis, etc. : see below. Also HYFEBJSMIA, etc.

III. 6. Formations in which hyper- qualifies
the second element adverbially or attributively,

signifying that this is itself the higher in position
of two or more, or the highest in serial order or

degree; as in HYPERAPOPHTSIS, HYPERCOHACOID,
hyperhypostasis.

7. In Chemistry, hyper- denotes the highest in a

series of oxygen compounds (cf. HYPO- 5), e.g. hy-

perchloric, hyperiodic, hyperoxide ; but this is now
more commonly expressed by PER-.

1795 PEARSON in Phil. Trans. LXXXV. 341 It may be

called, according to the new nomenclature, nyper-carburet
of iron. 1842 PARNELL Cltem. Anal. (1845) 303 Treat the
residue with alcohol, by which hyperchlorate of soda and
the excess of hypercblorate of barytes are dissolved. 1855
MAYNE Expos. Lex., Hypercarbonates, a former term for

the salts now called Bicarbonate*. Ibid., Hypersulphuret.

IV. The more important words belonging to

all these groups appear in their alphabetical order

as main words ; others of less importance or less

frequent use, and mostly of recent introduction,
follow here. (For most of these no statement of

derivation is needed, as they are simply formed

by prefixing hyper- to another word, the etymology
of which will be found in its place : e. g. hyper-

acuity, f. hyper- -\- ACUITY, q.v.)

Hyperacu'ity, excessive or morbid acuteness (of
the bodily senses). || Hyperaltramino sis Path.,
excess of albumen in the blood. ]| Hyperalgesia
(-acld^f'sia), || Hyperalgla (-s'ldjia) Path. [Gr.

inrtpaKfi-Hv to be pained exceedingly, -0X710,
oVvos pain], excessive sensitiveness to painful im-

pressions; hence Kyperalgesic (-xld^e'sik ) a.,

pertaining to or affected with hyperalgesia.
Hypera narchy, a condition beyond or worse than

anarchy. Hyperapliic (-arfik) a. Path. [Gr. dcp-r;

touch], excessively sensitive to touch (Mayne,
1855). HyperarchyfGr.dpxr), -apx(aru 'e]i ex cess

of government. Hyperasthe jiia, -a'Stlieny /'<;///.

[ASTHENIA] : see quot. Hyperbrachycephalic
(-brse'kisj'fe'lik) a. Cranial., extremely brachy-

cephalic ; applied to a skull of which the cranial

index is over 85 ;
so Hyperbrachycephaly

(-braekise'fali), the condition of being hyperbra-

chycephalic. Hyperbra nchial a. Zool., situated

above the gills or branchiae. || Hyperca rdia
Path. [Gr. *ap5io heart], hypertrophy of the

heart (Sytl. Soc. Lex. 1886). Hyperchromatism
(-krJu'matiz'm), abnormally intense coloration.

Hyperchro'matopsy (see quot., and chroma-

topsy s.v. CHROMATO-). Hyperco'nic a. Geom.,

relating to the intersection of two conicoids or Mir-

faces of the second order. Hyperco'smic a., above

the world, supramundane. Hypercycle Geom.

[a. F. hypercycle\, name given by Laguerre to a

class of curves comprising the hypocycloid with

HYPER-.

[

four cusps, the parabola, the anticaustics of the

:' parabola, etc. (1883 Camples Remius XCIV. 778,

etc.). t Hyperde'ify v. trans., to exalt above God.

Hyperdistri'butive a., distributive in relation to

more than one variable (see DISTRIBUTIVE a. 6) ;

sl>. a hyperdistributive function. Hyperdyna'mic
a.,excessively violent or excited, as the vital powers
in certain morbid conditions (Mayne, 1855). || Hy-
peremesis (-e'mesis) Path., excessive vomiting ;

so Hyperemetic (-ime'tik) a., pertaining to or

affected with hyperemesis (Mayne, 1855). Hyper-
e thical a., beyond the sphere of ethics.

|| Hyper-
genesis (-djje'nesis), excessive production or

growth; so Hypergenetic (-dgene'tik) a., per-

taining to or characterized by hypergenesis (Mayne,
1855). Hypergo ddess, a being of higher rank
than a goddess, a supreme goddess. Hyper-
hidro'sis, -idrosis (erron. -hydrosis} Path., ex-

cessive sweating. Hyperhypo stasis : see quot.
t Hyperhypsi'stous a. [Gr. vifnar-os highest],
exalted above the highest. Hyperidea tion, ex-

cessive flow of ideas, extreme mental activity, or

restlessness.
|| Hyperkiuesis (-ksinf'sis) [Gr.

rivr/ais movementj, abnormal amount of muscular

movement, spasmodic action ; so Hyperkinetlc
(-kaine'tik) a., pertaining to or affected with

hyperkinesis. Hypermedica'tion, excessive use

of medicines. Hypermue'sia [Gr. /tvrjois remem-

brance], unusual power of memory. Hyper-
natviral a., beyond what is natural (in quot. as

st>.}. t Hyperue'phelist [Gr. iiir<pvi<!>(\-os above
the clouds, vpf\ri cloud], one who goes above the

clouds. Hyperno'mian a. [Gr. irnipvon-o! trans-

gressing the law, v6/ios law], above or beyond the

scope of law. Hyperno te.an additional or supple-

mentary note. Hypernutri'tion, excessive nutri-

tion : = HYPERTROPHY. Hyperorga'nic a., beyond
or independent of the organism. Hyperorthogna-
thic (-<7.i)>0gnce-J)ik) a. Cranial., excessively ortho-

gnathic ; applied to a skull in which the cranial

index is over 91 ; so Kyperorthognathy (-ptfp-

gnabi), the condition of being hyperorthognathic.
Hyperpharyngeal a. Zool., situated above the

pharynx. || Hyperphasia (-fc''zia) Path. [Gr.

ipaats speaking ;
after aphasia], excessive talking

occasioned by a want of control over the vocal

organs, due to cerebral affection (.Syd. Soc. Lex.

1886) ; hence Hyperphasic (-fse'zik) a., affected

withhyperphasia. Hyperpheno meiial .
, superior

to what is phenomenal, noumenal. Hyperpy-
retic (-psire'tik) a. Path. [Gr. jrvpcriis fever],

pertaining to or affected with
jj Hyperpyre'xia, a

high or excessive degree of fever ; whence Hyper-
pyre-xial, Hyperpyre'xic adjs.

= hyperpyrelic.

Hyperra tional a., above or beyond the scope of

reason. Hyper-re'sonance, excessive resonance

of a part of the body on percussion ; so Hyper-
re'sonant a. Hyperrhythmical a., additional

to the rhythm, hypermetrical. || Hypersarcoma,
Hypersarco'sis Path., proud or fungous flesh.

Hypersecre tion, excessive secretion. Hyper-
se'nsitive a., excessively sensitive, over-sensitive ;

hence Hyperse nsitivenen. Hyperse usual a.,

above or beyond the scope of the senses, super-
sensuous. Hyperspace Geom., space of more
than three dimensions. Hypersperma tic a. [Gr.

ffirep^a seed], characterized by excess of semen.

Hyperthe rmal, Hyperthe rmic, a. [Gr. Sipnoi

hot, THERMAL] characterized by excess of heat,
of very high temperature. II Hypertrichosis
(-trikffi'sis) [Gr. rpixaais growth of hair, f. rpt^-,

Opi( hair], excessive growth of hair, locally or over

the body generally. Hypertridlme nsional a.

Geom., of or relating to more than three dimensions.

Hypertypio, -ical a., surpassing what is typical.

Hyperura'nian a. [Gr. inrtpovpavi-os], lying above

the heavens, super-celestial. Hyperure-sis [Gr.

ovpijciis urination], excessive discharge of urine.

Hyperva'scnlar a., vascular to an abnormal

degree ; hence Hypervaicula rity, hypervascular
condition or quality.
1887 F. W. H. MYERS in Mind Jan. 154 Hypnotic *hyper-

acuity of vision. 1866-80 A. FI.INT Princ. Mea. (ed. 5) 67
We know nothing of absolute *hyperalbuminosis as a morbid
state of the blood. 1876 BARTHOLOW Mat. Med. (1879) 225
Lead may cause that condition of hyperalbuminosis which
eventuates in albuminous urine. 1896 ALLBUTT Syst. Med.
\. 665 Cutaneous ^hyperalgesia is common. 1886 Syd. Soc.

Lex.,
*
Hyperaleia. i8o6W. TAYLOR in Ann. Rev. IV. 253

If Adam Smith s system tends somewhat to anarchy, Sir

James Steuart's tends surely to *hyperanarchy. 1797 in

Monthly Rev. XXIV. 532 *Hyperarchy, or excessive govern-
ment, has ruined more empires than anarchy, or deficient

government.
1855 MAYNE,

*
Hyperasthenia, excessive de-

ility : *hyperastheny. 1849-52 TODD Cyct.Anat. IV. 1462/1
The characteristic of 'Hyperchromatopsy is that ofattaching
colours . . to . . objects which have no pretensions to them.
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HYPERJEMIA.

1877 BOOTH New Geom. Mtth. II. 2 To these curves may
be given the appropriate name of "Hypersonic sections.

1877 BLACKIE Wise Men 339 Until they climb To *hyper-
cosmic fields. 1663 Aron-biwi. 76 They do *Hypw-deifie
it, advance it above God. 1855 MAYNE Expos. /,t-.r., *Hy-
percmcsis. 1875 H. C. WOOD Tlu'rap. (1879) 429 Hyper-
emesis may. . be divided into, .such as is due to overdoses of

depressing centric emetics ; . . such as arises from irritation of
the stomach. 1882 J. MARTINEAU Study S#itn>~a 289 The
boundary between the ethical and the *hyper-ethical. 1855
MAVNL Expos. Lex.

, *llypeygenesis^ ., a congenital excess
or redundancy of parts. 1878 T. BRYANT Pract. Sitrg. I.

559 The hypergenesis of the pulp [of a tooth]. 1847 GROTE
Greece ii. xxxii. IV. 264 These supreme goddesses [the

MoerasJ or *hyper-goddesses, since the gods themselves
must submit to them. 1854-67 C. A. HARRIS Diet. Met/.

Terminol., *Hyperhidrosis. 1876 DUHRING Dis. Skin 125

Hyperidrosisisafunctional disorder ofthe sweat glands. 1874
MIVART Evolution in Contemp. Rw. Oct. 788 As if the term

*hyperhypostasis was not a familiar one to denote the abso-
lute personality as distinguished from every dependent one.
1680 Counterplots 26 The Angels in their exalted nature,
have they knees for this *hyperhypsistous Immanuel 1 1855
MAYNE Expos. Le.r.,

*
Hypercinesis. 1878 A. M. HAMILTON

Nerv. Dis. 103 There is hyperkinesis, there being a tendency
to muscular spasm. 1880 Mind V. 385 Hyperkinesis or super-
abundant vivacity ofmovement. x88atr. Kibot'sDis, Memory
iv. 174 Is this exaltation of memory, which

physicians
term

*kypermnesi,i, a morbid phenomenon ? 1854 S. PHILLIPS Ess.

/r. Times Ser. 11. 324 There is Heep, articled clerk . . him, too,
we are inclined to put in the category ofthe "hypernaturals.

>sf. Prol., What-1708 MOTTBUX Rabelais, Pantagr. Prog

as well as fact 1758 Monthly Rev. 153 Notes which refer

again to other notes, and *hypernotes or further quotations.
1883 G. H. TAYLOR Pelvic Tkerap. 128 *Hypernutrition of
nerve centres. 1841-2 SIR W. HAMILTON in Reid's Wks.

pharyngeal groove of Amphioxus. i88a A. C. FRASER in

Encycl. Brit. XIV. 761/1 The *hyperphen omenal reality of
our own existence. 1876 tr. Wagner's Gen. PathoL 614
*Hyperpyretic temperatures are such as considerably exceed
even the high-febrile. 1866-80 A. FLINT Prime. Med. (ed. 5)

190 *Hyperpyrexia .. is to be combated by the cold bath or

by sponging the surface of the body. 1875 H. C. WOOD
Therap. (1879) ^54 Good effects of the sudden withdrawal
of heat in rheumatic hyperpyrexia. 1896 ALLBUTT Syst.
Med. I. 500 *Hyperpyrexial symptoms. 1897 Ibid. III. 25
*Hyperpyrexic symptoms commenced on the seventh, eighth
or ninth day. 1839 I. TAYLOR Enthus. ii. (1867) 27 The
man of imaginative or *hyper-rational piety. 1879 St.

George's Hasp. Rep. IX, 246 Acute pain in right chest..

*Hyiper-resonance on percussion, tbid.^ Upper two-thirds
of right side of chest still

*
hyper-resonant. 1774 MITFORD

Ess. Harmony Lang. 203 Mr. Addison's periods mostly end
withthe*hypeirhythmical syllable. 1811 HOOPER Med. Lex.,
*Hypersarcoma. .A fleshy excrescence. 1847 CRAIG, Hyper-
sarcotna, exuberant growth of granulations on a sore. 1706
PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), *Hypersarcosis t

a preternatural Ex-
crescence, or growing out of Flesh in any part of the Body.
1864 W. T. Fox Skin Dis. 71 *Hypersecretion. 1876 GROSS
Dis. Bladder 44 Hypersecution of mucus and pus. 1871
Miss BRADDON Lovels ix. 170 Apt to be *hypersensitive, and
easily disturbed about trifles. 1897 ALLBUTT Syst. Med. III.
in In this condition the reflex apparatus of the glottis is

so hypersensitive. 1876 GEO. ELIOT Dan. Der. xxxvii, As
private as the utmost *hypersensitiveness could desire. 1867
CAYLEY in Math. Pap. (1893) VI. 191 The quasi-geometrical
representation of conditions by means of loci in *hyper-space.
1893 Academy 21 Oct. 345/3 Sometimes called pan-geo-
metry, sometimes thegeometry of hyper-space, and sometimes
non- Euclidian geometry. 1811 W. TAYLOR in Monthly Rev.
LXV. 9 Men., in the *hyperspermatic state are very subject
to mental hallucination. 1886 Syd, Soc. Le.r., *Hypcr-
thermal, of an insupportable heat. 1896 ALLBUTT Syst.
Med. I. 154 The '"hyperthermic

'

state produced by punc-
ture [of the brain] is found to differ from true febrile pyrexia.
1880 Mature 4 Mar. 424 Instances of *hypertrichosis in

woman. 1875 CAYLEY in Phil. Trans. CLXV. 675 The
language of *hypertridimensional geometry. 1886 W. H.
FLOWER in Pop. Sci. Monthly Jan. 318 [Oceanic negroes] are

represented, in what may be called a *hypertypical form,
by the extremely dolichocephalic Kai Colos. 1883 SYMONDS
Shafts. Predecess. xv. 614 The poet moves in a *hyperuranian
region. 1813 Q. Rev. IX. 470 Where there is *hyperuresis,
he forbids fruit. 1876 Trans. Clin. Soc. IX. 49 The dura
mater was not especially *hyper-vascular. Ibid. 50 There
was .. an outgrowth of cerebral substance .. it presented
marked "'hyper-vascularity.

11 Hjrpersemia (hdpon-mia). Path. Also
-haemia, -emia. [mod.L., f. HYPEK- 5 4- Gr.

-GU/UCX (cf. anxrnia, etc.), f. afya blood. Cf. Gr.

virtpcupo-ftv to have excess of blood.] An ex-

cessive accumulation of blood in a particular part,

arising either from increased flow through the

arteries (active or arterial h.} or from obstruction

in a vein (passive or venous h.*} congestion.
1836 9 TODD Cycl. Anat. II. 826/2 Hypera^mia of one

organ may give rise to anaemia of another. 1876 DUHRINI;
Dis. Skin 64 Cutaneous hyperaemia consists in an ex-
cessive amount of blood in the capillaries of the skin. 1878
FOSTER Pkys. ni. v. 3. 487 Due to a one-sided hyperhasmia
of the spinal cord.

Hence Hyperamic, -emic (haiparrmik) a.
t of,

pertaining to, or affected with hyperEemia.
'839-47 TODD Cycl. Anat. III. 62/2 The fiones..were in an

hyperaemic condition. 1897 ALLBUTT 5>*/. Med. III. 424 The
mucous coat [of the stomach] is most frequently hyperaemic.
Hyperseolian, a. Anc. Mus.i see HYPEK- 2.

II Hyperasthesia (-es-, -j>rsia). [mod.L.,
f. HYPEB- 5 + Gr. -ataOijaia, aiaOyais perception,
feeling.] Path. Excessive and morbid sensitive-
ness of the nerves or nerve-centres.
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1849-52 TOUD CycL Anat. IV. 1184/2 In a case of Hy-
peraesthesia . . the patient could perceive the distinctness of
the two points on the foot. 1880 M. MACKENZIE Vis.

Throat $ Nose I. 415 Hysterical persons, suffering from

hyperaesthesia or paraesthesia of the larynx, often erro-

neously fancy that something is sticking in the part.

b. transf. Excessive sensibility or sensitiveness

(in general).
1865 LECKV Ration. II. 103 note, In sleep, hyperse*thesia

of the memory is very common. 1866 ALGER So/if. Xaf. -y

Mun iv. 264 He suffered dreadfully from what may he
called social hypera;sthesia, a morbid over-feeling of the

relations between himself and others.

Hypereesthe*sic, bad form for next.
1888 Amer. Jml. Psyckol. Feb. 339 Hyperaesthesic states.

Hypersesthetic (-es-, -isfe-tik), a. Also
-esthetic,

[f.
HYFEB- 4, 5 + Gr. aioOijTiK-os per-

ceptive : see ESTHETIC.]
1. Affected with hyperscsthesia ; excessively or

morbidly sensitive.

1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Hyperesthetic. iBja F. G.
THOMAS Dis. Women 116 The hypersesthetic condition of
the nerves. 1897 ALLBUTT Syst. Med. III. 872 In peritonitis
the skin of the abdomen is hypersesthetic.
2. (hyper-xsthetic}. Excessively aesthetic.

1879 F. HAKEUSON Choice Bks, (1886) 85 When one meets
bevies of hyperzesthetic young maidens. 1896 Advance
(Chicago) 25 June 918/2 Some hyper-esthetic people think
that no good can come from a sermon who^e divisions are
marked by

'
first ',

'

secondly \ and '

thirdly '.

Hyperapophysis (-ap^fisis). Anat. [f.

HYPER- 6 + AroPHYSis.]
* A process of bone ex-

tending backward from the neural spine of one
vertebra to that of another, or developed from the

post-zygapophysis
'

(Syd. Soc. Lex. 1886).
1872 MIVABT Elem. Anat. ii. 45 It is possible. .for the

neural spine to send back a pair of processes (hyperapo-
physes), as in Galago.
Hence Hyperapophysial a., of or pertaining to

a hyperapophysis.
t Hyperaspist (-ae-spist). Obs. Also in Gr.

form
|| hyperaapi'stes. [ad. Gr. vtrfpaaviffrfis

protector, defender, f. virfpaffirifai' to hold a shield

over, f. dams shield.] A defender, champion.
1638 CHILLINCW. Relig. Prot. \. i. 5. 33, I appeal to any

indifferent reader, whether C. M. be not by his Hyperaspist
forsaken in the plain field. 1647 JER. TAYLOR Lib. Profit.
iii. 63 If it should meet with peevish opposites on one side,
and confident Hyperaspists on the other. 1747 WARBURTON
Shahs., Macb. iv. iv. 4 The allusion is to the Hyperaspists
of the ancients, who bestrode their fellows fain in battle, and
covered them with their shields.

Hyperbatic ^haipsibae-tik), a. Gram, and
Rhet. [ad. Gr. farcpftmicls, f. virfp&arov HYPER-

BATON.] Pertaining to or of the nature of hyper-
baton ; transposed, inverted. 1847 in CRAIG.

Hence Hyperba'tically adv., in the way of hyper-
baton, by transposition or inversion.

II Hyperbaton (haipaubat/ra). Gram, and Rhet.

Also 6 hiper-, -tone. [a. L. hyperbaton, a. Gr.

bwip&antr, literally
'

overstepping', f. virtpfiaivciv

(vnfp over + Qaivfiv to step, walk).]
A figure of speech in which the customary or

logical order of words or phrases is inverted, esp.
for the sake of emphasis. Also, an example of
this figure.
(The substantive is first recorded in Latin authors (Quin-

tilian and Pliny) ; but Plato and Aristotle use the verbal

adj. vnfftfia.TQ'i with reference to transpositions in language.)
1579 E. K. Gloss. Spenser's Sheph. Cat. May, A patheti-

call parenthesis, to encrease a carefull Hyperbaton. 1599
THYNNE Animadv. (1875) 56 The sence..ys 'the fende
makethe this

'

for whiche Chaucer vsethe these wordes by
Transpositione, (accordinge to the rethoricall figure Hiper-
batone),

' This makethe the fende '. 1641 MILTON Animadv.
v. (1851) 223 If your meaning be with a violent Hyperbaton
to transpose the Text. 1727 H. HERBERT tr. Flcnrys Ecci.

Hist. I. 62 There are so many, .hyberbatons and transpo-
sitions, which render his stile difficult. 1776 G. CAMPBELL
Philos. Rhet. (1801) II. 348 We have here a considerable

hyperbaton. .there being no less than thirteen words inter-

posed between the noun and the
preposition.

1866 BAIN

Eng. Coniposit. 38 The Hyperbaton. .is purposed inversion
. .before announcing something of great emphasis and im-

port,
thus giving to a meditated expression the effect of an

impromptu.

Hyperbola (h3ip5Mb#la). Geom. [a. mod.L.

hyperbola, ad. Gr. vTrfpf$o\rj the name of the curve,
lit. excess (cf. HYPERBOLE), f. virfp&a\\tv to exceed

(vnfp over 4- oAActp to throw). In F. hyperbole.
The hyperbola was so named either because the inclina-

tion of its plane to the base of the cone exceeds that of the
side of the cone (see ELLIPSE), or because the side of the

rectangle on the abscissa equal to the square of the ordinate
is longer than the latus rectum.]

One of the conic sections ;
a plane curve consisting

of two separate, equal and similar, infinite branches,
formed by the intersection of a plane with both
branches of a double cone (i,

e. two similar cones
on opposite sides of the same vertex). It may also

be denned as a curve in which the focal distance of

any point bears to its distance from the directrix a

constant ratio greater than unity. It has two foci,

one for each branch, and two asymptotes, which
intersect in the centre of the curve, midway between
the vertices of its two branches, (Often applied
to one branch of the curve.)

HYPERBOLIC.
1668 PhiL Trans. III. 643 The Area of one Hyperbola

being computed, the Area of all others may be thence

argued. 1692 LJhM LEV Boyle Lect. viii. 267 They would not
have moved in Hyperbola's, or in Ellipses very eccentric.

1706 W. JONKS Syn. Palmar. Matheseos 256 The Sectiuns
of the opposite Cones will be equal Hyperbolas. ijzR
PEMDERTON Newton's Pkilos. 232 With a velocity still

greater the body will move in an hyperbola. 1828 HUTTON
Course Math, II. 102 The section is an hyperbola, when
the cutting plane makes a greater angle with the base than
the side of the cone makes. 1885 GOODALE Phys, Bot.

(1892) 381 note* If the outline of the growing plant is a

hyperbola, the periclinalb will be confocal hyperbolas, with
the same axis but different parameter.

b. Extended (after Newton) to algebraic curves

of higher degrees denoted by equations analogous
to that of the common hyperbola.
1727-41 CHAMBERS CycL s. v., Infinite Hyperbola's, or

Hyperbola's of the higher kinds, are those denned by the

equation ay
l>l + H = Az"* (a -f -tr) ". Ibid,, As the hyperbola

of the fir?it kind or order lias two asymptotes, that of the
second kind or order has three, that of the third, four, etc.

1753 CycL Snpp. s. v., Hyperbolas of all degrees may be

expressed by the equation jr"'_y":=rt'"
+". 1852 [see HYPER-

BOLIC ?].

Hyperbole (haipi'JWl*), Also 6 yperbole,
hiperbole. [a. Gr. virfp&o\r] excess (cf. HYPER-

BOLA), exaggeration ;
the latter sense is first foiled

in Isocrates and Aristotle. Cf. F. hyperbole (earlier

yperbole}.]
1. Rhet. A figure of speech consisting in exag-

gerated or extravagant statement, used to express

strong feeling or produce a strong impression, and
not intended to be understood literally, b. With
a and//., an instance of this figure.
1529 MORE Dyaloge iv. nob/i By a maner of speking

which is among lerned men called yperbole, for the more
vehement expressyng of a mater, 1579 FULKE Hcskins'
Part. 340 He must note an hyberbole or ouerreaching
speach in this sentence. 1588 SHAKS. L. L. L. \. ii.

407 Three-pil'd Hyperboles, spruce affectation, Figures
pedanttcall. 1657 J. SMITH Myst. Rhet. 58 Scriptural

I Examples of Hyperbole. .Deut. 9. 4, Cities fenced up to

i
heaven. .Joh. 21. 25, The whole world could not contain

j

the books. 17*6 GAY Fables i. xviii, n Hyperboles, tho'

ne'er so great, Will still come short of self-conceit. 1824

j

L. MURRAY Eng. Gram. (ed. 5) I. 510 Hyperboles are of
two kinds; either such as are employed in description, or

;
such as are suggested by the warmth of passion. 1838

! PRESCOTT
Fejrd. $ /s. (1846) I. xi. 439 An Arabic interpreter

expatiated, in florid hyperbole, on the magnanimity and
princely qualities of the Spanish king.

b. gen. Excess, extravagance, rare.

1652 L. S. People's Liberty xviii. 45 [He] spared him out
of an Hyperbole of clemency. 1678 NORRIS Coll. Misc.

(1699) 6 Under the great Hyperbole of Pain He mourns.

1874 H. R. REYNOLDS Joint Bapt. iii. 2. 175 They agreed
with the Pharisees in their extraordinary regard for the

Sabbath, even pressing their rigour to an hyperbole.

f2. Geom. = HYPERBOLA. Obs.

(Perh. with e mute, as in F. hyperbole^}

"579 DICGES Stratiot. 188 Whether . . the sayde Curue
Arke, be not an Hyperbole. 1716 DOUGLASS in Phil. Trans.
XXIX. 535 Within it hath an Angle or sharp Ridge which
runs all along the Middle, at the Top of the Hyperbole [of
its beak].

Hence Hype'rbole z>. intr. (nonce-iud.), to nse

hyperbole, to exaggerate.
1698 LOCKE Let. to E. Masham 29 Apr. in Fox Bourne

Life (1876) II. xv. 461 Your poor solitary verger who suffers

here under the deep winter of frost and snow : I do not

hyperbole in the case.

Hyperbolic (hsipajtyrlik), a. [ad. Gr. virtp-

/3oAt/f-<iy extravagant, f. vir(pi3o\rj HYPERBOLE ; in

sense 2 used as the adj. of HYPERBOLA. So F.

hyperbolize in both senses.]
1. Rhet. = HYPERBOLICAL i.

1646 CHAS. I. Let. to Henderson (1649) 56 There are alwaies
some flattering Fooles that can commend nothing but with

hyperbolick expressions. 1748 RICHARDSON Clarissa (1811)
II. xxx. iqi Jbternal gratitude, is his word, among others
still more hyperbolic. 1835 I. TAYLOK Spir. Despot, ii. 55
The claims of God's ministers will be asserted in a hyper-
bolic yet insidious style.

2. Geom. Of, belonging to, or of the form or

nature of a hyperbola,
Hyperbolic branch (of a curve) : an infinite branch which,

like the hyperbola, continually approaches an asymptote
(opp. to parabolic). H. conoid', a conoid of hyperbolic
section, a hyperboloid of revolution. \H. cylindroid '.

name given by Wren to the hyperboloid of revolution of
one sheet. //. paraboloid '. see PARABOLOID.

1676 HALLKY in Rigaud Corr. Set. Men (1841) I. 240
Foci and diameter describe that hyperbolic line, whose
vertex is nearest to A. 1797 Encycl. Brit. VII . 687/2 When
the vessel is a portion of a cone or hyperbolic conoid, the
content by this method is found less than the truth. 1827
G. HiGGiNb Celtic Druids 104 Their doctrine that comets
were planets, which moved in hyperbolic curves. 1852
SALMON Higher Plane Curves v. (1879) 172 Cubics having
three hyperbole branches are called by Newton redundant

hyperbolas.
b. Applied to functions, operations, etc., having

some relation to the hyperbola.
Hyperbolic curvature \ the curvature of a surface whose

indicatrix is a hyperbola; the same as ANTICLASTIC curva-

ture. //. junction \ a function having a relation to

a rectangular Jiyperbola similar to that of the ordinary

trigonometrical functions to a circle ; as the hyperbolic sine
t

cosine, tangent, etc. (abbrev, sinft, cosh, tanh, etc.). H.
geometry: the geometry of hyperbolic space. H. involu-

tion : an involution of points (or lines) whose double points

(or lines) are real (opp. to elliptic involution, where they
are imaginary). //- logarithm : a logarithm to the base e



HYPERBOLICAL
(2 "71828..), a natural or Napierian logarithm ; so called
because proportional to a segment of the area between
a hyperbola and its asymptote. //. spate : (a\ the space
between a hyperbola and its asymptote or an ordinate ; (/-;
name given by Klein to a space, of any number of dimen-
sions, whose curvature is uniform and negative (see quot.
1872-3). //. spiral: a spiral in which the radius vector
varies inversely as the angle turned through by it; so
called from the analogy of its polar equation (rij- constant)
to the Cartesian equation of the hyperbola (.rj- constant).
H. substitution : term for a class of substitutions in the

theory of homographic transformation.

1704 J. HARRIS LCJC. Teclm., Ilypertolick-Space, is the
Area or Space contained between the Curve of an Hvper-u_l_ l .L - _..l_.l_ f-. i- T. . ^r

Ibid., The
hyperbolic Space between the Assymptotes.

1816 tr. Lacroix's Diff. <y Int. Calculus 129 An equation
which belongs to the hyperbolic spiral. 1871-3 CLIFFORD
Math. Papers 11882) 189 That geometry of three-dimen-
sional space which assumes the Euclidian postulates has
been called by Dr. Klein the paral'olic geometry of space,
to distinguish it from two other varieties which assume uni-
form positive and negative curvature respectively, and which
he calls the elliptic and hyperbolic geometry of space. ///(/.

236 note. According to Dr. Klein's nomenclature, a space,

negative. 1880 CHRYSTAL Non-Euclidean Geom. 19 In
hyperbolic space a straight line has two distinct real points
at_ infinity. 1893 FORSYTH The. Functions 517 If the multi-
plier be a real positive quantity, the substitution is called
hyperbolic. 1894 CHARLOTTE SCOTT Mod. Anal. Ceam. 162
A hyperbolic involution is non-overlapping.

Hyperbolical (haipaibp-likal), a. Also 5
iper-, 6 hiper-. [f.

as prec. + -AL.]
1. Rhel. Of the nature of, involving, or using

hyperbole ; exaggerated, extravagant (in language
or expression).
1431-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 77 Alexander scythe that not

to be trawthe, but after a locucion iperbolicalle. 1581
J. BELL Haddon's Answ. Osor. 43 Your infamous, shame-
lesse. and reprochfull Hiperbolicall speach. 1581 MARBECK
Bk. ofNotes 196 An Hiperboricall loquution, of which Chri-
sostome is full, a 1661 FULLER Worthies (1840) 1 1. 438 He is
too hyperbolical in praising his own country. 1774 WARTON
Hist. Eng. Poetry lii. (1840) I. 113 A taste for hyperbolical
description. 1820 HAZLITT Lect. Dram. Lit. 347 It em-
bodies . . all the pomp of action in all the vehemence of
hyperbolical declamation. 1871 GEO. ELIOT Middlcm. xxii,
I have a hyperbolical tongue : it catches fire as it goes.
t b. gen. Extravagant in character or behaviour

;

excessive, enormous. Obs.
1589 GREENE Menaphon < Arb.) 61 Being all plunged wel-

mgh in a speachlesse astonishment. . Pleusidippus, not vsed
to such hyperbolical spectators, broke off the silence by
calling for his victualls. 1633 T. STAFFORD Pac. Hill, i. v.

(1810) 62 These hyperbolical demands, were, .absolutely
rejected. 1663 COWLEY Verses q Ess., Greatness (1669)
121 This Hyperbolical Fop whom we stand amazed at.

1839 GEO. ELIOT A. Bede ix, The gardener, .was over head
and ears in love with her, and had lately made unmistake-
able avowals in luscious strawberries and hyperbolical peas.
2. Geom. - HYPERBOLIC 2.

1571 DIGGES Pantom. iv. Pref. Tja, Conoydall, Para-
bolhcal, Hyperbollical and Ellepseycal circumscribed and
inscribed bodies. 1669 WREN in Phil. Trans. IV. 961 The
Generation of an Hyperbolical Cylindroid demonstrated
and the Application thereof for Grinding Hyperbolical
Glasses. 1716 DOUGLASS in Phil. Traits. XXIX. 535 The
Figure of each Beak is truly Hyperbolical. 1822 IMISON Sc.
S, Art II. 359 Either an elliptical conoid or a hyperbolical
conoid. 1871 tr. Schellen's Spectr. Anal. 69. 413 Thus
its path may be elliptical, hyperbolical, or parabolical.

Hyperbo-lically, adv. [f. prec. + -LYZ.]
1. In a hyperbolical manner

; with hyperbole or

exaggeration.
15.55 EDEN Decades Pref. (Arb.) 51 Although . .it bee hyper-

borlcally wrytten that in the dayes of Salomon golde and syl-
uer were in Hierusalem. .as plentiful as stones. 1579 FULKK
Heskins' Part. 244 Chrysostom doth hyperbolically amplifie
the excellencie of the Ministers office. 1610 HEALEY St. A uf.
Cilie of Cod xvi. xxi. (1620) 562 Such a multitude as holy
Writ thought to signifie hyperbolically by the sands of the
earth. 1774 PENNANT Tour Scot!, in 1772, 220 The northern
bards speak hyperbolically of the effect of the blast blown
by the mouth of the heroes. 1842 DE QUINCEY Cicero Wks.
VI. 224 Unless his income were hyperbolically vast.
2. ' In form of an hyperbola' (J.).

t Hyperbo'licly, adv. Obs. [f. HYPERBOLIC
+ -LY^.] =prec. i.

159* DALRYMPLE tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 63 To speik
hyperboliklie or abone my boundes. 1669 GALE Crt. Gen-
tiles i. in. x. 109 What Cicero hyperbolicly affirmes of
Thucydides, is no where to be found but in the Sacred
Scriptures.

t Hyperboliform, a. Obs.
[f. HYPERBOLA +

-FORM : cf. F. hyperboliforme] Of the form of, or

resembling, a hyperbola.
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Hypertoli-fortn Figures, are

such curves as approach, in their properties, to the nature
ofthe hyperbola ; called also hyperboloids. (In recent Diets.)

Hyperbolism (haipa-jb^liz'm).
1. Rhet.

[f. HYPERBOLE + -ISM
; cf. F. hyper-

bolisme.] Use of or addiction to hyperbole ;

exaggerated style, or an instance of this.

1653 H. MORE Anlid. Ath. Ep. Ded. (1712) 2 Nor is there
anything here of Hyperbolism or high-flown Language.a 1806 HORSLEY Serin, i. v. (1811) 69 With all the allowances
that can be made for the hyperbolisms of the oriental style.

J
8?? D. J. HILL Bryant 83 The mock-sentimental hyper-
bolism that has made Mark Twain's books so popular.

501

2. Geom. [ad. mod.L. hypcrMisnius (Newton),
i. HYPERBOLA.] A curve whose equation is derived

|

from that of another curve by substituting .\y toty,
i as that of the hyperbola is from that of the straight

line.

[1704 NEWTON Liu. Tertii Ordiuis iv. 9 Hyperbolismus
Hyperbola; Ires habet Asymptotes.] 1861 TALBOT tr. Ne-M-
ton's Lints -$rd Order 21 Of the four Hyperbolisms of the
Hyperbola. Whenever .. both the terms a.r" and kjfl are
deficient, the curve will be a hyperbolism of some conic
section. Ibid. 23 A hyperbolism of the parabola is ex-
pressed by the equation -ry"-+ey = <t, and has two asymp-
totes. 1873 G. SALMON Higher Plane Curves led. 2) 175 If
y = <(-*') be the equation of any curve, Newton calls the
curve ,rj>=if>(-vl a hyperbolism of that curve.

Hyperbolist (.haipaub^list). [f. HYPERBOLE
+ -1ST.]
1. One given to the use of hyperbole ; one who

i
uses exaggerated language or statements.
1661 I!OYLE Style ofScript. (1675) 253, I . . cease to think

the Psalmist an hyperbolist, for comparing the transcendent
sweetness of God's word to that inferiour one of honey.
^1734 NORTH Exam. m. viii. 79 Our ordinary Anecdo-
tarians. .do not declaredly transcribe them [libels] into their

Text, as our Hyperbolist hath done here. 1872 DailyNews 2 Sept., Court hyperbolists and loyal dispatches . .

had swelled his achievements to the proportions of match-
less feats.

2. [nonce-use, f. HYPERBOLA.]
1831 I. TAYLOR in Edwards Fries. Will Introd. in. 55

i he friends of the first of the curves would think them-
1 selves justified in denouncing the hyperbolists as extravagant

heretics.

Hyperbolize (haipoub^biz). v. Now rare.

[f. as prec. + -IZE. Cf. F. hyperboliser.]
1. intr. To use hyperbole ; to exaggerate.
1599 Brighton's Lett. ii. 10 Will you hyperbolize aboue

S. Gregorie, who is contented to marshall the foure generall
Councels? 1632 G. HUGHES Saints Losse 52 If I should
tell all, I should., seeme to hyperbolize. 1656 S. H. Gold.
Lam 00 God in Scripture allows of Titles ;. .nay, God doth
hyperbolize it, and saith of al Powers, You are Gods. 1783
BLAIR Rhet. xvi. I. 321 The person . . who was under the
distracting agitations of grief, might be permitted to hyper-
bolize strongly.
2. trans. To express or represent hyperbolically;
t to extol or praise extravagantly ; to exaggerate.
1609 BP. W. BARLOW Answ. Nameless Cal/i. 41 Glosses

hyperbolizing the flatteries of the Canonists. 1660 HICKER-
INGILL Jamaica (1661) 26 Of the Fruit or Nuts of these
Trees is made the so fam'd Chocoletta, whose virtues are
hiperboliz'd upon every post in London. 1797 Monthly
Mag. III. 271 He has hyperbolized the Spanish hyper-
bolical salutation,

' May you live a thousand years !

'

1814
Edin. Rev. XXIV. 40 Surprising events which were but
moderately hyperbolized at the time.

Hence Hype'rbolizing vbl. sb. and///, a.
a 1619 FOTHERBY Atheom. II. vii. 6 (1622) 272 The rhe-

torical! amplification of hyperbolizing Orators. 1638 CHIL-
LINGW. Relig. Prot. \. v. 89. 29! This had been without
hyperbolizing, Mundus contra At/tanasiitm. 1671 J.
WEBSTER Metallogr. xv. 233 If I gave no credit to their

hyberbolizing fancies.

HypCTbolo-, combining form of HYPERBOLA,
as in Hype-rbologra ph [Or. --(pcupos that writes or

describes], an instrument for tracing hyperbolas;
Hype-rbolo-parabolical a., partaking of the na-
ture of the hyperbola and parabola.
1736 STONE in Phil. Trans. XLI. 319 The two species are

to be reckoned amongst the Hyperbole-parabolical Curves.
1876 Catal. Sci. Afp. S. Kens. 70 Hyperbolograph.
Hyperboloid (haips-jbtfloid). Geom.

[f. HY-
PERBOLA + -OID. Cf. F. hyperbolo'ide.]
1 1. A hyperbola of a higher degree : = HYPER-

BOLA b. Obs.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Hypcrloloidcs, are hyperbola's
of the higher kind.. expressed by this equation: aytn+11 =
bx l"

(a+x)". 1740 CHEYNE Regimen 326 Like the several
Orders of the Hyperboloids, some of which meet the
Asymptot infinitly sooner and faster than others, but through
which all must pass sooner or later. 1796 in HUTTON Math.
Diet.

2. A solid or surface of the second degree, some
of whose plane sections are hyperbolas, the others

being ellipses or circles. Formerly restricted to
those of circular section, generated by the revolu-
tion of a hyperbola about one of its axes

; now
called hyperboloids of revohition.
There are two kinds of hyperboloid : the hyperboloid of

one sheet, e.g. that generated by revolution about the con-
jugate axis (formerly called hyperbolic cylindroid], a figure
resembling a cylinder but of continuously varying diameter,
like a reel narrower in the middle than at the ends

; and the
hyperboloid of tu'o sheets, e.g. that generated by revolution
about the transverse axis, consisting of two separate parts
corresponding to the two branches of the hyperbola. The
word -is sometimes extended to analogous solids of higher
degrees : cf. HYPERBOLA b.

T743 EMERSON Fluxions 210 The Hyperboloid is always
between i and J the circumscribing Cylinder. 1828 HUTTON
Course Math. II. 339 To find the surface of an hyperboloid.
1829 Nat. Philos., Hydraulics i. 4 (U. K.S.) Newton.,
found that the solid figure produced by the streams flowing
from all parts to one common centre. . was an Hyperboloid
of the fourth order. 1840 LARDNER Geom. 286 If an hyper-
boloid of revolution be formed by the revolution of an hy-
perbola on its transverse axis. 1867 J. HOGG Microsc. i. ii.

24 If a plano-convex lens has its convex surface part of a
hyperboloid. 1893 Oracle Encycl.\\\. 84/1 A point moving
round a fixed point at a constant distance from it describes
a circle, and a straight line rotating round a fixed line not
in the same plane generates a hyperboloid.

HYPEBCATALECTIC.

Hyperboloi'dal, a.
[f. prec. + -AL.] Of the

form of a hyperboloid.
1879 Cassell's TccJui. E.iuc. IV. 300/1 Domes .. the cir-

cular may be spherical, .hyperboloidal (etc.).

t Hype'rbolous, a. Obs. rare.
[f. HYPER-

BOLE + -out).] Involving hyperbole ; hyperbolical.
1638 M. PARKER Eartluiualte Calabria, This wondrous,

palpitation of earth's frame Hath maivels wrought hyper-
bolous to name.

tHype'rboly. Obs. [app. a modification ofHY-
PERBULE, after words in -y, as monarchy, etc. But
cf. Gr. iiir<poAi'a (Hesychius\] - HYPERBOLE i.

1598 DKAYTON Heroic. Ep. xii. 65 Although the envious
English doe devise A thousand Jests of our Hynerbolies.
1658 OSBORN Q. Eliz. Wks. (1673) 464 Let the Proverb As
sure as t heck bayl me from the least suspicion of hyperboly.
1690 DOYLK Ckr. Virtuoso n. 33 If it be said that these are
very bold Hyperbolies, I hope the Texts . . will keep them
from seeming, .groundless Conceits.

t Hyperbo'real, a. Obs. i-a/e. [f. HYPER- i

+ BOREAL; cf. next.] = next A. i.

1596 K. L[iNcm.;] Die/la (1877) 80 Whiter then snow on
Hyperboreall hyll. c 1790 A. BELL in Southey Life (1844)
1. 122 In that cold climate, so congenial to my hyperboreal
constitution.

Hyperborean (hsipwboVriin), a. and sb. [ad.
late L. hyperborean-us = classical L hyperboreus,
ad. Gr. iimpffopfos, -fiopuos (in early writers only
in pi. "f-ntpQdptot, the Hyperboreans), f. imep-
HYPEH- I + Popiios northern, ffopias the north wind,
BOREAS. Cf. F. hyperborten, hyperborie ; the latter
is found in the I4th c.]
A. adj. 1. Of, pertaining to, or characterizing

the extreme north of the earth, or (colloq. or

humorously} of a particular country; in ethno-

logical use, cf. B.

1591 SYLVESTER Du Bartas i. v. 635 Gray-beard Boreas. .

Is prisoned close in th' Hyper-Borean Cave. 1633 C. BUTLER
Eng. Gram. (L.), Northern Isles ; as Greenland, Freesland,
Iseland, etc., even to the hyperborean or frozen sea. a 1649
DRUMM. OF HAWTH. Poems Wks. (1711) 6 The hyperborean
hills. 1740 J. WARTON Virg. Georg. iv. 618 The Hyper-
borean ice he wander'd o'er. 1860 MAURY Phys. Geog. Sea
(Low) x. 488 This water then may go off as an under
current freighted with heat to temper some hyperborean
region. 1875 F. PARKMAN in N. Amcr. Rev. CXX. 37 The
first, or Hyperborean, group comprises the tribes of Alaska
and a part of British America. 1885 Manchester Exam.
12 Jan. 6/1 We are held to dwell . . in a hyperborean region,
though we are only two hundred miles from London.

b. Of or pertaining to the fabled Hyperboreans.
1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 398 The Hyperborean

[nation], which, .dwell in an Hand in the Ocean neere unto
the Pole. 1806 FELLOWES tr. Milton's -2nd Def. (1848) I.

272 Some hyperborean and fabled hero, decorated with all
the shewy varnish of imposture.
2. {nonce-use?) Surpassing that of the north wind.
1859 THACKERAY Virgin. Ixxix, He blew a hyperborean

whistle, as if to blow his wrath away.
B. sb. An inhabitant of the extreme north of the

earth
;
in pi. members of an ethnological group of

Arctic races, loosely and Jig. One who lives in a

northerly clime.
In Greek legend the Hyperboreans were a happy people

who lived in a land of perpetual sunshine and plenty beyond
the north wind.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 121 Certain people, .not much vn-

like in their maner of life to the Hyperboreans. 1613 PUR-
CHAS Pilgrimage (1614) 395 Next to these both in place and
credit, we may reckon the Hyperboreans. 1816 KEATINGE
/ rav. (1817) II. 138 At six in the morning the yokes of oxen
were going to their work a field ; and nearly three hours
advantage .. of active life is possessed (in France) over us
Hyperboreans. 1856 KANE Arct. Expl. II. i. 24 Our party
of American hyperboreans.
Hence Hyperbo reanism (nonce-wd.), an ex-

treme northernism.

1824 DEQUINCEY Goethe Wks. 1863 XII. 207 note, 'Just
'

. . [in Sve must just put up with it '], is a Hyperboreanism,
and still intelligible in some provinces.

t Hyperbyssal, a. nonce-wd.
[f. HYPER- 4 +

Gr. fSvaffos = /3u0os depth (of the sea).] Of or

belonging to surpassing depth or profundity.
1691 E. TAYLOR Behmen's Tlieos. Philos. 350 Sink down

into the Hyperbyssal, Supersensual, Unsearchable, Eternal
One.

Hyper-Ca'lviuism. Theol. Calvinistic doc-
trine which goes beyond that of Calvin himself;
extreme Calvinism. So f Hypercalvi'nian, Hy-
per-Ca'lviuist, one who holds such doctrine ;

Hyper-Cp.lvini stic a., pertaining to Hyper-Cal-
vinists or Hyper-Calvinism.
1674 HICKMAN Qninquart. Hist. (ed. 2) 68Thomas Aquinas,

..is rather an Hypercalvinian than not a Calvinist in this
matter of the absolute Decree. 1856 R. A. VAUGHAN
Mystics (1860) II. 93 Behmen argues against the Hyper-
Calvinist. 1882-3 SCHAFF Encycl. Relig. Knm'l. II. 874/1
[John Hill (1697-1771)] one of the leading advocates of his

day of Hyper-Calvinism. 1892 B. TALBOT in A. E. Lee
His/. Columbus (Ohio) I. 831 A growing distaste for the
extreme views of Hyper-Calvinists. 1896 D. L. LEONARD
Congregationalism in Ohio 9 A hyper-Calvinistic system of
theology, which landed not a few in formalism and fatalism.

Hypercatalectic (-koetale-ktik), a. Pros. [ad.
late L. hypercatateclic-us (Gr. vTttpxaTa\tjKros is

recorded); see HYPER- i and CATALECTIC.] Of a
veTse or colon : Having an extra syllable after the
last complete dipody. Also applied to the syllable
itself, f Formerly also = HYPERMETBIO.



HYPERCATHARSIS.

1704 J. HARRIS Lex, Ttchn. s. v. Deposition* Hypercata-

lectick, where a Syllable or two are Redundant. 1752

NEWTON Milton, Mask 631 Such redundant or hyper-
catalectick verses sometimes occur in Milton. 1886 J. l'.

MAYOR Eng. Metre i. 10 To state whether it i> metrically

complete, or incomplete, owing to final or initial truncation,

or more than complete, .in technical language, whether it is

acatale*. fie, caialectic or hypercatalcctic.

II Hypercatliarsis ^hai^paikabausis rath.

[a..Gv.vrrepKaOapai$: see HYPER- 5 and CATHARSIS.]
Excessive or violent purging, esp. as induced by
the use of drugs.
1681 tr. Willis* Rent. Med. l^te. Vocab. 1684 tr. Boiu-fs

Merc. Compit.\\\\. 306 If- .a Hypercatharsis follow Purging.

1710 T. FULLER Pharm. Extemp. 144 This Rosin . . will . .

cause sickness at Stomach. .and Hypercatharsis. 1876 BAR-

IHOLOW Mat. Mt-d. (1879) 448 Occasionally profuse watery
evacuations have been produced by it, and rarely seveie

hypercatharsis.
So Hypercatha rtic a., causing hypercatharsis,

violently cathartic ; sb. a medicine of this nature.

\i&Sj PhysicalDiet.) Hypercatkartica, most violent purges :

too purging.] 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Hypercatkarttcks
;in Physic i, purges that work too violently. 1855 MAYSE
Expos. Lex., Hypercatkarticns,. .hypercathartic.

Hypercoracoid ;-kp-rakoid . Ichtkyol* [f.

HYPEB* 6 + CORACOLU.] The upper of the two
bones forming the shoulder-girdle in typical fishes,

with which the fin-rays articulate ; the scapula.
1876 Johnsons New Untv. Cycl. (N.Y.) II. 1079/1 Hyper-

coracoid . .iht upper bone opposed to the inner surface of
the great scapular cincture of the typical fishes.

Hypercritic (hsipa-ikrrtik), sb. and a. [ad.
i6th c. L. hypercritic-us (see HYPER- 4 + CRITIC),

applied vituperatively to the younger Scaliger by
the Italian R. Titius in 1 589, and by Delrio in 1 6oy.
Cf. F. hypercrittque .Boileau, 1703).]
A. sb. 1. T A master critic (obs. ) ;

an extreme
or severe critic ; a hypercritical or over-critical

person.
1633 T. CAREW Cxi. Brit. Wfes. (1824) 154 My offices and

title are, supreme theomastix, hupercrittique of manners,
protonotarie of abuses. 1647 TRAPP Comm. Matt. vii. 2

Scaliger the hypercritic gives this absurd and unmannerly
censure. 1636 BLOUNT Glossogr.> Hypercritick^.a. Master

vain. i8aa C. BUTLER Remin. (ed. 3) 329 An Italian hyper-
critic would deny it to be music.

f 2. Hypercriticism ; also a minute criticismj
a critique. Obs.
1618 BOLTON Floras To Rdr., In mine Hypercriticks, con-

cerning our countreys history, I have dealt freely. 1695
BENTLEY Let. to Evelyn 29 Jan. in Corr. (1842) 93 My
Alterations, .which I have done with so much freedom and
simplicity; such seeming fastidiousness and Hypercritic..
that 1 should fear to send them, but that (etc.]. 1757 MRS.
GRIFFITH Lett. Henry $ Frances (1767) I. 257 Aiy obser-
vations are mostly an hypercritick upon Lord Orrery.
B. adj. =next.
i8o KEATS Cap $ Bells xi, A long hypercritic howl

Against the vicious manners of the age.

Hypercri'tical, a. [f. HYPER- 4 + CBITICAL.]
Of the character of a hypercritic ; extremely or

unduly critical; addicted to excessive adverse

criticism, esp. upon minute or trivial points.
1605 CAMDEN Rent. (1637) 16 The hypercriticall controller

of Poets, Julius Scaliger, doth so severely censure Nations,
that he seemed to sit in the chaire of the scomfull. 1611
CORYAT Crudities 515, I suppose that some hyper-criticall

carpers will taxe me of vanity. 1738 SWIFT Pol. Conversat.
Introd. 56, I . . hope, that such Hypercritical Readers will

please to consider [etc.]. 1863 Miss BRADDON Eleanors
I'ict. I. i. 3 It would have been hypercritical to have ob-

jected to the shortness of the skirt.

Hence Hypercritically adv., in a hypercritical
manner.
1715 M. DAVIES Atken. Brit. I. Contents at end Zzijb,

Too Hipercritically lavishing of their Lashes and En-
comiums upon Friend and Foe, Indiscriminatively, rather
than impartially. 1867 STUBBS Lect. Afcd. fy Mod. Hist.

(1886) 13 God forbid that we should speak contemptuously
or hypercritically of any honest worker.

Hypercriticism (-kri-tisiz'm). [f. HYPER- 4
+ CRITICISM.] Excessive criticism ; criticism that

is unduly severe or minute.

1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4) App., Hypercriticism, an over exact
or curious Judgment or Censure passed upon the works of

anyone. 1824 Edin. Rev. XL. 337 The details of an ob-
noxious hypercriticism. 1835 MRS. CARLYLE Lett. I, 43, 1

clean beautifully when you do not dishearten me with hyper-
criticism. 1873 H. SPENCER Stud. Social. Notes 414 Even
were these hyper-criticisms, it might be said that they are

rightly to be made on a passage which is considered a
model of style.

Hypercri'ticize, v. [f. HYPEB- 4 + CRITI-

CIZE.] trans. To criticize excessively or unduly.
b. intr. To be hypercritical.
x8ia Religionism 55 What ! hypercriticise the dead ! for

shame! 1835 Prater's Mag. XII. 688 Those who hyper-
criticised on the awkward terminations of some of his plots.
1863 MRS. C. CLARKE SJuiks. Char. xvi. <o6, I have no de-
sire to hypercriticise, or to see more in our poet than he
himself intended.

Hyperdete'rminant, sb. and a. Math. [See
HYPER- 3.] a. sb. A determinant of operative
symbols ; a symbolic expression for an invariant
or covariant : invented by Cayley. b. adj. Of the
nature of a hyperdeterminant.
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1845 CAYLfcv in Cat/if-. Math. ynil.\\. y$ The func-

tion it whose properties we proceed to investigate may be

conveniently named a '

Hyperdetcrminant '. <i 1846 in

Ctunl\ -y Dublin Math. JmL I. 104 The question maybe
proposed

' To find all the derivatives of uiy numberof func-

tions, which have the property of preserving their form un-

altered after any linear transformations of the variables '. . .

I give the name of Hyperdeterminant Derivative, or limply
uf Hyperdeterminant, tu those derivatives which have the

property jut enunciated. 1895 ELLIOTT Algebra Qna>ttics
161 Hyperdetenniiuuita form a complete system of co-

variants. Ibid., The hyperdeterminam >ymlx)!&.

Hyperdiapason, -diapente, -diatessaron,
ditone Mus. : see HYPER- 2.

Hyperdisyllable ,-d^isHab'l . [ad. late Gr.

vir(pdwv\\a@Gs see DISYLLABLE.] A word of

more than two syllables. Also attrib. or adj. Of

more than two syllables.

1678 Pim.LU's (ed. 4\ Hypcrdbsyllabic. 1704.!. HARKIS
Lex. Tec/tn., HyperdisyllabU. 1843 T. K.

_

ARNOLD Latin
Prose Comp. n. 13 Esse in compound inhmtives very fre-

quently precedes a hyperdissyllable participle. 1895 J. P.

POSTGATE in Class. A'tT'. IX. 77 Hyperdisyllables at the end

of the pentameter are te:i times as rare as in the second

booklofTibullus].

Hyperdorian, Anc. Mus. : see HYPER- 2.

II Hyperdulia (h3ip3-idl3i*a). Also 5 -doulia,

7 'anglicized) hyperduly. [a. med.L. hyper-

tf/i/ta; see HvpEB-4 and DULIA. Cf. T.hyperdutie.]
The superior DULIA or veneration paid by Roman
Catholics to the Virgin Mary. Hence Hyper-
dtrlic, Hyper-du'lical ndjs. t

of the nature of

hyperdulia.
iSSoTiNDALE AHSW. More (1850) 57 As for hyperdoulia,

I would fain wete where he readeth of it in all the scrip-
ture. 1625 USSHER Ans-w. y?suit 429 From whom our
Romanists did first learne their Hyperdulia, or that tran-

scendent kinde ofseruice, wherewith they worship the Virgin

Mary. 1664 JER. TAYLOR Dissuas. Popery \\. n. 6 Be
careful that if dulia only be due that your worship be not

hyperdulical. 1674 BREVIXT Saul at Endorxvi. 352 Devo-
tion, .whether Duly or Hyperduly. 1846 G. S. FABFR
Lett. Tractar. Sects*. Popery 91 The worship.. of the

Virgin Mary . . the Papists distinguish by the name of Hyper-
dulia. Ibid. 101 note. The Hyperdulic Adoration of Mary.
1865 Union Rev. III. 404 The hyperdulia and dulia due

respectively to our Blessed Lady and the Saints.

Hyperelliptic, -geometric, -al, Math. : see

HYPKR- 3.

Hyperhexapod (-he-ksfopd). Zoo/, [f. mod.
L. Hyperhexapoda^. pi.; see HYPER- i and HEXA-

POD.] An animal of the division Hyperhexapoda
of arthropods, having more than six legs ; com-

prising the classes Crustacea, Arachnida^ and

Myriapoda. So Hyperhexapodous (-heksse'-

p^dss) a., belonging to the Hyperhexapoda ; having
more than six legs.

1855 MAVSE Expos. Lex. t Hyperhexapodous.
|| Sypericum (haipe-rikom, etymologically

hip9r9i*km\ Also 5-8 -on. [L. hytericum,

hypericon^ a Gr. virepftxov (ime'/x/foc), f. vitcp over +
fpdi&j heath. Cf. F. hypericon.']
1. Bot. A large genus of plants (herbs or shrubs),

of very wide distribution, the type of the N.O.

Hypericacex, having pentamerous yellow flowers,

stamens arranged in from 3 to 5 clusters, and leaves

usually marked with pellucid dots (specially con-

spicuous in the common species //. perforatum] ;

commonly known as St. John's-worts.

1538 TURNER Libellns, Hypericon^ ..uulgusappellat Saynt
lohns gyrs. 1578 LYTE Dodoens i. xlui. 64 S. Johns worte is

called in Greeke vircpucoV : in Latine and
jn Shoppes Hyperi-

cunt) and of some Perforata. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud.

Ep. 41 That any vertue there is in Hipericon to make good
the name of/i/f* Demonis. .it is not easie to beleeve. 1741
Compl. Fam.-Picce \\. in. 386 Other .. Shrubs .. now in

Flower, . . Canary Hypericum, . . shrubby stinking Hyperi-
cum. 1784 COWPEH Task \\. 165 Hypericum all bloom,
so thick a swarm Of flow'rs, like flies clothing her slender

rods, that scarce a leaf appears. 1842 G. TURNBULL in Proc.
Berw. Nat. Club II. No. 10. 7 Wild geraniums, hyperi-
cums, and willow-herbs.

t2. Pharm. (in form hypericon). A drug
prepared from a plant of this genus. Also oil (of}

hypericon. Obs.

1471 RIPLEY Comp. Alch. Ep. in Ashm. (1652) 113 Use
Hipericon Perforate with milke ofTithimall. 1543 TRAHERON
Vigors Chirtirg. 94/1 Oyle of hypericon. 1691 J. WILSON
Belphegor \. ii, I'll have ye burnt in effigy, with brimstone,
galbanum, aristolochia, hypericon.

II Hyperinosis (ttefoparin^-Bia). Path. [f.

HYPER- 5 + Gr. ?s, lv-6s fibre + -osis. Cf. F. hy~
pcrino$el\ A diseased stale of the blood in which
it contains an excessive amount of fibrin : opp. to

HYPINOSIS.
1845 G. E. DAY tr. Simon's A nim. Chan. I. 280 The blood

exhibits the characters of hyperinosis, for the quantity of
fibrin is in one instance twice, and in the other thrice the
normal amount. 1876 BARTHOLOW Mat. Med. (1879) 200
Measures to favor hyperinosis and the coagulation of the

blood in the aneurismal sac.

Hence Hyperincrsed, Hyperiuo'tic adjs.t
af-

fected with hyperinosis ; having excess of fibrin.

'847-9 TQtooCycl.Anat. IV. 113/2 Hyperinottc blood. 1877
ROBERTS Handbk. Med.(td,. 3) I. 54 The blood is hyperinotic,
containing excess of fibrin and coagulating firmly. 1878
A. M. HAMILTON Nerv. Dis. 141 Attended by a hyperinosed
condition of the blood.

HYPERMETROPIC.

Hyperionian. Anc. Mus. : see Ilvi'JiK- ;.

Hyperite hoi-pareit). Min. Also hyperyte.

[? short (or hyfcrsthenite.] A name for various

rocks allied to Diabase and to Diorite ; sometimes
= 1IV1'EHSTIIE.MTE.
i86a DANA Man. Ccal. n. 78 Hyperite Granite like in

texture . . consoling of cleavable labradorite . . and hypers-
thene. 1868 Min. i,ed. 5) 210 Hypersthene. .is often associ-

ated with labradorite, constituting a dark-colored, granite-
like rock, c;illed Hyperyte. Ibid. 343 If the hornblendic

constituent [of Labradorite] is a dark lamellar variety of

either hornblende or pyroxene, or the species hypersthcne,
the rock is called hyperyte (or hypersthenyte'.

Hypeijacobian, Math. : see HYPER- 3.

f Hype-rlogism. Ol>s. rare- 1

, [f. HTPER-4 +
Gr. Ao7<o>i-cjs reckoning : formed after HYPOLO-

GISM.] (See quot.)
1656 tr. Hobbes Elem. Philos, (1839) 147 When the pro-

portion of the first antecedent to the first consequent is

greater than that of the second antecedent to the second

consequent, the four magnitudes, which are so to one

another, may be called hyferhgism.

Hyperlydian, Anc. Mus.: see HYPER- 2.

Hypermetamorphosis (hai:p3.i|metan>f?-j-

feist. Entom.
[f.

HYPEB- 5 + METAJIORPHOSIS.]
An extreme form of metamorphosis occurring in

certain insects (,esp. in beetles of the family Me-

loidit), in which the animal passes through two or

more different larval stages. So Hypermeta-
mo-rphism, the character of undergoing hyper-

metamorphosis ; Hypermetamo rphic, -mor-

pho'tica<ry.r., characterized byhypermet.imorphifin.
1875 W. HOUGHTON Sk. Brit. Ins. 155 H yptrmetamor-

phosis of the larva, as in the Meloidae. 1875 DABWIM Anhn.
ff PI. xxvii. ted. 2) II. 363 Certain beetles . . undergo what
has been called a hyper-metamorphosis that is, they pass

through an early stage wholly different from the ordinary

grub-like larva. 1881 R. McLACHLAxin F.ucycl. lirit. XIII.

147 i

'

Hypermetaniorphism' .. in which the larva at one

period of its life assumes a very different form and habit

from those of another period. IHd. 149 'i The extraordinary

genus Sitaris (equally hypermetamorphotic!, a parasite in

bees' nests. 1888 ROLLKSTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 508
In a few instances (Mantisfa among Nenroptera, Mtloidtc

among Colfoptera) there is a hyper-metamorphosis. The first

larva is Campodeifortn, the second more or less cruciform.

Hypermeter (hsipaMmftsj). [ad. Gr. virep-

lUTf-oi, -ov, beyond measure, beyond metre, f.

Utrpov measure. In mod.F. kypcrmitre.']
1. Pros. A hypermetric verse.

1656 BLOUNT Glosscgr., Hypermeter, a verse having a re-

dundant syllable, or one syllable above measure ; called by
some a feminine Verse.

2. (humorous nonce-use.) A person above the

ordinary stature.

1713 ADDISON Guardian No. 108 P 3 When a man rises

beyond six foot, he is an hypermeter, and may be admitted
into the tall club.

Hypermetric (hsipsjme'trik), a. [f. Gr.

vir(pfj.(Tf-os (see prec.) + -10 ; cf. /tfrptitos METRIC.]
1. Pros. Of a ' verse

'
or line : Having one or

more syllables beyond those normal to the metre ;

having a redundant syllable or syllables. Also

said of the redundant syllable.

1865 Attterueuin No. 1975. 302/3 Hypermetric lines. 1887
Pall Mall G. 29 Aug. 3/2

' While heav'n is silver o'er him,
and underfoot ', for example, is hypermetric.
2. gen. Beyond measure, excessive, immoderate.

1854 LADY LYTTON Behind the Scenes II. viii. II. 34 His
sublimated hypermetric impudence.

Hyperme'trical, a. Pros. [f. as prec. +

-AL.] =prec. i.

1751 JOHNSON Rambler No. 88 F 15 Milton frequently
uses . . the hypermetrical or redundant line of eleven sylla-

bles. 1871 Public Sch. Lat. Grain. 466 Hypermetrical
verses were introduced by Ennius, probably . . from his

misapprehending Homer. 1886 J. B. MAYOR Eng. Metre
vi-qS Verses with hypermetrical syllables.

HypermetrOpei.h3ip3Jme'tr<7p). Path. [mod.
f. Gr. vrrfppfTp-os oeybnd measure + unf/,

Sm-a eye.]
A person affected with hypermetropia.
1864 tr. Danders

1

Accoui. ff Refr. Eye 620 Hypermetropes
. .lose for a time their asthenopia. 1875 H. WALTON Dis.

Eye 345 The hypermetropes have a little more difficulty
in seeing at all ranges. 1893 Brit. Med. Jntl. 30 Sept.

732 The eye-strain necessary in hypermetropes and others

to focus a clear image on the retina.

II Hypermetropia (hai:p3jmftrju-pia). Path.

Alsoin anglicized form hypermetropy (-me'tr<?pi).

[mod.L., f. as prec. + -ia -u. 1
.] An affection of

the eye, usually due to a flattened form of the eye-

ball, in which the focus of parallel rays lies behind

instead of on the retina ;

'

long-sightedness '.

1868 DARWIN Anim. f, PI. xii. II. 8 Hypermetropia, or

morbidly long sight : in this affection, the organ . . is too flat

from front to back. 1878 T. BRYANT Pract. Surg. I. 300
This anomaly is known as hypermetropia or far sight.
1880 I.!-: CONTE Siff/tt 51 Hypermetropy is the true opposite
of Myopy.

Hypermetropic (-fPik), <* U- as Prec - +

-ic.J Pertaining to or affected with hypermetropia ;

'

long-sighted '.

1864 tr. Donders ACCOM. $ Refr. Eye viii. 525 The com-

pound hypermetropic astigmatism often keeps very close to

the simple. 1870 Pall MallG. 23 Feb. 3 '3 Hypermetropic
subjects are not, except in extreme cases, conscious that

they see differently from others. 1876 LOWE in Life I. 5
I The other [eye) was hypermetropic.



HYPEROCHALITY.

Hypermixolydian. Anc. Mus. \ see HYPER- 2.

t Hyperocha-lity. Obs. nonce-wd.
[f.

( ir.

vtrtpox-os eminent, distinguished + -AL + -ITY.]

Eminence, distinguished position.
1637 BASTWICK Litany i. 21, I will, .so p'.auge the Metro-

policalKty of Yorke and Canterbury, and the hyperocality of
all the other Prelats, as I will neuer leaue them.

II Hyperoodon (haiparJu-^n). Zool. [mod.L.
(1803), f. Gr. vwtptp-os that is above, superior, or

inr(pw-Tj palate f oSous, oSov(r- tooth.] A genus of

Cetacea, containing the bottle-nosed whales.

1843 Penny Cycl. XXVII. 274/1 (Whales) The Hypero-
odons, which only have a few teeth. 1854 OWEN inCYrc. Sc.,

Organ. AW. I. 278 The great bottle-nose or hyperoodon.
1876 tr. Benedetfs Anim. Parasites 155 Among these
skeletons there were several hyperoodons and other cetacea.

II Hyperopia (-^-pia). Path.
[f. HYPER- 5 +

Gr. w^, wff-a eye + -ziz -IA 1
.]

= HYFERMETROPIA.
So Hyperopic v -jrpik) a. = HYPERMETHOPIC.
1884 H. E. MITCHELL in N. York Med. yrnl. 27 Dec. 720

The hyperopic or myopic astigmatism. 1886 A"yd. Soc. Lex.,
Hyperopia. 1889 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 28 Sept. 702/2 The hy-
peropic eye.

II Hyperostosis (harpar^st^-sis). Path, and

Phystol. PI. -oses. [f.
HYPER- 5 + Gr. ocrrtov,

care- bone : see -osis.] An overgrowth or in-

crease of bony tissue ; hypertrophy of bone ; an

outgrowth of bone from a bone ; exostosis.

1835-6 TODD Cycl, Anal. I. 745/2 Cases of hyperostosis in

which there is a uniform deposit of bone. 1878 T. BRYANT
Pract. Surg. I. 395 Hyperostosis of the bony meatus. 1897
ALLBUTT Syst. Med. III. 117 When the hyperostoses are

large they remain in a modified form.

Hence Hyperostotio (-p'tik) a., affected with

hyperostosis.
1867 J. B. DAVIS Thes. Cranienun 127 This .. skull is

heavy and hyperostotic, and connected with this state there
is a premature closure of the sutures.

Hyperoxidation (-pksid^-Jan\ [f. HYPER- 4
+ OXIDATION.] Excessive oxidation.

1876 HARLEY Mat. Med. (ed. 6) 164 Due to hyperoxyda-
tion of the blood.

Hyperoxide (-fksaid), sb. Chem. [f. HYPER-;
+ OXIDE.] = PEROXIDE.
1855 MAYNE Expos. Le.r.

t Hyperoxydum^ term employed
by Berzelius . . : a hyperoxide. 1879 G. PRESCOTT Sp. Tele-

phone 38 Hyperoxide of lead, .may be used.

t Hypero-xide, a. Obs. [a. F. hyptroxyde,
irreg. f. Gr. virepov-$ exceeding sharp.] Extremely
sharp (in form, taste, etc.) ; very acute or acid.

1805-17 R. JAMESON Char. Min. (ed. 3) 209 Hyper-oxide
([Fr.] hyper-oxyde) ; that is to say, uncommonly acute, as
in the variety of calcareous-spar, which consists of two
rhomboids, of which the one is acute and inverted, and
the other much more acute. 1855 MAYNK Expos. Lex.

t

Hyperoxys,. .superacute ; superacid : hyperoxide.

Hyperoxygenate (-p-ksidsen^'t), v. [f. HY-
PEK- 4 + OXYGENATE.] trans. To impregnate or

combine with an excess of oxygen ;
to supersaturate

with oxygen. (Chiefly in pa. pple.)
1793 BEDDOES Calculus 223 By surcharging the blood with

oxygene, by hyper-oxygenating it, if I may use the expres-
sion. Ibid. 264 An hyper-oxygenated atmosphere. 1803
Ann. Rev. I. 377/1 All those alkaline and earthy salts, .are

shown., to be hyperoxygenated muriates. 1855 MAYNE
Expos. Lex,, Hyperoxygenat-uS) . .hyperoxygenated.

b. (humorous nonce-use, with allusion to Gr.

o^us sharp, acid.) To impart excess of sourness to.

c 1811 SOUTHEY Let. to J. Murray in Smiles Mem. y.
Murray (1891) I. 198 An old huckstering grocer., whose
natural sourness, .is hyperoxj'genated by Methodism.
So Hyperoxygfena'tion, the action of hyper-

oxygenating or condition of being hyperoxyge-
nated ; Kypero'xyffenize v. trans. = HYPJER-

oxY(iEN"ATE (chiefly in pa. pple.).
1793 E. DARWIM in Beddoes Lett. 61 Your.. reasonings. .

indicate . . hyperoxygenation to be the cause of this fatal

disease [consumption], 1802 CHENEY ix in Phil. Trans.
XCII. 126 Oxygenized and hyperoxygenized muriatic acids.

1811 Edin. Rev. XVII. 407 The acid supposed to be hy-
peroxygenized. 1875 H. C. WOOD Therap. (1879)278 Dr.
Colton ..maintains the absurdity that nitrous oxide pro-
duces hyperoxygenation of the blood.

t Hyperoiymuriate (hsi'parpksimiuo'ri/t).
Chem. Obs. [f. HYPER- 7 + OxYMURiATE.] A salt

of (

hypcroxymuriatic
*

(now called chloric
1

^ acid ;

a chlorate.

1794 G. ADAMS Nat. % Exp. Philos. I. App. 546 Hyper-
oxymuriats by heat converted to muriats. xSia SIR H.
DAVY Chem. Philos. 228 From any of the salts called hyper-
oxymuriates, oxygene is procured by a dull red heat. 100

grams of the hyperoxymuriate of potassa afford about 114
cubical inches oxygene gas. 1823 [see CHLORATE], 1854
J. SCOFFERN in Orr's Circ. Sc., Chem. 361 Salts . . termed

chlorates, but formerly hyper-oxy-muriates.

t Hyperoxymuria'tic, a. Chem. Obs, [f.

as prec. + OXYMORIATIC.] In H. acid, the old

name of chloric acid HC1O3 ,
as containing a larger

amount of oxygen than an 'oxymuriatic
'

(chlorous)

acid, HC1O2 .

1794 G. ADAMS Nat, fy Exp. Philos, I. App. 541 The oxy-
murmtic, the hyperoxymuriatic. .acids. 1807 T. THOMSON
Chem. (ed. 3) II, 237 Berthollet. .concluded from them, that

the oxymuriatic acid had been decomposed during_ the

process ; that . . another portion combined with an additional

dose of oxygen, and was converted into hyperoxymuriatic
acid.
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Hyperparasite .-pae-rasait). Zool. [f.
HY-

PER- i + PARASITE.] An animal parasitic upon a

parasite, as certain insects in the larval state. So
Hyperparasi 'tic a., parasitic on or in a parasite ;

Hyperpa'rasitism, the condition of being hyper-
parasitic, as exemplified by certain Ichneumonidir
and Chalddiiise, the larvse of which live in the

bodies of other insect parasites.
1886 \'ahtre 6 May 16/2 About 25 species of the various

parasitic and hyper-parasitic groups [of ants],

Hyperper (haipaMpai). Numism. [ad. med.L.

hypcrpentm , -pyrum, ad. Or. vwcpirvpov, f. iiirep

HYPER- + irCp fire : applied to gold highly refined

by fire.] A Byzantine coin ; the gold solidus

(which at the cession of Crete was rather heavier

than a half-sovereign). Cf. Du Cange Dissert, de

inf. svi numismatibus (Rome 1755) 123.
1598 HAKMTT Vcy. I. 94 For each carte loade they glue

two webbes of cotton amounting to the value of half an
yperpera. 1886 J. BURY in Jrni. Hellenic Stud. VII. 312
By this compact Boniface ceded to Venice Crete and the
sum of 100,000 hyperpers.

Hyperphoric (haipajfp-rik), a. [f. HYPER- i

+ Gr. -<poptK-6s, f. <piptiv to carry ; cf. virfptytpciv
to carry over.] (See qnot.)
1889 Nature 21 Nov. 49 Changes brought about by the

introduction of a new, or the removal of an old mineral (e.g.

dolomitization) are treated under the head of hyperphoric
change.

Hyperphrygian, Anc. Mus.: see HYPER- 2.

Hyperphysical (haipaifi-zikal), a. [f. HY-
PER- j + PHYSICAL.] Above or beyond what is

physical ; supernatural.
1600 Dr. Dodyfoll n. iii. in Bullen O. PI. III. 121 Two

sorts of dreams, One sort whereof are only phisicall, .. The
other Hiperphisicall. 1686 GOAD Celest. Bodies II. xiv. 358
We don't introduce Hyperphysical Causes to defeat Natural,
but only unite them, and make them agree. 1820 T. JEF-
FERSON Writ. (1830) IV. 332 Speculations hyperphysical
and antiphysical. 1843 MILL Logic i. iii. 4 The existence
of God, the soul, and other hyperphysical objects.

Hence Hyperphysically adv., in n hyperphy-
sical manner.
1841 SIR W. HAMILTON in Reid's Wks. I. 210 note, Both

the organic motions in the brain . . and the representations
in the mind itself, hyperphysically determined on occasion
of those motions.

Hyperph.ysi.es. [f. HYPER- i + PHYSICS.]
The science or subject of supernatural things.
1855 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1878 F. FERGUSON Lift;

Christ vi. 68 He called upon them to explain physics and
metaphysics, hyperphysics and hypophysics.

II Hyperplasia(h3ip3jpl?-zia). Path. [mod.L.,
f. HYPER- 5 + Gr. ir\aats formation, f. nXinaanv to

form. Cf. F. hyperplasie^\ A form of hypertrophy
consisting in abnormal multiplication of the cellular

elements of a part or organ ; excessive cell-forma-

tion.

1861 BUMSTF.AD Ven. Dis. (1879) 593 In either case hyper-
plasia is the morbid process, but in scleroses the newly-
formed cells persist, .while in gummata they are eliminated.

1873, T. H. GREEN Introd. Pathol. 93 The increased nutritive

activity of the elements, which leads to an increase in their

size, leads also to an increase in their number, and to the
formation of a new tissue, which is similar to that from
which it originated : this is termed numerical hypertrophy,
or hyperplasia.

SoHyperplasm =
prec.; Hyperplasic(-pl:e

-

zik;,

Hyperpla stic aif/s., of, pertaining to, or exhibit-

ing hyperplasia.
1873 T. H. GREEN Introd. Patliol. 149 The new formation

of lymphatic tissue is in the first place hyperpjastic . . sub-

sequently, however, it may become heteroplastic. Ibid. 258
As the fever subsides, the hyperxmia diminishes, the hyper-
plastic process ceases. 1876 GROSS Dis. Bladder 48 Kpi-
thelial hyperplasm, with epidermoid transformation. 1886

Syd. Soc. Lex., Hypcrplasic.

Hyperspherical, Math. : see HYPEK- 3.

Hypersthene (hai'pajsbm). Min. Also hy-
perstene. [ad. F. hypersttne (named by Haiiy in

1803), f. HYPEK- 4-t-Gr. aetvos strength; from its

superior hardness as compared with hornblende,
with which it was formerly confounded. The
Eng. form is assimilated to the Greek.] A silicate

of iron and magnesium, of the pyroxene group,
a greenish-black or greenish-grey mineral, closely
allied to hornblende, often exhibiting a peculiar
metalloidal lustre.

1808 T. ALLAN Lilt Min. 37 Hyperstene. 1821 R. JAME-
SON Man. Min. 132 Prismatpidal Schieler-Spar, or Hypers-
thene. 1849 DANA Geol. xvii. (1850) 632 The pearly crystal-
lization of the light grayish-green hypersthene. i86z ANSTED
Channel Isl. 11. x. (ed. 2) 259 Varieties of hornblende and
hypersthene, with chlorites, serpentines and mica, all abound.

b. attrib. Hypersthene rock: = HYPERSTHENITE.
1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 412/1 Dr. M'Culloch. .first noticed

Hypersthene rocks in Skye and Ardnamurchan. 1869 Con~

temp. Rei>. XI. 366 The hypersthene mountains are painted
in their real blackness. 1886 Pall Mall G. 4 Sept. 4/2 The
Cuchullins are quite unlike any other mountain group, .the

coal-black
'

hypersthene
'

rocks of which they are composed
being only found in that district.

Hence Hypersthenio (haipaisbe'nik) rt. 1
,
related

to or containing hypersthene.
1838 Penny Cycl. XII. 412/1 A dyke of Hypersthenic trap

was noticed in Radnorshire. Ibid., Hypersthenic sienite.

HYPERTROPHY.

Hypersthenia (hsipaisJtt'niS). J'ath. [mod.
L., f. HYPER- 5 + Gr. aBlvos strength.] Extreme
or morbid excitement of the vital powers; the

opposite of asthenia.

1855 in MAYNK /..syte. Ltx. 1886 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Hence Hypersthe-uic a.2
, relating to, charac-

terized by, or producing hypersthenia.
1886 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Hypersthenite (haipajs^f-nsit). Min.
[f.

HYPERSTHENE + -ITE.] A dark granite-like aggre-
gate of hypersthene and labradorite ; also called

HYPERTTE and NORITE.
1849 MURCHISON Sihitia App. C. 537

'

Greenstones', .are
different varieties ofhypersthenite and gabbro. 1879 RUTI.F.Y

Study Roclts xiii. 249 The hypersthenites, or those rocks
which consist of rhombic pyroxene in conjunction with
triclinic felspar.

Hyperthesis (haipS-jJtfsis). [a. Gr. v*tp6tai<s

transposition, f. i/irip HYPER- + Stan placing.]

Transposition, metathesis.

a. Anc. Pros. In a logaoedic series, the substitu-

tion, for a particular foot in one line, strophe, etc.,

of another foot in a corresponding line, strophe,

etc., involving interchange or reversal of the quan-
tities ; e. g. the substitution of an iamb (u -) for a

i
trochee (- u) or vice versa.

1890 in Century Diet.

b. Philol. Transposition or metathesis of a letter

from a particular syllable to the preceding or

following syllable, as in Gr. ji.iKa.iva for *imKtuna.
1882 in OGILVIE.

HyperthetiC (hsipaafe-tik), a. [ad. Gr. irtrep-

SfTiKos superlative.] Pertaining to or exhibiting

hyperthesis.

t Hyperthe'tical, a. Obs. [f.
as prec. + -AL.]

Superlative.
c 1611 CHAPMAN Iliad xv. Comm. (R.), These hyperthetical

or superlative sort of expressions and illustrations.

Hypertrophic (.hsipaatr^-fik), a. [f.
HTPER-

TKOFH-Y + -ic.] Of the nature of, affected with, or

producing hypertrophy. (Also_^.)
1832 COLERIDOE in Blaclnu. Mag. XXXI. 956 The follow-

ing Out-slough, or hypertrophic Stan2a. 1839-47 TODD
Cycl. Anat. III. 719/2 The anatomical characters of a

hypertrophic brain. 1856 W. L. LINDSAY Brit. Lichens 41
Their hypertrophic or abnormal condition.

b. Gram. Characterized by excess of expression,
1874 T. H. KEY Lang. 271 In the Old German we find an

abundant crop of hypertrophic comparatives from preposi-
i

tions.

So Eypertro'phical, a. (Craig 1847).

Hypertrophied (haips-Jtr^fid), a.
[f.

HYPER-
TROPHY sb. or v. + -ED.] Affected with hypertrophy ;

enlarged by excessive growth.
1835-6 TODD Cycl. Anat. I. 240/2 This cellular substance

ophied "teeth. 1873 T. H. GREEN Introd. Fathol. 92

kidney, .may become hypertrophied, owing to the loss or in-

capacity of its fellow.

b. fig. Overgrown, excessive.

1879 R MANES 'n T9^ Cent. Sept. 414 Such hyper-
trophied conservatism as this ought not to be allowed to

obstruct progress. 1881 in Nature XXIII. 285 It is hard
to be patient with such hypertrophied absurdity.

Hypertrophous (haipa-jtr^fss), a. [i. stein

of HYPERTROPH-Y + -ous.j Characterized by or

affected with hypertrophy.
1836-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. II. 826/2 The hypertrophous

condition. 1876 G. W. BALFOUR Dis. Heart ii. 60 The
greatly dilated and hypertrophous left ventricle sends for-

ward a wave of blood.

Hypertrophy ^aipautnffi), sb. [ad. mod.L.

hypertrophia, f. Gr. iwep (see HYPER- 5) + -Tpo<f>la,

rpcKp-fi nourishment : cf. ATROPHY.] Physiol. and
Path. Enlargement of a part or organ of an animal
or plant, produced by excessive nutrition ;

excessive

growth or development. The opposite of ATROPHY.
1834 J. FORBES Laennec's Dis. Chest (ed. 4) 657 Hyper-

trophy or dilatation of the heart. 1844 Blackw. Mag. LVI.
21 We question .. whether this hypertrophy of fruit or vege-
tables improves their flavour. 1866-80 A. FLINT Princ.
Med. (ed. 5) 41 The term hypertrophy is applied to enlarge-
ment of a part from an increase of its normal constituents,
the structure and arrangement remaining essentially un-
altered. 1881 Ettcycl. Brit. XII. 597/2 In many cases

hypertrophy cannot be regarded as a deviation from health,
but rather on the contrary as indicative of a high degree of
nutrition and physical power. 1884 BOWER & SCOTT De
Rary's Phaner. 492 Accumulations of parenchymatous cells

. . constituting as it were local hypertrophies of the medullary
rays.

b. fig. Overgrowth.
1856 Chainb. Jrnl. VI. 131 That hypertrophy of mon-

archism which grew up under Louis XIV, and in the end
destroyed his dynasty. 1883 Century Mag. July 419/1
Nights of financial hypertrophy.

Hype'rtrophy.t'. [f. prec.sb.; C^ATBOPBY .]

1. trans. To affect with hypertrophy.
1846 P. M. LATHAM Lect. Clin. Med. (ed. 2) xxxiv. 314 [The

heart] is sooner hypertrophied, sooner attenuated. 1885



HYPHA. 504 HYPNOSIS.

[

W. K. PARKER Mammal. Desc. iv. 101 The simple forms of

its facial bones, not hypertrophied to make room for the teeth.

2. intr. To undergo hypertrophy.
1883 tr. Zidlers PathoL Anat. \. 72 (Cent.'' When

a tissue manifests an abnormal tendency to overgrowth, it

is said to hypertrophy.

Hypethral, var. of HYP.ETHRAL.

[Hypha (hM-fa). Bet. PI. hyphse (-0).

[mod.L. ,C. L. \Villdenow, 1 8io\ ad. Or. v$i? web.]
The structural element of the thallome of Fungi,

consistingoflongslenderbranched filaments,usually

having transverse septa, and together constituting
the mycelium.
1866 in Treas, Bot. 1874 COOKE Fungi 14 In Chionyphe

Carter! the threads grow over the cysts exactly as the

hypha of lichens is represented as growing over the gonidia.
1875 [see HYPHAL]. 1897 WILLIS Fiawtr. PI. I. 23 In most
of our forest trees and in many other plants, the root-hairs

are replaced by a fungus whose hyphz absorb the products
of decay in organic matter, .in the same way.

Hyphaemia, -eniia (Jrif-, haifrmia). Path.
f. Gr. v<f>-

*= viru under + oT/ia blood ; cf. Gr.
s blood-shot. In mod.F. hyphtmie^\ a.

Deficiency of blood, b. Extravasation of blood.
1886 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

II Hyphaene, -ene (baifi-ni). Bot. [mod.L.
(1801) arbitrarily f. Gr. v(paiv-tiv to weave.] A
genus of palms with branching stems, found in

Arabia, Africa, and Madagascar. One species,
//. Thebaica, is the DouM-palm. Also attrih.

1878 H. M. STANLEY Dark Cont. II. viii. 239 Hyphene
palms. 1881 Gd. Words Jan. 37 Among other vegetable
curiosities were the hyphsene the only branching member
of the palm family.

Hyphaeresis, -eresis (hi-, h9ifi-r/sis).

Gram. [a. Gr. v<f>atpTi5 a taking away from

under, omission : cf. aphxresis*] The omission of

a letter or syllable in the body of a word.

1890 Cent. Diet. s.v., Syllabic hypheresis.

Hyphal (hai-fal), a. Bot. [f. HTPHA + -AL.]
Of or pertaining to the hypha of a fungus.
1875 BENNETT & DYER Sacks' Bot. 267 In Usnea barbata

the growth in length and thickness and the internal differ-

entiation of the tissue depend entirely on the hyphse, and. .

the gonidia behave like foreign bodies in the hyphal tissue.

1896 ALI.BUTT Syst. Med. I. 90 The spores and developing
hyphal filaments become surrounded by dense clusters of

leucocytes.

t Hyphear. Obs. [a. L. kypkear (Pliny), a.

Gr. (Arcadian) v$apj a kind of mistletoe growing
on pines or firs.] A kind of mistletoe.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny I. 496 A difference there is In the

Hyphear and Misselto, on what tree soeuer they are found.

1613-16 \V. BROWNE Brit. Past. i. i, Whose muting on those
trees doth make to grow Rots curing hyphear, and the
misseltoe.

t" Hyphege'tic, . Obs. [ad. Gr. {Kpyytrrtieos

fitted for guiding (applied to Plato's expository

dialogues).] Of guiding or directing nature.

1655 STANLEY Hist. Pkilo&v. (1701) 175/1 Of Platonick
discourse there are two kinds, Hyphegetick, and Exegetick.

Hyphen (hsi-fen), sb. [a. late L. hyphen, a.

late Gr. 17 vtytv, subst. use of adv. \><piv together,
in one, f. v<f>\ VITO under + tv one.
The Hyphen of the Greek grammarians was the sign w(

placed under a compound, to indicate that it was not to be
read as two words : in this sense the word is sometimes used

technically by Palaeographers.]
1. A short dash or line (-) used to connect two
words together as a compound ; also, to join the

separated syllables ofa word, as at the end ofa line ;

or to divide a word into parts for etymological or

other purposes.
[1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Mor. 41 He would have

us to reade these two last words in one, by way of \i<fyl.:\

thus.] <r 1620 A. HUME Brit. Tongue (1865) 23 Hyphen is,

as it wer, a band uniting whol wordes joined in composition ;

as, a hand-maed [etc.]. 1636 B. JONSON Discav.^ Bellum
Scribent.) What a sight it is, to see writers committed to-

gether by the ears, for ceremonies, syllables, points, colons,

commas, hyphens, and the like? 1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4),

Hyphen, .is used, either when two words are joyned together,
for the more conciseness of expression, as Self-interest \ or
when one part of a word concludes the former Line, and the
one begins the next. 1881 MASON Eng. Gram. 299 When
the two elements ofthe compound are only partially blended,
a hyphen is put between them.

D. Applied to the *

plus
'

sign ( + ).

1850 DAUBENY A tomic The. Hi. (ed. 2) 105 In Berzelius's

method. .to express compound salts, the symbols for each
were brought together by means of an hyphen +.
2. transf. a. A short pause between two syllables

in speaking.
1868 GEO. ELIOT Sp. Gipsy i. 15 Whistles low notes or

seems to thrum his lute As a mere hyphen 'twixt two
syllables Of any steadier man. 1872 C. KING Mountain.
Sierra Nev. x. 208 With hyphens of silence between each
two syllables.

b. A small connecting link.
1868 G. DUFF Pol. Srv. 169 It was a bridge for migra-

tions. It was a hyphen, connecting different races. 1881

Daily Tel. 21 June 6/8 M.de Lesseps, who is the sworn foe
of all such geographical hyphens [isthmuses].

Hyphen (hai-fen), v. [f. prec. sb.] trans. To
join by a hyphen ; to write (a compound) with a

hyphen.
1814 W, TAYLOR in Monthly Rev, LXXIV. 306 The

Englishman imagines all words connected by apposition to
|

be hyphened together, and inflects them as a single word.
;

1884 AYrc Eng. Diet. Introd. 23 Many specialized com- i

binations..are ofien not even hyphened. 1891 S. MOSTYN
,

Curatica 128 The Joneses, when their father was induced
to move from Shepherd's Bush to Kensington, showed their

gratitude to their mother by hyphening her name with their

own.. 'The Misses Robinson-Jones'. 1894 Sunday Sch.
Times (Philad.) 3 Feb.. On the principle that words should
not be hyphened unless absolutely necessary.

Hyphenate (hai-fen^t), v. [f. HYPHEN sb. +
-ATE C] trans. = HYPHEN v.

1891 Guardian 14 Sept. 1358 We ought to hyphenate
'noble-simple' [Shaks. Cymb. in. iv. 133]. Cloten is noble

by rank, but 'simple \ that is, a clown, by nature and habit.

Hence Hyphenated///, a.; also Hyphena'tion,
the action of joining by a hyphen.
1852 N. ff Q. ist Ser. V, 124/2 The Germans giving the

hyphenated title thus. 1886 loM Cent. May 700 Arbitrary
italicising, meaningless bracketing, and senseless hyphena-
tion. 1893 E. COUES Exp. Lewis $ Clark I. 66 In the text

. .the name usually stands Council-bluff, in one hyphenated
word.

Hyphenic (hsife-nik), a. [f. as prec. + -ic.]

Of or pertaining to a hyphen.
1851 .V. ff Q. ist Ser. IV. 204/1 The following I should

call a hyphemc error.

Hyphenize (hai-fenaiz), v. [f.
HYPHEN sb. +

-IZE.J trans. = HYPHEN .

1869 South. Rev. July 59 A flood of absurdities, many
of which are badly hyphenised elongations of existing
vocables. 1879 Daily Afws 20 Nov. 4/6 The reconciliation

of Austria and Hungary, and the predominance of the latter

in a hyphenized monarchy.
Hence Hypneniza tion, the action of joining or

writing with a hyphen.
1851 A7

". <$ Q. ist Ser. IV. 204/1 A neglect of mental

hyphenization often leads to mistake as to an author's

meaning. 1894 Sunday Sch. Times (Philad.) 3 Feb., No
two writers, probably,would agree as to the hyphenization of

any fifty words taken at random.

Hyphomycetous (hi:f-, harf^maisftas), a.

Bot.
[f.

mod.L. Hyphomycetes (f. Gr. vtyrj web +
pvKijTf? fungi) + -OTJS.] Of or belonging to the

Hyphomycetes, a group of fungi consisting simply of

hyphae (Martins Flora Crypt. Erlang. 1817).
1887 GARNSEY tr. De Bary's Fungi n. v. 172 The Enty-

lomeae. .are simple hyphomycetous forms.

Hypidiomorpnic (hipidwimp-jfik), a. Min.

[mod. f. (Rosenbnsch) hyp-, HYPO- 4 + IDIOMOR-

PHIC.] Partially or incompletely idiomorphic.
1888 A. C. LAWSON in Artier. Geologist Apr. 204 The

order being first plagioclase in more or less idiomorphic
lath-shaped individuals lying in all positions, then augite
generally allotriotnorphic, sometimes hypidiomorphic.
Hence Hypidiomo-rphically adv.
1888 W. S. BAYLEY in Aater. Naturalist Mar. 209 The

rock is hypidiomorphically granular.

Hypinosis (hipin^u-sis). Path. [f. HYPO- 4
+ Gr. (s, lv-6s tissue * -osis.] A diseased state of

the blood in which the quantity of fibrin is below
the normal ; opp. to hyperinosis.
1845 G. E. DAY tr. Simons Anitn. Client. I. 296 These

researches exhibit less of the characters of hypinosis than
those instituted on the blood at the commencement of con-

tinued fever. 1876 tr. Wagners Gen. Fathoi. 704 Hypinosis
may be a result of haemorrhage.
Hence Hypino'tic ., pertaining to hypinosis.
1855 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1886 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Hypiodic, -iodous, etc. : see HYPO-IODIC, etc.

Hypish, obs. form of HYPPISH.

II Hypnaesthesis (hipnesj-sis). Path. [f. Gr.
VTTV-OS sleep + ataQijais perception, feeling.] Sleepy
feeling ;

dulled sensibility ; drowsiness.

1855 in MAYNE Expos. Lex.
Hence Hypnsesthe'sic a.

t
affected with hypnoes-

thesis.

1889 Lancet 28 Dec. 1331/1 Many of these pathological
phenomena are simply the hypnaesthesic nerves picking up
thephysiological sights, sounds, and sensations.

Hypnagogic (hipnagp-dsik) , a. [ad.F. hypna-
gogiqitC) f. Gr. virr-os sleep -f d-yoryos leading, f.

dyttv to lead.] Properly, Inducing or leading to

sleep; in qnots.
= that accompanies falling asleep.

1886 GURNEY Phantasms of Living I. 390 The 'hypna-

gpjjic
'

hallucination was as truly the projection of the per-

cipient's own mind as the dream. 1895 Q. Rev. July 215
Hallucinations like the '

hypnagogic illusions' with which

many people are familiar.

II Hy'pnale. Obs. [ad. late L. hypnale (So-

linus), a. Gr. imvaKtrj, fern, of uin/aX^os sending to

sleep, f. VITVOS sleep.] (See quots.)
I398TREVISA Barth. DeP. R. xvui. x. (1495^ 763 Ympnalis

is a manere of adder that sleet h wyth slepe. 1613 PURCHAS
Pilgrimage (1614) 560 The Dipsas killes those whom shee

stingeth with thirst. The Hypanale with sleep, as befell to

Cleopatra. 1635 SwAN-S/rc. M. (1670) 44oThcwe whom the

Hypnale stingeth die with sleep.

HypniC (hi'pnik), a. rare. [ad. Gr. VVVIK-OS,
f. virvos sleep.] Of, pertaining to, or inducing sleep.
1886 Syd. Soc. Le.r., Hypnic^ having power to produce

sleep.

Hypno- (hi*pn0), before a vowel hypn-, com-

bining form of Gr. uirfo? sleep. The compounds in

Greek were not numerous, and all those employed
in English are new formations, and chiefly patho-
logical terms.

Hypnobate [Gr. -ftarns walker], a sleep-walker
(Cent. Diet.}. Hypnocyst (hi'pn<?sist) Biol., an

encysted protozoan which remains quiescent and
does not develop spores. Hypnodylic -di'lik)

a. [ODYLIC], pertaining to an 'odylic force' pro-

ducing the hypnotic state ; so Hypno*dylism,
the practice of using this force. Hypnoge'nesis,
Hypno'geny, induction of the hypnotic state : so

Hypnog-ene'tic, -ge'nic, Hypno'g-euous aJjs.,

producing the hypnotic state
; rarely, producing

sleep, Hypnog-ene tically adv., by hypnogenesis.
Hypnology [cf. F. hypnologie\ t

the part of phy-
siological science which deals with the phenomena
of sleep ; hence Hypnolo'glc, -ical adjs. }

of or per-

taining to hypnology. Hypnologist, one versed

in hypnology. Hypnopho'bia, Hypuo'phoby
[Gr. -<po$ia, f. <f>6fios fear

; cf. F. hypnophohi^
a morbid dread of falling asleep (Syd. Soc. Lex.

1886); hence Hypnopho'bic a. (Maync Expos.
Lex. 1855). HypnoscopefGr. <ro?roy SCC-SCOPE],
an instrument used to ascertain if a person is a hyp-
notic subject. Hypno-sophist, an adept in Hyp-
no'sophy [Gr. trotpia wisdom], knowledge of the

phenomena of sleep. Hypnosperm, -spore Bot.,
an oospore or zygospore (in ti&Algx) which, after

fertilization, passes through a period of rest before

germinating ; a resting cell or spore ;
so Hypno-

spora^nge, Hy:pnospor-angfium Bot., a sporan-
gium containing hypnospores ; Hypnospo ric a.,

of the nature of a hypnospore.
1885 E. R. LANKESTER in Encycl. Brit. XIX. 841/2 The

sclerotia are similar in nature to the *hypnocysts of other
Protozoa. 1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anita. Life 258
The [Amoeba) when in a state of repose . . forms a spherical
or oval ball. .. It sometimes occurs in this condition sur-

rounded by a delicate membrane forming a
'

hypnocyst '. It

is then 'resting', owing to drought or plentiful nutrition.

1889 Daily News 24 Dec. 2/7 *Hypnodylic operators are

born, not made. Ibid.^ The phenomena of*hypnodylism in

actual operation. Ibid., The scope of hypnotism and

odyljsm, the aspects of *hypnogenesis, the conditions of

odylic force. 1887 E. GURNEY in Mind Apr. 214 Certain
recent events, however, have given special importance to
this topic of trance-induction or 'hypnogeny', and have
raised ; . the question of the efficacy of psychical influence
as a *hypnogenetic agent. 1888 Science 9 Nov. 222 Physical
methods [of hypnotization], especially nypnogenetic zones,
do not exist except as the results of suggestion. 1884 Land.
Med. Rec. Aug. 360 We call those substances *hypnogenic
which,when administered,may cause sleep. \$&}Fortn. Ret'.

May 737 The so-called
'

hysterogenic
' and '

hypnogemc
'

pressure points. 1886 F. W. H. MYERS in Proc. Soc. Psych.
Res. Oct. 127 No attempt, .has been made to correlate this

*hypnogenous force or suggestion at a distance with hypno-
genous agencies employed in the subject's actual presence.
Ibid, note, I must adopt from the French the word *hynogeny
for the production of hypnotic states. 1886 Syd. Soc. Lex.>
*
Hypnologic, of or belonging to hypnology. 1847 CRAIG,
*Hypnological. 1860 Ne^vSyd. Soc, Year-bit. 203 Azam has

repeated Mr. Braid's hypnological experiments,and finds that

catalepsy and anaesthesia can be obtained in the way he indi-

cates. 1847-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. IV. 681/2 An advertising

*hypnologist whom I allowed to try his art upon the sleep-
less individual. 1833 DUSGLISON (Worcester), *Hypnology.
1886 Syd. Soc. Lex., Hypnology; the part of hygiene which
treats of the doctrine of sleep. 1855 MAYNE Expos.
Lex.,

*
Hypnophobid) term for fear or dread of sleep ; also

a term for Ephialtes, or night-mare ; *hypnophoby. 1885
Athenaum 3 Jan. 21/2 He [Dr. J. Ochorowicz] finds that

by hanging a magnetic tube, which he calls a '

'hypnoscope ',

from the index finger, sensations of a peculiar description
are realized. 1885 Pall Mall G. 27 Feb. 3/2 Experiments
have proved that about 30 per cent, of mankind can be

subjected to mesmeric influences, while on the rest the

hypnoscope has no effect. 1888 Sat. Rev. 18 Aug. 196/1

Every *hypnosophist .. has his own little private dodge for

smuggling himself over the frontier of the land of Nod.
Ibid.* The term *hypnosophy is new, perhaps, but it looks
rather neat and convenient. Ibid.) Hypnosophy stands to

scientific discussion of the facts about sleep as theosophy
stands to religion. 1889 BENNETT & MURRAY Cryptog. Bot.

266 It [the zygosperm] then remains dormant through the

winter as a resting cell or *hypnosperm, germinating in the

spring.

Hypnoid (hi-pnoid), a. Bot. [f.
HYPN-UM +

-OID.] Belonging or akin to the genus Hypnum.
1852 TH. "RjQ&$HumbotdCs Trai>. I. xv. 481 The surrounding

rocks are covered with jungermannias and hypnoid mosses.

Hypnoue (hi'pnJun). Med. [a. F. hypnotic, f.

Gr. virv-os sleep + -ONE.] A name given toaceto-

phenone, C 6H 5.CO.CH3 ,
as a hypnotic.

1886 Syd. Soc. Lex. , Hypnone, . . Dujardm-Beaumetz's term
for phenylmethyl-ketone or acetophenone. A colourless,

very mobile liquid .. obtained by distilling a mixture of

calcium benzoate and acetate. 1888 Medical News (U.S.)

19 May 547/2 Various other hypnotics have been more

recently proposed, such as. .hypnone and methylal.

Hypnophilous (.hipn^'filss),**. [f. Gr. v-nvo-v

HYPNUM + <f>i\os loving.] (See quot.)
1855 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1866 Syd. Soc. Lex., Hyp-

nophilovs, growing among the mosses.

Hypnosis (hipn^-sis). Phys. [f. Gr. type

*Jwvo;ms, n. of action f. virvo-fiv to put to sleep.

Cf. F. hypnose morbid sleep.]
1.

( The inducement or the gradual approach of

sleep' (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1886).

1876 HARLKY Mat. Med. (^.6)765 It invariably produced
hypnosis and contraction of the pupil in him.



HYPNOTIC.

2. Artificially produced sleep : esp. that induced

by hypnotism ; the hypnotic state.

i88a Qnain's Diet. Med. 973 The too ready adoption of

hypnosis or Braidism may do harm rather than good. 1892
Brit. Med. Jrnl. 27 Aug. 455 The stages of hypnosis at-

tained, varied from a slight decree of drowsiness to deep
trance. 1893 Ptill Mall G. 10 Jan. 2/1 The waking from

hypnosis occurs through immediate action of the imagina-

tion, the command to wake up, or through sense [etc.]. 1898
Times 13 July 4/r Any suggestion offered to a person during

hypnosis has an exaggerated effect on his mind.

Hypnotic (hipn^-tik), a. and sb. [ad. F. hyp-

notique (i6th c. in Pare), ad. late L. hypnoticus,
a. Gr. vnvcoTiKos inclined to sleep, sleepy ; also,

putting to sleep, narcotic, f. tnrvutiv to put to sleep.

In 2, short for neuro-hypnotic : see HYP.NOTISM.]
A. adj. 1. Inducing sleep ; soporific.

1625 HART Anat. Ur. i. li. 31 Not neglecting hypnoticke,

cordial!, and deoppilatiue medicines. 1758 J. S. Le Dran's
Observ. SiirR. (1771) 300 Hypnotic Draughts constantly

repeated. 1878 T. BRYANT Pract. Surg. I. 249 The hydrate
of chloral is a drug of great value as possessing hypnotic

qualities without the evils attendant on other drugs of this

class.

2. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of hypnotism
or

' nervous sleep
'

; accompanied by hypnotism ;

producing hypnotism, hypnotizing.
1843 BRAID Neurypnol. 7 In respect to the Neuro-Hypnotic

state induced by the method explained in this treatise.

Ibid. 14 The method I now recommend for inducing the

hypnotic condition. 1847-9 TODD Cycl. Anat. IV. 696/2
Some remarkable connection between the state of the eyes
and condition of the brain and spinal cord, during the

hypnotic state. 1874 MAUDSI.EY Respons. in Ment.Dis. vii.

238 In the hypnotic or so-called mesmeric state. 1884
E. GURNEY in Mind Jan. 115 A gradual and continuous

decline of hypnotic waking into hypnotic sleep. 1892 igfii

Cent. Jan. 24 To this day the.. Fakirs of India throw
themselves into a state of hypnotic ecstasy. 1898 Times

13 July 3/6 If they were going to suggest that the will had
been obtained by hypnotic suggestion.

3. Susceptible to hypnotism ; hypnotizable.
1881 Standard 29 Jan., The unfortunate young man was

..'hypnotic'. 1892 E. HART in Brit. Med. Jrnl. 3 Dec.
1220 The confirmed and trained hypnotic subject is a
maimed individual in mind and body.

B. so. 1. An agent that produces sleep ; a

sedative or soporific drug.
1681 tr. WtUii" Rem. Med. Wks. Vocab., Hypnotic, a

medicine that causes sleep. 1684 tr. Sonet's Merc. Compit.
xiv. 489 Hypnoticks are oft necessary in this Disease. 1787
BEST Angling (ed. 2) 70 Evident to all who know the nature

and operation of hypnotics. 1874 C.AnpFN'TER Ment. Phys.
n. xv. (1879) 576 The droning voice of a heavy reader on
a dull subject, is often a most effectual hypnotic. 1876
HARLEY Mat. Med. (ed._6) 344 In moderate doses chloral

hydrate is a pure hypnotic.

2. A person under the influence of hypnotism.
1888 C. L. NORTON in N. Amer. Rev. June 705 It is a

recognized fact that the senses of hypnotics fall completely
under the control of the hypnotizer. 1893 E. HART in

Brit. Med. Jrnl. n Feb. 302 The hypnotic under the

influence of suggestion is capable of becoming a dangerous
lunatic of a new kind.

t Hypnotical (hipnp-tikal), a. Obs. [f. as

prec. i- -AL.]
= prec. A. I.

1657 TOMLINSON Renov's Disp. 112 Their similitude to

Hypnoticall medicaments.

Hence Hypnotically adv., in a hypnotic manner
;

by means of hypnotism.
CI70O D. G. Harangues Quack Doctors 15 It affecteth

the Cure .. Hypnotically. 1883 igth Cent. Oct. 708 It

would be a conceivable hypothesis that the trance con-

dition is produced hypnotically. 1891 Daily News 31 Mar.

5/t The Hypnotiser. .hypnotically suggested her visions.

Hypnotism (hi-pn<ftiz'm). [f.
HYPNOT-IC +

-ISM. This word is due to Dr. James Braid of

Manchester, who in 1842 introduced the term

neuro-hypnotism for 'the state or condition of

nervous sleep ', and in 1 843 used the shortened form

hypnotism, when the context made the sense plain.]

1. The process of hypnotizing, or artificially pro-

ducing a state in which the subject appears to be

in a deep sleep, without any power of changing
his mental or physical condition, except under the

influence of some external suggestion or direction,

to which he is involuntarily and unconsciously

obedient. On recovering from this condition, the

person has usually no remembrance of what he has

said or done during the hypnotic state. The term

is also applied to the branch of science which deals

with the production of this state, and its causes and

phenomena. See BRAIDISM, MESMERISM.
The usual way of inducing the state consists in causing

a person to look fixedly, for several minutes, with complete
concentration of the attention, at a bright or conspicuous

object placed above and in front of the eyes at so short

a distance that the convergence of the optic axes can only

be accomplished with effort.

1841 BRAID in Trans. Brit. Assoc. (29 June), Practical

Essay on the Curative Agency of Neuro-Hypnot 1

sm._ 1843

Netirypnol. 13 By the term '

Neuro-Hypnotism then,

is to lie understood 'nervous sleep'; and, for the sake of
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tised . . under the designation of hypnotism. 1852 BRAID

(rVM 1

) Magic, Witchcraft, Animal Magnetism, Hypnotism
and Electro Biology (ed. 3). 1883 ijM Cent. Oct. 696
Under the name of Hypnotism, the subject has after a long
interval reappeared on the scientific horizon. 1892 Brit.

Med. Jrnl. 27 Aug. 459 Hypnotism is an agent of great
value in the treatment of chronic alcoholism. 1893 Tall
Mall G. to Jan. 1/3 Hypnotism is the science which deals

with the phenomena of a peculiar mental state produced by
artificial means. 1898 Times 14 July 14/3 The habitual use
of hypnotism on women is greatly injurious, both morally
and intellectually.

2. The state thus induced : the hvonotized or

hypnotic condition.

1843 [see sense i]. 1847 Kat. Encycl. \. 760 This induced
him [Braid] to give another name. Hypnotism, to the state

in which persons are thus placed. 1860 lUnstr. Loud.
AVrcs it Feb. ij9/2 Hypnotisme, or nervous sleep, now
exciting so much attention in the French medical world.

1862 LVTTON Sfr. Story II. 215 The enchanters and magi-
cians arrived, .at the faculty of. .inducing fits of hypnotism,

trance, mania. 18760. M. DAVIES Unorth. Lotid.(z&. 2)

98 Swedenborg had the power of inducing, in his own case,

a state clearly the same as what we now call mesmerism or

hypnotism.
3. Sleepiness or sleep artificially induced by any
means ; alsoyff.
1860 I. TAYLOR Sfir. ffetr. Poetry (1873) ?7 He na5

fallen into a sort of Biblical hypnotism, or artificial slumber,
under the influence of which the actual meaning of words
and phrases fails to rouse attention. 1875^. C. WOOD

~..- ....o practises Neuro-Hypno . .. ,

Anat. IV. 695/2 Modes of inducing somnambulism .. prac-

VOL. V.

hypnotising process may
minute, .into hypnotic sleep.

Hypnotoid (hi'piuJtoid), a. [f.
HTFNOT.IO +

-OTD.] Like or resembling the hypnotic state.

1887 E. GURNEY in Proc. Amer. Sac. Psych. Res. Dec.

2ot This young lady had a vyonderful hypnotoid sensitive-

ness, by which she was sometimes able to make unconscious

estimates.

!l Hypnum (hi-pnum). , Bot. PI. hypnums,
hypna. [mod.L., ad. (jr. virvov (Theophr.)

' moss

growing on trees '.]
A large genus of pleurocarpoos

mosses; feather-moss.

1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Stiff, s. v., The branches of the

Hypnums are usually spread about upon the ground, and

are perennial. Ibid., The family of the Hypna is very
numerous. 1837 JOHMSTON in Proc. Bcrw. Nat. Club I.

NO.S. 155 Amongst hypna in spongy places. i8S7THOREAU
Autumn (1894) 138 One whole side, the upper, was covered

with green hypnum.

Hypo (hi'po), rf.l ? Obs. Also 8 hippo, hyppo,

9 pi. (rare) hypos. [Abbreviation of HYPOCHON-

DRIA : cf. HYP.] Morbid depression of spirits.

i7ii MANnEViLE(/Vfc) A Treatise of the Hypochondriack
and Hysterick Passion vulgarly call'd the Hypo in Men
and Vapours in Women. 1725 BAILF.V F.raan. Colloq. 163

When he's neither in a Passion, nor in the Hippo, nor in

gainer by the hypi
bearance of the other.

Hypnotist (hi-pnrHist). [f. as prec. + -1ST.]

One who studies or practises hypnotism ; a hypno-
tizer. Also attrib.

1843 [see HYPNOTISM i]. 1884 Proc. Sue. Psych. Res. I.

v. 12 Results which .. indicate a special sympathy or 'rap-

port
'

between a hypnotist or mesmerist and a sensitive

Subject'. 1890 Athenaeum 10 May 603/1 The cleverest

hypnotists have recently told us that they cannot induce

a victim to commit an act altogether repugnant to his or

her moral character. 1893 E. HART in Brit. Med. Jrnl.

iSTeb. 363 The hypnotist faith-curer of the hospital ward
and the priestly faith-curer of the grotto are in truth utilising

the same human elements.

Hence Hypnoti'stic a., relating to hypnotists or

hypnotism.

Hypnotize (hi-pndteiz), v. [f.
as HTPNOT-IC +

1ZE: in F. hypnotiser] trans. To put into a

hypnotic state ;
to place under the influence of

hypnotism ; to mesmerize. Also to hypnotize into

(a state or belief). Also absol.

1843 [see HYPNOTISM i]. 1847-9 TODD Cycl. Anal. IV.

703/1 Observations upon individuals hypnotised by Mr.
Braid. 1880 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 4 Sept. 382 The natural

normal state of those who may be readily hypnotised.

1892 Daily Neva 17 Dec. 5/5 They hypnotised themselves

into believing in it. 1891 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 3 Dec. 1219

Anyone can hypnotise, and every one can hypnotise if he is

patient enough, and either scientifically intelligent or

ignorantly fanatic. 1896 Voice (N. Y.) 6 Feb. 2 '4 Houses
of Representatives have been hypnotized into subserviency.

HenceHypnotizedfpl.a. ; Hypnotizing vbl.sb.

and ///. a. Also Hypnotizable, capable of being

hypnotized. Hypnotizability (hi'pntftaizabi'liti),

capability of being hypnotized. Hypnotiza'tlon,
the action of hypnotizing, or condition of being

hypnotized. HJrpnotizer, one who hypnotizes.
1888 A liter. Jrnl. Psychol. May 520 To furnish a criterion

of the "hypnotizability of the subject. 1885 Eng. Mechanic

13 Feb. 512 The number of "hypnotisable subjects. 1883
J'roc. Soc. Psych. Res. I. v. 67 After a very short course of

hypnotisation. 1892 Spectator 2 Jan. 26/2 Horses are

very susceptible to hypnotization. 1843 'Hypnotized [see

HYPNOTISM i). 1880 ROMANES in ig/A Cent. Sept. 475
When he clattered his teeth, the hypnotised patient re-

peated the movement. 1883 Ibid. Oct. 701 The '

subject
'

mimics or obeys his *hypnotiser in a quite mechanical way.

1889 At/unueum 25 May 661/1 He meets the monk Helio-

HYPO-.

Liquor. 1738 [see HYV]. 1756-66 AMORY J. Buncle (1770)

III. 157 A chronic hyppo. 1851 H. MKLVILLE Whalei. i

When my hypos get the upper hand of me. 1869 MRS.
STOWE OlritcKvn F. 333 Alleging as a reason that

'
't would

bring on her hypos \

HypO (hai-pt?), s&.2 Photogr. [Abbreviation of

HYPOSULPHITE.] The salt formerly called hypo-

sulphite, now thiosulphate, of soda, used for fixing

photographic pictures. Also cittrib.

1861 Photogr. News Aim. in Circ. Sc. (c 1865) I. 155/1 A
little will be lost in the hypo fixing bath. fbvt. 155/2 The
proof assumes a disagreeable red hue after it is fixed with
the hypo. 1889 Anthonv'l

s Photogr. Hull. II. 76 Hypo is

cheap, and can be bought at nearly ever>' drug store. Ibid.

274 The action of restrainers and retarders, of Iiypo-
ehmmators.

Hypo- (hips, hsipo), before vowels alsoJiyp-,

prejix, repr. Gr. iiiro-, tiir- (f.
\nr& prep, and adv.

'under
' = L. sub), largely employed in Greek in the

formation of verbs, adjectives, and substantives.
With verbs, and their derivatives, iuro- had the senses

'under, beneath, down, from below; underhand, secretly;
in a subordinate degree, slightly'. With adjectives and

substantives, vno- had the local sense '

beneath, under
'

in

a prepositional relation to the substantive implied in the

radical part, or the sense '
in a lower relation, in a lower

degree, slightly, somewhat, a little
'

in an adverbial relation.

Few Greek words containing the prefix came down through
late L. and Fr.

into_ English; the only ones of ME. age
being the ecclesiastical words hypocrite and hypocrisy,
found soon after 1200 ithe derivatives, hvpocritic, -al, etc.

are later, of i6th c.). A few technical words, e. g. hyposarca,

hypostasis, occur (though hardly as Eng.) in end of i4th c. ;

a considerable number, including hypochonder, -choitdria,

liypostatic, hypotenuse, hypothec, hypothesis, hypotrache-

lium,hypotyposis, appear in i6th c.,and others, ushyfocaust,

but are formed (usually) on Greek elements, and more or

less in accordance with Greek principles of word-formation.

Hypo- has not. like hyper-, become a living element, capable
of being prefixed at will to words of any origin.
The first vowel in Gr. iiiro-, L. hypo-, is short, and all the

early words in English were introduced with the y short,

as in hypocrite, hypocrisy, etc. The y is marked as short in

all compounds with hypo- in Pronouncing Dictionaries down
to the middle of the igth c. Some later Dictionaries, while

retaining short y under stress, primary or secondary, as in

hypocaust, hypothetic, make it long (ai) in unaccented

syllables, as in hypothesis, hypotenuse. But the later tendency
in the South of England has been to treat y in all positions

except before two consonants as (ai), and, against etymology
and history, to say hyposulphate, hypostatical, etc.

I. 1. In words from Greek : the most important
of these are hypochondria, hypocrisy, hypocrite, hy-

potenuse, hypothec, hypothesis, and their derivatives.

2. In modern formations, with sense '

under, be-

neath, below ', of relative position ;
sometimes anti-

thetical to terms in EPI- or HYPER-. In one set

(a), hypo- has a prepositional relation governing the

sb. occurring or implied in the following element,

as in hypobasal, HYPOBKANCHIAL, HYPODERMIC,
HYPOGLOSSAL ;

in another (b\ hypo- qualifies the

second element adverbially or attributively, signi-

fying that this is itself the nether or lower of two

(or more), as in HYPOBLAST, hypomere, hypozoa

(animals low in the scale).

3. Mtts. a. Prefixed to the names of musical

modes in hypoxolian, -dorian, -ionian, -lydian,

-mixofydian, -phrygian, to denote either (a) the

grave modes in Ancient Greek music, beginning at a

definite interval below the ordinaryJEolian, Dorian,
etc. or (K) the

'

plagal
'

modes in mediaeval music,

each of which has a compass a fourth below that

of the corresponding
' authentic

' mode. b. Also

formerly in names of intervals measured down-

wards, as hypodiapason, -diapente, -diatessaron,

ditone (see DIAPASON, etc.). (Cf. HYPER- 2.)

1597 MORLF.Y Introd. M-us. 98 If the leading part wwe
highest, then would they call it [a Fuge] in hypodiatessaron,
which is the fourth beneath. 1651 J. F[REAKE] Agrippa's
Occ. Philos. 260 Clio with the Moon move after the Hypo-
dorian manner. Ibid. 261 Urania also doth the eight

create And musick Hypo-Lydian elevate. 1760 STILES

An,: Greek Music in Phil. Trans. LI. 712 We have already
shown the Hypodorian mese to have been in e, the Hypo-

phrygian in J ft and the Hypolydian in f$. Ibid., The

Hypoionian mese was inserted in./natural, and the Hypo-
aeolian in e natural, at a fourth respectively from the Ionian

and /Eolian. 1844 BECK & FELTON tr. MunKs Metres 290
The Mixolydian and Hypolydian were subordinate species

of the Lydian [mood]. 1867 MAcFARREN//ar;oj'i. 17. 1897

Daily Nems 19 Mar. 6/4 Much fun was made of a sailor's

ditty said to be written in the hypomixolydiau mode.

4. ' To some extent ',

'

slightly ',

' somewhat ', in

many adjectives; similarly in substantives, with

the sense 'slight' or 'deficient'. These words

belong chiefly to pathology, and are the opposites

of similar formations beginning with HYPER- II.

5. In Chemistry, hypo- (in contrast to HYPER- 7)

is used to name an oxygen compound lower in the

series than that having the simple name without

hypo- ; thus, sulphurous acid = H 2SO3 , hyposul-

phurons acid = H 2SO2 , vanadic oxide V2O6 , hypo-

vanadic oxide V 2O4 (VO2), vanaJious oxide VaO3 ,

hypovanadious oxide V.
2
O 3 (VO).
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HYPO-.

II. The more important words belonging to all

these groups appear in their alphabetical order as

main words ;
others of less importance or less

frequent use follow here. (In many of these the

immediate derivation is obvious, they being simply
formed by prefixing hypo- to another word, the

etymology of which will be found in its place :

e. g. hypoazotic, f. hypo- + AZOTIC, etc.)

Hypoanti'monate Chem., a salt of antimony te-

troxide. \\Kyvoa,"rla.pl.Ickthyol. [Gr. ydpwv little

egg], a pair of protuberant oval ganglia developed
beneath the optic lobes of osseous fishes ; hence

Hypoa'rian a. Hypoazo'tic a. Chem. = HYPO-
NITROCS ; hence Hypoazotide = hyponitrous acid,

H aN2O2 (Syd. Sac. Lex, 1886). 'Hypota'sal a.

Sot., applied to the lower of the two cells or

portions of the oospore of vascular cryptogams
(cf. EPIBASAL). || Hypobole (hipp-WU) Khet.

[Gr. into0o\ri, {. vwoftal.Ktiv to throw under,

suggest], the mentioning and refuting of objections
which might be brought against the speaker's case

by an opponent. | Hypocatha'rsis Med. [CA-
THARSIS], a slight purging ;

so Hypocatha rtic a.

(Syd. Sac. Lex. 1886). Hy pochil (-kil), || Hypo-
chilinm (-kaHtfm) Bot. [Gr. x"*s lip], the

basal portion of the labellum of an orchid

(Trias. Bot. 1866). Hypochlo'rin Chem. [Gr.

X^<pos green], Pringsheim's name for a sub-

stance found in every plant-cell which contains

chlorophyll. I Hypoclidmm (-kbi'di^m) Ornith.

[Gr. x\els, KAtiS- key], the interclavicular element

of the clavicles of a bird, seen in the merrythought
of a fowl; hence Hypoclidianfl. fHypocolon,
a semicolon. Hypocone Zool. [CONE], the sixth

cusp of the upper molar tooth of mammals of the

group Bunodonla. Hypocrystalline a. Min.,

consisting of crystals contained in a non-crystalline
or massive mineral substance. Hy pocycle nonce-

wd. (see quot., and cf. EPICYCLE). HHypoda-ctylnm
Ornith. [Gr. SOKTVA.OS finger], the lower surface of

a bird's toe (Mayne, 1855). f Hypodea-con [Gr.
inroSiOKovos under-servant], a subdeacon. Hypo-
derma'tomy Med. [Gr. oippa skin + foiaj cutting],
incision ofa subcutaneous part (Syd. Sac. Lex.l886).
Hypodermoclysis (-dsjmp'klisis) Med. [Gr.
*Xi!<ris a washing, drenching], the injection of

nutrient fluids under the skin in the collapse from
cholera or other exhausting diseases.

|| Hypo-
diastole (-daijse'sunz) Gr. Gram. [Gr. tmoSiaoroAi;]
= DIASTOLE 3 (q.v., qnot. 1833). Hypodicrotons
(-dai'kriftas) a. Phys., having a slight secondary
wave in each pulse-beat, f Hypodlda'scal [ad.
Gr. uTroSiSaoxaAos : see DIDASCALIC], an nnder-

teacher, an usher. Hy podigma tical a. [Gr. viro-

Sfi-fpaTinis], indicating by way of example or

symbol. Hy podrome [med.L. hypodromum (see

Du Cange), f. Gr. uiro under + Spopot course], a

roofed porch or colonnade. Hypodyna'mic a.

PatA., characterized by weakness or prostration

(cf. ADYNAMIC). Hypo-elli-psoid Geom., a curve
traced by a point in the circumference of a circle

or ellipse rolling along the inside of an ellipse (cf.

HVPOCYCLOID). Hypogaeate ,-djr/t) Chem., a
salt of hypogffiic acid. Hypogaic (-djrik) a.

Chem. [f. mod.L. (Arachis) hypogga the earth-

nut; see HYPOGEAN], in hypogxic acid: see quots.
fr Hypogel'ody [f. Gr. viroynos underground,
HYPOGEAN + oSor way], a branch of applied
mathematics, by which subterranean distances and
directions are ascertained ; subterraneous sun-eying.
Hypogenous (-(vdjenas) a. Bot. [Gr. -7(1/775

produced], (a) growing upon the under surface

of leaves ; (Jf) growing beneath the surface.

Hypo-gnathism, hypognathous conformation.

Hypo'gnathons a. Ornith. [Gr. yvaffos jaw],
having the under mandible longer than the upper,
t Hypogram [Gr. viroypaupa something written

below] (see quot.). Hypohyal a. Anat. [see
HYO-, HYOID], forming the base of the hyoid arch ;

also as si., that part of the hyoid arch which lies

between the stylohyal and basibranchial. Hypo-
keimeno metry [Gr. vnoKiipcvov underlying sub-
stance or essence + -METKY] (see quot.). Hypo-
kine-tic a. Path. [KlNETic], having defective

muscular action (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1886). |j Kypo-
lemni'sons, f hypole mnisk [(Jr. iino\rjfa'laxof,
f. \rinvlonos band, fillet], the critical mark -r.

Hypolog-ism (-jrlodjiz'm) [Gr. iiiroXoyiapvs a ratio
in which the antecedent is the smaller number] (see
quot.). Hypo-menons a. Bot. [Gr. i*ivnv to re-

main] (see quoU). Hypomere Biol. [Gr. ntpos
part], the lower half of certain sponges ; hence
Hypo-meral a., pertaining to a hypomere. Hy-
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pomnema tic a. [Gr. i-no/a TJ/KITIKOS, f. i/iruf

note, memorandum], having the form of memoranda
or notes. Hypomne stic a. [Gr. vironvyaTiKus

suggestive to the memory], pertaining to or awaken-

ing recollection.
|| Hyponen'ria Path. [Gr. vfvpcv

nerve], deficient or diminished nervous power (Syd.
Soc. Lex.}. || Hyponoi'a [Gr. iirwoia, f. virovoedv

to snspcct], underlying meaning. Hy ponome (hr-

ponflum) Zool. [Gr. vnovofiri underground passage],
the ambulatory pipe or fleshy funnel of a cephalo-

I
pod. Hyponychial (-ni'kial) a. [Gr. oi>v( , ovvx-

<

nail], seated under the nail (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1886).
|| Hypo-nychon, -chum Path, [as prec.], an effu-

j

sion of blood under a nail (ibid.}. Hypo-o
psmious

':

a. Client. [OSMIUM], containing less oxygen than

osmious compounds, as h. oxide osmium monoxide

OsO, h. sulphite OsSO3 . Hypope-psy Path. [Gr.

TTtY'S digestion], defective digestion. Hypopetalous
(-pe'tabs) a. Bot. (also f-petaleous, -ious), hav-

ing the petals inserted beneath the ovary (Mayne
1855) ; belonging to the Hypopetalie of Jussieu, a

division of dicotyledonous polypetalous plants;
hence Hypope'taly, hypopetalous condition (Syd.
Soc. Lex. 1886). Hypophet [Gr. iirwfiyrjjs], an

interpreter, expounder. Hypophloeous (-nVas) a.

Bot. [Gr. <fj\oi<5s bark], of lichens: growing under

the outer layers of bark on trees, etc. (Mayne 1855);
so also Hypophloe odal, Hypophlceo die adjs.

Hypophonic (-fj^nik) a. [Gr. tpavrj voice], serving
as an accompaniment or response ; so Hypo--
phouons a.

|| Hypo'phora Khet. [Gr. i*wo<popa],
the statement of an opponent's probable objec-
tion to the speaker's argument (cf. hyfobole}.

II Hypophyllium Bot. [Gr. <pv\\iov little leaf]

(see quot.). f Hypophyllospe rmous a. Bot.

[Gr. </>uAAov leaf + airipua seed] (see quot.) Hy-
pophyllous (-fi-bs) a. Bot. [Gr. ^uXXov leaf],

growing under, or on the under side of, a leaf.

Hypophy steal a. [PHYSICAL], lying beneath or

below the physical. Hypophy sics, matters that

lie beneath physics. Hypopial a., pertaining to

the hypopus. || Hypopla sia Path. [Gr. -jr\a<ria,

irXdiris formation], defective growth of an organ
or tissue. Hypopla'stral a., pertaining to the

hypoplastron. || Hypopla-stron Zool., Huxley's
name for the third lateral piece of the plastron of

Chelonia = hyposternal. Hypoplasty Path. [Gr.
irXaarus moulded, formed],

' a diminution of the

fibrin in the blood
; also, a diminution of the

nutritive or generative activity" (Syd. Soc. Lex.
1 886). || Hypopo dirun Bot. [Gr. wovs, iroS- foot],

j

the stalk of the carpels (Trias. Bot. 1866). Hy-
po'pterate a. Bot. [Gr. irrfpov wing],

'

applied by
j

Mirbel to a cupula when it is winged interiorly'

(Mayne 1855). |. Hypo'ptilnm Omith. [Gr.
mi\oi> feather], the subsidiary shaft or plume of

a feather, which springs from the main stem at the

junction of quill and rachis
;
the after-shaft, the

hyporachis ;
hence Hypo ptilar a.

\\ Hypopus
(hi-p<jp#s) Zool. [Gr. inroirovs having feet beneath],
a heteromorphous nymphal form of certain aca-

roids. Hypopygial ^-pi'djial) a., pertaining to

the hypopygium ; situated under the end of the

abdomen. || Hypopygium (-pi'd^i^m) Entom.

[Gr. {nroTiv-fiov rump, tail, 7711777 buttocks], (a)
see quot. ; (/>} the clasping organ at the end of the

abdomen of many male dipterous insects. Hy-
porachi dian (hyporrh-) a., of or pertaining to

the hyporachis. || Hyporachis hyporrhachis i

(-(7-iakisl, Ornith. [Gr. pd\is spine], the accessory
rachis or shaft of a bird's feather, the hypoptilum.
Hypora'dial a., of or pertaining to the hyporadii
of a feather.

|| Hypora'dlns Ornith., one of the

barbs of the after-shaft or hyporachis of a feather.

|| Hyporche-ma, hyporcheme (hrppA-fm) [Gr.

iiiropxina, f. opxttoOai to dance], a choral hymn
to Apollo, accompanied by dancing and panto-
mimic action. Hyporchematic (hipfuHmse'tik)
a. [Gr. {nrnpxipaTiitos^-accompanied by dancing.
Hyporrhlned ///. a. tionce-wj. [Gr. inroppivos
under the nose, viroppiviov moustache], moustached.

Hyporrhythmlc (-ri-Jimik) a. [RHYTHMIC], de-

ficient in rhythm ; said of a heroic hexameter in

which the caesura is not observed (Cent. Diet.}.

Hyposcleral (-skll-ral) a. Surg. [see SCLEROTIC],

performed beneath the sclerotic coat of the eye.

Hyposclerite (-skliT3it Min. [Gr. OKXyptis

hard], a blackish-green less hard variety of AL-
BITE (Dana A/in. (1868) 350). Hyposcle-rous
a., somewhat hard (Syd. Soc. Lex. i886\ Hy-
poske'letal a. Anat. [see SKELETON], developed
below the endoskeleton ;

= HYPAXIAL (cf. EPI-

SKELETAL\ f Hypospha'gma, hy posphagm

HYPO-.

[Gr. \moaipa-yna.'], a contusion ;
a blood-shot eye.

Hyposphene (hi'posffn) Comp. Anat. [Gr. a<^r\v

wedge], Cope's name for a wedge-shaped vertebral

process situated on the. neural arch below the

postzygapophyses, in some extinct reptiles of the
Permian period ;

hence Hyposphe'ual a.
\\ Hy-

pospora-nginm Bot. [SPORANGIUM], the indusium
of a fern, when this grows from beneath the spore-
c.ise. Hyposte'rnal a. Anat. [Gr. vvuoripvos :

see STERNUM], in hyposternal bone, also liypostemal
as sb., St. Hilaire's name for the hypoplastron of a
chelonian

; also called || Hyposte-rnum. Hy.
posthenic (-sfe-nik) a. Path. [Gr. aBivos

strength], of a medicine or disease : having power
j

to lower or reduce strength ;Mayne 1855). Hy.
postl'gma J'afaogr. [Gr. viroaTiynr] a comma],
the comma, which in ancient punctuation had
the form of a modern full stop. HypostiTbite
jl/iji., a hydrous silicate of alumina and lime
allied to stilbite, with which it is often associated.

Hyposto-matous, hypo stomous a. Zool. [Gr.
mopa, a-roiun- month], having the mouth inferior,
as certain fishes and infusoria (Hypostomata}.
|| Hypostro-ma Bot. [Gr. arpSipia. layer], Martins'

name for the cellular layer supporting the
stroma of fungi. |1 Hypostrophe (hi-, haipp-stsSti)

[Gr. v7roaTpo(pri turning back], a. PatA. (a} a

turning or tossing as of the sick in bed
; () a

relapse, return of a disease ; (c} a falling back,
as of the womb (Mayne 1855); b. Rhct. rever-

sion to a subject after a parenthesis. Hy-
postyle (hi'p^stail a. Arch. [Gr. \iiroarv\ot

; see

STYLE], having the roof supported on pillars.

Hypostyptic a. Med. [see STYPTIC], slightly

astringent (Mayne 1855). Hyposyllogi stic a.,

having the value, but not the strict form, of a

syllogism. Hypota'ctic a. Gram. [Gr. tnroTa*.

TIKCJS], dependent, subordinate in construction (cf.

hypotaxis). || Hypota-rsus Ornith. [TARSUS],
a process of the hinder part of the tarso-metatarsus

of most birds
; the talus or so-called calcanenm ;

hence Hypotivrsal a.
.; Hypota-xis Gram. [Gr.

viruTofis, f. r&aa<a> to place], subordination, sub-

ordinate construction. || Hypotheclnm (hipo-

frsiom) Bot. [Gr. 0r]Ktov, dim. of 017x77 case] (see

quots.) ; hence Hypothe cial a. Hypothenar
(f^fasa} a. Anat. [Gr. InroBivap, (. Swap palm of

the hand], of or pertaining to the eminence on
the inner side of the palm, over the metacarpal bone
of the little finger. HypotheTmal, Hypothe-r-
mlc adjs. [Gr. vvoOfpnos somewhat warm, f. Stp^os

warm, hot], (a) tepid; (b) relating to reduction of

the heat of the body ; so Hy pothermy,
' the

condition of being hypothermal
'

(Syd. Soc.

Lex. 1886). Hypotrichons (hip-, hsipp'trikss)
a. Zool. [Gr. Opi(, rptx- hair], of or pertaining to

the Hypotricha, an order of the class Ciliala of

Protozoa, having the locomotive cilia confined to

the ventral surface. Hypotrophy (-p'trtlR) Path.

[Gr. rpcxpri nourishment], a condition of an organ
or part due to defective nourishment (Mayne
1855). Hypotympa nic a. Anat. [see TYM-

PANUM], situated beneath the tympanum ; applied

esp. to the lower bone of the jaw-pier in osseous

fishes; also as sh., the quadrate. Hypotypic,
Hypoty plcal adjs., subtypical ; not fully typical.

Hypova'nadate Chem., a salt of hypovanadic
acid. Hypovana'dic a. Chem., containing less

oxygen than a vanadic compound, as h. oxide =
vanadium tetroxide, V2O4 . Hypovana'dlous a.

Chem., containing less oxygen than a vanadious

compound, as hypovanadious oxiJe vanadium

dioxide, V2O2 . Hypoxylous (-p-ksibs) a. Bot.

[Gr. (v\ov wood], pertaining to ascomycetous
fungi of the genus Hypoxylon, which grow on

trees, decaying wood, etc. || Hypozen-gma Gram.

[ZEUGMA], the combination of several subjects with

a single verb or predicate. || Hypozeirxis Gram.

[Gr. uiroffufis], the use of several parallel clauses,

each having its own subject and verb.
|| Hypozoa

(hipozcn'a) Zool. [Gr. (yov animal], a subdivision

of the animal kingdom, including the lowest living

forms; = PROTOZOA (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1886); hence

Hypozo-an a. Hypozoic a. (a} Geol., lying
beneath the strata which contain remains of living

organisms ; (b) Zool. of or pertaining to the

Hypozoa (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1886).
1879 ROSCOE & SCHOHLEMMER Treat. Chem. II. n. 513

Antimony tetroxide forms salts with basic oxides which
have been termed *hypoantimonates. 1844-6 OWEN Lect.

Comp. Anat. Vert. i. viii. 179-80 In most osseous fishes the

corresponding fibres of the pre-pyramidal tracts swell out

suddenly, beneath the optic lobes, into two protuberant
well-defined oval ganglions (' *hvpoaria ') : . . they are well

developed in the common Cod, in which, as in some other



HYPO-.

fishes, they contain a cavity called
'

*hypoarian ventricle \

1854 J' SCOFFLRN in Orr's Circ. St., Chem. 326 *Hypo-
azotic or hyponitric acid. 1883 Athenatnin 6 Oct. 439/1 To
cause the patient to inhale with prudence hypoazotic vapour
mixed with air. 1882 VINES Sachs* But. 351 In the Mar-

chantieae and Anthocerotea: the short seta of the sporo-
*

.
.

in Rhetorick whereby we answer what we prevented to be

objected against by an Adversary. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed.

Kersey), *Hypocatharsis, gentle Purging. 1881 Nature
XXIII. 561 Professor Pringsheim.. announced the discovery
in the chlorophyll-corpuscles of a substance called *Hypo-
chlorin. 1657 J. SERGEANT Schism Dispach't 249 He goes

smothly . . without the least rub so much as of an *hypo-
colon to stop him. 1891 FLOWER & LYDEKKER Mammals
ii. 2. 33 Finally, in the bunodont series, the addition of a

postero-internal cusp, termed the *hypocone, forms the sex-

tubercular molar. 1888 W. S. BAILEY in A mcr. Naturalist

Mar. 208 When [a rock], .contains crystals in a hyaline

ground-mass, the structure is described as *hypocrystalline.

1716 M. DAVIES Atlien. Brit. II. To Rdr. 45 The Hetercclit

DUsenters . . move in an Excentrical 'Hypocycle. n 1529
SKELTON Image Hypocrisy 62 Subdeacons that be *ypo-
deakons. 1884 Pall Mali G. 10 Oct. 10/2 Till a physician
could be obtained to perform Pacini's operation of *hypoder-

moclysis. 1877 ROBERTS Handbk. Mcd. (ed. 3) II. 21 A minor

degree of this variety is named *hypo- or sub-dicrotous. 1625
SHIRLEY Sch. Complement in. v, There is the starre of Elo-

quence, vnder whom I am an "Hypodidascall, in English,
his Vsher. 1708 MOTTEUX Rabelais iv. xlviii. 137, I saw
a little Hump, .say to the Hypodidascal [etc.]. 1860 T. A.

G. BALFOUR Typ. Char. Nature 64 The typical, or symbol-
ical, or *hypodeigmatical character. 1820 T. MITCHELL

Aristoph. I. p. Ivi, The *hypodrome, or covered porch
where the wrestlers practised their exercises in winter.

1846 G. E. DAY tr. Simon's Anim. Chem. II. 275 If the

disease . . should take a *hypodynamic character, the urine

. .will assume an alkaline reaction. 1854 MOSELEY Aslran.

Ixi. (ed. 4) 183 This curve . . being of the nature of an hypo-

cycloid, or rather, an *hypo-ellipsoid. 1865-72 WATTS
"

. . .

Arte Mathematicall, demonstratyng, how, vnder the Sphae-
ricall Superficies of the earth, at any depth, to any per-

pendicular line assigned . . certaine way may be prescribed
and gone. 1871 COOKE Brit. Fungi 490 Brand-spores,

hypogenous, scattered over the leaves in minute tufts. 1872
COUES Key N. A mer. Birds 323 Rhynchopinx, Skimmers.

Bill 'hypognathous. 1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., *Hypogram.
a subscription, or that is subscribed. 1882 W. R. PARKER m
Trans. Linn. Sac. II. in. 168 This bar. .has its distal fourth

segmented off to form a "hypohyal. 1894 Atkenzum 17

Nov. 680/3 The basi- al>d hypo-hyal cartilages of the

Elasmobranchii. 1882 J. MARTINEAU Study Spinoza n. i.

1 65 Spinoza .. attempts to construct a *
Hypokeimenometry

a science of Substance and its affections, whereby the con-

stitution of the universe shall be deduced from its primary
essence the All out of the One. 1718 PRIDEAUX Contact.

O. $ N. Test. ll. i. 55 The 'Hypolemnisk, a straight line

with one point under it (as thus ). 1849 w - FITZGERALD

tr. Whitaker's Disput. 125 Origen marked these texts with

various asterisks and obeli, lemnisci and hypolemnisci.

1656 tr. Habbes" Elem. Philos. (1839) 147 When the propor-
tion of the first antecedent to the first consequent is less

than that of the second to the second, the four magnitudes

. .

415/2 The lower half [of a Rhagon], which consists of all
*

sense, presupposing familiarity with an existing body of

literature. 1659 STANLEY Hist. Philos. xn. (1701) 498/1

Of Signes . . some are according to them, "Hypomnestick,
others Endictick. 1897 Edin. Rev. Oct. 290 Those who
have no great skill at deciphering the *Hyponoia, the

underlying significance, of the Idylls. 1884 A. HYATT in

Science i Feb. 123 The fleshy pipe is therefore an ambu-

latory pipe or *hyponome. 1873 Fffwnes' Chem. (ed. n)

441 "Hypo-osmious sulphite, OsSOi, is a black-blue salt.

1897 ALLBUTT Syst. Med. II. 802 A marked degree of
'

"hypopepsy
' due to catarrh. (1843 SOUTHEY Comiu.-pl,

Bk. IV. 721 Greg. Nazianzen calls S. Basil, .an interpreter

of the Spirit. "Hypophet as distinguished from prophet.

practiseof*hypophonous chants.which consisted ofresponses
to the intonation [etc.]. 1657 J. SMITH Myst. Rhet. 127

"Hypophora . . is when the speaker makes answer unto his

own demand : As, . . Shall we continue in sin, that grace

may abound? God forbid. 1866 Treas. But., *Hypo-

phyllium, a small abortive leaf, like a scale, placed below

a cluster of leaf-like branches, or leaves. 1704 J. HARRIS

Lex. Techn., "Hypophyllospennons-plants, are such as bear

their Seeds on the Backsides of their Leaves ; as the Capil-

laries. 1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex.. 'Hypophyllous. 1857

BERKELEY Cryptog. Bot. 570. 508 The circinate .estivation

and hypophyllous fruit . . at once establish their nature.

1871 COOKE Brit. Fungi 502 Brand-spores hypophyllous,

blackish, surrounded by the ferruginous epidermis, a 1834

COLERIDGE Omniana in Lit. Rent. I. 349 Holding the anti-

moralism of Paley and the "hypophysics of Locke. 1878

Hypophysics [see HYPERPHYSICS]. 1884 D. M. ALBERT
Brit. Oribatidae 5 The Tyroglyphida: are usually parasitic

during the curious 'hypopial stage. 1889 J. M. DUNCAN
Lect. Dis. Worn. xvii. (ed. 4) 131 In one of these which

I examined, there was marked 'hypoplasia of the decldua.

1871 HUXLEY Anat. Vert. v. 202 In the Turtle the plastron

consists of nine pieces . . the third, *kypoplastron. 1884

MICHAEL in Jrnl. Linn. Soc., Zool. XV II. 379 The true//>-

popus is a heteromorphous nymphal form of Tyroglyplms.
1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. III. yp*Hypopygium, the last

ventral segment of the abdomen. Ibid. 707 In many other

insects it [the podex] unites with the last ventral segment,
the hypopygium, to form a tube for that organ [the ovi-

507

positor]. 1886 NEWTON in Encycl. Brit. XX. 505/2 [The I

contour-feathers of the Rheas] want the *
hyporrhachis or

after-shaft that in the Emeus and Cassowaries is so long as i

to equal the main shaft. 1603 HOLLAND Plutarch's Alor. 801 !

Hee who hath proceeded well in these *
tlyporcfifinata [etc.].

1873 SYMONDS Grle. Poets v. 118 The choric hymn, called

Hyporchem . . originally formed a portion of the cult of
|

Phoebus. 1850 LEITCH tr. C. O. Muller's Am. Art (ed. 2)

77 The gymnopsedic, *hyporchematic, and other kinds of
orchestics were .. cultivated in a highly artistic manner.

1894 BLACKMORE Perlycross 405 A man . -*hyporrhined with
a terse moustache. 1880 Brit. Med. yrnl. 389 The opera-
tion of *hyposcleral cyclotomy cuts through the ciliary

body. 1871 HUXLEY Anat. Vert. ii. 45 The *hyposkeletal
muscles are separated from the episkeletal . . by the ventral

branches of the spinal nerves. 1614 J. DAY Festivals (1615)

310 Sicke of the disease the Phisitionscall *flypospkagina.
1659 STANLEY Hist. Philos. xn. (1701) 478/1 They who have
a Hyphosphagme in their Eyes. 1661 LOVELL Hist. Anim.
#r Min. 342 The hyposphagme, or contusion, being a red or

livid spot, caused by bloud flowing out the veines opened.
1886 Syd. Soc. Lex.,

*
Hyposporangium, term used by

Bernhardi for the indusium of ferns which bears the sporan-

gium itself, as in the Adiantum. 1835-6 TODD Cycl. A nat. I.

284/1 Two posterior lateral pieces [termed] the_ ''hypo-
sternals. 1855 OWEN Skel. $ Teetk^ 57 The junction
between the hyo- and hyposternals admits of some yielding
moment. 1868 DANA Min. (ed. 5) 442 *Hypostilbite occurs

on the island of Faroe with stilbite and epistilbite. 1855
MAYNE Expos. Lex., *Hypostroma. 1866 Treas. Bot.,

Hypostroma, the mycelium of certain fungals. 1831 IVeslin.

Rev. XIV. 4i6The*hypostyle hall, and some other additions

that he made to the temple of Karnac. 1896 Academy 12

Sept. 186/2 In which the sentence is subordinated, both in

meaning and in outward form, to another in other words,
is '*hypotactic'. 1883 B. L. GILDEKSLEEVE in Amcr.
Jrnl. Philol. IV. 420 Now to make *hypota_xis out of para-
taxis we must have a joint. 1886 MEYER in Philol. Soc.

Proc. 18 June p. xliv, The paratactical arrangement of

sentences, in preference to hypotaxis. 1866 Treas. Bot.,

*Hypothecium, the cellular stratum below the thalamium
of lichenals. 1875 BENNETT & DYER Sachs"

1

Bot. 269 The
term Hypothecium is given to the mass of fibres lying
beneath the sub-hymenial layer. 1706 PHILLIPS ^ed. Kersey),

*Hypothenar (in Anat.}, a Muscle which helps to draw the

little Finger from the rest ; also the space from the Fore-

finger to the little Finger. 1836-^9
TODD Cycl. Anat. II. 523/2

On the inner side of the palm is the hypothenar eminence.

1885 RAY LANKESTER in Encycl. Brit. XIX. 862/2 One of

the Hypotricha ; lateral view of the animal when using its

great *hypotrichous processes as ambulatory organs. 1848
OvtEtiHomol. Skel. 60 The hornologue of the "hypotympanic
of batrachians and fishes. 1880 GUNTHER Fishes 55 The

large triangular hypotympanic or quadrate has a large

condyle for the mandibulary joint. 1855 MAYNE Expos.

Lex., *Hypovanadate. 1897 ROSCOE & SCHORLEMMER
Treat. Chem. II. 745 The hypovanadates are

ajl
insoluble

except those of the alkali metals. Ibid. 746 Silver hypo-
vanadate, AgjVaOs, is a black crystalline powder. 1855
MAYNE Expos. Lex., *Hypovanodic. 1879 ROSCOE &
SCHORLEMMER Treat. Chem. II. 290 Thus vanadic salts are

yellow ; the hypovanadic salts blue ;
the vanadious salts

green ; and the hypovanadious s_alts
lavender-coloured. Ibid.

289 The solution of "hypovanadious sulphate absorbs oxygen
with such avidity as to bleach indigo. 1589 PUTTENHAM

Eng. Poesie ill. xii. (Arb.) 176 If such supplie be placed
after all the clauses . . then is he called by the Greeks ''Hypo-

zeugma. 1706 in PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey) ; and in mod. diets.

1589 PUTTENHAM Eng. Poesie in. xii. (Arb.) 177 If this

supplie be made to sundrie clauses, or to one clause sundrie

times iterated.. then is it called by the Greekes *Hypo-
zeuxis. 1887 MIVART in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 106 Those

lowly organisms known as Protozoa or *Hypozoa. 1865
Intell. Observ. No. 40. 283 This approach to a *hypozoic
zero. 1876 PAGE Adv. Texl-bk. Geol. vi. 121 The terra

Hypozoic simply points out their position as lying under
those systems which are decidedly fossiliferous.

Hypoeeolian, Anc. Mas. : see HYPO- 3.

Hypoblast (hi-po-, hai-pobloest). [f. HYPO- 2

+ -BLAST. Cf. F. hypoblaste^
\. Bot. The flat dorsal cotyledon of a grass. ? Obs.

hypoblastus. 1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Hypollastns.]
1882 in OGILVIE (ed. Annandale). 1886 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

2. Biol. The inner layer of cells in the BLASTO-

DERM.
1875 HUXLEY in Encycl. Brit. II. 51/1 In the embryo [of

the Metazoa] the representatives of these two layers [ecto-

derm and endoderm] are the epiblast and hypoblast. 1877
Anat. Inv. Anim. i. 50 The inner wall of the sac is

the hypoblast (endoderm of the adult), the outer the epi-

blast (ectoderm). 1897 ALLBUTT Syst. Med. I. 59 The
endoderm or hypoblast, appears as a cul-de-sac.

Hence Hypoblastic (hip0-, haipcblas'stik) a., of

or belonging to the hypoblast.
1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Anim. xii. 663 The hypoblastic

cells are invested by those of the epiblast. 1897 ALLBUTT

Hypoforaiicliial (h"P"-> hsipobrse-rjkial), a.

and sb. Anat. [f.
HYPO- 2 + BRANCHIAL. Cf. F.

hypobratuke.~\ a. adj. Situated under the branchiae

or gills, to. ill. pi. The lower portion of the

branchial arch.

1848 OWEN Homol. Vertebr. Skel. Table I. note 2 The

metamorphoses of the hyo-branchial skeleton in the batra-

chian larva; demonstrate the thyro-hyals to be special

developments of the hypo-branchials. _
1878 BELL Gegen-

baur's Comp.Anat. 553 Mention has still to be made of the

hypobranchial groove and its derivates. 1888 ROLLESTON

& JACKSON Anim. Life 474 The hypobranchial gland.

Hypobraiichiate (hipo-, haipobrarrjkiit), a.

Zool. [f. mod.L. Hypobranchiata, : see HYPO- 2

HYPOCHONDRIA.
and BRANCHIATE.] Belonging to the Hypo-

brani:hiata{Inferobranchiata),ga.sltioi>o&
molluscs

in which the branchiae are situated beneath the body
(Mayne, 1855).

HypoTjromite (hipo-, hsipobrou'mait). Chem.

[f. HYPO- 5 + BKOMITE.] A salt of hypobromous
acid.

1877 ROSCOE & SCHORLEMMER Treat. Chem. I. 278 Hypo-
bromous Acid . . with the salts, termed the kypobromites,
are formed in a similar manner to hypochlprous acid. 1878
KINGZETT Anim. Chem. 195 With alkaline hypochlorites
and hypobromites, urea decomposes.

Hypobromous (hipu-,h3ipobio"-m3s),<z. Chem.

[f. HYPO- 5 + BKOM-INE + -ous.] In hypobromous
acid, an acid (HBrO) derived from bromine, having

strong oxidizing and bleaching properties.
1865-72 WATTS Diet. Client. III. 237 Half the bromine

is precipitated as bromide of silver, while the other half

remains in solution as hypobromous acid. 1877 ROSCOE &
SCHORLEMMER Treat. Chem. I. 278 Aqueous hypobromous
acid is a light straw yellow coloured liquid, closely resemb-

ling in its properties hypochlorous acid.

Hypocaust (.hi'p^kgst, hsi'po-). Rom. Antiq.

[ad. late L. hypocaustum, -causton, a. Gr. inroKava-

TOV, lit. room or place
' heated from below

*

5
f. vjr6

HYPO- I + /cat)-, Kaiftv to burn.]
A hollow space extending under the floor of the

calidarium, in which the heat from the furnace

(hypocausis, {moKavats') was accumulated for the

heating of the house or of a bath.

It has been sometimes explained as 'a vaulted room heated

by a furnace below
'

(which may have been the primary
sense), and sometimes erroneously identified with the hypo-
causis or furnace itself.

1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Hypocaust, a Hot-house to sweat

in, or a Stove. 1696 Ibid. (ed. 5), Hypocaust, a subter-

raneal Place, wherein there was a Furnace, which served
to heat the Baths of the Ancients. 1774 PENNANT Tour
Scot/, in 1772. 70 A fine hypocaust or bath was discovered.

1851 D. WILSON Preh. Ann. (1863) II. HI. ii. 25 The Roman
Mansion with its hypocaust. 1885 J. H. MIDDLETON Anc.
Rome 334 Vitruvius's description ofthe hypocausts or hollow

floors used for heating the hot rooms (calidaria) agrees

closely with many existing examples. 1887 Encycl. Brit.

XXII. 579/1 In the remains of Roman Villas found in

Britain the hypocaust isan invariable feature. 1890 Smith's
Diet. Gr. $ Rom. Antiq. I. 278/1 The passages from the

furnace to the hypocaust and the flues in the walls appear
to have been called cuniculi.

b. transf. A stove.

1829 SCOTT Anne ofG. xix, The stule of a German inn

derived its name from the great hypocaust, or stove, which
is always strongly heated, to secure the warmth of the

apartment in which it is placed.

Hence Hypocausted ///. a., furnished with a

hypocaust or hypocausts.
1897 Antiquary Nov. 321 They found a large villa. It

was very extensively hypocausted.

t Hypochloric (hipo-,h3ipoklo<>'rik),fl. Chem.

Obs. [f.
HYPO- 5 + CHLOBIO. Cf. F. hypochlorique]

In hypochloric acid, an old name of chlorous acid.

1841 BRANDE Chem. 368 Hypochloric acid was discovered

by Sir H. Davy in 1815. 1870 Eng. Mech. 18 Mar. 658/1

Hypochloric acid is a yellow gas, possessing a very peculiar
odour.

Uypochiorite (hipc-j haipflkloo'rait). Chem.

[f.
HYPO- 5 + CHLOBITE. Cf. F. hypochlorite^ A

salt ofhypochlorous acid.

1849 D. CAMPBELL Inorg. Chem. 75 Hypochlorites . .When
the base is m excess, they are sufficiently stable, -but when

neutral, they are decomposed into chlorides and chlorates.

1876 HARLEY Mat. Med. (ed. 6) 156 Hypochlorite of soda.

1877 ROSCOE & SCHORLEMMER Treat. Chem. I. 267 The

hypochlorites .. are unstable compounds, which in the pure
state are almost unknown.

HypochloroUS (hip0-,h3ipokl6;>T3s),<z. Chem.

[f.
HYPO- 5 + CHLOKOUS. Cf. F. hypochloreux]

Hypochlorous acid, an oxy-acid of chlorine (HC1O),
which in its aqueous form has a yellowish colour,

acrid taste, and sweet smell, and possesses strong

oxidizing and bleaching qualities. Hypochlorous

anhydride, a gas (C1,O) of a pale reddish-yellow
colour and powerful odour. Discovered by Balard

in 1834.
1841 BRANDE Chem. 367 Balard. .has. .proposed to desig-

nate it hypochlorous acid. 1854 J. SCOFFERN in Orrs Circ.

Sc.,Chem. 360 Hypochlorous acid.. is an orange-coloured
volatile liquid. 1865-72 WATTS Diet. Chem. III. 907

Hypochlorous anhydride.

Hypoch.ond.er, -ch.on.dre (hipak^'ndaj).

? Obs. Also 6 hypocunder. [a. F. hypocondre

(i6th c. in Pare) : see next.]
= HYPOCHONDBIUM.

Also pi. = HYPOCHONDRIA i.

Spleen, and Hypochonders. 1684 tr. Ballet's Merc. Compit
XI. 377 That the chief Cure [in Mania] be always directed

to the Hypochondres. 1740 MACKARNESS in Phil. Trans.

XLI. 502 A Swelling just above the Groin, in the Left

Hypochondre. 1817 Blackw. Mag. I. 565/2 They were

magnetised., by the pressure of the fingers upon the hypo-

chonders. 1834 J. FORBES Laennec's Dis. Chest (ed. 4) "5

This method, .consists in pressing forcibly upon the hypo-

chondres from below upwards.

Hypochondria (hipskp-ndria, haipo-). Also

hypoeondria, and 8 bypooondrias. [ad. late L.

hypochondria pi. (Priscian), a. Gr. TO viro\6v5fia
64-3



HYPOCHONDRIAC.
the soft parts of the body below the coital carti-

lages (rendered prxcordia by Celsus), neut. pi. of

uiroxovS/xos, {. vtru HrPO- I + \6fSpos gristle,

cartilage, esp. that of the breast-bone (the
' ensiform

cartilage '}. See also prec. and H YPOCHONDRIL'M.]
||
1. as //. of HYPOCHOXDRIUM. Those parts of

the human abdomen which lie immediately under
the ribs and on each side of the epigastric region,
t b. The viscera situated in the hypochondria ;

the liver, gall-bladder, spleen, etc., formerly sup-
posed to be the seat of melancholy and '

vapours '.

1563 T. GALE Antidot. n. 39 It..healeth flatulentnes of
Hypochondria, a. 1652 J. SMITH Set. Disc. iv. 127 If our
spleen or hypochondria, .send up such melancholic fumes
into our heads as move us to sadness and timorousness we
cannot justly call that vice. 17547*4 SMELLIE Sfidwtf. III.
484 There was no hardness or inflammation about.. the
hypochondria. 1835-6 TODD Cycl. Anat. I. 4/2 Between
the hypochondria is the proper epigastric region,
fc. Erroneously as sing., for HYPOCHONDRIUJI.

1725 in G. Sheldon Hist. Dcer/te/J, Mass. (1895) I. 448The indians fired upon them, and woundd Deacon Samll
Field, the ball passing through the right Hypocondria.
1727 DE FOE Syst. Magic I. iv. (1840) 97 Thus raising the
vapours in their hypocondrias, they were every night dream-
ing that they heard it thunder.

d. Entom. (See quot.)
1826 KIRBY & SP. Entomol. III. 388 Hypochondria, ..two

portions of segments, one on each side ; which in some
genera (Carabus L., etc.) intervene between the first intire
ventral segment and the posterior part of the Postpectus.
2. as sing. A morbid state of mind, characterized

by general depression, melancholy, or low spirits,
for which there is no real cause.
This use of the word was app. developed in English, prob.

on the supposition that it was an abstract feminine sb. Cf
F. hyfocondrie which seems to be of late introduction
(1812 in Hatz.-Darm.).
1668 DRYDEN Even, [.we iv. ii, I know what you would

say, that it is melancholy ; a tincture of the hypochondria
you mean. 1700 ASTRV tr. Soavedra-Foxardo II. 242The Panniclt Fears of that Hypochondria of State-Interest
1710 Talltr No. 231 p 4 Will Hazard was cured of his
hypochondria by three glasses. 1830 SCOTT Demonol. i.

23 The symptom, .is. -equally connected with hypocondrix
1853 C. BRONTE Gillette xx, There sat a silent sufferer a
nervous, melancholy man. Those eyes.. had long waited
comings and goings of that strangest spectre, Hypochondria.

Hypochondriac (hipakp-ndriaek, haipo-\ a.

and so. Also 7-9 hypocondriao. [a. F. hypo-
condriaque (i6thc.), ad. med.L. hypochondriac-its,
a. Gr. {moxoy8ptan-6s affected in the hypochondria ;

see prec.]
A. adj. 1. Ofmorbid states : Proceeding from,

orhaving their origin in, the hypochondria, regarded
as the seat of melancholy ; hence, consisting in,
or having the nature of, a settled depression of

spirits. ? Olis.

1615 CROOKE Body of Mail 416 An honest Citizen., was
sicke or indisposed with a hypochondriake melancholy for
3-yeares. 1669 Phil. Trails. IV. 1089 The Causes of the
Hystenck and Hypodiondriack Passions. 1670 J. GOOD-
MAN Penitent Pardoned in. iii. (1713) 310 That hypo-
chondriack sourness and austerity, which some place a
great deal of religion in. 1794-6 E. DARWIN Zoon. (1801)
III. 209 The hypochondriac disease consists in indigestion
and consequent flatulency, with anxiety or want of plea-
surable sensation. 1821-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) III.
66 Melancholy, .often assumes many of the symptoms that
essentially appertain to the hypochondriac disease.

b. Of persons, their temperaments, looks,
thoughts, etc. : Affected by hypochondria ; charac-
terized by, or expressive of, a morbid melancholy.
1641 I. JACKSON True Evang. T. in. 187 What is poore

and silly man alone, but.. a melancholick and hypochon-
driack creature? 1643 SIR T. BROWNE R flig. Med. n. 4
Democritus that thought to laugh the times into goodnesse,
seems to me as deeply Hypochondriack, as Heraclitus that
bewailed them. 1781 V. KNOX Ess. (1819) I. xxi. 124
Complaints founded only in an hypochondriac imagination.
1803 BEDDOES Hygeia ix 184 The hysterical, the hypo-
chondriac, very generally agree in complaining of a decrease
of memory. 1856 MRS. STOWE Dred I. ii. 19 That occasional
gleam of troubled wildness which betrays the hypochondriac
temperament.
2. Anat. Situated in the hypochondria. Hypo-

chondriac region, the part of the abdomen occupied
by the hypochondria.
1717-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., The hypochondriac regions.

J793
BEDDOES Sea Scurvy 70 Pain in the breast and left I

hypochondriac region. 1879 St. Georges Hasp. Rep. IX.
j

46 An exploratory puncture having been made into the
hypochondriac swelling [etc.].

b. Entom. ' Of or pertaining to the hypochon- I

dria or basal ventral plates of the abdomen : as,
'

the hypochondriac segment" (Cent. Diet.}.
B. so. 1. A person affected with or subject to '

hypochondria.
1639 Du VERGER tr. Camus' Admir. Events 33 Those

melancholly Hypochondriacks. .whose fantasies, how ex-
travagant soever.. must never be opposed. 1676 D'URFEYMad. Fickle i. i, Thou art a Melancholly Fallow, a kind of
Hypocondriack, as I am told. 1791 BOSWELL Johnson '

(1831) I. 36 But let not little men triumph upon knowing I

that Johnson was an Hypochondriack. 1866-80 A. FUN?
Prjnc. fMM. 5 ! 854 The hypochondriac is the victim of
a delusion with respect to his condition.

f2. = The disease, HYPOCHONDRIAS. 06s.
1651 CULPEPPER Eng. Physic. (1809) 109 The liver, gall

608

i and spleen, and tile diseases that arise from them, as the
jaundice and hypochondriac. 1681 tr. Willis AY<. Msd.
Wks. Vocab., Hypockoitiiriia:, .1 \vindy melancholy bred
in the hypochondria, frum whence a black phlegm arises
that infects and troubles the mind. 1698 \\ . CHILCOT Evil
Thoughts iii. (1851) 24 By an hypocondriac, or some other
disease. 1738 SWIFT Pol. Com'ersat. Introd. 51 Abbrevia-
tions exquisitely refined : as. . Hypps, or Hippo, for Hypo-
chondriacks. 1796 BL-KSKY Mem. Metastasis I. 383 This
performer comes to entertain and solace me in my doleful

hypochondriacs.

Hypochondriacal ;hipok(?ndrai-akal, haipo-),
a.

[f. as prec. + -AL.]
1. = HYPOCHONDRIAC A. i.

1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. Dcmocr. to Rdr. 70 That Hypo-
condriacall winde especially which proceedes from the short
ribbes.

_
1748 HARTLEY Oottrv. Man I. iii. 397 Subject to

low Spirits, and the Hypochondriacal Distemper. 1872
GEO. ELIOT Middlem. Ixvii, A hypcchondriacal tendency
had shewn itself in the banker's constitution of late.

b. = HYPOCHONDRIAC A. i b.

1665 GLAXVILL Scepsis Set. xiii. 73 The wonders it works
upon Hypochondriacal Imaginants. 1694 SALMON Sates'
Disp. (lyij) '99/2 There is a Preparation of the Crocus.,
which., after an admirable Manner relieves the Hypo-
chondriacal. 1832 MACAULAY Ess., Ld. Mahon's Wars
Success. (1887) 262 He very soon became quite as hypo-
chondriacal and eccentric [as his predecessor].
2. -HTPOCHOWDBIAO A. a. rare.

1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., Hypochondriacal regions.
Hence Hypochondri acally adv.
1822-56 DE QuixcEvCoK/iw. (1862) 2ir, I should certainly

have become hypochondriacally melancholy. 1863 FORBES
WINSLOW Obscure Dis. Brain f, Mind xii. (ed. 3) 265 The
mind, hypochondriacally disposed.

Hypochondriacism (hipokjmdrsi-asiz'm ,

haipa-). [f. HYPOCHONDRIAC + -ISM.] The condi-
tion of a hypochondriac ; HYPOCHONDRIA 2.

1697 FLOYER Cold Baths i. iii. (1700) 75 Melancholies,
Hypochondriacism. 1786 R. W. DARWIN in Phil. Trans.
LXXVI. 320 The immediate consequence is indigestion
and hypochondriacism. 1879 BEERBOHM Patagonia xviii.

291 Those who are inclined to hypochondriacism or obesity.

Hypocho'ndrial,. [f. HYPOCHONDRIA + -AL.]
Pertaining to the hypochondria ;

= HYPOCHONDRIAC
A. 2

; situated upon the flanks.
1601 HOLLAND Pliny Explan. Words of Art, Hypo-

chondriall parts be the flanks or soft parts vnder the short
ribs. 1607 TOPSELL Four-/. Beasts (1658) 503 Of it theymake Plaisters to asswage the Hypochondria! inflamations
and ventosity in the sides. 1837 MACGILLIVRAY Hist. Brit.
Birds L 89 The feathers covering the back are named
dorsal; the breast, pectoral; the sides, hypochondrial or
lateral.

II Hypochondriasis (hi'p^k^ndrai-asis,
hsipo-). Path.

[f. as prec. +-ASIS. The forma-
tion is unusual, the suffix -asis being almost
entirely limited to names of cntaneous diseases.]
Hypochondria in its pathological aspect : a dis-

order of the nervous system, generally accompanied
by indigestion, but chiefly characterized by the
patient's unfounded belief that he is suffering from
some serious bodily disease.

1766 SIR J. HILL {title} Hypochondriasis, a practical
Treatise on the Nature and Cure of that Disorder-
Commonly called the Hyp and Hypo. 1810 R. THOMAS
Pract. Phys., Hypochondriasis bears a strong resemblance
to dyspepsia. 1866-80 A. FLINT Princ. Med. (ed. 5) 854The name hypochondriasis . . has very little significance as
indicating the character and seat of the affection.

Hypochondriasm (hipokp-ndriaz'm, hsipo-).
rare. [f. HYPOCHONDRIA, on analogy of enthu-
siasm, etc.] =prec.
1755 AMORY Klem. (1769) I. 8 The superstition and hypo-

chondriasm of the prophet. 1836 Blackw. Mag. XL 149The infectious hypochondriasm of the tradesman who has
nothing to do. 1841 D'ISRAELI Amen. Lit. (1867) 705
Aubrey has given a gossiper's account of this ludicrous hypo-
chondriasm.

So Hypocho-ndriast = HYPOCHONDRIAC si. i.

1798 COLERIDGE Satyrane's Lett, in Biog. Lit. (1817) II.
222 The Miser, Hypochondriast. .of Moliere. 1825 Aidt
Re/I. (1848) I. 103, I have not found it at all, except as a
hypochondriast finds glass legs. 1834 New Monthly Mae.
XLI. 487 The 'misanthrope' and 'hypochondriast

'

might
hug Despair.

t Hypochondria-tic, a. 06s. rare- 1
, [f.

as prec. + -ATIC.] = HYPOCHONDBIAC a. i.

1657 G. STARKEY Helmont's Vind. 332 Opium, .is. .an
admirable remedy.. against Hypochondnatick melancholy.
Hypochondric (hipokfndrik, b.3ip0-).<7. rare.

[f. HYPOCHONDRIA + -ic : cf. anxmia, ansmic.]= HYPOCHONDRIAC a.

1681 HICKERINGILL Vind. Naked Truth 11. Ep. i Windyand Hypochondrick Vapour. 1871 B. TAYLOR Faust (1875)
I. Notes 239, I discarded all hypochondric distortions of
fancy and determined to live.

So Hypochondrical a., Hypoclao'iidrism,
Hypocho'ndrist. rare.

1665 J. SPENCER Vttlg. Proph. 130 Persons so extremely
ignorant, vicious, vain or hypochondrical [etc.]. 1812 COLE-
RIDGE m Southey's Omniana II. I5 An hypochondrist, to
whom his limbs appear to be of glass. 1822-34 Good's
Study Med. (ed. 4) III. 60 We shall have little scruple in

assigning the origin of most cases of hypochondrism to
a morbid condition of one or more of the digestive organs.

II Hypochondrium (hipokp-ndripm). [mod.
L., ad. Gr. vvoxofSpiov (neut. sing.), as TO Sffiov
tiroxovSpiov the right hypochondrinm (Hippo-
crates) ; see HYPOCHONDRIA.] Each of the two

HYPOCOTYLEDONABY.
hypochondriac regions which arc distinguished as

right
'

and '
left '.

1696 PHILLIES (ed. 51, 11ypxlumdrium, the upper part of
the Abdomen under ihe Cartilages of the Client. 1727-41
CHAMBERS Cycl. s. v. Hypochondriac, A swelling or dU-
lenslon of the hypochondriums, or upper part of the belly
1735 FERGUSON in Phil. Trans. XL. 426 A Skane or great
Knife, which went through the muscular part of his r'ure-
Arm, and into the Left Hypochondrium. 1843 J- G. WIL-
KINSON SlBldeittorg's A aim. Kingd. I. iv. 109 Placed, for
the most part, in the left hypochondrium, immediately
under the diaphragm.

b. The corresponding part of the body of lower
animals ; the iliac region.
t Hypocho'ndry. Obs. Also 7 -condry. [ad.

L.
hyppchoitdrium, -ia. With sense 2 cf. F. hypo-

condrie (1812 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. =HYPOCHONDKH-M. Chiefly pi. hypochondria.
1621 BURTON Anat. Mel. i. i. i. v. (1651) 13 His hypo-

condries misaffected. Ibid. i. iii. n. i. 198 Blood and hypo-
condries both ai-e often affected even in head-melancholy.
1685 J. SCOTT Chr. Lijt (1698) IV. 220 Envy swells the
nypochondnes.
2. = HYPOCHONDRIA 2.

1669 J'ENX No Cross iii. S 2 Stingy and singular Temper*,
affected with the

Hypocondry. 1820 LAMB Elia Ser. i.

Soiil/i-sca Ho., As if he feared every one about him was a
defaulter ; m his hypochondry ready to imagine himselfone.
1874 BIK G. W. DASENT Haifa Life III. 322 He recovered
him of his liypochondry as soon as ever he married.

tHypOCist. Obs. [Cf. F. hypociste] =next.
1751 SIR J. HILL Hist. Mat. Med. 7g3 Hypocist is an

Agtriagtnt, and that of considerable Power.

t Hypocistis (hipoisi-stis). Med. Obs. Also 6
ypoquistis, 7 hypoquistia. [a. L. hypocislii
l^Pliny), a. Gr. {nroKiaris (see def.), f. tiro under +
xia-ros the plant Cistus. Cf. K. hypocistc. (The
early form (h)ypoquistidos represented the Gr.

genitive.)] The solidified juice of Cytinus hypo-
cistis, a parasitic plant ofthe South of Europe, grow-
ing on the roots of Cistus : it contains gallic acid
and was formerly employed in medicine as a tonic
and astringent.

1550 LLOYD Treat. Health (1585) Pj, Yarvine stampid
.. yththe waterof the decoctyonof

: ' :j - -* Yr

LAND Pliny II. 326 Some there
BuLLO

fypoquU.. .-. -. **UK
. _

._, ,_ wu...^ m,,.,. be who put Hypoquistis
thereto. 1616 BULLOKAR s. v., A certaine Mushroome,
which being bruised yieldeth a liquor, called by Apothe-
caries Hypoquistidos. 1658 ROWLAND Moufet's Theat. Ins.
n. xxxiu. 1116 His stomach must be fomented with Acacia
or Hypocistis with wine. 1751 SIR J. HILL Hist. Mat.
Med. 792 Hypocistis is an inspissated Juice, much resem-
bling the true ^Egyptian Acacia.. It is considerably hard
and heavy, of a fine shining black Colour.

Hypocochoana, corrupt form of IPECACUANHA.
Hypooolon, -cone, etc. : see HYPO- II.

Hypocon, colloq. abbrev. of HYPOCHONDRIA.
a 1704 T. BROWN Lett.fr. /Var/Wks. 1760 II. 223 Tis as

much as a plentiful dose of the best canary can do to
remove the hypocon [tJ. 1707 hyppocon] for a few minutes.

Hypoconder, -condriac, etc., obs. ST. HYPO-
CHONDER, -CHONDHIAC.

Hypocoracoid (hipo-, haip<;kp-rakoid). Ich-

Ihyol. [f. HYPO- 2 (o) + COHACOID.] The lower
of the two bones forming the shoulder-girdle in

typical fishes; also called simply coracoid (cf.

HYPERCOEACOID).
Hypocorism (hip-, hsipp-koriz'm). rare- 1

.

[ad. Gr. \nroKoptana, -nopa/tos pet-name, f. i>7ro-

Kopleo0at to play the child, use terms of endear-

ment, f. vir6 in sense 'somewhat, slightly' +
KOPOS, Kopr/ child, boy, girl.] A pet-name.
1850 N. f, Q. ist Ser. I. 242/1 'Polly' is one of those
hypoconsms' or pet-names with which our language

abounds.

Hypocoristic (hi^pa-, hsi
.-pokori-stik), a. [ad.

Gr.
uiro/copio-TiKos,

in 6i>0(Ui iinoKopiarticuv pet-
name, diminutive, f. imonopi(o-6ai : see prec. Cf.
F. hypocoristique] Of the nature of a pet-name ;

pertaining to the habit of using endearing or euphe-
mistic terms.

1796 PEGGE Anonym. 11809) 98 Harry .. is the free or

hypoconstic name for Henry. 1865 FARRAR Chapt. Lang.
xxu.

282_ Imagine the power and danger of this hypocoristic
process in times when it was fashionable to fling a delicate
covering over the naked hideousness of vice.

So fHypocori-stical a. ; Hypocori-stically adv.
1609 BP. W. BARLOW Answ. Nameless Cath. 20 An hypo-

coristicall alternation. 1652 URQL'HART Jewel Wks. (1834)
292 With hyperbolical [expressions] either epitatically or
hypoconstically, as the purpose required to be elated or
extenuated.

Hypocotyl (hipa-, h3ip0,k(>-til). Bot. See

quot. 1880.
1880 C. & F. DAKWIN .Wovem. Pi 5 With seedlings, the

stem . . has been called by many botanists the hypocotyle-
donous stem, but for brevity sake we will speak of it merely
as the hypocotyl. Itid. 10 The radicles, hypocotyls, and
cotyledons of seedling plants. 1882 Mature 23 Mar. 482
Buck-wheat plants grow from small seeds containing a small

hypocotyl, that enlarges afterwards to an exceedingly long
part.

Hence Hypoco tylons a., of or pertaining to the

hypocotyl.

Hypocotyledonary (hi:p-, halpo^ftiU-
donari), a. [f. HYPO- 2 + COTYLEDON + -ABY.]



HYPOCOTYLEDONOUS.
Placed under, or supporting, the cotyledons. Cf.

HYPOCOTYL. So Hypocotyle'douous a.

18^5 BENNETT & DYER Sachs Bot. 559 The elongation of
the nypocotyledonary portion of the axis. 1880 Hypocoly-
ledonous [see HYPOCOTYL]. 1881 Aaidemy 12 Feb. iao

Hypocotyls an abbreviation for hypocotyledonary axes.

1885 GOODALK Phys. Bot. 11892) 361
"'

the hypocotyledonary stem.
1885 GODDALK Phys. Hot. ^1892) 361 The parenchyma of
lie hypocotyledonary stem.

Hypocras, obs. form of HIPPOCHAS.

ffum), a. Bot. [f. Gr. virotcpaTrjpi-ov the stand of

a large mixing-bowl (f. inru HYPO- I + Kpdrrjp
CKATER i) + -FORM.] Having the form of a salver

raised on a support : said of a corolla in which the

tube is long and cylindrical, with a flat spreading
limb at right angles to it, as in the periwinkle and

phlox.
[1753 CHAMBERS Cycl. Supp. t tlypocratcriformis, .. the

name given by Mr. Tournefort to a peculiar sort of flower*;.]

1788 J. LEE Introd. Bot. (ed. 4) 7 Hypocrateriforw, salver*

>haped, that is plain or flat, and standing on a Tube. 1830
LINDLKV Xat. Syst. Hot. 222 Corolla monopetalous, . .hypO-
crateriform, with from 5 to 8 divisions. 1847 W. E. STEKLE
Field Bot. 169 Perianth hypocrateriform ..having a cup-
shaped crown surrounding the top of the tube.

So Hypocrate'rixnorphous a. [Gr. pop$--fi

shape, form + -ous ; cf. F. hypocraUriniorphe^\
1880 GRAY Strjict, Bot. vi. 5. 248 Hypocrateriform, or

rather (not to mix Latin and Greek) Hypocraterimorphous,
in English Salverform.

Hypocrates, -cratian, -cratic, obs. forms of

HIPPOCRATES, etc.

Hypocrene, obs. form of HIPPOCRENE.

f Hypo'Crify, v. Obs. rare. [f. hypocri(te +

-FY.] intr. To play the hypocrite, traits. To
imbue with hypocrisy.
1716 M, DAVIES Athen. Brit. II. 242 The modern Astro-

logical Arius hypocrifies the very top of his Door with
a Notorious Insolent Falsity. Ibid. III. 70 Since the
Arians as well as the Papists hypocrifie and lye.

Hypocrise (hi'pJkraiz), v. rare. [perh. ad. obs.

F. hypocriser (Godefroy) or a back-formation from

HYPOCRISY.] intr. To practise hypocrisy.
1680 G. KEITH Rector Corrected xii. 227 Here again thou

Hypocrizest. 1711 C. M. Lett, to Curate 47 In K. Edward's
time he Hypocris'd and comply'd with the Reformation.

189* Silver Domino \\\. (ed. 2) 55 We cannot possibly be
'in the swim' unless we are good hypocrites. Herein is

my sore point. I am unable to hypocrise.

II Hypocrisis (hip^-krisis). [L. : see HYPO-

CRISY.] Hypocrisy, dissembling, feigning ; a false

or deceitful show.
a. iazs Ancr. R. 198 pe bridde hweolp is Ipocrisis ', fcet is

J>eo bt make3 hire betere ben heo beo. 1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4),

Hypocrisis, a feigning or dissembling, a Rhetorical figure
called by Julius Russinianus, . . Pronunciatio. 1850 CABLVLE
La-tter-d. Pamph. iv. 7 The miserable mortals, enacting
their High Life Below Stairs, with faith only that this

Universe may perhaps be all a phantasm and hypocrisis.

f Hypocriam. Obs. rare 1
. [An irreg. forma-

tion from hypocrisy j hypocrite] =next.

1591 SVLVF.STER Du Bartas i. ii. 938 Cloak'd Hypocrism.

Hypocrisy (hipp-krisi). Forms: 3-6 ypo-,

ipo-, 3 -crisi, 4-6 -crisie, (4 -crisye, -oriole,

-cresye, 4-5 -crysie, -crysye, -cryse, 4-6 -cresie,

-crisy , -crysy , 5 -cresy ,
6 -cracy ,

-crasie
, -chrisi),

6 hipocrisie, hypocresie, 6-8 hypocrisie, 6-

hypocrisy. [a. Q^.ypocrisie (mod.F. hypocrisie},
f. eccl. L. hypocristS) a. Gr. virotcpurts, the acting
of a part on the stage, feigning, pretence, f. wire-

Kpivta&at to answer, to play a part, pretend, f. vno

H YPO" + Kpiv-ftv to decide, determine, judge. The

etymological spelling with h became current (as
in French) in the i6th c.]

The assuming of a false appearance of virtue or

goodness, with dissimulation of real character or

inclinations, esp. in respect of religious life or

beliefs ; hence in general sense, dissimulation,

pretence, sham. Also, an instance of this.

a IMS Ancr. R. 342 Of alle kudde & ku5e sunnen, ase of

prude . . of ipocrisie. a 1300 Cursor M. 27598 O pride be-

cums.. Ypocrisi. 1340 Ayenb. 25 Ypocrisye . . is a zenne bet

makej> to ssewy b guod wyb-oute f>et ne is na3t wyb-inne.
14*6 AUDELAY Poems 31 A prechur schuld lyve parfytly, And
do as he techys truly, Ellys hit is ypocresy. c 1440 f'rotnfi.

Parv. 266/1 Ipocrysye, ipocrisis. 1529 S. FISH S^upplic.
Beggers (E. E. T. S.) n cy theyre cloked ypochrisi. 1555
HOOPER Let. in Coverdale Lett. Mart. (1564) 159 No coulor

nor cloked hipocrisie. 1567 Satir. Poents Reform, v. 98
Purge vs from Ipocrasie. 1567 Gude * Godlie B. (S. T. S.)

183 Thair fals Hypocresie Throw all the warld is now out-

cryit.
i6 T. TAYLOR Titus ii. 6 Those promises but hypo-

crisies, without any soundnesse. a 1704 T. BROWN Sat.

agst. Worn. Wks. (1730) I. 56 Cruelty inconstancy and lies,

tnvy and malice, deep hypocrisies. 1876 MOZLEY Unit'.

Semi. ii. 40 It is the law of goodness to produce hypocrisy.

Hypocrital (hipp'krital), a. Now rare. [f.

next + -AL.]
= HYPOCRITICAL.

1658 Bp. REYNOLDS Rich Man's Charge 42 Your Faith is

Hypocritnl, your Religion vain. M&frC&VtlJSGClauuMciApD,
42 Looking upun his repentance as feign 'd and hypocrital.

1784 Laura .5- Aug. II. 12 The hypocrital Boswell attempted
to take my hand. 1820 Examiner No. 654. 674/1 Ignorant,

hypocrital, and servile eyes. 1884 J. WEDGWOOD in Brit. Q.
Rev. Apr. 200 The type of all in humanity that was weak,
and hollow, and even hypocrital.
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Hypocrite Jii-pJkrit'.. Forms: 3-6 ypo-,
ipocrite, 4 ypocrit"), 4-6 ypocryte, (5 epocryte,
6 ypocreit, ipoc ,h ryte,-crit, ippo- , hippocrite),

6-7 hipocritfe, 6 -hypocrite, [a. OF.j/0-, ipocrite

(mod.F. hypocrite}, ad. eccl. L. hypocrita, ad. Or.

vTTOKpirrjs an actor on the stage, pretender, dis-

sembler, f. viroKpivfaQai : see HYPOCRISY.]
1. One who falsely professes to be virtuously or

religiously inclined ; one who pretends to have

feelings or beliefs of a higher order than his real

ones
; hence generally, a dissembler, pretender.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 128 f>e valse ancre . . is ipocrile & \vtnu5

forte gilen God. a 1300 Cursor M. 12205 Ypocrites ! for yce
ar sua. 1375 SL. Leg, Saints, Eugenia 379 He is wolf in

lamskine hyil & ful verray ypocrite. 1382 WYCLIF Matt,
xxiii. 13 Woo to sou, scribis and Pharisees, ypocritis. c 1386
CHAUCER Sqr.'s T. 512 Swich was the ypocrite bothe coold

and hoot. 1426 A u DELAY Poems 15 1'hay likon hym to a

lossere.and to an epocryte. 1522 MOKE De Ounf. A'w/w.
Wks. 82 Ipocrites that faine to haue venues that they lack.

1559 Min: Mag.) Warwick xiii, I was no hippocrite. 1592
TIMME Ten Eng. Lepers E lv, These hypocrites are like

unto glo-wormes, which although they shine in the night,

yet in the day they are .. vile wormes. < 1645 HOWKI.L
Lett. 11655) IV. v. 13 This is not to keep Lent aright, but

play the juggling Hypocrit. 1711 ADDISON $feet,NQ, 126

P 3 Such infamous Hypocrites, that are for promoting their

own Advantage, under Colour of the Publick Good. 1814

JANE AUSTEN ftlansf. Park in, Her cousins, seeing her with
red eyes, set her down as a hypocrite. 1876 MOZLEY Univ.

Serin, ii. 34 Who is to convert the hypocrite? He does not

know he is a hypocrite . . The greater hypocrite he is, the

more sincere he must think himself.

2. attrib. or as adj.
= HYPOCRITICAL.

-1380 WYCLIF Wks. (1880) 89 On bis ypocrite manere bei

seyn [etc.], c 1400 Apol. Loll. 105 Swilk similitudis of re-

ligious efter h.ibit, & ypocrit signis. 1530 LATIMER Serin.

V Rein. (1845) 307 The hypocrite-wolves clad in sheep's
clothing. 1691 BAXTER Nat. Ch. ii. 9 Nominal Hypocrite

Hence f Hypocritely a. and adv. ; t Hypocrite-
ness

; f Hypocritess. rare.

1541 BARNKS H'ks. (1573) 307/1 Peraduenture hee vseth

them not so hipocritely agaynst God omnipotent as you doe.

'574 tr - Marlorafs Apocalifs 39 The hipocritly Jewes . .

stirred vp trouble on all sides. 1602 DI-IKKER Satirom. Wks.
1873 I. 226 When I pray to God, and desire in hipocritnes
that bald Sir Adams were heer. 1605 SYLVESTER Du Barfas
11. Hi. in. 473 Like a stubborn Boy That plies his Lesson

(hypocritely-coy). 1708 MOTTEUX Rabelais iv. Ixiv, You
may find these many goodly Hypocritesses, jolly spiritual
Actresses . . Women that have a plaguy deal of Religion.

Hypocritic (hip^kri'tik), a. and sb. [ad. Gr.

vnoKptTiK-6s acting a part, dissembling (prob.

through a med.L. *hypocriticus, : see HYPOCRISY.]
A. adj.

= HYPOCRITICAL.
1540 Act 32 Hen. VUI> c. 24 Preamb., The hipocritike
&

superstiouse Religions within this Realme. 1638 SIR
T. HERBERT Tra-v. (ed. 2) 267 Their rules are many and
masqued under a serious (hypocritique) sane titte. a 1680
BUTLER Rent. (1759) 1. 184 And, like an hypocritic Brother,
Profest one thing, and did another. 1764 CHURCHILL
Author 371 His silken smiles, his hypocritic air. 1848
KINGSLEY Saint's Trag. in. ii. an All your selfish hypo-
critic pride.

B. sb. rare. 1. HYPOCRITE.
1818 HAZLITT Eug. Pot-ts viii. (1870) 199 He plays the

hypocritic on himself.

f2. The art of declamation with appropriate

gestures (
= Gr. ^ viroxpiTiKJ), sc. r^xvri)~ w* !

.

1776 BuRNiiV Hist. KIus. (1789) I. ix. 152 The term hypo-
critic . .is used to express Gesture or theatrical action.

Hypocritical (hipokrrtikal). a.
[f.

as prec.
+ -ALT] Of actions : Of the nature of, characterized

by, hypocrisy. Of persons : Addicted to hypocrisy,

having the character of hypocrites.
1561 tr. Calvin's 4 Godly Sernt. Cij, As touching that

same hypocritical! supper [etc.]. 159* TIMME Ten Eng.
Lepers E ij, The intention, .is not good, but rather they doe
it to an hypocriticall ende. 1613 PURCHAS Pilgrimage
(1614) 524 They are exceedingly subtill, hypocriticall and

double-dealing. 1790 J. B. MORETON Mann. W. Ind. 177
Numbers are daily ruined by such hypocritical villians

[sharpers]. 1850 KINGSLEY Alt. Locke xiii, Useless formal-

ism ! which lets through.. the hypocritical. 1867 FREEMAN
Worm. Conq. I. vi. 480 These are surely no mere formal or

hypocritical professions.

HypOCri'tically, adv. [f. prec. 4- -LY -.] In the

manner of a hypocrite ;
in a hypocritical fashion.

1548 HALL Ckrott., Hen. K/// 226 But very folishly and

hippcritically knowledged their treason whiche maliciously
thei avouched. 1550 BALE Apol. 84 b, That putteth he
in here, vngroundedly, doubtfully, hypocritically. 1698
FRYER Ace. E. India $ P. 418 So that the Ground of this

Quarrel, however hypocritically gilded with an Holy War,
is Love. 1867 SMILES Huguenots Eng. xii. (1880 206 Their
consciences would not allow them, .hypocritically to conform
to a Church which they detested.

t Kypocri'tisli, a. Ob's. [f. HYPOCRITE +

-ISH.]
= HYPOCRITICAL.

1530 TINDALE Answ. More in Moris Wks. 686/2 The

ypocretishe
wolues. 1535 COVERDALE Isa. x. 6, I shal sende

him amonge those ypocritish people. 1641 R. BAII.LIE
Parallel Liturgy w. Mass-Bk. Pref. 2 This is all the labour
of his hypocritish emissary.

t Hypocritize, v. Obs. rare~\ [f.
as prec.

+ -IZE.] intr. To act as a hypocrite ; to hypocrise.
a 1734 NORTH Antobiog. xii. 204 in Lives (1890) III. 160

These fellows never thought fit to hypocritize in the matter.

HYPODERMIS.

Hypocunder, obs. form of HYFOCHOXW.R.

Hypocycloid (hips-, haiposai-kloid). Ctom.

[f. HYPO- 2 + CVCLOID. Cf. *'. hypocydoidc^ A
curve traced by a point in the circumference of a

circle which rolls round the interior circumference

of another circle
vcf. EPICYCLOID).

1843 [sec HYPQTROCHOID]. 1854 Most-Lnv Astroti. Ixi.

(ed. 41 183 This curve .. being of the nature of an hypo-
cycloid. 1879 THOMSON & T.MT Xat. I'liil. I. i..94 The
curve. .is called an Epicycloid, or a Hypocycloid, as the

rolling circle is without or within the fixed circle.

Hence Hypocyclordal a., of the nature or form

of a hypocycloid.
1884 F. J. DUIITEN Watch Hi Clackm. 288 The pinion

llanks should be hypocycloidal in form.

Hypoderm (hi
-

p-, hsi-podsam). [ad. next.

Cf. F. liyfoJeriae.] =HYPODERMA i.

1855 in MAVNE Expos. Lex, 1878 BELL Gegenbaurs
Cotup. Anat. 264 In Arthropoda. .The vitreous body, pig-
m<jiit cells, and 'retina' are therefore clearly continuous
with the ectodenmd layer (hypoderm*, and are differentia-

tions of it, just as the cornea-lens was formed from the cuti-

cular layer, which again can be derived from the hypoderm.
II Hypoderma (hipo-, hsipodo-ima). PI. -der-
mata. [mod.L., f. Gr. inrd nnder + S'/)/ja skin;
cf. HYPODEBMIS.]
1. Zool. A tissue or layer lying beneath the skin

or outer integument : as the membrane that lines

the under-side of the elytra of Coleoptera (obs.) ;

' the soft cellular layer lying under the carapace of

the Arthropoda and the thick cuticle of Vermes
and Netnatoda

'

;
'the subcutaneous areolar tissue

of the skin of mammals' (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1886).
1836 KIKBY & SP. Entomol. xxxiii. 111. 373. Ibid.^

xxxv.
600 An oblong, .spot, occasioned by the hypoderma in that

part being particularly tense. Ibid, xlvii. IV. 413.

2. Bot. A layer of cells lying immediately under

the epidermis of a leaf or stem.

1877 BENNETT tr. Thome's Struct, ff Phys. Bot. 58 In

many cases, there lie beneath the epidermis, peculiar layers
or strings of cells (the hypoderma). 1884 BOWER & SCOTT
Z*f Bary's Phaner. 404 In most cases . . the outer cortex of
the stern is built up of two more or less distinct parts ; one,
the Hypoderma, bordering directly on the epidermis . . the

other, a thinner-walled, internal mass of parenchyma. Ibid.

411 The cells in many-layered hypodermata increase in size

towards the inside.

Hence Hypode'rmal a., of or pertaining to the

hypoderma.
1854 OWEN Skil. f, Tenth in Circ. Sc., Organ. Nat. I. 50

The hypodermal system in mammals. 1875 BENNETT &
DYER Sachs' Bot. 376 Bundles or layers of firm thick-walled

cells (Hypodermal Tissue) are of common occurrence [in

Equisetaceaej. 1884 BOWER & SCOTT De Bary's rjiancr.
225 A group of tissues bordering directly on the epidermis
is called from its position hypodermal, while distinct hypo-
dermal layers are indicated by the substantive hypoderma.

Hypodermatic (hrpo-, hai^poidaimse-tik), a.

[f. HYPO- 2 + DEBMATIC. (Cf. Gr. i/iroSepfiariTis

name of a disease.)]
= HYPODEBMIC. Also as s/>.

=
hypodermic injection.

1855 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1876 BARTHOLOW Mat. Jlfed.

(1879) ii In practising the hypodermatic injection. 1888

Med. News (U.S.) 17 Mar. 293, I again administered the

hypodermatic of morphia.
Hence Hypoderma'tically adv.

1888 Med. Ncivs (U.S.) 10 Mar. 273 It is . . impossible to

use the bichloride hypodermatically about the legs without

producing abscesses.

Hypodermatomy : see HYPO- II.

Hypodermic (hipc-, hoipodaumik), a. [f.

HYPODEKM-A + -10 : cf. DEBMIC. In mod.F. hypo-

tterinique^
1. Jl/ed. Pertaining to the use of medical remedies

introduced beneath the skin of the patient ; esp. in

hypodermic injection, the introduction of drugs into

the system in this manner.

1865 AVtKiVr No. 142. 316/1 The hypodermic treatment of

neuralgic affections. 1880 Chambers Encyd. x. 512/1 The
hypodermic method, in which medicines are introduced into

the subcutaneous cellular tissue by means of a very finejy

pointed syringe . . [For this] the science of medicine is in-

debted to Dr. Alexander Wood of Edinburgh. i88a Stan-
dard 18 Mar. 5/6 The use of morphia . . by hypodermic or

subcutaneous injection.

b. Used as sb. : A hypodermic remedy.
1875 H. C. WOOD Tlwrafi. (1879) 22 7 '" cases f severe

pain, hypodermics are invaluable.

2. Atuit. Lying under the skin
; pertaining to the

hypoderm.
1877 HUXLEY Anat. Inv. Anim. ix. 592 It remained hy-

podermic, spreading out between the ectoderm and the

endoderm of the hydroid. 1878 BELL Gegenbaut's Cornf.
Anat. 263 The eye, which is formed from the hypodermic
layer lies behind this lens. Around it the hypodermic cells

elongate, and change their position ; they become pigment
cells.

Hence Hypode'rmically adv., subcutaneously.
1872 FAYRER Thanatoph. India. 2 The secretion of the

poison gland is hypodermically injected into the bitten

animal. 1894 D. CHRISTIE 10 Years Manchuria 79 Inject
a little morphia hypodermically.

II Hypodermis (hipo-, hsipods'jmis). [f.

HYPO- 3 -t-Gr. -Sfpius, -dermis as in EPIDERMIS.

(Gr. had inrotifppis in special sense.)]
1. Bot. (See quot.)
1866 Treas. Bot. 614/1 Hypodermu, the inner layer of the

spore-case of an urn-moss.



HYPOGASTEK. 510 HYPOPHOSPHATE.
2. Zool. = HYPL>DEKHA i.

187^ LUBBOCK Orig, ff Met. Ins, ii. 36 But also the hypo-
dermis and the muscles. 1888 KOLLKSTON & JACKSON A nini.

Life 491 Beneath the hypodermis a thin basement mem-
brane is nearly always to be detected. Ibid. 579 The nervous

system [of Vernies] may retain a position in the hypo-
dermis.

Hypodermoclysis : see Hvro- II.

Hypodiapason, -diapente, -diatessaron,
-ditone, -dorian. Mas. : see HYPO- 1.3.

Hypogseal, -gaeous : see HYPOGEAL, etc.

Hypogaeic, etc. : see HYPO- II.

tHypOgaster. 06s. rare- 1
, [ad. F. hypo-

gastre.] = HYPOGASTRIUM.
a 1693 URQUHART Rabelais ill. xxxiv. 290. I will . . grope

her Pulse, and see the disposition of her Hypogaster.

t Hypoga'strian. 06s. rare-1
, [f. HYPO-

GASTRI-UM + -AN.] = HYPOGASTRIC.
a 1693 URQUHART Rabelais in. xi. 90 The Hypogastrian

Crany.

Hypogastric (hipo-, haipoga:'strik), a. and sb.

Also 7 hyppo-, hipo-. [ad. F. kypogOftriout
(i6th c. in Pare), f. hypogastre HYPOGASTRIUM.]
A. adj. Pertaining to, or situated in, the hypo-

gastrium ; hypogastric region = HYPOGASTRIUM.
1656 ~&LQ\m~rGlossogr. t Hyppogastrick,. .belonging to that

part of the belly, which reacheth from the Navel to the

privy members. 1694 SALMON Bates' Disp. (1713) 207/2
Obstructions of the Mesentery, and hypogastrick Diseases.

1797 CRUIKSHANK in Phil. Trans. LXXXVII. 206 The
spermatic and hypogastric arteries were divided. 1835-6
TODD Cycl. Anat. I. 181/1 The hypogastric plexus of
nerves.

T B. sb. pi. The hypogastric arteries. Obs. rare.

1774 COOPER in Phil. Treats. LXV. 316 The blood passed
. .through the hypogastrics and umbilicals to the placenta.
1797 CRUIKSHANK ibid. LXXXVII. 207 The spermatics and
hypogastrics not cut through.
So f Hypojfa strical a. Obs. rare~ l

.

1615 CROOKE Body of Man 232 The branches of this

Hypogastricall veine . . do mingle themselues with the vpper
braunches proceeding from the spermaticall.

|| Hypogastrium
_
(hipo-, haipagse-striftn).

[mod.L,., ad. Gr. viroydaTpwv, f. tnro HYPO- I +
veto-Trip, 700171- belly. Cf. F. hypogastre (l6th c.

in Pare).] The lowest region of the abdomen;
spec, the central part of this, lying between the
iliac regions.
1681 tr. Willis' Rein. Med. Wits. Vocab., Hypogastrium,

the lower part of the belly. 1737-41 in CHAMBERS Cycl.
1876 GROSS Dit. Bladder etc. 18 Contusions of the peri-
neum and hypogastrium. 1879 St. George's Hasp. Rep.
IX. 247 Great pain over pubes and hypogastrium.

Hypogastrocele (hipo-, haipogze-stoszl).
Path. [f. as prec. + Gr. MjAq tumour (CELE).] A
hernia in the hypogastric region.
1811 in HOOPER Med. Diet. 1886 in Syd. Sac. Lex.

Hypogeal (hipo-, haipadgz-al), a. Also -gseal.

[f. as next + -AL. The form hypogseal is perh. after

late Attic vrroyaios, f. yaia earth.] = HYPOGEAN,
subterranean.
1686 PLOT Staffordsh. 80 Hypogeal heats or Estuaries.

1886 Athenseutn 7 Aug. 182/3 This Roman site, -is certain
to reveal a rich hypogeal harvest 1898 Ibid. 19 Feb. 252/1
The arrangement of the bundles in the fleshy hypogaeal
cotyledons.

Hypogean (hipo-, haipodsf-an), a. [f. L. hy-

poge-us, ad. Gr. iiro-yeios underground (f. yrj earth)
+ -AN. Cf. F. hypog{.~\ Existing or growing
beneath the surface of the ground ; underground.
1853 BADHAM in Fraser's Mag. XLVI. 271 Fabricius

minutely describes, as belonging to this hypogean race,
a fish about one foot in length. 1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex.,
Hypogeus, applied to certain cotyledons which . . remain
below the ground during germination : hypogean. 1880
C. & F. DARWIN Mouem. PL 27 The cotyledons are hypo-
gean, or never rise above the ground. 1885 Science 26 June
519/1 In any hypogean insect which continually uses its

claws in burrowing, the need of shedding and renewal of
these organs is apparent. Ibid., The facts regarding the
cicada's hypogean life.

II Hypogee (hi-podg*). rare. Also 7 hypoge.
[a. F. hypogie (i6th c.) or ad. L. hypogeum.~\ =
HYPOGEUM.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Hypoge (hypogxttni), a vault or cel-

lar, or such like underground room. 1847 LEITCH tr. C. O.
Mailer's Am. Art 177 The painted hypogees [cd. 1850
hypogaea] of Etruria.

Hypogene (hi-po-, hai-podszn), a. Geol. [f.

HYPO- 2 + Gr. ytv- to produce, yiyveaffai to be

born, to originate ; prob. after F. endogene, exogene
(see -GEN). Cf. F. hypogene^ Formed under the

surface ; applied to rocks otherwise called primary
and metamorphic ; also, subterranean, hypogean.
1833 LVELL Princ. Geol. III. 374 We propose the term

'

hypogene'. .a word implying the theory that granite and
gneiss are both nether-formed rocks, or rocks which have
not assumed their present form and structure at the sur-
face. 1845 NEWBOLD in Jrnl. Asiat. Soc, Bengal XIV. 282
The edge of the trap is seen reposing on the hypogene
schists at the base of the trap hills. 1882 GEIKIE Texl-bk.
Geol. in. 196 Hypogene or Plutonic Action.

b. Relating to the subterranean origin of rocks.

1843 PORTLOCK Geol. 175 The hypogene theory of Lyell.
Hence Hypoge-nic a.

1880 Libr. Univ. Kncrwl. VI. 572 In the great hypogenic ,

laboratory of nature, rocks have been softened and fused. I

i88a Atken&jtm 28 Oct. 566/3 The great changes which
are being wrought upon the surface of the earth, partly by
hypogenic agents acting from below.

Hypogenous : see HYPO- II.

Hy-pOgeoca-rpOUS, a. rare. [f. Gr. iiro-ytios

underground + /capir-us fruit + -ous.]
1855 MAYNJ-: A'.r/t'j-. Li\r., Uypaco*arpns, having fruit

under the surface of the earth ; hypogeocarpous.

Hypogeous \hiyv-, haipodjras), a. Also
-geeous. [f. as HYPOUE-AN + -ous.] Underground;
= HYPOGEAN.
1847 CRAIGJ Hypogxous. 1857 BERKELEY

Ctyptog. Bot.

274. 271 It is amongst the hypogeous species that the most
beautiful .. fruit is produced. 1880 GRAY Struct. Bot. (ed.

6) 19 This hypogaeous (i. e. underground) situation of the

cotyledons throughout the germination.

II Hypogeum (hipodsrem, haipo-)- Also

-gaeum. I'l. hypogea (-gra\ [L.. hypogeiuii,

hypogseum, ad. Gr. vsuftiov, vwoymov neut. sing,
of vwuytios underground ;

see HYPOGEAN, and cf.

HYPOGEE.] An underground chamber or vault.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Hypogzum, a Cellar or Vault
arched over head, a Place under Ground. 1850 LEITCH tr.

C. O. Mailer's Anc. Art (ed. 2) 177 The painted hypo-
of Etruria. Ibid. 319 The Etruscan hypogea. 1865
'ERGUSSON Hist. Archit. \. i. iii. I. 99 The tombs of
i Hassan.. are situated on the eastern side of the Nile,

and are almost the only hypogea that are so placed in

Egypt-

Hypoglossal (hipo-, haipoglirsal), a. [f.mod.L.
HYPOGMSS-US + -AL.] Hypoglossal'nerve, the motor
nerve of the tongue proceeding from the medulla

oblongata and forming the twelfth or last pair of

cranial nerves. Also absol. = HYPOGLOSSUS.
1831 R. KNOX Cloquefs Anat. 475 The pneumo-gastric

which gr
Surg. I. 213 Paralysis of the hypoglossal has also been
observed.

Hypoglossis, var. of HYPOGLOTTIS.

II Hypoglossus (hipog]p-ss). Anat. [mod.L.,
f. Gr. inro under + i\waaa tongue: cf. Gr. I/JTO-

y\woaios, F. hypoglosseJ] The hypoglossal nerve.
1811 HOOPER Med. Diet., Hypoglossus,. .a nerve which

goes to the under part of the tongue. 1878 BELL Gegen-
baur's Comp. Anat. 522 The hypoglossus, which supplies
the muscles of the tongue.

t HypOglO'ttian, a. Obs. rare-", [f. Gr.

iiwoy\a>TTi-os (f.
vnu HYPO- I + "(Kama, tongue) +

-AN.] (See quot.)
1678 PHILLIPS (ed. 4), Hypoglottian Medicines, medicines

that are to lie under the Tongue and melt.

Hypoglottis (hipo-, haipoglo-tis), hypo-
glossis (-glfTsis). [a. Gr. vwoy\<uTTis, -y\ooaais

a swelling under the tongue, etc., f. y\wrra, 7\iuaaa

tongue.]
1. Anat. and Med. (See quot.)

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Hypoglossis, or Hypogloltis,
a little piece of Flesh that joyns the Tongue to the nether

part of the Mouth : Also an Inflammation or Ulcer under
the Tongue ;.. also a Medicine proper to

lie_
and dissolve

under the Tongue, to take away Roughness in the Throat.
1886 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

2. Entoni. A sclerite occasionally present between
the mentum and labium of certain Coleoptera, as

in clavicorn and serricorn beetles.

Hence f Hypoglotti'dian a. = HYPOGLOTTIAN.
1657 TOMLINSON Renou's Disp. 173 Pastilles.. called.,

from the manner of their use Hypoglottidian.

Hypognathism, etc. : see HYPO- II.

Hypogriff, -gryph, obs. ff. HIPPOGKIFP.

Hypogyn (hi'po-, nai-podgin). Bot. [ad. F.

fiypogyne.] A hypogynous plant.
1847 *n CRAIG.

So Hypogynio a. [F. hypogynique.]=iie\t.
1886 in Syd Soc. Lex.

Hypogynous (hip-, haip^-dginas), a. Bot. [f.

Gr. t/jro under + yvvjj woman, wife, in Bot. taken as

'pistil' + -ocs.j Situated below the pistils or

ovary ;
said of the stamens of a flower when these

grow on the receptacle and are not united to any
other organ ; also of plants having the stamens so

placed.
1821 S. F. GRAY Arrangem. Brit. PL II. 708 Ranun-

culaceae.. petals 5 to 10, hypogynous. 1845 LINDLEY Sclt.

Bot. i. (1858) 15 If the filaments grow from immediately
below the pistil, .they are called hypogynous. 1866 Treas.

Bot., Icacinacez. .Lindley places the order under his ber-

beral alliance of hypogynous Exogens. 1870 HOOKER Stud.
Flora 73 Filaments inserted on a hypogynous ring. 1881

Science Gossip No.
205. 248 The stamens or male organs

of the plant are indefinite, polyadelphous and hypogynous.
So Hypo'gyny [cf. F. hypogynie], the quality or

state of being hypogynous.
1887 Atkenxutn 10 Dec. 787/3 The shortening of the

axis within the flower itself, giving the transition from

hypogyny through perigyny to epigyny.

t Hypo-io
-

dic, hyprodic, a. Cheat. Obs.

[f.
HYPO- 5 + IODIC.] In hypo-iodic acid, an old

name for periodic oxide.

1854 T. SCOFFERN in Orr's Circ. Sc., Chem. 368 Hypoiodic
acid.. IO<. i86s-7* WATTS Diet. Chem. III. 297 Periodic

oxide (Millon's Hypo-iodic acid) IO2 or I2O.i.

Hypo-i'odite, hypi'odite. Chem. [f. as

next : see -WE.] A salt of hypo-iodous acid.

1865^72 \VATTS Diet. Chem. III. 297 Hypo-iodite of
ammonium is formed by the action of iodine on excess of
ammonia. 1866 UDI.ING Artiin. Ckem. 149 Free iodine or

hypiodite of potassium, like peroxide of nitrogen, [is] a
facile oxygenant. 1894 [see next].

Hypo-iodous (hipo-, hsipoiai-odas), hyp-
iodous (hipai'Jdas), a. Chem. [f. HYPO- 5 +
iodous (f. IOD-INE + -ous).] In hypo-iodous acid, an

oxyacid of iodine, HIO.
1865-72 WATTS Diet. C/um. III. 297 Wohler. .by distilling

iodine with anhydrous peroxide of barium, obtained a
yellow liquid which he regarded as hypo-iodous acid.

1894 Brit. Jrnl. Pluitog. XLI. 34 Hypoiodous acid and its

salts, the
hypoiodites.

Hypo-ionian, -lydian, -mixolydian, Anc.
Mits. : see HYPO- 3.

Hypomere, -mnematic : see HYPO- II.

II Hypomochlion (hipomp-kli^i). rare. [L.

hypomochlion i^Vitruvius) , a. Gr. virofiox^-tov fulcrum
of a lever, f. Gr. iiwu under + /xo^Aoy, pox\iov lever.]
= FULCRUM.
1665 HOOKE Microgr. 199 The hypomochlion or centers

will. 1835 COLERIDGE Aids Rffl. (1858) I. App. C. 393
The hypomochlion of the lever is as good an illustration as

any thing can be that is thought of mechanically only.

Hyponastic (>hip-, haiponse'stik), a. Bot. [f.

HYPOXAST-Y + -10.] Pertaining to, or characterized

by, hyponasty.
1875 BENNETT & DYER Sachs' Bot. 767 As long as the

organ grows most rapidly on the dorsal side, it may be
termed, after de Vnes, hyponastic. 1895 VINES Stud.
Text-bk. 60 The leaves . . are hyponastic, that is . . the dorsal
surface grows more rapidly at first than the ventral.

Hyponasty 0T-> hai-ponjEsti). Bot. [f.

HYPO- 2 + Gr. COOT-OS pressed (f.
vaaaeiv to press)

+ -T. Cf. EPINASTY.
The current use of the terms hyponasty and cpinasty

originated with De Vries in Arbeiten des Bot. lust, in

IViirzburg 1872 (Heft II. p. 252).]

A tendency in plant-organs to grow more rapidly
on the under or dorsal side than on the upper or

ventral.

1875 BENNETT & DYER Sachs* Bot. 768 The hyponasty of
the axis often counterbalances the greater mass of the

pendent parts. 1880 C. & F. DARWIN Movem. PI. 6 Hypo-
nasty . . implies increased growth along the lower surface,

causing the part to bend upwards.

t Hyponitric (hipo-, haiponai-trik), a. Client.

Obs. [f. HYPO- 5 + Nmuc.] In hyponitric acid,
an old name for tetroxide (or peroxide) of nitrogen,

pernitric oxide, NO3 or N2O4 .

1854 [see hypoasotic s.v. HYPO-]. 1864 H. SPENCER Biol. I.

8 Hypo-nitric acid is decomposed both by water and by con-
tact with the various bases. 1876 tr. Wagner s Gen. Patliol.

560 The latter first takes oxygen from the blood, and forms

hyponitric acid.

Hypouitrite (hipo-, haip^nai -trait). Chem.

[f. HYPO- 5 + NITKITE.] A salt of hyponitrous acid.

1846 Pefiny Cycl. Suppl. II. 67/2 Hyponitrites may.. be
formed by moderately heating certain nitrates. 1873
Fffwnes' Chem. (ed. n) 150 Salts called respectively hypo-
nitrites, nitrites, and nitrates. 1894 ROSCOE & SCKORLEM-
MER Chew. I. 504 The formation of hyponitrites from
derivatives of hydroxylamine shows that in these salts the

oxygen atom must be between the nitrogen atom and that

of the metal: N.O.K.

Hyponitrous (hipa-, haiponai'tras), a. Chem.

[f. HYPO- 5 + NITROUS. Cf. F. hyponitreux^ In

hyponitrous acid, an unstable acid, (HNO)2 ,
ob-

tained in combination as a potassium salt.

1826 HENRY Elem. Chem. I. 319 It appears to me that

there are sufficient grounds for admitting the existence of

hypo-nitrous acid as a distinct compound. 1838 T. THOM-
SON Cnertt. Org. Bodies 101 Nitric and hyponitrous acid

transform picrotoxin to oxalic acid. 1894 ROSCOE & SCHOR.
LEMMER Chem. I. 505 Free hyponitrous acid has not been

prepared, as when liberated from its salts, it very rapidly
splits up into its anhydride (nitrous oxide) and water.

Hypopecouana, corrupt form of IPECACUANHA.

Hypopepsy, -petalous, etc. : see HYPO- II.

Hypopharyngeal (hi:pa-, hai:p0fari-nd5tal),
a. [f.

HYPOPHABYNX : see PHABYNGEAL.] a. Anat.

Situated beneath, or in the lower part of, the

pharynx, b. Entom. Belonging to the hypo-

pharynx.
1851-6 WOODWARD Mollusca. 346 Branchiae consisting of

two bands stretched across the interior, one above (epi)

and one below {hypopjiaryngeal). 1871 HUXLEY Anat.
Vert. 136 The posterior parts [of branchial arches] are

single bones, .called hypopharyngeal bones. 1877 Anat.
Inv. Anim. x. 602 The hypopharyngeal folds.

c. as sb. (//.)
= Hypopharyngeal bones.

HypopharynJE (hipo-, haipufse'rirjks). Entom.

[a. F. hypopharynx, f. HYPO- 2 + PHARYNX.] A
median projection from the internal surface of the

lower lip in insects.

1826 KIRBY & Sf. Entomol. III. 458 This cushion, I sup-

pose, may be analogous to the
'

hypopharynx
'

ofM. Savigny.
1888 ROLLESTON & JACKSON Anim. Life 499 The oral

surface of the base of the labium also bears an internal

process or hypopharynx.

Hypophospliate Jiip?-, haipofjrsf/t). Chem.

[f. HYPO- 5 + PHOSPHATE. So in F.] A salt of

hypophosphoric acid.

1864 in WEBSTER. 1894 ROSCOE & SCHORLEMMER Chem.



HYPOPHOSPHITE.

I. 586 On neutralizing with caustic soda, a slightly soluble

salt, sodium hypophosphafe, H 2Na2P2O6 t separates out.

Hypophosphite ('"P"-, haipofp-sfait). Clicm.

[f.
HYPO- 5 + PHOSPHITK. So in F.] A salt of

hypophosphorous acid.

1818 HENRY Elem. Chem. (ed. 8) 1 1. 13 The hypo-phosphites
of potash, soda, and ammonia, are soluble . .in highly rectified

alcohol. 1876 HARLEY Mat. Med. Jed. 6) 66 Hypophos-

phite salts are monobasic, soluble in water, and easily

crystallisable. 1883-4 Med. Annual 34/1 While triturating

a mixture of Hypophosphite of Lime three parts, and Hypo-
phosphite of Soda one part, [he] was seriously injured by the

compound exploding.

HypOpb.OSph.OriC (hipo-, haipof^sffrik), a.

Chem. \i.
HYPO- 5 + PHOSPHORIC. So F. hypo-

phosphoriqiie] In hypophosphoric acid, P2O 2(OH) 4 ,

a tetrabasic acid, obtained as an odourless liquid.

1854 J. SCOFFERN in Orr's Circ. Sc. t Chem. 376 This opera-

tion furnishes a.. solution of hypophosphoric acid. 1894
ROSCOE & SCHORLEMMER Chem. I. 586 Salzer has.. shown
that in addition to phosphoric and phosphorous acids this

liquid contains hypophosphoric acid.

Hypophosphorous (hipo-, hsipufp-sforas), a.

Chem. [f.
HYPO- 5 + PHOSPHOROUS. So F. hypo-

pkosphoreitx.'] In hypophosphorous acid, an oxygen-
acid of phosphorus, PH 3O2 .

1818 HENRY Elem. Chem. (ed. 8) II. 12 Hypo-phospho-
rous or Per-phosphorous Acid .. a viscous fluid, strongly
acid and uncrystallizable. 1841 BRANDE Chem. 488 Hypo-
phosphorous acid . . was discovered by Dulong in 1 816. 1877
ROSCOE & SCHORLEMMER Treat. Chem. I. 487 On cooling
the solution, the hypophosphorous acid is obtained in the

form of a thick very acid liquid.

Hypophrygian, Anc. Mas. : see HYPO- 3.

II Hypophysis i,hip-, haipp'fisis). [a. Gr. vnotpvais

offshoot, outgrowth (cf. APOPHYSIS, EPIPHYSIS).]

t L Path. Cataract in the eye. Obs.

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Hypophysis, a Fault in the

Eye, the same as Hypochyma. 1886 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

2. Bot. a. A part of the embryo in angiosperms,
from which the root and root-cap are developed.
1875 BENNETT & DYER Sacks' Bot. 515 A cell . . which

arises between the end of the pro-embryo and the body ot

the embryo. .is especially to be noted. It is from this that

the root is subsequently developed. Hanstein calls it and
the tissue which proceeds from it the Hypophysis.

b. ' In mosses, an enlargement of the pedicel at

the base of the capsule
'

(Cent. Diet.').

3. Anat. (In full Hypophysis cerebri) The pituitary

body of the brain.

1864 in WEBSTER.
Hence Hypophysial a., of or pertaining to the

hypophysis of the brain.

Hypoplasia-Hypopygium : see HYPO- II.

|| Hypopyon (hipou-pipn). Path. Also erron.

-ion. [a. Gr. vnairvov an ulcer, neut. of liruirvos

tending to suppuration, f. wvov pus, matter.

The erroneous spelling hypopion^ was prob. due to the as-

sumption that the word was a derivative of wi/<, our- eye ; cf.

Gr. iijrwirioc a black eye. ]

A morbid accumulation of pus in the anterior

chamber of the eye (cf. quots.).

[1657 Physical Diet., Hypogion [sic], or
ma_tter

under the

cornea, a great inflammation of the eyes with swellings.]

1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Hypopyon, a gathering of Matter
under the Horney Tunick of the Eye. 1807 Med. Jml.
XVII. 80 Hypopion, or the occupation of one or both

chambers of the eye, with a glutinous opake fluid, instead

of the true transparent humours. 1878 T. BRYANT Pract.

Sitrg. I. 19 The absorption of pus is constantly seen in the

eye in hypopyon.

Hypoquistis, obs. variant of HYPOCISTIS.

Hyporachis, -radial, etc.: see HYPO- II.

HHypOSarca(hiposauka). Path. rare. [med.L.

hyposarca, a. Gr. vir& aapxa under the flesh.] A
species of dropsy : = ANASARCA.
1398 TREVISA Earth. De P. K. vn. Hi. (MS. Bodl.), pe

furste dropesie hatte lentofleuma . . pe secunde hatte yposarca
o^er anasarca, and cornel? of distemperaunce of colde and
of drynes. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techtt,, Hyposarca, the

same with Anasarca. 1876 tr. Wagner's Gen. PatJiol. 225
If dropsy affect the parenchyma, it is called oedema, ana-

sarca, or hyposarca.

II Hyposcenium (hiposrnim, hsip0-). Gr.

Antiq. [f. Gr. *inoaKqvim' (on analogy of irpoaic/j-

viov PROSCENIUM) = ra \moaicrivta the parts beneath

the stage, f. axr/vrj SCENE.] The low wall sup-

porting the front of the stage in a Greek theatre.

[1676 tr. GniUalierc's Voy. Athens 300 At the foot of the

Logeon upon the Orchestra was a row of Pillars incompass-

ing a place called the Hyposcenion.] 1753 CHAMBERS
Cycl. Supp., Hyposcenium, . -a partition under the oulpit or

logeum of the Greek theatre, appointed for the music. ^1853
KINGSLEY Hypatia xxii, The hyposcenium had been painted
to represent rocks.

II Hypospadias (hiposp^-dias, haipo). Path.

[a. Gr. vwoairaSias (Galen) one affected with hypo-

spadias, app. f. viro HYPO- I + airaetv to draw.]
A congenital malformation consisting in a fissure

of the lower wall of the male urethra, the result of

arrested development.
1855 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1874 VAN BUREN Dis.

Genit. Org. 38 Hypospadias consists of an arrest of develop-
ment of a portion of the lower wall of the urethra. 1884
Atkenxum 17 May 636/1 He has recorded the occurrence
of the malformation termed hypospadias in the males of six

successive generations in one family.

511

Hence Hypospa'diac, Hypospa. dial, Hypo-
spa'dic atifs., of the nature of, pertaining to, or

affected with hypospadias.
1836-9 TODD Cycl, Anat. 11.464/1 A man affected with

hypospadiac malformation of the urethra. Ibid. 699/1 A
hypospadiac male. 1874 YAN BUREN Dis. Genit. Org. 38

Lying between a hypospadial opening and the meatus.

Hyposphagma, -sphene, etc. : see HYPO- II.

Hypostase (hrpoat^s). rai'e 1
. [ad. next, or

a. b . /ypostase.j (See quot.)
1867 Eng. Lca/ier 15 June 326 In every process whatever

.. the subject-matter, the hypostase, is not two instants in

the same state.

Hypostasis (hip-, haipfstasis). PI. hypo-
stases (-s/z). [a. late L. hypostasis, a. Gr. viroaraats

(f. vira HYPO- I +<rT<i(n? standing, position, state\
lit. that which stands under, hence, sediment ; also,

groundwork, foundation, subject-matter later, sub-

stance, subsistence, existence, reality, essence, per-

sonality (see below).
The development of sense, esp. in Metaphysics and Theo-

logy, belongs to Neo-Platonic and Early Christian use ; the

English senses only reflect those established in late Greek.

See Chambers Cycl. s.v.]

1. Med. a. Sediment, deposit ; spec, that of urine.

[1398 TREVISA Bartli. De P. R. v. xlv. (Bodl. MS.), By
substaunce and colour of vrine & namelich by diuers regions

^ereof bat physicians clepen ypostasym.] 1590 MARLOWE
2nd ft. Tamburl. v. iii, I view'd your urine, and the hypo-
stasis, Thick and obscure, doth make your danger great.

1683 SALMON Doron Med. n. 433 Then put them into a cold

place, that its hypostasis may appear. 1753 N. TORRIANO

Gangr. Sore Throat 118 The Water . . tended to deposit a

laudable Hypostasis. 1855 in MAVNE Expos. Lex.

b. Hypenemia in dependent organs of the body,
caused by subsidence of the blood into these parts.

1855 in MAYNF. Expos. Lex. 1866-80 A. FLINT Princ.

Med. (eel. 5) 193 The prevention and removal of hypostasis
in the dependent portions of the lungs. 1897 ALLBUTT Syst.
Med. II. 961 The skin and internal organs, .as well as any
post-mortem hypostases, exhibit a bright red colour.

f2. Base, foundation, groundwork, prop, support.
T577 tr - Bullingers Decades I. iv. 82 The substance,

_

or

hypostasis, is the foundation, or the unmoveable prop, which

upholdeth us. 1621 S. WARD Life ofFaith (1627) 46 And
is not Faith an Hypostasis and euidence to thee of an

infallible inheritance?

3. Metaph. That which subsists, or underlies

anything ;
substance : (a) as opposed to qualities,

attributes, or ' accidents '; (6) as distinguished from

what is unsubstantial, as a shadow or reflection.

1605 TIMME Quersit. Ded. T That spirit of life, .acteth in

all creatures, giving them existence in three to wit, salt,

sulphure, and mercury, in one hupostasis. 1670 Moral
State Eng. 43 It commonly turneth even the souls of its

votaries into its own Hypostasis. 1720 WATERLAND Right
Serin. 155 The Ante-Nicene as well as Post-Nicene Writers

as an hypostasis or self-subsistence. 1870 Outl. Hamilton s

Philos. 170 We cannot think a quality existing absolutely,

in or of itself; we are constrained to think it as inhering in

some basis, substratum, hypostasis, subject or substance.

4. Essence, principle, essential principle.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. I. i. 22 That Plato and his

followers held rpeis apx lle vTrooraa-et?, Three Hypostases in

the Deity, that were the first Principles of all things, is a

thing very well known to all. 1685 CROWNE Sir C. Nice

n. Dram. Wks. 1874 III. 276 A scholar .. emptied by old

suck-eggs, of all that nature gave me, and crumbl'd full of

essences, hypostases and other stuff o' their baking. 1688

MORRIS Theory Love i. ii. 7 We know Love is made the first

Hypostasis in the Platonic Triad. 1702 tr. Le Clerc's Prim.

/aMcrs 72 Three Hypostases.which are theThree Principles

of all things. 1847 LEWES Hist, Philos. (1867) I. 392 God
therefore in his absolute state in his first and highest hy-

postasis is neither Existence nor Thought, neither moved

nor mutable.

5. Theol. Personality, personal existence, person:

(a) distinguished from nature, as in the one 'hypo-
stasis' of Christ as distinguished from his two

natures (human and divine), (*) distinguished

from substance, as in the three 'hypostases' or

'

persons
'
of the Godhead, which are said to be the

same in
' substance '.

[1747 JOHNSON Flan Eng. Did. Wks. 1787 IX. 170 Of
those [words] which still continue in the state of aliens, . .

some seem necessary to be retained . . such are some terms

of controversial divinity, as hypostasis.]
a 1529 SKELTON Col. Clout 534 And what

ippstacis
Of

Christes manhode is. 1565 T. STAPLETON Fortr. Faith
14^8 b,

Those busy heads would for thre persons, saie thre hipo-

stases. 1600 J. PORY tr. Leo's Africa xvn. 391 The Coftl

fearing, that to attribute two natures unto Christ, might be

all one, as if they had assigned him two hypostases or

persons, to avoid the heresie of the Nestorians, they became

Eutichians. i6oa W. WATSON Quodlibets^ 49 (Stanf.) By
reason of the hypostasis or hypostaticall vnion of his deitie

to his humanity. 1620 T. GRANGER Div. Logike 43 The
Brutall soule is material!,, .not subsisting by it selfe (there-

fore a beast is not hypostasis, id est, a person). 1651 JKR.

TAYLOR Serm. for Year i. i. 2 That two natures could be

concentred into one hypostasis (or person). 1682 H. MORE
Amiot. Glanvill's Lux O. 95 There is no confusion of the

Humane and Divine Nature in the Hypostasis of Christ.

a. 1716 SOUTH Serm. (1717) IV. 299 [It] is urged by some to

relate . . to the three Hypostases of the Godhead. 1782

PRIESTLEY Corrupt. Chr. 1. i. 103 The word hypostasis. .we

now render person. 1833 R. PINKERTON Russia 46 The

eternal beginning of the hypostasis of the Holy Ghost.

6. Bot. (See quot.)

HYPOSTATIZE.

1866 Treas. Bot. 615/2 Hypostasis, the suspensor of an

embryo.

Hypostasize (hip-, haipfstasaiz),^. [f. prec.

-I- -IZK.] trans. To make into or regard as a self-

existent substance or person ; to embody, imper-
sonate. Cf. HYPOSTATIZE.

1809-10 COLERIDGE Friend (1818) III. 90 The power and

principle
of acidification must be embodied and as it were

impersonated and hypostasized in this gas. 1817 Biog.
Lit. I. 98 The admission of the logos as hypostasized in no

respect removed my doubts concerning the Incarnation and
the Redemption by the cross. 1877 SYMONDS Renaissance
in Italy, Reviv. Learn. 202 The products of speculative

analysis are hypostasised as divine persons.

Hence Hypostasiza'tion, the action of hyposta-

sizing, or regarding as a substance.

1884 Athenxnm 19 Apr. 496/3 The second period [of

Plato's philosophy] is marked by the hypostasization of

universals.

t HypO'Stasy. Obs. rare. [Adapted form of

HYPOSTASIS : cf. ECSTASY.]
1. =- HYPOSTASIS i.

1547 BOORDE Brev. Health Ixxiii. 21 The hypostasy is the

substance of the uryne. 1638 SHIRLEY Mart. Soldier in. iv.

in Bullen O. PL \. 218 Doe but marke These black Hypo-
stacies; it plainely shewes Mortification generally through
the Spirits.

2. = HYPOSTASIS 5.

1551 Bp. GARDINER Exilic. Cath. Faith 117 Wheir as

in that vnion the rest is an ineffable mysterie, the two
natures in Christ to haue one subsistence called & termed
an hypostasie. 1628 GAULE Pract. The. (1629) 58 O the

vnsearchable depth of this speciall Hypostasie !

Hypostatic (hip0-, haipostse'tik), a. [ad. Gr.

ijroffT<mK-os pertaining to substance, substantial,

personal (f.
viroararos set under, supporting) ;

used

as adj. to inroaraais HYPOSTASIS ;
but the medical

sense of the English word is not found in Greek.]
1. Theol. Of or pertaining to substance, essence,

or personality (see HYPOSTASIS). Hypostatic union :

(a) the union of the divine and human natures in the

'hypostasis
'

of Christ ; (6) the consubstantial union

of the three
'

hypostases
'
in the Godhead.

1678 CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. t. iv. 36. 566 The humane
soul of our Saviour Christ Himself. .being not partially

appointed to that transcendent dignity of its hypostatick

union, but by reason of its most faithful adherence to

the divine word and wisdom in a pre-existent state.

a 1711 KEN Hymns Evang. Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 25, I sing
the Infinite and Finite join'd In Hypostatick Union for

Mankind. 1827 HOOK in Life I. 118 To state and enforce

the Catholic doctrine concerning the Third Person on Whit

Sunday and that of the hypostatic union on the Sunday
following. 1846 SIR J. STEPHEN Eccl. Biog. (1850) I. 85
He who first taught men to speak of an Hypostatic change
beneath unchanging forms, may have taught them to use

words without meaning. 1894 H. B. SWETE Afast. Creed
i. 17 The doctrine of the hypostatic Trinity.

2. Path. Of the nature of hypostasis or excess of

blood in dependent parts of the body.
1866-80 A. FLINT Princ. Med. (ed. 5) 192 Passive hyper-

asmia occurring in the dependent portions of the lungs is

called hypostatic congestion. 1878 A. M. HAMILTON Nerv.

Dis. 224 The long continuance of the erect position seems

to favor the gravitation of blood, and hypostatic hypersmia
of the spine is thereby induced.

HypOStatical (hipo-, haipostK-tikal), a. [f.
as

prec. -t- -AL.]

1. = HYPOSTATIC i.

1561 T. NORTON Calmn's lust. II. 154 He being the Word
. .did by hypostatical vnion take vpon hym the nature of

man. 1616 BULI.OKAR Eng. Expos., Hypostaticall, belong-

ing to substance ;
or that which consisteth in the substance

of a thing. 1620 T. GRANGER Div. Logike 310 To the singular

number (Jehovah) his essentiall name, noting the unity ._.
is

added the plurall (Elohim) his hypostaticall, or subsistentiall

name, noting the Trinity. 1656 HOBBES Answ. Bp. Bram-
hall 434 (R.) But the word hypostatical . . is properly used,

as I have said before, of the union of the two natures of

Christ in one person. 1674 HICKMAN Quinquart. Hist.

Ep. (ed. 2) A iij b, I believe the Hypostatical Union, a

Trinity of persons in the Unity of Essence. 1852 HOOK
Ch. Diet. (1871) 377 The hypostatical union is the union of

the human nature of our Lord with the divine, constituting

two natures in one person.

1 2. Of or pertaining to the essential principles or

elements of bodies
;
elemental. Obs.

1661-80 BOYLE Scept. diem. i. 80 They do not pretend by
'

Bodies their

principles. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Hypostatical

Principles, a Title given by Paracelsus and his Followers

to the three Chymical Principles, viz. Salt, Sulphur and

Mercury.
Hence Hyposta'tically adv., in a hypostatic

manner ;
in actual substance or personality.

1593 T. BELL Motives cone. Rom. Faith (1605) 118 [He]
amrmeth the substance of bread to be united to the body of

Christ hipostatically. 1614 T. ADAMS Devil's Bang. 123

God. .is hypostatically in Christ : graciously in his Saints :

gloriously in Heauen : powerfully in Hell. 1681-6 J. SCOTT

Chr. Life 1 1747) I II. 41 Our Ransom from eternal Punishment

being paid with the Blood ofone ofour own kind, hypostatic-

ally united to God. 1697 C. LESLIE Snake in Grass (ed. 2)

154 After a Soul is Hypostatically, that is, Personally
united to a Body, their separation is call'd Death. 1883
Catholic Diet. (1885) 428/2 Sin was a ohysical impossibility

in the human soul of Christ, because it was hypostatically
united to the Divinity.

HypOStatize (hip-, hairystatsiz), v. [f.
Gr.



HYPOSTATIZED.

iinoarar6s (see HYPOSTATIC) + -IZE.J trans. To
make into or treat as a substance ;= HYPOSTASIZE.
18*9 SIR W. HAMILTON Discuss. (1853) 17 These negations,

hypostatised as positive, under the Platonic name of Ideas.

1872 Contemp. Rtv. XX. 828 Neither Space nor Time . .

offer any reason for hypostatizing their reality as a real

substratum, apart from the phenomena. 1877 E. CAIRD
Philos. Kant ii. xviii. 627 If thus we hypostatise this idea
of the ens realissimum, and follow it to its legitimate
development.
Hence Hypo-statized, -izing- ppl. adjs. Also

Hypostatiza'tion = HYPOSTASIZATIOX.
1869 J. MARTTNEAU Ess. II. 141 The hypostatizing pro-

pensities of our natural faculties. 1870 HUXLEY Lay Serm.
11871) 329 The 'Absolute' and all the other hypostati/ed
adjectives, a 1882 T. H. GREBN Prol. Ethics Introd. (1883)
8 What after all, it is asked, is any faculty but an hyposta-
tised abstraction? 1886 A. SETH in Encycl. Brit. XXI.
421 2 To deny the hypostatization of an accident like
colour or wisdom.

Hyposternal, etc. : see HYPO- II.

tHypO'Stle. nonce-wd. [Formed after APOSTLE,
from Gr. inroaroKri drawing back (cf. Hebrews x.

38, 39''.] One who draws back
;
an apostate.

a 1626 Bp. ANDREWES Serm. ix. (1661) 454 They be Hy.
postles ; so doth Saint Paul well term them.

Hypostomatous, -stomous : see HYPO- II.

Hypostome (hi-post^m, hsi-po-). Also in

L. form hypo stoma. [ad. F. hypostome. mod.L.

hypostoma, f. HYPO- 2 + Gr. OTO/I mouth.] A
part of the mouth in arthropods and some other
invertebrate animals

; e.g. the clypeus of dipterous
insects, the labium or under lip of trilobites, the

proboscis of Hydrozoa.
1862 DANA Man. Geol. 188 note, Hypostome, a prominent

piece on the under surface of the head, covering the mouth.
1872 NICHOLSON Palxont. 147 The aperture of the mouth. .

bounded in front by a plate, known as the ' labrum
'

or
'

hypostoma '. 1888 ROLLESTOX & JACKSON Aiiim. Life 246
The hypostome or oral cone [in hydranths] is conical.

Hypostroma, -strophe, etc. : see HYPO- II.

t Hyposu'lphate. Chem. Obs.
[f. HYPO- 5

+ SULPHATE.] A salt of hyposnlphnric acid.

(Now called a DITHIONATE.)
1819 J. G. CHILDREN Chem. Anal. 435 Hyposulphate of

lime crystallizes in regular hexagonal plates. 1868-72 WATTS
Diet. Chem. V. 637 Dithionates or Hyposulphates.

Hyposulphite (hipo-, haipflso-lfsit). Chem.

[ad. I1
. hyposulfite : see HYPO- 5 and SULPHITE.]A salt of hyposulphurous acid.

a. Originally (and still commercially) applied
to the salts now called by chemists thiosulphates ;

as hyposulphate ofsoda
- sodium thiosulphate.

1826 HENRY Elem. Chem. II. 136 Hypo-sulphite of silver

may be formed by mixing hyposulphite of soda with dilute
nitrate of silver, or by dissolving chloride of silver in any of
the hypo-sulphites. Though formed of ingredients that
have a metallic and very bitter taste, its flavour is intensely
sweet. 1868-72 WATTS Diet. Chem. V. 540 Allied to the

sulphates there is a group of salts called thiosulphates, or
more frequently hyposulphites. 1894 ROSCOE & SCHOR-
LEMMER Chem. I. 412 Thiosulphuric acid . . forms a series of
stable salts known as the thiosulphates (hyposulphites).

b. Now, with chemists, a salt of the acid
H2S2O4 , formerly called a hydrosulphite.
1871 WATTS Diet. Chem. Suppl. VI. 1063 The formation of

thiosulphates. .is only a secondary reaction due to the slow
and spontaneous decomposition of the hyposulphite. 1877

Fawns' Chem. (ed. 12) I. 213 The solution .. solidifies in
a few hours to a mass of slender colourless needles, con-

sisting of sodium hyposulphite. 1894 ROSCOE & SCHOR-
LEMMER Chem. I. 409 Sodium hyposulphite (NaaSaC^) is

employed by the dyer and calico-printer for the reduction of

indigo, as it possesses the same reducing properties as the
free acid.

t Hyposulphu'ric, a. Chem. Obs. [ad. F.

hyposulphurique ; see HYPO- 5 and SULPHURIC.]
In hyposulphuric acid, old name of DITHIONIC acid.

1819 J. G. CHILDREN Chem. Anal. 433 The authors
[Welter and Gay Lussac] propose to name this new acid,
the hyposulohunc, by analogy with the hyposulphurous, to
denote that it contains less oxygen than sulphuric acid, and
more than sulphurous acid. 1894 ROSCOE SCHORLEMMER
Chem. I. 415 Dithionic Acid iHsSiOa) .. formerly called

hyposulphuric acid, was discovered by Welter and Gay-
Lussac in 1810.

Hyposulphurous (hipo-, hsiposo-lfiuras), a.

Chem. [f. HYPO- 5 + SULPHUROUS.] In hypo-
sulphurous acid : f a. The name originally given
to the acid H

2
S2O3 , now called thiosulphuHc acid.

1817 T. THOMSON Chem. ied. s) II. 112 Besides the two
acid compounds of sulphur and oxygen, {viz. sulphurous
and sulphuric acids) we have the fullest evidence of the
existence of a third . .to which the name of hyposulphurous |

acid may be given. 1871 ROSCOE Elem. Chem. 138 Hypo- i

sulphurous Acid, or Hydrogen Hyposulphite is not known '

in the free state.
1894 RoscoE & SCHORLEMMER Chem. I.

412 Thiosulphuric Acid (HjSjOj). This compound is
better known under its old name of '

hyposulphurous acid ',

with_ which name however we now designate the body
obtained by the reduction of sulphurous acid.

b. Now applied to the acid H4S2O4 , containing i

one atom of oxygen less than sulphurous acid ;

formerly called hydrosulphurous acid.
iBn WATTS Diet. Chem. Suppl. VI. 1063 Hyposulphurmts \

Acid, H^-,0, (Hydrosulphurous Acid, Schutzenberger). .is
!

produced by the action of zinc on aqueous sulphurous
:

acid. Ibid. 1074 Schutzenberger calls his acid hydro- \

sulphurous acid; but it is more consistent with analogy to
designate it as hyposulphurous acid. 1877_ Fames' ( hem.

'
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(ed. 121 I. 213 Hyposulphurous acid is obtained, as a deep
orange-coloured strongly bleaching liquid.

Hypotactic, -tarsus, -taxis : see HYPO- II.

Hypotenusal (hip-, hsippttto/'sal), a. and sh.

Also hypothenusal. [ad. late L. hypotenfisal-is, (.

hypotfinlsa HYPOTENUSE.]
A. adj. Pertaining to, or of the nature of, a hy-

potenuse ; forming a hypotenuse. Now rare.

1571 DIGGES Pantojn. i. xxxi. K j a, Fyrste I measure the
Hypothenusall lyne. 1658 PHILLIPS, Hypothenusa I line, a
term in Geometry, it is that side of a right-angled triangle
which is subtended or opposite to the right angle. 1783
ROY in Phil. Trans. LXXV. 420 The tops of the pickets,
marking the hypothenusal distances, were the points on
which the levelling rods were placed. 1831 G. B. AIRY Klath.
Tracts (18421 293 Twogla>s prisms, right-angled or nearly
so, are placed with their hypotenusal sides nearly in contact.

t B. si. (sc. line)
= HYPOTENUSE. Ol>s.

1641 WILKIXS Matk. Magick II. xv. (1648) 279 If the
Hypotenusall, or Screw be. 5, the perpendicular or elevation
must be 3, and the basis 4. 1656 HOBBES Six Less. Wk-;.
1845 VII. 317 The hypotenusal of a rectangled triangle.
1661 S. PARTRIDGE Double Scale Proport. 136 In a rii;rit

angled Triangle, the Angles and the Hypothenusal being
given [etc.].

Hypotenuse (hip-, haip(?'tni;7s). Forms: (6-7
hypothenusa, 7 -tenusa,-tinusa) , 6 hipothenuse,
7- hypotenuse, hypothenuse. [ad. late L. hy-
potenusa, a. Gr. vnordvovaa pr. pple. (fern.),
'

stretching under, subtending
'

(the full expression
being r) r^y opSty fianiav iiiroTtlvovoa (sc. 7/xtyt/ir;
or Tt\fvpa), the line or side subtending the right
angle), f. iiro under + rdvfiv to stretch. In F.

hypotenuse.
In the i6-i7th c. the Latin form hypotenusa was commonly

used.
_
The erroneous spelling with th (cf. F. ypothenus,-,

1520) is app. the more frequent in current use.]

The side of a right-angled triangle which sub-

tends, or is opposite to, the right angle.
1571 DIGGES Pantom. n. ii. Liva, Y squares of the two

contayning sides ioyned togither, are equal! to the square of
y" Hypothenusa. 1594 BLUNDEVIL Exerc. n. (1636) 119
fhey cal the line Secant the Hipothenuse, because it sub-
tendeth the right angle A. 1674 JEAKE Arith. (1696) 174
The Perpendicular, the Base, and the Hypotenusa. 1678
CuonORTH Intell. Syst. I. v. 734 The Power of the Hypo-
tenuse in a Rectangular Triangle is Equal to the Powers of
both the Sides. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex. Techn. s.v. Plain
Sailing, The Base of the Triangle represents the Departure ;

and the Hypothenuse the Distance Sailed. 1834 Xat.
Philos. III. Navigation 1. i. 2 (U. K. S.) The side AH, op-
posite to the right angle, is called the hypotenuse. 1878
H. S. WILSON Alp. Ascents iv. 117 The hypothenuse of the
angles.

II Hypothallus vhipo-, haipopze-life). Bot.

[mod.L., f. HYPO- 2 + THALLUS.] The fibrous
or filamentary substratum on which the thallus
of lichens is developed.
1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Hypothallus, term given by

Fries to the internal or inferior thatlus or couch of the
lichens. 1857 BERKELEY Cryptog. Bot. 410. 374 The
inner [coat], .gives birth beneath to the fibres by which the
plant is often attached to the surface (hypothallus). 1875
BENNETT & DYER Sachs' Bot. 268 Isolated scaly pieces of a
true Lichen-thallus then arise on a fibrous substratum called
the Hypothallus.
Hence Hypotha nine a., pertaining to, or of the

nature of, a hypothallus.
1855 in MAYNE Expos. Lex. 1856 W. L. LINDSAY Brit.

Lichens 55 A pulverulent or persistent hypothalline type.

Hypothec (hip-, hsipfbek). Also 7-8 -eque,
8 -io; 6- hypotheca (hipcjv'ka). [a. F. hypo-
theque or ad. late L. hypotheca, ad. Gr. iiroftj/n? a

deposit, pledge, mortgage, f. into-riBivai to deposit
as a pledge (f. iiro down + -r&ivtu. to put, place).
The Latin form is now used only in sense I a.]
1.

' A security established by law in favour of a
creditor over a subject belonging to his debtor,
while the subject continues in the debtor's posses-
sion

'

(Sell's Diet. Law Scot.).
a. In ancient Roman law.

IS9 WEST isi Pt. Symbol. 18 C, An improper pledge is

called Hypotheca, which is of a thing not deliuered, which
is made and perfected by couenant onelie. 17*6 AYLIFFE
Parergon 272 A Man's Bed, Wearing Apparel and other

Things of the like Kind, necessary to his daily Use. .do not

pass under an Hypotheque. 1875 POSTE Cains iv. (ed. 2>

642 In a hypotheca, that is, an agreement without delivery,
the mortgagee acquired no possession. 1880 MUIRHEA'D
Gains i. 199 note, A pledge or hypothec could not be
accepted instead. 1883 MAINE Early Law % Ciisl. x. 357
Possession, Usucapion, Bonitarian ownership, and Hypo-
thek occupy together a prodigious space in the Roman
jurisprudence.

b. In Scots Law.
(a) The lien or prior claim of a landlord for his rent over

the crop and stock of a tenant farmer (but see quot. 1880),
and over the furniture and other effects of a tenant in urban
property. (l>) The lien which seamen, freighters, and re-

pairers have over a ship for their wages, etc., and that which a
ship-owner has over cargo for the freight. (<) The lien which
a legal agent has for costs over costs recovered from the ad-
verse party. Sometimes applied to the right to retain writs
and title-deeds in security of a professional account.

1:1730 BURT Lett. N. Scotl. (iSiS) II. 57 The Landlord
has, by law, an hypothic, a right of pledge, with respect to
the corn for so much as the current year's rent. 1733 P.
LINDSAY Interest Scot. 39 Their Hypotheck secures them
absolutely against Loss by the Tenant. 1754 ERSKINF.
Princ. Sc. Law (1809* 291 Writers also, and agents, have a

HYPOTHECATORY.
right of hypothec, or more properly of retention, on their
constituent's writings, for their claim of pains and dis-
bursements. 1816 SCOTT Anliq. xli, As we hold your rights,
title-deeds, and documents in hypothec. 1854 H. MILLER
Set. if Schm. xi. '1857) 238 The cattle and horses of the
farm appropriated by the landlord, at the time under the
law of hypothec. 1880 Act 43 Viet. c. 12 i The landlord's
right of hypothec for the rent of land, .exceeding two acres
. . let for agriculture or pasture, shall cease and determine.

c. Iii the Channel Islands.
(In Fr. form hypotheque.}
1683 WARBURTON Hist. Guernsey (1822^ 106 An Hypotheque

differs from a mortgage in England in this respect chiefly,
that he who parts with his money can never call it in again.
1694 FALLE Jersey ii. 86 All Bonds are not Personal as in

England, but real, and carry an express Hypotheca or
Mortgage upon the Estate both real and personal of the
Debtor.

2. The whole hypothec (colloq. .5V.), the whole
stock or lot, the whole ' concern

'

or '

business ',

the whole of anything.
1871 W. ALEXANDER Johnny Gitb \. (1873) J 3 Johnny

Gibb stopped Jess, got the whole '

hypothec
'

into the cart,
and then [etc.]. 1879 STEVENSON Trav. Ceraines 22 And
at last .. saddle and all, the whole hypothec turned and
grovelled in the dust below the donkey's belly.

Hypo'thecal, a. ? Obs.
[f.

L. hypotheca (see
prec. +-AL.] =next.
1606 DANIEL Queen's Arcadia Wks. (1717) 184, I over-

whelm My Practice with Darkness and Strange Words,
With .. Acceptations, Actions, Recissory, Noxal and Hy-
pothecal. 1767 A. CAMPBELL Lexiph. (1774) 57 To deposite
as a mode of hypothecal security.

Hypothecary hip-, haipjvbfkari), a. [ad.
late L. hypolhecarius, f. hypotheca HYPOTHKC.
Cf. F. hypothecate (1316 in Hatz.-Darm.).] Of,

pertaining to, of the nature of, an hypothec or

mortgage.
1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., HypotJiecary, pertaining to a

pledge or gage. 1827 CARLYLE Germ. Ram., Quintus Fix-
Ifin III. 238 The Parson, .to whom no secunty but a hypo-
thecary one appeared sufficient. 1855 LORENZ tr. Van der
Keessel's Select Theses dccclxxiv, How can the hypothecary
action against the same debtor remain for a period of forty
years? 1875 POSTE Gains; in. (ed. 2> 352 Simple hypothecary
creditors, who have priority according to the date of their

mortgage.
So Hypotheca'rions a. rare 1

. =prec.
1716 AYLIFFE Parergon 337 A Real or Hypothecarious

Action does not lie against a Feudal Estate, yet a Personal
Action lies.

Hypothecate (hip-, haipp-bfkvit), v. [f. hy-
fothecdl-, ppl. stem of med.L. hypothecare, {. hypo-
theca HYPOTHEC : see -ATE 3. Cf. F. hypothfquer.
The pa. pple. in Sc. was formerly hypotlifcat(.e : see *ATE 2

. ]

traits. To give or pledge as security ;
to pledge,

pawn, mortgage.
1681 STAIR Instil, iv. xxv. 3 (1693^ 619 The Fruits of

the Ground . . which by the Law were H j pothecat for the
Rents of the said year. 1754 ERSKINE Princ. Sc. Laiu
(1809) 197 The whole cattle on the ground.. are hypothe-
cated for a year's rent, one after another successively. 1755
MAGENS Insurances II. 55 We oblige ourselves and hypo-
thecate, for the Security and Payment of the Sum of this

Writing, the said Ship. .and we oblige ourselves not to
dispose thereof in any manner, until the said Sum be
entirely paid. And whatever is done to the contrary, let it

be null, as a Thing done against an express Prohibition
and Hypothecation. 1756 ROLT Diet. Trade, Hypotheca,
among the moderns to hypothecate a ship, is to pawn or
pledge the same for necessaries; and into whose hands
soever the ship comes, it is liable. 1797 BURKE Regie. Peace
in. Wks. VIII. 319 Whether they to whom this new pledge
is hypothecated, have redeemed their own. 1817 SCOTT
Napoleon (1834) I. vi. 206 The assembly adopted a system
of paper money, called assignats, which were secured or

hypothecated upon the church lands. 1855 MACAULAY
Hist. Eng. xii. III. 148 He had no power to hypothecate
any part of the public revenue.

Hence Hypo thecated ppl. a.
;
also Hypo'tlie-

cator, one who hypothecates or pledges something
as security.
1779 SIR W. JONES Cotnin. Isxtis Wks. 1799 IV. 205 The

property . . was distinguished like all other hypothecated
estates, by small columns, and inscriptions . . containing a
specification of the sum for which they were pledged. 1828
WEBSTER cites Judge Johnson for Hypothecator. 1865 Day
of Rest Oct. 574 The iron box in the back sitting room,
containing the hypothecated jewels, had been rifled.

Hypothecation (hip-, haip^Jtfkjf'-Jan). [n. of
action f. prec. : see -ATION.] The act of pledging
as security ; pledging or pawning. In some legal

systems applied only to a lien upon immovable

property ;
in others to a lien on personal pro-

perty, negotiable securities, etc.

1681 STAIR Instil, i. xiii. 15 (1693) 122 With us there
remains the Tacit Hypothecation of the Fruits on the
Ground . . belonging to the Possessor, for the Terms or the
Years Rent. 1755 [see HYPOTHECATE]. 1756 ROLT Diet.
Trade s.v. Hypotheca,\l was held, that, hy the maritime law,

every contract of the master implies an hypothecation ; but
at common law it is not so. 1861 Kent's Comm. (1873) I.

xvii. 378 The admiralty has cognizance of maritime hypo-
thecations of vessels and goods in foreign ports. 1875
POSTE Gains in. (ed. 2) 371 Hypothecation was effected by
mere convention without delivery of possession.

HypO'thecativ6i a. rare. [f. HYPOTHECATE :

see -IVE.] Characterized by hypothecating.
1856 Leisure Hour V. 11/2

A pawnbroker's side-door
which admits the hypothecative philosopher.

So Hypo'thecatorjr a., of the nature of hypo-
thecation.



HYPOTHESIS.

Hypothenusal, hypothenuse, erron. ff. HY-
POTENUSAL, HYPOTENUSE.

Hypothesis (hip-, hsipp-jtfsis). PI. hypo-
theses (-sfz. [a. Gr. imifleo-is foundation, base

;

hence, basis of an argument, supposition, also,

subject-matter, etc., f. uiro under + 64ms placing.]

f 1. A subordinate particular thesis involved in

a general thesis ; a particular case of a general

proposition. In quot. 1596, a particular or de-

tailed statement. Cf. F. hypothese (sense 3 in

Littre). Obs.

1596 EARL OF ESSEX in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in. IV.

137 If I be commaunded to sett doune the Hypothesis,
or to descend into particulars. 1620 T. GRANGER Div.

Logike 10 note, The compound Theme is also (a) speciall,

or () generall : (a) Hypothesis ; (f>) Thesis, laid, 204 To
amplifie a speciall or particular sentence, called hypothesis.

1638 BAKER tr. Balzac's Lett. (Vol. III.) 24 Without descend-

ing from the thesis to the hypothesis. a 1647 FILMER
Patriarclui i. i (1884) 13 If the thesis be true, the hypo-
thesis will follow, a 1721 KEILI. Mauftrtius' Diss. (1734)

49 Whence it is plain that there is no Hypothesis wherein

the Spheroid is not flat at the Poles.

t b. A proposition laid down ;
a thesis. Obs.

without some opposition against such as defend the anti-

thesis.

2. A proposition or principle put forth or stated

(without any reference to its correspondence with
j

fact) merely as a basis for reasoning or argument, :

or as a premiss from which to draw a conclusion ;

a supposition. In Logic, The supposition or con-

dition forming the antecedent or protasis of a

conjunctive or conditional proposition (e. g. IfA
is B, C is D) : cf. HYPOTHETICAL i b.

1656 BLOUNT Glossogr., Hypothesis, a supposition or con-

dition ; sometimes it is taken fora Position of something, as

it were demonstrated, and granted by another. 1637 J.

SMITH Myst. Rhet. 263 Hypothesis is an argument or

matter whereon one may dispute ; or U is a conditional

proposition. iWo BARROW Euclid i. xxvii. (17^4) 23 Which

being supposed, the outward angle AEF will be greater I

than the inward angle DFE, to which it was equal by

Hypothesis. 1827 HUTTON Course Math. I. 3 An Hypothesis
is a supposition assumed to be true, in order to argue from,

or to found upon it the reasoning and demonstration of

some proposition. 1837 BABBAGE Bridgew. Treat. App. E.

196 Collusion being, by hypothesis, out of the question.

1885 LEUDESDORF Cremona's Proj. Geom. 6-! The hypothesis
is satisfied in the particular case where the rays a and a
coincide.

b. An actual or possible condition or state of

things considered or dealt with as a basis for

action ; one of several such possible conditions, a

case or alternative (cf. i).

1794 BURKE Corr. IV. 217 The other hypothesis, upon
which the war ought

'
to be carried on with vigour ', though

last put, must be preliminary to the other. 1803 WELLING-
TON Let. to Col. Stevenson in Gurw. Desp. I. 545 In each of

these last hypotheses, you will observe the necessity that we
should be within reach of each other. 1876 MOZLEV Univ.

Serin, v. 119 Christianity.. only sanctions war.. upon the

hypothesis of a world at discord with herself.

3. A supposition or conjecture put forth to ac-

count for known facts ; esp. in the sciences, a pro-

visionalsupposition from which to draw conclusions

that shall be in accordance with known facts, and

which serves as a starting-point for further inves-

tigation by which it may be proved or disproved
and the tree theory arrived at.

1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. Ep. n.ii. 60 Irons doe manifest a

verticity not only upon refrigeration, .but (what is wonder-

full and advanceth the magneticall hypothesis) they evidence

the same by meer position according as . . their extreams

[are] disposed .. unto the earth. 1660 R. COKE Power f,

Subj. 265 Ey a perpetuall motion of the Earth from West

to East according to the new Hypotheses in Astronomy, or

of the Sun from East to West, after the former Hypotheses.

framed to explicate. 1774 WARTON Hist. Eng. Poetry

(1775) I. Diss. i. 22 A late ingenious critic has advanced an

hypothesis, which assigns a new source, and a much earlier

d

,

pothesis, but be of such a nature as to be either proved or

disproved by that comparison with observed facts which

is termed Verification. 1861 HUXLEY Led. Wrkg. Men6j
Do not allow yourselves to be misled by the common notion

that a hypothesis is untrustworthy simply because it is

a hypothesis. 1893 SIR R. BALL In High Hea-v. ix. 212

The celebrated nebular hypotheses of Herschel and of

Laplace.
4. A supposition in general ; something supposed

or assumed to be true without proof or conclusive

evidence ;
an assumption.

1654 H. L'EsTRANGE Chas. I (1655) 182 The Romanists..

began.. to cry him [Laud] up for their Proselyte. Upon
this hypothesis .. they grew excessive proud and insolent.

1665 SIR T. HERBERT Trav. (1677) 352 That no other place

in the East-Indies produces Gold..An Hypothesis found

mistaken by such as drive a Trade for Gold . . towards

Cochin-China. 1827 JARMAN Powell's Devises 1 1.
.353

The

gift should first be read on the supposition that it is intended

to embrace legitimate children, and if there be nothing in

the terms.. or.. context, incompatible with this hypothesis

VOL. V.
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[etc.]. 1868 GLADSTONE JUT. Mnndi iii. 11870) 76 The
hypothesis that the Pelasgians were the base of the Greek
nation.

b. Hence spec. A groundless or insufficiently

grounded supposition ;
a mere assumption or guess.

1625 N. CARPENTER Geog. Del. i. iv. (16351 87 Which later

Astronomers..haue derided, or at least omitted as Hypo-
theses or suppositions. 1747 WESLEY Prhn. Physic (1762)

p. ix, To build Physick up_on Hypotheses. 1827 SCOTT

Sui'e;. Dan. vii, Your reasoning. .seems plausible ; but still

it is only hypothesis. 1865 SEELEY Ecie Homo v. (ed. 81 46
The statement rests on no hypothesis or conjecture ; his

[Paul's] Epistles bear testimony to it. 1876 E. MELLOR
I'riesth. i. 14 This explanation of Bellartnine..is a pure

hypothesis, for which there is not a shadow of evidence in

the New Testament itself.

HenceHypo tliesist, one who forms a hypothesis.
1788'!'. JEFFERSON Writ. (1859) ?' 43 1 Tne Wank must

remain for some happier hypothesis! to fill up.

Hypothesize (hip-, haip^Ksaiz), v.
[f.

HYPO-
THESIS + -IZE.]
1. intr. To frame a hypothesis or supposition.
1738 WARBURTON Diz>. Legat. I. 421 After the Greeks

began to hypothesise. 1808 PIKE Sources Mississ. Ded.,
When I . . presumed to hypothesize, I have merely suggested
doubts without conclusions, which, if deemed worth, may
hereafter be analyzed by men of genius and science. 1836
DARLEY Introd. Beaum. % PL's Wks. \. 20 It is difficult

to apportion their authorship, .though easy enough to hypo-
thesize.

2. trans. To make the hypothesis of
;
to assume.

1856 W. H. THOMPSON in W. A. Butlers Hist. Anc.
Philos. I. 317 note, They hypothesize a vacuum through
which the emanative particles pass. 1883 Nature XXVII.
355 Professor Quincke hypothesizes the presence . . of a
colourless iron-albumen. 1894 Blackw. Mag. Jan. 8_i8

At
all social gatherings there is an hypothesised equality of

rank.

Hence Hypothesizer = HYPOTHESIS!.

1833 J. C. HARE in Philol. Museum II. 249 The slight

difficulty attending such a hypothesis . . the nypothesizer
will reply, may be got over in two ways.

Hypothetic (hip-, hsip^Jje-tik), a. (sb.) [ad.

Gr. iirofleriK-os, pertaining to imoOtan : see HYPO-
THESIS. Cf. F. hypothetique^ =next.
a 1680 BUTLER Rent. (1759) I. 66 On hypothetic Dreams

and Visions Grounds everlasting Disquisitions. 1701 NORRIS
Ideal World i. ii. 94 That which gives it the form of a hy-

pothetic, and distinguishes it from a categoric proposition.

1813 SHELLEY Notes Q. Mat Poet. Wks. (1891) 47/1 Admit-

ting the existence of this hypothetic being. 1876 R. NOEL
in Macm. Mag. XXXIV. 334 How these hypothetic entities

[atoms] pulsate and radiate, whirl and travel. 1897 ALLBUTT

Syst. Me,/. II. 5 This effect was ascribed to the presence of

a hypothetic body.

t B. as sb. A hypothetical statement, a hypo-
thesis ; in Logic, a hypothetical proposition or

syllogism (= next, B). Obs.

proposition be true the extremes do really exist, and . . that

unless the extremes do really exist the proposition cannot

be true.

Hypothetical (hipojie-tikal, haips-), a. (sb.}

[f.
as prec. + -AL.]

1. Involving or of the nature of hypothesis;

conjectural.
1617 BACON Sp. on taking hisflace in Chancery in Resus-

citatio (1661) 82, I must utterly discontinue the Making of

an Hypotheticall, or Conditionall Order. 1663 BUTLER

Hud. I. iii. 1322 Thy other arguments are all Supposures,

Hypothetical. 1759 JOHNSON Rasselasv\\\\, He that can set

hypothetical possibility against acknowledged certainty, is

not to be admitted among reasonable beings. 1893 SIR R.

BALL In High Heav. ix. 196 The . . line which divides the

truths that have been established in astronomy from those

parts of the science which . . [are] more or less hypothetical.

b. Logic. Of a proposition : Involving a hypo-
thesis or condition, conditional : opp. to CATE-

GORICAL. Of a syllogism : Having a hypothetical

proposition for one of its premisses.

(By some logicians used to include all complex propositions

and syllogisms, conjunctive and disjunctive; by others re-

stricted to the conjunctive.)

[1551 T. WILSON Logike (1580) 21 b, Propositio Hypo-
thetica.] icSSFRAUNCE Lawiers Log. II. v. 03 The woord,

hypothetical!, .. is neither proper nor fit ..
for^

in absolute

copulative and discretive axiomes there is no vn-ofoirit, no

condition at all. 1624 N. DE LAUNE tr. Du Moulin s Logic

155 Of compounded Enuntiations, some are Conaitionall or

Hypotheticall, and some Disjunctive. 1656 STANLEY Hist.

Philos v (1701) 182/1 Of Propositions some are Categorical,

some Hypothetical. 1837 WHEWELL Hist. Induct. Sc.w.

ii. 3 I. 271 Theophrastus stated .. the rules of hypothetical

syllogisms. 1860 Asp. THOMSON Laws Th. 73 (ed. 5) r2o

The Hypothetical Judgment expresses seemingly a relation

between two judgments, as cause and effect, as condition

and conditioned.

c. Of a person : Dealing in hypotheses or

groundless suppositions ;
fanciful, rare.

1748 Anson's Voy. in. vi. 349 The extravagant panegyrics,

which many hypothetical writers have bestowed on the in-

genuity and capacity of this Nation [the Chinese],

2. Depending on hypothesis; concerning which

a hypothesis is made; supposed, assumed.

1665 HOOKE tlicragr. 236 The hypothetical height and

density of the Air. 1822 WELLINGTON in Desp. (1867) I. 293

It would be . . impossible . . to declare . . what would be our

conduct upon any hypothetical case. 1860 TYNDALL Clac.

Ii. xxix. 401 Any other obstacle will produce the same effect

as our hypothetical post. 1874 STUBBS Const. Hist. I. iv.

HYPOTYPOSIS.

63 A hypothetical colony from a hypothetical settlement on
the Lutus Saxonicum of Gaul.

1 3. Hypothetical necessity : that kind of necessity

which exists, not absolutely, but only on the sup-

position that something is or is to be : repr.

Aristotle's avayKaiov if viro6faeais, opp. to uVrrv-

KO.IOV anAw$. Obs.

1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 320 Hypotheticall or material!

necessitie. 1656 HOBBES Lib., Necess. fy Chance (1841) 247
It is granted by all divines, that hypothetical necessity, or

necessity upon a supposition, may consist with liberty. 1678
CUDWORTH Intell. Syst. I. iii. 33. 138 The necessity
of a plastick life, which Aristotle calls an hypothetical

necessity. 1685 BAXTER Paraphr. N. T., Acts i. 16 This
must needs signifie no necessity or constraint put on Judas,
but a necessity Hypothetical, and of consequence, that is,

it cannot but be true which God foretelleth or foreseeth.

1717 S. CLARKE tr. Leibnitz's sth Paper 5. 157 Hypothe-
tical Necessity is that which the Supposition or Hypothesis
of God's Foresight and Pre-ordination lays upon future

Contingents.
B. as sb. A hypothetical proposition or syllo-

gism : see A. I b.

1654 Z. COKE Logick (1657) 131 Let a compound or Hypo-
thetical, never be put in the place of a conclusion, but only
a Simple or Categorical. 1849 SIR W. HAMILTON Logic II.

App. 378 Hypothetical* (Conjunctive and Disjunctive Syl-

logism). 1881 Athenxuin 27 Aug. 269/2 As he used the

logic of chance to elucidate the difficult subject of modals,
so here he employs symbolic logic to cast light on hypo-
theticals. 1888 [see CONJUNCTIVE a. 4).

Hypothetically, adv. [f. prec. + -LY 2
.] In

a hypothetical manner or form ; by or upon a

hypothesis or supposition ; conjecturally, sup-

posedly ; conditionally.
1628 T. SPENCER Logick 208 How many wayes a Syllo-

gisme is made Hypothetically. 1665 HOOKE Microgr. 67
Thus have I. .endeavoured to explicate (Hypothetically at

least) the causes of the Phenomena. 1698 NORRIS Pract.

Disc. (1707) IV. 78 Both agree in this that God might
Absolutely do it, and that Hypothetically he could not, i.e.

supposing him to act consistently with the Moral Perfections

of his Nature. 1789 BURKE Corr. (1844) III. 113 In my
present want of information I must only speak hypothetic-

ally. 1864 BOWEN Logic viii. 266 Any Immediate Inference,

also, may be stated hypothetically.

Hypothetico-disjunctiye, Logic. Com-

bining the 'hypothetical' (conjunctive) and dis-

junctive forms of statement : applied to a con-

ditional proposition of which the consequent is

disjunctive (e. g. If A is B, C is either D or E) ;

also to that form of syllogism (the DILEMMA) in

which one premiss is conjunctive and the other dis-

junctive. b. as sb. A proposition or syllogism of

this kind.

1837-8 SIR W. HAMILTON Logic xviii. (1866) I. 351 An
hypothetico-disjunctive syllogism is called the dilemma or

horned syllogism. 1864 BOWEN Logic Contents 13 Dilemmas
or Hypothetico-Disjunctives.

HypO'thetize, rare. [f. Gr. ujrofltr-os, basis

of virofffTtKos HYPOTHETIC + -IZE.]
= HYPOTHESIZE.

So Hypo-thetist, Hypo'thetizer = HYPOTHESIS!,
HYPOTHESIZEB.
1852 TREGELLES Def. Authentic. Daniel (1864) 225 The

notion of objecting hypothetists . . is singularly at variance

with the facts ofthe case. 1891 Pall MallG. 24 Nov. 2/3 The

far-away folly of these two pedagogic hypothetizers. 1893
MACWEN Life Dr. Cairns 161 Next appeared Fichte with

his demolition of Kant's hypothetised world.

|] Hypotrachelinm (hipotrakfli^m). Arch.

Also 7- hypotrachelion. [L. (Vitruvius), ad. Gr.

vjiorpaxn^10" the lower part of the neck , f.MHYPO-

i + Tpaxi^os neck. Cf. F. hypotrachtlion] The
lower part or neck of the capital of a column ;

in the Doric order, the groove or sinking between

the neck of the capital and the shaft.

1563 SHUTE Archil. Cj a, The hedde or Capituli shalbe. .

in height one Modulus,, .that height you shall deuide into

. 3 . partes, geue the one parte to Hypotrachelium. 1664
EVELYN tr. Freart's Archit. 126 Otherwhiles again it

[the Astragal] is taken for the Cincture or Coller next the

Hypotrachelium. 1704 J.
HARMS Lex. Techn., Hypotra-

chelion, in Architecture, is the Top or Neck of a Pillar, or

the most slender part of it which toucheth the Capital. _
It

is taken by some, for that part of the Tuscan and Dortck

Capitals, which lies between the Echinus and the Astragal,

and is otherwise called, the Collar, Gorge, or Frize of the

Chapiter. 1842-76 GWILT A rchit. 814 Hypotrachelion. 1862

RICKMAN Goth. Arc/lit. 17 He divides the capital into three

parts, one for the hypotrachelium.

Hypotrochoid (h(a)ipotrou-koid, h&ipptro-

koid). Geom. [f.
HYPO- 2 + TROCHOID.] The curve

described by a point rigidly connected with the

centre of a circle which rolls on the inside of another

circle.

1843 Penny Cycl. XXV. 282/1 A class [of curves] called. .

hypotrochoids, of which one particular case is the hypo-

cycloid. 1879 THOMSON & TAIT Nat. Phil. I. i. 94
When the tracing point is not in the circumference, we
have Epitrochoids and Hypotrochoids.
Hence Hypotrochoi'dal o., of the form of, or per-

taining to, a hypotrochoid.
1843 Penny Cycl. XXV. 283/1 When the convexities are

opposed, the trochoidal system is called ^//-trochoidal, and

when concavity fits convexity, Ay/0-trochoidal.

II Hypotyposis (hifwt(s)ipo'sis). Rhet.
f^a.Gr.

viroTvirwois sketch, outline, pattern, f. VTTOTVKOHV to
,

sketch, f. TtVoj impression, form, TYPE ]
Vivid
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HYPOXANTHINE.

description of a scene, event, or situation, bringing
it, as it were, before the eyes of the hearer or reader.

1583 FOXK A. <<r -I/. 839/2 Under which Hypotyposis
or Poesie, who is so blind that seeth not by the Pellican,
the doctrine of Christ : and of the Lollardes to be defended

against the Church of Rome? a 1638 MEDE IVks. 11672)
l. 32 A Poetical or Prophetical hypotyposis of the de-
struction or fall of Babylon. 1731 STACKHOUSE Hist. Bible

Introd. (1767) 64 Above all other figures that where_on poets
and orators love to dwell is the hypotyposis or lively de-

scription. 1897 Dublin Rev. Oct. 387 Simple and suitable

language, the effective metaphor,
' the nervous hypotyposis

'

may be introduced.

Hypovanadic, etc. : see HYPO- II.

oxanthine (hip-, haip(<ks;e-i>]>3in\ Chem.
O- 5 + XAXTHINE. Cf. F. hypoxanlhitie] A

nitrogenous substance, C 5H 4N,O, found in the

muscle, spleen, heart, etc. of vertebrates, and form-

ing a white crystalline powder ; also called SARCIN E.

1844-57 G. BIRD Urin. Deposits (ed. 5) 46 This interesting
body ,. bears so close a resemblance to xanthine or uric

oxide, that Scherer has named it hypoxanthine.
attrib. 1873 RALFE Phys. Chem. 96 The precipitate con-

sists of hypoxanthin nitrate and silver oxide ; this is to be
decomposed with sulphydric acid, and hypoxanthin is pre-
cipitated.

Hence Hypoxa nthic a., derived from, or of the
nature of, hypoxanthine.
Hypoxylous, Hypozeugma, Hypozoa,
zoic : see HYPO- II.

Hyppe, obs. form of HIP.

Hypped (hipt), ///. a. Also 8 hyp'd, hypp'd,
8-9 hypt. Now HIPPED, q. v. [f. HYP + -ED.]
Affected with hypochondria; morbidly depressed
or low-spirited.
(-1710 J. EDWARDS in Camb. Antiq. Sot. Coin. III. 130

All most half of them are Hypt fas they call it), that is, dis-

ordered in their brains. 1784 J. BELKNAP in B. Papers
(18771 II. 178 It was the common opinion among his friends
that he was hyp'd. 1799 COLERIDGE Lett. (1895) 296, 1 . .spent
a day with them. They were melancholy and hypped. 1824
LAMB Lett. (1888) II. 101, I am much hypt. 1853 MRS.
GASKELJ. Ruth. Wks. 1863 VI. 200 On a dull Sunday, when
people are apt to get hypped if not well amused.

Hyppish (hi'pij), a. Also 8 hypish. Now
HIPPISH, q.v. [f. HYP + -ISH.] Somewhat depressed
or low-spirited.
a 173* GAY On Wine 34 In pensive hyppish mood. 1733

CHEVNE Eng. Malady in. iv. (1734) 335 The constant Com-
plaints, common to Hypish People. 1893 C. WESTMACOTT
Points Misery 16 The disturbed imagination of the hyppish
man.

Hyppo, obs. f. HYPO. Hyppoeon : see

HTPOCON. Hyps, pi. of HYP, hypochondria.

Hypsi- (hi-psi), repr. Gr. u^i adv. on high, aloft,

in comb, also = high, lofty. The English words
are new formations with hypsi- in the latter sense.

See also HYPSO-.

Hypsibrachycephalic (hi:psi,braeki|S;iae-lik) a.

Ethiiol. [BRACHYCEPHALIC], characterized by hav-

ing a high and broad skull ; pertaining to Hypsi-
brachycephali or races of men so characterized, as

the Malay inhabitants of Madura
; so Hypsi-

bradiyca'phalism, the presence or prevalence
of high broad skulls, the combination of brachy-

cephaly with hypsicephaly. Hypsicephalic (-s/Tje--

lik) a. [Gr. xpa\rj head], characterized by having
a high skull, spec, one of which the vertical index,
or ratio of height to antero-posterior length, is over

75 ;
hence Hypsice'phaly, the condition of being

hypsicephalic. Hypsilophodont (-l^-ftTdpnt) a.

Zool. [Gr. ty&otpo-s high-crested (Xoc-os crest,

ridge) + 680115, oSovr- tooth], having the dental

characteristics of the genus Hypsilophodon of extinct

dinosaurian reptiles. Hypsiprymuine (-prrm-
nain), -prymnoid (-pri'mnoid) adjs. [Gr. v/nj/a'a

stem], pertaining to or characteristic of the Mar-

supial sub-family containing the Kangaroo Rat

(Hypsipiymmts'). Hypsistenocephalic (-stenas/-

fe'lik) a. Et/inol. [Gr. orevo-s narrow + Kt>a\r/

head], characterized by the presence of a high and
narrow skull ; so Hy psistenoce phalism, Hy psi-

stenoce'phaly, hypsistenocephalic character or
condition.

1871 HUXLEY Anat. Vert. v. 263 It remains to be seen
how far the *hypsilophodont modification extended among
the Ornithoscelida. 1870 Crit. ty Addr. (1873) 109 As
to the Didelphia, . . a true *Hypsiprymnoid form existed at
the epoch of the Trias, contemporaneously with a Carni-
vorous form. 1878 BARTLEY tr. Topintird's Antkrop. v. 177
Certain [skulls] of. -New Guinea.. are *hypsistenocephahc.
1881 Academy 29 Jan. 84 The Fijians are remarkable as the

- - 144 Combinations ot dohchocephaly ;

'

hypsistenocephaly.

Hypsiloid (hipsai-loid, hi-psiloid>u. [ad. Gr.

i^iXofi5r)s,
f. 5 \f/i\uv UPSILON : see -ore.] Shaped

like the Greek letter upsilon, or its Roman equiva-
lents ; V-shaped, or U-shaped.
1886 in Syd. Soc. Lex. 1888 W. H. FLOWER inA nthropol.

yrul. 14 Feb. 9 The palatal index of the male . . is exception-
ally low. viz. ioy8, the general form of the palate being
remarkably hypsiloid.
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Hypsistarian hipsiste-rian), a. and sb. Eccl.

Hist.
[f.

Gr. 'Yif'tardpt-os (f. itytaros highest; see

def. ) + -AN.] a. adj. Belonging to nn eclectic sect

of the 4th century, so called from worshipping God
under the name of the Most High (vi/staros). b.

s/>. A member of this sect.

1705 \V. WALL Hist. Infant Bapt. (i845> II. 77 St.

Gregory Nazianzen's father was of the religion called

Hypsistarian. 1787-41 CHAMBERS Cycl. s.v., The doctrine
of the H ypsistarians, was an assemblage of Paganism,
Judaism, and Christianity. 1882-3 SCHAFF Encytl. Relig.
Ktwivl. II. 1055 Hypsistarians, a religious sect living in

Cappadocia in the fourth century, . . a singular mixture of

Paganism and Judaism.

t Hypsi'Stary. Obs. [ad. Gr. "tyiardpt-os :

see prec.]
=

prec. sb.
i 1610 Women Saints 171 The professors of this ba*e and

abiect sect, arrogate .. to themselues the name of Hypsis-
taries, that is, 'moste highe', and they worship onelie the

omnipotent.

HypSO- (hrps#\ repr. rare Gr. wpo-, used with
same force as u^t- HYPSI- ; in modern use, some-
times taken as comb, form of ity-os

*

height '.

Hence Hypsocepha'lic a. = HYPSICEPHALIC; so

Hypsoce'phalons a. and Hypsoce'phaly (Swt.
Soc. Lex. 1886;. Hypsodont a. [Gr. oSovr- tooth],
of teeth : having high or lengthened crowns with
short roots. Hypsophonons (hipsp'f^nas) a. [Gr.
v$6<f>oji'os (tpojvrj voice)],

(

having a high clear voice
*

(Syd. Soc. Lex. 1886). Hypsophyll (.hrpwfil) Bot.

[Gr. $i/AA-op leaf: repr. Ger. hochblatf\^ a leaf

of the inflorescence, a bract or bracteole ; hence

Hypsophyliar, -phyllary, -phy'llous adjs.
1878 BARTLEY tr. Topinard's Anthrop. v. 176

*
Hypso-

cepnalic, elevated skull 1883 W. H. FLOWER in Encyct.
Brit. XV. 430/1 Modification of [the selenodont form] from
a brachyodont to a *hypsodont type. [1880 GRAY Struct.
Bot, (ed. 6) 416/1 Hypsopkylfai answers to the German
* Hochblatter \ or high leaves, those of the inflorescence,
i.e. bracts and the like.] 1895 VINES Stud. Text-bk. 76
There are two kinds [of leaves of the sporophore] ; those
which bear sporangia, .termed sporophylls ; those which do
not bear sporangia, termed *hypsophylls. 1877 BENNETT tr.

Thornfs Struct. Bot. 86 The bracts or *hypsophyllar
leaves, i. e. those leaves, in the axils ofwhich the flowers are

placed. 1875 BF.N-NETT & DYER Sacks' Bot. 546 The mode
of insertion of the cataphyllary and foliage-leayes, and very
often that of the *hypsophyllary leaves (as for instance that
of the spathe) . . is generally amplexicaul. 1880 GRXv'Struft.
Bot. (ed. 6) 6 rwtc, *Hypsophyllous.

Hypsography (hips^-gran). [f. Gr. fyo-s

height 'see HTPSO-) + -ypatyta writing, sketching.]
That department of geography which deals with
the comparative altitude of places, or parts of the

earth's surface.

1885 Atfienxum 9 May 602/3 A further contribution
towards the hypsography of Eastern Venetia, by Prof.
Giovanni Marinelli. 1888 M. BAKER in Science 7 Dec. 280

'Hypsography' and 'topography
1 are each used for this

purpose ; but the first refers rather to elevation than to
form.

Hence Hypsogra-phical a., of or pertaining to

hypsography ; hypsographical map, a map specially

designed to exhibit (whether by shading, by contour

lines, or by an actual embossed surface) the com-

parative altitude of places or parts of the earth's

surface.
1881 Academy No. 455. 65 The map . . almost resembles a

hypsographical one, for the Alps and other mountain
regions, no less than the valley of the Rhine . . form very
conspicuous features upon it. 1881 A thcnxum 30 July 149/1
We are thus presented with ., a hypsographical map of
Central Europe.

Hypsometer (hipsp-m/taa). [f. Gr. u^os height
(see HYPSO-) + -METEB. Cf. F. hypsomttre] An
instrument for measuring altitudes, consisting essen-

tially ofa delicate thermometer, by which the boiling

point of water is observed at particular elevations.

1864 in WEBSTER. 1879 Dally News 23 Aug. 6/4 Major
Pinto recommended the hypsometer and aneroids for alti-

tudes. 1884 Brii. A linanac Companion 17 An instrument
called the Hypsometer, whose business it is to determine the

heights of mountains by means of the boiling-point of water, i

Hypsometric hips^me'trik), a. [f. prec. or

HYPSOMETRY + -ic. Cf. F. hypsomttriqite^ = next.

1845 W. D. COOLEY tr. Parrot's A rarat 54 The foregoing is

taken from the hypsometric tables of Lindenau, the accuracy
of which however seems liable to some doubt. 1874 J. D.
WHITNEY Barometric Hyp&oiiietry Pref., The accuracy of
the barometer as a hypsometric instrument may be very con-

siderably increased.

Hypsome*trical, a.
[f.

as prec. + -AL.] Per-

taining to hypsometry or the hypsometer ; relating
to the measurement of altitudes.

1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Hypsomctricus, . . hypso-
metrical. 1880 C. R. MARKHAM KntP, Bark xi. 99 Dr.
Spruce . . took meteorological and hypsometn'cal observa-
tions throughout the vast region he traversed. 1880 Nature i

XXI. 391 The hypsometrical distribution of the species is

carefully given. 1884 American VIII. 370 Our hypso- !

metrical knowledge of the. .Catskill Mountain region.
Hence Hypsome'trically otfv.

t by hypsometrical
methods ; with the hypsometer.
1849 MRS. SABINE tr. Hmnboldfs Aspects Nat. II. 320,

I have constantly . . urged, that the isthmus [of Panama]
should be examined hypsometrically throughout its entire

length, and more especially where, .it joins the continent of
South America. 1895 Edin. Rev. Oct. 503 Pere Roblet . .

HYSON.
had . . surveyed astronomically and hypsometrically the
whole of the interior highland province.

Hypsonietry ;hips(rrm-tri\ [f. HYPSOMETER :

see-METRV. Cf. K. Ayfsetitdlru.] The measuring
of altitudes ; the science which treats of this; also,
the subject of this science, the condition of a part
of the earth's surface in reference to height above

(or depth belowl the level of the sea.

1570 DEE Math. Prcf. a iij b, How High or depe, aboue or
vnder the leuel of the measurers standing, anything is . .

called Hypsometric. 1847 in CRAIG. 1860 MAURY Phys.
Geoff. Sea (Low) v. 283 That part of the extra-tropical North
Atlantic .. is peculiar as to its hypsometry. 1861-3 DE
SCHI.AGINTWEIT Sci. .Ifiss. Intl. II. (title), General Hypso-
metry of India, the Himalaya, and Western Thibet. 1874
J. D. WHITNKY (.title) Barometric Hypsometry.
Hypt, obs. form of HYPPED.

Hypural (hip-, haipiu->-ral), a. (sb.) [f. Gr.

inr(o HYPO- 2 + oiipd tail + -AL.] Situated beneath
the tail ; spec, in Ichthyol. applied to the bones
beneath the axis of the tail, which support fin-rays.
Also absol. as sb.

1871 HfXLEY Anal. Vert. i. 16 In most osseous fishes the

hypural bones which support the fin-rays of the inferior
division [of the tail] become much expanded. iSSoGuNTHER
Fishes 84 The hypural is but a union of modified hsema-

pophyses.

Hyr, obs. form of HEK pron., HIRE.

Hyraci-, hyraco- (before a vowel hyrac-),
Lat. and Gr. comb, forms respectively of HYRAX.
Hyraciform (hairse-siffum) a. [see -FORM], resem-

bling a hyrax ; hyracoid. Hyracodont ijisirar-

k^dfnt) a. [Gr. oSovr- tooth], having the dentition

characteristic of the genus Hyrax, and found also

in the Rhinoceros and the extinct Ifyracodon, a
rhinoceros-like perissodactyl of the Lower Miocene
of North America. Hyracotherian (-blo-rian),
theriine (-Jn*ii|ain) adjs. [Gr. Oijptor wild beast],

belonging to an extinct genus Hyracotherium of

perissodactyls of the tapiroid group.
1887 E. D. COPE in Amer. Nat. Nov. 994 It has been from

the *Hyracotheriine sub-family that the horse line was de-
rived. [1851 RICHARDSON Geol. (1855) 324 'Hyracotherium,
so named in consequence of its structural affinities in the size
of the orbits, &c., with the Hyrax, was found in the London
clay and the lacustrine eocene sand at Kyson.l

Hyracid (hairarsid), a. [f. mod.L. Hyracida; :

see -ID.] Belonging to the family IIyraciil;e, or its

sole genus HYKAX.

Hyracoid (hais'rakoid), a. [f. hyrac-, stem of
HYK.VX + -OID.] Resembling a hyrax ; pertaining
to or characteristic of the order or sub-order f/yra-
coiJea, containing the Hyrax and its congeners.
Hyrald, -eild, var. HEREYELD, Obs.

II Hyrax (hai^-ixeks). Zool. [mod.L., a. Gr.

{Ipaf , Span- shrew - mouse.] A genus of small
rabbit-like quadrupeds, containing the DAMAN,
'

cony ', or rock-rabbit of Syria, an Abyssinian

species or sub-species, and the Cape Hyrax or

rock-badger (klipdas) of South Africa.
The position of the Hyrax in zoological classification has

been difficult to fix ; it was formerly placed among RotieHtia,
subsequently among Ptickydcrmata, and is now made the

type ofan order or sub-order Hyracoidea. which is sometimes
associated with Ptrissodactyla (horse, hippopotamus, tapir)
and Probosctdea (elephant) in an order Ungulata. The
dentition combines characters of perissodactyls, esp. the

rhinoceros, with some others belonging to rodents ; and it

is now generally regarded as the survivor of an ancient

generalized type, to which ungulates, rodents, and insecti-

vora are all related.

1832 Proc. Sci. t Corresp. Cmnm. Zool. Soc. II. 207 This
muscle . . occasions the peculiar fulness of the neck in the

Hyrax. 1834 Nat. Philos. III. Phys. Ceog. 55/2 (U. K. S.I

The hyrax and the bog tribes do not extend into cold
climates. 1891 Daily Neius i Jan. 5/5 The hyrax or coney,
which looks like an agouti, or some other rodent. . . Its
nearest living relations are the rhinoceroses ; and it must
be looked upon as a dwarf rhinoceros with a dash of rodent
in its composition, the result of this mixture being an
animal which will not fit into any order, and therefore needs
a special one all to itself.

Hyrehen, -oun, obs. forms of HURCHEON.
Hyrd ,e, obs. ff. HERD, var. HIRD Obs. Hyrdes,

obs. f. hurtis, HARDS. Hyrdell, etc., obs. ff.

HURDLE. Hyre, obs. f. HAIR, HER pron., HIRE.

Hyrne, obs. f. HERN, corner. Hyrone, obs. f.

IKON. Hyrra-, hyrrieano, obs. ff. HDBRICANE.

Hyrse, obs. f. HIRSE. Hyrst: see HIRST,
HURST. Hyrt, var. HIRD, Obs., household.

Hys, obs. f. His, Hiss. Hyse, obs. f. HJS,
HOISE, ICE. Hyse-hykylle, obs. f. ICICLE.

Hyson (hai-san). [ad. Chinese hsi-ck'un, in

Cantonese hei-ch'un,
'

bright spring ', the name of

coarse green tea. Voting' Hyson is Yii-ch'ien =
' before the rains

'

(so called from the early picking
of the leaf), whence a former trade-name u(/iain^\
A species of green tea from China. Young Hyson,
a fine green tea (see above).
1740 R. GRAVES Enfhrosyne (1776) 1. 123 Nor Hyson yet,

nor Gallic wines were known. 1756 NUGENT Gr. Tour^ IV. 34
He will also buy you. .good hyson tea for about 17 livres a

pound. 1780 SHERIDAN Camp I. i, I'll give you a pound of

smuggled hyson. 1832 Veg. Snbst. Fooa 379 There are three
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kinds of ^reen tea. .one called hyson, hayssuen, is composed
of leaves, .carefully picked. 1852 MORFIT Tanning ^- Cur-
rj''.C {'853^ 77 Schulong tea is the hyson aromatised with
the leaves of the olcafragrans (fragrant olive).

Hy-spy ^hsi spai). Also I spy. A boy's game
played in many parts of Great Britain and of the

United States, in which a seeker, on discovering one
of the hiders, cries 'hy spy!', or 'I spy ;such a

one) ! ', upon which all the seekers run back to

'den* pursued by the hider who has thus been
*

spied ', and who tries to capture one or more
of them, so as to add them to the side of the hiders.

1777 BRAND Pop. Antiq. 11870) II. 336, 'I spye ', is the
usual exclamation at a childish game called

'

Hie, spy, hie '.

1815 SCOTT Guy M. Iviii, I must come to play at Blind

Harry and Hy Spy with them. i8zt CLARE Vill. Minsir.
I. 5 The

'

I spy ',

' halloo
',
and the marble-ring, And many

a game that infancy employs. 1880 Antrim fy DffOmGZott.t

Hy sf>y, a boy's game.

Hysse, obs. form of Hiss, HOISE.

Hyssop (hi-5f?p\ Forms: i fjh)ysope, ysopo,
3-7 ysope, 4 ysoop, 4-6 ysop, 4-7 isope, 5-6
iaop(pe, 6 hisop, hissope, 6-7 hys's^ope, 7-9
hysop, 6- hyssop, [ad. L. Ayssfyzis, hyssopttm,
ad. Gr. u<7<rcu7ros, \>a<J03irov

y app. an eastern word,
being represented in Hebrew by aiw ezob.

OE. had (h)ysofe%
weak fern., also ysopo indecl. or with

ysopon in obi. cases. The MK. ysope, isope, are identical
with the OFr. forms, and continued in use to 4:1630; the

spelling with h appears c 1550 : cf. mod. F. hysope, hyssopf.\

1. A small bushy aromatic herb of the genus
Hyssopus (N.O. Labiafse] ; spec, the common cul-

tivated species H. officinalis, a native of Southern

Europe, formerly much used medicinally, esp. in

decoctions.
r 1000 Sax. Leeclvl. \, 254 ^enim 5ns ylcan wyrte &

ysopan. Ibid. 374 WiS lungen adle, ^enim . . ysopo. 1398
TREVISA Earth, DC P. R. xvn. Ixxxv. (Tollem. MS.i, Ysop
is a litel schorte herbe, and groweb amonge stones, and . . is

hoot and drye in be bridde gre. c 1420 Liber Cocorwn
(1862) 23 Take persole and sawge and ysope bry^t. 1542
BOORDE Dyetary xx. (1870) 281 Isope clenseth viscus fleume.

156* TURNER Herbal n. 193, The brothe of Hysop. 1591
SPENSER Mniopot. igo Sharpe Isope, good for greene
wounds remedies. 1597 GF.RARDE Herbal H. clxvii. 463
There be diuers sortes of Hyssope. 1747 WESLEY Prim.
Physic (1762) 48 Two or three sprigs of Hyssop. 1834
LYTTON Pompeii iv. iii, Water with myrrh and hyssop for

the finishing lavation.

b. Extended with various qualifications to other

plants of the Labiate and allied orders.
Anise hyssop, Lophanthns anisatns. Bastard hys-

sop, Teucrinm Pseudo-hyssopns. Giant hyssop, species
of Ltophanthus. Hedge hyssop, species 01 Gratiola, esp.
G. officinalis. Water hyssop, Hcrpestis Monnieria.
Wild hyssop, Verbena hastata, (Miller, Plant-names.}

1597 GERARDE Herbal \\. clxviii. 467 Hedge Hyssope is

called in Latine Gratiola .. Hedge Hissope is hot and drie
of temperature. 1661 J. CHILDREV Brii. Bacon. 10 Upon the
Sea-cliffs in Cornwall grow wilde Hysope, Sage,, .and other

fragrant Herbs.

2. In Biblical translations and derived use: A
plant, the twigs of which were used for sprinkling
in Jewish rites ; hence, a bunch of this plant used
in ceremonial purification, and allusively.
Variously conjectured to be a species of Satnreia, Mar-

joram {prigainim}, or (with more probability) the Thorny
Caper (Capparis $pinosa\.

825 Vesp. Psalter\. 9 [Ii. 7) Duonstri^des rnecmid ysopan
and ic biom ^eclasnad. c 1000 /ELFRIC Kxod. xii. 22 Dippab
ysopan sceaft on bam blotle-.and sprengabon (wet ofersle^e
and on sejber ^edyre. c iw Vices fy Virtues (E. E. T. S.)

83 Sprang me mid tare ysope of 5are holi rode. 1382
WYCLIF Ps. l[i]. 7 Thou shal sprenge me, Lord, with isope,
and I shal ben clensid. c 1586 CTESS PEMBROKE Ps, LI. iv,

With hisop, Lord, thy hisop purge me soe. 1856 STANLFY
Sinai fy Pal. \. (1858) 21 The caper plant, the bright green
creeper which climbs out of the fissures of the rocks . . has
been identified . . with the '

hyssop
'

or
'

ezob
'

of Scripture.

b. Hence, A holy-water sprinkler ;
an asper-

gillum. (So med.L. hyssopus.}
1838 PRESCOTT Ferd. fy Is, (1846) II.

xyii. 132 The mop, or

hyssop, with which the Roman Catholic missionaries were
wont to scatter the holy drops.

C. With reference to i Kings iv. 33, hyssop stands

as the type of a lowly plant ; whence usedy?^.
1382 WYCLIF i Kings iv. 33 And he [Solomon] disputide

vpon the trees, fro the cedar that is in Liban, vnto the ysoop
that goth out of the wal. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 298
The hy ceder of the lybane is conformed to the ysop in oure
vale. 1663 COWLEY Verses fy Ess., Of myself (1669) 144
That violent Publick storm which . . rooted up every Plant,
even from the Princely Cedars to Me, the Hyssop. 1781
COWPKR Hope 287 Say, botanist, within whose province fall

The cedar and the hyssop on the wall. 1878 BROWNING
Poets Croisic xx, Tasting how it feels to turn Cedar from

hyssop-on -the-wall.

3. Applied in the western U.S. to species of

Artemisia (A. arbitscula, tridentata, trifida^, also

called sage-bush or sage-brush) which grow on the

dry prairies.

1807 P. GASS Jrnl. 79 There is a great quantity of hysop
in the vallies. 1812 BRACKENRIDCE Vitws Louisiana (1^14}

29 There are other places .. producing nothing but hyssop
and prickly pears. 1817 J. BRADBURY Trait. Amer. 116 A
species of Artemisia, common on the prairies, and known to

the hunters by the name of Hyssop.

4. Comb.,3&hy$sop-bunth,-$prinklcr,-waterDivine.
1579 LAW;HAM Gard. Health (1633) 693 Vsope leaues

stripped from the stalkes, may bee kept a yeare. 1601
HOLLAND Pliny I. 421 After the same sort is Hyssop wine
made, to wit of three ounces . . of Cilician Hyssope cast
whole as it is into two gallons of Must, and so let them
worke together. 1647 TRAIT Cotnin. Hebr. ix. 13 A hysop-
bunch. ^11867 J- HAMILTON Moses xvii. (1870) 272 Moses
took a hyssop-sprinkler.
Hence f Hysso pic a. (see quot.).
1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl.> Hyssopic Art, a name which

Paracelsus gave to chymistry, considered, as that art purifies
metals, minerals, &c., in allusion to that text ..

'

Purge me
with hyssop, and I shall be clean '. 1775 in ASH.

Hyst- : see HIST-.

II Hysteralgia (histerre-ldsjia). Path, Also

anglicized hysteralgy. [mod.L., f. Gr. vvripa
Womb4 -a\yia, f. d\.yos pain. Cf. Gr. vffTtpaXyrjs

^causing pains in the womb. In F. kyst4ralgiel\
Pain occurring in the womb ; esp. neuralgia of the

uterus.

1657 Physical Diet., ffysteralgia, pain in the
belly_

or

womb. 1727-41 CHAMBERS Cycl., Hysteralgy, in medicine,
a pain in the matrix or womb. 1808 Med. Jrnl. XIX. 550
History of a Case of Hysteralgia.
Hence Hystera-lgic a.

1855 in MAYNK F.xpes. Lex. 1886 in Syd. Soc. Lex,

Hysteranthous ^histerarnjos), a. Bat. [f.
Gr.

vartp-os later + av&-o$ flower + -ous. Cf. F.

hysttranthc.] Of plants : Having the flowers ap-

pearing before the leaves.

(Etymologically the word should mean the reverse of this ;

the correct term would be hysterophyllous.}

1835 LINDLEY Introd. Bot, (1848) II. 368 Hysteranthons,
when leaves appear after flowers. 1880 GRAY Struct. Bot.

(ed. 6) 4:6/1.

Hysterectomy histere'ktomi). Snrg. [f.

HYSTERO- i + Gr. 6To/x-r} excision (f.
(K out +

T(fj.vtv to cut) + -Y.] Excision of the uterus.

1886 in Syel. Soc. Lex. 1889 J. M. DUNCAN Lect. Dis.
\Votn. xiii. led. 4) 94 The operation of hysterectomy. 1894
Brit. Med. Jrnl. 26 May 1120 '3 Now hysterectomy is an

accepted operation, the mortality following its performance
is small.

11 Hysteresis (histerrsis). ^Electr. [a. Gr.

varfprjffts a coming short, deficiency, f. vartpfftv
to be behind, come late, etc., f. &<rrep-os late.]

The lagging of magnetic effects behind their causes.

1881 Proc. Roy. Soc. XXXIII. 22 The change of polarisa-
tion lags behind the change of torsion. To this action.. the
author [J. A. Ewing] now gives the name Hysteresis. Ibid.^
The effects of hysteresis may be wiped out by subjecting the
wire to mechanical vibration. 1894-58. P. THOMPSON Elem.
Less. Electr. <$ Mng, 368 Ewing has given the name of

Hysteresis to the subject of the lag of magnetic effects

behind their causes. Ibid.^ Ewing has also shown that

under constant magnetizing force the magnetism will go on

slowly and slightly increasing for a long time : this is called

magnetic creeping^ or viscous hysttres/s.

Hence Hysteresial (-rsial) a., of or pertaining
to hysteresis.
1894-5 S. P. THOMPSON Elent. Less. Electr. ft Mag. 368

Mechanical agitation tends to help the magnetizing forces

to act, and lessens all residual and hysteresial effects.

II Hysteria (histITia>. [mod. medical L.,

formed as abstract sb. to HYSTERIC. Cf. F. hysttrie

(1812 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. Path, A functional disturbance of the nervous

system, characterized by such disorders as anoes-

thesia, hyperccsthesia, convulsions, etc., and usually
attended with emotional disturbances and enfeeble-

ment or perversion of the moral and intellectual

faculties. (Also called colloquially hysterics?)
Women being much more liable than men to this disorder,

it was originally thought to be due to a disturbance of

the uterus and its functions : cf. HYSTERIC and the Ger.
term ttnttterwch. Former names for the disease were

vapours and hysterical) passion.
1801 Mt*d. Jrnl. V. 14 Account of Diseases in an Eastern

District of London. . . Chronic Diseases. . . Hysteria, i8n
HOOPER Med. Diet. s.v., Hiccup is a symptom which

attends, in some instances, on hysteria ; and now and then
it happens, that a fit of hysteria consists of this alone.

1866-80 A. FLINT Frinc. Med. (ed. 5) 832 The name
hysteria, as commonly used, embraces a multiplicity of

morbid phenomena. 1874 CARPENTER Ment. Phys. i. ii.

75 (1879) 79 Hysteria ; a state of the Nervous system
which is characteri/ed by its peculiar excitability, but in

which there is no such fixed tendency to irregular action

as would indicate any positive disease.

2. transf. andyf^-. Morbidly excited condition
;

unhealthy emotion or excitement.

1839 POE IVks. (1884) 1. 132 (Stanf.) An evidently restrained

hysteria in his whole demeanour. 1877 MORLEY Crit. Misc.
Ser. ii. 256 Those of us who dislike literary hysteria. 1897
F. N. MAI:DE Voliatt. r*. Contfiuls. Scrv. 119 A wave of

humanitarian hysteria capable of wrecking any Government
we have ever had.

Hysteric (hiate'rik), a. and sb. Also 7-8

hi8teric(k. [ad. L. hysteric-us,*&. Gr. vffrtpiK-6^

belonging to the womb, suffering in the womb,
hysterical (f. varepa, womb), esp. in vffTfpittf) irvi,

vffTfptKa TraOrj, hysterica passio (see infra, i). For
the application of the word, see note toHYSTERJA i.

Cf. F. hysterique (recorded 1568).]
A. adj.

1. = HYSTERICAL A. i. Hystericpassion \ hysteria.

1657 TOMLINSOS Renou's Disp. 25 The Plague is a poyson
..which retained in Histerick women [etc.]. 1704.7. HARRIS
Lex. Techn.) Vapours^ . . the Disease called otherwise

Hysterick, or Hypochondriack Fits, or Melancholy. 173:1
ARBUTIINOT A* u/i's ofDiet 377 Such as are Hypochondriacal
and Hysterick. 1822-34 ijood^s Study Med. icd. 4) II 1. 401
Swediaur. .affirms that men may labour under the hysteric
passion as well as women. 1850 KINGSLEY Alt. Locke
xxxviii, An hysteric or paralytic patient.
2. = HYSTERICAL A. 2.

1751 SMOLLETT Per. Pic. Ixxvi, The united pangs .. pro-
duced a sort of hysteric laugh. 1779 SHERIDAN Critic i. i,

Misses and Ma'ams piping hysteric changes on Juliets and
Dorindas, Pollys and Ophelias. 1832 Fair of May Fair
HI. Hearts fy Diamonds viii. 35 Her voice was broken by
hysteric sobs. 1889 R. ST. J. TYRWHITT in Univ. Rev. 15
Feb. 251 Professor Ruskin curses all field sports . .with the

hysteric passion of his later days.

f 3. Of medicines : Having the property of curing

hysteria ; good for diseases of the uterus (see
HYSTERIA i, note}. Obs.

1694 SALMON Bates* Disp, (1713) 609/2 Any proper Hys-
terick or Cephalick Water, or Decoction. 1727-41 CHAMBERS
CycL s.v. Waters^ Hysteric- Waters^ are those proper to

strengthen the matrix, or womb, and remedy the disorders
that befal it. 1732 ARHUTHNOT Rules of Diet 257 Walnuts
are cordial and hysterick, and gently sudorifick.

B. Sb.

1 1. A remedy for hysteria ; a medicine efficacious

in uterine disorders. Obs.

1684 tr. Sonet's Merc. Compit. in. 92 We must first make
use of aperient Hystericks. 1720 BLAIR in Phil. Trans.
XXXI. 33 The Corymbiferous kind, are either Stomachicks,
Hystericks, or Vermifuges. 1757 A. COOPER Distiller HI.

xxvi. (17601 189 This composition is . . excellently adapted
to the Intention of an Hysteric.
2. One subject to hysteria.
1751 BP. LAVINGTON Enthus. Meth. fy Papists (1754) II.

iii. 100 Physicians have proved this to be the Case in common
Hysterics anil Epileptics. 1899 Athenaeum 21 May 661/2
We have met the shepherdess of Domremy as strategist.,
as saint, as hysteric, and lastly, .as spiritualistic medium.

3. //. Hysterics [
= Gr. rd vvrcptKa] (also sing.}.

A familiar equivalent of HYSTERIA, but chiefly=

hysterical fits or convulsions
; hence () in sing. :

A convulsive fit of laughter or weeping.
1727 SWIFT To a very young Latfy, Those wives, who,

when their husbands are gone a journey, must have a letter

every post upon pain of fits and hystericks. 1754 RICHARD-
SON Crandison 11781) III. xiii. 101 The woman . .was taken
out of the coach in violent hystericks. 18x8 BYRON yuan
i. clxii, Sobs, And indications of hysterics.

^. 1776 S. J. PRATT Pupil of Pleasure II. 76, I found
Harriet in a strong hysteric. 1835 LYTTON Rienzivx.. iv.

He was thought to weep from hypocrisy, when in truth
it was the hysteric of over-wrought and irritable emotion.

1856 F. E. PAGET Owlet Oivlst. 145 To control a fit of

nerves, or a rising hysteric. 1870 L'ESTRANGE Miss Mitford
I. vii. 245 The lowly Maria fell into a sort of hysteric offright,
lamentation, and anger because she was not suffered to wear
a diamond necklace.

Hence Hystericism (histe'risiz'm '; [cf. F. hystt-

ricisme], the state or condition of being hysteri-
cal ; hysteria. Hystericize (histe'risaiz) v. intr. t

to go into hysterics.
1710 T. FULLER Phann. Extemp. 394 Why then must

Hystericism and Hypochondriacism be confusedly jumbl'd
together? 1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex.^ Hystericismus^. .the

same as Hysteria : the presence or existence of hysterical
affection : hystericism. 1894 IVestm. Gaz. 5 Dec. 3/1 The
Newest Woman queens it here In all her last uncomely
guises ; A screaming Sisterhood severe Hystericises.

Hysterical (histe'rikal), a. and sb. [f. as

prec. + -AL.] A. adj.
1. Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of hysteria ;

affected with or suffering from hysteria, f Hyste-
rical passion : hysteria. Hysterical fever : see

quot. 1822-34.
1615 CROOKE Body ofMan 326 Hysterical women, that is,

such as are in fits of the mother. 1704 J. HARRIS Lex.
Techn, s.v. C/avus, Dr. Sydenham calls such a Pain in the

top of the Head of Hysterical Persons, Clovus Hystcricus.
1803 BEDDOES Hygcia ix. 184 The epileptic, the hysterical,
the hypochondriac. 1818 SCOTT Hrt. Midi. x,The unfortu-

nate young woman . . finally fell into a hysterical
fit. 1822-34

Good's .Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 688 It (mild typhus] has some-
times been denominated hystericalfever. 1880 BEALE Slight
Ailin. 72 Hysterical girls are very apt to lose their appetite
for a time.

2. transj. and fig. Characterized by convulsive

emotion or excitement such as marks hysteria ;

morbidly emotional or excited. (Said freq. of

convulsive fits of laughter or weeping.)
1704 F. FULLER Med. Gymn. (1711) 9 Those weaker Hys-

terical People whose Spirits are of so fine a Make. 1817
J. M CL,EOD Voy.Alceste i. (ed. 3) 14 The men [of the Brazils],

in their exterior appearance, are a squalid, hysterical, grim-

looking tribe. 1865 CARLYLE Fredk. Gt. xni. vii. V. 83 This
of Pisek was but one of the many unwise hysterical things

poor Broglio did. 1897 F. N. MAUDE Volttnt. ?-. Compuls.
Sent. 125 A misdirected outbreak of hysterical humani-
tarianism.

B. sb. fL - HYSTERIC R i. Obs.

1649 CULPEPPER Lond. Disp., Key Galen, n. viii. (1653) 310
Such Medicines as provoke the Terms, or stop them when

they flow immoderately, are properly Hystericals. 1671
SALMON Syn. Med. in. xv. 359 Hystericals are such things
as are appropriated to the Womb, and these are most of

them Cephalicks.
2. //. = HYSTERIC B. 3. rare.

1834 Blacfav. Mar. XXXVI. 47^2/1 Since Father O'Shauch-

nessy cured aunt Katey's old pig of the hystericals. 1857
KINGSLEY Two Y. Ago xxiv, Most astonished . . to see a lassie

that never gave him a kind word in her life . . greet and

greet at his going, till she vanished away into hystericals.

65-2
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Hysterically ;histeTikali), adv. [f. prec.
+ -LY-.] In a hysterical manner; in a fit of

hysterics.

1710 T. FULLER Pharm. Extemp. 305 Whensoever the

Spirits being Hysterically confined, do not flow in plenti-

fully. 1834 HBDWIM Angler in Wales II. 78, I was laugh-
ing hysterically all the time. 1860 FROUDE Hist. Kng. \.

234 The Protector himself then addressed them wildly, pas-
sionately, hysterically.

' He would not fall alone', hesaid.

Hystericky ^histe-riki), a. U.S. colloq. [f.

HYSTERIC + -Y.] Inclined to, subject to, or char-
acteristic of hysteria ; hysterical.
1867 O. W. HOLMES Guardian Angel xi. (1891^ 129 And

that queer woman, the Deacon's mother, there's where she
gets that hystericky look. 1888 .V. 1". Herald (in Times
i Nov.), A Secretary of State who in an emergency scolds
like an hystericky woman is not a safe man for any President.

Hysteriform .histe-rifpjm), a.1 Path. [f.
HYSTERI-A + -FORM.] Resembling or having the

aspect of hysteria.
1861 BUMSTEAD ren. Dis. (1879) I 3^ Gerxral nervous

excitement which sometimes rises to the point of hysteriform
spasm.

Hysteriform (histe-riffum'.a.z Bot. [f./fys-
teii-nm (see below), f. Gr. varipos later : see

-FORM.] Having the form or character of the genus
Hysterium of ascomycetous fungi, growing on de-

cayed wood, branches, leaves, etc.

HHysteritis (histerei-tis). Path. [mod.L.,
f. Gr. varff-a womb -I- -Ills.] Inflammation of the

uterus
; metritis.

1803 Med. Jrnl. X. 12 That the appearances, .in cases of

hysteritis and puerperal fever, are widely different.

Hystero-
1

,hi-ster0), before a vowel hyster-
(as in hysteralgid), combining form of Gr. varipa
womb. Used in medical terms of recent formation
with the senses : a. Of the womb, uterine, as in

hystero-colic, hystcro-paralysis, -phthisis. b. Ac-

companied or associated with hysteria, hysterical

(see HYSTERIA i note], as hystero-catalepsy, -epi-

lepsy (whence hystero-epileptic adj.), etc.

Hystsrocele (hi'sterosfi) Path. [Gr. KJJA.IJ

tumour], a hernia containing the uterus or some

part of it. Hysterocystic (hi:ster0|Si'stik), a.

Path. [Gr. KVOTH bladder], pertaining to the
uterus and the bladder.

|| Hysterodynia (-dsi-nia)
Path. [Gr. oSwij pain], pain of the womb (Syd.
Soc. Lex. 1886). Hy stero-e pilepsy, a form of

hysteria characterized by the occurrence of convul-
sions more or less resembling those of epilepsy ;

occurring chiefly among females, especially of the
Latin races (Syd. Soc. Lex.} ; hence Hy:stero-
epile-ptic a. and st. || Hysteroma nia /',////.. an
old name for nymphomaoia ; also = hysterical in-

sanity (Ibid.). Hysterometer (histerf>'m/t3.i)

Surg. [-METER], an instrument for ascertaining the
size of the womb

;
a uterine sound (Mayne 1855) ;

hence Hysteroinetry, the use of the hysterometer
(Syd. Soc. Lex. 1886). Hysteropexy (hi-stdw-

pe^ksi) Surg. [Gr. -irr/fio fixing], the operation of

supporting the womb in a case of prolapsus. Hy-
sterophore (hi'sterofo a) Surg. [Gr. -Qopos bear-

ing], a pessary for supporting the uterus.
|| Hy-

steropto-sis Path. [Gr. wrwais falling], falling of
the womb, prolapsus uteri (Syd. Sac. Lex. iS86\
1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), *//>j 'erivelt, the Rupture or

falling down of the Womh. 1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex.,
Hysterocystic. OK Syd. Soc. Lex., Hysterocystic re-

tention, retention of urine during pregnancy from pressure
or stretching of the neck of the hladder by the enlarged
womb. 1881 Encycl. Brit. XII. 601/1 'Hyslero-epilepsy,
a nervous disease of women. 1887 Fortn. Rev. May 734
The perfection of mimicry reached by the hypnotized
hystero-epileptic. 1894 Westm. Gaz. 21 July 5/2 The

mortality from ovariotomy, hysterectomy, 'hysteropexy,
and exploratory incisions is high.

Hystero-- ^hi-steroj, combining form of Gr.

vtrrepos later, latter, inferior, as in hysterogenetic,
hysterology, tic.

Hysterogenetic (hfcsteroidjftie-tik), a. But.

[f. Gr. va-ripo HYSTERO- 2 + GENETIC.] = next.

(Opposed (.o protogenelic.}
1884 BOWER & SCOTT DC Bary's P/iantr. 201 Hystero-

genetic reservoirs of this category arise in old masses of
tissue. Ibid. 526 The spaces filled with resin.. are sub-
sequent, hysterogenetic products of disorganization.

Hysterogenic hi:stero,(l,?e'nikl, a.i Sot. [f.
as prec. + -genie ; cf. protogenic, etc.] Of later

origin or formation
; applied to intercellular spaces

formed in older tissues.

1885 GOODALE Phys. Bot. (1892) 99 note, Those [inter-
cellular spaces] formed in older tissues [are called] hysterc-
genic.

Hysteroge-nic, a. 2 Path.
[f.

HYSTERO- 1 +
-GENIC.] Producing hysteria ; relating to the pro-
duction of hysteria. So Hystero'gfenous a., in

516

same sense
; Hystero-g-eny, the production ol

hysteria.
1886 Syd. Soc, Lex.

t Hysterogenic . .Hysterogenous, ii

F. W. H. MYERS in Proc. Soc, Psych, Res. Oct. 127 note,
I must adopt from the French the word . . hysterogeny for
the production of hysterical states. 1887 Fortn. Rei:
May 737 The so-called 'hysterogenic' and 'hypnogenic'
pressure points. 1897 ALLBUTT Syst. Med. III. 532 The
presence of other hysterical symptoms, such as hemi-aiies-
thesia. .hysterogenic zones, contraction in the field of vision.

Hysteroid (hi-steroid\ a. [Irreg. f. HYS-
TER-IA + -DID.] Resembling or having the form
of hysteria. So Hysteroi'dal a.

1855 DUNGLISON Med. Lex. (ed. i2\ Hysteroid^ . . resem-
bling hysteria ; as a hysteroid disease, symptom, &c. 1887
Fortn. Rev, May 738 The undoubted greater prevalence of

hysteroid symptoms among the Latin, .races. 1887 Med.
News (\J .S, } 8 Jan. 37 Their value is much diminished by the
unmistakable hysteroidal impress which they bear. 1891
Lancet 3 Oct. 756 No one who has not been to Paris, and
seen the hysteroid condition in its extreme development,
can Realise fully this form of neurosis.

t Hysterolite. Min. Obs. Alsoerron. hys-
terio-.

[f. Gr. iiortpa womb + A/do? stone, from
its fancied appearance. Cf. F. hystt*rolithe.~\ A
fossil shell : see quot. 1854.
[1706 PHILUPS (ed. Kersey), Hysterolithus, a sort of

StoneJ 1799 KIRWAN Geol. Ess. v. 244 Petrifactions, as

hysteriolites, mytilites, &c. are found in it [rubble stone].
1854 WOODWARD Mollnsca \\. 229 Orthis Striatula : internal
casts of this fossil were called hysterolites by old authors.

t Hystero'logy 1
. Ohs. <7raw.,etc. [ad. late

I., hysterologia, a. Gr. vaT(po\.oyiat f. vartpo-,
HvsTEBO-2 -f Ao*7oy speech. Cf. F. liystgrologie,]= HYSTERON PROTEKON. (See also quot. 1842.)
1623 COCKERAM, Historologic, an altering of the order of

speech, by placing that after that should be before. 1657
W. MORICE Coena quasi KOIVTJ Def. xi. 129 These Notes
are.. never used to manifest an hysterology, or transposi-
tion of things. 1684 H. MORE Answer 156 Here therefore
is an Hysterology in the Cortex. 1843 BRANDE Diet. Scf. t

etc. s.v., Some comprehend the figure usually called anti-
climax. .under the name Hysterology.

Hysterology 2
(b.ister^-I6d3i).

Med. [f. HYS-
TERO- i

-f- -LOGY.] A treatise on the uterus.

1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex. t Hysterologia, .. term for a
treatise or dissertation on the womb, its functions, etc, :

hysterology. 1880 E. N. CHAPMAN \title) Hysterology, a
Treatise, Descriptive and Clinical, on the Diseases and
Displacements of the Uterus.

: Hysteron proteron (hi-ster^n prp-terpn\
sb. (a. and a<fo.) [late L. (Servius), a. Gr. vartpov
trp^repov, the latter (put as) the former ; called

also irpaiGvaTfpov (f. irpairos first), and vffTfpo\oyia

(see HYSTEROLOGY!).]
1. Grain, and Rhet. A figure of speech in which

the word or phrase that should properly come last

is put first.

1565 JFWEL Refl. Harding^476 In these woordes, 'Take
ye : Eate ye : This is my Bodie \ They have founde a Figure
called Hysteron Proteron. 1589 PUTTESHAM Eng. Poesie
HI. xii[i.] (Arb.) 181 Another manner of disordered speach..
we call it in English prouerbe, the cart before the horse, the
Greeks call it Histeron proteron^ we name it the Pre-

posterous. .as he. .said: 'My dame that bred me vp and
bare me in her wombe.' Whereas the bearing is before
the bringing vp. 1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), Hysteron
Proteron^ a preposterous manner of speaking or writing,
expressing that first which should be last. 1883 MARCH
A.S. Gram. 141 Transposition . . of clauses [is called] hys-
teron-proteron.

f 2. Inversion of the natural or logical order ; as

by placing the conclusion before the premisses, etc.

1620 GRANGER Div. Logike 318 Inverted Method, is when
particulars are disposed before universals : also, when the

parts, .are not handled after the same order, by which they
were laid downe, which is called Hysteron Proteron.

3. generally. The position or arrangement of

things in the reverse of their natural or rational

order ;

'

putting the cart before the horse
'

; topsy-
turvydom.
1589 COCAS Haven Health To Rdr. FP iv, Contrariwise

vsing Hysteron Proteron. .as I haue heard say of a gentle-
man who . . would not begin his meale with potage, but in-

steed of cheese would eat his potage last. 1648-99 J. BEAU-
MONT Psyche i. Ixxxv, How wild A Hysteron Proteron's this,
which Nature crosses, And far above the top the bottom
tosses.

B. attrib. or adj.
1646 Unhafpy Game Scotch $ Eng. 14 Those jugling

Husteron Proteron trickes. 1689 HICKERINGILL Ceremony
Monger Wks. 1716 II. 418 Shall Christians be like that

Histeron-Proteron-Herb, which Physicians as foolishly call

Filins ante Patremt a 1734 NORTH Exam. i. ii. (1740) 88
This hysteron proteron Stuff, Causes without Effects, and
Effects before Causes.

fC. as adv. By or with an inversion of the
natural order of things ; topsy-turvy ; vice versa.
1600 W. WATSON Qitodlibets Relig. $ Slate (1602) 47

The Catholicke religion will be vtterly extinguished and
perish, and so by consequent all runne Hysteron Protheron.

1617 MIDDLETON & ROWLEY Fair Quar. i. i. C hj, Wisemen
begets fooles, and fooles are the fathers To many wise
Children. Histeron, Proteron, A great scholler may beget
an Ideot, And from the plow tayle may come a great scholler.

HYWE.
Hence Hystero-pro'terize i\ inlr., to use

hysteron proteron.
a 1834 COLERIDGE in SoutheyZ.yfc Weslty (itiffi I. 324 We

must explain the force of the horse by the motion of the
cart-wheels, and hystero-proterize with a vengeance !

Hysterophytal (hlsteVfital), a. Bot.
[f.

mod.L. Uysterophyta (see next) + -AL.] Of or

pertaining to Hysteropkyta or Fungi ; fungal.
1857 BERKELEY Cryptog. Bot. 63. 81 Fungi may be

denned as Hysterophytal or Epiphytal Mycetals, deriving
nutriment, by means of a mycelium, from the matrix. 1874
COOKE Fungi 6.

Hysterophyte (hi-ster<Hait). Bol. [ad. mod.
L. hysterophytum, pi. -phyta (Fries 1821), f. Gr.

vartpa womb + QVTUV plant: see quot. 1855.] A
plant of the class Hysterophyta or Fungi; any
fungus growing upon, and deriving its nourishment
from, organic matter.

1855 MAYNE Expos. Lex., Hysierophytum, applied by
Fries to mushrooms . . because, according to him, they cannot
grow but at the cost of some organized body living or

dead, which serves them in some sort for a womb ; a hys-
terophyte.

II Hysterosis (histerju-sis). Gram, and Rhet.

[med. or mod.L., i. Gr. vartpos later, after such
words as anadiplosis,&c~\ = HYSTERON PROTEROK.
1610 GRANGER Div. Logike 318 note, Hysteron Proteron,

Hysterosis, Hysterologia. 1613 LISLE sElfric on O.
ff
N.

Test. To Rdr. 1 5 He sp_eakes by Hysterosis or Anachronisme
(a figure much vsed in Historic, yea euen in the Bible*.
a 1658 J. DURHAM Exp. Revelation xxi. (1680) 641 There will

hardly be found any such hysteresis or hysterologia in one
and the same explicatory prophesie.

Hysterotome vhi'ster.Ttsum). Surg. [f. HYS-
TKKO- l + Gr. -TO/IOS cutting, cutter. So mod.F.

hyste'rotome.] An instrument for performing hys-
terotomy.
1851 lltustr. Catal. Ct. Exhil. 96 Hysterotomes and

Instruments for Paracentesis Uteri. 1864 Daily Tel. 13 Aug.,We will not fight with the pen against lancets, and probes,
and hysterotomes, and the tremendous armoury of the
surgical cutlers.

Hysterotomy (histerc'tomi). Surg. [mod.L.
hysterotoini-a, f. HYSTERO- 1

-f- Gr. -TO/MO cutting.
Cf. F. hyslcrotomie.'] The operation of cutting
into the uterus

; the Csesarean section ; also ex-

cision, or dissection, of the uterus.

[1706 PHILLIPS (ed. Kersey), ffysterotomia,a.n Anatomical
Dissection of the Womb.] 1801 Meif. Jrnl. V. 353 Hystero-
tomy, or the Cesarean Section was performed upon a woman
at Rochdale. 1859 TODD Cycl.Anat. V. 206/1 Stark per-
formed hysterotomy successfully for a tumour.

Hystriciasis (histrissi-asis). Path. [l.'L.liys-
tric-em, after elfphantiasis : see -ASIS.] (See quot.)
1811 HOOPER Med. Diet., Hystriciasis, a disease of the

hairs, in which they stand erect, like porcupine quills. An
account, .is to be seen in the Philosophical Transactions,
No. 424 (1732).

Hystricid (histri-sid). Zool. [ad. mod.L.
Hystricid-se, f. hystrix, hystric-em, a. Gr. varpif,

iiarptx-, porcupine : see -ID.] A rodent of the

family Hystricida; ; a porcupine.
So Hy stricine n., pertaining to the sub-family

Hystricbtm,
1883 W. H. FLOWER in Encycl. Brit. XV. 4i6'2 In the

Sciurine and Hystricine Rodents the tibia and fibula are
distinct.

Hystricism (hi-strisiz'm\ Path. [ad. mod.L.
hystricistims, f. hystrix porcupine.] The porcupine
disease, an extreme form of ichthyosis (ichthyosis
hystrix), in which the epidermis is covered with

liorny prominences.
1886 in Syd. Soc. Lex. 1891 in F. P. FOSTER Med. Diet.

1960.

Hystricomorph. (hi-strikom/jf). Zool.
[f. Gr.

arpif, varpix-, L. hystric-, stem of hystrix (see
HYSTHICID) + Gr. -/jop^os shaped (liaptyii form).]A member ofthe//yi//7Vcw(!?-//;a,aprimary division
of Rodents including the porcupine and its con-

geners. So Hy stricomo rpliic, -mo'rpMne adjs.,

of, belonging to, or having the characters of the

Hystricomorpha.
1881 Pop. Sci. Monthly XX. 423 The hystricomorphs

(porcupines, Guinea-pigs and capybaras), which are now
confined to the southern hemisphere. 1894 Athenaeum
31 Mar. 415/3 A paper on the hystricomorphme and sciuro-

-lorphine rodents.

Hyt, obs. form of HIT, IT.

Hyte (hsit), a. Sc. [Of obscure origin : cf.

GYTE.] Crazy ; mad.
1721 RAMSAY Ep. to R. H. B. iii, The cauldrife carlies..

gathering gear gang hyt and gare. 1786 BURNS Ep. to

Major Logan x, 1'he witching curs'd delicious blinkers
Hae put me hyte.

Hyte, obs. form of HAIT int.

Hythe, variant spelling of HITHE, harbour.

Hyther, obs. f. HITHER. Hyve, obs. f. HIVE.

Hywe, obs. form of HUE.
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